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HINDUSTAN. HINDUSTAN.

it was Observed that certain classes of villagers

attacked and destroyed other classes ;—the power-
ful hand of a regular government being tempor-
arily removed, the ancient antipathies of race at

once came into play. Dwelling amongst each

other, door to door, but yet never mixing, neither

eating together nor intermarrying, most of the
races remain as distinct as when, 10, 15, 20, 30,

40, and 50 centuries ago, they came to the south.

It is this separating system which has kept the

stocks of Aryan and Turanian races of India pure.

On the slightest suspicion aa^to descent, all inter-

course ceases, and the descendants, in difterent

lines from the same recognised ancestor, form new

castes. In this way almost every family of a few
hundred years’ duration is now broken up. The
cause of the origin of this exclusive propensity is

unknown, further than that the system of caste
and the forms of Brahmanic worship commenced
amongst the East Aryans after their passage of the
Sutlej, and now every Aryan and most Turanian
households are guided by its rules. The tribes
and castes are everywhere numerous. It has
been estimated that in Bengal alone, if their sub-
divisions and septs and clans be taken into jtc-

count, they would amount to many thousands.
The Bombay Census Keport of 1881 enumerates
1245.

Population of India according to Ceiisns of 1881, clas.silii^d under H(;xes and Religion, and distinguishing British Territory
from Native States.

Province or
State.

Total Population of all llcligion.s. Ilindn.s. Mahomm. Aborign. Buddli. Christ. Siklrs. Jains. Otliers.

Male.s. Females. Total. M. & F. M. & 1’. M. & F. M. & F. M. & F. M. di F. M. & F. M. & F.

Brit. Territory.

Ajrair, . . .

Assam, . . .

Bengal, . . .

Berar, . . .

Bombay, . .

British Burma,
Central Prov.,

.

Coorg, . . .

Madras, . . .

N.W.P.&Oudh,
Panjab, . . .

248,844
2,503,703

34,025,591
1,880,492
8,497,718
1.991.005
4.959.43.5

100,439
1.5,421,043

22,912,550
10,210,053

211,878
2,377,723

34,911,270
1,292,181
7,9,56,696

1,745,766
J,S79,:i56

77,St)3

15, 749, .5,88

21,195,313
8,640,384

460,722
4, .8.81, 426

69,536,861

2,672,673
16,454,414
3,736,771
9.838,791

178,302

31,170,631
44,107,869
1 8,850,437

376,029
.3,062,146

45,452,806
2,425,6.54

12,308,582
88,177

7,317,830
162,489

28,497,678
38,05.3,394

7,130,528

57,809
1,317,022

21,701,724

187,.5.55

3,021,131
168,881

275,773
12,541

1,933,561
5,922,886
10,525,150

48.8,251

2,055,822
37,3.38

562,678

1,533,599

6),.563
L5.5,.S09

1

1,251,584
17

’l,.535

103
2,864

2,225
7,093

128,1.35'
• 1,335!

138,317'

84,219
11,949'

3,152'

711,080
47,664
33,420

182
14

549
525

127,100

97

3,614
1,121,004

24,308
158

1,609
20,020

216,224

45,718
99

24,973
79,957
35,826

169
177

37,407
245

80,382
14.3,905

653,808
21

1,804
221

1,645

Total, . . . 102,850,879 99,038,018 201,888,897 141,875,315 45,127,033 4,677,688 3,418,476 1,168,589 1,253,115 448,897 919,784
Feudatory St.

Bombay, . .

Central I?rov,,

.

N.W.P.&Oudh,
Panjal), . . .

3,572,3.55

867,087
384,699

2,112,303

3,368,894
842,033
357,051

1,749,380

6,941,249

1,709,720
741,7.50

3,861 ,68:5

5,526,403

1,385,2.80

.501,727

2,121,767

753,220
9,914

240,014
1,137,284

369,216

220,318

12

387

6,837

24
9

279

30
2

.59’5,110

282,219
193

6,852

3,303

93,989

4

Total, . . . 6,937',044 6, ;U 7,358 13,254,402 9,5.35,177 2,140,441 589,5.34 '399 7,149 .595,142 289,264 97^296
Tl. Brit. Terri,

(inch Peud. St.)

Native State.s.

Baroda, . . .

109,787,923 105,355,376 21.5,143,299 154,410,492 47,267,474 .5,267,222 3,418,87.5 1,175,738 1,.848,257 7.38,161 1,017,080

1,1.30,512

1

1,04.5,193 2,185,005 1,.852,868 174,980 101,.522
1 .. 771 46,718 8,146

Central India, . 4, 882,.823 4,379,081 9,261,907 7, 800,.396 510,718
t

891,424 h 7,06)5 1,455 49,824 1,025
Cochin, . . . 301,815 298,463 600,278 429,324 .33,344

i

136,361

13,614

29,249

1,249
Hyderabad, 5,002,137 4,843,457 9,845, .594 8, .89.3,181 925,929 1

.3,664 8,521 685
Mysore, . . . 2,08.5,842 2,100,346 4,1.86,1.88 .3,9.56,336 200,484 i ( 41 69
Rajimtana, , . 5,544,665 4,723,727 10,268,392 8,.83!»,243 861,717 166,343 1,294

498,542

^ 378,672: 21,084
Travancore, 1,197,134 1,204,024 2,401,158 1,7.55,6)10 146, ,909 97

Tl. Native St.,

.

'20,1 537928 IS,.594,.594 38, fl 8, 522
’

33,526,958 2,854,111 h,159,28^ < 6)86, Sltt .5, 16^ h 483,73.^>1 32,355
Grand Tl. Pop.

,

'129,941,851 123,949,970 2.53,891,821 187,9.37,450 .50,121,585 3>, 426), 511 .3,418,8.84 '1,86)2,(k:4 1,8.53,42( '1, 221, 896ll,049,4351

Many of the aboriginal tribes, now under the
British or feudatory rulers, are broken national-
ities, as the Gond, the Bhil, the Kathi, the Gujar, the
Mair, the Meena, the Bhar, the Kurku, the Mjiria,

the Khond, the »Santal, the Kol. There are smaller
tribes in Chutia Nagpur and the Tributary Mahals,
wild mountain races in Julpiguri, with more com-
pact clans of Mongoloid tribes in the Garo, Khas.sya,
Jaintia, and Naga Hills, and in I'iperah and the
Chittagong Hill tracts. On the hills and in the
plains in the extreme south of Peninsular India,

are th^ Nair, the Coorgs, the Bcder, the Male
Arasar, the Kadar, the Yanadi, the Irular, the
Badaga, the Toda, the Kotar and Kurumbar, and
the Saura, the Chenchwar of the Eastern Ghats.

The Kallar, Maravar, Teer, and Shanar occupy
the plains in the very south of the Peninsula.
Some of the predial tribes, the Dom, Pariah, Mhar,
Holiyar, Mhang, Dhor, Chamar, Veddar, Puller,
Cherumar, are settled in the outskirts of the
villages

;
but the Wadawar, Banjara, Lambari,

Korawa, Bhaora, Bliatu, the Yerkala, some of
the Kurumbar, and others, are homeless wanderers,
moving amid the civilised settled dwellers of the
plains, or secluded in the hills and forests, and are
large^ predatory, as are also the Sansi, Baori,
H^ui of the Panjab, and the Nat of Northern
Hindustan. The Dravidians are in several great

nations, as the 'ramilar, the Teling, and the Canar-
ese.

The more compact of the smaller nayonaIitie.s
of Dravidian and Kolariau descent have found
shelter in the mountain tracts on the south-west
of Bengal proper, in the hills of Orissa, and in the
valleys of the .Satpura and Vindhya ranges, and
in northern Gondwana, where they have formed
many little states under chiefs claiming to be of
ancient lineage, or cadets of Rajput houses.
The next in numbers are the Mahomedans. They

1 are chiefly in Bengal, the N.W. Provinces, and
I the Panjab, with smaller numbers in Otidh, parts

I

of the Bombay and Madras Presidencies, or dis-

I

persed among the Hindu communities. None of

them have settled among the semi- civilised or
wild aboriginal tribes. Many of them are of

Arab, Afghan, Moghul, and Persian descent, but
a considerable number are of converts from
Hinduism

;
and the ancestors of the great bulk of

those ill Bengal, in number 21,704,724 in 1881,
are recognised to have been non-Aryan aborigines,
though their history is not known. The Maho-
medans are in two sects, the Sunni and the Shiah,
the former greatly preponderating, with smaller
offshoots known as Mahdavi. In 1881, the total

of the Mahomedans of Hindustan was 50,121,586.
Hindustan is partly under British, partly under
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mediate between the Papuan and the Negrito. The
Papuan are taller than the Malay, but the Negrito

are about 4 feet 6 inches or 4 feet 8 inches, or 8
inches shorter than the Malays. The Negrito nose

is small, flattened, or turned up at the apex,

while the Papuan nose is large and prominent,

with the apex prolonged downwards. 1die Negrito

hair is the same as that of the ]*a])uan and also of

the African. The Negrito of the Philippines, the

Semang and Bila of the Malay Peninsula, and the

Mincopi of the Andanians, agree with each other.

The Negrito arc living in Lucon, Negros, Panay,

Mindoro, and Mindanao to the number of 25,000,

but are also in Palawan tind Formosa. They arc

small in stature, but well made'.

Of the Malay race, there an; three broad ethnic

divisions, viz. the Orang Malayu, the Orang Laut,
j

and the Orajig Ihniia.
j

I'lie Orany Malayu are civilised communities in
|

Sumatra, Malacca, B<»rneo, (dc., are all Muhani- :

rnadans. and sjx'ak Higli Malay, with a lit(‘rature

written in the Arabic character.

The Orany TaihI, lit(‘rally sea pco])le, are known
as the Baju Laut of Celebes; and ^Ir. Keane sup-

poses them to be akin to the Laniin of Porneo

and Illanos of Mindanao. They live in their boats

on the water, (mgage(l in fishing and addicted to

piracy, or, as De Barros says, ‘ Phijo otlicio he

rnbar e pcscar.’

The Orany Hinita, or men of the soil, known
also as Orang-Utan or wild men, as Orang Gunong
or hillmen, likewise as Orang Darat or landsimm,

are wild, savage, and unlettered tribes of the

interior of .Malacca, parts of Sumatra, Ithio-

Lingga, and other islands in the Straits of

Malacca. They sp(‘ak in rude but ])ure Malay

dialects, are in numerous tribes, with names
given from the rivers and the districts they

occupy.
Tlio Malay lanynayr ju’oper, wherever current

in the Archipelago, is spoken with remarkal)le

uniformity; and that spoken even by the ruder

uncivilised tribes in Malaeea and Sumatra, knowm
as the Low Malay, does not differ from tlie High

or Literary Malay.

Malay proper is vernacular in Malacca, in a

large part of Sumatra, in the islands of Billiton,

Banca, Panjor, Penang, Singa|>ore, Khio-Pingga,

Banda, in parts of the Moluccas and Timor, and

generally round the coast of Borneo.

Orany Lant .—Tlic custom of living on the i

water is common in various parts of Southern
|

Asia
;
it is in some eonntries oceasione<l by necessity.

But the people who are calk'd Payats on Banca

and in the neighbouring seas, adopt it by cboiee,

and preserve it in situations wliiub would afford a

more comfortable mode of life. ^I'bey are |)ro-

bably dispersed through all the countries wliere tlie

Malay language is current. They always formed

part of the subjects of the Malay piinces during

their prosperity at Malacca and aft(‘i\vards at

Johore. Those of them w'ho have prc'served their

manners pure, dwell in, small prahus, which carry

their possessions and families, ^riiese are of the

size and class of the vessels distinguished among
the Malays by the name of prahii kakap, probably

from their supposed jeseml)lance to a fish of the

same name in their form and motion
;
they are

equally adapted to rowing and sailing. Their

after part is the kitclien, nml here a small stove is

permanently fixed
;
the central space serves for

their usual occupations during the day, and for

their rest at night
;
several large mats, which are

rolled up in the day time, form its principal

furniture
;
their fore parts contain a small chest,

in whicli they preserve their articles of value.

During the night, and in bad weather, the vessel

is covered by a light mat (or kajang), which, when
not in use, is folded over the posterior part. The
furniture of each prahu is very simple. One
harpoon with a shifting point, and a spear-like

implement for searching for crabs in the sand, some

empty cocoamit shells, witli oar and paddles in

proportion to the size of the vessels, are always

found
;
besides these, a drum and a comb of un-

common size
;
most prahus carry a favourite cat.

A number of long wooden lances, as their common
weapon of defence, are always placed in con-

sjhcuous parts. d'hese they wield with much
!

dexterity. The larger ])rahus (('specially those
j

intended for warlike purposes) are provided with
|

rantakkas, firelocks, spears, and Malay cutlasses. \

Each j)ralm carric's a large sail. The day is
j

spent in small excursions on the ocean
;
at night

the vessels are anchored near the shore or fixed

to a pole. Smaller vessels are geiu'rally drawn
upon the beach. When opportunities allow, they

se(‘k the shelter of small bays or the outlets of

rivers. They often siil)sist for many days, success-

ively on fisii, eial)S, oysters, or mussels, which

they eonsumo indiscriminately, but they are ex-

traordinarily fond of vegetable food, and when-

ever t}i(*y liave an ojiportiinity all of them devour

double th(' (piaiitity of liee that, will suffice another .

Malay. The place's tlu'y oceu])y or have lately

visited are' easily knowji by the le'miiants of fish,

by ])iles of shells, etc., and are' also indie^ated at a

great distance' by a nauseous odour. Cleanliness

is by no means one of their (qualities
;
they are

rarely e'xempt from e'ruptions on the skin, and

the'V ('omplain of diseases of the bow'els. •

TIk'v s})end their time chiefly in fishing or in

fU'cparing fishing-tackle of various kinds. The

j)r(‘paTation and arrangement of the le'aves of a

species of pandanns for siiils is the business of the

fe'males. Those wdio liave' attached themselves to

a [)ai tieular s])ot se'll and barter dried fish, trepang,

agar-agar. In the ye'ar 1S25 the' Caiimon Islands

;

(Krimun) we're 0 (a'U|)i('d by Orang Laut, who
j

^
])lund(‘re*d when they eajuld do it with impunity.

;

j

'I’lic Carimons, from tlieir central position, were a !

favourite haunt of pirates, and the strait sepjirat-

ing tlie tw’o islands w’as seldom w’ithout some of
i

their boats.

Sumatra is bctw'ce'ii 128,500 and 140,000

I

S([uare miles in area. Its inhabitiints have been

estimated at from 2 to 44 millions. Among the

])eople of the jVrchipe'lago generally, the island is

know n as Fulo Ikirichu, also Fulo Indalas
;
the

Javanese term it Tana- Falembang, the land of

Falembang. The oilgin of the term Sumatra is

unknowui. d\he Malay races jiropcr occupy about

j

iialf tlie area of the island. Their chief tribes are

the Korinchi, the Orang Rawa, Orang Falembang,

Bejang, Serawi, Lampong, Batta, the Orang

Kubu or Orang Lubu. Marsden mentioned the

Orang Gugu, and in the southern belt the Orang

Abiing, described as a head-liunting race.
|

Excepting Menangkabaii, the whole coast of I

Sumatra is nominally under five sovereignties, viz.
^

Falembang, Jainbi, Indragiri, Siak, and Achecn.
|

Mcnangkidiau, province is the plateau in the in-
|
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Kurbagha, near to Dursummund, an independent

village of Upper Miranzai, whicli lies between

IJingu and Khurum. He is said to have been

accompanied by 3000 of his relations and friemls,

and 8000 other men of Shuwal. At that time

Kohat and Teri were occupied by the Orakzai.

Akore with his adventurers drove the Orakzai

from Teri, and held that country, their o])i)Onent3

retiring on Kohat, at which place the Bungush,

rising on them and joining the Khatak, they

W('re driven fairly but of the country to 1 hyruh.

Tui»pee, a village lying three miles 8.E. of Kohat,

and on the Kalabagh road, is pointed out as tlie

spot where the engagenient took place between

the Khatak and Bungush on one aide, and the

Orakzai on the other; after the battle, the con-

querors divided the country, making a range of

hills which divides (ludduklieil and Luclu'e the

boundary between the Khatak and Bungush.

This range still forms the boundary betwe('n tlie

two tribes. The Khatak country extended to

Kesee, a village near to and above Mukhud, on

the Trans-Indus aide. There were then two

divisions of the tribi', Turi and Buluk. On the

country being divided, Ohountra, Dullin, and

Durrah fell to the formiu', and from Buluk sprung

two branches, Khurrum and Seiiee. Juulhu'e,

(ihurzundai, and Onjukhulu lie in one valley, and

belong to Khurrum, and the ^^enee branchy passes

from Teri to Furshai. Akore and his fullowers

having entered the counUy as adventur(.*rs, lett

their wives and families at Kurl)agha, and had

ditliculty afterwards in bringing them to rejoin

them in their lU'W c,o\iuivy.--Sile<'ti(>iis / roju the

PnhJic Conrspondence, p. ;
Papers, Past Indies^

Kahnt and Afghanistan, lSo9, p. id
;

ndjool, p. lUo'; Pecords, (dorennnent of Indai,

No. 11 ;
Imp. (Pr:.

^

KHATAM. An. ^^eal or conclusion, the emlol a

book; a term in tlu* science of exorcism. Kliatam-

i-Koi'tan, the reading through of the entire Koian.

KHATAMBAND. Hinp. ^Maker of stringed

musical instruments.

KllA LTB. Akai’. One who reads the Kluitba,

a preacher, a public siieaker. Qanoon-i-Islam,

hy Jafir Sharif, translated by C. A. llerklots,

M.D., 1832, says ;
‘ The Khatib (priest), after re-

peating two rukat prayers, also shukreea, ascends

to the second or middle step of the mambur, and,

the congregation being seated, he reads the

Khutba ;
that is, olYers glory to God, ])raises the

prophets, and pas.ses culogiums on his companions.

He then descends to the lowermost step, recounts

the many virtues of the king, and otTers up sup-

jilications on behalf of him. ^Ihe king is he wdiose

coin is current in the realm, aml^ in whose name

prayers are offereil up after tlu' Khutba is reail at

the mosques and at feasts. ’ At present (1 832) it is

in the name of the king of Dehli, but in the

author’s opinion erroneously, as it should be in

the name of the Honourable kjast India Company.

KHATIK, in Bengal, a race who are poulterers.

KHAT I HI, Hind., from Arabic Khatrah,

damper
;
a crop raised in the sand on the banks

of a river by manuring and hand-watering. A
nominal rent is paid foi-such, as it may be swept

away by a rise.

KHATMANDU. At the foot of the northern

range, situated upon the eastern bank of a small

river, the Yishenmuttee, in lat. 27" 36' N., and

long 85" 24' K., stands the city of Khatmandu.

It is not the largest of the towns in Nepal, but

it is the residence of the ihaharaja. It is said to

have been founded by Raja Gunakamadeva about

A.D. 723. In the square in front of the palace are

numerous handsome temples. Many of these are

like pagodas, of several storeys in height, and

profusely ornamented with carvings, painting, and

gilding. In front of several of the temples arc

tall monoliths, some surmounted by figures of old

rajas, who foumled the temples, others by the

winged ligurt! of Garur. They vary in size, from

the gigantic jiagoda of 'faleju to a diminutive

shrine cut out of a single stone, with an image a

few inchc.s high in the centre. Many of tliem

prc.sent Ji most repulsive appearance, being dabbled

over with the liiood of cocks, ducks, goats, and

bulTaloes, wliich are sacriticod before them. In

liMigth Khatmandu may ineasiire about a mile,

its breadth nowhere exceeding half a mile. The

name of the town in ancient books is Gorgool-

piitten; the Newar race call it AHiidcs
;

Avhilst

among the Parbuttia, or mountaineers, it is styled

Kultipur, an appellation which seems to proceed

from tlu^ same source with Khatmandu, and dc-

rivi'd, it is htdieved, from its numerous wooden

temples, which are among the most striking objects

in the city, 'fhese edifices are not confined to the

body of th(‘ town, but are scattered over its en-

virons, particularly along the sides of a quadran-

gular tank or reservoir of water. The houses arc

of brick and tile, with pitched or pointed roofs.

On the street side, they have frequently enclosed

wooden balconies of 0])eii carved work, and of a

singular fashion
;
the front piece, instead of rising

perpendicularly, projecting in a sloping direction

towards the leaves of the roof. They are of two,

three, and four storeys, and, almost without a

single ex(-epti(>n, are of a mean and poor apjiear-

ance. The stri'cls are exceedingly narrow, and

verv filthy. See India; Nepal.

KHlA'fMI, or Barra gul Khaira. Hind. Althtea

rosea, hollyhock, 'the seed is considered cooling;

in medieim* one tola is givtm
;

tlie eorollae and

pericarps, wlien fresh, are exceedingly mucilagin-

ous and used in sherbets. Khatmi Kochak, Pkrs.,

is the small mallows. It grows in moist ground,

.and is useful when a])t)lied as a cataplasm to parts

of till' body stung by wasps or hornets. Khatmi

S.afaid, Hind., is Malva mauritiana.— GV». Med.

Top. i>. 113; Onseh tfs Travels, i. p. 216.

KllATNAH. Akai;., Hind., Feks. Circum-

cision. It was enjoined in the law of Moses on

all males of the llelirews, on the eighth day after

birth. It is practised by tlie Muhammadans on

all males, at any age, but it is not enjoined in the

Koran. It is practised on girls in Egypt by re-

moving the prepuce of the glans clitoris. /^n-nP

Miik'htar; T<ddan.

KHATKAN, an independent tribe adjoining

the Dehra Gh.azi Khan district, and behind the

Bozdar Hills, in th(‘ midst of the Baluch tribes,

with whom they arc frequently at feud. They

are special enemies of the Bozdars and the Murrecs.

Their hills scarcely touch the British frontier.

Once they sought British alliance against the

Murrecs, and also offered their support, if an

expedition were imdevUikcn against that tribe; but

the Government refused to have any relations of

this nature with them, in order to avoid being im-

plicated in the feuds of the hill tribes. They num-
ber 3000 fighting men, of whom 200 are moimtcd.
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the air, becomes lac. So numerous are these
insects, and so dosoly crowded together, that
they often entirely cover a branch; and the
groups take different shapes, as squares, hexagons,
etc., according to the space left round the insect

which first began to form its cell. Under these
cells the females deposit their eggs, which after

a certain period arc hatched, and the young
ones eat their way out. 'i’ho accumulation of in-

sects is so great that the trees on which they live

are exhausted and injured by them. The parent
lac insect, after laying her eggs, becomes a niere

lifeless bag, of an oval shape, containing a small
quantity of a beautiful red liquid. The young in-

sects feed on this liquid, and their bodies assume
the same hue, so that the branch which la^ars

them appears to be covered with re<l jiowder.
The cells of gum-lac which shelter them are more
or less deeply tinged with the same colour.

The best time for gathering stick-lac so as to

secure the colouring matter, is before the insects

have made their escape. In some places the insect

is sedulously cultivated, the modus operandi b(‘ing

the very simple one of cutting off old branches
inhabited by it, and tying them to fresh branches

;

ill other places nature is left to accomplish the

work unaided. That a great deal may Vie done to

extend the industry, is evident from the success

which has attended its introduction into the

territory of Kapurthala, wlnu’e three maunds of

seed were transported safely from so distant a
locality as Oudh. Tho forests of Ihirma alone arc

capable of producing an almost unlimited (juantity,

if jilantations are only formed.

The cells made by the insect for its eggs
adhere to the branches in grains, completely en-

crusting them, and, in commerce, are either im-
poi;tcd ill that form, and called ‘ stick-lac,’ or the

grains are gathered from the branches, their

colouring matter extracted, and formed into flat

cakes, still preserving the granular appearance,

and called ‘seed-lac,’ or the sccd-lac is melted up
into masses, and called ‘lump-lac.’ ‘Shell-lac’

is seed-lac further purilied by being put in bags

of tine linen, and melbul over a charcoal fire

until it passes through them. The bags are

squeezed, and passed over a smooth surface of

wood, on which the lac is deposited in thin layers.

-If pure, this kind of lac will take lire on a hot

iron, and burn with a powerful smell. Tlu' heat

of a ship’s hold will sometinu's run it into a solid

mass, and thus diminish its value, lly pouring
warm water on stick-lac, a crimson colouring

matter is obtained, which is made into square

cakes for sale, and called lac dye, lac lake, or cake
lake. These cakes,’ when broken, are dark-
coloured, shining, and comjiact, but when scniped
they yield a bright red powder approaching
carmine.

The best quality of stick-lac is obbiincd from
Siam, the twigs being frequently encrusted all

round to the doptli of a quarter of an inch, while

sometimes a great accumulation takes place on
one spot

;
that of Assam ranks next

;
the stick-

lac of Bengal is inferior to these, being scanty

and irregular in its coating of resinous matter.

The largest export is from the Central Provinces,

but it is also produced in considerable quantity

in Assam, and in the Gaya and Hazaribagh dis-

tricts, in Oudh, the North-Western Provinces, the

Banjab, and a limited portion of Sind, in Maisur,
|
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and in British Burma. The lac which is so largely

exported from Burma is obtained chiefly in the
Shan districts, and is perhaps the finest in the
world, preferable even to that of Bengal. The
jungle at Taldungah consists chiefly of thorny
bushes, jujube of two species, an Acacia and
Butea frondosa, the twigs of the latter often
covered with lurid red tears of lac, which is there
collected in abundance.
The supply of lac from among the mountains of

India could support a consumption ten times
greater than at present. In Cuttack, Travancoro,
Mysore, and most of the Madras districts, it is

found in considerable abundance.
Previous to the discovery of the true cochineal,

the colouring matter of the lac insect was uni-
versally employed for dyeing red. The crimsons
of Greece and Itonie, and the imperishable reds of
tlie Brussels and PlomisJi schools, were obtained
from this source.

A mixture of lac, alum, and tamarind-water is

the native dye for silk or cotton cloth of a crimson
colour.

After the dye is extracted, the gum-lac still

requires much purification before it can be used
for tlyi more delicate varnishes. A premimn of
30 gminoas and a gold medal were offered by the
Society of Arts for a varnish made from shell or
seed lac, equally hard, and as fit for use in the
arts, as that prepared from any other sub-
stance. These were claimed by two persons, Mr.
Field and Mr. Liming, and as both their processes
wore found to answer the desired end, a premium
of 20 guineas was awarded to each.

1’hc chief consumption of lac in Europe is for
the manufacture of sealing-wax and varnishes. In
India the inferior kind is made into bangles or
armlets for women of the lower classes, the
superior is fashioned into rings, beads, and
other trinkets. To fit it for such purposes, the
natives purify it by melting in bags. When the
lac begins to exude, it is scraped off, and the bags
are twisted or wrung by means of cross sticks at
their ends, to force but the melted contents.
The natives of India make a good varnish of lac,

coloured with einnaliar or some other pigment, with
which they varnish boxes, cabinets, and other
articles. Coloured varnishes of this (h'seription are
much used ii i theadornmen t of their religious houses.

liac and sandnrach form the basis of spirit

varnishes
;

these resins are more soluble than
amber, anime, and copal. They are dissolved in
spirits of wine, or pyroligneous spirit, which is

cheaper. I^ac is harder than eandarach, and is tlie

basis of most lacquers, and also of French polish.

Sand.aracli is used for making a pale varnish for

light-coloured woods. It may bo hardened by
the addition of shell-lac or of mastic if required
to be kept pale; and wlu'ii required to be polished,

Vonico turpentine is added to give it body.

The Indian lapidaries make use of lac as a
vehicle for retiiining the hard corundum powders
used in cutting and polishing gems, and as laps.

liac enters into the composition of the best
Chinese lacquer,-—gamboge or dragon’s blood,
with copal, being added to increase the colour.

The exports of lac, of kinds, from India have
been as under -

1880-81,

1881-82,
1882-83,

88,392 owt.
117,601 „
138,814 „

Rs. 57,83,202
71,95,283
09,90,156
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numbers 1510, of whom the larger proportion public papers in Persian. Ahmad restored Arabic

(625) live in Madras. There are 145 Frenclimen in permanent documents. It is owing to this

in the Bombay Presidency. It will surprise circumstance that, although India was never

many persons to learn that the German-speaking directly conquered by Pereia, the language of

population in India is slightly less numerous business and of writing in general is all taken

than the French. The former, according to from the latter country. The Muhammadan
Mr. Plowden, number 1471. The British-born conquerors, whom the ^lahrattas first and then

population of Bengal, notwithstanding its largo the British succeeded, thus left as a legacy tlie

planting community, was considerably below that PtTsian language, as the tongue in which all

of Bombay. This fact is referred to by Mr. tlie learned people, and many of the official

Plowden, who points out that the largest number people, wrote; bnt since the 14th century, from

of British-born persons is found in the North- it and from the Turki, Arabic, and Hindi a

Western Provinces (1^0,184) and the PanjaV) vernaeadar language has been formed, to which

(17,590), owing to tlie heavy garrisons in those the name of Urdu, or camp tongue, is given. The

parts of India. Bombay (exclusive of the Feuda- new tongue is based on the Hindi, with many
tory States) follows with 13,772, and Bengal with words from the Arabic, Peraiaii, and Turki, a

only 10,583. The other provinces and slates sprinkling from the Sanskrit, and all the Hindi,

stand as follow : —Madras, 5883
;
Burma, 5346; Dravidian, KOlarian, and Portuguese tongues

Central India, 4978
;

the Nizam\s Dominions, sj)okeu in British India. In the south of India,

2956
;

the Central Proviiic(*s, 2774
;

Mysore, Urdu is called Hindustani, because it had its

2686; Ajniir, 872; Assam, 7ih“)
;
Baroda, 267; origin in Northern India or Hindustan; but it,

Coorg, 134
;

the Feudatory States of Bombay, Avas only in the early part of the 19th century

98; and Berar, 97. Mr. PloAvden thus classities that it was given regular forms by Dr. John

the English-speaking population : Born in the Borthwick Gilchrist. It is used as a medium of

United Kingdom, 89,015 ;
Eurasians (persons of intercomuiunication by the Hindus of the towns

mixed parentage), 62,085 ; born of British parents of Omlh and Debli, by all Indian Muhammadans
outside the United Kingdom, 50,360

;
born in amongst themselves, ami by Hindus and Euro-

America, Australia, and at sea, 2098. Of tin' poans as a common tongue. It is, however, ns a

eighty-nine thousand odd boru in the United written language, only iis('(l by the less e<hicated

Kingdom, nearly fifty-six thousand males are in Mnliainmadaiis and by Ibeir women, the inoii'

the army, and about three thousand in the Civil highly e<hicated euiploying T’ersiaii. In some
Service. When to this is added the wives and districts of Northern India, JMrsian Avords pre-

families of British jnilitary and civil officers, it dominate in the Urdu
;
in other parts of India,

Avill bo seen Iioav insignificant, numerically, the Hindi AA'ords are tlie uion; numerous
;

in the,

non-official portion of the English eoinmnnity in southern ])art of the IVminsula there is a very

India still is. In his list of the great cities of India,
j

considerabh' admixture of Arabic, and on the

Mr. Plowden places Bombay, Avitli its 772,19(> in-
j

Avest of tlie Peninsula the Mahrati is greatly

habitants, first, and Calcutta (766,298) second,
j

infused into it.

He contends, liowcA^er, that the population of Hindi is a teiiii iij^ed over much of Northern

Howrah, on the right bank of the river Hoogly, India to denote the vernacular tongue of the

should bo added, Avhich Avould bring up tin' district. Hindi and its dialects are spoken by

number of inhabitants of the Bengal capital about 80 millions of people. On the north and

to 871,604. From the chapter on the religions east it conu's in contact Avith the Tibeto-Burrnan

of .the people, Ave find that the Parsecs of the family in the llimidaya and in Further India:

various presidencies aggn'gate 85,397, of Aviiom on the soutli, in CondAvana, it lias on its bordt'is

78,973 are to be found in Bombay and its Feuda- the Uriya, tlie Ivaruatica, llie Ti'lugu, and tin'

tory States, and 81 18 in Bnroda. There are 916 .Mahrati; and on the NAV. and W. the Pushtu,

Parsees in Central India, 638 in Hyderabad, 462 the Balnchki, and Brahiiiki ])ound it. Its recog-

in the Panjab, 399 in the ( Antral Provinces, 242 nised dialects are ri'ckuiied lifty-eight, but then

in the Berars, 156 in Bengal, 143 in ^ladi’as, .114 are others Avild .and nneultivated.

in the North-AVAst Provinces, 83 in Burma, 75 Speaking geiK'rally, the wJiole of Upper India,

in Ajmir, 47 in Mysore, 21 in Coorg, 7 in Kajput- including tlie Panjid), from the Himalaya to the

ana, and 3 in the lAudatory States of the Paiijab. Vindhyan range, but exelusive of Bengal, may b<'

Urdu.—In the past eight centuries, Miiham- said to be possessed by one language, the Hindi,

madan armies have been bringing into India the Aecordiiig to Coh'brooki; and the Serampore

Arabic, Turki, Mongol, and Pi'i-sian tongues. The. translators of the Bible, Hindi owes nine-tenths of

first of these continues to be the language of the its vocables to Sanskrit roots
;
Avhen it is spoken

Muhammadan religion
;
and thougli the Koran has by Mnliainmadaiis, Avho add to it Arabic and

been translated into Persian, Urrlu, and Tamil, Ihiisian roots, it becomes converted into Urdu

also Burmese and Malay, their sacred book, in the or lliiidustani. AVheu Hindi is spoken by Hindus,

original Arabic, is still preferred in British India, avIio draAv on Sanskrit for enrichment or einbellisli-

is studied by all youths, and read by all their merit, it appropriately retains the name of Hindi,

educated religionists. Persian, on the other Modified in these various Avays, it is found not

hand, has been the Avritten language of the only on the plains of Hindustan, but also on the

Muhammadan courts of Persia and India, and is southern slope of the Himalaya, for Mr. Trail

used by all the educated classes in their corre- infm-rns us that the Jauguago of Kamaon and

spondence. Under Mahmud, the civil administra- (jarliwal is Hindi. Indeed, generally, along the

tion must have been entirely conducted by Sub-Himalayan range, as far as the Gogra river,

Persians. The two celebrated vizirs, AbiTil Abbas an impure Hindi dialect introduced by the Gurkha

and Ahmad Maimcndi, were of that nation. The from the plains appears to be extirpating th(‘

former introduced the practice of Avriting all vernacular Tibetan tongues of the aboriginal
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MEDICINE.
• • •

Portuguese, Dutch, and Spanish East Indies •aVe

many medical schools, and numerous European,
American, and native medical men teaching and
practising their profession according to the

doctrines of the schools of Europe. Amongst the

Hindus*, the art of medicine ’ Inis been carefully

studied from the most linciout times, and books
on the subject have a large circulation. Of these,

the Ayur Veda, which is- reckoned a portion of

the fourth or Atharva Veda, is considered the

oldest treatise and the highest standard. It is

said to have consisted originally o£ 100 sections,

each containing 1000 stanzas, but fragments only

are now procurable, llie works of Oharaka and
Susruta, .wlio are said to have lived about the

time of Kama, are also regarded as of great author-

ity
;
and Agastya, a Tamil writer,' is fabled to

liave written upwards of 50 treatise^i on medicine,

alchemy, and .magic, biit some of those attributed

to him have been composed after the arrival of

Europeans in India
;
and there are upwards of 120

Tamil works on .medicine, some of them of con-

siderable size. Amongst the Hindus of the lOth

century, medical science is, however, much h\ the

same state as it was in Greece in the time of

Hippocrates. The Greeks seem to have derived

from' India their Systems of philosophy and
medicine, and Hippocrates and Plato taught that

fire, air, earth, and water were the elemental

‘constituents ;
of our bodies. The views which

Pythagoras and Plato entertained of health and
disease precisely accord with those of Plato and
the Hindu Susruta, a*nd the Hindu system of

therapeutics is much the same as that of Galen,

who taught that the properties of all medicines

are derived from their elementary or cardinal

qualities,—heat, cold, moisture, and dryness,—and
taught that if a disease be hot or .cold a medicine

with the opposite qualities is to b(? prescribed. A
general belief in the hot and cold inherent

qualities of medicines *at tins day pervades the

whole of India, and the- most illiterate labourer, as

well as the most learned pandit, explains the

action of fnedicine on this Galenical, principle only.

Some Hindu medical men are able and trust-

worthy, but the great mass of the native ].racti-

tioners have not yet been taught anything of the

science of P]umpe, and have not the slightest

knowledge of their art, even according to their

own authors. Nevertheless their rnaterk medica
is sufficiently voluminoiis, and their rules for

diagnosis, as laid down by their ancient writers,

define and distinguish sjunptoms with great

accuracy. Their authors have also paid great

attention to regimen and diet^ and have a number
of works on the food and general treatment suited

to the complaint, with a variety of works on the

medical treatment of diseases, containing much
absurdity:with much that is of value. Their value

of experience and of a thorough education is also

proved by many of their proverbs. The Muham-
madans of Persia' and India tell us, Nim .hakun,

khatra^-i - jan. With a half - educated physician

there is dv^^«er to your life
;
which is the English

proverb‘s '•ffev. little knowledge is a dangerous

thing.^ ^jLJthxyiar Tami^ proverb warns that he
only can be a gel'ild doctor who has killed ten

persons
;
and a Sin^l^ese |)roverb is that he who

has killed half a thouss^ is h^f a doctor! But
both the Tamil and Si®*ghalese proverbs simply
mean that there is as no regular teaching for

•
.
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their physicians, who mi&t acquire their know-
ledge by their own fioeries of successes and

failures. The kachabonda is a herbalist.* The

vidyau is a leai:ned Hindu practising medicine,'

the hakim of the Muhammadans is a learned man,
and the tabib is a physician. In Southern India

tlie native medical practitioners claim to bo either

of the Yunani ic. Grecian sdiool of medicine, or

of the Misri, i.e. Egyptian. • The Misri is Sometimes

designated the Suryani or Syrian school. Most of

the Muhammadan physicians are x)f the Yunani
school, and the generality of the Hindu physicians

follow the Misri school. The Yunani physicians

use chiefly vegetable drugs in their treatment of

the sick, and with them bleeding -is deemed a

suitable line of practice. Tiie Misri physicians,

on the other hand, chiefly use oxides of metals,

sulphur, cinnabar, or sulphide of mercury, and

orpiment or sulphate of arsenic
;
but these drugs

are first combined, by tlie action of fire, with

some other, mineral substance, otherwise they are

regarded as noxious. . Also, they consider bleeding

as never admissible. Every Muhammadan gentle-

man lu'ccssarily knows something of the healing

art. The medical profession, therefore, ranks

next to the clerical in point of respectability
;
and

so Irighly is the study thought of, that even royalty

itself will occasionally condescend to dose its

subjects. There were in 1872 in Madras sevi'ral

.men of noble family who regularly gave medical

advice gratis.

The British Indian Government has estaldished

medical colleges at Calcutta, Madras, Bombay,

and J .ahore, and at Bareilly is a medical school

for native girls.

The nawab of llyderabarl in 1840 permitted

Dr. Maclean, the Residency surgeon of Hyderabad,

to open a medical school near the Residency, bi

1870, the Madras Government, on tli^ suggestion

of Surgeon-Geiieral Balfour; arranged for the

medical instruction of women, and the Govern-

ments of Bombay, Bengal, and the .Panjab have

since followed in this, and in the N.W. Frovinoes,

Travancore,. and the Panjab other schools hwc
been formed. The Bengal Government and tlie

I’ravaucore Government have founded schokir-

ships. for them. TheThiglish E. I. Company from

their first arrival in the country brought to it

commissioned medical officers from Britain for

their military and civil services
;
and since the

middle of the Hfth centuiy medical colleges have

been ('stablisliOd in connecuoii with the Universities

of Bombay, Madras, and Calcutta. At theSc Indias

colleges the majority of the students' had been-

educated for the public Service in.its milihiry^ *

civil branches, but there have been many pdvatc •

students who have gr^iduated in meilicinc and

surgery.
*

In the Ist century of the Christian era, Bios-

corides made inquiry into the medicinal virtues

of many Indian plants which were then bj;oug i

to the markets of Europe. - In the 2d century,

the great Cornelius Galen published his fainou^
I

work, the leading opinions in which, as to

cold medicines, were borrowed fropj Tndia,

they still prevail. Itx the 7th and*%h centuries,

natives of, India practised as phyweians m
Arabian hospitals of Baghdad,

valuable Indian drugs in their practice. i

Mamun,* the Arabian professors of that s

obtained, .and thught frona translations oi,
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MEDIOINfi.- medicine.

Bhalum* by Bhalacharya Rishi, on nosology and the

pra^ioe of medicine. ' .

Sharanga 'Dariyam, by Sbaranga, on nosology and the

practice of medicine. .

Kulliana Karaka Bhashujam, by Wngraditya Oharya

Rishi, a general work on medicine.

Sbikritcha Kalika, by Tisat, on medicine.

Vydia Amrutam, by Siv^? on medicine.

Dnanwanatii Baranedi, by Vesya Maha Risbi.

AiU'o^ab Chintamani, by I’andit Damudara, on

medicine.
Rugvi Nachayam, by Madava Cliya, on medicine.

Ohahdrakala, by Jiopa Davva, a commentary on Shata-

shuloky.
Bavardah Dauyckali, by Vanydiittah, do.

Vydia Jivanam, by Soloihba Raja, a wliort treatise on

medicine.
Yoga Sbatakam, by Vararoochy, do.

Chunnipata Pada Chendreka, by Manikeyali, is a

commentary on Yoga Shatakam.

Bojana Kiitiihalum, by Kagunadah Suri, on the nature

of alimentary substances, on the differences in tlie

constitutions of men and women. It refers

frequently to the Dharma. Sastra.

Ayur Veda Prakasam, by Madvopaddcyiey, on tlic

venereal disease.

Ayur Veda Iklahodadi*, by Btrce INIukah, on diet and

regimen.
(JhamutcaraChintainani, by (dovhida Raja, on tlie treat-

ment of many diseases.

Vydia Vatumsum, by Solimba Raja, on diet and the

general management of patients during tlic time

they are tiiking medicine.

BbashajaKul^um, by Bbaradwajaii, the vulgarsynonyms

of medicines.

Ilaja Neguildo, also called Abbidaua (Jbudainony, by

Naraseinnui Pandit, a collection of medical tfacts.

Patleyah Vcbodaba Jsegundo, awork similar to Kaja

Negundo.
Mabapadam, dictated by Pala Kavya to Roma padi Raja

;

it treats* of elephants, tlieir breeding and di.seases.

4}^. Aniara Kosha, by Aniifra Binlia, a Sanskrit dictionary.

It was translated by 11. T. Oolebrooko.

Raja Balabha, by Narayau Dasa, on materia modica.

It is in the Bengali character.

The 2 am //-Speaking people are al)out sixteen

millions in India and Ceylon. Tlieir craving for

knowledge is groat; their energy and self-reliance

remarkable. 'I'bey emigrate readily to tb.e West

Indies, South Africa, Mauritiii.s, Ihirma, Straits

Settlements, aqd the Malay Peninsula. A
knowledge of the English language is largely

. diffused amongst them, and many medical book;,

have lieeii printed in ^Madras and Jaffna, in

Tamil and in English.

'

The 7£%M-speaking people occupy the eastern

part of the Peninsula of ImJia, from Ganjam to a

few miles north of Madras, and from the Bay

of Bengal to Dangapura and !Murgunda on the

west of Bedor, and are therefore partly under

British rule, and partly under Uie Nizam of

Hyderabad.

Medical Books in Tamil

.

Agasjyd, nineteen books by, viz.—

Vydia Vagadum Ayriti, l oOO verses.

Kanda Puranam, a work on ancient liistory,

1000 stanzas, written in Hanskrit, and translatetl

by Kasbyapa Brahmini into Tamil.

Tiruvaliadal Puranam, 3307 stanzas, on moral

philosophy, written in Banskrit, and translated

. into Tamil by Parinjati a Paiidarara.

Pusavedi, 200 verses, on the religious rites and

ceremonies of the Hindus.
Diksha avedi, 200 verses, on magic and enchant-

ment,* on the use and virtues of the rosary,

and on the education of youth,

Pemul, 10,000 verses, in Shen Tamil, treats fully

on all disease’s, regimen, e’tc.

Piirana Nul, 200 verses, on exorcising, an(k con-

tains many'forms of prayer. . , .

Pumha Sutram, 216 verses, on the initiation of

religious disciples and their forms of devotion

;

* *
also on materia medioa and regimen.

Karma Kandam, 300 staiysas, on diseases result;

ing from folly and vice, supposed to be a tran.s-

lation from the Sanskrit oi Dhanwnntari.

Aghastier Vydia, Nutiambedu, 150 stanzas, on

punfication, on sixty-four poisons, metallic,

vegetable, and*animal, and tneir manipulation

to make them safe medicines.

Aghastier Vydia (Ernuti Anji), 205 stanzas, on

medicine and chemistry.

Aghastier Vydia* Vagadum,’ Naqiottettu*, 18

.stanzas^ on the cure.of gonorrhoea.

Aghastier Vydiaf Ihidinaru, 10 verses, oh diseases

of the hea<l and their remedies.

Kalig-ghianam, 200 stanzas, on^theology,
^

IMuppu, 50 .stanzas, on 18 different kinds of

leprosy and tlieir cure..

Aghastier Vydia, Ayriti Eri^uru, 1200 stanzas,

on botany and materia medica.

Aghastier Vydia, Annuru, 500 stanzas, treating

very fully on many diseases, and containing a

great variety of useful formula'.

Aghastier Vydia, Mun-nuru, 300 stanzas, on

pharmacy. .

*
‘

^

I'anmuhdri Vagadum, by Tanmundri (Dhan-

wantari), translated by Agastya into Tamil

verse. It has 2000 verses. Hindu practitioners

hold it in high veneration for the partienl;ir

account it gives of many diseases, and the

valuable rqceipt.s it contains,

Tirumullar Vydia Vagadum, by Tirnmullar,

2000 stanzas, on the symiitoms of disease, and

on the diet wliile under treatment.

Aghastier (Qu. Agastya) has also—

-

Karaser Punjadi, Munuru, 300 verses, teaching

how to compound strong powders, pills, and

other medicines.

Dlianwantari Vngada Vydia Chintamani, teaches Iionv to

judge of the jiulse, also treats of many ’diseases,

and of the nature of animals, and contains some

valualile recipes. ^

Kylasa Chintamani, Vinlanul, on the art of converting

nine metals into strong powdei'S. It also treats on

arsenic and other powerful drugs:

liogar, a poetical, description, in 7(K) verses, on the mode

pf compounding many powerful medicines.

Bogar Yoga Marga Mulika, in two sections - ,

Kayasiddi, or tlio art of strengthening the body.

Yogasiddi, or the art of making preparations t.)r

strengthening the body (Kulpum), and .sev\ r:u

other medicines.

Bogaa* Negundo, on corrosive and soluble drugs, also on

gems and various animals. It, moreover, instructs

how to mitigat (5 tlic violence of powerful drugj!,

and how tp make alcoholic tinctures.

Bogar Nainar Teruinantram, on the art of juoi»aring

.several medicines into which metals enter.

Nadi Sastrum, a treatise on the pulse.

Vydia Vagadum, enumerates the name and nature ot

many diseases and medicines.

Konkana-Ninar-Nul, teaches how to compound mftiO'

powerful medicines.
, r i , a

KumViali (Jhiiitamani Negundo, ii dictionary of drug

and the art of eonlpounding medicines.

Pannamaday Bclladi, treats on several medicines pie-

scribed for different (liseaBcs.
^ ^

Yuga Muni, Ennuru, 800 verses, describing si.'vcni

mcdicine.s. ’

, ^
x

Ponnamuttay I^alakulembum Attavaiiai,

several medicines, and treats of a few disea

This book is not much sought after.

Attavanai Vagadum, similar to the last.
^ ^

Agaradi Negundo, a dictionary of inedicpie, m &

reputp. •
• •

•

^ Avp aiul

Netra Vydiam, 300 verses, on diseases of the ey >
*

the best remedies for such complaints.

Kermapakum, 300 verses, on surgery • *
. , , from

Detchavadi, 200 verses, on medicine, said to oc

divine inspiration. .
* are

Shesyam, 100 verses, and Wottiyam, 32 y ggyain,

two works ^^cplanatory of SIX arts, vi^ V
• Stumbanam, Moganam, Aukorshanam,U

IVfamnam. *•*
•
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H
H. This letter in the Knpflish language, as an

aspirate, shows that the vowel following it must

he iironouncod with a strong guttural emission of

voice, as in hamifier, house, humidity, helm. Iris-

tory, hyson
;

but in a few English words it is

quiescent, as in hour, honour. There is no letter

h in the Tamil alphabet, and in foreign w'ords

introduced into it, the h is changed to g, q, or r

;

but this English letter is represented in the Arabic,

Persian, Urdu, Sanskrit, Hindi, Mahrati, Bengali,

Uriya, Telugu, Karnatica, and Malealam, though

the sounds are mere modifications of tlu^ simple

breathing. Two of the sounds derived from the

Arabic are not very nicely distinguished in Indian

pronunciation. ()ne may be something harsher

than the other, and so far it agrees with the strong

Sanskrit aspirate, whilst the softer breathing of

the Nagari alphabet, the Visarga, or sign of the

nominative case, may be regarded jis peculiar. Sir

William Jones distinguishes the harsher forms by

an accent, as Ah'med. Gilchrist and Shake8|)ear

distinguish it by a dot underneath it
;
Professor

Wilson places the dot beneath the softer Arabic

aspirate. In a suggested missionary aljihabet, it

Liis been proposed to indicate the unmodified

jllatuB by an apostrophe, as vehement forvcliomeut.

Vith the people on the line of the Indus river,

the letters s, h, and z arc permutable. Hind

|i:*ecome8 Sind
;
Zalim Sing becomes Halim Hing.

|5^he difficulties, however, as to the letter h are

iiot greater than in the Italian, where tlie initial

I is quiescent before a vowel, and modifies

he sounds of consonants. Colonel Tod says s

nd h are permutable letters in the Bhakka; and
kc supposes that Sam or Sham, tlic god of Hie

^Vamuna, may be the Ham or Hammon of Egyjit.

\e also thinks it not unlikely that the Chaora, the

^i,lbe of the first dynasty of Anhalwara, is a mere
[i* irruption of Saura, as the ch and s arc perpetually

^.iterchan^ing. The Mahrattas cannot pronounce
jie ch; with them Cheeto is Seeto.

HAA8IA WIGHTII. Nets. This good-sized

Sarae is not uncommon in the moist woods on the

JSnnevelly and Tiavancore range of ghats, at 2000
^ 8000 feet elevation, and Animallays 4000 feet.

A.vr\r Tf

H. oppositifolia, 77u(\, occurs in Ceylon.—

dome,

HAB, a river on the westeni frontier of Sind,

and for some distance the boundary between

British territory and Baluchistan. It rises in

Kalat, falls into the Arabian Sea in lat. 24® 52' N.,

long. 66"" 42' E., after a total length of about 100

miles. Jlxcept the Indus, it is the only pennanent

river in Sind. It aboiimis in fish. It has been

proposed to supply Karachi (Kurachee) with

drinking water from the Hab.—/;np. Gaz,

HABAKKUK. This sacred writer says (i. 16),
‘ They sacrifice unto their net, and burn incense

unto their drag
;
because by them their portion is

fat, and their meat plenteous
;

’ from which it

would seem that the Jewish idolaters had a custom

like that of the Hindu, who annually worship the

implements of tluur trades.

HABARUM, a mount close to the Dead Sea,

on which Moses died, in the fortietli year of the

exodus, In this interval the whole land of the

Emorites had been taken, the Midianites over-

thrown, and the country of the king of Basan

conquered, the river Jabbok crossed, and the

westeni country on the Jordan (Batansoa and

Auloiiites) taken eastward and northward as far as

Hermon.—7i«n.?ew, iii. 252.

,

HA BIB-ns-SIYAR. Abook written by Khond-

See Khond-amir.

HABIL. Arab. Abel, who is suposed to have

been buried at Damascus. Sec Abu Kubftys.

HABSHI. Hind. An African or Abyssinian,

Habsh being the Arabic reading of Abyssinia.

PI. Habush.

HABZ-i-DAM. Pers. A retention of the

breath, or power to discontinue breathing, by which

devout Mahomedans arc supposed to prolong

their lives. It is supposed to be a gift to devout

men, and the notion is founded on the erroneous

belief that human beings have to take a certain

number .of respirations, and if the power to sus-

J)end breathing bo acted on, to that extent life

will be prolonged.

HACKERY. Hind. Acartdrawnbybulloob,

from Akra, a cart. It may, however, be from the

Portuguese Cairo or Acarretai, to carry.— IT.

HACKLES, upright pointed wires, through

wliich the stems of flax are drawn to disentangle



MENTHA PULEGIUM. -MENES.

Muhammadan Jogi are not uncommon. The number. It is the Burmese first book of rea^ng,
Hindu Saringihar Jogi carry a Saringi or small after the pupil has mastered the Than Bon Gyee
fiddle, with whicb they accompany their songs

; or spelling-book. The Mengala Thut are chanted
these ar© usually Bhasha stanzas on r^igious or occasionally to drive away the evil one. It.was
mythological topics, amongst which are stanzas translated 'by Professor Childers,
ascribed to Bhartrihari, and a Puranic legend of MENG-TSZE, the Mencius of Europeans, a
the marriage of Siva and Parvati is peculiarly great philosopher of China, died n.c. 3J7. His •

celebrated. The Saringihara beg in the name, of
|
system of philosophy was in favour for 1300

Bhairava (Siva). The Dorihar Jogi sect are
!
years.

small pedlars, selling thread and silk. The Mat- MKN-GIT. HijitM. Elmagniis conferta, also
syondri or Moch’ch-lendri Jogi take their name’from i the Garcinia mangostana, Linn,
Matsy^ndra, whom they regard as their founder; MENGUN, a town near Mandalay, the capital of
and the Bhartrihari Jogi, from a traditional refer- Jhirina, famed for its great pagoda, tlie Seii-byu.
ence to him as their* founder. The varieties of

:

It was built a.d. 1816 (Burmese year 1178)
the Jogi cannot be specified; they are all errants, by Hagyeedau Piyah, grandson of king Bodo
fixed residences, or mat’hs, of any Jogi except tlie Piyah.
Khan Phata rarely occurring. * MENHIR, a standing-stone used*as a, rnonu-
Besidcs the above, mention may be made of inent to the dead. See Cairn

;
Khassya.

the Hindu devotees,--Abhyagat, Akali, Aghora,
.
JMENfSPEKMACEyE. J).C. The Cocculus

Bahikatha, Bhartrihari, Brahrnachari,^ Bli at, Baitali
j

tribe of plants,* comprising the genera Anamirtaj
bhat, Bhau-rupya byragi, Digambar, Gosain, Jati, ' Clypea, Cycloa, Cocculus, Epibateriurn, Pselium,
Jogi, Kanphatta, Kapali, Karta bhoja,- Kliaki, flynosUnnina, Cissainpelos, Stephania, Phytocrene,
banyasi, Sewara sntbra, Udasi. Natsiatum, and Coscininrn. The plants formerly

In Buddhist ‘countries, the Idioungyes pass arranged iinder the genus Menis]HTmnm arc now
rapidly through the streets, ringing a bell to placed to the ge nera Anamirta, Cocculus, Cos-
attract attention, but otherwise accepting .the un- ciniuin, Clypea, and Tinospora.
solicited 6fferings of the people, for the daily MEN-JOGI. Maiih. A class of Jogi* mendi-
food of their monasterie's. cants in the Mahratta country, Worshippers of
The Muhammadan religious mendicantK are the Bhairava.— Wils. Gloss.

(laryesh (darvis) of Persia and fakir of India. MENON is not a Travancore title, strictly .

Their sections in India and Persia are about ten speaking, but has been brought into that state
in number, but some in Indki are not respectalile. from North Malabar, and indicates that the
Mendicancy has undoubtedly, greatly diminished holders’ ancestors immigrated froiii that district,
since the middle of the 19th century; it is MENTAUS, also Jumberit, a tree of Java

;
the*

not dcQUied. reputable, and people give less wood is white and fine-grained, and is used for
freely. But when a mariiagc is being celebrated, inlaying, for fnrnitiire, and cabinet-work,
eitlicr in a Hindu or Muhannnadan household, the MENTHA Mint. .

•

profes^onal beggars, of the sect, bliat, ghatak, Nana, . . . Auab. Podinah, . Hind., Peus.
naga, raywo, and fakir, hang about the doors, and Budi-na, . . . Burm. Jiamanis, . . Malay.
exact largesse. .

Poh-ho, , . , .Chin. Widda, , , . • , Tam.
The Buddhist mendicants of Tibet are not better A genus of plants belonging to the natural

than the Muhammadans, but those in Burma and order Lauiiaceic or Labiata). M. sylvestris, M.
Siam are more respected. Tlie Jangarna priests! ^iridis, M. piperita, and M. arvensis,. remarkable
and Vaishnava mendicants of Mysore wound for their odour and taste, have long been used
themselves to extort aims. It is called Pavada.— in medicine, and some as sweet herbs. M. arven-
Wilson in Oudli Rept. p. 121. sis, stems and leaves carminative, antispasinodic,
MENES. The first w ho is said to have reigned stomachic, alexipharmic. Infusion, as a cooling

m Egypt was Mcnes or Mena, the Eternal, from drink, also as an eye lotion. . M. hirsuta, M.
whom the later kings traced their lineage, crispa, and M. Canadense leaves arc used for the
Ageording to Egyptian chrouologists, he came to extraction of peppermint oil.. The oil is used as
the throne about 1500 years before the Persian application to tlie hea*d, ami in the manufacture
invasion, that is to say, 2000 years, before the of peppermint jmstilles. A .kind of camphor,
Christian ora. The accepted date is b.c. 3623. prepared from the oil at very low temperfiture,
Be was probably the Minos of the Greeks, their strongly polarizes light. It takes- tlie /orm of
earliest law-maker and their judge of the dead.— tran.sparent and colourless crystals. M. mama,

Egypt., ii. p. 9.
*

‘ \Villde.\ is Persian mint. A species of Japan, the
MENG-BA or Ming-ba. BuR>r. In Amlierst, peppermint camphor, yields a crystalline substance

^ house-posts and rafters. called minthol.
MENG-DONG, the sacred stone monuments of MENTHA PIPERITA, the peppermint, grows

Hbet. On* each of its .ends .are inscribed the wild iii Imrope, Asia, N. and S. America. Its
Words, Om Mani Padmi Horn,—Oli ! the jewel oi aroma is almost destroyed by drying. It is an
the .lotus, or Oh! the jewel on the lotus, or Hail aromatic stimulant, and the most pleasant of all

^ of the lotus aijd jewel. the mints. It is employed in medicine for several
MENG-GYI. ' Burm. The commissioner of a purposes. The essential oil is ^eenish-yellow,

Fovince. Meng-tha, son of a prince. Meiig- and very liquid; after.long keeping, it deposits
‘®®g,aruler. Meng-shim-byin, a king. crystals of camphor; it is useful in flatulent
MENGLA THUT, or Mangala Thok in Sanskrit, diseases, and in the early stages of malignant

^’l^ugala sutra in Pali, Madgala sulta im Burmese, cholera. Dissolved in spirit, it constitutes the
Written Mangalasutt, pronounhed Afangala Thok. tincture or essence

;
distilled with water, it forms

B 18 the blessed i^tructions of Gautama; the the peppermint water of the shops^O’iSA
beatitudes of the Buddhists of Burma, eleven in MENTHA PULEGIUM, or Pepnyroyal, is found
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HADA. HAFIZ.

or comb thorn out, being freed at the same time

from remaining extraneous matter. The wire

pins are arranged on different frames, in progres-

sive degrees of fineness. Tlic process is now
performed by special machinery.

HADA. Hind. A blight, drying up of leaves.

HADAYK-ul-BALAGHAT. Arab. Litei'ally,

the Gardens of Eloquence, an Arabic treatise on

oloqmence by Mir Sliams-ud-Din of Dehli, who
lived at the end of the Ibth century.

HAD I, a helot race, spread over all Bengud, who
take their name from the original Sautali word for

man. Had, imd who have supplied such terms

as Hadd, base, low-born
;
Hadduk, a sweeper

;

Himda, hog, blockhead, imp; lluddiika, a

drunken sot, etc. Also, Uadi, in low Bengali

Hadikath, is the name of a rude fetter or stock,

by which landholders used to confine their serfs

until they agreed to their tenns. It means literally

the helot’s log. It was also used for fastening the

head of the victim in the bloody oblations which

the Aryan religion adopted from the aboriginal

races, especially in the human sacrifices to Kali,

to which the low fcastes even now resort in times

of special need. In an account of such a human
offering to Kali, during the famine of 1866, it

was mentioned that the bleeding head was found

fixed on the ‘ harcat,^ i.e. helot’s log.

—

Dr, W. W.
Hunter, p. 30.

HADIAH. Arab. A maiden of good family

and courage, who precedes in battle the Bedouin

Arab, mounted on a camel, in the fore miks. She

has to shame the timid and excite the brave by

taunts or Palgrave,

HADIS. Arab. (H. Ahadis.) The traditions

of the sayings and pmctice of Mahomed. They

are 6266 in number, and are considered a supple-

ment to the Koran. They arc also called Sunna

or customs, also Ahadis Nabaweya, the Ajwmtolic

Acta The Sunni, the Shiah, and the Wahabi

Beets all acknowledge traditions as binding on

them
;
but the Shiah sect do not acknowledge the

game collection as binding on them which the

Sunni adopt, and the Wahabi recognise six Sunni

books as correct.

HADIWICKE, a moderately hard, fine, close-

grained, rather heavy Ceylon wood.

HADRAMAUT, a province of Arabia Felix, ou

the sea-coast between Yemen and Oman. The
chief products are frankincense, gum-arabic,

dragon’s blood, myrrh, and aloes.

HADROSPIIEBUM, Mesospherum, and Micro-

spherum are terms applied by Pliny to vatieties of

nard; perhaps a mistake of his, os Dioscorides

observes that some people made the mistake of

regarding malabathrum as the leaf of Indian uord.

‘—Yule, Cathay, i. p. cxlv.

HABMADIPSA CEYLANICA Blain. The
land-leech of Ceylon. Another is the Hasmadipsa

Boscii, and another is Hasmopsis paludum.

H.£IMATIN, a colouring substance obtained

lh>m the Csesalpinia sappan tree.

HiBMATITE. Tai-che-shih, Chin.

Y«-3hi^Uaag, . . Chin.
|
Bed hsematito, . Eng.

Brotira hflesMtite, . Knq.
|
Hydrated oxide of iron, „

A name given to ceitain forms of native

pofbxide of iron. When of a red colour it is

oaQed red hseraatite; and when brown, brown

hsematite. According to Hanbuiy, it resembles

tffa old lapis letiles. It occurs in Britiidi India

Rfid China in many places; and the Chinese

regard it as crumbs from the table of the great

emperor Yu, and use it medicinally in powder
ana in tincture.

—

Smith,

BL®MATORNIS CAFER is one of the bulbuls

of Southern India. It is not a song bird, and is

called the bulbul-i-giil-dum, or bulbul with the

rose tail. Like quails and cocks, it is trained to'^

light, and when pitted against an antagonist it

will sink from c^iaustion rather than release its

hold.

H^MAT0XY1.0N OAMPECHIANUM, the

logwood tree
;

has been introduced iuto India,

where it grows readily^ and seeds abundantly. It

is used only as a dye, and the bark is astringent.

It is a low spretwling tree, seldom thicker than a

man’s thigli.

—

Cleghorn in Madras E, J. It,

1I.£NKE. Tlie Reliquiae iiseukianse of Prcsl

is a folio volume, with plates, devoted to the

materials collected by Hgenke, who was employed
in the Spanish service, and collected in America
and Manilla. Th(‘ Indian plants described are

few, and the descriptions and identifications far

from satisfactory.

—

!looker f. et Thomson.
HAK-NUN, called by Europeans Amoy, an

isliuid on tlu; S.F. of China about 22 miles in

circumfert ncc. Tlu* town of Amoy is situated on

the iS.W. part of tlic island, opposite the small

island of Ko-lan-soo, which affonls protection tc

the town anchorage or inner Jmibour. On the

western side of the island is tliat of Woo-seu-
shan, also that of Woo-an. Amoy was delivered

over to the British, after the first Chinese war oi

1841-2, and forms one of the consulates thereof

i

8hang-hai and llong-Kong being others. Ai

HAE-TAN, a large and iiTegularly-shaped island

on the K. coast of China, near the mainland
between lat. 26° 24' and 26° 4U' N. Its northen
[)art, Hae-tan petik, is in lat. 25° 36' N., and risei

to an elevation of 1420 feet
;
but its <i^tem and

w(;8teni shores are low, and indented *witli deej

sandy bays.

—

llorsburuh,

HyETUMA'r, a land mentioned in the Vendidai'

of the Zoroastrians, as the eleventh of which th-

Aryans took possession. It is the valley of th

Helmand to the west of Arachoshu

—

Bunsen.

JIAFIZ, Arab., from the Arabic Hifz, he di;

remember, is a literary title given to a Mahomeda
who can recite the whole of the Koran froi^

memory. It is geiieraUy earned by lads, som<

times of very tender years, and in large towP
there are always several of the Hafiz. Where ^

many are actual Hafiz, multitudes have almo
attained tliereto, and remember vast portioni u
theii' religious book

;
and eveiy Maliomedan witi

any education can indicate almost any passag*

under discussion. The Koran is not, peniapa, i

third the size of the Old and New Testaments, am
the feat of committing it to memory is compara-

tively easy, which may explain why we so seldon
hear of a Bible Hafiz. Recently, however, in 1860
a religious gentleman in Massachusetts havini
offered seve^ prizes of Bibles to those, old o]

young, who should commit to memoiy and repea:

the largest portion of the Bible, Mrs. Betsy Oonant
who had been residing in Melrose, a lady sbrtjf

eight years of age, committed to meinoiy m
entire Bible, Old and New Testament, lecittni

each day in the week. This was certifl^ by he;

daughter, and also by the superintendent <n thi

Sabbath school An Irish servant girl npeatec

nearly 10,000 verses; three other women t^peatei



MONASTERY. MONEGAR CHOULTRY.

times only for 24 hours, others all Lent. Monks
of Burma and Siam, as they go round every

morning, with a begging-bowl strapped around

the neck, accept meekly, without word of thanks

or glance thrown t<5 the right or left, the food

poured in by the pious. About 8 ia the morning,

they set out in orderly procession in Indian file.

On returning they present what they have received

to the Buddha.
Lent is a periodical abstaining rite in the re-

ligions of Christians, Muhannnadans, and Buddh-
ists. With the first of these, the abstinences is

only ‘from certain diet articles, for a period of

•10 days
;
Muhammadans, for a lunar month, call

Ramadan or Ramzan, between sunrise and sun-

down, fast and are continent
;
but Burmese have

a Ijcnten period of nearly three months’ duration.

See Myenmo.
Literature, — The Burmese Buddhist’s sacred

l)Ook is the Bectaghat. 'I'he AVee nee contains

the whole duty of the Burmese monk. The. young
‘Buddhists of Burhia learn the. Fayeht gyee anVl the

Payah Shekho, Pali sermons and forms of worship,

also the Mingola Tlioht, Buddliist Beatitmh'S.

Later on they pore oVer the AbidhaTuina Konit-

pyan, the seven books of the- most dilhcult parts

of the Bectaghat, with the Thing-yoh and Thaddah.
Their lay literatine consists of beast tales, faldes

of animals, with the Nataka or drama, from Nata,

a dancer, or the Pooay or Pwe, a dramatic i)cr-

forinance*. Amusement usually winds up with a

dramatic performance^ chilled a pwe or pooay.

Burmese Buddhists have ten commamhneiits,
five of them obligatory on all Buddhists at all times,

viz. Do not take any life; ndr steal
;
nor commit

adultery; nor lie; nor drink intoxicating licpior.

And five incumbent on laymen only on sacred

days and Lent, viz. Do not eat after midday not

.to sing, dance, or play on any musical instrument;

not to use cosmetics, or colour the face
;
not to

sit, stand, or sleep on platforms or elevated plac(‘8

not proper for them
;
and not to touch gold or

silver. •

Monk.5 of Burma use rosaries of (^anna Imlica,

I which they believe sprang from Shin (lautajua’s

{

• blood. Hermits of Burma, called A'a-theht, are

I

not numerous, though the cells in the rocks above
Nyoung Go near Ikigahon, near Old Mandalay
Bill, and at other parts of the Irawadi^ continuw

to receive occupants.

In Burma, within th(' enclosing parawoon or

wooden rail of the Burnrese.kyoung all is sacred,

and the laity, when they enter, take off their

shoes and carry them in their hands. This

applies to the highest in the land
;
and when a

prince or Min-gyec arrives on an elephant, he
dismounts at the monastery gate, and enters

reverently barefooted. Mandalay Hill is held

sacred, and rescjied fowls are sent to it. There
are great turtle in a tank at the Arakan pagoda.
They are held sacred, and are fed by the pious.

In March 1879 the tank dried up, and many died
before water could be brought from the river.

The circumstance was supposed to be an indica-

tion of the displeasure of the Nats, at the shedding
of the royal blood in P'ebruary by king Thebaw.
The Thihadaw monastery is on a small island

in the middle of the third and lowest defile of the

Irawadi. Large numbers of half-tamed dog-fish

are in the waters around the island, great five-

feet-long, gape-mouthed creatures, which are fed
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by the pious. AlLthe monastic tanks of Burma
have such fish, more or less tame. The Nga-dan
or butter -fish at the Kyeiklat monastery are
summoned by beating the bank and calling Tit,

tit, tit, and fed by the Va-han and young Ko-yin.
The Nga-dan allow their heads to be stroked and
to have gold-l^f affixed. There is a peak 3650
feet Jiigh, on the crest of the main dividing range
between the rivers Tsit-toung and Salwin, in

British Burma. Its most remarkable ieatures are
the num(‘rous granitoid boulders sciittered about
the summit, some being balanced in a marvellous
manner on the most prominent rocks. On tlie

more striking of these, pagodjis have been built,

among wliich the Kyaik - hti - yo - ge - le and
the Kyaik - hti - yo are the principal. , The
latter, about 15 feet high, is built on a huge
('gg-shaped boulder, perched on the apex of a
shelving and tabular rock, which it actually over-
hangs ' by nearly one - half. Pious Buddhists
believe that the pagoda is retained in its position

solely by the power of the hair of Buddha or
Gautama enshrined in it. This relic is fabled to

have been given to a hermit living on the moun-
tain by Buddha himself.

The gurus of most of the Hindu sects arc monks,
and several of the sects arc ascetics, who recruit

their numl)ers l»y adoption. The gurus or priors

reside in the mat’h or monasteries. They are not
numerous with Hindus, and asceticism and rnon-

[

asticism'among the Muhammadan sects- is very rare.

Monasticism, among Christians, first took its
' rise in h'gy])t

;
and the Coptic monasteries of

St. Anthony and Ht. Paul claim to be founded on
the spots where the first hermits established their

cells on the shores of the Red Sea. Next in point

of antiquity are the monasteries of-Nitria in the

neighbourhood of the Natron lakes, which arc

situated in the desert to the N.W. of Cairo, on
the western side of the Nile. Of these monas-
teries authentic accounts are extant, dated as far

back as the middle of the second century, when
Pronto retired to the valleys of the Natron lakes

with 70 brethren in his company.
TJie Abba Ammon and the Abba Bischoi betook

themselves to tliis desert in the beginning of the

1th century, the latter founding the monastery
still called after his name, Isaiah or Esa, to which
the Copts })refix the article B or P. St. Macarius

lii st retired into the Thebaid A.D. 335, and about 3)73

established himself in a solitary cell on the borders

of the Natron lakes. He died A.P. 394, after 60
yeans’ residimee in various deserts. Niuperous

anchorites followed ^his example. He was the

founder of the monastic order which, as w'cll as

the monastery still existing on the site of his

cell, was called afki* his name. After the time of

Macarius the number of ascetic monks increased

to a surprising amount. Rufinus, who visited

them in the year 372, mentions 50 of their con-

vents. Falladius, who was there in the year 887
,

reckons the devotees at 5000. St. Jerome also

visited them, and their number seems ‘to have
been kept up without diminution for several

centuries.

—

Quarterly Review.

MONEGAR, in the south of India, a super-
intendent or head of a village or temple, or sub-
ordinate revenue officer.— Wilson.

MONEGAR CHOULTRY, a charitable institu-

tion in Madras, comprising a poorhouse, a foundling
hospital, an hospital for native sick, and a leper
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above that number* and a list was appended of

some 20 more who were able to repeat from 8000
to 9000 verses. It is noticeable that more than
two-thirds of the successful competitors were
women, showing how strong the faculty of

f

memory ig among the sex as a general rule.

HAFIZ, a lyric poet, native of Shiraz, author of
the Dewan-i-Hafiz. Many of his poems have been
translated; one by Sir William Jones, and which
perhaps surpasses the original, commences with

* Sweet maid, if thou wouldst charm my sight,

And bid these arms thy neck enfold ;

That rosy cheek, that lily hand,
Would dve thy lover more delight
Than all Bokhara’s vaunted gold—
Than all the gems of Samarkand.’

Hafiz is his takhallus, or poetical appellation.

His own name was Muhammad Shams-ud-Din.
Very little is 4cnown of his life

;
and it appeal's to

have been in no degree remarkable for incident.

He was bom at Shiraz in the beginning of tlie

14th century, and died and was buried near there

in A.D. 1338. He is now regarded as a holy man,
and oblations are offered at his shrine. He is

buried in a small garden about half a mile outside

the walls of the town. The tomb over his remains

was erected by Karim Khan. It is a block of white

marble in the form of a eoffin, on which are cut,

in the most exquisite Persian characters, two of his

poems, and the date of his death. A copy of his

works is kept in an adjoining house. 'I’ho white

material with which the tomb is formed, has

become, from exposure to the weather, veiy much
discoloured, and adds to the sombre effect pro-

educed by the cypress trees tliat surround it. Four
well-known distichs of Hafiz inculcate the return

of good for evil ;

* Learn from yon orient shell to love thy foe,

,
And store with pearls the hand tliat brings thee woe

:

Free, Lke yon rock, from base vindictive pride,

Emblaze with gems the wrist that rends thy side :

Mark where you tree rewards the stony shower
With fruit nectareous, or the balmy flower

:

All Nature calls aloud—Shall man do lc.s8

Than heal the smiter, and the railer bless?’

—Pottinger's Tr.i)]),24i'[-2; 0^#w/cy,pp. 241-2; Sir

William Jones; As. Pes. iv.
;
MacGregor^ iv. p.*557.

HAFT. Pers. Seven :

—

Haft-Aklim, the seven climates, into which
Mahomedan gcograplu?rs divide the earth. The
term is meant to include the wdiolc world, and
kings have sometimes assumed the title of King
of the Seven Climates. It applies, however,
to the northern hemisphere, whicli they partition

into zones of various breadth, from east to

west. Haft-Kishwar has the same meaning and
allusion as Haft-Aklim

;
and the sovereignty of

the world is sometimes assumed under that title.

Haft-Dhat, literally seven metals, corresponding
to the planets, each of which ruled a metal : hence
Mohar, the sun, for gold

;
Chandra, the moon,

for silver.

Haft-Hind, the seven rivers of the Panjab.
Haft-Khaneh, or Satgurh group of oaves, is one

of the Behar caves in the neighbourhood of Raja-
giiha, the most ancient caves in India, about 200
8.0* The others are the Milkmaid’s cavei the
Bndim^ Girl’s cave, the Na^rjun cave, and in

tho neighbourhood are the Kama chapara and
Lomas Rishi cates.

]Efoft-Rang, a beautiful variety of the fose.

Halt-Lang, a tribe of the Bakhtiari.

Haft-Tan, literally seven persons who, in the

early days of Maliomedanism, were worshipped in

Kurdistan by the Ali I lain sect as the. ineatnate

deity. Baba Yadgar was one of the seven persohs.

His tomb is in the jmss of Zardah, and is the holy'

place of the Ali Ilahi sectarians, who believe in

upwards of a thousand incarnations of the godhead.
At the time of the Arab invasion of Persia, the'

Zardali pass was regarded as the abode of Elias.

HAFT-AKLIM. Amin Ahmofl, Razi, author of

a history of the Persian jjoets, entitled Haft-Aklim,

or the Seven Climates, has illustrated his work with

much geographical matter. Ahmad was suniamed
Razi, being a native of Kai. Amin Ahmad said the

cuneiform character wiis then unintelligible to the

learned ofall religions.

—

Ouseley\^ 7V. ii.402, iii. 10.

HAGENIA ABYSSINIA, the kosso or kousso,

a moderate-sized tree of Abyssinia. Its flowers

are largely used in tapewomi. It is a drastic

purgative, and is largely used by the races who
eat raw flesh.

HAGGIS. Sultan Baber compares the jack-

frnit to a haggis. ‘You wouki say,’ quoth he

(l). 325), ‘ that the tree was hung all round with
haggises.’— Y/dc, Cathay^ ii. p. 362.

HAIGA, a clan of Brahmans in Canara.

HAIHAYA, son of Yadu, and grandson of

Nahiisha. The Haihaya are mentioned as a power-
ful nation, who defeated and killed Jamadagni,
and are supposed to be the same with the Persians.

In Colonel Tod’s time, a tribe of this race were
occupjnng the top of the valley of Sohaginu* in

Bagh(4cund. They were aware of their ancient

lineage, and though fe%v in number, they were
still celebrated for their valour.

HAIL. In Exodus ix. 24, it is mentioned that

there was hail, and fire mingled with the hail, very

giievoiis, such as there was none like it in all the

lainl of Egypt since it became a nation. Hail-

storms of India occur in very limited pitches,

jind seldom last above 1 5 or 20 minutes
;
but falls

of hail occur simultaneously in places many miles

apart. The hail occasionally consists of masses of

ice, destrojing houses, men, cattle, goats, and

sheep. At the end of the 18th century, a mass

fell at Seringapatam the size of an elephant, which

took three days to. melt.

On the lOtli April 1822, at Bangalore, 27
bullocks were killed.

In May 1823, a violent hail-storm, with stones of

considerable size, occurred at Hyderabad in the

Dekhan. Suflicient quantities were collected to

cool the wine for several days.

At Dharwar, in May or June 1825, a hail-stoiin

occurred, with hail in size from that of a filbert

to a pigeon’s egg.

In 1826, a mass, nearly a cubic yard in size, fell

in Kandesh.

At Kotah, on the 5th March 1827, 6 per^ns

were killed, 7 others severely iiyured, and animaU
and birds killed and hurt.
' In April 1838, a mass of hailstones, 25 feet ill

its larger diameter, fell at Dharwar.

On the 22d May, after a violent hail-storm 80

miles south of Bangalore, on immense bloek of

ice, consisting of hmlstones cemented together,

was found in a dry well.

On the 12th May 1868, in the Himalaiye, north

of Peshawur, 84 human beings and 80^ oxen
were killed by mjasses of ice, nearly a fool in

circumference, hard, compact, and spherical.
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On the 11th May 1855, ice-pieces fell at Naini

Tal of the dimensions of cricket balls, and biixls

were killed.
•

A hail-stomi occurred at Futtehghur on the

18th April 1878, when much injury to buildings

resultea.

In Ceylon hail has fallen at Komegalle, at

Badulla, Kaduganawa, and Jaffna. On the 24th

September 1857, during a thunder-storm, hail fell

near Matelle in such quantity that in places it

formed drifts upwards of a foot in depth.

One year a heavy fall of hailstones took place

near Ashteh (the village where Bapoo Gokla fell),

which caused severe injuries to people working in

the fiehls, and the death of a girl about ten years

of age. Many of the hailstones were larger than

a good-sized wood-apple
;
they fell in an oblique

direction, and so accumulated at the foot of walls

that it took two da^s in some places for them to

melt aWf^. One piece was larger than a man's
head, ana took two days to dissolve

;
the wheat

crops, which were then nearly ripe for taking

down, were quite destroyed by it. A hail-storm

of excej^ional severity pa^ed over Tiperah in

Eastern Bengal on the evening of the 12th March
1879 ; 17 persons were killed and 10 wounded.

Native reports stated that 29 were killed and
141 injured. Houses were blown down and un-

roofed, the storm being accompanie<l by a strong

wind.
Hail-storms of India occur in each month of the

year, but chiefly in the dry months. Of 127 such

l^l- storms, 102 occurred in the foiu* months
Febniary to May inclusive :

—

January, . . 5
February. . . 20
March. . . 31

April. ... 34

May, ... 17
June, ... 4
July. ... 2
August, . . 0

September, . 2
October, . . 3
November, . 4

December, , 5

I^the first fortnight of March in one year, on

the 8d, a violent hail-storm occurred at Bolarimi,

which dashed right through the roofs of the

houses, and stripped the trees of their leaves and
branches; it was experienced at Secunderabad,

but did not extend to Hyderabad itself. A hail-

storm occurred at Cawnpur on the 8th, and two
violent hail-storms happened at the same time near

Meerut, many of the fragments being the size of

ostrich eggs. A violent squall, with hail, occurred

at Hurryhur on the 12th; 270 birds, which had been
killed by it, were picked up in a single garden, and
the river was found covered with dead fish, which
seemed to have been attracted to the surface, and
fell victims to the gratification of their curiosity.

In Berar and in the pa^ of the Mahratta country

there is a caste of hail-conjurors, the Garpagari,

who pretend to have the power of preventing hail

falling on fields.

—

Dr. Buisfs Physical Research

;

Dr. Turnbull Christie, Jam. Ed. Jo. ii. of 1830.

HAILBYBURY COLLEGE, an institution near

London, of the English E. I. Company, at which

its civil servants were trained to be writers in

India, for magisterial, revenue, and judicial offices.

It was abnliiSied on the assumption of India by
the Queen of Great Britain.

HAINAN, an island bounding the Gulf of Ton-
quin to the eastward, extends 165 miles in a N.E.

and S.W. direction, and is about 75 miles in

breadth, between lat. 28‘’and 31'’ N.,and long. 110'’

E. Viewed from the sea, it presents many high

and uneven appearances, but inland there are

many level districts, cultivated with rice, sugar-

i

cane, tobacco, and betel-nut trees. These level

tracts are separated by lofty mountains and
impenetrable forests, tlirough which paths arc

Ojpened. The island is subject to the Chinese.
Ttie fishing boats are built of a hard, heavy wood,
and sail fast. Their fishing voyages, commencing
in March, last for two months, and they navigate
to 700 or 800 miles from home, collecting becho
de mer, dry turtle, and sharks’ fins amongst the

numerous shoals and sandbanks in the S.E. of the
China Sea.

—

Ilorsburgh, See Tonking.
IIAINKS, Sir FREDERICK, G.C.S.I., served

in the Sutlej campaign of 1845-46, including the

battles of Moodkeo and Fen^zeshah, at the latter

of which he was severely wounded
;
also in the

Panjab campaign of 1848-49, and more recently

in the Crimea, including the battles of the Alma,
Balaclava, inkennann, and siege of Sebastopol.

He was, in 1871, appointed to the command of

the Ma<lRis army, «ind in 187G succeeded Lord
Napier of Magikila as Commander -in -Chief in

India. He was created a G.O.B. in 1877.
HAIQ. The populations to whom the term

Armenian is now appli('d, call themselves Haiq.
Their chief occupancu*s are the Turkish province
of Erzermn, and the Russian district of Erivan,

and the patriarch resides in Erivan. 1’hoy

are now under the sway of Russia, Persia,

and Turkey, hut they are founrl in all Eastern
countries. 37,G76 are in European Russia alone

;

juid one important settlement of them is in

Venice, that of the Mechitaiist monks, on the

island of St. fisizainis. In figure the Armenians
have been likened to the Jew, the Turk, and the

,

Afghan. They evince great commercial aptitude,

and arc bankers and merchants. In Armenia,
however, they cultivate the soil. Before their

conversion they were fire-worahippers. Many of

them now are Nestorian Christians, some are

Romanists. The language of the present day has

affinities with the Iron, and Ponsian, Syrian, Arabic,

and I’lirki. General tradition and the formation

of language point alike to the mountains of

Armenia as the birthplace of the Arab and
Canaanitish races, and there is especial native

evidence to the sanni effect as regards Edom,
consequently the Phoenicians,

HAIR.
Haar, , D.i., Di:., Ger.
Cheveux, Foil, . . Fr.
Bal, . . . Guj., Hind.
Pclo, It.. 8p.

Capilli, Pcllcs, . Lat.
Kuma. Kula, . Malay.
Ranbut, Tailhan, „
Oabello, .... Port.

VolOBS, . . . . Rcfl

Kesa, . . . . Sansk
CabolloB. . . . . Sr.

Har . . Sw,
Maini, . . . . Tam.
Ventrukulu, . . . Tel.
Sack, . . . . . Turk,

With the exception of man, the exposed parts

of the bodies of mammals are covered with Thair.

Hair is a considclablc^ article of traffic. Goats*

hair is largely exported from Bombay to England.
The hair of the elephant’s tail and the bristles of

the wild boar are utilized in India. The value of

the exports of hair from India amounts to about
£2000 annuallv, about 200 to 300 tons.

A remarkable command is given to the Israelites

in Leviticus xix. 27 : ‘Ye shall not round the

comers of your head,’ or, literally, ‘ Ye shall not go
round,’ i.e. with a razor, ‘ the sides of thy head.*

The Septuagint renders tliis, ‘ Do not make Sisoen

of the hair of your head.’ Greek lexicomphers
say that Sisoen, though not a Greek word, means
a lock, or circular portion of hair left unshaven,
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and consecrated to Saturn, tlie grandfather of

Bacchus, vho is thought to correspond v^ith

Siva. In some respects Saturn also resembles

Siva. A recent commentator says on the above
text, ‘It seems probable that this fashion had
been learned by the Israelites in Egyi^t, for the

ancient Egyptians had their dark locks cropped
short, or shaved with great nicety, so that what
remained on the crown appeared in Uie form of

a circle surrounding the heml. Frequently a lock

or tuft of hair wjis loft on the liinder part of the

head, the rest being cut round in the fonn of a
ring, as the Turks, Chinese, and Hindus do at the

present day.*

Poole says ‘ the Gentiles cut their hair for the

worsliip of devils or idols, to whom young men
usedio consecrate their hair, as Homer, IMutarch,

and many others write.’ Professor Vitringa looks

upon this manner of trimming the hair in a
circular form, while the rest of tlie head is shaven,

as a symbol of the sun equally diffusing his niys,

which the ancients called his liair. The Romans
are said to have worn the luiir of the head uncut,

either loose or bound behind in a knot, and con-

secrated it to Apollos.

Herodotus says that the Arabijuis cut their hair

in such a manner, that the circumference of their

head is found to be round all about as if they had
been cut with a bowl, in imitation of Bacchus, and
in honour of him. He says also that the Macians,

a people of Sybia, cut their hair round so as to

leave a tuft on the top of the head. We learn

from Homer that it was customary for pai'cnts to

dedicate to some god the hair of their chilcken,

which they cut off when they came to inanliood.

Achilles, at the funeral of Patroclus, cut off his

golden locks, which his father had dedicated to

the river-god Sperchias. From Virgil it appears

that the topmost lock of hair was dedicated to the

infernal gods. In Athens it is said Hercules and
Apollos were the chief deities selected for dedi-

cating the hair,—to the first by the humbler
part of the community, and the latter by the

more wealthy. Tertulhan speaks of an extra-

ordinary rite about the dedication of the hair of

infants, wliich was practised even before they well

had any hair, and that cut off when they were
named.
The ancient Greeks, in laying out their defid,

placed an obolus, a Greek coin, in the mouth to pay

Charon’s fare across the rivers Styx and Acheron,
and a cake made of flour and honcjy to appease

Cerberus. Greek men cut off their hair when they

obtained the age of puberty, and dedicated it to

some deity. Theseus is said to have repaired to

Delphi to perform this ceremony, and to have con-

secrated his shorn locks to Apollo. After this it

was again allowed to grow long, and only cut off

as a sign of mourning. Thus, at tlie funeral of

Patroclus (Iliad, xxiii.) the friends of Achilles cut

off their h^, and
‘On the corse their scattered looks they throw.*

In some parts of Greece, however, it was
customary to wear the hair short, and to allow

it (Cassandr. 978) to grow long when in mourning.
‘ Neglected hair shall now luxurious grow,
And by its length their bitter passion show.*

Hindu men, on the death of a relative, abstain

from sliaying, and the Bunnese dead have a coin

placed with them for the spirit-world.

IjPhe women of nearly all the oriental races

wear long hair, differently braided. The men of

Baluchistan and Afghanistan shave the front, but
wear hair long on the back and sides of the head.
Mahomedans of India as a nile shave their heads.

Hindu men also shave, leaving only a scalp-lock

on the crown. This scalp-lock is noticed by
Martial, Seneca, ahd Tacitus as worn by German
races. Brahman women, on the demise of their

.

husbands, have their heads shaved.

In Luristan, the women, on the death of their

men relatives, cut off their hair, and hang the

locks around the tomb. The hair of Hindu
women, and often also that of men, is frequently

made a votive offering to their gods. Crowds of

the Hindu pilgrims to Triputty and other holy

places, both men and women, return with heads

shaved. Hindu lads have their heads shaved.

Nero placed his first beard in a jewelled box,

and dedicated it to Jupiter. Herodotus mentions

(Melj). iv. c. 34) that the Delian maidens used to

cut off a lock of their hair before marriage, in

memory of the Hyperborean virmiis who died in

Delos. In some tribes of the Orang Benua of

the Malay Peninsula, and among the Malay, it is

customary to cut off a part of the bride’s hair.

The Somali of the east of Africa change their

hair into red by mixing it with lime. Amongst
the Romans, blonde auburn tresses were most
admiretl, and to obtain these, men steeped their

hair in a powerful alkali, as the Somali now do.

Mahomedans of India have black hair, occasion-

ally dye it red with henna or inehndi. The tuft

of hair, or scalp -lock, Shik’ha, Sansk., D’zutu,

Tel., Kiidi mai, Tam., is w'om by all who profess

Hinduism, and it has been a subject of much dis-

cussion with Christian missionaries, whether, on
conversion, the new Christian’s scalp-lock should

be removed .—Dc Bode^ ii. 218-19; Newbold;
Postans; Ltfhbock,

HAIR POWDER.
Poudre k poudrer, . Fb, I Polvere di oipri, . . It.

Puder, Geb.
|
Polvos de peluca, . Sp.

Hair powder is generally made from pulver-

ized starch, and perfumed with various scents.

—

Faulkner.

HAI-TSAI. Chin. Literally, sea vegeteble.

Hai-tsai, Hai-wan, and Kwan-pu arc Chinese

names for several species of Laminaria, Rhodo-
nienia, Iridm, etc., used in China for food, for

size, and for jelly. Kwan-pu is the tangle.

HAI-YANG is the Neptune of the Chinese.

In Hi-ching-miau is a temple of the sea-god. At
Ta-coo, in one liand he holds a magnet as em-
blematic of security, and a dolphin in the other,

to show his sovereignty over the inhabitants of

the sea
;
his head, beard, and hair are evidently

intended as a personification of water.

—

Macart^

ney's Embassy^ i. SI.

HAIYU, Haioo, Haya, or Vaya. The Haiyu,

the Chepang, and tlie Kusundu are three un-

civilised Bhot tribes, who dwell amid the dense

forests of the central region of Nepal, to the

westward of the great valley, in scai^ numbers,

and nearly in a state of nature. Tney live in

huts made of tlie branches of trees, on wild

fruits, and the produce of the chase. The

Chepang are slight, but not actually deformed,

though witli large bellies. Mr. Hodgson sa^rs

they arc of Mongol descent. Their language is

akin to that of the Lhopa. The Cheung, Hmyu,

and Kusunda seem to belong to the Kawat group
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of frontier populations. They are najned by Mr.

Hodgeon aa Durrei Denwar, and Bratuho. They

OOQUpy the districts 'where the soil is moist, the

air hot, and the effluvia miasmatio. They dwell

in Nepcd ae the fra^ents of a tribe of great

antiquity, with pecuto traditions, language, and

i^pearanee, all tending to isolate them from the

people amongst whom they dwell.

HAIZA. Arab., Hind. Cholera, Haiza-ka-

patta, Kdanchoe varians.

Arab. A pilgiima^e by a Maliomedan
to Mecca, Medina, Jorusalem, Sinai, etc.

;
hence

the title Haji, a pilgrim. Hajjat, a woman pilgrim.

The i^grimage of Mahomedans to Mecca—en-

joineaby the iCoran (Sura, xxii. 2S)—is inemnbent

on all men and women who have suflicient means
to meet the expenses of the journey, and to main-

tain their families at home during their absence.

Its ceremonial continues during three days of the

month Zi-ul-haj. The day of the ceremony is

the 10th Zi-ul-haj, on the Eed-ul- Kurban or

Bakrid festival. The setting forth of the pilgi’ims

from the distant parts of the world is generally

Attended with great show. The Persian Shiah sect

resort in pilgrimage to three places. The town of

Meshid is reckoned tlio least in tlie scale of

aanctity
;
and tliose who have been tluTC to the

tomb of Imam-ltoza, obtain the title of Meshidi.

The next afU^r them are the Karbalai, who staml

a degree higher in estimation
;
while those only

who have visited the Kaba at Mecca and the

tomb of Mahomed at Medina, can lay claim to the

title of Haji. A Persian will feel offended if you

call him Meshidi, when ho has a right to the

superior degree of Karbalai, or the still higher

and more pompous appellation of Haji. Thus
Meshidi, Karbalai, and Haji become titles of

stinction. Haj-ul-Asghar, the lesser pilgrimage.

aj-ul-Akbar, the greater pilgrimage. About
70,000 annually risit Mecca.

The Indian Hai is the Tuost numerous of all the

pilgrimages which arrive every year at JcdcLah.

In 1880 it consisted of 16,000 souls, the next

most numerous being the Malay Haj, which num-
bered 12,000. Th(.‘ latter consists mostly of Dutch
subjects. The Dutch encourage their subjects

to visit the holy places in Arabia, on the principle

that the experience which is gained on the journey

of the tyranny and extortion of the Musalman
govemmeut in Hejaz tends to increase in a Haji

the sense of the advantages he enjoys at home.
Haj Darwazah, or Mecca Darwazah, the pilgrim

gate of the city, from which the pilgrims issue

Khan proceeding on pilgrimage.

HAJAM, Himb., the Kai of the Hindus, a

barber, who shaves, bleeds, cu{)8, cleans the ears,

pares the naUs, etc., usually iucluded among the

members of the village establishment.

HAJAR. Arab. A s^^e, any stone

Hajar*al-Akab, eagle > stones of the ancients.

One of them was probably the bonduc nut of

iba Guilandina bonduc. The Greeks believed

tlM^ the eagle-stones or mtiles were only found

m the nests of eagles; and the Arabs describe

Ihtoa as resembling tamarind stones, but hollow,

and found in eagles* nests, and they believed that

the eagles bring them from India.*—

Hajar-ul-Musa, asphalte.

&jar-UB-8iah, also Hajr-ul-Aswad, a cele-

bratea black stone which is built into the Kaba
at Meooa, an object of the greatest veneration.

6

This stone is set in silver, and fixed in the

south-east comer of the temple. It is deemed
by Mahomedans one of the precious stones of

aiadise that fell to the earth with Adam, and,

eing preserved at the deluge, the angel Gabriel
brought it to Abraham when he was building the

Kaba. It [was, they say, at first white, but its

surface has become black from coming in contact
with those who are impure and sinful. It is semi-

circular, about six inches in height, and eight inches

in breadth. It is in the wall of the Kiiba in the

east outer corner, about four feet from the ground,

its surface undulating and polished. Burton, on
rt'achiiig tlie storit*, despite popular indignation,

testified by iiujiatient shouts, monor)olized the use

of it for at least ten minutes. Wliilst kissing it,

and rubbing hands and forehead upon it, he
narrowly observed it, and came away persuaded

that it is a big aerolite. Ali Bey calls it,

‘minemlogio/iUy,’ a black volcanic basalt, whose
circumference is sprinkled with little crystals,

pointed and strawiike, with rhombs of tUc-red

feldsjKith upon a dark backgroimd, like velvet or

charcoal, except one of its protuberances, which
is reddish. Burckhardt (p. 187) thought it was
‘ a lava containing siweral small extraneous par-

ticles of a whitish and of a yellowish substance.’

Hajur-ul-Yahudi is encrinito, sold in Peshawiir

at Jls. 10 the maund.

—

Burtoii's il/eccfl, iii. p. 210

;

MalciMs Persia^ ii. p. 886.

HAJONG, a section of the Bodo tribe who
dwell in the ]duins of Cachar,

HAJRAII or Hajirah. Arab. Hagar, the

kept woman of Abraham, the mother of Ismael,

I

generally called the Bibi Hajirah.

IIAKAIU, a tribe of N. Kurdistan inhabiting

the mountains on either bank of the great Zab
river above Amarba. They have 14 subdivisions,

also 94 Christian villages, with 16,520 souls.

Their country is precipitous and difficult, the

people wilder tlian any Kurds. They have 26,000
fighting men.

—

MacGregor,
HAKIM. Arab. A doctor of philosophy, a

doctor of medicine, a learned man, pronounced
Hakeem. The Hakim or Tabib of British India is

of the Mahomedan faith, and, like the Yydian Baid
or Vaid, is usually a physician purist. The Hakim
as a rule chiiiiiB to be a follower of the Yunani or

Grecian school of medicine. He designates the

Hindu Yydian as of the Misri or Egyptian school,

but recognises also a Siuryaiu or Syrian school.

Geneml Fcrrier says that the infiuence which the

Hakim Sahib hiis generally exercised in the British

embassy at Teheran, and the employment of such
men as Jukes, Campbell, M^NeUl, Riach, Bell,

Lord, and others, in various important duties in

those countries, led the chiefs of Uarat to suppose
that physicians occupy a higher place in the

councils of the British than is accorded to them.—Perrier^ Journal^ p. 149.

HAKLUYT, RICHARD (Archdeacon), Bishop
of Westminster, in 1601 was appointed Historio-

grapher of the East Indies, by the first Chainnan
of East India Directors. He held constant

communication with the seamen, and lectured at

Oxford to the students. He died 1616, and his

successor was the Rev. Samuel Purchaa-.-A^, J,

Murray^ Surveys' 1871.

HAKODADI was a small town of Japan. Within
sight of Hakodadi, and at the distance of about

96 miles, is an active volcano. The orater foims
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nearly a circle^ from 1500 to 2000 yards round.

The mund is m some places so hot that the hand
coula not touch it This volcano throws up a hot
sulphur spring at about 20 miles distant, and 5
ivom Hakoda^, the heat of its water being lOO*^

in the warmest part. The natives regard it as

almost a certain cure in cases of skin disease.

Men, women, and children, all nude, bathe to-

gether.

HAKRA, a name of the river Caggar.

HAL. Arab., Hind. Present, present state,

condition, current, as Ibrahim Khaii-i-lial, the

present Ibrahim Khan
;

Hal-ki-wastc, for the

occasion
;

Hali-sikkali, current (ioin. It occurs

frequently in combination, and is usiid in revenue

accounts to represent the existing state of collec-

tions.

—

Ellioty Supp, Gloss.

HAL or liar. Hind. A plough. Hali, a

ploughman. It has been suggested tliat as the

Aiyaus were originally and essentially an agiicul-

tuml and therefore a pcasiiut race, they may have

derived their name from their plough, and words
of a Bunilar sound relating to agriculture are found
in several tongues. In liUtiii it is Aratrum, from
Aro, 1 plough. In Egyptian (in Nefruari), Ar is

said to mean a plough. In Tamil it is Er, in

Telugu Araka, in Sanskrit, along with Nagala or

Nagara, it is also called Hala or Hara; and the

Aryan race may possibly have obtained their

name from this implement of husbandly. The
Hal is a pointed beam in a plough, which serves

as the ploughshare.

Hala-Kctaua, Sansk., the [dough-ensign, one
of the insignia of royalty of the great Chalukya

dynasty, when ruling at Kalian. Hali, a plough-

man.
HALA, also Halla Kandi, a ruined city on the

Indus, 50 miles above Hyderabad. The Hala

deputy collectorate is between lat. 25® 8' and
26^ N,, and between long. 68® 16' 80" and 69®

17' B.

HALA, A range of mountains, called also the

Brahuic range. It is the great mountain system of

Baluchistan, extending from the Suliman Hills, in

lat. 80® 30' N., by the curved Bugti and Mari

(Murree) chain to the north of Shawl, and thence

in a generally S.S.W. direction to the ocean,

which it reaches at Ras Mowari (Cape Monze), in

long. 24° 46'. Its breadth and height vary. The
GhSil-tan Is 11,000 to 12,000 feet, 7000 feet being

the highest part at Kalat. Shawl is 5900 feet. In

the northern part is the Bolan i)as8, and the Moolla

pass is near Gaudava. It throws out to the W.
and S.W. numerous offshoots, which traverse

Makran, and either sink into the ocean or the

desert plains of Basteni Persia, or into the moun-
tain system of Permu-^MacGregor.
HALAILI, a cotton stuff with long stripes of

white silk, » favourite material amongst the city

AnhSi At Constantinople, where the best is

made, the piece, which wUl out into two shirts,

costs about thirty shilling.

HALAL. Arab. now moon. It is a
favourite symbol in Mahomedan standards as a
orescent, indicating continuous increase.

HALAL. Hind. Lawful food for Mahomedans,
as opMsed to Haram, unlawful food. The lawful

MiijMSH are such as chew the cud, and are not
bsMta of prey

; birds that pick up food with their

bills, aad do not seke their prey with their claws,

ov wound them with their bills
[

ffsh, but no other

marine animals, and locusts. RoptileB and wine
and all intoxicants are unhiwful.
HATiAL KIIOR. Hind. Peks. A sweeper,

a house scavenger. The words are Arabo-Persic,
and mean a la^vful eater, i.e. one to whom every-
thing is lawful. Scavengers are usually Maho-
medans, and are also called Malitar, Bhangi, Toti,

Lal-Begi.

HALAR, a principality in the Gulf of Outch,
of wliich Nowunagar is the capital, ruled over by
the Jam of Nowanagar. Sec Rajputs.

IIALAS, a bniuch of the Sakai population of

the Malay Peninsula. They tattoo tneir face and
breast, pierce their ears and nose, and insert

porcupine quills. See Kedah.
HALAYA PAIKA, or Old Paik, a race in

Mysore. Wilson says Ilalepaik, Karn., is a term
applied in Mysore to the drawers of tari, who
speak the 'ruluva language.

IIALAYUDHA BlIATTA, author of the Abhi-
<lana Katnamala, a Sanskrit dictionary. He lived

about tli(‘ 7th century.—Dowson.
IIALBA. OoND. Immigrants into the Central

Provinces from the south, and their principal

colony is in the S.W., where they hold 37 flourish-

ing villages. They gain their living chiefly by
clistilling spirits, and worship deified distillers, at

the head of whom is Bahadur Kalal, which
merely mi*aii8 the ‘ bold distiller.’ They are, next
to the Teli, the best cultivators

;
except in the

jungles, they have generally become liinduized.

All that is necessary for a good Halba is that ho
should sacriflcc once in his life three ^oats and a
pig, one to each of tlie national deities, called

Narayau Gosain, Burha Deo, Sati, and Katna.

HALOYON IDiE, the kingfisher family of birds,

of the tribe Fissirostres, order Insossores. It has
two sub-families, the Alcedlninse and Haloyonissei.

Suh~Fam. Halcyoninie.

Halcyon amauropterus, Pearson^ the brown-
winged kingfisher of Bengal, Arakan, and
Tenasserim.

Halcyon fulgidus, Goulds is a veiy beautiful

kiiigfislicr of Lombok. It lives in thickets away
from water, and feeds on snails and inseots pickea

from the ground, like the great laughing jackass

of Australia.

Halcyon fuscus, Bodd.
II. .Smjnrnensia, (

Alcedo fusca, Bodd.

Sade buk, . . . Beno. Viohuli, .... Tam.
Match-raiiga, . . „ Iiak-muka, . . . Tel.
Kilkila, .... IIiND.

|
Buolie-gadu, . . „

The white-breasted kingfisher *, inhabits all

India, Ceylon, and eastwards to China.

Halcyon kucocepbalus, Qmel.

H. gurial, Pearson.
]
H. brannioops, Jerd.

H. Uapensis, Linn. I Aloedo leuoooeph., ChMl*

H. Javana, Gra^, 1

Gurial, .... Beng.
j
Male poyma, . . Mal.

The brown-headed kingfisher, is over all India

and the Archipelago.

Halcyon saurophaga, a very fine kingfisher,

with white head, neck, and lower parts, groan

scapulars, and blue wings and tril, from New
Guinea, is a very shy bird, frequenting the margin

of the island, usually seen perched on some
detached or solitary branch, as if sunning itself,

and darting off into the dense bush upon being

approached.

—

Macqillivray^ Voyage^ i* p. 246.

Halcyon atricapfiliig, Gmel.

Alcedo atricapillos, Gm.
|
A. pileata, Bodd,

A, brama, Less. • J
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The b1ack-c4ippod purple kingfisher
;

is rare in

India, but more common in the countries east-

wards to China.

Halcyon Coromandelianiis, Seoj\

H. Coromandel., JBlj/th, I H. lilacina, Sir.

H. calipyga, ffodgs.
|
H. Schlegelii, Bonap.

The ruddy kingfisher of the Himalaya, Nei>al,

Sikkim, and the cast coast of the Hay of Bengal.

Besides these, are H. cyaniventris from Java,

H. concreta from Sumatra, H. pulchella from
Malacca and S, Tenasserim.

Todiramphus coUaris, Scopoli.

A. chlorocephala, Gm.
\
A. sacra, Gm.

The white-collared kingfisher of the Suuder-
buns, Arakan, Tenasserim, Malayana, and Archi-

pelago. Its feathers are largely prized by the

Chinese, who buy the skins at 24 for a dollar.

Tliere are other species in the Nicobara and
Archipelago.

Ceyx tndactyla, Pallas,

A crythica, Pall.
|
A. purpurea, (Jmel.

The three-toed puqJo kingfisher, is found in

Sittim, Malayana, and the islands.

Suh-Fam. Alcedininaj.

Alcedo Bengalensis, Own, common Indian king-

fisher.

Alcedo euryzona, Temm.^ great Indian king-

fisher.

Several species occur east of the Bay of Bengal,

viz. A. Beryllina from Java, A. Moluccensis from

Moluccas, A. Meningting of Java.

Ceryle rudes, Linn.

Ispidia bicincia, Sw.
\
I. bitorquata, Stv.

Karikata, . . . Beng. I Korayala killdla, Hind. I

Phatka-match<ranga, „ |

The pied kingfisher ;
occurs in Africa and most

parts of South Asia and south of Europe.

Ceryle guttata, Vigors.

Matchi bag, Hikd.
1
Ung kaahiya, liEP.

The large-crested black and white kingfisher, is

a native of the Himalaya.

—

Jerdon^ i. pp. 221-235.

HALDA or Harda, Hind., is a mihlew affect-

ing the cerealia, in which the plant turns yellow

find withers.

HALDAorHaldi. Hind. Among Mahomedans,

the ceremony of smearing a couple with turineric

between the period of their betrothal and marriage.

HALDAR or Holdar, a name borne by some
Bengal families of the trading castes.— Wilson.

HALDIA MOORA and Singia moora are roots

brought to Ajmir mixed with haldi
;
they are

acrid and poisonous, and are carefully separated.

Genl. Med, Top. p. 151.

HALEBID, a village in the Hassan district,

Mysore, lat. 13® 12' 20'" N., long. 76® 2' E.
;
popu-

lation (1871), 1207 ;
the site of the ancient city

of Dorasamuc^ or Dvaravatipura, the capital of

the Hovsala Ballala dynasty. It was ap^iarently

rebuilt m the 18th century by King Vira Somes-

wara. To him is assigned the erection there of

two magnificent temples in honour of Siva, which

rank among the masterpieces of Hindu art. The
larger, Haisaleswara, rises 25 feet high above the

terrace on which it stands. The ornamentation

consists of a series of friezes one above another,

each about 700 feet long, and carved with the

most exquisite elaboration. One frieze alone

represents a procession of not less than 2000
elephants. The Ballala kings ruled from about

A.D. 950 to A.D. 1310. It was plundered by
Ala*ud-Dm's general Kafur, a eunuch and con-

8

HALIASTUR INDUS.

verted Hindu leader of a Mahomedan army, and it

was finally destroyed by Mahomed tli., in A.D.

1826. Jonur, also called Moti-talao, twelve miles

from Scringapatam, was afterwards made the

capital. The entire walls of the Halebid Saiva

temple ai*e covered with carvings in stone, forming
a Hindu pantheon. There are also two Jaina

temples with colossal idols. The roofs are sup-

ported by splendid columns, said to be of j)ot-

stone, beautifully turned, and so highly polished

as to 1)0 u.sed as a iniiTor when wetted with water.

HAIiFA. Akab. The Siipa tenacissima, a

plant of North Africa, largely utilised as a paper

material.

HAI JIED. Nathaniel Brassy Halhed in 1776

published a code of Gentoo laws or ordinations of

tlio Pandits, from a Peraian translation made from
the original, written in the Sanskrit language

;

author of a Grammar of Bengali, a.d. 1778.

HALT, in Kamaoii, one of the Dom race who has

been bought as a slave. In Surat, the Hali slave

was u voluntary bondsman, who liad temporarily

sold himself for a sum of money.— JVils. Gloss.

HALIA^TUS, the sea eagle genus of birds, of

the sub-family Aquilinae, family Falconidae, and
order Raptores.

H. fillvivo liter, T7e/7/., ring-tailed sen eagle.

Falco Mace), Tamm. H. unioolor, Grap.
Halioitus Macei, Blyth. H. lanceolatus, Hodpt.
H. albipcs, Hodgs.

Macha rang, . . Bala, Bbn'g.

Mach-inanga, . . Kokiia, .... )CoL.

Mach-korol, koral, „ Ugus, „
The ring-tailed sea i^agle is found throughout

the N. of India, along the Ganges and Indus up
to Kashmir. It lives on fish, tortoises, and snakes.

H. leucogaster, Gmel.^ grey-backed sea eagle.

BlagruB leucogaster, Blyth. F. dimidiatus,

Ichthyu}tuB cultrunguB, „ F. maritimuB, Omet.
Falco hlagrus, Baud.

This sea eagle is found throughout India, in

Biinna, Malayana, and Australia, chiefly on the

coast and near the mouths of rivers. It lives on
sea-snakes, crabs, rats, and on fish which it picks

up on the beach.

II. leucocephaluB is a bird of N. America and
N.E, Asia.—./ert/on, Birds^

HALIASTUR INDUS. Bodd.

Falco Indus, Bodd. Milvui pontioer., Jerd.

Haliectu8pontioerian.,%A:. M. rotundioaudui, Hodff.

Sunker cliil, . . Bkng. Bu-mubarik, . . Hind.
Dhobiachil, . . „ Khemankari, . . Sansk.
Garuda, Can. Batta Ookab, . . Sind.
Brahmany kite, . . Eng. Ganidalawa, . . . Tkl.
Pis-gendcr, . . Gond. Sbemberrid, . Yirkala.
Bahmani chil, Hind. Garuda mantaru, „

Eur()pean8 have given the name of the Brah-
many kite to the Haliastur Indus, probably fromob-
serving Hic feelings ofthe Hindus regarding it, who
revere it as Garwhi, the eagle vahan of Vishnu, and
believe that when two armies are about to engage,
its appearance prognosticates victory to the party
over whom it hovers. The Brahmany kite is very
useful in the populous seaport towns of India, in

removing carrion and refuse, and is never killed.

Major Moor mentions as an instance of this bird’s

boldness, of which he was a witness, viz. its

stooping and taking a chop off a girdiron standing

over the fire that cooked it. The relipous Hindu
feeds these birds on holidays, by flinging up little

portions of flesh, to which they are attracted by
the call Hari I Hari ! meaning Vishnu, Vishnu.
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It is found throughout all India. In Bengal, the

kites and Brahmany kites breed chiefly in January

and February, and disapwar during die rains.

HALICACABUM of rliny, supposed to have

been Physalis somnifera, var, flexuosa.

HALICORE DUGONG. Cm.
Triohechus dugong, Oml. H. IndicuB, Owm.
Halioore cetacoa, III. Dugnngus Tndicua, Ham.
H. Indica, Dem.
Indian dugong, . . Eng. Duyung, . Malay.
Dugong lAmantin, ,, Talla maha, SiNOU.
Le dugong dos Indes, Fh.

The dugong is an inhabitant of the narrow seas

of the Eastern Archipelago
;
and Professor Owen

denominated it Halicore indiens, in distinction

from that of the northern coast of Australia, at a

time when the fonner had not been ascertained

to frequent (as a dugong of some kind is now
known to do) the Malabar coast and Gulf of Cal-

pentyn in Ceylon. It inhabits the shallows of

the Indian Ocean an<l about Ceylon, where the

water is not more than 2 or 3 fatlioms deep. It

Joes not appear to frequent the hind or the fresh

water. Its flesh is delicate. The dugong was

noticed as occurring in Ceylon by the early Arab
sailors, by Megasthenes (Fragm. lix.) and AClian,

and subsequently by the Portuguese. It is this

creature which gave rise to the tales about mer-

maids, which have till the present day occupied

the world, and doubtless had their origin in the

tales of the Arab sailors. They are phytophagous,

or plant-eaters. The species named by authors

are

—

H. IndicuB, Oweih the Malay <lugong, an

inliabitaut of the narrow seas of the Eastern

Archipelago.

H. tabernaculi, Jluppell, the dugong of the

coral banks of the Keel Sea, has a feeble voice,

and feeds on alg®. It is about ten feet long. In

February and March bloody battles occur between

the males. Its flesh, teeth, and skin are utilized.

Their skins, called tun, are used for sandals.

H. Australis, the manate of Dumpier, and white-

tailed manate of Peimant, is a native of the west

coast of Australia.

H. Indicus, F. Cuvier,

Tricheohus dugong, Erx- Halicore tahemaculum,
UUn. Huppell.

Halicore cetacea, Jllcgcr. Dugungus marinus,

Halicore dugong, Cuvier Tiedemann apud Schirn:.

apud Baffled. H. Henipriohii, Ehrcnb.

Dugong of Buffen. Farampuan laut, Malay.
Dugong, . . . Malay.

Under these synonyms Dr. Theodore Cantor

unites all the above, which ho says inliabits the

Red Sea, the seas of the Malay Peninsula, Singa-

pore, Sumatra, the Philippine Islands, Moluccas,

Sunda Islands, and New Holland.

—

Fng, Cyc.;

Blyth in B. As* Sac, Journ, ; Tennant\s Ceylon ;

Cantor m B* As* Soc. ,/o?/r.. No. clxxii. of 1846.

HALIFAX, Lord, better known as Sir Charles

Wood, Secretary of State for India in the middle
of the 19th century, and during the time of the

revolt and mutiny. During his tenure of office,

in 1854, the plan of educating the people of India

was promulgated.

HALIOTIDiE, a family of recent and fossil

hells, belo^^g to the class Gasteropoda, of the
mollttsoa. genera include tlie lialiotis, ear-

shell, sei^ears; deridobranchus
; stomatia; scis-

surella; ianthina, violet snail. One species, the

haliotis or sea-ear mollusc or ear-shell, is largely

used as food by the people on the coast of Man-
diuria. They are also dried and exported to

China, and sell at 300 for a dollar.—

A

Haliotis funebris. Camming and Reeve,
H. iris, Auctorum.

Shih-kiuch-ming, . Chin.
|
Fu-yu-kiah, . . Chin.

This mollusc is found on the coasts of Slian-

tung, Foh-kien, and Kwang-tung
;
they are 4 or

5 inches long, and are smooth and iridescent on
their inner surface

;
the pearly interior is levigated,

and applied to opacities of the cornea. Shells
with 7 or 9 foramina are most prized.

—

Smith.

HALLI. Karn. a small village or hamlet

;

wiitten Hully, and added frequently to other

names, as Harjpn-hully. It is the Telugu Palli.

IIAIXIKAR, also Hal-wakkal, a tribe of the

agricultural Sudra in Mysore.— Wilson,

HALWA, a hill race in Bustar, Bandara, and
Raipur, who wear the sacred thread, which privi-

lege those in Bustar purchase from the raja.

HALWA. Hind. A kind of sweetmeat,

specially that made of honey and camel’s milk,

and brought from the Persian Gulf, via Bombay,
in saucers, llalwai is a sweetmeat seller. Halwa-
rang means colour of sweetmeat, pale drab, first

dyed with naspal, pomegranate rind, then with

catechu.

HALWAIIA. Hind. In Oudh, a predial

slare, employed as a ploughman. iSee Hal.

HAMADAN, a town of Persia, in the province

of Irak-i-Ajam, 180 miles S.W. of Teheran. It

is the ancient Kcbatana. It is said to have been
founded by Jamshid, a king of the Peshdadiau
dynjisty. The population is about 50,000 souls.

It has a delightiul neighbourhood, many beautiful

bazfii’S. The mountain streams contoin gold.

In the centre of the town is the tomb of Ali Ben
Sina (Avicenna)

;
and not far from it arc those

of Esther and Mordecai, which are revered by the

Jews, and kei)t in repair. An inscription on the

tombs is that, on Thursday, the 15th of the

month Adar, the building of thU temple over

the tombs of Mordecai and Esther w'as finished

by the hands of the two benevolent brothers,

Elias and Samuel, sons of the late Ismail Kachan.

The town people make felt carpets largely.—

Kinneir; Menteith ; Morier; Rich; MacGregor^

iv. p. 172 ;
Ferrier^ Journ, p, 35

;
J. B. Fraser

y

p. 221 ;
Porter's TravelSy ii. p. 91.

HAMAL, or Ilaml. Arab. Lit. he carried.

Hamilah, a pregnant woman. Hamal, a porter, a
bearer of a palanquin or tonjons. They carry it

by means of the pole on their shoulders, the first

man on the right shoulder, the second on the left,

and so on, thus always keeping the pole steady.

—

FrerCy AniipodeSy p. 197.

HAMAM DASTAH. Hind. A mortar
;
from

the Persian Hawaii. See Hawang-dastah.

HAMAMELIDEiE, witch hazels, a very small

group of woody exogenous plants of N. America,

Japan, China, the central jmrts of Madagascar, S.

Africa, the Khassya mountains, and Upper Assam.

Some of the species are large forest trees, afford-

ing good timwr. Bucktodia populnea tree is

found from Cherrapunji to Surureem. Altingia

oxcelsa, Noronhoy is a large tree of Assam and

Burma; the Liquidamber cerasifolia. Griff,

y

occurs

in the Malay Peninsula
;
and L. orientwe, Miller

y

is the storax tree of Asia Minor. Hamamelis
Ghinensis is of China and the Jaintia Hills.—

llookefy Him, Jour, ii. p. 318 ;
Gambier,
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HAMD-ALLAH. Asab. An abbreviation

the ejaculation Al-hamd-ul-illah ! The piaise bo b

God. . It is as commonly used by Mahomedans as

the Thank God ! of the English.

HAMILTON, CHARLES, Author of

Historical Account of the Rohflla Afghans.

London, 1787.

HAMILTON, Dr. FRANCIS, formerly Buch
anan, a Bengal medical officer, who publiahe*

papers in the Linnaoan Society’s Transactions,

author of a Journey through Mysore
;
An

Account of Nepaul
;

Account of tiie Fishei

formd in the river Ganges and its Branches, with

a volume of plates. He was the first after Rhecd<

to emlore the botany of Malabar.

HAMILTON, Captain, visited Cambay ii

A.D. 1681, and gave an account of its quartzoso

minerals.

HAMILTON, WALTER, author of a Geo-
graphical, Statistical, and Historical Description

of Hindustan and the Adjacent Countries, 1820.

HAMILTON, WILLIAM, surgeon to the em-
bassy sent from Calcutta under John Surmaii and
Edward Stephenson, which reached Dehli on the

8th July 1715. He was successful in his treat-

ment of the emperor Forokhsir, who on recovery

married the daughter of Jye Singh (Ajit Singh)

Hamilton died 4th December 1717, and his

epitaph is of historical interest :

—

* His Memory ou^ht to be dear to his Nation,

for the Credit lie gained the English
in Curing Ferrukseer,

the present King of Hindustan,
ofa Malignant Distemper,

by which ho made his own name famous
at the Court of that Great Monarch ;

and without doubt will perpetuate his Memory
as well in Great Britaiu ai all other

Nations in Europe.’

—Orme, ii. p. 20 ;
Hovgh^ p, 4.

HAMILTONIA SUAVEOLENS. Roxh.

Kanera, Fudari of Beah. Niggi, Tulenni, Bavi.
Muskei, Kantalu,CHENAB. Phul, Golunla of .

Fiianniof, . . „ Fudari of .Sutlej.

A common shrub in the Panjab Himalaya, up
to near the Indus, at from 2600 to 6000 feet.

Itswood is very small
;
but in Chamba it is said to

be used for making gunpowder charcoal.

—

Dr,

fUmart
;
Eoxb. i. 5M.

HAMIR. The Balia race were of sufficient

consequence in the thirteenth century to make
incursions on Mewar, but the first exploit of the

celebrated rana Hamir was his Irilling the Balia

chieftain of Choteela.

HAMIRA. There were four distinguished

leaders of this name amongst the va’ssals of the

last Rajput emperor of Dehli
;
one of them, who

tamed traitor, and joined Shahab-ud-Din, was a

Scythian of the Gmker race, which maintained

their ancient habits of jjolyandiism even in

Cher’s time. The Haoli Rao Hamira was lord

of Kangra and the Ghikers of Pamir.—
Hajasihan^ i 560.

HAMIRPUR, a district in the N.W. Pro-

vinces of India, lying between lat 25® 5^ and 26®

10' N. and long. .79^ 22' 46" and 80® 25' 16" E.

i^a, 2289 square miles. It encloses the Native

States of Sanla, Jigni, and Banda. There are 62
clans of Rajputs, and the Pariahar, Ohauhan, and
Bais have been mcciallv guilty of infanticide.

The Ohandel ana Bundela. the old dominant
classes^ now sunk to 648 and 612 respectively,

mostly still cling to the neighbourhood of Mahoba,
the seat of their former supremacy. The Bais
are far the most numerous of the l^jput classes

in the district. Among the Sudras the most
numerous are the Lodhi, the Chamar, and the
Kori. The Mahomedans are the descendants of

converted Hindus, who were originally Thakurs.—Imp. Gaz.

HAMITE. Mr. Logan says (J. E. Ar., May
to June, 1854) the earliest Hebrew ethnography
indicates that the Semitic region was jointly

occupied by Shemites and Hamites. Four
branches of the Hamites are enumerated, viz.

(1) the Cusliites, embracing the tribes of Sheba,

Havilah, Ihiamah, etc., in Southern Arabia
j
(2) the

Ethiopan and Euphratan tribes of Nimrodians.

HAMMA-i-JOUR, literally ‘joining of hands,’

a Parsec ceremony piactised in Pappati, similar

to the Englisl) greeting of a ‘ Happy New Year.’

—

ParsYCA^ p. 61.

HAMMAM. Arab. A bath. Hammam lena,

to take a bath. Public baths, usual in Turkey,

Egypt, Persia, and Kfibul, are unknown in India.

In the middle of the 19th century there were a
hundred of them in Cairo alone.—Zone, ii. 48.

HAMMER.
ChakuJ ;

Matripat, Ahao. Martillo, IT.

Marteau, .... Fa. Martillo, .... Sp.

Hathura, . . . Hind. Ohekij, . . . Tubk.

The native sledge-hammer of Bombay is em-
ployed in breaking trap, granite, limestone, and
other rocks. Its handle is generally of male
bamboo, about two foot long. Its head is something
like that of an ill-shapon axe,—thick all along.

It weighs about 18 lbs. In the face or striking

portion is a bluntish wedge of steel, fastened in

with a piece of leather. With this the native

quarrymau will break up the most obdurate trap

into slabs or blocks of almost any size or form,
from a pavement flag 3 inches thick and 2 feet

square, to a block 2 feet cube. He looks nar-

rowly at the grain of the stone, and then with a
series of blows, of no great force, apparently, the
stone falls in pieces, seemingly without effort.

Similar varieties of this, of exactly the same
Xmttern, are used as hand hammers

;
they are

:allcd Sootki. The blasting, or rather the boring,

bool, or jumper, is a plain round rod of iron, about
;hree feet long, pointed at both ends with steel

No hammer is over employed in boring. The
umpor is raised and struck in with both hands,
and a man will penetrate some inch or two in .an

hour. The native punch is a short, dumpy, lancet-

pointed tool; it is sharpened by being turned
point up, and struck with a piece of flint When
used in stone-dressinff, it is held in the left hand,
and struck with a hollow-faced iron hammer,
he cavity being about an inch in depth and as

’

nuch in diameter.

—

Dr. Buint, Bombay Times,

HAMPI, a ruined city, in lat 15® 19'W N.,
long. 76® 30' 10" E., on the S. bank of the
Tumbudra, 36 miles N.W. of Bellary. It is the
site of an ancient capital of the Yijavanagar kings*

The ruins cover nine square xniles, inoludi^
ICamlapur on the south, and Anagundi, a later

leat of the dynasty. Hampi was founded, tbe
fall of the J^llala dynasty, about 1386 A.p., by
wo brothers, Bukka and Harihara, whose deseend*
nts flourished here till the battle of lislflEOt,

565 A.D., and afterwards at Anagundi, yeUm,
nd Ohandragiri for another oentc^, unifl flaallj
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HAMP8AGUR
. HAND-MILL.

overwhelmed by the edvancing powers of Beder,
Ahmadna^gur, Bijapar, aud Golconda. The
Vijayanagar rajas extended and beautified Hampi
with many palaces and temples.

—

Imp, Gaz,
HAMPSAGUR, lat. 15® 9' N., long, 76® 4' K.

on the right bank of the Tumbudra. The level

of the Tumbudra is here 1647 feet above the sea.

HAMS.
Hammen, . . . Dut. Presimtas, . . . Port.
Jambons, Fa. Okoroku, . . . Ilus.

Soliinken, . . . Ger. Jainones Si*.

Prosciutti, .... It. But, Turk.

They are largely imported into India for the

use of Europeans. Many Mahomedan shopkeepers
will not even sell them.

HAMSA, the god of the Druse race.

HAMSAYA. Hind. A neighbour, dependant,
vassal.

HAMUN, a name for the lake of Seistan,

Ilamun is an Old Persian word signifying expanse.

•^Fetrkrj Journ. p. 429. See Al)>lstadiili.

HAMZA, uncle of Mahomed, slain by Wahsha,
a negro slave. See Masailma-el-Aswad.
HAN, the 6th dynasty of China, began n.C. 206,

and lasted to a.d. 264. Most of the Han princes

were munificent patrons of literature. During
the reign of Ming-ti, the 15th of the Han dynasty,

considerable intercourse was carri(*d on between
the princes of India o iid China. This had obtained

from the earliest peiiod, but particularly during

the dynasties of Sum, Learn, and Tam, from the

fourth to the seventh centuries, when the princes

from Bengal, Malabar, and the Punjab sent

embassies to the Chinese mouarchs. The Han
dynasty of China refonned the Chinese calendar.

HANAFIYAH, a large vessel of copper, some-
times tinned, with a stopcock in the lower part,

and generally with a ewer, or a basin, to receive

the water.

—

Burton's Mecca^ ii. 43.

HANBALI, a commentary of the Koran. The
commentator was born at Baghdad a.h. 164, and
died there a.h. 241, nearly 70 years old.

HAND.
Yadd, . . . . Arab. Manus, . . . . Lat.
Main. . . . . . Fr. Dast, . . . . . Pers.
Hat’h, . . . . Hind. Kai, . . . Tam., Tel.
Mano, . . . , It. Sp.

The figure of the hand, amongst all nations, is

utilized as an emblem.

The hand is an emblem for V., with the three

central fingers folded in; and by placing the

symM below, the cardinal X. is produced. In

India, amongst Mahomedans and Hindus, the

right hand is more honoured than the left; in

China the left hand is more honourable than the
right

;
in Siam the right more than the left.

In British India, a person to whom you make a

V praeent, a servant to whom you do a kindness,

will rush' to your hand and press it to his lips.

To seise a man’s hand is to crave his protection,

to profess yourself his servant ; hence the act is

one of obedience and devotion, almost of servility.

The person advancing to seize the hand always
does so in a stooping posture, in an attitude of
hamUity. The giving the hand amongst all

nations (Prov. zi. 21) has been considered as a

,

pledge for the performanoe Or ratifieation of some

I

aot ra im^rtanoe, and it was the custom amongst
I the Soythio or Tartar nations of transmitting its

impieas as a substitute
;
the hand being immersed

I
a eompost of sandal-wood, is applied to the

paper, and the palm and five fingers (panja) is

the signature. In Carue’s letters from the East
is given an anecdote of Mahomed, who, as

erroneously supposed, unable to sign his name to

a convention, dipped his hand in ink, and made
an impression therewith, but Mahomed only fol-

lowed an ancient solemnity, or custom, for all

Mahomedans occasionally stamped or sealed

their epistolary communications with the print of

their hand. Hyder Ali often did it. It was
considered a solemn form of signature. The

;

panja, or palm and five digit form hainl, of the

I

Mahomedans, is used at the Maharixam in erect

!

Fanjah flags or Alam, in the name of Husain and

I

other martyrs.

—

Tod's Jiajastluni^ i. p. 362.
' HANDI. Hind. A cooking-pot or kettle

made of pottery, of the same shape as a deghcha,

which is of brass.

HANDKERCHIEF.
Mouclioir, . . . Fr. Fuzzoletto, It.

Tuch, Schnupftuch, Ger. Pauullo, , Sr.

Ilumal, .... Hind. Meudil, Mahrama, Turk.

Handkerchief pieces form a considerable article

of manufacture and traffic iu Southern India.

Handkerchiefs, coloured, from Madras, red from
Sydapet and Ventai>ollcm, are much admired
for the hannony and richness of the colours, and
the superiority of texture. Nellore pocket-hand-
kerchiefs of jean deserve unqualified approbation.

The silk handkercjiiofs manufactured m Bengal
are known in the market as Bandana, Kora,

and Chapa, They are generally figured, and of

different colours. They ai*o exported chiefly to

the Burmese territories, and sold at from to 5
rupees each. The coloured cotton handkerchiefs

manufactured at Ventapollem, ou tlie east coast,

are well known in foreign markets, were formerly

highly prized for their superior qualities and
colours, but they have been driven from the

markets by the Madi-as aud Pulicat manufactures,

which the community prefer for their superior

qualities and colours. Madras handkerchiefs of

superior kinds are sold at IJ rupee each, and
inferior sorts at 4 annas to 12 annas

;
the colour of

the last description is very perishable. The ordi-

nary colour of the Madras handkerchiefs is red,

and Mahomedans and Hindus prefer them to those

of other countries. The principal site of the uumu-
facturo of silk handkerchiefs for the head is Seiing-

apatam in Mysore ; they are of superior quality,

and of red and pink colours
;
they are in squares

of 6 cubits, ami arc, in consequence of their gold

lace borders, sold at 35 to 100 rupees each.

—

Mad, Ex, J, Hep,

HAND-MILL.
Meulo, .... Fb.

I

Mola, .
*

, , . . . IT.

Chakki, .... Hind.
|

The grinding at the hand-mill is noticed iu

Exodus xi. 5, Isaiah xlvii. 2, and Matthew xxiv.

41. It is the quern of the Gael In all the

south of Asia, in small fainiliee, the labour of

one person suffices to grind enough for the

day's consumption
;

but where the inmates are

more numerous, two people sit on the ground

with the hand-mill between them. A single

person, to cause the upper stone to revolve,

has to pull it towards ana to push it from her

;

but when two are working, each pulls towards her

side. The Old and New Testaments notioe the

process, but it is well described in the 47th ohap«

ter of Isaiah. It is a heavy task, but they lighten
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IIAND-PLANT. HAN-LIN-YUEN.

it by their labour-songs, and they work from the
j

fortune attend him, he wins the distinction of

earliest morning hours, 2 or 3 A. H. becoming a Tsin shi, or * one ready for office.’

HAND-PLANT, Cheirostemon platanoidcs, In agreement with this descriptive title, the new
H. B, A., venerated by the ancient Mexicans, Tsin shi may, if they please, &llot for the vacant

from tlie singular resemblance to a clawed hand junior mandarinates, for which they have now
presented by the curved stamens of the flower. shown themselves qualified, and from which they

HANDRO. Hind. ? A tree of Chutia Nagpur, may rise by their own exertions to seats in the

with hard, red timber.

—

Cal. Cat. Kx. 1862. Grand Council of State, or to places in the im-

HANGI. Hind. A large horse-hair sieve, used penal cabinet. But, if desirous of still further

by silk-dyers. distinguishing themselves as scholars, and of

HANGRANG PASS, lat. 81° 47' 7", long. 78° obtaining the honour of places in the Imperial
30' 6, in Kanawar, W. of the Sutlej, leads over to AcH<lcmy, the 200 or 800 survivors of so many
Spiti. The top of the pass is 14,530 feet above contests present themselves at the palace, where
the sea, according to the G. T. S. they arc examined by die emperor in person.

HANG TUAH, a celebrated champion of Out of this number about 20 are chosen whose
Java, called the I^ksamana. He must not be scholarship is the ripest, whose penmanship is the

confounded with the Laksamana of the Portuguese best, and whose literary style is the most perfect,

writers, as the latter lived several genemtions and to these are given seats among the Immortals

after the first, who accompanied king Mansur to of the Han-lin. On one only of these 20, chosen

Maiapahit. out of the 300 million inhabitants of the empire,

HANIA. Ar\b. An Arabic salutation, mean- la creme de la creme

^

is conferred the signal title

ing, May it be good to you. of Chwang-yuen, or model scholar of the empire.

HANIF, an expnjssion (‘inployed in the Koran Once in three years is this degree granted; and so

by Mahomed, to signify tliat he followed the pure supreme is the j)rize, that provinces contend for

and catholic faith of Abraliam. One Maliomedan it, and the birthplace of the victor becomes famous
theological sect is called Hanifi. The Hanifi for ever. The instant that the imperial award is

theology chiefly holds by the religion of Abraham, given, heralds carry the news at express speed to

HANIFAH, a commentator of the Koran, was the friends of tlic laureate. We have, says Dr.

born at Kufa a.h. 80, and died at Baghdad, in Martin, seen them enter a humble cottage, and,

prison, a.h. 150, nearly 70 years old. amid the flaunting of banners and the blare of

HAN JIN and Tan Jin, men of Ilan or of trumpe^ts, announce to its startled inmates that

Tang, from the dynasties of those names. one of their relations had been crowned by the

HANKA, also Ankus. Hind. The elephant- emperor as laureate of tlxe ycai% And so hich

driver’s ^ear-goad. was the estimation in which the peoiple held the

HAN-kOW, Chin., means mouth or port of the success of their fellow-townsman, that his wife

Han. See Yang-tze-kiang. was requested to visit the six gates of the city,

HANLE TSO, a fresh-water lake in Ladakh, in and to scatter before each a liandful of rice, that

lat. 32° 48' N., long. 78° 54' E., at the monastery the whole population might share in the good
of Hanle, 14,600 feet above the sea. This is the fortune of her household.

largest sheet of fresh w'ater in T-adakh.

—

Cunning- Members of the Han-lin arc appointed the

hanCs Ladakh^ p. 142
;
ScMagentweit. official {>oet8 and historians of the reigning dynasty,

HAN-LIN-YuEN, the Imperial Academy of and every imperial compilation undertaken is the

China, founded by Kablai Khan. For 600 years work of these men. It was they who edited the

the small body of Han-lin scholars liave held famous dictionary of the language which added a
their sessions undisturbed by dynastic revolutions lustre to the reign of K ang-he (1661-1721), and
or political outbreaks. No learned society in the who, at the bidding of the Emperor K’een-lung

world can compete with it in age or in its intense (1755-1795), compiled the celebrated encyclo-

exclusiveness. The examinations being open to pmdia in 5020 volumes, one of the few existing copies

all, and forming as they do the only njcogniscd of which is now in the library of the British Museum,
chcmnel to official rank, every man in the empire To act as examiners at the competitive examina-

who aspires to end his days as something more tions, and as literary chancellors in the provinces,

than a plebeian, enters the lists. At the first com- form })art also of their duties, as well as compos-
petition, which consists of five sessions separated ing prayers for the use of the emperor on occa-

oy intervals of a few days each, and which is held sions, writing inscriptions for the temples of various

annuidly in the chief city of each district, about divinities, in acknowledgment of services, and
2000 candidates generally present themselves, choosing honorific titles for members of the im-

Out of this number from 20 to 80 of the best perial household.

are chosen, and on these are conferred the degree The holders of hereditary titles are so few, that

of Siu-ts'ai, or ^ budding genius.’ Every third their existence cannot be said to impair the asser-

ycar the budding geniuses from every district in tion that the holders of official rank form the

each province—and there may be 70 or 80^go only aristocracy in China. Unlike Ae aristocracy

to the provincial capital to appear before an im- of other lands, this charmed circle is, according
perial examiner as candidates for the next degree to laur, only to be entered by winning distinction

of Ku jin, or * promoted scholars.’ On this at the examinations; and as these are open to

occasion 6000 or 6000 competitors contest the every man in the empire, of whatever age and of

honour of being the one in each 100 who, as the whatever station in Ufe, except the vei^ outcasts,

ripest scholar, is admitted to the further degree the highest prizes ord as freely accessible to tho

of Ku jin. In company with all those who have peasmit or shopman, as^to tho sons of tho loftiest

won similar honours in the capital of the 18 pro- dignitaries. China may thus be said to be a
vinces of the empire, the successful Ku jin goes, democratic empire, tempered by an aristocracy

in the succeeding spring, to Tekin, where, if of talent.—Z>r. lY. A, P, Martiny The Chineie^
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HANNAMANTU’S PILLAR. HAPTA HINDU.

their Education and Letters^ Huc^ Chinese Empire^ deetned by thenatives of India beating and fcbri-

i. pp. 19, 95. fuge.

—

Gen, Med, Top. p. 127.

HANNAMANTU’S PILLAR. About 50 feet HANTU. Malay. A spirit, a ghost
west of the high road from Kumool to Gooty, 501 HANUMAN, a Hindu deity. From Hanu, the
milesfromKumooltown, stands thisnatural pUlarof cheek, Hanuman means long jaw. His figure is

gneiss rock. There is scarcely such another in the that of a man with a black monk^ face and a
world. Amongst a few smaller pillars of a similar long tail. Hanuman or Hanumat, in Hindu mytho*
kind, it towers 26 feet high, averaging 6 feet logy, is son of Pavana, the wind, by Anjana, wife
square. This average width is exceeded in the of a monkey named Kesari, called also Lanka-diahi,

middle, and tapers off towards both ends
;
so that also Yoga-chara, Marut-putra; and he has the

the top is 4 or 5 feet square, and the base about I jmtronymics Anili, Maruti, and the matronymic
3 feet square. It is dl solid, except that the ' Anjancya. His images are set up in temples, some-
upper 4 or 5 feet is separated from the rest of the times alone, and sometimes in the society of the

pillar by a fine horizontal crack. The most strik- fonner companions of his glory, Rama and Sita.

ing part of it is, that it does not stand on its base He is supplicated by Hindus on their birthdays to

fully, nor even upon half of it. A string 10 feet obtain longevity, which he is supposed to have the
long will encircle the whole of the bearing points power to bestow. As the god of enteiprise, offer-

of the base, which all lie within a space about 3 ings are made at his shrioo by night. Hanuman is

feet long and 2 feet wide, in the fonii of a trim- said to be a son of Siva. He is fabled to be the

cated right-angled triangle. This is a small base son of the wind, and is called Maruti, from Pavana
for a pillar weighing as much as a couple i)f loco- being chief of the Manit, or genii of the winds,
motive engines with their tenders complete. Yet He is also called Muhabar. As the monkey-
even on this small base, if, as appears likely, the general who assisted Rama in his war with
centre of gmvity falls about the centre of the base, Havana, he is regarded and worshipped as a demi-
it will require a wind- pressure (d 80 lbs. on the god. Both Hanumanji and Boosundi are said to
square foot to overturn the pillar. Years ago, have their lives protracted through the four yuga
some Hindu enthusu^t i3ainted a figure of the of Hindu chronology. Boosund was a crow who
monkey god on this pillar. Recently some icono- hail more blood than he could drink in the wars
clast has been removing the figure, by flaking off of Sambhu and Nesambhu. lie just quenched
the stone in a very destructiv<i vtay.—Traveller. his thirst with blood in the wars of Rama. But
HANNO, according to IMiny, a native of Car- in the wars of the Mahabharat he broke liis beak

thage. When that city was at the height of her by striking it against tlie hard dry earth, which
prosperity, he circiminavigatod the continent of had soaked in the little blood shed on the occasion.

Africa, sailing from Gadcs (Cadiz) to the extremity In 1868, Bala, potail of Assaye, who was five

of the Arabian Gulf. He wrote all the details of years old when Sir Artlmr Wellesley fought tlie

his voyage in the PuniiJ language. battle, was the pujari of the temple in which the
IIANOMORKY, betle-box bearers of Oovah in editor put up. Bala daily walked in and poured

Ceylon, a race or caste held to be more degraded water on the lingam (Abishegam), also on Hanu-
than the Rodiya.

—

Tennant. nian and on the bull (Basava)
;
then put rice on all

HANSA or Hanasa. these, then walked around live times, then put rice

Gang, Ger. Hanza Pali, on the tulsi, and the worship concluded.

—

Tt\

xvp, Gr. Ganso,’ .... Port. Hhd. ii. p. 207 ;
Col. Myth. p. 69 ;

Doivson.
Ansor Lat. Ansar, .... 8p. HANUMAN, the Bengal langur, Presbytes
Gangsa, . . . Malay. entelliis of Bengal and Central India. The males

A swan, a goose. ^Vhen the followers of the live apart from the females, whom they visit at

first crusade issued from England, Fi-ance, and seasons. See Presbytes.

Flanders, they adored a goat and a goose, which HANUMAN NATAKA, a long drama on the

they believed to be filled with the Holy Ghost, adventures of Hanuman, by various hands, com-
Salu, translateil quails in Numbers xi, 31, are plete<l by Damodara Misra, by request of King
supposed to be red geese. Bralinia is styled Bhoja, in the 10th or 11th century,

the Hansa rider, it being his vahan or vehicle. HANXLEDEN and Paulinus a Sancto Barto-

The figure on many Buddhist monuments is the lomeo whoso real name was Philipp Wesdin, in

Casarca nitila, or Brahmany goose. The goose is 1790 published the first Sanskrit grammar,
emblazoned on the national standard of Burma. HAOU ? TSING I TSING ! The Chinese
HANSI, a municipal town of Hissar district, salutation on meeting, meaning literally. Are you

Panjab, and headquarters of the Taiisil, lat. 29° well ? hail ! hail ! See Chin.
6' 19^ N., long. 70° 0' 19'" B., population (1868) HAPTA HINDU, of the Vendidad, is the

13,563. Dr. Hunter says it was founded, accord- modern Panjab, the Hapta Sin or Hapta Hin, or
ing to tradition, by Anang Pal Tuar, king of the seven rivers, called in the Vedas the Sapta

Dehli. Colonel Yule says it was founded by Kaja Sindhava. These consist of the Sindhu or Indus,

Pethora of Dehli. It was captured by Mahmud with its six eastern confluents, viz.

:

of Ghazni, A.D. 1086. The well within the lower vitasta or Hydaspes. I Vipas or H^hasii,
fort, or fausae braye, is 120 feet deep. In the Aaikni or Aaceaenes. SstadruorHeaydrua.

centre of the upper fort is a cistern callable of Pamshni or Hydraotei. 1
Kubha or Kophon.

containing 184,000 gallons. It was the capital of In the journeying of the Aryan race, their

George Thomas, who raised himself from being a fourteenth settlement was in Hapta Hindu (Pan-
sailor before the mast to bo ruler of a small Indian jab, vi. 19), the land of the seven Hinda^ that

prlncioality.--Ftdc, Cathay, ii. p. 406
;
fmp. Gaz. is, the countiy between the Indus and Sutlej. In

HANSRAJ. Hikd. Adiantum caudatum, A. the Vedas, the countiy of the five rivers is ali^

oapillus veneris, A. venustum, the pari-soosa or called the land of the seven rivers. The tmdi-

i inu-i-piri, fairy-hair ferns, the leaves of which arc tional Greek names also are seven. The Indus
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HAQ. HARA KIRI.

and Hiho Sutlej are each formed by the junction

of two annS) which in their earlier course were
independent According to this tIcw, it stands

thus:—*

1. Kophea (Kiihha),

2. Inaiis, Uppei ‘J-
I, Indua.

11. Hvdaipea.
III. Akeames.

. Hydasp#a(Bi

. Hyphaais (Yipaaa), . . I

7. Sarangea (Upper Sata> V Y. Hyphasla.
dru, Sutlej, Ghara), . j

Ritter supposes that the country extended as

far as the ^rasvati, but such a supposition is at

variance with history. It is now ascertained from
the Vedas that the Aryans passed the Sutlej at a

veiy late period, and settled in what is now India.

It was not till their fourteenth settlement, after

the migration from the primitive- country in the

north, that they passed the Hindu Kush and the

Indus. The previous resting-places form an un-

broken chain of the primitive abodes of the

Aiyans.

—

Bunaen^ iii. 465, 487. See Aryans.

HAQ. Arab. Right, troth
;
also an attribute

of the deity, A1 Haq, the true God, a word in

frequent combination. Haq also means any right

or due to which a person is entitled. Haq-dar, a
person entitled to any right. See Sufi.

HAR. Hind. A necklace; a necklace of honour.

HAR, the Rajput god of war, is Kumara. Iii

the Hindu mythology he is represented with

seven heads
;
the Saxon god of war had six. The

six-headed Mars of the Cimbri Chersonese, to

whom was raised the Irmaiiseul on the Weser,

was worshipped by the Sacasenm, the Catti, the

Siebi or Suevi, the Jetie or Gcte, and the Cimbri,

evincing in name, as in religious rites, a common
origin with the martial warriors of Hindustan,

liie Rajput delights in blood
;
his offerings to the

god of battle are sanguinary,—blood and wine.

The cup (cupra) of libation is the liuman skull,

the calvarium. He loves them because they are

emblematic of the deity he worships
;
and he is

taught to believe that Har loves them, who in

war is represented with the skull to drink the

foeman’s blood, and in peace is the patron of

trine and women. With Farvati on his knee, his

eyes rolling from the juice of tlie p’fool and

opium, such is this Bacchanalian divinity of war,

who is a perfect analogue of the manners of the

Scandinavian heroes. The Rajput slays buffaloes,

hunta and eats the boar and deer, and shoots

ducks and wildfowl (cookro)
;
he womhips his

horse, his sword, and the sun, and attends more

to the martial song of the Imrd than to the litany

of the Brahman. In the martial mythology and

warlike poetry of the Scandinavians, a wide field

exists for assimilation; and a comparison of the

poetical remains of the Asi of the East and West

would alone suffice to suggest a common origin.

The cupra of Har, a human skull, the calvarium, in

the dialects pronounced cupar, is the cup in Saxon.

Tlie cup of mi Scandinavian worshippers of Thor,

the ffoa of battle, was a human skull, that of the foe,

in vmich they ^owed their thirst of blood
;
and

Har, the Hindu god of battle, leads his heroes in

the ‘ red field of slaughter * with the cupra in his

hand, with which he gorges on the blood of the

slain, lie Gosain are the peculiar priests of Har
dr 6al ;

they seem all to indulge in intoxicating

drugs, herbs, and drinks.— Rajasthan^ I. 67.

14

HAR, Terminalia chcbula, and other thi^ee

species, furnish all the discarded myrobalant of
old pharmacopoeias. The whole are mudi used in

dyeing. The myrobalan from Dehli and Harowti,
Hindustan and the Dekhan, are of four kinds,

namely, Gtlral harra, astringent and pur^tivo,
used in mesalihs, given in medicine to children,

4 seers for 1 rupee
;

Juwal haira, used in the
same wav, 8 seers for 1 rupee; Chaipel haira,

used only in dyeing, 10 seers for 1 rupee.

According to the size of the myrobalan, its value
augments, so that a very large one may be worth
100 rupees or more, the natives believing that the

very large ones have the virtue of causing purg-
ing by being merely retained in the hands, and is

esteemed to possess wonderful general deobstruent
and purgative qualities, etc. etc., but is in reality

worthless.

—

Genl Med. Top. pp, 186, 168.

HAR. Hind. A plough
;
enters into the com-

position of many words. See Hal.

HARA, a name of Siva or Mahadeo.
HARA, a mountain range. See Hala.

HARA, a branch of the Chaiihan Rajputs,
who give their name to Haraoti, which includes
Kotah and Bundi. The Kara Rajputs have held
Haraoti through all dynastic changes. Bundi is

their capital, and they claim descent from the
family that ruled in Ajmir before the Maliomedan
conmiest in 1842. The Hara Rajput is above the
middle height, with graceful and well-proportioned
limbs. He is wiry, upright, with a commanding
presence

;
with an air of pilde and haughty

superiority over jUI men, but devoted to their

chiefs. The face is well shaped
;
nose and month

finely cut
;
eye small and long, bright and clear,

but not indicative of high inttdlect. The Hara
liajput partakes freely of toliacco, spirits, and
opium, lish, and flesh of all kinds, except that of
the cow or buffalo

;
but thick and coarse cakes of

flour form the chief food, with vegetables and
milk. This Hani branch of the Chauhan dynasty
are desctuicled from Anuraja, a son of Visaldova,
or more properly of Manakya Kai (Tod, ii. p. 464),
who in A.D. 695 founded Sambhur, hence his title

of Sambri Rao. In a.i>. 1024 Anuraja took
possession of Asi or Hansi, in Hariana. The
Bundi branch of this family reckon from Rao
Ratan, who built Ratanpur, the name of the chief

town, in 1578 to 1821, in which year was Ram
Sinh. The Kotah branch reckon from Madhn
Sinh, son of Kao Ratan, in a.d. 1679, to Kiswar
Sinh, Madhn Sinh, regent, in a.d. 1819.—
Thomas' Prinxep^ p. 249

;
Captain W. H. Beynon^

in vol. vii., People of India.

HARA. Arab. A quarter of the city in Cairo.
Every (marter has its shaikh, called Shaikh-ul-
Hara. The whole city is also divided into eight
districts, over each of which there is a shaikh.
HARAI is the most important of the hill

chiefships or zamindaris in the north of the
Chindwara district.

HARAKAT. Arab. Trouble moonvenlenoe.
Under British rule in India, Harakat na hui,
barakat hui, Trouble there has been none, bless-
tog hath there been.

—

Burton's JHeoca, i. 11.

HARA KIRI is from Ham, Japanese, the belly,

and Kiri, root form of Kiya, to out
;
a self-hniiK^

tion by disembowelling,;a mode of self-examitlon
adopted in Japan. Priictically, they make <mfy fi*

small wound in the belly, and in the act of so
doing a relative <hp other person, whom have
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seleoted, eats off their head with a sweep of a sword, stantinople. In an east and west lino it stretches

In 1869, when Taki Zcnzaburo was pemutted by 'roni the confines of Persia to the banks of the

the Mikado so to die, because he had ordered Khabour, which separates it from the paslialik of

the Europeans to be fired upon at Kohe, he wore Orfa, the Osrhoene of the Romans, and that part

a dress of ceremony and a simbaori coat. He of Mesopotamia which contained the Haran of

advanced to the high altar and prostrated limiself Abraliain, and the famous Edessa of the crusades,

twice, with his pupil on his left to act as the —^Bunsen^ iii.

kaishaku or beheading friend. He was presented HARAND, a district in Eastern Baluchistan

with the waki-sashi, short sword or dirk, bordering on the Indus. It is one of the three

inches long, which the victim raised to his head eastern sections of Baluchistan, Harand and

and placed in front of himself. He then con- Dajil, in Outch Gandava, are inhabited by the

fessed aloud, ‘ I, and I alone, imwarrantably gave Giirchaiii tribe of Rinds, and have the Muzari on

the order to tire on the foreigners at Kobe, ^d their south.

again as they tried to escape. For this crime IIARAQUAITA is the Arachosiaof the chissics,

I disembowel myself, and 1 beg you who arc the country of tlic Rachos, with whom the immi-

preseut to do me the honour of witnessing the grant Aryans came in conflict, and who have been

act.’ Bowing again, he let liis clothes fall to the turned into the fearful Rakshasa of popular Hindu

waist, then took the dagger, and, stabbing himself belief. According to General Ferrier, Arachosia

below the waist on the left side, he drew it slowly can be distinctly shown by tlio Greek mcasure-

aoross to the right side, and, turning the dirk in ments to have been at tlie ruins of Shahr-Zohak

the wound, he gave it a slight upward turn. He or Clan liohat, between Kilat-i-Ghilji and Mokoor.

then drew out the dirk, leant forward, and According to Ch. Bunsen, Ha^iiaita is south of

stretched out his neck. At that moment the Kabul, and is the Ilarauwati of the cuneiform

kaishaku sprang to his feet, and with one blow inscriptions, and the Arachosia of the classics,

severed the head from the body, made a low bow. It was the ninth settlement made by the Aryans

wiped his sword, and retired. The stained dagger (verse 13) in a country which they conquered,

was then solemnly borne away as proof of the and it was here that they commenced to inter

execution. The Samurai, or gentlemen of the mill- their dead, which the Zendavesta strictly pro-

tary class, are trained from infancy to regard this Mbits, as being the gi'eateat desecration of the

self-execution as an honourable form of expiation, sacred earth—an apostasy, therefore, from the true

In some parts of Japan, as the victim criminal faith. The Arachotia mentioned on the coins of

stretches out Ms hand to take the wooden dagger, the Indo-Greek rulers was Kandahar. The Hara-

re kaishaku strikes off his head
;

or a Daimio quaito of the Zend language is the Saraswati of

disembowels himself and cuts his own throat.— Sanskrit writers, the Greek Arachotos, and the

Mr, Mitford in Cornh, Mag., Nov. 1869; OUphant, Chinese Tsaukuta. — Bunsen, iii. 464 to 485 ;

ii. 147 ;
Manners and Customs of the Japanese, 193. Ferrier\s Jonrn, p. 323.

HARAM. Auab. Sacred; the most sacred HARAVVAl.. Turk. The advanced guard of

.place of a temple or a palace
;
the seraglio of a an army

;
the officer commanding it.

great man. Harmain, tiic holy, cities of Mecca HAKB. Arab. Battle. Harbi, martial, valiant,

and Medina. In Arabia, Egypt, and Turkey, the In Mahomedan law, Dar-ul-lJarb is a non-

Hdito or Harm means the female part of the Mahomedan state, not subject to Mahomedan

family, and the word is used to avoid the inde- rule, and, although at ])eaco, an incessant object

corum, in the eyes of a Mahomedan, of mention- of hostilities. Dar-ul-Islara is a Mahomedan state,

ing bis wives or daughters. It is likewise the HARB, an Ar.ib tribe who warred with

name for that part of the house where the females Mahomed. Mahomed is fabled to have resusci-

dwell. Mahoraedans arc so scrupulous to avoid tatod those killed in the war by the application of

speaking personally of their female relations, that, balsam of Meccf^

when obliged to refer to them, they say, ‘My HARBOURS. Captain Taylor gives a list of

house is sick,’ or ‘ My house sends compliments 656 ports and harbours in British India, the chief

to your house.’ The haram in India means » of which are—Kai-achi in Sind
;
on the west coast

purchased woman associating with her master, of India are Poshetra and Serai, in the Gulf of

In Arabia, the haram woman would be a slave Cutch
;
Chuch Bandar or Shallx*t, on the south

woman taken in war.-—ii/cA’s Kurdistan, i. p. 2. coast of Kattyawar, 80 miles east of Diu Head.

HARAM, in India, unlawful, forbidden
; It is formed by Shalbet Island. Bombay harbour

whatever the Mahomedan law disallows
;
unlawful is the best on the west coast. Jyghur and Vizia-

food, such as pork, wine, mushrooms, etc., hence drug is south of Bombay ;
Ka.rwar is the port of

Haiilmi and luramzadah, a vicious, wicked man N. Canara. Cochin harbour is kept clear by its

or beast. splendid backwater, which acts as a tidal reservoir,

HARA - MUK or Gunga bul, Tib., means Kolachiil, on the Travancore coast, has some out-

Hterally place of the Ganges, and is a sacred lake lying rocks, and large ships can ride at anchor

on the mountain of Haramuk, in Kaslirair. It to leeward of them in still water. Tuticorin, in

lies under the wildest and most lofty peaks of the the Gulf of Manaar, is the port for all the large

monwiMn A mile long and 200 or 300 yards trade of Tinncvelly, but vessels have to lie

Wide, and is about 12,000 feet above the level of miles from the shore. Chittagong harbour or

the^.— port is 10 miles up the river Karnfuli. It is one of

HAHAN, the present Karra, a day’s journey the bestporte in Into. The Hoogly, the Irawadi,

oath of Odessa to which Abraham went from and the Moulmein rivers are much resorted to.

Ut of the Chaldees. It is the capital of a Turkish HARBURENNI and other places in Ceylon

paahafik, which extends in a nortti-west direction have numerous rock inscriptions in the Pali

horn the mouth of the Shat-ul-Arab to the rocks language, from 104 B.O. to twelfth century, in the

of Merdin, the £^hd$d frontier towards Con- Lat to the modem Tamil character. Religion

15
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mentioned is Buddhist. Sir Wilmot Horton says

there are thousands of these inscriptions in

Ceylon, and they exhibit the Deva Nagari in all

its transitions. The inscriptions would appear to

be much defaced, and little is yet made of them.

—Vol. V. p. 654.

HARDAUL-LALA, a chief of Bundelkhand,
whose spirit, according to the natives of Northern

India, visited the camp of Lord Hastings with

cholera in consequence of the slaughter of cows
in the grove where the chief’s asht's were mterred.

Hardaur or Hardaul is the name given to the

earth mounds on which a flag is placed, raised to

avert epidemic disease from the villages of N.

India.— Wilson.

HARDEHA. Hind. A tribe of the Koclvhi.

HARDINGE, Viscount, G.C.B., a general

officer of the British army, who distinguished

himself in the Peninsula under the Duke of

Wellington. He took the office of Governor-

General of India, 23d July 1844, and held it till

the 12th January 1848. Ho endeavoured to

preserve peace, but, after the death of the

Maharaja Ranjit Singh, the Sikh nation had
been agitated, and anarchy followed. On the

death of Kurruck Singh, the Sikh anny freed

themselves from all control, ahd 50,000 men in-

vaded Britisli territory, and they began to cross

the Sutlej on the 11th December 1845. Lord
Hardingc had left Calcutta on the 22d St^jjUunber,

and placed himself under the ortlers of Sir Hugh
Gough

;
and on the British Indian army arriving

at Moodkee on the 18th December, they found

the enemy advancing in order of battle, and the

battle that ensued lasted from three in the after-

noon until nightfall. The Sikh anny lost seventeen

guns and several thousand men. In this battle

Sir Robert Sale fell. The Sikhs retreated • to

Firoz Shahar, where for three days tliey were
throwing up entrenchments around their camp.

On the 21 St December Sir Hugh Gough attacked

their entrenchments, and the British anny and

its generals bivouacked on the field, exposed

throughout the night to the fire of tlio enemy.

The l»ttlc was renewed next day, and tenninated

in the success of the British, the camp being

taken, after a long and bloody conflict. Prince

Vladimir of Prussia was present ui this engage-

ment, and his physician. Dr. Hoffmeister, was
killed.

The Sikh army retired to the right bank of the

Sutl^' opposite Lodhiana, which Major-General

Sir Btorry Smith was sent to protect
;
and in the

subsequent movements the Sikh antiy opposed

him at Aliwal on the 28th January 1846, but

were defeated with great loss, and the left bank

was cleared. Sir Harry Smith rejoined the

commanderdn-chief, and on the lOtli February

1846 the battle of Sobraon was fought and won,

but with great loss on the part of the British,—

thirteen officers were killed and above one

hundred wounded. A treaty was signed, ti-ans-

fe^iying all the country between the Sutlej and

Beas, and afterwards modified to the Beas and

Indus. Raja Dhulip Singh was reinstated on

the t^ne, and Raja Gmab Singh made inde-

pendent, and granted Kashmir and other territory.

Sir Henry Hal^nge was created a viscount. Sir

Hugh Gough a &ron, and Sir Hany Smith a

baionet. £:>rd Hardinge returned to England,

and was succeeded by l^rd Dalhousie.

HARDWAR, ancient historical town and place

of Hindu pilgrimage in Sahariinpur district, N.W.
Provinces, lat. 29^ 67' 30" N., long. 78° 12' 62"

E.
;
population (1872), 4800. It was originally

known as Kapila or Gupila, from the sage Kapila,

who passed his life in religious austerities at the
spot still pointed out as Kapilasthana. Hard-
war, or Hari-dwara, literally Vishnu's Gate, seems
to be of comparatively modem origin, as both Abu
Kihan and Kashid-ul-Din mention only Ganga;
dwara, or the Ganges gorge (literally, gate). Toni

Coryat visited the place, and described it as ‘Hari-

dwara, the capibil of Siva.’ The level of the

Ganges at Hardwar is 1024 feet. The Ganges falls .

i-airtdly to Hardwar, which is 1300 miles from the

mouth. It is a groat place of pilgi'image, the

pilgrims often occupying the valley of the Ganges
to a length of nine and a depth of two miles from
the village of Dowiea past Hardwar and Myapore
to Kunkul and Jooalapore. Its celebrity is owing
to the proximity of the Rikikasc gorge, from
which the Gangt'S escapes from the Siwalik Hills

of the Himalaya mountains, thirteen miles above
Hardwar. It was a scene of sacred rites long
before either Sivaism or Vishnuism developed
in their present forms. As the spot where the

Ganges issues forth on its fertilizing career,

Hardwar obtained the veneration of each of the

great religions of India, and preserves the

memorials alike of Buddhism, Sivaism, and
Vishnuism, and of rites perhaps earlier than any
of them. A dispute exists to ihia day between the

followers of Siva and Vishnu as to which of these

deities gave birth to the Ganges. The Vishnu
Parana is cited by both, as it ascribes the Ganges
4o Vishnu, A*id tlie Alaknanda, or eastern branch
of the Ganges, to ‘ Siva’s Gate

;

’ the Vishnuvitos

maintain that it is Hari-dwara, ‘ Vishnu’s Gate.*

,

The great object pf attmetion at the present day
is the Hari-ko-charan, or bathing ghat, with the

adjoining temple of Ganga-dwara. The charan,

or footmark of Vishnu, is imprinted on a stone

let into the upper wall of the ghat, and forms
an object of Bj)ecial reverence. Each pilgrim

struggles to be tlie first to plunge into the pool

after the propitious moment has airived, and
stringent police regulations are required to pre-

vent the crowd tramping one another to death,

and drowning each other under the sacred water.

In 1819, 430 persons, including some sepoys on
guard, lost their lives by crushing in this manner,
after which accident Government constructed the

present enlarged ghat of sixty steps, 100 feet in

width. Riots and bloody fights were of common
occurrence amid the excited throng. In 1760,

on the Lost day of bathing (10th April), the rival

mobs of the Gosuin and Bhairagi sects had a long-

continued battle, in which the almost incredible

number of 18,000 are said to havQ perished.
^

In

1796 the Sikh pilgrims slew 500 of the Gosains.

In 1829, Gosains fought their way tojbhe Ganges,
and many were killed. The great assemblage of

pilgi'ims takes place on the first dav of the month
of Haisakh, the commencement of tne Hindu solar

year (March—April), and the anniversary of the

day upon which the Ganges first appeared
earth. Every twelfth

,
year, the plwet Jupiter,

being then in Aquapus, a feast of peculiar

sanctity occurs, known as a Kumbh-mela, and is

attend^ by an enormous concourse of people.

The ordinary number of pilgrims at the annual
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fair amounts to 100,000, and at the Kumbh-mcda
to 300,000.

Pilgrims come to Hardwar from all parts of

Hindustan and Bengal, from the Dekhan, the

Panjab, from Kashmir, Afghanistan, Tartary,

Tibet, and China, some as religious devotc'cs,

some as worldly tradesmen. For miles around
the place it is one immense encampment. Colonel

Yule has seen Buddhist pilgrinrs at Hardwar who
had crossed the Himalaya from Maha-Chin, as

they said, to visit the holy flame of Jawalamukhi
in the Panjab. A great attack of epiden'c

cholera occurred at Hanlwar in 1783, when
20,000 people died in eight days.—YMs Cathay^

p. 411
;

Taylor^s F/.v/7, p. 177 ;
Imp. Gnz.

HARDWARE.
Isenkramvarer, . Dan. Chincaglio, .... It.

Yzerkrame^, , . Dut. Quincalharia, . . Pour.
Clinquallerie, . . . Fa. Mjelohschnue Towar-

g
uincaillerie, . . . wii, . . . Hrs.
urze waaren, . . Oku. Quinquilleria, . Sr.

Loha kam, . GuJ., Hind. Jarnknim, . Sw.

In commerce, goods of every kind made from
metal.

—

McCulloch.

HARDWARI PEORI, or Indian yellow, is the

dried deposit precipitated from tin* urine of cows
that have been fed on the leaves of the mango
(Mangifera Indica). It consists principally of

magnesia and purreic acid, as it has been called

by Sir R. Kane. On treating a solution with

weak muriatic acid, after evaporation, yellow scaly

(crystals of purreic acid are ‘obtained.* Hardwari

peoii is usually met with in the baziira in lumps.

Wilayiti peori is chrome yellow, in lumps
(chromate of lead). Hardwari indicates the

locality where it is obtained. A dye made of the

Harsinggar is sold under the same name.

—

Powell^

Ec. Pi\ PauJ. p. 195.

HARDWICKE, Major-General, a distinguished

zoologist, who was employed in Northern India

in the early part of the 19th century. His col-

lection was described by Dr. Gray of the British

Museum, in one volume.

HARDWICKIA BINATA. Poxh.
Oaratohu, Ksinra, . Can. Kar-atchi, Kat-udugu, Ta.
Anjuti, .... Mahr. Epe, Nara epe, . . Tel.
Atoha, Attimaram, Tam.

This large leguminous tree grows in tlie forests

of the Godavery, in the Nullainallay, on the

mountains of the Coromandel coast, in some j>arts

of Kandesh, in the Padshapur jimgles, in the

Guzzelhutty pass, common in Lulling pass between
Malligamn and Dhoolea, an<l on tlie hills of the

Sone valley. It is a most elegant tree, tall and
erect, with an elongated coma, and the branches

pendulous. On tlio Godavery it is often hollow

in the centre. Yields a timber of an excellent

quality for beams, and a variety of uses. The
-wood is red or dark-coloured, very hard, very

strong and heavy. As the shoots grow up very

straight, it is also valuable for rafters. The bark

yields a strong fibre, and the people of the island

of Siva Samudram use it without further pre-

paration.—RojrA ,* Voigt; Mr, Pohde's Mi^S,

;

HookePs H, J. i. 60 ;
W, and A . ; Beddome

;

Dr, Oibson,

HARDWICKIA PINNATA. Roxh. Thievery
laige tree is very conmon on tlie S. Travancorc
gh^ (Asambu mils), in the dense moist forests,

.
up to 3000 feet elevation, and is also found on the

iLiiiL' I vM - ft rWmnWUfSvrwif*!* i « f m « JToiOTjraTi

le 2d and 3d falls), and on the new ManjeraM

gliat (S. Canara), about 1500 feet up from Siradi.

I’he tree yields a daik red balsam, which is used
medicinally. A deep notch is made into the heart
of the tree, and after a time it begins to flow.

The tree flowers in March and April, and the
legumes ripen in July. The wood is much used
by the coffee planters and others for building

purposes.

—

Roxb, ; Beddome^ Flo ra Sylr. p. 255.

HARE.
Arneb, .... Arab. I Lepre, IT.

Li6vrc, Fh. Liebre, Sp.
Haze, Ger. Ezhong, . . . Tibet.
Arncbcth, . . . Her.

|
Tawshan, . . , Turk,

Sec Lepus; Mammalia.
HARGILA, the Bengidi name of the adjutant

bird, said to be from Har or Hur, a bone, and
Nigalua, to swallow.

HAH GOVIND, a Sikh guru. See Guru.
HAR-HAR, a subdivision or part of an estate.

In Saugor it means the cultivated space imme-
diately round a village, which is quite opposed
to the meaning it generally bears in the N.W.,
where it is applied to the land most distant from
the site of tlio village, i.e. beyond the Mungha.
In'Bimdclkliand and some other x^^Aces it signi-

fies a tract of land, but the term in no way indicates

sejiarate x>ossession of the tract designated.

—

Elliot, Su}>p. (ilns.^.

HARI, the ancient Arya, the country of Herat,

is the western i)rovince of Khorasan.

—

Belletv.

HARI, a name of Krishna as an avatar of

Vishnu. Had, Ilari-bol, amongst Hindus, a shout

of axjplause.

HART. The great harvests are called in Hindi
rabi and kharif, or by the Noithern Himlu vil-

lagers had and sawani, from the names of the

months in whicli the crops arc ripe. Rabi is the

soring harvest, kharif the autumn
;
but it is not

all land that bears two harvests. Land that does

so is called do-fasli, and land that only bears

once, ek-fasli; but there are certain tracts of

country where two or even three harvests are

taken off the soil. The principal crops of the

rabi are the cold-weather crops of wheat, barley,

gram, mattar (Vicia), lentils, tobacco, linseed,

sarshaf or sarson, rai, etc. The kharif sowings are

jawar, bajra (millet), maize, rice, moth, mung,
mash, and other pulses, sugar-cane, and cotton.

—

Powell, Handbook',

HARIALl GRASS, Cynodon dactylon. All

its stems which lie near the ground take root,

by this means, though an annual plant, it

increases and sjireads very wide. It yields abun-

dance of seed, of which small birds are very fond.

It has been found very successful to allow the

seed to ripen before the hay is cut, as it then

propagates itself by seeds, in addition to the

runners. This grass is also found in Great Britoiu,

but in that country its produce and nutritive

X)roperties are comparatively insignificant, while

here it constitutes three-fourths of the pasture.

It is the most nutritious grass, indigenous to all

parts of India, and, when cultivated, of most-

luxuriant growth in the hottest time of the year.

HARIANA, a municipal town in Hosbiarpur

district. Panjab, lat. 31° 38° 15" N., long. 76° 64'

E. ;
pop. (1868), 7746. The Hariana tract of

country is in the Hissar and Rohtak districts,

Paniab. It consists of a level upland plain, inter-
*
1.1. .A..

overgrown with brushwood. 'The Western Jumna

VOL. II.



HARI OHANDRAGARH. /harhozia;

dftnal now fertilizefl a large number Of its yillagos. riahi and his wife agreed, and the middle s6n,

During the troublous period which followed the Suna Sepha, was given, and for another hundred
decline of the Moghul empife, Hnrfana formed the oows was bound to the sacrificial post hy AjinaHa,
battle-field where the Mahratta, the Bhatti, and son of Suyavasa

;
but Suna Sepha prayed to fiidnii,

the Sikh, met to settle their territorial quarrels, to Agni, to Savitri, to Visva Deva, to the Aswina,

In 1788, the terrible famine known as the San to the Ushas. and the deities released him from
Chalisa devastated almost the whole surrounding Vanina’s bond.

—

Garrett

country, which lay waste for several years. In HARIT, in Hindu mytliology, the coursers of

1795, George Thomas took possession of Hissar the sun, the analogue of the Greek Gharites, from
and .Hansi. By the close of 1799 he had extended the root Ghar, to shine or glisten. The Harita

his power as far as Sarsa, and the Sikh chieftains in the Rig Veda are 7 or 10 mares of the sun,

of toe Cis-Sutlej States began to fear his <langerous typical of his rays.—
encroaclunents. In 180i they combined in re- HARI VANS, founder of the Radha Vallabhi

questing General Perron, Sindia’s general at sect of Hindus, whose special deity is Rad’ha^ the

j^hli, to attack Thomas; and a force under mistress of Krishna.

Rourquien in 1802 drove him out of Hariana HARTVANSA, a poem of 16,374: vettwwSf giving

into British territory.

—

Imp, Gaz, the genealogy of Haii or Vishnu. It is in three

HARI CHANDRAGARH, a mountain and hill parts. It is thought to have been written in the

iortress, about 20 miles S.W. from Ankole. It is S. of India in the time of the Puranas. The
the culminating point of the watershed of the Ilarivansa is a comparatively modern sequel to the

Bhima and Godavery drainage systems, 4700 feet Maliabharala.

—

Growse^ p. 60 ;
Dowson.

nbove the sea. The cap or plateau on its summit IIARIIVA, named in the ouneifonn inscriptions,

is about three miles in breadth. There are Jaina is the Aria of the Greeks, the Ilaroyii of the

or Buddliist caves in its centre, with a vihara of Vcndida<l, the modern Herat.

—

Bunsen^ iii. 481.

760 A.D. according to Fergusson, and 1234 a.d. HARKARA. Hind., Pers. A messpgcr.
^

according to Wilson. HARM, Arab., nuiana sacred, and is applicxl

HAKIDAS, a disciple of Chaitanya. The name
i
to the Mahomedan women’s apartments, also

is given to the reader or reciter of the Ramayana, to women captives and purchased women. The
and preacher of the Kirtan during the Ram Naomi.

|

words Haram, unlawful, llunnat, chastity, Harmni
The Haridasari of Mysore recite to music songs

!
and Haramzadab, a wicked person or animal,

Mid tales from the ancient Hindu writings. Sec and Mabarram, the fimi momh of the Mahomedan
Yugbyasa.

.
year, come from this word. See Haram.

HARIGOLIJ. Tel. A basket boat,
;

HARMALA RUTA. — ?

HARIHAR, a town on the right bank of the Pegamun Imrmala, — ?
|
Ruta aylvcitris, — ?

Tumbudra river, in the Chitiuldnig district of
; Harka, .... Can. I Viragu TaH.

Mysore, lat 14° 30' 60" N., long. 70° 50' 36" E.
;

' Kodar, Harnml, . Hind.
|
Arkalu, • • • • Till,

pop. (1871), 6401. Written Hurryhur. Grows plentifully at Lahore, The ruins of the

HAlil-H ARA, or Hari-Hara putra, a name of
|

old city are covered with this weed and Asclepias

the Hindu deity Ayenar. ' giganiea. Ilanml, in Lahore, is looked upon as

HARI-MARIAII, a sacrifice of a live kid in the plant sacred to the Pariah caste
;
yet though

front of the village god of the Mahrattas. ^ a Sikh or Hindu would not touch barn^, the

HARINA and Sorendip, or Serandnh, arc i seeds are in common use among the natives to

Raneh and Madagascar. fumigate the rooms of the wounded. The natives

HARINAGHATTA, the Trinacachha, one of regard a person suffering from any discharge, as

the mouths of the Ganges. hemorrhoids, menses, etc., as unclean, and think

HARINESWARA or Harinrsa, a title of Siva. that the exhalation proceeding from stiOh petVKm

HARIPORE, about 12 miles from the liavi on may be prejudicial to the wound; therefore it is

the eastern bank, supposed to bo the Sangala of customary, on the entrance of every stranger, to

Alexander. It is west of Pakpatan. strew a few grains of harmal upon a charooid fire.

HARlSOHANDI, a Vaishnava sect of Hindus, Hie natives, with tlie exception of Sikhs and
amongst the Dom or sweeper race of the Western Hindus, use these seeds internally against waak^
Provinces of India. The founder was Haris- ness of sight and retention of urine.—
Chandra. See Hindu. p. 284 ;

O'Sh.

HARIS-CHANDRA, the 28th king of the IIAR-MANDUR, a celebrated Sikh teitipae at

Solar dynasty. He was son of Tri-Sanku, and Amritsur. Itwas destroyedin 1762by Ahmad Shah,

traa celebrate for his piety and justice. There HARMOZIA. This ancient town, in a bay Of the
are l^ends about him in the Aitareya Bralimana, Gulf of Ormuz, was subsequently called Gombrooir,

the k^abharata, the Markandeya Parana, the but now Bandar Abbas. It is a Seaport town in

only intelligible one being in the Aitareya the province of Kirman, in a barren country* It

Brabmana, that of his purchasing Suna Sepha is fortified with double walk. Bttssora did not
to be offered up as a vicarious sacrifice for his long benefit by the fall of IIormua,"bttt appears
•on. He vms a descendant of Ikshwakii. He is to have been nearly ruined during the rd^ of

• faldcd to have had a hundred wives, but no son
;

Nadir Shah, whose tyranny extended its b^ftil
and he visited Varuna, offering, if a son were born influence eVen to this extremity of the Persian

'Id hiBi, to sacrifice him to Varuna. A son was empire
;
so that in 1750 Mr. Plaisted found thei^

bom, and named Roliita, and Varuna claimed the nine houses out ol ten deserted* In the ]^ar
eaoilfiee, but was put off with • excuses, until 1639 there seems to hkve been Mi EnglMifaeb^
'Robita grew up and began to travel in the forests, at Bussora, subordinate to that at OennbrOM,
•There he met a starving rishl, who had three sons, andprotected by finnans.—OwwfcyV Tk I. p. 166

;

‘WdBoliitA offered him 100 cows for one of his A Journal frm Calcutta to Akppo^ etik pr 41,

MHiii to serve lis k sacrificial ransom. To this the i Lond. 1768 ;
Kin^tir'c pi fOL
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HAROT.

HARMUZT. Hind. A deep red earth.

HARPALIDi®, a family of msecte, found die-

peraed in nearly all the countries of the globe

:

they abound more in the arctic than antarctic

regions. The following genera are recorded as

belonging to India, viz. Harpalus, Platymetopus,

Selenophonis, Oyclosomiis, and many others.

Some species of Ophonus from Bengal and Poona
closely resemble British species.

HARPEGl^ATHOS SALTATOR, oneof a genus
of ants of the Peninsula of India, in Malabar and
Mysore. It has the name paltator from its making
most surprising jumps when alarmed or disturbea
It is very pugnacious, and bitt's and stings very
severely. It makes its nest under ground, generally

about the roots of some plant. Its society does
not consist of many individuals. It appears to

feed on insects, which it often seizes alive.

HAUPOCRATES, the ancient Egyptian god
Aurora or Day-spring, is often represented seated

on the lotus.

HAR-PUJAH. Hind. The worship of the

plough on the day which closes the season of

ploughing and sowing, usually in Kartik. See
Hal; Har; Husbandry.

HARPUIXIA IMBRICATA. Blnme,
Otonychhim imbricatum, Rumphia^ iii. 180,

Btreptoatigma virldlflorum, 'J'hw.

This tree is common in the western moist forests

of the Madras Presidency, from Canara to Cape
Comorin, and ascends the moimtains to about

3600 feet elevation
;

it is also found in Ceylon.

When covered with its brilliant orange fruit, it is

a beautiful sight on the ghats in Malabar and
Canara. The tree flow'ers in the cold season, and
ripens its fniit in Mai'ch and April. The stigma

is sometimes not at all twisted.

—

Bedd. FI. Sylv.

H. cupanioides, lloxh.^ is a small tree of the

hilly parts near Chittagong
;

it flowers in April,

and the fniit ripens in July.

—

Hoxh. i. 64.o.

HARRIER, species of birds of the genus Circus.

HARRIS, General Lord, commanded at the

siege and fall of Seringapatam, a.d. 1799.

HARRIS, Lord, grandson of the first I.ord

Harris, was born in 1810, and was educated at

Christ Church, Oxford, where ho took his degree
in 1881. The first post that lie hold under
Government was that of Lieutenant-Governor of

Trinidad, of which island ho was afterwards made
Governor and Oommarider-in-Chief. In 1854 ho
was made Governor of M.idras, and he held the

S
OBt till 1869, when he was succeeded by Sir

harles Trevelyan. He made a re-valuation of the

lands in N. and S. Arcot, from which great

advantages resulted to the jpcoiile and to the

State. He sent to Northern India all the Madras
soldiers, and, dismantling his own presidency of

both men and guns, enabled I.ord Clyde and Lord
Canning to reconcmer Northern India

—

Thnrlow^

Company and the Crown, pp. 32, .SS.

HARRIS, Sir WILLIAM CORNWATJ.IS, an
officer of the Bombay Engineers, who entered the

service in 1828, and died at Poona on 9th October
1848. Ho wrote on The Wild Sports of Southern
Afridi, London 1844 ;

and afterwards went to

Shoril as an ambassador, of which mission ho
pjCdAiBlMbd a narrative, named The Highlands of
Ethiopia. London 1844.

RArBBA DEVA, a king of Kashmir, who
A.D. 1118 to 1126, author Of the dmma

owwd Ratnavali, or the Necklace.

HARSHA VARDDHANA was a paramount
sovereign of 86 different states, comprising nearly
one-half of India in extent, and induding all its

richest and most fertile provinces. He was
defeated by the Chalukya of Kalyani.—-CVinnin^;-
7to/«, Ancient (koy. of India

^ p. 14.

IIAK-SULA. Sacrificial pillars are termed
Sura or Sula in Sanskrit, which, conjoined with
Har, the Indian god of war. would be Har-sula.
The Rajput warrior invokes Har with his trident

(tri-sula) to help him in battle, while his battle

shout is Mar ! mar I

—

Tod.

HARTAJj. Hind. Yellow sulphuret of arsenic,

orpimont. Two varieties occur,—the hartal-i-

wilayiti and hartaJ-warki, the last so called from
its beautiful glittering lamellar texture

;
varieties

of liartal-i-warki are called hartal pili and gulabi.—Powell., p. 63.

HAR'TH. Panj. a Persian wheel for raising

water. See Irrigation AVells.

HAKTTGHSEA, .sp., in Java yields a fruit used
as garlic. Hartighsea spectalalis, the Kohekohe,
or New Zealand cedar, is a good timber tree.

HART’S EAR, Cacalia kleinia, Ltnti.

LiHan-iis-saur, . . Ara». I Yerrimai naku, i Tam.
Gao-zaban, . . . Pkrs. | Yennapa lutlika, . Tel,

'riie leaves resemble the tongue of the cow
(hence its Asuitic names)

;
the stalks are prickly,

and covered with white spots. While fresh, the

loaves have a strong smell like hemlock, and are

given by native practitionei’s, in the form of

decoction, in rheimmtisin, syphilis, leprosy, and
in all other cases in whicli sarsaparilla is usually

employed by European physicians. It is brought
to Boml)ay from the l^crsian Gulf, and is procur-

able throughout India in most native druggists’

shops.

—

Faulkner.

HARTSHORN, the Luh-koh, Luh-jiinff of the

Chinese, in China used medicinally, in the form
of powder, as a j(‘lly, and in tincture.

Hartshorn shavings, Luh-jung-p’ien and Luh-
koh-shwang of the Chinese, is used in China in

hiematuria, spennatonheea.

—

Smith.

HARUN-ur-RASHID, khaJif of Baghdad from

A.D. 786 till A.D. 808. He was famed throughout

the world for his valour, love of justice, zeal for

literature and the arts, and his encouragement of

commerce. He placed all public schools under

John Mesne, a Nestorian Christian. His household

physicians were Manik and Saleh, two Hindu
physicians. He is said to have caught the illness

of which he died, on his way from Baghdad to

Khorasan, whither he was going in oMor to

suppress the revolt of Rafi. At that time the

empire of the khalifah was one of the most

powerful that ever existed, and extended from

the confines of Imlia and Tartary to the Medi-

teiTanean, including also all Northern Africa.

The reign of Harun-ur-Rashid was prosperous

and splendid. Although he has been famed for

liberality and justice, his bloody cruelties throw

an etemtil stain on his memory. He died at Taos

in Khorasan, after a reign of 22 years. The

Daoudputra, the reigning faxnfly at Bahawulpur,

claim to be descended from Harutt*ur-Rashid.—

Vamhery, Bokhara, p. 58.

HARuT, in Mahomedah belief, the name of an

angel Who, together with another named Mamt,
having seVerdy censured mankind before the

throne of God, they were sent down to earth In

human shape to judge of the temptations to
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HARVEST. HASAN GANGA.

vhich man is subject They were seduced by Husain and his followers rose in arms to assert

women, and committed every sort of iniquity, for his right to the throne of the khalifs. Near

which they were suspended by the feet in a well the banks of the Euphrates the enemy pressed

in Btibylon, where they are to remain in great against him in overpowering numbers. Nearly

tonnent until the day of judgment. all his followers were slain, and his child was

HARVEST. killed in his arms. He himself was fainting from

Hiaal, .... Arab. Mietitura, .... It.
fatigue

;
but when the hour of prayer

Moisson, . . . . Fr. Agosto, .... Sr. arrived, he performed his religious duties in the

Erate, Herbat, . . Geb. Biohun, Hossad, . Turk, face of the enemy
;
for there were few, even in

.... Hind. that hostile host, who were prepared, under such

In British India there arc very generally two circumstances, to draw the sword upon the

harvests in a year,—the summer crop, sown in the grandson of the prophet. At last, exhausted by

spring, being reaped in the end of summer, and thirst, he bent his steps towards the Euphrates

;

known in Northern India as the kharif. The his adversaiies now rushed forward to intercept

other harvest, known as the mbi, is sown after him. Husain, however, hful already thrown him-

tho autumn, and reaped in early spring. In some self on his br(*ast over the stream, and was

lociditiea there are three harvests, known to the beginning to taste the refreshing water, when an

Hindus as that of the spring (arit), asii or autumn, arrow pierced his mouth. A confused crowd

and paush or winter. The emperor Aklwr intro- of waniors now closed around him, and began

duced into India the harvest, or Fasl, as an era. to assail him with tlieir swords. A long and

See Fasli
;
Rabi. despemte stniggle followed, but he was at last

HARWAHA. Hind. Predial slaves of N. India. ovei^)Owered, and liis head was carried away as a

HARWIIN. Hind. A pulse equal to rawan. trophy. Husain was thus regarded as, if possible,

HASAINZAI, an independent tribe on tht* the greatest martyr of the three
;
and not only

N.W. frontier of India. In 1852 the British is ho reverenced as the third Imam, but his repre-

moved against them, to punish them for the sontatives of tlu; nine succeeding generations are

murder ofMr. Came and Mr. Tapp
;
and again, reverenced as the nine Imams who make uj) the

in 1868, to punish them for an inroad on British number to twelve. His death, or martyrdom,

territory at Agi'or. A forcij 14,702 strong, with wsis followed by a cry of grief wherever men hatl

20 guns, .was moved under Major-General Wilde, embiw^ed the faith of Islam
;
and even in the

—MncGr. iV. W. F. I. pp. 248-208. See Agror. ’ present day the Shiah Mahomedans are afflicted

HASALE or HiissuUeeru, Karn. One of the
!
with the profoimdest sorrow throughout the days

aboriginal tribes of Mysore, occupying the hill ’ of the Maliar ram, and shed tears for their beloved

districts of Nagar, woodnien, but serving as agii- ' and martyred Imams
;

it is a melancholy sight,

cultural labourers.
|

HASAN ABDAL, a village in the Rawal Pindi

HASAN and Husain, two sons of AH by his
|

district of the Panjab, forming a part of the

wife Fatima, daughter of Mahomed. After Ali s remarkable group of ancient cities which lie

death, Hasan and Husain w'ciit to reside at around the site of th(‘ ancient Ta^la, lat. 83*^

Medina. Hasan was poisoned there, a.d. 659, by 48' 56" N,, long. 72 ’ 44' 41" K. Hiwen Thsang

an emissary of the khalif. The poison was placed in the 7th centiny visited the tank of the

in Hasan's way by his wife Zainab. And several serpent king Elapatra, which has been identified

years afterwartls, on the 10th of the Maharram, with the spring of Baba Wali, or Panja Sahib.

A.H. 46, Husain was slain at Kirbala, his eldest Successive Icgemls of Buddhist, Brahman, Maho-
Bon, Zain-ul-Abidin, alone escaping. These events medan, and Sikh origin cluster around this sacred

are commemorated in India by the ceremonies fountain. The shrine of Panja Sahib crowns a

of the first ten days of the MahaiTani. Annually, precipitous hill, about a mile oast of the town
;

as this season of mourning returns, the Shiah and at the foot stands the holy tank, a small square

Mahoniedans recite the melancholy story of the reservoir ui pure water, generally full of fish,

deaths of these martyrs. It is so called from its being the burial-place of

The deaths of this family, with the assassination Baba Hasan Abdal, a Sayjdd of Sabzwar, in

of the khalif Omar in the inosane at Jenisalem, Khorasan, who came to India with Mirza Shah
caused the great division into the Sunni and the Rukli, son of Timur, and died at Kandal^, and

Shiah sects, which continues amongst Mahomedans whose tomb is much resorted to by pilgrims,

to the present day throughout all the Mahomedan Jahangir, in his memoirs, says :
‘ To-day 1 arrived

world. After the death of the third successor of at Baba Hasan Abdal. About a cos east of the

Mahomet, Ali ascended the throne
;
but after a town is a waterfall, the water of which rushes

short reign of six years, during which he had to down with great rapidity. There is none like it

encounter a serious rebellion headed by Ayesha, in Kabul, but there are two or three like it in

he was at last assassinated. For this reason Ali is Kashmir. In the niiddle is a tank, from which

regained as a martyr, and the first of the twelve the river flows. Raja Man Singh built here

Imams. Of the Shiahs Hasan and Husain, the a little villa. There ar*e a groat number of fish

two sons of Ali and Fatima were grandsons of in the tank, half a yard and a quarter yard long.

Mahomet; as boys the^ had been his darlings, As the place is so nice, I stayed here for three

and as men they received much of that warm days, and drank wine with my friends. I also

personal devotion which had been bestowed on enjoyed flsliing. The fishes are caught with

the great founder of Islam. Hasan succeeded his peculiar nets, which ,are difficult to be used I

fa^er on the throne for a short time, but yielded caught twelve, had pearls strung through their

to the pretensions of a Sunnite khalif. He was snouts, and set them free/

alterwaras carried off by poison, and was thus in HASAN GANGA. In a.d. 1847, four years

bis tom regarded as a n^yr, and the second of before the death of Myihammu^ Taghala^ Hasan

the twelve Imams. Ganga, an officer of high station in the Dekhan,
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HASAN-ibn-SABBAH. HASHT-ANGA.

headed a successful revolt against his master, and of Alamut, a mountain on the shores of the
established what was known as the Bahinani Caspian, and spread terror through both Islam
dynasty of the Deklian, fixing his capital at Kul- and Christendom by the fierce bravery with which
burga. His descendants reigned for thirteen he and liia followers encountered all opposition,

generations, for 174 years, from a.d. 1347 to and by the terribly insidious manner in which he
1518. He is said to liave been an Afghan of low removed his enemies by secret assassination,

milk, a native of Dehli. He farmed a small spot Nizam-ul-Mulk being among his many victims,

of land belonging to a Brahman named Ganga, One of the numerous stories told of liim is that,

who was in favour with the king; and Hasan, having .been summoned to surrender, he called

liaving accidentally found a treasure in his field, two of his followers to him, and bade one to stab
ho gave it to his landlord. The Bmhman, stmek himself, and the other to throw himself from the
with his integrity, advanced his fortunes. Hasan highest battlements of the fortress. This order the
rose to rank in the Deklian, where he became a ‘Devoted Oncs^-—Fidwi, as they were called—at

leader in the revolt. He had before assumed the once obeyed, and Hasan derisively asked the envoy
name of Ganga, and now added that of Bahinani, what his master's troops could do against a chief

by which his dynasty was aftciwards distinguished, who commanded such men as those. He was piti-

During the reign o^ Ala ud-Diu ir., in a.d. 1437, less and inscrutable. It is said tliat he slew his

dissensions broke out between the native Dekliani own son because he dmnk wine. This does not
and foreign Mahomedan troops, but towards the seem to coincide with the belief that his followers

(jiid of the dynasty the Dckhani troops gained the were addicted to the use of the resin of Cannabis
ascendency. Yusuf A<lal Khan, a Turk, anif chief Indica, or Indian hemp, called hashish, whence
of the foreign troops, retired to his govermnent some have derived their name of Hashishin, the
of Bijapur, where he subsequently (a.d. 1489) ‘Assassin* of European languages. Hasan-us-
took the title of king, and founded the dynasty Sabbah was genemlly known as ‘ Shaikh-ul>Jabl,’

of Adal Shahi. Nizam-ul-Mulk, the Dckhani from his mountain fortress
;
and it is from the

chief, being afterwards assassinated by Kasim title Shaikh, which means both a ‘chief* and
Barid, a Turk, his son Ahmad setup the dynasty an ‘old man,’ that he is known to European
of Nizam Shahi at Ahmadnaggur, in the Dekhan, history as the ‘ Old Man of the Mountain.*

Kasim Barid was now the master of the court He gave his name to the Al-Hasani, a hetero-

of the Bahniani king, Mahmud ii. (a.d. 1482), dox sect, now variously known as the Ismaili,

at Bcder
;
and two other great chiefs became Bathenians, or Assassins, who are spread through

independent, and after a time each took the title Asia from Persia to AVestern India, and during

of king. Th(.‘se were Kutiib-Kuli, a Turkoman the crusiules he or one of his successors was
from Persia, and Iiuad-ul-Mulk, di'scended from known as the ‘ Old Man of the Mountain,* a mis-

a Hindu convert.. The former (a.d. 1512) founded translation of the Shaikh -ul-Jabl. His career

the dynasty of Kutub Shahi at Golconda, near was from a.d. 1090 till his death in a.d. 1124, at

Hyderabad, and the latter that of Imad Shahi at Alamut, where he had lived 36 years. The
Ellichpur, in Berar. Ahmad Barid, son of Kasim, political power of the sect was destroyed by
governed for some time under a succession of tiulaku, grandson of Chengiz Klian, A.H. 664.—
pageants, but at length assumed the title of king, as Porter's Travels^ i. 286

;
Osborne's Islam^ p. 357.

the first of the Barid kings of Beder, the Bahinani HASAN KHEL, (1) A section of the Gadai-

family being thenceforth no longer mentioned. zai Bunerwal
; (2) of the Adam Khel Afridi

; (3)

A temporary union of the kings of Bijapur, of the Mahmud Khel Utmanzai Vaziri.

—

MacGr,
Golconda, and Ahmadnaggur, in 1564, enabled N. W. F. I. i. p. 578.

them to subvert the empire of Viiayanagar, and HASAN NIZAMI, author of the Taj - ul -

reduce the power of its chief to tnat of a petty Maasar, or Crown of Victories, was bom at

raja.

—

Elphinstone's India^ 416, ii. app.
;

Briggs^ Naishapur. Mir Kliond and Haji Khalfa call him
The Nizavi ; Shahdb’UiUDin's Hist. MSS. Sadr-ud-Din Mahomed-bin-Hasan Nizami. He
HASAN -ibn-SABBAH, or Ilasan-us-Sabbah, left his home during the troubles that overtook it,

was the founder of the sect known as the and went to Ghazni, and on to DehlL His book
Assassins. He was brought up at Nishapur, ^ves the history of Kutub -ud- Din Aibek, with

under the then renowned saint, the Iraam-ul- portions of the life of his predecessor, Muhammad
Muwakkaf, and had for liis schoolmates the Ghazi, and of his successor. Shams - ud - Din

Persian freethinking poet, Omar-ul-Khaiyam, and Altamsh.

—

11. Elliot.

another, afterwards Known as Nizam -ul-Mulk, HASHIM- bin-HAKIM, born at Gaza, near

‘ Marshal of the Empire,’ prime minister to Alp Merv, is known as Mokanna, or the Veiled Prophet

Arslan. The three lads had made a compact that of Khoiasan, because he was one-eyed, defonned

whichever of them attained to rank and fortune in feature, and bald, and concealed his features,

should share his advantages with the other two
;
He claimed to be the deity

;
his most numerous

and when the most successful of the three was converts were near Samarcand and Bokhara. He
established in his position as mai'shal-minister, the was joined by hordes from Turkestan. Hel^a
other two claimed fulfilment of the promise made hundred of the loveliest women of Transoxiana.

in youth. Omar-ul-Khaiyam asked only for the About the year 163 Hijira, he destroyed himself,

means of devoting himself to literature and science, HASHI i A. Hind. A border or edging,

and has left a name as the most original poet and the HASHM. Arab. Train, retinue. PI. Ahsham.

greatest astronomer of his time
;
Hasan-us-^bl^h HASHMEE MAUND, equal to 16 Tabrees

asked for and obtained an important political post, maunds of 7J lbs, each, or about 116 lb®, English,

but devoted his energies to endeavouring to sup- HASHT-ANGA. Sansk. Literally, eight limbs,

plant his schoolfellow and benefactor. Failing in A reverential prostration of the Hindus, in which

this, be turned rebel, and, collecting round him a they touch the ground with the belly, breast, fore-

hand of fanatics, took possession of Uiq fortress hes^, and both sides of the. face^saocessively]

21 \<o^
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kiM the earth, half rise up, then paea the left over

the right foi’eann, and vice verm; and finally,

after again wduting mother Hertha, stand erect.

HASHTNAGAR (‘Eight Cities’), a Tahsil of

the Peshawiir district. Panjab
;

lat. 34° 3' to 34°

26‘ N., and long, 71® 87' to 71® 67^ R. General
Cunningham believes the modem term to be a
corruption of Hastinagara, the city of Ilasti.

Hasti, Tod says, sent forth three grand branches,

Ujamida, Deomida, and Poonnida. Ujamida’s
pi^en^ spread over all the noTthern parts of

IndSa^ m the Fanjab, and across the Indus
;
the

^riod, probably 1600 years before Christ. From
Ujamida, in the fourth generation, was Ilajaswa,

who obtiuned possessions towards the Indus, and
whose five sons gave their name, Panchalica, to

the Panjab, or S})ace watered by the fiv(‘ rivers.

The capital founded by the younger brother,

Kampila, was named Kampilnogai’a. 7’he de-

scenwnto of Ujamida by his second wife, Kesunee,
founded the Kusika kingdom and dynasty, <;ele-

brated in the heroic history of N. India.

—

Tod,

HASHU or Hashwi occupy the watershed
between the Thoukye Khat and Poung-loung.
HASISH. Arab. Tender tops of Cannabis

sativa, after flowering, the Bhang of India and
Persia, and Fasukh of Barbary. It is indnlg(‘<l in

to some extent bv Mahomedans of India. Egypt
surpasses all otner nations in the variety of

compounds into which this drug enters. The
Hottentots use it; and the Siberians intoxicate

themselves with the vapour of the seed thrown
upon red-hot stones, as the Scythians of old did.

HA80RA, a town in Central Asia, 719S feet

above the sea, on the banks of the river which

nins northwaids to the Indus. The Ilasom

country is west of Deotsu, and lies to the south

of Rongdo. The people speak the Tibetan lan-

guage. Moorcroft gives it the name of Zungjiri.

It is partiallpr a Bhot district. According to Ad.
Schla^ntweit, Hasora, or Astor, or Tsunger, in

lat. 86® 12' N., and long. 74® 53' E., is a fort in

the valley of Astor or Hasora.

—

Moorcroft; Ad.
Schl. ;

Latham.
HA8SAN, a mountain forming part of Taurus

and Zagros, between Diarbak.ar, Palo, and Moosh.
The Kurd race, who inhabit all that part, arc

called Zasa, which means stuttering, mouthing, or

speaking unintelligibly, and seems to be a nick-

name.

—

Rich'8 Knrdutnn^ i. p. 876.

HASSAN, a district of Mysore State, forming
the north-western portion of the Ashtagram
division, and lying between lat. 12° 30' and 13° 22'

N., and between long. 75° 82' and 76° 58' E.

The Jains have been numerous at Sravan-Belgola

and other jJaces since the 3d century b.c.
;
and a

Jaina image of Gomateswara, 60 feet high, is on a

peidc of Chandrabetta. The census of 1871 ascer-

tatoed the population to be 669,961. Of inferior

castes, wt the most numerous are the Wakliga

(288,780), who are a^cultural labourers; next

come the Kuruba (5/^841), shepherds; and the

Neyige (16,072), weavers. The Lingaets, who
have always been influential in this of the

eomtfy, number 70,168. Out-castes are returned

at 128,018
;
wandering tribes, 6109

;
wild tribes,

88^ The village of ^thalli is the centre of an
imricidtwiial Christian community, founded by the
Anbd Dubois. The total number of this com-
mmiity is about 1000, and they are known as
* Oast# 0ittistiaiiS)^«-4hat is to say, they retain aU

HASTINGS, FRANCIS.

the social observances of their Hindu ancestors.

I’he Malnad is greatly dreaded for the malarious

fever which prevails after the early rains.

—

Imp,

Oaz.

HA88ANDHUP. Hind. A hard, white clay,

supposed to be a deposit from a mineral spring

containing sulphur. But it is also a medioind
compound.
HASSANIYEH, an Arab tribe, who have a

voiy curious form of marriage. The woman is

legally married for three days out of four, remain-

ing perfectly free for the fourth,—Ltiftfeoclr, Grig,

of Civil, p. 64,

HA8SELTTA ABOREA, a handsome tree

growing near Jampiam, in Java, with flowers

large, yellowish-white, in axillary fascicles. The
milk obtained fron\ the trunk by incision, mixed
with honey and ri^diiced with boiling water, is

empl^ed as a powerful drastic for destroying the

tape-yonn
;

it is, however, apt to produce inflam-

mation of the int(*8tine8, and in some cases has

proved fatal.

—

LhuUeii, Flora MedicOy Eng. Cyc.

HAS8KAKL, JU8TU8 OHART.ES, a botanist,

Superintendent of the Gardens at Java, 1862-*

1864. Collected cinchona plants and seeds in

South America, and took them to Java. He was
created Knight of the Netherlands Lion, and
Commander of the Order of the Oaken Grown.

He was author of the Hortus Bogoriensis, a

catalogue, with occasional notes and descriptions,

of new species of the plants cultivated in the

Government Botanical Garden of Buitenzorg, near

Batavia, published in Batavia in 1844
;
also author

of an octavo volume of descriptions, entitled

Plantse JavanicaB Rariores.

—

Hooker f. et Thomson

;

Markham, Perm. Bark.

HASTJNAPUR, an ancient city of the Meerut

(listrict, N.W. Provinces, lying on the bank of the

Burha Ganga, or fonner bed of the Ganges, 22

miles north - east of Meerut, lat. 29* 9' N., and
long. 78® 8' E.

;
pop. (1872) 77. Its remains can

still be traced on the banks of the river, but it

was destroyed by the river encroaching on it.

Hastinapur formed the capital of the great Pan-

dava kingdom, celebrated in tlie Mahabharata.

'The legends of the Mahabharata centre around

this city.

HASTINGS, FRANCI8, second E^l of Moira,

afterwards created Marquess of Hastings, G.C.B.,

assumed charge of the office of Governor-General

of India, 4th October 1818, and held it till his

re-embarkation, 9th January 1828. During his

tenure of office, he took the field in person, on
the 18th October 1817, against the Pindara.

'Fhe forces under his command in the field

were over 100,000 horse and foot, besides

20,000 irregular cavalry. He allotted several

positions to the brigades, and closed in upon
the Pindara. One leader, Karim Khan, fell

into the hands of Sir John Malcolm-, another,

Sita or Chetu, was killed by a tiger, whilst shel-

tered in the forests near Asirgarh. While the

Governor-General was encamped in the port of

the country formerly ruled oy a noted ohieL

Lalla Hurdi, cholera broke out in the camp, and
in ten days carried of! 764 fighting men ana 8000
camp-followers. He Woke up his camp, and
marched 6.E. frt>m the Sind across to the right

bank of the Betwa, and encamped at Erich, where
the cholera disappeared. The natives of India

attributed that outbreak to the maligiiitiy of LaBa
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Hurdles ghoBt) who liad been poiBoned under
extraordinary ciroumstances. The Marquees in-

duced the Goyemment of Great Britain to extend
the Order of the Bath to officers of the E.I
Comp^/s service^ and before the coiicluBion of

the toird Mahratta war fifteen of them were created

Knights Ootnnmnder. He invested the first of

these, Sir David Ouchterlony, on the 2()th March
1818, at Terwah. The E. I. Company acknowledged
their sense of hia services, bestowing on his family

two grants of money, in sums of £60,000 an<l

£20,000 respectively. Ills long rule of 9 years,

from 1814 to 1823, was inai’ked by two wars of the

first magnitude, namely, the campaigns against the

Gurkos of Nepal, and the last Mahratta struggle.

HASTINGS, WARIIEN, the first Governor-
General of India. lie was bom in 1732, and
oamo to India as a writer in 1 749. He returned

to England in J763 ;
but in 1769 he was appointed

to be 2d Member of Oouneil at Madras, in 1772
President of Council, Bengal, and in 1773 Gover-
nor-General, and on tlie 1 st February 17H;") be made
over the keys of the fort to the next senior Member
of Council, and left India on the 6tli of the same
month. He carried with him a modest fortune of

£80,000. On his arrival in Englaml in 1785, he was
well received by the King, Queen, and Court of

Directors, and was about to be made a peer, when
Mr. Pitt opposed this, and, sevcm days after his

arrival, he was inipeatdied by Messrs. Burke, Fox,

and Sheridan, accii8e<l of acts of oppression. His

trial commenced on the 13th or 15th February

1788, in the presence of the King and Quet‘n. It

rooeeded for seven years, and at length, after an
onourablc defence, on the 23d Apiil 1795 Hast-

ings was acquitted; tlie verdict of an impartial

posterity has long since affinned the award
(Marshman, i. p. 427). He passed out at the gate

of Westminster Hall ignorant whence the funds

were to come by which the weekly bills of his

household were to be discharged
;
but the Court

of Directors paid his costs, and granted him an
annuity. From all j)art« of the empire, from men
of various creeds and colours, from officers of

renown, from Hindus and Mahomedans alike,

p^red in addresses of congratulation. The
Ibrince Regent made him a Privy Councillor, and
hinted at higher honours. Happy in his family

life, blest wi3i the healthy old age which is the

appropriate reward of a pure and temperate man-
hood, lunning and writing little poems, studying

Malthoa, and following with delight the rising

Mnhia of Walter Scott, the great proconsul glided

by an easy road into euthanasia and immortality.

He di^ on the 22d August 1818, in his 86th
year

^
in which year also Sir Philip Francis, his

opponent, died. He was the administrative organ-
iser, as Give had been the territorial founder, of

tile British Indian Empire. He rested his claims

aa an Indian ruler on his administrative work.
He re-organised the Indian service, reformed
eiTety branch of the revenue collections, created

oourtS ol Justice, and some semblance of a police.

In 17fil he founded the Madrassa for Mahomedan
teaching, and he extended his patronage alike to

itindu pandita and to European students.—
iv.

BAgTAANAVA. Sansk. Ocean of laughter,
a aiodtftt comie piece, by a pandit named Jaga-
diiaw‘--nlleiwca.

-.riUAfi- Mmx A periodical Bsarket day, a fair.

HATA or Saif is a long gauntleted weapon used
in athletic exhibitions.

HATCHING FOWLS’ EGGS by ortffioial heat,

though only obscurely described by ancientauthors,
appears to have been common in Egypt in very
remote times. The building in which the process
is now performed is called Maairtal-el-Tirakh. In
Chusan the hatching-house of ducks is a shed, the
roof thickly and compactly thatched with paddy,
the walls plastered over with mud. There are a
number of straw baskets, thickly besmeared with
mud to prevent them from igniting

;
a tile is so

placed as to form the bottom of the basket, and
a lid fits closely over the top. A small earthen fire-

pot being ])laced under each basket, the eggs

belonging to different folks are put into the baskets

as soon as they arrive. The baskets are kept
(closely shut for five days, a unifoiin heat being

maintained under the basket by means of the

before-named earthen fire-pot, and at the ex-

piration of that period they are taken out and
carefully examined

;
the good are placed in holes,

whicli have been cut in a board for their reception,

and the bad are laid asifle to be retunied to their

owners. Before the eggs have become cold, they
are replaced in the baskets and kept there for

nine or ten days
;

that is, the eggB remain al-

together in the ])asketB about a fortnight or fifteen

lays, the heat of the liatihing-liouse ranging from
93° 100°. In the middle of the shed broad
shelves are ])lace<l, on wliich the. eggs are laid when
taken finally from tlio baskets, being carefully

covered over with a thickly wadded coverlet, and
the little birds issue from their fragile domicile in

about a fortnight or three weeks,—the whole pro-

cess of hatching an egg occupying one month or five

weeks. In the Phil ii)pine8 incubation is performed

by placing warm ])addy husks under and over the

eggs, which are (leposited in frames. A canvas

covering is spread over the husks. The art is to

keep up the needful temperature
;
and one man is

sufficient to the care of a large number of frames,

from wliich he releases the ducklings as they are

hatched, and conveys them in little flocks to the

water -side.

—

Pocoche\s East^ i. 260; Bowring^i

Philippines^ 104; Sirr's Chinese^ i. 249.

HATHIKRA-GILLI. Hind. An earthenware

pestle, weighted, used for crushing gram.

HATHILI, a reputed saint, one of five held in

veneration by the lower orders in the N.W. Pro-

vinces. He is buried at Barech.

HAT’HPHOR, a tunnel on the northern face of

Ramgarh Hill, Sirgiija State, Chutia Nagpmr. At
its mouth it is about 20 feet in height by 80 in

breivdth, but at the inner extremity of its course

of 150 yards it is not more than 8 feet by 12i

On the southern side of the recess rises a sand-

stone cliff, which contains two caves, the laiger

being 44 feet long, 10 feet wide, and about 6

high. It was here, according to the legend, that Sita

was carried off by the demon Havana
|
and two

deep grooves in the rook, in front of the larger

cave, are said to be portaons of the enehanted

circle which Rama drew around her lot her

protection.

—

Imp, Gaz,

HATIM TAI, an Arab chief, fsmed amongst

Mahomedans for his generosity. Many Pendan and

Hindustani romances have been written regardhtt

him. He lived about a century before Manomed.

In all Mahomedan eonntries he is quoted as a

model of generosity. A1 Maidah says, when he
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foiight, it was to be triumphant
;
when he had

acquired spoils, he gave to the spoiled
;
when he

besought, he gave
;
if he contested with the power-

ful, it was to overcome
;
when he took captives, he

released them.

—

Major J, Dakhn^ p. 162; PaU
grave.

HATKAK, a cowherd race of Bemr.
HATRAS, formerly highly predatory, under

British rule became one of the busiest and most
thriving places in Upper Hindustan, and a jnin-

cipal mart for the cotton and indigo of the neigh-

Imuring districts.

—

Tr. of Hind. ii. n. 122.

HAUDA. Hind. The howdan or chair for

riding on an elephant. It is in various forms.

The Hauda-amari is a howdali with a canopy.

HAUDIGA. Can. V A Mysore wood used for

furniture
;
polishes and tiuiis well

;
is useful for the

cabinetmaker, and would do for veneering.

HAUG. Martin Haug, Doctor of Philosophy,

in early life assisted Chevalier Bunsen in prejiaring

his Bibelwerk. He was aftcrwartls ajqMMnted

Professor of Sanskrit at Poona, an office which
he held from 1859 to 1865, and during this time

he devoted himself to the study of the Zend. He
n^ublished his Fiuif Gatha in the Journal of the

German Oriental Soci(‘ty. In Bombay there ap-

|>earedhi8 essays on the Sacred Language, Writings,

and Religion of the Parsecs
;
and he also edited a

translation of the Aitareya Brahmana. He re-

turned to Gennany in the b(‘ginning of 1866, and
was almost immediately afterwards appointijd

Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative l^hilology

in the University of Munich, which he held up to

the time of his death. He and dastoor Hoshang
Jamasp published two valuable glossaric'S of the

Old Zend-Pehlavi, and an edition and tninslation

of the Arda-Visaf. He died in Switzerland, 2d
June 1876.

HAUL. Arab. Power. La haul wa la quwat
ila ba Allah, There is no power nor virtue but in

God,—a solemn invocation of Mahomedans.
HAURAN is a term applied to any solitude,

whether barren or fertile, and sometimes ap-
plied to extensive pasture lands. Hauran is the

Auranitis of Josephus, and the Iturea of St. Luke.
The countries south of Damascus, viz. the Hauran,
the rocky wilderness of the Ledja, and the moun-
tainouB district lying east of the Jordan, collec-

tively speaking, formed the country which was
first conquered by the Israelites before the sub-
jugation of the land of Canaan, and was allotted

to the tribe of Reuben, Gad, and the half trilKJ of

Manasseh, In the time of the Romans, nearly the

whole was comprised under the district called

PersBa, which was itself divided into the six

cantons of Abilene, Trachonitis, Iturea, Gaulon-
itis, Batanaca, and Persca, strictly called

;
to which

some geographers have added Decapolis. Abilene

was the most northern of these provinces, being

situated between the mountains of Libanus and
Anti-Libanus, and deriving its name from the city

of Abila or Abela. Trachonitis was bounded by
the desert on the east, Bataneea on the west,

Iturea on the south, and the county of Damascus
on the north, and included the rocky district now
called El Ledja. Iturea, on the east of Batan^,
and to the south of IVachonitis, derived its name
IvOfa letur, the son of Ishtnael, and was called

Amnufitn, from the city of Auran, which latter

appellation it still retains, under that of Hauran.
was a tract on the east side of the lake

HAVELOCK, Sir HEKRV.

of Geimesareth and the river Jordan, which
<lerivcd its name from Gaulan, the city of Og,
king of Bashan. Batansoa, the ancient kingdom
of Bashan, was situated to the north-east of

Gaulonitis, and was celebrated for its excellent

breed of cattle, its rich pastures, and for its stately

oaks. A part of it is now called El Belka. Peraea,

in its strictest sense, included the southern part

of the country beyond Jordan and Samaria.

In May the whole of the Hauran plain is

covered with swarms of Bedouin wanderers from
the desert, who come for water and pasturage

during the summer months, and to obtain a pro-

vision of corn for the winter; they remain till

after September. If they are at peace with the

jmsha, they encamp generally amongst the villages

near the springs or wells; if at war with him,

conhiie themselves to the district to the south

of Boazra, towards Om-c-jaml and Jadheins,

ext<*nding as far as Zerka. The Arabs of the

Jabl Hauran (called the* Ahl-uLJabl) and those

of the I^edja seldom encamp beyond their usual

limits
;
they are kept in more strict dependence

oil the pasha than the other tribes. The Ahl-ul-

Jabl arc the shepherds of the people of the

plains, who entrust them with their flocks during

the winter to pasture amongst the rocks and
mountains. In spring the Arabs restore the

flocks to their pioprietors, receiving for their

trouble one -fourth of the li^nbs and kids^ and
a like proportion of the butter made from the

milk during the spring months. Those which
are to be sold arc taken to Damascus. The soil

of the Hamaii consists of a fine black earth, of

great dejith, but little cultivated.

—

Burckhardt;
Rohinson a Travels.

HAUZ. Arab.. Hind. A fountain, a tank.

HAVELOCK, Sir HENRV, K.C.B., one of

three brothers, officers in the British army, who
ser\'ed in India. William was killed in charmng the

Siklis at Jtauinuggur. Henry, bom 1796 at Bimop-
wearmouth, in 1815 enU^red the army in the

95th Regiment, and afterwards exchanged into the

13th Light Infantry, and in January 1823 em-
barked for India. He served in the first Burmese
war as Deputy Adjutant-General, and published

his Experiences of Campaigns in Ava. On the

9th February 1829 he married Hannah Shepherd,

youngest daughter of the Rev. Dr. Marsnman.
He was with lus regiment whilst it was cooped up
in Jalalabad. He was present at the battles of

Punniar and Maliarajpur. In 1867 he commanded
a division in the Persian war. When the mutiny
and rebellion of 1867 occuired, Havelock sug-

gested the formation of a moveable column at

Allahabad, which was iuimeffiately formed, and
among the troops were Neiirs Madras Fullers.
From this time he commanded in many batUes,—
on the 11th July 1867, at Futtehpur

;
on the 16tb

he fought at Aoiig
;
on the 16th he. fought and

took Cawnpur. His last great effort was the first

relief of Lucknow, on the 26th September 1867*

The second relief of Lucknow was effected Sir

Colin Campbell, on the 17th November 1867. Sir

Colin Campbell bad arrived in India, and
Government had superseded Havelock, putting

Outram in command the force in Ou<Ui
;
but

that noble soldier refused to supplant his brave

comrade, preferring rather to act under him
than deprive him of bis well-earned right to re-

lievo Lucknow, and the two together a^woing
24
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effected the relief. The Blue Cape (Fusiliere)

charged the Char Bagh bridge, but Maude’s two
gUTis could not silence the superior artillery of the

eneiuy in their front. Almost every man at them
was either killed or wounded, when General Neill,

who commanded the first brigade in Sir James
Outram’s absence, allowed a charge, and the first

Madras Fusiliers were ordered to advance. IJeii-

tenant Arnold, a young officer ever conspicuous

even among the daring spirits of that noble regi-

ment, had been impatiently watching for the

signal. At the first word, and without waiting

for the regiment to rise and form, he cLoshcd on to

the bridge with some ten of his men. Arnold

himself fell, shot through both legs, an<l his dcvot(id

followers were swept down almost to a man.
Lieutenant Havelock, the Deputy Assistiint Ad-
jutant-General, alone remained on the bridge, the

mark for a hundred bullets. The Fusiliers dashed
forward with a cheer, without giving the enemy
time to reload, advanced over the prostrate bodies

of their comrades, and, rushing on the guns amidst

a storm of bullets, wrested them from the enemy,
and bayoneted the gunners. Jt was a second

Lodi! Poor Arnold died. ‘ At length,^ writes the

general, ‘we found ourselves at the gab^s of the

Kesidency, and entered in the <lark in triuifiph.*

General Havelock’s career was finished. He
fell sick, and died in perfect p(‘ace and hope,

attended by his aide-de-camp, Hargood of the

Fusiliers, and his son. Calling the latter to him,

he said, ‘ I die happy and contented.^ ‘ See how a

Christian can die.’ And when Outram came to

visit his dying comratle, he said, ‘ I have forty years

so niled my life, that when death came I might
face it without fear.^ A statue has been erected

to his memory in Trafalgar Sipiare, London.
HAVILDAK, in the British Indian armies, a

non-commissioned officer of native sohliers equal

to a sergeant.

HAWAH or Hawa of the Arabs, the Eve of

the Bible, the mother of the human race, and
recognised under different names in all cosmo-
gonies. The Astarte of the Assyrians, Isis nurs-

ing Horns of the Egyptians, the Demeter and
the Aphrodite of the Greeks, and the Scythian

Friya. Baltis, in Byblius called Bcuth or Behuth,

/.e. void of genesis, is identical with space, and
means the mother’s womb, the primeval mother,

—

the fundamental idea being the mother or source

of life, which is the meaning of Havvah, and the Eve
of Genesis. The tomb of Eve is pointed out in

several places. Mecca is bounded on the east by
a hill culed Abu-Kubays, and, according to many
Mahomedans, Adam, with Eve his wife and son

Seth, lie buried there. Also, at less than a mile

from the Medina gate of Jedda, is a tomb said

to be of our common mother Eve. It is surmounted
by a cupola and surrounded by walls, enclosing a

Ry cemetery, in which many of her children

ound her.

—

Bumen'tt Egypt; Hamilton^ Sinai
HAWAIGAR, in Hindustan, firework manu-

facturers.

HAWK EAGLE, species of the genera Nissetus

and limnmtuB.
HAWKING is a pastime to which several

AmHo races are addicted. The employment of

trained hawks may be traced to an exceedingly

remote antiquity
;
and Mr. Layard found a bM-

relief at Khorsamd, in which a falconer is bearing

afaawkonhiawiist The Bedouins of Mesopotamia

arc attached to the sport, and especially so with
reference to their food supply; and the Arabs
may possibly have introduced it, together with the
creed of Mahomed, among the Malays of the
Archipelago. In Africa this sport is confined to a
few of the Mahomedans of the north. In Europe
it seems to be first distinctly mentioned by authors
about the fifth century

;
but the garniture of the

trained hawks would appear to have been unknown
prior to the crusades. In the famous Bayeux
tapestry, for instance, falcons are represented as

carried upon the wrist unhooded. Trained

ospreys were formerly employed in Europe for

fishing
;

and Colonel Montague cites an Act
passed in the reign of William and Mary, by which
persons were prohibited at a certain period of

the year from taking any salmon, salmon peal, or

salmon kind, by hawks, racks, guns, etc. There
is at least one great hawk fair or sale in the

Himalaya, at which Indian falconers, many of

whom come from immense distances, congregate
for the purpose of buying, selling, and comparing
Ihcir hawks.

The hawks commonly used are

—

1. (Hiishav'k.—Astur palumbariuB, Linn. Baz, Shah*
baz, frmah

;

JuiTa, male. Europe, Himalaya,
Sind, Neilgherrios.

2. (^reeled Oosknirk.—A. trivirgatus, Temm. Oor-
besra, Manik-berra, Kot * eswar. All the hilly

wooded regions of India.

The 8hah - baz, or hawk - king, a largo grey
goshawk with yellow (gulab) eyes, caught in the

hills of Afghanistan and its surrounding regions,

is brought down to the plains, and sold, when well

reclaimed, trained, and in good condition, for £5
or £6. The ticrcelet or male is, as usual, much
smaller than the female, and is called Jurra in

Persian, ‘the active.’ Both are uncommonly
strong and ferocious. They are accounted the

noblest birds
;
the Sher-baz (lion-hawk), or pere-

grine of Bokhara and the snowy regions, being

all but unknown in Sind.

,S. Peregrine Falcon.-—FeXeo peregrinusj Gm. Bhyri,

female; Bhyri bacha, male. Native of EoropO)
N. Asia ; visiiB India from October to April.

The Bhyri or Bhairi, Falco peregrinus, so

celebrated amongst Indian falconers for her

boldness and power, and lier tiercel, in Sind

improperly colled the Shahin, arc found in some
parts of Sind. They fly at partridges, hares,

bustards, curlews, herons, and the saras ; being

long-winged hawks, or birds of the lure, they are

taught to fly liigh, to wait on the falconer, and to

make the iioint
;
not greatly prized.

4. Falco jugger, Gray. Laggar, female;
Jaggar, male. Common over all India, Sind,PRnjab.

The Laggar, and her mate the Jaggar, is the

only long-winged hawk generally used in Sind

;

she is large and black-eyed, with yellow legs,

black claws, and a tail of a cinereous white colour.

She is a native of Sind, moults during the hot

months from April to October, and builds in

ruined walls ana old mimosa trees. The Laggar

is flown at quail, partridge, curlew, bastord-

bustard, and hares. The best sport is undoubtedly

afforded by crows, only she is addicted to canying

the quarry, and is veiy likely to be killed by her

angry enemies. She is train^ for the season, and
then let loose.

5. Shahin Falcon,—-Yeleo perogrinator, Sund. Shahin,
female ;

Kohi, Koela, meJe. Native of all IndlSt
Afghanistan, and Western Asia.
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The Shahin is the female of the Falco pere-

grinator, and is esteemed the first of all the

falcons for hawking. It is trained to hover and
circle in the air over the falconer and party.

6, Baker or C/Aernifl^.—Falco gacer, Bchl, Chargh,

female; Oharghela, male, Africn, Himalaya,
Nepal, Uurope.

The Saker or chomig falcon, F. sacer, is trained

for striking hares, antelopes, florikin.

7. The Merlin ,—Hypotriorchig oesalon, (hn.

TuriUiUi, or liedheaUed Merlin. — H. cliioquera,

Davd. Turuniti, female ; Chotwa, male, Europe,
all India, and Sind.

Both these have been trained in Europe and
Asia.

9. The Hobhy.—Hypotriorohia aubbutou, L. Doureli,

Begi. N.itivo of Europe
\
a winter visitor to all

pai^ of India.

10. Indian Hobhy.—H. aeverua, Hor»f, Dhuti, female;
Dhuter, male. luhabita the Himalaya, Malay
Feninaula, Java, and the rhilippiuea.

11. The Kestrel, — Tiiiiiunculua alaudarius, Brtw.
Narzi, female

;

Narzanak, mile. A native of

Europe
;
a cold-weather visitor to India.

12. LemT Kestrel. — Erythropua cenchria, Naum.
Kaahmir, Neilgherriea.

13. JF’a/eo?i.—E. vespertinuB, i. S. Europe,

N. Africa, Western and Central Asia, India.

14. -Microniaua badiua, Qm. Shikra, female;
Chipka, Chipak, male, Afghauiataii, all India,

Ceylon, Assam, Burma, Malayana.
15. European Bimiroiv-haivk. — Accipitcr nisus, L.

Baaha, female

;

Basbin, male: Visits India,

October to March.
16. Besra B})arrow-haiok.~K, virgatus, Temm. Kcara,

female; Dhoti, male. All the largo forests of

India, Assam, Burma, and Archipelago.

• The Shikm and her tiercel the Chipak are

fiown at jjartridges, and by their nwiftncHS and
agility afford tolerable sport. At the same time

they are op})robriously called dog-birds by the

falconer, on account of their ignoble qualities,

their want of stanchness, and their habit of carry-

ing the game,—candying being the technical woni
for flying away with tlie wounded bird. They
could formerly be bought ready tmiiied in most
parts of Sind for a sliilling or two.

The Shikra, Microniaus badius, is more com-
monly trained in India than any other hawk.

The European sparrow-hawk, Accipiter nisuH,

and the Besra sparrow-hawk, A. virgatus, are both

largely trained.

The Hashah sparrow-hawk, A. nisus, and her

mate the Bashin, a small, short-winged, low-flying

bird with yellow eyes, and dark plumage in her

first year, which afterwards changes to a light

ash colour, marked with lai’ge grey btvrs, are vei7
much valued on account of the rapid way in

which they fill the pot, especially with partridges.

As they remain in Sind cluring the cold weather,

and retire in sununer to the hills around, those

touned are passage-hawks, or birds of the year.

Their low price, 8s. or 10s., made it scarcely

worth while to mew them, so they were let loose

when the moulting season commenced.—-/erdonV
Birds; Burton's Falconry in the Valley of the

Indus,

HAWKINS, an English captain who landed at

Snrot in the year 1608, in the reign of the

emperor Jahangir. He proceeded to to the

court of the emperor, where he was well received.

HAWKS, Kites, etc.

Fauaon, ..... Fa. Haleon, Sr.
JiiWfihi, Falks, . . Oer. Atmaja, . . . Turk.
Falcone, .... It.

Eagles, hawks, kites, etc., are all classed by
naturolists under the sub-families Accipitrinss or

hawks, Aquilinse or eagles, Butconinse or buzzards,

Falconinto or falcons, and Milvince or kites, etc.,

all of the family Falconidm. They fly weD, take

their prey on the wing, feed on small mammals,
birds, reptiles, fishes, and insects

;
almost all are

solitary and monogamous. Many of them arc

common to Great Britain and the E. Indies, as the

peregrine and other falcons, the merlins, and
kestrel. Astur trivirgatus, the goshawk, occurs

in the hilly parts of Nepal, India, and the Malay
countries. A. j>alumbarius is a native of Europe
and the Sub-Himalaya. The kestrel is occasionally

observed in extraordinary abundance, and har-

riers (Circus) are often seen beating over the open
ground. In Lower Bengal, kites quit Calcutta

and neighbourhood during the rains and return in

the cold weather. It is supposed that they go to

the N.E. to breed. 'J'he kestrel, baza, and Indian

hobby are most frequent in Bengal during the rains.

In Bengal, the kites and Brahmany kites breed

chiefly in January and Febniary, and disappear

during the rains; but adjutants appear as soon
as the rains set in, and, becoming in fine plumage
towards the close of the rains, depart at that time

to bteed in the eastern portion of the Sunderbuns,
and along the eastern coast of the Bay of Bengal,

upon lofty trees and rocks. In the island of Bom- .

bay, on the approach of the monsoon, nearly all the

kites, liawks, vultures, and other t^anion birds

tlisappear from the sea-const
;
but the crows begin

to build their nests and hatch tlieir young just at

th(^ season that seems most nnsui.iaVde for incuba-

tion, when the eggs are ofttm shakem out, or the

nests th(?ni8elveB are destroyed, by the violence and
inclemency of rain and tempest. Carnivorous

birds, as the rains approach, betake themselves to

the comparatively dry air of the Dekhan, where
they nestle and bring forth in comfort, and find

food and shelter for th(‘ir little ones. The scones

which follow the conclusion of the rains are

curious enough. While the Mahomedans bury,

and the Hindus burn their dead, the Parsee race

exjx>80 tJieir <lead in large cylindrical roofless

structures, called towers of silence, where birds

of prey at all times find an abundant repast. Their

family cares and anxieties over for the season, the

carrion birds, which had left in May for the

Dekhan, return in October to Bombay, and mak(!

at once for the usual scenes, now stored with a
three months’ supply of untasted food. As they

appear in clouds approaching from the mainland,
the crows, unwilling that th(»ir dominions should
bo invaded, hasten in flocks to meet them, aivd a
battle ensues in the air, loud, fierce, and noisy

;

the fluttering of the wings, the screaming and
cawing of the combatants, resounding over the
island, till the larger birds succeed, and, having
pined the victory, are suffered henceforth to Jive

in peace.

In Ceylon, the beautiful peregrine fiilcon, Falco
peregrinuB, Ann/., is mre, but the kestrel, Tinnun-
culus alaudarius, Briss.^ is everwhere foand

;
and

the bold and daring goshawk, Astur trivirgatus,

Temm.., is seen wherever wild crags and prempices
afford safe breeding places. In the aistiiot of
Anaradhpura, where it is trained fw kawtog, it

is usual, in lieu of a hood, to darken its eyes by
means of a silken thread passed throa|k boles in
the eyelids. Ike ignoble.biFds of pvey the Idtes,
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tfilvus govinda, Sykta^ keep close by the shore,

uid hover round tho returning boats of the fisher-

men, to feast on the fry rejected from their nets.

A.ooipiter trinotatus is a beautiful hawk of Celebes,

with elegant rows of large round white spots on

the taU.

—

Tennant's Ceylon, p. 246
;
Dr, Buist in

Bombay Times; Mr, Blyth, in Indian Field,

See Eagles.

HAY.
[lovi, Dut, Feno, Pout.
Koin, ...... Fa. Sycng, Ru."

.

[Jew, Oeu. Hcno, Sr.

Grhans, .... Ctuj. Ho, ... Sw., Dak.
^ukha ghans, . . Hind. Wolanda pillu, . . Tam.
Pieno, It. Kndu pachika, , . 'J’el.

Ij’oonuin, .... Lat. Kuru ot, . . . . Turk.

Any kind of grass cut and' driiid for the food

)f horses, cattle, etc.

—

McCulloch; Faulkner,

HAY, Lord ARTHUR, afterwards Marquess
of Tw(‘(*ddal(‘, author of numerous contributions

on the botany and natural history of India.

HAYOBANS, a Rajput trilx* in the province of

Benares, who once were dominant on the banks

of tho Nerbadda.— W.
HAYWARD, GEORGE W., a scientific explorer,

who was endeavouring to reach tin* Painir stei>pes

and the country north of Peshawur, in the interest

of the Royal Geographical Society of T^ondon,

but was murdered, in a.d. 1870, in Chitral by
Mir Wali, the neplu'w (sister’s son) of Aman
Malik, chief of Chitral, tin' valley north of Swat
and Bajour and west of Gilghit. Tho Kashmir
authorities urged him repeatedly to abandon the

expedition, in which his life would not be safe.

Mr. Hayward resolved to persevere, although he
was awari! that beyond tho Gilghit frontier the

Maharaja of Kashmir would be absolutely unable
to protect him.

HAZAR. Arab. Present. Hence also Ililzur,

the presence, an appellation of royalty
;
also

Hazrat, a respectful address
;
Hazari, breakfast.

HAZARA, according to Bellew, is from Hazar,

a thousand
;

it means a division, a disposition by
thousands, and la so applied by the Persians,

by the mountaineers of Ghor, and by the Afghans,
to the Mongol tribes occupying the mountain
country of Ghor, lying between Kabul and H(‘rat

in one direction, and Kandahar and Balkh in

another. Ho says (p. 206) it is the ec^uivaloiit of

the Tartar toman or tumaii. Hazara tribes occuny
the whole range of the Paropamisus, or the

mountains extending between the Hindu Kush
or Caucasus and the city of Herat, to witliin a few
days’ inarch of Kandahar. The Hazara districts

between Kabul and Bamian are collectively called

Bisut, and mallia or tribute is enforced from them
by the authorities of Kabul. In the mountainous
country between Kabul and Herat, the habitations
of tho Hazara tribes are at heights between 6000
md 10,000* feet above the sea. Borne of tliem
slaim to bo of Turk origin

;
others in appearance

'ery much resemble the Gurklia. They nave the
high cheek-bones, the same small eyes, very

little beard, and these no doubt are of Tartar
origin. Borne profess the Sunni, others the Shiah
form of Mahomedanism. A tribe inhabiting the
country to the east of theTaemuri of Khatf

,
between

t and the great range from Khairabad to Rosanak,
re violent Sunni. These are of Tartar origin,
pd are predatory, selling their c^tives to the
Ionian, and plundering up to Of the

Hasara between Kabul and Herat, some claim
descent from Toghiani Turk.

The Deh Kundi Hazara assert their origin from
a Koresh tribe of Aiabs. Tho Deh Kunih muster
12,000 fighting men.
The Faoladi of Gujaristau are said to be so

called from a daughter of Afrasiab.

The Deh Zangi Hazara, who were reduced by
Mui*ad Bey of Kunduz, are Shialis, and from them
most of the Hazara slaves are procured. They
are rich in flocks, and their cavalry have been
estimated at from 12,000 to 28,000.

The Jagiiri Hazara, who can assemble 6000,
occupy the country bounded north by Gujaristau

and Gul-Koh, east by Karabagh, jilukur, and
Resana, south by Arghandab and Warazan, and
west by Mahstan, 60 miles by 40 miles of beautiful

iind fertile valleys, and number about 60,000 souls.

They are a short but w'ell-made race, beai’dless,

with flat nose, and some of their tribes follow

the custom called Kooroo-bistan, which consists

in lending their wives to strangcTS for a night or
a week.
The Faoladi Hazara number 1000 families,

They dwell between Kabul and BamLan.
The Deh Chafran or Zard-alu, near Karabagh,

are about fiOOO families.

Tho Shaikh Ali, east of Bamian, from 8000 to

5000 families, occupy between Bamian, Ghorband,
and the Helmand.
About forty other tribes are mentioned by

Elphinstono, Bumess, Wood, Leech, Lurnsdon,

who estimate their numbers up to 800,000 souls.

The Hazara assume as their titles, Ikhtiar,

Khan, Mehtar, Sadiq, Sultan, Turkiian, anef

Vali. Grain is scarce
;

their bread is tasteless

;

and their food consists of the flesh of their

sheep, oxen, and horses, with chccsc. In
years of scarcity they voluntarily sell their

children to the Uzbak slave dealers. The Shiah

Hazara detest and persecute the Sunni Afghan,

Aimak, and Uzbak, yet revere Ali and all S3ruds.

Th(?y speak a Persian dialect, and* are friendly

with the Kazzilbash and Parsivan. Almost every

tribe is at war with their neighbours, and with

the Aimak and Uzbak, and even the chiefs of their

own race carry off many into slavery. Hazara do
all th(*. labouring work of Kabul. Their country
yields lead and sulphur. They breed dumba (tailed)

sheep and horses. Their animals have the fine

shawl-wool with which they manufacture carpetsand
the fabric called Burrick. Hazani Zeidnat was a
tribe in the fertile Kala Nao district, at the Murghab
and Panjdeh rivers, who claim to be the original

Hazara, and assume tho title of Sar-i-khana. Their

chief has jurisdiction over 28,000 tents. They
are supposed to be Aimak. They had immense
flocks and herds of sheep, goats, buffaloes, and

camels. In 1847, Yar Muhammad marched agamst
and defeated Karimdad, the chief of this tribe,

and removed 10,000 families to Herat
j
and the

Persians, after the capture of Herat in 1867,

removed the whole tribe witWn Persian teiritory,

and deprived them of all their baggage and cattle.

They could assemble 4000 cavalry and 8000
infantry. Ferrier, in his Caravan Joumevs

(pp. 194-237), mentions that he fell among tM
Aimak Hazara on the Muighab river, and other

tribes about Dev-Hissar, more to the north and

east. He says their women take part in every

war, manage the horse, the sword, and the fire*
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lock. Their courage amounts to rashness, and
they are more dreaded than the men for cruelty

and fierceness. It. is, and, so far as they know,
has always been, a national custom. Here we
have an intelligible explanation of the Amazons of

Alexander, and the ‘female hosts* of Nemuchi.
In an attack by the Firoz Kohi on a Hazara tribe

near Singlah, in which he was engaged, he says

it was a remarkable sight to see brave and
energetic Tartar women under fire amongst, and
as forward as, the men

;
they fight also on horse-

back, and ride or act under any circumstances as

well as the other sex. He says ‘more than one of

them would, I have no doubt, meet any European
horseman on more than equal tenns : the dexterity

with which they manage their horse is extra-

ordinary, and their courage is not less great.

They take part in every war, and the vanquished

dread their cruelty more than that of the men.*

—CaL Rev. No. 64, p. 433 ;
Vigne's Personal

Narrative, pp. 113-171; Masson's Journeys, ii.

pp. 217-295
;
E, I. Par i. Papers, Cabool and

Afghanistan, pp. 135, 136
;

Yule's Cathay, ii.

p. 540
;
Perrier, Journeys, pp. 194, 222, 237

;

MacGregor ;
Belkw, p. 205 ;

Campbell, p. 54.

HAZARA, a British district in the Panjab,

lying between lat. 33° 45' and 35° 2' N., and
between long. 72° 35' 30" and 74° 9' E.

;
area,

2771 square miles. It is bounded on the north

by the Black Mountains, the Swati country,

10>hi8tan, and Chilas, on the ciist l)y Kashmir,
on the south by Ihiwal Pindi district, and on the

west by the river Indus. It consists of a long

and narrow valley, shut in on either side by lofty

inountains, whose peaks rise to 17,000 feet above
the sea, A group of ancient mounds, extending into

the southern portion of this district from that of

Kawal Pindi, have been identified by General
Cunningham with the site of Taxila. Under the

successors of Ranjit Singh, the Hazara people

declared for independence, and Syud Akbar of

Sitana was elected king by the assembled
chieftains. Enumeration over a total area of

2885 square miles disclosed a total population of

867,218. The Hindus amount to 5*06 per cent.

The Pathan tribes were—Jadun, 15,711 ;
Swati,

21,334; ‘others,’ 16,748. Other Mahomedans
are—Syuds, 11,700

;
Dhund, 14,412

;
Kharal,

10,734 ;
Awan, 50,564

;
Gujar, 54,420. Hindus

or Sikhs—Kshatriyas, 12,320; Brahmans, 3009.
The Swati occupy the Khi^n gorge

;
while the

other tribes of Pathan origin inhabit the western
frontier of the district. The Dhund and Kharal
hold the south-eastern hills; the Awan and
Gujar are scattered over the whole country,

occupying inferior social positions. The Dhund,
Kharal, and Swati in particular are of small
stature, and deficient in strength.

—

Imjy. Gaz.
HAZARIBAGH, a British district in Bengal,

lying between lat. 23° 25' and 24° 48' N., and
long. 84° 29' and 86° 38' E.

;
area, 7020 square

miles; population in 1872, 771,875. A central
|>lateau, about forty miles in length, has peaks
rising from 2463 to 8445 feet above the sea.

Its aboriginal tribes are—Santa!, 35,306; Kol,

7807 ;
Bhoi, 5835

; Munda, 5664 ; Birhor, 132

;

Bhuiya, 73,824; Chamar, 26,112; Ghatwal,
81,184 ;

Bhogta, 20,546. The agriculturists are—Kurmi, 40,638 ;
Koeri, 27,650. The traders

are—Banya, 18,669; and Teli, 29,876. The
Bajputs, known as the Panwar or Ujjaini, formerly

supplied the Bhojpuria sepoys to the native

army
;
and the Naglmnsi, who are peculiar to

Chutia Nagpur, are Rajpute of pure blood.

The Srawak or secular Jains arc well-to-do

merchants, and occupy a high social position.

The religious Jains live at the foot of Par^nath

Hill, and are custodians of the temples in the

village of Madhuban, from which pilgnms ascend

Parasnath. The Birhor of Hazaribagh and Lohar-

dagga live in the jungles or hill -sides in huts

made of branches of trees. They have hardly

any cultivation, and never touch a plough. The

men spend their time in snaring hares and

monkeys, and also trade in various jungle pro-

ducts. They worship female deities and devils,

and it is supposed that they at one time practised

cannibalism. The wealthier Ghatwals are con-

siderable landholders in the N.E. of Hazaribagh,

and claim to be zamindars under the permanent

settlement of 1793.

—

Imp. Gaz.

HAZAR KINIAN, or the Thousand Springs, we
in Kurdistan, in the district of Aalan, an alpine

spot where innumerable springs start from the

ground.

—

Rich's Kurdistan, i. p. 262.

HAZEL NUT, Corylus avellana.

Bindik, .... Beng. Avellane, . . Cat.
Tsin, .... Chin. Fendnk, . . . Pehs.
Noisettes aveilenes, Fr. Avellaas, . . . Port.
Haselnusse, . .

Naccinole, avelino,

Ger.
. It.

Avellanas, . . Sr.

The fruit of different species of the Coryli or

hazel trees. The kernels have a mild, farinaceous,

oily taste, agreeable to most palates. A kind of

chocolate has been prepared from them, and
they have been sometimes made into bread.

They are grown in Europe, are produced abun-
dantly in China and in the Himalayas

;
and hazel

! nuts are imported into Bombay from the Persian
' Gulf.

—

McCulloch.

HAZIRAT. Hind. In Mahomedan divination,

in India, the flame of a chann-wick.
HAZIR ZAMIN. Hind. A personal bail.

HAZRAT. Arab. An honorific appellation,

equivalent to lord, reverence, Mr., worshij). Lord
Jesus, Hazrat Isa. Ha^nit Ali, the lord Ali.

' HAZRAT IMAM, a town on the south bank of
the Oxus, producing good silk.

HEAD.
Has, Arab, Sar, . , Hind., Pers,
Tdte, Fr. Talle, . . Tam,, Tel.

The Mahomedan nices of Arabia, Persia, and
India, in acknowledging an order, stake their

head on obeying it. The Arab will say, Dala
rasi. On my head be it

;
and the Persian and

Indian Mahomedan, Ba-sar-o-chasbm, On my
head and eyes be it. Horses are numbered by
their head, as Bis ras asp, 20 head of horses.
Head cloths, or roomals, of cotton are manu-

factured in the Madras districts. They are
always in squares of 5J and 6 cubits, with lace
borders, and are always red - coloured, printed
with white spots. These are worn by Hindus as
turbands, and are of value from Rs. 8 to 260.

Head-dress. The Turks of Turkey and of
Egypt wear the turband and the red Fez cap. The
Jews of Syria, Egypt, ai^ Persia wear the turband
(sar-band). All the Mahomedans and many
Hindus ofIndia use turbands. Many Persians wear
caps. The Chinese history ascribes wing-like
appendages to their emperor's cap. But wings
attached to the cap are rather an ancient Hmn
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feature, and are remarkably preserved in the state the Semitic family of languages. Yemen and

^
costume of the kings of Burma and the sultans of Arabia are considered by JftTuHah mediseval tradi-

Java.—Fwfe, Cathay, i. p. lix. tion as the land of the Ten Tribes, where powerful
HEAT. Poohgying,BuRM. The heat in S. Asia Jewish kings fought against infidels

;
this belief

is sometimes very great. Major Sander’s ther- exists even now among Easteni Jews. About
mometer, on the Fairah-Rud in 1840, rose to the middle of the 19th century, Rabbi R, Jacob
176® in the sim, a heat which enabled him to Saphir visited Yemen. After R. Jacob Saphir,

I poach eggs in the burning sand. The mean heat Joseph HaJdvy was sent to Yemen by the French

[
at Bombav is 84®, at Madras 83®, Calcutta 79®, Government, in order to copy Himyaritic in-

Delhi 72 . The gunpowder in the factory of scriptions, and brought back manuscripts, which
Madras is dried on blackened platfonns in the were partly acquired by the Bodleian Library,

sun’s rays, and the thermometer rises to 164® Mr. Shapira of Jerusalem revisited the Jews in

Fahr. Yemen, and through him the British Museum now
HEAVEN, the Assama, Al-Fardus, and the j^ssesses a considerable number of manuscript

Jannat of the Arab, Bihisht of the Persians, Bibles, many of them provided with the super-

^
Himmel of the Germans, and Paridesh of the linear punctuation (usually called the ‘ Assymn *

^>^Hindus, with all is the place to which the souls vowel-points, while the punctuation used in our
of the virtuous dead are translated. Paridesh Bibles is called the ‘ Palestinian

’), as well as with

I

means the other world
;
Ilimmel is from Himalaya, the Massorah. The Yemen manuscripts also

the abode of snow. Mahomedans and Jews have contain a collection of Agadic books, called

seven heavens. The seven heavens of the Jews Midrashim, which embody many lost passages,

‘ are—(1) the vellum or curtain, (2) the expanse known only from quotations by Maimonides and
! or finnarnent, (3) the clouds of ether, (4) the otliei’S. In Persia the Jews have adopted in their

habitation where the temple of Jerusalem and writings the n«ative language, though still using
altar are situated, and (5) where Michael offers Hebrew characters, just as their brethren have
sacrifice; (6) fixed residence, (7) Araboth or done in the Arabic-speaking countries, in Greece,

,
special place of glory. The celestial i^lace of the Spain, France, and Germany, and as the Karaitic

Saiva Hindus is Swerga, sfiid to be on Kailasa, a Jews have done among the Tatars. The Persian

inounttiin in the Himalayas north of Lake Manasa, tmnslation of the Bible to be found in manu-
also on Mount Mem. It is also called Sairibha, scripts of the National Libmry at Paris is,

Misraka vana, Tavisha, Tridivain, Tripishtapam, according to Solomon Munk, not earlier than the

and Urdhwa-loka. The heaven or paradise of 13th century and not later than the 14th
;
W

Vishnu is Vaikuntha, also calUul Vaibhro, and Bishop Theodorus in the 6th century mentions
sometimes described as on Mount Mem. The Saiva a Pershin translation of the Bible. So does

’i regards Vaikuntha, and the Vaishnava regards Maimonides in the 12th century, who refers to a
I Kailas as merely a second Swerga. Each sect translation of the Pentateuch made several cen-

f believes that the heaven of their opponents passes turies before Mahomed. If this translation is not
‘ away with Indra’s paradise at the Maha Prulay, based on an early translation, the Jews in Pemia
but that their own heaven is not so much destroyed must have kept up the ancient Persian dialect,

as re-created, Kailas merging into Maha Kailas, just as the Gennan Jews still speak in the ghettos

and Vaikuntha being elevated into Go Lok. the pre-Lutheran German, or as the Spanish
HEAVY SPAR or sulphate of baryta is found exiles in the East speak ancient Spanish,—in a

near the village of Pudoor, on the banks of the w^ord, the ‘ langue des exiles,’ as Voltaire styles

Tumbudra, about 7 miles from Kurnool, on the the French of the Huguenots at Berlin. We
slope of a low range of hills. Dr. Royle fountl it know, in fact, that in the time of the second
near the convalescent depot at Landour. temple the Pentateuch lessons read in the syna-

HEBEL, the vanishing, Abel of the Bible. (Acts xv. 21) were interpreted by the

IIEBER. The passage. A historical term con- Methurgeman in the vernacular
;
hence the origin

nected with the race of Arphaxad, indicating their of the Targum or Chaldee translation. In Persia

passage near the Upper Tigris in a south-western this rule was observed as late as the 13th century,

direction.

—

Bunsen. See Joktan. for it is stated on the margin of Genesis xxxv. 22,

HEBER, REGINALD, bishop and metropolitan ‘ The ti anslation of this verse ought not to be read
of India, an eminent writer. He was found dead

|

publicly.’ The same is said in the Talmud, ‘ The
in his bath at Trichinopoly on the 3d April 1826. history of Reuben is read (m Hebrew), but not in

He visited many parts of India, and consecrated the translation.’ In the synagogues of the Greek
most of the churchyards and churches, which led rite, the practice of reading the translation of the

to after regulations. His narrative was publishc<l Haftarah (section of the Prophets, Luke iv. 16

;

in London in 1828. Acts xiii. 14) was still kept up in the 12th

HEBREW. The language of Tyre and Sidon century, according to a ritual manuscript in the

was pure old Hebrew. Abram was a Hebrew, Bodleian Library, which contains the Greek
who spoke Aramaic as his mother tongue, but translation of Wie book of Jonah in Hebrew
migrated from the Trans-Euphi'ates country, and characters with vowel points. This book forms
adopted the language of Canaan. His first-born the prophetical lesson of the afternoon service

son was Sidon. 1400 years after Joseph, Canaan (called Minhah) on the Day of Atonement, and it

was occupied by the Israelite, Edomite, and is the oldest piece in prose written in modem
Ganaanite as separate nations. In the Old Greek. Besides the Hebrseo-Fersian manuscripts

Testament (Isaiah xix. 18) the language of the in Paris, the Imperial Library of St. Fetersbui^
Bible is called the language of Canaan,—in no jx)ssesses a fragment of a Hebraeo - Talmudic
instance Hebrew. The Hebrew language is used dictionary, written at Djorjan in 1339, and the

by the small colony of Jews residing in Cochin British Museum an astronomical treatise, tran-

and its neighbourhood. Hebrew is a branch of scribed in Hebrew characters from a Persian
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itecentlr, Mr Nraba;® ac^ti^ in a

Pentateuch and Psalms, wntteli at Koom in the g antinuorum, L.

year 1483, to wMoh a Jewish calendar in Persian g. nivulia, Buck,

Ifl Another rnamiscriut contains a Ciesalpinia sepia]
is attached. Another manuscript contains a Ciesalpinia sepiaria, Box,

translation of the Psalms, which is missing in the 0* sappan, L.

Pads colketkm. The copyist states that it was oX” X.
written for the great king, Kibleh-i- Alain (the

i^ar^insonia aculeata, L.

Kibleh of the world), possibly Kablai Khan, who poinciana nulcherrima, X.

was the great protector of art and science in that Mimosa rubicaulis, Lam.

dark age, about 1 294. Indeed, at that time, when Inga dulcis,

Argun was the vassal king of Persia, the Jewish

his minister ofphysician Saad-ud-Daula was
finances, who not only restored order to the

finances of the kingdom, and forced the Mongol

generals to obey law and justice, hut also attracted

learned men and poets to the court of his master.

The most curious of the manuscripts is a fragment

of an epopee, which has for its subject the whole

of the biblical history, and is simply an imitation

of Firdausi
;

its author, howev^ remains at

present unknown. I

HEDERACKAJ], the ivy tribe of plants, the

Araliacese of A. Rich. Species of the genera panax,

paratropliia, and hedera occur in India. H.

heteropnylla occurs in Penang, P. palmata in Nepal

and Arakan, P. terebinthacea in Penang, and H.

exaltata, Thw.^ is a large tree growing in the

central province of Ceylon, at an elevation of

4000 to 6000 feet. If. umhellifern, the Sarura of

Amboyna, has a shrubby, unarmed stein, and

yields a blackish or dull-brown resin with a very

Acacia Arabica, Willd.

A. conciniia, D. C,

Vacliellift farnesiana, W.
Hemicyclia sepiaria, W.

Jatropha 6ums| X*
Pisonea aculeata,

Capparis sepiaHa, X.
0. aphylla, BoXk
Sciitia Indioa, Brong,

Azima tetracautha, Lam,
Gmelina Asiatica, X,
Balsamodenclron Perryi,

Am.
Todilalea aculeata, Pefi.

Bambusa arundinacea.
Bambusa spinosa. Box*
B. liana, Jiox.

Dendrocalamua tulda, JVec#.

Pandanus odoratissimus.

ri. Ornamental plants forming inner fences.

Lawsonia inermis, Wall.

Lonicera ligiistrina, X.
Citrus limctia, Bisjf.

Morns Iiidic<a, X.
Punica granatiim, X.
Phyllaiitlius reticulata.

Hibiscus rosa Sinensis, X.

Adhatoda vaslca, jPTiiei.

A. betonioa, iVecjj.

Graptophyllum hortense,

Nees.
Gendarussa vulgaris, Nm,
Gardenia florida, X.

I Allatnanda cathartica, X.

nr. Plants used for edging garden walks.

Pcdilanthus tithymaloides,
|

Rosa semperflorens, CurtU.
Poit. Heliotropium Ourassaid*

Vinca rosea, Willd. cum, X. i f A
Rosalndica, X.

Tlie (/acti, Agavese, and Euphorbi® are adapted
to tli(‘ arid districts, their structure enabling them
to exist, when refreshed with only occasional

showers
;
the Mimosene and Cffisalpine® seem to

njoy the somewhat more cold and moist climate
f the Balaghat districts; while the Bambiisc®

powerful aromatic camphorated smell.

—

Eng. Cyc.; and Pandane® luxuriate in the rich loamy soil of

Voigt ;
Thw. the Mulnad {i.e. rain country). Plants for railway

HEDERA IIEIjX, the ivy. fences ought to differ as the line is continued

Ti.i.’T,nn I

through various districts, ill accordance with the

Beas! Karmora.Mndb.,KAGliAN
' con.litioim uiidfir which particiiliir plants thri\ne

I'arwatti, Trans Indus, best between certain limits of temperature and

Lablab kusaus,
Brumbrumof .

Dakari, . ,
*

.

Kiiral, Kuril of

Harbambal of .

Chknab.
Jhelum.

Kanir, .... Ravi.
Karbarii,Kaiiiurii, Sutlej.

This ivy has a climbing stem, with root-like

fibres. It is found between the Canaries and
Europe on the west, and the northern parts of

China on the east. In the north of India, aixl

indeed occasionally in Italy, the berries, instead

of being black as in Britain, are bright yellow,

and it is supposed that tJiis is more particularly

the Hedera of the Roman poets. The llowers are
yellowish, and appear late in the season, and, in

consequence, are much resorted to by bees at
seasons when little other food is to be had. It is

common in the Panjah Himalaya, at places from
8200 to 8000 feet

;
occurs in the Salt Range and

Trans-Indhs
;
and Dr. Bcllew got it at 9000 feet

moisture.

—

Thnnhcrg''}^ Tr, iii. 8 ;
Cleghom ifi

Hep. Brit. .Tw. 1850, p. 311.

IIEDUNG of Java, the chopping knife of the
Tenger inountaineers.

HEI)-YA. Maui?. A drover or cattle-dealer.

HEDTCUHLLM, a genus of plants belonging to
the natural order Zingiberace®. 28 species occur
in tlie East Indies, some of them with sweet-
smelling flowers.

Hcdychiuin coronarium, Linn.

Doolal champa, . Beng. I Ganda suli, . . Malay.
Khet-lan-th®, . Buum.

|

The garland flower, much cultivated. The
flowers are fragrant; colours, omngc, scarlet,

yellow, and white. Tlie yellow and white varieties

a . • , „ Ti. • w 1 ^
common. This is the most charming of

near the Safed Koh. It is stated to he a favourite rJl the plants of this natural order; the great
food of goats, and in Kullu the leaves arc said to 1 mgth of time it continues to throw outaprofusion
be added to the beer of the country to make it <.£ toge, l,oautiful, frafp-aut blossoms, mako. it

c .x
particularly desirable. The plants are increasedHEDGEIKJG, the genus Erinaceus of the mam- f,y dividing the roots.

malia. There are in India two species, E. collaris

and E. mentalis. E. dealbatiis, Swinhoe^ is Chinese.
HEDGES are not used for the cold-weather

crops of India. For the garden crops, sugar-cane,
betel vine, and others, the large species of sac-
ohaVum are used. Quick hedges are formed in

-Hcdychiuin spicatum, Hoyle.

Ban-haldi
; Shlui of Beas.

Sidhoul, , . . Hind.
Ban-kela

; Saki of Ravi.
Khor;Bhalwl, . Sutlej.

Bazar Boots,
San-nai, Sandah, OhIN,
Kapur kaehri, . Hiitp.
Kachur, Seer, Rultf,

T r i -T . ° .

This grows throughout the East Indies, ill NeMl,
of the Lycium .Taponieum, Citrus tnfoliato, in the Pwijab Himalaya, up to near the Jhelran,e^enia, species of Viburnum, Thuja, Spirtea

i
at least, at from 8600 to 7600 feet. Mid also in

a^arboursaremadeof theDolichospolystechyos. China. Its latge broad leayes are twisted, andIMClegh(^ gives the following as the wild and made into coarse mats for sleeping on, etc. The
AmtlVated hedge plants of India root is fragrant, warm, and arotaaUe

; a^ Dr.
SO
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iibyii^^kd it may (irobably ba tbe ritta^ Wsd^r
(a&Dgil of Aimili«. The root, oapoor outdhery,

n Ohioa, Ifl out into gmall pieoos tnd dried for

exportationI hafi internally a whitish OOlotir, but

extetimlly it is rough and of a reddish colour
;

it

las a pungent and bitterish taste, and a slightly

iromado smell. It is exported to Bombay, and

rom thence to Persia and Arabia ,* it is said to be

ised in perfumery and for medicinal purposes,

md also to preserve clothes from insects. In

hirkwal they are used in washing the newly
naliied

;
and Madden states that they are pounded

^^rith tobacco for the hookah.

—

O'Sh; Mamim;
Uoxl). ; Voigt ; StewdirL

HEDYOtlDEdS, a section of plants of the

mtural order CinchonacesB, containing species of

IVendlandia, Dentella, Iledyotis, etc. There are

on known species of Hedyotis.

Hedyotis Burmanniana, It J3r.

Oldenlandia biflora, Lam.
Gerontegea biflora, Cham, awl Schl.

IChet-papra, « . Beno.
|

Purputi, Papra, . Hind.

Two-flowered Indian madder, is a plant of Ceylon,

)oth Peninsulas of India, and Bengal. Appears in

noist ground in the rainy season. The whole
&lant is used in infusion as an excellent tonic and
febrifuge in chronic fever. Dose 1 to 2 drachms

;

price 8 annas per lb. Other species also occur,

ind are called Ganda hadalec and Poonkha.

Hedyotis Heynei, It. Hr.

H. herbaoea, WiUde.
1
Oldenlandia horbacea, Jtox.

Telia nela vemu, .... Tel.

A plant of the Peninsula of India.— Irvine.

Hedyotis umbellata, Lamarck.

H. hisi>ida, Both. Oldenlandia umbellata,
H. Indica, Bcem. and Sch. Linn.

Okay-root, Anulo-Tam. Saya, . , Tam.
[ndian madder, . Eng. Etnburel cheddi, . ,,

Ohoya, .... Singh. Chcrivelu, . . . Tel.
Sayan ; Sayan mul, „
This dye plant grows in sandy soils on the Coro-

[nandel coast. The root of that which grows wild

s reckoned the best, but it is also cultivated

io some extent. For the cultivcation of the jdant

he finest sandy soil is required, as being the

nost favourable to the free growth of the root,

)n the length of which the value of the article

greatly depends. The cultivation commences in

he end of May or beginning of June, with

he first falls of the south-west monsoon. Dur-
ng the space of three months the sand is sub-
ected to repeated ploughings, and is thoroughly

fleaned from all weeds. Between each ploughing
t is manured, and after the last ploughing it is

evelled with a board, and fonned into small beds
)f about six feet by three. The seed, wliich is

extremely minute (so much so that it is impossible

0 ^ther it except by sweeping up the surface

;and into which it has fallen, at the end of the
larvest), is then sown by spreading a thin layer

)f Sana over the prepared beds. Tliey are then
Lept constantly moist, and are watered gently with
k sieve made of palmyra fibres, five or six times
1 day

;
care being taken that the water is quite

iWeet and fresh, for which purpose it is obtained
Toitt wells newly dug in the field. At the end of
ir: fertafught the seeds under this treatment will

likV4^ geiminated freely, after which the young
^t» are oidy watered once a day, ifi addition to
^hich, bk|«tid cow-dung, greatly diluted with water,

sprinkled over them, In about four

Months More, or at the end of six months frotii

the time of sowing, provided the Season has been
good and the falls of rain regular^ the plants will

have reached maturity, and the roots be ready for

digging. But no artificial irrigation will conden-
sate for a failure of the natuial rain

;
and when

this happens, the plaiite must be left for three or
even four months longer, in which case the
produce will be deficient both in quantity and
quality. Bui in an ordinary season the produce
of a podu, or jilot containing an acre ana three-

quarters, will yield from 5 to 10, averaging about

8, candies of 600 lbs. each.

The plants are dug up with a light wooden Spade
tipped with iron, and are tied into bundles of
a handful each, without cutting off the stocks.

They are then left to dry, the leaves wither and
fall off, and the bundles are weighed and removed.
Before the digging begins, the seeds, which have
now ripened, are shed, and, being exceedingly
minute, become inextricably mixed with the sand^

the suripace of which is therefore carefully scraped
up, and reserved for future sowings.

It is largely used by the Indian dyer in the south
of India. It funiishes a red dye similar to
maiijiih. Experiments in Great Britain with the
chay-root liave hitherto failed, in consequence, it

is supposed, of deterioration during the voyage.
In the ca.se of this and of some other Indian dye-
stuffs, the colouring matter could bo extracted

similarly to indigo before it is exported.

—

O'Sh.

;

Ains.; R. Mad. Ex. 1857. See Chay-root; Dyes.
HEDYSARUM. Ti-yu, OhIN. Several occur

in China, where the roots are employed as a styptic

or vulnerary. The leaves are used as a vegetable,

and as a substitute for the proper tea-leaf.

H. linearc is used in Cochin-China as a
stomachic, and H. alpinum in Siberia for the same
purpose.

H. jimceum grows in vast quantities in Shek-
hawatti and elsewhere, near Jeypore

;
the small

branches arc sweet, and eaten by camels and other

cattle. This becomes a considerable bush, and
has no thorns.

II. edysarum tuberosum, Roxh.
I’ueraria tuberosa,

—

Bank'si Ic. Kemp. tab. 26.

Kudsumi, . . , Hind.
|
Daree goomodee, . . Tbl.

A rare species, a native of the valleys far up
amongst the mounfiiins. It flowers during the hot
season, at which time it is perfectly naked of
leaves, being deciduous about the beginning of

the cold season. The root, peeled and bruised
into a cataiilasm, is employed by the natives of the

mountains where it grows to reduce swellings of

the joints.

—

Roxh. ii. 8G3
;
Gen. Med. Top. p. lOo

;

Smith.

HEEL. This part of the body is often alluded

to by oriental nations. The only vulnerable part

of Krishna’s body was liis heel, in which he was
shot by a Bhil.

HEEMACIIA. Hind. A bag made of the

skin of a lamb, used by fakirs.

HEEN. Every Chinese province is divided

into a certain number of distiicts, called Fu, Ting,

Chow, or Keen. A Fu is a large portion or

department of a province under the general con-
trol of a civil officer, immediately subordinate to

the head of the provincial govemment.-^iSi^r^

Chinm.
HEERA-KASBEES. HMD. Dry persulphate

of iron, used in dyeing, in Making ink, blacking
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leather
;
also in medicine, and made into missi to

apply to the teeth. To make—*

Bloch Heera-kassees, chaipal harra, chooni-

gond, lila tootiya, iron filings, kuth, equal parts,

pounded and mixed ; rubbed on the gums.
White missi.—Sufaid soorum (crystallized carbonate

of lime, double refracting spar) and cinnamon
pounded together ; used as tooth-powder.

/SVlda’^*assees.<—Impure sulphate of iron, the refuse

from the manufactory of the sulphate of copper

;

four seers for one rupee.

HEERA-KHOND, a place in Assam Avhcrc

diamonds occur. See Diamond.

HEERANA or Hirana, in E. Oudh, manuring a

field by penning a herd of cattle or flock of sheep

in it for several hours. K’hhutana is used in a

Himilft.r sense in Rohilkhaiid. This practice is

known in England under the name of fold-course

or foldage, and formerly meant a privilege

which several lords reserved to themselves of

setting up folds within their manors for the better

manumnee of the same.— Elliot^ Snpp. Gloss.

HEGGADE. Karn. The hcfidmanof a town

or village, but especially applied to one of the

Jain religion. It is tdso used by certain castes as

an affix to proper names, to intimate respectiibility,

corresponding with Sahib or Mian in Hindustan.

— Wilson's Glossary.

HEI-MIN, in Japan, all below the nobles
;
the

commonalty.
HEJAZ, Arab., is a large province of Arabia,

containing the two sacred cities, Mecca and

Medina. But geographers differ much as to its

limits. Bui’ton siiys that the Arab of the Hejaz

still uses heathenish oaths .and heathen names,

few being MaJiomedaii. Their ordoiil of licking

red-hot iron, their practice of the salkh or scarifi-

cation as a sign of manliness, and their blood

revenge, their eating creatures whicli liave not

been made lawful by the usual formula, and their

lending their wives to strangers, he indicates as

showing how little Malioinedanism has influenced

the uncivilised jMirts of the country.

—

Burton's

Mecca^ iii. 79.

HELA, a man of a low caste; an inferior

division of the Bhangi, eiigage<l in the lowest

menial offices. The Hela pride themselves on
eating the leavings of Hindus only.

HELEOCHARIS TUBEUOSA, Haim, and Sch.,

the Ma-tai or Pe-tsi of the Chiru'se, is a rinsh which
is cultivated in ponds for its edible tubeiu H.
iistulosa and H. plantaginea of Austiulia and India <

and H. sphacelata are allied ])lants.

—

Smith.

HELFER, Dh., of the Bengal medical service,

and a celebrated botanist, was iuurderc<l by the

natives of the Andamans, in January 1 8o0. See
As. Jour. 1840, vol. xxxiii. Author of Notice of

the Mergui Arcliipehigo, ibid. vol. xxxiii. ; Report
on Tenasserim and the siurountliiig Nations, Bl.

As. Trans, vol. viii. Along with IJeiitenant

Hutchinson, he reported on the new coal-field of

Tenasserim in Bl. As. Trans. vol. viii. 385.

Author of Researches on the Tenasserim Coast, in

Friend of India, 165, 638.

—

l)r. Buist^ Catalogue.

HELIANTHUS ANNUUS.
Shooria mukti, . Bkng.
Suraj mukhi, . . Hind.
Suriamukhi, . . Sanhk.

L. Sim-fiower.

Aditya bhakti chettu.
Poddu or Proddu
tirugudda chettu, Tel.

It is indigenous in Mexico and Peru; it was
early introduced into Europe after the discovery
of America. It is one of the cistace®, or rock-
rose tribe. An acre has been known to yield

50 boshels of seed - like nutlets, from which 50
gallons of oil have been preyed, useful for the

table, for machinery, soaps, and for painting. The
seeds arc valued for feeding fowls, also as a sub-
stitute for coffee. The largo flower-heads yield

much honey, the stalks a useful textile fibre,

and the blossoms a brilliant, lasting yellow dye.

The absorbing and exhaling powers of this pl^t
are great, and it is valuable for raising quickly

vegetation around fever morasses. A sun-flower,

according to I^accupidan, will exhale IJ lb. of
water in a day. Its products are yielded in a few
months.

—

Boxb.
;
Von Mueller,

HELIANTHUS TUBEROSUS. Linn,

Bheamoka, . . • Beno.
|
Jerusalem artichoke, Eno.

A native of Brazil, but the plant is cultivated

throughout India as a vegetable in gardens.

Jerusalem artichoke is a cormption of the Italian

Girasole. It was introduced into Europe at the

Fariiese Garden at Rome, whence it was originally

di.stributed. The roots are composed of a number
of oblong tubercles, very large and fleshy, reddish
outside and white within, resembling a potato

;

the stems are herbaceous, and upright. In France
it is also known by the name of topinainbour
and

2
)oire de terre. According to Braconnot and

Payon, the tubers do not contain fecula, but a
vegetable princijJe called inulin or dahlin. These
tubers, when cooked, form a good substitute for

l)otatoe8, and by some are even preferred. The
foliage and tubers increase the milk of cows

;
the

stem is rich in textile fibre. Its yield is as

plentiful as potatoes, with less labour; and in

fair land, rich in
2
)otash, continues unintenaiptedly

from year to year.

—

lloxh.
; Von Mueller.

HELJCIA KOBUHTA. Wall
Khoi>nla robtista, Jiojrb.

[

H. Travancorica» Bedd.

A very handsome, good-sized tree, not un-
common on hanks of streams on tlm Ti-avancore

and Tinnevelly mountains, above Panpanassam,
at about 4000 feet elevation

;
it also inhabits

Eastern Bengal and Burma.

—

Beddome., FI. Sylv.

lIEJJtdDyK, a family of Gasteropodous inol-

lusca, the land snails. l8eo Molliisca.

HELICTERES ISGRA. Linn. Screw-plant,
luora corylifolia, Sch. and End,

Dhamni, . . . Dukh. i Avurtunni, . . . Sansk.
Murad sing?, . . ,, I Leeviya-gaha, . . SiNOH.
Kewuii? Kewauui, „

j

Valambirikai, . . Tam.
Maror-phalli, . . Hind. Syamali, . . . Tel.
Kupaisi, Joa-ka-idial, „ I Ada syamali, Kavanchi, ,,

Kisht, Bur-kislit, . I’krs,
j
Nooli-tudda, . . „

This jJant lias a singular-looking contoi*ted cap-
sule, consisting of five fibres closely twisted in the
shajie of a screw, of various lengths, from 1 to 2^
inches. A liniment is jirepared from the powder
of it, whicli is suj^iwsed to be a valuable applica-
tion in cases of offensivij sores inside of the ears.

The Telugu name means that the juice of the root
is a i)ow(?rful stomachic. The powder of the fruit

has also been used in griping jiains of the bowels,
but solely because the twisted fibres of the capsule
were considered to stamp it as a remedy, accord-
ing to the ancient doctrine of signatures. The
fibre of the bark makes good ropes.—Powell j
Stewart; A ins. Mat. Med. p. 118; CrSh. p. 228.
HELICTIS. Gray. A genus of the wminmAlia

^

belonging to the order Carnivora and family
Felidi. The species inhabit Eastern Asia, and
have the general appearance and colouring of
Mydaus, combined with a dentition resembling

32
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that of Gulo or Mustela, but differing from both

the latter genera in the large iiitenial lobe of the

upper carnivorous tooth. Inhere are tluoe species,

—H. moschata of China, 11. Nopalensis, the Nejial

volverine, and H. orientalis, Ilorsfield^ from
dalayana. They have long claws, adapted for

)iuTOwing.—Jerdon, Mammals^ p. 80 ;
Kutj. Cyc.

HELILAH. Akab., Pers, Myrobalan of fer-

ninalia chebula, lioxh. Of these tlu're arc^six

Linds,—Helilah zu*ah, the young fniit, dried,* of

he size of cumin seed
;

Helilah jaoi, size of a

>arley-corn
;

Helilah zengi, size' of a raisin, and

)lack like a negro
;

Helilah chini, laigiT than

lelilah zengi, and greenish; Ht^lilah asfer, fruit

lear maturity and yellow
;

Helilah kabuli, the

ruit at full maturity, call(‘d also Sarwarri hirda.

lelilah " i - siah, Pkrs., Helilaj-iil-aswad, Arab.,

lelileh-i-kalaii, Pers., Helilaj -ul- kabuli, Arab., i

'enninalia chebula, myrobalan. !

HELIOPOLIS or Ikalbec, the Jkalith of

Icripture, and Heliopolis or temple of tlie sim of

lie Greeks, is now a ruin. It is on the lower

lopes of the Anti-Libanus, 48 miles north-w(‘st

I Damascus, in lat. 34° 1' 30'' N., and long. 3(1°

1
' E. The date of its origin is unknown

;
but

Intoninus Pius built a great teniph* then*. Tt

v^as sacked in A.D. 748 by the Mahomodans, and

inally pillaged in a.d. 1400 by Timnr, and now
onbiins about 100 Arab families, cultivators, and
erdsmeu, who reside in a <piarter surrounded by
modern wall. The gr(‘at tt‘m])le of the sun and

ts buildings, are at the western end, outside the

iiodern walls. There were rows of pillars in the

’orinthian order of arohite(?ture, almost all of

diieh have now fallen, as also have; the roofs of

Teat courts, one of them 114 feet square, and
aulted passages. On the east is a court 230 feet

y 118 feet, wliich had arches on its western and
orthern sides. See Baal))ee.

HELIOS. The sun-god. See Aditya Ra; Heri.

HELIOTHIS AHMIGERA, an insect of the

fiinily Noctuida), which in innunierahle hordes

ttacked the poppy crops of Shahahad and Patna

i the season 1877-78; it is equally destructive

0 the cotton crops. It eats into tlu; capsules of

kc poppy and cotton
;
careful hand-picking is the

ole remedy, 'fhe pupae become eiitrappi*d in the

apsule. In February and Miircli it attacks the

offee plant.

HELIOTROPE or Bloodstone, a qiiaitzosc

mineral, which occurs abundantly in tlie trap

ocks of the Dekhan.
HELIOTKOPIUM, a genus of flowering plants

f the natural order Jioraginaceae
;
.several species

re known in India. They should he grown in a

oil more approaching to sand than clay. They
,rc easily cultivated in iK)ts, or the flower beds;

>roi)agatcd by cuttings in sand under glass. 'rii(*y

cquire to be protected from the hot winds.

—

^toxh. ; Riddell

Hcliotropium Brcvifoliiim, Wall.

Jhiti mirak, . Derajat.
j
Chittiphub, . . PANJ.

The herb is said to bo laxative and diuretic

;

he seeds are emenagogue.— Wallich ;
Powell.

HELIX, a genus of land-snails very numerous
Q India.

HELL.
I

Bafer, ..... Fr. I Narakam, . . , Sansk.
Geb. I.Iniierno, . t . . 8r.

'erjio, .... It.
1
Jahannam, . . Turk.

mongst Jews, Christians, Mahomedans, and

Hindus, a place of after punishment, to which the
souls of wicked people arc sent. Mahomedans
call it by the Hebrew and Arabic tenn, Jahanam,
but also Dozakh

;
the Hindus, Narakam. Amongst

the Japanese, Gokuja, or hell— or, as it is other-
wise called, Roja—is their cage. By this they
mean theii* prison, which sttinds about the middle
of the toAvn, at the corner of a descending street.
The Hindus have seven or eight hells, named
Atiila, Nitala, Gabhastimat, Mahatala, Sutala, and
Patala, each under a regent. The Siva Parana
enumerates eight; other names not enumerated
above, being Tala, Vidhi Patala, Saikiira-bhiimi,

and Vijaya.

—

J/is/. of Japan.

TIELLEBORUS NIGER, black hellebore.

Khertik, Kherbeck, Arab. Kuddii, , GUJ., HiND.
Kurbec ul-aswad, . ,, Helleboro, , , . Port.
Neiswurtel, , . . Dan. Kataka-rohini katuruiii,
Kalikiitki, Duk., Hind. Sansk., Tam., Tel.
Schwartz Nciss* Calurana, . . , SlNGU.

wargeJ, .... Ger.

Under the native names, two kinds of hellebore
are commonly met with in tlie Indian bazars,

brought from Nepal and the Red Sea. The roots
of both plants are used in medicine

;
they are

much used by farriers, and occasionally by native
pi-actitioners, as a ])Owerfiil cathartic in maniacal
and dro])sical cases. The roots of one kind occur
ill pie(;es of 4 to (j inches, are blacik all through
their substance, externally of a greyish colour,

with mimero\is joints. The second variety is in

similar pieces, but of a whiter colour internallv.— Faulk.; 0\Sh. )>. 1C8.

HELL-WATER, a narcotic spirit, distilled in

.Java from tlie fleshy liait of the fruit of Arenga
sacclia-rifera.

HELMAND IHN'ER is tlje Etymander of the
classics, and the llictumat of the ^\uldidad. It

rises at Fuzindaz, in the west slopes of the moun-
tains of Paghman, about lat. 34° 40' N., and long.

C8 '

2' E., and, flowing gtmerally to the S.W., after

a course of 700 miles falls into tlie lake of Seistan.

It is fordable at fourteen jilaces. It is capable of
being navigated by steamers. Its banks are fertile

and well woodt'd, and an industrious population

at one time occupied it, but left it, disgusted with
the iiise(!urity tliat pr(‘vails

;
and the accounts of

it by travellers, writing at different times, have
gi’catly varie<l

—

MacGrcf/o)\ p. 335 ;
Malcolm's

7 Vr.s/o, i. p. 3 ;
Potliuyer's 7V. p. 31G

;
Perrier's

Journals p. 428. Sec Aria Pains.

HELMSMAN, the Sikani, Hind., Jurumudi,
Malay. Sikani is from Sukhan, a hehn. Sukliani,

a helmsman.
lIELO'r. Modern India is largely inhabited by

Hindus jiropcr and Helot races, who have become
completely or paitially amalgamated into Hindu
society. 'Ihc superior Helot classes, all over

Noi-tliern India, cultivate to a considerable extent

cither on their own account or as the servants of

others. In the south of India arc the Paiiah, who
are represented in the Canan‘se Karnatica by the

Holar, and amongst the Mahrattas bytheMharand
Dher, and by the Malla in Tclingana. The leather-

workers, the Chakili of tlie Tamil people, are the

Madiga of the Teling race, and the Mhang of the

Mahrattas. In Northern India, the Dom, Dam,
and Dumi; in Central India, tlie Kharwar or

Kheroar, or ancient Santal, and the present Kheria.

In the Paiijab are the Chura serfs, descend.ants of

the Chaiira military Helots of the Mahabharata.



HELWINGIA. HEMILBIA VA8TATRIX.

Indian Sarsaparilla, or Country Sarsapari^ is

a common plant all over the Indian Peninsula.

The root is long and slender, with few mnifica-

Throughout India are the Coolie or Kuli*, and the

Hadi is a Helot race in Bengal—il/r. Camphell

HELWINGrIA, a very anomalous genus of
, j ^

^

Himalaya and Japan, having the unisexual flowers tions, covered with rust-coloured very fragrant

sessile upon the middle of the leaf, owing to the bark, the odour remaining after drying, and

adhesion of the flower-stalk to the loaf-stalk and strongly resembling that of new-mown hay. The

midrib. H. Himalaica, Hook., grows at 7000 feet, roots have long been employed in the Madras

HEMA. Sansk. Gold. Hemadai, golden ! Presidency as a substitute for sarsaparilla, and

mountain, ie. Morn. Hema-Kufa, golden peak,
j

lia%o been also used in England, and very highly

a range between the Himalaya and Meru. spoken of. It can be purchased of good quality at

HE\fA CHANI3KA, a great Jaina tt‘acher who from 2 to 4 annas the seer. It occurs in bundles

lived in the 12th century. Ho gained over to the about a foot and a half long. Much of its virtues

Jaina faith tlie Hindu kings of Gujerat, shortly depend on a volatile principle
;
and it should not

after which these juinces disappeared before the be employed in decoction, as long boiling dissipates

Mahomedan conquests. Hema Chandra seems to the active ingredient. The infusion is a fragrant
liave been the author of Abhidana Chintamani, and highly effectual alterative and diuretic, of great
a useful vocabulary, and of a life of Mahavim, service in secondary venereal affections and
printed under Mr. Oolebrooke’s superintendence. chronic rheumatism. It is in every respect a
HEMADHT, a Brahman of the Madhyandiniya perfect substitute for sarsaparilla.

—

O’S/t. Disp.
Sakha, of the Sukla Yajur-Veda. Ho wrote IIEMIGYMAfA MACLEODH. GriffJ
several books, the Chaturvarga Chintamani on Cordia Macleodii, Hooker,

law, the Muktaphala on religion, and a Coinmen- Deyngan of . Jubbulpuii.
|
Botku,

tary on Wagbhata, called Ayur Veda-Hasilyana.
HEMBAKO, the Tibetan name of the tem-

tory in Ladakh which the Kashmirians call Dras.

HEMEBOCALLIS, a genus of plants belong-
ing to the natural order Liliacea% called day-lilies.

H. flava is a native of Gonnany, and JI. fulva of

Italy
;
H. disticha from China

;
H. Sieboldii from

Japain H. speciosa and H. graminea are culti-

vated in gardens.

Ilemerdcallis fulva, WilUk., Nargas, Gool-nargas,
Hind., the narcissus of India, cultivated as a
flowering plant.

Hemerocallis graminea, Tafarinov, Iliucn-ts’au,

CliiN.
^

111 China tliis is regarded as a charm for

dispelling grief, and is worn in women’s girdles to
favour the birth of sons. The young leaves arc
eaten, and intoxicate slightly. 'Hio flowei*a of
this day-lily, when dried, arc called the Kin-tsin-

Roxh. ii. p. 108; (kn. Med. Top.
HEMIOYCLIA, a genus of moderate-sized trees

of Ceylon and the Pmiinsula of ludiji. H . Gardneri,

. . . Tst.

I’his tree is abundant in the Godavery forests
near Mahadeopur, and near Warangal, and it is

also indigenous to the Jubbulpur forests, where it

is called Heyiigan. It yields a very beautiful

wood, which w'oiilJ answer as a substitute for

maple for picture frames, etc.

—

Captain Beddome.
HEMIGVROSA CANESCENS. Roxh.

Molinrea cancacens, Roxh. Sapindus tetmphyllus,
Ciipania canescens, W. A. D. C.

Kurpa, .... Mahb. Koriai, , , , .
• Tkl.

Nekota, .... Tam.
A common tree in jungles on the eastern side

of tlic Madras Presidency, Salem, Cuddapah,
Mysore, etc.

;
also found in Bombay and Ceylon.

It does not ascend tlu^ mountains much above
8000 feet. The wood is wlutisli, and is occasionally
used by the natives for building purposes.—
Beddome, P'l. Stjlr. p. 151.

HEMIGYRO'SA DEFICIENS. W. A.

Sapiudus deticiens, W. A.
A small or middling-sized tree of the Tinnevelly

notveryabmidant; H.laiicoolata.T'/Hc., grows ghats, coimnon at yO()(.»t.o4000 foot elevation, Anf-

^ Caltura, (^ylou; and H. sepiaria, IF. and A., mallavs (bead of the ghat from Palghat up to the
Weera-gass, Stnoii. is abundant m the hot, drier Ncliampatty coffee estates) 2500 feet elevation, andpa^ m the pemiisula of the is^ towards the higher raiigi^s at 5000 feet elevation.

il. fcilata, Bedd., is a lofty, straight, glabrous It appears to be in flower all the year round.

—

tree, very common in the dense moist forests of tlie Beddome, FL Sylv. ii. 28 1.Wynad (2000^000 feet elevation), also in the HEMIGVROISA TOICHOCARPA. Thw. A
Aininallays and 1 mnevelly mountains, Tlie leaves moderate-sized tree. One variety gi’ows in the

b'rt have ccntnvl province of Ceylon np to L^Jevation of

n
® 3000 feet, another in the hot, drier parts of thewhich is a small drooping tree with a different island.— 77n/’. y^w. 27. Zei/l. i. p. 56.

mnorescence. H. sepiaria has much more coria xr^virTT . -i...

white and anntted liTarrl nf I ..im;.’.
'

"r*'"-' i
c««'‘ucd about 1879. With the help of the

fte Ge^otid*
^ ^ ^ ^ "'«-‘’«coi>e, it is found at all times to perv^ide the

iiw».Tr.r.ct.ViTn .. ..
greater iiart of the stems and older leaves, in thepMIDESMUS INDICUS. A'. Brown.

Smiluaspera.
|

A8elepia8p8eudo»ara,/?oi:.,

Tam.
Tel.

Periploca Indica, Willde.

tTnuntamul, Bkno., Hind.
Kural
Muckwy^ . . . Dukh.
Magraba, . . . Hind.
Naru Hindi, . . Maleal.
Shadipa, .... Sansk.
lii muBU, . . . SiNOH,

var. latifolia.

Nunnari, . .

Oadi Sugandhi,
Nalla Sugandhi,
Pala Sugandhi,
Suganda-pala,

,

Bala Ohukhandeni,
Telia Sugandhi-pahi,

. . leaves, in the
tom of very fine branching filaments, its effects
being apparent in numerous somewhat translucent
spots, which may be observed when holding one
of the older leaves against the light. The direct
injury so caused to the coffee tree is, however,
very slight, as compared with the effect produced
when the fungus attacks the young leaves, causing
mem to fall prematurely. The presence of the
fungiis-filaments in such abundance on the outer
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irfabd of the tree Is (juite sufficient to account

>r phenomena which it was first thoi^ht must
e attributable to a poisoning; of the juices of the

•ee, by an absolution of the fungus matter through

3 roots. The latter idea must therefore be given

p, and the disease considered as external, except

hen it appears within the tissue of the 'yo\m$f

(aves. Subsequently, from these enclosed masses

F filaments short branches are produced, which

nerge from the pores, and bear the conspicuous

•ange-coloured spores or reproductive bodies,

ome of these spores have been observed to

jrmiuate on the outside of the leaf, producing

ranched filaments of exceeding tenuity, which

row with marvellous rapidity all over the%surfaco

F the leaf, and beyond to the stems. Tlie ends
'

some of these filaments, too, have been observed
I enter the pores of the loaf, to form fresh disease-

jots and fresh crops of spores. I’he true Liluuian

)ffec is said to be of hardy habit, and more able

I resist the ravages of this disease*.

HEMIONITISCORDIFOTJA. In Tenasserim,

jar the sea-shore, this species of mule fern, with

jrdate fronds, is sometimes seen.

—

Dr. Mason.
HEMIPTERA, an order of insects; several

‘uera occur in India
;
amongst them

—

im. Pachycoridaj, DaU. Oantuo, Jiijmot and /S'm’.;

Oallidea, Lap.
m. Eurygasteridaj, Ball. Trigonoaoma, Lap.
im. I’lataapid®, BaH. Coptoaoina, Lap.
m. ITalydidaj, DaJh Halys, Fal)i\

tin. Pentetarnida?, St. Pentatenna, Olive.; Cataran-
thiis, S^in.; Kliapliigafster, Lap.

im. Kdesaidaj, /)«//, Aspongopus, Lap.; Tesseratoina,

Lcp. arui Sew.; Oyclupelta, Am. and Serv.

m. Phyllocephalida.!, DaU. i*hylloct;phala, Dtp.
im. Mictida!, DaU. Mictis, Leach.: Crinocerus, livrm.

m. Aniroscelidte, DaU. Leptoscelis, Lap. ; Serinetha,

Spin.
im. Alydidce, DaU. Alydua, Fahr.
im. Stonoocphalidae, DaU. Lcptocoriaa, Latr.

mi. Ooreidj©, Skph, Hhopalua, Sc/iiU.

m. Lygseidjc, Westw, Lygocus, Fahr. ; Khyparoch-
romua, Curt.

un. Aradida?, Wlk. Pieatosoma, Lap.
tm. Tinjpd.'e, Wfk. Calloniana, Wlk.
im. Cimioidft), Wlk. Cimex, Linn,
im. Beduviidse, Steph. Piratea, Burm.; Acanthaspis,

Am. Serv. •

im. HydrometridaB, Leach. Ptilomera, Am. Serv.

tm. Nepidte, Leach. Bcloatoma, Latr.

;

Nepa, Linn,
im. Notonectidie, Steph. Notonceta, Linn.; Corixa,

Oeoiff.

Of the aquatic species, the gigantic Belostonia

dicum attains a size of nearly three inches. Some
them are most attractive in colour. A green

le, often seen on leaves, is quite inoffensive if

imolestcd, but if imtatt‘d exhales an offensive

lour. Insects known as coffee bugs have occa-

>ned to the coffee planters great losses, against

liich, seemingly, at present they have no means
protecting themselves. The whole order emit

powerful odour, and they present a very large

•oportion of gay -coloured and conspicuous

sects. The ladybirds (Coccinellidsc) and their

lies the Eumorphidie are often brightly spotted

. if to attract attention, but they can both emit

aids of a very disagreeable nature; they are

jrtainly rejected by some birds, and are probably

3ver eaten by any. The genera of Homoplerous
emiptera, cicada, lystra, monophlebus, poly-

sura, and cyrene have several species m the E.

E
es.—Tennant. Sec Insects.

EMIRAMPHUS, a genus of fishes of the family

rnbresocidw, which includes the genera Belone,

Scombresox, Hemiramphus, Arrhamphus, and
Exoccetus.

Hemiramphus niacrorhynchos of the Bay of
Bengal, near Pondicherry, has an elongated body,
and proboscis-like memhor ptocceding from its

mouth.
H. Russcdli, Cuv. and Val., Toda pendek

(Pondek, short). Tlio Malays thus denominate
.all the species of Hemiramphus, to distinguish
them from those of Belonc (Toda of the Malays).

’

At Penang this species is nunu*rous at all seasons,

but larger individuals occur at irregular intervals.

1’hey api>ear at European tables under the appel-
lation of guard fish.

—

Cantor ; Harttriq,

HEM 1TRAGUS HYUOCRIUS. Jerdon.
Kemas liylocrius, Ogilhy.

|
Capra warryato, Gray.

Ibex, Kng.
I

Warri-adii, . . , Tam,
Neilgherry wild goat, „ |

W.arri-atu, ... ,,

This is found on the Neilgherry and neighbouring
hills, extending along the Western Ghats nearly

to Cape Comorin
;

.also on the Pulney Hills, and
is called ibex by the Madras sportsmen. They are

very w.aiy, feed like a Hock of sheep, and flee to

the precipices when alanned. Length, 4 ft. 2 in.

to 4 ft. 8 in. to root of tail
;

tail, 6 or 7 in.
;
height

at shoulder, to 34 in.
;
horns occasionally 12

to lb in.

—

Jerdon., pp. 288-90.
HEMITRAGUS JEMLATCUS. Jerdon.

CajJra jharal, Hodyst.

0. quadrirnamis, Hodgx.

Hinialayniiwild go.'it.ENo.

'J’ehr, 'J'arc, Tahir, Hind,
Jhula (male), Kanawau.
Thar, thanii (fern.), ,,

Kras ; Jagla, . Kashm.

Capra jendaicus, H. Smith.

Kart of Kulu.
Jharal of . . . Nepal.
Jclirof. . . . Simla.
E.sbu, Esbi of . . SU'I’LEJ.

It is found throughout the whole of the Hima-
layas, generally in flocks, fo(‘ding on the grassy

sjjots among the rocks. Length, 4 ft. 8 in. to root

of tail; tail, 7 in.
;
height, 3() to 40 in.

;
horns 12

in. long, very thick at the base.

HEMP. Cannabis sativa, JJnn.

Var. C. Indica.

Kinnub, .... Arab.
Ma, Lu-sung'ma, Chin.
Ta-ma, Ya-ma, . . „
Hwang-ma, . . .

Hamp, .... Dan,
Ilinnep, Hiniiup, . Dirr,

Kinnup, .... . „
Chanvre, .... Fr.
Hanf, .... (tER.

Eannabis (canvas), . Gil.

Canape, IT.

Ganja, .... Malay.
Bhang, Chung, . Pkrs.
Konopc, .... Pol.
Cananio, . . Pout., Sp.
Konapli, Koiiopel, Kus.
Bhanga, Ganjika, Sansk.
Hampa, ^Sw.

In the export commerce of India, hemp is a

term applied to the fibres of several distinct plants,

all valuable as cordage materials
;
and the Chinese

terms, Ho-ma, I'a-ma, Ya-ma, and Hwang-ma, are

fibres of urticaccous, malvacooua, and tiliaccous

plants. But the true hemp of Europe is the fibre

of the Cannabis sativa of botanists. It possesses

a remarkably tough kind of woody tissue, capable

of being manufactured into linen and cordage.

It is an annual plant from 3 to 1 0 feet high, with

the males and females on separate stems. It is

difficult to say of what countiy the true hemp
plant is a native,—-Willdenow says Persia, Gmelin
says Tartaiy, Thunberg found it in Japan

; so that

the varieties produceii by climate have by some
been thought to be (hstinct species, the European
being called C. sativa, and tne Indian G. Indica.

Herodotus mentions it as a Scythian plant. Bieber-

stein met with it in Tauria and the Caucasian region.

It is well known in Bokhara and Persia, and is

grown everywhere throughout India, and in the

Himalaya up to 10,000 feet. In European countries
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it is cultivat<'d only for its ligneous fibre, so

extensively employed in the manufacture of ropes,

and of coai-se but strong kinds of cloth. It is

cultivated in oriental countries to obtain the

intoxicating leaves, called Ganja, from which
^

bhan" and subji or sidhi are produced, and for
|

the resinous product called chairas. The mode

of cultivating is, however, different for each of its

products. The plant reepures exposure to light

and air, and is therefore sown thin or transplanted

out, when it is cultivated for its resinous and

intoxicating secretion
;
while the growth of fibre

is promoted by shade ami moisturt', which are

procured by thick sowing.

In Arabia, Egypt, and Turkt^y, the leaves used

as an intoxicant .are known as Hashish, and

Hashash is a teim of oblorpiy
;
the plural Ilashasin

has been supposed by some writers to be the

source of the word Assassin. lor its tibre

it is chiefly grown in Kussia, and is sent to the

other European (jountries for cordage, canvas, and

towelling. The finest (piality of heni]), and that

which brings the highest price, being sold at o0.s.

per cwt. when the best Hussia brings only 47s..

comes from Italy
;
though Frencli, English, and

Irish hem})8 are much esteemed. The Kus.sian

hemp grows best in a friable soil of modenUe rich-

ness. At St. I'etersburg lu^inp is assorted into clean

hemp, or firsts
;
outshot hemp, or seconds

;
half-

cleaned hemp, or thirds
;
and hemp codilla. Riga

hemp is classed as rc'in or clean, outshot, and pass

hemp. Particular care is taken to shii) hemp and

flax in fine dry weather, and to preserve it from

damp by packing with mats
;
for if either get wet,

they are apt to lieat, and to be totally spoiled.

the hemp imported into Great Britain fiom

all countries, from 1877 to 18(S0, ranged from

1,204,080 to 1,820,781 cwt., of value from

£1,084,377 to £2,072,010, almost all from Russia,

Gennany, Italy, and the Philippines; from India,

between tlic years 1874-1870, the raw fibres

exported under the commercial designation of

hemp, in riuantity and in value only I’anged thus,

—

Cut. Ks. <'u’t. H.‘<.

1874-

5, 80,050 (J,fifi,.580 1877 8, .55,812 5,7(5,011

1875-

fi, 75,878 fi,28,f;04 1878 9, 45,(528 4,02,884

1870-7, 85,207 7,58,850 1879-80, 42,202 4,08,076

But during the same period the annual exports

from India of coir, hemp, and jute averaged about

280,000 tons, value £3,500,000, the coir and hemp
being valued about £20 a ton, and jute £ 12 the ton.

SuJifi hemp (Crotalaria juncea), called also Brown

hemp, Madras hem[), Indian hemp, Konkani hemp,

Salsette hemp, Bombay hemp, Travancore flax, and

by the vernacular names, Paiia, Ghore-san, 8iinn,

Shanamoo, Keniia, Ambari, Taag, Wuekoo-nar,

and Janapa-nar. It is the kind most generally

cultivated all ovt'r India, on account of its fibre, i

and is that usually mentioned in the exports from !

Calcutta under the nanie of hemp, but also as
i

sunn. The plant may be distinguished by its
|

flowers being of a bright yellow (dolour, and of
j

the form of the pea and of the laburnum, while I

the leaves are entire and lanceolate.

Amhari or Dekltanihemj) (Hibiscus caimabimis),

called in the languages of India, Mesta-pat,

Nalkee, I^ulooa, Sunni, Valaiti Sunn, Garnikura,

Gongkura, Pooley-nammajii, Pundey, Pundrika, >

and Palungoo of Madras, is veiy generally ciilti-

vated all over India, and exported of very good I

quality from the west side. The fibre is like that I

36

I

of jute. It is often confounded with that of the

j

sunn, as it is one of the brown hemps of Bombay,

I

though the two plants differ much from each other.

Jiibbdpur hemp is established as an article of

I commerce in India, and highly esteemed by good

judges ill Britain.

Manilla hemp is from the Musa textilis, grown
in the Pliilippines, and introduced into S. India by
Major (now Sir George) Balfour, It is being

im]>oi*ted into Great Britain in increasing quantities

and value.

1877, 332,.304 cwt. £488,069 I 1879,337,687 cwt. £4.34,037

1878,421,1(50 „ .551,856
|
1880,407,431 „ 622,776

A gigantic species of Cannabis hemp, growing
from ten to fifteen feet in height, is in China a

staple summer crop. This is chiefly used in

making ropes and string of various sizes, such

articles being in grc*at demand for tracking the

boats up rivers and in the canals of the country.

Jute is the fibre of Corchorus capsularis, and C.

olitorius, and also known to the people as Pat,

Koshta, Bhungee pat, Ghanalitii pat, Putta,

Singin-ganasha. It is now imported as jute, being

largely used in Dundee.

Hemp seed and Oil, Ta-ma, Ho-ma-jin,
Hwang -ma, CuiN. The small, shining, brittle

achaiiiia of the Cannabis sativa, are albuminous

and oily, and entirely devoid of all narcotic pro-

pi'ities, 8’hey are crushed for oil, the Ganja
yennai, T.\mil, in many parts; in Jiiissia, much
us<‘d for burning in lamps.

HEMROO. Hind. A satin fabric of India,

value two rupees the yard. See Kimkhab.

HEN BANE SEED, Hyosciai niis nige r.

Bung, Bnzir-ul-buiig, Au.
|

Khor.'isani ajwain, HiND.
Sikran, T’^rintinikou, Adii.n, Adas pedas, Malay.
rTusqiiiaiue, .... ]''n. Kliora.sani omain, Tam,
Bilsenkrout, . . (rEit.

The seeds of the henbane plant have the odour
of the jdant, and an oily, bitter taste; an oil is

obtained from them. Si‘e Hyosciamns.
1 1 EXDE RS( )N, 1 )ir.

J
a Bengal medical officer, who

travelled in disguise as a Syud from Lodhiana in

18.85, and pa-ssed by way of Mundi, Sanskar, or

Lahiil. to Ladakh and Jskardo, descimding over
tlie dangerous ]>ass of Ahiniiiilali^ and ])y Burzel
or Astor to Guiyo and K.ashinir. He again
travelled to Dir and Ihijwara, but was there

idundercd, and ho retunu'd to Lahore, where he
died of fever in Fe])niary 1880. Ho was the first

projector of tin* Agra Bank.
HENERY, propei ly Ondari, one of the Bombay

islct.s, IJ miles due E. of Kenery Island, and
surrounded by reefs. It is joined on the N. to

'iVombay and Salsette, as these are united to each
otlier by bridges and embankments.
HENLE. Ill 1844 there was issued at Berlin

the Systembong der Plagiostomen by Dr. Henie,
which includecl several of the genera and species
of the fishes of tlie seas in the S. and E. of Asia.
HENNA, lli.M)., Pi-iis., is the leaf of the

Lawsonia alba, Lam., the camphire of Scripture,
tlic Yen-chi-kiali of Chiha, and the Cyprus shrub
of the Greeks and Romans. It is a fragrant plant
when in flower. The fresh leaves, when beat up
with catechu,

* Imbue
The fingers’ ends with a bright roseate hue,
So bright that in the mirror’s depths they seem '*"

Like tips of coral branches in the stream !

’

This use of the leaves is as old as the era of the
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Egyptian mummies, and is still followed by the influence over the affairs of Central Asia, and
Arabs, Persians, and people of British India, the Has endured more than forty sieges in ancient

last of whom know it as the mehndi. The leaves, and modern times. It is one of tlie most ancient

beaten up into a soft mass with rice water, are and most renowned of the cities of Central Asia,

applied to the nails, finger-ends, palms, and soles It gave its name to an extensive province at

of the feet overnight
;
on being washed off the the time of the expedition of Alexander, and is

‘

next morning, these parts are found stained a deep snpiiosed by some to be Alexandria in Ariis.

red colour. Men use it to sttiin their mousbiches Before the invasions of Chengiz Khan, the city

and beards, and for dyeing the manes and tails of coul<i boast of 12,000 retail shops, .‘150 sehools,

their horses. In China, the leaves or flower of 144,000 occupied houses, and 6000 baths, cara-

Lawsonia alba, of the Impatiens balsamina, and of vansaris, and water mills. It was for some time

the Terustroemia Japonica are mixed with lime or the capital cf the empire which was transmitted

alum, and applied to stain the fingei*s, the juane, by Timur to his sons. Under the mild and
tail, and hoofs of horses, red. Chinese children, genial rule of his son, Shah Kukh Mirza, it

especially girls, often liave a circular spot of roug<‘ recovere«l all it had lost. The restored prosperity

or henna placed between the eyes. It is also used continued till the btgiimiiig of the ICtli century,

as an ordinary dye-stuff. A decoction of the leaves Up to that period Herat was not only the richest

is used in skin diseas(‘8, lepra, etc. The flowers (uty in Central Asia, but the resort of the greatest

when distilled are used as a perfume.— .Sw/7//. divines, philosophers, poets, and historians of the

HENSLOWIA PANIOULATA. Mitja. An- age. From the house of Timur it passed in the

ambo, Buijm. A red<lish - coloure<l wood of beginning of the 16th centimy to the Suffava

British Burma, used occasionally for cart wheels, lynasty of Persia, from whom it was taken by
The average length of the trunk to the first branch the Daimini in 1715. It was retiiken by Nadir

is 50 feet.

—

Dr. Branding (kil. Cat. Ax, 1862. l^hah in 17111, and it fell into the hands of

HENZA. Buum. a large golden figure of the Ahmad Shah in 17 19. When the Daurani empire,

sacred bird is in front of the throne of the king of cre‘atc<l by Almiad Shah, was lost by liis grand-

Burma. The word is of Sanskrit origin,—Hanza, sons, and parcelled out among the Barakzai

a goose. The Ilenza is regarded as the king of brothel’s, Shah Kamraii managed to maintain a

birds. It is perhaps a mystic ized swan. Amongst precarious footing at Herat. lie was the son of

the Burmese, the bayot, an emlilem of nobility, is Mahmud, ainl therefore lu^phew of Zaman Shah,

a pretty necklace of several strings or chains of Shah Shuja-ul-Mulk, and Firoz - ud - Din, and
filigree w’ork joined together, and sewn with little last remaining representative of the Saddozai

figures, in red gold, of tlie Henza, which hangs princes in Afghanistan. Herat w’as all that

low down on the breast.— Vuld;^ EmlHissji, }>. 85. remained to him of the empire of his family.

HENZADA, Myanoung, and Tharawaddy, three Kamran w as eruel and dissipated, and his minister,

districts in the Pegu division of British Burma, Var Miihamma<l Khan, was even worse. Dost
with a population of about 500,000. The Muhammad was ruling at Kiibul, and liis half-

number of Burmese in the district in 1876 W'us brother, Kohun-dil Khan, ruled at Kandahar,

greatly in excess of Talaings. On the conquest Dost Muliammad was the son of Phound Khan,

of the lo^Yer country by Aloungbhura (Alompra), Barakzai. On the 2M November 1837, Muhammail
every effort was iiiadi? to destroy the Talaing Shah, king of Persia, laid siege to Herat, in

Rational ity; and now it is said that scarcely any pursuance of his ambitious policy for the re-

one of Talaing descent calls himself anything but conquest of Afghanistan. It was on this occasion

a Burmese, so completely has the national spirit that Herat sustained a memorable ten months’

been extinguished.

—

Imp. Gaz. siege, and all the efforts of the Persian king to

HEPHAESTUS MULCIBEU, or Yulcan, the capture it, aided by the advice and direction of

lanalogue of Visvakarnia, Russian officers, were defeated, i)riiici])ally by the

HEPTAPLEURUMRACEMOSUM. Wif/ht. efforts of Lieutenant Pottinger, of the Bombay
Hedera raceraosa, W. Tv. " Artillery. Shah Kamian and his minister, how-

A large tree, common on the Neilglierries and ever, continued intrigues with Persia, and the

I

Animallays, etc., at elevations from 3000 to 7000 envoy, Major d’Arcy Todd, withdrew. On the

feet
;
grows also in Ceylon.

—

Beddonie, FI. Sj/lv, occun’cnce of disasters in Kfibul, Yar Muhamnuid
HERA, a Babylonian goddess, the prototype of was relieved of all apprehension of the interference

[the Roman Juno and of the Egyptian Ilora. of the British Government, and in 1842 strangled

HERACLEUM, a genus of plants of which his sovereign, Shah Kamran, usiiq^ed the govern-

several species grow in the Himalaya; one of ment of Herat, and professed himself a dependent

these, the padalli or poral, is collected for the of Persia. On his death in 1851, his son Syiid

I

winter fodder of goals, and is siij^posed to increase Muhammad Klian succeeded Iiiin, only to bo deposed

the milk. Wight, in leones, gives H. pedatum. in 1865, and succeeded by JMnhammad Yusuf,

HERAT is also called Heri
;
and tlie river gi’amlson of Firoz, grand-nephew of Shah Zeman.

on which it stands is called Hari-Rud. This Muhammad Yusuf w^as iifterwards deposed, and
priver Hari is called by Ptolemy Ap/o/, by other Isa Khan succeeded

;
hut under him Herat fell to

iwriters Arius
;
and Aria was the name given to the Persians, and he was murdered within a few

.the country between Parthia (Parthiiwa) in the weeks by a jparty of Persian soldiers. By the

west, Margiana (Marghush) in the north, Bactria treaty of Paris, concluded between Britain and
(Bakhtrish) and Arachosia (Ilarauwatish) in the Pereia on the 4th March 1867

,
the Persians were

Ttis the Haroya of the Vendidad, and is required to evacuate Herat. Before they withdrew,

1 to be the same as the Haraiva (Hariva) they installed Sultan Ahmed Khan, better known
cuneiform inscriptions, though this is by the name of Sultan Jan, as ruler of Herat,

il. The importance of its situation is very and the British Government did not refuse to

ind it has always, exercised considerable recognise him as de facto ruler. Shortly after,
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Sultan Jan attacked and took Furrah, but the

Amir of Kabul retook Furrah on the 29th June,

and on 28th of July laid siege to Herat After a

siege of ten months, during which Sultan Jan
died, the Amir Dost Muhammad took Herat by
storm on 27th May 1863. He died eleven days
aftenvards, and was succeeded iu the govenmient
of Kabul by his son, Slier Ali, who placed his

own son, Muhammad Yakub, in charge of the

captured city. Herat was thus again annexed to

the Afghan dominions, Herat was visited by Mr.
Forster in 1783, by Captain Christie in 1810, by
Arthur Conolly in 1831, and by Eldred Pottinger
in 1837. It is a city of great political importance

;

and in the strivings of the Persians and Afghans
to obtain its possession, it has undergone great
changes, but quickly recovers from the effects of

represent all sorts of figures ’ (vide Mandelso’s

Travels, A.D. 1689, translated by J. Davies, book

II. p. 94). A eimUar description is given of it

by the Abbd Guyon in his History of the East
Indies:—‘On trouve encore h Bengale une
espbee singuli^re dcs toiles qui n’est ni fil ni

coton, dont on fait des tapis et des couvortes.

On les nomine simplement herbes. La tige de
riierbe, dont elles sont faites, a un pouce
d’epaisseur et an haut une esp^ce de houppe qui
contient une sortc dc bourree que les femmes du
Paris filent on prendroib ces etoffes heure de
loiser : mais elles sont sujettes a se couper dans
les plis ’ (vide Histoire des Indes Orientales, par
M. FAbbc Guyon, a.d. 1744, iii. p. 19). Fitch,

about the year 1586, and Hanulton in 1744,
both refer to it iu their accounts of Orissa. The

war.

Herat is on the high road between India and
Persia, the centre sjiot of an extensive and fertile

valley, well watered by channels made from a
perennial stream. The climate is the finest in Asia.

There arc two hot inontlis in the year, but the

thermometer even then rarely stands higher than
85 degrees (Fahrenheit) in the shade. The nights

are always cool, often cold. The Herat is have a
proverb, ‘ If the soil of Isfahan, the cool breezes

of Herat, and the waters of Khw'arizm were in

the same place, there would be no such thing as

death.’ Herat is on the same level with the rest

of the ta])le-land of Wt^stern Afghanistan, ajid

maybe regarded as forming part of it, but it is just

beyond the ridge which <livi(les the waters that

run to the south from those that flow northward
to the Oxus. The winter is tolerably mild

;
on

the plain the snow melts as it falls, and does not
lie long even on the summits of the mountains.
The districts of Henit boast of extensive mines

of iron and lead. The scimitars made at Herat
are considered the best in Central Asia. The
breed of Herati horses is scarcely less renowned

;

they arc very cheap, and are exjDorted in large
nimibera. Herat, too, is famous for its caqxds,
worked in silk and in wool, and in both combined,
they are made* of any size, and commaml large

prices. Hitherto the dillicnlty in the way of
tninsport has prevented tJieir being so well knowii
as they deserve. Silk is spun in large quantities

latter calls it Ilerba, a soi-t of tough grass of which
they make ‘ ginghams, pinascos, and several otber
goods for exportation ’ (New Account of the East
Indies, by Captain A. Hamilton, A.n. 1744, i. 393).
HERBELOT, D’, author of the Bibliotheque

Orientale,orthe Oriental Lilmuy, was bornat Paris,

4th December 1625. He was (Iriental Secretary
and Inteipretcr to tlie court. He began the work
at first in Arabic, but afterwards continued it

in French. He died at 70 years of age, before
the w’ork \vas iirinted

;
but it was continued by

Antoine Galland, the tmnslator of the Arabian
Nights Entertainments. D’Herbolot understood
criticiilly the Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Chaldaic,
Syriac, Arabic, Peman, and Turkish. It was
history arranged alphabetically.—Oriental Herald.
HERBERT, Caitain J. D., wrote on the

Mineral Productions of the Himalayas, in As.
Res., 1833, viii., pait 1, p. 216

;
Course and

Levels of the Sutlej, ibid., 1825, xv. p. 339:
Coal within the Iiido-Gangetic Mountains, ibid.,

1828, xvi. 397
;
G.yj)siim in the Indo-Gangetic

Mountains, ibid., 183.3, xviii. part 1, p. 216 ; Tour
through Kumaon and Ghiirwal, in Bl. As. Trans.,

1814, xiiL, part 2, p. 734 ; Geological Map of
Himalaya Survey, ibid., 1844. xiii. part 1, p. 171,
—Dr. Bulst.

HERBERT, Sir THOMAS, a cadet of the
’

Pembroke family, who tnivellod as secretary to
the English enibassy to Pei*sia from 1627-29.
In his book, entitled A Description of the Persian

1..,: i.1- . 1 11 T 1 T tin the districts The districts likewise ^produce
,

Monarchy now beingc, the Onentall Indyes, IsTos,
laigoly asafoetida, saffron, pistachio nuts, gum,

j

and other parts of the Greater Asia, and Afrik,’- was published iu 1634. He contends that Prince
and manna. Ihese and horses constitute" the
principal exports. Of skins, t)nly those of the
sheep and the lamb are used in Hemt, Sheep-
skins are made np into coverings. The people
are Mongol, Parsivan, Tajiik, and llmird.—D€f/ew;
ElpMn. India

y

629; East hid. Part Papers, 133;
Treaties, etc. vii. 165 ; MulUr''s Lectures, 234.
HERBA BENGALO. Mention is made in

several old works relating to India, of cloths
having been made of a plant called Ilerba Ben-
galo, which appears to be now imknown as a
material of manufacture. Linschoten, who visited
Bengal in 1599, is one of the earliest travellers
who notice it (vide Navigatio ac Itinerariuin
Johan. H. Linscotani, a.d. 1699). Mandelso speaks
of it as ‘a certain herb having on the top of its
stalk (which is about the compass of a man’s
thumb) a great button like a tassel : this tassel is
spun out, and there ai'e excellent stuffs made of

Madoc ap Owen Gwynedd discovered America
300 years before Columbus. The third edition,

1665, contains a beautiful etching of Persepolis
by Hollar.

HERCULES is supposed by Colonel Tod to
represent Baldeva, a prince of Mathura, nephew
of Koonti, the mother of the Pandua, and who, as
in the days of Alexander, is still worshipped at
Buldeo in Vrij, his club a ploughshare, and a
lion’s skin his covering. Megasthenes (iii. pp. 526-
531) mentions the Indian tradition of Hercules
as reigning in India fifteen generations after
Dyonysus; that he built Palibrotha and other
cities

;
had numerous sons, to each of whom he

left an Indian kingdom
;
and a daughter Pandeea,

to whom he likewise bequeathed a realm. Bunsen,
following Lassen, says he was chiefly w'orshipped

if Thft Prkrfnmiftflo nail
IB the Suias-Sen country, and identiffes *£l2n
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7mo enumerates forty-four, Diodorus says three, HERITIERA MINOR. Lam,
nd Cicero six. Hercules Belus of Cicero is H. iomcB, WUlde,

|
Balanopteris minor,

upposed to be the Osiris who invaded up to the Sundri, .... Beno.
|
Ka-na-za, . . . Burm.

Ildus.—- Rajas, i. .^0 ;
Buns. iii. 525, iv. 210. A gloomy-lookingf tree, distinguishable from all

HERDSMEN in Central Asia, and south to tiie others many miles distant. Wherever the tides
Lrabian Sea, are a large mass of the populations occasionally rise and inundate the land, tliis tree
f their respective regions,—many of them in jg gure to be found, throughout the whole Tenas-
Lrabia, Persia, Afghanistan, Baluchistan, being gerim coast, but is never found at home, either on
imely nomades, dweUing in tents, and niigrating the high, dry lands on the one hand, or in the
dth the seasons

;
others of them in British India ^et mangrove swamps on the other. It grows in

ainping out only in the dry season. Numbers of the Siinderbuns, is used in Calcutta for firewood,
Jiir or Gopa in Central India and Western furnishes the sundri wood so well known in

engal cling to the nomade life of their ancestors, Bengali for its strength and durable qualities, and
ut Sad’h Gop, or pure Gopa, are settling down ^ives its name, as Captain Munro thinks, to the
) husbandry. The Gareri herdsmen founded the Sunderbuns. When seasoned, it fioats in water,
lolkar dynasty. In the S. of the Peninsula ai'e and is the toughest wood that has been tested iu

le Dhangar, the Kurumbar, also slu'pherda, who fiKfia. When Rangoon teak broke with a weight
^ere once dominant, but now only pasture great of 870 lbs., sundri sustaimMl 1312 lbs.

ocks of 8hec]j. Amongst the Hindus of Bengid, is used for boats, piles of bridges, boxes? and
1C Goali arc numerous

;
after tlnun, the Brahman many other puq)Oses. It is recommended for

ad Kaist races, are the Bagdi, an al)original people, helves, but should be killed a twelvemonth before
lid a class of cultivators called Kyinto. SeeAhir; being cut down, or otherwise should be seasoned
bangar

;
Gadaria

;
Gaola; Gopa; Kuruiiibra. by kee]jing, after it has been cut down. Dr.

HERI, a name of Krishna, familiarly Kuniya, Wallich says it stands unrivalled foi* elasticity,

as of the celebrated tribe of Yadii, the founder hardness, and durability. He adds that the char-
f the fifty-six tribes who obtained the sovereignty coal made from it is betim* than any other sort

f India, and descended from Yayat, the third fcj. fbe manufacture of gunpowder.

—

M^CleUaiul^
m of Swayambhuva Manii, or the man, lord of Jleconh, Foreign Dept. ix. p. 43; Dr. Mason;
le earth, whose daugliter FAhi (Terra) Avas Captain Dance; Voigt.

spoused by Budha (Mercury), son of Chandra HERITIERA PAPILIO. Bedd. A veiy lofty

ne moon), whence the Yadu are styled Chandra- evergreen tree, common in the dense moist
iinsi, or children of the moon, the Lunar race. forests above Conrialliini (Tinnevclly) at about
The coincidence between the epithets of the ,SOOO feet elevation, also about Peennede (Travan-
pollosof Greece and India, as applied to the sun, core), 3500 feet; in flower in August and Sep-
:e striking. Hcri, as Bhaii-nath, the lord of teraber

;
it yields a very valuable, tough timber.

—

earns, is Phoebus, and his heaven is Heripnr Beddome, FI. Sifh. j). 218.
Hcliojiolis), or city of Heri. Helios, of Greece, HERIYA RiVYAT, or chief rayat, also Ciilled

as a title of Apollo, whence the Greeks had their Buddliavant, the wise, in Mysore
;
a person of

lljsium
;
and the Ileripur or Blian-t’han (the impoiiance, who tiikes the lead in all affairs of the

bode of the suii) is the highest of the heavens of community.
le Rajput. Hence the eagle (the emblem of HERMANN, PAUI., a medical man who fur-
'eri as the sun) ,was adojited by the western nished the materials of the Thesaurus Zeylauicus
arrior as the symbol of victory.— Itajas- of the elder Bunnann, published in Ilolliind, and

i. pp. 532-545. afterward of the Flora Zeylanica of Linnjeus.

—

IIEIU, a tribe of Mahomedan Rajputs, chiefly jp Th.^. 46.
)und in Juspur, a pargana of Mmadubad. HERMES or Mercury, the analogue of Buddha.
IlEKI-RUD, Ayritten also Hari-Rud, a river of The worship of Hennes was established in Italy,

.fghamstan, which rises in hit. 34° 50' N., and Cireece, Egyj^t, and Syria, and his ruined temple
mg. 66° 20' E., at that point of the Koh-i-Baba is G miles from Zahle, ami a mile from Fursul.
mgeof mountains where it branches off into the HERMIPPQS, according to Pliny, translated
.oh Siah and Safed Koh, at an elevation of 9500 the Zendavesta into Greek about the same time
iei It flows west through Shahrek, Obeli, and as the Septiiagint translation of the Bible. Her-
terat. After leaving Herat, it floAvs through mippus is supposed to have been the periimtetic
^ersian territory, dividing into two branches, the philosojiher, tlie pupil of Callimachus, and one of
nallest of which runs towards Mashad. Its plains the most leanied scholars of Alexandria,
re harried by Haziiiu and Turkoman. It is said HERMIT CRAB, the well - known Pagurus
) have fonnerly joined the Murghab. The united crustaceans that occupy the empty turbinated
Team is ultimately lost in the desert of Khorasjui. shells of testaceous molluscs. The fore part of
Lt Herat it was formerly crossed by a brick the body is anned with claws, and covered with a
ridge.

—

MacGregor. shield, but it ends in a long, soft tail, provided
HERITIERA LITTORALIS. A//., D, C. with one or two small hooks. Some of them

nopteristothila, (?cert.
I

Ka-na-zo, . . , Bukm. carry large shells to considerable heights and
iindri, .... Beno.

| Kon-zo-za-loo, • „ distances from the sea. The genus Coenobita

A secies of the Sterculiaceae. Grows in the inhabits the land
;
and in Kandavu, one of the Fiji

the Peninsula of India, the Sunder- group, they climb the hills and gp far inlaua,

IUI0, is common in the Rangoon district, and bearing their shells with them. — Hartwig

;

long the sea-shores in the Mergui Archipelago Moseleuy p. 304.

ad Amherst province. Its wood is used for HERMODAOTYL. Pei - mu, Chin. This

iwts, boxes, planks of houses, etc.
;
is very light, medicinal plant of the later Greeks and Arabs

lentra, durable, and tough.— Roxh. i. p. 142 ;
forms the sweet and bitter Surinjan of the Arabs,

M^Cklland; Captain Dance, and both arc supposed to be species of the genus
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Colchicum. The Persian name of the sweet is

Surinjan shirin, and Surinjan talkh is the bittc^r.

In India, the Surinjan talkh, or bitter, and Surinjan

shirin, or mild, are both identical with tlie Hermo-
dactyls of the ancient Arabian and Greek w’^riters.

The tasteless variety is about one inch long and the

same in breadth, heart-shaped, rather llattened,

grooved at one side, convex at the other. Tliey

are not wrinkled, are easily broken, and form a

white powder. Tlie bitter kind is smaller, and
has a striped appearance. In some trials which

Dr. O’Shaughnessy made with an acetous tincture

of the Surinjan talkh, he was led to believe it

possessed all the virtues of the dricnl Colchi<mm

of Europe.

—

O'Sh. j). Cfil
;
Irvine,

HERNAND I
,
a martial branch of the Koresli

tribe of Mecca. Many of them in Syria are em-
ployed as in’cgular horse.

HERNAND!A PEI .TATA. I). (\ Paluti,

Singh. This is a large tree, common on the sea-

coast in Ceylon between Galle and Colombo; also

in Australia, and on the S(‘}i-(!oasts in the South

Pacific and Eastern Arc]ni)elago, westward to the

Mascarene Islands, and northward to the Philip-

pines and Loo-Choo. Its wood is very light, and

takes fire so readily from a Hint and steeVtliat it

might be used as tinder. The juice is a powerful

depilatory, removing the hair without any pain
;

the bark, seed, and young leaves are cathartic.

—

Bedilome^ FI. Sijl, p. 300.

HERNANDI'A SONORA. Linn. Rong-ko,
Javan. A tall, erect tree of the Moluccas and th(‘

Fiji Islands
;
in the last, forming one of the .siicred

groves,—a complete bower. The genus was named
after Hernandez, a naturalist stmt out to Mexico
by Philip li. of Spain, and obtaiiuMl its name
‘sonora’ from the noist* made by the wiml in

whistling through its })ersi.stent involucels. Tin*

bark, the seed, and the young leaves are slight ly

cathaiTic. Rum])luus stiys that tin* fibrous roots,

chewed, land aj)])lied to wounds infected with tlie

Macassiir poison, act as an offt‘ctual curt*. 'Fhe

juice of the leaves is em})loyed as a ilejalatory.

It destroys the Jiair wherevt*!* it is applietl, and
this without producing pain. The wood of this

species is very light
;
and Auhlet .says it takes fire

readily from a flint anti steel, and may be asetl as

tinder. — ; O'Sh.; VoUjt ; Seernan's Fiji;

Eng. Cyc.
; W. Ic. ;

Thir. Zcyl. p. 258,

HERODOTUS, a Greek historian who travelled

ill Egypt and Persia, and visited 'Pyre, B.c. 4fi0.

He never gives us to understand that he was able

to converse in any but his own Inngnage. He is

called tht! father of liistovv. He relates that,

after Cyrus had conquered a large j)ortioii of Asia,

his third successor, Darius HysUispes, extended his

conquests towards the Indian Peninsula.

—

Bjornst-

jerna, p. 93.

HERONS are classed by naturalists in the

family Ardeidaa, gen. Ardea, Ardt'oJa, Ilerodias,

Nycticorax. Those of the E. Indies are

—

^rdea Goliath, Temvi.^ the great heron.
A. Sumatrana, Raffles^ the dusky grey heron.
A. oinerea, Linn.^ the blue heron.
A. purpurea, Linn., the purple heron.
Nycticorax griseus, Inim.^ night heron.
Ardeola leucoptera. Bodd.^ pond heron.
Butorides Javanica, Ilorsf.y little green heron.
Herodias alba, the Ardea alba, largo egret, or great

white heron of Europe, Asia, N. Africa, very
rare in Britain, is very common in India, though
the race is considered different liy some.

H. bubulous, the Ardea russata, or buff-backed heron

or egret of Europe, Asia, N. Africa, exceedingly
i rare in Britain, is very common in India.

H. egrottoides, Temm.^ the smaller egret, Patang-ka-
bagla of India, Burma, and Malayana.

H. garzetta, the Ardea garzetta, or little egret of

Europe, Asia, N. Africa, exceedingly rare in

Britain, very common in India. Three specimens
observed of an egret in winter dress seemed to

differ only from ordinary Herodias garzetta in

having black toes.

Herons are plentiful in Kashmir, and a heronry

is protected in the Shalimar Gardens. About 60
miles S.E. from Madras, and 12 miles from Chinglc-

put, is a small village called Vaden Thangul, which

means literally Hunter s Rest, from Vaden, hunter,

and Thangul, rest. To tlie south of the village lies

one of the small tanks called Thangul by the Tainil

ryots, implying a water-rest or temporary reservoir,

with an aroa of about 4 ^ acres (30 cawnies). From
the N.E. to the centre of the bed of the tank

there are some* 500 or fiOO ti’oes of the Barringtonia

racemoKji, from about 10 to 15 feet in height,

with circular, legular, moderate-sized crowns, and
when the tank fills during the monsoons, the

to])S only of the trees are visible above the level

of the water. This place forms tlie breeding

resort of an immense number of water-fowl;

h(‘rons, stoiks, cranes, ildses, cormorants, darters,

paddy birds, etc., make it tlieir remlezvous on
these occasions. From about the middle of

October to tlu? mi<hne of November, small flocks

of 20 or 30 of some of these birds are to be seen,

coming from the north to settle here during the

bree<ling .season. By the beginning of December
they have all s(‘ttl(Ml down

;
each tribe knows its

appointed time, and arrives year after year with

tin* ntmo.st regularity, within a fortnight later or

(‘arlier, (le]iending seasons. They
immediat(‘ly eommeuee building their nests or

re])ainug the old ones. When they have fully

settled down, the sc(‘ne becomes one of great

j

intere.st. During the day the majority are out

fee<liiig, and towai’ds evening the various birds

begin to arrive in pai*ti(‘s of 10, 15, or more
;
and in

a short time every part of the crown is hitlden by
its noisy orcuj>ants, who fight and struggle with

cacb other for perches. Each tree appears like a
moving mass of black, white, and grey; the snowy
white plumage of the egrets and curlews contrast-

iifg with, and relieved by, the glossy black of the

wat(ir-crows and «larters, and by the grey and
black plumage of the storks. The nests lie side

by side, touching each other, those of the differ-

ent species arrang(*d in groups of 5 or 6, or even
as many as 10 or 20, on each tree. The nests are

sliallow, and vary in inside diameter from 6 to 8
inch(‘R, according to the size of the bird. The
curlews do not build separate nests, but raise a
large mound of twigs and sticks, shelved into

terraces as it were, and eacli terrace forms a
separate nest

;
thus eight or ten run into each

other. The storks sometimes adopt a similar plan.

The whole of the nests are built of sticks and
twigs, interwoven to the height of 8 or 10 inches,

with an outside diameter of 18 to 24 inches
;
the

inside is slightly hollowed out, in some more and
in others less, and lined witli grass; reeds and
uantities of leaves are laid on the nests. In
anuary tlie callow young are to be seen in the

nests. During this time the parent birds are
constantly on the wing in search for food, now
returning to their young loaded with the spoil,
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ind again going off in search of a further supply.

A^bout the end of January or early in February,

;he young are able to leave their nests and
scramble into those of others. They begin to

perch about the trees
;
and by the end of February

or the beginning of March those that were hatched

Srst are able to take wing and accompany their

parents on expeditions
;
and a week or two later,

in consequence of the drying up of the tanka in the

dcinity, they begin to emigrate towards the north

v^ith their friends. Thus, in succession, the differ-

3iit birds leave the i)lace, so that it is completely

ieserted by the middle of April, by which time

:he tank also becomes dry, and the village cattle

jfraze in its bed, or shelter themselves under the

Tees from the scorching heat of tlie midday sun,

vhile the cow-boys find amusement in pulling

lowii the deserted nests. I'he villagers hold an
igreement from the Nawab’s ancient government,
vhich continues in force by a renewal from the

British Government, that no one is to shoot over
he tank, and this is strictly enforced. When the

ank becomes dry, the silt of its l)ed is taken up
o the depth of a fo(3t, and spread over the. rice-

ield.

Dr. 8hortt visited the trees on the 8th March
IHG4, on a raft pushed along by two fishermen

iwimming one on either si(le, their heads only

dsible above. As he got near the birds rose en

ncme overhead, and, uttering piercing cries, some,

vith threatening gestures, rested a moment on
he adjoining trees, and then took to their wings
igain. Althongli so crowded, they peiformed their

ivolutious with the greatest nicety and <h‘xtenty,

lever inteifering with each other’s movements.
Some ascended to a great height, and were hardly

[lerceptible in the air, while others gyrated imme-
liately above their heads

;
many crowded on

idjoining trees, and witnessed the intrusion with

lismay.

The small grey and black stork, I a‘pto]>tilos

Javanica,//er.v/'.,—Tamil name,Nutha cootee nanii;

iterally, shell-fish (Ampullaria) picking crane,

—

ivere the most numerous. Tlu‘ir nests were 2 feet

li diameter, and contained three eggs or young’.

The eggs were of a dirty white colour, of the same

they are not so large in circumference as a large-

sized heifs egg, but are longer, with the small end
sharp.

The puiqile heron, Ardea purpurea,—Tamil,
Ciimbly iiarai, or blanket crane. Nest the same

;

deposits two to three eggs, of same size and
colour as last; seems to rear only two young.
The young are fully fledged in April.

Nycticorax griseus, Lhm.,—Tamil,Wukka. Nests
are built after the same fashion, but smaller in
size, and contain five eggs the size of a bantam’s,
and of the same shape. The young are fledged
in April.

The cormorant, Graculus Javanicus, llorsf.y—
Tamil, Neer ciikai, or water-crow. Nest built of

sti(*ks
;

rears thnn^ or four young, which are
fliMlged and on the wing in January; eggs like

those of a small -sized bantem’s, rather shaiqi-

pointed at small end, with a slight greenish tinge.

'I'he large cormorant, Gi’aculus Sinensis,—Tamil,

Peroon neer cakai, or large water-crow,—builds

a very rude nest, chiefly formed of sticks; lays four

eggs the size of a medium-sized hen’s egg, and
have a slight greenish tinge

;
the young are fledged

sometimes in .Januaiy, sometimes in March. These
birds, as well as G. pygmaiiis, arc to be seen fishing

in the tank itself ; and the rapidity with which
they find their prey, by diving, is wonderful.

’I'he darter, Plotus melanogaster,—Tamil, Pam-
boo thalai neer cakai, or snake-headed w^ater-

erow. Nest same as last
;
three, sometimes four,

eggs of same size and colour
;
young fledged ancl

on the wing, some in .Tamiary, others not till April.

The villagers of Vaden I'hangiil told Dr. Slmrtt

thatth(‘ pelican sometimes breeds here, as also the

black curlew. Occasionally different kinds of teal,

widgeons, I'tc., are siiid to ue.st in the rushes
that bound th(‘ iniHT surface of the tank bund.
'I’he egrets, or Ilerodias garzotta, bubiilcus, and
intermedia, were congregated in vx‘ry large num-
bers, and roosted on the trees at night

;
but they

do not nest, w'hich seems singular, for of all the

birds that assemble here, these occur in the greatest

number. Ardea alba, or Heredias alba, and H.
iiitennedia are also found here

;
and the natives

say that they breed.—/>/*. Sliortt^ in Linn. Soc. Jo,

ihape, but not quite so large, as those of the

iirkey. The flesh is eaten Ijy Mahomedans and
t^ariahs. The bird keeps entirely to marshy fields,

idges of tanks, etc. Some half-dozen or more
nay often be seen in the morning sunning them-

ielves with outstretched wings in the dry fiehls.

They nest early, and the young are firm on the

ving in the month of February.

Tn'e ibis or curlew, Ibis falciiiellus,—Tamil,

\rroova mookeii
;

literally, sickle-iioscd, which
lame they take from their long curved beaks.

The nests of this bird contain from three to live

jggs, resembling in size and shape a inedium-
dzed hen’s egg, but are of a dirty wliite colour,

[he birds are white, with black head, feet, and
leck, and have a long curved black bill. The
roung are fully fledged in March, and take to the

ving in April.

The grey heron, Ardea cinerea, Linn.y—Tamil,

Narai, sometimes Pamboo narai, or snake crane,

—

das a similar nest, built of twigs, containing some-
^mes two, sometimes three eggs. They are fledged

om January to April, according to the time of

'positing their eggs, which some do earlier than
hers, eggs are of a light green colour;

IlEIiPES'fES. TlVujer, 3fungoose, Maiigouste.

Ichneumon, Lni'tpak.
|

Mangusta, Oliver,

The Herpesti's is a genus of digitigradc carni-

vorous mammalia; and the Egyptian species, the

ichneumon, has been noticed by writers from the

earliest times, its combats with snakes and its

alleged attacks on crocodiles liaving been men-
tioned by Aiistotle, Diodorus Siculus, Pliny,

Strabo, iElian, and others. T’he mungoose of

India and ichneumon of Egypt are frequently

domesticiited, and their search for snakes for food
is continuous. Jerdon gives 12 species belong-

ing to Hritish India and the E. Archipelago, viz,

H. brachyurus, exilis, fuscus, griseus, Javanicus,

Jerdoni, Malaccensis, monticolus, Nipalenus,

Smithii, and vitticollis, and retains as synonyms
other authors, Auro-punctetus, Elliotti, nyula,

pallidus, pallipes, and nibiginosus.

Herpestes fuscus, Waterhouse^ the Neilgheny
brown mungoose, occurs in the Neilgherries.

Herpestes griseus, Gcoff.y Madras mungoose.
H. pallidus, Schinz.

|
Manguata mangos, Ellwt,

Mungli, Can. Newul, Newara
Koral, ... Gond. nyul, , . , , Hind.
Mangus, , Hind., Maub, Yentawa, , . • Tjeii»
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HERPK8TBIS MOUNffiRA. BBWANT.

. Spmd through moat parts of S. India, in the

open country, thicketa, hedgerows. It eats eggs,

and kills snakes, and their poison is believed not

to affect the mungoose. It is very destructive to

domestic fowls, pigeons. The plants Ophiorhizon

mungos and 0. serpentinum are said to be eaten

by it when bitten by a snake.

HerpestesMalaccensi8,i'\ Car., Bengal mungoose.

H. nyula, Hodgs.

Nwal, Newara, Nyul, Hind.
|
Baji biji, . • . Hind.

Inhabits Bengal, N. India, Assam, Burma, and

Malayana
;
lives in burrows made by tlicmselves.

Herpcstes monticolus, W. Elliot.

Long-tailed mungoose, Eng.
|
Konda yentawa, . Tel.

Its tail is long, and tip dark coloured
;
occurs in

the E. Ghats.

Herpestes Nipalensis, Gray.

H. auro-punctatus, Hodgs.
j
H. pallipew, Blgth.

The gold-spotted mungoose is found in the

Panjab, all over the Lower Himalaya from Sikkini

to Kashmir and Afghanistan ;
also southwards hi

Bengal, Assam, Burma, and Malay Peninsula.

Herpestes Smitliii, Gray, ruddy mungoose.

H. Elliotti, Blyth.
1
H. rubiginosus, Kdaart.

Occurs near Madras, at the foot of the E. Ghats

and Neilghenies, also in Ceylon.

Herpestes vitticollis, Bennet, the stripc-nccked

mungoose of the W. Ghats, from near Dharwar to

Cape Comonn.

HEKPE8TRLS MOlSNIEliA. 11. Br.

H. Brownei, Nutt. Monniera Brownei, Bers,

H. procuml^ns, Spren-g, M. cuncifolia, Mich.

H. cuneifolia, Punh. Gratiola portulacacea,

Bramia ludica, Lam. Weinm.
Oalytriplex obovata, Boiz G. monniera, Lhm.,
and Par.

Shwet chamini, , Benq. Jali-nim, . . , Sansk.
Adhabirni, . . Hind. Nir-pirimi, . . . Tam.
Beami, . . . Maleal. Sambranichettu, . Tkl.

Jelabrimmi, . • Sansk.

This creeping plant grows in many parts of

India, near streams and tanks, in moist places;

and the jointed root, stalks, leaves, and blue-bell

flowers are all used in the medicines of the native

physicians.

—

Roxh. ;
Ainslie

;
Voigt; Useful Plants.

HERRIXGS.
Haringcn, . . . Hit. Arenques, . . . Pout.
Harengs, .... Fb. Seldi, .... Rrs.
Haringo, Heringe, Gek. Arenques, .... Sp.

Aringhe, It. Sill, Sw.

A well-known tish, 8 to 12 inches in length,

and about ounces. It dies almost the instant

it is taken out of the water. Herrings are met
with in three different fonns. Fresh henings arc

the condition in which they are taken from the

sea
;
white or pickled herrings are merely salted,

and put into barrels
;
and red hen ings are gutted

and salted, and afterwards hung up and fired

with the smoke of green wood. On the Tenas-

serim coast are flat-bellied henings, thryssa

anchovies, Tenasscriin sardines, bristle-finned

sprats, shads, chatsesi, fresli -water herrings, flying

fish, lialf-billed gar-fish, pikes, plagushi, soles and
brachirus-turbots.

—

Mas.
HEWING, Colonel. His tomb is a model of

the taj. He was a Dutchman in Sindia’s service,

who rose from a common soldier to be the governor
of Am.

—

Tr. of Hind. i. p. 436.

lEBSTIA JASONIA, the sylph, floater,

spectre, or silver-paper butterfly, is found only

in tibe deep shades of the damp forests of, Ceylon,

in tlie vicinity of pools of water and oasoades^*"^

Tennanty i. p. 263.

HESUDKUS, the ancient name of the Sutlej

river, the Hesydrus of Alexander, and the Satadru

of the Vendidad. In the oldest hymns of the

Veda, about 1600 B.C., we find a war-sonj^ refer-

ring to a battle fought on the banks of this river.

—Bnnsen.

HETEROPA ASAROIDES. Birthwort. The
Si-sin plant of China; the dried root is used

medicinally.

HETEROPANAX FRAGRANS. Seem, Atree
of Ijakhimpur in Assam. The cocoons and silk

of the Eria silk-worm feed on its leaves.

HETEROPIIRAGMA ROXBURGHII. 2). C.

A large timber tree of Chanda, the Godavery
forests, and the Malabar coast. S. adenophylla,

Seem,, and S. sulphurea, Kurz, occur in Burma.
HETEROPODA, a class of nucleobranch oceanio

molluscs, of anomalous fonns, with the foot

variously modified for swimming. Amongst these,

Ptcrosoma plana, Less., is a transparent, delicately-

tinted, winged animal, thick and gelatinous, and
almost invisible in the water

;
it is found in the

seas of the Eastern Archipelago. The Firola, of

the same class, is a transparent creature, with a
long proboscis, and swhns by means of a fin

below. The Siigitta, or arrow-fish, one of the

same class, dai-ts through the water by sudden
instantaneous jerks

;
it resembles a minute arrow.

Its bo<ly is so transparent that its whole organiza-

tion may easily be observed. Atlanta, a pretty

little curly shelled nucleobranch of this class,

Hoteropoda, has both its shell and body trans-

imrent. All these range througli the Mediterranean,

Atlantic, and Indian Oceans.

—

Collingwood.

HET-HEJi, a name of Aphrodite, called also

Uather, Athyr, and Hathor, an Egyptian goddess,

fabled to bo the daughter of Ra or the sun.

HETKARI. Mahil Signifying down
;
as ap-

}>lied to country, down the coast to the south, a
native of the countly southwards of the Savitri

river; a native of tlic Southern Konkan, serving
in the Malmitta infantiy.— Wils.

HEUMA or Shendu tribe inliabiting the hill*

north of Arakan. 'I’hey occupy the Yeoma-toung
hills, on the watershed between the Meeyk-young
and the drainage of the Manipur rivers. The
Heuma are placed by Captiiin Tickell in the higher
liiUs to the N. and N. E. of the Kun trmes,

between lat. 21° and 22° N., and long. 93° and 94°

E. Their chiefs are adlcd Aben, and their

villages have about 60 to 400 houses. They use
the trap-bow for shooting the elephant, but fire-

arms are superseding the ruder weapons. They
regard the sun and moon as deities.

HEVEA BRAZIL! ENSIS yields the caoutchouc
of commerce. H. Giiianensis, the caoutchouc
plant, its tniiik 17 to 20 yards high, scaly like a
pine-apple

;
very straight, branched at tlie summit.

Incisions in the bark cause the discharge of a
juice which concretes into the well-known and
very valuable caoutchouc of conunerce. This is

a product, however, of many other trees in this
and allied families, — for example, of Jatropha
elastica, Ficus Jndica, Artocarpus integrifem,
Urceola elastica, etc. The juice when first ob-
^ned is white and milky, sp. 1*011

;
spread

in thin layers, it quickly dries into a colourless
and often transparent solid substance.

—

Q'Sh. 660*
HEWANT* Hind. The automn harvest of
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HIBISCUS OAMABINUS.HEYNft ^BNJAMIN.

brth^ India, intermediate between rabi and
including bajra and juar. Hemanta in

^ is a rice crop growing in the months
ig^r^yima and Pausha (November-^December),
pening in December.
HEYNE, BENJAMIN, M.D., a Madras medical

fficer, author of Mode of Manufacturing Catechu,

ll. As. Trans, vii. p. 108 ;
Travels in India, ibid.

;

in Copper at Nellore, ibid.
; Tracts, Historical

nd Statistical, on India, with an Account of

uniatTJi, London 1814.

HEYNEA AFFINIS. Jtm. H. trijuga,

his is a very ornamental middling-sized tree of

epal, common in many localities on the western

lountains of the Madras Presidency, from 2000
jct upwards; at Conoor, 6000 feet, abundant;
olampatty valley, 8000 feet, very abundant. H.

uinquijuga, /?., is a native of the Moluccas, with

10 perfect habit of a Mclia.

—

Eoxb.
;
Bedd.

II T[AVIRA -PAT I, ?.e. resolute prince, also

yled Shora-pati, lord of the oxen, a ruler who
pposed Semiramis and drove her back across tln^

idus. The whole country on the right bank of

le Upper Indus, the site of the present Peshawur,
pposite Attok (Taxila) and still higher up, was
ibutary to the Assyrians, as it afttuwards was to

le Modes and Persians. Pliny tells- us that

omiraniis capitulated liere, on the Kophon (the
,

abul river, the Kubha of tlie Rig Veda)
;
and on !

le black obelisk from Nineveh in the Ihitish
|

[useum, which is at least of the 9tli eentuiy n.c.,
|

le Bactrian camel is found side by side with the

idian rhinoceros and Indian elephant. Accord-
ig to Diodorus (ii. 16-19), Semiramis fitted out an
inament in Bactria, and between B.c. 1235 and
225 she crossed the Indus with a vast force. At
ret she drove back the opposing mahanija from
le strong position that he had taken up with a

ifet force, especially of archers
;
but, rallying his

jtreating forces, he soon drove back tlie Assyrians

i total disorder to the river, which they had
reat difficulty of crossing, and only after immense
ss. Semiramis concluded an annistice, made an
cchange of prisoners, and retreated into Bactria

ith a third of the army which she had brought
(ainst India. At that time there must Ijuve lieeu

supreme ruler in India, a sami raja, with a
ipital in the district to the south of the Saraswati,

I the Jumna and Ganges Doab.

—

Bunsen, iii. 549.

HIA, the first Chinese dynasty, descendants of

Uj .from B.c. 1991 to 1559, ruled 432 years. Its

rat emperor was Yu, beginning B.c. 1991.

HIATILLA, or the White Huns, a Tai-hir tribe

ho issued from the plains near the iiorih wall
' China, and made themselves masters of the

)untry of Transoxiana. Some years afterwards,

urkisli tribes expelled the Hiatilla from the lands

lat they had taken from the Sacte or Scythians,

here is every ground to conclude that it was an
my of the Hiatilla that invaded Persia in the
lign of Bahram-Gor, and tliat it was to one of

leir kings that Firoz fled.— Persia,

HIBAVINIA OIL. Canarese. Under this

une there was exhibited at the Madras Exhibi-
Dn of 1857 a solid oil from the Sampajey district,

: a clove-brown colour. A small phial priced at

,
ru^es.

^HIBISCUS, a genus of plants belonging to the

or mallow tribe
;
above 30 species of the

axe known in the E. Indies. Several furnish

conuoercial products, and most of the

Indian species might be employed for the same
purposes as hemp, as the Wk is tou^, and may
almost always be stripped off in long slips.

Hibiscus collinus, Eoxb, (Eriocarpus of D, C,),

a native of the mountainous parts of the Northern
Circars and of Peninsular India, where it is called
Kanda-^ng, and where the natives use the bark
as a substitute for hemp. Dr. Roxburgh states

that there are three varieties of this plant, tiie

double red, double yellow, and double flesh red.

Hibiscus ficifolius, Eoxb. In the Moluccas, an
annual, growing straight, very tall, often 12 to

14 feet high, with few branches. The fibres

described as uncommonly beautiful, and rather

stronger than the sunn fibre.

Hibiscus furcatus, Eoxb., TV. and A.

H. bifiircatus, Roxb.
\

H. aculeatus, Roxb,

Konda gongura, Tel.

A very prickly plant, growing in India to a
height of from 6 to 8 feet. It yields abundance of

strong, white, flaxy fibres, but from the prickli-

ness of the plant it is very troublesome to handle.
The stems arc cut when in flower, and steeped
immediately.

—

Eoxb
. ;

TV. and A.
Hibiscus punctiitus. Dab., Gibson, an annual

fibrous plant of Sind and Multan.— Von Mueller,

Hibiscus vcsicariuB, Cav., a plant of the
Peninsula. Good samples of its fi})re were
exhibited as wild Ambari at the Madras PJxhibition

of 1855.

IIIBISCUS CANNABINUS, />., Dekhani hemp.
Kudrum of . , Bkhar. Ambari, . . . Dukh.
Mesta pat, Nalki, Bkno. Sankokla patsan, Panj,
I’unday, Pundrica, Can. Vatsan, Sunni of ,,

Hiang-ma, . , CHIN. Palungo, . . . Tam.
Peh*ma, Ye*ma,

. „ Pulacha, ... ,,

Pula namaji, . . CoiMB. Ghongu kuru, . Tel.

Hibiscus caniiabinus is an erect growing plant,

to about 4 to 6 feet. It is slightly prickly over
.the stem. Tliere is a dark, purpli^i - coloured
species. Both are grown all over India for the

acidulous leaves, and also for the fibres of its

bark, called one of the hemps of India, which are

used as cordage
;

tlie cultivatore sow a small

quantity along the edges of the usual crops for

their own use. In the beginning of the rains, and
when it commences to flower, it is cut and treated

exactly as tlic siiim Inunj) from Orotalaria juucca.
'Pile proportion of fibre is about half the weight of
tlie plant. It is used for making rope, sackcloth,

twine, paper, etc. The price of the prepared
fibre is from 3 to 4 rupees per maund, according
to its strength, len^h, and cleanliness. The fibre,

like that of jute, is sometimes called Pat; also,

in Bombay, Dekhani hemp, to distinguisli it from
Ta^ OP Konkani hemp

;
also Indian hemp. Also,

it is one of the brown hemps of Bombay, an<l is

often confounded with the fibre of sunn, though
the two plants greatly differ,—the sunn, Crotalaria

juncea, being known in Bombay as Taag. The
length of the fibres of carefully cultivated Ambari
is from 5 to 6 feet

;
they are of a paler brown

than ordinary brown hemp of the Crotalaria

iuncea, harsher in feel, and stick more together
;

but they are divisible into fine fibrils, possessed of

considerable strength, well calculated for ropo
making, as also for coarse fabrics. Though
esteemed by some of the natives of Western
India, the hemp of the H. cannabmus is not,

either in strem^ or durability, so good as the

true hemp of Europe, or as die sunn or brown
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hemp of the Crotalaria junc^a. The strength o;

this fibre was tested by several scientific men, am

breaking weight found to be—
Exi»eriments of H. cannaWniis. Crotalariajiincea.

Dr. Roxburgh, . . ] 10-115 lbs. 130-160 lbs.

HIDES.

January, soon after which the plants perish. The

bark abounds in flaxen fibres, beautiful, long,

glossy, white, fine, and strong. Sow in the be-

ginning of the rains in beds, and when about six

inches high transplant out in rows about nine

inches asunder, and about as much from each

. other in the rows. In 1801, 40 square yards

The exports of this fibre are not distinguished planted in this manner yielded 33 pounds weight

from other hemps. An excellent substitute for fibres. Dr. Roxburgh’s original

tow might be profitably supplied from it. The
sp^^cimens an^ 9 and 10 feet in length, a fibrous

rope made of the fibre is used in the Karnatic as apparently easily stripped off, and composed
a substitute for the jute of Bengal, the produce of

^.asily divisible fibres.— /?ea;5.
;

Jioyie,

Corcbonis capsulans, a plant conipjiratively im-
SURATTENSIS. linn., Roxh.

Dr. Royle. .

Dr. Wight,
150
200

190
404

known in the Peninsula. Dr. ifiddell strongly

recommended this fibre as a paper material.

—

M, Ex. Jur. Rep.; Rot;le ;
Roxh.; Voigt; Stewart.

HIBISCUS MUTABILIS. L.

Thalpadmo, . . Bkn(j. I Gul-i-ajaib, . . IIiNO.

Fu-yung, Mu-fu-yung, Cu.
|

The changeable rose is a large slirul), native of

China, remarkable for the changes whicli occur in

the colour of its fiow'crs, bearing wliile flowens in

the morning, but changing in the course of the

day, and in die evening to red
;

easily propagjited

by cuttings. Tlie flowers and leaves are used in

China medicinally, and its fibre is tlu^re made into

cloth.—7))\s. Uvxh., Riddell, Ma.son, Stewart.

HIBISCUS ROSA-SINENSIS. L. Shoe-flower.

Jaba, .... Hansk.
Sapata clierri, . . Tam.
Dasana japa pu«h-
pamu, .... Tel.

Jova pusbpamn, . ,,

Kaahlikirc, . . . Tam.
1
Mulu gogii, . . . Tel.

A herluiceoiis plant, with speckled prickly

steins, and yellow flowers
;
the leaves are used as

greens.

—

Roxh.; Jaffreg.

iriHISCUS SYRIACUS. Linn.

Muh-kin, , . . Chin.
I
Oodlia godhul, . Hind.

There are four varieties of tliis plant cultivated

tor ornament in India, two purjile, a single and

II double
;
and two white, a single and a double.

The flowers are used to blacken the eyebrows and

slioe h‘atlier. It is a common hedge plant of Hu-
jeh in ('liiiui.

—

Roxh. iii. p. 195.

HICK. SiNGli. A Ceylon wood, very hard,

ane, close, very unifonnly giained
;

heavy, in

colour resembling pencil cedar.

HIDES,
Hud, . . .

Huidcii, . .

Beaux, . .

Haute, . .

rJhamra,

IJiioja, IVllo,

Dan., 8w.
. Dut.
. . Fu.
. Ger.
. Hind.
. . It.

Lat.

Baliilan.

Belles,

Koslii, . .

Charma,
BellejoK, Biel

Toll, Tolu, ,

Deri, . . .

Kulit, Malay,
Bout.

. Rus,
Sansk.

Sr.

1’am. , Tel.

. Turk.

IJru, Joba, Jiiva, Reno.
Chu-kin, Fuh-sang, (-hin.

Fu-saiig, Liu-hwa, ,,

Jasun Hind.
Shem pariti, . Maleal.
Kanibang aaptu, „ |

This plant is common in India
;
the leaves are

used as emollients, anodyne, and gentle a]H‘rieiits;

the flowers are deep scarlet, and yi<‘ld a very

mucilaginous juicn*, which turns rapidly to a dark
purjile. Applied to soft, unsized white jniper,

this colour is nearly as sensitive a test for acid as

the cclebmted litmus. Shoe flowers arc somo-
tiifies employed for dyeing lilac colour, hut it does

not appear to be a pennanent dye
;
they are also

occasionally rubbed on leather fur the jiurpuse of

blackening and polishing. The natives make
pickles of the flowers, and th(*y are used for

giving a red tinge to spirituous licpiors. The
petals furnish a black licpiid to dye the eyebro^vs.—Roxh, iii. p. 194^

HIBISCUS SABDARIFFA. L. Roselle.

Meata, .... Beno. Batwa Banj.
Thaem-bau-khyon- Bulychay kire, . Tam.

boung, , . . Burm. Shiniay kashli kire,

Oseille, . . Mauritius. Yerragogu Tel.

There are five varieties, cultivated in most
gardens for the calyces, which, as they lipen,

become fleshy, are of a pleasantly acid taste, ami
are much employed for making palatable tarts, as hides and skins, in ifeo, was 83,397 tons value
weU as an excellent jelly. The stem, if cut when £6,910,847.

’

Hides and .skins, raw, dressed, and tanned,

'orni a large item of tlie exporis from India, and
since the year 1851 the qnanlities and values ex-

)orted have largi'ly increased, while amongst the

nilJions of India they are laigely used. In every

)art of S. India (‘xtensive tanneries have been
‘stal)lish(*d, chi(‘fiy by the Labbai Mahomedans.
The value of the exports from India have been
IS under, for hides and skins, raw and dressed :

—

1851-

52,

1852-

53,

1853-

54,

1854-

55,

1855-

56,

1856-

57,

1857-

58,

1858-

.59,

1859-

00,

. £303,089
, 337,849
, 402,365

402,386

431,729

572,.530

639,702
544,680

, 444, .537

1860 61,

1874-

75,

1875-

70,

1870-77,

1877-

78,

1878-

79,

1879 80,

1880-81,

1881-82,

£656,629

2,677,765

2,943,573

2,91)1,022

3,756,887

3,180,845

3,733,005

3,733,565

3,948,792

^bout tlie year 1850, nearly 40,000 tons of leather,

hides, and skins were annually imported into
Britain; the total imports into Great Britain of

in flower, and the bark stripped off and steeped

immediately, displays a mass of fibres of a fine

silky nature. The leaves are used as greens,

alone or mixed with others; often cultivated in

All nntanned leather is classed under the
denominations of hides, kips, and skins. From
these there are various kinds of leather tanned.
Butts and backs are selected from the stoutest

flower-beds for its very pretty flowers. In the and heaviest ox liides. The butt is formed by
French West India Islands, a kind of cider or cutting off the skin of the head for glue, also the
wine is prepared from it, termed Vin de ozcille.

Aitis. ; Roxh. ; Von Mueller.

cheeks, the shoulder, and a strip of the belly on

TTTTiTonTTd ami>Tr.mTTo « . .
chcoks md belly are

HIBISCUS SI RICTUS. Roxh. A native of cut off, but the shoulder is retained. The butt
the Rajmahal Hills, with a straight stem of from
6 to 14 feet in height, and a very smooth bark.

It is in blossom about the termination of the

nuns, and the seed ripens in December and

44

or back of the ox hide forma the stoutest and
heaviest leather, such as is used for the soles of
boots and shoes, for most parts of harness and
saddlery, for leather trunks and buckets, hose
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for fire-engines, pump -valves, soldiers* belts,

and gloves for cavaliy. Hides consist of cow
hides, or the lighter ox hides and buffalo hides

;

they are the same- as butts with the bellies on.

Hides are sometimes tanned whole, and are struck

for sole leather, in which case they are called crop

hides. Skins are used for all the lighter kinds of

leather.

Bull hide is thicker, stronger, and coarser in its

grain than cow hide. The hide of the bullock is

intermediate between the two.

Calf-skiu is thinner than cow’s. It is tanned

for the bookbinder, and tanned and cuiTied for

the upper part of shoes and boots.

Sheep-skins are tanned and employed for book-

binding, leathering for common bellows, whip-

lashes, bags, aprons, etc.; also for the cheaper

kinds of wash-leather for breeches, gloves, and
under-waistcoats

;
and arc also coloured and dyed

leathers and mock morocco, used for women’s
shoes, for covering writing-tables, stools, chairs,

and sofas, lining carriiiges, ete.

Ijamb-skins are dressed white or coloured, for

gloves; are very extensively used with the hair

on ill the N.AV. Himalaya, Afghanistan, Hazara,

Katiristiin, Tartary, ’Tibet, China, and Persia, as

articles of dress for the head, and for mantles.

Goat-skins form the best dyed morocco of all

colours. Kid-skins supply the finest wdiite and
coloured leather for gloves and ladies’ shoos.

Doer-skins are all sluunoyed, or dressed iu oil,

chiefly for riding breeches. Shamoyed leatlnu’ of

sheep, goat, aiul deor-skins was formerly a lucrat-

ive branch of the leather trad(', for breeches,

white or dyed.

Horse liide is tanned and curried for harness

work, for collars, etc. Kuamellod horse hide,

split or shaved thin, is used for ladies’ shoes, in

imitation of seal, but does not produce so good a

leather fvs seal.

Dog-skin is thin, but tough, and makes good
leather. Most of the dog-skin gloves are really

made of lamb-skin.

Seal-skin makes a valuable leather, but a large

proportion of seal-skins is used as fur.

Hog-skin affords a thin, porous leather, which
is used for covering the seats of saddles.

Iguana skins can be tanned and dyed black, or

left of their natural colour. They arc thin, even,

soft, tough, elastic, and granular or sluigreen-liko

in external appearance. It bills fair to be a dur-

able article for light slippers, and a good covering

for the commoner kinds of instrument boxes, such
as are still done over with shagreen. Python
skill, 'iVheu tanned, makes excellent boots, much
prized for their strength, pliability, and great

beauty, as they are handsomely marked. The
skins of young alligators arc tanned, converted
into leather, and the leather manufactured into

boots.

IVash-Ieather skins are prepared with oil, in

imitiition of chamois, for liousehold purposes,
such as cleaning plate, bnisses, and harness.

Leather is made from the skin of salmon and
other fish.

HIDIMBA, a wife of Bhima. Her brother was
a cannibal, and was killed by Bhima.
HIERGNIMO DI SANTO STEFANO, a Geno-

ese; visited India about 1494-99 as a merdiant
.adventurer. At Cairo he laid in a stock of coral
|beads and other wares, and passed down the

Nile to Cane (Keneh), from which he travelled

by land through the Egyptian desert for 7 days

to Cosir (Cosseir) ou the Red Sea, where he
embarked on board a ship, which in 25 days
carried him to Mazua (Massouah) ‘ off the coiintiy

of Prester John
;

’ and in 25 days more, during
which he saw plenty of boats fishing for pearls, to

Aden (Aden)
;
and in 35 days more to Calicut.

‘Wc found that pepper and ginger grew hero, . ,

and the nut of Intlia ’ (cocoanuts). From Calicut

he siiiled in another ship, and in 20 days reached

Ceylon, ‘in which grow cinnamon trees, . . . many
jirecious stones, such as garnets, jacinths, cats’-

eyes, and other gems, . . . and trees of tlie sort

which bears the nut of India.’ Departing thence,

after 12 days he arrived at a port on the coast of

(^oromanileb ‘ where the red sandal-wood grows
;

’

and, after a long stiiy, departing thence in another

ship, after 27 days reached Pegu in Lower India.

‘This country (Pegu) is distant 15 days’ journey

by land from anotlier, called Ava, in which grow
rubies and many other precious stones.’ From
Pegu, where he suffered many and great troubles,

he set sjiil to go to .Malacca, and, after being at

sea 25 days, one morning found himself in a port
of Sumatra, ‘ where grows pepper in considerable

(puiutities, silk, long pepper, benzoin, white sandal-

wood, and many other articles.’ After further

and greater troubles suffered here, he took ship

to Cambay, wheie, after C months’ detemtion among
the Maldives, and subsecpient shipwreck, he at

length aniveil, but stripped of all his goods. He
notices tliat Cambay produced lac and indigo. In

his destitulion he w’as assisted by a Moorish mer-
chant of Alexandria and Damascus, and after a
time proceeded in ship of a sharif of Damascus
as superaiigo to Onnuz, in sailing to which place

from Cambay he was 00 days at sea. From
Ormuz, ‘in company with some Armenian and
Azjiini (Irak-Ajenii) merchants,’ he travelled by
land to Shiraz, Isfahan, Kazan, Sultanieh, and to

Taiiris
;
w licnce he w'cnt on wutli a caravan, which

was jilundered by the w'ay, to Aleppo, and finally

to Tripoli.

—

I/if/ia in the 15/A Century
j

Bird^
loootra India OJ/ice liecords.

HIE-SHAN, a group of three islands and eight

rocks on the east coast of China, which extend 4
miles long. The southernmost is the largest,, and
the inhabitants are fisliermen.

HIGH PLzVCES. Sacred edifices were oftcu

erected by the Hebrews, Greeks, and Romans
upon elevated sites. The custom is of very high
antiquity. Hector, according to Homer, sacrificed

upon the top of Ida. Abrahiun was coinmanded
to offer up Isaac on Mount Moriah

;
and Balak is

represented as selecting three elevated stations,

where he sacrificed wdth Balaam.

—

First station,—Numbers xxii. 41 : ‘And brought

him up into the high places of Biuil.’ ‘And he led

him to the high places (jf his god ’ (Chaldee and
Samaritan). ‘And he made In’m ascend Bemoth
Bmil’ (Syriac). ‘He made Jiim ascend to the

pillar or mound of Baal’ (Greek). ‘And he led

him np to some temples of his god’ (Arabic).

. /Secead Numbers xxiii. 14: ‘And. he
brought him into the field of Zophim, to the top

of Pisgah.’ ‘To the field of observation, to the

top of the hill’ (Chaldee). ‘To the field of the

watchers, to the top of the hill’ (Syriac). *To
die field of the watchers, to the peak of observa-

tion’ (Samaritan). ‘To the field of observation,
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on the Bummit of a levelled place’ (Greek)* ‘To

an high place, on the top of a citadel’ (Arabic).

Third station,—^Numbers xxiii. 28: ‘And Balak

brought Balaam unto the top of Peor.*

Numerous Hindu temples are erected on the

fiiimmits and slopes of mountains, notably at Tii-

piittyand Srirangam, in the Madras Presidency.

—

ArchKlogia; Milner's Seven Churches.

Hi-hYa, a tribe of the Lunar race, brave and
valorous

;
their remnants exist in the line of the

Nerbadda at the very top of the valley of Sohagpur
in Baghelcund. See Sohestra; Arjuna; Ha-Haya.
HIJILT, a small marshy district on the western

side of the mouth of the Hoogly river. It is the

sea-coast division of the Midnapur district of

Bengal; a considerable (piantity of salt is now
produced by private persons under Governmemt
supervision.

—

Imp. Gnz.

HIJRA H. A UAU. A flight, but ap])Iied as relat-

ing to the flights of the disciples of Mahomed,
and of Mahomed’s own flight, to escape pei-secu-

tion. The first flight consisted of 15 disciples

of Mahomed, who, at his recommendation, to avoid

persecution, took refuge in Abyssinia. The Koresh
wished them to be delivered up, but the Nagashy
of Abyssinia refused. The second fliglit is that

most generally known, and has given rise to the

Mahomedan era of the Hijrah. It was the flight of

Mahomed to Medina, which took jilaco on the

night of Thursday the 15th July, a.d. 622. In the

khalifat of Omar, this was constitute(l the com-
mencement of the iMuhomediin era.

The Mahomedan Hijrah year consists of twelve

lunar months, each of 29 days 12 liours and 44
minutes

;
and the year, 354 days 8 hours and 48

minutea
The months of the Mahomedan year,-

Maharram, . . .30 days. Sliahan, ... 20 days.

Safar, .... 20 ,,
I Kaniazaii, . . 30 ,,

Rabi-ul-Awal, , 30 „ i Shawal, ... 29 ,,

Rabi-us-Sani, . 29 „ Zilkada or Zul-

Jamadi-ul-Awal, 30 „ kada, . . . ,30 „
Jaraadi-us-S.ani, 29 ,, Zilhijja or Zul-
Rajab, . . . 30 „ hijja, . . . 29 „

The coiresiionding years of the Christian and
Hijrah eras may easily be calculated by the follow-

ing formula,—it being remembered that the Chris-

tian are solar and those of the Hijrah lunar years,

and -that 521 solar are equal to 537 lunar yeans :

Ex.—What is the year of Christ 1731, according
to the Hijrah ?

From 1734 a.d. subtract G21, the difference of
the two eras: result, 1113 of the Hijrah in solar

years.

Then, 521 : 537 : : 1113 : 1U7 H
ij
rah.— P/my-

fair's Yemen,

HILLAIT, a town 64 miles from Baghdad, on
the site of the ancient Babylon

;
about two-thirds

of it is on the right bank of the Euphrates and the

remainder on the left bank, the two parts ])eing

connected by a bridge of 28 boats, and 450 feet

in length. It is inhabited by Arabs, Persian.^,

Turks, and Jews. It has numerous gardens.
Basket boats ply at the feny.
HiUah Ues in lat. 32° 31' 18" N. and W. of

Bagh(kd. According to Turkish authorities, it whs
bunt in the fifth century of the Hijira, in the
district of the Euphrates which the Arabs call

El-arad-Babel, lying on a spot of the west site of
’

'on. The ruins near HiUah are still by the
designated Babel, and aU historical records

^ trell as traditions agree in representing these

as the remains of the flwtt city of Nimrud, the

Babylon of Herodotus, Diodorus Siculus, and

other historians.—

HTLL STATES is a term by which the British

designate several independent and feudatory

kingdoms in the Himalayas. Nejial is the largest

of these
;

it is independent, but has treaties with

British India.

Sirmnr or N(ihau.^\\\ recognition of the ser-

vices rendered by raja Shamsher Purgass during

the 1857 mutiny, he received a khillat of Rs. 6000,

and a salute of 7 guns. The family is Rajput.

Kovcmie of Sirmnr, lakh of rupees a year. The
rjija maintfiins a small force of drilled sepoys,

nmiibering 250 men. Population, 75,595. The
raja pays no tribute, but is bound to render feudal

stTviee. Gross revenue, Rs. 2,10,000.

The Kahlitr or Bilaspur raja had estates on
both sides of the Sutlej, but the sunnud given

to raja Mooher Ohand in 1815 confirmed to him
the eastern portion only. The family is Rajput,

In acknowledgment of his services during the

mutinies of 1857, the raja received a dress of

honour of Rs. 5000 value, and a salute of 7 guns.

Revenue, Ks. 1,00,000; population, 66,848.

The Tfi){flnr or Nalagarh chief belongs to a

Rajput family. A sunnud was gmnted in 1816.

I’opulation, 60,000
;
revenue, Ks. 90,000.

hnshahr, a tributary state, gave Rs. 3945 as

tribute. Ibnrann^ on the left bank of the Pabur,

was tmnsferred lo Keonthal. The thakuri of

Kotgurh and Kiimliarsaiii were d(*clai’e(lin(lep(!n(l-

ent of Bashahr. The raja is of a Rajput family.

Population (1872), 90,000; revenue, Ks. 70,000.

Keonthal .—After the Gurkha war, a portion of

the territory of Kecmthal was sold to the maharaja

of Patiala. The chief claims a Rajput origin. He
is bound to rend(*r feudal service. Tu 1868 the

chief was created a raja, and received a dress of

hojiour worth Ks. 1000 for his services during

the mutinies, l^evenue, Rs. 60,000, and popula-

tion (1875), 50,000.

'The Baghal family is Rajput, Revenue, Rs.

60,000
;
population, 22,305.

,!nhhuL—Originally this Rajput sbite was tribu-

tary to Sirmur, but after the Gurkha war it was
made independent, and the rana received a sunnud
from Lord Moira on 18th November 1815. Re-
venue, Rs. 30,000

;
jiopulatioii, 40,000 souls. The

rana pays Rs. 2520 tribute, and is bound to

render feudal service.

Bhnjji pays tribute, Rs. 1440. Revenue, Rs.

23,000
;
population, 19,000.

Kumharsain state, formerly a feudatory of

Bashahr, was declared independent at the Nepal
war; pays Rs. 2000 as tribute. Revenue, Ks.

10,000; population, 10,000. The family is Raj-
put, of not very high pretensions.

The Kuthar sunnud bears date the 3d September
1815, and confirms to rana Bhoop Singh and his
heirs the hereditary possessions of his ancestors,
subject to the pciformance of feudal service, and
supplying a contingent of 40 begar, but subse-
quently commuted to a tributary payment of
Rs. 1080. Revenue, Rs. 6000

;
population, 8990.

Tlie family is Rajput.
Dhami.—This old Rajput statebecame independ-

ent of Kahlur after the Gurkha war. The state
was bound to supply 40 begar, but this was com-
muted to a tribute of Rs. 720. Revenue, Rs.
8000

;
population (1876), 5500.
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Baghat, a hill state, the chief of which acted The Chinese Frontier and Tibet have the
unfriendly during the Nepal war. He died with- Gyami, Gyarung, Takpa, Maiiyak, Thochu, Sokpa,
out issue on 11th July 1839. The state was Hox^
treated as a lapse, and pensions to the extent of Nepal (East to West) has the Scipa, Sunwar,
1^. 1282 were assigned to the family. Gazetteer Gurung, Murmi, Magar, Khaksya, Pakhya, Newar,
says population, 10,000; revenue, Rs. 8000. Limbu.

This state was originally a feudatory Kiranti Group, East Nepal, have the Kiranti,

of Sirmur, but a separate sunnud was granted to Kodong, Rungchenbung, Chingtangya, Nach-
it in September 1815. Its tribute payment is hereiig, Waling, Yakha, Chourasya, Kulungya,
Rs. 1080. Its chief is of Rajput origin. Thakur Thulungya, Babingya, Lohorong, Limbichhong,
Jograj was created a rana in 1858 for services Balali, Sang-pang, Dumi, Khaling, Dungmali.
rendered during the mutiny. Revenue, Rs. GOOO

;
The Broken Tribes of Nepal are tIl(^ Darlii,

population, 4892. Denwar, Pahri, Chepang, Hhrainu, Vayu, Kuswar,
Mailog.—The sunnud of this Itajput state is Kusimda, Tharu.

dated 4th September 1815. The tribute is Rs. Lepcha of Sikkim.

1450. Revenue, Rs. 9000; population, UKK). Lhopa of Bhutan.

/iiya.— This petty state pays a tribute of Rs. 180. In N. K. Bengal are tlie Bodo, Dhimal, Kochh,
Itevenue, Rs. 1000; population, 981. Garo, Kachari.

Taroch,—Revenue, Rs. 6000; i>op. 6000. It In the Eastern Frontier of Bengal are the

pays Rs. 280 in lieu of begar. Munipuri, Mithan Naga, Tablung Naga, Kliari

Kunhiar state pays Rs. 180 in lieu of begar. Naga, Angami Naga, Namsang Naga, Nowgong
Revenue, Rs. 4000

;
population, 2500. Naga, Tengsa Naga, Abor Miri, Sibsagor Miri,

Mangal was an ancient dependency of Kahlur, Deoria Chutia, Singpho.
but was declared independent on the expulsion of Mishnii, Chnlikata Misfimi.

the Gurkha. Its tribute payment is Rs. 72, Re- Ahor group, viz. Padam and other Abor, Miri

venue, Rs. 700
;
jwpulation, 917. and Hill Miri, Dophla, Aka or Hrusso.

Darkuti.—Tliis pretty chieftainship pays allegi- Naga of Upper Assam, the lower Naga group,

ance to the British Government, and is exempted Naga west of the. Doyang river.

from all pecuniary liability. Revenue, Rs. 600
;

Kuki, Manipur, and their neighbours Kouponi.
population, 700. Mikir, Jaintia an<l Khassya.

In 1847 transit duties were abolished through- Arakan and Burma, Khyeng or Shou, Ka-mi,

out these states. A yearly sum of Rs. 13,735 is Ku-mi
;
Mru or Touiig, Sak.

paid in compensation by Britisli India. To all the Siam and Tenasserim, Karen, Toimg-thu, Ahom,
hill chiefs the right of a<loptiou has been granted. Kham-ti, Laos.
—Aitcheson, Treaties, etc. p. 323. Central India, ITo (Kol)

;
Kol

;
(Singbhum),

HILL TRACTS of Arakan, or N.E. Arakan, Santal; Bluunij Rajmahali, Gond, Khond, Saora,

are regarded as a revenue district, extending N.E. Chemtsu, Bhil, Rxtooa.

to Independent Burma and to Manipur, with an Broken Tribes, Chei’o<^, Kharwar, Parbeya, Kisan
area of 4000 or 5000 square miles, and a popula- or Nagesar, Bhuiher, Boyer, Nagbansi, Kaur or

tionof 12,442 souls. The country, wild and beauti- Kaurava, Mar.

fill, consists of pandlcl ridges of sandstone, clothed Southern India, Toda, Kota
;
Badaga, Irular,

with dense forests
;

its chief river the Kuladan Kurambar, Mali-Arasar, with many broken tribes

(Koladyu) or Yam Pang. The tribes are the— in the plains, Yerkala, Pariah, Chakili, Mhar,
Ra-Khaing or Khyoung - tha, or sons of the Mhaiig, Okkalu, llolar.

river; profess Buddhism, and have paper books. Ceylon, Veddah.
Shandu are polygamic, and bury their dead. HILL TROUT of Hindustan is no trout, but
Kha-mi, meaning man, homo, or Kliwe-myi, a large bony fish of a silver-grey spotted with

meaning dog’s fiiil, their dress hanging down black
;

will eat everything he can swallow
;

is

behind like a tail. They trade. often taken with an infant brother while spinning

Mro, 2162, live on the Mi, Ami, or Khoung-tso, for his high-caste neighbours, with an artificial

dwell on the banks of the Tsala river. minnow of glass, with a piece of rag or news-
Khyeng inhabit the Arakan Yoina Hills, E. paper, with bees, or dragon-flies caught off the

of the Le-Mru; they arc shy, and fixttoo their Inishes by the river, with a morsel of cabbage
women’s faces. leaves boiled, but in general with the orthodox
Khyaw, in a village on the Tsala river, arc a spinning, the minnow, or the artificial fly, made

Kuki clan. They speak different dialects of the very large and showy. In Kashmir, live bags
Arakanese and Kha-mi, but have many religious of these fish have been caught, some weighing 7
beliefs, domestic customs, and laws in common, lbs. each. One seen in the market was 12 lbs.

Twice annually they worship the spirits of the The Walur Ijake, the Dhul Lake, and the Jhelum
dead, Ka-nie-hpa-law. Chastity before marriage all swarm with them about the mulberry trees,

is not required, and crimes are punished by fines, the fallen fruits of which seem to afford them in

HILL TRIBES is a general tenn by which .the legions a sweet and pleasant diet, if one may
British designate collectively the numerous un- judge by the mighty rush ensuing on a shaking

civilised tribes who inhabit the mountain ranges of the boughs. Boatmen avail themselves of

And higher hills in British India and along its this, cover a bent pin with a plump mulberry,
-borders. Most of them are wholly illiterate, and drop it amid the ^oal. This fish is widely

W. W. Hunter has mentioned that— distributed
;
abundant in the backwaters of the

In the North* West Provinces there are wander- Ganges, in the great rapids of that river far above
and wild tribes, named Bnr, Damak, Kanjar, Hurdwar, and in Dehra Boon, in lat 27® 28' N., in

i, Kumboh, Nat, Saussee, Gond, andtheTharoo the upper branches of the Brahmaputra, and in

the Terai ; the Pasi also occurring in Oudh. the Mishmi and Abor backwaters, also in most
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of the small rivers of tlie Panjab, in which latter

locdity it does not seem to grow very large,

though plentifully, owing perhaps to its being the

common food of numerous fish of prey. Is

abundant, though small, in Central India, in

Bundelkhand and Jhansi districts. That it is

eatable, is all that can be said, but giving good

sport in its way, and yielding subsistences to the

monsters of the deep, and useful in diverting

their attention from mischief to their own breed.

The Europeans in Northern Iiuiia apply the

name of trout to three spotteil carp, spi^cies of

Barilius. B. bola, which takes a fly well, is said

to attain 5 lbs. weight. It is found in Northern

India, Assam, and Burma. B. tileo, smaller, is of

Assam and Bengal
;
and B. bendilisis is a third

small species. Sec Chiliva
;
Fish ; Fisheries.

HILSHA or Ilisha, Clupoa ilisiui, shad, sable

fish of {Southern India.

Karambar pass, the Mustagh pass, and a paw on

the road between Rudok and Kiria, The southern

slopes of tlie Mustfigh range in its northern portion

are covered with enormous glaciers', one of th^
35 niUcs long. These glaciers are the source of

streams wliieh flow southwards between bare

craggy mountains and join the Indus or its

tributary the Shayok. The collective name
applied to the various districts which comprise

the valleys of the Indus, Basha, Braldu, Shigar,

Shayok, etc., is Bidtistan. The inliabitants ai’e

MahomedauiztMl Tibetans of Turanian stock, and
there is a small body of Aryans called Dards.

To the K. of Lake Manasarowar, a saddle which
is crossed by the Mariam-la pass, connects tlie

northern and central ranges of the Himalaya.

On its eastern side rises the Tsan-pu (To-chok-
tsang-pii), of which the northern range forms
the northern watershed as far as to the south of

Nga*tha-louk,
Fulla, . . .

I Palas.'i,

Uhmioolum,
the Sky I^ake (Tengri-nur in Mongolian, and
Nam-clio in Tibetan). Hence it appears to

This is a migratory sea lisli of the lierriiig tribe, curve round the lake in a north-easterly direction

which enters the Ganges and Irawadi aii<l Indus for 150 miles, afb'i* which its further course is

rivers to <leposit its eggs. It is the shad of Bengal

and the siible fish of Trichi nopoly. In one of

unknown.
The subsidiary chain between the northern and

them 1,023,645 eggs were counted. Tlic females central rang(\s runs from Mount Kailas, near

are more numerous than the males. It is best i Lake Manasarowar, to the jiiuction of the Indus
preserved in tamarinds or vinegar.

—

Dr. h\ J^atf.

HIMALAYA MOUNTAINS eomprise a system
of stupendous ranges, with the loftiest peaks in the

and tlie Shayok. Major Cunningham called it

the Kailas or Gangri range. It is 550 miles in

length. Its
2
>e{iks average between 16,000 and

They extend continuously for a distance 20,000 feet in height, and it is crossed in its

of 1500 mile.s along the northern frontier of

British India, from the Indus to the gorge wluMe
the Dihong liursts through their main axis, thus

embracing the meridians Kf to 95 ’ K. On the

west, the Himalaya, with the Koueii luiii, converge

northern ^lortion by a iinmber of jiasses, which
l(‘ad from tin* vall(*y of tli(‘ Indus into that of the

Shayok. About lat. 33° 12' N., the Indus deviates

at right angles, and pimees right through this

granite range to resume a north-westerly course
towards the Pamir table-land, whence the Tian beyoml. 'J'he soiitliern ]K)iti(m of this range lies

Shan and the Hindu Kush radiate, and tlio Koiien
Lun and the Himalaya form respectively the

n(.>rtherii and southcru cscaipment of the lofty

in Tibetan territory, and has been crossed at

four jioints by native* exiilorers.

The central range has its commencement in the
Tibetan ilateau, which has an average level of Nanga Parbat, 20,620 feet high. It towers con-
1^,000 feet. The average breadth of the Himalaya spicuously on the extre ne verge of the Kashmir
is computed at 150 miles, with a mean elevation frontier above the Indus valley, ai\d has been seen
of 18,000 to 20,000 feet

;
but there arc solitary

mountains and j^caks rising higher,—for instance,

in the Western Himalaya, Jmnnotri, 20,038 feet

:

Kedariiath, 22,790 feet; Badrinath, 23,210 feet;

Nanda Devi, 25,661 feet;—^and iii the Kastern
Himalaya, Dhawalgiri, 26,826 feet

;
Daya bang,

23,762 feet
;
Mount Everest, 29,002 feet

;
Kaii-

chinjinga, 28,156 feet.

The Himalayan system is comiiosedof a northern,
a central, and a southern range.

The northern range is naturally divided into a

by General Cunningham from Bamnagar, in the
Panjab, a distance of 205 mile.s. l^roceeding

from this point towards the south-east, we find

that lor th(' first 50 or 60 miles the central range
forms the wab'r-ijarting between the Indus and
the Jhelimi. Two roads, joining the Kishenganga
and Astor rivers, go over passes of upwards of

13,000 feet, and others lead into the Dras valley.

At the jioint wliere the Dras 2)ass (1 1,300 feet)

affords access from the Kashmir valley to the
high table-land of Ladakh, a minor range branches

western and an eastern section. Its western otT and scjnirates successively tlie Sind valley, the
Bcction is known as the Kara-korum or Mustagh, northern jiart of the vale of Kashmir, and the
and it forms the water-parting between tlie basins Jhelum valley, on the south, from the Kishenganga
of Lob-Norand the Indus. The Kara-korum jiass on the north. A little south of the same pass,
is on the real line of water-parting, and the another ridge branches off, and, running north
streams north of it join the Tarim basin, while and soutli, forms the eastern boundary of the
those on its southern slope discharge into the Indus, vale, till, near Banilial, it joins itself to the Pir

Several of the peaks along this western section Panjal range, wliich again runs east and west for
of the Himalaya attain a height of 25,000 feet, about 30 miles, then turns N.N.AV., and continues
and the chief one, ‘ K. 2,’ 28,265 feet, is second in for some 40 miles more till it dies off towards the
altitude to Mount Everest. This section of the valley of the Jlielimi. This range comDletes the
range extends from its junction with the Hindu
Kush near the Baroghil pass to Mount Kailas,

mountainous girdle which encircles the valley
of Kashmir. About the vicinity of the Dras pass,

near Lake Manasarowar m Tibet, and the best the range increases in height, and the peaks are
known passes across it are the Kara-konim and the liigh enough to form glaciers, two of them. Nun
Changclienmo, exceeding 18,000 and 19,000 feet and Kuii, being each over 23,000 feet in height,
respectively m height. But there are also the The north-eastern slope of the range drains into
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I Indus, the Suru and Zanskar being the chief

livers. A little farther to the south, the Bara
cha pass (16,200 feet) aifords a route from
hul and Kangra to Leh.

Farther to the south-east, the central range

becomes broken by the precipitous gorge of the

Sutlej (the classic Hesudrus), which, rising in the

sacred lakes of Hakas Tal and ManasarowiU'a on the

southern side of the Tibetan Kailas, takes a north-

westerly course for 280 miles, till, joined by the

waters of the Spiti river, it turns and cleavesthrough

the two outer ranges, emerging on the plains of

India at Ropar, after a course of 560 miles, 'fhe

i

'unction of the Sutlej and Spiti rivers is marked
ly the Lio Porgyul peak, which rises sheer 22,183

feet high from the edge of the two streams,

13,000 feet below its summit. Further to the

S. E., numerous passes lead from British temtory
over the central range into Huiides. The Niti

pass (16,676 feet) leads across it to Khotan,
by way of Totling, Gartokh, Riidokh, Noh, ami
Kiria, and is the best and easic'st route between
Eastern Turkestan and India. Eastward of this !

point, the central rangt? is ocenjned by the '

Native States of Nepal, Sikkim, and Bhutan. On
!

its northern side the rangt‘ has enormous glaciers,

which drain into the Tsan-pu river; wlule its

southern slopes give rise to many large rivers,

which burst through the southern range, and
Lwentually discharge their waters into the Ganges
•)r Brahmaputra. 'rh(' source of the Ganges
ies a few miles beyond Gaiigotri

;
and tin* Kali,

Kariiali, Narayani, Buii Gandak, Tirsuli Gandak,
flhutia Kosi, Ariui, all flow through Nepal. To
he east of the Mariam-la pass, only three Euro-
jeana have ever crossed tiu* central range. An
niposiiig view of the long line of glaciers and
3eaks of the central range was obtaimid by Dr.

dooker from the Doiikia-la imSvS in Sikkim. Two
3f the most remarkable of the inland lakes

wo. the Balti and Chomtodong. ddie fonner

koriim, Ladakh, Zanskar or BaraJacha, and Pir

Panjal, all of which have a N.W. to S.E. direction.

The Baralacha separates the Indus river from its

first affluents, as tlie Eastern Himalaya separates

the Tsan-pu from the Ganges. The average
elevation of Kashmii* valley is between 5000 and
6000 feet above the sea

;
Huramuk Mount, 13,000

feet; Pir Panjal, 15,000 feet; average of the
valley of Indus (norih of Kashmir valley), 6000 to

7000 feet.

Major Cunningham gave the following summary
of the information ho collected regarding the great

mountain chains in the north of the Panjab :

—

Snow line.

Name of Cliain.

Nortli South

Kara.korum or Tr. -Tibetan, 24,000 20,000' 18,000' 18,fj00

Kailas or Gangri, or Mid-
|

'

Tlbctiin 20,700 20,000 18,r>00 10,000

Tr.-llinuilava or Tsljo-moriri 21,000 10,;t00 lO./iOO, 20,000

W. JIhiialaya or Bara Laelia, 2f>,740! 20,000 10,0001 18,000

Mid-Himalaya or I’ir raiijal, 21,7.S(i' 17,000 17,000 16,000
(Miter Himalaya, or Daoln Thesnowdis-

Dliar, .... tlOOj 10,174 ir),020j appeared
' aivnuaUy.

Peaks.—Some of the peaks on the Kara-koruni
ranges, along which runs the boundary between
Eadakh and Yarkand, are very high, the highest

being 28,278 feet above the sea. This inoimtain is

call(‘d K. 2, and towers above all the surrounding

ranges, being probably the second highest in the

world. The heights to the south of the Sutlej

range from 20,103 feet to 25,749 feet, and the

heights of tlie jiasses vary from 16,570 feet to

IH.oljl feet. In the Westi'm Himalaya the snow
limit ranges are from 17,500 to 20,106 feet. The
highest p(‘akH of the W’^estcTu Himalaya are,

—

Nanda l)(‘vi or Jawahir, 25,749 feet
;
Gyu peak,

24,764 feet
;
Mono Mangli, 23,900 feet

;
Porgyal,

22,700 feet.

1^14,700 feet above the sea) is about twenty miles The Giant's Peak and the Eastern Dal-la are

ong and sixteen bnmd, without an outlet. This occasionally calU'd Gemini by residents of Assam
ake is situat(Ml north of the A rim basin, and, who have seen the Himalaya panorama from
ike the Palti lake, is encircled by spurs from the Nanklau in the Khassya Hills,

jentral range. The Palti or Yam-dok-cho lake Eastern Dal-la, lat. 27° 52' 1" N., long. 92° 38'

s also without an outlet, and is ring-shaped
;

it 6" E., in Bhutan, in the immediate vicinity of the
s supposed to be about 45 miles in circum- Giant’s Peak top of the peak, is 21,435 feet accord-

’erence. An island in its centre rises into ing to Herm. Schl., ami 21,476 feet, Pemberton.
[•ounded hills from 2000 to 3000 feet high.

The southern range, at its north - western
extremity, appeara to spring from the sonthern-
inost point of the Pir Panjal range. At its outset

it is pierced by the waters of tlu; Chenab, the

main ‘stream of which rises in Lahul far to the

south-east, under the name of Chandra-bhaga,
find for 180 miles drains the south-western and
north-eastern slopes of the central and soutluuii

ranges respectively. The peaks of the southern
range gradually increase in height from 1300 to

20,000 feet, and its outer slopes are washed
by tlie Ravi and Beas, the feeders of which rise

on the southern side of the culminating range.
Passing the Sutlej, the road up the gorge of which
^4 connected with Simla by the great Hindustan
nd Tibet road, we meet the Bhagirathi, Alak-
nda, and a variety of rivers, which rise in the
ice between the two southern ranges.

The western terminal portion of the Himalaya
‘‘'dn comprises a number of great ranges, which

> commonly known as the Mustagh or Kara-

A line of high snow peaks can be traced

running nearly parallel to the plains of India,

ami extending from the places of passage of the

Indus on the west and Brahmaputra on the east.

These snowy peaks are separated from each other

by deep ravines, along whicli flow large and rapid

rivers. Every pre-eminent elevation is not, how-
ever, so much' a peak as a cluster of peaks,

springing from a huge sustaining and connected

base. Between lat. 27° 16' 23" ami 31° 6' 8" N.,

and long. 78° 32' 32" and 89° 18' 43" E., are

seventy-nine peaks, ranging from 14,518 feet, to

that of Mount Everest, 29,002 feet above the sea.

The IMr Panjal, a great snow-clad range, shuts in

the valley of Kashmir on the south. ‘With that

exception, the ranges covered with perpetual

snow are first met with on tlie southern slope of

the great Indo-Tibetan table-land, along a line

between 80 and 90 m^s from the foot of the

outer mountains, and 20 or 30 miles south of the

Indian watershed; an^ from this line north-

ward snowy peaks abound everywhere over the
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summit of the table-land. The average elevation upper portion is in the Kulu valley, but louw

of the crest of the Indian watershed, between the down it becomes en^gled amongst the lower

points where the Indus and Bralunaputra cross it ranges west of Mundi, whence it opens on the

(1500 miles), probably exceeds 18,000 feet. The phuns of the Sutlej. The Sutlej has a tortuous

heights of the following peaks are given by Mr. entangled course in its upper parts, but enters

Trekwney Saunders in Geog, 3fag., July 1877 :— the valley west of Simla, in Sukeyt and Balaspur.

The Brahmaputra, Indus, Sutld, and Kumali or

Gogra are called by the Tibetans, Tam-jan*
kliainba, or Horse’s Mouth

;
Shingh-gi-khamba,

or Lion’s. Mouth
;
Langchan-khamba, or Ball’s

Mouth
;
and Mabja-khamba, or Peacock’s Month.

These four great rivei*8 drain the Kailas group of

mountains. They rise close to the great Kailas
Purbut. Eastward of the meridian marked by the

Sanpu falling into the plain of Assam, the rivers

descending from the eastern part of the Tibetan
highland cut up the plateau into a succession

of lofty ranges and deep gorges running north to

south. These rivers include the Dihong and
other afUuents of the Bralimaputra, also the great
Yang-tze-kiang with its tributaries, which flows
southwards to lat. 26° N., then turns eastward, to
traverse the w'holo of China proper.

The Himalaya present almost insur-

mountable obstiicles to communication between the
countries which they divide, thereby separating the
Boti or people of Tibet from the Hindu family of
India. The distinction of climate is not less posit-

ively marked, the ranges forming the lines of
d(*marcation between the cold and dry climate of
Tibet, with its dearth of trees, and the warm and
humid climate of India, with its luxuriance of vege-
table productions. There are, however, many
pjisses, 1 n Kanawar there are fifteen, at elevations
varying from 1 5,000 to 17,000feet. From the peak
of Mouo-mangU to the sources of the Gilghit and
Kuiiar rivers, not less than 650 miles, the chain
is pierced by the Sutlej and Para at the base of
Porgyal, and by the Indus at the foot of Dyamur.
Between Gilghit and Chittagong there are a

hundred passes'; but of all these, the basins of
the Ganges and its four ipreat feeders, the Gogra,
the Gandak, Kosi, and Tista, are the great moun-

UL
1

Long. lit., Ft.

Aku, 28^'

23' 25" 85'=’ i(y 12" 24,313
Barathor, .... 28 32 0 84 0 32 26,069
Badrinath, . . . 30 44 16 79 19 20 2.3,210

Bus or Srikanta, 30 57 2.5 78 50 .50 20,149
Bander Boonch, 31 0 12 78 35 45 20,758
Black Rock Guaream, 27 34 7 88 48 39 17,572
Ohoomalari, , . . 27 19 :i7 89 18 43 23,944
Choomoonko orCliola 27 27 28 88 49 38 17,325
Chamlnng, E., . . 27 46 27 87 1 21 24,05>0

Chaubisi, . . .

27 45 16 8ri 51 .5(> 22,215
28 49 33 82 .39 33 19,415

Dayabang, . . . 28 15 17 85 33 35 23,762
Dhoulagiri, . . . 28 41 4.3 83 32 0 26,826
Everest, Mount, . . 27 .50 12 8(5 58 6 20,002
Jannoo, .... 27 40 .52 88 5 13 ! 25,304
Jib'jibia, .... 28 21 3 85 40 21 26,305
Jaonli, .... 30 51 18 78 53 53 21,672
Jainnotri, .... 31 0 23 78 34 6 20,038
K. 2,

Kanchinjinga, . .

28,278
27 42 5 88 li 26 28,156

Kabroo, .... 27 36 26 88 0 15- 24,015
Kamet or Ibi Gamin, 30 .55 13 79 38 4 25,373
Kedarnath, . . . 47 53 79 6 34 22,71H)

Morshiadi, . . . 28 35 .‘W 83 51 46 26,522
Nar.sing 27 30 36 88 10 28 10,146
Narayani, ....
Kandakut, . . .

28 45 39 83 25 52 25,456
30 16 51 80 (5 .30 22,536

Nandd Devi or Latu, 30 22 31 80 0 .50 25,661
Nandakna, . . . 30 41 6 79 44 .53 22,003
Nila Kanta, . . . 30 43 52 70 26 56 21,661
Powhoonri or Donkia, 27 56 52 88 5.3 5 23,186
Pandim, .... 27 34 34 88 15 35 22,017
Pancha-chuli, . . .30 12 51 80 28 0 22,673
Sihsur, .... 27 53 18 87 7 54 27,799
Sankosi, .... 27 58 13 86 28 32 23,570
Bargoroen, . . . 31 0 8 78 32 32 20,405
Trisool, E., . . . 30 30 5(j 79 54 31 23,002

„ w.. . . . 30 18 43 79 40 7 23,382
Tharlasgar, . . . 30 51 40 70 2 14 22, .582

Yassa, 28 32 55 84 3(» 0 26,680

heights of passes over the

Burga, .

Ghusul, .

Gunas, .

Kinjlia, .

Lumbia,
Marga, .

Nibrung,
Nulgun,
Kupin, ,

Shatnf, .

Siaga, ,

Sugla, .

Sundru, .

Yu HU, .

Ht., Ft.

Watershed.—^The Hmialayan watershed lies at a
^

very considerable distance to the north of the tain passes of thtrHimalaya.*
great Hmialayan peaks, which, from the side of The following are the heic
Hindustan, seem to form the watershed. The Outer Himalaya range
greater part of the giant peaks, which rise to an
elevation of 25,000 to 29,002 feet, are situated
not on the centinl axis but to the south of it.

Viewed from a distance of about 150 miles, these
mountains present a long line of snow-white
pinnacles, which on a nearer approach are seen
towering above the dark line of low’er but still

lofty mountains. The steep face is toward the

J

>lain, and to the north the chtiin supports the
ofty table-land of Tibet. Deep narrow vjillcys,

separated by ranges running either parallel or at
right angles with the main ridge, contain the
numerous sources of the rivers flowing into the
Ganges, the Indus, and the Brahmaputra.
AW*. — The great rivors issuing from the Suh-Himalayas or Sitcalih

Himalaya from west to east m succession, are the base of the Himalav^ anH
«OH»hera

Jhelum, the Chenab, the Ravi, the Beas, the Sutlej, <AecUon of
the Jumna, the Ganges, the Gogra, the Gamlak tively Xw
the Kosi, the Tista, tie Monas, and the Subansiri rockl Se pJSfme Indus, the Kab^ rivei, the Jhelum, the plains to the oiLrhUfts^k^yrbe^J.^
Chenab, the Eavi, the Boas, and the Sutlej form porous ground seamed bv iiinneiTO.a*!« n^men large river^ which flow tough ^fertile Lmc8,Xom 100 yar^

Tb. bLTiS
J)0 ®

Lat.. Long.

31° 16' 7> 19'

31 21 78 8
31 24 78 8

•
1

31 15 ‘ 78 25
31 16 78 20
31 10 78 21
31 22 78 10
31 19 78 13
31 2 78 10
31 26 77 58
31 16 78 20
31 13 78 29
31 24 78 2
31 24 1 78 4

15.000
15,851

16,026
17.000
16.000
16,000

16,035

14,891
15,480
15,555
16,000
16,000

16,000

15,877
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; of breadth, Wng below the level of the Emaus of ancient geographers, the Himin of the
plidns. This tract affords pasture to innumerable Moeso-Qothic, the liemel (llimmel) of the German,
herds of cows and buffaloes. Beyond lies a dry and the Heven of the Anglo-Saxon. Phny was
belt of rising ground, called Bhavar, chiefly of a fully aware of the signification of the name, for

gravelly and sandy nature, with abundance of the he says (Hist. Nat. vi. p. 117), ‘ Imaiis in colarum
sal tree (Vatica robusta). Next intervenes a lingua, nivonim significans.’ Hindus call all the
range of fossiliferous sandstone; which almost high snowy peaks of the Himalaya by the generic
uniformly edges the Himalaya from the Jheliun name Kailasa

;
and, in the mythology of the Hin-

to Upper Assam. The simce between these and dus. Mount Kailasa is the heaven of Siva and of

the slope of the Himalayas themselves is occupied Vishnu; another fabled Himalayan mountain, Meru
by the I)iins, the Mails (in Nepal), and Dwai-s (in or Su-meru, being the site of Swarga, the heaven
Bhutan), longitudinal valleys of rising ground, of Indra; and in Hindu mythology the sacred

either cultivated or yielding a plentiful forest Ganges is fabled to spring from the feet of Vishnu,

growth. Streams issuing from the Himalayan Jiacts.— The habitable j’arts of the range are

ranges lose a great part or the whole of their occupied by Mongoloid mces, and to a small extent

water by percolation through the gravel in the by tribes of Aryan descent; and many of the

Bhavar region. At the base of the slope, much ! tribes are supposed to have occupied their present

of the water that has percolated the gravel re-issues localities before the 4th or the 7th centuries a.d.

in the form of springs, the ground is marshy, and A sparse Aryan population li(‘8 scattered among
high gims replaces the forest. This tract is the the valleys.

Terai, a term not unfrequently applied to the The Bhot area is bounded on the south by
whole forest-clad slope of the Himalayas, known India and Kashmir, on the north by Chinese
also in Nepal as Moruiig. Tartary, and on the west liy Little Bokhara

iSivalaya (Sivalik) is the local name of the range and Kafiristan. Amongst them may be meii-

separating the Dehra Dooii from the plains east of tioned the Mahomedan Bhol of Baltistan or

the Jumna, and this has given the term Siwalik. Tjittle Tibet, of Bongdo, Skardo, Paikuta, and
It was in the Siwalik Hills that Lieut. (General Sir Khartakshi, of Shigar, Chorbad, etc.

; (2) the

Proby) Cautley, in the early part of the 19th con- Buddhist Bhot of Ladakh, Hungrnng and Kana-
tury, discovered the presence of fossils

;
and the war, the Bhot of the Chinese empire, the Tibetans

collections made by liiin and Dr. Falconer were of Kudok, Garo, Goga, etc., of Lhassa and Tishu-

described by the latter in the Fauna Anticpia Liunbu, the Si -Fan, the Lhopa of Bhutan, the

Sivalensis and Palasontological Memoirs. The Tak, the Bhot of Garhwal, Kamaon, and Nepal

;

great fossiliferous deposit of tin' Siwaliks is near the Chepang, and probably the Bhondur, the Chak,
the valley of Markaiida, westward of the Jumna, the Drok, the Hor, the Kolo

;
and (9) in the

and below Nahun. By the joint labours of Lieut, further oast are the KoeVh, the Dhimal, the
( 'autley and Dr. Falconer, and of Lieutenants western Bodo of Sikkim

;
and (4) still farther are

Baker and Durand, a sub-tropioal mammalian the Bhutan frontier, and still farther are the

fossil fauna was brought to light, unexampled for eastern Bodo or Boro of Assam and Cachar, the

richness and extent in any other region then Garo, the Kha8.sya, and the Mikir. To the central

known. It included, ainoiigst (he Primates, region are similarly confined, each in their own
species of inacacus (2), and semnopitheciis (2) ;

province, from west to east, the Dunghar (west
of the Carnivora, species of felis, caiiis, ursiis, of Nejial), the Dardu, the Gakar, the Bamba, the

hygena, melos, mellivom, lutra, machaerodus, Kakka, the Dogra, the Kanet, the Garhwali, the

enhydriodon, etc.; of the Proboscidea, elephas Kohli, the Kas or Khasia(in Nepal), the Magiir, the

(7), euelephas loxodon (1), stegodon (.3), mas- Gnruiig, the Knsunda, the Chejjang, the Sunwar,
todon (4), tetndophodon (6), trilophodon (7) ;

the Newar, the Murmi or Tamar, the Khoinbo or

of the Uiigulata perissodactyla, rhinoceros, acero- Kimnti, the Yakha, the Linibu or Yak-tlmmba,
therium, listridon, equus, hipparioii

;
of Uiigulata the Lepcha or Deunjongmaro (in Sikkim), the

artiodactyla species, hippopotamus, hippopota- LlKqm (in Bhutan), the Dafla (east of Bhutan),

midon, tetraconodon, sus, cervus, Camelopardalis, the Abor and Bor, the Miri, and the Mishmi.

sivatherium, bos, bison, bubalus, antilope, capra. The Cis - Himalayan Bhotia (called Palusen,

ovis, camcliis. Of the Rodents, species of mus Rongbo, Serpa, Kath - Bhotia, etc,), extend

(1), rliizomys and hystrix. Among the lleiitilia, along the whole line of the ghats, and with the

monitors and crocodiles of living and extinct name have retained unchanged the lingual and
species, the enormous tortoise, Colossochelys physical chaiacteristics, and even the manners,

Atlas, with numerous species of emys and customs, and dress, of their transnivean brethren,

trionyx. And, along with fossil fish, Cyprinida) The passes through the Snowy Range are occupied

and Siluridae, no less than 25 species of shells by the Bhoti, who have a monopoly of the tmde
were found, all of which but 4 are now extinct, across the Himalaya, are carriers, loading the goods
The general facies of the extinct fauna exhibited a on the backs of sheep. Most of the traders of

congregation of forms particijMiting of European, the snow valleys have some members of their

African, and Asiatic types. They are beautifully families residing at Daba or Gyaiii, on the Nuna
arranged in the London Natural History Museum, khar lake.

I' Himalaya, as a name, is from the Sanskrit words The men of all races in the hills are short

ftima, snow, and Alaya, an abode. The range is and of poor physique
;

they look worn, and get
ilso called Himadri, and Himavat

;
also Himachala deep-lined on the face at a comparatively early

[snowy mountain), and also Himadaya, the place age. The young women are often extremely
rf appearance of snow (Adaya, appearance),whence pretty, those living in the higher and colder

M classic name iEmodus. Himavat, the Western villages having, at 16 or 16, a complexion
KimaJaya, where it bifurcates and embraces the as fair as many Spaniards or Italians, and with

puntry occupied of old by the Sakae, was the very regular features. But they grow darker as
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they advance in years, and become very plain.

As a general description of the Mongoloid tribes

there, the liead and face is very broad, usually

widest between the dheek-bones, sometimes as

wide between the angles of the jaws; forehead

broail, but low and somewhat receding
;

chin

defective
;
mouth large and salient, but the teeth

vertical, and the lips not tumid
;
gums thickened;

eyes wide apart and oblique
;
nose long, pyra-

midal; hair of head copious and straight; of

the face and body deficient; stature low, but

muscular and strong
;
character phlegmatic, good-

humoured, cheerful, and tracbible. Polyandry yet

exists partially, but is diwippearing. Female
chastity is little heeded before marriage. Crime
rare, and they are truthful. They sacrifice, and
are little Hinduized. Their craftsmen are stranger

helot races, loaded amongst them from time im-

memorial, as smiths, carpenters, cumers, potters.

The Newar alone have any literature, and that

wholly exotic.

To the lower range, figain, and to similarly

malarious sites of the middle region, are exclus-

ively confined the Koch’h, Bodo, Dhimal (Sikkim

jind east of it), the Kichak, Pallas, Hayii, Tharu,

Dhenwar, Kumba, Bhramu, l)ahi or Dari, Kuswar,

the Rhotia (in Nepal), the Boksa (in Kamaon),
the Khatir, the Awan, the Janjoh, th(» Chib, and
the Bahoa (west of Kamaon to the Indus).

The Khas, Magar, Gurung, Newar, Murmi,
Lepcha, and Bodpa, etc., are dominant un-

broken tribes. The broken tribes are all the

Awalia, the Chopang, Kusunda, and Flayu, ami
there are tribes of helot craftsmen, blacksmiths,

caipentcrs, curriers, etc., who ari' regarded as

unclean. The unbroken trib(‘s are the mon*
recent immigrants from the north

;
their languages

arc of the simpler 'ruianian type, whereas tliose

of the broken tribes are of the comjilex or }>ro-

iiomenalized type, and the phenomena of ethno-

logy in the Himalaya warrant the conclusions that

'they were peopled by successive swarms from the

great Turanian hive, and that its tribes are still

traceably akin alike to the Altaic branch of the

north, and to the Dravidiun of the south. The
Khjis, the Kanot, the Dogra, and several other
tribes of the Western Himalaya, are clearly of
mixed breed, descended from 'lartar mothers and

therd are a few villages of Brahmans. The Dom are

hereditarybondsmen to the Rajputs. Basgi men and
women arc singers at the temples. From Kashmir

eastwards, iUl the easily accessible portions of the

Himalaya are occupied by Aryan Hindu as far as

the eastern border of Kamaon and the Kali river,

separatingKamaonfrom Nepal,—the Tibetansbeing

here confined to the valleys about and beyond the

snow. I’eople of Tibetan blood*have migrated into

Nepil throughout its whole length, and have

fonned mixed tribes, whose appearance and lan-

giuige is more Tibetan than Indian, but whose
religion and manners are Hindu. East of Nepal,

in Sikkim and Bhutan, the Hindu element almost

disiippears, and the Tibetans arc altogether domi-

nant. B(‘tween the Kali and Dhansri, in Nepal,

Sikkim, and Bhutan, the ordinary population con-

sists of the following:—
1. Ois-Himftlayan Bhotia or Tibetans, called Kongbo

;

Siena or Kath Bhotia ; Palu-Sen.
2. Serpa. X Gurung. 4. Magar. .5. Murmi.
(j. Newar. 7. Kiranti. 8. Limbu or Yak-thumba,
9. Lepcha or DeunjengMaro.

10. Jihutanese, or Lhopa, or Dukpa, or Brukpa.

Gurkha^ Guruinj, Magar.—fii Nepal, in the west

are tlie Gurung and Magar tribes, short, with fea-

tures of an extreme Mongolian type, full of martial

ardour and energy. They are famed as the Gurkha
soldiers. I’hey have considerabU' intellectual ability.

The Newar of the valley of Nejial are the culti-

vating peasantry, have Tilietan featur(‘8, with a

fair and ruddy complexion. The language of the

Magar, Gurung, and Newar is chietly TiboUin.

Farther east are the Keranti, Murmi, and others.

Some mixeil races are found to the south of each

chain, as the Lahnli and Kanawari in the west,

and the Gurkha and Bhutani in the east.

Highest Permanently Inhabited Villages.

1. Bhutan, Sikkim, Nopal. 2. Kamaon and Garliwal,
Yaiigmu Guola, 9,279 feet. Ussilla, . . 8,910 feet.

r.amteng, . . 8,88.3 ,, Tsobta, . . 8,842 ,,

Bumdangtang, cS,0U8 ,, Mukba, . . 8,000 „
Ijuchung, . . 8,030 ,, Kathi, . . . 7,410 ,,

3. Simla and Kulu. 4. Lahol, Kanaur.
BambhoraGarh,J),844 feet. , Darcke, . . 11,746 feet,

.langlik, . . 9, *2.57 „
|

Barik, . . . 11,085 „
Jatvar, . . 8,177 ,, i Kunu, . . . 11,083 ,,

Kot, . . . 7,078 „ I

5. Kislitwar and Kashmir,

Aryan fathers.

The Himalayan mounbiins thu.s form the meeting-
ground of the Aryan and Turanian luces. The
two stocks are in some places cuiiously inter-

mingled, though generally distinguishable. IV)

the extreme north-west are found tlie Hard, an Nedarnath, . 11,794 feet. Niti, . . . 11,464 fei

Ayran race of mountaineers, abutting on theAyran race of mountaineers, abutting on the
j

Pathans or Afghans on the west, and the Balii,
'

a race of mahomtHlanized Tibetans of tlu; Turan-
ian stock, on the east. To this latter .stock also

belong the Champa, a race of hardy nomades, niom
wandering about the high-level valleys of Jiupshu, Chushi
and the Ladakhi, a settled race, cultivating the villas

valleys of their country. The other Aryan mces Fanani;

are the Pahari or ‘mountaineers,’ the Kashmiri,
the Dogra, and Ohibhali, who inhabit the outer
hills. In Gaihwal and Kamaon we find the
Kanawari (inhabibuits of Bashahir), the Nilang

SiikiiG, . . . 9,122 feet. Daver, . , . 7,718 feet.

BaraBiinghal, 8,53.5 „ Kullan, . . 7,175 „
Pashmiu, . . 8,351 „ Shapion, . . 6,072 ,,

II. Highest Summer Villages of Kamaon and Garhwal,
They do not occur in tlie Himalaya west of Garhwal.

Kedarnatli, . 11,794 feet. 1 Niti, . . . 11,464 feet.

. . . 11,540 ,, I
Milum, . . 11,265 ,,

III. Western Tibet.

A. Highest Bermanently Inhabited Villages,
a, a Biuldhist Puling, in Gnari
nastery, 15,117 feet. Khorsum, . 13,953 feet,
iul, a small Towns with a considerable
age, . . 14,406 ,, number of Stone Houses.

Hanle, a Biuldhist
monastery, 15,117 feet.

Chushul, a small
village, . . 14,406 ,,

Fananuk, a shop-
herds’ settle-

ment, . . 14,146 „

Muglab,
Kibar, •

Gya, .

13,847 feet.

13,607 „
13,548 „

people, who differ in no respect from those of
Hundes, and the inhabitants of thn Rhotin UohalflHundes, and the inhabitants of the Bhotia Mahals
of Kamaon and Garhwal, who are of mixed Tarter
and Indian origin.

A number of the hill-ineu arc Rajputs, and

B. Highest Summer Villages..

Norbu, ; 1.5,946 feet. Puga, 15,264 feet.
Chabrang, 15,588 „ Gartok, 15,090 „
Korzog, . 15,349 „

G. Highest Pasture Grounds in Summer.^
Larsa, 16,349 feet. Rukebin, 15,064 feet.
Zmchin, . 16,222 „ Amlung, 15,300 „
Kiangchu, 16,781 „ Jugta, . 16,058 „
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IV. Kouen Lun.

Highest villages, 9,400 feet. Highest pasture

Highest summer grounds, • 13,000 feet,

villages, . 10,200 „

V. Andes. Highest Towns and Villages.

Authorities : Burkart ; Humboldt ; Pentland ;

Wislizenus.

Cerro de Turche, . 10,641 feet (H.)

Pasco, 14,098feet(H.) Cebolullullo,8,890 „ (P.)

Potosi, . 13,665 ,, (H.) Zacatecas, 8,051 „ (B.)

Cuzco,. . 11,380 ,, (P.) Mexico, . 7,469 „ (11.)

Savatory stations and convalescent depots for

British troops have been formed on spurs from

the Himalayas, as well as on other of the hill

ranges of British India, jus on Mount Abu, Maha-
baleshwar, Ramaninallay, the Neilghcrries. In 1877

the mortality at the hill stations was only 6*49 per

1000; in Bengal proper, 9*11; in Meerut and
Kohilkhand, 10*1 6; in the Panjab, 10*68; Oan-
getic provinces, 13*24; Agra and Central India,

14*36.

Almorah in Kamaon .5300-5500 feet.

Chinee, on the Sutlej, 1.50 miles from Simla, 9096 ,,

• Dalhousie, on the Chamba Hill.s, . . .5700 ,,

1 Darjiling, 7218 ,,

Dharmsala or Bhagsu, Kangra Hills, . .5000-6000 ,,

Dugshai, 16 miles 8. of Simla, . . 5000 6000

Kiissowlee, 45 miles from Ambala, . . 6400
Landoiir adjoining IMussoori, . . 7300-7*572

Murree, in the Hazara Hills, . . . HOOO
Musaoori near Landoiir, . . . 6400-7200

Naini Tal, in Kamaon, 22 mile.s S.IV,

of Aimora, 6409-7400
Simla, 77 miles from Ambala, and 22

miles N.K. of Subathu, . 6.500-8000

Subathu, 9 miles from Kussowlc( . 4000

Lanyuayes,—In the Himalaya, according to Mr.

Aitcheson, the various dialects are mixed together

in great confusion. ( )n the nortlieri i A .^sam frontier

are found, in the following order from K. to W., the

Aka, Abor, Dafla, Miri, and Mishnii
;
next to tliese

is Hhutia, which carries us as far E. as the Tista

;

Sikkim, or the country between the Tista and
the Singhaleela range, contains the liepcha and
Limbu dialects. The Sikkim Terai gives us tlie

Dhinial, Bodo or Mechi, and KoclTh, whicli latter

also occupy the plains of Koch-Bahar, an<l the

northern parts of Hunjpur, Diuajpur, and Pur-
niah. In Nepal, according to Mr. Hodgson and
Dr. Campbell’s researches, we find a perfect maze
of dialects. Beginning from the Singhaleela range,

we find Limbu or Kiranta, wliieli goes IV. as far

as the Dudkusi river, in long. 86° 44'. Sher-

will found the Guriing in the higher parts of

Singhaleela, closely connected with whom are the

Murmi. Along the lower hills are the Magar,

who extend to the W. as far as Palpa. Some-
where about here we should apparently place the

Brahmu, Chepang, Hayu or Vayu, and Kusunda.
In Central Nepal arc the Newar, *Pahri, and
Brahmo, a dialect of Magai*, also the Darahi or

Dorlii, Danwar, and Paksya. The Tharu live in

the Terai between Chumparum and the Khat-
mandu valley, as far W. as the river Gandak.
These hist four are classed among Indo-Germanic
langua^s. The rest are Turanian, with more or
i’less infusion of Hindi. The Parbatia or Paliaria,

[a dialect of Hindi, is spoken all over Nepal, and
lls Hie court language. West of this again comes
|the Falpa, then the Thaksya, Sunwar, and Sarpa,
»he dialects of Kamaon and Garhwal, which carry
s on to Hie Milchan of Kanawar, the Hundesi,
ad Tibarskad north of it. West of tljis come

! Dogra dialects of the Panjab hills.

I The Dehra Doon is a winter valley. Its

length is about 45 miles and its breadth about half
that. It is shut on the north by the Siwalik range,
rising 3000 feet high. Orf the E*. are numerous
mountains rising 7000 or 8000 feet, amongst them
Miissoori and liandour; the Asun and the'Sooswa
rivers drain it. It is clear of jungle, and well
cultivated. The k^a-plant thrives, and the village
of Dehra is large and thriving.

In the Kangia valley, some places like Bhagsu
(Dharmsfila), and the road from Kaiigni town,
Haurabagh and Fouta-Kal, are beautiful, as also

are the views of the Snowy Kauge. Kot Kangra
or Kangni town was the capital of a powerful liill

.state, wiiiel) was conqueriul liy the Sikhs. It is

2500 f(M‘t above' the level of the sea. Bhagsii,

above' Dharmsala, is 7000 feet above the sea.

Haurabagh is 7000 feet, and Eoiita-Kal 9000 feet

above the sea. The Kangra people are sturely,

honest, and independent.

Thei Siitle'j valley commences a few miles above
Mnndi, and eioiitiiiues up for about 40 miles,

almeist to Simla and Subathu, and has the sana-
kiria of Simla, Kussowlce, Nsigkunda, and Chor.
Mnndi is the chit'f town of the Mundi state.

The Sutlej people arc amiable and gentle, free of

low cunning, having the appearance of a mixed
race between the Tartar and tin* common hill-

men. They are fair, well made, and strong, but
are filthy and indigent. I’lie women have a toga
fastened round the waist. Nagkunda is esti-

mated at 9000 feet above the level of the sea.

Chor is 12,000 feet.

The Beas valley exceeds in beauty that of

Kashmir. It runs from the Bajaora mountain on
the north, to the Snowy Ihinge on the south, a
length of about GO miles, and its lieights range
from 4500 feet at the foot of the Bajaora pjiss, to

9000 feet at Ralha at the foot of the Kotang pass.

Sultanpur is 4584 feet. It is the only town in

the valley, and tradi's with Ladakh, Central Asia,

Mnndi, and Kangra. Polyandry prevails in the

Beas valley, but the general immorality is ascribed

U) the large numbers of Yarkaiidi traders.

Kulu.—The poorer Kulu people wear only a
blanket, wound around the waist, and one end
flung across the shoulders and pinned across the

chest
;
men and women often dress dike, but the

long hair of the women is plaited in one tress.

Animal Life .—The partridge has been observed
16,080 feet above the sea, and crows and ravens
16,500. The Khalij pheasants never descend below
12,000 feet

;
and high over the Kinchinghow

(22,7^6 feet), flocks of wild geese are seen to wing
their flight. The wild yak, the existence of which
in the wild state has been doubted, and the kiang,

five to six species of wild sheep and goats, hares,

and mice, are found as high as 16,000 to 17,000

feet. The highest permanent village occupieii by
man is at 11,746 feet (Darcke), but in summer the

herdsmen go higher up the mountains. On the

southern slope the cultivation has not risen higher

than 10,000 feet ; but on the north side are the

cultivated valleys of the Baspa river at 11,400
feet, and advancing farther, the habitations of man
are to be seen as high as 13,000 feet, and cultiva-

tion 13,600 feet. There are many shrines and
sacred spots within the ranges to which Hindu
pilgrims resort, and numbers of them perish

amidst the perpetual snows. Amongst them is

Badarinath, in Garhwid, a temple dedicated to an
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incarnation of Vishnu, 10,294 feet above the sea.

Kedarmth is another Vaishnava temple within the

Himalayas, 11,794 feet above the sea; Gangotri

also, in Garhwal, at 10,319 feet of elevation, is

another shrine, its vicinity being sacred to Hindu
thought, as near it, at 18,800 feet, the Bhagirathi

issues, no puny stream, from beneath a glacier.

F/ot’a.— If we commence with the bases of

these mountains, and pass successively through the

several belts, we first find a vegetation similar to

that of the southern provinces of India : the agri-

cultural products consist of rice, millet, amaranth,

an esculent arum, ginger, turmeric, a little cotton,

and sugar, at the season, succeeded by wheat,

barley, and buckwheat, in the cold -weather

months. Along with plantains, oleander, and
some of the orange tribe, we meet also with some
species which were long considered peculiar to

China, ns Marlea begonifolia and Houttuynia cor-

dabi, with species of Chloranthiis, IncarVillea, and

others. On ascending higher, we pass through

different gradations of vegetation until reaching

the regions of the oaks and rhododendrons, which
is immediately succeeded by tliat of pines.

Trees grow very generally in the Himalaya up
to heights of 11,800 feet, and in most parts there

arc extensive forests covering the sides of tlie

mountains at but a little distance below this limit.

In Western Tibet, however, there is nothing at

all corresponding to a forest. Apricot trees, wil-

lows, and poplars are frequently cultivated on a
large scale

;
poplars, indeed, are found at Mang-

nang in Giiari Khorsum at a height of 13,457 feet,

but they arc the objects of the greatest care ami
attention to the lamas. On the northern side of

the Kouen Lun are no trees at all, owing to the

considerable height of the valleys. In the Andes
they end at about 12,130 feet

;
in the Alps, on an

avenige. at 6400 feet, isolated specimens occurring

above 7000 feet. The cultivation of grain coin-

cides in moat cases with the highest permanently
inhabited villages; but the extremes of cultivated

grain remain below the limit of pennanent habita-

tion. In the Himalaya, cultivation of grain does

not exceed 11,800 feet, in Tibet 14,700 feet, and
in the Kouen Lun 9700 feet. For the Andes
the limit is 11,800 feet. In the Aljis, some of

the extremes are found near Findeler, at a
height of 6630 feet, but the mean is about 5000
feet. The upper mean limit of grass vegetation

in the Himalaya is at 15,400 b'et; in Western
Tibet, nearly the same level jis for the higlicst

pasture grounds, 16,600 feet, may be adopted,
m the Kouen Lun grass is not found above 1^,800
feet. Shi-uhs grow in the Himalaya up to 16,200
feet; in Western Tibet as high as 17,000 feet;

and in one instance, at the Gunshankar, even to

17,313 feet. On the plateaux to the north of the
Kara-korum, shrubs arc found at 16,900 feet,

and, which is more remarkable, they occtisionally

grow there in considerable quantities on spots
entirely dcstituki of grass. As an example may
be mentioned, airiongst several others, the Vohab-
Ohilgane plateau (16,419 feet), and A Bashmalgun
(14,207 feet). In the Kouen Lun the upper
limit of shrubs does not exceed 12,700 feet.

Above tMs height grass is still plentiful, and
shrubs being here, as generally everywhere else,

confined to a limit below the vegetation of grass,
the range presents an essential contrast in this
respect to the characteristic aspect of the Kara-

j

konun. The number of speoics of plant®, as
'

well as the number of individualSf is exceedingly

limited in the higher parts of the Kouen Lun,

Lichens are completely wanting in the dry angular

gravel covering the high plateau, and the slopes

of the mountains in their neighbourhood.

Sno/r is a phenomenon which varies extremely

with the latitude, longitude, humidity, and many
local circumstances. In Ceylon and the Madras
Peninsula, whose mountains attain 9000 feet, and
where considerable tracts are elevated above 6000
to 8000 feet, snow has never been known to fall

On the Khassya mountains, which attain 7000 feet,

and where a great extent of surface is above 6000

feet, snow seems to he unknown. In Sikjdm

snow annually falls at about 6000 feet elevation,

in Nepal at 5000 feet, in Kamaon and Garhwal

at 4000 feet, and in the extreme West Himalaya

lower .still. In the Sikkim Himalaya, the giant

jieaks of Doiikiah, Kinchinghow (22,756 feet),

and Kancliinjinga, the third greatest mountain of

the world (28,156 fet?t), only surpassed iu altitude

by the Kara-korum (28,278 feet), and Mount
Everest (29,002 feet), form the culminating points

in this mfignificently wooded region. The truly

temperate vegetation supersedes the sub-tropical

above 4000 to 6000 feet; and the elevation at

which this changi*. takes place corresponds roughly

with that at wliich the winter is marked by an

annual fallof snow.

—

Outer Mountains of Kemaon^
htj Capl. llerhert^ in BL As. Trans, xi. xii.

;
Iloyle^

111. Him. Hot.
;
llerm. ScM. ; MacG, ; Camphell^

]>p. 47, 117-8, 168; Thomson*s Travels; Hooker

f. et Thom.
i)p. 189, 190 ;

Hooker^ Him. Jour. ;

[/nieersal Review^ No. 3, p. 359 ; Major Cumiiny-

ham
;

( 'aptain Strachcij^ Report, Brit. Association,

1817
;
Annals, Indian Administration ; MedlicoU

and Blan/orJs Geology of India; Trelawney
Saunders; Magnetic Surrey of India, p. 9;
Frnser\s Himalaya Mountains; H. II.

Hindoo Sects
; Imperial Gazetteer.

HIM IS, a Buddhist monastery near Leh in

Ladakh, 12,321 feet above the sea.

HlMilABGUJEJtATI, one of the eighty-four

Gaclichas of the Jaina sect.

HIMMAT BAHAI)AK, the pupil of Ilajendra

Gir, a Dasnanii ascetic.

HIMYAR was the fifth monarch from Kahtan,
and gave his name to a dynasty which ruletl

over Yemen for many centuries, with varying
fortune and different degrees of magnificence.
Hiinyar was the first of the descendants of
Kahtan who reigned over the whole of Yemen.
This dynasty terminated on the conquest of
Yemen by the Ahyssinians in a.e. 626

;
and Dthoo

Nawaz, the last of them, was the tyrant who de-
stroyed the Christians of Nejran by burning 20,000
in a pit, noticed in chapter 85 of the Koran as
the martyre the brethren of the pit. The dynasty
had ruled in Yemen for 2000 years, and its down-
fall was accelerated by the intolerance of the
Jewish Tobbas. For a short time prior to a.d.
596, assisted by the Persian monarchs, Nushir-
wan and Khusru Parwez, the dynasty again ruled
over Yemen, but was idtimately put aside by
Persia declaring Yemen to be a satrapy. The
devotions of the Himyarites were addressed to a
multitude of deities, of which the principal were
the sun, the moon, and the planets. Tne most
powerful of this dynasty was Abu Karib, com*^
monly called Tobba. In A.D. 206 he covered the
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Kaba with a tapestry of leather, a^d supplied its aloiijs; the Sub-Himalayan ran^e as far as the

door with a lock of gold. The Beni Himyar of Gogra river, the impure Hindi dialect introduced

S. Arabia claim to be descendants of that dynasty, by the Gurkhas from the plains appears to be
Himyaritio inscriptions were found by Lieutenant extirpating the vernacular Tibetan tongues of tlie

Cruttenden in the town of Senaa. They are aboriginal mountaineers. Mr. Masson made him-
likewise met with at Aden. The language appears self understood throughout the wliole of Kohistan

;

to lean more to Hebrew than the Ethiopic, while and it will thus be seen that the term is used to

the Gara language, called also Kkhili or Mahrah, bring under one common designation the various

is more akin to Ethiopic. — Playfair's Yemen

;

dialects of a language essentially one, but which
Niebuhr's 2V. ii. 178; Wright's Christ, in Arabia, has received no great cultivation in any of its

HINAYANA, a form of Buddhism which pre- forms. According to the Brahman pandits of

vailed in India east of the Indus. It was put Benares, there are hundreds of dialects equally

aside by Kanishka, who introduced the Maliayana entitled to the name. The Brij Basha (or Bliaka,

schism. The Hinayana was the purer sect of the as it is pronounced on the Ganges) and the

Buddhists, followers of the lesser vehicle. Panjabi are the two most cultivated varieties of

HIND. The tenn India, by which this country, it
;
but the Panjabi passes into Multani, which a

as far as it was known, is distinguished in the good philologist has shown to be a corrupted

earliest Grecian histories, appears to be derived form of Panjabi
;
whilst Jataki, again, farther to

from Hind, the name given to it by the ancient the south, is a corrupted form of Multani
;
Sindi,

Persians
;
through whom, doubtless, the know- according to Lieut. Burton, is a perfectly distinct

ledge both of the country and its name were dialect, though directly derived from Sanskrit,

transnjitted to the Greeks. Mr. Wilkins siiys that
;
When the Mahrattas extended their conquests

no such word as Hindu or Hindustan are to be into Hindustfin, they saw Hindi everywhere

found in the Sanskrit dictionary. Tlic people prcvjdent, from the limits of the desert to tlie

among whom the Sanskrit language w.as vernacular, irontiers of Bundelkhand, and, finding it different

styled their country Bharata.—liennelCs Memoir. from their own tongue, they called it conteinp-

HINDl is a term used all over Nortliern India, tuously Kangri Basha, quasi barbarous jargon,

to denote the vernacular tongue of the districts. Sir John Malcolm extemls the Rangri Bhaka as

Speaking gencmlly, the whole of Upper India, far west as tlie Indus, and east as far as the fron-

including the Paiijab, but exclusive of Bengal, tier of Bundelkhand, where, as in all the country

may be said to be possessed by one language, the to the Indus from the western frontier of Bengal,

Hindi. This range, therefore, would include all dialects of Hindi prevail. The Marwari and other

the Rajput states, Jeysulmir, Ajmir or Rajasthan, dialects of Kajputanaare evident varieties of Hindi

Mewar, Marwar, Bikanir
;
and also the N. and E. introduced by the Riijput races,

in Ijihore, Multan, Dehli, Agra, Malwa, Gujerat, 'Phe groat variety of the Hindi dialects is

Oudh, Allahabad, and Behar. Indeed, in the doubtless owing to the absence or non-use of any
entire tracts lying between the Vindhya on the eominon book, as the Bible or New Testament

;

south, the Himalaya on the nortli, the* Indus on and from the prolonged dominance of the Maho-
the west, and Bengal and Assam on the east, are medan rulers, and the encouragement given by
spoken what arc called Hindi dialects, some of them, by the ruling Hindu courts, and by the

which contain Sanskrit words to the extent of British, to the study of Persian, Hindi has been
nine-tenths of their entire vocables. The Ian- less studied than tlie Persian or modern Urdu,

guages spoken in the north-western border of In 1872, in eight districts of the N.W. Provinces,

India, between it and Afghanistiin, and those the Urdu or Persian reading pupils in tho Tahsili

of India adjoining Afghanistan, arc dialects and Halkabandi schools largely exceeded the Hindi

of Hindi, but sulficiently distinct to be called and Nagri reading scholars, ranging from Jths to

Sindi, Panjabi, and Kashmiri. Lieut. Leech, in- Jths.
*

deed, has given vocabularies of seven languages The people speaking these Hindi dialects are

spoken on the west of the Indus. Accord- of different races. Amongst the races in this

ing to Oolebrooke, Hindi owes nine-tenths of its tract are the Mhairs of Ajmir, the Rajputs, the

vocables to Sanskrit roots
;
but when it is spoken Hindus of the eastern counties, called Purbhiahs,

by Mahoinedans, who added to it Arabic and and the descendants of the Aryan conquerors

Persian roots, it became converted into Hindus- who have been residing there nigh two thousand

tani or Urdu, litenvlly the camp tongue. It is years, men of large physical frame, proud, vain,

that' which the Mahomedans generally, and the self-reliant, and abstemious.

Indian army everywhere, speak, and has hitherto HINDTAN, a small town in Khuzistan, on the

been the langu^e employed in personal inter- Tab river, 35 miles from its mouth, navigable

course by the British in their communications with to this town for bagla and boats.

—

MacO. p. 176.

the people of the country, though only fonned into HINDIKT, a name by which the Hindus are

a written tongue since the beginning of the nine- designated in Afghanistan and westwards to

teenth century by Dr. John Borthwick Gilchrist of
j

Russia. In Astracan there are about five hun-

the Bengal Medical Service. The learned and dred families. Mr. Mitchell says that the repu-

the ^eat retain Persian for epistolatory corre- tation of these Hindu colonists stands very high,

^ndence. When, however, Hindi is spoken by and tliat they bear a preference over all the

Hindui^ who draw on Sanskrit for enrichment or merchants of other nations settled in this great

embeUishnient, it appropriately retains name commercial city. The Hindiki in Afghanistan

of Hindi. Modhied in these various ways, it is are described by Bellew as descendants of Arab
found not only on the plains of Hindustan, but fathers with Hindu mothers. The Indian born

: also on the southern slope of the Himalayas, for Habush, slaves of the Nawabs of tbe Kamatic,
Mr. Trail informs us that the language of Kamaon were styled Hindi
imd Qaihwal is pure Hindi. Indeed, generally, HINDU is the ordinary name by which the
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idol-worsbippine people of Britisii India are at

present known, t)iit the term is only of recent use.

The races to whom it is applied tire only now
fusing, under the firm rule of the British, and
never, hitherto, could have had one common
designation. Bharata or Bliaratavart’ha is an
ancient Sanskrit name for part of the countries

which Europeans include in the term India. Hindu
for the people, and Hindustan for the country,

now so generally applied by natives tis well as

foreigners, are possibly of Persian or W. Aryan
origin, and may have relation to tlie seven rivers

of the Panjab, the Sabp’ta-Sindhu, wliich the

Aryans met with in their course to the south,

the river Indus being still known as the Sind lui

or Sind’h (Hitopadesa, p. Soil). With the P(‘rsians,

Ind or Hind and Hindu, as synonymous with

black, hjis long been applied to (he dark-coloured

populations in the territories which are now com-
prised in British* India. The Arab, the Persian,

the Afghan, and Sikh, when speaking of the people

of Indm, only call them ‘ black men ; ' and even in

India the Mahomedan descendants of the Arab,

Persian, Moghul, and Afghan compierors use the

same designation. ‘ Kala Admi,’ litemlly black

man, is ever in their mouths
;
ami Hindus tlunn-

selves, in their various tongues, likewise so dis-

tinguish themselves from all tlu' fair foreigmn-s

amongst them. The African races, who were

formerly brought to India as the household slaves

or guards of native princes, invariably, when allud-

ing to such of their own people as are born in the

country, style them Hindi; and the Hindu mer-
chants trafticking throughout Afglianistan, Central

Asia, and Kussia, are known to (lie peo^jlc as

Hindiki. Therefore, though a larg(‘ jiart of the

idol-worshipping people now'-a-days call them-
selves Hindu, in this they are merely following the

names given to them by their Arab, Persian, Afghan,

Turk, Moghul, Tartar, and British rulei-s. Even
Europeans have only of late liabitiially used tJiis

term, for at the beginning of the 19th century

Gentoo was the everyday name curiploycrl, though it

has since gradually fallen into disuse. It, also, was
derived from a foreign peojile, the Portuguese, and
was applied to the idol-worsliippers, like tlie Gens
of*the Homans find Gentile of the Scriptures. It

never, perhaps, reached much beyond tlie sea-

port towns, and if the better educated amongst
the natives ever employed it, their doing so w^as

merely in imitation of Europeans, And now, too,

similarly, Brahmans and others, when alluding to

the Teling race of their own countrymen, likewise

style them Hindus.

Hindu is thus almost entirely a European con-
ventional term, and does not represent a nation,

a race, or a religion. The great bulk of the p(*opIc

known by this appelkition are the descendants of

Turanian, Scythian, and even Aryan immigrants,

who in bygone ages are supposed to have left

the cold north, some offshoots moving westward,
and others to the south

;
for remnants of Turan-

ian languages are found in Baluchistan, and the
seat of the great Sanskrit-speaking peoide was
long in Kashmir, proving tliat one great highway
to the south had been down the valley of the
Indus, through Kashmir and the Panjab. But
between the valley of the Indus and that of the
Brahmaputra, there arc 20 or 30 passes in the
Himalaya through which the northern races could
stream to the genial south. Amongst the first of

these immigrants seemingly were Kolman and

Dravidian races, belonging to the Turanian family

of mankind, bodies of whom seem to have spread

themselves over the Peninsula. As to the date of

their advent, however, history is silent, but there

seems no doubt that great branches of the Scythic

stock were occupants of India at the time that

it was to a considerable extent conquered by the

Sanskrit-speaking tribes of the Aryan family. In

the north, the subjugation or ousting of the Turan-

ians from all nink and power was so complete,

that Sanskrit fomis of speech became the lan-

guages of the couiitiy
;
and now, in the north, Kash-

miri, Panjabi, Sindi, Gujerati, Mahrati, Hindu-
stani, and the Bengali, all of them with a large

admixture of Sanskrit, are sister tongues known
as forms of Hindi. South of the Nerbadda, how-
ever, it is otherwise. Throughout the Peninsula

the languages in use differ from the Sanskrit in

grammar, and only admit Sanskrit words in the

same way that the Anglo-Saxon admitted terms
of law and civilisation from the Nonnan-French.
At the present day, the south of India more largely

represents the Turanian, and the north the Aryan
race. I’he fair, yellow-coloured Aryans are, how-
('V(*r, to be met with south even to Cape Comorin

;

but though mixing with the various Dravidian

nations, races, and tribes for at least 3000 years,

in physical fonn,complexion, intellect, and manners,
the Jlrahmani(ial and other Aryan families are

as distinct as when their forefathers first came
from the north, it may be three or four thousand
years ago. The gri^xt Aryan migration seems to

have re(!eive<l its first check at the I'indhyan rang^/

between the 11th and 8th centuries before the

Christian era.

This [lowerfnl branch of the Aryans passed into

Northern India between the 14th and 8th centuries

b(‘fore Christ. They brought with them the lan-

gnage of the Vedas
;
and as all Brahmans profess

alike to recognise the authority of these sacred

books, we witness the modern worshippers of

Siva, Vishnu, and tlu' maintainers of the Sankhya
or Nyaya or Vedanta doctrines, all considering

themselves and each other to be orthodox mem-
bers of th(^ Hindu community. It is this common
recognition of that one set of religious books
which is the sole boinl of union amongst the

descendants of tfie various races and tribes pro-
fe.ssing Hinduism or Brahmanism, who now people
India. Tlie Aryans seem to have brought with
them a servile race, or to have had amongst them
a social distinction between the noble and the
common people, which has ever continued. As
they conquered southwards, amongst the Turanian
races whom they found in the country, they re-
duced the less civilised tribes to a state of predial
slaveiy. They named them in fierce contempt,
Dasa or slaves, and these formed the true servile

race of Menu and other writers. Where the
races who had preceded them retained their

independence, these proud imthigrants styled
them M’hlccha, a term which even to the present
day is intended to comprise everything that is

hateful or vile. But the immigrant Aryans found
along the coiists of India also other races, different
alike from the Scythic tribes and from the Aiyans
of the Vedas,—earlier colonizers or immigiunts,
probably from the west,—who had a civilisation of
their own, and with whom the Pharaohs, and Solo-
mon and Hiram, and the Cushite Ajabs of Yenien
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and thd people of E. Africa, carried jon a lucrative

trade by sea. This people had extended down the

coast to Cape Comorin, had crossed over to

Ceylon, and crept up the Coromandel coast, till

stopped by the Godavery and Mahanadi. All the

Bengal Presidency and Central India wtis at that

time thinly inhabited by a Turanian, Sakyan, or

Mongol race, coming down from Tibet and Nepal.

But so sparse was the population wliorn the Aryans

encountered, tliat, in the Vedas, Agni is represented

as the general of Nahusha, the first settler, that is,

they cleared the ground by burning the forests,

and some fine descriptions are given of the

grandeur and terror of the sight. Up to the

present day the religions of the prior occupants

have never been other than local cults, and many
of them even yet continue very barbarous. The
higher civilisation of the East Aryans has enabled

them to propjigate their changing views, but the

phases of their religious beliefs have been marked
by four great epochs :

—

I. The Vedic age, which was charactciwed by the wor-
ship of tlie gods of the elements, Agni, Indra, Varuiia,

and appears to have been current in the Tanjab prior

to the uisappearanco of the Saraswati in the sand.

II. The Brahmanic age, characterized by the worship

of Brahma, and which seems to have i»revailed between
the disappearance of the Saraswati and the advent of

Sakhya.
HI. The Buddhist age, which was cliaractcrized by

the pursuit of Nirvana, and seemingly prevailed from
about B.c. 600 to a.d. 800 or 1000.

IV. The Brahmanical revival, which is characterized

by the worship of incarnations of deities, and has i)re-

vailed from about a.d. 800 till now.

l edic Age.—Among the gods whom the Vedic
Aryans worshipped were Indra and Agni. Indra

was the firnniment, witli all its phoiiomena. He
alone held the thunderbolt, and was king over

gods and men. Agni was the element of lire.

All the other gods were but Tnanifestations or other

forms of these two. The relationship is evident

between Agni and the suii, the Surya or Sura
Savitri of the Vedas, ami a female divinity. But
Indra also is frequently identified with the sun

:

indeed, the twelve great deities, or Aditya, are but
other names of the same god as presiding over the

twelve months of the year. The Aditya most
frequently invoked are Mitra, Varuna, Aryaman,
and, in a lesser degree, Ansa, Daksha, Pushan,

Bhaga, Vishnu, and Twashtri. Pushan watclu's

over roads and travellers
;
Twashtri is the Vulcan

or smith of the gods. Slight mention is made of

Vishnu
;
but we have the germ of the legendary

three steps, being apparently simply the rise, cul-

mination, and setting of the sun. Among the

inferior deities, the Marut or winds hold the first

place; and next to them the Aswiiii, apparently

twins or brothers, and sons of tlie sea (Sindhu),

BO that the Vedic Aryans evidently had settlements

near some water, which tliey called a sea. The
Aswini are almost invariably represented as having
a triangular car with three wheels, drawn by asses

;

while their name appears to be derived from
Aswa, a horse, which would seem to identify them
with the two horses of the sun. The sakta or
hymns addressed to them are richest of all jn

legend. Their connection with Indra (Jupiter),
ttieir patronage of mariners, their twin brother-
hood, the two horses and stars found on their

oins, identify them with the Grecian Dioscuri. In
! Vedas, heaven, earth (Aditi and Pritivi), and

are rarely invoked, and the sun has com-

paratively few saktas. Occasional laudations are
given to rivers, especially to the Saraswati

;
and

this nature-worship extends to the cow, the wood
used in the oblations, and even the vapa or sacri-

ficial post. To Ushas, or the dawn, some of the
most beautiful hymns in th(i Veda arc addressed.
All these deities are expressly declared to be ‘ the
progeny of the heavens and the earth’ (Wilson’s
Vedas, i. p. 276). No mention is made of the
planets,—for Brihaspati is not a planet, but ‘ the
lord of prayer,’—and the moon has not eveii a sakta.

The worship of the Vedic race is briefly but
comprehensively described by themselves (Asht.

I. Adhy. I. Sakta 6), where it is said the standers

around associate with (Indra) the mighty (sun),

the indestructive (fire), the moving (wind), and
the liglits that shine in the sky. The blessings they
implore, says Professor Wilson, ‘ are for the most
part of a temporal and personal description,

—wealth, food, life, posterity, cattle, cows, and
horses; jirotection against enemies, victory over

them, and sometimes th(‘ir destruction.’ ‘ There
ar(‘ a few indications of a hope of immortality and
of further hap])iness, but they are neither frequent,

nor, ‘in geruual, distinctly armouneed.’ The only

notice of an after life is found in the legend (for

nothing is founded on it) of three brothers called

Hibhus, who for their meritorious actions were
made gods. Also, in one or two passages, Yama
and his oflice of ruler of the dead are obscurely

alluded to (Dr. Wilson, i. p. 2o). Yama is usually

connected with the Yamuna river. So monotonous
and irreverent arc the great bulk of their prayers

(to Indra especially), that Professor Wilson could

scarcely believe them to be iu earnest. An in-

stance of this is the hymn addressed to the goddess
Anna (Anna devati, known in Bengal as Anna
Puma), personified as Pitu, or mateiial food, by*

the rishi Agastya (see Wilson's Veda, ii. p. 192;

Calcutta Keview, No. 64, p. 412) ;
and in a similar

strain the soma plant is addressed. This plant, the

Sarcost<*mma brevistigma, is found all the way
from the mountains of Mazenderan tD the Coro-

mandel coast, and Viswamitra is described as

passing the Sutlej and Boas to gather it. Bruised

between two stones, mixed with milk or barley

juice*, ami fermented, it formed a strong inebriat-

ing spirit. ‘ The purifying soma, like the sea roll-

ing its waves, has poured forth songs, and hymns,

and thoughts.’

The riinnl of these old Aryans, as described iu

Professor AVilson’s epitome of the saktas, compre-
hended olferings, prayer, and praise. The former

are chiefly oblations and libations of clarified

butter poured on the fire, and the expressed and
fennented juice of this soma plant, presented in

ljulles to the deities invoked. It seems to have been
sometimes sprinkled on the fire, sometimes on the

ground, or rather on the kusa sacred grass strewed

on the floor
;
and in all cases the residue was

drunk by the assistants. There is no mention of

any temple, or any reference to a public place of

worship
;
the sacrificial chamber was always in the

house of the worshipper, and it is clear that the

worship was entirely domestic. The worshipper

himself does not appear to have taken any part

personally in the ceremony
; and it was by pnests

—seven and sometimes sixteen—by whom the

different ceremonial rites are performed, and by
whom the mantras, or prayer and hymns, were
recited (L p. 24). The soma juice was the obla-
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tion or libation of the Yedio woitihip (the honia

of the Parsee), and allusions to it are met with in

almost eveiy page.

The following tabular statement of the number
of saktas in the 500 hymns translated by Professor

Wilson, addressed to each deity, sets their actual

and relative worship clearly before us :

—

Indra, . . 178 1 Brihaspati, . 2 Sarasvati, .

Agni, . . , 147 Mitra, . .17 Vishnu (none
Aswini, . . 28 Varuna, . . 20 in the first

Marut, . 24 Usha, ... 11 Ashtaka),
Vayu, , . 6 SuryaorSavi-

i

Euiira, . . 3 tri, ... 5

:

hymns, and recognise one Great ^eing as the soul

of the universe. Of a still later age are the

Aranyakas and Upanishads, which form part of

the collective Brahmanas, and are principally

philosophical. The Brahmanas recognise one Great

Being as the soul of the universe. A golden

egg was produced in the universal waters, from
which in course of time came forth Frajapati,

the progenitor, or the quiescent Universal Soul.

Brahma took a creative form, as Brahma the Pra-

japati. From the Prajapati, or great progenitor,

there was produced a daughter, and by her he
was the father of the human race. The Upani-

This leaves less than sixty hymns for all the shads, of wliioh above 150 are known, are later,

other members of the Vedic pantheon. Some of the the oldest being about the 6th century B.C. They
divinities worshipped in Vedic times are not uii- contain an examination of the mystic sense of the

known to later systems, but at first perform very Vedas, and are free from Brahmanical exclusive-

subordinate parts
;
whilst those ileities who are the ness. They have a monotheistic tendency,

principal objects of worship of the present day The age of Menu was after that of the Brah-

are either wholly unnamed in tlie Veda, or are manas. Menu follows the golden egg theory, and
noticed in an infenor or different capacity. The he calls the active creator who was produced

names of Siva, of Diirga, of KiUi, of Rimia, of SiUi, from it, Brahma, and Narayana. The latter name
of Krishna, of Badha, the present gods, so far as became subsequently exclusively applied to the

research has gone, do not occur in the Vedas. Vishnu deity. The institutes of Menu show a

And the practice of the conquered races seems to great advancement of the Brahman caste,

have been to represent or regard local deities as The Mahabharatfi and the Jiamayana are epic

identical with, or avatars or incarnations or other poems, which deal with the actions of men. Indra

names of, the Vedic gods, who had already become is mentioned; but Brahma, Siva, and Vishnu

objects of Aryan worship. The Vedas mention have become the gods, Brahma being but little

Kudra as the chief of the winds, collecting tho cloiuls immtioned
;
while in some passages Siva, in others

as a shepherd’s dog does the sheep, ami attending Vishnu, is supreme, and the incarnations of Vishnu

on his master Indra
;
in the Vedas he is tho father assume a permanent place. The Kamayana, by

of the winds
;
even in the Puranas he is of a very Yalmiki, is sup])OBed to be of the 5th centui'y B.C,,

doubtful origin and identification
;

but in the and its liero tlie royal Itama and his faithful wife

present day everywhere amongst the Saiva Hindus Sita have bt'en deified as incarnations of Vishnu
he is identified with 8iva. With the single excep- juul his consort. It is tho older epic. The age of

tion of an epithet Kapardi, * with braided hair,’ of tho Maliabharata is supposed to be in some of the

•doubtful significance, and applied also to aiiothiT six centuries R.C.
;
but it contains an interpoLited

divinity, no other nairn* applicable to Siva occurs, episode, tin* Bhagavat Gita, which has been sup-

and there is not the slightest allusion to the posed to be of the 2d or 3d century a.D. In

Jingam or phallus fonn in which, for the last it Krishna is the Supreme, and bhakti or faith is

ten centuries at least, he seems to Iiave been enjoined.

almost exclusively worshipped in India
;
neither is These books belong to the Brahiimiia age. But

there the slightest hint of another important a great reformt r arose in the 6th century B.C.,

feature of later Hinduism, the tiimurti, or triune and the religious sects formed after him were
combination of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, us prominent in India for about 1500 years, and are
typified by the mystical syllable O’m (a-u-ra), still the faiths of Bunua, Tibet, Mongolia, Man-
iduiough, according to Creuzer (i. p. 26), the churia, Siam, Annum, and largely of Ceylon, China,
tximurti was the first element in the faith of the and Japan. The reformer was Sakya Sinha, son
Hindus, and the second was the liiigaiii. In this of king Suddhodana of Magadha, and is known
view Creuzer must have intended the mixture of to history as Budflha.

creeds now current in India, for the whole Vedic Ihiddhistn.—The valley of the Ganges was the
faith was essentially a sabaistic and nature worship, cradle of Indian Buddhism, and Sakya Muni the

Eeligious Jiooks.—Aryan Hindus have been re- founder of the new doctrines. As the champion
markable amongst civilised races as abstaining of religious liberty and social equality, ^ya
fri)m all historical writings

;
and a knowledge of the Muni attacked tlie Brahmans in their weakest and

chaT^B that have occurred in their beliefs has been most vulnerable points,—in tlieir impious assump-
obtained from their books of religion, philosophy, tion of all mediation between man and his Mak^,
and fiction. and in their arrogiiut claims to hereditary priest-

The Rig - Veda Sanhita is* a collection of hood. His boldness was successful, and before
hymns of the ancient Aryans, addressed to the the end of his long career he had seen his prin-
elements and powers of nature. Their age is ciples zealously and successfully promulgated^ his
various, prior and subsequent to the 15th century Brahman disciples, Sariputra, Mangalyana, Ananda,
B.O. The Rig-Veda is of primary importance in and Kasyapa, as well as by the Vaisya Katyayana
the Hindu religion and mythology. The Yajur and the Sudra Upali. At his death in b.o. 648,
and Sama Vedas consist of hymns derived from his doctrines had been fir^y established, and the
the Rig, but re-ammged for religious purposes

;
holiness of his mission was niUy recognised by the

and the fourth Veda, the Atharva, is of later date, eager claims preferred by kings and rulfers for
The Brahmana are ritualistic and liturgical com- relics of their divine teacher. His ashes wew
MiRions, chiefly in prose, and attached to the distributed amongst eight cities, and the eharooal
cMcrent mantraa They are later than the Vedic from the funeral pile was given to a ninth. He
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[lad lived aud preached from Champa and liaja* aebea also, and tiiere could be no doubt that the

Qfriha in the east, to Sravaati and Kausambi in the buildings had been destroyed by fire ;
and Major

west. In the short space of 46 years, this wonder- Kittoe, who subsequentlymode further excavations,

Ful man succeeded in establMng his own peculiar was of the same opinion. The Buddhist religion

doctrines over the fairest districts of the Ganges, has long been extinct in British India. Its last

From the Delta to the neighbourhood of Agra and remnants were extinguished, in blood and violence,

Cawnpur. This success was perhaps as much due about the 14th century, dying out about Trichino-

bo the early corrupt state of Brahmanism, as to the poly and along the coast-line from Vizianagram to

^eater purity and more practical wisdom of his Masulipatam. But it still flourishes* in its Hinayana
Dwn system. and Mahayana fonns, in the countries on its north
From his time until the end of the long reign and north-east borders, in Nepal and Tibet, in

of Ajatasatra, 619 b.c., the creed of Buddha ad- Mongolia and Manchuria, in Ava, Ceylon, and
vanced slowly but surely. 'This success was jmrtly China, and amongst the Indo-Chinese nations of

due to the politic admission of women, who in the Annam, Siam, and Japan
;
and its followers far

oast have always possessed much secret though outnumber those of all other existing creeds except

not apparent influence over mankind. To most the Christian.

of them the words of Buddha preached comfort The Buddhist faith was jire-eminently a religion

in this life, and hope in the next. To tlic young of mercy and peace, of charity and benevolence,

widow, the neglected wife, and the cast-off mis- In the topes dedicated to the celestial Buddha,
tress, the Buddhist teachers offered an honoumble Adinath, the invisible being who pervaded all

career as nuns. Instead of the daily indignities to space, no’deposit was made; but the divine Spirit,

which they were subjected by grasping relatives, who is ‘IJght,’wa8 supposed to occupy the in-

treacherous husbands, and faithless lords, the most terior, and was typified on the outside by a pair

miserable of the sejx could now share, although of eyes, placed on each of the four sides either of

still in a humble way, with the general respect the base or of the crown of the edifice. But in

accorded to all who had taken the vows. The ages of strife and violenct', of deifying mortals

Bhikshuni were imlebted to Ananda’s intercession and of arrogant assumptions of an ignorant priest-

with Sakya for their admission into the ranks of hood, a creed that taught gentleness and meek-
the Buddha community

;
and (see Csoma’s Ana- ness and kindness to living creatures must have

lysis of the Dulva, Res. As. Soc. Bengal, xx. p. 90
;

exercised a great influence over the community,

—

also Fo-kue-ki, chap. xvi. p. 101) the Pi-khieu-ni, must early have gained many converts amongst
or Bhikshuni, at Mathura, in token of their gmti- the peaceable and good, and largely leavened the

tilde, paid their devotions chiefly to the stupa of minds even of those who did not openly become
Anan (Ananda), because he had besought Buddha converts

;
and amongst this class must be in-

that he would grant to women the liberiy of cm- eluded the entire populations from the primeval

bracing ascetic life. The observances required land east of the Oxiis to China and Ja2)an in the

from the nuns are recorded in note 23, chap. xvi. farthest east, to Singapore and Ceylon in the ex-

of the Fo-kue-ki. The female ascetic^even of a treme south. For ten centuries it had been the

hundred years of age, however, was bound to prevailing religion of India; but when the unwritten

respect a monk even in the first year of his ordina- Tartar faith became corrupt and feeble, Brahman-
tion. It is related that Sakya ’s wife, after the ism was revived, mixed with the worship of new
first outburst of grief on seeing his return to her gods, a Siva and a Vishnu, and every form of

as an ascetic, herself became a Bhikshuni, absurd fetishism gtithered from local idolatries

From its rise in the 6th century b.c., the doc- and superstitions. It is this mixture of several

trines of Buddha gradually spread over the whole creeds which Europeansnow style Hinduism, andits

of India. It was extended by Asoka to Kashmir followers Hindus. It is found amongst tlie people

and Kabul shortly after Alexander’s invasion, and in every variety of belief,—from the mildest spirit

it was introducea into China about the beginning and demon worship and recognition of numerotls

of the Christian era by 600 Kashmirian mission- forms of gods and their idols, to a distincftheism;

aries. In a.d. 400, when Fa Hian visited India, from the grossest ignorance and superstition, to

Buddliism was still the dominant religion, but the the most refined speculativeness
;
performed and

Vaishnava sect of modem Brahmanism, with a associated with bloody and most inhuman rites,

mixture of the old Aryan creefl and the Buddhist and again followed with the greatest tondbrness

faith, were already rising into consequence. In for animal life.

the middle of the 7th century, although the pil- Brahmanic Revival.—lu the later hymns of the

glim Hiwen Thsang found numerous temples of Vedas can be traced the origin of the Vishnu wor-
the Saiva, whose doctrines had been embraced ship, and the setting aside of Indra. But the

by Skanda Gupta and the later princes of Patali- foreign Siva and Bhavani had como in with the

putra, yet Buddhism was still the prevailing re- Sak», and mingled in their worshippings, until

ligion of the people. But though the faith of the doctrines of Buddha, himself a Sakyan, were
S^ya lingered about the holy cities of Benares promulgated, and held their own for more than a
and Gaya for two or three centuries later, it was thousand years, until, between the 6th and 12th

no longer the honoured religion of kings and centuries of the Christian era, a host of new divini-

prinoes, protected by the strong arm of power, ties, Vishnu, Siva, Durga, Kali, Rama, Krishna,

out the pereeQuted heresy of a weaker party, who Ganesha, Kartikeya, prevailed over a better faith

were forced to hide their images under ground, than their own, and up to the present day enslave

and were ultimately expelled from their monas- and degrade the Hindu mind,

teriesbyfire. In 1835, Major Cunningham exca- The Furanas, eighteen in number, are more
1 numerous Buddhist images at Sa^th near recent books. Theirage has been supposed to be

,
all of which had evidently been purposely from the 2d to the 16th oentury A.D., toou^ their

under ground. He found quantities of name means old. These are all in verse ;
give a
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cosmogony, celebrate the powers and works of

the gods, and give the history of tlie Solar and

Lunar dynasties who ruled in Northern India
;
and

to them have been appended 18 Upa Ihiranas.

Later than these are the Tantras, which are reli-

gious and magical works, that give prominence to

the female energy of the deity, his active nature

being personified in the person of his sakti or wife,

each of whom lias a gentle and a fierce fonii, as

Kadha, Devi, Uma, Gauri, Durga, and Kali, and
these are worshipped both symbolically and in the

actual woman.
In the Puranas the Vedic deities are forgotten,

and marvellous legends have gathered round the

favourite divinities, full of wild imaginings, and
evidencing a corrupt state of society and religion.

Vishnu and Siva have obtained respective sects as

followers. Krishna has become the ol)ject of a
sensuous, joyous worship

;
the worship of Devi,

the consort of Siva, has become established, and
the foundation has been laid of the obscene and
bloody rites afterwards developed in the Tantras.

The Puranas and the I’antnis are the religious

books of the Hinduism of the prescait day. The
Veda is a mere name: its gods, and rites, and
language are only known to the leanied, and the

modern system is quite at variance with the

Vedic writings,—the Puninas and later writings

being the great authorities of modern Hinduism.

Their mythology and legends fill the popular mind,

and mould its thoughts. The great ei>ic poems,

the Mahabharatii and the Jiamayana, with tludr

heroes, the Pandava, the Kaumva, Kama and his

wife Sita, Haimman, and Havana, are listened to

with delight
;
and the stories about Krishna, from

his infancy till his death, are the, never-ending

source of joy to the young. The mild and gentle

Kama, ‘ the husband of one wife,’ pure in thought

and noble in action, and his faithful wife Sita, are,

however, objects of the devotion of many, and
theirs is the least degrading of the many forms of

Hindu worship.

Philosophies.— Concurrent with the ritualistic

worship of the modem Hindu gods and goddesses,

there are six schools of philosophy,—the Nyaya,
the Vaiseshika, the Sankhya, the T^ogji, the Purva
mimansa, and Uttara mimansa. All of them have
the same final object,—the emancipation of the soul

from future birth and existence, and its absorplit)n

into the supreme soul of the universe. They are

supposed to have had their origin between the hth
and 3d centuries b.C. The Nyaya and Vaiseshika
recogfiise a Supreme Being

;
the Yoga is thtustical

;

the Sankhya, atheistical
;
the two Mimansas are

the Vedanta. The object of these two Vedanbi
schools is to teach the art of reasoning, with a
view to aid in the interpretation of the Vedas.
The Purva mimansa is generally known as the

Mimansa, and the Utbira mimansa as the Vedanta;
and the principal doctrines of the latter are that

the Supreme Being is the omniscient and omni-&t cause of the existence, continuance, and
ution of the universe. The Vedanta or

Mimansa philosophy is treated as a scholastic

philosophy, which, basing itself on the sacred
books and the popular rehgion, seeks for unity of
thought only as a means of introducing order
amid the divine personages and legends, and has
sought to give a spiritual import, a sort of new
birui to the gods of Brahmanism. In the Vedanta
{^osophy, Brahma is placed in the foreground as
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the soul of the universe, the primal being, which

alone has true existence. To this school, not

matter only was a semblance, even the soul was a

tiansient phenomenon. The Sankhya philosophy

is contrasted with it, as a purely pantheistic

system. In this view this philosophy has broken

completely with the popular creed, and with the

doctrines of the I'^edas and the Brahmanas. The
Sankhya philosophy occupies itself more with life

in manifestatioii, therefore especially with the life

of the individual spirit connected by its body to

the outward world. Both of these leave the

Vedas imassailed, nay, the whole Brahmanic reli-

gion, in so far as it concerns rites and customs.

A census was taken of the people of British

India in 1881, and the numbers following these

creeds were found to be 187,957,450, out of a

total population of 253,891,821 souls :

—

Hindu Popiilation, census 1881.

Males. Females. Total.

British TerriUn'i! ~

Ajinir, . .

Assam,

Berar,
Bombay, .

British Ihinn.a,

Central Provinces, .

Coor},%

Madras, .

N. W. J’roA’iiKM’s,

Panjah, .

202,U26
i.sso.-irjs

22,.'j7s,r)44

1,252,041
0,2in,5‘)8

7:h!>2!)

.^,70(),4r.7

00,705
14,104,051

10,81:{,00S

:5,S8.‘},015

. 173,803

1,481,600

22,874,262

1,173,113

6,010,084
14,248

3,617,303

71,784

14,302,727

18,240,200

3,240,013

376,029

3,002,148

45,452,800

2,425,054

12,308,582
88,177

7,317,830

162,489

28,497,078

38,053,394

7,130,528

Tot. Brit. Territory, . 78,572,482 71,302,883 144,876,315

Feudatory States iii

Bombay, .

Ceiilral Provinces, .

N. W. Provinces,
Panjab,

2,842,559

705,012
2r, 1,720

1 1,100,125

2,0.88,844

070,008

240,001

001,042

5,520,403

1,385,280

501,727

_ 2,121^707

Tot. Femlaiory Hiates, 4,970,022 4,505,155 9,535,177

T<.)t. Bri tis li*Terri tory

,

iiicl. Fend. States, '

.

78,542,454 76,808,038 164,410,492

Nat ire. States—
Barotla,

Central India, .

Cochin,
Hyderabad,
Mysore, .

Ha.ipnfana,

Travancore,

009,048
4,180,018

215,087

4,517,812

1,907,814

4,702,774

872,770

882,020
3,070,378

213,087

4,375,309

1,988,522

4,040,409
882,840

1,852,808
7,800,300
429,324

8,893,181

3,956,330

8,839,243

1,755,610

Total Native Stati*s, . 17,400,778 10,060,185 33,526,958

Grand total, 00,()0!).227 91,028,223 187,937,450

Total population. 129,041,851 123,049,970 253,891,821

Christianitjj and Mahomedanism have modified
the doctrines of the Aryan Hindus. Since
Buddhism disappeared from India, its nations have
been conquered by races professing creeds with
followers nearly as numerous as Buddhism had ever
acquii*ed. Kapid as was the progress of Buddh-
ism, the gentle but steady swell of its current
shrinks into nothing before the sweeping flood of
Mahomedanism, which in a few years spread over
one-half of the civilised world, from the Atlantic
Ocean to the swampy fens of the Oxus, to China,
and to the Eastern Archipelago. From the
11th century, when the iimoads into India of
Mahomedans began, up to the present time,
when they too, as a ruling race in India, have
in theh turn almost disappeared, Semitic Arabs^
Aryan Persians, Scythic Tartars, Turk ' and
Mongols, and Anglo-Saxons, have successively
swayed the destinies of the Hindu races, and
each of the new-comers has to some extent
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modified the beliefs and social customs of the

conquered. Legislation by the Mahomcdan rulers,

and after them by the British, bis effected many
changes. Repulsive forms of fanatical penance are

phenomena seldom seen
;
the immolation of widows

is a criminal occurrence; ghat murder, or the

exposure of the sick and dying upon the banks of

sacred rivers, is matter of past history
;
open in-

fanticide has been in a great measure suppressed.

Further changes have been retarded by the cir-

cumstance that the Mahomcdan and the Chris-

tian came amongst them as soldiers, with all the

licence to be found in camps, and the contempt

for strange things which youth engenders. Never-

theless the great bulk of the 23 millions who
follow Mahomedanisin in Bengal and Assam, as

also its followers who speak the Malay language,

are descendants from idol - worshipping races
;

while in N.W. India many Itajput and Jat tribes

have also embraced the faith of Islam; and the

Hindu Nanak, the founder of the Sikli faith, and

Kabir and other reformers, drew their views pro-

1

,
mineiitly from the Mahomedans. Christianity

ihas been preached in India since the early years

of the era, and there has lately b(‘en a belief that

arts of the ritual of the worsliip of Krishna had

eeii taken from Christian texts, but the Christians

throughout the PI. Indies, China, and the Archi-

pelago may not as yet exceed three millions.

Since the 15th century, (3iristian missionaries

of all sects have been labouring in their volition,

with some success. But this has been largely

owing to tlie steady increase of schools for setmlar

instruction, which have eveiy year been on

the increase, and, since the middle of the 19th

century, are crowded with the youtli of all

nices, sects, castes, and ranks. In this respect

every teacher of Pmglish is a missionary, for it is

impossible for the youth of India, if educated

under Christian teachers by means of a Christian

literature, to be otherwise than embued with the

doctrines of Christians, whatever their |>rofessions

may be. In the 19th century, the fii’st reforming

sect that arose was a theistic body in CalcutUi,

and many who liave received tlie higlier etlucation

have joined it, or have formed other sects with

similar views. But even in the case of Hindus
who have had no English education, and have

never heard the voice of the missionary, such are

receiving instruction from others of their own
people who have been so taught

;
and the mass

has been so leavened, that the great tendency
amongst youthful iiupiiring mimls is to accept

some form of monotheism,—either to acknowledge
one of their own deities, whether Vishnu or Siva,

as the Lord of all, or adopt an ideal Supreme Being
of their own creation, whom they clothe with
attributes, purer, more just, and more worthy of

reverence than any god which their religious

books possess.

Hhuhiism as it is.— In approaching this part

of the subject, it may be mentioned that the

mythology of India has done much to explain that

of Greece and Scandinavia, as will be seen by the

following list of the more prominent Hindu deities

of the present day and their principal analogues :

—

Agni, , , . Vulcan, fire, ignis,

.

Swaha, . . Vesta, nis wife.

I

Aswini-Kumara, . Castor and Pollux,
1 Aruna, , . Aurora,

j
Atadeva, . , Diana.

I
Kuvera, ; , Plutus, the god of riohes.

Indra, . , God of firmament,—Jupiter,
Varuna, . God of water,—Neptune, Ouranos,
Pntliivi, , Goddess of earth, — Gybele.
Viswakarma, Architect of gods, — Vulcan.
Surya or Arka, The sun, — Sol.
Heracula, . A Hindu deity, — Hercules.
Aswiculapa, .^sculapius ?— Genii.
Vayu, . . iEolus.
Vaitarini, . The river Styx.
Durga, . Juno.
Narada, . God of music, — Mercury.
Krishna, . Apollo.
Bliawani, , Venus or Minerva Musica.
Kali or Durga, Proserpine.
Ganesha, . A male Minerva.
Kartikeya or
Skanda, . God of war, — Mars.

Kama, . . God of love, — Cupid.
Hunuman, son of

P’jivana, . The monkey god, — Pan.
Rama, . . The god of wine, — Bacchus.
Sri, Lakshnii, Ceres.
Anna Puma, Anna Perenna.

Sects.—The changes in the religions of the Aryan
Hindus during the past nineteen centuries have
been contimious. Perliaps the earliest indications

of coming changes were given in the third division
of the Vedas, known as the Upanishads, which dis-

cuss the nature of the dc*ity, the nature of the soul,

and tlu‘ connection of mind and matter. They
contain the beginnings of the metaphysical
inquiry, which (uided in the full development of
Hindu philosophy. The oldest of these books is

8uj)posed to be about the 2d century B.c.

Tlie great 8aiva refonner was Sankaracharya,
who lived in the 8th or 9tli century. He was the
teacher of the Vedanta philosophy; he founded
the sect of Smartha Brahmans, and has been re-

garded as an incarnation of Siva. His follower,

Anaiidagiri, wrote the Sankara Vijaya about the
loth century. The worshippers of Siva regard that

deity as the Supreme ; and his consort Parvati, in

her numerous forms of Devi, Durga, Bhawani,
etc., has many worshi])pers. These two are pre-
eminently designated Mahadeo and Mahadevi.

Vishnu and his consort Lakshmi are equally

r(*garded by their followers as Supreme, and
might liave the same designations, but neither,

under these names nor in any of their many incar-

nations are they so honoured. A few of the gods
of the times prior to the Christian era continue
to be invokeil,—amongst them, Indra the god of

the firmament, Agni the god of fire, Kama the god
of love, and Kuvera the analogue of Pluto

;
but

the Diti, Aditi, Aditya, Itakshasa, and others of the
Vedas have become myths, and the chief deities

of the modern Hindus are Siva and Vishnu with

their consorts
;
Rama and Rama-Chandra, and Bala

Kama, Ganesh, Garuda, Ilanuman, Jaganatha, Kan-
doba, Krishna, Kartikeya, god of war, the phallic

lingam, Nandi tlie bull, Virabudhra, and Vitoba.

Ihimanuja was a Vaishiiava pliilosopher, who
put forward the Viseshtadwaita system, and the

sect who follow his teachings worship Kama and
Sita. The Adwaita is a monad doctrine, which
acknowledges the reality of spiritual existence

only. Uwaita, or the doctrine of duality, dis-

tinguishes two principles in creation, spirit and
matter.

Kamanand (a.d. 1350 ?), the follower of Raman-
uja, was the first to admit low caste people as his

disciples, one of whom was Rai Das, anotW
was Kabir, and the Kabir Panthi sect gave rise to

the Nanak Shahl about a.p. 1449.
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Chaltanya, a Vaishnara reformer m Bengal in

tiie 16th century, was deemed an incaniation of

Krishna. He too admitted all classes as his dis-

ciples.

Cliarandas, a merchant of Dehli, lived in the

time of the 2d Alamgir (a.d. 1757). His first dis-

ciple was his sister, Sahaji Bai, who was a dis-

tinguished writer. The sect worship Krishna and

Radha.

Mira Bai, wife of Laklia, rana of Udaipur in

the reign of Akbar, was of the Vaishiiava sect,

and a distinguished writer.

Jayadeva, of the 12th or 13th centuries, wrote

the Gita Govinda, an erotic poem on the early life

of Krishna.

Five great sects exclusively worsliip a single

deity, and one recognises the five divinities

these are—

1. Saivay worshippers of Siva in his numerous forms,

who. however, worship Siva and Purvati or Bha-
wani conjointly.

2. Vaishnavaj who worship Vishnu.

3. Surj/tti who worship Surya or the sun.

4. Gampatm, who worship Ganesha.

5. who exclusively worship Bhawaiii or Parvati,

the sakti or female energy or Siva.

6. Bhagamta^ who recognise all divinities e(iually.

The fourth and fifth are subdivisions or rami-

fications of the first, or Saiva, of which may be

traced these distinctions :

—

1 . Saiva proper, mean-

ing the worshippers of Siva and Parvati conjointly.

2. Lingi or Lingaet, the adorers of Siva or his

phallic type separately, and those are a very strict

and rigid sect. 3. Saota, the adorers of the yoni

of Bhawani or her symbol separately. 3. The

Ganapatya, the exclusive worshippers of Ganesha,

the first-born of Mahadeva and rurvati.

The second gmiid sect, or A'aishnava, is variously

divided and subdivided. First, or divisioi f

GocalastTia, or worshippers of Gocal • Krishna,

is subdivided into three :

—

1. Exclusively worship Krishna as Vishnu himself :

this is generally deemed the true and orthodox

Vaishnava.

2. Exclusively worship Radha, as the sakti of Krishna
or Vishnu : this sect is called Radlia V^alahhi.

3. Worship Krishna and Radha conjointly.

Among the Haraanuj some worship Ranm only,

,
and odiers both Rama and Sita

;
none of them

I practise any indecent mode of worship. And

I

they all, like the Gocalast’ha, as well as thO fol-

i
lowers of the Bhagavata, delineate on their fore**

1
heads a double upright line with chalk, or with

! Randal-wood, and a red circlet with red sanders
1 w'ood, or with tunneric and lime

;
but the

' Hamamij add an upright red line in the middle of

the double white one.

The Saiva sect are all worshippers of Siva and
Bhawani conjointly

;
and they adore the linga

or compound type of this god and goddess, as ibe

Vaishnava do the image of Lakshmi-Narayana.
The exclusive adorers of the goddess Bhawani ate

the Sakta sect. In this last-mentioned sect there

is said to be a right-handed and decent path, and
left-handed and indecent mode of worship

;
and

both Major Moor and Professor Wilson allude

to the licentious character of the latter form, a
feature certainly quite unknown in the Southern
India of the present day. The left-handed form
of w'orship of the several sects, especially that of

the Sakta, is founded on the Tantras, which are

for this reason held in disesteem.

Sectarian Differences.—The great point of differ-

ence amongst the sectaries is as to the claims of

respective deities to be regarded as the first cause.

Few Brahmans of l(‘anung, if they have any religion

at all, will acknowledge themselves to belong to

any of the popular divisions of the Hindu faith,

although, as a matter of simple preference, they
more especially worship some iiulividual deity as

their chosen or Ishta Dovata. They refer also to

the Vedas, the br)oks of law, the Puranas, and
Tantras, as containing the only ritual which they
recognise, and regard all practices not derived
from those sources as irregular and profane.

These deities have their different avatars or incar-

nations, in all of which, except that of the sakti

themselves, they have their sakti (wives) or
energies of their attributes. These liave again
ramified into numerous names and forms. The
following is ail eiiumemtion of the several sectaries

of each class, and to them we refer for separate
notices of their origin and tenets :

—

the present day, thougli

5 of ’\''ishnu, are thus in fact 5 ]

Second, or division of Kamamij, or worshijipers

of Ramachandra, is in like mannei* sulwlivided

into three :— 1 -

1. Worship Rama only.

2. Worship Sita only as his sakti. 2.

3. Worship both Kama and Sita conjointly.

The Vaishnava of

nominally worsliippers (

votaries of deified heroes. The Gocalast’ha (one

branch of the sect) adore Krishna, while the

followers of Ramanuja worship Ramachandra.

Both have again 'branched into three sects; one

consists in the exclusive worshippers of Krishna,

and those only are deemed true and orthodox

Vaishnava; another joins Krishna’s favourite,

Radha, with the hero
;

a third, called Radha-

valabhi, adores Radha only, considering her as

the sakti or active power of Vishnu. The fol-

lowers of tliese last-mentioned sects are said to

have adopted the singular practice of presenting

to their own wives the oblations intended for the

m(>ddesB: and those among them who follow the

left-handed path are said to require their wives to

be naked when attending them at their devotions.

Vaishnara Sects*

Ramanuja, or .Sri .Sam-

pradayi, or Sri Vaish-
nava.

Ramanamli or Rama-
wat.

Kabir Pantlii.

Khaki.
Maluk Dasi.

Dadhu Panthi.
Raya Dasi or Rai Dasi.

Senai or Sena Panthi.
Valabhachari or Kudra
Sampradayi.

10. Mira Bai.

11. Madhavachari or

Brahma Sampradayi.
12. Nimawat or Sanakadi

Sampradayi.
13. Vaishnava of Bengal.
14. Radha Valabhi.
15. Sak’hiBhava.
16. CharanDasi.
17. Harischandi.
18. Sadhna Panthi.
19. Madhavi.
20. Sanya8i,Vairagi,Naga.

Saim Sects,

Dandi and Dasnami.
Jogi or Yogi.

Jungaraa or Sri Saiva.
Paramahansa.
Urdhaba’hu, Akas
Muk’hi and Nak’hi.

6. Gudara.

7. Ruk’hara, Suk’hara,
and Uk’hara.

8. Kara Lingi.

9. Sanyasi, Brahmachf^ri.
Avadhuta Nagk.

Sakta Sects,

1 .

2.
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MiteeUan^s iketi*

GfiiikapAtyft. Jaina.

Saurapatya or Saura. a, Digambara.
^ 3. Naaik Sbabii of seven h, Swetambara.

olatses, vi*. j Yatl.

a, Udasi. d. Sravaka.

h» Ganjbakshi. 5. BabaLali.

c. Ramrayi. 6. Pran Nathi.

d. Sutbra Shahi. 7. Sadli.

e. Oovind Sinlii. 8. Satnami.

/. Nirmala. 9. Siva Narayani.

ff. Naga. 10. Snnyavadi.

Most of these comprise a number of sub-

divisions, and, besides acknowledged classifica-

tions, many individual ascetics are to be found

all over India, who can scarcely be included

within the limits of any of them, exercising a sort

of independence both in thought and act, and

attached very loosely if at all to any of the

popular schismatical sects. Some of the popular

works of the Hindus iwlopt a different classifica-

tion, and allude to 9fi pnishada or heresies,

which are thus arranged, viz.:—Amongst the

Brahmans, 24; Sanyasi, 12; A%agi, 12; Saura,

18; Jangama, 18; Jogi, 12. Also, new gods or

objects of worship are in eon.st!uit formation, and
are believed in hy great masses of the people,

though only a bit of paper, a cart-wheel, and

other oddities. There is a temple of the goddess

Elamma about a mile distant from the town of

Jat, in the Jat jaghir. An annual fair is lield in

honour of this idol, at which about 10,000 people

assemble. About the year 18G0, a Mali or gar-

dener set up the idol, stating that it had appeared

there of its own accord. Both men and women
visit the temple and worship the idol. The wor-

shippers, before commencing the worship, strij)

naked, apply pow’dere<l sandal -wood to their

whole bodies, put on the ornaments they may
have, hold a small branch of the nim tree in

their folded hands, and leave their places of re-

sidence to visit the idol. After visiting the idol,

they go round the temple for a certain number of

times. They then leave the temple to bathe in a
neighbouring tank. After bathing, they return to

the temple, worship the idol, and return home.
When Mr. Chapman was collector of SaUira, lie

punished some of the naked worshipper.s.

xSakti.—The Hindu goddesses arc unifonnly re-

presented as the subordinate powers of their respect-

ive lords. The term is from the Sanskrit, meaning
power, strength; thus I^ksbmi, the cons^jrt of

Vishnu, the preserver, is the goddess of abundance
and prosperity

;
Bhawani, the wife of Siva, is the

eneral power of fecundity; and Saraswati, whose
usband was the creator, Brahma, possesses the

powers of imagination and invention, which may
justly be termed creative. She is therefore

i

adored as the patroness of the fine arts, especially

I
of music and rhetoric : as the inventress of the

I

Sanskrit language, of the Devanagri writing
Echaracters, and of the sciences which writing per-
' etuates

;
so that her attributes correspond with

hose of Minerva Musica of Greece or Italy, who
^invented the flute, and presided over literature.

Saivaism and Vaishnaism described
‘ ove are the common everyday religions of the
Ik of the Hindu populations. But the internal

eliefs of the worshippers have no such com-
ftunity, and their various tenets must be sought
'fr under the history of their several sects. A
1iva sect, the Satnami, profess to adore the true
^e, the one God

;
but they nevertheless recog*>

nise the whole Hindu pantheon, and pay reverence
to what they consider manifestations of his nature
visible in the avatars, particularly Kama and
Krishna. The Sadh, on the Other hand, utterly

reject all kinds of idolatiy; •are pure deists,

with a simple worship. Between these Unitarian

sects and such as adore every deity, there is the
utmost diversity of theory and practice

;
and the

fusing of their creeds, doctrines, and customs is

continually going on. Major Moor tells of a
Mahomedan butcher at Poona, who occasionally

supplied the Residency with meat. Being asked
if he would kill a calf, he started back with horror

at the proposal, ejaculating a prayer to be forgiven

for having even heard it. Many Mahomedans of

India borrow from tlie Hindu.s ceremonies that

are celebrated with festivity. They take an active

part in the gambols of the Holi, and even solicit

the favours of the Indian Plutus at the Diwali.

Many Hindus, on the other hand, join in the

festival of the Mahfirram. The bridai procession

of the Mahomedans on the fourth day, with all

the sport axiid gambols of the Chaut’hi, is evidently

copi(‘d from the similar custom of the Hindus.

The Mahomedans have adopted tlie premature
marriage of infants, and Hindus largely imitate

the Mahomedan seclusion of their wives (Cole-

broke, As. Hes. vii. p. 807). A Mahomedan is

forbidden to eat moat which has not been killed

by one of the faithful, who is directed to ‘ halal
’

or siuictify the animal by turning its face toward
Mecca, and, while the bloo«l is ejected, to repeat

a short prayer. ManyMahrathis and other 11indus,

pleasedwith the ceremony, bring their sheep, fowls,

etc., to Mahomedans to be mafle ‘halal,’ and then

eat them with increased satisfaction.

V'nhnn or Vehicles.—Several animals are appro-

})riatcd as the vahan or vehicles to the mytho-
logical pei‘sonag(?B of modern Hinduism. The
swan, the etigle, and the bull appertain respect-

ively to Brahma, Vishnu, ami Siva, and are

severally denominated Hanasa, Garuda, and
Nandi. Ganesha, eldest son of Siva and Parvati,

the elephant-heiwled god of prudence and policy,

rides a rat, supposed to be a very sagacious

animal
;
Kartika, their second son, generalissimo

of tlie celestial annies, mounts on a peacock.

Indra, the powerful regent of the firmament, the

Jui>iter Pluvius of the Hindus, rides the elephant

Airavata, symbolical of might. Vanina, genius

of the waters, bestrides a fish; as doth also Ganga,
the prime goddess of rivers. Kama Deva, the

god of love, is carried by a lory or parrot
;
Agni,

god of fire, by an ardent ram.

Village Deities.— Every hamlet has its own
object of adoration, always supposed to be a

goddess, and the idol is generafly a black stone

or piece of woo<l. Amongst names^ given to it

in Southern India are

—

Ai. Osuramma.
Ankal-Amma. Sellamma.
Poni-Amma, gold mother. Yellamma.
Kani-Amma. Padavettu-Amma.
Yegatal. Tulukan-Amma.
Mutialamma, pearl mother. Muttumari.
Triinira-sundari, the beau- Mari-Amman.

tiful of three cities. Potearamroa
Paleri-Amma, or Periya* Karikalta.
Amma, or great goddess. Tanthoniamma.

Dandumari, Ohoundeswari.
Mallamma. Vadivatta.
Chinnamma. Nagattamma.
Ammannamma.
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A pujali or pujari, a worshipping priest 6f the

Sudra caste^ is appointed for her daily worsliip.

He anoints her daily, and puts ashes on her head,

—really on the ^ of the stone, for it is not an
image, being entirely without shape, a mere stone

from the neighbouring brook or river. In a small

pot ho cooks rice, which he collects from the

villagers in turn, presents it to the idol, and then
takes it to his own home. He breaks a cocoanut
in front of the idol, to whicii he offers it. But
the one half he keeps for himself, and gives the

other to the families from whom he collected the

fruit. The villagei’s make vows to their goddess
to offer up to her fowls and sheep in sacrifice, if

she will fulfil their desires. Once a-year they

collect money by subscription, and celebrate a

feast in honour of their goddess, dining which
sheep and fowls are largely saci ifi(;ed. The Sudra
Hindus and the entire servile and predial tribes in

the south of India have the fullest faith in their

respective village goddesses. IVhen th(;y or their

children are oviTtaken by sickness, they seek the

idol and consult the j)ujari, who sings hymns,
affects to hear the Amman’s voice, and then

announces to the worshipper the offering that must

be presented. If cholera break out, it is not un-

usual for some neighbouring village deity suddenly

to rise into groat imporbince, and the sacrificial

rite is then almost unceasingly jjerformod. The
Hindus, too, have even personified this pestilence

into a goddess, whom they name Maha-Kali, and
believe that if they neglect her worship she

destroys them by the disease. Indeed, gods are

everywhere in process of ostablishineiit, and small-

pox as well as cholera have thus been personifietl.

Maha-Kali of (Jjjaiii is a cholei'a go<ldi‘Ss, and

Mari-Amman or Amur of the Tamils is a small-

pox deity. When a person is attacked with small-

pox, they believe that the goddess has taken

possession of the sick man. \Vhile in the house,

the\ sexes remain apart until the sick person has

recovered, and beim purified ])y ablution. They

place the leaves of the margosa tree beside the

sick person, because the goddess is suppostMl to

delight in this tree. They give cooling food, but

employ neither internal nor external remedies, in

reverence for the divinity. Tlie women of the

household offer rice-flour mixed with jagari or

coarse sugar and black gram (Pairu, Taji.
;
Fesalu,

•Tel.) before the patient in lionoiir of the goddess,

and afterwards distribute offerings to Sudras and
others. On the seventh day, i,e. what medical

men call the fifteenth day, the invalid is bathed

in cold water, and the whole body rulibeil with a

pasty mixture of leaves of the inargosa (melia and
azadirachta) mixed with tunneric, and on the

same day rice mixed witli curds .are distributed to

Siuiras. If in the virulence of the disefLse .an eye

be lost, it il attributed to something having been

done displeasing to the goddess. Tlie goddess,

indeed, is supposed to appear in three forms,—.as

Tatta amavaru or Chinnamavaru, i.e. small god-

dess or measles
;
Peddamavaru, or great goddess

or smallpox; and Pairamavaru, or godiless of

green gram (Phasooliis mungo),—the two first of

which are most feared.

Devil and Spirit Worship ,—Every Hindu work
containing allusions to native life, says Dr. Cald-
well, and the dictionaries of all the Hindu tongues,

prove the general prevalence of a belief in the

existence of malicious or mischievous demons, in

demoniacal inflictions and possessions, and in the
power of exorcisms. Spirit houses of Mysore are

little sheds erected over white-ant hills. In Berar,

whentheGonds fell a wood on a hill-side, theyleave

a little clump to servo as a refuge for the elf or

spirit whom they have dislodged. The Brahmanic
worship of the spirit of the dead is shown by
their bringing back to the house the dead person’s

soul, supposed to have lost its home by the body’s
death. A stone or some such object is picked
up .at the grave, and carried reverentially back tb
the house, where it is worshipped for a few days,

and then decently disposed of. The demons wor-
shipped are multitudinous. Chaud Khan of the
Dekhan is one of them. His tomb is worshipped
on one bastion of every mud fort. The legend
regarding him is to the effect that there was a
dilficulty encountered in the erection of a bastion,

and he was sacrificed and buried to appease the
obstructing demon. See Demon

;
Devil

;
Shanar.

Unions of any sort, especially of waters, are
held sacred by Hindus, and above all the union of
the Ganga and Jumna near Allahabatl,—the latter

riVerhaving pri*v io iisly received the Saraswati below
Dehli, so tliat in fact all three unite at this famed
sangam or confluence. But the Hindu poet feigns a
subterrane flow of the Saraswati, and a mystical
union at tin* sacred point, where bathing is deemed
peculiarly efiicacioiis. Major Moor once sjiw (p. 429)
at Poona a well-modelled group in clay, where
Radha’s locks, tripartite, were jJaited into the
mystical Triveni by tlu; amorous Krishna, who sat

rapturously admiring the work of his hands. The
Triveni, or tliroe-plaited locks, in Hindu mythology,
is tlie mystical union of these three sacred rivers,

the Ganges, Jumna, and Saraswati, severally the
consorts or energies of the three great ])owers.

Coleman also says (pp. J94, Ji)8) that the Triveni,

or three-plaited locks, is allegorical of the holy
rivers Ganga (or Ganges), Ya'mima (or Jumna),
which join near Allahabad, the Saraswati being
sup]K)sed to join the otlnu’ two under ground. A
Hindu dying near the imagined confluence of the
three stieams, or even of those of the Ganga and
Yamuna, attains imnie<liati! beatitude

;
consequently

self or self - permitted immolation, sati, etc.,

were meritorious on this peculiarly holy spot,

and multitiules of pilgrims annually resort there
to bathe. Other rivers are held sacred by Hindus,
viz, tlie Godavery, the Sindhii or Indus, the
Krishna or Kistna, the Caiivery, and the Bralima-
puti-a. It is, however, the Ganges that is most
revered. The Hindu longs to perfonn his ablu-
tions in its streams

;
its waters are carried to remote

distiinccs, to be sold to persons who wish to
perfonn with it their sacred rites; many men
and wonuiii formerly drowned themselves in the
sacred stream, hoping by that means to reach their
lieaveidy abode; the bodies of those dying far
and near are sent to be committed to its bosom

;

and from still greater distances Hindus send in-
cremated bones of dece.ased relatives to be cast
into the waters.

The union of the palmyra and the Urostigma
religiosa is deemed holy, and their orchaid is

married to its adjacent well before its fruit can be
partaken of.

The Hindus also reverence the impressions of
feet. On the top of Adam’s Peak in Ceylon is a
natural hollow, artificially enWged, said to be the
impression of a foot of Buddha, as Buddhists
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flay, but called by the Hindus, Sripada or Sripad,

meaning the divine footstep, Vishnu having, they

say, alighted on that spot in his avatara of Rama

;

althou^ Mahomedans and Christians have also

claimed that footmark as of their religious relics.

Hindus make pilgrimages to the Sripad in Ceylon,

and in other places where similar proofs of an

avatar or descent have been discovered.

Tb'> Mahrattas make images in honour of de-

ceased ancestors, and of their guru or spiritual in-

structors, as lAres, or Penates, or Lemures. Nat

and Vira (Nat’ha, lord
;
Vira, brave) and Bharava

are epithets applied to such domestic images.

Their leaf-platters, used as plates, are usually

made of the leaves of the mango, the jamooii,

Syzygium jainbolanum, the banyan, and pipal

trees. Part of the ceremony of a vow of friend-

ship, amongst Hindus, consists in dividing a bel

or larger wood-apple, half of which is kept by

each party, and from this compact is called bel

bandar. Every Hindu, whatever his avocation, on

^is new year’s day worships tlio object or imple-

ment by wMch he obtains his living, or, in western

bhrase, blesses and consecrates it. During ''.;ho

Uurga puja, Durga is worshipped in the form of a

water-pot. It is called (ihita-puja, also Ghatastha-

pana. The water-pot being placed after (5ertain

invocations, Durga is suppos(‘d to enter it, and

sWds then worshipped. Tlie bamboo is worshipped

by the Tiperah people, the Cachari, and the Garo.

They stick a bamboo in the ground during one of

their religious festivals, and worsliip it. The Kol

of Central India worship the sal tree (Vatica

robnsta).

^

’ trees are held to be sacred, some to Siva,

feome to Vishnu, some tc both.

To both are the Artemisia austriaca, Oalopliyllum ino-

phyllum, Olirysantheinum Indicum, Euunymus tiii-

gens, Gracillara spinosa, Guettarda speciosa, Ixora

I bandhuca, Jasmiiium undulatum, Nerium odoium,
^ Origanum marjorana, Sarcostcmiua brevistigma.

Sacreil to Visbnu, Azaderachta Iiidica, Ocimutn sanc-

tum.
Sacred to Laksbiui, Nclumbium speciosum.

ihcrcd to Siva, Bauhinia parvittora, Azaderachta Indica,

Cacsalpinia pulcherriraa, (Jrata va roligiusa, Jonesia

asoca, Phyllanthus cmblica.

Cama Deva, god of love, tips his arrows with the flowers

of the Mangifera Indica, Michelia champaca,
Mesua ferrea, Pandanus odoratissimus, and Pa-

[

vonia odorata.

The iEgle mannelos leaf represents Brahma,

iva., and Vishnu. The Euphorbia ligularia is

icred to Manesha, the snake goddess, ami is

worshipped by an Assam tribe.

The Covo,—Hindus regard the cow as sacred.

Ivery morning the Hindu or maid-servant

preads the floor with cow-dung x.:’xed with water,

artly as a religions duty, partly for cleanliness,

he sprinkles the urine of the cow over lier head,

ttd sprinkles it about the house in p irification,

[hen anything has occurred to n-r'.lio it, in their

Bligion, unclean. Every morning, on rising from
|d, every Hindu is enjoined to cast a glance on
le objects mentioned in the following slokam;

—

Ikapalam (brindled) cow, a mirror, the sun, a
th man, a king, a priest, a giver of rice (in

ttity), and a clmste woman. It is not, however,
cow’s face, but its tail, on which they cast

ir look. Protecting the cow is meritorious,

len a Hindu da dying, his relations give a cow
s Brahman, and repeat the gift on the 11th day

^ the demise. When a Brahman is married,

the father of the bride alwa
3
rs pves a cow, Sura-

bhi, to his son-in-law, along iiuth other presents.
Every Friday the Hindu wife washes her cow.
She smears its face with turmeric, and ornaments
the animal’s forehead with a round mark from
the red powder prepared from lime and tur-
meric. Some Hindus call the cow Kama-duh, or
Kania-dhenu, the servant of Indra

; other Hindus
believe that the cow is Lakshmi. the goddess of
prosperity, whom they thus propitiate by their
worship. Those who do not possess a cow will buy
some grass and give it to that of their neighbour.
Amongst the five deadly sins is that of killing a
cow; the other four are killing a Brahman, a
pregnant woman, a child, and killing one’s mother.

The Bull is not reverenced equal to the cow, but
it is the vahan or vehicle of Siva. In all saiva

temples may be seen the image of this animal, called

Nandi, made of black stone, kneeling before the
lingiun and yoni, the symbols of Siva and Parvati.

In pictures, Siva is invariably represented riding on
his vahan or vehicle, a bull. A bull, both in the
stiiva and vaishnava temples, carries the kettle-

drums which are sounded for worship three times
daily. When a cow or bull falls sick, Hindus will

vow that if the animal recover, it shall be left in

the temple
;

and every Friday the Brahmans
employed in the service's of the temple, when they
lave Siva’s symbol and the Nandi with milk, in

the ceremony called Palu Abhishekam, the devoted
bullocks arc likewise thus washed.

Daily J/tfe of the Hindus. — Having briefly

sketched some of the various rites now fonning the
religion called in Europe Hindu, and the differences
in the forms of idol-worshipping which are to be
fouml, it may be intc'resting to conduct one of
this faith from the cradle to the grave.

Childhood and Adolescence .—The ceremonials
observed on the birth of children, at the com-
mencement of their education, on investiture with
the sacred thread, communication of a gjiyatri or
initiatory sentence, in their marriage ceremonies,
and those adhered to on the occurrence of a
death in a family, have now a general resemblance
among, or are more or less imifiited by, all castes,

classes, and ranks. On tlie birth of a Brahman
child, the ceremony called Putrotsavam is per-
formed, and on this occasion the father presents
sugar and sngar-candy to relatives and friends.

On the 11th day the mother is anointed with the
oil of the oriental sesamum. On the same day
(11th) the Punyahavachanam, or the purification
rite for the mother and house, is performed. It
is then that the child receives its name—that of
some one of its grand or great-grand mrents—by
the father writing it tliree times with a golden
ring, in unluisked rice, spread on a plate. This
naming is called Namakaranam, and is followed by
the guests bestowing blessings on the young one,

as they scatter rice, coloured with turmeric, over
it and the mother, who are seated in the midst of
the assembly. The father then distributes money
to the poor, and entertains relatives and friends.

On this night, for the first time^ the child is put
into the cradle by the female guests, some of
whom sing religious songs, while others rock the
little one, and at the close the assembly are dis-

missed, after being presented with betel-nut, plan-
tains, and boiled pigeon-pea (Cajanus Indicus),

The birth of a girl is less a source of rejoicing,

because of that part of the Hindu creed whi&
IroL. n. 65
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lavB down that parents and other anceston attain thooj^ of the Bialnnamcal class, so far as hkr^t

Swarga-locum or Indra^s heaven through a son’s to perform religious ceremomes w conceraM,

efforts. Each new moon, as also on 9ie occur- is only regarded in the light of a ii tne^

rence of an eclipse,'either of the sun or moon, Vaishnava youth, who has now been

also at the summer and winter solstices, theirUtray- the mysteries of the

auam and Datchanayanam, every caste Hindu, apart for the sacerdotal office of the pnestnOM,

whetherBrahman,Kshatriya,Vaisya,orSudra,offers he is further marked,- by being br^decl on the

the Tharpanam, or water sacrifice, in the names of muscular part of both arms^ with toe sanku or

his deceased father, grandfathers, great-grand- chank, and the chakram or disc of Vi^nu, Thia

fathers, and their wives, consisting of seeds of the is called the Chakrankitam. From this time he is

oriental sesamum mixed with the water. It is as a ranked as a Brahmachari, or of the order of bache*

means of continuing this ceremony that Hindus long lors,for he has now entered on his religious life,

—

to have a son born to them, as in thim* creed-books the whole of the days of a spiritual Brahman being

it is taught that the manes of ancestors are gmti- ap[)Oi'iioned into four religious stag(is, viz. that

fied by the Tharpanam. At five months of (igo, of the Brahmacharyam, or bachelorhood; Grahas-

the Choulam ceremony occurs, and the lobes of taarainam, or the married state; Vanaprastam, the

the ears are pierced with a small, thin gold ring, living in solitude with his family
;
and Sanyasam,

When six months old, Anaprasanam, or giving the or the abandonment of all worldly matters. A
child rice for the first time, is a social and sacred bachelor’s dress differs from that of a married

rite, at which, as also at the Choulam, relatives and man, in so far as he does not wear the dhoti,

friends are entertained. On the first occurrence but only a wrapper round the lower j^art of the

of the birthday, the child is anointed and decor- body
;

lie is prohibited from eating betel, and
atcd with jewels, relatives and friends arc enter- continence is enjoined. Among other Hindu
tained; and in the evening the child is carried to castes, the Brahmachari ceremony is performed at

a temple, and presented to the deity of their sect, any tune prior to the celebration of marriage, but

As the second anniversary draws near, or about their gayatri is from the Puranas, not the Vedas,

that time, the boy’s head is shaved on a propitious Marriage .—There is no time fixed for the mar-
day, which affords another o])])ortumty for feasting riago of sons. It is performed at any time from
friends. infancy, as the parents may please. But amongst
Boyhood.—When five years old, the father the priestly and mercantile orders, the Brahmans

ascertains an auspicious day, and (‘utrusts his son and Vaisya, as also among the goldsmiths, girls

to a teacher. The instructor engraves the alpha- must be married before they attain puberty. The
bet with an iron style, sometimes set in silver or Brahmans ludieve that they would be as if guilty

gold, on a leaf of the palmyra tree, which is then of miuder if they allowed a girl to grow up before

coloured with turmenc. The leaf is placed* on being married. This is founded on correct physio-

unhusked rice spread over the floor, and the logical knowledge. And in Southern India, they,

teacher, whatever the sect or caste of the pupil as also the goldsmith tri])e or race or caste, regard
be, invokes the god Vigneswara to smooth the* such a possible occurrence with so great hon*or,

difficulties in the way of the child’s studies. Then, Biat they say it would be incumbent on them if it

holding the boy’s forefinger, ho tliricc* traces witli happened, but wdiich is invariably guarded against,

it the forms of the vowels in the rice, teaching for all the family to drown themselves. Children
the boy their sounds. The pedagogue is ])r(‘sented have no voice in the matter of their marriage,

with a new cloth and some money, and dismissed, When parents are desirous of having their sons
after which relatives and friends are entertained, married, they institute inquirii’S amongst their

On the seventh or ninth year, the Upanayanam is relatives or friends not- of their own gotram oi*

performed, on which occasion tin* family priest— tribe. They visit the girl’s parents in a propitious

Upad’hay-ya, Sansk., Upa-dliialu, Tel.— causes hour, and request their daughter in marriage for

the boy to offer a burnt-offering, Homan, to the their son. The parents of the girl make inquiries as

entire pantheon of gods, by pouring ghi (clarified to the character of the boy, and if satisfied, they
butter) over the fire. He then invests the youth promise their (laughter for him. It is not custom-
with the zandiyam, the zonar or sacred cord, ary for a girl’s parents to go seeking for a husband
letting it fall from over the left shoulder to the riglit for their daughter. When so far arranged, if toe
side. He subsequently teaches the gayatri to the girl’s parents be poor, they may perhaps stipulate

boy, if he be of the Bmhraanical order, as also the that jewels and money shall be presented to their
morning, noontide, and evening prayers, the due daughter at the marriage time. But this practice,

attention to which is considered sufficient to re- which is a remnant of the ancient custom of pur-
move all sins conunitted during the day and night, chasing a wife, is gradually dying out with allbut
The gayatri or gayatri mantrum of the Brahman- the humbler people. Now-a-days, a rich Hindu
ical or priestly order is never pronounced aloud, would disdain to receive money from toe parents
and it is exceedingly rare that any Brahman can of their son-in-law for giving their daughter to
be induced to divulge it. Its literal translation is : him, and many tribes—for India contains the de-
O’m ! earth, air, heaven, 0 m ! Let us meditate scendants of numerous distinct races—repel with

on the supreme splendour of the divine sun
;
may disdain any insinuation of their readiness to sell

he illuminate oifr minds.’ It is considered the their daughters. Indeed, sons-in-law do now
most sacred text of the Vedas

;
and the common occasionally receive some* dower of money or

belief in and reverence for it is toe bond of union property with their brides. In a recent instance,
amongst toe entire Brahmanical order. With this so much as five lakhs of rupees (£60,000) are said
ceremony the boy is considered to be born again, to have been given to a son-m-law who had already .

and he is of the Punar Janma, or twice bom. This four wives. But toe former practice of dimosal-#
is toe spiritual birth of the Hindu, or his regenera- of their female children is clearly marked in their
Hon, for until this time the uninitiated youth, marriage law, in which a girl, who quits her father’s
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house for her husband in another family, ceases to

be an heir of her own parents, though ime acquires

rights in the property of her new home.

Marriafje Ceremonies,
—^When all the preliminary

arrangements are settled, a day is fixed for the

performance of the marriage; preparations are

made by the father of the girl, who invites relat-

ives and friends to be present on the occasion,

the invitations being usually communicated verb-

lly, but sometimes by letter. On the day preceding

[lat of the marriage, by the Snat’haka Varattam,

lie youth is relieved of his bachelorhood, the

eremony on this occasion consisting in the homa
r fire-sacrifice, and giving of charity. On the

carriage eve, the bridegroom, accompanied by his

arents, relatives, and friends, goes in procession

> the bride’s house, and presents her with a new
loth of some value, with any jewels that may
ave been before agreed on

;
betel-nut is hamled

> the guests, and friends and relations are enter-

dned. The poor Brahmans, too, are remembered
1 the occasion, the money-gifts to whom are

died Datchana. The wedding-day at length '

rives, blit with emotions very <lifforcTit from
lose of the principal actors in ancient Hindu
mes, for now-a-days both bride and bridegroom

[re usually quite infants,—and if not both, the bride

i^ith most tribes certainly is so. Tribes of Sudms,
iowever, and a fair, intellectual literary race called

iCait or Kayasth, who claim their origin fi'ora^a

leified mortal called Ghatr-goputr, also many of

he Pariah tribes, allow their girls to grow up and
•omain in their fath(*r’s house, without any feeling

)f shame being associated with the practice. And
Jie Vedas teach us that in their times virtuous

naideiis remained unmarried in their father’s

louse long after they had grown U]>. (hi the

yeddiug-day, the bride and bridegroom are an-

unted with oil (the Abhiangana-s’nanam). are

Iresscd in their best, and d(‘coratcd with jewels.

)he father of the bride has erected a tein-

lorary canopy in tlie comt of his house, beneath
rhich she is seated beside her groom, and the

unily priest commences the ceremony by causing

iiem to make a burnt-olTering, by the homa
Eicrificc of pouring ghi into the fire, whilst

he priest utters a mantra. At the same instant,

y the Navagraha Aratanam and Asht’ha dik

tfilaka Aratanam, a series of incantations, they
ring Indra, Varuna, Agni, Yama, etc., from
Iwarga-lociiin and locate them in any casual

rticle, in some part of the hoiist*.

When seated, the girl is formally given to the

lusband (Kania-danam, litcmlly spinster-giving)
;

i priest blesses some wak'r in a small vessel, and
he father of the girl, taking this and his daughter’s

fight hand, places them together in thehridegrooin’s

fight hand, saying, ‘ 1 do this, that my father, grand-
fathers, and gi'eat-grandfathers may attain Swarga’
[heaven). The bride^oomthen rising, and standing
before the bride, amidst the deafening din of tom-
toms, ties round her neck the maii^a sutram, a
thread coloured with turmeric, to which a golden
j^wel called Bottu or Tala is attached. Sandal-
wood paste, perfume, and flowers are presented
to the guests, betel-nut is offered to all relatives

^d ^ends, and money-presents are made. The
“—‘ed couple receive Asir-vadani (bene(fictions

songratulations) from the assembly, and as
prostrate themselves at their parents' feet

parents bless them. The prostrations are

also occasionally made at the feet of other near
relatives, who likewise bestow a blessing. Amongst
the Brahmans, the ceremonials of the mamage
are continued for five successive days, andYor

I three days, or one day, or seven days, with other

!
castes. On the fifth or last day, the gods who

I

were brought from Swarga into the bride’s home,
' and have been daily womhipped there, arc released.

Four earthenware pots, placed beneath the pandal
or canopy, are filled with rice highly coloured
with turmeric, and a Brahman sitting near, by
motions from his hands, affects to feed the located

gods (Navediam), and then to release them. This

is the Naka balli, or offering of victims, to the

gods of Swarga-locum. And now the parents of

the newly-married couple, as also relatives and
friends, interchange presents, and make gifts to

the young people. In the evening of that day
the bridegroom takes his wife home. This is done
in a procession, in which parents and relations

join, and is treated as a religious ceremony, called

Orahapnavesam, or house-entering, immediately
after which the bride and bridegroom are seated
in the middle of the floor, .the father of the girl

presents them with new clothes, and the relations

and friends are feasted. After remaining three

days in her husband’s home, the girl-wife is taken
back to the house of her parents, with "whom
she lives, making only occasional visits to her hus-

band’s residence, until puberty. On this event her
father sends word to her husband, who presents

gifts to the bearer of the happy tidings, fixes on
an auspicious day to bring his wife homo, and
intimates the date to his father-in-law. The latter

prepares a cot or bed, candlestick, cooking uten-

sils, chairs, boxes, and other household brings,
also buys new clothes for his danghler, whom
they convey to her husband’s house for good, and
an ehtcrtairmu'iit is given to all relatives and
friends. Her parents remain in the house with

their daughter and son-in-law for two or three

days, and before taking leave of them tlj(‘y giAa^

them some advice for their guidance.

Married Life.—From this time the young wife

lives with her liusband, in subseiwienco to her

mother-in-law or sister-in-law, whichever be the

head woman in her new lioine. As a young thing

she cannot have much to say
;
but her little ways

and tiny talk are at an end, and it is even, on
many occasions, considered highly indecorous for

her to speak at all. She cannot speak to her
husband in the jjresence of his father or mother
or other people, and partly from shamefacedness,

partly from fear of them, her husband rarely

speaks to his wife in their presence. This intense

reserve goes off greatly as they grow older
;
but

in no instance, perhaps, does the Hindu wife ever

attain to the same freedom of speech with her

husband as marks the intercourse with the young
wife in a Mahomedan family, where they are some-

times married equally young, and where their

innocent prattle is the very life of the household.

At home, however long she be a wife, a Hindu
woman never eats till her husband finishes his

meal
;
she rises and stands in a respectful attitude

if her husband or his parents or brothers enter the

house, and at all times addresses them in a low
tone of voice, and speaks slowly. And so long as

the husband’s mother or his sister is the head of

the house, the husband communicates his wishes

as to what he wants his wife to do, not to her
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directly, but through his mother or sister. Abroad ages took part in the counsels of their nations, and

from home, the Hindu liusbands and wives may accompanied their warriors to the field. Hindu

at all times be seen walking along the roads, but wives are only allowed to speak to their nearest

the yyife never presumes to walk at the side of her relations, fathers, brothers, etc., and are never

partner. She is always a pace or so behind, and trusted from home alone. Married women, when
a little at the side. If they be out on matters of at the daily bath, smear their bodies with turmeric,

business, the wife continues, all dong the road, to and place on their foreheads the round mark with

prompt her husband as to what he is to say or the red colouring matter from the turmeric ? and,

do, but the instant that the place of business is like many other orientals, paint their eyelashes

reached, she falls off to a distance, and never with lamp-black. Married women also wear a

presumes to take any part in the discussion. In a bodice. Though their religious books (Shastras)

poor family, the wife, as in all countries, has to pennit the Hindu widow to re-marry, custom,

perform the entire domestic duties of the house- which is more rigorous, forbids it; and once widows,

hold, but with richer people who keep servants except with a few tribes,—the Jat, the Gujar, and

the wife’s labours are restricted to superintend- others,—they ever after remain single. See Mar-

ence, attention to her children, sewing, and other riage Customs.

female occupations. They arc in this social re- ])eath and Future State.—When a Hindu dies

spect much in the position that Europe was a few there are the inevitable tokens of grief amongst re-

hundred years ago; but there is tliis difference, latives
;
but women evince their emotion with great

that scarcely a Hindu wife is able to read or write, <lemonstrations and noise, proclaiming aloud the

or even permitted to learn. Since tlie middle of good qualities of the deceased, as they beat their

the 19th century, in the ]>resideiicy towns, a few breasts and mouths. The death-wail is heard far

female schools have been established by the better- distant, and once heard is never forgotten. ‘ Naked
educated Hindus, who are desirous that the next he came, and naked has gone; this dwelling-

generation shall receive educated partners in their place belongs neither to you nor to me.’ Re-
homes. But in all India, out of a population of latives and friends, on learning the melancholy

nearly 200,000,000 of Hindus, there are not, per- tidings, go to the house of mouruing to condole

haps, in 1883, 3000 girls of the higher Hindu with the bereaved family, and the women join in

castes under tuition. The younger men are the death-wail, which rises loud above all the

averse to the continuance of the intense restraint other sounds of the busy world around. As death

hitheiio imposed on their homes, and are breaking is drawing near, how('ver, tlie attendants, after

through it, but these are almost solitary exceptions purifying the house with cow-dung, perform the

to the vast mass. Bi-ahmaii girls are forbidden to Jiva Praias-ehittam, by laving the dying man’s
be educated at all

;
and tliose who urge education body witli water, placing in liis mouth or causing

on them are opposed by the women themselves, him to drink a little milk, buttennilk, honey,
who will exclaim, ‘What! would you make us as treacle, and plantains (panchakavia), and then
dancing-girls!’ the educational efforts having only relt*}ising a cow. Such an ordeal few men in weak
hitherto been directed to such unfortunate sisters, health could witlistand, and it may not be doubted
from the fear—and it is shared with many men of that it is never jjerformed without hastening the

the Hindus and Mahomedans—that education may fatal event, for tin* attendants force the five things

tempt, by giving facilities, to vice. In this they into the dying man’s mouth. After demise the

evidence a great ignorance of human nature, a corjise is washed and dressed. ’Flie family priest

more enlarged knowledge of which would con- pronounces certain mantra of purification over
vince them that only tlie training of the moral it, for every household has its own Brahman
faculties can uproot vice, wliich, where the evil teacluT. It is borne on a bier to the burning
desire prevails, no restrictions can restrain. The ground by four men, and followed by relatives

utmost that a Bi’idiman woman learns, are the soiig-s and friends, both men and women. A large heap
and 113011118 sung by women in their own houses of firewood and dried cow-dung cakes has been
during marriages and other festivals. The Hindu already gathered together there, wliich are stacked
wife -- bred from her childhood in the strictest up over the remains, and the son sets the pile on
seclusion, consigned at an early age to the care fire. It is their belief that as death parts the soul
of a husband of whom she can have previously from the body, the god of justice, Yama, sends
known little or nothing, and who is often as de- two angels with an invisible form to receive into
pendent upon others as herself—leads a life of it the flitting spirit, and convey it to Yarna-locum,
mysterious quietude, varied only by the rites of his hall of justice, to be tried there, and awarded
religion and the ordinary events of the family, its sentence of future punishment or reward. The
Of the world around her she knows nothing. All secretary, Chatr-gopiitr, records the decree, and the
her thoughts and feelings, joys and sorrows, disembodied spirit takes up its abode in Swarga, or
desires and affections, are imprisoned within the in Narika, or revisits earth to be re-born, and afforded
little circle of her own household. Her mental another opportunity of gaining release from mor-
faculties are either altogether undeveloped, or tality. The day following the demise and incre-
wasted upon toys, ornsiments, idle tales, family mation, they revisit the spot. They pour milk or
gossip, or similai’ frivolities. Her moral powers, water, or milk and water, over the ashes, and make
too, are overlaid by superstition and i^rejudice. an offering of rice to the Preta,*thc departed soul.
Yet tliese ladies are the mothers of the rising On the second, third, or fifth day, the son selects
generation, who iire acquiring the language and the any small black stone, or three back stones, which
literature of Europe, and fondly imagining that its he places against a pipal tree. Ficus religiosa, on
members are as capable of exercising the rights of the bank of a pond or tank. This represeijtB the
self-government and self-control as those who deceased, or rather his Preta is supposed to be
have sprung from the free and independent women located in the stone, and where three stones are
of the western world, whose mothers in the warlike used, those also of his grandfather or great-grand-
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father; and each day, for ten days, the son offers

to the stone or stones a water-sacrifice to quench

the thirst of the departed. He also cooks rice

there, and offers it to a crow, to satisfy the hunger

of the deceased
;
he continues this every morning

till the tenth day, because it is the Hindu belief

that the soul of the departed hovers about the

house for ten or twelve days, and then takes up
that future habitation which, according to their

view of the transmigration of souls, may be its lot.

On the tenth day the stone is tlirown into the

water. The object of all this is their belief that

the shade of the departed is occupying five separ-

ate beings and places,—one descends upon his son,

a second rests on the place of incremation, a third

in the house he has left, a foui*th in the stones that

are raised to represent him, and the fifth in the

crow to which the food is thrown. And if the

crow refuse the food, the beholders deem it an
augury of the ill life of the departed, or that some
object of his life remained incomplete.

Widowed State .—If the deceased was a married

'man, the mangala sutram, or sacred thread, which

f was tied round the ne(;k of his bride on the wed-
ding day, is now broken by otluT widows of the

family. She ceases to wear a bodice or jewels,

or flowers in her hair. She discontinues the use

of turmeric when at the bath
;
the red mark is no

longer placed on her forehead, and in many ciises

the long black tresses are removed, for some
classes of Brahman women have their head shaved.

From this time their lives are one continued scene

of misery, liestricted to the meanest of the house-

hold avocations, they are treatc-d by their nearest

relatives with contumely and neglect. Their very

i
loneliness and bereavement, instead^of being occa-

[sion for sympathy and endearment, only calls forth

;
harsh, often brutal, treatment. Their very condi-

tion is a tenn of abuse; and, denied it on earth,

many a Hindu widow seeks peace in the grave,

for there the wicked cease from troubling, and
there the weary be at rest.

After - Death (kremonks ^—On the 11th day,

among Brahmans, the son of the deceased selects

two or three relatives, or several Brahmans, to be
in the place, or representatives, of his parent.

They are anointed with the oil of the oriental sesa-

miim. The son presents them with flowers, the

sandal perfume, and new cloths, and then enter-

tains them. Until they finish their meal, no
member of the household is allowed to partake
of food. So soon as they rise, however, a morsel
of rice is thrown to the crows, and the representat-

ives of the deceased are dismissed with betel-nut,

i

new cloths, and presents of money, according to

the son’s means. All other relatives present are
then entertained. For one year from this time
this becomes a monthly ceremonial on the day of

the deceased’s demise. On the first anniversary
of the deceased person’s samvatsarikam, a Hindu,

J

however poor, must, with much display, perform

I

thc ceremonies which are then required. This
necessity is a great tax to all of them

;
but where

^yeral deaths have occurred in a family, it is a
ninous burden, for the niles of their faith compel
leir performance, and if a person have not money
f his OTO with which to perform this, he must
eg for it or borrow it for the purpose. The
riigious importance to the deceased of theperform-
nce of this anniversary rite is considered very
reat, and it is this which occasions the great

desire to have a son. If the family 1bo what in law
is called a united Hindu family, the ceremonial is

conducted by the eldest son, but where they have
separated, each son must peiform it separately.

For those who have no sons, the widow can per-
form it, and the widower husband can do the

same for his wife. On the future anniversaries
the sradha only is perfonned.

Ihtrial and Burning.—Before the body is taken
to be burnt, it is anointed with ghi, or clarified

butter. Arrived at the side of the water, the nearest

relation sets fire to the pile, which is soon in a
blaze. It takes three cwt. of wood to consume the

body of an adult. At the j)reseiit day, the general

practice of the Vaishnava Hindus is to bum their

dead, but they also launch the bodies into the stream

of the Ganges, or expose tliem on the open plains.

After the incremation, using a branch of sami,

and another of palasa (Butea frondosa), instead of

tongs, the son or nearest relative first draws out

from the ashes the bones of the head, an<i after-

wards the other bones successively, sprinkles them
with i^erfumed liquids and with clarified butter

(ghi) made of cow’s milk, and puts them into a
casket made of the leaves of the palasa (Butea
frondosji). This he places in a new earthen vessel,

covers it with a lid, and tics it up with a thread.

Selecting some clear spot where encroachments of

the river arc not to be apprehended, he digs a
veiy deep bole, and at the bottom spreads the

ciisa grass (poa), and over the grass a piece of

yellow cloth. He places thereon the earthen

vessel containing the bones of the deceased,

covers it with a lump of mud, moss, and thorns,

and plants a tree in the excavation, or raises a

mound of masonry. Subsequently, th^ son or

nearest relative repairs to the cemetery, carrying

eight vessels filled with various flowers, roots, and
similar things

;
he walks round the enclosure con-

taining the Hineral pile, with his right hand towards

it, successively depositing at its four gates or

entrances, beginning at the north gate, two vessels

containing eight different things, with this prayer

:

‘May the adorable and eternal gods, who are

present in the cemetery, accept from us this eight-

fold impcrishalde oblation. May they convey the

deceased to pleasing and eternal abodes, and grant

to us life, health, and perfect ease. This eight-fold

oblation is offered to Siva and other deities; salu-

tation to them.’

In the south of India, the ascetic followers of

both Siva and Vishnu bury their dead
;
so do the

Vaishnava, Vairagi, and Sanyasi in the north of

India, and tlie Saiva Jogi. The class of Hindu
weavers called Yogi have adopted a similar prac-

tice, as also have all the castes in Southern India

who wear the lingam. All infants and unmarried

persons are interred, as also all the artisan tribes.

At the Sanyasi devotee’s interment no wailings

or expressions of grief are allowed. The corp^,

seated in a litter, is borne to the grave, preceded

by musicians, and attended by persons who cast

rose-coloured powder into the air, or demonstrate

in other modes their joy. It is placed in the

earth in a sitting posture, instead of being con-

sumed on the pile. A small platform raised over

the spot, and exhibiting the sculptured feet of the

deceased, commemorate his sanctity.

Ceremonials of Worship,---

A

Brahman who
attends to his religious duties, bathes before smi-

rise in cold water, and offers a water sacrifice
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or libation from his hand. He prays in this of conversing and dressing, and their women’s

clothes and ornaments, resemble those of non-

‘ He who meditates on Pundri kach& (he with Brahmanical castes. In paying respect to Brah-

the lotus eye), though a very great sinner, will be mans, they say and use the Dandam, and not, as

forgiven. from an inferior to a superior, the NamasJearam,

‘ If he sprinkle over his head water which is as one Brahman will to another.
^

Amongst the

pure and holy, he will be purified and strength- Saiva sect, who have Brahman priests, the guru

ened. is styled 8ankarachari, and is invariably a Sanyasi
‘ All sins committed during the night, by word, or ascetic. He resides in a niatham or monastery

deed, mind, mouthy hands, feet, belly, organs, or along with other Brahmans, to whom he imparts

in anger, will be forgiven by Suric jotishi ’ (the religious instruction or preaches. He is greatly

light of the sun). reverenced by his disciples, who regard him as

The next yart of the ritual is the ceremony almost equal to a god. The monastery is sup-

called Arg’hiam, which is performed to free the ported by the disciples’ gifts. The members of

sun from the Raksluisa, who is striving to hinder these monasteries are charitable to all the poor,

its appearance. This consists in offering, four and erect temples out of surplus receipts. Hut

times, a water sacrifice or libation, by taking water the head of the establishmcmt, the Mat’hadi-padi,

in the hands and pouring it on tJie ground, as lie when he travels to superintend his followers,

four times pronounces the Vcdic Gaitri, viz. ‘O’m! does so with vast pomp and display, in a litter

Bhuibhuvassuvriha, OhnI Tatsa vit'hru varennyam, of a peculiar form, often richly ornamented, and
B’hargo devasya dliirnalii dhiyo yonaJia pracho accompanied by a great concourse of people,

dayatL’— ‘ O’ni ! earth, air, heaven, O’ni ! Let us with elephants, liorses, and conveyances for his

meditate on tlic supreme splendour of the divine property. Like all Sanyasi and Brahmans engaged

sun. May he illuminate our minds.’ After tliis in religious duties, the members of the inatluini

he prays, at length or briefly at will, in the form of bathe thrice daily. Twice daily the chief worships

a commenting or expounding of the above Gaitra. the SaJigrama, a fossil ammonite from the Gogra
He then prostrates himself (to Vasu deva or to or Gaiidak, or a gold, silver, or copper idol of

Krishna, or to Vishnu if a Vaishiiava) to Sarvan- Krishna or of Siva. After washing the idol with

tariami, a god who pervades all creatures, and water, he decorates it with the sectarian mark,

prays him to bless all the Brahmans and cows and worships it with offerings of flowers and
within the four seas, mentioning liis own name, lulsi leaves

;
lie sips a little of the water used in

his got’hram or tribe rishis. At the close he the worship, and the rest is carefully preserved in

offers to Narayaiia his deeds by body, mouth, a silver cup along with tulsi leaves, and dropped

heart, and senses. from a small spoon, ‘ Voodharni,’ into the hands

At noon, prayers are repeated, and he prays to of disciples, who esteem the gift as cleansing from

Suria (the sun). all sin. The head monk only eats once a-day,

In the evening, prayers recur, and he implores and before taking Ijis meal he invariably presents

Varuna (the god of the sky and regent of the it to the deity. Disciples, when they approach

west) in sacred words. the head monk, prostrate themselves before him.

Hindu Society.—Hindus are classed as Vaidikam Their mode of caring for the idol is in all its

and Laokalam or I^ao-kikam, clergy and laity, forms identical with that of caring for a living

It is a common notion that the ihahmaas of human being,—bathing and anointing it, offering

India are the priests of the Hindus, but this is it food, offering it praise and reverence in song,

not correct. Though of the priestly or sacred in dancing, and in prayer, and periodical, in some
order, the vast bulk of this class are employed cases daily, and seasonal airings and processions,

in lay pursuits, as soldiers, merchants, lawyei-s, In exploring the great theatre in Ephesus, Mr.

clerks, perhaps in every avocation of daily life Wood discovered an inscription conhiining infor-

except such as involve manual labour, though mation as to the endowments and worship of the

they are even agriculturists in Northern India temple of Diana, and laying down the route by
and Orissa. Various sects of Hindus have priests which, on the birthday of the goddess, her silver

of the Sudra caste, and many aboriginal nices shrines and other treasures were to be carried in

employ members of their particular tribe or race, procession from the temple to the great theatre

Speaking in a general way, it may be stated that through one city gate, and back to the temple

where the people of India are followers of the through another city gate, which was called the

Puranas and Vedas, their priests are invariably Magnesian. And this is a perfect representation

Brahmans
;
but the extensive Lingaet sect, and of the customs of the Hindus of the present day,

the Jain, and all the sects or tribes who worship and precisely as noticed in Isaiah xlvi. 7 :
‘ They

the village deities, or adhere to spirit or devil bear him upon the shoulder
;
they carry him, and

worship, select priests from their own classes, set him in his place.’

Also the Kansallar, or artificer tribes of Sudras, Position and Religion ofHindu Women.—A. great
all of whom wear the sacred cord, select an defect in their social system seems to be the un-
ascetic member of their own caste as their priest, equal conditions of the sexes. In European house-
and have also family priests from their own circle, holds there is almost as little real mixing of

Indeed, they claim for themselves a superiority different grades of society, as occurs amongst the
to the entire Brahmanical order, asserting their different castes of India. But among the Hindus,
origin to be older

;
and no one of the Kansallai’ although their creed permits the women to attajn

would accept of water from a Brahman. But, in heaven on their demise, so long as they are hew
the usual discrepant character of the Hindu on earth, whatever secret influence a wife may
people, although the Kansallar claim that their have, it is not shown to the community^ Specu*
caste possess this superiority, and though they lative as are the entire Brahmanical populatioaSi
poesess the Brahmanical Vedas, yet iheir manner and to a large extent also all the races called Hindus,
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aof them diving into the mysteries of their the party giving away the girl is obtained by a

gy, except a Vedantist occasionally make a pecuniary consideration
;

and the Paishacha,

remark to the women of his household as to the where the marriage may have been effected

inutility of worshipping their ordinary images, the through fraud or force practised upon the girl, and
Hindu wife has little or no instruction in religion, which is reprobated for all classes. Though each
and takes no part in all that array of ceremonial class has its characteristic description of marriage,

which occupies so much of the daily time of a there is nothing to bind them to the rites appix>-

Hindu, particularly if religious. The Hindu prays priate to them. A Brahman, for example, may
morning, noon, and night a somewhat long prayer, contmct an Asura marriage, and a Sudra a
The wife’s prayer, if she pmy at all, is very short, Brahma one. The Brahma and Asura are the

a Saiva woman merely mentioning the name of most usual forms of marriage. The former is an
her deity in the three words— ‘ O’m ! nama Saiva !

’ approved one, and the latter, as a sordid pro-—
‘ Hail ! name of Siva !

’ Amongst tlie Smart’ha ceeding, is discouraged (i. 42, 43
;
Macnaughten

Brahmans and Mad’hava sect of Vaishnavas, each junr. i. GO). The binding circumstances essential

household keeps a tulsi plant in the middle of its to the completion of a maniage are gift and
little parterre or courtyard. A small pedestal is acceptance of the girl, and the ceremony tenned
erected, in the hollowed centre of which the plant Saj)ta2>athi, or the seven steps. This is performed
is placed. Daily the women of the house resort to by the bridegroom jilacing the bride’s foot suc-

it, circle, ‘pradatchanam,’ and prostrate themselves cessively on seven lines drawn on rice in a [datter.

six times before it, pour water over, and then, stand- From this obsc'rvance has followed the practice of

ing before it, [U'ay to liakshmi. A similar worship any two
2
)ersons

2
^h'dging mutual friendship by

to the 2upal tn^c, with a sculptured cobra at its taking seven steps together, so that the tenn
foot, is offered both by men and women to whom Sa2

)ta.])athinam has come to be synonymous with

offs2)riiig have not been given. This 2^i2^Jil tree friendshi
2>.

The ceremonial in question accom-
is always on the bank of a tank, in wliich the the marriage. The other ceremonies
devotees bathe, dressed in a silk garment used observed, including sacrifice by fire (homam), arc

only when 2
)erformiiig sacred rites. Places where

j
of minor significance. Tlie tying the tali or

cobi*a snakes have formed colonies arc largely
|

nuptial token by the bridegroom round the neck
resorted to by women longing for children, and of the bride, is a practice sanctioned by usage, but

they make to the cobras offerings of sugar and not
2
wescribed in the Shastras.

.
The above matri-

milk, for the cobra is deemed an uyiA&ag monial contract in itself fixes the condition of

guarding the symbol of the reproductive organ, the
2̂
artie8 as married, irrespective of the con-

Tho prayer of the Brahman of every caste and summation of the marriage, when the girl, on
sect includes the Gaitri invocation to the sun. reaching maturity, is taken home by the husband.

Legal Rights of Ifitshand and Wife.—A girl is It brings the girl, should her husband die, to the

accounted by law maiTuigeable at the age of state of whlowhood, with its attendant conse-

eiglit. Girls are, howevcT', given in marriage at quence, and gives her right of inhcritanco in her

the age of two and upwards, till they attain their i husband’s family. When either party incurs for-

matiirity. A Brahman girl atfiiiniiig maturity feitiire of caste, intercourse between them ceases

;

without having contracted marriage, forfeits liev and sliould the loss of caste be on the side of the

caste. The girl, when married, remains with her woman, and she be sonless, she is accounted as

own family until she reach maturity, when her i dead, and funeral rites are performed for her

husband can claim her and remove her to his (Smruti chandrika, on text of Vasista and Yajna
house. The right of choosing a husband for the vulkia). If she have a son, lie is bound to main-

girl rests first with her father. Should he have i tain her
;
and in this way, under such circum-

demised, it devolves in succession upon her • stances, her existence is recognised notwithstand-

2
)aternal grandfather, brother, paternal uncle, male ing her loss of caste. Infidelity in the female,

liaternal cousins, and lastly upon her mother. If siive in certain of the lowest classes, occasions

these relatives should have neglected the duty of forfeiture of caste, and puts an end to the marriage

choosing a hmsband for the girl up to three years (Smruti chandrika). The husband, however, is

after she may have attained the ago of eight, she not entitled to damages from the adulterer,—^the

is at liberty to choose for herself. The lads of the Hindu law not 2
iroviding for discretionary damages

three sui^erior classes, namely, the Brahman or upon any account. Impotence in the man, and
the sacerdotal order, the Kshatriya or the military confirmed barrenness in the woman, as also loath-

tribe; and the Vaisya or the mercantile body, may some or incurable disease in either, justify separa-

not contract marriage until they have com2fietod tioii (i. 47), but will not sever the mairiage.

the stage of studentship (Menu,"iii. 4), the open- Akbar, emperor of India, forbade marriages

ing of which period is marked by perfonnance of before puberty, and sanctioned the re-marriage of

the Upianayanam, or investiture with the sacred widows. The British Indian Government in 1866

thread, and the close by a ceremony termed Sama- by an Act sanctioned this, but up to this time

vasthana. For the Siidras or the servile class, (i883) very few Aryan Hindus of the higher castes

who have no stage of studentship, there is no have dared the supjerstitious dread of the gods,

limitation as to the time for marriage. There are and the anger of their caste-fellows, which hinder

eight recognised kinds of marriage, viz. Brahma, this act of justice towards their widows.

Daiva, w^sha, and Prajapatya, which are appro- MufU ;
Basava. — Many young women all

priate for Brahmans, and are based upon dis- through India are married to their gods, and
interested motives

;
the Gandharva and Kakshasa, thenceforwai*d are allowed to associate with the

which are appropriate for Kshatriyas, and are temple attendants or others. Girls of the Vira-

founded, the former on reciprocal desire, and the saiva sect and of some of the aboriginal races

latter on conquest
;
the Asura, which is practised

|

are married to a knife or other object, and be-
by Yaii^a and Sudras, wherein the consent of come common. With some of the Hindu sects a
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widower cannot re-marry, but such a bridegroom forehead are ordinarily called namam ;
the cus-

with his bride are each married to a tree with all toimry substances used are cartlis, tirumannt^ or

the customary ceremonies of a wedding, each white ashes from a sacred fire, saffron, sanders

clasping their respective trees, and they then live wood, sandal-wood, white clay, etc. It is a very

together as husband and wife. The weaver castes ancient mode of distinguishing religious sects,

near Madras devote their eldest daughter to the and is alluded to in Ezekiel ix. 4. The Sakta sect,

gods to serve in the temple
;
and instiinccs occur when they avow themselves, mark either with

of temple girls being educated in Christian mission saffron or with turmeric and borax. The Saura or

schools. • Suria are true worsliippers of the sun
;
and some

Hindu Inheritance,—Adoption is legal with the of them adore the dormant and active energies of

Hindus, and sons are often adopted. If a son he the planet conjointly. Tliis sect, which is not

adopted, he succeeds to his adopted father
;
ho v(‘ry numerous, is distinguished by the use of red

loses all claim on the inheritance of his original sanders for the horizontal triple line, as well as

father, and is entitled to a sixth of the property for the circlet on their foreheads,

of his adoptive one, even if after his adoption Superstitiofiit .—Hindus believe in omens, good
sons of the body should be born. Tn Hindu and bad, and look for them as encouragements or

law there are ten descriptions of sons,—one of warnings on most occasions, such as in journeying

them the son of a man’s wife by an uncertain from one ])lace to another, or when a maniage is

father, begotten when he himself has been long on tin* tapis. It is considered a favourable omen,
absent. When a Hindu dies, the sons may eitlier if, when proceeding on business, a crow fly from
continue to live together witli the i)roperty left to right; t)r the traveller meet two Hrahmans,
united, or they may divide it according to or a married woman, or a Sudra with a stick in

certain rules. If they remain united, the eldest his hand, or a jackal be seen. If these good
brother takes possession of the property, and omens occur, they believe that they will cei*tainly

the others live under him as they did umh^r succeed in the object of tlieir journey. It is a
their father. In this case the acipiisitions of all bad omen to meet a single Brahman, or a wi»low,

the sons (who have not formally withdrawn) go or if a crow fly from right to left, or a cat cross

to augment the common stock. If tiny divide, their path. On seeing any of these evil omens,
the eldest takes l-2()th

;
the youngest, l~80th ;

almost every Hindu will postpone his journey,

and the intermediate sons, l-40th, Uimiarrie(l how^ever emergent; tliough in this latter case he
sisters live with their brotliers. may return homo for a little and start again. It

Sectarian Marks.—Amongst the peculiarities is a piod omen, if, when a marriage is under dis-

which first attract the eye of a stranger on seeing enssion, the toll of a bell be heard or the neigh of

the Hindu religionists, are the red and white horse
;

but a person sneezing or the sudden
marks on their foreheads. Their prominence is extinguishing of a light are bad omens,
often so glaring as to bo unseemly. • When the No Hindu evi*r takes any ini])()rbint step with-

theistical Sikh religionists luistenod from the out first consulting the stars, by referring to a
h’anjab in 1857 and 1858 to aid in quelling the Brahman astrologer or to the astrological almanac,

mutiny and rebellion in India, in their wild
,

ff business will not admit of delay, he will con-

enthusiasm they named all the Hindus con-
|

suit tlie Sivagyanmut or Advices of Siva, or the

temptqously ‘Matha Dili,’ literally, carrying their
,
biichuns or sayings of Khona, wife of the groat

faiths on their foreheads
;
and a more expre.ssivc

!
astronomer \^*vrahamira, to ascertain wliether the

term could not perhaps have been coiiual, for all time be auspicious. With many Hindu and ab-

thatordinaiy Hindus know of their religion are the original races, the snake is reverenced; and if

differences in these marks, which indicate differ- a cobra bo killed, tliey int(;r it or burn it with all

ences of religious sects, not of castes, and the tin* cenunonies usual for a human being,

sectaries have a superstitious regard for such dis- When an epidemic disease seems to be approach-
tinctions. It is held necessary, where convenient, ing a village, t he village tutelary divinity is carried

or no especial objection or difficulty exists, for in procession to meet the god of the pestilence,

these marks to be daily renewed. A Brahman and with shouts, execrations, and defiant gestures
cannot perfonn any of his daily sacrifices, etc., they deter the advance.
without the completion or contemplation of this The names, both of men and women, and of

distinction
;
and it is irreverent in one of an their towns, are frequently those of their gods

inferior tribe to approach a holy man, or to ask and their avatars, or of their deified heroes,—as
his blessing, or to partake in the benefit of any Siva, Ananda, Eswara, Gopala, Narayana, Rama,
religious rite, without or in view to this sectarial Bhawani, for men

;
Durga, Kali, Ganga, Lakshmi,

decoration. I’he Saiva, worshippers of Siva, Riidha, SaraswaCi, for women
;

and Bhima,
called Siva-bakht, and the Vaishnava, otherwise Yudishtra, Draupadi, Kunti, their ancient heroes
Vishnu-bakht, worshippers of Vishnu, are to be and heroines.

known, the former by the horizontal position of Charity and Alms.—Almsgiving is expressly
their forehead lines, and the latter by their per- enjoined by the Brahmanical religion, as con-
pendicularity. One perpendicular mark, centrally fciring merit and power over the unseen world,
between the eyes, is generally referable to one of not for compassion or brotherly love, or for
Vishnu’s sectaries

;
it is not common. Two doing as wc would be done by. Hindu charities

upright parallel lines, with a black or open circlet consist in feeding Brahmans and pilgrims
;

between or under them, are the commonest dis- building choultries, and houses, and temples,
tinction of Vaishnavas, whether seen on pictures and bridges

;
in planting trees, and groves, and

of Vishnu himself, or on * Rama and Krishna, or gardens
;
making roads

;
in supplying water to

others of his avatars. In general, perpendicular travellers
;
in digging wells or tanks. It is, how-

lines appertain to Vaishnava sects, and horizontal ever, an oriental idiosyncrasy for every man to
lines appertain to Saiva sects. The marks on the desire, not to found a family or restore an old
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ancestral rewdence, but rather to leave some pulses and millets, with wheat and maize, are the
residence exclusively commemorative of himself, articles in dommon use, in the form of cakes,
and to repair nothing which his predecessors The prior processes which in Europe fall to the
have left, lest they should have the credit of it miller and the baker, are got through in the
with posterity. If they give alms, it is to persons Hindu household. The pestle and mortar is with
of their own or of a higher caste. For a Hindu Hindu families a very important domestic imple-
to bestow alms on a Pariah, however urgently in ment, and few are without it. The mortar is

need the latter may be, is almost an unknown act. generally of stone, but often a block of wood
Food, and Cooking^ and Ilospitalitij,—Like that the lower part shaped like Jin hourglass stand,*

of the bulk of the human race, the food of the and in the uj^per is a conical cavity of the contents
Hindu is obtained almost wholly from the vegc- of about two gallons. The pestle is of hard wood,
table kingdom. But with the Hindu the adher- about four feet long, and two inches in diameter^

ence to this kind of diet forms part of their with the ends tipped or ferruled with iron, to

religious belief. Unlike the Hebrews (I)eut. xiv.; prevent their splitting or wearing. It is usual for

Leviticus xi.) or the Mahomedans, to whom only two women, to whose lot beating rice out of the
certain creatures were forbidden, several Bi-ah- husks and similar domestic operations generally
njanical tribes do not touch animal food at all, fall, to work together. The pestle is raised perpen«
and no Hindu of the four great castes can partake dicularly by the right hand of one, and as it falls

of the flesh of the cow, much less avow that he is caught by the right hand of the other, she who
had so done. They also require their food to be raised it (putting it in its fall

;
when tired with

prepared by people of their own or a higher caste, tlndr right hands, they use the left, relieving them,
or, in their dread of pollution, even by their own A song is fnHpiently chanted during the w^ork.

hands. With some sects this dread is carried to The stone mill, so often alluded to in the Old
such an extent, that they do not permit any un- and New Testament, consisting of two flat stones

converted eye to see them cooking, and if acci- worked by one or two women, is in use in every
dentally overlooked, will bury or giv(* away the house. 'I'he religions restriction to vegetable

materials under preparation, however hungry diet is doubtless of Buddhist origin. Buddliism

they be. Many Hindus likewise cook within a had the effect of inspiring a great respect for life

;

sacred circle, and if any lower cast(.* or no-caste and all orthodox Hindus regard the inviolability

person enter it, the cooking is suspended, and the of animal life as the most sacred of laws. In

article destroyed. Many Hindus eat their meals whatever degree sanguinary rites may be practised

f dressed in silk clothes used only for sacred rites, by any portion of these people, such are directly
' and waited on l)y their wives or female relations, opposecl not only to the influence and example of

who do not presume to cat unlil their husbands almost all the Bralunans, but to the practice of

liave finished. They eat off metal dishes, of gold, the immense majority of the more cultivated and
or silver, or brass

;
but the ordinary platter is the liigher castes. Myriads of Hindus have lived

:
made of leaves of the plantain, banyan, lotus, or and died without ever partaking of animal food

;

I
^alasa, pinned together with glass stalks in the and amongst the Jains, (.‘very precaution is taken

t

form of a dish. These are sold in every hazjir. to prevent themselves involuntarily destroying or

They are employed to ensure safety from pollution, swallowing even insect life. Their priests never
being thrown away after the m(‘al. I’he custom partake of stale food, lest living creatures should

mentioned in .lohn ii. 8, of appointing a governor have been gem^rated in it, keeping a cloth over
of the feast, is one followed by Hindus at a their mouths lest an insect unconsciously enter

;

large feast. There is a continiUMl str(‘am of their and they walk with a small soft broom in hand,

hospitality, such as it is, hut castes will rarely eat with which they gently sweep the ground on
with one another; and at meals eacli Bnihinan wliich they are to tread or sit. With all this,

sits with his own leafy platter apart from his there is occasionally witnessed amongst some one
neighbour, to prevent the possibility of even acci- or other of the races following liinduiMii an
dental pollution by his own food touching that of apathy and indifference as to the preservation of

lanother, or vice versa. Where such stringency the lives of t}i(*ir fellow-creatures which Euro-
exists as regards people of their own faith, their pt'ans fail to understand. An instance of this

associating at meals with people of other creeds occurred in 1820 at the fair at Ilardwar, in which
is of course an impossibility. These remarks 700 persons are stated to have lost their lives,

apply to the Brahmaiiical Hindus in general
;
but It wiis calculated that not less than two millions of

the members of many of their refonned sects eat people had assembled on tlie occasion, when, at the
with each other, without regard to former caste opening of the fair, the rush was so great towards
distinctions. In like manner, as followers of one the steps of the bathing-place as to cause this

faith, all individuals are equally entitled to the melancholy catastrophe. Dreadful as it was, the

prasad’ham, or food which has been previously exertions of the British officers only prevented its

presented to a deity
;
and it is probably the dis- being infinitely greater. An eye-witness remarked

tribution of this in all temples, and, for instance, that tlie Brahmans looked on not only with apathy,

annually at Jaganath, that has given rise to the but with joy depicted in their coilntenances
;
and

' idea prevalent in Europe, that at tliis ])lace all women at a short distance were bathing in other

castes of Hindus eat together. A Hindu in parts of the sacred water, with as much indifPer-

general eats twice daily, in the forenoon and after ence as if the utmost serenity prevailed around
tunset

;
but a Brahman widow eats only once them. After the fair, the roai^ for miles round

‘
ily, at noon. The food of the Hindus along the Hardwaf were strewed with dead bodies of men,
aboard of India is rice,—when they can afford women, horses, camels, and dogs.

I,-—partaken of with vegetable curries or pickles Dress and Clothing,—^The dress of Hindu men
condiments. In the higher lands of the interior, is of white muslin or cotton cloth, and their

id in the more northern portions of India, the upper coat is now generally sewed. The under
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nent for the lower part of the body, the

,ti or dhoti, is a loose, unsewed wrapper.

Women of all classes wear iinsewed wrappers of

green, red, or yellow coloured cotton, edged with

silk or gold embroidery, and a bodice of cotton

or silk.

Scalp - loch — All Hindu men retain only

the tuft of hair on the crown of their heads,

which is familiar to Europeans from the pic-

tures and descriptions of the Indians of North

America as the scalp - tuft, the most glorious

trophy, if not the sole reward, of their victor.

The Hindu practice of wearing this scalping tuft

(tShik’ha, Sansk.
;
d*Zutu, Tkl.

;
Kiidiniai, Tam.)

was doubtless broiight with them from Centnil

High Asia
;
for, like the Indians of N. America, the

Serbians cleaned the scalps they took, and hung
them to their horses’ bridles. The Decalvare of

the ancient Germans was nothing other than the

scalping mentioned in the laws of the N'isigoths,

capillos et attem detrahere. According to the

annals of Flude, the Franks still scalped about
the year 879, and also the Anglo-Saxons; and
head-hunting is only now being suppressed among
the Khassya and Garo races of the N.E. frontier,

and amongst the Dyaks of Borneo.

Titles. — One amongst the honorific social

distinctions of the Hindus is that of Acharya,
a religious tc'acdicr, properly a Bnihman who
instructs religious students of the Vedns, of the

Brahman, Kshatriya, and Vaisya castes, but is in

use as relating to any religious instructor. In the

south of India the term is applied to the head of

a religious society, equivalent to the Mahant of

Hindustan, and the Banda or head priest of a

temple. But it is assumed iilso by Brahmans en-

gaged in secular pursuits, by carpiuiters and other

artisans, and amongst the Mahrattas by cooks.

Caste ,—A groat object with Hindus in general

is to presciTC their social position in caste. The
divisions and subdivisions of their dilTerent castes

are very numerous,—the Siulru arc said to have
nearly fifty

;
but with all Hindus purity of caste

is held of the highest consequence, and its loss

may occur from various causes.

The division into castes or sects of the Aryan
races whom we style Hindus, was known to the

Greeks, and seems to have been early known to

the Arabs. The Grecian authors, on the authority

of Megasthenes, divided the tribes into seven, and
Ibn Khurdadba (obiit a.p. 912), an officer of the
khalifs, also arranges them into seven classes,

but the occupations rliffer which these authors

attributed to them :

—

Greek Authors. Arab.

Cl. Strabo. Diodorus. Arrian, [nm Khurtiadbu

1. Philosophers. Philosophers. Sophists. Sabkufria.
2. Husbandmen. Husbuudineii. Jlusbandincu. Brahma.
8. Shepherds and] Shepherds and, SJiepherds and| Kalaria.

Hunters. Cowherds. Cowherds.
4. Artificers and Artificers. ! Artificers, Mer-| Sudaria.

Merchants. I
chants, and|

I

Boatmen.
5. Warriors. Warriors. ! Warriors. Baisura.
6. Inspectors. Inspectors.

j

Insiiectors. Sandalia.
7. Counsellors k Counsellors & |

Assessors. Lahud.
Assessors. Assessors.

Ibn Khurdadba’s first name is unknown. By
the others he seems to indicate the Brahman,
Kshatriya, Sudra, Vaisya, the Chandala, and
jugglers.

L\ Caldwell tells us that in all ordinary cases
whert'^^illegitimate children are born, if ^ero

be no great disparity in rank or caste between

the parents, the child takes that of the two parents

which is the lower. Where considerable disparity

exists, and particularly when the woman is of the

higher rank,—as, for instance, when a high caste

woman, or even a woman belonging to the

middling castes, has formed an intimacy with a

Pariah man,—the mother either procures aboi^ou

or commits suicide. The child never sees the light.

Caste has its chief relations with race descent,

Tliere are historical instances of sovereigns creat-

ing Brahmans in great numbera from amongst
other races; the Mahratta Brahmans are said

to have been so made from amongst fishermen

;

and a great body of Bajputs were consecrated of

the Kbbatriya caste.

To oBciipc possible defiUancnt, the servile races

—Pariah, Mhar, Mhang, Chaniar—are compelled
to dwell outside the village walls, and in the

larger towns Christians have their own quartei*8

;

and the higher Aryan castes require the predial

races not even to approach their dwellings, but to

stand at a distance and call .aloud what they wish to

communicate. A Hindu may lose or be expelled

from his Cfiste for many social acts, but no meri-

torious deed can raise a Hindu from one caste to

another, nor docs immorality or crime degrade
him from his caste. Many castes eat and drink

together, but intemiarriagcs of pemons of different

castes are almost prohibited in the higher castes,

and are mre even in the very lowest. It is a
hedge over which many persons desire to leap.

Cliaitanya and other reformers have founded sects

which have .abandoned caste distinctions; and the

lower tribes, as the Chfuiiar or shoemaker, the

Dhobi or washerman, have largely joined anti-

Brahmanical sects, as the Kabir panthi, Satnami,
etc. The aboriginal races, of Turanian descent,

•

as a rule, by origin and nature are .averse to caste

distinctions .and ikahmanisni.

Avoca lions,—The races following Hinduism, and
the converts from amongst them to Mahoinedanisin
and the Sikh faith, arc, almost exclusively, the
owners and tillers of the soil of Indi.a; and as

agriculturists in Northern India arc in village

l>roprietory communities, those of Central India
are village proprietors, and those of Western
and Southern India are joint holders under
Govermnent. The entire bjinking interests in

India, moneyed men and c.apitalist class, smaller

merchants, traders, and carriers, are Hindus
;
and

Hindus are settled for merchandise m Arabia, in

Afghanistan, all through Persia and Tuikcstan;
they are in Astracan, in the southern provinces
of Russia, even as far as Moscow

;
also in Further

India, throughout Burma, Tenasserim, southwards
to Singapore; and, from unknown antiquity, one
Hindu tribe of the north-west of the Peninsula
have been located on the east coast of Africa
southwards to Mozambique, and We been the
ivilling agents of slave-dealers.

'1 he more famous amongst their writers

Agastya. Bhaskara,
Aiiandagiri. Bhatti.
Angirasa. Bhava Bhuti.
Apastambha. Brahmagupta.
Arya Bhatta. Charaka.
Aswalayana. Oharandas.
Atri. Dandi.
Bharata. Devi Mahatamya.
Bharavi. Dhanwantri.
Bhartrihari. Dya Dwlreda.
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Gopinatha. Ba|hu Nandandana Bhatti

Qotama. Charya,

Gritsamada. Baja Sekhara.

Halayudha Bhatta. Ramanand.
Hema Ohandra. Ramanuja.
Jaya Devd. Sama Baja Dikshita.

Kabir. Sankara<5harya.

Kalhana. Sayana.

Kalidasa. Sayani Chandra Sekhara.

Katayayaiia. Sivavaykiar.

Kautsa. Soma Deva Bhatta.

Kavi Kamapura. Sri-Harsha.

Kavi Baja. Sri Krishna Tarkalankura.

Krishna Dwaipa Yana. Sudraka.

Krishna Misra. Simdaru Misra.

Kiilluka Bhatta. Susruta.

Madhavacharya. Vachispati Misra.

Magha. Vaidya Natha Vachispati.

Mallinatha. Valmiki.

Mamatta Bhatta. Varaha-Mihira.

UDatiu. Vararuchi.

Markandeya. Vikiaiiiaditya.

Mira Bai. Visakha Datta.

Murari Misra. Vishnu Sarman.

Nanak. Visva Mitra.

I’anini. Visvanatha Kavi Ra ja.

Parasara. Vopadeva.
Patanjali. Vrihaspati Misra.

Yajnavalkya.

A knowledge of reading and writing is V(‘ry

widely diffused, but those who cannot write use

trade-marks as their sign-manual, of wliich the

following may be mentioned

Mang, ... .A datfra.

Dher, .... A staff,

CarT)enter, . . Chisel or kikra.

Mang, ... .A daffra.

Dher, .... A staff,

Carpenter, . . Chisel or kikra.

Barber, . . . Looking-glass.

Shopkeeper or Bakal, A balance.

Dhangar, . . . Scissors.

Gardener, . . Kurpi.

Banjara, . . . Spear.

Koli, Bamusi, Bliil, Bow and arrow.

Attar and Bangrez, . Joli.

Kassar (brazier), . Tulai.

Kimbi, . A plough.

Goldsmith, A hammer.
Blacksmith, Anvil.

Chamar, . Lcatlier knife or rapi.

Tailor, . Yard-measure.
Soldier, . Dagger.

Teli, . Subbal pur.

Byragi, . Forceps.

Maniar, . Churi or bracelets.

lielifiious Liberty.—From the oldest times, suc-

eeding rulers of Travancorc and Cucliiii, and

nningly those of Gujerat, have ruled their

iominions with the; most entire religious liberty

;

nd Arab races, Jews, Parsees, Romans, Africans,

and in 1841, salutes and the attendance of troops
or military bands were forbidden at such festivals.

Hindu Morality,—Major Moor remarks that it

is some comparative, though negative, praise to
the Hindus, that the emblems under which they
everywhere exliibit the elements and operations
of nature are not externally indecorous. Unlike
the abominable realities of Kgypt and Greece, we
see the phallic emblem in the Hindu pantheon
without offence, and know not, until the infor-

mation be furnished, that w(‘ are contemplating
a symbol whose prototype is indelicate. The
external decency of the symbols, and the diffi-

culty with which their recondite allusions are dis-

cov(‘rod, l)Oth offer evidence favourable to the

moral <lelicacy of the Hindu character. Temples
ai-e nevertheless commonly to be seen, on which
are represented, in statues even of life size,

tigures wliicli only the mind of man in all its

corruptnes.s and wickedness could conceive.

However recently elected, these are perhaps but

remimiits of tli(‘ ])erio(l succeeding the asceticism

and austerities of Buddhism. Books then came
to be written about heroes whom they deified,

some of wliose lives, as painted, are a continuous
outrage of decency. But tlu* people generally

never followed such licence. To have done so,

society must have ended. At the jn'eseut day,

undoubtedly, the morality of the Hindus is far

above the stories in th(dr books, the statues on
their shrines, or the licence which prevails

amongst the few who associate with the Deva-
dasa at their tmnples

;
and it is only their patience

niider such grossness, their not rising in wrath to

reform it, their worship of fire and the elements,

of the sun and moon, of the lingam and yoni, of

the Kiligrama, the binlang, the tulsi, and the

poa
;
their reverence for, almost worship of, the

cow, the kite, and the cobra
;

their worship of

>Jaiidi, of idols with unnatural or hideous forms,

of shapeless blocks of wood or stone, in which the

educated have no faith, and wliich are often

treated with irreverence i)y all
;
their respect for

books of the contents of which they are ignorant,

and whicli are not worthy of their present civilisa-

tion,— it is their adherence to all these confused
amalgamations of the coarse Vedic cret‘d, Scythic

worsliip, fetishism, the austerities and sacredness

of life of Buddliism, and the licence of Vislmu as

Krishna, wdiich excites the wonder and the con-
tempt of all educated men. And their indifference

Egyptians, Portuguese, Dutch, and British have

raded and settled there. At I’atna, the little

Jhristian church, or Mut’h, as it is inserted in the

illage dufturs, was endowed its portion of land

xactly as any other religious establishment.

In the changes between Buddhism and Hindu-

3m, and witli the occasional forcible proselytizing

y the Mahomedans to their faith and by the

Portuguese at Goa to their views, there has been

nuch cruelty
;
and, generally speaking, Hindu and

dahomedan sovereigns favoured those of their

lubjects who were of the rulers’ faiths. But, by an
^et passed in 1840, a discontinuance was put to all

nterference on the part of British functionaries

L the interior management of native temples
;
in

he customs, habits, and religious proceedings

1
their priests and attendants; in the arrange-

ut of their ceremonies, rites, and festivals;

I generall/ in the conduct of their interior

eno^
;

the hue on pilgrims was abolished

;

is ilie more remarkable, because two thousand
years ago they had a religion * less disgraced by
idolatrous worship than most of those which pre-

vailed in early times. They had a copious and
cultivated langiuige, and an extensive and diversi-

fied literatuie
;
they liad made great progress in

the mathematical sciences, they speculated pro-

foundly in tlie mysteries of man and nature, and
they had acquiied remarkable proficiency in many
of the ornamental and useful ^rts of life. In
short, whatever defects may be justly attributed

to their religion, tlieir government, their laws,

their literature, their sciences, their arts, as con-
trasted with the same proofs of civilii^tion in

modern Europe, the A^an Hindus were in all

these respects quite as civilised as any of the most
civilised nations of the ancient world, and in as

early times as any of which record or tradition

remain.^ In the re-ascendency of Brahmanism
after the overthrow of Buddhism, the prime defect
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of which was a want of knowledge of the tme their displeasure, and beat and tear him into

. God, and to which was subsequently added a relic pieces with sticks, fists, feet, hands, jmd any

worship, and an over-fondness for asceticism, the weapon which may happen to have been brought

writers who are now regarded by the Hindus as or caught up, until the body lies m the midst

authorities, introduced the outrageous matters of them a mere bloody, featureless, disjointed,

which at the present day arc the shame and broken mass, is scarcely characteristic of the

degradation of wie followers of this extraordinary reputed mildness of the national character/

—

faith. Major Moor observes that, with a little Ahhe Domenech's Deserts of N. America ; Bunsen^s

alteration, the first part of Juvenars fifteenth Egypt; Brown's Teloogon Dictionary; CaldweWs
satire, beginning ‘ Quis nescit,* might be applied Comparatix'e Grammar^ also Tinnevelly Shanars;

to the teachers of Hinduism as now seen, as Calcutta Review ; Coleman's Mythology; Cunning

happily /is to the Egyptians, the objects of

Juvenal’s severity. It is a picture of the

Hinduism of the present day:

—

‘Who knows not that there’s nothing vile nor othl,

Which brain-sick Brahmans turn not to a god ?

Some of those blockheads bulls and cows adore ;

Fish, reptiles, birds, and snakes, as many more ;

A long-taird ape some suppliants admire,

Or man-like elephant, a gotl the sire

;

One race a god, half-man half fish, revere,

Others to unsightly moieties adhere ;

Hosts to a stone’s high deity bend <lown,

^Vhile others sticks with adoration crown

;

Nay, vegetables here hold rank divine,—
On leeks or mushrooms ’tis profane to dine.

O holy nation, where the gardens bear

A crop of gods throughout the tedious year !

’

It has been remarked that the characters of

many of the Hindu deities are faintly indiaited by
the term immoral. Everything that is gross and
sensual and wrong is to be found as ordinary acts

of their deities
;
and the followers of these faiths

present the extraordinary spectjicle of a })eoplo

with purer lives than is to be found in the

idolatrous or demoiiolatrous systems of religion

which they follow. They have a provc'rb amongst
themselves,— ‘ Yatha devas, Tatha bhaktah,’ i.e.

As is the god, so is the worship
2
)LT,—ha|;)

2
)ily not

applicable to their own conduct. For in their

domestic lives they arc gentle, not aggressive

;

mqdest, reverent, respecters of autiiority, temporal

and spiritual
;
desirous of knowledge, seekers of

the truth, patient iiiider mental or ])odily labour;

diligent in their callings, frugal, te]n2
)erate, and

chaste; living with one wife, tliough Hindu laiv

permits a plurality; amongst the entire Hindu
races offences against the person are rare, and it

is only amidst the licence of the temples tJiat

gross polygamy is common, and is even there

confined to the habitues of the shrines.

In all these remarks, howeviT, it is necessjiry

to bear in mind that the Hindus comprise many
races, and dwell in many different climates.

Amongst some of the races, and particularly

amongst the non-Aryan tribes, there is much
drinking of alcoholic fluids, which with other

of their races is almost unknown. Mountstuart

Elphinstone says their most prominent vice is

want of veracity. They do not even resent the

imputation of falsehood. The same man would
calmly answer to a doubt by saying, ‘ Why should

I tell a lie?’ wly would shed blood for what he

regarded as the slightest infringement of his

honour. Hindus are not ill fitted by nature for

intrigue and cunning, when their situation calls

forth those qualities. Patient, supple, and insinu-

ating, they penetrate the views of tlie persons

with whom they have to deal. liike all that are

slow to actual conflict, they are very litigious,

and much addicted to verbal altercation. ‘The
manner in which often,’ Dr. Chevers writes at

p. 461, ‘ a crowd of Bengalis fall upon a victim of

7
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;
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mental Glossary
;
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Hodgson in Bengal /Is. Soc. Transactions

;

Latham's Descriptive Ethnology; Marsden's Marco
Polo; Max Muller's Chips; Marshall's Stat. Rep.;

Moor's Pantheon
;

Mullen's Hindu Philosophy

;

^herring's Castes and Tribes ; Strange's Hindoo
Law; Tennant's Ceylon; Tod's Rajasthan; Tod's

Travels ; Vigne's Travels ; Ward's Hindoos ;

Wilson\9 Glossary
;

Wheeler's Mahabharata
;

Wheeler's Ramayana
;

Wheeler's Travels of a
Hindoo; Wilson in Royal As. Soc. Transactions;

Williams' Story of Nala.
HINDUSTAN is a term which the people of

Europe apj^ly to British India generally. To the

people of India, however, and to Europeans resid-

ing there, the name is restricted to that part of

the country which lies between the Himalaya and
the I'indhya mountains, and from the I^anjab

in the N.Vv. to Bengal in the S.E. This was
the Aryavartha or Aryan country of the Sanskrit

writer.s, who also called it Punya bliiimi, or the

Sacred Tiand. .hitting to the south of this

jiortion is a triangular ju'omontory or peninsula,

known to the Hindus as the Dekhan (Deccan),

meaning the soiitli
;
and these two portions form

the region which is briefly to be noticed here.
’

Rivers and Mountains.—The northern portion is

watered l:)y the Canges and the Indus and their

tributaries, and it is known as the Indo-Gangetic
plain. It is an iimnense extent of flat country,

stretching from sea to sea, is entirely composed of

alluvial deposits of very late geological age, and it

sejiaratcs the hilly grouml of the lYminsiila from
the mountain lunges of Sind, thePanjab, the Hima-
laya, Assam, and Burma. Several of the southern

rivers are largo,—the Nerbadda, Tapti, Mahauadi,
Codavery, Kistna, and Caiivery

;
but none of them

equals iu importance the Ganges, or the Indus,

or the Brahmainitra, which, w'ith the Irawadi of

Further Imlia, are the only rivers navigated by
steam flotillas, though the Godavery has boats
trafficking on it. Tlie marine lagoons, on the east

and west coasts, connected by canals, are available

for inland navigation, and most of the rivers and
their affluents arc utilized for irrigation. The east

coast of the Peninsula is washed by the Bay of

Bengal, and its west coast by the Arabian Sea

;

but the great Indo-Gangetic plain is mountain
girt. To the west are the Khirtari, the Suliman,
and the maze of mountains separating India from
Afghanistan

;
to the south are tlie Vindhya

;
and on

all the north Hindustan proper is boundea by the
stupendous Himalayas.

The Aravalli hills are connected by lower
ranges with the western extremity of the Vindhya
mountains, on the borders of Gujerat, and stretch

northwards to a considerable distance beyond
Ajmir, in the direction of Dehli, forming the
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division between the desert on the west and the

central table-land. It would be more correct to

say the level of the desert, for the south-eastern

portion, including Jodhpur, is a fertile country.

Amafkantak^ a great plateau, forms the water-

shed of the Mahanadi, Son, Tons, Johilla, and
Ncrbadda. These rivers, though large and full of

water even half-way from their mouths, are very

irregular in the slopes of their beds, and are

disturbed by frequent rapids, so that, owing to

these impediments, increased still further by the

rocky character of the river beds or their banks,

navigation is limited for the most part to the

Iqwer portions of their course.

Central India is a table-land of unequal surface,

from 1600 to 2500 feet above the sea, bounded by

the Aravalli mountains on the west, and those of

the Yindhya on the south, supported on the east

by a lower range in Hundelkhand, and sloping

r gradually on the north-east into the basin of the

[

Ganges. It is a diversified but fertile tract. The

: plateau is known as the Patar, and many parts
' are covered with jungle. The Aravnlli hills have

afforded protection to the most ancient sovereign

race in the cast or west,—the ancient stock of the

Suryavansa, the Heliada; of India, or children of

the sun, the princes of ^fewar, who, whciTpresscd,

were wont to retire to its fastnesses, only to issue

again when occasion offered.

The Yindhya mountains north of the Nerbadda

river, and the Satpura range south of that river,

run east and west, and separate Hindustan proper

from the Dekhan.
In that peninsular Dekhan or southern portion

are two mountain ranges, known as the Eastern and

Western Ghats. These ghats run in wavy lines

southwards towards Cape Comorin, approaching

tand receding from the cojust, and leaving, be-

1
tween them and the sea, low, alluvial, fertile tracts

Ifrora 60 to 100 miles broad. The region enclosed

vithiu the ghats has several extensive plateaus,

ising 1200 to 8000 feet above the sea, as in

he Ceded Districts, Coimbatore, Hyderabad, and
Mysore; and in the more southern parts are spurs

ising higher, with particular names. For in-

lance, to the north of Coimbatore the chain rises

pruptly to 8000 feet, as the Neilyhcrry range, and
bntinues -northward as the mountains of Coorg.

he rainfall, which is great on the western coast,

less on the Neilghcrries, being 82 inches at

)odabetta, and 48 inches at Ootacainund. Farther
lorth, in the Nagar district of Mysore, where are

nany rounded or table-topj ed hills 4500 feet

ugh, often cultivated to that height, and rising
*1 some places to upwards of (3000 feet, the climate

>f the western part is very humid, and particularly

0 at the town of Nagar or Bediiur, 4000 feet

ligh, on a spur of the western chain, where in-

demeut rain is said to last for months.

The Travancore group presents a striking aiia-

ogy to the island of Ceylon. The hills are loftiest

it the extreme north of that district, where they
itretch east and west for 60 or 70 miles, separat-

pg the districts of Dindigul and Madura.
The Pulney mountains are west of the Dindigul,

he Animallay south of Coimbatore, and the Sheva-
Iri south-west of Madura.

\
Climate and Seasons,—A country with such
ried features, and extending through 28 degrees
Hatitude (8° 8' to 36° N.l, has climates and pre-
sets commensurately varied. In Hindustan the

people usually arrange the year into three periods,
—the Choumasa or Burk’ha, which is the rainy
season of four months’ duration

;
after which is

the Seeala, or Jhara, or Mohasa, the cold season

;

followed by the Dhubkala or K’hursa, or hot
season. This division indicates generally tte
course of the seasons in all Hindustan, though in
one locality or another the rains or the hot or cold
seasons may be somewhat more or less prolonged.

TFmrf.? and lUiins,—The S.W. monsoon blows
from the Southern Ocean, and is loaded with
vapour. This is deposited largely along the sea-face
of the Western Ghats, and between them and the
sea, from 70 to 100 inches at the sea-level, and as
much as 250 inches on the mountain face. At
Maliabalcshwar it amounts to 260 inches annually.
In the Southern Konkau, especially in the Sawant-
wari district, the rains are as heavy as in Canara.
At Bombay the rains last from June till the end
of September, and the fall is only 71 inches, which
is consideraldy less than at any point farther

.south on the west coast. At Tanna, however, the
avc^rage fall is more than 100 inches. This mon-
soon wind passes over the plains of Bengal, and
strikes on the Khassya mountains and the whole
length of the Himalaya, discharging itself in heavy
rains. From April till August it blows from the
east of south, in August S.S.K., and in September
more easterly, lowering the temperature of Bengal
and of the northern plains, though the plains of

the Panjab continue excessively heated.

From the vernal till the autumnal equinox, the
heat of a great part of India continues great

;
but

after the autumnal equinox, the great mass of the
Himalaya becomes intensely cold, and the plains

of India generally become cool. Wliere the N.E.
monsoon prevails, it is everywhere a land wind,
except on the east coast of the Karnatic, the
Malay Peninsula, and the Archipelago. In

Malaya it blows over a great extent of sea, and
is therefore very rainy; but in the Karnatic the
width of sea is not great, so that the rainfall,

though well marked, is less, and terminates long
before the end of the monsoon, probably from the
wind acquiring a more directly southerly direction,

after the sun has reached the southern tropic.

The amount of rain varies prodigiously in different

parts of India, from almost nojie to 555 inches at

Clierrapnnji
;
but the rainfall affords no direct

criterion of the humidity of any climate, for the
atmosphere may be saturated with moisture with-
out any precipitation taking place. Thus, while
ill Sikkim 1° for 300 feet is the proportion for

elevations below 7000 feet, on the Ncilgherry
I; ills it is about 1° for 340 feet; in Khassya, T
fir 380 feet

;
and the elevations of Nagpur and

Ainbala produce no perceptible diminution in

their mean temperature, which is as great as
that which would noimally be assigned to th<An

were they at the level of the sea. The chief

fall occurs during the S.IV. monsoon, between
May and (detober. On the more southerly part of

the Coromandel coast, on the east of the Penin-
sula, heavy rain falls in the months October to

December, at the opening of the N.E. monsoon
;

and in all the more northerly provinces, a well-
marked season of winter rains occur, commencing
about Christmas, and extending to February. At
this season, in the south of India, showers occur,
but they have little effect on agricultural opera-
tions,—often, indeed, are injurious to cotton when
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grown as a cold-weather crop. Subject to tliese

exceptions, it may be said generally that the por-

tion of India east of the 80th meridian has a

rainfall of more than 40 inches, while the portion

west of the same meridian has less than 40 inches.

The region in which the fall is less than 30
inches includes almost the whole of the Panjab,

a considerable part of the N.W. Provinces, a large

part of Rajputana and Kattyawar, as well as almost

the whole of the Dekhan and Mysore. In Sind,

and in tlic southern portion of the Panjab, the

rainfall is less than 15 inches, and is extremely

irregular; but in Sind the agriculture almost

wh(3ly depends on artificial irrigation from the

Indus. The parts of the country most subject to

droughts are—(1) the W. and B. parts of the N.W.
Provinces, the Panjab E. of the Sutlej

; (2) the

W. and N. States of Kujputana and of the Central

Plateau, which border on the N.W. Provinces; (3)

the districts of llornbay and Madras above the

ghats, together witli the southern and western

regions of llydoraba<l and nJl Mysore, except the
|

strip lying close along the Wistern Ghats; and i

(4) the Afadras districts along the east coast, and

at the southern extremity of the Peninsula.

Dr. Royle gives the following arrangement of

the countries of which the plants will grow in the

different parts of I ndia :

—

Tropical and East Indian Travancore, Cochin, Mala-

islands, tropical Africa, bar, Ceylon, Msday
Brazil, Guiana, West Peninsula, Chittagong,

Indies, and Florhia. Bengal, Lowtjr Assam.
East and west coast of Coromanded coast, North-

Africa. ern Circars, Konkan.
S. States of N. America, Gujerat, Beliar, Doab,
Egypt, N. ofAfrica, Syria. Debli, Malwa.

Mexican bigldands, lower Mysore, hilly range.s in

mountains of »Si»ain. Dckhati, llnJjMitana.

S, of Africa, extra-tropical Salinriinpiir and Northoin
Now Holland, S. America Doab.
beyond 23.p S. lat.

Mediterranean region. Dchra Doon, and Hima-
layan valleys to moder-
ate elevations.

Chino - .Japanese region, Noilgherries, Upper As-

Middle Andos, Peru, and sam, Himalayan inoun-

mountains of Brazil. tain.s.

North of Europe, north of Himalayan iiiouiitaims, rc-

Asia, & North America. gions of oaks ami pines.

Arctic region.?, mountains Himalayas above region of

of Europe, Elevated forest.

Andes.

Crops.— Mirny parts, alike of the northern and
southern districts, have two crops during the

year,—one called the kharif or rain crop, sown in

June, and reax)ed in October
;
the other, sown in

October, and reaped in March and April, called

the rabi or spring or cold -weather crop. The

latter, embracing the months which approximate

in temperature to those of the season of cultivation

in colder countries, corresponds with them also in

the nature of the plants cultivated, as for instance

wheat, barley, sorghum, oats, and millet, peas,

beans, vetch, tares, chick-pea, pigeon-pea, and

lentils; tobaced, safilower, and chicory; flax,

and plants allied to mustard and rape, as oil-

seeds
;
carrot, coriander, and cummin, and other

seeds of a similar kind, as ajwain, sonf, soya, and

aniflon. In the rainy season, a totally different

set of plants engages the agriculturist’s attention,

as rice, cotton, indigo, and maize, with sorghum,

pulse, paspalum, most of the tropical legumes,

as well as several of the cucumber and gourd

t^bes, together with the sesamum for oil, and the

varieties of the egg plant as a vegetable. The

sunn and sunni species of Corchorus and Orota*

iaria cordage plants are also cultivated at this

season. In the extreme N.W. countries, as, for

instance, throughout Afghanistan, the climate is

excessive. The cold of the winter is intense, the
spring is damp and raw, and the summer, during
which hot west winds prevail, is intensely hot at

all elevations. The crops are chiefly wheat and
barley, even up to* 10,000 feet elevation. Rice is

cultivated in great quantity at Jalalabad, 2000
feet

;
at Kilbul, 6400^fect ; and to a considerable

extent at Ghazni, 7730 feet. Poplars, willows,

and date-palm trees are extensively planted, as

well as mulberry, walnut, apricot, apple, pear,

and peach trees, and also the Klseagnus orientalis,

wliicli beat's an eatable fruit. The vine abounds as

ill all warm and dry temperate climates. The
majority of the Afghan and Tibebin plants are
also, on the one side, natives respectively of the
Caspian steppes and N. I’ersia, and of Siberia on
the other.

The date is cultivated in Baluchistan up to 4500
feet; and a dwarf palm, Channerops Ritchieana,

Griffith.^ occurs abundantly in many places, but
with a somewliat local distribution.

The area of the entire region under notice

is 1,308,332 square miles, and its population

253,891,821. Excluding Assam and British

Burma, both of which arc beyond Hindustan in

Further India, the British administer 876,972 sq.

miles of territory, with a population of 193,270,700
souls; and the states in alliance, feudatory and
mediated, have an area of 573,772 square miles,

with a population of 52,002,924.

Races.—The British territory is chiefly in the

plains, and its population at the census of 1871
comprised 73 J per cent, of Hindus and Sikhs,

2
1 ^ per cent, of Mahomedans, and 5 per cent, of

all others, including under tliis title Buddhists,
.Jains, CliristiaiLs, Jews, Farsees, Bramlioes, and
Hillnien. As this jiage is passing through, the
press, portions only of the 1881 census have been
made public, and the figures are to some extent
not up to date. Under the designation Hindu are

included almost all who profess, in some form, the
Bralimanic religions, or who are worshippers of

local deities, of whom about lOJ millions are
Brahmans, 5 f millions are Kshatriyas and Rajputs,

105| millions of other castes
; 8f millions do not

recognise caste
;
and 17J millions are aboriginal

tribes or semi-Hinduized aboriginals. In 1881
the numbers were as under :

—

Hindus, . . 187,937,450 Jains, 1,221,896
Sikhs, . . . 1,853,426 Christians, 1,862,634
Mahomedans, 50,121,585 Aborigines, 6,426,611
Buddhists, . 3,418,884 Others,. . 1,049,436

The Buddhists are almost all inhabitants of
Burma, and not of Hindustan, but with the incom-
plete census reports the residence respectively
cannot be distinguished.

The ancestors of the present inhabitants, dur-
ing the bygone ages, either as immigrants or as
conquerors, have been entering India from the
north and west. How little these have amalga-
mateil, may be judged of by mentioning that out of
1030 villages lying here and there toween the
Jumna and Sutlej, and which were under British

management in 1844, there were found to be 41
different tribes of agriculturists. And as a
characteristic of the rebellion of 1857 and 1858,
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Rajput, Hindu, and Mahoraedan rule. The prin- vansa or Solar descent, Sissodia ^jputs, the

cipal of the allied states are those ruled over by Heliadse of India, the highest in social rank and

Hindu sovereigns, and the Rajput families of Udai- dignity of all the Rajput chiefs of India, descend-

pur or Mewar, of Jodhpur or Marwar, of Jeypore ants from Rama, king of Ayodhya.
in I^jputana, by the Rao of Cutch, and the Hindu
sovereigns of Mysore, Travancore, and Cochin.

The Mahratta rulers are of Kolhapur, the Gaekwar,
Sindia, and Holkar

;
the Mahoinedan states fire

Bhopal and Hyderabad. The French have j)Os-

sessions in Hindusbin, with an area of 178 square

miles, and 271,460 souls
;
and the area of the

Portuguese possessions is 1086 square miles, with
407,712 souls, chiefly in towns or suburban.
The chieftains of Rajputana have about 93,000

armed retainers, mostly undisciplined.

The Hyderabad state is composed of jiortions of

Telingafia, Karnatica, Maharasthra, and Gond-
wana. I is ruler, styled the Nizam, is a j^fahomedan,
and most of its territorial nobility and its soldiery

are of the same sect. The area, including Berar,

is about 98,000 square miles, and its population

11,226,496.

In the Hyderabad state there arc tlirce large
armed forces,—one body, the subsidiary force, at
Secunderabad, of about hOOO of all arms; the
other, the contingent, also of all arms, about oOOO,
at Ellichpur, Bolaruni, Aurangabad, llingoli, and

|

Mominabad
;
and the Nizam has a large body of

disciplined and undisciplined troops, staled in

1879 at 38,000 infantry, 8200 cavalry, and 725
guns.

The dominions of the Maharaja Sindia are

88,119 square miles in extent, with a population
of 2,500,000, and revenue, 1 million.

The Maharaja Sindia can, under treaty agree-
ments, maintain a regular force of 5000 men, and
36 guns.^ The fortress overlooking the town of
Gwalior is held by British troops, who occupy
also the neighbouring cantonment of Morar.
The Maharaja Holkar of Indore and Malwa

rules over about 8400 square miles of straggling

ten-itory in Central India, with a population of
about 750,000.

Bhopal adjoins Holkar’s dominions to the east-
ward. Its ruler and the court are Maliomedans, of
Pathan descent, as are likewise a large number of

the population of the chief town. The territory

contains 6760 square miles, and nearly 7n0,000
inhabitants. The number of armed retainers

maintained is about 6000, with 39 guns of sorts.

Bhopal has, from tlie earliest times, displayed an
unswerving friendship for and loyalty to the
British. In the most trying times of the Mutiny,
when other states wavered, Bhopal stood true.

The dynasty which rules it has never shown any
love for aggression. A small colony of Maho-
medans planted in the midst of a largo Hindu
community at the time of the break up of the
Moghul empire, the descendants of that colony
have been satisfied to maintain the dominion of

their fathers. Fathans in Central India are as

much foreigners to the Hindu population as are
the British. The present and preceding ruler have
been ladies, eminently just and devout.

The Native States of India can dispose of 64,172
cavalry, 241,063 foot soldiers, and 9390 trained
artillerymen, working 5252 guns.

Th<> .dewa?’ state, of 11,614 square miles, and a
pr uiatiou of 1,161,400 souls, was founded about
i».D. 144. It is also called Udaipur from its

capital. It is ruled over by a family of Surya-
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The states of Doongurpur, Sirobi, and Partab-

gurh are offshoots from it; and Sivaji, the founder

of the Mahratta power, was descended from the

Udaipur family. By treaty in 3 818, the British

Indian Government undertook to protect this state. '

The Jenpore state, of 15,000 square miles,

and a population of 1,900,000 souls, is ruled by
Cuchwaha Rajputs QCachwaha), who also claim

descent from Kama. It was founded amongst the

Meena race, a.d. 967. The family furnished to the

Moghul emperors some of their most illustrious

generals; and Jey Singh ii. (a.d. 1699) was a

distinguished mathematician and astronomer. In

1803 the state entered into a treaty of alliance

with the British.

The Marirar or Jodhpur state was founded
about A.D. 1459 by Jodha, a descendant of the
Rahtor Raj})iit kings of Kanoiij. Among the
lajput states it ranks next to Mewar and Jeypore.
ts area is 35,672 square miles, aud population,

1,783,600.

Jhnidi is ruled by a family of the Hara tribe

of Rajputs. Its area is 2291 square miles, and
population, 220,000

;
revenue, Rs. 5,00,000. Raja

Oiiieda, in 180
1, gave efficient assistance to Colonel

Monson when retreating before Holkar; and in

1818, Muha Rao Bishen Singh concluded a treaty
with the British, acknowledging the British

siipremae.y.

I'lie Kotali princqiality was formed in the
beginning of the 17tli century by the chief of
Bundi, who was forced by the Maharana of
Udaipur to cede half Ids territory to his younger
brother. Its treaty with the British is in 1817,
and this was the first of the Rajput states to co-
operate with the British in suppressing the Pin-
daris. During the mutiny of 1857, however, the
Maha Rao made no attempt to assist the Political

Agent, who with his two sons was murdered.
Area, 5000 square miles

;
population, 433,000

;

revenue, Rs. 25,00,000
;
tribute, Rs. 1,84,720.

Jhallatvnr was formed in 1838, when the Kotah
principality was dismembered, and (8th April)
British supremacy was acknowledged by Raj
Rana Mudun Singh undertaking to pay Rs. 80,000
annually as tribute. Its area is 2500 sq. miles;
popidation, 220,000

;
and revenue, Rs. 14,50,000.

Touk is ruled by a Maliomedan ruler with the
title of Nawab, descendant of Amir Khan, a
famous predatory leader. Its area, 1800 square
miles; population, 182,000

;
revenue, Rs. 8,00,000.

Kerrouiee is a Hindu state, with an area of 1878
square miles

;
population, 188,600

;
revenue,

Rs. 3,00,000. Its maharaja, Muddun Pal, did
good service during the mutinies.

Kishenijarh is an offshoot of Marwar. Its area,
720 square miles

;
population, 70,000 souls

;
and

revenue, Rs. 6,00,000.
Dholpur is ruled by a Jat family. Its chief in

1803 co-operated with the British during the
second Mahratta war, aud its chief in 1857
aided the fugitives from Gwalior. Its area, 1626
square miles

;
population, 500,000 ; and revenue,

Rs. 6,00,000.
'

Bhnrtpur is also a Jat principality. It Was
founded by Birj, a freebooter, and was largely
extended in 1763 by his grandson, Buraj Mull.
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Irt 1808, Kanjit Singh was ruling when Holkar,

after the battle of Deeg, pursued by Lord liake,

took refuge in the fort.
.

Ranjlt Singh refused

to surrender Holkar, and withstood four assaults

before capitulating, and a new treaty was then
formed. On the occurrence of a disputed suc-

cession, the fort was stormed by the Britisli, 18th

January 1826, and the young maharajah settled

on the throne. Area, 1974 square miles
;
popu-

lation, 650,000; revenue, Rs. 21,00,000.

The Ulwar chiefship in Rajputana is under
British protection, has an area of 3300 square

miles; population, 1,000,000; and revenue, 16

lakhs. The state in 1771-1776 was carved out

amongst the Meo and Rajputs by Pratap Singh, a

Naruka Rajput.

Bikanir was founded about the close of the

*15th century amongst small tribes of Jat, Bhatti,

and others, by Bika Singh, son of Raja Jodh Singh

of Jodhpur. He died a.d. 1605. In 1857, his

successor greatly aided the British, and 41 villages

were bestowed on him. Its area is 17,676 square

miles; population, 539,000; revenue, 6 lakhs.

Jeysiilmir^ a Rajput state, entered into alliance

with the British in 1818. Its chiefs name was
Moolraja. Area, 16,447 square miles

;
population,

73,700
;
revenue, Rs. 5,00,000. The people are

chiefly Yadu Bhatti Rajputs, who claim a very

ancient descent, and its ruler, the Maharawal, is

head of the clan. Like the Rahtor Rajputs, they

are supposed to be descended from one of the

Indo-Scythic tribes who penetrated into India at

very remote times.

Dimgurpur chiefship, formed by an offshoot

from the Mewar family. Area, 1000 square miles

;

population, 100,000
;
revenue, Rs. 75,000.

Sirohi^ a state in Rajputana, is ruled over by
the Deora, a branch of the Chauhan clan. Tliey

claim direct descent from Deo Raj, a descendant

of Prithivi Raj, the Chauhan king of Dehli. The
earliest inhabitants were Bhils, succeeded by Raj-

puts of the Gehlot Pramara, and tlio present

beora Chauhan. Area, 3000 square miles
;
popu-

lation, 153,000. Its ruler in 1845 trausicrred

Mount Abu to the British as a sanatorium. During
them utiny of 1857-58, its ruler, Rao Sheo Singli,

did good service.

Baroda is a Native State in alliance with British

India. It includes all the territories of the Maha-
raja the Gaekwar in different parts of Gujerat,

lying between lat. 21° 51' and 22° 49' N., and
long. 72° 53' and 73° 55' E., with an area of

4399 square miles, and population, 2,000,225.

Its chief rivers are the Nerbadda, Mahi, Sabar-

mati, and Saraswati. Its people are Hindus,

Jains, Parsees, and Mohamedans. Revenue,
Rs. 1,02,64,820.

Cutch is a Native State in political relation with

the Bombay Presidency, ruled over by a Jhareja

Rajput prince. Population, 512,084; but there

are many broken tribes amongst them.
Kolhapur is ruled by the representatives of the

younger branch of the family of Sivaji, as the

rajas of Satara were of the elder. The Kolhapur
family long struggled to head the Mahratta power,
until, in 1781, Sahoji by treaty recognised Kol-
hapur as an independent principality. In 1760,
the descendants of Sambaji became extinct, and
one of the Bhonsla family was adopted. In the
toutiny of 1857 the raja remained faitliful, but his

younger brother, Chimma Sahib, joined the rebels.
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Area, 3184 square miles; population, 546,156;
revenue, 10 lakhs.

Mysore is a Hindu state in the southern part of
the Peninsula, with an area of 27,078 square
miles, and, in 1881, a population of 4,186,188.
Its Muliiad or hill countiy adjoins the Western
Ghats; its plain country is well cultivated, but
the rainfall is not abundant and is irregular, ancl
in 1876-77 it failed, and above a million of the
inhabitants were lost. Its aboriginal tribes are
Bedar, Kurubar or Kurumba, Lambani, Koi-acha,

and Pariahs. The languages are three dialects of
Canareso.

The Cochin claim descent from an ancient

dynasty who once ruled from N. Canara to Cape
Comorin. 'Fhe state was conquered by Ilyder
Ali, and retained by Tipu, until, in 1792, it was
released by the British. In 1809, the family

rebelled against the British, and, by a treaty then

made, a subsidy of Rs. 2,76,037 per annum was
exacted. Area, 1131 square miles; population,

399,060
;
revenue, Rs. 10,57,497.

The Travancore rulers are of the Kshatriya race,

and of the Hindu religion, but, with many of their

subjects, Nairs and others, they follow the descent
by the female line. At the commencement of the
18th century, the territory now known as Tra-
vancore had a number of chiefs, who were con-
stantly at war, but they were gradually brought
under the authority of the Raja of Travancore,

Wauji Baula Perumal, 1758 to 1799. He was
a stedfast ally of the British, who aided him in

return
;
and in 1789, being atUicked by Tipu, the

British declared war, and, on the conclusion of

peace in 1792, Tipu restored all the territory

he had wrested from Travancore. A treaty was
agreed to in 1795. Any failure in the direct

female descent requires the selection and adoption

of two or more females from the immediate relat-

ives of the family, who reside at certain places in

Travancore. The maidens adopted for this pur-

pose become Tiimbruttis, and are styled Ranis
of Attingah on certain ceremonies performed
publicly at Attingah, and in the chief temple of

Trevandrum. Area, 6653 square miles
;
popu-

lation, 1,262,647
;
reuenue, Rs. 42,85,000.

The family of the Zamorin of ("alicut and the

Jhbi of Cananore also follow uterine descent.

The Pudneoitah chieftain is styled the Raja
Tondaman Bahadur. At the siege of Trichinopojy

in 1753, the British army greatly depended on
the Tondamans’ fidelity and exertions for provi-

sions. They and most of their subjects are of the

Kollarrace. Area, 1037 square miles; population,

268,750; and revenue, Rs. 3,24,136.

The Snndnr Raja is a Mahratta of the Ghor-
para family. 'Fhc territory is small, in a valley

bctwc(*n two lulls, 35 miles west of Bellary. In

1817, the chief Shevo Rao submitted to Brigadier-

Genl. Munro, but his state was restored to him in

June 1818, and a formal sunnud issued in 1826.

.
Banaganapilly is a jaghir held by a Syud family

with the title of Nawab. Its area, 600 square

miles
;
population, 35,200 ;

revenue, Rs. 1,66,175.

It has been in the family under successive grants

from Mysore and Hyderabad, and formed part of

the territories ceded to the British by the Nizam
under the treaty of 1798, and it was conflimed

by sunnuds in 1849 and 1862 in perpetuity for all

legitimate successors.

Bengal is an administrative division of British
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India, comprising Bengal proper, Behar, Orissa, Khondka, Makrai, Nandgaon, Patna, Raig^h Bar-

including the Tributary Mahals, Assam, Chutia garh, Rairokhol, Sakti, Sarangarb, mid oonpiir.

Nagpur, and the Native States of Hill Tiperah and ft lies south of the Vindhya mountains, and the

Xooh-Bahsr. It extends from the meridian 82° Nerbadda river flows through it. Its alwnginal

to 07° E. long., and lies within the parallels of 19' peoples are chiefly Gond, BM!, and Kol tribes,

40' and 28° 10* N. lat. On its N.W. is the Native Coory, a British province, in lat. 11° 66' to 12°

State of Rewa in Central India, also the districts 50' N., was conquered in 1838. Its dominant
of Mirzapur, Ghazipur, and Gorakhpur, belonging race are brave mountaineers, 27,083 in number,

to the N.W. Provinces, On the north of Bengal, the total population, in 1881, being 178,802.

from the Chumparuu district as far east as They are demon-worshippers. Ganaresc, Kodaga,

the Bhutan Dears, the Himalaya range, rimning Malealam, and Tula are spoken,

through the Independent States of Nepal, Sikkim, AJm/r and Mairwara form a British province in

Tibet, and Bhutan, forms its northern boundary. Hajputana, of 2,710,680 square miles, and a popu-

Farther east, along the northern frontier boundary lation of 460,722. The chief aboriginal races are

of Assam, lies a tract inhabited by the Akka, Mair and Gujar, the languages Hindi and Urdu.

Dofla, Muri, Mishmi, Naga, and other wild tribes. Mairwara is inhabited by Mair, Gujar, and other

Alongitseastemfrontierliesapart of Independent aborigines.

Burma
;
below that is the Munipur state

;
still The North- WeM Provinces and Ondh are in the^

farther south are various hill tribes,—the Naga, centre of Hindustan, in the valleys of the Ganges
Lushai, Khyen, Mikir, etc.

;
and at the extreme and the Jumna, and their affluents. They are

south-east (south of Chittagong, which is the ruled over by an officer, who is Lieutenant-

south-eastern district of the Bengal Province) Governor of the N.W. Provinces and Commis-
is the Akyab district of Arakan. sioner of Oudh. The combined territory has an
On the south-west of Orissa is Ganjam in the area of 105,895 square miles, and a population

Madras Presidency
;
on its west are the Tribu- of 44,849,619. The N.W. Provinces part is the

tary Mahal estates, and also the Surabulpur and Hindustan proper of the Mahoinedan classification,

Balaspur districts of the Central Provinces. and three-fourths of its inhabitants are Hindus.

Inl881, the iKipulationof-Bcwr/rz/wcas 69,536,861. The Panjah province, in the extreme N.W.
,
is

About two-thirds of its population profess Hin- ruled over by a Lieutenant-Governor. Its popula-

duism in various forms, and about one-third are tion, including the feudatories, number 22,712,120
Mahoinedans, with a small number of Christians, souls, in an area of 219,714 square miles. The
It is ruled by a lieutenant-Governor. Many of Hindus, Mahomedans, and Sikhs form the bulk
the higher caste Hindus are recognised as former of the population.

immigrants, but the origin of the vast bulk of the Central India is a political division, under
Mahomedans is obscure. the superintendence of a Political Agent. It has

is a province of British India, with an an area of 81,140 square miles, with a population
area of 41,798 square miles, and a population, of 7,699,502. In this political division there are
in 1881, of 4,881,420. It is the valley of the 71 feudatory or mediated rulers, of whom 4 are

Brahmaputra, but is east of the Ganges, and Mahratta, 7 are Mahomedans, 17 are Bundela, 38
beyond the bounds of Hindustan. are Rajput, 6 are Brahman, and 4 belong to other

Afadras city is built on the western shore of races. The 6 feudatory states are Gwalior, Indore,

the Bay of Bengal. It is the chief town of a Bhopal, Dhar, Dewas, and Jowrah.
British province of same name, with an area of 'ibe Native States under the political agencies
188,318 square miles, anda population, in 1881, of for Central India, Bhopal, Baghelcund, and
31,170,681, comprising several distinct ethnic divi- Western Malwa, are given in detail at page 458,
sions of races speaking Canarese, Tamil, Telngu, British India.

Uria, and Tulu, with sevend uncultivated tongues This Feudatory Territory lias three grand divi-

of scarcely civilised aboriginal tribcKS. sions. The N.E. division comprises tlie Native
The homhay Presidency embraces an area of States of Bundelkhand and Rewa. The northern

197,876 square miles, and a population, inclusive livision consists of the northern and central dis-

of Feudatory States, of 23,395,663. The Feu- tricts of the Gwalior States. The S.W. division
datory States of this presiilency have an area of comprises the table-land known in modern times
73,763 square miles, and, iu 1881, a population as Malwa, though far within the ancient limits of
of 6,941,249. Their names are Khairpur, Catch, the province of that name, and the submontane
Ca. 'bay, Mahikanta, Narukot, Palanpur, Katty- territory between it and the Nerbadda, as also a
awar, Rewakanta, and Surat. In the Konkan considerable tract south of that river, extending
are Janura, Jauhar, and Sawantwari

;
and in to the Kandesh frontier. The 1st or N.E. divi-

the Dekhan, Akalkote, the Dangs, Satara Jag- sion, extending from the Bengal Presidency in
hire, Kolhapur, S. Mahratta Jaghirs, and Savanur. the E. to the Gwalior State in the W., includes
The languages spoken are Canarese, Mahrati, Rewa and 35 other states and petty chiefships.

Gujerati, Konkani, and Sindi, and denoting dis- Its area is about 22,400 square miles, its popu-
tinct races. The more prominent of the aborigines lation about 3,170,000 souls, and its public
are the Bhil, Koli, Rainusi, Mhar, and Mang. revenues aggregate about Rs. 68,58,000. The 2d

Central Provinces, a British district lying be- or N. division extends from Bundelkhand and
tween lat. 17° 60' and 24° 27' N., and long. 76° the Saugor district, and has an area of about
and 85° 15', with an area of 112,912 square miles, 19,505 square miles; its population is about
and 11,548,511 inhabitants. The British districts 1,180,000 souls, and its public revenue al^ut
comprise Ch’hattisgarh, Jubbulpur, Nagpore, and Rs. 67,65,000. The 3d or S.W. division goes
Nerbadda; and there are thirty native principal- on westward to the Bombay Presidency, and
ities, viz, fifteen in Chutia Nagpur, with Bamra, contains the remainder of Gwalior, Holkaris
Baetar, Kankar, Karond, Kawarda, Khairagarh, States, Bhopal, Dhar, Dewas, and other small
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states. The area of this division is al)Out 41,700
square miles, its population about 3,320,000 souls,

and its public revenues about Bs. 1,30,00,000.

Bhil—The desolate wilds and jungles of the

western Satpura range, and parts of the country

which extend from them to the Vindhya Hills,

ore occupied by Bhil tribes, who abhor field

labour or manual labour of any kind.

71/a/iaa.-—Adjoining this are the richly-cultivated

plains of Malwa, with occasionally intervening

tracts of hill and jungle, from the Myhee on the

west to Bhilsa on the east,—a stretch of nearly 200
miles, and from the crest of the line of tlie Vindhya
to Mundissore and Oomutwarra, a distance of 100

to 120 miles, and occupied by a thrifty agricultural

people.

llUly Tract,—This is succeeded by the more hilly

and jungly tracts of Oomutwarra, Seronjc, and
Keecniwarra, with a scanty population.

Gwalior,— Northwards towards Gwalior the

country becomes more open, except on the wild

border tracts of Kotah and of Bundelkhand, till we
come to the carefully-cultivated plain of Gwalior,

stretching for a distance of 140 miles between the

Chambal, Pabuj, and Sind rivers.

Bundelkhand is ruled by the Buudela race. A
vast portion of Bundelkhand is hilly and unpro-

ductive, forming the northern slope of the table-

land of the Vindhya.

llewa is ruled by the Baghela race. The plains

of Kewa are fertile, but the valley on the Sone
to the south of the Kymore range is desolate.

The people are indolent and untrustworthy.

Though widely different in other respects, there

is one characteristic common to the Baghel of

Bewa, the Bundela of Bundelkhand, and the

Jlajput of Gwalior and Malwa,—a dislike to labour

or service away from their homes. They generally

leave tilling of the soil to the inferior and servile

classes, and are regarded as the heads of the local

society. Many of the Kajputs in the states of

Central India give themselves up to sloth and
the immoderate use of opium.
Malwa and Gwalior are great centres of trade.

In Malwa, the towns of Indore, Bhopal, Ujjaiii,

Mundipur, Rutlam, Dhar, Jowra, Augur, Nemuch,
Shujawulpur, and Bhilsa are the principal marts.

Indore is the capital of the Maharaja Holkar. I

(jrwalior is the capital of the Maharaja Sindia.

Jlajpntana Agency.—Rajputana stretches from
lat..23° 15' to 30° N., and from long. 69° «%' to

78° 15' E., containing an area of 123,000 square

miles, with a population estimated at 10,268,; »92,

. and includes twenty principalities, viz. ;

—

15 Rajput, viz.—

Mowar (Udaipur). Bikanir. Sirohi.

Jeypore. Kotah. Dunguri>ur.
Marwar(Jodhpur). Kerrowlcc. Jianswara.

Bundi. Kishenghur. Partabgurli.

Lawa. Jeysulmir. Jhallawar.
Shahpura. Ulwar.

2 Jat, viz. Bhurtpur, Dholpur.
1 Mahomedan, viz. Tonk.

In 1881, there were in Rajputana 8,839,243
Hindus, 861,747 Muhomedans, and 378,672 Jains,

the aboriginal races being Ahir, Balal, Bhil,

Chamar, Dhakur, Gujar, Jat, Kanta, Mina, and
tSondhia. The Bhils are—in Dungurpur, 66,952 *,

^ Udaipur, 51,076
;
Banswara, 48,045

;
audPartab-

gurb, 270,

Frontiers,—Around theborders of Hindustan are

many independent states, repu))lics, theocracies,
and democracies, with most of which the British
Government, as aparamount power, have treaties

or agreements. Commoncing in the S.W. on the
sliores of the Arabian Sea, and enumerating the
states in succession northwards, and airain turning
to the S.B., are-
Lus Bella, Baluchistan, Sewistan.

Near the Dehra Ghazi Khan district are the
Bugti, Murree, Gurchani, Lughari, Kosah, and
Khutran.
Near the Dehra Ismail Khan district are the

Bozdar, Kusrani, Oshterani, Sheorani, and AVaziri.

Near the Knhnt district are Tiiri, Zymukht,
Orakzai, Sepah, Buzoti, and Afridi.

Near Peshnwur are the Moraund, Usman-Khel,
Ranizai, Swati, Bunurwal, and Juduii.

Near the Hazara district, the Husanzai.

On the north are Buka, Nari-Khorsam, Garh-
wal, Himdcs, Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan, Towang.
Beyond Hindustan, in Further India, many tribe.s

on the Assam borders, Manipur, Tiperah, and
numerous Shan, Karen, etc., tribes in native
Burma, Chittagong, and Arakan, with Burmese
and Tabling in British Burma.

People,—Several civilised nations are found
within the above space, in the Indian plains, but dif-

I

fering from each other, in manners and language,

even more than those inhabiting any correspond-

ing portion of Europe. The inhabitants of

the dry countries in the north of Hindustan,

I

which in winter are cold, arc comjparativoly
i manly and active. 'Ihe Mahratta, inhabiting
' a mountainous and fertile region, are haixly ami
laborious; while the Bengali, with their moist

climato and their double crops of rice, where the
I cocoanut tree and the bamboo furnish all the

materials for the construction of their houses

imwrought, are more effeminate than any other

people in India, and a love of repose, though not

suflicient to extinguish industry or repress occa-

sional exertions, may bo taken as a characteristic

(»f the whole people of the Bengal Province.

Akin to their indolence is their timidity, which
arises more from tlio dread of being involved in

trouble and difficulties than from want of- physical

courage; and from these two radical iniiuences

almost all their vices are derived.

The men of Hindustan on the Ganges are the

tallest, fairest, and most warlike and manly of

the natives of Hindustan proper; they ^vear

the turban, and a dress resembling that of the

Maliomedans
;
their houses are tiled, and built

in compact villages in open tracts
;
their food is

unleavened wheaten broad.

Food.—Along the lowlands of the southern

Peninsula, as in similar districts of Further India

and. China, rice is the favourite article of food

with all whose means afford it; but the multi-

!

tudos use it only as an occasional meal, and
subsist on the pulses and millets and wheat.

They are skilled cultivators of the soil, and by
irrigation channels, canals, and tanks of every size,

have supplemented tlie natural rains, producing

largely for domestic use and for export, cinchona,

cotton, coffee, hemps, indigo, jute, lac, opium,

salt, silk, saltpetre, tea, and wheat
;
and, since the

' arrival of the British, coal has been largely worked,

and tea and coffee have become great industries.

Their domestic animals are the oxen and buffalo

horned cattle, with camels, horses, asses, mules,
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goats, and sheep, and they have domesticated the on the recommendation of Sir Erskine PeiTv
;
and

elephant and the yak, and have trained the various it has been supposed possible to use the Roman

hawks used in falconry
; they are brave and skilful and Italian character for the other tongues.

fisherSf and the sea could supply millions with Religion^—In Hindustan, amongst races ordin-

food if the salt laws could bo framed to permit arily classed as Hindus, including 20 millions of

its use for curing. Much loss of human life and non-Aryan aborigines, there is practised every form

domestic animals is caused by crocodiles, snakes, of idol-worship, nature-worship, spirit-worship,

leopard, panther, bear, and tiger. Hindustan yields fetishism, and demon-worship
;
but the great mass

alum, gold, silver, iron, lead, precious stones, in follow what Europeans designate as Brahmanism,

which, as also in the copper and brass wares, they which is a reverence for deities described in the

are skilled workers, and in much of their art they Vedas, Puraims, Tantras, religious books written

continue unrivalled. The rawmatermla for glass- by the Bmhmnn teachers. The ancient history of

making are abundant, and they produce beauti- India shows that there were four great religious

fully-tinted bangles for the wrist. Their weavers eras. The Vedic, in which Agni, Indra, and other

supply the whole labouring community with the personifications of spiritual existences were pro-

useful cotton and woollen cloths
;
though Europe pitiated with feasts and invoked in the hymns

and America have been sending to Hindustan of the Rig Veda, and in which maidens selected

the cotton fabrics now used by the well-to-do their husbands in the Swayamvara, and inonarchs

classes, the strong cottons of the labouring classes sacrificed in tlie Aswa Mcdha. In the Brahmanic
are still holding their own. The British have period the Kshatriya feasts were converted into

introduced spinning mills, they are weaving by siicrifices for the atonement of sins against Brah-
steam-power. In the finest muslins, they still sur- manical law, and divine worship was reduced to a
pass all other nations

;
and in their silks, silk and system of austerities and meditations upon the

cotton fabrics, carpets, mushru, kimkliab, and Supreme Spirit as Brahma. It was in this era

shawls are producing articles the admiration of that the Brahmans assumed the character of a

the world. great ecclesiastical hierarchy, and established that

Languages.—There are two learned languages, priestly dominion which still extends over the

Sanskrit and Pali, in which the religious books of minds and senses of the Hindus of India. Thirdly,

the Hindus and the Buddhists are written. The the Buddhist period, in which Sakya Muni ap-

Buddhist Scriptures of Tibet, Mongolia, Pegu, peared
;
and fourthly, the Brahmauical revival,

Ava, Siam, Kambogia, Cochin-China, and Ceylon, during which Brahmans abandoned the w’orship

are all in the Pali, and the Vedas of the Hindus of their god Brahma, and, with books styled the

are iu a form of the Sanskrit tougiic. The Koran Purauas, reverted to the old national gods and
and the Hadis are religious books of the Mahomed- heroes of tlic Vedic Aryans. In this ora Vishnu
ans. Though the Koran has been translated into came to be regarded as the Supreme Being,

most languages, it is still retained in the Arabic by
|

and Kama and Krishmi as his incarnations,

most of the people of that religion, but neither I Followers of this form of belief are known as

Arabic, Sanskrit, nor Pali arc vernacular, and are the Vaishnava, of whom there are numerous
understood only by the very learned. Throughout sects. Another deity, Siva, of whose origin

Northern Hindustan, the Hindi is the language nothing definite is known, is now largely wor-
of the people, but it has numerous dialects, shipped by the Saiva religionists, of whom also

designated by the names of the districts in w hich there are many sects
;
and there are besides

they are spoken, Panjabi, Multani, etc. One these, many smaller, active monotheistic sects,

of these, the Brij-Basha or Brij-Bhaka, is the Mahomedans of Hindustan, 50,121,585 in number,
form spoken near Mathura, and takes its name are mostly of the Sunni sect, the Shiah sec-

from Brij, the tract about Mathura and Brinda- tarians being few in number. Christians, of all

ban, where, in the Hindu mythologies, Krishna sects and denominations, do nob number two
sported with the Gopin. The Raugari or Kangri inillion.s

;
Jains, fire-worshippers or Zoroastrians,

dialect is bounded by the Indus on the west, known as Payees and Sikhs, are over three
Bundelkhand on the ea.st, the Satpura Hills on millions, and aboriginal races, with local cults and
the south, and Jeypore, Jodhpur, and Jeysulinir others, are 7,575,946 souls.

—

Treaties^ Engage-
on the north. A language of mixed origin is in inents, Sinmuds, etc. ; Annah of Indian Adminis-
use amongst the Mahomedans of India, and em- tmtion

; Census Reports for 1871 and 1881;
ployed by all races as the ordinary lingua franca Etplunstone^s History ofIndia; Hooker and Thomp-
in their intercourse with the people of the country, .son's Flora Indicu ; lloyk's Productive Resources
It was first reduced to writing and grammar by of India ; Wils. Gloss.

Dr. John B. Gilchrist of the Bengal Medical J)e-
* IIINDYAN, a town in tlie province of Ears, at

partmenfc. It is c«alled Hindustani, also Urdu, themouthof the Klieirabad river, the Ab-i-Shereeii
and is essentially Hindi, with largo admixtures of of Timur’s expedition, and perhaps the Arosis of
words of Sanskrit origin or of Persian and Arabic, Nearchus. It is navigable from the sea up to
according as the speakers or writers are Hindu or Zeitim, which latter town is only a day’s journey
Mahomedan. At present the Hindustani or Urdu, (five farsangs) to Behbehan.

—

l)e Bode.
the Panjabi, and the Persian are wi-itteu and IIINGINGIIAT, a town in IVardha District,
printed in the same character ; but the Arabic, Central Provinces of British India, 21 miles south

-

Bengali, Burmese, Canarese, Chinese, Gujerati, east of Wardha, in lat. 20“ 33' 30" N., long. 78“
Hindi, Mahrati, Malealam, Malay, Siamese, 52' 30" E.

;
poi)ulation (1877), 9415. The cotton

Singhalese, Tamil, and Teliigu are all distinct grown in the Wardha valley is esteemed one of
tongues, each written and printed in a separate the best indigenous staples of India.

—

Imp. Gas^.
character. In the south of India, the Arabic HINGLAZ, a town in Makran, 12 miles intod
numerals as used in Europe have been generally from the Arabian Sea, and about 80 miles W.
introduced into Government accounts. This was from the mouth of the Indus. It is a place of

84
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Hindu pilgrimage, but is little visited, from the

difficulties which iittend the journey when made
from most parts of Hindustan. It is at the end
of the range of mountaii\s dividing liUs from
Makran. A small temple on the summit of a
mountain is dedicated to Nani or Maha >[ari, a
form of Kali. Hinglaj Devi or Hiiigula Devi is

the red goddess.— Western India.

HTNGOLI, lat. 19*^ 43' N., long, 77° 1 1' E., in the

Dekhan, south-east of Aurangabad, and 185 miles

noith-west of Hyderabad; the mean height of

the village is 1495 feet according to Scott, and

1478 feet according to Wilson. It is a military

station of the Hyderabad contingent.

HINNOM. At the union of the vales of Himioin

and Jehoshaphat, there is a basin of water where
the fire of the Hebrew temple was preserved

;
and

beyond it, where a clear stream runs througli a
very narrow inlet between the Mount of Olives,

and that where Aceldama and the other sepulchres

stand, are many olive trees.

—

Skinner'.^ Overland

.fonrneff, i. p. 218.

HIOUNG-NU, the Hun. De Guignes places !

Attila and the greater part of his army among the

Turk race.

HIPPALUS, a Greek of Alexandria, the com-
|

mander of a trading vessel in the Ked Sea, somt*

lime prior to or during the reign of the Emperor
riaudius, or about a.d. 47. He took advantage of

(he steady blowing of the monsoon winds, and
sailed direct to the coast of India, at which he
arrived at Musiris or Baracc, somcwlicre between
Goa and Tellicherry. His name was given to the

S.W. monsoon. A few years before this, as a

freedman of Annius ‘Plocamus was collecting

tribute cm the coast of Sabaea, he was carried

out to sea, and across the* Arabian Sea to the

port of Hipporos iu the island of ( h^lon, whore he
was kindly treated, was presented with a larger

sliip, and on his return the king of the country
,

sent four ambassadors to the Kornan emperor, ;

and a raja or chief to bo the captain to manage
the ship. Mr. Koberts supposes the port of

j

Hipporos to bo the Greek words IIip})os and Oros,
;

or horse mountain, a Greek translation of Kuthri-
‘ Malei, a hill on the N.AV. coast of Ceylon.

—

Uoberfs^ p. 81
;

T?idia in the Ibth Centimf. i^ec

Musiris.

HIPPOBOSf^.A EQUINA. Unn. Horse-fly.

HIPPOCAMPUS, a r,mu8 of fishes of the family

KSyngnathidm. H. mr iniilus and H. comes of the

I ndiaii Seas, when ying, assume the figure of a
horse’s head, and a e known to all as the sea-horse,

which the name Knda in Malay implies. The
body is tai)ering and curled near the tail.

HIPPOCRAtEA ARBOREA. IM. Katha-
j)ahariya, Hind. A tree of Assam, Chittagong,
'riperah, and Morung, also of the Kotah jungles.

H. Indica, obtusifolia, Grahamii, and viminea* are

also known in India.

HIPPOCRATES, B.C. 4C0-361, the Bu-krat of

the Arabs, was a learned physician, born n.c. 460
at Cos, an island in the .^Egcaii Sea. He was the

son of Heraclides and Phaenarete, of the Asclepiadse
family.^ He travelled in Greece, Scythia, Colchis,

1 and Asia Minor
;

also, it is supposed, in Egypt and
'• Asia. It is to hmi that Galen attributes the theory
^of the four elements in the body, air, cartli, fire,

rand wato. He wrote * On the Nature of Man,’
land to him is due the important doctrine of crises.

|Hippocratcs, aud aftcThim Galen, held a knowledge

of astronomy to be essential to physicians. He
is supposed to be the Charaka of the Hindus.
HlPPOGLOSSUS, a genus of fishes of the

familyPleuronectidee. H. olivaceus is the Japanese
halibut.

HIPPOLYTE, a genus of the Crustacea of the
tribe Palemoniens, of Milne Edwards, as under

H. ventrioosus, Asiatic Seas.
H. quoyanus, Edw.^ New Guinea.
IT. spinifrons, Edw., New iJealand.

H. spinicaudus, Edw.^ New Holland.
H. gibborosus, Edio., New Holland.
H. inarmoratus, Ediv.^ Occanica.

HIPPOLYTUS, a Christian bishop who resided
in Arabia, aud is siijjposed to have written the

treatise concerning the Peregrinations of the

Apostles.

HIPPOPHAE RHAMNOIDES. Linn. A spiny
shrub of the Panjab and N.IY. Himalaya, in Kangra,
Ijahore, and ijadakh, with many vernacular names.
Its stem is sometimes 5 or 6 feet in girth, with
dioecious flowers, small, round, oraiige-coloured,

acid berries, and narrow leaves like those of

rosemary. Its acid fruit makes a good jelly witJi

half its weight of sugar. Its stem gives a good
fuel and charcoal.

—

Stewart; Cleyhorn,

HIPPOPHAE SALICIFOLIA.
Tihala, . . , . Bhot. 1 Buckthorn, . . . Eng.
Tarwa, .... Chuk.

|
Tser-khar, 8oorch,

. Panj.

A wiliow-leavi’d shrub of the N.W. Himalaya.

It is found in the Sutlej valley between Rampur,
and at au elevation of 10,000 feet. Near the
Chenal) it is a stout shrub with spinous branohes,

and frequent in the valleys. The small yellow
berries are extremely aeid, but when ripe and
boiled with sugar form an agreeable and whole-
some preserve. The people use the branches for

dry he<lges and fuel, and they are considered
village property. A species of Primus, Litsi, ripens

here ill September, with a tolerably sweet fruit,

something like the cherry. A gooseberry, Bilitsi,

with small, woolly, sour berries, is common here
also. A black-fruitcd Ribes, Rasta, resembling in

taste the European red currant, is largely eaten

by the people.

—

Cler/h. Pan. Rep. pp. 67, 150 ;
Dr.

./. L. Stewart.

HIPPOPOTAMUS, the Behemoth of the Old
Testament, is found in Africa in great numbers,
and the existence of two species is suspected.

The natives kill it with spears after enticing it into

a pitfall. The flesh is delicate and succulent
;
the

layer of fat next the skin makes excellent bacon,
technically denominated hippopotamus speck at

the Cape. The curbaj whip (hence the Spanish

Corvacho and French Cravache) is made of the

hide. The ivory of the gi’cat canine teeth is highly

viduod by dentists for making artificial teeth. No
other ivory keeps its colour equally well

;
and the

caniiit! teeth arc imported into England for this pur-

pose, and fetch about SOs. per pound. One of the

specific distinctions pointed out by M. Desnioulins

is the compirative abrasion of the canines in the

supposed two species.

The people of Rome several times had oppor-

tunities of witnessing hippopottimi, amongst other

wild beasts, collected for the triumphal exhibitions

of their emperors. But for 1500 years,, until 25th

May 1850, Europe had not seen one. The Zoolo-

gical Society of London then obtained a male, and
afterwards a female, which bred. That received

in 1860 was the first living seen in Great Britain

since the Triassic age of the world.

5
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The liippopotamus has been discovered in a
fossil state in Ava and in the Sub-Himalaya,
where there is an admixture of extinct and exist-

ing forms, well preserved,—remains of hippoiwta-
mus, rhinoceros, mastodon,, peculiar forms of

elejrhas, and vei’y remarkable bovines, dissimilar

from those now in India
;

also, of animals still

existing in India, are found the fossil Emys
(Pangshutn) tecta. The embedded shells are all

of species still living in the valley, and indicate

tliat the changes have been gradual from the time !

tliat the hippopotami wallowed in the muds, and
|

rhinoceros roamed in the swampy forests, of !

the countrywhere mastodons abounded, and where
'

the strange forms of the sivatherium, diiiotherium,

and camolopardis existed.

—

Du/. (Ujc.
;
Hamiltoy's

Sinai, p. 8^39.

HIPFOSIDEROS, a genus of the mammalia of

the order Cheiroptera. The following Indian

species may be named :

—

H. apiculatiis. II. fiilvus. ‘H. inurinus.
H. arniigcr. H. galeritis. II. nobilis.

H. ator< . H. inaignis. H. speoris.

H. bicolor. H. Lankadivsi. H. penicillatus.

^
H. (liadoma. H. larvatus. H. Templetoni.

H. cinei’aceiis, Bh/th, the ashy horseshoe bat,

lias only been found in the Panjab Salt Range.

H, murinus, Jevdon,

llhinolophuB murinus, Ell.
\

Klunolophus fulgeiis, Ell.

The little horsesboe bat is of a mouse eoloui*.

It inhabits S. India, CeyloJi, Nicobars, Burma,
and Jfalayana.

H. speoris, Jerdon.

RhinolophusspcoriSj-JjiW/a., H. apiculatuH, Ova it.

Bl/fth, Ell, H, penicillatus, Ora it,

Ih Dukhaneiisis,

The Indian horseshoe liathasa variably coloured
body. It inhabits all India, Ceylon, and the Archi-

pelago cast to Timor.

Vojillia is the Singhalese word aj)plied to all

bats.

—

JMr. JJh/th's Bv/mrl.

HIPTAGE MADABLOTA. (Ovrln.

Gjertiicra racomosa, Jliuh.

Bcnkar, Kliumb, . Bkas. Ati inuktainu, . . 'J’kl.

Kndra, . . . Chen/Mj.
;
Madhavitige, . . ,,

Bokhi or Utimukta, Duk. I’otu-vadia, ...
Madmalti, . . . I’anj. ' Vadlaya rain, . , ,,

(Jhabuk, Churi, .

Delight of the woods, is a large climbing shrub,

with very beautiful white and yellow flowers in

terminal racemes
;

})etals fringed, four whites
one yellow

;
one of the sUuueiis is much longer

than the rest
;

fruit unequally three-winged. The '

bark is a good sub-aromatic bitter. H. obtusifolia,

D.C., is a plant of China. It grows over all India,

and is cultivated at I.aliore,

—

Bkhkll.

HIRACLIUS, successor of Phoeas, was taken
prisoner by Khusrii.

HIRAM, king of Tyi'e, was contemporary with
Solomon, whom he assisted in building the teinple

of Jerusalem. He received from Solomon 20 vil-

lages of Galilee, and was a j[)ai*tnor with Solomon
in the Indian trade. He reigned n.c. 1025 to 992.

HIRANYA. Sansk. Gold or golden
;
hence

—

Hiraiiya or Svama, supposed to be Ireland.

Hiranya^Garbha, from Hiranya and Garblui, the
womb.

Hiranyabaha, the river Sone. Its E. branch is

also called Gujjhabatc or Gobi.

Hiranya Kasipa, in Hindu mythology, Adaitya,
an enemy of tlie Hindu gods, a king destroyed

by Vishnu as Narasimha. He is the same with

I

Vijaga, son of Kasyapaand Diti.

—

As,Re$, iii. p. 893.
' Hiranyaksha, from Akshi, the eye.

HIRLO. Mahr. Any warrior slain in battle.

Cainis are accumulated over their remains.

HIRNEOLA AURICULA JUD^E. Fr. Jew’s-

I

ear, a fungus of Britain, and widel)r distributed.

!
It is the Teria iore of Tahiti, and is known at

i Sin/inpoiv as an article of commerce used as food.

UIRN PARDI, also Hirn-Shikari, a fowler

mce of the Peninsula of India, who call themselves

Bhaora.

IIIRUDO, the leech, one of the class Aiinelidse,

many of which occur in the south and east of

Asia
;
they wore early employed therapeutically by

the Hindvis, and the Arabs adopted their practice

(Royle, Ilindii Med. p. 38; and Wise, Hindu
Medicine, p. 177). Herodotus alludes to one
kind, Bdella Nilotica. Dr. Pereira infers that

Sangnisuga ACgyptiaea, the species from which the

French soldiers in Egypt suffered, is that referred

to in the Bible (Proverbs xxx. 15) by the name
of Olukch or Aluka. The latter, or Aluk, is also

the Arabic name for leech. Six kinds of useful

and six venomous leeches are mentioned in

Susruta, and by Avicenna. But Aiistotle makes
no niention of them, and they do not appear to

have been used in Greek medicine in the time of

Hippocrates. Pliny, however, describes them
very clearly, under the name of Hirudiiies and
Sanguisuga^, and distinguishes two species. Eight
species of medicinal leeclies have been enumerated

;

the most common is the Sangiiisuga medicinalis,

Ilirudo medicinalis, kina., which is a native

of all the stagnant fresh’ waters. H. officinalis

is distinguished by its unspotted olive - green
belly aii(l by the dark-green back. H. medicinalis

is the kind usually employed in Britain. Its

belly is of a y(‘Ilowish-gr('eu colour, but covered
with black spots, which vaiy in number and size,

forming almost the prevailing tint of the belly,

t he intervening spaces appearing like yellow spots.

On the back are six longitudinal reddish or

yellowish - red bands, spotted with black, and
placed on an olive -green or greenish-brown
ground. Other species, figured by Brandt, are

H. provincial is, H. verbana, H. obscura, and H.
inteiTupta. In the United States they use H.
decora. In India, leeches are extremely abun-
dant, procurable in the tanks. Hirudo tagalla,

also called H. Ceylonica, a land leech, lives in

the thickets and woods of Ceylon, tlie Philippini*

Islands, and at elevations of 11,000 in the Hima-
layas.

—

Em/, (k/c. p. 212.

HlRUNDINIDyE, a family of birds of the

order Iiisessores, tribe Fissirostres, comprising the
sub-family Hirundinina), with the genera Hinindu,
Cotyle, and Chelidon, and the sub-family Cy

2
>Be-

lina>, with the genera Cypselus, Acanthylis, Collo-

calia, and Ueiidrochelidon.

Hirunilo rusticii, the rustic swallow of Europe, Asia,
Africa ; is migratoiy, and common in the plains of
India during the cold season; chiefly seen over
water.

11. domicola, Jcrdt/ii, is the Neilgherry house swallow
of il. India, Ceylon, Penang, Malacca, and Java.

H. filifera. This is a boantiful wire-tailed swallow,
with prolonged middle tail feathers, and is found
throughout India, N.W. Himalaya, and Kashmii’.

H. daurioa, mosque swallow or red-rump swallow, is

found in N. and Central Asia, over all India from
Nepal to Ceylon j and N. China.
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H. flavioolk, Blytik^ belongs to the group of republican
swallows (Petrochelidon of the prince of Canine),
and has similar habits to the H. folva of N.
America.

H. Japonica, H. striolata, occur in Japan.
H. hvperythra, Layard^ Ceylon.
Cotyle Sinensis, the ordinary Indian sand martin, occurs

together with H. rix)aria.

0. urbica, the martin of Europe, Africa, Asia, and
Siberia, is somewhat rare or local ? in India, and
migratory.

C. riparia, the sand martin of Europe, Asia, Africa, N.
America, is migratory in India, and local, and
mostly replaced by H. Sinensis.

C. Tupestris of S. Europe, is common in the high moun«
tains of India, and there is a diminutive of it also
in the H. concolor of Sykes.

C. subsoccata, Hodgs.y the dusky martin of Kashmir,
Ladakh, Nepal, and in the cold weather. Panjab.

(.5. concolor, Syl^s, the dusky crag martin of all India.
Ciielidon urbica, Linn.^ the English house martin, has

been found in the Neilgherries.
Ch. Cashniiriensis,67oidci^, the house martin of Kashmir,

where it is abundant.
(Jh. Nipalensis, Hodgs.^ the little Himalayan martin.
Ch. dasypus, Bomp,^ of Borneo.

Svl-Fam. Cypselina), Swifts.

Acauthylis sylvatica, TkkeUj the white-rumped spine-
tail of all India, inhabits the jungles.

A. leucopygialis, Blythy of Japan.
A. coracinus, MulLy of Borneo.
A. gigantea, Temm.y brown-ncckcJ spine-tail of Ncil-

gherries, Wynad, Malabar, and Ceylon. It is a
magnificent swift.

A. caudacuta, white-necked spine-tail, aai)lcndid
powerful swift of the Himalaya, Nepal, Sikkim
and Bhutan, and China.

Cypselus melba, Lituuy the alxniie swift of Southem
India.

Cy. apus,Xin«.,the European swift, is found throughout
w. Asia, N. Africa, and Europe ; is common in
Afghanistan, Kashmir, and visits the Panjab in
.the rains.

(-y. affinis, Orayy the common Indian swift of the Pan-
jab, Sind, all India

; breeding in colonies.
Cy, leuconyx, Blythy the whitc-clawed swift of all India,

but rare.

Cy. vittatus, Jard, and Bdtlyy of all China, Malayan.
C’y. Batassiensis, Grayy the palm swift, abounds in all

the districts of India, Ceylon, Assam, Burma,
wherever the iialmyra and cocoaiiut ])alms grow

;

nest very small, and always placed on the leaf of
the palmyra.

( -y. Sinensis, BonapartCy of China.
CollocaUa nidifica, Lath,
Hirundo nidifica, Lath,y H. unicolor, Jerdon.

Blyth.y Horsf, Cypselus uiiicolor, Jerdon,
11. brevirostres, M^Clell.

,
C. concolor, Blyth.

This, the Indian edible nest swiftlet, is found in
the Neilgherries, Ceylon, Western Ghats, Coorg,
Wynad, Malabar, Sikkim, Himalaya, Assam, Java,
Malay Peninsula, Andamans, Siam, Cochin-China,
and other islands of the Archipelago. The nest,
when pure and of the first make, is composed
entirelyof inspissated mucus from the large salivary
glands of the birds. It is very small. When these
first make neats are removed, the second make are
inferior.

Co. linchi, Jerdon. C. fuciphaga, Hirundo fuciphaga,
edible nest swift of the Nicobars, on the ro^y
coast of the Bay of Bengal from Arakan south to
Java, Its nest is more valuable than that of the
C. nidifica.

Other species of Collocalia are found in the
Kastern Archipelago as fai; as New Guinea, me
from the Mauritius, and one or more from the
Pacific islands.—Jerdorty pp. 165-185,
HISLOP

, Rev. STEPHEN, bom 8th September
1817, at Dunse, Berwickshire. He joined the
Free Church in 1844, and a munificent donation

,
of Rs, 25,000 having been offered by Captain

i
(General Sir William, K.C.B.) Hill, on condition

of founding a mission at Nagpur, Mr. Hislop
went to it. He devoted his spare time to examina<
tion of the geology of Nagpur, and his writings
appeared in the Journals of the Bombay As.
Society for July 1853, the Royal Geological
Society for 1855, on the Connection of the Ptaiit-
bearing Sandstone of Nagpur with the Coal Beds
of Ccutral India and Western Bengal; and the
Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, No. iv. 1855,
contains another on the Age of the Carbonaceous
Strata just referred to. In tliose papers Mr.
Hislop described some of the numerous fossils

which had been found in the tertiary deposit,

and the sandstone, coal, and shells of the xirovince

of Nagi)iir. He employed his leisme in making
a geological collection of the antiquities of the
provinces around him

;
they now form the nucleus

of the collection in the museum at Nagpur. Ho
was drowned crossing a river.

HISSAR, municipal town and administrative

headquarters of Hissar district. Panjab, lat. 29°
9' 51" N., long. 76° 45' 66" E.

;
population (1868),

14,133. The district, lying between lat. 28° 36'

and 29° 49' N., and long. 75° 16' and 27° 22' E.

;

area, .353,973 6(piare miles
;

poinilatioii, 484,681.
Hissar forms the western border district of the
gi’eat Bikanir (Bickaneer) desert. It consists

for the most part of sandy ^ilains dotted with
scrub and brushwood, and broken by undulations
towards the south, which rise into hills of 800
feet, like islands out of a sea of sand. The soil is

in places hard and clayey, difficult to till, but
when sufficiently irrigated, highly productive. In

tlicse spots water is only reached at a depth of

from 100 to 130 feet
;
the cost of a masonry well

is seldom below £160. The sandy tracts are not
uiifrcquently swept by storms, which greatly alter

the face of the country. I'hc jhul (Salvadora

oleoides), the kavi or leafless cai)er (Capparis

axihylla), and the jharberi (Zizy)>hu8 napeca)

aboiuid
;

their berries serve as food in times of

scarcity. It lias been much harried. After
Nadir Shah ravaged the land, the Sikhs began
their inroads

;
the Bhatti of Bhattiana struggled

for siq)eriority
;
and from 1795-1802, George

Thomas, an Irishman, fought for dominion.
Early in the mutiny of 1857, the local levies at

Ilaiisi and Hissar revolted, and all Europeans
were either murdered or conqwlled to fly. The
Bhatti rose under their hereditary chiefs, and the
majority of the Mahomedan population followed
their example, but were suppressed by a force of

Paiijab levies, aided by contingents from Patiala

and Bikanir, under General A^’an Conrtlandt.

The Tuar Rajputs (18,921) possess five or six

villages. The Bhatti, now Mahomedaiis (22,008),
trace their descent from Jesal, of the Yadubansi
stock. Both Tuar and Bhatti were marauding
desert tribes. The Pachada, or men of the west,

now Maliomedans, are also of Rajput descent.

A religious sect known as Bishno worship their

founder, Jambhaji, as an incarnation of Vishnu,

and bury their dead in a sitting posture, in the

floors of their houses or cattle^sheas. They con-
sider even tlie touch of tobacco polluting. At
their marriages, passages from the Mahomedan
Koran and the Hindu Shastras are indiscrimi-

nately recited. They avoid destroying life, and
inter any animal accidentally killed. The decayed
town of Agroha is interesting, as ^ing the original

scat of the great mercantile class of Agarwala.
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There are rock-cufc inscriptions at Tosham.

—

Imp,
|

which human beings are concerned. These are not

Gaz,
I

edifying, and display a contempt for clwwtity, and

HISSAR, a hill state noHh of Badakhshan, a disposition to make merry over the misfortunes

whose chief claims a Grecian origin. It yields of easy-tempered husbands with intriguing wives,

copper ore, micaceous sandstone, inferior marble.
^

The nature of them may be infen*ed from such

HlSTAf a Malay measure of arbitrary length, > titles as The Old Man and his Young Wife, and
the fourth of the dippa, about half a yard.

—

S/m- The Fanner’s Wife and her Two Gallants.

monds* Diet. In the 6th ct'iitury of a.d. era it was translated

HISTIOPHORUS, the sword-fish or fan-fish, into Old Persian, by order of the emperor Nu-
is the Ikan-layer of Amboy na, the Dutch Zeyl-fish sliirwan. From the Persian it was translated into

or Sail-fish, and the Sailor-fish of seamen. It is Arabic in the ninth century, under the title of

from 10 to 14 feet long, and is said to raise its Kalila o Diunna, a work which obtained gi’eat

dorsal fin and use it as a sail.

—

Bennett. celebrity, and is still popular, Kalila o Damna
HIT, in lat. 33° 43' N., and long. 42° 27' E., is being the Arabic representations of the Sanskrit

on the right bank of the Euphrates, has 1500 names Karataka and Damanaka, two wily jackals

houses. It has bitmnen springs on the left bank wdio appear in the work, and Jire proverbial

at Gasar Sadi. The people are boat-biiildei-s, pre- tliroughout the east for their craft and cunning,
pare salt, bitumen, ami naphtha, and burn lime, i It was afterwards translated into Hebrew, Syriac,

There is a bridge of boats liere. It is the usual and Greek. The Hebrew version was made by
place where caravans cross the Eupliratea between John of Capua, towards the end of the fifteenth

Baghdad and Damascus. With the smell of bitu- centuiy, and from his work tmnslations were
men and naphtha outside the town the whole made into the chief modern languages of Europe,
water and air is infected. It is undoubtedly the and it became familiar to British youth under the

place mentioned by Herodotus under the name designation of Pilpay’s Fables. Two versions of

of Is, as furnishing bitumen for the building of the work were made into modern Persian by
Babylon. Near this, on the Ihiphrates, and a authors whose names are known, but their transla-

little below Samara on the Tigris, the country is tions have been eclipsed, and their productions are

mere alluvimn. The works of salt and bitumen obsolete'. There is also a translation in Tuikish.

aiound Hit give a singular appearance to the The most celebrated Persian translation is that of

country. The Euphrates near Hit has an average the lenowned rln'toriciaii, Husain Vaiz Kashifi,

width of 350 yards, with a d(‘j)th of 16 feet, and whose work, Anwar-i-8uhaili (Lights of Canopus),
a current of three knots ptT hour in tlie season is famous tliroughout the Mahomedan world, ami
of the floods, when there are fourteen islands, is scarcely less famous among the orientalists of

on sonic of which^ are small towns. 8ee Iraif
;

Europe. Elegant versions of it were printed by
Karej. Messrs. Eastwick and Woollaston, and that of

HITOPADESA, 8axsk., from llita, good, the latter is published in an ornamental style,

and tb)adesha, teaching,—Good Advice, is the The Anwar-i-ouhaili has borrowed some stories

title ofan ancient Sanskrit w’ork, tliough it is but from the Hitopadesa, but has greatly added to

a reaiTangement of an old(‘r one, called Pancha their number. The identity of the borrowetl

Tantra, or the Five Books, which itse lf has b(‘en stories is palpable enough when pointed out
;
but

ti'anslated scveml times and printed. But it lias nothing can well be more dissimilar than the two
never attained the fame of its offsjning, the Hito- works, the one all plain and terse Rim])licity, the

padesa, and thert; are few', if any, of the vernacular other florid, fanciful, ornate, and abounding with
languages of India into wdiicli the Hitopadesa far-fetched hyperbole. The stately sententious

has not been translate<l. It is classed by Hindu roll of the verse of the Hitopadesa and the liglit

writers as a work on Niti, or polity, and it w'as and airy couplets of the Anwar-i-Suhaili arc at

designed for the instruction of jjrinccs, to j^rejiare the very opposite extremes of composition. Yet
them for tlie duties of their future lives. The another distinguished Persian author bestowed
scene of the Hitopadesa is the ancient city of his labours upon tlie Anibic edition of the work.
Pataliputra, situatetl at or near the present Patna. Abiil Fazl, the celebrated minister of the Emperoi-
The king of that place, deploring aloud the wild Akbar, made a new tmnslation. Though a pro-
and heedless lives of his sons, was overheard by fessed ihetoriciau himself, ami the author of

a pandit named Vishnu-sanna, who imdtntook to several important works in the high style, lie

make his sons versed in the principles of polity considered Husain Vaiz’s version too florid ami
within the space of .six months. To accomplish difficult for such a work

;
and he made a more

this he prepared the Hitopadesa, and acconiplishe<l simple translation in an easy namitive style, whicli

his task of instructing and training tlie princes, became popular under the title of lyar-i-Danish,

The book consists of a series of fables, .story Touchstone of Wisdom. This has again been
witiiin story, according to an oriental fasliion. translated into Hindustani, under the title Khirad-
But the greater pari of the work is occupiecL by afroz, Enlightenment of the Understanding. The
vei’ses cited from ancient writers in iliiistration Hindus have thus had brought back to them,
and proof of the positions maintained by the first in a Persian, and then m a modern Urdu
interlocutors. form, the stories told by their ancestors in ages

The Hitopadesa is divided into four books, long gone by,
entitled l^fitra-hibha (Acquisition of Friend.s), I'he text has been frequently printed in Europe,
Suhrid-bheda (Separation of Friends), Vigralia but the most esteemed edition is that of Professor
(War), and Sandhi (Peace). The first two have Francis Johnson of Haileybury.
a general interest, and are applicable to all classes

,

HITTITE, a dominant race mentioned iii 1

of people. The last two books apply especially
!
Kings x. 29 and 2 Kings vii. 6. They held

to kings and ministers. The stories arc mostly
|

mastery in Syria in the era of the H^rew'
concerned with animals, but there arc a few in • judges and earlier kings. They were palled Khcta
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by the Egyptians, and Khatta by the Assyrians,
j

HIUNRA of tlio liyansi, an avalanche.
In B.C. 836, Shalmaneser received tribute from HIWEN THSANG, a Chinese traveller who
all the kings of the Hittites. Their last monarch,

!
passed 17 years (from a.d. 629 to 645) in travelling

Pirsiris (Pisiri), was defeated and slain n.c. 717, i through the countries lying to the W. of Chma,
and Carchemish was made the seat of an Assyrian

j

and especially in India, through countries which
governor. But at one time the Hittite empire ? few had visited before him, and lie describes some
stretched from the Euphrates to the Dardan- I parts of them which no one has since explored,
elles, and they disputed for several centuries the His chief object was to study tlie religion of
sway of Central Asia with Ramesside Pharaohs Buddha, but his observations, geographical, sta-

on the one side, and with Assyria’s mightiest tistical, and historical, are characterized by great

monarchs on the other. The Hittites were minuteness and precision. He stalled from Pekin,

defeated, and their city Ketesh destroyed, by and made his way, amidst hardships and difficulties,

an Egyptian king (itameses ii. of Egypt?), through Chinese Tartary to the region where
about 1340 B.c. A great battli‘, figured in ISir Buddha had laboured. Near Talas, on his way
G. Wilkinson’s Ancient Egyptians, was fought to India, he fell in with the Great Khan of the

between Kameses il. and the Hittites, near their Turks, a successor of Dizabulus, whom the

sacred city of Kadash, which is shown as a city Cliinese traveller calls Shehu. His account is

with a double moat, crossed by bridges beside a very like that of Zamrirchus. The Khan occu-

broad stream running into a lake. The lake lias
j

pietl a great tent adorned with gold flowers of

been generally identified with the Baheiret Homs,
|

dazzling richness. The officers of the court sat

through which the Orontes passes south of Iloins.
|

in two long rows on mats before the Khan, bril-

The site of the city, as important in Hittite records
j

liantly attired in embroidered silk, the Khan’s
as the northern capital of Carchemish, Lieutenant

|

guard staiidiug behind tlicm. Although he was
Conder has identified with the ruins known as i but a barbarian prince under a tent of felt, one
the Tell Neby Mcndeh. They lie on the left bank

|

could not look on him without respect and admir-

of the Orontes, four English miles south of the
|

ation. lie apjiears to have regarded the Wakhsh
lake. The modern name belongs to a siiered

;
bi’anch as the main Postil or Oxus .—Stuniahtu

shrine on the highest part of tlu' hill on which • Julien, IJIsfoire de la vie de lliirnn pp.
the ruins lie, ami the name of Kadosh still sur- 56, 56; Fw/e, Cathay^ i. pp. 165 and 234.

vives, an instance of the vitality of prior names HLAINE, an elongated valley of Pegu,

lingering in the minds of the people long aflm- HLA-PET. Bul;^r. Literally, wet-tea. To
they have forgotten the Roman, Grc'ek, or Cru-

j

the eastward of Baino and Kouiig-timo, hills ari‘

saders’ names. Lieut. Conder writes,— ‘ Looking visible, peopled by cjitcraii Kakhyen, and by
down from the summit of the Tell, we appeared breeches-wearing Paloinig, employed peaceably

to see the very double moat of tlu' Egyiitiaii I in growing tea for pickling. This is the Jila-pet,

j>icture; for while the stream of the Orontes is which is made up with a little oil, salt, garlic or

tlammcd up so as to form a small lake 50 yards asafoetida, etc., into a sort of pickle, and is es-

across on the S.E. of the site, a fresh brook flows
;

sential to the comfort of every Barman, being

Jn the W. and N. to join the river, and an outer line 1 jiartaken of on all ceremonial occasions. It is

pf moat is foniied by earthen banks, which flank floated to xVva on bamboo rafts, so as to be retained

I sort of aqueduct panvllel >vitli the main stream.’ always partially wet. It is eaten by the Burmese
Ic gives a full account of the ruins, the position ' in small quantities after dinner, as Europeans eat

the place, and the disposition of the Egyptian
j

cliec'se. They say it promotes digestion, and they

prees before the battle. ; cannot live in comfort without it. Colonel

Their writing character was Oisi)lace(l by the ' Bumey mentions that the Burmese Resident, pro-
“syrian cuneiform. The Assju-iau King Sargon

|
ceeding to Calcutta in 1830, took a large su[»ply

B.C. 722-705) is mentioned in the Hebrew Bible,
j

of hla-pet with him, as a necessary of life, not to

; was in the time of Sargon that Assyrian culture
|

be had where he was going. Hla-pet is partaken
t gained a permaneut footing in the AV.

;

while
j

of on many ceremonial occasions
;
and on the

he overthrow of Carchemish and the last relics
i conclusion of law-suits, the bill of costs is always

Hittite power in ji.c. 717 naturally led to the
j

rounded off with a charge for pickled tea, as

siise of the Hittite mode of writing, and the
j

European agents’ accounts arc still rounded off

pi-ead of the cuneiform chanicters employed by
j

witli a charge for postages.

—

Fyfchc, p. 270

;

pe Assyrian conquerors. The well-known pas-
j

il/ax()a’.s- Burma ; Yule'a Kmhassy, p. 101.

age in Pliny (H. N. vii. 57), ‘Literas semper' H’LWOT-DAU. Bcum. The cabinet and high
bitror Assyrias fnisse

;
sed alii apud ^Egyptios ‘ court of the realm of Burma, in which there are

Mercurio ut Gellius
;

alii apud Syros repertas
j
four woou-gye or chief ministers, assisted hy as

rolunt.’ Mr. Sayce sees in this an allusion to the many woondoiik.

—

Ytdc\s Embassy

^

]>. 3.

littito gi'apliic system. In tliis case, he remarked,
j

HNAU. Bukm. A boat of Burma,
lie passage in Pliny would be a record of the : HNAU-BEN. Bukm. A large tree, of pale

hi*ee independent modes of 'writing which the east yellow wood, preferred for making combs. It

invented, and -would contain a half-forgotten beara a large fragrant fruit, but worthless.

—

^itioii of that strange system of hieroglyphics (h'awfard^ i. p. 192.

«n which in all probability the syllabary of Asia HO, a Chinese measure of capacity, about 7J
linor and Cyprus was derived. Hittite monu- gallons.

—

Sivimonds' Diet,

lents have been found at Kiz Hissar, which is
|

HO. Arab. He, He is
;
the name of God. Ho

pposed to represent the Dana’ ol- Tyana of ul Aziz, He is glorious.

enophon, built, according to ^Strabo, on the HO, Hore, Horo, in the Kol tongue, a man. In
nb of Semiramis. the mountains S.AV. of Calcutta are the Dhangar,
^l-UL or Hi-el, the grand festival of the Ger- Oraou, the Kol, the Larka Kol or Ho, and the
tribes of the Baltic. Khond. The Ho are a comparatively small tribe
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of the Kol race. Their country proper is the part lat. 39" N.
;
at present it is in 34". The dhinew

of the SiDgbhum district call^ Kolehan, a aeries Government is obliged annually to expend enor-

of fair and fertile plains studded with hills. It is mous sums to keep the river within its bed.

about 64 miles from N. to S. and 124 from E. to In the year 1799 it cost £1,682,000.— Hue a

W., and has to the S. and S.E. the tributary Journey,
estates Mohurbhun, Keonjur, Bonai, and Gangpur, HOANG -TI is the first historical Chinese em-
inhabited by Uriya-speaking Hindus

;
to the cast peror (it.c. 2698); and the Chinese historians allege

and north the Bengali pargana of Dhulbhum and that in his reign the inventors of sundry arts and
district of Manbhum, and to the N. and N.E. the sciences arrived from the western kingdoms in

Hindi district of Lohardaggah. the neighbourhood of the Kouen Lun mountains.

The Ho is the most compact, the purest, most —YhU% Cathay^ i. p. 35.

powerful and interesting and best-looking division HOCKEY. A game of Tibet resembling hockey,

of the whole Munda nation. The more civilised and called Cliaughan, is played on horseback, on
Ho have an erect carriage, and dignified, fine a plain about 60 yards broad and 350 long, with

manly bearing, with figures often models of beauty, a .stone pillar at each end as the goal. The ball

The occupants of the less reclaimed parts arc is somewhat larger than a cricket ball, and in

more savage -looking. Their tradition is that Tibetan is called Pulu. The stick or Byntu is of

they came from Chutia Nagt)ur, and that they the strong and straight bough of the almond tree,

brought with them thcii’ system of confederate about 4 feet long, and let in at the top and pa^ed
governments of Purha, which they call Pirhi or quite through to the other end of a curved piece

Pir. The Ho have a tradition that they once w^ore of solid birch-wood, about the size and shape of

leaves only, as the Juanga women till 1871 did, a drenching horn. 'Ihc game is mentioned by
and not long since threatened to revert to them Baber. It is played in every valley in Little

unless cloth-sellers lowered their prices. The Ho Tibet, Ladakh, Yesscu, Chitral. The Persians, who
of the border-land have probably much intermixed wanted to play on horseback, were the first who
with the Uriya. They are agricultural, but cliaiigc found a long stick necessary. This stick they

their localities. A Ho bridegroom buys his bride, called Cluigan, hence the Byzantine

or rather his father buys her for him, the price and the Frencli (’hicane, in which lawyers bandy

being so many head of cattle. The Kol and Larka about the unlucky clients. From the Cliugan

Kol are cognate with the Khond. The Ho Ian- came the croquet-mallet, the golf-club, with Jill

cuage differs so little in phonology and glossary the family of spoons, drivers, decks, bunker-irons,

from the Munda, Bhumij, and Santal, that putters, and niblicks
;
came also the hockey-stick,

Captain Tickell’s account of its grammar may be and jirobably the hat, which was at first a thick

taken as that of the Kol language generally. The club with a curved foot, a terrible weapon in the

Ho are addicted to suicide
;
they have no endear- hands of a ‘ .slogger.^ The Chugan may have been

ing epithets. They erect menhir or slabs, ami the father of the racquet. In Byzantine descrip-

dolmen or tablets, over the gi'aves of their dead, tions of the game, a staff ending in a broad bend,

The dance of the Ho and Santal is not that of filled in with a network of gut-strings, is meii-

thc Munda, though the last have something re- tioned. The Muuipuri call it Kango-jai. They
HembliBgit, and it can be made to assume a mourn- select a turfy piece of ground 400 yards in

ful cadence, as the same step and drum-beat is length by 200 in breadth. The ponies used a#e

used at their funeral ceremonies. Colonel Dalton small, .swift for their size, and obedient mouths,

says (p. 106) the youths and maidens of the Ho The club consists of a rattiin as thick as an

mourn as they revolve, and lock up, keeping ordinary-sized walking-stick, and 5 feet long,

admirable time both in the movements of the feet and its lower end .has attached, at an angle of 45

and undulations of the head to the monotonous degrees, a cylindrical piece of hard oak-wood, 1

beat of the drums. They believe that the souls of foot in length, and 1 or 1 J inch in diameter. The
the dead become bhoots (spirits), but no thought whole weighs about 1 lb. lOoz. The ball is aglobo

of reward or punishment is connected with the 3 to 4 inches in diameter, cut out of the light

change .—Captain 'TicJceJly Soc. Jour. ix. pp. bulbous root of the bamboo. The suppleness of

783, 997, 1063
;
Lubbock^ Oriyin of Civile p. 268 ;

the canc, the weight of the club, and the elasticity

Dalton's Ethnology of Bengal^ pp. 106, 184, of the ball is such, that a well-delivered stroke will

HOANG-HO, a great river in China, 3040 miles lift the latter about a hundred yards. Two sides

long, in lat. 39° 40' N., and long. 98° K., iiii- are formed, 5 to 7 to a side. The ball is thrown

doubtedly one of the finest rivers in the world. It up in the centre of the ground, and each party

takes its rise in the mountains of Tibet, ami, after strives to drive it to the opposite goals. The club

traversing the Koukou-Noor, enters China at the is held in the right hand and the reins in the left,

water province of Kan-su
;

it leaves it again to All the skill of horsemanship and dexterity in the

the sandy plains at the foot of the Alechan use of the club are called into full play. It is

mountains, surrounds the country of Ortous, and, beautiful to sec the game played by men expert in

after having watered China from south to north, the exercise, and by ponies well trained, for the

and then from west to east, throws itself into the animals in the course of time acq[uire a perfect

Yellow Sea. The waters only assume their yellow knowledge of the play, and enter into the excit«-

tint after passing the Alechan and the Ortons, ment of it as well as the riders.

Tht) river rises almost always to the level of the HOCOMLIA MONTANA. Gibson.

ccintry through which it flows
;
and to this is to be Sampga, , , , , Can. I Kudkee, . . . . MahBi

aaributed the disastrous inundations which it pcca- Tambut, . . . Mahb.
| ,

sioDB, which are so fatal to Cliina, but arc of litlle Grows in Canara and Sunda, on and close to

consequence to the nomadic Tartars, who have the head of the ghats. Wood seldom runs large

;

only to strike their tents and move off elsewhere. Ls white, hard, and tough
;
used for agriculthral

Hi ancient times its mouth is said to have been in implements.

—

Vi\ (Jibson.
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HODADIN. HOEI KdJG.

HODADIN, a peaceable shepherd tribe of ji. 461
;
Oa the Law of Legal Practice and Police

Bedouins. of Nepaul, Loud. As. Trans, i. pp. 45, 258. It was
HODAIDA, on the cast coast of the Red Sea, his opinion that the Tamulian, Tibetan, Indo-

in lat. 14° 47' N., and long. 42° 53' K., a town of
|

Chinese, Tangus, Chinese, Mongol, and Turk are

Yemen, with lofty buildings. It is on the N.E.
j

so many branches of the Turanian family.

—

Di\
side of a sandy bay, and sheltered by a point of i Jhdst's Catalogue,

land running N.W. About a.d. 1836 it was made IIODGSONIA IIETEROCTilTA. Hooker, Tri-

the seat of government of that part of Yemen. ' cliosanthes het., lioxb.^ is the most magnificent

HODGSON, Caitain J. A., author of Journey ' plant of the jungles in the valley of the Tista in

to the Source of the Jumna, Hot Springs at Sikkim. It is a gigantic climber, allied to the

Jumnotri, etc., in As. Res. xiv. p. 128; On a New
;

gourd, bearing immense yellowish-white pendulous

Form of the Hog Kind in Sind, in Bl. As. Soc.
;

blossoms, whose petals have a fringe of buff-

Trans. xiv. p. 423
;
Journey to the Head of the ' coloured curling threads several inches long. The

Ganges, in As. Res. xiv. p. 00 ; Survey to the !
fruit is of a rich brown, like a small melon in

Heads of the Ganges and J\nnna, ibid.
;
Latitudes ' form, and contains six large nuts, whose kernels

of Places in Hindoostau, ibid. p. 153
;
Heights (called Katior-pot by the Lepcha) are eaten. The

and Positions of the Himalaya Peaks, ibid. p. ,

stem when cut discharges water profusely, from

187
;

Route from Katmandu to the Chinese
|

whichever end is held downwards. It is a new
Frontier, ibid., 1832, xiii. p. 513. Capt4un Hodgson cucurbitaceous genus, found in the Terai, clinging

and Lieutenant Herbert published Astronomical
j

in profusion to the trees, and also 5000 feet up the

Observations in Hindustan, witli a Journal of the > mountains. It grows also in the forests cast of

Survey of the Sources of the Rivers Ganges and Chittagong. The long stem, like almost all woody
Jumna, and an Account of the Positions and climbers, is full of large vessels

;
the juice does

Heights of the Principal I*eaks of the Himalaya not, however, exude from these great tubes, which

Mountains.

—

Dr. (Uitalngue. hold air, but from the close woody fibres.

—

Hook,

HODGSON, BRYAN H., of the Bengal civil IL •/. i. p. 395, ii. p. 350.

service, widely known for his roscai chcs iiitr) the HODIIAD, king of Yemen, father of Balkees,

natural history of the Eastern Himalayas, and the queen of Sheba
;
lived about the beginning of the

ethnology of the races and tribes dwelling in Christian era. See Balkees.

British India and its bordering countries. He HOD’HU, an ancient name of India,

was appointed Resident at the court of Nepal in HOE, a secret society of the Chinese, into which
1821. He wrote on the Shec]) inhabiting the the members are initiated. The concluding cerc-

Himalayaii Region, in Bl. As. Trans., 1841, x. p. mony consists in pricking the middle finger of the

- 3)20
;
On the Literature and Religion of the right hand, dropping the blood into a bowl of

Buddhists, Sorampore 1841
;
On the Budtlha arrack, from which each of the candidates drink,

Literature of Nepaul, As. Res. xvi. p. 409
;
Route and are then saluted as brethren,

from Katmuudu to Tazedo, ibid. xvii. p. 513
;
On HOE is the digging implement of the labourers

a New Species of Buceros, ibid, xviii. [>. 178; of India; its forms .are called in Hindi, hat’hiai

Description jof the Aquila Nepalensis, ibid. i)art ii. kalpi, kharpa, mamati, rambha, and ramp.

13
;

Description of the Circaetiis Nepalensis. HOEI-HOEl. The Chinese and Manchu call

ibid. J, 21; Migration of the Natatores and by the name of Hoei-hoei all the Mahomedan tribes

Gral’.atores in Nepaul, ibid. p. 122; On the Wild wlio live under Chinese dominion. This woixl.

Goat and Wild Sheep in Nepaul, ibid. p. 127
;

therefore, has ce.ased to designate a nation. As
Description of the Rjitwa Deer, ibid. p. 170; Of • the LTigur Hoei-hoei, called simply Hoei-hoei under

the Buceros Homrai, ibid. p. 139; Of the Wild the Mongol dynasty of Yuan, were Mahomedans,
Dog of the Himalay.as, ibid. p. 221 ;

On tlic tliis name is applied by the Chinese to all those

Antelope of the Himalayas, Glciinings in Science, ;
of the same religion, in the same manner as the

iii. p. 152
;
On a Species of Felis, ibid. p. 177

;
!
Russians are often called Greeks, because they arc

On Scolopacida>, ibid. p. 233
;
On the Musk Deer,

j

of the Greek Church. The inhabitants of the

ibid. p. 829; On the Cervus Jaral, the Ratwa
|

towns of Little Bokhara are in part descendants

Deer, and the Tharai Goat, ibid, p. 371
;
On the I

of the ancient Uigur or Hoei-hoei, and con-

Chiru, ibid. p. 387
;
On the Mammalia of Nej)anl, !

scquently Turk
;

in part S.arti, or Bokhariaiis,

/ibid. p. 442; On the Manufacture of Nepaul I who are scattered as merchants all over Central

Paper, Bl. As. Trans, i. p. 8 ; On the Nepaul ! Asia, and wlio arc Iranians. There are mcany of

Military Tribes, ibid. ii. p. 217 ;
On the Al)origiues i them at Pekin, Hang-chu-fu, Canton, and other

of Nepaul Proper, ibid. iii. p. 215
;
On Euroj)e.an

;

commercial cities of (Miina. Their mother-tongue
SpeciiJations on Buddhism, ibid. pp. 382, 425,

j

is Persian, but they also speak the oriental Turki,

499
;

Synopsis of Mammalia of the Himalayas, I which is the general language of Turkestan, and
ibid. V. p. 231

;
On Nepaul Ornithology, ibid. p. 1 the most diffused in Little Bokhara.

358
;
On the Language of Buddhist Scriptures, HOEI KING, a Chinese Buddhist traveller in

ibid. ii. p. 682 ;
On the Cuckoo of the Himalayas, India, Khotan (Yu-than), and Tibet, in a.d.

ibid. viii. p. 136; On the Thibetan Type of Man- 399-400, along with Fa Hian, the Fo-kue-ki of

kind, ibid. xvii. p. 222 ; On the Aborigines of Reiniisat, Klaproth, and Landresse. Fa Hian,
Central India, ibid. p. 550 ;

Relics of the Catholic with Iloei King and other Chinese pilgrims, reached
Mission in Thibet, ibid. p. 225

;
Route from Yu-than or Khotan in a.d. 399-400. Fa Hian

Katmandu to Darjeeling, ibid. p. 634
; On the then travelled by Tsu-bo and Yu-hoei and over

L^origines of Southern India, ibid, xviii. p, 350 ;
the Tsu-Ling mountains southwards to Kie-Chha,

Ipli the Aborigines of North-Eastern India, ibid, the modern Ladakh, where he rejoined Hoei King.
451 ;

Note on Indian Ethnology, ibid. p. 238
;

From Kie-Chha the pilgrims proceeded westward
a the Aborigines of the North-Eastern Frontier, to Tho-ly, which they reached in one month,
id. xix. p. 309 ;

Aborigines of the South, ibid. They came to ludia overland by way of Tartai v
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HOFFMEISTER

and Kabul, visited Ocyloii, and sailed thence to

Java. On his return, Fa Hian left behind him an

account of his travels, called Fo-kiie-ki, or an

accoimt of the Buddhist countries. At the time

of his visit Buddhism was still the dominant

HOISALA BELLALA.

It is not gregarious, both sexes living solitary

in general. The young arc beautifully spotted.

The buck drojis his horns in April, and ruts in

September.

—

Jerdon^ p. 263.

HOGENDOKP. Le Compte 0. S. W. de
IIIO VIOIV JJUUUlIXaiXi U<VO OUXIX Wiu -

1’*? A
religion, though Yaishnciva doctrines u'cre gaining Flogeiidorp, author of Coup d Q^il sur i ile ae

ground.

—

Ciinumf/ham^ Ladakh ; Cal. Rci\

IIOFFMEISTEB, author of lYavels in Ceylon

and Parts of the Himalayas to the Borders of

Thibet.

HOG, Indian wild boar, Sus Fnd ions.

Khanzir, .... Arak. I’orco, . . . It., Port.
Varaha, . ]3kno., San.sk.

Handi, Mikka, . . Can»
Jewadi, .... ,,

Sviin,

Varken, Zwijn,
Cochon, Pourccau,
Schweiii, . . .

Paddi
Choiros, . . .

Jangli soor, Soor,

The wild hog

iSus, Porcirs, .

Babi, liabi alas,

IJabi ntan, . .

Dan. Dukar, . . . Maiir.
Dut. Svinza, .... Kr.s.

. Pj{. Pucrco Si*.

Geu. Svin, S\v.

G()M>. Pandi, .... Tel.
Gh. Hweh-liwcli, . Welsh.

Hi NO.

[ibounds ill many parts of India,

Lat.

jMalay.

and the males attain to a very largo size. It is

generally believed that there is no specific differ-

ence between the wild hog of Euiopo and India.

The adult males dwell apart from the herd. The
wild boar is constantly hunted by Kuropcans on

horseback, "witli the spear
;
natives of India hunt

the boar with dogs, Spearing the wild hog in one

of the favourite sports of Britisli officers in India.

All the wild hog.s in the Archipelago are small

animals compared with the wild boar of Europe,

or even with that of continental India.

Svs rerrucosus, so called froiii tlic tlesliy excres-

cence on the sides of the cliecks, has a grote.sqne

and a formidable appearance, but is in reality a

timid animal. Their number in Java is immense
ill particular districts.

Sns Andamanensisj Bhjlh^ a small race in the

An'dainans.

Sit'S Zeijlaia Hsisy lUijtli, ^fr. Blytli distinguished

this from the hog common in India. The skull

approaches iu form that of a species from Ilornoo,

the Sns harbatus of 8. Muller.

The genus Babirussa of F. Cuvier takes its name
from two Malay words, Babi, hog, and Kusa, a

deer. It is tlie Sns bnln/i'iism of Linna'ii.s, and tlio

I). alfnrus of Lesson, and occurs in the island of

Burn or Bourou, one of the Moluccas, also iu

Celebes and I’ernato.

Sus ]*apueusis is a New Guinea hog.

Java ct Ics autres possessions Ncerlandaises daus

I’Archipel des Indes, 1830.

HOGG, Sm JAMES WEIU, Baht., took a

prominent part in discussions relating to Indian

affairs in Parliament. He was a Director of the

Mast India Company, and 'twice was Chairman.

He was born at Stoneyford, in the county Antrim,

in 1790, and was called to the bar in Ireland. At
Calcutta he held the office of Administrator-

General. He returned to England in June 1833.

At the abolition of the old Court of Directors ho

was named one of the Political Military Com-
mittee. He was raised to the baronetcy in 1846.

HOG-GUM, a resin abundantly afforded by
Moronobma coccinea, Atibl.^ a fino tree of Jamaica.

Negroes dig it from among the roots of old trees.

It is used in medicine, and is inflammable, burn-

ing wdth an agreeable odour. This might bo

introduced into India. The false hog-gum of

Jamaica is yielded by Rhus metopium, Liun.

ITOGLA. Bencl Typha angiistifolia, Typha
i‘Ie|)liantina, Roxh.^ elephant grass, cat’s- tail grass.

HOG'S LARD.
Sur-ki-cliarbi, , , H inJ).

j

Adeps Ruilliis, . . .Lat.

'I’his is the fat about the loins of the hog, Sus
scrofa. It is purified by melting and straining.

Its melting point is from 78 to 88 degrees Fahr.

In Eurojie, liog's lard is much employed in oint-

ments, but in India it is desirable to exclude it

from all [Jiarniaceutical preparations.

—

O'Sh.

HOJSAk.V BKLLALA, a dynasty who had
supreme sway in Mysore from A.D. 1000 to 1300.

They built throe groups of temples, one at

Soiimatlqinr, S. of Mysore, by Vinaclitya Bellala

(1043), another at Baillur by Vishnu Verddhana
(1114), and the greatiist at Dwara Samudra or

llullabid (11 lb) ])y Vijaya Narsinha, the building

of which wa.s .stopped bv the Mahomedan invasion

in .\.i). 1310-1311.

Some of the Hoisala Bellala kings were Jains

;

but their buildings at Somnathpur, Bellur, or
llullabid belong to the A^aishnava or Saiva faiths.

The Basti temples of the southern Jains, like the
Jaina temples of Northern India, always have a
tirthaiikara as the object of w'orship.Pomdi xylvama, llody., the pigmy l.og of the !

^vorsnip. J ho Bettu

sal forests ot N. India; is tl>o Sauo banol and
feoutheni India arc open conrtyards,

Ohota sur of the natives of India, and confines ‘"“"S who possibly may

itself to the deep recesses of primeval forest. The
Ihnhlha. There are two nt tlm

Village of vSravana Belgola, 33 miles N. hy ^Y.

from Soringapatani. On one of these, a mass of
syenite bOO feet liigli, a Jaina image, 70 feet 3
inches high, has been carveil out of the solid rock.
Th(! ex[>ressioii of its features is pleasing, with
curly hair

;
and at Karkala, the image, 41 feet 5

inches, and weight 80 tons, has been moved to its

present site, and was erected a.d. 1432. The
third, and supposed oldest, at Yaiinur, is 85 feet
high. They belong to the Digambara sect of the
Jains, being entirely naked, but with twigs of the
Bo Tree twisted round their legs and arms, with

, ^ ^ ,
serpents at their feet. In the Jaina cave at

the Gangetic valley, 1 anjab, Siml, Assam, Sylhet,
|

Badauii, tlie figure has two snakes twisted around
Burma. ^— ‘ ; i .

tamarisk

in forest openings;

adult males abide constantly with tlie herd, and
are its habitual and resolute defenders.

—

Sfjkes'

Cat. Dec. Mam. p. 11
;
Crawfiird, Dirt. p. 152;

Tennant's Ceylon^ p. 59
;

( ^Uahujue of Manimalla

in the India House Museum.

HOG-DEER.
Axis niger, 74. Haiu.
Cervus niger, IS. Ham.
C. oryzeus, Kdaurt.

Hyelaplms iiorcinus, Sand.
(Jevvus porcinnSjiff minerm.
C. (lodiir, /{oi/lc.

Axis porcinus, Jerd.

Para IIinil

Khar, Laguna,

The hog-clcer inlialnls Central India, Bengal,

iSugoria,

Niithriii liaraj

Hind.



HOLAH. HOLIOAHNA LONGIFOLIA,

in number, all of the Dravidian style, raised into

storeys. The Jaina temple at Moodbidri, and all

others in Canara, resemble the temples of Nepal,

and many of them are built of wood. The interiors

are richly and variedly carved, with massive pillars.

A large number of the tombs of the priests, some
of them five to seven storeys in height, each with

a sloping roof, like the temples of Khatraandu,

Tibet, and China. The stambhas or free-stand-

ing pillars of the Jainas in Canara, are very

graceful.

—

Fergusson^ p. 393. See Architecture.

IIOLAli, also Holiar or Ilolaru, in the Canar-

ese districts of the Peninsula, the T*ariah or Dher

race. Professor Wilson describes the Holar as a

man of a low or out-caste tribe, by pi ofession a

musician, which answers to the Mhaug race, but

!

there is no doubt but that the. Holar is tlui Dher.

Ayodhia. It is much observed by tho cowherd
castes of Orissa.

HOLIDAYS of the several races dwelling in

India chiefly occur at seasonal changes, but also
at the anniversaries of certain occurrences con-
nected with their religions or historical events.
The dates of the public holidays vary witli the lunar
months, and those below are approximate ;

—

dhriHtian.

New Year’s day, Jan. 1,

Good Friday, April.

Christmas day, Dee. 25.

Makar Baiikranii,

January 11.

Malia Bhivaratri, about
February 24.

Huli, about March 10 11.

Easter holidays, March.
Ascension day. May.
Pentecost holidays, June.

Hindu.

about

The Morassi Holiyar arc the same as the Halle llam Naomi, about April 4.

Makkalu. old adonted sons of the floras! Wakaliira. Shravani purnima, Cocoa-
nut day, about August 0.

Makkalu, old adopted sons of the floras! Wakaliga.

They are labourers and weavers. See Holiyar.

HOLARRHENA ANTIDYSENTEKICA. WalL

Echites antid., Roxh.
\

Chonemorphaautid., Hon.

Janm Aslitami, about Aug.
14.

Ganosh Chaturthi, about
August 25.

Dasara, about September
30.

Diwali, about Oct. 18-19.

Rarnac—Jiasami or Shuhanshahi,

navroz, about Gatha Gahanbars, about

Keor (seed) . . . Pan.j.

Kawar of . Ravi, Bkam.
Istaraku pala, . . Tki-.

Kogar of . . . Ohenab.
Kyur of . . . Kanora.
Kura (seed) of . . Panj.
Indarjao ,, . . „
A large shrub or small tree of Malabar, Siwalik

Hills, up to the Chenab in the N.W. Himalaya,
;

Sylhet, and Chittagong. It bears a white flower, i

Its bark (Tellicberry bark) is used in medicine as
j
Aban feast,

.lamshidi
March 21.

Aban feast, about end of

Aju-il.

Adar feast, .about .June 8.

Farvardin Jasan, about
June S.

September 10 21.

Paicti or New Year’s day,
about Beptomber 23.

Kurdad feast and valava,
about September 28-29.

1 Atishbelirani Salgcri,about
Nnvpirihtir S

an astringent. The leaves ar<5 used as fodder or

as litter. The wood is white, light, and closc-

gT’ained, and is used by carvers.

HOLARRHENA CODAGA. IP./. KoodapalH
raaram, Tam, A small-sized white wood, very

fine grained, employed in cabinet-making. Dr.

Wight gives also II. Malaccensia in Icoiu's, 1298.

HOLARRHENA MITIS. IlBr. Kirri-walla-

gass, SiNGif. A moderate-sized tree of Ceylon,

not uncommon up to an elevation of 1500 feet.

HOLARJtHENA PUBESCENS. (rsh. Reorn,

Hind. AYood light. This species and the H.

antidysenterica yield the Indurjiio talkh of the

bazar.

—

(fSh.: Jioxh. ;
\'olgt ; Thic. Zeyl. p. 104.

HOLDNA. hi Kungra, the process of

destroying weeds in a rice ci’op.

IlOLl, a popular Hindu festival, called in

Sanskrit Holikha, or Pjial gotsava, or Hiitashain,

or Hntasavi, also Dola or Dolavatra, or tlu‘ Swing-

ing Festival. It is supposed to relate to tlie vernal

(‘quinox, and to be similar to the Persian Kiuv

Year’s day. It is held about tlm 19th March, or

March.
Farvardin
May.

Gatha (bibanbar.Sj

August 20 22.

November 8,

J^irnce-^'^Kadmi.

about cud of Pateti or New Year's day,

j

about September 24.
*

Jasan, about Kurdad feast and valava,

i
about August 29-30,

about
j

Atislibehram Salgeri,about
! September 9.

Muhornrdan— l^uni (lunar monl/txj.

Shab-i-JUirat.

Lailat-id-Ka»lar.

Itamadhan ’Id.

]>akr 'Id, or ’Id Kurban.

Mahomedan
Katl-i-Imam .Vli,

Shaha Kadir.
Ramadlian Td.
Bakr 'Id.

Ashura.
Bari AVafat.

Gliilan.

IMiraji-Mahomcd.

Shiah (lunar inonthx).

’Id Gadir.
Ashura.
Ghahlam.
Td Maolud.

Jewish,

Piiiiin, or day (.f Queen Esther, l^larcli 13.
IVsach or Passover, April 11-17.
Shabuotli, or tlie Delivery of tljo Law, May 31.
Tishalaiiab, or tlio day of Lamentation, August 1.

Bosh ITosana, or New Year's day, September 21-22.
Kipur, or tho days of Atonement, September 29 30.
Succotli, or the l^'east of Tabernacles, October 5-13.

Hindus have many other festivals. Their names
ten days before the full moon of Phalgun. U i.s

|

differ in the several languages; but there may he*

in honour of Krishna, and is quite a saturnalia,
,

named here Bali-l’ratipiida, Hasant’h-Panchami,
red powders being tlirown and red fluids squirted

!
Xag-Paiichami, Kartiki Ekadasi, and others,

at passers-by, and licentious songs sung. At the . Maliomedans liave also the Maharram, Akhiri-
close of the festival, a pile is lighted, and a wheaten . Cliar Shaniba, Chimghan - i - Banda Nawaz, and
cake or Poli offered on it. The analogy between Zii\da Shah Madar, Pir Dastagir, and Urus-i-

l?( - J 1 ? - 1 11- _ 1 ?
' 1 1 TIT - 1 f

addition, tho Amardad, Jain-
Anlibehesht-Jasan, Meher-Jasan,

Rajput votiirics of Holica as with those of the i and others.

Dionysia of the Greeks, but from Phalguni, com
pounded of Guna, quality, virtue, or characteristic,

and Phala, fruit,—in short, the fruciifier. The
Egyptian Phallica is the Holica of tho Hindus.
Pnula and Phala, flower and fruit, are the roots of

11 Floralia and Phalaria,—the phallus of Osiris,

le thyrsus of Bacchus, or lingam of Iswara, sym-
)lized by the Srmliala, or Ananas, the food of
le gods, or the Sitapliala of Sita, the Helen of

93

HOIJGARNA LONGIFOLIA. Foxh.
Kagiia, Biba-biba, O vy. I Katu-jeru, . , Malp-vf
llolgeri, . . . Maiir.

I

One of the trees yielding the well-known black
lacquer varnish. It grows in Travancore in
Malabar, in Canara, and Sunda, mostly above
the ghats at Nilgund, in the Koukan, Assam,
Chittagong, and in the forests of Tenasserirn.
Wood good for houses and beams. Its danger-



HOLKAB.HOLIGARNA BAOElrfOSA.

ou»ly acrid exudation is used by the natives to
|

Rao, an illegitimate son of Tukaji Rao

varnish shields and for other purposes. A fine
1
who in 1802 defeated the united forces of pmam

black varnish from its fruit is brought from and tho Peshwa near Poona. The c^olMion of

Manipur. This turns of a beautiful black colour the treaty of Baasein, between the Peshwa and

when applied to a surface, owing, according to the British Government, defeated Jeswunt Itaos

Sir D. Brewster, to tho fresh varnish consisting hopes of possessing hirnself of the person of the

of a congeries of minute organized particles, which Peshwa. In the following year, when Sindia and

disperse the rays of light in all directions
j
the the raja of Berar combined against the British,

organic structure is destroyed when the varnish Jeswunt Rao Ilolkar promised to join the wn-

dnes, and the rays of light are consequently federacy, but on the actual outbreak of hostility

transmitted. There is brought also from Manipur he kept aloof, and apparently intended to ^dee

a varnish made from the Semecar|ms anacardiiim advantage of the war to aggrandize himself at

(marking nut), and a remarkable black pigment Sindia’s expense. His schemes, however, were

resembling that from Melanorrhoea iisitatissima, rendered hopeless by the treaty of Surji Anjen-

which is white when fresh, and requires to be gaum
;
and Jeswunt Rao Holkar, after making a

kept under water.

—

Itoj'li.; Voifft ; (Ubiton; 0\Sh.

;

series of inadmissible proposals for an alliance.

Mason; Hooker's 11. J. ii. p. Jill; Beddome. seems then to have hastily determined, unaided

HOLIGARNA liACEMOSA. Roxl. A tree an<l alone, to provoke hostilities with the British,

of Assam, Sylhet. Leaves alternate, linear-oblong. In tho war which followed, Holkar was completely

Flowers racemed, juice of the wood acrid.

—

Iloxh. overthrown. Ho was pursued by Lord Lake
HOLIYA or Holayar, in the Caiiarese-speaking across the Sutlej, whither he retired in the hopes

country, in ^fysore, and in Coorg, an agricultural of forming a combination with the Sikhs against

labourer. In the Canarese-speaking country, like the British Government
;
and on 24th December

the Pariah or Dher
;
in Coorg he is one of three 1805 he signed a treaty on the banks of tho Beas,

principal classe's of slaves, Holayaru, Yewaru, by which he was stripped of a large portion of

and raleru. Their subdivisions are the Mari, his territories. Soon after the conclusion of the

Byr, Murtha, Bulgi, Baday, Rookh, and Kembatta
,

treaty, Jeswunt Rao Holkar became in 1805

Holayaru. The last is a native of Coorg. The Mari insane. lie died in 1811, leaving an illegitimate

Holayaru follow the custom of descent through the son, named Miilhar Rao Holkar, during whose
female line, the descensus ab utero. The Holcya minority the sOitc was torn by the most violent

race of labourers in Coorg, ill-favoured, with dissensions. The lad’s mother, Toolsi Bai, the

coarse, stupid features, shoi-t in stature, but favourite concubine of the late ruler, secured

strong built, with dark and black skin, and ])lack, herself in the regency. She was, however, sub-

straight hair. They practise demonology, and are sequcntly barbarously murdered, and Holkar’s

said to have no guru.— WUs. See Holar.
i
army liaviug sustained a complete defeat at

HOLKAR, the family name of tlie Mahratta Mchid[)ore, on Oth .lanuary 1818 the treaty of

rulers at Indore audits territori(*s, Tlie family Mundisore was concluded, by which the supremacy
name is taken from the village of Hull, on the over the Rajput ])rinces of Udaipur, Jeypore,

Nira river in the Dekhan, where they were shep- etc., was transferred to the British Government,
herds and farmers. Mulhar Rao Holkar. son of the ongagement between the British Government
Khtmdaji Holkar, was born about the year 1093, and Amir Khan was confirmed, four districts

and his mother, in consequence of some dispute, reiite<l by Zalirn Singh of Kotah were cefled to

took him to Kandesh to his uncle Xarainji, him, Holkar lost all his possessions within and to

where, as a lad, he herded his uiicde’s sheep, the south of the Satpura Hills, and his remaining
When pown up he took service, and distinguished territories came under the protection of tlie British

himself under Kuduni Bande, a Mahratta leader, (xovernment. Mulhar Rao Holkar died in October
but subsequently (1724) under Baji Rao Peshwa 1833, at the age of 28. He left no issue, but his

as a commander of 500; and in 1728 was sent to widow and his mother adopted Martand Rao
administer Malw.a, where he died A.D. 17G9. Mul- Holkar, a child ])etwccu three and four years of age,
har Rao was present at tlie battle of Paiiipat, and who was said to be of the same tribe and lineage
shared in the common overthrow of the Mahratta as Miilliar Jiao Ilolkar. The child was publicly
armies. Siiidia’s forces were almost annihilated, installed on 17th January 1834, under the name of
and Madhaji Sindia was lamed for life

; but Hoi- Martaml Rao Holkar. The adoption of Martand
kar’s division alone drew off with serried ranks Rao, however, proved to be a device of tho
and little loss, and Sindia thought that ho had mother of Alulhar Rao Holkar, for the purpose
not been well supported by Holkar. He was of keeping the power in her own hands during
succeeded by his grandson, Mali Rao, who died a long minority. It was not acceptable to the
insane, nine mouths after his ascension. The pious people, who were in favour of the succession of
Ahalya Bai, the mother of 3fali Rao, then took Hari Rao Holkar, a cousin of the late Maharaja,
the management of affairs, and appointed as the Hari liao since 1819 had been kept in rigorous
commander of the army, Tukaji Rao Holkar, a confinement, but he was released on the night
chief of the same tribe, but in no way related to of 2d I'ebruary 1834, by a powerful body of his
Mulhar Rao. This chief for many years .served partisans, and received a ready welcome from the
Ahalya Bai with the most devoted fidelity. Ahalya troops and people. The policy of non-interference
Bai died in 1795, and was not long survived by prevented the Resident from giving active support
lukaji Rao Holkar, after whose death the power

,

to Martand Rao, although the installation of
of the house of Holkar was nearly extinguished Martand Rao had been formally acknowledged by
by quarrels in the family and amid the dissensions the British Government. This indifference onmich distract^ the Mahratta confederacy at the the part of the British Government as to who

7 ™ eighteenth century. The fortunes
[

should rule, gave rise to most serious disturbances,
of tho family, however, were restored by Jeswunt * The wealthy merchants fled from Indore, trade
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was ftuapieiKlecI, aud Bhil tribes infested the roads

and destroyed many villages. Mai^nd Rao was I

banished the country, and granted an allow-

1

ance of 600 rupees a-month, on Condition of his

resigning all claims to the succession. On 8th I

September 1885, an attack was made on the palace
|

for the purpose of assassinating the Maharaja
and his minister. The attempt was unsuccessful,

|

and resulted in the slaughter of the wliolc of the
assailants. Martand Holkar died without
issue at Poona, on 2d June 1849, and with his

death ended the intrigues which from time to

time endangered the peace of the country, both
j

during the rule of Hari Kao Holkar aud his suc-

cessor. When the attack was made on his person
in 1836, Hari Rao applied to the British Govern-
ment for aid, but it was refused, on the ground
that the engagement to maintain the internal

|

tranquillity of the country depended on the coii-
j

dition that the measures of its government were
j

not directly or indirectly the cause of disturb-
^

aucej and because the grant of assistance would •

require a continual interference in the internal

affairs of the state, inconsistent with the position

of Holkar and the policyof the British Governnient. I

In 1841, Maharaja Hari Rao adopted as his

heir and successor, Khundi Itao, a boy of 13
years of age, son of an obscure zamindar,- and
veiy distantly related to the reigning family

;
and

Hari Rao died on the 24th October 1843, aged
48. Warned by the evils which resulted from
the vacillating policy pursued on the accession

of Martand Rao, the British Govcrnrneut took
immediate measures to proclaim Khundi Rao as

the acknowledged successor, and to make it known
that no other claims would be recognised. But
Khundi Rao died on 17th February in the

'

following year. Ho was never married. On tbin,

8ir Robert Hamilton selected and installed the
younger son of Bhao Holkar, wlio took the title

of Tukaji Rao Holkar. In a letter to the young
j

chief, the Governor-General laid down the condi-
'

tions on which the state was conferred on him.
|

I'his letter (No. Ixxvii.) was declared to have the
'

force of a suiiuud, and the^Maharaja was required
to present a nuzzer of 101 gold raohiirs on its

;

delivery.

The young chief, Tukaji Rao Holkar, attained
his majority in 1852, and was entrusted with th<;

|

entire management of the affairs of the state, and
was granted a suniiud guaranteeing to him the
right of adoption.

An annual payment of 30,000 rupees is made
te Holkar by the British Government as compen-
sation for his share of the district of Patan, which
was, made over to Bundi in 1818. The Maharaja
also receives through the Britisli Government a
tribute of 72,700 Salim SahL rupees, on account
of Partabgurh, but he has no feudal supremacy
over that state. Ho receives credit for this tribute

as part of his contribution towards the Malwa
contingent, and it is realized from Partabgurh one
year in arrears.

In the war with Jeswunt Rao Holkar, Lord
Lake gave many lessons how to deal with the less

coherent forces of Asiatic rulers. Jeswunt
^*®^kar, wben he opposed the British in 1803, had

0,000 regular troops, amongst whom Were
>,000 light horse, and 130 guns, with the for-

^8 of Chandore and Galingurh. From the
pics he adopted, this moveable force baffled the

British commanders and all the military power of

India, from April 1804 till the 16th Febmary
1805. But on the 2d April 1805, Lord Lake
marched all night, and at daybreak entered Hol-
karis camp, which he completely broke up; in

this, in going and coming, Lord I^ke marched
50 miles. Lord Lake subsequently, in December
1805, marched in his pursuit 405 miles in 4S days,
from Secundra to the Beas river at the Rajghat.
In Jeswunt Rao Holkar’s final overthrow. Lord
Lake marched 350 miles in a fortnight. Sir D.
Ouchterlony was defending Dehli against the
Mahrattas

;
but, on |their abandonment of Dehli

on the 14th or 15th October 1803, Lord Lake
followed them, aud at length, with a small body
of .3000 British horse and artillery, amongst which
were the 8th and 27th Dragoons, made a forced

march of about 48 miles, defeated the forces of

the Mahrattas, about 60,000, near Farrakhabad,

followed 10 miles in pursuit, and returned to camp,
making a journey of about 70 miles in 24 hours,

with a loss of 22 dragoons killed, and 20 Europeans
and natives wounded.
At that time, Amir Khan, the Rohilla chieftain

of Rohilkhan<l, forsook the Biuirtpur raja, but
was followed by General Smith, whom Lord Lake
sent in ))ur8uit. After a march of 700 miles in

43 days, Amir Khan’s army was overtaken, and
defeated at Afzalghur, at the foot of the Hima-
layas, on the 2d March 1804, and Amir Khan
was conveyed across the Ganges and Jumna in

March, but he rejoined Holkar’s camp under
Bhurtpiir. At Laswari, in Central India, in 1803,

Ii(ird Lake and General Fraser fought and won a

battle against the battalions of Sindia aud Perron.

The Indore State maintains 3300 cavalry, 5250
infantry, and 340 artillery, with 24 field guns.

[

In 1832, the Maharaja (1883) Tukaji Rao Holkar
was born, and in 1843 he was placed on the

throne by the intervention of the British. Ho has

displayed much capacity as a rul(‘r. His estates arc

somewhat scattered, and he has wished to connect

them. Area, 8075 square miles, aud population in

1878 was 635,000. He has earnestly encouraged
all commercial and trading transactions. The ab-

original race is the Bliil .— Treaties and Samiuds.

IlOLI.ANJ), a country in Europe with great

possessions in the Eastern Archipelago, which
are designated Netherland India, also the Dutch
Possessions in India

;
aud Holland formerly hehl

j>arts of Ceylon, also parts of what is now
British India, and likewise Malacca in the Malay
Peninsula. Holland is situated along the south-

eastern coast of the North ^ea, and extends

in its greatest length, from N.E. to S.W.,

about 190 Englisli miles. Its greatest breadth,

from E. to W., is about 123 English miles. The
superficial area is 7,614,252 English acres, or

11,897 English square miles. Holland has had a

severe contest with the ocean, which has ended in

the country being brought into a high state of

cultivation and comparative sjifety. The canals

are very numerous, and of the greatest utility in

draining off the waters, and in facilitating the

internal trade. They are lined with trees, which
tend greatly to improve the country, in itself so

flat, that to those approaching it along the rivers

aud some part of the coast the trees and spires

seem to rise out of the water. Along Uie coast

of the North Sea there is a line of broad sand-

hills and downs, in some parts so very high as to
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sTiut out the view of the sea even from the tops

of. the spires. In some parts of Zealand and of

North Holland the defensive war against the

encroachments of the sea is kept up with great

difficulty and at an immense expense. The pro-

vince of Friesland, which has no sandhills, is

j^rotected against the sea by stupendous dykes

and palisadoes, the repair of which costs upwards
of half a million sterling yearly. The industry of

the people has multiplied cattle and pasture-

grounds. Laws passed in 1857 and 1868, and

based on‘a system of religious equality, and a

total separation of church and stiite, ensure for .

every child in the country an education in the
|

simple branches of secular knowledge. The three
|

universities of Leyden, Utrecht, «and Groningen I

contain upwards of 1400 students. The population

in 1865 was 3, .529, 108. Protestants, 1,942,387 ;

Catholics, 1,234,486 ;
the remainder are Jews.

Several dialects arc spoken in Holland. The

Dutch, which is an oft’spriug of the Low German
or Nieder Deutsch, is the language of two-thirds

of the inhabitants. Flemish is spoken on the

Belgian frontier. See Dutch.

HOLLY, Ilex aquifolium, Xbo/., a favourite

Europeiin evergreen. Its hard white wood is

used in making Tunbridge ware, for the stringing

or lines in cabinet work, calico-printers’ blocks,

etc. Bii*dlime is the juice of holly bark extracted

by boiling, mixed with a third part of nut-oil.

21 species arc known as natives of the Himalayas,

Nepal, Southern India, Khassia Hills, and Burma.
Several species of holly—Kau-kuh and Tsz’-slm

—grow ill China
;
Ilex cornutum, near Ningpo

;

I. agnifolium, near Canton. The berried holly

tree, called Miau rh-tsze and Luh koh-tsze, grows

along the valley of the Yang-tso
;
a tea, called

Luh koh-ch’a, is made from the leaves, and the

wax insect- sometimes feeds on them. The wood
is tilrned into small boxes, and the bark is

boiled to produce birdlime.—Smithy M. M. See

Ilex.

HOLIiYHOCK is a plant of tlie genus Althea,

and its varieties well worth cultivating on the

plains during the cold montlis of India.

—

Jaffrev,

HOLOCANTHUS IXSPFBATOK, C. and f.,

Kulloo koli min, Tam.
,

is a fish frequently taken

at Madras. H. semicircularis, C. and I', also a

Madras fish.

HOLOCENTRUS ARGENTEUS is the Poo-
koorowah, a very delicious fish of Ceylon and the
Bay of Bengal. H. ruber, a beautiful red fish

of the New Hebrides, is poisonous at certain

seasons.

—

Bennett.

HOLONG. Hind. ? A tree of Chutia Nagpur,
furnishing a hard red timber.

—

( \il. Cat.

HOIi)THURIA..

Hoy-ahun, • . . Ohin. Swala. . . . JAVAN.

Sea cucumber, . . Kno. Holotnurion, . . Lat.

Sea slug, . .
*. „ Trepang, Mat^ay, Japan.

Oomechu, ... Fa. Biche-da-mar, . • Sp,

Bechc'de-mer, . . m

There are thirty-three species or varieties, an^
several of them are used as food. They are found

in the Mediterranean, in the Eastern Archipelago,

Australia, Mauritius, Ceylon, Zanzibar, etc., and

are occasionally brought to Bombay from the

latter place, and re-exported to China. The great

sea cucumber of Europe is the largest of all the

known species, and is jirobably a foot in diameter.

H. Oceania, Lesson^ is about 40 inches long,

and secretes from the surface of its body a fluiil

which causes an intolerable itching.

H. lutea, Quoy and Gaiinard^ is the Stychopus
luteus, Brandt.

H. tubulosa, BlainviUe, of the Mediterranean.

The Fierasfer Fontanesii, a parasite fish, dwells
within it. It is eaten at Naples.

In the Ladrones, H. Guamensis, Quay and
Oaimard^ is preferred as food.

H. edulis, the trepang of the Malay, is black.

It is found in all the islands from New Holland to

Sumatra, and also on most of those in the Pacific

;

but is produced in the greatest abundance on
small coral islands, especially those to the soutli

of the Sulu group. The Chinese at Canton call

it Hoy-shiin, which means sea ginseng.

The holothuria of Raffics Bay is about G inches

long and 2 inches thick. There arc six sorts,

the best lying about 12 feet deep. It is an
unseemly - looking mollusc. Upwards of 8000
cwt. are yearly sent to China from Macassar;
about 9000 cwt. are exported from Java. It is

fished for in April and May, and is relished in

China and in Malay countries. They are boiled in

water, then fiattened by stones, dried on mats in

the sun, and then smokeJ. It is for the most
part caught by the hand, for it has little power
of locomotion

;
but iii deep water, sometimes by

diving or by harpoons. It sells at Singapore at
8 to 115 dollars per pikul of 133^ lbs. Trepang,
although an article of considerable importance in

the trade of the Indian islands, is seldom dealt in

by Europeans, which arises from nice or rather
capricious distinctions in their quality, which no
European is competent to appreciate.

New Caledonia exports annually, to the value of

£4000, the white bellied, red bellied, small black,
large black, and brown, with teats, selling at

£12, £15, £20, £25, and £30 the ton. In China
the first quality sells at £90 to £200 the ton. In
1871, 2742 piiculs were received at six Chinese

HOLOSTEMMA RHEEDIANUM. Spr.

Holostemma adakoilien, H. ti Hi'.

Asclcpias annularia, Roxh.

A. convolvulacea, Herb., He,me.
Sarcostemnia annulare, Roth.

Apoong, . . . Kol. Istara’kula palein, Tel.
Ada niodien, Malral. Vistara’kula i>ala,

Palla-gurgi, . . Tel. Palagurugu, . .

This plant grows throughout India. It has
large flowers of a red, green, and white colour

;

is very abundant in the hills about Purulea,
and is also found in the neighbouring plains of
Chutia Nagpur. The fibre is said to attain its

best condition after the Tains.~7»*o?//e, Bih. PI p.

306.
./ » 1

))orts. H. scabra, of the Philippine Islands, regu-
larly lodges in its interior, species of fierasfer and
of pinnotheres.

Many of the Holothuriila) have anchor-shaped
spicules embedded in their skin, ‘as the Synapta;
while others (Cuviera squamata) are covered with
a hard calcareous pavement. Many of these are
of a bright red or purple colour, and are very
conspicuous; while the trepang which is not
armed witli any such defensive weapons, is of a
dull «md or mud colour, so as hardly.to be dis-
tingiiished from the sea-bed on which it reposes.-
See Fierasfer.

IIOLU. Can. Pollution. See Holar; Holayar.
HOLWAN. In a.ii. 16, when the Arabs had
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Itak^n this oitj, 300 horsemen returning from

I this enterprise, under tiie command of Fadhilah,

towards the end of the day encamped between

two mountains in Syria. Fadhilah (Fazl Allah)

having intimated that it was time for evening

prayer, began to repeat with a loud voice the

usual form, ‘ God is great,* etc., when he heard
his words repeated by another voice, which con-
tinued to follow him to the end of his prayer.

—

Riches Kurdistan, i. 61.

HOLWELL, Mr., the chief of the settlement of

Calcutta, when, on the 18tli June 175G, it wiis

taken by Suraj-ud-Dowla. Mr. Holwell and 146
of his people were thrust into a guard-room 20
feet square, from which in the morning only

re-issued alive. This guard-room was known in

Indian history as the Black Hole of Calcutta. It

was in the corner of Tank Square, near where,
in 1834, was Messrs. Lyell, Mackintosh, & Co.’s

office, but it was removed about the beginning of

this century. See Black Hole
;
Calcutta.

HOLY FIG - TKEE, Urostigma religiosum,

Holy Grail or Sangreal, see Jataka. Holy
Star Anise, lUiciuni anisatum.

HOM, of the Zendavesta, is tiie Soma of the

Vedas, and supposed to be the Sarcostemma
brevistigma

;
but possibly is the vine of Bacchus,

tlie aiiipclos, and identical with tlie (laogird trei‘,

wluch enlightened the eyes.

HOMA, a sacrificial burnt - offering of the

Hindus. It consists of clarified butter or ghi, pre-

sented to the fire in sacrificial ladles. The word
is Sanskrit from Iloo, to offer. The devout of all

eastern races have offered to the deity articles of

the foods by which life is sustained. Tlie Horn or

burnt-offering of Abel was of the first of the

flock. The modern Rajput tenders the first

portion of tlie repast to Auadeva, the nourisher,

the goddess of food
;
and all Hindus make similar

oblations. The Iloma burnt-offering can be made
only by Brahmans. While prayers (mantra) are

being said, five kinds of consecrated wood,
together with the dliurba grass, rice, and butter,

are kindled and burnt, and tlie fire is fed so long

as the ceremony lasts.

HOMAGE is shown in Rajputaiia by offering

of water. The kallas is a household utensil of

brass. A female of each family, filling one of

these with water, repairs to the house of the head
of the village, when, being all convened, they

proceed in a body to meet the person to whom
they render honour, singing the suhailea, or song
of joy. The presenting of water as a token of

homage and regard is especially common in

iMewar.-^J’odV liajasthan, ii. p. 98.

HOMALIUM CEYLANICUM. Cardn.

Blackwellia Ceylanica, Gardn. ; B. tetrandra, W. Jc.

This large tree, the Lee-yang of the Singhalese,

is not uncommon throughout the western forests

bf the Peninsula* up to 4000 feet
;

is also found
bn the N. Arcot Hills, near Madras, also in

jpeylon. The timber is very stx’ong, and in use
|or building and various other purposes.

Homalium tomentosum? Myouk-kyau of the
.rmese, a tree of Moulmeiu, with a strong wood.
Travancoricum, Bedd., is a very handsome

ddle-sized tree of Travancore and Tiunevelly.

Griffithianum, minutifolium, Nepalense, pro-
iquum, and Schlichii are also known, large

E
}.—CaL Cat. Ex., 1862 ;

Tjoddome, FI, Sglr.

OX.. IT. <

HQMALONEMA AHOMATIOUM. Schott

Calla aromatica, Boxh.
j
Zantedeschia arom.,

Kuchu gundubi, Beno.

A perennial plant, native of Chittagong; tubers
covered with the dried sheaths of the leaves, witli

long white fibres proceeding from every part.

When cut tliey exhale an aromatic scent like

ginger. As a stimulant it is higlily esteemed in

India. Dr. Wight figures also H. calyptratruni

and H. rubcscens.

—

Tioxh. iii. 513 ;
W. Ic.

; 0\Sh.

HOMALOPSIDiE, a family of harmless fresh-

water snakes, order Opliidia, sub-order Serpentes

eolubrina5 noiiveneiiati, species as under :

—

Fordonia unicolor, Penang.
(Jaiitoria clongata, (Hhr., Singimore.
(.•erberiia rliyncliops, Schneid., from Ceylon to 81am.
Ilypsirhina plumbca, Boie, Eastern India.

II. enhydris, Schneid., Bengal, Eastern India.

H. Jagorii, Baters, 8iam.
H. Bennottii, China.
H. (Jhinensis, (rvatf^ China.
Ferania Sieboldii, Schler/., Bengal, Province Wellesley.
Homalopsis buccata, L., Malayan Peninsula, Ganiboja.
Hipistes hydriiius, Ganl.^ Penang.
Herpetoii tentaculatum, Lacep., Siam.

HO^klARARI, a Baluch tribe who occupy
Tambu. See Kalat.

IIOMERIIVE of IHolemy
;

the Himyar of

Arabia.

HOMONOYA SYMPHYLLLEFOLIA. Kurz.
A timber tree of Darjiling Terai.

HOMOPTERA, an order of insects. Amongst
them, in the East Indies, sec. Trimera; family

Fulgoriilse :

—

Fulgora (Hotina) clavata, Wedw., Assam.
F. geinnmta, Westw., Himalaya.
F. guttulata, Westw., N. India.

F. virescens, Sylliet.

F. viridirostris, Assam.
F. Rpinola', lEcsfir., Mysore, Assam.
F. oculata, Westw., Malabar, Penang.
Aph.'ona scutellaris, White, Java,
A. imperialis, White, Sylliet.

Ancyra appcndiculata, White, Moulmcin.

HOXAlN-bin-ISHAQ, a Christian, a native of

Hira, who lived in the 9th century. He was one of

the most ancient of the Arabian medical writers.

After travelling in Greece and Persia, he settled

ill Baghdad, wlicre he translated into Arabic the
eh'meiits of Euclid, the Almagest of Ptolemy,
and the works of Hippocrates and Aristotle. He
appears to have commented on the works of

Galen. One of his treatises is on the eyes, and
another on sleep and vision.

HO-NAN is bounded on the N. by Peh-chi-li,

on the S. by Hu-peh, on the E. by Ngan-hoei,
and on the W. by Shen-si

;
it is also called by

the Chinese, Tong-hoa. The capital is situated on
the south bank of the Hoang-ho, which flows

through the wlioh.' breadth of the province. Its

population is turbulent, and generally found

inimical to foreign travellei's. Ho-nan means
south of the river.—Sirr's Chinese, i. p. 431.

HONAWAR, a seaport town in the N. Ganai-a

district of the Bombay Presidency
; situated in

lat. 14‘" 16' :>0" N., and long. 74® 29' E. On the

decay of the Portuguese power in India, Honawar
was acquired by the sovereigns of Bed^or

;
and,

on the conquest of Bednor by Hyder Ali, this

town also submitted to him. In 1783 it was
taken by assault by a British force, despatched
from Bombay, under the command of General

Matthews; and in 1784 successfully defendc<l by

7 a



HONE.

Captain Torriano against Tipu Sultan, to whom,

however, in the same year, it was ceded by the

treaty of Mangalore. On the overthrow of that

prince in 1799, it again came into the possession

of the British. It is the Honor and Onor of Deb

and Cesar Frederici
;
Hinawar, Hannaur of Abul-

fada; Hanor and Hunawur of Abd-ur-Razzaq

;

and probably the Nandor of the Catalan map;
Abul Fazl describes it as a fine x>lace, with pleasant

gardens and a Mahomedan population, with a

great export trade of rice, and much frequented

by shmping. It was long a nest of pirates.

—

Imp, Gaz,; Cathay^ ii. p. 451.

HONE, a stone used for sharpening or setting

cutlery. The best is of a greenish colour, inclin-

ing to yellow, often marked with thin dendrical

lines, and is moderately hard, having a fine close

texture, resembling indurated clay. Hones of

good quality are obtainable in the Cuddapah and

Kurnool districts of India.— Waterston : 3f, Ex,

HONEY.
Asal-ul-nahl, Injubiii, Ak. Mel, Lat.

Pya-ya, .... Eurii. J^Iadu, Ayer-in{i<Mu

Fung-mih, . . . Chin. manlsan labali, Malay.
Honig, Honing, Dut. Sliahad, , Pehs., Hind.
Dibs, Asal, . . .Egypt. Med, Hus.

Miel, . . . . Fa., Sp. Madha, .... 8anhk.
Debash, . . . Her. Mipaniiy, . . . Singh.

Madh, .... Hind. Haning, .... Sw,
Mele, Micle, . It.

;

Tayn, Teyiia, Tam., Tel.

Honey is obtained from the honeycomb of the

Apis mellifica, Linn.^ and other siiecies of honey-

bee, of the order llymcnoptera, Linn. Honey
is secreted by the nectaries of llowers, sucked

by the bee into its crop, where it undergoes

some slight changes, and is then stored up in the

comb for the food of its community. The finest

honey is that which is allowed to (train from the

comb; and if obtained from hives wliich have

never swarmed, it is called virgin honey. In

som^e localities it is poisonous, owing to tiie

deleterious nature of the plants from which it is

collected. Dr. Hooker has stated that in some
parts of Sikkim the honey of rhododendron

flowers is believed to be poisonous. Azalea pontica,

the Anabasis informs us, poisoned the soldiers of

Xenophon in the retreat of the ten thousand.

Honey diluted with water undergoes tlie vinous

fermentation, and hydromel or mead is produced.

A wild shrub, jeneda, appears to intoxicate the

bees. The aborigines take a piece in their hand,

and, biting through the bark, they get the pun-
gent white juice into their mouths

;
this they spit

out at the bees, which cither fly away or become
intoxicated. The honey of the Eastern Archi-

pelago is a thin syrup, very inferior in flavour to

that of temperate climates. The comb is chiefly

sought on account of the wax, wliich forms a

large article of exportation to Europe, India, and
China. The honeys of the Aravalli and of Kashmir
are praised, selling at tenpenee tlie pound. There
are wild bees in the woods of Kashmir, but the

zamin^rs have also hives in the walls of tlieir

houses. The bees are quite domesticated. In the

Shevaroy Hills honey is largely collected by the
Mallaiali race, and is seemingly the product of

toee species of bees. Mr. Fischer had some
hives of bees from Europe, but by day the bee-
eater birds and king-crows largely destroyed them,
and moths at night stole the honey. Once, on
examining the hive, he found a moth had succeeded
in forcing its way into the hive. The bees had

HONEYSUCKLE.

killed it there, but as they could not oast it out,

th^ enclosed it in a wax tomb.

The honey-yielding Apis dorsata, A. bicolor,

A. Indica, A. nigripennis, and A. socialis, occur

in the south of India and Ceylon.

Sir Samuel Baker, in his book, Eight Years in

Ceylon, refers to the Bambera (A. dorsata) as

follows ‘ The largest and most extensive honey-

maker is the Bambera. This is nearly as large as

a hornet, and it forms its nest upon ttie bough of

a tree, from which the comb hangs like a Cheshire

cheese, being about the same thickness, but five

or six inches greater in diameter. The honey
from this bee is not so much esteemed as that

from the smaller varieties,* as the flavour partakes

too strongly of the particular flower which the

bee has frequented
;
thus in different seasons the

honey varies in flavour, and is sometimes so highly

aperient tliat it must be used with much caution.

The wax of the comb is the purest and whitest of

any kind produced in Ceylon.’ It is supposed to

range the Arcliipelago, Siam. A. dorsata and
R, Indica have been introduced into Europe, and
the Cyprian bee into Ceylon. In Europe, the

gold-banded Ligurian is prized.

HONEY DEW, a secretion on plants, from
species of Aphides.

HONEY-EATERS of the South Sea Islands,

are species of Melitbreptes, in Australia and
neighbouring islands, of the family Melliphagidae.

HONEY-GUIDE, birds of the sub -family
Indicatorinae, genus Indicator, of Sikkim and the

Malayan a.

HONEY OF RAISINS is tlie Slier of the
Persians. It is the juice of the unripe grape,

i boiled to a syrup and formed into a solid mass,
i like congealed honey out of the comb. It is

:
supposed to be this honey to which Ezekiel,

wTiting of Tyre, alludes (xxvii. 17) : ‘Judah and
the land of Israel traded with thee

;
corn of

Minnith, honey of raisins, and (in some editions

honey alone) oil, and balm gave they to thee
for thy wares.’ It is made in Syria, and is exported
to Egypt.—i)c Bodes Tr. ii. p. 146.

HONEY-SUCKERS, the name of a family of
birds, the Nectarinidaj or CinnyrWje, of which
several species arc common to India and the
Archipelago. They are also called the sun-birds,
and they take the place in the E. Indies of the
humming-birds of S. America. Humming-birds
have straight bills, while the bill of the sun-bird
is curved. The species are all of small size, with
some feathers of a bright metallic lustre. They
hover over flowers, and extract the honey with
their tongues. Dr, Jerdon notices the Arach-
nothera magna and A. pusilla, the large and little

spider-hunter, iEthopyga miles, M, Vigorsi, M.
Gouldijo, iE. ignicauda, Nipalensis, uE.
Horsfieldii, and M, satiirata

; Leptocoina Zey-
lanica and L. minima

;
Arachncchtbra Asiatica

and A. lotenia. The sub-family Diceeinse, flower-
peckers, lias Dicseum coccineum, D. chrysorhseum,
D. minimum, D. concolor, Piprisoma agile, Myz-
anthe ignipectus, Pachyglossa melanoxantha. In
the Moluccas, in Bouru and Ceram and Timor, and
Australia, species occur of Tropidorhynchus and
Mimita.—/m/ow ; Tennant,
HONEYSUCKLE. Jin-tiingand Kin-yin-Uwa,

CiiiNESK, species of the genus Caprifolium, with
few exceptions natives of cold countries : require
rich vegetable soil.-—/q^rry.



HONG. HOOKER.

HONG, a word used in Malay invocations, un-

hallowed, of great power, and so panas (hot), that

if any man use a Hong invocation three times,

nothing that he undertakes for himself will succeed,

and he will live powerful but miserable, able to

afflict or assist others, but unable to assist himself.

It is perhaps the San^rit Horn. It appears to be

considered as a recognition of an essence or first

principle beyond God, and an appeal to it for

power which God has not granted to man. It is

used in Javanese invocations; and a Javanese

explains it to mean embryo of being, primeval

essence
;
so that Sir T. S. liaffles’ conjecture, that

it is the Buddhist and Hindu O’m (Anm), is pro-

bably coiTCCt.—./ew?-. hd Arch.

HONG. Ojiin. a united firm, a morcjnitile

corporation.

HONGAY. Can.
Hijj-pe, Can.

I

Molia, . Hmx, Mahr.
Kuranj, . Hind., ALuiii.

1
Nella kalavalu, . Tel.

Under these names are known two different trees

growing in the woods of Mysore. Oil is obtained

from the seeds of both. Hip-pe trees arc exten-

sively planted in topes in front of villages, for

the purpose of obtaining oil. They seem to be

species of Bassia, or perhaps Pongamia glabra.

—

:H. Kr. 0/1867.
HONG-KONG, a large island at the entrance of

the Canton river, about 22 miles in circumference,

but very mountainous and generally barren. The
liighest peak has 1825 feet of elevation. The
island was coded to the British in the beginning

of 1841, and Victoria Town is on the north side of

the island. The houses of the European residents

are built terrace-like, on the face of the hill.

Hong-Kong is the Hcang-Kcang of the Chinese,

and tlie name signifies the valley of fragrant

waters. It is one of the group of islands which lie

north of the estuary loading to (^anton, in lat.

22° 17' N., and long. 114° 12' E., and is distant

from Macao 42 miles, and from Canton 10.5 miles.

Hong-Kong is about 10 miles in length, and 44
in breadth

;
the noble harbour is nearly 4 miles

in length, and rather more than in width,

Hong-Kong is one of that clustoj' of islands called

by the Portuguese the Ladroncs, or piratical

islands.— Z.ay’.'f Chinese as they ore, p. 280.

HONHAR. Hind. Fate; that which is to be.

HONIGBERGER, Dr., a German physician

at the court of Ranjit Singh
;
author of a work

on the medicinal products of the Panjab.

HONOVER, the most sacred prayer of the

Parsecs. It is very ancient, and has been trans-

lated from the Zend into Gorman by Professor F.

Spiegel, and into French by J. Oppert. D. I’l'amjeo

of Bombay sent its words to the editor in 1871.

He considers it to bo a theistic prayer to the Sup-
reme Being. Its words are,

—

* Yatha ahii vairyo

Atha ratus ashat chit hacliu

Variheus dozda mananho shyaotliuiianfiiii

Ariheua Mazdai, Khshathremcli Aluirui

Ayim darigubya dadhat Vacjtarem.’

—Bunsen's God in Jlistorji.

HOODED, in natural history, a term applied to

describe several animals. The hooded chameleon is

tie Cbaragoleo cucullatus
;
the Corvus comix is the

ooded crow of Europe, Asia Minor, Afghanistan,

japan, and Barbary
;
and the hooded presbytes is

he of the Simiadse.

I
HOOKAH. Hind. The Indian pipe and appar-

atus for smoking. In Bengal generally, and in

Persia, pure tobacco is rarely smoked
;
but various

compounds are made and smoked in hookahs of

various forms, the ghalyun of Arabia, nargyle of

Persia, hubble-bubble of British India generally,
and the highly ornamental hookah. The nargyle is

doubtless a word derived from Narel, a cocoanut,
for the primitive form of hookah is the narel, a
hollow cocoanut shell half-filled with water. On
one side of the shell is inserted a pipe, which is

connected with the fire-pan and tobacco-holder
(chillam), and on the other side is inserted

another tube, which goes into the mouth of the
smoker. When the smoker draw's, the smoke
from the first pipe (the end of which is under
water), is drawn up with a bubbling noise through
the water (hence the term hubble-bubble), and
is thus cooled and purified. The flexible tube

(iicclna) of the more elaborate hookah is made of

a long coil of iron wire covered with cloth and
ornamented. This w^as invented in Akbar’s time.

A hookah for smoking madhan (opium), with a
peculiar shaped cliillara, is called ^ladhaki. In
Lower Bengal the lower orders frequently smoke
in companic5S, with one hubble-bubble or narel

or kalli, which are the most ordinary and cheap
forms. All sitting round in a ring, the pipe

passes from one to another, each taking a few
whiffs as it passes. This is never done by the

higher orders, nor is it done in Hindustan. Tin*

Biilfah form of hookah is the commonest in Kabul
and Peshawur. Tiie hookah has almost ceased to bo
used by Europeans in India, but natives continue

to use it with gurako or prepared tobacco. Some
hookah-snake tubes arc very costly, the precious

metals and precious gems being largely employed
in their manufacture. The snake or pliable orna-

mental tubing lengthens out into several coils,

and the smoke passes through a water-vase, while

the mouthpiece is of amber, silver, etc.

—

Sim-
mond.'i' J)ict. ; JlahinsoH's 'fravels, ii. p. 220.

HOOKER. Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker, K.C.S.I.,

M.D., F.R.S., D.C.L., LL.D., was born 30th June
1817. In 1839 he entered the navy as Assistant-

Surgeon, and up till 1843 he was Botanist of the

antarctic voyage of exploration by the Erehus and
'Icrror under (Japtidn (Sir) James Clark Ross

;
aiul

betAveeii that year and 1800 he publislied the
Flora Antarctica, Flora Novje Zelandice, and the
Flora Tasmaiiica, in six quarto volumes. Between
1817 and 1853 he visited the N.E. of India, and
published in two volumes a journal of his travels

in the Nepal and Sikkim Himalayas. When on
the frontier with Dr. Campbell, the raja of Sikkim
seized and imprisoned both of them for some
weeks. He publislied in a folio volume the

Rhododendrons of the Sikkim Himalayas, and
several comniiuiications in the journal of the

Bengal Asiatic Society
;
and ho and Dr. Thomas

Thomson commenced a Flora Indica, of which one
volume appeared

;
but later on he renewed the

publication of the Flora of British India, and
up to 1883 three volumes were completed. He
also wrote On the Structure of the Bafanopboreso,
On the Origin of the Pitchers of Nepenthes, On
the Distribution of Arctic Plants, in 1860;
Essay on the Flora Tasmanica, A Memoir on the
WelwitschiaMirabilis

;
also Students’ Flora of the

British Islands, and Primer of Botany for the use
of Beginners; and along with Mr. Bentham, Genera
Plantarum ad exemplaria imprimis in Herbarriis



HOOLOCK GIBBON. HOPEA PARVIFLORA.

Kewcnsibus Bemta definita. On tbc death in

1865 of Ilia father,Sir William Hooker, he succeeded
to the office of Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew.
HOOLOCK GIBBON, Hylobates hoolock, the

white-handed gibbon (H. lar,). The long-armed
apes or gibbons constitute a very distinct section

of quadrumanous animals, confined to the Malay
countries of Southern Asia and the adjacent
islands. They do not usually boar captivity well.

IIOOIiOOGOO, grandson of Chongiz Khan.
See Hulaku.
HOOLY, a Hindu festival in honour of Krishna,

which takes place in the montli Phalguu, Feb-
ruary—March, at the commencement of the joyous
spring.

^

The amusements on this occasion consist

in dancing, singing, and play. Their songs arc
called Kavir, or extempore stanzas, principally in

allusion to the charms of Krishna and his amours
with the Gopia, and are not marked by an excess
of delicacy. One of the dances is the favourite
Tipri dance, or Rasa mandala, in which 20, .‘10, or
more form a ring, each liaving a short stick in

the hand, with which the dancer strikes alternately

those of the persons before and behind him,
keeping time with it and his foot

;
the circle moves

round, keeps time to a drum and shepherd’s pipe
of three or four sweet and plaintive notes. In
Major Moor’s Hindu Pantheon is a beautiful plate
on this subject, iii which Krishna (with Kadha) in

• the centre is described .as the sun, and the circle

of dancers as the heavenly bodies moving round
him. In the hooly, the players throw a red
powder, sometimes mixed with powdered talc to
make it glitter, into the eyes, mouth, and nose,
or over the persona of those wlio are objects of
the sport, splasliing them well at the same time
with «an orange-coloured Wcatc'r. The powder is

sometimes thrown from a syringe, and sometimes
put into small globules, which break as soon as
they strike the object at which they are aimed.
Thd Hindu women are expert in throwing these.
The hooly among the Hindus reminds one strongly
of the Saturnalia of the Romans

:
people of humble

condition take liberties with their superiors in a
manner not admissible on other occasions. The
chief fun iji public is throwing the coloured
powders above alluded to on the clothes of i^ersons
passing in the streets,and scpiirting about tlic tinted
waters. Dignified personages avoid as much as
they can appearing abroad while these jocular-
ities are passing, unless with the view of gaining
popularity they condescend to partake in them";
in general they confine themselves to their houses,
and amuse theinselves with their families. In
pictures, belonging to a series illustrating the
domestic occupations of the Indians, the family
diversions of the hooly appear like those more
publicly exhibited,—scattering yellow and red
powders, and squirting coloured water. Sending
simpletons on idle errands contributes also to the
delights of the hooly

;
this is performed exactly

similar to our ceremony of making April fools on
^ that month, and is common to all ranks
of Hindus

;
and Mahomedans, indeed, join in this,

as well as in other items of hooly fun and humour.
Another opportunity of merriment, similar to the
May-day gambols of England, is afforded to the
Hindus m a festival in honour of Bhawani, that

. dways falls on or near that day.—Co/e. Myth.

.^TOOPOE, birds of the genus Upupa, of which

in India are U. epops, U. nigripenniSjCouW,,

U. longirostris, Jerdon. U. epops is common in

Southern Asia during the cold season, and on the

table-lands at all seasons. It is to all appearance

’a bird of fluttering and feeble flight, but has

repeatedly been observed, during the seasons of

migration, at altitudes considerably above the

limits of vegetation. On the western side of the

Lauak pass, about 16,500 feet, Major Cunningham

saw a hoopoe
;
also at Momay (14,000 to 15,000

feet elevation), under the lofty Donkia pass in

Northern Sikkim.

HOORMUZ, the name of one of those Parthian

kings known to the Romans as Artabanus. There

were five of the name Artabanus, the first in B.C.

216, and the last about a.d. 235, and with whom
ended the Arsacida), he having been slain by one
of his officers, Ardeshir Babegan (Artaxerxes) who
became the first of the Sassanidse. . It is supposed

by Malcolm that Artabanus iii. was the Shahpur
of the Greeks. His son Vonones reigned^ for a
slii^rt period. His name is sometimes written

Pollas. Ho was the Volageses of the* Greeks,

whose war with the emperor Nero and embassy
to Vespasian are related in the Roman history.

IToornmz appears to have been Artabanus iv.

of the Romans.

—

Malcolm's Persia^ i. p. 85.

HOPEA, a genus of plants of the natural order

Dipterocarpacea). The Thin-ga-do of the Burmese,
a species of Hopea, is a large tree which abounds
ill the same localities of British Burma as H.
odorata, but the wood is not equally valued. A
cubic foot weighs 52 lbs. It sells at 12 annas per

cubic foot. II. decandra, Buclu^ called Ooroopa
in Malayala, is a tree which the natives of Canara
prefer to teak for building ships, being mori‘

duniblc and close grained. H. discolor, Thw,^ is

a large tree of Ceylon, growing in the Saffragam
and Ambagamowa districts at no great elevation.

The under sides of the leaves are of a rich brown
colour. H. faginea, Wall, is a tree of Penang.
JI. lloribunda? The-ab,al8o Tan-the-yaof the Bur-
mese, is a very large tree of Tavoy.

—

Thw, Zeijl

HOPEA ODORATA. Roxh,
Theii'gan, .... BuuM.

1
Then*gan-pha-yung,Bi:RM.

Tliis species grows in Chittagong and Burma,
and is considered the most valuable indigenous
timber tree in the southern provinces of Tenasserim,
and at Tavoy and Mergui is sawn up for building

purposes. The then-gan trees grow to a height of

250 feet
; they are found near Moulmein in laterite

and sandstone chiefly. The best canoes are made
of it, and it is used extensively in native boat-
building. It is a light-brown wood, is used ex-
tensively by the Burmese in the construction of
boats carrying 3 or 4 tons, formed from the trunks
of these magniiicent trees. The trunk is scooped
or burnt out, and stretched in the centre, whilst
warm, by means of cross pieces of wood. When
the required breadth is obtained, the sides are
built u}) to obtain a greater capacity. The^e tree-
boats, if they may be so called, are from 7 to 8
feet beam, llie breaking weight of H. odorata
may be stated at 800 lbs., with a specific gravity
of 45 to 46 lbs.

—

Drs, Mason, M^'Clelland, Hoxh,

HOPEA PARVIFLORA. Bedd.
KiralboghijGIiatfiofS.CAN. I Iru-bogum, . Malabar.
Tin>u, . Plains „ j

A large, handsome tree, .common both in
the moist and dry forests in Malabar and S.
Canara, up to an elevation of 3500 feet. The

IGO



HOPEiA SltAVA. HORDEUtf,

wood is hardly known commercially as yet, but*

it is much valued by the natives in S. Canara

;

and Colonel Beddome believes it will be of great

value for gun-carriage purposes, and will also

answer well for sleepers. In S. Canara it is much
valued for temple-building purposes.

—

Beddome.

HOPEASUAVA. Wall. Engyin, Bujlm. A
valuable tree found in the Eng forests of British

Burma, but large trees are not common in Pegu.

Wood tough and hard, but heavy, used in house-

building, for boats, and a variety of other purposes,

and said to be as durable as teak. A cubic foot

weighs 55 lbs. Iii a full-grown tree, on good
soil, the average length of the trunk to the first

branch is 60 feet, and average girth measured at

6 feet from the ground is 7 feet.

—

Dr. BrainUs.

HOPEA WIGHTIANA. Wall A variety of

this tree is the H. glabra, W. and A., very common
in many of the western Mtidras forests. The
timber is very valuable, and very similar to that

of Hopea parviflora. One variety, the Kong of

Tinnevelly, is par excellence the timber of l^at

district. Another variety is abundant in the S.

Canara district, where it is called Kalbow and
Hiral bogi

;
it is a first-rate coppice firewood, and

large tracts in this state arc met with in the plains

of that district, never apparently flowering, but

abundantly covered with the abortive fruit-like

cchinate excrescence, much like the young fruit

of a Spanish chesniit
;
it is probably the formation

of some insect in the bud of the panicle. A some-
what similar formation occurs in Ilopoa parviflora.

— Wall
;
Beddome^ FL Sj/lv. p. 06.

HOpPER, the Appa of the Singhalese, and
Apum of the Tamils. In Southern India, cakes

made of wheaten flour and cocoauut milk. The
Appas of the Bombay Presidency are mode from
the Sorghum vulgare, and areof ricc-flour in Ceylon.

HOPS,
Huinle, . . Da., Sw. Luppoli, It.

llopnc, . . . Dut. Hiimulus luimlu.<<, .I.A’i.

Houblon, . . . . Fr. Ohmel, .... Ki'.s.

Hopfen, . . . frKR. Obion, 8p.

Bruscandoli, . . . It. Lupulo, . , 8 p., Vokt.

The hop plant has been introduced into India,

,
grows well at Kaolagir in the Doon, but flowers

' sparingly. It has yielded enormously in Australian

colonies,, in Victoria, along the valleys of Gipps-

land, and other localities, to the extent of 1500 lbs.

an acre. The properties of hops, of giving the

bitter to beer and preventing acetous forinen-

tation, enable it to be kept much longer. To it,

no doubt, is owing a portion of the stomachic

properties of malt liquor, as we sec exemplified

in tho^bitter, often called Indian, ales. Hops are

hypnotic, especially when stuffed into a inflow,

but they should be first moistened with spirits, to

prevent the rustling noise. Fomentations also

nave been used. Hops are thought to be diuretic

(as is also the root), and to be useful in correcting
lithic acid deposits.—Boyle

; Von Mueller.

HOR or Hor-pa. Tibetan. Kao-tsze, Chin,
. This race call themselves Ighur. They scorn to be

I

Bhot. They dwell on the north-western frontier

I
of Tibet, on the confines of the Turk districts of

! Little Bokhara. Some of them are Mahomedans,
I and Mr. Hogdson considers them to be Turks.

—

iBatham^s Ethnology.

HORA. Sansk., Lat. The l-24th part of
) natural day, answering to a European noiir.

The Vara or solar day in Hindu almanacs is

reckoned from sunrise to sunrise, and is divided

into 24 hora or hours, and each hora of the day is

ruled by one of the planets in turns, the rotation

being the Sun, Venus, Mercury, Moon, Saturn,

Jupiter, and Mars.

—

Kala Sankalita. See Tithi

;

Vara.

HORA, a goddess of Byblus, worshipped at

Babylon as Hea, the equivalent of Juno. Her
name in Tyre was Itea.

—

Bunsen.

HORA-ALIA. SiNGir. A rogue or must
elephant.

IIORA-BORA, a tank, now in ruins, in the

Bintenne district of Ceylon. Its length is 8 or

10 miles, and breadth 3 or 4. The embankment
is from 50 to 70 feet high, and its base is 200 feet

broad.

—

Tennant's Ceylon.

HORANAWA, a shrill musical pipe in use with
the Kandians. Its tones have some resemblance

to those of the bagpipe. Its mouthpiece is made
from the talipot lc.af, and its other parts of jack-

wood and brass.

—

Sirr's Ceylon.

HORDE, an introduced English word from the

Turkoman word Urdu, a camp.
HORDEUM, a genus of plants of the natural

order l^anicaccte, furnishing the barley so much
used by the more northern nations of the world.

H. distichon, Linn.^ 2-rowed barley.

H. deficiens, Stendcl, of Rod Sea, 2-rowed barley.

H. licxastichon, Linn., C rowed barley.

H. vulgare, Linn., 4-rowed barley.

H. zeocriton, Linn., 2-rowed barley.

To this species belong the sprat, battledore, Ful-

ham. Piiltney rice, and Turkish barley, and the

Dinkel.

English barley is that with 2-rowed ears, and
its botanical name is llordcum vnhjarc distichon.

The Scotch here or hiyy is the Hordeiun vnlgarc

he.nhstichon. It has two rows of ears, but three

corns come from the same point, so that it seems

to be 6-eared. The grains of higg are smaller

th.an those of barley, and the liusk thinner. The
kind.s of barley especially cultivated for making
pearled barley or malt, arc Hordeuni perlatuniy

II. distichon //., Zeocriton commune, Hordeuni

mundatum. These are technically kqowii as

Scotch and French pearl barley, battledore barley,

German rice, .sprat barley. Fern de ozzo is made
from sj^rat barley.

Professor Einhof analyzed 1000 parts of barley

flour, and found it to contain 720 of starch, 50
sugar, 50 mucilage, 36*6 gluten, 12*3 vegetable

albumen, 100 water, 2*5 phosphate of lime, and
68’0 of fibrous or ligneous matter.

The specific gravity of English barley varies

from 1*25 to 1*33
;
of bigg, from 1*227 to 1*265.

The weight of the husk of barley is 1/6, that of

bigg 2/9. Professor Urc states ‘ specific gravity

of barley is 1*235 by my trials.’

H. mgiceras, Boyle, MSS., has ears cylindrical

;

florets arranged in a confused manner,- not in

rows; awns soft, short, hooded, and bent down-
wards

;
grains loose in the husk. It is found in

the northern parts of India^ and probably in

Tartary, as its grains have been sent to England
under the name of ‘ Tartarian wheat.’ Its appear-

ance is more that of wheat than of barley, and
its naked grains assist the resemblance. It is,

however, a genuine species of Hordeum. It

appears to be a productive plant, but little is as

yet known of its quality in the climate of England.

H, gymnodistichum has the ear cylindrical;
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awns almost parallel with the ear
;
grains loose in

the husk. Naked barley, a species but little culti-

vated now, is of unknown origin. It is said to

have been introduced into England in the year

17G8; but it is reported to have preserved its

characters unaltered from time immemorial in

some parts of Euroj^e.

H. gynmo-hexastichon has the ear cylindrical

;

awns- very long, rough, and rigid, rather spreading

away from tlie ear; grains loose in the husk.

The original of this, the naked 6-rowed barley, is

unknown. It is extemely productive, and in some
parts of Europe it is reckoned the most valuable

of all. The Irench call it, ou account of its good

(lualities, Orge celeste.

HOEDEUM CGELESTE.
Chama, .... Ehot. I Elo, .... Uiiknau.

Grimnas (husked),
. ,, |

Ua-jo, Ua, Khas, Si’tlej.

This is found in the {Sutlej valley between Kam-
pur and Sungnam up to 15,000 feet. The beard-

less viiriety is most esteemed. Barley ripens in

the end of ^fay, several weeks bc'fore wheat. The
dough made of it is called ‘ ampe ’ in Ladakh.

HOEDEUM DISITCHON.
Zeoevitum distichoii, Bcauv.

8hair, ..... Aiiab. 1 Shoreli, . . . . Hku.
Mu-yau liuiiM. .Tiio, . . Hind., Peks.

Krith^of Dioscorides, Gr.
1
Bailey arisi, . . . Tam.

Barley of Exodus ix. 31, the summer barley of

England. This is commonly stated to be a native

of Tartary. Colonel Ch(;sney found it wild in

Mesopotamia, upon the banks of the Euphrates.

It is much cultivated in Europe, and is the common
summer barley of England, and that which cul-

tivators seem to prefer. Its cars are not so largo

! any husk at all, bui only a fine skin. Barley is

j

one of the cheapest of the grains found in the

bazars of Kaira, in Gujerat.

—

Powell ; Cleg, Pam/.

,

Pep.; Stewart^ p. 266; Png. Cyv., quoting Lowe a

;
Elements of Agricidtun\ p. 238

;
Voigt.

HOREB and Mount Sinai are part oi the

Jabl-ul-Tur range, with Hor or Seir, now called

Jabl Harun, or Aaron’s mountain.

HOREHOUND, BLACK, Ballota nigra
;
white,

patch leaves.

Ilorehound, irhite: Marrubium vulgarc, Linn.

]*ucha pat, . . , Beno.
|
Marrubium Indicum, Lat.

This plant grows at elevations of 2000 to 7(X)()

i feet in the K.W. Himalaya, in Kashmir, the Salt

I
Eaiige, on the Chenab and Trans-Indus. The

1 leaves are of a whitish-grey colour, having a

: woolly appcai'ance, and possessing a faint agree-

I
able odour, and a sbar]), bitter taste. That mot
with in Bombay is imported from Singapore, and
is used in varioirs ways by the natives, but chiefly

.'IS an ingredient in Giirakii, and, when combined
with other herbs, for scenting the hair of women.
Tlie essential oil is iu great request among the

superior classes of natives, for imparting the

peculiar fragrance of the leaf to clothes.

—

Faulkner;

J. L. Steirarf.

HORINGIIATA, one of the mouths of the

Ganges.

HORMARA, a section of Ikluchistan, adjoining

the Arabian Sea. The Hormara tribe say they

came originally from Sind.

HORN.
Hoorn, JM r. Tanduck sungu, Malay,

1
Come, Er. Kogg, Kus.
Sing, Gl’J., lliNJ)., Kahn. Cuerno, Sp.

}is those of II. hexasticlion, but the grains are

heavier. Ear cylindrical
;
awns almost parallel

with the car
;
grains adhering to the husk.

HORDEUM HEXASTICIION. Linn.

Shair, Arab, Yoaof, . Kang ha, .1a v.

Juvo, Bkn(J. ' 8oa, Jhotak, . . Ladakh.
Mu-yau, .... Burm.

I
Sliii'oka of . . .

Thanzatt, Nai, , Chknab. ' To-sa of . . . Xkpai,.

Jaw, jawa, . , ,, Tro, Ne, of . . I’angra.

Sa-too, . . . Dukii.
;

Situs-hooka, . . . Krs.
Ijoeir, . . . . Egypt.

,

Oliak of r Si ti.e.t, Sw.
Kritlie of Bioscorides, Gr. i Yava,Yavabiy y.imyuTEL.
Sliorch, . . . Heb.

j

Pachcha yava, Yavalu, „
Jao, . . . Hjnd.j’Pers. '

Common or winter barley is grown iu X. India.

It is frequently cultivated as a cold-weatlicr crop in

the plains of the Panjab, as it requires less labour
and gives more produce than wheat even in

inferior soils, and where the water is deep below
the surface. Above 8i)00 feet of elevation it is

much more common than wheat, while at loAvcr

lieights it is less grown. In Lahoul and Ladakh
it is abundantly cultivated with Eagopyrnm up
to 13,000 feet in Ladakh. Some kinds of barley-

may be seen up to 14,000 feet about Hanlc, near

the Tsomoriri lake, and this is found in the Sutlej

valley between Rampur and Sungnam at an eleva-

tion of highest limit 15,000 feet, and much culti-

vated* Barley is cultivated much in the same way
aa wheat, but is ready for cutting somewhat sooner

;

it is grown much on ‘sailaba’ and ‘baraiii’

lands. In the Panjab it is much less esteemed
than wheat, and sells much cheaper, though it

produces much more, and requires worse lands
and less watermg than wheat. The varieties arc
Jau-desi (common country barley) and Jau-
paighambri. Ghoni jau is barley that has scarcely

Como, , . . .It.,Pok. Kombu, , , . , Tam,
Cornu, Lat. Kotnmii, .... Tel.

The lioriis of animals are largely utilized in the

manufactures of the south and cast of Asia
;
and

those of the liison, buffalo, elk, ibex, goat, ante-

,

loiie, deer, oxcu, and rhinoceros are largely im-
])oi te<l or re-exported. Horn of kinds is exten-

! sively used in the manufacture of handles for

I
knives, walking-sticks, spoons, combs, lanterns,

j

snuff-lioxes, powder-flasks, buttons, hairpins, etc.

! In Cliina, liuffalo horns are worked into lanterns,

I

some of which arc highly ulcgant. Chessboards,

[

work and knitting boxes, tea-chests and tea-

caddies, inkstands, baskets, etc., which are lined

with sandal-wood, are generally very neatly made
at Yizagapatam. But they are fear surpassed,
both iu cheapness and workmanship, by articles

of a similar description, the produce of German
indust ly, which arc largely imported into England.

Ill Cliina, lanterns made of horn shavings are
largely used. Horn is softened by very intense
heat, and tlion extended into thin Janiime of any
shape. The best sort of rhinoceros horns come
from Cochin-China, and sell at times for SOO
dollars a-piece

;
an inferior sort is imported into

China from India, of which some probably are
from Southern Afiica, which are sold for 30 dollars
and upwards a-picce. TJic Chinese work the
finest of these horns into elegant cups and other
articles, but tlie most of the importation is used
as a medicine. It also forms an article of com-
merce ill the Chinese junks trading to Japan.
The deer-horns and antlers exported from India
are the dense antlers of the sambur (Cerviw
hippalephiis), of the barking deer (Cervus munt-
jac.), of the axis (Cervus axis), the nil-gai
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(Daiiialis rusa), aud othei* species
j
also the horns

of the thar, giiral, iand yak. Homs exported from

India,-—

Year.

1874-75,

1876 -76,

1876-77,

Cvrt. Rs. Year. Cwt. Rs.

68,175 7,62,399 1877-78 ,
88,783 19

, 42,009

65,756 8 ,06,662 1878-79 ,
67,828 13

,78,667

71,890 12,80,061 1879 -80, 57,204 12,68,321

Hom-bows arc sometimes used in the arma-

ment of some Chinese troops.

HORNBEAM, Carpiniis viminea.

Hhirash of . * . Beas. I Imar of . . . Sutlej,

Oharkre of . . * Ravi.
|

A moderate-sized tree growing in the N.AV'.

Himalaya, at from 5500 to 6000 feet up to the

Itavi, Its wood is esteemed by carpenters,

—

Dr.

J. L, Stewart,

HORNBILL, birds of the family Bucerotidae,

genera anorhinus, berenicornis, buceros, hom-
raius, hydrocissa, meniceros, tockus, aceros, crano-

rhinus, rhyticeros, and rhinoplax, the shapes of

whose bills arrest attention. Their food consists

of fruits, berries, flesh, and even carrion.

B. cavatus, bodyand wings black, greater coverts

and quill -feathers tipped with white
;
thiglis, upper

and under tail coverts, white. It is a native of

India, the Himalaya mountains, Java, and most of

the islands of the Archipelago.

B. pica, Scopoliy is the B. coronata, Boddxrt.

The female is built up in the nest and fed by the

male during incubation. This hornbill abounds

ill Cuttack, and bears there the name of Kuchila-

khai, or Kuchila-eater, from its iiartiality for the

fruit of the Strychnos nux vomica,

B. rhinoceros, tlie rhinoceros hornbill. The bill

about 10 inches long, and of a yellowish-white

;

the upper mandible rod at the base, the lower

black; the horn or ca8(pie varied with black

and white
;

the body black, of a dirty white

below and posteriorly
;

tail about 12 inches, the

feathers white at the base ami tip, black in th('

middle. It is a native of India and the Indian

islands.

—

Dn(j, Cyc.; Goold ;
Tenvant's Ceylon.

See Birds
;
Buceros.

HORNED HOG, the babirussa, inhabits the

-yoods of Java, Celebes, and others of the large)*

iunda isles. Its upper tusks arc of gi eat length

ud curved form, and grow upwards and back-

wards like the horns of the Ruminant ia. It is

robably the iSus tetraceros of A:llian.

—

Kny. Cyc.

359.

*

HORNET, Tsireah, Hkh.
;
Crabo, Lat.

IIORPA, Turkish tribes, so called by the

’ibetans, and known to the Mongols as Bada Hor.

HORRE. Singh. A hard, though coarse,

pen-grained, heavy Ceylon wood, Dipterociirpus

Bevis.

HORSBURGH, JAMES, whose name is indis-

olubly connected with the history of the Marine
lurveys of India, was a native of Scotland, lie

legan life as a cabin boy, but soon rose to the
ommand of a vessel in the eastern seas, aud
;ave rein to his innate love of surveying. After
nanv years, he returned to England, and a set of

liscnarts, engraved by Walker, placed him at once
n the first rank of hydrographers. About 1801
le published the first edition of his East Indian
Mrectory, and on the 10th November 1810 he
vas appointed to examine the journals of the East

Oompimy^s ships, and became Hydrographer.
that time till his death in 1836, all charts
under bis scrutiny, and were published

under his superintendence. Fourteen cliarts

actually,;compiled by himself, were published by
the E^t India Company, from the N. and S.
Atlantic to the Archipelago. Ilis Directory went
through six editions, in 1809, 1836, 1811. After
the middle of the 19th century, Mr. Findlay
printed one on that of Horsburgli, and in 1871
Captain Taylor printed another.
In his honour a lighthouse was erected on

Pulo Aor, near Pedra Branca. His sailing

directions are reckoned indispensable in navi-
gation. The island of Pedra Branca is called

JIatii Putih by the Malays, both these terms signi-

fying white rock. Prior to the quarrying opera-
tions on it, it was covered by the dung of the
numerous sea-birds that frequented it as a resting-

place. The rock is situated at the extremity of

the Sti-aits of Singapore, nearly in mid channel

;

and as it advances beyond the mouth of the Straits

considei'ably into the China Sea, it has for ages
served as the principal leading mark to vessels

jmssing out of, or into, the Sti*aits.

—

Dr. Buist's

Catalogue; Jonrn. Ind. Archipelago.^ 1852; B. J.

Marine Surveys, P. P., 1871.

HORSE.
lliurui, .... Auab. Asp, Peus.
Son ; H’nyet, . . Burm. Kon, . . ... . Po)..

Heat, Dan. 1 Loschail, .... Rus.
Paard Ditt. Asu ; Hya; Aswa, Sansk.
Oheval, Fr. Caballo, Sr.
Pferd ; Gaul, . . Gicr. Hast, Sw.
‘UiroSy (.rK. ICudri, .... Tam.
Sus, llKR. Ciuramu, .... Tel.
Ohora, .... HiND. Siikk, TURK.
(.Wallo, . . .It., Pout. Ccti, Welsh.
Equus, C'aballus, . Lat. Aspa, . . Zend.

The king Sesonchosus of Egypt is supposed to
have been the tamer of the horse. But, front

time immemorial, the horse has been domesticated
aud subservient to man, and been largely used
in war. An ancient eastern jwince (Job xxxix.

19-25) describes the horse as a creature which

‘Mocketli at fear, and is not affrighted
;

lie a-aith among the trumpets, Ha ! ha !

And he smcllctli the battle afar off,

The thunder of the captains and the shouting.’

Jiulging by its varied names, the horse seems
to have been very generally diffused over the
central parts of the old world, some of the. terms
being derived from its neigh. Amongst every
nation of the old world its use and beauty have
made it a favourite. Supernatural powers have
even been attributed to it by some nations. It

was sometimes considered the most acceptable

sacrifice that could be offered to heathen deities;

and we read in 2 Kings xxiii. 11 that Josiah took

away the hoises that the kings of Judah had given

to the sun. According to Herodotus, the horse

was the most appropriate offering that could be
made to the sun, on account of its great swift-

ness. The Pei-siaiis dedicated horses, to the sun ;

and Sextus Pompeius sacrificed to Neptune by
throwing horses into the sea.

During the Hindu rule in Hindustan, prior to

the advent of the Mahomedans, the horse was
offered in sacrifice by sovereims claiming para-
mount power. See Aswa Medha.
The sacred horses of the Germans were white,

and the device of the Saxons was a white horse.

Marco Polo tells us that 100,000 white horses

were presented to the Great Khan on New Year’s
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day ; and the Tartar cliiefs continued at least to India, is that tlio native breeds of horses have

the time of Kaii-ghi to present a tribute of wliite decreased under British rule. Up to the begin-

horses to the emperor. Native princes in all ning of the 19th century, there were several horse

parts of India continue fond of white horses, and hiirs in Rajputana, especially those of Bhalotra

generally have one or more favourites of this and Poshkur, to which the horses of Cutch and
colour in their stud. A favouiite colour for state Kattyawar, the Lakhi jungle, and Multan, were

occasions is cream-colour. The royal carriage of brought in great numbers. V{iluable horses were
Britain on state occasions is drawn by six cream- then bred on the western frontier, on the Looni,

coloured horses. The horse represtuited on Greek those of Rardiirro being in high estimation. But

and Homan bas-reliefs was a small, compact, and after the successes of the British over the Mahrattas

spirited-looking little animal, not larger than what and the Pindara, the breeding studs of I^rdurro,

we would call a pony, but he must have been Ciitcli, and the jungle became almost extinct, and

perfectly trained, for neitlier bridle nor bit nor the horses from the west of the Indus were carried

saddle was used by his rider, who guided him to the Sikhs. The destruction of the predatory

by a small stick, tapping him on either side of the system, which had created a constant deiiiainl,

neck as he wished to turn. lessened the supply. The Lakhi jungle was well

Naturalists generally believe that the varieties known in India for its once celebrated breed of

of all horses have descended from one species, but horses, which became extinct in the early part of

there are at present niinierous varieties, iireseiitiiig the lOth ccntiny.

great differences in size, shape of ears, length of Colonel Henry Shakespeare thinks that the

mane, proportions of the body, form of the cause of the ilecliue of the native horse in India,

withers and hind quarters, ainl especially of the arises from the fact that Government has en-

head, and the pedigree of a racehorse is generally couraged the supply of a larger description of

more to be relied on in judging of its probable animal than the country naturally produced, and

success, than its appearance. the hardy small breeds of native horses have thus

The horse can bear both inlcnse heat and been neglected. I’erhaps, however, the chief

intense cold. In Siberia are wild horses in lat. causes of the decline in their numbers, is their

56° N., and he comes to the liigliest perfection in non-requirement for the predatory bands and
Africa and Arabia. Much humi<lity seems more Parthiaii-like cavalry, since the contentions of

unfavourable to the horse than heat or coUl
;
and

|

the princes of India have l)een suppressed; also

this, perhaps, will explain wh}^ to the eastwfird of
|

cultivation has been exti'uding over grazing lands;

the Bay of Bengal, over a humid area of enormotis and as the former governments of India and their

extent, in Burma, Siam, Malayan Archipelago, the
.

military servants were the largest buyers of horses,

Loo-Choo Islands, and a large part of China, full- though the British continue to buy extensively,

sized horses do not occur. In Japan, farther the soldiers and the guns of the British Indian

east, they recur. The range of colour in horses army arc larger than those in use by former nativt*

is very great. The English racehorse is sjiid powers, and the British admit only horses into the

never to be dappled
;
cream-coloured, light and ranks of their armies, and even in th(‘ir equipage

mouse-coloured duns are occasionally dappled, a marc is rarely S(.‘en.

Horses of varied colours, of diverse breeds, and I^injah .—Under native rule, the Panjab inaiu-

froni various parts of the world, have a tendemy tained an cnormoii.s cavalry force, mounted chiefly,

to become streaked, and racehorses often ha.v(‘ if not entirely, on horses bred in tlic country, but

the spinal stripes, the stripe being generally that lerritoiy is now unable to meet the demands
darker than the other parts of the body

;
they of its irregular force, which is numerically insigni-

occur across the shoulder and on the h'gs. Dar- liaint compared with that kept up by the Sikli

win considers the whole horse genus to have ha<l Government. I'he rejisons assigned for this are

for a progenitor an animal striped like a zebra three in number:—1st. I^arge numbers of brood
(but perhaps otherwise very differently con- mare.s were withdrawn from the Panjab at the
structed), the cominou parent of our <loincstic time of the annexation

;
2d. Extensive demands

horse, whether or not it be descended from one were made on the province for botli horses and
or more wild stocks of the ass, the hemiomis, mares during the mutiny

;
and 8d. A large propor-

quagga, and zebra. He says that the sjnnal tion of the re-mounts of the Sikh army were mares,
stripe in the English racehorse is more common which were rtjgularly bred from

;
but under tlic

in the foal than in the grown animal. The ass British system, which requires re-mounts to be
not rarely has distinct transverse bands on its available for service at all times of tlie year, this

le^, like those on the legs of the zebra. The cannot be done. It has therefore occurred that
spinal stripe occurs on horses of all colours, but mares introduced into irregular cavalry corps, on
on the mouse duns and on duns the transverse account of their tnictable nature, arc not per?
bands occur on the legs, and sojiietimi's also a mitted to breed

;
and the result is that every one

faint shoulder stripe. In tlie Kattyawar breed, a bought up for military purposes, and even every,
horse without stripes is not considered purely one bought up by tlie European community, may
bred. The spine is always striped and the legs be regarded as a brood mare lost to the country,
barred, and a shoulder stripe is common, and It has also been ascertained that bi'eeders are
sometimes is double or treble. The ass has parting witli their best mares. The Dhimni caste,
almost always a dark stripe or band on tlic of tlic Rawal Pindi districts, the best in the
shoulder, which is sometimes even double, but is jiruvince, is almost extinct from this cause. Yet
always variable in length and breadth. The many excellent brood mares were left, especially
koulan 1 alias has been seen with a double in the Rawal Pindi, Jhclum, Gujerat, Gugaira,
sh^^uiuer stripe. Ihe hemionus has no shoulder and Lahore districts. There were also very good
sti^e, but their foals’ legs arc generally striped. marcs in the frontier districts, such as Bunnu,
The prevailing bcliel amongst; the Europeans in Kohat, Debra Ismail Khan, and Debra Ghazi
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Kbaii. Although Bmall, they possess good blood still more so. I’hey are generally taught to amble

and great powers of endurance, which is every- four or live miles an hour,

thing in the horse.
I

The Kathi or Kattynwar horse is a large and
Palanmr has a really good breed, the mares

!

powerful blood anitnal. They have fine lean

of which are justly and highly esteemed, and heads, and make admirable cavalry chargers; corn-

command considerable prices even among natives, monly of a dun colour, with black points and
In Rajputami^ few of the princes have generally black manes and tails. All have the shoulder

good horses in their territories. The Marwar
i
stripe. It b;is been said, but not seemingly with

horse contains apparently much Kattyawar blood, correctness, that few of the Kattyawar horses of

and, bred with great care in many places through- the present day are of the real Kattyawar breed,

out the country by tlje thakurs and others, is a being much crossed with Arabs and half-brc(i

valuable animal in every respect, (lood mares horses of sorts. The pure bred Kathi arc fine

are also scattered, but the generality of horses powerful horses, with one great deficiency in

met with are inferior animiils in every respect. shape,—a want of bone below the knee, and a

The breed of hoi’ses in Jeypore is exceedingly fiery screaming temperament. This breed is

poor, as little care has been taken to improve the specially prefciTcd by native chiefs, who give very

country animal in any way. Some few of the large sums for handsome Kattyawars.

thakurs possess and breed good animals. Tlie The or A'A7/wd is a breed of the Himalaya

: horses of Shikawutti are said to be good. mountains, gencmlly small, strongly made, hard-

t Bunni Singh, raja of Ulwar, founded a fine mouthed, and sometimes almost unmanageable.

I
breeding stud, consisting of well-sclccted Arabs In ascending hill faces, or passing along the

land Kattyawar horses, and in Ulwar the troopers declivities of mountains, it is best to let them have

Avero better mounted tluiu native cavalry generally, their own way, for in an intricate piissage they

and a better stamp of horses was met with than in often show more sagacity than the rider. Their

any other Kajput state. The fine.st of his cavalry common pace is a kind of amble, and they stop

were, however, almost annihihitcd on meeting with every now and then to breathe, \vhen no applica-

the rebels in superior numbers in 1857. tioii of the whip will move them. They arc sure-

In BJiw'tpvr, also, some attention was given to ! footed, and sometimes halt at the edge of a pre-

thc breed of horses, but they are inferior to those 1 cipice, to the terror of the rider
;
they are not so

of the Ulwar district. ' quick in ascending hills iis the low-country horses,

The Dekhan breed of horses was higlily improved 1
but they descend with double the speed, and endure,

about the beginning of the 19th centmy by cross(‘s
|

great fatigue. The ghoont, though a useful animal,

I
with the Arab horse. The small blood-horse of

!
seldom carries any burden but a man. In Spiti

tile Bhima valley or Terai «are of this breed, and
;

they are bred chiefly for sale. They have two
the mares are beautiful. The horse very larely > breeds, one a small glioont, never above 12 hands

Igvows above 14 to 14*1 haiids in height, but has ! high-, peculiar to the country; and the other, a

ihe fine limbs, broad forehead, and much of the
,

largo lirced from 13 to 13 J hands high, is bought
locility and all the (mduring properties of the ;

from the Chinese, and usually comes from Choo-
A.nibs, and has been mistaken for them. He is i moovtee; for a Chinese ghoont two years old they

not so fiery as the small and blood Ai*ab, and give a Spiti ghoont four years old. All are equally

more manageable in the ranks. Malligaura, about > hardy, and are kept out the whole winter, except
'i5 miles from Ganga Khcir, on the Goduvery, is a tlic yearlings, which arc housed. During winter

ireat mart for the Dekhaii horse, and purchasers I the ghoont live on the roots of the stunted bushes,

roiii all parts of the reiiinsula annually re,sort to
|

and are very expert at scraping the snow from
he fair. Some of the horses are really very fine. ! off them with their fore feet. The breed of

n the Dekhan, the larger horses tare tired about
\

ghoont might be improvetl with a little care,

he Gor river and Aligaum, between J’oona and Many are killed during winter by wolves and
^hmadnaggur.

I

leopards.

The Ilyderahad territory in the Dekhaii can
|

The Yarkand pony is a hardy little animal, and
ireed about 2000 hoi-ses a-year, and 500 good

|

fetches a high price, being in request for the hill-

solts could be purchased at lower rates there than stations in the North-Western Provinces of India,

re paid for Arabs or Cape or Australian horses. The variety called the Tangun piebald is common.
The low-statured horses of the Bhima and They are shy and timid at first, and evince a

ifan rivers, the Bhima Terai and Man Terai, arc strange dislike to Europeans, but soon get acens-

food. The Bhima horse has all the best points of tomed to their new masters
;
and for their strength,

lie high-bred Arab, without his very fine skin, endurance, aiul sure-footedness, are well adaptecl

rritable temper, and rather long pasterns, and for alpine travelling. "While crossing the iGira-

IBS generally better feet. The marches of the koriiin mountains, whole caravans are sometimes
tfahratta and Pindari horsemen during the early overwlielmcd by snowstorms

;
and BilJah Shah, a

»rt of the present century arc well known, and chief merchant of Leh, mentioned that in many
^e Mahratta pony to this day, when of the places the route to Yarkand was only traceable by
iroper breed, commands a liigh price in the the bones of horses,

dian markets. The little ponies used in Madras The Tanynn of Tibet arc wonderfully strong
the Jatka caiTiages, arc brought from Poona, and enduring. 7’liey arc never shod, and the
lolapur, Hubli, and Dharwar. A few arc

|

hoof often cracks, and they become pigeon-toed,
ought from Kangayani in the south of the They are frequently blind of one eye, when they
ininsula. A good pony costs 150 i-upees. are called Zemik (blind ones), but this is thought
The TattUjOT pony of the Dekhaii,is a wonderful no great defect. They average £5 to £10 for a
imal, often with great speed, or great strength good animal in Tibet, and the best fetch £40 to
d much endurance. Their colours are generally £50 in the plains of India, where they become
" or chesuut; grey seldom, and dun acclimated and thrive well. Giautcbi (Jhansi-
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jeung of Turner) m the best mart for them in the

easteni part of Tibet, where some breeds fetch

very high prices. The Tibetans give the foals of

value mosses of pigs’ blood and raw liver, which

they devour greedily, and it is said to Btrengthen

them wonderfully
;

the custom, Dr. Hooker
believes, is general in Central Asia. Humboldt
(Per. Nar. iv. p. 320) described the horses of

Caraccas as occasionally eating salt meat. In

India, sheep’s head is often given in mesalih.

The Tibetan pony, though born and bred 10,000
j

to 14,000 feet above the sea, is one of the most

active and useful animals in the plains of Hengal,

S
owerful and hardy, and when well trained early,

ocile, altliough by nature vicious and obstinate.

In China, the horse commonly seen is not much
larger than the Shetland pony. It is bony and

strong, but is kept with little care, and presents a

worse appearance than it would if its hair were

trimmed, its fetlocks shorn, and its tail untied.

This custom of knotting the tail is an ancient

jmictice, and the sculptures at Persopolis show
that the stime fashion prevaile<l among the

Persians. The Chinese language possesses a great

variety of terms to designate the horse. The

differences of age, sex, colour, and disposition

arc all denoted by particular characters. They arc

chiefly reared in the province of Kiang-si.

In the north also, in the vast plains, the Monj;<)l,

Tai*tar, and Manchurians rear horses, a docile,

handsome, and intelligent breed, but do not gene- I

rally exceed 10 or 12 hands; usually chcsiiut, :

bay, and grey. Those are generally bred in a wild
;

state, the stallions and mares being allowed Uj

form herds in the plains at tlieir will. Piebald or

skewbald horses marked with patches of white

and bay are to be seen. Horseflesh is eaten both

by the Chinese and Mongolians, as also the flesh

of mules and asses in many parts of China.

JThe horses of Japan average only 13 hands.

In the Archipelmjo, the horse has been imme-
morially domesticated by most of the more ad-

vanced nations, wherever it could be made use of.

The chief cxcei)tioiis are the Malay Ptmiusula,

the eastern seaboard of Sumatra, and Jicarly the

whole of Borneo,—countries in which the people

dwell on the marshy banks of rivers, in wliicli

there is not even a bridle-path, and fit, tlicrefore,

only for the boat and the buffalo. The native

horse is always a mere pony, seldom reaching 1 .3

hands high, and more generally of about 1 2 hands.

There are many different breeds, every island

having at least one peculiar to itself, and the large

islands several.

Sumatra has at least two distinct races,—the

Acheen and Batubara, both small and spirited,

but better adapted to draught than the saddle.

The small but excellent breed of horses reare<l in

Acheen excel all those of the Archipelago, ex-

cepting tJiose of Bhima in Sinnbawa. Those of

Acheen have fine crests and good strong shoulders

;

in which latter particular, as also in height of

wither, they differ very much from the horses of

Java and the islands to the eastward, which arc

generally deficient iji these points. They are ex-

ported to Peiuing and Singapore, and arc driven

in small carriages. They are occasionally sent to

British ndia.

Of al Ifche countries of the Archipelago, Java is

that in thich the horse most abounds, and here
j

we And' several different breeds, as those of the I

hill countries, and those of the plains. Gcnet^ly)

the Java horse is larger than tliat of Sumatiu, but,

in the language of the turf, has less blood and

bottom. 'I’he lowland horses, the great majority,

are somewhat coarse and sluggish, but the upland

are spirited, smaller, and liandsomer.
^

The hoi-sc,- although of a very inferior breed, is

found in the islands of Bali and Lombok

;

but the

I next island to these castwaixl, Sumhawa, produces

I

the handsomest breeds of the whole Archipelago.

They are the Arab of the Archipelago
;
yet the

blood is not the same as the Arab, for the small

,

horse of Sumbawa, although very handsome, wants

I

the fine coat and the blood head of the Arabian.

I

There are in this island and adjacent islets three

I

different races, that of Tainbora, of Bhima, and of

Gunong A pi, the last being most esteemed.

Next to Java, horses are most abundant in

Celebea. These tivc inferior in beauty to those of

Smnbawa, but excel all others of the Malayan

portion of the Arcliipehigo, in combining the

qualities of size, strengtJi, speed, and bottom.

A very good breed is ])roduced in Stnnba, called

in the maps Sandal-wood Island.

But perhaps the best breed of the whole Archi-

pelago, although still but a pony, is that of the

Phili/ipitifs. It is supei ior in size to any of the

breeds of the western islands, which it may owe
to tJie 8n])erior j^astures of the Philippines, and

possibly to a small admixture of the Spanish horses

of America, although this last is by no means an

ascertained point.

Generally, tlio horses of the Archipelago are hardy,

sure-footed, and docile. The horses are all entire, •

and the mares used only to breed and as beasts of

burden. By ihv natives of the Archipelago, the

lioi*se is only used for the saddle or to cany bur-

dens, and never for draught, either for plough or

wheel-carriage. To see horses drawing a native

carriage, excej)! in imitation of Europeans, we
must go to the sculptures on ancient temples in

,

Java, where they are tlius represented.

' III two islands only of the Archipelago is the

horse found in tlie wild state, Ce lebes and Luzon,

j

the only oiu^s that are known to have extensive

grassy ])lains fit for its pasture, and in these it is

caught by the lasso and broke in, as in the Llanos

of America. In such situatioiis it is certainly far

more likely to have become wild from the domestic

state than to bt' indigenous. In so far as Celebes

is concerned, this view is rendered probable by
tlie name being a corruption to the Javanese from

one language of that island, the Wugi
;
while in

another, the Macassar, the horse is called the
‘ buffalo ’ of Java. In tlie Philippines it is not even
alleged that the wild horses are anything else than

domesticated ones become so. In Pigafetta’s

eimmemtion of the domestic animals of Cebu, he

makes no mention of the horse. In the city of

Manilla, a pair of good riding homes cost from 100
to 120 dollars, and a pair of can*iage horses from
120 to 130. Of course they are much cheaper in

the provinces wliere they arc reared. The horses

of Buiubawa, Celebes, and Sumba are largely

exported to Java, to the British settlements in the

Straits of Malacca, and even as far as the Mauritius.

In Batavia, a good Bhima or Batak horse is i^forth

from £10 to £16.

The Barb, so famed in Europe, was never brought
to India; reai*ed by the Moors of Barbary and
Morocco, during their dominion in that country,
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le barb was mtroduccd into Spain, where, how-
j

The Arab people do not keep any long pedig^ecK

rer, it has been suffered to degenerate greatly of their thoroughbred horses. The certificates

ince their expulsion. The noble barbs are of rare I which they furnish merely give the names of ihi‘

ccurrence even in their own country. The common
:

clans, under the assumption that the purity of

orse of Barbary is a very inferior animal. In the : blood is notorious throughout the tribe. Of all

eauty and symmetry of their forms, however,
|

their domestic animals, Arabs put the greatest

ven the barbs are far from excelling
;
their valu- value on their horses.

blc qualities—and in these they are perhaps un- The time to see the horses and horsemen of
quailed by any other breed in existence—^are

|

Dnmasevs in their glory, is about sunset on tlie

nrivalled speed, surprising bottom, •abstinence,
j

Merj and the neighbouring road, where they arc

atience, and endurance under fatigue, and gentle- regularly exercised. If the master does not ride,

:ess of temper. a groom is sent out, and the young foals gambol
Arahian horses are now-a-days compamtively loose by their dam’s side, till they are old enougli

ittle seen in India. A larger horse, with greater to be ridden, which is at an early age. Their

lower, has been needed, to meet the wants of the education begins often with learning the rahwan

Jritish Government for its heavier ordnance and pace, which is much esteemed. It is generally

Lcavier soldiers, and for the larger carriages now
|

tauglit by tying the feet on the right and left sid(?

II use by Europeans and the wealthier natives, together, each to each,—the right front to the right

Uso, the prices demanded for tlic Arab horses arc hind, and so with the left. An animal who excels

leyond the means of ordinary purchasers, and the in tliis kind of amble is worth a large sum, be he

y.rab never was in great request in India, except ever so ill-bred or poor in appearance. The value

8 a riding horse. The chief, Abd-el-Kadir, speak- ! of the accomplishment lies in its comfort to rider

iig of Arab horses, Siiid, ‘ A thoroughbred liors(‘ and ridden, for so smooth is the pace, that a brini-

one that has three things long, three things ' ming cup of water may be held at full speed

liort, three things broad, and three things eJean. without spilling; and so easy is it for the horsey

.’he three things loi;g are the eai*s, the neck, and that a well-trained one is supposed to cover the

he fore legs
;
the three things short are the dock, distance between Damascus and Beyrout in eight

he hind legs, and the back
;

the three things ‘ or nine hours. "When we consider that the actual

iroad are the forehead, the chest, and tlie croup
;

length of road is 72 miles,' twice ascending and
he three things clean are tlie skin, the eyes, and ' descending several thousand feet in crossing the

he hoof. He ought to have the withers high and ranges of Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, tlie per-

he flanks hollow, and without any superfluous
^

formance is certainly creditable.

Icsh.’ These are very nearly the words whicli The pedigree of one of their horses of the blue

vriters use in describing perfection in horses, and Idood is as well known throughout the districts

tt these matters, therefore, they seem to have
,

traversed by tlie tribe he belongs to, as tliat of any
lorrowed their ideas from Arabian writers.

,

royal family of Europe. The Bedouins of Syria

The best Arab hoi’ses arc bre<l in the desei i by have live principal breeds, known as the Khamsa,
he Anazah tribe, in whose territory, before the or five,—(l)TheKchilan(fem. KehilehorKehilet)

ionquest of the Waliabees, the district of Nejd is the fastest, but not the hardiest. They are bred

jfas included, where the ricliest pasture of Arabia chiefly by the Bedouins settled between Basra,

l found. That name, in India, used to procure a Merdin, and Syria. That of Dsjulfa seems to be
igh iricc at all times for a horse. The Anazah tlie most niunerous. They are highly estecmeil,

! one of the largest and most extensively sub- and consequently are very dear. (2) The Seglawi

vided of the Bedouin tribes. Tiny Jiave the (fem. Seglawich), of which the Seglawi Jedran is

horses. They visit Nejd as well as Syria, eonshlered the best in all the desert. (3) Abeyan
>me of tlie Anazah Arabs have a great jiromin- (fern. Abeyeh) is a small, but generally the hand-
(ce in the foreheads. The marks at tlic base of somest breed. (4) The Hamclaiii (fem. Ham-
ears of the Anazah and other hoi’scs, have their <laiiich), not a common breed. (5) Tho Hadban
gin in the custom of the Bedouin, of stitching (fem, lladbch), not common.
I new-born foal’s ears together, to make them Mr. Kobinson says these five principal races

:e what is thought tho proper shape. Purveyors diverge into many ramifications. Every mare
the Indian market, knowing that the Indian particularly swift and handsome, belonging to any
rchasers look for such marks, frequently counter- one of the chief races, may give origin to a new
6 them.onthe baser born breeds which they buy breed, the descendants of which are called after

India, by branding them in the right ]>lace hex*, so that the names of different Arab breeds
bh tho firing-iron. in the desert arc innumei’able. The horses of tlic

[n tho Arab horse, says Colonel Shakespi'are, Bedouin of Syria are mostly small, seldom exceed

-

I favourite colours in India are greys of kinds, ing fourteen hands. They ride, almost exclusively,

e nila, i.e. a grey with a blue skin, is generally their mares, liaving the advantage over the horses

re hardv that the sabza, a grey with a light- in speed and good temper. The latter they sell

onred skin, and the feet of the nila are more to the town’s people, or to the fellahs. They object
lerally black than the sabza. The other colours to them, not only because they are more vicious

I bay and brown of different shades, and ches- than the mares, but because they neigh, which in

r
. Black is very rare. Arab roans are common, an expedition by night might be the means of

^

high-caste Arab is phlegmatic and wearisome betraying them. They are first mounted after the
fide when unexcited

;
trips in his walk, and does second year, from which time the Saddle is seldom

li step out
;
but when roused by emulation in taken off their backs. They are kept in the open

t hunt or race, will go at full speed over rock air during tlie whole year, never entering the tent,

i stone, when the soil is not visible, or up and even in the rainy season. In summer they stand
I the sides of a precipice, and, if properly exposed to the mid-day sun. In winter a sack-
led, never make a mistake. . cloth is tlirown over the saddle. Like his mastei*.
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with very little attention to his health, he is seldom
ill. Burning is the most general remedy, and as

this is done with a hot iron, it has given rise to

the erroneous notion that the Arabs mark all their

Jiorses.

More than half of the Arab horses exported to

Bombay are shipped from the seaport of Koweyt.
Palgrave says they are generally brought from tlic

north of Arabia or the Syrian desert. There are
good horses of this kind at Haycl and Jabl ShomeV.
Those of Shomer or Anazah breed are high blooded,
and often veiy perfect in all their The
best of the Ncjd horses are small, few reaching
fifteen hands, and fourteen being about the aver-
age, but their small stature is not observed in
their excellent shape. The genuine Nejd breed is

obtainable only in Nejd; and the distinctive points
of the Nejd horse are, the full rounded haunch,
the slope of the shoulder, and the extreme clean-
ness of the shank. In Nejd breeding, care is

taken to select a good stallion and good mare.
The total number is about 6000

;
and liorses are

kept only for war or parade, all travelling and
other drudgery being perfonned on camels, or on
^es. The Nejd horses are est(?emcd for their

great speed and endurance
;
and in the latter

quality, indeed, they arc unequalled, bearing iqi

through abstinence and labour for 18 hours, under
an Arab sky. They are often ridden without bit

or bridle, saddle, rein, or stirrup, but they yield
to tlie pressure of the knee or thigh, and to the
voice

;
can be wheeled and turned and brouglit to

a dead stand in mid career of full gallop. Marcs
are never parted with, and good stallions mrely so.

Those of Haycl and Jabl Shomer are a fine breed,
and horses from them often find their way to
Europe, where they are sold at high jjrices. These
are generally the lu’oduce of a Jabl Slioiner mare
with Nejd stallion, or the reverse. Their height
varies from 14 to over 16 hands

;
but their shape

is less elegant than the Nejd, and often indicates
some defect, such as a heavy shoulder, small runqi,
shelly or contracted hoof, or small eye.

To the east and south of Toweyk, the Arab
horse loses in beauty and perfection, in size and
strength

;
and in Oman they resemble the tattu

of India.

In the south of Arabia, the liorses arc mere rats,

short and stunted, ragged and flesh loss^ with rough
coats and a slouching wJilk, but with fine snake-
like head, ears like reeds, wide and projecting
nostrils, large eyes, fiery and soft alternately,
broad brow, deep base of skull, wide chest, crooked
tail, limbs padded with muscle, and long elastic

pasterns. It was told to Captain Burton ( Pilgrim-
age, iii. p. 269) that the Zu Mahomed and the Zii

Ilusayan, sub-families of the Beni Yam, a large
tribe living around and north of Sanaa in Yemen,
have a fine large breed, called El Jaufi, and tliat

the clan PIl Aulaki rear animals celebrated for
swiftness and eiidurjince. The other races are

horses, of a middle stature, about the usual size of

the Arab horse, and a good deal of the blood of the

latter runs in their veins. They are exceedingly

fleet, sure-footed, and soft-niouthed, very manage-

able also, and capable of climbing up mountains

with the agility and fearlessness of mountain goats.

Among the richer Bakhtiari are many Chab-Arab

horses, which are taller than the Nejd-Arab, and

resemble more those of the island of Bahrein. The

Chab-Arab* horse is justly prized in Persia
;
and

Baron de Bode never witnessed a greater display

of beautiful Arab blood horses, than on the pfaiiis

of Mal-Amir, at the cam^^ of the Bakhtiari chief,

Muhammad Taghi-Khan, for at the court of the

Shah of Persia the Turkoman horses are preferred

to the Arab; and among the former, the Tekke
breed is the most esteemed for its size, power, and
faculties of endurance.

Arabian horses are not very common in the

north of Persia
;
but the breed between them

and a Persian mare is all elegance and elasticity,

being of a rather stronger mould than the Arab
of Nejd, the best race of the country. The Per-
sian horses never exceed 14 or 14^ hands, yet

certainly on the whole are taller than the Arabs,

and have been much improved of late. Although
neither so swift nor so beautiful as those of Arabia,

they are larger, more powerful, and, all things con-
sidered, better calculated for cavalry. Of the

several breeds of horses in use in Persia, the most
valuable is that called the Turkoman. In the eyes
of an English jockey, however, these horses would
hardly seem to possess a single good point. They
are from 14} to 16 hands high, h^ave long legs and

I

little bone under the knee, spare e-arcases, and

i

large Jicads. Ihifc what renders the Turkoman
; horses so valuable to the natives, is their size and

;

extraordinary powers of supporting fatigue
;

for

they have been known to travel 900 miles in 11

I

successive days. Tlic Arabian blood has also been
! introduced into Persia, and some horses bred in

1
Dashtistan, in point of speed and symmetry, emu-
late the most admired coursers of Nejd. Their
usual food is chopped straw and barley

;
the be<l

is made of dung, which is dried and beat into

powder, and regularly every morning exposed to
the sun. No people are fonder or take more care
of their horses than the Persians. They are
clothed with the greatest attention, according to
tlie climate anrl season of the year, and in the
warm weather are put into the stable during the
day, but taken out at night. The horses in Persia
are not so subject to internal disorders as in Eng-
land, but their heels are invariably contracted,
from bcylness of shoeing.

Persian horses brought to Bombay from Basrah
and Bushahr, and those bred on the shores of the
Gulf, are in use with the British Government, and
some are of great power, strong, and enduring.
The Gulf honses are out of Persian marcs by Arab
horses.

stunted
;
and some Arabs declare that the air of

Yemen causes degeneracy in the first generation.
In Solomon’s time the Egyptian horse cost 150
silver shekels, which, if the greater shekel be
lueant, would still bo about the average price.

lurk'oman horses, of excellent breed, are found
amongst the Turkomans, who export the finest to
Afghanishin, Persia, and India. The Ahbal and
Yomut horse is little inferior to the Arab in
swiftness, endurance, and beauty of form. ThewlTiJr ; n P

, ;
i*naurance, and beauty of form. Theand Wellsted tells us (i. p. 306) that several of

;

lurkoman horse is a fine animal, between fifteenthe Imam 8 horses in his time were of the noblest
i
and sixteen hanrls hiffh. He is bred from the

^
,

t/uo-u ocvcxai ui
I

AutjvuiuHu norse 18 a nne

K j
™ noblest ! and suteen hands high, tie is bred from the

iw)« ti i

the cross of the breed of the country,from lOUv/ to 2UU0 dollars.
| nncl iSna rtaaf.ii-rci liavra rviw/NM 1. 2mfrom 1600 to 2000 dollars. -

j

and the Unela^ur'^,
Penta.—Tbe DalcIUmn have a hardy race of and .strength. There are probably no horses in
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Die world that can endure so muoh fatigue. Sir

J. Malcolm ascertained ,
after minute examination

of the fact, that the small parties of Turkoman
who ventured several hundred miles into Persia,

used both to advance and retreat at the average of

nearly one hundred miles a-day. They train their

horses for these expeditions as sportsmen train for

a race
;
and the expression they use to describe a

liorse in condition for a chapao or forage is, that
‘ his flesh is marble.* The Turkoman horse stands

high, and the reports as to his feats sliow him to be
a very superior animal, but they are almost un-

known in India.

The Turkoman horse around the Hindu Kush is

carefully reared. It is a large bony animal, more
remarkable for strength and bottom than sym-
metry and beauty. Its crest is noblv erect

;
its

head is not so small, or its coat so sleek, as the

brood of Arabia, and the length of its body is

greater. They will perform six hundred miles in

7 or even 6 days. Those that reach India are

reared about Balkh, and Andkhu, and Maiinana.

The horses of the Turko-Tuiiar races are,

—

The Turkoman horse, or Argomak, chiefly in

the western and southern parts of the khanate.

The Uzbak horse, more especially in the north

of Bokhara, and in Miankalc
;
and lastly,

The Khokand horse, in the neighbourhood of

Samarcand and the east of it. There are two
more, which are, however, inferior to the former

;

these breeds are the following,—the Kirghiz horse

and the Karab Airi, the latter being a cross-breed

from the Turkoman stallion and an Uzbak mare,

and vice versa. All these breeds differ from each

other by their coat, as well as by other qualities.

The Argomak is usually tall, w'ell-shaped, with

slender legs and a swan-like neck, carrying its

head proudly and with ease aloft. But its great

beauty consists in the peculiar lustre of its coat,

which is especially observable in the bay-coloured

Argomak. Their defects are, a narrow chest, and
a scanty tail and mane, in addition to which, some
have the defect of being saddle-backed. These

defects incapacitate the Argomak for undertaking

long journeys
;
and it would be above all things

imadvisablo to make use of them in travelling over

the steppes of the Kirghiz, because they are so

much spoiled by the excessive care wliich is taken

f them, that they are almost incapable of finding

food for themselves, not only in winter, but even

in summer.
The Uzbak horses, which arc smaller than the

mak, and inferior to them in point of external

leauty, have nevertheless many redeeming quali-
“

IS, of which the principal is their strength. Some
their defects arise in consequence of their being
^\y broken in by the Uzbaks. With these

urses the pace is neither a walk nor a proper

t, but what the Cossacks term a graiia or short

t. Baron de Bode here seems to mean the

ible. The second defect is that the Uzbaks
ver geld their horses, which renders it impos-
le to picket them together, but each horse is

iged to be attached to a separate stake,—a cir-

itance which, although trivial at first sight,

one of the reasons why the Uzbak camps take
much room, and are therefore more exposed to
Iden attacks.

he strongest race of the Turko-Tartar horses

ndoubtedly that of Khokand; hence they are
"lyemployed by carriers for transporting goods

from one place to another. Five batman Is the
usual weight of a loaded cart, although they in-

crease the weight sometimes to seven and eight
batman from Bokhara to Samarcand. The power
of these horses becomes still more apparent when
they are used as pack horses. Baron de Bode
had seen a horse loaded with two large tents,

some kettles flung over the back, and a man sit-

ting astride. It accompanied him in this fashion
the whole way from Samarcand to Karshi, and
from thence to Bokhara.
The Karah-airi is a very handsome race of

horses, in size equal to the Uzbak horse, but in

the Bha])e of the head and legs resembling the
Argomak. They arc reckoned good racing horses
in Bokhara, but ?is they are trained for the game
of kukbari, in which, after running a certain

distance, the riders rest, these horses cannot bold
out a protracted race, especially as they exhaust
their strength from the very outset.

The horses of the Kirghiz Kazak are trained to

run races, in distances sometimes from twenty-
iive and thirty to forty and fifty versts. Every
Kirghiz, in setting out on a journey, fastens to

his saddle a bag of kunit or curd made from
sour milk. He soaks some of it in water, and
thus appeases his hunger and thirst together.

Two wild horses are found in the Russian
steppes, the Tarpan and the Musin. The latter

is supposed to be a steppe horse run wild
;
but the

younger (xinelin, Pallas, and Midden<lorff think

I

that the tarpan is a descendant of the pristine

wild stock. Darwin and Wallace, however, are

of opinion that the tarpan also is a steppe horse
run wild.

—

liolleston, j). 50.

Tlie 3Iuss of the Kirghiz is the wild horse of
the Asiatic plains. This animal is not like the
wild horse of S. America, which undoubtedly
sprang from those taken into the country by the

Spaniards. He is of a distinct race from the

Asiatic horse, very small (not so large as au ass),

beautiful in form, having a small head and short

ears, and varying in colour from black, bay, grey,

and white, the latter being the most rare. His
sense of smell is very acute, which renders him
most diflicult to ai^proach. Ho is exceedingly
licet, and few hoi’ses can run him down. In
hunting him, a great number of Kirghiz assemble,

and when the scouts have found the herd, the
horsemen form an extended line at a considerable

distance towards the steppe. When so much has
been accomplished, they gradually ride up, forcing
the herd towards a pass in the mountains. As
they approach near to the ravine, the hunters
draw closer, forming a crescent, and proceed with
extreme caution till the stallions enter the pass.

While this has been going on, another party of

hunters have made their way into the pass, taking

their stand in the narrowest part, and waiting till

the herd appears. Having signalled to the hunters

on the plain that the pass is secured, whole
body close up, and the wild animals are in a trap.

They are now driven onward till stopped by the

hunters above, when the work of slaughter begins,

and vast numbers of these beautiful creatures are
killed by their battle-axes. The Kirghiz consider

their flesh the greatest delicacy the steppe affords.

Dr. Jerdon, however, says wild horses of a truly

feral type are at present unknown. The Gor Khar,
Equus onager, Pallas, is the wild ass of Cutch

;

the Kyang or Dzightai, or wild ass of Tibet, is
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Equus hemioniis, Pallas; the E* hemippus, Is, HORSE-RADISH TREE.

(koffroy^ which inhabits Syria, Mesopotamia, Hab ul-ban (seeds), Arab, Hyiieranthera moringa, L.

N. Arabia, is the wild ass of Scripture
;
and E. Suina, , . . • Beno. Sagul, . • • • 3^hr.

asinus is of N.E. Africa and S. Arabia. Sohunjana, . . Dukh. Moriaben, ‘

Since 1840, Britieh India Las received small ManTO-ko-jhar-ki-wHiN.

batches from’the Cape of. of good
figure and good temper, suitable for riding horses ®

‘

. j
and for draught, but, like the Arab horse, higher This tree grows easily from seeds, m gardens,

priced than can easily be afforded. Australia has only requiring watering for the first few months,

since taken a hold on the Madras and Calcutta The scraped roots are very like horse-radish, and

markets, and its imports are termed Walers. What are served up as a substitute. The long pods are

number of new horses of all sorts are needed for boiled and used as a vegetable, also made into

British India annually, is not known. The imports curry. The flowers and leaves used M a vege-

have been-

1874-76,
1876-7J5,

1876-

77,

1877-

78,

1878-

79,

1879-

80,

Australia. OUicr Places. Austriilia. Other Places.

table, and its gum is used medicinally.

—

Faulhier,

HORSE TAIL. The tails of the horse and of

R3 .5 ,29,270IIh. 1,44,325 the yak are used as standards. Tupha, Tugh, or
7,06,8.50 37i625 according to lienuisiit, is the Turki name of

5*99 000 2 32 s‘>0
horse-tail standard, but is applied also by the

7,0^300 5|f)0’525 Chinese to the yak tail, which, respectively with

—Hue and Gahet^ p. 220,* Tide's (^aihaij, i. p.

143; Daricin^ Animals ami Plants : Tod's Rajas-

than^ ii. pp. 162, 227 ;
Powell

;
Gerard's Koona-

p. 112
;
Adams, p. 269

;
Hooker, Him. Jour.

i. p. 118, ii. p. 131
;

Williams' Middle KIngdom ;

Crawfurd, Eng. Cyc. p. 383
;
Skinner's Journey,

ii. p. 70 ;
Niebuhr's Travels, ii. p. 301

;
Shake-

speare's Wild Sports; Palgrave, i., ii. p. 97;
Robinson's Tr. ii. pp. 107, 356

;
Wellsted's Tr.

i. p. 306
;
Kinneir's Persian Empire^ p. 38 ;

Mai-
eblm's Persia, ii. p. 241

;
J)e Bodds Bokhara, p.

4’78’.350 those nations, mark the supreme militarycommand.

j
—Reek, snrks langues Tartares, p. 303 ;

D'Ohsson,
' i. p. 40, in Yule, Cathay, j. p. clxxiv.

iLma- HORSFIELD. Dr. Thomas Horsfield and Mr.

n Jour ^loore’s Catalogue of Birds, in the India House

‘neidom •
^^’^cum, appeared in 1856 and 1858. Dr. Hqrs-

hnirneu earliest naturalists labouring

Shake- Indies, though the extent of his

p. 97 • labours in Java and Sumatra is but little known,

d’s 'Jr
researches in Java and the neighbouring

. islands began in 1802, and were continued till

)ara p 1B19. During that time ho collected upwards of

An Asiatic tree, long planted for shade and oriia- ^‘V'iorcs one of the most profound and accurate

meiit on the Continent and in Britain. The wood i.s

soft, and not durable. The fruits are used in Swit-

zerland and Turkey for feeding sheep, horses, etc.

HORSE - FLY, Ilippobosca eqiiina, Linn.,

botanical works, and one most important for the

Indian botanist to study with attention. He wrote
Zoological Researches in Java and the Neighbour-
ing Islands, 1824

;
Descriptive Catalogue of the

Madras gram, is ikrgcly used in the Peninsula of ilhistratre 1838-44
;
and an Essay on the Cultiva-

ludia for feeding horses. In Northern India,

Chenna, or Bengal gram, Cicer arietinuin, is the ^ LAIN, a few miles from Newara

pulse used. The composition of horse gram in 100 Eha? ”1 Ceylon, is the highest table-land in that

parts is,—^moisture, 11*10; nitrogenous matter, ^‘‘^l^iid. I he jpitcher jdant, Ncpenthis distillatona,

Chenna, or Bengal gram,

pulse used. The compositi

parts is,—^moisture, 11*10 nitrogenous matter.

23*25
;
starchy matter, 01 *43

;
fatty or oily matter,

0*81
;
ash, 3*10.

HORSE HIDE is tanned and curried for har

HORTUS MALABARICUS, a botanical work
undertaken at the suggestion of Henry van

ness work, for collars, etc. It has of late years been Rheede, a Dutch Governor of Malabar. The

substituted for seal-skin, but does not produce specimens were collected in 1674 and 1675 by

so good a leather. Enamelled horse hide, split or Brahmans, and sent to Cochin, where drawings

shaved thin, is used for ladies’ shoes, in iraitotion them were executed by Mathseus, a Carmelite

of seal.
missionary

;
corresponding descriptions were at

HORSE LEECH is the Shwui-chih and Mah- ^be same time made in the Malabar language,

wang of the Chinese. Horse-mango, .Alangifem ’«^bich were afterwards translated into Portuguese

foetida. Horse-almond, Sterculia feetida. Horse- by Emanuel Carneiro, a Cochin interpreter, and

cassia, Cathartocarpus Javan icus. Horse-cat, civet, R*3,t into Latin by Hermann van Douep,

HORSE-RADISH, Lah-kan, Chin.
the Bccrotary to tho city of tychin

; the whole was

Dan. Kaphanus rusticanus, Lat.
.,Dut. Babao de Cavallo, . Pojrr.

, Ffi. Khren, . . ... . Rus,

Peberrod, . . . dIn. RauhLnus rusticanuR, Lat.
Rammenas, . . ..DuT. Rabao de Cavallo, . Pokt. tnere. 1 he work was at length published at

Rava, Raifort, . . Ffi. Khren,. . ... . Ru.s. Amsterdam between 1686 and 1703, in 12 volumes
Oran de Bretange, . „ Rabano, Picante, . 8p. folio, with 794 plates, and was edited by Com-
Meer-settij, . . . Ger. Pepparrot, . . . Sw. melyn, who has occasionally added remarks on
Rafano, .... It. the plants.— 1%AP5 Pm/, i. p. 7.

The Cochlearia armoracia, Linn., a perennial IlORUS, a god of the Egyptians. One of the
plant, common in moist places of Europe, and most remarkable fictions in the Egyptian and
grown in India. . Its root is used as a condi- Syrian mythologies, is that of the annual disap-
ment, and is, besides, an article of the materia ^arance and resurrection of Homs, or the solar
medica. Osiris, and the lamentations for Adonis and the
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joy at his restoration. These, as well as the canes, has for ages been used in th<i city of

Deot’han of India, bear Evident reference to the Khiung-tscheu. More recently, in the village of

sun’s annual motion.^Elltot^ Stipp* Gloss* Fredonia, in the United States, such gas has
HOSHANGABAD, a town in the Central Pro- used both for cooking and for illumination.

—

vinoes of India, in the Sagur and Nerbadda terri- Cariosities of Science^ p. 118; Imhert.

tones, lat. 20° 45' 80" N., and long. 77° 46' E., HOT SPRINGS and sulphurous springs are
its district forming a portion of the Nerbadda numerous on the shores of the Dead Sea, and also

valley, lyin^ entirely on the left bank of the in its basin, and in other part^ of the Jordan
river, and including some large tracts in the valley. The hot springs of Callirhoe were the
Satpura Hills.

.
The district is bounded on the favourite resort of Herod. There are others at

north by the territories of Bhopal, Sindia, and Urn Keis (Gadara), where are the ruins of baths

;

Holkar, from which it is separated by the Ner- and the hot springs of Tiberias have been famous
badda, the Central Provinces lying between lat. ever since the time of Joshua (b.c. 1426), when
21° 40' and 22° 59' N., and long. 76»° 38' 30" and they gave name to the place. Most of these are

78° 45' 80" E. Population in 1872, 440,186 ;
area strongly mineral. The hot water of Elisha’s

(1877), 4876 square miles. Four Gond rajas, in Fountain is sweet.

1870, held the eastern portion of the district. The hot springs of Bosher and Ghullas in Oman
'rhe aboriginal tribes number 89,029; Hindus, are inland from Muttra, situated at the foot of

864,676; Mahomedans, 21,765 ;

‘ Buddhists and rocks. 'Hieir tenoperature ranges from 83° to 112®.

Jains, 1182. The most numerous of the aboriginal Hot springs occur also at Maculla in Arabia,

tribes are the Gond (67,946 in 1872), and Kurku likewise IJ miles inland from Muscat.

(19,295) ;
the remainder consisting of Bharia, In Shoa, hot springs occur at the village of

Maria, etc. Among the Hindus, the Brahmans (iossamec in Morabeitee
;
at Kowut, in the pro-

1872 numbered 25,393, and the Rajputs, vince of Gidem
;
at Korari, about 10 miles S.E.

28,689 ;
the mass of the Hindu population consist- of Alioamba; at Makfood, in the bed of the

ing of Dhers or Mhars, 39,173 ;
Kunbis, 17,215 ; |

Jowahah river; at Metak, about 3 miles S. of

Lodhis, 18,823‘; Gujars, 24,759 ;
Chamars, 15,117, Ankober

;
at Finflnni, in the Gormama plain

;
in

and others inferior castes.

—

Imp* (laz. the bed of the river Kassam, in the district of

HOSHIARPUR, in lat. 31° 32' 13" N., long. Aden, and in the neighbourhood of the extinct

y 75° 57' 17" E., a large civil and military station, volcano of Fontali.

|in the Panjab, N. of Ludhiana, 1066 feet above Hot springs occur at Jumnotri, Gungootri, Ke-
|the sea. It gives its name to a British revenue darnath, and Badrinath, in Garhwal

;
also near

district, lying between lat. 30^ 58' and 32° 5' N., Nutpa, Bukti, and Jauri, in the valley of Sutlej

and between long. 75° 31' and 76° 41' 15" E. (Gerard), opposite Soni banks of Sutlej (Prinsep).

^Area, 2086 square miles, pop. (1868) 938,890. Hot spring at Silol, Kangra (G. T. Survey). Kulat

Brahmans numbered 76,821; Rajputs, 47,464; in Kullu (Gerard). Munnikarn, in Kullu, and a hot

Kshatriyas, 21,784*; Banya, 1493; Arom, 386; spring farther up the Parbati. Mr. Edgeworth
Jat, 112,789 ;

Gujar, 21,543 : 3977 Sayyids, 843 informs us that the water where it issues from its

Moghuls, 8733 Pathans, 145 Baluch, 37,522 source is of the temperature of 207° Fahr. It is

Mahomedan Rajputs, 31,262 Jats, and 45,893 therefore one of the hottest known springs. Some
Gujars. The Jats form the most numerous tribe of the hottest of these are the Geysers 180°,

in the district, composing 42 i)er cent, of the Surajkiind 190°, the Petersquelle in the Caucasus

proprietary body, and paying 38 per cent, of the 195°, spring on Paluk river 196°, and wJiat Hum-
land revenue.

—

Imp. Gaz. boldt discovered and describes as the hottest

HOSPITAIj. There was an hospital at Rai and spring in the world, Guauaxuata in Mexico, 207°.

another at Baghdad, of which Rhazes, a.i>. 923 or The boiling point of water at the elevation of

982, was the superintendent
;
and about the same Munnikarn is much below that point. Rice is

time, between a.d. 905 and 920, the first Euro- cooked in the spring at Jumnotri 194°, at about

pean hospital was founded by the Saracens at 1
1
,000 feet above the sea, and in many others of

Salerno in Italy. Hospitals existed in China inferior temperature. Munnikarn is on the right

during the Sung dynasty, between a.d. 960 and bank of the Parbati (or Parub) river. There is a
1278. The i^injrapol of Bombay and of Surat are large village here, and high mountains covered

^.hospitals for sick and lame animals, established by with snow environ the ifiace. There are several

• Hindus. The East India Company established hot springs, three or four of which boil furiously.

|.mauy civil hospitals throughout India, and Hindu The latter issue out of rocks near the edge of the

nd Native States have followed in this line. river, and dense steam rises out of them in con-

HOTA, Sansk., or Hotri, the priest who direcls siderable volumes, heating the air all round,

[

the Homa or burnt-offering, from Hu, Sansk. absolutely darkening the path for a few yards,

I
to offer. The Hota pours the clarified butter on and the heat is very distressing. iUI the inhabit-

|the fire in the burnt-offering, repeating the proper ants of Munnikarn cook their food in these boiling

iformulas. Hutsava or fire-food is the name of the springs, and wood is never used by them for

roblation.— Wilson^ Glossarij. culinary piu'poses.

I HO-TSING, the artesian fire-springs of the In Ladakh many liot springs occur, but the
. Chinese, which are sunk to obtain a carburetted best known are those of Nubra,Puga,and Chushul

;

hydrogen gas for salt-boiling, far exceed the the two first have clear water, and a temperature
European artesian springs in depth. These fire- of 167°, with beds of so'da below the springs,

springs are very commonly more than 2000 feet Those at Puga occur in the bed of a rivulet,

^eep
;
and a ^ring of continued flow was found to where they bubble out at temperatures from 80°

i8197 feetaeep. This natural gas has been used to 140°. The hottest contun chloride of soi^um
fin the Chinese province Sze-chuen for several and sulphuretted hydrogen in solution

;
and those

tionsand years; and portable gas, in bamboo of low tempemture chloride and borate of sodium.

Ill
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The hot spring of Chiishul has a temperature of consist of an upper ctm of coarse limestone, over-

96°, without taste or smell, but is said to have laying cOarse soft sandstone,

medicinal properties. The other hot springs of Sind are the Lukki

A hot spring occurs at Behitsil in the Basha and Gazi Pir springs. Of the latter, Lieutenant

* valley in Little Tibet, from which a deposit of Maclagan gave the lollowing account There is

sulphur occurs. Two hot springs, sulphureous a hot spring on a considerable elevated pmteau

and chalybeate, also occur near the village of upon the hill called Bhil, above .Gazi Pir, a

Duchin, in Little Tibet. The temperature of one saint’s shrine, a few miles west of Shah Hasan, on

visited by Mr. Yigne was 154° Fahr. One occui*3 the Meunchar Lake. I could not hold my hand

12 miles east of Rajawur, the temperature about in the spring for any length of time. The water

140°, It is sulphureous, and deposits sulphur in fills a small reservoir under a clump of trees, then

its course. escapes in a narrow stream which flows along to

Between U and Tsang, in Tibet, are some hot the edge of the plateau, and throws itself over the

springs, which are also numerous in the mountains rock in a white cascade.’ The sulphur springs

lying east of the Ma-p’ham lake, and at one place near the village of Lukki, like the springs at

hot water is thrown twelve feet high. Hot springs Mangal Pir, are three in number, but are much
issue from the flats near a stream at Chung-lcug, more highly impregnated with sulphur, though

16,170 feet above the sea, the temperature 122° to their temperature, as under, is not so great,

—

1 30°. The hot springs of India are resorted to by
the people for the cure of lingering ailments.

The not spring at Ab-i-Gann at Cbitral, in

Afghanistan, is also called Talab-i-Nil, also

Chattiboi. Lower rcango of Suliman mountains.

In Baluchistan a hot spring occurs at Basman,
in the Kohisttm of Baluchistan, 44 miles N.'VV'. of

Banpur. Lieutenant Pottinger halted at Basman,
and found the hot well upwards of twelve yards in

circumference, and two or three feet in depth
;
in

the centre of it was a. circular pipe built of red

burnt brick, about eight inches in diameter, and
.within as many of being level with the water,

which boiled out of it as thick as a man’s thigh,

with considerable violence, and at noon so heate<l

that he could not venture to put his hand into the

ebullition. One side of the well had been gradu-
ally worn away by the incessant gushing of water
over it, and thence a limpid brook flows past the

village, and suffices the husbandmen for the

irrigation of tlieir grounds. He bathed in tliis

stream, about five yards from its source, and
found the water pleasantly tepid, with a strong
sulphureous smell and taste, which unfit it for

culinary purposes
;
but the Baluchi reganl it as

aperient in its effects, and an excellent specific in

cutaneous disorders.

Pir Muggen, Alligator Tank, is 13 miles from
Kurachco (Carles.s). Juggen and Deyrali, i\.

ISiiid (Kirk). Springs at the base of the II alia
j

mountains, Sind (A. Young).
The following means of temperature of the hot

springs at Pir Mangal, or Munga, or M ungear,
w'erc taken in September 1841 by Major Baker
and Lieutenant Maclagan :

—

1st spring, 4th Sept., 11.30 a.m., Water, llO** Air, 80-2.Y
4.45 P.M., 118*29

„ 9.5 P.M., 117 86
5th Sept., 5.45a.m., 119 78

9.5 A.M., 119 83
2(1 spring, 4th Sept., 11.45 A.M., 127*5

,
91

, „ 4..55P.M., 126*25 86*1

,, 9.25 P.W., 126*05 80

,, 5.50 A.M.,

5th Sept., 9.15a.m.,

128*25 78
128 83

3d and principal spring, which is the saint’s shrine,

and which feeds the Alligator Ponds.

4th Sept., 5.30 r.M., Water, 99'* Air, 85*5'^

The water of these springs, where it first issues,

has a slightly sulphureous smell and taste,but, after

a short exposure to the air, becomes perfectly

sweet and pure
;

it leaves a slightly blackish
deporit on the pebbles. The rocks in the vicinity

1st spring, at 12 A.M., water 102® Fahr. ; air in the

shade, 82'' Fahr.
2d spring, at 12.12 A.M., water 103“ Fahr. ; air in sun,

86" Fahr.
3(1 spring, at 2 p.^r., water 105", in shade 08® Fahr.

Water boiled at third spring by thermometer at 212“

75', and at Kuraohee by same thermometer at 214®

;

difference, 1" 25'.

At Devakl Unci is 50 miles S.E. from Surat, at

the foot of some hills, the temperature being 111'*

to 120°.

One at Oonai or Oonari, in the jungle between
Baihsda and Boharce, in Gujerat, has a tempera-

ture of 12(r to 124°; but it is said to vary at

seasons ( Dr. A. Gibson). Oonai is a small hamlet
in the territory of the raja of Bnnsda, near the

hills cjxst of the Surat district. Also one at I’ooec,

near lluttenpur, on the Mhye river, in Gujerat,

l)Ctweon lat. 22" 49' N., and long. 73° 30' E. There
is a sulphuious hot spring at Tulsiram, in the

centre of (.b'er, in Kattyawar.

A line of thermal springs traverses the Southern
Konkan

;
and there are hot wells at Veijrabhoy,

48 miles N. of Bombay.
Hot springs occur between Dasgaou and Southern

Rajapur, between the Ghats and the sea, generally

from IG to 24 miles inland from the sea. At Rajapur
there is one spring

;
near Mhar, on the Bancoot or

Fort Victoria river, 75 miles S. of Bombay, there
are several, their temperatures being 98°, 105°,

and 109°. They are midway between DasgJion
and Mhar, and al)Oiit 75 yards from the river.

There are ten places with hot spring between
Rajapur and Saksee, viz. in the Viziadriig taluk,

village Gonglee (Oonale) near Rajpur, about 20
miles from the Ghats and 12 miles from the sea. It

is largely used. There are three in the taluk
Ratnagherry and in the inahal Sangamoshwar, at
the villages Rajwari, Tooril, and Suugmairi, about
14 to 16 miles from the Ghats and 26 miles from
the sea. That at Tooril is exceedingly hot. One
at the village Arowli, in the Konedowri mahal

;

one said to increase the appetite, at the village of
Mat ill the Hatkurnbo mahal. Three at Oonari
village ill the Sevorndrug taluk and the Natoe
Palwan inahal. One at the village Oonaii, in the
Jafferabad mahal. One at the village of Savi, in
the Ryeghur taluk and Mhar pargana, between
Mhar and Dasgaou

;
and one at the village Oonari,

taluk Sankse and Pali mahal. Oonaii or Oonari
is the Mahratta term for hot springs, which will
explain why so many villages bear this name.
Hot springs, about 150 in number, occur near

Wujerabaee, in the Bhewnday taluka of thoTanna
112
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oollectorate. The district in which they occur

borders upon the river Tansa, on the Duganel
side of the Bhewnday taluk, and is seemingly

confined to the villages of Akulkolee, Ganeshpuri,

Gorad, and Nimbawullcc, in a tract about 3
miles long and a mile broad. The Argurd Kund
spring, which is the hottest, has a temperature of
180-60°.

87°, rise

hills, and globules of gas escape from round holes
in the debris and mud covering the bottom of the
ravine, About five miles north of the hot springs
of Urjunah, and four miles south of tlioso of Kair,

sandstone caps a gently rising ground covered
with basaltic soil. Near the last-mentioned town
many hot springs rise in the argillaceous limestone,

which has been remarkably broken up and altered

by the globular basalt protruding through it in

different places. The principal springs issue at

Knnd; temperature, 168“. Hot sinrings at BishiAond^ and Bhimband, in the trap moonteins
Of Kaimahal. A thermal spring occurs in trap

^4° N., and long. 86^.
and o7 Jhi.

Ka]jhunii,Maharu,Hatbulleah,Noubhil, between
TT . . 1 i - Rajniahiil and Suri (Shcrwill), Ijacarakunda 21Hot springs, having a temperature of miles S.IV. of Stiri, in Birbhum fSherwiin ^nt
tlirough the limestone near the Pindi looco,]6 miles N.W.of Suri, on Sidh nullah fSherrI..,.. ,,ip) Katkamsandi, Old Benares

road (Everest). Pinarkun, Jhaingur (Breton)
I aharimr, Kurriickjiore Hills (Shenvill). Kai-dr
and Guriuk, N. by E. of Gyali (Sherwill). Utteer
oO miles from Puri (llrander).

^

There are two warm siirings in the bed of the
Godavery, one in the middle of the river near
BadnicheJlum, about one hundred miles west from
Pajjiniundry. At Kair and Urjunah, Dekhan
(JMalcoinsoii). At Byorah (Malcomson).

the foot of the rising ground, where the rock is

most remarkably altered. Their

(87°) \ya3 the same as that of Urjunah; on the little jungle to its south. It is one mile*' from the

re the rock is Bum Buklesir is a pretty and curious spot, easily
temperature accessible, in a well-cultivated country, with a

iiinnh. on lift.ln I’nivfvl/v ri. ;

other side of the Pindi Hills, and it did not vary
during the hot and cold months of 1881 aii<l 18.‘].‘h

Hot springs occur in the Satpura Hills, at
Nizardco, also at its sister spring at Unabdeo, about
miles to the north of Adawad, right under the

Satpura Hills. Here the hot water issues from an
oblong aperture in what aiipcars to be a solid

block of masonry, forming the lower part of an
iold Hindu temple, and flows into a tank 25 feet

Lsquare. Four miles west of the Piialxloo spring

Ss another hot sj)riug, called Pam talao, or Siinab-

ptloo. It is in a narrow gorge or glen formed by
' two low projecting spurs of the Satpura

;
the

temperature, J40 . It ooiilaiiis 8*4 per cent, of

silica and iron, 'rhero is another hot spring at
Nizardeo, at Wirwada.
Near Bagin river in Pana district, Bundclkhand

(Franklin), Two hot springs in Alwar country,
one 1.5 miles W. by iS. from Alwar, one 20 miles
N.E of .Jeyporc (Capt. Bellcw’s iSurvey). Hineral
springs at Machery? (Col. Tod). At 8itabari,

in Harowtcc
;
also cold springs (Col. Tod).

Birh/ium.—Hot springs occur at Buklesiir in

Birbhum. There are about eight of these, each
being enclosed by little walls of sandstone in the
form of wells, and known by different names,
taken from those of the Hindu gods, 'fhe spring

,

that has the highest temperature is the Buraj-
. kund, in which, says a Hindu traveller, we could
|not dip our hand, and in which an egg may be
Iboiled, .but not rice, of which wc threw in a haud-
fful to try the experiment. A few paces from the
‘-Sumjkund is a cold spring. There are sjirings

n the bed of the Pfiphara, the washer-of-sins.
^he water of the Satgiiiiga has a milky whiteness,
'dience the origin of its name.
Conferva) abound in the hot springs of Sui'aj-

tund
;
and two species, one ochreous brown and

ho other green, occur on the margin of the tanks

P diemselves, and in the hottest water
;
the brown

|is capable of bearing the greatest heat, and forms
belt in deeper water than the green. Both

appear in broad luxuriant strata, wherever the
temperature is cooled down to 168 ', and as low
^a8 90°.

The water of one hot spring at Pachete near
Se Damuda is 190° Fahr. in the cold weather,
ae spring is chalybeate. Hot springs near
)nghir, on the Ganges, are known as the Seeta

|tol. II. 113

large town of Tanti])ara, on the banks of the
Jhiklesir, a small nullah. There are live or six
hot si)rings, the whole group called Bum Buklesir.
Ihe hot wells have been surrounded with masonry
walls, and are immediately on the noith or
right bank of the nullah. There are numerous
hot springs in the bed of the nullah, only to be
seen in the dry season, giving out sulphuretted
hydrogen, with which tlie air is tainted. Near •

the hot siirings arc several cold ones, all flowing
from a tough gneiss rock. The hot and cold
springs are only separated by a few feet from
each otJier. The body of watin* ejected from the
hottest well is very considerable, being about 120
cubic feet jier minute

;
it runs from innumerable

small orifices in an accumulation of mud and
dirt, ihe rock being nowhere visible within the
masonry of the tank. In the hottest water, 162°,
a green shining conferva thrives. Another spring
is 128”, and the coolest 83 Some 300 or 400
feet from the bank of the river, among the
dila])idated teniples, there is a large built tank,
which issup})lic(l by two springs, one hot and the
other cold, so that at one end the water is warm,
at the other cold, and in the centre tepid. The
stream of the nullah is about 50 yards across,*
with a brisk current, and it retains its heat below
the springs for a considerable distance

;
its tem-

jierature was 83' in the month of December, when
the temperature of the air was in the shade 77°.
Tlic sand of the stream some little way from the
spring, and at the depth of six inches, is intoler-
ably hot to the hand. Extending for about 200
yards along the right bank of the stream, arc 320
small brick and mortar vihara or temples, built
by various pilgrims, eacli contiiiniiig a lingam or
emblem of j\Iahadco. Only one temple has any
pretension to architectural elegance. Numerous
attendant Brahmans, most importunate beggars,
loiter about the temples, engaged in bathing in
tlie hot stream, or watching the cremation of
dead bodies, which operation is constantly being
carried on. Tantipara is a fine substantial village,
with most of its inhabitants engaged in preparing
silk for the Calcutta market. There is an indigo
factory, besides a police choki and abkari station.
A short way off is the large town of Dobrajpore,
offering a good market for English piece-goods,
and producing a large supply of fish from its
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tpaneious ianlcs. Between it and Bom Buklesir,

and in tke town of Dobxajpore, large naked and

picturesque masses of granite and gneiss protrude

through the soil, occupying altogether about a

^mi\o square. The scene is a very curious one.

In the opposite direction, but farther away, is

Nagpore, or Jyo Nuggur, a large town
;
the greater

part of it has gone to decay, as is shown by
its falling mosques, half -filled and wecd-clioked

masonry tanks, and ruined buildings which almost

approach to palaces in exten t. The famous Xagorc

w^l or entrenchment extends in an irregular and

broken figure round the town of Nagore, at a

distance of about 4 miles
;

its length is about S‘2

miles. At Lakaraknnda, about 5 miles off, is a

wann spring, tem))oratiire 85*^. Near the feeble

stream which carries away its waters is a curious

cut stone Hindu temple.

The hot springs of Momay (temp. 110 ), at

16,000 feet, produce a golden-brown Ctenocoleus.

representing a small form of C. cirrliosus, and
a very <lelicate Sphoerozyga, an Anabaina, and
Tolypothrix; and at 17,0ub feet, a delicate green

Conferva, ivith long even articulations. With tin'

latter is an Odontidium, allied to or identical with

0. turgidulum
;
and with the former a tine species

of Epithemia, resembling in form, but not in

marking, E. faba (E. zebra)
; a tine Navicula,

perhaps the same with N. major and Fragilaria

virescens. In mud from one of the Momay
. springs there was Epitlicmia Broomeii, ?i. .v., an<l

two small Kaviculae
;
and in the spring tw'o other

species of Epithemia.
In the hot springs of Surajkuud, and on their

banks, at temperatures varying from 80" to 158^,

at which point vegetation entirely ceases, a minute
Loptothrix abounds everywhere, varying a little in

the regularity of the threads in different specimens,

but scarcely presenting two species. Between
84° and 112° there is an imperfect Zygiienia, Avith

very 'long articulations; and wl)ere the green
scum passes into broAvii, there is sometimes an
Oscillatoria, or a very minute stellate IScytoncma,
probably in an imperfect state. Epithemia
ocellata also contributes often to jjroducc the

tint. An Anabaina occurs at a temperature of

125°, but the same species was found also in the
•stream from the springs, where the Avater ha<l

become cold, as was also tlie case with the

Zygnema. Mr. Thomas Brightwell found in a
portion of the same specimen, Epithemia alpestris.

The Diatomacem consisted of

—

Epithemia Broomeii, a. «p. I K. inuMpiiilia, n. .sp.

E. thermalis, w. sp,
j
NoviculaBehnrensiH, .'tp.

The vegetation in the three sets of springs was
very different. As regards the Confervse, taking
the AA^ord in its older sense, the B])ecics in the
three are quite different, and even in respect of

genera there is little identity; but amongst the

Diatomacese there is no striking difference, except
in those of the Behar springs, Avhere three out of

the four did not occur elsewhere. In the Tuglia
and Momay springs, the species were either iden-
tical Avith, or nearly allied to, those found in neigh-
bouring localities, where the water did not exceed
the ordinary temperature.

In Ceylon, hot springs occur in two places in
the Kandyan province, at Badiilla, at Kitool
near Bintenne, near Yaviutu in the Veddah
country, and a fourth at Kannea, 7 miles beyond
Trincomalce

;
and there are two in the province

of. Uva, and one at BattLoaloa. Then wat«» Vte

considered efficacious in cutaneous ailments and

rheumatism. A fifth is said to exist near the

Patipal Aar, south of Batticaloa. The water in

each is sufficiently pure to be used by the natives

for domestic purposes.

In the hot springs of Kannea, the water flows

at a temperaturo varying at different seasons from

85° to 115°. In the stream formed by these

wells, M. Reynaiul found aild forwarded to Cuvier

two fishes, Avhich he took from the water at a

time when his thermometer indicated a tempera-

lure of 37° Keaumur, equal to 115° of Fahrenheit

The one AVfXs an apogoii, the other an ambassis

;

and to each, from the heat of its habitat, he

assignetl the specific name of Thermalis.
^

Also a

lochc, Cobitis thermalis, and a carp, Nuria ther-

inoicos, Avere foiiml in the hot springs of Kannea
at a hcafc of 40° cent, 114° Fahr.

;
and a roach,

Leucisems thermalis, Avheii the thermometer indi-

cated 50° cent., 122° Fahr.

Fish have been taken from a hot spring at Puri

Avheu the thermometer stood at 112° Fahr., and as

they belonged to a carnivorous genus, they must

have found prey living in the same high tempera-

ture.

Fishes have been observed in a hot spring at

Manilla, Avhich raises the thermometer to 187°, and

in another in Barbary, the usual temperature of

which is 172°; and Humboldt and Bonpland,

Avlien travelling in South America, saw fishes

tliroAvn up alive from a volcano, in Avatcr that

raised the temperature to 210°, being two degrees

beloAV the boiling point. The springs of Kannea
arc situated in low ground abounding in quartz,

surrounded by low jungle, in an unhealthy country.

Of the tAvo warm sjiringsin the provinceof Ouva,

one is at Badalla, in Upper Ouva, about 1861 feet

above the level of the sea, Avhere the mean annual

heat is about 69°
;
the other is about a mile and

a half from Aliputa, in Lower Ouva, near the

path on the way to ICotahowa, about 1061 feet

above the level of the sea, where the mean
annual temperature is probably about 76°.

Hot springs also occur tis under :

—

On Baiijit river.

—

Darjcclhu/ ihikU.
l^etwccn Mecaday and the Arakan Hills.

—

Pkapre,
Sitaciiiid, near Chittagong.
Springs at Nuinyaii, near Prome.
Hot-water fountain .at I’avoy

;
at Lunkyen, in Tavoy ;

atnl at Sienli in Martaban.

—

Pinnsep.
Near Kaline Anrig, jMartaban,

—

Low.
Hot Hjoing on Attaran river, Tenasgerim.

—

Piddivgton.
Hot BpringH on the I’alouk river and at Pee,.between

^lergui and Tavoy, some sulphuretted.—ATfiyor lY.

]\PLto<i,

There is a liot spring near Chirana Puteh, and
another at Salanama in Bambu. Tin has been
procured near Taba, and also near Chirana Puteh.

Ayarpanas (hot Av^ater) spring near Malacca
;
its

Avater, 1 15°, is said to bo useful in rheumatism.
Hot springs, some of interest, exist at Yom-

inack, ill lat. 22° 24' N., long. 113° 28' E., about
15 miles N.W. of Macao, Avith a temperature from
132° to 190° Fahr. The springs are three in

number, and arc near a rivulet, 100 yards from
the river.

Hot springs occur in the Sban-tung provinpe
of China at Ai-shan, about 12 miles from Chefoo;
also at Loong-chwen, 60 li E. of Ning-hai

;
at

Wun-shih-ting, 70 li S. of Tung-chow; near Yi-
chow-foo, and at Chan-yuen, 60 li W. of Wbang-
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Hieii. water is aulphurous, and bathg have above ^hich it is erected. The foidr sidai are laid

been established there.—For&e«, Ceylon^ ii. p. 49 ;
open in long perpendicidar aperturea Mte nattow

Bengal As, Soc, Journal^ 1848 ;
Mrs, Herve^fs windows, and within these are partitions or walls

Tartary, i, p. 94 ;
Patterson's Zoology, part ii. p. intersecting eacli other, so as to form four

211
;

Yan^elVs British Fishes, i. part xvi.
;
Ten- channels in the tower. By this contrivance, from

nant's Ceylon, p. 59
;
Davy's Ceylon, pp. 42-46

;
whatever quarter the wind blows, it is caught in

Carter's Western India, p. 21
;
Pottinger's Beluch- the tower and conveyed into the room below, SO

ista7i, p. 179
;
Hooker, Hun, Jour. ; Tr. of Hind,; that a constant current of air is kept up, except

Dr, W, Hihhert, in Jam, Ed. Joiirti. xxiv., 1837 ;
when it happens to be a dead calm.

Dr, R. Kirk, in Jo. B. Med. Soc. No. vi.
;
Fleming ; The cottage of Bengal, with its trim, curved.

Dr, A, Duncan, Bo. Medl. Pro.., 1836; Brigg.s; thatched roof, and cane or bamboo walls, is the

Dr, Macpherson, in Indian Arntah of Med, Sc., best looking in India.

1854 ; iV/r. Livingstone, in Jam. Ed. Jour. Tlie houses of Hindustan arc built of clay or

HOTTENTOT, a race occupying a part of the unburnt bricks, and tiled,

extreme south of Africa, near the Cape of Good In the greenstone tract of the Dekhan, Berar,

Hope. and the Mahratta country, where wood is scarce

HOUGH, Major W., author of A Narrative and of high price, the walls are mostly of mud,
of the March and Operations of the Army of with flat roofs. The houses arc huddled close

the Indus in the Expedition to Afghanistan in
j

together, surrounded by- a wall, often with a

1838-89, and History of the Doorance Empire to central gharri or fort.

the Present Time, London 1811. Houses with a flat roof have a parapet (Deuter-

HOURI. In Mahomedan belief, a woman in ononiy xxii. 8) to prevent any one falling into the

paradise. It is translated in Hale’s Koran, chap, street.

Iv., ‘beauteous damsels, liaviug fine black eyes.’ Acts x. 9 tells us that ‘Peter went upon the

HOUSE. liousetop to pray.’ All the flat-roofed houses of

Arah. Casa It, Si*,
l*'*^**!' would admit of this

;
but some of the rich

M.aiaori, . . . . . Fjo OoV,’ . ] [ . . Tam! Hindus have a room on the top of the house, in

Haus, Uhl, Tkl. which they perform worship daily.

Khaiia, . IIiNo., Peks.
j

Ev, Konak, . . . Turk. o Hamuel xi. 2 says, ‘ And it came to pass in an

In the granitic country of Telingana, the houses .
evening-tide, that David arose from off his bed,

arc usually built of adhe.sivo earth or clay, of a ' and walked upon the roof of the king’s house.’

square or rectangular form, smeared often with It is common in India with Mahornedans and

red earth, and jMcked out with periaiidicular Hindus to sleep in the afternoon. The roofs of

bands of slaked lime, with a pyramidal roof of houses arc flat, and it is a pleasing recreation in

palmyra leaves or ^rass. Houses in the Karnatic an evening to walk on the flat roofs,

are of mud walls, with roofs thatched with grass Ju Tibet, the peasant’s house much resembles a

or palm leaves. Houses on the banks of the brick kiln in shape and size. It is built of rough

Kistna, near its debouchure, have circular walls stones, without cement, and has two or three

of adhesive earth. small apertures for ventilation. The roof is flat.

In the 'I’amil and Tolugu country, the walls are Houses in Burma, Anikan, the Straits Settle-

usually of inud, with thatch or tiles for the roof, ments, and all through the Archipelago, are raised

Tlio humbler races have circular houses
;

their on piles
;
some on the river side are built over

.houses in Telingana (iro detached from each other, the river on piles several feet high, with wooden
outside the gharri or fort. In the Canarc.se tract or bamboo matting walls. The whole frontage on

about Hurryliup, tlie back of the house is formed the left bank of tlie Moiihnein river is built over,

by raising a very high wall, on which a long as also in Mergui. Homo of the tribes of Further

sloping roof rests. India live in great houses, communicating in their

in Arabia and Mahomedan countries of Pcr.sia entire length. This is for defence.
'

and India, houses have a common courtyard, with Houses in many eastern countries are built as a

numerous rooms leading from it. quadrangle, the four outer walls being dead, or

The circular form of hut is the only style of pierced with loopholes; in one of the halls is tlie

architecture adopted among all the tribes of entrance to an open unroofed courtyard, sur-

Central Africa, and also among the Arabs of rounded by chambers or open verandahs. This

•llppec Egypt
;
and although these differ more or 1 arrangement explains the circumstances of the

less in the form of the roof, no tribe has ever yet letting down of the paralytic into the presence of

sufficiently advanced to construct a window. Their our Lord, in order that he might heal him (Mark

houses are circular and conical, with only one ii. 4, Luke v. 19). The paralytic was carried by
opening for a doorway. some of his neighbours to the top of the house,

The Yezdy, a Kurd race settled near Aleppo, cither by forcing their way through the crowd by

build a stone wall, and erect over it a goat-hair roof, the gateway and passivges up the stairs,^ or else by
In Persia, the cottages of the villagers and conveying him over some of the neighbouring

peasantry are of mud, or rough stones cemented terraces
;
and there, after they had drawn away

with mud, and mostly consist of two rooms. The the awning, ‘ they let him down along the side of

walls, which are usually about seven feet high, the roof, through the opening or im^duvium, into

are very thick, and full of niches and recesses, the midst of the court before Jesus.*

which serve as cupboards for d^siting all Matthew x. 12-14 says, ‘And when ye come
manner of miscellaneous articles. The roofs of into an house, salute it. And whosoever shall

^
the larger Persian houses are flat, and many have not receive you,’ etc. It is the custom amongst

* tall bad-gir or wind towers rising high above. Hindus of a stranger to go to a house, and as

The bad-mr is a krge square tower, covered on he enters it to say, ‘ Sir, I am a guest with you
“'e top, but opening below into the apartment to-night.’ If the person cannot receive him, he
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apolo£^a to the stranger.

—

Horn's Critical Study HOWLER, a name given to the Gulshaniyeh

of the Scriptures, i, la, Shaw's Travels
f

i. yp. darvesh. See Darvesh.

374-376; Hartley's Researches in Greece, ii. p. HOWRAH or Haura, sub-district of Hoogly

240 ;
Robinson's Tr. ii. p. 351 ; Ward's Hindoos, district, Bengal, with independent

HOUSE -LEEKS, King-t'ien, Chin. The jurisdiction, lying between lat. 22 15 ami

plants Umbilicus malacophyllus, Sedum acre, and
;

17' N., and between long. 37^^ 47' and 88 24 lo

Serapervivum tcctorum, are grown on Chinese
;

E.

—

Imp. Gaz.
.

housetops, with the idea that they ward off fires.
|

HOW-TSAO. Chin. A bezoar stone, used in

-^Sniith, M. M. C.
I

China for the treatment of ('ynanche tonsillaris.

HOUSHA, in Bengal, a village authority. HOYA, a genus of plants of the natural order

HOUTMAN, CORNELIS, in a.d. 1695, as Asclepiacem. The species in boiithem Asia are,

supercargo, was entrusted with the ciirgo of four ; —H. carnosa, fusca, Janccolata, linearis, ovalifolia,

ships to sail by the Cape of Cood Hope to the
j

pallida, parasitica, Pottsii, paucitlora, pendula, and

East Indies, a company having been formed, ' viridillora. Several of the species, under the name
entitled ‘Het Maatschappy van verre Landen,’ to

j

of wax ])lants, are cultivated on account of their

carry out the Dutch enterprises in the east. He 1
elegant ilowers. II. impcrialis, Lindl., of Borneo,

left the Texel 2d February 1595, crossed the
|

is highly beautiful, its large and rich purple

line 14th June, doubled the Cajic 2d August,
!

flowers being relieved by the white, ivory-like

landed at Sumatra 11th July 159f), and entered
;

centre; it is epiphytal. II. carnosa, R. Ur., the

the harbour of Bantam 22d July. He purchased
i

flesh-coloured wax plant, is a native of China.

—

pepper and spices in the Sunda Islands and Java, ; Winht ;
Eny. Gye.; Low's Sarawah, p. 67.

and returned to the Texel in 1597. HOYA rEXDULA. Wight and Arnoff.

A second expedition, in which he was slain, Asdepias pendula, Rojrh. 1 Iloya revoluta, Whjht.

went out in 1598, and returned in IbOO-lOOl. I

A. Khoedii, W. <n\d A.
j
NiiHjcra patsja, Maleal.

This seems to have been commanded by Admiral
1

This plant grows in the Circar mountains,

Vanucck, who formed an establishment at Java Malabar, and Neilghcriy Hills, and is used in

and in the Molucca Islands; and he was followed medicine. Its flowers are middle sized, white,

by Admiral Warwyk, who fortified the factory at and fragrant.— Voigt.

Java, and formed alliances in Bengal. In 162 f ^ HOYA VI BIDlKliOKA. /?. Ur. Asclepias

the Dutch settled on Formosa, which soon attained viridillora of Roxburgh. A native of (Coromandel,

a high degree of prosperity, but was ultimately ISylhct, and the Neilghcriy Hills. The root ami
wrested from them by a (ihimsse patriot. They

,

tender stalks })rodiice nausea, and promote ex-

havo had a factory in .Japan since 16 Id, where pectoration. The leaves, ])eeled and dipped in

they submitted to very degrading treatment. The oil, are used by the natives of Imlia as a discutieiit

Dutch subsequently e.xpeUed the Portuguese and in the early stages of boils, and in the more ad-

•Spaniards from Malacca and from the Moluccas, vanced stages to promote suppuration,

and afterwards formed sottloincnts at Timur, HSU SHEN, author of the Shiio Wen, a

Celebes, Macassar, and Sumatra, Chinese dictionary. It consisted of 10,000 separate

Spielbergen was the first Dutch navigator who characters, in the tablet and stylus form. Corn-

touched at Batticaloa in (k‘yloii, in March 1602. monly called the ‘ Lesser Seal.’ He lived in the

He went to Kandy, where he was well received, time of the Han dynasty.

entered into alliances with the king of Kandy in IPTEE, Burm., is the umbrella or canopy of

the year 1638, and for the next twenty years their gilt iron filigree which crowns every pagoda in

wars with the Portuguese were incessant. The Burma. Now-a-days, generally, a bottle is put on
Portuguese finally departed on the 24th June 1658. the IPtee, and a sirnilar practice is said to be
HOYA. The tombs of the Hova race of pursued in Ceylon, originating, as it is surmised,

Madagascar consist of stone vaults, made of from the knowledge that glass is a non-conductor,
immense slabs of stones, flat inside, forming a The H’tce of the Sliooay Dagoii pagoda at Ran-
siibterraneaii grotto. They also erect stone pillars goon was renewed by the king of Burma in 1871
similar to menliir. The supposed aborigines of at a cost of .^62,0()f), and about 50,000 people
Madagascar were the Vasimba, whose tombs are assembled to assist in putting it up. It was 47
small tumuli or cairns, surmounted by an uj)nght feet bigli and 13 in diameter. Kings of Burma in

stone pillar. 1755, and again in 1774, had asserted their

HOVENTA DUIXMS. Thnnh. sovereignty over Kangoon by thus crowning the

Chih-ku.Ki-ku-tsze.Cmx. Sicka IIiNr). limhuttsif.

Coral, Honey, and Keinpokonjiss, . Japan. HUAKI. Maori. A fabric of New Zealand
White stone tree, Eng. Ken, Kimponass, . „ used in clothing.

'riiis tree grows in India, Nepal, (fliina, and I.IUC and CABET, two French missionaries,

Japan. Its fruit are snifill, dry, and pea-like, who, by a route till then quite unexplored by any
pendent upon the fleshy peduncles, like the European, passed among the mountains north of
cashew nut. They greatly increase in size at the Bhiitmi ami Ava, and so made their way duo cast
time of their maturation. The fruit-like thick- to the plains of (Jhina (Central Flowery Land). M.
eued branches are of a russet colour, and filled Hue wrote an account of his travels,

with a pleasant, yellowish, pear-like pulp. The HUD. At Hasek is the tomb of the prophet
fleshly peduncles are said to counteract the im- Hud, the fourth in descent from Shem.
mediate and after effects of wine. — Smith, HUDDART. Captain Joseph Huddart, F.R.S.,
3/. A/. C. ; i. p. 630

;
Von Mueller. author of the Oriental Navigator, which firpt

HOWA. Arab. Eve, the mother of the human appeared in 1785, with an atlas of 108 charts. A
race. second edition of it appeared in 1797, a third in
HOWDAH, a seat, pad, oi’ open litter fixed on 1801, and a fourth in 1808, of 755 pages. Its plan

the bock of an elephant. was adhered to by Captain James Horsbui^h

lie
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(obiitMay 1836),under the title of India Directory, press was set up in India in 1778, by Messrs,

the first part of which appeared in 1809, the IlalhedandWilkinSjOntheoccasionofthepublica-
second part in 1811, and it has since gone through tion of a Bengali grammar by Halh^ The
several editions. Its place has now been largely Bandel church is the oldest Christian church in

taken by two similar works, one under tlie editor- Bengal, built, according to the inscribed date, in

ship of Mr. Findlay, and ^another by Captain 1599. Prior to Hoogly, the royal port of Bengal
Taylor of the Indian navy. was Satgaon. The Ganges formerly flowed by
HIJDDEEAKOO. Hind. A kind of ring used this place, and came out near Andool, and the

at Mahomedan marriages. remains of wrecked vessels have been turned out
HUDIGAR. Kaun, A low caste in Mysore. beneath the earth, which has overlaid the bed of
HUE or Fue. Chin. A secret society. the deserted cliannel. Satgaon is of great anti-

HUGEL. Baron Charles F. von Hugel, author quity, having been known to the Romans under
of Kaschmir imd das Reich dcr Sick, Stuttgart the name of Ganges Regia.

1810, describing his visit to the Himalaya moun- The Hoogly river is formed by tlie junction of

tains and the valley of Kashmir. The Fische aus the ifliagirathi and Jelinghi, two branches of the

Caschemir were described by ^IM. von Hugel Ganges. It runs into the sea at Saugor roadstead,

and von Heckel. liaron Hugel met other two by an estuary 15 miles wide. Its length is 160
trcavellers in Kashmir, and they agreed to carve miles by winding of stream. It receives the

the following inscription on a black marble tablet, Damodah, .‘>50 miles; Dalkissore, 170 miles;

and set it up in the little building on the ('har Cossy, 210 miles; Mor, 130 miles; and about

Chunar island :
—

* Three travellers in Kashmir on 49,000 square miles are drained. The river has

the 18th November 1835, the Baron Ch. Hugel on its banks Calcutta, Seranipur, Chandernuggur,
from Jamu, Th. G. Vigne from Iskardu, and i)r. Hoogly, and Mursliidabad. The rivers forming
John Henderson from Ladakli, have caused tlio it are offsets from the western branch of the

names of all the travellers who have preceded Gauges delta. The eastern or Saugor channel is

them in Kashmir to be engraven on tliis stone, the principal entraiice. From Middh‘ton Point

Bernier 1663; Forster, 1786; Moorcroft, Guthrie, light to Fort William at Calcutta is 83} miles in

and Trcbeck, 1823; Victor Jacquernont, 1831; length, following the windings of the river. It is

Joseph Wolff, 1832.’ Two only of tliese, the first the most westerly, and, for commercial purposes,

and the last, ever returned to their native country, the most important channel by which the Ganges
In the list tliey did not include Catholic mission- enters the Bay of Bengal. Proceeding south and
aries. Forster did, strictly speaking, return home, a little east from Santipur, the Hoogly river

but he came out again and died at Madras. When divides Mursliidabad from Hoogly district, until

Char Chunar islaml was visited by Dr. Adams in it touches the district of the Twenty - four

1854, the tablet had been removed.

—

Hmji Cs 7V. Pargamis in lat. 22^^ 57' 30" N., and long. 88° 27'

p. 144
;

Hnist's Cat.; Adams' j\atn)'(di}it in litiJIft. 15" K., close to the village of Baghcrkhal. It

HUGH UNDSAV was the name of the first then proceeds almost due south to Calcutta, next

steamer that conveyed an overland mail from inclines to the south-west, and finally turns south,

Bombay to Suez. Slio was the first steamer that entering the Bay of Bengal in lat. 21° 4P N., and
entered the Persian Gulf. She was lost coming long. 88'^ E.

out of the roads of Bassidore, a port on the island The Sarasw’ati, now a muddy channel, enters

of Kishm, in the Persian Gulf. the Hoogly at Satgaon, about 30 miles above
HUGLI or Hoogly, a town in Bengal, in lat. Calcutta, and the Adi Ganga, now little more

22'^ 54' 44" N., long. 88° 26' 28" E. It has the than a series of pools, wliich diverges south-east

town of Chinsurah iidjoining it on its south, and from it just below Calcutta, are both rivers of

their joint population in 1872 was 34,761. A great sanctity, 'rhey are supposed to represent

fort is said to have been built liere by the the original Ganges, Holy Mother Ganga, who
Portuguese in 1537, and a population gathered takes lier divine source in the Himalayas, and
around it. About the year 1629 it w as taken by pours Iier waters into the Bay of Bengal at Sagor
storm, under the order of the emperor Shah (Saugor) island. In August 1856, neap tide rose

Jahan; but in 1640 the English Eiist India Com- 1,54 feet above the datum sill of the Kidderpore

pany, under a firman granted to Dr. Boughtoii, dock
;
and upon the 18th August 1856, spring tide

opened a factory here, and two years afterwards rose to 22J feet above the same datum, the

another at Balasor. Bet\ycen 1685 and 1688, greatest rise of the salt lakes being 12 feet. This

disputes arose betNveen the Nawab of Bengal and ! is on the western side of the delta. On the

the Company’s servants
;
but peace w'as restored, ! eastern side the tides rise from 40 to 80 feet. The

and in the treaty permission was given to build a silt held in solution, earthy matter, carbonate of

factory at Sutanati, the present site of Calcutta, lime, magnesia, sulphates of lime and iron, at 3

Hoogly is the head station of a British revenue feet of depth, varies at Calcutta and in the

district, with an area of 1467 square miles, and a Gasper Channel from 7*34 to 18*92.

population in 1872 of 1,488,556 souls, the most The Hoogly is diflBcult to navigate. The tides

numerous Hindu castes being the Bagdi, Kaibartta, run rapidly. The James and Mary Sands, 30
Brahmans, Rajputs

;
and Mahomedans, 299,025. miles below Calcutta, used to^ be reckoned so

When Hoogly fort was taken by the troops of Shah perilous, that until well into the nineteenth century

Jahan by assault, after a siege of 3J months, more East Indiamen lay at Diamond harbour, just

than 1000 Portuguese were slaughtered, and 4400 below their daiigprous currents. A minute super-

men, women, and children were mode prisoners of vision of the channels, with steady dredging

war. The best-looking young persons were sent to and a constant readjustment of the buoys, now
r Agra, and circumcisedand made Mahomedans. The renders the Hoogly a safe waterway to Calcutta

[
girls were distributed among the harams of the for ships of the largest modern tonnage, drawing
Umperor and his nobility. In Hoogly the first up to 26 feet. These sands are shallows formed
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HUGONfA MYSTAX. HULUGU.

9,i the entrance into the Hoogly, from its western i UULARI, a mountainous district near Shiraz,

bank, of the Damodar and Knpnara}’an rivem, ! with fine vineyards, from wliich the choicest

which bring down the drainage of South-Western : Persian wine is prepared, both red and white. This

Bengal. These rivers discharge at sharp angles ! wine has much body
;

it resembles the strong

into the Hoogly, at a distance of only a few miles
|

Cape wines, and is fit to be exported,

apart, nearly opposite Falta, which lies 27 miles
|

HULASWAR, a division of the Holeyar of the

by water from Calcutta. Their waters check the 1 Canarese-speaking race.

flow of the Hoogly, and lead to the deposit of
j

HULDI or Haldi. Hind. Turmeric
;
Curcuma

vast quantities of the silt with which the Hoogly, : longa, Roxb. It takes an important place in many
Damodar, and Kupnarayan are loaded. If a ship of the customs of the people of India. Haldi

touch the bottom of the sands, she is immodi-
;

mehiidi is a Mahomedaii betrothal ceremonial, as

ately pushed over by the current
;
and cases also arc Haldi or Miiiija baithna, Haldi chor, and

are known in which only the yards of a great
^

Haldi saoo. The Hindu races use it largely for

three - masted ship have remained above Avater
|

smearing their bodies, and to dye with it portions

within half-an-hour after the accident
;
vessels of their new clothes to avert the evil eye.

become covered over with the sand if not promptly
!

HUIiKA-BUNDl or llalka-bandi. Hind. A
blown up. The sands extend upwards from Hoogly system of schooling, embracing those of the circle

Point, 83:}- miles from Calcutta, opposite the mouth of villages in Avhich they were established,

of the Rupnarayaii, to about Falta, 27 miles frojn HULL. L. C. P. Hull, author of Coffee Planting

Calcutta, opposite the mouth of the Damodar. in Southern India and (Ceylon, London 1877.

Fishermen, who have sea-going boats, inhabit HULLAH or Nimboli. Hind. A neck orna'

villages near the entrance of the Hoogly. meiit worn by Mahomeclans.
A bore is caused by the head-wave of the advan- llULLAJi or Jlulla, a district which forms the

cing tide becoming hemmed in where the estuary chief part of the southern shores of the Gulf of

narrOAVs suddenly into the river, and often exceeds Catch. The land near the sea is low, but all well

7 feet in height. It is felt as high up as Calcutta, Avatered. NoAvanagar is the principal place of

and frequently sinks small boats or drishes lliom ' the district. The Rojo tcini)le is in lat. 22° 32
to pieces on the bank. The tide itself runs as N., and long. 70 ’ P 30" H.

high up as Hoogly toAvn.— 7V. e/7/b/f/.i.p]). 13,15. IIULLK MUKKAiill, a caste in Mysore who
HUGONIA MYSTAX . Lhm, Modcra kanni, live by begging^ and by foes from goldsmiths’

Maleal.
\
Agur, Tam. A shrub growing in slio})S, blacksmiths’ shops, and at marriage cere-

Malabar, the Coromandel coast, and Ceylon, Avitli monies.

largo blossoms of golden-yellow colour. It is ein- HULUGU, grandson of Clicngiz Klian, founded
ployed in native medicine.— IP. ///. ; l o/V//. the Mongol dynasty of Persia. On the 22d of

HUJERI. Ahaii. a term ajiplied to one of .faimary 1258, he appeared Avith his army before

the servile races of Arabia. Qu. Khijra? Baghdad. On tho lirst of February he took the

HUJRA. Peks. a place of assembly, a chamber, city by storm, and put an end to the power of the

In Afghanistan, a house sot apart for the accom- khalifs. He had made the khalif Mbstassim
inodation of travellers, and where, in the evenings, believe that ho was Avilling to give his daughter
the old and the young assemble to converse and in marriage to the khalif's son. But when the

smoke t)ie chillam.

—

Masson's Journeys^
i).

119. principal people Avere thus all got* together, the

HUJRA, a small town of 3000 inhabitants in
;

'rarUirs set on them, and put them all to death,

the Montgomery district of the Panjab
;
residtmcc

j

Baghdad, the city of science, learning, and pleasure,

of a branch of the Bedi Sikhs, descendants of
j
was given U]) to pillage and slaughter, and more

guru Baba Nanak. It AV'as conquered by Bedi : than 800,000 persons were mercilessly destroyed.

Sahib Singh during the reign of Ranjit Singh, i Sanut declares that Hidngu killed the khalif by
and held by him in jaghir from the ^laharaja. His

|

poui ing molten gold down his throat. Whilst the

descendants still hold extensive revenue grants in
!
Mongol Avere covering Poland with blood and

the neighbourhood, and exercise <!Ousiderable local ! ruins, Hiilugu, in the east, avas completing the
influence.—ImjK Gaz. ! conquest of Syria. After the capture of Baghdad,
HUJULOHA. Hind. An ejiithalamium.

j

he entered Mesopotamia, seized on Merdin and
HUKKA. Hind. A pipe u-sed in India, in ! llarran, passed tho Euphrates, and made himself

which smoke is made to pass tlirough water.
i

master of Aleppo and Damascus. The Tartar-
Hukka bardar, a pipe-bearer, llukko charscc general had sent orders to Nasir, the sultan of

Pattani, used by Patans for smoking cliarras,
j

Aleppo, to submit at once, and come in person to
resin of hemp, or Cannabis sativa. meet him. Not being complied with, Hulugu
HUKMCHIS. Hind. A <lark-colourcd gum : laid siege to Aleppo. Twenty catapults played

obtained from the date palm. for five days against tho toAvn, and it was taken
HUKUM or Hukung, a valley in Assam, about by assault on tlio 18th January 1260. An in-

1000 feet above the level of the sea. It is sur- credible amount of treasure was found in it, and
rounded on the north and east by mountains the carnage Avas still more horrible than at
elevated 6000 and 6000 feet, and is traversed by * Baghdad. The streets were choked up with
numerous ranges of low hills. corp.ses, and it is stated that 100,000 women and
HULAETA. Hind. In Hindustan, the first

I

children were sold for slaves in Little Armenia or
ploughing of the season, which is generally pre- in the territories of Europeans. He Avas succeeded

by the taking of omens, and other super- by his son Abaka, who married a daughter of
stitious ceremonies. Tho note of the koel bird, Michael Palieologus, the Greek emperor.
amongst other auguries, is considered very favour- brother Nicolas, who succeeded him, became a
abl^ and its utterance is of such authority as to Mahomedan

;
but Arghun Khan, son of Nicolas,

enable the cultivator to dispense with a formal
|

was hostile to the people of that creed. Arghun
application to a Brahman.

—

Ell, See Hal
;
Har. I sent embassies, conducted by a Genoese named
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BuBcarelli, to the Pope, and to the kings of

France and England, proposing an alliance against

the Saracens and Turks
;
and in 1290 Edward i. of

England sent Geoffrey de Langley on a return

mission to him. Arghun having lost his favourite

wife in 1286, sent Kublai Khan to select another

for him, and the Polo relatives were commis-
sioned by Kublai Khan to escort the new bride he
had chosbn for his nephew, to the Persian court.

—Hue's Christianity^ i. p. 268.

HUMA, a fabulous bird, the plunnix of classical

writers, also the hoopoe, IJpupa epo.

HUMAYUN, emperor of India, twice reigned

in that country, viz. from the death of his father

Baber, 26th December 1530, till he abdicated on
the 9th July 1.543, and again from re-accession,

A.D. 1555, till his death. Humayun was the eldest

of four sons of Baber. Of these, Kainran was
governor of Kabul and Kandahar at the time of

their father's death, but Hindal and Mirza Akbari

were unemployed in India. Humayun on accession
^

ceded the ranjab and the country on the Indus to
j

Kamrati, in addition to his former territories; gave
j

the govermnent of Sambal to Hindal, and that of
j

Mewat to Mirza Askari. Huinayiin’s first opera- '

tionswere against Bahadur Shah, king of GnjtTat,

and he was one of three liiin<lred chosen men
who, at night, in August 1535, scaled tin; alino.st

perpendicular rock on wliich the Jiill fort of

Ohampaner is built. Slier Shah’s nwolt, liow-

(‘.ver, recalled him to Hindustan aiifl the banks of

the Ganges; but, after gaining temporaiy advan-

tages, in a genei’al action in A[)nl near

Canouj, Ilumayun’s forces were defeated and

driven into the Ganges, ilumayini liimsclf c.<^caj)ing

to the other side witli gn'at diHiciilty. He songlil

protection from Kainran at. J.alioro, tln ii, failing

in an invasion of Sind, he songlit and found an
asylum with Maldeo, raja of Marwar. but linding

Maldeo likely to deliver him up to his enemh'S,
j

he moved to Aineikot, a fort in the desert not

far from tlie Indus. Tlio journey through the

desert was calamitous
;
many of liis companions

died miserably from thirst; Humayun, with only

seven mounted attendants, entered Amerkot, and
was received kindly by the chi«*f, Bana Parshad.

Here, on the 14th October 1542, was born his

sou Akbar. His fortunes still varicjl
,
and he sought

protection with 8hah Thama.<|), king of Persia.

He sent his confidential oUloer, Bahrain Klian, to

meet the king, and followed afterwards on a visit,

but found himself a prisoner, was compelled to

accept the Shiah doctrines and forms, and pro-

mised to introduce it into Imlia, to wear the Kazzil-

bash cap, and to cede the kingdom of Kandahar.

At length he was allowed to de]>art, and, arriving

at Seistan, he found 14,000 horse awaiting his

arrival, under the command of Murad Mirza, king

Thamasp’s son.

He took Bast on the Helmand, besieged and
took Eandanar, March 1545. Mirza Askari took

Kabul, and recovered Akbar, but only again

to sustain reverses in Balkh, during which he
fled with only eleven attendants to Badakhshaii.

Recovering somewhat, he overthrew Kamran
(1647), and all the brothers (1548) were recon-
ciled, and took food together; only again for

Humayun to meet with further reverses, for

Humayun marched against the Khalil, but in a
nig^ht attack he was defeated by these moun-

^
taineers, and his brother Hindal killed. Humayun

again took the field, defeated the Afglians, and
compelled Kamran to fly to India, where he took
refuge witli Sultan Selim, and afterwards with
the Sultan of the Ghakkar, who in September
1553 betrayed him to llumayiui. He was
blinded, and allowed to iwoceed to Mecca, where
he soon after <licd. Humayun passed a year at
Kabul and Kandahar

;
and on the death of Selim

Shah he set out from Kabul with 15,000 horse
in January 1555, to Ijahore, overthrew Sikander
Shah at Sirhind, and took possession of Dehli and
Agra. In less than six months after his return

to the capital, when descending the stairs fiom
his library, hearing the muazzaii's call to prayers,

he repeated the creed, and sat down on the steps

till tlie azan was finished. As he rose with the

help of his staff, it slipped on tlie polished

marble step, and he fell over the pariipet, and
was stunned. On the fourth day of the accident

he expired, A.i). 1556, A.n. 963, in the 49th year

of his ago and 26th of his reign, including the

16 years of his banishment from his capital. Ho
was succeeded by his son Akbar, then thirteen

j'ears and four months old
;
and in Akbar’s reign

India was formed into one empire. Humayun in

all lii.s military operations had shown no want
of iKTSonal com age, but great deficiency in enter-

prise, and ho had gone throngli his subsequent

calamities witli cheerfulness that approached to

magnaminity .— JCIphiiL pp. 384-413.

ilUMBOLDTIA UNI.JUGA. J.kM Ic, A
handsonu^ middling-sized tree, growing abundantly

on th(! Travancoro Ghats, in the dense forests a

little ])c}ow tht‘ Attraymallay, 3000 to 4000 feet

elevation
;
timlier vi'ry hard and durable. Wight

givc'S also II. Brunonia, laurifolia, and Yahliana.
— 11".

;
Iti ddonic^ FI. St/lr.

lIlbME, AT.LKN OCTAVIUS, C.B., a civil ser-

vant of tlie Bengal Presidency, and author of The .

Game Ihrds of India. While magistrate of Etawa,

by force of will and mild obstinacy of purpose,

be overcame much resistance from the natives, and
for years continued toiling at schools and Chris-

tianity, and all that elevates the human heart. He
was an instance how much can be done in India by
the influence of one man. It is in India where such

inflmmce attains its highest sway. A place more
desert-looking and hopeless of growth for any
European seed could hardly be selected

;
yet this

one pale Englishman, of slender frame and ascetic

haliits, developed upon that fiery soil a caste of

natives unsurpassed in firm allegiance and educa-

tional distinction.

—

T. J. Ilox'dl-Thurlow^ The
Company and the fVoirn, p. 89.

HUMEA ELATA. Foxh. Masjot, Beng. A
tree of Chittagong which attains a great size,

lluinca elegauvS is an ornamental plant of N. S.

Wales, grows to the height of 6 or 6 feet
;
colour

of the flower red, and well adapted for borders

;

it requires a good soil.’

—

Hoxhnrgh^ ii. p. 640;
RiddeU.

HUMEANA. Hind. A waist-belt to carry

money.
HUMPI, a ruined city in the Bellary district

of the Madras Presidency, known formerly as
Bijanagar, also written Vij^yanagar and Vijia-

nuggur, properly Vidianuggur, or the town of

learning. There is a tradition that there was
a town hero about a.d. 1100, but it first acquired

j

a name from being occupied or founded by two
I fugitives from Telingana, or, according to Prinsep,
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itt 1838 by Bilal Deo of Karnata, who resisted

Muhammad Taghalaq, and founded VijfiyaDagar.

In 1347, Krishna liai ruled there
;

in 1425, Deva
Rai; in 1478, Siva Rai. Vijayanagar sovereigns
claimed to be of the Yadu race. Towards the

16th century, the city had become the capital of a
great Hindu power, which ruled over the Hindu
cliiefs to the south of the territories of the Adal
Shahi, Nizam Shahi, and Kutub Shahi, kings
of the Dekhan. In the middle of the Ihth
century, these three Mahomedau kings, fearing

the growing power of Ramaraja, tlio sovereign,

made Wear against liirn. Rama was then in his

70th year. He met the confederatesat Talicottah,

on the 25th January 1506, with a great army of

70,000 horse, 90,000 foot, 2000 elephants, and
1000 pieces of cannon

;
but he was defeated

with a loss of 100,000 men, and was taken

prisoner. Tlie authors Ivhati Khaii and Shahab-
ud-Din state that the elephant ou which lie was
mounted ran away with liini into the confederates’

caiiij). He was belnvided at Kala Chabntra, in tlie

Jhiichore Doab, and Ids liead remained for 200
years at Bijapur as a trophy. A'^ijayanagar sank

into an insignificant place, and is now known as

the ruins of llumpi. lire rajas brother, how-
ever, took refuge iu Peniconda, and subsequently

at Chandragiri, wliencc the Knglish merehants
obtained the grant of the ground on whicli Madras
was built, and engraved on a gold ])]ate, which

was lost in 1746, wlieii Madras was captured by
the French under Labourdonnais. The descemlant
of Ramaraja is the raja of Anagundi, whoso
title is Sri Mudrajadhi Raja, Raja Parameswara,

Sri Viraprataj)a, Sri A^ira l\‘runuila, Sri A'ira-

venkata Ramarawya, Dava Alaharawya Sumstan
Vedaya Nngarum.— Wh. If. J. p. 450.

HUMULUS J.UPULUS. Linn. Thehoiijdant;
has been extensively distributed in tlie Himalayas.

At 2500 feet, in the Dehra Dooii, it grow's well,

and at an altitude of 6000 feet in the (iovernment
gardens, Mussoori, but in tliosi* regions the highest

limit appears to be 4000 or 4500 feet. It has been
successfully cultivated in Dehra Doon for many
years, so far as mere growth is concerned; but
heavy rain at the flowering period prevents tin;

flower from reaching [lerfection as to (quantity and
quality of the powder on which its value depends,

and the results have, on tlie whole, been unsatis-

factory.—Skwart^ P. PL p. 217. See Hops.
HUN. Hind. A gold coin of S. India, worth

31^ rupees, called pagoda by the British. It is

about 50 grains weight.

HUN, a race who have secured for themselves

a niche with the 36 races of India. D’Anville,

quoting Csoma de Koros, informs us that tlie White
Hun occupied the north of India; and it is ou
the eastern bank of the Chambal, at the ancient

Barolli, that tradition assigns a residence to the

Hun
;
and one of the celebrated temples at that

place, called the Sengar Chaori, is the marriage
hall of the IIuii prince, who is also declared to

have been possessed of a lordship on the opposite

bank, occupying the site of tlie present town of

Bhynsror. In the 12th century the Hun must
have possessed consequence, to occupy the place
they hold in the chronicle of the princes of Gujerat.
The race is not extinct. One of the bards pointed
out to Colonel Tod the residence of some iu a
village ou the estuary of the Myhie, though
degraded and mixed with other classes. There

are also two tribes in the Himalaya who have

preserved this designation,—the one in Gnari

Khorsum, who call themselves Hunia
;
the other

being the Limbu in Nepal and Sikkim, a largo

division of whom are called Hung. Arrian,

Strabo, and Ptolemy state that a race known
^

as

the White Hun were established in the Panjab

and along the Indus about the beginning of the

Christian era. They are mentioned in the Maha-
bharata and Markandea Purana; Dr. Fergusson

says (p. 39) the AVhito Ilun or Ephthalites are

the Jat.

The Ilun are known in Oliincse history as Heung-
noo, meaning boisterous slaves. The Hiatilla or

IVhite Him iesiicd from the plains near the north

wall of China, made themselves mastem of the

I country of Transoxiaiia and Khorasan, and antici-

1
pated the irruption of those I’urkish tribes who
afterwards exjicllcd tlie Hiatilla from the lands

that Iht'y had taken from the Sacjc or Scythians.

Tliere is every ground to conclude that it was an
army of the Hiatilla that invaded Persia in the

reign of Baliram-Gor, A.n. 420, and that it was
to one of their kings that Firoz fled, A.P. 475.

The Ilun who a])peared in the w'est, dated their

empire from one of the princes of the Ilia (Hya)
dynasty. Tln'ir country was of great extent,

situated on the west of Shen-si, of which they

possessed the western parts
;
and their posterity

still inhabit a part of that territory, the present

Klo or Hi. 'I'hey w'ore one of those extensive

tribes which the ancients comprised under the

name of Scythians.

It was from Hi valley and town in Central

Asia that Lassen siqiposes the Szu Tartars were
expelled liy the A^ne-tehi or ’White Huns, B.c. 150.

The Szu I’artars he supposed to be the Sacaj, and
the AAie-t(;hi to be the Toeliari. After occupying

Tahia or Sogdiana for a time, they are stated by
the Chinese to have been ilriven thence by the

Avenger sumo years afterwards, and to have estab-

I

Hdied themselves in Ki])en, in which name Liussen

' recognises the Kophen valley in the Koliiatan.

The gieat Kirghiz horde is adjacent to Hi and
Tarbagatai. It is under the dominion of China,

and exclianges large quantities of cattle on the

frontier for silk goods.

II UNDE. Kai:x. A name of the Kuru-baru,

Afysore slieplierds.

IIUNDES or Gnari Khorsum is a part of Chinese

Tibet comjjrising the upper basin of the Sutlej

and headwaters of the Kamali river. For the

name, Professor Wilson gave lliun, snow, and
Des, country

;
but Captain 11. Straclicy derives the

name from the Sanskrit Him, meaning the ab-

origines of t he country north of the Himalaya, who
are mentioned in the Mahabharata and the Mark-
andeya Purana. I’his Iatt(*r explanation com-
mended itself to the Hungarian scholar, Csoma
de Koros, who thought that he might find in

these parts the origin of his own people. Mr:
Ryall’s derivation is from a Sanskrit word mean-
ing gold, llun-dcs being tlie gold country. The
Hunia people of Hundes are chiefly uomades,
owning largo flocks of sheep, and herds of cattle

and goats. They are a good-natured race
;
ugly,

simple, and, like most dwellers in cold regions,^

extremely dirty. They practise polyandry, and
in tlieir customs arc like the Bliot of Ladakh
described by Cunningham. There are five prin-

cipal passes leading into Hundes from British
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territory. The traffic is only open between the Comparative Dictionary of the Non-Aryan I^an-

15th of June and 15th October, and not even guages of India, London 1868. He was Statistical

then without the express permission of the Chinese Officer to the Government of India, compiled in
authorities at Lhassa, who carefully satisfy them- 18 volumes the Statistical Report of Bengal, and,
selves that no epidemic prevails in the Ghats in after years of labour, issued the Imperial Gazet-
British territory. The gold-fields of Huiides lie teer of India, in 9 volumes. The work is one of
chiefly in the neighbourhood of Thok Jalang, administration, and is the necessary complement
100 miles N.E. of Gartok. Washing operations of the transfer of India from the Company to the
are carried on under the supervision of a gold Crown. During the E. I. Company’s rule it

commissioner, who is called Sarpan, and takes a had several times been projected. Dr. Hunter in

royalty of I ths of an ounce yearly from each digger, his preface names ten persons who were his

At Gartok, line gold-dust sells at Rs. IJ in weight assistants. lie wrote also Orissa in 2 volumes,

forKs. 16, The greatestdeuiaud for gold is at Lhassa. and also a life of Lord Mayo, His varied talents

In the early part of the 19th century, the gold- were utilized by being nominated a member of

fields round Lake Manasarowar were worked rather the Council of the Governor-General of India,

extensively; but an epidemic breaking out amongst and was employed in 1882 to ascertain the state of •

the miners, the authorities at Lhassii interposed, education amongst the people,

and the operations were stopped. The Ilunia all IIUNTERIA CORYMHOSA. 7?r>.;7>. A tree of

drink tea, and travel great distances, living on it Pcuiang. This and II. Zeylanica, T/nr. (Maddeya,

and sattu, the flour of a parched grain. The J8iNrjir., the (’amcraria Zeylanica of Retz), are

ilunia only grow small patches of uwa, a kind supposed by Colonel Beddome to be the same,

of barley, and obtain their other grains from the Tlie timber is very line and close-grained, and
hill territories of British India. They keep three very similar to boxwood; it answers well for

years’ supply of grain in store, to obviate the engraving.

—

Bc(l<hmc^ FI. Sylv. part xxiii. p. 265.

stoppage of the roads, 'riieir villages arc mere HUNTING LEOPARD, or Hunting Cheeta,

tents.

—

Tod's Uajosthai}
; (hiizlnlPs Chimse His- Eelis jubata. These animals live mostly in the

tori); Malcolm's Pe7\si(i; Chatfidd's lUnditslan

;

])lains, where they hunt deer or antelope in parties

Jiiichic's British World. of four or five together, in the same manner as

IIUNDI, ail Indian draft or bill of exchange, the wolvi'S do, seending themselves in bushes at

drawn by or upon a native banker or sirraf, different i>oints, while one of their number chases

commonly written shrof.

—

Simmonds' Diet. the buck. On its passing the ambuscade, they

HUNGARY, a kingdom of Europe, divided by poum^e out on the little gazelle, or take up the

the river Danube into Upper and Lower Hungary, running in turns ns it races past them,

and subdivided into 46 counties. The Hungarian, 11 UNZA-NAGER are two adjoining towns, and

Lapponian, and Einish dialects are now chxsscd as inolnde a small tract of country on the upper

members of the great Turanian or Tartar family course of a largo feeder of the Gilghit river, having

of tongues, which is spoken by all the trilics from an area of 1672 scpiart' miles,

the Himalaya to Okotsk and to Lapland, and
|

HU-PE 11 is the northern division of the ancient

includes the Hungarian, Crimean, and Turkish
,

province of Hu-kwang, and is bounded on the N.W.
tongues.

I

by Shen-si, on the S.E. by Ho-nan, on the E. by

HUNG KIAO. Ciiix. Tlu* Red Church, also ! Ngan-hoei, and the W. by Szc-chuen. Its popu-

known as Brug-pa, the dosigiuitioiis of the tSakya
|

lation is about 27 millions. Hu-nan is the southern

prie.stliood of 'Hbet. division of Hii-kwung, and is larger than the

HUNGKUNG, a district adjoining Ladakh, northern portion just described, but it is not so

belongs to the raja of Bisatuii, its villages lying thickly populated.

from 9500 to 12,000 feet above the sea. IIURA CREPITANS. JAun. The sand box-

IIUNG SING-WONG, with the Cliinese, the tree, a middle-sized tree of ra})id growth, native

god of the Southern Ocean, and a state deity of of tropical America. The trunk is strongly

China. armed, tlie wood light and useless. The sap of

IIUNSUK, a town in Mysore, on the right the leav(‘s and trunk is so very poisonous, as to

bank of the liakslmuintirtha, in lat. 12'^ 17' 40" N., j)ro<lucc blindness in a few days after touching

long. 76° 19' 5" E.
;
population (1871), 4298. It the eye. Seeds a violent, drastic, dangerous pur-

hiwi the breeding establishment of the Amrita galive.

—

M. K. ./. B.
;

Voiyt.

inahal, a select breed of draught cattle, said to HURALA. Can. Eour sorts of Hurala, lamp-

have been formed by Hyder AU for inilitjxry [)ur- oil seed, are grown in Mysore.

—

M. E. of 1857.

poses, and still kept np by the British Government. HURDAH. Hind. A parasitic fungus in the

HUNTER, ALEXANDER, M.D., a medical form of an orange-coloured rust. It is of the

officer of the Madras army, who about a.d. 1851 genus Trichobasis
;

it attacks growing wheat and

ioimded the first school of industrial arts seen in barley.

India, and, with much devotion and self-sacrifice, HUKDI-MURDI, in Persia, is a term employed

>y the year 1871 he had taught one or other to designate all the trifling but necessary articles

iranch of art—drawing, pottery, etc.—to upwards which travellers fling in small bags, and carry

of two thousand young men, all of whom had across the Sfiddlo on a journey, in order to have

fouiid ready employment. His success led to the them at hand.

formation of several otJier schools of art in other llUJiDOUJi or Hardaur is the name given in

parts of India. He devoted much of his attention Hindustan to the oblong mounds raised in villages,

to the manufacture of fibres from the plants of and studded with flags, for the purpose of avert-*

south of India, and to the discovery ofminerals ing epidemic diseases, and especially the cholera

;ul in the arts. morbus. It is called after Hurdoul Lala, the son

HUNTER, Dn. W. W.. LL.D., C.I.E., a Bengal of Bursing Deo, from whom are descended the

il servant, author of Rural Life in Bengal, rajas of Duttea. The natives have a firm persua-
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siou tliat the cholem broke out in Lord Hastings' i.e, against that of the hands of a watcL He

camp, in consequence of beef having been killed assumed, then, tliat the hurricanes m the Bay of

for the European soldiers within the grove w'herc Biscay always follow this law.
, , a

repose the ashes of this Bundolkhand chief, llis The tyfoons and storms of the China and

worsliip prevails throughout the Upper and eastern coast of Asia appear to be simdar in

Central Doab, a great part of Rohilkliand, and to character to the hurricane of the West Indies and

the banks of the Sutlej. To the eastward the the stonns of the United States coast, when pre-

worship of Hoolka Devi (the goddess of vomiting) vailing in the same latitudes. A tyfoon which

has been prevalent since the same period.“A7hVd. occurred in the China Sea in 1881, affords pro-

HUREE-HARA. Sansk. Both words are bablc grounds for connecting the hurricane at

derived from Rhree, to take iway, possibly the Manilla, October 28-24, with that of October 31

source of the English word to harry. at Balasor, on the shores of tlie Bay of Bengal.

HURINGATTAII, an entrance to the Ganges, Of Cl hurricanes that occurred north of the

on the west of Rabnadab Islainl. equator, from 1830 to 1854, their numbers were

—

HUR KI PAIRI, sacred steps leading down to in the month of October, 12; May and November,

•die Ganges. 9 ;
September, 8 ;

April, August, and December,

HURMUL SEED, Lahuri hurimil, Hino. The each 5; .luly, 4; June, 2; and March, 1. In the

Harraaloe semina are seeds of Peganum harmala, Bay of Bengal the hurricanes usually occur at the

grey, small, pyramidal, and triangular, and used changes of the monsoons, in Ajiril and May, and

as me.

—

C/Sh. in October, November, and December.

HUR-PUJA or Har-puja, amongst the agricul- The S.W. monsoon prevails north of the equator,

tural races of India, the w'orship of the plough. an<l when it prevails, the S.E. trade-wind acquires

This takes place on the day w hich closes tlie additional strength from the demand made upon
season of ploughing and soAviug. It generally it to supply the S.W. monsoon, these two winds

occurs in the month of Kartik, but in some places being apparently one system under the influence

is held both af-ter the kharif and rabi sowing, i.e. of the earth’s rotation and the high temperature

in the months of Sawiinand Kartik. The plough which prevails in the iiorthera hemisphere,

is W'ashcd and decorated with garlands, and to Gales and hunicanes occur in the Indian Ocean
use it or lend it after thi.s day is deemed unlucky, south of the equator. Trade-wind gales occur at

The practice reminds of the Fool-plough in all seasiuis, hut chiefly in June, July, and August.

England, a ceremony observed on the Monday In llu'.s(‘ the wind veers but little. In the extra-

after Twelfth Day, which is therefore cal led Plough- tropical gales, betwc'eu lat. 30*' and 45® S., the

Monday, on wiiicli occasion a plough adorned
;

\vin<l veers much, an<l in the tropical hurricanes

with ribbons is carried about, and the peasants
j

the winds veer and shift.

meet together to feast themselves, as well as wish
I

Fouth of the equator, hurricanes occur in

themselves a jflentiful harvest from the great corn ' November and May, and travel to the W.S.AV.,

sown (as they call Avheat and rye), as well as to :
ami afterwards, but not always, to the S. and

wish a God-speed to the plough, as soon as tlu-y ' S.E., the wind invariably moving round a central

begin to break the ground to sow barley ami space (wiiich is usually characterized by a cairn)

other corn.

—

Br. Ap, ii. No. 92, Elliot's Sup. Gloss, i from left to liglit, or with the hands of a watch;

HURRICANES. ' "’^***^' the storm, w hich has a diameter of 1 to 1500

Tufan, . Arab., Hind. TumMiowa, . . . Hind. ^>iiw.ards at th(^ rate of 1 to 20 miles,

Mou being, . . . Hurm. (drcl-had, . . . Pkks. but^ mori' frequ(‘ntly 4 to 7 miles an hour, for a
Typhoon, Tyfoon, . Esc. Humean, . . .

.^

Sr. j)enod A'arying from a few hours to ten days,
Orkun, .... Cku.aj. Kyar, Turk, atteiided with torrents of rain, and its northern

Hunicanes have been investigated by (’olonel half often with lightning. Dr. Thom showed that

Capper, Quartermaster - General of the Madnis south of the equator tliese rotatory storms are

anny, Mr. W. C. Redfield of Noav York, Dr. Thom always generated between the N.W. monsoon and

of the British army, Colonel Reid, Mr. G. T. S.E. trade-Avind. They occur only during the

Taylor of Madras ObseiTatorv, and Captain Pul- S.W. monsoon months, and their rise and progress

dington of Calcutta. A hurricane means a turning are intimately connected with the S.E. trade-wind
storm of Avind bloAving Avith great Aiolence, and i

and N.W. monsoon, two ojiposing winds. AVith

shifting more or less suddenly, so as to blow half
j

ships, the safest course is to lie to and w'atch the

or entirely round the compivss in a few hours,
j

V)arometer ami Avind, till the bearing of the centre

The present state of our knowledge seems to sIioav be knoAvn with some certainty,

that, for the AVest Indii s, tlie Bay of Bengal, and i
Of tliose Avho have resided at Mauritius, who

the China Sea, the Avind in a liunicane lias two have earnestly studied and discussed the laws
motions, the one a tuniing or veering round upon Avhuii govern tliose storms, may be mentioned
a centre, and the other a straight or curved motion Dr. Thom, Lieutenant FrytTS, Royal Engineers, Mr,
forward, so that it is both turning round ami roll- Sedgewick, who published a little work, which he
ing forward at the same time. It appears also called The True Princijile, and Mr. Bosquett, of
that, when it occurs on the north side of the the Observatory at Mauritius, who translated into
equator, it turns from the east, or the right hand, French Piddingtoii’s Hornbook, with annotations
by the north towards the west, or contmry to of hi.s own, and who claimed to be able, by care-
N^hands of a watch

;
and in the southern hemi- ful and constant meteorological observations, to

that its motion is the contrary way, or foretell the occurrence of hurricanes in the Indian
Wiv- ^'^handfl of a watch. Piddirigton’s first ()ce.an, and to describe the course they Avill take,
memoir, ^h the charts and diagnims, showed that The chart in Piddington’s Hornbook shows that
this rule held good for the storm of June 1839 off these cyclones never extend to the northw'ard of
the Sandheads, and that the wind was really 10° or i2° south latitude in the meridian of Maur-
blowlng in great circles in a direction as described, itius. Therefore vessels leaving the island in the
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lumcane season for any part of India, should

teer to the northward, passing well to the west-

mrd of the Oargades, a most dangerous group,

hus keeping a clear sea open to the westward,

U there may be nothing in the way should it

)e desirable to run to the northward and west-

yard, which would be the true course to take in

jase of encountering the south-western or north-

yestem quadrants of a cyclone (of which in the

lurricane season a vessel from Mauritius is in

ianger), and this course she should keep until she

[3 sufficiently far north to be beyond its influence.

Of the more remarkable occurrences, that at

ihe mouth of the Ganges, on the 7th October 1737,

(vas attendedby a violent earthquake, and extended

60 miles up the river
;
20,000 craft of all doserip-

dons were destroyed,—amongst them, 8 English

ships and all their crews,—and 300,000 souls are

said to have perished in Lower Beiigal, or in the

bay. The river rose 40 feet above its usual

level. An English church and 8te(“])le sank into

|;he earth the next morning.

I

On 4th October 1739, a cyclone occurred at

Ganges mouth, in which 30,000 lives were lost.

M( dras has been subjected to severe hurricanes,

geneially in the early part of May or the end of

October. They seem to travel up from the K.S.E.,

and progress rapidly in a W.N.\V. direction till

they touch the land, and then they assume a

Westerly or sometimes W.S.W. course. Their

i

entres generally come, right on to the port of

ladraa. A hurricane, has seldom been known to

xtend south of Porto Novo, 120 miles from

ladras (out at sea they arc nu't with as far south

s Ceylon), or nortli of Nellore, 100 miles from

ladras. Tlioir diameters are about 1.00 miles,

hnd they revolve in a direction contrary to the

Lands of a watch. AV'lieii the hurricane’s centre

Lomes right on to Madras, and there takes a west

bourse, the wind is lirst at N., increasing in violence

lor a few hours, and then a lull or perfect calm

|orhalf an hour or so, when the hurricane recoru-

lences furiously from the exactly opposite quarter,

mth. This is in accordance with the theory of

[Tclones. Usually the gale coiiimenccs about

.N.W., showing that the vortex of the cyclone

ears about E.N.E. Vessels, therefore, warned

y the toometer, the hollow breaking surf, the

ireatening sky, and the signals of the master

:tendant, should at once put to sea (having pre-

Lously close-reefed and sent down top-hamper),

he course to steer, and fortunately it is one

hich the wind assists, is S.S.E. to S.Ph In a

houi:s the vessel will probably have the wind '

moderate at west, and may—in fact it has been
one—sail round the cyclone, the wind veering

) south and then to east. Vessels at first steer-

ig east to get away from tlie land have run
ght into the vortex of the hurricane. The only

anger in a southerly course is from the storm-

jlave setting the ship on shore. If the lead give

.otice of this, the ship must be hauled up more to

^ eastward.

? If the gale commence N.N.W. at Madras, and
ud at S.E., as has often happened, it shows that

lie centre has taken a W.S.W. course, and passed

, little to the south of the town
;
but if it end at

(iW., it shows that the centre has taken a W.N.W.
jtose, and the vortex passed to tibe north of

““
“^he earliest notices* that we have of hurri-

canes on the Madras coast,—at least of those of
which we have any record,—was that of the 8d
October 1746, twenty-three days after the sur-

render of Madras to M. de la Bourdonnais. On
the 2d of October the weather was remarkably
mild during the whole of the clay, but about
midnight a most furious tempest arose, which
continued with great violence till noon of the
following day. When it began there were six

large French ships in the Madras roads, and some
smaller ones. The Duo. iVOrUms^ Phccnlr^ and
Lya put to sea an<l foundered, and in them
upwards of twelve hundred men were lost. The
Mermaid and Advice^ prizes, shared the same fate.

The Achille (the flag-ship of M. dc la Bourdon-
nais) and two other vessels of war were dismasted

;

and tliey liad shipped so much water that the

people on board expected tliem to go down every

minute, nothwithstanding they had thrown over-

board the lower tier of guns. Of twenty other

vessels belonging to different nations in the

Marlras roads when the stonn began, not one
escajicd, being either wrecked or lost at sea. The
ships vhich were at anclior in the road of Pondi-
clierry felt nothing of this humcaiie.

Another liurricanc! ocreurred off (Juddalorc on
the 13th April 1749. (It is rare to meet with
hurricanes biffore ^lay. ) The English anny were
then on their march to Tanjore, to set Sahoji on
tlie inusnud and depose Pretaub Singh. Admiral
Boscawen had agreed to send some ships to escort

the troops, cannon, and stores to the place at

which they designed to disembark them, which
was at Devicottah, south of the Colcrun river.

A dreadful liurricane at N.N.W. Ciune on on the

night of the 12th of A])ril, and continued all tlio

ne.xt day. Its greatest violence was between eight

at night of the LHh, and at two the next morning,

shifting round from the northward to the eal&t, till

it came to the south, where it ended. In this

storm 11. >f. ship the ]\mhroke (one of those

appointed for the above service) was driven

ashore and wrecked on the Colerun shoal, a little

off Porto Novo. The captain, all the officers

(except the captain of marines and purser, who
were Jisliore on leave), and 330 men were drowned,
only 12 men being saved. In the same storm the

74 gun ship Namur (Boscawen 's flag-ship) foun-

dered in shoal Avator, not far from Devicottah. The
first, second, and fourth lieutenants, master, gunner,
two lieutenants of marines, and 520 men were
drowned

;
only two midshipmen and 24 men were

saved. The jidmiral, captain, and some other

officers were, on shore. T’he Lincoln and Winchel-

,sea, E.I.C. ships, were likewise wrecked off Fort

St. David, but the crews were saved. Almost all

the small vessels that were near Fort St. David

were lost. H.M. ships Tartar and Beal CastU^

together with the Swallnir sloop, being at sea, and
more to the southward, did not feel the tempest

in that violent degree with which it raged near

the coast, but they were all dismasted. The rest

of the fleet were fortunately at Triucomalee. The
Englisli camp was at that time some miles from
Porto Novo, and was so devastated that the army
were obliged to march to Porto Novo for e^ipage.
Orme mentions a hurricane on the 81st Octobw

1752, as the most violent that had been remembered
on the coast.

The new year of 1761 was ushered in with a
most violent hurricane at Pondicherry. At this
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time the British were laying siege to that town, On the 21st October 177.% a violent hurri<^e

and the fleet were in the roads intercepting all visited Madras. It began at N.W., and

succour by sea. When the storm began, Admiral with the wind easterly. (It must have travellea

Stevens had with him eight sail of the line, two S.W., and the vortex passed south of Maclra^)

frigates, a fire-ship, and a ship with stores. From The men-of-war put to sea early, but all the

8 P.M. of the 81st December, till 10 p.m., there was vessels that remained at anchor were lost, with

a constant succession of very heavy squalls, the crews.
Aboiit 10 P.M,, Admiral Stevens, in the Norfolk The next hurricane of which we have to notice,

(having for his captain the gallant and unfortunate is that of 1782. The weather had been threaten

-

Kempenfelt), was forced to cut his cable, and ing, and when it came on to blow, on the 20th

made the signal for the scpiadron to do the same October, the boats belonging to Sir E. Hughes’
But the noise and violence of the gale was such squadron (then in the roads) were on shore with

that no guns could be heard or signals observed, their crews, on duty. The gale commenced at

The other commanders accordingly obeyed previous N.W., and every vessel that could bear canvas,

orders, and continued at anchor, till at length put to sea. Most of the men-of-war boats put

their vessels parted, and then with tlie greatest off to tlieir shijis, which W’ore getting under
difficulty they got their 8hi])3 before the wind weigh, and were reached with difficulty by the

Avith scarce any sail set. The gale continued to larger boats, and some of the smaller
;
but some

increase until midnight, by wliicli tinio the wiii<l boats were unable to reach their vessels, and were

had veered from N.N.W., where it began, to the lost. The Superb was dismasted, and the Exeter

N.E., and in an instant it was sueceedeil by a was almost rendered a wreck. Sir Edward
calm, attended by a thick haze. This was of Hughes Nvas obliged to shift his flag to the

short duration, for in the space of a few minutes Both the Superb and the Exeter got to Bombay
the storm burst from the S.S.E., and raged with with jury-masts. The Neckar (a country vessel)

redoubled fury. Had the squadron got under lost her main -mast, and some vessels foundered

^
sail and proceeded to sea early, they would have at their anchors. The morning following the

’ had an opportunity of gaining sufficient sea-room hurricane presented a sad spectacle,—upwards
before the storm came from the S.E. The first of a hundred small country vessels stranded on the

gust of this fresh hurricane laid the Panther on beach, the whole remaining stock of rice in the

iier beam-ends, when, the sea breaking over her, wareliouses washed away, famine raging, and
Captain Affleck ordered the mizzeii-inast to be cut pestilence tlireateniug ! For the ravages of

away. This not relieving the shi]), ht? ordered tlic Hyder had driven tliousands from the country
main-mast to be cut away likewise; it broke to Madras, where already tliere had been great

below the upper deck with such force that it tore sull'eriDg for want of food. Upwards of 1000
it up, and the mast and rigging hanging over the corpses WTro buried every week for several weeks,

side, continued to encumber the sliip for a con- in large trenches outside the tow’u. The Governor
siderablo time, until a heavy sea cleared them. (I.ord Macartiny) used noble endeavours to

The ship then lighted, and, the reefed foresail mitigate tlie calamity, and set an example by
having withstood the violence of the gale, by sending aw’ay all his own horses and servants,

means of it they got back in foui’tecii fathoms Hyder was at rondicherry, and the admiral’s

water, and there let go the sheet anchor; Init not fleet gone! Shi})s, however, came in laden with
bringing up, they cut away the fore-mast, tlie fall grain from Bengal

;
Hyder All died in December,

of which carried aw'ay the bowsprit, when tlie ,ml the hopes of the British revived,

ship came round, and in this nuumer rode out The records of the Madras Observatory notice

the storm. The America
^
^I^’(lwaj/^ ‘dud Falmouth . heavy gale on the 27tli October 1797. The

were dismasted, and, after much distress, came to barometer did not fall below 29 •4 Go.

an anchor near the Panther. But it did not fare A hurricane occurred at Coringa and Masuli-
so well with the Netvcaslfe, the Queenborough patam on the 28th October 1800.
frigate, and the Protector lire-ship, who, scudding On the 4th December 1808, H.M.S. Centurion (of

before the S.E. gale, mistook their soundings, and 50 guns, bearing the flag of Admiral Ihiinier), on
drove towards the shore without endeavouring to lier passage from Trincomalee to Madras, experi-
come to an anchor. The roaring of the wind pre- enced a violent hurricane, which left her with
vented them from hearing the noise of the surf nothing standing but tlie bowsprit, and had
till it was too late. All three came ashore about nearly proved her destruction. The gale corn-
two miles south of Pondicherry. Of their crews menced about midnight; at 11 a.m. on the 6th,
only seven perished, who wore dashed overboard the wind flow round in a violent gust to the
by the violence with which the shij) struck when southward, and till C r.M. it was blowing a huiri-
they took the ground. A more rai.serablc fate canc. H.M.S. was*so severely strained, that she
attended the Due d'Acquitaine, the Sunderland, had 8 feet of water in her hold, and her upper-
and the Duke store-ship. Their masts 'withstood deck guns were obliged to be hove overboard,
both hurricanes, but they were driven back by Jury-masts were rigged, and on the lltli the
the S.E. tempest, and were under the necessity Centurion anchored in the Madras roads. H.M.S.
of anchoring; when, bringing up with all their Albatross was dismasted in the same storm, and
masts standing, they broached to, pd either put in at Negapatam to refit.

ca})sized or foundered. The crews, iji number Madras suffered from another hurricane on the
eleven hundred, perished, except seven Europeans 10th December 1807. Fortunately there was only
and as many lascars, who were next day picked one vessel in the roads when the stonn commenc^,
up floating on pieces of wreck. and she put to sea. To show the effect of the
On 2l8t ()ctober 1768, a cyclone occurred at storm-waves, it may be mentioned, from the

Madras, which lasted 14 hours; all the ships driven testimony of an eye-witness (Captain Biden) that
on shore were stranded. the bottom of a ship of 800 tons, supposed to
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bare been burnt in the roads about ten years

before (in 1797), was washed high and dry on the

beach near Parry’s office
;
the whole of her floor

was perfect, with a large quantity of her ballast:

(pigs of iron kentledge). The devastation along

the beach and in the town and suburbs of Madras

was very great. It was during this hurricane that

there occurred an extraordinary rise of the tide,

which inundated the whole of Black Town.

Another very disastrous hurricane occurred on

the 2d of May 1811. Providentially the fleet,

with the troops for the attack of Java, had just

sailed. The Dover frigate and Chichefiter store-

ship remained in the roads
;
they parted, and were

lost. Ninety country vessels went down at their

anchors. Only two vessels that were in the roads

when the hurricane set in, were saved, and these

put to sea. During this hurricane the surf broke

in 9 fathoms of water, four miles from shore I

On the 24th October 1818, Madras again suffered.

The wind commenced at north, and, after increas-

ing in violence, suddenly lulled, and as suddenly

flew roini<l furiously to south. This hurricane

travelled west, and its vortex passed over the

town. The barometer fell to 28*78.

On the 9th October 1820, there was a hurricane

commencing at N.W., veering to W. and S.W.

The barometer fell to 28*50. Hero the cyclone

travelled west, and pasac<l to the north of

'Madras.

[
On the 30th October 1830, a gale set in from

liorth. At 4 r.M. it blew a regular hurricane from

Jf.N.W. and N, After an ominous lull of half an

hour, it flew round with redoubled violence from

the south, at half-past seven I’.M. At tliis lime

the barometer was 28*285.

On the 29th October, at noon, it had been 30*050

„ 30th October, at 0 A. M.
,
.... 20*140

,, 30th October, at noon, .... 29*707

„ 30th October, at 5 r.M., .... 28*891

„ 30th October, at 7.30 r.M., . . . 28*285

At midnight, when tlio gale broke, . . . 29*115

A storm causing great loss occurred at Bombay
a the 15th June 1837.

In November 1839, a hurricane occurred off

oringa, when a storm-wave laid the shore 8
set under water. 70 ships and 700 people were
•st at sea, and (iOOO perished on shore.

In October 1842, there was a heavy gale at

adras, but hardly considered a hurricane.

In May 1843, another hurricane occurred at

Adras. On this occasion the brunt of it was felt

it at sea, and several vessels were lost. Those

lat remained at their anchors rode it out.

The next hurricane at Madras took place on tlic

5th November 184G
;
during it the pressure-

late of the Observatory anemometer broke, at a

ressure of 40 lbs. registered and the force of

ae heavy gust was computed at 67 lbs. per square

pt ! The largo iron wind-vane of the Observa-
llry was bent to a right-angle

;
and one of the

at piers on the Elphinstone bridge blown over,

hese formed the data for computation. The
revioua month there had been an unprecedented
ill of rain (20J inches in 24 hours). Had the

urricane set in before the soil had dried, not a
Dgle* building or tree in Madras would have
jmained upright.

^.On 19th April 1847, a violent hurricane ex-

inded from the equator to Sind. It was severe
^
"atnagherry

;
the Maldives were submerged,

followed by severe famine. The Cleopatra was
lost in this.

A destructive storm occurred at Bombay on the
2d November 1854.

In July 1780, during a tyfoon in the China
Sea, about 100,000 people perished.

A tremendous hurricane, with an inundation
caused by a storm-wave, occurred at Cuttack and
around Calcutta, on the 30th November 1831.
On the 31st October 1831, 300 villages and

11,000 people were swept away in Lower Bengal
by inundations, followed by a famine

;
and the

loss of life was estimated at 50,000 souls.

On the 21st May 1832, 8000 to 10,000 people
picrished in the delta of the Ganges.
On the 8th October 1832, a furious storm and

disastrous inundation occurred around Cjilcutta,

followed by great sufferings at Balasore.—Jfr.

Meldnim in Dm. Brit. Assoc., 1867 ;
PharoafCs

CazetUer of S. India ; Dr. Buist in Bo. Geo. Tr.,

1856; Diddington, Latr ofStorms,'!^. 624; American
Expedition to Japan, p. 137. See Cyclone.

HUBTAL. Persulphiiret of arsenic, orpiment.
There are two kinds, viz. gobhari hurtal, in yellow
flakes, used in oil-painting

;
one seer costs Rs. H.

Tabki Imrtal, greenish, crystallized, given by
fakirs in fumigation. One ruttee of it is wrapped
up in a leaf of muggar-bel, and smoked in a hookah.
It is evident tliat the smoker only escapes danger-

ous consequences, owing to the heat volatilizing

most of tiie arsenic; as it is, the little inhaled

often makes the person senseless. Salt is then

given to rc'store the senses. Thus employed, tabki

luirtal is considered a most powerful aphrodisiac.

It is also used in ointment
;
costs three rupees for

one seer,

—

(ienl. Med. Top. p. 137.

H URUT or Harat, a Persian wlieel for drawing
water from a well; a corruption of Ruhiit or

Arhiit.

—

FAiiot, Sapp. Glofis.

HUSAIN Aid KHAN, KIRMANI, author of

History of the Reign of Tipu Sultan, translated by
Colonel AV. Miles, London 1844.

HUSAIN - bin - ALl - ul - VAIZ, surnamed
Kasldli. He translated the fables of Bedpai from
the Arabic of Ibn Makaffa, and named them
Anwar-i-Sohaili, or Lights of Canopus.
HUSAIN GORI, the tii'st of the Gori dynasty,

succeeded to the throne of India in A.D. 1157
(other authorities say 1151 or 1155), by deposing

Kliusru Shah, the 13th and last of the Ghaznavi
kings. Mahmud, the nephew and successor of

Shahab-ud-Din, was the fifth and last of the

Gori dynasty. lie imparted little influence on
India. He had attacked the king of Kharasm at

Tjikash, and subdued the Ghikar tribe; but in A.D.

1 206, while returning to Ghazni, he was assassin-

ated by two of his own tribe,—according to Orme
in J212, and another authority gives 1214.

HUSAINI. Hind. A kind of grape, the large

sweet kind that are packed in boxes, and sent

from Kabul in the cold season.

HUSAINI BULBUL, also called the Shah-

bulbul, is of the sub-family Myagrin®, and is

known also iis the paradise fly-catcher. It is of

a chesnut colour for many months, but becomes
white in the breeding season, in its plumage des

noces. It is a very graceful bird, with very long
tail feathers, and it is a pretty sight to see it

flitting from tree to tree
;
how the birds prevent

the long tail feathers from becoming entangled

in the thorny trees, is difficult to understand.
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In Oeyloo, the bird in its ohesnnt dress is city, and the crop of wheat is used in tdigims

called the fire-thief, and the white bird the services. The rank of the actors render the

cotton-thief
; it is also c^ed the sultana bulbul, ceremony more imposing at Pekm, and the

Its colouring is chaste. Mr. Layard has often people of the capital make more of it than they

watched them, when seeking their insect prey, do in the provinces. A clay image of a cow is

turn suddenly on their perch and whisk their carried to the spot, containing or accompanied

long tails with a jerk over the bough, as if to by hundreds of little similar images
;
after the

protect them from injury. It is common about field is ploughed it is broken up, and the pieces

Madras. It is the Tchitrea paradisi, TAnn.

;

and and small images are CJirricd off by the crowd, to

Europeans call it also the bird of paradise.— scatter the powder on their own fields, in the

Tennant's Ceijlon^ p. 241). hope of thereby ensuring a good crop. The heads

HUSAN YUSUF of Lahore is the silicious of the provincial governments, the prefects and
frnstule of one of the Diatomacoae. It is of a district magistrates, go through a similar ceremony
pyramidal form with a convex bass, and on each on the same day. In Ningpo, the principal

triangular face is a prominent rounded knot; features of the ceremony consist in a solemn
these markings are not affected by acids, and worship, by all the local ofiicers, of a clay image
remain after heating to redness. When heated of a buffalo, and imago of a cowherd. The pre-

in a reduction tube, it gives off a peculiar smell feet then ploughs a small piece of ground, and
and combustible gas, showing that it is quite in a lie and his associates disperse on the morrow,
fresh state, otherwise it appears somewhat similar Tlioy come together in another temple at dawn,
to a fossil. Uusan Yusuf is collected in lakes and where a series of prostrations and recitals of

ponds in the hills around Sriiiuggur in Kashmir, prayers arc performed by the fathers of the people
ft floats on the surface, and is skimmed off and in their presence. So soon as this is over, the

dried.

—

PotreWs Ilandhooh, p. 320. clay ox is brought out, and all the officers pass

IIUSANZAI. Between the extreme northern around it rcjieatcdly in procession, striking the

frontier of the Hazara district and the Indus, there body at a given signal, and concluding the cere-

lies a somewhat narrow strip of rugged and mony by a heavy lilow on the liead. The crowd
jnouiitainous territory

;
this is inhabited by the then rush in and tear tlie effigy to pieces, each

Husanzai, who therefore dwell in Cis - Indus, one carrying off a portion to strew on his fields,

that is, on the left bank of the river. They could In J^ritisli India, until aft(‘r tlic middle of the

number, perhaps. 200U fighting men. The prin- 19th century, tlie Xandh race sacrificed human
cipal bill is known as tin' Black Mountain, from beings to the earth go<ldess, with ceremonies
its dark and gloomy aspect. In the adjoining id(‘ntical with those practised by the Chinese and
tract, within the llazafa border, lies Western tlieir clay bullock.

Touruouli, the fief of a chief politically dependent Most races have had some religious ceremonies
on the British. at seed-timt! or harvest

;
and to the present day,

HUSBANDRY, Agriculture, 'rillago. amongst most of the Hindu races of British

Zaraat ; Fallaliat, Aiun.
j
Kheti bari, Bijncj.

j

India, at the close of the ploughing and sowing
Amongst the Chinese, and with several of the .season, either in llio spring or autumn, the ploiigli

races in India, husbandry is considered an honour- is worshippc<l. It is their ITar-puja.

ablcfavocation
;
but Rajputs, Brahmans, and Maho- The Kuur-muiidla of the Hindus in Northern

medans in India deem manual labour derogatory. India, meaning the closing of the furrows, is a
Husbandry and silk-weaving were the earliest of name given to the day on which the sowing is

the arts cultivated by the (jhinesc people. The completed, but also called Kuur-boji and Hariur,

former was introduced by Sluii-uong, the imiiic- au<l in the north - west Dulia jhar or Piilia

diate successor of Fo-hi, and the silk-weaving by jhar, meaning the cleaning out of the sowing
an empress

;
and to both of these benefactors the basket,—Kuur-boji meaning the filling of fur-

Chinese perform .annual sacrifices on their festival rows. The day is a festival. The plough is

days. With them, husbandry is .still highly decorated
;

tlie residue of the seed-corn is m.ade

honoured
;
and annually, at a grand festival in into a cake, which is partaken of in the open

honour of the spring, tlie emperor ploughs and field, and part of it given to Brahmans and
BOWS part of a field. Tlie ancient Egyptians, beggars. It is the seeil-cake of the farmers of

Persians, and (ireoks held games and festivals, England, mentioned by Tusser :

—

mingled with religious ccTemonios, at seed-sowing; < some time this weoke, if the wether hold cleare,
and in England, formerly, the festival of 1 lough An end of wlieat .sowing we make for this yearc :

Monday was held, during wliich the jilougli-light Remember you, therefore, though I do it not,

was set up before the image of the patron saint The seed-cake, the pasties, the fermenty pot.’

of the vill^e. The plough, the* hoe, and from time immemorial
The Chinese annual ceremony at Pekin con- the drill, have been the chief agricultural imple<*

sists in ploughing a Siicred field with a highly ments of the Hindus, of wliom about 70 per cent,
ornamental plough kept for the purpose, the are engaged in husbandry. Their ploughs for
emperor holding it wliile turjiing over three breaking up new ground are very heavy, and are
furrows, the princes five, and the high ministers drawn by two to eight team of bullocks, as the
nine. These furrows were, however, so short, nature of the soil demands; but one pair of
that the monareba of the present dymasty altered bullocks, with a very light plough, suffices for
the ^cient rule, ploughing four furrows, and re- cultivated land. In rice-fields buffaloes are used,
turning again over the ground. The ceremony The plough of the Hindus for their lighter soils

finished, the emperor .and his ministers repair to i.s a naturally crooked branch of a tree, with an
the terrace, and remain till the whole field has , iron plate as a share or coulter. The cow is never
been ploughed. The ground belongs to the put to labour by the agricultural Hindu, the only
temples of heaven and earth, on the south of the

1 racewho so employ it being the homeless wandering
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BrinjarL In Malay countries the plough is usually

drawn by one or two buffaloes, which are pecu-

liarly adapted for the wet land culture of rice, to

which the use of the plough is almost exclusively

confined, the chunkal or large hoe being employed

in turning up the soil in plantation culture. When
the light plough of the Hindu farmer is used, there

is a mere scratching of the soil, but it is finely pul-

verized by repeated cross traversing. This form

of cultivation has been denounced by most of the

Europeans who have written on the subject
;
and

Mr. Kobertson, of' the experimental farm near

Madras, constructed a light plough of the shape

in use in Britain, to be substituted for that of wood
which is now in use. But in all such substitutions

the point which presents itself as diHlcult to meet,

is the feebleness of the draught cattle. The plough

of India is doubtless defective, but it is suited to

the draught cattle at their command
;
and *by

going over and over the ground and making

repeated stirrings, they eventually get down to a

depth of inches, or about half an inch less than

an average lea ploughing in Britain.

The Cliinese have a machine whicli cuts np
both the soil and the trefoil roots. It consists of

a strong wooden frame with three cross burs, into

which are fixed two rows of strong com^ave knives.

A bullock is yoked to the machine, and, with the

driver standing upon it, it is urged through the

soil ill all dir(?ctious.

The drill husbandry of Mysore cannot be ex-

celled. Their drilling-machine sows thirteen rows
at a time, with the greatest regularity

;
and their

bullock hoe, with blades which pass between the

drills, eradicates weeds when the plants are a few
inches high, and freely and cffectnally stirs the soil.

In British India, the arable laiul is held by three

distinct tenures. Sir AVilliam Muir has described

•three broad distinctions in the title under which
land was found by the British originally, to be
owned or managed throughout various parts of

India, viz. ryot occupancy or proprietorship,

official zamindarship, and village proprietorship.

The first signifies that the ryot is the heredit-

ary occupant or owner of his own individual

holding. Tlie last, village proprietorship, signifies

that one or more persons, or a body of coparceners,

possess proprietary rights over all the lainls (in-

cluding waste) contained within the boundaries

of their village or estate
;
village proprietors may

be either talukdars, zamindars, pattidars, or mem-
bers of a proprietary and cultivating brotherhood.

At the time that the British assumcil .supremacy,

ryot proprietorship prevailed in the south of

India, official zamindarship in Bengal, and village

proprietorship in the N.W. Provinces.

It may be added, that on the N.W. Frontier are

tribal tenures; and in Hazara, Pcshawur, and
partly in Dehra Ismail Khan, tliere is a periodical

Redistribution of the holdings amongst the tribes,

Sknown as Waish or Vaish. In Banmi, the island

is held in tals, the area of the tribe
;
in darra,

the holding of a group of families; and lich’h,

tme family holding. In Dehra Ghazi Khan, each
member of the tribe holds his own share.

From the time oi the census of 1871, lius-

[iMndxy of India has been attracting great atten-
gfcion, because the population has been increasing

re rapidly than the means of subsistence. Also,
^-fifths of the revenue of British India are
pived from the land; and as the Govern-

ments of India and the cultivating tillers of

the soil are to a great extent joint proprietors

of the land, it is felt to be the duty of the state

to instruct their partners, and within their state

rights to prevent exhaustion of the soil. So far as

experience of a century teaches, there are, taking
the entire country, two bad years to every seven
good ones

;
the average popuhition affected in each

instance is about twenty millions
;
and the result

may accordingly bo said to be equivalent to a
famine over the whole country nearly twice in a
century. Each of the great provinces, except
Bengal, is visited with drought at intervals averag-

ing eleven or twelve years, and with famines of

exceptional magnitude at intervals of about fifty

years. Bengal enjoys far longer periods of immu-
nity, and, except in one or two localities, is wholly

exempt from this visitation. Judging from the

past, the largest population ever likely to be
simultaneously famine-stricken is about thirty

millions; and of these, 41 millions will need assist-

ance during the months of greatest distress, and
an average of millions for an entire year.

How to prevent the soils of India being
exhausted, is becoming an increasing subject of

thought. With the excciption of irrigated lands,

little iiuiuure is employed in India. The principal

food-crops arc neither manured nor irrigated, and
so long as moderately good soils were being tilled,

a rude system of husbandry sufficed to meet
tljo Wyants of cultivators; but now that by the

pressure of population inferior soils are being

taken up, it is necessary that an improved system

of agriculture should be adopted. At present the

,

farm cattle not at w'ork are rarely if ever fed

;

the cows and calves arc half-starved, and little

milk is obtained. Draught bullocks are partially

fed. But fodder grassi‘S are never cultivated
;
and

the want of power in the draught cattle is a great

cause of defective tilling. It is acknowledged
that with care produce can be greatly increased.

Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert at Rothainsted, for 24
years grew wheat on unmanured and manured
laud. IJninaiuired land yielded only 12*4 bushels

per acre, weighing 67'4 lbs. the bushel
;

land
receiving yearly 14 tons of farm-yard manure
yielded 34’1 bushels per acre, weighing 69*3 lbs.

But the average produce per acre, on a series of

observations extending over ten years, in several

districts of the Bombay Presidency, was found to
be as follows :—Wheat, 9 bushels, 585 lbs.

;
juari,

10 bushels, 650 lbs.
;

bajri, 6 bushels, 390 lbs.

In the Dehra Doon the produce from wheat
cultivation was found to average 1260 lbs. per
acre; and at the Sind experimental farm, bajri

(Pcnicillaria si)icata) has yielded as much as 1420
lbs. per aero.

In the Nile valley the yield of wheat is from
8 to 20 fold

;
barley, 4 to 18 fold

;
maize, 14 to

20 fold
;
Sorghum vulgare, 36 to 48 fold.

The I^\amine Commissioners in their report

(ii. p. 72) give the following as the produce of

food-grains per acre in several parts of British

India:

—

Panjab, . . . 11 bushels, or 0*29 of a ton per acre.
N.W. Provinces and
Oudh, and Bengal, 13 0*36

Central Provinces, . 8 0*21

Berar, . . .6 016
Bombay, excl. Bind
and N. Oanara, . 7 019

Madras and Mysore, 11 0*3
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Mr. Morris, Chief Commissioner of the Central

Provinces, in his report for 1872-78 (p. 6), gives

the following as the average produce per acre

Cotton. 11)8.

Kaipur, . 52
Wanlhrt, . 40

Nagpur, . 21

11 )8.

602
426
360

675
. 448

, 654

Wheat. Ihs.

324

Hoshangabad, 267
Jubbulpur, . 000

Narsingpur, . 400
Raipur, . . 432

Rice.

Raipur, .

Bilaspur,

Balaghat,

Chanda,
Bhandara,
Seoni, .

The area under cultivated crops in India is

equal to one acre per head of the population,

which increases at the rate of 1 per cent, per

annum, equal to two millions yearly. To provide

for this increase of numbers, two methods of

increasing the production present themselves,

viz. progressively to increase the area of culti-

vated land, and gradually to increase the pro-

duce from the land at present cultivated. The

equivalent of the two methods are an extension

of cultivation by two millions of acres annually,

or an increased produce by one-tenth of a bushel

annually from the present acreage. In coming to

a decision over these two methods, it is neces-

sary to remark that in British India, the best and

most available land has long been occu})ied. The

cultivable area still untouched is great, but is in

places remote from population, and requiring much
beyond the ordinary capital of an Indian culti-

vator to bring it into a state of production. The

second method has therefore to be cliiefly reliv'd

on. One bushel of increase per^|%c,vetuPWdP,^g?

gradually in ten years f^caiUlbns of ])eople. Tl..

area, wonhhmflT^tfien have gradually risen fron
h' iV) 20 bushels an acre.

The population in British India is at presei..
one mrt with another and one year with another
barely raising more than sutficient food for thei,

requirement, and the Indian (lovenimont, in 1888
arranged with the railways to carry grain fron:
one district to another at the lowest remuncrat

» ive rates
;

because from certain districts it wa;.
being exported, while the po])iilution in some parts
is even now pressing on the means of subsistence,
and is increasing at a rate which is causing
anxiety. The increase in Great Britain from 1851
to 1861 was 0-56 per cent. In India it has been
stated at from 0-52 in the N.IV. Provinces, 0*54
in Bombay, and 0*74 in Madras, and it has been
supposed that the normal may he 0 5 and 0-6

P. P. 1880, p. 29.

The population per square mile has been given
as under :

—

Bengal, . . .

N.W. Provinces,

468 1 Berar,
. 129

897 Ajmir,
. 119

378 Assam
. 99

226 Central Provinces, . 91
187

!
Coorg

. 84
173 1 Burma . 31
131

;

On the average, in all British India, 211 to tlic

square mile,—agricultural, 66 per cent.
;
traders,

18 per cent.
; labourers, 16 per cent.

;
professional

and service, 10 per cent., the labourers being
mostly employed on the land.

Between 1850 and 1880, 18 millions of acres t)f

waste land had been brought under cultivation in
the Maciraa and Bombay Presidencies, a quantity
amounting to 80 per cent, of the area under culti-
vation in 1860. In theN.W. Provinces, from 1840
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to 1880 there was an increase of 6 millions of

acres, or 30 per cent of the area under cultivation

in 1840. In British India, the cultivated area for

food-crops is a little more than one acre for each

individual
;
in the Panjab, 0*76 of an acre

;
iu the

N.W. Provinces and Oudh, and in Bengal, 0*81
;
in

Central Provinces, 1-8
;
in Berar, 1*75

;
in Bom-

bay, 1*4
;
in Madi-as, 0 *93

;
in Mysore and Burma,

ejich 1 acre.

—

F. Hep. p. 73.

The Famine Commissioners, in their report of

1 880 (i. p. 50), assuming the population of British

India at 181,850,000, estimated tlie area under

food-crop at 166,250,000 acres, yielding an out-

turn of 51,530,000 tons of food. The ordinary

consumption is estimated at 47,165,000 tons,

leaving a suqdus of 5,165,000 tons. The esti-

mated consumption includes food, 37,980,000

tons
;
seed, 3,450,000 tons

;
cattle food, 309,000

tons
;
and wastage, 2,555,000 tons.

The famine of 1876-77 affected a population of

36 millions in the Peninsula of India, and in that

year the crop in Bombiy was short of the average

by 1^ million tons, in Madras by 34 millions,

and ill Mysore by 1 million tons.

The subject of Indian husbandry is one of much
difficulty. The climates, the rains, and the soils

of British India widely differ, and clemand from
the husbandman the most varied treatment. The
lands iu the deltas of the Ganges and Indus are

annually strewed over with the hue silt which the

floods of rivers bring down in their course
.. .^u^aAlpwn wilTib

t
the crops, the soil in those districts is inacte cubing
three crops in the year. The great volcanic tract
ot the Dekhan, in provinces reached by the moist
winds and rains of the south-west monsoon, and
covered for ten and twenty feet deep with the
regiir or black cotton soil, from nnkpown times,*
has yielded once a-yoar, without manure, one
luxuriant crop of wheat, sorghum, or cotton,
grown 111 the open lieKls, without other care than
tlie ploughing, sowing, and reaping.

The earth nowliero else yields agricultural pro-
duce m return for so little labour as in j/wer
hgypt, and gives back the seed so plentifully. In
tlie lands which the Nile overflows, when the
water is partwlly withdrawn, the fellah, without
previous labour, throws the seed from his boat
nito the wet iniid. Their present yield of wheat is
iroin 8 to 5!0 fold

;
of barley, from 4 to 18 ; of

ni.me, from 14 to 20
;
of Sorghiiiii vulgare (dar-

rah), from 8G to 48 fold. A like fertility is
reiKjatcd in the flats of the deltas of the Indus
and the Ganges, where rice crops are grown defy-
ing the inundations. ^

III India, crops kiiowiiasthekharif arcsown from
.10 latter part of May and beginning of June tohe early part trf August, and are reaped from the
atter part of October to the early part of De-
leniber. And in districts watered by the N.E.
loiisooii and winter rains, rabi crops are sownrom the latter part of August to the early part

)f November, and are gathered in the spring
rom the end of Febrnary-Marchto the beginning
)t April, being brought on by the heavy dewsad cool nights and winter showers that prevail
luniig the cold-weather months of India.
Ihe liice varieties of the Peninsula of India are

own and ripen at different periods. Some of
lem are sown in July, but most in Auguat. Some
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ripen in four months in November, some in five

months in December, and some in six months in

January or February.

Of the Oilseeds^ Sesamum oricntale is sown in

Mayand gathered in August, and Arachis hypogea
is sown in September and gathered in February.

,
Of the Puhes^ Lablab vulgaris, Cajanus Tndicus,

Phaseolus radiatus, and Dolichos catiangare gene-
rally grown on lands depending on the natural

rains, and their seeds are sown along with the

millets. Phaseolus mungo and Ph. max. are sown
in July and gathered in January. Cicer arie-

tinum is sown in October and gathered in March.
Dolichos cultratuB, Phaseolus aconitifolius, and
Pisum sativum are sown in December and gathered

in February.

For Millets^ the ground is ploughed up, and the

seeds sown broadcast, in July or August, and
reaped in November or December,

—

Panicum miliaceum, Willde.j or varagoo, in six

months

;

Penicillaria spicata, or cumboo, in four months
;

Panicum miliarc, or shama, in three months

;

Sorghum vulgaro and its allies ripen in five

months

;

Setaria Italica, or tennay, in four or five

months.
In Kandahar, the spring or rabi harvest pro-

duces wheat, barley, pulses, beans, lentils, madder,
etc. The autumn or kharif harvest crops are

maize, pulse, rice, beans, carrots, turnips, egg-
fruit, beetroot, love-apple, tobacco.

In most parts of Afglianistan and in the extreme
N.W. of India the crop sown in the end of autumn,
and reaped in spring, consists of wheat, barley,

Ervum lens (addus), Cicer arictinum (nukhud),
with some peas and beans. The other crop is

sown at the end of spring, and reaped in autumn,
ftnd consists of rice, Panicum Italicum, and P.

miliaceum. Sorghum vulgare, Penicillaria spicata

Zea mays, and Phaseolus mungo.
The former, the spring harvest, is the most

important in the countries west of the Snliman
range. The latter,, the autumn harvest, calle<I by
the Afghans Paniyeh or Tirrnani, is on the whole
the most considerable. But there are modifications,

according to climate. In the Hazara country, and
also in all the coldest parts of Afghanistan and the

neighbouring states, they sow their only harvest

in spring, and reap it in the end of autumn,

i
In the Kharaoti (Karoti), the Kattiwaz, and some

pother elevated countries in that neighbourhood,
Ithey sow their only crops at the end of one autumn,
^anU.reap it the beginning of another.
I In Bajawar, Panjkora, in the country of the

Jpper Momunds and that of the Utmau Khel,
vheat is the principal grain sown, and their most
mportant harvest is that which is reaped in

iimmer.

In ishawur, the Bangash, Jaji, Daman, and

^ Khel countries, the harvests are nearly equal

;

lit in the eastern countries, that whicli is reaped

If autumn is the more important. Wheat is the

Ipief food of the people, though in several parts

Ite millets, Panicum, Sorghum, and Penicillaria

^icata are also made into bread. Indian corn
leads are eaten roasted as a luxury.
About towns the food - grains mentioned are

Merely supplemented by their palez harvest, of

ik melons, water melons, various kinds of

umbers, pumpkins, gourds, grown everywhere

in open fields like grain. And in the gardens are
grown carrots, turnips, beetroot, lettuce, onions;
garlic, egg-plant, spinago, and greens of all kinds,

cabbage, cauliflower. Barley is given to horses,

and turnips are sown for cattle.

Rice is grown in most parts of Afghanistan, but
in very different quantities. In Swat and Pesha-
wur it is most abundant.

Bcrar is a province in the centre of the Penin-
sula, which receives the rains of the S.W. monsoon
from June to August, and the winter rains of
December and January, and its seed times and
liarvest times arc as under. The plants with an
asterisk {*) are irrigated :

—

Sown. Harvested.

ALrus precatoriuB,* . • . .June November
Allium sativum,* , . . November March
A. cepa,* „ ,,

Cajanus Indicus, .... Juno Jan., Feb.

Capsicum annuum,* , . June January
Chavica bctle,* .... May in a year
Cicer arietinurn, .... October February
(Convolvulus batatas,* . . .September February
(Joriandnim sativum,* . June January
Crotalaria jnncca, . . . June October
( Curcuma longa, .... July January
Ervum lens, October January
(Jossypium Indicnm, . . June .January

Hibiscus caiinabinus, . . Juno Nov., Dec.
indigofera tinctoria,* . . .June August
Jiathyrus .sativus, . . . October January
Linum usitatissimum, . . October February
Morinda citrifolia, , . . June in years
Nicotiana tabacum, . . . .July December
Oryza sativa,* .... Juno Oct., Dec.
Panicum pilosum, . . , June October
rap.avcr somniforum,* . . October Feb., March
Penicillaria spicata, . . July October
Phaseolus mungo, . . . June November
Pisum sativum, .... October January
Ptychotis ajwain, , . . June November
Saccharum oflicinarum,* . Jan. or May in 12 months
Sesamum Indicum, . . . August January
Sinapis ramosa, .... November February
Sorghum vulgare, . . . May, July July, Dec.
Triticum aistiviun, . , . November February
Zeainays,* . . . . . June September.

In India, diseases and wild beasts cause heavy
losses to tlie agriculturists. On this form of loss

the Mysore Administration Reports for 1873-74

to 187.5-70, have shown the losses in cattle sus-

tained by their owners,

—

X75.'“ 1875-•1876.

Fnim By Wild From By Wild
Sickiu'ss. Buasts. SickmjBS, Beasts.

Cows, . . . . 33,440 1,.522 42,343 1,299
Dulls orlndlocks, 24,555 1,041 .33,089 921
Male bulFulocH, . .5,450 279 8.971 246
Femjile ,, 12,575 414 16,970 381
Sheep ami goats, 07,129 1,081 .55,181 1,685
Horses, , . . 826 45 C66 66
Asses, .... 1,797 43 1,396 31

Total, ... 14.5,772 5,025 1.58,625 4,629

In 1873-74, the cattle of all kinds numbered

2,911,684, and the deaths 138,759. In 1874-75,

the respective numbers were 2,921,962 and

150,797, the increase of 12,038 deaths having been
due to (tattle disease in the Mysore and Uaasan
districts.

Irrigation .—The crops are liable to mat in-

juries from insects and fungi which will be found
mentioned under Insects. Rate, locuste, hyaenas,

elephants, also cause losses; but that which is

most dreaded is droughts, for the rainfall fluctuates

from year to year as much as 50 per cent, on either

roL. II, 129
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aide of the average, and failure of the rains results

in scarcity and famine. The rains on the seaward
sides of the Western Ghats and of the Arakan Hills

never fail, the inundations and the canals of Sind
and Lower Bengal protect the crops from all fear
of drought; but in Mysore, the Ceded Districts,

Oiigole, Orissa, Hyderabad, Rajpiitana, Oudh,
N.W. Provinces, and the Panjab, the rains have
often failed, ana millions of the ijihabitants and
their cattle have perished. Tlic Tamil, Teling,

and Gond races have evinced much ingenuity in

constructing tanks wherever the slope of the

ground admitted, and the races along both banks
of the Lower Indus have laboriously formed
inundation canals. With water, in tropical coun-

tries, plants of some kind may be grown. But

Liebig, in his letters on Modem Agrioultil?e

(pp. 176-77), remarks that ‘there ftre field® that

may yield without manuring, for 6, 12, 50, or

100 years successively, crops of cereals, potatoes,

vetches, clover, or any other plants, and the

whole produce can be carried away from the

land, but the inevitable result is at last the same

:

the soil loses its fertility, the fields will ultimately
be brought to a state of exhaustion, the corn will

only yield an amount equal to the seed^ the
potatoes will no longer produce tubers, and the
vetchas or clover will die away after barely appear-
ing above the ground.’

These remarks arc admonitory to the cultiva-

tor.s, the State, and the people. If the land be only
half tilled, and be starved as regards manure, the

much injury results from profuse supply of canal share of the produce falling to the State will

water swamping the lands. I^and is destroyed appear largo; but the more produce it can be
unless there be perfect drainage made before the made to yield, the more easily will the land-tax
irrigation is adopted. The water must be able . be paid. Throughout India the ground around
to get out of the land as well as to get into it

with equal facility. Of all the supplies, river

water is the best, as it brings with it a largo
proportion of silt; after that comes water from

the village site is always resorted to by the

inhabitants, and tobacco is there the most frequent
crop. It is almost the only open field that receives

animal refuse, four-fifths of the cattle droppings
tanks, then the natural rains

;
and worst of all i

being dried and used as fuel. The average daily
are the waters of wells and canals, for they con- weight of cows’ droppings is 1 or 5 lbs. daily,

tain much saline matter in solution, and chiefly
;

equal to 15 cwt. per annum; two-thirds arc cou-
soda. Salts in undue proportion render soils ; sunied as fuel, excepting during the rains. How
sterile.

^

Mr. Robertson of the Sydapet farm says
j

little the fields receive, is known from the fact
that soil which contains more than a half per
cent, of salts, capable of being washed out by
water, cannot possibly be productive. :Mr. E. (’.

Schrottky says that the remedy for this is sul^soil

drainage.

that there is one head of horned cattle to every

two cultivated acres,—plough cattle, milch cattle,

and bulTalocs. Even the small portion retained

for manure is wasted, no care being taken to

])rcvenl loss by drainage or evaporation. Mr.
Manure ,—^Next to water in agricultural value i

Jluck mentions that at Farrakhabad night-soil
comes manure. The Chinese, of all the eastern

|

has been iitili/iOd for ages as much as
races, are the most successful ap])lier,s of manures,

I
Rs. 15,000 to 20,000 being paid there by the

utilizing them from the animal, V('getable, and
|

cultivators to the sweepers.
mineral kingdoms, and applying them in a skilful

manner, growing green crops for manure, which
they jllongh down into their fields, and using
recent animal refuse in a greatly diluted state.
Throughout British India, the liu.sljandrneii are
thoroughly ficquainted with the value of manure.s,
both fresh and decomposed, but tlie quantity
obtainable is barely sufficient for their garden

111 the gamoral non-use of manure, the prevail-*

iiig practice has been to tlirow the exhausted
fields out of cultivation for periods of years, after

which it is again broken np into great masses by
iron bars. Full crops are not inimetiiately obtained.
In tlie Chanda district, it has been observed that
where fresh soil is broken U]) for rice cultivation,

the ground can never be got into proper order
cultivation. Even if all tlie cattle refuse could

;

during the first year, and the yield is less than in
be had, it would still be iusLitficicnt

;
but in most i the old fiehls. In the second year the return

ixirts owing to the scarcity of firewood, drii>d i
rises to aliout an eiglith above that of the old

cow-clung cakes are the chief fuel. Also, with fields, and increases gradually year by year until
every increase of irrigation, manure is iiecossarilv the fifth, whi n it roaches 50 per cent, above the

of yield of the old fields. It then commences to
soils being more easily taken up, and are more
frequently so by the more frequent cropping. The

decline, and in about another five years has sub-
sided to the level of the old fields. Land yielding1

uiK ivjvei ui uie Old iieius. ijana yieiaiug
sons ot many peyts of Biitish India are thus in i dry erojis seems also to reach its highest point of

becoming utterly barren. Learned men fertility in the fifth year of cultivation, but it falls
from ancient tunes have byn warning agricultur- more slowly to the condition of old fields tlmn is

century of the tlic ca.se with rice lands, and in a field twenty
Liiristian era, L. Jumus M. Columella, in a letter years old will be more productive than one which
to 1 ublms feilvinus, pointed out that the sterility has been twenty years under the plough. When

their own a cultivator sees a field becoming sterile, he
'allows it to he fallow for from two to five years,

cento 25
of the 19th

;

in the meanwhile pasturing his cattle thereon
;

tobe^t iigain sown, it is found to
^ bushels. In Virginia i give a yield equal to its neighbours.and Kentucky, tobacco was grown until the soil war»

wrnpletely exhausted, and had to be abandoned.
In a late, oettlement Report in the Iloshangabad
aistnct, it was stated tliat in the Nerbadda valley,
fifty yoars before, the rate of produce had been
t^old, but only sixfold at the date of the report.

130

Green manure, ploughed in, has several advan-
tages. It saves transport, rapidly decomposes,
saves all the constituents of the manure

;
while

decomposing, raises the temperature of the soil,
protects the soil from the effect of solar heat,
prevents evaporation, retains fertilizing gases, and
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pulrerizea the soil. The jute and cassia leaves and
exhausted indigo plants are largely utilized in

this way. Bone-dust is only employed in places

superintended by Europeans.

Progress,—The British have been very desirous

of improving the husbandry of the people, and
have succeeded to a small extent. Millions sterling

were expended in experiments to improve the

staple of cotton ;
much encouragement was given

to the silk and lac industries; unsparing and
successful efforts have been made to establish

tea, tobacco, cinchona, hop, and caoutchouc plants

;

opium cultivation has been brought to the highest

pitch of perfection; the indigo manufacture has

attracted many Europeans, though the manufac-

ture of the last two products has been left entirely

to native skill
;
tobacco varieties have been intro-

duced
;
an attempt was made to introduce the fine

cochineal insect
;
a little has been done to introduce

improved breeds of cattle and sheep
;
much has

been done for fibrous plants
;
and by agricultural

exhibitions, agri-horticultural societies, farms, fairs,

and agricultural banks, forests have been pro-

tected, planting of trees encouraged
;
great canals

constructed for irrigation
;

loans have been made
for well-digging

;
while railways, havbo\irs, and

improved ocean steamers liave aide<l in the dis-

tribution, and emigrants have been (‘ucoiiraged

and protected. I'hoso have been regarded by the

British rulers as their duties.

Ninety per cent, of Indian exj)orts Jire raw
products, and steady efforts have been mad(‘ to

improve the means of transit and distribution on

rivers, canals, ocean sliips, roads, and railways.

In scarcities and famiiu*s, perhaps, no efforts can

stave off the destruction of the cattle needed for

Carrie *56, and a meteorological (le})artmcnt has

been lormed to watch and give w^arning of climatic

changes. The countries adjoining Farther Jiulia,

still spjirsely inhabited,,can be looked to for years

to come Jis food granaries, but early effort should be

made to encourage and develope tlie arts. Railway
workshops, spiuning and weaving companies, tea,

cotton, coffee, and cinchona planters have done
much, but the fishermen need to have facilities

afforded for salting their fish captures, wliich is

the sole animal food that almost all tlie races eat

;

and tlie climates of the western coast of India

and of Burma are inimical to cattle and sheep.

Much is still capable of being accomplished in

the Way of improving existing and adding new
varieties of fruit and timber trees, root plants,

vegetables, cereals, pulses, and millets, condiment

plants, . truffles, mnshrooms, with herbage and
fodder plants for cattle.

Trees should be planted in groves and lines, to

afford shelter from drying hot winds. They are a
powerful engine in the production of coolness and
moisture, and their leaves furnish manure. Frizes

and payjnents should be made to persons who suc-

cessfully raise trees in exposed situations, for a tree

cannot be raised by Government employes under
thtee to five rupees. Sir George Campbell, when
in the Panjab, issued an order that every man
who cut down a tree should plant five in its place.

•Phe breed of stock, cattle, sheep, and goats could

be further improved, and better varieties imported

;

and they may be persuaded to rear fowls of kinds,

,aud to add to their stock by domesticating bees.

) preservation of fodder crops by eiisillage

i:ht be introduced) and greater care taken, in

storing manure, to arrange for the preservation of
its^ fiuid parts, under-draining being adopted to
bring fresh soil under tillage.~»S7r Henry Elliot's
Supplement; Mr. II. II. Elliot and Mr. F, C,
Danvers in Jo. Soc. of /Ir/.v; Carnegifs Kachdhri
Technicalities; B. IL Baden PoniU, Econom.
Prod, of the Panjah; Manual of the Laud Revenue
Systems of India; E. C. Sekrottky, Rational
Agriculture; Mr. F. N. Wright, Agriculture in
Cawnpore

; Mysore and Central Provinces Admini-
stration Reports; Baron von Mueller's Select
Plants; MacGregor, pp. 36; Wils. Gloss.;
Williams" Middle Kingdom, ii. p. 109

;
Ward, p. 101

;

Peschel on Man, p. 492.

IIUSE, a transparent fabric of Manilla, of
which the shirts of the coloured population arc
made. It is made from the fibre of the Musa
textilis.

—

Oliphant.

HUSKS, on which the prodigal son desired to
appease his hunger, were the pods of the Cera-
tonia siliqua.

HIJSN and HASN, pi. JIasnein, sons of Ali,

a cousin of Mahomed, by Fatima, Mahomed’s
daughter. Husni Syiul, a descendant of Ilasnein.

lilJSX- ABDUL is a tow'ii between Rawal
Hindi and PesbaNvur. It has a sacred tank,
supplied by many rivulets, and crowded with fish.

A stone there Iwis a rude bas-relief,, said to be au
impression of a foot.

liUT or Iloth, a small Baluch tribe in the
Dohra Gliazi Khan district.

HUT-GAR ()r Hat-gar, a w’caver caste in the
Canal ese-Bpeaking country about Belgaum.

IIUT’IIEELE or Hat’hile, one of the Panchpiri,
or five noted saints of the lowxr orders of Hindu-
.stan. He is said to have been the sister’s sou of
Ghazi Meeaii, and lies buried at Bahraich, near the
tomb of that celebrated martyr.

HUT-IIU, SAN.SK.,in Hindu asceticism, signifies

the external niean.s used to fix the mind upon the
( )iie Spirit. 'Phese means are, sitting in a particular
posture, keeping tlie eyes fixed on the end of the
nose, repeating a particular name, and many other
practices equa lly. r id i c ulou s.

HUTTON, MArJon, author of Note on the Cul-
ture of Silk at Kandaliar

;
on the Wool and

Woollen Manufactures of Afghanistan
;
Zoology

of Kandaliar.

HUTTON, Dk., a Bombay medical officer, author
of a History of the Kooria Mooria Islands in the
Royal and Bombay Geographical Society’s Journal

;

East Indian Marine Survey.

—

P. P.
HUWANA, Can., the flower fish, occurs in a

curious small lake of fresh water close to the sea,

near Cundapur in N. Canara. They are con-
sidered a delicacy, and used to be sent by runners
to Tipu Sultan.* They are caught by a number of

boatmen moving from one end of the lake.

HUZUR. Hind. A respectful form of address

to persons of rank, equivalent to ‘ presence,’—^the

presence, the royal presence.

HUZURASH, name of the translation of the
Zenclavesta into Pehlavi, a mixture of Semitic
and Iranian, made in the time of the SaasanidaB.

Pehlavi was the language used by the
dynasty.

—

Bunsen ; Max Muller. See Honover.
HWA-KEA-TSZE, the Chinese cycle of 60

years. The Chinese year oommeucee from the
conjunction of the sun and moon, or from the
nearest new moon to the 15th degree of Aquarius.
It has 12 lunar months, some of 29, some of 80

lai
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days* To adjust the lunations with the coUrso sites growing on it, whether it was a spohge or
of the sun, they insert, when necessary, an inter- a zoophyte, or something else,—could not be
calary month. Day and night are divided into settled. But the discovery of the same or a
12 periods, _e^h of 2 hours.

—

Gutzlaff's Chinese closely - allied species in abundance, from the
History^ p. 78.

HWANG -te-wang, and Teon-tszc, arc titles

which have been held by Chinese emperors.
Wang is commonly translated king

;
the other

emperor. See China, 684.

HWOH-B'U, Chinese living Buddhas.
HWUI-HWUI KEAOU. Chin. The Maho-

medan religion.

HYACINTH, a mineral used as a precious

stone, consisting of silica and zirconia, trans-

parent, and of a rod colour.

HYyENINA, a sub-family of the Felidje, digiti-

grade carnivorous inaminalia, distinguished by
having their fore logs longer than their hind legs,

by their rough tongue, great and conical molar,

or rather cutting-and-crusliiiig, teeth, jirojecting

eyes, large ears, and a deep ami glandular pouch
beneath the anus. In general form, hyaenas
resemble dogs more than cats; and 1/miucus

classed them with the former, to which they

appear united by the Lycaoii x)ictus of S. Africa.

There is one species in India,

—

Hyajna striata, Zimmer.^ IF. vulgaris, Demarest.

Beng.Naukra>bagh,
Har-vagh, ... ,,

Kirba
j Kat-kirba, Can.

Korna-gandu, . . „
Rera of Ckntkal India.

Taras; JIundar, . lliNJ).

Lakhar-bagliar,
, „

Lakar -bag’ll, . . „
Lakra-biig’li, . . „
Jhirak of . Hi uriana.

The striped hyicna is of a pale, yellowish-grey
colour, with transverse tawny strijios, n(*ck anil

back maned, and ordinary length is 8 feet 6 inches
to root of tail; tail 17 inches. It prefers ojjcn
country, and generally digs a hole for its deii on
the side of a hill or mountain, or lurks amongst
ruins. It is quite a nocturnal animal, sallying
forth after dark and hunting for carcases," the
bones of which it gnaws, occasionally catching
some prowling dog or stray sheep. It generally
returns to its den before sunrise. Its call is very
unpleasant, almost unearthly. .The young are
easily tamed, and show much attachment to their
keepers or masters, uttering sounds not unlike
human laughter.

The spotted hyaena (H. crocuta) and the brown
hyaena, which is a third species of the gemi.s, arc
restricted to Africa. Their jaws arc enormously
strong, and when they bite they hold on obsti-
nately, and can with difficulty be made to let go
their hold. The voice of the s])Otted hyicna when
excited resembles a laugh, whence it is commonly
known as the laughing hyaena. The hyaina and
lion arc eaten by the Arabs.— Mammals
IIYALMX TKIDENTATA, Lam., of the seas

Butt of Lewis down to Setubal on the coast of

Portugal, where the shark fishers call it sea-
whip, has given savans specimens enough on
which to make up their minds, and has added
another form to the list of those common,
strangely enough, to European seas and to those
of Japan.— Cup/. St. John, p. 77.

IlYAT. Aha 11 . Life, said by Mahomedans
to have been created on the 10th day of Ma-
harrara.

HYAT QALANDAR, also Baba Booden, or

Bawa Booden, a Mahomedan devotee, who settled

on the Baba Booden Hills, on the Niiggur district

of Mysore. On his arrival or return from Arabia
he brouglit with liim some coffee berries, since

wliich time the plant has continued to be grown
ill that district.

IlVDASPES or Bedaspes, the ancient Greek
names of a river of the Panjab, called in 8an-
skfit the "\dtasta; it is the Jheluni or Behut of

the present «lay.

HYDERABAD, in lat. 17° 21' 4r/ N., and long.
78'^ 80' 10" E., on the right bank of the river

Musa, is the capital of an inde])endent inland

kingdom of tlie same name, in the centre of the

IVninsuIa of Lidia, 'rin* territory lies between
lat. 15° 10' and 21° 41' N., and long. 74° 40' to
81° 81' E., and has an area of 98,000 square
miles, witli a iioxmlation of 11,250,000; and since

the 15th century, it has been under Mahomedan
rulers of the Balimani, Kutub Shahi, and Azof
.laid dynasties, the second of whom ruled from
the adjacent fortri-ss of Golconda, and wius over-
thrown by Anrangzeb, 1687. The Hyderabad
country is in the table-land of the Dekhan, from
1250 to 1800 feet above tlicsea, and is surrounded
by British provinces. It fias been formed by the
preceding and present dynasties out of several

nationalities, viz. part of (iondwana on the
N.E., Telingaua on the E. and S.E., Maharastra
on the N.)Y., and the Canarese or Kariiatica

speaking country on the y.W. and S.
;
and

the four languages of these races are current
in their respective limits, that of the dominant
Mahomedan race being the Urdu or Hindu-
stani, with Persian as the exiistolary language of
the court.

It coirqirehends the seats of some of the greatest
and most powerful ancient sovereignties of the
Dekhan : — Kalyaii, the capital of the western
Chalukya and Bijala I’aya dynasties

;
Devagiri or

Deoghur, tlie capital of the Yadava; Warangal,
that of the Kakateya; and the great Mahomedan

ot the L. Archipelago, has the power of expanding princijiality of Kulburga, which subsequently split
its keel appendices into the form of large, oval, into the suliordinate powers of Bijapur (the
scim-transi^rent leaves of a light green colour.- Adii Sliahi), Ahrnadnaggur (Nizam Shahi), Gol-

T
Herar (Iruad Shahi), andHYALONEMA LUSITANICUM, the glass- of Beder (Birud Shahi). In the tract lying

rope
;

a ytreous sponge of the Japanese seas, between the Mysore, Hyderabad, and the Mah-
ic 13 small and ciin-shanfid. r^icrccd tiirAiifrli +lio i -

tot Sli™ »'? 1 0* Kurnool, on the right bank^ Tumbudra riyer; farther weat, tSe Beddi

^iLena to study®
-MneM chief of Gadwal

;
the Mahratta ruler of Stmdur,

lEotto which the^’tliinrr ttJif
* and which one of the Ghorpara family; the Kahatriva raja,

f & self and winch para- Narapati of Anacnnda, the representativo oeacend-para- Narapati of Anagunda. the representatiyo descend-
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ant of the great king Rania of Vijayanagar,
who was overthrown by the combination of the
Mahomedaii kings of Golconda, Kulburga, Bija-
pur, and Ahmadnaggur; the Pathan nawab of
Shahpnr, the Ghorpara chieftains of Ganjander-
garh and Akalkoto; and at Ghurguntah and
feeder Sholapur are the descendants of Pid Naik,

a Beder soldier, to wljom Aurangzeb grantc<i a
small territory in the Kaichore Doab, for the aid

given at the siege of Bijapur.

The rulers of the reigning Asof Jahi dynasty
have been :

—

1. Kamr-ud-Din, styled Asof Jah, Nizam- 1713-1748
ul-Mulk, 8ubali(lar of the Dekhan.

2. Nasir Jang, eldest son of Asof Jah, mur- ...

derod by Patliana.

3. Muzafar Jang, grandson of Asof Jah,
and nephew of Nasir Jang, killed during
a mutiny of his troops.

4. Salabat Jang, third son of Asof Jah, 17hl
deposed by his younger brother in 1761,

and died in prison two years afterwar<Ls.

5. Nizam Ali, younger son of Asof Jah, . 1761-1803
6. Secunder Jah, son of Nizam Ali, . .

1803-1821J

7. Nasir-ud-Dowla, son of Secundor Jah, . 1820-1857
8. Afzal-ud-Dowla, son of Nnsir-ud-Dowla, 1857-1860
0. Mir Mahbub Ali Khan, Dr., infant son 1860-

(2^ years) of Afzal-ud-Dowla.

The founder of the i')rosent dynasty was a

distinguished olheer of Anrangzob. He was a
Turani noble, whose name \Vas Chin Kilich Khan.
Ho succeeded Daoud Khau in the government of

the Dekhan. After various intrigues during tlic

weak reigns of Ferokhsir and of the 8yuds, Mir
1 [asan Ali and Mir Abdallah, after the assassination

of Ferokhsir in 1718, in tlio reign of Muhammad
Shah, Asof .Tah, in 1720, w'lien governor of

Gujerat, revolted, overran Kandesh, and captured

Asirgarh. He was subsequently a|)])ointcd vizir,

but, disgusted with the vicious courses of the

emperor, ho returned to the Dekhan, defeated

Mubaraz-ud-Dowla, and in 1724 re-established the

Hyderabad kingdom near Golconda, where the

Kutub Shabi family had ruled till overthrown by
Aurangzeb.

In 1748, Nizam-iil-Mulk died, aged 101 years.

His second son, Nasir Jang, assumed the govern-
ment; but Muzafar Jang, a grandson of Nizam-id-
Mulk, took the lead, declared himself subahdar of

the Dekhan, and joined Clianda Sahib and Diip-
i"ix, and in 1749 fought and won the battle of

mbur. Various intrigues occurred, in which
asir Jang formed friendships with the three

athan chiefs of Ciiddapah, Kurnool, and Sava-

)re
;
but he was attacked by the French before

injie, where one of the Pathan cliiehs shot him.

n this Muzafar Jang was released from prison

id declared Nizam. He joined Chanda Sahib
id the French under Dupleix, but he wasassassi-

ited by tho Nawab of Kurnool on his way to

yderabad, in 1751, when M. Bussy declared

dabat Jang, the youngest uncle of the deceased,
• be the Nawab of Arcot.

Salabat Jang alternately combined with and
)posed M. Bussy, was deposed in July 17G1, and
as shortly after assassinated by his brother,
izam Ali*

In 1763, Nizam Ali met tho army of Madhava
0
,
Peshwa, under Ragboba, on tho banks of

10 Godavery, and.was completely routed. From
lat time till the beginning of the 19th century

> French and British influence alternated, until,
“

-".reaty of date the Ist September 1798,

the British su^ounded and disbanded the French
battalions. Since the treaty of the 1st September
1798, under renewed treaties, the Hyderabad
Government has subsidized a brigade of the British
Indian array. It has consisted of all arms, and
has varied in strength from above 4000 to over
15,000. In 1798 they numbered 6801

;
in 1820

15,489
;
in 1867, 4494

;
and in 1882, 5683. To

provide for tlieir pay by the treaty of the 12th
October 1800, the Nizam ceded all the ten-itofies

he had acquired by the Mysore treaties of 1792
nnd 1799, yielding about 17,58,000 pagodas.
These Ceded Territories comprise the collectorates

of Bellary, Ciiddapah, and Kurnool; and from
1800-1 to 1880-81,- tho receipts have been Ks.

47,47,53,951, and charges Ks. 10,24,65,997, net
Rs. 31,22,87,954 in the 81 years, or annually
Rs. .3.8, 57),406. In addition to the subsidiary force,

the Hyderabad Government has, since 1811, kept
up anotluT armed force, known as the Hyderabad
Contingent. It liad its origin in the incfliciency

of the Nizam’s troops, and has been commanded
by European oilicers, some of whom were lent

from the Indian army; but, after the treaty of
21st May 1853, the officers became entirely of the
latter class, and until that change it was styled

the Nizam’s army. In 1811, the strength of its

cavalry was 9000, and of the infantry and artillery

8000, with 25 guns and 20 European officers.

From 1815, there has been a gradual reduction

of the Contingent. In 1853-54, when the change
to the present system was made, the strength was
9799, with 37 guns and 881 camp followers

;
and

in 1880-81 the artillery and infantry numbered
5432, cavalry 2200, with 69 European officers,

20 warrant and non-commissioned officers, 16
guns, and 1040 camp followers. The total mili-

tary force of the Nizam has been returned as

consisting of 71 field and 654 other guns, 551
artillerymen, 1400 cavalry, and 12,775 infantry,

besides a largo body of irregulars. The state is

entirely enclosed within British territory, and,

with its good police, a very small armed force

is needed. After tlic third decade of the lOtli

century, from the want partly of financial skill on
the part of Chandoo LaJ, Peshkar-i-Dewan, and
partly from his general extravagance and retention

of large bodies of foreign mercenaries, tho pay of

the Nizam’s Contingent foil into arrears, and the

Nizam assigned the Raichore Doab and Bcrar
valley to provide funds for the pay. Raichore

was early restored, but during all the minority of

Mir Mahbub Ali Khan, the Dewan Regent, Sir

Salar Jung, Bahadur, strove to recover Berar.

This province was administrated by Commissioners,
under the Resident of Hyderabad. In 1871, it

had 17,334 square miles, witli a population of

2,231,565. In 1881, the population of Berar was

2,672,673 persons, and the population of the

remainder of Hyderabad temtory is estimated in

the sjime tabic at 9,000,000.

Berar is, in tho main, a broad valley running

east and west, lying between the Satpura range

on the north and the Ajunta range on the south.

The area of Berar may bo reckoned at a little

more than 17,711 square miles. The principal

rivers are the Tapti, the Puma, the Wardha, and

the Pain-Ganga or Pranhita.

Of the Berar towns, Ellichpur is the largest,

Oomrawati, Akola, and Akote (in the Akola

district) follow.
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The principal divisions of tho people of Berar

as to creed and caste were

Christians, . . , 1,335 ' Mahar, .... .307,994

JJrabmans, . . . 65,754
j
OtherHindu castes, 871,457

^jput, .... 44,133
I

Aborigines, . . . 163,519

Kunbi, .... 834,174 Jains, .... 20,020

Wani, .... 67,071 Maliomedans, . . 187,555

Mali, 195,981 1

The chief numbers of the other Hindu castes

in 1881 were as follows

TeU
Dhangar, . .

Banjara, . . .

Mang, . . .

Mahali (Hajam),
Koli, ....
GaoU, . . .

Wanjari, . .

Chumar, . .

Bari, ....
Bhoi, ....
Gnsawi, . . .

Kangari, . . .

Vidur, . . .

Beldar, . . .

Gurao, . . .

Nath, . . .

Hatkar, . . .

Waddar, . .

Pardhi, . . .

75,552 Gopal, . .

74,559 Khatik, . .

60,511 Dhor, . .

46,366 Jakinkar, .

3.3,517 Maubhao, .

30,398 Kaikari, . .

.30,159 Bhat, . .

27,495 Lodhi, . .

26,885 Bhamti, . .

23,690 Madhagfi., .

22,961 Bedar, . .

13,01.3 Bum (I,

.12,471 Borad, . .

11,747 Gujar, . .

11,494 Galak, . .

9,234 Kapu, . .

0,113 Pasi, . . .

8,605 Kaliar, . .

7,.596 Mang-garodi,

5,834 Kamusi, . .

The Aborigines arc detailed as under

Andh, . . . 37,010 Koilabhute,

Arakh, . . . 371 Korku, . .

Balai, . , 803 Lajar, . .

Bhil, . . . . 4,183 Moghe, . .

Gond, . . . 64,817 Nihal, . .

Kolam, . . . 12,163 Pardlian,

The Hindu religious mendicants are,The Hindu religious mendicants are,—Byragi,

Bharadi, Dangat, Gondhali, Gosain, Manbh.ao,

Nath, Sanyasi, and Vasudi. The Mahoincdnu
fakirs are of the tribes Kadari, Banawa, Madari,

Chisti, Nakshbandi.

All of the Mil race who live along tlie skirts

of the Satpura range appear to have embraced
Mahomedanism, though they do not intermarry

with the purer Mahornedans.

The Kshatriya class contains mostly a set of

very dubious pretenders to the lioiioiir of Jiajput

descent. Mahrattas of no particular family usu-

ally call themselves Thnkiir
;
even a Kunbi will

occasionally try to elevate himself thereby
;
while

the Purbho, Kayasth, and other castes of mixed
origin and good social status arc constantly invad-
ing the Kshatriya military order, 'fhe distinction

is also claimed by the rajas of tlie Satpura Hills,

who assert that they are Rajputs depressed by
the necessities of mountain life, whereas they are

Gond or Kiirku elevated by generations of high- i

land chieftainship.
j

The Sudra cjiste in Berar, as in Mysore, all eat
j

together, although they do not intermarry. The
Kunbi and Mali eat flesh, drink liquor moder-
ately, and their widows may always re-marry if

they choose, excepting the widows of Deshmukhs,
who ape high caste prejudices. The Koshti is a
weaving caste. The Banjara are comparatively
numerous in Berar

;
their occupation as carriers

ifl gone, and during their transitional stage they
gave a good deal of trouble to the police. The
Dhangar are slieep fanners, and the Hatkar,
.one of their clans, still hold much land on the
bord^ of the Nizam’s territory, and were until a.d.
1863 notorious for pugnacity and rebellion. The
Bhoi has recently been supposed to belong to a

widely-spread primitive tribe
;
the Garwgari live

by the profession of conjuring away nailstonns.

Any one who has watched the medicine man at

work has witnessed a relic of pure fetishism,

possibly handed down from the pre-Aryan racw

and their earliest liturgies, iho Vidur arid

Krishnapakshi are the same; they are descend-

ants of Brahmans by women of inferior caste
;
and

Krishnapakshi is only an astronomical metaphor

for describing a half-breed, the term meaning

literally ‘ dark-fortnight,’ and referring to the half-

darkened orb of tin? moon. The Mhar have been

taken to be the same with the Dher, a very useful

and active tribe. Tho Mang appear to be the

lowest of all in tins social scale. The paucity of

the Khakrob or Bhangi, who are so numerous in

Northern India, is a serious sanitary difficulty.

The Kaikari are a tribe formerly well-known for

their tbieving habits. Of the aborigines, the

Gond, Korku, jtnd Bhil are the only completely

preserved specimens of tribes. The two first

retain their languages, while the Bhil tongue

seems to have become extinct very recently in

Berar, its disuse being probably expedited by

their general eonversioii to Malioinedanism. The

Ramosi, a predatory race, speak Telugu in their

families, and arc doubtless from 'relingana. The

original Paidhan among the Gond answered to the

Bhat among tlie Hindus, but many seem to have

settled in llic plains as a separate class of Gond.

Tiic chief towns arc Hyderabad, Secunderabad,

Aurangabad, Beder, Mominabad or Aiuba Jogi,

Klliclipur, Warangal, Oomrawati, and Nandeir.

Mahornedans, though of the dominant class,

ar(3 not numerous in any district of the Hyder-

abad dominions. I’hey dwell in considerable

numbers in Hyderabad. Hedcr, Kulburga,

.\uranga])ad, Karinjah, and Ellichpur,—places

where rulers formerly r(‘sided
;

but in other

places they are few, and everywIkto they look to

state employ. They have no lands, but several

of them have the state revenues in jaghir. Out
of 158,721 of these religionists in Berar, only

J29G arc professional. The Syiuls of Kulburga
arnl Gogi and Hyderabad .sc'in iinpoverized

;
the

Rathan, Moghul, Arab, Persian, and Habshi Mabo-
medans arc .soldiers, and those of Berar are noted

for their ii lien ess .and profligacy, seldom taking

to the plough.

The Godavery, rivsing on the easteni declivity of

the Western Ghats, disembogues in the Bay of

Bengal. The total length of this great river,

along the Hyderabad border and through the
territory, is about 600 miles, for about 200 of

which it is navigable from June to February.
The Wardha rises in the hills of Betul and
Ch’liindwara. Near-the junction of the Pain-Ganga
with the Wardha, and in the valley of the latter

river, theie are coal-fields. Those which have
been examined over a small area near Sasti and
Ptmni show an average of 40 feet in thickness.

l^lxcept in the city.of Hyderabad itself, no effort

or attempt had been made to edxicate the people
of the Hyderabad Territories, though education is

making enormous strides in Berar and in Briti(^
Maharastra. There was no proper s(ffiool met
with in all the Editor’s journeys, in 1866»-70,
amounting to about 7000 miles, and only ooca-
sionally a few lads, children of foreignera, were to
be seen learning in a verandah the elements of
the Hindi or Maniati.
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The Dewan, SirSalarJung, in 1868, madechanges
in the administrative machinery, and five Sudder

Talukdars or Divisional Commissioners were ap-

pointed, for Aurangabad, Rir, and Pnrbhani
;
for

Nandeir, Naldrug, and Beder; for Nulgonda,

Khummum; for Lingsugur and Raichore; and
for Indore, Meduck, Yclgundul, and Surapur.

The first three commissioners on Rs. 1500 a

month, and last two on Ra. 1000.

The people in the first two divisions speak

Mahrati, the next two the Telugu, and the last

are the CanarOse districts of the Nizam’s Territories.

Each of the above fourteen districts is presided

over by a talukdar on from 400 to 600 rupees a

month, assisted by deputy talukdars, who control

and superintend the work of naibs or tahsildars

of talukas. The commissioners go on circuit

within their respective jurisdictions during eight

months of the year, spending the remaining four

at some central locality. The commissioners com-
municate with the Minister through the Malguzari

or Civil Secretariat. There is a separate depart-

ment of police, with a Suddur Mohtamini or in-

spector-general. Immediately under his orders

are placed five naib mohtamini or deputy inspector-

generals, to whom the Zillah Mohtamim or the

district superintendents are directly subordinate.

Each district has its Zillah engineer. Tliero is a

Conservator of Forests, and cliief inspector of the

medical department.

HYDERABAD, in Sind, iu lat. 25" 23' 5" N.,

and long. 68® 24’ 51" E., was built in 1768 oii the

site of the ancient Patala or Paialene by Ghulani

Shah, Kalhora. It was thi' chief town of the

territories ruled by the Taljjur dynaslv, until

^ 14th February 1843, when, after the battle of

Miani (Meeanee), it sun'cndcred to the British,

and the capital was transferred to Karachi (Knra-

chee). The Hyderabad country was conquered

from the Talpur dynasty, Amirs of Sind, by a

British Indian army under Sir Charles Napier.

Hindus, who emigrated to Sind under the Kalhora
rule, and devoted themselves to agriculture and
cattle-breeding. The Kliwaja are descendants
of fugitives from Persia when their creed (flie

Ismailyeh heresy) was persecuted by Hulakii Khan.
The Memoiis and Khwajas aggregate 13,000.
Sidi, natives of Maskat (Muscat), Zanzibar,
and Abyssinia, who until tlie British conquest
were bought and sold as slaves. The Shikaris
or Daphers of Tanda number 1353. They are
Mahomedans, but they eat carrion, and are ex-
cluded from the mosques. Among Hindus the
most numerous caste is the Vaisya or Baniya,
aggregating about 85,000, and of these nearly

four-fifths belong to the Lohano tribe, and the

majority of Hindu shopkeepers and traders also

belong to ilie Ijohano caste. In their complex
subdivisions, they are mixed up with the Maho-
medans. Ahliough wearing the thread, they

become the disciples of Mahomedan. teachers,

assume ih(‘ir dress, eat meat, drink spirits, and
disregard all the customs of orthodox Hindus
with regard to receiving food from inferiors, etc.

Their marriage ceremonies are so expensive that

many of them remain single till late in life.

The canals begin to fill about May, iu proportion

to the annual rise of the Tmlus, and are again dry
by October. None are pereimial in the Tando
<lef)Uty collectomte, and in Hala only one,—the

Mahnnida.— C/az. Sec India.

HYDER A LI, an officer of the Mysore Hindu
sovereigns, whom ho set aside and then ruled over
the countiy as an independent prince. His great-

.
grandfather, Muhammad Bahlol, came from the

Panjab, and sotth^d in the district of Kulburga,
about 110 miles SAY. of Hyderabad. He was
aeeoinpanied by two sons, Muhammad Ali and
Muhammad AYali, who both married in the Kiil-

burga »listriet, but li'ffc it for Seera, in Mysore,

where they were employed as revenue peons; and
here Fatteh Muhammad, son of ^luhammad Ali

The ancient name of Hyderabad was N croon or

Nirun, and Abulfada described it as almost equi-

distant between Diibul (Ue\vul or Tatta) and
Mansura, Sehw.an, or Minagara, the latitude of

which is 26® IP. Its territory i.s of great ethnic

interest, having been a refuge of Aryan, Baluch,

Jat, Moghul, Pathan, and Rajput races for cen-

turies before the birth of Christ
;
and Assyrians,

Bactrians, Greeks, Arabs, and Rajputs have

ruled up to and within its borders. The territory

is now a British revenue district, under the Com-
'missionerof Sind, between lat. 24® 13’ and 27® 15'

;

N‘., anddong. 67® 61' and 69® 22' E. The popu-
^

ilation consists of Mahomedans, 560,340
;
Hindus, I

fll8,652; with other creeds and tribes, 44,882; i

[total, 723,883. Of the Mahomedans, more than
|

three-fifths, or 373,705, are Siudi, chiefly Suiiiii

of the Halpotra, Junijo, Dul, Pow»ar, Thebo,
|

Sumro, Sand, Katiyar, and other clans, descend-
ants of the original population converted to Islam

]

during the Ummayid dynasty, of Khalifas.

The Baluchi Mahomedans (128,785) arc in a;

g
lumber of tribes, the chief being the Rind,

|

i, Ohang, Talpur, Jatoi, Laghari, Chandio, 1

Khaso, Jakrani, Lashari.

laiM are found chiefly about Hyderabad and
Sind, idong with Bokhari, Matari, Shirazi,

lekhiraji Syuds. Together they number
^16 persoiuk

were formerly Kaohhi

, jind the father of Hyder Ali, was born, a.d, 1702.

I

Fatteh Muhammad fell iu battle, leaving two sons,

:

Shalibaz and Hyder, at the age of nine and seven

I

years respectively. Hyder grew up wholly illiter-

j

ate, but was a brave soldier, and, after the fall of

Devnnahully, he was promoted to the command of

50 horse and 200 foot. Hyder shared in all the

warsiu which Nunj Raj and Deo Raj were involved;

j

and when Muhammad Ali and Chanda Sahib were
striving for the sovereignty of the Kamatic, he
assumed the Mysore Government, A.I). 1761, the

raja Nunj Raj taking a jaghir of three Isdtbs of

pagodas. HyderA li’s great success was the taking

of Bednorc or Nuggiir in 1763, in which he is said

to liavc found twelve kror of rupees. Raja Nunj
Raj died childless, and a distant relative named
Cham Raj was selected by Hyder. Bartolomeo

(p. 8) meiitious that Hyder Ali iu early life stood

sentry at the west gate of Pondicherry.

Hyder Ali was severely curbed by the Mah-
rattas, and entered into an alliance with Nizam Ali

to attack the Bntish, but the allies were defeated at

Ghangama iu August 1767, and again at Trin-

comalec. Tlie war continued, however, and Ryder
Ali, in March 1769, arrived within ten mfles of
Madras, but on the 4th April a treaty was con-
cluded. Hyder Ali conquered Coorg in 1772,

I

and in 1773 and 1774 he recovered an the terri-

I

tories which the Mahrattas had seized. In 1776
he captured BeUary from Baesalut Jang. In
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1776 he extinguished the power of Morari Rao HYDNUM CORALLOIDES. Scopoli, A
and the independence of Savanore

;
and in 1779 mushroom, called the Koho khur in Kashmir. It

he annexed all the dominions of the Nawab of grows in the hollow trunks of Pinus Webbiana.
Crfddapah. On the 2l8t July 1780 he invaded When cooked, its taste is excellent. There are

the Karnatic, plundered Porto-Novo, laid siege to many European species.— Von Mueller.

Arcot, and on tlie 10th September 1780 totally HYDRANGEA, a genus of liardy shrubs. One
destroyed the force of Colonel Baillie at Peram- species commonly cultivated for the sake of its

Ikukum. Sir Eyre Cooto arrived from Calcutta beautiful flowers, is a native of China and Japan,

on the 6th November 1781. AVliile llyder was TiOureiro took it for a primrose, and called it

surrounding five forts, Coote captured Carungally Primula mutiibilis
;
and Commerson subsequently

and overthrew Hyder’s forces in a general battle named it Hortensia, in compliment to Madame Her-

at Porto-Novo, on the 1st July 1781, on which tense Lepleaute. H. horteusis is the ’Guelder rose*.

Hyder’s investment of Trichinopoly, and that of It is from ’Udor, water, and Aggion, a vessel,

Wandiwash by his son Tipu, were abandoned, in allusion to some of the species growing in water,

Coote met Hyder at- Pollilore, but again, on the and the resemblance the capsule bears to a cup.

27th September 1781, at Sholingur, ('oote com- H. pauiculataisthoNori-nori of Japan; agummy
pletely defeated Hyder, and compelled him to matter is obtained from its bark, by decoction,

raise the siege of Vellore. Hyder Ali died, aged used in sizing paper.

80, on the 7th December 17 H2. His death took H. Thunbergii, Siehold. Yan-siu-kiu, Chin.
;

place in camp at Chittore, near Arcot, but was AmatSTja, Japan. A shrub of E. China, Japan,

concealed until his son I’ipu could arrive. At his and Java, is used as tea, and called in Java tea

father’s demise, at the close of a virtual reign of of heaven .— Sir ./. E. lleed^ p. 4J.

thirty years, the army consisted of a hundred HYDRAOTE8, the ancient Greek name of a

thousand well-trained men, with about five millions river in the Paiijab, the modern Ravi; known
sterling of money in the treasury. Ho left at his also as the Rhoas. Two separate words forming

death a compact kingdom, and was succeeded the Greek name are ’Udor and Raotes
;
its Sanskrit

by his son Tipu, known as Tipu Sultan. He w-as name is Airavati.

interred at Seringapatani, and a dome was erected HYDRAUlilC (’EMENT, the finer kinds of

over the tomb. lime and cement on the coast of the Peninsula of

HYDER MIRZA, DOGHLAT, author of the India are made from sliells. A piece of ground
Tarikh-i-Rashidi, an active, bold, adventurous about ten feet square is laid dowm even and
oflBcer, who held high commands under the emperor floored over witli clay

;
an upright polo is placed

Babar; and his book, the Tarikh-i-llashidi, aids- at each end of tliis, and a sheet stretched out

tory of Central Asia, shows that he was a learned witli back stays spread between tlio poles, which
and accomplished man. He was the son of are steadied witli strings. On the floor a bed of

Muhammad Husain Mirza, who was the ehlest shells and rice-chaff alternately, about ten inches

son of Hyder Mirza, Doghlat, Amir of Kashgar, thick and (*ight feet by six, is spread neatly out.

Muhammad Husain Mirza married the younger Some firewood is jilaced along the windward side

sister of Baber’s mother, and he was put to death of this, and when the sea-breeze sets in the wood
at Herat, a.ii. 914 (a.d. 1508), under the orders is kimlh'd. As the heat extends to leeward, and
of Snaibani Khan. the shells become calcined, the lime-burners draw
HYDNOCAKPUS Al^PINUS. W. /e. tab. 912. off the fore parts of them with a stick, and so

One of the natural order Pangiacece, the Muratatti soon as they have cooli‘d on the floor sufficiently

of the Neilgherries, a very haudsoiiic tree with a to allow them to be handled, they are placed in a
beautiful foliage, common on tlie Neilghen ies up scoop basket, and the dirt and epid(*rmis winnowed
to nearly 6000 feet, and at 1600 feet on Calcad from them. The shells, now white and pearly,

Hills, Tinnevelly, and in Ceylon. On the Ntdl- are next thrown into a small-sized vat partially

gherries the wood is much used as beams and filled witli water
;
here they fur some time boil

rafters for native houses
;

it answers as deal for from the effects of the heat and slaking. The
general purposes, packing-cases, etc.; it splits whole in a short time settles down into a fine

readily, and is a good firew'ood. The tree flowers semi-fluid muss, which is taken out and slightly

in July and August.—Beddome^ FI. Si/lr. p. 77. dried, and is now r(*ady for use. A good hydraulic

HYDNOCAKPUS INEBRIANS. Vahl. cement is formed of the blue clay of Madras and
H. venenata, Gartner. shell-limc. Bitumen or asphalte seems to have

Kowtee, , , . Mahh. I IMakulu, . . , Sin(jii. been employed in Babylon as a cement.
Moratti, . . Malkal.

|
Marra vattay, . . Tam. HYDROCERA TRIELORA. W.andA. Water

A large tree, growing in Ceylon on the banks oleander. This is the Domuti of Bengal, the
of rivers up to an elevation of 2000 feet, also in Noli me tangere, one of the Balsaminaceie. It

Malabar, in Tinnevelly, and Travancorc. It is a expels its seed at a mere toucli. The Turks
common tree on the west coast, not so in the regard it as a symbol of ardent love.

Coimbatore jungles. The tree is hardly found in liyDROCIIARACEiE, a natural order of fioat-

the Bombay northern jungles on the coast
;
more iiig or water plants

; six genera with eleven
frequently in those south of the Savitri river, species occur in the East Indies, viz. species of

The wood is not used for any purpose. Flowers Ottelia, Vallisneria, Hydrilla, Blyxa, Enhalus,
small, white. Fruit used for poisoning fish. The Boottia, and Ilydrocharis. Hydrilla verticillata,

seeds of the fruit ^ord the Thortay oil of Canara, along with similar plants, is employed by sugftr
called also Neeradimutu oil. It is a very valuable refiners for covering the surface of their sugars,
vegetable solid oil, of the consistence of ordinary to permit the slow percolation of water. EnhedttS
hard salt butter, and is used as a remedy in scabies acoroides has a sulphurous smell. Its fruit is

and ulcers of the feet, also internally.

—

Thwaites; eiitable, raw, boiled, or roasted
;

if ^iled, the nuts
Voigt; Gibson ; Wight, acquire the taste of boiled chesniits. The natives
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HYDROCOTYLE ASIATICA. HYLOBATES AGILIS.

of the Moluccas make nets of the tough threads through large shoals of them in the Gulf of
which remain after the putrified leaves; these nets Manaar, close to the pearl banks of Aripo. The
are said to be very durable in seawater. Blyxa fishermen of Calpcntyn,on tlie west of Ceylon,
octandra, Rich^ grows all over India

;
Boottia cor- live in perpetual dread of them, and believe their

data, Wall., a plant of Prome and Taong-Dong. bite to be fatal. In the course of an attempt to
Enhalus acoroides, Liniu (Acorus inarinus, Rumph.^ place a lighthouse oh the great rocks of the south-
Stratiotesacoroides, Lnoi.), grows in the Konkans east coast, known by seamen as the Basses or
and Moluccas. Baxos, the workmen who first landed found that

Hydrilla verticillata, Linn.

Sernicula verticillata, X. /. I Udora verticillata, Sprenff.

Vallisnoria verticillata, Ji.
|
Hottonia serrata, Wilhle.

Kurelec, . . Hind.
1
Jhangh, .... Pan.f.

Jala Panj.
|

Punachu, .... Tel.

This, with other aquatic plants, is used by the

sugar-refiners of Saharunpur for covering the

surface of sugar, in order to allow the slow

percolation of water when refining it. It is com-
mon in water in parts of the Panjab plains up to

Peshawur. It is used east of Sutlej for refining

sugar, but at Multan, west of that river, it is uot

obtainable.

—

Stewai% Panj. Plants^ p. 241.

Hydrocharis cellulosa. If. B.

Ottelia alismoides, Pt rs.

Stratiotes alismoides,Xinn. DamaKonium Indicum,
Hymenothcca laxifolia, Willdc.

Solis. D. alismoides, R. lir.

It is the Panee-kula of Bengal, and grows in

most parts of India.

Vallisnoria alternifolia, Roxh.^ the Uusnojhangi

of Bengal, grows tlicre and in the Konkans ami

Coromandel. V. physicum, Juss.^ is a plant of

Cochin-China.

Vallisneria spiralis, Linn.

V. spiraloides, Roxh.
|
V, Jacquiuiana, Spronj.

A plant of hiUrope, America, and India.

HYDROCOTYJ.K ASIATICA. L. Pennywort.
Hydrocotyle rotiindifolia, Wall.

Thulkuri, , . . Beno. Mnnduka briiinmi, Tel.

Kodagam, . . Maleal. Bokkudn,
Munduka purni, . Sansk. 1‘inna yclaki chettu,

. ,,

Heen-gotu kola, . SiNtni. liaV)basai elaka, . . ,,

Vullari kire, . . Tam. Elika chavi kura, . , „
A small herbaceous cTccping plant with little

purplish red flowers, a native of Africa and

America, and in moist shady places all over

Southern Asia. It has long been employed in

medicine, its leaves applied to bruises, and its

virtue in leprosy has been latterly again much
lauded. An infusion of the toasted leaves is given

to children in fever an<l bowel complaints.

—

Ainsl

HYDROCYANIC ACID, Prussic acid. Scvenil

species of the rose order of plants contain a con-

siderable amount of Prussic (hydrocyanic) acid
;

the oil of the common laurel and bitter almond is,

pwing to its presence, a virulent poison.

. HYDROLEA ZEYLANICA. Vahl

Naraa Zeylanica, Linn.
1
Steris aqiiatica, Barm.

A herbaceous plant, grows in water and marshy

ground in the East Indies. The leaves beaten

into a pulp and applied as a poultice are deemed
useful in cleaning and healing ill-couditioiied

ulcers in which maggots have formed.— VoUjt.

i HYDROPHIDiE, the family of sea-snakes.

A principal habitat of sea-snakes is the ocean

)etween the southern shores of China and the

lorthern coast of New Holland. They frequent

;he seas Idmt separate the islands of the Pacific,

lut Uiey have never yetbeen found in the Atlantic,

t They are found on all the coasts of the East

Bdies within soundings, and are supposed to live

-weed. Sir J. E. Tennant says he has sailed

portion of their surface liable to be covered by the
tides, honeycombed and hollowed into deep holes
filled with water, in which were abundance of
fishes and some molluscs. Some of these cavities

also contained sea-snakes from four to five feet

long, which were described as having the head
hooded like the cobra di capello, and of a light

grey colour, slightly speckled. ‘JTiey coiled them-
selves, like serpents on land, and darted at poles

thrust in among them. The Singhalese who accom-
panied the party said that they not only bit

venomously, but crushed in their coils the limb

of any intruder. About the year 1834, a mid-
shipman, the boatswain, and a seaman of one of

H.M. war ships at ^ladras w’ere all bitten by a
sea-snake, and died.

—

Pennant's Ceylon.

HYDROPHOBIA. Dr. A. Gibson says the
Notonia coryrnbosa, native name ^Yandur Rotec,
is useful as a prophylactic iu hydrophobia. It

grows rather plentifully on the stony parts of the

high hills n(‘ar Jooncr, and also in some parts of

the Northern Dekhan, Kandesh, etc.

IIYDROPHYLAX MARITI.MA. Linn. A
straggling herbaceous plant, native of the shores

of Coromandel and Malabar, whore it shows its

pale lilac blossoms a great part of the year. The
branches run over the sand, sometimes under tho

surface, and strike root at the joints. It answers
well as a sand- binding plant where the sand is

moist.

—

Roxh. i. p. 373.

IIYDROSAURI, or water lizards, live on the

margins of springs and on low river banks. Hydro-
saurus salvator, Lonr.^ occurs iu Bengal, Assam,
Ceylon, Malacca. T.ail com])resscd, fingers long,

nostrihs near tho extremity of the snout. A black

band on each temple, round yellow spots disposed

in transv(‘rse series on the back
;

teetli witli the

crown compress<*d and notched. H. marmoratus,’
a Imge lizard of the Philippines.

—

Tennant.

IIYKSOS, or shopherd kings, were Semitic

tribes from the N.E. of Egypt, that is Canaanites,

associated with Bedouin tribes of Northern Arabia
and the peninsula of Sinai. They held Memphis,
but their stronghold was a fortified camp on the
bordtT of the Syrian desert.

HYLOBATES AGILIS, the gibbon, one of

the Simiadio, occurs in the Malay Peninsula, and
several other species in the Archipelago.

Hylobates Hoolook, the Simia Hoolook, Harlan;
II. seyrites and U. coromandus, Ogilby

;

H. Hou-
loch, '^Lesson, a native of Assam, Sylhet, Oaebar,

and Kliassya Hills. Its bowlings are very extra-

ordinary.

Hylobates Lar, Homo lar, Liirn.; Simia longl-

mana, Schreb.

;

S. albimana, Vigors and Hors.

;

Le grand gibbon of Buffon. A native of Ten-
asserim and Malacca, where it is known aa the
white-handed ^bbon. The contrast which this
animal offers with H. hoolook is very remarkable.
The body is proportionally much shorter, and it is

quite incapable of walking in the erect attitude

commonly assumed by H, hoolook, always creeping
forwardwhen on the groundinacrouchiogpositipju
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HYLOBII. HYPERICUM PERFORATUM.

Hylobates Leuciscus, the silvery gibbon, the

Wow-Wow or Wa-Wa, Simla leucisca, Schrek^

Moloch, Audeb,^ native U Malacca. The Wa-Wa,
or long-armed ape, is the most beautiful of all the
monkey tribe. The fur of this gentle little animal
is grey; its face, Imnds, and feet are jet black;
in features it more resembles those of the human
race than the orang-outang.— Low's Saraivak,

p. 80-; Jerdon,

HYLOBII, a sect of ascetics mentioned by
Megasthenes as living in the woods, clothed with
the bark of trees, and living on fruits and leaves.

Hylobios is a literal translation into Greek of

Yanaprashtha, Sansk., dweller in the woods,

which is the usual designation of a Brahman in

the third stage oLhis life.

HYMENiEA COURBAltlL. Linn. The locust

tree, gum-anime tree, or courbaril locust tree,

is a fine colossal spreading tree, growing in the

tropical parts of America, in Jamaica, and in

Tenasserim, where it was introduced by Major

Macfarqiihar. The treti is easily propagated.

The timber of the old trees is very hard and

tough, and is in great request for wheel-work,

particularly for cogs. The wood is so heavy that

a cubic foot is said to weigh a bundled pounds
;

it

takes a fine polish, and is used by cabinet-makers.

When in a sickly state, the resin called Western
anime, also W. Indian copal, exudes from between i

the principal roots. It is fine and transparent, of
|

a red or yellowish-red colour, and in largo lumps.
'

It resembles amber, is very hard, and sometimes

contains leaves, insects, or other objects imbedded

in it. It burns readily, emitting a very fragrant

smell Dissolved in rectified spirits of wine, it

makes one of the finest kinds of varnish.

—

Eng.

Cyc. ; O'Sh. ; Mason\^ Ten.
;

Vnigt

;

l b/? Mueller.

HYMENODYCTKJN KXCKLSUM. Wall.

Cinchona excelsa, JRojcb. Cedar wood.

Kalabaclmak,DuK.,HiNT). Kurja ;
Burija, . Tel.

Barthoa; Thab, . Panj. Ohetippa, , , .

Sagapu maram, . Tam. Baiidaru, rundaru?

A very large tree belonging to the Cin-

chonacese, common all rouinl the foot of the

Neilgherries, and in the mountainous parts of the

Circars, but cldefly in the valleys. The wood is

firm, close-grained, of a pale mahogany colour,

and very useful for many piirj)os(>s
;
much used

and esteemed for inside work, such as drawers,

etc. The bark, Dr. Roxburgh informs us, possesses

both the bitterness and astriugency of the Peruvian

bark, and, when fresh, even in a stronger degree.

The two inner leaves of the bark possess great

bitterness and astriugency
;
the bark is used by

the tanners, and also as a medicine among the

Hindus, in cases requiring astringents. Dr,

O’Shaughnessy analyzed the bark from the Botanic

Garden of Calcutta, but could detect no alkaline

ingredient. Nevertheless the trees of hilly regions

may furnish the valuable desideratum. The
stamina being contained within the tube, affords

much ground for expecting the discovery of a feb-

rifuge alkaline in this species.

—

lioxh. ; O'Sh.

HYMENODYCTION OBOVATUM. Wall.

Karwai ; Karwye, Mahr. I Malay tanah, . . Tam.
..Yfillamala, . . . Tam.

|

large, beautiful tree is not uncommon in

sub-Alpine forests from Oanara down to South
Travanoore, up to elevations of 4000 feet. It is

IdM oommon, however, than the H. utile, Wight.
|

Hr* Oibfion says this and II. utile grow on the i

Bombay side of India, but that the wood of

neither is fit for anything but fuel. Colonel

Beddome says the timber is used by the natives

for a variety of purposes, and is probably equal

to that of H. excelsum.

—

Wight; Gibson; Beddome.

H. thyrsiflorum, IFa//., grows at Rajnaahal,

Chittagong, and at Rangoon.

—

Drs.Wight^ Gibson^

and Voigt.

HYMENODYCTION UTILE. W. Ic. 1159.

Kurwye, . . . Mahr.
|
Pirunjolay maram, TaM.

This tree attains a large size, and the heart-

wood is red. Dr. Wight was informed that it

furnished the wood called bastard cedar, and he

afterwards found two other trees similarly re-

ported. Dr. Gibson says the wood of this tree is

never used in Bombay except for firewood. The
tree is common (mough, in rocky slopes, mostly

in or near thick forests. It does not stretch

inland beyond the limits of the ghat ravines.

—

Wight; Gilmui.

HYMENOPTERA, an order of insects charac-

terized by the majority of them having stings.

See Insects.

HYOBA NS. The raja of Huldee or Hurdee in

Ghazipur is of this conspicuous clan, which once
held largo dominions on the banks of tho Ner-
badda.

—

Elliot^ Sapp. Gloss. ; Jour. Beng. A. S.

HYOSCIAMUS NIGER. Linn. Henbane.

Bniij, . . Arab., Pers.
|

Sapht, . . . Egypt.
Siekran, ... ,,

j

Uoskuamos, . , . . Gr.
J.)aii(lura, Chknab. Adas-pedas, . . MALAY.
]iazr-baiig, . . Dentura of . . . Ravi.
Vaiig-chih-chuh, (.'BIN. Khorasani omum, . Tam.
.Nau-yaiig-hwa, ,

2'he J^eed.

Kliurasani ajwain, HiNi). I Tukhm-i-bunj-i-Rumi,
Bazr-ulJiunj, . . ]‘eus.

\ Pers.

Tho henbane plant is a native of Europe and
of Asia Minor, and in the Panjab Himalaya is

frequent in waste ground near houses from 6000
to 10,000 feet. The seeds arc officinal in India

*

for their narcotic effects, and it is cultivated in
several parts of India. In physiological action
this plant and its preparations seem intermediate
between belladonna and opium, combining great
soothing and anodyne power with the property
of dilating the pupil. An alkali has been obtained
termed hyoseiamia, which differs little, if at all,

from atropia. A dry inspissated juice of the leaf

was prepared by exposing the juice in thin layers
on a shallow earthen vessel to the intense heat of
the sun in April and May. Dr. O’Shaughnessy
deemed this extract far superior to any imported
from Europe or prepared in India by other pro-
cesses. In three-grain doses its soporific and
anodyne effects were most decisive, and its use
rarely if ever followed by any headache or other
unpleasant symptoms.

—

(/Sh.
; Stewart

; Spry.
HYPERICUM CHINENSB. Smith. Kin-sze-

ts'au or Kin-sze-Pau, Chin. A beautiful flowering
plant of China.

HYPERICUM PERFORATUM. Linn. Si
John’s wort. Bassant of Ravi, Bassant dendlu
of Beas. Cominon in the Kashmir mountains.
In Arabian medicine it is recommended to expel
intestinal worms and to cure piles, prolapsus uteri
et ani. In European practice St. John’s ,wort
was regarded as a mild stimulant tonio, diutetiO)

emenagogiie, etc. The dried herb boiled in alum
water communicates a yellow or yellowish - red
colour to wool, silk, etc. St. John^s wort plants
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HyPHiENE.

all bear yellow flowers, with one exception from
Cochin-China.--i2iW«W; Stewart; Honigh,

HYPHiENB, a genus of dicotomous palms of

Africa, but growing in India. H. argun, Martins^

grows in Nubia. H. coriacea, Gssrtn.^f the Doum
palm of equatorial E. Africa and Upper Egypt,

attains a height of 80 feet. It is common at

Multan. H. crinita, Gmrtn,^ of Egypt and Abys-

sinia. H. thebaica, Mart.^ the Domn palm, or

gingerbread tree of Egypt, grows at Okamundel
j

and on Diu Island. Exceptional in the palm order
|

from its branching trunk.
i

HYPHANTIDIUM SERICARIUM. Bennett. A
I

lepidopterous insect of Australia. Its larvae

weave a beautiful silken web.

HYPHASIS, the ancient Greek name of the

river of the Panjab, called in Sanskrit Vipasa. It

is the modern Gharra.

HYPOLITE DESIDERI, a traveller who set

out from Goa on the 27th November 1713, and
reached Lalioro in October the following year.

HYRCANIA, the hilly region south of the

Caspian Sea, the country about Mazenderan, which

has much forest. It is the Greek corruption of the

word Korkcn or Gorghen, the name of a river

which ’rises in the Kurdish mountains, traverses

this region, and falls into the Caspian Sea.

—

Omeley's Trav. i. p. 188, ii. p. 59.

HYSSOPUS OFFICINAIJS. W. Hyssop.

Zufaiy ycahua, , , Arab. Hyssopo, Fa.

Zufie yabis, ... ,, iBop, ..... (5 er.

Ushnaz Daoud, . ,,

Used, in infusion, for coughs and asthma; also in

toothache, uterine or vesicle affections, and in-
j

durations of the liver or spleen. Hyssop that

Bometh out of the wall, alluded to in I Kings iv.

33, was probably a lichen or moss, probably the

Gymnostomiim.fascicularc, a moss common in the

Holy Land.

—

Powell, i. p. 305.
j

HYSTRICIDAi], a family of iiiaimnals of the
|

Brder Rodentia. The sub-family llystricina; cm- i

braces the animals familiarly known as porcupine.?,

of the genus hystrix of Linnaius. They arc

rodents, whose covering consists for the most

part of offensive and defensive armour, in the
|

shape of spines or quills, instead of hairs.
j

Hystrix Bengalensis, Blyth.

H. Malabarica, Sdater.
|
Bengal porcupine, . Eng.

, This is smaller than H. leucurus, the head and

sody being about 28 inches, and tail 8 inches. It

8 found in South Malabar, Lower Bengal, Assam,

md Arakan; doubts, however, exist as to the

identity of H. Bengalensis and H. Malabarica. Dr.

Day states that he procured specimens of the

Mange porcupine from various parts of the gliats

W Cochin and Travancore, ana that the flesh of

)hia kind is more highly esteemed for food than

^6 common variety. The native sportsmen

declare that the aroma from these burrows is

juite suflScient to distinguish the two species.

' Hystrix Leucura, Sykes. Indian porcupine.

QL hirgnti'rostris, Brandt. H. Zeylanensis, Blyth,
\

p, cristata In^ca, Gray. H. cauda*alba, Sy]^,

lajiu, Beng. Sahi, Sayal, Sarsel, Hind.
fred, Can. Salendra, . , , , Mahr.
Soim, .... OoND. Dumsi, . . . Nepal.

. * . « » OVJ* Yeddupandi, . • Tjbl.

HYUL.

The white-tailed or Indian jx)rcupine is found
over a great part of India. It forms extensive
burrows, often in societies, in the sides of hills,

banks of rivers, nullahs, and tanks, or old mud
walls. Its length is about 32 inches, tail 7 inches.
In some parts of the country they never issue
forth till dark

;
dogs take up the scent readily*

The porcupine charges backwards on its assailants,

with erected spines, and dogs frequently get severe
wounds, the strong spines being driven deeply
into them. The meat of the porcupine is white,

tasting something between pork and veal, and is

not bad eating.

Hystrix Longicauda, Marsden.

H. aloplms, Hodynon. I Acanthion Javanicum,
H. Hodgsonii, Gray.

|
F. Guv.

Orestless porcupine, Eng. iO’eof. . . . . Limbu.
Satining of . . Lepcha.

|
Achofcia dumsi, , Nepal.

The crestlcss porcupine is found in Sikkim, in

Nepal, at Darjiling, up to 4000 and 5000 feet. In
the Eastern Himalaya it is about 24 inches long,

tail 4 and quills 5^ inches. They are very numerous
and very mischievous, committing great depreda*
tions in the edible root crops.

Atherura fasciculata is of the Tiperah Hills and
southwards to the Malay Peninsula. The tail is

much longer than in the true porcupines, and ends
in a tuft of long bristles, and the spines of the
back are less elevated .—Jerdon

; Mason,
HYSUDKUS, the name by which the Greeks

de.signated the Sutlej river.

HYTA-BASTH, a leader of the Hyta troops,

Turkish irregular cavalry, called Hyta along the
valley of the Tigris and at 3Iosiil, and Bashi-
bazouk in iioumelia and Anatolia. They arc
collected from all classes and provinces. A man
known for Ins courage and daring is named Hyta-
J^ashi or chief of the Hyta, and is furnished with
tazkara or orders for pay and provisions for so

many horsemen, from four to five hundred to a
thousand or more. He collects all the vagrants
and freebooters he can tind to make up his

number. They find their own arms and horses,

although sometimes they are furnished by the

Hyta-Baslii, who deducts a part of their pay until

he reimburses himself. The best Hyta are Alban-
ians and Lazes, and they form a very effective body
of irregular cavalry. Their pay at Mosul is small,

amounting to about eight shillings a month
;
they

are quartered on the villages, and are the terror

of the inhabitants, whom they plunder and ill-

treat as they think fit. When a Hyta-Bashi has
established a reputation for himself, his followers

are numerous and devoted, lie wanders about
the provinces, and, like a condottiere of the

middle ages, sells his services and those of his

troops.

HYUGOR. BiiOT. A mantle of sheep-skin or

goat-skin.

HYUL or Jiul, of the northern European
nations, is the Hindu sacranta, and is. supposed

in Tod’s Rajasthan (i. p. 24) to bo derived from
Hya, Sansk., a horse, El, sun, whence Iwwof and

llK appears to have been a term of Soythio
origin for the sun

;
and Heri, the Indian Apollo,

is addressed as the sun. Hyxil may be the Noel
of France.— Raj, i. p. 24.
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IBN BATUTA.

abundant in the lake and river district. The

I
lbisinae or true ibis, of which three sjpecies occur

in India, and are there called curlews, from which,

however, they differ in breeding on trees, and

1. This letter of the English alphabet has, in feeding their young till full grown.

England, four sounds. As an initial and medial The White Ibis is the Threskiornis melano-

letter, it has a long sound, as in iron, fine, isinglass
;

cephalus, and is found throughout India

;

a "second is short and acute, as in sit, infant, indi- the Warty Black Ibis, Geronticus papillosus,

gent
;
a third sound is that of tlie letter ii, as in 2hnm.^ also of all India, feeds chiefly on diy land;

stir; and the fourth sound is close and slender, and the Glossy Ibis, the Falciuellusigncns,

though long, like ee, as in fatigue, intrigue. Tlic occurs in vast numbers in India in the cold

three first sounds are peculiar to the English weather. It occurs throughout the whole world,

language, but the last long sound, as of ee, is and is very common in India. It is called in Tamil,

represented in all the tongues of the south-east of Arroova mooken, literally sickle-nosed, from its

Asia. long curved beak. The nest contains from three

lANTHINA, the violet snail, a genus of mol- to five eggs, which resemble in size and shape^ a

loses, of the family Haliotuke. There are six medium-sized hen’s egg, but arc of a dirty-white

recent species, widely distributed in the four colour. The birds are white, with black head,

quarters of the globe. They are seen floating on feet, and neck, cand have a long curved black bill,

the ocean, but are often driven on the shores by The head and neck arc naked, and the bail -feathers

tempests. The beach at Madras is strewn with of rather a rusty -brown colour
;
the lower sides

them after a gale. The lanthina has occurred on of the wings, from the axilla) to the extremities,

the coasts of Britain. In warm climates it is very arc naked, and the skin in the old birds is of a
plentiful.

—

Eny. Cyc. deep scarlet colour
;
in the young this is absent,

lARVINI. Tam.? although the part is naked. The young are fully

Crawn, . . Dut., Pokt.
1
Yarvaney, .... Tam. fledged in March, and take to the wing in April.

A Ceylon tree which grows tall and straight, The Sacred Ibis, Ibis religiosa, had great honours

from 20 to 45 feet high, and from 12 to 50 inches paid to it by the ancient Egyptians. It extends

in diameter. It answers many purjioses in ship across the whole African continent in the same

and house work.

—

Edye^ Timher of ( 'eyIon. latitude, and is found on the west coast also.—.7m/.

IBADIYAH, a Shiah sect of Mahomedaus which IBLIS. Auau. The devil, one who despairs

was founded in Oman by Abdidlah-ibn-Abad. of God’s mercy.

They elect their own imam. IBN ASIK, author of the Xamil-ut-Tuarikh, a
IBERIA. This ancient kingdom is the modern general history of the Ghaznavites.

province of Kartelania in Georgia, rtolcmy IBN BATUTA, born a.d. E)04, died li)77-78, -

describes it as bordered on the north by the Sar- was one of the great travellers of the Arab race,

inatian mountains, to the south by a part of He spent 24 years (from 1525-49) in travelling

Armenia, to the east by Albania, and to the througliont the oast, from Tangiers across Africa

west by Colchis, the present Immcretia. ITc to Alexandria, and in ]^'dcstinc, Syria, and
mentions many of its towns and villages. Strabo, .Vrabia

;
clown the east coast of Africa to Quiloa

who travelled in these countries, speaks of this across the Indian Ocean to Muscat, Ormuz, Kish,

being a flourishing and even luxurious state. In Bahrein, and El Catif
;
through Central Arabia to

western emigration, the Iberians and Cantabrians Mecca and Jiddah
;
and again in Egypt and Asia

preceded the Celts, and their language is preserved Minor, and across tlK5 illack Sea to Caffa or

m the Basque (Biscayan).

—

Portt rs Tr. i. p. IH)
;

Theodosia, and by Azov or Tanna. on past the hills

Latham in Brit. Asaoc. Jovrn., 1845, pp. 77, 78. of the Russians, toBolgar on the Volga,—but not
IBEX. This name is given in India to several daring to jKaietrato farther northwards into the

animals of the genus Capra or goat. C. Sibirica ‘Land of Darkness.’ Returning south to Haj-
(I. Himalayana, Blyth) is the Himalayan Ibex, the Tarkhan (Astracau), he proceecled, in the suite

Skeen, Skyn, Sakeen or Sikeeii of the Himalaya, of the m ife of the Khan of Kipchak, the daughter
the Kyi of Kashmir, Jerdon. These are the of the Greek Emperor Andronicus, westward to
names of the male; that of the female, in Tibet, is Soklaia and Costantiniah (Constantinople

;
he

L’danmo. It inhabits Ladakh and Kashmir east mentions Istambul as a part of the city)
;
whence,

to Nepal. It is agile and graceful in its move- returning to Bolgar, he travelled on eastward to
ments. They are hunted and shot in the winter Bokhara, and through Khorasan to Kabul,
for the sake of the soft under-fleece, which in Mulbin, and Dehli, where he remained eight
Kashmir is called Asali tus, and is used for lining years, 1554-42. Being sent by the Sultan
shawls, also for stockings, gloves, and is woven Muhammad Taghalaq on an embassy to Cliiua,

into a flue cloth called Tusi. No wool is so rich, he embarked from Kinbaiat (Cambay), and, after
so soft, and so full. The hair is manufactured many adventures at Calicut (where he was honour-
into coarse blanketing for tents, and twisted into ably received by the Samari or Zamorin) and
hair ropes. The sportsmen of Southern India Hunawar (Onore), and in the Maidive Islands, and
givethe name of Ibex to the Neilgherry wild goat, Ceylon and Bengal, he at last took his passage i

Hemitragua hylocrius. See Goat. toward China in a junk bound for Java, as ho I

IBI-GAMIN, a glacier in Eastern Tibet, in calls it, in fact Sumatra. Rfeturnlng from I

height 22,260 feet English =20,886 French feet. China, he sailed direct from the coast of Malabar
|

^

IBIS, a familiar name applied to species of to Muscat and Ormuz
;
and, travelling by Shiraz,

j

birds of the tribe Cultirostres
;
the Pelican Ibis Isfahan, Bussora, Baghdad, Tadmor, Damascus, ,

is Tantalus leucc^phalus, extremely common Aleppo, Jerusalem, and (for the fourth time)
throughout India, Ceylon, and Burma. The Shell Mecca, Egypt, and Tunis, at last reached Fez
Ibis is the Anastoma oscitans, Boddaert, very again, after an absence fi*om Morocco of half his
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IBN HAUKAL. ICE.

lifetime. Subsequently be spent six years in

visiting Spain and Central Africa, where he was

the guest of the brother of a countryman of his

6wn from Ceuta, whose guest lie had been in

China. ‘ What an enormous distance lay between

these two I
* he exclaims. He says that in his

time Cairo was the greatest city in the world out

of China, and that the finest trading ports he had

seen were Alexandria in Egypt, Soldaia or Sudak
in the Crimea, Koulam (Quilon) and Calicut in

India, and Zayton (Ghinchau) in China, lie

also describes Aden as a plac(i of great trade, to

which merchant ships of large burden resorted

from Cambay, Taiina, and all the ports of Gujerat

and Malabar. Among tlie productions of the

Indian Archipelago, ho describes gum-benjamin,
aloes-wood, cloves, camphor, and sandal-wood;
and enumerates also cocoanut palms, areca-nut

palms, jack trees, orange trees, mangoes, and
jamuns (Eugenia jambolana). Porcelain, he says,

is made in China nowhere except in the cities

of Zayton and Sinkalan (Canton). It was exported
to India and elsewhere, pjissing from country to

country until it readies Alorocco. 'i'he first de-

tailed account of his travels was published in

Europe in 1808. They wore translated from the

Arabic, with Notes by S. L(?e, London 1820.

He enumerates many large and populous towns,

and gives a high opinion of the state of the

country. He speaks of Madura as a city like

Dehli, and that through the whole of Malabar,

for two months’ journey, there was not a span

free from cultivation
;
everybody had a garden,

ifitli his house placed in the middle of it, and all

uiTOunded by a wooden fence. And the ports

rere frequented by ships from Cliina, Persia, and
irabia, and other neighbouring countries.

—

Lee's

bn Ikitnta ; Jkirdwood's lieport
;
India in the ibth

Icntunj; Tr. of a Hindoo
;
Yules Cidhaif.

IlIN HAUKAL, an Arab traveller who visited

ndia a short time after Masndi. lie wrote the

Lshkal-ul-Halad, or Kitab-ul-Masalik-o-ul-
jtamalik, or descriptions of countries, in which
mir notices of most of the Maliomedau king-

bms of his day. His real name was Miihaminad
Lbu-l-Kasim, and he wiis a native of Baghdad.
j[e left Baghdad a.d. 913 (a.ii, 331), and he
ontinued travelling till a.d. 908. lie notices

is obligations to Ibn Khurdadbah, and he

)pied likewise from Isbikliri. He finished his

)ok a.d. 970, and it was translated in 1809 by
r William Ouseley.

—

Ind, in loth Cent.; Elliot

;

of Lidia.

LBN HISHAM, a.d. 833 (a.ii. 218), author of

rat-ur-Kasul, translated by G. Weil, Stuttgard

I6L. It contains the earliest and most authentic

story of Mahomed, and was founded on a book

f Ibn Ishaq.

IBN ISHAQ, died a.d. 768 (a.ii. 151). He
rote traditions of Mahomed,

[

IBN KHALLIKAN. This well-known work has
>rmcd the basis of almost all that has been written

i the personal history of remarkable men of Islam.

IBN KHURDADBAH, died a.d. 912 (a.h.

to)) wrote a work on roads and kingdoms. He
Stained high office under the khalifa. He was a
^roastrian. He is the first who makes mention

'apgal and kamala, and he also mentions
ain, sugar-cane, pepper, aloes-wood, cassia,

nd musk.—
\ SAAD, A.i>. 84i«(A.n. 130), secretary of

Waqidi (Katib-ul-Wakidi), died a.h. 180-114.

He wrote a life of Mahomed.
IBN-ZAIN-ul-TABARI, a physician of Bagh-

dad of the early part of the 10th century.

IBN ZOHAR, the name of two distinguished

Arab physicians, father and son, who flourished

in Spain during the 11th and 12th centuries, and
who are known to Western Europe by the name
of Avanzoar. They were Jews by descent and
profession. The father was born at Seville about
A.D. 1072-73, and died there a.d. 1162. He was
physician at the court of Cordova, and liad charge
of au hospitiil. His most celebrated book, the
Tasir, is one of the most valuable in the possession

of the Arabian physicians. It displays much
originality and discrimination. It contains a
compendium of medical practice, including many
facts and observations not found in preceding

writers. He also wrote on Calculus and on
JRegimen, and some of his books were translated

into Hebrew and Latin. He was the teacher of

Averhoes. The son, 1114-99, also wrote several

medical works, one of them on Diseases of the
Eye. He died at Morocco, a.d. 1199.

IBRAHIM, founder of the Roushenai sect of

Mahoincdans
;
died at Cairo, A.D. 1529.

IBRAHIM KHAN of Gour had 7000 families

of Taymiini under his rule
;
but about the year

1838 Yar Muhammad of Herat completely devas-

tated the country which they occupied, and
removed them to Herat, where he established

some of them in the city, and some in the suburbs.
In 1846, however, they took advantage of Yar
Muhamnmd’s absence on the Murghab, to decamp
into the Persian territory.

IBRAHIM LODI, king of Dehli, was defeated
at Panipat by Baber,

ICE.

lis, Dan. • Glacies, ..... Lat.
Ijs, Dut. Gelo, Caramelo, , Port.
CJiace, ..... Fk. Teodt, .... Res.
Kis, Gek. Hiolo, . . » t . Sp.
Yakh, .... Hind. Is Swkd,
Ghiaccio, lx.

|

In many countries, the command of a proper
supply of ice or snow for cooling water or other
liquids in summer, has long been regarded as one
of the necessaries of life. There are even allusions

to it in the Proverbs of Solomon :
—‘As the cold of

snow in the time of harvest, so is a faithful mes-
senger to them that sent him

;
for he refresheth

the soul of his masters ’ (xxv. 13),

The Chinese iii the north of their country form
ice-houses, about Ningpo, 60 feet long, 42 feet

broad, and 12 feet high.

Ice is of great importance to the Chinese, who
depend much for their food upon the fish which
arc caught in their waters. They are enabled by
its means to keep their fish during the hottest

weather for a considerable time, and transmit
them in this way to different parts of the country.

Ice has become an article of commerce. This traffic

commenced in Wenbain l.ake, about 18 miles from
Boston, in the United States of America, and
subsequently some of the Norwegian lakes have
furnished abundant supplies.

Between 1874 and 1880, the imports into India
ranged from 147,360 to 268,011 cwt., and value
Rs. 2,11,675 to 12,51,902, from all quarters. The
Rubattino Company tried to convey Alpine ice

from Genoa to Bombay.
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ICELAND MOSS. ICHTHYOPHIS GLUTINOSUS.

Ice is now largely made In India by machines. ICHNOOARPUS FRUTESCENS. R. Br. .

The Peninsular and Oriental Ice Company at Eohites fruteacena, jKoacft. Apocynum frutascena, X,

Bombay, in 1868 made five tons at a cost of five shyama luta, , . Beng. Nalla tige, .... Tel,
pie the lb. Private manufacturers sell it at two Shama-lata, . . . „ Illukatte,

annas a lb. at a profit. The smaller machines Pahvulli, . . . Maleal. Munta gajjanamu, , „
turn it out in cylinders, the larger machines in Nalla tiga, . . . Tel.

slabs. On the recommendation of Colonel (Sir Grows all over India. According to Royle, it

George) Balfour, C.B., the Indian Government is sometimes used in India as a substitute for

sanctioned an ice machine, value Rs. 7000, for sarsapai’illa
;
12 annas per lb.

—

O'SJi. p. 442
;
Cal.

each European regiment.— Tomlinson ;
Fortune. Cat. Ex.^ 1862; Don; Lindle}).

ICELAND MOSS is the lichen (Cetraria Is- 1CHTHYOCOLLA, a named derived from

landica), Ach.^ common in the north of Europe a fish, and xoXAa, glue, is translated isinglass, a

and North America. It yields a nutritive starchy word derived from the Gern»an Hausenblase, from

substance, sometimes emjdoyed to make bread Hausen, the great sturgeon, and Blase, a bladder,

and gruel.— IPa^frs^ow; Faulkner. being one of the coats of the swimming-bladder

ICPILAND SPAR, a variety of calcareous spar of fishes, chiefly of the genus Acipenser or

found in rocks near Kabul, and is extracted and sturgeon, and of which the best qualities are

broken into crystalline rhombohedral fragments, exported from the rivers of Russia, flowing into

more or less opaque. It is enqiloyod by the the Black and Caspian Seas, but also from the

natives as an ixstringent in oplithalinia, gonor- Sea of Ural and the I.ake Baikal.

—

Hoyle. See

rhoea, and other fluxes, in <loses, internally, of 7 Air-bladder
;
Fish-maws

;
Isinglass

;
Sounds,

grains, and also externally as a local application. ICHTHYOPHAGI, a fisher race of the ancients,

It is called Surma safed, or white antimony, from on the coasts of Persia, the Sir Matsya or Ser-

being thought to be similar to black antimony, main. Fish to this day is the staple article of food

the common tersulphide of that metal. Price 8d. of the inhabitants on the sea-coast of Baluchistan,

per lb.

—

Cut. Ex.^ 1862. In the Shatt-ul-Arab, fish are caught and cured,

ICHNEUMON, a genus of insects which belong and sold at one shilling the cwt.
;
for six months

to the order Hymenoptera, section Terebrantin, the people of Basra live on almost nothing else, .and

and family Pupivora, in the classification of also from Basra to Hormuz, the sea-coast people

Latreille. principally live on fish
;
and manuscript dictionaries

The species are many. They have a slender describe the bread or food called Mahi-abah or

shape. The female, by ine.ans of its ovipo.sitor, Mahi-ashnah, used chiefly among the people of

deposits its eggs into the bo(ly of a caterpilLar, l^ar, as prepared from fish (more particularly a

previously stupefied, so that the larv.ai find food small kind found ne.ar Hormuz), dried by exposing

as soon as they arc hatched, and devour the it to the sun. Strfibo and Arrian relate that the

ibterior bit by bit. They are also often dej)osite<l ancient Ichthyophfigi made into bread the fishes,

into the l.arvm of coleoptera, liemi[)tera, aphides, which they h.ad dried and roasted in a similar

and weevils. The ichneumon forms small nests of manner. The region of tlie Ichthyophagi com-
clay, into which they deposit the ijifected insect, meiiccd at Malana, ne.ar C.ape Anabab, and ended

r^Enfj^.Cyr. between the ancient Dagasira and the place now
ICHNEUMONS, a group of carnivora, spread called Cape Jask, or more properly J.ashk. Church-

over Africa and Southern and Eastern A si.a. The ill’s Collection of Voyages mentions that ‘the

Egyptian •ichneumon very clo.sely resembles the co{i.ste.s of Persia as they sailed in this sea, seemed
European species. It Wtas one of the animals as a parched Avildernesse, without tree or grass

;

held sacred in ancient Egypt. It is of common those few peojdc that dwell there, and in the

occurrence throughout North Africa, and particu- islands of Lar and Gallon, live on fish, being in

larly abundant on the Nile, where it is said to in.anner themselves transformed into the nature of

attack the crocodiles, and where, without doubt, fishes. So excellent swimmers are they, that,

it destroys great numbers of eggs. The Ichiieu- seeing a vessel in the seas, though stormie and
mens are all extremely fond of eggs, whether of tempestuous, they will swimnie to it 5 or 6 miles

reptiles or of birds. They break them very cleverly, to begge almes. They e.atc their fish with rice,

by tapping one end on the ground
;
and through having no bread

;
their cats, hennes, dogges, and

the small aperture thus effected they suck out the other crecatures which they keepe have no other
whole of the contents. There are several si)ecies of dyet.’ Nieuhoff, who travelled in 1662, says that

Herpestes in India, called Mongoose or Mungus; H. .about Gambroon ‘the common people make use
Javanicus of Java and Suimatra; H. gris(ms, Ceoff.^ of dates instead of bre.ad or rice

;
for it is observ-

of continental India .and neighbouring countries; H. able that the ordinary food of the Indians all

Nipalensis, Gray., of Nepal; H. neyula, ITodyson, along the coast from Basora to Sind is dates and
of theTerai; H. Malaccensis, Jerd., of Bengal; fish dried in the air; the heads and guts of the
11. monticolus, Jm/., hills of Eastern Ghats

;
H. fishes they mix with date-stones, and boil it all to-

fuscus, Jerd.j of Neilgherries
;
H. vitticollis, gether with a little salt water, which they give at

of Western Ghats; H. brachyurus and H. cxitis night to the cows after they come out of the field,

of Malay Archipelago. The Egyptian species, where they meet with very little herb^e.’

—

As,
Herpestes ichneumon, celebrated for destroying Re.s. ix. p. 68

;
MacGregor; Taylor's Travelsfrom

serpents and crocodiles, was called Ichneumon England to India., i. p. 266 ; ChurchiWs Collection
Pharaonis. See Mongoos. of Voyages., ii. p. 230 {first ed.)

; Ousehfs 7V. i. p,
lOHNOOARPUS, a genus of plants belonging 228

;
Townsend's Outran and Havelock, p. 297.

to the order Apocynacese. I. fragrans, Wall, is ICHTHYOPHIS GLUTINOSUS, an Wwise
grown in Nepal and Kamaon. It has large hand- earth-worm, common in Sikkim. It is a native
Mme flowers ;

I. Loureirii is a native of 55an- of the Khassya mountains, Singapore, Ceylon, and
Java.—XTooA:. /our. p. See Reptiles.
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ICIOA INDIOA. IDOLS.

ICICA INDIOA. W. and A.

Barters serraUj WaU*
|
Sohinus laheria, H. B.

BohinutBwigalenAis, if. B.
{
S. Niara,,

The Kayop tree of Assam and Chittagong, grow-
ing 70 feet high ;

timber close-grained and hard,

as tough as but heavier, and used for furniture

by the natives. In South America are several

S’es of Ici^, all of which yield a transparent

..resembling turpentine in many of its pro-
perties, and they might bo introduced into India.

In Guyana, I. altissima, I. heptajdiylla, 1. hetero-

phvlla, I. decandra
;
and I, icecariba in Brazil.

’ID, Akab., written J]ed, a religious holiday of

the Mahomedans. Of these, two Eidein arc farz or

absolute, being enjoined by texts in the Koran

;

these are the ’Id-ul-Fitr and the ’Id-us-Zoha. The
Td-ul-Fitr, called also the ’Id-iis-Saghir and
Ramazan-ki-’id, is held on the 1st day of the mouth
Shawal, in commemoration of breaking the thirty

i

days’ f^t of the Ramazan. It is held with prayers
j

and rejoicings and distribution of alms to the poor. ;

The ’Id-us-Zoha, or ’Id-ul-Kurban, orBakr-ced,
the meanings being the festival of the forenoon, i

of sacrifice, or the bull-festival, is ol).servcd in
'

commemoration of Abraham’s sacrihcc of his son,

whom the Jews and Christians say wa.s Isaac, Init
i

Mahomedans say was Tshmacl. It begins on the
Dth of the 12th month, Znlhijja, with prayers and
offerings, and is contimied on the morning of the

10th with public prayers, after which a sheoj>, an
ox, or a camel is sacrificed, and the meat of the

sheep and oxen eaten by the offerers, or distributed

to their friends and the poor.

IDA, one of the daughters of Daksha, wlm was
married to Kasyapa,
IDAAN, called also Merut or Muriit, a race in

Borneo .who inhabit the more hilly districts to-

wards tlie north, in the vicinity of Kina Balou.
They resemble the Kadyan, some of tlu'ir tribes

ai’e near the capital
;
they arc said to have sacri-

ficed human victims, like the Kyans. The Idaan
of different places go under different denomina-
tions and have different languages, but in their

inannerB and customs they seem to be nearly alike.

The name Idaan is in some measure peculiar to
those of the north part of Borneo

;
the inland

^

people of Passir arc called Darat
;
those of Benjar,

|

Biajoos
;
the Subano of Magindanao appear to be

j

the same people. The Idaan are reckoned fairer
i

than the inhabitants of the coast
;
this has given

j

rise to an opinion, seemingly wholly unfoundeil,
that they are the descendants of the Chinese. I’he

I

custom obtained of arranging human skulls about
the houses of the Idaan as a mark of importance.—
Journal Indian Archipelago^ 1819, p. 557.
IDA CHETTU, Tel. A very small variety

of orange, growing in ajl the hilly country of the
Circars, both cultivated and wild. Perhaps the
original of the Citrus aurantium, Limi.^ (y. variatro,

IlegnCy p. 57, musk orange, Chota kichili, Hind.,
Kiri kittali, Can.—FL Andh.
IDAIN, Idankai or Iddakai, Tam., Idagai,

Karn., the left side
;
the left-hand castes of the

Hindus.

IDAIYAN. Tam. Cowkeeper. The cowherd
noe iu the southern districts of the Peninsula of

India. They have as their tribal titles, Rhone,
Kon^j or^Konar. meaning king, also Raiialan

mining landlora, and Servakareu meaning cap-
tain

; bnt^thoae in the northern districts adopt that
of PUlai. The race are^rery numerous, but take

a lower place in social life than the agricultural
Vellaler, who generally take the title of Mudali.

IDIGA. Karn. A toddy-drawer; a caste who
sell toddy, the fermented palm wine, etc., also
employed as palanquin bearers.— IKiVif,

IDOLS.
Idolo, . . . , , Fr. Tmagen, .... Sp.
Bild, Gotzo, , , , Ger. Vigraham, Salai, . Tam.
Ebenbild, .... „ Vikrainu, Vigram, . Tel.
But, . . . Hind., Pers. Prattima, . . , . „
Imagine, .... It. Put, Surat, . , Turk.
Idolo, , . , , It., Sp.

The idols of the Hindus are made of gold,

silver, and copper, or their alloys,—one alloy of
frequent use being that called panchalaka, of gold,
silver, copper, tin, and lead; but iron, brass,

crystal, stone, earth, cow-dung, and wood are also

often employed, the red sanders wood and the
woods r>f the Cupressns torulosa, Macrotomia
euchroma, and Melia azedarach. Many of the
idols in India arc monsters, many are mere shape-
less masses of stone with a smearing of red lead,

or a log of wood w'ithoiit shape or form, or a
stone from the river-bed

;
others, like the bull

Nandi or Basava, the vahan of Siva, are beautifully-
formed models of that quadruped. The forms of

:
Siva and of his w^ife Ihirvati and of the cobra

;

serpent are usually well portrayed, as also of the

I

peacock in t.h(3 Saiva temples. The horse is formed
: of wood, plated with silver and gilded

;
occasion-

ally w^cll-made figures of the elephant are to be seen.

The images made of gold are generally tho.se

I

of Durga, Lakshmi, Radha, Krishna, and Saras-

i wati
;
they are kept in private houses, and wor-

j

shipped daily, and weigh from one to four tolas.

I

The image of Sheetiila, of 10 or 12 tolas, fe

• often made of silver, kept in the house, and wor-
! shipped daily. AVard mentions that at Kidder-
i pur, adjoining to Calcutta, was a golden image of
' Puti-tupavuni, 2 cubits high. Near Sarainpur
was a golden image of Jagadhatri, about I k cubits

j

high. Very small copper images of Surya, and of
' Siva riding on a bull, arc preserved in private
houses, and worshipped daily.

The images of all the gods and goddesses may
be made of stone, generally of a black, but some
of a white colour

;
the greater number are placed

ill temples
; a few small ones are found in private

houses. All images of stone arc worshipped daily

;

the greater number are of the Uugam, or the various
forms of Vishnu. A few exist of the lingam, nine
or twelve cubits high. Throughout Lower Bengal
and all the south of India, every village has its

I

guardian idol, generally one or more rough stones

i

smeared with rod lead, and placed under an aged

;

banyan or pipal tree. In one single street of Oal-

I

ciitta tlu're are more images of Krishna and em-
blems of Siva than perha^ in the wdiolo length of

the Doab. A liugixm at Benares requires six nien

to encircle it. Tlie clay and composition images
made in the vicinity of Calcutta for the annual
festivals (some of which have a very splendid

appearance, and are of large dimensions), alter the

ceremonies are over are cast into the river. The
modern manufactnrei’s of the deities are artisans

in gold, silver, and other metals, stone-cutters,

and potters. Some of the modern casts are hand-
some, but the modern sculptures are commonly
conteniptible. Some of the ancient Hindu sculp-
tures are magnificent, and in minute ornamental
and floral decorations almost unrivalled.



IDOLS. IGUANA.

In Burma the images of Gaudama are made of

wood, marble^ and the precious metals. In Siam,

Japan, etc., images are made of the ornaments,

precious metals, etc., collected from the ashes of

the funeral pile of a deceased person
;
and others

again from the pulverized fragments of the bones

kneaded with water into a paste, baked, and after-

wards gilded.

. Images of snakes are common. The idea of

their curative virtues is very old in India: a
Hindu attacked by fever or other diseases, makes
a serpent of brass or clay, and performs ‘ certain

ceremonies to its honour, in furtherance of his

recovery. Such ceremonies are particularly efficti-

cious when the moon is in the Nakshatra (mansion,

sign, or asterism) called Sarpii or the serpent,

called also Ashlesha. Dlmnwantari is the Escu-

lapius of the Hindus, but has not an attendant

serpent like his brother of Greece
;
the health-

bestowing Dhanwantari arose from the sea when
churned for the beverage of immortality. He is

generally represented as a venerable mau with a

book in his hand.

Every Hindu house has at least a picture;

many have idols
;
and every man of the \'ira Saiva

or Jangam sect, of whom there are many millions

in India, always wears the lingam in a silver or

gold casket, suspende^l from his neck or tied round

his arm. The lingam inside is a small stone

cylinder embedded in the yoni. The ordinary

lingam, of which there are millions in India, is a

stone cylinder rising from the yoni, a stone plat-

form marked with circular markings
;
usually in

front of it is a figure of the bull Nandi in stone. '

Ganapati or Ganesa, with the head of an elephant i

and the body of a fat man, is an idol frequently to

be seen. As the god of wisdom, he is worshipped

at the beginning of every undertaking by almost

allHindus. Whena Hindu boy or girl begins to read,

they make a Ganesa in the form of a small cone
|

of cow-dung, which they place on a purified spot,

and ornament it with flowers and naragamaud re(l
|

kanganu, and offer a sacrifice by burning camphor
and frankincense, also offering bctel-nuta and
plantains, cocoanuts and jagari, then bow rev(*r-

entially and pray for the god’s aid. The pyramidal

figure is then kept for a time or thrown into the

water. Any person may see them.

In a Hindu temple, the idol is kept in the

centre of the temple, called Sanadi. Daily the

Brahman servants anoint it with oil, cleanse it

with sikaia, wash it with water, then witli curds,

milk, lime-juice and honey, and cocoauut water.

Before it the dancing girls of the temple, the deva-
dasa, dance and sing to music morning and evening.

On certain festivals, the idol is taken from the

temple in a palanquin or on a cur, and made to

perambulate the squares and the streets.

Idols are frequently objects of litigation, and
sacrifices of human beings arc occasionally made
to them. In a village called Kisbnagur, some iJO

miles from Bikanir, there lived one .Maya Jhirn, a
Jat by birth, in whose house was an image of stone,

which Maya Ram and his family used to worship.
It was a tradition in the village that the idol had
been kept formerly in several other houses, one
after the other, but that all who worshipped it

had come to a violent end
;
and Maya Ram one

day was seen behaving very strangely before the
idol, dancing frantically, says the report. He
then forbade the othcrvillagers to enter the house.

He seemed under the influence of sc^e religious

homicidal mania, attacking his kinsmen, and

threatening to kill them unless they conformed

to his worship of the stone image. Ho killed the

child of his elder brother. Suddenlyliho contagion

of madness seemed to seize the whole family:

Maya l^am, with two male kinsmen and seven

women, threw themselves into a well all together,

and shouting ‘ Swarga chalo !

’—Come to heaven

!

—the whole ten were drowned.

The Jain idols are usually naked figures of men
and women, of gigantic proportions, often erect,

but in every attitude. The Buddhist idol is usu-

ally Buddha or Gaudama, reclining, or sitting in

the attitude of preaching. Some of the figures

of Gaudama at the great Shooay dagon temple at

Rangoon are of vast dimensions.

—

Moor; Ward^s

Hindus; Tr. of a Hind. ;
Coleman.

IDRISI or Al-Idrisi, the surname of Abu
Abdullah Muhammad, author of the geographical

work Nuzhat-ul-Mushtak-fi-lkhtirak-ul-AfaL He
AVJis boni at Ceuta, in Morocco, towards the latter

part of the 11th century. He travelled in Europe,

and eventually settled in Sicily at the court of

Roger 11 . He describes the countries in the S.

and E. of Asia..

—

Elliot.

IFTAH. Arab. The evening meal of the

Mahomedans during the Maharram.
IGHIR. Arab. Acorus calamus.

IGNATIA AMARA. Linn. The K’u-shih-pa-tau

of the Chinese, Ignatius bean, syn. of Stiychnos

sancti ignoti.

IGUANA.
Zib, , , . , , Arab. Manawak, Manuwak,MAn.
Iguana or Inguana, Eno. Ghoda-Bala, . . Sansk,
Lizard, Talla-goya, . . . Sinoh.
Ghoreporc, HiNP., Duk. Udumu, . . . , Tam,
Biyawuk, Bewak, Malay. Uduinbu, . , Tel,

Iguana is the })opul{ir name for species of

reptiles of the genus Varauus, family Varanidse,

order Sauria, of the section of scaled reptiles.

Baron Cuvier classed them under his Iguaniens

;

others have arranged them under the Agamidm.
A^aranus flavescens, U/ u//, inliabits Bengal

;
V.

dracaena, Linn.., Bengal and Agra, and also V,
nebulosus, Dnm. et lHh.

Vartinus Duinerilii attains a length of 7 feet;

it frequents the neighbourhood of houses, to rob

lieu roosts.

The Basilisk of the Eastern Archipelago is

the Basaliscus Amboiensis, Jhiudin^ one of the

Iguanidm. Messrs. Dumeril and Bibron, in their

Erpctologie (1837), treat of these reptiles under
the name of Lizards, Iguaniens, or Sauriens

Eunotes. In the catalogue of the specimens of

lizards in tlie British Museum, the Iguanidm witli

;

the Againidac ponstitutc the tribe Strobilosaura.

The Iguana of India, generally found about old
walls and ruinous buildings, is about two feet

long
;

tail long, round, and tapering
;
back, tail,

and throat are serrated
;
and its whole surface is

covered with shining scales. The flesh is eaten
by the Mahomedans of India, and in the West
Indies it is salted and barrelled for exportation.
In India the body of the dried Iguana is ti^e
into an electuary, with a certain portion of ghi,
and used as a strengtheniug medicine in consump-
tive complaints. An animal oil is obtmned from
it The Iguana of the Europeans of Ceylon, the
Talla-goyaofthe Singhalese, is the Monitor macmniL
Linn. It is 4 to 5 feet long. The Singhalese ana
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Tamil rices Ceylon believe the toiigae of the

Iguana to be a specific for consumption, if plucked
from the living animal and swallowed whole.

—

TennanCs Ceylon ; Faulkner
;
Eng, Cyc.

IHRAM, Arab. The dress worn by Maliomedan

ft
ims at Mecca. See Harm. Lane says (Mod.

wvA P- during his performance of the
required ceremonies in Mecca, and also during
his journey to Arafat, and until his completion
of the pilgrimage, the Muslim pilgrim wears a
peculiar dress called Ehrain (vulgarly Herani),

consisting generally of two simple pieces of cotton

or linen or woollen cloth, witliout seam or orna-

ment, one of which is wrapped round the loins,

and the other thrown over the shoulders; the

instep and heel of each foot and the head must
be bare. After the recitation (a Khutbah on
Mount Arafat), the sacrifice, and other ceremonies
on the return journey to Alecca, in the valley of

Mena, every one resumes his usual dress, or puts

on a new one, if provided with such.

I.H.S. This sacred monogram, arranged in

cypher, is the Chinese Bud<lhist’s sacred syml>ol

of Buddha.
IJARA. Hind. A contract. Ijaradar, a con-

tractor.

—

W.
IJMA. Arab. Lit. collecting or assembling,

in Mahomedan tlicology, means the unanimous
consent of the ^lujtahadin or learned doctors.

See Jama.
IJTIHAD. Arab. Carrying on war against

non-Mahomedans and infidels. Sec Jahad.

IJU, also written Eju, the horsohair-like sub-

stance which grows on the gomuto tree, the

Arenga saccharifera, Lnbill. This substance is

also called gomuto
;
part of it is a stiff bristle,

but the bulk more resembles horsehair, and it is

largely made into cordage. See Arenga
;
Gomuto.

IKAN. Malay. A fish
;

also a cral). The
wmrd is always prefixed or added to the specific

name of the fish, as ikan-bawal, the pomfret;
tulor-ikan, fish-roe; sirip-ikan, fish-fins; sisek-

ikan, fish scales.

Ikan dori, a small dark-coloured fish, of about
a pound weight. Great caution is necessary in

handling it, because it is armed with poisonous

spikes under the pectoral and dorsal fins, the

wounds from which are extremely painful. It is

Aiot much esteemed.

Ikan mimi, the king-crab.

Ikan saladu and Ikan surdudii, Arius Arius,

’ Ikan sambilang, literally fish of nine, from the

nine barbs on its head. It is found in the ponds
of the Malay Peninsula, and is largely eaten.

—

Earl; Cantor; il/‘yVhiV, p. 83; Smmomh.
IKAUNA, a pargana in Bahraicb district, Oudli.

The Brahmans, 13,986, are the most numerous
caste

;
the Ahirs and Kurmis coming next, with

9740 and 7615 respectively. Tlie village of

Tandwa is identified by General Cuiiniiigham

with .the Tu-wei of Fa Hian and Hiwen Thsang,

where Kasyapa Buddha was born and lies buried

;

while a statue of the mother of Sakya Buddha is'

now worshipped in the village as Sita.

—

Imp. Gaz.
IKRAR. Arab. A promise, an agreement.

Ikrar-namah, a deed of settlement.

IKSHWA’CU, one of the ten sons of Mann
Vaivasvata, considered to have been the first of

the Solar dynasty, offspring of the sun. He reigned
at Ayodhya, the capital of Kosala, in the second
^r Treta Yuga. As l^e offspring of the sun, his

L VOL. II. 1

posterity was called the dynasty of the Solar
princes, in the same manner as Budlia was
reputed the head of the Lunar line. Modem
commentators bring the time of his accession
down to the year 1320 before Christ. A passage
in the Agni Purana indicates that the line of
Surya, of which Ikshwa’cu was the head, was
the first colony which entered India from Central
Asia. But the patriarch Budha was his con-
temporary, he being stated to have come from a
distant region, and to have been married to Ha
(Ella), the sister of Ikshwa’cu. Max Muller says

this name is mentioned only once in the Rig Veda,
and he and others suppose it is the name not of

a king, but of a race occupying the northern or
north-western part of India.

The lineal descent from Brahma Bharata was
Bramha, Marichi, V^aviswat, Mann, Ikshwa’cu,

Kukshi, Vikukshi, Vanu, Anaranya, Prithu, Tri-

saiiku, Dhunduinar, Yuvaneswa, Mandhata, Sia-

andhi, Dhruvasandi, Bharata.

Nimi, one of Ikshwa’cu’s hundred sons, founded
the Mithila dynasty.

—

JJoivson.

IL pronounced also Ilhat or Iliat, a term ap-
plied to the noinade tribes of Persia. It is also

a Semitic for in of God. See Iliyat.

I LA, sister of Ikshwa’cu, of the Solar race, was
married to Budha of the I^unar race, and these

were the ancestors of the Lunar lino of kings. In
Hindu mythology, Budha, son of Atri, son of

Brahma, was husband of Ha, the earth, daughter
of Spateinbas. Budha was Mercury, son of the

moon.
ILA or Ilita, mentioned in the Vedas as a

goddess, may possibly be the same as the Baby-
lonian goddess Hi or Bilat Hi, queen of gods.

ILA, in the Kig Veda, is food personified as

the goddess of speech. According to Sayana, she

is the goddess presiding over the earth. The
Satapatha Brahmana represents her as springing

from a sacrifice which Manu performed to obtain

offspring, and she had offspring to Manu. Ac-
cording to the Puranas, she was the daughter of

Manu Vaivaswata, wife of Budha (Mercury), and
mother of Pururavas

;
but, through the favour of

the gods, her sex was changed to a man, but again

became a >vomaii, and she married Budha, to

whom she bore Pururavas.

—

Dowson,

ILACHI. Hind. A generic term for the fruits

of several plants producing cardamom, viz.

:

Bari-ilachi or Ilachi-kalan, Amomum cardamomum,
the large rougli-ahelled variety.

Choti or Khurd-ilachi, Elettaria cardamomum, the

small cardamom.

ILAH, the name of an old Arabian deity, and

is more properly and more usually applied to a

pagim god, than to Allah, God supreme over all,

—composed of Al, the, and Hah, God. Hence

the Mahomedan profession of faith says. La Ilah

il-Allah, etc., which in the ordinary translation

of ‘ There is no god but God,’ conveys no precise

meaning, and involves an obvious truism, which

Mahomed would never have enunciated. The true

reading would be, ‘There is no deity but God.’

From some passages in the early Indian historians,

it would appear that they supposed the famous

^muat to be the Arabian Ilah or Hat. Notices

of it occur in the Rauzat - us - Safa, Habib-us-

Sair, and Ferishta, the passage (quoted from

Farid-ud-Din Attar
;
Sale’s Koran, i. p. 23, ii. p.

390 ;
Hyde, do Rel. Vet. Pera. ]p. X30. ;

Pocooko,
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Spec. Hist. Arab. pp. 4, 92, 110 ; Bird^s Gnjerat,

p. 39 : D’Herbelot, Voce Lat.
;
Al-Maikari, Ma-

Lomedan Dynwties in Spain, i. p. 346 ;
and

Herod, iii, Alihat, the gods
;

Ilahat, a goddess

;

Jlahi, divine.—
ILAHABAD or Allahabad, a city of the N.W,

Provinces of British India. Before Akbar’s time,

place was known as Preag or Prayag; by
him it was denominated Allahabas, which subse-
quently became Allahabad. The name is more
conrectly Ilhabad or Ilahabad, but the usual
practice of writing it is Allahabad. I’hc article
‘ al ’ coalesces with the substantive in Allah, and
represents the Almighty.

—

Elliot.

ILAHL Arab. The title of an era, now ob-
rolete, invented by the emperor Akbar, commenc-
ing with the first year of his reign, a.h. 963 or

A.D. 1556. It was on his coins. The Tlahigaz is

the standard gaz, or yard, of forty-one finger.?,

instituted by Akbar. After much controversy
respecting its length, it was autliorifcativcly de-
clared by the British Indian Governmen t to be
33 inches long

;
and the declaration has been

attended with considerable convenience to revenue
officers, as a bigha measured by this yard consti-

tutes eicactly five-eighths of an acre.— Elliot.

ILAKA. Arab. A dependency. Ilaka-dar, a
person in possession.

ILAKA-BAND. Hind. A silk fringe, silk

girdle, and tassel maker. Ilaki, a S(niare scarf of

Multan.

ILA KURA. Tkl. Salsola Indica, Wilhl
This is occasionally used as a vegetable, and, being
naturally salt, has given rise to the Teling saying,
‘ The carping husband (finding fault without

cause) says to his wife, There is no salt in the Ila

kUTB.’

ILAM, said by some authors to bo the Tamil

name of Ceylon, and to signify gold
;
but gold in

Tamil is Ponnu.
ILAMBADI. Tam. Corruption of Lambady,

the Banjara race, so called in the south of India.

ILA-PANANKl JANOU MAVU. Tf.l. A
farina is obtained from this root by treating it

the same as in manufacturing manioc. It is very

nourishing.

ILAVRATA. In an ancient Hindu geography,

one of the divisions of the known world
;

its

mountains are called Tien-chan, Kilomaii, Tan-
grah or Tangla.

—

As. Res. viii. p. 311.

ILCHI, a town in High Asia, with 40,000 in-

habitants.

ILEX, the holly genus of plants. Dr. Wight
mentions I. Gardneriana and I. Wightiana. Mr.

Thwaites names, as growing in Ceylon, I. den-

tioulata, a large, and I. Walkeri, a small tree.

Mr. Hodgson, in his Nagasaki, mentions eight

species in Japan, viz. crenata, Thbg., microphylla,

H/., Integra, latifolia, 27%., rotunda, Thlxj.^

serrata, Thbg.^ aquifolium, X., var. heterophylla.

Ilex deniicttlata, WalLj is a very large timber

tree, not uncommon on the higher ranges of

the Neilgherries and Animallays at 6000 to 8000
and at similar elevations in Ceylon; its

timW is much valued, and is said not to warp or
crack

;
it has serrated leaves.

—

Bedd. FI. Sylv.

Ilex dipyrona, Wall Himalayan holly.
;

Dodru, Dinsa, . . Beas. Kanjru, Karelu, . Ravi. !

Krocho, .... „ Drtmdn „
Kimeln, . . . Cramba. Kalucho, . . SuTLXJ.
Sbangaia, . . Chbnab.

This moderate-sized tree grows at Mussoori and
everywhere in the Himalayas to 6000 or 9600

feet. The wood is heavy, hard, and fine grained,

much like common holly, and used for various

purposes of carpentry. It bears a very close

resemblance to the holly, especially in November
and December, when it is covered with clusters of

scarlet berries.

—

Stewart.

Ilex Malabarica, Bedd., a large species growing

in the Wynad.

—

Bedd. FI. Sylv.

Ilex serrata is a lofty species found in Mussoori,

and I. excclsa in Nepal.

—

Royle^ i//. p. 167;

<ys.

Ilex Walkeri, Wiyht, Gardn., is a small tree in

tlie Central Province of (^ylon, growing at an

elevation of 5000 to 8000 feet.

Hex Wightiana, is a large umbrageous
tree, with small white flowers and red berries,

growing in the Neilgherrics and in the southern

and central parts of the island of Ceylon up to an
elevation of 4000 feet.

—

Thw. Zeyl p. 183.

ILI, a valley and town in Central Asia, from
which linssen supposes the Szu Tartars wore

expelled by the Yue-tchi or White Huns, B.c.

150. He supposes the Szu Tartars to be the

Saca), and the Yue-tchi to be the Tochari. After

0(!cupying Tahia or Sogdiana for a tinio, they are

stated by the Chinese to have been driven thence,

also, by the Yongar, some years afterwards, and
to have established themselves in Kipen, in which
name liassen recognises the Kophen valley in the

Kohistan. The great Kirghiz horde is adjacent

to Hi and Tarbagatai. It is under the dominion
of China, and exchanges largo cpiantities of cattle

on the frontier for silk goods. The Tsiankiun

has authority over the Eluth and Chahar of his

own central province of Hi, who have also

Gliiuose ministers
;
also over the Eluth, Chahar,

and Hassack, under the Tsantsan minister resi-

dent at Tarbagatai, and over the .Mahomedans of

tl)c eight citit's in Hi, south of the Tien-shan,

who are under resident ministers of different

degrees.

ILIYAT are tribes in Persia and Khiva, some of

whom are nomado, dwelling in tents, and others

reside in towns. The word Iliyat is derived from
H, a Turki word signifying tribe, equivalent to the
Arabic Kabilat, to which ‘aut,’ an Arabic ter-

mination of the plural,.was added,—a combination
not uncommon. Tlie Iliyat tril)es in Persia are
mostly of Arab, Kurd, and Turkoman descent;
along with tribes from the Bakhtiara mountains,
who are of a race totally distinct from the
northern hordes, and probably something more
indigenous to tin? soil than any of the other
wanderers, but all lead the same manner of life,

and bear the common name of Hiyat, their

Pfistoral habits little distinguishing them from
the Bedouin Arab or the nomade Tartar. The
subjects of the lYrsian empire therefore appear
to consist of the stationary inhabitants of towns
and cities, and the wandering dwellers in tents
and temporary villages. The Iliyat comprise
a very large portion of the population of the
country, though their actual numbers are not well
known. They are Mahomedans of the Sunni
sect. Many of the best families in Persia are of
Iliyat origin. The present royal family is of the
Kajar tribe, a Turkish II, which came into Persia
with Timur. The principal Iliyat tribes are said
by Morier and MaeGregor to be^
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Afshftr. Kurd Buchcl.
Aimak. Feili. Lak.

Arab. Hazara. Mama Senui.

Bajiban. Kajar. Shah Sevan.
Bakhtiari. Khuda Bandi. Shekagl.

Baliich. Kurd.

Frazer mentions that in his time 195,000
Iliyat families were tributary to Khiva, viz. :

—

Yamut, . . . • 15,000 Kazak 40,000
Goklan, .... 20,000 Ikdar, .... 1.5,000

Chudar, .... 2,000 Sarokli 1.5,000

Kalpak, .... 30,000 Uzbak, .... 10,000

Tho Chudar are said to have been brought

from the farther borders of tho Oxus by Muliam-

mad Rahim Khan. In the 10th century, they are

said to have comprised 500,000 families within

the province of Fars alone. Although much
inferior in numbers, many of the present Iliyat

tribes are very considerable
;

and since tlie

destruction of Rai, and the decay of Isfalian,

Shiraz, and all the otlier great cities throughout

the empire, they constitute a principal source of

population, and the best nursery of its soldh'rs.

Some of their chiefs are men so powerful tiiat

the king attaches them to his court by honourable

and lucrative employments, or detains them about

his person as hostages for the loyalty and good
conduct of their respective elans. We iind them,

as they were 800 years ago, uniuixed with the

Persians who inhabit cities •, retaining their pas-

toral and erratic habits, and using among them-

selves a dialect different from the language of the

country, which, however, most, of them can speak

and understand. They arc an independent and

hardy race, inclined to hospitality. Two or three

families in little groups, prei)aring or enjoying

their simple meal by the roadside, or proceeding

on their journey, the wife carrying one child, two
or three others packed in baskets on an jiss,

which tho husband drives before him, are usual

pictures to be seen.

Iliyat tribes have each their own history. They
change their places of encampment with the

season and climate, going iii the summer to the

Ailak, or quarters where pasturage and water

are to be found iii abundance; and when tlie

cold of winter sets in, adjourning to the Kisldak

or warmer region, in which their flocks and herds,

as well as themselves, are better sheltered. Tlie

tribes adhere to their ro8]iective districts, but the

distances that some of the tribes have to perform

in their annual migrations arc really wonderful.

From the southern shores of Fars, the Kasligoi

arrive in sjiring on the grazing grounds of Isfahan,

where- they are met by the Avanderiiig Bakhtiari

from their warm pastures of Arabistan, near tlie

head of the Persian Gulf. At the approach of

winter both these tribes return to their respective

Kisblak or Garm-sair. In each province of Persia

there are two chiefs, elders, acknowledged by all

the tribes who roam in that province. In their

conduct and morals the Iliyat women arc vastly

superior to those of the towns and settlements.

They are chaste and correct in tlieir lives, and

faithful to their husbands. They are Sunni

Afahomedans, but are by no means particular in

their religious observances, and are not ruled or

influenced by the maula as townsmen are. They
are all, in a greater or less degree, professional

robbers,—some tribes living solely by rapine and

I
plunder, and others resorting only occasionally to

I
such means. They have large flocks and herds,

which they often augment by taking possession
of their neighbours’. The civilised population
hold them in great dread on this account. The
Il-khani of Fars is the chief of the Kasligoi tribe.

The nomades breed camels, cattle, and horses,
mules and asses. Their tents are made of goats
hair. Often on approaching an Iliyat encamp-
ment, the stranger is met by the women of the
tribe, who burn aromatic herbs in honour of the
guest, and as a token that he is welcome to their
hearIlk. Mr. Hickiiier observed a similar practice
among the Kuldi in Kurdistan. Tliis custom
must be very ancient, for we find Fardusi allud-

ing to it in his descriptions of the early heroic
ages of Iran.

The usual drink of the Imristaii Iliyat consists

of buttermilk weakened with water
;
a little salt

is adth‘d to it, and it is then called Ab-i-dhung.
It is generally sour. There is uotliing so effica-

ciou.s for the purpose of slaking thirst on a hot
summer’s day as this ab-i-dhung.—De Bode\s
y'rarels: Ousehy's Travels; Jiich's Kurdistan;
FrazeTs 'Travels; Morier

; MacGregor,
ILl.AM. Mat.kal. a house, a dwelling, a

household.

lliliAMUX, also Lamm, a maritime race of the
Archipelago, foi'merly addicted to piracy. In the
year 1S37, tho schooner Maria Frederica

^

Captain
Gregory, was cut off in Ampanam roads

;
and in

1840, the English whaler Mnry^ Captain Blosse,

while at anchor at the Xorth Islands, near the
N.W. point of Lomliok, was surprised and taken
by a fleet of Lamm prahus (See Moniteur des Indes
for 1817-48, pp. 17-21)

;
but the vessel and crew

were soon afterwards ransomed for a large sum in

Spanish dollars by Mr. King, who 8ub.scquently,

finding that the pirates still remained there, fittecl

out ail English merchant brig, that w^as then
loading rice for England, with guns and men
.supplied by the king of Lombok, and succeeded
in driving them away for a time. Traders visit-

ing any of the ports east of Java should take

every precaution to prevent surprise. Tlieir

course along the north-west coast of Borneo to

the coasts of Sumatra and the Malay Peninsula is

now obstructed by the settlement of Labuan,
which tlicy cannot pass without .some intelligence

being received of their motions, and this being
conveyed speedily to Singapore, would inevitably

lead to their being sought out and destroyed.

ILLECEBKACEyE, the knot-grass tribe of

plants, comprises tliirty-iiiiic genera. Of these,

tliree species are found in Arabia, one in Persia,

one in China and in continental India. Seventeen

forms have been discovered in the E. Indies of

Hcrniaria, Hnpalosia, Illccebrum, Polycarpgea,

Drymaria, Mollugo.

ILLICIUM, a genus of plants belonging to

the order Winteraccje of Lindley. Tho order

contains four genera and twelve species, shrubs

or small frees; one of them, the Illicium anisatum,

grows ill Japan and Cliina
;
one on the Khassya

mountains, and one in New Zealand. The
general proiierties of the order are stimulant and
aromatic.— Voif/ty p. 13.

‘

ILLICIUM ANISATUM. L, Star anise tree.

B.*idian-i-khatai, . Arab. Chinese anise, . < Bnq.
Hwai-hiang, . . CuiN, Skimmi, . . . Japan.
Ta-hwiiihiang, . . „ San-ki, . , Manilla.
Pah-koh-hwui-hiang, „ Anasipu,. . . . Tam.
Anas phal, Dukh., Hind, Marati mogga, . . Tel.
Aniseed tree, • , Eno.
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The star amse tree is a native of the countries orthodox Sunni sects; also the title of the twelve
extending from lat. to 35° N., or from great leaders of the Shiah sects

;
but it is also

*
designation star is applied given to any great religious leader, head, or chief

to the fruit froin the manner in which they grow, in religious matters, whether the head of all
the pods being in small clusters, joined together Mahomedans ns the khalif, or the priest of a
at o^ end, and diverging in five rays. They arc mosque, or the leader in the prayers of the con-
prized for the volatile oil obtained from them, gregation. Imam answers to the Latin Antistes.
and fdr their aromatic taste. The barks have a In the Koran (chap. ii. vers. 118-20), ‘God said
more aromatic flavour than the seeds, but they unto him, Abraham, I constitute thee Imam unto
are not so sweet. In China, their most common men,’ that is, a model of religion,
iise 18 to season sweet dishes. In Japan they are After the death of Mahomed, his successors,
puc^ on the tombs of friends, and presented as the khalifs, became his delegates or lieutenants,
onenDgs in the temples. They are chiefly ex- and were also termed Imam or leader. When Ma-
rried direct to India, England, and the north of homedans meet together for prayer, an Imam is
Europe, at the average value of dollars per chosen who leads the prayer, (ind the congrega-

used in seasoning curries tion regulate their attitudes by his, prostrating
and flavouring native dishes; and large quantities themselves when he does so, and rising when ho
are used in Europe in the preparation of liqueurs, rises. In like manner the khalif is set up on
ine capsules constitute in India a rather im- high as the Imam or leader of the faithful in all
portant article of commerce, and are sold in all the business of life. lie must be a scrupulous
the l^z^. Both capsules and seeds evolve a observer of the law himself, and diligent in en-
powerful odour of anise

;
the taste is similar, very forcing it upon others. The election of an Imam

mild, flvreet, and somewhat acidulous. The cap- is imperative (p. 229). The fourth Sura says,
sules and seeds abound in an essential oil, easily ‘ Obey God and his prophet and those of your
procur^ by distillation with water

;
this oil is people who exercise government over you.' The

rather brown, lighter than water, more difficultly qualities of an Imam are knowledge, integrity,
congealed than the true aniseed oil, but in other mental and i)hysical soundness.
resnPO.fA A'ran.flv r\f nni... r • ^ t .-.t i ^ i •respects exactly of the same properties. Imam is a sacred title with the Shiahs, and is

advantage. Ihe tree might be introduced into is supposed by them to bo concealed (not dead),
flh P* ;

and the title which belongs to him cannot, they
^ormon^ Comp, Smitn.; Simmomls; Faulkner; conceive, be given to another. Among the Sunni

^TrnnA^* P* ?
Foyle^ //, B, p, 58. JMahornedans, however, it is a dogma, that there

ILUOU, one of the languages spoken in the must be always a visible Imam or father of the
island of Luejon. In the Philippines are many church. It was long maintained that the Imam
separate nations or tribes, speaking distinct Ian- must bo descended’ from the Arabian tribe of
guages, unintelligible to each other. The principal i Koresh

;
but the emperors of Constantinople

of LiKjon are the Tagala, the Painpanga,
!
(wlio are of a Turk family) have assumed the

the f'angasman, and the Iloco, spoken at present sacre<l title, which they claim on the ground of
y a population of 2,250,000 people

;
while the the formal renunciation of it by Muhammad the

isaya h wide currency among the southern twelftl), the last khalif of the race of Abbas, in
islands of the group, Leyte, Zebu, Negros, and favour of Selim the first. The acknowledgment
lanay, containing 1,200,000 people. Mr. Craw- of tliis title renders the emperor of Turkey the
furd says that it does not appear, from a com- spiritual head of all orthodox Mahomedans.
panson of the phonetic character and grammatical The sect of Mahomedans who believe that the
structure of the Tagala with those of Malay and Imam Mahdi has come and gone, are the Mahdavi,
Javanese, that there is any ground for fancying or, as others call them. Chair Mahdavi, i.e. people
them to be one and the same language, or Ian- without Mahdi. About the year 057 a.d., or some^ages ^rung from a common parent, and only twenty-live years after the death of Mahomed, his
divereili^ by the effects of time and distance, son-in-law Ali met Miiavia, and fought the battleand t^at an examination of the Bisaya dictionary of Siffin. Displeased at the conduct of Ali ongim different results, bee India. that occasion, about twelve thousand men deserted

t uiri
^ within the political agency him. Some years after, they were nearly all de-

^#affikante, in the province of Gnjerat, Bom- stroyed by Ali
;
but a few survivors fled to various

hir VottohTWu preached their distinctive doctrine of the Imamat,by hattah Ullah, a descendant of a Hindu con- that is, they taught that the office of ‘ Head of the
baithful ’ was elective, and not hereditary. They

Fattah Ullah, , . , a.d. 1484 A.n. 890 thus differed from the ordinary Shiahs, who hold
‘

/ *K 4.\
” doctrine of divine right in its entirety, and

bSb * * S ^ever can acknowledge any khalif or chief who is

Tufal, *
! !

.**.**? descended from Ali. Some fifty years after

r Ai. j
fhis, one Abdullah-ibn-Abad vigorously preached

1^72, the doctrine of the right of the people to elect

ImS .u ,
the khalif or, as they would call the& head, the

moMue:\hr™Ln the sect of the

A.D. 1484

„ 1504

„ 1529

„ 1560
9

A.n. 890

» 010

„ 936

„ 968

jurisdiction ( ) Imaipof Qipcw* Frpip



IMAM. IMMOLATION.

thta potentate came the Sultan of Zanzibar. This
shows how entirely free they are from any
allegiance to the Sunni khalif. No Ibadiyah ever

acknowledged the khalif of Baghdad as his spiritual

chief, much less is he likely to recognise one in

such a doubtful successor to the office as the

Ottoman Sultan. It is not known that the ruler

at Muscat has ever laid claim to the title of Imam,
though Europeans invariably confer it on him.

Imam is, however, said to be now adopted as a
royal or dignatory title by several Arab and
African sovereigns. The successors of Mahomed
continued to exercise their religious functions in

proof that they enjoyed spiritual as well as

temporal power, and took the title of khalif
;
but

various Arab princes, who dared not aspire to the

title of khalif, took that of Imam, to which they
frequently added that of Amir-ul-Mominin, or

prince of the faithful, and, like the khalifs,

observed the precaution of changing their name
when they ascended the throne. 1'he custom
seemed to typify that their whole nature under-
went a change, on being invested with an office to

which a certain amount of sanctity was attached.

Of the twelve Imams of the Shiah sect, one was
Iinam-Ali, cousin and son-in-law of Mahomed,
who married Fatima, Mahomed’s daughter

;
the

two sons of Ali, the Imam Husain and Imam Hasan,

neither of whom were successful leaders, though
since their deaths they have by some sects been

deified and believed to be incarnate (Ali, Ilahi).

In every Sunni mosque, at the appointed

prayers, there is a leader of the devotions, who is

called the Pesh-Imam, because ho remains in front

(Pesh) of the worshippers, leading them in the

successive parts of their worship.

The four learned doctors of the faith were
Malik ibn Anas, Imam Abu Hanifa, Imam us Shafi,

and Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal.
Malik ibn Anas, a native of Medina, born A.i).

713-14, A.H. 95, died a.d. 795, a.ii. 179, in his

84th year. He wrote the treatise cjilled Muwatta,
the Beaten Path, classifying the oral traditions. It

formed a system of Jurisprudence which prevailed

throughout Spain and Northern Africa, its exten-

sion in Spain having been aided by Yaliia ibn

Yahia, a Berber, who had visited Medina to sit

under the teaching of Malik ibn Anas. He re-
i

turned to Spain, where he had much influence.

Imam Abu Ilanifa, a Noman of Persian origin,

was born at Basra, in the Hijira year 80 (a.d.

699-700). He was a learned and devout man,
humble in spirit. He passed most of his life in

Kufa,. and was famous as a lawyer. Ho refused

to be kadi of Kufa, on which Ibn Omar ibn

Hobaira, governor of the two Iraks, ordered him
to be daily flogged until he consented. Ten strokes

of a whip were consequently inflicted daily for

twelve days, and, being still a recusant, he was set

at liberty. He died in prison A.n. 150, a.d. 767.

Imam us Shafi, of the tribe of Koresh, was born
A.H. 160, A.D. 767-68, and was brought up in

Mecca, but at the age of 45 went to Baghdad, and
afterwards to Old Cairo, where he remained till

his death in a.h. 204, a.d. 820. He was an
eclectic. His doctrines were taught in the schools

of Cairo, Irak, Khorasan, and in the regions

beyond the Oxus. Between the Hanifa and Shafi

i

sects there were controversies and animosities,

and when the Mongols of Chengiz Khan appeared
before Rhe, the Shafi sect offered to deliver up the

city on the condition that aU the Hanifi were slain.

This was acted on, bub a few days afterwards the
Mongol slew also all the Shafi, and the bodies of
the members of the two sects were thrown to-
gether.

Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal was the fourth and
last of the great orthodox Imams. He was bom
A.H. 164, A.D. 780, at Merou or Baghdai His
teachings differed from those of Shafi in that he
did not allow the principle of deductions. His
system never extended beyond Baghdad, and is

now obsolete.

—

Osborn's Islam
; Pottinger's Travels^

Burton's Scinde
; Malcolm's Persia^ ii. p. 845.

IMAM ALI, a town in the vicinity of the Shatt
ul Arab, in Ur of the Chaldees.

IMAM BARA. Hind. A building in which
are conducted the ceremonies of the Maharram, in

commemoration of the deaths of Ali and his sons
Hasan and Husain. The Tazias or shrines are

sometimes retained in it.

Imam-bari, a building over an imam or Maho-
inedan saint, or other holy Mahomedan. The
iinam-bari at Lucknow is a magnificent palace.

Its most remarkable part is an immense hall, con-
taining the tomb of Asof-ud-Dowla, the great-

grandfather of the last king of Oudh.
IMAMI. Hind. A kind of Kabul silk.

IMAM MASHUDI, the religious guide of Akbar.
Ilis tomb is to the west of the Masjid-i-Kutub-
ul-Islam.

—

Tr. Hind, ii. p. 201.

IMAM RAZA is buried at Mashid. In his

name whole bazars and streets have been bestowed

;
in Mashid, and outside that town, as also in other

parts of Khorasan, fields, vineyards, and caravan-

i
saris. He is styled llazrat, also Sultan-ul-Ghriba,

! king of the poor, and is always mentioned as if

still living
;
a poor person applying at his shrine

receives three days’ provisions.— Vamhenj, p. 286.

IMAM-ul-MtrWAKKAF. See Hasan ibn

Sabbah.
I.MAMZADAH moans the descendants of an

imam
;
but, it is said, generally applied in Persia

to the mausoleums built over the bodies of such

descendants, which are to be found scattered in

great abundance all over the country.

—

Fraser's

Khorasan, p. 303.

IMAN. Akai3. Faith. In Mahomedanism, the

belief of the heart and the confession of the mouth.

IMAUS, a name by which part of the Himalaya
was known to the Greeks and Romans. Pliny

was fully aware of the signification of the name,
for he says (Hist. Nat, vi. p, 117), * Imaus in

colarum lingua, nivorum significans.' A great

part of the mountains N.W. from India was also

called the Paropamisus or Hindu Kush
;

and
Imaus and Hindu Kush seem to have been

identical. The true Imaus, however, is the ridge

which separates Kashmir from Little Tibet. It

appears to incline in its northern course towards

the continuation of the Hindu Koh, and even to

join it. The term Hindu Koh or Hindu Kush is

not applied to this ridge in its whole extent, but

seems confined to that part of it which forms the

N.W. boundary of Kabul
;
and this is the Indian

Caucasus of Alexander, There is, however, much
confusion from the Tibetan, Chinese, and Persian

names of that great mountain mass.—As, Res. iii.

p. 389. See Himalaya.

IMMOLATION. Self-immolation is not un-
common in India. It is generally performed by
persons lingering under incurable disorders. It is
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done by leaping into fire, by burying alive, by
plunging into a river, or by wading into the river

with earthen pots at the side, and filling them until

they sink, dragging the victim down with them.—Elpliin, p. 191. See Sati.

IMPATIENS, Balsams.

Fung-sien, . Chin. Tatura, . . . Kanora.
Kih-sink'tsze, , ,, Pallii, Tilphar, . IlAVi.

Bantil, Jhelum. Hulu, Juk, . Sutlej.

A genus of plants belonging to tlie East Indies.

Single species extend into Europe, Siberia, and

North America. Not less than 100 species arc

known, and almost entirely from the mountains of

the Peninsula of India or the Himalaya, from

Sylhet as far north as the Sutlej, and in lat. SO""

N., at as great elevations as 7000 feet, but chiefly

at elevations of 4000 and 4500 feet, whore there is

moisture combined with a moderate but equal tem-

perature. They are abundant on the mountains of

the TVestern Ghats, but absent from the plains of

India, though some are found on the Malabar coast,

little elevated above the sea, but only during tlic

monsoon. They are largely cultivated in Indian

gardens as handsome flowering plants
;
colours

—

rose-pink, white, blue, and variegated. In the

middle of the rains, the whole line of the Western

Ghats is covered with them. The ripe cai)sules,

pn being touched, liy open and scatter their seeds,

whence they get the name of Noli me tangerc.

albida. Oougliii. oinata, .sylvestris.

bracteata. inconspicua. oppositifolia. trilobuta.

cam^anulata. insignia. Rliecdii. ioineiitosa,

cuapidata. Jerdoni,*©. rivalis. Iripctala.

daayspcrma. Klcinii. rosmariuifolia. trii)hylla.

fasciculata. lutifolia. lufcscen.s. iimbellata.

fllifoniilH. Loachcnaultii. scabrida. uncinuta.
fomentosia. modesta. scapiliora. vortieillata.

fruticosa. Muurouii. sctacea. vi.scida.

Oardneriana. Mysorousis.

IMPERATA ARUNDINACEA, of 8.

and E. Asia, the lalong grass of India, almost a
sugar-cane in ininiatuie

;
valuable for binding

sand, especially in wet localities,

—

Mvclkr.

IMPERATA CYLINDRTCA. Beauv,

I. arundinacea, Ci/riL I Sacchariiin cyliiidricuni,

Lagurus arundiuaoeus, L.
|

Lam.
The Ooloo plant of all India, Ceylon, Moluccas,

and Australia. Much used as thatch.

—

IMPERATA KCENIGII. Beaav.
Sir, Sil, Bharwi, . Panj.

j
Alaiig-alaiig, . , M.\lav.

A silky-headed small grass, abundant at low
spots in many parts of the Panjab plains.

IMPHI, the Chinese sugar-cane, Sorghum
saccharatum, Pcr.s., is said to have long been
grown in India, but was re-introduecd in IHOO
by Surgeon-Major Balfour, of the Madras medical
department. AVith ciircful cultivation in a rich,

w^-watcred cotton soil, it attains the height of

eight feet, and it yields in three months a crop
of- plants very similar to sorghum, except in

the appearance of the heads. The natives con-
sider It a variety of sorghum, and are favourably
impressed with the plant, as it yields a largo

quantity of sweet juice which produces good
jagari, and the crushed stalk is excellent food
for cattle.

INAM. Arab. A gift, a grant, of which there
ar© many kinds. Inamdar, a holder of a rent-free
grant of land. A revenue term introduced by the
Mahomedans. Hindus have no word to denote
lent -free lands, or freehold property, except
Snwusthan, one’s own place

;
but with them that

U never found in less quantities than a whole

village. Rent-free lands under the Hindus Mfere

merely designated by terms signifying the pur-

poses to which devoted, as Bewasthan, the idols’

place
;
Pasodi, a shawl, the Patel’s grant ;

Oholi,'

*a bodice’ for the Patel’s wife; Hadola, a row or

collection of bones
;
Hatlki, a little bone

;
Domni,

a dish^—the last three being grants to the Mhar
tribe. Deo Shot, a grant to a person who has

been successful in a trial by ordeal, such as that

of determining a village boundary. In Maho-
liicflaii countries, it is customary to call inam

,

grants to religious orders grants of land, although

j

they include only the rents thereof
;
for there is

no seising of the land itself,which is the proprietary

right of the cultivator only. In the tamba-patra,

copperplate patent (by which such grants are

designated in Rajpiitana) of Yasovarma, the

Pramara prince of Ujjaiii, about the 12th cen-

tury, cominanded the crown tenants of the two
villages assigned to the temple to pay all dues as

they arise, money-rent, first share of produce.

In India, where the cultivating proprietor has

always paid a feu-iluty to the state, the grant of

an inam is, like the grant of a jaghir, juerely the

transfer of the state dues. According to practice,

a jaghir is a reward for past or a retaining fee

for future services, or a means of support, and is

resnmable at pleasure. The inam for religious

purposes lias b(‘en a more permanent alienation

;

but even the Madras Government about the middle

of the nineteenth century ro-examined all the

inam grants, and up to a late date decisions liad

been given on 396,815 cases.

Under the Mahoincdaii sway, inam became a

revenue term, winch the British adopted, but was
inquired into when peace permitted the exjimina-

tion of the iiiams. The religious merit attached

among Hindus to the grant of land to the Brah-
maiiical class, the facility afforded by the period

of anarchy which followed the overthrow of the

native dynasties for irregular alienations by inferior

authorities, the acceptance by the Mabomedan
rulers of the existing condition of things, the

further opportunity for irregular grants which
was given under the political confusioii occasioned

by the struggle between the British and French
for Indian supremacy during the latter half of the

18th century, and the sy.stem of rewarding meri-
torious service by alienations of Government
revenue, either in perpetuity or for a stated number
of lives, which was in force during the earlier years

of British rule i]i the Madras Presidency, from
the enormous sacrifice of state revenue involved,

attracted the attention of the administration at a
very early period, and caused a recognition of the
importance of a general inquiry into titles to rent-

free lands.

Inam tenures were found divisible into nine
general classes. The first three classes are inams
for religious and public service. They consist of
graiits for tlie support of pagodas, muttums,
village headmen, mosques, and durgas, karis,

Christian churches, chuttrums, water pandals,
topes, tanks, wells', anicuts, schools, and miscel-
laneous works of utility.

In the Madras Presidency the basis of Sir
Charles Trevelyan’s inquiry was that possewion
for fifty years was to give a good titl©, no matter
what the origin of the possession might have been.
This being established, religious service inams
were all to be confirmed on existing tenures, and
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to be resumed only when the object for which later period was conquered by Alexander the

ih^j were held had ceased to exist. Other service Great. The name occurs in the inacriptioiui of

inams were to be continued on the same terms Persepolis and Naksh-i-Rustum, but not in those

when such services were still required
;
but when of Behistiin. Masiidi mentions that at the time

they could not be made available for any useful of the Muhammadan conquest, the country about
public purpose, the value of the public claim upon Basrah was called Arz-ul-Hind, the Land of India,

the land was to be added to any existing quit-rent There were other three names by which India
payable thereon, the owner being thus enfranchised was known to the western Asiatics. One of them
from service. All other inams held for personal originated from most of the traffic with India
benefit were either to be retained on existing having at one time been by way of the Persian
tenure, subject to liability to lapse and without Gulf and the Red Sea. The Tyrians established

power of alienation, or were, at the option of the depots on the shores of the Persian Gulf, and the

holder, to be converted into an absolute property course of trade bfiing through the land of the

by the imposition of a quit-rent representing the (hishdi, the races in India came to be included

annual value of the reversionary right of Govern- under the ethnological title of Cush (Genesis x.

ment in the property. This reversionary right C)
;
and hence the Persian, Chaldaean, and Arabic

was estimated in terras particularly favourable to versions of the Bible frequently render that term

the inamdars, in order to induce them to take by India (Isaiah xi. 11).

advantage of the privilege ollertHl.— W, Another ancient but local term for India is

INCENSE-WOOD, e-agle-wood. Incense was stated to liave been Kolaria, and numerous Kol
burnt in ancient heathen temples to neutralize tribes are saittered through the country to the

the offensive odour arising from animal sacrifice. present day. Bharabi or Bharata-varsha is like-

INDERABIA, of some English navigators, is wise mentioned as an ancient local appellation,

also written in different charts, Andervia.Aiideripo, In recent times success in wars and diplomacy
Indervea. Dr. Vincent (Ncarch. p. 375) thinks it has plae(‘d under the dominion of the United
the Caicandnis of Arrian, but a corresi)onding Kingdom of Great BriUiin, or in alliance, nearly

name is not found in oriental manuscripts.— all the territories lying between the Indus and the

Ouseletfs Travels, i. p. 174. Himalaya on the N.W., to Cape Comorin and
INDERJAO. HfNn. IV'^rightia anlidy.scnterica. Singapore on the S.E., and that part of Southern

Its seeds are very largely used medicinally, being Asia has come to be spoken of as British India,

boiled in milk, and given in luemorrhoids and and the British Empire in India also as Her
dysentery, and in dococtioii in fever and gont; Majesty’s Eastern Empire. But British India,

also used as an antlielmiutic. Dose, gr. v to l^j. Netherland India, the Spanish Indies, Portuguese

Price 5 annas ])er lb. The bark of the root is and French India, are but portions of the region

astringent and febrifuge, and is used as a specific in Eastern and Southern Asia known to Europe

in dysentery and bowel complaints. Dose, 3j to the East Indies, and which include all tne

5 iij ill tlecoction. countries from Arabia and Persia eastwards

Inderjao-i-Sherin is Wiiglitia antidy.senterica. through Baluchistan, Hindustan, the Malay Penin-

Iiiderjao-i-Talq is Ilolarrheiia antidyscnterica, also sula, Siam, the Indian Archipelago to New Guinea,

H. pubcscens. China, and Japan. AVith the Portuguese, the

INDIA is sup])<)Bcd to have obbined its naim> northern part of Hindustan held by the Moghul

from the Indus, the Sin, Sinda, or Hin<la, the sovereigns was styhsd Mogor, and Goa and the

Abu-Sin of the Arabs, the first great river met in western coast of the Peninsula was to them India,

the routes from Western and Central Asia, ft is With the Dutch, India means Java, Sumatra, and
true that so far back as the reign of Darius other Netherland possessions in the Archipelago,

llystaspes, b.c. 521, writers placi'd Indians on French India is in the AVestern Peninsula, and
both sides of the Indus, and made India extend in Annam and Tonquin in Ultra-India

;
and the

westward to Kandahar (Gandhara), embracing Spanish Indies are in the Philippine Islands in the

perhaps the fourteen Iranian provinces or nations far east.

enumerated on tlie Naksh-i-Kustum as lying be- The ancients termed the Ultra-Indian region

tween Sogdiana and the Panjab, and subject to India beyond the Ganges. Leyden included it and
Darius. But eastward of the Indus, the country the Indian Archipelago under the name oP the

was always India. But this term seems to have Hindu-Chmesc countries. Malte Brim calls it Chin-

been chiefly used in the south of Asia, for it first India. Ritter, the greatest of geographers, prefers

occurs in the book of Esther (i. 1, viii. 9) as the the German name Hinter-Iudies. But instead of

limit of the territories of the king Ahasuerua in Further India, Trans-Gangetic India, the Eastern

the east, as Ethiopia was on the west, and the Peninsula of India, etc., the single words Ultra-

names are similarly connected ]jy Herodotus (vii. India and Trans-Imlia have been proposed by Mr.

9). The term Hoddu, used by tin; Hebrews, is an Logan, fis they admit of the ethnic and adjective

abbreviation of Honadu, which is identical with forms of Ultra-Indian or Trans-Indian
;
and for

the names of the river Indus, for to the present the insular region of the Eastern or Indian

day all along the course of that river the letters Archipelago, Mr. liOgau proposed the term Indo-

s and h are interchanged. In the Vendidad, the nesia. Mr. Logiin’s names are well chosen, be-

Panjab is described as the -Hapta-Hindu, and the cause several of the islands have been occupied

other native form, Sindus, is noticed by Pliny by Indian races. Java was long under a race

(vi. 28). The India of the book of Esther is not, from Hindustan, and Bali still professes Hinduism,

however, the Peninsula of Hindustan, but the The whole of the East Indies, thei^fore, consist-

country surrounding the Indus,—^the Panjab, and ing of the continental portions bisected by the

perhaps Sind,— the India which Herodotus de- Bay of Bengal, and the eastern islands, may be

scribes (iii 98) as forming part of the Persian comprised under the three names of India Proper,

emjfire under D^us, and the India which at a Ultra-India or Trans- India, and Indonesia.
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Populations, regions thus defined are

occupied by races of Negroid, Mongoloid, Aryan,
Turanian, and Semitic descent, and this article is

restricted to the ethnic relations of the populations.
It is generally accepted that a great part of the

inhabitants of Hindustan and the Peninsula are
of Scythic, Mongoloid, or Turanian race, and were
the earlier occupants of the country. This con-
clusion h^ been come to from their linguistic

and physical affinities. Some of them seem to

have been pastoral tribes from the north and
north-west, who were subsequently pushed aside

or pressed farther on by races in possession of a
higher civilisation and a knowledge of agriculture.

The successive arrivals have been 8uppos<‘d by
Dr. Caldwell to have been—first and earliest, tlie

Kol, Santal, Bhil, etc., who, he supposes, may
have entered British India from the north-east.

After them, but from the nortli-west, came the

Dravidian races, who now occupy tlic south of the

Peninsula, into wliich tliey voluntarily migrated

or were driven by the pressure of subsequent

hordes. Then there came Scythian or non-Aryan
immigrants, also from the north - west, whose
language afterw’ards united with the Sanskrit to

form the Prakrit dialect of Northern India
;
and

lastly came the Aryans.

From time immemorial the region between the

Euphrates and the Indus has been lield by suc-

cessive Turanian, Iranian, and Semitic conquerors.

In historic times Scythic tribes have invaded

India,—Getae, Takshak, Sakaj, Su, Yu-chi, Naga,

Ghakar, Jat, Asi, Kathi, llajpali, Hun, and
Kamari. They seem to liave brouglit with them
a worship, out of which ultimately was formed
the Buddhist religion as promulgated by Sakya
Muni. These Iiido-Scythic tribes also brought
with them their northern custom of using tribal

designations, taken from the names of animals,

—

Varaha, the hog
;

Numri or Luniri, the fox

;

Takshak, the snake
;
Langaha, the wolf

;
Cutch-

waha, the tortoise
;
Aswa or Asi, the hors(?

;

Sisodya, from Sisoo, the hare, etc.,—and several of

them still hold large possessions in tlio western

parts of Central India, Sind, and Baluchistan.

Some of them even carried their names into

Europe. Asi was tlic term by wJiich the Getm,
Yeut, or Jat were known when they invaded
Scanilinavia and founded Yeutland or Jatland;

and the Asi and other iiomades who took Bactria

from the Greeks, Mr. Prinsep considers to have
been Scythians of Azes, who overpowered the

Greek dynasties in Sogdiana andNoi tlierii Bactiia,

between 140 and LSO li.c. And Asia 8{‘em.s to

Theirrouteseems to have been from the north-west,

where, Chevalier Bunsen says, the two great nations

once centred, the one in the Altai and the pjasture

land towards the Himalaya, the other having its

centre in the Ural mountains, and now appear in

Asiaas the subdued or primary element, as the sub-

dued substratum of Iranian civilisation
;
and tlie

aboriginal languages of India which attained their

full development in the Dekhan dialects belong to

that stock. Also Dr. W. W. Hunter’s philological

investigations permit the conclusion that the

fragmentary peoples still to be seen in India, who
have preserved their ethnical identity in sequestered

wilds, or have merged as helots or low castes into

the lowland ITindus, form the debris of a widely

spread primitive race and from the northern

shores of the Indian Ocean and the China Sea,

tmees have been exhumed by him of ethnical

evolutions, and the ebb and flow of human speech

far more ancient, and on a grander scale, than the

pre-historic migrations of the Indo-Germanicstock.

Successive Turanian and Irano-Semitic races

have in turn influenced all the great outlying

southern provinces in Africa, India, and Ultra-

India
;
but from the fonnation of the language, the

older intrusive people, the Scytliico-Semitic and
pastoral, found India less Scythic and more African

than it became under their influence. And the

land rouii's from the north-east, north, and north-

west were not the only higliways to the East

Indies. JMr. Logan is of opinion that several of

the races now dwelling in the south and east of

Asia, in British India, Ultra-India, and Indonesia,

reached their ])rcsent localiti(*8 by sea. Certainly,

amongst all tlie foreign influences acting on the

soutli of India proper, of whicli the presence can
be clearly traced, two are of the widest extent.

I

Tlic first is entirely African and Indo-African in

its character. It embraced the whole Indian

Archipelago, Australia, ami Paimanesia, and the

races to which it must be referred appear to have
prevailed along the shores ami islands of the

Indian Ocean from Africa to Polynesia, their

limits being those of the monsoons.

There wjis prolonged commercial intercourse

between the western and eastern parts of the

Indian Ocean, from the Arabian Sea, Persian Gulf,

Bed Sea, and Africa, to the Mozambique channel on
the w'est, to the I ndo-Australian seas on the east.

And when they were spreading over E. Africa,

India, and the Indian Archipelago, there could
have been no civilised Semitic, Iranian, Burmese,
or Siamese races to hinder them. The strong
Africanism observable in some of the lower South

have been so called in ancient times from tliis Tudian castes is seemingly the remnant of an
great Asi race, whose name is saiil liy Bemusat archaic formation of a more decided African
to have been applied by the Chinese almost pro- character. India jiropor lies between two great
miscuously to the nations between the Jaxartes Negro countries, that on the west being still

and Oxus, as far south a.s Samarcaiid. In one of mainly Nc'gro, even in most of its improved races,
his quotations it is applied to the jjcople of and that on the east preserving the Negro basis
Khokand, and in another to the people of so near India proper as the Andamans and Kidali.
Bokhara. Kanishka, n.c. 40, formed a powerful It is therefore highly probable that the African
Scythic dynpty in the N.W. But Vikrammlitya, element in the population of the Western Penin-
king of Ujjain, u.c. 57, stemmed one Scythic inva- sula has been transmitted from an archaic period,
sion, and in a.d. 78 Salivahana checked another before the Semitic, I’uranian, and Iranian races
inroad; yet during the next seven centuries the entered India, and when the Indian Ocean hadinroad; yet during the next seven centuries the entered India, and when the Indian Ocean had
Sah, the Gupta, and Valabhi established dynasties Negro tribes along its northern as well as its

Northern and Western Indies. eastern and western shores.
preceded the Ultra-Indian, In the southern parts of the Western Peninsulsi

language prevailed amongst the races speaking the Tamil language,
southward of the Himalayas, are many who have African features in all their
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variety. The mixed Labbi and Moplah races of

the extreme south of the Peninsula may be of

African and of Arabian descent. But the Sidi of

Janjirah are recent arrivals
;

the Negroes of the

Dandilli Hills of N. Canara are of unknown respective advent. From the geographical dia-

orimn
;
the African slaves of the Muhammadans tribution of the Kol and Dravidian languages,

of Baluchistan, Sind, the Dekhan, and Karnatic Mr. Hislop formed the opinion that while the
are classes regarding whose African and Arabian stream of Dravidian population, as evidenced by
origin there are no differences of opinion

;
also the Brahui in Baluchistan, entered India by the

the Kader of the Animallay Hills file their teeth north-west, that of the Kol family seemed to have
to a point like some African tribes

; the Mincopi found admission by the north-cast
;
and as the one

of the Andamiin Islands, the Semang of the flowed south towards Cape Kumari (Comorin),

Eastern Peninsula, the Negrito and Papuan races and the other in the same direction towards Onpe
of Indonesia and Papuanesia are recognised Koumania, a part of each appears to have met and
branches of the Negro race

;
while farther to the crossed in Central India. The Karen of Ultra-

north, the Kisan or Nagesar, a broken tribe in the India have a tradition of crossing a sea of sand,

Jashpur highlands, have Negroid features; and which is supposed to mean the desert of Gobi
;
but

the Bhuiher of Palamau and Jashpur reminded they have no knowledge as to the date of their

Colonel Dalton of the representations he had seen migration. That the Mongoloid races have made
of the Andamanese. great efforts to reach more hospitable climates, is

The vernacular of a people can only be taken shown by the presence of many tribes wedged into

as a test of descent along with their physical the mountainous region on the frontiers of India,

characteristics. The languages of conquered On both sides of the Indus, in Baluchistan, Lower
races, and of such conquering races as become Sind, in Nepal, Bhutan, and Sikkim, are many
associated with a higher civilisation, are liable

;

hundred tribes, some of almost similar origin, yet

to disappear. There cannot be any doubt that ' forming distinct nations and using dialects unin-

physically the Tamil Pariah, the Mhair of the telligible to each other, though of the same family

Mahratta country, the Dhcr of thti Dekhan, the of languages.

lloliar of the Canareso, the Paravan of the. The linguistic allinity of many of the non-Aryan
Malealam territory, and the Malla of Telingana, peoples of India, is shown by the fact that they

are of the same Dravidian stock, thongli they now take their tribal designations from their word for

speak five different tongues, ISoinc broken tribes man in tlieir respective dialects,—thus Bala-li,

:Of Bengal speak a dialect of Hindi
;

but their Mola-li, l)hima-li, Santa-li, Banga-b, the people

physical characteristics, some of their customs, of Bala, Dliima, Banga, etc. ;
and the very general

|the remnants they have preserved of their primit- tcTin Mi (man) supplies the basis of the race

ive paganism, and in some cases their traditions, name to not less than forty ascertained tribes,

—

lead to the conclusion that they are the residue of thus the Du-mi, Ka-mi, Anga-mi, Mi-than.

a people who, together with the Kolariau races. The prior immigrants from the north have been

occuined India proper prior to tlu‘ appearance of termed Scythic, Turanian, Mongolian, Kolariau,

ithe first Aryan invaders. It is now known tliat Tanmlian, and Dravidian. All these designations

^ihere are many Oraon villages in ('hutia Nag- distinguisli them from that branch of the Aryan

f
ur in which the Oraon language is quite lost, races (Iranian, Indo-Atlantic, Caucasian, Medi-

ut the inhabitants nevertheless spciik two tongues, terraneun) now dispersed* through India proper,

^uuda and Hindi, The languages of tlic Hin- cJilled by Humboldt East Aryans or Bi-ahmanic

puized aborigines of Chutia Nagpur appear to Indians. Tlie West Aryans or Persians had
«ave followed “their religion. All the tribes that separated and migrated into the northern country

iiave became Hindu in faith have lost their old of the Zend, where they combined a belief in

language, and speak a rude dialect of Hindi. The Oruiuzd and Ahriman with a Bpiritiialized venera-

pDraon in Chutia Nagpur follow the Miuida pagan- tion of nature. But the East Aryans came through

^jsm, and adopt the MuikU languages
;
while the the Punjab into India proper, and they have con-

iMunda, Ho, Santal, and other Kolariau tribes, tinned up to the present time to exert a great

who adhere to their ancient faith, have prcservetl influence on the people. It was an iminigratiou

their old language, or at all events a pre-Aryan on the borders of historic times. Much connected

tongue. Alaung Phra (Aloinpra) subdued the Mon with this people remains in obscurity, for they

3r Taking race in 1757-58, from which time the liave been a non-recording race. Chevalier Bun-
Burmese strongly discouraged the Mon language

;
sen supposes that they reached the land of the

find after the first war between the British .and Five Rivers some time between 4000 and 3000 D.C.;

the Burmese in 1824-26, the Burmese forbade but we have no standard whatever, from our

the Mon to be taught in the monasteries or else- present point of view, by which to estimate the

where. The result has been that in little more length of the period from their immigration into

than a century, the language of a million people the country of the Indus down to tlieir farther

iias become extinct. In 1870, there were not advance to the land of the Saraswati. All we can

3ne hundred families in Pegu in which it was siiy regarding them is, that peculiar habits of life

used as their vernacular tongue, though still were contracted in the land of the Five Rivers, and
spoken in Martaban and in Mamlam-yang by the that, out of theelemental religion there instituted,

descendants of immigrants who reappeared there allusions to which are found in the oldest Vedio
y»rhen the British became supreme. But it is not hymns, the Brahmanical system, with a new

P

ly the lan^ge that is disappearing,-—the mythology and the introduction of castes, gradu-
Dg people fliemselves are being absorbed by ally grew up on the eastern side of the Sutlej,

lore powerful Burmese race. That author is, however, of opinion that the period

story

n

—No one of the raceswho were occupy- of the passage of the Sutlej and immigration to*
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ing India and South-Eastern Asia prior to the

Muhammadan invasions, retain any strictly histor*

ical record of the routes by which they reached
their present localities, or of the date of their
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wards the Saraswati occurred from b.c. 8800 to centre, and the horse and elephants on the flanks

B,c. 8000. Whilst they dwelt in the country of of their armies.

the Five Rivers, from B.c. 4000 to 8000, little The date of the Rajputs* appearance in India

change in their habits and belief seems, in his proper is even more obscure. The Lesser Sind

opinion, to have occurred. But about b.c. 3100 river now marks the eastern boundary of Raj-

or 8000 their power on the Indus appears to have putana, as does the river Indus that to the west,

been broken, in consequence of some war with its limits being lat. 23° 16' to 80° N., and. long,

one of tl\e surrounding kingdoms, and from the 69° 30' to 78° 15' E., an area of 123,000 square

latter date India east of the Sutlej up to the miles, inhabited by a population of ten millions

extent of the Aryan conquests adopted Brahman- of souls. The north - eastern Panjab and Cis-

ism. From that time the religious views, forms Sutlej district seems to have first been a Brah-

and hallits of Bactria were for ever abandoned V>y man before it became a Rajput country, and

the East Aryan immigmnts, and between b.c. 3000 subsequently to have been advanced upon by
to B.C. 1900 they extended their Bralimanical tlxe Jat. 'I’lio great scat of Rajput population

religion from the Saraswati to the Doab. It was and ancient power and glory was, however, on

this race who called the portion which came under the*Gangcs. When vanquished there by the Mu-
their own rule by the name of Aryavarta, the hamma<lans, after the 12th century, the principal

abode of the Aryans. In classical Sanskrit it was Rajput families retired into the comparatively

also known as Bharata and Bharata-varsha, and unfruitful country to which they give their name,

also Jambu-Dwipa. But by the western nations, But even in Kajputana proper, though it has

India east of the Indus was always India, and Rajputs for the dominant race, the population is

was never called Arya by any writer. mucli more Jat than Rajput, the Jat extending

This Aryan or Sanskrit speaking colony of continuously from the Indus to the Ganges.

Brahmans, Kshatriyas, and Vaisyas found the BeforetheRajputs were driven back from Ayodhya
greater part of Northern India peopled by rude and the Ganges, Northern Kajputana had been

tribes, whom they designated M’hlecha, Dasya, jmrtitioned into small Jat republics, and the Jat

Nishada, etc., and it is the received opinion that still form the most numerous part of the popu-

mauy of those prior occupants were of Scythian, lation and possess the largest share in the culti-

or at least of non-Aryan origin. But to a much vation, though they share the more open parts

later period, and when the Aryans were in full Avith the Mina, the remains of the Saraswati

occuption of the country from the Indus to the Brahman population, and the dominant Rajput.

Ganges and into Bengal, all to the south of the The southern and more hilly parts of Kajputana

Vindhya mountains continued to be occiipicd by are much occupied by the Mina, the Mhair, and
Turanian races. An immigration into Ceylon of the Bhil, and Malwa is occupied by Rajput,

a colony of Aryans from Magadha took place Kuiibi, and Jat, the (;haruii and the Bhot races

about B.C. 550 (b.c. 543) ;
and Wajeya, the being also there, l^ajputs and Jat occupy the

loader of the Ceylon expedition, is said in the ])laiii3 south of the Salt Range. In the valley of

Mahawanso to have married the daughter of the :.he Ganges, the body of the Rajput population lies

king of Pandu. But now, unless 'rravancore bo next to the Jat race to the east
;
in the Middle

an exception, there is no large Aryan colojiy in Doab, Rohilkhand, and Oudh, and still farther east,

any part of the south of the Peniiivsula of India, country is shared by a Brahman population,

individual members of that race alone appear- In Lower Rohilkhand, where they arc called

ing scattered amongst the nations occupying it. Thaknr, as also in AVestern Oudh, Rajput com-
There is nothing in history to show, nor is th(‘re nunities are strong and luimerons

;
in Eastern

in the physical appearance of the races to the )udh, esjxecially on the broad tracts between the

east of the Gauges and of tlie Bay of Bengal any- Jqgra and Ganges, there is a great Rajput popu-
thing to warrant, the belief that these East Aryan lation, and they are pretty numerous to the east

immigrants ever advanced, in masses, beyond J Oudh, in A/.imghur and Ghazipur. They are

their present locality north of the Vindhya -Iso numerous in Mynpuri,Fiittehghur, and Etawa;
range. ind Baiswara, the country of the Bais Rajputs,

Hrnhmanic Life. — They brought with them ies almost parallel to the Brahman country of the
views as to the gradations of social rank, against '.ower Doab.
which, up to the present day, all othcrracesand even The Getce, the Jat, Jut, or Jit, and the TakShak,
their own reformers have been repeatedly striving *, rom the Sakatai or Chaghtai region, now occupy
but they likewise brought larger intellect, letters, places amongst the .36 royal races of Jiajputana.

and a higher civilisation, not only enabling them The Puranas furnish certain points of information
to hold a position of superiority, but to in.spire regarding their earliest migrations, and the histories

the prior races with the desire to be enrolle<l of Mahmud and 'Timur acquaint us with their later

amongst the Aryan classes of Brahmans, Kshatriya, efforts. They expelled the Greeks who remained
Vaisya, and Sudra. These East Aryan immigrants after Alexander’s departure. Between the time of
throughout all India pro23er possess the lancls best f ’ynis, six centuries before Christ, when Tomyria
suited for tillage, and in Travancore they are fought for independence, and the rise of Timur
the sole landlords. When they first reached the (a.d. 1330), although twenty centuries had elapsed,
Panjab, they depended on their horses. Arrived the great Getic nation was little circumscribed in
in India, they tamed the elephant, which finally power. Under this last prince of the Getio race,
rivallr^ the chariot. In the time of the M«aha- 'Faghalaq Timur Khan, the kingdom of Chaghtai
bharata, b.c. U0(J? Bhagadatta, Uttara, Diiryodh- was bounded on the W. by the Dhasht-i-Kipchak,
ana, Anvinda, and others fought on elephants, and on the 8. by the Jaxartes or Jihun, on which
At the time of Alexander’s invasion (b.c. 827) Timur, like Tomyris, had his capital. Kojend,
elephants had almost completely superseded cars. Tashkand, Ootrar, Gyrapoli8,andthemost northern
And in thwr wars they placed the infantry in the of the Alexandrian cities, were within the bounds
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Cbaghtai. The Masaagotie, Getse or Goths,

ieeni gradually to have advanced from their ancient

imits into the more fertile districts of Asia, and

to have been driven in successive wars across the

3utiej. They are now spread throughout the Indus

^^ley, from the mountains of Joud, through

t3ind, to the shores of Makran, and up to the

(Talley of the Ganges. They long preserved their

indent habits; appearing as desultory cavaliers

under the Jit leader of Lahore, they made a brave

-stand for independence against the liritish under

the Jat ruler of Bhurtpur and the successors of

Ranjit Singh, while Dholpur state is still Jat. In

Bikanir and the Indian desert, in the desert tracts

E. and W. of the Indus, they are camel and cattle

breeders, but cultivate in the valleys and fertile

pases wherever tillage is possible.

[
The Kathi^ another ancient Scythic race, are the

miing tribe in Kattyawar. The Malli and the

Katheri of Multan opposed Alexander s advance

;

poo yeai’s afterwards, Mahmud was opposed by a

kce of the same name, and they must have pre-

served their ancient spirit to have been so long

Iblo to offer a front to the formidable armies of

30 furious an enthusiast. Their laureate bards

still style them * Lords of Multan and Tatta,’ and

they repeat couplets descriptive of their emigra-

tions from Multan, their temi>orary settlement in

the tracts called I’awin, N. of the Runn, and tell-

ing of their leader, Miguiu liao, conducting the

first Kathi colony across the gulf into 8aurashtia,

eight hundred years ago
;
and so predominant was

their power, that it changed the ancient name of

the Peninsula from Sauraahtra to Kathiwar.

Parsecs occupy a prominent place in the AV. of

India. In the eighth century (a.d. 717), a small

ody of AV. Aryans (?migrated from Onnuzd, and
inded at Sanjan, 25 miles S. of Daiiiaun. They
Tcre a mere remnant of the ancient followers of

ioroaster, and though still few in number ((>9,000),

bey have distinguished themselves in \W India

y commercial enterprise.

The information regarding the more important
nmigrations into AV. India, as will have been

bserved, is still so vagueas to justify Mr. Klphin-

tone’s remark (i. p. 19), that until Alexander’s

onquests, the dates of events are all imccrtain

;

nd again, from that time till the Muhammadan
avasion, a connected history of this country caimot

e given.

A Bactrian dynasty for nearly a hundred years

eld a considerable portion of the Indus territory,

ut in the early centuries of the Christian era

here was a great upheaving of the nations in

ndia proper. During the khalifat of Umar,
istory records au expedition from Arabia by the

oute of Baluchistan. From the eleventh to the

ighteenth centuries there were repcateil inroads

f Moghuls, Turks, Persians, Afghans, and Arabs,

sd by Mahmud, Timur, Baber, Na<lir Shah, and
Ihmad Shah. Their military followers seized on
ingdoms, provinces, and royalties, and in British

ndia, in 1881, their descendants and those of their

onverts numbered 50,121,585 souls.

As the Muhammadans’ power declined, the

eattas, a Turanian race, led by Aryan Brali-

,
rose to full, though brief, dominion, and

pve been succeeded by Christian races from AV.

rarope. The Danes have ceased to retain any
Irritory in the E. Indies. The French, however,

India proper still hold Chandernuggur, Kari-

kal, Pondicherry, Yanaon, Mahe, with eight other

smaller settlements, comprising an aj^ of 178
square miles, and a population of 285,022 souls,

and they are now dominant on the Mekong river

in mtra-India. Portugal, on the AV. coast of

the \V. Peninsula, at Goa, Damaun, and Diu,
has 1066 square miles, with a population of

369,788 souls, and that nation occupies Macao iu

China. The Dutch have left India proper for In -

donesia, where their great possessions amongst the
Archipelago islands from Sumatra to New Guinea
occupy 455,411 square miles, with a population

of 17,952,803 souls,—Malay, Negrito, Papuan,
Muhammadan, Christian, and Pagan. The Spanish

Indies are likewise in Indonesia, in the Philippine

Archipelago, most of the population being of

the Negrito race, and almost all proselytes to

Christianity. Nothing is known of the date of

advent of the multitude of peoples of Mongoloid
origin occupying the region from the N.E. part of

the Himalaya, southwards to the seas of the Archi-

pelago.

Lanfjua(/e.—Dr. Hunter, at page 20 of his Com-
parative Dictionary, has put forward the opinion

that the aboriginal races of the E. Peninsula,

Burma, and 1 ndia N. of the V indhya range derived
their speech from a source common to them and
the Cliinese (p. 22),— not only the terms for

coiiimoii natural objects and for the civil institu-

tions of a primitive race, but also a part of the

nomenclature of tillage, and even such terms of

civilisation as rotid, yam, etc.

j

The Jaina and Buddliist religionists number in

British India 4,640,780; the great bulk of them

I

(3,251,584) being in British Burma. The Sikh
religiouLstP, converts from the Jat race, are

almost two millions (1,853,426), and are nearly

all ill the Panjab
;
and of the Christians, 1,862,684

in number, 711,080 are iu Madras, in which
tradition asserts there liave been converts since

the days of St. Thomas the Apostle. The small

body of Parsees, and a still smaller number of

Jews (7600), are mostly m the west parts of the

I’eninsula.

Amongst most of these eastern races, the birth

of a boy is greatly more prized than that of a
girl. Their daughters are occasionally neglected,

and, amongst some of the Rajput tribes, even
destroyed. The proportion of girls to boys was

I

found by the census of 187 1 to be low. Amongst
Hindus the range in the several provinces was
from 72’95 to 97*37 girls to 100 boys, and
amongst Muhammadans from 80 92 to 95*18.

It is quite an oriental custom for the population

to arrange themselves into separate communities,

each with an independent life, and intermeddling

as little as possible with events that do not disturb

its internal condition. Under this system a man’s

country is the guild or community in which he is

born, and tlie people recognise as the supreme
authority whoever happens to be de facto ruler.

Sucli race and communal isolation is common to

all the popiilations of British India proper, but it

has been widely extended by the system of minute
castes which the East Aryans brought into India.

Many of the prior races, while continuing the race
guild, or clinging to a religious sect, resent the
Brahmanical arrangement, and the census of 1871
showed in British In^ia 8,712,998 persons not
recognising caste, or designated out-pca.stes. The
geographical, historical, and economic notices of
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the countries in East^ and Southern Asia will spond to the Arab Suaheli on the Red Sea coast,

be found runder their alphabetical arrangement, the names being from Ripa, a bank, and Sahilah, a

This article relates solely to tiieir ethnic features, %ea-8hore.
—Logan in Joum, Ind* Archipelago; Binmn; In Morocco, the Berber continue pure, free

Max Muller
; Hunter*s Comparative Dictionai'y

;

from Arab blood, and still call themselves Mazig.

Tod's Rajasihan; HumholdCs Cosmos; Dalton's Their language is termed Shelluk, or Tamashigt.

Ethnology; Yule's Cathay; Raivlinson's Herodotus; The Algerian Kabyle or Qabail are pure Berber.

Dr. Caldwell; Sir Walter Elliott ; Prinsep's They are the old Numidians, and differ in Ian**

Antiquities; British India Census; Elphinstune's guage, tonn, and habit from the Arabs of the

HisU of India, plains. Their number is about 700,000 ;
they

AFl^OA. From pre - historic times, Iranian, have a federal republic, the old Quinque-gentes
Turanian, Mongol, Turk, Hamitc, Semite, and who gave so much trouble to the Romans, who
Negro races have been continuously adding to the tried the soldiership of Maximilian, and sixty

inhabitants of India and the Eastern Arcliipelago. years afterwards again revolted.

Of the races occupying Africa, ethnologists re- In Tunis the Berber are called Suawua, and
cognise three distinct ethnical divisions,—that of south-east of Tunis they receive the name of

the woolly fleecy-haired, woolly tuft-haired, and Jfibaliya. The inhabitants of Suiva, the oasis

lank curly-haired ; and six linguistic divisions,— of Jupiter Ammon, the Garamantes of ancient

Semitic, Hamitic,Fulah-Nuba, Negro and Negroid, geography, are likewise of Berber origin, as also

Bantu, and Hottentot Bushman. are the Teda or Tibbu of the Eastern Sahara.
The Fulah of Senegal and the Upper Niger, as The Sanhadsha of the Western Sahara are

well as the Nuba of the Nile region of Darfur Berber. The Tuareg of the central region of the
and^ Kordofau, are considered of indigenous great African desert, who call themselves Imoshag,
African race

;
but they are very superior to the are Berber.

Negroes, and seem to be the intermediate agents The Tuareg nomadc in the Great Desert are veiy
of Muhammadan civilisation. South-Western Asia fair, with long hair, aquiline noses, high fore-

is the original home of the Hamitc and Semitic heads, and thin lips. Tliey say their prayers in

branches of the Caucasian race
;
but they have Arabic, and speak a Semitic tongue. Their arms

intruded into Africa, and now occupy the whole consist of a long lance with a broad head,

of its northern part as far as the Soudan and javelins 6 or 7 feet long, with jagged hooks at

the east coast districts north of the equator. Of the pointed end, a round buckler (darega) of

tho two, the Hamite were the first to become buffalo or elephant hide from Soudan, and a
dominant there, but they arc in no way akin to poniard and broad-bladed scimitar,

the pure African. The Arabs of Morocco are the Moors of Spain,

The Semitic populations in Asia are the Arab- the Saracens of France,—tall, graceful sons of

ians, Syrians, and Samaritans
;

in Africa, the tho desert, courteous, brave, hospitable, and con-
Abyssinians of Tigre and Amliara, Agow, Falasha, tiding,—descendants of the conquerors who in tho

and Gafat. Several branches of this race have first ages of the Hijira propagated the religion

played a distinguished part in the history of the of Mahomed, crossed the Straits of Gibraltar,

world. Conquest and commerce, but chiefly the destroyed the Gothic chivalry, reigned in Spain
former, have greatly diffused them. They liave for 7(M) years, invaded France, devastated Italy,

gone northward and eastwards into Persia, Ceii- and pillaged the suburbs of imperial Rome,
tral Asia, India, and China

;
.small parties are When the last Arab king submitted to Ferdinand

located in India proper. Ultra- India, and ludon- and Isabella, and the Moorish palaces of Granada
fsia. In Asiatic Turkey, there are about were surrendered to the Christians, the old con-

1, 500,000 Arabs and others of the Semitic group, querors went back to Africa, and resumed their

They conquered and migrated westerly along the nomade life. In 'fripoli, the Arab has mono-
north of Africa and into Europe, and they ruled polized the country. In Tunis, the native reappears
in Spain for 700 years, but were agfiin driven in a smaller proportion, and in Morocco he is very
back into Africa; and now representatives of scarce.

the Semites and Hamites are found differently Abyssinia was peopled by Southern Semites,
mixed in Egypt and Abyssinia, all over the who crossed the Red Sea from Yemen and Had-
Sahara, and in the Arab and Moorish states

;
raraaut before the Arab conquest of Egypt,

and the races in Morocco have been stated as They were converted to Christianity in the 4th
under:

—

Borbor and Tuarik, 2,300,000

bhelluk or.SlKdlouk, 1,400,000

Moorand niixtd Arab, .3,500,000

Bedouin and other

pure Arabs, . . 740,000

The Berlur include the Libyan, the Moor, the wtis born. Such partial migrations and con-
Numidian, and Gaetulian of the old geographers, quests have left tribal bodies from other races in

The Berber and Shelluk are untamed, war- the land,

like tribes, dwelling in the mountains; when The A du/ tribes, also said to be a Semitic race,

possible, rovers of tho sea; claiming fanciful dwell on the west of the Red Sea. They call

origins, but impatient of any subjection. They themselves Afer, but by the Arabs they are
are the same race as those whom the French call called Danakil, from their chief tribe Ad-Alli

;

Kabyle and Zouave. The Moors arc little idle and Dr. Krapf was of opinion that this Afer is

men, who grow fat from indolence
;

they are the Ophir of Scripture.

lowlanders, traders, dwellers in cities, avaricious, The Danakil^ pL Dankali, are a Hamite race who
perfidious, cowardly, crinmng, and insolent. The inhabit the most southerly African shores of the
Kiff-dwellers of Kalhiya, Cape Tree Forcas, corre- Red Sea as far as the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb.
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Jews,
Nej^roes, Maii(lint;o.s,

Cliristians,

Renegades, . •

century of the Christian era, and in the 6th they
re-crossed over to Arabia, to avenge the persecu-
tion of Christians by a Jewish ruler, conquered
Yemen, and marched to the gates of Mecca, where
they were overthrown two years before Mahomed
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The Eloikoh or Wa-kuaji and the Masai^ also
|

reduced to one system; but the people themselves
Hamite raccSf are the terror of all Negro tribes in are of one type, and tliat type quit<«- different
equatorial East Africa, on account of their war^ from those dwelling north and south of them,
and kidnapping expeditions. The majority of the Negroes have high and
The Somali, another Hamite race, occupy the narrow skulls, a prominence of the upper jaw,

eastern promontory of Africa from near Bab-el- prominent lips, and an oblique position of the
Mandeb to the Juba on the Indian Ocean, and teeth. But the variations are very great. The
they border on the Galla district on the west, colour of the skin ranges from ebony black, as in

They have a woolly head of sMff thick hair from the Joloffer, to the liglit tint of the Wa-kilema

;

6 to 8 inches long, and which is said to be always and Dr. Barth even luentious a copper colour
crimped. of Negroes in Marghi, AVinwood Reade says the

^ The Fellaheen peasantry of the Lower Nile, and typical Negro is rare even among Negroes. In

the Coptic Christians of the towns of Egypt, many tribes the jaws are not prominent, the

represent the ancient Egyptians. These are also lips are not swollen, and the nose is pointed

represented by the Berabra or Berber of the straight or hooked.

Nubian Nile districts, who were Christians until The Bantu Negro family occupy Central Africa,

the fall of the Berber-Nilitic empire of Dongola from lat. 5° N. Its eastern tribes are the people

f
in A.D. 1320. Between the Nubian Nile and the of Zanzibar, the Sualieli, the Mozambique nations

- Red Sea are the Bisharin, the Hadendoa; and from the coast to Lake Nyassa, the Betshuan

. some of the Beni Amer, who, in addition to a inland, and the Kafir, with other little known
corrupt Arabic, speak Tobedauie, a more ancient tribes farther to the west.

;;
Hamite language with three genders. The Soudan Negro family occupy from the

The inhabitants of Shoa are about 2,500,000, of Niger to the White Nile. The tribes are numer-
whom one-half are Christians, the Amhara, and ous,—Ibo, Nuffi, Ewhe, Otshi, Joloffer, Sererer,

the remainder partly Muhammadan and partly Fulke, Sourhay, Hausa, Kanuri, Bagrimma. In

! Galla. The Christians are a stout, well-formed the towns of Darfur and Kordofan, both Arabic

{
race, from 5 feet 7 inches to 5 feet 9 inches in and Barabric are spoken. The lowest of all Negro
height, with luxuriant silky black hair. tribes inhabit the district of the AVhite Nile.

The Galla, a Hamite race, call themselves Orma From laf .
11° southwards, we find the Shelluk,

or Oroma. The word Galla means immigrants, the Nuehr, the Dinka
;
and west of the last are

and Orma means strong, brave men. They are the Luoh (Djur), the Bongo (Dohr), and the

partly distributed in Abyssinia, and partly in a Sandeh (Niam Niam). The Luoh and Bellanda

I compact body in the east of the interior of Africa, are offshoots from the Shelluk. The Dinka and
* They live in a beautiful country, extending from Shelluk Negroes closely resemble the Fundi

lat. 8° N. to 3° S., with a climate not sur- Negroes on the Blue Nile, the founders of the

E
assod by that of Italy or Greece, and speak a kingdom of Sennaar in the 16th century, which
inguage as soft and musical as pure Tuscan, they maintained for three centuries. The Fundi

They are from six to eight millions in numbei's. and the Bertha Negroes are directly allied in

; I'hey are one of the finest races in Africa, of a physical characters, language, and manners.

dark-brown colour, with strong hair, and Avell The Zanzibar dominions comprise that portion

( limbed. They are a warlike, manly people, con- of the coast included between Magdashoa, in lat.

^
scious of their own strength, and of a moral and 2° N., and Cape Delgado in long. 10° 42' S. Be-
noble character. Their beards arc tolerably yond them, to the N., arc the independent Somali

luxuriant, and their features regular and agreeable, tribes, which extend almost to the Red Sea, where
: With the exception of the southern tribem, they they meet the Dankali race

;
and on the S. they

, and their wives always appear mounted either on are bounded by Mozambique. The extent of

horses or on oxen. coast under the dominion of the Sultan of Zanzibar

Amongst them are scattered Christian tribes, is about 1100 miles, but the most valuable parts

but the religion of the race in geneial is fetish, of his sultanate arc the islands of Zanzibar (con-

and the seven tribes of the AVollo Galla are taining the capital of the same name), also called

Muhammadans. The fetishists worship the ser- Ungujo, Pemba, and Monfia. The first is situated

pent as the mother of the human race, and hold at a distance of from 20 to 30 miles from the

their religious services under a tree. They ac- mainland, and is in size about equal to the Isle

knowledge a supreme being, Avhoin they call of AVight. It contains none but small streams.

Mulungu, and have a notion of a future state. The coasts of the mainland are called Us-Suahil,

There seem to be three natures or attributes in and its inhabitants, without di.stinction, Suakilt,

their supreme being, viz. AVak or AA^aka, supreme
;

The population of Zanzibar island is about 260,000

Ogli, a masculine, and Ateli, a feminine, power souls, comprising (1) the Arab landed proprie-

or embodiment. They have two holy days in the tors, the ruling race, who are enterprising and
week, viz. Saturday, which they call Saubatta intelligent, but dirty, ignorant, and bigoted,

inna or little Sabbath, and Sunday, which is dishonest and unprincipled
; (2) a race of mixed

their Saubatta gadda or greater Sabbath. descent
; (3) natives of the Comoro islands, brave

The Negro race families inhabit Africa from and industrious
; (4) natives of the W. coast of

le southern margin of the Sahara as far as the Madagascar
; (5) Arabs from the coast of Hadra-

itories of the Hottentots and Bushmen. They maut, patient and industrious
; and (6) Arabs

;tend from the Senegal across to the Upper from Oman, a troublesome, turbulent, and plun-

lile, including the Upper Guinea coast
;
but they dering race. Southwards from this,

tve been driven from the extreme eastern parts Indians,—About 4000 Muhammadans and Hiu-
Africa by intruding Hamite and Semitic dus from British India have settled at Zanzibar,

lilies. The Negro tribe speak a number of Baamoyo, Pemba, Quiloa, Dar-u-Salam, on the E.

»parently distinct languages, which cannot be coast of Africa, also in Madagascar, at Nossi Bei,
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ftnd Marotta. The Mi|bainmadaii8 are of the Khoja, of the original earliest inhabitants of the ooutkient.

Bohra, and Mehndan sects, thriftj and industrious They have been pushed forward by the Bantu,

races, who have their families with them. The and nearly destroyed
;
their languages are totally

Khojas settled in Zanzibar about the middle of distinct from each other.

the 17th century, and are chiefly from Outch, Religions.—In Africa, the Semitic race are found

Jamnaggur, Surat, and Bombay. They number as fetish-worshippers, Christians, Muhammadans,

636 families, governed bjr a council of five elders, and Jews. Abyssinia is Christian, with the chief

and they annually remit about £6000 for religious truths'^ of the Bible blended with merely .human

purposes to the head of their sect in India. There notions. The early Arab religion was Sabroanisin,

are 2000 in Zanzibar, 137 in Baamoyo, and a a worship of the heavenly bodies, mixed with

few in Pemba, Quiloa, and Dar-ii-SaJam. idolatry, but with Mahomed commenced the Arab

There are 260 families of the Bohra sect of conquests, the creed, science, and literature, and

Muhammadans in Zanzibar, 142 at Mombas, 61 now all N. Africa is Muhammadan. When the

at Pemba, 42 at Lamu, and 21 at Malinda. Their Arab con(|ueror Akbah had overrun the states of

ancestors emigrated from Surat in the 17th cen- Barbary from end to end, and, after passing through

tury, and settled on the N.W. coast of Madagascnr wildernesses in which he or his successors were

for trading purposes. 'Ihey are guided by a one day to found the literary and commercial

maula in spiritutil affairs. capitals of Fez, Kairoan, and Morocco, had reached

The Hindu merchants there are of the Bhatti the point where the Atlantic and the Great Desert

and Banya castes, from Cutch and Jamnaggur. meet, spurring, so it is said, his horse into the

They are engaged in business in all the towns and waves of the Atlantic, and raising his eyes to

villages in the mainland, ala(j at Mozainbiqne, heaven, he exclaimed, ‘0 Allah! if my course

Eboo, and other Portuguese settlement's
;
they were not stopped by the sea, I would still go on

never bring their families with tlicm. Their to the unknown kingdoms of the west, preaching

number in 1872-73, in Zanzibar, was about 474. the unity of thy holy name.’

Lieutenant-Colonel C. P. Kigby, writing in Throughout Central Africa fetishism prevails.

1860, mentioned that 19,000 slaves bad been Tlie Bantu Negroes have ancestor-worship, sha-

brought to Zanzibar from the adjoining coast of mans, and trial by ordeal.

Africa; the adults were sold at from £2 to £7, and Suahili offer food to the demon of disease,

boys or girls from £1, 6s. to £2, 1 Os., the majority They do not eat it themselves, but place it on
being from the great tribes of M’Nyassa, Miyan, some footpath that a passer-by may consume it,

and Magindo. The tribes to the N. of Mombassa and thus take the ])ostilenco on himself,

were too fierce and warlike, and the 8omali and TURKEY IN ASIA may be taken to include

Galla are never made slaves. In Zanzibar, in 8)Tia, Meso
2
X)tainia, parts of Armenia, Asia Minor

1872-73, African slaves formed the grc'ater part proper, and tlio Arabian peninsula. These regions

of the population. Slavery since abolished. are occupied by thn'c distinct races,—the Ural
The language spoken in Zanzibar is Ki-8uaheli, Altaic, the Aryan, and the Semitic,

called by the Africans Maneno Ungoja, and The in addition to a few Kazzilbasb,

dialects of it arc spoken over a vast extent of E. conq)rise twelve millions of Turk wdio speak
Africa, from the limit of the Galla and Somali Turki, and are Miiliammadans

;
also three millions

country, in about lat. 3° N., to as far S. as the of the Turkoman triixs who speak a Turk tongue.
Zambesi. It is soft and pleasing to tin; ear, Tlic Aryan races are the Hellenes or Greeks,
without any guttural sounds. It is written with the Armciiiaiis, and the Kurd. The Armenians,
Arabic letters. A corrupt Arabic is also current, three millions in number, are of the Orthodox

Mr. R Oust adofds the 0]driions as to African and United Armenian sect, and speak the
languages of M.F. Muller of Vienna. He says that Armenian tongue; the Hellenes, two millions in
among the Semitic, some, like tlie Old Punic and number, spc.ik the modern Greek, and are of the
Old Abyssinian, are dead

;
others, like the Arabic, Orthodox and United Greek Church; and the

Amharic, and Tigree, are living vernaculars. Kurd, one million in number, gjicak the languages
Among the Hamitic, Old Egyptian and Coptic of the Kurd and Zaza, and are clnefly Muham-
are dead

;
but Berber, Kabyle, Tuareg, Galla, madaii in faith.

Somali, and others are spoken by millions. The The Arab millions, tlie Maronito 300,000,
Fulah-Nuba languages are spoken by conquering

|

and the Druse 40,000, are the races of Semitic
races, some of whom have adopted Muhammadan- origin who speak Arabic, but the Arab are
ism

;
they stretch from the Atlantic on the N. Muhammadans, tlie Maronite are of the United

fringe of the Negro races, across the continent to Syrian Churcli, and the Druse are pagan,
the basin of the middle Nile. The Fulah have The Anatolia?} Turkoxa a lusty, stalwart race
extended into the heart of Ncgroland, and are of rude manners and harsh utterance, but frugal’
found everywhere. The Negro race extend across patient, mucli enduring, kindly, hospitable and
the continent S. of the Sahara desert and N. of tolerant in religious matters. They bare an
the equator, and reach from the Atlantic to the earnest, taciturn temperament, with much Sound
equatorial lakes. Their languages are numerous, understanding and shrewd observation but are
totally distinct from each other, and of many we defective in foresight and business habits! Hence
know little or nothing. The great Bantu race they make, as a rule, indifferent merchants and
occupy the peninsula of Africa from the equator most of the wholesale trade has thus fallen into'
southward, leaving a comer for the last family, the hands of the rival races. In the countiy dis-
The diverse languages of these iiuinorous and tricts they are agriculturists and stock brfe^ers
powerful races, of whom the Zulu and Kafir arc and in the towns, dealers in smallwares or crafts!
80 well known, can be traced back to one common men. Military service weighs heavily ott them,
moth^ language, which has perished. The Hot- and with polygamy prevents their increase.
|entots and Bushmen represent all that remains The Gteeki or Htllenes are industrious titideni
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}hrewd, oaieula^g merohants, excellent eeamen, married women are present, and the interoourse

htelligent agriculturists, and monopolise the is said to be promiscuous. At the Tillage of

eam^ professions. The Greek race in modem Shaikh Adi is the brass figure of a peacock,
times everywhere displays a praiseworthy zeal which they call Malik Taus, king peacock, and they
for the spread of education. venerate it as representing David and Solomon.
The Armenians still exist as a distinct nation- They circumcise on the eighth day. They place

dity in the N.E. highlands of Anatolia, and are the body of their dead on its feet, touch the neck
jparsely diffused throughout Southern Asia, from and shoulders, and strike with their palm the
Constantinople to Ultra-India. They arc con- palm of the deceased, saying, ‘ Ara - Bihisht,*

Jtitutionally timid and reserved
;
rarely appealing Away to paradise.

arms in self-defence, they yield submission to Tiari^ a tribe, about Siilamary, of Nestorian

be strongest. But they are, intellectually, almost (Ihristians, with about 10,000 men.

m a level with the Greeks, outrivalling them in Mendnjaha^ disciples of John, a religious sect

commercial enterprise, ruling the money market, in small communities in Basra, Kiirnah, Mahamra,

md are keen, perhaps cunning, traders. They and Shaikh - ul - Shayok. Their religion is a

labitually speak Turkish like a second inotlier mixture of paganism, Hebrew, (hiristian, and

tongue, their own language belonging to the Muhammadan. They have a book called Sidra,

Iranian branch of the Aryan family. and also the Psalms of David. They respect the

Armenia has no political existence. Its ancient town of M(‘cca, and more so one of the pyramids,

bounds were between lat. 30° 50' and 41® 41' N., beneath which they say tbeir great progenitor,

md long. 36° 20' and 48° 40' E., but it is now S.aba .son of Seth, is buried. The priests baptize, and
divided between Persia, Russia, and Turkey use the Chaldee language in all their ceremonies.

The people live in good houses, are industrious BLACK SEA, CAUCASUS, AND ABMENIA.

—

traders, and its peasantry arc powerful and robust. I’he great Asiatic highland south-east of the Black

Their women are on equality with the men. On S(‘a and south-west of the Caspian has ever been
marriage, the women arc silent till tlie birth of a remarkable for its mirnerous races, and is now a

jhild. They became Christians in the 4th century, well-head of nationalities, where the people promise

but separated from the Greek Church in a.d. 526, at no distant period to combine into new nations,

md are now under a Catholicus or l\atriarch. This region is enclosed on the west by the torrent

Their language, the Haik, is written with an river Kizil Irinak, the TIalys of the ancients; on

\neient and modern character. tl\c south it has the Tigro-Euphrates valley and
The Kurd highlanders are the descendants of its border-lands

;
<.)n the east are the desert tracts

the fierce Carduchi of Xenophon. They belong of Central Persia
;
and on its north, the Black

io the Iranian branch of the Aryan stock, an<l 8ca, I\u.ssiai» Georgia, and the Casj)ian Sea. The
linguistically approach nearer to the Persian than highland is formed by several entangled mountain
bo the Armenian subdivision, 'fhey are un- chains, a])parently belonging to, hub somewhat
iloubtedly brave, but restless and unruly, often apart from, the Caucasus, from which it is separ-

treacherous, lawless, and bloodthirsty. Half- ated by tlie wide val](‘y of Georgia, and the

savage Kurd tribes occupy the uplands about the plains watered by the Kion or Phases and the

head-streams of the Tigris and Euphrates. They Araxes. 'These highland mountains run N.W.
"orm a disturbing clement in Asiatic Turkey, and S. E. from the Anatolian coast beyond
Inch is continued from Kurdistan soutlnvards Trebizond, to the lofty peak of Demavend, and
Arabia by the restless noniade Bedouin Arabs the neighbourhood of Tabreez or Taurus. It com-

»f the Syrian desert, and of the plains watered by prises parts of 'Piirkey, Russia, and Persia, the
‘ 0 Tigris and Euphrates. Nominally they are whole east of Anatolia, with Northern Kurdistan,

bjccts of the Sultan of Turkey, but the Shamara, both of which belong to Turkey, the Russian

e Beni Lam, and other powerful tribes maintain ])rovinces of Erivan and Karabagh, with the

,n ill-disguised standing iOud with the authorities, Persian province of Azerbijan, and in their

>ften disturbing the rig.it bank of the Euphrates, central point is the double cone of Ararat, covered

.tom about the parallel of Aleppo all the way by never-melting snows. The soil is fertile up to

to the Persian Gulf. If united, they might cjisily 6000 feet, and produces all kinds of cereals, witli

bring from ten to twenty thousand formidable the ‘ y.aila ’ or pasture lands of vast extent, and
mounted warriors into the field, but tribal dis- clothed with excellent grass, rising still higher. In

insions neutralize their power, and enable the the valleys below' are the vines, fruit trees, maize,

urks to keep them under. rice, tobacco, and varied cultivation, alternating

Yezdi or Dasseni and Jacobites^ a religious w'itli forests in which grow the ash, walnut, box,

lect in Armenia, but chiefly in the Basheka pro- elm, beech, oak, fir, and pine, and amongst its

vince, in the pasbalik of Musal and the Sinjar minerals are iron, copper, silver, and lead. From
Hills. Their religion is a mixture of devil- its valleys flow the great rivers Choruk, Araxes,

worsliip, with the doctrines of the Magi, Chris- Tigris, and Euphrates, with all their countless

bians, and Muhammadans. Their greatest saint is tributaries, >vitl} other water-courses, some for the

“"ihaikh Adi, who is supposed to have lived about Black Sea, some to the Caspian, some to the

B 18th century, and is believed to have written Mediterranean, and some to the Persian Gulf,

sacred book, ‘Aswad,’ or the ‘Black.^ They The population of that mountain tract is made up
nsider the devil the chief agent in executing of Armenians, Turkomans, and Kurds, and until

e will of God, They reverence Moses, Jesus, recently did not exceed fifteen to the square mile,

d Mahomed, as also the^Christian and Muham- But to avoid the pressure of Russian rule, many
Ian saints and prophets. They adore the sun of the Turkomans from the N.E., and many
symbolical of Jesus. On the 10th of the moon Circassians, have crossed into the Turkish

August they hold a meeting at the tomb of dominions, and many Turkomans also have joined

:h Adi for a day and a night. All men and from Persia,
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OAUOA^IA consists of the narrow neck of land

separating the Euxine (Pontus) from the Caspian

Sea, and connecting the S.E. comer of Europe
witli S.W. Asia. It is inhabited by higliland

tribes of various races, dwelling in the closest

proximity, hemmed in on the north by Russian
Slav, and southwards by the Armenian, Kurdish,

and Persian Iranians. In comparatively recent

times, Tartars and other immigrant races have

penetrated into the Kura, Terek, Kuma, and
Kuban basins.

In the Southern Division are upwards of a
million of people,—the Georgian, Imerian, and
Kachah in Imeria; the Mingrelian, Giirian, and
Lechgum in Mingrelia

;
the Laz in Lazistan

;
the

Svan in the Upper Ingur; and the Pshav and
Khevsur near tlie sources of Alazan and Yora.

In the Western Division, on the left bank of

the Kuban, on the coast of the Eiixine, and N.

and E. of the Elburz, are the Cherkess, Abkhasi,

and Kabard, 138,000 souls.

In the Eastern Division, the Chechenz, 164,000,

occupy the right bank of the Terek, and the

Lesghi, 517,000 in number, dwell in Daghestan.

The Osa or Osseti, 110,000, hold both slopes of

the Great Caucasus about Kazbek.
The Georgians alone are of historical interest.

Caucasia Inhabitants.

Kartvelian stock - Georgians, Imerian.s, Min-
grclians, Svans, Pahavs, Khevsur, . 1,150,000

Laz (Snnni), 20,000

West Caucasian stock—Cherkess, Abkhasian,
Kabard, 138,000

East Caucasian stock—Chechenzcs, Lesglii, . 164,000
Semites—Jews, 30,000

Slav stock—Great Russians, Little Russians,

Bulgarians, Bohemians, . . . 1,500,000

Iranian stock—

Ossi, 110,000
Armenians, 720,000
Kurd, Tat, and Talish, .... 380,000
Greeks and Gennans, .... 50,000

Mongolo Tartar stock—Tatar, Nogai, Turko-
man, Kumik, Kirghiz, Turk, Kalmuk, . 1,550,000

Christians, 3,560,000
Muhammadans, 2,200,000

Of all the Turki peoples, the Uzbaks are the

moat civilised, and, beside.s the Usmanli, they arc

the only Turki people who possess a written

language and a literature. The Chaghtai, in which
Baber wrote his memoirs, is still the standard

literary language of all the Central Asiatic Turki

peoples.

Kara Kalpak, or black caps, are a fertile race.

Kara Kirghiz are the Burnt of the Chinese

and Kalmuk. They live partly in Zangaria and
Turkestan, and partly in the Western Altai.

They speak an almost pure Turki dialect. Kara
Kirghiz and the Kazak or Kirghiz Kazak repre-

sent respectively the highland and lowland

noraade elements all along the northern and
eastern border-lands of the Aralo-Caspian basin.

The Kazak do not acknowledge the appellation of

Kirghiz, which the Russians affixed to their name
to distinguish them from the other Kazak.

Tajak are the original Iranian element, settled

In all the arable land.

Sart is the term applied to the settled inhabitants,

ots meaning is not known
CIUOASSIA is the Cherkess of Asiatics. It is

a mountainous country in the S.E. corner of

Europe, on the northern face* of the Caucasus,

lying between lat. 41° 60' to 46° 20' N., and long.

87° to 47° 20' E., about 550 miles long and 75

miles broad; area, 40,000 square miles. The

highest summits for nine months are covered with

snow. In a small tract not less than seventy-

two dialects are spoken. The Cherkess and the

Che Chen are the two great tribes. They
take tjje common name of Adighe

;
but the

!
Cherkess include amongst them the Kabard,

Abkhas, Uichc, and other clans, and number
400.000 to 500,000 souls. The Che Chen number

150.000 souls. Their religion is a mixture of

Christianity, Muhammadanism, and paganism.

They reverence Merem, a benevolent deity, and
Tschible, the spirit of thunder. There are three

social classes,—Usdi or nobles, Tschfokot or

freemen, and Pschilt or slaves,—and these are

hereditary, like the castes of Indifi. On occasions

when their forts or villages have been surrounded,

they have destroyed their women and children,

set lire to their dwellings, and perished in the

flames rather than surrender.

Their young women are famed for their beauty,

and are sought for in the neighbouring kingdoms.

They are brought up in simple and domestic

habits by their mothers, arc taught the use of the

needle in decorative works, and to make their

own clothes, and those of the men of their family,

and are otherwise very carefully reared. They
are sold to the bridegroom and to traders.

The Cherkess or Circassians were typical repre-

sentations of the West Caucasian races. They
were the most powerful and warlike of all the

western nations. Since their final reduction in

1864 by Russia, most of their lands on the left

bunk of the Knl)aii have been occupied by
their conquerors, the great bulk of the Cher-
k(‘S8 having withdrawn into Turkish territory,

and dispci’sed over Armenia, Asia Minor, Syria,

and the Balkan peninsula. Similarly, 20,000
Abkliasians emigrated to 4'nikey at the close of

the last Russian war, ajid both races have become
predatory. Cherkess are to be found in Asia
Minor Jilong with J^uzi, where also are the Yiiruk,

a nomade Turk race occupying the uplands
between Krzerum and the plains of North Syria.

Kazzilbash also are there, and are scattered over
Anatolia, JYu’sia, and eastwards to Kabul. They
call themselves Eski-Turk or old Turks. The
fertile plains of Raz Ova and Ard Ova near
Tokat, and the villages between Angora and
Amasia, and between Kara Hissar and Tokat, are
the Kazzilbash headquarters. They profess Islam,
but avoid all itupiiry into their doctrines. The
Circassians and Abkhasians have never found a
suitable home in Asia Minor, and are a serious
disturbing clement, being indolent and predatory.
The Cherkess and Abkhasians of West Caucasus
are Sunni Muhammadans

;
the Kabard are Chris-

tians; and these three races number 138,000.
Georgians have a tall, slender figure, a noble

bearing, regular features, aquiline nose, finely-
formed mouth, dark complexion, black eyes and
hair.

Arbiches, adaring, brave tribe in the mountains
on the K. coast of the Black Sea.

Abasia, a trans-Caucasian province, in the
government of Immeretia, Russia. The Abases
are of the Caucasian race, rude, and are predatory.

Khersuri, a half-savage predatory tribe near
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lie crest of the Caucasus. They are surrounded

y the Ghondmakar, Kist, Bo^^hasser, and Didycn.

Kistes, a brave pagan Caucasus tribe, a branch

E the Lesghi, and bordering on the military road

:*om Tiflis to Mozdok. They are governed by
lected elders.

Kosakint, a powerful Jribe of the Caucasus, of

0,000 families, who din bring above 4000 ex-

ellent cavalry into action.

Lazi, a brave race occupying the head of the

of Arab conquerors. They occupy l^buzlstAU and
the whole of the Persian littoral, and also that of

Persian and Baluch Mekran. Their armies have
overrun the valley of the Lower Indus, have been
dominant in Samaroand, Oudh, and Arcot, on the
east have reached the Chinese territories, and on
the west the Atlantic, Malta, Italy, and Spain.

The present Arabians, according to their own
historians, are sprung from two stocks : Kahtan,
the same with Joktan or Voktan of the Bible, the

reat range of Taurus district of the province of 1 son of Eber, whose descendants occupy the south

;

Trebizond) Tarabazun, to the etist along the

liores of the Black Sea, in the neiglibourhood of

latouin. At the census they nuniber(‘d 18,000

len. During the Russo-Turkish war of 1828-21),

liey brought 12,000 fighting men into the field.

Lesghi. The country of this race is about

2,000 square miles, the N. and S. slopes of the

Jaucasus. Narrow valleys and lofty mountains

re occupied also by their tributaries, the Avar,

ierker, and others. Monte ith says there are

)ur tribes,—Kajar Kumak, 20,000 families
;
Kafir

and Adiian, descended in adirectliue fromlshmael,
the son of Abraham and llagar, who occupy the

north. Yoktan, according to Ch. Bunsen, was one
of tlie two sons of Nimrud, and was the chief of

the first Arabian emigration that proceeded south-

wards. Tradition points to the niouiitama of

Armenia as* the birthplace of the Arab and
Canaanitish races, and it is supposed that they
travelled along the banks of the Tigris into Meso-
potamia, from which a portion of them commenced
a great migration southwards, the result of which

Liimak, 25,000
;

Avar, 82,000
;

and the Ak- was the foundation of the primeval kingdoms of

luscha, 12,000. The Lesghi are the bravest but S. Arabia, the kingdoms of the Adites in Yemen,
lost turbulent of all the trilios of the (’aiicasus; who believe that they came from the sacred north,

lost of tlieiii are Muhammadans, Nadir Shah

Dst .80,000 of his best soldiers in a campaign

gainst the Lesghi, but they were totally defeated

y the Russians in 1788. Their government is

emocratic.

Avar, a predatory trilie of the liCsghi, occupying

lie north slope of the Caucasus between the

ivers Ahsai and Koisu. Tliey arc of Tartar

escent.

Osset, a tribe dwelling on both side's of the

Jaucasns, numbering 10,000 to 20,000 families,

liirtly Cliristiuns and in jiart pagans. They

and once lived in a glorious garden of the earth,

which they are to restore. In the matter of their

present locations, Dr. Latham, in his Ethnology,

considers that llejaz is peopled by the descend-
ants of Ishmael, but the inhabitants of Mecca
and Jedda consist of jiilgrims and their descend-

ants of African, Persian, and Turk blood. In

S, Arabia, Yemen, lladramant, and Oman, the

])t‘oplo are more or less llimyarite in blood,

history, and civilisation. Those of the towns of

Mocha, ^Samii, Rodda, and Loheia arp the more
civilised, and the desert and hill Arabs are rude

•elong to the Indo-Gornmnic race, with many
j

and ignorant, one of them so rude in speech

ustoms similar to the Germans. They are of

lender and light form, some with brown or

ed hair. They sit on chairs or benches, never

Toss-legged like orientals. They are cleanly,

irew and drink beer, using horns, and drink

lealths. Tliey show tlie grave of tlie prophet

Clijah (Asiljalegat) in a grove near the village

if Lamadan. They pay money for their wives.

to be named the Hin-i-Kalb, children of dogs

:

and the Bcrc'kede, a branch of the Asir, are said

to lend their wives. I'he Asir tribe occupy be-

tivcon Mecca ami M e<linah. They have six kabileh,

—Bin-ul-Asmar, Biu-nl-Akniar, Charaan, Asir,

lioufeida, and iVhida, and muster about 44,500
lighting men.
The people noiv occupying the Arabian penin-

Jiitil the married woman bear a child, she must,
|

sula are, liowever, regardeil by Captain Burton

.8 with the Armenians, be silent. A widow who I as of three ilistinct races, viz, the aborigines of

las borne children maybe re-married to the father
j

the country, who have been driven, like the Bhils

»r brother of her deceased liiisbaiid. There are and other uutochtliouic Indians, into the eastern

loblcs, freemen, and slaves, 'rhey adliere to the
j

and south-eastern wilds bordering upon the ocean;

^endetta. They are sliort, 5 feet 4 inches, and ,
second, a Syrian or Mesopotamian stock, typified

hick-set, with haggard features, usually blue
j

by Shera and Joktan, that drove the indigeme

lyes, and red or light-brown hair. 'Hie women from the choicest tracts of country
;

these in-

ire seldom pretty.
|

vaders still enjoy their conquests, representing

Pehavi, a tribe of the Caucasus, living in fifteen i the great Arabian jicople. And, thirdly, an im-

dllages, and numbering 8098 .souls. They hold ' pure Egypto-Arab clan, wellpcrsonified by Ishmael,

he mountains between Kaklietians and Chechenz. 'his son Nebajotli, and Edom (Esau, the son of

ARABIA.—The Arab has been a migrating, : Isaac), that still populates the Sinaitic peninsula,

jonquering race. The first emigration from Arabia The indigens or autochthones, he says, are those

s supposed to have taken place about 700 years sub-Caucasian tribes which may still be met with

ifore the time of Solomon. Arabia is describeil ' in the province of Mahrah, and generally along

the Periplus as a country filled with pilots, the coast between Muscat and Hadramaut. The
ilors, and merchants. In Pliny’s time Arabs Mahrah, the Jenabah, and the Gara especially

ere the carriers of the Indian trade
;
their settlers

ive occupied the north and east of Africa, have
led the western shores of Ceylon, have estab-

ihed themselves on the coast of Malabar, and they

•e prominent in Sumatra in the Archipelago.

1 all parts of the south of Europe, W. Africa,

^ and S. and E. Asia, arc to be seen descendants

VOL. II. IGl

show a low development. These are Arab-ul-
Aribah, for whoso inferiority oriental fable

accounts as usual by thaumaturgy. Dr. Carter

also has remarked on the similarity between the
lowest type of Bedouin and tne indigens of India,

as represented by the Bhils and other jungle races.

The princi^ial imuugrt\pt race, he says, are the
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-Noachian., a great Chaldsean or Mesopotamian Shahr. They number 600 families. They are

clan, which entered Arabia about b.c. 2200, and subject to the Shamr Arab,

by slow and gradual encroachments drove before The Baiat or Al-Beyat, a Turkoman

them the ancient race, and seized the happier 300 tents, W. of Kifri, who can turn out 1000

lands of the peninsula. This race would corre- horsemen. Nadir Shah swept away the bulk of

spond with the Arab-cl-Muta-Aribah or Arabicizcd the Baiat to Khorasan. iiri-
Arabs of the eastern historians. The third family, Al hu Sehnan^ 200 Vuta, of Zab al Kabir

an ancient and noble stock, dating frojii b.c. 1000, and the Ai bii Hamad of Eski Mosul, A-re pastoral

and typified in history by Ismael, still occupies and pre<iatory.
. .

the Sinaitic peninsula. J^cui 100 tenks, of Eski Kifri, are pastoral

In Arabia there are several powerful nations, and agricultural,

practically independent, though the emperor of The Zoheid is a great and powerful tribe in

Turkey claims to be their suzerain. But iho Mesopotamia, of llie Saklawiyeh canal as far

great bulk of the population are in tribes, ruled the Ajaf marshes, partly noinade and predatory,

by shaikhs or chiefs of their own election, chiefly partly settled and agricultural, on the E. and W.
pastoral and nomade, many of them predatory, of the Kuphratos, about the llindiyeh. They

with smaller tribes clinging around the larger for have ITijO tents, andean muster 500 horse and

protection. Around Jerusalem arc the AiU'zi, GOO foot with fire-arms. Their war-cry is Jeheysh,

Bhammar, Mowali, and Salhan. and their chiefs are descended from Abdallah, of

The Shamr or Bhammar is a great and powtufiil TIimentpe descent, the Himcntai of Ptolemy,

tribe of Bedouin Arabs who inhabit the N. part of a tribe of Bedouin Arabs, in the desert

tlie Al-Jazira province of the pashalikof Baghdad, about the Montafik territory ^V.pf the Euphrates,

and extend all over Mesopotamia, 'rhey pay no They arc predatory, and cross the 1'igris to levy

tribute, are greatly pr(‘datory, and have so thrown contributions as far as Badrai and Mendali, and

the beautiful lands of the Al-Jaziras out of cultiva- aid tlie Montafik.

tion, that it is literally a desert. They came from Near the rivers 'I’igris, Euphrates, and Hye are

Nejd, about the beginning of the Ifilh century, the following tribes :

—

under the leadership of Far('Z-ibn-Umr-ibii-Mu- Kojami, a .savage, ferocious, wild tribe of 1000

hammad-ibn Abdul Aziz, and the country they families, W. of Urumia and Selmast, in the moun-
occupy is now called Jazirat-ibn-Paroz. They lainons country at the source of the Tigris. They
have ten divisions, which have 1000 tents. There are ( Jiristians.

are also ten Bedouin and Fellaheen tribes subject a v ild tribe about the source of the

to them, mustering 13,500 tents, with 81 ,000 souls. Tigris. 'I'licy arc (Jirist ians.

The Shamniar Jerhch tribe wander in Irak, all Aldni Mnltamwad, an Arab tribe in the marshes

over N. Mesopotamia, from B, of Sinjar and the N. of Kurnah and tlie banks of the Tigris, as far

Khabur liver to the Baklawiyoli canal, AV. of as the Hud stream, 'riiey rear buffaloes; are

Baghdad. They arc tlie terror of the* Turkish neitliei* eouit(‘ous nor brave,

authorities and people. .1/ hu Jkraj^ a tribe of 500 tents, wander be-

The Shammar Toyha tribe wander about the tween the Tigris and Eui>hrate8, B.E. of the Hye.

Diyaloh river, a.s far as Kut-ul-Ainareh, and from A:^h<ilr lUui Laam tribe occupy both banks of

the E. bank of the Tigris to Nahrwan. They the Tigris, from the Hye river to the Hud, and
have ten families, have about 200 matchlocks or liavo alioul 1500 touts. They are proud, and do
guns, and 700 horsemen. Tlieir war-cry is Biiiaaish. not marry their daiigliters into other tribes

;
when

The Daasur families have 210 teuts. tiressed by the (Government, they migrate into

TJie Daour tribe number 300 guns and 300 Persian territory. • 'they could, if united, bring

horsemen, and, when at feud with the Shammar 15,000 horsemen into the field.

Togha, they cross to the IV. of the 'I'igri.s, and Aifherch Kut <d Amarcdi is a small Bedouin
settle near Shirsh and Bliedhayf. family on liotli bunks of the Tigris, around the

In Mesopotamia are the following tribe.s :— Hye stream. Tliey have about 60 guns and a few
Ahdch^ a Bedouin tribe in N. Mesopotamia, with Hocks. They are cJiicfly guides, and are quiet and

2000 families. They arc under the Bhammar. u.seful.

A/ 5m a Fellalieen Arab tribeof 500 tents in Al Deriija^ Al Mayoof, and Al Mariyan are

the N. part of Mesopotamia, round Nisibin. great pastoral families B.E. of the Hy(‘. They do
Near the Zab river are the Ash Bhawan, Al not cultivati'.

Bakr, and Al Tai, Avith 700 tents. They are A/ ZA/////// Bedouins have 3t)0 tents, and dwcdl
pastoral and predatory. in Irak, N. of the Hye.
A mild, ^ Bedouin tribe of Arabs of about 700 Ar/iyd family dwell from Shumli to Hye in

tents, in the N. part of Mesopotamia, on the Irak. They have 400 tents. They are Bedouins,

banks of tlie Jaghjagha river. and can muster 300 horsemen with spears.

Khureseh, a Bedouin Arab tribe near Nisibin, HV.v/ of Bafjhdad^ as far S. as Musscrib, there

in N. Mesopotamia, with 800 tents and 13^500 wander several families, the Al-Abii-Aamer, the
souls, tributary to the Bhanir. Beni Tirnim, the Az-Zoba, the Al-Tedagheh, and

Tfiahet, a tribe of Beilouin Arabs Avho inhabit Al-Berghut, agricultural and pastoral, in all about
theN. portion of M^opotainia. They luave 1000 1200 tents; and to the N.W. of Baghdad are the
tents, and are su’/jei^t to the Bhainr. pastoral Al-bu-Bagr, the agricultural Al-Mesha-

Kikia, a Tr.koman tribe in N. Mesopotamia, hedeh, and tlie Aj-Jcburur (300 tents). Near
from Mardin to Veran Bhabr, numbering 1000 the Dijeil canal, N.W. of Baghdad, are the tHbes
tents. They are the descendants of the old Al-Khasrij (100 tents), Al-Majma, Al-Makadmeh,
Artokide kings. Beni Tirnim, Al-bu-llujaza, and Aj-jeneyleh.

a Turkoman tribe occupying the extreme They are pastoral and agricultural, and preda-
N. part of Mesopotamia, rfrora Mardin to Veran tory.
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In the Baghdad pashalik ab the following from w^t of Baghdad northwards as far as the
tribes:— town of Hit. They have thirteen fatnilies and

Aheyd^ an Arab tribe, N. of Baghdad. They 1700 tents, and are warlike and agricultural If

comprise six families, with 1060 tents. They united, they could muster 10,000 lighting men.
occupy the lands opposite the Dijeil canal, around Khezail, a large Arab tribe in the Lamlun
Samara and the Katuls, and extend from the E. marshes near Baghdad

;
fierce and independent,

bank of the Tigris to the Ifamrin Hills. They Tliey are stout, fair, and comely
;
their women

are styled A1 bu Shahr, or illustrious. They are very beautiful. They are the only Shiah tribe of
predatory, have good horses and camels. Arabs.

Adeil^ an Arab tribe dwelling in Baghdad eity
;

Madan, an Arab tribe settled in small reed
another part of this tribe are in Nejd. huts in tlie province of Baghdad. They have
Al Bakr, an Arab tribe of about 200 tents, N. buffaloes, slu'ep, and goats. They are of uncouth

of the Zab river, in Baghdad pashalik. and brutal liabits, and thievish. They use scant
Al Beyathj an Arab tribe of 800 tents, between apparel. Captain Jones says they have nine

Tuz, Kharmati, and Kifri, in Baghdad pjishalik. families, Avitli 1900 tents and huts. They are

They may be the Al Bciyath, an Arab nomade strong in guns.
tribe of 130 tents and 180 matchlocks, who Majma^ a collection of small Arab tribes on the
wander about Nalir Katliwaiiiyeh in the Baghdad left bank of the Tigris, in the province of Bagh-
pashalik. dad, partly jmstfual, partly settled. They are

Al bu Hamad, a predatory Arab tribe of loO very thievish,

tents near Eski Mosul, province of Baghdad. Moninjik, a
2
)oworful Arab tribe near the banks

Al bu Sakr, a pastoral ti ibe of Arabs with about of the EujJirates from Korna to Samvat, in the
800 tents and 300 matchlocks, N.W. of Baghdad, province of Baghdad. The shaikh can bring into

above the Saklawiyeh canal. the licld 4000 horse and 4000 foot. About A.D.

A/ an Arab tribe of 200 teiiis, partly 1741, they obtained the right of dominion over
agricultural, in part ])redat(uy. They dwell at a small traefc of country above and below Suk-u-
Zabl Kabir in the Baghdad pashalik. Shaikh, paying tribute to the Siiltiin. But, on
Aj Jdmr, 800 tents, and the Khasrej, lOO tents, one of their shaikhs refusing to pay, a Mameluk

both cultivate in Dholoiyeli Ilawis. officer attacked and destroyed them. They have
jU Kherkhujeh^ 8l)0 tents, cultivate in Keshkul since then again risen,

and Sycdelan. • Anizek and Dhifj'yr are Bedouins. They gene-
AiAVra /ye/i, 800 tents, cultivak; ill Kara TepiK'h. rally locate themselves in the desert about the

Al Mashahtdeh, a nomade tribe of Arabs to the Muntafik territory to the west of the Euplirates,

N.AT. of Baghdad, above the Saklawiyeh canal. ami make occasional forays into Mesopotamia.
Amareh, an Arab tribe in the pashalik of .s7/era/^b?, a tribe of Fellaheen Arabs who inhabit.

Baghdad, They have 27 di\ isons and about the neighbourhood of Nisibin, in the province of

2620 tents. In the early part of the lOtli century
|

Baghdad. They number GOO tents, and pay a

this tribe was the most powerful in Trak-i-Arabi. money tribute to tb(.‘ Shainr.

They have about 600 maiclilockH. Their war-cry Tho Mahrah, a sea-coast tribe, dwell in the

is Akhuyet Siiadeh. S.E. part of Arabia, from the opening of the

All Naim, a tribe of Arabs of about 100 tents great Wadi Masilah on the S.W., in long. 51*^ 13'

near Ilamrin, in the pashalik of Baghdad. They E., and the town of Damkot, in the Bay of Al-
profoss great sanctity, and waiidiT about as Syuds Kamar, on the N. E., in long. 62'^ 47' E., with a

and Darvesh. They have camels and horses. coast-line of about 186 miles. Their country
An Nedeli, a tribe of agricultural Arabs near contains many llimyaritic uiscriptions. They arc

Mend Ali, in Baghdad pashalik. They have 30<) descended from the ancient Ilimyari of Hadra-
tents. maut. They have tlieir divisions, subdivisions, or

A.V Seraj, an Arab tribe in the pashalik of families, /.c. bait. They are of small, almost dimiu-

Bagluhui in Mesopotamia. I'liey have 1480 tents, utive, stature, and are always at war with each
wander over Mesopotamia, S.E. of the Hye, as other. They are not a handsome race; their

far as the Hud river. Tliey can muster 800 horse features arc short and irregular, eyes small, black,

with spears, and 400 foot with fire-arms. sunken, and piercing, with a cunning expression.

Azzoha^ a tribe of Bedouin Aral)s near Kuhi They and the (lara touch each other’s fingers in
• Abu Gharib, W. of Baghdad. 'Fhey number 300 saluting, but instead of kissing them afterwards,

tents
;
are partly pastoral, partly jn'edatory. as the Gara do, the Mahrah place each other’s

.Rrtiy families are of Bedouin liabits. They have noses side by side, and audibly sniff in the air.

600 tents
;
they arc good horsemen. Inland they live on milk and flesh, with dates and

Beni Lam, a powerful tribe of Arabs in tlie sorghum millet ; on the coast, on fish and dates.

S.E. portions of the province of Baghdad, with 08 They arc said to have no religion. Their language

clans. They occupy the frontiers of the 'riirkish is very soft, and they say of it, Kalam (I’Mhari

and Persian empires, arc continually engaged in inisl Kalam-ul-tair, ‘ The .Mahrah tongue is like the

plundering expeditions, arc most treacherous, singing of birds.’ 'flie Mahrah dialect, as spoken

dishonest, and greatly feared. Tliey are estimated by the Mahrah themselves, is described by Dr.

to have 40,000 families. The Montafik Arabs Carter as the softest and sweetest language that

have repeatedly defeated them. They can muster he had ever heard. A dialect of the Mahrah,
about 6000 horse and 10,000 infantry. called Shehri, is spoken by a tribe around Mor-

Betii Timim, two small Arab tribes in the baat, and with this the language of the Curia
Baghdad province, engaged in cultivation. They Muria islanders is almost identical, and that of

have 150 tents, and dwell between Sindiyeh and Socotra appears to resemble it.

the Atheim, and in Balad Kuz. The maritime part of Hadramaut is known as

Dellim occupy both banks of the Euphrates, Joor Shihr. The Malirahs to the westward are
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said to be descended from the more ancient and they do unrestrainedly. They eat the sorghum
;

original trib(^s of Gara, and both declare they are spare of frame, but brave and enduring,

are descended from the Himyari race. thougn treacherous. They have not any horses,

The Gara or Hakili race, in the S.E. of Arabia, and but few camels, but these of a high breed,

occupy exclusively the Sabhan mountains, which usually equal in speed to that of horses,

extend from Marbat to Hasek. They claim The Yaffai (ul-Yaffaa) have more than 35,000

descent from the Himyari. They border on the fighting men, in 15 sub-tribes; brave, but peace

-

Mahrah race, but near them are remnants of the ably disj)osed. Tlieir country is said^ to be

Afar tribe of the Hassarit, and the Barama, mountainous in the interior. It begins at Khanfar,

while in most of the towns in Dofar are the on the left bank of the Banna river, and has

AUKathiri^ who originally came from Hadrainaut, several towns. ^lany parts arc well cultivated,

and are at war with the Gara. The Kahtan Tlicy have several sub-tribes, one of them, the

family is the head of the Gara tribe. Yeber, of Ilimyarite descent. Their country is

At Hasek is the tomb of tlu* prophet Ilud, the fertile, producing coffee, salHower, cotton,^ wheat,

fourth in descent from Shem. barley, and wax
;
the exports being from Shoogra

The language of the Gara, called Ilakili, or to Hadrainaut.
Ekhili, or Khkyly, appears to be a ]jurer or more The Anlaki (Al-Awalik) country is on the sea-

archaic dialect than Alahrah. Dr. (barter says the board between the Fadhli country and the Iladra-

Gara is the Bedawi dialect of the south-east of maiit. Tlic ]>opulation, 15,000 in number, are

Arabia, and, like that spoken by the Socotrans lierdsmcn and cultivators. Some of this tiibe

and the Curia Muria islanders, is intensely guttural, have taken siu viee with the Nizam of Hyderabad.
They understand the Arabic of the towns only The Arabian Sea, that part of the Indo-Afrie

after much intcrcoui*sc. It is s])oken at Marbat Ocean on the south of Aralna, including the Red
and Zafar, and throughout the district of 8hajr, Sea and ?er.siaii Gulf, has 6000 miles of sea-coast,

by the Hakili (Gara of the Arabs), and Barama The southern tribes of the peninsula of Senai arc

tribes, whoso coast is from Damgut to Nus. more or less fishermen. The litforal Arabs of the

The Southern Arabians say that the Gara Persian Gulf obtain almost all their means of

has a much less ])roportion of modern Arabic livelihood from the pearl fisheries on the banks
than the Mahrah. It is spoken along the S. coast off the Arabian coast. The inhabitants of the

of Arabia from Sebut to Damgut, and extends far Pereiau littoj*al are Arabs, more or less mixed,

inland amongst tlie mountains. but in many places jiuro. The Persian riil(*rs,

Aden is British territory, but several tribes however, regard all who reside b(‘low the raisetl

occupy the region around. table-land of IT'rsia as aliens, and the Arab
^\\Q Ahdidi ox AUAhad'd occupy liahej, which settlers on their coast retain the habits of their

has an agricultural population, all Arabs. They parent tribes.

have 66 sub-tribal divisions. The Jews are the Women.— 'I'lie Arabs are not so scrupulous as

goldsmiths, money-changers, and masons. the Turks and Persians about their women
;
ajul

The A/nn/mi and llijrl are of Afri(;aii descent, though they have the liaram, or women’s part of

resembling the Suahili, and are menials. the tent, yet such as they are acquainted with

The Mouhidi arc of mixed (h^sceiit,—Arab come into it.

fathers and African mothers,—and aro more ('vatoms.— It is necessary, when considering the

honourably eiiqiloyed. There are few slaves. , Arabs, to distinguish between a series of grades
The principal grain grown is the white and red

j

towards civilisation, in which they are at present
varieties of the iSorghum vulgare.

;
to be found. The Bedouin is wandering, pastoral,

The Fadhli or Al-Fudhl have about 100 miles ' tent-loving, disdaining to trade, yet avaricious,

of hilly sea-board. They liave 21 sub-tribes, . and willing to sell his ghi, his mutton, or his

with about 6000 fighting men. They are proud,
j

horse, and always found in wide and open wastes,
warlike, and independent, ready to take offence, : iinjircB.sed upon by adequate exterior power,
treacherous and vindictive, grasping ;oid avari- Yet even the Bedouin bends to circumstances,
cions, and lax in morals. The MundKOslnt sub- He accepts the region allottiid for his pasture
tribe hold a zanoo or base-born son in higher grounds. Plunder has its laws, and vengeance its

honour than a legitimate son. They chi’ni descent cliivalry. If he will not trade, he has still wants,
from the ancient llimyarites. and he suffers tlie presence f)f a Jew or Baleebah
The Akrabi tribe (AI-Akarih) have a .small as the Afghan suffcis that of the Hindu. A

territory on the coast-line, iidand to the desert, little higdier in the scale, as with the (Jia’ab, is

They have about 25U or 300 fighting men. the original wandering pastoral Arab, in a dis-

The Hownhabi (Al-Howasliib), with 10 subdi- tiict where he is pressed upon from without, and
visions, dwell in a marshy, unhealthy tract. They where boundless plunder and roaming are re-
cultivate sorghum and sesarnum. strained by exterior force. The Arab then partly
The Aland tribe are united andj)Owerful. They turns to agriculture, and for this he must in some

have about 700 fighting men. Their hilly district degree settle. Society liarmonizes to this level.
13 N.W. of the Howshabi country, and little Trade is possible. Corn is sold. The abba

• . .

cloaks are woven and exported. Date trees are

^

Ihe Amir tribe dwell N.E. of the Alawi, on the planted. Huts of reeds replace tents
;
and one

high road to Samir. The rnajority of the culti- sees in their feeble efforts at reed ornamentation,
vat^ u*,. lews.

. fighting men are 2000. and in their rough twisting of their reed ropo
’

.1
^^*^^*^**^^ ^ large sea-board for their bunds, the possible germ of some arcliitec-

tnbei from ms Imram to Bab-ul-Mandeb. They tural efforts. Yet higher in the scale is the Arab
are typi^l Bedouins

;
are 18 petty sub-tribes, flourishing as an experienced and wealthy merchant

few of which cultivate or trade, and only one has in a town, or administering a well-ordered and
any nzeu habitation

;
hut live by plunder, which I comfortable rural district. Passing among these
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people, society is seen in its transitional state amongst the Turks, Persians, Malays, some of the
towards civilisation. people of India and Africa. It was, however, of

PIRATE COAST.—The littoral within the Per- Syrian origin. The Arab family is Muhammadan,
sian Gulf between the mountain range and tlic except the Christian Arabs of Malta. Nejd or
sea-shore, and extending in that direction from Central Arabia is Syrian, and amingcd into
Kasab to the island of Bahrein—a di.stance of divisions called Siik. — Lances Koran; Peschel,
miles—bears the designation of the Pirate Coast. Races of Man; Latham's Ethnology; Captain
Ibn Haukal, in his version of the Koran, informs Felix Jones in Boy. Geogl. Sacs. Trans., xii.

;

us that before the deliverance of the cliildren of Colonel MacGregor; Dr. Carter in Boy. As. Soc.

Israel from Egyptian bondage, the subjects of a Jour.; I\‘lly
;

Rawlinson
; Wcllsted's Travels;

pirate monarch in these parts seized on every Barton's i\lecc.a,m.p.?^?i() Biinsen's Egypt,

valuable ship which passed. The possession of a iv.
;
Fontanier; Bayard's Nineveh; Mignan's Trav.

few ports within and near the entrance of the PERSIA. — The regions tlirough which the

Persian Gulf, where it is not more than thirty Euphrates and Indus rivers run, and the coun-
inilcs acro.ss, enabled them to percc'ive and sally tries intervening, liave, since remote ages, been
out on all passing vessels. To the Portuguest*, occupied by races who have taken a prominent
during their brief career in India, they jirovecl place in Indian history. When Chengiz Khan in

quite as troublesome as they <Ud in the latter the early part of the 1.‘1th century overthrew Khar-
part of the 18th century to the British. The asm, and its ruler lied, only to die on an island in

imams of Maskat have been repeatedly at war the Caspian, and liis son, Jalal-u-Din, was defeated

with these tribes. In 1800, an expedition was on the banks of the Indus, which ho swam with
sent against them under Captain Wainwriglit, in seven followers (a.d. 1221) jimidsb a shower of

Ills Majesty’s ship (Jhiffonne. Their principal arrows, but he confpiercd Sind and established his

stronghold, Bas-ul-Khainiah, was stormed and power in Persia, and was killed in Mesopotamia
taken, and fifty of their largest ves.sels burnt or about a.d. 123:1. After Shams-u-Din AlUimsh
destroyed. Leit, on the island of Kishin, and had established himself firmly at Dehli (a.d. 1211,

several other ports, were reduced, bub they soon A])ril 1230), he received investiture from the

returned to their old practices. The inhabitants khalif of Baghdad, and at his court dwelt the

of the Pirate (\)aRb consider tlicmselvos to be far author of the Jama-ul-Hikayat, a collection of

superior to either the Bedouin or town Ai’ab. historical anecdotes in Persian. The grandson of

The latter, especially those from Oman, they hobl Altamsli, Nasir-u-Din Muhammad, reigned at

in such contempt, that a Maskatti and an arrant Dehli from A.D. 1246 to 1260. He was an
coward are by them held to be nearly synony- eminent patron of Persian literature, and the

mous. They are taller, fairer, and in geiuTal Tabakat-i-Nasiri, a general history of Persia and
more muscular, than cither of the above classes, India, was written at his court. In a.d. 1544,

until they attain tho age of thirty or forty ye.ars, the Dehli emperor Humaynn, driven from India,

when they acquire a similar patriarclnd appear- was received in Persia by Shah Tamasp, who
ance. sent an army to restore Ilumayun, and it took

The Arab Cjdi[»hs were eminently literary. Kandabar. After tbe accession of the house of

The Arab invasion of Europe first dispelled the Timur, notwithstanding the hostile feelings felt

darkness which had spread over that continent, towards the Persians from religious prejudices,

They brought with tliem tlie knowledge of the tlie court of Dehli long continued to have two
East, and in a measure, also, the then forgotten parties, one using Turki, the other Persian

;
and

learning of Grecian antiquity. About the 8tli although Aurangzeb treated the Persians (tho

century they gave to Europe their numerical original models of Indian Muhammadans) as rude

figures, and the art of determining their rank in and barbarous, and never mentions their names
the decimal arrangement by their positional value, without adding a rhyming dislike, to the present

The Arabic language, as writb'ii in tho Koran, day (1883) the Persian continues to be the court

is the most developed and richest of the Semitic language of Indian rulers, and used by the

tongues. It is not now spoken in any part of learned in their literary and epistolary writings.

Arabia, as there written. Probably it never was Till the middle of the 17th century (1648), Kau-
so, any more than the Latin, the English, the dahar was usually in the power of Persia; but
German, or Italian, have ever been spoken as early in the 18th century (1720-1722) Persia fell

written ill their respectivi? bounds
;
and Burton to the Ghilji. A few years later, Nadir Shah’s

quotes from the Arabic Grammar of Clodiiis, that victories in Herat (1731) led to his election as

the dialectus Araburn vulgaris tantum differt ab king. In 1738-30 he invaded India and sacked

enidita, quantum Isocrates dictio ab hodierna Dehli. During the first lialf of the 19th century,

lingua Graeca. Indeed, the Arabs themselves the British from India and the Persians have

divide their spoken and even written language alternately been interchanging friendly embassies

into two orders,—the Kalam AVati, or vulgar and been at war. British qflicers of rank and
tongue, sometimes employed in epistolary corre- eminence have been lent to discipline the Persian

spondcnce
;
and the Kahwi, or grammatical and army, and that army has been repulsed from Herat

classical language. Every man of education uses by Lieutenant Eldred Pottinger, and been defeated

the former, and can use the latter. ‘And tlie at Mahammerah by British Indian forces. The
Koran is no more a model of modem Arabic (as region intervening between the Euphrates and
it is often assumed to be) than Paradise Lost is of the Indus is thinly peopled. It is now occupied

English. The Koran has been translated from by races who are subjects of the king of Persia,

Ithe Arabic into English, French, Persian, Urdu, the bulk of whom are nomade and of varied

! Malay, Javan, Tamul. In Socotra, the language origin; also by the races known to Europe as

|in use is undoubtedly derived from the Gniz or Afghans
;
by the Brahui mountaineers, and the

Ethiopic, At present the Arabic alphabet is in use Baluch races of Bnlushistan, and by races on the
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sea-ooast the period of 'whose arrlyal there is Ziadoglu were settled at Gaiijah, in Russian

unknown, but who are largely Arab. Armenia, where they still remain. The Azdanln

The Arab conquest (a.d. 632 - 38) permitted clan were removed to Merv in the reign of Shah

many of that race settling in Persia and to occupy Tamasp i., and held it until conquered and nearly

prominent positions in it : but there are consider- annihilated by. the Uzbak under the khan of

able numbers of maritime Arabs in its seaboard Rokhara.

provinces, extending eastward as far as Sind, and iaA:,a very large nomado tribe spread over Persia,

who have probably been dwelling in their present though chiefly in Pars, Mazandaran, and Kasvin.

localities long prior to the time of Mahomed. The They claim descent from the Kaiauian kings,

people of Karak are Arabs, as also the Taiigistani The Zand, tlie tribe of Karim Khan, were Lak.

tribes S. of Busbahr near the sea
;
likewise the They have 2U,000 families, all of them predatory,

inhabitants of the RobiJa district of tlie Pars The principal are the Beiranawand, Khojawaiid,

province, who rear horses of mixed Persian and Nadawand, Nakawand, Jalalawand, Abdul Maliki,

Arab breed, and export them to Bombay. and Sujah Vaksaii. They are of the Ali llahi

The population of Persia has been Y.arioiisly esti- sect,

mated. Sir John Malcolm estimated six millions, The skhdid MaliL'i reside partly near Shiraz and
and latterly about five millions have been named. j)ai tly in Mazandaran, but chiefly around Sarmi

The people arc partly settled in towns and ])artly Kala. They arc said to be about 3000 or 4000
pastoral nomades, and this joint occupation of the fannli<!s. Tliey have villages and cultivate, but

South-IPest Asian lands, from the Mediterranean an? constantly on the move. They are professed

and the Bed Sea to the liulus.by tixed civic nations thieves, living on plunder of passengers and small

and nomadic tribes of herdsmen, sometimes of the caravans, but seldom murder. They .arc liable to

same and sometimes of different races, is a stand- furnisli 500 mounted fighting men for the Shall,

ing ethnic phenomenon. Iliyat is the gcner.al designation of the nomade
The nomnde arc all predatory, and glory tribes of Persia. They comprise a very large

in their piursuits. They arc brave and hospitable, portion of the population of the country. Many
but rude, turbulent, and grasjiing. They move of the best families ar<‘ of Iliyat origin. The
with the seasons to summer and winter (piarters. term is derived from the Turkisli wonl II, signify-

The men of Kasvin, Tabreez, Hamndan, Shiraz, iiig a tribe, and tlie Av.abic termination ‘ at.’ All

and Yezd are as remarkable for their courage as of them, Zand or Pehlavi, Arab or Turk, lead the

those of Kum, Kashan, and Isfahan are for their same manner of life, their ]iastoral habits little

cowardice. Prom time imimunorial, Persian or <libtinguishing them from lht‘ Bedouin Arab or

Pehlavi, Arab and Turkoman, have been con- the nomade T.artar on the banks of the Todzen.

tending for mastery. But the Persian inhabitants Each Iliyat tribe has its own liistory, and the prin-

of towns, and those engaged in cultivation, arc ei()al nomade tribes are the Afshar, Aimak; Arab,
not warlike, and the contest has been between Bajiban, Bakhtiavi, Balucli, Bayat, Peili, Uazara,

the Peman nomade and the Tuikonuiii nomade, Kajnr, Klmda Handlii, Kurd, Kunl Buchch, Tiuk,

—the two great martial classes of the population.
|

Mamaseni, k*^hah Seven, Shekagi. Some of them
The Persian nomades ,all belong to the Pehlavi

|

grow small (juantities of grain, but their chief

stock, though their dialects arc different. Th(‘y
|
avocation is to breed camels, horses, cattle, mules,

inhabit Kirmau, nearly all Pars, a part of Irak, and asses.

and the whole of Kurdistan, a. region stretching Tliey change their places of encampment wdth
through the ranges of highlands from near the the season and climate, going in the Binnmer to

entrance of the Persian Ciulf in a N.W. direction,
.
their Ailak, or quarters where pasturage and water

along the left bank of the 'rigris as far as Armenia, are to be found in almiidiinco
;
and when the cold

The Turkoman nomades (uitered Persi.a with con-
j

of winter .sots in, adjourning to their Kishlak or
quering armies

;
they had come from the bajiksof ' warmer region, in wliieh their flocks and herds as

the Volga, from beyond the Oxus, and from the
;

well as themselves are better sheltered. Their
plains of Syria. Tlieir habit.s aie tlie same a.s the summer abodes consist of largo black tents, made
Persian nomades, but they speak a different of woven horse-hair, the sides being matting,
langn.age, .and from the Ar.nb coiapirst till the or dried rushes. Tliey arc insually pitched in a
death of Nadir Shah, the rulers of Persia had quadrangular form on the banks of their hereditary
either been Arab or Turkoman. No member of rivers, and under the brow of the mountains which
the Persian nomades had ascended the throne. It have sh.adowcd their forefathers for unknown
was this, probably, that gave rise to the bloody generations. Hence, though they wander, it is yet
strife between the Zand and the K.ajar. The within bounds. They h.ave .a country, and only
Zand are the most illustrious of all tlie Persian change their jil.ace in it. The nomade tribes of
tribes, and one of their chiefs, Karim Khan, after Ar,abia and of Taitary bear the same character*
the death of Nadir Shah, succeeded in establish- possessing an extended inheritance, though it bo
ing himself in Isfahan and the Southern Provinces, only a desert. Tlie Iliyat chiefs, to whom the
The Kajar was a Turkish tribe brought by Timur tribes arc entirely devoted, are the hereditary
from Syria, A.D. 1398, a.it. 80.3, and .settled betwTcn nobility of the kiugiloiii of I^'rsia. Those in the
Elburz and the Caspian, where they rapidly in- southern jiroviiices, the Bakhtiari, Feili, and
creased. After the death of Nadir Sliah, a fierce Mamaseni, trace their origin to the most remote
war raged between Karim Khan, Zand, and antiquity, ,md are probably the descendants of
Muhammad Hasan Xhan, Kajar, which ended in the warlike bands who inhabited the same country

^ Kajar tribe is a in the days of Alexander. The Kashgoi are a
accession of Fatah Ali nomade Turkish tribe of about 12,000 families,

Shah (ohiit 1834) they have been dominant. They whose chief is the Il-khani of Pars. They and the
hare two sections, the Yokaribash and Ashagabash, Bakhtiari from the warm pastures of Arabistan
each of which has six subdivisions or clans. The and the head of the Persian Gulf arrive in spring
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on the grarfng of Isfahan. At the approach of foot of the great chain of mountains, and also in

winter, both the tribes return to their respective the country nowhehl })y the Cha’ab Arabs. They
Garm-sair or wintering lands. The entire southern were sufficiently powerful to restrict the Bakhtiari
region of Pars, bordering on the Persian Gulf, is to the mountains. Nadir Shah deported them to

called the Gann-sair or hot region. It extends the north of Pcr.'sia, but tiny returned to Khuzi-
from the sea to the latitude of Kazeruu, and runs stan on his death. The Gunduzlu Turk in winter
parallel with the Persian Gulf, from the banks re.side near Bolf'ti, and in summer jiiid autumn on
of the Tab to the coniines of Luristan. From the Ab-i-Gargar.

Bushahr eastward, as far as Kangoon, the tract The Baharlii is one of the Kazzilhash Turkish
is named the Dashtistan, or land of plains. The tribes whom Shah Ismail brought from Syria.

Tuugistan, commonly pronounced Tungistun, or They have 2000 houses in Azarbijan. The other
narrow land, is a small tract of land east of Kazzilbash tribes were the LTstajulii, Chamlu,
Bushahr. The greater portion of the people of Nikalu, and Zu-ul-Kadar, but whether any of

the whole of that Gann-sair consists of an in- them now remain is not known,
dependent, lawless set, many of the tribes being Chardaoria tribe from Tairistaii and the Afshar
.robbers by profession. o(a;*Aij)y Sain Kala in Azarbijan.

The Garm-sair of Sijistan is a narrow tract Kasrw is a town in Irak-i-Ajam, 07 miles from
along the lower course of the Ilelmand. Tin; Teheran. Its inhabitants amount to about 25,000
Baluch races seem to pronounce it Gurm-sehl oi* souls. They are chiefly {lescendants of the Turk
Garm-sail, find one of their wintering places is tri])es who have long pastured their flocks and
about 75 miles north-west of Nooshky. Eaeli herds in the neighbourliood. They are hardy anil

Iliyat tribe has a separate grazing ground for its robust, but rude and ungovi'rnable.

flocks
;
and this land, from long and undisputed Kara Papa is a Turk tribe of several hundred

possession, is considered as the property of the families, in the Solduz district of Azarbijan. They
different chiefs. In the fine season they are con- wore soUled in Georgia until a.d. 182G, and on
tinually on the move in search of pasturage

;
but war breaking out between Persia and Russia they

in the winter, several of the tri))cs, {irnongst which moved into ISohluz district, and Abbas Mirza gave
may bo numbered the Karagoosli and Afshar, them lands on military tenure. They found the

settle in villages. In Dashtistan, Asterabad, and occupants of the country chiefly Kurds, with a

the northern parts of Khorasan, instead of tents few Mokaddam Turk. They are prosperous. They
they live in small portable wooden houses. They have a high reputation for valour, and are skilful

principally subsist on the j)roduco of their flocks, horsemen.

and consequently grow but a very small pro[)or- Tim KhnzlstaK province, in tlie extreme S.W.
tion of corn. They manufacture cloth, as well as

I

corner of ^ersia, has on its south the province of

several other little articles for their own use; and I Pars and e I'ersiaiiGiilf. Its population consists

the most beautiful Persian and Turkish carpets, of nomade tribes, dwelling in tents, pastoral and
so much admired in Europe, arc the work of the agricultural. In its northern part are Feili, Bakh-
lliyat. Inured from their infancy to arms, to liari, Kohgelii, and Mainaseni

;
in its south are

danger, and fatigue, and tenacious at the same the Arab tribes Ana fijah, Ali Kathir, Cha’ab, and
time of the honour of their tribe, (hey are at Reni Lam. The Dinaruni and their subdivisions

once the prop and the glory of tlioir country, dwell in Khuzistan. The Diiiarimi are predatory,

Each tribe is divided into lira or branches, and ignorant, and l.)arbarous, and can muster ‘1000

each tira has a particular leader, all of whom are, men. They are overawed by the Bakhtiari.

however, subservient to llic chief. These chiefs The Feili, Bakhtiari, Kohgelu, and Maraaseni

are, both from birtli and influence, the first men occupy also Luristan, where the Feili have two
in the empire

;
they arc always mutually jealous sections, the Pesli Koh and Pushfc-i-Koh, cis-

and hostile; and the king, by nicely balancing montane and trans-montanc iis regards the Zagros

the power of the one against that of the other, in- chain. TJie Pesh Koh are notoriously predatory,

Bures his own safety and the peace of his dominions, and .single travellers and caravans cannot travel

It was also the custom to detain at court, either the in safety. They are a branch of* the Ali Ilalu

chief himself or some part of his family, as hostages Muhammadans, holding to many local supersti-

for the fidelity of the tribe. Iliyat women are tions. The Feili pretend to have more respect for

chaste and correct in their lives, and faithful to an oath than the Bakhtiari, and to be less blood-

their. husbands, and in their conduct and morals thirsty, but there is little difference between them,

are vastly superior to those of the towns and The Silah Silah section of the Feili Lur are of

settlements. similar bad character.

Turk Tribks.—The A/shar tribe is one of the The JJakIdiari are a large, martial, valorous

Kazzilbash, spread over Kirman, Fars, Luristan, tribe, who occupy the nioiiiitains, and move to

and Khuzistan, in great numbers at Abiverd, and summer and winter qimrters. They have a tra-

round the lake of Ururaia. They are said to be dition that they came originally from Syria. The
of Turk origin, and to speak a Turki tongue. Haft Lamj and Char Laiaj arc their two sections,

Their two sections are Shamlu and Karklu, and between which from time immemorial,there has

they number 20,000 families. They were one of been the greatest enmity, and when they ap-

the seven Turkish tribes to whom Sliah Ismail juoach, blood is spilt. They can muster 6000
owed much of his success, and whom he desig- cavalry and 10,000 infantry. They have a

nated Kazzilbash. Abiverd was the birthplace of national dance called chapi, and they have
Nadir Shall, who was of this Karklu branch. rejoicings over their dead, especially over those

Layard says the Gunduzlu^ a Turk tribe of who fall in ba,ttle. Nadir Shah took a number
Khuzistan, have 1500 fighting men. It is a branch of them into his army. The Janeki are the chief

or clan of the Afshar tribe. Nadir Shah found branch of the Char Lang. The Bakhtiari have

them occupying the plains of Khuzistan to the been supposed to have given the name to Bactria.
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The Dindniii cd'G a small tribe dwelling amongst
the Bakhtiari.

The Malah-Madi tribe of Bakhtiari accompanied
Nadir Shah against Herat.

The Alakiy a branch of the Haft Lang, make
tlieir Slimmer quarters in the mountains near

Teheran, and in winter go to the sea-coai?t near

Bushahr.
The Kolujelu inhabit the mountains at tlio source

of the Jarahi river, between lat. and 51*^. They
adjoin the Bakhtiari, and are the same in language,

manners, customs, cliarae.ier, and religion, but

they consider themselves different
;
they arc under

the Behbchan governor, whilst the Bakhtiari arc

under thiit of Shiraz. They have about 20 clans,
|

with 15,rj00 families.
‘

Arab Tkiues.—The CluCuh Arah^ are a tall,

martial race, strong-limbed and muscular, active

and healthy. They occujjy the lower part of

Mesopotamia, the southern i)ortion of the plain

©f Kliuzistan, in Persia, witli the Hindiyan river

on the east and tlie Kanin river on the west,

extending along the lianks from Ahwaz till its

junction with the Shat-ul-Arab, Their divisions

are the Ali Bu Nasir, the Idris, Nasara, Molmisen,

Bawi, Beni Jemiin, and llaidari Haidar, with

about 50 subdivisions. Tlieir adults are stated

at (18,000, but about 10,000 are sujiposed to be
fighting men. They arc agricultural, and have
irrigating canals. They protect trade, 'l liey are

Shiah Muhammadans. Tliey are tributary to

Persia.

Albu Ali is a tribe of the Clia’ab Arabs, residing

in Khuzistan. They number 2500 adult males.

Abu Ghesh, a tribe of the (.hia’ab Arabs, residing

^at Buziah, in the pi’ovince of Khuzi.stan. They
have 6000 adult men.

Ali Bakard is an Arab tribe settled iu the plain

of Ram Hormuz, iu Khuzistan. They have gooil

matchlockmen, and a few expert horsemen.

Ali Kathir, a large Arab Irilie iu tlie Dizful

district of Khuzistan. They have 10 branches, of

about 14,000 to 15,000 families, and can furnish

a good body of cavalry.

Ali Khamis, a nomade ti-ibe of Arabs, a

branch of the Maedan, inhabiting the plain nf

Ram Hormuz, in Khuzistan.

A1 Kuniferali, a clan of the (jha’ab, are located

on the road from Mohainrato Dorak, in Khuzistan.

A1 Mukadam, a tribe of (Jha’ab Arabs, near

Dorak, in Khuzistan.

The Amur clan wander about iu the southern
parts of Khuzistan. They number 10,000 adult

males.

Anafijah, a nomade clan of the Maedan Khuzis-

taii tribe of Arabs, are a jiowerful tribe under the

authority of a shaikh, who retains 300 horse and
400 foot. They occupy in Khuzistan the right

bank of tlie Karim below Band-i-Kir. They
possess large flocks of camels and sheep.

The Asar Kirah clan reside near Oushar, near

Buziah, in the Falahiyah district of Khuzistan.

The Bawi are a large and powerful tribe of

Arabs, who can turn out about 1000 horsemen i

and about 2000 footmen. They inhabit both
banks of the river Kanin, and are tributaiy to
the Cha’ab shaikh, though its chief considers him-
self more under the protection than under the
absolute authority of the shaikh of the Cha’ab
Arabs, against whom they frequently appear in
arms. They are notoriously treacherous.

I Dinaruni, a predatory, barbarous, and ignorant

tribe of the mountains of Khuzistan. They can

muster 8000 men. They are overawed by the

Bakhtiari. The Ali Mahaindi iu Khuzistan is one

I

of the largest subdivisions of the Dinaruni.

; The Sadat and Sadir and Saki tribes dwell

near Hawizah in Khuzistan, and numbers of the

Saki are in Luristan.

The Sharifat tribe has about 10,000 families.

They occii})y the vicinity of the right bank of the

Hiudian river in Khuzistan and tlie Zaitun Hills.

This tribe has 2000 foot and 700 horse, and has

frequently opposed the Clia’ab shaikh.

Teheran, the capital of Persia, is built in the

very lowest part of an immense desert plain. It

has 100,000 inhabitants. Colonel Shiel gave the.

following tribes of the neighbourhood and district

of Teheran.

7wr/-, viz. Shah Seven, 9000 tents; nomade iu

Kum, Teheran, Kasvin, and Zanjan.

Kharekanlu, Bajinanlii, Kundeshlu, Khellij,

Khoda Bandelilu, 400 houses in Teheran city.

Afsliari, 900 houses and tents, between Teheran

and Kasvin.

U.sanlu, 1000 tents at Demavand, Kehleku, and

Gavbaz, 150 houses.

Abul Hasaui, Jahan Begin, and Shadlii, 820

tents and liou.ses.

Tuyuj, a base tribe, dwelling in 300 tents near

Teheran. They are very poor, are thieves and

fortune-tellers.

Turk and Lek, viz. Turk-i-Mnfi, 100 houses;

I’azeki, 2000 tents and houses; Kengerlu, Kara
Phurlu.

l.tk, viz. Nine tribes near Kasvin, 1500 tents;

Hedawand, Burbur, and SyIsipur, 1000 tents and
li()use.s.

Zargar, thieves and coiners.

Kliiird Baclu h, 400 tents.

Shah Sarwari, 250 tents, and Nana Kelli, G50
tents. S. of Teln'ran.

Kiinlisltin lies between lat. 31^ to 39® 30' N.,

and long. 40® 1«S' K.
;
500 miles long, and 150

miles broad
;
but lu'ar Van its breadth is about

3o() miles. I'lic Kurds inhabit the whole of

both .sides of the main range, which, running
out south from Mount Ararat, divides Asiatic

'rurkey fnau J*ersia from llayazid to near
llamadan. Tlie limits eompiise portions of the

provinces of Bayazid, Arzrum, Mush, Van, Diar-

bakr, Miisal, and Turkish Kurdistan iu Asiatic

'I’lirkey, and of Ardelan or Peraian Kurdistan,
Azarbijan, and Kinnanshah in Persia. It is a
succession of steep and rugged mountains, with
fertile but narrow strips of valleys at their base.

The mountain .system consists of the great
soilthem spur of Mount Ararat, which divides
the drainage of the 'ligris from that of Persia,

and from which several spurs project. The
western ])art of Kurdistan gives rise to the Bat-
man Su, Bitlis (3iai, Diala, Khabur, Sert Chai,
'Figris, Yezdiklianeli Su, Zab greater and lesser,

and Lake Van is in Kurdistan. The people are
greatly nomade, with largo flocks of sheep and
goats. Ibeir horses are good, and 60,000 to 80,000
could be annually supplied.

A . Pizhder district.—The Sekkir and Nur-ud-
Dini have 100 villages and 1000 fighting men;
Shinki, 200 families

;
Ghellali, 150 families

;

Siwell, an agricultuml tribe.

B. Nomade.—>Jaf and its tributaries could
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furnish 1000 infantry and .SOO horses. The Jaf

protect all the tribes of Luristan and Persian

Kurdistan, increasing their strength to several

thousands. There arc fragments of about seven-

teen tributary tribes, comprising nearly 3000 fami-

lies, formerly part of the Balbassi, Tiak, and Feili.

Amongst these are the Zend, to whicli belonged
Karim Khan, king of Persia, whom the Kajar
overthrew.

In N. Kurdistan, the four great tribes are the

Rahdinan, Bohtan, Hakari, and Rowandez, the
llakari having 27,840 souls.

The Kurd are the Carduchai of the reeks.

They are partly nomade, partly settled. They are

brave, hospitable, robust, hardy, and temperate

;

^
are long-lived, but iincivi]i.sed, averse to settled

liabits, delighting in war and rapim», and hardly

regarding murder and parrioide as crimes. They
are seldom taught to read or write, but are care-

fully taught to manage horses and arms. The
wall of Ardelan and wali of Sulimania arc their

greatest, chiefs, he of Ardidan claiming to be the

lineal descendant of Salah-ud-Diii
;

is trilnitnry

to Persia. The f(‘atures of t lie Kurd are sharp;

face oval, nose prominent, mouth ami chin

receding
;

brow amjde, eyes deep set, dark

;

mouth well formed, aiul teeth fine. Kurd or

Kerad seems to mean speech. The jiiMipIe call

their country Karmanj. They are invariably

mounted; are armed with bows and javelins.

Their tents arc black.

The Kurd in Asia Minor are tliievish, preda-

tory, revengeful, untruthful, and irreligious. The
working ami industrious jiortion of the population

S in N. Kurdistan are Armenian and Nestorian

Christians, all serfs, known as Zar Kharidi, gold

purchased, and they are bought ami sold as

predial slaves with the laud.

Suimaiiial is the cajiital of Turkisli Kurdistan.

Bcbbeh, a Kurd clan, now dominant in iSuli-

mania, and fornuM-ly very powerful. They claim

descent from a European princess who married
their ancestor Fahib Aliniad.

The Mendimi number IKK) families. They are

under tlie Pasha of Sulimania.

Millis, a Kurd tribe, inhabit the Abdul Aziz

range in the Sulimania district of Asiatic Turkey.
The Kurd are widely spread, 'i’hey are found

in Kurdistan, on the cast of Persia., also in the

west of Persia, in Asia Minor, and in Syria; they

also possess Merv, they are numerous in Khor-
asan, are also met with in Baluchistan, on the

Dasht-i-be-Daulat, and in Takari (Tirkari), in

» Cutch Gandava, two miles N. of Cutchi; they say

they can muster ,500 fighting men. A few of the

Kurd are on the Russian territory, some are well

within the Turkish, others within the Persian

frontier. The nucleus of the Kurd family, how-
ever, lies south of Armenia, along tlie mountain
ridge which separates Asiatic Ihirkey from Persia.

They have many tribes, a few agricultural, but
lost of them pastoral and nomade. They arc

3y, brave, and rapacious. The Mikri Kurd
3upy the south of Azarbijan. They are agricul-

iral; they are bravo horsemen, and on one
aion, in the early part of the 19th century,

Irove the whole Russian cavalry off the field.

The Bilba tribe, in Lahijan in Azarbijan, are

omade, roaming about the borders of Persia and
irkey. They are the most predatory, turbulent,
' treacherous of all the border tribes of Kurd-

istan, and have been ruthlessly hunted down by
other tribes. They number about ,5000 families,

in three divisions,—Piran, Mengur, and Mamish.
Mikri, Hakari, Afshar, and Zerza are found in

the Uriimia district of Azarbijan,

The Kurd in Persian Khorasan were brought
from Kurdistan by Shah Ismail, and .settled on
the eastern frontier of Persia, to check the inroads
of the Turkomans. There were 4000 families, who
have .since increased to 50,000, and tliey are
formidable, both on aecomit of their numbers and
their valour. Tliey continue predatory, and re-

tain much of the Kurd language, though adopting
the Persian dress.

Tlie Amberhi Kurd, who occupy the Zetunabad
district in Azarbijan, were settled there by Nadir
Shall.

Prumia in Azarbijan, on the borders of Kurd-
istan, has 20,000 to 30,000 inhabitants of the Mikri,

Hakari, Afshar, and Zerza. Tlie plain is highly

proiluctive, but tlic people are poor and opjiresscd.

South of Urumia is the town of Ushnai, in lat.

3G^ .55' 29", at the foot of the great Kurdistan
mountains of Turkish Kurdistan. Tlie inhabitants

are Kurds of the tribe of Zerza, formerly 4000,
but now only 800 bouses, the plague having
carriod off nuiiibi'rs of them.

The Mengur, a division of thi‘ Baibas Kurd, are

iiomadcswlio pasture their Hocks in .summer upon
the Persian frontier, between Sardashtand Ushnae,

and in winter retire far within the Turkish line.

The Bera-Dust, a oelebrate<l tribe, inhabit the

district of Kanircsh, west of lake Urumia, in the

Persian })r()vinco of Azarbijan. They formerly

gave chiefs Snniai and Terkiir.

Bahan, a tribe of Kurds between lake Urumia
and Kerkuli.

The Kurds of Gnran of Kirmanshah are frank

and hospitable, of the Ali I lain religion, mixed
with doctrines of Judaism, (Christianity, and Shiah
Muhammadan ism. They are supposed to be of

Hebrew' origin. Major Itawlinsoii raised a regi-

ment amongst tluaii. Tlit^ Sliaraf Bayene tribe,

belw'oen Zoliab ainl Suliiiiani, are supposed to be
(jriiran Kurd.

The Baho and Dastiari di.strictsof Persian Mak-
raii are oeciipied by the .Tagdal, Hot, J.atti, Kaisi,

Kosagi, aH<l Slializadah.

.\dian, a tribe of Kurds claiming descent from
Shaikh Adi, tlie Kurd saint. They dwell on the

banks of the Bohtan.

Ali Arus, a nomade tribe of Arabs dependent
on Hawizeh district of Kurdistan.

Balidiiiaii, a Kurd tribe in the valley of Amadia
and left bank of the Tigris. The chiefs of Amadia
claim descent from the Abbassi khalifs, and
assume a saintly character. Some of tlie chiefs

have imitated the latter khalifs by covering their

face with a veil, so that no one may s(‘e their face.

Bulbassi is a Kurd tribe composed of the fol-

lowing sections:—!. The Kabaiz, the reigning

family
;

2. Manzoor
;

3. Mamash
;

4. Piran
;

5. Rummook
;

(i. Sinn
;
and 7. Taafah. The chiefs

of tribes are called Muzziii. The Bulbassi will

not bestow a girl in marriage on a person of

another tribe or people. They have courtship

among them, and carrying off a girl by the lover

is common. !Yhen a chief dies, he is succeeded

by the best or bravest of his family, with the

common consent of his tribe. If his eldest son be
incapable, the best of the brothers succeeds. In
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their own country the Bulbatsi do not willingly

acknowledge any superior^ either Turkish or
Persian

;
but when they descend into the regions

of Karatchuk, they pay a tribute of sheep to the
Bey. Most of the principal people among them
possess a complete suit of mail. Tliey sew a
wounded man in the skin of a bullock fresh

stripped off the animal, leaving only his head out;
and they leave him in it till the skin begins to

putrefy. They say this never fails to cure .the

most desperate spear or sabre wound.
Baliki, a large Kurd tribe of 10,000 families,

occupying a strong secluded country wliich fonn.s

tlie prolongation of the Ushnai mountains. They
claim descent from Sharezer or Saua.scr, son of

Sennacherib. They mix up a belief in Moses,

Christ, Mahomed, and Ali.

Kelowski or white ca])S, called also Guraii, are

scattered all over Kurdistan. They arc deemed

.
ignoble.

Khazanli, a Kurd trilx* iu the Klinrzaiidagh

nioiiij tains, formerly predatory.

Kboslinav, a Kurd tribe in the north part of the

country. They have three branches. Their lan-

guage partakes of the Bebbeh and Bahdinan
dialects. Khoshnav and Uowanduz Kurd arc

brutally savage. They rigidly follow their prayer

times, but do not scruple to kill their enemy,
even in their mosqiu*.

LnristnVj a province of Persia, of 19,500 square

miles, extending for 270 miles Avestward from the

borders of Pars to those of Kirmaiisliali. It has a

population of 50,000, composed of the Feili. It

is divided into Luristan Buzurg and Luristan

Kuchak (greater and lesser). The former is the

mountainous country of the Bakhtiari, stretching

from the frontiers of Fars to the river Dizful
;
and

Luristan Kuchak is situated between the river an<l

I
have six clans,—Rustami, Gavi, Zali, Bekesh, Diisb?

I man, Ziari, and Zoi. Their families have been

!

estimated at from 400 to 12,000. They dis-

i possessed the former inhabitants of Feblian from

I

all the arable land. Regular troops wore scut

I against them after the death of Fatah Ali Shah,

on which they threw themselves and children over

a precipice and destroyed themselves.

The Rustami of Sarab-i-Silali and Digar, in the

plain of Bairam in Fars, are esteemed tlie bravest

of the tribe. They can bring 200 well-mounted

and Avell-armed liorscmen into the field.

Luristan^ a province of Persia, in lat. 26° 30' to

28° 35' N., and long. 52° 30' to 55° 30' E., extend-

ing along the north shore of the Persian Gulf, and
is 210 miles long and 120 miles broad. The coast

is ill the possession of different Arab tribes, all'

jwedatory. The interior has an aboriginal race

wlio speak a dialect of the Pchlavi.

Az<ir}tijan province is in the extreme N.W.
corner of Pt r.sin. Colonel Shiel gave the numbers
of their tents at 65,000, as under :

—

Turk. Lkk.

Shah SevHiul, . 1.5,000 Sliekaki, . . . 15,000

Kliagdialilu, . 800 ^ergar, .... 100

liogdillu, . . 200 Kiilbcglu,l\lislikamber, 400

Shcklu, . . . 1.50 Kara choorlu, . . 2,500

Chelebeaiilu, . . 1,500

Turk.

Shah SevHiul, .
1.^

Kliagehalilu, .

V>og (lillu, . .

Shcklu, . . .

Tat ani> Pckk.

Mukadiini, . .

M.ahimullu, .

‘1

lichaiiii, . , li

Afshar, . . , 7

Kara papak, . 1

Kurd.
Alikri, .... 15,000

Ihiban 1,5<)0

Tat and Lkk.
Alituadavail, . . 200

i,r>00 l)umbeii.

Tlie Azarbijan ]>eople have an aptitude for war,

and couhl supply 60,000 men, viz. 20,000 cavalry,
.‘1000 artillery, ngiilar infaiilry 12,000, irregular

infantry 25,000.

'rile ('hardaoii tribe from Luristan and the

the plains of Assyria. From the 12th to the 17th Afshar, occupy Sain K.ala in Azarbijan. Tabrecz,

century, Luristan Kuchak was riileil by a race of its chief town, has a population estimated from
independent princes who were styled Atabeg, the <S0,000 to 110,000. It lias been repeatedly taken
last of whom, 8hali Verdi Khan, Avas di.splaced by and saekeil by the 'rurks, Persians, and Russians.

Shah Abbas the Great, and the country, Avith the vShaligagi is a large lint rough and lawless tribe

title of IVali, granted to Husain Khan, a rival of about bn.OOO families, iu Azarbijan, in the

chief. The Feili clan is that of Husain Khan, districts of Hasht-Kud, Gann-Rud, Miana, and
When the Avhole of the JiUristari Kuchak was under ArdebeJ. They use 'I’urkish and Leki. They
the dominion of a Avali, all the tribes AA^ere clesig- make excellent soldiers, and British officers in

natod Feili, but it is noAV applied only to tlioiie 18.‘13 formed threi* battalions from Uuun.

of the Pasht-i-Koh behind tlic great Zagros Shah Scvaiid are nomade Hiyats in Irak aud
chain. Major Rawlinson gives Luristan Kucliak to Azarbijan. Tliey form a very large tribe of 15,000
six tribes and tAveiity-seven clans. The women families; tliey do not cultivate, but are wealthy
perform all the labour. Their religion is an off- from their iKU’ds of cattle and flocks of sheep,

shoot of that of the Ali llalii sect, Avith many They’ are predatory. Theii winter quarters are at

local superstitions. The Lur do not revere Ma- Mishkin, and they occupy Ardebil and Kliemseh.
homed or the Karan. TheyAv«rship Balia Buzurg, /Vow, a province of Southern Persia, is bounded
and regard several holy men amongst them Avith oii the K. by Irak, E. by Kirman and liUristan,

little sliort of adoration. And many of their W. by Khuzi.stan, and S. by the Persian Gulf. It

observances are traceable to a time long prior to lies between lat. 27” 20' and 31° 41' N., and long.

Mahomed. Macdonald Kirmeir had noticed their 49° 20' aud ,54° 20' E., with an area of 44,336
midniglit orgies of Chiragh Kushaii, Avhieh are geographical square mil(,‘s. Its plaius are in
probably not now continued, but they were com- general fertile. It has the seaports of Tauri, Kon-
lium till the beginning of the 19tJi century, and gun, Jieshahr, Busliahr, Bandar Reg, and Bandar
are supposed to have been a remnant of the Hilaui. It is sparsely peopled. Its tribes arc
physiological worship of Anaitis and Alitlira, from Persians—Lek, 9000 houses; Turk, 40,000} and
the time that Sesostris erected the emblems of Arabs, 10,000.
the worship, and Semiraniis followed them iu Kash Kayi is a collection of tribes in the pro-
practice. vince of Fars, whose anoestora are said to fiavo

properly Muhammad Huseni, one of been deported from Kashgar by Hulaka. They
the most turbulent and lawless tribes of Persia, have thirty divisions, with about 15,000 families,
are settled to the north of Kazerun, in the province They have sheep, goats, horses, horned cattle, and
of. Fata. They claim descent from Rustam. They asses, and they make up wool into carpets an4
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clothin|[. Some of thei^r sheep are of remarkable

sizOf weighing 130 lbs. to 144 lbs.

Behhenan is a town in tlie proYince of Fars,

128 miles W.N.W. from Shiraz. It is on a fertile

plain watered by the Kurdistan river. The tribes

are nomades, and, with the numbers of their tents,

are as under :

—

Jiawi, . ,

Kohmari,
\ 1000 bc-

( tweenRam;

SherAIi,

Boverr, . . . ! 2,000 * I'llormiu!

Charm! .... i joOO j & Shuatu,
Nni, 1,000 Aghajiri, . . .

J)asliman Zarii, , .500 .Taghutai, ... ^1,
Yusuf) 400 Keshtil, .

Tyahi, 1,000
|

Tileli Kolii,

J^alimahi,

Nafar, . .

Beharlu, .

: I
ileh Kolii, . . 1

ilehlu, . . . Vl,<

amaBu/.urgi, . J

2,000
i
Rilehlu,

850 ! JaniaBu/.urgi.

1,230

The Nafar are Turk, and roam through Fars.

The Behnichi or Bahmahi are a wild and ferocious

clan, and frequently at feud with the governor of

Behbehan.
Gillian^ a province of Persia, extends between

lat. 30° 30' and .37° 45' N., and long. 48° 30' to

,50° 45' K., with an area of 4(573 square miles. It

is bounded on the N. by the Caspian Sea, on the

K. by Mazandaran, and on the S. and W. by
Azarbijan. The parts near the Caspian are low,

unhealthy, jungle-clad plains
;

tin* cliiuato is so

highly insalubrious, that the Persians have a

ju’overb, If tired of life, go to Ghilan. 'Hie popu-

Ution is about 1 00,000, ignorant and bigoted. The
women are extremely handsome and beaut if id, and
the children are particularly so. There arc many
gipsies

;
they are called Kaola, literally black,

'riio silkworm is largely bred.

Talbh district is iS\ of Chilan, with the Caspian
on the E. and the Masula mountains on the W.
It is fertile, but unhealthy, and the inhabitants

take up summer quarters in the mountains. Thu
men are spare and robust, but not tall

;
they are

brave, but highly predatory and savage. They
are devoted to their chiefs

;
their weapons are the

matchlock and Ghilan i knife.

Isfahan^ in lat. 32° 39' 34" N., and long. 51'^ 44'

37" E., is on the left bank of the Zaiiiderud river,

in the midst of a plain 75 miles long from E. to

W., and 20 miles broad from N. to S. The streets

arc narrow, dirty, and mean. Its population may
be about 200,000. They are industrious, and
manufactures in wool and silk are largely produced.

Dabasi are beggars of Isfahan, whose members
travel all over the country. 'L'hey pretend to be

ainicted with ailments.

Kliofasan^ a mountainous province witli long
‘ narrow valleys, extending between lat. 33° 30' to

38° 30' N., and long. 53° to 00° E. Its N. fertile

districts arc occupied by the Kurd, and its other

divisions are Turshez, Tabas-Ghayn,Khaf, Mashad,
Nishapur, and Shahrud or Damgan. Shah Abbas
is said to have settled the Kurds in the N. district,

and to have brought Arabs into the S. part. The
central and W. portions have Persians and Aimak;
and Hazara occupy the I'ast. To the N.W., and
on the frontiers of Asterabad, and towards the

Caspian, are IHirkomans of the Goklan tribe
;
to

the N. and N.E. are the Kurd of Khabushan and
Daragaz; in Turbat, Shaikh Jam, and Khaf, are

the Taemuri Aimak; in Turbat Haidari are the

|
Karae and various tribes of Baluch and Lek

;
while

[Tushes, Ghayn, Tun, and Tabas are occupied

Iby Arabs. The language generally spoken is

Persian. The N.W., N., and N.E. districts are

fertile and well watered, and produce metals abun-
dantly

;
woollen articles are manufactured, and

fruits are largely exported.

A branch of the Taemuri of Afghanistan in-

habit the district of Khaf in Persia.

Hazara, to the E. of the Taemuri of Kliaf, are a
small but turbulent tribe, of thievish habits, who
kidnap surrounding races and sell them to the

Turkoman. They possess three small towns.

Ibn Sharban, Arab tribe of 30,000 families,

occupy Tabas, a town of Khorasan. They were
broiiglit here by a king of the Suffavi dynasty.

They breed camels and sheep. They maintained

imlependcnce for centuries.

Aimak, numbering 50,000 families, occupy
the southernmost parts of Khorasan province, near

Kara-Khaf and Bakhey. They are of the same
race as the Aimak of Afghanistan, and are all

iiornado. They arc Sunni Muhammailana. The
Sakli live in the district of Ghayn in the province

of Khorasan. Nishapur district of Khorasan, to

till' W. of Mashad, is celebrated for its turquoise

mines, whicli are 40 miles AV. of Nishapur town.

Karai or Garai is a brave tribe with 5000
tmits. The Balueh (20()0) and Lek Q 000) occupy
the town and district of 'I'lirbat Haiihiri in Kho-
rasan.

Kinnau^ a province of Persia, bounded on the

E. by a part of Scistan and Baluchistan, AV. by
Ears, S. by parts of Luristan, Makran, and tlie

Persian Gulf, and N. by Khorasan. It is about

3G5 miles long and 280 miles broad. It is very

mountainous. The desert region of Kirman is

about 270 miles long, from lat. 29° 30' to 34° N.,

from the city of Yezd, in long. 55° 40' E., to a
range of mountains separating it from Scistan in

long. G0° PL The whole tract is without water, and
is so saline that for 80 or 90 miles at a stretch it

doe.s not produce even grass. The Afghan army,

on its march to invade Persia in 1719, suffered

tlie most dreadful hardships in this waste, one-

third of their number perished, and the remainder

readied Nurman-shahr with the loss of all their

eipiipage and baggage. TJicre is a path through
it from Kirman to Herat, by which couriers can

go in 18 <lays, but the risk of perishing is so great

that in 1810 a person asked lis. 200 to take

a letter from Lii'utcnant Pottinger to Captain

(.hristie. The tribes and their population con-

sist of Afshar, 'I’lirk Karae, and Ali Ilahi, Lek,

^eistani, and llaliich,—in all about 5000 or GOOO
families.

'riic town of Kirman has 30,000 souls, among
them a few Parsee or Gabr. Its shawls, numdahs,
and matchlocks are famed all over Asia. The wool

of the sheep is of liigli quality. IVhdi cut off

tlie sheep, it is repeatedly and carefully scoured

and picked, after which it is immersed in a

wash. Its shawls and carpets are next to those

in Kashmir.

Kirman town is in the direct route between

Khorasan, Balkli, Bokhara, Mawar-un-Nahr, and

all the N. of Persia. It has l)eeu taken by the

Khiilifs Clieiigiz Khan, 'I'iinur, the Afghans,

Nadir Sliah, and so late as 1794 it was betrayed

into the hands of Aga Muhammad Khan, the

founder of the Kajar dynasty.

Kirmanshah^ a district of Persia, lying between
lat. 34° to 35° N., and long. 44-6° to 48^ E., with

the mountains of Persian Kurdistan on its N.,
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those of Turkish Kurdistan on !ts W., E. by Irak-

1 -Ajaii), and S. by Luristan. It is a highly product-
ive region. The Kurds supply sheep to Teheran
and Turkey

;
its fine horses have much Arab blood,

and its carpets are celebratecl. Its tribes are :

—

Lek. Families.
Guran, , . , . 3,500
Kalhur, . . . . 11, .500

Zanganah, . , . 10,500
Surjahea, . . . 2,000
(branch of the Zanganah.)
Jalalawand,

.

300
Balawand, .

Panjinawand,
* 1,000

Zohinawand, 1,000
Kakawand, . . 2,000
Hersini, . . 400
Jalilawand, . GOO

1

Families.

Zulch, . . . 250
Nanu Killi, . . 700
Ahmadawand, .)

Tyrawaml, . . V 750
Balitui, . . .

)

Fihdigiri, . . •

)

Su fellwand, . . . -2,000

Vermezgar, . . . i

Knziawnnd, . . . 1,500

'J’UKK.

Khuda-bandalu, . 200

Kirmansliah, the chief town, is in hit. 34® 18'

45" N., and long. 4G® 37' K., and 250 miles 8.8.1V.

from Teherhn.

The Kalhiir is a large and ])Owerful tribe, in tlie

district of Ilariitiabad. They number from 7000
to 11,500 families. The men are tall, well made,
.mid good marksmen. Tlie women are handsome.
They are of the Ali llabi sect, and they worship at

the shrine of Baba Vadgar in the pass of /ardah.

The Sinjani tribe in the ])lain of Mahi-dasbt
number 4000 tents, and have considerabk^ stock

of camels, horses, oxen, mules, and asses. They
are very lax Muhammadans.

Mazandaran^ province of Persia, lies between
8. shores of the Caspian Sea and the Elburz range

of mountains, about 2000 miles long and GO miles

broad, from lat. 35® 45' to 57® X., and long.

50° 15' to 54° E. The climate is very unhealthy.

They are the most warlike of the Persians
;
the

men are brave and ex])ert in the use of arms.

They are required to furnish to (jovernment about

12,000 infantry. The wandering tribes, estimated

at 50,000 souls, have settled, and provide 5000
cavalry. The tribes nanu^d by Colonel 8Uiel and
Mr. Holmes are Lek, Kurd, Turk, Afghan, Baluch.

Abdul Malaki.
Afgh^an.

Afshar.
Baluch.
Gerailu.

' Iniairilu.

I Imraiilu.

Jnn begin.
' Kajar.

Kclidgeli.

Kbojevand.
]\lo(ia nlu.

Talish.

I 'sanlu.

Modanlii is the largest tribe, and contributes

1000 horse; the Khojevand and the Abdul .Malaki

are the next in importance,

Gondar, a small tribe of 500 souls, wlio inhabit

the wild country near Ashraf in Maziindaraii :

good marksmen with the bow and inatclilook.

They are said to eat the flesh of the wild hog, and
place no restriction on the intercourse of the sexes.

Firoz Roll, a village of 300 houses in Irak-i-

Ajam in Persia, 00 miles N. of Teheran. It is

built on the bank of a stream, towered over by
peq>endicular rocks 1000 feet high. The houses

rise on the mountain side, but others of the jieople

dwell in caves on the jnountaiii side.

'I'be religion of the bulk of the inhabitants of

Persia is Muhammadanism of the Shiah sect. But
Persia has always been fertile in sects. The
earliest known to modem Europe was promul-
gated f'^m the Alamut, a solitary, bare, and steep

rock, 32 piilcs from Kasvin, which Hasn Sabah,
chief of ti e Assassins, made his fortress. He was
the Shaikh-ul-Jabal which the crusaders trans-
lated Old Man of the Mountain.
The Ali Ilahi believe in the incarnation of Ali

and his descendants. They have long taken a

place among the sects of Persia. They extend

eastwards into Bombay, but arc now chiefly

found among the genuine PersLan tribes of Lak
descent; also among the Guran Kurd, and around

the higher parts of Zagros. They are said to

practise rites which they conceal from the un-

initiated. A similar rule of retaining secrecy to

llicir customs is attributed to a sect called Adami,

whose meetings at night, in eaves, arc said to be

conducted with rites like those of the Mylitta of the

Assyrians, of the Alitta of tlie Arabs, and of the

Pei-sian Millira; but such are the usual form of

accusations made in Asia by opposing sectarians.

The same is said of the Lnr.

'riie Majusi or Gaor Yezdi are said to worship

the cow.
The 8ufl doct riiies current in Persia arc various

forms of philosophy. Many of the most learned

and best read of the community are Sufi sectari.ans,

amongst whom there are both atlieists, tlieists, and
j^antheists. The Kaiiniir and Mitanli are Sufi sects

of freethinkers, who deny everything they cannot

prove. The Dlieri sect of the Sufi believe tlie

wor]<l to be uncreated and indissoluble.

The Babi sectarians were followers of Syud Ali

Muhammad, who, after repeated imprisonings, was
at last shot at Tabreez. H is doctrines were atheistic,

under the guise of jiantheism, but many of the re-

ligious men, mulla and mushtahid, joined him. Ho
gave to himself and his doctrines the title of Bab
(door, })orte), to imply that his doctrine was the

gate of heaven. PiTsia has many religious mendi-
cants, darvesh or fakir, some of whom designate

their sects by the names of holy men
;
some of

tbem permit marriage, others are celibates. The
A<]humian or Ajiimiaii sect take their name from
Sultan Adhuni, who resigned his throne to become
a memlicant

;
they do not marry, arc wanderers,

and are seen constantly moving their lips in

silent prayer.

'riie Christian sects in Persia are of the Armen-
ian and of the Nestorian Churches. 'I'he Ncstorians

claim to he Kahlaiii
;

tliey inhabit the district of

Uruinia in Azarbijan, and (he mountains to the
south. They live amongst Kurd

;
and their patri-

arch Jin.s dwelt at Kojamis near Julamcrk, in the

heart of the Kurd mountains. Their number in

Persia, 'rurkey, and Kurdistan is about 200,000,

—

wild, brave, arnl grasping. About the year 1870
they were attacked by the Kurds, and numbers
massacred. There arc tliroughout Persia, as in

Afghanistan, Turkish Arabia, Turkey, and the

west coast of India, small bodies of Jews, who
are oceuj)ied in petty traffic! and as distillers.

Fire-worsbip])ers, followers of the doctrines
of Zertusht (Zoroaster), are still to be found
in different parts of Persia. Yezd is a town of

30,000 souls, of wliom 1000 are Jews and 4000
fire-worshippers, there designated Gabr (Gaour),
but styled Parse(‘ in British India, after their

Original home. The merchants of Yezd visit

Boml)ay, the Mauritius, Java, and China.
Hindus are met with in many parts of Persia,

engaged in financial and mercantile transactions.
The town of Turshez, 36 miles N.E. of Turbat
Ilaidari, is occupied by Hindus from Multan and
Jeysuliuir.

Karbala, in Turkish Arabia, and in Persia,

Mashad, and Kum, are sacred towns. Kum is in

Irak-i-Ajam, 80 miles from Teheran. The sister
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of Imam Raza is buried there, and the town is descendants of Semitic and Iranian conquerors

the most celebrated of the sanctuaries (Bast) of from the south. The more ancient occupants of

Persia. In Mashad, the capital of Khorasan, Central Asia belong to the Iranian family. The
the Imam Raza was interred

;
his shrine is a later immigrants are from Mongoloid races. From

sanctuary even for murderers, and the people amongst these came the warrior nations known
from very great distances send the bodies of their in the west as the Hun, the Avar, the Uigur,

*

<iead relatives to be interred near the saint’s tomb, the Kiitrigur, and Khazar. And the manner
Formerly the whole malialah, or quarter of Bida- of living, the customs, and physical condi-
bad, was reckoned sacred, like the Kodesh of tions of the tribes, whose arms reached from the

Galilee, and the Sliechem of Samaria and Hebron Jaxartes to the heart of Rome and Gaul, had
in Judea. The town of Ardebil (lat. ."8'^ M' N., much resemblance to those of the present inhabit-

and long. 48° 21' E.) has the tombs of Shaikh
|

ants of Central Asia, nomades, who are in their

Safi-ud-Din, and of his descendant Shah Ismail, i habits the same as they were 2000 years ago. In

the founder of the Saffavi dynasty, and on their
j

the tent of many a nomade chief a similar life is

account it is a place of pilgrimage.

—

Porter's observaldc as that described by Priscus as pre-

Trurf/A*, i. p. 475; Kinoeirs (^eor/raphicnl Memoir;
\

vaiVmg at the court of the king of the Huns.

Malcolm's Ilistorji of Persia
;

J^otthujer's 'iVorc/.s-, i Attila, Ghengiz Khan, and 'rimiir, in historical

BeluchistanancLSinde; RirhjJlesidencein Knnllsfnfi;
j

characters resemble each other; and Vambery was
Chesney's Euphrates an(lTi(/ris; Foti faun r; 'J aijlor; of opinion that energy and good fortune could

Layard; linrnes; Conolly; Ferrier; Baron Jr i
now almost produce on the banks of tht Oxiis and

Bode^ Travels; Colonel MacGregor^ Cenlral Asia^
i
.Taxartes one of those warriors, whose soldiers,

iv., quoting Ahhot^ Chardin, Clerk, Eastirit'ke, ' like an avalanche carrying everything before it,

Fraser, Grant, Holmes, Monteith, Morier, Ogilvy,
\

wouhl increase to hundreds of thousands, and
Onseley, Pelly, Pasley, Ilairlinson, Stewart, Stanton, I would apj)ear as a new example of God’s scourge,

Shiel, Tod, Wagner, Wilson. if the powmfid barrierB of European civilisation,

CENTRAL ASIA, as hero to be noticed, is known
j

which has a great inlluence in the ca.st, did not

to the natives of I\‘rsia as Tnran. Its western stop the way.

l)Oundary may be taken as the Caspian Sea and ! Considerable portions of the region are occupied

the Ural
;
on the east is the lofty table-land of the by the Turk race. Tliese are usually recognised to

Bolor mountains, which form the western boun- be in ton tribes,—Uigur, Uzbak, Usmanli, Yakut,

dary of Ohim'sc Turkestan and Zungaria
;
on the

.

Turkoman, Nogaian, Basian, Kalmuk, Kara-Kal-

S. and S.E. are Persia, Kashnnr, Kafiristan, and pak, and Kirghiz.

Afghanistan; and its northern boundary is western i
The Uigur occupy part of the region known

Siberia. The northern half of Central Asia con- ' to Europe as Chinese 'I’artary, and the Uzbak
sists of the Kirghiz desert, which is mountainous are their western neighbours under the Chinese,

and rugged on the east, and full of saline steppes 'they at present occupy Kashgar. They are called

on the west. In the midst of the southern half lliung-nu by the Chinese, and in Europe are

lies the Sea of Ural, on the western side of which known as the llunigur, Ilongre, or Hun. About
up to the Caspian Sea there stretches a broail h.c. 200 they dispossessed the Yu-chi, but were
tract of desert. But on the eastern side of Cen- in turn subjugated by the Chinese before the

tral Asia is the fertile tract watered by the 8yr
j

(’hristian era.

Darya and Amu Darya,— the Jaxartes and the Uigur, according to Professor A. Vambery, are

Oxiis,—and which was conquered by Russia in the most ancient of the Turkish tribes, and
1804 and 1808. formerly inhabited a part of Chinese Tartary,

The countries north of the Hindu Kush, which whicli is now occupied by a mixed population of

lie in the valley of the Oxus and its tributary Turk, Mongol, and Kalnnik. They were the first

rivers, from Balkh upwards, have several designa- wdio reduced the Turkish language to writing,

tions, Eastwards of that city lies Kunduz, and borrowing the old Syriac cliaracters from Xes-

Badakhslian is farther eastward. To the north of torian Christians, who had come to their country

this territory arc the hill states of IVakknn, as early as the Ith century of the Chrislian era.

Shugl;uin, Darwaz, Kulab, and Ilissar, whose The manuscripts of this language, written iii the

rulers claim a descent from Alexander the Great, characters mentioned, afford, therefore, the most
To the eastwards of Badakhslian lies the plain of ancient and valuable data in investigating the

Pamir, inhabited by the Kirgliiz, ami beyond the ; history not only of (’entral Asia, but of the

Belur Tagil mountains are Chitral, Gilgit, ami ;
whole Turkish race, llebelieveshe had collected all

Iskardo, which extend towards Kashmir, yoiitli
|

that has been <liscovei ed of the Uigur language,

of Badakhshau is the country of the Siah Posh
j

thougl) the Uigur had a literature, and w'cre very

Kafir, who occupy part of the range of Hindu fond of books, at a time when the w'estorn world

Kush and a portion of Belut Tagh. Avas involved in ignorance and barbarism. The
Central Asia has a hardy peasantry, dAvelling most valuable manuscript he obtained bears date

in the mountain region with its vast upland infill, and was written in Kashgar; it treats of

downs, well suited for summer pasture, partly ethics and political subjects, and forms a kind of

descendants of the original inhabitants, and in manual of advice to kings how to govern with
part nomade races. At the foot of the mountains, justice and success. It reveals the social condi-

; in the tracts of surpassing fertility, Turk, Bok- tioii of this people, and fonns the basis of the

J harlot, Kalmuk, Kirghiz, Uigur, Manchu, Chinese, later regulations by which all Turks are governed.

|and Iranian dwell in the well-watered plains. The Uigur writing character was the original

I
The regions from tlie Polar Sea to the Hindu source of those still used by the Mongol and

iKush, and from the interior of China to the Manchu. The modem Tartar characters are

Ifihores of the Danube, have been occupied bv written (and, it is presumed, read) in vertical

miade races from pre-historic times, along with linos from top to bottom of the page, the lines
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succeeding eaci other from left to right. What
Uigur meant with Mongol authors is doubtful,
but the people and language so called by the
western Asiatics were Ttirki. Captain Vali-
^khanoif speaks of the language now in use at
Kashgar as being Uigur, but it is not clear whether
he means that this term is known to the natives.
Uzbak are now dominant in Khiva, and

are spread thr^ \ the Bokhara khanate. Their
early histor . obscure, but prior to Chengiz
Khan’s time"' all Mawar-u-N.abr was occupied
by a Turk race, with whom the modern Uzbak
claim identity, and many names of their tribes,

as Kungrad, Naiman, Kipchak, Jalair, etc.,

are identical with those of the Kirghiz, Kara
Kalpak, and Turkoman. Their prominence in the
khanate of Bokhara dates from the times of
Chengiz Khan, wliose grandson 8haibani, brother
of Batu Khan of Kipcliak, son of Jogi (eldest

son of Chengiz), ruled over a niiiiiber of 'I’lirk

and Mongol tribes occupying the country between
the river Ural and Sea of Ural, and also the
regions watered by the river Jaik, which flows
into the Caspian. AVith these lie founded the
khanate of Tura

;
and one of his descendants, Uz-

bak Khan, was so beloved, that his people gave
his name to the nation. One of his descendants,
a powerful ruler named Abul Khair Khan,
advanced towards the S.E., under whom the
Uzbaks were composed of a number of Turki and
Mongol tribes to whom others joined, attracted

|

by their prestige. Thi'ir genealogical list, Nasal-
|

namah-i-Usbakia, enumerates 117 tribes, one-thin I

of whom arc settled in tlie khanate, viz. Aimak,
Arabct, Chagatai, Chiljuyut, Buzachi, Byagrin,

r Byatash, Jid, Juynt, Caliachi, Gurlyat, Dm men,
Khitia, Kir, Kirkit, Kavlik, Kipchak, Kahmik,
Katagann, Kanchin, Kungrad, Kunigaz or Kani-
gaz, Kuremc, I^akaye or Lokhai? Mangliit,

Naiman, Sarai, Tatar, Turkomans, Uigur, Ung,
Ungachit, Uzoi, Yabu, Tuikliun.

The Manghit is the chief and dominant tribe,

some of them being settled in towns, others

nomade near Karshi and Bokhara. The settled

portions cultivate by means of their Persian
slaves. Intercourse forages with Persian w'oinen,

and of other Turki tribes who have joined them,
attracted by their iircstige, has largely modi-
fied their physical appearance. Burnes, Abbott,
Elphinstone, Fraser, A'ambery, Khanikoff, Collett,

and others have noticed them variously
;

but
they may be described as haughty and over-
bearing in demeanour towards all the otlier

races of the khanates, averse to labour, rather
given to acts of violence, but brave, simple,

manly, straightforward, and comparatively honest.

The simpler though ruder Uzbak of Khiva is the

better.

Urgaiij, or Ycngi Urganj, the modern Urganj,
formerly the capital of Khiva, is a flourishing

commercial but walled city on the banks of the

Oxus, about 18 miles N. of Khiva. The inhabit-

ants are chiefly Tajak. Old Urganj, the ancient
capital of Kharazm, is in ruins.

Usmanli are descended from a pastoral band
of Oghuz Turk, who were migrating under the
leadership of Ertoghrul. The tribe, A.i). 1224,
lia^i left Khorasan, and rested for a time in
Armenia, and, during their progress westward,
ErU^hrul aided successfully a small army of Ala-
ud-Din, the Seljuk sultan of Tconium, They

17

take their present tribal name from ErtoghruPfl

son Usman, and their numbers are about 11 or 12

millions, scattered over the whole Turkish empire

in Europe, Asia, and Africa. They form the

landed proprietors, the aristocracy and bureau-

cracy of Turkey
;
and their language, the Usmanli,

is spoken by all persons of rank and consideration,

and by all government authorities in Europe,
Syria, Egypt, Ikinis, and Tripoli. In the southern
provinces of Asiatic Russia it is the language of

the people along the borders of the Caspian, and
through the whole of Turkestan, It is heard
even at the court of Teheran.

The Turkoman group of tribes has been known
from the early ages as a distinct branch of the
Turkish race. Tlu'y w^ere first known historically

us having come from the neiglibourhood of Man-
gislilak on the (Jaspian, but they have traditions

which n.ssert that they lived originally far to the
east, and travelled thence in a N.AV. direction;
and isolated groups are indeed found located on
the supposed line of route, in the district of
Jizikh, north of Kaiinina and Samarcaiid, which,
although living for ages apart from the rest of

the race, still retain all the characteristic features

of tlie race. Soon after the death of Timur, the
tribes overran and occupied Persia, and Azun
Hasan, chief of the Turkomans of tlie White
Sheep, overthrew and killed in battle Abu Saul
Mirza, the most powerful of Timur’s descendauts.
The last chief of tliis dynasty, Murad Beg, was
driven out of Baghdad, A.u. ‘J08, by Ismail Sliah
of Pei-sia, and was finally defeated and slain by
the T*ersians, a.ji. 1)20, a.d. 1514.

At pre.sent th(‘ various tribes, entirely nomade,
have no ])olitical connection with each other, nor
any common head, ainl the power and importance
of the race lias greatly fallen. But the Mameluk
of Egypt were of Tuikoman origin; and the
Turki races in the N. and W^. of Persia and adjoin-
ing districts are of this stock. For a long time
jiast they have been employed as mercenaries by
Khiva and Bokhara, and they will serve any
master w ho will pay them well. Nadir is said to
have liad the w'hole race in his j)ay; and Aga
Muhammad Khan, the founder of the Kajar
dynasty, is said to have employed them.

Tliey extend from tlie Casjaan eastwards to
Balkli, in the south of the Amu (Oxus), and from
that river southward as far as Herat and Aster-

!

abad, a tract almost all desert, excepting the dis-
tricts watered by the Atrak, Amu, Gorghan, and
Murghah, where they cultivate the soil.

They are chiefly nomade (charwar), but partly
settled (chumur). The latter cultivate, have
large flocks and herds, and keep fowls, but have
few camels

;
the noinades hav(* numerous camels,

sheep, and goats. Jiotli classes rear horses. The
Turkomans have nine tribes,—Ali-ali, Arsari,
Chaiidora, Goklen, Kara, Salor, Sarika, Tekkc,
and Yoinut,—each of them with several taifa or
tira, clans or branches. The Russians estimate
their numbers at 000,000, in an area of 21,000
square miles.

The Ali-ali, about And-khui, have 3000 tents
= 15,000 souls. The Arsari are on the banks
of the Amu, about Charjui and Lab-i-Ab, and
northwards as far as Kirkinjuk and Karakul In
the end of the 18th century they arrived from
Mangashlak. Those on the Amu produce silk,

the finest in the khanate. They have 20 dans,
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and have 60,000 to 60,000 tents = 260,000 or The Kara Kalpak is an industrious tribe of

800.000 souls. Bokhara and Khiva. They inhabit the delta of

The Chandor, seven or eight clans, have about the Oxiis, to which they migrated from the delta

12.000 tents. They frequent the country lying of the Syr-i-Darya in the beginning of the 19th
between the S. shores of the Caspian and the Lower century, in consequence of continual fights with
Amu.

I

the Kirghiz. They are supposed to be the race

The Goklen are agricultural', settled, and the
;
whom the Itiissians call Tchernie Kobluki. Their

most peaceable and civilised of the Turkoman
;

i traditions are to tlio effect that about the 15th
dwell in the rich counlry about Garjan

;
most of century they occupied the territory about Kazan,

them are Persian subjects. They have ten clans, i which they built. Afterwards Tartars came there,

and about 10,000 tents. Subsequently, the city was taken by the Russians,

The Kara, a email but very savage tribe, at w\ar on which the Kara Kalpaks left, and the 'fartars

with all their neighbours, arc found about remained. Tlie Kara Kalpaks then led a noinade

And-khui, and near wells between And-khui and life for 180 years, bub afterwards settled for about

Merv. .‘h> years in TurkestaTj. About a.u. 1690, a war
The Salor have been famous for their martial occurred, on which they again left' Turkestan, and

qualities ever since the Arab invasion. The Con- settled, part of them on the Lower Syr-i-Darya

stantinople dynasty is said to belong to them. At (.Jaxartes) and Yani Darya, others on the right

present they have three clans, with 8000 tents. l>ank of tlie Zar-afshan, and 60,000 kibitkas on

The Sarakhs near Merv are said to be of this the Upper Oxns. Small numbers dwell on the

tribe. They are rich in cattle, and cultivate, right bank of the Zar-afshan, not far from

They and the Sarihs early left Mangishlak. 'J’lie Samarcand.
Sarakhs are equally brave; they are occupying Tii appearance and dress they are intermediate

about Panjdik, on the Murghab, but are at war between the Kirghiz, Kazak, and Kalnmk. They
with most of the other tribes, 'fliey have about are tall, vigorous men, with more powerful frames

10.000 tents, in live clans. than any of the Central Asian tribes, but clumsy,

The 'I'ckkc have their jtiineipal stations at and with coarse features. They have large heatl,

Akbal and Merv. Tliey are the most immerons Hat full face, large eyes, fiat nose, slightly pro-

iind powerful tribe. I’hey have less than the jeeting cheek-bones, a coai-se and slightly-pointed

other tribes of cultivable land within their borders, chin. 'IVotter says they have 10,000 to 15,000

and are more dependent on plunder. Their in- tents in the Khiva districts; their tents are large

cursioris are much dreaded in the N.E. of Persia, and strong, and guarded by a breed of large dogs,

as well as in the direction of Herat. Their priu- Kirghiz pnqxu* are callc(l Burnt by the Chinese,

eipal taifas are the Bakshi, Otemisch, and Tota- KaraKirghizby other Asiatics, and by the Rnssians,

mi sh, with numerous subdivisions, and they are J)iko-ka-mennyi (/.c. wild mountain people). They
said to number 60,0OO tents = 800, OoO souls. In must not be confounded with the people called by

1881 they submitted to Russia. the Russians Kirgluz or Kirghiz Kazak, a distinct

The Yomut are Siiid to have 81,000 families, of nation, difi'ering from the Kirghiz proper in ap-

which 16,000 are subject t Khiva, and 15,000 to
|

pearance, in language, and in many of their habits

Persia. They themselves allege that tlieir tents and customs. Tlieir name and origin are said by

arc 40,000 to 50,000. They are settled on the them to bo derived from Kirk-kiz, forty maidens,

eiustern shores of the Caspian and on some of its the male ancestor being a red dog. Vambery,
islands, also in the Khiva desert near the Oxns. however, says the nnnn* is from Kir, a field, and

They have four clans
;
one, tin* Ogurjali, are under Giz, root of the verb Guzmak, to wander. They

Persia, and are peaceable traders. • call themselves simply Kirghiz. Their principal

The purest type of the Tiirkojiiaits is found quarters are in the luonntains around liake fssyk-

amongst the Chandor and Tekke in the remoter kill, and in tin* valley of the Chu
;

this valley and
deserts, are of middle height, small head, oblong the Ala-tagli or Kirgliiz-tagh mountains being

skull, a rather long chin, and snub nose
;
cheek- their boundary to the north, from whence they

bones not high
;
eyes remarkably bright, spark- wander into Chinese territory on the one hand,

ling, and fiery
;
feet usually turned inwards

;
and or into Khokand and Samarcand on the other,

usually fair in colour. The women arc unveiled, while to the south they range over the Pamir,

have a ruddy, healthy look, ami often considerable Karatagiii, and as far as Badakhshan and the

'beauty. They are chaste, devoted to their families, eastern parts of the khanate of Bokhara. They

and do all the hard work, the men confining their are divided into two great sections, the On (right)

work to the care of their horses. The women or eastern Kirghiz, and the Sol (left) or western,

make beautiful carpets
;
a long shift is their usual both from a grandson of Kirghiz Beg. The tribes

dress, to which they add a sliawl and boots, with of the On are the 8ary Bagnish, Bogn, jSaltu,

many silver trinkets, chains, ainiilets, etc. Cherik, Sayak, Adygive, Monandyr, Jadygyr,

The chief expeditions of tlie Tekke were to seize and Tungstar
;
those of the Sol are the Kokche,

slaves in Herat, Khorasan, Seistaii, W. Afghan- Soru, Mundu, and Kitai. They are ruled by their

istan, and Persia, whom they sold in Bokhara and elders, styled Mamip. Their chief wealth consists

Central Asia; while the Yomut infested the south- in cattle, sheep, and camels. They intermarry

ern shored of the Caspian. The Ali-ali and Kara with the Kirghiz Kazak. They profess Muham-
captured caravans on their way to Bokhara. Tlic madauism, but retain some of the customs of the

Chandor ill-treat their slaves, so as to be a fire-worship. Few can read, and their women
scandal to the neighbouring races. The slaves have much freedom, are unveiled, and there is a

are mostly Persians of the Shiah faith
;
but they curious absence of jealousy. They trade in felts

take the Sunni from Khaf and Herat, also capture and pelts, skins of the martin and fox, and deer

d'amshidi and Hazara, occasionally an Afghan and horn. Love of travel and war have often brought
a Hindu. The slave trade is regularly organized, together the most distant branches

;
but whether
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on the shores of the Emba, or of the Sea of Ural,

wliether in the environs of the Balkash and Alatan,

there is little difference to be found in the dialects

spoken by them.

•

^

The Kirghiz between the Ural and Lake Balkash,

including the Buriat, are, of all Turks, most nearly

allied to the Mongols. The groat Kirghiz 8te])pe

is the eastern portion of a belt of low-lying

country which stretches from Europe into Asia,

along the frontier of southern Siberia, and is

divided by the iipheaved chain of the Ural moun-
tains, which run in a north and south line. Tlie

Kirghiz hordes occupy the Ioav plain which, coin-

inencing from the nortli 'eastern shores of tlie

Caspian, and coutinuiiig along the Eruba steppe,

passes across the country noi th of l^ake Ural,

directly to the eastern end of the Balkash. 'riiey

also inhabit tlie banks of the middle and lower
courses of the Syr-i-Darya (Jaxartes), as well as

the Kizzcl Koom (red sand) deserts, which are

localities taken possossioii of by them in more
recent times.

Tungus are widely distributed
;
there are Tim-

gus in China and on the Frozen ()ccan. >ranchu,

who conquered Cliina in a.d. 1(544, and founded

a dynasty, belonged to the Tungus. I'he 'fsha-

podgir occupy between the Yenisei andTunguskn.
Mongol and Tungus are few iii number, and
many of the tribes are dying out. Since the 8th

century, the Chinese have known tlie Mongol as

the Mung-ku, but tliey n])plied to them the nick-

name of Tata. This is the origin of the term
Tartar, Tatar, or Tahtah, a designation used at

the present day as vaguely as Scythia was by the

OreeKS. By a dialectal change in the Persian

language, Mongol becomes Moghul, a term applie<l

to emperors of India, successors of Haber, though
Baber was not a Mongol, but a Turk, who wrote

and spoke Jagbtai Turki.

The Hazara spoke the language of the Mongol
so late as the time of the Baber. The two hordes

of the eastern Mongol inhabit the eastern half of

Gobi. The Mongols sometimes bury their dead
;

often they leave them exposed in their coflins, or

cover them with stones, i^aying ri’gard to the sign

under which the deceased was born, liis age, the

clay and hour of his death, which determine the

mode in which he is to be interred. For this

purpose tliey consult some books, which are ex-

plained to them ])y the Lamas. .Sometimes they

burn the corpse, or leave it exposed to tlie birds

and wild beasts. (Jhildren who die suddenly are

left by their parents on tin? road.

Kalmuk call themselves Clot, ‘ the peculiar

people.* They have four liordes,—the Zungar, the

Turget, the Khoshod, and the Turbet. They also

call themselves Durban-Oirad, the four allies. The
meaning of the term Kalmuk is uncertain. The
Turget tribe of the Kalmuk, feeling oppressed by
the continually increasing power of the Zungar,

emigrated to Russia in a.d. 1GM6, and were granted

pasturage on both banks of the I^ower Volga by
the Czar Michacd Feodorovitch. After the de-

struction of the Zungar power by the Chinese in

1756, in the reign of tlie Emperor Tsian Lung,
the remnants of the Kalmiiks rejoined their com-
patriots in Russia

;
but on the 5th January 1770,

the great portion of the tribe, 150,000 souls of

them, in 30,000 kibitkas, set out from the Lower
Volga to return to China. They were beset on
their route by the Kirghiz Kazak, by the Cossacks

i:

of the Ural, and by the Burnt or Black Kirghiz,

and by other Turk tribes
;
but 70,000 of the emi-

grants eventually reached their ancient pasturages,

—about half the number of those who started from
the liOwer Volga.

At the present day, from 80,000 to 100,000

Kalmuk, following the Buddhist religion, are

found in the Government of Astracan.

The Kalmuk in Bokhara arc descendants of

followers of Chengiz Khan, and of stragglers left

by the Turget Kalmuk in 1771, in their migration

from the Volga to Eastern Turkestan. The latter

speak their own language.

Kazak.— The territory occu])ied liy this race

extends from the (hispian to the rivers Ural, Tobal,

and Irtish, and the Altai mountains on one side,

and to the Tian Shan and Hindu Kush and the

Amu on tlic other. Their numbers are computed
at 4(M),()(3(4 families, or between 2 to 2k millions

of souls, viz. the Great Horde, 75,000 families;

Ifiddle Horde, 1(55,000; and lattle Horde, 160,000.

At present the Middle Horde is more in contact with

Russia, and is the most civilised, and three divisions

roam within Jiussian territory. They have Mongol
features, with black hair; arc strong, healthy, and
well made; slow, heavy, and ill-favoured. They
are morose, vindictive, and revengeful

;
passionate,

but not brave, greedy and avaricious; but are

attached to their country, arc grateful for kind-

ness, and respect the ag(‘(l.

Kazaks are chieily nomadcs, with great flocks

of sheep. 'Ihey speak a corrupt form of Turkish.

Kazaks roam over the desert steppes that lie

between Siberia, China, I’urkestan, and the Caspian

.Sea. Kiis.sij, China, Khukand, Bokhara, and
Khiva levy tribute on portions of this race

;
but

they are true noinades, and cannot be said to bo

subjects of any ])articular power. They subsist on
the milk ami flesh of their flocks and herds. At
the commencement of winter, when forage fails,

the Kazak kills the old horses, camels, etc., ami
.salts their flesh for winter food. They are Sunni
Muhammaflana.

In maimer of life and language the Kazak is

hardly to be distinguished from the Burnt. In
colour, the Kazak women and young men have
white, almost a Furo])ean complexion, which
darkens by exi)Osare. llie Kazak have the short

neck (J the 'ruranian race, so different from the

long-nccke<l Iranians; and they have thick-set,

powerful frames, with large bones
;
head not very

large, crown round, and more pointed than fiat;

eyes less almond-shaped, but awry and sparkling;

]>romiiicnt cheek-bones, pug noses, a broad flat

forehead, ;uid a larger chin than the Bunit
;
beard

on chin thin, only hairs on both ends of upper
lip. They deem a Kalmuk woman more beautiful

tlian their own. 'J'lio men in summer wear the

Kulpak head-dress, and in winter the Tiimak cap
of fur, coveri'd with cloth and flaps. They are
almost all Muliainmaduns, but, like all nomade
tribes, are lax in their observances, for they retain

much of the Shamanist belief which they held
prior to their (;onversion some centuries before.

Cheiromancy, astrology, casting out devils, are
common to all Muhammadans, but the Kazak
draw omens from the burnt sacrifice of the
shoulder-blade and the twisting of the entrails.

Tranians.— From the Vendidad opening chapters
there seems in ancient times to have been a great

kingdom in Central Asia,—an eastern branch, with
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ite primeval seats on the Oxus. The Iranian people, considered similar to whole nests of the Bakh-
who were settled between the Oxus and the Jax- tiari and Luri in the environs of Isfahan. They
artes as early as the times of the Judges of Israel, have a resemblance to tlie Hazara, but their
still, however, hold tlieir ground in the country, forehead, chin, complexion, and figure are less

under the names of Tat, Tajak, Sart, Oalsha, and Turanian. They are decidedly Iranian. They
Parsivam A primitive and not impure Iranian take their name, the Firoz Kohi, from Teheran,
population might still be found in ulniost every Timur settled them by force in Mazandaran, but
district, from the Indus to the Jaxartes, and they soon returned to their own country. They
throughout the valleys of the Oxus. And Persian, have a few cattle, and they sow a little, and plunder
Kurd, Armenian, Osset, and Tajak are dwelling in the caravans travelling on the Maimani road, or
the countries to the W. and N.W. of India. make inroads on the scattered tents of the Jam-

Iranuin races have always been known for shidi.

their refinement and high civilisation, from which Jamshidi are the only tribe of eastern Iranians

Europe borrowed through the Byzantine and who are exclusively nomades. They derive their

Greek culture, and the Persians have long and descent from Jamshid, and moved out of Segestan

faithfully retained the features of its national to the shores of the Murghab, which they have
characteristics. Tlioiigli overrun by the Semitic occupied from prc-historic times. They live in the

and Turanian races, the Iranian has borrowed neighbourhood of the Salor and Sarik Turkoman,
little or nothing from them, but has exerted over and they use the round conical tent of the Tartars,

them powerful influence. According to Khanikoff surrounding it wuth felt and a reed matting
;
and

(Sur I’Ethnographie de la Perse), the Iranian of tlieir clothing and food are Turkoman, .as also

Persia came from the east of inod{?rn Persia, about their occupation, for they are as great man-
Segestan and Khorasan, and moved to the west in stealers. They excel the other Aimak as horsemen,
pre-historic ages; and, though altered ))y the attacks and for a chapao, band themselves with men of

of the Turk tribes from the nortli, or from contact Herat or with tlio tribes of Turkomans. It was
on the west and south with Turanian and Semitic this cause that led Allah Kiili Khan to transport

elements, the Medo is everywhere recognisable as them from Khiva to the banks of the Oxus, after he
the same as described by Herodotus and later had compicred them with the allied Sarik. After

Greek writers. The arrow-headed writing at a residence of 12 years, they fled, and returned to

Persepolis enumerates the Iranian people of that the town of Murghab. The Jamshidi is polite in

day. The form of the Iranian is spare but elegant, word and manner. They still retain parts of tho

even noble, but there have always been differences ' Zoroastrian faith, reverence fire, and pitch their

between the Kastern and AVestern Iranians. tent door to the east.

The East Iranians arc— (a) the t^egestani or The Tajak is Iranian. He is met with in largest

Kliafi, (b) (diar Aimak, (c) Tajak ami ISart
;
each number in the khanate of Bokhara and in Badakh-

of wdiicli counts many subdivisions. The principal slum, but many have settled in tho towns of

number of the Segestan people occupy Kliaf and Khokand, Khiva, Chinese Tartary, and Afghan-
its neighbourhood, Buy, Tebbes, and Birjan. iwtaii

;
some even to the south, in Baluchistan.

The people of Khorasan are greatly intermixed The lajak is of a good middle height, has broad,

with Turk elements. The language of modern powerful frame of bones, and especially wide
Iran is laden with Arabic and Turkish words

;
but shoulder boni'S

;
but they diverge from the Tran-

in the east the language is much like that in ian
;

they have the Tiu’anian wider forehead,-

which Fardusi wrote his poem, free from words of thick cheek.s, thick nose, and largo mouth. The
Arabic origin. Tajak originally came from the sources of the

The Chcar Aimak consist of four peoples, the Oxus in the steppe of Pamir. The term is from
Taemuri, Taeinuni, Firoz Kohi, and .lamshidi, all Taj, a crown, the lire-^vorsliipper s head-dress.

^ of them of Iranian origin, and all speaking Persian. The Tajak, however, does not so style himself,

I

Tho Aimak, who graze their fiocks in tlie Paropa- but regards the term as derogatory. The Turks
misus, arc brave and relentless; and Afghans, when style tho Tajak, Sart. The Tajak is covetous,

travelling, whether i)roceeding from Balkh, Kabul, unwarlike, and given to agriculture and trade,

Kandahar, or Herat, never enter into the mountain but fond of literary pursuits, and polished
;
and it

districts of tliese intrepid nomade tribes. is OAving to their preponderance in Bokhara that

The Taemuri dwell at Gorian and Kuli'sun, on the that city luis be(Mi raised to the position of the

tVestern boundary of Herat, and in tlic villages headquarters of Central Asiatic civilisation, for

and towns situated east of Iran, from T’arbat there, from ])ri‘-Muhammadan times, they have

Shaikh Jam as far as Khaf. About a thoasand of continued their ])reviou3 exertions in mental cul-

their families dwell near Herat. turc, and, notwithstanding the oppressions wdiich

The Taemuni dwell in the Jolgha-i-lloriit, from they have sustained from a foreign poAver, have

Kerrukh to Sabzawar, the few avIio have extended civilised their conquerors. Most of the celebrities

to Farrah being 8tyle<l by the Afghans, l^arsivan. in the field of religious knoAvledge and bello

Each member of the Char Aimak kuoAA's no greater lettres liavc been Tajaks
;
and at the present day

enemy than the Afghan, and all attempts to form tho most conspicuous of tho Mullah and Ishan

Afghan colonics amongst them have failed. The are Tajaks, and the chief men of the Bokhara and
Taemuni are of a wild, warlike nature, though Khiva court are Tajaks, or, as the Turks style

agricultural. the race, Sart. Professor Vambery considers tho

The Firoz Kohi, a small number of people, about Tajak and Sart identical, but he recognises that

8000, ^well on the steep hill N.E. of Kala Nao, and in their physiognomic peculiaVities the Sart differs

from their inaccessible position afflict their whole greatly from the Tajak, bcing\xnore slender, with

neighbourhood with their robbing and plundering, a larger face, and a higher forehead
;
but be attri-

Kala Nao, on the summit of the mountain, and the butea these changes to frequent intermarriages

fortified places of Darz-i-Cutch and Chaksaran, arc between Sart men and Persian slaves. The Tajak
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have two branches,—the Galcha arid the Tajak factions, whose mutual hostility eventually led to

of the plains. The Galcha inhabit some of the the subjugation of the whole country. For 1^
mountainous districts of Badakhshan, Wakhan, in the seventeenth century, Khoja Appak, the

Shighnan, Karatagin, and other Hill States to the leader of one of those parties called the White

east of the khanate of Bokhara. They are also Mountain (having been expelled from Kashgar by
said to be found on the Upper Zar-afshan, in Ismail Khan, the chief of that state, who was a

the mountain S.W. of Tashkand, and to the E. of zealous su)>portcr of the opposite party or Black

Panjkand
;
and in the latter locality they are Mountain), sought the aid of the Galdan Khan,

called Karatagin. Some, in the secluded alpine sovereign of the Eleiit or Kalmiik of Zungaria.

valleys of Afghanistan, have preserved their Irani Taking the occasion so afforded, that chief in

type and language better than the Tajak of the 1078 invaded the states south of the Tian Shan,

west, who have been ex])Qsed to tlie waves of tlu* carried off the Khan of Kashgar and liis family,

Turkish and Mongol conquerors, and wdio, though and established the Khaja of the White Moun-
obviously Persian, have more or less tlie heavy tain over the country in authority subordinate

cheeks, thick nose, large mouth, and wide fore- to his own. Great discords for many years suc-

head of the Turk race. cceded, sometimes one, sometimes another being

The language of the Galcha resembles PiTsian, uppermost, but some supremacy always continuing
but lias many w’orcla of an old(‘r Aryan type. 'I'lic to be exercised by the khans of Zungaria. In

dialects of the Hill Sbitca also are known as the 1757 the latter country was conquered by the

Wakhi, Ishkashimi, Shighnani. Tlie Galcha are Chinese, who in tlie following year, making a tool

brave, more than a match for the predatory Kara of the Wliite party, which was then in opposition,

Kirghiz. The different states are each ruled by succeeded in bringing the states of Turkestan also

a hereditary monarch, most of whom claim under their rule.

descent from Alexander the Great. In their The 7«rA:, wherever met with, is ever heavy
states they form separate communities. In all the and lethargic in his mind and body, but in his

others they are dispersed amongst the Turks and resolves linn and stedfast, not from principle,

Uzbak races, and arc following agricultural and but from apatliyand aversion to cliange; and it is

commercial pursuits. Tlicy have little feeling of from thcsi* characteristics that his appearance is

nationality, and Khanikoff and Yainbery describe earucs'l jiinl solemn,—a profound' seriousness, a

them unfavourably for courage, morals, or lioiicsty. marked cold expression of countenance, with a
The Tajak of the plains are zealous Sunnis. I great inclination to pomp and magnificence. An

hhkashim is a small Tajak state on both sides ! Uzbak or Turkoman has a ])rou(l bearing, as if

of the Upper Oxus, tributary to the Mir of jii^ssessed with a self- consciousness of greatness

Badakhshan. It contains the ruby mines for and power. The IJsmanli Turk’s love of independ-

which Badakhshan is famous, ence is boundless. He considers himself born
. Wakhan is a small territory in a portion of to ruli^

; that hunting and war alone are worthy
the valley of the Upper (3xus, or Darya-i-Panj. of liini, and husbandry ignominious. In Central

extending about 94 miles from the fort of Ishka- Asia, agriculture is exclusively in the liands of

shim, in about lat. 80° 45' N., long. IV' 88' K., on the IVrsiaii slaves, commerce and business with

the Pamir Kal branch of the Oxus, 42 miles be- the Tajak, Hindu, and Jew. The Turk is intel-

yond Kala-Panj. It is N. of Hindu Kush, between lectnally the inferior of the Iranian and Semitic

ihe Chitral country and the Pamir khanali* of nations. 'I'his defect is noticed by other nations,

Shighnan. It has always been sulqect to Badakli- who apply the terms Tnrklnk (Turkdom), Kabalik
fihan, which it touches in tlii^ west. Its in- ((u>arseiiess), and Yugunluk (thickness), Sadeluk
habitants are of purer Aryan stock thaii the Tajak, (simpleness); and with these qualities, as the
and their language is akin to Sanskrit or 'rakri, Ihsmanli is easily taken in by the Armenian,
It holds the southern route of the caravan be- Greek, find Arab, the Turk is as easily so by the

tween Turkestan and Afghanistan. To the N. I'ajak and Hindu. In transactions the Turk arc

and S. the valley is bounded ])y high hills, on regarded as possessing more honesty, frankness,
whose slopes the Wakhan people pasture their and confidence, plainness, simplicity, and upright-

flocks. They are Sliiah Muliammadans, disciples ness. Compared with the Persians, the Turk is

.of Aga Khan of Bombay (died IHHI), to whom a faithful servant, attached soldier, and upright
they sent contributions. They dress in thick man. 'fhey are more brave, persevering, and
trousers and choghas. The valley is ruled iTy a love more to rule than any other Asiatic people,
hereditary cliief, whose revcnuii is derived from They are unpoJi.shed, wild, and uncultivated, but
the slave trade in which he engages. seldom cruel out of malice. 'I'hcy crave riches,

Eastern Turkestan rulers have been Muharn- but only to (‘xpend tlKuii. They exact much
madan from the time of Taghalaq Timur, who labour from their subordinates, but protect and
was, we are told, the first Muhammadan sovereign deal liberally with them. The Turk is innately
of Kashgar of the lineage of Chengiz. Bu<i<ihism, aiioinade, and, like other nomadcs, is distinguished
indeed, was found still prevalent in the cities of for hospitality. The Burut is the wildest and
Turfan and Kamil at the time of the embassy of most savage and most superstitious of them, but
Shah Rukli in 1419, and probably did not become less malicious than the Kirghiz and Turkoman,
extinct much before the end of the century. But The Burnt has not wholly abandoned Shamanism,
in the western states Muhammadanism seems to and knows little of the Muhammadan religion,
have been universal from an earlier date, and The Kazak Klrr/hiz are less brave and warlike,
maintained with fanatical zeal. Saintly teachers though readily engaging in a pillaging expedition,
and workers of miracles, claiming descent from They form the bulk of the Turkish nomades,
Mahomed, and known as Khaja or Khoja, ac- and are for the most part devoted to a wandering
quired great influence, and the sectaries attached life

;
in very few instances have they settled,

to the chief of these divided the people into rival The Kara Kalpakhie considered dull and foolish.
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They are even leas warlike than the Kirghiz, they possession of it up to the death of Mansur, when
have seldom appeared as conquerors, and are one of his officers, Sabaktagin, established an
even less employed as mercenaries. They are independent dominion over all the S. parts of
largely occupied as cattle-breeders, and they are Afghanistan, making Ghazni his capital. His son
active, benevolent, and faithful. Mahmud, who died a.d. 1028, enriched Afghanistan
Many of the Turkoman dwell in a half-settled with the spoils of India; but in the reign of Bahram,

state along the left bank of the Oxus as far as one of the Tartar’s descendants, the Sabaktagin
Char Jui, and in Kliiva. They are notorious dynasty were deprived of all but the Panjab, and
amongst all the races of Central Asia as the most this too, in a.d. 11 GO, they lost. Afghan rulers

restless adventurers. Throughout the whole globe at different times have laid claim to the region
it would be difficult to find a second nation with embraced between lat. JhP and 87° N., and long,

such a restless spirit and untameablc licentious- 01° and 70' E.
;
but the whole of the country of

ness as these children of the desert. 'I’o rob, to the Ynsufzai elans, of Kafiristan, of (>hitral, of

plunder, to make slaves, is to the Turkoman lion- the Afri<li, of the Waziri, and much of the Hazara
curable

;
they are always poor, and are dirty and country are essentially democracies, and pretend

avaricious. Their country is the wildest and most as little to ow'o allegiance as the Amir of Kabul
savage, where even keeping a few cattle gives cares to claim it

;
wJiile Badakhshan, Kunduz, the

only a scanty income. Char V’^ilayat, the Aimak country, the Hazara,

The Uzhak are honest, ujiright, and have much the Ghilzae, and tiio Kakar, as also Kuram, Kliost,

Turkish open-heartedness
;
they arc proud of tlieir and Dawar, only yield obedience when the demand

education, and represent all the best side of the is backed by force. So little have the tribes

national character of the 'furks. amalgamated, that the region whicli Europeans
In Central A.vm, the w*arrior, the shepherd, tlu^ designate Afghanistan is not even known by that

priest and the layman, youth and old age, equally naiiu^ to the people wdio inhabit it. The term

affect poetry and reciting of tah’s. 'Ihc literature Afghan is hardly known to any of the Muham-
of the Muhammadans or setth-d nations, bronght mafiaiis of Asia, and the original countries of the

from the south, is filled with exotic metaphor various tribes is equally unknown. It has, how'-

and illustration. In the three khanate.s, the M«dlah ever, been satisfactorily ascertained that the lower

and Ishan have w-ritten much on religious sub- valleyvS of tlie Kabul country were once occupied

jocts, but its mystii^al allusions are beyond the by Buddhist and Hindu religionists, and that the

roach of the i)eoplo. Tlie Uzbak, the Turkoman, present Afghan tribes have advanced into the

and Kirghiz esteem music as their highest pleasure, X.E. comer of Afghanistan within comparatively

and often break out in song, singing soft recent historical times; the peaks of the Safed

minor airs. The Uzbak poetry on r(‘ligious sub- Koh, between Jalalabad and Kabul, bear suoh

jocts is exotic, derived from Persian or Aral)ic llimln names as !^ita Kam. The Yusufzai and
sources. The Tai tar compositiuii.s arc tales, and other tj-ibes in tlie N. are comparatively recent

relate to heroic deeds similar to the romances of conquerors of the N. hills and valleys, wdiere they

Europe.

—

Trotter's Central Asia, Bokhara; CoU have mixed wdth a free Hindu people, and are

ktCs Central Asia^ Khiva; Major lloodV I.ake fairer than the other Afghan tribes.

Aral; H. 1(^. LelleWy C.sA. Kashmir and Kask- There is the certainty that within the three last

(jar; Fraser's Travels; Professor Witnlnry, centuries there were piaqde styled Gabar in the

Ihissians in Central Asla^ p. G7
;

1 Kribul countries, particularly in Lughman and
Sketches of Central Asia, pp. 288-838 ;

Ynle's Bajor, also that in the days of Baber there was a
Cathay, and the IPny Thither, i. ]). 20G, ii. p. dialect called Gabari. We are also told that one

547
;

Timkoivski, Journey to J*ekin, i. pp. 37<S, of the divisions of Kaliristaii was named Gabrak.

Y).
Surveyi^r-OeneraPs Report; Pcschely That in former times fire-worship existed to a

Races (f Man ; Winxvood Heade, Savage Africa ; certain, if limited, extent in Afghanistan, is evi-

Anthropological Review; Barth, Travels in the denced by the pyrethra:*, or altars, still crowning
Interior oj' Africa; Von Maltzan, Tunis and tlie crests of hills at Gard-dez, at Baniian, at

Tripoli; Livimjstone's Travels; Cameron's Walk Seghan, and at other places. Near Bainian also

across Africa; Stanley, Through the Dark Conti- is a cavern, containing enormous quantities of

nent; Burton, Zanzibar; Dr. Kirk; Lieut. -Col. human bones, apparently a common receptacle of

Rigby; C. Markham in Moral and Material Pro- the remains of Gabar corpses. At Mnrki Khel,

gress'y'Mr. R. Cust in Philological Institute. in the valley of Jalalabad, and under the Safed

AFGHANISTAN, in all historic times, seems to Koh, human bones are so abundant in tlie soil

have been an arena in which powerful races have that w'alls are made of them. There is every

been striving for dominion,— Scythian, Mode, reason to suppose it a sepulchral locality of the

Greek, Persian, Moghul, and Turk races, Ghilzae, ancient Gabar
;
and coins arc found in some

Saddozai, and Barakzai tribes
;
even the British number there.

have ruled there, and the limits of the ruler's sway According to Cajitain Kaverty, the people who
have been continuously on the change. dwell about Kiibul and Kandahar, Shorawak affd

Little is known of the occurrences up to the Pisliiii, de.‘^ignate tliemsclvcs BY-Pushtun or Upper
invasion by Alexander the Great. After that Afghans

;
and those occupying the district of Roh,

conqueror’s death, liis lieutenant Selcucus sue- which is near India, are called L’r-Pukhtun or

seeded to the sovereignty of the Asiatic con- Lower Afghans
;
and Major Fosberry suggests

quests. But under Seleucus’ grandson, Afghanistan (J.E.S.) that the term Pathan, by which the
was taken from the Seleucidaj by aboriginal Afghan races are generally known throughout
chiefs, and soon after formed, with Bactria, an British India, has been derived from Pushtun or^

independent state, which existed through 150 Pukhtun. Although the tribes known by these*

years. Subsequently Scythians made themselves names speak the Pushtu as a common language,
masters of Afghanistan, and appear to have held they are not all of the same origin, but are dis-
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tinguishcd by tnarked cbaracteristics, moral as reckon it a disgrace to die in bed. They are Mone
well as physical. One tribe repudiates another, to individual assassinations

;
their arms, a carbine,

and denies its Afghan origin. The names of a firelock, a pistol, and short sharp dagger, a few

Pathan, Rohilla, Afghan, which serve at the pro- bows and shields. In 1840 the British Indian

sent time to designate the Indian Afglians, are forces had engageineiits at Parwaiularra, Tutam-

really those of so many distinct races little blended darra, Jalgah, Kahdara, Charikar, and Istalif.

together. In their own country they make no Amongst them mulberry flour is the staff of

matrimonial alliances except amongst themselves, life
;
aiid^ in fclieir perpetual quarrels, the mulberry

indicating their feelings as an original race. Af- plantations of the valleys have, to their crotlit,

ghan has been said to bo only an Arabic plural always been spared.

of the word ‘feghan,’ which was applied to them Tlie Sulimnu range is thrown off to the S. from
about the time of Sultan Abu-Seid, of the race of the Allah Koh ridge between Kabul and Ghazni,

Chengiz Khan, because of their constantly dis- in lat. (59° 30', and thence running southwards

united state amongst themselves. The primitive without a break, but throwing off many spurs, it

tribe of the Afghans is called ‘taifah,’ a word forms the system of mountains of E. Afghanistan

which corresponds with that of nation. The first and Baluchistan. Takht-i-Suliman is the name
division of this jubnitive tribe arc called ‘lirqa,’ given to two peaks on the spur of the Suliman
a tribe; and the subtlivision of this, ‘ tirah ’ or range, which forms the S. watorslied of the Zhob
branch. river, and ends in the Gomal river at Ghwfilari.

Mr. Campbell supposes them to be Aryan, and The N. peak is in lat. 31'^ 41' N., long. G9“ 58' 40"

probably of similar origin to the Jat. Several E., and rises 11,298 feet above the sea. The S.

writers consider them to be descendants of one of pe.ak is in lat. SI"’ 35' 40" K., long. 70° 0' 40" E.,

the ten tribes of Israel, and seven books bearing and rises 11,070 ft. \o European has ascended it.

on this subject were placed at tlio disposal of As will have been seen, the Afghanistan country

Surgeon-Major Bellew, and bis examination of is entirely mountainous, but it has numerous flat-

them showed their own belief to bo that they are bottomed valleys hemmed in by the mountains,

descendants from Saul, whose history in these 'riiese valleys arc so large as to permit the evolu-

books is in the main like that in the Hebrew Bible, tions of an army, and this feature explains why
Saul’s two grandsons, Asaf and Afghana, served these mountaineers carry on most of their warfare

under Solomon. on horseback, and are proud of their cavalry and
In its physical features, Afghanistan is a star its elan. 'Iho region has many rivers of small

of valleys radiating from the Koh-i-Baba, and
i
size, and many irrigation canals. From its high

everywhere bounded by very rugged and <lifficult levation above the sea, tlio climate is veiy severe,

mountains
;

the two great ranges, leaving the The people are chiefly pastoral nomades, and
Bam-i-Danial in the N., being the Mustagh and even wJien settled, live in tents. The towns are

,tho Hindu Kush, with numerous offshoots from of no great size. Kabul, the present capital, has

the latter. The Siah Koh is tlie S. branch of the a population of 50,000 or 00,000 souls. The
Koh-i-Baba, from which the Helmnnd, the Hari- Kandahar poi)ulation was estimated by Dr. Bellew
Rud, the Murghab, Halkh-ab, and Kunduz rivers at from 10,000 to 20,000 Iioiises, or from 00,000
rise. ’ to 80,000 souls. Herat has from 0000 to 10,000

The Hindu Kush range is traced from tlic S.W. inhabitants
;
Maemana, 40,000

;
Kunduz, about

corner of the I’amir in Central Asia, in about G000or7000; and Sliilff)argham, 12,000.

lat. 73° 30' N., whence rise the Amu Darya, the In calling their country Walayat, the Afghans
Yarkand Darya, the Kuiiar, and the Gilgit rivers, distinguish two portions of it as—(1) Kfibul or

It extends IV. as far as the spur wJiich divides the Kabulistan, X. of Gliazni and the 18afed-Koh, as

Ghorband valley from that of the Helmand, in far as the Hindu Kush; and (2) Khorasan and
long. 68° 30' E., from which jjoint it is called the Zabalistan, k?. and W. from Ghazni to Persia and
Koh-i-Baba. In these limits it fornus the water- the desert of Seistan. Its greatest length is 750
shed of the Oxus (Amu Darya) to its N., and the miles, and greatest breadth 550 miles. Afghanistan
Kabul river to its S,

;
and its ramifications or is further recognised by its ])('Oplc as comprising

breadth may be said to extend from lat. 34° .‘>0' the provinces of Kabul, Jalalabad, Ghazni, Kan-
to 37° 30' X., nearly 200 miles. The passes from dahar, Herat, and Halkh, or, as tlie last is now
Chitral to Badakhshaii across the Hindu Kush arc called, Afghan-Turkestaii. 'I’o these are sometimes
Chitral, Tshtirab, Kagram, Xuksan, Khartezji, and added theilistrictsof the Ghilzaeaudof the Hazara.

Dara; from Deh Parian in I lie Panjsher v.allcy Its ruler is known as tlie Amir, ami his revenues
a pass leads by Anjuman to Bamian

;
the other are estimated at forty lakhs of rupees, or Jess than

passes are the Thai, Khawk, Bazarak, Hhatpal, half a million sterling.

Parwan, Saralang, Kaoshan, Gwalian, Gwazgar, Kabul is the name of a province, a city, and a
Chardar, Gholalaj, Farinjal, and Ghorband. river. The city is in lat. 34° 30' 30" N., long. 09°

The Kohistan region commences from Kaghan, 0' 8'31" E., and is 0390 feet above the sea. On tho
w'hich is a narrow glen stretching upwards from right bank of the Kribul river, near the junction
the northernmost point of the Hazara district for of the rivers Kabul and Logar, and at the west
a distance of nearly 90 miles, and separating the extremity of a spacious plain, is an angle formed
maharaja of Kashmir’s territory from the inde- by the approach of two inferior ridges, the Koh
pendent mountaineers. It is a district X. of that Takht Shah and Koh Khojah Safar. The town is

city, and has the valleys of Tagao, Nijrao, Panjsher, about 3 miles in circumference. The population,
Ghorband, Charikar, Alishang, Alighur, and the as has been said, amounts to 50,000 or 60,000
Ijower Kuncr. The villages arc small, but numer- souls in about 9000 houses. Kabul is well situated
oub; the Kobistani, 40,000 in number, have always as a site for commercial intercourse between India
been independent

;
their country is strong for and Turkestan, being at the gorge of the nearest

defence* They are bold, violent, and unruly, and i and most practicable paeses connecting the two
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^
countries. It is the scat of government of Af-

^ ghanistan. The thermometermaximum in August

is 90°, the minimum in October 30°.

The Kazzilhash dwell in the Chandol quarter,

without the city, on the W. It is fortified. A
brigade of the British Indian army occupied Kabul
in the years 1839 to 1841, but had a series of

roverses from the 2d November 1841 till the 6th

January 1842.

The province of Kslbiil has the Koh-i-Baba on
the N.W., the Hindu Kush on the N.

;
the Panj-

sher river is on the N.E., and on the E. it extends

as far as Jagdalak. On the S. it lias the Safed

Koh and Ghazni, and on the W. the country of

the Hazara. Much of this i)rovince is moun-
tainous, but it contains a large quantity of arable

land, rich along the base of the mountains* IVheat

is the chief product, and after it barley and peas,

the two last being largely consumed by the poor.

Sheep, corn, rice, ghi, horses, and ponies are

imported. The annual revenue amounts to

£180,000.

The Kabul river rises by two heads, the northern

from a copious spring at Sar-i-Chashmah, in lat.

34° 21' N., and long. 68° 20' E., at an elevation

of 8400 feet. At a short distance beyond Kabul
it receives the Eogar river from tlicS., and thence

assumes the form of a large stream, which becomes
of importance at Jalalabad, and finally falls into

the Indus at Attock, after a course of 300 miles.

Kandahar^ a town and fortress in Afghanistan,

is in lat. 31® 37' N., and long. 65° 28' E., and
3484 feet above the sea. It is situated between
the Argandab and Tarnak rivers on a well-culti-

vated plain. It is 233 miles S.IV. of Ghazni, 380
miles S.K. of Herat, and 144 miles N.W. of

Quetta or Shal. It is an ancient city, supposed

to have been one of those built by Alexander the

Great, since whoso time it has been successively

in the hands of the fc^eleucidos, the Arabs for 600
years, the Persians from a.d. 1535, the Chaghtai

Turks, the llzbaks, 'the Persians ..ngaln, the Af-
ghans (1747), the British (1839), again the Afghans,

,
pgain the British (1880), snd again (1881) the

. ifghans. A brigade of the army of British India

held it from the 20th April 1839 to the 8th August
1843. It is surrounded by a mud wall 27 feet bigb,

with six gates, and a ditch 10 feet deep and 24 feet

wide. Its districts are occupied by separate tribes,

—Barakzai, Nurzai, Alekozai, Pojialzai, Bainczai,

Bardurani, and Alizai. The houses arc stated by

Hough to be 40,000, by Bellow 1 6,000 to 20,000,

and the population has been estimated at from

*15,500 to 100,000. The citadel is on the N., and

the tomb of Ahmad Shah is near. The place has

many sickly people, and also many poor beggars

and idiots (houlliail), who are reverenced. The
trade to Herat and Mashad is in the hands

of Persians. Wine is made at Kandahar. The
summer is hot, but the winter pleasant.

The Ilej'at province contains the districts of

Ghorian, Sabziiwur, Farrah, Bakwa, Kurak, and
Obeh, in which there are 446 villages, with about

70,000 fightingmen. The tribes are the Turkoman
Tekke, Sarakh, and Salor, the Irsali, Charsanghi,

the Persian Hazara, Jamshidi, Taemuni, Taemuri,

and Firoz Kohi, and the Berbari Hazara. The
city of Herat is in lat. 34° 22' N., long. 62° 9' E.,

and 2650 feet above the sea. It is built on the

right bank of the Hari-Rud, apd is distant as

i
under :

—

Kandahar,N.W*., miles 360 Pesliawur, hyKanda-
Ghazni 602 bar and Kabul, miles 881
Kabul thro’ Hazara, 550 Dehra Ismail Khan, „ 892

„ „ Ghazni, C91 Sakkur, . 762
Teheran, ... 700 Yeza, . ^57
Khiva, .... 700 Mashad, 215
Bokhara, 600 Balkh, . 370

It is situated in a fertile and well-watered valley,

surrounded by lofty mountains. The population
has lluctuatc(l from 6000 or 7000 to 100,000, as
war or peace reigned. The people are mostly
Shiah Muhammadans, but Afghan, Persian, Indian,

Tartar, Turkoman, and Jew are there, all carrying

woa[)ons. Herat is the emporium for traffic

between Kabul, Kandahar, Hindustan, and Persia.

Carpets are made there of great beauty, ranging
in prices from 10 to 1000 rupees. Its fortifica-

tions are nearly of a square form, 1600 yards

by 1500 yards. It has been besieged oftener

than any city of Asia. It fell to the Turkoman
ill the reign of Sultan Sanjar in 1157, who left

not one stone upon another. In 1232 it was
twice taken by Tuli Khan, son of Chengiz Khan.
On the first occasion ho put all the garrison to

death, and on the second he massacred 160,000
of the population, only 40 persons escaping.

Centuries afterwards it again revolted, and ^kliran

Shah, son of Timur, entered the city with a large

force and decimated the inhabitants
;
a similar

fate overtook it when taken by Olong Beg,

grandson of Timur. lu 1477, Jahan Shah, a

Turkoman juince, ravaged it. Iii 1554, Abad
Khan, an Uzbak prince, burned and pillaged up to

its gates. In 1607 it was sacked by the Uzbaks.

In 1730 it was taken by Nadir Shah; in 1750 it

fell to Ahmad Shah, Daurani. In 1823 it was
besieged by the Persians; in 1824, by Kamran;
from November 1 837 to the Oth September 1838,

it was besieged by the Persians, while Lieutenant

Eldred Pottinger was within the walls, and his

conduct and inlluence made the defence successful.

Oil tlio 24 th October 1856 it was surrendered to

the Persians. But since then, in 1863 (27th May),

it ivas taken by the Amir Dost Muhammad Klian,

and after his death was again fought for by his

sons and descendants.

Seistau province was formerly a separate do-

minion. In recent times it has been claimed by
rulers of Persia, Afghanistan, Kandahar, and
Herat. It is situated between lat. 30° 30' to 32°

N., and long. 60° 30' to 64° E.
;
and at present it

has the four districts of Lash, Shaikh-Nasur,

Sehkuha, and Kaudahar-Seistan, under four chiefs.

In Lash are the Ishaqzai Daurani- Afghans; in

Sehkuha are Kayani and Towki Baluch
;
in Shaikh-

Nasur are Sarbandi Baluch; and the Garm-selhas

Baluch and Afghans mixed,—the total population

being about 127,000. Numerous rivers from the

N. and N.E. enter it, and at one period of the

year overfiow their banks. The most important of

them are the Helmand, P\arrah-Kud, Harut-Rud,
|- and Khasli-Rud. Tlic Scistan lake is more a marsh

than a lake, and wild liogs abound in its reedy

parts, with clouds of insects, wasps, mosquitos,

fleas, and flies. The bite of one of the flies is

painful, and horses suffer much from them.

Afghan- Turkestan is a name that has been

applied to all the Afghan dominions of North Hindu
Kush and Koh-i-Baba. It comprises the Uzbak
states of Maemana, Andkhui, Sar-i-Pul, Shibbar-

gham, Balkh, Khulm, Kunduz, and Badakhslian.

Kmduz is the name of a district, a river, and a
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tomi. Tho town is Wretched, and is on the rif»ht

bank of the river just before it joins the Farkhan
river. It is 650 miles from Yarkand, 870 miles

S.S.E. from Samarcand, 890 miles S.E. from
Bokhara, The other fortified towns in tho district

are Ilazrat Imam, Talikhau, and Kustak.

Maemana is a walled town 17^^ milos N.E. from

Herat, and 28 miles S. of Bokhara. The inhabit-

ants are Uzbak, with some Tajak, llerati, and a

few Jews, Hindus, and Afghans. They are the

bravest of all the Uzbak, and arc renoAvned

throughout Central Asia for their fearless and

determined disposition. Tho district is 18 miles

broad and 20 milos long, and the population is

estimated at 40,000 families.

Khulm is the name of a river, a district, and a

town. The town is 807 miles N.N.AV. of Kfibul,

and 810 miles S.E. of Bokhara. The population

of the district is estimated at 700,000 sonis.

Since the early part of the 19th century, Khulm
has been visited by Moorcroft, Buriies, Lord, and

Ferrier.

Shibbanjham, 60 miles AV. of Balkh, has 12,000

souls of the Uzlmk and Parsivan races

Sftaylinan district is on the left bank of the

Amu Darya, between Yak ban and Uashan.

Vok/ian is a district of Badakhshan-Afghaiii.stan,

which consists of the portion of the valley of the

Amu Darya from Kala Khojali npAvards, and in-

cludes the valleys of J^arhad and ?ar-i-Kul, the last

being a dreary, uniiihabitabh' Avaste for the greater

part of the year. The population is about 1000.

The Mir claims descent from Alexander. It pro-

duces shawl Avool.

i. Daurani tribes, 600,000, viz :

a. Ponalzai. d. Atcliakzai.
|

/. Ishakzui.

b. Alilcuzai. c. Nurzai. !/. Kluigiani.

f, Barakzai.
|

ii. Tarin, 38,000, viz. :
-

a. Spin Tarin, viz. :
-

1

Shadizai.
|
2 Murpani.

j

3 Lasnin.
i

4 A<lwari

b. Tor Tarin, viz.

1 Batezai. 7 Alizai. 12 Abdur Kah-

2 Haikalzai. .
Nurzai. inaiizai.

3 Malizai.
|

9 Kalazai- 13 ll.ihilzai.

4 Kadazai. ’ 10 Naez.ai. 1 1 Haniranzni.

5 Khanazai. 11 Musizai. lo Kar])ol.a.

G Kbamzai. B) Kl;i(laiz:d.

iii. Kakar, 72,000, viz. :

rt. Jalazai. '

</. Usrnan Khel, j/. Hainzazai.

6. Musa Khcl. e. Abdulazai. h. Shahuzai.

r. Kadizfd. /. Kahizai. 1
I. Khidarzai.

iv. Dhilzae 276,000, viz. :

a. Ibrahim, viz.

1 Zabr Khel. 5 Chalozai. 9 Kljwazak.

2 Alimadzai.
j

6 Chiiizai. 10 Sfcaiiizai.

3 Umar Khel.
j

7 Shalirnoinalzai. II Ali Khcl.

4 Adamzai,
i
8 Kaisar Khel. 12 Andar.

h. Turan, viz.

1

Ohtak.
I

2 Tokae. 3 llutaki.

V. Povindah, 30,000, viz. :

—

Lohani. j Nasir.
|
Nazai.

i

Kliaroti.

vi. AVaziri, 127,500, viz, .—
Mahsud.

|
Utmanzai.

|
Ahniadzai.

vii. Sbeorani, 30,000

viii. Turi, 21,000, viz. ;
-

1 GundiKhel. 1 3 MjistuKhol. I 5 Dopazai.
2 Alizai.

j
4 Hamza Khel.

|

ix. Zaemukht, 21,000, viz.

1 Mamuzai.
|
2 Kliwahdad Khel.

X. Orakzai—-Ali Khel,
. , , . 106,000

xi. Dawari, 34,000
xii. Khostwal, 12,000

.
xiii. Afridi, 85,000, viz.

1 Kuki Khel. 4 Kamr.
2 Malik Din, 5 Zakha Khel.

3 Kambar, <.

xiv. Jaja (Jaji), 7000, viz. :

—

1 Kehwaiii. 4 Ahmad Khcl.

2 Ada Khel. 5 Ali Khel.
3 Pctla. 6 dainu Khel.

XV. Mangal, 3000, viz.

1 Miral Khcl. I 3 Zab.

2 Khajuri.
1
4 Margao.

xvi. Jadian,

6 Aka KheL
7 Sipah.

7 Hiisan Klial.

8 Keria Ahmad
Khel.

5 Kaiiial Khel.

3,000

xvii. Shinwari, 50,000, viz. :

—

1 Khoja Khel. I 3 ;Murdad Khel. 5 Syud Khcl.
2 Shekhiual Khel. 1 4 Aslikbcl Khel. 0 Snngu Khel.

xviii. Momaiid, 80,000, viz. :
-

1 'I’arakzai. It Ihiizai. 5 Utmanzai.
2 Alarnzai. 4 Kliwaizai. 6 Dawezai.

xix. Yusufzai (Kohistiin), '100,000, viz. •

1 Itiezai. 5.A Hasnzai, 9 Baulatzai.
2 Khvvazozai. G Akazai. 10 Oliagarzai.
3 M.nlizai. 7 Mada Khel. 11 Nunzai.
4 Turkilaiii. 8 lliazai. 12 Utman Khcl.
5 UtmaiizHi.

XX. Badakhshan, Darwaz,.... 55,000
xxi. Kuiidiiz, Khulm, Balkh, . , . 350,000
xxii. (’har A'ilayat, ...... 237^000
xxiii. Aimak, 250,000
xxiv, Hazara, 150,000
XXV. (diitral, Miincha, Lughmani, . . 1.50,000

xxvi. Kafar, 100,000
xxA'ii. Koliistuni, 100,000
xxviii. Sei.stani, 127,000
xvix. P.angash, 21,000
XXX. Kaz/ilbasli....... 150,000
xxxi. Tajak, ....... 500,000
xxxii. llindki and Jai 000,000
XX xiii. Mixed po])ulati(»u of towns, . , 05,000

Of tliese races and tribes, it may be mentioned
tliat, phy.'^ically, the Afghan people are among
tlie linest on the earth, with a broad, robust,
ruddy, manly look, and they are hardy Jind .bold.

They have a ])lea.sant, frank, pimple, unaffected
Avay. About Kabul tliey are fair, many with red
hair and blue eye.s, but somO of the tribe.s in the
loAver and liotter hills and valleys near India have
rather dark .skins. The majority are astute, in-

t^iguing,aInl)itiolls,and faithless
;
avaricious, fickle,

uncertain, and crafty; and in bold, unblushing
lying a Hindu is a mere child to an Afghan.
But, since the middle of the 19th century, the
eastern Independent and British tribes have been
largely, and in increa.sing numbers, employed in the
native army of British India. General Ferrier
describes tlieir black eyes a.s full of fire

;
the lids

arc ting(‘d Avith antimony, for this, in their
opinion, gives force and adds beauty and a
dazzling brilliancy to tliem

;
their black beard is

Avorn short
;
and their hair, of the same colour, is

shaved off from the front to the top of the head,
the rcmaimler at the sides being allowed to fall

in large curls over the shoulders. Their step
is full of resolution, their bearing proud, but
rough.

Every Afghan, writes Colonel MacGregor, is

born a soldier; and their army, though in a
miserable and confused state, moves with great
ra})i(lity, and over immense distances.
The mass of tlie army is cavalry. This form is

adopted from the national character, and the
nature of the climate and soil. Their love of
war exceeds that of all other eastern nations;
they are excellent skirmishers, and experienced
foragers.
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When he wrote (1876), the Afghan army,

71,000, waa in three divisions :

—

Horsp. Infantry. Total.

Kabul, 21,000 ** 10,000 31,000

Kandahar 12,000 6,000 18,000

Herat, ...... 12,000 1,000 22,000

The horse was composed of Afghans, Kazzilljash,

and Hazara; their infantry of mountaineers, Uzbak,

Parsivan, Hazara, and Baluch. There were, ]>e-

sides, many Jazailchi and matchlockmen, all excel-

lent skirmishers.

North of the Hindu Kush is the country of

the Uzbak, which includes Macmana, Andkhui,

Akcheh,.Sar-i-Pul, Balkh, and Kundnz.

The Aimak and Ilazaia occupy the upper ])or-

tions of the valleys of the Murghab, llari-Iiiud,

Helmand,and Arghandab, known as the Hazarajat.

The country of the Daurani extends for 30

miles north and soutJi of a lino drawn from Herat

through K^dahar to Shal-kot (Quetta).

The Baraich Afghans are great camel breeders.

They occupy Shorabak, duo east of Seistan, on the

banks of the I.ora. Seistan lies on the rivers llel-

The Povindah occupy a triangular tract bounded
by the districts of the Ghilzae, Waziri, and Kakar.
The Kakar extend N.E. from the Shal valley

to the 'rakht-i-Sulimaii.

The Uzbak in Afghan-Turkestan are supposed
to amount to 350,000, viz.

Kunduz, . . . 170,000 Shibbarghain, . 10,000
Maernana, . . 80,000 Akcheli, ... 7 000
Sar-i-Tul, . . . 60,000 Balkh, .... s’oOO
Khulm, . . . 15,000 Andkhui, . . . 3,000

In their advance from the north, the Uzbak have
])een stayed by the Hindu Kush, and by the equal,
if not greater, valour of the Afghan. The Kataghan
tribe in the Kunduz province, north and south
of the Amu Darya (Oxus), number 42,000
families.

Sar-i-Piil town is 100 miles S.W. of Balkh,
and has about 18,000 souls, dwelling it houses
and tents. The chief and most of the population
are Uzbak.

TJie Saharai, literally people of the plain, is a
tribe wdio call themselves Hoiigol. They inhabit
the ])lain on both banks of tlic head- waters of the

mand and Farrah-Kud, and the Seistan people
!

Murghab, and claim to have been settled there

occupy the lower portion of all the rivers running by Gliengiz Khan, and to have ever since pre-

to the Seistan lake. They cat wheat and inaizt*, served their independence. They are a small

and mutton, fowls, and hares. Tlieir women are patri.archal republic. They arc idol-worshippers,

not pretty
;
their language is Persian mixed with but recognise a good (klmda) and an evil

other words. (shaitan) principle.

Seistan has been at times Persian, and at times The Aimak are a Mongoloid race inhabiting tho

under the Afgliaiis. Its adult male population lias western portion of tho Paropamisan mountains

been variously ('stimated at from 20,000 to 30,000 between Kabul and Herat. They are bounded
families by Elpliinstoue, Taylor, Conolly, Perrier, on tin* north by the Uzbak, on the south by the

Leech, and MacGregor, and is supposed to amount Daurani, on tho west by Persia and the Turko-

to 127,600 souls, with 30,000 lighting men. mans, and on the oast by the Hazara. They
Elphinstone supposes the original population to acknowledge relationship with the Mongols,

have been Tajak. Its inhabitants now consist of Chaghtai Turks, and Kainmks, and intermarry

tho Kayani, Surbaiuli, Towki, Lsluujzai, ami ,

with these nations.. They arc shepherds and
Shahreki, all of whom are shiahs, and of Baluch,

1

cultivators, are brave and savage, plundering

who are sunni Muhammadans. Perrier estimated wherever an opportunity occurs. They speak a

the lighting men of the Baluch of Seistan at ' dialect of Persian, but Baber mentions that in

30,000 or 35,000. (Contrasting them with Afghans, his time many of them sjioke the Mongol language,

he says, Afghans arc good for a rush, but do not Their wars arc carried on w'ith great cruelty,

meet the shock of an attack or stand the lire of They have four sections,—the Firoz Kohi, Tae-’

artillery. The Baluch surpass them in tenacity muni, Taeimiri, and Ziiri. Aimak, in Turki,

and bravery; they attack in small parties of ten means a tribe.

or twelve, arc bold in the advance, and remain The Taemuri and Hazara, west of Herat, are

firm under the fire of an enemy, tying their tunics subject to Iku’sia, dwelling in sandy tracts iiiter-

ftogether.
" sporsed with barren hills.

i

The gr.eat clan of the Ghilzae, once dominant The Taemuni inhabit the S. slopes of the Siah

[and still powerful, occupy, on tlie N. ami E. of Koh branch of the Hindu Kush Jibout Ghor, to

|the Daurani, the upper portion of the rivers the N. of Girislik and Sabzawur. They could

ILogar and Tarnak, aiul all the plain country collect 20,OIK) lighting men. They are a powerful

between the E. and ^Y. watersheds of these rivers. trn)e of brave men. They have a lead mint at

The Siah Posh, and the kindred race in Chitral, Sharak.

are in a triangular tract bounded by the Panj.sher The Firoz Kohi Aimak unsuccessfully defended

river, the south range of the Kunar, and the Hindu themselvcB against Timur, and were deported to

Kush. the neighbourhood of Herat. They now occupy

The Yusufzai occupy all the valleys which di-ain the mountainous country between Herat and
Macmana, extending up the Hari-Rud. They are

estimated at from 20,000 to 30,000 families.

The Zuri inliabit Sabzawur or Isfazar, which
is an extensive plain to the east of the road

Safed Koh, are the independent Momand, Afridi, ,
from Farrah to Herat, and situated among moun-

' Orakzai, Shinwari, Turi, Khatak, and Bangash tains,

ribes. !
The Aimak and the Hazara have been supposed

Still farther south are tlie Waziri, stretching i
to be of the same race, separated from each

^roBB tho debouchure of all the valleys from the otlier by tlie sectarian views they have assumed,

iCuram to the Gomal, and shutting off from the the Aimak being rigidly sunni, and the Hazara
^ains the small* tribes of Jaji, Pennuli, Dawari, violently shiah. They resemble each other in

ihd Khostwal their Tartar features and habits, and in the

W3

the Laspisar range and its ramificntioiis. This

tribe are involved in domestic strife, but arc united

against foreign aggression.

Southwards, fringing the cjistem spurs of the
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despotic character of their government. Their is defended by a high tower capable of containing

chiefs are absolute, levy taxes, keep soldiers in ten or twelve men, loop-holed, with a kettle drum,

their pay, and dwell in castles. The Aimak live and in time of peace a single man remains in the

in camps, in Khirgah tents, which they call Urd, tower to sound an alarm if necessary. They are

each governed by a Ket Khuda. violent shiahs, reverence Ali and his Syud descend-

ants, but practically they have no religion, observe

The Hazara, or Hazarajat, <arc so called from noformsor fasts, andhave no form of prayers. They

the innumerable Taifah, or tribes, into which they ' speakakindof Persian; they are very ignorant and

are divided,—Hazar signifying in Persian a thou- illiterate. Tlieir titles are Khan, Sultan, Ikhtiar,

sand. Their principal subdivisions are (1) Dch Wali, Mir, Mehtar, and Turkhan. They barter

Zangi, (2) Dch Kumli, (3) Jagiiri, (4) Faoladi, men, ’women, oxen, cows, sheep, ghi, carpets,

(5) Deh Chopan, (6) Shaikh Ali. They occupy sulphur, and lead, with merchants from Kabul,

the whole range of tljc* Paropaiiiisiis, or tiioiiioun- Herat, Turkestan, and Kandahar, in exchange for

tains extending between the Hindu Kush and the coarse cotton cloth, chintzes, tobacco, felts^ carpets,

city of Herat, to within a few days’ march of Kan- dye-stuffs, iron s])a(les, plough coulters, molasses,

dahar. The inhabited parts arc.̂ )000 to 10,UOO feet and raisins. Almost every tribe is at war with

above the sea, and the highest peaks rise to 20,000 its neighbours
;
and they arc constantly exposed

feet. Their numbers have been variously estimated to inroads of IJzbaks from the north, who sweep

at from 50,000 to 300,000 souls by Elpliinstonc, away wliole villages into slavery. The Aimak
Bellew, Burnes, Wood, lieech, and liiimsden. also carr}’^ off as many of tliem as they can con-

They are supposed to be of varied origin. The quer or kidnap
;
and the chiefs of tlieir own race

Hazara of the hill country near Ghazni ami Kaii- in their petty wars steal each other’s subjects and

dahar are Turanian in a markt‘d degree, and are sell them to Turki merchants. All the unskilled

without doubt of Mongolian blood. They seem to labour in Kabul is done by Hazara, some of them
be in many ways like the Braliui, and at one time slaves and some of them free

;
and in wdiiter there

they possessed the country on the Kalat side of
,
are not less than 10,000 of them residing in the

Kandahar, and >vere then nearer to the Brahui city, earning a liveliliood as porters and by clear-

than they now are. In a})pc<iraiice, these very ing the snow from off the house-tops. The
much resemble the Gurkha; they have the same Hazara pay tribute to the Afghans. Their pro-

high cheek-bones, the same small eyes, very little perty consists in dumba (big-tailed) sheep, and a

beard, and no doubt arc of Turanian origin. small, hardy breed of horses. Their country lias

The Hazara are a middle-sized race of stout lead and sulphur; they make ‘barak’ or hair

make, with small grey eyes, higli clie('k-bunes, and cloth and good carpets.

wanting in beard, they are of harsh aspect, and The Jamsbidi Hazara are of undoubted Iranian

are ashamed of their beardless Tartar appearance, extraction, 'riiose are estimated at only 8000 to

They are simple, mild mannered, and industrious, about 12,000 families, and are very poor. They
but unblushing beggars and thieves. They arc, inhabit the country north of the range of moun-
as a tribe, weak, vacillating, and disunited, very tains which boimd Herat. They live in black felt

passionate,—at one moment tickle and capricious, tents; they assist tlio Tuikonian in their slaving

and again merry, conversable, and hospitahle. raids. The ^vomen make fabrics of wool and goat’s-

Their women are slender, handsome, engaging,
|

hair, which sell well in Persia,

and immoral. The Jaguri tribe'follow the ‘ Kooroo 'I’be Hazara Zciilnat are a raslily brave, ferocious

Bistan ’ custom of lending their wives for a night mannered tribe, occupy ii.g the country at the

or for a week, and do this to so large an extent sources of the Murghab river in Afghanistan, and
that they arc said to he losing their Tartar form could must<'r 12,000 fighting men. They number
of features, to wliich they have a great aversion. 2<S,O()0 tents. They make large quantities of

Broadfoot, however, limits liis remarks on this cloaks from ‘ barak ’ liair-clotli, rear horses, and
part of their character to the observation that the have great Hocks of bIioc}), goats, and herds of

women are ugly and not very chaste. The men camels and oxen. In 1M47, Yar Muhammad
do all out-door labour, and the women manage the defeated Kaiiindad, and deported 1000 of their

house. They are never beaten. They sing and families to Herat
;
and in 1857, the Persians, after

play on the guitar, and many of them are poets, their cajjture of Herat, removed the whole tribe

Their out -door amusements are hunting and within the Persian tenitory, taking from them
racjiig. Their clothing is made of the coarser camel- all their baggage and cattle to prevent them
hair cloth called ‘ barak,’ tlieir boots of rough goat-

^

running away. Tliere are no better liorsenien in

skin, and they twist rolls of cloth around their i Asia. Tlieir women pride themselves in their

legs. The women go unveiled
;
twist two or three ability, when necessity requires, to mount a horse,

lungi on their head like a tiara; they wear long and use a matchlock and sword with .an intrepidity

woollen frocks, and boots of soft deer-skin, which equal to that of their warlike husbands and
reach to their knees. The weapons of the men brothers. Tliey are not jiretty, but are well made,
are sword and matchlock, the latter being most enjoy jicTfoct liberty, and their husbands are not
trusted to. They manufacture excellent powder, jealous of them. In time of peace they <lo all the
and are good shots.’ Some of the clans have a household and field work, and with their children
military repute

;
they would make good soldiers, weave the ‘ barak ’ cloth.

and might have risen to distinction, but they arc The section of the Zeidnat inhabiting the country
disunited. Their food consists chiefly in the flcsli 100 miles N. of Herat are sunni Muhammadans,
of their sheep, oxen, and horses

;
grain is scarce, They are renowned for their courage, are con-

and their bre.ad is tasteless, as few of them can sidered the most noble of the Hazara, and have
afford to use salt. They are poor, and in times of tlie title of Sar-i-Khana, literally chief of the race,
scarcity they voluntarily dispose of some of their They have 28,000 tents. They* have numerous
children to the Uzbak slave-dealers. Each village flocks of sheep, camels, and buffaloes, and rear

18i
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excellent horses. They mate ‘ kourk ’ or ‘ bai-ak ’

hair-cloth from the fine silky wool that grows on
the belly of the camel. A piece of barak costs

from Rs. 6 to Rs. 40, and sttfticcs for a robe.

These are worn in the winter by Afghans and
Persian nobles. The wool on the other parts of

the camel’s body makes a coarser cloth. Their

liorses are of the Turkoman breed, smaller and
not so well formed as those of the Teki, but

steadier, and their powers of endurance arc un-

equalled.

The Pusht Koh Tlnzara dwell S. of the Hindu
Kush and its Safed Koh branch. They arc divided

amongst themselves, and constantly at war with

the Afghans.

The llaulat Pah section of the Hazara inhabit

a portion of the plain of Urt and valley of Siah

Sang to the south of Raniian.

The Dell Zangi Hazara is a great tribe occupying

the country N.W. of Ramian. They have four

sections, and 10,500 families. Tliey are Shiahs,

^fost of the Hazara slaves in Turkestan are of tliis

tribe.

Timur seems to have been the last who held the

Hazara in subjection. After his death they

resumed independence.

The Daurani Afghan tribe occupy the country

N. and S. of the road between Herat and Kandahar,

800 miles long and from 80 to 150 miles broad.

It has the Paropamisan mountains on the north,

inhabited by the Aimak and Hazara. On the

Avest it has a sandy desert, Avliich separates it from

Persia
;
on the S.W. it has Seistan and another

desert that separates it from Baluchistan
;

its

southern boundary is formed by Shorawak ami
tlio hills of Khojah Ainran, and it joins the

(Jhilzac country on the east. Tlie tribe has two
great divisions,—Zirak, Avith four clans—Popalzai,

Alikuzai, Barakzai, and Atchakzai
;
and Panjpao,

Avith five clans—Niirzai, Alizai, Ishabzai, Khugiani,

and Maku. The Avhole populal ion of their country

is estimated at 000,000 souls, of which the Daurani

themsedves care one-half. 'I'licy hold their lands

on military tenure. They arc partly pastoral and

partly agricultural, and they speak Avitli delight

of the pleasures of their camp life. They term

their summer and Avintcr grounds Eilak and
Kishlak, dwelling in their coarse black camlet

tents, called Kishdi, the same Avith the Kara-ulli

of the Turks and Siah-chadar of the Persians.

Each of the great clans of the Daurani is ruled

by n sirdar chosen out of the head family, and the

spirit of revenge for blood is much controlled.

They have no fends, and never go armed except

on journeys. ’Fhere are shops in their towns ke])t

by Hindus. The Kishdi or black tents of the

shepherds are 20 to 25 feet long, 10 or 12 feet

broad, and 8 or 10 feet high. Tlic inclement tracts

are left by the shepherds in winter for tlic plains.

They treat their wives kindly, are conspicuously

hospitable
;
like other Afghans, do not abstain from

plunder, but they have a consciousness of superi-

ority and a sense of natural dignity, and are

respected by all Afghans. They are extremely
attached to t leir country, and have a reverence

for Kandah? ., to which the bodies of their great
men are /led for interment, even from Kash-
mir and S^. They travel little, and have never
come to British India as merchants or adven-
turers. . .

The Saddozai is the chief branch of the Popalzai
clan of the Daurani

;
Ahmad Shah Avas a Saddozai.

He thrice invaded India, and on the third occasion
he fought and won the battle of Panipat (6th
January 1761), AA'hcn about 300,000 Mahrattas
fell, amongst them the son and the cousin of the
Peshvva, and the Malirattas as a nation ruled by
the Peshwa were broken ii}).

The Niirzai section of tlie Panjpao Daurani are
a martial tribe of about 30,000 families, most of
them shepherds. They occupy, along Avitli Iliyat,

the district of Sabzawur, Avhich tOAvn is 93 miles

from Herat and 2^0 miles from Kandahar. They
hold a cong(iries of forts Avitli their pasturage and
cultivated fields around.

Tlie Khugiani tribe of the Panjpao Daurani
have thi-ee divisions,—Waziri, Khairbun, and Sher-

zad. I’he Waziri liave given the Panjab province of

the British Indian Covernment much annoyance.
The Khugiani reside chiefly in the Gandamak
valley of Jalalabad, and have noAV about 5312
houses.

The Alikuzai number 10,000 families, and are

mostly agricultural. The Alizai are pastoral
;
their

numbers are stated to amount to 15,000 families.

The Atchakzai Daurani are entirely nomades,
living in black tents in the ranges of Khojah
Amran. They say they can muster 14,800 families,

ill 32 divisions.

The Daurani are stout and Avell made, Avith long
hair and beards, many of them being above the

standard of the Indo-Germanic races of Europe.
iSoine ha\’c round and plump faces. With others,

the countenance is strongly marked, and with
most the clicek-bones arc prominent. When a
family is by itself, the ‘men an<l Avomen eat

together; but few restraints are put upon the

female, and her influence is considerable. The
Daurani tribes, all but the Atchakzai, about 5000
in number, are religiously given, but not intoler-

ant. 'I’hey are of the sunni sect. Tlieir national

dance, called Attiin, is danced almost every even-
ing, Avitli songs and tales to accompany it. They
are fond of tales and fond of the chase.

Tlie Daurani and the Ghilzae clans, from their

numerical strength, Jiave exercised greater j^ower

than other of tlic Afglinn tribes. The Daurani
arc knoAvn also as the Suliinani, from the moun-
tains whence they came, having dwelt in the
Tobeli Mariif district.

d’he Kufolzai, more generally known as the

Popalzai, minibering 20,000 families, are an off-

shoot of the Abdali, one of the branches of which,

the Saddozai, gave sovereigns to the Afghans, in

the 17th and IHtli centuries.

Their name Daurani is titular. Ahmad Khan, of

the Saddozai branch of tlie Abdali, about the close

of 1747 was croAvned at Kandahar under the title

of Ahmad ?hah, Daurani, which Elphinstone says

means pearl of pearls, but is commonly understood

to refer to the dominion of the Avorld (Dauran).

From his time up to 1820, Jiis descendants have
ruled; but since the last-mentioned date the
Barakzai, a great clan of the Zirak branch of the

j

Abdali, have been furnishing the ruling family in

!

Kabul. Their numbers are about 30,000 families.

Tlie great bulk are pastoral, a few engage in

tillage in the country S. of Kandsdiar, in Arghesan,
and on the banks of the Helmaud.

The Tarin are a tribe in Afghanistan who have
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‘ifjiidi. divisions, vis. Gn Safed or Spin 'sgain another when the Kandahftribrothsrs arrived

farm, and the T6^ Tiucm in the valley of Peshin, at power.
who are subject ^the Kandahar Grovemment. The Khojah section are next to Jadran m the

The Safed .Tarin (White Turin) could muster 6000 extreme east of the Ghilzae country. They mur-

fighting men, an<][ the Tor Tarin (Black Tarin) dered Colonel Herring of the 37th Bengal Native

about 8000. Infantry, and were punished by Captain Outram.

Peshin is the middle portion of the valley of the Their women took *^part in that fight, handing

Lora river, Barshor being the upper and Shora- powder and ball to their husbands, and throwing

wak the lower part. Peshin is inhabited by the down on the assailants incessant showers of stones.

Tor Tarin, by families of Syuds, and a few Jletwi'eii the years 1839 and 1842, the British

Kakar. Indian army whs continuously engaged with the

The Spin or White Tarin tribe reside in the Ghilzae, and Sir John Keane, Captains Outram,

valley of Zawura, and in the open plains of Tull Anderson, Macan, amlWoodburn, Colonels Cham-
and Chutialli. They stretch into Cutch Gandava hers, Wymer, and Sale, Generals Nott, Pollock,

and nearly touch the British frontier. Tlie Tor and jM‘Oaskill, were at different times employed

and Spin form two factions on the Banii frontier against them. The Suliman Khcl attacked the

in which all the neighbouring tribes became in- army in its advance to Kabul, and when Kabul
volved, seventeen of them being for the Tor and was abandoned, the Ghilzae hung upon and
sixteen for the Si)in faction. destroyed the retreating force. The force moved

Writing of the 'I'arin, laeutenant-Colonel Mac- from Kabul on the 6th January 1842. It num-
Gregor says :

‘ I liavc given them credit for the bered then 4r)(J0 fighting men, of whom 690 were
character of general peacefulness which tliey hold British, 970 wore native cavalry, and 2840 native

among their ncighboiiiH. 'I’licre are comparisons i inf.-intiy, along with whom were 1 2,000 followers,

among thieves, and in a country like Afghanistan, 1 Of alf that body. Assistant - Surgeon William

where an honest man is seldom or ever met with, Brydon, of the Bengal army, alone readied Jalala-

onc can only speak comparatively
;
for the be.^^t bad, and 9o men, women, and children taken

of them would in a civilised country be considered iirisoners w'ere afterwards released. From But-
as scoundrels of the blackest dye, and consigned kak the Ghilzae surrounded them, attacking,

to the common hangman.’ plundering, and massacring. On tlie 8th January,

about 3000 of the retreating force and its followers

The Ghilji or Ghilzae is next in importance to were slain at the head of Khurd Kabul defile,

the Dauraiii tribe. TJie nainos and numbers of On the lltli January 1812, a remnant arrived

the several clans are variously enumerated by at Tezin to the niimbcrof 4500
;
butatGandamak,

Mountstuart Elphiiistone, Lumsden, Leecli, 20 officers and 45 British soldiers, ^the last sur-

Masson, Broadfoot, N. Campbell, Gerard, and vivors,fcll. The Ghilzae indeed drankVloep of blood.

MacGregor, at?d the estimates of the strength In 1848 and 1849 tliey were engaged against

range from 35,000 to 100,000 families, with about the Amir Dost Mnlianmiad Khan, who suppressed

30,000 good fighting men. The names of the them with an army of 25,000 veteran Abdali.

clans usually recognised are Ohtak, Thoki, >SuIi- The Ghilzae, although considered and calling

man Khel, Ali Khel, Sabrak, Tereki, and Kliaroti. themselves Afghan, and, moreover, employing the

Of these the Suliman Khel is the most important, Pushtu or Afghan language, are undoubtedly a
their numbers being 30,000 or 35,000. The mixed race. The name is evidently a modification

Ghilzae inhabit the country bounded on the south or corruption of Khalji or Khilaji, that of the great

by Kalat-i- Ghilzae, on the w'cst by the Gulokh Tiirki tribe, mentioned by Sharif-ud-Din in his

range, on the east by the Suliman range, and on history of Timur. Tlie testimony of Ferishta,

the north by the Kabul river, but in many plac(S while clearly distinguishing the Ghilzae tribes

extending beyond these boundaries. from the Afghan, also establishes the fact of their

The Ghilzae tribe occupy the principal portion of early conversion to M nhammadanism. Still there

the country between Kandahar and Ghazni, ami is a tradition that tlu'y w'ore at some time Chris-

are the most numerous of tlie Afghan tribes, tians of the Anneniaii and Georgian churches.

These people are also found between Farrah and
;

'J’his tradition is known to the Annenians of

Herat, and again between Kiibul and Jalalabad,
; Kjibul

;
and tlu y instance, as corroborating it,

but in either position, being under due control, ; the practice observed by the Ghilzae of einbroider-

th§)t are little heard of. The Ghilziie between ing the front parts of the gowns or robes of

Eandaliar and Ghazni comprise tlie great families their women and children with figures of the

of the Ohtak, the Thoki, the Tereki, and the
,
cross, and tlie custom of their housewives, who,

Andari, with their subdivisions. The Ohtak are
|

previous to forming their dough into cakes, cross

acknowledged the principal of the Ghilzae families, i their arms over their breasts, and make the sign

and furnished the chief in the period of their
I
of the cross on their foreheads after their own

supremacy. !
manner. In the 10th century they still spoke

Between a.d. 1715 and 1724, the Ghilzae were Turki.

dominant under Wais, his son Mir Mahmud,
i

East of Ghazni, in the province of Zurmat, are
and relative Mir Ashraf, who was finally put the Suliman Khel Ghilzae, exceedingly numerous,
down by Nadir Shah

;
but in tliat interval Isfahan and notorious for their habits of violence and

had been twice taken by the Ghilzae, and Persia rapine. 1'hese have no positive connection witli

had lost a third of its population. When Nadir the Thoki or other tribes, neither have they one
Shah overran Herat and Kandahar, be is said to acknowledged head, but are governed by their
have deported to Teheran 18,000 Ghilzae with respective Malik, who arc indepeudent of each
their families, and to have given the Kandahar other. Dost Muhammad Khan reduced them to tlic

lands to his Persian followers. But in. Ahmad condition of tributaries, after having destroyed a
Shah^s time there was a fresh distribution, and mtdtitude of their castles.
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. The Ghilzae women cannot boast of beauty, Tproducts sold in Tyre by the .Sheba
which they strive to supply by ornament. The andRaamah. At the present day, the groat*fiWlng
girls from the ago of eight to twenty are not race of Central Asia are the Povindah.

.

much veiled, but they twist their hair, and tie it conduct all the traffic between British India and
like a cake, which hangs over their forehead, and the Amu Darya valley. They are a pastoral race*

a little below their eyebrows. The centre of the but portions of their tribes and some of their

lock (or hairy cake) is adorned by a gold or silver clans carry goods to Dehli, Cawnpur, Benares,
coin, which in black hair shine.s jirettily. This and even to Calcutta, Bombay, and the Dckhan,
is the sign of virginity amongst tlie Ghilzae. The and return with the spices and produce of the

women allow their twisted locks to hang upon East to Ghazni, Kalat-i-Ghilzae, Kabul, Kandahar,
their ears, even as far as their arms. and Herat. Th(?ir chief clans are the Loliani,

Moorcroftmetwitbapartyof wandering (Jhilzao; Nasir, Niazi, Kliaroti, with subdivisions Daotani,

their tents were nothing more than Ihmsy black Mian Khel, Miani, Kundi, and smaller elans, Mili,

blankets, stretched over forked sticks about four Sulimaii Khel, and Mashuni.

feet high; within, they had some more blankets, They bring to India dried fruits, drugs, spie(’s,

sacks, and pack-saddles
;
and without, a few loads silks, w'oollcns, i^shminas, felts, horses, cattle,

of mats, ropes, and nettingj for the formation of camels, and carry away British and Indian manu-
their packages

;
both men and women were robust, factures of every kind. Camels are their ordinary

with strongly-marked fcfilures. means of carriage. Tlie imports and exports at

•The Ghilzae are both an agricultural and a the Indus ferries of the Dehra Ismail Khan district

pastoral people, and dwell in villages and castles, are valued at 51) lakhs, or lialf a million sterling,

as well as in tents. They ai e a remarkably tall, fine They arc wealtliy, havi' tine horses, and Cfin

race of men, with marked features, the Ohtak and muster about 14,0IM) lighting men. In a region

Thoki peasantry being ])robably Lmsiir[)as,sed, in so full of wars, the perseverance with which they
the mass, by any other Afghan tribe for com- continue their succc'ssful enterprise merits all

mandirig stature and strength. They arc brave praise. Between Kabul and Katiawaz, the Kafila

and warlike, but the generality of tlicm have a can travel separately, but from Katiawaz to

sternness of disposition amounting to ferocity, British territory they have to inovt' for mutual
and their brutal maimers are not di.seountenance<l prot(‘ction in one great body. They are in truth

by their chiefs. Some of the inferior Ghilzae arc soldier merchants, moving in bodies 5000 to 10,000

so violent in their intercourse with strangers that strong, licavily armed, under an el(‘cted chief

they can scarcely be considered in the light of with the title of khan, marching like an army,
human binngs. 'I'liey irrigaO^ by the Karez <*upio- with advanced guard and rear guard, and flanking

ducts and by wells, growing wheat, barley, lucerne, parties, in some parts with daily skirmishes,

clover, and madder. The bri^legroom gives a occasionally pitched battles, ami wljen halting at

feast to the neighbours, costing a poor man about night, posting sentries and throwing out pickets.

K.s. 100; and men often remain unmarried till Major Edwardes says he hardly ever saw a
"28 or 40 years old. IVhen the engagement is Povindah who had notone or more wounds on his

arranged, the bridegroom is admitted to see his body
;
and the loss of an eye, broken noses, scarred

engagoe once or twice aloin^ at night, and, in skulls, lame legs, and mutilated arms are almost
general, without a breach of chastity. The as common as freckles in Kngland.
w'omen frequently figlit by the .sides of the men. The Kliaroti section to the W. and X.W. of the
The pastoral Ghilzae are all robbers, <ifteii mur- Waziri liavc 1500 tents, d'heir climate in winter
dcring. They are liospitablc, and ro.spc'et elders, is very severe. Many of them are quite fair. In
Tlie Aiidar Glnlzao are exj)ert Karez diggers. spring they live on milk, ghi, kooroot, and
Bar Dauraui is a name sometimes applied to the cheese.

Patlian tribes enclosed between the range of the Only militant merchants of this description

Hindu Kush, the Tndu.s, the Salt Jtange, ami the could ever have made a ]irofit out of a commerce
Suliman range. It was ap])lied to them by which had to traverse difficult mountain ranges,

Ahmad Shah, and includes the Yusufzai, Utman through savage robber tribes, and the countries
Khel, Turkolani, Molimaiid, Afridi, Orakzai, and betwemi them seamed with the customs lines

; Shmwari, also the tribes of the plains of Peshawur of greedy, short-sighted chiefs. Besides the

land those of Bangash and Khntak. demands of the governments, they are subjected
Povindah.—A great part of the inhabitants of to the exaction of the officials and petty chiefs

Arabia, Persia, Asiatic Turkt^y, Afghanistan, and at every stage of their route, and the black-

Baluchistan consist of iioina<lc pastoral races, who mail of the various tribes through which they
are continually on the move to and from their pass,— the Turkoman on the Oxiis, the Uzbak
winter and summer quarters. But from the most robbers of Muzar Sharif, the Tartars of the

ancient times there have been travelling nier- Dasht-i-Safed, the Hazara of Syghan and Bisut,

chants traversing these regions, carrying tiie pro- the Wurdak between Kabul and Ghazni, the
ducts of the varied climates from one nation to Hotuk between Ghazni and Katiawaz, the Suli-

another. The prophet Ezekiel, who lived n.c. .574, man Khel of Katiawaz, and .the Waziri between
tells us in the 27th chapter, that tlie Ashurites thepi and the Indus valley. Sorely harassed, at
made benches of the ivory brought from the every stop losing men, horses, camels, bales of
Ohittim islands

;
that the men of Tarshish traded merchandise, bribing, cajoling, bullying, defying,

with Tyre in silver, iron, tin, and lead; Javan, and fighting, twice every year the caravans of
Tubal, and Meshech brought slaves and brass these martial traders, seeking their precious gains,
vessels

;
horses and mules were brought by the battle their desolate way through the deserts of

house of Togarmah • the men of Dedan trafficked Bokhara, the defiles of tlie Paropamisus, the
iin ivory, ebony, and precious clothes for chariots

;
Ghilzae plateau, and the passes of the Suliman

land precious stones, spices, and gold were the range, across the Indus to the Panjab. Their
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Kafila have to pass the Suliinan mountains in one the Kharoti. They bring silk, pashm, carpets,

great company for mutual protection. Every cliaras, and are one of the richest of the Povindah
year they lose a hundred or more men, and at tribes.
least two per cent, of their camels, besides The Kliaroti tribe in Afghcanistan inhabit the

some hundred lojids of goods. If the routes district of Karabagh and the table-lands of Dur
were made safe, they might make four trips Tselae, Saroba, ami Sar-Afzai on the E. borders
annually. They leave their families at the foot of Khorasan

;
their khel are three,—Zadu, I, and

the hills, and enter British India in October, the Adu, with numerous subdivisions, about 15,000
largest body moving by Multan, and the smaller
by Bahawalpur and Sirsa to Dohli, Benares, and
Calcutta. They bring the wool of Kerman to
Amritsar and Ludhiana, raw silks, gold and
silver wire, fruits

;
and carry back cotton and

woollen fabrics, scarfs, the gold thread of Dehli,
the brocades of Benares, drugs, indigo, etc.

The passes from which they emerge are the

Gomal, Manjlii, Slickh Haidar, and Zarkani.
They undertake the safe custody of the passes on
the border of the Dehra Ismail district south of

to 20,000 souls. The I’ovindah and agricultural

Kharoti are of tlic same clan
;

the Povindah
Kharoti arc Chilzae. They arc friendly with the

TiOhani and (Jhilzac Povindah, with the exception

of the Sulimau Khel, with whom they have an old

and very bitter blood feud
;
they are at enmity

with the Waziri.

Piirnmli, or Fermuli, or Hunnuli, a bravo and
warlike race, about 8000 in number, residing

south of the Kabur river near Orglum in the

Kharoti country, and to the west of Krdnil. They
Tank limits for six months in tlie year, without carry on an iinc(*asing hostility with the Kharoti
any special considerations being granted them by tribes around them. Some are soldiers in the
the Indian Government. Amir’s army, and some engage in trade. They
The Nasir are the strongest of .all the sections, occupy the lands at the head of the AVaziri

They have been estimated to number from 1850
to 12,000 families. They are migratory, dwelling
in summer among the Tokhi and Ohlak Ghilzae,

and moving in winter to the Derajat. They trade
less than other sections, bub depend on their

flocks and lierds for food, clothing, and tents.

Their sheep .and camels are imnierouB. 'riiey are
small of stature, ugly, and black

;
are rude and

squalid in their general appearance, and barbarous
in their manners. They are one of the chief

trading clans between Hindustan and Khora.snn.

The Lohani section have three branches,—
Daulat Khel,VPaiii, and Mian Khel. The first

two and part of the Mian Khel have settled to
agriculture. The remainder of the ;Mian Khel
are traders, the men in summer visiting Bokhara,
Samarcand, and ILabul, a guard being left to pro-

tect the women in their fidt tents
;

in the wint(‘r

they move through the Gomal jjass to tin* Derajat,
when some of them proceed to Lahore and

country.

The Pashai race, in Afghanistan, were formerly
very numerous, })ut arc now greatly rcduc,eil, their

remnants being found in the districts of Mundal,
Chitel.a, l^arena, Koomlee, Seva Koolman, Nijnao,

Lughmaii, Koh Karinj, Kiiuar, Bajawiir. The
Panjsher peo))le are probably Pashai, though
calling themselves Tajak. They .and the Nijrao
inhabitants speak the Pashai dialect. The Safi

of Taghai and the Dara Mir are also probably
P«ashai. The Pashai are mentioned repeatedly by
Lieut. Leech as one of the most numerous tribes

in the Panjsher valley and adjoini rig passes. These
arc su])po.se(l to be Muhammadans, but .as the
name is mentioned also by Elphinstono as that of

one of the Kafir tribes, part of them in the moun-
tains may have retained their heathenism and in-

dependence.
TIh‘ Safi, with about 2800 fighting men between

Pashut and Shewa, occu])y the north side of the
Benares, and return in April to revisit Karaluigh 1 hills on the left bank of tlie Kunar river. The
and Pana.

j

Safi understand Pukhto, but speak the Pashai.
The Aka Khel are a poor tribe of the Povindah.

j

They inhabit the valley of Dara Niir, the hills to the
Three of their divisions visit Hritish territory for
tra'de, bringing fruits and cloths. They h,ave a
considerable number of camel.«».

Lohani, a section of the Povindah, are descended
from Nuh, son of Ismail, and are rightly called
Nuliani. Nuh had two wives,—Shiri, from whom
are sprung the Maorat and the Tori

;
Tori had

five sons,—Mama, Mian, Talor, Hod, and Palakh.
Mama’s descendants are the Daulat Khel of Tank,
Isa Khel, and Mian Khel. The Daulat Khel, agri-

culturists in the Dehra Ismail Khan district, form
the predominant tribe in T<ank, which is a semi-
independent portion of the Dehra Lmail Khan dis-

trict. Kati K1Oiel, a Section of Daulat Khel Lohani
Povindah, also reside at Tank.
The Ali Khel are a poor branch of the great

Ghilzae tribe
;
a few trade on their own account,

north of Jalalabad, and between that division and
the Kafir country, also the’ valleys of Barliot and
Daminj to the west of Dara Nur. They arc a
straightforward, manly race, with florid complexion,
light eyes and hair. They have bee-hives, and
make wine, and vinegar.

The Safi occupy Dara Nur, Dara M.azar, Dara
Pech, ami the valleys opening on the Khoiiar
river, and in a district called Surkh Khambar,
south of Bajawar. In Baber’s time they were
Kafirs. They were expelled by the Ghilzae from
the lands to the south of Taghow, and between
Kabul .and Jalalabjul. Nadir Shah cultivated a
frh'udship with them.

^

Soutli of the Safi, at Bald, the first inarch from
Gosliter, on the Jalalabad river tow'ards Bajawar,

1 . .1 . .1 . , , ,

'
^ ^ eghani, who consider them-

Dut the majority hire out their camels to Hie selves Afghans, but are probably converted Kafir
Suliman Khel, with whom they travel. A camel for they speak a dicalcct which no Afirhan can
load IS about 3^ maunds, and they charge Rs. 5 to understand.

®

^ a maund from Khorasan to the Daman. The Buruki race, who claim to bo of ArabThe Daotam tribe of the Povindah have nine origin, occupy Logur and Butkak, in the Ghilzae^lons orkhel, viz. Badin, Hasan, Ibrahim, Madu, portion of the Afghan country, and are said to
Nubo, .^na, Sado, Sanki^i, and Usmanzai. They have been settled there, south of tlie Kabul river
hye at Wana, and come down in three Keri after Ijy the Sultan Mahmud in the lltb century Their
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I^iimber is about 8000 families, but they arrange

•themselves into tribes with chiefs. They are

good soldiers.

The Jaji tribe dwell in the valleys of the Ilariab

and its tributaries. They have about 700 or 800
families. They are much at feud witli one another

;

each house is separate, and in the form of a square.

They form a circle for their wild war-dance.

The Mehrani tribe inhabit tlie slopes of the

Takht-i-Siiliman next to tluj Shirani
;
they are

great marauders.

The Kakar inhabit tlie extreme S.E. corner of

Afghanistan. They claim to be descended from

a man named Sharif - ud - Din, whom Mahomed
converted and gave the name of AbJur Kasliid,

with the title of Pret Khan. Ho is said to have

had five sons,—Shirani, Tarin, Miiini, Barechi, and
Umar-ud-Din, all founders of clans. From the

extreme antiquity of the Kakar clan it has

branched largely, and tlie Arabi Khel or race of

Mulla, the Taeiiiuni of Ghor, the Firoz Kohi
Hazara, the Kayani tribe of Seistan, the Utman
Khel, and the Gakar, all claim connection with

them. The Kayani tribe are commonly called

Baluch, but they acknowledge themselves and arc

recognised descendants from the Saugor Khel

Kakars. They are scattered all over Afghanistan
;

a branch is in Kashmir on the banks of the Jhelum,

and the asaftetida trade of Herat is in their hands.

They number 14,000 to 20,000 fighting men,

viz.

:

Jalazai, 2000 ' Kahizai, .... 1000

Musa Khel, . . .
.‘1000 Hanizaziii, .... 1100

Kadizai, .... 2000 iShidiozai, Alizai, and
Usman Kind, . . . 200 Tonizai 000

.-ibdulazai, .... 2000 ' Khidarzai and others, 200

The Kakar country in the headwaters of the

Lora is wild and inaccessible. It forms a s<piare

of about 180 miles between the Atcluikzai country,

the Spin Tarin, the Suliman range, and Baluch-

istan. Blit Kakars named Casia occupy in part

the valley of Slial. The Puniii elan, in Sewi ami
Sewistan, is Kakar.

The Jalazai section number only about 110

fighting men. The Alizai clan is agricultural and
pastoral, and are said to number 10,000 lighting

j^icn. They are peaceably inclined, and every

winter large numbers come to Dtdira Ghazi Khan
to labour as wood and grass cutters and road-

makers.

The Musa Khel branch are in the hills beyond

the Baluch, to the west of Dehra Ghazi Khan
district and the Kala Koh range, three or four

lays’ journey from Mangrota or Vihowa. Their

sections are Balel, Uinas, and Lahar. They could

issemble 3000 fighting men.
The Shahozai, said to be an offshoot of the

Kakars*, number 200 fighting men.

The Bar Namai Kakar are about twenty miles

south-west of Mekhtar, and the Khojah are an
9ff8hoot from them.

Among the widely-distributed Kakar race there

ire many differences in manners and in personal

ippearance. At the time of Mahmud of Ghazui,

•i warlike tribe of Ghakkar, Gukkar or Kahkar
were in the Salt Range or Jhow mountains be-

tween the Indus and Behut (Hydaspes), and at an
Barly period of their history they would seem to

have been given to infanticide. They are sup-

^sed to be the descendants of the mountaineers

Ivhose chief, Ambisaces, sent ambassadors with

presents to Alexander. Baber writes the name
Guker, but it is also writt’en Ghuka and Khaka.
The Khostwal is a Pathan tribe occupying the

valley of Khost in Afghanistan, for 40 miles along
the Shamil or KhetL river. Their five divisions
or Khel arc the Ismail, Matiin, Manduzai, Shamal,
and Lakan, and they number 0000 to 8000 souls.

The Abdul Rahman Khel, of Khost, inhabit the
Matun district of that valley, also, therefore,

called Matuui. They are a branch of the Karani
clan, and are also Marauri. They number about
1000 fighting men, and are mostly agricultural.

The Makbal is a quiet, peaceable tribe living to

the north of the Mangal and west of the Jaji.

Some of them dwell in the Khost valley.

Vanicha, a Pathan tribe of 300 fighting men.
Their Zargwal section dwell near Bahian, and the

Khorasani in the hills bordering Khorasan.

The Tajak are the aborigines of the country, and
are not vVfghans. Alexander probably found them
there, as ii re-worshippers, speaking Sanskrit or

Pehlevi. They form tlie industrial part of the
|)opiiljition of the khanates, of IJzbak, Khiva,
Bokhara, Khokand, and Kashgaria, also in Far-
ghana, in Khorasan and in Baluchistan, all over
Afghanistan from Jalalabad to Herat, and from
Kandahar to Balkh, also in Persia, Turkestan
oast and west, scattered and unconnected, mixed
with the Uzbaks, Afghans, Persians, Baluch, and
Brahui, but with independent governments in

in Darwaz, Karatagin, V^akhan, and Badakhshan.
'I’hcy seem to have been the aboriginal inhabitante

of all these countries, and to have been pushed
aside by more martial, advancing, and conquering
races. They speak Persian, and in Turkestan and

I

Afghanistan, Tajak and Parsivan are synonymous
terms

;
but in the west they arc also called Sart.

I'ansik or Taujik is the name applied to the Arabs
in all Peblevi writings

;
but they themselves at

present derive their name from Taj, a crown or

head ornament. They arc supposed to be of the

same race as those of Kafiristan, ( 'hitral, Shaghnan,
and J^oshan. The Tajak are a handsome race,

athletic, tall, with fair conqjlcxions, and lively,

sociable temperaments. They wear the costume
and follow the customs of the races amongst whom
they are <l\vclling

;
but they are of settled habits,

mostly agriculturists,or engaged in all the industries

of towns. They are sunni Muhammadans, and
arc quiet, orderly, frugal, and industrious people.

Some of them, under the term Turk, serve in the

army of the Amir of Kabul and in -the Panjab
Irregular Force. Thc?y are, next to the Afghans,
the most powerful race iu that country, and com-
pose the principal part of the population round
Kabul, Kandahar, Herat, Balkh, the Kohistan of

Kabul, Chitral, Gilgit, Shaghnan, Badakhshan,

Karatagin, Vakhan, Darwaz, the small states north

of the Hindu Kush, of Doshi, Khinjan, Indjirab,

Khost, Firing, ami Versukh
;

the Baraki of

Logar, the Fernuili of Urghun, the Sardehi of

Zurmet, and the Shalircgi and Sarbandi of

Seistan arc Tajaks. The Baraki inhabit Barak,

IjOgar, and part of Butkak, mixed with Ghilzae.

In 1809 they had 8000 families. The Logar
branch speak Persian, those of Butkak speak a
language called Baraki. They are more respected

than other Tajaks. The river of the Panjsher
valley iu Afghanistan rises on the south of the

! Hindu Kush in the Khawak ^s. The orchards

and mulberry plantations furnish the staple
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Support of its inbabiiants. The Panjsheri, like

the rest of the Kohistahi, are Tajaks. They are

sunni Muhammadans and bigoted. They form
peace leagues with the Kafirs, exchanging hostages.

They have been independent since tlie time of

Timur, but every man is for himself, and the

whole valley is filled with turbulence and strife.

They could assemble 10,000 men. They are

good soldiers.

The Tajak in the Surkh Rud district of Jalala-

bad division have 2827 hou.scs. The Parsivan

who came with the army of Nadir Shall and

settled in towns, are merchants and in various

trades
;
in villages they are sliephords and agri-

culturists.

Kazzilbash formed part of one or more of the

seven Turkish tribes tiiat embraced tin* parly of

Shah Ismail, the founder of the Saffavi dynasty.

This sovereign, to distinguish tlieni from the

others, gave them a kind of red cap, hence tJieir

name of ^Re<l liead,’ Kazzilbash. The seven

tribes were Oustajalii, Chanilu, Nikalu, Baharlu,

Zoolkaddar, Kajar,. and Afshar. When Nadir

Shah marched towanls Dehli, he had twelve thou-

sand fighting Kazzilbash with him. When he

quitted that city, on his return, he left behind

him three hundred of these, wlio, with other

troops, were directed to bring away his treasure,

and follow him. They passed through Kabul

;

but •when within two days’ march of Kandahar
they heard of ])is death, and a few days after-

wards,Ahmad, Nadir's lieu I enant, arrived, attendt'd

%y five or six huudre<l Daurani
;

he seized the

treasure, and took the Kazzilbash into his service,

and his kind treatment of them induced others to

come from the neighbourhood of d’abreoz, Mashid,

Kirraau, and Shiraz, in Persia, where the true

Kazzilbash exercise the profession of liorse-

breeders, shepherds, and cultivators. There are

now perhaps about ten thousand Kazzill)ash in the
|

city of Kabul, who are ever ready to serve as

mercenaries. Their leaders are by far the most
wealthy, the most intelligent, and the most in-

fluential men at Kfibul. Pnder the Ainirs of

Kabul they have served as body-guards, and still

retain their own language. Tiny are known in

that city as Ghulam Khaiii or (jlhulam-i-Shah,

lit. household or royal slaves. They have three

sections, the Jawansher, Afshar, and Moriid

Khaiii. The Jawansher are of Turk descent from
Shisha, have several sections, and form the
principal part of the Kazzilbash.

The Kazzilbash arc good hor.semen
;
they con-

stitute the bulk of the cavalry and artillery of the

Amir of Kabul. They are also found in the

Indian army irregular cavalry. In Afghanistan

they are also merchants, petty traders, scribes,

physicians, secretaries, and stewards. TJiey speak

Persian and Turki.

The Jat in Afghanistan, about 300,000 in

number, are Sunni Muhammadans
;

they are

mostly very poor, — farm servants, barbers,

musicians, and sweepers.

The Hindki are Hindus of the Khatri class,

residing all over Afghanistan, even amongst the
wildest tribes, who could not get on witliout them.
They pay a capitation tax, are not allowed the
open worship of their religion, nor to give evi-

dence in a court of justice, nor to appear on horse-

back. The Parancheh Hindki are found in the
l^anjaher valley at the head of the Swat valley,

also in the Banu district in British territory, in

Peshawur, Kohat, and in the Haaara country.

They are traders, and of recognised integrity.
^

Arabs have colonies in the Jalalabad district,

Bajawar, Peshawur, and Pughman. The Jalal-

abad Arabs are well conducted, they are pastoral

and agri cultural. They speak Persian
,
and believe

that their ancestors came with Timur.

Jews are found throughout the country in

small luiiiibcrs.

A few Baliich - tribes pasture their flocks and

herds in the southern parts.

Kawal (Qii. Kha'wal) are a tribe of thieves and

fortune-tellers, who wander about the Pughman
mounlain.s.

The Sadu tribe, in the Pughman hills, much
resemble gipsies in habits and mode of life

;
they

arc fortune- tellers and thieves.

The Afghan are all Muhammadans, having been
convert(‘d to this creed within half a century from
the first promulgation of that religion. The
inajority of the tribes arc of the sunni sect.

The shiah sectarians are the Badakhsi, Vaki,
Seistani, Tajak, Kazzilbash, Hazara, Turi, Bangash.

Some of the Orakzai, Dawari, Khostwal, Jaji,

Chitrali, and some Kohistani.

The Parsivan and Aimak, wlio are subject to

. the Afghams, profess Muhaminadanism. Besides

the two sects just mentioned, some are of the Ali

.
Ilahi schism.

i

The government of the tribes is a democracy,
' their represtmtation and self-government being

I

by their Jirgah and Ulus, but, like most rude

:

people, no man’s uationalily extends beyond his

I

own clan.

The mother of a betrothed girl connives at the

engaged couple mooting
;

this is called Nani-zad-
bazi, literally betrotlK'd happiness.

The Afghan are the onlY])C02)lc of Central Asia
who in comparatively rc'oent times have come to

reside to any considt^rabh' extent in British India.

They have never, hoAvever, migrated in large

bodies, but have accompanied the Muhammadan
rulers of India, all of whom have entered from
Afghanistan, and brought bodies of the Afghan
w'itli them. They are known in India by them-
selves and others by the name of Pathan. Some
of tlicsc have settled in many places throughout
Northern India and in some parts of the south, as

far south as Hyderabad, Kurnool, and Cuddapah,
some of tliem in villages, wdiero they own and
cultivate the soil. I'hese have been in consider-

able numbers in the native army of British India,

and particularly in th(‘ cor[)s of irregular cavalry,

and in Northern India, in the civil service of

Covermiicnt. A few I^Uhan settlements are found
ill the Panjab and about Dehli, and they are
numerous in tlui Upper Doab and Rohilkhand.
Pathan principalities, jaghirs, and families are
met with all over India, and the Begum of Bhopal
is of Afghan descent.

—

Bunsen; Calcutta Review;
Campbell; Oiesney; Blphinstone's Hist, of Caiihul;
Perrier's Hist, of the Afghans; Latham's Ethno-
logy; Mohun LciVs Travels; Colonel MacGregor's
High Asia; Peschd; Tod's Rajasthan.
BALUCHISTAN, .as known to Europeans, is

partly I'ersian territory, and in part under the
rule of the Khan of Kalat. Its territorial divisiowf
have been already noticed under that beading;
what remains to be described here are the multi-
tudinous races who have found refuge in its
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- mountain valleys. According *to the most recent

authoritiesy it has an area of 140,000 square

miles; .60,000 are under the Shah of Persia, in the

Sarhad and Baluch, two mountain plateaux, and

80,000 under the Khan of Kalat, in the provinces

of Saharawan, Jhalawan, Cutch Gandava or

Cutchi, Las, and Makran.

The territorial boundary between Brahui or

Kalat Baluchistan and Persian Baluchistan has

^

been defined
;

but the inhabitants, particularly
' those in Makran and the Kohistan, are occupants

of the two divisions.

Mr. Masson arranged the portion of Baliicliistan

subject to the Khan of Kalat into four sub-

divisions :

—

\Vcstern.
|

Maritime.
\

Central.
|

Easteni.

Nushki.
j

Las. . Saliarawan.
^

C’utdi Cian-

Kbaran. Hormura. Kalat. dava.

Mushki. Persani.
:
Jhalawan. I Haraiul on

Panjghur. tlie Indus.

Kej. :
Dajil on tlic

' Kolwah.
I

I

Indus.

Jhow.

The people are partly pastoral an<l noinade, partly

dwellers in towns, and, as indicated by tlieir

physical appearance, are of widi ly different races,

who have pushed or been puslunl forwards from
the S., the W., and the N.IV., into tlieir present

sites. In the khanate of confederate tribes are the

Baluch tribes proper, the Kind, the Brahui, the

Lumri, the Dehwar of the capital, tlic .let or .lat

of Cutch Gandava, thoBabi, Arab races occupying

?
the mfiritime j)rovinces, the Afghans of Shal, ainl

f the Hindu residents of villages.

Baluch traditions trace tlieir origin to Aleppo
in Syria, from wliich they emigrated, pas-sing

through Persia to Cutchi, Makran, aud Seistau.

They entered Sind through tlie Holnn jmss, and

;
then broke into two factions, Ij'shari and b’ind,

and the Lishari successfully disputed the rights

to the water of the Jhool river.

Dr. Cooke was inclined to the opinion that the

;

Brahui were Tartar mountaineers ^Yho had gained

a footing in the country, ultunately 1); coming the

ruling race
;
and that the Baluch came from the

j westward, but whether they were SeJjuk Tartars

k or Arabs from Aleppo, bo thinks is a matter of

I doubt. He considers the Hindus to have been

I the first colonizers of the ujiper part of tlic Brahui

mountains, and that the Bralnii gradually settled

® amongst them
;

that Sehwa, a Hindu raja, called

pin the aid of these mountain shepherd.s against

iioicdc of depredators from the western parts of

'Multan, Shikarpur, and Upper Sind
;

and that

the Brahui, having defeated and driven off these

invaders, seized the government for themselv(‘s,

—

a chief of the name of Kumbar becoming Khan
of Kalat, of whom the present khan is a liimal

descendant.

Babylon. It has been said that Baluollldtan waa
first applied to the territory by Nadir 8bah;
but Ibn Haukal, in the 10th century? says, *The
Baloiijes are in the desert of Mount Kefes, and
Kefes, in the Parsi language, is Kouje, and they
call these two people Koujes and Baloujes.’

The Brahui are the dominant race. From their
physical appearance, their language, and the sites

which they occupy, together with their tradi-

tions, they appear to liavc been a nation of

Tartar mountaineers, who settled at a very early

period in the southern parts of Asia, where for

many cAmiurics they lived an ambulatory life in

khels or societies, headed and governed by their

own chiefs and laws
;
and at length they became

incorporated, and obtained their present footing

at Kalat and throughout Baluchistan. Their

imrsuits and ways of domestic life afford reason
for believing that they were originally moun-
taineers

;
and some amongst them affirm that the

very name demonstrates this by its signification,

being a compound of an affix Boan, and Roh, a
word said to mean a hill. This tradition is sup-
ported by the collateral evidence of the Baluch
being called in one cpiarter of the country Narui,
‘ luwlanders,’ i.c. literally ‘not hillinon,’ a name they
received from the Bralmi when they came amongst
them, and evinced a preference for the champaign
ilislricts.

The Khan of Kalat 's dominions extend from
Shal or Quetta in the N. southwards to the sea
on the coast of Makran, and from the frontier of

Persia beyond Kharan and Panjgur on the AV.

eastward to Britisli Sind, a length and breadth of

about lot) miles. This territory, varied in character

to no ordinary degree, consists of lofty, rugged
tabh.*-land and level ground, and their climates

exhibit the severest lieat and most intense cold.

AVhen the plains of Cutchi arc intolerable in

the month of May, by reason of the intense heat,

dust-storms, and poisonous winds, the weather
about Quetta and Mustung resembles an English
spring-time.

A mountainous table-land, running north and
south, comprises jtlie* luovinces of Saliarawan,
Jhalawan, and lias. It extends from the Afghan
mountains N. of Qiktta southwards to Cape
Monze, or from lat. Tu'" to 25° N., a length of 340
miles. In breadth it extends from the level plains

of Cutchi eastward, to Nushki on the borders of
the Seistau desert westward, extending thus about
150 miles, wTdest about the centre, but it

gradually narrows southwards until, at Cape
Monze, the range is only a few miles iu width.

The heiglit also varies. Tlie greatest altitude is

attained at Kalat, about 7000 feet, wliere the

climate is European
;
southward it rapidly de-

clines, until in the province of Ijas the elevation

is little above that of i^ind. In this mountain
The other race, the Baluch, he says, ascribe range here and tliere are long and meandering

their origin to the earliest Muhammadan invader valleys, but it is the natural boundary of AYestern

of Persia, and arc very desirous of being supposed India.

to bo of Arab extraction. They spurn the idea The Koliistan of Baluchistan is tlie part lying

that they are derived from one stock with the to the westward. On its N.E. and W. it has

[
Afghans. The affinity of the Baluchiki to the sainly deserts, and on its south are various dis-

"'‘’ersian language favours their tradition that they tricts of ^lakran. Its principal mountains are
ime from the westward

;
to support which, also, those called the Sarhad between lat. 29° and 30°

see that the majority of the Baluch still dwell N., visible from a distance of 80 or DO miles. In
the western frontier. several places are brooks of liquid salt

;
pools of

Sir Henry Rawlinson says the Persians regard water covered with naphtha, sulphur, muriate of

Baluch as descended from Belus, king of ammonia, and hot springs. It is occupied ex?
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dusively by Braliui, in a number of petty re-

publics.

The Badozai and Bari tribes of Baluch inhabit

the district of Past-i-koh west of Sibi in this

Kohistan.

The Memaseni tribe of Seistan and Luristan,

\rest by north from Shiraz, occupy still farther

west in the valley of Musl»ki. They arc the

bravest but the most savage of the tribes, and
lead a wild, disorderly life, frequently at feud
with their neighbours. They are the powerful
tribe encountered by Alexander in Upper Bac-
triana.

Bashkiird is the most western district of the

Kohistan
;

it is extremely inountainous, apd is

separated by a desert from the Persian province of

Nurmanshahr. It is oeciqjied by a tribe of Kurds
who have advanced out of TiUristan. They arc

pastoral, and prefer the uijlands. 1’herc is a hot

spring at Basnian, a hamlet in the Kohistan.

The Baluch and Brahiii tak(i tlicir tribal names
from the chiefs under whom they serve, the dis-

trict or country to which they belong, or the

traditions as to whence they derive their descent.

Between the numerous clans, blood-feuds liavc

at times been long continued. The authority of

the Khan is acknowledged by the greater portion

of the tribes and races in Balueliistnn, and the

khanate has treaties with British India. Quetta is

now (1883) garrisouetl by a British force.

Pottiuger, writing early in the IDth century,

enumerated 74 principal tribes of Brahui, and gave

106,760 as their fighting strength
;
but he added

that he could have given twice as many more
names.

,

The more important of the Baluch, Brahui, and '

Afghan tribes in the khanate occupy the follow- '

ing districts :

—

Nvisherwani (Baluch) in Kharan and Washak and
partly in Maskai.

Mirwati (Brahui) in Maskai.
Oitchki (Brahui) in Panchgur and Kcj.

Lumri or Numri in Lafi. They are connected by l)loo»l
;

with the Batti of Jeysulinir, and trace their an-
j

cestors to Samar, the founder of Siiuiaicaiid. I

Kassi (Afghan) in Shal.
^

i

Minglial tribes and Bizanju, ZahrijIIaidarani, Kaidraiii,
;

and Kambaraiii occupy the .Jhalawan districts of i

lVa<l, Nal, Sohrab, ZaJiii, and K<i/<hr.

iii. Border Tribes livingwithin British teirito^. Tl^so

aro the Mazari, Burdi, Khosa, Jemali, Jottui,

Dumki, Jakrani, and others,

Baluch have no written tongue, but Persian is

used, and in their traditions they claiiirto be Arabs

who left Aleppo after the death of Imam Husain,

and to have settled in Kirman and afterwards in

Makran, while subsequently some of them went

to Kalat and Khorasan and other places.

The great Kind tribes are subdivided into 44

branches. Their .traditions affirm them to have

emigrated ages ago from Damascus and Aleppo.

Their language is the Jatki, in common with that

of the other inhabitants of Cutch Gandava, and
Nfard-i-Riiid im'ans a brave man. The Rind of

Cutch Caiidava are of the Utanzai division.

Tlic Utanzai dwell at Siirau
;
the Dumki and

Jakrani dwell at JiChri
;
the Dpda Mari at Kahan;

tlie Bugti, in the hills east of J.ehrat, Sing Saloli,

amlTeiiki; the Hoinarari dwell atTambii; theJam-
ali dwell at Kojan. The Dumki, Jakrani, Bugti, and
Doda Mari w ere distinguished by their predatory

habits. They indulge(l these in attacks on the

British armies w’est of the Indus. The Mari
tribe inhabit the eastern hills of Cutch Gandava,
and were notorious for their lawless habits and
frequent inroads on the plains. A peaceful and
submissive portion of the tribe are in the hills

west of the province below Jell. A large portion

are at Adam Mari, on the vS.M. frontier of Sind.

They and th<‘ Maghazzi seem to have emigrated
from Makran to (hitch (landava at different

])eriods, and to have become incorporated with
tlie Jat onllivators.

The follow'ing minor Bind tribes reside in the

N.Fi. hills of Saharaw'an :— Kalliii at Pup; Kuchik
at Kirta; Pushh at Johan; Maudarari at Kodbar;
ami Ihizli at Kajiiri.

The Bind on the western banks of the Indus
are of two great tribes, the Gurcliani, who inhabit

Ifarand, and south of these the predatory but
nearly independent Mazari tribe. Their sub-
divisions arc

—

A. Dwelling in the hilly region N.IV. of Cutchi.
Bugti. (Jiirchani. ' Lunl. ‘ Mazari.
Chacliri. bashari. iNfari. Mundastri.
Dirislik.

B. Dvvellin in Cutclii.

Haisani, Sherwani, and Bangalzni (Braliui) in iMustang.

Rakshani (Balue'li ? Brahui?) in Nu^liki.

Kalat by Dehwar, Brahui, Bahi, Hindu, Afglian, and
slaves. Tlie Brahui is the dominant tribe.

Hind (Baluch) and Jat are in (Jutch (JanJava, w'th
Rind and Bugti (Kind) in the hills beyond.
Garchani (Rind) ocaupy Harand.

Baluch inhabit the lulls to the W. of the N.W.
British frontier from the Viliowa pass on the N. to

the extreme limits of Jacobubad on the south and
w’cst. The khanate tribes own the authority oidy

of their respective chiefs, but several of them
occupy partly khanate and partly British territory.

Major John Jacob, C.B., writing in the year

1854, gives the following three lists of

—

i. Tribes residing beyond British territory, and de
facto independent of any other state.

Khetrani.
Lashari
Gurcliani.

Kujjuk and
Barozhi of
Sibi.

Bugti 1 y
and >

Mari. )

redatory hill

tribes.

ii. The Border Baluch, who are partly within and
jpartly without British territory, are as under

:

Mazan.
|

Chandia.
]
TJrnrani.

|
Nizamani.

Burdi. Jettui. Khyhiri. Kaihiri.
J>uinkL Jamali. Jat. Khanavi.
Jakrani Kosa. Mhar.

Boledi. Ghulambulk. Kharani. Pogh,
Ghangia. Jahimbaiii. Kosa. Puzh.
Dinari. .Jatui. Nu.sherwani. Uindaiii.
Dtmnki. Kalui. Omrani. Utanzfai,
Dumki.

The IHnd section of Baluch arc in small; groups
or singly all over ISind, though more numeSrous in
the nortli near Jacohaliad, or southwards inv the
Thur and l^irkur districts. Bind, under Chakm’; •

attached themselves to the emperor Ilumayun’s
fortunes. They got a grant of land in the Bari
Doab, and settled at Bat-gharra, on the banks of
the Sutlej near (Jogaira, and are still there, though
not so de.signatcd. Some Baluch settled in the
N.W. of India, to as far as Dehli, where they are
scattered about in various capacities, and are often
camel-drivers. They are large, powerful, swarthy
men. They serve as mercenary soldiers in Arabia

;

and latterly, in Bombay, they became labourers
at the harbour and on the quays.
The Maghazzi have only four families, the-

Butani at Jell being the chief. They are the
deadly enemies of the Kind, but are probably of
the same race. The Maghazzi are subdivideci
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into four principal families or clans, of which the Narui prefer mud houses to tents. The Baluch
Butani of Jell are the most illustrious, and gave are indolent, and only rouse themselves to some
the chief or sirdar to the whole. They boast of favourite amusements. They are sober, using
being able to muster 2000 fighting men

;
and flesh meat, wheat, and barley, cakes, rice, dates,

between them and the Rind a blood feud long cheese, sweet and sour milk, and soup made of
existed. The Maghazzi and Rind are alike dal or peas, seasoned with peimer. The Narui
addicted to the use of ardent spirits, opium, and principally inhabitthat portion ofBaluchistanwhich
bhang. lies to the wtistward of the desert, and there are
The Baluch are in tribes or tomans, each under likewise clans or khel of them at Nushki and in

a hereditary tomandar. The tomans are sub- Seistan.

divided into clans or para, each clan with a The sections Kind and Maghazzi are settled in

hereditary Makadam or headman. Each clan has Cutch flandava, to which fertile plain they have
sections or pali. They are a hardy, martial race, migrated at different periods from the province of

truthful and faithful to their engagements. They Makran, and have become incorporated with the

dismount and fight on foot with sword and Jat, or cultivators of the soil, as the subjects of

shield. They are Muhammadans of the Sunni the Khan of Kalat
;
a few of these likewise re-

sect, but arc not bigoted nor fanatical, and have side in the hills to the N.E. of Cutch Gandava,
no hatred to the British on religious ga-ouiids. and on the skirts of the deserts north of Kalat.

Theircourage is open and stern; 700 Bugti refused The Baluch, in all the east of Baluchistan, are

to surrender to Colonel Merewether’s horsemen, but the upper stratum of the population
;
and

though escape was hopeless, but allowed them- there, as also in Seistan and Cutch Gandava,
selves to be shot down till two-thirds had fallen, the Jat race form the greatest portion of the
They are averse to labour and to all instruction, agricultural population.

considering it an indignity to learn to read or Baluch tribes think much of good blood and the

write. They are averse to regular service or to claims of long descent. Baluch mothers, like those

wear uniform. In their internal wars and blood !
of the Armenians, Hebrews, Chinese, and Afghans,

feuds they never molest women or children, though sec the j>roof3 of their daughter’s marriage,

they carry on their contests with the moat iin- Baluch have a code of honour, to ^ynich they

placable enmity. scrupulously adhere, and have far more nobility

The lads who have not put on trousers are of character and manliness of disposition than
regarded as children. Their women move fear- Afghans. The Afghans swore not to molest

lessly about the hills, gathering tlie fronds of British troops when retiring from Kabul, never-

the dwarf palm, or collecting fLdlei*s’ earth, theless destroyed tlm brigade. The Baluch swore
IV^dows are remarried to their deceased husband’s to keep faith with (’aptaiu Browne and his garrison

brother. The men wear their beards, and have in Kahun, and escorted them safely to the plains,

bushy whiskers. Their turban is of cloth twisted though quite at their mercy and dependent on
like a rope

;
they have a sort of shirt reaching to them even for water. The Baluch closes with his

the knees and plaited at the waist behind, with enemy in the fight, sword and shield in hand
;
the

loose trousers, and a white sheet as a plaid. The Afghan engages with matchlock, firing from a
ornaments of the women are necklaces (hassi) distance, if possible under cover, and seldom
a torque of stiff solid metal

;
a necklet (chamkalli, closing with his enemy.

, a string of twisted silk with pointed gold beads), Baluch women generally wear the gagh-gho, a
armlets, bracelets, and anklets. long shift resembling an English night-shirt, but

Their liouses are mean, their flocks are small, opening behind between the shoulders, and with
They are bad riders, though they have a good half arms. Tt is usually made of red or white
breed of marcs, 13*2 to 14*1 in height, well built, stuff, and reaches almost down to the ankles. Red

‘ wiry, and hardy, able to carry their rider 50 to is the fashionable colour, and elaborately worked

I

70 miles, with his bedding, food for man and at tlie breast.

horse, with matchlock,—in all about 13 stone; The men wear their hair long and flowing over
; they are never shod. the shoulders, whilst a luxuriant beard falls over

Tbeir arms are sword and shield and matchlock, the breast. The women tie their hair in a knot •

|They are hardy, endure severe privation. They behind, brushing it smooth in front, and keeping

"lave blood feuds,—Khun-bawur, satisfaction in it in place by a fixature. The colour of the hair

blood. is frequently brown or red.

TheNaruisectionof Baluch arc a tall, handsome, Baluchistan grows .wheat, barley, millet, and
active race, with good features and expressive coun- vice, but mutton and milk preparations are the

tenances, not possessing great physical strength, staple articles of food
;
asafeetida is largely used,

but inured to changes of climate and season, and Jaloh is a scorching hot wind of the Baluchistan

accustomed to undergo every kind of hardship desert. It is frequent in the eastern low-lying

and fatigue. They fight with great gallantry, province of (hitch Gandava or Outclii
;

it blows

fearless of death, only requiring a Kader to direct also in the sandy deserts bordering on Southern
their impetuous valour. They are the most savage Afghanistan, and is often fatal to animal life,

and predatory of the Baluch. The Kind and Lead mines are worked at Kappar or Sekran in

Maghazzi Baluch resemble the Narui Baluch in size Central Baluchistan.

and stature, and, like them, have, good features The Brahui are confined to the mountain
and expressive countenances, but are less able to districts, in which also are tribes from several
support hardships and labour. They are of a sources

;
for instance, Jhalawan has Rajput

darker colour than the Narui. They are hospit- descendants, the Boledi is of Arab descent, and
'able. They are almost pastoral

;
usually reside in the Kamburani claim to be Abyssinian.

Ighidan) tents of black felt or blanket, stretched The typical Brahui are certain tribes in Sabara-
>or a framework of tamarisk (guz). The wan and Jhalawan. They have, both in feature
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and speech, indications of a Mongoloid or Turanian line of the head, or dome-shaped, with a tas^ on

origin. They are hardy, often migratory. Their the top. Those of the higher classes are elaoor-

.political chief is the Khan of Kalat. They are ately ornamented with gold thread. A few we^
Sunni Muhammadans. turbans; and the Baluch have them preposterously

The more unsettled and wandering Brahui large?, of white muslin. The higher blassea are

reside in one part of the country during summer, somewhat better dressed, and carry loongees or

and migrate for the winter season. They likewise scarfs, which they throw around their shoulders in

change their immeiate place of resort many exactly the same manner as a Scotchman wears

times, in search of pasturage for their flocks,—a his plaid, and aa the ancient Irish wore them long

practice rare among the Baluch tribes. They ages ago.

differ so much from the Baluch in external Saharawan province, in Central Baluchistan,

appearance, that it is almost impossible to mistake is about 10,000 square miles. Tho population

one for the other. The Brahui, instead of the tall does not exceed 60,000. This elevated plateau

figure, long visage, and raised features of their is the more northern of tlie Baluch confederate

fellow-countrymen, are stout and squat, have short, provinces, and runs with the Afghan districts

thick bones, with round faces and flat lineaments, of Pcsliin and Toba, and is separated oii the

The title Kamburani is a general one for all the east by a range of hills from Dadar and Cutch

Brahui. The Kamburani are subdivided into Gandava. It has only the Bolan river and a few

distinct gradations of rank, called Ahmadzai rivulets, but the climate is cool, and the rains

and Khani. The first supplies the khan, and ensure good grain harvests. Quetta, Kot, or

the Khani are of the secondary rank of cliiefs
;

Shal is one of its districts, and snow lies there for

while the Kamburani include all the remainder of two months of the year. The population cousists

the tribe, though in common use is applicable to of the Kassi (Kassye) tribe of Afghans, who
tho whole body. They receive wives from, but do claim aflinity with the Safi clans; but in spring

not marry their daughters into, other tribes. and summer numerous Brahui tomans range over

Brahui are found throughout Baluchistan, but its plains. Its capital, called Shal by the Baluch,

chiefly occupy the mountainous regions of Jhala- by the Afglian is called Quetta, an equivalent

wan and Saharawan, while Kalat, tho capital, is for ‘ kot’ or fort, sometimes Shal-Kot.

their headquarters. They are hardly to be siir- The Shal valley was ceded to Nasir Khan of

passed in activity, strength, and hardiness, being Kalat by Ahmad Shah, the first Daurani sovereign,

alike inured to the cold of tho mountains of Baluch- It has many small divisions and villages. Its

istan and to the heat of Cutchi. The women of cjipital, Shal or Quetta, is very unhealthy from

the Bizanju tribe, and those of the Niclmri near July to September.

Kalat, are esteemed very handsome
;
bub the ex- Part of tho Sherwani Brahui dwell in Shal.

posure to which they are subjected during tlieir The Sherwani occupy also exclusively Kbad and
migrations soon bronzes the face, and they Kishna, but reside with other tribes in Shal and
acquire a hardy, masculine appearance. At .the Miistung. They take their name from their belief

commencement of tho winter months, all migrate that they came from Slierwan on the Caspian,

to the plains, and many leave the hill country as Miistuug has a healthy climate and fertile soil,

early as tho middle of September. On a march It contains no Afghans, the fixed inhabitants are

they sustain incredible labour. Dchwar, mixed with the Kaisani, Sherwani,

The Gurganani Brahui take their name from Mahmud Sliahi, Bangal-zai, Lari, and Sirphera

the Persian Gurg, a w-olf. tribes of Brahui.

Kamburani Brahui are estimated to have 1000 The Kaisani, the most respectable of the Sahara-

fighting men. They are supposed to have come wan tribes (from Jtais, Arabic for ruler), are able

from Abyssinia, Kambur in Baluchi meaning an to raise 600 fighting men. The Raisani furnish

Abyssinian. It is said also to mean a tortoise. the chief of Sah.arawan, whose place on all stale

Brahui and Baluch are equally hospitable, but occasions is on tho right of the Khan of Kalat, the

the Brahui are the more quiet and industrious chief of Jludaw'an being on the left. They are

race, with habits averse to the rapine and violence traders, horse-dealers.
to which the Baluch tribes arc addicted. In The Lari Brahui occupy the valley of Nermuk
personal bravery and endurance of privations and in Saharawan, but reside also at Mustang and
hardships, the Brahui are esteemed superior to all Shal, with other tribes.

the neighbouring races. Their gratitude is lasting, Sirphera, literally head-shearers, dwell in Saha-
and their fidelity conspicuous. They are mild and rawan and Cutchi. They reside in summer in

inoffensive in nianner, though uncouth and uii- Gurcliani, and during winter in Cutch Gandava.
civilised.^ Their women arc not secluded. Pliny mentions the Saraparie near the Oxus.
The tribes, especially the Brahui mountaineers, Mangachar has a few dispersed hamlets. It is

reside in tomans, or collections of tents. The^e well irrigated with canals, and the whole plain is

tents are made of goats’ hair, black or striped
;
the intersected with dams to jirescrvc the rain. The

furniture is very simple,—a few metal cooking- tomans are scattered over the plain. Many brood
pots, a stone hand-mill, and some rough carpets mares are kept. It is B(‘parated from Mustung by
and rugs, with a distaff for spinning wool, and a a lengthened valley termed Khad, in which the
hookah, are all that are usually found in a Brahui Sherwani tribe of Brahui dwell. The Brahui
tent. That of the chief may perhiips be better tribes on the nast border with the Mandawari,
furnished, and he is richer than his neighbours in Kuchik, and Puzh Rind tribes and the Gbazghi
noc^rand herds. The dress of the lower orders Brahui, adjacent to Cutch Gandava. The Langhao
IS made up of a long tunic, trousers loose at the are in Mangachar. .

feet, ^d a black or brown greatcoat or cloak, I)as1it-i-he-Daulat belongs to the Kurd Brahiu
ustially of felt, kamrbaud, and sandals. They tribes. It is in the northern part of Saharawan
wear a small cap, either fitting tight to the out- and west of the Bolan Hills* and is about 16 miles
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in Idigth luid breadth. In spring it ia clothed of Saharawan. Snow seldoiii falla. The Ziggar
with lovely flowers and grasses, and is then Mingal at one time occupied the Dasht-i-Gowin
covered with the tomans of the Kurd, who retire near Kalat, but their increasing numbers com^
to Merv after the harvest of autumn, and then polled them to emigrate into Nushki, dispossess-
predatory bands of Khaka roam over tho ground, ing the Rakshani, of whom two tomans or clans
The Kurd possess also Tikari in Cutch Gandava. still reside at Nushki. They have a much-valued
Their sections are the Made-zai, Shadan - zai, breed of horses, called Tarji, Their flocks are very
Zirdad-zai, Shadi-zai, and Massutari. A pastoral numerous.
tribe of Kurd occupy the Kohistan. Tho Nusherwani, the ruling tribe in Kharani,
The Kharan province, in which lie two small extend into Nushki, others into Baluch Makran,

towns, is occupied by a Rind tribe of Persian Panjgur, and Kolwah.
*

origin, called tho Nusherwani, of whom the Alif- Sageti (Sajadi?) have about 700 adult men.
zai are one branch. They cultivate a little They inhabit the valley of Graisha in Jhalajran.
wheat and barley, but insuflicient for their own They are supposed to be descendants from a
wants. They claim a descent from Nusherwan portion of the force that marched southwards
similar to the Udaipur Rajputs. They are tho with Alexander. The chief family of the tribe are
dominant tribe in Kharan. The Dagari and tho Saki, distinctly of Scythian origin. They are
Hijbari tribes are said to be the original owners. of those Sakre who formed part of Alexander’s
The Rodani Rind are at Ashi Khan and army, and whose country is stated by Dr. Wilson

Puden, the Ghazghi and Sanialari are in the hills to have been that lying between tlie Paropamisan
west of Khanak, and the Suiiari in Dasht-i- mountains and the Sea of Ural. It is not im-
Goran. probable that they accompanied Alexander as far
Jhalawan province has that of Saharawan on as the south of Sind, and, returning with Craterus

the north and west, Laa-Beyla on the south, and up the Moolla pass, settled in their present
Cutchi and Sind on the east. It lies between position. Sakm still occupy the borders of the
lat. 26° and 29" N., and long. 65" and 67° E., and Caspian.
comprises the districts of Sohrab, Zahri, Baghwan, Zahri or Jahri, a Brahui tribe in Jhalawan.
Khozdar, Zidi, Kappar, Wad, and Nall, together Nushki is an extensive province west of Jliala-

with the hills occupied by the Mingal, Bizanju, wan. It has several towns and castles, and is

and Samalari Brahui. The inhabitants are pas- inhabited by Mchmasani, Nusherwani, and
toral, and have large flocks of sheep. Jhalawan Mirwari.
has less elevation than Saharawan. j\lany of Mirwari Brahui are in Nushki, Jao, and Kolwah
the tribes are supposed to be of Rajput origin

;
in Baluchistan.

and, until lately, tho practice of infanticide The MehmaRani have branches in Scistan and
was prevalent amongst them. Near Bagwana in the hills of Luristan.
Dr. Cook saw a cave in the rock filled with the Kalat town, in lat. 29° N., and long. 66° 40'

dried mummy-like bodies of infants, some of which E., is the capital of Baluchistan. It is 7000
when seen had a comparatively recent af)pearance. feet above the sea, in a nauow valley, with
The fixed population in their little towns does the hills of Cutch Gandava on its east. Its soils
not exceed 10,000, and are greatly exceeded by the are rich, and it has one permanent stream, with
pastoral tribes. The great Brahui tribes of Mingal several of the karez aqueducts. Kalat district is

and Bizanju give them the preponderance. Tho the principal district of the Brahui race. The
Bagwana valley is all well cultivated. town was taken by storm by the British Indian

Bizanju Brahui inhabit the districts of Nall, army on tlie 13th November 1839, from the
Urnach, and Kolwah, also Ormar<a in Makran. northern or Mustung gate. The population
Thev have 10 sections,—Tamarari, Muhaunnadari, consists of the dominant Brahui, and of Baluch,
Gaoarari, Umpari, Nindowari, Ludani, Lotani, Dehwar, Babi, Afghans, Ghilzae, and slaves. The
Chanal, Baduzi, and Siapad. Many of the sections miri or citadel has tho palace of the khan. The
occupy the Urnach valley. The two great divisions, Babi suburb is on the south side

;
Brahui, Ghilzae,

the Umarari and Tamarari, are west of, but on Afghans, and others dwell in the Past-i-Shahr,
tho same hills as, the Mingal. They arc a violent and Afghans are in all the suburbs. The number
people, and much addicted to rapine. of the inhabitants has been stated at 12,000, and

Boharzai is a predatory tribe in the Chiru Nal that of its houses at 800. The Ahmadzai branch

I
valley hi Jhalawan. of the Katnburani is the section of the Brahui to

\:
Khozdar, a sub-district of Jhalawan, has the which the Khan of Kalat belongs. It is said to

: Maxdui Brahui tribe. They smelt lead from a bo descended from Kainbur, son of the Imam
carbonate ore. Kambar

;
but Kambiir, in Baluchki, means an

The Mingal, a powerful Brahui tribe, dwell in Abyssinian, and the dominant tribe is believed to
the southern hills of Jhalawan, from the limits of have come from that country, and to have been
Khozdar to Bela in Las. Their manners are rude rulmg since the middle of the 17th century,
and their habits predatory. The Shahi-zai and Gadad are the slaves (Khanazad, household
Phailwan-zai are their two great divisions. They guards) of the Brahui rulers. Every family of
pretend to be able to raise 18,000 fighting men. consideration in Baluchistan has slaves either of

Ziggar Mingal dwell in Nushki to tho west of African origin or of captives taken in predatory
Saharawan. Th^ are hospitable, and adhere to excursions.
their proimses. The Ziggar Mingal and Rakshani Dehwar speak pure Persian. They are the

I
of Nushki have no proper towns or villages, but settled inhabitants of towns and on cultun Me

ie in ‘ tents, though not migratory. Their lands. They are called Tajak in Persia, Sart
r, the Kaisar, is useless for irrigation, and is Bokhara, and Dehgan in Afghanistan, Dehwar
amongst the sands. They cultivate wheat at and Dehgan meaning villagers. They are a quiet,
skirts of the hill ranges supporting the plateau orderly people. In Baluchistan they have about
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thirty sections, in fi'^e grand divisicns. Dr. Cook tors. In 1880 they harassed the British in the

8.ays their language is nearly pure Persian
;
they advance to Kandahar*

inhabit the Deh or villages, and do not migrate, Harandand Dajil, in CutchGandava,but border-

are an agricultural people, hard-working and poor, ing on the Indus, are inhabited by the Gurchani,

The Babi or Ababi are a wealthy trading class and have the Mazari on their south,

in the Shal district and at Kalat. they are stout, Tiie pastoral and agricultural tribes are the

well-made men, with good features and pleasant Jat, the Khosa, Jamali, Jettui, Machee, Oomrani,

manners. They appear to have come originally Kanidani.

from Afghanistan. They have four khol or The Diimki sub-tribe of Rind claim a Persian

sections,—Umar, Hija, Chur, and Ganga. origin
;
they are a hardy, brave, and martial race.

Cutch Giindava for brevity is generally called The Jat, distributed throughout Baluchistan,

Cutchi. It is bounded on the N. and N.E. by the arc all Muhammadans. Those of Cutchi have

Murree and Bugti countries, on the AV. by the 11 ala sections engaged in tillage; also 18 sections of

mountains, on the E. by Sind, but is separated camel-breeders,

from Sind in the S. by a desert strip 20 miles The Jat of Cutchi dwell in villages,

broad. From these bounds it will be seen to The Guruwani tribe in Cutchi follow Muham-
extend from the town of Dadar, near the mouth madanisin, but are descendants from former Hindu

of the Bolan pass in the N., to near Khyree rulers in tlie highlands of Baluchistan.

Gurree in British Sind in the S., a distance of The Kaihiri is a strong but peaceable tribe in

100 miles, and from the Hala mountains on the Chatar and Pnlaji in Cutchi, who claim to be

IV., 150 miles eastwards to the Panjab. The Shaikhs from Afghanistan. They rendered goo 1

surface is nearly uniformly flat, and is mostly a service to the British. They suffered defeats in

waste, for although the streams of the Bolaii, the 1828 from the combined Murree, Bugti, Dumki,

Narra, the Shari, and the Teywaugh run through and Jakrani, and were driven out of the country,

it,—and wherever water is obtained Cutebi can be but were restored by Sir Charles Napier after his

cultivated, and bajra (Penicillaria spicata) and hill campaign in 1845. He enrolled eighty of tlieir

juari (Sorghum vulgare) grown,—the air is arid, number as irregular liorse, and stationed them in

the average annual cpiantity of rain being about the Cutchi side of the desert. These are still kept

two inches, and for two or three years at a time up. at Rs. 14,580 per annum of pay.

there may even be no rain. AVhen it does fall, a The J*angao tribe is of Hindu origin, and retain

severe form of fever follows, from which no one the Hindu titular appellations. Tliey dwell S. of

escapes. Except within the influence of irrigation Bagh in Cutchi, and in the valley of Mangaclmr
or after successive seasons of favourable downfalls, between Kalat and Mustung. Their Maidizai off-

Outchi may be termed a desert waste. Bagh, the shoot reside in Gwadar.
principal town, in lat. 28° 50' N., and long. 67° The Maglieri tribe have four subdivisions,

—

54' E., about 38 miles from Dadar, has a population Hajizai, Bambirani, Bhond, and Arbani. Their

of 8000 to 10,000; the neighbourhood is positive cliit‘f town, Jalal-Klian, is N.W. of Bagh.

desert or Pat. Gandava is the second town. The Jatui is a small agricultural sub-tribe of

Dadar, in lat. 29° 28' N., and long. 07° 34' E., Rind Baluch between Shikarpur and the Indus,

and 743 feet above the sea, is also a town of some also in Cutclii. They were formerly predatory,

importance. It is 5 miles from tlie E. entrance hut are now peaceable. 'Iliey liavc eleven sub-

of the Bolaii pass, and is well supplied with water divisions.

from the Bolan river, but it is almost surrounded Tiie Tariii, a Pathan tribe furnishing about 700

by hills, and the closeness and great lieat have fighting men, inhabit the country to the north of

given rise to the I’ersian saying, ‘Ai Allah! Cutchi,

Dozakh chira sakhti chon Dadar liasti !
’—O f.ord ! The Jakrani tribe is Baluch; they occupy the

why did you make hell, when you have Dadar? portion of Cutch Gandava to the E. of ChutaAnd
The Bolan pass is 54 miles long reckoning from Shalipur, 'Ihcy are a section of the Maghazzi.

its mouth, 5 miles AV. of Dadar, through the Hala They have nine subdivisions,—Salivani, Majani,

mountains to the Karlaki, 2J miles to the E. of Sujapaz, Suwanani, Sudkani, Solkani, Mulkani,
the Dasht-i-be-Daulat, 5900 feet above the sea, Karokani, and Dirkani, and have 300 fighting

where the fertile, well-watered valleys of Mustung men well mounted. 'Ihey and the Dumki before

and Shal occur. From April to August, the climate British annexation were largely predatory, but
of Cutchi is proverbially sultry, and the desert after Sir Charles Napier’s campaign in 1846, the

blast, the bad-i-simum or jaloh, sweeps across it. best portion of this tribe was removed to fertile

In winter the climate is temperate, and the Khan laud near the Kashmir desert in the Jacobabad
of Kalat, and all the wealthier Brahui, as also district. They used to unite with the Dumki,
the Rind Baluch, resort to it. The khan takes and could muster for plundering about 1 500 horse-

up his residence at Gandava, but Bagji is the men well armed, with about 500 more able-bodied

more important town. The several tribes in armed men on foot. The Jakrani carried on their

Cutchi number in all about 100,000 souls. It is forays on horseback, and levied black-mail on all

inhabited by very distinctly marked races,—tJie merchants. They arc now peaceful cultivators of

Jat, Rind, Maghazzi, and Brahui. 'J’he Jat seem their own and Government lands,
the original race, and occupy the centre of the The Kojah are a section of the Kaknr Afghans
province. The Riiul, lawless sub-tribes, Jakrani, who have settled in the district of Sibi in N.

Dumki, Bugti, and Murree, are a more recent in- Cutchi. 'They have attained to great power, and
trusiye race dwelling on the skirts. The Doda, a in 1840 had 700 fighting meu. Their eoUBt0 i*

division of the widely dispersed great Murree tribe, richly cultivated.

for the last three centunes have occupied the bill The Barozai or Barozhi, a clan of Pathans, reside
ranges E. of the plain of Cutchi. The Murree are a in the town of Kurk in Sibi, a semicircular bay
brave race, long distinguished as daring depreda- 25 miles across, in the hills N.E. of Dadar, and
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irrigated by canals from the Narra river. They The Mazari, a sub-tribe of Rind Balucb, occupy
number 700 men. They are living between the the tract of country on the right bank of the Indus,
Brahui, Murree, and Kakar, and have adopted the between Mithenkot and Burdeka, partly in the
Baluch manners and customs. They pay tribute Panjab, partly in Sind. Tliey are south of the
yearly to Kandahar. Dreshuk. The codult males are about 2600.
The Bugti is a sub-tribe of Rind Baluch who They long continued predatory, and were the

occupy the hilly country to the W. of the Rajanpur most expert cattle-stealers on the border. They
border. Their six divisions, and the number of are now orderly, and sided with the British in the
their fighting men, have been stated as under :— Indian mutiny of 1857. They have 89 sub-sections.

Kaheja, . . 120 to 175 Kalpar or Sekli- The Murree sub-tribe of Rind Baluch inhabit the

Nothani, arce, . 150 to 250 outer hills which surround Cutchi on the east,

Firozani 430 Phont^ . . 20 to 150 north, and north-west sides. They are subjects of
Zarkani, . . . . 380

;

Kiazai or Sham- the Khan of Kalat. They have the Tarin and Luni
Ma«un, . . 180to325i baai, . . JuO to 500 onthenortli,theKhetraDijn(lBugtiontbeeast,tho

Thus the total number of the Bugti fighting Bugti on the south, and Kakar on the west. Their

men has been variously estimated at from 1800 to districts are Kaliuu, Mundahi, Jantali, Phailawar,

4000. Their country is chiefly rugged and barren, and Nisao. Their four sections are Ghazani, Loha-

but contains much good pasture land and some rani, Bijarani, and Mazarani. They number 8000

fertile valleys. They sell cattle and sheep to the souls, with about 2000 to 3000 fighting men.

})eople of Sind. Their Kaheja, Kalpar, Nothani, They are predatory. Their opposition to Captain

and Phong clans inhabit the hills on the N.W. Browne of the 5tli Bombay N.I., who defended

frontier of Sind and Cutchi and the S. part of Kalnin, and to Major Clibborn in 1839, is matter

the Mazari country on the Panjab. The lands of history. In 1859, an expedition under Major
of the Shambani and Masuri clans extend along Henry Green was sent against them. Many of

the Panjab frontier, between the British military this clan settled in Lower Sind, in the Khyr-

posts of Banduwala and Sabzil-ki-Kot on the pur country, and in the districts near Sukker,

E., adjoining the Mazari and Dreshuk, with the but these have not for several generations had

GurchaniontheN.,andthe Loharani Murreeonthe communication with the independent hill Mari.

W. The Bugti and Murree wore incessantly at war The country of the hill Murree is mostly barren hill,

through a prolonged period. In 1839 the Bugti with many extensive valleys and fertile spots; it

made predatory attacks on the British army as it extends from the neighbourhood of the Bolan pass

advanced on Afghanistan, and were then defeated on the west to the Bugti and Khetrani country

by Major Billamore. In 1844-45, Sir Charles on the east about 100 miles, and from Surtoff on

Napier moved against them with a force of 7000 the south to the Afghan territory on the north

of all arms, besides a number of Murree Baluch about 80 miles. The Narra river and its large

auxiliaries, but only about 3500 Bugti seem to !
tributary the Lar, also the Lliaree, run through it.

have opposed. The campaign lasted fifty-five days, ‘ Their chief town is Kahun.

with little loss to the Bugti. Major Jacob, in 1847, The Shunt plain formerly belonged to the

was subsequently engaged against them, and they Shumbani tribe, but they have been driven from

suffered much distress for food
;
and on the 1st it by the Murree, wdio devastated all the country

October 1847, Lieutenant Merewether killed 600 around their own district. The Dauggati or wild

of them, with a loss on Lis side of 9 killed and a.s8 roams over the elevated plain,

wounded. They have since made several inroads Gurchani dwell south of the Lughari. They
on British territory

;
hut they were broken up, and are said not to be pure Baluch; the tradition

removed to lands near Larkliana. Such of them being that Doda of the Deh caste was banished

as wished returned in 1851 to their own country, from his tribe, and, mounting his maro, he rode

and are now orderly, industrious, and contented, into the desert, lost his way, wandered on and on,

Their valley of Mutt is well cultivated, and pro- until at last he was found by the Rind more dead

duces excellent wheat and millet, and they sell than alive. After trying all other means to revive

their sheep and wool. The original Ilimlu in- him, a young virgin was sent to lie with him, that

habitants of the Mair and Bugti hills were driven the warnith of her body might restore him to

out by their present occupants, but the natives life, which was effectual, and he married her.

of Barkhan (the Khetran), inhabiting the more His family rejoined him from Tatta or Sewertou

j

* mountainous district to the northward, were able in Sind. The Gurchani have 49 sub-sections,

to hold their own. The whole are nominally The Dreshuk is a Baluch tribe dwelling south

subject to the khan as chief of all, but his of the Gurchani. They are large landowners,

power'appears to vary with his popularity. Delira hut all their lands are cultivated by the Jat race.

Dibrak, or Debra Bugti, is the capital of the Bugti. They have ten sub-sections.

It is in the Siaf valley, and is their only town, for The Khetrani or Khuttran tribe, about 18,000 in

they are essentially noinadc. Major Billamore’s number, are in a district in the hills of Baluchistan

force captured it in 1839, and again in 1845 to the north of the Bugti country
j
which their

General Simpson’s column. Bugti occupy also the district adjoins. Its greatest extent is about 120

southern portion of the Suliman mountains, a tract miles N. and S., and 70 miles E. and W. The chief

of extremely hilly, stony, and barren country town is Barkhan, which is about 160 miles N.N.E.

beyond the British frontier on the west, and south- from Shikarpur. N. of the Khetrani are the Af-

west of Mithenkot in the Panjab, and north of ghans, to their W. the Murree (Baluch), and on
Shikarpnr in Sind. They acknowledge the Khan their E. are the Lashari and Gurchani tribes. The

^/)f Kalat. Their valleys are numerous and fertile, Khetrani are not Afghans nor Baluch, but they

irith streams flowing through them. They Lave intermarry with both these races. They follow

‘ne sub-sections. They can muster 1000 fighting agriculture, and are of peaceable habits, their

en. country being suflBciently fertile to supply tbeir
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\»ntB : and though brave end reedy to fight when
attacked, they abstain from plnndering their
neighbours. The river Lar runs through their
country.

The Lashari and Qurchani dwell in a barren
and unproductive strip of country between the
Khetranl and Multan. They are shepherds and
herdsmen.
The Jamali is a small, poor clan of Baluch

cultivators and shepherds, who reside at Rojhan
at the N.W. of Shikarjmr, and on the edge of the
Barshori desert, also in E. Ciitchi. They dwell in
Upper Sind along with the »Tettui, a similar tribe.

They are principally in Khyra Garhi in Larkhana.
They are not predatory, and some arc artisans.

A tribe of the same name is found in Lower Sind.
The Dumki tribe occupy the territory between

the Mazari on the JST. and the Burdi on the S.

They were the most martial and formidable of all

the Baluch tribes. General Jacob disarmed them,
and they subsided into peaceable and industrious
cultivators.

Burdi are a small tribe of Baluch, residing

mostly in the Burdeka district on the western
bank of the Indus, with the Mazari district on the
north and Sind canal on the south. They con-
tinued predatory until the year 1860, combining
with the predatory Dumki, Jakrani, Khosa, etc.

;

but on General Jacob disarming all the population
of Sind, and cutting a road through the forest,

this sufficed to render the Burdi peaceable and
well-disposed cultivators. Several small branches
dwell in Sind and Cutchi.

The Khosa tribe is scattered all over the country
between Nuggur Parkur and Dadar, and have
several villages on the Sind border. Tliey are
said to have been originally Abysainians. The
tribe is found in many parts of Upper Sind, Cutchi,
and on the southern frontier of the Panjab. Major
Pollock, writing in 1860 of the Khosa in the plains
of Dehra Ghazi Khan, said a Khosa who has nob
been in jail for cattle-stealing, or deserved to be,

who has not committed a murder, or debauched his

neighbour’s wife, or destroyed his neighbour’s land-
mark, is a decidedly creditable specimen

;
and if,

added to this, he is out of debt, he is a perfect
marvel. They have 35 sub-sections.

The Maghazzi are subdivided into four principal
families or clans, of which the Butani of Jell arc
the most illustrious, and give the chief or sirdar to
the whole. They boast of being able to muster
2000 fighting men

;
between them and the Rind

a blood Tend long existed. The Maghazzi and
Rind are alike addicted to the use of ardent spirits,

opium, and bhang. They are one of the principal
Baluch tribes in Cutchi. Their chief town is Jhal,
24 miles from Gandava, at the foot of the western
hills. They can raise a formidable force of well-

mounted men. They resemble the Narui in size

and stature, and, like them, have good features and
expr^sive countenances, but are not capable of
bearing so much fatigue. A small number of
them in 1830 defeated the Bind. Pottinger in-
cluded amongst the Maghazzi, the Abrah, Burdi,
Isobani, Jakrah, Jakrani, Jalani, Jataki, Kalan-
darani, Lashari, Matihi, Musani, Kakrani, Nari,
Turbandzai, and Unar. Postans considered them
to be of Jat origin.

LAS.—djas and Makran are two seaboard pro-
vinces. Their coasts are arid and sterile, with
sandhills and other rugged hills near the sea.

The Las province lies between lat. 24° 60' and 26°

16' N., and long. 65° 28' and 67° 18' E., with an

area of 5000 square miles. Las means the plain

country. Las extends from the Hingor river to

the river Hubb (by Ras Muari), and is separated

from Lower Sind and the delta of the Indus by the

Hala mountains. Its chief town is Bela (Beyla),

and is the residence of its chief, the Jam. The
houses of this town are mean, but ancient coins,

trinkets, and funereal jars are exhumed near it.

The Chandra kup or basins of Rama Chandra are

in the province of Las, near the Phor stream, on

I

the road to the temple of Hinglaj, and between the

greater and lesser Kara mountain ranges. The kup
are seven small truncated conical hills of very light-

coloured earth, rising two to four hundred feet

somewhat abruptly from the plain, with numerous
fissures at their biisc. They are saline mud vol-

canoes, the mud constantly bubbling up, and
sometimes overflowing. There are similar mud
volcanoes in Makran.

Shahr Roghan is a deserted town of caves re-

sembling those of Bamian. It is about 9 miles
north from Bela in Las, on either bank of the
Purali river, in a wild, broken ravine, with cliffs

rising perpendicularly 400 or 500 feet. The ex-
cavations, about 1500 in number, are in the form
of rooms 1 5 feet square. The legend connected
with it resembles that of Tobit and the seven
friends. It relates to a beautiful but demon-
harassed princess, Buddul Tumaul, who slew
her seven lovers, and was at length rescued by
Saif-ul-Miilk, son of the king of Egypt. .

Hinglaj in Las is famous for its Hindu temple.
It is on the Hara range, near the Aghor or Hingor
river, about 30 miles from the seaport of Ormara,
and 150 from Kurachee. It is one of the fifty-one

pita or spots on wliich, according to Hindu belief,

the dissevered limbs of Sati or Durga fell. Muham-
madans regard it as the shrine of Bibi Nani, the
Nanaia of the old Babylonians, Bactrians, and
Persians.

It has many subdivision, such as Jamhot,
Gungah, Augariah, Chuta, also the Gadiir, Mas-
orah, Maiighia, Shekh, Shahoka, Sur, Vahreh,
Sabrah, Mandarah, Runja, Burah, Dodah, etc.

Tlie population of Las province has been estimated
from 30,000 to 60,000 souls. Their tribes are the
Lumri or Nuinri, the Chuta, Med, Jokia, and
Barfat. The people are Muhammadans, many of
them of the Mehman sect. The seaport Sonraiani
contains numbers of the Mehman sect or race, and
part of the fixed population of Bela is called

Jaghdal.

The Ijumri or Numri is the dominant tribe, and
is commonly termed the Lassi branch of tie
Lumri tribe. The Lumri or Numri are believed
to be descendants of the Sainma and Sumra Raj-
puts. They trace their origin to Samar, who
founded Sainarcand, and acknowledge a con-
sanguinity to the Bhatta of Jeysulmir. Lumri
have obtained possession of all the hill tract lying
between the Pubb mountains and the Indus, east
and west, and between the Mallir and Bharun
rivers on the north and south, from which, about
A.D. 1780, they ultimately drove the Khosa. Their
features resemble those of the Rajputs;' They
wear arras, but they are peaceful shepherds auti-^

cowherds. They form the bulk of the population
of Las. The Jamhot or Jamot are the dominant
tribe of the Lumri, and furnish the Jam or ruler
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of the province. The Dodch are a section of the but about half the population is of a sect of

Lumri in Las. The Lumri are an active, hardy, Muhammadans called Zigger. Its chief town is

pastoral people ;
their wealth consists in flocks of Kej

;
Gwadur and Ormara are seaports, and

goats, with fewer buffaloes and camels. They Panjgur is an inland town. The Makran and Las
despise agriculture ;

wild Lumri are found grazing region has been familiar to Europeans ever since
on the rocky banks of the Hab river. Their the trying march across it of Alexander the Great,
language varies little from that current in Sind. Ho left Patala in Sind (presumed to be Tattah
Thev manufacture coarse fabrics from the wool on the Indus) some time in March or April, and
of their goats and camels. The liUmri eats meat proceeded in the direction of Bela, crossing in his

almost raw, and is greatly addicted to the use of route the lower ranges of the Brahuik mountains,
opium. Thence he marched in the direction of Jao (Jhau)
The Biruvi tribe dwell near Bela; they sell their in Makran, forcing a very difficult pass some

children when in want. They are better looking distance south of the ancient town of Gwajak,
than the Sidi, and, as they speak Sindi, Hindus where he was opposed by the natives. Ho then
prefer them as domestic servants. kept nearer the coast, traversing the present

Hormara^ a sterile district with a port of samo Kolwah district, experiencing much difficulty in

name, is subject to Ijas. Near Jabal Malan is a obtaining water, and suffering from fatigue,

tribe called Gujur; at Garuki, the Saugor tribe: hunger, and thirst, until he reached the fertile

and at Hormara in Makran, with four hundred valley on the western border of Gedrosia, the

houses, is a tribe of this name. The Hormara present Banpur, from which he passed into

tribe say they came originally from Sind. Persani, Kannania, the present Persian province of Kirman.
west of Hormara, is a small port of two hundred The names of the places mentioned by Arrian
houses. on the Las and Makran shores, viz. Malana, Araba,

Ohuta, a small tribe of 2500 souls, occupy a Kalama, Derembosa, and Kophap, are still retained

I
district of the same name, on the river Hub, in the modern designations Malan, Araba, Kalamat,

i which falls into the soa at Cape Monze. They are Darambab, and Kophan. The Asthse of Ptolemy
^ said to bo of Sumrah, but also, it is said, of Hrahui and Kamina of Nearchus, is the small island of

;
origin, and seem to occupy the Pubb hills of Satadip, called Asthilal by Arabs and Baluch,

Kurachee, on both banka of the river Hub, and lying a short distance off the Makran coast, be-

separated from British territory by the Kurter, tween Ormara and Pasni, its other names being

Milii, and Mol hills. The Chuta say that when Astola Island, Haftala, Sataluh, and Sangadip.

Dodch, their ruler, fell iu the battle by Allah-ud- It was much resorted to by the Juasmi pirates.

Dill, the Chuta tribe left Sind aud joined the Brahui. Hindu pilgrims visit it.

They arc pastoral, cattle graziers. They are of In the time of Marco Polo traffic seems to have
smaller stature than the iSindiana. Their huts been directed through Makran, whoso people, he
are of mat or of coarse blanket, drawn over a rough says, ‘ live by merchandise and industry, for they
framework of sticks. They wake their dead, are professed traders, and carry on much traffic

They are quarrelsome, and so addicted to thieving by sea and land in all directions. And you must
as to have an alliteration of their name Chuta know that this kingdom of Kes Makran is the
Buta, Chuta Rogue. They have 14 clans. last in India as you go towards the west and

Las has two or three places for receipt of custom, north-west.’

MAKRAN is a province which extends^ from TIio habits of the people on the coast seem to be
Jashk to the Ilingor river. Makran has Persia on identical with those of the races who are known
the west, the provinces of Las aud Jhalawan ou to have dwelt there two thousand years ago, and
the east, Persia, Afghanistan, and the Kharan dis- described by the ancients as the Ichthyophagi.

trict on the north, aud the Arabian Sea ou its From Basrah to Hormuz, and eastward to the

south. Its western portion is under Persian rule, Indus, the sea-coast people still principally live on
and its eastern under the Khan of Kalat; the fish. The Mahi-abah and Mahi-ashnah, literally

boundary being at long. 62^ E. Its name is fish-bread aud fish-soup, used among the people

supposed to be the combination of two Persian of Las, is prepared from fish (more particularly a
woi^s, Mahi-khoran, Ichthyophagi. It was also small kind found near Hormuz), dried by exposing

known to the ancients as Kannania altera. From it to the sun. Strabo and Arrian relate«that the

Cape Jashk on the Purali river, a distance of ancient Ichthyophagi made into bread iiwi similar
‘ 600 miles, the shores of the coast of Makran are manner, the fish, which they dried and roasted,

washed by the Arabian Sea. It is a district of The region of the Ichthyophagi, as known to the

hills and valleys, in parallel ranges running east ancients, commenced at Malana, near Cape Arabah,
and west, but almost rainless. On many of the and ended between the ancient Dagasira and the

hills are beds of clay, 60 to 150 feet thick, con- place now called Capo Jashk. Churchill’s col-

taining fossil shells of the miocenc formation, lection of voyages mentions that ‘ the coastes of

Between Gwadur and Ras Kncheri are many of Persia, as they sailed in this sea, seemed as a
the mud volcanoes called Chandra kup, and near parched wildernesse, without tree or grass

;
those

Ras Jashk is a hot spring with a temperature of few people that dwell there, and in the islands of

128°. One group of the Chandra kup, consisting Las and Cailon, live on fish, being in manner
of three cones, is a mile to the westward of Iluki themselves transformed into the nature of fishes,

and about 60 miles from Sunmiani. The other So excellent swimmers are they, that seeing a
group, consisting of two cones, is about 10 miles vessel in the seas, though stormie aud tempestuous,

north of Ohnara. tliey will swimme to it five or six miles, to begge
It is the most westerly of the Kalat territories, almes. They eate their fish with rice, having no

is sometimes called Kej Makran. It is the bread
;
their cats, hennes, dogges; and other orea-

'70Bia of the Greeks. It is inhabited by many tures which they keepe have no other dyet’
s, of whom the Gitchki is the most numerous, Nieuhoff, also, who travelled in 1662, says that
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about Gambroon, the common people make use of

* dates instead of bread or rice *, for it is observ-

able that the ordinary food of the Indiana, all

along the coast from Basora to Sindc, is dates and
fish dried in the air

;
the heads and guts of the

fishes they mix with date-stones and boil it alto-

gether with a little salt water, which they give at

night to the cows after they come out of the field,

where they meet with very little herbage.’ At
the island of Kharak, also, at the present day, fish

and dates are the chief articles of the people's food,

and fish is still the staple article of food of the

inhabitants on the sea-coast of Baluchistan.

There are, in Makran, cyclopean structures

raised by some unknown prior race. Tliey arc

called Ghorbasta or Ghorband, and bear a resem-

blance to the cyclopean remains of Europe. They
are built across ravines and on tlie declivities of

mountains, to form tanks and to distribute tlie

water. They must have boon eonstructe<l by a race

who had, on entering it, foreseen that the country

would not otherwise support them, and the race

is supposed by Dr. Cooke ro have been relasgi,or

a people with kindred habits.

lias Jashky or Cape Jasbk, is tlic western limit

of the Makran seaboard. I'lio inhabitants of the

village near it are Baluch and Arab fishermen.

The presentpopulation of Makran, about 200,000,

consists,—Istjof Gitchki, Boledi, and Malikah, who
furnished the ruling chiefs in Makran

;
2d, the

second class are great and powerful tribes, some
of them of Brahui origin, viz. the Bizanjii, Nii-

sherwani, Mirwari (Brahui), and some Narui or

Baluch, viz. Hot and Bind
;
3d, tribes of respect-

ability, viz. :

—

Ashkani. .Tatgal. Lagaori. Sajadi.

Bari. Kaodai. Mului. Haugorif.

Band. Kalmati, Maidizai. Singabi.

Birdi. Ketwari. riizhi. Shalizadah

Gojah. Kosaji. Kaisi. Wardili.

Gorji. Kotigi. 8hehi. Ziahtkhanl

th, inferior tribes, viz.

:

—
Bahari. I Kolwah. I Lori.

|

Afed,

Durzadah.
1
Langao.

1 Liuidi.
|

Zati.

The Makran tribes are hospitable, faitliful to

their agreements, and courageous. Though averse

to European discipline, tlu'.y take service witli

Sindhia, Ilolkar, the Gaekwar, and the Kattyawar
chiefs. The Makrani is capable of great fatigue

and endurance, though not of large frame. Their

language is a branch of ancient Persian. Their

houses are mean, chiefly of matting.

The ^ugor, a tril>e of Baluch, an? lishernicn.

Gwadar town is occupie<l l)y 4000 or 5000 in-

habitants,—Biadhiah, Arab, Hindu, Khojah, Med,
and Korawa.
The small seaport village of Chaobar or CJiar-

bar, belonging to the Imam of ^fuskat, has 5G0
inhabitants, consisting of Med, Bosdar, Keji, Tizi,

Shirik, Khojah, Bania, and Tfainali.

The Raushani Narui, in Upper Makran, are

numerous and influential, and have the following

sections :— Arbabi, Khasoji, Kurd or Shahidi,

Malika, Ming or Mind, Bakshani, Sajadi. The
Raksliani give the chief to the tribe.

The Mand district is occupied by a lawless
portion of the Bind tribe.

The Jagdal, Jalgal, Zodgal, or Zadgal tribe, in
Makran, are of LumriorNumri origin, immigrants
from Sind and Las. They wrested jx)wer from the
Boledi, and now hold the Baho Dashtiari district
under the Persian Government.

The Kalmati or Karmati tribe in Baluch Makran
are immigrants from Sind.

The Hot, a Baluch tribe, is widely spread over

Central Makran; in Tump, Dasht, Baho, and Geh.

They are the most numerous in the province, and

are held in high consideration.

The ^Mirwari tribe dwell in Mushki, Jhao, and

Kolwali. Pottinger in 1810 said Iheir fighting

strength was 7000. Masson says they are of the

Kamburani family now ruling at Kalat.

Ashkani Baluch are settled in the hilly districts

north of Kej, in Baluch Makran.
The date trees of Makran flower in February

and March, and the fruit ripens in August and
September. When in full flower, a stalk of the

male flower is inserted into a small incision made
in the core of the top of the female tree.

The maritime and fishing population of the little

ports oil the coast of Makran, from Sonmiani to

(fiiarbar, are often denominated Med, and comprise
four divisions,—the Guzbur, Ilormari, Jellarzai,and

(Mielmarzai. Med fishermen are boat-owners.
Padiharee have no boats. The other fisher races

are the Korawa and the Baisi. The Kaodai or

Klmdai, a tribe in the Dasht and Kolwah districts

of Makran, are a well-to-do and respectable

people. Jjagaori tribe in Persian Makran are

perhaps the Ijaghari.

The Jfirdi is a tribe settled in Makran.
Zati or 8ati occupy chiefly Baho and Dashtiari.

The Sliahzadah are of Arab descent. They
first settled in 8ind, but migrated afterwards to

Juiii, Dasht, and Baho, in Makran.
The Boledi also is an Arab tribe, which has

taken its name from that of a town in the Kej
district. In tlio 17tli century they seem to have
subverted the power of the Malika, (inly to be, in

their turn, put aside by the Gitchki.

The Kolwah dwell only in Gwadar, in Makran,
to which they came from Juni, where they were
slaves or servants to the Sliahzadah. They arc a
seafaring people, superior to the Med in social

position
;

but, like the Med, superstitious and
immoral, with peculiar religious rites.

Panjfjiir (or Panchghar) is a district of Baluch
Makran about 100 miles to the N.E. of Kej. It

is a rich and fertile tract, with a cluster of forts

and villages amongst groves of date trees, for

which it is celebrated. It is occupied by the

Gitchki tribe of Brahui, of peaceful and agricul-

tural habits, and also by the Nusherwani tribe of

Persian origin, the two tribes being at feud.

Kolwah is an extensive valley of Baluch Makran,
immediately west of the Jhao district. It is separ-

ated by a sterile hilly tract from the maritime
district of Ormara. It is four or five days’ journey
from the coast, has several villages and castles,

and is occupied by the Bizanjii, Kaodai, Mirwari,

Ormarari, Bakshani, and Nusherwani tribes, who
interchange their commodities with the coast,

sending wool, ghi, hides, and bdellium. Wheat is

largely grown here.

The Homarari occupy Balor. Ormarari may mean
the people of Ormara.

'I'hc Banpur valley is a province in the Kohistan

of Baluchistan. It was annexed by Persia about

1845, and now forms part of Persian Baluchistan.

It was at this valley that Alexander emerged from,

the arid tract he had followed through Bela, Jhao,

and Kolwah.
Jhao or Jao, a valley to the west of Las, and
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«t of Kolwah, is spraely inhabited by Bizanju, east. At Turbot is a little hill of circular form,
lalada, and Mirwari (Brahui), who are rich in called by them Koh-Murad, on the suinmit of
lerds of cattle, buffaloes, and camels, and in flocks which is their principal maajid, where they meet
>f sheep and goats. It is well wooded, without cul- at stated times to perforin their rites. Their book
ivation. The valley has but one village, Nandaru. is said to enjoin them to curse Mahomed, and
Numerous mounds, here called dam or ‘daim,’ in derision to say God is God, but the mother of
jxist, where coins and trinkets are found, remnants Mahomed is Ilis prophet. Tlicir ritual services

)f some former* civilisation. These daim occur in are conducted at night; men and women assemble,

>ther parts of Baluchistan. There is also the site and revolting acts are said to be practised during
)f an ancient city, which Masson has suggested the wild state of excitement into which they work
nay bo that founded by Alexander the Great themselves. Their prophet is Mahdi, and they

iraongst the Oritse. date their origin from a.d. 1591 in the Panjab.

Kej is a division of Makran, and properly in- At marriages their priest is said to see the bride,

jluded the districts of Dasht and Kolanch, but all these may be calumnies, as they are of the

The Kolanch district has a population of 2000 kind usual amongst Asiatics when alluding to

)f the Puzhi, Band, Wardili, Jagdal, and Bizanju other sects. At the siege of Kej they conducted

;ribe8. its unsuccessful defence against Mihrab Khan’s
The Dasht district extends from Gwetar Bay, son, and the assailants killed or captured all its

!^.E. to the vicinity of Kej, a distance of about defendants, exhumed and burned the remains of

LOO miles. The inhabitants are members of Bar, their patron saints.

Birdi, Hot, Kaodai, Shahzadah, and Rind tribes, in Professor Wilson, in his Ariana Antiqua, p.

dl probably tSOOO or 4000 persons. 141, mentions the Dai amongst other Scythian

Kej town was the former capital of ^fakran, tribes as associated with the Massagetae
;
and in a

md is now the residence of a deputy of the map attached to Digby’s translation of Quintus
LChan of Kalat. It is a cluster of small villages Ourtius, their position is fixed a little south of the

ind forts in the great valley which traverses Jaxartes. This coincidence of association with
^lakran from east to west. The population con- the Sageta and Saksc, both then and now, is

lists of Gitchki of much importance, the Kabi, worth remarking.

the Mulai, the Sangura, Durzada, Leri, Lundi, Tlie Biadhiah sect are Arab immigrants from
md Kutwari, about 10,000 souls. The name of Oman, residing in the town of Gwadar in Baluch

the district of Kej Makran is written by Man- and Persian Makran. They reject both Osman
lelelo Getache Macquerono. Marco Polo names and Ali, and are regarded as heretics (Kharji)

it Kesmacorono, wdiich is supposed to be Kej by both Sunni and Shiah. Like the Shiah, they

iiiahi-khoran, fish-eating Kej. Ibii Hanknl (p. practise dissimulation (takiya) in speaking of

140) says ‘ the Balonjes are in the desert of Mount their faith. They drink wine.

Kefes, and Kefca in the Parsee fangnage is Kouje, Hinglaj or Nani is a hill in Baliich Makran 1800
ind they call these two people Koiijcs and Balonjes. feet high, and has one of the most ancient Hindu
The Baloujes arc people who dwell in the desert.’ shrines existing. It is sacred to a goddess said to

The Gitchki tribe are settled both in the Baluch be Parvati, or Mata, or Kali. The Muhammadans
and Persian portions ofMakran,but have their chief regard the hill as sacred to Bibi Nani, probably
residence in the town of Kej. They are said to tlie goddess Nanaia of the Babylonians; and tlio

be descended from a Sikh named Mar Singh, son shrine is a well, the water of which at times rises

of Pana Singh of Lahore, who in the early part of up wdth a bubbling noise, and pilgrims reverence

the 17th century settled with his companions in the rising bubbles by salaaming and throwing in

the Gitch district. One branch resides in Kej and their offerings. If an interval occur between the

vTunip, and another at Panjgur. Since the begin- rising of tlie bubbles, the pilgrims call on Mata to

ning of the 18th century, they have been at feud appear. Animals are sacrificed at the shrine to Kali,

with the Boledi, but intermarry w ith them. Some Lang rages in use in Baluchistan, are Brah-
Bire of the Zikri, some of the Dai sect. uiki or Kur-Gali, Baluchki, Jatki, and Persian,

Mulai or Mullai, a Baluch family settled in but only the last - named is a written tongue.

Kej
;

it is not numerous, but is respectable, and Considered as a whole, Dr. Caldwell regards the

some of them seem to belong to the Zikri sect. Brahuiki language as derived from the same* source

Ketwari is a Brahui tribe in the Kej district. as the Panjabi and Sindi, but it unquestionably

Kosaji, a tribe occupying Baho and Dashtiari in contains a Dravidian element, derived, in his

Persian Makran. Baho and Dashtiari are under opinion, from a remnant of the ancient Dravidian

the superintendence or rule of two Jagdal chiefs, race having been incorporated with the Brahui.

The inhabitants are Jagdal, Hot, Latti, Haiti, From the discovery of this element beyond the

Laghari, Ko8agi,.and Shahzadah. Indus river, he adopted the opinion that the

Religion.—The people of Makran are Sunni Dravidians, like the Aryans, the Graeco-Scythians,

Muhammadans, but have amongst them the Dai, and the Turco-Mongolians, entered India by the

Mazhabi, or Zikri, the Biadhiah, and Khojah north-west route. The Braliuiki language, accord-

sectarians. The Khojah arc often opprobriously ing to Mr. (Sir George) Campbell, is mainly Aryan
designated Lutiah. The Dai or Zikri sect arc (Indo-Pcrsic), with a Turanian element. The
in Baluch Makran, in Kej, Kolanch, and Kolwah. Brahuiki or Kur-Gali is spoken 1^ the tribes of

The Dai, met with at Gajer, resemble the Saharawan and Jhalawan, from Sbal.or Quetta
Brahui in appearance, and wear the same dress, in the north to Jhalawan in the south, and from
Portions of certain Brahui tribes are Dai, such as Harraiid in the east to Kohak in the west.

6 Sageta, Saki, Shadu, Shahduzai, Marbrow, etc. Baluchki is spoken by several of the Jhalawan
ley say that they originally came from the west- and Rind tribes, as the Minghal and Bizanju, also

eird near Kej, wnere there is a city called Turbot, by the Brahui Khan of Kalat, and by his sirdars

|fe sect abounds in Makran, and has extended or •chiefs, who consider Brahuiki as vulgar.
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The struoture of the modem Baluch language
does not seem to warrant belief any other

than Persian waa the parent stem. Philologists

concur in opinion that the Balucbki is a tongue
of the Aryan or Sanskrit stock, in which Persian,

Sindi, Painabi, and Sanskrit words recur; and
that the Brahuiki belongs to the Scythic or

Turanian, or Tamulian, or Dravidian stock.

Lieutenant Pottinger mentions that the Haluch

tongue partakes considerably of the idiom of the

Persian, being at least one-half of its words
borrow^ from that language, but greatly disguised

under a* corrupt and unaccountable pronunciation.

Dr. Latham classes the Baluch language with

the Persian, but considers it as a modified form.

The Jat, who form the principal part of the

population of Cutch Gandava, speak the Jatki

language. Indeed, from Herat, Kabul, Kandahar,

the Panfab, to Sindh and Cutch Gandava, between

the Sutlej and the Ganges, the Jat everywhere

preserve their own, the Jatki tongue.

The NOETH-WEST FRONTIER of British Indui,

bothbeyond and within the British border, has many
martial tribes, many of them with deinoci-atic forms

of government. They may be thus shown :

—

Independent Tribes along the outer face of tho N.W.
Fanjab Frontier, and inhabiting hills—'

Adjoining Hazara district—Hasanzai, 2000.

Adjoining Peshawur districts— Judoon, Bunoorwal,
Swati, Ranizai, TTsman Khail, Upper Mohmand,
16,000 to 19,700.

Adjoining Peshawur and Kohat districts- Afridi, 15,000

to 20,000.

Adjoining Kohat district—Buzoti, 500; Sipah, 300;
Orakzai, 20,000 to 25,000; Zymukht, 5000; Tiiri,

6500.

Adjoining Kohat and Dehra Ismail Khan districts—

Waziri, 20,000 to 30,000.

Adjoining Dehra Ismail Khan district — Sheorani,

10,000; Oshterani, 1000; Kiisrani, 1200; Bozdar,

4000.

Adjoining Dehra Ghazi Khan district—Khutrun, 3000

;

Kosah, 5600; Lughari, 5120; Gurchani, 2000;
Murrec, 3000 to 47W ; Bugti, 1200.

The independent tribes are estimated to have

about 128,000 fighting men, but there have been
few instances of anytliing like combination among
them, and the mountain hosts can only be kept

together for a few days at a time, a.s each one has

to* carry his own four or five days’ supply of pro-

visions. After annexation of the Panjab, several

independent tribes harassed the border tribes of

British India, and expeditions were undertaken
for their repression

;
but their leading men have,

in later years, been able to retain their tribi s

to their agreements, and the British frontier is

enjoying rest.

Barechi, a simple, inoffensive clan, numbering
about 3000 families, who occupy the valley of

Shorawak. Tlieir camels arc numerous. They
are at enmity with the Baluch on their south.

Jadran, a Pathan tribe of Sunni Muhammadans
who inhabit the eastern slopes of the main Suliman
range. They are slightly made, but hardy, and
small parties annually visit Banu and work as
coolies. They are nomades, little above the
savage state

; have no cattle, tents, nor large towns,
but travel with all their goods on their backs.

Kajakzai are descended from a Kakar chief,

who fled to the vicinity of Sibi in Baluchistan.
Th^ number 700 to 1000 fighting men.

luiuttuk tribe, with 15,000 fighting znexii occupy

the hills south of Peshawur to Kushalghar and

Kalabagh on the Indus.

The Mangal is a considerable tribe in the

southern and upper portions of the Kuram valley,

and also those of the Zunnat. They are said to

possess 200 forts, 500 black tents, and 8000
fighting men. They arc said to be thievish. They
have several sections.

MarWill i or Maorati, a brave tribe of Pathans in

the Marwat division of the Banu district, number-
ing42,725 souls in 1868, with fightingmen estimated

at from 5500. They are one of the finest races,

Trans-Indus, tall, muscular, fair, and often rosy-

cheeked. They are of pure Afghan blood, a
branch of the Lohani tribe. Their khel or sections

are the Bahrain, Dreplara, Musa, Tapi Nuna, and
Jhandu. They are bold, manly, simple, and up-
right, deeply attached to their sandy villages and
reed huts, frank and friendly with strangers..

Theii* country is arid
;
they have few wells, but

form tanks, and one village has to go 14J miles
for water.

Kqfiristany called by its own people Wamastan,
is a country on the north of Afghanistan, bounded
by the crest of the Hindu Kush between Kashkar
ridge and the Farhan ridge, and occupyingthe valley

of the Chigar Same. The race occupying it are

known as the Siah l^osh, lit. black clothes, and in

the Chigar Sarati are independent. No European
has visited the race. The soil of the valley is

fertile, producing wheat and barley, and the

mountains are cilothed with forest trees, the

growth of ages. Cultivation is carried on by the

men and women, who till, sow, and reap, using a
pointed stick of hard wood, and a three-pronged
fork; they have oxen where the country is open,
but the hill tracts are terraced, and the soil is

turiKMl witli hand labour. The principal crops are

sown in R[)ring and reaped in autumn. They ex-

port a few slaves and forest products, and import
small-wares. I’hey levy a tax (Kalang) on the

Muhannnadans and Nimchah on their borders.

Kafir slaves are iniicli prized for their fidelity and
courage, and the Barakzai family retained them
as their confidential body-servants. The labouring
tribe amongst them is called Bari. They erect

rope bridges across the streams and ravines, of
ropes made of goats’ hair. I’hc form of government
is that of patriarchal republic. They practise the

vendetta, they make forays, and kill all Muham-
madans wliom they encounter.

The Siah J’osh havt; been conjectured to be
descendants from the Greek followers of Alex-
amler, also from the Arab tribe of Koresh, but
Luinsden suj)poHes them to be aborigines driven
from the plains. Tlieir language is of Sanskrit
origin. They have? several tribes, amongst whom
are tlic Katti, Kamoz, Waegal, and the Kam or

Kaitiiuir. They are fair, some of them with blue
eyes, but others with Mongoloid features. They
arc social, drink wine freely. They are polygam-
ists. The ages for their marriages are, for men,
20 to 25 years

;
and women, 16 to 20. Women are

kept in a separate building periodically, also on-

childbirth, both of those being Hindu customs.

The dead are placed in a box, which is left on the

top or side of a hill, which is a Tibetan and Zoro-
astrian practice. They are idol-worshippers,^
figures being those of a man or woman. Dogan is

their chief deity; and Mahadeo, Bmk, Kantaar,
Pane Truskai, and Eumrai are his incaniations.
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Ihe Utiili is a piiefiUy elass, and the Dil are sooth-

^yers. ^ey sacrifice sheep, gpats, and cattle.

They eat everything except carnivorous animals.

They sit on chairs and stools, like the people of

Lughman and the Khugiani. They ornament

their houses with carvings. Timur in a.d. 1398,

Sultan Muhammad Mirza in a.d. 1453, Baber a.d.

1507, and others, made inroads against them, but

with only doubtful successes. Some of them, in the

time of the Emperor Jahangir, were converted to

Muhammadanism. The Chanak tribe inhabit the

valley of Mukab, west of Islamabad in Lamghan,
and S. of Duhmiah in the Sakai Dara

;
they have

become Muhammadans. The Duhtuk principally

occupy the country on the borders of Chitral.

i The Kafir race occupy the most inaccessible

bortions of the Indian Caucasus between the

pajawar, Kashgar river, and Bamian, in the

mountainous region of Northern Afghanistan, with

TOjur and Kuner on the south. Kafiristan is

keunded on the west by the Belut Tagh, on the

last it touches Chinese Turkestan and Little Tibet,

b the south lies Afghanistan, and to the north

Ibokand or Farghana, where the population is

Bhaghtai Turk. They are independent, have

lefied all attempts at reduction, their enmity to

Muhammadans has been inveterate and unceasing,

Snd they give no quarter
;
but of the Kafir clans,

18 in number, 8 have now become Muhammadans.
The Kafir are fond of honey, wine, and vinegar,

music and dancing, the sexes dancing apart. They
have no written character, and are said to 6})eak

a language resembling Pushtu. They wear a lock

of hair on the right side of their heads. They
we persecuted by all the surrounding nations, who
leek to capture them as slaves. Tlleir women do all

;

ihe out-door work, and follow the plougli. The ex-
j

^surc of the deadadopted by the Siah Posh hascon-

jpbuted probably to their being suspected to be a
bmnant of the reformerZertusht, but in no account
M the least mention of fire-worship amongst them.

She marriage ceremonies arc extremely simple,

feonsistiiig merely of procuring two twigs or rods,

of the respective height of the bride and bride-

groom, and tying them together. They are then
presented to the couple, who preserve them with

much care, so long as they find it agreeable or

convenient to live together. If desirous to sepa-

rate, the twigs are broken and the marriage dis-

solved, The Siah Posh build their houses of wood,
of several storeys in height, and much embellished

with carving. These accounts are trustworthy, iis

We witness that the Safi of Kaziabad, in the hills

pest of Lughman, and who have been converted,

actually reside in such dwellings. Their anus
are bows and arrows, long knives and daggers.

Khaibar District.—One of the most northerly of

the passes beyond the British frontier leads through
the jChaibar mountains. It is 18 miles in length,

leading from Peshawur towards Kabul. As it

approaches the northern outlet, it becomes more
formidable. The pass is of an irregular form, but
the .average breadth is about 1500 paces

;
the hills

which border it may be about 700 feet high.

The Afridi, Shanwari, and Mohmand are the
ehief tribes in its vicinity. Nadir Shah paid a sum
of money to secure his passage through it. The
l^urani rulers of Kabul ^so acknowledged certain

H the Afridi and Shanwari to be real passmen,
Bd paid five Afridi clans, ZakhaKhel, Sipah, Kuki
Kel, Malik Dm iUiel, and Kambar Khel, also paid

the ^rgi and Singu Khel of the Shimwari, The
British, likewise, from their first invasion * pf
Afghanistan, have paid the passmen to keep the
Khaibar clear.

The Shanwan inhabit a portion of the Kliaibar

mountains, some of the eastern valleys of the Safed
Koh, and are also found on the borders of Baja-
war. They have five sections—Abdul Rahim, All

Shor, Sangu, Sipai, and Manduzai. They have
been continuously predatory since the British

approached their l^orders; They are the most
industrious carriers between Peshawur and tho

other marts on the way to Kabul, using mules
and camels for carriage. They are stalwart and
hard-working, but inveterate thieves.

The LowagharShanwari have three sections near

the British territory, with 1050 fighting men.
Tho Tirai tribe live among the Shanwari

;
they

speak a language differing from that of their

neighbours.

The Afridi are a large and very important tribe.

They inhabit the lower and easternmost spurs of

the Safed Koh range, to the west and south of the

Peshawur district, including the valley of the Bara
and portions of those of Chura and Tira. To their

east they are bounded by the Khatak of Akora and
the Mohmand and Khalil divisions of the Peshawur
district

;
tho Mohmand arc on their north

;
to their

west are the Shanwari
;
and the Orakzai and Ban-

gash are on their south. They claim descent from
Khalid ibn Walid, a Jew who embmeed Muham-
madanism, but take their name from Afrid, who,
in tho 10th century, at the time of the advance of

Mahmud, fled for refuge to the wilds of Sheratala.

Their clans or khel, and the strength in fighting

men, are as under;

—

Kuki, 3r>00 Zakha 4000
Malik Din, . . . 3500 Aka 1200
Kambar, .... 3500 Sipali, 1500
Kainr, 1500 Adam, 3500

These give their names to the divisions of their

coimtry. In the northern portion of their country

is the Khaibar range, barren, rugged, and inhospit-

able to the last degree
;
to the south is the water-

shed of the Bara river.

The Afridi is the most important tribe of all on
the Paiijab frontier. Their country is about 80
miles long, and, on the average, 8 miles in breadth,

and mountainous throughout. One or two thou-
sand of them are serving as soldiers in the Bengal
anny and Panjab Irregidar Force. The Afridi in

appeanince are tine, tall, athletic highlanders, whose
springy step, even in traversing the dusty streets

of Peshawur, at once mark their mountain origin.

They are lean but muscular, with long gaimt faces,

high noses and cheek-bones, with fair complexions

;

th(\y are brave and hardy, and make good soldiers,

but are subject to home -sickness. They are care-

ful shots and good skinnishers, but their speciality

is hill fighting. liieuteiiant-Colonel Edwardes, de-

tailing the occurrences in the Peshawur district

during the Mutiny, mentions as an instance of the

strange things that happened in those days, that

one morning 500 Afridi of tile Malik Dm Khel
(whowere in disgrace and underblockade) marched
from the hills into the cantonment, arm^ to the

teeth, and said they had come to fight for the

British and be forgiven. He accepted ttiem at

once, tond they repulsed the first assault of the

51st Bengal N.I. when it rose, and then formed
the nucleus of one of the Panjab regiments.
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The Afridi round the Kohat pass are carriers Mackeson, on the first range of hills, and in the.

and traders, and cut and sell firewood. They Uchalgada valley. They live in five villages, and

occupy the mountains in summer, living in move- can muster 700 matchlocks.

able mat huts; but, as winter draws near, they The Afridi of Janakhwar are the best of the

descend to the Khmbar, Bazar, Kajurai, Bagiara, Afridi, bold and intrepid in action.

and Lower Bara districts, and the low valleys and The Aka Khel are in the dreary bills to the

hills bordering on the west of the I^eshawur basin, S.W. of Peshawur, from the Bara river to near

in order to avoid the snows of Maidan, which is Akhor, going to Tira in summer, in winter living

7500 or 8000 feet above the sea
;
Dwatawi and in caves. They are of a reddish-white colour,

Tordara being about 6000 feet. None of the with strong physique, and are notorious for theft

Afridi clans are found west of the Safed Koh or and robbery.

Rajgal ranges. They have the command of the The Sipah section of the Afridi have three

Khaibar aiid Kohat roads. The Adam Khel Afridi clans,—the Abu Bakr, Hormaz, and Land! Khel,

are located in the hills and glens westward of and can muster about 1500 fighting men. They
Jalala Sar

;
and in the glens on each side of the have nine villages in Bara, between the Kamr

defile leading from the Peshawur valley to Kohat, and Zakha Khels, but separated from the Zakha
it holds the entire i)as8 in its grasp. They are by the long range of the Surghar hills. They
permanent residents in villages, strengthened by winter in the caves of Kajurai, near Gandao and
towers, possess many camels, and are large carriers Mehmani.

of salt. The Mohmand tribe are partly British sub-

The Adam Khel Afridi is their largest and most jects, occupying a subdivision of the Peshawur
powerful clan, has always been quite independent, district immediately south of Peshawur. When
and has never acknowledged any authority. Their the Mohmand tribe immigrated from the west, the

possession of the Kohat and Jawaki passes have ancestors of this Peshawur clan advanced and
given them groat importance. They are separated dispossessed the Dilazak, and have since had no
from the great body of the Afridi. Their sections further connection with the main body, who
are the Gali, Jawaki, Hasn, and Asha Khel, who l(>cate<l themselves in the hills to the N.W. of the -

can muster 4540 fighting men. Peshawur valley, between the Kabul and Swat
The Hasn Khel, of the Adam Khel Afridi tribe, rivers. This main body are independent, and

are in two great sections, the Akhorwal or Tatar have six clans,—the Baizai, Tarakzai, Halimzal,

and the Janakhori, and can muster 1900 fighting Khwazai, Utmanzai, and Dawezai, each with many
men from their five villages. After the punish- subdivisions. The strongest in fighting men is the

ment of the Bori in 1853, they submitted; they Baizai, who are estimated to have 12,000, while the

subsequently gave annoyance, and again, in 1867, total strength has been stated at 19,700 ;
and

tendered submission. Ahmad Sher gave their numbers at 85,000, but
The Jawaki Afridi live in 22 villages in the it is probable they could never bring 16,000 into

hills to the east of the Kohat pass, and from time the field. The Mohmand country is rugged and
to time, up to the year 1878, have given great unfruitful, the natural resources few, and mats

trouble to the British. They have, according to arc the sole manufacture. J Jke all Pathans, they

Major Cavagnari, 18 khel, according to Major boast of l^athan honour, but it is believed that

Coke 7 khel, with about 1000 fighting men. they would sell, or prostitute, or kill any one for

They are almost the sole wood carriers of Kohat
;

gold. 'I’hey have no literature. They do not

they possess many caniels. Their importance is take service in the British army so readily as the

increased by the circumstance of their holding the other tribes. Thi'co of tlieir clans are known to

Jawaki pass, for which they get Ks. 2000. the British,—the Pindi Ali, the Alamzai, and the

In 1853, after the asscassination of OJonel Michni Mohmand. The last of these, the Michni
Mackeson, an expedition was sent against the Mohmand, after annexation, were allowed to hold

village of the Bori section, 33 miles N.E. of Kohat. from tlic Britisli Government a fief or jaghir in

The force was 1532 strong, under Brigadier Boileau, Doaba, the fertile triangle near the junction of the

and that village was destroyed, witli a loss of 8wat and Kabul rivers, of which they collected

eight killed and twenty-nine wounded on the the revenue. A portion of the lands they thein-

British side. selves cultivated, and farmed out the remainder
The Kambar Khel, in the Maidan of Tira, have to other tribes of the plains as tenants. Many of

two divisions, with ten subdivisions. The Kamr their clansmen dwelt in the neighbouring hills,

Khel are mostly scattered about the hills south of and others traded in the Peshawur valley,

the Dwatawi pass to Tira Maidan. The Alamzai Mohmand, whose headquarters are

The three sections of the Malik Din Khel are in at Gandao in the hills, also lield a fief of Panjao,
the central portions of the Tira Maidan. in British Doaba, chiefly cultivated by tenants.

The Zakha inhabit the Khaibar pass from Gar- A few of tlieir clan lived on the plains, but the

gora to Garhi Lai Beg. They are the most im- majority in the hills.

portant and most powerful of all the Afridi clans, The Pindi Ali inhabit a very strong locality in

and can muster between 4000 and 5000 fighting the hills
;
at a former period, prior to British rule,

men, and have eight subdivisions, viz. Bari, Khas- they had held a similar jaghir in Doal^, which, like

rozai, Mohib, Paendah, Pakhai, Zaodin, Nasr-u- other fiefs, had been granted by preceding Go-
Din, and Shan. They move in summer to Maidan vernments as black-mail, to buy off depredation,
and Bara, and in winter dwell in the caves and They belong to the Isa Khel and Barhan Khel
hamlets of Bazar and Khaibar. The Kin Khel subdivisions of the Tarakzai clan. They were the

have their summer quarters in Bar Bara and Tor- worst behaved of all the Mohmands, and for elevett

dara, and winter in the caves of Kapirai, and to years after the British occupation of the Panjab,
the mouth of the Khaibar. they worried the British border. They could
. The Ashu Khel are located to the south r f Fort muster about 2000 fighting men. For the first
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ight years, the Mobmands gave more trouble PabUQali, . 6930 feet,

lan any other of the Peshawur border tribes. In • ^772 „

ijxsember 1850, they made anM on thevi^ Ak“un^Ba^

f Shabkadr; in March, August, and October Machai, . . 9803 „
851, the Michni Mohmands were aggressors

;
and Khand-ka-Dana,9429 „

ti the 25th October, a force, under Sir Colin

ampbell, was sent against them, and was vari- The view from Macliai is grand. The jungle on
iisly engaged till the middle of December, by the lower S.E. slopes consists of Berberis and
^hich time a fort had been erected to hold them Acacia modesta

;
at 6000 feet the Pinus longifolia

i check, and the force returned to cantoninents. and Pinea Webbiana begins, Abies deodara and
11 the following July (1852) the Michni and oaks. The poplar and plane grow in the valleys.

*anjao Mohmands, having been exiled from The Indus runs deep and rapid under the western
ouse and lands, and cut off from trade and all foot of the mountain, and is there from 70 to 300
immunication with the plains, tendered their yards wide. In its course there are eleven ferries,

ibmission, and their fiefs were restored. In the with boats large enough to carry twenty to thirty

utumn of 1854, the Michni Mohmands again passengers, and the natives all along cross it on
tisbehaved, and in September Colonel Boileau inflated skins (Shina in Pushtu). The tribes of the

id a force against them, and destroyed some of mountain (from N. to S.^ are the Hasanzai,

10 villages, which fired on the troops as they Akozai, Ghagharzai
;
N. of Agror, on the E. face,

loved along the open ground. They continued to are the Syiul of Pariari and the Swati of Deshi.

lisbehave, and made eighty - three raids and The H.asfinzai and Akozai, the bravest, belong to

[tracks on British territory between 1855 and the Isazai branch of the Yusufzai
;
and the Chagh-

860; but they at length submitted to liieutenant- arzai, the most numerous, to the Malizai branch.
olonelEdwarde8,whohad written to Saadat Khan The Hasanzai adjoin the frontier of the Hazara

«.iat he desired the honour and welfare and strength districts of the Panjab. They reside on both sides

of himself and family. From that time until the of the Indus, those Cis-Tndus living on the Black
Ambela expedition of 186.3, the Mohmands ab- Mountain, and those Trans - Indus immediately

htained from troubling the border. But Sultan opposite to it. I'hey have ten khel or clans, who
Khan, son of Saadat Khan, then collected about could furnish 1115 fighting men

;
and the other

3000 Mohmand, Safi, and Bajawari, and they were races who are living amongst them—the 'I'illi, the

met at Shabkadr by Captain Earle with 55 of the Clujar, and craftsmen—could furnish 600 more.
6th Bengal Cavalry and 100 Native Infantry. Every man possesses a sw'ord and shield, and
Lieutenant Bishop charged and fell, but the enemy there are said to be 1100 matcldocks in their

lost about 28 killed and wounded, and retired to tribe. In 1851, Mr. Came and Mr. Tapp, two
Bagmena and Gandao. But by the Ist January officers of the customs, were led into an arabus-

1864, Sultan Muhammad had gathered around him
, cade formed by the Hasanzai, near the Jhandrani

Itbout 4500 Mohmands, and advanced beyond ravine. Mr. Came parleyed with their leader,

Shabkadr. Here, Colonel Macdonell, C.B., met who swore that if they delivered up all their

ihemwith 3 guns, 477 cavalry, and 1272 infantry, property, their lives would be safe; but though
land defeated them with a loss of about 100 killed agreed to, the Hasanzai bound the two officers,

-and wounded, and they dispersed to their homes, and, taking them a little off the road, cut their

One of the wives of Slier Ali Khan, the Amir of throats in cold blood. In December 1852, a force

Kabul, was a daughter of Saadat Khan. The marched to punish the. Hasanzai. It was in

Michni Mohmand murdered lieutenant A. Boul- three columns, under Lieutenant-Colonel Napier
iiois, R.E., near the fort of Michni, on the 14th (now Lord Napier of Magdala), Major Abbott, and
January 1852, and near that place Major Mac- Major Davidson

;
and from the 20th December to

donald was murdered by them on 2 Ist March the 2d January, the British forces were engaged.

1873, for which there was no motive. The The Hasanzai behaved bravely, defending their

numbers of the fighting men the Mohmand clans ground step by step, and gaining temporary ad-
could turn out have been given as 19,700, viz. the vantages, but inflicting little loss on their British

Baizai clan, 10,000 to 12,000
;
the Khwazai,.800

;
assailants. In August 1863, 500 or 600 Hasanzai

the Tarakzai, 2500
;

the Halimzai, 3000
;

the made a raid on the Tanawal villages of Shushi,

;iUtmanzai, 500 ;
and the Dawezai, 900. Chumiar, Bandi, Nawashah, Jrabu, Dargarian, and

^

' The ShaJmani race inhabit the village of Shal- Bai, burning them and carrying off some cattle,

-man, on the Tartara hill in the Khaibar range. But they entered into agreements to be peaceful,

Elphinstonc says they are originally from Kuram, and they adhered to their promises, until a section

were afterwards in Tira, and again in Hashtiiuggur. of them attacked the Oghi Thannah on the 30th
The Mula Guri tribe of 500 fimiilies, on the north .Inly 1868. They were afterwards parties in all

slopes of the Tatara mountain, on the Peshawmr the Agror attacks during August, but submitted

frontier, are notorious thieves. when General Wilde s force advanced up the Black
The Black Mountain is at the N.W. extremity Mountain,

of the Hazara district. It is a long narrow granite The Chagharzai and Hasanzai are the first

ridge of nearly uniform height, with higher peaks Pathan neighbours of the British to the north,

at intervals, and occasional deep passes. Numer- inhabiting a mountain tract on the cast bank of the
ous laige rocky spurs project from the sides, Indus, known as the BlackMountain. TheChagh-
which are often precipitous

;
the routes to ascend ami inhabit both banks of the Indus above Buner.

,the mountain being along the spurs from British They are said to have above 7800 fighting men,
l^mtory, are those of Tanawal and Shunglai, and are in three clans,—the Nasrat, Firo&i, and

ata, Agror, Chajri, Barchar, Khun, and Gali. Basi Khel. Their spring (rabi) crops are wheat,
& more prominent passes and peaks are as barley, masur, and tobacco, and their kharif or
ier ailtumn crops, maize, rice, and mat’h beans. Their
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Kaniafti.

Deshi.

GarwL
MaturiaaL
Musa Khel.
NakbiKhel.

north of Amb, the principal town of the Tunawal Satana is a village on the right bank of the

chief. Indus river, at the east foot of the Mahaban
The Mahaban mountain infringes on the Indus, mountain, 13 miles above Topi. The village was

where it washes the British frontier district of originally made over by the Utmanzai to Syud
Hazara. The Mahaban has many tribes aroimd it. Zaman, from Takhta-band in Buner. His de-
It is a peak in the extreme comer of the Yusufzai acoudants allied themselves to Syud Ahmad, who
country. It is on the right bank of the Indus, at settled in Satana, and they aided him in all his

the east end of the spur of the Ham range, which ambitious struggles to establish a Waliabi empire
divides the dimnage of Buner from that of the of Muhammadan reformers on the Peshawur
Yusufzai plains. It is clothed with forest trees, border. The ablest of the Satana Syuds was Syud
chiefly fir, with luxuriant herbage, and is geneially Akbar, who, in 1849 or 1850 was chosen to he
suited to the requirements of a pastoral race

;
it badshah or king of Swat. lie died in May 1857

;

is also terraced and cultivated. and two leaders rose, viz. Syud Mubarak Shah,

The Amazai inhabit the eastern slojios of the a son of the deceased Syud Akbar, and Syud
Mahaban mountain. Umar, w^lio kept a gang of thieves. The refugees

The vilkige of Malka, in the Amazai country, is from IliiKiustan had one or two mulvi, but no
situated on a plateau on the N.W. of the Mahaban one of reputation. Not content with the church
mountain, and was selected by Hindustani fanatics lands, the vSyuds of Satana demanded tithes from
as a settlement. On the inner side of ^lahfdjan it the Utmanzai, who resisted their attempt to cut
has easy communication with the Amazai, the Mada their grain crops. Syud Umar was shot, and Syud
Khel, Chagharzai, and Hasanzai

;
and the Khudu Mubarak was wounded in the foot, and the Syuds

Khel, Utmanzai, and Jadun are close at hand and and men of Hindustan were exx)elled. After the*
easily reached. In 1863 an exx^edition was sent to [lestruction of the Hindustani settlements at Mangal
destroy Malka, from which resulted a campaign Thana, a force under Sir Sydney Cotton, in 1858
in Ambela, and the Bunerwal ultimately under- attacked and defeated them, destroying Satana.

took to burn Malka, and expel the fanatics from Also, in 1863, on its removal to Malka, on the

Buner, Chamla, and the Amazai lands. opx)osite sl()xx‘8 of the mountain, on the 26th of

Following the west bank of the Indus to the August 1868, a large body of the Swati attacked,

Pihur ferry, we come to Hie amphitheatre of hills and defeated the ^Vahabi Hindustani, and drove

which environ the Peshawur district, in which are them into the country of the Chagharzai, Trans-

a considerable number of tribes. Th(3 Jadun or Indus, east of the Buner valley.

Gadun arc the first nearest to the Indus, cunning The Ambela or Surkhawi x^ass leads from the

and intriguing. After them are the Buner or Sudum valley, Peshawur district, into that of

Bunerwal, the Swati, the Mohmaiul, and Bajauri, Chamla. Steep mountains rise 1000 feet, abso-

who opposed the British in the Ambela cam- Jutoly xn’ccixntous. In 1863, General Chamber-
paign. Iain’s brigade, 5000 strong, was opposed on Hie

The Jadun or Gadim of Gadunia dwell south of pass by nearly all the fighting strength of the

the Hasanzai, partly on the sloxics of the Mahaban Yusufzai clan, 15,000 strong, under the Akhund
mountain, partly in the Hazara district. They are of Swat, the chief of Panjkora, and other leaders,

supposed to have been a clan of Kakar Afghans llie object of the British was to drive the Hindu

-

who had been driven to take refuge in the Safed stani fanatics from Malka. The operations lasted

Koh, and afterwards in Hazara and Chach. They from the 20th October to the 25th December 1863.

have two divisions,—the Salar, who possess 12 llie loss to the British was 227 killed, amongst
villages of 2530 houses, and the Mansur of 18 whom were 15 British officers, and 620 wounded,
villages. None of the villages are walled, but a of whom were 21 British officers. Generals
few have towers. The tribe arc cultivators and ( -hamberlain, Wilde, and Garvock commanded,
cattle-owners, and their buffaloes are celebrated. The Laluani is a Baluch tribe inhabiting the

They boast of having 12,000 fighting men, but about village of Lalu, on the crest of the Ambela ridge,

2800 is the suxiposed true number they could turn 3 or 4 miles east of the pass,

out. In 1861 they annoyed the British frontier • The Swat river runs through the Swat valley,

by sheltering Hindustani fanatics at Satana, but I’his valley is about 70 miles long, but its breadth
they entered into an agreement to live x>eaceably. varies from a few hundred yards to 10 miles. Its

Subsequently, however, they invited the fanatics three subdivisions are Rauizai, Kuz or Lower
to return', and on the 15th July 1863 they were Swat, and Bar or Upper Swat. The valley is

subjected to a blockade
;
and Colonel Wilde, C.B., highly cultivated and densely peopled, producing

led a force against them, arriving at Maini on the rice, beans, barley, wheat, Indian com, fruits,

30th December, and on the 5th January 1864 sugar-cane, cotton, and tobacco. The people are

fresh agreements were entered into. Their con- bigoted Sunni Muhammadans, with as many
duct continued to bo so unsatisfactory, that on factions as there are villages. Their religious

the 15th June 1870 they were again blockaded, leader for many years was Abdul GWut, styled

During July and August they kept the- border in the Akhund, who was revered from the Indus to

agitation, but on the 10th September they came the Kuram. Swat valley is intersected bjr ravines

to terias, their Jirgah or council agreeing to pay and glens, bringing down the drainage of
a fine of Rs. 8285, and give security for Rs. 1500 bounding ranges. It is unhealthy in summer. The
more. A few of the Jailun are serving as soldiers occupants are Afghans, Mulla, and Syuds* The
in the British Indian army.

|

total population is estimated at 96,000 souls, and
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health is in oowBf bulWoes, 'and goats. They are

thorough mountaineers, hardy and brave above all

the neighbouring tribes.

Passing to the west of the Indus are the Mudah
Khel and Amazai. The Mudah Khel are to the

Satana.

Ambela Pass.

Lalnani.

Swat River.

,, Kohistan.
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Panjkora.
Akozai.
Khwazozai.
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ODBifits almost entirely of Baizai, Khwazozai, and The British Baizai district is a bay about 20
Lkozai. The Kohistan of Swat is above Chaorari. miles long and 12 miles broad, which runs t&to

’he head of the Swat valley is occupied by the the hills between the Paja and Malakhand’ ranges

'orwal and Garwi tribes, who speak a language at the extreme N.W. of the Yusufzai division of

lifferent from Pushtu, which, however, they under- the Peshawur district. It is inhabited by Baizai,

tand. They are probably allied to the Kafir, Swati, Utman Khel, and Khatak, with some
^hitral, and Gilghit races. Beyond Swat and Mohrnand, Rowanri, etc. The last of these claim

iajawar is Kafiristan. to be Pathans, and there is no great family of

Towards the lower extremity of the Swat khans in Baizai. On the 11th and 14th Decem-
alley, a formidable range of hills bounding the her 1849, Colonel Bradshaw led an expedition

alley runs for many miles from east to west, against those in British tenitory, in which he
Loarly parallel to the British frontiers

;
and at attacked and destroyed the villages of Sangao in

he eastern extremity of this range stands the British Baizai, and Pali Zormandai and Sherkhana
lora mountain. Between this range and the in Swat Baizai.

rentier, however, intervene two tracts, named The Baizai division of Swat is south of the

ianizai and Lower Osman Khel, both quasi- Mora range and north of Lunkhor. It is called

lependencies of Swat. Sam Baizai, to distinguish it from Baizai in the

The best of the passes leading into S\vat is one Swat valley, and comprises the villages of Pali,

tamed Mullakund, which opens from Ihinizai. A Sherkhana, Jalalpur, Zormandai, Bazdara, and
ttle farther to the eastward of Ranizai also there Alora Banda, each with its separate khan,

re some passes leading into the Limklior valley, Gnjar herdsmen are in hamlets scattered over

^hich belongs to British Yusiifzai. These latter the Mora mountain.

asses are not available for passage from Swat to I'lie Osman Khel or Utman Khel arc a Pathan
British territory, because leading into Lunkhor tribe who occupy the hills north of Peshawur^
hey can be stopped by any })arty holding that between the Mohmand and Ranizai, on both sides

’alley. The passes via Ranizai and Osman Khel, if of the Swat river, from the Koh-i-Mora to the

he people of those tracts accord a passage, lead Khaiiora mountain. They arc descendants of

traight on to the British plains of Hashtiuiggur. Utman Baba, who accompanied Mahmud of

Vbovo the Lunkhor valley, just beyond the Ghazni on his expedition into Hindustan in the

British frontier, is the strong village of Pullee. year 997, and settled in this country. They have

The subdivisions of the Peshawur district, ad- five khel or sections, descendants from his five

oining the tribes almvc described, arc lamkhor sons. They arc a powerful tribe, and, according

>r north-west corner of Yusiifzai, and then Hasht- to Turner, can muster 17,000 fighting men
;
Mount-

luggur. Stuart Elphinstone says 10,000, and Bellew 5000.

Of the Swat, Ihinizai, and Lower Osman Khel Their country is veiy hilly generally. They are

acibes, the two latter are subordinate to the all at feud with the people of Bajawar
;
in 1827

prmer. * and 1850 they engaged the Mohmands. They are

}
The Svrati race inliabit portions of the Swat a tall, stout, and fair race, are sober but imcivil-

^lley and of the valleys of Tikri, Alahi, Deshi, ised, and have frequent quarrels amongst them-
j^anAhar, Pakli, Konsli, Bogarmang, and Agi’or, selves. At first they gave much trouble to the

^alakot, and Garhi Hahib-ullah, north of Hazara. British frontier, and in 1852 afforded an asylum
S)hey are sometimes called Dehgan, and seem to to and aided the fugitive Khan of Tangi

;
on

of Indian origin, and to have formerly ruled which a force under Sir Colin CampbeU pro-

fnetwGcn the Hydaspes and Jalalaliad, but they cceded against them in May, and their principal

%ave been dispossessed of their lauds by the villages, Pranghar and Nawailand, were taken and
"Pathans. They have no connection with the destroyed after a determined resistance. Since
fYusufzai Pathans who now occupy the Swat then the Utman Khel have never given any trouble,

feountry. They are of poor physique and of low The Utman Khel or clan who inhabit the

icouxage
;
they appear to have all the vices of the northern portion of the Baizai division of Yusuf-

Pathans, and, as with them, cold-blooded murder zai are probably a section of the above’ tribe,

and grinding avarice are the salt of life. They They have three clans,—Ismail, Danlat, and Seh-
are all Sunni Muhammadans, and very bigoted. sada. Their villages arc strongly situated in the

Panjkora consists of a munber of narrow and
|

nooks and corners of spurs running down from
bli-bound valleys, inhabitcil by the Malizai,

,
the Paja and Mora ridges, and the people are as

pChwazozai Akozai, and Yusiifzai. The climate ' wild as the hills they inhabit. Their conduct has

|s severe in the north, but mild in the south, and
^

been, on the whole, more consistently mulish and
Ihe district fertile. The Panjkora river divides it ! refractory than that of any other village along
from north to south. i the whole border from Abbottabad to Jacobabad.
The Akozai are a grand division of the Yusiifzai ' They began to give trouble in 1847, aAd up to

tribe, comprising the Baizai and Khwazozai clan, . 1872 they continued in it. In 1849 a force under
who inhabit the Swat valley. The Akozai are Colonel Bradsliaw destroyed the village of Sangao
estimated at 90,000 souls. belonging to the Daw’at Khel. In 1855 the same
The Khwazozai are a section of the Akozai village was fined Rs. 200, on account of some

Yusufzai. robberies and molestations -of travellers, and the
The Malizai section of the Khwazozai Akozai villal e was removed from its hill position, and its

and Yusufzai occupj; the country of Panjkora, two* sections located respectively in the more
which also takes their name. They can muster accfssible villages of Pipal and Mian Kiiel; but

R
OO fighting men. dun' ng the troubles of the mutiny they crepf back
|%Le Kohiston of Malizai is a glen at the head agdm. In ^859 they sheltered some crimiuds,
he Malim drainage. The people are supposed and opposed the attempt made to seize them. In
ive been Kafirs, converts to M^ihammaaanism. 1863 six of their villages furnished men to oppose



Tstfisa

thd British force whidi was sent on the Ambela for twelve years studied for the priesthood in the

cainpaira, and they were fined Rs. 2500 ;
after village of Beka in Yusufzai, living on shaonak and

which tney were disturbed by intestine factions, milk, and he subsequently became a disciple of

with regular fights on the 2l8t August, 25th and the Mian of Kaku KheL He returned to Biiner,*

29th September, 8d and 2l8t October 1864, in and afterwards went to Swat, where he was
which the British did not interfere. In November revered for his sanctity, and was alwavs consulted

and December Lieutenant Ommaney unsuccess- by the Swat people. He recommended them to

fully endeavoured to induce them to make peace
;

select Syud Akbar of Satana as their king. When
but in Februaiy 1865 Captain Monro was more that ruler died, on the 11th May 1857, his son,

successful, and fines were imposed. In 1865 Syud Mubarak Shah, made unsuccessful efforts to

quarrels broke out afresh among them, and on succeed him, and, being expelled from Swat,

the 16th January 1866 a force of 4000 men and he, with mutineers of the Bengal N.I., settled

12 guns, under Brigadier - General Bcresford, in the valley of Panjtar, which adjoins the

C.B., was sent amongst them. The villages of V'usufzai side of the valley of Peshawur, where

Mian Khel and Sangao, and other villages, were they founded a Wahabi colony, headed by Mulvi

destroyed, and new sites fixed for them. In Muhammad Inayat.

1872, however, some of the clans evacuated the The Pathans of Sweat are hospitable
;
the men

villages of Kui, Barmnl, and Mian Khan, and as arc spare and apparently feeble
;
the women are

they refused to return or to obey the authorities, strong, stout, and buxom, and enjoy more liberty

the houses of the Kui ringleaders were pulled and rule the men to a far greater degree than is

down. known amongst other Pathans.

I’ho Kanizai are a subdivision of the Baizai Deahi, a clan of the Swati on the eastern face

Akozai (livision of the Yuaufzai clan. The of the Black Mountain. They have 720 fighting

country they inhabit is divided into the*l^am men. Other tribes, Zizrari, Syud, Mula, Akhun
Banizai and Bar or Swat Ihinizai. d'he latter is Khel, and Gujar, have settled amongst them,

the lowest or most westerly part of the Swat Garwi, a Kohistani tribe inhabiting the head of

valley, in which they have thirty -live villages, the Swat valley, and numbering about 3000 adult ^
Sam lianizai is an extensive district, stretching males. They are not Afghans, and have a distinct

over the Totai Hills, and includes the whole of language.

the lower end of the Swat valley, in which there Maturizai, a section of the Baizai Akozai

are about thirty khel or clans. On the annexation Yusufzai on the east bank of the Swat river,

of the Panjab in 1819, it was found that the Sam Their two sections arc the Balol Khel and Ala Khel.

Kanizai country was being made a rt*fuge for Musa Khel, a section of the Baizai Akozai

malcontent criminals of every description, who Yuaufzai on the left bank of the Swat river,

periodically made raids on British territory. In Naikbi Khel, a section of the Kliwazozai

1852 the Banizai Swati attacked a detachment of Akozai Yusufziii on the right bank of the Swat
the Guide Corps, and a force under Sir Colin river. They have 0000 fighting men.

Campbell was marched to their village, on which Orakzai, Bazoti, Sipah, Zaimusht, and Turi

the lianizai maliks of Shahkot submitted, were adjoin the Koliat district of the Panjab. The
fined Bs. 5000, and gave ten hostages. The force Orakzju inhabit the mountainous country to the

then marched towards the British territory; but northand west of the Kohat district. Their country

as the Banizai refused to pay the fine, and is called I’ira. It consists of the Khankai and Mas-
repudiated the hostages, whoso families tliey tura or Tira Toi valleys. The Tira mountains are

expelled from their territory, on the 18th May spurs from tlui Samana range and from the Safed

Sir Colin retiuned to Shahk(jt, and found his Koh, and of 5000 to 7000 feet of elevation. The
force opposed by about 400() infantry and 50U people are all Orakzai momitaiiicers, wiry, martial,

cavalry, all from S^vat, in addition to the armed deceitful, cnicl, and avaricious. They migrate for

villagers. The king and the akhund of Swat had the winter with their flocks to the low levels of

stationed themselves on the crest of the Malakand the Kobat and Tiri hills about Miranzai.

pass- to witness the fight. After a slight resist- The Orakzai have the Afridi on their north and
ance, the Swat troops broke and fled, h‘aving 300 cast, the Kohat district bounds them on the south,

of their number dead on the field. The village and the Safed Koh on the west. Their chief sec-

and its granaries were then destroyed, and from the tions arc the Daulatzai, Ismailzai, Laskarzai, and
20th to 24th twelve other villages were similarly the Ilamsaya, and they can furnish 28,870 fighting

destroyed, and the British force returned through men. In 1855 they caused trouble in the district

Liinkhor to Gujargarlii. In June they tendered adjoining them. ()n the 30th April, 1600 or

submission, and all that was required of them was 2000 of the Afridi and Orakzai were driven off

to behave peaceably. Since that time the Banizai from an attack on General Chamberlain’s camp
people have fulfilled all their engagements, and at Darsamand. In 1868 and 1869, they again

have evinced an anxiety to maintiiiii peace.
i

gave trouble, till Colonel Keyes advanced against

The government of Swat, like that of all
|

Garo in February 1869, and destroyed it on the

Pathan tribes, is a most complete democracy. 25th Febniary, since which time they have been
The country is split up into as many factions quiet. Garo was a mere collection of caves,

alnvost as there are villages, and even in these Rabia Khel section of the Ismailzai Orakzai

thei ' are often several sections. But the late was the most prominent of all the Orakzai

akhu. % Mullah Abdul Ghafur, working on their in the disturbances on the Miranzai border in

religio. \feeling8, was able to induce them to 1855. From April to August 1855, they corn-

combine,\nd he used all his power to prevent mitted eighteen raids. They occupy the crest

collision with the British Indian Government. and north ridge of the Samana range. Fighting

Abdul Ghafur, the akhund, was tom in the men, 600. They were punished by a force under
village of Syedasam in Buner. He was poor, and General Chamberlain.
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The Daulatwii section of the Orakzei inhabit the import grain. Buner communicates withSwat by
comer of the Afridi hills, near the Afridi and the the Karakar, Jawarai, and Katel passes, all diflS^lt,

kohat district. Their sections are the Bazoti and and onl^ used by footmen
; and the passes that

the Usturi Khel, each 500 ;
the Utman Khel, 600 ; communicate with British territory are the Spirzai,

the Mani Khel and Firoz Khel, each 800 ;
the Malandri, Surkhawi or Sherdara, and BiinerT On

Sipah, 300 ;
the Abdul Aziz Khel, 400

;
and Bar the east the Barando defile leads into it.

Muhammad Khel, 1000. Occupying parts of the Buner valley are the
. Bazoti inhabit the comer of the Omkzai country Alisher khels of the Gadazai Iliazai and Nurzai
between the Afridi and the Kohat district. They Iliazai, and two sections of the Iliazai Yusiifzai

have several khel or clans, which are aai<l to number named the Ashazai and Panjpai.

500 fighting men. In the cold weather the Bazoti The Gatlazai occupy the south slopes of the Ham
live in the Bazoti valley

;
but in summer, from April and Dosira mountains in villages. Their sections

to November, they go to the head of the Mastura or khel arc^ the Ibrahim, Hasn, Seiii, Ali Sher.

glen in Tira, where they sow their wheat before llic Bimerwal of the Buner valley, in 1841)

leaving, and their rice crop in the Bazoti valley backed up some British subjects in Lunkhor who
before their return to Tira. At the commence- had refused to pay revenue, and they also aided

ment of the British nile west of the Indus, the the Swati in attacking l^ali, and threatening the

Bazoti were always cattle - lifting on the British villages in British territory to which the Pdiwal
border, and they organized and headed the attack had fled for safety. When the British in 1863
on the Kohat pass which led to Sir Charles Napier’s advanced to take possession of the Ambela pass,

expedition of 1850. But they were quiet till the the Hunerwal were the most determined of the

15th January 1868, when they joine<l with others British opponents. During some negotiations,

in again making raids. On the 11th February, in which, unfortunately, their suspicions were
a small force of 2 guns, 80 cavalry, and 480 aroused, they attacked the British camp on the

infantry, were sent against them, l)ut were unsuc- 22d October. Further negotiations ensued, and
cessful, retiring with the loss of 0 killed and on the 17th December they undertook to dismiss

27 wounded
;
and on the 13th February 1869, the all their fightingmen on the Buner pass, to destroy

Utman Khel attacked the Kohat Kotal, supported Malka in the presence of British officers, to

by the Bazoti. Colonel Keyes, 25th February, expel the 11induatani fanatics from Buner, Amazai,

moved against tliem with 4 guns and 2000 men, and Chamla, and to give hostages till the above

but retired with a loss of 2 kilh'd and 34 wounded
;

were carried out. Accordingly, on the lOtli, a

the enemy were about 200 strong, and lost 17 party advanced to destroy M^ka, in which they

killed and wounded. were aided by the Amaziii. Colonel MacGregor,
The Utman Khel number about 600 fighting men. when noticing these events, observes that ‘their

They are the most predatory clan of all the Orakztii conduct throughout c.annot but be regarded

tribe. with some admiration : they fought us like men
Sipah inhabit from the west, of the entrance to throughout the deftmcc of the heights of Ambela,

;the Bazoti valley. They arc Shiah Muhammadans, and when they made peace they stuck to their

Jfhey share, since 1853, the allowance granted by engjigements like gentlemen* British loss was 847
;.the British for keeping open the Kohat pass. killed and wounded

;
that of the Bunerwals is not

The Abdul Aziz Khel touch on British territory, known, but it must have been heavy.’ In the

They arc Shiah sectarians, and Gar in politics. The operations in the Ambela pass, the force of the

family of the Ik'gum of Bhopal are said to be of euemicB opposed to the British by the 18th No-
.this clan. vember had increased to 15,000 men, composed of

Another clan of Orakzai, the Mula Khel, are Bunerwal, Hindustani, Swati, the Amazai, Kana-
Hamsaya, located on the outer spurs of the Saraana zai, Mada Khel, the Utman Khel of Lunkhor, and
Garb, S.W. of Ilangu

;
they can muster 1000 fight- others.

ing men. The Mamuzai, a branch of the Lash- The Chamla valley is immediately north of the

karzai, 8000 men. Tlie Ali Sher section of the Maliaban range. Its breadth varies from 1200
Lashkarzai, also 3000 men; they bring cotton. yards to nearly 3 miles. It is near to and poli-

The Bar Muhammi I Klicl of the Daulatzai, in tically part of the Buner co\iutry

the upper part of the Tira valley, can muster 1000 The Chamla valley is separated from Buner by

F
'‘’*;hting men. They arc Sluali sectarians, Gar in a spur of the Guru mountain, and from the

Utic8,.and winter in British territory. Khudu Khel by a spur of the Mababan, but it is

The Shekhan dependents (Hamsaya) of the inhabitedby Bunerwal, and the meaning of Chamla
<Urakzai inhabit the hills of Drand, beyond Gaoz is said to be tenant-holders. The valley and the

Dara, and to the west of Sainalzai. central plain of the Yusufzai are commanded by
The Mishti Khel of Hamsaya, also a dependent hills that descend from the Hindu Kush,

section, occupy the hills from the exit of the Kohat The Zaimuslit are Afghans who inhabit the hills

river to Kasha. They have about 3000 fighting between Miranzai and Kurain. They have two
men. greatdivisions,—the Khwaidad Khel and the Maha-
Buner is a valley bounded N.W. by Swat, N.K. madzai or 3famuziii. Their villages are open, but

by the Puran valley, S.W. by the Yusufzai plains, with towers. Cultivation is only seen close to their

and S.E. by the Indus. It consists of a hill-girt villages, owing to the numberof internal blood feuds

plain, about 18 miles by 12 miles, but encroached in this tribe, which necessitate their agricultural

upon by spurs upon all sides from the boundary operations being near to obtain support. Their

hills. It IS inhabited by the Iliazai and Malizai country is a tract about 15 miles long, between
idivision of the Yusufzai, who have in Buner 94 two ranges of mountains, and generally covered

100 villages. They are Pathans, or Afghans, with junglp. They remain in their villages

lore usually called Bunerwal. They are rich throughout the year. They were at feud with the

cattle, especially buffaloes, but they have to Bangash.' There was a bitter blood feud between
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their own two clans. It arose about the year Turi and Waziri has since then given a great deal

1840 from their joining opposite sides in a dispute of trouble. Part of the Turi are nomade, moving
between the*Kabul Khel Waziri and the Turi and with their flocks and herds between Nilab on the

Bangfwh
;
but in 1866, Captain Cavagnari, aided by Indus and Kabul, wintering about Bal Yainin, and

the Miranzai people, induced them to conclude a pasturing in summer near the Safed Koh. They
truce for ten years. Their fighting men have are Shiahs, and revere the shrine of Fahm-i-Alarn,

been largely over-estimated at 400 cavalry and the father of Nadir Shah. Their war-cry is that

5000 infantry. of the Shiah sectarians, Ya Ali ! Yfi Haidar

!

In the Daman or skirt of the Siiliman range The Waziri or Vaziri are a large tribe of Pathans,

are the Shiah Turi, the Jaji, and tin; Isa Khel. with 1:3,980 fighting men, who inhabit the hill

The Jaji dwell in houses with a teh-kliana or country to the W. of the British frontier, W. of

excavation in the earth. The Isa Khel occu])y the Indus, adjoining the Kohat district and the

the banks and islets of the Indus, engjiged in the district of Ddira Ismail Khan, and extending

cultivation of wheat, but are also r()>)i)(‘i‘s. from Thai in Miranzai to the Gomal pass. Their

The Turi Afghans iidiabit the valley of Kurani. great clans and their fighting strengths are,—^thc

They and their neighbours the Jaji are said to be Utinanzai, 17,200
;

Ahmadzai, 9580 ;
Mahsud,

descended from two Moghul luotlicrs. Tor and 14, .500; Gurbaz, 1500; Lali or Lelai, 1500.

Jaji
;
but Lieut. -Colonel Edw'ardes was of opinion They are the most united body on the N.W.

that the Turi are Khatar Hindki in origin from Frontier of Britisli India
;
they have shown a more

the Rawal Piudi district. They have five great hostih; spirit and kept more aloof from the British

divisions or khel, termed Panjpadri or five- than any other tribe. Their proper settlements

fathered, viz. Gandi, Alizai, Mastii, Hamza, and are among the higher spurs of the Suliman range,

Dopazai, and 55 subdivisions, and can turn out where they i)ass the summer months. In October

5000 fighting men. Their ordinary covering is a the greater portion of the tribe descend with flocks

blanket shirt
;
they are dark-complexioned men, and herds to the low^er hills bordering on the

strong, hardy, and courageous, and are snp('rior Kohat and Banu districts. I’he Mahsud district

horsemen. A mounted Turi is a piTfcct model of is rugged. The northern Waziri cultivate broad

a mosRtroopt;r. His horse is small, but active and tracts on both banks of the Kiirain river. They
enduring, and he carries liia owm clothing under claim descent from Vazir, son of Suliman, from
the saddle

;
while, at the saddle-])ow', in leather whose grandsons and great - grandsons, Utman,

wallets, hang food for man and horse, s])arc sho(‘s, Ahmad, ^lahsuJ, Ali, Balol, Lali, and Gurbaz,

nails, and a hammer, in case of accident, and an the great clans of tliis tril)o take their names,

iron peg and rope to picket the horse anywhere in They are tall, muscular highlanders, wdth con-

a moment. 44ie object of horsemanship with them siderable courage. They liave w^arred with all their

is to- commit daring and distant raids. A pro- neighbours, from all of wdiom, except on the

fusion of arms cover every horseman. One or British side, they have made conquests. They
tw^o short brass - bound carljines at his ])ack, usually go on foot, and are most active in the

two or three pistols and knives of sorts and sizes mountains, g(‘nerally attacking at night. A Waziri

all round his w'aistbelt, and a swonl by his side, when caught by any of the surrounding tribes was
Major James, liowever, eonsiderod them far m*ver spared. On the other hand, the Waziri never
inferior to the AYaziri in courage and all manly injure w'omen, nor tak(‘ their jewels, but all men
qualities, and says, with coarse; sensual features, they invariably kill. Their ludghlumrs admit their

there is much of the savage in them. On scenting truthfulness and courage. They are haughty and
their prey, their eyes dilate, and they evince all bloodthirsty towards strangers. They are a fim?

the greed and ferocity of wild beasts. In tlieir nice, prone to plunder, and careless about blood-
raids they are ruthless, and spare neither age nor

|

shediling
;
but bold, plain spoken, true to their

sox. Tlioy arc generally sliort, compact, and friemls, and inclined to be l)oaBtful and rough in

sickly-looking, mean, witli a skulking or cunning council. They have never owned .any alleguince to

look about them. They arc at feud with the Kabul.

Waziri, Zaimusht, Mangal, and Jaji, and they The Mahsud Waziri number about 15,000 fight-

joined General Chamberlain in the Ka)>ul Khel ing men
;
they inhabit tlie hills on the Tank and

expedition against the Waziri, and serve<l as spies tin; South Bunn borders. Ilioir sections are the

and plunderers. They w^ore fornuTly nomade, Alizai, 5600
;

the Shahman Khel, 3000.; and
but .about the end of the 1 8th century settled in Balozai, 810U. They have always been highly
Kur.am, which they purchased from the Bangjush, predatory, especially the Alizai ])ranch, and are at
and afterwards also obtained Pewar; and the enmity with all around them. On the British

Bangash have now only the villages of Zeran occupation, tliey resumed their habits, and in

.and Shilofzan in the hills, and Isa Khel in the I860 the tribe Avas overcome by a force under
p].ains. The Bangash are dependents of tlio Turi, Gimoral Chamberlain, 5196 strong. The British
but there was war between them. On one occasion lost 63 killed and 166 wounded; the Mahsud
the Turi killed 500 Daurani on the Jaji border, Waziri lost more, but nevertheless have continued
and only ce.aBed slaying on the intercession of a troublesome. They occupy the vast and lofty

Kazzilbash chief. At fir^t they gave much trouble mountain range to the S. of the Banu district,

to the British on the Koh.at border, and in 1853 and to the AY. of the Dehra Ismail Khan district,

and 1854 made eight raids on British territory. Its principal hills are the Ghubur, about 7000
In June 1856 they made thirteen raids; and on feet .above the level of the sea; the Pirghul,
the 21st October 1856 a force of 14 guns, with 11,500; the sWi Dhur, 11,000 feet; andbeWnd
4500 men, under Brigadier Neville Chamberlain, and above all, beyond the Mahsud territory, towers
marched against them, and reached Thai, the the Takht-i-Suliman, 14,000 feet above the sea
frontier village, on the 5th November, and he level.

fined them Rs. 8680
;
but tlie feud between the The Ahmadzai have about 9580 fighting men.
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The Hati Khel are the most numerous of all the inhabitants, who style themselves Dum or Marasi

;

Ahmadzai. They are very much employed in the it is entirely surrounded by the Waziri Hills, and
salt trade, but had many idle liands, some of the Waziri settlers on the British border. The
whom in a band of robbers murdered Captain Banuchi are its nearest neighbours, and its com-
Mecham on the 6th November 1859. Before the munications with its neighbours are through the
Sikh conquest of the Panjab, about the beginning mountain tracts of the Suliman range. The tribal

of the 19th century, the Ahmadzai nomades had ! divisions arc Tapizai and Malai, with many sub-
occupied the Banu country in winter, and at ! divisions

;
and the entire population has 25,000

lengtli took permanent possession of the lands i souls, all of them Sunni Muhainraadans. All their

nearest the Thai. The Bizan Khel section of the villages are walled
;
fever prevails, and goitre is a

Ahmadzai are responsible for the passes of Pinza, common disease. Lieutcmint-Colonel Edwardes
Khurd, Kalani, Killioi, Ghlosin, Tangi. described them as great blackguards, and they arc

The Utmanzai are the most nortlierly clan, and depraved and vicious, and are addicted to great

can muster about 17,000 fighting men. Of their crimes, 'riicy shave one eyebrow, half the mous-
scctions, the Kabul Kliel are wild and lawless, tache, and half the beard, and apply antimony
with three subdivisions, the Miami, the Saefali, above and below the eye. On the 6th March 1872,

and the Pipdi, numbering 3500 fighting men. The a force of 1650 cavalry and infantry with two guns
Kabul Khel, between 1850 and 1854, committed was sent jigaiust tlnuu under Brigadier-General

over twenty petty raids on British territory, and Keyes, C.B., and after a brief action on the 7th

the British blockaded the whole tribe. they submitted, the British loss being 6 W'ounded,

Although the Waziri are a united tribe, the and the Dawari loss 43 killed and 30 prisoners,

clans have not joined each other on the occasions Chamkain, a tribe who inhabit the base of the

of the British expeditions into their ton-itories. Safed Koh, said to have 3500 fighting men. They
The blood feuds are not extensive, the actual are very poor.

murderer only being permitted to be slain in Shircini or Sheorani are a Patlian tribe who
avenging a murder. They have no poor amongst I inhabit the hill country to the W. of the British

them, the tribe subscribing to re-establish any frontier, from tlie Shekh Hyder pass on the N.

family who arc in need. Tliey have cereals as to the Karnak on the S. They thus adjoin the

their chief food, but use mutton. All grave- subdivisions of British Tank, Kolacbi, Draband,

yards are sacred to the Waziri, who in their and Cliaodwan. Their fighting men have been
yearly migrations to the hills never hesitate to variously estimated at from 3000 to 10,000. They
deposit on the family tombs any property they have three great sections,—the Chua Khel, Uba
wish to leave behind them. This is loft untouched Khel, and Sen Khel,—with numerous clans. A
even by iirofessional robbers. They have amongst great part of their territory is occupied by the

them groat numbers of fakirs, and they hold the Takht-i-Sulimau and the hills which surround its

tomb of Darvesh Musa in gxt'at veneration. In base. Many parts of it are nearly inaccessible
;

cases of adnltery, they kill the w'oman ami cut one road in some places is cut out of the steep

off the man's nose. Take all Pathan tribes, face of the bill, and in others supported by beams
imirriages are entered into after pu])oi’ty. (.'hild- inserted in the rock, and is still impracticable

less widows are re-married to a relative of the for loaded bullocks. The population is scattered

deceased. The bridegroom buys his bride. in villages of from 20 to 40 houses through the

The Batani Pathans inhabit the outer spurs of valleys and lower part of the mountains. The
the Waziri Hills, adjoining the S. of Banu and N. sites of their houses are cut out of the sloj^cs of

of Debra Ismail Khan districts, from tlic E. slop<'H the hills, so that on three sides the earth forms

of the Gabr mountain at the Sliamla Kliurd pass the lower 2)art of th{‘ -wall. Each cottiigc has

to the Hisara jmss. They trace their lineage only oik' room and one entrance, which is

through Batan to Kais, the founder of the Afghan closed at night by the branch of a thorny tree,

race. Captain Maclean’s list of their sections The ^Shiraiii arc of middle stature, spare, but

. gives the Dana with 1400; the Tata, 1600; and stout; have bold features, grey eyes, high cheek-

the Uraspun, 1000 fighting men. Cajdaiii Nor- bones, and their ge]ieral appearance is wild and
man gives the sections of the Dana as the Bobak, manly. They are hardy and active. The clothing

Bobar, Vomka; and the Uraspun, ns the Tsaplai of a common Shirani consists of a coarse black

Shakhai. Captain Carr gives ten sub-sections of blanket tied round their middle and another thrown

fthe Tafa, 16 of the Dana, and 13 of the Urasjmu. over their shoulders
;
a few yards of white cotton

FThe Batani country is bare, stony, ami imcidti- cloth is loosely twisted round their heads; and
vated, resembling the Doon of the Himalaya, their feet are jn'otected by sandals made of leather

There are numerous passes into their hills
;

their 2
m‘})ared by the tamarisk. Their usual food is

imnciml settlements within the hills an; those of bread made of Indian corn, with butter and

Jandula, Sirngar, and Gabr. They have flocks of kuriit, and wheat en bread; their luxuries are

sheep and herds of cattle, and cultivate wheat milk, wild olives, 2X)inegranates, and piiio seed,

and bajra (Penicillaria spicafii). Tlujy are of Mutton is occasionally eaten. They never kill

^middle height, si)aro and wiiy, arc agricultural homed cattle for food, but when a bullock happens

ibut predatory. They number 4600 fighting men to die, they cut its throat in the Muhammadan
|at tne outside. They were for years trouble- manner, and eat it. They marry late, and the

mo. Tliey bring to British territory, grass, women have only domestic work, except at their

'ood, wool, ropes, malu, camels, bullocks, sheep, two harvests. The principal employment is agri-

ats, hill rice, ghi, and honey, and take back culture, the valleys being largely irrigated. The

,
sugar, oil, salt, donkeys, piece goods, and common stock consists of small b^locks, but

^ndals. they have asses, a few goats, and a very few horses.

Dawar is a rich, open, and fertile vall^, in lat. 33® They are punctual in their prayers. TTiey were at

N., and long. 32® 57' E. It is called Kodh by the war with all the surrounding tribes that pass
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through their country in the annual migrations.

The passes into their country are the Chaodwan,
Draband, Gajestan, Guioba, Isparikat, Kumm,
Ramak, Shekh Haidar, Shirani. Prior to the

British annexation of the Dohrajat, the Sliirani

were the terror of the whole border, and were

generally the aggressors. From 1819 to 1853

they annually made inroads on the British terri-

tory, but in the last-named year they were met ami
j

defeated and followed up liy Brigadier Hodgson, i

and their fort of Kotki miiii'd and blown up. Mr.
|

Elphinstone gives a very favourable account of
|

them, but Colonel MacGregor commenting on it
i

observes that * a Pathan olsiys no one, and, exet^pt

the dictates of his own revengeful and avaricious

nature, nothing has any influence with him.’

The Balmr tribe inhabit the Koh-i-Daman of

the Dehra Ismail Khan district, iipposite the I8aiigmr

and Dahina paases. Between them and the Mian

Khel, on a boundary disjade, a blood feud raged

for upwards of a hundred years, each year renewed.

I’hoy are a brave but scattered tribe. They are of

iShirani descent. They niimber flO( 1 or 700 lighting

men. They are of mercantile habits, and are the

richest of all the tribes of the Daman. Th(‘y are

very fair, and are the most supenor race in the

Trans-Indus districts. The proverrb, ‘ A Babar

fool is a Gandehpur sag(',’ testifies to their

wisdom.
The Ushiaraua or Oshterana is an Afghan tribe

who inhabit the outer hills ()pposit(‘ the extreme

south portion of the Dehra Ismail <Iistri<*t. I'hey

are conterminous of the Dcdira Ismail Khau and

Dehra Ghazi Khan districts. They are largely

engaged in trade, and have beim supposi'd to be a

division of tin* Lohani tribe. They are in two
clans, the Gagalzai and the Ahmadzai, eaeh id

which has about 450 fighting men. but there had

long been a blood feud between them, ami they

were hardly on sjieaking tenns. Nothing can bt*

more miserable than the whole of the Tshtaraiia

countiy. They art* not jiredatory, and are the

bravest tribe of the Suliman range. They possess

a large tract of land in British territory. On the

outbreak of the Sikh war iu 1848, 2(40 of them
followed Major Edw'ardes to Multan. The Vooch
or Korah pass, on the border of the rshtaraiia

hills, and nearly opposite to D(4ira Fattah Khan,
constitutes the boundary line between the Pathan
and Haluch tribes. It is faced by the British out-

posts of Doulalvvcalla ami Viliowa.

The Knsrani are a Baluch tribe who «hvellin the

extreme north of the Dehra Ghazi Khan district, a
portion of the south of the Dehra Ismail district,

and in the hills to the immediate west of these

tracts. Their liills exteml from the Korah ])as8

downwards for a distance of aliout fifty miles.

They have many subdivisions, and their fighting

men are estimated at about Cr)8. 'I’liere are about
,3314 of this tribe in the jilains of the Dehrajat, and
they graze large herds of cattle on the Sfindy plains

between Kot Kasraiii and Vihow^a. They arc the

most northerly of all the Baluch. 3’hey made an
inroad on British territory in 1852, and were
punished by the police

;
and in 185.3 Brigadier

Hodgson moved against them with 1000 sepoys
apd police, and destroyed some villages. The
hill Kasrani and their neighbours the Bozdar long
had a bitter feud, but by British influence a truce
WM arranged. In 1868 Lieut. Gray attempted to
seize Jahangir Khan, but he was himself made a

prisoner and carried off, and only released after a

force of the Bozdar and the Panjab cavalry had

been sent in pursuit.

Khnatai, a small tribe of Pathans beyond the

Dehni Ghazi Khan border. They are peaceful

and fpiiet, agricultural and pastoral.

Liniiy a Pathan tribe west of the Dehra Ghazi

frontier. Their neighbours on the north are the

Kakar and the Musa Khel, on the south are Murree
'rariii, with the Khetran on the cast. Their adult

men are 1200. 'Fliey speak a mixture of Pushtu
and Baluch. The Chumalang range of hills pro-

duces a valuable coal, also sulphur.

Bozdar, a Baluch tribe who occupy the hills on
the Dehra Ghazi Khan frontier. Their country

extends on the north as far as the Saugor pass

and Drug, where they touch the Kasrani, Esot,

ami .lafar; on the east to the foot of the hills on
tile Saugor border; on the south to the Vidor
pass and the Majvel Sham (plain), where they
uiet*t the Hadiani and Khetran

;
and on the west

to the crest of the Kala Roh, wdiere they are
boiimled by the Luiii and ^fiisa Khel Pathans.
Their country is about 40 miles long by 30 broad,

and i.s entirely mountainous, formed of the outer

spurs of the gi'eat Suliman range. They number
about 2720 fighting men, as under :

—

j

Diilaiii, . . 850 Chakrani, . 400 Jalaiii, . . 120
Ladwani, . 360 Siliani, . . 1.50 Jafarani, . 300
Uholamaiii, . 300 Shahwani, . 110 Hustamani, . 100

ami tlu'Y have numerous subdivisions,—accord-
ing to Major Mincliin, 64, with 3776 fighting men.
Their country is a series of bare ami sterile

ridges, divided by bare ravines wdth small patches
of (ndtivation. They an* friendly with the

British. Tlieir greati'st (Miemi(*s w'cre the Ushtar-
ana Pathans, and at times the Khetran. They
fight wdth mat(dilocks. They have few horses, and
about lOO horsemen. They jiurchase the coarser

I

grains, cloth, tobacco, ami oil in the markets of

I

British India, 'fhey claim to be of Rind Baluch

j

origin
;
and tlu'ir name, from Boz, a shoe]), was

I
given because of their possession of large flocks

j

of shi'ej). From J850 to 1856 they were frequently

I

troubhsorne to the British, and iu 1857, an ex-
pi‘dition, 2369 strong, under Gem.Tal Chamberlain,
was moved against tliem. The Bozdar numbered

' 1700, and lost 20 to 30 killed and 50 to 70
wmumled. More than all the frontier tribes, the

I

Bozdar liad for years previously jilundcred and
: murdered in the jilains and the hills. They re-

; eommencc'd plumhTing in 1861, but later on they
liehaved bettiT.

Esot, a small tribe of Afghans near the Dehrajat
frontier. B.ilfarat, a small dan of Esot Pathans
on the Vihow%a border of Dehra Ghazi Khan.
The Jafar is a tribe of Pathans with 500 fight-

ing men. They dwell to the N.W. of the Bozdar
hills, bctw'een the Buj spur of the Suliman and
the Bozdar tribe. They have twelve branches, and
possess a few camels and horses.

The Khutran or Khetran are a Baluch tribe

inhabiting the hills to the west of the Dehra Ghazi
Khan district. The Khetran are curiously inter-

mixed with the Baluch tribes, and farther south
are the Kosa, Laghari, Gurchani, Murree, and Bugti,

occujjying the frontier line of the Dehra Ghazi
Khan district down to its point of junction with
the Sind border

;
on the north the Musa Khel and

Limi Pathan, the Bozdar on the N.E., the Hadiani
Laghari on the east, and the Durkani section of
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the Gurchani occupy the higli crests of the Kala the east, north, and north-west sides. They arc

Roh and the Morunj plain. The Murree are on the subject to the Khan of Kahit, and nowhere touch
W. and S.W. AVest of the Kolu valley is the on British territory. They possess the districts of
small tribe of Zarkhan Pathans, west of whom Kahan, Muudahi, Jantuli, Phailawar, and Nisao,
again are the largo tribe of the Tarin, and and their four main sections are the Ghazani,
N.W. are the Ushtarana and Shahdozai. It is a Loharani, Bijarani, and Alazjirani. Their country
large extent of country. Their boundaries can extends from the Bolan pass to the Phailawar
witli dilliculty be marked out, and they lay claims plain, about 120 miles, mostly barren hills, but
to portions of the adji^iiiing lands. Tlieir sections with inaiy fertile valleys. They are nomades, and
are the Ganjura, Chachu or Dariwcol, IlaRjini, and rich in cattle, but their habits were altogether

Nahr, with many clan subdivisions, and their predatory, and they can furnish about 4000 hght-
tighting men have been stated at from IlOOO to ing men. The portion who inhabited the eastern

0000. They all live inside forts. They are the hills in (hitch Gandava were notorious for their

wealthiest of the Balueh tribes, are not warlike, lawless habits, and for making frequent inroads on
do not plunder, anri are largely engaged in culti- the jdaiiis. They and the Alaghazzi seem to have
vation, but are recipients of all the plunder on emigrated from CutchGamlava at different periods,

the border. They seem to have been formed by and to have beeome incorjjorated with the Jat cul-

branches of other broken tribes. They are at tivalors. A peaceful and o])edient portion of the

feud with the Murree, Bozdar, and Durkani, and tribe are in the hills w’est of the province below
with the Luni and Musji Khel Pathans. They dell. A large portion are at Adam Murree on the

carry on a large trade with the British territory. IS.E. frontier of JSind
;
the Doda Murree occiq^y

A branch of the Khetran live round A'ihowa in Kahan. In April 1840, (_\'i])tain Lewis Browne of

the Dehra Ghazi Khan district, who can raise dOO the bth Bombay Native Infantry occupied Kahun,
lighting men. and liehl it till the 28th September, wlien he retirecl

Ilasajii, a tri])e in the Kludraii country near with his arms and a gun,— all efforts to relievo

Laghari Barkhaii, also in the Shahdozai conutry. him having failed. In one of tiiese disastrous

Zar Khan, a small but very martial tribe of efforts under Major Clibboru at Nufusk, the British

Pathans ii]hal)it ing the Kolu valley, and separated lost 179 killed and 1)2 wounded; they subse-

from the Klietrau by the Jniulran range. They quently met with many calamities. On the 28d
number 000 men. They have g(X)d horses, and May 1849, in a fight with the Brahui at Bibi

their arms are swords, shields, and matchlocks. Nani, they lost 750 men out of 1300. In August
The Laghuri tribe on the border of the Dehra 1819, they jdundered the village of Mai, and at-

Ghazi Khan district occupy from thi^ Dalaiia on tempted predatory incursions on British territory,

the north to the Kura pass on the south. Their Tn 1852 (24th January), the fort of Kahun andmany
sections are the Aliani, lladiaiii, Boglani, and of its houses were destroyed by an earthquake, and
Haibatani, with numerous clans. They have been many lives and much property lost. A cave in a

variously estimated as capable of furnishing from hill, in which many were dwelling, was filled up
1 900 to 5250 fighting men. In the Dehra (Jhazi by the fall of the liill,destroying 260 Muhammadans,
Khan district, in 1868, there were also 11,311 80 Hindus, and many cattle. On the 11th Decem-
I aghari ami 904 in the Dehra Ismail district. At ber 1852, a large body of Murree attacked the town
the opening of the 8ikli rebellion they sided witli of Pulaji, and killed 40 of the Kaihiri. ^fajor

Mulraj. Jacob then remonstrated with the Khan of Kulat,

Tlie Ao.s’u, in the Dehra Ghazi Khan district, is a and urged him to restrain his subjects
;
but on the

Balueh tribe with seven divisions,—Balclani,Jangel, 30th January 1853, a party of 200 Murree horsemen
Jaiidani, Jarwar, Isani, Toiniwala, and Melirwani, left their hills, and attacked some Biigti shepherds

ostimaterl capable of furnishing from five to six on the Afazardan plain. On the 23d March of

thousand fighting men. They are among the that year they fell on the village of Trihar, killing

bravest of the Balueh, and fonnerly were very sovi-ral of the Diimki, and carrying off a very great

])owertul. They live almost wholly in the plains, number of (sunels and other cattle. On the 3d
which they cultivate. They are likewise graziers, April they had carried off cattle from Kasmir,

and have numerous flocks. Tlu're have been and were folhjwed by the Sind Horse, and,

(lifliculties in securing the succession, but the tribe coming up with them near Hirpaiii, a hand-to-

has twice aided the ilritish. hand fight ensued, in which the British lost tea

Ootxhunij Gurchani, or Ginlshaiii tribe are killed and wounded. They made raids on the

Balueh, but mixed, who inhabit the Jampur 17lh and 23d ,)une, the 10th and 17th Septem-
division of the Dehra Ghazi Khan district in the Iht, 28th October, 26th November, and 28th

immediate vicinity of llaraiul. Tlu'y have thirteen December 1853, and 24tli February 1854. On
sections,—Shikaiii, Ilotwaiii, Khalilaui, Alikhani, the 2lst January 1859, the Khan of Kalat assem-

Ikazgir, Jaskani, Pitafi, Jiishari, Durkani, Chang, bled 8000 horse and foot to punish them, and was

Surani, Joqiani, and the llelwani. Their fighting accompanie<l by a British force under Major

iiicn are estimated at 1100 to 1200. The J^ifi
;
Malcolm Green, and 8ir Henry Green ivas present,

xnd Lishari sections had been invetcnite tliieves,
|

and the Murree tendered their submission. Butin

\nd until 1866 continued to give trouble
;
but in

j

December 1862 the khan was obliged to take

recent years there has been no complaint against
|

another force into the hills. In their attacks on the

them. Their population is 3938 souls, of whom Panjab border, between tlie 25th September 1850
1100 or 1200 are adidts. In 1867, a raid on and 1869, they made about twenty raids, killing

Harand by 1200 Murree, Bugti, and Khetran, was people and carrying off cattle. Ou the 1st

met by the Gurchani and the 5th Panjab Cavahy, February 1869, the Murree chiefs met Colonel

and defeated with great loss. PJiayre, in the presence of the Bugti, Dumki, and
j\hirree or il/an, a brave Balueh tribe who in- Mazari chiefs, and the Murree agreed to live

habit the outer hill which surrounds Cutchi on peaceably.
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The Bugti tribe are Baluch who inliabit Uie
hilly country to the west of the Rajanpur border,
iind it has been estimated that they can muster

1200 to 4000 fighting men. Their six

divisions are the Kaheja, Nothani, Miisuri, Kaljiar,

Phong, and Kiazai. Much of their country is

rugged,and barren, but it contains good i)a8tiu*e

lands and some fertile valleys. They claim to be
allied with the Rind Baluch. They and the Murree
were unceasingly at war, but the Bugti were also

at feud with the Mazari, Dreslmk, Duinki, Bimli,

and others. They made pri'datory attacks on the

Britisli army when advancing towards Afghan-
istan. In 1844-45 Sir Charles Napier advanced
against them with 2500 men, and w'as oppo8(Hl by
about 8600 Jakrani, Dumki, Bugti, and Khetran.
The campaign lasted from the 15tli January to

the 4th March 1845, on which the chiefs sub-

mitted, after 54 days of incessjuit exertion.

They again, on the 10th December 181G, as-

sembled a force of 1500 armed men, and made
fui inroad to within 15 miles of i^hikai-j)!!!-, and
returned to their hill with 15,000 head of cattle,

without the loss of a man. On the 1st Octola r

1847, the whole Bugti force entered the plain,

but were met by Lieutenant ^[erewether of the

Sind Horse, with 188 men. Tlie Bugti fonne<l a
solid mass to receive the attack, but were over-
thrown at the first onset, retired, and were again
defeated, and at last threw down their anus and
.suiTendercd. Out of 700, only two horsemen
regained the hills, while the loss of the British

was nine killed and wounded
;
and the trib(‘, broken

and dispersed, fied for refuge to the Khetraiis.

Nevertheless petty inroads occurred, and on the
7th April 1809, 500 Bugti attacked tlie post of

Kasmir, and were repulsed, and, as they retreated,

a native officer and party came on a party of 800
or 400 Bugti driving off 1000 camels. He ini-

inediatelycharged them, killing many, and recover-
ing all the camels.

The ^BRITISH TRIBES on the NAf. frontier

of India inhabit partly hills and partly dw ell in

the plains. They may be enumerated as follow's :

—

i. Hazara district- -

a. Turnouli of D.irwazai.
|
d. Swati.

h. Syiids of luighan .iiid c. Dund or Dooiul
Agror. Dlimid.

f. Ghakar.
f, Sutti.

ii. Peshawur district-

. Yusufzai. c. Mohmund d the jdains.

. Khalil.

iii. Kohat and Peshawur district- a. Kliatak.

iv. Kohat district—a. Bangash.
V. Dehra Ismail Khan district—

a. Banuchi.
i Chiefs of Kolachi.

Marwati. /. „ Dehra Ismail Khan,
f. Butani. (j. Kutkani.
d. Chiefs of Tank h. Lund.

vi. Dehra Gliazi Khan district—
n. Dreshuk,

j
h. Mazari.

The British Hazara is a Cis-Indus district of the
Panjab. It is a mountainous country, bounded
on the north by various indepemlent tribes, on
the S. })y Rawal Pindi, on the E. by Kashmir,

i Mus. Its greatest length
breadth 40 miles, with an area

of 2994 square miles. It has four revenue sub-
divisions,—Haripur,Man8era,Tanawal ,and Kaghan

.

In the last are Gujar ryots, and Swati occupy
Kunhar as far as the Black Mountain. In its
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south portion are tlie Bomba, Dhund, Karal, and

Ghakar, and in the tracts on the Indus arc the

Utmanzai, Masliwani, and Tarkheli.

The Tanaoli and Jadun are in Tanawiil. They

are fair cultivators. The Gujar, Awan, and other

Muhammadan converts are hard-working and

thrifty
;
the Syud, Swati, Utmanzai, and Tarkheli

arc careless, lazy races. The Mashwani are very

thrifty.

Agroi- is a subdivision of the Hazara district,

10 miles long and 6 broad, consisting of three

main valhys in the upper portion of the Unar
river, bounded on the north by the Mana Ka Dana
spur of the Black Mountain. Its beautiful moun-
biia glens, Unar, Arbora, and Kathai, are one mass

of luxuriant vegetation, and open into several

minor glens,—Cliulandarian, Kabl, Bazdara, and

Kanjara Dara. A great spur comes down from

Nanga Parbat, and another range comes from
above Kabl. The inhabitants, 8721 in number,
arc Sw'ati and Gujar of low jJiysique and debased
morality. The Sw'ati.have all the vices of the

Pathaii without his courage, and they do not care

to fight ( Veil for their ow'ii fields. There are a

few Tanaoli, Awan, Pathaii, Koreshi, Syud, and
Dasht, bigoted ^Muhammadans, who speak Puslitu,

all ruled by a khan. I'he Koresh tribe claim

Arab origin, and are in all the Trans-Indus dis-

tricts.

There are also in Agror portions of upwards of

tw'enty Afghan trib(‘S, with the usual artisans of

eastc'rn villages, and a b w^ Khatri and Brahman
Hindus, living in 45 small villages. In July and

August 1 808 a small force was sent into Agror;
the Sw’ati submitted, but others lield out, and a

large force under Major-General Wilde advanced
to the Black Mountain. In July 1809 tw'o ham-
lots in the valh'y W(‘re burned by raiders of the

Hasjinzai, Parari Syud, and Akozai, on which a

British force destroyed lln^ Akozai village' ()f

Shahtut. On the 5th and 15th April 1870 and
4th June 1871 other villages w'ere attacked by
raiders, but after 1872 the Agror valley and
Hazara border w’ere free from any hostile at-

tacks.

Stvafi.— Th(^ Alahi valley, to the nortli of Haaira,

drains into the Indus nearly opposite Ghorband.
The inhabitants are Swati.

The Kohisinn is a valley on tlie Hazar.i border
to the N.K. of Alahi, along the west and north

of Kaghan. It has an area of 500 or COO square

miles. The Kohistaiii claim to be of Arab descent,

but their neigh])()urs say they were idol-worsbip-

j)ers up to the last quarter of the 18th century.

This seems correct, as their divisions are the

Rana proprietors, tlu; Yeshkan vassals, Kaniin
artisiins, aiid l)nm musicians. The Kohistaui are

a physically fiiu* race, free spoken and very
united. They trade in tiinlx-r and other produce.
4’lieir divisions or khel are tlu‘ Bara, Kali, Galoch,
Shaudar, and Gatar.

The Kaghan valb'y or glen forms the most
northern part of the Hazara district. It has a

jMjpulation of about 22,000, Syuds and Gujar. It

consists of the inner slopes of two parallel moun-
tain ranges, clad with perpetual snow, and ranging
in height from 12,000 feet at the S. entrance of

the valley to 15,000 feet at its northern head.

It stretches upwards till it nearly reaches Chilas.

The Gujar are quiet and peaceable cultivators.

The Syuds are proprietors, having received it
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from the Sikhs. They are lazy, disunited, and farther east, on tlic Jhelum, Gujerat, and Sealkot
intriguing. They were proceeded against in 1862, districts. They are scattered in Yusufzai and the
and they surrendered to the British. Kohat district, as well as in Hazara and other

Gujar are found in the frontier districts of the districts on the left bank of the Indus. In Yusuf-
Peshawur division, and amongst the independent zai they are said to number 3000 souls. They
tribes. They profess Muhammadanism, are culti- have enlisted in the Panjab force and in the regular
vators and rear cattle. They are a fine healthy infantry. I'hey are good soldiers. The Awan of
race, quiet, industrious, and frupL They are of the lower lands, and Dhuud, etc., of the higher
Jat descent, but are now subdivided into clans lands, have democratic village institutions,

and khel like the Afghans. They are very niiiiKn- Gakkar, Ghakar, or Kakar, a tribe inhabiting

ous, and form the entire population of nmny jwrtions of the Hazara, Jhelum, and Rawal Pindi
villages. They are not owners of the lands districts of the Pan] ab. They claim to have come
beyond British limits, but lease from the Pathan

j

into their present position from Seistan with
proprietors. Mahmud of Ghazni

;
but tliey are one of the oldest

The Bambar tribe of Hazara inliabit tlio range and most powerful of the Hindu dynasties of the

of mountains behind Karagoli, N.K. of the Jadun. Panjab. They opposed Atahmud on the plains of

They are a portion of tlie Bambar tribe of Muzivf- Peshawur, but they seem soon afterwards to have
farabad. They have no sympathies with any other adopted Muliamniadanism, and their country was
Hazara tribes. a jaghir to them from the times of the first

Mashwani are a tribe of Syuds in the Hazara emperor of Dehli, for wliich they paid the annual
district in tlie N. portion of the Gangdar range, tribute of a horse, and rendered milihiry service

also about 400 families in the Koh-Daman of at first to Dehli, afterwards to Kabul, and subse-

Kabul. They are of fine jiliysicpie, manly, brave, pieiitly to the Sikhs. About 1783 they suffered

and truthful. They are large carriers. from a severe famine.

The Utmaiizai inhabiting the Torb(4a and Khalsii In 1847, when the British came into contact

tracts of Hazara are a branch of tlio Utmanzai of with the Hazara, they took the British side
;
they

Yusufzai. The population of Khalsa is 8507 souls, {iide<l iu the siege of Multan, and sigain sided with

.and of Torbela 7088. the British in the mutiny of 1857. Their chiefs

The Jadun or Gadun is a l*athan t ribe partly on have borne the titles of ISultan, Mirza, and Ibija.

the slopes of the Mahaban mountain, partly in the The Gakkar are not distinguishable from the

Hazara district, and in part 'rrans-lndus. They Awan in personal ap})earance, both being very

luv surrounded by tribes of Yusufzai origin. 1’heir large, fine men, but not vcTy fair,

country is called Gadiuia. They have two divisions, They are supposed to be descendants of the

—Salar and .Mansur. They claim to have; 12,000 mount aineeis, whose chief Ambisaccs sent ambas-
fighting men, but may have a sixth part of that smlors with presmits to Alexander. In the time of

number, and these are badly arim'd. The British Mahmud they inhabited the Salt Range or Jhow
have several times blockaded them in their valleys, mountains between the Indus and the Behut

Dalzak is a tribe of Afghan descent, part of them (Hydaspes). Baber names them Gakar; but it

inhabiting a portion of the country on the right is also written Ghaka and Kakha. At an early

bank of the Indue, but are chielly on the left period of history, old writers tell us that they

bank in Hazara. were given to infanticide and polyandry. It was
The Dhund is a very handsome race, inhabiting a custom, says Perishta, ‘ as soon as a female

the Boi tract of Hazara, especially between the child was born, to carry her to the market place,

Jhelum and the main range, numbering 18,518 and there proclaim aloud, holding the child in

souls, living iu villages on plateaux about 1(HK) one hand and a knife in the other, that any
feet above the river. They arc improvident, one wanting a wife might have her; otherwise

lack energy, and have been badly alTected towards she was immolated.’ By this means they had
the British. more men than women, whicli occasioned the

The Tanawal district on the Hazara border is custom of several husbands to one wife. When
the most wild, mountainous, and rugged part of any one liusbaiid visited her, she set up a mark at

Hazara, and is peoj)led Avith armed and w.arlike the <loor, wliich, being observed by the others,

peasants. It is divided by the river Siran into an they Avithdrew till the signal Avas removed.

.
eastern and a Avestern part. The Palal are British Tlie Dhund, Tanaoli, Alpial, Kurral, Awan, and
subjects, and the Ilindwal arc in an independent Gakkar tribes are knoAvn only by their tribwil

principality, and occupy an actual area of about nanu\s, Avithout any common appellation; they live

720 square miles in the Doaba of the Indus and north of tlie Salt Range. They are described by
Siran, with a revenue of Rs. 28,000. Jlahingra, a Air. Campbell as the finest and liandsomest men
rugged, steep mountain, is ill independent Tanawal. in India, perhaps in the Avorld. They profess

The Pakli plain in the Hazara district is occupied Muhammadanism, and have fanciful Muhammadan
by the Swati, AAvan, Syuds, and Tanaoli. genealogies, but are Avholly Indian in their lan-

T^lie Karal are a poor, humble tribe, 16,615 iu guage, manners, habits, and constitutions. Their

number, dwelling in the Kara tract of the Hazara language is Panjabi. They have no connection
district and in the Jadun tract. Some of their wdth the Pathan races, and they claim none with
villages on the spur of a ridge iu Hazara arc 5000 the Jat and Rajput, the Dilzak alone claiming to

feet above the sea. They arc agriculturists. They be of Hindi origin. Their features wouhi seem to

are of Hindu origin, converts to Muhammadanism. shoAv that they have kindred with the Kashmiri,
The Awan are the most numerous and the best or with the pre-Hindu congeners of the earlier

of these frontier tribes, and there is no better Indians found in the lulls far west, but their

people in India. They are settled in large agri- langujige and character, dress, and the arcliiteotui*c

cultural communities on the Chach plaiuj.on the of their houses, would indicate that they are nearly
i eastern side of the Indus, and in smaller bodies allied to the Panjabi.
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Peshawury in the Panjab, is the name of a pro-

vince, a district, a city, and military cantonment
It is British territory, in India proper. The city

is in lat. 84° 1' N., and long. 71° 37' E., and 1200
feet above the sea. The district lies between lat.

33° 50' to 34° 30' N., and long. 71° 30' to 72° 50'

E. The cantonment in 1868 had 21,720 inhabit-

ants
;
the city,' 00,974

;
while that of the district

was 523,152, principally various tribes of Afghans,

with Paracha, Khojah, Tajak, Kaalimiri, and Brah-
mans, giving 271 ’2 souls to the square mile, the

chief races as under :

—

liluropeans, . . . 3,375 Orakzai, .... 15.3

Eunisians, .... 15 Waziri, .... 105
AmericaiiH, . . . .17 Lohaiii, .... 157
Syiuls, 10,408 Laglmri lialuch, . 107

Moghul 21,420 llhoti, .572

Yusufzai,. . . .82,170 Jut 020
Khatak, .... 4,735 Oujar, 10,384

lifohniand, . . . 28,043 P.iruclia 4,135

Xhalil, .... 17,090 Kashmiri, . . . 12,230

Dundzai, .... 15,311 , Khojah, .... 50(5

Aiuh.arnmadzal, . . 22,080 i llralirnaii, . . . 2,18(5

Kamalzai, , . . 107
j

Khatri, .... 0,308

Sailuzai, .... 270 llania, 3,414

I'opalzai 250 !
Arora, 11,057

Awan, 9,584 i 8ii(l, 004
Hindki, .... 15,824

]
Parsec, 30

Shikarpuria, etc., . 7,000 I

The tribes on the Peshawiir and Kobat borders

are in two political factions,—the Gar and the

Samal. 'Ihc tribes who are of the Gar faction

are the Abdul-Aziz, Adam, Afridi, Akhcl, Aliklu'l,

Bazoti, Firoz, Kainbar, Kuki, Mann, Masuzai,

Sipah, Turi, Uatiira, Utmaii. The Samal faction

are tlie Afridi, Aka, Ali-Sherzai, Bar-Muhammad,
Kamr, Khadarzai, Malik Din, Misliti, Marnazai,

Orakzai, Kabia, Shekhan, Sipah, Soda, Waziri,

Zaimusht, and Zakha. The factions arose two
liiiiidred years ago, in the quarrels of two Hindu
brothers.

Peshawur is said to be a corruption from Pur-

shawur. Major James thinks it means the seat of

Purrus or Porus, the name of a king or dynasty,

as similarly Lahawar means the seat of Lawa.
The Peshawur valley is at the extnuno nortli of

the Trans-Indus territory. On its north are the

hills of the Mohmands, Utmaii Kliel, Swat, Buiier,

and the Mahaban tribes. It is bounded on the

E. by the Indus, S. by the Khatak and Afridi

hills, and W. by the Khaibar mountains. Its

area is 1928 square miles
;
the valley is close<l on

the N.AV. and S. by a more or less coiitinuou.s

range of high hills. I’o the east for a])out 20
miles is a gap occupied by the ])lain of Chach.
The northern boundary is a continuous range of

hills extending in an arc from the Indus, opp)08ite

Torbela to the Swat river, where it debouches on
the phiins at Abazai Fort. The liighcst points in

this range are Mahaban, 7^171 feet, Tatara, 6862
feet, Miilagarh, 7060 feet. Its N.E. is inhabited

by Yusufzai
;
thd Khatak, Khalil, Mohmand, and

Daiidzai occupy districts with these names; the

Muhammadzai and Miana inhabit Haslitnuggur,

and Lunkhor has the Khatak and Utman Khel

;

while many tribes arc in Doaba and Khalsa. It is

highly fertile and well peopled. Its rivers are
the Indus, the Swat river, the Kabul river, which
divides into streams. The Yusufzai have the best
climate and are the finest people. In this district

Lieutenant-Colonel Mackeson was wounded on
the 10th September 1853. Major Adams, wounded
on the 15tt January 1865, died on the 26th of

that month, and on the 3d October 1865 Lieu-

tenant Ommaney was killed.

The Yusufzai l^ithans inhabit the hills norA of

the Peshawur district, and the Yusufzai division

of that district lies between lat. 34° to 34° 3' N.,

and long. 71° 55' to 72° 40' E.
;
area, about 2000

sq. m.
;
population, 08,977. They claim that their

ancestor Mandai had two sons, Umar and Yusuf.

Umar left one son named Mandan, from whom
and Yusuf the tiibc arc descended. Mandan had

seven sons, from whom Bj)rang the Usmanzai, the

Utmanzai, and the Itajiir.

Yusuf had five sons, viz. Uria surnamed Badi,

* the founder of tlie Badi Khel, Isa of the Isazai,

Musa of the Musazai, whose son Bias founded the

Iliazai, Mali of the Malizai, and Ako of the Akozai.

There is also a Yusufzai clan called Kamzai.

The toUal poj)ulatioii of the Mandan branch is

140,000 souls with 30,000 fighting men, and of

the Yusufzai, 106,000 souls with 43,200 fighting

men. About the year 1873 tliere were 793

Yusufzai serving in the Bengal army and 364 in

the I'anjab force. Besides the Yusufzai, their

I

district had in its population, Gujar Awan 3000,
I Kashmiri 6000, Hindki 10,000, Miila slaves and

I Hindus. The Gujar are Muhammadans
;
they form

I
the entire population of many villages

;
they culti-

I vate the lands, paying rent, and arc also cattle'

!
graziers, 'fhey number about 7 5,0( > souls, and are

: a line athletic race.
'

'fhe Hindki are mechanics, artisans, and traders,

and have the following guilds amongst others,

—

;

Charikar, ploughmen; Diimor .Mirasi, mnsicians;

I
Gadba or Uawanri, shepherds, graziers

;
Musalli,

I
sweepers

;
and Shahkail, cotton cleaners. All thi'

I
Hindki arc termed Hamsaya (neighbour) or Fakir

(beggar), 'riie Ghulam slaves were descendants of

war ju-isoners
;
the men arc (’.ailed Mrai and th(‘

women Windza. They are beyond the Brilidi

frontier.

The Miila number 31,000. They have two
sections, Astanadar or Buziirg and the Mula, both

of them holy classes. 'Ihe Hindus are m^arly all

Khatri, and number 22,000.

The Yusufzai, formerly nomades, arc now agri-

culturists and traders. 'Uiey are superstitions,

proud, greedy, and revengeful
;

they observi*

th(dr religious rites of prayer and pilgrimage,

almsgiving (Zakat, Khairat, and Ashar) and
fasting. They are boastful of their descent and
prowess, and demand, Am I not a PiikhtunV

They arc hospitable
;
but so soon as the guest

leaves he might be robbed or murdered by his

late host. Their honour, Nang-i-Pukhtana, is

satisfied with Badal or retaliation
;

Nanaw'ati,

sheltering a guest
;
and Mailmastai, feeding a

stranger.

They arc suspicious and jealous of their women

;

the abuse or slander of one’s female ndatives was
only to be washed out by blood

;
and not .iin-

frequently tlie slandered one, whether guilty or

innocent, was murdered to begin with. They do
not treat their women with respect or confidence.

PJlopcments (Matiza) are one of the most fruitful

causes of feuds. They are dirty in their persons
and clothes. They are fond of field sports, and
in. disposition arc lively, merry, fond of muhio

and recitations. The women arc uneducated, and
coarse and obscene in their conversation. On a

death .occurring, the women of the quarter

assemble for the vir or wuzar lamentation.
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The Mandan division of the Ynsufzai number Yusufzai in the Peshawur district, in the Sudlium
1000 souls, with 80,000 to 100,000 of other races valley, enclosed on tljrec sides by hills. Their
settled amongst them. They can muster 25,000 subdivisions are the Bazid Khel and Hasan Khel.
to 80,000 armed men. They have seven khel or The Ismailzai, a section of the Ainazai Usmanzai
elans. i Mandan clan of Yiisufz:ii, are in the Yusufzai
The Utmanzai is a division of the Mandan. i plain.

The Razar section of the Mandan comprises five
j

The Akozai is a grand division of the Yusufzai,
of the seven sections of that division. Tliey all

: coinjn-ising the Baizai and Khwazozjii, who inhabit
reside in the British district of Yusufzai, and gdve the Swat valley

;
they number about 90,000

tlieir names, Ako Khel, Malikzai, Maiiizai, Khi- souls.

daizai, and Mamuzai, to their respective sub - Paiiidah is a section of the Malizai Khwazozai
divisions. The Mamuzai rebelled daring the Yusufzai.

mutiny of 1857, but were subdued. Adingzai is a section of the Khwazozai Akozai
The Akozai is a division of the Utmanzai clan Yusufzai, who inhabit the right bank of the Swat

of the Mandan Yusufzai. They are located be- livcr, and a glen nmning north from it about 10
yond the British frontier, and occupy the south miles long, from the Swat river to the Ijaram

^purs of Mahaban, on the right bank of the hill. A hill on their east separates them from

;

Indus. the Shainozai. They have forty -four villages.

The Khudu Khel section of the Saddoziii division Their sections or khel are the Afir-lhmn, Bahn,
;of the Utmanzai Mandan Yusufzai inhabit the Utmanzai, Siierglia, Marjan, Baram, and Umar
; north slopes of the Sar Patai mountain. They Khel. The Utmanzai and Balm Khel redistribute

are said to have 1500 or ISOO fighting men. their lands amongst themst.'lves every ten years.

'I hey gave trouble to the British in 1857, and a They communicate with the Malizai by the Laram
force under Ceneral Cotton moved against them pass.

in 1858. Ashi Khel, also called Shamizai, is a section of

Isazai is a division of the Vusufzai clan. the Khwazozai division of the Akozai Yusufzai.

The Akozjxi division of the Isazai clan of Malizai is a section of the Khwazozai Akozai
Yusufzai inhabit the western slopes of Iht; Black Yusufzai who occupy the country of Panjkora.

Mountain on tlic Hazara border. They have four They mimher 8500 figlding men. They opposed
sections or khel, Barat, Aziz, Tansaii, and I’aiiida, th(‘ British in tlie Amlu la campaign,

and can muster 1 105 fighting men. They have The Khadakzai section of the Akozai Yusufzai
1 eon troublesome on the Agror border. reside north of the Ranizai, on the right bank of

The Mada Khel section of the Isazai Yusufzai the Swat river,

inhabit the northern sloj)e of tin* Mahaban. They The Baizai section of the Akozai clan of the

tiumbcr about 2000
;

their clans are tlie Mada, Yusufzai are mostly on the south bank of the

limn, and Bazid, but Dalazak, Onjar, and boat- Swat river, beyond jh’itish border,

j^^lnen live in their country. The *]inki Khel section of the Baizai Akozai
c The Ilasanziii S(;ction of tluj Isazai Yusufzai Vu.sufzai arc on the left bank of the Swat river,

i-dwcll on both sides of the Indus; tliose CivS-Indiis with the Kohistaii on their north,

on the Black Mountain, and tliose 'rrans-Indus The Babiizui section of the Baizai Akozai
immediately opiiosite it. They have ten sections, Yusufzai arc on the left bank of the Swat river,

and 1115 fighting men. They murdered Messrs. They have four sub-sections, and about 1000
Came and Tapp in November 1851, and Colonel fighting men.
(now Ijord) Napier led an expedition against The Barat Khel is a S(?ctiori of the Babuzai
them. Baizai clan of the Akozai Yusufzai.

The Malizai division of tlie Yusufzai occupy the The Azi Khel is a section of the Baizai Akozai
lower portion of the Buner valley. Tliey number Yusufzai <lwelliiig on the left bank of the Swat,

1(1,000 souls, and can muster 8500 or 4000 match- river.

lockmen. The lUiiizai Yusufzai is a subdivision of the

The Nurizai scetion of the Malizai Yusufzai are Baizai Akozai division of the Yusufzai clan, ami
in the south-west corner of tlie Buner plain. arc further subdivided into the Saltan Khan,
The Daulatzai section of the Malizai Yusufzai Usman, Ikirhan, Utmanzai, and AU Khcls. They

inhabit a portion of the valley of Jhmer. They
j

all reside beyond the British border. They can

have between 3500 and 4000 matchlockmen.
I
muster about lUjOO matcjiloekmen. The Ranizai

The Nasrozai section of the I liaszai Yusufzai has country is divided into Sam Ranizai and Bar or

the Panjpao and Makhozai as subdivisions. The vSwat Ranizai. Sir Colin Campbell moved against

Makhozai inhabit the country to the north-east of them in 1852.

Buner, in a glen through which a tributary of the The Aba Khel division of the Baizai Akozai

fiver of the Puran valley Hows. Yusufz^u is located on the left hank of the Swat
The Amazai section of the Usmanzai clan of the river. 'Diey luivo five khel, viz. Ismail, Khasai,

Yusufzai arc partly within and partly beyond tlie Zamaii, Kliiilai, and Skhalo. The Abaz:ii arc on
Rritish border, and are divided into two portions the riglit bank.

by a northern spur from the Mahaban. Their The (diagharzai tribe of Yusufzai Afghans
:iountry is well w^ooded with pines, but is rough inhabit both banks of tlie Indus above Buner.
md narrow. Their fighting men have been Their three subdivisions arc the Nasrat Khel, with
stimated at from 1600 to 8000, the former pro- 800 lighting men

;
Firozi and Basi Khel, with

Dably correct.
^

Malka, burnt in 1868 by General 4150 lighting men. The dVana-Indus Chagharzai
Chamberlain, is in the Amazai territory, and in have 1950 fighting men.
1864 (11th January) they excluded the Hindustani (rhoria Khel is a name sometimes used to

fanatics from their limits. designate the five Peshawur tribes, Mohniaiul,

^
Daulatzai is a division of Amazai 'Usmanzai Daudzai, Khalil, Chamkani, and Muhauunadzni.

i
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They are descended from four s6n8 of Ghoria, son and cloth, about September, to Bokhara, and from
of Khar Shabuii, son of Saraband. The Ghoria Bokhara they start afresh fqr Yarkand, Tash-

Khel came from Kandahar, and settled for many kand, and Orenburg, and go also to the fair at

generations in Ghazni, from which they removed Nijni Novgorod, which they call Makraia, and
to Kabul,^ and afterwards to Nangnihar and bring back wrought silk, Tilla and Ratiska

Peshawur in the reign of Kamran, son of Baber
;

coins.

they fought witli the Dilazak, and gradually got The Koluit district of the Paujab is on the

possession of the country, wliich they still retain, right bank of the Indus, between lat. 33° and
the Chamkani excepted. Their chiefs are called 33° 35' N., auJ long. 7U° 35' and 71° 55' E. It

Arbab, lords. They are said to be more treacherous extends 120 miles from Darwazai on the right

than other Pathans. bank of the Indus in the Khatak country, live

The Daudzai tribe of the Ghoria are located in miles below Atak, to Bilaud Khel on the Kuram
the Peshawur valley, between the Khalil and river, at the head of the Miranzai valley. The
Khalsa divisions and the Kabul river. Tlu* breadth of the Kohat district is from Darwazai to

population in 18G8 was retiirnod at 37,071, Rokwan in the Shfikrdara estiite, where it joins

almost all Muhammadans, Syud, Moghul, Daud- tlie Banii district
;

the disUuice is 72 miles, a

zai, Gujar, Khojah, Kashmiri, Kliatri, and Arora. labyrinth of barren rocks and ravines of the most
The three Daudzai sections are the Mandaki, impracticable nature intersecting it in every

Mamur, and Yusuf. In 1881, there were only direction. Its area is 1,810,000 acres, of which

5898 of the Daudzai tribe returned in the 1,497,700 are absolutely barren. Its rivers arc

Paniab. the Kohat Toi and 'riri Toi. It produces sulphur,

The Khalil inhabit a portion of the Peshawur alum, and lias rock-salt mines. The population

district in the plain between the Kliaibar Hills and of 1 15,419 souls consists of Sikh, Hindus, Baugash,
Peshawur. They are of Afghan descent. Their and Khatak Muhammadans. 'Ihc Kohat defile in

chiefs have the titular name of Arbal) (tlic Arabic the Afridi hills between Kohat and Peshawur
plural of Kab, lord). They nmnbeivd 13,r>95 runs for miles from Fort Mackeson to Busti Khel.

souls in 1881. About 100 serve in the Bengal The Kohat district is divided by tribes into two
army and Panjab force. unequal jiarts, viz. the northern and more fertile

'riic tribe are partly independent, hut but smaller part, consisting generally of the

.T portion of them colonized in the south-western system of the Kohat Toi
;

this is inhabited by
lauds of the Peshawur district, and in 1881 the Jiangash, while the southern, wliich is the

numbered 44,009 souls. They are now respect- larger and more desolate portion, belongs to the

able cultivators, have been luk(!wann supporters Kliatak
;

it consists of the system of tlie 'J’iri Toi

of the British, ainl* liavc maintained friendly and tlie south spurs of the Khatak Hills. The
relations with their neighbours, the Afridi. 'Fhey British administrative (livisions of Kohat arc

have not, however, fraternized with their fellow Koliat Khas (iiroper), Miranzai, and Tiri. Th
Mohmands of the rugged, sterile, hilly country total population is 145,419 souls; of this 180t

N.W. of Peshawur, against whom in 1851 a force are Sikhs, 0544 Hindus, 130,505 Muhammadans,
^

under Sir Colin Campbell was sent; in 1854
|

comprising Yusufzai, Bangasli, Khatak, Orakzai,

another force was sent under Colonel Boileau
; j

Baluch, Waziri, kSyud, Moghul, Mohmand, and
and in 1804, a third time, under Colonel Mac- ther Pathans, with .Tat, Ranghar, Hhatti, Arora,
donell. The Peiidi Ali JMohmand worried the Gakkur, Paraucha, Brahmans, Khatri, Bania, and
border for the first eleven years of British rule. Sikh.

The six clans of the Mohmands can turn out 19,700 I’he Kohat pass in tlie Afridi hills leads from
fighting men

;
Tarakzai, 2500

;
Ilaliinzai, 3000 ;

Kohat to Peshawur. It runs down the bed of a

Khwaizai, 800, Baizai, 12,000; Utinanzai, 500; stream, with a level roadway. Us width varies,

and Dawezai, 900. The Hal imzai section includes and the tribes interested in it are the Bangasli,

the chiefs who liold the Panjpao lands in tlie Jawaki Afridi, Adam Khel Afridi, Bazoti, Firoz

British temtory near Shabkadr,. and inhabit the Khel, Utinan Khel, and Sipah Orakzai, Gali Khel,
Kamal district north of Ifindi Ali. Tliey are con- Akhorwal, and Hasii Khel. In 1850 a force

sidered the best fighting men of the Molimand. under Sir Colin Campbell moved against the

]5y 1873 only 272 Mohiiiands had entered the Afridi, and since thou the pass has been occa-
Panjab force and Bengal army. sionally blockaded.

In the Haslitiiiiggur division of the Peshawur The Miranzai division of the Koliat district is

district arc two tribes meriting notice,—the Mian, forty miles long and tliree miles broad, consisting
a branch of the Kaka Kliel Khatak, who arc of numerous small well-cultivated valleys, with
carriers, and the Muhammadzai or Mamanzai, a 20 villages. The jieople are wealthy in cattle,

mixed population of 25,000 souls, who have goats, and sheep. They were settled in 1855 by
about 5000 inatchlockmeii. Brigadier-General Chamberlain, and again in

The Gagiam tribe of Pathans in the Doaba 1856 and 1859. The Miranzai district comprises
division of the Peshawur district are wiid to have the valleys of the rivers Hangu and Shkali. The
come from the valley of the Kabul river, and to tribe have 20 villages, and a population of about
have ousted the Dilazak. Some of them settled 24,000.

at first in Bajawar, but were soon driven out by Tiic T.aiid tribe occupy Land Kamar in the
the Tarkolani. Koliat district. They have three khel or families.
The Paraucha is a mercantile tribe of about —Gari, Khwazi, and Tarki. Their country is

500 farailicB, who are said to have come from famed for its Ber fruit (Zizyphus jujuba).
Baghdad and settled in various parts of the The JBanuri arc a family of oyuds who have
frontier districts of Kohat and Peshawur. TJiey resided in the town of Kohat since the time of
<jlaim descent from Nusherwan. They trade from Aurangzeb, and the people of Swat have since
Bombay and Calcutta with tea, indigo, chocolate, paid * ooshur ’ to them. They have been devoted
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servants of the British, and Mir Mubarak Shah
fell at Bie siege of Dehli.

The Waziri, who occupy the hill country to the

westof the Trans-Indus frontier froniThal in Miran-

zai to the Gomal pass, claim descent from Vazir,

son of Siiliman. They are nearly all independent.

Their total fighting strength is 43,980, viz.

Utrnanzai, 17,100; Ahmadzai, 9580; Mahsud,

14,500; Gurbaz, 1500; and Leila, 1500. The
Ahmadzai seem to liave emigrated to the Banu
district about the close of the iSth century, and
gradually dispossessed the Banuclu owners, coining

into undisputed possession of some of the best

tracts on the left bank of the Kuram. They have

never allied themselves to the Banuclii. Nearly

all the Ahmadzai have now settled down in the

plains as good cultivators, and pay their revenue

regularly. In British territory (20,743) the

Ahmadzai hold 15,572 acres, paying Bs. 5861

;

the Vazir, 21,420 acres, paying lis. 7670; and

\
the Utmanzai, 5848 acres, with a rental of

Uis. 1806.

i
Khatak, a tribe of Patlians, 1 18,(jr)0 souls, who

Jnhabit the S.E. portion of the reshawur district,

•‘and S. and E. of the Kohat district, in a desolate

1‘egion, stony and barren. Karlanrai, of the

^Sarban branch of the Afghans, ha«l four grandsons,

—Lukman, Utinan, Zadran, and Usman, from

wliorn tribes are sprung. Lukman’s descendants

are named Khatak, from a Pushtu ex])rcssion, Pah
Khatar, meaning ‘ ho has coiiio to grief,’ in

allusion to his having liad tr^abiika, a very ugly

woman, saddled on him as a wife. Tlieir de-

scendants formed tiui B(»lak, Taraki, and Tari

clans of the Khatak ti il)e. 'I'heir country may be
said to extend 120 miles along the right ])aTik

;; of the Indus, from Jliiiid to Kalabagh, with a

'breadth varying from 7 to 65 miles. 'I'lio Darshi,

!Kundi, Seni, Uria Khel, and Jaluzai tribes

;havc at various times attaclied themselves to

• tlie Khatak. The Akora Khatak inhabit the

extreme portion of the PeshaAvur district,

and there is a Kliatak colony in Liuikhor. Of
72,723 returned in the census of 1868, 56,260

were in the Kohat district, ll,4iH) in the Banu
district, and 4735 in Pesbawur. Mr. Elphinstone

estiinatcMl the Akora division.s at 10,000 families,

and the Tiri at 14,000
;
Lumsden estimated the

Akora branch at 38,000 souls
;
Dr. Bellew gave

14,000 souls as the number of the Khatak in

Yusufzai, and thinks they could turn out 3000

matchlockmen. Mr. Elphinstone described the

Khatak as tall, good-looking, and fairer tiuvn any
of the tribes of Peshawur. (k)loncl Jaimsden,

writing shortly after annexation, described tlie

;

hill tribes as a wild, turbulent, impoverished set

;

but Coke noticed tlu; Baraki and Bangi Khel
Khatak as a fine liardy race, notoriously idiicky,

'and bettor suited for infantry soldiers than any
Sl’athans he knew of. During the 13Lh century

I
the Khatak are supposed to have left Shal, in

I
the Suliman range, where they resided with tlieir

:
kinsmen the AYaziri, and settled in Banu with
the Shitak, the ancestors of the present Bamichi,
and they were allotted the Sadr Awal canal

from the Kuram river near Adhami, which is now
in possession* of tlie Bizan Khel section of the
Ahmadzai AYaziri located on the Banu Thai,

i Towards tlie end of the 16th century they
quarrelled with the Shitak, and left Banu and
ettled in the hills and plains as far as the Nilab

Ghasha on the right bank of the Indus. Malik
Akhor in the time of Akbar took up his residence
in the Gaozdara, a pas.s near Shaikh .^dad
leading to the Jawaki country, and the country
northwards towards Atak, and the district thus
occupied is known as Akhora Khatak. Malik
Akhor aided Akbar, and had grants of land con-
ferred on him, which enabled him to become
chief of the Khatak, whom he governed for 41
years, until murdered by the Balak clan. His
eldest son, Yakia Khan, ruled 61 yeara, and was
murdered. A^'ikia Klian’s son, Shabbaz Khan,
reigned 31 years, and was killed by an arrow
wound in the head at Kamalzai in Yusufzai.

The son of Shabbaz was the celebrated Khushal
Klian, who served the emperor Shah Jahan,
Imt was long imprisoned by Aurangzeb. When
released, he abdicated in favour of his son, Ashraf
Khan, after ruling 50 years. Subsequently the

family continueil engagements with Alunad Shah
i\bd<ili, with tlie Kabul rulers, and with the

Sikhs. On the British annexation of the Panjah,

Khojah Muhammad Khan was confirmed in the

chieftainship of Tiri, the chiefs of the Akhora
Khatak obtained giants of land as jagbir and
cash allowances. The Khatak as a rule liave been
very good subjects to the British, and in particular

Khojah Muhammad, K.C.S.T., Nawab of Tiri, was
uniforndy loyal and well intentioned, and an
unsullied example of fidelity, gallantry, and merit.

The Khatak in Y'usufzai are the Shabat Khel, the

Mamuti, and the Miahak of Kasinia and Lunkhor
;

the Hote of Tazagram and Lunklior
;
the A^akub

Khel in Lighaiii and Muusar
;

the lluseui in

Charchar and Lunkhor
;
and the Maker in Alu

and Lunkhor.
On occasions of betrothals, marriages, circum-

cision, they have great rejoicings, and perfonn
the martial Khatak dance. A number of men
with drawn swords revolve to the music of the

pipe (Surnai) and drum. Their movements at

first are slow and in measured time, their swords
being alternately held aloft above their heads, or

Kwceifiug down towards the ground, as if to cut

an enemy. These movements become quicker,

the music more spirited, the dancers shout their

war-cry, and swords Hash tlirough the dust and
smoke as they revolve wildly round the fire,

keeping it iij) until quite exhausted. It is worth
seeing. The Khatak were mixed up with the
fortunes of Akbar, Shah Jahan, Aurangzeb,
Ahmad Sludi, and since the 15th century the

strife amongst Ihemsolves has been incessant.

They arc a warlike but turbulent race, but, as

rncntioiicd, have been uniformly loyal to Hie

British. A branch of Khatak are in Y'usufziii.

The Barak is a large and important branch of

the Khatak, living S. of the Tiri Toi, and lY. of

tlie Sagri and Bangi Kliel. TJicy arc of the Tari

section, and under the British rule are all

managed by the Nawab of Tiri. They possess

the lands of Daresh Khel, Bahadur Khel, and
Latammar, the valley of Nari, all Chaontrali,

the Loeghar mountains, and the country of Gudi
Khel, bcdweeii the Spinghar and Shinghar ranges

and the tract of Laud Kamar. They are a wcll-

behaved, fine hardy race
;
are the swiftest foot-

men and best mountaineers in the country, famed
for their courage. They number 5000 fighting

Bangi Khel are of the Bolak branch of the
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Khatak, who inhabit the hills to the north of collector, when he was murdered by one of
Kalabagh, on the Indus, in the Banu district, his own relatives. The khanship descended to
l^ng between the Tiri Khatak and the Sagri his son. The Bangash tribe have suffered
Khatak. They are wild in their habits, their much from the raids of their hill neighbours,
hills are barren and often without water

;
they Waziri, Orakzai, Turi, and Kabul Khel. The

W'ei’C in old days noted robbers, but are now Miranzai valley belonged to the fief of Sultan
peaceable and well-behaved

;
they arc fine active, Muhammad, but, being an outlying locality, was

athletic mountaineers, and of a frank bearing, overlooked when Kohat wjis taken possession
grazing cattle and cutting wood for the markets of. ^J’he Kabul government then lost no time in
of Kalabagh. A few are in the Panjab Frontier arranging for the occupation of Miranzai, whicli
Force. Their sections arc the Abi Khel, Tarka appeared to have bee li vacated

;
so Sirdar Aziin

Khel, Tapi Khel, and Maraj Khcl. Their inhospit- Khan, the governor of the Kuram province, in

able country hiis caused them much inconvenience, i 1851 summoned the Miranzai to surrender,
and led to disputes between them and the Sagri :

but they petitioned the British to include them
Khel of the Khatak. in Kohat. Under the circumstances this request
Ano Khel, a section of tlio Tari division of the was acceded to. They were in their hearts hostile

Khatak, to which the Khatak chiefs belong. to the British (jlovcrnmcnt, as indeed they were
The Nasrati is a small, high-spirited tribe of to any government whatever. They offered to

Khatak, who dwell in tlio valley below the guard the Kotal, and asserted that they had a
Hhinghar range, and also pasture and cultivate hereditary claim, stronger than that of the Afridi,
the Thai. to occupy the ridge. The Kotal was then made

'riie Babar section of the Khatak reside chiefly over to them, and as the Afridi refused to oj^en
in Kani, on the loft bank of the Indus. They the pass, it wjis resolved to establish a blocka<le,
have largo flocks of sheep and goats, and they eat and the Afridi w'ore debarred from entering the
the flesli and drink tlu‘ milk of camels. Kotal and Pcshawur valleys. While these arrange-
The Bangash is a Pathan tribe who inhabit ments in 1858 were progres-sing, the (liili Afridi

the Miranzai valley, the Kohat defile in British suddenly attacked the Bangash people on the
territory, and also the valley of the Kuram Kotal, and seized that j)ost. Several Bangash
river in Afghanistan. They are said to bo chiefs were killed in the encounter, and Major
descended from a person named Ismail, w'ho was (hjko, wlio was present, was sliglitly wounded,
surnamed Baiikash or Bangash. Their sub- Upon this check', the llangash people obtained
divisions arc the (.Juru, wiili the sections Amir, the allianct* of the small though warlike tribes,

.lamsliidi, and .Miranzai
;
and the Samulzai, with Bazoti and Sipnli. Tliese w’cre independent, ami

the sections Tuzi, A'amani, and Alizai. They dwelt in the hills near tlie pass. 'Ihe southern
are said to have come from Gardez in the section of the Jawaki Afridi also joined the
Ghilzae country, from which they were driven by league.

the Ghilzae about the 14th century, Tliey then 'I’lie Manrati or Maraoti tribe of Pathans give
settled in Kuram, where they remainc<I for their name to the Marwat division of the Baini
another hundred years. Anotlier account is that district

;
th(*y are a branch of tluj Lohani tribe,

they came from Soistan, and are of the same race being descended from Loh and his first wife Sbiri.
astheJat. The emperor Baber (a. d. 1504) found They have five khel or clans,—Baliram, Dreplarn
them located in Kuram, wliicli was formerly Musa, 'I’api, Nuna, and Jhandu. Tluy were
divided into Baiigash-i-Bala and Bangash I*ain, formerly pastoral, and traders in the Katawaz
Upper and Lower Bangash. Since the middle of district of the Ghilzae country, but left it from a
the 18th century tlie 'ruri have been gradually quarrel and trietl to settle in Tank, from wliich
dispossessing the Bangash from Bangash-i-Bala, tlie Daulat Khel ousted them, and they came on
and now every Bangash attaches himself to a to Marwat. 4'hey are tall, muscular, and fair,

Turi as his Aaik or protector. Their numbers in often rosy-checked, and evidently of pure Afghan
Kuram are 5GU0. The three main divisions of the blood, forming a striking contrast to their
elan are the Miranzjii, w ith tliree clans

;
Baizai mongrel nciglibours the Baiiuclii

;
they arc a

and ^ainalzai, with five sections. The Miranzai bold, manly, sinq)le, and iqjright people, deeply
took up the lands of ISariab, Upper Miranzai; attaelied to their sandy villages and reed huts,
the Baizai inhabit the Kohat valley pro])cr, and They are jinmi, but dignified, and frank and
the Samalzai are ill tlie Avild jungle district of the simple in their manner with strangers, and are
same name. They are not deeined courageous by distinguislied from all the Pathan tribes by a
British officers. They arc hospitable. They have more generous treatment of their women,
behaved wtU to the British. In 1858 they Tlieir country is excessively arid

;
the water is

claimed the right of occupying the Kotal of the so far below, the surface, they cannot afforrl to
Kohat pass, and their share of the pass emolu- sink w^ells to it. Their W'omen are the watei-
meiits was settled at Ks. 8200. Othei- accounts carriers. At the ccuisus of 18C8 they numbered
describe the Samalzai clan as noted for their 42,729 souls, and their sections in former days
bravery, and that they could turn out 700 fight- could turn out 5500 fighting men,—Baliram, 2000;

»^cn. Dreplara, 2000; Musa Khel, 1500.
Bangash are of the Shiah sect. The 1808 census in lat. 32'^ 15' to 83"^ N., and long. 70'’

flhow'f d 31,774 Bangash in British territory. 20' to 71"’ 20' E., a district in the Panjab, CO
hulls ii Muhammad, llarakzai, up to 1848 held miles long and 55 miles broad, with an area of
Kolu tasa lief from the Kabul government. It 2086 square miles. Its Trans-Indus portion is

was then taken possession of by the British on bounded N. by the Khatak hills, W. andN.W. by
account of hostility evinced during the second the hills of the Waziri, E. by the Batani and Masrot
8ikh war. The Khan of Hungu, in the Bangash ranges, and JJ. by the Indus. It is surrounded
country, was in the British service as revenue by barren hills, but is a liighly fertile valley;
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in spring a vegetable emerald, and in autumn
clothed with crops growing from lacustrine

calcareous clay often 40 and 60 feet deep. The
climate is feverish. The population is about

200,000, mostly agricultural — Baluch about

70,000
;

other Muhammadans, 100,000
;

and

Hindus, 200,000. The chief towns are Edwards-

abad, Laki, Isa Khel, and Kalabagh
;

their

houses built of mud, with a Chouk or place of

assembly, and a guest-room. The pcojde are

dirty. They are strict Muhammadans.
Isa Khel is a division of the Banu district, en-

closed between the Indus and the Khatak Iiills.

Most of the inhabitants are Niazi
;
])ut the Awan,

and Jat, and Hindus are intermixed. Many of

the Niazi are migratory.

The sanatorium of Shekli-Biidin, in lat. .‘12*^ 17'

40" N., and long. 70° 60' 49" K., and 461G feet

above the sea, is on the Mohar range in the Banu
district, G4 miles south of Banu.

The Banuchi or Banuwal is a mixed tribe

occupying the Banu subdivision of the Banu
district. The people have come from all the

suiTounding lands, and their stature and appear-

ance are of the most varied kiml
;
most of them

arc spare, without much muscular development,

.-ittribu table to the malarious climate. They are

morally a low, vicious race, very litigious and
untruthful. The Waziri, the Marw^ati, and Isa

Khel (ire as different from them in character as in

race.

'flic Umar Khan Khel, one of the clans of the

Baiiain Maorat, occupy the Agzar Khel village in

the Banu district.

'riie Niazi is a tribe* of Afghans settled in the

Banu district, descendants of Niaz Khan, son of

Lodi, king of (jhor, by his second \\ifc Takia.

Lodi -was the Lohaiii chief who inva(le<l Ilindu-

sto, A.D. 16 (a.H. 066), and con(|Ucrcd the

Daman; and the Isa Khol districts were allotted

to Niaz, whose dese.eiidants still occupy it. The
Niazi, like most of the Loliani, are divi<Ied into

an agricultural and a Povinda portion. The
agriculturists arc all in British territory; their

sections or khel are the Isa, Kamar, Kundi, and
Sarhang. Tlie Povinda have five branches, and
trade between Kliorasan and the Dehrajat. Their

sections or khol are the Mamrez, Nur Khan,
Mahsud, Ali, and Mala. The Niazi are goo(l

loyal subjects, 'fhey have no money expenditure

at their marriages, 'the Michau Khel S(*ction of

the Niazi hold villages in the Banu district. 'I'lu'y

arc Shaikhs, and very wealthy.

Tttr and arc two factions on the Banu
frontier. They originated from the quarrels of

two Banuchi, Sarkc and Ibrahim, in which all the

tribes got involved. Those who sided with Sarke

were called Sarke Gundidar, subscfpiently Kohna
Gundi, and afterwards 'for Gundi; they comprise

i)2 sections. 'Ihe Spin faction embraces 27 sections

;

they were first called Jan-behdar, afterwards Noy

a

Gundi, and lastly Spin Gundi.

The Dehrajat is a portion, about two-thirds,

of a narrow strip of land which extends along the
west bank of the Indus river, about 300 miles

from the Kalabagh range to the N. boundary of

Sind, and hemmed in between the Sulimaii range
and the Indus. The three p ortions of the Dehrajat
are the Dehra Ismail Khan, Dehra Ghazi Klian, and
Dehra Fattah Khan. A thin fringe of cultivation and
jungle extends along the bank of the great river,

and terminates, as you advance into the interior,

in a flat desert country, where a precarious supply
of water from the hills affords a poor cultivation

in the vicinity of the thinly-scattered villages.

Lower down, the hill streams become smaller, and
the aspect of desolation still greater, so that for
miles not a human being is visible, nor can a
<lrop of water be procured to quench the thirst

produced by th(‘se scorching plains. The Pathan
and Baluch tribes who inhabit the hills, have the
same attachments to their chiefs, internal heredi-

tary feuds, dislike to combination, and predatory
habits, which distinguish so many mountain races,

but Lave withal a martial bearing and love of

indcpendenco. The scarcity of water limits culti-

vation, and their wealth consists in their herds,

which find a scanty pasturage at the foot of tlic

hills. Amongst the mountains occur a few fertile

patches. The country being traversed by foot-

paths known only to themselves, the hill tribes

were accustomed to issue from it iu raids on their

wealthier neighbours in the plains, harrying their

cattle, and retreating in safety to their impractic-

able mountains. To stop this, in the beginning
of 18.67, after one of such inroads, the Panjab
Government sent an expedition from amongst the
troops of the Panjab irregular force, to reduce
the Bozdar tribe

;
and names known to fame iu

the Indian mutinies—Chamberlain, Coke, Nichol-

son, Hodgson, Probyn, Watson, Wylde, and
Green—were all trained in this school of warfare,

involving severe marches, incessant fights, and
exposure to all the seasons of the year.

Baluch tribes extend along the lower half of the
Dehrajat frontier

;
they are less warlike, and are,

I

more or less migrant and predatory, particularly

!

in the west. In habits they resemble the lliyat

an<l Kurd. They havi* dark skins
; live in mud

houses, in forts, and iu their black felt tents
called gedaun, stretched over a tamarisk frame-
work. An assemblage of gedaun forms a toman
or village, inhabited by a khel, and a tribe con-
sists of a certain number of khel. The headquarters
of Baluch tribes, and the majority of the clans-

men, are in the independent hills beyond the
British territory, the boundary line of which runs
along tl)e base of the hills; but a large number
of each tribe also Iiold lands in the plain, and are
British subjects, some of the chiefs also residing

there. The Baluch of the ])lains, for the most
part, after annexation, behaved as well-disposed
subjeetfi, but the Baluch of the liills continued
their old habits of plundering. All the tribes

w’cre at feud witli each other
;

they not only

fought in the hills, but they carried their contests

to the plains, where tliey attacked all villages

except those belonging to their own tribe. The
men of the plains usually resisted the attacks with

spirit at the time, but they were not allowed to

retaliate afterwards, as they used to do under the

Sikh rule. To guard British villages and people

from their constant aggression, a strong cordon
of military posts was fixed along the base of the

Suliman range. The marauding parties were 60,

100, 200, 300, occasionally even 500 strong.

They were often mounted, and fled, if hotly pur-
sued, for 15, 20, and even 30 miles. Many of the

villages and much of the cultivation being close

to the hills and in front of the posts, the

plunderers carried off their booty to the hills

before the detachment could come up.
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Dehra Ismail Khan is a British district lying The Kapip are a poor agricultural tribe to the

between lat. 31° and 82° 15' N., and long. 70° 20' west of Draband on the Dehra Ismail frontier,

and 71° E. On the south it joins Dehra Ghazi Khan, They are peaceable, and sow sorghum and maize,

and the boundary marks the separation of the and have fruit-trees.

Pathan and Baluch frontier tribes. The eastern Jimara, a small tribe of the Dehra Ismail frontier,

boundary is the river Indus. The general aspect of They have the IJshtarani on the east, the Isot on
the country is that of a dry alluvial plain, destitute the south, the Shirani on the north, and the Musa
of all vegetation, and intersected by the ravines of Khcl on the west.

the hill feeders of the Indus. The irrigation The Miani tribe are in the Goinal valley, in the

canals are small. The area is 3777 square miles. Dehra Ismail Khan district.

The cultivators are Pathans or Jats. The Multani Helot, in lat. 32° 15' 20^' N., and long. 71° 11'

Pathans have been loyal to the British; the 51" K., has the shrine of Shah Abdul Wahab.
^

It

others are the Gandapur, Mian Khel, Danlat is in the Dehra Ismail Khan district, on the right

Khel, and Babar. Pushtu and Panjabi are bank of the Indus. Two Hindu shrines arc near,

spoken. Its population comprises Christians, The Biitani is an Afghan tribe dwelling in the

Syiid, Moghul, Sa<Mozai, Alizai, I’opalzai, IV^aziri, Dehra Ismail Khan district in the hills near the

Pathan, Laghari, Baluch, Hozdar, Kosah, Kasrani. Peyzu pass. They were prc'datory until they

Dehra Fattah Khan, a small town in lat. 31° 7' became British suhjec^ts.

9" N., and long. 70° 46' 39" E., is 532 feet above The Dehra (Ihazi Khan district of the Panjab is

the sea. It is on the right hank of the Indus, situated between lat. 69° 20' and 71° N., and
and 53 miles south of the capital of the district. long. 28° 20' to 31° 10' E. Its area is 6530
'riie rainfall is very precarious. s«piar(i miles, or, according to Captain Barron,

Daman~i‘Koh is a tract of country stretching 5256. It has four divisions, viz. those of Saugor,

along the foot of the mountains west of the Dehra Ghazi, Jampur, and Mithankot. It has

Dehrajat, inhabited by Afghans, .lat, and Baluch. Sind lands, or those along the banks of the

The Mandu Khel is a small peaceable agricul- river, and Pnehad lands, or tliose within the in-

tural tribe to the west of the Dtdira Ismail district, lluenco of the hill streams. 'Hie mountain peaks

numbering 3000 souls. 'Ilie Multani Pathan tribe rise to 7640 feet. It has many mountain streams,

arc in Multan, Dehra Ismail Khan, au<l Dehra Ghazi and 13 canals. Its population in 1 868 was 308,810

Khan. They arc dcsceiuh'd from the Abdali, who souls,

came in the times of Alamgir and Aurangzeb. Europeans, . .

They have been friendly with the British. Eurasians, . .

Gandapur, a tribe who inhnbit the Daman of Native Christians

the Dehrajat in the vicinity of Kolaclii, 'I’akwara,
'

aud Luni. They are peaceable British .subj(‘cts,
|

in the Dehra Ismail Khan di.strict . 'Ihey iiumIxTed Saddoza’i,

5915 in 1868. The Kolaclii division and town of Alizai, . .

the Dehra Ismail Khan district arc occupied by
,

'

the Gandapur, the Mian Khel, Babar, and Baluch, T.'ri.V
along with Syud, Koresh, and Hindus. 'Plie jioJdar,’

Gamlapur clan were formerly in Afghanistan, but AFazari, . .

abandoned it and settled near Kolachi. They are i^und, ....
hospitable. ' ‘ ’

The Kundi is a quiet agricultural tribe of ’
’ ’ *

Pathans, in the N.W. corner of the Dehra Ismail otlicr ]5;dudi,

Khan district. They claim deecent from liOdi, the Aruhaminadanl{aj])uts,viz.: ' iMisccllaiicous Tribes, 4,576

founder of the Lohaiii tribe, whom they accom- Dhati, 112

paiiied into the plains. They have about 1000 The Bakhiiari tribe who inhabit a portion of the

lighting men. Dehrajat round Draband, are said to be a branch
The Mian Khel tribe, in the Dehra Ismail dis- of the Bakhtiari of Persia. They have about 1300

trict, are a section of tlic Lobani. 'Iheir two houses.

sections are named Isot Khel and Sein Khel. Dehra Din Panah is in the Saugor division of

Isot or Sot are noinade Pathans on the hills to the Ghazni district, 44 miles north of Ghazni. It

the west of the Dehra Ismail Khan frontier. 'Ihey is two miles from the right bank of the Indus,

are said to be of Kakar origin. They have no Abdul W.'dial), canonized as Shah Din Panah, is

towns or villages, and have about 300 lighting buried there, and his shrine is visited. He was a

men. They remain about the slopes of the Tiri native of Gch in Bahawulpur. He died in the 16th

hill in summer, and in winter migrate to Kali- century.

wahin, on the western slopes of the Nara. They The Pastraiii, according to Major G. Jacob, a
have four sections. w'ell-cducated, pe aceable tribe, who inhabit the

Khar Sin or Ghar-shin tribe are harmless and hills at the extreme north of the Dehra Ghazi Khan
inoffensive Syuds, who reside among the Ilsh- district.

tarani on the frontier of the Dehra Ismail district, Tlu' Nutkani is a Baluch tribe in the Dehra
also among the Kakar of Peshin, and among the Ghazi Kh«an district, inhabiting the country S.

Murree. They are pastoral and agricultural. 'They and E. of Mangroki. They have been estimated
are a branch of the Khar Sin of Uch and Ahmad- to have from 800 to 3000 adult fighting men.
pur, in the Bahawulpur territories, with whom Their country is fertile. They claim to have come
they came from Bokhara in the 18th century. from Aleppo.
The Hari Pal tribe on the Dehra Ismail frontier, The Mazari, a Baluch tribe, is in the extreme

on the borders of Spasta. They are fakir, and S. of the Dehra Ghazi Khan district. Their four
about 800 in number. sections are the Baluchani, Rustamani, Masidani,
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1 10

liajjmt (Hill),
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13,348 Jat, . . . . 600
3,757 Ahir, . . . . . . 15
2,038
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and Sargani; some of them are in Sind, and they afe'^the Amdani, Chandia, Giskoria, Ghoramani,
[number 6422 souls. They have even been notori- Gopang, Hut or Hoth, Laskani, Malk^ni, and
^ously predatory, and up to 1870 gave trouble Mastui. Beyond the Dehra Ghazi Khan border
to the British. are the Pathan tribes Khastai and Luni. The

Lund’^of Tibi is a Baluch tribe in the Jampur Khastai are little numerous, arc peaceful and
division of the Dehra Ghazi Khan district. Tiny quiet

;
they are agricultural and pastoral,

liavc Gorchaiii plain on the N.H and S., and The Luni speak a mixture of Pushtu and Baluch,
Durkani on the W. Their three sections are the and have 1200 men. The Chum, a long range of
Djund, Rind, and Kosa. 'Ihey are a compact hills, produces a valuable coal, also sulphur. Their
tribe, with about 952 fighting men. neighbours on the north are the KaLar and the
Lund of Sori is a Baluch tribe who inhabit the Musa Khel, on the south are Murree and Tariu,

extreme northern portion of the Dehra Ghazi Khan with Khetran on the east.

—

Aitcliesoii's I'rcatm

;

district. Their six divisions are Ilyderani, Bak- Asiatic Jh'searches
; Jkllew

; Burned Cahoot

;

rani, Zarani, Gar Surani, Kilani, and Gurcliani. Burton^s Scincle
;

Calc, liev.; CampheWs Eth. of
Their number in 18fi8 was 7528, and their fighting India; Cfiesneij, Euphrates Expedition; Chronicles

men about 2000. They received from the British of Kashmir; Collettes High Asuiy Bokhara^ and
Rs. 300 monthly to protect the passes. Baluchistan • Cunningham^s Sikhs; l)e Bode's Tr.;

Laghari, a tribe on the frontier of the Dehra Elphinstojie’s Cauhul; Perrier's Travels
; Fosberrg^

Ghazi Khan district, from the Dalana on the N. to in Journ. Eth. Soc.; Hist, of Afghans; Lathanis

the Kura pass on the S. Their four sections are Ethnology ; Leach, Vocabulary; MacGregor's High
^Aliani, Hadiani, Boglani, and llaibatani, in all Asia and N.W. Frontier; Masson's Journeys;

1 1,811 in 18fi8, with about 3770 adult males. They Medley's Year's Campaigning; Mohun Lai's Travels

;

.claim relationship wntli the Talpurs of Sind. Moorcroft's Travels
;

PescluTs Races of Man

;

Ko«ih, a Baluch tribe scattered through the Panjab Frontier, by an Official; Punjab Report, in

Dehra Ghazi Khan border, with seven divisions, JUcords Gov. of India; Pottinger's Baluchistan;

viz. Balelani, Jangel, Jandani, .Tarwar, Isani, Prhisep's Antiquities by Thomas
; Raverty's Afghan

Tomiwala, and Merwani. The population is about Language; Renncll's Memoirs; T'aylor and Wat-
13,348, with about 1500 fighting men. The tribe son's People of India; Thomson's Travels; Tod's

is brave, but the chief’s house much divided Rajasthan ; Townsend's Outram and Havelock

:

against itself. ^ Personal Narrative; Wood's Lake Aral;
Khetran is a Baluch or a Pathan tribe, and are Ynle'.s Cathay ; Census e/’1881.

about 13,740 in number, >vho inhnbit the hills to SIND is a j^rovince of British IndLa, between
the west of Dehra Ghazi Khan, and have a branch lat. 23'’ to 2<S'^ 32' N., and long. 6G° 43' to 71° 15'

:Within the district. They have the Musa Kind K. It is on both sides of the lower course of the

and Luni Pathan on the north, the Bozdai on Indus and the delta of that river, and is bounded
ijbo north-east, the liaghari and Gurchani on the on the north and east by tlio Panjab and Rajput-

;ba8t, with the Murree on the south-west ami west, ana, on the south by the Arabian Sea and Kunn
Their country drains into the Kaha river, and is of Cutch, and on the west by Baluchistan. Its

,of large extent. They have four sections,—the maximum length is 350 miles, and greatest breadth

Ganjura, Dariw%al, llasani, and Nahr,—wdth many 280 miles. Its area is 48,014 square miles, and
subdivisions. They have about 4582 fighting j)opulation in 1881, 2,413,823. It is under the

men. They live inside fort s, and arc not warlike, Bombay Government, and is arranged for adraini-

but are expert riders and swordsmen. I'lieir stratioii into the five collectorates of Kui’acheo,

country is a succession of picturesque fertile Hyderabad, Shikarpiir, Thar and Parkar, and the

valleys with barren mountains. Upper Sind Frontier. But a good deal of the

The Kasrani Baluch tribe are in the extreme province is hill and desert, the fertile phiins being
north of the Debra Ghazi Khan district, also in the in the valley of the Indus. The density of the

southern portion of the Dehra Ismail district, and population varies greatly, ])eing 2*19 per square
the hills to the immediate west of these tracts, mile in the Kohistan of the Kurachce coUectorate,

Its divisions are the Lashkarani, Khubdin, Bhada, 15*9 in ’Fhar and J^arkar, 85*2 in Shikarpur and
Wasusani, Laghari, Jarw.ar, and Rustamani, wdth in that of the Hyderabad taluk of the Hyderabad
|numerou8 subdivisions, with about 1549 fighting coUectorate,—the average being 50*3 to the square
|men. A force under Brigadier Hodgson w’as s(‘nt mile.

Inst- them in 1853. It has been repeatedly overrun by conquering
'The Adamanj section of the Kasrani is settled armies,—by Alexander of Greece, b.c. 327, by the

Jok Budhu in the Dehra Ghazi Khan district. Bactrian Greeks, by liido-Scythic tribes, by Hindu
ley are now peaceable. or Rajput dynasties, by the Arabs of the khalifat,

Gurchani, a Baluch tribe who inhabit the and by Malimud of Ghazni. After his time it was
mpur division of the Dehra Ghazi district near subject to perpetual incursions from the Ghori,

Eirand. They have twelve sections, with about Khilji, au<l Taghalaq dynasties of Dehli and the

38 souls, and 1312 fighting men. They gave Panjab, and the Moghul rulers of India, descend-
ich trouble since annexation. ants of Baber

;
Persian, Afghan, Btaluch, and the

Dreshuk, a Baluch tribe of Dehra Ghazi Khan. British, have each in succession had dominion
divisions are Kirmani, Mingwani, Gondfaz, over it, and it is now a British province,

ai, Aral^ni, Jaskani. Three thousand years of continuous changes of
Tahar, a tribe who live partly round Ilarand in races and of dynasties have peopled Sind with

Q Ghazni district, and partly round Nahar ka Kot multitudinous tribes and clans, many of them till

the Khetran hills. They say they came from lately predatory, numbers of them handing down
Pgbanistan. blood feuds forgenerations, the bolder and stronger
Of the other Baluch tribes in the Dehra Ghazi striving with the sword to win more fer^e lands,
lan district, a mere mention will suffice. They and all of them being pressed forwards by ever
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succeeding conquerors, till stopped by the great order, and this was successfully attained by dia-

river Indus or the sea. anning the population, which in 1881 was as

The first task of the British was to establish follows :

—

IlinUiis. Muliaminiidaiie Christians.

Kurachee, . . . 68,075 390,007 4674
Hyderabad, . . 89,114 594,485 42S
Shikarpur, . . . 93, .341 084,275 736
Thar and Parkar, 43,755 109,194 It
Upper Sind, . . 0,894 109,183 230

Total Sind, . . 30.3,079 1,887,204 6082

Jaius. Parsecs. Jcw.s. Sikljs. Aborigines.
1

Total.

9 9G0 106 10,819 3,050 478.688

144
1

21 31 42,940 27,460 754,624

64 9 68,655 5,892 852,980

1038 4 898 48,440 203,344
9 .3 3,664 1,198 124,181

1191 ; 10r»3 i 153
•

126,970 1
"Si),040 2,’4i3,823

One of the races still present, the Med or

Modi or Mand, is noticed, k.c. 40-:10, by V^irgil,

who calls the Jhehim Modus Hydaspes. Tliey

were not one of the five tribes of Yuchi or Tochari

ruentioned by Chinese writers, but seem to hav(‘

belonged to the great horde of Sii or A bar, who
entered India n.c. 12G, ami gave tluM'r name of

Indo-Scythia to the province. They seem to have

been forced to migrate from the Cj)per Fanjab to

Sind. The earliest of the ^riihammadan writers

notice that they were firmly established in 8in<l

by A.D. 250, along with their ancient rivals Ihe

Jat. Ibn Ilaukal describes tlnun in his time

(about A.D. 977) as occupying the banks of the

Indus from Multan to the sea; and there can be

no doubt that they are now represented by the

Merof the Aravalli range to the east of the Indus,

of Kattyawar to the soutfi, and of Baluchistan to the

west. Kdrisi describes the Mand as a numerous and
bravo tribe who occupied the desert- on tin* })orders

of Sind and Imlia, and ('xtended their wanderings

iia far tas Alor on the nortli, Makran on the west,

and Mamehel (or Umarkot) on the east. Ibn

Ilaukal records that ‘ the Mauds dwell on the

banks of the Miliran, from the l)oundary of Multan

to the sea, and in the desert lie tween Makran and
Famhal (or Umarkot). 'fhey have many cattle-

sheds and pasturages, and form a large population.’

Rashid-ud-Din locates them in Sind at a still

(‘arlier period. According to his account, Med
and Zat, two discendants of Ham, the son of

Noah, Avero the progenitors of tin* people of Sind,

prior to the Mahabharata. The name is variously
:

written as Mer, l^fed, Mand, in all of which forms

it is found even at the present day. To thesi*
j

(Jenerai Cunningliani would add .Mind, which is ,

the form of the name given by Masudi. He
identifies this people with the Mediand Mandrueni

of the classical writers
;
ami as their name i.s

found in Northern India from the beginning of the

Christian era downwards, and not before that

time, he concludes that the Mandrueni must be

the Saki Indo-Scythians wdio occupied the Fan-
jab and Sind, and who, under the names of Maud
and Zat of the early Muhammadan authors, Avi-re

in full possession of the valley of the Indus.

I^astly, M'ilford’s surveyor, Mogal Beg, whites

Mandyala, which is also a form that h(» received

from two different persons
;

while in Gcneml
Court’s map it is spelt Mamriala. To this people

General Cunningham refers the name of Miuuagar,
|

or ‘ city of the Min,’ which was the capital of '

Lower Sind in the second century of the Christian
|

era. That Min was a Scythian name in use is
*

known from its occurrence in the list of Isidor

of Kharax as one of the cities of Sakastene or
.

Sejiathan. The actual position of Minnagar is

iknown, and there are but few data to guide us
in attempting to fix its site. If he be right in

|

identifying Minnagar, or the ‘ city of the Min,’ with

Manabari, or the ‘ place of the Mand,’ he thinks

there can be little doubt that the great Indo-

Scythian capital was at Thatha.

'riio following list of the tribes and races in

Sind was prepan'd by General Mcrewether, and
it is believed to bo very accurate :

—

Kuraciike Collectorate:, 478»G88.

S/nuls. Shirazi, Sliakrur, Ahavi, Mashcili, Maiind-
rani, Aiili, iiezuri, Hokhari, Aiuirkliani, Lukalivi,
Mutalivi, latrabaili, Khabroti. Their forefathers Game
to Sind from differt'iit placc.s on the Asiatic continent.

Kiircuhi, viz. Alvi, deHcen»led from Ali, from Iran.

Ahasiy deriviul from Abas, from Irak.

NtV/Hf, ,, ,, Ababakr Sidik.

Ftfrukiy ,, ,, Fmar.

,, ,, Fsman,
Hnluch. Kind, Juttoi, Chandia, Niihani, Kho'ft,

C-hang, Lnshari, Kupri, Jiilbani, (lungani, Nizatnani,

Ahnani, (}o])ang, Mungwani, Dluwani, Siiujrani,

Jamali, .Turwar, Kolachi, Fitabi, Mugsi, Murree,
Khowad, Duriick, l.agliari, Muliesur, T-aljiur, Bngdi.
The Kind tribe i.s tlm lioad of all the Ibduch from

Daluchistan, and from them tin* sever.al tribes are said

to have descended. Tlio Talpur, however, became rulers

in Sind, while the Kiml remained dependenta. Tlie

Jkducli generally !ire said to have come originally from
Aleppo in Syria. They have all the characteristic.^

of Arabs,- -sharp, well-defined features, and wcll kiiit

limbs. All tlieir divisions merely denote families or

deaoendaiits of men of renown, whose names the
families bear.

Kuramati. • Puhrani Muhammadans, Bighad, Gu*
bole, Bayi, Kacliri, Kumha, Mugra, Ahmadani, liuzidii,

Suj»ad, Murwa, Ladia, IMulicri, Sahtia, Allura, Jingiani,

Morsiir, Biramaiii, Kliirturi, Thuaiii, Kajwani, Sotiani,

Farwari, Chirani, (Jocha, Kahwnni, (rorewani, Sherik
huni, Mindiar, Goramani, Kulri, Mochir, Sholani,

Bunhani, Dewani, .laniali, »Said, Hurayai, Toremani.
These have <loscemled from Baliich tribes, but arc

siibdividcrl into .several .sections named.
Assinidij descendants of a triljc from Multan.
Mitfjhnl, ,, ,, Persia.

Tnruk or Turk.s, ,, ,, Khorasan.

Afijhan,
^

„ „ „
Sumra claim to be descendants of Samra

; their

sections arc ]vuinir])ota, Mitopota, Budipota, and
Isoriingpoia. ‘ Samra ’ has been corrupted into ‘ Sumra,’
ami \inder this the several tribes are found in the

Kurachee collectorate. They came to Sind about Hijira

445, and became tlie rulers of the province in 609, from
which year they were in power uj) to 751, when th^'y

were overthrown by tlio Siimraa.

Buda, Sliora, Suhta, Agil, Ottur, Amra,
Ilajana, Kathor, Puria, Jansiuiwar, Nnlica, Charshu,
Sind-Summa, Gliugra, Butti, Koraja, Notiar, Udhar,
Ihlha, Lnkha, Muhur, Sutia, I’otor, Lund, Uiiur,
Babria, Dungua, Guha, Phul, Lukkha, Munapya,
Munabiya, Kaka, Tukhra, Pulli, Randbhir, Musrn,
tSumma, Muraaja, Notia, Ahra, Wahud, Nahia, Phul-
nabia, Koria, Dissur, Mindra, Ludia, Odbaja, KiJri-

Pota, Lund-Summa, Kakaja, Kara, Jaraja, Hingora,
Jugsia, Virriab, llingoja, Uerra-Sumani, Halla, Udba-
hingora, Jasingora, Ramabey, Sahad-Summa, Tellaruja,

Nuria, Hapra, Kahuja-Jiina, Granoe, Kahawa, Luk-
batia, Sumra, Jamlakha, Sudaria-Summa, Juna-Sumnia,
Budio, Saheb-Summa, Oto-Summa, Shekbab-Siimoni,

Biya, Bodia-Chcllaria, Mungra, Abraja, Cur-Hingora,

Sultanote-Numria, Jokia, Jiitt, and other sections.

Summa now claim to bo descendants of Haro, son of
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Noah. They wore tjic early inhabitants of Siiul, and
wore in power as rulers, from Hijira 752 to 927, when
they wore overthrown by the Arghuni.

Arghnni came to Hind during the reign of the
Summa, whom they overtlncw. They succeeded tho

Siimnia as rulers of »^ind almiit the year 927 Hijira, and
continued so until their rlefeat by the Turkhani in

Hijira 9(12.

The Turkhani came to Sind about the same time.

They succeeded the Arghuni as rulers of Sind about

the year 902 Hijira, and were in power until Hijira

1021.

Foreign. 'Trifirfi. -Tukzi, Tumini (Thainr), Alt

-

Mogeira (now /known as Gloria), Powanliar, diibisia,

Alutba, llinwa^la, Sufeaii, Koi-al, Jlayar, Supia.

l)e)t<rn<ianfH Cf Ifaritn. -]\Iukrani, Ludi (now known
as budia), Hul^ha, Sidi, .fungiani.

Hindi MuHji|Inmus, viz. Nakhuda, Machi, Solangi,

Mochi, Memo^-Khowaja, Alemon-Sayata, Ouda, Chu-
wan, Awan.

Brahnuniit. fr^Kokanist andDcshast from theDeklian,
(lujerati aiid. Xuggur from (lujerat, (iowar, Sarsat

(Sindi), Pokai^ia from Jeysulmir.
Khatri or iKhadria^ containing the tribes Wania,

Kanuga, Aijnl, Merani, (ladi, and Mahajan.
Miseciiancoin^ H/ndn.s*, viz. Doglira,, Hahtor, Meghwar.

HYDiaiAUAI) (vOLl.KCTOUATK, 75

llahifh. — Tal]nir, Kind, Lasliarri, Laghari, .lamali,

I\IuiTee, Cliandia., Hajana, Nizamani, Khosa, (iubule,

(Jadi, Mug.si, Kunbhiri, Kuj)i»ri, Nuhani, Kuglani,
(Uiulgri, Hote, Nadani, (diaiig .1 uttoi, I’orkliurri, Jamd,
Julbani, Kurmi, Dewanij^lulnani, Itnsniani, Mnshori,
Kulloi, Zore, Kolachi, Kuldi, Mungalja, Kiise, Khurgri,
-Tiskaiii, Mari, Surgaui, Lakhani, Hisbani, (lubchain,

Khatrian, Sanjarani, Ktistomani, Kiozdar, Janwari-
Shaer, Ainandani, Kai iiiatti, Ziiidp'ui, Shnhoni, Korai,

Dulwiini, Sukrani, Natli-Koui, (Kirchani, Daidano,
Dreshiik. The same ronuirks aj)ply here as to the Kaluch
in Kurachee.

iVrr.'t.' -Nakshbandi, Jublani.
Sinnra. - rkdtivaiois and oil manufactun'rs.
S//u.<Is.- Huzvi, Koklau'i, IJaiawala, J^Iutalavi, ( kilchi,

;
Sunaimi, Lukiyari, Nagoii, (j)inani, Shirazi, Kliubrati.

These art^ the landowners and extensive ciiltivaior.s.

Originally came from Arabia, and I’ersia 7(X> yeans ago.

The several divisions derive tlieir names from soino

distingiii.shed aneestoi*, or from (he place where tliey

originally lived, ov wlu’rc they settled dow’u when they
came to Hind. Jbizvi from Imam Musa Jtaza, Shirazi
from Shiraz, Jiukiyari from Lukki.

/ib/mv///.--.\hasi, Tsdi, Kalhora, Qa/.i, Tiisari, Duk-
liiya, Sidiki, h’arinp, Alavi, Humzori. The t^azi are
cttltivator.s and scrih(^.s. Originally came from Syria.

i<umalrn or Sunnna. Summa, Ihiar, Alira, Oandliai,
Sahta, Dhera, ]\litira, liliawwar, Sethoro, Khata,
Daliar, Khawwari, Sethariia, Xangor, i^langria, Oangra,
Kiria, Haliali, Hariah, Oundali, Nulii»<>tra, IMyaii,
Maihiar, I’ima, Tunia, llepar, Lakha, Karihar, (‘liana,

Agava, Ohachok, Katu, Sadar, rhail, Daliari, llihan,

Wagan, lUu’iara, Detha, Manlahaii, Mahisar, Kughia,
Kakepotva, Dahraja., J^han, ISlalak, Laujara, Pali,

Waria, Theba, Hathipotia, Sukhra, (laba, 'Hingora,
Rahu, Kaka, .luneja, Kaurija, Vistara, Wasan, Ara-
dinja,

^

(dianika, Juna, Kann'ja, Sirachaja, Maira,
Hhanoja, Mamar, Dokeja, IManaliin, Kiiga, Khurt,
llalliputa, Powahar, Siilieja, Shorn, Sumra, Numriuh,
Jokhia, Kalur, Pullijn, Jiigsia, Thorn, Snma, (‘hunchur.
The above are cultivators Aborigiue.s.

iShaikh or Mcmon. - Iludokut, t^azi, Khchraiia,
Surha, Akhund, ]\atoH, Katiyar, Puggir, Lusi, Kandru,
Kussabi, Mirznpuri, and Khowaja.

These, originally Hindus, are cultivators, sliopkocpcr.s,
workmen, etc. Distributed throughout the collectoratc.
The Khwaja descended from the Memoius, hut are
Shiahs, and call themselve.s descendants of Khwaja Suli-
man Phari.soe.

(jfo/a.--Shidi, Habshi, Khaskeli, Sindi, and Zemghur.
These were slaves in former days.
Kfwivaja were also converted Hindus.
Kkatkdi are the descendants of slaves purchased by

the Balucb and others from foreign countries.
Baza, Lobar, and Wadha or Dahkan, are different

bribes, and arc called from the trades they follow.
Dhobi, Pinjara, arc of y^ried origin.

ICalri, Kori, Mochi, Sonara, and Thathara. Some
foreigners and some Sindi.

Muhana, lialeshahi, and Muchi. Machi and Shikari
are the lowest of the Sindi tribes, and arc generally
cultivators and fishermen.

MisceJianeouti Jiarex," viz. (lurji, Mungri, Khokur,
Horc-wala, Dubgnr, Puri, Patau, Silawut, Sati, Piii-

•jora, Ohaki, Lakhati, JKiobi, Kumagur, Nukash, Sol-

ungi, Kaza, Lobar, Matchi, Zurdoze, Dliingai, Bazai,
Nagori, Klmdhaii, Biithora, Hajjam, Siyil, Bura,
(lirana, (Tlhuryalchi, Kunjur, (labi, Marwai, Korai,
Siyil Kudra, Sahita, Maganhar, Ilnlya., Kajpur,
(‘hahuk, Dahirri, and Kiihlmr, Dyatra (daiizat), Syal,

Ikiber, .fulwar, Sarntra Mu.shori, jsbiich, Subag, China,
Buk, Dnl, Panihar, Siibaki, .Jora, Lishari, (roracha,

I'ifcra, Isran, Setar, Bhangir, Watia., Tagar, (lhanga,

JJa.slik, Motimal, Zurdori, iSbineal, Dridona, Majdona,
Vidyola, Dangroj, Xougraj, .Jokhia, Khokhar, Hatar.

lirahmanx. - ( lowar, Drawar, Barhi, Bawanjalii,

Seikar, Silar, Kawiiuchumlra, Sarsad, Pokarna, Kitri,

Sydpar. Dukhni, Purbi, Mahara.shtra, Tilung, Car-

natic, Kokunt, (Jujur, Suiisali, Pokumi, Purli, Cund,
Sanseilh, Canouj, Kaiikubh, l\lital, Brahmput, and
Khuchak.
Khnxtru:—Maugoli, Munijan.

TPn/.s//.—T^ohana, Bhatia, Khabira, Ainil, Panjabi,

Mahesirri, IJsiiwar, Suhwani, Khalsa, Shahdadpuri.

Khitri. (luripiota.

tSmfur. Klmtti, Sonara, Sutar, Bagoi, Sochi, Lohar,

Mochi, Tuinbuli, Kalal, .lakhiri, Jeysulmivani, Kurmi,
and Ode.

Lohantt and Sarsul Brahmans, descended from Sri

Uamchund, Pokurua, Babra, Panjabi, Khudabadi,
Sohta.

Udaxi and Snnnaxi.

Sonaras, ilcscended from Deni.

Hindu Amticx, viz. Sunnasi, Byi’agi, .Jogi, Jangam,
Fda.si, Bhagat, Barra, Thukiir, Bhut, Jajak, Brahma-
chari.

SHIK.\KPUR COLLEfTOKATK, 852,080.

1. Syud; 2. Pathan ; H. Moghul; 4. Brahui; 5.

Baluch ; Kind, .Tuttui, Talpur, (.Miamlia, Khosa,
Laghari, Mimsi, Buldi, lAasliari, dulhani, Lund, Jamali,
Bunglaiii, iTugti, ISfazaii, (Jadi- Dimdki, Xizainani,

Bang-.r.ikraui, Dumki.
dlmt, Surrai.

Sindi, Abra, Kallora, Pholpota, (lopang, Mussom,
Pornir, Sya.1, Soda, Bugia, Bmlda, Sukta-Turrio, Machi,
ami Bhutto.

Jlindux. -Brahman, Chuttri, Bunya, Amil, Thakkur.

Ui’pKH SiMJ Frontier, 124,181.

Hiduch. -Tiilu's the same a.s given above, viz.

Rind, Dumki, Jakrani. Miirree, Bugti, Lashari, Cur-
chaiii, Mazari, Bnrdi, (’osali, .Tamiili, Mugzi, (Miandia,

These peo[>le liavo all the characteristics of Arabs, both
in features and customs. They arc restless and un-
willing to lah(»ur, but will undergo the most wonderful
fatigue for the i)ur]>ose of stealing a camel or bullock.

They have shar\>, well dermed fea.turcs, an<l very spare

but well-knit bodies and limbs. All their traditions

agree tliat they originally cami' from Syria, probably

about 1200 years ago.

Khuheri are a pric.stly set who attached themselves

I to the Baluch on their way ea.stward8 from Alepjio,

I

joining tlicni from Tabreez. Tn importance among
themselves, the Baluch rank as follows :

-

1. Kind ; 2. Lashari ; 2. Jutoi
;

4. Dumki; 5. Jak-

rani ; 0, Murrec ; 7, Bugti ;
etc.

These liave a dilTercnt origin from the

Baluchi, and have remained for the most part in the

mountains of Baluchistan, giving the khan to the

country. The traditions of tlie Brahui are not so clear

a.s the Baluch, but tliey came also from the west,-

entering BalucJiistaii from Kirmaii, by Makran.

JhuL - Tliis is a w\andering race, but attaching them-

.selves to Baluchi and other tribes. They were generally

Hindus ;
aro .squarer and stouter in their build, and

have broader features than the Baluch. They are all

camel breeders and dealers.

Hindus. ~Are principally of the Bunya caste.

Thur and Paukur, 203,344.

The Thur and Parkur district is inhabited by Hindus

and Musalmans, more equally divided than in any

yoL. n. p
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other jiart of 8ind. Kacli of these include several

trilics wliich arc divided into classes. Their manners
and cus^ins resemble those of Cutchi. They are
naturally inactive. The chief occupation is breeding
and grazing cattle, for which they evince greater i)re-

fcrenco than for agricultural ifursuits. Tlio language
in use is a combination of Simii, Marwari, and (Tiijei'Jiti,

and is called Dati. In some parts of the district they#
carry on business in Gujerati, but the gcnorality use
the Dati, with which they are more familiarized.

1. Syuds
; 2. Baluchi, viz. Hind, Chandia, Gurgage,

Kullohi, Bunglani, Dulwani, Sugrani, Dhownki, Lag-

hari, Nattikani, MuiTce, Knppri, Bluirgi, Khosa, Num-
riah, Butrani, Lashari, Bubber, Koriah, Nora, Kolaclii,

Zindpuri, Berohi.
Jhut.—Ghacher, Kalrii, Kokur, 8yal, ]*usiah, Thyme,

Arie.

Summaja, Dull, lioahma, Umur,
Bumbra, Gailra, Ihilli, .Saita, llajur, Nukiy, J*«wur.

Powhorc, Hallapotra, Molla, Diary, Durs, Siikkerde<ni-

potra, Kotriah, Vikiah, Dadpotra, Keriah, Snngiasi,
Tliabha, Nori, >Scahra, Joga, Jinji, .Tunaja, Jlingorja,

Hingora, Bahun, Kullur, Jiakur, Durpar.
.S'.—Brahman, ]*uskurna, Vias, Ackaraj.Cavala,

Josi, Basu, t'hangangri, .lundria, Prohut, Masara,
Dhowra, Lora, Mahdave, Via.surra, Takiir, Hirow.Panali,
KuIIah, Hojah, 8arsud, Nuriajur, Sanicliurri.

Soda, Sultan, Bhojraj, (Lingda.ss, Bijara, Sa<lur.

, Bhujbxir, Kalun, Sungrasi.VirjuicI, Bliar-Mull, Askaian,
ITda, Bhowta. Gagilra, Sutta, Muddat.
CommerHal Tnhc.9, viz. Loliana, Korar, ITswiir, Kuti'i,

Cliepa, Sonara, Darzi. Malli, Siitar, Uda, Barber. Baj-
put, Dohut, Balwaro, Kavrio, (!harni, Jihatti. Bhye,
Dlnir, Jessore, Chowan, Jaraja, Purwar, Vurhun, .loga.

Broken Trihea, viz. Mengwar, Uhil, Koli, Balashahi,

and Shikari.

MisceJfaneouif Karen, viz. Shaikh, hh-mon, Kuinbr.ani,

( rudda, Bujir, Mohana, .lokiah, Dukur, Koliah, Amunda,
;

ilhopa, IMaliur, llakra.
j

These niultitndinous tribes can bo suiiunaiizod
'

from the 1881. camsiis as follows in the total iSind

population of 2,4 Id, 8211 :

—

Brahman, . . . ld,.5;U ( Shaikh, . . . .TJ.S.ss

Rajput, . . . 10, 5.44 Sindi 1,274,701

Lohaiia, . . . 21 1.020 I Other Muham-
Other Hindus, . 00,088

j

madaiis, . . 110,040

Baluch, . . . 400,012 Aborigin.ils and
Pathan, . . . 34,720 forc.st races, . 80,0-10

Syud, .... 2,7,784 Others, . . . 145,500

]\[ost of the races dwelling in Sind designate

themselves by tribal names, eitlu'r assmmul by

themselves or applied to them. These names
indicate the countiy or town from whhdi they

came, or the ancestor or distant race from wliom
th(‘y have sprung.

Tlie tribes are so mixed up one with another,

that, excepting just on tlu' l)orders, no part of the

e.ountry can be maiki'd off as ocempied by any
[)articular tri})e

;
even fm the boiders there is

much intermixture. 'Die great Murree trilx^ of

Baluch, for instance, has a large, and the strongest,

[Milt of its clans in tlie lulls to the north, ami out-

side of the 8ij]d border; but there are a gi-eat

many of the Murree located in flifferent parts of

Sind, even down to 100 miles soutli of llydenibad.

The Aral) is numerously reiu'cseiitcd by Syuds,

who claim descent from Mahomed, through his

daughter Fatima and her husband Ali. I’luu-c

are, of them, Id tribal designations in Kuitichee,*

and 11 in the Hyderabad collectorate, — land-

owners and extensive cultivators, who Siiy th(;y

came from Arabia and Persia about the 12th

e.entury. Th(.‘ Hasani and Husaini Syuds (which
is properly written Sayyid) are numerous; the

former class have the title of Pir, Jis Pir Bhawan
Shah; the Husaini race is termed Sayyid, as

Sayyid Jendal Shah. As is usual in the Sind
province, these two families are siibdivi<](!d into

clans, called after their^
as Bokhari, Mathari, Shi

etc. Most of tlic'in an? of. sufforod i |
Tiprftiiuftjnii nnd iherefoi'ft theiTT?*, 4 vercpersuasion, and therefore thejj

during the various Afghan in

these Sayyids are learned mei]

Many
^

"Iiic/i vcqMi'cte

by tlio coiniiionality, in spito of fi o

belief. Uinier th.- Kall.ora <!,vn.i.i 'X^caim

possessed of large landed estal l^nted af

inam (or free' gift) in ]M'rpctuif^(j^(;^*

Talpurs eanu' into povviu*, the priest declined,

Tlu* Korrnld wa.s tin' Arab h) whicli

Mahomed belongt'd. They have ithd^ many
tribrd names; tiny ;irc eultivato hazi, and

s(;ribes, originally from Syria, Iran, t^J*d Irak, and

claim fiescejit from Ali, Abbas, Ab^r^“^^> D^mar,

and ILsman, styling themsc'lves Ah'"

Abbasi from Abbas, Sadiqi from Abi. I^amcp*

from Umar, irsmani from Usman.
The Sadiqi art* sidliciently have

tlie title of Makhduin, or master, aW ^'mklnluiii

Nuh, Sadiqi.

Tin' Faniqi names nsnally b('gin witl^' 4liyan

(ma.ster), as Miyan Ibrahim, Fariiqi,

The Alavi, the postc'iity of Ali by any his

}mmeroiis wives (‘X('e])l Fatima, are all ._,.‘*hiahs,

are not often nud with, and bear the title o7^.

Khwajo,
('.(J.

Khwajo Murad AH.
The Abbassi, desci'mlants of Abbas, are v('ry

nnmeroiis in Sind. They are called Mullo

(prie.st), or Bnznrg (the great), e.(f, Buzurg Maariif,

A])ba.ssi.

Other foreign tribes are descendants of Harnn,
alsoMnkrani, Jaidi (now known aslAidia), Habshi,

Sidi, and rJungiani.

The Afifhnna an* generally found about Hyder-
abad, and in tin* north of Sind. Many of them
have been settled in (lie country for some genera-
tions, and have become possc'ssed of considerable

landed j^roperty. The Kakar are the most aristo-

cratic of tlie Afglnm.s.

t/o/n, formerly slaves, principally fi'om Africa,

a,r(* tlie Sidi, llabslii, Kliaskeli, Siinli, and Zem-
ghnr.

Jiitlurh.—All the tribes who have come from
Balnelii.staii are known in Sind by the general

terra Baluchi. The JL'nd trilu' is, in Sind, the h(?ad

of all tho.se from tliat region, and from them
have <lescen<le<l other sub-tril)es. Tlie Talpur,

Jiowevcr, became rulers in Sind, and the Kind
remained theii- dependents. Thu Balucli arc

generally .said to have come originally from
Alepiio bilSyri.M. 44iey have all the characteristics

of Arabs,—sharp, woll-dcfiiied features, and well-

built limbs. Ill Sind, many of their divisional

appellations mendy denote families of descendants
of men of renown, whoso names the families bear. ,

There are 28 tribal names in the Kuraclicc district,
j

CO in that of Hyderabad, and 1.4 in Upper Sind,
j

4’hey are averse to regular labour, and rest-
j

less, but they will undergo the most wonderful
i

fatigue for the purpose of stealing a camel or !

bullock. All their traditions point to Syria as

their original site, and the date of their advent as

about 1200 years ago. Amongst themselves, the

Rind rank first in importance, then the Lashari,

Jutui, Dumki, Jakrani, Murree, Bugti.

The Brahtn liave mostly remained in tlie moun-
tains of Baluchistan. General Merewether says

that the Brahui triiditions arc less clear than those

of the Balucli, but are to tlie effect that they also

226
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came from the west, entering Baluchistan from

Kirman by Makran.

Jacohahad, a frontier district of Sind, between

lat. 27° 66' and 28° 27' N., and long. 68° to 69°

44' E., which comprises the tract of countiy
• bounded by the Bugti Tlills on the north, by Kalat

on the w(;st, the Bigari canal on the south, an<l

the river Indus on the cast. The district ranges

from 1 70 to 267 feet above the sea. Kroin 1866 to

1870 the rainfall ranged from 1*11 to 8*80 inches.

At the extreme north is desert plain. The Sind

Hollow, a former bed of the Indus, trav(‘rses one-

third of the distri(;f, and between it and tin* riviu*

the country is split up into numer<ms ‘ dhuiid

'

and ‘ dhorec.^ On its north is a range of barren

hills with ftn*tile valleys, occupied by the Murreo

and the Bugti. Babich tril)es, Janiali, Duinki,

Jakrani, Khosa, Mazari, form the pojmlation, with

Burdi, Sindi, Jiiinmn, the noinade Jat, who r(*ar

camels,’ cattle, sheep, and goats, and Hindu
cultivators. The Jat are a hardy, good-looking,

industrious race, and their women are very eoiiudy

;

they drink largely of eaimds’ milk. Tlie Baluoh
use jowari (sorghum) Hour, and bajra (1 Vnieillaria,

spicata), aud milk. The cultivation is by irrigat-

ing canals.

Chanditht. is a fertile tract 60 miles long, in

Upper Sind, formerly occupied by the (diandia

Baluch. It extends to tlie desert of Cutchi on the

north, has the Hala range for its western

bound«ary, and the river Indus on tli(‘ east. Its

principal town is Larkliana, so calbsl from the

Larak, a trilx* formerly settled there. Tin* tombs
of Shah Muhammad Kalhoraaiid of Sliah Baharah

are there, Hindus and Muhammadans comprise

the population. The Muluiiniiiadans are Balueh

and JSindi, the latter are agriculturists ami artisans.

The priucii)al tribes arc tin’ (jliaudia, tlie damali.

the Abra, and the Jat, with the Lahori, the

Hukrah, and the Chujrah. 'riie (’handia and
.Jamali are ])oor. The .hit an’ cultivators, and
rear cattle. Tliey an* migratory

;
their subdivisions

are the Darudgar. .Juiiejali, Koliawai-, Wagun, and
others. The settled portion are not called .lat.

The Siiidi are a quiet, indiustrious race, tall and
handsonu’, and can undergo much fatigue, but

are not very noted for activity. They an* nearly

all cultivators. Tiny are untruthful, illiterati*,

and superstitious.

Langudfjea. — The La ray i <lialeet of Siud is

spoken in Chaiiduka; it ditfers much from the

Sarhaiki spoken north of Larkhana. ]\u‘sia.n is

th(i polite language.

The Kalhora and Talpur tribes furnished the

last dynasties, and tliough the one deduced its

origin from the Abbassides of Per-sia., and tlu> otln’r

advanced pretensions to descent from the prophet,

both were alike Baluch.

Var Muhammad, Kalhora, assisted by the Kind
Baluch, overthrew the Puar Raj [nits, who ludd
dominion in Sind. He directed that a number of

clubs should be suspendiid in front of his tomb, a,s

a memorial of the ease with which the con([uest
w^as effected. 'The clubs were still hanging in

1847 in front of hip tomb at Khodabad.
The Talpur have their name from the town

(poora) of palms (tal or tar), and arc said to

amount to one-fourth of the population of Lohri
or Little Sind, which misnomer they affixml to the
dominion of Hyderabad. There are none of the
Talpur in the t"hul. They emigrated from Ohot to

Sind about a.d. 1760, aud, after attaining power,
ruled from a.d. 1799 to 1843, when they witc
overthrown by the British. The family liave four
principal branches,—the Shahwani, the Shahadani,
the Khanaiii, and the Muihkhaiii. A minor branch
is the Jumidani. The Talpur are of the Sliiah sect,

and claim to be Syuds.

The liUghari family is a subordinate branch of the
Talpur. The laighari of the Dehra Ghazi Khan
plain ilwell south of the Khosa, extending from
Viddore to Guiigehur, between Choti Bala and Ilur-
ruiid. The Lnghavi joined Lieutenant Edwardes’
cainj) in his adyance against the dewan Miilraj.

The Talpur of Sind was one of their sections.

Th(^ Lughari claim to bo aide to trace their pedi-

gree up to their ileparturi’ from Arabia. They
have 66 sub-sections, of whom a lar^ number
reside in the hills.

Burgari, a minor tribe of Baluch in Sind, are

also conneided with the Taljiur family.

The Daondpntra inhabit generally the country of

that name in the north, but are to be met with in

various parts of Sind.

The Jk'sert of Sind lies betwi’en tlie frontier'

of Rajjiutana and the valley of the Indus, and
from Daoud[)utra on the north to Bnliari on the
Kunn, 220 miles long and 80 broad, or 17,600
square miles. It is one entire t’hnl, with few
villages and a few sluqHierds

;
50 miles without

waiter, the wadis 70 to 500 feet deep, and the.

sand-hills little mountains. It was through this

tract that linmaynn sought refuge to the Dhat
country and its capibil, then Omarkot, where
Akbar was born. Arora, there, is a mined town.
Onu’rkot was wrestl’d from the Soda race by the
Rahtor tribe of Marwar, and since then the chiefs

of the 1‘xpelled clan have dw^elt in Chore, 15 miles
N.E. of Omarkot. At one time, every third year
brought famine. The Soda Avomeii of this desert
tract of Dhat are [iroverbially handsome. In
this desert, and in tlie valley of the Indus, are the
Soda, Kat’ha, and Mallani, descendants of the
Sogdi. Kat’lii, and Malli, of Gete and Yuti, many
of whom call themselves Baluch, or keep the
ancient name of Niimri, whilst the Zj’hut or Jat
retain their pTimitivo ap[)ellation. There are also

remains of a Johya and Dahya, who, with Gete, Jat,

or Hun, hohl places amongst the 86 royal races of
ancient India. The Ikiraha and Lohana tribes are

there; the Sahrai, the great rohher of the degert;

the Bhatti, Rahtor, Joda,Chaulm n, Mallani, Kaorwa,
Joshya, Sultano, Lohana, Arora, Khumra, Sindi],

Maisuri, Vishnavi, Jakhur, Shiag, Asliiag, and
Puniah. Jakliur, Shiag h, and Puniah, harmless,

industrious, in the desert and the valley, arc

denominations of the Jat race, but most of these

sections have become Muhammadans, and call

themselves Zjdiiit.

The Nyad or proselytes from Rajput or othi'r

Hindu tribes are—Zj’hut, Rajiir, Umra, Sumra,
Mair, Mer, Mor or Mohor, Baluch, Lumria or

Jjuka, Sumaicha, Mangulia, Baggreah, Dahya,
Joliya, Kairui, Jaiigurea, Undiir, Berowi, Bawuri,
Tawuri, Chrendea, Khosa, Sudani, Lohana. These
converts arc ferocious and intolerant.

The Soda is scattered over the desert, somb are

Muhammadans.
Kaurway a peaceable nomade race, chiefly in

the t’lml of Dhat, rear cattle.

Dhote or Dhatti, like the Kaurwa, a pastoral race

of Dhat
;
their cows give 8 or 10 seers of milk daily.
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pur in Rajpiitana, arc found in Sind. They form
pirt of the iiicrcantile body usually styled Mai-

wari. They are enterprising bankers, hnanciiTS,

and in Sind merchants, also petty tradtu's and
shopkeepers.

Jokia^ a tribe in the western piu t of tin' Kurat;liee

collectorate, claim a Rajput origin, ainl their

chief takes the title of Jam.
The Loliana of Sind are Vaishnava and Saiva

Hindus. Some of them worsliip tlie river Indus

deity and his wazir under the names Jeiida Fir

and Udhero Lall. Tliey t'ngage in tiude and in

agriculture. The suffixed titles of tlu'iv sub-

divisions are— .Mill, (ihiui<l, Kae, Ram, Das, ].al.

They are the prineipal number of Ilimlus in the

country, but, like the Saraswati Riahmaiis, they

eat meat, fish, and onions, and drink spirits, buy-

ing the flesh from tlie Muhammadans, it bi'ing

unlawful for tiicm to kill. They are not highly

educated, but in the time of tlio Taipiir Amiis

they were largely employed as revenue (;<)lle(dois,

and were described as scheming and crafty. Umler
Rritish rule they havi' shown an earnest applica-

tion and devotion to duty, ahh' and energetic,

honest and upright. Tlu'y are linaiieiers, bankers,

merchants, and sho])kee]H'rs.

Tradesmen are the Raza. Rohar. Wa<lha or

Daklian, Dhobi, Pinjara, Katri. Khori, ^loehi,

Sunara, Thattiara, ^luhana, Baleshahi, and Machi.

There are, besides, in the Hyderabad district,

78 races of miscellaneous origin.

Relifjhn .—The Muhanmiadans ai-e 7<S per cent,

of the population; many of them claim to ho

Syiuls; and besides th(' great sects of Shiah and

Sunni, there are several prominent smaller bodies.

The Jsnunll are chu'fly in Sind, whert' they take

the title of Khajah (Khoja, Kliowaja). They are

numerous in Bombay city, and in the Sind cul-

leetorates of Kiirachee, Ahinadabad, Hyderabad,

and Taniia. In Bombay city, on the date nf the

census, 84.51, or ti‘lo jier cent, of Hie Muhamma-
dans there, returned themselves under tliat desig-

nation, and about 18,1)00 were residing in othi-r

parts of tJiat presidency. They are petty dealers

and merchants, are quiet, peaceful [leople, and

have never given any annoyance to the British,

The Ismaili acknowledge Ali, Hasan, and

Husain as rightful imams
;
some iiold that the line

closed with Ismail, son of Jafar Sadi([, who was
their seventh and last imam, Fromliim they take

the name Ismaili, and als<i fr<nii liim the * seveiiers.'

The Ismaili put a metajihorical inter[)retation on

the Koran, which tende<l to explain away and

supersede its doctrines, lixiving only a negative

religion, and substituting licence for morality.

They were sometimes called Mulahida, heretics,

and have been deemed to include the Karmaliaiis,

and the Assassins, and others, but these are merely

offshoots from the Ismail ian heresy. The docl i-ines

were largely spread by Abdallah, son of Maimun,
amative of Persia. In tlie middle of 1878, Killu

Khutu, a young Muhammadan, murdered theMukhi
or hc^adman of the Khojahs in the open street in

broad daylight at Umcrcurry in Bombay. He
was hanged on the ^Dth Jidy 1878.

The Bora or Bohorah Dr. Wilson describes as

corresponding in many respects with the Ismaili,

the Arisari, the Mutawilah, and the Druse of

Syria. They pay paiticular regard to the tenets

of Ismail, son of Jafar, the sixth imam, and
hold, like tlie Shiah, but in a more exaggt'vati'd

2
*1

f<5rm, the mystical doctrine of the muon of the

deity with AH. The mercantile Bora are divided

into three sects, — the Sulimani, the Aliyah,

and the Dawudiah, from certain lines of the

mullas or pontiffs, to which they adhere. In

Bombay city tliey form 7*8 per cent, of the

Muhammadans there
;
but it is in Kaira, ISurat,

Broach, Ahinadabad, and other cities of Gujorat,

that the sect are principally numerous. They are

pedlars, shopkeepers, workers in iron and tin, and
many of the men are long absent from their

families following their professions. The Bombay
census returns show in that presidency about
10

,
000.

The Karmati or Karaniata is a sect founded
about 278 A.ii. (801 AjD.) by Ahmad, a follower

of Abdallah. Ho taught that everything desir-

abh; was allowable. He endeavoured to carry

out Jus views by violence, and began an open
war against the ruling powers. In 290 A.II. (90J
A.D.) Hie Karmat sect made a fearful inroad into

Syria; audinJl]. A.ir. (928 A.D.) they plundered
Basra and Kufa. In 810 a.ii. (981 a.d.), led

hy Abu dahir, they took Mecca, with terrible

slaughter, plundered the temphi, and carried away
the Black Stone (Hajr-ul-Aswad), which they

retained for twenty years. Ar Razi, the twentieth

khalif, paid tliern a subsidy to secure the safe

jiassagi' of pilgrims to Mecca. Thi' Eatiniito

dynasty of Egypt was founded in 297 a.ii. (909-10
A.D.) l)y an Isiuailian, in rivalry of the Arabian
khalifat. It grew rajiidly into

2
»‘>wer, and became

a soiirci' of gri'at tronlile ami jealousy to the

rulers of Baghdad, and tlu‘ wars %Yere most savage

and unrelenting. They appear to have pushed
t'astward into the valley of the Indus, and to have
sought a country in Sind about 875 A.II. (985
A.D.), and seem to have been ruling there at the

time of .Mahmuds retuin from the fall of Soni-

Hath. They destroyed the great idol at Multan,

and the eliief whom ^lahmud of Ghazni drovi^

thence was one of this sect. But they re-obtained

power there, for in 57 1 A.II. (1 175 A.D.) Muhammad
(Hiori again delivered Multan from the hands of

the. Karmatians. In (i81 a.ii. (1287 a.d.) w’e find

them in some force at Dehli, where they made a

concerted assault on the Muhammadans in the

great musipie, and slew" a considerable number,

I

but they were finally overpowered, ‘and cvt*ry

I

heretic (muliihida) and Kannatiaii w'as sent to

hell.’ Their naiiK' was given to tht'iii from their

use of the Karmata or Karmat style of writing

Aral lie, in which very small letters are used
w'ith very close lines. General Merewether’s
returns show 89 sections of Karmati in the

Knrachee collectorate in Ir^ind, but whether or

imt tliey belong to the Karmati sectarians, there

is no information.

Tlu* Assassin sect known to the Crusaders
also sprang from the Ismaili. The founder was
llasaii-us-Saliali, a native of Re. He was school-

fellow and eomjiaiiion of Nizam-ul-Mulk, the

well-known wazir of the Saljuki dynasty, and
author of Majiua-ul-Wasaya. The forcible re-

moval of all foes and rivals by the dagger was the

distinctive ]>ractice of this sect. Nizam-ul-Mulk
fell under their daggers, and the author of the

Jahau Kusha nearly became a victim to them.

483 A.n.«Hasan-us-qabah obtained jiossession of the

strong fortress of Alaniut or Alali-amut (the

Ctagle's m*st) in the province of Budbar. about
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eleven parfttiupjft north of Kazwin. Here he and '

his descendants inaintiiincd themselves for nearly

two centuries, when the fortress and many others

fell to the Mongcjls. Mangu Klian determined to

exterminate the whole of the Ismaili sect; and

under him and his successor Hulakii, their for-

tresses were taken, and many thousands of their

men, women, children, and bah(‘S at the breast

were put to the sword.

The Memon sect of Muhammadans arc* numerous

in the Kurachec and Hyderabad colh‘dorates of

fciind, and have spread into all the Boml)ay districts.

The number given in the returns of tlve census

taken in 1872 is about 00,000, but (jthers of the

sect must have nit'rely styled themstdves Musid-

inaii. In Bombay city they numbered 8825. . In

the returns received from (General Mer(‘W(‘lher

there are entered Memon Xhojali and Memon
,
ISayata, and are placed among tlie Shaikh or

Ofornon sections. Dr. Wilson smvs tliey take their

sectaiian name from Milirnaii, a Persian word for a

guest, a .stranger, and that they are converts to

the Sunni form of the Miihammadaji religion,

principally from the agrieultiiral and mercantilt!

classes of Hindus in Siml, (hitch, uu<l Kattyawar.

In Sind they havi* many leariu'd and ves]K*ctable

men amongst them, but the bulk are engage<l in

• trade, agricnlture, and cattl(‘-breeding.

i Slaves.—There was in Sind in the tim (3 of the

Amirs, a system of slav(‘ry coinninn to it and
'

all the countries to tlm north-west, viz. that of

fatliors selling tlieir danglitei’s as wives when very

young, as also of tlie sale of gii’ls for the zananas

of the wealthy. The Afghans were j)articn!arly

notorious for this tratlic in Sind, but it was after

all very limited. Under tlie formei’ inlers, many
slaves were brought from Africa and Arabia, and

em])loyed as <lomestics. They were known as

Habshi ( pi. Habiish), also Sidi.

^riie iL mixed race between Sindians

and Sidi women, wiu'e ecpially slavi's with tlieir

mothers, and could be bought or sold at will.

LaiKjnaiics .—Siiidi is the ])rcvailing vernacular

tongue, blit the Sindi people and language are

more confined to Lower Sind, and there the

Sindi has much Arabic mixed with it. It is,

liowt*ver, spoken from the northern boundary
of Kattyawar northwards to Bahawiilpur, and
from the hills on the west to the desert whii^h

separates Sind from the western portion of

the Indian Peninsula,. Tin* Arabic character is

used in writing. The language of Laris purest.

§indi i.s of Hindi origin, being a still greater

variatifm from tin' Sanskrit than the (lujerati.

It is often written in a peculiar c-haracter, calU'd

the Khuda AVadi, and the Hindus keep all

their own accounts and correspondence in it.

This tongue has the dialect of tin' Siraiki of Upper
Sind, containing numerous Jataki words.

Cutchi has in it elements of the (iujerati. That
of the hunters and tanners, Dedh, is another

dialect.

The language in use in the Thur and Parkur
is called Dati. It is a combination of Sindi,

Marwari, and Gujerati. In some parts of the

I'hiir district they carry on business in Gujemti,
but the Dati, with Avhich they are more familiar,

is in more general use.

Jataki is the language of tlie wide-spread Jat
race, from the northern regions of the Punjab
southwards to the Arabian Sea.

The Persian and the Urdu are also to some
extent in iisi*.

The few Afghan zaniindavs settled in tin* north
of the province still use the Pushtu of their fore-
fathers

;
but the dialect is not siitEiciently diffused

among the ])coplc to be included in the languagi'S
of Sind. 'J’he same is the case \vith pure Pan-
jabi; it is confined to the small number of Sikhs
who are settled in the different cities and towns.

Baluchi is spoken by - the tribes who have
migi’ated to the plains of Sind. One-half of its

words a[)pear to lie Persian or dialectal variations

from that tongue. Like Brahuiki and Pushtu,
the Baluchi vocabulary conUins a few Sanskrit

and Arabic roots, together with a considemble
proportion of otlier words. As must happen
among a peO])li' divided into clans, and separated

from <‘ach oth(*r, the dialect abounds in diversities

of words and idiom, and, being naturally poor, it

borrows many vocables from the neighbouring
countries. Its literature is confined to a few
t-ales, legends, war songs, and the productions of

the Bhat or Baliich bards.

—

Sir Jleurjf Elliot's

Hi.star If of fndia ; Mr. (Sir Oeorfje) (dimji-

heir.'i Elhtiol.o(fif if Indio ,* i-ensns Jlefiorts., 1872,

1881
;

Jh\ Eorhes Wnisoids Pcofdo of India ,*

AilchesnPs treaties; Tod's Jiaja.^ihan
;

Elliot's

lUslortf of the Panjah; Poslans' Personal Obser-

rations; Postons' Sind ; Masson's Jonme ifs ; Bur-
tons Scinde; Ousdefs Travels; Hindu Infanti-

ridc; Pennant's IPtndoostan ; Jlrnnell's Afemoir

;

Pan'Unson., Herod.
;
Smith's HIctionarif ofthe Bible

;

Cnnninffham's Ancient India; Geid. Mereweiher
in IAt( vis.

PANJAB, a great province in the extreme N.AV.

of British India, with an area of 142, 149 square

miles, and a population of 22,712,120 inhabitants,

ft takes its nami', lit erally the Five Uivers, from five

of the great stri'ams which intersect it,—the Sind
nr Indus, the Jlieluin or Hydaspes, the Chenab
or Ascesiiics. the Bavi or Hydraotes, and the

(lharra or Hypluisis. In many parts the rainfall

is scant, and droiiglits and famines occur. In
185!) (here was drought; famines recurred in

ISfiO, I8fi8. and isfil), si'Vi'rely in thb last-named

yt*ar, and the year 187«8 was calamitous. Wheat,
their great foo<I grain, has been scdling at 25 to

fi;> lbs. for a rupee.

IS02, .0.^ lbs.
,

1S07, 4r> lbs.
, 1872, 40 lbs. 1877, 42 Iks.

1808, 08 „ 1808, 87 „ 1878, 48 „ 1878, 20 „
ISC,4, 50 „

'

IStUl, 28 „ 1874, 48 „ 1870, 25 „
1805, 40 „ 1870, 82 „ , 1875, 40 „ 1880, 20 .,

1800, 47 „ i 1871, 48 „ 1870, 55 „ ;

It is a frontier country in the route of the

coiupicrors who have invaded India,—Aryan and
noii-.Vryan, 8eythi and Gote, Turk and Mongol,

—wdio havi' occupied the plains, and have pushed

broken tribes into the mountain and desert tracts.

Conquest and occupation hav(‘ been facilitated

by the democratic institutions of the inhabitants,

and Alexander, Ih’miir, Balier, Nadir Shah, and
Ahmad all entered from the west.

At the time of Alexander's expedition, the

Greeks heard of IIH different kingdoms in the

N.AV. of India, all more or less hostile to each

other; and the many martial tribes in and around

this province, and the variety of languages spoken
within its bounds, attest the accuracy of the Greek
historians; also thirty-six native chiefshlps are

still interspersed in British territory.
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Area. Both
1

Sexes.
Males. Females.

British Territory, .

Feudatory States, .

106,632

35,817
18,850,437
:),8C1,68.‘5

10,210,053

2,112,303

8,640,.384

1.740,380

The Feudatory States are as under

—

Area-iPopula-
~

:Arca.

Sq.in tioii. iHq.in' tion.

Bhajji, . . 96| 12,106 Kapurthala, 620 252,617
Dujana, . . 114! 23,416 Kiinhar, . . 7i 3,618
Bilaspur, . . 448i 86,546 Kuthar, . . I

8; 1,023
Baghal, . . 124} 20,663 Kiiinliarseiii, 1)0; 0,515
Baghat . . 36! s,330 Loliaru, . .

285' 13,754
Bahawulpur, 1500 573,404 .^lailog, . . 48; 0,160
Balwan, . . 51 1 5,100 IMali i* Kotla, 71,051

Bashahr, . . 3320; 64,345 Maiigal, . . 12! 1,0661

Bija, ... 41 1,158 MiumIi, . . 1000il47,017

Uhamba, . . 3180,11.5,773 Nahha, . . 028 261,824
Dhami, . . 26| 3,322 Nahan, . . 1077112,371
Darkoti, . .

5' 500 Nala-arli, . 252 53,373
Faridkot, . . 612; 07,134 Fataudi, . . 48 , 17,847
Jladhi, . . li 170 liawai, . . 3j 752
dind, . . . 1232 240,862 Sa^gn, . • 16 2,503
Jnbbal, . . 288 10,106 Tarlioob, . . 67 3,216
Kalaia, . . , 178 67,708 Sukct, . . . 474 1 52,484
Koonthal, . I 116 31,154

Around the ])orders, also, rire einini'ntly wiiilikc

tribc.s, independent, and kept separate l)y unend-
ing feuds. Every growii-up man is available for

their wars, and the numbers of their lighting

men have been estimated at 170,200, as follows:

—

Akazai, ....
llusuiizai, . . .

Judun, ....
Buiierwal, . . .

Swati, ....
Utman Khel, . .

]\roliinand, . . .

Afridi, ....
Orakzai, . . .

Zaimuslit Afghans,
Turi, ....
Waziri, ....

1,000
1,700

• 2, .500

2,(X)0

6,000
5,000

16,000

23, .500

21), .500

4, .500

5,000

44,000

I Shcoraiii,

I

( )sht(‘iani,

I

Kasraiii,

i
Piozdur, .

Khntraii,
' Kosali, .

Lugliari,

j

(Jurchaid,

;

]\IU1TL'0, .

j

Ihigti, .

I\Iu/ari, .

5,000

. 1)00

1..

500
2,700

4.

.

500
4,<M)0

3,7(M)

1,200

2.500
1.500
2,(X)0

7Vv7>f.v.—The more prominent of Muhammadan
tribes belong to three great nations,—the Ghilzai,

the Puthan, and the Afghan. The Ghilzai tribes,

23 in number, have combined with tribes of

Persian origin, but all claim descent from the

Pathan progenitor Kais. Jhithans proper num-
ber' 23 tribes, comprising Karlanri, who are Indian

in the imiss (Afridi, Khatak, Waziri, etc), with a
large admixture of Turk tribes, also Bang}i.sh.

The Ghurghushti Pathau.s claim descent from
Gliurghnsh, sou of Kais. Of the AJfjhans proper,

21) trifles arc represented in the Punjab. They
arc recognised to 1)(‘ of Jewish or Aral) stock,

who liavc fused into a nation with the Gandhari,

an aiieieiit Indian race. Tlu'V have two divisions,

the* original Afghans fronw Ghor, of Jewish or

Aral) des(-ent or both, with whom are blended
the ancient Gandhari immigrants from Peshawur
to Kandahar. 4'hcre are also 14 tribes of the

K.ikar, a ^^(‘ytln'c stock, wdth alliliated tribe.s of

Indian origin. Balneh elaim to have come to their

present tei ritory, west of the Indus, from Aleppo.
The three nations may 1)0 sliowm as under

—

A. ( Jhilzai Nation.

a. Lodi Section. Nia/ai, viz.

Lodi, i3,i(;i

Khusor, .... 2,01*1)

Lohaiii, viz. •

Bahich, . .

Daidat Khel, .

JMiaii, . . .

Marw’at, . .

3,741)

1,:387

5,561

47,546

Niazai, .... .3(5,371

Kundi, .... 3,6(57

Datanini, . . . 1,363
h. (iliilzai Section.

(diil/ai, ,

Suliinaii Khel,
Nasir, . . .

Kharoti, . .

14,16(5

5,205
l),005

7,161)

B. V.

Bhitaimi, . . . 3,574
Kakar Sccti<»n.

than Nation.

h. Karlanri Section.

LatiffUitfje.— The race distinctions ohse

there will be undcr-stood by the above statements,

but the subject may be further illustrated by
showing the languages spoken in the provincc-

Abyssinian,
Arabic,
Bagri, . .

Baluchi, .

]3engali,

Dogri, . .

Cliinoso,

Kashnnri, . .

Ijalionli, . .

Malirati, . .

Nej)al(‘se, . .

Panjabi, . .

; Persian, . .

Pushtu, . .

Sindi, . . .

Taniil, Tc*lngn,

'ribetan (Bhot),

Tiirki, . . .

Miscellaneous,
Fn.si»ecilied, .

. 40,5:54

. 10, .303

. . . 52
2,748

11,210,854

(5,145

. 00.3,818

5,128
. . 2(5S

5,060
. . 204

5,405

. 7,7.38

. . 9

. . 63
282,351
25,748
2,801

212,(504

. 210
European tongue.s, 27,(581)

(larhwali, . . 1,272,204
Gujari 17,61M5

Gujerati, .... 58(5

Hindustani, . 4,04.5,1)03

Jatki, . . . 1,604,7(50

Kanawa ri (Tib.ar-

skad), . . . 12,209

Summarizing its inhabitants under their re-

spective religions, the numbers are

—

Muhammadans, 11,662,434
Hindus, . . . 0,252,29.5

.Siklns, .... 1,716,114
Jains, .... 42,678
Christians, . . 33,609 I

It is the only province of British India in

which the Muluimmndans j)reponderate
;
but the

mafi.s of the people are of Jat origin, and have
only in comparatively recent year.s accepted the
Islamic faith. The great sects of Muhammadans
are as under

—

.Sliinini, .

S (
Miani, . .

, 2 ‘\B*d>ie’, . .

able ^ (
Gditenui),

J j
^Guinlupur,

^ (Kakur, .

« .1 Musa Kind,

•; 1 (iliuiezai,

.

^ (I’aniii, . .

1,316

2,211

2,431
i.6t<;

8,005

4,750

1 ,008

1,800

1,241

Waziri, .

Jiamicbi,

Khatak, .

Afridi, . .

Utman Kliel,

Orakzai,

Bangash, .

]5uddhi.stK, . . 3,251
Parsecs, . . 4(5;»

./i*WS, . . . . . . 31

Others, . . , . 1,15.3

Mnliamnnulzai,
Ynsufzai,
Utinanzai,
Mulli.igori, .

JMohinaiid, .

Dandzai, .

Khalil, . .

(). Afglian Nation.

10,601 Abdali,
08,077

5,547

1,240
44,000
5,81*8

1.5, .505

3’aiin, ,

Zaiinuslit,

KhetraiJ,

.

Urrnar,
Saiga rn, .

20,743
2(),;507

118,050
17,426
6,024

7,1.57

17,565

0,7.38

.5,812

1 ,335

1,.5.58

.3,737

.3,!)40

Sunni, . . . 11,306,855 1 Farazi, 165
Shiah, .... 102,256 ()tber.s 250,627
Wahabee, . . . 2,531

j

Several of the imUqx'ndent tribes are barbarous
savages. 3’he Ueiisiis K’r])ort of 1881 meiitioii.s

that ‘the true J'athau is peihaj)s the mo.st bar-

baric of all the races with wliicli we (tlie British)

are brought into contact in the; Panjab.’ He is

bloo(lthir.sty, cruel, .nnd vinrlictive in the higlu‘si

degree
;
he does not know' wliat truth or faitli is.

44)e honkr trihoi within British territories arc

largely Path;iu.s, similar in origin and in custom.^

to the inde2)endcut tribes occupying the mountains
and valleys intervening between British and Afghan
territory, many of the tribe's, indeed, being partly

independent, and in part under British rule.

Afghan rulers have avoided interfering with these

tribc.s, hut tliey have become somewhat civilised

since they hav(j seen the British rule.

The Sifad Muhammadans are descendants of

Mahomed and of Ali. They arc distributed

through all the province. The Moghul are chiefly

in Peshawur and Hazara. Yusufzai, Mohmand,
-
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halil, and Mnhaniniadzai «arc almost, .

tlie Pcshawur district
;

Kliatak arc in Bunnu
id Kobat; Bangash are almost all in Kohat:
aziri and Lubani are chiefly in Bunnu.
The Baluch in tlio Multan division are said to

,ve arrived in the Panjab about the Kith cen-

ry. They arc strong-built men, with forbidding

itures, ignorant, rough, and boorish in manners,

gnacious and thieving. 'rhey breed cainel.s,

azing them in the jungles of Gugaira near 1 .ahore,

lliiig them in Lahore and tiu; N.W. Ih-ovinees.

irnels’ milk forms one of their cliief articles of

d.. In ISJSl, f)! of their tribes weie re] nesciited

the Panjab, numbc'ring souls.

The Jat, iiaj])ut, and allied castes )uimber

^75,294, as under

—

I britiHli. Fi'udatury 'I'dIjiI.

t, si).sv-^3i 4,-iH2,7r)()

jjnit, I,i;l0,0r»8 241,511
,
1,077,nou

akiir, .... 24,981 7,782 ,

.82,71><>

ihi, 58,002 .32,190 85,192

wilt, 9,991 7,200 17,200
iiiiid, ' 20, .315 ... 20,315
hut,

: 9,408 .34 9,5o2

J(tf .—Tliere are SI Jat clans, 20 of them imm-
ring over 10,000; 10 over 20,000; 8 over

,000; and 3 over 100,000.

Colonel Tod formed the opinion that many of

} Jat and Pajput clans are alike of Getic origin
;

d at the present day we find 31 clans in tin*

njab over a inillion strong, classifying them-
ves indifferently under the tw(» headings.

0 .lat rac(' an* c()nsj)icuous for their industry;

.'ir well •• feneed and well - worked fields are

vays distinguishable from the slovenly and ill-

:*ed-for lands of Gujars and Brahniuns. Tlio

fe of the Jat work.s cheerfully in the held with

n in every kiml of agri(udtnral labour.

Broken. 'Bribes.— Dwelling amongst the settled

*es of the Panjab an* nearly three millions of

)ken tribes, mostly non-Aryaii.s, and whom tlio

tied races deem mielean. 'I’heir avocations are

ivengers, Icatlier-Avorkers, fowh-rs, etc. A few
them are regai*ded as wholly unclean

;
otliers

homeless migrants, dwi'llers in tents, mostly
•datory

;
but all of thorn posses.s a kind of

nothei.sm, mi.ved with sliamaiiist and totem
es. Many of these I’omnants liave ado])t(*(l

am; some have taken the ISikh pahul; others*

ve adopted the new Pam-dasi faith. Some
,

cr their dead, while others cremate tin; remains.

)12#00() are of Hindu origin; 17.3,000 follow

1 Sikh faith; 4i)2,0O{) are Muhammadans, and
ne are Buddliists.

Minor Doniintint Tribes—landowner.s and agri-

turists

—

an, .... .532,855 ' Kluiiizada, . . 3,757
:• 40,7.31 Kliarral, . . . 18,845
ouJputra, . . 18,l(;3 Khattar, . . . 1,245
?ar, .... (53,437 Khokar, . . . 315, 1,37

<kar, . . . 25,789 Me, 1H5,227
jar, .... 027,304 3’aga, .... 14,305
rial, . . . 10,413

Minor Ayricnltural and Pastoral Tribes—
ir, . . . . 173,040 Kanet, .... 345,775
lin, .... 800,041 Lodlia, .... 8,(527
fhhan, . . . 81,210 Malitain, . . . .55,380
Idi, .... 17,422 Mali, .... 0.5,710
irath, . . . 100,252 i Peya, .... 1,993.... 3,643 1 Saini, .... 152,032
3hhi, , , . 2,268 I Sarrara, . . . 4,420
inboh, . , , 129,589

1

Impure and Ouicaste Tribes—
Aheri, . . . . 13,08(')

]

Julaha, . . 624,312
Ilawaria, . . . 22,024

1 Karnera, . . . 1,017
Bazigar, . . . 13,841 1 Kaujar, . . . 2,872
Bcldar, . . 3,449 Kehsal, . . . 1,251
Chaiiiar, . . 1,072,099 . Kbatak, . . . 14,181
(/hamrang. . 5,028 Kori, . . . . 10,739
Changar or Cliubna, 28,880 Kurini, . . 4,017
(Jiulira • or Mina, . . . . 1,110
Bhangi, . . 1,()78,7;19 Muchi, . . . . 349,272

Dabgar, . . 1,039 Nat, . . . . 11,740
Dlianak, . . . 00,059 (4(1 or Odb, . . 15,027
( lailaria, . . . 20,500 rakhiwara. . . 4,502
(Jagni, . . . .3,110 : Pasi, . . . . 1,542
(biiiilhila, . . 1,149 Perna, . . . . 1,157
(birri, . . . . ()S5 Piirbi, . . . 2,027
ilariii, . . . . 1,338 Qalainlari, . . 3,895

Hesi, . . . 1,110 Haimi, . . . . 2i,:i09

lai.swara, . . :i,491 Tbori, . . . . 10,594
.Umbel,. . . 8,00.3

Wiitcrrnen, Boatn/en, (Juoks, Bhah smiths, Car-
penters, Potb'i's—
Bharbhiinja, . 7,194

,

Lobar, .

*
. . ;P 1,782

Bbaty.ira, . . . 11,97(5 ' Machi, . . . . 1(58,007

Dliogri, . . 1,710 Mallali, . . . 07,935
.1 binwar, . . 433, SS4 Kaj, . . . . . 11,290
Kainaiigar, . ;),15S

;

Saiklgar, . . . 1,483
Kliuiiira, . . . 1,004 'rarkhiiii or Jlarhai, 59(5,941

Kmnliar, . . . lS(;.()2r) . Tluivi, .... 1,904

Jfill Trib>s~-

Barara, . . . 2,(575 (Jbai, . . . . . 1.720
Barwala, . . . 51,758 lla.li, . . . . . 305
Batwal, . . . 18,784 Koli, . . . . 12:1,171

Dagi, .... 52,993 Mog, •.
. . . ;18,4(57

Donina. . . . 70,5.33 Pchar, . . . . . 814
Dosali, .... . (5(57 Sarera, . . . . 10,813

Foreign Ikta.'

Arab, . 2,342 1 Kazzilbasb, . . . 441
(Jbnlain, . . . .3,44(5 Sliaikh, . . . 372,335
Moghul, . . . 102,979 'Furk, . . . . . 3,5;15

Minor l^ro/essional ('asks—
lOiiiinl, .... 2,775 IMirasi, .... 204,941
Plmt, .... 30,022 Nal 3-12,123

Phiiurnpia, . . . 38(5 Jlawal, .... 17,853
Jogi, .... 72.73;;

Mercantile and Shopkt
(
ping ('asks—

Arora ; Ithutia
;

Itanya, .‘<ar
; Kliatri; Mah.ajan

;

including the Agarwal, Pahari
; P.aracha ; SiiJ ;

Dasa, Mahesri, O.swal, Phabra
; Khaka ; Kho-

Saralia ; IJohra; Dliun- jah.

( 'arriers and Pedlars, Cattle Defders—
Banjara, . . 11.217 JManiar, . . . 7,574
Bhabra, . . . . 91!) ! Kahbari, . . . 3,881
Kung.ar, . . , (553

I
3'amboli, . . . 1,140

Kunjra, . . . 5,001 ' Ibitwal, . . . 2,100
I.abana, 48,489

\Vand( ring and ( 'riniirnd Tribes-^-legist evec]

—

P.aliich, . . . . 5.30 Mina. . . . . 740
Bawuri, . . . . 1,312 J'akhiwara . . . 1,020
(lunnang, . . . 13 Saiisi, . . . . 9,503
ITurni, . . . . . 2,721

(rgpsy 'rriht's—
Badduii, . . . 1, 7.3(5 Kanjar, . . 2.872
Bazigar, . . . i;5,841 Nat, . . . 11,740
Uaiulliila, . . . 1,!M9 I’erna, . . . 1,1.57

(lawi, . , . . . (5.85 t^alandari, . . 3,895
Jlesi, . . . . 1,110

Scavenger Casl( s—
Chuhra., . . 1,078,7.39

1

Khatak, . . 14,181
Dlianuk, . . . 0(5,059

1

Afiscellaiieons—
Bengali, . . . 1,044 Kanchan, . . 10,910
Bishnavi, . . . 8,570 Kashmiri, . . 179,020
Clhahzang, . . 2,(524 Kayasth, . . 13,420
Dogra, .... . 397 Parsee,

.

... 402
Gurkha, . . . 1,912
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SU/is.—The Panjabwasthe bittliplacc ofthe Sikh
religion. The chiefs of this creed were dominant
when the British fought the Imttles of Moodkee,
18th December 1845; Fcrozeshah, 21st and 22d
December 1845 ; Aliwal, 28th January 1846

;

Sobraon, 10th February 1846
;

Kussoor Fort
taken, 11th February 1846 ;

fiahore occupied,
20th February 1846

;
and the Panjab wasjinnexed

30th March 1846.
Nanak, the founder of this faitli, was born near

Lahore in the latter half of the loth century, and
died at Dehra Nanak on the Jtavi in 1530. He
taught a form of monotheism, and was followed

by other leaders, to whom the title of guru was
conceded. A hymn composeil by Nanak is recited

among other parts of the ritual morning and even-

ing. It is repeated three times in the Granth.
Its train of thought resembles the hymn by Milton,

sung by Adam and Kve in Book v., Paradise liOst.

l^irts of it run

—

‘To thee sing th’ angels who men's deeds record,

And note and weigh their faitli in thee Supreme ;

To thee sing regions, orbs, and universe,

Created, cherished, and upheld by thee
;

To I'hee sing those whose deeds drlight the eye,

The hosts that wear tlve colours of thy faith.

All things beside which sing thy glorious name
Could ne’er be told by Naiiak’s lowly song.’

In 1675, (limi (Jovind, the tenth sjiiritual chief

from Nanak, formed the t^ikhs into a religious and
military commoiiAvealtli. hit In; wars that occurred

between them and the Moghuls, tliere were cruel

barbarities on either side
;
but the <h‘.sti’Uction of

the Dehli empire, and the dissensions amongst the

Mahratta leaders, allowed tin* rise of a t^ikli leader,

Ranjit Hingli, from whose officers tlie country was
conquered.
The Bcdi^ descendants of Nanak, rank fust

among the followers of this faith. They an* w(‘ll-

to-do, but from pride of birth were so notoriously

addicted to the erimo of iiifantiei<le, as to have

•been dc.signated by the opprobrious title of Kori-

mar, daughter-slayer. They number only 68()l

souls.

The Sikh are secular and religious. Of the

latter are three classes,—Akali, Nihang, and Nir-

malla.

The Ah'cdi wen? armed religious devotees of tlie

riikhs, established by the (liiru (joviinl, and Ihey

zealously supported him against tin* ascetic Banda,
the Byragi. In Banjit h^ingh’s tiiin* they moved
about almost in a state of nudity, ami were very

insolent.

No one is a ^ikh by descent,—a Sikh must bi;

installed. The institutionary discipline of a young
Khalsa Sikh is very compendious: when In* can

bend a bqwj wield a sabri*, and mount a horse,

his instruction is completed.

The followers of Goviiid, the tenth and last

guru, are styled Singh or lion. Tin? followm-s of

Nanak and of liis eight successors known
simply as Sikh, but tliere are sevt al sects,

—

Uillisi, Nanak Shahi, Ganj Bakslii, Bam Rayi,

Kirmala, Naga, Suthra Shahi, and Govind Siiighi.

They all believe in the Adi Granth, or lirst

volume compiled by Arjaii, but not in liie volume
compiled by Guru Govind.

All orthodox Sikhs must have the five K’s, five

accompaniments whose names begin with the

letter K,—*the kes, or long hair
;
the kirpan, a

small knife with an iron handle, round which the

kes is rolled and fastened into the hair of the

head ; the kach’h, or drawers
;

aiid the kara, au
iron bracelet. No part of the person must be

shaved, and smoking is prohibited.

The Daoudpatra are on the left bank of the

Sutlej river. lu the beginning of the 18th cen-

tury the Daoudputra were weavers and cultivators,

I

and displayed no martial character, but local

j

convulsions enabh*d the head of the tribe tci

j

assume power at Bahawulpur, and they have

r since then maintaim*d themselves there. They
now claim di*sceiit from the Khalif Abbas. Tliey

are a tall, strong race, of somewhat dark coni-

])lexi()ii, but with good features, and wear their

. hair hanging on Llieir shoulders in masses like the

peojJe of Sind and Baliiehistan. They have been
friendly with the British, and in the battles of the

18th and 28th June 1838, a contingent aided

General Cortland and Major (afterwards Sir

Herbert) Bdwardes in the contest with Mulraj,

who had revolted at Multan.

Concerts.—Of the Bajput converts to Muham-
madanism, tlu^ Jiliatti are chieHy in the Central

Division
; the Janjua, t^iyal, and Gheba are in the

Bawal Pindi Division
;
and Bangar in the* Dehli,

Hissar, Ambala, and Hazara districts.

Of the otlier converts to Muhammadanism, the

Jat are few in the Pesliawur Division. Ghakkar
are in Bawal Pindi, .Jheliim, and Hazara districts

;

Dhund, in Bawal IMiidi and Hazara; Kharral,

ehiefly in Montgomery
;
Banal, in Hazara; Wuttii,

chielly in t'^ir.sa ami Monlgoinery
;
Meo, chiefly in

Gurgaon; (Jujar are in all tlie distriets, though
mo.stly in tin* Chenab, Sutlej, and Hazara;
Paraelia, in Pesliawur and Bawal Pindi; the

Khojali, in Amritsar and Bawal Pindi ; tin* Kash-
miri are in Amritsar, Lalu>i*e, Bawal Pindi, Pesha-
wur, and Hazara. (\'ns}is tUporls oi 18tj8, 1871,
ISSl; Mr. (tV/V (rcorffc) Cantpfx fl's Kthnoloiffi of
Indio ; Jh\ Jwrhes W’ofson's Trihes of Indio ;

J^otrt lL'sJlondbook; Mojur-<.it n( rof Sir (\ J/. Mor-
(• ntjor’s Frontier.

NORTH-WEST PROVINCES AND OUDH.—
Hindustan, in Kurope, is a g(*ographiciiI term
apiJiod to Britisli India generally. By the people,

however, and by the Kuropean. residents, the
name is restricted to that part of India which
lies between the Himalaya and the Vindhya
mountains, and the N.W. Provinces and Oudh
oeeujiy a large part of that expanse. Hindustan
wa.s the Madhya-desa of the anei(*nt Aryans, the
middle region or Aryavarta, the Arya country.
In aslokam in the vSanskrit work, the Amarakosha,
the ancient lioundaries of it are thus defined :

—

‘ Ariuvartiiha puiiia hlifinii liI,/

Mairiiiiiin Vindhya Hiinriva yoho,’

i.e. the Aryan eountry, the sacred land (lies)

between tlie Vindhya and Himalaya, in this way
indicating both the clominant race and the

I

boimdari<*s of the eountry held by them at the

I

time* that Amura Sinha wrote.
In 1877 theN.W.ProvincesandOudh were placed

within one jurisdiction. The N.W. Provinces he
b(*tween lat. 23'" 5P 30" and 31° ;-5' N., and
between long. 77° 3' and 84° 43' 36" E., seven
degree.s of latitude and seven of longitude, its

area being 81,403 square miles ; wliile Oudh lies

between lat. 25° 34^ and 28° 42' N., and long.

79° 44' and 83° 9' E., three degrees of latitude

and three of longitude, with an area of 23,992

square miles, 'fhey together, including also the

U
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eudatory liampur State and Native Garhwal,

inbrace auarea of 111,228*9 square miles, and a

otal population of 44,849,019 souls, of whom over

13 millions are males, and 21 J millions are

emales.

Area,

iV.W. Prov. & Ondli,
Lianipnr State, .

SMivo Oarlnval, .

Total
Pop.

10(3,10.‘r9 44, 107, siju

114ri fj41,<)]4

4, ISO lOO.KSO

Males. Feroales.

ij22,012,5f>(}

2S2,:i.'iy

102,:uo

lll,22S*lV44,S4W,)»l'.)'2:{,2l)7,25r.l2l,&52,:504

2ay,.'i.'i:i

07,‘iyii

Omlh lies between Nepal and the N.W. Fro-

unces. It contains no mountains. In llieGonda

listrict tiie boundary is on the ridge of the first

*ange of low but abrupt hills of the Himalaya;
‘Isewhere it is in the plains, and is ti part of the

illuvial valley of the Ganges and of some of its

Tibutaries. The mountainous region of Garhwal
ms a population of 50 to the square mile. Large
Tacts of Garhwal, liowever, are thickly populated,

and where the situation is favourable, the cultiva-

tion stretches liigh up the hills, terrace after

terraci'.

There has been a deeri*ase throughout a laT’ge

area since 1872. Tliis decrease was due to famine.

Ill the central tract, consisting of the Lucknow
Division and Kai Bareli and Sultanpur, the

decrease of nearly eight per cent, must bo an

indication of a real loss. There is a wi‘ll-deline<l

tract showing a decrease, whih? another shows an

increase. There must consequently have been

some condition es])(‘oially alTectitig t lio population

of these districts. Such a condition wc tind in

tile drought of 1878 and the fever of l.s79, from

which this central tract sutTcriMl especially. That

the population of tlicsc districts was thus particu-

vtely' affected, welind from the smaller pro})ortion

v'bf childnm living of tlu; y(?ars of birth 1878 and
'|1870, There can tlicrcfore be no doubt that the

population of this tract actually has dimiiiislu‘d

hy somewhere about eight per cent., owing to the

iWfects of those two fatal years.

'riie la)\(juit(fCii spoken an* not numerous. It is

I

the great seat of the Hindi and of its offshoot

the Urdu or Hindustani, audits other diab‘cts and
Other tongues have been classed as follows :

—

a. Oauriiin languages, Tiuliaii language.s of Saii.skrit

affinity

—

Sindi,

Garliwali, . . :H0,<)13 Gujerati, 3,847

.Kamaoiii, . . ir)y,()*23 Mahrati, 3, .347

Nepali, . . . . s,723 Rongali, . 16,137
Kashmiri, . . . . 127 Assamese, 1

Panjabi, . . . . r.,so5 Ibiya, . . 2;t7

JMarwari, *.
. . 5,664

4L06U,r,00
1 />. Tamil, Telui;u, Caimresu Malcalam. 1,671

Gondi,
Burineac,

2(11

1 ,sso

!
r. Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, Raluch, J’lislitu,

Chinese,
Tibetan,

Armenian, Turki, Ladaklii,

5,568
Abyssinian, 12
European languages, ....
The relifilons professed througliout this pro-

vince are tlie Sikh, the Hindu, the Jaiiia, the
Muhammadan, and the Christian, witli many
cults among the aboriginal races. I’he fall of
Buddhism and the final triumph of Brahmanism

accomplished after long years of sanguinary
rare, lasting through generations, perhaj^s

enturies, and the plains of Oudh are supposed to
ave witnessed the last efforts of Buddiiism,

gradually retreating to the Himalayan mountains.
Ihey were so devastated by these prolonged con-
tests, that tradition assigns the? country lying
between the four points of Ayodhya, Kashi,
Bitliur, and Nimasarang as a solitmle. The
spirit remains, and Oudh has seen many Hindu
reformers.

Itamaiiand, a.d. 1350, a follower of the doctrines
of Ramanuja. His disciples were Kabir, a weaver;
Asanand

;
Rai Das, a Chamar

; Sena, a barber;
Dluuina, a .bit

;
Bipa, a Rajput; and the Rainawut

poets Sur Das and Tulsi Das.
Kabir, of Oudh, preached about A.D. 1470.
Gorakluiath, also of Oudh, was a contemporary

of Kabir, and foundiMltbe sect of KauPhatta Jogi.
Birbhan, of Dehli, lived in tin; 17th centuiy,

and in A.D. 1058 foumhul tfie Sad'h or Sad’hu, a
Unitarian or monotlieistic sect, with doctrines
Icrivcd from those of Kabir and Nanak.

8ur Das, a diseii^le of Jtamaiiand, and native of
Oudli, of tlie time of Akbar (a.d. •1556-1605).
He was blind.

Tulsi Das, a follower of Ramaiiand, died at
Benares a.d. 1625. lie wrote the Ramayaiui in
Hindi.

Jag Jewun Dus, a.d. 1761, of Oudh, founder
of a 8adhnami sect.

Harischandra, founder of a ATiishnava sect
amongst the Dom of Oudh.

^

Tile devotees and religious mendicants of the
N.W. Provinces numbered more than 240,000,
and were in t\venty-foiir se})arate tribes.

The Atitli, Aghori, Brahmachari, Dandi, Jogi,
and Paramahansa are Stfica sectarians.

The Wihhndcd sectarians are Bishnoe, Hyragi,
Kabirpanriii, Khaki, and Ramanandi,

Gusain are found in all sects, and Naga and
Sanyasiarc both of the Vaislinava and Saiva sects.

Hijra, Khaja, 8iikhi are servants and attend-
ants in temples, dancing boys.

Khunkliuniya and Kingrihara are Vaishnava
ninsiciafis.

Kangal and Paiikhya are beggai'S.

Mahant, Malang, and Murchera are superiors of
monasteries.

Nanak 8luihi, Sadlui. and Sadlinami are mono-
tlieisis.

Darvesb and Madaria are the Mulianimadau
sectarians.

Other sects number 57,015.
The llinda fjofh of the Vcdic times, Agui,

Indra, Varuna, and others, have been forgotten,
as have also tlie \vorship of the celestial bodies
and the elements. Even the Brahmanical gods,

,

whose worship followed that of Buddlia,' and
know'll as Brahma, V ishmi, and Siva, are greatly
set aside. Brahma is worshipped only at Bitliur

on the Ganges, and for tlie others there have been
substituted the incarnations of Rama and Krishna,
with till* lingam symbol for Siva, and the female
forms of Lakshmi, Parvati, Durga, Bhawaiiias the
sakti or active energies of tlu‘iv respective gods.
The MuJuimmailtnis in the province number

5,922,886,—in tin* N.W. Provinces 4,489,443, ami
in Oudh 1,133,143. The great bulk, 5J52,056,
are of the Sunni si'ct, only 170,547 being Shiahs,
Wahabee 28, and unspecified 255. They have a
great reverence for holy men of past ages, and
considerable numbers, as darvesh or fakirs,

become religious mendicants. Many of tliese,

however, like the Hindu Jogi, adopt thi^form in

:ir.
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onlef that they may follow a lazy life. Nearly

half of the fakir sects of the KW. Provinces and
Oudh are in Allahabad and Gorakhpur. Badi-ud-
Din, styled Shah Madar or Zindah Shah Madar,

is said to have been a Jew, born at Alejipo, and
to have visited India in the reign of Sultan

Ibrahim Sliarqi, and resided between Cawnpur
and Farrakhabad. lie died a.d. 113d, and
Ibrahim erected a handsoine tomb over him.

Muhammadan tradition is that lie was born a.d.

1050, and that he is still alive, lienee the term

Zindah, living. A great fair is licld at his toml)

for the first 17 days of Januidi-ul-Awal.

They reverence five pirzadah, viz. (Ihazi Mian,

a pirzadah who was slain, and is regarded as a

martyr; his tomb is at Baraiteh in Oiulh. Pir

Hathili, a pirzadali, was sister s son of (Ihazi Mian
;

mommu'iits liave been ereetc'd, and fairs are held

in his honour. I*ir .Jalil, a jiirzadah of i.ueknow.

Pir Muhammad, a pirzadah of Jounpiir; and

another.

I’lie great bulk of the ^rnhammadans are

engaged in humble avocations,— cotton eleaners,

weavers, spinners, dairymen, greengrocers, glass

liracelet makers, butcliers. It is believed that

most of these are descemlants of converts from

Hindni.sm. This is the ordinary explanation of

the numbers of Muhammadans in the differmit

parts of the country; but since tlie first Muham-
madan invasion of Oudh by Syud ^alar Musa'ud,

a relative of ^lahmml of Oliazui, many armies,

each with camp followers, have entered it, and

each have left remnants lieliind.
•

Midiammadans from tln'ir first coming into

India took a liking to tlie mild cUinate and rich

soil of Bijnour, and many of them scttliMl in it.

Even in later times the jaghirdars were more
numerous in Bohilkhaiid than anywiiere else.

They were styled Bold or muuntuinoers, and gave

their name to the district. They made many
proselytes.

The chief castes in tin' two provinces are

—

Ahar, cultivators, 257,070

Ahir, herilsrueii, 3,5St,lsr)

Arakh, labourers, 01,713

JJahelia, fowlers, 07,300

Jlaiiya, 31ah:ijaii,

treader,banker, 1,201,130

Banjari, carriers, 41,810

J5an Manus, ro])c-

rnakers, . . . 33,21.3

Bans plior, bamboo
workers, . . . 08,817

Bari, leaf-idate

sellers, . . . 00,188

Barhai, Kharadi,
Kuka, car] )en ter, 407 ,207

Bhangi, llela,

scavenger, . 420,243

Bhar, cultivator, 340,113

Bliat, Jaga, Jacliak,

Uajbhat, bard, 120,021

Bhuinhar, landlord,

cultivator, . 188,080

Bhurji, grain-

Xmreher, . . 301,080
Bind, toddy-

drawer, , . ' . 72,581

Itoria, cultivator, . 21,335
Brahmans, Ojha,

Barilla, J‘amla, 4,055,204
Charnar, . . . 5,300,548
Dhauuk, village

watchmen,. . 110,341

Dhobi,washer-
men, , • f 518,872

Doui, hasketniakcr,

singer, dancer, 170»,015

Fakir, mendicant, 225,270

(diosi, daiiymaij, 12,175

Gailuria, shepherd,
wool-spinner, 800,220

(iosain, Ilindu
d(;votce, , . 118,250

(ill jar, landholder, 201i,030

.lat, cultivator,. 072,(HJS

loshi, astrologer, . 33,303

Kanjar, roiieinaker, ltb524
Kach’iii, gardener,

agri. latamrer, 1,041,00;;

Kahar, fisher,

water carrier, 1 ,222,072

Kalvvar, distiller, ;.;45,3tj5

Kandu, cultivator, 78,5.52

Kayustli, clerking, .513,405

Kliatik, butcher, 152,030
Khattii, mercan-

tile, .... 47,288
Kori, weaver, . 84.3,422

Knmhar, jiotter, (»;».3,0S0

Kurini, gardener,
cultivator, . 2,120,033

Lod’lia, landholder,

cultivator, . 1,000,500

I
Loliar, blacksmith, 400,547
L<»nia, saltpetre-

maker, . . 378,010
Mahabrahman, , 1,385
Mali, gardener, 230,355
Mallah, boatman, 612,905

Meo, cattle-breeder, 13,246

Nai, barber, , . 0;i0,y57

Nnt, acrobat, . , 30,810

Orh, trader, . . 18,983

B.asi, watchman, 1,033,184

Batwa, tape-

weaver, . . . 20,800

llajbhar, pigherds, 11,157

Bajput, land-

owner, . . 3,027,400
lloniii, trader, . . 38,105

Setwar, cultivator, 30,408

Sonar, goldsmith, 247,485
Taga, landliolder, 101,015

Tamoli, betel-loaf

seller, . » . 209,775

Tharu, cultivator, 27,172

Teli, oilman,
grocer, . . 685,123

Others, . . . 1,981,690

Muhammadans —
Giijar, .... 39,858

Jat 10,401
Mewati, . . . 2(i,66ti

Bajput, . . 122,055

Taga, .... 20,070

225,050

Each of these castes lias a history, but the

limits of this work preclude notices. The Aiakh,
Bhar, and Choru, iiow^ small broken tribes in very

hiimldo avocations, were dominant even since tlie

Muhammadan times. The ("hamar aboriginals

have largely adopteil the Satiiuini monotheism,
and tht‘ 3’aga or Tyagia claim to have been
cultivators of the lands before the Jat settled.

T1h‘ (tiijdr, now a piedatory race, once ruled,

ami gave their name to (lujerat.

'Hie in Oudh, are the chief land-

holders. About 160 talukdars hold under direct

grant from the British Govcrriiiicnt, and are

cntitleil to seals in tlie viceregal darbar; and
the first 45 or so of these ehiim tlie royal lliudii

titles of raja, rana, or rao. They follow only
arms or agrieultui e, or serve a.s semi - military

jiersonal retainers, peons, overseers, baililTs, rent

culleedors.

The K/inssId generally call themselves Rajputs,

3'hey are tlu* oldest inhabitants of (hirhwal, in

which district they form half tlie piipulatioii.

Tlu-y are peculiar to the hills. Their name is

di'i-ived from Khnsdes, the ancient name of
Kamaoii.

liisHoi or Beslinoi, a sect of Hindu religionists^

wlio worship only \’ishnn. Tiiey were originated
:

aliout A.D. 14()() in iiikanir, in Marwar, by
retoriiier named Jliamji. 44iey do not now make
any eonverts, an* exclusive as to their food
abstaining from eating food touched by any other
.sect. Ihitil recently they saluted I'acli other with
the Muhammadan greeting, lls-.salain alaikiuii,

and had such Muhammadan names as (jlhulani

.Muhammad, Faiz Muhaiiiiiiad, They bury llicir

dead.

The Bisnoi of Garliwal are turbulent, and dis-

liked ])y the other inhabitants of the N.W.
iTovinees. Tlie ea.ste is eomiiion in the Morad-
abad di.strict, wliere they combine Muhaimimda]i
and Hindu customs. 'I'hey are there a quiet,

iiidustrioiiH xieople, generally carpenters.
Mvuati, a juedatory tribe of cultivators whe

seem to have come from somewhere in Rajputaua.
and are found here and there along the S.VV.

borders of the N.W. Provinces of India. The
Alwar country near Dehli seems of late to have

been called Mewat, but they extend farther east than

the Gujar, and in Mahva are common as regular

soldiers and depredators. They are supposed tu

be mostly Muhauiniadaiis.
JjoLsa, a forest tribe in Western Rohilkhand,

and in part of the forests or Siwalik Ilillsof Dehi"i

Boon and Terai. 'They are of short stature and

s])ure liabits, with broad faces, depressed noses,

prognathous jaws, thick lips, very scanty beard

and moustaches, but not darker in colour tbao

the ordinary Hindus of the country. They an*

reputed to be skilful in witchcraft. They pre
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'cry ignorant and indolent, but simple, inoiTen-

ivc, and good-humoured, fhey have a scanty,

ude cultivation, and collect forest produce and

vash for gold, but they have no caste, eat almost

mything. They have no seiiiiratc language,

^hey are supposed to be dying out. They are

aid to enjoy a wonderful immunity from the

ffects of malaria.

In the Terai they claim to be Powar llajputs,

nd claim to be addressed as Thakiir. They seem

0 have come from Dliaranuggur about the 11th

eutury. Tharu or Tarooa stjite they came from

Jhitore, after its third sack, that by Akbar about

..D. 1500. They rear fowls.

The Boksa and Thani arc alike sup<*rslilious,

ruthful, addicted to drink, not veiy chaste,

loth are to an extent migratory, exhausting the

ind, and moving to fresh soil. They fr(*(piently

ouBult their medicine men, who are culled

lamra.

The Gahartrar and Diingra are other occupants

f the Terai.

Atith, Saiva sectarians, followers of the doctrinal

cachings of ISaiikaracharya (a.d. «sr)l)). He had

L*n disciples, each of whom founded a house, and

ro known as tin* Dasnami
;

houses have since

dissented (atitha, i)asst‘(l away from worldly

ares); the remaining il], known as tin* Daiuli,

leeause they carry a staff, adhere t«> Sankara’s

lews.

The vagrant^ mendicant, and predatory laees

re the badhak, bawari, bhaiid, Idiantu, bhartlii,

hat, bhnuriipia, birjbasi, dalora, gandhila, gujar,

aparia, khangar, nat, Jiatnk, .siinoria.

The foresf and hill tribes and fowlers are tin*

fthelia, bandi, bhotia, boksa, chuyar, dhanuk or

.osadh or darkar, dom, dungra, gaharwar, khiin-

ir, passiab, raji or rawut, and sansia.

The religious mendicants are the aghora, atitli.

isnoi, fakir, gosain, joghi, paramahansa, snnyasi,

ml satnami.

Infanticide of female ehildn'ii has been a crime

mongst several of the races of the south and <‘ast

f Aisia from prehistoric times. Muhammad
enounced it among the Arabs; and in tin; lOth

entury, in India, tke British have striven to put

down. It has been j)ractised by the Bedi

mongst the Sikhs, by Rajput races of Rajputana,

y the Jharijali Rajputs of (Juteh, by the Toda

lountaineers of the Neilgherrn s, but notoriously

1 a large extent by Rajput tribes in the N.W.

rovinces and Oudli, and the (Government of

udia pulilished Act viii. of bSTO for its suppres-

on. In this Act, certain tribes, cliietly Rajputs,

^cre proclaimed. The total number of ])ei-sons

elonging to castes suspected of the practice is

,247,503, but the average number ‘ proclaimed
’

mounts only to 357,411). These latter have been

[irefully watched for the last five years, and a

Bnsus taken annually. The present percentage

f 'females is 31)‘3, and of males (1()’7, while the

eneral return for the whole population shows 48

er cent, of females. The present coiisus shows
Q increase in the proportion of females, but this

\ due, Mr. White says, to the superior accuracy

f the present report, and not to the suppression

f the practice of female infanticide. There is

ttle beyond surmise known as to the laws

^gulating th^ production of the sexes
;
but it has

een suggested (Report, p. 45) that in the N.W.
'rovinces and Oudh more boys are begotten than

girls, and the following are the births registered
among the proclaimed castes :

—

F'lnalc. Total.
1875, . 8,701 7,914 10,615
1870, . 8,893 8,.539 17,432
1877, . 8,722 8,304 17,026
1878, . 5,838 5,501 11, .342

1879, . 7,830 7,295 15,125

Akso, the 1881 census report gives the males
and females of 193 castes in the N.A\^ Provinces
and Oudh,
females.

101 of whom had more males than

It is not soh'ly among the iwoclaimed castes of
this province that females are fewer than the
males; allth e races and sect s have fewer w'oinen :

—

Hindus, .

Ki’iimlc. Total.

. 19,81 3,098 18,210,290 33,053,394
•laiiiH, 42,819 37,138 79,957
Sikhs,

liud<lliist.s.

2,770 808 3,644
. 01 42 103

Brahmas,

.

4 2 6

19,858,758 18,278,340 38,137,104

ISInhammadaiis, 3,022,4 15 2,900,441 5,922,886
(.Miristian.s, 31,208 10,450 47,664
Jews, 44 101
i’arsccs, . 20 114

3,05.3,708 2,910,907 5,970,705

(Jrauil tot d, 22,912,550 21,195,343 44,107,809

It is only in the Madras Presidency and Bengal
Province that the females exceed the males.
Ratio per lOOO to total population:—

FcTnalc lales. Female
Madras, . 495 50.5 Uentral Pro-
\.W. lV(i vinco.s, . 505 495

vinccs, 519 ’5 4 80 -5 Bengal, 498 502
Bi'iar, . 510-5 483-5 Panjah, . 542-. . 457-.

I’onihay, 51(; 481 Hyderabad, 508 492
Purina, 5.33 407 England and
(k)org, . 503 437 VVales,

Assam, 513 487 1881, . 4S() 514

The census report (p. par. 40) puts forth
the opinion that the increase in the proportion of
fi*malc.s at the 1881 ci'iisus is not due to the

I

deeri'aso of female infanticide, and this seems a
legitimate deduction from the following details :

—

Under ten years old.

SiKspectod clans, . <s33,r)()r) -UPS
Pest of population, l,0Utkl7<) 4,0‘dy,2r)4 48‘8

Total population, 5,875,707 5,532,810 48*4

Above ten years old.

Suspected clans, . 3,004,082 2,512,005 45*5
Rest of population, 11,032,107 13,1.10,821) 48*4

Total population, 17,030,780 15,002,404 17*0

In the 1872 census, it is supposed that there

had been a large coiicejdment of girls under twenty
years of age. In 1872, the girls under ten were
4,135,097, and in 1881 they numbered 4,094,684,
a decrease of 40,409.

In the feudatory province of Garhwal, the males
av(‘ returned as 170,755, and the females 174,874.

RAJPUTANA, a region to the west of Hindustan,
i.s chiefly ruled by feudatory princes, mostly
of Rajput descent. These have twenty states,

with an area of 129,750 square miles, and a
population of 10,102,049. The British portion,
consisting of Ajmir and Merwara, has an area of

.237
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2710 square miles, and a population of 460,722,

tlio totals being in area 132,460 square miles, and
population 10,729,114, or 80*9 to the square

mile. The country is little productive ;
one part

of it, indeed, Manvar, embracing the Indian desert,

takes its name from Mri, death
;
and tlie people

mostly consist of races wlio have been driven from
the more open plains, and found shelter in this

inhospitable region.

Uajputana lies in the centre of a circuit all

round the* edge of tlie move compact mass of the

dat people,—from the Salt Range, tlirough the

Xorthern Paiijab and a<ljoining hills, to Rohil-

khand, Ondh, and tin* C( nitre Doab, thence by
Hnndelkhaml, through Sindia’s territory, Mahva,

Mewar, (iiijerat, and Kattyawar, into Rower JSind.

They are not found in any nnmbm- to tlu' north

of the t$alt Range, nor are tliey in any of tlie hill

country Avest of the .Ilielnm. A largo ])ro])ortion

of the Kajpiits seattered about the Eastern Raiijab,

(h’s-Sutlej territory, and Delili distriets, are now
Muhammailans, as an* occasional Rajput villages

all over Hindustan, and a good many Rajput

rajas, their convei'sion having been intluence<l by

the Moghul empt'iors. But east of Dehli, con-

version is quite the exception. A smalt Ihijpiit

tribe, called Jan-jun, now Muhammadans, is, how-
ever, found about the Salt Range.

The North-Eastern Panjab and Pis-SiUlej dis-

tricts seem to have first been a Hrahmau, then a

Ihijpiit country, and subseqmmtly advaiwM'd upon

by the Jat. The .lat country is just such as would

bo occupied by a large stream of ])eople issuing

through the Bolan pass, in lat. 28' or N., and

the Kajputs are ranged in a, semicircular form
around the eastern and northern and south edge

of the Jat area, the mass of them occupying the

richer vidley of the Ganges. .Mr. CanijibelPs (con-

jecture is that the Rajput are au earlier wave
from the same source as the .lat, who enme in by

the same route, liave advanced farther, and.Ix'cn

completely llinduized
;
Avhih; the .lat have ('om<‘ in

behind them.

From Mahmud to Aurangzeb, the Indian con-

querors wore contented with the nominal subjection

of the hardy Rajput tribes of Jiajputana, among
Avhom military enthusiasm, grafted on religions

principles, aa^rs added to strength and agility of

body. Sir John Malcolm, Avritiiig of them, remarks
that it was not easy to subdue Rajputs. Such
men, though broken by their oavu dissensions,

before and after the Muhammadan compu'st, into

a thousand petty states, almost evm y one of which
was an object of contest between brothers, y(;t

still every individual Avas a soldit^r Avho ]>rcf<‘rred

death to disgrace, and though ready to bc' the

servant, scorned to be the slav(^ of any mouareh
upon earth.

Akhar allied himself Avith the Ihijput royal

houses, and for a hundred years, high civil and
military posts were bestowed on them. The
most brilliant conquests of Akbar, Jahangir, and
Aurangzeb were by their Rajput allies. Rut the

liajputs were alienated from tln^ Moghul family

by the bigoted conduct of the emperor Aurang*-
zeb, who reimposed the poll tax on Hindus wiiich

Akbar had abolished, and by his destroying
Hindu temples everywhere. Aurangj^eb alien-

ated the sympathies of a race who, when rightly

managed, had encountered at command the Afghan
amidst the snows of f’aucasus, and made the

furthest Chersonese tributary to the empire c

i Assam. Raja Maun of Jeypore took Arakat

Orissa, and Assam. Raja Jeswunt Singh of Mai

war retook Kabul for Aurangzeb, and was roAvarde

by poison. Rajar Ram Singh Hava of Kotah mad
several important conquests, and his grandso

Ihija EsAvari Singh and his five brothers were let

on one field of battle.

The love of country and the passion for possess

ing land are strong throughout Rajpntana. Whil

there is a hope (3f ('xistence, tin* cultivator cling

to the bapola
;
and in Harauti this amor patrim i

so invincible, tJiat. to use their homely phrasf
‘ he would rather fill his part in slavery there, tha;

live ill Iiixurv abroad.’ There arc, howevei

,
amongst tlie lhij[)Uts 84 niercnntile tribes.

Rajputs liJiAT bi'cn little prominent since th

(‘arly part of the 18th century. Besides the con
tiniions f^trivungs amongst their oavu tribes, folIoAV

ing the (uushing defeat of Prithi-raj, A.D. 1193
by 8hahnb-ud-l)in, for several hundred years the;

had to .snstnin the shocks giviui by the Miiham
niadan iiiA^adtu’s. On the decline of the house o

Timur, they beeinnc the dupe and then the prey o

the Mahrattas, and they Avere only saved fron

utter annihilation by becoming the loyal allies o

Great Britain. The armies they fuMiisln'd hac

exhausted tin* material, infanticide has dimini.shec

their numbers, and tlu'ir wives, shut up lik(! thosi

of Muliamniadans, give no aid in agriculture

Misfortune and compulsory inaction has led to tin

exc(‘ssive use of opium, and the lOtli eentiiry hni

heard nothing of the inde])0ndent chiefs of thii

onc«* Avan iov race.

Of late years, Rajjnits, as tlioy have becomt
innh'r Brnhmaiiieal infliienco, have more auf

more strictly lieen denying themselves anima
food and the fiesh of tlie wild Ixiar, and tin

gr(‘atest number an" v(‘getarians, snbsi.sting upoi
farinaceous food. Avith \'(‘getabh‘S, ])ulse, ghi
butter, and milk.

Tin* names of tlu* stat(\s ani Ajrnir, BansAwara
Bhnrtpnr, Bikanir, Biindi, Dliolpur, Diinger-

pur, .leypon*, Jeysulmir, JhallaAvar, .lodhpur

l\(‘rroAAdee, Kishengarh, Kotah, LaAva, Merwara
Oodeyjmr, Partabgarh, 8hah{)ura, 8irohi, Tonk
and Hlwar. Ajrnir and Merwara are Britisl

territory, Bhurtpur and Dholpur are ruhid by Jal

princes, and Tonk by a Muhamtnadan chief, tin

other .seven te( ii states being under Rajput sove-

reigns. But Rajputs n(>Avh(‘re term a majority ol

the ])opulation. though they are strongest numer-
ically in the Tiortlu rii states and in Mewar.

At the (Census of 1881, the religions of the

people were found to be

—

Hindus, . . 8,839,2 1;^ Sikhs, .

Mnliaitimiidans, 801,7 17 Parsecs,
, .

OlirLstians, . . . 1,29-1 Others, , 21,077
.Tains, .... 378,072

And the castes were found to b(*

—

Brahman, 900,403 Cliamar, . . ,
r,67,fol^

R-ajput, . 479,554 Dhakar, . . .
75,00c^

Mahajan, 034,440 Sondhia, . . . 43,740
Kayasth, . 19,118 Ihdal, .... 01,530
Gujar, . 402,709 Other Hindus, . 3,344,167
Jat, . . 425,.598 Sikh, '3

Ahir, . . 130,653 Parsee, 7

Mina, . . 427,672 Muhammadan, . 861,747
Bhil, . . 105,870 Meo, .... 45,946

The Khanzadah, in Ulwar fAlwar) and North

.h'yporc
;
the Kaimkhani in the same neighbqtir-

hood
; the Meo, who are an indigenous tribe,
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ery strong in Ulwar and Bhurtpur; the Herat

jctbn of the Hairs in Hairwara
;
the Sodhas of

:ajput descent, in the far west, towards the

orders of Upper Sind, have adopted Muham-
ladanism, but continue to regulate their

larriagos by their own rules of genealogy and

jnsanguinity.

The Bnori and Moghya are prc'datory tribes, tlic

)rmer north of the Aravalli, and tlie latter soutli

I that range. They are professional thieves.

The lihat or Bards are a proiriiiieiit race, tli(‘

enealogists of the Kajput races.

Jaina are of Kajput descent, though now finaii-

iers and merchants. The Gnjar, .lat, Mina, an<l

[air are the principal agriculturists.

liajputs have spread into evcTy part of British

ridia, but wherever found they claim to belong
) certain tribes and clans, and, like the people of

Inropc and the Mahrattas of the Dekhan, they

ave also surnames, though the families are too

jttended for these names to be utilized.

Kajputs claim to have three origins,—(1) the'

escendauts of the Suryavansa or Solar raia*, the

ncient dynasty of the Sun
;

('Jt) the de.scendonts

f the Chandravausa or Indravansa or liiinar race,

le ancient dynasty of the Moon
;
and (.‘1) tin*

Lgnieula, the family initiated at a sacred lin; said

3 have been kindled on Mount Abu by the saiiit

Lgastya. From these three, thirty-six [>riniary

3yal races are said to have spinng, of whom the

jllowing may be enumerated :
—

.. 30 Solar or Suryavansa (lyiiasties.

1. (Trahilot or (Jehlot, 24 branclu's. The Sesodin

is the nio.st distinguished. The rana of 1 'dai-

pur is a ( Jrahilotc.

2. Kalitor, ilesconded from Kama by Kusa, his

secoml son, 24 branolios. 'I’lie raja of .JiHllipur

or Marwar belongs b) this

3. Kachwaha, also sprung from Kusa, 12 branches.

The raja of .b'ypore is of this trit>e.

I. Yadu or Chandravausa or .Tadu or Lunar dynasty,
sprung from tin; moon.

1. Yadu or Jadu, descendants of Krislma, S
branches. 'I’lie .lliarija and Hliattya in (Titcli

and Jeysultnir are tlic most powerful.
2. Tuar, Vikramaditya was a Tnar.

I. Agnicula or Fire race havt< four tribes and 87
branches, viz.-

1. Pramara, west of Malwa and the desert of the
Indus, 35 branches. The Mori, Soda, Sankla,
Khair, Umra, Siimra (now Muhammadans),
Vehil, Mairawat, Palhar, Kaba, Oinata, Kebar,
Dlmndia, Sortla, Harir little known.

2. Parihara, 12 branches.

3. Chalukya, of groat power in the 11th, 12th, and
1.3th centuries, IG branches. The 15hagel

bninch Is their chief ve]n’esentative.

4. Oluiuhati or Chauinana, 24 branches. The Hara
of Harawti, the rajas of Kotali, Kundi, the
Khichi of Kagughar, the Deora of Sirohi, tlie

Sonagarba of Jhalore ami P iwaicha of Pawa -

ghar.

Tlie unnamed progenitors of the four Agnituihi

ribe» of Rajputs—^the Chauhaii, Chalukya, or

Solunkee, Puar or Pramara, and the Pariharar—
eem to have been invaders who sided with the
trahmans in their warfares, partly with the old

whatri, partly with increasing schismatics, and
artly with invading Graeco-Bactrians, and wdioae

irarlike merit, as well as timely aid and subsequent
onformity, got them enrolled as * Fire-born,’ in

ontradistinction to the Solar and liiinar families,

’he Agnicula are now mainly found in the tract

•f country extending from Ujjain to Rewah near
Icnares, and Mount Abu is asserted to be the
•lace of their miraculous birth or appearance.

Colonel Tod was inclined to regard the Agni-
cnla race as of Scythic origin, but Mr. Klpliin-

stem? (p. 229) points to the difference in their

physical appearance and liabits from the Rajputs.

The seat of the Pramara or Puar was amongst
the Viiidhyji, at Ujjain, Dhar, and Mandu.
ATkraraaditya, 4 he champion of Brahmanism, was,
according to common accounts, a ITiar Rajput.

There are several races in Itajputana on wliom
the surrounding civilisation has made no apparent

impression.

'riie /iVoV, an aboriginal ract‘, arc entered as

numbeving 105.870. They are in clans under
chiefs, inhabiting long stretchi‘s of wild and hilly

tracts, where they live almost independent, hold-

ing together under their own petty chiefs and
h(‘admen, paying irregular tribute or rents to th(‘

chi(*f of the state, or to the Jhijput landowm^i:

uj)on wliose estati* th(*y may be settled. There

are also, of eourse, a good number of Bhils, as of

all other half-tamed tribes, who have mixed with

the general population. At the 1S81 census they
rose in rebellion on tlie attempt to .number tliem

;

but tlieir iiuiiibers have been supposed to be, in

Udaipur, 51,070; Partabgarh, 270; Duugarpur,
00,952 ; Baiiswara, 18.045.

The fhnln Paulhi sect, who liave their head-

quarters ill Jey})ore, have the armed Xaga as one.

of their sections ; tin* 75/m Sinli sect prevails in

Ulwar and Mewar. and have' their lii'adqnarters at

Shuhpura.
4////r have lieen su[>|)ose(l to have at one time

d\v(‘lt in the tapper I’anjab and in tiio Indus

valley, and tluy have licen conjectured to be

a relic of tlie Med, an ludo-Scytliic tribe that

eros.sed into India from Uentral Asia.

Mttrai.—The tierce and turbulent mountaineers

of Mewat, though their frontier was within 25
miles of Dehli, were never entirely quieted until

the establishment of the British Government.
Tli(‘ Pariliai-ci 3[i/ia until recmitly carried out the

destruction of their female infants. They traced

the practice to an injunction of a woman who be-

came a sati, also to a curse of Mahadeva. To be a

father-in-law is to ensure contempt, and he is

looked upon by the bridegroom as an inferior.

Thiu'r daughters are, liowever, eagerly sought

after by the otli(*r tribes of Mina. They worship

Siva as M.-Jiadeo, wliom they usually designate

Baba Adam, fatluT Adam, 'the Mina are un-
doubtedly aboriginals.

One of th(‘ Mina race puts the tika of investiture

on the forehead of tlu' Rajput raja of Xerwar. It

is of blood drawn from the face of another Mina.
'ITie tika of investiture put on the forelu*ad of

the rana of Udaipur is of the blood of a Bhil,

The Ilimluized cliiefs of Central India have the

tika of investiture of the blood of a jmre Kol;

ami the head of the Chevi, formerly a great trilie,

but now a few families, is invested with the blood

tika of the non-Aryans and the title of raja.

Hajput uuwien, even more so than the Musal-

maiiii are kept strictly concealed, termed gosha
or pardah iiasliiii, rarely ap[)earing abroad, and
oven then, on the necessity occurring, carefully

veiled. A woman exposing her face is understood
to proclaim hers/df immoral. They are, as a rule,

entirely iftieducati'd
;
but occasionally a queen or

the wife of a Thakur may have a smattering of

Hindi. Many of them drink spirituous liquors,

and most of them indulge freely in tobacco and
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opium, theiatter drug being given even to infniits.
j

Mewar. The area is 2710-68 square miles, and

They possess great influence over their husbands, the population 460,722, of which number 57,309

and evince the deepest interest in all that redounds persons are in British Merwara, 5611 are in

to their husband’s name and fame. Family pride Marwar Merwara, and 38,514 in Mewar Merwara.

with them appears the chief motive of ('VTry action, Mer means a hill, and the saying is,—Mer aor

and they are at all times ready to brave danger, inohr, unche par hlzi hain,—Mer and peafowl love

oven to sacrifice their lives, in support of it. This the heights.

spirit has on occasions led to their affording
j

Ajmir city in 1881 had a population of 48,735

examples of daring which have placed them as
j

souls. In Ajmir villag(‘S three or four families

high in the songs of the bards as their fathers
,
live together in one house. In-tONViis, particularly

and husbands, but at others has h‘d them into in Ajmir city, families difftnaiig from each other

long-continn(‘d family quarri'ls, llie wives being in caste and connection are seen livirig irj sej)arate

in constiint dispute with (-aeli other. . eoiufiartments in (he same enclosure, and three

Their daughters are married to men of the best, or four strangers take a house jointly,

tribes, and tlieir widows ar(‘ not nermittecl to re- • ./u/w.The in incinal mcmnitilc tribes are the

marry; and it is the ])oiiit of })oiiour as to their

daughters’ marriages, that letl to tl»e })ra(Uice of

infanticide. Their ])raetico is not to many into

their own but into another trilx', and this luis

assimilated the tribes to cacli other. A marriage
ceremony is not considered (;om])leted until • teeag’

or distribution of piesents to clianms .and bards

lias been made, wliii li foi iuerly were disgracefully

high.

The Rajputs were long notorious for enconrag-

iug their widows to immolate tliemselves as sati,

with the dead bodies of tluMi- luisbaiids, and there

are many chattri or (huned eonotaphs ereete(l.

where chiefs or men of mark liav(A)een burnt afl(‘r

death, often with their wives and female slaves.

. Several of the tribes were notoriously guilty of

destroying their female infants, and this criminal

tendency has not, it is supposed, been (‘radicated.

At the 1881 census, in every one of the twi'iity-

two States the males are in excess of the females,

the totals of Humi- numl.)ers being 5,710,337 inah's

and 4,852,434 females.

Rajputs are little advanced in high e(lucalion,

though the lielebratcal astronomer dye Singh earned

a European fame.

Some of the tribes follow tlu^ Seythic custom
of adopting the names of animals as th(i titular

appcllatioiLS of the elans. The Se.sodia lja\<‘

their designations from Sissu. the hare; the launri

are the fox; the Kachwaha. the tortoise : the

Gurgbansi and tlu^ liHiiga are the W(jlves.

The better known of the tribes and clans are —

Agarw.*!!. D.ahuii.i, Kaim-klemi. Itajwar.

Agnicula. Dluikiini. Ivarnara. U.'ingar.

Each. Dliundin. ICatti. liebar.

Baghcl. l3oba.
1

Khair. Sadhani.
Tiaihar. J)ogrii.

i

Khanzada. Saina,
Ijuis. ( (add hi.

;

Kliatri. Sankla.
Dliali- flaurua. l.anga. Sengar.

Sultaii. Gerbwid.
1

Ixiniri, Sesixlia.

Bliat. r>obil. . jMacheri. Sikerwal.
Bhatti. (lor. iVIaldot. Sirni.

Bhayel. (iraliilot.
i

l\ree. .Sirwaya.

Bilkhiiria. Gull urwar.
:

Mer. Sodha.
Bir-gujar.

j

(lurgbansi.
!
JMiiia. Holiinki.

Bujgoti.
j

llara.
i

Mohil. Sorila.

Bundela. Harir.
1

Nikuinba. Sundliia.

Bundi.
j

Hun. Oornat. ' Surnra.
Chahil. Jat. ! Oswal. 1’:ik.

Chandela. .Tetwa. ' Piirih.ar. Thaori.
Charan. Jhala-Muk-

;

J’ramara. iTilak-
Cbauhan.

! waliana. ; I’uar. (..‘liaiidi

Chaunhar. Jharijii.
i
liahtor. Tuar.

Choura.
'

Johya. Kajbansi. I TTmr.a.
*

Dahi. Kaba.
j

llajkumar. 1 Veliil.

Dahiria. Kachwaha.
1

Rajput. I Yadii.

The Ajmir and Mcnrarn provinces are un
British jurisdiction, although parts of Merwara
belong to the Marwar State and part to that of

i .\garwala, Hija Hargi, Kliandelval, Mahesri, Oswal,

;

and Saraogi, in all 111), 641 in number. The head

;

priests or Sri Paj of the Saraogi Digambara Jains

. arc (‘t‘libat(‘S, and arc^ greatly reverenced. Thi‘

Swetambara. Jii'ad priests are the Jati. They
carry a stick, dress in white or ycll(3W, some of

them many.
Th(‘ .Tati of the Dluindia, a sect of the Oswal

tril)(‘, ar<‘ ascadies, botli male and female. They
seldom w'ash their bodies, do not sliave the liead,

and kt'ep theii’ mouth eovered with a cloth to

prevent incurring the sin of swallowing minute
insects. Thi^ Tcra-panthi are a lik(f sect among
th(‘ Saraogi. JToth sects ablior the killing of

animals.

The l)igaml)ara neither cat nor drink when
the sun is below the horizon. 'Die Swetambara
art' l(‘ss strict.

'he aboriginal east('s ami tr

Vi II 1 1 r.

ibes IS under

'I'otul.

Mer, . i.\7(;i 17.1S2 32,016.

M(*rat < Jurat, 7,;(;g 7,71

1

Earar Itawat, 1 IS,400 20,036.

lihil, . 4.760 l,7S0 6,n4!>

Mina, . 4,.S,S!) ;t5 4,421
Chita, 46 132

Total, . . ‘J7,01i! 44,7S6 71,70S

4’h<‘ (’hit a and iki.rai', according to tradition

(Tod, i. p. OSO), aie descendtMl from Jodh Eakhun.
son of Ih'ithi-raj, and a Mina girl who had been
seized in a maraudijig expt dition, wliom be married.

sup])osing her be a iiijpiitni. Diseovijring her

race, he M iit he r away, and her two .sons, .Mail

and Amij). Orui day, while rt'sting ])('nea(h a

banyan tna; (bar), tin' brotln‘rs ])rayed that, as a

sign, if tlieir race was to continue, tlie trunk might
rend asunder, and the event is haiwlcd down in a

distich

—

‘ (Aiarar se ( 'liita bhay(», jior liarar bhayo bar ghat,
Sliukh ck su do bliayu

;
j.igat bakliani jut.’

‘ From tlie rending noi.se, the Cliitu :iie called, ami the
chm ikirar from the .splitting of the bar tree.

r»oth arc descended from one stock
; the world has

made this tribe famous.’

CENTRAL INDIA is occupii'd by 69 Native St^ites

or .semi-imhqiendejit holdings. The rulers of

Bhopal and Jaora are of the Muhammadan
faitli, the other chiefs jirofess some fonn of

iiindiiism. 4’liese sUites arc spread through two
irregular and detached tracts stretching from
w(*st to cjist across the middle of the continent ol

India. A straight line drawn from Nemuch, iu

long. 74“ 54' 15" E., to the capital of the Bhopal*

State, in long. 77“ 25' 56", would pass through
portions of Gwalior, Jaora, Gwalior, Jhallawar
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(Rajpntana), Gwalior, Dewas, Narsingarh,

Hajgarh, Gwalior, to Bhopal. These Native

States are in political relation with the Govern-

ment of British India, conducted by an agent to

the Governor-General for Central India and his

assistants.

The total area of Central India is 75,229 04

square miles, with a population of 9,201,907

souls, or 123*12 persons per square mile. 94 per

cent, profess some form of Hinduism, 5 per cent.

Muhammadanism, and Jain, Parsec, Cliristiaus,

Sikhs, and Jew's form the other 1 per cent.

Hindus, . . . 7,800,390 Hikhf . ],4r).'»

Muhammadans, 510,718 Aborigines, . S9I,4‘24

JaiVis, 49,824 Jews, 38
Parsec, .... 916 Unspecified, . . . 71
Christians, . 7,0<>5

The population can best be shown in detail by
arranging them as Himlua and Aborigines

—

A Hindus, viz.

Malr.s. Fcinalos. Total.

Rraliman, . 5i.5,.3.sr» 440,608 961,993
Rajput, 436,349 .367,017 8()3,;«i6

Ahir, 129,161 117,215 246,376
Balai, 86,447 83,945 170, .392

Biinya, 152,553 134,125 286,678
Chamar, . .566,038 510,911 1,076,919
(riijar, 183,884 1.53, .582 377,466
Kacli’hi, . 93,(i71 89,393 18.3,061

Kunbi, 86,28(1 81,862 1(;8,148

Teli, . 132,617 117,635 250,252

Othor.s, 1,747,627 1,568,085 3,315,712

B. Ahoriginos, viz.

—

Total.

lihil, , 111,256 10.5,766 217,022

(xond. 209,066 204,53(J 413,602

Moliia, 2, (’.65 2,426 5,091

Mang, 739 770 1,509

Mliar, 1,194 1,194 2,388

Mina, 26), 562 23,273 49,835

Kol, . 91,64() 9r),(;69 187,315

Deswiili, . 7,823 (),839 14,662

Total Aborigines, . 450,951 440,473 891,424

Grand total, , . 4,882,823 4,379,084 9,261,907

The proportions thus being 87*23 females to

100 males.

The nice descent is various in the natiuns, even

in the chiefs. The rulers of Rewa, ^ohawal, and

Koti are Jlaghel. Bundela jninces rule in Ajai-

garh, Bijawar, Charkliari, Datlia, Paniia, and

Urch'lui, and other less important though pow'(*r-

fnl families in Bundelkhand are Bnndtda. The

maharaja of -Urch’ha is the acknowledged head of

tlie Bundela tribe.

Tlie chiefs of Rutlam, Sailaiia, and Sitamaii are

Rahtor Rajputs, and have a comumn ancestry,

claiming descent from tlie Jodh])ur family. Kliiehi

and Umat Rnjijiits are in tlie we.st from Bundel-

khand, and there are small scattereil numbers of

Parihar, Kaehwaha, and Sesodia Rajputs, with

Puar Rajputs, in Dhar and Dow'as.

Rewa^ with an area of about 10,000 square

miles, has no roads or 'means of internal com-
munication.

The Jainay 49,824 in number, arc a wealthy
commercial people, dwelling in towns, and exercis-

ing much influence over their fellow-townsmen
in all matters bearing on the sanctity of animal
life. Instances have occurred of their depriving

a whole community not only of animal fopd, but
also of clean clothes, during periods sacred to their

i special faith. They admit of proselytes from ilic

[
higher Hindu castes.
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Tlie^ Chamar are deemed unclean
;
to touch

them is pollution, and they are rarely allowed to

reside within the village.

Baghelkhand and Bundelkhand in the eastern
parts of the region include in their population a
considerable number of Gond, Kol, and semi-in-
dependent Bagliel.

The Bhils in Central India are in the S.W,
corner of the Agency.
Kol of Central India, occupy the hilly country

of Chiitia Nagpur, Mirzapur, Rewa, and Panna.
Kol wives eat witli tlicir husbands

;
the Kol are

p.'issiorjately fond of dancing, which they cultivate

as an accomplishment. They have a peculiar

dread of witches, and arc very superstitious.
.
The

custom of marrying liy capture is current amongst
them. The young man waylays the girl he has

selected to ‘carry off, and brings l)cr to his house.

Her relations soon appear, but are satisfied by
presents of cows and goats.

The Aloghia, 5091 in number, correspond to the
Banrior of Rajputan a. T'iiey are a predatory race,

for whose reclamation a special ollicer lias been
appointed by Government.

Lam/nnges, 19 in number, are spoken in canton-
ments by 90,811 persons, chiefly Urdu or Iliiidu-

I

stani (71,560), Mahrati (6011 ), English (5646), and

I

Marwari (3023). The rest are Arabic, Bengali,

i

Afghani, Baluchi, Eronch, German, Gujerati,

I
Hindi, Canarese, Panjabi. Malirati is the court

I
language at Indore, Gw’alior, Dewas, and Dhar,

> but at tlie other states Hindi and Rangri.
^

I

CENTRAL PROVINCES form an administrat-

I

ive division of British India, under the jurisdiction

of a Chief CommissiontT, lying betw’cen lat. 17° 50'

and 24° 27' N., and long. 7t)°aiid 85° 15' E. The
area is 113,279 S(juare miles, and the population

11,5*18,511, To the north extends the Vindhyau
table-land, which sheds its W'aters nortlnvards into

the valley of the Ganges; south of this are the
valleys of the Xerbadda and the Tapti

;
farther

south are the extt iisivo highlands constituting the

Satpnra table land : and still fartlier to the south
extends the great Naj^pur plain, formed by the

valleys t)f the Wardha and Wain-Ganga.
In this expanse there are 18 Brltisli districts,

—

Balagh.it, Baitul, Bliamlara, Bilaspur, Chanda,
Chindw'ara, Dumoh, Hoshangabad, Jubbulpur,
Mandla, Nagpur, Nimar, Narsingpur, Raipur,
ISaugor, Sumbiilpur, Heoni, and Wardha. Enclosed
in these are the following 15 Feudatory States,

comprising about a fourth ])art of the entire area,

witli a population of 36 to the square mile:

—

An -a. Pop. An*a. Poj).

IJa.star, , U'il,2lS M a krai. . . .• 2ir) 1(5,7(34

Kal.'ihntnii, 22},."»4S 174 ;i2,l»70

UniLiarli, . 12S,‘»4;< KaiiktT, . .
Oyn (5:^(5 10

Sanmgaih, . r.-io 71,274 Klijti raira rh. l»40

Patna, . 2.')7,'A'’iU .Vamigaoii, . on.')

'

1(54,881)

8uupur, . . iX)«) 178,701 Kawaullia, . 88 7 8(5,382

Raira Kliol,

Rain I a, .

17,77.0

bJ,2S0

Sakti, ; . , Ha 22,8iy

Rncts.—The territory Is ]x*opled by Aryan and
Turanian races. The Dravidian and the Kolarian,

tw'o great brauches of tlu? 'rnranian family, are

believed to have entered India from the north, at

different points, ami, when pressed southwards,

they decussated and intermingled in the hilly forest

tracts of these Central Provinces. Few of their

dialects are cultivated, and several of their clans

are. little’ above barbarism.

In the entire province, 6,058,800 speak the

Hindustani, and 1,967,881 speak Mahrati; but

41
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amongst the Dravidian clans, 967,502 speak Condi,

and 588,9 1 4 of the Kolarianbranch speaktheMunda
tongue. The more open parts of the country
have been occupied by intruding civilised races,

for 16 Indian tongues are spoken, viz. Bengali,

Bhuin, Bygaiii, Canarese, Dhangar, Goanese,

Gujerati, Kaikari, Kashmiri, Malcalam, Uriya,

Panjabi, Sindi, Tamil, Ti'lugu, and Yerkal
;

as

also 7 Asiatic non- Indian tongues and 10 non-

Asiatic. The cultivated languages are the Hindi,

Urdu, Mahrati, Ch’hattisgarhi, Uriya, Tt'lugu, and
Condi

;
and the 11 unwrittiui tongues, Condi,

Cayeti, Hutluk, Naikude, Kolaini, Madi or Maria,

Madia, Kuri or Muasi, Keikadi, Bhatrain, "and
Parja.

Non-llindu or Aboriginal Trihca.

A. Uravidian.

Gond, ciiltivator.s and field GotuI, (. h'hirkia, 8
labourers (clan not Dholi . 3,508

specified), . ,617,2.50 Gaiki, . 293

M’'orsln'x>i)ing 3 d eitios,64 ( Jbasi 1, .

897 Gawari, . 1,140

310 Kalar 4

3,484 Lobar . 828

2,819 Nagarehi, 4,964
* „ P-1 4 Rtiwa . 28

Ahir, . . . 3,053 Hoiigali, . . . 56

Bhoi, . . . . Ill Total G inds (till X not

Bui'ar or Kandra . 1,823 spocilied),

.

1,640,682

Gond, Bharia, 29,820 Gond, Manne,. 1,098

Bhatra, . . 13,8(>9 Marai 2,269

Bhima, . . . 28 Maria 48,715

.
Darwo or Naik, 4,017 IMooria, . . . 31,573

Deogarbia, . 3 Nagbansi, 202

Dhur, . . . 34.288 Ojha, 2,794

Halba,- , . 62,451 Pardh.-m, .50,664

Jhoria, . . 3,204 Path.'iri, . . 11,207

Khatulwar, . 1,017 Raj G .nd, . 67,325

Koilabhuti,

.

. 974 Haw.'inban.si, 5,852

Kulbhut, . , 254 Thakur, . . . 62

Koitur, . . 8,610 Thoti, . . . . 991

Koi, . . . 13,128 Turi, 3,712

Kolani, . . 1,516 Total Gond, 2,040,355

Agaria, . 3,390 Bhaiii.a, . 7,698 Kanifir, . 7,666

Arak, . . 2,112 Bhuiyan, 5,929 Khond, 147,768

Bentkar, . . 90 Bliuian, . 7,6.14 Oraon, . 1,130

Bhutnbar, . 279 Dal, . , 1,979 Parja, . 7,920

Bhfiyar, . . 70 D.albhuiya, 10 Rautia, . 5,744

Bliuyar, . . 660 Dal Kand 11 .Sahara, 101,.500

Bhuiyar, . 8 Dliangar, 1,225 Saoiira, . 26,123

Bhoiiia, . 5,771

1

Dbanwar, 17,819 Taaln, . 1,413

Total Dravidian tribes, 2,.397,216

B. Kolarian Tribefi.

Baiga, 18,514 Ganjliu, . 5 Manjbwar, 1,783

Bbil, . 17, .583 Kliaira, 8, 81)0 Munjlii, . 1,580

Bhilala, 13,0'J7 K hail war 16,030 Muusi, . 1,4.56

Bhogta, . 94 Kharia, . 8,890 Munda, . 1,919

Bhuinia, 13,594 Kol, . . 76, 119 i
Nagesar

, . 1,757

Blnmjia, . 4,4.53 Kol-katia 29 iS'ahal, 7,230

Binjhwal, 83,868 Korku, 83,4.38 Nabar, .560

Birjia, 1,395 Gaulan, If I’ahnri 1 re-

Bopclii, 529 Korwa, .63 ligion

Cherwa, 423 Kura, . 31,014 Nahal), . 6

Gadba, 199 Mall to, . 1,231 Saota . . . 70

Total Kolarian tribes, .510,301

C. Unclassified.

Moghia, .... 702 I Others, .Sunibulpur

Yurukala, ... 30
|

district, . . . 1 ,2.53

Total Aboriginal tribes, . . 2,009,402

The races who have most numr?rously immi-

grated are the Brahmans and Rajputs. The
former number 359,886, and the latter 212,515.

By immigrants from all the surrounding races,

the territory has over five hundred castes, omitting

the washermen, barbers, potters, and similar

classes, the more imporUint being as under :

—

Agharia, . . . 19,539 Gosain, .... 27,533

Ahir, 509,526 Giijar 44,289

Kalahi. .... 45,.117 Kacli’iii, . . . 116,677

Banya, .... 76,447 Kalar, .... 150>297

Banjara, . . . 52,570 Kewat, .... 165,o91

Barai and Tamboli, 26,306 Kolta, .... 92,827

Beldar, .... 10,246 Kori or Koli, . . 48,826

Bhat, Jangra, Rao, 26,621 Kunbi and Kurrni, 740,528

Bhoer, .... 39,840 Lodhi, .... 265,147

Bhoi 12,446 Mali 116,821

Biragi, .... 33,427 Manu, .... 39,454

Cliainar, . . . 760,101 Manbliau 776

Dangi, .... 23,180 Mang 19,535

Dhanuk (fowlers), 6,313 Marar 200,900

Dher, .... 15,995 Mebra, .... 242,304

Bhiinar, .... 194,453 Mehtar, .... 13,712

Ganda, .... 250,133 Mliar, .... 321-,724

Ganr, .... 214,936 Baik, 13,804

Gawari, .... 110,363 Puar, .... 106,086

fore Hinduism was established. Amongst th

Jiajput clans there arc portions of nations ani

tribes, with whom, up to the present day, Brahman
isrn has never been accepted

;
and many of th

non- Aryan races are preferring the tfieistic doc
trines of Nanak and Kabir.

The Rajputs from Malwa seem to liave puehei

their cou(iuests into the country, and intennarriei

with them, and their descendants are still knowi
as Rajputs or Gond Raj])ut8. They establishe*

governments, one of which ruled the Narmad;
valley, and had its capitals at Mundala and a

Garha near Jubbulpur. It was founded by Jadi

Raij who succeeded his father-in-law Nagdeo, th

Gond raja of Garha (a.d.* 358). Mundala was con
(picred by his descendant, Gopal Sa (a.d. 634]
yungram Sa, the 47th in descent from Jadn
inherited only three or four districts in 1480, bu
at his death, in 1530, he ruled over fifty -two
Ferishta tells us that when Asif Khan inva<le(

Garha in 1563, Bir Narayan was raja. Hirdi Sa
the 54th raja, built the temple at Ramnagar, nea
Mundala; and Seoraj, the 59th, began to reign ii

1742, when Balaji Baji Rao invaded the country
A second kingdom hari its serft on the southeri

slope of the Satj)ura Hills, at Deogarh in Chind
wara, one of the rajns of which, Bakht Baland
was' either taken prisoner by one of Aurangzeb’i
generals, or visited Dehli of his own accord, when
he was converted to Muhammadanism, and thei

permitted to return to his country, where ‘hi

descendants,’ says Mr. Hislop, ‘though adhering

to this change of creed, have not ceased t<

marry into Gond families, and hcm&e the presen

roj^resentative of that regal house is not onlj

acknowledged by the whole race about Nagpur ai

their head and judge, but is physically regardec
a pure Raj Gond.’ A third Gond principality hu<

its capital at Kherla in Baitiil, to which belonged:

the famous forte of Gawilgarh and Narnallah,
In 1433, its raja, Narsingh itai, who is represented
as powerful and wealthy, was slain in battle by
Iloshang Gori, king of Malwa, and Kherla taken.

At a later date it appears to have become subject

to Pandu Ganli, the raja of Deogarh, and con-

tinued so under his successors. Not far from
Kherla we find a hill raja at Saoligadh, in Aurang-
zeb’s time, who seems to have maintained hifl

independence till swept away by the Mabrattaa

between 1760 and 1775. A fourth Gond king-

dom was that of Chanda on the Wardha, which

extended far to the cast and south-east. The
four dynasties arose before the ascendency of the

Moghuls in India, and have left architectural and
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other monuments of great interest. ‘ The principal

arciiitectural remains are at Mandla, at Garha near

Jubbulpur, at Chauragadh near Narsingpnr, at

Deogarh near Chindwara, at Khcrla near Raitul,

and at Chanda.’ There was a fifth Gond Rajput

dynasty at Warangal or Orankal, in the Dekhau,

to the south of the Godavery, which is said to

liave been founded by Kakati of tiie Ganapati

family, about a.d. 1088. Tlio kingdom became
very powerful about the end of the 13th century,

and the raja of Orissa, becoming jealous of his

neighbour’s power, solicited the aid of Ala-ud-l)in,

who sent an army in 1303, through Rengal, to

attack Warangal, but his expedition failed. Malik
Kafur was then despatched with 100,000 liorso

into tlie Dekhan, and, after a si(‘ge of some months,

he took Warangal in 1300, and made the raja

Ladderdeva tributary. In 13i>l it was again

besieged by Alif or Jema Khan, the son of Ghaias-

iid-Din Taghalaq, but he was obliged to retreat

Avith the loss of nearly his whole army. He
returned, however, and in 1323 reduced the place

and carried the raja prisoner to Delili. It is said

lie Avas afterwards released and restortnl
;
at all

events Warangal reasserted its independence in

1344, and assiste<l Hasan Gaiiga Hahmani in his

revolt. From this time the Bahmani kings of

Kulburga invoh'od the native rajas in continual

wars. Firoz Shah (1307-1422) especially obtained

great successes over the raja of Kherla
;
and finally

Amad Shah Wall took permanent possession of

Waranga), forcing tlic raja to relinquish his ancient

capital and llee northwanl across the Godavery,

where he established himself in wild independence

among the inaccessible forests. Tlie Gond rajas

still maintained their independence, however, and
in 1513 we tind them joining in a powerful con-

federacy on the side of Medon Kai against Mu-
hammad xi. of Mahva. At the close of the Kith

century, Akbar reduced the western portion of

Gotidwana, but it was not till llie inidtlle of the

18th tliat pennaneiit progress avas made. About
1738, Kaghoji Bhonsla interfered in a disputed

succession in Deogarh, and secured half the

revenues; but in 1743 the Gonds raised an in-

surrection, which Raghoji quelled, and annexed
the principalities of Deogarh and Chanda to his

own domiiiioiiB
;
and in 1751-52 he took the forts

of Gawilgarh, Narnalla, and Manikdrug, with the

districts dependent on them. From this ptTiod

large numbers of Mahrattas vsettlcd in these dis-

tricts, and the Gonds became more restricted to

tlie hills.

The gl*eat husbandmen and gardener races, the

Kaclii, Kolta, Kunbi, Kurmi, Lodhi, Mahdela,

Mali, and Marar, number 1,531,1)00 persons, a

seventh part of the population of the Central

Provinces. They arc all immigrants.

The Kunbi (451,712) came into the province

from Poona, Kandesh, and Maharashtra generally.

They are the oldest settlers, and, as in the Mah-
ratta country, Kunbi has come to mean a farmer.

They are the backbone of the agricultural com-
munity

;
they distinguish their origin as M.ahratta

Kunbi, Dekhani Kunbi, and Deskar Kunbi, and
those who came from Berar Avere Mahratta horse-
men who accompanied the first Raghoji.

The Kurmi arc the cultivators north of the
Kunbi, but to the south of the Rajput and Jat.

They form the bulk of the population in the part
of Manbhum near the Damuda river (Dalton, p.

157), and are a very industrious class of quiet
cultivators in considerable numbers in all the
central and eastern parts of the N.W. Provinces,
and in Hindustan generally, and' there attend to

the finer garden style of cultivation much more
than the Jat and Rajput, but, like the Jat race,

arc assisted by their industrious Avomcn, while the
Kunbi women’s industry has passed into a proverb

:

Bhale jat, Koonbin ki, K’hoorpi hat’h, K’het nirii-

wen apne pi ko sat’h.

The Kurmi have villages of their own, and are

also spread in detacherl families or groups. (\)lon(4

Tod and Mr. Cam})hell consider them to be ident-

ical Avith the Kunbi, and to occupy from to
23'’ or 24° N., and from the western frontiers of

Gnjerat to the countries watered by the Wain-
ganga, the Middle Ganga, and iqqAer streams of

tile Nerbadda. A^^ry few of these became soldiers,

and in the valley of the Gang(‘s they are looked
down u[)on as mere humhle tillers of the soil.

They aTe more numerous towards the Jubbulpur
and Saiigor territories, where they mingle with

the Lodha. Thence Avestwanls, as on both sid(*s

of the Nerbadda, in Mahva, where they meet the

Jat, and througlioiit tlie sontherii borders of Hindu-
stan, there are numerous Kurmi Avho speak Hindi.

Those in Hindustan are darker and less good-
looking than Brahmans and Rajputs

;
but Mr. (Sir

George) Campbell states (p. 03) that they arc quite

Aryan in their features, institutions, and manners.
Oth(‘r authorities, however, think that there is

lU) similarity in tlie physiognomy of the Kurmi
and Kunbi. The Kurmi subdivisions are—Jesh-

war, Dhaviai, Patau, Adhonda, Patrihu, Ghora
Gharhao; but Sir H. Elliot says.tk^' seven sub-

divisions are usually enumeratod a.s K’hureebind,

i Puturya, G’horchurha, Jyswar, Canoujia, Kewut,

I
and Jhooneya. AVilson also says they have seven

sections.

Tlie Ghameta of Beliar are a subdivision of the

Kurmi. They form, says Elliot, a large class of

the cultivators in the eastern and central portion,

of Bengal
;
few in Dohli and the Upper Doab.*

The aboriginal races to a large extent

(1,753,017) adliere to their peculiar religions,

and their teiidciKty is towards some form of mono-
theistic cult. A summary .shows

—

Hindus, . . . 8,703,1 10 Ah<)rigin:d, 1,753,917

Sikli, 99 Keligioiia-

KttbirjKuithi, . 317,<U)l Barsce, 399
Satiiaini, . . . 398,409 Jow 03
Kimibhipathia, . . . 913 (.’hristian, . . . 11,973
Brahmo, 7 Muhammadan, 285,Os?

Jaina, ..... 45,011 Unspecified, ... 12

Bmldhist 17

The Kabirpanthly followers of Kabir,‘ and their

sect tlie Dadiipantlii, ImA^e d(‘])artcd from Kabir s

monotheistic teachings
;

tlu; majority continue to

worship their own gods, but invoke Kabir as an

additional deity. The chief -giiru of the sect

resides at KaAvardha, in the Bilaspur district. The
system of caste has been introduced, and all cere-

monies are performed by Hindu priests according

to established ritual.

The iSad'li mendicants, avIio beg from door to

door in pairs, own allegiance to the chief guru at

Kawardha. In the Central Provinces, most of

the Kabirpanthi are married people, whereas in

Northern India they are celibates.

The Nanak'panthi^ and its sect thc*Nanakshahi,

continue to follow the inculcations of Nanak.
‘The Siufjhipani^ folloAvers of Siugliaji, a holy
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INDJA
;
THE GONDWANA TRIBES.

man, have temples in the Hoshangabad and Nimar to the wild tribes skirting the loft bank of the

districts, which ar§ frequented by people of all ! Godavery, from liajamuiidry to near the mouth

castes.
‘

'of the Indrawati. The Koitor, as a rule, resent

The Satnami sect was founded by Gliasi Das, a with no small vehemence the imputation of bc-

Chamar, between the years 1820 and 18:30, amongst longing to any portion of the Hindu community,

the people of his own tribe in Ch’hattisgarh. Their The first three classes generally devote themselves

title means the True Name. They are thoistic to agriculture; the fourth includes those who

sectarians, with some rules as to diet and narcotics. Jiave begun to conform to the Hindu religion

In the 15th century, in Rewah, Rohi Das, a and ape Hindu manners. The PndnU 1 athadi,

Chamar, had put forward similar views, but that Pardhaii, or Desai, called Raj l\ardhan to dis-

reform had not taken a permanent hold of the tingiiish them from the Mahrati- speaking half

people. Ghasi Das has been more successful, caste, who play on wind instruments of brass

and the entire Chamar tribe are carrying out his and spin cotton thread, arc the religious coun-

injunctions with more or less strictness. Their sellers or bhats of the upptn’ classes. The Dhtdi

widows re-marry. • They have no tradition as to arc musici ins, and a subdivision of them in jungly

the date of their arrival in this province, nor as districU are (Mujdoyed as goatherds. The Ojhijdl

to the cause of their being designated Chamar, arc wandering bards and fowlers. The ThoUjiil

meaning leather-worker. They liavi' active, well- (/.c. maimed) or Pendaharya, ‘ minstrels of God,’

set figures, of a brownisli colour, with features are also called Matyal, because their songs are

less marked than those of the higher castes. They chie^y in honour of Mata, the dreaded goddess

arc fair cultivators, industiious, teii.-uMoiis of their of small-pox. Tliey make baskets also. Tlie

rights, and numbers of them are in easy cirenm- KoUabhuUd are the third wandering caste, and

stances. Their women are strong and sturdy, and their women arc dancing girls. They follow their

many of them are fair and conudy. The Kabir- profession chiefiy among the Hindus, it being

panthi and Satnami thoists arc being daily added to.
|

reckoned disreputable by the people of their own
The Dhami sect of the Darnoh and Saugor

j

race. The Koikopnl^ i.e. (londi Gopal, are a

distiicts combine the reading of the Koran w'ith
j

settled class devoted to cow-keeping. Thed/ndyn,

the observances of the Hindu religion. called Jhodia in Bastar, are savages on the Beila

The Afjhori are Hindu beggars, who extort Dila Hills and in tlui remoter j arts of Chanda;

money from people by eating loathsome subshinces the only clothing the women wear is a bunch of

in their presence.

—

Tod's Rajasthan, ii. p. tl7l
; ;

leafy twigs fastened with a string round their

Elliot's Sapp. Glossary.
\

waists to cover them before and behind. In this

GONDWANA.—Between lat. IH® 40' and 28'’ 40'
,
they resemble the Jiianga to the south of the Kol

N., and long. 78'^’ and 82^*^ E., an area of 185,000 ' country, the Chenehi iu*ar the Pulicat lake and

square miles, is a mountain and forest region
,

to the north of Ellorc; and till about A.i>. 18:10 a

which was known to the Moghul geographers as similar custom existed among tlu‘ Holier near

Gondwana. It was held by the Goad chieftains
|

Mangaliir. The /vo/ow extend along the Kand’hi

who were dominant until overcome by the Mah- I Konda or Piiidi Hills, on (he soutli of tin; W^ardha

rattas in the early part of the 18th century, ami river, and along tlie table-land stretching east

they are now under the sway of the British in and north of Manikgad'h, and thenci* south to

Jeypore, Bcrar, Chutia Nagpur, and the Central Danttanpalli, running parallel to tin; right bank
’ Provinces, and under the Asof Jahi dynasty of of the Pranliita. They do not intermarry with

Hyderabad. the common (Jond, but the oik' atttmd the nuptials

Gonds are amongst the most numerous of the of the other, ami eat from their hands, (.connected

tribes of the Central Provinces. They are found in With the Gonds, though not inehided in the

thenorth,aboutSaugoraiidthesourceof the Has<Io.
j

preceding classes, are the liadiya between Chind-
On the east they cross that river into iSirguja, wara and the Maliad(;va Hills, wlio have conformed
where they bor<ler on tlie Kol, and are found to the Himlus in their language' ami some religious

with the K hand and Uriya in Nowagudda, Kareal, observance.^
;

the Jlahra, pretty numerous in

and Kharond or Kalahandi. In tlie south they Bastar, Bhandara, and Raipur, who covet the

form the mass of the population of J3astar, and distinction of wearing a saertMl thrmid, a privi-

a portion of the inhabitants of Jeypore in the lege, till recently, sold to those in Bastar by the

Madras Presidency, and occupy the hills along raja; the (/aiti Gonds in Ikistar who c;ill thcin-

the banks of the Godavery, about Nirmul, ill the selves Koitor; tin' M(fria Good, who are the

Hyderabad country; and on the ivest they are priiicifial agriculturists iu Bastar; and the
intermingled with the Tlimlus of I3erar for (Jond, inhabiting the jungles on botli banks of

miles from the right bank of the Wardha, and tin* Pain-(_Janga, and espi*cially the tracts betw'een

along with the Kur extend along the hills both Digaras ami IJinark bed, and found about Aparawa-
north and south of tlie Nerbadda to the meridian pet, and as far as Nirmul, who have adopted the

of Hindia, where they give place to the J3hil and Hindu dress, and will not eat beef, but they live

the Nahal. by the chase, or cut w’ood and grass, and arc a

'rhe Gonds divide themselves into twelve and terror to their neighbourhood by their depre-
a half castes, viz. Raj Gond, Raghuwal, Dadare, dations.

Katulya, Pailal, Dholi, Ojhyal, Thotyal, Koila- Marriage.^The Gond of Nimar serve for a

bhutal, Koikopal, Kolam, MadyaJ, and an inferior wife, but practise forcible abduction of the bride,
sort of Padal as the half caste. Mr. Ilislop says with a mock fight. They are polygamic,
the first four, with the addition, according to JJulha Dm is a favourite deity in Bundelklvand
some, of the Kolam, are comprehended under the and amongst the Gond of Central India. It is

name of Aot(or, the Gond pur excellence. This the apotheosis of a bridegroom (dulha) who die<l

term, in its radical form Koi, is the name given in the marriage procession, and whose do#i
aIso to the Meriah sacrificing tribes of Orissa, and affected the people that they paid him divine
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INDIA; THE BENGAL PROVINCE.

honours. The worship of Adonis is similar, and also

that of Thamrnuz, whose annual wound in Lebanon
allured the Syrian damsels to lament his fate.

The Gond of Mandla have the Lamjina "Shadi,

in which the betrothed lad serves an apprenticeship

for his future wife. A Gond girl, however, may
exercise her own will and run off with a man,
but it is quite allowable for her first cousin or

the man whom she has deserted to abduct Jier

from the man wlioin she has chosen. The Shadi
Jhindhoni is a compulsory marriage. In the

Sliadi Baitho, a woman goes to a man’s house.

AVidows re-marry either to a younger brother of

their deceased husband, or to some otluT man.
Thc/e«/ ordeal^m Ihistar, is followed by sewing

up the accused in a sack, and letting her down
into water waist-deep

;
if she manage, in her

Struggles for life, to raise her hea<l al)ove water
she is finally adjudged to be guilty. Then cpines

the punishment. The extraction of the teeth is

said in Bastar to be effected with the idea of

pioventing the witch from muttering cljarnis, but
in Kamaon tlie object of the operation is rather

to prevent her from doing mischief under the

form of a tiger, which is tlie Indian equivalent

of the loup-gamw.
Rt'Ufjiou .—The Gond clans are generally spirit-

worship[)er.s
;

all of them bring tlie spirit back to

the house. If a man of tlie Bygah of Kaipur die,

three days afterwards his son throws grain before

a fowl. If it eat any of the grain, he believes

that the spirit of the father has entered the

.liouse, and the fowl is snorilieed thereto. Simi-

larly with the Binjwarof Baipur, on the third day
the relatives take a pot of water to the village

tank, and bring back tin* spirit of the deceased

to his house, where he is thenceforward wor-

shipped, The Bunjia bring the dead man’s spirit

bac.k to the house iu a pot of flour.

The Bilaspur Gond worship a raised earthen

mound, under the name T)eo. They worship

also a branch of the Saj plant, a species of

euphorbia. Pharsaptuid, the god of the Gond of

Glianda, is represented by jiieces of iron in an

earthen pot, and snspeiubal from a tree remote
from the village and from the higli road.

BENGAL PROVINCE occupies the lower part of

tlie vtilleys of the Ganges ami the Brahmaputra, but

gives its name to an administrative circle, with an

area of 1911,1118 square miles, and a population of

r)l),,'')lb),801, part of tlu^ area, square mile.s,

comprising the billy districts of Koeb-Baliar, Hill

Tipcrali,- the Tributary Stales of Orissa, Cbutia

NaLquir, and Bebar.

In Sind, eoiiquering and fleeing races have been

stopped by the Indus, the oeoai;, and the Indian

desert; in the I’anjab, the further southern pro-

gress of advancing tribes lia.s been barred by the

many rivers, and liy tlKi fronting nations of

Aryans, Jat, and Bajput settled in the Gangetic

plain ; and, similarly, many groat tribes who are

distinct from the races in othiT parts of India,

and who keep aloof from each other, have been
cooped up into the river and hill regions of

BtmgaJ. Amongst such may bo mentioned the

Babhan, Baori, Barui, Bhuniia, Bhuinij, Bind,

Dosadh, Gareri, Kandara, Kapali, Karan, Ivhan-

dait, Kharwar, Koch, Kol, Madak, Mai, Pan, Pod,

Ibijwar, Sadgop, Santal, and Tiar. There are oven
now in Bengal 88,319 Asiatics other than natives

of India and British Burma.

Bengal is under the jurisdiction of a Lieutenant-
Governor, and comprises the, four provinces of
Bengal proper, 76,406 square miles; Behar,
14,139 square miles; Orissa, 9053 square miles;
and Chutia Nagpur, 26,966 square miles; with
36,634 squarfe miles of Feudatory States. These
great provinces are arranged for administrativeEscs into nine revenue circles, each under a

t officer
;
their respective areas, in square

miles, and population, being as under :

—

Area- Sq. Mile. Population. Per Sq. Milo.

Bhagulpur, 20,492 8,06.3,160 393-48

Banlwan, 13,855 7,393,954 533*67

Chittagong, 12,118 3, .574,048 294*94

Chutia Nagpur, 26,966 4,225,989 156-72
Dacca, 15,000 8,700,939 580-06

Orissa, 9,0.5.3 3,730,7.35 412-10

Patna, 23,647 1.5,003,944 6.37*03

l‘rcMi(lency, 12,029 8,204,912 682*09

Kajshahi, . 17,428 7,73.3,775 413*76

Feudatory States, .36,634 2,84.5,405 77*07

All Bengal, 193,198 69,530,861 371*41

UiUgion . — The Census return for 1881 has

classed the religions of these millions under ten
headings, as under :

—

Hindu, . . 45,4r)2,S0r, Sikh, ... .549
Mnhrtininndan, 21,704,724 Juiu, ... . 1,609
Aboriginal, . 2,05.5,822 Vavsee, .

' . . 156
Buddhist, . . 155,809 .Tow, ... . 1,059
Christians, 19 Bralimo, . . . 788

sects, . . . 128,135 Unspecified, . 3.5,404

A remarkable ft‘ature in this summary is to be
seen in the great numbers who profess Islam.

The tot.al numb(>r in all India of this persuasion is

50,121,585, and almost one-half of that number is

in Bengal. Many of them are found in Eastern

Bengal and the adjoining districts of Sylhet and
(’achar, and in the two districts of Bogra and
Kajshahi, and there they comprise the bulk^of

the cultiv.ating and labouring class
;
wdiile in Chitta-

gong ami Noakhali they follow a seafaring life.

When they embraced tliis religion is not known, nor
is it known from wbat race of aborigines they were
converter], and few of them present any peculiar

features. The Malik or Mullak of Behar are sup-

posed to have been converted Rajputs. They
cultivate land, and the wealthy possess consider-

able landeil propeidy, but generally they are em-
ph)yed as land-agents and peons. They use toddy
freely, and art' turbulent when under its influence.

Tliey do not intermarry with other Muhammadans;
their marriage ceremonies arc kept secret, and
are conducteil by women. Others of the Muham-
madans retain portions of their former creeds.

Many of the Bedi tribe of Bengal, for instancOj

have .adopted Islam ami are circumcised, but con-

tinm* to Avorsliip the Hindu goddess Kali.

The UbidHs have all adopted that caste system

which is so intimatt;ly bound up with other parts

of their religious ami social life. The number of

their castes is sup})Osed to be about 1000, and the

more prominent among them are the Adhikari,

Babhan, Baiilya, Bliat, Brahman, Deswali, Dogla,

Ghatwnl, Karan, K.ayasth, Khaiidait, Khandwal,
Kislmjiaehi, Mahanti, ami Itajput. There are

265 minor castes, numbering 1,371,260 persons.

The trading CJiste.s, 963,159 in number, are the

Banya, Komati, Mimiyara, Nuniyar, Pauwaria,
Suratwala. and Vesya, but the nations of all i>arts

of Asia, Europe, and America have here their

representatives engaged in commerce.
The gaslorul castes, in number 4,115,377, com-
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priso the Bhartia, Gandhari, Garcri, Gordha,Gujar,

and Goala. •

47 Aboriginal Tribes, 1, .165,215, viz.-

Asur, . . . . . 225 Korwa, . . 8,961

liliar, . . . . 20,870 Kuki, . . 2,102

Biminij. . . 226,107 Lei>cba, . . . 26
liirhor, . . . . 1,.539 Lushai, . ... 2

Boyar, . . . . 1,874 Mech, . 9,288

Brijia, . . . . 3,926 Morung, . 1,126

Cbakma, . . . 15 Munda, . . 95,587

Oheru, . . . . 1.5,665

. . 38,484

INIurmi, . . .5,128

Dhangar, . Naga, . . 10,931

Dhanpur, . . . . 971 Naiya, . . 1,288

Dhimal, . . . . 1,327 Nat, . . . 2r>,560

Garo, . . . . . 198 Oraon, . . 45,6)38

Gond, . . . 1,001,722 ; I’lihaii, . . 6,168

Juang, . . . . . 529 ' Buran, . . 15,983

Kandh, . . . . 36,911
1

Kautia, . . 27,692

Kami, . . . . .
80!t Rcang, . . . IMIO

Kaur, . . . . 27,109
1

Santal, . . 203,264

Kawar, . . . . . 481
1

S.aont, . . 4,.3.37

Kbanjar, . . 4,993 I
Taabi, . . 12,961

Xbarria, . . 22,356 I’amaria, 4,288

Kbassya, . . . 1,227 'rharu, . . 17,109

Kbodai, . . .... 9 Tikayat, . . 95

Kish, . .

Kol, . . .

. . 26,485

. . 257,803

Tiperab, . 16,110

53 Scmi-lliii(luiz''(l Aborigines, 10,618,451, viz.

—

Baheliya, . .• . 13,838 Kandara, . ! . 12o’906

Balai, . . . . . 8,317 Keora, . . . . 92,697

Bari, . . . . 27,758 Khaira, . . 49,569

Batar, . . . . , 2,548 Kharwar, . . . 195,242

Batliiidi, . . . 24,210 Kboria, . . . . 2,6)84

Bauri, . . . . 481,493 Kbyon, . . 2.3,798

Bcdiya, . . . 18,076 Koch, . . . 1,6 IS,422

Bhui-Mali, . . 54,094 Kodmal, . . . 24,763

Bhuinya, . . .
4.S3,656 Koranga, . . . . 8,567

Bind, . . . . 1.36,812 Labhana, . . . . 1.37

Buna, , . . . 48,469 Mabili, . . . 27,6)31

Byad, , . . . . 2,246 Mai, . . . 1,251,288

Chain, . . . . 9.5,315 Maler, . .

]\Ial Babaria
. . . 2,888

Chamar, . . 1,408,087 . . 13,260

Cbandal, . . 1,576,076 Mandai, . . . 12,618

Chik, . . .

Dai, . . .

. 216084 Markande, . . ]:{,.357

. . 2,633 Mehtar, . . . 65,3.31

Dalui, . . . . . 4,843 Mukbari, . . . . 331

Dom, . . . . .343,216 Mushahar, . . 545,673

Dosadh, . . 1,1.34,388

. 88,123

I'an, . . . . . 680

Gang.auntah, J’asi, . . 16,4,595

Ghasi, . . . . 41,781 Panclit, . . . 660

Ghusuria, . . . . 4,811 Jxajwar, . . 1.30,418

HaMhihatri, . . 16,407 Shikari, . . . 2,986

Hnri, . . .

Jetur, . . .

. 286,109

. . 337

Bengal A

Turi, . ,

)originc‘S.

. . 30,787

Bhil, , . , ... 87 Korwa, 22
Bbumij, . . . . 129 Mabili, . !

.*

! 2, .510

Brijia, . . . . . 376 Munda, . . 14,310

Chuar, . . . . . 5,766 Nagpuri, . . . . . 1

Dhangar, . . . . 1,835 Babaria, . . . 50,906

Karwa, . . . . 6,SS8 Boitlialik, . . 362,521

Kharrin, . . . . 44 Santal, . 1,0S7,202

Kharwar, . .

Kol, . . .

. . 112
1

. 871,666
1

Craon, . . 21,115

* Hill Tribes of the Northern Frontier, 39,02.3.

Garo,’ . . . . 27,4,50 IMaidiniri, . . . . .s, 813

Khassya, . .

Kuki, . . .

. . . 26

. . 2,733

Naga, . , . . . . 1

Tribes of the Assam Valley.

Mech, . . . . . 2,153
1
Assamese, . ... 66

Tribes of the Cliittagong and Tiperab Hills, 47,157.

Chakma, '.
. . . 211 Hoang, . .

Tiperab, .

. . 11,68.8

Lushai, . . ... 1 . . 3.5,2.57

38 Agricultural Castes, 6,875, 197, viz.

—

Aguri, . . . . 86,445 Gollab, . .59,287

Band, . . . . 218,812 KaibartUa, 2, 100,,379

Chassa, . . . 534,06)1 Kamkar, . . 11,997
Chassa-dhopa, . 33,138 Koeri, .. ,

Kurmi,
1,204,884

Dass, . . . . 20,213 1,213,422

Mali, .

Nagar, .

Orha, .

I»aik, .

llaju, .

Sadgop,

20;i00 Sud,

34,570 Siulra, .

38,575 Tamoli,

73,503 Others,

557,947

15 Labouring C.'istes, 546,839, viz.-

BelJar,
Ohimiya, ,

Dhiiliya,

Kora, .

Naik, .

Nuniya,

23 Boating

Ooklia,
Conhri,
Jaliya, .

Jhalo, .

Kcw'at,
Koral, .

Let,

.

216,108 I Savara, •

09.

.

334

. 9,788
88,020

43..

5f)5

3.3,442

279,861

Samnnta,
Khattik,
Mntia, .

Bamlari,
Tursha,

82,9.52

24,729

186,407
108,640
48,962

I.5,847

II,519
18,570
23,904

78,284

Fishing C.astea, 2,131,433, viz.

—

32,:i02 Mallab, . . 470,076

86,217 Maiijbi, . . 65,.361

381,540 ]5atuni, . . 72,013

19;454 Pod, . .
.*

. 325,755

254,87.3 Tiar, . . . 349,117

46,120 Others, . . . 16,520

11,485

9 not recognising caste, 683,227, viz.-

Atitb, . . . 61,692 Cosain, 23,062

Aiigbar, , . .565 Mohant, . . 2,479

]{aisbn<ab,

.

. 568,032 Sakta, . . . 131

Fakir, . . . 26,826 Sutrasbald, . . 93
Giri, , . . . .347

Languages in Bengal.

Arabic, . . 905 Finnish, . . . 1

Armenian, . . 737 Caro, , . 21,949

Bengali, . 36), 416,970 Condi, . . . 1,294

liurmese, . . . 1,584 Hungarian, . . 11

C.anarese, . . . . 34 Irish, . . . . 89

(Tiincse, *.
. . 850 Jajmncsc, . . . a

Dutch, . . . . . 55 Kandh, 52,.3.57

Kiiglisb, . . 37,464 Kbarria, . . 1,893

French, . . 414 Ivhasi, . . . . 1

(ieriuan, . . . 372 Jvol, . . 1,026), 77.5

Cujerati, . . . 1,068 Koch, . . . 5,031
i Hebrew, . . . 450 Lap, . . . . 1

1 Hindustani, 2I,79!>,081 lApcba, . . 4,611

j

Kashmiri,

.

. . . 91 Limbu, . 277
Mabr.ati, . . . 314 Madrasi, . . 032
Malealatii,

Marwari, .

Nepalese, .

Baiijabi, .

1‘uslitu, .

rcrsiaii, .

3‘ortuguese,

I’amil, . .

Telugu, .

Turkish, .

Uriya, . .

Welsh, .

Italian,

Creek, . .

Unspeeilifd,

Assamese,
Bhil, . .

Danish,
Dhang.a r, .

Malay,
Maler, .

M.anipuri,

Mech, .

Muglii, .

Murtni,
Norwegian,
Jiouinanian,

Kussian,

J'olish, .

Santali,

Scotch,

Swiss, .

Siamese,
Singhalese
Spanish,

I

Swedish,
Tibetan,

Ti[KU‘ah,

Uiaon,

Th(} rnce.s .‘iiid onstes an; thus fiunimarizod :

—

20 Asiatics, other than natives of British India, 38,319
47 Aboriginal tribes of imlia,

.53 Aboriginal tribes, semi^llinduized, .

6 Hindus, su]»erior castes, .

13 ,, intennediate castes, .

7 „ trading castes,

7 „ pastoral castes,

3 ,, cooks,

38 Agi'icultural c.astes,

14 Serving c.astcfs,

22 Artisan castes,

19 Weaver castes,

1.5 Labouring castes,

23 Boating and fishing castes^

15 Dancer, musician, beggar, and vagrant
castes,

9 not recognising caste,

11 enumerated by nationality only,

44^-

8

57,777
. 127
11,101

I.5,709

. 0.52

. . 84

. . 6

. . 60
. *. 4

1,120,446
. . 82
. . 2
. . 1

«)

’.

! 63

. 132
II, 850

. . 95

.38,982

1,.365,21

5

10,618,4.51

4,897,426

2,777,124
963,159

4,115,377
924,984

0,875,197

2,804,003

4,482,471

1,619,344

546,839

2,131,433

43,25.3

683,227

48,114
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Bengal is, forIndia, in the unusual position

of having more of the female than of the male sex,

the respective numbers being 34,911,270 and
34,625,691, but they largely continue the Hindu
practice of giving their young girls in marriage to

full-grown or even middle-aged men. The neces-

sary result follows in a great number of widow's,

and while there are in Bengal 1,375,217 widowers,
there are 7,401,629 widows.
The races in the Bengal, Behar, Chntia Nagpur,

and Orissa provinces in their menttil and phy-
sical characteristics are widely dissimilar. The
Bengali of Bengal proper lives amid a network of

rivers and morasses. lie presents a weak and
puny appearance, but he is able to endure an
amount of

,
exposure to w’hich a native of the

Upper Provinces of Hindustan would soon fall a
victim. In active pursuits, the Bengali is timid

and slothful, but in intellect he is subtle and
sharp-witted

;
and these qualities, combined with a

plodding industry and a fondness for sedentary

work, have enabled the race to obtain employ-
ment in all the offices of the Indian Government,
and to rise to some of the highest judicial posts

in the land.

On the south-west of Bengal arc the Uriya

p(?oplc of Orissa. They are even more timid tlian

the Bengali race. Tliey are conservative to a
degree, arc w^^nting in enterprise, contented to

follow the practices of their forefathers, and
evincing a thtirough dislike of all modern improve-

inents. They are the most bigoted and priest-

rnlden race in British India.

On the north-west is the province of Behar.

It is occupied by a hardier ami more manly race,

I
who speak Hindi, the language of Upper India,

f and are usually called the Hindustani. They are

;

more decidedly Aryan than any other of the races

i found in Bengal. Even the semi-aboriginal tribes

I
of Behar arc of a better build and of a nobler

mien than similar tribes in Lower Bengal.

Besides these tbri'c distinct nationalities, the

Province of Bengal contains several tribes who
1 liave been but partially subjected to Aryan iri-

Alienee, and have hardly as yet come wdthin the
' pale of civilisation. Tliey arc evidently of prior

arrivals in the districts which they now occupy,

but wave after wuive of immigration has poured

into India in bygone «‘iges, and no one can say

who were the real first comers. These tribes

are found in masses throughout the province,

and, though much mixed up together, they retain

thoir cus^ms and habits distinct. Besides these,

there are witliin each nationality numerous
tribes and castes of various origin and race, and
in various degrees of civilisation. Amongst them,

the Aryan Brahman, who traces liis lineage back
to the time when Kanonj was d iininant, and the

half-civilised Koch or Polija of Dinajjmr. Tliese

are probably the reijreseiiLativcs of two perfectly

different stocks
;
but even where no distinction of

race can be traced, .there arc frequently found
tribal subdivisions with ethnical peculiarities of
their own.
The number of separate tribes and castes in

the Bengal Province probably do not fall short

of one thousand. If their respective subdivisions

and septs or clans be taken into account, they
would probably amount to many thousands. The
aboriginal tribes alone are very numerous

;
while

^
those for whom, though Hinduized to a certain

extent, an aboriginal origin may be claimed would
swell the number by a very large amount.

The^Bahhan (1,031,501) arc a Ane, manly race,
who claim to be Sawaria Brahmans. They adopt
from the Rajputs the honoriAc terms sitigh and
rai; and take those of tewari, misr, and panre
from the Brahmans.

Baisnah (568,032) is not a race, but a ‘Vaish-

nava sect in Bengal, where the letter ‘ v ’ is changed
into a * b and they arc also called Hoistab. The
sect claim to be followers of the tenets of Chait-

anya. They arc reformers, admit with initiatory

rites all comers into their number
;
they have no

separate caste distinctions, but have Brahmans as

gurus. They abstain from animal food and from
intoxicating hquors. Many are married, and the

lives of those who are single are generally

saiil to be immoral. The doctrines of Cliaitauya

enjoined the living heart worship of Vishnu
(Bhagat or Bhakte), and the putting aside of

symbols and ceremonies. Much of the Ancst

portion of the poetical litemtiire of Bengal almost

wholly originated with the Baisnab sect.

The Baori (481,493) take the heron as the

emblem of their tribe, and must not be eaten by
them. The dog is Facred to them.

The Bhar afford an illii.stratioii of the vicissi-
.

tudes of nations. At present arc largely swine-

herds, but before the arrival of the Aryans they

w'ere rulers over the country from Rhotas to

Kcw'ah. The Bharata of the l^uranas are supposed

to have been Bhar, and the Amethia and Purihar

itajjiuts are said to be Bhar. The goddesses at

Patna, and (iya are supposed to have been erected

by this race. Many stone forts remain in the

country formerly ruled by the Bhar, and are said

to have been their handiwork. Tlie Bhar, the

Cheru, and the Pasi have given their daughter in

marriage to lAijputs.

Birhor (ir)l>9) are said to have, till lately, been

given to cannibalism. A Birhor whose end was
approaching w'ould invito his clan to assemble to

feast on his body.
Brahmans are a numerous and intluential race,

most of them of Aryan orign'n, but they are kept

apart by social and elan distinctions, and are di.stri-

bnted througliout all India, in number 7,123,909,

a tliird part of whom (2,701,100) being in Bengal.

They arc to be seen in every station in life, and
in every avocation, as oAice-holders, learned men,
fortune-tellers, guides to pilgrims, musicians,

astrologers, beggars, funeral performers, culti-

vators,
3
)riests in all

3
>arts of the country, and

even coolies in Nepal. Brahmans of Orissa have

tw’o great divisions, the Vaidik or leanieil class,

and the Laukik wlio engage in business, in hus-

bandry, as gardeiu.irs, and even as bricklayers.

Butia or Bhotea amongst the people of Hin-

dustan is aj)plii*d to any Tibetan. Many arc

enqiloycd in the N. of Bhagulpur as coolies.

Butia of Bhutan binii their dea<l, and throw the

ashes into the nearest stream. They are Buddhist

and shamanist.

Chandal or Charal (1,576,076) arc a hardy

race, capable of enduring considerable exposure

and fatigue. In the Kamayana, the powcrf«l

prince of Oudli is represented as courting the

alliance of Gohurka, a Chandal chief. They are

now, throughout all Northern India and Bengal, in

a subordinate position, usually as labourers.

Cheru (15,665), like the Bhar, were once
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dominant. They have a tradition that, starting

from Mooning, they took Kamaon
;
thence they

made themselves masters of Bhojpur. Subse-
quently (1611) they took possession of Chiiin-

pariiti, and in 1613 occupied Palamow. Aecord-
ing to another legend, they ruled in Behar, whence
they were expelled by the Sivira, who Tvere again
thrust out. They claim to be descended from the
great serpent, an indication of their Mongoloid
origin. They eat flesh. Their women assist in

the field labours. .

The jDo/w, in Bengal 343,246, and in all India

721,655, arc wididy dispersed throughout the

northern parts of British India, dwelling outside

the towns aiid villages aj)art froiq the settled

population
;
they have several sections. Tlicy work

as blacksmiths, carpenters, masons, weavers, are

miners and iniisicians, fan and basket makers,
gravediggers, and executioners. They serve

Enro
2
)eans as s\veej)ers, cooks, ami tlieir women

as ayah ladics’-niaids. Dorn women arc famed for

their good looks, and are notori t)Usly unchaste.

Tliey perform in tlie Avomon’s apartments. Tlic

Ilindns do not permit them to draw watta* from
the same wells. They construct the funeral pyres

of the Hindus, and supply the fire. Tliey worship

•stones, to which they sacrifice fowls and goats.

Dosadh (1,138,(351).— Nearly all in Bengal
claim to be descendants of, and tliey Avorship as a

demon, tlio astronomical umbra Rahii,* the moon's
absconding node, Avhich they say caus(!s eclipses.

Goohi in Bengal imnibcr 3,1102,313. They arc

a pastoral race, following the saim^ pursuits as the

Ahir aiifl the Gojia. Tli(‘y are as far south as

Hyderabad in the Dekhan, but many haA'e settled

doAvn in villages as dairymen, with Inrgi' herds of

cows and buffaloes. They ar{3 of strong, poAA'orfnl

frames. In Behar are turbulent, so greatly so,

that Patna Gaoja is a term of reproach.

Gkahral (113,173).—Nearly all in Bengal are

descendants of men who were employed in Behar
in keeping the jiasses open.

Juanget, cliielly of Orissa, nnniVier only 523 in

Bengal, Their Avomcn, until 1871, had as their

sole covering a string of beads around their

waists, into which they stuck a buneii of leaves

before and another behind.

Kalhdrfha^ in Bengal 2,100,373, and in India

2,137,540, are the great cultivators of Bengal, and
many take Kliasiya as their designation.

Kagasfh, in Bengal 1,150,813, and 2,159,813

in all India, have tAvclve sections. I’liey are

essentially a caste of scribes, and are to be setui

in the service of all the native courts, and in the

offices of the Indian Government. They eat and
drink freely. Their w(nnen arc strictly seclmUd,

Khoiidait (617,017), from Khanda, a swoni,

are descendants of military- retain.ers, Avho had

their lands on a strictly military tenure, but are

now imdistingnishable from other husbandmen.

They and the Paik are of a similar position.

Koch (1,878,884) are chiefly in K(;ch-Baliar,

with numbers of them in Matsya-des and Kama-
rupa, }.e. in Rangpur, Lower Assam, and Purnia.

'.yie Koch kingdom Avas founded by Hajn, about
A.D. 1550. Tlie Koch,^ Mech, and Bodo arc often

classed together, but Colonel Dalton regards these
as rlistinct races. The Pali or Paliya are sup-
posed to he of Koeli origin. They have Bev(;ral

sections. With the Paiii-Koch Avomen, when they
|

marry, property vests in the wife, and descends !

to her daughters; the husband goes to the wife’s

house, and is subject to her. They sacrifice to

the sun, moon, and stars, also to the deities of

the woods, hills, and rivers, and to the manes of

their progenitors.

The Koeri (1,204,884), called also Muari and

Murao, are the best spade husbandmen, and largely

engage in jioppy cultivation and tlie manufacture

of opium, with other garden produce.

Kol is a term, said to be of Sanskrit origin,

and to have a derogatory meaning, but applied

by Hindus to aboriginal tribes of GImtia Nagpur,
of two distinct famili(‘S, the Kolarian and the

Dravidian, Avhom Colonel Dalton thus classed

A. Kolarians who spo.ak tho IVliinda language or allied

to it, viz.

—

Asur. Birlior. K harria.
1

Korwa. Munda.
Bhuniij. Ho. Kora.

1
Muani. Santal.

Kolarians who liavc lost their OAvn original language

-

Cheru.
|
Kharwar.

|
Kisan.

|
Saont.

B. Dravidians.

Bliuiya. G.md. J\Ial. Sabar, and
Bhuilier, Kandh, Oraon. many
Binjhia. Knur. Rautia. otlieri

In the census of 1881 they are arranged by Mr.

Bourdillon somewhat differently :

—

Kolarians, 30,211, viz.

Munda, . . . 11,310 Jilminij, . . . . 129
Karwa, . . . (j,S8.S Kharwar, . . . . 112
Cliuar, . . . r),7(>() Bhil, . . . . . . 87
Mal.ili, . . . 2,510 Kharria, . . . . 44
Brijia, . . . . 376 Korwa, . . . . . 22

Dravidians, 125,948, viz.--

Oraon, . . . . 21,115
1

1 Dliangar, . . . 4,835

Indefinite, 413,428, viz,

—

Poithalik, . . 3(32,521 Nagpuri, , . . . . 1
Baharia, . . . 50,900

The following is Mr. Bourdillon’s distribution :

—

Chutia Nagpur, . 791,730 Orissa, .... 1,062
Behar, .... 15,(314 Feudatory States, 62,035
Bengal, 575

Kunni arc largely occupied as gardeners and
husbandmen. They number 4,065,075 in Northern
India, and of these 1,213,422 are in Bengal.

M(d, 125,238 in Bengal, and 16,876 in Assam,
are supposed to have long occupied the districts

near the Ganges and bordering on the Bay of

Bengal. Pliny writes of ‘ Gentes Calingaj jiroximi

mari, et supra Mandei Malli, quorum MonsMallus,
finisque ejus tractns cst Ganges.’. Also, ‘Abiis
(Palebothris) in interiore situ Monedcs* et Suari
quorum Mens Maleiis.’ Mr. Beverley thinks that
tlu' Mai take their name from the Dravidian Avord

Mallai, a hill, and that they Avere driven eastAvard

over all Bengal, Avhere they fell into their present
position of society.

Merh (9288) stretch along the base of the
mountains of the Sikkim, Bhutan, and Nepalese
Hills, from the Kauki river to the Brahmaputra.
The malaria of the forest, so deadly to strangers,
lias no effect on them. Their features are of a
strong Mongolian caste, 'i’hoy call themselves
Bodo or Boro.

Mugh are in the south of Chittagong and in

the hill tracts, and they settled in the Sunder-
baiis about A.D. 1780, A\dien they fled from their

homes on war breaking out between tho king
of Burma and the rajas of Arakan, but they

love to revisit their homi's in the fair weather
eason of the year. Tlieir general physique is

strongly Mongolian. They are Buddhists. The
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term Mugh was applied to the fire-worshippers of

Persia by the Arabs, and to any non-Muham-
madan.
Nat (26,560) are a vagrant, wandering race,

with habits and occupations assimilating to those

of the gypsies of Europe.

Oraon (45,638) call themselves Khurnkh, and
the younger men of the tribe Dhangar. They are

honest, industrious workers, are a merry, light-

lieartcd people, excessively fond of dancing,

which is their great national amuKoment. They
are known to Pluropeans as part of the Kol, but

they are not Kolarians. ()raon have a Durn-

kuria, or Morang hall, in which the unmarried

men and sbme of the married sle(‘p. Any absentee

"is fined. In this hall are kept all the Hags and
instruments used in their dances. In some Oraon
villages also there is a sleoj)ing - house for the

unmarried girls, with an elderly woman to look

after them. The names of the Oraon clans are

taken from animals, which are sacred to the

particular tribe.

/W, 164,5!)5 in Ilengal, and 1,0,3.3,181 in the

N.W. Provinces, are watchmen, fowlers, swine-

herds, labourers, and agriculturists, afid spread

throughout the N.W. Provinces and llehar, but
they too, like the Hhar and the Cheru, were
formerly rulers in the land. They 'were owners
of the pargaiia of Khyrabad in Oudh, in the

time of iVithi-raj in the 12th century, and they

fought on the side of the (’handal against the

(diauhan. Since then they have been highly

i)redatory.

Puran of Orissa assort that they and another

race were producoil from a peafowl’s egg,—the

Puran from the white, and the Kharria from the

;

shell.

Rajwar have many clans, some of them cul-

tivators, others predatory. They are of mixed

j

origin, but chiefly aborigines.

The Santal (in Hengal 1,128,100, and in Assam

j

7744) B«ay of their origin that a wild goose came
!
from the great ocean, and alighted at Ahiri-pipri,

j

and there laid two eggs, from wdiicli issued the

, first parents of the Santal, The Santal have

;
twelve clans, one of them is the Murmu, which

[
is their name for the Portax pictus antelope, and
the clan must not kill it, nor eat its flesh.

.The Santal parganas are 140 miles N.W. of

I
(jalcutta, in a wild and sparsely populated country.

P’or revenue and administrative jairposes, these

are arranged into four suh-districts. The Santal
and Paharia have regular village institutions, with
a manjhi or headman, and similar to the Munda
and Maniki among the Kol and Ho. Over the
Santal manjhi are headmen of hundreds called

parganas. The Santal have no ^y^itten language
of their own

;
very few of them can write either

Hindi or Bengali, and they aided in the census
operations by tying knots oji strings of difTerent

colours to distinguish males from females, and
children from adults. In Bengal propiT, Santals
are mostly in the Midnapur and Bancoorah dis-

tricts, others are in Orissa. They have six domestic
•ceremonies, viz. (1) Admission into the family^

(2) into the tribe, (3) into the race, (4) betrothal,'

(5) cremation, (6) placing three fragments of
tho skull into the Damodar gods and demon.
They are exogamie.

Dosadh are constitutionally brave. A number

[

of them fought in Clive's army at Plasscy.

CALCUTTA, the capital of Bengal, metropolis of
I all India, and the scat of the Government of India,
is built on the left bank of the Hoogly, a branch
of the river Ganges.

M.ilos. Foinalcs. Total.
Town proper, . 257,778 143,89;i 401,671
Fort-William,

.

3,002 316 3,348
Sulmrbs, 147,205 101,231 251,439
l‘ort, 28,037 163 28,200

Total, 436,022 248,6.36 681,6.58

It has a large Mnliammadan population, 221,01 3,
chiefly men, 147,788, with 73,22.5 females. There
are 80 Hindu ciistcs, the more important being

—

Agarwala, . . . 2,160 Kamar, . . . . 4,873
Aguri, . . . 1,373 Kansari, . . . . 2,009
Bagdi, . . . . 3,760 Kaora, . . . . 1,113
Baidya, . . . . 2,684 Kaya.sth, . . . . 37,474
Haisnab, . . . . 7,02(5 Kliandait

, . . . . 913
Baiiya, 3, 168 Klietri, . . . . 1,233

. . . . 1,193Brahman, 38,763 Kumliar,
Olianiar, . 8, .569 Kurmi, . . . . 2,620
Chetri, .5,8‘)2 Koeri, . ...... 515
Dhopa, 4,0.53 Madah, . . . 3,849

Khasa'Dhopa, . 435 Mehtar, 7,124
T>om, . . . . 1,(571 Nap it, . 5,842
Dosadh, 3,385 Rajput, . . 720
Gandahanik 6,879 Sariiakar, 2,414
Gawala, . 11,3(»1 Satgop, . . 8,626
Jeli.a, . . 2,086 tSubarnabanik, 14,5Q7
Jogi, . . . 29-2 Sunri, . . . 3,4('8

Kahar, 8,727 Sudradha r, . 3,604
Kaibartha, 12,680 Tambuli, . . 2,411
Kalu, . . 2,878 Tanti, . . . 12,928
Kalwar, . . 502 Tcli, . . . 8,393

A mix(H;1 rare, knowi i as Eurasians, are not
numerous, only 9410, and there are representatives

from the nations of Europe speaking twenty
European
spoken are

languages,

as under :

—

The 26 i\siatic tongues

Arabic. 1 Hebrew. Persian,
Armcni.an.

1

Hindustani,87,52G. Pushtu.
Assamese.

1
Khassi, Santali.

Bengali, 417,234. Madrasi. Biamese.
Burmese. Malay. Singhalese.
rhincse. Mahrati. Tamil.
(^utchi. Malabari Tclugu.
Garo. I5lalay. Uriya, 15,151.
Gujerati. Panjabi.

with 20 European languages.

ASSAM luus an area of 46,341 square miles, and
a population of 4,881,426. It is in the extreme
north-east of British India, being bounded on the
north by the eastern section of the Himalaya
mountains, which portion is inhabited by the
Bhutia, Dafla, Aka, and other hill tribes. On its

west and south lies Bengal proper, and on the cast
it lias the feudutory Native State of Manipur and
the wild regions of Upper Burma.
Assam is naturally divided into three portions,

viz. the valley of the Brahmaputra on the north,
that of the Surma on the south, an<l between
these two valleys are mountain regions rumiiug
east and west, which form the watershed of the
two basins, and help, with numerous streains, to
swell the waters of two of the largest rivers which
at the present day form the chief means of com-
munication. On the night of the census, there
were 3899 boats on the rivers, with 20,301 persons
onboard. The jxiople are thus distributed:

Surma valley, . ... 2,258,434
lirahmnjmtni valley, . . 2,249 185
Oaclwr Hill tracts, . 24,433

*

Garo „ „ . . 85,635
Khaasya and Jaintia do., 169,300
Naga Hills, . . 1,380

„ „ tracts, . 93,000 373,807
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There are 105 *34 persons to the square mile

but there is much waste land
;
the density rangci

from 9-91 ppr square mile in North Cachar Hills tc

361*95 in Sylhet.

The Brahmaputra valley lias been the scene o:

frequent revolutions, ,by which one tribe has

succeeded to another, and each has left its tracci

on the character and physique of the present in

habitants, who have Ahoin, Chutiya, Koch, Bodo
and Aryan blood largely in their veins. They ar(

. a proud, haughty, and indolent people, and hav<

been inclined to use. opium in excess.

Hindu missionaries are largely and activeb

engaged in proselytizing. The chief of the propa

ganda are Gosains from Nadya and Kanouj. A
few of the Kamnlp Gosain marry, but those o:

Upper Assam are celibates of the Vaishnava sect,

living in monasteries (sliatra) with their temple

in the centre, and the cidls of their chief followers,

to the number sometimes of several hundred, dis-

posed in order around it. There are also some
Kolita missionaries.

The Chutiya, Koch, and Rajbansi have accepted

Hinduism. The Madhahi, Mahalia, Kabha, Sarania,

Totila are semi-Hiuduized
;
but the Garo, Ilajong,

Kachari, Lalung, and Mech remain in their own
faiths.

The Kachari chiefly 'worship the Bathau or the

Siju (Gharbura), a species of euphorbia (E. anti-

quorum). A plant of it is kept in every courtyard

as their tutelary deity, called Siju-Gohain, and is

carefully protected by a fence of split bamboo.

Offerings are made of rice, eggs, chickens, and

goats. Other of their deities are Mainau, who pro-

vides food and drink
;
Khober {? Kuvera), the god

of wealth ;
Ilasung Madai, the traveller’s god

;
with

Dalah, Gabang, Hagrani, Madrd, sylvan deities

;

and Daini Madai, gods of the waters.

The Deori or Deoshi is their divine, who in

sickness and peace makes offerings of salt, rice,

pulse, eggs, chickens, pigeons, goats, pigs, to the

wrathful deity, and works himself up into a state

of hysteria.

Other tribes named are the Aka on the borders,

the Kolita and Kaibarth in the valley.

The Muhammadans also are actively proselytiz-

ing, and their numbers are 1,317,022,

I. Ihdo Tribes, viz.

—

Chutiya,
Garo, . . .

60,232 Mahalia, 6,198

23,373 Modi, .57,890

Hajong,

.

4,354 Mikir or Aricng 77,765

Kachari Baraphisa,,281,611 1 la 1)1 .56,499

Koch, 230,382 Kajhansi, 106,376

Lalung, .... 47,650 8arariia, 4,718

Madhahi, Kam-
tali, Heremia, . 13,159

'J'otilu, . 2,539

II. Shan Tribes,' viz.

—

Abor, 821
1
Khamti, Kamjang,

Ahom, .... 179,314 Aitonia, 15(ni-

Nora, Pliakial,

.

Borahi, Deori, 2,883

Daffa, 549 Miri, 50 claii«,

8han, ....
25,6:56

. 275

III. Other Tribes.

Bhiitia,
.

^

.

1,340
1

Mishmi, . 085

Khaafii, . . 104,830 Naga, .

. 10,812 Nepalese,

104,6.50

Kuki, . . . 3,991

Langara, . . . 1,895 Baiital, . 7,397

Malla, . . . . 1,239 Santeiig, 47,815

Man, . . . . 2^2 Singpho, 1,774

Manipuri, . .

Matak (Moran),
. 19,823 Tiperah,
. . 220

3,984

Most of the other races in this province arc

repr^ented in other parts of India.

On the Northern Assam frontier are found, in

the following order from east to west, the Aka,
Bor, Abor, Dollla, Miri, .and Mishmi.

On the Southern Assam frontier we have the

numerous Naga and Singpho dialects, the Mikir

and Angami, the languages of the Khassya and
Jaintia hillmen, the Boro in Cachar, and the Garo
in the hills of tluat name.
Abor and Bor-Abor tribes occupy the hills

between the Subansiri and Dibang rivers, and
extend to the east. They arc powerful tribes.

The Abor have a Morang or town hall in each of

their villages, which is occupied nightly by all the

bachelors, and a proportion of all the married

men
;
that at Mcmbii w.as 200 feet long, and had

16 or 17 fireplaces. They call tlicmselves Padam.

'

The term Abor is said by Colonel Dalton to mean
barbarous. It is applied particularly to the hill

races on the southern slopes of that portion of the

great Himalayan range between the Dihang and
Subansiri rivers.

The Manijfvr State lias an area of 8000 square

miles, and a population numbering 221,070. It

is a hill country, sparsely occupied, with 27 in-

habitants to the square mile. The bulk of the

Manipuri of the valley claiming a Ksliatriya descent

(130,892) have embraced Hinduism. The men
arc indolent, and leave the out-door work to

the women and b) slaves. The Koi are of slave

lescent. The hill tribes number 85,288. The
non-Hindu tribes have about 300 deities to whom
they sacrifice.

BOMBAY. — The Bombay Presidency of

British linlia is uruh.'r the rulcj of a Governor

and Council, composed of natives of Great

Britain, and for legislation tliero is a Council

in which Europeans .and natives of India as-

semble. Tliese two bodies have jurisdiction

over an area of 124,516 square miles, in pro-

vinces extendiTig beiweim'lat. BP 15' and 28° 12'

N., and long. Otr 43' and 76° 28' E., and over

the fortified promontory of Aden in Arabia, 1600
lies away to the west, in lat. 12“ 45' N., and

Jong. 45“ 4' E. The physical features of the

provinces in tlic .area here indicated are of a

tvidely different character, and they include

portions of British territory mixed with several

)OiSseBsionH of Indian princes.

British Territory.

Area. PujuiUi- Arra. Pnpula-
8 (

1
. Ill tioii. Sfj. Ill ti(.)n.

"Jujpraf, 10,ir.s| 2,sr)'; 7;n iBombayf’ity
v(jiikan, e.Sdl au<J Island,

j

773,19(5

k^kliaii, .H7,4()7
i

A'. ( Jatiara, ls,s»K)| 2,H07,-J.V1 Total, . 124,122 16,4114,414

Sind,. . 4.S,014 2,4i:5,S2:i

I ;A.hn, . . 11 -Cl 43,860

Jutcll, .

’alaupur,

MahikanUa,
Katl.yawar,

l(!wakantn,
'aniliay,

Naruk(jl,

'jurat, .

Piuhar, .

uiijira,

lawantwari
.’lu! Danga,

Feudatory States.

I’ojmla-

tioii.

) . 1̂ 12,084 Satara
)

.'j76,47S J.aghirs, ,

) .M7,48.^, Akalkot, ,

I 2,343,899 Kolhapur, ,

I .M3,4fi2 8 . Mall rat t!

) Ml,074 Jaghirs, ,

I 0,440 Savatiur,
) 77,633 Khairjiur, ,

i 48,566
I 76,361 Tot. Ffuid.,

r 174.433 TotliritiHli,
I, 60,270

Area.
Popula-
tion.

3,314 818,687
498 68,040

2,816 800,189

2,734 623,763

70 14,763

, 6,109 129,168

73,763 6,941,249

,

124,122 16,464,414

107,876 23,396,663

Bombay city, witli its great population, is on

‘250
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an island which has been joined to the mainland

by means of a causeway.

The Konkan and North Canara districts are

chiefly in the lowland between the ghats and the

sea, with an ample rainfall of 100 inches. The
seaboard has several small harbours, and the

people are fishing and seafaring races. In the

Northern Konkan, the country between the hills

and the coast is a mass of low ranges, and culti-

vation is carried on on the steep slopes of the

hills and in the intervening valleys. In the

southern part of the Konkan, the hills approach

the sea, leaving little room for agriculture, but

tliere are many small harbours with fisher races.

Gnjerat^ with the valleys of tlie Sabarmati and
the Mahi, and the lands in the lower course of

the Tapti and Nerbadda, excepting in its east

and north-cast, is a flat country, with a good soil.

Its rainfall, 37 Inches, is sciint. Its people, in

their castes and occupations, dilTer more than

in any other part of India., There arc numerous
aboriginal races, some of them landowners, some
in a servile condition, with several aboriginal and
forest tribes of whom there is no tradition. The
area of Gujerat is 10,158 square miles, arranged
into the five districts of Ahniadabad, Baroach,

Kaira, Panch-Mahals, and Surat. The low-lying

alluvial tract around tin; coast of Gujerat is

occupied by Rajput tribes, and by Gujar, Kathi,

Koli, and Kunbi. In its southern districts the

most numerous of the aboriginal classes arc the

Chaudria, the Duria, and the Bhil of the Dang.
The Ikkhan province is wholly on the table-

land of the Peninsula plateau, 15()0 to 1800 feet

above the sea, and is occupied larg(‘ly by the

M all ratta race. It is covered with the regur or

black cotton soil, of inexhaustible fertility, but

ill its eastern part the rainfall is always so scant

and uncertain that tln^ tract is known as the

famine belt. Its districts are Ahmadnaggur,
Kandesh, Nasik, Satara, Sholajiiir, and Poona,
37,081 square miles. Bombay Dekhan is the

name applied only to all that jiarl of the table-

land stretching from the ghat range eastw’a^^d

to the Hyderabad and British possi'ssions.

The Karnatic is partly above and partly below
tlic ghats

;
the greater portion of it is included

betw^een the river Kistna and the Tumbudra. Its

inhabitants speak the 0anare.se language, and
irrigate wuth the aid of tanks. In its south-west
corner there are valuable forests, and cultivation

is carried on in patches interspersed with forest.

It includes the revenue districts of Belgaum,
Canara, Dharwar, and Kaladgi, 18,800 square
miles.

Sind is ii) the valley and delta of the Indus.

It is the most northerly portion of the Bombay
Presidency, is a highly arid region, but is fairly

cultivated by means of canals led from the Indus
river. Its population is of a very mixed character,

differing in race, in religion, and in customs and
habits.

The island formed part of the dower of Catherine
of Briganza, queen of Charles ii., who in 1668
transferred it to. the English E. 1. Company, on
an annual rent of £10. But from prehistoric
times, people from the S.W..of Asia, of Egypt,
and of Southern Europe have in succession been
trafficking in territories which are now under
the jurisdiction of this presidency. Beside^ the
aboriginal races- whose advent is unknown, this

presidency has descendants of Kathi, Getaj,

P.^rtliians, and Iluns from High Asia.

From the early years of the Christian era until

the middle of the third century A.D., the Siuha
or Sah were ruling at Sehore

;
they were dis-

placed by the Gupta, who in their turn, fell

before a native race ruling from Balabhi or
Wullubhi, at the foot of the hills of Chamardee.
In 770, Wulliibhipur, the present Wulleh, fell to

a foreign race. From this time parts of this

region were held by theChaura (740-942), by the
Sohinki Rajputs, and Mahmud of Ghazni (1024),
Shahab-iid-Din (1174-1179). and Kutub-nd-Diu
(1194) harassed the northern parts. Tlie Wagela
dynasty was ruling in the 12th and 13th cen-
turies*, in A.D. 1297, Alif Khan, brother of Ala-
ud-Din, suddenly appeared with a large force,

defeated Kurun of the Wagela race, took
Anhilwara. sacked Cainl)ay, and destroyed Sidh-
pur and Somnath. Anhilwara had been to tlie

w'est of India what Venice became to Europe

;

but in 1-111 Ahmad Shah abandoned Anhilwara,
and occupied as his capital Kuranawati, on the
left bank of th(‘ Sabarmati. From that time till

the opening years of the 19th century, the region
has been an arena on which Dehli rulers, the
Rajputs, tlie Portuguese, the Mahratta dynasties,

the Asof Jahi of Hyderabad, and the British have
been striving for victory and dominion, each
leaving some of its followers in the territories.

Its princes and chiefs in alliance with the
British arc about 303 in number. Their states

have an area of 73,753 square miles, and a popu-
lation of 0,iM 1,249; and the region between
Kandesh and Sind, a distance of 400 miles, nearly

all beloiigs to feudatory rulers.

Bomliay Nati\*c States.

j

Art’ a. Puiuila- Area. > Popula-
|Hq m. iion. Sq in.l tion.

Kolli.'ipnr, .
i

hO2,'O01 Sawaiitwari, !»00:'~Jl)0,.sJ'4
Ciitch (ex-

1

Janjira, . . :j25: 71,000
clu.sivc <»f S. Mahratta
tli<! Hunn),

1
6 f

if00 •J.S7,.>06 Ja;.,'hir.s

Salara
2 734 010,4.34

Maliikant;i I (

AK‘‘iii‘y, . 1,000 M7,0:it) Ja^'liirs, 3,r.osl 417,205
SinU (Kliair- Jaiihar, . . 37.40<)
piir), . . .! 0,10'.* 127,000 SuratAgeiicy l,0Sll 124,}>0.S

Kallyawar
j1

Savamiv, . J 70 6,!S:57

A:»cn(‘y, 2,:h12,«V20 Nan^kot, 1-13' 47,033
ralanpur, . ! s,uuu 502, Kaiulcsh i

iOo;),7;)2 Dallas (L'J !

Caml»ay, . . yso PL'tiy States) 3,S40 30,111

Amongst tliese feudatories are their Highnesses

the Gaekwar of Baroda, the Rao of Cutch, the

dam of Navanagar, the Thakur of Murvi, the

.Ictwa Rana of Porebandar, the Gohil Rawul of

In this presidency are some of the largest towns
of India

—

Ahniadabad, .

Ahmadnaggur,
Belgaum, . .

Bijapur, . .

Bombay, , .

Baroach, . .

.Dhulia, . . .

124,000

Nadiad, .

39.000 Nasik, .

32.000 Poona, .

12.000 Satara, .

773,196 Sholapur,
37.000 Surat, .

Bombay city is a creation of the Britiisli people.

Bhownaggur, the Jhala ruler of Hulwud-Drangdra,
the Bhonsla raja of Kolhapur, the Nawabs of

Cambay, Juuaghar, Janjira, and Savanur, with
many great families in the Southern Mahratta
country whoso ancestors held high offices under
the Peshwa.

The 1881 census of the Hindus shows 716
castes in 11,438,033 persons. There are 147

«

subdivisions of the 650,880 Brahmans. The
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Wania or Banya, 391,288 in number, liave 68
subdivisions. The Jains, who number 215,033
souls, have 81 sub-sections; and 1,133,927 Mu-
hammadans are said to have 233 sections.

Main Castes, Bombay British Territory.

British. Fomhitorv. Total.

661,411 346,787
llK.;,y06 27)2,688

170,302 271
118,337) 23,428
134,6.% 23,376
163,102 40,01.6

472,167 118,303
106,332 2,723

Brahman, .

Rajput,
Agria and Mithagria,
Berad (Bedcr),

Bhandari, .

Ohamar or Khalpi
Dhangar, .

Bubla,
Kunbi, Maliratta,

Kuiibi, Lowa,
Kunbi, Ka<lwa,
Koli, Maliratta,

Koli, Talabila,

Koli, Konkani,
Koshti,
Potter (Kuni liar),

Lingaet,
Lohana,
Mali, . .

.

Mhang,
Mhar, .

I*ancliamsali,

Parit, .

Beddi,
Goldsmith, .

Teli and Ghanclii,

Wanjari (Brinjari),

Other Hindus, .

Aborigines, viz. Bliil, .

Foresters, Thakur, .

Warli, .

Kathocli, ,

Other Aborigines, .

Muhammadans, .

2,403,051) 1,082,7)01)

21 7), 1)28 166,746
100, .367)

214,146
631),‘I41

12i),006

78,7)86

121,407)

261,701)

234,.303

27)2,141

161,070
8.')2,523

288,875
7)8,107

58,382
i::o,4N6

175,811
105,885

2, .346, .3.32

341,631
302

8, .307

4,47<S

207,86.7

3,021,131

22,384
637,208

.5,043

20,258

2 1

6’
280

114,211
25,2.58

32,70.3

345,207

2,371

11,412
30,;’.06

12,701

2,474

20(),072

7,776

54,787

4,407

101,184

7.53,320

1,011,108

449,504

170.7)

73
141,763
1.58,032

203,117
.590,.560

100.0.

57)

4, 48.5, .568

382,674
1.50,617

266,5.30

1,276,340
12.5,040

08,841

472*070

318.7)

14

277.

.

300

104.6)

73

1,107,730

291,346

69J04
169,792

188.6)

32

to a married man, on the agreement that, he

divorce her on completion of the ceremony, and

she can then be re-married by the natra cere-

mony.
Under the native governments, each of the

village communities in the Dekhaii had a portion

of ground attachcii to it, under the control of the

iiil)abitan fs. Tliey were paid from different Sources,

ill some from Meras lands, in others from Gairan

or (futkooli and Inam lands. In the Dekhan and

Carnatic table-land, the offices of the headman

and accountant, as also those of the minor mem-
bers of the muiiici})ality, arc hereditary ;

but in

North Konkan and Gujerat, Uui aj^pointmciits are

by selection. The village system has a deep root

among the Mahrattas.

In Kolaba, the village menial, he who watches

the gates and i)ri‘serves the boundary marks, is

the chief. The usual members of the village staff

are the sonar, kasar, suiar (carpenter), teli, darzi,

lohar, kumhar (pottej-), chamar, muchi, hajam
(barber), ])arit (washerman), mhar, and inhang.

The races are the Bharwad, Brinjari,

Dlumgar, Gaoli, Gol, Gras, Kumbar, and Kabari.

Tiie aea/drijtfj and Jislicr trilies are the Ambi,
Bhoi, Gabit, Kharvva, Macli’hi, Maiigala, and
Moger.

The chief /orr.s’/ tribes are returned a.s under:

—

108,359 I'Vm'sl. i Mtdes. 1

1

Females. Tnlal.

,512*006) Ghoflia, 17.276, i 17,189 .34,465

8,078 DIumH.'i, 26,254 i 27,6.25 .53,879

6.3,181 Ganithii, 1,25.3 ! 4.159 8,412
8,975 Naikada, .....

i

12,76.3 i 13, .526, 26,289

3,774,460

Bhangi, . . .

Bharwad, . .

Bhat, , . .

Tlhattia,...
Bhui, . . .

Bum a, . . .

Gaoli, • . . .

Gosai, . . .

Gujar, . . .

(3ujar wania, .

Ilalepjiik, . .

Hat-gar, , .

Kabligar, . .

The trading

are the Bhatti;

Other castes, viz.

—

4.3,688 Kamathi,
31,675

15,067

13,193
4S,:i98

10,199

36,560

33,851

31,817
32,693
43,061.

16,216

20,347

Karhado, Brahman
Kayasth Parhhu,
Khatri, . . .

Koli (liunwalia, .

ISl.icli’hi, . . .

J’aiichiili, . . .

Ihiiiiusi, . . .

Kahari, ....
Sadar, ....
Sali,

Waghri, . . .

11,1.5.3

23,010

13,666

30,968
43,S95

29,996,

39,148

43,037

22,810

44,317
40,081

32,051

cJas<fPs of the Bombay T’residency

ia, Gujar wania, Gujerati, Jain,

Konkani wania, Lohana, Mahrati wania, Lingaet,

Marwari wania. The J.ohana are ehielly in Sind,

with a small number in Gujerat. The home of

the Bhattia is in Cuteh, a few in Gnji*rat, and in

some numbers in Bombay city. Wania is a general

term applied to all traders, and there are Gnjar

traders from Gujerat. The Gujerati merchants are

the most wd<lely spread of all t his trading chif^s, and

are styled Wania, Khedayada, Lad, Modh, Mar-

wari, and Srimali. The Bhattia, Jain, and l^a^sec

are keenly engaged in trade; as also fire the Bohra,

the Khoja and Mehnian Muhammadans.
Agriculturists are Kunbi, Koli, Jangam, Agria,

Bhandari, Dubla, Lingaet, Paiicham!?ali, Halc-

paik, Raddi, Mali, Mahratta, and Hadfir. The
Kadava KunV)i are very particular a-s to their

intermarriages. But when a suitable match
for a girl cannot he found, she is married to a

bunch of flowers, wliich are afterwards thrown
into a well. She is then a W’idow, and can be
married with the natra rites. Or she is married

But besides there are the Bhil,'Katlio(li, Thakur,
and AVarli.

The (tltorlgiucs, ndurned ns numbering 562,6)78,

are ehiefly in the Paiich Mahal district, wdiere

they form 3t) per cent, of the poj)ulation
;

in the

Thar and Parkar they are 2.3 per cent.; in both
3’hana and Surat they form 19 ])er emit.; in Kand-
esli, 14-6 p(‘r cent.

;
in Nasik. II); and in Baroacb,

9 ptT cent. Of their total nninb(T, 7)61,317 are
illiterate, viz. 281,507 illiterate males, and' 276,810
illil crate females.

Famine, Fa.in/all. -^-The rainfall in the Dekhan
districts, always scant, at uncertain intervals even
fails, and dearths and famines result. About the
year 1801, jiggravatcd by war.'^, a si^vere famine
occurred, and in 1877 another oeenned, owdng to

another failure in the rains. In the latter year
tin* famine area extended over nine districts in

.'dl. Three of these dlstriets— Kandesh, Nasik,
and Satara—sliowed somi! ineia'ase in 1881 oivthe
}»opula(ion return of 1872; but the decrease in

Ahmadnaggur was 3* 18 jxt cent.
;
in I’oona, 2*45

per cent.: in J^holapur, 1 9 02 per cent.
;
in Bel-

gaum, 8*56 pc-r cent.
;

in Dliarwar, 1078 per cent.

;

and in Kahnlgi, 21*77. Tlie natural growdli of
the po})nlati(jn, had it not been for the famine,
should have been'about 8 per cent, on the popula-
tion of 1872.

Ahmadnaggur, .

i’oonu, . . ,

Sholujair, . .

Belgaum, . .

Hharwar, . .

Kaladgi, . . .

is7i:.

778.

.

337

921..

3.5.3

71 9.

.

37.5

944,98.5

989,6,71

816,273

751,228
900,621
.582,487

864,014

882,907
638,493

5,169,994
I
4,619,760 j

550,244

Actual
D(’creasc.

27,109
20,7.32

136,888

80.971
106.764

177,780

or:
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There was thus an actual decrease of 550,244

on the population of 1871, and a decrease of

963,8411 on what the population should have been

had it increased as in ordinary times.

The Langtiages current in this presidency are

about forty in number, but the follow in^^ sixteen

cilltivcated tongues are the vernaculars of twenty-

one out of the twenty- three niillioiiB which form

the total of the population :

—

Hindustani, . 1,074,127
{

Croanese or Konkani,40,742
Mahrati, . . y,28(>,OOS Tamil, . <8,071

Gujerati, . , 7,535,100 Hindi, . 20,27 4

.Uauareso, 408,234 Tulu, . 505

Sindi, . . • 2,0'05,703 African, 2,088

Marwari, . 102,!)74 'J’urkisli, . 225

llaliiclii, 151,320 Cutclii, . 11,715

Arabic, .... 10,408 I’anjabi, . 24,301

Persian, .... 4,308 Pushtu, . 8,025

Portuguese, . . . 4,2G0 Telugu, 123,307

The Other tongues spoken are ('hinese, Plnglish,

French, German, Somali, Spanisli, Swedish, Ben-

gali.

Religion .—The Hindus of the Bombay Presidency

recognise tliemselves as worshippers at particular

shrines, and the only prominent sects are the

Walabha-Cluiriya, tlie Swiimi-Naraiyan, and the

Ijngaet.

The village deities are Kandi Kao or Kaudoba,
Venkoba, Viltoba, Ganpati, Ilaimman, and

Bhyroba. The Nag serpent and Ilanuman images

are in every village south to the Turnbudra. But
the Mahratta are largely spirit- worshippers, and
blood sacrifices are fr(*(jaeiit. At Chinehor, near

Poona, a Brahman family claim to be an incarna-

tion of Gaiiesa. Krislina was accidentally killed

near l*attun. His ashes are entombed there, and
with the temples at Dwaraka are hirgely visited.

The sun-worship continues there, and with it that

of the lingam. Tlie Jaiiia sect liave the holy

sites of Shatriinji, near Palilana, Gorakhnath,

Abu, Sita, Giniar, Gop-nath, ete. At iSomiiatli or

Someswara is a famed lingam temple, winch was
lately rebuilt by Ahalya Bai, widow of Holkar.

The Parsee temples arc cliietly at Bombay and
Surat. They are mean structures compared with

tliose of the .laina seejt, who delight in raising

beautiful fanes for tlieir saintiMl Tirthankare.

On the Girnar mount is the Bliairava J’hap rock,

from wdiicli devotees were wont to throw them-

selves
;
and the roek on which Asoka’s edicts are

cut is at tlie entrance of th(3 valley whicli leads to

tlie base of the mountain, from the Junagarh
side.

The Bmhnmns arc largely of Aryan descent, ami

differ cldefiy in tlieir lineage- from founders of

families. They might therefore be supposeil to

incline towards assimilation. Yet the (Jujerati

Brahmans alone have eighty subdivisions.

The Brahmans of Maharashtra are Deshast or

Dekhanist, Kokauist, Karhade, and Deoruklia.

Those of Gujerat are the Audich, Anawala,
Mewada, Modh, and Nagar.

The Gaur Brahmans are the Saraswat, Saslitekar,

Shenvi, and Kanaujia (Kanyakiibja).

The Havik are Canara Brahmans, and cultivate.

Deshast or Dekhani Brahmans include mostly
those of the table-land in the Dekhan and Canara
above the ghats. The Matrayani and Madhyandiiii

are of Kandesh and Nasik, and the Palse Brah-
mans of N. Konkan.
The Konkanist Brahman, also called Chitpawan,

who rose to fame in the times of the Poshwas, mostly
belong to the Konkan and Poona. They are a
highly intellectual race.

Jain religionists are proportiomally iiumerotLs in
Cutch, in the northern states of Gujerat, particu-
larly in Ahmadabad. In Kolhapur and the Southern
Mahratta country, many of the peasantry belong
to this sect. The sect have about eiglity sub-
divisions. The Oswal or Humhad, the Porwal
and Shrimali are the chief. Jain husbands in

Gujerat marry into Hindu families. The Hindu
wife, while in her husband’s home, conforms to
his ritual

;
but on the many occasions on which

j

she revisits her fatlier’s family, she reverts to the
rites of her ancestors.

The Muhimmadaiia mirnher 3,021,112. They
are known as the Shaikh, Sayyid, Pathan, and
Moghul

;
but in their religions they are of Sunni

and Shiah sects. The Sunni are followers of the
four commcnbitors of the Koran, Hanafi, Shafai,

Hanbali, and Maliki. There are several Sliiah

sects, the more prominent of its branches being
the Khoja, Bohra, and Mehnian. One section of
the Khoja follows the representative of Hasan-us-
Sabbah, the Shaikh-ul-Jabl, or Old Man of the
Mountain of the times of the Crusaders, whom
they reganl as an incarnation of Ali. About a.d.

IPSO, a large body of Hindus of Cutch adopted
this religion. 'Pheir leader, Aga Ali Shah, resides
in Bomb.ay, and succeeded his father, Aga Khan,
a claimant for the Persian throne, who, after

being driven from Persia, was long a Bombay
resident.

The Ihhra are a numerous, widespread, and
wealthy sect. Their chief apostle, Dai or Mallab,
resides in Surat. He names his successor. Those
of Ahmadabad are of tlie Sunni sect.

The Shiah Bohra’ of Surat, those trading in

Bombay, and a few others, are highly trainetl in
the vermicular language of their own locality, and
also in Urdu and Arabic.

TheMehmmi are ciil t ivators, shopkeepers, arti sans.

They are believed to be converts from Hinduism.
They are distributed through the Kuracheo dis-

trict.

In Sind, the Malik and the Mol Islam are other
divisions, and in Aden are the Iinamya and
Zaidiya.

Fakirs are Muhammadan devotees; among them
the fakir or darvesh laJong to several schools, the
Azad, Banawa, Chishti, Iraq, Rafai, Julalia, Kad-
aria, Kalandaria, and Madilria. The founder of
the last-mentioned school, Shah Madiir, lived in
Makhanpur, 60 miles from Lucknow. The Kad-
aria take th(*ir name from Abdul Kadar, Jalani,
of Baghdad

;
Jalal Bukhari of Bahawiilpur

founded the Jalalia, and the Azad are a section of

tlie Jalalia, and are celibates
;
ami the Kalandari

claim as their founder Bii Ali Kalandar, whose
tomb is held in great reverence.

More than 60 per cent, of tlie Muhammadans
reside in Sind. The Miiliammadans are largely

converts from some of the Hindu tribes, and
descendants of immigrants from the adjoining
districts of Baluchistan, Afghanistan, the Panjab,
and the Indian desert.

The Parsecs are a prominent, though not a
numerous body of the population. They have
separated, on very unimportant points, into two
sects, one of those, the Kadimi, or old firm, reckon
by the old Persian era, which is a month earlier
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than that used by the Shahaiishahi, Shensoi, or
liasini, who form 92 per cent, of the sect.

The Jews take a humble position, largely artisans,
masons, carpenters. They came from tlie Persian
Gulf or Arabia in the 15th or 16th century. They
call themselves Ban-i-Israil.

The homeless broken tribes and predatory sections

of the Dekhan population have received much
attention from several writers.

In 1843, the Editor furnished to Jameson’s
Edinburgh Journal notices of the homeless tribes

of the Southern Mahratta tiouniry. In 1852,

Captain Harvey, of the Bombay police, de.scribod

seventy-one races wandering in that presidency;

and in the following year, Major Douglas Graham
enumerated thirty-eight of the moving commun-
ities in the Kolhapur territory, additional to those

described by Captain llarv(*y. Kittle more than

the names of these can find room here.

The Jif'der extend along the western part of the

Dekhan plateau in all its extent, from the Tapti to

Mysore. The Beder attained their highest power
about the IGth century. Ilarponhully, in the

Bellary district, was founded by two brothers, one
of whom married a daughter of the Polygar chief

of Chittuldrug. In a.d. 1517, Kaidrug was given

to a Beder chief who built the present fort. There

are now two Beder chiefships, Zorapur and Gur-
gunta, to the south of Sholapur. Until early in

the 19th century, the Beder In the Southern

Mahratta country were under a Naik, who held the

fortified village of Chikuldini, at the foot of the

western hilhs; they were eminently predatory,

tillage extending no farther than arotnid their

houses. They are a simple-mannered race, civil

and good-humoured, and communicative, but very

poor. The ancestor of the Zorapur chief aided

Aurangzeb in the siege of Bijapur, for which he

was rewarded with the title of raja, and was made
a mansabdar of 5000. They number 118,335 in

the Bombay Presidency, and in all India 171,269

is the return. The Berad, 263,896.

The lihaoriy or Him Shikari, or Him Pardi, are

a migratory race of fowlers and hunters, who are

to be seen in most parts of the Peninsula. They
snare game and wild animals of all kinds, jackals,

foxes, wolves, leopards, tigers. They are of short

stature, black and shrivelled, greatly w'anting in

intelligence, and timid in their intercourse with

people in the towns to wliicli they bring their cap-

tures for sale. The women earn a little by selling

antidotes for snake-bites and scorpion stings,

—

simple roots and parts of the animals they kill

;

and the jackal’s horn, a projecting part of the

frontal bone, is eagerly purchased from them as a

charm against the evil eye. They are in all parts

of India, but chiefly in Marwar. They liavo

several tribes, Jtathor, Mewar, Chauhan, Sawandia,

Korbiar, and Kodiara. They dwell in distinct

hunting-grounds, generally with riviirs as bouml-

aries, and have hereditary chiefs, termed Haulia,

who assembles the tribe on occasions. One portion

of the reward for capturing tigers is allotted to the

river deity
;
the forest deity ha.s another. They

are wretchedly poor, with a few rags for clothing,

but they steal from fields and grain-pits
;
and

the settled* population think they are wealthy.

When the beard first appears, it and the hair

of the head is cut once annually, for five success-

ive years, but afterwards it is left unshorn.

Their girls are married about the time they grow

up; the rejoicings last five days, during which
the couple, smeared with turmeric, remain seated

on the ground. They bury their dead.

The Bhatoo^ Doomur, or Khelati are a wandering
race of acrobats, who arrange themselves into

twelve sections, and move about in the districts

of Aurangabad and Ahmadiiaggur southwards to

Hurrihur in Mysore. The men seldom exceed

five feet in height, and the women proportionally

smaller. At tlio period of adolescence, the young
men and w'omeii are ])erfcct models for the

sculptor. Besides performir»g as athletes, the

men exorcise demons from those po8se.s8ed, an(l

the young women are devoted to the gods, Kan-
doba at Chinebor, lu'ar Poona, being usually re-

sorted to. AVheii the girl is .about five years

old they lay her at the feet of the deity, and
she becoiiiL-s a Murli devotee. Most of their

feats consist of lea}}ing over or climbing up a
bamboo. They sustain spvere injuries ; an old

man of 60 years of age recollected having
actually seen four people killed, and innumerable
injuries of others, by falls from the bamboo.
His own right elbow-joint had been crushed. They
usually take a partner from atnongst the devoted
women, who have grown too old to perform.

They profess to worship Narayan, but the bamboo
with which they perform is the chief object of

their adoration
;
when cut down they have it

consecrated, and term it Gunnichari or chief,

and in their asseiid)lies or Panchaits it is erected

in their midst. They have no other idols, but
they visit the slirines of Ellama, Tulsidas, Bhawaid,
Daw'al Malik IVn'r, and Nursoba. Tliey bury
their dead, place food at the head of the grave,

and draw favourable omens.
The Bhntthi and Bauya of Mandavi and other

parts of (hitch have been trading since many
centuries in Africa and Arabia, and wtu’c largely

engaged in the African slave trade. The sailors

of Mandavi are bold and skilful, and their pilots

famed for their skill and daring.

The fihil of Ajniir, (’entral Provinces, Hyder-
abad, and Kajputana number 141,972

;
and in the

Bombay Presidency 341,634, chiefly in Kaiidesh,

Panch Mahal, Nasik, Thur and Parkar, and
Ahmadnaggur. In the western districts they are

known as the Kale Puruj (black men), also as

the Dnbla (slender). North of tlie Nerbadda, in

the Bhil marriages, the groom takes the brhle on
his shoulder and dances round a fire

;
it is called

the Ghora-natch. Bhil clans are in a state of great

moral transition. Thtiy were bold plunderers,

their national weapon tlie bow. Those Iocatt‘d

between the Taj)ti and the Satpura Hills ai'(*

known as the AVah-wih or Wa-sa-weh. The Biiil

worship the image of a horse, named Baba Deo
Ghora.

The Bhoij fishers, palanquin-bearers, and sea-

men, extend across the Peninsula from Bengal to

Bombay, wedged in between Aryan and Kolariaii

races in their fiorlh, and Gond, Teling, Mahratta
races in the south. Mr. Plowdcn supposes them
to be the Besta of Madras, 367,904; states 11,019
are in Berar, and 46,134 in Hyderabad, but does
not mention the 48,398 whom Mr, Baines returns

from Bombay.
The C/mmar, 163,102 souls, are tanners, curriers,

and shoemakers. Their name is derived from tho

Hindi word for leather. The Chamar are known
as the Sultungar, Huralbukht, Dubali,Woji, Chour,
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Paradosh. The Sultungar dye and sell sheep-

skins; the Paradosh work in tent-making, etc.

Tlie higher rank Chamar make shoos
;
the Ilural-

bukht dye skins red, and make shoes
;
the Dubali,

Woji, and Chour make bridles, pakhals, water-

bags, and eat animals that have died of disease.

The Dubali section of the Chamar are 10,224

according to the 1871 census, but the memor-
andum placed before Parliament showed 711,000

Dubali in the Surat district.

Dohor or Dhor,* Kutai, or Duphgar, dye skins

of horned cattle, and are leather- workers, make
pakhals, mot or well buckets, dol or liand buckets;

the Kutai are cobblers, tent - workers, and eat

diseased animals, as also do the Duphgar, who
make leather oil bottles.

The Chamar of Bombay reckon as sections, the

Chour, Dubali, Huralbukht, Paradosh, Siiltungar,

and Woji. 'They are all tanners, Knirriers, shoe-

makers, and saddlers, and all of them eat animals

that have died of disease.

The Dher are the great labouring class of the

Dekban, and seem to have been it.s first proprietors.

Tliey were returned in 1881 as 110,040, and the

Mhar and Dher 1,197,780, and these two are

supposed to be identical. In physical appearance

Dher, Mhar, Mala, I’arayan, Chandal, Kahar, and
llolar are identical, and number in all India

10,060,730.

Gujar.—Dekhan people designate as Gujar all

persons from Gujorat. The Duria race of Gujerat

make their temples of cotton trees, around which
they raise upright stones in rows or in circles.

The women of the Chaudria race of Gujerat

dispose immense strings of cowries around their

head and neck. They are dreaded as witches,

and in 1836 numbers of them were to be seen

deprived of their noses as a prevention of witch-

craft.

. Jharija^ a Rajput clan ruling in Cutch, are

•pread through Cutch, Gujerat, and Kattyawar.

;hey have until recently been largely given to

afanticide. They get wives from the daughters
the Jhala, Wagel, Sodha, and Gohil Rajputs,

n 1818, Captain M‘Murd() estimated the nuin-

sra of the Jharija in Cutch at 12,000 persons,

if whom only 30 were w'oinon. They killed girls

avoid paying for them heavy marriage portions,

n the Bombay Feudatory States, the females were
20,357 to 132,331 males. In Britisli provinces,

'3,722 to 103,184 mules. The Kao of Cutch, the

am of Navanagar, and Thakur of Murvi are

harija, and it was the Murvi chief who, in Colonel

YalkePs time, 1818, was the first to discontinue

nfanticide.

Kaikariy Hind., Mahr., Tam., Tel., Kaik(nh\

ire makers of baskets from stems of cotton plants

ind palm leaves, but are all jirodatory.

Kattyawar people consist of Ahir, Koli, Kunbi,
^ohana, Mhcr, Mehman, Rajputs, Rebari, and
mmerous Muhammadan tribes from Sind, Makran,
laluchistan, Arabia, Miana from Cutch, Hadhel,

Yagher of Okamundel and Sindi called Bawur.
The Waghor of Dwaraka with the Badhail of

kramra were long the terror of these seas. In

803, 1858, and 1859 they repulsed British

roops, but in 1868 (8th May) the place was
itormed, and their chief fell.

Kattyawar Babria, a peasant tribe, give their

lame to the Babria district

The KoU^ 2,219,540, are scattered from Raj-

putana to the southern part of the Mahratti
country

:

Mahratta, . . . 881,014 i Berar .30,398
Ajmir, 260

|
Hyderabad, . . 213,966

Baro'da, .... 429,688
j

Koli are spread from the Thur and neighbour-
hood of Sind to Goa, and eastward to the Bhima.
The Koli of Gujerat, up to the early part of the
19th century, were a restless, turbulent race,

despising agriculture, and living by plunder.
Their chiefs wereRahtor, Chauhan, Mukwana,etc.,
Rajputs who intermarried with the aborigines.

The Dubla Koli, up to 1836, were mostly
hereditary slaves. One projirictor in S. Gujerat
had 300 of them. Their owners employed them
in fishing and husbandry, and hired them out. The
Dubla are now chiefly in the Broach and Surat dis-

tricts, and in the latter district were largely llali

or predial slaves, liereditary serfs to families of

colonizing Brahmans of the Aiiiiwala section.

They are a little higher than the Dhodia in the
social scale.

Kaijasth^ tlio great scribe and WTiting class of

all India, 2,150,813. More tlian half the writers

of Bombay claim to bo Kayasths.

The MaddikpoVy as they call themselves, arc a
migratory race in the Southern Mahratta country,

who are known to the people ius the Kili Kyuntur,
the Kotabu. They are in general tall, well-made
men, of an olive-yellow colour. They arrange them-
selves into ten branches,—Avoti, Atok, Naknar,
Pachungya Ram, Sinda, Sarwar, Saskene, Mohr-
kar, Sengan, and Durwia,—and claim to be allied

to the Koli or Barkar. They are beggars and
fishers; their women earn a little by tattooing
the foreheads of Hindu women, from which the
tribe are called Putcha, and by knitting; but the
chief occupation of the men consists in exhibiting

transparencies painted on deerskin in bright

colours, representing the story of the Mahabha-
rata, which they relate to admiring crowds. They
have also dancing puppets. They dwell in closely-

woven grass huts. Every morning they worship
the transparencies. The bamboo box is placed on
a spot freshly covered with cow-dung, the lid

is opened, and a prayer made for daily food.

They are not rcstiictcd to one wife. They catch
fish.

Mhaiuj (161,970) of Kolhapur were long noto-
rious for their wild, untamoable habits, their great
cunning, hardiness, and predilection for outrage
and robbery. Tlicy have been known to refuse

an offer for their daughter’s band because the
young man was not an expert thief. Theyare illiter-

ate, and make as their mark the figure of a knife.

Many of their young women were devoted to

the deity Kandoba as Murli, or attached as Jogini

to the goddess Yellama, and on the 3d of Maiigh-

AVud (February) they wore accustomed to parade
the streets in a state of nudity in honour of the

goddess. Their tutelary deity is Jagadamba.
The 'Mhar and the Dher (852,523)- of the

Bombay Dekhan, the Parwari race of the lands

below the ghats, the llolar of the Canarese-
speaking district, the Chandal of Bengal, the
Pariah of the Tamil country, the Kahar and the
Mala of the Teling nation, assimilate in physical

appearance. The Dher is the great labouring class

of the Bombay Dekhan, and seem to have been its

first owners. The numbers returned of these

races are 10,069,730, viz. :

—
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Mliar, . . . 1,434,440 Ohandal, . . 1,749,008
Dher, . . . 110,040 Kahar, . . . 1,840,850
Dhcr and JMhar, 1,197,730 Holar, .... 447,421
l^arayan, . . 3,290,038

None of all these have accepted Brahmanism, but
adhere to shamanist rites. They reside outside
the villaj^es, are labourers, weaving? in the intervals

of agricultural operations, are villa<j;e servants and
watchmen. They have several sections, an<l the
Wusydong Mhar, the Tilwun, IVun, and Aduwun
claim to have come from near Benares, and to be
descended from a race whom tliey call Dong.
They are nearly all illiterate.

The Miana of Mallia in Mucha Kaida, on the

banks of the Muchu river, have a Thakiir, but
own allegiance only to their own Chowhattia or

heads of tribes. Tliey are of a turbulent dis-

position.

Mnrli—Several of the Indian races, the Dhan-
gar, Dher, Mining, Koli,Mhar,an<l Manurwara,and
occasionally even the higher Hindu castes, under
various vows, devote their girls to the gods.

The deity to whom the girl is more frequently

vowed, is some incarnation of Siva or his con-
sorts. Amongst the Mahratta people on the

western side of India, Kandoba is the usual Siva
avatar to whom the girls are devoted, and his

chief shrines are at Jejuri, Khanapur near
Beder, and at Malligaon

;
but other deities, or

even a dagger, are objects for their vows. The
ordinary people believe that from time to time
the shadow of the god comes on the devotee

(deo ki chaya ati, ang par), and possesses the

devotee’s person (Murli ke ang ko bhar deti).

Those devotees are called Murli in Mahrati, Jogini
or Jognidani in Canaicsc, and Basava in Telugu.

They at times affect to be or really are po.ssesse<l,

during which they rock the body, and peo])le

occasionally make offerings to them as to an
oracle or soothsayer, laying momy at their feet,

and await the possessing to hear a decision enun-
ciated. The female deity to wdiom those near the

Bhirna river are devoted, is Yellama
;
the Bhuili

race devote their Murli to Mata. Boys also are

devoted, and styled IVaghia, from IA"ag, a tiger.

Near Amraoti it is to Ainba and to Kandoba that

the Murli and the Waghia are devoted. Tlio

Waghia does not associate with the 31urli. At
Amraoti, the jieojile say that Kandoba moves
on Sunday particularly, and selects a clean tree

(clean Murli), whose body be fills.

Pagiji of Gujtu-at must not be omitted. Tlieir

skill in tracking footmarks has acquired for them
great fame.

The Rarnusi^ 43,037, are found in all the dis-

tricts westward from 'felingana to the edge of the

AVestern Ghats. They call themselves IJoyill or

Boiggia. They claim to have three sections, as

under :

—

1. Bhaka. 2. Ilolga.

a. Chauhan. c. Iloray. 3. J5ehdar.

b. Jadu. d. Gurgul.

Though they have adopted Mahrati, they pre-

serve a few words of their original Telugu for

purposes of crime.

The Kamusi have continued predatory for about
«500 years. • When Ala-ud-Din llusaiu (Bangui
Bahmani (a.d. 1347-1358), heading the revolted
troops of the empire, assumed sovereignty, and
made war on the Hindu countries that encircled
the kingdom of Kulburga, the Ramusi seem to

have been detached from the Teling nation, and

to have at first settled among the fertile valleys

of Maharashtra around Kuttuw, Musswur, Mal-

loura, Nalgund, the hill fort of Maimanghar in

Mandesh, and east of Satara and the town of

Pliulton, and now they arc found scattered

from Hyderabad westwards
;
and the valleys of

the Maun, Neera, Bhirna, and Peera rivers, with

the hills and plains in the vicinity, the districts of

Satara, Poona, and Ahmadnaggur, give shelter to

their descendants, who arc thus scattered througli

a region lying between lat. 17° and 20° N., and
long. 73° 40' and 75° 40' E. But in tliis wide
extent 40,000 is perhaps the utmost number of

their people. They are generally ill-favoured,

but not dark coloured, sliorf; statured, but

muscular aiid capable of untiring labour. The
women are even more ill-favoured than the men,
but are active. and hardy, are very much attached

to their children, and are strictly virtuous. They
arc pantheistic, but their favourite dc-ity is Kan-
doba or Kan<li Rao, named also Martinda, to whom,
as also to Bhawani Rama, they made their

vows on their plundering expeditions.

'flic Bliaka Ramusi are hardy, active, and enter-

prising, covetous, rapacious, and treacherous.

From the time of 8ivaji they jdundered and were
the ready instruments of rebellion, and succcssivt?

rulers retaliatL'd by massacring them on every

opportunity. They were linally })iit down in

1832 by the British, ivlK'n their leader Oomiah
was hangeil oji tin; 3<l February. During the

unquiet times of the Mahratta rule between 1790
and l(Slt8, they laid gained head, and kept the

country disturbed. Tluy have now settled down
to husbandry, and some of them are employed as

watchmen, an otfKUi which in several towns is

hereditary, the Rakhwnla Ix'ing one of the muni-
cij)ality. 'fhe Holga branch arrange th('mselves

in 13 s(‘cti()ns; their language is nearly Cannrese.

Though not luu-editary robbers, many of them are

docoits, highwayimm, and burglars, and often

commit murder when engaged in robbery. They
arc part of the eommune, as village watchmen,
with shares of the village fees, and soitie are

cultivators. In olden times tbey undertook to

track lip all robbers, and if they failed they had
to make good half the value of the property

plundered.

HYDERABAD is a principality in the centre of the

plateau of Peninsular India. It is ruled over by
a Muhammadan sovereign, whose ancestral title,

Nizam of the Dekhan, was bestowed on the

founder of the fandly by the emperor of Dehli,

but the dynasty is known as the Asof Jain. The
territory has been gathered umlor one sway from
portions of four great nationalities,—Telingana in

the east, Karnatica in the south, Maharashtra in

the N.AY., and Gondwana in the N.E., all of them
peojded by non-Aiyan races, amongst whom are

some Aryans, with Muhammadans, and many
fragments of broken, liomeless, wandering tribes.

The area is 81,807 square miles, and its popula-
tion 9,845,594, being 120 to the square mile, tin)

great bulk of them professing some form of

Hinduism.

Hindu, , . . 8,893,181 Jain, 8,521

Muhammadan, . 925,92t) Parsee, . . . . . C38

Christian, . . . 13,614 Jew, 47

Sikh, 3,664

The dominion has been formed only since the

256
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I'middle of the 18th century, and there is not yet

any approach to a fusion of the masses into one

nation, the rulers and their officers and tlicir

army being all alike foreigners. There has never

yet been any Teling, ^lahratta, or Canarese who
has been placed in a high office of the State,

although 85 per cent, of the population belong

to these three races. The existing position of

the races will be seen from the languages now
spoken ;

—

Telugu, . . . 4,279,108 Panjabi, .... 2,1 20

Mahrati, . . 8,147,740 Pushtu, .... 1,041

Canarese, . . 1,238, ,'>19 Persian, .... 349

Hindustani, . . 998,241 liengali 05

Hindi 58,268 Uriya, 01

Marwari, . . . 40,004 Haluclii, 30

Oondi, .... 38,224 Tiirki, 20

Tamil, .... 1(),340 (^henului, 17

Arabic, 0,959 Kaslimiri, 3

Giijemti, .
’.

. . 5,987 Others, 473

Kaikari, .... 5,291 I

Since 1784, an ambassador, styled a Itesident,

has been to this coiut, but they have been fre-

quently changed; from 1784 to 1707 inclusive,

there were 4; 1805 to 18513, 17; and 1850 to

1884, 15.

Since the middle of the lOtli century, tlic Herar

portion of the Nizam’s doininioiis of 17,711 square

miles has been assigned to the Hriti.sh, in order to

provide from its revenues funds for the pay of

the Hyderabad contingc'ut of artilh'ry, cavalry,

and infantry, which the llydiTubad State by tr(‘aty

enrol for mutual defence. A census has been

taken in 1881 of each of those two portions of the

Hyderabad territory, but only tliai for Berar is

to hand. Mr. Plowden, however, in his general

report for all India, has given tlu; following as the

castes and raees of the Hyderabad part:

—

Ahir, 3,904 Kunhi, . . . 1,058,665

Haiiya, . . 392,18 1 Kayaslli, .... 3,427

Hlioi, .... 92,170 Kuinliar, . . . 90,83.5

l^edcr, .... 121,803
,

Kaluir, 391

Hanjari, , . . 108,644
j

Kori, 130

Hhat, 6,630 s Knli, 213,96(;

Hhaiuliiri, .... 356 Mali, 83,806

Phil, 8,470 Matraj, .... 104,<;71

Hrahraaus, . . 2.59,147 Mhar, .... 806,6.53

(!!liamar, . . . 447,-312 l^Ihaiig, .... 315,732

Kalal, .... 233,201 Muliaininadaiis, . 925,029

Khatik or Kassab, 9,384 Parit, .... 162,062

Khatri, . . . 11,290 Pawar, 5

Munurwar, . . 187,458 'IMi, 67,.564

Koshli, . . . 79,142 Sale, 185,008

Dhangar, . . . 482,035 Teling, .... 327,338

(l.awali, .... 223 Sonar, .... 88,76»9

(lond, 39,.513 Koddi, .... 32,014

(iwjar, .562 Koinati, .... 194,284

Gollu, .... 212,608 Mahrati, . . . 369,636

Jat, 278 Ijingact 97,83(>

Kach’hi, .... 537 '"cllalar, .... 188

Khatik 9, .384

The Gadaria, Jogi, Kainmu, Pasi, and Uriya

make an additional number.
On the boundary line in the middle course of

the Tumbudra and the Kistna rivers, and in the

valleys of their affiuents, the Hhiina, the Gat-

purba, and Malj)url)a, are several chiefs meriting

notice. Until the year 1839, a family of Pathaii

Muhammadans ruled at Kurnool on the riglit

bank of the Tumbudra, with the title of Nawab,
In that neighbourhood a Syud family still rule as

nawabs of Banaganapilly. Farther west are the

tReddi chief of Gadwal, the Mahratta chief of

|Suudur, one of the Ghorpura family
;
the Kshat-

*|*iya raja Narapati of Anagunda, claiming to be

a descendant of the great king Rama of Vijaya-

nagar, who was overthrown by the combined
armies of the four Muhammadan kingdoms of

Golconda, Kulburga, Bijapur, and Ahmadnaggur;
the Pathan nawab of Shahnur, the Ghorpura
chiefs of Gujundargarh and Akalkot, and at

Gurgunta and Beder Sorapur are descendants

of thatBeder soldierPid-Naek, towhom Aurangzeb,

for aid given at the siege of Bijapur, granted a

small territory in the Jiaipur Doab, and who are

now feudatories of th(‘ Hyderabad Government.

The Beder of KSorapur drink spirits, eat the hog,

crocodile, porcupine (sai'sal), manis (uli), iguana

(ghorpara), cow, buffalo, cat, rat, bandicoot

(Mus gigantea), and jerboa rat. Phninently pre-

datory, they gave their name to the Pindara who
for nearly a century kept all India in commotion,

and in the mutiny and rebellion of 1857 the

Beder of Sorapur rose, but were suppressed, and

their chief, sentenced to transportation, destroyed

himself eii route. The descendants of Pid-Nack

are tall, liandsome, fair men, fond of the chase,

hunting the wild boar with powerful dogs. The

town of Sorapiir is in the centre of a rocky

amphitheatre, admirably suited for the location of

a j)redatory band.

'the Muhammadans of Hyderabad tare not culti-

vators, but several of them have State revenues

in jaghir. Of tliose in Berar, only 1290 are pro-

fessional. Tlic Syuds of Kulburga, Gogi, and

Hyderabad seem impovcrisliod
;

those of Pathan,

Moghul, Arab, Persian, and Habsbi origin all

prefer military employ, and rarely take to the

plough. Before and after the fall of the great

Hindu kingdom of Vijayanapir, several Muliam-

madau dynasties had ruled in parts of the lands

now forming tlie Hyderabad territories, amongst

others, the 'Nizam Shahi of Ahmadnaggur, the

Adal JShahi of Bijapur, the Bahmani dynasty of

Kulburga, the Imad Sliahi of Ellichpur, the

Kutub 8hahi of Golconda, and the Asof Jahi,

who are now ruling, and the greater part of the

Muhammadans are now to be found in the cities

wliich since the 14th century have formed the

ciipitals of the.se rulers. They may be about 7

per cent, of the [)opulation.

Goolar or Baid, about 2000 in number, are

dwelling in the villages between Hyderabad and

Poona, but a very considerable number reside in

Seroor, 10 iniU‘s from Kulburga, and near Hira-

phool, and between Kulburga and the Bhima.

They call themselves ‘Gol,’ also Ilanam-Gol, from

Go, cow, and claim to be of the cowherd race.

The people, however, designate them Adavi Goolar

and Gaddha Goolar, that is, country or wild Goolar

.and donkey Goolar. 3’he Adavi Goolar are also

designated Bai-Mandcl-Wanlu, also Dowai-Dar-

inan, also Dowa-Dcne-Wale, because the men are

travelling herbalists, collecting medicinal roots

and plants for the native physicians. They are

poor, and tlic young people and the women beg.

Their physical appearance and colour arestrikingly

similar to those of the Rajputs, only tlicy are not

so tall, and are more slender. They have no

resemblance to any other of the races in Southern

India. They ilo not eat the cow or bullock, but

use the goat, sheep, liare, and other creatures

;

like the Beder, they eat the crocodile. They do

not intermarry with the Gaddha Goolar. The

latter dwell in the outskirts of towns and villages

;

the men wear beards, and rear dogs and asses

;
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they Imnt for wild animals, and oat the jackal,

the crocodile, the porcupine, and the iguana.

Tlioy are goatherds, and the women beg.
The Oooraoy the Vidur, and the Krishna pnlcshi

are offspring of Brahmans and women of the
lower castes. Some of the Goorao are eniployc<l

in temples, others are clerks.

BEBAR has an area of 17,71 1 square miles, with

a population of 2,672,673, being 151 to the square

mile
;

the females are 8^,3 1 1 fewer tlimi the

males. It is also designated the Hyderabad
Assigned Districts, and is administered by the

Indian Government, arranged for revenue pur-

poses into the six ilistricts of Amraoti, Akola,

Basim, Elliohpur, Buldana, and Wun. A con-

siderable portion of its eastern districts belonged
to Gondwana, and there are still there many
small broken tribes of that race; but since the

latt€T years of the 15th century, it has had a suc-

cession of Muhainniadan and Mahratta rulers, the

Jmad Shahi of Fillichpur, Nizam Ki^hahi of Ahniad-

naggur, the Dehli cm]>erors, the peshwas of tlu‘

Mahrattas, the Azof Jahi of Hyderabad, and now
the British.

How the followers and tlu^ agricultural tribi'S

(d‘ the surrounding nations have taken advantage'

of these changes to occupy the arable lands, will

be seen from the current laiiguag('s, viz.

—

]Mah rati, . . 2,207,514 English, 571

Hindustaiii, . 802, (JOl l*anja))i, .... ISO

(jondi, , . . . 73,311

. 30,135

Pushtu, 00
Tolugu, , . . Arabic, .35

Korku, , . . . 20,0.39 Sindi,

liciigali,

Persian, Paluch,
(icrmaii, Eieiich,

14

(iiijerati, . .

Kaikari, . .

Canarese, . .

. 17,013

. 1,406
, 1,1S7

1

13

Tamil, , . . . . 702 1 (.^hinesu, .... 10

Out of the whole number of inhabitants, there

are only 73,344 speaking Gondi and 29,031) of the

allied Korku, the others arc foreigners.

In 1881 the more important of the trades,

tribes, castes, and sects wen; as undei :

—

Panjari, . . . 27,105 Koli, . . . . . 30,308

Berad, , . . . .3.30 Ivoinati, . . . . 5,430

J>)iat, . . . 2,520 Ivori, . . . . . . 68

Phoi-Jiesta, . 22,061 Kosliti, . . . 14,785

Brahmans, . . (>5,754 Kumhur, . . 20,066

(Jhamar, .
26,.s.sr) Knnbi, . . . . 831,174

Dliangar, .

(rfioli, , .

. 71,550 liingaet, . . . . 0,850

. .30,150 Lodhi, . . . . 1,773

(jTiijar, . . . . 067 Mali, . . . . . 19.5,081

.Iain, . . . . 0,320 Mhang, . . . . 46,306

Jat, . . . . . SO Mhar, . . . . 307,004

.Togi or Mat’ll, . 0,113 I’asi, . . , . . . 256

Kuhar, . . . . 217 Kajputs, . . 44,1.33

Kalal, . . . 11,043 Said, . . . . . 0,P2G

Khatik, . . . 1,4S7 Sonar, . . • •

Khatri, . . . 2,015 Toli, . . .

1’he chief

under :

—

aborigines of Berar are 164,011, as

Andh, . . . .37,010 Korku, . . . , 28,4.50

Arakh, , . . . 371 La j liar, . . . . 1,824

B.alai, . . . . 803 Moghi, . . . . . 344

P.hil, . . . . 5,308 Nihal, . . . . 2,483

llond, . .. . 64,817 Panlban, . . 11,628

Kolliim, . .

Kolabhute*.
. 12,163

. . 43

Banjara, . . . 207

Ahir.— Berar is the most southerly part of

British India in which this designation is found

;

tjven the Gaola race may be said to cease here,

although ill Hyderabad there are a small number
(jf Gaola who keep cows and buffaloes

;
but the

Dhangar, being the shepherd race, occupy the
central Dekhan as herdsmen, and farther south
the Kurubar, shepherds, from Kuril, a sheep.

The Ahir, before the Christian era, were in the

N.W. frontier of India, from which they passed

to Lower Sind and on to Gujerat. When the

Kathi arrived in Gujerat in the 8th century, they

found the Ahir there, and part of the Ahir had

advanced to the east, and into Kandesh. An
inscription in one of the Nasik Buddhist caves

shows that early in the 5th century that country

was under an Ahir king
;
and in the Furanic geo-

graphy, the region from the 4’apii to Deogarh
was called Abhira, or the country of herdsmen,

'riie Ahirs held dominion over the wild tracts of

Gondwana, jiaits of Kandesh and Berar, and
possessed the fortresses of Asirgarli, Gawilgarh,

and Naniala; and in the 12th and 13th century

they were rulers of Diiogiri or Dowlatabad.
Th().S(! of them who moved towards the Wain-
Ganga have bt'come Gawari, and in the Mailghat
they art; the Gaolan.

In Ih‘rar, the J)hanp(tr sheep farmer race

are of two sections, tfie Kota Pullia Dhangar,
who keep slieep, and the Ihirji llatkar, or ‘shep-

herds with the spear.’ The latter still liold

much lantl on the bordt'is of the Nizam’s t(*rri-

tory, and, until the British domination, wore
notorious for ])ugnaeity and rebellion; they even
still eonlinuc a quarrelsome and obstinate race.

They art' supposed to havt* come from Hindustan
in twelve trilu's, and bt'eii impt'lled by the Gonds
towards Hingoli and Basim, which locality got
the name t)f Barah Hatia, or tlie twelve tribes.

They art; found tVoiii Basim, on the north of

Hingoli, into Bast lierar, where they occupy the
hills on the north bank of the Faiii-Ganga. The
Hatkar are line, able -bodit'd men, independent
but arrogant; many of tliem never shave or cut
(he hair of their faet*.

The Hatkar arrange; tlieirhselves into the Foli,

Gnrdi, and Miiski clans, idl of whom eat with the
Kunbi. They burn the dead who die in battle or
ill the chase, but inter those wht) die of diBoase,

seating the body crt)ss-leggt‘d, with a small piece
of gohl in its mouth.

(Jaoii have been settled from time immemorial
along the Satpura rangi*, and onet; were dominant
in the hill country around BaiUil.

The Jlkil of Berar occupy tlu; eastern slopes of

tlie Gawilgarh range to its western extremity,
and stretch far westwards into Kandesh. They
belong to the Turvi clan

;
all now are Miiluim-

madans. Those who live along the outskirts of

the Satpura h.ave eml)raced Muhaminadani.sm.
All along tin' (iawilgarh skirts, the Kurku, tlie

(jond, and thi; Bhil have settled down to agri-
culture wherever the country has been cleared,
and arc now honest, {)eaceful, and inoffensive. •

(iharpaf/ari, of tlu‘ Amraoti district, profess
to have power to prevent the fall of hailstones on
a lield.

Madtjhat is a strip of country along the course
of the Wardha riviT, occupied by the Raj Gond
races, the Agarmiinde, Bhoya, Fardhau or Bard,
Ballai, ami Nilial; also by the Mugi, who are

fishers and fowlers.

(Jond occupy the Mailghat and the soiitlierii

skirts of its hills, extend in the north-east into

Sirguja; they are found along with the Khand
and IJrya in Karal and Kalahandi or Kharouil;
in the south they form the mass of the popula-
tion in Bastar, form part of the population of

Jeypore, and occiq)y the hills along the left bank
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^ of the Godavery about Nirmul, and on the west
are intermingled with other inhabitants of Berar
for 30 miles from the right bank of the AVardlia.

Gondi is spoken by 1,079,565 of people :

—

Bengal, .... 1,204 Hyderabad, 3S,224

Berar, .... 72,344 N.W. Provinces, . 201
Central Provinces, 907,502

times shameful defeats, continuing the contest
even after the bridegroom has touched the bride’s

hand, and if the village skirts be reached, the men
turn out to aid the women, and pursue the
atfcicking party back to their own village.

KoU, of Berar, are the Mahadeo Koli, Bunkar
Koli.

Andhy along with the the Knrk'ii, and
the Kokimbf inhabit the Mailghat and the southern

skirts of the hills. These four tribes each speak

a separate language, but resemble each other iu

their physical appearance, and all have features

(piite distinct from the inhabitants of the villages.

They reside also in the Maiker, Arnraoli, and
Wnn districts, but in that last mentioned are a

wild €and uncivilised race. Andh are also calh'd

Pardhan, and are said to b(‘ helot Gond, but tln'y

are cultivators. They eat meat, but not the llesh

of animals which have <lied of disease.

Banjara have the three, sections, Charan, La-
bhaiia, and Mattiiriah. They eat together, but do
not intermarry. Tlnir war and love songs and
tlieir language are in a form of Hindi. Tliey are

illiterate.

Kailcari of the Alahratta. country and Berar and
Central Provinces arti supposed to be the same as

the Korcha of Bellary, the Korawa of N. Arcot,

the Koragar of the Caiiara jungles, and the Ver-
kuula of Madras, all skilful thieves. They have
1272 divisions.

Kaikari, in Berar, are a migratory and preda-
tory race, ostensibly basket-makers, using tln^

midrib of the fronds of palms, also cotton stalks.

In 1867 an effort in Berar wuxs ina(l(‘ to compel
them to settle, but tht'y preferred ex])atriatio7x.

The Kolam extend along the Kandi Koiida or

Pindi Hills, on the south of tin; Wardha river, and
along the table-laud slretchiiig east and north of

Manikghar, and thence south to Dautanpalli,

running parallel to the right bank of the Praiihita.

They eat with the other Gond, but do not iuter-

mariy.

The twelve Gond clans are—Padal, also called

Pathudi
;
Pardhan, Raj Pardhaii or Desa

;
Dholi

;

Ojhyal; Thotyal
;

Koilabliutal
;

Ma<lya, called

.Ihodia ill Bastar
;
Kolam

;
Badiya Hulhva

;
Gaiti

Gond
;
Moria Gond

;
Kur or Muasi.

They are also said to arrange themselves into

13 sections, viz.

—

Manes. Kaliilwar. Jadiiwan. Khatiilia.

(towari. Thotli. Kohalin. Thakur.
Haj Hond. Pardhan. Andh. Buchadi,
Dalwe.

Kxnihi constitute a large part of the cultivators

in all Maharashtra, in the north-western }>art8 of

Hyderabad, in Berar (681,368 souls), in the
Central Provinces.

The Kiinbi, iu Berar, allot themselves into

11 classes

—

Mali. Ilaldi Mali. Sal;ar. Vindesa.
Pul Mali. AVanjari. Atole. Pazni.
Jurat Mali. Gautadi. Telale.

With the exception of the Haldi Mali and
l^azni, they have Koti vya. whar amongst each
other but not Bcti vya whar, /.e. they eat with
each other but do not intermarry. The Kunbi
and Mali alone, of the Sudra people, are 834,588
souls. The Kunbi and Mali eat flesh, drink
Urpior in moderation, and their widows may all

rc-mavry if tliey choose, exi*.ept those of the. desh-
miikh, wlio follow the high caste custom.

8ince Berar came under British rule, many
immigrants have added to its people, and the

reveniu* has greatly improved. Receipts,

Ks. 1,01,73,849; expenditure, Rs. 87,83,350;
and there arc now 896 schools, with 35,891
scholars.

'I'he prominent rdhjious sects are tlie

—

Lingact. Muhammadan, Sanyasi,
Jain. Sikh. Byragi.
Vawhnava, Maiibhao. Jogi.

Jhii Dasi. Is’iinik Shahi, Gosain,

Religious mendicants

—

Bhat. Gosawi. Waghe.
Thakur. Byragi. Daiigat.

Gurao. Nath. Dandigau.
Manbhao. Gondliali. 1

Many deilied persons

—

KriHhiia. Haiiuman, l*ancliwai.

Siva. Kukmini. Satwai.
Ganpati, Gauesli. Kaiidoha. AKva.
Bhawani. Bhairava. Trees .and plants.

Surya. Kam-das. Alari Mai.
Kama. Tukarain. Spirits, dumous.
Parasurama. Maneshwar. Cobra.
Vitlioba.

Kandoha is largely worshipped in the Mahratta
country, and is assumed to be an incaruatiou of

Siva. In Berar, until lately, Avomcn used to

swing themselves by iron hooks fastened into their

The Madya are savages on the Beila Dila Hills llesh, after first naming their petition to the priest;

and in the remoter parts of Chanda; the sole in Ins honour, also, men drew strings of heavy

covering of tlie Avomcii is a bunch of leaf twigs in carts by means of iron hooks fastened into their

front and behind, kej)t ui position by a string bodies. The Wagher beg in his name, and the

round the waist. Murali are devoted to him. Afany houses have a

The men and women of the Gond never asso- silver image of him, sword in hand, on horseback,

ciato at work, but labour apart. A. Gond desirous before which, on the Champa Shasti, they wave a
of having a wife, and having resolved on a par- copper platter, bearing cocoanut, jagari, turmeric,

ticular girl, takes with him a baud of his comrades and sixteen small lamps made of dough. His
to tlie field where the women arc at work, and he votariesoffer liiin brinjals and onion8,,which they

suddenly, alone, runs towards and attempts to may iiotnse themselves before this day. He rides

capture her. His comrades will not, however, on a bliick dog, which is worshipped. He is wor-
aid him to carry off the girl unless he succeed in shipped on {Sunday, and is al^ called Martand
touching her hand before she reach tljo village (the sun).

shelter. By touching the girl’s hand, the marriage The Kunbi and Mali worship at Muhammadan

i

contract is sealed and cannot be broken
;
never- shrines. No non-Hindu is allowed to approach a

theless the women often fight every inch of the temple ;
his touching it is pollution. They have

ground, inflict the most serious hurt and some- as deities, stones daubed. Sikhs are few in
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Hyderabad or Berar, and are mostly of mixed
descent. The sect have a college at Nandcir, on
the left bank of the Godavery. On the 10th day
of the Dasara, in Berar, a married girl is wor-
shipped.

Some Mhar worship Vithobu, tlie god of the

Pandarpur temple. OthiTs worship Vanina’s
twin sons, Meghoni and Dcghoni, and his four

messengers, Gabriel, Azrail, Michael, and Anadin.
They worship also Kali Nik, Wackach, Sari, Gaii,

Mai Kans, Dhondiba
;
likewise the four Hliairava,

Kal, Bhujang (snake), Samant, Andhnt
;

the

heroes Bhima, Arjuna, Lachman, Ch'hatrapati

(Sivaji), and others
;
and the demons Aghya and

Jaltia Vital. In their worship, some an* said to

officiate naked
;
others witli their clothes w(‘t and

clinging. The statues of Vithoba and Itukmini

are nude. The ^faiig Avorship Mahadeo
;

Ik

swears by the dog. The Dukar Kolhati hunt th.

wild boar, and kill a boar Avheii they worship
Bhagwan every year or so.

The Manbhao are a small order of Coenobites.

They admit both sexes, wlio arc celibates, though
they form one community. They wear black

clothes, and shave their heads. One of their

principal mat’h or monasteries is at Rithpur,

near Ellichpur. They are all over Maharashtra

;

some have married and settled down in villages.

They worship Krishna and Datatri; they are of

quiet, inoffensive manners, and their nuns and
monks wear black clothes. Their number iu

Berar is only 3519. Tin* sect was fouiule<l about
the 17th century by Kislin Bhut, a Hrahmaii, who
is said to have had four sons by a woman of the

Miiang or leather- worker race. At the iireseiit

day celibacy is professed by the men and women,
and both wear a black cloth tie<l round their

waist, forming a skirt, to indicate that they do
not recognise any distinction as to sex. Their

name is said to be Malia Anublmo, great under-
standing, abbreviated into Manbhao. 'Phe Ghar-
bari are laymen, and the Byragi, Avho Avear black

clothes, are both monks and nuns. They are

hated by the Brahmans. They do not .admit the

low-caste Mhar.
Uatatri is a son of tin* rishi Atri (supposed

to have been a triune incarnation of Brahma,
Vishnu, and Siva). The Gharbari are lay mem-
bers; the monks and nuns Avear clothes .stained

with lamp-black (kajal). They arc admitted into

the order by the chii*f monk cutting off a portion

of the hair
;
the monks and nuns are clean shaven.

They are prohibited drinking the water of any
village in Avhich then^ is a temple to any goddess;
they arc not to drink the Avater of a village in

which a man has been murdered or poisoned, or

been killed by falling into a Avell. If a man die a
natural death, tln’y must visit a graveyarrl before

they eat or drink. They Avill not cut or break
doA\Ti a tree, large or small. Tulsi Bai, tlie mis-
tress of Jeswunt Rao Holkar, Avas a ^laubhao
woman. The OosaAvi, Manbhao, and Gonflliuli

recruit their ranks from Sudras of any caste.

Trees — In Berar, certain families hold in honour
certain trees ainl plants

;
and at marriage times

of those* trees are set up in the house.

deity of the people of Berar, to
>rdianship they confine their boundaries.

.

temples, shrines, and images are

to
but no specific rites are celebrated

tlonr. He is noAvhere styled JIanuman, i

and only tho educated are acquainted with the

legends which suppose him to have been chief of

tho Langur monkey tribe.

Marrm()e.—liix Berar, a widow is married by

tho ‘pat’ form, an inferior ceremony. The groom

is not married to the Avoman, but to the swalloAv-

wort plant, or to a ring or a pitcher. Tile tAvigs

of five plants are used,—the mango, the shami,

jambul, apata, and swallow-wort. Tlie trees are

Avorshipped, a twig is cut from each
;

in the

bride’s house they are placed in an earthen pot,

around the mouth of Avliich is bound a strip of

yellow cloth, torn from a woman’s bodice. They
arc subsequently worshipped at tin; Deokmidi
ceremony. After death, Avlieii the corpse has been

Avashed, dressed, and anointed, a sprig of holy

basil is placed on the dead man’s mouth or oar.

In Berar, most Jliiuhi Avojiien are alloAvcd to

make a S(*cond marriage. Ahir, Gujar, Jat, the

younger brother marries the Avidow of the elder

brother.

Vidur and Krisliuapakshi are the same. They
are the offspring of Brahmans with women of

inferior caste.

MYSORE.—The great central plateau of the

Peninsula of India includes the Mysore territory,

the Jkitish districts of Salem, Hellary, Ciiddapah,

Kurnool, the Hyderabad dominions of the Nizam,

the British districts of Bclgaum, iJliaiAvar, Shola-

pur, Poona, Aurangabad, and the assigiu*d pro-

vince of Berar. Tliey i)resent vast undulating

plains, of A^arious elevations from 1400 to 3000
feet above the sea, almost entirely devoid of trees,

and with but little low jungle. Here and tli(*ro

loAv ranges of hills apj>ear, and isolated rocks,

hills or <lrugs, mostly ))are or spriiigled with a

low brusliAvood. Towards the north and west of

this plateau region large steppes occur. ’Phe

surface is more broken by bills and ravines than
in the south, Avith a gi'eater abundance of Ioav

jungle and stuntc'd trees. In many of the ravines

arc timber trees, and toAvards the more northcTii

portions there an* considerable tracts of long

grass lands or ‘ rumnahs.’ The Avhole of this

tract AA'as ff)rmerly nanu-d the Dekhau, from tin*

{Sanskrit Hakshiiui, meaning tlu* south. The i)rc-

vailing character of the soil in the Salem and
Mysore portion of this region is a reddish loam
overlying gneiss and granite rocks

;
in the Ced(*d

Districts, in tlu* eastern part of Hyderabad, and in

the Soutliern Mabratta country, it is mostly r(*gur

or black cotton soil, ov(.‘rlying sandstone, lime-

stone, and claystoiie strata, Avith patches of red

soil, but regur is the only soil visibli* over all the

great volcanic outburst of greenstone that covers

Jlerar, Poona, and the Avest of llyderaViad, and
north to the K{*rbadda.

When Tipii Sultan fell at the storm of Seringa-

j)atam, tho British placed on the throne a

descendant of a former Hindu ruler, but his

administration avus not successful, and in 183:^

Mysore* Avas placed under a British officer as com-
missioner. On the linth March 1881, on the

present ruler coming of age, the country was
restoreil

;
bub, by treaty, Bangalore and its out-

skirts, 12 miles square, was assigned to the

British. It is the British cantonment in Mysore.

Mysore, Maisur, or Maheshwar, as a State is in

alliance with the British. Its ruler, H.H. the Maha

"

raja Chamarajendra Wodayar Bahadur, is a Hindu

prince^^aud^vm adopted by his childless pre-
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tecessor. The territory has an area of 24,723

square miles, and in 1881 there was a male

population of 2,085,842, and females 2,100,346

—

total, 4,186,188, being 169 to the square mile.

Ten years before, in 1871, a census was taken,

which ^showed males 2,535,924, females

2,519,488—total, 5,055,412, or 201 per square

mile. Loss of males, 450,082 ; loss of females,

419,142
;
total loss, 869,224. Tlie loss of the male

population was 18 per cent., and that of the

female 16 per cent.

The loss in the Hindu and lluddhist poj)ulation

was 864,343 souls in 4,820,688, or at the rate of 1

8

per cent, on the population of 1871.

The Muhammadan loss was 8517 in 208,991,

being at the rate; of 4 per ctmt
. ;

but Christians

increased 3573 upon 2566.

The Mysore people rc'cognise 101 castes in their

country, but in the census of 1871 the enumerators
returned 413. The more important are as under:

—

Beder, . . . 171,2(;9 JJngact, . . so,821
I’rjihmjiiis, 102,052 IMadigaiu, . 174,821
liiiddliists, . . . 9 IMuhiunniiidui >s, . 200,484
(Jiristians, . 29,219 Itaji.Lits, . . i:h25i
Jlahi Kuril] )a.ru 225,282 Ueddi, . . . 54,593
Hindus, others, 3,780,433 ravstes, . . ... 47
Ilolar, . . . 447,421 Sikhs, . . . ... 41

•lain, . . . . 10,700 ; Sivacliar, (1 an-

•Tew, . . . , . . 1 dam, . . . 259,110
Komati, . . . 25,985

1
Wakkali, . . . 095,21.5

The Baiiajiga (20,866), Idiga Nagarta (488S),

and Tiglar, markid. ganltmers (28,780), are also

named. The Idiga in (^uorg collect the palm wine.

In 1871 (he principal tril)es W('n.‘ named as

under :

—

lir.'dmiiin, . . . ](i0,r»37 Iaiml)an!i, . . . .33,000

Ksliiitriyii, Kajput.s, 07,358 ]Vir.s<‘e, ...... 4.3

W.'ikkiiliga, . , 1,19I,0(M) IMuliainmathins, . 208,991

Kuruha, . . . 371,000 Jiuddhists, Jains, 13,203
Jiaidara, . . . 202,000 Christuuis, . . 25,070
Korawa, . . . 30,000

Tlicro have been many immigrants from sur-

rounding nations, as tin; languages current in 1881

willshoNv, but thceountryis essentially Canarc^se:

—

Hindustani, . . 231,450 Koukani, . . . 4,370
Tolugu, . . . 037,230 ( .... . 21

IMalirati, . . . (;7,S71 Persian, . . . 11 s
Tamil, . . . . 130,5(;9 Arabic, .... . 40

Gujerati, . . . . 1,181 Pushtu, . . . . 87
(.Vumresc, . . . .3,09.5,017 Mni-iisli, . . . 8,118
INIaloalam, . . . 332 Sindi, .... . 17

Tulii, . . , . . 8,911
11
Other ten longuc.s, , .30

Many of the Muluumnadans are descendants of

immigrants, and others are of Hindu origin.

During the reigns of Hyder Ali and of his son

Tipu Sultan, numhers of Hindus weia; forcibly

converted to Muhammadanism.
The Lahhai are commercial. Colonel Wilks

says that in tlie 8th century, during the ad-

ministration of ,a cruel governor of Irak, ITajaj

Bin. Yusuf, members of the house of Husain
abamloned their native country, and S(‘ttled in

the Konkan and to the east of Capo Comorin,
Jind were the ancestors of the l^abbai. See
Labek.

The social customs of many of the Ilinduizcd

and aboriginal tribes differ from those of other
parts of India.

Brahmans.—Among the Smartta and Madhava

an offshoot from a Smarlta colony in the Madura
district, and speak a corrupt Tamil. Their women
tie their sarec cloth tight round the body.
The Wakkali or AVakkaliga is the great agri-

cultural body tliroughoiit the Canarese-speaking
di.stricts. Their number in Mysore is 695,215.
There are eight sections,—Nonaba, Gsingadikara,
Maliya, Morasa, Lalgunda, Keddi, Kainme, Kiin-

chatiga, and Nadavar. They eat together, but
oidy marry in their own respective clans. Some
of the women of the Morasa section of tlie

Akaliya had to sacrifice a finger of their right

Jiaiid previously to piercing the cans of the eldest

daughter, preparatory to lier betrothal. Placing

the finger on a block, the blacksmith with a
chisel ami hammer strikes it off at a single blow.

If the girl to be betrotlied be motherless, and
the mother of the boy to whom she is to,be
betrothed have not befon' undergone the amputa-
tion, she has now to permit the sacrifice. See

I

Wakalu.

I
The Ilolar or lloliyar is tin; great servile race

of all the Canarose - s[)eaking countries, taking
tlic place of the Mahratta Mliar, the Hyderabad
Dher, the Teling Mala, and Tamil Parayan.
The Kulaicddly village policeman, beadle, hench-

man of the headman of the. village, boundary
coinmissiontT, is invariably a Holiyar. The.

lloliyar are farm labourers, watch the herds, and
one of their number is generally priest of the

viUag(‘ goddess. PIvery village lias its Iloligeri

or Holiyar's quarter outside the village boundary
hedge, and they object to and prevent Brahmans
passing through their hamlet. If attempted,

they turn out in a body, slipp(.*r him, in former
times even to death. Other castes may approach
to the door, but must not enter. If by chance a

person do get in, the owner tears the unwelcome
intruder’s cloth, ties up some siilt in a corner of it,

and then turns him out. This is supposed to

avmt any evil which his presence might have
brought on the owner of the house. At Melkot,

tlie chief locality of tlH‘ followers of Ramanuja,
ami at Belem, when* there is also a deity wor-
shijiped by Brahmans, the Holiyar have the right

of entering the temples on three appointed days

of the year. At Melkot they have the privilege of

dragging the car. (5xptain Mackenzie mentions
that all castes in the village recognise the Kula-

wadi as the riglitfni owner of tho village. If a

(piestion be raised as to the village boundary, the

Kulawadi is the only one competent to take oath

as to how the boundary ought to run. The old

e.ustom was for the Kulawadi to ])lace on his head

a ball of earth, with some water in the centre, and

to in.arch the boundary. If he march wrongly, the

ball falls to pieces, the Kulawadi dies in fifteen

days, and his house becomes a ruiii. On a death

occurring, the Kulawadi receives a fee from the

family, who thu.s ‘ buy from him the ground for

the dead.’ The fee is called Nela-Haga (in

Carnatica, Nela, earth, and Haga, a coin worth

one anna two pie). The Kulawadi, however, is

not supreme
;
he again pays annually one fowl,

one liana (4 annas 8 pie), and a handful of rice to

the agent of the Sudagadu Sidda (or lord of the

burning grounds), who resides in the Baba Booden
the mother will not eat anything cooked by hex' Hills, and appoints agents for the tracts of

daughter until the birth of her daughter’s first country to collect his dues,

child, as she only then becomes ceremonially pure. The skins of all animals dying within the village

The Sanketa or Sanketi Brahmans of Mysore arc boundary arc the property of the Kulawadi, and.
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this one fact often settles a village boundary produce, and differ from the Jenii Kiiruba only in

dispute. The Karu Kallu is the village boundary name. See Kuruba.
stone

;
it is a plain menhir, and the village Patel Badagn^ of# the Neilghcrry Hills, regard the

once a year makes an offering to it, which the Kuruba as sorcerers, and at tlie beginning of the

Kulawadi at the conclusion of the ceremony ploughing season they get a Kuruba to turn the

carries off. Where there is no Patel, the Kula- first furrow, and to bless the first handful of

wadi performs the annual ceremony. The ordinary the seed corn, otherwise they imagine the harvest

attire of all the Holiyar, and of the Mhav, is the would bo a failure, and they give the Kuruba a
narrow lungoti strip of cloth passing bt^tweeji the small jtortioii of the crop.

thighs, with a coarse hair blanket or cumbli for Soliga. (1009) dwell in the Beligiri-raugam

covering. The ancient Mysore Holiyar, Vira- Hills on the S.E. frontier of Mysore. They live in

Baraka, is said to have been cursed by tin? gods small communities of five or six huts in the midst
thus :— of the forests. They speak old Canaresc. They
‘An old cumbli for clothing, a stick in your hand, cultivate with the hoe small patchc'S of ground to
The leavings of hotters you’ll oat in this land.’ plantain, vegetables, and a little

And these words paint the present condition of ragi, which they eat with edibh^ roots and the

the Kulawadi. flesh of animals they catch. They avoid strangers

\Vasherme?i of JMysore ^yora]lip Basava-devaru :is mucli as possible, and visit the plains only to

or^bbe in a temi)le with a shapeless stone, and to purchase necessaries.

this they sacrifice animals, to prevent the clothes Nattvd (Natya, Sansk., dancing), or dancing
being burned in the CJbbc or .steaming-pot. They women attached to temples, :iro also called Kunda
also worship Vishnu. Basava lived in the li?th Golaka. They are drawn chiefly from the Sudra
century, at Kalian, where he was minister to classes, Banajiga, Be<ler, aiidBesta; are born in

Bajal, the king, and he introduced th(Te the the caste, or adopted or devoted by their parents

worship of the lingam. But the Mysore washer- even before birth.

men, though worshipping Ibisava as a deity WaiUkira are earth and stone masons, but give

(devaru), nevertheless are Vaishnava. inforimitioii largely to robbers, 'fluy arc poly-

Bedcr or Nayik.—Their clans are called Kira- ganiistson a large scale, and widows and divorced

tika, Barika, and Kannaiya in different parUs of women arc ro-married.

Mysore. They have two other divisions, Karnata Husiddr occupy the ghats in the N.W. part of

in the south, and Telinga in the north, who My.sore. 'I'hey arc a short, thick-set race, very
neither eat together nor intermarry. The former dark shinned, and with curled hair. They fell

wear the lingam. Most of the Pallcgar of timbei*, work in betel-nut garchms, and gather

Mysore are of this race. ^Fhey are a brave, Avild cardamoms, pepper, etc. They speak a
martial, but predatory race, and have two small diaJeet of (kuiai ese.

principalities at Beder Zorapur and Gurgunta, Ycrara, in the southern taluks of the Mysore
between the Kistna and the Bliima rivers. The district, are said to have been slaves to the Nairs

Beder are said to have formed part of the armi<‘s in th(‘ Wyiuul district. They resemble the

of Tipu. African in features, having thick lijis and a com-
Pindarl (Beder) tribe of Muhammadans, con- pri'ssed nose. 'Ihey speak a language of their own.

verts from the Beder race, and were formerly Noijarttt call themselves ^'aisya Hindus, but
predatory, have now settl(*d to agricultuv< and this claim is not admitted by the Brahmans
take employ in the Mysore horse. or by tin* Koinati. They engag(“ in agriculture,

Idiga, or toddy-drawers of Mysore (80,715), but lu'ver (ill the ground with their own hands,

worship all the Hindu deities, but especially evil nor even follow any nu^chanical profession,

spirits, and they adore pots full of toddy. Iii the Of mendicant sects in Mysore, the more im-
Nagar division they are calhid Halo I'aika, and portant are the Dasa, .langania, Satani, Domba,
were soldiers under the Ikallcgars. They eat .langalaga, Budabutliki, J’ichakunte, Hale or

animal food, and drink largely. Their AvidoAVs I’ansu, Makkalu, and Helva or Paknati Jogi.

do not re-marry, but are concubines, and, their In JH71 tlu'ro Avero 12 wild tribes, d t servile

children become an inferior division of the e.aste. tribes, and 1(> of homeless migrants. Omitting
Kurnha of Mysore have tAvo sections,—Betta mere trade and country designations, the remaining

Kuruba an<l Hande Kuruba. The Kuruba Avorsbip castes and tribes are (he Agamudi, Agasa, Beata

Birc-devaru, also a box containing the wearing or Jfiioi, Bilwa, Golla, Koracha, Jaimbana, Miirka
apparel of Krishna umlcr the name <»f Junjuppa. or H.alc Kanadiga, Namadhari, Palli, Bachwar,
They are agricultiiiul, herdsmen, labourers, and Kajpindi, and Uppara.
blanket wciwers. Many of the Christian sects of Europe have

Betta Knruha or Hill Kuruba are met Avith in missionary bodies in Mysore,—English, French,

the forests along the S.W. boundary of Mysore, German, Scotch, Roman Catholics
;

but. the

and amongst the hills at the foot of the Neilghcrry Frcncli have been prominent since the days of

range, living in small, rudely-built villages called the Abbe Dubois in the 18th century, and they

Uadi. They earn a livelihood by felling timber, liavt! noAV a vicar-apostolic, with 18 European
at which they are very expert. Th«*y are a missiomiries and native priests,

diminutive race, the men averaging about 5 feet Mr. (^ir) AValter Elliot mentions in the Journal
2 inches in height

;
but they are very active, and of the Ethnological Society that the Canarese race

capable of much endurance. Of late years they of Mysore and the Southern Mahratta country
have been seeking employment in the neighbour- believe that the spirits of unmarried persons, of

ing coffee estates. The Jenu or Honey Kuruba the unchaste, of those who have died a violent

(1094) gather honey and other forest products, death, etc., become malignant ghosts, called

Theyare shorter and darker than theBetta Kuruba, Viraka, who are appeased by offerings,

and in Coorg are migrants. IrtUiga collect forest GOO]^ vOi^J^ilaga is a British province to the

.262
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west of Mysore, between lat. 11® 55' and 12® 50'

N., and long. 75® 25' and 76® 14' E. It is 60

miles long by 40 broad, and its areals 1583 square

miles, with a population of 178,302, of whom
77,863 are females. It is a hilly country, culmin-

atiiig in mounbiin ranges, the higliest ])(lng 5375

feet above tlie sea. Kodaga is said to mean west.

In 1S34 it was ruled over by a i*aja of the Lin-

gact sect of Hindus
;
but his cruelties, carried on

for a long series of years, brought on a war with

the Indian Government, and, after a battle on the

8th April 1831, the country was annexcnl. vSiiice

then, tlui gem'ral population has largely increased

by setthus from surrounding disti-icts, but the

Coorg are believed to be diminishing.

'Phe numbers speaking the current languages

perhaps best show the original nations of the

present inhabitants :

—

Canarese,.... 1)2,079 i
Koiikaiii, .... 1,(I<S9

Coorgi or Koilaga, . AVild diulrots, . . Kt,.sr>3

Malcalam, . . . 10,1.S9 Kiiglish, 514
Tulu, 9,.'“)H9 Lain])ani, Ill

Hindustani, . . . (Jiijerati, 5.S

Tamil, .5,025 I’ortnjfiioso, .... 57

Tolugu, .... 5,00S Freiicli, 9
Mahrati, .... 3,055 ({orinaii, 14

The Coorg race hav 13 clans, but they firrange

themselves into Cooig and Anima Coorg. They
arc a tall, muscular, broad-chested, welUfavouKal

race of mountairn'ers, 5 feet 8 inches to 5 feet 9

inches in height, handsome and well nnwle, far

superior in physicpie to the inhalntants of the

plains, whom tliey greatly despise*. 'Pliey are also

far advanced in civilisation,and arc very intelligent.

Tliey have a Caucasian head, r(*gular features,

aquiline nose, with chiselled lips, black eyes, and
dark hair. They wear whiskers and moustache,

but no lieard, have a fair complexion, with intelli-

gent countenances, and general bold, independent

leportinent. 'Phey follow agriculture*, and a few
seek other emjiloyments ;

but, as a rule, tliey

eschew military employ. 'Phey believe themselves

to be descendants of the daughters of (diaudra

Varma, king of Matsa Desha, obtain(‘d by the

intercession of Parvati. Chandra Varma i.s .said

to have come originally to (^oorg. The vice of

drinking has a deep and widcly-.spread hold upon
them. Tliey many at a ripe age, but the wives

of brothers are in common. Th(*y are a compact
body of mountaineers, who have been lords of the

loil from time iirimemorial. They live in farm-

houses far apart. The Arnina Coorg take among
the Coorgs a place similar to that of the Brah-

mans among Hindus.

The Coorg despise manual laliour, and cultiva-

tion is carried on by the iuiinigrants, the Tamil
Vellalar, the Teling Reddi, the Canarese AVakala,

and the Malabar Nair, wliile the Teling Sndra an*

labourers. The Arambagani are agriculturists,

and the Arambada Kikartini are dependents on
the Ararabagar.

The 1881 census return classifies the people as

under :

—

Coorg', .... 2r),.558 Non-Hindus, , , 50,030
Amma Coorgs, . . .475 Muhammadans, , 12,541
Brahmans, . . . 2,445 Native Christians, . 2,637
Rajputs, 480 Europeans, . * . . 228
Other Hindus, . . 56,801 Eurasians, .... 287
Inferior castes and Jains, 09

tribes, .... 21,100 Parsees, 21

The following tribes have not accepted Hindu-

[
ism ;

—

Balagai Holoya, agricul- Malaya Holeya.
turists. l^Iarta do.

Kembati, natives of Coorg. Parava do.

I

Mari Holeya or Moringi, Kukka, coolies froril

coolies from Malabar. Canara.

Other aboriginal and jungle tribes are

—

Adigarai, labourers, speak Maloalam.
Ajala, „ from Caiiara.

Betta Kuriiba, a fowler tribe from Malabar and Canara.
Jenu Kuruba, foresters.

J’alay, agricultural labourers, si)eak Tulu.

Yarava, of 2 sections, Paniyar and Panjira, fromWynad.

ITolcya, labourer.^ in Coorg, number 32,450.

'Pliey are ill-favoured, with coarse, stupid features,

short in stature;, but strong built, with dark or

black skin and black, straiglit hair. They practise

demonology. Some of them, as the Badagii, speak

Canarese. Other.s, as the Kembati, speak the

Kodaga tongin*. 'I'hey are of siiiall stature, eat

beef and other flesh meats. They worship Ryappa-
d(*varii and Jamauts.

llie Yarava of Coorg imniber 11,894. They
came from tin* Wynad and .settled in the Yede-
nalknad and Kiggatnad taluks. They have thick

lips, woolly hair, and black complexion. They are

labourers. Tlieir language is said to resemble

Malcalam
;
they worship (*vil spirits, and have no

priests.

The Betta Kuruba arc well proportioned, with
good features, 'riujy arc; fowlers, mat and ba.sket

makers. They l»ave a central Init, around whicl)

other huts are erected, like the nave of a wlicel.

All adult males sleep in the central hut. People

approaching the huts have to take off their

shoes.

IIcfjiKfe, a small tribe of cultivators in Coorg,
of small stature, who follow Coorg customs, but
do not eat or intermarry with them.

In the S.W. part of Coorg are the priests of

Amma, the goddess of the rivi'r Caiivery. 'Iliey

generally retain the old dt'vil-worship of the T)ra-

vidian race, of which tliey are a branch. They
chiefly worship the goddess Oavare Amma or

Parvati
;
but demon and ancestor worship are

common.
The prevailing are Coorg, Canarese,

Malealam, Tamil, Tuju or Tulu, Urdu, and
English. The Coorg or Kodaga language has

generally been regarded by some as Canarese,

modified by the Tula. But Mr. Moegling states

that it is more nearly allied to the Tamil and
Malealam than to the Canarese. It is generally

recognised as between Old Canarese and Tulu. It

is ailmirably suited for expressing easy-flowing

poetry of a humorous or solemn strain.

TRAVANCORE has an area of 6730 square miles,

and a population of 2,40 1,’! 58, being 357 to the

square mile
;
the males, in 1881, were 1,197,134,

and females 1 .204,024. The Tiwincore dominion

is also called Kerala, a term whicli is supposed to

be derived from its dense forests of cocoaniit

palms. It is also called Veynad, also Tirupapnr

Swarupam, likewise Karrua-Blnimi, the eastern

coast being .Inaiia or Punnea-Bhnmi. Trividam

Code, is the original of the Travancore of the
English. The pcoph; know it as part of the
Malealam, winch means literally hill and dale.

In the native parlance, the term comprises the
districts of Malabar, South Canara, and the Native
States of Cochin and Travancore. By Europeans,
however, Malabar is the name given to the coast
region of the extreme S.W. of the Peninsula of

263
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India. Its inhabitants have not been often dis-

turbed by foreign war, but the external influences

of fereign races engaged in commerce have been
largely felt.

Parasurama^ in his invasion from the north,

overran the provinces below the ghats, overciimc

the races which he found there, exterminated the

higher classes, and introduced foreigners. His
inarch probably extended to Cape Comorin, whence
he drove Havana, the native ruler, and many of

his followers, into Ceylon, from \vhi(!li, at a later

period, the ancestors of some of the castes of

Tinnevelly and of the Tiyars of Malabar returned.

He was not a Brahman, but seems to have been
.an aboriginal chief wlio?n the Bralnnans em])loye«l

in their schism with the Kshatriya
;
he is repre-

sented as exterminating the Ksliatriya with his

battle-axe (parasii), which is the distinguishing

weapon of the Kond. Ih' has been deified as on
of the incarnations of Vislmu,

Sects .—From Bombay to Cape Comorin an
manyindications of long-continued intercourse witi

western nations, and from j)rehistoric times coin

of Augustus, Tiberius, and later emperors have

been found in M.alabar and Coimbatore. A colon]

of Nesioriari Christians from Antioch early settle<

to the south of Goa. The Jews of Cochin possesi

copper s’asanams of a king of Kerala, attested In

witnesses signing their names in Archaic Hebrevv

Cufic, and Pehlavi, about the tith or 7t!i century

Many families professing Judaism are scatter<‘(

through the Southern Konkau, l)ut they are noi

Jews, more probably Samaritans, who call tlnmi-

selves Ban-i- Israel. In Cochin ther<5 are twe

classes of Jews, one of them very fair, and o

pure descent from the j^arent stock, the other

dark, and probably proselytes or slav(*s.

Rulers .—Since the 14th century, portions of thi,*-

coast region hav() been under the control of thi

dynasty of Bijauagar, of the A dal Shahi of Ifijapur,

of the Portuguese and Dutch from Kuropc', *

Muhammadan ruler.s of Seringapatam, and of th

British
;
and in the wars of these races many anci(‘nt

chiefs have disapj)cared, and amongst them the

Zamoriii of history has lost nearly all his ancestor.s’

possessions. These changes and immigrations have
introduced many castes and customs ])eculiar to

this region. Amongst the former are Namburi
Brahman, Tiruvappaud, Tamban, Koil-d’amburan,

Samunthaken, Pundala, LTiiniathiri, Kurthavu,
Nedungadi, Eliathu, Mut’hathu, Adicul, Chakiar,

Nambiar, Oomiee, Psharodi, Pushpaken, Varier,

Alat’hi, Nambidi, Thyanibadi, Plapulli, Nhiir, ami
many others.

Inheritance.—Many,of these have adopted the

custom of the d(*scensus ab iitero, the <lescent by
the female line, which they designate Marumakkat-
ayam. The Ponan, a branch of the Tir or llivar,

have not adopted this. Also amongst the Nam-
buri Brahmans, only the eldest brother marries,

the unmarried girls being carefully secluded, and
many never marry at all

;
but even the Moplah

Muhammadans follow this law of inheritance.

Along with and dependent on it is the existence

of polyandry amongst the Nairs of Malabar, which
also in a household form i)rev.ails amongst the
people of Coorg, as also amongst the Toda of the
Neilgherries, amongst the Kapilli tribe on the
Dindigul valley, amongst the Totti, a Pariah race
in Mysore, also amongst the people of the Tibet I

passes.

Kerala or Makalarn^ also written Malayarma

and Malayama, from Mala, a mountain, and Alam,

a dale, is a long tract of land extending from

Gocurnum near Goa to Cape Comorin, and in-

cludes within it the British districts of South
(Janara and Malabar, and the Feudatory Cochin,

Calicut, and Travaiicoro under Hindu rulers, with

the Muhammadan Bibi of Cananoro. The country

is a succession of hills and valleys. Kerala is

supposed to be a dialectal change from Malikeram,

cocoiinut, dense forests of that palm growing in

the country
;
but it is also said to have been de-

rived from a prince of th.at n.ame who is famed
for wisdom, benevolence, and moderation. The
total area of that united Mah'alam or Kerala tract

is squjire miles, with a population of

5,4‘J0,1M)1. The most distinctive part of the

tract is Travancore, w]ii(;h has an area of 07110

square miles, and in 1881 a population of

2,101,158.

Lauf/uarjes .—From its position in the extreme
south, with a seaboard the first to be touched by
voyagers from the west, races are there of the most
diversified origin, ;ind the languages current are

Arabic, Hebrew, English, French, Portuguese,
Sanskrit, Urdu, Hindi, Mahrati, Giijerati, Sindi,

Konkani, Malealam, 'rnlu, Tamil, Telugu, and
(^inarese, though Malealam and 10*8 per cent, of

Tamil are the tongues used by 99*2 per cent, of

the ])Opnlation, Malealam j)rin(u’pally to the north
of Trevamlrnm, and Tamil south of that city.

Adjoining tin* Malealam district on the north is

the IS. Canara disiriet, in part of which, around
Mangalore, the Tulu language* is spoken, (Janarese

being the tongue in general u.se.

The Mnh‘a]am language is spoken in the low
country and along the WesU-rn Ghats, from Cape
Comorin to the Chandragiri river, or more strictly,

perha])s. to Niloshwar (Nileswara), where a
Nair mja, conqm'red by Ryder Ali, formerly
ruh*d.

The })eople occu])ying that tract are mostly
settleel, but it has hael several dynastic races

;
the

Zamorin of Calicut, the Bibi of Cananore, the raja

of Coeliin, the raja of Travancore, and the Dutch,
have all held sway there

;
but the })resent rulers

are the maharajas of Travancore and of Cochin,
tlie Zamorin of Calicut, and tlu^ Bibi of Canan-
ore; :ind the present paramount power is the
British.

Tuln, or Tulara^ a cultivated Dravidian
tongue, is an idiom Avhich holds a position midway
l)(*tween the Canarese and the Malealam, but
more nc'arly resembling the Canarese. Though
once generally prevalent in the district of Canara,
it is now spoken only in a small tract of country
in the vicinity of Mangalore, by not more than

100,000 or 150,000 souls. It has been encroached
ipon by many languages, and is likely soon to

lisapp(‘ur. The Tulu has a strong resemblance to

Malealam, though the Tuluva-speakiiig race arc

inable to understand their Malealam neighbours.
The people speaking the Tulu shrink from contact
with foreigners, even from people of their own
:;aste, retreating from the great roads, cities, and
bazjirs as eagerly jis the Tamil flocks to them;
rnd the Tolu-speaking race are to be found isolated

kvith their families in their high walled parambu,
n parts where the lines and centres of communica-
ion arc entirely occupied by the more enterprising

"amil poGgle. Tulu is the original language of
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le Canara collectorate, bub has been largely

isplaced by Canarese, the language of the con-

uering power about the 15tli century. It now
revails (though not exclusively) from the north

order of Malabar (Kavai), where it is much mixed

ith Malealam, to lldapi in the north. Manga-

)re, Mulki, and Udapi are the chief places where

, is spoken. The Tnln people belong to the same

ice .as the Tamil and Telugii family, now con-

entionally called the Dravidian rae^'. There is no

ouht that Tulu is a dialect of the Canarese, and

losely allied to the 'Foda, Radaga, and Coorg

ialects. There do not seem to be any dialects of

elugu. Malealain is a dialect of 'ramil. By
ialcct is meant that these languages were, many
Ljnturies ago, the same as the (Janarese and (in

ISO of Malealam) as Tamil, but that long separa-

on and different iiitluenccs have cau.s(‘d the

ariations we now see. Tulu, Toda, etc., are far

lore clos(*ly allied to Canarese, and .Mjdeahim to

'amil, than Canaresi', T’amil, and Teliign are to

ne another. The Tula ])eople liave no literature,

xcept a few transl.ations by German niissionarie.s.

7'rnvanro rc Ca sirs.

.nihjilavasi, . . 7, (ITS, Miiliiyola Sudra
Irahinan.s, . Nair, . . . 401,259

Ihristiaus, , ‘198,542 Maraveii, . . . . .0,5.00

ihamiiin ? 128,000? Manraii, . . . . 11,822

Ihaliycn, . . . 0,700 Mukkuveii, . . . 29,:M2

!hal\ippen, .

ilictty, . .

. . 779 Miitliali, . . . . . 544

. 21,852 Mull ill ninadnns, 14<).909

Ihuinrnan, . . 1,012 Noulayi'ii, . . . 2,185

Iclaven, . . 587,170 lOiniveii, . . . . . 959

lelaycn, . . . 5,825 Panel!, . . . . 2,020

llavaniyen, . . 5,097 PuiidL *Sudra, . . 15,505

Uayathu, . 2,425 Tattuiuilicaren, . . 800

ew.s, . . .

Caikalou,

. . 97 Pluppally, . . . . 09

. . 095 Poaiideii, . . . . . .000

Liiiiiyaii, . .

[ohaviiraken,

. 8,550 Jtajput.s, . . . . 2,440

. 14, .078 fShankaiii Paiidaram, 8,82(>

Cainrnalen, . . 92, ,078 Thundan, . . . 21,814

Coshaveu, . . 0,209 N'adiigeii, . . . 2,0<;9

Codipallen, . . . 400 Vaiiiyj'ii, . . . . 22,5201

C1i.sh11envej.5al1, . 0,770 N'lihitliadeii, . 11,1.02

Cshatriya, . . 2,440

1

Otlier.s, . . . . 20,017

ilann.an, . . . 0,494

1

Xoti-IIindfi A horifiiiirs'.

Coraven, . . . . ,04,828 Faniyen, . . . . or.,454

Ualarayen, . . . 17,027 I’eolayeii, 190.,559

^olladon, . . . . 2,840 Y alien, . . , . 0, 1 .05

]*allen, . . . . .0,458

The ruling families in Travancore and Cochin

jlaim to be of tin* Kshatriya race, of whom in

Fravaneore there are fourteen elans all regarding

bemselves to be of the iaiiiar line, and of one gotram
)r -stock, descendants from one chief. They do

lot therefore intermarry. Their <hiughters, with

)ue exception amongst the elans, an* usually

narried by Brahmans, and the offspring are called

^amanthar or Murdhavasikthar. ITie exception

;o this is the Koil Paiidala subdivision, from
ivhich consorts are chosen for the Ranis of

Travancore.

The Malaynla Siidras arc the Nairs of Malabar.

Phoy are the agriculturists of the country, culti-

\rating as tenants of the Namburi, who are the
landlords or Janaini of Mah'alam, and who
ire looked up to as the ‘suzerain master, their

household deity, their very god on earth.’

The titular designation given to ne.arly all the

Brahmans of Travancore (except to the Papi
caste) is Namburi (from Nam= Veda, and Purep-
bika, to complete), meaning an expounder of the

pedas. Among the

India, these Namburi take a very high position

for sanctity. With tlie object of retaining their

Ijinded property unbroken, succession is from
father to son, but it is strictly entailed on the
eldest son. TIio younger sons arc not allowed to

marry, but visit the Arnbulavasi (temple) and
Sudra women, wlio receive tliem more for the
honour than for .any gifts they bring. The N.am-
buri are unboundedly hospitable to Brahman
.strangers, and are charitable. They are of a fair

colour, their women are considered beautiful, and
the ra(!e are n'lnarkable for cleanliiKjss of person
and neatnc.ss in dress.

Tlieir women often remain unmarried after they
have grown up, .and even to an advanced age.

Numerous daughti'rs are considered a misfortune,

tlie dowry and marriage expenses bearing hi'avily

even on the wealthiest Xamburi. Infanticide,

however, is unknown. But a Namburi, anxious
to see liis si.sti^rs married, will give thorn to a

f.'imily from which ho taki'S one or more wives.

Tlie Namburi women are guarded with a more
than Muhammadan seclusion. At home they
dress like the Nair ivomcn, with a cloth from the
waist downward. When they move .abroad they
are covered over with cloths, and attended by a
Nair serv.aut woman, who commands all men on
th(‘ road to stand aloof.

'There are iJ7,BhS Brahmans, mostly immigr.ants

from tlu^ districts of the Madras and Bombay
Prcsiileiicy. The Travancore people style these

foreign Brahmans ‘ Putter,’ a corruption of

Bhatta, devout
;
hut they are also distinguished

by allixing tin* localities wlionce they came, as

Alahratta, Telngu, 'Tamil, Gujerati, Pandy, Kar-
nntica, Oholiar, Gowda, Miikkani, Pataya,
N'anehi, Iyengar, and Sanati Brahman,

InherUance Lairs .

—
'The peculiar marriage cus-

toms of the bulk of the races in Travancore
originated the existing law of inheritance. That
law is called Maruinakkatayam

;
it is the descensus

ab utcro of the Loerians, under which a sister’s

children inherit. Para.su l{;una urged .all his

Brahman colonists to ado])t it, but those of Paniiiar

alom^ complied. All the Kshatriya families, Iiow-

ever, follow this law of inheritance.

'Tlie Manimakkatayam law of inheritance is,

however, followed by all the Brahmans who serve
in temples, by all the Malealam Sudras, most of

wliom liavcj the titular designation of Nair
;
by the

live artisan castes, the goldsmith, brazier, stone-
mason, blacksmith, and carpenter; also by the
Maran Siidra, who eat rice prepared by a Varier,

and whose women receive Variers’ visits
;
by the

old Kshatriya, race, amongst- whom are the sove-
reigns of the country; .and by the Nanjanad
.section.s of the Yellalar race.

Nair girls are all married at an early ago, before

they grow up, and the ec'n'mony is attended with
much dhsplay of wealth, hut the hu.sband or

person who ties on the marriage string (the

tali) has no claim to po.ssess her then or in after

life. But when she attains maturity she chooses
tin* person with whom she is to associate, who
pre.sents her with a cloth. The union agreement,
however, on either side is dissolvable at pleasure,

the sole restriction on the Nair woman being that

she must not admit any man of a class below her
own. Accordingly a Nair household has no
husband, but consists of its owner, and the
maternal uncles, the uterine brothers and sisters,
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and the sisters’ children. Women may rule the

stcT-te, and, under the Marumakkatayam law, in

nearly half the houses in the country, woiueii are

the sole proprietors of their households.
Among those who follow the Marumakkatayam

law, a female child is more highly prized than a
hoy, and the ratio of adult women to UK) men in

Travancore is higher than in neighbouri ng districts,

iis under :

—

Malabar, . . IIQ-I
;

Kistna, 10.3*2

Travancore, . U0*r» North Arcofc, 102*2

Ganjam, . . 110*2 ivurnool, . . 101 *r»

Salem, , . 100*2 Oliinglquit, . 101*4

Goimbatore, . 100*1 Nellore, . . 00*2

South Canara, !0!)*1 Cuddapah, . 00*2

Godavery, . 108*2 Hellary, . . 08 0
Vizagapatain, I04*li Neilgliorries, 80*1

South Arcot, 1 0.3 '.3

Northwards from Travancore Ihe marriag and
inheritance laws vary. Tin? I'uluva peoph are

remarkable for the law of succession called Aliya

Santana. This is the law of the so-called Sudra
tribes, aiid a tribe that practises it is probably

Tulu. Rut the race does not iiieludc Rrahmans
or low castes, who arc mostly settlers from other

parts of S. India, though in some cases they have*

adopted the custom. In South Malabar, descent

is to sons-in-law; but in .Malabar, the Nair,

the artisans, cai’pcnter, brass-smith, blacksmith,

and goldsmith, also the Tiar, who are toddy-

drawers, and the Mookwa fishermen, are all

polyandrists, and the descent of property goes in

the female line, lii North Malabar, this law of

descent is called Marumakkatayam, ami the

Muhammadan Mof)lah lias confonm-d to this usage.

In Canara, a similar law, called Aliya Santana, or

nephew inheritance, prevails, and is in practice

more strictly carried out than in X. Malabar. In

N. Malabar, the adherents to Marumakkatayam
form united family coinmunities, termcil larwaad.
The senior member of whatsoever branch is tlui

head of the family, is termed Karnaveii
;

the

other members are styled i\iuindravej* ; the re-

motest member is acknowledged as one of tlu^

family, and entitled to maintenance if living

under subordination to the head of the family

and taking part in their religious observances.

For the women there is nothing analogous to

the state of widowhood as existing eLsewh(‘re,

Whether in alliance with jiieii or not, they reside

in their own families. Tlie. Nair marries before

he is ten years of age
;
but though he HU])ports,

he never associates with his wife, who receives,

at her pleasure, any men, provid(*d they b(^ not

of lower birth. Consequent on this form of

descent, a Nair does not know who his father is.

In law, property is held to vest in the females

only; practically the males an- co-sharers with

the females. In default of males, females succeed

to the management of the family property. In

some families the management devolves on them
preferably to the males, and the senior female

takes it. There is, however, a growing tendency

to convey property from father to son, arising

from the gradual abandonment of polyandry.

The connubial connection in question is called in

Malabar Goona-dosham, Gooiia, good, Dosham,
evil (for better or worse). In Travancore it is

styled Mundu-vanga, viz. Mundu, cloth, Vanga,
receiving, and the girl taken is of ripe age, and
her consent must be obtained. Personal acquaint-
ance thus precedes the union. The hour selected

for the ceremony is 8 r.M. TJierc is an assemblage

of friends
;
the man presents the woman with a

mundu or white muslin cloth, in a corner of

which, in North Malabar, a small sum of money is

tied. The girl either goes to the man’s house, or

remains in her own, and is visited by him there.

Each party is imrestn’ctcd as to tln^ number of

such connections that may bo formed, but these

ordinarily do not exceed two nr three. The
descent being in the female line, the parentage

of the father is immaterial. The Marumakkata-
yam law is not followed in North Malabar by the

Aka l*odwal, a class of pagoda servants, nor by
the Rrahmans of North Malabar or of Canara.

Rnt in Travancore law, as only the old^t brother

of a Brahman family is allowed to marry with his

(‘qiial, the other brothers form other connections,

and their children, therefore, do not inherit. In

the Tuluva country, the Brahman widow can

devote herself to the temple, and reside outside

or inside its walls. If within the walls, she is a
servant of the idol, and receives the visits of men
of her own cast(‘. oidy; the offspring of such, if

boys, are (\alled Moylar, and the girls are married
to them. But if she eleet to reside outside

the walls, she must pay a monthly sum to the

pagoda, and may cohabit with any man of pure

ilescent.

'fhe Nair women do not cover tlicir bosoms
when at home, and, in North Travancore, not

even when abroad. With the well-to-do Nairs,

reading and writing are essential in the educa-
tion of the womon^ and singing and instrumental

music are accomjilishmenls. Eighty piT cent, of

the educated native womeTi ar»]: of tlu' Malcalara

Sudra (Nair) and native Christian classes.

lu'litfion .—In Travancore, the superior divinities

are V'ishnu, Siva, BhagaVati, and their incarnations.

T1 h‘ inferioi- objects of worsbi]> arc in the Paikoil

or dcvil-tem])h's and other places. But all the

latt(‘r, and many of their female gods, owe their

origin to Tamil immigrants, the true Malealaiu

j)opulation invariably resorting to the higher

idols. There have been white .‘uid black .lews in

Travancore from very ancient times, and Christians

from tlie earliest days of (^iristianity. At present

there are- -of the church of Rome, J.'')2,8ir); Pro-
testants, 57,318; Syrians, 287,409. Muham-
madans arc 140,909 in number.

'Phe Ambalavasi (Ambalani, pagoda or temple,

and Yasi, be who lives), 7078 in number, are

peculiar to Malal)ar. They have fourtetm large

am! iHimorous small subdivisions, but all are

employed in the Hindu temples, of which there

is one to every 248 of the population. They
abstain from animal food of every kind.

Amongst ihc Sudra castes in Travancore arc

the Vellalar, the Miidali, and the Pandi Sudra.
The VcUalar in 1872 were 24,12.5 in number,

ami in every district, in the kingdom. In the ad-
joining provinces of British territory, where Tamil
is spoken, the great body of the cultivators

claim to be Siidras of the Ydlala stock, and when
well to do they receive the honorific suffix of

Miidali.

The Idayan, Edaga, or Yadava is the shepherd

race scattered over Southern India. In Travan-

core they are known as the Konan, Kangayen,
Valayadaiyen, and Vaduk-idayen, and aito 6319

in number. The Gopa, Gaola, Gorakh, and Sat-

gop Qf
.
Nortl\ejai, Intfia, Bengal, and Orissa, and
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tho Gaoliga of Mysore, and some of the Dhangar,
j

are cowherds, but are not identical with the

Kurubar, and some of the Dhangar of the Dekkan,

and some of the Ahir of Northern India. The
shepherd race of Southern India are spreading

out into all available employments. I'hey are S

classed as Sudra Hindus, and usually styled

'

Pillai, in distinction to the Vellalar cultivators,

who add Mudali, or first man, to their names;
and the shepherds, Idayan, tiike a lower social

position.

The races in Travancore who were held in

servile positions are upwards of .‘10 per cent, of

tlie population, and may be shown as under :

—

Chcmmau<Jr Sliainiaii, . , . 128,(i00

Ohaldcr, . . . 1,042 Mookooveii or fislicr-

Kshowraken or num, 20,242

barber, . . . 14,rj7*S
|

IMalayaraen, . . . 17,027
Kanian or sooth- • Vaden and Oolladcii,

sayers, .... 8, .220
;

Im liters, . . . Ojirifi

Paraven, .... Ool) Puller, .'>,4.28

Thundan, . . . 21,81
1 |

Koravar, .... .54,828

Noolian, .... 2,]8r) I’ariali, (>(>,454

Elaven, . . . 287,170 Pvillayar, . . . 1 00,020

The Pulhujar or Pulian are a liai-d-working

and extremely useful rac(‘, noted for their truth-

fulness and integrity. Until receiitlj’^ they were
bought and sold like other property, but they

have been fn'ed by the present maharaja.

They have remaimul on the lands they witc

cultivating. In social life they are lower than

the Pariah. Tliey speak Malealam. Tliey are

unknown in the British provinces.

The Klauar or Elaven are* nunuTOUs. They
aggregate .287,170, and are engaged in cnltiva-

tion and in manufacturing the ])rodnc(* of the

cocoanut tree, which forms a staple of the

country.

The Shanar or Channan race, in number
128,000, are also found in the neighbouring

British districts. They are chiefly t‘ngaged in

tin.' manufacture of t)ie jiroduco of the palmyra

palm, Borassiis tlabidliformis, which is only in-

ferior in valiu' to the cocoanut tree.

Some of the Elavar and I’aravar are. amongst
the most respectabh^ cultivators in the 'Fravane-ore

kingdom. Th(f l^lianar of 8. Travancore are even

a more enterprising class; and the i’ariah, through-

out Southern India, is the chief labourer in the

fields, and in other out-door work,

'Fhc Kumiualar, or artisans of 2Vavancore,—the

goldsmith, tin' coppersmith or brazier, the stone-

mason, the blacksmith, and tho caqamter. In

IVavancore, liowever,the Chembu-thatti or copper-

smiths claim to bo a distinct caste, but this is not

conceded to them.

The Chettif of Travancore, of whom there arc

fifteen subdivisions, most of whicdi seem mere
nationalities.

Tiyar, from the Singhalese Twar, an islainh'r

;

the Ponan race in Malabar. Tliey are a branch
of the llivar or Tir from Ceylon. They inherit

from the father.

Parayer^ also Pula Pai'ayar, .also Todinvar, a
low-caste predial slave race of Malabar, who are

stone-cutters, who are supposed and believe them-
selves to bo wizards and witches. Vengeance
and fear have occasionally led to their being

cruelly treated.

Pnniker, a race dwelling amid the forests and
iJungles of Malibar, who roughly clear the, ground,
ind raise crops of coarae rice and other j^rains

during the monsoon, and move to another place.

They also collect forest ])rc)ducts,—cardamoms,
beeswax, gums. Their sole implement is a kind
of adze. They are of diminutivi' stature. There
is a small race called Kaiiiar I^anikar, who prac-
tise astrology and necromancy. 'Fhey calculate

eciipsc.s, cast horoscopes, and foretell the times
and seasons, sell charms for all purposes, love
pliiltens, discover treasure, cure disease.

(^/irrainar, one of the predial slave races of

Malabar. 22iey arc supposed to be dt'seendauts

of the race conqueri'd by the (vhola kings. They
are of very diminutive .stature, very black skin,

and not unfrequently wool ly Iiair. IV ilson derives

the name from Chera, tlie soil. They follow the

rule of Marumakkatayam.
Nayafli, an abject raec^ in Malabar, beggars

and thieves. They are of diminutive form, of

the (leepest black in colour, features brutish, hair

thick and curly.

lUihuIara and Botadara, two rude slave races

in Tulava, who worshijj a benevolent deity named
Buta, represented by a stone, kept in every
house. 2'hey, too, believe that the spirits of the
de:wl become Pai.sachi, and they offer sacrifices

to Buta to restrain the Paisachi from troubling

them.

JloUcr women, until towards the middle of

the 19th century, used to visit Mangalore with no
other covering than thick bushy branches before
aud behind, hung from their waists.

Dciut^ a tribe in Canara who worsliip the Pai-
sachi or demons, and believe that persons who
die a violent death become Paisachi.

a race in Canara, tin; original land-
ownt'rs, who follow the rule of female descent.
2'ln\y marry, and the wives reside with tlieir

husi)ands, but do not interfen; in the house
management.
The Kitrtnnhaln) aro a slave race who w’orship

the hill god Malai-deva, and the spirits of deceased
ancestors. I'liey burn their dead if good men,
and bury them if bad

;
and they believe the latter

to become demons, reipiiring to be conciliated by
sacrifice.

fAtiifjiuKfes spoken in Travancore

Uiiulustani, . . .2,027 Konkaiii, . 10,70.2

Teliigu, . . . 2,252 Ciitchi, * , 25;i

Malirati, . . . 1,282 1 Xagarain, . , 809
2’amil, . . . 420,r>(;5 ! liiiglisli, . . 1,000
tJujer.ati, . . . 571 Arabic, . . . (UMi

(Jsinare.se, . , . 774 Portuguese, . 707
JVlalcali, . 1,9.27.454 Hebrew, 07
Tula, . . . . 004 OtluTS, ..... 22

Maleali is spoken by about 4,847,681 peojd<^

along the Malabar coast, on tlie western side of

the ghats or Malaya range of mountains, from
the vicinity of Chandragiri near Mangalore, where
it supers(‘des Cana rose and Tulu, to Trevaodrum,
whore Tamil begins to be spoken

;
but all along

tliat coast Tamil intertwines with Maleali, which
is a very ancient form of Tamil. The Kama
Charita is the oldest existing Maleali poem.

Tvfu or Tuluva is destitute of a literature in

tho proper sense of tlie term, and never had any
character of its own. 'Flu; only books printed in

2’ulu have been by the Basle missionaries. It is

one of the most highly developed languages of

the Dravidian family. It is spoken by about
.200,000 people between tho Chandragiri and
Kalyanapuri rivers. It is written with the
Malealam characters

;
it differs widely from Tamil,
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less so from Canaresc, and less again from Coorg,
Tula is said to moan meek, humble.
COCHIN, a small territory on the seaboard of

the western side of the Indian Peninsula, in treaty
with the British. Its area is 1361 square miles,

population 600,278; 301,815 arc males. The
Bibi of Cannanorc and II. H. the Zainorin of
Calicut may also be named.
MADRAS CITY is on the east coa.st of the

Peninsula of India, in I.-it. l.T 4' G" N., and
long. 80^ 17' 22" E. In 1S81 it.s jiopulation was
4.05,848. It is the cajiilal of a ])residen(5y, to

wliich it gives its name, and wliicli is under the
jurisdiction of a (Tovernoi* ami (\mneil.

Famine.—In 1871 theie was in this jiresideney

a population of 31,51j7,.S72, but in 1881 only

31,170,631. Between the census taking of 1871 and
that of 1881, ill the years 1877 and 1878, in conse-
quence of drought, there Avas famine in si-veral <Us-

tricts, and many died. 1
1
pressed most lieavily on

Bellary, Coimbatore, Cuddapah, Kurnool, Madura,
Nellore, Eurth Arcot; and Mr. M‘Iver caleiilatod

the total loss at three and a half millions. In
the districts most severely affected the dec.r(‘as(‘

of the population was 1,751,327, or 12*8 per
cent. In those not affected or hut slightly

affected by famine, there has bt'en an increase of

1,288,430, or 7’ lb per cent. The age returns of
the census of 1881 show that the (iffects of the
famine had been m<.)st scviTcly felt among tlie

very young and the very old
;
and bt'sides causing

deaths, it prcveTited births. The diildreii avIio

were born in 1878 and 18711, and who wm'c
begotleii in 1877 and 1878, were short of 700,000
as compared with 1871 ; and in 1881, of the ages
up to 20, there W(‘re 1,947,1)50, or 12*01 ])er cent.,

fewer than in 1871.

Parts of the <listricts now comprising the
Madras Presidency Avere knoAvn to Knropi' in

times prior to the birth of (.’lirist. Dynasties
known as the Pandya, Chola, and (3i(‘ra were
then ruling, and imTcliants from the Avest Avere

trading; a Paudyaii jirinee smit tAA*o embassies to

Augustus, who received the first at 'larragona,

and the friendshqj of the liomans A\'as sougiit by
0 Kerobothros, a king of Pliera or Kerala. The
Chola, tlio y,c,)pcct of Ptolemy, Avere in power
from ii.e. to the 1 Ith or 121 h centurliAS a.jk ; but
in 1113, and again about 1 150, jiarts of the Cliola
territory were overrun by the Singhalese.

The Kurubar, a slu'jihenl race (kuru, a sheep),
the ^upot uopceih; of Artakur (Arcot) of Ptolemy,
formed a federal community of 24 states, with
castles, which Avere destroyed liy one of the Chola
kings of Tanjore in the 5th and t*>th centuries,

and he established a new capital at Con-
jeveram; but to the present day the country
people point out the Kurubar-Kot or forts Avhicli

that ‘shepherd race had constructed. Since the
Chola fell, this southern region has seen a Hindu
dynasty at Bijanagar, the Muhammadan Adal
Shahi of Bijapur, the Hindu Mahrattas who suc-
ceeded to 'ranjore, with Hindu princes in Cochiji,
Calient, and Travancore

;
and from the 15th to

the 18tli century, several races were striving for
dominion. Muhammadan rulers, Mahratta annies,
Polygar chieftains, and the Dutch, th(' Portuguese,
the French, and the British, all took part in the
strife, till the British, the Muhammadan dynasties
of Hyderabad and Banaganapilly, and the Hindu
fajas of Mysore, Travancore, Cochin, Puducottah,

;
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and Sandur alone remained as dominant powers.

The Pandiya, the Cherii, the Chola, and the

Kandya kings of Ceylon have all disappeared.

The north-cast parts of the Peninsula have

also had many dynastic change's. The Andhra
dynasty ruled at Chicacole and Kajamundry prior

to the Chilstian era. Pliny says they had 30 forti-

fied toAvns, an army of 100,000 men, and 1000
elephants. The Kesari, lion kings, ruled in Orissa,

'riie Chalukya Rajputs of Ihijaniundiy succeeded
a Bmhlliist dynasty, and subsequently the Cana-
pat i of IVarangal, the Verna Keddi, the Kayel

of Bijanagar held SAvay
;
and the Clralukya of

Kalian Avere overtlirown during a tune of reli-

gious Avar, Avhen t]u‘ people adopted uie Lingact
teaching of the Jaugams.

'Phis presidency has an area of 141,001 square
miles, Avith a ])o])ulatiou of 3»1,170,631, viz.

15,421,0I:> males, ami 15,749,588 females, being
221 to the square mile. The most numerous
races under Madras rule are the Tamil and
Teling, with paits of the nations s})oaking
Malealam, Canare.se, Tulu, and Uiiya

;
all of the.se

are occiqiyiug ancestral lands, many from imknoAvn
times, and to them have to be added a quarter of
a million of landless jieople spi'uking ^Mahrati,

and over half a million speaking Hindustani.
Tamil was the language of three of the ancient

dynasties Avho have boon naineil. The Chola oi
IVuijore and Coiiiliacomirn Avere settled on or
near tJie Cauvery and Colerun rivci’s, and gave
their names to the Coromandel or Cholaiiiandel
coast. The Pandilja. capital is noAV occupied by
the inhabitants (»f Madura; and the Che ra ruled
at Kerala on the ^lalabar coast. Tlu^ Kurumhar^
also, about tlu; coimm'iicement of the Christian
era, aauis brietiy dominant in Southern India, and
the Idayan herdsmen lace still form a niiimTous
porlion of the' Tamil-speaking pi'ople.

Mr. 'Paylor is i»f opinion that I’amil wa.s culti-

A'atod in its pni ity in theaneient Pandiya kingdom.
It is now spolcmi in tin* extreme south, south-east,
and ill Ceylon, tliroughouttlieA\asti)lain of the Car-
natic or country below llie ghats, tormc<l the Car-
natic Paen Chat by the Muhammadan sovereigns
and by tin* Jhitish Avho have sueceedi'd them.
The 'ramil-speaking country extends from Cape
Comorin to Pnlicat, .‘JO miles north of Madras,
and inland from the Bay of Bengal to the
Eastern Chats. The Tamil skirts all the eastern
frontier of Mysore, is also spoken over the Bara
Mahal, Salem, South Arcot, Chinglejiut, Tanjore,
'rnchinopoly, Madura, Tinnevelly, Coimbatore,
and Combacouum, meeting Avith llie Malealam at
the Cap of Calgliat. It is sjioken also in the
.southern part of the Travancore country, on the
Avest(‘rn sifie of tlu* ghats, from (Jujie Comorin to
the neighbourhood of TreA andrum

;
also in the

northern and north-westc'rn parts of Ceylon,
Avhere Tamilar formed settlements prior to the
Christian era, and from whence they have gradually
thru.st out the Singhalese.
The Tamil was the earlie.st developed of all the

Dravidian idioms, i.s tlie most copious, and contains
the largest portion of indubitably ancient forms.
It includes two dialects, the classical and col-

loquial,^ the ancient and the modern, called

respectivtdy the JShen Tamil and the Kodun
Tamil, Avhich so widely differ that they may
almost be regarded as different languages. 'The

PQonle Tamil are, as regards
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J social customs, the least scrupulous or super-

stitious, and the most enterprising and persevering

fcrace of Hindus, and swarm wherever money is to

[be made, or wherever a more apathetic or a more

[
aristocrcatic people is waiting to be pushed aside.

The majority of the Hindu religionists found in

Pegu, l^enang, Singapore', and other places in the

east, where they are known as Kling, are Tamil.

All throughout Ceylon the eoolie.s in the coffet;

plantations are Tamil
;

tlu' majority of the

inoney-inaking classes, oven in Colombo, are

Tamil
;
and ere long the Tiimilar will have ex-

cluded the Singhalese from almost every ollice

of profit and trust in tluir own island. 'I'he

smaller tribes are intermixed, some of them living
in forests or migratory

; some have preserved
their ethnical identity in sequestered wilds, others
have merged as helot ciistcs of the 'lowland
Hindus, and these now fragmentary peoples form
the debris of widely-spread primitive mees.

Seventy- three languages are eiiuiueiated in the
schedules, of which 48 arc Asiatic and 25 non-
Asiatic. Those principallyspoken are live Diavidiaii
tongues, Tamil, Telngu, Malealain, Caiiarese, and
'lyiu, viz. 28,8o.‘>,2(i7, or 92‘5(j per cent. Uriya,
Urdu or Hindustani, and Mahrati are spoken hy
Uriy a, 1,128,195

;
Hindustani, 690,103 : Mahrati,

230,000.
majority of the domestic servants, ami of the

camp-followers in the Madras Presidency, and the

half of its army, are Tamil
;
and the coolies who

'jY.iu<ru

emigrate so largely to the Mauritius and the West 'lamri,
*.

India Islands, are mostly of tlie Tamil j)eo])Ie. IMahmli,

Including the Tamil in the military cantonments
and distaut colonies, and those in iSouth Travan-

^

core, Northern Ceylon, and excluding all Muham-
(Jujelati

inadan, Teling, and Hrahmaii residents of the Ku-riialj,’

Tamil country, wlio amount to at least 10 per iliiuli,

cent, of the whole population, the people who 4’nlu, .

S})eak the Tamil language aiH' estimattal at

about IG millions. Tlie Tamil people are, Sanskrit
generally speaking, dark coloured and short i>utii<iol?

slatured, energetie, liiuy, and (piarrelsorne, but Klumd,

not vhidictive. Many of them have embraced ^>avara.

Madras Jh’esidency LamjiuKjes.

IlindustaDi, . , 01)5,510 : Clientsu, . . ,

Telugu, 11,751,040
j

Singhalese, . ,

'faiiiil, . 12,5S2,220 Kodagu,
Mahrati, . 220,777 Jlengiili,

(^tiiaresc, 1,200, S3!) Hiinnesc,
IJiiya, . . 773,150 Sindi, .

Malcaiain, 2,3t))), ISI Puslitu,
tJujerati, 6,633

,

Marvv.'iri,

Kiit'lialj,

Hindi,

Ilrahmanism, but the low castes and fragmentary If“dmdi, . • • • 021

tribw have ft spirit :»ia a <kvil wo W.mba/ »;»<; hX^w,’; !

worship th(' local deities called Atnmun. Todawu, .... 1,400 Turki ... . 12
7V//^7/ms spoken on the eastiirii borders of the liadaga, .... 1,010 Jiutdi, . . ! ! :U

Peninsula by about 17 millions, 'file people are Ionia? .... 310 rnspt ciliod, . 072,072

a taller ami fairer race than the Tamil, many of **^‘^*1 Swetlisli, . . . . lo

the more northern of them bi'iiig erpial in staiiiro
• • •

•
i j

to the Aryan Himliis ot the north, liiey are j,ada, 34
uioro nrfthinft.iical tlmn (ho Tamil races, an.l are '

lli.OU .iiflVreiit easto names rc-
i«e|mrgeticastljolatter,th(m^-li ess restless

Tlie 'I'ellalar alone were rcluruod of
C<,«oTse pcopl.. arealHiiU< n,ilh(.nsin^^^^^ 5^ subdivisions ami ;!3sy caste names. The

chiefly m the centre ot tl.e renrasu a; they arc
joth century, have

a ta 1 and dark hut siiiKularly sraoetiil raiio.
.p, isio„s,

Ilielehnoan.l Canarese are ahnost ot snailar

physical frame, hut, as a rule (he lehng are
t,,,>,u.„ev with the Tamil and Teling llimlu; has

airer. 1 lie ^oeat similarity of the two lano„aps
themselves as helonsiiis to par-

Caiiareso and leluttu justihes (he opinion that
i,„itation of the Hrahmans of

,

tlie ijeoplo are ot the same stoek, and that eir- Southern India, all of wliom know the oot or
cuinstanees have moditie.l I.e.r characters and

^p
personal appearance. he table-land oceuiaed by

p^.p, , -^.p^ following are tho more numerous of
the Caiiarese, from the southern l«ut ot the the castes and races in the Madras fresideney

1

*My.sor(j country, througli Jlellaiy in the Ceded Uis-

tricts up to the Tumbudni, is ari<i, and the soil yields
,

knran, . 155,537
,

Kuruinbar, 1 14,381

L X 1 II . i’m • Aiubiittaii,barbers, 342,83;) Juuguet, . 117,61()
as food crops small millets,—Kleiisme corocana,

! Aeamu.laj’aa, . ;!tr.Vi;«i Ma.liaa, 1 litbVtf;
oetaria Italica and Germaniea, I’anieum italiciiiii, lialaja, . . . 780,732 Maljrati,

. ^ .

’ G5’785
and Penicillaria spieata,— w’liich even tlic labourers Pesta or Valayan, 724, 180 Maravar, .

.'
. 25l>’304

of the south of India only use on pressure when Prahinans, . .1,122,070 Muliaminadans, 1,03.3,571

scarcity or dearth prevails.
i

MiUraj, . . .

6,638
,

Marvv.'iri,

35,0.36
I

Piiluclii

2,601 1 Xi'palesc, .

426,222
!
Nfwar, .

3l»6 Kasliniiri,

.

21,084
I

ranjabi, .

1,300
I

Arabic,
01,735

1 Persian, .

58,205 Ohincse, .

31,033 Portuguese,
21,001 French,
12,041

:

(ronnan, .

3,886) llebrt'W, .

. 1,400 Turki, . .

. 1,010 Dutch,. .

. 310 rnsptciliod,

. 200 Swedisli, ,

, 148
! Spanish, .

. . 87
[

African, .

4’here were 19.041 dilTereiit caste names re-

turned, Tlie A'ellalar alone were returned of
54 subdivisions and 3389 ca^ste names. Tlie

^atani, a Hindu sect of the iGth century, have
already seventeen divisions.

k'inee the middle of tho 10th century, the
tendency with the Tamil and Teling Himlns has

the castes ami races in the Madras Presidency

seaboard somewhat to the north, by about 36),00U.

Kodaga is spoken by tho people of Coorg,
150,000 in number.

the Badaga, another small tribe, and Xuruinbar
and Irular who dwell on the slopes of the moun-
tains. In the interior of the Peninsula are the
Gond, and or. its N.E. border the Khond, Kund,
or Ku, all of whom are estimated at half a

Ainbalakaran, . 155,;537 Kuruinbar, 114,381
Auihattaii,barbers, 342,835 Linguet, . 117,010
Agamuilayan, 302,33!) Madiga, 1,120,748
Iktlaja, . . . 780,732 Mahrati,

. ^ 05,785
lio.sta or Valiiyan, 724,480 Maravar, . . 250,304
IJrahinans, . . 1 ,122,070 Muliaminadans, 1,93,3,571

Dhristiaii.s, . . 711,072 Mutraj, . . 132,200
I )evaugiilu, . . 130,1)05 N air, . . . 335,320
Forest racei«, . 1 ,752,535 Xattamhadi, . 100,082
Itlaiyar, . . 1,072,351 Xeilgherry races 30,001
Gouda 144,073 Odilar, . . . 303,422
Kaikalar, weavers 322,722 Padayachclii, 370,847
Kaliiigalu, . . 100,504 Palli, . . . 1,295,049
Kalian, . . . 31)7,1)00 Parayan, . . 3,223,928
Kaiiima, . . . 795,704 Haji»uts, . . , 13,915
Kainaala, . . . 0!)2,300 lieddi, . . . . 499,402
Kannakuo, . . 102,472 8atan i, . . . . 025,455
Kapu, . . . 1,102,274 Sale, , . . , 20(s6)97

Pukanati Kapu, 107,341 Sonian, 107,103
Koiiiati, . . . 305,715 Shanan or Idiga, 1,478,000
Kuiuuiara or Kusliavau, Shembadaven, .. 873,448

203,975 8hctthi, traders. 235.109
Kiiruba Golla, . 180,557 Telugalu,Vadagar, 009, 138
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Uparavaii, . . 104,986 Vannian, , 1,075,505
Uriya, .... 101,206 Valama, . . 348,061
Vaniyan, Gandla, 316,694 Vellalan, . 1, (>25,895

Vannaii, washermen. Kongado, . . 143,010

528,535 Yadavsdu, . 105,426

Neilgherry Hill tribes, in 1871, were 30,001.

Badaga, .

Toda,
24,130 Kuruinbar, . 3,185

. 675 Irular, . . 04(>

Kota, . 1,065

Forest, etc., races.

Jatapu, .... 63,337 Oddar, . . . . 3(;3,422

Koravar, . . . 55,645 Kodiilu, . . . 214,000

Koiidulu, hillmcn, ()3,240 8avaralu, . . . 131,4(1.3

Malayali, . . . (;0,:i06 TTparavan, . . . 104,085

Vedan, hunter, . 51,854 Uriya, . . . . 101,206

Yenadi, .... (;(;,ooo

The iujricidlur hL races in 1’elin<rana arc the

Velama, the Reddi, the Kaiiima, tie Kapii, the

Jialija, the Pakanatti, tlie .Vaidu. The Tamil

cultivators arc the Vellalar and a smaller number
of the pastoral Tdaga

;
tliosc* of the. Mahratta dis-

tricts are the fvunbi, and further north Kurmi.

In Malabar and Malealam the Nair are the

chief husbandmen, but in the Canarese districts

the Wakkali, and in Panara the Hant and Nadavar.

The Tcling cultivators have spread into all the

western and southern lauds. These follow the Hrah-

inanical doctrines, niainiain the easti^ observances

of purity and impurity, and have adopted the early

marriage customs and other institutions of Menu.
They are essimtially agriculturists, but they take

military service, engage in mercantile trans-

actions, or enter the civil service of Government.

Tamil and Vallalar were brought from (I»e Cauvery

river by the Pliola kings, who compiored the

Kuriimbar and eradicated Ihiddhism. They now
occupy the whole of the Coromandel coast in its

southern part, and have many agrestial slaves.

They had many slaves before h'aviiig the Cauvery,

and doubtless added to them during the persecu-

tion of the Kiirumbar race.

The religious sections of the jicoplc are as under:

—

FliiiduK, . . . 28,4l)7,d(»(> .Tews,

Muhammadans, l,W,r)71
|

Tlieist.s, ,

(diri.stians, . . .711,072 Kodaga, .

Jains, .... 24,li(j2 Agnostics, 1

}hiddJiist.s, . . . IjOlO
I

Otlier.s, . 00

I’arsee, ..... 140
j

None,
Jirahmo, .... I.Ti Not stated, . . 1,410

The Hindus are returne<l as under :— ,

Saiva, . . . ir>,000,08(> I bingaet, 01,0,SO j

Vaislinava, . . 10, 104,408
|

Utlicr.s, . , 2,538,002

The jSaiva lhahmaiis arrange themselve.s a.s— '

Aradhya,Namburi, Smartta, V elnati, Vaiglinasuhi,
i

and Uriya. The Yaishnava Ihahmans are Mad-
hava, Sri Vaishnava, Andlira, and Golconda.

The Telugu Brahmans—Murikinati and Niyogulu.

Others—Bengali, Gouda, Konkana, Gnjerati, ami
Maharaslitra.

ous. One of the primitive Christians seems to have

arrived in the south of India in the early years of

the Christian era
;
the Portuguese fleets brought

from Europe many missionaries, amongst them

St. Francis Xavier
;
Robert de Nobilibus, Britto,

Beschi, Dubois, and others have been striving to

convert the people. The Romish church has

several vicariates, and the Portuguese priests

attend to much of the coast line
;
the French have

a vicar-ai)ost()lic in Mysore, and their priests are

also in the Northern Circars and in the N.W.
Provinces; while the Italians occupy Hyderabad
and Native Burma. Since the closing years of

the 1 7th century, Protestant Christians of all

d(‘nominations from Europe and America, amongst

them Ziegcnbahl, Schwartz, Rhenius,Caldwell, DulF,

Mason, And(*rson, have been zealously endeavour-

ing to educate and to jiroselytizc, and these efforts

have resulted in 1,802,1)34 Christians iu all India:

—

]Ma liras, . . . 711,080
1

N.W. P. and Oiulh, 47,673
british l>iirin:i, 84, 2 1 0 Gen tral Provinces, 11,973
(ofn-g, . . . 3,152 Central India, 7,0(55

lioinbay, . . 145,154 Ajinir, . . . . 2,225

Jiongal, . 128,1.35 Baroda, . . . . . 771
Panjab, . . . 33,6!)0 Cochin, . . . . 136,361

Assam, . . . 7,003 Mysore, .... 29,249

Hyderabad 1 )ekha 11,13,614 Hajputana, . . . 1,294

llirar, . . . 1,335 3’ravancore, . . 498,542

The Velltdtir arc shorter and darker than Brah-

mans, shorter and darker even than the Teliiig

' people, but tlu'y have in general well-formed

I
countenances and graceful forms, though amongst

I

them also occur the decidedly African lip and
nose and forehead. Tliey believe that they came
from the. north. ' h(*y are now classed by the

Bralimans as Sudra Hindus, but Southern India

only became Brahmanieal about the 8th to the

loth centuries, and wlien the Vellalar adopted
1 linduisrn is unknown. They claim to be Vaisya, of

th(^ Buvaiisa or agricultural section, a claim which
the other races do not admit. They are very

largely agricultural, and take the lionorific appel-

lation of Mndali or lirst man, ]>!. Miidaliar. Under
foi iner native rule in Tonda-Mandalam, the Vcl-

lalar alone were allowed to hold landed property.

The V('llalar an* (‘ageu* in their study of Euglisli,

I
liavo largely olitained employment, civil and
military, under tlie British Governnient, and are

an honourable, moral, and peaceful race, intelli-

gent and thrifty, and respectable in their domt.'stic

life. The ilesignation \'ellala means charifcible

;

but their name has been supposed to have boon
derived from \'alanmi, the Tamil word for the act

of regulating irrigation. Iu the present day.

in Tmncvelly, they will not toucli a plough, the

Puller race (loiiig everything for them. TJiey do

not use animal food or intoxicating liquors
;
they

many before ])uberty
;
their women are chaste;

jiolygumy is almost unknown, the widows do not

The Muhammadans (1,933,571) are largely re-maiTy, and they burn tlieir dead.

descendants of the soldiers that liave overrun the

Peninsula, but a large number btdong to Arab
and Persian traders who have settled in the

country, and many of the Labbai and Moplah
section arc from the offspring of Hindu mothers.

Arab, 3,730 Syiid, .... 23,38
Labbai, .... 30,182 Shaikh, . . . 54,07
Moplali, . . . 405,714 Others, .... 217,2.3

Moghul, .... 1,235
I
Not stated, . 1,002,03

Pathan, . . . 15,373 )

They are almost all of the 8unni sect.

The Christians of the Madras circle are numcr

nun the Vellalar as farmers and iieasant-proprietors, in

to Arab the cultivation of rice, betel, and tobacco, are

in the ])erliaps not excelled in any part of the world.

Moplah They rarely accept a menial occupation. They are

lothers. mo.stly of the Saiva sect, but the chief objects of

23 38G worship are village gods, and they keep the

54’070 Rongal and Dipawali festivals.

217,238 TIk' Karakatan Vellalar of the MaduA 'Hillfl

1,002,037 occupied their present locality before the Vellalar

of the plains [idoptcd the customs of the Aryan
immigrants. And now, amongst them, when an

numcr- female, in default
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of male issue, she is forbidden to marry an iidult,
^

in agriculture retain their tribal designations

:

but goes through the ceremony of marriage with thus

—

some male child, or, in some cases, with a portion The Balijnvadn^ pi. Baljawanlu, in Telingaim,
of her father’s dwelling-house, on the understand- are a Sudra tribe of husbandmen,
iiig that she may receive any man of the cixste. The Sudra Pakeiiatti, Muttatti, and Vellanatti •

Her children inherit the property, which is thus are village authorities, and bike tlui designation
retiiined in tlie woman’s family, the chi]<l-husband of Rcddi. A peaceful and innocent migratory
being the supposititious father. Amongst the mcc bearing the name of Palcenatti were found
Tamil races who have adopted Brahmanism, the in Mysore and the Telugu country, about the
Vellalar, alike in numbers and in .social rank, take beginning of tlu‘ ISth century, driven from their
the chief place. The Christian converts of the homes by oppression.

Vellalar retain their Kudiiii or scalp-lock of hair. In the CediMl Districts, the Pemcoonta Kapalu
The Teh'm/ races following agricultural pursuits, and Gungeddi Kapalu are husbandmen of the

have very distinct characteristics. »Scv(‘ral of them ISudra gratle.

seem to be of Aryan origin, and all of them are The Giunpa Kiimalu, or Kama-warii, or Kama-
taller and fairer than the races in tiu* soiitii. varu, are 8udra hn.sbandmen, wh<^ do not permit
The Aihna, or Velama, or Yelmi (2oS,(;i)S in strangers to enter their }iouse.s, and regard their

number) in the Tkdiug country are a prominent tribe jis pure Sudras.
agricultural tribe, with military proclivitie.s, and The jYat7t‘ or are honorific term.s applied
claim to be iiajputs. They art* soldiei’S and to master.^ or chiefs of tribes, and many of the
agriculturists. Teliiig Sudili take this honorific appellation. They

The Jinchu'tir or Bajwar of the Noifhern are tall, robinsi men, fair complexioned, who are
Ciicans also claim to b(' descendant.s from the in gotxl ])osition.s as merchants and as servants of
Ksliatriya race; they are a brave tribe, with a

|

the British Governiiient.
high sense of honour. Tlnw hav(i been long The /\n/nt in the Cuddapah district do Jiot allow
o.stablished in the Northern Oircars, and have the re-mai-riage of their widows, nor eoncubiiiage,
been remarkable for the des])erate acts by which but thi‘ latter is generally winked at to prevent
they expiate a real or imaginary insult. Their the family <Usgrace of tlieii' becoming common :

Jiame is variously written juid pronounced by
i
and even adultery is but little regarded so long as

othera, but the 'IVliug style them Racha and the offenders belong to the same caste or sub-
Jhicha-vadu, doubtless a variation from raja, often

j

caste.

eorrupt(*d to Ratsawar, Raiswar, or Rowar. 'Hiey ' The PalU race of the Cuddapali district pledge
were military retainers in Mysore and in Kamuon,

j

their wives as security for loans of inoiioy, and if

where they spe^ak Telugu; they jn-actiac medicine.
| not repaid, the woman is re-married to another

The Rachwar chiefs are a remarkably tint*, band- I man. A ease of this bigamy w'a.s tried in 1876 at
some race. There arc di-fects in their genealogy, the Session of Cuddapah, and all the parties were
but they are permitted to intermarry with the fined. The* husband had borrowed some money
itajputs of IJaj|)utaua. from bis mother-in-law, and left his wife with

In the middle of the 18rh century, zainiiidar her till he could repay. Having failed to pay
Rangaru of Bol)bili had a feud with a neighbour- within the prescribed period, the wife was re-
iug polygar named VTzeram Rauze, and the latter married to another man. The twice-married wife,
persuaded the hri'iich commaiidei, M. Biissy, to her raotlu r, and a third party who was present at
espouse his side of the quanel, and Rangaru was the second marriage, were held to be equally
obliged to retire to his stronghold. It succuinbed punishable as priucipahs, all having been present
to tlic army brouglit against it by M. Biissy on at. the re-marriage.
the l? lth January 1757, consisting of 750 Euro- of Vizagapatam are military

;
a fine brave

peaus, of whom w^ere horse, 4 fioId-[>icct‘s, race, and good shots with the matchlock. Tliey
and 11,000 peons and sepoys, the army of have ten sect ions, viz. tSuathro, Bellama, Noula,
\ azeram Rauze, wdio commanded them in person. Kalgina, Kampu, Ivuiiu, Uriya, Binnakurya,
Rangaru believed it hopeless to maintaiu the fort Bosiiutea, and Guvi.

against so overwhelming a force, ami, calling his 'Phe Mutrnj subdivide into IBmi and Mutraj,
principal men together, he declared that it was and the Bliui of Telingaiia is classed as a Teling
immediately iicccssiiry to pro.serve their wives and Sudra, who oeeujjies himself as a palanquin-
<‘.hildren from the violation of the Euro])eaiis, l)eaier

;
but where settled, awaiy from his fields

and the still more ignouiiiiious authority of and agricultural pursuits, the Bhui is engaged in

Vizeram Rauze. The .stern detorminatioji was catching fi.sh by the net.

carried out to the fullest
;

Jic liabitatitms in the The fY-ZJ/of-avryda are mercenary .soldiers who
middle of the fort were indiscriminately set tiri^ .servo native sovereigns. Tiiey are Jiever found in

to, and every woman and child either perislieil in tlie ranks of the British army. There are a few
the flames or was remorselessly stab))ed in en- of (hem in every large town in tlie south,

deavouring to escape. Then tho.se who accom- The Ycrm Wndcroo are a Dhangar or herd
plishod the deed returned to die on the w\alls, tribe in the Xortlieru Division,

and foil almost to a man. Rangaru himself, The J*ahilu, of the Northern Circars, are agri-
hasteniiig to the defence of a lower, Avas killed cultural labourers who are l egarded as slaves to
by a muskct-ball. After the capture of the fort, the ryots, and were hereditarily attached to and
four of Rangai’u’s soldiers concealed themselves in transferable with the land,

a thiclftt, and three days afterwards tw'o of them The A(jari of Cuttack arc said to be domestic
succeeded iu penetrating to the tent of Vizeram slaves,

,
Rauze, and, having stabbed him in thirty-two Oaita m the name of a barbarous Gond tribe

Iplaces, were themselves immediately cut to pieces, in the Rajamundry district.

The great bulk of the Teling people, engiiged Naekav and Ikddi^ in Tiunevelly, claim to have
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been there ever since Rama's advance on Ceylon, and farmei*s, but arc also tnMiesmen, brokers,

and to have formed part of that leader’s army, shopkeepers, and the hawkers of the Peninsula are

They call themselves Oudh Reddi. almost all Nackar.
The Reddi Tiiid Kamma Teling came from the The Nackar seem to have invaded the south of

uortJi, and are styled by the Tamil people Variiga India during the reign of the Pandiyan dynasty,

or Vadaga, meaning northern. According to Dr. which they overthrew ;
and they held tlie country

Caldwell, they had been previously settled on the by allotting it into 72 portions, each under a

Ganges. They are a taller, finer race than the polygarchief with military followers. The dynasty

Tamil, Canarese, or .Mahrattas. The Reddi are reached its highest under 7’iruinali Naekar. Some
bulky, fair, handsome men, energetic and enter- of the polygars appointed by them were of the

prising. They have advanced along the Kistna, Totier cjistc or race, and one of the chief polygars

and the rajas of Giidwal and Wanparti are Red<li. is of the Totier caste, but they consider the

They have puslu'd colonics of Reddi into the designation reproachful. They are known col-

Canareso and Tamil districts, and are found in lectively as the Koinbehithar, hut they consist of

small scattered communities west to Helhiry, and iiiOo families or clans, descendants of a common
south-west to Tinnevelly, and wi'st to Poona. ancestor. They are a bold, martial race, robust

The '/'cling or northern agriculturists think and tall in stature,

themselves superior to the Tamil cultivating /vV/nwdn/i were granted lands on military tenure,

caste.s. In the Madura district, .soon aft(?r tln! They re.'^ided in fortilii'd houses, and held their

e.stablishincnt of the Nayakan dynasty, the Teling lands at a rpiit-reiit on comlitioii of acting as a

inmiigraiits became .so numerous and .St) influential feudal militia, and protecting the lowlands from

that the Jesuit priests of Madura regarded them the inciir.sions of barbarous mountain tribes,

with the Brahmans as constituting the chief part Their name is from Rhanda, a sword,

of the people; and at thepre.seut day the poore.st The Mala race arc the Teling Pariah, but the

and most ignorant Teling bangle seller is disposed derivation of the word is not known. In the

to give liimself airs, and to affect a .superiority over Brahmanical I’iiraua.s there is mention of a raci*

Tamilar of considerably better position than him- called Mala in the N.K. of Bengal, and their

self. country in the Midnapur district still bear.s the

The Harare are a Tohigu-speaking race, part name of Mal-bhum, and it may be that the Mala
of whom have migrated into tlie 'ramil country, w'cre slaves wliom the races now in Telingaiia

where they have 1<S clans. Mo.st of them are brought with them from tlie Gangetic valley,

farmers, but the Baliji section arc also jn'tty Tlie 'bamil lierd.smen call themselves Yadara or

traders, liawkens, and sailors. They were j)rim- Jdnijnn^ al.so (/o-rnnsa or cowherd race. They
arily an agricultural people, holding lands on are darker and more slender than the Vellalar,

military tenure, and working tlieir farms by and are li‘ss engaged in cAiltivation. They usually

means of inferior cu.stes. take the honorific appi'llation of Pillai, or son of

Tlie Ilctldi of the .south of India are divided the gods, as Giiriisami Pillai, a designation which
into 24 clans, who marry in their own clans, is, however, also adojfied by other races. In

The temples of the Italdi and the Xaekar are Tinnevelly the Idayan take the honorific title of

of a rude form; they are of the \'aishnava .sect, Konan. Pillai or Pilly means a son, but is applied

but a brass lamp) seems to be the only utensil they to the god Vigm-swara, the son of !Siva and
contain, and flowers and cooked food and spirits Parvati, known as Pilliar; and it has been said

are offered befon^ it; they worsliip demons like that three or four eimturies ago Jh'ahmans of

the Shanar. l^^oine, also, at one 2>hice, wonshij) Tinnevelly took the titl(‘ of Pillai, sons of the
a lingam. Their emblem of the Brahmanical gods. The larger number woi.ship Vishnu. A
Vishnu is an octagon pillar, and they call Vishnu .smaller part arc of the Saiva sect, but in the

Peruinal or K^eiina ihiyer Perumal. They eat all south the village tleities and evil spirits or devils

but cow s flesh. As a law, the men marry are the chief oI)jects of their wor.ship. In some
their .sister’s <laugliter, but an aunt does not marry districts widows arc rc-married to the brothers of

her nephew. ^oiuctiines the bride is a, mere the deceased husband.
child of b or 0 years old; sometimes the bride- Kimtmhar. In the Peninsula, in the Ceded
groom’s age is no more, while the wife to whom Districts and Hyderabad, the Kurumbar arc dark,
he is married is a full-grown young woman, wlio, almost ])]ack men, of .slender and sj)are forms;
by the time her lin.shand has grown up, liji.s a tliey are quite di.s.siinilar from tlie Gaoli in per-

young family of 4 or 5 children. Property <le- sonal ap}»(‘aranci‘, wholly distinct also from the

bccnds through the issue of a son and grand- Idayan or Vadava Tamilian herdsman race, wlio

daughter, uncle and niece. If a man refuse to are known in all the Tamil country as Pillai

marry his own sister’s daughter, his father’s or son, and in all probability tlie difspersed

property descends not to him, but to the man who Kurumbar or Dhangar of the Peninsula of India,

marries the rejected woman. .some of tlunn in town.s and others almost nomado,
The Reddi are married on the field, the Kaekar are the fragments of the great .she pherd race who

art! marri(!d in the house
;
a cotton thread is hehl sway in the southern districts in the early

fastened round the woman’s neck. If no son be centuries of the Christian era. The life of the
horn, they many younger wives in the hopt; of shcplienl Kurumbar is j)as8ed at a distance from
male progeny, and the Rev. J. F. Mearns had towns and villages, in the open plain, or in the
known a man witli live wives. They burn their

j

glens and forests, night and day watching their

dead, and otter rice to tlie manes. If the crows
j

llocks. The Jlandi Kuruhar arc Kuruinbtr who
cat the offering, th state of the deceased is take service in towns.
augured as happy. The Reddi are exclusively Kurumbar have caste clans, but theyare not rigid

farmers. They speak a corrupt Ttdugu, but read in theobservance of caste rules nor as to food. They
and WTitc Tamil. Tlie Nackar are mostly clerks marry grown-up women, which Brahmans never

272
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do
;
they sacrifice to ancestors, and they, have a

,

Kavalgar, and the village watchmen as Sthala-

god called Bhyrava, but have no demon-worship. Kavalgar, whom the British call Talliyar, from
They arc shepherds, gardeners, labourers, weavi.‘r.s. Sthaliyar, or local guardians. Of tfiese tribes none
Some engage in Kumari cultivation. They are have risen to general pow(?r, but they established

quiet, iiiofTensive, industrious, honest, and sincere, many small principalities in secluded places, and
The Kad or Red or Jungle Kurubar are mentioned by siding with the larger powers they retained

by Buchanan as a poor, dwarfed tribe, einj)loyed their petty sovereignties,— tlie Ileder lajas of

as watchmen. Ibnlnore or Nagar in Mysore, of Harponhalli in

The JDhan(f<ir arc of the Mahratta and Telngu the Ceded Districts, of Hedcr Zorapur in the Doab
countries, are in twelve tribes, who do not eat of the Bhinia and Tumbudra, the .Matta liachawar

together nor intermarry. In the hill courdry of of Carvatinagar
;
the Kfillar chief of the S. Arcot

ibuiigarhand Chutia Nagpur the Oraon tribe take district, styled If.K. tlic Tonclaman Kaja of I\idu-

this ]iame, and descend periodically into

plains for labour. Tlie Dliangar, in ('alcutta, arc

labourers ((\ampbell, p. Mr. Hodgson de-

scribes the Dhangar as of Mongol origin, lii the

soutli of India tiiey arc cowlierds and weavers in

wool. Many are settled in towns, occiipiial as

labourers, kitchen gardeii(*rs, and dairymen, and
the Dhangar in the south of India arrange tliein-

Holves accordingly. The Teling Dhangar arc

milkmen ami weavers of coarse woollens
;

tlu‘

Maliratta Dhangar graze catth^ and sheep, ami
clarify tluur butter into ghi

;
the Hangar Dliangar

arc' purely cowlierds.

Tlie Jfindt't'ys hihoiuvrs of the ^fadras Pre.si-

dency (Para) an,
;
Vannian, d.TbPHDb)

number about a fourth of tlu‘ entin* population.

They chieily lcoin]»iis(' the Vanniar, tin* Ibilliar,

and the Pariah; the Oddaia and the I ppara,

I’oad, salt, ami tank niak<'rs.

The \ (junior ami the Pulli or Palli arc the chief

labouring agricultural classes of the southern i

districts of the Madras IMesideney, particularly

numerous iu 'Trichinopoly ami Tanjore. The
Vanniar are good field laboiners and exccdlciit

farm servants and cultivators. Hcforc the British

bocainc paramount, tliey were predial slaves on the

lands of the \b-llalaraml Braliman proprictfiry, but

a large number of tlu'iii are now farming on their

own a(^connt, or work the lands of the liigher

castes on the principle of shining hidf the net

jirolits witli the jiroprietor; others of them are

simply labourers, jind by tiddng adviinees from

tlieir employers <ire still ])rjicticidly serfs ot the

soil, from inability to extricate themselves from

their indebtedness. They ;ire, JJS a. rul(‘, very

(hirk skinned, and have idl the charact('ristic.s of ;i

non-Aryan race. Tliey now rank, however, Jis

tundra Hindus, ami, likentlier Smlms, are claiming

to be of the higher sociid rank of the Vaisya, but

this is not conceded to them. The lionoriiic

suffix of Naik is ns('d Avitli their names. It is

supposed that in former times several of tin' semi-

independent polygar cliicf.s in the south were

Vanniar.

cottah
;

tin* Maravur chiefs of Kaiiinad and Siva

(Janga in Madura, and others in the south, some
of whom claimed the privilege of coining

money. Towards the close of the ISth and be-

ginning of the P.hh ccntnrv, tlie British Govern-
ment rcquirc<l to reduce sevcnil of the polygar

chiefs. In 1 80l^-d Kotta Bomma Naik, the duml)

chi<'f of Panjalam Kurchi in Tiniievelly, thrice

beat back Britisli detachments, and was at last

subdued by a small army wiili Euroiieans and
guns. If the Britisli arms w’ere otb(*rwise engaged,
these tribes would instantly rise as the Gujars and
the Boders of Zorapur did in the revolt of 1857.

ShanoroY Slid non.—Thrct' palms of British India,

the coeounut treig ]>almvi'a tree, and date tree,

fmnisli the greater part of tlie palm wunes, which
are largely fermented and drunk by the peojile, or

from which sugar and an alcoholic spirit, as also

vinegar, are pi eparcd. The palm-tree cultivators

of the Madras TT’csidoncy iu 18S1 wTre 1,478,GGU

111 number.— Billava. Pruvan, Gavundia, Hale
Paika. fdiga, India Kavisian, v^liannan, Segadi,

.^omli, ami Tiyar. Those of the Travancore State

Averc r)0S,Gp2 in number,—all the Para veil,

Nuliau, 'riiundau, Klaven, ami Shannan. The
dry, rairiles.s tracts of Tiniievelly bring to perfec-

tion the palmyra tree (Borassus llabelliformis).

Wc.stcni India and Pi'yloii produci' the cocoamit

tree (Cocos nncifera), which grows witli most
hixuriaiKte witliin reacli of tlie salt air of the

ocean : and tlie date tree (Phrenix sylvestris) is

seen all over tin* south of India in patclies, and
extensively in j^arts of the Dekhan, of Northern
India, ami of Bengal.

The i^hanar race in Tinm'velly and tlic south of

the. Peninsula luive a tradition that they ciime

from the north of Ceylon. They are everywhere a
hard-working, industrious people, traders, culti-

vators, toddy-drawers, distillers, eating freely of

fisl) and llesh, ami drinking the toddy or palm
wine. They are dark skinned, w ith low foreheads,

sunken eyes, and prominent cheek-bones, timid and
superstitious

;
are not so good-looking oven as the

Maravar. either as to physique or features. In

Kannk'kan in Tamil, Shambog in Canarose, Adi- the sandy sea - coast Avastes of the south of the

gari in Maleali, Karnani ill Telngu, are designations J*eninsula they ha.AU' Avidely extended the ciilti-

of the race Avho follow accounting and clerking vatioii of tlic palmyra tree; they claim a seigniorage

in tlie Tamil, Telugii, (^anarese, and Teling dis- over these tracts, and they are largely occupied iu

tricts. They correspond in their avocations to (‘xtracting the palm Avine. A man Aviil attend to

the Kayasth of Northern India. The Kanakkaii about 50 palm trees. Tra\"ancoi'e Shanar Avomen

recognise four subdivisions,—8ir K., Saratii K., lately Avished to cover their bosoms, and their

Minadu K., and Mattuvali K. And the 1881 attempt to do so Avas interfered Avith by the

census report shoyved 102,472 of the Kanakkan and Nair race. More than oiio-half of them profess

Karnam race, most numerous iu Ganjain, N. and Christianity of tlio Protestant or Romish Churches,

S. Arcot, and Chiiigleput. Iu the early days of ami the other half follow demonology, with the

the E. I. Company’s progress they Averc their usual bloody sacrifices and devil dances. In
brokers, agents, and interpreters. They are the Tiniievelly and Canava they are largely devil-

|hereditary village accountants. worshippers. In Malabar they worship some
Polygar chiefs Avere known .in Men- local deities; but in Tiniievelly very many of
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them have become (.-hristians. Som(‘ of theiii

from Tirmevelly have graduated in the ^hulras

University, and the position of the race is im-
])roviijg. Of the Travancorc palm cii1tivati>rK, the
Elaren and Pai’aven are also called Shogaii, also

Valen and Elava Panikai'. These' eorres])ond to

the Tcyar of Malabar, and members of this com-
munity arc amongst the most r(\speclal)le of the

Travaiicore people. The Shamir of S. Travan-
core correspond to tlio Elaven of N. Travancorc,

and are even a mori' enterprising class. The
Shogan appear to b(‘ the (>1iego race of INtalabar,

noticed by "WTlson as tiu' riiegavan or Cln.'kavan,

whom ho <lesciib('s as a man of low caste, com-
monly a Teer, oiu* whose oceupalion is drawing
toddy. In civil war or veliellion, the Uhego were
bound to take up aims for (ho sovereign; and
some princes enijiloyed llu'in as soldiers if they
had not a .su/iieient foroi' of N'airs. I’ln* ( ’lieg«>

are siilidivided into I wo sections, (he (Jliego and
the IVen (.Mi ego.

The Shanar have many of the characteristics

of the aboriginal tribes, worship di'vils m* local

deities; but in 'riuuevolly, wlu're many of llu'iu

have become convm-ts to (Miristianity, the con-

trast is gieat bclwccii Martlia,’ (ho native

(Miristian Shanar girl of to-day, with her neat

attire and good education, and poor 'Chodalei'’

of former tinii's, before b’honins and bis b.'llow-

hibourevs (Jbristianized Tinnevelly. Sir Waller
Elliot considers the l!ala-l*aik of Sirci in r[)per

Canara, and the Bilawaii below the ghats, to b'.;

nearly allied to tin* Slianar.

7Vf /•, Tciinr, 'ri(n\ fu //()or(/\ or J/H i r, the

toddy-drawei‘s of Malabai-, follow (he lule i-f

descent a malriee. Tju'; Avonien are polyandroii.-,

and admit all comers. Till reiu'iilly treated as

unclean, and compelled to move fiom tlie road

Avhen a Nair approached, they are now being
educated in the (lova'iiniieiit schools, oldain

service, are acquiring land, and are very well to

<lo. They are fairer and more refined looking

than the Nair. Teer is saiil to mean isl.and, ami
the Maldives and Ceylon have luen named as

their original (lonntry. Dr. Ualilwell thinks they
(aime from Oeyhjii, but a Teyar race occurs in

the Sunderbaiis. 'I'he Tcyar of Malab.ar and
Travancorc have mie wile between M'veral

brihher.s, but jilurality of vives is al.-o euimnon.
Physically they ai\.' a tine and haiid-ejuif i’a‘*e. the

Avomen being jiail icnlarly fair.

Kallar^ Kaihin^ or ('oHiri area tribe In the

Tondamaii tajuntry, in (be, \’asang::i tli.-triet, in tlie

eighteen palliains or distiitUs, and throiigbout the

Madura, Tinnevelly, Salem, Tanjore, Uhingle-
put, and Uoimbaturi' districts, ('alieoil was the

.stronghold of ‘tlm lord j>aramoim(, the raja of

Tojidaimandalam, the cnimtry of the Tondaman.
which was an anoieiit division of the IVninsnla of

India, of the part* now occii]>ie(l by tlie Areot and
(Jhinglepnt eoJIectorates. The country of tin?

Tondaman, H.E. tlie i'aja of Pnducotlali, a feu-

datory chief, is now only a .small tract near
Trichiiiopoly.

Until lab? yc?ars they Avert? so jiredatory that in

the south of the Peninsula of India CoHeri bt?caim?

the tle.signatioii of a thief, and their tribal name
is derived from KalJaia, ,eddi es, plunderor.s.

In ancient times they scem^pt Ter iid)abitt?d the
woods from Trichiiiopoly bokar are noriii. Orme
describes them in the imVi^ . .. century

as expert thieves and plunderers, and the Jesuit

Father Martin .says they Avero very cruel. Pen-

nant, writing of them in the 18th century, says the

adjacent countries arc covered with thick forests,

and little cultivated by reason of the savage

inhabitants, tlie Polygars and (''olleri, Avdio may
be truly styled ‘ sylveslres homines.’ The Colleri,

lie adils, Averc predatory, and tlieir government,

as also tluit of the polygars, feudal. They
generally sided Avilh tlic Muhammadans and the

iirilisli in the Avars against the Krench in the times

of (MiA^' and Dupleix
;

but, as with, the Maravar,

they have now settled down to peaceful occupa-

tions. 'I’liey are small slatured and dark skinned,

and their monkiy-like features affonled to Abilmiki

the illustration of liama’s advance to Ceylon being

aideil by the monkeys.
The Jhnnayana dt'serihc's tlie forest (or Avildcr-

iiess) of Damlaea as covering tiu' Avhole I'xtremity

of the iSontherii reninsula, and the rudi' inliabit-

ants are disigiiaU'd vaksliaslia (monsters) or

A'anaca. Abinai'a. i.^ from \ ana, a Avilderni'ss,

and Xara, a man, that is, a wihl or micivilisi'd

man; and to this serisi*, as to the Avild races in the

extreme south, ]\lr. Tayloi- thinks m:i> bi* rediu?ed

tin' fable of llaiiiimaii, tlie chief nioiikey, and that

of his army, lie sa\slliai tliiw' wlio have .seen

the Pollcri and ^farava Avill n'.adily consider tlii'in

to ditfer from all f.amilv likeiie.ss of the Aryan
Hindus; and as their visages often resemhle

j

liabuoiis more tlian inou. it woiihl J’equire even

I

less than the .ardent ]ioiaie;[l iniagimition ol a

I

\'alniiki to indiiet' tlicvanjilovmcm id' an equivalent

! word, Avineli avoiiM .''O aptly seem to eoiivi'y the

I

idc.i iiiiparh-d b.y tlieir a p]»i'araiH*i'. In bS7 1 tln.'y

I

mimbereil o.T)!.,').')!, (lie popiilaboii of tin' Pndii-

cot (ah J^'ltite aloiK? being then M) 1 (>,( 11 )0 .

! Tlie inonkcy-faecil races in tin' south of India,

1 are .all ‘brave and iiiartial peojile, with much
i

oh;, sieal ])()Aver and enduranci'. Tlieii' habit.s and
; eiNtoius aiAi entirely abi)riginal. .Noniinally of

tlu' Saiva .seet, tla'v are iiioMly devil-AVOi'.sliippiirs.

Tiiey usually lany tinir de.id. They have a

lir.it and seeoml inairiage, like the Alaravar of

Paimiad. 'riie titular siirnanie of all Kallar is

i

.\mbalakaivn, and they returned ir).’),!’);.!? in 1881.

I

DiA'ore.e and ii'-man iage of widow.s an? allowed.

Mairiage of near rekdivi's is usual. The Western
hall.ir of Mailiira are polyamlrists. It constantly

. liapjteiis that a woman is the wife of either ten.

I eiglit, six, or two husbands, who are held to lie

; fathers jointly aii<l severally of any children that

I

may bt? l)orii of lu'r body. And Avheii the

(.?liildreii grow tip, (liey style themselves the

ehihlren jiot of tt'ii, eight, oi- .six father.s, as tie-

e;’.-(* may be. but of eight and two, or six and l w<»,

or four and two father.s.

i

'riie Manirar of Tinii(?velly ari' employed as

Eavalgar or Avatelinien, but aiinost evt'iy case ol

higliway robbery in that district is traced to this

race. They were formerly tin' most martial tribe

of the soutli, and held their lands u i ah' r military

tenure. Tliey Avere nimieroiis and pow(?rful in

Madura and Timii V( lly evc?n after British occn-

pat ion, lait they arc .saul to be disappeavitig. Thcii'

Avidows re- marry; diviirco is ea.sy. In tiieiy daily

life they nsc' all flesh meats except that of the

CO w, and clrink spirits, 'fliey were long predatory,

but they havi? settled down to agriculture, and
.some of them have property. The zamindar of

Ramnaij^'dl^.^vJVbl^’ttWr - occupy Shiva-
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ganga. Their district has been surmised to be
ilie Marullo of Cosmaa Indioupleustes, which was
on tlie continent opposite Ceylon.

Tlie Miiravar men wear (^ar-rings, and by pull-

ing, elongate the lobes of their ears. The women
insert massive ornaments in the lobes of the ear

till a perforation is made an inch wide, and the

ear sometimes comes down to tin* lu^ck.

They worship local diiibies, di'inons, and evil

spirits, to whom they offer liquor, llesh, and fruits,

and practise divination and sacrifice
;
and, on the

occurrence of a small-j)ox or cholera epidemic, the

whole village is excited, and devil dances an;

common. 'Ihey are a robust, hardy, dark-skinned,

stalwart race, allih^tic, with well - diweloped

muscles, active, of mode rale, lu'ight, the cranium
roumled, narrow in front, forehead low, eyes large

anrl full. Tlii?y are employed as village watch-
men, and arc honest lo their employuis, but havr*

lieeii largely given to tluVving and gang robbery,
'file men do not wi'ar liubaiids. They wear their

hair long, and arranged like the women of the

Dekhan.
I'he Maravar women of lh\mnad and Sivaganga

wi'ar cloths of "Ji') or .‘10 eu])its in l(‘ngth, fohhMl

in plats, which they fasten bt'hiiid. 'Ihis is unlike

other Hindu women, wli(.>se cloths do not exce(‘d

twenty euhits, and are fastened on the right side

in front. In their marriages, disparity of age*^ is

not considered, nor is the ])r('seiice or assmit of

the biid<'groom lu'cessaiy,— a blade of wood in

his absi'iiei' serving as proxy. Tiny intermarry,

some, of the subdivisions not jiiaiTying into the

father’s family
;

l)ul lliiidns in gimeral inti-rmarry

with the mother's iclatioiis. In Itainiiad and
Tinnevclly, tlie titular surname of all Maravar is

Dever.

ijedcr .— In the tract lying between (he Afysure,

Hyderabad, and Mahratta. (I'nitories are several

sovereignties, siicli as tin* luiwab of Banaga-
na[)illy, a Synd family, in the < ast <»!’ the (’eded

Districts. Until bSd!), the J’athaii nawahs of

Kiirnool rilled on the j-ight bank of (he Tnmhiidra
river. Harthm- we.st, the Ueddi chief of Hadwab
the Afahralta eliii'f of Snmlnr, oin* of tin* (Jhor- !

para family
;
the Kshatriya raja Nara}>.'if i of Ana-

i

goond.'ih, wJio claims to be the descendant of Hie I

great king Kama of Adjayanagar, who was over-
|

thrown by Wiv. eombinolion of the Alnhammadan
(

kings of (lolcoiida, Kiilburga, Bijapiir, and Ahinad-
naggiir; tln^ rathaii nawahs of .Shahnoor. tin*

(Hiorpara chieftains of ({njuinlargarh and Akal-

kot, and at (Hioorgontali and Beder Zorapiir are

the descendants of that Beder soldier Hid Naik.

to whom Aurangzeb, foi* ahl given at the sii‘gt> of

Bijapur, granted a small li i ritory in the Kaichore

Doal). The Beder race h; \eonly Hiest^ two small

sovereign tii.'s, and some of lln-m in Z(na]>nr ari^

tall, well-made, robust nion.

The Beder of Bedei* Zorapiir drink sjiirits. eat

the hog, crocodile, [jorcnjiine (sarsal), iiiaiii.s (nli)

iguana, bullock, cow, bulTalo, eat, rat, bandicoot
(Mrs gigantca), and jerboa rat.

Prior to the Muhammadan invasion of the
Peninsula, the Beder race seem to liave been
jettled in the northern part of Mysore under sue-
uessive dynasties, and they do not appear to have
iidviincod north of the Bhima river. They were
numerous in the doab between thi‘. Krishna and
ruuibudra rivers, and the Beder principalities of

Gurgunta^ Jalihalli, and Deuhug prot(l£.te4^ the

line of the Krishna. In tlio Kaichore Doal) also

were Beder principalities, at Kaykgari, Adoni,

and south of the Tumbndra at Chittuldrug, Har-
panhalli, and Zorapur, the last of which rose to

considerable jjowci* during Auraiigzeb’s reign.

Thii Beder of Zorapur rose in tlie rebellion of

l.Sf)?.

The Beder race in parts of Alysore, 200,000 in

number, form a coiiBiderable part of the popula-

tion, and liave many polygarships, and 20,701 in

the Madras districts. Some of them have become
Aluhamiiiadans. Their name is variously written,

and pronounced Beder, Baida, Baidcra, AVaida,

Vedda, Vedar, A^eddar, Vedaii, Bedaii, aiidBerad.

'Fhey are the race who gave their name to the

Piiidara who hanissid (’eiilial India for nearly

100 years.

The Piuddri live mentioned in Indian history Jis

early as the commencement of Hie l<Sth century.

Heveral bands followed the Afahratta armies in

Hn‘ir early wars in irindnstan. They were divided

into durrah or bands, eoinmanded by sirdars or

chiefs, and people of every eountry and of every

religion wi-rc indiscrimiiuitely cnrollc<l in this

heterogen eon.s community, a horse and sword
being dt'emed sullieimit qualifications for admis-

sion. A eummon intmest kept tlii-m united.

Some of the ehlefs acquired wealth and renown
in tin* Afahratta wars; they seized upon lands

which they were aft(*rwar(ls tacitly permitted to

n'tain, and transmitted, with their estates, the

st*rvices of their adherents to their dese.eiulanls.

Till* jiredatoiy Pindara bands wi're all broken

up and the members dispersed at the close of the

third Mahratta war, iluring tlie Marquess of

Hastings' administration.

The Kammalar, or arti.saiis, are also called in

Tehigu Kainsnia or Panehala, the last name

I
being given to them because of their five trades,

'

--guldsinith, cu]>}x.*ismiHi, blacksmith, carpenter,

I

stoiic-eutter. Those of the Tamil and Telugu

country I'cspectively intermarry with their own
i country artisans. They miniher in Madras,
bo2,.‘)O0. The Brahmanical easti* system ranks

them as Sudras. but in tluV Aladras I^residency

they wear the sa(*ri‘il thread, and maintain that

thi'Y are of liigher origin than the modern
Brahmans, and many of them add ‘ Achari,’

religions teacher, to their names. .According to

Mr. {^herring, the Mahratta goldsmiths also claim

to he allied lo Brahmans; and in the south of the

Aladras Presidency, sonic Kainnialar call them-

selves A'isva, ibahmans. They do not. however,

have Brahman teaeliers. They are nearly all of

the Saiva S(*er, but they worshiji Kamatchi Amma,
Kali, and \illage gods. They bury their dead in

a sitting ]M)sture
;

to obtain Avliich, as death

eomeson, they raise the iipjier pai’t of tin* body

against a Avail, to Avhich by a peg or nail they

secure the head. Tlie A'aislmava artisans burn

their dead. .Most of the artisan races are skilful

workmen, and, since the oiiening of railways and

other public Avurk.s in India, they have all been

earning doubh* tlieir former Ava.gos. They are

quiet, docile, and resjiectable men, but they detest

Brahmans, have their own guru or priests, and
their oAvn books. Tliey have as an idol a figure

like a sitting ' Elliot supposes

them to be tZ^|'^ficc:eudants of Buddhists, partially

converted , ^^^^laripersecution to an ostensibh

Brahmay'/^ ^ahy tom the chief of the left-
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hanrl castes, and their followers arc the Pallar,

with the leathe;r-workera and tanners. The right-

hand castes arc led by the Brahmans, and
their followers the Pariahs lead the van, and
beat their drums when they come to blows. The
points on which they now differ or stickle for are

trifles.

Chetty, Chettiar, Setti, or (fliitty, of the Telugn
and Tamil districts, number nearly a (piarter of a

million (2fl5,l()0). Their designations are dialectal

variations from the Sanskrit Sreshthi, and Hindi
and Mahrati Seth, Seti, and Shot. It is ap|)li<‘d

in the south of India b) all the races engaging in

trade, banking, or mercantile transactions, though
many of them enter (hneiimu-nt oflices. They
claim to be the Vaisya section of thi* Hindus, but
they are of varied origin, few of them eating

together or intermarrying
;
some of them large,

bulky, xanthous-coloured, inttdlcetnal men, and
others short statiin'd and of m»'an physical

appearance, 'this may Ix' jiidge<l of by mention-

ing that lliero arc ninety difl\T('tit elan designa-

tion of the (Ihetties of the Ma<lras Presidency,

one of which is again subdivided into u])wards (>f

one hundred sections. In 1S71 there \vere Ifl.D bS

(.'Hetties in 'fravaneore, dividc'd into sixteen

sections. They all add tlie lionorilic term Shet

or Seth, or Chetty or Chettiar, to th(*ir names,

as Jagat Shet, Vencata Kistnamali diettiar, as

indeed do the Parstio and the trading Bohra.,

Mehinan, and*Khojah Muhammadan.
In the Madras i^'rosideney they are essentially

traders, and tak(‘ their designation from their

origin, as Marwari ('lielty, (lujerati ('Hetty, (de.

The Komati Chetty claim to be Vai.sya Hindus;

the meaning of Komati, tlieir <lesignatory name,

is not known. Th(‘y W(‘ar th(‘ saered thread.

They are of the Saiva and Vaishnava sects, but

many worship the goddess Kamatclii i^irameswari.

Many are landholders.

j\(itn-Kothi(i7\ of the south, all speak Tamil, ami

follow Brahmanism
;

are large spice merchants,

and all of them have tlie marked African pro-

truding lips and nose sliaiply eait at the foiadiead.

They are keen, active traders, hut grasping, with

no ])ublic spirit. TJioy seclude their wivc.s.

Hcacc/’.v.
—

'rh(? Tmiiil c?t.stes of w('avei.s are the

Kaikalar or Kaikilaii, and they niiinhered in bsyi

abovt' a million. About hrilt' the men are em-
ployed in the const ruetitm <jf textile fabrics and
dress, in which they are ai<UMl by their families.

The number of looms contimn-s steadily to

increase. The great number of tlu' agricnltural

labourers Aveave coarse cottons and woollens in

the interval of their lield w(uk. Th(* «lesign:if i(m

Kaikkil means to undertake, but tliose luigaged in

special branches of tlieir trade are in Tamil called

Seringar, Jendrav(*r, Saliyar, Sedan, and Silujian.

Their names in Teliigu are Salay, Padmay-Salay,
Jondrar, Tliokata, and Devangalu, about IbO.ooo

in number. These have, liowever, iimnerous

subdivisions, and the weaver colonists from
northern countries wlio are settled in tlie south

hold no intercourse Avitli the soiithei ir weavers.

In every large town there are colonics of .silk

weavers, Patnulkar, whose ancestors originally

came from Gujerat, fair, handsome men and
women, their chief men dealing in raw silk, and
well to do. 02 per cent, of tlie southern weavers
profess the Saiva religion, but worship* village

deities and demons. They are addicted to drink.

The women and children all work at the loom
;

the fly-shuttle is not as yet in use. Their numbers
are increasing

;
some allow widows to re-marry.

The weavers of the ('hinglepiit district devote

tlieir eldest daughter to the service of the temple.

Shnnhadaven or Jushermen .—Several races in

the Madras Presidency follow this occupation.

They number 87;>,^48. The Tamil people cull

their cliii'f race Sheinbadaven, but in the Canare.so

language and in Maleali they are called Mukkava
or Mnkwa, and in Tellngana th(^ fishing tribes

arc the Boi, the Bestu, Chapakulam, Patnavar,

I

^[ogivlu, Paravar, and Valaiyaii. They fish along

! the seasliort‘, in the marine lagoons, and they

I

siu'i'ad along the larger rivers,

j

The Mukira fishermen in North Malabar follow

,

the rule of descLUit a inatrice, but those in the

soufh permit of descimt of projxu’ty fo sons.

' I'nravitr are a dark-skinned, a.lmo.st bla(;k,

race in file e.xtrc'iiu' soiitii of the Indian Peninsula,

i
living in villagi'S along tlu' st'a-coast, and earning

; their bread as tisherimn, with nets, line.s, and
I hooks, 'riiey own canoes, whii^li they take to sea

;

before dayliglit, and return about noon. Their

1

aiiee.sttirs an* said fo have Ixam converted by

1

Xavier, ami liny still ju'ob'ss the Romish
rc'ligion, bid tinware dranken ami dissoluti'. Mr.

Nelson mentions that the Portuguese on coining

to India found tlu‘ Paravar greatly oppresst'd

by the Mnliammadans, and thi‘y assisted the

Paravar on the agreement tliattluy slnnild become
(.'hristians.

'I’he Jjd't Tuee, *1 1 l,-'^l f.l, from the northern part

of 'IVlingaiia, aiv ii.slnjrmeii, palamjnin bearers,

*lomesti(t .servants. 'I'lnw mostly profess to be of

tln‘ Vaishnava sta-.t.

Tiie Pnlli have about thirty subdivishuis, accord-

ing with their various oceupatious, but these all

i cat together and intermarry. In Tinnevelly, th(‘

I

ruU.Miis are loatlnal by all east*' ram-s. They live

j

by ploughing, sowing, and reaping the lields of

1

the wealthy caste men. Tiny are also emjiloyt'd as

j

eoolies in road-making ami building, etc. They
I
are not pi'rmitted to live witliin a Hindu village,

;

but apart, and their hamlet, i.s called tlie ‘ Rnlla-

1

cherry.’ . Their women never cov(‘r tlie upper

:
jiortion of their bodie.s, and to do .so in the

I

[ire.senee of any oilier caste would be considered
' a gro.'^s insult. Their religion is tin* worst kind

I

of devil-worshi]>.

The PnlUi\ I’allar, or Pali race in the south of

Imlia Avere fonmuly in a state of slavery, but
I their position is now solely depimdiuit on tlnur

I

tm'ans. Both men and Avomeii work avu’H, take

I

j)art in all agricultural labour, the women in tin’s

parti(mlar vying witii the mmi. The Pulh'r

women as a l ule cannot Ix; induced to cover their

breasts. Previous to British rule, the Puller Avho
inhabited the forests and mountainous districts < f

the Malabar coast were regarded by the settled

inhabitants as inferior to the beasts of prey, and
Avere not oven permitted to erect houses for

flicinselve.s. A slierl supjiorted on four bamboos,
and open on all sides, sheltered them from the
rain, but not from the inclemency of tlic Aveathcr.

They dared not venture on the public road lest

their steps should defile it
;

and Avhen they
pcirceived any {lerson approaching them from a
distance, they were required to utter a loud cry
and make a wide circuit to let liim pass.

IA ITaya^ncore, the in
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number, are described as lowest in the scale of

society. They are, however, a truthful, lioiiour-

able, hard-working, useful race, and are labourers

in tiie rice lands. They speak Malonli, and arc

scarce in the Tamil-speaking taluks of Nanjanad

and Shencottah. Until lately they v/vva bought
and sold as ch.attels, but are now freemen, though
they prefer to remain on the lands of their former

master. A few of them are wandering in the

Warsanad and other jungles of the J\Iadura

district.

Pariahs are siippose<l to be. identical in race

with the Malavadu of Tt‘lingana, the Ifoliyar of

Caraatica or (kinarese-speaking' race, the Dhcr of

Hyderabad and llerar, the Mhar of the Mahrat.ta,

and the Poliyar of the Maleali. The Vetti, the

village servant of the Tamil people, is a l^iriah.

The Pariah name is supposed to he derivtal from
Parai, Tam., a drum. Pnlaiyar is the term by
wliicli they are known in Shen Tamil, and is said

lobe from Pulai, Tam., flesh, hence vileness
;
but

it is more prol)ably from Pulani. Tam,, land. 'I'he

(^anarese term Holiyar^ and tin' llala-Kannadi

Poliyar, arc supposcMl to be from llola, a field or

land. Hut in th(^ Ka{)nrdigiri inseriptiun of Asoka.,

M'liich is engraved also on tlu'. rocks at (iirnar in

Kattya\var, and of DhauU in f.hittack, are the

words, ‘ In all the subjugated territories of king
Ih’iydasi, and also in tlie bordering countries, as

((Mioda,) Palaya (orParaya), ^ntyapntra, Kerala-

]iutra, Tainbi paid,’ etc., the l^iraya are tumuli in

ther('ntre of (he Dravidian giouj). with the Phola

or 8ora, Kerala or Malabar, and v^inghalese.

The Uoliyar of the Panan-se lieliove (hat they

W('re onc(‘ an indi'jxmdi'iit jieople, and Iiad kings

of (heir own. The Pariali of the 'ramil eountiies

also believe that (hey M'ei e <»nee the most import-

ant race; ami Kllis states that those of Tonda-
inandalam in the province of S. Arcut consider

tliemselvf'S the real jiroprietors of the soil. The
head Wdti I’ariar at Trivalur in Tanjore carries

the cliouri or fan nf the god Tiyaragar or ^t'iva,

and ill Madras, at the festival of Kggntal (the soU*

mother), it is a I’ariah ivho jiiits 11 h‘ tali <U-

marriagi' eord around the nock of th(‘ goddess.

The lloinjar of the centre of the T’eidnsula

where Canarese is spokmi, and in (’aiiarn, seem to

be identical Nvith t he Paiiah or Dhcr race of the

other di.stricts, and, like the latter, are predial

slaves. In Coorg, the Holiyar has tliree branches,

the Holey aroo, Vewaroo, and Paleroo. Hotli in

Oanaia and Poorg, lioweviu-, they have other

designations prefixed, such as Mauri lloleyaroo,

Hyr lloleyaroo, Miirtlia. Jlidgi lloleyaroo, Kookha
Holeyaroo, Hadaya lloleyaroo; and in Poorg,

Kembatta Holeyaroo. Amrngstthe Mau/i Holey-

aroo, property descends thiough the female line.

The Komati, or Hindu slvo])keepers of Madras,

before contracting marriage senil an offering of

betel to the Cbakili or shot'inaktuvs
;
and in Viza-

gfipatani, Drabinaiis go tli rough the ceremony of

asking the consent of the .Malavanlu to their

marriage.

The Patel or liead municipal authority is

occasionally found to be a Piiriar in the ^lahratta

country. The Editor lias secui one of them. The
Pariar of the Tamil country are unable to enun-
ciate some of the true

.
Tamil vocables

;
they

I

cither mispronounce or omit them. The Pariar
of the Tamil countries are never called Adiimai or

slayfes.

The Pariah clans are fouml in every village and
town in the Peninsula. They are settled in

houses, their quarter being usually apart from
other residents, and outside the walls of fortified

])laces, and called Parcherry in the Tamil country.
Their history is altogether unknown

;
they are

almost wliolly landless
;
they are often, in the

village's, predial slaves, ami escape from this

position only in the largest towns, where labour is

available.

They are labourers, servant.s, grooms, never are
scavengers

;
eat dead cattle, dedicate their girls to

th{‘ gods; are shamanists, fetishists, and poly-
theists. The Mhar are regarded by Hindus as
lower ill social rank than the Dher. The
Mhar are not numerous, but are to be met
udth tlironghout the .Mahratta country, dwelling
apart outsid»‘ tin' village, and, like the Pariah,
are often part of (he Jbiluth, being the village

nicssejiger and vat china n. The mark for their

signature is a staff, ’the I’ariali are wholly
dilTen*nt in race and appearance from the leatlier-

working ract'. the (diakili, Madaga, Dlior,

(Jhamar, or Mhang, whose mark signature is a
knife. 'I'ln* Pariah are a willing, n'ady jieople,

oliliging, grateful for any little, kindness, and, for

the traveller, whetlier at midnight or midtlay, in

sun or rain, or cold or heat, they take up their

staff ami movi' cheerfully along to show the road
to the next village. Imh'ed, in the great trcict of

country forming the Peiiin.sula, the Pariah races

and the Mhar aio the chief free labifiirers.

Hindu fanners rigidly ))revent their holding land,

and with e(junl tenacity prevent those of the
l.amh't leaving it. lest ilu' village lose its labouring
hands. 'I’lii'y liave bi'cn naliy village slave.s

throngliont the Hyderabad'eountry. The Pariah
among.st t!u‘ Tamil people arrange themselves
into many tribes.

Their women, ill the Tamil country, are married
at all ages, their widows re -marry, concubinage
and bigamy are not rare, and they marry near
relatives, ’riiev an* addicted to drinking. Many of

them arc educated. Auvaiyar, a I^iriali woman, is

famed throughout (lie Tamil nation for her poetry.

AI.so, tin' Kural, the most popular poem ever pro-
duced in the Tamil country, was written by Tint
A'alluvar, tin', divine V'alluvar, a Pariah. It is

rea«l and admired by Tamil Hindus of every class

and creeil. Tin' author addresses himself toirian-

kiinl ill general, without reference to caste or

creed. He enunciates a monotheism embracing
all Immanilv. He rises above the puerilities of

castes, and preaidies a pure morality to the human
race as a whole. Though a Pariah, lie was
deemed to be worthy of election to the academy
of Madura, an honour usually reservt'd exclusively

for Brahmans of learning and jiiety. Another
Pariah }>oet. Kajiila. author of the Agaval, has

been supposed to liave been a brother of the

author of the Kural, and liis works still hold a
liigh place in public esteem.

i’ariahs are jiermitted to marry into each other’s

families, 'riiey an* regarded by caste Hindus as
unclean, but they are not out-castes or men who
have been expelled from other castes, but a race

of non-Hindus. They are usually the serfs of the
Sudra agriculturists. Those in the large towns in
Southern India, in the employ of Europeans, are
quick, intelligent, and active. They are emigrating
with great rapidity to the 'West Indies, Mauritius,

iJ
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Cape Colony, and the Burmese provinces, etc,,

where sectarian or social distinctions are unknown.
There are ten castes who are lower in the social

scale than the Pariah, and from these ai e excliuled

the Pallar, who dispute precedence with tln^

Pariar. The Pariar constitute a well-<le fined,

distinct, ancient race, indepeiulent oi‘ all others,

and has its own subdivisions, its own peculiar

usages, its own traditions, and its own j(‘alousy

of the encroachments of the races wliich are

above it and below it. Aiul the Pariah, whom
St. Pierre’s romance has fabhul as a mild, bene-

volent, subdued being, whenever he lias an

opportunity, is as severe on other sects as from

the custom of the world we wouhl surely expect.

Some of them d('voto tln'ir young women to tin;

gods, but the practice is followed for money, and

is generally regard('(Uas vile.

The Dlur of llydcralmd worshiji all tlie heathen

deities; they are eminently jiolyt heists, Imt they

also worship the elemental rain water, as the

Moghoba (])robably Mrigfi), as a <leity; and at

stated times make a lamp-stand of dough, on the

top of which they place tlie ghi ])ipkin as a lain]),

with ghi or elaritied bntti'r and a eottnu wiek,

which they light and w'orship, putting cakes before

it. Many of them worship «le[)arted spirits, must

of them evil, some of ilnmi good s})irits, and

others which tliey d«‘signate (levils, and which

appear only, at night, as saya or shades. All

believe in transmigration, and one man inentioiu'd

his hdjio to be r('-born as a. Muhammadan. Tliey

are inonogainic.

The Pariah aid in (ailtivatioii and reaping, yet

if they touch cooked food it Ix'conu's uiiel)'aii.

The Pariah of the IVnjal) are tine pou.uful

men, and tolerably good looking. Nativi* govern-

Tuents recognised in them a luateria! for soldiers

useful ill desperate enteiprisi's, Tlie early Sikh

reformers tried to proselytize these men, Imt with

very partial success, tliougli a f<‘w, as v^ikhs,

obtained a resjiectable jiosiiion. ('hristians also

liHve almost failed iu converting tlimn. Mr.

Campbell regards those of (he IViijab as Aryans.

Kvery Jat vi]lag(‘ in tlie l^injab has a Pariah

quarter, where, the low-enstc people residi* along

with the (dioora. Tliey are the ordinary

labourers, W'ho do the inferior coolie woi k.

The Dher ai-o few noi-(h of tlie Hatpura range,

south of the Nag])ur road. Tin* Ih rar Dher class

themselves as Andhwan, Somassi, Wad, Jiarwan,

liaryan or Larroii, and Tirwau. 'I'he JSomas.si

and AVad interniarry. Tlie Somassi ;ni<l (he

Laryaii .Dher eat together, but do nol inter-

marry. 'flic Somassi Dher ride on horsi'hae.k in

their marriages, the J.aryan on a bullock.

These ancient mre.s- have been in tlahr present

servile position for two or three thousand years.

In this interval they have bcmi the predial slavi-s

and servants of Christians, and Buddhists, and

Muhammadans, and Hindus, but they retain their

shaman and fetish customs, into which they have

infused little, if any, of the creeds of their success-

ive masters.

Kora(j(ir are described as a race iu South

(>auara who are still sold as slave's. I’hey ai’c

physically strong, witli a forehead of inoilerate

size, and black skin. 'I’lifTC an? thn'c clans,—the

Ande Koragar, V'ast.ra Koragur, and Sappu
Koragar. Under Hindu rule, the Ande Koragar
were considered so unclean

;
they were not per-

mitted to spit on tlv? ground, but bad a pot

suspended from the nook into which they expec-

torated. The second clan wear the shrouds

taken from the dead, and the Sappu have leaves

as a covering. The women cover their breafli.s

with the leaves w<wen together, to which they

were condemned because one of them in author-

ity asked a high-casto girl in marriagm. Their

marriage ceremony ^onsists in having water

poured over them, and rice sprinkled. Tlie Aliya

Saiitaiiam law seems to guhle them, but that of

the Makkala Sanlannm is also in force, and the

children are aliotti'd accordingly. The destined

slave has iicav clothes given him. The master

takes a plate into which ho pours some water, and

drops into it a piece of gold. 'J'he slave takes a

sip of th(' watt'i', ami pours the remnant on a

spot of ground, which is then given over for his

use.

Tilt? ('/nruniar or Chermar are lower in tlie

social scale than the Tiyar. Should a Uherumar
be walking along a public patli, he must rim into

the jungh' on the njiproaeh of one of the superior

rades, nor can he come within feet of the Nair

or 04 feet of tin* Brahman. Some of tlx' hill

trib(‘s of Malabar ari‘ required by Brahmans to

remain a hnmlred paces distant
;

an<l in trade or

barter he must lay down Ids goods, relire to the

]»rese.i‘il)ed distance, and leav'e the javment to l;e

adjustiMl tli(! higher rank man. Tin' (dienimar

w(‘re, retiirm'il as in IS? I, am! 04, 7:^0 in

ISSI.

/.< (tl/i( r-/rort'( rs i\i\' the most huml)l('

of all tin* si'ttled races in the south <;f India,

'they ar<' the ( liamar, Madigarn, Uhakili, oi-

Mliang, Tli(?y dwi'll outsidt? t}u‘ villagi' walls, are

tanners, workei-s in raw liides and iu It'athei-,

shoe and harness makers, mi'ssengers, seavi.iiigers,

and exi'cntioiiers. They ar«‘ never grooms. A
very few liave «*ver bi'cii known to have the

ability to read or write. The race, as a ride, are

of a <lark bla(d< liiK', short in statiin*, and of very

slender fraim>
;

low(*r limbs ])ar(ien]ar]y slight,

and ealf ami foot delieati'. 4’hey still eat erealuia's

(hat most races r(‘g.ard as iimdean. In villages,

where tlmv ])erform ilu' low'est imudal offices,

tliey are ]>ai(l by jiortioiis of tiie crops and .some

small jirivilege.s.

In Northern India and in Bengal, the (^liamar

form (lie great bulk of tlu‘ labourers, taking the

place of till? J’ariali of tlu* iVninsula. Then? are

many sections tlirongliont the Hyderabad country,

and in Derar they an' jia.rt of the Balnlli of

the village system of Maharashtra. The Mining
worshi]) the leather ropi'S wfiicli they make.
Theyaisp maki* cakes, which th(‘y place on the

ground, and over them live stones and a lamp,
and worshij) the.se. They also worship the spirit(-i

of departc<i men who have led evil lives. They
claim the right to have for food, cattle and
camels and horses tliat die of disease

;
but in tlu?

village of Dangopura, in IbtJG and 18G7, this

point was for twenty months under litigation, the

ultimate decision ladng in favour of the Dher.
In the Northern Dekhan are tlie sectjoiis Mliang
(iaroro. Hollar Mhaiig, Dekhan Mhang.

4'h(‘ Mhamj O’aroro are also styled Pliarasti or

migrants, as they have no settled abode, but
nmve from |)lace to place begging. Their men
and women assume othc*r edothes, and smear their

forchee.tk red kukii, a mixture of'tur-
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moric aud safflower. They also arc conjurors

and slcight-of-hand adepts, from which tlicy have
their nameGaroro. * The men also beat tin? dholak

when practising their cnnjiirinG: tricks.

The HolUir Mhang are villain* musicians. At
marriages, play ou the saniiai, a musical wood
instrument, and beat the dafra. Tliey are also

labourers, and go messages.

The Dekhan Mhang mak(‘ brooms and mats

from tile date palm; are also labourers, liHng

wood, marry girls under age, fall at the foot of

Ilanunian, but worship at a distance, being not

allowed to approach, 'rhey, like the Paiiali and
the humble nativ(? Christian, an? also prohihile<l

approaching the house of any lliridu, l)ut stand

sonn? y.ards off ami intimate their prescaice by
calling out baba, or maharaja, or ay or, and, as

with the Dher, everything they have brought, and
everything they toneh, and the plnci* they touch,

is unclean. If it bo a metal dish it is passcal

through fire, and if of clotli oi’ other material it

is wash(‘d, or sprinkled wdth ivater, or ]>la(M‘d on

the ground for earth pnrilication.

They mount on h()rsel)ack in ]>r()cessi(m to

their marriage, .a right Avhieh tiny-^ prohibit, the

DIkt and 'feli or oilmen. In sonm pans they

do not usually elnim dead t'ree lures as a. right, hut

])eg portions from tiie Dlu'r.

'they Avorshi]) goiievnlly all tlu' local doities oi’

village gods,—tlu' Ammun, the Ai, the

Musoba, Marini, l>e\i, Kandoba, and the Mangir

or ghosts of de(‘ees<'d relatives. Mangir is in tin*

form of a hnmmi Ix'ing engraved on silver or

co])per, intended to ri*pres(‘iit a deceased father

or mother; sometimes it is a cask<‘t of eo])]a'r

c.ontaiiiing a silver lignre of m man. The Mangir

is AV()ishi})ped at the Dcwali and Dassara, ami at

Amas ami full moon and anniAcrsai ies. Tin?

figure is AVorsliij>[)e<l by washing and huriiiiig

frankincense, 'fhey bury or burn theiiohanl. They
place the cor[)sc in the groninl, tlien )>i-ing a

))otful <d’ Avati'v from the river, ponr it on ihe

i)ody, and cova'r tin? dead Avith I'artli
;
alter llirei*

days they talo* food and place it ovt'r tin* dead.

'Hie / ’ihar, lIiNi)., Ti;i.., Dlioria, ('an., Dhoiata,

arc? found in most of tin* large*]' \ ilinges

of tin* Dekhan. 'ITc'y are tanners, but arc?

rc'gard(*d as IJimlas, ami, unlike* the* Dhc'i* and

Mliang, vc'side within the* villages. Thc‘y Avcjrship

the earthen jar in Avhic'h the? hide’s are? ste/epenl,

])lacing re.‘d Ic’ad on it. rin y «lej not jeart.ake of

anitnals that die of <lise*a-i'. They mwe*]* devote

their young Avonien to (he* gods. Tln-y are^ looked

on by the J’ariah or Dhe r as A'ile*, and arc i\ut

ass(){?iatcd Avilh in eating or intcrmariying. Tin*

Dinar arc robu.st, fair, slioit men, Avifh w’cll-

devcloped chests, Avide fac'*s, light -coloured r^yes,

many of them with a light monslaedn*. and in all

their features the?y present eAdele*nce* of a Meui-

goloiel origin. T'lu'y ne*vcr cat the* large? honn*d

cattle*, the coAv, buffalo, or l)nllock, noi- do they

eat dead animals, but fowls, fish, d{*ei‘, goafs,

and sheep are lawful, 'fhey many in their own
tribe, making the marriage proe?essinn on a
bullock, and say that the*y are not e*nlil]»*d to

])rocee?d on a horse, lake almost jill the? rae?e*s of

India, they worship, at anniversaries, the? chief

imploments of their trade*, Avhich in their case? is

the tan-pit
;

buj; lhc?y Avcckly coAvdiiiig a small

spot in their house, on Avhich they bum incense,

plt^ie flowers and wbcateii cakes covered with

rice, bow doAvn, Avorship, and cat. The deity

thus invoked one family at Oodghir said was
Rawa Adam, whom they consider to be Maha-
deva (Biva), and inquiry elicited the information
tliafc about fll) or 80 miles we.st of Pundcr]Aoro is a
stone named Hawa Adam or Father Adam. Tt is

doubtless the? pdiallic lingam of Dimlus. They
also Avorshippc'd Ai, mother, Avhom th(.?y de'signatc

as (ho Dhawani at Taljai)ore, but Kandoba at
^^alligaum also rece'i ves tlic'ir Avor.ship. The? temple?

uardians, ho\ve?ver, do not ]H?rmit the Dhor to
aj)j)ronch near to the idols, as their trade of

Avorkers in skins and liielcs liinkes them unclean.
Th(*y l)ury the? dea<l who liave fallen victims to

Rinall-pox and cholera, but those from some other
disf’a.ses arc burue*d ; a ju'cgnant AVoinan elyiug is

burned. They make h*ather from hides, and
]]iamifa(?turo such aiticles a.s are? used for Avater

purjH)ses, the mot bucket, the eThol or drum, and
pakh.'d or Avater l)ags. In I’erar, workers in

leather eon.^ist of Igf e?Ians, ame)ngst A\diom are

tlie* Dhoi' an<l Kullar IJande'la ( Ihamar. Tlu? Katai
make shoes ai\d sandals, and labour in the fields

at se*e^d and liarve.st times. The Katai are? ident-

ical in peTSf»na1 appearance? Avitli thcA Chucklor
(('hakili) of the* vc'iy south of India.

The (Jhamar in Aur.aiigabael Avorship Mariainrna
and Bitla. Tliey niaiay Avhe*n niieler age, amongst
the*ms(?lves, proe.ee'ding on foot to the goddess
Bit la. Avhose? shrine* they eireumainbulate five?

time*s. 'rile* exj)e‘ns<‘ is about a hundred rupees,

j

TJi(.?y speak Hindi. Thejy burn tlu‘ir ne«a(l.

Aiiambn<hj((i\ a rude? tribe in the^ most southern
part of pe'ninsiilai' India. Their ordinary guriiaiiu*

is Servikaren.

'I'he of the* Tamil pe-ople? is a village

! servant avIio waits upon the? villagers. The*

<lonie*sli(3 Tolli does the humble'st jiart of the*

house* Avork.

Kiirrfia>in\ a race in tlie? Wynad fore*st.s,

skilful bowmen, eloxterons in destroying wild

animals.

Wild Dari.y .— In the* moimlainou.s ])arts of the

Gaiijamdktiie?l, in de'yjiore*, and in all the? hill tract

Avhich jie.s i)e‘twe'{'n tlie* Jl'iy of Dengal and the

('e'utral Province's, ai'o mimei'on.s rne*es avIio Iia\'e

j

not atlaine-d totlie* civilisation reacheel by ne‘arlyall

j

populations of the* })lains. They speak their own
j

temgne.^’. The*ir tribal name's are Agurin, Balija,

Fiiknln, Gaelabalu, ("larlulu, Golla,, Gouda, Jau-
naln, datali, ,)ond. Kejiida-Doralu, Konda-Uajalu,
l.odeli. Pane), Pittola, l\vdelu, Tc'lega, and Venadi.

The Khnnd oeeiipy parts of the Ganjam district

and of Orissa, betwec'U the? Mahanadi and the?

God.'ivery. The* Khond lie* liotween the Kol and
(he Sonra. d'hey arc tlie most numerous of tlie

hill tribes of Ganjam. They own and ciiltmite

the soil, and huntin ;ame‘ is their einly other

aA'oeN'ition. The men are e)f nu'dium Jieight, stout,

.sti'emg, and not iineomt'ly, AAuth aepiilhie* noses,

liigh eheek-hone*s, and receding foreheads. The
women ai-e* short .statnreel, e'oar.se featured, and
not eh’anly. Th(.*y Ave*ar a se-anty kilt-like piece

of cloth reae'hing from the* Avaist to the middle of

tlie thigh. Roth men and Avoincn Avear a pro-

fusion of brass rings and armlets, Bir Walter
Elliot says they call themselves Kuinja; their

neighl)onr.s in Orissa call them Khand, and the

Tehign people call them Ku, Kod, and Gond.
Khanel is said to ine^aii mountaineer. The Khond,

i
the Kol, and the Boura races have held the sam<

.379
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position as now since the 4th century, though ready with knives in their Lands, rush on the

some intermingling has oficurrcd on their borders, buffalo, slice off pieces from it, and, with some of

The Kolariaii races of that region have been its blood, each darts to his viHage and buries the

arranged as Gadaba, Kerang Kapu, Bhumiga, sacritice in the sacred grove, sprinkling the blood

Bhunijiga
;
and the Dravidians as Parja, Dlmrwa to tlie four qiiart(TS of the earth. On the follow-

(rond, Batra, Koi, iMatiya, Xontla JOipu, Konda ing day all return to the place of sacrifice to eat

Dora, Khond, Kottiya, Fcntiya, Miiriyn. the remainder of the tlesh, and drink toddy to

The Khond of the northern and central parts exc^ess. The Khonds of tin* Boria Mutah do not

of the Mahal or mountain country of Ganjain are follow this practice. Tlie other Khonds sacrifice

skilful, energetic, and well-to-do fanners. They two or thret.‘ bntYaloes eveiy two or three or four

are in tribes, speaking different dialects, and in years, but do not buiy any portions,

varying degrees of civilisation an«l lawlessness. Khonds in the Guinsur Mahal were about

The Kuttiah Khond on the Kalahundy and Jey- ol.L^llO. The headman of a village is styled

pore borders are jKohaps the most fierce and Majji, and Batta-Majji is the designation of the

martial. The tribes oeeiijiying the hills bordering headman of a number of villages. They are a

on Ganjam, with tlie exception of the Simili tinm- rac(‘ of men than the Soura. The l})pa tree

Khond tribe of Bodagada, are somewhat mure (Bassia latifolia) ilowers in the mouths of March

civilised; and in tli'i; Guinsur Malial, wlu‘re many a.iid April, ami the whole country is then given

of them speak Uriya, therii is not imieh perei‘]>til)l(‘ up to drinking. 'rh(‘ Government’s agent presents

difference between the Khond tribes of the hills cloths to the Majji and to the Meriah victims

and those living in the jungle villages at the foot rescued from tin' sacritiee. 'I'lu' family is tlie

of the ghats. ba^is of their society, and Khond sons have no

It became known in is;);} that the Khond race
!
t>roperty during tlu'ir father's life. On failure of

were addicti.'d to the saiu’ifiee of hniiian bein male i.^^.sne, the land passes to the village. The

(Meriah) to tin.' earth goddess, and cv(‘ dneo
i

Khond are faithful and brave, boundlessly hospit-

then the British (loveriiment have mad exm- able, and a guest’s safety and eari‘ are t>aramount

tinuous efforts to suppress tliis ilte. Hinc(> lSi)7, Inties. Agrienltiiix* ami war an* deemeil the sole

the Khond of Kimedy have been surging up honourable avoeal ions.

from time to time, but tlie true reasons are not A boy is mai ib'd in his teiilli year to a, girl

known, though those alleged an* th<*ir hopes of foni* or live years older than liimsi'lf. In the

renewing the Minlah. The Khond who occupy middle of the mari‘iag(* feast, at night, while the

the easterir parts of the highlands between Hit; dancing goes on, tlu* girl's nnch; lifts her on liis

Godavery and the Malianndi, were notorious for should(*r, whilt* om* of the Imy's uncles dties tli

their human sacriliees. Thost*. near Jb*i*ham))ur
j

same witli tlu* bridegroom. Smhh nly tlic unclt'S

average in Jieiglit 5 feet o;* iuelies. and in weight exchange burdens, ami tlu* boy's mich* makes off’

8 stone, with well-devtdoped muscles and tt*mh)iis
|

with the britle. In a moment the festivities e<'a,se,

standing out hanl and linn. They arc wiry and
j

the kinsmen lauge themsi'lves into two hostile

active, have an ujiright gait, carry their heads trilies, the giiTs friemis trying to recapture the

erect, straight noses, narrow mAsti-ils, thin lips, bible, tlu* lioy’s to covi'i* her tlight. The two

black eyes, not high cheek-bones, slightly project-
j

parties carry the tight to great lengths, and tlu*

ing lower jaw, white and regular tt;i‘th, witli oval
j

eonlliet exhibits an ancient enslom of marrying

faces, as if of a inixeil (.'anrasian and Mongolian liy <’apture.

origin. Tlu* /*(///!> race in the Pnrla Kimedy and
The Khond in the Iku^feiri Ghats, south of the Gnmsui- Mahals are hill Garialis, and (*aeh

Maliaiiadi, Lave the face round, tlu* <*he(*k-bom s Khond villagi* has a IViriah h»w-easte lianilet

.somewliat ])roiiiim‘nt, the forehead full and .attaelied to il. 'I'lieir total nnniber in the Madras
expanded, tlu* nose; tiattish and liroad at the Presidency was stall'd to be ;)4. 1)8;) in 1872. 'Phe.

point, the month large, with lips full but not Knmhint and Pana are diii'lly found as agri-

thick. The eye is(pii<*k and brilliant, the general cultnri.sjs ;ind weavers in Orissa,

exjiression of tlu; face iiitelligent, determined, GVo/fZ/ivo/o, besides the gn*at portion under the

and good-hnmoiired. In ])cf'son they arc inns- Nizam, includes Korea, 81rgnj.a, and Pdaipnr.

ciilar, neatly formed, and about the height of the But Gond colonies e.xtend as far east as the

races of Hindus of SouUiern India. The skin is Katak (('uttaek) 'Pributarv Mahals, where they

clear and glossy, and it varies little in colour blend with the K hand and the Saura or Savara, and

from a light bamboo to deep copper. Pike, the they extend to Kamlesh and Mahva, on the west,

Gaugetic tribes, tliey have little <»r no beard, where (hey touch the Bhils. A considerable

IKey are social, ami more truthful than natives
j

])ortioii of this tract arc Guilds. I'he Maria arc

of the plains, but ea.sily e.xcitcd. Animal food ' tlu; wildest and jmrest of the l:i tribes, all of

and palm wine, and tlu; sjiirit from the Ba.s.sia ' w'hom call themselves Koitor, plural of Koi.
latifolia /lower, arc only used on festii'c occasions. J’he Ae/ in the hill country of the Godavery
Tiie deities of the Khond are the same as tho.si; of district is a nnmerons hill race. The Koi of

the )S.E. Gond. Pen and Pennoo arc common to deyporc an* a listless, drunken set, and bad
Khond and Gond. cultivators. They arc found from ,ley])ore south-

In Hie Kotiah country and round about Bali- wards to the Godavery river, and westward.s to

gnda. buffalo sacrifices have taken the place of Kiimiimnuit in Hyderabad.
the Meriah. The buffalo is tied io a sacrificial The J/n/i/ya cultivators of Jcypore say tlu'ir

jiole (Bassa-kiimbo), and the chief pujiiri or
j

ance.stor sprang from the soil, and jioiiit to an
worshipper placx's his tnngi .seven time.s on the

|
opening from which ho came,

baffalo’s neck, and on Ids giving it a final heavy
|

In 181)8 disturbances rose in Kconjur in the

blow, each of the pnjari, sacrificial priixsts of all . early part of the year. It is one of the Tributary
the other villages, who have all been standing ! Aiuhals of Cuttack. The Juanga, the Koi, and

L>80
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Bhuiya joined them, and at one time 20,000 were

in insurrection, and it was not until August that

it was put down.
,

Sourah^ Saury Saftar, Sar, Savara. These

varied names arise from the <'ircurnstance that

in Bengal v is ])r()nounce<l as h, and is con-

stantly softened into an and u. Their principal

habitat is in the inountainous country, about 200

miles long, which rises from the Hay of Bengal,

and, stretching southwards from the Mahanadi,

runs down from the Chillca lake to tlie (rodavciy

river. They are a branch of a \s idely-dispers(‘d

race, 'who are found in Central liulia, in Cwalior,

and Marwar, and even as far as ^Southern Jhij-

juitana. The name is identi<'al wiili Sairea,

fipplied to populations occupying (lu^ fastnesses

of the Kastern Chats, along with the Khaiid and
Kol. The Pnrla Kiniedy Mahals are ]n'inei])ally

inhabited by Sowrah, juid tin; .lalantra .Mahals

both by Sowrah and Khand. These two are the

chief races in the Mahals, but the Cria, tlie Soondi,

and the J’ano aj*e interspersed amongst them.
The 8oondi arc arraek sellers, and the I’ano are

a degraded race of Cria origin. 'Phese Sowrah
and Khand are rinh and imcivilisc*d, and live by
tillage and the bartm* of sundry fon'st articles.

Sir Henry Elliot has suggested that the Siviri,

the Seori, and the Cheni may perhaps In; the

Saurasena. In tin* Ibirivansa is the following

passage From (his race came (he Samavira
and Saurasena. 'I'he great king Saurasena has

given his iiann' to the countiy over wliieh In;

i(‘igned,’

The Snirnik havt‘ also Ixhui sup])()sed to In' the

Suari of Pliny and the Sabarje of Ptolemy. 'I'he

Sahar and Sahar of Pooree, Cutttiek, and
Halasore in Orissa, ai(' ])ossibly (»no branch, as

also arc j)erhaps the (’lu'iisuar farther south;
these are savages armed with bows and arrows
and battle-axes. 'I'he hilly tra<*t which «*xtcnds

from Pnrla, Kimedy to Berhanipnr in Canjam, is

bounded on the east by the narrow belt which
separates the hill tracts fnjin the sea. and on th('

west by the Khand clans of (Miiiina Kimedy and
iJcypore. 'Phe t^owrah arc believed to be jirior

occupants, but in habit and barbarism they bear

a strong rcscmblaitce to I In' Khand. Tin; Fowrah
are wholly within Telingana, and extend from the

Codavery to the southern frontier of the. Khand.
Tlieir country is one of tin; most 'ditlienlt in the

world,—a. hilly tract covcrc<l wuth a jniiglc as

deadly to sepoys as the lowest swamp in tin;

Santai parganas. They are small, mean, and
V(;ry black. According to Major Maepherson, the

liill tribes south of the KhaUd, and running uji to
in'ar the (iodavery, are Sowuah. Dr. Mb
Hunter says the Sowrah also now live with the
Craoii or Odaon of the Ik'iigal frontier. An in-

surrection in 1808 was neither aided nor led by
Kliand, the principal actor in the affair was a
man named Danda ISina, of Carbali Coomali, a
villag(3 occupied by the* Sowrah tribe. Danda
iSina had some time before l)oen appiH'heiided by
the authorities of (lanjam on a charge of dacoity.
lie was convicted and vScntenced, but the sentence
required confirmation, and in the interim lie con-

I

trived to effect his escape. own
village, lie collected a large body of ins clansimm,
ud with 10,000 followers attacked the manager

Df Pnrla Kimedy. Seven peons were killed upon
|he spot, and though the manager escaped, the

whole country was immediately in a state of ex-

citement. The Sowrah had previously" been irri-

tated by the execution of two of their number for

murdering the lioadmau of a village, and had
openly threatened vengejinci' fni- tlieir deatlis. An
old device was also employed to stimulate them
to action, and give additional coherent; to the

movement. As in tlie Santal rebellion, an avatar

descended, though he was not, as with the Saiital,

in the shape either of a cart-wheel or of a piece

of pap'cr. The Sowrali appear to be advanci'd

beyoml that jioint in tlieology, and their idol was
a little brazi'ii iii)ag(‘. Hut in all other respects

the device was identical witli that employed
among tlu‘ Sunlal. 'Pin' avatar issued commands,
the active leader was sole interpreter of them, and
the; commamls authorized armed resistance to

regular authority.

The Sowrah race who occiijiy the hills near

Chicacole, near Kalahuiidy, and southw'ards as

far as BatlrachcJlum, bury tlieir dead with their

weapons. Tlu; headman of a. village is styled

(romango. 'I’he Sowrah in tlie I^urla Kimedy
Mahals are about ir),;)l)8, and 1.5,l‘.)d in the

l\(lda. Kimetly Mahals. Half the villages are

situated bi’low the hills, and their occupants are

in constant inti.'rcomnmnieation
;
even the hill

Sowrah frc(]Uent the markets of the pilains, and
the pi'oplo'cf tlie low eoiintry no longer fear to

trust themselves amongst the hills. They pay
their rents to the raja of Jeypore.

'Ph(‘ Sowrah wlio oeeupy the Pedda Kime<ly,

Snrangi and Pnrla Kimedy .Mahals to the south of

‘the Kliand tribes, have little in common ^Yith the

Khand. In agrieulture they are on a par with

the Khand tribes.

'Pile ('htusmu\ Chenelnvar, or Chentsu, a wild,

half-savagt' forest tribe inhabiting the Eastern
(lliats of the Peninsula. 'Phi*y arc known to their

seltleil lu'ighbours as the Chmiehii kulain, Chench-
war, ami Pliensuar. Wilson names them Clicnchu-

vadu (Vadu, Ti. a, man
;
Wanlu, Vanlu, pi.

men). They dwell in tlie tract of jungle covering

the westernmost raiigi' of the Eastern (Hiat line,

between the IN iinar river and the Kistna, known
locally a.s the N ullaniallay and the Lankamallay.

'Phose of the Xullamallay range seldom visit the

plains, (heir time, being oia-iipied in the search

for forest jirodue^'. roots, on which they subsist,

honey, taniai'iiid, M'ood-a]){jl(‘. game, and herbs,

whieii they bartt'r for grain. In the Cumbinn
district some of them (arn a livelihood by guard-

ing the crops and cattle of the farmers on the

hill tracts. 'Plu'y are generally peaceable, but a

few who livi' near tlu' ]>lains are given to petty

thefts of grain. 'Pheir weaimns are the bow and

arrow, a bill-hook, and sometimes a matchlock.

'Pliey inhabit clearings in tlie forest, and live in

beehive-shape huts like the African, Nicobariaii,

and many of the ruder Asianosian tribes. Those

are of wickerwork, M'itli walls about three feet

high, and a conical stratv roof, with a screen for

a door. 'Phe men are almost nude, and have in

g(‘nei-al only a rag for covering, with a leather

caj> on tlieir head. 'I'he w'omen dross like the

wandering female baslud-rnakers, whom they ro-

.semhlo in features. The features of the men are

small, hut the expression is animated, cheek-bones
higher and more prominent than those of the

Hindus in general, nose Hatter, and nostrils more
expanded

;
their eyes black and piercing

;
in
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stature they are a little sho^tier than their neigh-

bours, and they arc slightly but well inadt^, except

about the knee, which is large, and tlie leg. The
colour of the skin is darker, and there scerus a

tendency to cutaneous eruption. They have large

dogs, and a few are employed as hill polic<‘ in

the pass from the Ouinbum to Jkidwail. The
Nandial Chenchwar have no iinages. 'I'hey are

polygamists; they bury their <lead, but some-

times burn, ami, like llie ^ratais, they carry the

deceased’s W('apons to the grave. They use th(^

spear, hatchet, the malchloek, or a. bajuboo bow
and reed ai'row lipped with iron. 'I'liey look on

weaving and oilier manufaeluriiig arts with con-

tempt. Tliey are patient and tlocile. \’<>ea.bu-

laries of six of these non-x\rvan tongiU'S, lljc

Khand, Savara, Gadaba, Ycu-nkala, amt Ghentsn,

are given at p. .‘>0, No. of iSolI, of lleng. .As. Soc.

Journal.

The Pafnah or JtiruKin are a forest race inhabit-

ing the Tributary Alalials to tin' south of Singh-

bum in Gnttack, seattered in the mahals or

killahs of Kcoiijur, Ikil f.elira (dO villag«'s), Dhen-

kanal ((> villages), and Hindole (l» villag(‘s). Tlie

stature of the imai does not exceed b feet 2 inehes,

and that of the Avomen 4 foot inelies (*r t ba t

4 inches. Their forms ari' slight, with littb‘

muscular <b'V('lopmenl, and jihyshjuo weak. Their

face is shorter and broader than that of tlie I’ria,

nose is tlat and nostril wide. Their eolonr is not

darker than the Uvia prasant. 'I'lie men are not

handsome, but I lie Avoinen ari' ri'pnlsivi-ly ngly.

The men dn.'ss like? the peasantry of the iieigliboiir-

hood
;
but till 1S7I all (he eoveringof tin* women'

consisted of two Imneliesof twigs a\ it h their leav(‘s

attached, one befoi'e and one liehiml, which were
(diauged daily, kept in position by a s(ri]» of bai k

or a string of glazed ('nrtlienwar<‘ b(‘a(ls passed

twenty or thirty times round tlu^ waist, ami over

the stems of the twigs
;
Inmce tlie mnne of lh(‘

tribe, Patnab, literally |)eo]t1e of the leaf, hut they

call themselves Jiiaiiga. The women also W(‘ar

necklaces of the same kind of beads, and lln ir

Jiair is gathered togethei- in a knot at the back of

tlu! liciul, fastene(l liy a string with a silvi'r or

brass button at each end of it. The women wear
no blanket or covering at. night, Imt sh'op between

(wo tires. Their' traditions ai»“ to the effect that

they were formerly vain of tine dress, and v.er(;

wont to lay aside rlieii' good clothes lo
2
)rev<‘!it

them being soiled, and Avear such leaves Avlien

attending to tlie cleaning of (lie (’ow-lioiise or

other duty, when one day a, tliakurani, or, accord-

ing to some, v^ita, a]i])eai(*(l, and commanded tliiMii

as a punislimeiit btr their vanity always (o wear
such leaves. Dr. Shortt mentions that the legiaid

of Killah is that a rishi commanded them to wear !

the IcaATS. They believed that if they Adolaled i

thcs(? ooinniands they Avonld lie devonri‘d by
|

tigc'is. AV^omen daiict! in a circle to the sound of
\

a large drum beaten by the men, moving ronml

and round in the same measured step, ormasiou-

ally advancing loAvards the musicians and I hen

reti’eatiiig, but ker.'piiig the liody indined towards

the musicians. Their villages are in some eleai'-

ing or opening in the forest
;
are snudl, Avith about

six or eight families, in [loor and mean thatched

huts of wattle and daub, ca(4i family in its own
dwelling. They have no lands, but sometimes
assist in the cultivation of the neighbourhood.
Their avocations are chiefly those of the chase,

2^

using the boAv and arrow and dogs ;
they kill deer,

hogs, and not unfrequently snakes, of the flesh

of Avhich, esiiecially that of the Python moliiriis,

they are very fond. Except tlie cow, they arc

ornniverous. Their usual food is insipid and

nauseous roots (tunga, kurba, and pauialu), and

tJie si‘eds of tlie jungle grasses. They all call

thems(‘lves Pndlian. and have no system of caste,

'riiey ]»ay hoiiinge to nameloes spirits avIio inhabit

the Avoods and mountains, and make offering to

tin* genus loci of a fowl, a goat, or rice, or spirits.

In the month Ikiisakh they offer libations to tlui

manes of their dc(a*nsi'd ancestors. They bury

their di-ml. Marriages are arranged by the,

jiarents, and an; scones of revelling and drunken-

ness. They adhere to one Avife, unli'ss she prov('

unfruitful. J.ike many Ifindiis, they Avill not

pronounce their Avives’ names. Their language is

not similar to fJriya, and it sliows tliat they are

eonnected Avitli (ho Mnndali of Cliiitia Nagpur,

and tliat their nearest kinsmen are the Xheriali.

Jbit in their prest*iil ])ositioji they an* isolated

from all other branches of the family, and they

have no suspicion that tlu'y are connected Avith

them.

The duanga have been snhl to extnnd into

Uastar, ami to la* lliere called dliaria. and farther

north to have the name of Madia ; but thest* points

iKM.'d confirmation, 'riie rinaiig of Keoiijnr and

I

the Maliiaror Patnali of Dhenkaiial are identical in

I
manners, dross, langnagi', and habits. Hitlierto,

I

any ])crson Avearing a etgton cloth beeaim*, by so

doing, an oiit-castc from his people, lint in It^/l
j

; the maharaja of Dheiikanal ami tin* Jlritisl)
;

' revenue oflicer indiiei'd the Avonien to discard i

• tlu-ir leaves and use elollis. They rebelled in April
\

i
IM)''', but Avere .^iibdiii'd liy the month of .Augiisi.

I

Tlie duanga or downng dwi'll apart from tlu* agri-

cidtuial ])opnla(ioii, ami liiive <'i, Ijingnagi* of their

own. The\ eulli\ato palelies in IIk; foi'csl clear-

ings, but they lik(* to wander in the bu'cst and
gatlier its Avild proditels.

d’ho In/'.'/*, or llrfldU of (lie

Malal/ar forests ai*e predial slavt's, Avho cut limbei'

and do not (•ulti\;'te. In Travaman'i* ami (’ocliiii

are tlie N’edan ami the ( tollailen
;
both ti'il)esnri'

linntms, ;ind ar<* ninf-t nniiierons in tlu' muunlain
taluks.

TIu' a hill race, occupying tlie Aiii-

inallay Hills iii tin* eolleetorat/* of (.’oimhatoi'c.

They are opon, imIepeiKicnt, straightforward

men. sinipli', .ami obeying Ibelr Mopens or chiefs.
|

They are strong built ami ;i :tive, Avilli Avoolly bail

and something of the .African featnn's, and flit

their front Iccih to a ])oiiit. The Avomen Avea

(‘iionnoiis eireles of jiitli in (lie lobes of their ears

Avhicli they distend doAvn to their slionldors. d

black monkey is tlu* Ivadar’s greatest dainty, d

small number an* eiiijiloyed by the Forest Depart
meiit in forest coiisei va.ney and in felling tindn'r

and others collect forest produce, Avhich thej

barter for grain. They also cultivate for them-
selve.s, (»n tlie hills, patches of ragi (Eleusiiu

coracana), Avliieh they snjjplemont as a foot

supply with roots, herbs, etc., fonml on the Iiill.s.

Mnhali, a race in the Shevaroy Hills, ii'

Fontli India and in Malabar. They inhabit tin

mountain tracts of the Salem district. A small

body of the Maleali occupy the hills in the

Kaliakurchi taluk of the South Arcot district,

and are engaged in cultivation and felling timber.
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h6re are two wmall hamlets of them above of the jungles, but they have long since taken to
'apanassam in the mountains dividing the Tin- the plains, and are now to bo found everywhere,
evelly district from the Travancoro territories, though in secluded localities.

L few in the Salem district have a rude kind of A A^egro race occupy the hills at Daiidilli in

umari cultivation, breaking up })atch(‘S of land, North Catiara.

diich they abandon when the soil becomes ex- Tlu* NiUghcrrij Ililh arc situated between lat.

austed, but residing in villages, with Jione of the 10" and N., and long. 7(r and 77" E.,

did habits of tlui people of the jungle. They bound<‘d on the north by the table-laud of Dava-
ave their own social rules, and their lu'admeii rajpatnain, S. and E. by the open country of

re all-powerful. On hills tw('nty-tiv(i miles S.W. (Vhrnbatore, Ir^.W. by the ^fanaar river, a branch
rom the town of Vellore, iln-re are thirty sm.-ill of the Jlhowaiii

;
W. by the chain ghats, and

illagcs, with a rude mid iineivilised ])Opulation N.W. by Mui district of AVynad. The base of

dio do not clothe themselves propc'rly. They these mountains, including that of the Kunda
peak a language senrcrly intelligible, but be- Hills, covers a e.ireumfeienee of 200 miles. Their

evod to be a 'ramil jiatois. They arc addicted grisatest length is from E. to W. -16 miles, and
(> thieving, but live by cultivation and ('xchmig- inedinin breadth IT) miles; tlie surface is coni-

ng wheat. po.s(Ml of ridges of difTerent eh‘vations. Tlie

The Arignu or Mithn' or Maini Avtiijini^ country is divided into lhre(‘ districts, the Peringa
itcrally Hill Kings, an^ a eomrnunity of 1 5,000 or Naa<l, Alalka Nand, mid Thodawar Xaad. The
10,000 people in the soulliern mountains of Tra- first two are mountainous, but tlu' third is of

^ancore. They are nomade or semi - nomad<‘, sloping Jiills and gently undulating siu’face of

liiftiiig their locations to suit their knniari (Uiltiva- tabh^-lmid. Dodabetta is S700 feet aliovt; the level

ion. Many of them livi' in lints eonst met ed on of the sea. The raee.s oe-eupying these Naad,—-the

rees, above the n‘aeli of wild beasts. Hut then* 1’hodawar, Hiultlaga, Kothur, Kuriiinbar, and
re others with villages heaiitifully situated Erular,—until the early ]iarl of the nineteenth
ninngst the luonntains, from 2000 to :’»l)()0 fe<‘t <‘.eiitury, remained sceluded amongst their forests

hove fever range, dhi'y worship the dii loci and on the mountain siiuimits.

esiding in jaaks, trees, and great roi'ks, mnl also The Tiula or Todnwar, pro[)erly Tilda or 'fuda-

he sjh’its of ancestors. 'Iheir priest worshijis vara, live in hamlets or ‘ miiiul ’ ou the hill

he hill deity, and works hiniselt into a stale of plateau. Motli and Miiiidare words meaning aToda,
lossi'ssion. They bury their dead in e.ronihe.hs, hamlet. Tlu'y lu'vt'r could have exceeded a few
mnstrueb'd, like the eromh ehs in Poimb^itore, of tliousand, bulthey havi* diminished through opium
our stones and a covi ring one, liki; those now in eating and ]M)lyamiria, and, at a former period,
ISO amongst tin' (iotta trilie of (loud, outlie the pn*valeiiee among thmii of hmialo infanticide.

Joilavcry; and in the croiiili'ch is di'posited a It is said that no girl has beim (h'stroyed since
iietal imagi*, or mi oblong stone in whiidi the I Silk Hcfoyi' inarriagc, yoniig pi‘opl(* associate,

ifiiril' of the deceased is supposed to dwell. They After marriage, tin* Toda wifi', or if tiiere be more
lave sacred groves, wfiere the greatest reverence than one, all the wivi's, in a family of hrothers are
Hid silenei' is observed. They are great hunters, (‘.ommoii to all the brotln'rs. They claim to be
I’hi'y are innoceiit in idiaraeler, ari^ truthful ami aborigines, and other I'lassi s reeogilise tin* claim,
•haste ill language, but are great dniiikanls. and regard them as i he lords of the hills, mid pay
riieir language is Dravidimi. The Mnlai Arasar, in them in kiml, as tribidi', one-sixth of tlie jiroduce.
h(*, range of gliats hetweeii Tiiiiii'velly and Travan- I’liev occupy the Todawai- Naad and .Malka Naiid.
;ore,areiiisiiiall coinmunities of live or six families. Their villages art* in tiii' depths and on the skirts

Those of the (kiimbatore district live in the low ' of the forests. 'Their houses are built in the form
iingles of the hollaehy and ( )odaleni]ietta taluks.

!
of a parallelogram, ii) feel by (I, roof seiiiicireular.

Hid in the noliimpetta jungles. 'Tlieir huts con -
|

and door 1;,' to 2 feet liigh. and 1.1 to bs indies
a'st, of a few sticks covered with bark and thatch.

|

wide, .-ind it is tlie only aperture. Their appear-
Tliey live on wild forest products, lint, .since A.i>.

j

mict' is ealiii and digniiied, and carriage graceful.
I^<5(), they have bi'i’ii eadtivatiiig ]K)tatoesfor their

|

'I’lu-ir colour isa dt'e^i eojijier line. 'Their numbers
)wii use. They have a few fowls ami dogs. As

|

in l'<25 were—men, 115; women, 100; boys, 45
;

r, race they are dimiiiiilivi^ and j»ot-bellied, their
|

and girls, oti— 52il. 'Thi'ir men average in height
'laiihi .small and [u-ar-shajicil, rising to a jioint i 5 feet .'T-J indu's, mid average weigiit 121-j- lbs.

diout the junction of the oeeijiital bone with the
I
Nose long, large, mid Avi'll formed, generallv

sigittal suture
;
a low retieating forehead

;
long,

|

a<piiline. The women average, in heiglit ()0‘2r>

-angled, black hair, Hat nose, and small eyes,
j

iin'hes, in weight 1 lO’SO lbs. They are haiidsomi'

They are averse to intereou -se ivith strangiu’s. I and comely in feature.

They catch wild animals in pits and tnpis, and i The Toila have live S('etioiis~(ft) IViki, (/»)

ISO bows and arrow.s. 'They are low in tlie .scale
I
Pekkan, (e) Knttmi, (r/) Keniia, mid (( ) 'Todi,

)f civilisation. 'Their ]irineij)al ocenjiation is
;

who ('at togelln i’ lint do not intermarry. Toda-
mntiiig, but some of them arc (Uigaged in the war or Torawar, in 'Tamil, means herflsineii. The
niltivation of forest land. Coffee planters have men carry a small axe and their cowherd staff. Toda
leen dispossessing them of their lands. women tattoo their arms, legs, a ml chest with dots.
MaUii Kndi^ or plural Malai Kiidiar, a hill tribe 'Ihe men weara ]»i(‘ce of stout cotton cloth about 5

iving ill the jungle tracts of KSouth (kinara, in lbs. in weight thrown aromid them as a toga
he Uppanaiigadi taluk, in the cardamom forest or mantle, deseending to the knee, and their feet
racts, etc., bordering on the ghats. 'The Malai and hetid are always bare. 'The women have a
sudi Kunalie, Malai Kmialie, Nad Kuiialie, Kari similar mantle, but falling to the ankles, with

I

unalie, Kuniri Mahrati, and Koragar, formerly, I the huii cloth (Muiidu, 'Ta^i.) (jf Hindu Avomen
hen kumari cultivation was unrestricted, may ! below it. The 'Toiln do not bathe, but anoint
ive had their abodes permanently in.thfi-heart |

their bodies Avith ghi, which soon becomes rancid.
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They are dirty. The Toda women have metal
and shell ornaments, with brass armlets weighing
6‘ lbs. The Toda lead a quiet, peaceful life.

They are fond of feasting and dancing on festive

occasions
;

all us(i tobacco, many use opium, and
in latter years the use of arrack lias largely in-

creased. Their cemeteiy and })iace of funeral

sacrifice is a pretty green spot, partially enclosed by
a stone wall, and rendc‘r('<l very gloomy by a thick

wood on one side and lofty hills on the other. It

is their practice to sacrifice buffaloes on the demise
of a Toda, and a strongly-walled area is set apart

for the reception of these animals, whose bones
and horns are strewed on the ground. At tlie

. demise of a Toda chief, the funeral ]>rocession

entered the green and moved towards the eeutrc'.

Tiie <Ieceased was dressed in a new garment and
mantle, and arrayed in all the ornaments whieh
he had worn during life. He was carried on a
bier formed of branches and herbs, and followi'd

by a number of mourners, male and female, who
chanted the lament, whilst others carried \voo<l for

the funeral jiile and provisions for the evening
meal. A herd of liuft'aloes was driven into the

walled area, and the men, arinefl with chibs,

entered wdth exulting shouts, and performed a
wild dance amongst the buffaloes. Tiiese soon
became excited to the highest pitch, and, at a
signal, a bell w'as attached to the neck of each in-

furiated animal. Two young men would throw
themselves on the animars lu'ck, seize it by its

horns, and others would rim to their assistance,

and eiglit or ten men would bi‘ seen hanging on
the neck of one animal, wliilst otliers ineivas(*d its

rage by blows of their eluhs, and goadeil it on
with hideous yells and gi-sturcs. Tjiree or four

animals were thus attacked at one time, ami the

bell attached to the neck of (*aeh. But meaiiwhili^

the general assemblagi? 'which limd tlu5 -walls were
wecqiing, exulting, or semling forth shrieks of

horror whenever a man was w'oumled. a liutYalo

overpowered, ora lover or a husband in imminent
danger. On the next day, the victims wore finally

sacrificed. Tlic men struck the animals behind
the horns w'ith a woo«l-eiitfei‘s axe. But some-
times the blow Avas imJccisjve. and an infuriate<l

animal escaped and drove ma<lly amongst the

multitude. After the sacrifice, sev<>ral wild

dances followed, during whieh the men feigned to

cut and lacerate ihmnselves. On the third day,

the deceased was burned on the funeral jiile.

'Ihe Kot(ir tiibc ranks next to the Toda in

priority of occupation of tlu^ hills. 'Phey luu'e no
caste, and as a body arc* the most industrious of

the hill tribes, giving iniieh of (lieir time and
attention to agriculture, handicraft, etc. When
not required at agricultural operations, they em-
ploy tliemselves as earpenters, smiths, basket-

makers, etc., making ami repairing their ploughs,

bill-hooks, lioes, etc. Tiny are also curriei's, and

are highly e.stc(mied in the trains for the excellent

leather they make. Tiny perform all the menial

offices required by tlie Toda and Badaga, .supply-

ing tluMn witli barbers, Avashermen, etc. 'riuy

acknowledge the Toda as lords of the soil, and
accordingly ])ay the trilmtc demanded liy them a.s

Goodoo. At the same time they exact from eacli

lianilet of tile liadaga Avithin a certain distance of

their own village, certain annual fees, Avliich tliey

receive in kind, for services rendered as handi-
craftsmen, etc., ill addition tp that of ceremonial

or festive occasions for nienial services performed.

They hold the best lands, and they have the

right to select the best whenever they wish

to extend their holdings. They arc well made
and of tolerable height, rather good featured and
liglit skinned, having a copper colour, and some
of them are the fairest skinned among the hill

tribes. They have well-formed heads, covered
Avitli long black hair, groAvn long and let loose, or

tied up carelessly at the back of the head. An
average of 2,') men gives the following measure-
ments, etc.:

—

Mon. "VVoirK’H.

Age, years, 27 'US .‘i2'44

Height, inches, .... (52 'hi 57 '118

Circumference of lioad, inches, .
20 '05 20 ’Si)

Circumferenco of neck, ,, .
11 '05 10*7

(Urcuinferonce of chest, ,,
'

. iiO'OS 20*^1

(Ircumference of nrms, ,, . 8*70 8'2

(hrcuinferencc of thighs, ,, . ir)T)2 14 Off

Circumference of legs, ,, . ... ff5-

beiigth of .inns, ,, , ffO* 20T)2
Length of Ii.iikIh, ,, ,

7' 0»*5

Hreailth of hamls, ,, ff-2r) ff*

Length of feet, ,, . 10' 0*25

T{iea<lth of feet, ,, . .4*5 2 ‘25

AVeiglit, .avoirdupois, lbs., . . 105 '2 00*21

They liavc a slightly ohmgat i‘d face, Avilli sliarply-

deffned features
;
the forclu'Jid iiarroAv but jiro-

minent, and nccasiomilly protuberant
;
ears flat,

and lying close to the skull. * The women are of

moderate height, of fair build of body, but not
nearly so good-looking as the num. Tludr
arms are tattooed, having nine streaks, Avitli four

dots on each arm ami four circular marks on each
forearm. The womim as.sist the men at tlu-ir

Avork in tin* fields, and make liaskels ami I'artheii

pots, etc. Tlieir numlR*r at tlie last census AA*as

HMio. They form large (‘ommimili(‘S, each village

eontainiug from Iff) to liO or more huts of tolerabhi

m'zc, Avails built of mud, and covered Avith the

usual thatch grass. I’he .station of Kotagherry
take.s its nani(‘ from the Kotar villages in its

vicinity. The Kotar, as a body. ar(‘ unclean. All

tin* d(‘ad cattle and carrion in tin' vicinity, of

every kind, find acce))bance among them a.s food,

j

Oxen and buffaloes Avhieli ])erish from old age or

disease belong to them of right, ami they carry
home and gi\*edily devour the tainted carrion

which they find on the liigliAvays and in the

fields. Some rmle images of wood or stone, a.

rock or tree in a secluded locality, form thei

objects of Avorship, and to thesi? sacrificial offei'

ing.s .are inadc‘ ; but the recognised place of Avor

.ship at each village con.sists of a large square piec

of ground. Availed round with loose stones, l> fee

high, and containing in its centre tAvo pent
.«haped sheds of thatch open before and behind
ami on tlie ])osts that support them .some rmh
circles and othiu* figures are draAvn. They hob
an annual feast in honour of their gods, AAdiiel

coirtprise.s a continuous course of debauchmy am
licentiousness, extending over two or three days
On tlie.se occvisions they clothe and ornarnem
themselves in their best, and make as grand i

show as tliey can, and to Avitness Avhicli tin

otlier tribe.s are invited. Much indeepnt dancin<,

takes placid on these occasions between the inei

and Avomen, and frequently the spirit of theii

deity is supposed to descend on some of them
Avlieii their frantic deeds seem to form but i

branch of demonology. As a rule, they marrj

and live jyji^h one wife, and have a number o1
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ildren. The Kotar possess a small breed of
|

ws, but have no buffaloes. They never, as

rule, milk their cattle, but leave it all to the

Ives. The Kotar keep up an annual feast in

eniory of their dead, 'when a few cattle are

liii on a rude kind of altar constructed for the

irpose, and on it a portion of the ilesh of the

liinal is laid, 'with a little of each of the different

nda of grain they cultivate, and is consumed as a

irnt-offering to their gods, in memory of their

:ad relatives and friends. During this ceremony
e young men and maidens dance around the

bar together. Whilst the younger members are

us engaged, the elders busy themselves in pre-

uing a grand repast for their friends, whom
ey invite from the adjacent villages on the

casion of this annual- fc'stival. ^lore cattle arc

>w slain, and the flesh mixed with small portions

every kind of grain grown in their fields
;
a

eat fire is raised, and the scene becomes one of

ufnsed riot and mirth, with blowing of the

Hera horn, mingled with yells and shrieks and
ating of tom-toms, the confusion continuing
)m morning till night.

The Kotar language is a very old and rude
idect of (^aiiareso, having the same Tamil
ots, but <lifferently jjronounccd, Avithout the

ittural or pectoral exj)ressiou of th(‘ Toda. They
e believed to be dosccMulod from some of the low-

^ste trilx's of the plains, who in former tiim's

light refuge on tiu'so hills from the persecution

•actised on them by the iiivadcus of India. There
scarcely a useful implement connected with
0 mechanical art-i, ti’ade, agriculture, or hus-

indry, that they are not conversant with.

Every Kotar village has b(‘longiiig to it a circle

Dadaga hamlets or villages, from which they

aim at periodical seasons the payment iu kind of

irtain fees or dues, ami for which they in return

ruish the Badaga with, or ratlnu' make for them
he latter snp[)lying the material), tludr imple-

(*iits of wooilcral't and husbandry. Those fees
•0 generally paid in a certain (piantity of what-
/er grain the Hadaga has cultivateil, for each
ougli of land, bi'sides incidental dues on mar-
ages, etc. The Kotar always attend the funerals

1(1 obsequies of the Toda, etc., receive from them
le eaieas(*s of the buffaloes that are offered, in

.criliec, allowing from a half to a (piarter of a

ipec for some
;
and others they receive iu return

•r the assistance tliey alTord on these occasions,

• for scrvic(\s which may have been performed
u* the family of the deceased. If they cannot
qjply themselves with Hesh by any of these

cans, they kill some of tlieir own herd, or juir-

lase for that purpose from the other tribes. The
Otar burn their dead, collect the bones on the

blowing day, and bury them in a bole, marking
le spot where they have done so. d'his they do
1 order to the performance of the obscfpiies. On
le night of the first Monday after the first new
0011 in the month of aAfareh, all the friends of

le deceased assemble, and, preceded by music, go
the place of burning.

liaclaf/a are the most numerous tribe on tlie

eilgherry Hills, are also called Badakar and
adakar, meaning Northerner, but their Toda name
Marves, the term for a labourer, ^fhey state that

it the 15th century their ancestors came from
Malusal Hills, sixty miles south-east of the
a of Mysore. Their name ijs |upposed ^ be

a modification of the Canarcse word Vuddaca or
North, and they undoubtedly speak an ancient

but organized dialect of the Canarese
;
but whether

famine or persecution drove them from their own
country is not known. They are of fair com-
plexion, and handsome.
Both nnui and women work in the fields, but

of late years a large number of men find employ-
ment as labourers ami artisans. 1'he otht'r hill

tribes on the hills live in isolated communities,

but the Badaga dwell in villages on a rising

I

groiiml, in .streets running in parallel lines, in

thatched houses built of stom^ and mud, and
divided into separate compartments, with a double

tier of lofts, and with a wide terrac^e in front as a
(^3^ 11^% tlirasliing, and winnowing floor. The
doorway, -Bl intdies high and 1^0^ broad, is tlieir

only opening.

The cattle are penned in an adjoining cowhouse
or shed. Dr. 8h(U‘tt says they have eighteen sects.

Tlie arrangements on Ixdrothal are made by the

parents, but the marriag(* only takes place when
grown up. Polyandry docs not [)r(‘vail, but divorce

is easily obtained. The women look like mummies.
They wrap a cloth round their bodies from below
tln*ir arms to their knees, and fasten it with a

cord below tlieir arms and around their hips
;
the

arms and shoulders and their legs below the knees

are bare. A .S(;arf goes round the In.wid, and is let

fall behind. The u^omen are of donu'stie habits,

are simple, modest, and n'tiring, and kind ami
affectionate mothers. Formerly they claimed as

their deity Ilcttc(^-(lii, an old man, and lierear-du,

wJio, they said, coiidiieted them to the mountains

;

and tlu‘y still have numerous deities. A chief

deity is in Biingasawmy peak, where men of the

Iriilar trilie ofliciate as prii‘sts, and offerings of ghi

and fruits are made
;
another deity is on a droog

near the village of Hollikul, where a Badaga priest

olliciates; and there are other male and female

gods. .Many arc (ionqiaratively wealth}'. They
can neither read nor write

;
they are timid and

superstitious, haunted with a divad of evil spirits,

and are deem'tfnl, ungrateful, and false. Th(‘y

an? in perpetual fear of the Xurumhar, to whoso

sorcery and witclicraft thc>' attribute all aticideiits

and ailments which befal tliemseivcs, their cattle

and crops, and in their delusions they have killed

Kurumbars and suffered for it. Nevertheless

they get the Kurunibar to oliiciate as priests at

all social (?eremonial occasions. They both burn

and bury their dead.

Iruhir or Krular in the Tamil districts are

most numerous in N. Arcot, Chinglejnit, Salem,

and Coimbatore. In tlie Ncilglierries they are a low

type of the Dravidian race occupying the lower

skirts of the forests at the base of tlie hills. They
arrange themselves into two clans, the Urali and

the Kurutalei, meaning rulers and serfs. They

dwell in the clefts of the mouidains and in the

j

little openings of the woods. 'J he word flruli

unenlightened or barbarous, from the

I’amil word End, darkness. It is the term applied

to them by their neighbours, and they speak a

rude Tamil dialect. They sacrifice he-goats and
cocks to their deity Mahri, which is a winnowing-

fan, and they have minor fetish objects, mere*
stones, that they call Moshani and Konadi Mahri.

They inter their dead in great pits, 30 or 40 feet

square, thatched over and planked across, with

ail opening about a cubit square in the centre of
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the planking
;
across this opening are laid pieces

of wood, on which the dead are placed, and covered
with earth, and are left so till another person die,

when the former remains and the earth arc turne(i

into the pit and replaced by the newly dead.

Tliey arc scattered in small eommiinifcies, practis-

ing a rude system of agrieultinv, which scarcely

furnishes them with siitlicient food, so that, when
pressed for sustenance, they resort to the jungles

and live on such ]»ro<lucts as they can collect.

They make use of aTiimal food of every description,

not even excepting vermin and reptiles. ‘They
collect for their iinmeiliatc wants as food, tin;

wild fruits, herbs, and roots
;
also honey, beeswax,

gums, and dyes of various sorts, and medicinal

herbs and drugs, which they barter with tlie

people of the plains in exchaiigi* for foo<l and
clothes. Tliey arc iiitri'pid ;is regards tin* wild

beasts they nn'ct in the jungles, ainl in tlieir

search of honey they sonn‘times siitfer severi'ly

from contact Avith wild beais. 'riu'V limit and
take game of every deseiiption. The Irnlar in tlie

Salem district Avander through the junghs, col-

lecting forest ])roflu(‘(', ami living upon roots am
Avhatever they can kill, snaki's, rats, ami lizards

even being use<l as food, d'hey are simple ami
superstitious to a degri*i*, and the jieople. of the

plains believe them to be sorcerers. Tliey rarely

come out of the jungle, and their headmen
arrange the barter of the forc'st produce for grain,

salt, trinkets, tobaeeo, and slu.'ep, Avith the jieople

of the plains. They are I'lnployod hy the Fori'st De-

partment in the forest conservancy and in felling

timber, ami those so oecnpied live in liamlels of

bamboo and daub lints. Polygamy is allowi'd, ami

they have niaiiy (diildreii. but tliey die oiT largi'iy

from fever.

Idle following is tin* result of the Aveight an I

measurements of an avmage of ihd men :

—

Aj^e, . . . yo.Mi’H.
j

l.eii^tli of arms, . eOM) in.

Height, . . (il*7*S ill. Hands, .... ,,

Hoii<l,circuirif.,llC<S)l 1 llreadtli of hainls, .,

i^ock, . . . n-.v.i ,,
I

JAuigthef h.v, .,

(Jhost, . . . !

l'(>et, .... fl)

Arms, . . , S tg ,,
I

Breadili of fi'ct, . ,,

Thighs, - . lo’l7 ,,
' NVh'iglit (a\a)ir. ), ll»s.

The Avomen are strojjg- and stoutly built, any-

thing but ]irej»ossi‘Ssiiig in appearance, and very

dark skinned, d’lim'r feet, of tlujse of all tin; S.

Indian races, are tlie most lieauiifully formetl.

They an* fond of ornaments, and wear hea['S of

red and Avhitc beads about their necks, thin Avire

bracelets and armlets, witli ear and nose rings.

Ill their habitats t he men wear no clothing but

tlio lungooli, blit Avheii Avorking (Ui jilantations

they Avear cloths like otlum nativi'S. d he women
Avearadonble fold of aAVja])per cloth, which extends

from the Avaist to the knees; l!ie upper pait <»f

their bodies with their bosoms are nude.

Knnimixi r.- the Irular, at heighls vary-

;
from one to two thousand feiit, in the eh-ftsof

tbe mountains and in little openings in theAvoix'

Avith Avhicli at tliis elevation they are girl
,
live a race

calling themselves Kurumhar. d'liey occiifiy the

highest range bortlering on the Neilgherries.

Tlieir mdghbours, when speaking of them, nsually

prefix to their iianie.the term Mullu, a thorn;
•in Tamil they are called Kurumbar, in Canaresc
Kurubarn. The dVida do not consider the Irnlar

as forming a part of the inhabitants of the hills,

but they allow this designation to the Kiirurn-

bar, whom they call Kurb, their tenu for a

cleft or glen, and from them they receive certain
’ services. Hwarthy and unhealthy- looking in

^

countenance, small of stature, the head but tliinly

covered with sickly-lookiiig hair, the only covering

it lias; little or no eyelasli, small eyes, always

bloodshot and apparently mncli inflamed, piot-

bellicd, and with water running from their mouths,

they have in most respects more the semblance of

saviigii tlinn of civilised man. Their Avomen am
I eliihiren have much the same sipialid ajipearance,

I
tluHigh on their necks and wrists th(;y wear orna-

ments made of the dilTereiit kinds of wild seeds

and of herrii's. Many of the men also Avear

I
ornaments in their ears, of yelloAV straw, plaited

'

Avitli some (.h'gree of ingenuity. They have

no iiiarriagc .eeremoiiy
;
hut occasionally, Avheii

two have been living together for some time, they

will enter into an agrcciiii'iit. in the. presence of

frii'iids, to remain united for life
;
and in a family

Avlieir a. succession of such unions has taki'ii place,

lh'*y will, onee in two or tlirci* gi'iierations. per-

form a ceremony, and hold a festh'al in celebra-

tion of them, d'hi.s is done by pouring pots of

water over oni; nnoLher, the pairs seating them-
selves tcgetln'i* for this ])nrpose, the. abhilioii

e.omiiii ncing Avitl the seniors. They then ]iut on
new cloths, and eml the day in feasting and
inerriiiieiit. Kurniiibar on tlie easti'rn slopes

of the Neilgherry Hills and below Segur obtain

a livelihood by timber - felling. Tlie Kurumbar
of tlie Wynad forests on tlie Avestern side of

the Ncilglu'j-ry mountains liave tA\^o sections,

the dani ami llu* Miilli. and I he ( iureliea, Panniar,

and Pglliar rai’es live along with them. The Jani

Kiiriiniliar live eiitiridy in th(.‘ fojvsl.
;
tliey aia; the

only axcnicM, and without them it Avould be

dithcult to Avork a fore.sl. and the Avood contractor

and ]/lanler alike employ them, ddicy arc very
docile', (piick of iniitalioii, and slavislily siibniissive

to their mudi'li or lieail. Those employed by the

coflee planters are a iiti Ic civilised, appreciating tlie

eoinfort.s of life; in a slight, ilegree higher than

their iiiori* sa vagi' biethreii. They i*ri'ct rude huts

for the habitation of llicniselves aiidfa.mily, Avhicli

are built on elevali'd ground, surrounded by

jungles, and ab.oiit six in number: they touch

one anotlu'r, and tlic wlioh; present the form of

;i creseciil. (hie largci- than the rest, styl<’d

the enleheirv, is erected in the middle in Ha*

shajieof a hall, for tin* sojourn of casual strangers.

It. is deilieated to their liousehuld deity, and tlie

]<laee cannot b(' eoutaiiiiiuitod by a sliced foot.

They may be said l(» l»c e[>heiucr;d ri'sideiits in

tlicsi* liabiiations
;

the jiresenee of a. suspected

strange*!- in thi‘ii' vicinity, sickne.s.s, or other trifling

but natural cau.sc, will make them migrate from

• >nc place to anotliei-, but gmicraJIy' Avflhin tin'

same liisl rict.

ycndfli.—'I'lii.s lei iM is said to be a dia.lei;tal

j

variation from the dVimil Avurd Aiiathan, meaning
a iioor man who has no guardian, guide, helj), oi’

I

ju-oti'clor. The race arc also called VTlli, Irular,

and -Mai aver. Adlli and Vhider arc synonymous,
amt mean liuiiters or iiiicivilised men Avlio dwi'H

|

in the Avoods. Irnlar or Iroolar means mien- I

ligliteiied or ignorant men. The Villi and Irular
|

an; li*ss rude than tlic Yeiiadi.

17/// dwell in hainhds of five or six huts on tJie

outskirts of most of the villages in the district of

(Jhiiigleput, and are sometimes called Yenadi.

They amiiexbaUsts, They have Mongol features ;
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men liave scant hair on the lip or chin, and
no •whiskers. They are poly^^amists. They eat

all animal food, except the llesh of the c()\v.

They di^ up tin; Avihl chay root. 4'lu; avera^i*

lu'ij^ht of the lucii was 5 feet 5 inches, and weight

Tlie Enadi or Yanddi race dwell in the

Sriharicottah jungles, and in fhe hills and fon'sts

northwards to Nellore
;
they niiinhered 07,0^5 at

the census of 1871. In 18()7, in the Nellore dis-

trict, they were estimated l)y Or. Lloyd at 2(),0()().

A similar race occupy tin; ncighhoining forests

on the hills at Naglawaram. In 1871 a number
of the Enadi were living in Madras at tlui Vasara-

pad serpent temple as its priests, and were iinding

employment as labpuvers. 'rin* Sriharicottah

estate lapsed to the British (lova'rnnu'nt in LSlir).

Till thej), the Enadi were in a state of complete
barbarism, did not know' the use of money, were
rarely seen, and lived on fruits, roots, and other

jungle })roduee. In oi'der to civilise tlami, (govern-

ment emjiloycd them to gatlier jungh' ])roduc(',

and gave them in excljangi' ricci and clothing.

Also a registei’ of ?narriageSi births, and deaths

Avas established, ;ui<l at each birth of a boy annas
Avere givam, and of that of a girl 1 [

anna. The
residents inland are nioi’t', robust than tboSc of

the Sriharieottali juugb's.

The Yauadi live, in huts over all the town of

Nellore; but in 1871 thos(‘ lA'sidiug in a wild

slate in the hills separating Xellort* and North

.\reot A\g‘re supposed to be few, sickness and
civilisation liaviug tended to remove tlnan from

that Avrelelu’d condition. Those Avild Knadi

ar(‘ small in stature, have poor attenuated fiames,

witlj no I'cvereiiei' for human lil\'. l iny have been
known, in rcanoving a cloth from a sleeping man.
to kill the unresisling owmo- iirst. Those in the

hills live njxm roots and grain obtidned in ('xebange

for forest jirodnee, medicinal lu'rbs, and homy.
'I’liey steal sheej), and use violence if m'cessjiry,

but they ri-ailily take; oniploynient Avith a civilised

man, and rarely roturii to their old life.

} tided

Yi'ikullt'viir, . , . Yerakellu, .... 'Ti'.i..

Krukit, Knikii-vailii, ,, kal-vadii, . . . .,

Krukulu-vadu, . . .. Ycrkel-Avaiihi, . . ,,

Krnkuvaiilu (pi.), . ., ^krlaii, Kriaii, ICoDOt. \,

(vurshi-wanlu, . . Wira-XN anrii,

Vei'kal, Yerukedi, . ,,

call themseUa s ‘ Knrri.’ They are Avamleivis,

living in gr.ass. mat, or reed lints, mak(' and sell

units and baskets, and tell fuidunes. )Vliere Lanar-
ese is spoken in the Ikminsula, they oeciijy them-
selves ostensibly as basket-makei’s and in fortune-

telling; but they are nutorio.isly p!-e«latory, and
steal girls, Avlioni they devote to jumtitution.

They are found on tlie outskirts of mo.-^t toAvns.

'llui Vi'i'kala of the Nellore district ar(‘ migrat-
ory mat and basket makers, using the inidi ib and
eallels of the date palm. They also make Avmxleii

combs, Avork as Ijibonii’is, and a few' aaIio ha\e
settled engage in cultivation. 'i'hey rear ])igs,

poultry, donkeys, and dogs, and lait the llesh of

most animals. They are usually of a dark-broAvii

colour, the men are spare ami light maihg
but hardy, with Ioav forehead, small eyes, short

nose. They wear only a strip of cloth, ami they

t

ie their liuir in a knot above tfieir In ow. Tiny
dmit polygamy, but do uot]re-marry their widows
'hey seem to be identical Avith the Yt:-yaiTi,,yciTa-

waiiru of Coorg, a class of predial slaves, amongst
whom are several subdivisions,—Paiiay-Ycwaru,
Pimjay - Yewaru, etc. The YcrraJcula iu the
Kistna district arc settled in villages.

'I’lie Korawd^in .1 872, ()0,2,)5 iu number, and Eru-
kala, 04,163, iutlic Madras Presidency, avesupposed
to 1)0 the same race, known by the former name
amongst the T.'imil people, and as the Erukala in

Telingana and amongst the (.anarese. They are

certainly of similar habits. The Koraw'a sub-

divisions are—(1) the Bajantri or Gaoii KoraAva

or iSonai Kolawarii, (2) 'rding Korawa or Kashi

K<jiaAva, (3) Kolia Koiawa, and (4) Soli KoraAva.

Tlie clan called Kunelii or Kunsi KoraAva, also

known as the Kuaebra Katta Kulwaru, seem tluj

sanu^ as the Kasbi KoraAva, and the Pattra Koraw'a

or Patr Pallii have their name from the dancing

girls haxing bells on their feel and ankles.

The Verkal, Korawa. or Kunehi Kori are

Avamlerers, of whose original country they thom-

selvi's retain no knowledge. 4’hey are darker

than tli<‘ usual tinge of Hindus around them. In

tlicii- own coinmnnitiis they style themselves

Yerknl, ami they give the same a|)]iellation to

tlu‘ lungiiag(‘. in Avliicli they hold communication

with each other. With the (‘xception of the cow,

almost all animals arc used by them as food.

'riiey Avorslii[) a goddess called I'oler Ammu.
lk>lygainy is common ; aiid if a man owe money
to bis neighbour, be pledges bis Avife or daughter

to his creditor, Avho may either live Avith them or

transfer them to another persrin. On the release

I

of I!h* ih'btor. lu' n'claims his Avife and any children

that may have been born in tln^ interval. In N.

Areot, Chinglepiit, and Tanjorc, the KoraAva

mortgage their nnmarrie<l daughters, avIio become
the absolute ]>roperty of the mortgagee until the

d(4)t is <liseharg(Ml. In Madras, the Koraw'a when
in Avant of inunev sell their AviA'cs outright for

about Bs. oO. In Nellore they all purchase

their Avivt'S at from Us. 30 to Us. 70, making

[laymont in asses or cattle. Tln'ir various clans

1

do not intermarry, ^riiiy bury their dead, lu

I

TruA'ancon* tlieri' are about ,*)(k274 KoraAA'a
;
and

: there i.s a lace of this iiami'. in Outch of similar

j

habit.s.

4'ho Bajantri KoraAva aiv musicians (Baja,

' music) ; tlu'V are also ( ailed the (I'aoii or vilkigo

Koiawa. They are found in the Bijapur, Bellary,

Hyderabad, amt (kinara district, residing In

small tciits (pal) or in gias.s huts outside the

Avails, 'riio men ai\‘ mure robust than tin*, settled

])opulation, but the Avoineii aresliortor and darker

than till' (kuiave.<i‘. They idisialn from eoAv’s llesh,

]>ut eat dei'r, Avild hog, tiger.'!, jaekal.s, and por-

cupine. 'I’liey are tliievi's
;
(hey Avill not labour;

the men an* musicians, and Avith their women
make grass scns'iis (tivttirs)

;
at harve.st time.s they

])(‘g and jtiitVr from the ivaper.-- ;
tin* AviJineii

,
tatioo tlu* arms and foreheads of the Hindu

i

Avoiiu 11. 4 hey niaii v Avheu the bride and bride-

groom me alanit eighteen years of age; polygamy

allowed, and tiny live virtuously, never proisti-

tutiug llu'ir ehildreii. They keep in their houses

j

idols of the ligure of Hanumau, and mark their

1
fori'heads Avith the marks .of the Vaishnava sect,

'rim Teling Korawa are known as the Kashi

Korawa. I.e. pio.-titule Korawa, also Aghare lAil

AVale, sitter.s at the door of their tents, as Tamar
sat in an jDpoii place, and Avas seen by Judah
((iericsis xxxviii. 13”2i). They differ iu appear-
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ance from the Bajantri Korawa, but resemble in

figure and countenance the Teling people. They
are found throughout the Dekhaii, are basket-

makers and sell brooms
;
but their chief subsist-

ence is from their young women, one of whom
frojn their earliest infancy they dcvot(‘ to the gods.

The devoted women are tlicMurli of the Mahratta,

the Bassal of the (^anarese, the Basava orlingallu

of the Tcliiig races. The goddess to whose service

their lives are dedieatecl is Madda Elaina., also

Hrdgiwa, near Bella rv, and Chatwai, a divinity

of their own creation bv s[)rinkling red lead on
the tarwar tree, the Cassia aiiriculata. The
devoted women sometimes l)ear children, who
are admitted into their easte. lie eolours seen

amongst thetn vary from the fairness of the Brah-

mans to tliat of the darkest of the iSiulra raees.

No one can r('ad or write. They abstain only

from cow's flesh and pork. The women dress with

the olioli or bodice and saree. Tliey are rarely

permiLted to reside inside towns, or only then at I

some ruined spot remote from respectable ])eop]e.
’

They bury tlieir dead, and })lace tli<‘ dcceasc'd's

usual food at the Iiead of the grave*, auguring

most favourably if it bo eaten by a erow and next

if by a Cow
;

if rejeeted by crenv and cow, they

deem the deceased to have lived a very depraved

life, and fine the surviving relatives.

Religion .

—
'Hie Satani are a. \'aisbnava sect

:

arc frequently religi(ms mendicants, ]>nests t)f

inferior teinjdes, ininstiol.s. selUis of tlow'crs for

offerings to tin* idols. Tiny are followers of

Chaitanya, a \'aishnava refojnier of the loth

century, and of Ins di.seiple vSanatana. ('haitanya

was a person of low caste, bnt became di.stin-

giiished as an author and e.x])<Minder of tlie

doctrines of bis master. d'be sect admit all

classes and all castes into tludr sect, and many
coimnou women join them, Iti 1.S7- tiny nutnbeivd

194,777 in the Madras Ih’esidency, and 711.000 in

number in all India. Tiny have views similar to

the Baisnab (Vai.sbnava) rcfoi'niers (tf Bengal.

The JaiiKi j)eriod in the Tamil ecjiuitry e.xteiide<l

ff'Oin the 8tli or 9tli to the lldh or lOtli centuries

A. I). 8andara Taiidiya, who expelled the daina

sect from Maduiu, was ruling wlnui Marco Polo

visited India at the (*l(»se of tin* 1:1th century.

ISandara Paiidiya is also called Kun i'andiya or

Kubja Pandiya. Nearly all the .laina in the

Madras Pre.si<lency are in X. ainl S. Ai-cot and in

fc?. Canara.

Non -1Jhid !(.'<.—1n B ri t ish 1 nd ia
,
t h e peopie fol Iow-

ingthe Brahmanieal ndigion rest rict theterm 1 1 indu

to the Sudra races; the Brahman, tlie Rajput,

and the Chettiar binng (listingnishi‘d by tlies<* ap-

pellations respectively. On the other band, all

whom they regard as low casttxs are styled by

them Chandal or M’hleclia, Avbicli latter term

indeed they extend to Christians anrl Muham-
madans. The iion-llindu races of British Imlia

are about seventy millions,—Buddhist, and other

races not recognising ca.sti*, - aboriginal tribes,

semi-Hinduized aborigines, Christians, and Mu-
hammadans. Also such races as tlie Kol, tin* Bhil,

the Gond, the Ivhand, the Bed(?r, the Dlier, Mhar,

Mhang, Chakili, Waddaru, Malla, Madaga, and
the Pariah, the leather-worker, and fragments

and small tribes scattered amongst the commun- ,

ities, occupying forests and mountain fastnesses,
|

dwelling on the outskirts of towns, or migratoiy
|

and nomade. "
I

These are largely shamanist and fetish-wor-

shippers. The shaman and fetish-worshippers,

in general, bury tlu'ir dead.

The d(‘ities to whom their worship is more
specially directed are beings whose anger is to bo

feared. Pieces of wood or stone are made to

represent these deities, a shapeless stone from a
river bed, or a ])iecc of the Erythrina tree, or of

the inargosa wood
;
hut the institution of a pro-

minent idol s(‘ems invariably to be accompanied
by some sacrificial rite, sometimes a goat in kid,

hut more fre(piently the buffalo or bullock is the

victim. A cart is made, on which, after sacrifiee,

the stone is jdaced, daubed with red lead, and
tak(‘n to the site ai)p()inte(i for it. l^ieli Amma
or Kokli Amnia is tin* goddess who sends small

-

])ox, and Mari or Marai Amma, the godde.'^s

from whom cholera eoincs, Mu* e|»itliet .Mari or

Maiai being brought . seemingly from the root

relating (o death, <lerivntives from which liavo

branched into many of the old-wo lil Ian

Throughout Mu* .soiiMi of India, eacli lionseliold

of the Hindu and non-Hindu raees, and each

Iianilet and town, have t)u*ir particular personal

and local ileity. Eg-galh Amma is the guardian

d(*ity (*f the city of Madras, and once a year the

idol rejiresenting her is taken around the town,

halting for some days at parMcnlar spots. Wilson

says tlial Mari Amnia and Eg-gatli Amma arc

goddi'sses adupte<l from the N’irgin Mary and

St. -\gaMia. Pal Amma, a shapeless mass of woiul,

is a godde.ss much dreaded, as ar<^ all wdio keep
such an idol in their houses, and they are oliliged

to intermarry amongst themselves. Mari Amma
.s(‘(‘ms tlio satiu! as tlu' Ai of the non- Aryan raees

in the Mahratta eountrv.

Tlu* goihlesses Mluuig-kali, EjlaMhang-kali, .)ul

Amma, Veli Amma, Poeh Amma, and Madri

Iferi of the (Central Dekhan, are all sujiposed to

h<‘ relati
' to ' some elder, some younger,

I

sisters of tlie same brood. To all of them* are

I

offere(| the saerifice of blood of sht'e]i, or goat."',

I
or horned cattk', and when the })(‘ople are ex-

cited by an oiithieak of a pi'stileiiee, the numheis
of sheep and buffaloixs sacrificed before an Aininun

idol are numerous, so many as forty sheep in

a night. I'lie worsliippers move in procession

under loud cries, aeeompanied by the Mnrli

Avomeii, who freqm'iitly become liysti-rical, wdio are

Mien lielii'yed to he possessed ]jy the god, cand the

onlookers exclaim, Di‘0 ka eh'haya aya, ang’h IVhar

lia, Tlie sluule of the god lias come, and filled tin*

body. All of tliem adhere to the worsliip of

spirits, and to such fetish and shainaii cults as

I

Uie above, in xvhieli indeed many of the unedu-
' eated Hindus, and more particularly the Mahratta
Sudra peopli*, share. Bnt these fonirs of fetish-

worfcliij) are most observed amongst the Pariah

I

race, ‘the h'ather-workers, tlie predatory races,

the raees that luive lieeu or eontinue to he

;

iiredial, liy domestic slaves, the forest races, and

migratory homeless fragmi'iits of broken tribes.

Tlie village god, the (dramma-deva, is every-

where worshipped by Idoody sacrifices. The

name in the centre of India is Bliim Sen, or

Bliiim Sen amongst the Gonds, Bhum supposed to

he from Bliunii, earth, lihurn pen of the <jroud

is usually a shapeless stbne, coTered with vei

milion, and it is Vorshipped ovefr all Gondwan.

and from E. to W. Berar. i

Tlie Asaga race of ^ash^fneii of Mysor
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worship a shapeless stone, whicli they call Bhuma- in Malabar. AVilson suppofiL‘» that the Malabar

devaru. women who bore children to them, ignorant of

The Hari Mariali of the Mahratta races is a tlie race of foreigners who were the fathers,

sacrifice of a live kid in 'front of their village styled the children ‘sons of mothers;’ but the

god, and j^robably has its name froni'tlic Hindi ])robability is that the law of doRcensus ab utcro,

word Har, a plough. Marumakkatayam, prevailing there from prior

Amongst all the aboriginal and Aryan races of ages, w^as followed by the mothers of the children

the Peninsula, serpent-worship and spirit-worship born of casual or permanent intercourse. The
prevail. In the more southern parts, and among Moplah are all large men, active and enter[)rising,

the leas civilised races, luiw objects of worship and possess much landetl property. They have ])een

are being constantly selected. In 18(>8, the raja restless under Britisli rule, and have repeatedly

of Wanparti died at Hyderabad, in the Dekhan, risen in insurrectiotis, ])ut tliese have been very

He had passed through a life of storm and turbu- local, and seem to liaves])rung from agrarian griev-

lence, and his spirit was worshipped in 8^ecunder- anees, the result of being unacquainted with the

abad on each occasion that cholera broke out. Hindu proprietary rights in the lands. They are

111 the extreme south, the Pai or Dei or l\‘iisachi a devout, God-fearing race, inclined to puritan-

are disembodied spirits, demons, and are Avor- ism, are occasionally fanatical and prone to

shipped by all the heathen ^Shanar race of Tinno- religions excitement, but they have never been

velly. The Bant race of Canara believe that rulers in India, have no dynastic recollections or

jiersons who die from violence become Paisaclii. longings, and are wi;!! worthy of being encouraged

In the Telingana villages aia; many small teiuides by tlicir British rulers. Under the influence of

dedicated to tlie Peri n tala, the sj)irits of women religious excitmnent; tliey are reckless of their

who have been doilied, rerintala meaning a wife, own lives or those of others, and the presence

a domestic woman. A inoiig.st other female deities of European troops in the district has always

is Polimera, the goddess of boundaries, from Pola been considered necessary to securi; peace. Therii

in 'felngu, meaning land. were outbreaks about tlie years 18117, 181‘)? 1873.

The village of Perriapollium, 25 miles north of d’liey arc a hartl-working, plodding, and frugal

Madras, on the bank of a small fiver, is famous pi.’ople, temperate and simple in their lives, and

for a temple dedicated to a g(.)dd(*ss known by striving their best to live honestly and decently,

several names. Amnia, Ellai Amma, Mari Amina, They all speak the Maleali language, but they

who is claimed by Ilindus to be their Kali, or use a modiiieil form of the Arabic alphabet to

Durga, or Bliawani. An annual fe.stival is lield write in. The .Moi>lah women arc secluded,

tliere, and about 10<hO<M) persons assemble, and They number over 500,000 in the Madras pro-

sheep, goats, and l)uft'nl()es an; largely .siicrifieed, vinces, principally in the Malabar and S. Canara

their heads being severed by one lilow of a bill- districts. Tiiey prefix to their names the "word

hook. At the close of th(‘ festival, men, women, Jonakan, a dialectal variation from avana,

and cliildren bathe in the liver, and afterwards Grecian, to distinguisli them from the Nestorian

array themselves solely with the leaves of the Ghristians. who are also called Mapillai, but have

Azadirachta Indiea, not a particle of clotliing the word Nasrani, Nazarene, prefixed to the term,

nor of cotton is all(j wed to remain on tlie body, Xu/yho/, a race of Miiliammadans in the ^Madras

even the waist -string worn by men, and the thali IVesidency, where theynumber over .300.1)00, hard-

or marriage neck-string worn by women, are laid working, intelligent, upright men, entering keenly

aside. With the men, leafy twigs of the tree and enterprisingly into all branches of trade, and

fastened to a straw rope are tied round the waist, extending their mercantile connection over all tlie

and tlie leaves reach to the lower part of tlie IVuiinsula. They are merchants, tradesmen,

thighs or knees. Tlie women as their sole cover- pe<llars, leal her manufacturers, lishernieii, boat-

ng hold a cluster of the twigs in their hands, men, and saih)rs. They are numerous in Tanjore,

ind cross their arms over their breasts. In tliis Tinncvclly, Madura, X. Arcot, and Madras towui.

date they rush up to the temple door anil salute They arc liberal, largo-miiideil people, yet frugal

-he image within, then cireiimanibulate tin* and thrifty in their ])ersoniil exjKUulituro. They
eniple two or tliree times, bowing to the idol use the Tamil language in their iainilies, and
iach time they jtass the doorway, and then return have the Koran in that tongue. They take

:o the river, wlicro they bathe and ro.snme their their name from the Arabic word I^abek I

dotliing. Occasionally devotees, in fiiltilnient of meaning my lord, e«|uivalent to the English ex-

dicir vows, lie down near the tenqile, and roll pressions, *I beg ]>ardon,’ 'What did you say?’

diemsclves round and round it. Cattle, also, Jake the ^loplah of the western coast, they arc

lovered with the dcvaves, arc led around tlie supposed to be descendants of Arab fathers by

emple. Avomen of the southern parts of the Tamil

The Vira-Saiva sect of Lingaet and their country, 'I’liey are mostly Sunni,

langam priesthood are Hindus; arc most numer- (/hriMums have been in the south of India

>us in Mysore’ and in the Canarese- speaking from soon after the time of (Mirist. During the

mrts of the Madras, Hyderabad, and Bombay jiast four centuries, Xavier, Robert de Nobilibiis,

listricta. They are not a moral sect, arc bigoted Besehi, ainl Britto all laboured to convert the

ind exclusive, and the men wear tin* emblem of jieople of the south of India to the Romish
^iva, in silver ciuskets, suspended from tlie neck forms

;
wliile Scliwariz, Kuhloff, Rlienuis, and

)r fastened around the arm. They are strict others have laboured for tlie Protestant Church,
iregetarians, arc engaged in all the avocations of J’Jnrasiaus in the Madras T^residcncy at the
pvil life, and rarely enter the army. census of 1871 were 1^(3,371, of which 13,584
The Moplah^ written also Mapillai, from Ma, were' in Madras or the neighbouring district of

)ther, Pillai, a son, are all Muhammadans, and Chiiigleput, and 5409 in Malabar, where the

descendants of Ar^ibs who visited or settled Portuguese and Dutch had formerly settlements.
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Their women in MadraR are married wlien very
young.

Cairns are observed in every part of tlic

Peuinsula of India from Nagpur to Tiuiievclly.

There are immense numbers on tlie Animallay
Hills. There are six different kinds of cairns

and cromlechs at the Neilglieny Hills. The Todas
use the Azaram, a small .stone circle, within

which they burn their dead. Mr. yietz .say.s the

kistvaens are termed ]\loiiari mane. Tliese

contain ])Ottery with a rich red glaze, and many
of the clay figures fouml in them have a high

Tartar liead-dn'ss. They contain a very large

urn or jar, filled with human bones, 2)artiaily

cdiarred, with a number of beautiful little

vessels of various shapes, made of glazed pottery,

and .with relie.s of iron weapons.

In thi( cairns of the Dekhan liave been found i

skeletons on their faces, some with arms and

utensils
;

otlu’i* cairns have had ashes and charred

bones.

BKITISH BUEMA bas an area of 87.‘d-JO scpiare

miles, and in 1<S81 a. population of ,“),7.‘»b,771. It

(‘xtends from lat. 10 ' to 2'i.j N., 950 miles, from

the Pakchau river to near the sources of the

Koladyn river.

The ])roviuce has live natural divisions. In

.Vrakaii, the narrow stri]) of lowland between the

Yoma and the sea; the valleys of the Irawadi,

iSitaug, and iSalwin, s('])araied from ea<th other by

the Pegu Vorna and Poungloung range.s
;
and, in

the south, in Tenasserim proper, a. narrow lowland

strip betwei'ii the 8ianie.se fronli('r and tlie Jkiy of

Bi'iigal. The coast line is n|>wards of 1000 mile.s.

The country is veiy thinly oeeupicMl, only

to the square mih^. The inhabit ants are compo.sed

of numerous tribes of tlie ^longoloid family, but

owning no connectiou with each other, and they

Lave entered tlie districts, some from tin* north,

some from tlu* <‘ast, and some from the south,

Every year 80,000 to 100,nii() immigrants enter

Bui’iiia, more than one-half of whom are from

Upper Burma, the others from iMadrasand (’hitta-

gong. Most of those wli«t come from Buddhist,

countries setlle in the province, but the Imlk of

the ])er.sons from India make a litth- money, and
in three or four years retire. The. Chinese who
come to it are, more than others, inclinc<l to .settle,

mo.sfc of them being familiar with the Buddhist
form of J'eligioii, which the races in Burma larg<dy

follow.

Li the cen.siis of it wa.s .sliowii tliat

511, 7do peJ-.‘^on.s Avere born outsidi' the jU'ovinces
;

I

of these 810, (JOO wme natives of 1,’pper Bui’ina.

The immigrants are mu.stly men, conse<pU‘ntly the

females are very few.

Males. ftniialrs, i !Mak‘S,

.1X72, l,4:ir),,ois i,,3il,o:iO
I
l.ssi, bTATuo

The Burmese women readily intermaiTy with

the imiiiigrant.s.
j

There seem to have been two great branches of
j

iniinigrant.s from the great bend of the Bralima- i

jmtra, one of tliese, Naga, Kiiki, Shandoo, iai.sliai, !

Khyen, Mni, and Kum-wi, bending westwards.
|

descent of these tribes, a great people seem to

liavo entered from the head-waters of the Irawadi,

occupying its splendid valley, and driving back
the prior occupants into the mountains on either

side. These liist comers are now represented by
tile Burmans, from whom the Arakancse branched
soon .after the occupation of Burma proper.

The tribes tiiat liavc been exposed on the sea-

board of Arakan or in the basin of the Irawadi,

to the influence of the Chinese, Shan, Mon, Bengali,

and more distant commercial nations, have attcained

a comparatively liigh civilisation. The Singpho,

although mucli behind the Burmans, are greatly

in advance of thi^ Kiiki, and the Burine.se seem at

a very ancient ])crio(l, wlicn their condition was
similar to tliat of the Kuki, and perhaps in many
respects more harliarous, to Iiavc spread them-
selves from the U])per Irawadi to the south and
west as far as the highlands of Tijierah on the

one side, anil Pi'gu on the other. Mniercvc: the

stock from whieli they luive luam derived wuis

originally located, tlicy pr(>bably first appeared on

the Ultra-Indian ethnii? stage as a barbarous Him-
alayan tribe, immediately to the eastward of tlu*

Mishmi, if indeed they were not identical with tlie

Mishmi of that era. 'I'he I'pper Irawadi was
jirobably then pccupiial by tlie ruder aud inland

trilies of the Mon-Annam alliance.

Dr. Mas(ui, writing in .18(.)0, classed the races

of Burma as bdluws :

—

<f. Bunuese Tribe.*^, viz.

—

1. Ibiniiese.
I

7. Yo, Jo, or qtuoi,

2. Arakaju.sc. I Zo-biiiiiy or ye-biiin.

;t. .’Uiigli. ! U. Pyu.
I. Kiinyaii. i 10. Iviido.

\ 'r«)ungliu»> tii))i‘.
j
11. J>ami.

(>. 'Paviy tribe.
;

/>. Jalaing, Pegii.in or Mon.

e. 8han Tribes, viz.

—

1. Slum or Tai.
j

.‘i. Paloinig or Paloa.

2. l.ao, bau, Lawa, or Wa.
|

1. Pbwoii or Mwooii.

(/. Karon Ti

i. 8gau Karen, viz.

1. Sgau.

2. Man-no pglu*.

Pa kij.
-

i

1. Wo-wa.
j

ii, ligliai Karen, viz.

—

1. Tunic Bgliai.

2 . „
TiMv May.

1. Manu-inanau.
.\ Ped Kart'll.

iii. Pwo Karen, viz. -

1. J‘wo. i

ibes, viz.

—

2. .xiiomig.

KayorKa.
1. Tarn or Ku-hta.
b. IMoji-gha or Ple-mau.
0. ila-sliwio?

7. 'I’oungthn.

X. Kbyen, Kyn, or Cliiii.

iv. Shan Karen, viz.—

1. Yen or Vein.
2. Y(*n-.soik.

it Ying-bau.
1. Pandung.
r>. 'I’oung-yo.

ti. Black Karen.

e. Miscellaneous Trilies, viz.

—

1. Ka Khyen tir Kaku. I .b. Sak.
2. Ka mi or Ke mi.

[

<1. IMru.
.‘t Kyan. I 7. Hliaudoo.
4. Koon. X. Selling.

Ill Butina, ill 1881, the chief races were a

under :

—

Another brane.h moved to the east, and are now
known in the upper valley of the Irawadi as Ka-
khyen, who, on tlie watershed of the Irawaili and
8alwin, merge into Karen, with the Karen-ui as

an offslioot, and lulvaiieed into the delta of Pegu
as tlie Karen cultivator

;
and of tliese the Toung-

fliTi !IT'/* T»l7 i]».‘iblv ;i IfMoouiiif f/» +I1/1

Burmoac,
'i ailing,

.

Ksiroii, .

(Jiiij, . .

4 uimgtlin,

Kway-mi,
Mill, . .

<w!i m ~

2,012,274 Chinose, . . . 12,90

. 154,5.b3 Jkmgali, .... 99,01r

. 581,291 Hindustani, . . 72,9!;

. 5.5,Obb Tamil, .... 35, Of

. 3.b,.b54 Tiilugii, .... 35,71

. 13,773 All racesfrom India,24(),2t

. 1 1 ,020 Kuropeans and Amcr-
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Their religions were as under :— each step. The young people are little restricted

in their intercourse, and the marriage ceremony,
and tliat of divorce, arc simple

;
the women are

naturally affectionate, very intelligent, engage
largely in mai'ket and shopping husiness, and
<*vcn undertake extensive mercantile transactions.

The great Mramma family ar(! known to the Mvery male Burmrin is tattoocal in liis boyhood
British as Burmese. 'I’liey include the Ai’akanc.s(', from the waist to the knees

;
in fact, he lias a pair

Biirman, Tavoy, (Ihoung - tha, Yaii, Ya - bein of breeches tatlooed on him. The pattern is a

races. The peo])lc and their speech are of fajjciful medley of animals and arabesques, but it

coTuinon origin. is scarcely distinguishable, savt^ as a general tint,

The /I ra/tYir/e.s'e differ but litth* from the Burmese excepting on a rather fair skin. Erskine, in his

in feature or form, and thougli the Arakancse (k)ui'se in the Pacific, mentions that the natives

spoken language is so dissimilar from that of the of the 8amaoii or Navigators’ Islands have exactly

Burmese, as to be almost unintelligible, when the same fashion.

written it is the same in almost all res]>ccts. The Burmeso arc spirit worshippers. They
Tiu;y preserve the letter r, which the Burmese projiitiate the Naides. tiny reverence the snake,

pronounce y in sound. The A rakanesc also retain Almost every Mon village has a Nat sin or Nat
with its natural sound the inhe rent vowel a, wliieh shed.

on the east of the Arakan Yoma range is pro- 'Uiey lielieve in astrology, nlcheiny, and witch-

nonneed in several ditVerent ways. craft, the evil lye, pliillres. The liman Tsaya is

In Tavoyan' descoinlanisof an Arakanese enlony, llie witch-linder. Diseases are supposed to be the

jilaiited tliere before the Bui'niese had conquereil work of evil -disposed Nats. Tlu‘ Kyat or Jai an*

the iulerveniiig Tahdng or Mon. 'I'he principal elfs or goblins, who live in the earth-mounds
inhabitants of Amliersl, province arc Talaiiig, found in the forest.

Karen, and Toungthu, with small numbers of or meaning Great Exem])lai*

Arakanese, Shan, Burmese, Hindus, Chinese, or Groat Glory, is tlic name by which the. nu'Hibers

Muhammadans, and J^lalays. of th(‘ monastic, rule of Ihiddliism are comiuoidy

The Va?t. liv<; on a western tributary of the Ira- known in Burma.

wa.(Ii, about the latitude of I‘agan. They do not Muf/h in a term which the Muhammadans and

differ much from the Burmese either in race or Brit islihavegiven to the Arakanese, but that pi.'Ople

language. Tiny are the pedlars of Upper Burma, restrict it to the «li'seendants of Arakanese by

The Ya-hcia are almost iiidistinguishable from Bengali mothers. 'I'he Mugh form six-tenths of

the Burmefio. 'I'heir language is a dialect of the tlie nativi^ pojudation of Arakan, one-tenth being

Burmese. They rear silk-worms, which is never Burmest‘ and the remaijuler Hindu. In Arakan.

dt)Jie by the pure Burman. and in the basin of the Irawadi, arc several tribes of

(lioiiiHj-thd, or children of the stream, are a the same stock with the Burman, and their laii-

part of tiio Arakam*S(; nation wlio have remained goiages are in tlieir yua'seiit form so much akin to

111 the hills. They are gradually descending into it that they may be almost considered as forming,

the plains. Tiny speak Arakanese, and are liiiddh- with Burman, (lialects of one tongmu
ists.

' Kfinn is a term by wJiieli the Burmesedesig-

In the Tibetu-Burnian family, and belonging by uate most of the mountaineers of P.cgu and

origin to the same great j\lraimua. group as tljc Southern Burma. ’^I’lie Shan call theni ^ ang.

Burmese, are classed the hill tribes of Arakan,-- wliicli is pronounced by tbe^ Burmese Yen, and

the Sak, Chaw, Kway-mi, Kooii, Mru, and Shan- there are tribes known as Vein, > en-seik, Veii-

doo tribes,—who live near tiie Koladyn and its bau. Some of tin* Karon tribes wear wliite

tributaries. Their languages are marked by clothing, some black, and. some red, and these

differences sutfieient to entitle tliem to be separ- colours have been used b) designate them. But

ately named. as some of their tribes Avear a frock or tunic,

The JjiuHKtns proper occupy the valley of the while others have short trousers as a costume,

. Trawadi, mixed with Karen, from lat. N. to the forms of their clothing have been employed

the delta. TJicy are Buddhists. Their language, as designations.

the Burmese, is spoken in Arakau, in the valleys Zov/ Karen call themselves Ka-ya; some of

of the Irawadi and Sitang, and in 'renasserim t<» the Bghai clans, Ka-yay. They have traditions

the south of Tavoy. I’liere are munevous {Shan pointing to the north as the region whence they

{SUitesfar to the north-east, b It they generally owe migrated, and of having erossed a river of sand

fealty to the Burmese monarch. The tribes and (sbamo), a desert where the sands rolled before

natives undtT the sway of tlui respective rulers are the winds, also of having once been in the posses-

iiumerous. sion of books of religion, which tliiy had lost.

The Burmans are lively, inquisitive, active, This tradition may refer to Gobi desert, which is

irascible, and impatient. The men have long intersected I from E. to AV. by a depressed valley,

bodies, with short, stout thighs. They arc of a the Shamo or Sea of {r^and, which is also mixed

reddish-yellow colour, are not fond of continuous with salt. AVest from it lies the llau Hai or Dry
daily labour. Both men and women wear a jacket, JSea, a barren plain of shifting sand blown into

and a wrapper for tlie lower part of the body. high ridges. But they are an impressionable

^J’he Burman wojnan’s lower garment is a narrow race, and it will be diilicult to localize the place

ploth of various colours, of a pleasing contrast, to wliich they jdlude.

{'Inch descends generally from the waist or from The Karen preceded the Barmans in the delta

f

low the arm to the feet. It is made to overlap, of tlie Irawadi, and are now the joint occupants

d is tucked in in front, at the waist, but it is so with the Mou. They are also found in the lower
. - "

’howii at plains of the Ij^alwin, the deltas of the iSitiing

291

l^uildliists, . . 3,251,r)84 Jews 204
Nat worshippers, . 14.3,.581 Piirsoes, .S3

Hindus, . , , . 88,177 Jirahmans, .... 37
Christians, . . . 84,21 ‘J .Jains, r»

Muhammadans, . 108,881
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and Irawadi, the middle basin of the SLtang as immemorial, which they say came to them from
far as Tonga, and in Tenasserim. lu Martaban heaven 2000 years ago.
there is also a remnant of an allied tribe, the The fnst convert to Christianity was Ko Thah
Toungtlm. Roth the Karen and the Toungthu Ryu, who was baptized at Tavoy in 1828

;
but

belong to the Yuma branch of the Tibeto-Rurman before his death in 1841, there were 1800 native
fjvinily. disciples. The missionaries amoilgst tliem liavc

The long and narrow hill tract between the been Mr. Roardman, Miss Maconibe, and Messrs,

valley of the Irawadi and the Salwin as far north Mason, Wade, Rennet, and Abbot. Several

Jis 23^^ is occupied by cognate tribes called Karen- of their dialects luive been reduced to writing,

iii (Red Karen), who are said to speak a very some in Roman, some in Rurinan character, and
ancient dialect of the Yuma family. This branch the Scriptures translated.

has a parallel range on the western side of the Sf/au tribes speak the Sgaii dialect. Sgan is

Irawadi, and in their traditions they assert tliat their own designation for themselves, but tliey

they preceded the Rurmans as the dominant likewise claim to be I ’gha-ka-nyo, or men. As the

people of the basin, and they seem from very seaboard is approached, tlu: Sgaii and the Rwo are

ancient times to have occupied the whole of the found mingled together from Rasseiu to Mergui.

valley southward from the valley of the Ranak on They are, however, found from Mergui, in lat. 12°

tlie west to the borders of Yunnan. N., to ITome and I’oiiiighoo, in lat. ID" N.
;
a fi‘w

No trace of thi‘ .Mon is left along the Vuiiia liave pas.scil westerly into Arakan, and on the

range,—tribes of the Karen family being the east they have wandered to the east of Zimmay
exclusive holders of its inner valleys. iSoine of over the watershed that separate.^ the Meinam
the very imperfectly described tribes on the from tlu; Salwin. Tliey are the most numerous
eastern side of the Irawadi, to tlie north of tlu' of all the Karen trilu's. They wear a white tunic,

Karen -ni, viz. the Ze - baiiig, Ka-Khycn, etc., with a few horizontal bands of a re<l colour near

may belong to the older immigration. Rut the the bottom, and fnnii this they are called White
JMon is the only remnant within the ancient Karen Karen. Where the population is sparse, they

province, and its earlier [ireservation is doubtless cultivate the inost favourable Sjjots, first, before

owing to the same cause.s, its arts, civilisation, hewing down the trees, abjuring the departure of

and wealth, which have enabled it to hold its all evil, an<l tlieii dibbling in the rice seed, wliiidi

own against tlie Tibeto- Rurinan horde of the they do not sow broacleast like the Rurmese

;

Irawadi. ])lanting also cotton, eap.sicmn, Indian corn, vege-

The Karen in Rriti.sh Rurma are over half a table.s of all kinds, ami .fob's leai’s between the

million (081,204). Their language (lifters widely rows. They also iish largely, for they cat all

from those of the hill tribes of Arakan, and
|

creatures, lizards, snakes, deer, wild hog, elephant,

ethnologists class them by tln'inselves, separate rhin()eer().s, wild ox, buftaJo; tliey gather the

from the members of the Miainnia family, ddu.'y wild cardamom, or wash for tin. Ihey liave no

are supposed to have come from the N.Mk of mechanical art, hut .some of the women weave
China, moving towards Yunnan, ami thenc(‘ along ami emlmiider. 'I'lieir bidrotlials are in infancy,

tlie hills on either side of the Sitang and Salwin and the married couple eaily associate, but there

rivom into their pre.sent positions, about the ftth are fref|Uent separations. All the Sgau ami tlu‘

century of the Christian era. Pwo burn their dead, but a bone is taken from
There are three great group.s,—tlie Sgau or the aslies, ami in the dry season i.s buried with a

Rurinan Karen, the Ihvo or Talaiiig Karen, ami festival, witli music ami dancing. The bone is

the Rhgeh or JRveh, to one or other of which ])laci-d in a booth, and around it the articles be-

lingui.stic gimip.s all the clans arc referred. longing to the deceased are liung, with a torcli at

The Karen iaiignagcs are nionosyllaliic and the head ami another at the foot to represent tlic

tonic, and show unmistakeabl(; evidema* of Chine.se morning and evening stars. They make offerings

influence in theii* vocabulary. The Rweh Kanui to evil spirits, tlic Na, and to a good spirit, wlu^ni

are in tlie Sahviii and Martaban di.striet. 'I'liey they style gramlmother.
include the Kareii-ni or Re(I Karen. Ijijhai or Rweli.—From the nioiilh of tlioThou-

The Karens ])aiiit tlie two post.s of their door- kye-Khat enck to near the Rritisli boundary and
ways, the one red and tin; other wliitt;. Karens

.
the Flian Ftate of Mo-bya, tin; whole country

walk round the dead to make a snujoth ]>atli, like
|

from the Sitang to tlie Salwin is jieopled nearly
the Rliotani in procession roiiml tlie shrines of exclusively by tiibes to whom the Sgau and the

Ruddha, and like .Jews, who walk seven tiim.'s Fa-ku give the name of Rghai. The Rghai or

round the cotlins of their friends. The Jewish Rweli are met with immediately north of the Sgau
priests, in offering oblations, I’salin xxvi. (j, walked ami Pwo, on tin* left liaiik of the Sitang, and on
round the altar seven times. The A.ssam hill Irihes, tlic -waterslied bi t ween it ami the Salwin]
like Karens, consider tiie toucli of the dead piolln- Ln.shdi—'I'he high mountain range called Modu-
tioTi, as in Number.s xix. 13: ‘ IVhosoever touchetli ting, Mi-anidoiig, ami Yomdong, forms a natural

the dead body of a man, and purlfieth not liimself, boundary lietweeii (Jhittagong and Arakan. Tin*

delileth tlio tabernacle of tlie liOrd: because the Koladyn flows about IG miles distant on tlic east,

water of separation was not sprinkled upon him, and the country there is mostly uninhabited. To
he shall be unclean.’ Karens are smaller than the the west are the Jaishai.

Rurmans. The IVhite -Miaou-tse, who occupy the The Shnmluo are a recently intruded tribe,

hill country of Central China, present many They are the most warlike tribe, and exist in large

points of resemblance to the ’ Karens. They numbers outside the boundary of Rritisli Burma,
are brave, independent, and at certain intervals and are said to be pressing the Kway-mi and MrnC
sacrifice an ox without blemish to the great soiUliwards. They are probably tlie same race

Father. It is amongst the Miaou-tse that the Old the Kuki, who, according to Colonel
Testament is said to have existed from time stretch ^r Koladyn tqj ^(*0

29?
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border of Manipur and Cacliar. Their language

belong.? to the Tibeto-Burman family.

'I’lie Kiray-ml or Ka-mi (dog-tail) differ but

little from the Mru. Both these races are moving
southwards. Sir Arthur Thayre believed th(‘m

to form a branch of the Myain-ma race, from

which the. Biinnese and Arakanosci spring, and
he considers the hill tribes to be prior occu})ants.

They number about 10,000, two-thirds of whom
are in tlic hills of N. Arakan, the rest having

settled on the Akyab ])ljiins. They have black,

straight hair, high clieek-bonos, oblhpie (;yeK,

and scanty beards. They api)ear, like tlu; Kak-

haing-tha, in a more rude state of existence, aiul

the traditions of the latter i)eoph‘ refer to the

Ka-mi as juior oecn])nnts.

The 7'outifjtJni in ])ei‘Sonal npjjearancc and
dress somewliat resemble tin' Shan. They are

short of stat lu'e, and thickly built. Their language,

is tonic, and closely connected in vocabulary and
syntax with the Ibvo JCareii. They are a clannish,

taciturn people. Their namo signifies hillman,

but they call tliemselvi's l*ao, and an* divided into

maiiy local clans. In British Burma they number
about ;t(),000 in the Amlu'rst district, on the banks

of the Salwin, and along the d'hatniic range of

hills, and about bOOO ('ast of Kyi Keto.

Northern. Arakan hill tracts coinprist* a dis-

trict about C){) miles long and 40 brua<l. There

are six distinct el(‘ar ranges, and two important

rivt'fs with thi ir alllucnts pierce the mountains,

'fill recent years the whole of tliis region wa.s tin;

home of many wild and lawles.s elans, who lived

amidst constant rapine and disorder, and the

Ib'itisli polie.y has been to mark a boundary for

the more civilisial possessions, fii 1875-7(1 there
^

wcr<i four tribes within the British teriitory,

numbering souls. Rakhaing or Khyoung-
tlia, sons of the river, ILMO

;
Kliami or Bliwe-myi,

717 l^; Ann or Klionng-tso-Khyeiig, :ilG2
;
Khyaw

or Kuki Mri>, 212G. 'I’lic' Mru outside the boundary

are the worst of the mai’auders.

The Khyoi are the largest of the imnuTous
lull tribes of Arakan. They occupy the Yuma
range of inoiiiitains between i*egu and Arakan,

are numerous in the liill tracts of Northern

Arakan, and on the eastern side of the Irawadi, in

the uplands of Pronie and Alyedai, aiid on the i

watershed between tlie Irawadi ami Sitang. There

are also some 5000 in ^Sandoway. (Tiptaiu 1 lannay

says they are identical with llu* Naga. Colonel

Yulo thinks they arc nearly allieil to the Kuki.

Dr. Mason classes them with the Two Karen.

They are a retiring, timid race
;
arc migratory, but

arc settling down under British rule, following

the practice of jhoom or toung-ya cultivalion.

Ill British Burma they number over 50,000, partly

in Arakan and in Pegu, chielly iii Tiiayat-Myo

and Prome, with settlements on tlu‘ north of

Pegu as far as Tounghoo. Tlu' Chin or Khyeii

are widely extended in Bi itish Burma, being on
both sides of the Arakan Yoina, also in the

Thayat-Myo and Prome districts to the east of

the Irawadi river, and are in largo nniubers in

Upper Burma. They point to the Cliiiidwin

river as their ancient home. They tattoo the

faces of their young girls so as not to leave

even an eyelid free from hideous blue-black

deformity. Their language has affinities with the

^0 Kapen.
,

Iphe Chaw^ are a sujall-tiribc souls in

North Arakan. They are connected with the

Kuki.

The JSak: or Thek are in the Akyab <listrict.

Shan of the Burmese are the Po-yi of the
Chinese, and the Tai of the Siamese. Po-yi
means AVhito Barbarian. The Shaiis are behind
the Chinese in the arts, but in Burma every
article of husbandry of iron, brass, or silvcjr is

from the Shan States N. and E. of the capital,

also the best of the lacquered ware, the last

princij)ally from Monai to tlie E. of Ijower Pagan.
'I'he Shan State.? also manufacture silk, and the

Shans of the N.K. and the Cathay Slums or

Miiiiipnri know the art of dyeing both cotton and
silk. The silks are exceedingly rich, and of varied

check patterns.

The Shans in British Burma in 1881 were
50,7:^o immigrants and their descendants, chielly

from the Shan States. Outside the lioundary

tliey arij very num(*rous from the N.Pk of the

kingdom of Ava to Baiikok. I'hey are of the same
oi igin as the Ahoin and Khamti of Assam. Their

language is monosyllabic, and has, like the

(Tiinesti and Karen langiiagi's, more numerous
tones than the Ikirmose. They arc hard-working
and careful e.iiltivatois.

Mon or 'VaUiintj.—d'he tracts about the mouths
of tin* Irawadi, Sitang, and Salwin were anciently

<*all(‘d Savarna Blnuni or Ramanya, and were
inhabited by th(^ Mon. Tlie language of the

Tulaing is monosyllabic and tonic, with a sprink-

ling of polysyllabic words, and had a common
origin Avith those of Cambodia and Annam

;
and

Captain P'orbes has suggested that the Assamese,
.Mon, and Cambodians moved down the Indo-
(.ffnnese Peninsula about the same time, and
occupied contiguous tracts of country until the

Siamese intrinlod themselves between the mem-
bers of the Mon Annam family. It has been
suggested that the Mon language is connected
witli that of the Munda or Kularian tribe in

(Jliutia Nagpur, and a few words in botli

languages are more or less alike.

Tliere are in British Burma 154,553 pure

Talaing, and 177,030 persons of mixed Burmese
and Talaing parentage.

The Burmese call tliein Talaing. The Siamese

atipellatioii is Ming-mon. The ancient capital

of the Talaing was called Thadung, Thatuug,

or Satiiug. Its I’uins are still to bo seen between
the nioutlis of the Sitang and Salwin rivers,

and the colonists seem to have been of Hindu
origin, jiossibly arriving several centuries before

the Cliristiau era. They seem to have exteiideil

their empire to Pegu and Arakan in the early

centuries of the Christian era, and to have

held sway for sixteen centuries. Part of this

population dwell on the delta of the Irawadi,

Mon being the name used by themselves for the

native ))opnlations of i’egn, Moulmein, Amherst,

and Martaban
;
but their neighbours call them

Talaing, and the same names, Mon or Talaing, are

given to the vernacular language of Pegu. The
alphabet, like that of the T’hay and Burmese, is

of Indian origin, being essentially that of the

Pali form of speech
;

and, like all alphabets of

this kind, its language embodies a Buddhist

literature. The Mon language is quite unin-

telligible to a Burmese or Siamese.

The Talaing language has the intonations

characteristic of the Chinese family, but to a
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much less extent than the Chinese itself, the Tai,

or the Karen, 'riie roots arc principally mono-
syllabic, but this languaj^o is remarkable for its

numerous compound consonants. Like all other

In<lo-(.lhiuese language's, granunaiical distinctions

are made by particles prolixed or suflixcil. In its

vocables it is the most isolated languagoin Further

India, but it has a radical allinity with the

language of the Ho or Kol. The Talaing people

call themselves Mon, which has this bearing on
their origin, that a Ho or Kol tribe arc called

Munda and Mon. 31 r. O’Jviley thinks that the

Mon are only distinguishable from the Burmans
by tlu'ir less Mongolian and more Rjikhoing

aspect. They appt'ar to have been considcj ably

modified by the Indian element, which has always
been very powerful at the head of the Bay of

Bengal.

The Daiufjtuf or 1995 in Akyab, arc* in

features somewhat like the Gurkha of Nei)al.

They do not tattoo their bodies, ilress in white,

juid do not intermarry with other iac(*s. They
dwell among the hills of the Yet-thay-doung
township, TJoar tin* Chittagong frontier. A few
speak the Nepal tongue, some talk Bengali, ami
some Arakanese.

Saloue^ 894 in immher, are a tribe of sea

gypsies, living in the dry weather in their boats,

wandering about tlu' islands of tlie Malay Archi-

pelago, and during the monsoon taking shelter in

huts built on the lee side of tlieislamls. Their

clans keep to their r('S])ective lishing grounds.

They have 2
)(‘culiar wicker boats, and wctc

formerly ex2)Osod to the attacks of ^falay pirates.

Tlicy are in ])ersnnal appearance between the

Malay and the Burmese. Their language has

affinities with tlie bmguo of the former, ami

belongs to the Malay Polynesian group of agglut-

inating languages. They visit M ergui to dis
2
)oso of

the bccho-dc-UK'r.

1^245,125 j^ersoiis speak the Burmese language

proper. Amongst these are included many of

mixed race, such as the Biirmc'se-Talaing.

There are ,‘>02,988 Ai-akauese, ehielly in rhi'

Akyab and Kyonk-pyu districts of Arakan, with

targe numbers in Sandoway. Tlw wtioic number
speaking Burmeses therefore is 2,012,274.

All the languages that have ])een included

under the head of Burmese, belong to wliat is

sometimes called the Tibcto-Burmaii family, ai-e

monosyllabic, and are .spoke7) by races ])osses.siiig

the Mongolian type of coimten.arice.

7''be liunnesc women readily intermarry with

the immigrants. The principal mixed rac(‘s are

as under :

—

Burman-Ohin, . . 1 ,554

,, Chinese, . 4,.S,S0

,, Karon, . . 7i’i

„ Shan, . 24,:i09

„ Talaing, 177,939

., Tounghoo, 1,07<»

'J5il:iiiig-Shan, . . 9,517

Chindvjiren, . , . O.ScS

Shan-ChiTicso, . . 1,213

,, Karon, . . . 1,323

Tounglioo-Karon, . 2,48J»

ifindustani-
Biirman, . . . S,90S

English -Buriiiiin, . 703

Ambattan, . . 342,816
Araikularn, . . 309,036
Arora, . . . . .500,890

Bablian, . . 1,031, .501

liagdi, . . . . 701,915
Balai, . . . . 301,995
B»alija, . . . . 780,181
Banjari, . . . 214,498
Banya, . . . ‘3,275,914

Barlini, . . . 500,192
Barlii, . . , . 481,421
Barni, . . . . 218,812
liauri, . . . . 491,407
Bedor, . . . . 171,209

Jlorad, . . . . 2(>3,89l>

liliaiidari, . . . 158,388

Bliaiigi, Mihtar
,

141,483
liliar, . . . . 349,113
Bhat, . . . . 107,371
Bhil, . . . . 111,972?
Bhil (Diihla), . 129,211
Blioi, Bosia, . . 839,587
Bhuinhai-, . 188,151
Bliuinya, . . . 403,050
Bliuniij, . . . 251,000
Blinrji, . . . 304,844
Bind, . . . . 130,812
Jhiisnah, . . . :)0S,O32

Brahmnn, . . l;{, 7.30,045

I'hauinr Kh:ilpa,l(),47 t,<>.S0

( diaiidal, ( dianga, 1 ,749,008
('hannan, . . .

1
‘28, 000

( diasa, . . . . 5;’.4,()01

( 'In istians. 1,802,031

(’huhra, . . . »;29,n2
Has, . . . . 102,420
Devangulu, . . 130,901
Dhangar, . 1.1 17,151

Dhanuk, . . . 001,209
Dher, . . . 110,010
iryderalj.id, 2,000,087

Dliijiiar, . . . i:>.3,5<S5

Dhobi, . . . 1,331.100
1 )oin, . . . . 721,055
Dosadh, . . 1,138,051
iJnhla, . . . 129,211

Elavi-71, . . .387, 170
Dadaiia, , 020,220
(larori, . . . . 112,400
Ganda, . . . 2.3.3,001

(Jaudam,Sivachav, 259, 110
(Jhatwal, . . 113,173
(diiriat, . . 1.58,010

Doalla, . . 1.005,000
(lolla, Kiiriiha, 180,535
frolJ.a, (Jaoli, . 212,707
<lond, , . . . 040,277
Gonda, . . . 141,003
(Josain, . . . 1 17,998
Goiir, . . . . 214,818
Gowari, , 110, .579

(bijar, . . . 1,213,113
Hajani, B.n]>ej', 2.37,91.9

Hari, . . . 297,013
Holiar, . . 447,421
Idayan, . . 1,071,882
.lain, , . . , 189,493
.Taliya, . . . . .381, .540

Jam Ira, . . , 107,109
.bingani, . . , .320,850

Jat, .... 2.0.30,994

.Ihinwar, . . 209,111
•bigi, . . . 340,342
Kacini ri, . . 281,011
Kaoh’hi, . . 2,258,709
Kalnir, . . . 1,840,8.50

Kaibartlia, ‘2, 137,.540

Kaikalar, . . 323,788
Kalal, . . . 249,787
Kalar, . . . 1.53,070

Kalingalu, 100,504
K.'ilita, . , . 253,800
Kallain, . . 397,857
Kalu, . . . 170,782
Kalwar,

j., .5.3.^8111.

Kamnia, . . . 796,732
Kandara, Bengal

, 120,900
Kandu, . . , . 008,910
Kaiiot, . . . . 344,814
Kapali, . . . . 130,240
Ka])u, . . . . 107,341
Karan, . . . . 10(),332

Ivawa, , . . 1,102,255
Kawar, . . . . 115,078

Kayasth, . . 2,1.59,813

Kowat, . . .521,0.53

Khandait, . . . 017,017
Kharwar, . . . 195,242
Khatak, . . . 108,829
Khatri, . . . . .393,199

•Khond, . . . . 135,900

Koch, . . . 1,878,804

Kodula, . . . 214,090
Koeri, . . . 1,207,9.51

Kol . 299,901

.Koli, Koiikani, . 125,949

IMahratta, . . 881,014
Baroda, . . . 070,001
Talahda, . Ji01,80.5

Kolita, . . . . 253,800
Komati, . . . 591,039
Kori, . . . . 881,871
Koshti, . . . . 315,424
Kiirnliar, . . . 114, .‘478

Knnihar, . . 2,053,080
Kmninalon, . . 784,998
Kun)>i, . . . 7,14r>,555

bewa, . . . .508,038

Kadawa, . 3.34,881

Kura ^5ull, . . 225,282
Knnni, . . 4,005,075
Kiiriihaj', . . 225,282

Ku savan, . . . 203,975
langaot, . . . 4.57,108

.langani. . 320,8.50

laalli, . . . 1,010,724
Jaidlii, . . . . 204,()07

Lohanna, . . . .348,514

lioliar, . 1,595,8.58

lionia, . . . . 378,()19

Madigani, . . . 174,824
Maduk,. . . . 308,821
IMaliajan, . . . 034,440
]\lalaynla Siidra,

,

004,‘200

Mai . 142,114
Mali, . . . 1,209,019
IMallah, . . . 1,081,931

Mang, . . . . 55r»,771

Marar, . . 184,519

IMaravan, . . . 250,304

3Ieiir;i, . , . . 231, (;2l

Mhar, Dher, . 2,742,210
IMiua, . . . . 432,090
Munurwar, . 187,4.58

lOussaliar, . . . 549, .524

Mutrasi, . . . 104,071

iMutsatta, . . . 133,141
Xahambadi, . . 100,082
Nai, .... 2,283,041
Nair, . . . . 3.30,227

Ka,t, .lugi, . B21,‘H)l

Nath worshippe rs, 143,581

Nunnia, . . . 282, OtK)

Oddan, , , , . 363,289
Ooria, . , . . 101,199

15uliyaoi, , . . 370,847
Ihin, .... . 241,487

Banchainsali, . . 291,240

B;i,rai;t, . . . . 102,002

J'arayen, . . 3,290,038

Basi, . . . 1,199, ,50.5

rillai, . . . 1,204,982

Bod, .... . .325,755

Bowar, . , . . 100,081

Bulaveii, . . . 190, .5.39

Jtajbansi, . .

Kajwar, . .y . 131.#
Keddi, .

,
jf

.
664,100

Hadgop, ^ .
557^47

HainLv. ..1 . 1871380

Total indigenous and allied mixed races, 230,481

Total Tiulo-Burman races, . . . 10,020

Total Europeaii-Bnrnian races, .
.

^

702

Total (Jhristians returned as Km opeaas, 0,S0<S

C(L^tes and 7rihcs.-^li\ British India i)ropcr the

following arc the castes returned in. the census of

1881 as exceeding 100,000 in any one jjrovincc :*•—

Agamuriian, . . 302,3:iH I Ahir, . . . 4,039,107

Agria, Mith-Agria, 170,573 |
Ahom, .... 179,314

Abar, .... 272,863
\
Anibalakaran, , 1.55,537
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Sakkili, . . . 1,120,837 Tarkhan, . . . 219,.'591

Sale, .... 200,794 Tatwa, . . . . 24,'5,904

Salowara, . . . 194,134 Teli, .... 2,9,'>3,930

Santal, . . . . 210,001? Teli and Ghanclii, 2(MU8:{

Saora, .... 103,490 Telinga, . . . 327,338

Savaralu, . . . 131,409 Telugalii, . . . 013,0‘.M)

Hembadaven, . 100,019 Tiar, .... 349,117

Setti, .... 2.35, 2<S0 ITapparavaii, . 104,9.5!)

Shanan, . . .1,478,090 IJriya, . . . . 101,1!)9

Sonar, .... 979,709 Vanan, . . . .528,458

Sudra, . . . . 339,3.5.5 Vanian, . . . 3.39,130

Sunri, .... .580,021. Vanian, . . .1,07.5,201

Sutar, .... 303,198 Velania, . . . 34S,0<;3

Taga 101,(;i.5 Vcllalav, . . .1,770,00,9

Tanioli, . . . .320,200 Wi<kkalig:i, . . 0!);5,215

Tanti, .... 079,875 ' Yadavalu, . . 10.5,420

JieUfjlom.

Hindu, . . 187,937,4.50

Muhammadans, 50,1 21,58.5

Aborigines, . .0,420,511.

Buddhist,. . . ;i, 41 8,884

nhristian,. . .1,.802,034

Sikh, . . . .1,853,420

lain 1,221,890

Satnanii, . . . 3!)S,409

Kabirpanthi, . . 347,991

Nat worship, 143,581

Barsop, .... 85,397

.lew, .... 12.009

Bra mho. . . . 1,117

Kimbipatia, . 913

OtliiTS and imsiK'ci

fied, .... 59,!)8r)

All irligions, 253,891,821

— Dr. Caldtrrirs Comparullrc (irammar and
Shdiiars

;
Mr. {Sir (frortje) (.^iiuphdP.s' ldhnoh<iij

of India; Jh\ A. ('(unphrll in .li)urti. Ethvoloijicitl

Sonietii
;
Sir Walter Idliof in ,Jo. Idli. Sor. ; Sir

Ilenrji Ellivfa India ;
Cajdain EnrUs, A'. A’.

Frontier : EraseAs JHinahijia Afts. ; (lerard's

Euiaurar ; Dr. IF. IF. Ifinder'.^ iVon-Ari/an.

Laiajuafjes and Imperial (Jau tleer; India Admini-

stration and Census llepvrts; Journats Asiatic and.

Ethnological Societies; Marskairs Todas; Mason's

Jinrmah ; Samttells. in Ikiaj. As. Soc. .fo., 1S.5G;

Dr. John Shorlt on Leaf Festirnf, an the Yenadi.

on Neilghtrnj Tribes; Turner's Embassii : Dr. I'.

Watsfiu's People (\f India ; Dr. It. It. IF/A-nn’.s-

Jlindoo (\istes; Dr. Thomson's Trarels in A^. IF.

IJiniataija
;
Mr. Trclaumeif Sfuniders in Ceog. Sue.

Jonrn.

On llio NORTHERN AND NORTH-EASTERN
FRONTIER OF INDIA tlio priiicipal rncos may
be enumerated us under :

—

Chinese. Trontier and TibtHan, Bod, (Jyaini,

(lyai’ung, Tak])a, Manyak, Thoehu, Sokpa, Ilorpa,.

Nepal, W. /o A’. Serp.a, Snnwar, (.'ninng, 31uniii,

Magar, Thaksya, Pakliya, Nowar, Liiiibu.

E. Nejml. -KiTaiiti, llodong, Kungclienhung, Ching-

tangya, Nacbhoreng, AValing, Yakha, Chourasya.,

Kulungya, 33mluiigya, Bahingya, Lohorong,

Liinbiclilnin, Balali, Sangpang, Doinai or Dutni,

Khaling, Dungiii.ali.

Nepal Broi-e.n Tribes.—Diivhi, Denwar or Dlionwara,

P.ahri, 01ie])ang’, JJhrainn, \’ayu or Hayti, Knswar,

Kusunda, Tharu, Dhramah, Bhotia, Brahman,
Kkthariah, G.'illia, Kami, Khas, Margi, Mungar,

Murung, Nimbii, Parbatti.ih, Sarki, Yakha.
Sikkim.-- Lopcha.
Bhutan.—Lhopa.
Benyal, N. A'. —Bodo, Dhimal, Koch, Garo, Kachari.

Benffnl, E.

,

is vVssam.

The valleys of the Himalaya are occupied by
many tribes, who carry ou tvathc and interctnirse

over the mountain passes, ainon^^st the highest of

which (above the sea) are the Baralacha, 16,500

feet; Niti, 16,800 feet; Baleh, 17,700 feet;

Umasi, 18,000 feet
;
Lankpya, 18,000 feet

;
Kui-

brang, 18,300 feet
;
Lakhur, 18,400 feet

;
Mana,

18,760 feet.

Mr. Hodgson, Dr. Campbell, and Mr. Aitcheson

have all noticed the maze of languages spoken in

the Himalaya
;
and the ethnic ‘phenomena in the

Himalmuffiirniiiili they were

I

peopled by successive swarms from the great

I Turanian liive
;
that its tribes arc yet tracc'ably

alike to the Altaic branch of the north and to tluj

Dravidiaii of tlio south, and that, the Khas, the

Kanet, the Dogra, and several other tribes of the

Western lliiiiulaya are of mixed breed, desetmded
from Tartiir mothers and Aryan fathers.

The Nivicha are a half-breed race on the

southern slope of tlie Indi.aii (hiucasus, hetw(‘en

tlH‘ Afglunis and the higher peaks. They sp{>ak a

language relate<l to tlic Indian tongues, with some
curious atlinitics to Latin.

The northern region of tlie Himalaya is occupied

exclusively by the Fis-llimalayau Bhotia (called

Pain Sen, Rongbo, S(n ])a, Kath Bhotia, etc.), who
extend along the whole line of the ghats, and who,

with the name, havi' v(daiiicfl uiichang{*d the lin-

gual and physical cliaractciistics, and (‘veii th(^

manners, customs, and dress .of their transnivean

brethren.

To the C(“iitral region of tlie Himalaya arc con-

lim‘d, eacli in tlieir own province, from west to

oast, flio Dunghar, west fi-om Nepal: the Dardu,

G.akkar. ikimb.a, Kakka. Di^gra, Kanet, Garliwali,

Kohli, lh(^ Kus. Khas, or Khasia in Ne])al ; th(^

Magar, the ( Inning, the Kusunda, Chepang, Sun-
war, Newar, Murnii or Tamar. Khomla) or Kivanti,

tin* Yakha, tin' Limbu or Yaktbuiriba, the Lepcha.

or Deunjong - maro in Sikkim; the Lliopa in

Bhutan.

In the lower rc'gion of the Himalaya, and in

similarly malarious sit.e*s oi the middle region,

dwell tlu‘ Bahoa, west of Kamaon to the Indus;

th(3 Ghibh, the Junjoh, the Awan, the Khatir,

the Boksa in Kamaon; the Bhotia in Nepal; the

Knswar, th(‘ Dahi or Dari, the Bhramii, the

Kumha, the Dhenwar, the Tharu, the Ilayii, tlu'

Fallas, the Kicliak, the Dhimal of Sikkim and
<'ast of it; the Bodo and the Koch'h. Of tiiese,

tin* Klias, Magar. Gurung, Nt'war, Murmi, Lepcha,

and Bodjia, «'tc., are dominant unbroken tribes.

33ie broken tribes are the vVwalia, Chepang,

Knsumla, and Hayu; and there are located

amongst them from time, immemorial tribes of

helot craftsmen, blacksmiths, carpenters, ciUTit^r.s,

potters, who are j'egarded as unclean.

The unbroken tribt'S arc tlic more recent immi-

grants from the north
;
their languages are of the

sim\)ler Turanian type, whereas those of the

broken tribes are of the complex or pronominal

type.

B est of Nejial conics tin* Palpa, then the Thak-

.sya, Sunwar, and S(‘r])a
;
the dialects of Kamaon

;ind Garliwal, which carry us oji to the Milchaii of

Kanawar
;
the Humlisi and Tibarskad north of it.

lu Nepal, the Farhattiah nr iVharia, a <liale(!t

of Hindi, is spoken all over the state, and forms

the court lauguage.

Between Lch and Dras, three distinct <liaJects

of the same language art* in ust*. The jieoplo and

their language are called Bhot by the Kashmiri. It

is cniindy ditYorent from Kaslnniri and its cognate

dialects of Dardistau and Kaliristan, or of Badakli-

shaii and Wakkaii, and bears no resemblance to

the Turki and Kalmaghi spoken in Kashgar.

In the lower counti'y, the people near the

debouchure of the Kashgar river speak a mixed
tongue, callo<l Luglimani.

The men of all castes in the hills are short and
of poor physique

;
they look worn, and get deep

' lined on the face at a comparatively early age.

m
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The yo\ing women are often extremely pretty, Chitral^ Upper and Lower.—An independent

those living in the higher and colder villages state, consisting of the npper part of the Kiinar

having, at 15 or 10, a complexion as fair as many valley, Afghanistan. It is bounded on the N. by
Spaniards or Italians, and witli v(‘ry regular fea- the Hindu Kush, dividing it from AYakhan and
tures. Hut they grow daiker as tiny atlvance in Hadakhshan ;

a crest on the E. separates it from

yearn, and become very plain. Cilgit an<l the parallel tributary valleys of the

Most of the traders of tlio snow valh'ys have Indus; on the 8. it is sep{U*ated from I’anjkorn,

some members of their familie s residing at Daba and on the \Y. from Katiristan. The population

or Gyani on the Nuna-khar lake. is Muhammadnn, Kafirs of the Kainiiz, Askiii,

The natives of Sukeyt, Mundi, and Kulii, in the and Ashpin tribes. They are the Dhangar mce.

Kohistan of the Jalandhar, have sallow com- The men are tall and well made, but t'xceedingly

plexions, and appear to l^o of the same race as cowardly; the wonun are remarkable for them

the inhabitants of Ihissnhir. In fact, many of beauty and their immorality. They bear a strong

the coolies employ(‘d as carriers b(?tween Simla resemldanee in their featuri's and Cf)lour to the

and Kalka are men from these states, who are hill j)eople of (Jinmba and Kangra, symmetry of

attracted there by tlie >Yagc‘S, whieh average om* form, black eyes and liair. They sp('ak a dialect

anna a day in their own districts, but from four of Dardu, but generally use Persian, Pushtu, and

to six annas on tlie left bank of the SuthJ. 'I’he Turki. The soil is tmtih*, eliuiate severe iii^.«

men are geiu'rally tall and strong, but few of them winter. The ruhu’s of l)oth (’hitrals are Sunni in

are haiulsome. Many of tlui young women are faith. They cai)tiir(‘ their own Sliiali subjects ;

pretty, l>ut at the age of or Lh") become coarse and the Siah I’osh, and sell tlunn as slaves;

and stout. The dress of both sexes is nearly the sometimes whole families aia* sold. Hoys and

same. It consists of a <lral)-coloure(l woollen giils are the most, prized of all the slaves brought

frock, trousers of the same or of leather, and a lo the Turkestan market, aud fetch from Ks. 100

Hat skull-cap, generally black, witli sandals made lo Ps. 500; but tlu“ inme comely women, Ivs. 500

of coarse grass. 'Die woolleii cloth called puttoo t<> Us. 1(K)(). The i‘Xi)()rts are korah k.ashkari or

is manufactured by themselves, aud resembles uiibleachcMl silk
;

clioga, made of shawl-wool, with

thick coarse blanketing. It is sold in pieces of
;

whieh all animals, dogs, and particularly goats,

10 inches in width and about 21 feet in lengtli, at i
are provid<.‘d.

2 rupees 8 annas or J rupees a jiieee, necordiug Tlu‘ li<tu'nl or /5/yV of Kamaon lead a wandtT--

to the quality. Hoth sexes wear a girdle arouu«l iiigtiml uneivilist*d life in the forests on the eastern

the waist, and the men generally go bare-legged
!
borders of tlie <listriet. They ar(‘ a remnant of a

during the hot weather. They seldom, if ever,
j

ju'ior ])o[)ii]alion, whom Mr. Traill thinks are of

wear slioes
;

the richer cla.sses, liowcver, wear tlie same rac(‘ as the Dorn. The Kawats apjiear

worsted stockings and shoes when they go out. to have been a knightly and equestrian order

The women, instead of tlie cap, sometimes have a among tlie Hhils, ami tin y have a tradition that

coloured piece of cloth tied round their h( ad. and their ancestors were the aboriginal iirinces of

occasionally twist their hair into one long ]'lait, Ivamaon. Tin* terms Dorn and Pawat siri' not

the end of which is ornamented with .slip i of peeuliar to Kamaon. The Dom is found in many
coloured cloth or shreds of worsted. parts of India, and I'auat is tin.' name of another

8ati wais greatly f(.)llowt‘d iiiAfundi by the raja-:, widiJy ilis.seiiiiiiated race. The lidjinirn of Kamaon
and by the principal Pajjmt familii s, but l.>y the speak d’eingu. Tlii'y jnaetisfi medicine. I'he

treaty with the Jbitisii in 181(5 it was discon- tongue spoken as the liill dialect of Kamaon is in

tinned. When raja Tori Saiii <licd iu 182(5, 17 the main Hindi, hut has alDnities to tin* Bengali

women, mostly slaves, wer<‘ burned with his in soiiu' of the popular tei ininations, in tlie verb

body, and 18 wdtJi that of Zalim 8ain, who died to be, and in some other parlicular.s.

in 1830. Infanticide also Yvas very coiiiiiion. The Clnunanij, (. '1iniii(ii\ or Koidi of the adjacent

The Cliumhn-ijaddi race of tin* (Jnimba Hills Himalayan province on the west, evidently belong

.«ay they arc Pajputs, ami of the ( Jaddi-jat. 'they to the .same race. They are a degraded cla.s.s,

are somewhat .short, but strong, and cleanly in usually darker than the Kaiiet (or, proper, Kaiia-

their habits. Tliey are sliar}), and able to imjxisc : wari), and .some are .said to hav(‘ woolly hail’,

on their less kiiowdng neighlxmis. Most of the IHhiI'mi..— In the hills of Kamaon, in thoforeVts

witch-finders are of the (hiimibn-gaddi race, ami from 8abna on the 8arda to Chand})nr on the

the race may always lie knowm by their j)eculiar .
(ianges, is a tribe called JUmksd. 'I'liey claim tQbe

conical caps, with lappets to turn <lown over their i <le.scendants of the JNnvar Jhijput, to have beeiV-Jj

cars, like an English travelling cap. Wlnm Euro-
;

ex]»elh‘d from Dliar, and taken refuge first in^

peans made their first at»i)earanc(.* in the Kangra ! Ondi., and then in their ])resent location. ^

valley, these men had very slight notions of caste,
\

The Kum t i.s an agi’icultural race in fheBinila

and w'ould eat or drink anything tlie Euro])caiis
|

Hills and east (d’ the Sutlej. They are rt lotial

gave them, but since their ‘ contact with the ' tribe, holding most of the land on the Simla'HiJJs.

natives of the plains they have become ns bigoted They are infiTior in po.sition to Ptijputft more
as any Hindu. The (iaddi are hill .shepherds perhajis of the level of the Kuniii and Lodhi,

about Kangra and elsewhere. but they are often (‘ducated, and are generally

Thc’/.u/op4 people are a race distinct from the ministers to the Pa
j
put chiefs. Their women are

people k)f Kulu or of the Chiimba range, 'flie vi-ry nice looking, and all the tribe who are not

J^ahuli Incn are short, but sturdy, very ugly and (in the upper hill.s) in contact with Tartars arc

very dirty^ Their 'women are decidedly plain, quite Aryan, though not very largo. They follow
The dress of both sexes i.s a black woollen frock a corrupted Hinduism

;
their villages contain

with drawmrs, and a woollen plaid, with black Hindu and Buddhist temples, and the people
circular caps of felt. Tlie women hit their

fall from the back of the liead in long plaits.

r worship at both; and their marriages are con-
• ducted by Lama priests Armvdtag .tathe .

W;.. .

' '
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ritual, aud the Hindu and Buddhist Kanets inter- and noses, and in general Pinall eyes, the skin of
marry. The northern Kanets arc polyandrists, a light-brown colour, with a ruddy hue derived
but one brother remains at homo while the from the reflection of the sun from the snow,
others are away on business, and the women are The smallness of the eye is particularly mentioned
oft(*n childless. The southern Hindu Kanets are by observers in other localities, as in Bhutan,
not polyandrists. The Sutlej people are amiable and gentle, free
The Tibetan colony at Moliasii, just abovi* of low cunning, having the appearance of a mixed

Simla, are powerful, ruddy - looking peoph*, race between th(‘ Tartar and the common hillmen.
entirely unlike Indians; their women are indus- They are fair, well inruli*, and strong, but are
triouB, but very unattractive. filthy and indigent. The women have a toga

In Lower Kunawar the pr('])onderating language fastened round tlie waist,

is Hindi, and is called Milchan, but tlu^ Bliot j)re- The Kulu province consists of the mountain
ponderates in Up])cr Kunawar. The Lubrnng or ])asin of the Bi as, atul the wi st bank of the

Kanam, and the Lidiing or Lippa, are vaiieties Sutlej. Sultan])ur, its capital, is elevated 4oSl
of the Milchan. In Sungnani tlic word 'riiebur- feet. The chain bounding the Sutlej on the west
skud is used to designate all variations from the is considerably higher than that on its east bank,

^regular form of s])i‘ecb. In Kunawar, Buddhism and is crossed into Sukeyt by the Jidauri pass,

Jecreascs in the central districts, and disappears elevated J 2,000 feet. Thii province of Cliuniba

the soutliern, where Bralnnanism in an impure bounds it on the west, and tin; ])hysical features

jrm occurs with local gods aiid irre« ilar priests, of Kuhi and Chumba are similar. The poorer
very hill having its deota oi‘ genius. Polyandry

j

Kulu jieople wear only a blanket wound around

5 general in Kunawar, from tlie liiglier clasM.*s the waist, and one end flung across the shoulders
lid lowest (hiainars, one family having one wife, and pinned acro.ss tlie cliest

;
men and women

lie eld(‘r brotlier being the more special Inisbaiul. often dress alike, but the long liair of thi^ women
t is called Kurpa. The mean number of inhabit- is ].laited in one tiess. The women of Knlu and
nts to a lioiise in various parts of Kunawar is the adjoining states arc inordinatidy fond of

ix. ornaments. iiotli men ami women suspend
Till' Kintfurari or Kanet are the principal race round tin* neck several amulets of inother-of-

i liower Kunawar. 'they are physically Aryans,
!
]>earl engraved with mystical figures. Polygamy

«t art* Tibetans in disposition and manners. is common.
In the upper valleys of the Sutlej, in Spiti and : an uneducated, ignorant tribe, origin-

Limaw'ar.are mixiMl races exhibiting much Tibetan : ally Hindu or Phaulian Bajputs, but converted to

lood, and in religion ai)parently more Biuhlliist • .Muhammadanism at some imrememberod date,

ban Hindu.
:

They dwell on the bonlers of the Panjab, clueiiy

The Koldi of Kunawar are a distinct and i along thti Itanks of the Sutlej river. They are

egraded class, darkerlhau the Kaiiet, and some i indifferent tanners and cultivators. Jdke the

re said to have w'oolly hair. Colonel Cun-
j

Pacliada, the Dogar w’cars a waist - cloth or

ingharn thinks it probahlo that they belong to
j

loongee.

he ancient Sudra or pre-.\iy;m race. They seem The Chihts eonntry is bounded on Ibo north
Hied to the Homs of Kunaw ar. Indeed, Kuhli of by the Indus river, on the south by the water-

4mla, Garhwal, Kunawar, and the j.Iains of she<l of the ridge over Lidhsur lake, on tlie east

iiortliern India call tliemselves indifferently Kohli by thi* w'atiT.sheil of the same nMge as abovo
r Cliainarai. They are an aboriginal race. They Lulfisiir lake, culminating in the lofty peak of

re distinct from the Kanet, w ho I’egard the Kohli .Munga Parbnt. The Aslor boundary marelie.s

s out-castes, and neither e.at nor intermany with with ('hilas here on tlie w^est to a point beyond
hem. In the Himalaya the Kohli are polyandiists. the village of Sdza //, where the Indus takes a lurii

iioy are jiortcrs and labourers and weavers,
^

lo the .south-we.st. (Hiilas affords good jiasturage,

ilhige inuSKuans, playing on the pi])e and tabor, ! but lies under .«inow for a coiivSiderabJe portion

acli tune with a marked character of its own. ‘ of the year. ^

^very Kunawar village contains a portion of i’hc S/uen, claiming an Arab descent, are the
liem. The Kohli are not Chnmars or eun iers, proprietary a/f<l governing ela>s. Crime is rare,

tuf cultivators, weavers, jialanquin -bearers, w^omeii have more liberty and pow'cr than among
illage servants, fishermen. They w orship snakes. Muliammadan tribes, but breaches of chastity are

Ibo the Grainma-devata or village lares et ]KMiate.s, pnnisbed by death. They w’(*re visited in 18(1(1

Jid are occiisionally pujaris. Hdiey are cleanly
;

by Dr. Leitner at the reipiest of the Bengal Asiatic

hey drink, but in moderatioa. In Gujerat many Society. Their language seems distinct from
Md petty chieftainships, wdi.li e.states attached to l^ishtu, Persian, and Ilimli, and is not nmler-
hem. w They are not allowed to enter temjdes or stood by thidr neighbours the Synd race, wTio

tiakcf offerings excejit by tlie bands of priests.
|

inhabit Daveil and Tankir to the west iff Gilgit.

HJie'iiAo^m race occupy Darina, Cbandans, and i According to their own traditions, the inhabitants

lymis ii^he N.W. Himalaya. of Chilas were conquered about the middle of the

Sipal is the name of the nieii of Siba in Darina. 18th century, and converted to the Muhammadan
n Byans' a dialect of Hindi is spoken. Byans faith. Up to about 1840 the Kagban Syuds
likhi is* a mythical saint, who is supposed by ceceived quantities of guHd dust as religious "dues

he people of Byans to be dw^elling on the top ! from the people of Chilas; but when the Syuds,
•f tne Kelirong mountain. Ho is supposed to ' aided by the Sikhs, failed in an attack on Chilas,
epreseiit the rishi Vyasfi. the dues were abandoned. A second attack by

ptain W. C. Hay describes the Bhotias . of
|

the Sikh nation was successful, and a small
in the N.W. Himalaya as ^physically robust annual tribute of 3 tolas of gold dust and 100
with strongly - marked, weather - beaten goats is paid to the Kashmir durbar,

tenances; <)imiddlwgii»hiighty witilk flat faces I The (rifqit territory is iu lat. 85'' N. and long.
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74'" E. 'riie lndu« river runs throngli it from of Dardii, while the Kashmiri have their owu
N.E, to S.W. It is oil the southern declivity of peculiar language. To the south, the people of

the Hindu Kusli, between Cliitral on the west Ohuniba, Kiilu, and Bussahir speak a dialect of

and Baltistan (Little Tibet) on tin* east. In the Hindi, and to the east and eouth-east the people
Baniiu valley there are races interiiiixed, of whom of Uiidok, ( 'liang-Thang, and Ngari speak Tibetan

may be noticed the Dardii of (digit and Chilas. only. In the Ladakli frontiers of the Western
(.digit, in Tibetan Gyilgyid, ha.s an ar(*a of 2500 Himalaya, the Bhots salute by raising the back of

square miles on the. right bank of the Indus. both ham Is to a li eight even with the forehead, and
The Dat'd race, lying along the Indus to the then ]-c]»eatedly describing a circle in the air with

westward of Ladakh, speak three distinct dialects, them by drojiping tln^ lingers downwards, and
and use the Persian (‘haraotor in writing. The turning the palm inwards. This is similar to the

three dialects of Dardu are called t>hina, Khajiina, Muhammadan practice of Jhllaen-lena, where a

and Arniya. 'I'lit' S/atta diah'ct is spoken by tin* I Avoman is suppos(*d to tiikc upon herself all the

peoples of Astor, Gilgit, and lower down in
]
evils Avhu'h would befal the person whom she

Chilas, Dareil, K<ihli, and Pal as. on both banks of addresses. Polyandry [u-evails in l^adakb. 4'he

the Indus; the by the people of Hnnza brotln'rs of one family have a single wife in

and Nager, and the Aniit/a in Pasan and Chitral. eommoFJ. and the children take name and obey, as

Astor has an area of DiOO square miles on tlie head of the family, tin* eldest husband,

left bank of the Indii.s. Tlie Hard or Diird an* /icas.— Polyandry prevails in the Beas valley,

supposed by \’igne to be* the Dadicie (AaOiXoti) of but tlu* general immorality is ascribed to the large

Herodotus, ami tlie i»eoj)h^ who now oecuj)y the numbers of Yarkandi traders,

country called Dardii. According to Burnes, the TIBET is called by the Chinese Tsang, also Si

inir of Ikadaklishari, the eliief of Darwaz in Tsang. The Tibetans (!all tlu‘ir country Bod-yul,

the valley of the Oxns, and the chiefs castwanl of ami the (.’hinese also call it Pnli-kwoh, or the

Darwaz avIio occupy tlu; provinces <‘f Knliib- land of Ihiddha. The term Ti})et is from Tii-peh-

Siiiighnan and Wakkan north of the Oxus, also teh ('ru-bod). ft lias four territorial provinces,

the hill estates of ('hilral, Gilgit, and Iskardo, are viz. Tsien Tsang or Anterior Tibet; Wei or

all held by chiefs who claim a Grecian descent. ( ’hung 'I’saug. (\.‘iitral Tibet
;
How Tsang, Ulterior

The whole (jf the ])iinces who claim (h'seent from Tibet; and Gnari or Wcst{‘rn Tibet. Tibet is

Alexander are Tajak, win* inhabited the (*ountry now governed by (.'hina thi’ough the Ihiddhist

before it was overrun by Tiirki or 'lartar tribes, hierarch, the Dalai Uaiaa, and in this inanm'r it is

The Kashmir jieoplo have their own ])ecnliar a depemleiii*.y of ( 'hina. (See Dalai Lama; Tsong-

language. Tlie Balti p(*oplc of birth* Tibet say Klia-ba.) 'fhe Dalai liunia and Pansh(*n J^aina

that Ladakh, Iskardo, Kliopaln, Ihirik, Nager, are aid(‘d by a cuuneil of four laymen, entitled

Gilgit, and Astor are distinet 'ribets. Kaloii or Kablon, /\c. .Minister of State, under tin*

C/myiram/, in lat. dP" 27' N., and long. 7(U;>:)' E., direction in chief of tlie two Imperial t'orninis-

is described as a large populous jilace. M’hen any sioners or Uesidi*nts a])pointt‘d from Pekin. The
man of pro])erty dies, they bruise the body to antliority of the (.'hinese administration being

pieces, bones and all, and form it into balls, wliieh rendered the nion* eumpleti* by the long ininoritie.s

they give to a large sjieeies of kite, which de.voui- which are entailed at each successive re-embodi-

theni, Tliosr* birds are sacred, kej)t liy the liainas,
|

im‘nt of the two sn|)ri‘ino ecclesiastical dignitaries,

.and fed by thi'in, or by ])0oplc nj>])ointc(l for that
j

Uhina ((dyanak, Tin.) is on the east, India

purpose, Avho ahme approach tliem; others dare. (Gyagar, Tin.) is to the south. A man of the

not go near tliein, perhaps from snper.stitions
j

country is called Bod-pa, and a woman Bod-ino.

inotives, for they are InPl in gn at fear. Tliis 'I'he Turk and Mongol races r)n tlu* north of Tibel

ceremony is very productive to the priesthood,
|

are called by the Tibetans Hor and iSok-po (Hor-

an expenditure of very large .sums being mmie
!
Sok). 'I’he bill pcoiile of India who dwell next

on the decease of any great man, and the f^ainas
|

to the 'I’ihetans are called by them by the general

reeei\dng presents of very line and expensive
j

name of Mon or Mduiii
;

their eoniitry, Mon -yul

;

caps. Poorer people an* sometimes buried, ami
j

a man, Mon or Mou-pa, and a woman, Mon-mo.
at others thrown into the livc?-.— /ov/.svp.s Jlim-

|

Khapolor, (^liorliad, and Keris on the Shayok
aknja Motuifatns, p. oM-S. river, Khartakshe, 'rotte, and Parguta on the

The number of the house.s of J.adakh is Sing go chu, Shigar on the Shigar river, and

estimated at oOjUOO, with 2 lb,000 inhabitants, or Balti and Uongdo on the Indus, arc Tibetan

453 persons in the square mile. In Ladakh the di.stricts. J iittle 'i'ibet or Balthstan contains about

nuns and monks bear a large proportion to tin* 12,000 sipuin* miles, is about 170 miles long, and

population. It was snbj(*ct to Lhassa until a.i>. lies betwei'u 7P and 7G " .55' E. Little Tibet is

1834, when it was seized by Zorawar Singli, culled liy the Kashmiri Sri Bntan.

general of the raja of damn, 'riie Uadakh race 'Phe Hun or Turk for 2000 yt^ars, up to the 3<1

eall theinselve.s Bnt-pa, s|)eak Tibetan, and j)ro- century of the Ghrisliau era, predominated in the

fess the religion of Buddha under a liieraiidiy of eastern pail; of tluj great plateau of Tibet. It was

monks called Lamas. The term 'Pibet is unknown not, however, nnlil n.c. 3 i:i that the chief Tibetan

to the people, as also to the Indians, who call them tribes, the Hun or Ngari, Dzang, H’lassa, Wei or

Bhotia, and their country Bhutan. Ladakh be- U, and Khan, were foi* the first time united with

longs partly to the Jamu raja, and partly to the the SUite. In the 7th century of the Christian

British, and i.s Bhot along the banks of tlie era its sway had extended from Kashmir on the
^

(Jhandra and Bhaga, but Hindu after their one side to the Yo-long on the other. It con-i

junction. To the north of the Ladakh country tinned to flourish for some centuries, frequently

S

the people of Yarkand and Khotcii speak Turki. waging war on China, and compelling the emperor
Tq the west, beyond Balti, the people of Astor, to accept ignominious conditions of peace. From
Gilgit, and Hunza-Nager speak different dialects the

^

to Ahe. lQtli>4ientttry .of this era the
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^Tibetans extended theii* dominions along the

whole length of the Himalayas, and into Kashmir

at the one end, and into Assam and Bengal at the

other. Bhutan is so completely Tibetanized, that
j

it may be said to advance the Tibetan frontier
'

near to the plains of Assam and Bengal. For a

period of five or six centuries, up to the 12th

century, Tibet hold a large portion of the Him- i

alayas, and seemingly tlieir dominion extended
j

also into the plains, in the sub-Hinialayas, in

Assam, and in Bengal. Fhincso historians, indeed,

I'clate that the Tsang dynasty, from the 7th to the

lOth century, extended their e.onqiu'sts to the

Bay of Bengal, to ^Yhich they gjive the iianu^ of

the Tibetan Hea. Bengal a})])ears to liavo been

iconquered about the iniddk' of the 7th century.
,

I
111 the 12tli century the Cliines(i conquered

j

Fasten) Tibet, and towards the end of the century

Independent Tibet was shorn of its power and

prestige, and reduced within nniTow limits. AVhen
;

Chengiz Khan, early in tin* IMth ceninry, con- i

qiKTcd Northern China, he overran Tibet, and I

brought to a final close the (Ta of its political

gi’catness. But thrnigh the West or Middle*
.

Tibetan so (nrly in tin* Christian era crossed the

snowy rang(*, and occaipu'd a considerable ])ortion ;

of the sub- Himalayas, and more or less niodilied

their (langetio inhabitants, their ]>hysical iiijhicn(‘e.

on most of the (Taiig«*tic tribes— Himalayan, Low-

land, and Vindhyan—a})pears to have been so

sliglit that it is now mostly imperceptible. It is

certain that a great influx of them took place

soim* centuries aftei* (Mirist.

Tibetans do not seem to liavo /lislodgcd tin*

ancient tribes in the tract along the foot of tin*

hills from (Jauliati to KSylhot, but only to have

conquered and modified them: and the (.'hanglo

and Abor languages ap])ear to place it beyond

doubt that it was chiefly through the partially

ri])etanizeil tribes and languages along the

lorthern margin of Assam, and in contact with

lie dominant Tibetan population behind them,

hat an ethnic Tibetan in1luenc(^ w:is main-

ained in the valley of Assam and tlie connfrii'S to

lie south of it. Tlu^ races in this r»*gioii are

ihietly Bliot, Turk, and Mongol. Tlie Balti

)eople, tl)e ])i‘oplc of Little Til)et, the Bylta* of

Ptolemy, though Tibetan in langnago and appe.ar-

luce, are all Miiliamraadans, and diiler from the

nore eastern Tibetans of J^eli (wlio call themselves

llliotia or inhabitants of Flint) by being taller

111(1 less stoutly made. Their language differs

lonsiderably from tliat of Loh, but only as one

lialoct differs from another. The Bhot have lieen

jxtending westward. As a general rule, the

Himalaya divide Hindustan froiii Bhotlaud, but

diere are Bhot in several paits south of the crest

:)f those mighty moimtaius in Carhw'al and
Kamaon. From Simla, for several hundred miles

xj the east, all the glasses through the snowy
range are occupied by the Bhot. Tlu'y liave a
monopoly of the trade across the Himalaya, arc

carriers, loading the goods on the backs of sheep.

The Tibetan element is absent beyond the Kali,
‘
e. in Kamaon, but in Bussahir it is strong where
ibetans occupy the higher tracts.

Garhwal is a non-regulation district under the

Provinces of British India. It is a country

ery great extent, though of small comparative

le. Many of the larger rivers of Upper India,
*11 Ai Ui*i. £ xi. * iiT* rs

have their rise in iU mountnius, and hold their

course througli its terri tory. Srinuggur, the chief

town, is oil the soutli bank of the Aleknanda,
about 20 miles ifbovo its junction with the
Bhagirathi at Dt^o Pragiu*, where> stri]) of level
ground stretches along for o or 4 mil(;s, forming
the valley kiiowni by tlie same name as the town.
The jieople of (larhwal are Bhot,* dw('lling in the
pass(*s and their neiglibonrhoods at heights aliove

0000 f(*et. TJie pass-men state that ridges which
within the nn'inory of man were covcu’cd with
forest and pasture lands are now covered with
snow, showing the extension of the snow zone,

'file Bhot liere, as elsewhere, is an agriculturist,

and is assisted by slaves, who live under the
roofs of their m.asters. The people in tlic Mana,
Niti, Juwar, and Byansc jiasses are supposed to

be immigrants from Tibet who drove out au
earlier body of Hindus, and many of the chief

families tiace tln*h* origin to a Tibetan locality.

The inhabitants of the Darma pass are said to be
a body of Mongol left in Kamaon by Timur. The
Darma inter their (h’ad for a time, and in the
month Kurtik exlmine and burn them, but the
other ])ass-meii burn their dead on their demise.
'I’he Banna practisi* divination, taking their

omens from the warm livers of sheep sacrificed

for tin* pmpus(X The women of the Darma and
Byansc pass dress alike, and tluise two clans eat
tin* yak, and would eat the I'ow

; while those of

.Mana, Niti, and ,) invar abstain from beef of all

kinds, and look down, as on au inferior caste, on

I

the Danna and Byanse. The Jnwar nearest

I

India have the largest trade, and resort to an
1 annual fair in t^eptember at (lartogh, the residence
of tin* Lhassa viceroy. Those passes are tlie roads

from India, to Nari or (Inari, Tibetan provinces of

the Chini'so empire. 4’he (larhwal people have a
passionate loVe* of conntry and home.
The Jihotoi Ladakh is strong, hardy, short, and

square, with a decidedly Mongol physiognomy,

—

by wliieh is meant a liat face, bi*oad cheek,
dejiressed nose, very large ears, oblique ami
nan’ow eye euitailed at tlu^ (•ornei’s. black liair,

ami low .stature, their average height being o feet

ti-J iiiehes; the skulls are less Mongolian, having
a capacity of 72 cubic inches, 80 cubic inches

being a fair capacity for a Furopean.

Tinraiitf-raj.— I’roeeeding from Kc^konor to

Vuiinan, going from north to south, are the Sokpa,
the Amdo, who now speak Tibctmi; the Thochu,
the (ryarung. and Manyak. These bear the Chinese
dc.sign.atioii of N//h// or Western Aliens, whilfst

the 'fibetan call them ( lyamug-bo. Turning west-

ward, after passing through the Kham districts

of (lyarung and Khwomlio, we come to the

region ()f the Takpa and Tak-yul, wdiicli is the

4’ow-ang-raj of the British in India. Of these

tin* Gyarung are the most inqiortant tribe*. They
reckon 18 banm'is nmh*r 18 i*liiefs. In Tibetan,

‘ Gya ’ and Ghinesc ‘Fan ' have the same meaning,

viz. foreign or alien.

I)i t^onthern 'fibet, also, there arc numerous
scattered Horpa and Solqia, as there are many
Bodpa in Northern 'fibet. Bo or Bha means
man. In Tibetan and several other cognate lan-

guages, po, pa, is restricti'd to the male sex, and
mo, Ilia, to the female.

'fhe Sok occupy the eastern part, and also the

wide adjacent country called Koko-nor and Tangut
by Europeans, and Sok-yul by the Tibetans.
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The northern part of Tibet, lying beyond the

Nyen-chhcn-thanjxla range of inonntains, and
between it and the Kwan-loun or Konen Lunchain,
is occupied by two tribes, the Horpa an<l Sokpa.
'I’he llor occupy the western part of that region,

also a portion of Little Dokharia and of Zangaria,

where they are designated Kao-tse by the Chinese,

and Uigur or Ighur by themselves. Mr. Tlodgson

considers them to be Turk.

The eastern part of Tibet, between the elevated

lake plateau and the Yun-long mountains, appears

to be occupied by Mongol tribes called Sok. This

word is said to mean pasture, and to be the root,

of the term Scythia.

Tlie lake plateau is occii])ied by Turki tribes

called Ilor, a term which is said to mean liighland.

The Sl/an region is from 40 to dO miles broad
;

it is a rugged, mountainous declivity from the

lofty platt'au of Khum to the low plain of S/.e-
'

-elmen. Within it arc tlio Tak['a, aiitl outside are

tlie Cya-mi.

//or.s’ol: is a compound word used by the Tibet-
;

ans to designate tlie nomades who occupy tlie
;

whole nortlierii part of 'rilud, viz. that lying
|

beyond the Nyen-clThen-thnng-Ia range of moun- i

tains. These two races are tin* llor or Horpa and

the Sok or ^okpa. The Ibn* lying on the western

half also occupies much of Liith* Dokharia and

Zangaria, and the dwell on the eastern half

and the wide adjacent country called Koko-nor ami
'

Tangut by Europeans, and Sok-yul by Tibetans.

South of till' Tliang - la chain are numerous

scattered families of both tribes, dwelling amongst

the Dodpa or Tibetans proper. The Chinese call

the Horpa Kao-tse. Tin? llorpa are a Turk race.

The term luio-tse^ used liy the Chinese to desig-

nate the Horpa, is supposed by Mr. Hoilgson to

be the Khach’he of the 'ribetauvs, litiTally ‘ wide

mouths.’ Mr. Hodgson thinks the 8<)kpa of the

Tibetans the same as tlie Oh t and Kalinuk (jf

Kemusat and Kla])roth.

The ChaL'pa. or.Jagpaaiid tlu' Drol'fKt (iv Drogpa
j

are Bhot occupants of the central part of Northern
|

Tibet. Mr. Hodgson supposed tliem a mixed race
i

joiiK'd together bir jiredatory purjioses. d’hey
:

are robber liaiids lietween the llor[)a and Sokjia.
I

recruiting from tlie Bodjia ('ribetans proper),

Horpa, 8okpa, and Drok]»a. The Drok])a also

dwell between the Horpa and Sokpa. 'riM*yaie

distinct from tlie Dukpa or Hrukpa of Bhutan.

KASHMIR DOMINION, as at j.resent formed,
i

comprises the provinces of Jamii, Ka.shiiiir, Kisht- I

war, Zanskar, Ladakh, and Haiti, an area of !

raja Gnlab Singh, by his general Zorawar Singh

with his Dogra troops. Skardo is called by th

Lamas of Jjadakh, Skarina-m Do, meaning the eii

closed place or the starry place. Skardo is als<

designated Haiti, Haiti -yul, Halor, Palolo, am
Nang Kao. Iskardo is a Muhammadan corruptioi

of the Tibetan name Skardo, or Kardo, as it is ver

eommoiily pronounced. The Muhammadans o

Asia., as a rule, are iiiialde to pronounce tw<

consonants together, but prefix a vowel, as Mr
i-Smith, Mr. i-Stewart.

rGylfo, the title of the ruler of Iskardo or Litth

Tibet, is derived from two Jkilti words, rGyl

powerful, and Fo, a man. The queen is stylei

r(lyl-mo. Mr. Vigiie points to this as the origina

of the titl(‘ of (;uel]»h, belonging to the roya

family of Great Britain, and of the ti'rm Gylfc

koniger, still used to di'sigiiate the old kings o

Denmark.
The mountains wliich siirround the Iskardo plaii

rise at onee with great abriqitness, and are ver;

st(‘e]) and ban*. The houses of Iskardo are ver

mueli scattered over a largt* I'xtent of siirfaee, S(

that then* is no appearanee of a town. 4'he peoph

oeeiipying fiittle Tibet are (lie Hylta* of Ptolemy

They have on the east the Khor country, which i

inhabited by a ])(*ople supposed to be tlie Cliaur

amei-Seytlue of Ptolemy.

Tlu* of Iskardo also dwell in the vfdley o

th(! Iiidu.s, nb()V(> the junction with the Gilgi

I

river. Skardo is a Bhot tract, but the people ar
' Shiali Miihammailaiis. Tiieir b'atures indicate :

4'ib<*taii origin, and tlu'ir language is deci<ledly sn

They arc a (piiet ]>e()])le, ami tin* Kashmir ruh:

has enlisted many of I hem. The ])eo[)li* arcstroii;

and Iianly
;
they grow corn and cut wator-coursi.*,'

like the people of K'ongdo, irrigating the land ;uii

using manure. They are fond of out-of-dooi

manly games.

/\7m/*, a territory S.F. of Ladakh and eastwiin

of tin* Bylt:e. Its jieopli* are supposed by A
(huuiingham to b(* tin* (.'liauramei - Scytlia* el

Ptolemy.

Aithni, raiHiontf, ami Ihidot districts, in tlu

basin of tin* Sliayok river and its atHuents. lie on

the S. Hank of the Koiieii Luu, from Jkilti to Navi,

and have Jiadakli as tlieii* southern boundary. M’itli

tlie exception of Nari, ibis is the most lofty and

most sterile jiart of Tibet, tlu* axis of the Kom ii

fiUii being. ])rol)ably ujiwards of l.S,oOO feet,

the valleys Hi,()U(> to 17.001) feet, and mimeroie

peaks rise «d),0UO to 1^4,000 fi'ot. The Kara-koriiin

jiassis lt^,:)00; tlie salt Pangong lakes, IH,400 feet.

(>8,0()0 square miles. Tlu* territory is ruled by a Tlu* ( are a S(‘mi-iu>maile tribe near the

Rajput sover(*igii of the Dogar clan
;
but the peo])le I’aiigoiig d'so jiass. Tliey dwell, in their graziii.ii

of the vale of Kashmir are of Aryan d<*se(*nt. The grounds, under huts (galkol) made of the yak’s hair,

hills westward from Kashmir are inhabited by The peojile there call themselves Bhot.

Kiikka and Biimba, but towanls the river are are a tribe of Huiigruiig Tartars occiipy-

Afghan tribes. In the hills south of Kashmir and ing .‘178 square miles.

west of the Jlielurn to Attock and Kalabagh on (Jhautf-Thtimj dwell on the northern plains, to

the Indus, are Gukkar, Gujar, Kliatir, Awan, the iiortli of Ladakh, supposed to be the Chatie*

Jnnjooli, and others. Eastward of Kashmir are IScytha* of Ptolemy.

the Bhot race, Haiti, and Ladakh. The races ami The Drr/.v district extends from Zojila to Chan-

broken tribes of the region will bo found noticed nagund. Dras adjoins Kashmir, the intercomniuni'

under ‘Kashmir;’ it will suttice here to mention cation being by the Zoji pass, «a remarkable depres-

that the more prominent arc, Kashmiri, Dogra, sion of 11,1100 feet, tlirougli which flow the moist

Brahman, the Bamba, the Khatri,the Tliakur, the winds of Kashmir^ and Dras is the most huiiiM

Ch’hib, Jat, Gukkar, Gaddi of Jamii, Dard, Dom, and fertiUi province of Tibet. Dras, its capital,

Megh, Batal. is 10,150 feet above the sea, and consists of hah

Skardo or Iskardo.—Little Tibet is so called by a dozen hamlets dispersed over the inequalito?(
u'

the people. It was conquered in 1840 for the a sDjudogs baain iu tly4./»lQttc.set. hills,
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, and Zanskai\ Pill and Gnge,, are Tibetan

listricts; Piti and lluugruny arc two valleys,

['hat of the Titi river is entered from Kanawar

)y the Ilungrunj^ pass, elevated 14,800 feet
;
the

^arang pass is 18,500, and leads over the range

lividing the Parang from the Piti rivers. All

ast of Piti is Tibetan.

Zamkar occupies the nortli slope of the main

Timalayau chain, ])arallel with Kislvtwar on the

outh. Padum, the capital, is 12,000 feet above

he sea.

NEPAL is an independent kingdom in the

Central Himalaya, extending for 5(jn miles along

he Himalaya, from the 'western extieinity of ISik-

:im to tlu^ eastern border of Kamaon, from which

t is separated by the river Kali. Its capital,

cnown as Khatmandii, is called Yi-de.s by the

Sewar, and by the Parbattiali or Pariah raci*

t is known iis Kultijjur. It is situated at the

unction of thcBliagmutty and llishniutty, is 4000
eet above \\iv. sea,, and about bO miles from the

)lains of India. 'I'lie valley (»f Nepal intervenes

)etween the snowy range and the valley of the

hinge.s, and has bemi a refuge in which Aryan
Liid Bhot tribes have found a slu'Uer, and notice

>f tluun will be fouml under Nepal, sutlicing

t here to mention that the ruling tribe, the

Chas or Salii, form })art of tlie martial Hurklia

ace.

BHUTAN, ontheN.K. of British India, is situated

)etween lat, 20 ' .‘10' and 28' X., and lung. 88' 4-V

0 1)2'' 25' K., and occupies from the southern

leclivilies of tin* great central ridge of the Him-

ilaya mountains to tin* fool of the inferior heights

vhich form a talus at their base, and eonstimte

he natural northern boundary of the As.sam valley

astwards from tin? .^ikkiin to wliert; the Brahina-

)iitra passes through the mountains. Bhutan is

me of the long narrow stales lying iqam the

oiithem slopes of the Himalaya; the territory

!onsists of a nund)er of longh transviuse chains

)f hills at right angles to the parent range, which
I

onus the backbone of Asia, wiih ]ireci])itous valleys

Lud glens, at tlic bottom of each of whieii runs a

nountain stream, and the overlooking mountains

ire cov(‘re<l with snow in June and July. :

Jn W. J^luitan, the mountain ranges arc lofty
j

Liid rugged, and the river courses very deep and
j

generally JiaiTow. At I’anaka, the Paclm is only

)7()() feet above the sea. The mountain mass,
j

iowi!ver, wdiic:h descends from the axis of the

ilimaraya, to sej)arate the, Monas from the Subau-

iiri, attains an eh-vation of at lea.st 21,(MM) b'ct, as

ar south as latitiuh' 28 b Three })eaks upon this

ire visible from the Khassya nionntains, and spurs

lescendiiig from it were aseendei,! to an elevation

:)f neaily 12,b00 feet by Hr. Booth in 1811), in a

listrict north of Bishnath, in Upper Assam, which
s inhabited by the Dophla race.

Bhutan is from Bhntant, the end of Bhot. Its

rapital is Tassisiidon. The dominion is known to

be Tibetans by several names,— Uho-pa-to, 1 Jm-
non-k’ha-zbi, and Lho-bruk-pc-ynl, or simply

[Jio, the south. Llio-j)a.thi'refore ineaiis a nativt?

)f Bhutan, ainl this is the name by which the

dhutanesc call themselves
;

but tlioy are also

tnown as the Duk-pa and •the Bruk-pa. Duk
peans the sect of Laiuaism prevalent, and ba or

the spiritual head of Bhutan, and he is supposed
to be au incarnation of Buddha.

Jihotia is the Sanskrit, and Tibetan the Anglo-
Persian, name of the people who call themselves
Bod-pa or native of Bod. Tlie Newar of Nepal
proper call the cis-nivean Bhotia, thosi‘. south of
the snows, by the name of Palu-.seii, and the
traus-niveaii, tho.se living beyond the snows. Tha-
sen. Tin? Chine.se call the Mongol Tha-tha. Bhotia
gmierally occupy Cachar, tlioiigh some families are

planted in the lower lands.

The pojinlutioii ha.s eight principal and a few
minor classes, all [)me Mcnigoliaii, and in addition

there are the KlKim[)a, who live in tents and booths,

ami a vast number of A.ssaniese and Bengali slaves,

'riiey arc Buddhist, l.uM eat the ilcsli of goats,

slieej), and cattle, 'riie poor people use wheat aud
barley. All cla.sses use intoxicatiug Ihj^uors. The
favourite drink i.s choug’, i)re[jared from wheat,
barley, or rice; it has iui agreeably acid taste,

J’he Lhoim is the dominant race, but they have
a tradition that before they entered it, Biiiitan, or

at least tlu^ eastern ]);ut of it, was occupied by the

Koeh'h. Thi'Lhopaareagrieultnraland industrious,

rmpli)ying artificial iirigalion on their ])atc,hes of

soil ill the valleys. They are also distillers, and
make paper from the bark of the Diah tree. The
Ibojia ari‘ tall, many being more than 0 feet high,

and fairer than the jieople of the south of Kuropc.
Hair black; eye small, lilack, with jiointcd corners,

as if arlifieially stretched ; eyebrow slightly

shaded ; eyelashes scarce
;
below the eyes, tlu^

face is broadest, and rather flat, but narrow from
the cheek-l.)ones to the chin

;
this character of the

countenaiiee being more developed in the eharac-

teristi(r Chinese farther east, to whose features

this is the first approach. Their skins are remark-
ably smooth, ami most of them arrive at a very

advanced age before they can boast even the

earliest rudiments of a beard ; they cultivate

W'hiskei'.s, but the best they produce are of a

scanty straggling growth.

4'he Uhopa are quarrelsome and cruel, but not
brave; ami Dr. Hunter say.s the rude, unlettereil

])art are ;iimK,vs, both morally ami iutellectiiaily.

'I'he higher classes are tlie K ham-pa, the Jbiot-]ia,

and the Kiuslii.

'I’he Kdinpa or Khdnt - pa are properly the

K.isteru Til)et.-m.s
;
but this uomadic tribe is spread

widely over Tibet ami a portion of (diina, ami
their name isakso a]>plied in Bhutan to the adjacent
division of Tibet to the south of Tsang-po. The
present royal family of Sikkim is a Kham-pa
importation. \ prc'vinus dynasty was the T.saug.

Wang is a Chinese title equivalent to regulus,

which has been adopted in Tibet, and the Bluitaii

class who bear it may probal.ily be the descendants

of the original Tibetan rulers during the Tsang

dynasty.

The Stnigla, the Pawtamp and the Trhiila are

inferior classes, who are imt (4igil)le for the higher

ollices of government. They are suppmsed to be

remnants of the jire - 'ribetan tribes of Bhutan,

and to have been originally of the same stock with
the Abor, etc., that is, the (iangetic race, althougli

they have become assimilated to their Tibetan
conquerors.

There are four dialects of Tibetan in use,viz. the

Saugla, which is spoken south of Tassgong
;

the
Bramhi in the north as far as Tongso

;
and the Ga-

lougaiid Bom-dang beyond the Bramhi, to the west.
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The Bhutnnese Lhopa, Dukpa, or Brukpa are an
undoubted branch of the Tibetans in form, cus-

toms, and language, although tlicy <liffer slightly

from their trans-Himalaya relations. True Tibetans

are spread over the higlier habitable band of the

mountains from Bhutan to Kamaon, or from the

Dhansri to the Kali. They are called Rong-po,

Siena, or Kath-Bhotia, Serpa, etc., but Rong-bo
or lowlander is the name now applied by the

Tibetans to the Bhotias or Tibetans on the

southern side of the Himalaya, and it setans to

have been formerly applied by the early Tibi'tan

conquerors to some or all the Gaiigctic or Tib(;to-

Gangetic tribes.

The Lhopa or Bhutanese, from their unsernpu-

lous marauding habits, are on bad terms with

every one of their neighbours. Thougli noininally

subject to Tibet, were the animal tribute withheld,

it would not be iiujuircd after, so anxious arc

the Tibetans to have uo dealings with tin; Bhotia.

For years all Bhotias onteriug Tibet were <lis-

armed at the frontier, beyond which the tribute-

bearers wxTC permitted to proceed. 'I’he British

annexed the Hoars of Bhutan from the Lliojia in

18G5
;

and the Sihhimese have, les.s than tlie

Tibetans, to do Avith tlie Bliotia, whom tluTlooh

upon as unscrupulous robbers, Avhile to the east

the Towang raja has to keep uj) a frontier force fur

the especial purposes of pivveiiting Bhotia raids.

Talc or Talc-pa or 'rak-jioni is a district eiielosed

within the great bend of the Bralima[)utra ;
it lies

in a line from bliassa to Jorliat in Assam, and

overlies the north-i'astcni part of Bhutan. It

is the country of tlie Tak race.

The Tak-j»a langung<' seems to be spoken only

in the country of the Towang raja, on the upj>er

habitable portion of the aimthcni side of the

Himalayas, to the east of Bhutan. It is m<*rc

Sifau than Bhotian, thongb it has dialects of the

latter at least on two sides of it. This province

Wcis coiKjuered by tin- Tibetans.

SIKKIM, with lOOnsrpiare miles, consists of the

valley of the Tista river, wliieh with ils tribut-

aries drain the whole territory. Its great tribut-

ary is the Raiijit river, Avliieli, at tii-.st separated

by a mountain range, joins it from the west,

llowing for a short distance parallel to the plains,

through a deep ravim* n<»t iooo fei.^t above (he

sea, to the north of an elevated trai]sv<-rse range.

Being opposite to the Gangctic valley, it is oj>en to

the full force of the rrionsoon
;

its rains therefore

are heavy, almost nninterrnptcd, and are accom-

panied by a dense fog and a saluratetl !itmosj)iuTe.

The rainy winds swe('p almost without intermptiou

up to the base of Kancliiiijinga 17!^ b.-et), the

loftiest mountain ami most enormous mass (d

snow in the world. ^I'he sm>w-h-vel is hen?

feet. The tAvo principal S(jiJrccs of the Tista

river are the Lachen and tlie Laehnng; tin scrim in

two valleys, wdiich arc separated by a lofty snowy

range projected to the south -we.yt
;
the valleys are

somewhat sheltered, and tiie perpetual snow-line

rises to aliove 18,000 fe(‘t. Krom the level of the

sea to an elevation of 12,000 feet, Sikkim is

covered with dens(; forest of tall umbrageous
trees. At 10,000 fifct, on the summit of Tanglo,

yew appears. 'I'liere are in Sikkim about 2770
species of flowering plants, and 1 bO ferns. In the

Darjiling district, in addition to the Kuropeans,
Hindus, and Muhatnmadans from the plains, the

population consists of Ne[)ah‘He; of tlie Bhotia

from Bhutan, Tibet, and Sikkim
;
of tlie Lcpclia

and Mechi, who are considered the prior occupants

of Sikkim. The Rajbansi of Sikkim are the

Koch or Kooch race, of the same descent «as the

raja of Koch-Bahar, on which account they c.all

themselves Rajbansi. In the plains of Sikkim,

the Rajbansi and Bengali are in ecpml numbers,

'riie Hochi inliabit that portion of the Terai whicli

lies under the hills. They are a migratory race,

Avho live by cultivating the virgin soil. They

have no caste distinctions.

The Bhoda race of Sikkim dAvell in the valleys

approaching the snowy range.

'I'lu* M<rh are the occupants of the Terai or

sub- Himalayan range, who retain the manners of

the mountaim'ers. I'iriiig the forest is so easy in

the (Irim- months of the year, that a good deal of

eailtivatioii is mi^t with on tlie spurs, at and below

."»00(,) feet, the level most affected by the Lepcha,

Jambu, and Sikkim Bhotia. Tiie mountain slopes

arc so steep that tlu' spurs or little shelves are

the only sites for habitations between the very

rare Hats on the river banks and the mountain

ridges, abovi* GOOO feet, beyond which elevation

cultivation is rarely if ever carried by the natives

of Sikkim. Hie varieties of grain are different,

but as many as e‘ight or Imi kinds are grown
without irrigation ly tlie I.epcha, and tin? produce

is deseiibed as eiglily fold. Much of this success

is due to the great dampness of tin* climate
;
were

I

it not for tills, the culture of the grain would

!

proliably be abjiudoued ly the Tvcpcha, wlio never

j

remain for more than three seasons on one spot.

: The average rainfall at .Vaini Tal is 88 indies.

;

Naiiii Tal is elevated Gotlb fed on the last spurs

of tin; Gogar, overhanging the plains of Rohil-

khand. Almora is lb miles farther than Naiiii

!
Tal from the plains, and it is bbOO feet, but only

1)1 inches of rainfall. The fall at Darjiling is It'.:*

iiicln'S. Oak trees, maj^lc and other mountain

tree.s, tiuow out great knots in the places to

which the Balaiiophora attach themselves. These

knots are hollowed out into wooden cnjis by the

].ep(*ha of Tibet. Some of tlie J ^epcha cups are

.supposed lobe antidotes to poison; they are of

a peculiar j>ah;-coIoured Avood, and cost a great

sum, but common cu})S cost only 4d. or Gd. They

are all imported into H'ibet from the Himalaya.

Darjiling, on the c-asteni end of the Himalaya, in

hit. 27 ' N., and long. 88' F., is about 71 G8 fec-t

above the* .sea. Tin; tribes in and around Darjiling;

consist of Amaiti, Baliir, Bhotia, Brahman, ('lie-

Jiang, Dhaiiuk, Dlianwar, Dhimal, Dom, Garc.

KcAvant, Koch, JiCpcha, Limbu, Maralia, Met-li.

Mnrini, Nejialese, Oraon, Rajput, Sanwar, Tliarn.

'I’lie K/ni, (he Marjar^ and the (Jurmajj Avith a

markedly .Mongolian jiliysiognomy, stature low,

5 feet .*» inches to b feet 8 inches; small hands-

The Khu sjieak a Harbattiah or Sanskrit ic dialect

of Hindi. Tlie Magar and Gurung have separate

dialects of their own, Avhich Jire not Sanskritic.

'riuy are mountaineers, and make good soldiers.

Tiie Bhotia, the Jicpicha, and the Mnrmi ha';^-

strongly-marked Mongolian features. The BJioB'i

and Lepcha are fair in colour, with powerful

frames, feet and hands well developed, and lluw

are active.

The M{trill

I

are smaller in stature than

Bliotia and J.,epcha. They speak languages uf

Tibetan origin.

Hin/i^TtnbTT
;
the Kininti, the Ilaiu, the 8anwar.
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and tho Chepanp: ar6 mountaineers, of small

stature, all of Mongolian ty]je, which is most
marked in the Limbii.

Tho jI/M/, the Dhimal, and the Caro inhabit

the Terai or low lands at the foot of the moun-
tains, and withstand th(^ most deadly malaria.

Their physiognomy is Mongolian, with a yellow-

ish skin. They are not of the Hindu, Buddhist,

>r Muhammadnn religions. They are not fond of

oldiering.

The Tharu and Dhaninrr live in tlie Terai. They
,rc of a dark colour, are scarcely Mongolian in

eatiires, and they are either Buddhist or Muham-
nadans.

The Batur, Kebrnt, the Amatli, tlu' Maralia, the

)hanuk, and the? Doin live in tlie 'rerai, are daik
udoiired, and not Mongolians. Tlu y speak Hindi

iiid Bengali, and follow Ilindiiisin, but are deemed
iiuilean.

Tile KoclTli or J?aj))ansj ij)hal)it the Terai, Nb.'j^al,

Lud Sikkim, and R])read into tin- adjMe(mt districts

»f Fiirniah, Jiangpnr, an<l AssiJin. They arc of a
lark colour, and follow Hinduism, but are deemed
aidean castes.

Lepcha.—Sikkim and Darjiling is the land of the

Li'pcJid^ a Bhot race who are hemmed in between
lie Nt'war and other Nepal tribes and the Lhoj)a of

Ihiitan on the east, the l.opeh a area being bandy
JO miles in breadth, but thry oceiipy an extent

jf about 100 mill's from N.W. to S.K. along the

louthern face of tho Himalayas, to tbe east and

vest of Darjiling, extending i,<. into Bhutan on

he oast and into Neiial on the west. Lepcha are

ilsociillcd tho Ih'iui-jong-inaro. 'I'hoy are divided

nto two families, the liong and tho Khainba. but

11 physical ai'pearanee, in all essentials of Ian-

;iiag(‘, religion, customs, and habits, they are

»ow so amalgiunatcd that tbey an* to lie regarded

IK th(‘ same [)euple. 'I'heir trailUinns are that the

liong has always bei'ii in ^^ikkim, but there is no
lonbt that the Khainba came aeross the snowy
•ange from Tibet into Sikkim in thi; beginning of

he I7th (vntnry. Dr. A. Campbell believes tliat

he Kong are of the same tribe and from the same
ocality in Tibet, but had emigrated long prior to

|

he Khainba, 'I’he Khainlia say tliey euiuo from

Khain,’ a province of ( hina, wliich they deseribe

IS about JJtt days’ j(»urney to tlie east and north of

[ihassa, and on tho main roail from that city to

bekin. Tlie Lepeha .are Buddhists, following the

l.anjas of Tibet and of their own tribe.

Tlic Lepcha lama or priest can marry, and many
>f them engage in business. The Lepclia have a

vritten character. Tho liCpclia have no caste

listinctions, but. tliey speak of tliemselves as

lolonging to one or other ,of the following

atctions:—Burphnng Phiieho, I’ddiug I’luieho,

riiurjokli riiuclio, Suiulyaiig, iSugut, ’rungyeld,

fiUcksom, Therini, 8011 gme. They arc gross

’eeders, eating all kinds of animal food, pork,

Jccf, goat’s iiesh, mutton, the monkey, elephant,

rhinoceros, the flesh of the cow, birds, and all

kinds of grain and vegetables, fern tops, fungi,

lettles, and mountain spinaeli. 'rhey are fond
)f fermented and spirituous liquors, a beei’ from
.he murwa, but are not given to drunkenness.

The Lepcha women perform all the field and
louse labour. The Lepcha man is idle, abhors all

3raft labour, but recently they have worked as

fliair-bearers, and in the tea plantations. The
tiCpclia do not inariy iiyniiTfrir '* Tl|iipy ijaitirm ni 1 .ir

with tlie Limbu and Bhotia. The Lepcha huiy
or bum their dead. Their ailments are small-

pox, rheumatism, and remittent fever, and goitre

is known amongst them.

The liOpcha physiognomy is markedly Mon-
golian, statun; short, from 4 feet 5 inches to 5
feet; face broad and flat, nose depressiid, eye
oblique, chin beardless, skin sallow and olive,

with a little moustaclie on the lips
;
broad chested

and strong armed, but small boned, witli small
wrists, IuukIs, and feet. The Lepcha is honest,

timid, and peaceful, with mild and frank features

;

a dirty, gixxl-natured people, resembling in cha-
racter the Mongol beyond tho Chinese wall. Tho
rjepcha throws over him loosely a cotton cloak

with blue, white, ant I red strijies, and uses an
overcoat with sleeves in the cold ’weather; a

broad iimbrtilla-shaped hat of leaves and a pent-
hoii&i' of loave.s in tJie rains. The W'omcn dress in

silk skirt and pettieunt, 'ivitli a sleeveless woollen

cloak. The Ja'peha man carries a long, heavy,

and htraiglit sword, serving for all purposes to

which a knife or sword can be applied. They
drink the fcrineiitctl jiiiia- of the Kleusine coracana,

mill \va. an acidulous, refrt'shing, and slightly in-

toxicating drink, not unlikti liock or sauterne in its

flavour. They marry bcFon* maturity, the brides

being purchased by money or service. The Lcjicha,

like the Borneo Dyak, kindle a fire by the friction

of stiitks.

The face is round, ami the expression is re-

markably lively and soft, which is the reverse of

that of the I.hopa and West Tibetans, and their

lively and in([uisitive character dues not belie it.

Th(.‘ men have less muscular development than

tile Magar, Luriirig, and .Murini, and other Par-

batliah. Tluy are fair, lauhiy, and witli Mongo-
lian features, and have no beard. Tlio women
are proportionally short. 4’hey are poor agricul-

turists. ami mov(‘ fr<.>m place to place, staying

two or throe years. The sword wmrn by every

Lejielia i.s called Ban. It is tlic (.diipsa of the

Bhotia, a .straight sword with a wooden scabbard,

open along the side.

'riio LiinJiK is a, l)Onh*r race in Sikkim and
Nepal, but tho Kirata, Kiranti, oi* Kiehak as well

as the Kaka and liai are often included under this

name; and Dr. Campbell informs us that in ap-

pearance they are very much alike. Limbu has

therefore become the eommoii a})]iellation of the

Avholo piopiilalion of the mountainoua country

bordering between tlie Dud Kosi and Koiiki

river.s in Nepal, and tluy an* also in small numbers
(Mstwards to the Meehi river, which forms tho

coteniiinus of Nepal and Sikkim. The name
is a. dialectal variation from Kkthiiinlia. The

l.epeiia call them T’sang, in the belief tliat their

original country was T’.'^ang. 'Hie Jambu, Sanwar,

and (Miojiang ]»o.sscss a small Mongolian typo,

strongest in tho ]..imbu. Tlio Limbu resemble

tho Bong, but ari‘ a little taller and more muscular,

with tho eye rather smaller; the nose also is

somewliat smaller, witli a somewhat high bridge.

'I'Jiey are a hardy, liard-workiiig race, engage in

the cultivation of grain, and breed cattle, pigs,

and poultry. They drink to excess. Their huts

arc made of s])Ut bamboo, and the roofs of leaves

of the wild ginger and cardamom, guyed down
with rattans. They have martial proclivities, and
occasionally enlisted in the native army of British

India, According to Dr. Campbell, the Limbu is
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inoro pleasing to tlie car than the Lepcha, being
labial and palatal. If they ever had a written

character it has been lost. They are partly Brah-
maiiical and partly Buddhist

;
their great deity is

called Shannnung, buttheyhavemany minordeities.
As a Limbu expires, the frien<ls lire off a gun to
give intimation to the gods

;
the body is burned,

but they do not sacrifice or make offerings to the
manes.

CEYLON ISLAND has an area of 21:,702 square
miles, and in 1881 a })opulatioii of 2,759,7ti8, of

whom 1 ,469,55;) were males and J ,290, 1 85 females.

It is under the rule of a Governor and Council,

whose jurisdiction extends to Dependent Islands,

with an area of 1060 square miles, comprising tlie

Maldives, west of Ceylon, and the Cocos Islamls,

IS. IV". of Sumatra,---total area, 25,762 square miles.

The population in 1 841 was estimated at 1 ,442,062

;

in 1857 it amounted to l,f)97,975, besides al)out

50,000 soldiers and foreigners. In 1871 the total

population in the island was 2,406,262.

The mountain zone in the centre of the island is

about 4000 square miles, its snmmits rising to

between 5000 to 7tt<l0 feet, the highest mountain
being riduratalla galla, 8296 feel

;
Adam’s Peak

being Ton:! feet; Neueraellia, ()200. The Mahaveli-

ganga, the Ganga of I’tolemy's map, has a course

of 150 miles to its (unbouchure at Trincomalee,

The rich and well-watered delta betw<‘en (’olombo

and Galle is an overgrown waste. The Sijighalese, 1

wlio.se property it is, liave covered it with cocoa-
|

nut, bread-fruit, and jaek-fruit trees, and on those;

they are content to live, or rather exist, ])assing

the greater part of their time in slee'p, while tlie

W'Oincu of their household work.

forces, and captured the king, whom tlicy carried to

China. Its northern portion was twice captured

by the Tamil race
;
and in a.d. 1505, when the

Portuguese arrived, it was divided under seven

separate rulers. In 1656 the Dutch finally expelled

the Portuguese, and the liritish landed in Ceylon

in 1796. In 1815 the last king of Kandy, Vikrama
8inlm, a cruel monster, was deposed and banished

to India by the British.

The Sinjihalcse arc comparatively few in the

north of the island, in Jaffna, \"anni, and Manaar,

but increase to the south, where they arc 90 per

cent, of the population. On the other hand, the

Tamil race are most numerous in the northern dis-

tricts,—Jaffna 271,000, Eastern Province 69,245
;

on coffee estates 115.092, and scattered through

the island 78,514. The ISinghalese are 69*40 per

cent, and the Tamil 22‘21 }>er cent.

Kftiuliians inhabit tbe hill country, and are a

lianly, robust race, only recently intermingling

with the low eoiiiUry. 4’heir language is made
up of three conqjonent parts,—Elu (or Singhalese

pure), the Pali, and the Sanskrit They possess

an extensive literature, and their religion is

Buddhism. Tlic low country v'^inghalese are either

Buddhi.>>t.s, Jloman Catholics, or Ihotc stants.

Among the Kandyans polyandry was prevalent

till 1861, and the wife had the i)ossessiou of all

the brother.^. Thi‘ clnldreii call the iJdest brotlier

father. A man could bring in another, not a

n'lalion, to have joint marital rights with himself;

indeed, the first husband eouM so introduee as

many as the wife eonsi'iited to receive as Imsljands.

According to P(Jvbius. polvamlry was practised

in ancient Crei'ce, and in iiook xii. we read that

The races in 1881—
Enropoan, . . . . 4,8.'t6 .Mooriin n, . . . 1x1,512

Eurasians, j’urjj'hers, I7,XS(> JUnlays, .... .S,,V.r»

8iiishiilese, . Veddali.s, .... 2,22S

Tamils,. . . . 6X7,2 IX Otliors, .... 7, IX'J

Arranged according to religion

—

Males. Females.

Chri.stians, . . 15U,6r)X 12X,;il'.)

jjiuidhist.s, . . xxs,:;r»7 xo'.),7i5

}{iiiilu.s, . . . 52X,77'4 264,X.'“>1

jMuhaimnadans, . 111,55!) X(;,4,56

OtJier.s, .... 1,420 xr,6

Ceylon island has long bei n known to the]>i‘0i)le

of the west, to Arabians, Africans, Jews, and
Greeks. It is the 'raprobaiie of the Greeks, which
name appears to have been derived from 4'amra-

parni (in Pali Tambajjanni), a jdace said to have
been near Putlam, where tin; Magadha colonists

under Vijaya, n.c. 515, had landed, and afterwards

it applie<l to tlie whole islaiul. 4'amra])arni is

also, iiowever, the mime of the ])rincipal river in

Tiniievelly, opposite Ceylon. Milton writes of

tin’s j)cople

—

‘ From India and the (lolden Dhersonese

And utmost Indian isle 'J’.iprohane,

Dusk faces with white silkeji turhands wreathed.’

It has been several times overrun by conquering

nations, and has also been aggressive, ft was
conquered by Vijaya n.C. 545

;
but in the early

centuries of tlie Chiistian era tliere w(Te wars
with the Chola of the Peninsula, with alternate

fortunes, and in the 12th century A.D. king Pra-
kraina Balm defeated the kings of tlie Southern
India States, and also conquered Cambodia. In

the 15th century a.d. Chinese army pene-

trated to the hill country, defeated the Singhalese

it was an old and liabitual juaclice in Sparta. In

. Kandy, in the Be(‘na marriage, the liusband

,

i-esiflc'd in the wife's house, and the w'oniarrshared

:

llu‘ family inheritance Avith liiu* brothers. The
1 husband, in this marriage, could be dismissed

j

siiminariiy by th(; family of the wife. In the

j

Diga maniage, the wife left her own house for

that of the husband,— bni’eited all claim on the

I

propertyof hm* pan.uits, ])ut acquiivd some claim on

I

that of her liu.sband, and the wife could not obtain

divorce, unless with the full consent of the hus-

band. Divorces were constantly sought for by

Avomen on trivial pi’etence.s. A cliild born witliiii

nine months of tin; divorce, mu.st be inaintaine<l

by the husband. The Kandyans are larger men
tliaji tin- Singhalese of the coast provinces. Tlicy

are exeecjdingly indolent and thriftle.ss.

'I'dmil people have been residing in Ceylon from

unknown times, but many are recent immi-

grants. ’I'lnir main oe(;iq)ation is agricultural.

The (coolie) labourers, who come over in large

numbers from the continent during the coffee

.suaso)), are 4 amilar.

Tennent de.seribes the Valduh as iniserahle

objects, active but timid, athletic though deformed,

with large heads a.nd jnis.shn])en limb.s. Their long

bl.iek hair and beards fall down to the middle in

uncombed lumps
;
they stood before him Avith their

faces bent towards tlie ground, and their restless

eyes twinkled upwards with an expression of

niM'msiness and ai)prehension. The children were

entirely naked, Avith misshapen joints, huge heads,

and protuberant stomachs
;
the women were the

most repulsive specimens of humanity he had

ever seen in any country.

The forcstYcddaU dwell in hollow trees or caves.
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subsist on gam<’, which they kill with rudely-

Formed bows and arrows, W’andering from jnngltj

!:6 jungle, as the game becomes scarce. They
will not hold the slightest intercourse with any
natives but tlioso of their own tribe. Tlie village

V^‘ddali dwell in certain districts, hold but slight

intercourse with the other inhabitants of the

sland, will not intermarry nor mix with them,

nut can make themselves understood to tlie

Singhalese.

The forest Veddah an* dexterous hunters, and
^*^])ecially skilful in snaring the wold ele])hant.s.

The two .sections of tlie tribe do not intermarry,

IS tliey mutually distrust each other, Th(‘y Iiave

Jit'ir own headmen, wliom tliey elect and obt^y.

riiey use bows and arrows, and clubs of iron and
vood. Ill 1S71 their number w'as reduced to odd,

>f whom do!) were in (he ('eiitral I’roviiioe. Tliey

)ccupy a district about DO miles long mid do
iroad in tlie soutli-easti'ni side of Ceylon, l^'in.g

iptween the sea and the liase of tlie Ihidiilla and
)ovah Hills. According to Mi-. vSirr, they are a

emnaiit of the Yakko, the original iiiliabitants of

Jeyloii, who, ‘iOtxi years airo, aft<‘r tin* eomjuest
if tlui i.-land by \ ijaya ami liis followers, retnriu'd

nto the wilds, as the Koli in (iujorat, the Hliil in

ilalwa, the Patnali in Ciittactk, the Khoiid in

iondwana, and the Beda in ^lysore retired .before*

'ouqiierors. Tlu^ Bisada* or Ih'sada^, which in

nej.lia.*val Crei'k is called Vosada^, are alluded to

11 the tract of Balladiiis de ^loribus Brachmaii-
irum, written about a.d. dOO; and tlie same* name
s applied by Vtolemy to a similar race* inhabiting

Sovtherii India. The Veddah, in drawing the bow,
MDjiloy their hands and their feet. They are

iinnivorous, and laat carrion and vermin, roots,

rrain, monkeys, fi-uit, birds, liats, crows, owls,

iiid kiUjS, but refuse the bear, elephant, and
luflfalo. Their language is a dialect of Singliali'so,

n.*c from JSaiiskrit or Pali, but the vocabulary is

'cry limited, and they liavi* recourse to .gestures

iml signs. They liave no temples, idols, altars,

irayers, or charms, but have a devil and spirit

vorship. Tliey cover their <lead with leaves in

he jungle.

llhodm^ according to one tradition, were
iiinters who, on the eve of a solemn occasion,

ailing to obtain game, etc., murder(*d a. cliihl and
ent its dismembi-red body to the king; another
Hid more probable trailitioii is to the etfi'ct that

his caste jiersisted in t*atiiig beef afti'r its use as

bod had been prohibited. Their own traditions

nake them descendants from a daughter of King
^era-kumba, who in anger with liis daughter gave
ler to a scaveng(*r. Tliey are mentioned in the

iajavali, written ii.c. 204, and in ch. xlii. of

dahawanso, a.d. 589. The tenth chapter of the

dahawaiiso mentions that, n.c. Id?, the king
Pandiikabhaya employed them in Anuradha-
)ura as scavengers. The native laws forbade a
:lliodia to approach a temple of Buddlia or tlie

diiidu gods
;

to build houses, or to live in any
ibode enclosed within walls, nor even to cultivate

he soil or possess land
;
and, even to this day,

heir dwellings are mere sheds. They were for-

lidden to approach, much less to touch or breathe
ipon, a caste man, and all things they touch are
inclean. The men wander about in parties or
ribes seeking their precarious subsistence. Their
i^omen perform feats of legerdemain, and tell

ortunes, and their want of^chi^^ty proverbial.

I
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Their numbers do not exceed a thousand, and
they are principally in the Kandyan province, at

Saffragam, Dombera, Wallcpane, etc. Nominally
Buddhists, they fire Jilso sjiirit - w'orshippers.

Rhodia, Rodeya, or Rodda, in Singhalese, literally

means filth. In their social degradation they
re.semble the Cagot and Caqueax, who from time
iinmeinorial have been held in abhorrenci^ in the
valleys of the Pyrenei^s and the plains of Bretagne,
Poitou, and Gnienno,

The Rliodia is of tall stature, head well formed,
features straight and re.gular, nose long and not
ilatteiied, lips thin, aiifl appearance intelligent.

'Pile fi'aliires and head of an average Rhodia and
Kimiaraya are nearly identical with those of the

European raee.'^. The Rhodia’s head is dolichoceph-

alic. They are Buddhists and devil-worshipiiers,

but are not admitti'd inside the temjdes. They
are polygamists and polyandrists. They are all

nneduftited, and (;aniiot count above 5U. Their

language, coiibiining about 850 word.s, is peculiar.

Tln^y bury their dead.
*

(/(ihahi)fa are a low- caste predatory race, near

Matello in (N-yloii, who acted as executioners in

tlie times of the Kandyan kings.

(tdttaroo^ a. low casti* race in Geylon.

Moonntin is the designation in Ceylon for all

})ersons professing the Mnliammadan faith, other

than Malays and Arabs. The costume of the men
is a long jicttieoat, fastened round the W'aist and
reaching to the heels. Tortoise-shell combs are

worn by men as well as women. In the numerous
excesses into which European costume* is carried,

tin* size of the liack comb worn by ladies lias

never attained (hat of the Singhalese men, who
i also wear a narrow long bent comb across the

forejiart of the head
;
the lighter-coloured shell is

most esteemed by them. Five pounds is a moder-
ate price for a tortoise-shell back comb, wdiich

increases in value according to the sizt* and quality

of the shell. Hair-pins of tortoise-shell are worn
by the women, gold and silver being substituted

for full dress. These hair-pins are among the

articles purchased by passengers in the steamboats.

The European pojnilation consists chiefly of

British immigrants employed in the civil and
military sci viccs or on the coffee and tea planta-

tions. linnjher is a term jiroperly applicable only

to white persons of pure Dutch descent, of whom
there are now but very few in Ceylon

;
but the

iianu* has, by courti*sy, been given to all those

who in India an* styled Indo-Britoiis, Eurasians,

Anglo-lmlians, East Indians, or, now rarely, half-

castes, namely, tlie descendants of Europeans by
native Avomen, tlierefore a race of mixed European
and native origin. In 1871 they numbered only

5771.

The Singhalese or EIu language, according to

Ka.sk, belongs to the Turanian family of s])eech,

but Aryan and DraA'idian elements are intermixed,

and in Ceylon a remnant of Biuldhists is still to

be found Avho us(* the Pali scrijitures.

Maidive Islands, Zabiyah-iil-Mohli, form a vast

group, estimated at tAvelve hundred, extending

soutliAvard from hit. 7° 6^' N. to 0^^ 42' S. These

multitudinous islands and rocks have about 470
miles in length from N. to S., and 70 miles in

breadth, the islands being formed into large groups
Avhich the natives call atoll or atollon. Sir Charles

liyell says the Avord is Malay. Of tliese atolls

there are nineteen, and they appear to be the
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summits of coral mountains. The inhabitants are in height. Their lower limbs are spare and ill-

Muhammadaus, governed by a sultan or king, and proportioned, their bellies protuberant, the corn-

engaged in trade and navigation. Their ships are plexion deep l)la.ck, and the hair woolly. They
from 50 to 200 tons, and they visit Penang, the have also a taste, so chaructoristie of the wilder

continent of India, and Arabia. They became Papuans, for daubing their heads with red ochre.

Muhammadans in the Kith century,- but thcii* They have canoes, but use small rafts when they

wives are not strictly secluded. They are a timid, wish to visit the ish'ts. lloth sexes go entirely

inoffensive people, using a languag(Mlifferent from iiake<l, for the pieces of fringe that they wear
those of the mainland or Ceylon, and they possess about them are l ather intemlecl for ornament than

threewritten characters,—the Dewilii and llakura, as a covering. Ihey obtain fish by descending to

written from left to right, and the Arabic, written the sliore at low water and s])earing those that

from right to left. Tlio im ii are rather short, of an* left among tlic nuds by the receding tide,

a dark-copper colour. 'Hiey are ex]KTt navigators also shooting them with bows and arrows, and
and sailors, have schools for teaching navigation, catching them with small hand-nets, and deposit-

make and repair nautical instruments, such as tlie ing them in long wicker baskets wliich they carry

astrolabe and quadrant, and translate into their slung from their shoulders. All these are cha-

own language from the English books, the rules raeteristics of the wilder coast Papuans, especially

of navigation. those wJio formerly oeeuj)ied 'rasmania, to whom,
The Laccadive Islands ar(' so called from tw«) m<lee(l, the Mincopi besr a resemblance so striking

Hindi words,] .nkshn dwi])M, hundred islands. Tluw as to excite surprise that two tribt'S who must
are also called tlie Divi or Amin divi islands, have been se})arated dining many ages, and who
arc off the coifst of Malabar, and <‘xtrnd from reside in elimates so different, should bo distin-

lat. tS° 30' N. to the parallel of UK .’)2' N. Most guished hy precisely the same characteristics,

of the islands are low and suTronmled by steep 'fhe oidy point, of diltcrenee that can be detected

coral reefs. They form a group of fourteen small consists in the knowleilge on the part of the

islands, partly under th(‘ British and jiartly uiid«‘r Andamans of the use of the bow and arrow,

the Bibi of Caimanore. The people are of ^fala- which was (‘ither never known to the Van Die-

yala origin, but are now Muhammadans, and men’s J.and natives, (u* had been neglected in

mostly adhere to the Aliya Santana law of ir rit-
|

favour of tlu* dart or throwing sj>ear, which is

aqce, or thatof Tiiatenud <l(;seent. Thi'yare poor,
|

far bettiu* adapted to tin? open nature of their

quiet, and inoffensive. They are taught Arabic country.

and Bal-tite, a dialect of .Malayalam. 'J'lioy carry A large Dumber of Mincopi who visited J^oss

on a small trade with all the coast of Western
|

Island during the Editor's stay in 1(S63 evinced

India, which they visit in boats u}) to lifteen tons
I

great facility in imitating voeal sounds. They
Imrdeii, curryiug tortoise - shell, sea-slugs, mats,

;
(Mineopi) roam in tribes, wlio speak different

shells, shark-tins, cocoanuts, and eoir. ; ilialeets uninldligible to each other; one of

Five islands, Arnini, Kadamat, Kiltun, (.’hetlat,
j

their diale(?ts has been enlled Bojingijida. The
and Bitra, with a total area of <u- 7 square

j

tribes are at enmity with eaidi other. Tfiejnhabit-

inilcs, are attached to tin* Honth Uanara district ; mils <»f the Southern Andaman erect no houses,

and other five, Agathi, Kowrathy,Kalpeni,Aiidrot, ! those of the l.ittle Andaman erect beehive huts

and Minekoi, with an area of 7.( to N s<piar(‘ miles, of th(‘ rmh'st eliaracter. 'I’heir marriage ceremony

are under the Bibi of ( ’aiinaiioiM'. All the islands
j

is extremely short and sim])l(‘; their dead are

have Ifigoons. 'I’lie j)opulat ion numbered, in ls71, interred immediately after death, or jdaced on a

;
afew read the Koran in .\rabic. Accord- raised ])latform, and the siti* wiiere the death

ing to Lassen, the language of tlie Laecailivos oecuired is abandoned. Aftei- two inoiitlis, thr

and Maldives belongs to the Turaniau family. It bones of tlie deci ased are cleaned and distributed,

is .Malayalam writtmi in tlie Arabic eharacter. to be suspended ronn<l the neck, seemingly as

They catch tish, turtle, and the liolotfuiria. Urave charin.-^. \Vonien have' sometimes a slight cinctun

crime is almost unknown. Uats swarm on the of leaves, a bunch of which is suspended from the

islands, and a revenue oflieer introduced the imin- waist-belt beliind. Tliere are kitchen middens,

goose, species of Iferpestes, and large* owls to some of great dimensions,one being3()()yai’ds long,

keep them down, as the rats were <lestroying the 50 yanls broad, and JO feet high, composed of

grain crops on tlie ground and tin? cocoanuts on shells and the bones of liirds. The zoology is

the trees. In 1871 the islands were lloodeil diir- identical with that of Burma,
ing a storm, and a steamer laden with rice was The Malay Peninsula is also known as thr

sent to them, and in 1875 an hospital assistant Eastern JVninsula, to distinguish it from the

and midwife were sent. Western Feninsula of India. It is a long, narrow,

Andaman Islands have an area of 88()'2 square mountainous tract, varying in breadth from alt

miles, and a population iji 18H1 of 14,Gi^S, of to lot) miles, and about 7t)0 miles in length, on

whom 7440 were convicts on the penal settlement, tlu^ east from Hankok at the head of tlie (lulf of

The Andaman Islands lie in the direct track of Siam, in lat. EK 58' 30" N.,and long. lOO'^ 34' K.,

ships navigating the eastern side of tlie Bay of and on the west from the Tavoy river to Cape

Bengal, and have been twice actually occupied Uaimmia, in lat. l'^ 22' 30" N. 'Hie mountains of

by a British establishment. Their inhabitante, the the interior rise 5000 and 6000 feet in height

Mincopi, had tlu* feeling of liostility and aversion above the sea, one of them, Ladang, which the

towards strangers which is common to all the Fortugiiese named Mount Ophir, being 5600 feet

wilder Papuan tribes. 'I’hey long continued to bo high. The metallic ores obtainable aro gold and

kraiiia'^^y
They are tin, the latter in great abundance, and it is

India* probably from the gold obtainable that the

the I^eninsula has been supposed to be the Aurea

trated to exceed five feet Chersonesus. Newbold says (i, p. 431) that the
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old obtained from the Malay Peninsula amounted
i one year to 19,800 ojinces.

The Portuguese and the Dutch have at times

eld possessions there, but the former were driven

Lit by the latter nation, who ceded all to Great

ritnin by the treaty of liondon of 17tli Marcli

824, Britain undertaking not to hold any of the

lands south of Singa])ore. The dominant powers
t present are the British on the west and south,

lid the Siamese on tlu‘ cast and soutli.

Kalantan^ Qnednh, Trinfjaun, Pvrak^ Kema^
\(in^ Jellahu, Surijie Ujoufiy Joinpnlc^ SrhnaiKniti^

lumboire, Johoh^ Nainiifig, Sejarntt, and Jnhore

re native states, over whicli Siam claims snpre-

lacy, and the British territory comprises the

>uthern part of 'Favoy, Meigni, Province W(d-
sley, and Malacca, with the islands of Singapore,

eiiang, the Andamans, the Nicobars, and the
,

^ergui Archij)eUigo. Liiuit. >i(‘whold furnished

11 estimate of their populations in 1.8o9 :

—

Exterior --
I

Interior

—

sexes. The Malays have 7;},644 men and 73,544
women

;
but the Chinese men are 80,649, with pnly

17,287 women; and the Kling 14,350 men and

I

40.48 women.

I

Quedah, between lat. 5” and O'* 50' N., and its

' several islands are occupied by the. Malay, Siamese,
Samsam, and Semang. In the Salauijor State,

;
from lat. 3° 50' N., the mass of the population is

I

Malay, but the ruling race ar(^ Bugis from the

I

Celebes. This small state, up to the earlier part

of tlie 19th eentury, was more addicted to piracy

I

than any other of those in the Peninsula.

I
Tringanu, a maritime state on the east coast,

I

is jicopled by Malays. PuUmi has lilalays and
Sianiose.

The four inland states of Rumbowc, Sunjio

IJjong, .lohole, and Srimananti, as also the pro-

vince of Nanning (4000 square miles), arc peopled
by the descendants of a Malay colony direct from

i

the ancient empire of Mcnangkahaii in Sumatra.

!

'File Johore Archipelago embraces several

uedah and Ligore, no.ouo Rurnliowo, . . . ;>,ooo

L:rak, .... 8unji(* Pjong, . . 44500
ilangor and .F.hnF, .... 4,0S0

Kalang, . . . 12,000 Jwmpole, . . . 2,000
>liore with Sojamet .... 2, (MM)

and ]\luar, . . 25,000 Srimananti, . . 8,000

ihang, .... 40,000 AboriginoH s(!atter(*d over
cinainain, . . . 1,0(M) thoivninsida, . 9,000
a Ian tan, . . . .')0,000 British -

ringanu, . . . 40,000 ]\Ial:icva and Penang
itani, .... 10,000 47,70(5

Pro. AVcdlcsley (18.45), 4(1,8S0

It was estimated tliat (Jiiedah liad 100,000 souls

id Patani 90,000 befoi'c the Siamese invasion,

hen they were reduced to oue-(‘ighth of their

>rmcr numb(‘rs.

The more southern states ar(‘ Malay, inter-

>crsed with small colonies of (’hinese, mostly

m, and of (’hiilia and Kling emigrants from
i Tkminsula of India. There ar«* four British

stricts styled the Straits Settlements. These
;r(5 oeoupied in tin* early })art of the 19tli

ntury, and attracted numbers of Chinese,

day, and Kling. A census taken in 1881

ows their p()]adatioii as undi'r :

—

Siiigai inro.
IViiang /md i

Fro. Wollrslcy. i

5fala( (•a.

~ir. F. M. 1'. “m. i'7~

alw, . , 101 179 175 1.52 151

lyanoae, . 1,477 257 7 ... i
118 17

igis, . . 1,011 078 6 8 47 48
linese, . . 4(5,(541 7,467 40,1(58 6,214; 0,850 4,(5(M5

vanesc, . 2,.155 1,084
j

804 284 246 04

weepahan,
1

1,718 1,774:

ing, . .
7,'6151

1
’(;44

1

.5,14(5 1,687' 1,55(5 1,418

day, . .
1

10,041 0,200 45,501 .44,0(54 28,1021]!0,472

tmesc, . 1 25 19 2(>(5 184, 4 4

Two distinct races arc in that peninsula and its

jacent islands, the Mongoloid, Mon, Siamese,

d Malay, with the Negroid, ^lincopi, and
mang. The tribes of the Mongoloid race arc

morous, but are in places so few in numbers
at a hut or two form a nation. They are of

tie political or ethnical importance. In the

btes bordering on Siam, the bulk of the popu-
aon consists of the Malay, Siamese, and Samsam,
b latter being Siamese converts to Muham-
^anism, who have adopted the language?, the

pits, and manners of the Malays.

LAll but the Malays are engaged in mercantile,

fesan, or agricultural avocations, making a little

Biey and returning to their native countHes.

|b is evident from the dispropQrtiou*4)L-lllii

bundreds of islets, and tlie considerable islands

of Ihittam, Bintang, Kriimin, Ganipang, Gallat,

anti Sinkej), in the line of the plutonic zone of

elevation of tlie Malay Peninsula from Singapore
to Billiton. Banka and Billiton may also be
included in it

;
they are .so geologically and etlmo-

I

logically, though not gcograjihically. The more
important of tin* tribes in this Archi})elago arc

I

those termotl collectively Orang Po-Sukuan,

I

literally tin* people tlividetl intt) tribt's. They are

i all vas.sals of the king of Johore. The tribes of
i higbe.sb rank are tin* Orang Bentan under an

.

I Uliibalang, the Orang Singgora under a Batin,

the Orang Kopet undir a .lumang, the Orang
Bulo, and the Orang Lingga. There are other t ribes

of the creeks and the sea, and some in the interior

of the larger islands are wild.

Johorcy formerly the chief city of the emjnre
of that name, and residence of tin* sultan, is

situated about mile.s up the river so cnlled.

The town wa.s founded in a.d. 1511 or 1512 by
Sullan Midiainmad Shah ii. of .Malacca, who, after

hi.s expulsion from that phua.* by the Portuguese,

tied to the river of Joliore. From that time the

town of .lohorc ha.s been the capital of the empire,

which took the name of the eni])ire of Johore
instead of that of Malacca. It is in the extreme
southern ])art of tin* Peninsula, with niiinerous

islands. Johore is the re.sidencc of a Panghulu,
who is appointed both by the sultan of Johore
and by tin* Tumungong of Singapore. It is now
the generally received opinion that Johore derived
its ])opnhitioii from Menangkabaii. The Johore
Archipelago was probalJy inhabited from a very

remote period, anterior even to the existence of

any race in Sumatra, by a maritime branch of the

! same people,
^
radically Malayan, who are now

j

found in the iiitt*rior of the IVninsiiIa and of

the southern half of Sumatra. Several tribes

in various stages of civilisation still possess the

Johore Islands. Though little known to Euro-
peans, they can never have been without Malay
or Indo-Malay visitors, for it was by the great

rivers ofFalembang, Jambi, Indragiri, andKampar,
before whose embouchures these islands lie, that

the natives of Ceylon and Southern India must
have gradually carried civilisation into the interior

of Southern Sumatra.

Kalang, Jcllabn^ IJbi Pahang, Jellatje^ and
Srimananti arc also Malay, subject to Johore.
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The smaller tribes of the interior and of the sea- two tribes in the Kuinbowe State. In Rumbowc
coast have their own names, but are known Ilir are the Battii Ampar^Munkal, Paya Kiimba
generally by Malay designations, of local signili- Barrat, and Tiga Nenik tribes, and in Rumbowe
cation, with the word Orang prefix.ed,—Orang Uhi are the Hattu Ihillang, the Paya Kuuiba
Binua, men of the soil

; Orang Bukit, men of the Darrat, the Sa Melongang, and the Sri Lummah
;

hills
;
Orang-Utan, men of the woods

;
Orang also the Tiga Battii, Anak Malacca, Anak Achi

Slitar, men of the strait
;
Orang Lant, men of (clnldrcii of Malacca and Achin), and Tannah

the sea. Occasionally the Arabic word Jtayat, or l)attar.

subject, is used, as Rayat Utan, Knyat Ijaiit. 'riie Jakiin are proud, impatient of control, but
Also, among the forests and mountains of the honest, fond of music, lioth men and women,

interior are several barbarous tribes, who subsist in their forests, have only a strip of the tara])

chiefly by hunting and by shooting game, using tree for covering. The fV'atiires of tlie Jakun or
the blowpipe and poisoned arrows. Amongst Sakai, the Jh'Ianda, tlu* Besisik, and the Akkye
them are the Semang, the Sakai, or Orang bear a common resemblance' to the pure ^lalays

:

Bukit, men of tlu‘ liills
;

the .lakun, or Orang- they have tlm same .sturdy legs and breadth of

Utan, or Rayat LItan, men of the woods. The chest, the small depressed, though not flattened

wild tribes are chiefly in the mountain chain nose, witluliveiging nostrils, and broad, prominent
running down the centre of the Penin.sula from eheek - bones, which dUtinguish that race of

Quedah to Point Rainuuia. The Rayat I 'tan, the men.
Jakun, the Sakai, the Hala, the Belanda, and arc little known. Many Malays believe

Besisik, are in the forests in the south. they are a class of Jakuiis, while others atFirm

Pahanfi territory extends from Sadih', in lat. that they arc a colony from some foreign country.
15' N., to Kamamang or Kemaman. The Tin* Tuanku lhit('h of Rumbowe informed New-

population of Kemaman consists of Malays and hold that tlu' Udai an* a race of savage.s, thinly

Chinese; but in the interior of Pakaa, Ix'tween scattered over the states of Jellahu, Pahang,
Kemaman and Tringanu, is an al)original race Tringanu, and Qnedah, and resemble in feature

termed Pangan, said to have the frizzle<l hair of the (lark('r vaih't.y of .lakuns. Their size is repre-

the Papuan. sent ed as .smaller, aii<l tlieir habits nnwe savage,

Oravij Binna^ literally men of the soil, is a going nearly n.ikcd, dirty in person, rarely con-
name applied by the INialays indiscriininately to struetiiig Inits, and subsisting on forest i)roducts,

all the uncivilised scattered tribes.— »*^emang, Bela, using the sumpitan and poisoned arrows, ami
Jakun, Hala, and Udai. In the States of Snnjie sharp stakes as spears.

.Ujong and Jobole there are twelve such tribes. The Nc/za///// and the /Woz dwell in the forests

besides the Besisik and the Belanda, and others in in the north, and are met with in Quedah, Perak,
Salangor. The Binua have been su])])0sed by Tringanu, and Salangor. To tin* north of the pro-
some to be of Negro origin, but others regard vince of J.igorc', the JSemang seem to be called

them as Mongoloid races. Kariaii. ^hdays class the tSomang as the Semang
Newbold says it is stated by the Binua, and I’ava, S(‘mang Jhikit, Semang Bakowe, and

admitted by the ^lalays, tluit before the Malay Semang Bila, meaning the Semang of the marsh,
Peninsula ha<l the name of Malacca, it was in- of the hills, of the (’oast, and the civilised. Sir
habited by the Orang Bitiiia. In course of time, Stamford Jhdlles and Mr. Anderson deseribed the
the early Arab trading ve.«sel.s brought over Semang as having a black skin, woolly hair, thick
priests from Arabia, who made a number of eon- lips, flat nose, receding forehead, and protuberant
verts to Islam

;
those; of tin; Orang jflnua who b(*lly; and sul)se([uent authorities regard them as

declined to abjure the customs of their forefathers, of tlie Papuan race. Newbold (ii. p. J7H) says

in consequence of the ])ersecutions to which they that tho^(* around Quodjih arc scarcely to be dis-

were exposed, fled to tiio fa.stnes8e.s of the ijiterior, tiuguished from the Jakun, having the same
where they have since continued ilia savage stat<‘. curly and matteil, though not frizzled hair, but
He says their general jihysical a])pearance, their with a conqzloxion gi'iierally a little darker. They
lineaments, their nomadic Izabits, ami a few simi- use poisone<l arrows with the blowpipe sumpitan.
larities in customs, point to a Tartar extraction. They arc said to write on the leaves of the ‘ stebbal.’

Iii the Binua, the clieek-1 zones lire broad in all ^fany Jiave been converted to Miiliainmadanism.
directions and prominent, giving to the face below Thi'y will be further noticed along with the
the base of the forehead a marked lateral develop- Papuans.
inent, beyond it or to the forehead an appearance The Onnifj Sahimhn is a small tribe of forest

of being compressed. Tlie lower jaw is massive, noniades who hunt the wild hog with dogs, and
spreads out, and does not rise rapidly, thus pro- use; the sumpitan blowpipe as their weapon,
ducing an obtuse chin and the anterior maxillary IRce is their chief food, but they eat the hog,

projection considerable. monkey, snakes, birds of all kinds, except the

The ruder Binua dialects of the Peninsula are domestic fowl. 'rh(;y abstain from agriculture,

rapidly disappearing. There an* Binua on the They bury their dead, depositing all the deceaseds
Sirnrong and other branches of the Indaii, wdiich utensils along with the body. They speak the

are in Johore. The southern part of Pahang is Malay language, but with a peculiar accent,
inhabitc'd by the same tribe of Bimia who arc The Miulira believe that all diseases are paused
found in Johore. Some of them, indeed, have by spirits, each ailment having its own spirit, who
habitations, which can scarcely be called houses, haimfe in caves, in woods. They have wishing
The Jakun are scattered through the interior, rocks to which they resort to gather the Chinkwi

and are often called Rayat Utan. They do not flower, which gives them supernatural power over
differ materially from the Malay in colour and others. Amongst their marriage ceremonies is

physiognomy. that* of the bride and bridegroom eating from
The Bodoanda Jakun and Bodoanda Jawa arc tUc-sauiC plate. The Mintira, and all the tribes
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of the interior, have a dread of the sea, and never the deep bays of the Lampee Island
;
also beche-

venture on it. dc-mer, sharks’ fins, dried fish, and edible birds’

The Chinese scattered over the principal islands nests. They believe that Nat or spirits dwell in

of the Archipelago were estimated in 1 at the land, the sea, the air, and the forest, but they

nearly a million in Siam, Tonqiiin, Cochin-China, do not invoke or sacrifice to them. Tlicy subsist

Kaniboja, Laos, and the Malay Peninsula. In the entirely on fish, turtle, and shell-fish,

year 1871, in the British Settlements in the Pm/A-, on the west coast, south of Quedah, is 75
Straits, there wore Facilities for travel miles long. It is tributary to Siam. Its inhabit-

havc allured a great influx of that intelligimt race, ants consist of the Malays
;
also the Batta, Jiarak,

who are largely engaged in mining operations, in Rawa, Mandeliiig, and Korinchi people of Sumatra;
garden cultivation. tiio Bugis and wild tribes in the interior, with

The Orang (Slitar) SeUit^ literally people of the sc'ttlers from Europe and China. The Bugis are

straits, the Cellates of A^alcntyn, arc a wild tribe, much respected. They at one time overran

living in boats near the old Straits of Singapore, Quodah, but are now of little importance. The
using small boats 20 ft‘et long. With the Bidii- Korinchi are strict Muhammadans, dress always
nnda, they are joint occupants of Singapore, in white. They have the Malay manners and
They speak a Malay dialect with a guttural accent, language, ])ut use a writing character of their own.
They gather shell-fish

;
they fish and collect Tin*. Pa\va and Mandoling people arc labourers,

forest produce. They arc liable to a leprous Tlie literally men of the country,
^

affection of the skin. Tliey are supposed to he arc; called Sakai by the ^falays of Perak, also

uncivilised Malays. Orang Bukit, or hillmen, or Orang Laiit or sea

The Sakai is a pagan ])opulation in the Malay men, or Jakun, Besisik, from the localities or

Peninsula, divided into the Sakai .liiia and Sakai rivers they occupy. The Sakai or Jakun of Perak
Bukit, the latter ])eing hillmen and inouiitaineers, are smaller in size than the Malay. The Seinang

the former more settled and civilised. They of Perak are of the same siz(? as the Malay, in

arc strict worshi])j)ers of the elements. Sakai is complexion of a, dark-brown more than black, with

the Pahang word for an aboriginal. flat nose, thick li)>s, large mouth, and hair not

Tlio Ifala, a branch of the Sakai, tattoo their lank and black liki* the Malay, nor woolly like

face and breast, pierce their ears and nose, and tin* Ethiopian Negro, hut long and in tufts. The
insert porcupint!<piills. The Sakai tongue of Perak Pinvik population has been estimated at 30,000

appears to rosemlde in its j)lK)nctic character to 80,000, and its wild tribes at 5000 or 0000.

the ruder dialects of the Burman group. This Salangor runs for 120 miles south of Perak,

character is intermediate between that ()f the from lat. 3^^ 50' N. 'I'he mass of the population

Semang on the one si<le, and that of the ruder is Malay, hut the government was held by Bugis

Sumatran, Javan, and Borneon on the other. Tin? from Celebes. In the early })art of the 19th

JohoreBiniia is more gutttiral, aspirate, «and harsh, century, it was more addicted to piracy than any
remarkably broad and slow. other of the states of the Malay Peninsula.

Rayat Laut and Orang Lant literally mean I’ntil the earlier part of tlie 19th ceniury, the

seafaring people. 'I'he Malays distinguish them Malays on the E. and W. coasts of the Peninsula
from the localities they occupy, as the Orang were largely piratical.

Rawang, the Orang .Selat or Orang Slitar. Their Hhio-lungga is the name given to two groups
principal haunts are Galang, tSelat, Muru, Baru, of islands, the Rhio and IJngga, forming the Archi-

Kalang, Tiiniaiig, Lingga, Tambnsa, Sooghi, pelago of innumerable islands and reefs stretching

Mantaiig, Akik, Murabn, and Ratas. They re- between Sumatra and Borneo, and which, till

semble the Jakun and Malay in appearance, but lS2t, wore a ]>art of the formerly powerful

are of darker colour, and more savage and uncouth kingdom of Liugga, which extended over a great

in iispect. 'I’liey are proud and restles.s, impatient part of the Malay Peninsula, and over the mari-
of control, and fond of music. They live in their

:
time provinces on the ea.st coast of Sumatra

boats, in which they make long voyages. Th(*y : from Palemhang to the territory of Siak. The
are expert divers and fislu'rs, and collect agar- ' Rhio grou]) includes Bintang, Battam, Gallat,

agal, trepang, wood, oil, etc. 'riu? Akkge or Ua//at
\

Ikilan, ('lunnhol, Sugel, Durian (Dryon), Karimon,
lAiut, of the shores ami islets, dwell apart from ami Begnpong

;
that of langga inclmliug Lingga,

the Malay, from whom they differ in habits and Biukep, 'rimian and Roding, Baga and the Seven
religion. They are thiidy scattcied, living upon Islands. On the cession from the Netherlands to

fish, and are probably identical \\itli the lelithyo- tin* British Oovemment of the Dutch possessions

phagi mentioned by Herodotus, Diodorus, and on the Malay l\‘ninsula,Khio(pronuuncedRee-ow)
rliny. became of some im]>ortamu‘.

The Seinng or Sclonc sail all through the islands ANNAM, COCrilN-CHINA, KA.MB0GIA, LAOS,
of the Mergui Archipelago, south of 'favoy. They SIAM.—Around the borders of Ihitish India,

are a mild, honest, intelligent, and ])eaceful race, in the N.W., the N.E., B.E., and E., is an
timid, reserved, and difficult to ajqn-oach. They ethnical group, wliieli contains the Tibetans, the
number about 1 000. 'Ilnw reside in their boats, Xejial tribes, several nationalities of the sub-
which are good ; are dccumtly clad, and are Himalayan range, the Burmese, the Bianiese, the
inclined to settle in villages and cultivate. They niitivos of Pegu, tlio Kambogians, the Cochin-
are fishers for the sea-slug, wliich they pick up at Chinese, and the Chinese, in populations which
the low water of spring tides during the N.E. cover perhaps onc-fifth of Asia. They have a
monsoon. They bring to the ports of Tenasserim general similarity, they arc somewhat fair in com-
and of the Malay Peninsula, tortoise-shell, the plexion, with what are called Mongolian features,
larger shells of the triton and nautilus, valuable There are Christiajm, Muhammadans, and shaman-
for their mother-of-pearl

;
the gigantic tridacna, ists among their religious sects, but the Buddhist,

and pearls found in * Confucian, and Taouist philosophies are used as
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voligiona, and almost all believe in the ti'ansmigra- group have a superior physical development, and
t ion of souls towards a final absorption. The resemble the Balinese.

first migrants from the northern side of tlie Perpetual aggressions and frequent conquests,

Hinialaya, now represented by the Annam, Kani- extirpations of villages and migrations, mark the
bogian, Mon, and Laos tribes, appear to have been modern history of nearly all the Tibeto-Burinan
at a later period gradually pressed to the e;ist- tribes, and of the different branches of the same
ward and southward by the Tibeto - Burman tribe. In recent ages, the Laos have settled in

tribes. the lands of the Siugpho, the Bodo, the Burman,
The or Last Himalaic tribes occupy the Pegiian, the Kambogian, and tlic Malay, and

the territory bounded on the north by the left have originated ct)inmuiiities liaving no counec-
side of the valley of the Bralimnpiitra as far as tion with (‘ach other. 'Flic Singpho at a late

the head of Assam, and a line drawn tlumee oast- period forced their way from Burma into Assam,
wards along the range in which the Irawadi has 'Fhc Bodo have occiq)ied the country of tlie Mikii',

its sources, and across the convei'ging inerhlional and the Ariing Ajjgaini and Kuki have intruded

chains, beyond to the most eastern, the Mangli, on both. 'Fhe same tribes also, separated into

which separates the Kiang from tlu' Mid-kong. elans and villages, arc piTinancntly at war with

On tlic south-east of Assam arc numerous each other; Kuki flees from Kuki, Singpho from
tribes, many of them subject to tlie Bnrnies(‘. Singpho, Ahor from Alxn*.

These belong to the Sianiesi* or T’luii group, and The called by tlie Bunnans Ta-lain,

’are eoinpo.sed of the Siamese proper, the Khamti, and IN'guans or IVgiiers by I'hu-opeaiis, long

the Laos, and the Shan, who each speak a successfully contested with the Buiinaus the sw’ay

dialect of their own, none of which are like the over the basin of the Irawadi. They were
Burmese. annexed to Burma in the inhldh' of the Kith

The Laos or Shau race speak a language which century, hut again tJircw off the yoke in the

was primarily East Hirnalaic, like Mon, Kambogian, beginning of the 18th century, and subjugated all

Aimam, and Pa-long. Like them, it was carried Burma. Their range embraces the delta of the

at some remote period into the Brahmaputra- Salwin, where Moutama or Martaban was their

Gaugetic province, and received some l)ravi<lian chief poi’t. 'riu'y long preceded the Siamese in

roots. Subsequently it shared in the gnait the Tenuj^smim Pidvinecs, ami the languages of

eastern movement of the Hirnalaic dialects, from tlu‘ Semang and Biuua of the Malay Peninsula

the basin of tlie Ganges into that of the Irawadi. retain deej) traces of their ancient iutluence to

where it was intimately connected with some of the south. A colony is also found in the basin

the intrusive West Hirnalaic or Tibeto-Burman of the Menam. Before the great soutlu rn move-
dialects. It was then pressed fartlier into the! | mciit of Hie Laos, iIh* Mon npjx'ar to have occu-

east, into the basin of the Upper Mei-kong and pied that basin also, and to have marched and
Tonkin, and became the language of Yunnan. intermix(‘d with llie closely-allied Kamhogians of

During the Ilan dynasty, Chinese colonies began the Lower Mei-kong. Theysi'om to have been ai

to occupy the valleys of Yunnan, and from that one time Hie chief traders eastward of the Bay ol

time the Laos language was expo.siid to the Bengal.

influence of Chinese, aJicl bi'gan to leceive the The Nicobar Islanders appear to hav(‘ heim an

modifled form it possessed when the pressure of early colony of tin; Mon race in its pure or more
that great race on the older tribes of Yunnan west Chinese and hss Indiaii condition. Tlu^v

caused the Laos peojilo to swarm to the westward
j

are flatter faced ami more oblique eyed than the

and southward. Wlien they re-entered the basin
| Hakhoing ami Mon, in this resembling the more

of the Irawadi, they had acquired from their
j

sequestered hill tribi‘S of the Burman race. In

partially Chinese civilisation a superiority over I some islands they have been mueii mixe<l wdtJi

the Tibeto-Burman tribes of Northern Ultra-
j

Malay <*oIonists. Xicohai’ plinnology is allied to

India, which made the liaos elans predominant
;

that of the tSclong and Semang. The entire

along the central belt of (Htia-India from the population Inus been estimated at 0000 souls.

Himalaya to the mouth of the Meruim. 'Fhey eat the pig, yam, and iilantain. They
The Shan, or Shyan call themselves T’hi or dread evil spirits. They bury the dead, and

T'hai, and occiqiy great part of Laos and Siam, dcqiosit with the boily all the small articles of

and bordering districts of Burma. In personal ^iroperty of the dcceasi'd. They are nionogamic,
appearance, customs, and languages, the Shan but divorce is fiequcnt.

and Karen arc but offshoots of the same stock,
i

Ka-KInjen .—Jn the Irawadi and Mei-kong
The Laos, the Shan, and the people called Ahom ' basins, there are remnants of tribes strongly
were originally tlie same, and once held A.ssam distinguislH'd from tin* picdomiriaiit races, and
and Bhutan under their dominion, Assam, indeed, tmuling, with the evidence of language, to show
being a dialectal variation of Ahoin, The Shan that the; ethnic history of Ultra- India is very
race swarm in numerous tribes over the countries

! ancient, and hns undergone repeated revolutions,

stretching from the valleys between (ffiina and ' One of the most remarkable is the Ka-Khyeu.
Tibet on the north, to the Gulf of Siam in the They arc descrilied as being in Hudr appearance
south, and if united would form the most formid- not Mongolian, and totally different from the

able state in Eastern Asia. They occupy all the surrounding rac(‘s of Shan, Burmese, and Chinese,
territories between the Irawadi and the moun- The Palong, l^a-on, or Zc-baing are partially

tains of Annam. At Bhamo, to the north, east, subject to, and locate<l to the east of, the Mo
and south-east of which they are numerous, the Meit (Mung Myit, Moung-m-ri), beyond the

language of the Shan corresponds with that of Karen -ni, and along the Ciiinese frontier, as far

the Siamese. Their habits, mode of living, as the latitude of Barno (Mang-mo). They arc

cuKIvatioii of the ground, correspond with those good carpenters, dyers, and blacksmiths. Their

of the Khyen and Karen. Peopl of the Thai
| c^a or swords are exclusively used in and around
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Bamo. They approximate to the Shaiis, of whom fingers ;
but the labouring classes from necessity

they are probably an offshoot; they wear the wear them short. With the women, the inner

same dress, and are Buddhist, but they have frock reaches below tlx; knee, and the outer

affinities with the Ka-Khyen. The I’along seem down to the ankles. When a Cochiu-Chinese is

to resemble the Annamese in some respects. in full dress, as when he makes visits or is engaged
A race of the same name (Panoiig), but to in tlie performance of religious rites, he always

which the Siamese apply the generic name of Ka wears over the frocks now mentioned a loose silk

or Kha, inhabit the mountains of Laos, bordering gown reaching to the ankles. Both sexes wear
on Kambogia. They are a coarst; and d(^based tiirbands, which are put on with much neatness

;

variety of the Annain and the Kami )Ogiau type. and the form of this article of dress, which is

Chomj,—Onthesamesideof t]niMei-kongl)asiii, always determinate, distinguishes the civil from
but towards the sea, between lat. 11'" and N., the military order of public officers,

a hill tribe called Chong pres(^rve more of the Cochin-China is the name given in Europe to

ancient Australo - Tamilian character than the a kingdom occupied by an Aiinam ])eoph.'. The
surrounding tribes. In the Chong, the haii-, <lerivatioii of this Euroj)ean name is obscure,

instead of being stiff or harsh, as in tin' Mongolian, Kaehao is the name given by the Annam people

Tibetan, and prevalent Chra-Indian and Malaya- to the capital of Tonkin; and Cochin-China is

Polynesian race, is comparatively soft, the known to the ]\lajay navigators as Cutchi, but
features are much more prumineiit, ujid the beard they give the same name to Cochin on the

is fuller, Malabar coast. Cochin-China has probably been
The or who inhabit the nionn- so (‘all(*d from the allileration or reduplication

tains on the west of tlie Tonkinese province of so common with easterns, aided by the proximity

TJ)ank - Iloa - noi, and stretch into ( 'hina, arc of (’hina. and may be derived from Kaehao, the

evidently an extension of ih(‘ al)oiiginal or un- capital of Tonkin and China, so that Cochin-China
civilised Laos of Vnnnan. 1'he name is tlie Laos may mean Cliiiia - Cutehi. (Vicliiii - China is

term for town or village which is scattenvl over lamnded on the west liy the l.aos country. It

so large a portion of the Chinese ina]isof Vmman, extends betwc'en lat. and 1 P to IH"* N. The
indicating the present limits of i.aos in that laws and modes of punishment of the Cochin-

province. Chinese ai(' nearly ilu‘ same as those of China.

The yla/ma/c.sr, or Annamitic gionp of ]>eoples Their language, termed the Annamite, is mono-
inhabiting Cochin-tffiina and Tonkin, are a section syllalac, and evidently derived from that of

of the division to wliich the ('hineso belong, 'Phe China. Their written language, indeed, is merely

Chinese designate the Annum ]a‘opIe Ngannani. borrowed in whole or in part from the Chinese,

The Tonkinese call the (\)chin-Chinese'^ Kuang tliongh the two languag(‘s have become so dift'er-

and Kekuang, nanx'S probably the same as Kliyen
|

ent that persons of the two nations cannot com-
and Ka-Khyen. The Cochin - Chinese, on the municate either in reading or writing. Chinese,

other hand, call tlie Tonkinese Kepak. however, is the learned language of Cochin-China,

The Annamese group, amongst whom arc the with the pronunciation of the Cochin - Chinese.

Moy, are found in Coeliin-Cliina, and Tonkin, The Annamite language, from its monosyllabic

and two centuries before Christ the Cliinese found character, presents but a small variety in the

the Annamese in possession of the basin of Sang sound of tlio words, and a great number of signi-

Koi. The Annam race (comprehending under this lications, all indicated by tlxj tone, are given to

name both the Cochin - Chinese and Tonkinese, words siicllcd alike. The religion of the co^nmon
for there is very little difference between them) people is the religion of Fo, which they call Phat;

arc fair, but are a sliort, squat, and ill-favonred Imt the people readily embrace Christianity. The

people, with long arms and short legs, ^'hey arc common language is spoken in Cochin-China,

jirobably lower in stature than any peojiio of Tonkin, (’iampa or 'rsampa, Kambogia, Siam,

Central Asia. Their limbs are strong and well aixl in Laos.

fomied, and they are active and hardy. In point Tlie Moi or Ka-moi, who occupy the broad

of features they bear a nearer resemblance to the ex
2
>ansion of the Annam chain towards Kambogia,

Malay than to any oilier ])eo
2
)le; their coimten- and a])pear to extend northwards along these

ances exhibit an air of clx.'crfnlness and good- mountains, marching with the Laos jDeople on
liumour. The women are, to a remarkable degree, the westward, arc said to be black savages, with

fairer and handsomer than tlx* nx'ii, their hands, Negro features. The Kambogians style them
arms, and feet arc well formed, and tin* carriage Klui-meu. They are the Kho-mcii of Leyden
even of the lower orders is gracLMnl. The hair and tlie Kha-nieu of Cutzlaff. They are very

of the head is worn lung, and put up in a bla<*k, and resemble in their features the Caffre.

knot at the back of the head, as was ^^ractised by Kfniuto arc the aborigines of Tonkin, and must
the Chinese before the tiri'sent fashion was im- not bo confounded Avith the Annamese.

posed upon them by the Manchu
; and the dress Kambogia, lying between Siam and Gochiii-

of both sexes is becoming
;

it is the old costume China, contains about 1,000,000 iDeojile, of

of China, before the Chinese were coinpclled to whom four-fifths arc the native Klio. It contains

adopt that of the Manchu conquerors. Both sexes tlie four provinces, Potisat, Kampong Suak,
dress nearly alike. For the lower jiart of the Kaiiqiong, and Kaiiqjot Son. Kambogia was
body, the covering consists of a pair of loose anciently called Kamphucha. The people call

trousers, secured at the Avaist by a sash. The themselves Khmer, and their country Sroe-Khmer,
main portion of dross consists of tAvo or more the country of the Khmer. They are called by
loose frocks, reaching lialf-Avay down the thigh, the Siamese, Kainmoii; by the Cochiii-Ohinese,
Its sleeves are loose, and Avith persons not com- Komicu

;
by the Chinese, Tang - po - eba

;
and

pelled to labour, they dangle a foot, or even a by the Malays, Kamboja. Kambogia is the
foot and a half, beyond lower portion of the valley of the Mei-kong river.
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The ancient territory of the Kambogians appears races. The Kho are the aborigines of Kambogia.
to have embraced all the country lying west and Their language and that of the Mon in Pegu are

aoutli of the river of Saigun, extending on the said to be much more nearly allied to each other

Gulf of Siam as far north as the twelfth degree than to the T’hai language, which is spoken in the

of latitude, and in the interior at least to the intervening country. The Kho and Siamese
fifteenth. The eastern part of their territory languages are mutually unintelligible,

having been subjugated l)y the Cochin-Chiiicsc?, Champa is a narrow mountainous tract behveen
and the western fully taken possession of by the Cochin-China and Kambogia. The only part of

Siamese, the latter, with the co-operation of the the continent of Asia, the Malay Peninsula

Kambogians under their rule, have retaken Pen- excepted, in which the Malays have settled, and
nom-pen, on the great river Mei-kong, called by to which their language has extended, is Kam-
the llurniese Meh-kwan-init (Moor, j). 190), but bogia. In that country they established the little

which probably receives several names in its long independent principality called Champa, well

course of IbOO miles, till it enters the sea by known both in Malay and Javanese story. Both

several branches. the Malays of the Peninsula and the Javanese

Sovereignty over the kingdom of Kambogia was appear to have carried on a commercial inter-

claimed by Siam and Cochin-thiina, and the course witli Champa, and the same commerce
Kambogiaii prijico, unable to resist either of the still goes on between ('hampa and the British

sovereigns, j)aid tribute to both. Tin* Govern- settlement of Singapore. The people are known
meiit of Siam eompelled the young princes of in Kambogia as tin* Tsinm, and to the Annamose
Kambogia to reside as hostages at Bankok. It is as the Poi 'riiuan or Thieng. Colonel Yule says

now under the protection of France, which has a number of them are settled near the Great

fonne<l a colonial government over six provinces Lake.

of Cochin-China, which were formerly part of The. Mcuituj Tlmi or Siam jicoplc consist of the

the kingdom of Kambogia. The ]>opulation of Siamese proper, the Khamti, the Laos, and the

French Cochin-China, principally of Chinese Shan. The valley of tlie Menam, throughout its

descent, is about three millions. The provinces whole course, is exclusively T’hai, and the T’ljai

were obtained from the emperor of Annum by a attain their highest civilisation on the alluvial

treaty signed at Hue in 1802. d<‘lta of tlieir river. Tlui old (^ajiital, Ayuthia,

The whole of the coast from Kamas in Karn- founded in ll);')!. was abandoned in 1751 for

bogiii, quite up to w'hat is called by the Siame.se Bankok, lowei* doAvn tlio rivi'r, and Siamese now'

L(?m Samnie-saii, the Cape Liant of Kuropeans, dominate that part of the Feiiitisiila wdiich extends

is an uninterrupted archipelago of beautiful from the Siam Gulf to hit. 7 X. Kainl)ogia, the

islands. The Kambogians W'ho are subjects of liUos of the Lu country. Luang, Plira Hang, and
Siam occupy the southc?rn districts of the Moi- Xan, are aFo tributary to Siam. The Siamese are

kong down to the frontiers of Cochin-China, a Mongoloi<l race, us arc tl»ose of Ava, IVgu,

The river of Kambogia is one of the largest in Kambogia, Cochin-( 'hina, and the Malays. The
Asia. It falls into the sea by three mouths, Siami'se have large*, straight faces, Hat occiputs,

between the ninth and eleventh degrees. These lowness of the liairy scalp, com]>aratively.small and
three embouchures arc known to Furopean navi- fiini mouth, hard staring eyes, and a grave expres-

gators by the names of tlie Wi^stern or Basak sion. Tlio Siamese an- physically superior to the

river, the Eeastern or central branch, and tlie natives of the Indian Areliipelago, if we excejit

Northern or Japanese river. The ti ret of these i.s those of Bali; indeed, the Balinese and Siamese
the largest, and the more suitable for navigation, bear a striking reseiid)lai)e<' to each otlier. Soiiii*

and is said to have from 11 to 18 feet of water on natives of ^:iiam attain a height aliout the middle
the bar at its mouth at higli-w'aler or spring- size, an<l are geiiejally wa ll made

;
but their

tides. average lieight is 5 feet inches. The hue of

The capital was visite<l by a .Madras ollicer in t!u*ii* skin is a sliade <laiker than that of the

the year 185
1,

at winch time tljc king, besides his Chinese*, but they have fairer e.omiJexions than

four married waves, had thiee Imndnd otlH*r the Malays and Javanese. Tliey are a busy,

women. The W'oim'ii of Kambogia shave tlieir industrious, and enti'ipri.sing people, but vain,

bead, leaving only a short tuft of liair. ^riiey deceitful, and cruel. T’hai is the native name of

also blacken their teeth. Idie Kambogians speak the »*?iam(‘.se, and their cliief divisions are the

a language distinct from those of all their neigli- Tiaos, Shyan (I8haii or Aliom), and Khamti.
hours; but in pliy.sical form, inanmis, laws, The Jaws nation are in the interior of
religion, and .state of civilisation, they bear a and their language is a vari(‘ty of that of the

closer resemblance to the Siamese than *o any T'hai. Burma, Siam, and Tonkin received their

other people. A few of its people have embraced first culture from Imlia, along with Buddliism,
Christianity. and their ancient building.s all bear the stamp of

In Kambogia, it is .stated by a w riter in the Indian origin and Indian taste of a post-Christian

Journal of the Indian Archipelago (fiat Budilha age; Siam in recent times has added Chinese
i.s there styled Samoiiacudom. But tljere prevails methods of improvement to the Indian ones;
amongst tliem a pantheism, in w-hich jill nature i.s while Tonkin mainly from China. Do Carne
deifieci, but above all they place Buddha, and mentions (p. 129) that at the close of tl^c 18tli

worship him daily. The Sa tra Trayphum and the century, when the king of Siam made himself
Sa tra Vapithuiu are m(*ntioiied as two of their nuwt(*r of Palembang on the Kambogia, he drove
reli^ou.s books. out uU the inhabitants, and replaced them hy
The J\ho occupy the delta of the Mei-kong in others. Many foreigners, Chinese and Cochin-

Kambogia, between Siam and C^ochin - China, Chinese, reside in Siam, also FortuguesCt French,
the remaining population being Chinese, Cochin- British, and Dutch. The Siamese marriage ap-
Chinese, Siamese, Malays, Portuguese, and mixed preaches more te a civil coptract than to a

31
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religious institution. The bridegrooms are from

16 to 20 years of age, and the brides about 14

jrears. In Siam polygamy and concubinage are

allowed. There are four classes of wives recog-

nised, the first being tliose received from royalty.

Relatives of the same blood do not intermarry.

In Siam, the kings marry into their- own family,

even with their own sisters and daughters.

The wives of the Burmese and Siamese engage

largely in business, take an active part in their

husband’s affairs, and enter into personal trans-

actions. The wives of men of rank advise and
issue orders

;
those of liumbler station make*

trading voyages in boats up the river on their

own account and on that of their husbands. The
women of Burma and Siam attend ])iil)lic festivals

and theatrical representations. They go abroad

on foot without ostentation or affectation.

The dress of both men and women consists of

a cloth wrapped round the waist, one en<l being

brought between the legs and fastened behind,

which gives this portion t)f their attire theaj»pear-

aucc of a ]Kiir of trousors. In juMition, women
wear a cloth wrapped round the body, under the

arms. Both racm and women have tlu' hair shaved

from their heads, witli the t'X(*(‘ption of a small

round patch which is Uft between the crown
and the forehead. This, being blushed u}), is

made to stand on end, which gives them a scared

appearanc<‘. Paternal authority i.s strongly en-

forced.

The Chinese and Siamese have an aniiunl

ploughing festival. Tlio Siamese kings formerly

attended, and personally held the plough
;
but in

later years it is the duty of tlic I’bonlat'bep, or

sujierintendent of tlie rice granaries, who proceeds

in groat poinj) to a lic'ld beyond the town, where
he ploughs ground suHici<*nt to yield a crop of

five measure's of grain. On the si'cond month he
revisits the field, and stands on one foot for three

solar hours, in invocation of the Devata.

Tlio {Siamese and the Burmese Buddhists,

though they avoid killing any creature for food,

eat the ilesli of animals which other poojile have
killed, as also that of creatures, cattle, ami sheep

that have died of diseas(\

Slavery exists in {Siam, but only war captives

arc kept with severity. (1 ambling in every form,

as with the Ohincse ami Malay, is common, and
cock-fighting, fish-liglitiiig, ciickt't-fighting, and

lotteries.

Siamese appears by far the most widely spoken
language of Ultra-India. It was at one time the

lingua franca of Qnedah, almo&t as much as the

Malay, and even that waudeiing Negro tribe the

Semaiig spoke it in some places.' It was also

current in Assam and Yunnan, at the opposite

extireniities of Ultra-India. No dialect of the T’hai

b intelligible to a Burmese. The alphabets also

but on the wliolc the essentials of their

civilisation are the same, the chief difference being
in ^he language. The Laos alphabet slightly

differs from that of the Siamese proper, but, prac-

speaking, the language b spoken with
ranikrkable uniformity over the whole T’hai area,

ai4 thn Siamese prbper, the Laos, the Shan
dlfdeots, and the Kbamti are one. From Assam
to Bankok^ the difference in the language is

inisrebr that of pronunciation,

i sacred, literature of the Siamese, imd
“ i PaU, Bali, and .PasA Makfd!^

Magadha), the language of Magadha. The tala-

poin or priests are enormously disproportioned
to the rest of the inhabitants. In Bankok alone
their numbers exceed 30,000. The Pheek’ho, or
priests of Siam, are taken from the mass of the
people. They can revert to the laity at pleasure.

With the richer clas-ses, the body, after the

bowels have been extracted, is laid in a wooden
coffin, externally lacquered and gilt, and this is

placed for some days on a high table. In the

ineantiiiie the priests light up tapers, burn per-

fumes under the coilin, and chant funeral hymns
at night. A proct'ssion of relatives and friends,

dressed in white and covered with white veils,

follow the corpse. Beside it are borne figure.^ of

varioii.s animals or singularly-shaped monsters

carved out of bamboo, and the accompanying
talapoins exclaim, ' We must all die, we are all

I

mortal!’ The mourners attest their sorrow by

I

their t(;aiR, and often hire women for the express

purpose. The body is then taken from the coffin

and placed naked on the pile, which is set fire to,

and the remains are scorched. The body is then
: replaced in the coffin, and di'posited under one of

the ]>yrami(ls erected about the temple. (Iraves

arc held sacred among the Siamese, and their

violation is considered as a heinous offence. The
bodies of persons killed by accident, by lightning,

the still-born, those* who die in child-birth or

from small-pox, and suicides, are eitlu'i* thrown
into the water or exposed to tlio beasts of prey.

When a person dit's absent from home, his heir

writes hi.s name and age on slips of paper, and
burns them along with an effigy or a portrait of

the deceased.

Ziiumay, also written (’hang-mai and Xieng-
mai, is due north of Siam ]>roper, on the Monam
river, between lat. 19 ' and X. It is tributary

to Siam. Its capital has a population of 50,000.

The Laos form the humbler pojmlation. The
Miaotsc or Miaiitsi are said to belong to the T’hai

group.

The moujilain races in Siam are the Kariang,

the I.awa, the Ka, and the Chong.
The Kariataj inhabit the mountains on the

N.W. frontier of Siam, as far as lat. 20'^ N.

The T.mca dwell in the same mountain range,

blit to the S. of the Kariang.

The K(i are in the range of moiiutains between
the valleys of the ^fenam and ^lei-kong. The Ka
and the Chong (the Cueo of the Portuguese) are

rude tribes, elepliant hunters.

Chong HYQ a hill tribe on tlu^ side of the Mei-kong
basin, but towards the sea, between lat. ancl

13® N., ill the hilly region at the N.E. angle of

the Gulf of Siam. Tlioy preserve more of the

Aiistralo - Tamilian character than any of the

neighbouring tribes. Their hair, instead of being

stiff or harsh as in the Mongolian, Tibetan, and
prevalent Ultra-Indian and ]\Ialaya-Polyne8ian

race, is comparatively soft, the features are much
more prominent, and the beard is fuller.

Luang Praban, Sicn-kan, Muong-Nan are also

tributary to Siam. TJio last named is probably

Muang lioon, a small state S.E. of Zimmay
; and

Muang Phro Bang, on the Mei-kong, is a larger

state which acknowledges the supremacy of Siam.

EASTERN ASIA and its inhabitants have received

the attention of many eminent ethnologists,-—

Bennett, Bikmore, Burns, Crawfurd, Earl, Keane,
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Jagor, Giglioli, Hogendorp, LeBSon, Logan, Lub-
bock, Huxley, MacGillivray, De Marne, Marsden,
Moor, Newbold, Norris, Peschel, KafHes, St. John, «...

Temmiiick, and Wallace,—.'Umo.st all of whom
Melanesia* !

have resided there, some of them for long terms roiyne.ka’ !

of years. The names which tlicy applied to tliis Sandwich Islamls,

region have been based partly on geographic, Micronesia,

partly on ethnic, grounds; the more generally
accepted being

—

Indonesia^ or the Imlo-Pacilio insular region.

Melanesia^ comprising New Guinea, Australia,

and all tlie easterti rapnaii islands.

Micronesia is all the islands between Melanesia
and the Loo-Clioo and Japanese eliain.

• Pohineskt^ all the islands of the Pacific to the
east of Micronesia and Melanesia, as fjir as Paster
Island.

Papuanesia has been oeeasionally used to

distinguish the northern Melanesia)! islaiuls. in-

habited chieliy by spiral-liaired races.

Oceanica includes all the Indo-Paeilic islands.

yisianesia is a com|)rehensive term, including

the S.E. insular region, viz. Imlonesia, Melanc'sia,

Micronesia, and Polynesia.

The region embraced by tlicso terms extends
through 80 degrees of longitude an<l 80 degrees
of latitude, from lat. J0° N, to 10° and long,

100° to 180° E.
;

and Relim and Wagner’s
enumeration for 1881 give as under:

—

1
kuSies.

121,884

145,8551 (117,000

9,791 121,600

17,008 57,985

8,5301 91,000

!
Si] nan*

!
kilometre

PopuI.-itiDii.

China, viz.

—

China proper, 4,024,b9() 3.50,000,000

China Tributaries - - iMaii-

churia, ^Mongolia, Tibet,
,

Zangaria, Past Turkestan, 7, 531,074 21,180,000

Total, 1 1,555,754 371 .200.000

Corea, ... . . *J3(;,784 8,500,000?
Ja2)an and its DepeudoiicicH

(Kuriles, Loo - Clioo, lieniii

Islands), .... 3S2,447j 3(5,357.212

Himalaya .States (Xc[)al,

Bhutan, etc.), 2.34, OOOj 3, .300, 000
Burma, British, 22!>,,351

1

3, 707,(54(5

Burma, Native,
Manipur,

457,0(.M.): 4,000,()(H)

i9,(;75; I2(5,(KK)

Siam 725,850 5,75(»JMW)

Anmam, 140,500
5‘),4:)<;

iq, 000,000
Frencli Cochin-China, 1,507,012.

Cambodia, .... 8.3,801 800,000
Malacca I’eninsula, Indepeiid-

cut States 81,500 2,00,000

Straits Settlements, British, . 3,712 300,000
Amlamans, .... 5., 497 I h5(X)
Nicobars, .... 1,772 5,000
Simda Islands and 3Iolueca.s, . l,i;93,7:)7 28,8(57,000

Philippine Lslands, . 29(5,182 (5,300,000

Dutch Pns.sessions, including

New Guinea and tlie J^iiuian
,

Islands, .... 1,4(52,400 27.0(52,000

North Borneo, Britisli, . 57,000 150,000
Australasia, viz.- -

New South Wales, 751,4(58

Victoria, (52, ,34(5

Qaecmslaml, 21.3, .525

South Australia, . 279.8(;;5

West Australia, . 31,000
Tasmania, .... 11:5,705

New Zealand,.... 489,953
New Guinea, .

New Guinea - Neighbouring i

' Islands, . . , .
|

Ts-Viia

22,591

01
Oceanic islands, viz. the Society Tslands (Tahiti,

Moorea, etc.), Tiui-motu group, Gum bier group,
etc.—

m

The Eastern Archipelago lies entirely within the

tropics. It overspreads an area from lat. 10° S.

to 10° N. of the equator, ami forty-live degrees of

longitude (95° to 140° E.), ineasuriug upwards of

4000 miles from east to west, and about 1300 miles

from uortli to south, 'rhree of the islands, Borneo,

Sumatra, and New Guinea, are huger than Great

llritain
;

rhiva, Eiieon, and Celebes are about the

size of lielaml. Tin' region here indicated is

known usually as the Archipelago, also the

Pastern and tli(‘ .Malay Archipelago. This Archi-

pelago is marked by a chain of active and extinct

volcanoes through tlio whole length of Sumatra
and Java, ami thence by the islands of Bali,

Loud)ok, Siimbawa, Flores, the Servatty islands,

Bamla, Amboyna, Batchian, Makian, Tidore,

Ternate, ami Gilolo to Morty Island. Hero the

l)elt is broken aiid .shifted 200 miles to the west,

to Nortli Gclehes, from which it passes on to Sian

and Sangiiir, to tlu' lfiiili[)pine Islamls, along the

eastern si<le of whieli it eontimies in a curving

line to tht‘ir northern extremity. From the ex-

treme eastern b<‘nd of tliis belt at Bamla, for 1000

miles, to the north-east coast of New Giiiiu'a, is a

non-vol(^anic district. But there, on the north-east

coast of New Guinea, anotlier volcanic belt can be

traced through New Britain, New Ireland, and
the Solomon Islands to the farthest casteni limits

of the Arc'hipelago. The united length of these

volcanic belts is 90 degrees, tlieir width about 50
miles; but for about 2n() miles on either side of

them, ('vidences of sulderranean action are to be

.seen in recently elevated coral rock or in the

barrier coral reiTs, which indicate recent sub-

mergence.

Five Puropenn powers, Spain, i*ortugal, Hol-
land, France, and Britain, have sought dominion
in the Archi2)ehigo. Portugal has now only

-Macao and the Dilly settlement in Timor. France
is directing her att(*ntion to Annaiii and Tonkin
on the mainland. Great Britain claims possession,

including Hong Kong, of 1400 square miles;

Holland, fi00,()0() srpiare miles, and rules over

20,000,000 of .\siatics
;

and Spain, 110,000
square miles, with eight millions of Asiatic

subjects.

Mr. George IVindsor Pari, in the middle of the

nineteenth century (1855), made known to geo-
graphers that a continuous * submarine bank
stretches out from the Malay and Siamese penin-
sulas, embiacing Sumatra, Borneo, Java, and iis far

as the J9iilip[»ines. It extends all along the cast

side of Asia, from lat. S ' S. to 0° N., 1200 miles

from N. to S. and 1500 from E. to W. The
soundings in this vast area are all under il0(>

fathoms, but the greater part from the Gulf of

Siam to Sumatra and Java is under 50 fathoms.

Eii.st of this succeeds the seas of the Straits <.>f

Macassar and Lombok, more than 100 fathoms
deep. Then begins another bank which unites

New Guinea and other .Papuan islands, the

Celebes, the Timor group, the Moluccas, as far as

Aru Islands, Mysol, and Waigiou, with Australia.
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It is now tlie opinion of naturalists that the

Asiatic continent once included Java, Sumatra,

and Borneo, probably also at an earlier period the

Philippine Islands
;
also that the Australian con-

tinent included the Timor group, the Celebes,

the Moluccas, and the Papuan Island, and that

the islands of the Asiatic division on the one
liand, and those of the Australian on the other,

have been disrupted from their original continents

by the violence of their respective volcanoes
;
that

the plicnomeiKi of volcanic action liavo been all of

comparatively recent occurrence, and have not

wliolly obliterated the traces of the ancient distri-

bution of land and water.

These views have been arrived at from the fact

that the natural productions of the Asiatic islands

and those of the Australian islands widely differ.

Tlie elej)hant and .ta])ir of Sumatra and Borneo,

the rhinoceros of Sumatra and .lava, the wild

cattle of .lava and Borneo, ladong to tlie same
genera wliich inhaliit part of Soutliern Asia.

Similarly with the birds and insects, every family

and almost every genus found on any (»f tlie

Asiatic islands occurs also on tlie Asiatic main-
land, and in a gi*eat many instances even the

species are identical.

On the other liaiid, neitlu'i* Australia nor tlie

Australo-Malay islands havi; ape or monkey, eat

or tiger, no avoIvcs, no hyauias, no benis, no
ek'pliants, liorses, shei*p, ileiu*, or oxen. But
Australia and the Australo-Malay islaiuls have the

opossum and the wombat; and the kangaroo,

long^^upposcd to Ik; ]>eeuliar to Australia, is found

both in the Am Islands and in the southern part

of Noav (jiuinea.

The Asiatic division has woodp<‘ckers, jiheasants,

bafbets, and fruit thruslics, but no cockatoos or

brusli-tongued lui ies. Australia and the Anstralo-

Malay islands have none of tlu' former, but are

the natural home of the; latter.

I>astly, Mr. A. li. Wallace foniu'd the opinion

that all the ]>eoples of the various islands can be
grouped either with the Malay or the Papuan,
two races differing in tlieir ])hysical, menial, and
moral characters. In this view liecarri(*s out Mr.

EaiTs idea, and he is of opinion that a lino can be
drawn wliich shall so divide the islamis as to in-

recognises four distinct stocks,—one of various

shades of brown, and three of a distinctly dark

type, physically different, speaking languages

which belong to radically distinct lingmistic types,

while the varieties of the brown stock are one in

speech and physicpie. T'ho three dark races are

th(; Austral of Australia, the Negrito, and the

Papuan.
The Negrito occur in Lueon and other of the

Philippine Islands, tlie interior of Malacca, and
tlie Andamans. Those in the Philippines are the

A etas, Aitas, or Itas of Spanish writers, a term iu

Tagala meaning Idack, the same as the Malay

Iietam. Those of the Andamans are the
I

“

Mincopi, and those in the Malay PeniiKSiilaare the

Seniang and Bila. 'riic Papuans, another of the

black type, Pajma, from Malay papuwah,
J\' V

meaning curly, have also been called Alelanesians.

They are found in a pure state, or mixed with

other races, in all the islands stretching from about

the meridian of Flores eastwards to Fiji. They
have sometimes been called Alfnro and Harafora,

wliich some writers a])ply to lieatheii, i.e. the noii-

Mnhanimadan and non - ( diristian tribes inter-

sj)or.se<i in Bonro, Ceram, Flores, (1 ilolo, and simply

nuains non -Muhammadan.
Malayo-Polynesiau, Tndo-PaeAfic, Micronesian,

and Maori arc names which have been applied

to the three lyi>es of the brown races; but Mr,

Ream; iii'cfers that of Malay for tlie western

liraiieh, Micronesiaii for the nortli-western group,

and Maori or Polynesian for the large brown
races of tlu' Eastern Archipelagoes. He says

that llie Pa])uaijs are pme only in the interior

and western jiarts of New Guinea, Aru, Waigiou,

Sahvatty, and other islands. On the N. coast

of Australia, they are mixed with the Austral

sto(;k.

ill the Admiralty. New Britain, and all the

Archipelagoes from New Guinea east to Fiji, they

form the basis of the population intermingled with

the Maori race. These are Maori-Papuaiis. In

tlie Indian Areliipelago, from Timor Laiit west-

wards to Flores inclusive, they are blended with

•Malayan ('lements. These arc Malayo-Papuans.

dicate the one-halt' wliich truly belong to Asia,

while the other with no less certainty is allied to

Australia, and lie designates tlu‘se respectively

the Indo - Malayan and the Austro - Malayan
divisions of the Archipelago.

The races occujiyiiig the islands, sjicaking

broadly, arc Malays <u- Papuans; but Mr. A.
11. Keane has classed them as Malays, Molucca-
Malays, Malayo-Papuans, and lAipua'iis, as under :

—

i. The Asiatic Malay Islands.

Group!. The Iiuh)-]\[ahiy Isliuids, viz. Sumatra, .Tava,

and Iloriieo, with JNtalay inlicabitant.s.

ii. The Australo-Malay Islands.

Group 2. The Timor IslaiuLs, viz. Loiiihok, Sumbawa,
FlorcH, and Timor, with IMalayo-Papuans.

Group 3. Celebes, Siilu Islands, and liouton, with
Malay inhabitants.

Group 4. The Moluccas, witli Illolucca-Malays in Ilourii,

Ceram, Batcliian, Gilolo, Morty, Teniate, Tidore,

Makian, Kaioa, Amboyna, Banda, Uorani, and
Matabcllo.

Group 5. The Papuan Islands, New Guinea or Papua,
Aru Islands, Ke Islands, Mysol, Salwatty, Waigiou,
and others.

New^ Guinea, he says, lia.s at least two, but pro-

bably three tribes, viz. Papuan, Negrito, and
Maori, but the presence of Aliiori there needs

confirmation.

The races and their varieties present marked,

tlifferences in their physical formation, even as to

the mere heights, as will be seen by their measure-

ments in millimelres, as under :

—

Iloilentots, . . . 12S()
,

North Chinese, . 11)75

'Pagala, . . . . . L‘i(12 1 Congo Ni'groes, . l()70

.Iapant\si>, . . . loliP
1

I'JngJisli-Jri.sli, . . KiPO
Amboyncso, . l.V.G

i
Samlwich l.'slandtTs, 1700

d ew8, .... . lopp
j

Kanaks, .... 1700
Zingani, . . . . . 1 POP

1
Scotch, .... 1708

Australia IKS, . . . Il‘d7j Kafirs, .... 1753
JSi.'ime.sc*, . . . . 11)22

;

Maori, .... m>7
Madure.se, . . . . 1(>2<S

i

Panes, .... 1685
1 Soutli Gliinese, . . HidO

1

Swedes, .... 1700
' Micohariaiis, . . . 11)31 Norwegiau.s, . . 1728
Koumanians, . . . ir»43 Gormans, . , , 1680
SundaiK'se, . . . . ir)4(> French, .... 1()67
Javanese, . . . . l(>r)7 Italians, .... 1(>68

Magyar, . . . . . ir),58 Spaniards and Portu
Jiugis, . . . . . IdCd guese, ....

, 1058
North »Sclaves, . . B)71

Of dark and brown types, Mr. Keane (p. 593) The Malay race, in stature, are inter-
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terior, north of the town of Paclang. Paleiiibang 12tli to the close of the loth century, it was
is nearly all Muliammadan. ruled by sovereigns professing the Hindu religion,

The Achi or Achinese are the most civilised, and many architectural remains are to be seen

and through them Muhammadanism, with such throughout the island. In 1478, the Majo Pahit

arts and civilisation as accompaiiie<l it, were dynasty was overthrown by the Aralis. Subse-

directly or indirectly communicated to the other qucntly, in loll, the Portuguese reached Java,

islands in the Archipelago. They arc su])posed to followed a century later, 1005, by the Dutch, wlio

be a mixture of the Raita and Malay with the since ICOO have partially occupied it, exce})t for

Arab, and with the Chulia natives of tlie west of the years 1811 to 1810, when the British captured

India. During the latter half of the 17th century, it. In 1880, Java and .Madura had an .area of

four queens reigned in succession over Achecn. 2:)80-7 geograj)liical square miles, with a popula-

The Batta are partly under the Dutch, partly tion of 10,707,077 inhabitants, viz.

—

independent, ami the latter eontinin* cannibals. .Tavanesf, . . 10,512,8.^5 Europeans, . . . 33,70.3

They do not allow marriages between people of Cliinese, . . . 20(;,'jir) otliers 3,002

the same clan.
Arabs, .... 10,;)28

In Sumatra there were formerly three* pe'ifeetly 1’he Javanese are a Mongoloid race, with mild,

distinct kinds of marriage,—the Jiigur, in which jJacid, prepossessing features, and lank hair,

the man purchased the woman
;
the Ambel-anak, They are taller than the Bugis. Their limbs are

in which the woman purchasiMl the man
;
and the slender,, ami wrists and ankles small, and the

Semamlo, in whicii they joined on terms of colour of their skin is yellow. They are enthusiast-

equality. In the Ambel-anak marriage, the father ically fond of poetry, ami have a delicate ear for

of a virgin makes choice of some young man for music.

her huslmml, generally from an inferir>r family, Until the middle of the 10th century tliore was
which renounces all further right to or interest a remnant of an aborigiiiiil race in tlie Tcmgger
in him, and he is taken into the hous<^ of his immntain.s following Hinduism, and the Kalang
father-in-law, who kills a bnlTalo on the occasion, ami Btalui are hill and forest tribes. The Arabs
and receives twenty dollars from his son’s rela- arc religions tcacheis, the Bugis are settled on
tions. After this, the burnk baik’nia (the good the sc.^- coasts. Jn the we.stcrn part of the island,

and bad of him) is invested in the wibs’s family, the Malays speak the Suiida language, but the

If he murder or rob, they jray tlu; Iraiigun or bulk of tin* i)eoph‘ speak tlavanese, which has a

tlie fine. If he be murdered, they receive the high and low dialect, with many k^anskrit words,

bangun. Tlicy are liable to any ilebts he may Madura is separated from Java Island by a strait

contract in marriage, those juior to it remaining not more than n mile wide. Many of the Madurese
with his parents. Ho lives in the family in astute have settled on .lava. The people are of martial

between that of a son and a debtor. He partakes 1 tendencies, but victims of cruel and degrading

as a son of what the house atTords, but has no superstitions. lU population is 810,135, of

property in liimself. His rice plantation, the ! whom 31)32 are Chinese, 1510 Arabs, and 609
jiroduce of his pepper garden, with everything

;
Kurojieans.

that he can gain or earn, btdoiigs to the family,
i

Bali Island is immediately to the ea.st of

He w liable to be divorced at their pleasure, and Java, of whh'li it looks like a continuation. In

though he has children, must leave all, and return parts of Java, in l.ombok, in parts of Siiniatra,

naked as he came.
j

amongst the Dyak of Borneo, and the Philippine

A Sumatran scrupulously abstains from pro- islanders, there are reinaiiis and customs indicative

uouncing his own name, merely as a punctilio in of a Hindu origin
;
but in Bali, since A.D. 1478,

manners. It occasions him inlinite cmbaiTassment the entire population, amounting to about one

when a stranger, unacquainted with their customs,
j

million, ]>rofess the Hindu religion, and the

requires it of him. As soon as he recovers from
I
burning of widows amongst them is carried to

his confusion, ho .solicits the interposition of Ids
j

an extent never known oven in continental India,

neighbour. He is never addressed, except in the
j

The slaves of a great man are also consumed
case of a superior dictating to liis dependent, in iqion his funeral pile

;
and when the immense

the second person, but always in the third, using annual loss of life ])rodiieed by these frightful

his name or title instead of the pronoun
;
and practices is considered, it is surprising that the

when these are unknown, a general title of res])eet island pos.sesse.s so large a population. They are

is substituted, and tliey say, for instance, ‘ A pa fairer in eompk'xiou, stouter in frame, and mure
orang kaya punia suka,’ ‘ What is his honour’s energetic in their dispositions, than tlie Javanese,

pleasure?^ for ‘What is your or your lionour’s and in appearance and dress bear a great reseni-

pleasuro?’ When ignominious persons are spoken blance to the natives of Siam. The Balinese

to, use is made of the pcjrsonal pronoun kau (a entertain a great aversion to a maritime life, and
contraction of angkau), particularly expressive of arc more rart*ly to be met with at the European
contempt. ports than tlie natives of the other islands to the

People of rank allow their linger nails to grow eastward. Bali women, like the Burmese, attend

to a great length. Both sexes file their teeth, and to the selling of goods and merchandise,

blacken them with the empyreuinatic oil of the Women take iuecedence, not only by custom,

cocoanut shell. The Lainpoiig women have their but by law
;

if uimuirried, according to the rank
teeth rubbed dow'u even with their gums. Others of tlicir fathers, and if married, according to the

bave them formed into points, or have the ends rank of their husbands. The men are indolent,

rubbed off and the stumps blackened. Their and abstain from labour, and men of all ranks
chiefs sometimes set their teeth in gold, by casing receive great assistance in their households, and
the gums with a sheathing of that metal. in conducting their public duties, from the skill,

Java is supposed to have had early intercourse activity, and zealous intelligence of their wives,

with races trading down the Red Sea, Erom the The Balinese abduct their intended partners,
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running away with them into the woods, where constantly at war with each other, making forays
they remain concealed until the friends of the for heads, which tliey suspended in their houses,
young man are able to compensate the family of A man could not marry until he procured a head,
the girl, when they return and live together as and distant voyages and every stratagem were
man and wife. The amount paid ranges from adopted to obtain these.

Rs. 100 to 200, 20 per cent, of which falls to the The Ayr/w, a powerful tribe, about 100,000 in

king. The language of Bali is of the same family imiiiber, occupy the country from the south of
as the Javanese^ from which, however, it <liff(‘rs the kingdom cf Brunei, right away into the
in its terminations. The court language (Bhaslia interior. TJiey ai-e tin* most martial tribe in

Dalam), the ancient Kawi, i.s spoken by the king. Borneo, lierec', hot-blooded, and reckless of life.

There is an active volcano in the island, and The Kyan have eleven trilmtary clans, several of

earthquakes occur from time to time. whom, both men and women, tattoo. The Kyan
Banca Island in its interior has a hill race or and the Idaan or ^lurut are said to be addicted

Oraiig Gunoiig, but its littoral is occupitMl by to human sacrifice
;
and they airango skulls about

cultivators, and around tlic coasts a maritime tin* lioiise.s.

people, the (Jrang Laiit, dwell in their pralm Mr. Burbiiigo (Gardens of the Sun) has giv(*n

boats. These are similar in tlieir habits to th(‘ the lattest and best account of the present state

Baju Laut of Borneo and (,-elebes. They subsist of the inhabitants, lb; tells us that the Kadifans
entirely by fishing. This island abounds in tin, iivii a peuceal)le and well-disposed tribe of ab-
and many Chinese have been working tlio mines, originals, wlio, living along the coast near to the

Borneo is the principal island of the Snnda capital, have mixed a good deal with the Malays,
group. After Australia, it is the largest island on and speak their language, ^^ome of the older
the globe, as large as France and England com- an<l more intelligent iikui of tins tribe are well

bined. Stein estimated itat 210,107, and the acquainted with the Murut, Dnson, and the Brunei
Penny Magazine at 286,00<1 .square miles, with dialects. AUhougli the Kadyan people are nomin-
to 4 millions as its population. Its many tribes ally Muhammadans, tlu'irwomen enjoy tlic greatest

take their tribal names from the river basins or freedom, and are nr-ver secliidiMl, as is the custom
the districts they inhabit, and thus we have the of the M.alays of tin* coast; indeed, many Kadyan
Dyak ebans, Orang Dirson, and tlie Oning Sainpit houses consist of one V(‘iy large room only, then*
from these rivens

;
and in the north of the, island being no private* apartments of any kind. This

are the Sarebu Dyaks, Sakarran, Jamdu, Hibiiuw, is a rather singular trait of these* pe'oplc, since

established on the rivers which bear tliese name's, even the .Miirut and the Duson have^ eme side of

Other rivers are the Borneo, Banjarrnassin, Pa.ssir, their houses partitieme'd otf .so as to allow of a
Coti, Pontianak, and Sambas. separate* private* room for each family.

The better kiioAvn tribes are* Malay, Suliik, Tlie I>us(nt villng(*rs keep bees and export Avax

Baju, Balagniiii, Dusun or Duson, lllanun, in ejuantity, and nmst e)f tin* tribe's collect the

Kadayan, Bisaya, Murut, Kalaniut, Tutiing, varied natural ].ro(liie*ts of the se-a or of the

Kyajao, Kayan, Dyak, Tatao, Kanawit, and feirest in the*ir respeegivo elisti iets.

Molando. The sea -coast has tribes totally ancon- Tiie pby.sicjue of the inland tribe's, e‘spce*ially

nected with each otheir, each Avith its own nianne*rs of the Dyak, Kadyan, and Murat, is superior to

and customs, and governed by its own hiAWS. tiint of tlic Malays.

The west is occupieel by Malays anel Chinose
;

M/fnif Avonien, whe'ilier in boats or afield,

the north-Avest by the half-caste elesce*ndajits of appear to be as actiAa* as the* men. Their hair

the Muhammadans of We.*.stern India
;
the north is oftem very graeu fnlly Avreatheel apAvith a string

by the Gochin - Chinese
;

the north-east by
|

if reel nr ainbe'r-coleMired be*ads. sometimes with

Sulu; and the east and south coasts by the Bugis
|

a strip eif the* pale>-ycllow nipa le'af in its yemng
tribes of Cedebes. There* are, besieb s, nume'rous

|
state, anel tin* e-.olour contrast is then very effect-

.scafaring tribes, wAo live in jiraiius in islands
!
iv«*. In nornuo anel e-lsejAvhere in the Malayan

near the coast
;
amongst either.s, th Eanein from i islands, Orang-lTtan (litrrally wile! man) is ap-

Magindanao, and the Orang Baju and Oran.
.

pbe'el not only to the large reel monkey, but also

Tidong, source unknown. to the aboriginal inhabitants of the inte^rieir. The
Since A.D. 1214, Malays from Malacca, Sumatra, Murut are Ire'epu'utly spokem e)f as Orang-Utan,

and .lava have been sctticel along the; ceiast. On not only by the Malays, but also by the Kadyans,
the cast coast there is a great admixtiin; of a tribe of aboriginals e;e)nvertcel to the Miiiiam-

blood. All the rajas and jirincijial men arc Bngis, madan faith. The Murut have* a great love for

or have Bugis relatives in Celebes, anel there are gong musie*.
;
and now anel them a ch(‘ap Gemiau

also many Bugis in the We^stern K(*side;ncy. The gnu or ohl 'PoAver musket is obUiined from
greater part of the coast is dotted, rather than Chinese traelers. Spe*ars, blowpipes, krisses or

peopled, with 3Ialay settlements. l»arongs (sAVorels), anel their ghastly baskets of

The Dyak inhabit thatched bamboo Iious(‘h, human skulls, form their only accumuiatefl wealth,

erected on piles 18 or 2b feet liigh, those lie- With the Murut, one enormous house is built,

longing to each family or petty tribi; being joined snilieiently large to accommodate from twenty to

together by means of a stage or verandah running fifty families. These* bouses vary from 30 to 100
along the front, and reached by ladders, Avhich yards in U'ngth, and, like those of the Kadyan,
arc pulled up at night. Many of the smaller arc built on iiiles, so as to be better prepared for

villages are defimded by stockadi^s. The Jang- resistance in case of a sudden attach TJie

kang Dyaks dAvelling on the Sakiain, a branch aMurut anfl tin; Kadyan who live in the vicinity

of the Sadong river, are said to be cannibals, of the Baram river, and one or two other tribes

The men of this tribe file down their teeth to a of the aboriginal Borneans, still continue the

point, like the teeth of a saw. Until after the practice of head-hunting, although the custom
middle of the 19th century, the Dyak tribes were is now fast dying out here, as it has in the cast?

3X8
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of the Dyak of Sarawak and other places farther

south. Long after tlie middle of the 19th century,

a youth was not allowed to marry until he liad

taken the head of an enemy, and if any ill-luck or

death occurred in the tribe, head-hunting raids

were indulged in at once to appease the malig-

nant spirits which wtuc believed to have been the

cause
;
or if a chief’s favourite wife or child died,

he at once took to head-hunting in a blood-

thirsty spirit of revengi‘. Tlic Murut and other

aboriginals are gr(*at believers in omens, and
whether on liead-hunting or pig-killirig expedi-

tions, they pay great regard to the cries of birds

and animals.

The Baju, Lanun, Balagnini, and Siilu

tribes, who inhabit tin; north of Borneo and the

islands to the north-east, are given to piracy.

The Lanun or J/Uunin long infeste<l about .‘100

miles of the liorth-west coast, by cruising to

other parts of the Archipelago, ]»liiii(lering vil-

lages, and often carrying off whole populations

into slavery. The Lannns on the (‘oasts north of

Menkabong are petty traders or cultivators.

The Duson, wlio live in the liills farther from the

coast, give them a bad character.

The (hunifi liaju (jr Jiajn Lant profess ^luham-
madanisrn. They live in boats at the mouths of

most of th(' rivers on the east coast. ’Hu ir boats

are vS or 10 tons each, and when in harbour are

covered with a roof of matting. 'rbey are

fishermen and collect trt‘pang.

The Oranff I'idunij^ a hardy, seafaring race,

occupy to the north of the Baju Laut. Tlicy

eriiis(‘ aiiioiig the Philippine^ and Stilu Islamls,

disposing of sago, which is their jirincipal buid.

They arc said to be occasionally cannibals.

Tlie C7a'//c.sr settlers are largely engaged in

working the gold mines. C()al, diamonds, iron,

antimony, niothcr-of-pc'arl, caoutchouc, gutta-

pc’rcha arc also jjvoducts. The (‘lephant, rhino-

ceros, leopard, ox, lujg, orang-utan, and others

of the monkey tribe.

The Bornean Makif/s may be said to have but
little literature; the Koran, a few M8. poems,
prayers, and tab's are the only books g(‘iierally

seen in the island ; but the people jiossess a vast

amount of traditional loro, and many of their

songs refer io the history of the couiitiy, the

beauty of their women, or to Ihi' })er.sonal attri-

Imtcs and prowess of their former rulers. Ma-
layan i-omances and minstrelsy are alike rich in

imagery. Malay is tlu^ court language at Brunei,

but the inhabitants generally use a diah'ct similar

to tliat of the .aboriginals who live near tlie

sapital. Slavery, althougli not yet abolished in

Borneo, is not nearly so commen as was formerly
the case.

Amboyna, Banda, 'rornatc, Tidoro, and others
in the neighbourhood are small volcanii^ islands,

fertile in fine spices. The clove trei' grows .sjion-

baneously in Ternate, Tidore, Motir, Makian, and
Batchian.

The Amboyna peopU^ are of the Malay race,

abort, squab, and darker than the Javanese
;
they

are gentle, sober, bravo, easily managed, make
good mounted or infantry soldiers, and a considor-

Eible number of them have embraced Christianity.

The Buro people consist of Malays of the
Celebes type, often exactly similar to the Tomoro
people of East Celebes who are settled in Batchian.

These form the bulk of the population. Another

race, in smaller numbers, resemble the Alfuro of
Ceram.

Ternate, Tidore, Motir, and Makian arc only
trachytic cones, standing on tb(‘ same great fissure

of the earth. The Termite people consist of Malay,
Orang Sirani, and Dutch.

Celebes Island is in the Molucca i^oa. It

extends from lat.
"2'^ N. to (>“ S., and from long.

1 2i)' to 129'^ E. It is composed of four peninsulas,
forming gulfs. Somii of the mountains rise to
70un feet above the sea, Klabat in the NortluTu
IV'iiinsula being (ioOO feet. In the north of

(adebes there are several active volcanoes.
The pijpulatioii is over a million, and is com-

posed of several of the Malay nations. Of these,

the Wiigi, Biigi or Biigis are the most advancecl
in civilisation.

In ir>12, Cclolics was takc'n possession of by the
Portuguese, who were displaced in IbGO by the
I hit eh, and the Britisli kept it from 1811 to 1816.
One of the Diiteh Residencies is at Mang Kasara,
whicli has been modilied into Macassar^ and
Macas.sar iiu'n is a common name for the Biigi.

Many of tliem have adopted (diristianity. They
are the great traders and navigators of the Archi-
pelago. At the beginning of the western mon-
soon they go in grc'at numbers to the Aru Islands,

whi(di is the principal rendezvous for the people
of Ceram, (loram. the Ki Islands, Tenimber, Baba,
Kilwairu, and the adjacent coast of New Guinea,
a distance* from Macas.sar of upwards of 1000
miles. Tlicy are of the .Malay family, but, although
ex])Osed to the same teiiq)tations, they have never
been piiab's; they defend themselves against the
Malay prahus with the most heroic and desperate
valour, and if overpowered will blow up their

vt's.sels rather than suhmit. d’hoy are the I’Ikd-

nicians of the Archipelago, and are to be seen on
every cojist from ihe northern parts of Australia

to the Malay Ihninsula. With the eastern
monsoon, they .sail we.stwards until they reach
Singapore. The Alfuro race thinly occupy the
elevated woody parts.

The Minahaasn people, of the Malay family,

up to the early part of the 19th century were
h(‘ad-huiiter.s lik(* the Dyaks of Borneo, and, like

them, built their houses on posts 20 feet or more
above the ground, and 90 to 200 feet long, and 48
feet broad, to cemtain 16 or 20 households.

Around the coasts, a fishing and seafaring mcc,
the Orang Laut, dwell in boats.

4’h(' languages current arc the Bugi, Macassar,
Bouton, JSalayc'r, Tomore, Tomohow, Laugowen,
Ratalian, Belnug, Tanawauko, Kcraa, Bantek,
M(*uado, and Bolanghitam.

Batchian, in lat. 6 bO' S., and long. 127'^ oO' E.,

bi miles long and 20 miles Iwoad, is separated

from Gihdo by a narrow ehaimel. Its inhabitants

pnd’ess Muhaiumadauism. Tim interior is uii-

iuhabit(‘d, there are ojdy a few villages on the

coasts. Tlie Batchian Malays differ very little

from those of I’ernatc. d’heir language, however,
has more of the Papuan element in it, with a
mixture of pure Malay, showing that they are
formed from stragglers of various races, almost
homogeneous. The Orang Sirani (qu. Naarani or
Suryani) are Christians of Portuguese descent,
like those of Ternate. Many of these have a
Portuguese physiognomy, but their skin is

generally darker tliau that of the Malays. They
speak Malay, with a large number of Portuguese
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words and idioms. The Orang Sirani arc very cone south of Makian, a gentle, tranquil, sober

fond of dancing. In oOO years, they have changed tribe, following the occupation of potters, and

their language and lost all knowledge of their supplying the neighbouring islands with vessels

nationality, but in manners and appearance they and utensils of various kinds made of red clay,

are almost pure Portuguese. Everywliere in the elegantly moulded and of good quality. These

east, where thci Portuguese liave mixed with the compete in the markets of the Molucca Sea with

native races, the offspring are darkt'r in colour the plates and pans brought by the traders of

than either of the parent stocks. This is the Keffing from tlui Ki Islands,

case with the Orang Sirani, and with the l\^rtu- Savu Island, one of the Sunda gv?)up, is on the

guesc of Malacca and (loa. This is not the case south of Klurcs. Mr. Wallace says (ii. p. 277)

in South America, where* the Mnmcluco, tin* that Savu and Kotti have a hamlsomc race with

offspring of the Portuguese^ and Indian, is often good feature*s, distinct from the Timorese or

fairei* than either race, but always fairer than the Papuans, and whom In* classes with the Malays of

Indian. The Orang Sirani are as civil, obliging, the western islainls of the Archipelago,

and industrious as the Malay, but tliey consider The Negroid tribes of the S.E. of Asia have

tlicmselvcs of a superior (u-ele'r, aiul are inclined been variedly classed by l.esson, Macgillivray,

to trade and commeiec rather than to manual Earl, Ijogan, Bikmore, and Wallace. There

labour. are two very distinct varieties aiiiongst them,

—

The Gahlit men from Giloln is a third race, and a diminutivt* statured, who l)ave been styled

a fourth race is a colony from Timor, in tin* N(*grito, witli a larger, even stalwart jieoph*, who
Eastern Peninsula of Cidcbes, wlio were brouglit are equally black, but (udh'd by the Malay term

there many years ago, at their own request, to Papua, from their curly woolly hair, which, how-
avoid oxtennination by another tribe. They have ever, is a eharaeteiistie alike of Nt*gritoand Papua,

a very light complexion, ojten Tartar ]»hysiog- Also on the coasts of the mor(* w(*stcrly islands,

iiomy, low stature, and a language* of the Engis ainl on those of the islands to the eastward, ^lalay

type. Tliey are an industrious agrhmitural and l*olym*sian tribes have settled, and inter-

people, and supply the town with vegetables, married with tin* Negrito and Papua, and

They make a good deal of bark cloth, similar to their desemnlants appear in modified forms of

the tapa of the Polynesians. A cylinder of bark the two aboriginal races. The ])iire but less

is taken off and soaked and beaten till it be as martial Negrito liave taken refugt* in the moun-
thin and as tough as piareliinent. It is used for tain fastnesses of their islands. Also IVsehol

WTapping up clothes; also dyed with a bark dye, arranged tlie Pa])uan race into an Australian and
and sew'ed into jackets. an Asiatic groiqi, comprising in tlie latter the

Gold has been washed for in the island of Alfur, Minco])i, Negiito, and iSemang, but there

Ratchiaii ever since 1771. Hatchiau and Taw'aJi is no marked ilifferenee between these. The
Islands arc separat(*d by a narrow strait. Andaman islanders, calleil Miiieopi, are decided

The Keffing Islands is a little group of 17 Negrito, as also are the Semaiig and Bilo of the

islands, in the Molucca Sea, encircled by very Malacca v'States of Quedah, J^Tak, and Kalantan

;

extensive reefs ])rojecting into d(M‘p water, and and there was said to be a tribe in tin* neighbour-

rendering them ilillicult of approach. Tin* ca(!halot liood of tlu* Timboro inoimtain in Sumbaw'a. Tlie

or spermaceti whale abounds in the oirean, and known tribes of the .Miuciqii are said to be the

might support an extensive fishery. Some of the Akakol, Arokojiiwai, Balavva, Bogijiab, Bojin-

islets are low^, sandy, girdleil by reefs, and. as in gijida, .Tarawa, and Yerewa, speaking different

Ghissa, w'ith a lagoon in the ceiitn*, absolutely languages.

swarming with lisii, Avhile the sliores are peopled In a N.W. direction from New' Guinea, the

by ducks and snipes. Their inhabitants resemble Papuan race extends through the Moluccas to the

those of tlie S. coast of Geram, and are not of l^iiilipjanes, but in those islands tliey only ajipeai

the l^apuan or Negro race. They are great trjulers, in small and seattere<l trilies, occupants of the

and constantly visit New Guinea, and purchase mountain fastiu*.sses. Prom New Guinea to Timor,

birds of paradise, liiri, crows, pigeons, mega- again, tlu* small islands, with the exception of

podiidai, and scented woods. the Am, an* occiqiied by a rac<? whom Earl

Pulo Manok, or Bird Island, lies midway designated Malaya- Polynesians
;
but at Timor,

between Ceram and the Serwuitty group. It is a esiiccially near the N.E. end, a Papuan race ro-

high solitary mountain n sting on the bosom of appears, thougli not, in his opinion, in a pure state,

the sea, with a truncated cone, desert, and the Some on tlu* island of Flores or Mangarai assiunc

refuge only of myriads of birds, which deposit a more decided Papuan character. Mr. A. K.

such vast quantities of eggs, that many of tlie Wallace (ii. p. 101) describes the J^ipuaii face a,

s

natives of the neighbouring islands visit the place coiiijiressed and projecting, brow protuberant ami

and subsist for whole days on this wholesome overhanging, mouth large and prominent, the nose

food. Sulphur is also found on the rocks. very large, the ajiex elongated downwards, tho

The little communities existing in these seattered ri<lge thick, and the nostrils large,—the nose is .'in

groups present curious phases of social life, obtrusive featuri*, tlu* beard is twisted, and the

Dwelling in houses erected on posts, they in hair of the head is frizzly. In mental and moral

many instances surround their villages with characterisLics the I^ipuans differ remarkably
rougdi walls of coral, occasionally carrying a from the Malay races. TJicy are much more

similar fortification all along the shore, impulsive, and do not conceal their emotions and

Many of them, apjmreiitly peaceful traders, were i)asRion8. TJiey are inquisitive, talk much and

secretly addicted to piracy, though some bore loudly, and laugh boisterously, reminding one

a character for innocence and love of industry of the Negro character as much as of the Negro

altogether inconsistent with this pursuit. Among form and aspect.

these are the inhabitants of a trachytic Gilolo or Halmahcra is one of the Molucca
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iBlands. Its north end is in about lat. 2® 23' N. 45 miles broad, lying between lat. 8® 12' apd
It lies between lat. 0° 50' S. and 3° 10' N., and 9° 1' S., and is intersected by the meridian of
is in length 220 miles. Like Celebes, it consists 116® 15' E. The Bugis call it Sassak, which is

of four peninsulas, separated from each other by the name by which the inhabiUints designate
a deep bay. Its area is 6500 square miles, themselves, but its proper naino is Sclaparan. It

Tidore, which was discovered by Magellan, and is separated from Bali by the Straits of Lombok,
taken into the possession of the I'ortuguese in and from Sumbawa by the Straits of Allass. It

1527, and by the Dutch in 1607, as also Ternate is mountainous, well covered with Avood; a vol-

Island, are on the west coast of Gilolo. Gilolo lias canic peak in the N.E. corner of the island has
along mountainous coast

;
high bold land, with an altitude of 11,131 feet. The island has been

three remarkable j)eaks. The Neijrn ijidiffchcs peopled from the neighbouring islands,

called Alfvro live in the north of the island. The Sassah are a Malay race, hardly differing

They are an industrious and enterprising race, from those of Malacca or Borneo. They had been
cultivating rice and vegetiibles, and indefatigable converted to ^fuhammadaiiisin, but the island

ill their search after game, fish, trepang, pearls, ivas conquered by tlie Balinese, and the ruling

and tortoise-shell. They are radically distinct race are Brahmanical from Bali, and the raja of

from all the Malay race. Tiicir stature, their Lombok has the title of Aiiak Agong, which
features, as well as their dispositions and habits, means son of heaven. A 8a.ssak accepting
are almost the same as those of the Papuan. Hinduism enjoys the privileges of the Balinese,

Their hair is semi - Papuan, neither straight, and is exempt from taxation. An extensive

smooth, and glossy like all true Malays, nor so commerce is carried on Avith all the Malay islands,

frizzly and Avoolly as the perfect Papuan type, particularly with .lava atid Borneo. The people
but always crisp, Avaved, and rough, such as often frequently do a-inok, and it seems to be deliberately

occurs among tlie true Papuans, but iieA'cr among done. On one occasion, a p(*rson doing a-mok
tlie Malays. Their colour alone is often exactly killed seventeen peo]>h' before he could be killed,

that of the Malay, or even lighter. Of course In Avar, a Avhole regiment Avill agree to a-mok,
there has been intermixture, and individuals are and then run on Avith such desperate resolution

seen whom it is diOicult to classify, but in most as to be very formidable to men less excited than
cases the large somewhat mpiiline nose Avith themselves.

elongated apex, the tall stature, the AvaA'ed hair. The men are strict Avith their wives
;
infidelity

bearded face, and hairy body, as Avell as the less is punished by the couple being tied back to back
reserved manner and louder voice, unmistakingly and throAAui into the sea, where crocodiles devour
proclaim tin' Papuan type. Here is the exact the bodies. Even a married woman accepting a

l)Oundary between the Malay and Papuan race, flower or betel from a stranger has been punished
It is only in the Northern Peninsula that these by death with the kris

;
ami any one found without

Papuan indigenes exist, the Avhole of the rest of
|
leave Avithin tlio grounds of a house is krissed, and

the .island, with Batchian and the other islamls his body thrown out to the street. The people of

Avestward, being exclusively inhabited by Malay Lombok believe that some men can turn themselves
tribes Tike those of Ternate and Tidore. . This into crocodiles, w'hicli transformation they adopt
would seem to indicate that the Alfuro are a in order to devour their enemies,

comparatively recent immigration, and that they Suvibawa, a large mountainous island, 160
have come from tlie north or east, perhaps from miles E. to W. and 20 miles broad, Avith an area

some of the islands of the Pacific, though it i.s of about 3200 square miles, separated on the W.
difficult to understand why so many fertile islands from T^ombok by the Strait of Allasa, and by the

should possess no indigenes. It has, indeed, been Supia Strait on the cast from Flores and Commodo.
stated that Obi, Batchian, and the tliree Southern Ithas six native states,—SumbaAva, Bhima, Dompo,
Peninsulas of Gilolo ]a:)s.scss no true indigenous Tomboro, Sniigar, IVkat, under the supremacy of

population. The Galela race are natives of a dis- Netherlands India. It produces avax, birds’ nests,

trict ill the extreme north of Gilolo, but they sulphur, pearls, gold-dust, tobacco, horses, rice,

are great Avanderers over the Archipelago. They timber, sandal-Avood. The (fire mountain) Gun-
Jire a very fine race, remarkably energetic and in- oiig Api is at the N.E. end of Bhima harbour. In
dustrious, of light complexion, tall and Avith Sumlmwa, in 1815, 12,000 people Avere destroyed
Papuan features, coming near to tlie drawings by the great eruption of Tomboro. Three lan-

and descriptions of tlie true Polynesians of Tahiti guagos are current in this island, one of them
and Owyhee. 'Ihey build large and roomy prahus, spoken by the people of Bhima. Their alphabet,

with outriggers, and settle on any coast or island once distinct, has been displaced by that of the

they take a fancy for. They catch turtle and tre- Celebes.

pang, hunt deer and Avild pigs, and dry the meat, Ceram hlainl, next to Celebes, is the largest

and cut down tlie forest and plant rice or maize, island of the Moluccas. It is situated between
The Tebello tribe is similarly described. Bik- lat. 3° and 4° S. on the meridian of 130° E., and
more, however, states, seemingly erroneously, that is 180 miles long, but its greatest breadth is only

the Alfuro are strictly of the Malay type, and have 42 miles. The island is one long mountain chain

not the dark skin and frizzly hair of the Alfuro of that sets off transverse spurn, and some of the

Ceram and Burn, though representatives of that peaks are 5000 or 6000 feet in height, all of them
people may exist in Gilolo. The population of sending down innumerable streams to the sea.

Gilolo is supposed to be 75,000
;

all but 5000 The vegetation is everywhere luxuriant, and the
sf them are under the sultan of Ternate. It has trees gigantic. The nortliern peninsula of Gilolo,
been suggested that the Alfuro seem to have and the great island of Ceram, are inhabited by
affinities with the Tagala race of the Philippines, tall and well-made people, with Papuan features

through the Sangir i^anders. and curly hair. 'They are bearded and hairy
Lomhok Island is about 53 miles long and limbed, but they are quite as light in colour as
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the Malays, They arc an, industrious and enter-

prising race. The people of Ceram approach
nearer to the Papuan type than those of Gilolo.

They are darker in colour, and a number of them
have the frizzly Papuan hair

;
their features are

harsh and prominent, and the women are far less

engaging than those of the Malay race. The
Papua or Alfuro man of Ceram gathers liis frizzly

hair into a flat circular knot over tlie left temple,

and places cylinders of wood, as thick as one’s

fingers and coloured red at tlu' ends, in tlie lobes

of the ears. They go almost naked, but armlets

and anklets of Avoven grass or of silver, with

necklaces of beads or small friflts, complete their

attire. The women havc^ similar ornaments, but

wear their hair loose. All are (all, with a dark-

brown skin, and Avell-marked Papuan physiog-

nomy. Ceram has on its western side the tluTa*

islands Bonoa, Kelang, and Munipa. The com-
mercial products from these islands consist of

tortoise - shell, mother - of - pearl, bcche - dc - iner,

wild cinnamon, wild nutmegs, and birds of para-

dise. Of 28 Avords of the language of Ceram, nine

of the Avords are Malay, two .Javanese, and 17 are

common to these two languages.

Gorarn is a group of three islands at Mano-
wolko, east of Ceram

;
a slight infusion of Papuan

on a mixture of Malay and Bugi has produced a

good-looking people. 'flu^ Gorani j)eople are

wholly traders; every year they visit the Tenimlxa’,

Ki, and Avu islands, the whole coast of

N. Guinea, from Octanata to 8ahvatty, and th(‘

islands of Waigiou and Mysol. 'i’liey also extend

their voyages to Tidorc, Ternat(‘, Banda, ami
Amboyna. Their trade is in trepang, medicinal

Mussoi bark, wild nutmegs, and tortoise -sliell,

Avhich they sell to the Bugi traders at (\Taui

T<aut and Am. 'I'hcir prahus are all built by the

Ki islanders, Avho annually turn out hundreds of

neat boats.

S.E. of Goram is a high group eonipo.s(‘d

raised coral reefs 300 or tOO fe(jt, Avith.a volcano

on the island of Teor, Avhieh broke forth in Itloik

iSan^iV and Siau Islands are tAVO groups between

Celebes and the Philippines. The inhabitants

resemble the people of Menado, whom Mr.

Wallace (ii. pp. 292-95) ({escribes -as Negrito.

Christianity hits made progress among the

Sangir islands, the Christian population in the

middle of the 19th century having been 20,000.

There are several extinct volcanoes, and some
still in full action, in the Sangir group; the

devastations Avhich they have caused from time to

time have been disastrous to the inhabitants. The
eruption of DiiAvana, in 1808, comploieJy anni-

hilated the village of TagaJando, destroyed all

the surrounding forests, and suddenly deprived

the inhabitants of all means of livelihood, by the

destruction of their fields. The Gunong Api

causes numerous ravages in the island of Siau

;

its peak, fiOOO feet above the level of the sea,

forms the culminating point of this group. Gun-
ong Api covers with its base all the iiortliern part

of Sangir-besar
;
this volcano was active in 1812,

when the torrents of lava destroyed the extensive

forests of cocoanut trees with which this part of

the island was cpvered, and caused the death of

many of the inhabitants. These islands furnish

iiiore than 25 kinds of wood suited for building
and furniture. Two harbours, sheltered from all

winds, exist in the larger Sangir, one in the Bay

of Taruna, the other called Midelu on the eastern
side.

Floris or Flores is an extensive island of the
Archipelago, 201 miles long from E. to AV., and
from 34 to 45 miles broad. It was so named
from the I Portuguese word Flor, a flower, but is

called Elide and Mangerye, from its chief south
and west ports. It is in lat. 8° and 9" S., and in

long. 12:C E. The inland parts are very moun-
tainous and woody, and it contains several active

volcanoes of considerable height. The Portuguese
early vi.sited and named this island, but they do
not appear ev(T to have settled on it, and in 1812
the Bugi expelled all European settlers. But on
the east of the island many profess Christianity,

and hoist the Portuguese flag. Its (;hief trade at

Elide is Avitli Sumba or Samlal-Avood Island
;
the

Mangerye port trades with the Bugi and Malay.

According to the statements of Bugi traders who
had settled in Flores, that island is inhabited by
six different tribes or races sp(*aking as many
different languages, the Ende, the Mangarai, the

Kio, the Boka or Rakka, the Konga, and the

Galoteng, names derived from the principal places

of their residence. The coast is occupied by tlu

Malay or brown race, but in the interior is j

people Avith frizzled hair, and a similar frizzled-

hair peo]>le live in the mountainous [^arts of Solor.

Piiitar, J^ombatta; and Ombay. t,)n the south

coast is the Rakka or Roka tribe, Avho arc re-

ported to be cannibals, accustoinod to eat theii

enemies and their own relatives Avho die. Captain

Keppel .says that the natives captured from tlu

i.sland used to be much (esteemed by the Celebeii

pirates as slaves.

Solar island is about 70 miles in circumfer-

ence, lying .south of Celebes. Its \.E. extremity

is in lat. 2(3' R., and long. 123' 10'* E., and it b

separated from Flores by the straits of that name
Tlie mountaineers apjiear to be the original in-

habitants. Lip to 1837 they were perfectly

saA'age, siil).si,sting on and bartering forest prodnetH

Avith tlie coast tribes. The latter are said to be of

the Malay raec?, are call(*d by .Moor the J*(iju LanI
or Oravg Lauf^ arc remarkable for thi ir .skill in

managing their jirahms and canoes, and are the

most expert fiBhormen in these seas, frequently

capturing the black fish, a small variety of th(‘

cachalot or sperm Avhale, Avhich no other fisher-

men in the.se se«as Avill venture to attack. The

blubber or fat obtained from them is used as food,

and also as an article of barter with the inland

inhabitants
;
and the oil and spermaceti is some-

times disposed of to the Bugi and Macassar traders,

who prefer it to cocoanut oil for burning in their

prahus. Several Solor fishermen are always to

be found at Coupang, the Dutch settlement on

Timor, c.liiiifly in the service of the Netlicrland

Government, from whom they obtain a fixed

allowance of rice and maize. These are relieved

•by othens every year, in compliance with an okl

treaty, by Avhicdi the coast natives of Solor agreed

to furnisli an annual quota of men for the public

service. As all the youths have to take their

turn, the .sy.steiii makes them accustomed to inter-

course Avith Europeans. Their religion is Muham-
madan, but many on the north coast have been

converted to Christianity.

The neighbouring islands of Sebrao, Pantar or

Alao, Ombay, and Wetter are inhabited by the

same i|ice ^ the jnojiintaineers of .8^1or, and are
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said to be cannibals (Moor, p. 11), constantly on been an admixtureof Malay, andthe coast occupants
the watch to surprise the unwaiy. have wavy, not frizzled hair, a lower stature, with

Timor is the most southerly and the largest of less prominent features, and the houses are built

the Molucca Islands, extending from lat. 8"^ 21' from* the ground. The houses of the Papuan
to 10° 23' S., and long. 123° 30' to 127“ 15' E.

;
mountaineers are raised on posts. The dead of

it is about 300 miles long and 00 broad, and the Papuan 'riinorese are laid on a stage six or
has high undulating mountains in tin* interior, eight feet above the ground, sometimes open,

Timor seems to form the N.E. enrl of the great sometimes covered, and are retained there till

range of volcanic islands, which extends N.K. money for a feast can be obtained, when they are

and S.W. from Timor to Sumatra. It has only burned. The ‘Fomali,’ exactly resembling the

one active volcano, Timor Peak, near the centre taboo of the Pacific, is in full operation here,

of the island, which was blown up during an and a few palm leaves stuck outside of a garden

eruption in 1038, and has since been quiescent, will prt'serve it from any thief.

Earthquakes occasionally recur. Timor means 'Hie land mammals in Timor are only Seven in

the east. The Portuguese settlement of Dieli number,—Macacus cynomolgiis, common all over

or Dicly is in lat. 8° 34' S., and long. 125° the Tndo - Malayan Archipelago; Paradoxunis
40' E., and on the north side of the island, faseiatus, a civet cat

;
Pelis mcgalotis, a tiger cat;

Koepang or Coupang, in the west end of the (^ervus Timorensis
;

Sorex teais
;

and Cuscus
island, is the chief Dutch town. These two orientalis.

nations claim between them the entire sovereignty St inao Island is near Timor. The natives of this

of the island. The coast is largely occupied by i
jdace have been named by Mr. Crawfurd of the

Malays and Chinese, but in the interior arc tribes
i

Negro-Malayan race. The people are like those

much nearer to the true Papuan than those of the
!

of Timor, with frizzly or wavy hair and a coppery-

Moliiccaa. 'flio Timorese are dusky-brown or brown colour. Semao Island has abundance of

blackish, with bushy frizzled hair, and the long
I
monkeys, one of them, the ^lacacus cynomolgiis,

Papuan nose, 'fhoy are of medium licight ami or lmro-li})ped monkey, which is found all over the

of rather slender figures, are constantly at war western islands of the Archipelago,

with each other, but they are not very courageous lioiti Island lies off the S.W. end of Timor. It

or bloodthirsty. In their excitable disposition, is about 00 miles long ami 38 miles broad, and is

loud voices, and fearless demeanour, the Timorese in lat. 10° 53' S., ami long. 123° 5' E, It is a

closely re.semble tlii‘ Papuan peoples of New succession of low hills and narrow valleys, the

Guinea. In the islands west of 'rimor, as far as !
soli is stony but fertile. In the early part of the

Sumba or Sandal-wood Island and Flores, a very lUth century it had 18 rajas over as many districts,

similar race is found, which also extends east- who could bring 10,000 tighting-men into the

ward to Timor Laut, where the true Papuan race field, sometimes opposing, sometimes aiding the

begins to appear. The inhabitants of the south- Dutch, but always at enmity with the Timor raja,

western part of Timor, in the neighbourhood of The inhabitants art* below tlie middle height, and
Ooujiang, are an exceedingly dark, coarse-haired are considerably darker than the people of Celebes,

p(^OJlle, and travellers have found dilficiiltv in but are remarkable for having long lank hair,

coming to a conclusion as to whether they belong whilst nearly the whoh* of the inliabitants of the

to Malayan or Papuan racixs, so equally balanced surrounding islands have frizzled hair. Their

.arc their char.actoristics. Tlic anonymous author features are morti prominent, and they bear a

of an excellent Account of Timor, Uotti, Savu, stronger resemblance to the natives of Indi.a than

Solor, etc., in Moor’s Notices of the Indian to those of the eastern islands. The women are

Archipelago, says the natives arc generally of a much fairer than the men, and many of them
very dark colour, witli frizzled, bushy hair, but have very pleasing countenances. They are a
less inclining to the J’apiian.s than thi; natives of mi Id-tempered people, and not of jealous dis-

Ernie (on the island of Flores). Tlu.'y are below position
;

polygamy and divorce are allowed,

the middle size, and rather slight iu figure. In Their religion and belief in auguries are nearly

countenance they more nearly resemble the South the same as in Timor. They inter their dead

Sea islabders than any of the Malay tribes. The under their houses, which, as in Celebes, are

S.E. coast of Timor near Mount Allas is, accord- always rai.scd .several feet from the ground, whilst

ing to Bikmore, occupied by the Papuan race those of 'fimor arc always built on the ground,

with frizzled hair in tufts on the head. Mr. Earl 'fheir language has many words iu use in Timor,

says that the short tufted hair of, the mountain but the natives of the two islands do not under-

Papuan is found in Timor, and it is possible that stand each other. The slave trade up to tin* ejivly

the races arc there mixing, as its position is next part of the lOtli century was carried to a great

to Papua. There are Malays and Cliinese, but length in this island, st^veral hundred slaves

the native Timorese preponderate
;

they have having been exported to Batavia, Amboyna, and
nothing in common with the Malays, and are other Dutch settlements in the course of one year,

closely allied to the true Papuans of the Am ybwii.s* Island is ]\apuan. The houses, built on
Islands and New Guinea. 'The women talk to posts, are placed entirely in the water. At very

each other and to the men with loud voices, and low water only is the beach partially uncovered,

with a self-assertion quite different from Malay This beach consists of mud, in which mangroves
women. The mountaineers of Timor are of grow luxuriantly, and completely obstruct a land-

: Papuan type, have rather slender forms, bushy ing. 'fhe gardens, from this cause, are situated

[frizzled hair, the skin of a dusky-brown colour, on the surrounding islands, principally on an
nd have a long, somewhat aquiline nose, with island with a high beach lying opposite to the
-he Overhanging apex, which is so characteristic kampong. The Ansus Papuans* hair is in tufts.

>f the Papuan, and so absolutely unknown among Their appearance is good-natured, faces regular,

“aces of Malayan origin on the coast. There, has eyes beautifully black, the mouth broad, with
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beautiful regular teeth, and the forehead high a rough and tottering causeway from the beach,

but narrow. Many have thin lips and finely The natives of the interior do not differ percop-

curved noses, which give them a more European tibly in physical character, but have a distinct

physiognomy. Th^ men are generally handftome language, and are called Arfaki by the Dori
and well formed, stout, without being too thick, people. Their houses are very similar, but arc

strong and muscular; the women very good look- raised 12 or lo feet high, on a perfect forest of

ijig; and some children with v(uy regular soft thin poles, a few of which are put diagonally,

faces and long pendent curling hair. and prevent the whole from falling with the first

Bo Island is inhabited by a mixed race of wind. The people of Dori are fishers and traders,

Papuans and the brown race. the Arfaki are agricnltiirists. The former catch

New Guinea is known to the ^lalays as the turtle and trepang, which they sell for beads,

Tanna Papua. Its approximate area is 275,000 knives, and cloth, and purchase of the Arfaki

square miles, and it is, after Australia and their rice and yams, ])lantain8, and bread-fruits,

Borneo, ’the largest island of Australasia. It is and numbers of hime cockatoos and lories,

essentially the Papua land, its people being partly which they sell again to the Ternjite and Tidore

of the diminutive and partly of the stalwart Negro traders. All these natives have the characters of

race. The island w^as discovered in 1525-26 by the Papuan race very strongly marked,—the fiat

the Portuguese, and up to the pn^sent time its forehead, heavy ))rows, and large nose, with the

coasts and seas have often bi'cii visited by ethno- apex bent downwards, are almost universal, its well

legists, surveyors, and Christian missioiiarica
;
but as the harsh curly iiair, which often forms an enor-

tlie sickly nature of the climate, and the repidleut mous stiff mop, and is then highly esteemed. It

character of the Papuans, have prevented investi- has, in fact, a very giand and imposing effect,

gation. The colour of the skin vai ies greatly. In general

Captain Moresby says tli(‘ coast nortli of Torres it is a dirty black or sooty colour, but varies to

Straits, as far east as Yule Island, appears to a fim^ brown, which is often quite as light as

be occupied by the black Papujin race, naked that of the pure Malay races. The natives of

and hostile. It is an unbroken level of swampy, Dori possess tin? rude artistic genius of the

mangrove-covered ground, and probably malarious; Oceanic tribes, decorating their household utensils

its shores have no protecting barrier reef. and the prows of their cauoes with elaborate

He speaks of the fierce and bloody nature of carving, and the posts of their council-house with

tlio black Papuans of West Now (luinea. But obscene caryotides. The language of the Dori

he also mentions that from Red Scar-Head to })eopIe resembles that of the Am and Ki Islands

the extreme oast of New Guinea, the coast is in containing a largo number of monosyllabic

peopled by a mild Malayan race of inoffensive words, luj well as others excessively polysyllabic,

manners. Red Scar-Head is .‘15 miles east of offering a remarkable contiast to the striking

Yule Island
;

outside from 4 to 10 miles from dissyllabic character of tlm whole Malayan group
the shore is a great barrier reef. Some of of languages.

their houses are 30 to 40 feet long. Tliey are Papuans of Sorong, on the N.W. coast of Now
a small, lithe, copper-coloured people, with clean, Guinea, are said to drink the blood which drops
well-cut features and a plefising expression of from a newly-cut-off head of an enemy killed in

countenance. They ’wear their hair frizzled out, war, provided he had })ecn a man of valour; they

mop fashion, and are tattooed with stars ami believe thus to inbibe his courage,

small figures on the breast and shoulders. They Tiie Pa})uan idols called Karw^ar are the effigies

wear a leaf girdle
;
the young men liave cowrie of the distinguished men. Tliey are similar to

shell ornaments on the legs and arms, and plumes the 'Fikki of tiie Maori and other wooden figures

of paradise birds on tlie lioad. The cartilage of of the Polynesians.

the nose is pierced, and bits of liamboo or Brnim r.—The women of Hrumer Island, on the

shells inserted. According to the same autlior, south coast of New' Guinea, are tattooed on the

in Robert Hall Sound the people are of the face, arms, and front of the body, but generally

Malay type, sliortcr, coarser in feature, and thick not on the back, in vertical stripes less than sii

lipped, almost beardless. They have high cheek- inch ajiart, and connected by zigzag marking?,

bones, like the Malay, Vnit their noses are well On the fina; tliese are more complicated, and on

formed and inclined to be aciuilinc. Their eyes the forearm and wrist they are frequently so

arc dark and beautiful, with good eyebrows, elaborate to resemble lacew’ork. The men are

The men’s hair is frizzled into a mop form, but more rarely tattooed, and tlnni only with a few

that of the women is cut sh6rt, and their bodies lines or stars on the right breast. Sometimcff,

are tattooed with graceful patterns. The men do however, the markings consist of a double series

n.ot tattoo. Their race joins the black Papuan in of large stars and dots stretching from the

the vicinity of Cape Possession
;

but Captain shoulder to the pit of the stomach.
Moresby also says both races were present at Robert Warrior Island is in Torres Straits. The men
Hall Sound, and the natives varied in stature and are powtTful, are armed with six-foot bows

;
their

cast of feature. war canoes are 50 and 60 feet long.

Dori harbour or bay is formed by a long, low Aiou or Yowl is a group of islands situated

promontory, curving round towards the Arfak about 70 miles W.N.W. from the Cape of Good
range, which rises abruptly from the opposite Hope, on the W. coast of New Guinea, and 80

side of the bay. Towards the extremity of this miles N.E. from the island of Waigiou in the

promontory is situated the village of Dori, and Gilolo Passage. The group consists of circular

opposite, at about a mile, is the inhabited island low isles, 16 in number. The largest lies in about

of Mansinam, and a smaller one uninhabited. The lat. 0° 25' N., and long. 131® E. The group is

inhabitants of Dori build their houses at or below surrounded by an extensive coral reef, nearly »

lo'w- water mark, raised on posts, and reached by degree in circumference, the south-western portion

?24.
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of which is separated from the mam reef by a
narrow but deep channel. Aiou Baba, the largest

of the group, lies on this detached portion of the

reef, and is about 7 miles round, and 500 feet

in elevation. The nortli -eastern or larger reef,

which contains the islands of Abdon and Konibar,

with several coral islets, is said to have an opening

on the N.W. side which admits large vessels

within the reef. The inhabitants are Papuans,

are few in number, and occupy themselves almost

exclusively in fishing and in catching turtle, with
w]iich the lagoons within the reef abound.
The chief exports are tortoise-shell of good
quality, which is obtained here in large quantities,

and trepang. These are purchased by Chinese
from Ternate, the king of which place assumes
supreme authority over all those parts of the

coast of New Guinea which his subjects have
been in the habit of visiting for purposes of

trade. The traders to Aiou all employ small
vessels, which alone are adapted for going within
the reef of Aiou Baba, their chief resort. They
bring red and white calicoes, thick brass wire, old

clothes, glass beads, and all sorts of ornamental
finery which the Negroes of New Guinea dtdight

in as much as those of Africa. The natives are

tolerably friendly to strangers, but must not be
trusted too iniieb, as they arc inclined to be
treacherous and revengeful, which is the cast;,

indeed, wdth all the Papuan tribes.

Modcra is about "lb miles in length, lying to

the N.N.E. of the Great Ki, distant about 60

miles, and is the soutli-westermnost of a group
of higli islands, which until lately were con-

sidered as forming a part of New Guinea. The
inhabitants are Papuans, and do Jiot bear a high

character among their neighbours. Wild nut-

megs, trepang, and tortoise-ahi'll are obtained

here. Red calico, parang or cho[)[)ing knives,

coarse cotton shawls and handkerchiefs, with
iron, Java tobacct), muskets, and gunpowder, are

the principal articles in demand, 'I’lic chief trallic

was in slaves, which arc distributed among the

neighbouring islands of the Archipelago, and are

sometimes carried as far as Bali and Celebes.

Waigiou Island lies between New Guinea and
Gilolo. Its inhabitants are Negroes, with features

more regular, an exjiression of countenance more
agreeable, and complexion less black, than the

Negroes of New Ireland. Their persons arc

delicate and slender, and their statiin* short.

The hair differs in lextiire among individuals,

some having it woolly like the African Negroes,

some lank like the European, and others again of
'

a texture between the two. The highest facial

angle was 69°, and the lowest from 63° to 64°.

Paradisea rubra, the rare red jiaradise bird, and
Ptiloiiopus pulchellus, a lovely little dove, occur

j

here.
j

Gehe Island is between New Guinea and
|

Gilolo. It is occupied by the Negro race, with
nose flat, the lips thick and projecting, the com-
plexion a dark olive, the eyes deep seated, and oh
an average the facial angle 77°, but as high as
81°. Ill Gebe, Waigiou, and in some parts also

of the coast of Now Guinea, the Malayan race
may have become intermixed with the Negro, as

the complexion is lighter and the peculiar texture
of the Negro hair altered or obliterated. The
language spoken at Waigiou is entirely Papuan,
being that which is used on all the coasts of

^-,32

Mysol, fealwatty, the N.W. of Guinea, and the

islands in the Great Geelvink Bay. Waigiou, Gebe,
Poppa, Gbi, Batchian between New Guinea, and
the ‘Moluccas, as well as the south and east

peninsulas of Gilolo, possess no original tribes,

but arc inhabited by people who are evidently

mongrels and wanderers.

An'oe or Aru Islands extend from lat. 7° to

lat. .5° 52' S., and in long. 133° 56' E., rim for

upwards of 100 miles N. and S., and between 40
and .00 miles in breadth. They lie between the
Timor Laut group and the S.W. coast of New
Guinea, distant about 60 miles. They are a

closely-packed group. Some of the southern
islands are of considerable extent, but those to

the north, lying close to the edge of the bank,

are rarely more than 5 or 6 miles in circumference.

The land is low, being only a few feet above the

level of the sea, except in spots where patches of

rock rise to the lieight of 20 feet, but the lofty

trees which cover tlie face of the country give to

it the .appearance of being much more elevated.

Coral reefs extend from the shores of all the

islands, and in the eastern parts of the group
these are often of great extent, 'riic Aru islanders

have had much intercourse with strangers. They
purchased from the Bugis the I’apuan slaves

brought from New Giiini'a, who were employed
in diving for p(iarlsand iii the beche-dc-mer fishery.

The Aril islanders are excessive in their use of

intoxicating liquors, imported from Java and
Macassar.- In personal appearance the people are

between the Malayan and Polynesian Negro. In

stature they surpass the civilised natives of Celebes.

The dress of the men is a piece of matting or cloth

girded round the loins, and drawn tight between
the thighs, and a salendan or shawl. No fillet is

worn round tlie head. The hair is woolly and
frizzled out like that of the Papuan. The men
are jealous, and easily roused to anger by abuse
of their women or ancestors

;
otherwise they ai’e

of mild disposition. Christianity was introduced

into the Am Islands many years ago by the Dutch
of Amboyiia, and nearly all the principal peoph^

})rofess this creed, but some are Muhammadans,
'file Am islanders bear a strong personal resem-

blance to the aborigines of Port Essington; indeed,

on several occasions in which natives from the

neighbourhood of the late settlement visited the

islands in European vessels, they were considere<l

by the Aruans as belonging to some remote part

of tlieir own group. But the Aruans also possess

many cluaracteristics in common with the Outanata

of the opposite coast of New Guinea. One of

their most singular peculiarities, however, con-

sists in.the value which they attacli to elephants’

tusks, brass ^^ongs and trays (dulam, talain),

and huge poreelaiu dishes. A man’s goods on

his <leath, all the chattels which lie has

collected during his life, including tusks, gongs,

and precious china dishes, are broken in pieces

and thrown away
;

and in the villages may
be seen lieaps of these fragments of property

which custom or some singular superstition has

deterred the living from appropriating. The
natives arc Papuans, with black or sooty-brown
skins, woolly or frizzly hair, thick-ridged pro-

minent noses, .and rather slender limbs
; most of

them wear nothing but a waist-cloth. The Papuan
talks, laughs, shouts without intermission. Papuan
boys sing clieerily as they walk along, or talk
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aloud to themselves, which is quite a Negro
peculiarit

3/? They have as food, sago, vegetables,

lish, and molluscs
;
and tobacco, betel, arfd armck

are their luxuries. Their houses are rude sheds.

There are some mixed races amongst them. The
women have only a mat of plaited strips of

palm leaves worn tight round the body, audr cach-
ing from the hips to the knee, or suspend a mat
in front and one behind. Their frizzly hair is lietl

in a bunch at the back of the head, ddiey delight

in combing it or forking it, using a large wooden
fork with four iliverging prongs, to separate and
arrange the hnig, tangled, frizzly mass. They and
the men wear ear-rings, necklaces of silver, brass,

shell. The Aru Pai)iians told Mr. Wallace that

some of their tribes kill the old men and women
when they can no longer work, but he saw many
old folk. Their hair is usually black, and strongly

curled. Like* the African Somali, they WcOsh it

with wood-ashes or lime-water, which impart to

it a lightish coloni-, and cause it to appear rough,

both, these peculiarities being consitiered very
tasteful by the Alfocr as well as by the Papuans.
Tlie usual height of the men is from 5 feet 1

inches to b feet <S inches, and there is a great

inclination to slimness about the lower extremities

among the taller me n, some of whom attain the

height of 6 feet.

The Baja or Baja Laut^ meaning tlic Sea Paju,

are a maritime people in tlic Aru Islands, wdio

venture far to sea. Many of the Paju remain
throughout the year near the Dutch Settlement
of Macassar, on the south end of (k'lebes, ’where

tlieyare found very useful in carrying despatches.

They are chiefly employed by the Chinese in fish-
|

ing for trepang or sea- slug, and, according to the
'

policy invariably adopted by the lattcT in their
,

dealings with the natives, arc generally involved
in debt, from which extrication is nearly hopeless.

The demand against each boat oi’ family usually

averages about four hundred guilders (twenty-five

pounds sterling), and. extraordinary as it may
appear, no instance is on record of their ever
having absconded to avoi<l the payment of their

debts. About Sulu and the circumjacent islands,

the Baju Lautarethe most industrious and useful

race, and to them 8ulu is indebted for bringing

its submarine wealth. A hundred sail of ton to

twenty tons burden have; been seen at one tiimr

at Bontian under Dutch colours. Tliey are a
different race from tin* Orang J.aut of the Malay
Peninsula and the iStraits of Malacca. They are

the Orang Soluk of tin* east of Subanas and
Juntas. They speak the language of Sulu, and
profess Muhammadanism.

The Kei Groap of ten islands adjoins the Aru
Islands. Ke, Kei, or Ki is ])retixed to the names
of all their villages. The Lreat Ki is about the

size of Tanakeka, an island near Macassar. The
Ki group form the northern of the soutli-castcrly

islands. The natives are industrious, and great

boat-builders. The islands, covered with luxuriant

forests, are occupied by two races, one of them
the Papuan, who make cocoanut oil, build boats,

and make wooden bowls
;

their boats arc from
small planked canoes to prahus of 20 to 110 tons
burden. They build the skin first and fit on the
knees and bends and ribs. Money is not used,
but every transaction is in kind. The Papuan
wears a waist-cloth of cotton or bark. I’he Papuan
women of Ki are not secluded, the children are

merry, noisy, and have the Nigger grin, and

amongst the men is a noisy confusion of tongues

and excitement on every occasion. The other

race are Muhammadans who were driven out of

Banda, and wear cotton clothing. They are

probably a brown race^ more allied to Malays, but

their mixed descendants have great varieties of

hair, colour, and features, graduating between

the Malay and Papuan tribes. The men profess

M iihaimiuulanism, but eat hog’s flesh. The islands

produce Maratigo and Banyaro woods, well adapted

for masts.

Carpnpliaga concinna occurs in the Ki and

in Banda, where it is called the nutmeg pigeon.

Oyphogastra cah.'pyga, a beautiful species of

the Buprestidm, occurs here
;

also the butterfly

Orchis, Phalaenopsisgrnndiflora, two* large beetles,

Thcrates labiata and 'Ihicondyla aptera. T. labiata

is ever on the watch, and from time to time emits

an odour like otto of rost*s. Tricondyla aptera of

the ^falay Islands resembles a large ant, more
than an inch long, and of a purple-black colour.

It is wingless.

The PHILIPPINE ISLANDS were discovcroil in

ir>2l by Magellan, and tliey were named after Philip

II. of Spain, 'rhere are ten principal islands, 400

of medium size, and 800 islets, running 900 miles

from north to south, and 500 miles from east to

west, from hit. 5" 40' to 18'’ 47' N., and between

the meridians of 1 20 ' and 125’ E.

'I'he larger islands are traversed by chains of

lofty mountains, in which an* active volcanoes,

amongst others, Dabao in Mindanao, Albay and
Taalen in Jaizoii. Earthquakes rciair apparently

three times in a century, and hurricanes frequently

sweep across the islands. Tlio population is about

four millions, in many distinct nations or tribes,

s] leaking distinct languages unintelligible to each

oth<‘r. They are sometimes ealled the MauUlas^

and their inhabitants Manillamen.

I

Spanish territory is nearly 110,000 square

I

iiiiles, and population about 8 millions, and a

i

trade exchange of 12 millions sterling. The

:

three great outlets into the Pacific lead from the

i
Philippines, viz. tin; Sulu channel, leading direct

I

to Ncav Guinea ; the Bernardino strait opposite

the Pel(*w and Mariana Islands, and in the north

the Bashi jiassagc*, the nearest outlet from China.

In 183;j, the population of the principal islands

was estimated

—

Ikitanes Islands, . S,000 Mindoro, .... 41,1110

Calainianas, . . . 20,7.’i0 Negroa, .... (jO,Ob0

J.<tjyt(i8, .... l>l,27d I'aiuiy, . . . 42r>,7'tr>

lAw.im, . . . l»,;;2;i, :«».“> Sarnar, .... 92,7M0

3I.a!^indaiiao, . . 77,0i;0 Zubu, .... 203,5^5

A writer in Ihi* Quarterly Keview (No. 814 of

1884) says their soutlierii half is tenanted by the

V'isaian (Bisayan), who resemble the Dyak of

Borneo. Many of them have adopted Christianity.

Th(‘y are fond of music and gaiety.

The Tafjald subdivisions are the Kosan, Bicol,

Igorrotes, and otliers in the northern part of

i^iilippinos. They are darker than ttie Visaiaii,

are excellent agriculturists, ingenious artificers,

and daring seamen. Chinese have married with

the Tagal. The total number of Spaniards docs

not much exceed 5000.

The JSIefjrito are believed to have been the prior

occupants, and to have retired into the mountain

districts before invaders. They are a black,

woolly-haircd race, of diminutive stature, 4 feet
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6 inches to 4 feet 8 inches hij^h, with hair like

that of the Papuan and many Negroes of Africa.

But of the central group of the Philipphies,

consisting of Panay, Negros, Samar, lit‘yte, Mas-

bate, Bohol, and Zebu, onlyiifi the iirst two
were Negrito tribes remaining, the crest of the

mountain range of Negro’s, which extends for 120

miles throughout the length of the island, being

almost exclusively occupied by scattertnl tribes of

Negritos.

Magindanno or Mindanao^ the most southerly

island, is partly under Spain, and in j)art under

feudatory chiefs, with Muhammadan subjects of

Malay race, whose women at the age of 13 (pro-

bably on marriage) have tlu'ir teeth filed thin,

stripped of the enamel, and blackened, llie Negrito

sparselyoccupy the interior. M iudanao people were
addicted to piracy, using prahus Oh feet in length,

2G in breadth, and 8.^ feet of liuld, with 40 oars,

2 rudders, and a crew of 00 men. Some of their

prahus are long and narrow, hO feet long, and
only 3 in breadth, but with outriggers to enable

them to ‘carry sail. They use the tripod mast, and
sail with great speed.

In Mindoro Island, the Negrito occupy the

Bengan, a mountainous district, living on friendly

terms with the Mangiiianes, wild tribes of tlie

brown race, by whom they are surrounded.

The princi[jal tongues of Jiiu;on are the Tagala,

the Ihunpanga, tlio Pangasiiiau, and the I loco.

The islands produce gold, sulphur, amber,

pearls, tortoise-shell, mother-of-pearl, sappaii-

wood, and ebony; and rice, cocoa, coffee, intligo,

md pina fibre are grown.
Negros .—Tlie woolly - Iniired tribes are more

numerous in the Plulippiues than in any other

[^roup of the Indian Archipelago, witli the excep-

tion of New Guinea. The Negrito i)opulatioii in

1842 was 25,000. The island on which they
were first seen was named by Magt'llan ‘ Jsla dos
Negros,’ to distinguish it from tin* adjacent island

of Zebu, where his ships remained for some
months. Negros still (contains a largo pO]mlatioii

of Papuan.?, wliile Zelni is altogether fn‘e from
them, and no record exists of their having ever

been found theiv. Samar and Leyte arc similarly

situated with Zebu, but jMindaiiao and Mindoro
contain sevei al tribes of Negritos, and they form
the chief population of the less acces.siblc parts

in the mountain ranges of Linjon, the largest

island of the Philippiin* group. The accounts of

the Negritos given by tlie early Spanish navi-

gators perfectly apply to their present condition.

They arc descrilx*(l as being smaller, more
slightly built, and less darit in oolonr than
the Negroes of Africa, and as having features

less marked with the Negro ciiaractevistics, but
as having woolly hair. The Indian races are
in general superstitious, credulous, fond of gaining,
and particularly addicted to cock-figliting. 4'he

Negrito are saiil to be the original inhabitants of
the islands, who retired before the invading Indians.
The extent of this Archipelago is 300 leagues from
north to south, and 180 leagues from cast to west.
Its islands are traversed by a mountain range, and
partially fertilized by the overflow of spacious lakes.

This Archipelago received its name after Philip n. of
^paiu, in whose name they were finally conquered,
pacified, and peopled. The Negrito of the Philip-
pines are polytheists, but without temple or ritual.

They believe in omens, invoke^ CaoahSftfau (God),

I

the moon and stars, and adore the rainbow after

a storm. They have also a worship of^ncestors,
a god of the harvest, of the fisherman aim hunter,
and a remnant of fetishism in a grotesque native

I devil. Iloco is one of the languages spoken in

the island of Liujoii. In the Philippines are many
separate nations or tribes, speaking distinct lan-

guages unintelligible to each other. The principal

tongues of Lucoii are the Tagala, the Pampanga,
the Pangasiiuiii, and the Iloco, spoken at present
by a population of 2,250,000 people, while the

Bisaya has a wide currency among the southern

islands of the group, Leyte, Zebu, Negros, and
Panay, containing 1,200,000 people.

Negros or Bnglns Island extends from lat. 9^^

4' to lat. O'’ 50' N. Of the central group of tlie

Philippines, consisting of Panay, Negros, Samar,
Leyte, ^lasbate, Bohol, ;ind Zebu, the two former

ai‘(‘ the only islands in which Negrito tribes exist

to the present day, and even us regards Panay,

the fact must be considered doubtful. Negros,

however, conlaiiis a considerable Negrito popula-

tion, the crest of the mountain range, Avhich

extends throughout the length of the island, a

distance of 120 miles, being almost exclusively

occupied by scattiued tribes.

The SULU ARCHIPELAGO is that chain of

islands, about GO in number, whicli stretches

acros.s from tlie N.E. point of Borneo to the

island of Mindanao. Sulu Island, from which
the Archijxdago is named, is high and of con-

siderable (‘xtent, being 35 miles long and from 5

to 10 broad; it lies in long. 12P E., near the centre

of the Arcliipelago. Sulu was called Felicia by
tin? k^paniards. It was also called Banjar Kulan,

Little Banjar, to distinguish it from Banjar

Massing in Borneo
;
and the word Sulu has been

surmised to be from the Chinese Su and Lao, the

island of the Laos. The ruling race are Malays.

The occupants were Papuans, who have been driven

to the mountains by subsequent racevS. A people

called Orang Dampuwan, or by the Chinese

Sonpotualan, held yulu and all the sea-coasts for

a short tinu'. Chinese and Spaniards have
several times taken and lost ground. A race is

named who are called Orang Duson, and another

as tlie Orang Snlok or Bisayaii. The religion of

the ruling race is Muhammadanism, but part of

tin* Ikipuans are pagans and part Muhammadan,
and tliere arc remains of Buddhism and Hinduism.
There are Christian freemen in the interior. The
Bisayan language of Linton ia is in general use,

but many of the }ieople speak Malay, others

Chinesi?, and others S])anish. Marsden mentions
the existence of dietionaries of the Bisayan,

Tagala, andPompanga tongues. In the middle of

tlie 18th century the British sent to 8ulu Mr. A.
Dalrymple and others on commercud missions,

which led to no permanent results. The houses

are, like those of the Malays, raised 4 or 5
feet from the ground, the ascent being by a ladder,

which is pulled up at night, 'riie Macassar men
of Celebes determine many disputes by single

combat, but never avenge themselves by personal
assassination. On the contrary, the Sulu I’ace

have no idea of putting themselves on a footing
with their antagonist, but always attack him in

the dark, or off guard. It would scarcely be
possible to scrape up a more infamous race than
the Sulu. The only virtue they boast is courage,
which, unaccompanied with principle, is at best
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but nejorativo, and in this instance doubtful.
Honesty, industry, or hospitality are unknown to
the mass of them, at least in practice,. but they
are distinguished by civil dissensions, treacherous

assassinations, vaih-boasting, theft, laziness, dirt,

envy, and dissimulation, or rather unconnected
falsehood.

The Sttlu do not, like the ^luhammadans of

Hindustan, seclude their women
;
on the contrary,

they mix in society as in Europe. The women wear
a close, short baju of cotton of various colours, with
kanchings on the back part of their arm

;
trousers

(saluar) of fine white cloth or of ilowercd silks or

kimkhabs, with two sarongs, one put on as a
petticoat, the other thrown over their shoulders.

They tie their hair in a bunch at the fore part of

their head
;
Avear krabows in their ears, rings on

their fingers, and Chinese shoes on tlu'ir feet.

In their houses, however, their sole apparel is

their trousers, remaining iimle from the Avaist

upwards. They arch their eyebrows Avith the
razor, shave off the short hairs round their fore-

loads, and their teeth, like those of the men, are

filed and stained black.

Mr. Hunt says the linju of the Sulu Archi-
pelago are really the Orang Sulok of the east of

Subanos and Lutas. Authorities, hoAvover, have
considered them to be from Johore, from China,

from Japan, or a Bugi tribe. They speak the

Bisayan language of Sulu, profess Muham-
madanism, and are, as the Avord ‘ Baju’ indicates,

fishermen. They made Macassar their head-

,
quarters, to escape from the oppression from
Avhich they suffered at the hands of the Data
chiefs of Sulu. I’he Lanun or Illanun race, from
the provinces of Illano and Melana, in the island of

^fagindanao, long carried on piratical expeditions,

making Sulu their chief headquarters and entrepot

for the sale of their plunder. They moved in hu ge
fleets of small prahus in the straits of Macassar,

among the Moluccas, and in tlic southern islands of

the Philippines. During a six months’ residence at

Sulu, about the year 18JO, Mr. Hunt heard of

many ships being captured. Their tAvelve estab-

lishments in the Sulu dominions in his time had
upwards of 8000 pirates, with pralins manned by
30 to fiO. In 18,^1 the GoATrnor-Ccneral of the

Philippines took the fortress at Sulu, and since

then Spain has been dominant over the Sultan,

to Avhom they allow 2400 dollars per annum. In

1883 they assumed a more direct control.

, FUI group consists of nuincrouH islands be-
tAveen lat. 13° 30' and 10° 30' S., and long.

177° and 178° Tliey are in three divisions,

an eastern, northern, and Avestern, in a semicircle,

Avith the base, about lat. 10° 30', in great patrt

surrounded by coralline reefs, 'Die population

amounts to about 130,000 souls. They arc of

a Negroid race. Beyond the Fiji, the brown
Polynesian race, or some intermediate type, ex-

tends over the Pacific, The descriptions of these

latter agree exactly with the characters of the

brown indigenes of Gilolo and Ceram.
AUSTRALASIA embraces Australia, Tasmania

or Van Diemen’s Land, Ncav (hiledonia, New
Hebrides, Queen Charlotte’s Islands, Salomon
Archipelago, New Britain, Ngav Zealand, and
others.

AUSTRALIA liesbetAveen lat. 10° 30' and 39° 11'

S., and long. 113“ 6’ and 153® 16' E. Ite coast-
line is about 7750 miles, within which is an

area of three millions of square miles. The com-
plexion of the natives is chocolate-coloured, the

lips ‘thick, teeth white and even
;
eyes deep set,

small, and black
;

liair long and black, generally

straight, but sometimes slightly curled
;

beards

thick and bushy.

SANDWICH or Hawaii or Owyhee Islands

group, eleven in nmnber, Avere discovered in 1778

by Captiiin Cook, and on the 14th February 1770

he was killed on the shore of the Bay of Keala-

kekua, on the west side of the island of IlaAvaii.

They lie in the N. Pacific, between lat. 18° 50' arid

22° 20' N., and long. 134° 35' and 160° 13' AV.

Maunakea mountain, in Hawaii Island, rises to

13,933 feet above the sea. The population in

1849 was supposed to bo about 80,000 souls.

There has been a large inllux of foreigners from
Asia, America, and Europe. The inhabitants

are nominally Christians. The male population

are a good height, athl(4ic, and Avell j)roportioned
;

but neither men nor Avomeii are prepossessing in

appearance, although they have the reputation of

being good tempered and not easily aroused into

anger. The ruins of an old temple are still to bo
seen about six miles from Honolulu, near Diamond
Hill. It is said to have been built by Ka-me-ha-
meha the First, afttu* the conquest of the island.

It is called Heiau. Here, in the days of heathen-

ism, Avere offered human sacrifices. The victim

Avas chosen eithi^r by the priest or king. The
messenger of death entered his abode wliilo he

slept, and he met his end by strangling. He was
thou dragged offas an offering to thesanguinary god.

SAMOAN group, or .Navigators’ Islands, in the

8. Pficific, eight in number, situated between
lat. 13° 30' and 14°30' S., and long. 168° and 173°

AA^, Avere discovered in 1768 by Count do
Bougainville, 'fhe population is about 60,000.

The people are talh r and better formed than any
other of the Polynesians.

NEW ZEALAND consists of tAvo large and
several smaller islands in the. Southern Pacific

Ocean, betAvecn lat. 33° and 46° 8., and long. 166°

and 179° E. 'I’liey Avere discovered by Tasman in

1642. The area is about 86,000 square miles.

There is an active volcano in the Bay of Plenty,

and many conical hillocks, seemingly extinct

volcanoes. 'Ilie native population is estimated at

100,000. 'Phe men are tall, well-formed, strong,

athletic, and active. Many of the cliiefs are

upwards of six feet high. The Avoiiieii are like-

wise Avell formed. .'Phe eyes arc black, strong,

and piercing
;
hair black and commonly straight,

but sometimes thick, bushy, and curly; that of

the Avomen ihie, soft, and silky. The men Avho

ciiii afford it tattoo the skin. TJie principal chiefs

and their Avives Avear green talc stones, called

Heitiki, sus])eiided from their necks, on Avhicli is

carved a human figure sitting cross-legged.

Cannibalism and infanticide Avere formerly very

common.
LADRONES.—Two groups of islands arc so

designated. 'Phe group near the 8. coast of China,

18 miles 8. E. of Macao, in lat. 21° 37' N., and long.

113° 32' E., at the entrance of the Bay of Canton,

consists of two islands. Tlie Grand Ladrone, called

by the Chinese Tymaii 8haii, is in lat. 20° 56' N. ,

and long. 113° 44' E., 12 iniles east of Macao, and

29 miles east of Canton factories. It is steep and

bold, and 2 miles in circumference. On its west

side is the Little Ladrone.
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The pirates who infested the Archipelago con-
j

descended from tlie same ancestor, and bound to

siated of the inhabitants of the free Muhammadan ! help one another. With the nation, the idea of.

states in Sumatra, Lingin, Borneo, Magindanao, the family is the grand principle that serves as the

and Sulu
;
those natives who have remained un- basis of society, of which the emperor is the head,

contaminated by the doctrines of the Arabs never The poor, and all who arc not well-to-do, rarely

being known to engage in the like pursuitB. The use any kind of animal food. In the midland and
Eimopeans who were unfortunate enough to fall southern provinces, the diet consists of plain boiled

into their liands were generally murdered, while rice, with a relish of pickled fish or vegetables,

the natives who composed the crews of the salted eggs, and curd made of lentils, etc. When
captured vessels were sold for slaves. The term meat can be afforded, pork is always the favourite

Ladrone is of Portuguese origin, and is applied dish, and amongst the higher classes, mutton,

by the Portuguese to the Chinese jurates, who poultry, venison, or game
;
with such delicacies

commenced to gain power by the close of the as beche-de-mer, seaweed, sharks’-fin jelly, fish,
*

18th century. the edible swallow’s nest, ducks’ tongues, pigeons’

Latlrones^ also called the Marianne Islands, and plovers’ eggs. Weak tea. is their great Iktuid.

were the first islands seen by Magellan in Ib^l. Spirits are rarely used.

From these he sailed to the Philippines, where, in Ytninan jn-ovince, in the extreme S.W., is in-

thc island of Mactan, near Zebu, he was killed, as habited by many tribes. Amongst them, the f.u-

also was Barbosa. .Magellan's companions then lo of different clans, the Pai-yi, the Pen-ti, the

visited Timor in 1522, and returned to Lisbon, Miii-kya. .Mso, in tlie mountain ranges which

making the first circumnavigation of the globe, separate China and Burma, are the Mousso, whose
They are a large archipelago, stretching from N. women wear huge silver ornaments. To their

to vS., from the southern extremity of China into west are the Lissu tribe, in the tract between the

the N. Pacific for 45(.) miles, between lat. IM'’ and Lan-tsang-kcang and tlic Lo-keang or Salvvin.

21° dff' N., and nearly under long. 145° E. The And in addition to these, on the bordei's, are the

islands are 20 in number. When the Spaniards Sifan, Meaii-tsze, Pa-e, Ho-nhi, Kliato, Lo-pe,

arrived, the inhabitants, in manners, government, Slien-tseii, and other tribes,

colour, and speech rescunbled the Tagala of the Within the borders lying in the southern and

Philippines, — a tall, robust, well - proportioned western provinces, parts of the Chinese empire,

—

race, olive-complexionod, with well-grown beards Ilu-kwang, Szc-chuen, Yunnan, Kwei-chau, and

and long black hair
;
both sexes stained their teeth Kwang-si,—are various tribes, known as the Miau,

black, and some painted their bodies red. But Yau. 'I'ung, and Keh-laii, who are reckoned by
that race has disa[)pt*nred, and only about 2000 the Chinese as Miau or barbarians. Some of them

I^eople of foreign origin now inhabit the islands. in the recesses of the mountains, still unsubdued,

CHINA has an area of 1 1,555,704 square kilo- are styled the Sang Miau ; but the subdued tribe.s

metres. Its emj5eror rules over 571 millions of paying tribute arc called Shuh-Miau. Many of

Mongoloid races, viz. Cliiiiesc; proper 550 millions, tlH‘ wihl Miau live in Kai-li, Tai-hung. llwang-

aiid 21 nullions Tibetans, peoi)le in Formosii, niu, and Shi- ping.

Tungiis, Alanchii, Mongol, Kalmuk, Buriat, ami Sifan, Kham, Miau, Tzu, Yeb. .Ion Maiitzu, and

Czbak, in Manchuria, Mongolia, Tibet, Zangaria^ Ichia, in Chinese ])hraseology all moan various

and East Turkestan
;
and lie claims tribute from degrees of savagery or barbai ity. The rude

several semi-indtqx‘ndent states. Its dynasties Tibetan tribes of uomadc and predatory habits are

havp ruled through 4000 years, and the territorial chiefly known in Tibet under the generic name of

distinctions—('liina proper and the Chinese cm]»irc Kham; it corresjionds to the Sifan of China.

—have existed from the eailiest periods of tlicir The Miao-hse or Miau-tse, occupying the liigh-

history. lands of the southern half of the Chinese empire,

Among the tributaries are those of Inner and nearly a hundred in number, are regardcil as

Outer Mongolia, of Ulia-Sutai and Tsing-Hai, or aborigines, and are said to belong to the Thai

Koko-Nor
;

and the tribes acknowledging the gooup. Tliey arc cultivators, rear the silk-worm,

sway
,
of China are classed as Inner and Outer forge iron, and work in other metals, are weavers,

Mongolians.' Inner Mongolia lies between the traders, fowlers, fishers, herdsmen, ami some of

desert of Gobi and the continuous frontier of tluun highly pri'dattiry.

.Alanchuriaand China. The Outer iMongoliaiis are The Kih-mang-ku-yin live in excavations made
Kalkas of different tribes. Among the tribes and in high cliffs in the Kwang-shun-clmu district,

remnants of .tribes are the Shuiuet of Shan-si 'I’he King-kia of lii-po-hien have a festival on

beyond the wall
;
Chaliar, Bargoii, Eliith, Solou, the last day of tlie tenth month, at which they

Taguri, Orunchuii, Oilar, llassack, Tu-muh, sacrifice to demons. In the eleventh month, the

Tasang or T’saiig, and Saiig-ting. unmarried folks have a. dance, at which they choose

The Chinese proper are of a yellow colour, but life iiartners for themselves,

brown and sometimes a maroon tint are seen. The Luli-ngeh-tsze of the Wei-ning district, in

Their face is broad ami flat, the cheek-bones j)ro- Ta-ting, inter their dead in coffins, but after a

jecting, irides black, eyes oblitpie, bcar<‘ scanty, year, ami fiir seven successive years, re-opou the

stature above that of the Malay aiul Tibetan. They graves, wash and clean the bones, and l eplace

are skilful, enterprising, and self-reliant; emigrate i them.
with confidence, and are numerous iu the islands* * The Laiig-tszc-Miaii of Wei-ning follow the

of theArchipelago, the Indian Ocean, and America. I Coiivmlc practice. On the birth of a child, the

They have made many great discoveries in the :
husband takes to bed, and is cooked for and

arts, but they do not advance beyond a certain waited on by the wife, who suckles the child and
grade of intellectual development. works in the fields

;
not till after a month does the

Theirnaany millions belong to about 400 sing or husband go abroad. When a parent dies, so soon

clans, and those of the same sing are relatives, as life becomes extinct, they twist the head round
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backwards, so that, as they say, he can see behind
him.

TmguSy a general name applied to a population

common to a vast area in Siberia and China.

Their physiognomy connects it with the tribes of

Northern Asia in general, and their language
forms a transition between the monosyllabic and
agglutinate forms of speech. The Tungus, under
the name Mancliv^ constitute the dominant
population of China itself. The tribes under
Chinese rule, in Manchuria, on the watershed of

thtfAmu, are termed Mancliu. Tlu' Manchu proper

have a literature, with an alphabet modified from
the Mongol. They are agricultural and industrial.

They conquered China in 1014, and founded a

dynasty. The Tungus on the shores of Okolsk
call themselves Lamut, from liamu, the sea.

Some Tungus call themselves Boji or men, others

Donki or people.

The Mongol, properly Mang-kii, have four

branches, viz. the Eastern Mongol, the Kalmiik,

the Buriat, and the Hazara or Aimaq. Originally

the Eastern Mongol got from the Chinese the

nickname of Ta Ta, but since the 8th century

they have been called Mang-ku (Mongol). They
inhabit the eastern half of Gobi, and are divided

into the two borders, the Scliara towards the

south, and the Kalka, their northern neighbours.

The Chume are now spreading through the

Archipelago, east of Asia, and America. The
immigrants evince great jjhysical strength and
endurance, much intellectual energy and ])er-

severance. They have great power of organiza-

tion, and give each other mutual assistance and
support. Wherever bodily strength and manual
dexterity have to be combined, the Chinese in

the east of Asia have no equal, and they arc

seen wliercver mines have to be worked, new
agricultural products introduced, or factories

erected and put to use
;
expert in all artisan and

handicraft work. While the British and German
settlers refuse to marry the native women with

whom they associate, and leave the offspring in

bastiirdy, the Chinese invariably raises his J5urme.se,

Cambodian, Malay, or Siamese helpmate to the full

rank of wife, treats and honours her as such, and
bestows on her childnm all the advantages to be

conferred by acknowledged legitimacy, backed by
strong parental affection.

There are three prominent philosophies in

China, following the views of Kung-tsze (Con-
fucius), of Laou-tsc, whose religion is known as

the Taou, and the Buddhists who adhere to the

teachings of Sakya. The doctrines of Confucius

are based on the moral consciousness of right and
wrong, which he believed to be inherent in all

men. The Taouist morality is based on the Kan-
yong-pcen, or book of retribution, in wliich it is

inculcated that the punishments of sin and

rewards of good doing fall in this life. Sakya’s

followers teach a strictly moral code, but in Tibet

there is a hierarchy which exercises political

power. The Woo-wei-keaou is a sect of China.

Muhammadanism and Christianity have made pro-

gress, In the state religion there are sacrifices

to the heavens (Teen), to Te, the earth, and to

Tae-meaoii, the great temple of ancestors
;
and

education of the people is regarded as essential

to the welfare of the state. Women are rarely edu-

cated. Marriage is universal
;
polygamy is allowed.

Infanticide and sale of children are practised.

FORMOSA, called Tai-wan by the Chinese, is a

large island in the China Sea, separated from
China by a stormy strait, 80 or 90 miles wide.

It stretches as far north as lat. 26® N., and this is

the most northerly limit of the Malay language,

Malay wmrds being found in the language of the

aborigines, and the inhabitants of the interior,

who are supposed to be of Malay origin, are in

several groups, each speaking a dialect of their

own. On the easterly side of the island is

a belt of level land near the sea, but it is rugged
and mountainous in the interior. The Chinese

occupied it about A.o. 1430. The Dutch took pos-

session of it in A.D. 1634, but were dispossessed by
a Chinese adventurer in 1661, though a small body
of men claim to be their descendants. The Chi nese

colonies are mostly on the N. coast. The central

and southern districts are inhabited by the ab-

origines. The Formosa tribes are Favorlong, Jakili,

Pcpukhwaii or Feijpohoan, 8ideia, Tilloi, Yukan.
'Fhe barbarian tribes w'orship a good and evil

spirit, with women priestesses termed Inib. They
are, fond of out-of-door merry-makings, and dur-
ing the annual nine days’ festival, they drink and
]»lay an<l give themselves up to sensual pleasures.

Marriage of men is not allowed until they be 21
years of age. Libations to the earth and sky are

poured out, and they ari^ married, but the wife

remains in her father's house, and until tlie hus-

band reach the age of 10, he can only visit the

wife by stealth at night, and daylight sees the

signal for liis quitting it. It is said that divorces

arc very frequent, and children born before the

mother is 37 years of age are allowed to live.

The Peppohoan race of this island are descend-
ants of tlie savage tribes who inhabited the plain

country, and, being conquered by the Chinese,

have mixed with them to a great extent. They
are a promising race, and accept Christianity

readily. The Chinese residents prefer I’eppohoan

women forwdvcs, being finer and stronger women,
prettier and more useful, than those of the Chinese.

The savage tribes of Formosa tattoo their fases

;

tlie men wear a tunic of coarse grass-cloth, and
the fighting women ’ a tunic and- a short petti-

coat or piece of grass-cloth. Their huts are

neatly built of bamboo and palm leaves. Over
some of the doors are seen rows of the skulls of

wild animals, the deer, the boar, the monkey
;
and

one of them displayed the tails of six Chinamen
tied up in a bunch, which he said had belonged
to men he had killed.

COREA or Korea the Manchu call Solgo
;
Kao-li

is the Chinese name. Its area has been stated at

236,784 square kilometres, and its population at

from to 15 millions. The people use rice, barley

meal, and Hour of millet. 4'lie Coreans were driven

out of East Tartary into the peninsula which they

now occupy. Their country was subsequently in-

vaded by the Mongols,on which occasion the Siogour

Yoritomo defeated Kablai Khan. Tliey have since

been conquered by the Japanese. Its people arc

supposed to be ‘a mixed race, descendants from

Tartars, Chinese, and Japanese. They have flat

faces, oblique eyes, broad cheek-bones, strong

black hair, and scanty beard
;
they are strongly

made, their skin viiries from tawny or yellow to

brown, wheat, or straw colour, and reddish-yellow.

They have a mixture of the Chinese and Japanese

physical features. Their religion is Buddhist ;
their

alphabet and language differ from the Chinese.
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JAPAN and itg dependencies (the Kuriles, led to Sir Henry Middleton bein^j sent with three

Loo-Choo, and Benin Islands) are in area 382,447 ships to Surat. His flag-ship nui aground at Mocha,
square kilometi’es, and population 36,357,312. and he was detained more than a year by the
The Japanese are a short - statured Mongoloid Arabs, and, after reaching Surat, he withdrew,
race, intelligent and progressive, ruled over by ah under the advice of both the native and the

emperor. The Aino were the aborigines of the Knglish mercliants, and drove a kind of filibuster-

Japanese islands, but only a remnant of them ing trade in the Red Sea. Afterwards he wiis

now exist in the island of Yezo. The Aino, the joined by Captain John Saris, who was sent out

Ghiliak, and Yencsei Ostiak respect the bear. The with throe more vessels to protect the Indian

true Ostiak hang the skin on a tree, pay it trade. Captain Hi})pon, who was despatched

homage, and beg the animars pardon for having about the saim* time in a single ship, the

killed it. They also swear by the bear. Their founded the factories in the Hay of Bengal which

levere treatment by the Japanese has led them developed into the Presidencies of Calcutta and
to other countries. They occupy the southern Madras. Tlic victory of Captain Rest over the

])art of the island of Saghalin, which is in posses- PortiigiU'Se licet in the roadstead of Sniat, October

sion of the Japanese. The Aino arc of shoi-t 20, 1012, which Uvo years later was eclipsed by
stature, with broad faces of the Mongol type, the operations of (.’aptain Downton, followed up
They are a timid i*aoo, their limbs are hairy

;
they by exploits in tlie Pt.Tsian Gulf, crowned by the

have bushy beards and long tangled hair, large capture of Ormuz, dis])Ose(l of all fear of Portu-

heads and clumsy tigures
;
the expression of their gues(' ascendency in the east, and firmly estab-

faces is that of good -nature coinbiiied with lished this Hast India Company’s trading privileges,

stupidity. Acconling to ^1. Uosney, their language In 1015 a local marine' fuice of ten grabs and
is dissimilar to Japanese, and that S])oken in the galivats was establislu'd, which, added to the

Kuriles and in thij island of Yezo is also small home squadron, formed tlie nucleus of the

different from Japanese. future navy of. the Company. The right of trial

'VheLoo-Choo or /Acu-chni IslandsViQ to tha^.K. by common and martial law, as in the royal

of the ]^atclm group, and consist of one largo service, was in 1024 conceded to the Company’s

island surrounded by smaller ones, the large cominauders and agents abroad, to which was
island being of considerable size and well peopled, added that of building forts for tlic security of

It extends from lat. 20® 3' to 20® 53' N., and their trade, the earliest of these being that of Fort

long. 127® 34' to 128® 25' E., being 58 miles St. George at Madras, erected in 1 010. The

long, and about 10 or 12 miles broad. In language acquisition of Boml)ay in 1008 gave the Company
and physical form the Loo-Choo islanders resemble a valuable port and naval station, and their service,

the Japanese, their Buddhism being more im- —thenceforth known as the Ilombay Marine,

—

perfect, and their manners more simple. now amounting to a respectable llect, w\as not

SAKHALIN, SAGHALIEN, or TARAKAI, long long in distinguishing itself in the defence of

believed tobeapeninsula, is an island lying between Surat and Bombay against the Malirattas, as

lat. 45° 54' 2" and 54° 21' N., and long. 141° 40' well Jis in repelling the thrt'ateucd attack of the

and 141° 46' E. It is about 000 miles in length, Dutch in 1072. ()n the pacification which ensued,

iiiid from 20 to 100 broad, it is well wooded and the English Company's ships were entrusted with

fertile, and coal is found in many places, especi- the police of the Southern Indian seas, the pro-

ally about Jonquierc Bay. Two-thirds of the tection of the Bed Sea being assigned to the

northern part belong to iiussia, and is peopled by Dutch, and that of the Dersian Gulf to the French.

Ghiliuk.

—

Aitcheson\^ Treaties ; Asiatic Jicsearchci:

;

The suppression of piracy became from the first

Mr. F. If. Batten's British (tarliwal; Bchm and one of the prominent duties of the service. Surat,

Wacjiicr; Dr. Dennett; Bi/cniorc’s I ’raceIs ; Bur- where the larger vessels had originally been con

-

hidge, Gardens of the Su)i ;
Miss Bird's Cher- structed under native foremen, gave place in 1735

sonese; Census^ 1872, 1881; Dr. Collingwood in to Bombay as the depot for building purposes.

Journ. Eihn. Soc. ; Crairfurd's Archipelago and The (Company’s fleet then numbered more than

Malag DiGtionarg
;
Dalton's FllinoJogg of Bengal

;

20 vessels, one of them, the Devenge, mounting

G. W. Karl's Papuans and Physical^Geographg

;

28 gnns, 20 of which were twelve-pounders.

Kd/cins' (Inna; Hooker and Thojnson's Flora This line frigate was lost, with all hands, in a

fndica; Horsbnrgh's Directory; Mr. Hunt in gale, April 20, 1782, after having done good

Moor's Archipcloffo ;
Journal Did. Archipelago

;

service in the war with France and Hyder Ali.

Keane's Asia; Keppel's Archipdagd ; Feschel; In tlie reduction of Pondicherry,^ August 23,

Sir S, Jlajfies^ Memoirs; Baja Brooke's Journal

;

1793, the capture of Ceylon in 1795, and the

Logan in Journ. Did. Archipelago ;
Lubbock^ Origin attack upon the Dutch iu the Moluccas in 1801,

of Civilisation; MacgiUivrag's Voyage in the the services of the Bombay Marine were of the

Rattlesnake; Major- General Sir C. M. Mac- utmost value
;
nor Avere they less conspicuous in

Gregor's Gazetteers; Mallat's Lcs Fliilippincs

;

the taking of Mauritius in 180!b in the reduction

Marsden's Sumatra; McNair's Perak; Mclvill of Java in 1811, in the attack upon Mocha in

de Carnhee, in Journ. Ind. Achipelago
;
Le Moniteur 1820, and in the operations against the Joasmi

des hides Orientales; Moresby's IScw Guinea and pirates in the Pei*sian Gulf, who, from the year

Polynesia ; Newbold's Malacca ;
Trel. Saunders 1797, had given uninterrnitfcing trouble to the

in Geog. Soc. Journ.; St. John's Indian Archi- protective cruisers of the Company. The Burmese
pelago; J. D. Vaughan in Journ. Ind. Archip.; war, from 1824 to 1826, gave occasion to many
A. 'it Wallace, Eastern Archip.; F. Watsori's a brilliant display of skill and valour, for which
People of India ;

Williams' Cruise of the Pearl the thanks of the Directors and of both Houses of

INDIAN NAVY. In a. d. 1609, in the early years Parliament were tendered at the conclusion of

f»f the English East India Comjjany’s trade with peace. Remodelled under the charge of Sir

India, the need for the protection of their shipping? Charles Malcolm, brother to the Governor of
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Bombay, as superintendent, the service was con-
stituted as a marine corps, with the title of the

Indian Navy, under an order dated May 1, 18.S0.

Under Sir Henry Leake, the naval expedition,

1852-53, which aided in the reduction of Burma,
was ably planned and carried but, followed up by
no less successful operations in the war with

Persia in 1856-57. The latest and not the least

brilliant of the Avarlike services of the Indian

navy was that rendered by tlie detachment which,

after aiding in the sup})rcs8iou of panic in Calcutta,

pftshed up the country to the relief of the be-

leaguered Eiu’opeans. tint no olficer of the service

was ever honoured with kiiiglithood or with a mili-

tary order. Until the final hauling doAvn of the fiag

in Bombay harbour at noon of the 30th of April

1863, its duties—faithfully, zealously, and often

brilliantly discharged—brought with them little

more reward tlian that which is proverbially said to

bo conferred by virtue upon itself. Nevertheless its

band of skilled ollicers had given to the world a

body of charts the value of Avhich it is impossible

to overstate, and the hydrography of the Indian

coasts and seas Inul been carrieil to a degree of

perfection which is beyond all proportion to the

slenderness of the means under command. Among
the most notable are the surveys of the Bed Sea

by Elwon and Moresby, those of Mesopotamia by
liynch, Campbell, and Felix Jones, those of tlie

Coromandel coast by JJoyd and Fell, those of the

south-east coast of Arabia by Haines and Saunders,

Avith the more recent charts of the Persian Gulf

by Constable and tStiffe, and those of the Katty-

UAvar and Malabar coasts by Commander Dundas

Taylor. To the last-named officer maritime in-

terests are indebted for the Bdnd and Current

Charts, Avhich give so much security to the navi-

gation of *the Indian seas; and above all, for a

Sailing Directory, founded on Horsburgh. To

the impression produc(.'d hj Cajitain 'Paylor’s

ineinoraiidum on the existing state and deficien-

cies of the Indian marine surveys, avhs due the

seasonable establishment, about of a special

department of that nature at Calcutta, of Avhich

Commander Taylor Avas made siipeiiiitendeiit,

Avith a staff of Avell-chosen assistants. In the year

1858 the Avhole service hud lieeii suininarily broken

up, the A^essels were condemned to be S(dd, the

officers pensioned off, the official records disposed

of as Avastc-paper. Jii bi.s anniver.sary address

to the Boyal Ge< ‘graphical vSoeiety in 18fi3, tSir

Boderick Murchison said its services had been

varied, useful, and lionourable : the beneficial and
enduring results of its suppression of piracy and

the slave trade are Avell known, and the Avidc-

.spread and lasting utility of the excellent surveys

made by its officers hold an equally prominent

place .—East India JMarine Sun ef/s.
|

INDIAN OCEAN is bounded on the AA'e.st by

the coast of Africa to the meridian of Capo

L’ Agulhas, continued to the antarctic circle. The

antarctic circle is its southern limit as far as

the meridian of Tasmania, but strictly the western

coast of Australia, continued northwards to the
|

larger islands of the Asiatic Archipelago and the

Bay of Bengal. One of tlie large currents of

water which have their origin in the Indian Ocean,

is the well-known Mozambique current, called at

the Cape of Good Hope the L^Agulhas current.

Another makes its way through the Straits of

Malacca, and, being joined by other warm streams

from the Java and China Seas, flows out into the

Pacific, like another Gulf Stream, between the

Philippines and the shores of Asia. Thence it

attempts tlie great circle route for the Aleutian

Islands, tempering climates and losing itself in the

sea on its route toAvards the N.W. coast of America.

There is a counter current of cold water between
it and the China shore.

—

Findlay.

IN1)IAN YELLOW, a dye j^rocured from the

urine of the cow, after eating decayed and yellow

mango leaves
;

other authorities refer it to

camels’ dung. Analysis shoAvs it to be composed
chiefly of purreic acid, combined with magnesia*

Its Hindi name is Purree.

—

Simmonds* Diet,

INDIGO.
Nil, Arab. Lil, Hind.
M:iin-;iy, .... ]5uRM. Indaco, It.

J.:in-tien,. . . . (hiiN. Nila (dye), . . Malay.
Sliwui-tien (li(|uid), ,, Tamm (I'hint),

. ,,

Tu-tieii (dry), . . ,, Anil, . . . PORT., Sr.
Tieii-tsing (indigo dye), ,, Krutick, . . . Kns.
Chanmo -lil, . (!oeH.-FHiN. Nili, Sanhk., Tam., Tel.
Cfuli, (Jrj.

The jilants Avhich afford indigo dyes are grown
cluetiy in the East and West Indies, in the middle
regions of America, Colombia, and Florida, in

Africa, and in Europe, and are mostly species of

the genera ludigofera, Isatis, 'I'ephrosia, and
Ni'rium. ludigofera tinetoria furnishes the chitd

indigo of commerce
;

])rodiiced in Bengal, Mada-
gascar, the Isle of France, and St. Domingo.
The ludigofera dis})ernia, a plant cultivated in

Spain and America, grows Idgher than the jire-

ceding, is Avoody, and furnishes a superior dye-

stuff. The Guatemala indigo comes from tliis

species. ludigofera anil grows in the same coun-
tries, and also in the West Indies, 'fhe ludigofera

argeiitea, Avhich flourishes in Africa, yields little

indigo, but it is of an t'xcellent (piality. I. glaucu

is the Egyptian and Arabian species. There are

also till* 1. cinerea, 1. erecta (a native of Guinea),

1. hirsuta, 1. glabra, and si'veral other species.

;
Indigo of an excellent quality has been obtained

' in tin; East from Gymncma tingens, or Ascleihas

tingeiLs, a tAviniiig plant. Species of Biiellia fur-

nish the Avell-knowii room dye of Assam, and the

(’hinesc obtain a blue dye from tlie Biiellia indi-

gotiea, as also from the Isatis indigotica. Wrightia
tinetoria, an evergreen Avith Avhite blossoms, affords

.soiiH! indigo, as do the Isati.s tinetoria, or Avoad,

in Europi*, and the Polygonum tinctorium, Avith

red lioAvers, a native of Cliiiia. Baptista tinetoria

furiiisbca a blue ilye, aiul is the Avild indigo of

the United States. I’lants of othbr genera are

also employ(‘d for obtaining indigo, as Mamleiiia
tinetoria, Galega tinetoria, but especially the

former. l)i\ Bancroft (i. p. 100) also adduces

I

Spilanthi's tiiuitoria, Scahiosa succisa, Cheiranthus
fcnestralis, also a species ofBignonia and aTaber-
nieniontana, on the African coast, Avith Anorpha
fruticosa and Fapliora tinetoria, as all yielding a

blue dye, or coarse sorts of indigo. It is obtained

in Nubia from the Tephrosia a})ollinea, and on

the banks of the Niger from the T. toxicaria; anti

indigofera Australis of Australia produces a good

indigo. A small quantity lias been produced by
chemists in the laboratory.

Indigo is produced largely in Bengal and N.

India, from the 20th to the 30th deg. of north

latitude
;
also in the provinces of TinneveUy, Cud-

dapah, and the two Arcots of the Madras Presi-

dency
;
in Java, in the largest of the Philippine
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islands in Guatemala, Caraccas, Central America,
|

and Brazil. It is also cultivated in some of the I

AVest India islands, especially St. Domingo, but

not in large quantities. Tlie varieties recognised !

in commerce arc—1st, Bengal, which, from the
'

care taken in its preparation, and the largo scale

on which it is made in that distihit, is the best

;

ainl its various gradations of quality, ten in miin-

ber, varying from its. to 5s. per lb., are always
kept distinct. In other .sorts, they are usually

much mixed. 2d, Madra.s and Kurpali
;

5d,

Oudli
;

4tli, Manilla
;

5tli, Java
;
an<l btb, vSouth

American. The last is packed in aorons or cases

of dried ox-skin, and its qualities are distinguished

as follows:—Ist, Flores; 2d, Sobres
;
and Jd,

Cortes
;

all the others are in wooden chests, con-

taining about 250 lbs. each. Indigo has been
manufactured from time immemorial in the dis-

trict of Multan, and the country west of the river

Indus, called the Derajat. It is exported, but not

to any great extent, ill the direction of Afgliaiiistan.

In the year 1«S55, the out-turn of the Bengal
crop was 128,551 maumls; and in the IJ years

from 1859 to 1H71 inclusive, the out-turns ranged
from 90,50(( to ] 13,550 maunds, as under

1859, . 10(5, .500 1804, 100,01 <8 ISOS. . 105, .501

1800, . 11 3, .500 18(55, 102,009 18(59, . 88,999

180)1, . 08,000 1800, 112,200
1

1870, . 90, .5(K)

1802, . 110,000 18(57, 9(5,000 1871, . 95,700
1803, . 93,800

1

In later years the export from all India were—
Yi'ar. Cwt.

(
Year. (.'wi. Hs.

18G9-70, 99,20() 2,80,:tS, 280 1870-77, 100, .884 2,90,27,855

1870-

71, 98,08.5 3,1 7,80,450 1877-78, 120,(505 3,49,43,340

1871-

72, 103,184 3, 19,25,030 1878-79, 105,0.51 2,96,04,025

1872-

73, 11.5,414 3,70,.5 1,750 1 1879-80, 100,923 2,94,72,205

1873-

74, 11.5,212 3,42,(58,240 1880-81, 110,870 3, .57,15,814

1874-

75, 81,4(50 2,57,03,02211881-82, 150,303 4,50,90,802

1875-

70, 110,302 2,87,50,(5251

The one-lialf to the Unite<l King<lom, an eighth

part to France, and a twelftli part to Austria; the

United States, Persia, and Italy take the rest.

Its total imports' into the tbiited' Kingdom in

the years 1807 to 1881 ranged between 58,283

and 106,307 cwt., varying greatly from year to

year
;
the values, £1.712,995 and £2,937,224.

Since the year 1833, in Bengal, the cultivation

of the indigo plant and manufacture of indigo

have greatly fallen oil. lii the troubles which
followed the famine of 1769, the cultivation had
(leclined. During the years which followed 1786,

Ivord Cornwallis, and with him Sir John Shore,

re-established it under extraordinary privileges.

Minute accounts of how the plant should be grown
and the drug beaten out, written by lugb othcials,

appeared in the public prints. The Company’s
servants were permitted, nay, encouraged, to

remit their savings in indigo investments, in spite

of the croakings of an alarmist, Avho foretold the
failure of such efforts by r»*asoii of the manu-
facture having been successfully introduced into

the Brazils, which were nearer the European
market. For a time, indeed, the Government was
shy of actually engaging in the cultivation, and
contented itself with winking hard at its officers,

who were willing to venture on their own account.

But the revival of the indigo planting, which took

place in the ten years subsequent to 1786, was
conducted under the auspices of Government,
though at the risk of its commercial residents.

For long it continued to be the most profitable

part of these officers’ private trade, and more
than one great Calcutta house owed its origin to
their operations. The valleys of the Daiiuuia
.and of the Adjie, and indeed all Bardwan, were
dotted with factories.

Indigo ofBengal is divided into two classes,

called in commercial language, Bengal and Oudh
;

tlie first being the i)rodiice of the southern y)ro-

viiices of Bengal and Behar, and the last tliat

of the northern provinces, and of Benares. The
first class is in y)oint of quality much superior to

the other, 'fhe inferiority of the Oudh indigo is

thought to be more th(‘ result of soil and climate

than of any difference in the skill with which the
manufacture is conducted. The indigo of Madras,
which is superior to that of Manilla, is about equal

to ordinary Bengal indigo. The produce of Java
is superior to these. Jiarge ipiantitiojs of indigo,

of a very fim^ quality, are grown in Sind. Mr.
Wood, dejmty collector of Sukkur, was of opinion

that Sind is much better suited than Bengal for

the production of this dye-stuff; the alluvial soil

oil the banks of the Indus is equal in richness to

that on those of the Ganges, and the climate

seems equally wi'll suited for tlie growth of the

plant. Ibit in two years out of three, the crops
of the Pxmgal yOants are injured by excessive

inundations, while the work of gathering and
maniy)ulatiou is necessarily y^erforined during the

rainy seiison under the greatest ‘imaginable dis-

advantages. In Sind, on the other hand, the

inundation of the river is produced almost solely

from the melting of the snows in the Himalayas,

and it is not liable to those excessive fluctuations

ill amount, or that suddenness in appearance,

j)eculiar to inundations chiefly arising from falls

of rain. The Gauges sometimes rises ten feet in

21 hours, and at some parts of its course its depth
is at times forty feet greater during a flood than
in fair weather

;
while the Indus rarely rises above

a foot a day, its extreme flood never exceeding

fifteen fi’ct, the limits and amount of the inunda-

fioii being singularly uniform over a succession

of years. Moreover, as rain hardly ever falls in

!8ind, and when it does so, only continues over a

few days, and extem^ls to the amount of three or

four inches, no danger or inconvenience from this

can be ay>prehended. The districts of Kishiiagar,

Je.ssorc, and Murshidabad, in Bengal, ranging
from 88"' to 9lT’ E. longitude, and 22A“ to 24° of

N. latitude, produce the finest iiuligo. That from
the districts about Bardwan and Benares is of a
coarser or hai’sher grain. Tirliut, in lat. 26° N.,

yields a tolerably good article. The portion of

Bengal most yiropltious to the cultivation of indigo,

lies between the river Hoogly and the main
.stream of the Ganges.

The culture of indigo is a very yirccariou-s trade,

not only in so far as resjiects the growth of the

plant from year to year, but also as regards the

qn.aiitity and quality of the drug which the same
amount of plant will afford in the same season.

Tlie fixed capital reiiuired in the manufacture

consists simply of a few vats of common masonry
for steeping the yilant and precipitating the
colouring matter, a boiling and drying-house,

and a dwelling for the planter. Thus a factory

of ten pairs of vats, capable of producing, at an
average, 12,600 lbs. of indigo, worth on the spot
£2500, will not cost above £1500 sterling. The
buildings and machinery necessary to produce an
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equal value in f?ugar and rum, would probably of ammonia prevails throughout the drying-house,
cost about £4000. When quite dry, the cakes are taken down,
The indigo of the Indigofera tinctoria is obtained brushed, assorted according to colour and quality

by subjecting the plant to a fermentive process, (rmj^ niilan), and packed into boxes for export,

in large masses, in tanks. After its removal, the sifter which the N.W. planter ha.^ nothing to do
water is stirred and beaten by paddles, its colour till the following June.
passes to a blue, and the suspended particles In Tir/n/t the preparation of the land is ftom-

settle to the bottom, forming a l)Iue .sediment, menced in October. All the old stumps are dug
w'hich, after the water is drawn oil, is dried in out, the land is twice ploughed (somra or docha),

the sun and cut up into cakes. 'Fhe time for and a Hat roller (benga) passed over, to break the

sowing varies in Bengal f)roper, Tirluit, ami the clods and keep in the moisture. If the sith or

several districts of the N.W. Provinces. In jhutlii, or refuse indigo stalks (a ‘rich manure),
Bengal, sowings j^rovail in the month Kartik has not already been sjnead on the land, and
(October), hence called Kartiki. IiiTirhut, Sarnn, allowed to decompose, it is now spread, and, to

and Champarum, in which there is rich alluvial save time, set tire to, and the ashes well ploughed
land and a natural moisture, the sowings are in in

; then all the smaller clods arc pulverized, and
February (Phalgiin), and the factories aie known all grass and refuse removed. The land is then
as Phalguni. Tht? preparation of the Jaml in finally ploughed and rolled, and allowed to rest

Tirhut is much more elaborate than in Bengal till the end of January. In the beginning of

proper or the N.AV". Provinces, and altogether a February, sowings begin and last to the end of

more advanced system prevails there, and the March. In April and May, the young plant is

work is regularly spread over tlie whole year, weeded. About the middle of June or first week
In the N.IV. Provinces and in Oudh, the sowi?igs in July, manufacturing begins, and lasts without
chiefly take place on the first fall of rain in June interruption till t lie end of September. In October
(Asarh), lienee the factories are known as Asarhi, the c.akes are taken down from the shelves where
but these have sowings also called Jaiuowa, which they have been drying, brushed, packed in boxes
is a sort of compromise between the Phalguni and weighing .about three factory inaunds each, marked
Asarhi periods. An artificial moisture is secured and numbered, and finally semt down to Calcutta

in February and March by irrigation, and small for sale an<l shipment to Europe, (^hina, Persia,

patches of indigo are sown near every available and America.
well. In Bcmjal jfvopn^ indigo is cultivated at a

In the iV. 11'. Pror//nr.s' the planter’s work comes season when nothing else is on the ground. It

on him all in a heap in June or .Inly ( Asarh and oceans intermediately l)(‘t\voen the two great

Sawan). He has sowdng, cutting the stumps left crops of the year, and it has jaizzled Boards of

of the past years crop, manufacture of the new Revenue before now to decide wliether it is a

crop, packing and despatch of the indigo. The' rabi or kliarif crop. It is cleared oft’ the ground
fresh plant is filled into steeper vats, and pressed in time for anotlier crof>, and it is far from being
down with beams of -wood iiiterlaet'd w’itb bam- an exhausting crop. I'lie ryots know this well,

boos
;
water is then lot in from the reservoir, ind all they get for their indigo is additional to

and steeping or fermentation allowed to go on for their income, though, at a strict calculation, it

ten or twelve hours, according to the state of the tvould not cover the expense of the cultivation,

atmosphere. After fermentation is complete, the After having ploughed the ground in October,

liquor is drawn off into a lower b(,*ati]ig vat (hauz
j

November, and tlie beginning of December, they

mahye). Ten or twelve men now enter the vat
j
sow the seed in the last half of March and the

with shovels
;

they arc called mahiincaii or ' beginning of Aj^ril, while the soil, being neither

beaters
;
they beat (rnaliye) from oik* and a lialf too hot nor too dry, i.s most propitious to its

to two hours, and by this means a great quantity germination. A light mould an.sw’ers best, ami
of carbonic acid gas is disengaged, and the particles sunshine, w ith occasional light showers, arc most
of indigo get thoroughly exposed to the atmo- favourable to its growth. Twelve pounds of seed

sphere, and obtain their requisite sujiply of are sufficient for sowing an acre of land. The
oxygen, after which they granulate. The vat is plants grow rapidly, and will bear to be cut for

now allowed to settle, the indigo gradually sub- the first time at the beginning of July
;
nay, in

sides, and the water, which separates, is drawn off, some iliatricts so early as the middle of June,

and is of the colour of ilark sherry. A sediment 'Ihe indications of maturity are the biu*sting forth

is left at the bottom of the vat, which is collected of the flower -buds and the expansion of the

and discharged into a cistern alongside, and runs blossoms, at which period the plant abounds most
through a strainer (chaiinali) into the boiler in the <lyeing principle. Another indication is

(karah), when it is heated to boiling point. From taken from the leaves, which, if they break

the boiler the liquid indigo (mal) is run on a across when doubled flat, denote a state of

table on which is spread a sheet, and allowtid to maturity. But this character is somewhat fallaci-

liltor through until the liquid runs clear. The oiis, and depends upon the poverty or richness

day following, the indigo, fully drained, is of the of the soil. When much rain falls, the plants

consistency of curds, when it is removed to the grow too rapidly, and do not sufficiently elaborate

press- house, put into presses, and subjected to the blue pigment. Bright sunshine is most ad-

severe pressure. With the aid of nuts and screws, vantageous to its production. The first cropjping

a solid mass is thus obtained, which is taken to of the plants is the best; after two months a

the drying-house (bari khana), placed on a cutting second js made, after another interval a third,

frame, and* cut with brass wire into cubes or and even a fourth
;
but each of these is of dimin-

cakes (goti or bari). The cakes are placed on ished value.

wicker-work frames to dry. A whitish efflores- The plant is sold in Bengal by the bunffie?

cence soon covers the cakes, and a strong smell which is measured by a chain. In the Doab it is
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sold for 1 rupee for 5 to 6 maunds. 200 to 225 its area is 20 feet square, and its depth 3 feet

;

luaunds of plant to a maund (75 lbs.) of indigo, is the lowermost, called the beater or beating vat, is

a fair average produce. Therefore it would cost as broad as the other, but one-third longer. The
about 86 to 40 rupees for the plant necessary to cuttings of the plant as they come from the field

make 75 lbs. of indigo. The expense of manu- are stratified in the steeper till this be filled

facturing would be but little. within 5 or 6 inches of its brim. In order that the
The finest quality of dye is produced by plant during its fermentation may not swell and

factories in the Jessoro and Kishuagar districts, rise out of the vat, beams of wood and twigs of
An oidinary plantation there comprises 4000 acres bamboo are braced tight over the surface of the
of land, which m.ay yield on an average 1000 jdants, after which water is pumped upon them
maunds of 82 lbs. each. The annual outlay for till it stands within three or four inches of the
labour, seed, etc., on this one brancli of industry, edge of the ve.ssel, and an active fermentation
is seldom less than a million and a half sterling, speedily commences, which is completed within
of which fully nineteen-twentieths arc expended fourteen or fifteen hours, a little longer or shorter
by Europeans. The cultivation is generally one .according to the temperature of the air, the pre-

of hazard, as the fields are always liable to be vailing winds, the quality of the water, and the
swept of their produce during any heavy or ripeness of tin' plants. Nine or ten hours after

sudden fall of rain. The plant often suffers immersion of the phaut, the condition of the vat
from long drought. AVith a few good seasons, must be examined, for then bubbles appear, wdiich

favourable soil, a thorougli knowledge of the rise like little pyr.amids, ^re at lirst of a wliite

business, and a certain degree of industry, an colour, but soon become grey, blue, and then
indigo planter may reckon on realizing an indc- deep purple red. d’he fermentation is at this

pendence in less than a dozen years, supposing time violent, the fluid is in constant commotion,
him to have st.-irted witli ample means. innumerable bubbles mount to the surface, and a

In South Arcot, Kurnool, and (hiddapah, indigo cop] )er - coloured dense scum covers the whole,
is largely cultivati'd, and especially in the last- As long as the licpior is jigitatod, the fermentation
named district, which is well suited for the ciilti- must not be disturbed, but when it becomes more
vation of the staple. The aver.'ige growth in the tranquil, the liquor is to bo dra^vu off into the

Madra.s IVesidency covers 30 1,676 .acres, two- lower cistern. It is of the utmost consequence
thirds of which are in the Soiitli Arcut, ( hnldapah, not to push the fermentation too far, because the

Nellore, Kistna, and Kuniool districts, (^uddapah quality of the whole indigo is thereby deteriorated
;

indigo is grown by ryots on contract to deliver so but rather to cut it short, in which case there is,

lunch indigo plant at the factory at a fixed rate indeed, a loss of weight, but the article is better,

per bundle. The agents of the Ma<lras firms avoid Th<? liquor possesses now a glistening yellow
occupying the same taluks, so tliat there is no e,olour, which, when the indigo precipitates,

system of forcing the cultivation upon the ryots, changes to green. The average temperature of

who are much too indi-pendent to submit to such the liquor is commonly 85® Fahr.
;

its specifle

a ju’oeess. The trarle is quite free, and the sy.stcrn gravity at the surface is 1 001 *0, and at the bottom
of advances to the tenantry has done a groat deal lOOfl. So soon as the li(]uor has been run into

to imjirove their condition, as well as facilitated the lower cistern, ton men are set to work to beat^

the collection of the revcMHio. The cultivation of it with oars or shovels four feet long, called

indigo is not fixed; it extends or contracts with basqnets; paddle-wheels have also been employed
the demand for the articli\ It has, however, for the sanie purpose. Meanwhile two other

been steadily increasing of late years
;
many of the labourers clear .away the comprosBing beams and

richer ryols oultiv.ite it, and m.anufaeture it on bamboos from the surface of tlie upper vat,

tlicir own .account. Native capitalists also cng.igc remove the exhausted plant, set it to dry for fuel,

in the trade. Mr. AVedderburn estim.atcil tlie clean out the vessel, and stratify fresh plants in

cultivation and manufacture of indigo by natives, it. The fermented plant .appears still green, but'

without European superintendence, in the ratio it has lost three-fourths of its bulk in the process,

of 10 to 1 of that produced under European or from 12 to 11 per cent, of its weight, chiefly

mariagemeiit. Eight lakhs of rupees were drawn water and extractive matter. The liquor in the

hy bills in 1859, on the Cuddapah Treasury, by low'cr vat must bo strongly beaten for an hour
^ladras mercantile houses. And eight lakhs .and a half, when the indigo begins to agglomerate

scarcely represent one-half of the sum paid for in flocks, and to precipitate. This is the moment
indigo, the out-turn of which, on 3fi,U(H> acres, for judging whether tliere has been any error

cultivated in the year 1860, at an average profit committed in the fermentation, which, if so, must
of 50 rupees per acre, will show a value of 18 be corrected by the operation of beating. If the

lakhs of rupees. fermentation has been defective, much froth rises

Mr. Rohde (MS.) mentions that two methods in the beating, which nnist be allayed with a little

of preparing indigo arc in use in the Madras oil, .and then a reddisli tinge appears. If lar^e

territories. That called Karpa indigo, and which round gr.anulations are formed, the beating is

is known in the market as Madms indigo, is pre- continued, in order to see if they will grow smaller,

imrcd from the dried leaves; the Binilipatam If they become as small .as fine sand, and if the

indigo is from the recent leaves upon the Bengal water clear up, the indigo is allowed quietly to

plan. He says that in the indigo factories of subside. Should the vat have been over-fermented,

Bengal, using the recent leaves, there are two a* thick fat-looking crust covers the liquor, which
large stone-built cisterns, the bottom of the first does not disappear by the introduction of the

being nearly upon a level with the top of the flask of oil. In such a case the beating must be
second, in order to allow the liquid contents to be moderated. AVhenever the granulations become
run out of the one into the 'other. The upper- round and begin to subside, and the liquor clears

niost is called the fermenting vat or the steeper, up, the beating must be discontinued. The froth
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or scum diffuses itself spontaneously into separate allowed to effloresce in a cask for some time, and
minute particles, that move about the surface of when they become hard, they are wiped and
the liquor, which are marks of an excessive fer- packed for exportation.

mentation. On the other liand, a rightly fermented In preparing indigo from dried leavesy the rij)e

vat is easy to work
;
the froth, though abundant, plant being cropped is to be dried in sunshine

vanishes whenever the granulations make their from 9 o’clock in the inoniing till 4 in the after-

appearance. The colour of the liquor when drawn noon during two days, and thrashed to separate

out of the steeper into the beater is bright green, the stems froiii the leaves, which are tlien stored

but so soon as the agglomerations of the indigo up in magazines till a sufficient quantity be

commence, it assumes the colour of Madeira wine, collected for manufacturing operations. The
and speedily afterwards, in the course of beating, newly-dried leaves must be free from spots, and

a small round grain is formed, which on separat- friable between the lingers. When kept dry, the

iug makes the water tra.nsj)arent, and falls down, leaves undergo, in the course of four week, a

when all the turbidity and froth vanish. The material (tliango, their beautiful green tint turn-

object of beating is threefold: lirst, it tends to ing into a pale blue grey, previous to which the

disengage a great quantity of carbonic acid pre- leaves afford no indigoby maceration in water, but

sent in the kuanentod liquor; secondly, to give subsequently a large quantity. Afterwards the

the newly-dcvelopod indigo its requisite dose of jiroduct becomes l(‘ss considcral)le. The dried

oxygen by the most e.xtensive expt)sure of its I(‘aves an^ infused in the macerated steeping vat,

particles to the atiuosj)h(*ro ;
thirdly, to agglo- with six times their bulk of w'atcr, and allowed to

inerate the indigo in distiiiet flocks or graiiula- macerate for two hours, with continual stirring,

tions. In order to hasten the precipitation, lime- till all the floating leaves sink. The fine green

water is occasionally a<ldcd to tlio fermented li(pior is then drawn off into the beater vat; for if

liquor in the progress of beating, but it is not it stood lunger in the steeper, some of the indigo

indispensable, and has been supposed capable would settle among the leaves and be lost. Hot
of deteriorating the indigo. Tii llu‘ front of the water, as employed by some rnainifactiirers, is not

beater a beam is fixed upright, in w'bicli three or necessary. The process with dry leaves possesses

more holes are pierced a few" inches in diameter, these advantages, that a lu-ovision of the plant

These arc closed wdth plugs during the beating
,
may be made at the most suitable times, inde-

but two or three hours after it, as the indigo sub-
|

pendent ly of tlie vicissitudes of the weather, th

aides, the upper plug is withdrawn, to run off the indigo may bo uniformly made, and the fermen-

snpei^natant liquor, and then the low’er plugs in tatioii of the fresh leaves, often capricious in its

succession. The state of this liquor being examined, cour.'^e, is superseded by a much shorter period of

affords an indication of the success of both the .simple maceration.

processes. When the whole liquor is run off, a Dr. Walker luentions, in his Account of the

labourer enters the vat, and s^s'eeps all the pre- Prodiictions of Hiimamkiiuda in the Dekhan, that

cipitate into one corner, and empties the thinner only one species, ludigofcra tinctoria, is there

part into a spout which leads into a cistern along- used for the preparation of indigo, and it is

side of a boiler 20 feet long, feet wide, and collected in the rains, wdien the dye is commonly
•deep. ,

When all the liquor is once collected, it is made. A strong decoction is made of the plant,

pumped through a bag for retaining the impur- —leaves, flowers, pods, and twigs being all indis-

ities into the boiler, and heated to ebnllitioii. ; criminately thrust into a pot; when this is hot an

The froth soon subsides, and shows an oily-looking infusion of Eugenia jaml)olana (rose-apple tree)

film upon the liquor. The indigo is by this pro-
|

i.s added, the indigo is immediately precipitated,

cess not only freed from tlie yellow extractive
^

and, tlie superincumbent w"ater being dvawn off, is

matter, but is enriched in the intensity of its dried in the sun.

colour, and increased in w'eight. From the boiler i The native i)laii of mounting the indigo vat

the mixture is run, after tw'o or tlirce hours, into
j

merits attention. A potash ley is pre})ared from

a general receiver, called tlie dripping vat or table, the a.shes of the Euphorbia tiruciilli (milk bush

winch, for a factory of tw'elve pairs of preparutioii
^

hedge) and lime, by mixing them together and

vats, is 20 feet long, 10 feet wide, Jiiul feet deep,
{
then filtering; in this ley seeds of the Trigonella

having a false bottom 2 feet under the top edge, fouuim-grecum ami (hissia tora are boiled, and,

This cistern stands in a basin of masonry made the licpior being strained, is pourcil into the water

water-tight with chunam hydraulic cement, the drawn off after the precipitation of the indigo,

bottom of which slopes to one end in order to and the indigo itself is then put in, and some more

facilitate the drainage
;

a thick woollen veil is potash ley is added.

stretched along the bottom of the inner vessel to In three or four hours the ferment.ation is per-

act as a filter. So long as the liquor passes through focted, and the vat filled for the purposes of the

turbid, it is pumped back into the receiver, dyer. The theory of this vat is very obvious:

Whenever it runs clear, the receiver is covcre<l extractive matter derived from the liquor in which

with another piece of cloth to exclude the dust, the indigo was lirst boiled, with the sugar, starch,

and allowed to drain at its leisure. Next mornin^
,
and mucilage of the two leguminous seeds, cause

the drained indigo is put into a strong bag and a fermentation by which the indigo is rendered

squeezed in a press. The indigo is then carefully soluble in tlie alkaline solution. The process is

taken out of the bag, and cut with a brass wire more simple than that usually followed by dyers

into bits about 3 inches cube, which arc dried in in Europe, and is in perfect accordance with every

an airy house upon shelves of wicker - work, rule of practicjil chemistry. There is no super-

During the drying, a whitish efflorescence comes Unity and no waste, and on the whole it is a most

upon the pieces, which must be carefully removed favourable specimen of native ingenuity and skill-

with a brush. In some places, particularly on the The indigo plant is cultivated in China to a

coast of Coromandel, the dried indigo lumps are ' great extent, as well as a species of polygonum,

33a. .

•



INDIGOFERA. INDIGOFERA LINIFOLIA.

from the leaves of which a colour is produced

which nearly equals the blue obtained from indigo.

With the Javanese, who of all the Malayan race

have certainly made tlie highest progress in all

the useful arts, there is a specific term for dyeing or

tinting,—niadall
;
but the Malays express it only

by Chalup, the word for dipping. Yet the only

generic words which either of tliem possesses for

colour, ate the Sanskrit AVarna and the Fortugnese

Tinta. Their colours are usually sombre,— little

varied, but generally fast, lilues ar(5 always pro-

duced from indigo, yielded for the most part by
the Iiidigofera tinctoria, as in other parts of

India, but in Sumatra occasionally from the

Marsdenia tinctoria, a plant of the natural order

of the Asclci>iaceie. Kulaf or vasina, in fhe

Panjab^ is the ])Oiinded drie<l leaves of the indigo

plant, used principally as a hair-dye after the

previous application of henna (Lawsonia inermis).

The powdered leaf of Indigofera anil is use,d in

the cure of hepatitis.

—

Cappers Thrcit Prcsuknrks

;

Poti'cWs flaudhool ; Mr. RohlP.'i MSS.; Sum/untrP

;

Raylc''s Him, Rotaini ; Amatls a/' Indian Adminis-

tration, 1870; Ronipaje., Annrica; T<wdini<on\s

Dirt.; Sirr\^ (dtina; (Jal. Cat. A>., l-S(;-2; ('nrnc(pj.

1NI)1G0FEUA, a genus of plants, some of

them of great ccononiic value, of the natural

ordtT Fabacea'. A])Out loO species are known,
many of which grow in the East Indies; amongst

others

—

anil.
j

ilisporma. linifolia. tinctoria.

arboroa. ' dosua. imicroiiata. trifoliatii.

argentoa. (‘chinatu. pauciilora. trita.

aapalathoides. olliptiija. pcdicollata. imcinata.

atropurpurca. eiineaphylla. jjentapliylla. uuitlora.

bnmonia. tlaccida. polyj aiata. vhdacea.

cineraHcens. glaiiduloaa. pulch dla. viscosa.

coTuIia. hirsuta.

There are also several undetermined species, the

dug kenti and the kenti of Kaghan (qu. 1. arborea),

the doun-daloun of ihirma, tlu' latter a tree four

or five feet in girth, found both in the Ihuigoon

find Tounghoo districts, though it is scarce. Its

white- coloured wood is fida])ted to every purpose

of hou.se building. indigenous species of

indigo is sometimes in Tenasseriin used in forming

a blue dye, and a iviid indigo is fuund abundant

in the Sutlej valley between Ihimpur and Suiig-

nam, at an elevation of 7000 feet, in rocky hills,

'riic species arc indigenous in the equinoctial

parts of. Asia, Africa, ai\d America; but there is

some dilTiculty in ascertaining all the cultiv.ated

species, as the subfect is usually neglected both

by naturalists and cultivators.

Indigofera anil is said by Dc Candolle to grow
wild in America, and to be (ultiTated in both

Indies, as <ilso along the Gambia in Africa. Drs.

AVight and Arnott state they have not .snfiicient

materials to determine if I. anil he a distinct

state that it is the species cultivated in Egypt and
Barbary for the sake of its indigo, and, according
to Humboldt, also in America. I. argentea is

shrubby, with round branches, which appear of

a silky whiteness from appressed pubescence.

—

Voigt.

INDIGOFERA ASPALATHOIDES. Vahl
I. a.spalatliifolia, liojch.

j

Lespodeza juncea, ^V‘nU.

Aspalatliiui Indicus, Linn.
|

Mnnili, .... Maleal. I Shiva nimba, . . Sansk.
Maniu'li, ... ,, 1

Shevenar vernbu, . Tam.

A shrubby, low-growing plant of the Peninsula
of India. The small leaves, flowers, and tender

shoots being .supposed to pos.sess cooling demulcent
and alterative properties, are proscribed in decoc-

tion in leprous and cancerous affections. Rheedc
tells us tliat from the root of it an oil is extracted

which is of use in crysi])elas.

—

Ainsl. ; Voigt.

INDIGOFERA CailUTl.EA. Roxln

I. brachycai'pa, D. C.
|

Kar-nili, .... Tel.

Tin's plant grows in the Dindignl Hills and the

ajamuiidry (hrears, and Dr. Roxburgh states

that it comes near to T. argentea, Linn. De
Candolle inquires whether this be sufficiently

stinct from 1. tinctoria. It is an erect shrubby

species, growing in dry, barren, uncultivated

roimd t(j the lieiglit of three feet, and higher in

good garden soil. It llowers during the wet and
cold .seasons. The leavi s are pinnate. Dr. Rox-
burgh states that he extracted a most beanti-

fid light indigo from the leaves of this plant, and
in greater quantity than he over could from the

common indigo ]>lant, or even from Xerium tinc-

toriuin. The proce.ss he adopted was similar to

thatpracti.sed with the leaves of Neriumtinctorium,

or the scalding proces.s.

—

Jloji).

IXDIGOFEICV ENNEAPllVLLA. Linn.

I. ca-spitosa, Wiiiht.
\
lleilysarum prostratum, L.

Ghepii-iiaringi, '1'am. Cliiila i>achclii, Tel*.

(Miona j^udaiij Tel.

Grows at Dindignl, Salianmpur, Prorne, Scgairi.

The oxpresst'd juice is given as an alterative by
the unlive ]>hysicians in old syphilitic diseases.

—

O'Sfi.: Ra.rh. iii. p. ;17f)
;

Voiqt,

INDIGOFERA GLANDUi J)8!A. Willdc. Bar-

iigadain, Tel. A small .shrubby species, a native

of moist rich lauds amongst the (hrear mountains.

Flowers and ripens it.s seeds during the wet find

cold seasons. 'Phe natives of the hilly countries

make meal of the seeds, wliich they bake into

bread, an<l u.sc as an article of diet, wlieii more
agreeable food is scarce. Cattle are fond of tht‘

plant.

—

Ro.rh.

INDIGOFERA IIETERANTHA. Wall.

Kathi, Kati, . . . IlE.vs. K.anti, Khcnti, . . Ifixi).

Kathewat, . . ,, Kiit/. of . . . KA<iUAN.

J:>hagali of . . CUENAli. Kiitsu, Kaskei of . Ravi,

species. According to Dr. Honigbergor, I. anil is eommonest of the llimalavun species,
cultivated in some provinces of the Panjab, but abundant in many places in
more for dye than for medicine, the le.if (Vishaso

^iWls and the eastern skirts of the Suliman
danio, Sansk.) being used by the natives in from i^oOO to 80U0 feet. In Kashmir and
hepatitis.

—

O'Sh. p. 292
;
Ilonigb. p. 289. jJsowhere the twigs arc largely used for making

INDIGOFERA ARBOREA. Jloxh. iii. p. J81. baskct.s, etc., and they form part of some of the

Manthu of Chamba Hills. I Dug, Hast, Kast of Panj. twig bridges. In Kangra the flowers are used as
Jandof . MuuukeHills.

1
Hathi, Kainti, . . ,, a pot herb.—-Dr.s-. Stewart, Cleghorn.

A shrub of no value as a timber tree
;
elevation INDIGOFERA UN 1FOLIA, Retz, vegetates

7000 ieet‘—Roxh. ;
Poicell. in both Peninsulas, in Bengal, and in the lower

INDIGOFERA ARGENTEA, X., is I. cocrulea mountains of the Panjab. There the root is used

and 1. colorata, Roxb. Drs. Wight and Arnott in febrile eruptions.

—

Honig. ; Stewart.
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INDIGOFERA TINCTORIA. INDRA.

INDIGOFERA TINCTORIA. Lbw.
I. Inclica, Lam. I. sumatnma, G(vrt,

L'ln-tion, .... CillN.
Tayung, . . . Bisaya.
Mai-nay, Shaii*may, Bu UM.
Nil, .Hind.
Toni, Tarum, Talum, 1\Ia]..

Anieri, . . . Malkal.
Wasinn, Basma, . Banj.
Nili, Sansk.
1'aynrii, .... Ta(J.

Aviri, Nilam, Tam., Tel.

This is tlie dye .species ,qviiern.lly (Miltivnted in

India, whence it has been introduced into Africa

and America, and in the W. Indies is sometimes
called Indigo Franc, or Freiicli indigo. It is said

to be found wild along the sands of Senegal. It

is grown occasionally by Karens and Burmese,
and is cultivated in the Fanjab. Indigo from the

Indus is nn'iitioned in Arrian’s 1 Vripliis, and many
traces of an e.xjiort of it by the same river to

Europe are found in the historical rocoivls as early

as the middli^ of the 17tl) (amtury. At ])rcsent

the chief tracts for its cultivation are in the

Soutlun-Ji Fanjab. near Multan, largely in i.owor

Fengal, in the Northern Cirears, ainl throughout
the North Arcot and the Cuddapah collectorates

of the Peninsula of India.

—

Iioxh.: Sfew.: Afasou\s'

T(‘))((sserim ; Enti. Ciir.

TNDTGOFFdlA IdllTA. Lhm. Tndigofera

cinerea, Jioxft. A oomnion herbaceous plant, with
trifoliate leaves, and small, reddish -green flowers.—Jlorh. iii. p. dTl.

INDO-ATLAN'riC, a designation of the Cau-
casian race of mankind, and of their language,

usually styled Indo-Eiirojiean. Tiido-Au.stralian,

a name applied by .Mr. Fogaii to the Negroid
race oecn])ying the soutliern shores of Asia.

Iiido-Briton, a term bv which tlui mixed races

I

largely of the rich black loam known as cotton
soil. The pi'incipal crops are w^heat, rice, millets,

pulses, oil-see<ls, sugar-cane, cotton. The revenue
of the state in 1878, £512,800

;
the expenditure,

£410,000. The Residency or Rajkumar College
at Indore, for the education of tlie sons of the

cliiefs and gentry of Central India, is affiliated to

the Calcutta University.

Indore was captured by the British on the 24th

August 1801. As a city, it is of modern date.

That part of the Ilolkar capital called Old Indore

was a sm.'illvillage, the site of wliich pleased Ahalya
Bai, w'lio encamped at it after the death of Mnlliar

fvao Ilolkar. The dominant race in Indore are

Mahrattas, and tliere arc a considerable number
of Gonds and Bhils. TIktc arc several cotton mills

in till* state of Indore (one bi'longing to the l^Ialia-

raja), wliicli are in constant work. Opium manu-
facture is another important industry, and in

1877-78, It), 24:1 chests w ere exported from Indore.

IXDO-SCYTHl and Indo-tScythian are terms
eniploy(‘d to fle.signate r/iees wdio became early

oceipvints of N.IV. Imlia. Tlie Yiichi, estnblislied

in Bactria and along the Jihun eventually bore

the name of Jeta or Yetan, that is to say, Getes.

Their empiri' subsisted a long time in this part of

Asia, and extended even into India. Tliesc are

tlie people w’liom tlie Gn^cks knew under the

name of liidn-S(‘ythi. The period allow'cd by all

authorities for tlie migration of these !8eythie

Iiurdcs into ('hiro])e, is also that for their entry

into India. The sixth century is that calculated

for tlie Taksliak from Sehesnagdes
;
and it is on

this event and reiL:,n that the Fiiranas declare*

of European descent are kiiowm in British India.

They are also called Eurasians, East Indians,

ami half-castes. .Many, however, who so call

themselves are (Veoles of pure descent, but
Creole is not used in India. Indo-t’hincsc races

occupy the low lands near Iln‘ Brahmaputni
but till' term is ajiplit'd strictly to the people oc-

cupyiiig the countries betwa-en India and China.

Indo-EnropeaiJ, a term applied by Dr. lYicliard

to a dynasty of languages, sometimes called Jndo-
Gennanic, and by later wtiters also Aryan or
Iranian. Tndo - Germanic, a term employed to

designate the Imlo- Atlantic. Tndo- European, or

(.hincasian race of man, and tin* family of lan-

guages spoken by them. Indo-Getic, a term in use
to ilesignate the Seythie Gcta:; race who settled

ill India and on its N.W. borders. Indonesia,

a geographic and ethnic name suggested by ]\lr.

la.igan to designate the Kastern Archipelago.

—

( \unjthcll, ]). 40.

INDDliE, a city on the left bank of the Katki,

in Malwa, in lat. 22*^ 42' N., and long. 74 ' 51'

E., and 1008 feet above the sea. It is the caj'ital

of the dominions of the maharaja Ilolkar. 'J’he

state has an area of 8075 square miles, ami ]»opula-

tion about 085,000 souls, lying between lat. 2Y^
24' and 24^ I F N., and long. 74 28' and 77

'

10' E. It is nearly bisected by the Nerbailda riVer,

and ha.s the Chambal and its tributaries on the

northern
2
)art. The state consists of many Isolated

tracts, and within it is the British cantonment of

Mhow (Man). It is bounded on the north by
,

p., 't of Bindia’s lominioiis, on the cast by the
j

states of Dewus and Dhar and the district of !

Nimar, on the south by Kandesh district, and on
the west by Barwaui and Dhar. Like the rest of

Malwa, the soil of Indore is fertile, consisting

that from this ])eri()il no ])riiice of pure blood

would be found, but tliat the ISudra, the Turshka,

and the Yavaii would prevail. All the Indo-

SeylJiic invmlers held the r(‘ligion of Buddha, and

I

hence tlie conformity of manners and mythology
‘letw’cen the l^candiiiaviaii or German tribes and
the Rajpuls increased liy conq)aring their martial

poetry. The Indo-Scythi of Arrian were a Scytliic

tribe wdio had setthal along the Indus. They
attenqited to penetrate eastward by way of

Kandesh and Mahva, but w ere opposed by Yik-

rainaditya. The Imlo-Scythia of the Greeks w’as

therefore the valley of the Indus, Northern Indo-

Scythia being the i\aiijab jjrojier, and occupieil by

the Med race, and Southern Indo-Scythia being

Sind, occupied by tin; Jat, a trilie of the Abar

hordes. Pliny calls the western region of the

Gaucasus, Scythia Scndica
;
aud about this were

congregated the Maidi, next to tlie Sindi and

Kcrketie ; a tribe of Arii or Ariclii, who gave

their name to an island of ^Vria, or Arietas, or

river Arins
;

a. tribe of Maeles or Mmotai, with

towns named Madia and Malium
;

a tribe of

Matiani, with a towui of l\Iateta
;

a tribe of

Kotta\ with a country called Kutais, and cities

called Kuta and Kutaia
;
a tribe named Kolchi,

with a mountain and a district called Koli
;
a tribe

of Iberes, with a town called Iberia
;
a tribe

called Buommiai, a district of Minyas, a city of

Male
;
and a tribe of BatiTnte, with a river called

Bathys, and a fiort named Bata;—these names re-

minding tin* investigator of the Mc<l, Kathi, Kol,

Abiiir, Mina, Mallina, and Bhatti of the valley of

the Indus. See India.

INDBA, the Hindu god of thunder, a personift-

cation of the sky, the chief of the Devata or Sura,

the name being from the Sanskrit root Id, to be



INDKA. TNDRA.

glorious (vide Dcvata). The attributes of Tndra

correspond to those of the Jupiter Pluvius and i

Jupiter Tonans of the Greeks and Komans, and the '

d’hor of Scandinavia, and as such he is the im-

personation of the phenomena of the skies. He
is represented as a white man sitting upon his

,

celestial vahan, the elephant Airavati, produced
j

at the churning of tlui ocean, and holding in his
|

liand the vajra or thunderbolt. One of the Jiig

Veda hymns describes the contest, of Tndra, the

lord of thunder, with Vritra, otherwise called

A’hi, the personification of tlie rain-cloud
;
and

those who know how important rain is to

countries like India, can ap])rcciate the joy that

welcomes descending showers upon the parched

and heated fields, and understand how the cloud

which is supposed to imprison thc^ waters is re-

garded as a demon, wliile the lightning that

cleaves it, and sets them free to descc'nd on earth,

is worshipped as a beneficent deity. Tlie following

is Professor Wilson’s translation of the hymn in

the J2d Sakta :—
‘ I declare tlu? former valorous <leeiiK of fiulra, which

the thuiidorcr lias acliievcd : lu* clove the cloud ;
^

Ii(3 cast the waters down (to eaitli); he bniko (a :

way) for the torrents of the inouiitaiu.
‘ He clove the cloud, seekiiij; refuge on the mountain ;

Tvvashtri .shar[iciK‘d his far- wliirling liolt ; the
llowiiig waters (juickly hastened to the ocean, like

cows (liasti'uing) to tlieir calves.

‘Impetuous as a hull, lie ([ualfed tlie sojua juice: he
drank of the libations at the triple sacrifice. jNIag-

havan took his shaft, IIk; tliumh'rbolt, and with it

struck th(‘ fir‘<t horn of the clouds.
‘ Inasmuch, Tmlra, as thou has divided the tirst horn of

the clouds, thou hast destro>’e<l the delusions of

the deludei's, and then engendering the sun, the

dawn, the firinamcnt, thou has not left an enemy
(to opjiosc tlice).

‘ With his vast destroying thumlerholt, Tndra struck the
darkling mutilated Vritra ; as the trunks of trees

are felled by the axe, so lies AMii ]»rostrate on tlie

earth.’

Tndra takes a different position in each of the

three periods of Hindu mythology, hi the Vedic
]ieriod ho is tlio great being who inhabits the

lirinament, guides tlu^ winds and clouds, dispenses

rain, and luirls the thunderbolt. In the Hpic
period ho is still a principal doily, taking pre-

,

‘odonce of Agni, Varuna, and Yaina. hi the
!

huranic period he is inferior in rank to Brahma,
\'ishnu, and !Siva. His heaven is called Swarga-
loka or Indra-loka, and his pleasure-garden or

elysium, his city (sometimes placed on Mount
Meru, the Olymims of the Greeks), his charioteer,

Ins thunderbolt, his eleiihant, h’s bow (the rain-

bow) arc all famed.

Nature- worsliip, w itii Tndra as it's chief deity,

seems to have beiui holding its jilace until about

1500
;
but, in later mythologies, he is even

vilified, and desiTibed as exireiiiely lieentious.

And in the present state of Hinduism, in which
every Hindu has a separate belief, and liero-

worship, devil-worship, and lingarn-worslii}) are
the prevailing forms, India is almost unheard of

and unknown, is never invoked, and has been
replaced by Vishnu and i^iva, tlieir wives and
chiklren and incarnations.

Amongst the earliest dissenters from Fiidra were
the Yadu race under Krishna’s influence. The
Mahabharata makes Krishna say to Nanda, his

adopted father, ‘ AVhy worship Tndra as the

Supremo God ? 0 father ! we arc Vaisyas, and
our cattle live upon the pastures, let us therefore

cease to worship Indra, and pay our devotions to

the mountain Govardhana.’ Up to that time, it

was to the lieaven of Indra that the good who
diml were believed to proceed.

I’hese changes indicate tlie strife between sects

as the present forms of Hinduism were being
eliminated. In one myth, Indra is depicted, like

Argus, covered with (^yos, and is thus calh'd the

thousand-eyed god. Having become enamoured
of Ahalya, wife of the rishi Gautama, the rishi

di.scovered his intentions, and bestowed on the

go<l his curse that his body should be covered in a

very extraordinaiy manner, which, on the contri-

tion of the offending <leity, ho changed into eyes.

It is related that on oiu; occasion, in the form
of a shepherd boy, Jndra robbed the garden of a

peasant. In this theft ho was detected. Tiie story

is told in a hymn—
‘ The sago niiisician chose ;

Ho tobl lio\v .Sachi, soft as morning light,

lilytho fSachi, from licr lord Indrani bight,

AVlicn tlirongli clear skic's their car ethereal rose,

I'ixed on a garden (rim her wandering sight,

AVherc gay ]iomegraiiat('s, fi esli with early dew,
Vaunted llu'ir blossoms new ;

Oh
! pluck, she said, yon gfuiis, which nature dresses

'I'o grace my <larkev tresses.

Ill form a siiepheid's boy, a god in soul,

He hastened, and the bloomy treasure stole.

'riie reckless peasant, who those glowing tiowers,

Ifojieful of ruhi(‘d fruit, had fostered long,

Seized, and with eonlage strong

Sliackled the goil, who gave him showers.

Straight from seven winds immortal fJenii flew,---

N'aruiia green, whom foamy waves obey,

Ih'iglit Valini, llaiiiing like tlu: lami> of ilay,

(’uvera, sought hy all, eiijoyeil by few,

Marut, wdio lads the winged breezes play,

Stein Yama, ruthless judge, and Isa cold,

AVitli A'aii it mildly hold ;

Tliey with ilie ruddy Hash, that points his thunder,

Hend his vain hands asunder.

The exulting god rivsiimes Ids thousand eyes,

hour anus iliviiie, aud robes of changing dyes.’

To umlcr.stand these allnsions, it. must be re-

inemlH'rod that tlu* Hindus have assigned regents

to each can linn 1 and intermediate point of the

eoinjiass. Indra being esteemed the lirst of

firmamoiital deities, and especially the ruler of

the east, that point is reckoned first, and the

othens an* thus ruled :—Agni, south-east
;
Yama,

south; Nairit, soutli-west; Varnna, west
;
Vayn,

north-west ; Kuvera, north
;

Isa or Isaiii, north-

i*ast. To xvhieli are sometimes added three other

quarters or points, viz. above, governed by

Brahma ;
below, by Xaga or Si‘shaNaga, the king

of serpents, otlu'iwise named Vaiiki
;
and the

centre, ruled by 1 Indra or Siva.

Indra is called Sakra in consequence of being

the evil adviser of the demons or asura, by whom
lui was so oftom driven from heaven ;

luit also,

with mythological inconsistency, Ikikushasani, he

who governs the gods with justice; Shatkratu,

he to whom a hundred sacrifices are made;

Vitraha, Bularali, and Numnehisadana, the de-

stroyer of the giants ;
Urisha, the holy

;
Moghusa-

dana, he who is borne on the clouds, etc., etc.

Indra
2
»osse?ses the following blessings, produced

at the churning of the ocean :—Kamdenu, the all-

yielding cow
;
Pariyataka, the tree of plenty

;
and

Uchisrava, the eight-headed horse. The princes

of Kangti, the rajas of Assam, and other chiefs in

the eastern parts of India, claim to have derived

their origin from Indra.

One of his numerous ntunes is Byupeti, or, in
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the nominative case, before certain letters, Dyu- may, however, be recognised in the Indabara of

petir, which means the Lord of Heaven. He may Ptolemy
;

an(l Dchli may possibly be found in

be considered as the Jove of Ennius, in his Ptolemy’s Daidala, which is placed close to Indra-

membrable line— bara (perhaps Indrapat), and midway between
* Aspico hofi aiiblinio candens, quern invocant omnes Jovcin/ Modiira Or Mathura and Hatan Kaisfira or Sthan-

where the poet clearly means the firmament, of cawara. The date of the occupation of Indra-

which Indra is the personification. pnistha as a capital, by Yudislithra, may be attri-

Indra is fabled to reside in the celestial city of buted, with some confidence, to the latter half of

Amravati, where his palace \hijayanta is situated the loth ceiitiirv r>,c. Posterity can now hardly

in the garden Nandana, which contains the all- trace its site. The only spot tliat has any claim

yielding trees Pariyataka, Kalpadriiina, and three to have belonged to that ancient city, is a place

others similarly bountiful. Ib^ rides tlie elephant of pilgriiiiagt; on tlio Jumna called the Noguinbodo
Airavati, driven by his charioteer Matali, and he Ghat, iiniuediately outside the northern wall of the

holds the weapon V'ajra or the thunderbolt, and present city. Popular tradition regards this ghat

he is hence named Vajrapani. llis chief musician as the place wIutc Yudislithra, after his perform-

is named (fiiitra-rat'lia, who rides in a painted anco of the Aswa Medha, or the horse sacrifice,

car, which on one occasion was burned by Arjun, celebrated the Horn, and a fair is held at the

the confidential friend and agent of Krishna or gliat wliencver tlie new moon falls on a Monday,
the sun. The water-spout is said to be the trunk J.ocal tradition, however, in this instance, con-

of his clopliant, and the iris is a])propriately called tradicts the M.-diabliarata, which states the Aswa
Jiis bow, which it- is not deemed auspicious to point Medha to have been performed at llastinapura on
out. Menu says, ‘ fjOt not him who knows right the Ganges. 'I’iie Negnmbode (iliat maybe tiie

from wrong, and sees in the sky the bow of Indra, spotwdierc Pritln-raj eelebrateil Ins Aswa Medha,
show it to any man.’ His consort is Indrani, or but it had acquired a sacredness frmn before tlie

Aindri, or Mahendri, also named Pulomaya, time of that prince, and was a place of resort

sometimes Powliimi and Sachi, and she is vt'ry where his grandfather, Msal Deva, hatl ]>ut uj) an
virtuous as well as beautiful.— Willitims'' Nala: inscription to transmit the fame of bis e-uiKpiests.

Coleman : Mciut ; MtJDjr ; Cal. Jlcc.; N. Jh\ Jid.

:

Humayun tried to do away with the name of

Sir IP. Jones' Iff/nin to Indra^ xiii. p. 27.'). Imirapat, and substitute that of Doenpaiia. None
INDRAIUIUTI, son of Yasu])lmti, one of the but pe<lautic or bigoted Muhammadans make use

Ganjulharas or masters of the J;uii schools, the of this name. Tlio common ])eople either c;dl it

same with Gautama. Indrajiat or Parana Killii, jNeither could Sliei-

INDRADWIPA or Gandliurvachanda, a division 8hah liavc it called after him as iShcughar,—tlu^

of the Old Continent. Has been supposed to be voice of tradition is not easily silenced. Tlie

the Orkney Islands, but also Japan. Parana Killa, as it now stands, is nearly reetangii-

INDRAGIRI, a hill at Sravana Helgola in tlie lar in shape, and its walls are over a mile in

south of India, has the oldest known Jain inscrip- circuit. In tlie interior of the Purana Killa is

tioii. It records an emigration of .fains from the Keelar Kona mosfpic, said to have been com-
Ujjain, under the leadership of Swami Bhadra menced by llnmayun, and comjileted by Sher

Bahii, the last of the Srnta Kevalis, who was Shah. It has tive horseshoe ardu'S, decorated

accompanied by Chandragiipta, king of Ikitali- with blue tiles and marble, and is a favonralJe

putra. Its date is sup])osi‘d to be about the .‘»d specimen of the architect urc of the Afglian period,

century B.r,

—

Groirsc, p. 4t). It is, perhaps, one of the most tasteful mosques
INDIiAJlT, in Hindu legends tlio conqueror of hi or near Dehli, and is remarkable for its richly

India. The term is ^Sanskrit, from ,f(‘e, to cornpier. inlaid work and graceful peiidentivcs. The pre-

lie was the bravest and most j»owerfui of the sons vailing material of the centre areli is red cut

of Ravana. In the war whicfi ivama carried on sandstone and black .slate, and towards the ground

against Ravana. Indrajit’s bravery was very
,

white marble and black .dab*, the carving throiigh-

conspicnous, but at the close of tlic war he w’as
' out Iieiiig very ornate. The two side arches are

slain by Ijakshrnaiia. conqmsed of sinqilc red-.stonc, nicked out with

INDRA-LOKA, called also Swarga, the heaven I yellow glaze and black slate finely carved, the

of Indra, built by ^'isvakarma, a sun of Brahma,
j

outermost aiclies are still plainer in construction,

and architect of tlni gods. tlie outer w'alls clianging from red to grey stone.

INDRAPRASTIIA, an ancient town of Pan- — VV. of llinJ. ii. p. Ud-l In. iSec Delili.

(L'lva, Kanrava, ami Yadava times. Its ruins are IXDCR LA'I’IB. i^Ei:s. A drug imporb'd

pointed out half-way between Dclili and the from Per.sia into the Panjab, supposed to be

Kutub. lndra|>rastha and Dehli were about five Nardostacliys jatamaiisi.

miles apart, the one on the .luiiiiia, and tlie other INDlJrf.

on a rocky hill to the S.W. in the interior. In- Sam-po-ho, . . . Chin.

draprastha does not a] )j>ear to have been a famous • • • •

place in the history of Buddha. 'I’he lilstoriaiis
’ ’

’

1
'

,.,

of Alexander and Selcucus also make no allusion Aba-Sin,

.

!

to the princes of Indraprastiia, wiiicli, however, simluH, .... Lat.
was one of the five pat or prastlia which had been Ail-ub, .... Picas.

,

demanded by Yudislithra as the price of peace The source of the Indus is in lat. 31° 20' N..

between the rival Kuril and Pandava races, and and long. 80° .30' E., at an estimated height of

which old Dhrita Rashtra gave away from his 17,000 feet, to the N.W. of Lakes Manasarowara
kingdom to his turbulent nephews. The princi- and Rawan Il’rad in the southern slopes of the

pality assigned to them was a hit of forest land, Gangri or Kailas mountains, a short way to the

then known under tlie name of Khaudava-vana. eastward of Gartop (Garo). The Garo river is

The existence of Indraprastiia in the 2d century a.d. the Sing-gc-chu or Indus. From the lofty moim-
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tains round Lake Manasarowara, spring the Indus, and Lower f^gypt. Sir A. Burncs mentions that
the Sutlej, the Gogra, and the Brahmaputra. A Sar and Lar are two Balneh words for north and
few miles from lich, about a mile above Nimo, south. The Indus or Sind has been called by
the Indus is joined by the Zanskar river. Tlie that name from time immemorial to the present
valley where the two river.s unite is very rocky day, by the races on its banks. The ancients
and precipitous, and bonds a loiig way to the knew that this wiis the native appellation. I'liny

south. From this point the course of the Indus, (lib. d, vi.) siiys, ‘ Indus incolis vSindus appdlatus.’
in front of Leh and to the 8.K. for many miles, The Chinese call the river ^in-tow.

rims through a widi^ valley, but ihc range of From Attock the course of the Indus to the
moiinUiins to tlie nortli sends down many riiggoJ sea, 1)40 miles, is S. and S.W., sonictimes along a
spurs. A little lower, the Indus is a tjanquil rocky idiannol, between high perpendicular dilTa,

blit somewhat rapid stream, divideil into several or forcing its way, tiimliling and roaring, amidst
branches by gravelly islands, generally swampy, huge boulders, the immense body of water being
and covered with low Tlippojihae scrub. The size pent within a narrow charind, causing occasional

of the river tliore is very much less than below whirlpools, dangerous to navigation, to Kalabagh,
the junction of the river of Zanskar. 44ie be<l of in hit. hi' N., long. 71' .‘U)' L., situated in a
tlio Indus at Fitak, below Leh, lias an ehwation gorge of the great halt Lange, through which the
of about 10,o()0 feet above tlie level of the sea, river ruslies fortli into the plain. In this part of

Imt the town is at least LlOO feet liigher. From its course it has acquired the name of Nil-ab, or

the sudden melting of aceumnlations of ice, and Blue AVator, fnan the colour imparti d to it by the

from temporary olistaclc.s, occasioned by glaciers blue limestone hills through which it Hows. There
and avalaaidies in its upper course, this river is an^ some remains of a town on tlie bank of the river,

subject to irregularities, and especially to debacles mimed Nil-ab (where Timur crossi'd the Indus),

or cataclysms, one of whidi. in June 1^41, pro- supposed to be the Xaulibiis or Naulibe of Btolemy.
dneed terrific devastation along its course, down At Kalabagli tlio Indus enters a level country,

even to Attock. having for a sliort time tlie Kliusiiri Hills, which
At the coiillueiu.’e of hinh-ka-bab witli tlic rise abruptly on tlie right. It now becomes

Sbayok, the ^uincijial river wliicli joins it on the muddy, and as far as Mittunkote, aliout JoO miles,

north freim the Kara-korum inountains, th(5 river the banks being low, the river, when it rises,

takes the name of Aba-Sin, Father of Fivers, or inundates tlie country sometimes as far as the eye

Indus proper, and Hows then between lofty rocks, can reach. Hence the cliannels are continually

which confine its furious waters, receiving the clianging, and the soil of the country being soft,

—

tribute of various stream.s : and at Acho, ex- a mud liasin, as FJeutonnnt AVood terms it,—the

])anding into a broader surface, it reaclies Der- banks and bed of the river are undergoing constant

bi'iid, the N.AV'. angle of tlie Fan jal), wIhtc (about alteration.s. These variations, added to the shoals,

Hlh miles from its source) it is U)t) yards wide and the terrific blasts occasionally encountered in

in August, its fullest season. From Derbend it this part of the river, arc great impediments to

traverses a plain, in a broad channel of no great navigation. The population on its banks are

depth in Attock, in lat. Jo" 51' X., long. 72'’ 18' almost amphibious; they launch upon its surface,

E., having, about IMJO yards above this place, sustained by tlu^ inlhited skins or mussaks,,dried

received the river of Kabul, almost equal in gourds, and empty jars used for catcliiug the

breadth and volume, and attains a width of 2S() celebrated piilla fish, the Hilsa of Bengal,

yards, with a ra])id boiling eurront, running (in At Mittunkote the Indus is often 2000 yards
August) at the rate of six miles an hour. Tlie

j

broad, and near this place, in hit. 28"" 55' N.,

breadth of the Indus at Attock depends not only
j

long. 70' 28' E., it is joined, without violence, by
ujion the season but the state of tlie river up- the J^injnad, a large navigalJe stream, the coi-

wards, and varies from 100 to 200 yards. Tin leefed watem of the Sutlej, Beas, Kavi, Cheiiab,

whole length of its niouiitaiii course, from its ;iml Jlielum. Its true ehaunel, then a mile and a

source to Attock, is about lOJ.A miles, ami the quarter wide, Hows thence through Sind, some-
whole fall is 10,000 feet, or 15''1 per mile, limes severed into distinct streams, and discharges

From Attock to the sea the length is 042 miles, its different branches by various mouths into

making its whole length, from the Kailas nioim- the Indian Ocean, after a course of 1077 miles,

tain to the Indian Ocean, 1977 miles. Its maxi- 'fhe Indus, when joined by the Fanjnad, never
mum discharge, above the eoniluence of the shallows, in the dry season, to less than 15 feet,

Panjabor Five Fivers, occurs in Ji,ily and August, and seldom jireserves so great a breadth as half a

when it is swollen by the seasonal rains, and it mile. Keeled boats are not suited to its naviga-

then reaches lJ5,()()d cubic feet, falling to its lion, as they are liable to be upset. Tiie Zoruk,

minimum of 15,000 ill Di'cember. or native boat, is llat-bottomed. Other boats

In the 'Pibetan of Ladakli it is commonly de- are the Diindi, Dund, Kotal, and Jumpti. Gold
signated Tsang-po, or the river, and is the i.s found in some parts of the sands of the

ISampo-ho of the Chinese l^ilgrim Hiwen Thsaiig, Indus.

who travelled in the middle of the sevmith The shore of its delta, about 125 miles

century. in extent, is low and flat, and at high tide, to

Below the junction of the Fanjab rivers down a considerable distance inland, overflowed
;
and

to Scliwan, the Indus takes the name of Sar, Siro, generally a succession of dreary, bare swamps,
or Sira

;
from below Hyderabad to the sea it is In the mouths of the Indus, the tides rise

called Lar ;
and the intermediate portion is called about 9 feet at full moon, and flow and ebb witli

AVicholo (Bicli, Hindi), or Central, representing great violence, particularly near the sea, when
the district lying immediately around Hyderabad, they flood and abandon the banks with incredible

just as, on tlie Nile, the Wustani, or Midlands of velocity. At 75 miles frojn the ocean they cease
the Arabs, represents the tract between Upper to be perceptible.—ML
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lit'lAmMi tljo Se(T and Kori mouths, at tlie S.E.

of tlie ihilta, it is overspread with low mangrove

jungle, running far into the sea, and from the

Seer is a bare, uninhabited marsli. TIu- main

stream of the Indus has discharged its waters at

many points between Cape Monze, immediately

west of Kurachee and tlie (bilf of Cutch, if not

even that of Cambay. Fitti, llajamri, and Ketli-

wari, now sea-clianin'ls and tidal creeks, shut off

from the river, except during the inoii.soon, are all

former mouths of tlu^ Indus. The Buggaur or

Gharra is still a conskioral )1(* stream during the

iiiniidation
;

it tak(is off from the Indus close to

Tatta.

The languages spoken on tlie N. AT. border of

India are diahaks of Hindi, but snfliciontly distinct

to be called iSiudi, Fanjabi, and Ka.shiiiiri. Lioii-

teuant Leech, indeed, has given vocabularies of

seven languages spoken on tlie west of the Indus.

The western lamler trilx'S nre still mostly under

patriarclial governments. In the more .southerly

ere the various Baliieh tribes in the tt'rritorics to

which they give their Jiame, and whose language

i.s said by (kiptain Kaverty to ho a mixtur(i of

Forsian, Sindi, Fanjabi, ilindi, and San.skrit.

The Brahui tribes in Sahaiawnn and Jhalawan,

whose groat chief is Uk; klian ol Kliilat, ethnolo-

gists consider to he of the same Seyihie slock as

the Dravidian race.s in the reiiiiisnia, and inter

from this that the passage of soim- of (ho l)ravi<l-

ian tribe.s from Turaii was along tlie valley of the

Indus. ^I'he Brahui physical type is iScytlne, and

the language has strong Dravidiaii alliniiic.^^. The

Brahui is a genuine re[)resentativ(‘ of the ])re-

Iraniau pojiulation of S.K. linnia or Baluchistan.

The Jat of the Lower Indus appear to be of the

same race as the Brahui, and are almost bkmk.

The principal towns on thc! banks of the

Indus river are Leh, At took, Lalabagli, Dcdira

Ismail Khan, Delira. (Jliazi Klian, Mittnnkuto,

Hyderabad.

—

(Uipta 'm. (.'nrhss ;
Lieut. Woot/ ; Dr.

Lord; (UniniiKihdm ; Fiidllof) ; I'jl/toi : Jlist. of the

Pati/ah.

INDUVANSA, also known as the Lunar race,

a race who, in pn^-histoi ic tiine.s, wei'e dominant in

N'ortlieru India. In tlie b’aj Tarringini .and Rajaoli,

liie Iiiduvausa family are shown tobi; desciaidants

of Faudn, througli ins eldest son Adidishthra. Tiie.se

works, celebrated in L’ajwara as collections of

genealogies and historical facts, were compiled liy

the pandits Vedyadhra and Jhigoiiath, under the

eye of the most learned ])riii<*e of his period,

Siwai Jai Singli of .Amber, and give tlie various

ilynasties which ruled at Indraprjustha, from

Yudifihthra to Vikramaditya.
'

’ Tarringiiii

commences witli Adinath, or Jveshabdeva, being

tlic Jain thcogony. Ivapidly noticing the -leading

jn-incca of the dynasties discussed, they ])ass to

the birth of the kings Dhrita Faslitra and Fandu,

and their offspring, detailing the causes of their

civil strife, to that conflict termed the Maliabharata

or great war. On the death of Fandu, I luryodhana.,

iiephcw of Fandu (son of Hhrita Hashtra, wlio

from blindness could not inherit), asserted their

illegitimacy before the assembled kin at tlastina-

pur. AVith the aid, however, of the priestliood, and
the blind Dhrita Rashtra, his nephew Yudishthra,

elder son of Fandu, was invested by him with .the

seal of royalty, in the capital of Ilastinapur. But
Duryodhana’s plots against the Fandu were so

numerous, that the five brotliers determined to

3

leave for a while thoir ancestral abodes on tin

Gaiig(‘s. They sought shelter in countries about

the Indus, and were first protected by Drupdeva,
king of Fanebalica, at whose capital, Karapilna-

gara,. the surrounding jiriiices liad arrived as

siiitoi-s for the hand of his daughter Drupdevi,

But the .skill of Arjmia in archery obtained him
th(i fair, who 'threw round liis neck the burmala
or garland of mai'riage.’ Tlie disappointed princes

indulged their resent meiiL against the exile; but
from Arjuiia’s bow^ they suffered the fate of

Fenelojie's sniLoivs, and tJie Fandu brought homo
liis bride, wlio became the wife in common of the

five brothers
;
manners decisively Siiythic. This

marriage is glossed over, admitting the jiolyan-

dry, but, in ignorance of its being a national

custom, cliildish reasons arc interpolated. In the

early annals of the same j-aee, predi'cessors of the

.Jeysnlmir family, the younger sou is made to

.succeed; also a kScylhie or Tai tar custom.— 7hr/\v

JLipt.'ifJdt//, i. p[). 17, 4(S.

IKKANTIC IHIL
Kiiidermonl, . (tcp..

|

Tnfanticidio, . . It., Sp.

Down to comparn,lively recent liistoric times, the
IMiamicians, Carthaginians, Aramieans, Syrians,

Babylonians, and even Israeliti’s, and their neigh-
bours on ])oth sides of the Iordan, saciificed tiif'ir

children with the ho])ed-for object of averting
any great and serious inisforlime. Tliero is a
Flnenician legend of LI, the strong, offering up
lii.s son Yedud oi* A'edid, tlie lieloved. El being
the Kronos (Bunsen iii. 2SI)), Malekh Bel was the
same as tlie Tyrian Henailes. or Moloch, or Bal-
Alolocli, to whom, as also (o Hecate and Alelekhet
Artemis, dogs wi'ro saerilleed. Thc principal

iacritices offered (o Ib-rcules Csu, as will as to

lis mythical companion, were human beings,

which, in Laodieea of JliaMiicia, might be
ransomed by a, doe. At <\arthage, the practico

j

>f sacrilicing their favourite children, and those
of th(^ liighest rank, in honour of Hercules, con-
tinne<l down to their latest wars. The legend of
the Grecian Hercules is, that he became insane,

burned Jiis own children, as well as those of his

twin - hrother J[)liicles, and murdered his guest
IphitiLs (Bunsen iv. iH;3). The Gri'oks ex-
jiosed their children on the highways to perish

with hunger, or to he devoured by beasts of Jirey,

and that barbarous ])iaetiec was sanctioned by
some of their most celebrated lawgivers. Among
the Romans, the custom of infantieidc also pre-
vailed. It is [irohable, says Afalthns, that whou
Solon permitted the exposing of eliildren, he
only gave the sanction of law to a custom already
prevalent. Of all the states of Greece, the
Thebans arc mentioned by Hllian as the only
exception to the general practici^ of exposing
infants at the will of their parents. By the
other states of Grecci;, infanticide was sanctioned
and regulated by law, under legal provisions for
the regulation of this practice. Malthus (vol.

i. p. 291) in a note says : How completely thc laws
relating to the- eneouragemeiit of marriage and of

children wme despised, appears from a speech of

Mhiucius Felix, in Octavio (cap. 30) :
* Vos enim

video procreates lilios nunc feris et avibus expou-
ere, nunc adstrangulatus misero mortis gcncro

^

elidere : Sunt qum in ipsis visceribus mecUcanini-

;
bus epotis origincm futuri hominis extinguant ot

I parricidiurn faciant ante quam pariant.’ This

crime, he adds, had grown so much into a custom
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ill lionii?, that even Pliny attiunpts to (‘xcuko it : ,

HI Dillon, who went in searcli of La Porouse, incn-
Quoniam aliqiiariiiu feeiiiiditas plena lilieris tali

; tioiis that the women of Tumpin. were at least
venia indiget (iv. xxix. cap. iv.).

''

treble the males; all the male children, except the
Among the Canaaiiites, the Phoenicians, and the two eldest, being strangled on their birtli while

Carthaginians, the sacrifict^ of children was pre- all the girls were allowed to liv(‘.

scribed as a ])roi)itiation to their sanguinary deities When Cajitain Wallis visited Otnlieite and the
Moloch and Kronos. neighbouringjslands in the JSouth Sea, the practice

Moses forbade, under penalties of death, the , was unhesitatingly avowed hj the lascivious
ceremony of passing eliildren through the tire to I Eereeoie societies iii these islands.

Moloch
;
but down to the time of Alanasscii it was

,

Dr. Dennett tells us (i. j). li>2) that infanticide
nevertheless practised among the Jews, and was jiractiscd by the women of /\ustralia and New
king sacrificed liis own son. Jephlliah consecrated

|

Zealand, on infants born after a severe labour and
a victory by burning his daughter. 'Iho (lre(‘k ' on half-caste infants.

’

ilect was detained at zVulis till Iphigenia had been Infanticide of feniali* infants has ])ecn practisi'd
murdered. And when Tacitus tells us of the in India from unknown times amongst the ancient
German children being enibarkt'd in a shield on Gakkar race in the Pan jab, and it lias been a
the face of the river, he is probably referring to constant custom, and Inis continued in several
the same act. Female infanticide wa.s common ])arts of India down to the 'latter tliird of tlio

over all Arabia in the time of Mahomed, and is J IIth century. It was long snjiposeil to have bc(ui
frequently reprobated in tlic Koran. It was confined to the clans of th(i Uajkiiniar or Kaja-
Mahomed who put a stop to the inhuman <*nstom, vansa tribe, avIio inhabit districts in the neiglibonr-
which had been long practised by ]\agan Arabs, of hood of Hcnari'S

;
but a larger knowledge (lisclosed

burying their daughters alive, lest they should bo the existence of a similar prairtice among several
reduced to jioverty, or I'lse to avoid the <lis-

|

tribes in (Jnjerat, all through lhij]mtana,a7so in the
pleasure and disgrace wliicli vvoidd follow if

^

N.W. Pi‘<ivin(;es, in ( )ndh, Cntch, and west of the
they shonlil haiijicn to be made captives, or to

|

Indus in Ihilnchistan. Mr. Diiiiean was the first
become seandalons by their ladiaviour; the birtli who brouglit tlie prevalence of nitanlicide to the
of a daughter being for these reasons reckoned! notice of the Jiritisb rulers of Jiulia. lie bee
a groat mi sfortill and the death of one as great acquainted witii its existence in 1781) Avhilc at
a happiness. Th manner of tlieir doing this is duanpore, and he induced tlie Ibijkuinar tribe,
differently related; some say that wlien an Arab who practise*! it, to enter into a covenant to dis-
had a danghtei’ born, if he intended to bring lier continue the horrid [iractha*, which the covenant
up, lit' sent her clothed in a garineiit of wool or recognise* 1 to be condemned in the Bialnna Dyw'ar
hair, to keep camels or shei'p in the desert; but if Purana as a great crime. The races v/ith wliom
he designed to put lier to death, he let licr live till it has been customary t*) sacritici‘ tlieir female
she beeaino six years old, an*l then said to her chihlren, are the .Jut or .1 at, the ibilitor llajputs
m*)ther, Perfnnn.‘ her and adorn her, that I may of deypoiv, and do*lli])ur, th(‘ dahreja Jtajputs of
carry her to lu'i* mothers; which being done, the Cntcb, and the Jiajkiimar race, the Sourah of
,fath(‘r led her t*i a well, or a ])it. dug for that Ganjam, and the polyand Toda race on the
]mrp()se, and having bi*l her look down into it, Neilgherries. •

pushe*! her in headlong as Jjc stood beliiml; and Tlie Rajkmnar and Ihijavansa, in a ])ortion of
then filling lip the pit, levelled it with the r<*st of the territori(‘s of Oiidh and the a*ljoining pro-
the ground. Dnt others say that when the woman vinecs, and the dalireja, in the conntHes of
was iTa*ly to fall in labour, they dug a pit, on the

j

Gutch and Gujerat, on the westiTn sidi*. of th
brink wliereof she avas to be delivered, and if the Peninsula of India, alh^ged that the practice of
child liappeued to be a daughter, they threw it female infanti<d<le had existed for d'JUO years

;
and

into the pit, but if a son, they saved it alive. TJiis the late ( Jeneral Walker, in an account published
custom, though not observe*! by all the Arabs in by Major Moor early in the JDth century, e.stimatod
general, was yet very common among several of the number of deatlis of female children animally,
tlieir tribi'S, and particularly those of Korcith and in Cutcli and Gujcra.t only, at no less than 80 OOO.
Kendeh, the former using to bury tlieir daughters The Government of India, during (he Marquis
alive in Mount Abu DaUima, near Mecca. In the Wellesley’s administration, in 1<S()2, (leclarl^d it’to

time of ignorance, while they used tliis method to be ^mnishable by law. Dnt this proclamation was
get rid of their daughters, Sasaa, grandfather to only partially snceessful.

the celebrated poet Al Firazilak, frequently re- In 1821, all surplus of fines levied on the Katty-
deemed female children from death, giving for awar chiefs, was thrown into a fund to provid*^
every one two she-camcls big with young, and a dowers for ifnmarriiul girls, and this was followed
ho camel

;
and hereto Al Farazdak alluded when liy the Gaekwar in 182b. 1 kittle success resulted

;

vaunting himself before one of the khalifs of the and in 18114, Mr. ,J. P. Willoughby arrang(3d to
family of Meya, he said, 1 am the son of the giver take a census and to put in forci; mcnsures to
of life to the dead

;
for which .expression being prevent, the .lahriija and others from destroying

censured, he excused himself by alleging tlie their female infants. The jiractice as a recognised
following words of the Koran:—‘lie who saved a custom ceased, the last conviction liaviug been iu
soul alive shall bo as if he had saved the lives of 18.54, and in 1872 there were in Kattyawar 10,461
all mankind.’ males to 9513 females.

’

Europeans, at their settlement iu America, found After the conquest of the Panjab by the British
female infanticide still practised among some of Mr. C. Jiaikes called apublic meeting of the sirdars
the tribes

;
and the Abbe Dubois mentions that it and chiefs at Amritsar

;
the meeting recognised as

was customary to expose or put to death children tlie cwiuses for killing their female children the
bom under stars supposed to possess a particularly expenses of marriage, for dowers, and for the ex-
malignant influence. actions for the Bhat, tlie Rai, the Dut, the Bhand
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the Nai, the Morasi, and other Oud/i, from a census of 049 villages in 1876-

inceting resolverl to discontinue and suppress the 76, infanticide seems to have been discontinued

])ractice. Indeed, among the many pressing mea- ainonggt Kajput children
;
but in the N.IV. Pro-

siires of reform stopped by the mutiny, wjis the vinces there were 3113 villages, with a population

passing of an Act, actually draughted, to prevent of 393,529 souls, and there were birth reports of

and punish tlio crime of female infanticide. In 4*08 pur cent, more boys, showing a supposed

185i3, Mr. Moore, a special commissioner, had matle conceahiKmt of girls born.

the most startling revelations as to the prevalence} In Kaitij(iwa)\ in the yt'ar 1875-70, taking all

of the crime in the Husti district. The subject the Ihijput tribes, there were 9()70 females to 100

was overlooked till 1867, wdien Mr. Hobart was males. The .Jahreja tribe in 1872 had 90*93

s(‘nt into the snme district to report whether, as
|

females, and in 1(875-76, 91*39. The death-rate

was supposed, the piactice had abated .since 1856. among male infants in 1875-76 was lt>*59 percent.

Instead of this, he discovered that the houses of <^*n tlie total number of male births, and among

certain Kajput elans were, lloored with skulls, and temales, 15*19 per cent. The number of un-

Ihe tanks choked witli infant.s bones. SirWilliai married Kajput girls in 1874-75 was 15*08, and

Muir at once jtiit repressive measures in force, and iu 187o-76 il was 15*15.

apidkal to tlui (Jovermnent of India for imnu*diate In Catch., liowevcr, in 1870-76, tlie })erceiitage

legislation. .Mr. (Isir dohii) t^trachey accordingly of infajd deaths to births among malc.sjvas 18*30,

moved for l('ave to introduce a Kill. and among temales, 31*13, against 25*47 and 30*05

In Catch in 1810, at the reipiesl of the Kao, the in 1.874-75.

chiefs bound themselves to measures of repies.sioii. In. rulaupnr the percentages wore 10*52 and

In 1840 there wi're 1912 males and 335 females, 12*90 iv.^})ective]y. against 7*69 and 26*47 in 1874-

but in 1873 the Jahreja males were 8371 to 1272 75;^ and in Mahiknuta, 16*32 and 36*66, against

females, and the Kao expressed his determination 6*1;) and 27*15.

to repress this crime. In Palanpur and Mahi- in the first lialf of 1872-73, 1;>0 jiersons were

kanta, and among the Kunbi uf (lujerat, the punished in India under the Infanticide Act. In

success was great. In 1840 there >vere only three 187o, 27 districts in tlie N.W, W(‘re uinler the

girls alive amongst 35 clans residing in 95 villages infanticide rules. On tin* 1st of April 1875, there

in the soutiiern ])ortion uf tlie Allahabad district, were found in the proelaimeil villag«-s 8(.),235 boys

In 1843 it was found tliat not a single daughter to 32,759 girls, in the j)ro})ortion of 71*1 to 28*9.

existed amongst the great dominant clan of ('ban- 'I’he returns on 1st 8cptember 1874 .showed

han Kajputs at Mainpuri. In the latter case, shortly <82,400 boys to 35, 1 37 girls (not incbiding arrivals

after the determined elTorts of a collector to put and removals), in the ratio of 70*1 to 29*9. The

down the vice at any cost, there w'as a wondiTful minor jjopulatioii has risen from 12,994 to 1 17,537,

change effected; and it was found that in the year the hoy.s liaving inereasiMl by 2*7, and the girls by

1864 there were 1281 Chaiilian girls living. 6'9 per cent., in tlx* ratio of 28 to 72 per 100.

In March 1870 an Act was passed for the repres- Female infanticidt', by violent measures, lias

sion of infanticide. The rules sanctioned by this greatly de(;rea.sed among the Jat tribes, but many
Act are very simple and 2)recise. Certain districts children are allowed to die by neglect. With
or clams are proclaimed. A careful census is taken, them the great cause of the erinio was the exc(\s.s-

and a nominal register is prepared, showing (l)e ive expenditure for their ijuirriage, but this lias

names of all the members of a family. Jn this lieen greatly curtailed.

register, each birth, marriage, and death is re- The plia.'^e which liie crime once presented in

corded, the midwife, bead of the family, and SoutluTii India was quite ilifterent from that which
village nigllt-^vatchmall being responsible for the is now prc.sciitcd liy the same erinui amongst the

accuracy of such a record, and for duly rcjiortiiig northern Kajputs. Infaiilicidc in Southerii India,

any event to the jiolice. A tribe or district is to it is believed, used to be j^raetised cliielly amongst
be held guilty if the female cliildren do not aver- ' the caste of temple dancing-women, and, strange

age 40 per cent.—10 per cent, being allowed for to relate, led to tlie murder, not of female, but of

certainty’s sake, altboiigb of connst} a liigher ratio male children. This was remarkable. Infan ti-

would be more strictly in accordance with the cide in India lias always, generally speaking,
natural proportion. Further, the report tells us, meant the murder of girls, so that the expense (so
‘ the miuimum number to which the ratio might crushing to Hindus, to whom marriage means
Siifely be applied, was fixed at 25 ;

and where out feasting and lavish expenditure) of wedding tliem

of that number of children only 40 per cent, arc to the sons of neiglibours miglit be avoided by
females,—z.c. where then! are 10 girls to 15 boys, poor parents. Hut in the case of the caste of

—the ratio may be accepted as a jn'ima f<icie tenitJc women, females were profitable, whilst
indication suflicient to warrant the surveillance male children were useless. 8o the new-born
contemplated by the ruh^s.’ male infant uscil to b(j cast into some particular
But as it Wfis found in some districts that well or sec^rct receptacle, whilst the girls were

the average of the female population of girls was trained from infancy to road, sing, dance, adorn
only 25 per cent., strojigcr rules were to be at once themselves, enjoy the emoluments of the temple,
enforced, every pregnancy was to be reported by and take part in the woi*ship of the god.
the village midwife and night-watchman, and the It was tlie custom of the Talpur dynasty of Sind
police were ordered to bo on the alert to detect to put to death all cliildren born to the princes of
even the attempt to commit crime. Even the slave women. Dr. James Humes was informed
heads of families could be oldigcd to report preg- that one member of the family alone had destroyed
nancies to the Local Government, were such a step 27 of Ins illegitimate offspring,
necess^ to uproot the evil. Dr. Cooke saw mummy-like bodies of infants

1 oA.n
T^rovinces, in 1874-75, girls were iu a cavolin Bhagwana in Baluchistan, some of

only 30*9 per cent, of the total infants. which had a comparatively recent appearance.
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Infanticide of girl infants was common in Saur- Kandyan country, from poverty, being born under
rada, by entombing them alive, or wrapping

j

an evil star, and illegitimate children.

them in cloth, and so burying them. It was put

an end to by Colonel (Sir Jolin) Cain])bell about

the year 1818. The Kmidh killed their own girls,

and then purchased wives from other parts of the

country.

Infanticide "Nvas greatly condemned by the Sikh

Guru Goviiid, who says, ‘ With the slayers of

daughters whoever has intercourse, him do I curse.’

And again, ‘ Whosoever takes food from the slayers

of daughters, shall die uuabsolved.’ Nevertheless,

the Bedee race of the SikliS, the liereditary priest-

hood, wIjo arc to be found all over the J^anjab,

adopted this mode of disj)()sing of their daughters,

from religious ]jride ](‘ading them to regard with

horror the idea of giving their daughters to persons

of inferior rank.

In tlie total population of British India, of

200,(81)1,821, the Jiiales, in 18S1, iiuml)ered

12‘),9 11,801, and females 12:1, 949,970, or six

millions less.

In four provinces or states the females were in

excess, viz. :

—

M;iUs. l*Viii;ilcs.

iJeugjii, .... ;u,(;2r»,.7.n .{t.in 1,270

]\lii(lrii.'<, .... ir», i2i,oi:‘. i.-),7 i9,r»''S

IMysuro, .... 2,OSiSl2 2.100,240

'IVavancorc, . . 1,197, 12>1 1,20!,021

in ('V'ery otlu'r i)r()vince the inahs wen; men*
numerous, au<l in tlie following foui' greatly su :—

•

Coorg, . .
'

. . 100,129 77,N):i

N.W. Provinces arul Oudh, 22. 2! >7,
2.

'(.‘i 21,.V»2..2()1

Panjjib, .... 12,222,2:.(; 10,289,701
Iviijputana, . . . 0,0 11,005 4,722,727

Under Act viii. of 1870 for the suppression of

female infanticide, small sections of the Ahir,

.'Vlpir, Taga, dat, iiajput, Gnjar, and Mina, aggre-

gating about. 25(»,0()(i j)('rH.<ms, were, proclaiiiu'd in

various parts of the N.W. I’rovinces and Oudh.

The suspected castes consist nio.stly of well-to-do

agriculturists, amongst whom the 1881 census

siiows the following i)roportion of females to lun

])orsons :

—

Alisi ilute Xii iiliers.
r< roi iiinge of
Fr il.ilrs to I’rr*

Age Males. Feiii .lie
sous in .same
Ag< roujt.

.Susp. (Hher
1

.Siibii. (Mlier Sii.sj Ulltev
Ca.stes. Iliiniu,'

,

Hiinlns. liinlus

0 t. 940, r)'.)!' :(,997,.5,'.( I .s 71

10 „ 19
1

s:u,:5r)0' :5,i;i7,47^ .'i99,S57 2.4;iS,l9l! 41 -s 4:5 -7.5

-’0 „ 29
1

717,OSG 2,7.-9),55;! t;oo,,ou, 2,709, IGl 4.5-7' 19M
}}(), (^1, 1,402,(540, .5,

.

002 , 97:1 l,:507.2<i7' :..4s4,2;.i 47-;’. 49-91

Total, ,3,951,273 15,3GS,559l2,atG,230 .4, 4:52, 2221 ! IS -4:5

ows, as under, the

1 20 and u]). LlmU-r r,. 1 (,',».ste.
!

!‘20 .'Uidiip.j

46*25 5272 •bit, 41*0

4915 49 ‘10
I

Kajput, 45*2

42*5 45-4
1

Ahar,

1
1

40*5

43*5 40*8

I’lidi r .'

14-9

17*5

47-0

The census report of 1881

percentage of females in age group
Caste.

Mina,
Ahir,
Onjar,

Taga,

Among the last five castes there still is neglect

of female infants, though during the last ton

years the high mortality amongst the Rajput, Taga,

and Gujar must have considerably abated; but

among the Ahar and the Jat there has been little,

if any, improvement. During the five years 1875
to 1879 inclusive, the birth-rate of the proclaimed

castes fluctuated from 82*7 to 48*3 per 1000 of the

population.

Infanticide at one time was prevalent in the

The Chinese liave complete power over their
offspring, even to life. In China, and also in
Japan, infant murder is at the pr(;.sont time pre-
valent. In the great cities of Pekin and (’anton,
kSir George Staunton found the exposure of children
to be very common. Among the Chinese, however,
it is ascrib<'<l to their yxtremc poverty, and it is

more j)revalent in the soutlierii coiust provinces
than ill the northern and midland. There are
towns and districts in China where infanticide is

pra(;ti.seil, in some instances to an infarnoiLs extent,

in others to a less degree. 4'lu're are otliers, again,

where it is not known at all as a habit, and Mr.
Medlmi.st bi4icvcs that in tl»e majority of cities it

is a crime no more frequiuit tli^jiu in souje Euro-
pean towns, and thi'ii only to conceal frailty.

44ie Government of Briti.sli India, and their oflieers

engaged in the* I’ensms-takiiigs of 1.872 and 1881,
hav(‘ been directing mueh attention to this sub-

ject, .-ind tlie |ire.«eiit jjosition will be found
ilesciibe<l at p. 2.27 of article India, and p. .254 of

Rajputs.

—

Midhursf, Far. t V/Z/n/y, p. 90 ;
Jhoirva

on inj\tnti('ali ;
( 'ormack'r Female In funtieide

;

f'alc. MijOl Ifno/.: Malc('liu\s J*erfila ; Burne.s*

Shah Calentfa lU ra ii\ 1.871 ; Oovhal Ihhet

Aamcli, iJ'tra to tin (imini h; ('niiiihajJi(nn's Sikhs

;

Salt's /vnn/g p. 51; Ahhc Dubois: F/iaffield's

lUndnsfan ; (.'tnsns Hejxn'ts
;
Oruvfal JJerald, XV.

j). 179 ;
Fr. It. ,4. N-e. iii. p. 2<;2

;
Mor, and Mat.

l^roi/,, l.'^74-75, 1875-70.

INFANTS. Sons are greatly longed for by all

the races inhabiting tlie south and oast of A.sia.

A prevailing baling ri-garding tliian is such as i.s

e.xpres.sed in i’salni cxxvii. 4, 5, ‘ A.s arrows <arc in

the hand of a mighty man, so are the cliildreu of

the youth. Happy is the man that Jiath his

ijuiver full of tlirm : tlu*y sliall not be ashamed,
but thi*y .shall speak with tii(‘ enemies iu the gafe

;

’

for most persons will hesitate to attack a largo

united family. But tin* desire iu Asia is for male
children. Amongst llimlns and Cliinese, with
lioth of whom s)mil-worsljip largely prevails,’ sons
are particiilai ly longrd for, in order to obtain from
them <luties to the manes of their jiarents. The
eastern cu.^toin of nursing a child from the hip or
side, as in Isaiah lx. 4, i.s still eoiitinued, and a
child born after vows, is still, as in Proverbs xxxi.

2, called tliu .son of a vow. As in Genesis xxv. C,

the ehikinm of Muliaiuuuidans, born of a wife of

liumbh'r birtli, or of a liaram won;an, are not
deemed equal in social rank to the children of a
high-born wife. I aikc xviii. 15 says, ‘ They brought
unto him also infants, that ho would touch them.’

When a Hindu .spiritual guide (guru) visits a
disciple, the latter takes his child to him for his

ble.ssiiig
;

placing the infant before the guru,

and forcing its hea<l down to his feet, the parent

solicits liis blessing, which he gives in some such

words as these
—

‘ lave long; be learned
;
be rich.’

The usual lilessing of a Muhammadan fakir, man
or woman, is Jio-baba, Live, my child; Jio, sahib,

Live, sir
;
Jio-bibi, sahib, hazrat Maryam ka saya,

Live, lady, under the protection of the Lady Mary.
ING. Buiim. a lake. Ing-khun, lake revenue.

Ing-tha-ma, lake fisher.

INGA BIGEMINA.
Mimosa bigemina, Linn.

Buiig-mai-zah, . . Burm.
Ta-nycB, Tan yew,

Willdc. Iron-wood.

I
M. lucida, Boxb,

I
Katur konna, . . Burai,
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riVGA DULGiS. imOULETZ.

This tree grows in the Konhans, Nopal, Assam,

and l^egu. It is of smaller girth than the I. xylo-

carpa, but grows to a great height, and has a

black wood. Like the I. xylocarpa, it is called

iron-wood by the English in Pegu and Tenusserim.

In native gardens it is an ornamental tree, with

sweet-scented blossoms, and jiffording a thick,

beautiful shade. Its seeds are poisonous when
taken internally, notwithstiandiiig wliicii they are

sold at a liigh price in the bazar, and are used l)y

Jluruiese and Karens as a condiment to their pre-

served fish.

—

Ii(Kt:h. ;
M'drllund ; Mason.

INGA DUL(dS. WUhh.
Mimosa dnlcis, lioxh.

\

J’ithoc<»l«)l)iunululce,/jVjj^//

Manilla tamariiul, . Knc. I Sima chiuta, . . . Tkl.

CurkapulU maiain, . Tam. |
Sima chiinluga, . . ,,

This small tree from the Philippines isnowgroAvn

in India, attains to 1:^ to IS indies iii diameter,

and resembles the liawtlioni in general a])pcar-

ance. It Avas introduced into the Philippine

Islands, but was a, Mexican tree, Avhicli the

Spaniards introdiiCAMl into the Eastern Archi-

pelago. It fiirnidies a hard Avood. It is a most

valuable hedge iilant, perhaps the best in India,

and is now s])aringly nsinl along some of the

railway linos of the lV,ii insula. The pulp of the

fruit is edible. Pods curiously twisted.— Voajl.

INGA XYTXh'AUlhV. D. C. Irou-Avood.

Mimosa xylocarpa, Ri^xh. Acacia xylocarpa, WHtth'.

Xylia dolabrit’ormis, livnlh.

l*ycn"ka-do, • . IJi'UM. |•lalubo(), , . IllND.

Yi'rool, . . Gan., Mahii. I Kruvalu, . . . 'Pam.

.lamba, . . ,, „ Maid avc'ici, .

l^irtridgo Avood, . • E-Vii. 'raugodn, . . Tkc.

fiojaoftlic . (loDAVHUY. Kmdii, taiigudn,

Tins valualde and stately timber tree blossoms

during the hot season, at Avliidi period it is nearly

destitute of foliage. It is abundant in the AVnlliar

forests of G/oimbatove, also in N. Ganara, betAveen

Sircec and Ycllapore, and is not unconnnon in tin*

seaboard forests of the Bombay Presidency, south

of l^uiAVcll. In Ganara and 8unda it is eliiefly

above the ghats inSno])eh and Dandelee, Avhere it

groAys large, and is very useful in liouse-buihliiig.

It is met Avith in the Godavaa-y forests, Avherc it

oTows very large on the mountains, and there is

much of it ill tlie ^'izagapatain district. In the

southern forests of Pegu it is a plentiful large

tree, lo to IS inches in diameter, vm-y lofty ami

straight, Avith (i to D feet in girth, and very

abundant in Amherst, Mergui, and Tavoy.

The heart - Avoml of fiill-groAvii trees is of a

dark colour, very hard and dense, strong aud

<1arable, etc. It is use<l for liousc and bridge

])Osts, ploughs, boat anchors, for naves of cart-

Avhecls, crooks for ships
;
knees and bends, posts,

])iles, and bridges
;
and is excellent for raihvny

sleepers, cti;. A cubic foot Aveighs (50 to dO lbs.

An inch bar of tlie Gloimbatorc A\'Ood sustiiiried

550 lbs. Nails cannot be driven into it. It

is as impervious to while ants as teak, and is

even more durable in the ground. In the Madras

Gun Carriage Manufactory it is used for poles,

axle cases, and braces for transport limbers, poles

and yokes for Avater-carts, cheisks, axle cases for

transport carriages, light niortiir carts. On the

Madras Railway it has been employed exten-

sively for piles, transoms, and walling pieces. In

small scantlings, it is liable to split and warp under

exposure to the weather.— ivoa’6., Wiyht^

McClellands Brandis^ Masous Gilmny Ckghorn;

Captain Dance ; Mr. Rohde ; Cat. Ex. ; Voigt.

INGIE or Eugie. Buim. A white linen jacket

used by Bnrmans.— Winter's Burma.
IXG- LBET-MEN. Bukm. An ambiguous

expre.ssion adoptixl by Burmese as a salve to their

pride, for use Avhen compelled to hold intercourse

with a dignitary who is not in their view an
anointed king. It may apply to the Queen of

Englaml or to the Governor-General.

—

Yule's

J’Jinhassi/. Qu. Ihiglishmen.

INGLIS. Hind. A pensioner. The Avord is a

oorruptioii of ‘ Invalids.’ Wilson says it is meant
for English.

INGOT, a small wedge-shaped mass of tin,

eo])p(‘r, gold, or silver, etc., of an indelinite size

ami Aveight. About 40 ingots of tin go to the ton.

In some countries ingots of the jirecious metals

pass eurrenfc, as silvei* in China. In Burma, gold
ami silver ingots, of half an oiinci^ Aveight avoir-

dupois, form part of the local currency.

—

Sim-
nionds' Dirt.

I NGOULKTZ. (.)n leaving its banks ami travel-

ling eastAvard over the steppe, are to be observed
innumerable tuinuli, which vary greatly in size;

ami one of unusual iiiagiiitude is generally sur-

rounded by S(!veral of smaller dimensions. There
can be no <loubt that the largcu- tumuli are raise<l

over the bodies of [)rinces ami heroes, ami the
minor sort cover ilu> remains of tlu' followers of

their armies, or of tlieir stale. The expansi* oc-

cupied by these inonuim'nts of the dead extend
regularly ti> the very farih(‘st stretch of sight.

Herodotus declares these remote regions of sepnl-

Inre to be regular placA S of interment for Avholo

nations, ami particularly mentions, that when-
ever the lS(;ytliiaiis lo.^t a king or a chief, they
assembled in great multitudes to solemnize his

obsc(|uio.s; and, after making tlie tour of certain

districts of till* kingdom Avilh .the corpse, they
stopped in tin' eonntry of the Gerrhi, a peojde
who lived in the most distant })arts of Scythia,
and over Avhose lands the sepulchres Averc spn'fid.

A largo <x»‘‘«lfaiigular excavation Avas then mailo
in the earth (in dimensions more like a hall of
bampict than a grave), and Avithiu it was placeil

a sort of bier blearing the body of the deceased
ju-ince. Daggers Avere laid at various distances
around him, ami the Avhole covered Avith pieces
of Avood and bramihes of the Avillow tr(*e. In
another x^art of the same immense tomb Aven;

ilexiosited the remains of one of the late sove-
reign’s concubines, wlio had been previously
strangled

;
also his favourite servant, his liaker,

e,uok, horsekeeper, ami even the horses thein-
sidvcs, all followed him to the grave, and were
laid ill the same tomb, Avith his most valuable
Xiroperty, and above all a sufficient number
of golden goblets, iiiis done, the hollow was
soon filled and siinnounied Avith earth

;
each

Xicrson xiresent being ambitions to do his part in

raising the xiile that was to honour his departed
lord. About six miles from the ancient city of

Sardis, near the lake Gygacus, was to be seen the

great tumulus erecti^d in memory qf Alyattes,

father of Creesus. It is described by Herodotus
as of prodigious hciglit, liaviiig a base of stones,

on which three classes of people were employed
to heap up its enormous bulk. In the time of

Strabo, the remains were 200 feet high, and the
circumference three-quarters of a mile. Several

other tumuli surrounded it. This form of sepul-

ture may be found all over the world
;
and how
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laatin^v it is, as a monument, may be ‘•’atbcred

from the date of this very mound of Alyattes,

which could not have been erected much less than

years a<?o, Alyattes havin<( been contem-

porary with Nebuchadnezzar, the kin<( of Ihibylon

who destroyed Jerusalem about GOO years before

the birth of Christ. Tn some i)arts are found

tumuli in distinct oTOUps wide of each other
;
and

in other ])laces tliey appear sin^dy, like solitary

and silent watch-towers, at distant statioiis. About

7 miles S.E. of Hyderabad, in the Dekhan, is an

immense plain covered with cairns and kistvaons.

—Porter's Travels.

INGUVA, also Tngya, and Hin^npatri. Tel.

l^'oriila asaftetida ;
also ap])lied t(j several Gar-

denia, some of which yield a medicinal gum,
particularly G. gummifera, from which is pro-

duced the resin called Uikamali.

TNITIATOliY rites arc practised by llrah-

luanical Hindus for the ailmission of a youthful

member into their circle, the Gaitri Ixiing the

sacred and secret words imparted. Tiic Sikli

religionists and Mnhammailan pirs and fakirs also

have their modes of initiation. Chinese) secret

societies likewise* use sacre'd rites. Many of the

Australian tribes are similaily initiated amongst

the men of their clans .— MacijilUrraifs Ibyen/c,

i. p. 14. k^euj Tun SuraiKi.

INJADIU, or k^aLi)iira, range of Ioav mountains

rimning east luiel we'st to the* south e J the Ner-

badda. rive-r.

INK, BLACK.
IJlook, Da. iMiislii, . Mai.eai..

ink; Inkt, . . . Der. | 'J'intu, . J’uiiT., Sr.

Knci'c, ku. TsuluTiiilo, . . Krs.

Dinto, .... Ci;u. LMusi, Sansk.

Soiilii, Dim., Hind. Pkus. ' lllak, Schrif black, . Sw.

Incliiostro, ... J l’. ^Tye, Tam.
Ati'simentinn, . . . bA r.

;

Sira, Tki..

Msmi^si, Dawat, . Mai.ay

Printing ink, writin ink, marking ink, India

ink, e*tc., are compose'd of dilTere'iit iijgre'elients,

—

gall-nuts, coiiperas, gum, and logwoe)ei,—ae*.eje)rd-

ing to the piirpeises to wliieii it is to 1)0 applie'el.

'riiat which is used by tlie 'ramil writers in the*

CutchoiTies is thus pre])are>d. Half a seer of rice,

burnt black, is Avell lioilcd in a seer and a half of

water, till but e)ne seen* remains, Hien strain e)ft’

the dregs. To this seer of burnt rieu- water is

to be added two pollains of lac
;

boil tlu'in well

together, and strain off the dregs. Half a seer of

carpoo variiani or lamp-black, and lialf a pollam

of vullam pisiu or gum-arabic, aretlicii to be well

rubbl'd into a lino powder, and gradually added

to the mixture of lac and burnt rice water, when
the whole is rubbed togetlic anil well shaken at

j

ink-making)
;
take the remaining fourth of water,

and dissolve the iron and gum, lioil cloves in it to
prevent fungi; make all to 15 bottles of fluid,
t^train everything well. Black ink for printers is

made of lamp-black, linseed oil, rosin, brown soap,
and a, small quantity of indigo. Blue ink is

luadi* with indigo. Bed ink, Segapoo inye, 'Pam.,
prepared by adding a little water to irfhein

piingie (red cotton), ljuttooka doodi, Tel., also
by stooping ainl afterwards boiling chips of red
ilye-woods iu vinegar.

Indian ink or China ink is a solid ink from
Oiina. Tliat used in Knglaud by artists is made
in Canton and Ngan-hwni

;
the i)i‘st is made at

Hwiii-eliaii-fu, in the latter ])rovince. Pino
branches are burned under a moveable roof of
tliatch, and the soot is carefully mixed wdtli isin-

glju3s or boiling glue. Oil and rock-oil have also
been burned to form a liner soot. It is always
sceiiti'd with mn.sk. Corean ink is good. Good
Indian ((Miina) ink is put up in j)lain jmtterns

;

the best kinds are gilt all over. It should be
bright when broken, free from grittiness when
rid)bcd on the ink-stone, emit a strong scent, and
reiuli'i- the writing glazed when diy. Clnncso
wriUcu documents may be soaki'd in Avater for
some weeks without being Avaslied, and linen
marked with Indian ink will bear several wash-
ings.— Mitt. Ml if. 175; Smith; M. M. C.
INLAID ALOlMv is an art which dates from a

remote ])eriod. It has been carried on in Bombay
since the commencement of the l‘.)tli century,
having been originally inlroducod from Hyder-
abad in Sind. It is said to have been intro-
duced into Sind about twenty j^ars earlier from
Persia; its native seat is supposed to be Shiraz.

From Bombay the work has been carried to
Surat. The materials used iu the Avork a.re :—

A

mineral green dye for il.yi'ing the stag’s horn.
Tin Avire (Kylacenotur), used in the ornamental
veneering. Sandal-Avood, ebony, and sai)pan-
Avood, used in the frame Avork, and sometimes
entering into tlio ornamental veneer; ivory,
always Avhite. Stags horn, dyed green Avitii

mineral dye, A'enligri.s. Glue, for binding; Ahiiiad-
abad glue being esteemed far above all other
kinds, including Kiiglish. The tools einjdoyi'd

are a Avheel for drawing the (in Avij’i* into different

sha])es for the ])re])aralioii of the ornamental
jiattcnis, saws of dilfei’ent kinds, files, chisels,

drills, planes, and a square. The only mystery is

ill the portion of the work Avhich appears inlaid,

blit Avhieb is not inlaid iu the first sense of the
term. The patterns are veneered on, and may be

j

applied to any flat or gently rounded surface.

different intervals for the space of three days. I
The ornamentaj veiieei* is prepared by binding

Muhammadans take of lamji-black and gum-
j

together rods of ivory, tin, sappan, ebony, and

arabic equal quantities, and pound them together
;

green-dyed stag’s horn, of different shapes, often

into a very fine poAvder. This poAvder is then geometric. These rods an* usually three-sided,

moistened Avitli the juice of tlie pulp of the kuttalay I
cylindrical, and oblhjuely four-sided. They arc

or small aloe, and Avell rubbed at intervals for two
;

arranged so as when cut across to exhibit de-

days together, after which it is formed into little
]

finite patterns, and in the mass present either

cakes, and dried on plantain leaves in the sun ' the appearance of rods or of thin boards, the

for use. * hatter being to be sliced down into borders. The

For a good writing ink, take of nut-galls 2 lbs., primary rods are sometimes bound together before

sulphate of iron 13 oz., gum-arabic 13 oz.
;
pound being sliced, so ixs to form more complex patterns,

the galls, and take 14 bottles of water, of which
j

The patterns commordy found iu Bombay ready

take three-quarters and boil the galls in it for three
!

prepared for use are :

—

hours in a large pot
;
cool and pour off the clear Ist. Chakra (i.e. AAdieel), the smaller being of

liquid, and strain the remainder (careful and the diameter of a fourpenny bit, and the larger of

repeated straining is the great secret of successful a shilling.
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2d. Kutkcc or hexagonal, being composed of

obliquely four-sided rods, of ivory, ebony, or

sandal-wood, and of ebony, tin wire, piittung,

and green-dyed stag’s horn mixed.

Ikl. Trenkoonia gool (i.c. three-sided flower), a

three-sided pattern composed of tin wire, ebony,

ivory, puttung, and green-dyed stag’s horn.

4th. Gul (flower), obliquely four -sided, and
compounded as last. These arii all for the central

veneer. The border [)at terns are :

—

5tb. Tcekee, round, and varying in size from a

twopenny bit to a large pin's liead, and used for

the central patterns, as well as for bordering.

()tb. Gundeerio (pluml^, full), composed of all

the materials used in this work.

7tli. Kkdana (one grain), having tin* appear-

ance of a single row of tin beads set in ebon_y.

8tli, fltli, and l^tb. Porce lehur, Sansoohansio

and Porohansio, varieties of border ornaments

not easy to distinguisli from one another by mere

doscri[>tion.

In 18(50, about fifty manufactnii'rs were estab-

lislied in Bombay
;

six had been settle<l there

from periods varying from twenty-five to forty-

six years. A few enqiloy workmen, but tlie

majority Avork for themselves, with the aid in

many cas<‘S of a brother or son. The inlaid work
resembles 'fimbridge Avare.

At Vizagapatam, in Madras, similar arli<*les arc

made of ivory and stag's born, Avitb seroll-Avork

edged in to suit Kurojican taste. At Manipuri,

in the Nortb-lVestern Provinces, Avooden boxi's

are inlaid with brass Avire. Tlic chief seats of

ivory-carving arc Amritsar, Benares, Murshid-

abad, and Travancon*, where any aiiicle can be

obtained to order, from a full-sized ])alamjuin to

a lady’s comb. Human figures in clay, <lres.sed to

the life, are principally made at Krishiiagar, in

Bengal, liUcknow, and Poona.

—

Imp. Gaz. iv.
;
Dr.

(Sir Geortje^ Dirdwood.

INOCA K PUS EDU US. IJun.

South Hea chestnut, Exo. Maipe, Tahiti.

Otuheilo clu.'.stnut, Kata,

A native of the Molucca Islands, and from

tlience introduced into the Botanic (hirdcn at

Calcutta in 171)8, AAdiere in ten years the largest

of thorn Avas 'Jf) or 30 feet bigdi. They blossom

during the hot season, and rijien their fruit in

August and September.— IioDj. FL Tad.

INSCRIPTIOXS.
Aufschrift, . . . CiKii. 1 lu.scripcion, . . . 8r.

Inscrizioiic, . . . . IT.
|

We read in the Ghl To.stament of AATitings,

engravings, pens, and books,—in Exodus xxiv. 7,

XXV. If), and xxxii. 15, 10, at least 1500 n.c.
;
in

Job xiii. 20, xix. 23, 24, perba]is about the same

age; and subsequently in Psalms xl. 7, xlv. 1,

l^i. 8, and Ixix. 28, and in Proverbs iii. at least

1000 years n.C.
;
but the first authenticated in-

scriptions in India are tliose of the 3d century

before Christ, engraved at Kajuirdigiri, Dhauli,

Girnar, etc. In the ten books (Mandala) of 1017

hymns in the Rig Veda, the art of Avriting is not

even alluded to. At the time Avhen the songs of

the Rishis Avere collected, there is no allusion to

Avriting materials, Avhether of paper (papyrus) or

bark (liber) or skins, nor is there any allusion to

writing during the whole of the Brahmana period

of Vedic literature. Even during the Sutra period

all the evidence obtained from them but leads to

the supposition that though the art of Avriting

3

then began to be known, the whole literature of

India was still preserved by oral tradition. Tlie

statements of Afegasthonos, and Strabo, and

Nearchns, lioAA'Cver, shoAV that, in tlieir times,

the art of Avriting was known in India, and that

it was jiractised before the time of Alexander’s

conquest; nevertlieless tin* origin of the Indian

alphabet cannot be traced back much beyond the

date of Alexander’s invasion. The Lalita Vistara,

hoAvever, one of the canonical books of the

Bmldbisis, de.seribes Sakya Sinba’s entry into the

Avriting school (li-pi-sala), and the alphabet that

he is ilescribed as learning is the common Sanskrit

alphabet. But in tlu' times even of Nearchus and
Megasthenes, lifters do not seem to have been
a vehicle of literature. Ncanflius describes the

})eople as Avilliiig on conquTSsed cotton, Megas-
thenijs as making inscriptions on mile-stones, and
(’iirtius says they Avrott' on the soft rind of trees.

The inscriptions generally su})])OSo<l to hav(; been
engraved ]>y Asoka, 300 years before the present
era, Avilh a vicAv to promnlgale the doctrines of

Buddlia, are tlierefore tlie oldiAst literary remains
of India, but ai-i' upwards of 1000 years later than

1h(* era when tlie tabh'ts Avere engraved on Afount

Sinai, and AYbeii ilie Assyrians and Ikibylonians

had formed gri-at liln-aries, and were recording

on tablets their military and civil transactions.

Nearly all tliat wi* knuAv of ancient India, and
of tlie countries on ils norlh-Avestern borders, Avith

their former conqiu'rors and rulers, lias been ob-

tained by the inve.stigations of learned men into

tlie b'gends on the numerons ancient coins found
ill Afglwinistan, the Panjab, and India; and from
till' inscriptions found engraved on rocks and
pillars, and in caves, in various places in India, in

Kabul, and througliout tlu; ancient empirea of

Iran and Assyria
;
through Hadcaniaut and Oman,

ill soAUTiil districts of N. Arabia, and through the

iiortli of Africa. These, Avitli the more celebrated

remains of Egypt, jirove tliat literature was culti-

vated in those countries at a time when Europe
was inhabited by jiainted or tatooed barbarians.

Amongst others Avbo have laboured to decipher

these may lie mentioned Wilkins, Jones, (hile-

brooke, If. H. Wilson, J. Prin.sep, Dr. Alill,

Norris, Doavsoii, 'riiomus, Bayh'y, Bhau Daji,

Rajcndra l;d Alittia, Ihiwlinson, Sir Walter Elliot,

E. W. lOllis, Uolonel Alaekonzio, G. P. Brown,
Gcmeral ( 'Unniugba,m, James Fergusson, Dr. Bur-
nell in the Asiatic Ih'si'arehes, and .lournals of

the Royal Societies, Avitli Grotefend, Lassen, Biir-

iiouf, and Oppert.

Alany facts in history have been made knoAvn
by the coin legends and rock inscriptions, and
.among otliers tlie extension of a Alacedonian
empiio over a great part of North-Western India,

and the conquest of the island of Ceylon by a

Buddhist .soviTcigii of India, three centuries before

the Chri.stian era.

Not le.ss interesting are the inscriptions in the

ancient Persian langimgc, in the Assyrian or cunei-

form character, spread through the empire of the

great Cyrus, Avhich throAv an important light on
|

sacred as -well as profane history. The clue to|

the discovery of the sense of these Persian records
j

was obtained by Grotefend, Lassen, and Burnouf
;j

and, partly aided by it, tlioiigli much more by
his own ingenuity, Sir Henry liawlinson was
able to decipher many of tliese ancient historical

engravings.
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It was Ghampollion who laid the foundation of

the decipherment of the hieroglyphics
;
Anquetil,

Daperron, and Burnouf are the fathers of Zend
studies

;
Arabic and Syriac scholars in Germany

are the direct or indirect pupils of Sylvostre de Sacy

and Quatreniere
;
in Chinese, Stanislas Jiilien stands

alone
;
Assyrian was cultivated in France and in

England, and subsequently taken up by German
sc.holars. About 1808 the Aeadcmie des Inscip-

tions et Belles-Lettres decided to have its ‘Corpus

Inscriptionuni Semiticanim ’ to collect in one

work the Semitic inscriptions scattered through-

out various books and j)eriodicals, and more
especially the Phoenician and Ihinic inscriptions.

The first part of this Corpus contains fifty Piioe-

nieian inscri])tioiis, with Latin translation and

commentary by MM. Renan and .J. Derenbourg.

Of larger and complete inscriptions, one was
found by M. do Vogue at (lelxd (Hyblos), in

which it is reported Unit the King YohomeL
erected an altar in the temple in tlie 4th century

|

n.C. Another is the Sh Ionic inscription on the
j

sarcophagus of King Ashmonezar, which is one of

the best ])reserved; it is alscj of the 4th century

n.C. Most of the ius(uij)tions (ten to lifty)

are those found at (Cyprus, the greater part of

wliich are now in the British Museum. We find

mentioned iii them tlu' following kings,—JTmi-

yaton and Melekyaton, kings of Kiiti (( ’yprii3),and

Adil (Idalion), and Ptolemy, probably tauter (312

n.C.), to whom the inoniimonts are consecrated,

tlu! god Resheph, probably identical with the

biblical bene Resheph (Job v. 7), known on
Egyptian monuments as the* god R<us]»u. yEscula-

])ins is called in some of tliose inscriptions Baal

Mera])pe, ‘Baal Sanator,’ analogous with the

Hebrew Rapliael.

4'he inscriptions in AVestern Media on the

Behistun or Bagliistan tablets, ivcoid the politmal

autobiography of Darius llystaspes in the old

Pei'sian language, in tlu; Babylonian, and also

ill the language of the Scythians in the Medo-
Persiaii empire

;
and the translation of the

Scythian portion of those inscriptions is distinctly

of the Scythian, Unit is, Turanian group, as

spoken in tlie btli eentury u.c., though the ])eoj)le

l>y wliom it was spoken are believed by Profes^sor

Oppert and Mr. Norris to have; been Me<lians.

Tliis Scythian part of tlie Behistun inscriptions

bearvS a sjiecial relationship to the Ugro-Finnish

family, wliich Dr. (kildwell considia-s to resemble

the Dravidian dialects. He lliinks tlnit the

ancient ycythic race, by w’.iich the greater part

of Central Asia was peopled prior to the irrujition

of th(j Medo - Persians, belonged to the Hgrian

stock, and not to the Ihirkish or the Mongolian.

1. Rock Iiiarriptionn have bet'ii feund, amongst other
places, at Shahbazgarlii, Ivhalsi, Oirnar, Dliauli,

Jangada (two separate edicts on Dliauli and .langada

rocks), Sahasararn, JIupiiath, Bairat, Khandagiri,
Deotek slab.

2. Cave Inscriptions have been found at Barabar,
Nagarjuni, Khandagiri, Kamgarb.

3. Pillar Inscriptions have been found :

—

Dohli pillar from Siwalik (b'iroz Shali’s Lat), live

inscriptions, one called (Queen’s edict, and one the
Kosaiiibi edict.

Dehli pillar from Meerut.
Allahabad pillar.

Lauriya-Araraj pillar (Radhia).

Lauriya, Navandgarh pillar (Mathia).

Sanchi pillar.

The inscription at Junagarh, discovered by

Colonel Tod in 1822, has three paragraphs more)

than that at Dhauli in Katak (Cuttack), discovered
by Lieutenant Kittoe. Others have been dis-

covered at Kapurdigiri and at Ganjam.
The fourteen edicts into which the Junagarh

inscription is divided cover considerably over 100
srpuire feet of rock. They are inscrilKHl on the

uneven surface of a huge rounded and somewhat
conical granite boulder.

The records on the rocks and pillars and caves

north-west of India, and in India itself, are in

two characters, styliid the Aryan or Bactriaii, and
the 14at or Budh. The term ‘

I iat ’ has been given

because found on certain pillars (Lat, Sansk., a

pillar) in Dehli, Allahabad, etc. The Lat or

Budh or early Pali charactiT is the same as the

Aryan, but the forms of the letters differ from

the Aryan, and the letters are larger. Inscrip-

tions in these characters are cngrav(‘(l on rocks at

Kapurdigiri in Afghanistan, at Cuttack, at Dclili

on a pillar; also on pillars at Allahabal, Bctiah,

Miitliah, and Radhia.

A ])illar near Dehli has been called the pillar

of Firoz, after Piroz Shah, who reigned in Dehli

A. I). 1351 to 1388. It has a more ancient in-

scription, and one with a more recent charac-

ter below in Sanskrit, to the effect that Raja

Vigrali or Visabi Deva had, in a.d. 1169, caused

this pillar to be inscribed afresh to declare that

the said raja who reigned over the Sikainbavi

had subdiioil all the regions between the Himavat
and Viudhya. This pillar was erected to enjoin

the doctrines of Ibiddlia, but the reading of it

somewhat diff ers from tliat of the others. Though
resernliling the Girnar inseriiition in general pur-

j)ort, these inscrijitions differ ccftisiderably in the

•structure of certain sentiuices. Both Mr. James
Priiisej) and Professor Wilson attempted transla-

tions of it.

The same 1-at or Biulh eJiaracters found on the

pillars at Dehli, Allaliabarl, ami elsewhere, are

also found engraved on rocks. Tlie ancient Budh
alphabet is really tlie simpler and more elegant

form of the reiiiuHl Sanskrit.

Tim Allahabad inscription is similar to that

at DeJili, but has four short lines arlditional. A
stone lodged in tlie museum of the Asiatic Society

at Calcutta, found atBairath near Bhabra, between

Dehli and Jeypore, has an inscription in the Builli

character.

The. same character is also found in two inscrip-

tions at .Junir, of which one is on the Naneh Ghat.

It is in keeping with the inscription on the Dehli

pillar and on the rock at Girnar.

The Girnar inscription was supposed by Mr.

James Prinse|xto be in the Pali language.

The inscriptions on the pillars at Dehli and

Allahabad, and on the Tirhut pillars at Mathya

and Radhia, on the rocks at Junagiri in Gujerat,

and at Dhauli in Cuttack, were deciphered and

translated by the remarkable ingenuity of Mr.

James Prinsep. A supposed thiid version of the

rock inscriptions (but in the Ariaiio-Pali character),

wliich was found at Kapurdigiri, near Pcshawur,

has been carefully collated with the othera by
Professor Wilson. Many short inscriptions from
Gaya, Sanchi, and Birat, ns well as from tho

cave temples of Southern India, have also been
published at different times. The edicts in tho

rock inscriptions contain the names of Antiochus,

Ptolemy, Antigonus, and Magas.
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The Aryan or Bactrian character is tliafc used

in the inscriptions at Jellalabad, Manikhyala, and
Kapurdigiri on topes or tumuli, which arc numer-
ous for about 300 miles around.

Jalalabad is in the valley of Kfibul, and con-

tains many sepulchral topes, which also occur at

Daranta and at llidda or Idda in its neighbour-

hood. That at Jalalabad was opened by Mr.

Masson, and the inscription makc'S mention of

Kadiphes. It is in the i\ryan character.

Mamklnjald is situated near Jhelum, on the

banks of the river of that name, called by th(‘

Creeks the Ilydaspes. ^lany topes are there, one

of which is 80 feet liigh, with a circumference of

320 feet.

These topes or tumuli, it is now admitted, arc

only cairns rcgulnrly built, and this mode of

sepulture is sup])os(Ml to be alluded to in the

heaps and graves and tombs spokim of in Job xxi.

32, also xxx. 2f, and in Jeremiah xxxi. 21 : and

cairns arc still fouiwl scat lcr('d over all the northern

parts of Kuropo and Asia, ami down to Cape
Comorin in Peninsular India.

Insciiptions on stones and on coppiT pJatos

have also been nud. with all over Southern India.,

but few of them are of a dat(^ ])rior to the year

1000 of the Christian era, and the larger ])ortion

arc much later. i>ome giv(‘ valuable facts and

the names of kings, but the bulk of thein record

matters of little importance. The Lat character

occurs rarely in the southern j)art of the Penin-

sula, still it is th(‘ only one used on t he sculptures

at Amaravati, which have l)e(‘n desevihed by

Kcv. AVilliam Taylor and Mr. J. Pcrgussoii
;
and

Surgeon-Ceiieral Balfour, while in charge of the

Covernmciit Central Museum at Madras, advised

the despatch to Condon of most of the. .senl])tures

which arc now placed against the wall in the

staircase of the British Museum.
An extensive collection of inscriptions was

made by the late Colonel Mackenzie, Snrveyor-

Ceneral, wliieli also the Rev. W. Taylor described.

Jn Malayala, as in other parts of ISontheru

India, inscriptions occur in various ancient cha-

racters as well as in modern letters. The transla-

tion of the copper plate grant to the k^yriaii

Christians, which is still in their possession, has

been given in the Journal of the Madias Literary

Society.

The inscriptions found in tlie south of India are

in three al))habets,—the Chcra., Chalnkya, and
Yengi. The lirst appears in Mysore in the sccoml

half of the 5tli century
;
the oldest speeimen of

the Chalnkya is of date about the lirst lialf of that

century
;
the third is more modern.

The Portuguese at Coa took some inscrijitions

on stone to their native country, but 85ir('harlc3

Wilkins was the first to ex])lain one (at Cintra),

about the end of the 18th century. The earlier

volumes of tlKvA.siatic Rosearclies contain several

interiDreted by IVilkins, Jones, and (Ailebrooke,

and in the later volumes Jl. II. Wilson contributed

many valuable articles on this snbj(*ct. 'riie

Journal of the Asiatic vSociety of Bengal about

1830 (by the articles by J. Prinsep, Dr. ^lill,

and others) made immense progress
;
and of

later years the same journal, the Jourrifils of the

Koyal Asiatic Society and of the Bombay Society,

have often done much to advance the study of

the Sanskrit inscriptions of India; and Mr. Norris,

Professor Dowson, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Bayley, Dr.

Bhau Daji, and Babn Rajendralal Mittra have beer

decipherers. In the south of India an immense
number of inscriptions exist in the Dravidiar

languages, many of which are not inferior ir

antiquity or interest to most of the Sanskrit am;

Prakrit inscriptions of the north, though, with the

exception of a few articles (in the Madras Jour-

nal), pnbli.slu’d by Sir AV. Elliot, and containing

the results of his own researches, and those ol

Mr. E. AV. Ellis, nothing has been as yet made
public. Colonel Alackenzie, how^ever, at the be-

ginning of this cemtiiry, inndo an immense collec-

tion of co])ies of inscriptions, and to the disin-

tcTcsted labour of Air. C. P. Brown we owe the

existence of copies of this collection, which,

though purchased by Covernment for an onormoiiF

sum, liad been negh^cted and suffered to rot from

want of a little care. Copies of inscriptiorii;

collected by Sir AV". Elliot in thoCanareso country

were pre.sentcd by him to the IL A. Society ol

TiOndon. (jl('neral (hmiiiiighaiii has made large

(ujlleetions of copies of inscriptions in the north

of India, llis Archaiological Reports contain the

result of his inquirii's.

'lo copy inscriptions on stone, brush off all

dust or mml, and take a mould by a])plying tf

th(' surface stout iinglazi‘d jiaper, uniformly wetteii

with water, and forced into the irri'gularities b)

repeated and forcible .strokes witli a hard clothe.'’

brush.— Dr. A I'cv' Siujijcstiom ; Jht-

(/nssoH. See Arehitc'cture
;

Dehli
;
Sculpture.

1NSECTIA^0IL\, an order of mammals whici

in India is n'piH'si'iited by genera of the families

1’al[n(lie, Sorocida', and Eiiiiaceida*. Talpa mic-

rura, macrura, and lencnra of Nepal, Sikkim,

Syihet, Tenas.scrim, and Japan
;
Urotrichus tab

])ohles of Japan : Sorex ca'nde.scens, miiriiius

neinorivagu.s, Crillithii, ser])L'ntarius, hetcrodon,

.satnratus, dytleri, soeeatiis, nig('r, leiico])S, Hodg-
soni, PeiToteti, micronyx, melanodon, Sikkirnensis,

oligurus, homourus, macruriis, and holosericeus,

of various parts of India. The order may also be

thus sliown

]\roloH. Tidpa, 4 ; Urotrichus, 1 up.

Fdiii. Sorocida', Shrews. Sorox, 20 sp.; Soriouliis, 1

OroK.sopus, 1 .s7 >. ; Cor.'iira, 1 sp. ; (.^ Fcroculiis, 1

.v/>. ; U. IVIyogalea, 1 sp.

Film. Eriiiaceida*, llodgolu>g.s. Eriuaccua, 7 sp.

;

E.

Tupai:i, 2 sp.

See Erinaceida'.
;
Mammalia

;
Sorccidsc

;
Talpidie,

INSECTS.
Ilasliarat, liamat, AliAU. Dadadani, Dadali, Pers,
Iii.socto, Fii. Kliast, Kha.shasat,
Eiitoma, .... (4 a. Zad,
Kira, Kirm, Chun, Hind. Insecto, Se.

Sursiiri P\ichi, .... Ta:\i,

IiiHctto, It. Purbu, .... Tel,
Tnsocta, Lat. liujok, .... Tl'RK,

Insects are a class of invertebrate articulated

animals, forming one of the four divisions com-
prised in the Arthrupoda of naturalists, the foui

divisions being

—

1. Eespiratioii by mcaiia of gills, or by the

gonoral surface of the body
; two paifs of antenna;

locomotive appendages more than eight, borno bj

the .segments t>f the thorax, and usually of the

abdomen also. Examples— Crabs, lobsters, shrimps
AVfiod-lice, etc.

2. Arachnida.—lie.spiration by pulmonary vesicles, bj

trachea!, or hy the general surface of tlio body

head .and thorax united; antennse absent; legs

eight ; abdomen without locomotive appendages
Examples— and scorpions.

3. Myriopoda,

—

Respiration by trachete ; head distinct
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the remainder ef the body composed of nearly
similar segments ;

one pair of ivntonme ; legs

numerous. Examphs—Centipedes and millepedes,

i. Imecta.- Kespiration by trachere
;
head, thorax, and

abdomen distinct ;
one i)air of antennre ; throe

pairs of legs borne by the thorax ; abdomen with-
out limbs. The adult form (with a few exceptions)

winged. Examples—Jlcetles, bees, wasps, flies,

butterflies, locusts, cockroaches, earwigs, dragon-

flies, ant-lions, May-flies, bugs.

The Insecta are divided by naturalists into the

“ollowing sub-classes :

—

T. Ametabola.—-Young not passing through a meta-
morphosis, and diifering from the adult in size

only ; imago <lestitutc of wings
; eyes .simple,

sometimes wanting.

II. Hemimetarola.—IMet.amorpliosis incomplete
; the

larva differing from tlie imago eliietly in the
absence (^f wings, and in .size

;
puj):i usually

active, or, if quiescent, capable of movement.
II. Holometabula. — Metamorphosis complet(i ; the

larva, jmpa, .'uul imago difl'ering greatly from
one anotlu'r in external ap])earance. The larva
vermiform, and the pupa (luiescent.

[. The Ametabola are divided into the follow-

ng ordcr.s :

—

Ordek I. Anoplura. -Minute aptera, with the
iiouth formed for suction

;
two sirnpU? eyes, or none.

This order comiu’ises insects which are commonly
>arasitic, and are known as Hee (PctlicuH).

Ohdek II. MalloI'Maca. iMinuto .aptera, in which
lie inoutli is formed for biting, and is furnished with
iiaiulibles and maxillae

Those insects are usually known as bird -lice, being
j

enerally parasitic ui)on l)irds, tliough soiuetiim s upon
iiarnmals.

Order tti. Thysam ua. A]derons ii)s<‘cts, usually

kith a masticatoiy moiitli, and having file extremity of

lie abdomen furnished witli locomotive' ai»p(.‘ndagcs.

The most familiar meinhc'rs of this order are the

'^odimVi or siuing-tails.

11. The IIkmlmetaboi.a are divided into the

ollowing ordev.s :

—

Order jv. Hemii’Teka.— IMouth suctorial, beak-

haped, consisting of a< jointtal rostrum, composed of

he elongated lahiiim, Avhich forms a jointe»l, tubular

heath for tlic bristlc-shaj led styliform mandibles and
tiaxilLe. Eyes compound, usually with ocelli as well.

Generally ])rovided witli two pairs of wings ; but these

VC sometimes .wanting.

This order i.s divided into tlic following two
ub-orders :

—

Sub-Order a. JI()mo}iUra. The anterior ]>air of

rings of the same texture tluoughout (membranous),
riie wings do not foltl over one aiiotlier Avhen the insect

s at rest. The,three segments of the tliorax are united
II a mass, and the pro-tliorax is generally shorter than
ho lueso-thorax. There arc ocelli between tlie coin-

»ound eyes, and the antenme arc small, and composed
f few joints. The females have an (ivipositor of three-

ootlieil bhule.s.

In this section are the aphides, tlu' scale insects

<\)ccid(r)
; the cicadas, the lanterji-ilie.s {.Fuit/oj'a), etc.

Sub-Order h. //efe/’oph)v/. -- Anterior wings inern-

•ranous near their jqiices, hut clntinous towards the
ase, overlapping each other at the .apc.x when at rest,

'he aiitennx* are moilerate in size, and comiiosed of a

cw large joints. The pro-thorax is the largest segment
f the tliorax. They are divided into twogroiqisof tlie ,

lydrocoHsiV (water-bugs), and Gcocorim' (laml-bugs).
.|

Order v. Okthofteka. Mouth m.istieatory; wings;
''ur, sometimes wanting ; the anterior ])air mostly

!

laller than the posterior, semi-coriaceous, usually
!

th numerous nervures, the interspaces between which
|

e filled with many transverse reticulations
; some- i

nes overlapping horizontally (cockroach), sometimes
j

aeting like a house-top (grasshoppers). Posterior
i

ngs usually having their front portion of a ilifferent

xture from their hinder portion, this latter being

Bost always more transparent, and when not in use,
'

folded longitudinally, resembling a fan. Posterior
wings mostly wanting in the females of the Jilattidie.
Antenna? usually filiform. Mctamoi [»lio8is semi-incom-
plete (sometimes, however, the adult is apterous, when
it is diflicult to distinguish tlie lava -inipa, and imago).

Tlii.s order includefi the crickets (Arhedfur), grass-
hoppers {Cridlina)^ locusts {Lnrustina), cockroaches
(IJiafdna)^ etc.

Order vi. Nerropteka. —Mouth usually mastica-
tory ; wings four in number, all membranous, generally

;

nearly equal in size, traversed by numerous delicate

j

nervures, having a longitudinal and transverse direc-

j

iioii, ami giving tliem a. reticulated lace-like aspect,

j

Metamorphosis generally ineoiiiplete, rarely complete,
! Tlic larva active, In'xaiiud, rarely with ])ro-legs.

;

This order inclinles the ilragon-llies {LibdluUda),
I caddis-iiies {Plirf/ijitucida), ]\lay-llies {Ephcmcrid(v)y the
I ant-lion (Jf//rc///r?eo), termites, etc.

OuDEU Ml. Athaniptkha.—

W

ings rudimentary, in
the form of ]dates, situated on the mesu-tliorax and
meta-iliorax

; mouth suctorial. i\letaniorplio.sis coin-
plefo.

'I'his order comj>rises the fleas {PnUi'id(p).

Order virr. Dii'TERA. -'J'lie anterior ]>air of wings
alone developed

;
the posterior ]>air of wings rmlinient-

ary, lepresented by a ixiir of eluhbed tilaments, called
lialtercs or balancers, fu a. few the wings are alto-

getlier wanting
;
mouth .suctorial. The metamor-

phosis is eomphd.p, the lavv;i‘ being generally destitute
of feet. Ill some ca.ses [v.a. tlie gnats) the pupa’ are
aquatic, ami have the pow< r of moving rapidly, lii

most cjises, hoAvcver, tlie pupa.* are tpiieseciit. The
Diptera eonstituto one of the largest of the orders of

1

the Insecta ; tlie housi' tlies .and liesh-llies [MusaOj
gnats {(Udcj'), forest-llics {li\pi}ob<>!^c<()y crane-flies [Tipn-
ddu)^ anil gad-flies {Tahifuidit), constituting good
examples.
Order rx. LEriDoPTEiLV.—Mouth suctorial, consist-

ing of a spiral trunk. AVings four in iiuniher, covered
with modifieil hairs or .scales ; wanting in the females
of a few six'cie.s. Nervure.s not very numerous, mo.stly
longitudinal. Antc'iime almost always distinct, and
conq>osed of numerous minute joiut.s. 'J'his well-known
and beautiful oialer id’ insects comprises the butterflies

and the moths.
Order x. H v.m e.noptkra. Wing.s four, membranous,

with few nervures ; sometimes absent. Mouth alway.s

l»rovhled with hiting-jaws, or mandibles; the maxilhe
and labium often converted into a .suctorial organ.
The metamorphosi.s is complete, but the various parts
of the pupa are visible tliroiigh the delicate enclo.siiig

membrane.
'Dh; Hiimniupd nt form a. vi'iy extensive order, com-

jirLsing the bees, w'asps, ants, ichneumons, saw-tlics, etc.

Order xr. Stkki’sn'Tkra. —Females without wings
or feet ; jiarasitic. Alale.s possessing the i?osterior pair
of wings, which are laige, membranous, and folde«l

' longitinlinally like a fan. The anterior pair of wings
i
nnlimentary ;

jaws abortive.

The Strepsijitera are a limited order of parasitic
in.sects of small size, found on bees and other llymen-

' optera, generally betwa'en the segments of the .abdomen.
Order xii. OuLEurTERA.--Mouth masticatory, fur-

nished with an upper lip oi- labruin, two mandibles, txvo

maxilla*, Avith maxillary j)alpi (generally four-jointed),

I

and a jnovcahh* lower lip or labium, Avith jointed labial
i ]>al]»i. The four Avings arc usually juesent, and the
anterior i)air arc not adapted for flight, but are hardened

' by eliitine, so as to form luotectiA o cases (elytra) for the
posterior Aviiigs. The inner margins of ilie elytra are

generally straight, and Avdien in contact tJicy form a
longitudinal .suture. The ]>osterior wings are mem-

' hrauous, and Avlnui not in use are foh!e<l beneath the
elytra. Tlie ant(*nnca' variable.

This order compii.sc.s all tlio beetles proiierly so

called.

"With insects, tin? principal parts attached to the
head are two antenna?, an upper lip (labrum),
a loAver lip (labium), bearing the labial jialpi

;
a

pair of jaws (mandibles), an inner pair of jaws
(maxilla?), to which arc attached the maxillary
pialpi. The thorax is divided into three segment.s,
the pro-thorax, meso-thonvx, and meta-thorax. The
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pro-thorax bears the front pair of legs
;
the meso- Asiatic and European, and tiic intenningling ol

thorax bears tho front pair of wings and second forms of temperate and tropical climes is one of

pair of legs; the meta-thorax bears the second its most distinguishing peculiarities. In its valleys

])air of wings and the third pair of legs. The southern forms predominate over northern
;
and to

legs consist of the following princ.ipal i)art3 : the the uninterrupted belts of jungle stretching along

coxa, trochanter, the femur, tibia, and tJirsus. the mountain ranges, we may trace several tropical

The diversified elevations of the countries of phytyvorous genera far beyond their apparent

the East Indies, with their varied teinperaturcs, natural limits. Some carnivorous insects are also

cause in localities a greater or less abundance of found ranging far to the north in the Himalayas,

particular forms
;
but nuinerouagenora of tropical an example of which is Anthia 6-guttatii, a well-

and temperate climates are everywhere associated known native of the tropics; the specimens,

togctlier, and the range which tlic genera enjoy is however, are more dwarfs compared with those of

very considerabl Peninsular India. Among the Cicindelidse, Col-

Hut the pervading character of Indian entom- linris appears; among the Carabidm, we find

ology is uniformity. \Ve meet witli numerous Desera, ()in]vhra, and Cyclosomus
;
among tho

genera, both of tropical and temperate climes, Lamcllicoriu'a, Euchlora, Mimela, an<l Dicrano-

jussociated together. There is a great intermingling cejdialus; and to those maybe added Anisotelus

of forms, and the range whieli g(‘nera enjoy is belonging to Teh'phoridie, and Podontia ami
considerabh'. In |)art of the llimalaya.s, at the Phyllocharis to tlie Cln^ysotnclidic

;
all of those

extreme southern points of India, in tlie west, and are attached to warm countries, and some, indeed,

even in the Archipelago, there is one pervading arc S(‘ldom found but within the torrid zone,

cliaracter, evincing everywhere the prevalence of Many genera from the llimalayjus evince an aftiiiity

tropical genera. In Ne]ial and the southernmost to European types; various Himalayan genera

extremity of the Mysoi't', in Ceylon, at Homlvay, closely approximate Siberian forms
;
and some of

at Madras, and at Calcutta, also at Singapore, in the .species describe<l by Dr. Ceblor from tlie

Japan, ami in Java, with the rest of tho Polynesian Altaic ch.iin of mountains, pariieiilarly soim'

Isles, the majority of tlie same types abound
;
and Chrysomelidie, arc believed to be indigenous in

what is of more cousi'fpicnci', a great majority both regions. Some few, however, are worth
of the same species als<v oe.eiir ill most of the aliove- noticing, such as Hroscus and true Carabiis,

mentioned regions. Also, if W(* turn to Africa, (icotrupcs and Pimolia. Hcveral spcc.ics of the

W(i iind a considerable similarity in its ento- following genera of Coleoptera occur iii the Him-
inology witli tliat of Asia. Among tlie Carabida' ahiyas, a.s well as in Europe, namely, Elator,

occur Anthia, Orthf>gunins, Trigonodactyla, and Melolontha, Clirysomcla, C<ussi<la, and Coccinella,

Siagona
;
among tlie I.amellicorncs, Epirimis, and Among the carnivorous insects, Dermestes lar-

I’opillia, the conical Hupvestidic and the t‘xtra- <larius ami vulpinus, Corynoies violaceiis and
ordinary Paiis.si<lje

;
and to those maybe added rufij es, and some of the iStaphilinidie, are cssen-

the genera Melyris, Megah pus, Sagra, and Ado-
|

tially tlie same in Miirojie and tlie Himalayius. Of
rium ; Dorylus amon,^ ’ Ilymi‘no])tera, and ' Lopidojitera, Pa])ilio machaon is evidently thl^

Diopsis among the Diptera. liml jireci.sely I
same as that met with in England; the saim

tlie same species in b(d!i continents. Among t'lie remark will apply to \hi.nes.sa A talanta and Cynthia
most consjiieuous are Copri.s sabjou.s and (\ cardui.

,
pithecius, Ceionia coriiuta and Eytta gigas. A greater number of species of I.epidoptcra

Even supposing that no identical .specie.s occurred are disscrainatc<l throughout tho world 'than of

common to .Asia .‘ind Africa, a very remarkable any other order. In Asia and Europe, wo meet
similarity exists in tie; re])i‘(\<eii(atives of i*aeh

;
with Papilio luachMoii, (ionepteryx rhamni

;
with

one example of which is Ateiichiis .sanctus, which some .species of (’olias and Pontia, with Vaues.sa

very closely resi’inbles the ceh'hratcd .saeredbeeth? Atalantajand Cyntiiia cardui; and to these may
of the Egyptians, the oliject of tlu'ir worship, by be added several identical Sphiugiilju, particularly

some regarded as an emblem of fertility, but more Achorontia Atropos, Deilephila, and Cclcrio.

jirobably that of eternity. Among the Noctuida), (h'oniotridm, Tovtricida’,

Tliis branch of natural hi.story has been largely and Tineidm, many species will also be fouinl

cultivatcil by many eminent writers, both in its inhabitant.s of both continents. In tho Ortli-

acieiitilic and economic rchilions
;

and among opteni, some Oryllnlai arc common to countries

those who arc quoted in this article may be iiame(l remotely situated, wliicli may partly bo accounted

J. C. Eabricius, 1770 and l.SOll
;
Donovan; J. O. for by their migratory haViits. Ainoug the Blat-

Westwood, Drury, Exotic Entomology; J, C. tidm, several troi deal species range widely
;
some

Farmer, F. W. Hope, 1837 and ISol
;
Thomas of them have become naturalized even in a northern

Horsfieldand Frederic Moore
;
Sir James Emer.soii climate; and Indian, Brazilian, and New Holland

Tenneiit, A. Jt. Wallace, John Nietner, J. Wood- spcci(‘s live in the houses of Loudon. Among
Alason, Charles Darwin, 8^ir .John Lubbock, Albert the eastern Ncuroptera there occur various Libbc-

Aliiller, W. II. Ben.son, B. Thomp.son, 'and Miss lulirne and Hemerobiidm, closely resembling Eng-

Eleanor A. Ormerod. John Curtis, in 18:24 and lish species.

1800, wrote on Farm Insects and the Turnip Crop; . Among tlie Hymenoptera may bo noticed the

and in 1877, and again in 188:2, Aliss Ormerod uiiivei’sal ranger, Evania appendigaster, ever

produceil a very valuable work on the Insects attendant on Blatta, some Ichneumonidae, Cni-

attacking Field and Carden Crop.s. bronidie, Apidte, and Vespidse,—all of them pre-

The principal authors who have written on the senting identical species with those of Britain,

insects of Eastern and Southern Asia, are Hors- In referring to tlie Diptera may be mentioned

field, F. Moore, Drury^ Nietner, AVallace, AVest- the orange-fly, the same in England, India, and

wood, Wood-Mason. America; the gnats and mosquitoes, common
Himalayan entomology in character is both to the four quai'ters of tho globe, alike the pest
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of the Indian and Laplander
;
and, lastly, various

species of musca. Passing by the Aptera, and
the various parasites of birds, quadrupeds, and of

man himself, we find among the Heiuiptora several

identical species of Pentiitoma, Reduviiis, Tctyra,

besides Cinicx lectiilarius, the scourge of all

countries and climates.

Chinese insects were described by Kabriciiis and
Diinovan. Mr. Hope, in March 1 812, published

half a century of the Coleoptera of Canton and
Cliusan, collected by Dr. Cantor. Part of Mr.

Jiowring’s Coleoptera and Ilomoptefa of Ilong-

Kong and neighbourhood, were publislicd in the

Annals of Natural History, 1814, by Mr. Adam
White.
The following list, although necessarily incom-

plete, will give an idea of the families and genera
occurring in Southern India. It is based on Sir

J. E. Temieiit’s list of Ceylon insects :

—

Ounr.u C()LEOPTi:u.\,

Linn.
Film. Oiciiulelidiu, SOph.

(Ucindela, Linn.
Th orates, Lair.
Dolly ri«, Fain'.

Tricoiulyla, LaLr,

Fam. (Janibithe, L(arh.
Omopliroii, Latr.
Oalatioina,

I’sclaphonax, Wlk.
('HHiituiia, Lntr.
Ophionea, Klxuj,

Kuplynoa, NiH.
if(jtero<j;lo.s.sa, Nkt.
Zuphiiim, Latr.

riu!ro]»soj>lms, i:<alicr.

(/yinindis, Lntr.

Anchista, Nu t.

DroiniiiH, Ban.
Jjohia, Latr.
Crcaj^ris, Nkt.
JOlliotia, Nkt.
(^itasco]»UK, Kirbu.
ScaritoR, Fair.
Cliviiia, Latr.

LinRtns, Frnhl.
I.sotarsuH, Lnferlc.

Paiiaijaais, Latr.
Chl.'fiiius, Jion.

AnchomenuH, Bon.

A^omiin, Bon.
(.\)lpodos, Mad.
Argutur, Metj.

Siinphyus, Nkt.
Itmdytus, Htcph.

( ?urtoii()tus; itepli.

Ilarpalua, Latr.
Calodromus, Nkt.
M(!gari8 torus, Nid.
Platysma, Bon.

'

Morio, Latr.
Jiarysomus,
Codes, Bon.
SeloiiophoruB, DcJ.

Orthogonius, Dcj.

Maraga, Wlk.
llolluodes, Wedw.
Physocrotaphus, Parry.
I’hysodera, Esch.

Oniphra, Lair.
Planctcs, Mad.
Cardiadcrus, Dcj.

Distrigus, Drj.

Drimostoma, Ikj.

CyclosoTTiuB, Lair.

Ochthcpliilus, Nid.
SpathinuB, Nid.
Acupalxms, Latr.

Bembidiurn, Latr.

Trechus, Clairv.
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Fam. Dyticidiu, Mad.
('yljisior, Curl.

Dytiscus, Linn.
Munectos, Erich.

JlydaticuH, Leach.
Colyinbutca, ('lain.

llydntporns, Clairr.

Fata. (Jyriiiida!, Lciuh.
Diiicutes, Mad.
Ponorbyiichus, Lap.
Dyrotos, Brullc.

(lyriims, Linn.
Orectoeijibis, Esch.

Fam. Stapliilinida:*, Leach.

Ocypus, Kirby.
IMiilontlius, Leach.
Xantholinus, Dahl.
8imius, Leach.
(Kdicliirus, Erich.

INxjilonis, Fair.
8 tonus, Latr.
Osorius, Leach.
Brognatba, Latr.
liCptochirus, Perty.

UxyteluH, (irav.

Trogophbous, Mann.
Oiuidiuin, drav.
Alooeliara, drat.
Dinarda, Leach.

Fam. Baussida-,

(/orajitorus, Exced,

l’loLin>ptonis, iro.v/jr.

I’aussus, Linn.

Fam. Bsolapliida.', Leach.

] Jryaxis.

Faxii. Scydina-nidio, Leach,

Vlrineu.s, SVlk.

Scydma-nus, Latr.

Fam. Triclu)x>tory»idio.

rricbop tcryx ,
Kirby.

Vtiliuin, Si'hupp.

rtciiidium, Erich.

Fam. l’halacrid:o, Leach,
I’lialacrus, Payk.

Fam. Nitidiilida', Leach.
Nitidula, Fabr.
Nitidulopsis, Wlk.
IVIeligctluis, Kirby.
Khizophagus, llerbnt.

Fam. Colydia<lto, Wall.

Lyctus, Fabr.
Ditonia, llluj.

Dastarcus, Wlk.
Fam. TrogoBitida", Kirby.

Trogosita, Olix'e.

Fam. Cucujidio, Steph.

L.T3mophloeu8, Dej.

Cucujus, Fair.

Silvauus, Latr.

Brontes, Fabr.

Fam. Latbridiadao, Woll.

Lathridius, Herhst.

Corticaria, Marsh.
Monotoma, Ilerbst.

Fam. Dormestid.*©, Leach,

Dermestes, lAnn.
Attagenus, Latr.

Trinodes, Mey.
Fam. Histcricho, Leach.

Histcr, Linn.
Saprinus, Erich.

riatysoiiia, Leach.
])c‘ndroi)bihis, Leach.

Fam. Ai)liodiadiu, Mad.
A])liodiiis, Illifj.

1 *.sa 1

1

iinod i UK, dyll.

Fam. Trogidiv, Mad.
Trox, Fabr.

Fam. Cojjrid.'o, Leach.

Ateuchus, Weber.

(Jyinnopleurus, Illiy.

Sisyjdius, Latr.
Dropanoceriis, Kirby.
(.’opris, dcoff.

Ontbophagus, Latr.
Onitis, Fabr.

Fam. Dyiiastid.'o, Mad.
Oryctes, Illui.

Xylotrux)es, Hope.
I’liiloiiniK, Lati'.

Fam. Cootrupbla-, Leach.
Bolbocoras, Kirby.

(.leotru))es, Latr,
OrpbnuK, Mad.
Silpbodos, IIW?/’.

Fam. iMololontliida.*, Mad.
Melolontha, Fabr.
Ubizotrogus, Jjolr.

Sorica, Mad.
I’loctris, lAp.
IsonycbuK, Mann,
Omaloidia, Mey.
Apogonia, Kirby.
I’liytalus, Erich.

Alleyloiiycba, DeJ.

Leucopholis, JhJ,

Fam. Rutididn.!.

Anoiiiola, Mep.
Miniola, Kirby.

Bara stasia,

Buohlora, Mad.
Bliyllopertba, Kirby.

I'oiiillia, Leach.
Adorotus.
8inglia]a, Blanch.

Fam. (’etoniadiu, Kirby.
tdycypbaiia, Bnrm.
Cliiitoria, Bnrm.
Ta-niodora, Bnrm.
I'rotiotia, Bnrm.
Agostrata, Erich.
( 'oryi iliocera, B u j'm.

jMacroiu>ta. HolHn.
Fam. 1’ricliiadio, Leach.

Valgus, Ecriba.

Fam. Lucanidui, Liadi.

LucanuK.
Odontolabis, Bnrm.
1 )orcus.

Algus, Mad.
Fam. Bassalidio, Mad.

Ba8.salus, Fabr.
Fam. Spluornliada-, Leach.

SpbaTidiinn, Fabr.

Dercyon, Leach.

Fam. llydropliilid.'OjZrar//.

Hydrous, Leach.

Hydrobius, Leach.

I’hilydnis, Eolkr.

Berosus, Linteh.

11ydrochus, Germ.
(j eorys.su B, Latr.

Fam. Buprcstidai, Eteph.

Stcrnocera, Esch.

Cbrysocbroa, Eolier.

Chrysodeina, Lap.

Bolionota, Esch.

Cbrysobothria, Esch.

Agrilus, Mep.
Fam. Klatcrid.u, Leach.

Lacoii, Lap.
Canipsostermis, Latr.
Agrypmis, Esch.

Alans, Esx'h.

Cardioiihorus, Esch.
Corymbites, Latr,
Atbous, Esch.
Anipedus, Mep.
Legna, Wlk.

Fam. Lampyri(la3, Leach.

J.ycus, Fabr.

Dictyoiiterus, Latr,

Lampyris, Geaff,

Dolojihotia, Dej.

Ilarinatolia, Wlk.
Fam. Tolephorida?, Leach,

'J'elephorus, Echnff.

Eu geusis, West ic.

Fam. (.'obrioiiid;©, Eteph,

(.allirhipis, Latr.

Fam. Melyrida*, Leach.
Idalacbius, P'abv.,

JMalthiuus, Latr.

Eiiicoiuis, Eteph.

Honosca, Wlk.
Fam. (^Icridso, Kirby.

tlylidrus, Lap.
Stiginatium, Gray.
NocroVua, Latr.

Fam. Biinidai, Leach.
Btinus, Linn.
Atractocerus, Pal.

Fam. Diaperida, Leach.
Diaporis, Geoff.

Fam. Tenebrionida*, Leach.

Zopbobas, Dej.

Bsoiulobla]>s, Gxier,

Tone brio, Linn.
Traehy.scelis, Latr.

Fam. Dpatrida, Ehiick.

(>])atruin, Fabr.
Asida, Latx'.

t'rypticuH, Latr.

Bbaloriu, Lati’,

Toxicum, Latr.

Boletojihagus, IlUp.

IJloiiia, Mep.
Alpbitopbagus, Eteph.

Ftnn. Jlolopida, Eteph.

Osdara, Wlk.
CholiiiuB, Dej.

1 [clops, Fabr.
Datiiaria, Lep.

AiiiavyginuB, Dalm.
Fam. Moloida*, Woll.

Kpicauta, Dej.

Ci.ssites, Latr.

JMylaljris, Fabr.
Fam. Cistelida.', Eteph.

Distola, Fair.

Allocula, Fabr.
. ,

Sora, Wlk.
Tbaccona, Wlk.

Fam. Mordellidiu, Eteph.

Acosinus, Dcj.

l\bil)il)horuK, P'abr.

Mor<lclla, Linn.
Myiinecolax, Westw.

P'am. Anthicidiu, Wlk.
Anthicus, Bayk.

F'am. Cissidie, Leach,
Cis, Latr.

Fam. Tomicidse, Shiuik.

Apate, Fair.
Bostrichus, Geojj.

I’latypus, Herhst.
Hylurgus, Latr.
HylesinuB.

Fam, CurculionidaBjXcoc/o
Bruchus, Linn,
SpermophaguB, Steven.

Z
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Dciidropemoii, Si'hon.

Deiidrotrogus, Jek.
Eueorynus, Schon,
Jiasitropis, Jak.

Litocerus, ikhm.
Tropideres, Schon.
Ocdus, Watcrh.
Xlyinades, Lair.
Xcnocerus, (rcvvi.

Callistocerus, Dohrn.
AnthribiiH, Geoff.

Arieocerus, Schon.
Dipieza, Pane.

Apolecta, 7*<7.sr.

Arrlicnodes, SU ven.

Cerobates, Schon.

CcocoidialuH, Schon.

Neiiiocopliahis, Latr.

Apodenis, 01 ice.

Kliyncliitos, llcrhsi.

Apion, Jlcrfj.sf.

StropliOHoiiniH, Jiilhutj.

IMazoiuias, Schon.

Astyciis, Schon.
Clfonus, Schon.

Myllwcorus, Schon.
]’liyllobiu8, Schon.
Kpis<>inus, S'hon.
LiX 118

,
Fnhr.

Aclcea, Schon.
Alcuk's, Dolm.
AciciiomiH, Fairm.
ApotoniorhinuB, Schon.

j

Cryptorliyiiclms,

(^amptoi'hiiiuH, Schon.

Desrni<lophoruSj Chevr.

Sipalua, Schon.
^^ecoplla, DaOn.
Jihyncliophorua, ITcrhst.

l^rotoceruH, Schon.
Spluwiopliorua, Schon,
(Jossonua, Clairv.

Scifcophilus, Scho}i.

Mecinua, Germ.
Fnm. IMonidiu, Leach.
Trictenotoma, Gray.
rrionomma, White.

Acanthophorus, Serr.

Cnernoplitea, Ffeicm.

A5go8oma, Serv.

Farti. (!'erainbyci<lu>, Kirhy.
Cerarnbyx, fAnn.
f^ebaamia, Pasc.

Oallichrorna, Latr.

Homalomclas, White.
eVdobus, Serv.

'I'hrailius, Pane.
Deuteroihma, Pa»c.

Obriurn, Meg.
Psilomerus, Blanch.
Clytua, Fahr.
Khapluinja, Pane.
Cerosium, Neicm.
Htromatiuni, Serv.

HeapherophaneR, MuU.
Fami. Jiamiid;v, Kirhy.
Nypliona, Af7i(x.

Mesosa, Serv.

(Joptops, Serv.

Xylorhiza, DeJ.

Oacia, Nfic^n.

]iatocera, Blanch.
MoiiohairiTnus, Ateg.
('ereopsius, Dup.
I’olargoderua, Sen'.

(.denocamptns, Chevr.
Vraonetba, Dtj.

Apomecyna, Serv.
Uo])ica, Paste.

Hathlia, Serv.

loloa, Pa.’tr.

Glenea, Ncicm.
Stibara, 7/ir>yx'.

Fam. Hispidai, Kirby.

Oiicocephala, JJohrn.

Leptispa, BaJy.
Amplisba, Baly.

Dohrnia, Baly.

Estiginona, Hope.
His])a, Linn.
riatypria, (Pur.

Fam. Ca.ssididai, Westw.

Ei)istictia, Boh.
iloplioiiota, Hope.
Aspi' >rplia, Hope.
(’aasida, Ijinn.

Jiaccoptcra, Boh.
( V^ptocycla, ( Vtevr.

Fam. Sagridic, Kirby.
»Sagia, Fnhr.

Fam. Donacida^, Lncord.
Doiiacia, Fahr.
Ooptucophala, (Jhevr.

Fatn. Euiiiolpida?, Baly.
( 'orynodcs, Hope.
(dyptoRcelis, (Ahfvr.

Euinolpiis, Fahr.
Fam

.

(ryptocephalida^,

Kirhn.
Iiiclioa.; Wlk.
Cryjitoceplialcia, Geoff.

1 >ia pronioi’i dia, Lac.

Fam. ( ’hrysomolida*,

Leach.
Ohalcolanipra, Baly.

Idna, ALg.
(dirysomda, Linn.

Farn. ( bdcrucida.', Steph.

(Jalonicn, Groff.

Fam. HaUici<la.‘.

( Jrapt()«icTa, i^hevr.

JMonolcjda, i'hcvr.

'I'liyauiia, Steph.'

F((m. ( 'ocuinfllida.*, Latr,

( /ocoiindla, Linn.

. Ncda, Afulr.

( ?oek>]»hora, Muh.
(/liilocoriis, Loach.
Epila('lum. <^h(vr.

8c:yiniuis, Fug.
Fam. Erotylida*, Leach.

I’iitua, Ih'j.

I Ucnc.
'JVipIax, Payk.
Tritoma, Fair.
Iscbyrus, (Vurz.

Fam, Endomyidiidse,

Eugonius, Gernt.

EuiiiurphuB, Weber.
H ton uta rsiis, Pi rty.

Lycoperdirja, Lat?'.

Aiic-ylopua, (hrnt.

.Sanla, (Hrst.

Mycutiiia, (}erd.

OrI ) E ll ORTnOPTKUA,
Linn.

Fam. Eorficnlida^, Steph.

Eorficula, TAnn.
Fam. Jilattbia^, Stej»h.

Serr.

J’cdyzostoria, Bunn.
(^oryilia, Scri'.

Fam. Man ti(ke, Leach.
Emjmsa, JlUg.

Itarpjix, Sirr.

8chizucc])liala, Serv.

Mantis, Linn.
Fam. Idi.asinid.'f, Serv.

Acroj»hylla, Gray.
.Pliasma, JAcht.

PhyIlium, Ulig.

Fam. Gryllidx*, Steph.

Aclieta, Linn.
Platydactylus, Brail.

Stcirodon, Serv.

Phyllopliora, Thumb,
Acaiithodis, Srrv.

rhaiieroptcra, Serv.

PbymatuuB, Thnnb.
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Truxalis, Linn,
Acridium, Geoff.

Order Neuroptkra,
Linn,

^

Fam. Scricofitoinid.x*, St.

IVrorinonia, CAiri.

Fam. Leptocorida;, Leach.

Macromuna, Piet.

IMolauiui, (Unt.

SctodcR, Ilamlo

Fam. PHycliomidru, Gurt.

(.'hiinaria, Lca-ch.

Fnm. llydroi)»ycliid;L‘, Curt
Jlydropsyclie, Piet.

Fain. Rhyacopiiilidai, St.

lihyacophila, J*ict.

Fam. Perlidrt!, Leach.
J’orla, Geoff.

Fain. Siliada*,

Dilar, Ramb.
Fam. Horucrobidie, Leach.

IM antispa, Ittig.

Clirysop.'i, Jjeack.

iMicnniicrus, liamh.

TJcnu'tobiiis, Linn.
( ^»iiio]>toryx, Hal.

Fam

.

Myrinel ooi i i 1 1 a?,Lea ch

Palpart'S, Ramb.
AcaiithoclisiR, Ramb.
]\lyrm«l(!Oii, Linn.
Ascabipbus, Fahr.

Fam. Leach.
Tsocus, fjatr.

Fam. T«'rinili«la.’, Leach.

IVrnios, Linn.
Fam. Kmbi<Ia-, Hagen.

Oligotoina,

Fam. Kphi inoidic, Leach.
Eactis, htach.

PotainantliUM, Piet.

(Mot', Rnrm.
Cu'niH, Stejih.

Fam. Libollidida'.

(/aloptoryx, Leach.
Kupha a, Setys.

Microiuenis, Ramb.
Tricliocnemys, Sclys.

Jjt'stcs, Leach.

Agrion, Fahr.
(iynacantba, Ramb.
E[)ophtlialinia, Barm.
Zyxonima, Ramb.
Acisoina, Ramb.
Liladlula, Linn.

Or t ) e

k

] fy m k .V(jpt era,

;
Linn.

1 Fam. Eoriuioida;, Leach.

Formica, lAnn.
! Polyrliacliia, Smith.
' Fam. Poncrida', Smith.

OdontomaclniB, Latr.

Typh lopuue, Weal ic.

Myniiira, Latr.
( ’icinatogastor, LaiuL
Fseudoiriyrnia, G uen,

' Atta, St. Farff.

j

Plioidolo,

I

Mcraiiojjlus, Smith.

;
(Jataidaciis, Smith.

Fam. JMutillid.L*, Leach.
' Mutilla, Linn.

I

'I’ipbia, Fahr.
' Fam. Enmi'iiida*,

OdyiiLTUs, Latr.
! Scoliu, Fahr.

i

Fam. Orabronidx, Leach.
I IMiilanthua, Fahr.

8tigmuH, Jur.
Fam. Sphogida% Steph.

Ammophila, Kirby.
Pelopxus, Ljutr.

Sphex, Fahr.
Ampulox, Jur.

Fam. Larridae, Steph,

Larrada, Smith.

Farn. Pompili(la3, Leach.
PompiluH, Fair.

Fam. Ax>idx, Leach.
Aiidrena, Fahr.
Xomia, Latr.

Allodaps, Smith.

Ccratina, Latr.

(/cxdioxys, JAdr.
Crocisa, .Jur,

fStelis, Pan'.:.

Antlioidiora, Latr.

Xylocopa, Ijatr.

Apis, Linn.
"J’rigonu, Jur.

Fam. Cbrysida;, Wlk.
Stilbum, Spin.

Fam. Dorylida.‘, Shuck.

Eiiictus, Shuck.
Fa m. Tchueumonidx*,X('«f’/t.

(Uyptus, Fahr.
HoiniteloB, (Jrav.

i’orizon. Fall.

Pirnpia, Fahr.
Farn. Eracoiiida?, Hal.
Microgaster, Latr.

Sj):it}rius, JVeeg.

Jk-rattmiis, Wlk.
N.bartha, Wlk.
I’syttalia, Wlk.

Fam. ('balcidia.*. Spin.
( Mialcis, Fair.
Halticclbi, Spin.

DirrhiiiUH, Palm.
Eurytuma, lUig.

Eiudiaris, Latr.

Ptcroinahis, Sived.

Eiicyrtus, Latr.

Fam. Oiaprida-!, Hal.
Diapria, Jjatr.

Order J’iiyhapoda,
Hum.

'rhripH, Linn.

Order Lepidoptera,
Linn.

Fam. ]*api!ionida), Leach.

Ornithoptcra, Boind.

I’apilio, Linn.
Pontia, Fahr.
Pieris, tkhr.

('alloaime, Bouhl.
Tdmais, Boisd.

PheatiaR, Boi.sd.

Perias, Sivain.

Fnm. Nyiupbalkkc, Sici

Eiii)l(ea, Fair.
Oanai*, Latr.
IR'stia., Huhn.
Tflcliiiiia, Huhn.
Cotliosia, Fahr.
IMcssarus, Doubl.
Atolla, Doubl.
Arg3mnis, Fahr.
Pk'golis, Boiad,

Vanessa, Fahr,
jAbythea, Fahr. '

Pyrameis, Huhn,
.lunonia, Huhn,
J’reeis, Iffuhn,

Cynthia, Fahr.
J'arthonos, Huhn.
liimenitis, Fahr,

Nei)tis.

Diadoma, Boisd.

Symphsodra, Huhn.
Adolias, Boisd.

Nymphalis, Latr.

Yptkthima, Huhn,
Cyllo, Boisd.
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Mycalesig, Hahn.
Caenonyrnpha, Huhn.
Emesis, Fnbr.

Film. Lycaiiiitla;, Leach.
Awops, BoiM.
Loxura, Horsf.
Myrina, (/(nit.

AinblypoJia, Ho7'.\f.

AphiKuus, Huh)}.

JJi2)sas, iJouhl.

Lyciuiia, Fahr.
l^olyoramatiis, Lutr.
Lucia, Weatw.
Pithecops, Horsif.

Fam. Hesperidio, i<tepk.

Goniloba, Westw.
I*yrgiiB, Huhn.
Nison hides, Huhn.
raiui>hila, Fahr.
Acliylodus, Huhn.
JIcspL-ria, Fahr.

Fam. JSphinj^dila-, Leach.

Sesia, Fain'.

j\l acroglossa, Or/zx.

(^alymiiia, Hd^d.
Oiuurocainj)!!, I)U)t.

J^ergosa, WUc.
I’anacra, Wlk.
Daphnis, Huhn.
Eonilia, Jioixd.

Macrosila, JJoi.'td.

Sidiiiix, L))}}}.

Acheron tia., Oc/tx.

Smeriiitlius. Litr.

Fam. Gastniidro, WIL
Eiisoinia, Dali/i.

yEgocera, Latr.

Fam. Zyg;ciiida!, Leach,

Syntoinis, Ociii^.

(daucoius, Fahr.
JOnchrojiihi, Huhn.

Fam. Jjithosiida*, idtvph,

Scaptosyir, W/k.
Nyctemera, Huhn.
Kusclieina, Huhn.

, Glmlcosia, Huhn.
Piternsiii, Hope.
'J'ry2)anopliora, Koll,

lletcropan, Wlk.
Hy])sa, Huhn.
Vitessa, M<h>v.

Litbosia, Fahr.
Setina, Schr.

.Doliclie, Wlk.
Pitaiie, Wlk.
yEnicuc, Wlk.
Diradc, Wlk.
(Jylleiie, Wlk.
Jiizoiie, Wlk.

Deioi>cia, ^teph.

Fam. A lope,* Wlk.
Tiiiolius, Wlk.
Greatonotos, Huhn.
Acinonia, Wlk.
Sxulosonia, Stepit.

Gycnia, Huhn.
Aniliona, Wlk.
Aloa, 117/.-.

Ainerila, W^lk.

Amniatlio, Wlk.

Fam. Lipai’idju, Wlk.
Artaxa, Wlk.

Acy2>ljas, Wlk.
Lacida,' Wlk.

Arnsacta, Wlk.
Antiplia, Wlk.

Anaxila, Wlk.
Procodeca, Wlk.

Kedoa, Wlk.
Euproctis, Huhn.
Uispia, Wlk.
Dasychira, Huhn.
Lymantria, Hahn.
Eiiomc, Wlk.
Drcata, Wlk.

Pandala, Wlk.
Charnidaa, Wlk.

Fain. Psychida', Brio.

I’syche.

:Meti8a, Wlk.
Eumeta, TP//t.

(J i-ypiotl lol ea. Tern }tl.

Fam. Notodontube, St.

Gerura, Schr.

Sauropus, (lerui.

Is'ioda, Wlk.
Kilia, Wlk.
I’tiloinacra, Wlk.
J^lavia, Wlk.
Notodinita, Ochs.

Icbfcliyura, Huhn.
Fam. Liniacodida.;, Dap.

Scopi'lodes,

Messata, Wlk.
Aliresa, Wlk.
Nyssia, Sch)\

Nt-a-ra, Schr.

Narosa, Wlk.
Naiiivjia, Wlk.

Fam. l)rc])anulidio, TI7/i.

Oivta, Wlk.
Arna, Wlk.
(Jaiiisn, Wlk.

Fam. iSatiirinida.*, Wlk.
Atiacus, Linn.
Auther.'L'a, Huhn.
'rroikM'a, Hahn.

Fam. liuinbyi'ida.-, Stejdi.

'Praliala, 117/.*.

liasiocanijia, Schr.

Mi'gasoiua, Boiad.

Lcbc'da, Wlk.
Fam. (.Wida-, JVcicm.

< Viasus, Fahr.
Zuiiycra, Latr.

Fam. Ilcpialida', Steph.

I’hassns, Steph.

Fata. ( yinatoidiorida*,

Schr.

Tbyatira, OeJu^.

Fion. Jhyo])hilida.‘, Onoi.
J}ryoi)hi]a, 7Vu7.

F(t//i. lionibycuida*, (Tuen.

Dijilitijra, Ochs.

Fam. Lcucanida?, Huen.
TiCiicania, Ochs.

Jhaila, 117/:.

(.'raii]])o])sis, Wlk.
Fam. Glottulidfo, (ruen.

Poly tela, Huen.
(ib>ttula, Ouin.
( 'liasinina, Wlk.

Fam. Apainida*, (iurn.

T/.viilvygina, (Oicn.

Prodeiiia, Huen.
Galo-grannna, Wlk.
lleliopl 1obu s, Ba i.'td.

Ifydracia, Hutn.
Apanu'.a, Oehti.

GiTa'iia, Stcjth.

Fam. Gaiadriiiida*, Hnen.
Aniyna, Hum.

Fa)u. Xoctiiida*, (Inen.

Agrotis, Ochs.
Fam. iladenida?, Hum.

Eui'ois, Huhn.
Epiccia, Wlk.
PTadena, Treii.

Ansa, Wlk.
Fam. Xyliiiida’, Hum.

Kagada, Wlk.
Gryassa, Wlk.
Egolista, Wlk.
Xylina, Ochs.

Fam. Heliotliiduj, Huen,
llcliotbis, Ochs.

Fam. H.'nmerosida?, (iiLtn.

Ariola, Wlk.
Fam. Acontidie, Haul,

Xautliodes, Hucii,

Acontia, Ochs.

Ohlumetia, Wlk.
Fam. Anthopliilid.'o, Huen.

Micra, Huen.
Fam. Eriopidiu, Huen.

Gallopisfcria, Huhn.
Fam. Phirhipida.^, Huen,

Peiiicillarin, Huen.
Kliesala, Wlk.
Euti'lia, Huhn.

Fam. Plusiida*, Brdsd-.

Abrostola, Ochs.

Plusia, Orh.S.

Fain. P^alpida), Huen.
Galjie, Treii.

Oroesia, Huen.
J)eva, Wlk.

Fain, liemicorida', Hiun.
AVh‘st,ennaiinia, Huhn.

Fam. Hybkeida;, Htun.
Hyd)l;oa, Huen.
X7>las(>na, Wlk.

Fam. ( Jonoiiterida;, Huen.
(^)sinophila, Jhtisd.

AiKOiiis, Huhn.
Gonitis, Htun.
ICpoivdia, H7/'.

Kusicad:i, 1174'.

Pasipeda, Wlk.
Fam. 'i’oxocainpida', Htun.
I'oxocainpa, Huen

.

Albonica, Wlk.
I Fam, Polyilcsmida*, Huen.
I

l‘olydi'Hina, Jhdisd.

j

Fam. Hoiiioptt;rida.“,/i(^/xc/.

Alam is, Huen.
I loinoptera, Jhiisd.

Diacuista, Wlk.
Daxuta, H7/’.

Fam. 1 ] y))ogrammida‘,
Huen.

Eriarda, Wlk.
Prana, 1174’.

Gorsa, Wlk.
Avatlia, Wlk.
(Jadirtha, Wlk.
Jjlrcboia, Wlk.
Ploi.Jioia, Wlk.
Diomea, Wlk.
Dinumiiia, Wlk.
Liisia, Wlk.
Abuni.s, Wlk.

Fam. Gak'phiid.'v, Huen.
( 'ocytodcs, H ueu

,

Gati'idiia, Huen.
Steiria, Wlk.
Auclia, Wlk.
/Egilia, IPM-.

I

xMacodft, Wlk.
Fam. Hypocalida.', Huen.

llyjiocaia, Hiuni.

Fam, Gatocalida*, IJoisd.

P.lciiina, Wlk.
Fam. O^duderiila', Huen.

,

Opliiilercs, Buisd.

I

J*otamoi)hery, Huen.
Lygniodo.'j, (ruen.

Fam. Ph'ebida;, Huen.
Oxy'^odes, Huen.

Fam. P)mmatophorida‘,
Huen.

S2
>«iredoiiia, Huhn,

Scricia, Hmn.
Patula, Htun.
vVrgiva, Huhn.
Poregra, Wlk.

Fam. Ilypopyrida*, Huen.
Spiraiiiia, Huen.
Tlypojiyra, Huen.
(Jrto82>ana, Wlk.
Phitomogramina, Gtten.

Fam. Poiididaj, (juen.

Jtoiiuea, Huen.
llulodcs, Huen.

Fam. Ophiusuho, Oven.

Hphingomorpha, Huen,
Lagoptera, Huen,
Ophiodca, Huen.
Gerbia, Wlk.
Oidiisina, Huen.
Acluoa, Huhn.
Serrodcs, Huen.
Xaxia, Huen.
Galesia, (juen.

.
PlypiL'tra, <ruen.

Opliiusa, Ochs.

Fodiua, Huen.
Gram modes, Huen.

Fam. Euclididse, Huen
Trigonodes, Huen.

Fam. Pemigidao, Huen,
Keinigia, Huen.

Fain. J»'ocillidx*, Huen,
Eocilla, Huen.

Fam. Amidiigauidie, Huen.
bacera, Huen.
Anipliigonia, Huen.

Fam. Tlierinisidae, Huen.
Sympis, Huen.
'J’hermi’sia, Huhn.
A/.azin, Wlk. *

Selenis, Huen.
E})liyrodo», Huen.
(.^ipjjodcR, Huen.
Pa Hatha, Wlk.

Ihiranissa, 1V74‘.

Darsa, Wlk.
Fam. I IrapterighUo, Huen,

Taigyra, Wlk.
Fam. Fhinomidje, Huen.

liyperythra, Huen.
Orsonoba, Wlk.
I'ascellina, Wlk.
Jaiginia, Wlk.

Fam. Poarinidie, Huen,
Amblychia, Guen,
lioai'inia, Treit.

Hypochroma, Huen.
Gnophos, 7'rcit.

ITenicroijhila, Steph,

Agathia, Huen.
Jiulonga, Wlk.

Fam. Geometridt'e, Huen,
(jleometra, Linn.
Nemoria, Huhn.
Thalassodes, Huen.
Goniibrnna, Wlk.
Gelenna, Wlk,
I’soiidoterpna, Wlk. \

Ainaurinia, Huen.
Fam. Palyada:, Huen.
Enmclca, Dune.

Fam. Ephyridx, Huen.
Ephyra, Dup.

Fam. Acidalidie, Huen.
J^rapetodes, (riicn.

l*tnnasia, Huen.
Acidalia, Treit.

(\Uicra, Steph.

Jfyria, Stiph.

Tiniandra, Dup.
Agyris, Huen.
Xancloidcryx, Schr.

Fam. ;;\ricronid.'e, Huen.
Micronia, Huen.

Fam. JMacaridft!, Huen,
Maciiria, Hart.

Doara, Wlk.
Fam. Lurciitirlx*, Huen.

Saiiris, Huen.
( 'ainptograrnma, Steph.
Pilcmyia, Wlk.
Goremia, Huen.
Lobophora, Hurt.
Mesogramma, Steph,
Ku2>ithecia, Curt.
(xatliynia, Wlk,

Fam. IHatydidie, Hutu,
Trigunia, Hnen,

Fam, Hypcnidiv, Schr.
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Dichromia, (hien.

Ifypi'na, t<rhr.

Gusonia, Wlk.
Fam. Ilcrminidie, Duj).

]lerrainia, Latr.

Adrapsa, Wlk.
JJertula, Wlk.
]iocana, ^Vlk.

Orthaga, Wlk.
Hipoepa, Wlk,
Lainura, Wlk.
Echaiia, Wlk.
Dragaiia, Wlk.
Pingraaii, Wlk.
Kgnasia, ir/A-.

Borrfisa, Wlk.
Imina, Wlk.
Ohusai-is, Wlk.
Ci^rgatha, Wlk.
Oatada, Wlk.

Fain, i’yralida*, Gam.
1‘yraliH, Linn.
Aglossn, Latr.

J/<ibmi<la, Wlk.
Fani. Knnytdiida', D\tp.

I’yrifiista, Sch r.

Fani. AniipMa‘, On.cn.

Dcsmia, irc.sia’.

^Ediodos, Onen.
SanicMi, Onm.
Asopia, Onm.
Agatliodea, Oucn.
Leucinadcs, triicn.

Hymenia, llnhn.

Agrotcira, l<<'hr.

Isoptcryx, Oncn.
Fani. I lydrocaiti])! ( 1 :o , (» ucn

( )lig()Htigina, Oucn.
Cataclysta, l^rhr.

Fani. Spilomelida:, Oncn.
Lepyrode.s, Oncn.
IMuilaiigiodos, Onm.
Spiloniola, Oucn.
Nistra, Wlk.
I’agyda, Wlk.
Masscplia, Wlk.

Fam. Margarndidiu, Onm,
(illy]di(>dcs, tlnvn.

l^liakcdlur.'i, L. Onlhl.

i\[argar()de,s, Onm.
Pygos]»ila, Oncn.
Ncnirina, Oucn.
llurgia, Wlk.

Fam. lioiyda:, Oncn.
l^otys, Lair.
Ebiilca, Oncn.
Pioiioa, Onm.
Saopula, Hch r.

(iodam, Wlk.
ITiirciilia, Wlk.
M(!cyiia, Oncn.

Fam. Kcoparida*, Oncn.
Sco])ariu, Ha}C.

Davana, Wlk.

Darsa.iiia, Wlk.
Dosnra, Wlk.

Fam. Ghorcutid.'f, Flaint.

Niaccaba, Wlk.
Simrethis, Lcnch.

Fam. rJiycidaj, l<taint.

Mycloi.s, Hahn.
Dascusa, Wlk.
Darorns, Wlk.
}foni(csoina, C/uvt.

NDpbopteryX ,
HnIm

.

IVinpulia, Huhn.
Prionaptc'ryx, Stcph.
IMndicitora, Wlk.
Lacipea, Wlk.
Araxes, Sh'ph.

C^itagela, Wlk.
Fam. Grainlada-, Dap.

CrMrnl)Us, Fair.
Darbliaca, Wlk.
Jartheza, Wlk.

Billina, Wlk.
Bcmbina, Wlk.
Obilo, Zinck.

Dariaiisa, Wlk.
Arrliade, Wlk.

JJarnensis, Wlk.

Fam. Ohbje])}iorida;, Staint.

Thagora, Wlk.
Vr.iiiiMi^'IInhn.

Fani. Tortiicida;, SUph.
Lozotaaiia, Stcph.

I’uronea, Cnrt.

Lithograinma
,
Stcph.

Dictyoptcryx, Stcph.
Jfonunia, Wlk.
Ht'inoiiia, Wlk.
Acbroia, Huhn.

Fain. Y])(moineutida!,

Stcph.

Attuva, Wlk.
Fain. Gc‘lichid:c, Staint.

l)o]»n'8saria, Haiv.
Decuaria, Wlk.
(jfclecdiia, Hnhn.
Gizania, Wlk.
Enisipia, Wlk.
Gapbaria, Wlk.
(ioosa, Wlk.
(dmitra, Wlk.
Ficuli'a, Wlk.
Frtisilia, Wlk.
Gc.sontlia, Wlk.
Aginis, Wlk.
Cadra, Wlk.

Fa 111 . ( }]yphy[>terigida‘,

Staint.

Glypliytoryx, Jfnlm.
Jiylxdo, Wlk.

Fain. Tiiicidro, Lcack.
Tinoa, Linn.

Fam. Lyoiietidax

('acliura, Wlk.
Fam. I’terophorida*.

I’ten (plioruH, OcoXT.

OllDKU Dti’Teua,

Linn.

Fain. ]\[ycoti>|)bilida‘, Hal.
JSciara., ]\fci;/.

Fain. ( \.’cid(nnyida>, Hal.
I'acidoinyia, Latr.

Fain. Siuiulidaj, Hal.
Sinndiuin, Latr.

Fain. ( diiroiioinida*, Hal.
( VTatit])()g<)n, Ml ip.

Fain, (.'ulicida.% Stijih.

Gub'x, Linn.
Fain. Tipulidaj, Hal.

(U-i'iiophora, Fahr.
Gyinnojdistia, UV.s-f?r.

Fain. Stratioiiiida.', Latr.
J’tilocora, \ilcil.

1 *a id lyga sit r, Alt ip.

Acanildiia, Wic<l.

Fain. Tabanida*, Lcarh.
raiigonia, Latr.

Fam. Asilidax Leach.
Tnipanca, Alacp.
Asilns, Linn.

Fam. D(dicbopidj Leach.
rsilo])Us, Alcip.

Fain. IMuscida*, Latr.
Tacliina, Fahr.
IMiisca, Linn.
Daens, Fahr.
Ortalis, Fall.

Scioniyza, Fall.

Drosojihila, Fall.

Fam. Nycti'ribida*, Leach
Nyctcribia, Latr.

OllDKR HEMIPTERA,
Linn.

Fam. Pacbycoridje, Dali.
Cantiio, Bmifot and Scrv
Oallidea, Lap.

Fam. Eurygastcridre, Dali.

Trigonosoma, Lap.
Fam. PlataapidfE, Dali.

Coptosorna, Lap.
Fam. IIalydid:u, Doll.

Halya, Fahr.

Fam. Pontatomida', St.

Pciitatoma, Olive.

Gatacaiitbus, Spin.

Khaplugaster, Lap.
Fam. Edessid;e, Dali.

AspongopiiH, Lap.
Tcsscratonia, Lap. and

Serr.

Cyclopulta, Ain. nml
Strr.

Fam. Pbylloccphalida*,

Dali.

Phyllocaphala, Lap.
Fain. Mictida*, Dali.

JMictis, Leach.
< ^rinoct‘ru«, Dunn.

Fain. Aniroscelida.', Dali.

liCptoscidiH, Lap.
Seiiiiotfia, Spin.

Fam. Alydida*, Dali.

Alyiliis, Fahr.
Fam. Stenocaplialida.*,

Dali.

Loptocorisa, Latr.
Fam. (Vn'oida*, Stc/)h.

Phopalus, Schill.

Fam. Lygadda*, W'lstir.

Tiyga.tts, Fahr.

Jxliyparoclirornus, Carl.

Fain. Aradida.*, Wlk.
Picstosoina, l^ap.

Fam. Tiagida', Wlk.
(‘albauaiia, IT/A.

Fam. (Miniinda-, Wlk.
('imox, Linn.

Fain. Ko«luvii<la-, Stcjth.

Pirates, Bunn.
Acantbaspis, Am, ami

Serr.

Fa m. Ilydromc tri da*,

Lcack.

Ptilo!neia,yl in, and Serv.

Fam. Nepidso, Leach,

Bclostoma, Latr.
Nepa, Linn.

Fam. Notonectidse, Stcph,

Notonceta, Linn,
Corixa, Oeoff.

Order Homopteka,
Latr.

Fam. GicadidiP, Weatw,
Dundubia, Am, and

Serv.

Cicada, Linn.
Fam. Fiilgorida*, Schanm.

Hotinus, Am. and Serv.

Pyrops, Spin.

A]dia*na, Gucr.
Elidiptcra, Spin.

Fam. (^ixiidjv, Wlk.

Eurybracliys, Gucr.
(Jixins, Latr.

Fain. Issida.*, Wlk.
JE'inispliatriiis, Schaum.

Fani. Derbidji.', Schaum.
Tlirai-ia, TPr.s-f/c.

Derbi*, Fahr.

Fam. Flattida*, Schaum.
I'latoidcs, Guar.
Kicania, Germ.
]’(i‘ciloptera, Latr.

Fam. Mcjnbracida*, Ti7A'.

Oxyrliacliis, Oerrn.
( 'eiiirotus, Fair.

Fam. (kTCupida*, Lcarh,

(k'l’Ropis, Fahr.

Piyclus, La}), and Serr.

Fam. 'rottigoiiibia', Wlk.
Tidtigoiiia, Lair.

Fani. Scarida*, Wlk.
Eedra, Fahr.

(lyi)oua, Oerm.
Fam. lassidaj, Wlk.
Acoucphalns, Oerm.

Fam. Psyllida.', Latr.
Psylla, OcoXf.

Fam. (loccida.', Leach.

Ja'caiduni, IlUp.

Coccus,

Some insects are useful to man and liis indust-

ries, but soiiK^ are liurtful, even ruinous; sonui

are of wonderfal beauty, and others are of intorost

from peeuliarity of structure or of halnts.

an^ f^ifted with such sense's as love, toucli, taste,

smell, siglit, hearing:, and the commanding and
«40veniin«^ senses, and in this slate tlie two sexes

meet and the propagation of their kind is effected.

After impregnating, the males usually die. The
b'luales live a short space longer, until they lay

their eggs. Their fecundity is generally very

great, but their numbers are kept under by many
insectivorous creatures,--amongst birds by wood-
])eckers, by the vSittinte or luithatcheB, by Certhias

oi: true crce])ers, and by the. Parrinse or titmice.

The hard-bo(li('d beetles and other Coleoptera are

eagerly seized wliilo on tiie wing by the shrikes,

droiigas, crows, rollers, bee-eaters, tlirushes, and

others. ]\Iany hats, earnaria, and civets are

insect b^eders. The ants, the acari, and ichneu-

mouidie, among insects, destroy caterpillars and

grubs, and some of the ichneumons destroy the

larvte of many species of gall-flies. Genera of

the family Mordcllidaj are mostly panisites of the

Ifymenoptera*. They abound iu tropical climates,

ami check the increase of the Vespidm (wasps),

and Bombidm (bees). The lizards, the chameleons,

and the geckos eat up great numbers of the

Aclietidai (crickets), and the little chip-lak lizard

of all India is unceasing in making them its prey.
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Very few insects are edible, and from their

small size they add little to the food supplies of

man. The Greeks ate [grasshoppers
; even now

the aborigines of New South \V5iles eat them raw,

first taking off their wings. ylOlian relates of an
Indian king, who for a dessert, instead of fruit,

set before his guests a roasted worm taken from
a plant (probably the larva of an insect), which

was thought very delicious. Mites in myriads arc

consumed in clieese. Negroes in Jamaica eat the

Bugong l)utterHies, after removing the wings,

and they store them up by pounding ami smoking
them.

The Chinese, it is said, thriftily eat the chrysalis

of the silkworm, after making use of the silk
;
the

larvm of a hawk-moth are also relished.

Tlie Palolo viridis or sea -worm, and tlie grul>

of the CorJyliapalmarum or palm- weevil, are used
as food articles. The grub of the palm-weevil is

the size of a thumb, and is a favoiirile with some*

nices of India. The palm-weevil of Burma, quite

a large insect, is, according to Di*. Mason, a

spt'cies of Calandra. Its larva is an odious-looking

grub, which is eaten by the Burmese, and osleiaiied

by tlicm a gn'at luxiny.

The grub of a species of Cicada of the Ilomopti'ra

is eaten by the Karens as a, great luxury. It is

domiciled in a clay tube several inches high, from

which the Karens extract it by a thorny branch of

a bamboo.
Humboldt mentions ants as being eaten by the

^farivitiinos and Marguoratares, but ho docs not

specify the genus or species. Hottentots and races

in the East Indies eat the termites, or white ants,

boiled, fried, and raw. Broughton, indiis Letters

written in a Mahratta camp in 1800, tolls ns that

they were carefully sought after, and ])roserved

for the use of the debilitjited Lurjee Bao, prime
r minister of Sindia. They are delicate eating.

The natives mix them with Hour, and make a

variety of pastry
;
or they parch tliein in pots

over a gentle tire, with or without ghi, stirring

them about as is done in roasting coffee. AVhite

ants, at their season of pairing, about the com-
mencement of the rains, take wing, and pour

into houses that are lighted up. Idiey almost

instantly east their wings, and are then mere
creeping insects, easily caiiglil.

The peasants of J^anguedoc hold the Mantis

rcligiosa almost sacred
;

tliey call it Prega Deori

or Pric Dieu.

For man and his industries insects furnisli many
valuable materials. Galls are employed in dyeing

and in tanning and ink-making, and arc also

used medicinally. They are produced on different

species of oak, one of them by tlic female of the

Cynips or Diplolcpis piercing the buds of Quercus
infectoria, and, it is said, also of Q. ballota;

another gall, also, on the tamarisk, Tamarix Tndica,

is largely gathered on the N.W. borders of India,

in Central Asia, and Kurdistan. In Ghiiia, a gall,

which is said to be produced by an aphis, is more
bulky than the oak galls, and of very irregular

shape, and hollow.

The cochineal insect, the Coccus cacti, is of

great value in the arts. There are two species,

one yielding the fine cochineal of commerce, the

other the Grana sylvestris or wild cochineal. The
latter is naturalized in India, but it is of little

commercial value, being enveloped in a thick

cottony down, which caijnot be separated from

the insect for the preparation of the dye. The
fine cochineal insect lives on several cultivated
kinds of thornless Opuiilia, and (). cochin ilifera,

which is employed in the W. Indites for rearing
the insect, has been introduced into India. The
fine insect will not settle on the wild prickly
pear, (). Dillenii. 'I’lie females alone yield tlio

dye. young are vivi[)iirous
;

every e.ochi-

iK'al mother j)roduces above a linndred young
ones. Wliilst within the mother they appear to

bo all connected, one after the other, by an
umbilical cord to a common ])1acenta, ami in this

order they arc, in due time, brought forth as

living animals, aflm* ])r('aking the membrane in

wliicli they wei’e at first ju-ohahly eontained as

eggs. The tine cochineal, the Grana fina, is broiiglit

to Europe chiefly fi ( nil Pentral America, and sells

in England at Js, Od. It yii'hls a valuable red,

crimson, scarlet dye for wool and silk, and col-

ouring material. The best rouge is made from it,

and its imports into Britain in 1881 were valmid
at 1.

Another species of Cocems, C. maniparus of

Araliia, punctures the I’ainarix gallica, and causes
tlie exudation of the Aralhan manna. But, in

India, the m(»si valuable of the species of Goeens
is 0. lacca, the female of which becomes the lac

of coinmerec'. It is a jiroduct of Ih’ilish India,

and in the year 1877-78 the exports were,

—

SholMac, .... 78,877) cwl. Ks. 28,50, 552
Button lac (1878- 70), 17,111 „ ,, 5,40,001
Stick-lac, .... 1,808 „ „ 15,807
Luc (lye, 0,570 „ „ 2,00,087
Other kinds, . . . 14,807 „ „ 4,04,035

This forest product varies in (piantity from year

to year.

Tlio trees on vvhich the female Coccus lacca

chiefly s<‘ttle arc the Ficus Indica, F. rcligiosa,

Butea frondosa, the cotton tre(}s, lioinbax cciba,

Salmalia M;dal)nrica, Gossampinus Kunqjhii, ami
Zizyphus jnjiiba. J.ac lake was first made in Cal-

cutta in the beginning of the 10th century, and
the lac dye was manufactured afterwards. Another
Coccus, C. 8^incusis of China, secretes a wax
(Pell-la?) from wdiich candles are made; and the

Coccus ]K)lonicus of High Asia and Europe is

also used in its native regions for dyeing wool,
silk, and hair of a led colour.

Bt'es an* iisiTul in producing honey, and in

Afghanistan they are semi-domesticated, as in

Europe. The races on the N.W. frontier of India

make openings in (he walls of their houses for the

bees to shelter in, and their honey is much valued.

The I.augeh liee of Borneo, and one of smaller

size called Nuang, produce valuable lioney. Tlu,y

generally place their nests underneath the larger

branches, ami the Hyaks ascend the trees by means

of a. rail of bandioos to reach them. A small bcc

of Borneo is esteemed for the wax of Its honey-

comb. The Trigoiia heviceps gathers the pwai

ngyet resin of Burma. Bees arc not the only

insects which produce wax. The Flata limbata,

Hutton^ an insect of the Himalaya related to the

Pceciloptera, produces a wax which dissolves

readily in w^ater.

Still more valuable than the species of Coccus
arc the domesticated and wild insects which pro-
duce the silks of commerce. They are of the
families Saturniidaj and Bombycidoe, of the Lepid-
optcra. All the Saturn iidje arc silk spinners,

—Actias, Antherea, Attacus, Caligula, Cricula,

357
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JiOopa, Neon’s, .Kiniica, Rhodia, Salassa, and
Satiiriiia

;
and there are about 400 .species known

1o naturalists, but only some of the Rombycid.T

—

Borabyx, Ocinara, Thcophila, and Trilocha

—

(luce it. The silk industry has been fostered in

China frgm the most ancient limes, the em]>ress

taking a personal interest in it, as the em])cror '

does in that of agriculture; and in British India

the wild insects yielding tasar ani carefully

watched. About lour million pounds Avcigbt of

raw silk, value about 17s. the pound, are annually

imported into (treat Britain, chietly from (diina.

The exports from India in 1.S77-78 Aven* 1,012,811)

lbs., value Its. 70, oo, 1013, to Creat Britain, Kraiuic,

and Italy. In 1881, Croat Britain inip(jrted

silk to the A^aluc of £1.^),092,201, eom})rising

knubs, or husks, Avastc, raw, thrown, and niaim-

factured.

The blistering llii's, species of Cantharis, Myla-
bris, and Meloe, though used only in medical prac-

|

tice, an* not to be forgotten in the enumeration of

insecUs valuable to man. Cantharis vesicatovia is

the Sj)anish blistering ily. 'tho Indian flies are

Mylabris chioorii, Alekx^ trianthema, Cantharis

gigas, and (A violacea
;
but ^lylabris cliicorii is

that exclusively us(*d.

The b(‘autiful Aving-cases or elytra of Chryso-
chroa, a species of Biiprestis of a brilliant metallic

green colour, are us(*d in India, and exported to

Europe, to ornament cuscus fans, baskc'ts, et(^, to

be worked on muslins, arid to ejuleh the embroidery

of ladies’ dresses. A spc'cies of Ba|'>rc.stis oc(nirs in

Biu’nm of variable cupper and gre(‘n, bnrnish(‘d

Avith trans})ar(*nl golden bronze. ^I'Ik'Y arc living

gems, and 81gau Karon maidens use (he Aving-

cascs for necklaces and chaplets. 4'ho Kyeii

adoni thomsclv(\s Avith the <dytra of B. ignila.

IVestwood estimated the .species of Bupreslis at

1500.

The exciTta of animn Is Avhioli Avould be injurious

to man, are buried d(*cp in tlm earth by the dnng-
bfietles, tlicus(‘ful (.’oprida* and Dynastida*. Some
of these ar(^ of great size, Avith inmiens** Jiorji-like

protuborances on (he head and thorax of the

males. Some of them cut the nia.ss(.*.s into round
balls, which they roll to a distaiiC(% and bury an
iiudi or two dcei) m the ground.— \V(ilL Tr. of a
Nat. p. 0.5.

The NecrojAhaga are carrion feed(.TS
;
and .species

of Nccrophorus, Necrodes, Silpha, and Oiceoptoma
occur in the East Indies.

A brown-black scavenger be(=‘tle of Burma, and
very common, resembling Scarabseus sterc,orariii.s

or Gcotrupes stcrcorarius, selects for its Iauitow

a bed of ordure, Avliich it excavates tAvo or three

feet deep, and at the ejid of tlu* passage forms a

chamber of several inches in diameter, ft is not

a pellet roller.

Nature protects the otIicrAviso helpless animals

in varied ways. They are to be found on leafy

plants, on withered branches, or amidst dried

grasses on the ground, and so closely resembling

the surroundi]ig objects, that even Avln^ii j)oiiited

to they cannot be mad() out by an unaccustomed

eye. One mode or other of protection is followed

through all the insect world. Beetles that imitate
other Coleoptera of distinct groups are very
numerous in tropical countries. The insects which
others imitatt; always have a spei^ial protection,

which leads them to be avoided as dangerous or
uneatable by small insectivorous animals

;
some

|

have a di.sgu.sting taste (analogous to that of the

Heliconida')
;
other.? have such a hard and stony

covering that they cannot be crushed or digested
;

while a thiid .sot arc very active, and armed Avith

poAverful jaws, as Avell as being provided with

some disagreeable secretion.

Tlic riiasmuhe abound in Asia, Africa, S.

America, the hhistcm Archipelago, and Australia.

They arc numerous in British India. I’heir varied

shapes have ol)t;iined for them curious name.?,

—

spectres, phantoms, devils’ horse.s, soldiers of

(Jayonrie, Avalking sticks, Avalking leaves, or leaf

' insects (Fhyllium), animated slicks, aiid, like the

! Bacteria .sarmeiitosa, tln^y mostly are inoffensive

leaf-eating creatures, some b('ing broad and leaf-

likiA, Avhile others are long and cylindrical, so as

to res(.‘mbl(A sti('ks or bits of Avithenid grass. The
imitativ(A resemblance of some of thcs(i insects to

tlu* plants on Avhich tlu'y liAu*, and to the bits of

straAv and Avood around them, is marvellous.

—

WaUaev^ Tr. Afit. p. 02.

The praying insects, the Manticlm, .are so called

])ecaii.se of their habit of sitting Avith their long

fore feet ludd u]> as if in prayer. In reality tlu'y

are real tigers amongst in.sects, t.aking that position

in AV'ait for their ])rey, Avhich ilu‘y seize Avith their

p(AW(*Tfid serrated fore* feet, d’hey stand motion-
less, and so closely resemble the leaves as not to be

easily p(‘rcciveil.

The true leaf insects of the Bast Indies arc

.sp(‘ei(‘S of the genus I’liyllinm, They a?-(! the size

of a. in()<h'rat(* leaf, which theij’ l:\rge wing-covers,

and the expan(h*d ]nargins of the. head, thor.ax,

and legs, cause them ex.-ictly to resemble. Their

gi(‘en colour and the A'l'iniiig of their Avings

juveisely eoiT(’S])t)nd to that of their food

1
plant,

Ilynumopk'ra comprise the gall insect, ichneu-
mon fli(‘s, sand Avasps, mason Ava.sps, mining
Avasps, stingingants, common ants, Ava.sps, hornets,

earpenler l>ec.s, honey bec'S, and dammer bees.

They mostly liavc stings AAdtIi which to protect

tliemsclves, .and the pain from the thrust of th<‘it

of the AAersp, the bee, the hornet, oi’ the icimeumon
is con.siderable, death oven resulting from the
attacAks of a multitude of bees. Kven large birds

Iik(' tlu* myna carefully tly off to .avoid the hornet’s

attacks.

Bugs belong to the family Homiptora, several

genera of Avhich occur in India. Amongst others

are (l^antuo ocellatus, T.eptoscGli.y marginalis,

(.’allidea Etockerius, etc. ()f the acju.atic species,

the gigantic J3elostoma Iridiciun attains a size of

nearly three iiudies. Y('t sonic of them arc most
attr.active in colour

;
a green one is often seen on

leave.s. Th(*y are quite inoffensive if unmolested,
but if irritated exliale an offen-siA^c odour.
The larva^ of the genus Adolia arc hairy, and

sting Avith virulence.

Another (kyloii caterpillar of the moth Neoera
lepida, Crama\ the Linuicodes graciosa, WesL^
short, broad, j)alo-gTceD, Avith black spines, Avhich

feeds on the (kirissa j.'isminiflora, stiqgs with fury.

It occupies also the Tiiespesia populnea, and at a

certain stage of its growth descends by a silken

thread and hurries away.
A species of the Ilister family, of British India

and Further India, a small glossy black; beetle,

Avhen touched draws up its limbs and counterfeits

death to admiration.

One of the Brachinides of Burma, when seized.
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(Miiits, with sliglit snapping noises, successive anlennin. Tlic Eiiplioli of the Papuan Islands and
discharges of aeriform vapour, which blackens the the Pachyrhynchi of the I’JiiJippines are living

fingers like a strong acid. jewels.

Jjatrodectes lugubris, the kara kurt or black The butterflies, inoths, and sphynxes belong
worm of the Kirghiz, is about tlu* size of a finger to the Lepidoptt ra, of which a greater nuuiber of

nail. It can jump several feet, and its bite is very species are (lisseminated througlioiit the world
venomous.

—

Schuyler^ ii. p. 123. than of any other insect order, and many of thtun

The running spiders and some of the water are of great beauty. Phalena patroclusof Purina
beetles, s])ecies of llydroiihilus, secure their is a magnificent moth.

progeny by carrying their eggs in a cocoon under The larviO of Dipsas isocrates, a lepido])tcrous

the abdomen. insect., occnipy the interior of a pomegrnnate,

The object for which some insects are furnished which they enclose in a woven web to prevent it

is not ap))ai‘ent. Many species of the Ceram- falling.

bycido) beetles emit an odour rcsombliug attar l)cio]>cia piilcliclla, nn insect common in British

of roses, India, feeds on the kcrind of the seed of Phyro-
Scolopendra jdiosphorca, Musony of Burma, is stigma vencnosum, which contains a poisonous

a small centipede, which when touched suddenly principle, and the excrement of its larvie contains

hecornes a living blaze, each lobe glowing like a the prin(n]>le of the bean unaltered,

mass of phosphorus. Tin? curious wooil-motb, the vSack Trager of the

All Hindus reverence tlie cow amongst mam- Germans, the daloiic kattea of the Singhalese, and
mals, also the Prahinany kite amongst birds, and kundi puchi of the Tamil j^coplc, are species of

tlie tulsi (Ociinnm sanctum) amongst plants, Eumeta, K. Cramcrii, IPciV/roca/, and E. Tcmple-
biit to no insect do they attacli religious import- tonii, llV.v/a-end. They gather and cement around
ance. In aneiend. tinu'S, however, the Atenclius tliem a bundle of tliorns, wliie.li they bind together

Mgyptiorinn was the sacred beidh; of the Egyptians, liy threads so as to form a. secure case. The male
It is found in Egy[)t and Wi'stern .Vsia. It has at tlu^ close of tin* [upial rest esca])es from one end
almost an exact ivjiroseiilative of Imlia in Ati*u- of the case, but to tlie female it is a covering for

chus sanctns. It was reganled by the Egyptians life.

—

I'cnvoif's ('cyUni.

as an emblem of fi'rtility, or more probably that Hcticus, an insect of the grasshopper tribe, is

of eternity. kept by the Chinese in cages for lighting. They
The most remarkable and gigantic insects of the live for months in captivity.— G. Jknnetty p.

old world are spi'cie.s of the Scarabmns. 8. atlas, 271.

7Ar/n-., issaid to bi' a jialive of .lava, and (ln‘re. are (Iriekels are ])ittod against eacli other by the

four speeies indigenous to Nepal. Chinese, and lai’goly betted on.

Luminous insects were styled by the Homans The skip-jack heel 1 (j is a species of the Elatoridje,

Noctiluca and laiciola. 'Phi'y are iiumm’ousin the which flios into tin* liousos in the evening. When
tropics, and greatly so in some [larts of the 8. and laid on its back, it suddenly turns itself over with
E. of Asia. a clicking sound.

'riu^ names glow-worm and tire-lly arc applied 'Phe activity, intelligence, and ingenuity dis-

to till' lianipyrides, a tribe of the Malacodermous played by ants havt* attracted attention in all

Coloojitera, also to the South American Elateridae, ages. The eurious ant, l)rc].)anognathus saltator,

of th(‘ genns I^yrophoriis, and to the lloinoptcroiis Jerdon (or llarpcgnathiis salhitor, Jerdon)^ one of

insect Eidgora oeulata, which occurs in Penang, a genus of the P(*ninsula of India, in Malabar,

and F. spinolal of Assam. Fulgorai of Burma arc an<l .Mysore, has tlic name saltator from its

said not to be luminous. F. lalcrnaria is of S. making most surpiising jumps when alarmed or

America. F. candclaria is said to be of 8.E. disturbed. It is very juigiiacious, and bites and
A.sia. stings very severely. It makes .its nest undcr-

Ljumpyris fir('-lly, the Mouche Inmineiise of tlie ground, generally about the roots of some plant.

Frcneli, delights in the warm damp of the jungle. Its society docs not consist of many individmils.

The firc-hies assemble around ])articular trees. It appears to feed on insects, which it often seizes

Elater coenosiis, Jlopcy and other species, in alive.

Nepal, frequent the oak, the alder, and the (J'lcophylla smaragdina is a green ant of the

willow. Malay Archipelago. It is rather large, and a

A species of Epeira, a large red and black long-legged, active, and intelligent-looking crea-

spider, about Moughir on the Ganges, form gigantic turo. They livi; in large nests, formed by glueing

webs, stretching across the paths, suiriciently strong together the edges of leaves, especially of Zingi-

to offer considerable opposition to a traveller, beracooiis plants. When their nest is touched, a

The reticulatetl part of tlie webs are of a briglit ninnber of the ants rush out, apparently in a great

yellow colour, and about five feet in diameter, Imt rage, stand erect, and make a loud rattling noise

liave a stretch of ten to twenty feet, including the by tapping against the leaves,

great guy ropes, by which it is fastened to some The three families of ants, Formicidie, Poneridae,

neighbouring tree or clump of bamboos. The and Myrmicida), comprise many genera and a
spider sits in the centre Avaiting for its prey. One large number of s})Ocies. Their stages of life,

of them when expanded measured six inches egg, larva, piqia, imago, are the same in all, and
across the legs

;
and Captain 8herwill found a they have workers, imperfect females (which

species of Nectarinia entangled in one of their constitute the great majority), males, and perfect

webs. females.

The beetles which moat attract attention from Ants kill off a great number of caterpillars and
their size and beautyarc the Bupreatidae and Longi- other small insects.

comes. The Antliribidas abound in the Malay Archi- Ford, examining one large neat, found more
pelago, and, like the Longicornes, have very long than twenty-eight dead insects brought in per
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minute, which would be 100,000 destroyed in a
day. Many ants collect seeds.

—

Sir J. Luhhock
on Ants^ p. 60.

Pheidole providens, Sykes^ collects lar^^e stores

of grass seeds, on which it subsists from February
to October. Colonel Sykes observed these ants

bringing up their stores of grain to dry, and tlicy

utilize species of apliis, coccus, ccrcopis, controtiis,

membracis.
Ant-lions are not ants, l)ut larva) of species

of Myrmelon. Their form at the *low(‘r part

resembles that of a spider, but the head is armed
with a sharp, strong pair of claws. Th(*se (‘xcavatt‘

in gardens, and lields, and roadways, small cone-

shaped cavities, with exquisitely smooth (ulgcs

and sides, at tlie ])ottom of which the ant-lioii

lurks, so that any insect a])proaching the lip of

the cone immediately falls to tlie ambush below,

and is seized and destroyed. In its perfect state

it resembles the dragon-tly, but it is seldom
seen.

The trap-door spider is aljiindant in many
parts of Jlritish India, and particularly so about
Ghooty in the Ctidcd Districts. It is a species

of the genus Cteniza, and is of considerable size.

It excavates for itself a house in the ground,
of dimensions (piarter the size of this page, and
forma a trap lid, wliieli fits with great nicety, ami
closes the instant the prey falls inside.

No country is exenij)t from the injuries inflicted

by insects. In Great Britain, in 1881, the turnip

crop suffered heavily from varioirs insect pests.

The ‘ fly ’ attack proved a heavy visitation over a

large area of both England and Seotlaml. In

some parts of Scotland, a small weevil, the Ceutlio-

rhyiichus contractus, was quite as injurious as

the tly, and in tiie south of Stuitlaiid this weevil
!

and another closely allied joined with the lly, the
'

result being a very heavy <h‘struetion. A ground
|

caterpillar, the cabu pillar of tlu; turnip - moth,
Agrestis segeturn, was very inisehievous in tSuffblk

and Kent. Cabbage also sufTered from fly in

Kent and Essex. In Scotland, the maggot of the

cabbage-fly (Anthomyia brassica, and possibly in

some cases Anthomyia radicuin) was unusnnlly

and seriously injurious to garden crojisof eabbage.

The beet-fly (A. beta*), whieli fii>t ajipeared to

any serious extent in 1880, still liolds its own.
Hops suffered from the froghopper, or cuckoo-
fly, Euacanthus interruptus. Iflanters round
Alton made a luacliine of tarred boards on which
the creatures stuck when taking their tremendous
leaps, and the damage was checked. Dad<ly
long-legs’ attacks in 1880 were disastrous. The
customary cx)rn pests are wireworm, red maggot,
and aphides. A wheat saw-fly inmle its appear-

ance, and near Rochdale grass saw -Hies of some
species of Dolerus a])peared in great numbers. The
Oscinis frit or frit-lly is at times exceedingly de-

structive in Sweden. The oak suffered from the

leaf-rollers and other caterpillars. Saw-fly cater-

pillars were injurious to pines; and near Berwick,

a small beetle, Orchestes fagi, caused much
damage to the beech leaves. I’lieir presence is a
constant source of anxiety, not unfrequently of

ruin, to the farmers and planters in all parts of

the world, but particularly in tropical climates.

The injury froiik insects is not less than that

from the several diseases, caries, must, and
ergot, which infest the cereal grains, produced by
minute cryptogamic plants (mushrooms), which

alter the perispenn, and sometimes destroy it

Jiltogethcr. (See Cereals.) Insects in their

perfect state are not long-lived, and it is in the

early stages of their existence that they cause

most destruction.

The Dijitcra order has many insects which

irritate and greatly annoy man, although^ not

destroying life.

Till) IVepsa is one of those
;

it is a very small

black lly, which floats like a speck before the eye.

Its l)ile leavTs a, small sjiot of extravasated blood

under the cuticle, very irritating if not opened.

In Britisli India they cling in myriads to any
hanging thread, and can be destroyed by en-

circling them by an open cone of paper, and

si‘tting fire to its edges.

Midas riificornis is a. dipterous insect of the

S.E. coast of the I’cninsula of India.. But the

most troublesome of the mosquitos on the east

coast ainl in Ceylon, is a species of Culcx (C.

lanig(*r).

Wasps, scorpions, and centipedes often inflict

painful stings and bites, wliich rarely prove

fatal, but, excA'pt the hornets and wasps, they are

rarely aggressive, only attacking man in self-

defence, or will'll alarmed. Some of the scorpions

arc black coloured, but the usual tints arc various

shades of brown, an<l in the forests of the Malay
Islands they occur of a green (colour, and 8 to 10

inches long. iiu'ir numbers in some parts of

India are great. Gn tlio ])lain at the Gor Naddy,
in 1840, they were multitudinous.

Amongst flic inseefs which infest books in India

are two genera, whieli are usually regarded as

accomplices in the workof destruction, but which,

oil the contrary, juirsue and greedily feed on the

larva) of the di'ath-watch and the numerous acari,

which are believed to be the chief depredators that

jirey ujioii books. One of thesi' maligned genera

is a tiny tailless seortiion ((’helifer), of which three

species have lieon noticed in Ceylon,—the C. lib-

roi-nni, 7Vm/>., C. oblongum, and C. acar-

oides, Jferniann, tlie last of which, it is believed,

bad been introduced from Europe in Dutch and
Bortngnoso liooks. Another gi'iiusof book insects

is tlic Eepisma, the fish insect genus, and called

so by FabriiMiiK from its fish - like scales, tiny

silvery creatures, which feast on the acari and
soft-bodied insects that infest books. There have

only been two specii's described, viz. the L. niveo-

fasciatus ami E. niger, Tnii/K ; it has six legs.

As insects are very destructive to books in India,

and the pastes or gums employed in the bindings

form sjiecial objects for the attacks of certain

tribes, it may be useful to know that insects

refuse to attack the gum of the
,
cashew-nut

fruit.

Mother insects deposit their eggs in localities

suitable for their reception and future develop-

ment, selecting the object or substance to which
instinct directed them as being the best adapted
to serve those ends. Water for a few, and the

soil of the earth for very many, but the vege-

table kingdom for vastly the greatest number,
serve insects as suitable habitations for rearing

their young. It is while in the state of larva)

that they consume the greatest amount of food.

Those living in the interior of timber or on vege-

tables, or other hard substances requiring mandu-

aition, are furnished with a pair of powerful

mandibles or jaws, and another and less powerful
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pair of masticatory jaws or maxillaj. Those which
chiefly inhabit water arc of carnivorous habits,

and prey upon insects smaller and softer than
themselves, are furnished similarly with jaws, but
adapted for seizing and destroying their prey.

Such as inhabit the soil are eitlicr vegetable

feeders, and conform iit their structure to that

section, or are carnivorous, and arc hence provided

with the means of obtaining their food similar to

those which inhabit the water. A few have
suctorial mouths, but these feed upon the juices

of animal and vegetable substances, especially

when such are in a state of deconi])osition.

The larvie of butterflies and motlis are known
as caterpillars. They remain in tlie larva state

for very varied periods
;
some for a brief time,

others fora fortnight, a month, or several months,
and in the larger Coleoptera from thre(5 to four
years. During this pcudcnl tliey arc solely occupied

|

ill eating, and their voraiuty is immense. After
passing througli the pnjia state, the perfect insects

come forth. 'I'liey can walk and fly, but have, not
the same voracious ajipetilo, and do not use the
'ame food as in the larva state, [r^uch is thi‘ case

with all Initterflies and moths, but not with all

beetles. (Irasshoppers and dragon-flies form a
eneral ('xce})li()n, for they arc as voracious ami

IS capable of devouring nuu'h food in their ]>erfect

itate as they wore when in the larva condition.

The locust tribe, as delined by Westwood,
includes all tlie grasshoppers, the females of whi(‘h

ire destitute of an i-xserted ovi])Ositor, and which
liavc the antenme short, liliform, and with twenty
:)r thirty joints. Doeusts, at intcu-vals of years,

appear in myriads in Central and Southern Asia,

IV'rsia, ami in Northern India, often after

Iroughts, and eating iij) every green tiling. When
dieir larva? an* advancing along tin? ground, it is

tustomary in some j»arts of Northern India to dig

i trench in front of the advancing army, and
:is they tumble in, earth is sliovelled in over them.

In Burma, whc're caterjiillars ajipear at intervals

in the paddy lields in immense numbers, <levonring

plants down to tlie roots, grass as Avell as jviddy,

moving on ilaily a few miles, tlie ])lan adopted in

lliiidustaii could be usefully apjiliod.

The itch insect (Acarus, sji.) and other para-

=<ites arc a iilaguo to man. iSee Louse.

CEstrus equi, of the south of Europe and Persia,

is a (lipterons insect. Us eggs are deposited on the

hair of the horse, and licked into the stomach, ami
when complete, the insects pass through tln^ canal.

Ccphala;mia ovis (syii. (Estnis ovis), of Europe
imd the E. Indies, lays its eggs in the nostrils of

the sheep, and the worm i’rorii it occupies the

frontal sinuses, and gives rise to fatal diseases.

Weevils and their allies are in immense num-
hers, and many species arc of extreme beauty,

but occasion much loss by their attacks on tlie

iereal grains.

The scarlet mite, Acarus telariiis, called also

red spider, envelopes the leaves of a plant in a
delicately woven web, which so checks the respira-

tion that the plant becomes dry and withered.

The insects in India which are the most de-

structive to living and dead vegetable substances

belong to five families of Coleoptera, or beetles

;

to two families of Ilemiptcra, or bugs
;
to one of

the Neuroptera, or lace wings; and to three of

pie Hymenoptera.
The larvae of the Coleoptera arc armed with

formidable jaws for the manduoatioii of the solid
portions of wood upon which they feed.

The larvae of the Buprestidae, lieetles of brilliant
colours, after acquiring matmity, bore into the
timber to the depth of two or tlirce inches, and
then undergo their metamorphosis. These beetles
often render timber unfit for use. They have bi‘en

found in tlie living Acacia catechu, the Vnti(\‘i

robu.sta, mango tri'cs, and tlie Pimis longifoliu.

Tliev commence imde.rneatli the bark.

The larvieof a species of Biijirostis was found by
Mr. It. Thom]isoii boring two or three inches into
felled logs of sal (Vatica robusta), in the Kotree
Doom lie foumi also another buprestis in the
d(‘ad timber of a living Aeaiiia catechu tree, and
another in llio trunk of a living mango tree. A
small buprestis of a shining colour is frequently
found in the timber of the Clu'cr pine, Piniis

longifolia, quite destroying the logs. It is only
in the bark that tiu; females can deposit their

eggs, ilio sapwood and newly-formed bark afford-

ing the larva nourishment; and to jjrotcct felled

limber, the bark should be removed as soon as
the tree is felled.

The stag-beetles, species of Lucanus, in India
are inmierons, and common as to individuals,

and are, of the whole ord(T of wood-beetles, the
most (h'strnclivi* to living trees. Their larvjc

live for tlin‘e or four years in the interior of trunks
of oak, and about Naini Tal barely one in ten
of the trees escape tlu'ir ravages, those and the
larva? of Prionus beetles seem exclusively to attach
themselves there to the oak as their habitation.

They bore to the heart of the stem, in winding
passage's. In felled logs they are easily killed by
immersing the logs in water, or by pouting boiling

water into the apertures.

The Lncamis (ierviis males often fight for the
possession of the female. Their mandibles are

prolonged into long horns. Two males will ap-
proach, and, entwining their mandibles, try to lift

each other off tlieir feet. Accomplishing this, the
victor carries off the conquered to a distance of

several feet, and then returns to the female.

Male stag-beetles have b(‘en found feeding on
the renewed bark (after shaving) of Cineliona
siKM-irnbra trees, in Maskeliya, C(*ylom The
female has much shorter mandibles, and is said

to use them in forming a hole in tlie trunks of
trees for the receplion of its eggs. AVestwood
says (i. p. DS7) the perfect insect feeds on the
honey-dew upon the leaves of the oak

;
they also

feed upon tlic sap exuding from the wounds of

trees, which they lap up with their tiiicly-ciliated

maxillm and lowajr lip. It lias been supposed that

the larva of this insect, which chiefly hides in the
willow and oak, remaining in that state several

years, is the animal so mucli e.stcemed by tlie

Romans as a delicacy, and named cossns. The
injury which it causes is often very considerable,

boring not only into the solid wood, but also into

the roots of the tree. The stag-beetle received

from Maskeliya was a malcwitli immense mandibles,

and greatly resembled Lucanus cervus, the com-
mon stag-beetle of Rurope.

The Eucliims beetles, species of the Lamelli-
corncs, arc said to have habits similar to their

congener the stag-beetle, Lucanus cervus.

Euchirus longiinanus, the long-armed chafer of
Amboyna, drinks the sap of the sugar-palms. It

is a sluggish insect.
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Tlie Xylopliao'i, xylophfigous beetles or wood- insect tlirouglioiit the day; but, on visiting it at

caters, Bostrichus, Tomiens, and si^(‘cies of Mylo- night with a light, he found dozens of a small

sinus, called Ghoon or Gliun by the mitives of cockchafer beetle, species of Melolouthidie, eating

N. India, live inside wood evcfu in their perfect witli great avidity.

state, and the timber attacked by them becomes The many dialects of Hindi, and the languages
perfectly unsound. The Tomicus inonograplms and dialects of the llravidiau and Kolarian
is a minute cylindrical beetle of Nortljern khirope, branches of the Turaniaii, offer a great obstacle

of a very destructive charact('r to fcdled oaks. An to ajiy attempt to trace through their vernacular

allied Indian spccii*s ('roiuiciis perfoi'ans) boivs names the injurious insects of British India, but
through the sta.vcs of Ijt'er and water casks. In some of them may be nanual. The sursuri of

isr)0-i)2, it attacked tin beer barrels of the Com- Hindustan is bred in grain, the ghoon is destructive

missiiriat Department in iowor Bengal and Burma, to woo<l and grain, and the rig is a bird-louse,

and caused great loss. A witty subaltern styled Mr, Wright mentions tliat in the district of

it Tippling Tommy. Mr. Thoinj^son has known, (\-iwnpur, a sphler, known as the Agia or Makari,

ill Delira lloon, a s[)ecies of Hylesiniis attack and attacks the lind of the Sorghiun vulgarc before

so entirely cat the poU's and rafters of houses, the llower forms, and no grain follows; he
made of the sal tree, as to cause' the roofs of the say.s it is chicdly due to want of rain. In the

buildings to fall in
;
and a similar oceurrenct'. in a montli Bhatloii, the ])ith of tlio stem is attiickcd by

building in the lulls, in winch the Cheer or Finns tin; lliiuitha, also riue to want of rain, and in

longifolia was used. The insect in this case drought tlu' lassi attacks it.

resembled the Hylesiniis pinijierda of Eurojiean The Bangka, also called I\atua in Hindustan, is

forests, one species of which attacks the elin a water-beetle which eats rice jilnuts. it is said

trees aromid London, d’he insects called ghoon to take a leaf for a boat and to paddle itself from
in Nortliem India are omuivurous, ('at bamboos, stalk to stalk. It is iiarmless when tlie W’ater is

dried drugs, cheroots, pasteboard, books, and (‘Veii
|

h't oft' from the held.

furniture made of the lighter woods. 'rheCalandra ! The larva of tlie Heliocojds cupido attacks

granaria is one to which the term ghoon is apjdied. the cc.dton plant in its bud.

Tlie species of Botric-luis affc(;t (diiefly the dead
^

'riie larva of tlie wt'cvii Depn'searia gossipiella,

wood of forest trees, 'I'hey ai'c the largest (if (he . the loka of the ii;itives of lliudiistan, attacks the

Xylophagi. Other geiiera, as Seolytus, Hylesinus, : cotton seeds in harv(.‘st.

and Tomicus, arc smaller but more miuierous.
'

'I’im larva nf Hidiocopis cupido is dispersed

The Tuinici ar<> very destriudivc to bamlxxis, by sprinkling ashe.s over the plant. That of the

which the Ilylosini also attack. Tlu' powdery : Depr< S(\aria gossipiella can be checked before

c\'cn*mcntilious partic-les ivhieh their larvje tlii-ow storing.

out, make their presom'e known. Tlu* injury to (he As tlie rainy season approarlics, the Bhungo, a

coffee plants, in Ceylon and tlie IVninsula, from ' hairy caterpillar, preys on the stem leaves. The
sjiecies of Xylotrcchus, has been often ruinous,

i

myna eats and tli(j starling (lilie) destroys multi-

X. (luadripes, Chrrrnhn, is the most (h'strue.tive,
j

hides of these insects.

and whole estates in (Aiorg have ln'en ruined ’ey
|

The Chela disease is earned by a viviparous

it.. It is popularly calh^d the woiiii or eoffee-lly.
j

wingless parasite, tlie A])his lanigi'ra, with allask-

IJniler the word ‘ Coff'eiC are given tlu* known
!
siiaped body, six feet, two antenna;, two tubes at

enemies to that plant.
!

abdominal extremity, a liaustellum for puncturing,
Cerosterna gladiator, a longicorii b(;elle, cats !

and a sucker for extracting, and within this traiis-

the bark of the Casuarina trees, and has causc'd parent sucki'r a perfect appai-atus resembling a

lieavy losses to tlieir planters. Cocoanut trees i haiid-pumj)
;

the sucker is iixed, the miniature

have gr<*at enemies in the shape of two beetles. ])iston plays, and the sap- the life-blood of the

One of tliese is a large CnreiiUo ( Idiyiielujphorus, plant—is absorbed, and its leaves are destroyed.

Sach.)^ called the r(*d beetle, nearly as big us tlu The (.)ily (t'lu.'hi) honey-dew on the leaves is

stag-beetle of Britain; tlu3 other is the Oryctes greedily eaten by the red and brown ante, Formica
rhiuocer(3S, so called from its jirojecting horn, rufa .and K. fiisca

;
and should the exudation ])G

^i'ho red beetle is so called from the red mark on scanty, the ants, with their antennae, stroke and
the upper ])art of its breast. Its atbicks arc said fondle the aphis until a snxiplybe secreted. Both
to bo oil tlic nut, but tliosc of the rhinoceros sexes only exist in August, and oiu.; congress yields

beetle are on the terminal bud of the. palm stem. I the young for six generations. After pairing, the

When so injured, tlie bud dies, and, the crowoi of female (h'jiosits eggs, which in four days animate,

the leaves falling off, leaves the cocoanut tree a Immediately from every jiore in their bodies

mere bare stem. The same result occurs to other springs a cottony substance, which covers and I

palms, the ]ialinyra, tlie betel, in which the t(3X) ])rotccts them, and they eat the leaf. As they
|

bud or cabbage, as it is called, is destroyed. grow their white cover vanishes, and jialc-orangi*,

Batocera rubus, the Curuminga beetle of Ceylon wingless in.sccts appear, the Koongiice of the Jats.

and S. India, i^enetratcs the trunk of young cocoa- The Aphis lanigera does not attack cotton

nut trees near the ground, and deposits its eggs
|

]dants growing near lieinx^. They are destroyed

near the centre. The grubs, when hatclicd, eat by the lady-bird (Cocciiielia) and by the lacc-wing
j

their way up Dij^^igh tlic centre to the toji, where (Chyrosopus).

they pierce ^ung leaf-buds, and destroy the The cucaimber family of plants is largely preyed

trees. upon by a twelve-spotted beetle like a lady-bird,

Splwmophorus planipennis, a weevil of Ceylon, which, alike in the grub and the perfect state,
j

"^Q^^^jctivc'to cocoanut trees. feeds on the leaves and flower-buds.

mentions that he found the young Some of tlie Hylesiui bore to the centre of the

txiQy, -f-Verstrsemia ludica half devoured felled Cheer (Pinus longifolia) to the depth of a
i

T yet could not discover a single foot, attacking in vast numbers, but only if the
|
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rk bo left on. Gliooii of lliiidiisiaii sconiB a
neric term for all bcetlc-like insects which
(ack timber, grains, etc. Timber and bamboo
idcrs destroy tlie timber ghoon by depriving

ein of air, by immersing the afFected articles in

iter for a few weeks. Tliey are also killed by
ing biirh'd. Tar or piiint have no elTect on

em. The Hylesini are the genus Apate of

tbricius.

The genera Tomicus and Bostriehus are largely

stributed over all India.

A Burma species of the Bostrichidm, with its

'Vfo, is exceedingly destruedive to bamboos. In

e course of one rain they will someliiiK'S utterly

stroy a dwelling the bamboos of which had
en foiled in the preceding dry season, wliile

mboos felled at tluj close of tlui rains remained

iharmed.

Saw-flies, Tenthredo, and their pseudo-eater-

llars, never attack Avood. They do comparatively

tie damage.
The longicornes are a liiglily-diversilied family

beetles. They attack <lead vegetable matter,

remarkable larva, thought to he one of tin*

•ionii, was found in the stem of the tea plant in

)rthern India, 'riie motlier b(‘etle punctured
e ])iaiii stem of tho pJaiit near tin* ground, an

’

verted the (.'gg, and tlui larva., wlieii hatclu'd,

red into the ])iili of tlui stem, and then bored

wn and up, destroying tin? jilant. Mr. Tliompson

lers no suggestion liow to (h'Stroy them.

The hei'th' t’oi-ambyx vatica, 77m////>.svo/, attacks

e sal or \'alica robiista. m Iicii felled. Tin sc

sects grow to a giv'at siz(‘, but nevei’ attack the

jc when its bark lias been riMuoved. M'his and
e little' bupreslis ai‘o the only beetles Avhich

tack the Vatica robust a. The lavvte, soft-botlii'd

nbs, of tlie (.\rambyeid;e and BuprostidaA can

sily ])ii (h'strovc'd by pouring scalding water
to their holes, or l»y immersing the logs in watejr

I* a coii])le of days. Hot winds which dry the

nber, and also mach rain, kill them, in their

rva state these insects are open to tho attacks

both the parasitical ichiieumous and acari,

e larvie of Avhich feed upon the young grubs.

)on ((Icilrela toona.
)

and eissoo (Dalbergia

isoo) an; both attacked by a, larger and moi'e

overfill Ceramhyx than that foiiml on tlie Vatica

husta.

Kottlcra tinctoria, the rewm.*aii of Northern

dia, is constantly attacked by another Ceramhyx,
0 larva of which is over four inches in length,

id as tliick as a man’s thumb.
Tho larva} of tin* capiiconi beetles are called,

J liiidi, M ukora. Then^ are fom' kinds of Mukora
cognised in Northern India, and they attack the

itica robusta and the pine.

minute species of the, Ceramhyx attacks the
ing bark of the Acacia catechu, and tlndr

Of5cnco may always bo dctecti*d by the gummy
udation wliich their presence Avithiu the tree

casions. Ceramhyx vatica, or sal-grub, burrows
the Avood of that tree, and is sought for by the

)odpeckers.

A small species of Leptura, in Northern India,

tacks the harder woods. They have been found
the wood of the goug-creeper, a species of

)binia.

Species of Saperda also occur in the northern

rests of India.

Monochamus soongna, Thompson^ is one of tho

Cci'ambycida}. It is a magnificent boi'tle, and its

larva is very destructive to the Bomliax hepta-
phyllum (or seemul), also tlie Soongna in- Moringa
pterygosperma, and the roongra, or Erythriiia
siiherosa. Its larva is very large, and armed Avith

pOAve rfu 1 1nand ibl es

.

Another Monochamus beeth' enters the trunk
of the Salix tetraspi rma, and bores it in all

directions.

A Monochamus attacks the Butea frondosa.
Leptura has been found on the Jiobinia inacro-
]»hylhi, Vbitica robusta, the bamboo, and species
of Dalbergia.

Pu})?c of aiiotlu'r Monoclianius beetle aatfc dis-

covered underneath the hark of tlic Butea fron-
dosa, and in logs of the Odina Avodier and Bornbax
hcptaphyllum. They Avi-n' found in solid cocoons
made of a snhstanci^ rcseinhling lime. The shell

was fully one-.sixteenth of an inch in thickness,

quite hard and tirm.

Hcmiplia’a are exernplilicd in the common house
bug and all tlu; a]»liides or plant lice.

IFemiptc'rous insects do not undergo a. iAomjileto

metamorphosis. After being hatclicd from eggs
laid by the ])arc]it insect, the larva', and piipm
remain mncl> alike. Their fecundity is (mormons.
In tho Kainaoii fun sis a large and magiiihcent
red bug, two inches long, has Ix'cm observed
suc.king the stones of tlu.'. Cordia myxa. By pierc-

ing tlie soft stems of young }jlants, they cause
thousands to perish in a single day.

A green bug of Burma, oiu^ of tlie Tingidre, is

very injurious to fruit. They suck the juice of

oraiigt's through tlie skin. The jiaddy bug of

Burma sucks the paddy before the kc'rnel has be-
come hard. It is a s])ecicK of ( ’imex, or one of tho

Seulelhn'ida', and Avholo fields of rici' are some-
times abandoned in coiisecpience of the devasta-
tion it commits.

Some bugs are beautifully and brilliantly

coloured, but bugs, bolli licld and house, emit
u.sually a disagreeable odour.

'fhe Apliides, or plant lice, Avhi^ii in large

numbers, injure young shoots and tAvigs. A very
pretty little one is found in Kamaoii on the
dahree tree. Tlicy excrete a Avliite sulistance of

a Hwei't taste, Avhieh (Xiki's on tlie leaves. Another
a[)his is found on the sal or Vatica robusta.

Aphis Cotfoa', the coffee louse, is found in small
communities on the young shoots, and on the
uiidi'rside of the leaves of the cocoaniit tree, but
occasion littli! injury.

Ncuropterous iiisi cls, like the dragon-flies, are
carnivonjiis or herbivorous. Tlie fecundity of the

Avhito ant is enormous, and tliey have males,

females, and neuters. They Avill not touch fivsli

lluldu timber, but, on drying, the Avood Avill be

attacked.

Hymenoptcroiis insects an' exemplilied in tiie

bees, wasps, black ants, and flies. Many live in

societies, and are divided into three classes,—males,

f('mah\s, and neuters. Of their larva, some arc

cariiivorouK, soim* hiirbivorous
;
the pcirfect insects,

Jiowevcr, live ciiiefly upon flowers and honey. A
few are carnivorous and omnivorous, as, for ex-

ample, black ants.

The Xylocopa, or carpenter bees, bore tunnels in

timber, where they gatlicr in honey and the farina
of flowers, leaving a lump of this compound in a
divided cell for the nourishment of the young
larvse, sub-cylindrical, whitish worms, when theyare
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hatched. Each cell has, Avith tlic eg^, a separate

supply of this food. In the Kaniaou forests there

are three species of Xyloeopa,—X. purpurea,

Xylocopa ficea, 'Jlwinjisoji, aud a species found
on the Nauclea cordi folia. Tliis Lreniis lives in

colonie.s. They ^vill not attack wood smeared
over with t<ar, and will leave theii* habitations if it

be applied to the canals.

Of the weevil family, th(! Jlhynchophora, the

genera JIruehn.s, Calaiidra, (hirculio, and Ivhyn-

cfonus are extremely injurious to vegetables, boring

into tlie young stcnis of })],'ints, and living upon
tlieir juices. The Curculio also injure felled

timber by boring into it. Oui^ sptaues or

vari(!ty of (hirculio, one ineh in di;nm‘ter,

was found by Mr. 'riH)mj)Son scvcual inches di^'j)

in a log of (he Hut(‘;i froiidosa. His ol)Servatioiis

sati.shed him that thesis were? IuhmI in thi‘ w«'od.

A Hurma .s])ecies of Curculio makes great havock
among the mangoes.

'I’he ravages of some of the sinalliT weevils,

Bruchus and Jvhynchites, are highly dctriimmtal

to the pro<liietiveness of the nortlu'rii f«)rcsts

of India. In entire seetl crops of the

Vatica rohu.sta were (h'stroyed. 'I'lii.s family

insert their eggs into the stigma (d the llowm-,

and the young larva becomes developed in the

fruit or pericarp, and the fruit ultimately falls.

The common gram beetle is a good illustration of

the genus Bruehus. 'I'he sp(‘eies of tliis genus

att.ack most leguminous seed-pods, peas, beans,

gram, etc.

Brarrah, a wood-lou.so iu Swat, wdiich infests

moM[ues and liouses wliere old mats are lying

about
;
the ])lace bitten liy them beconus re*l and

inllamcd. The insiuit is of the shape of a bug, lint

larger.

—

IA. - (a)L Mac (iirgor.

Two species of the genus Bruchus attack the

poppy seeel wliim stored.

A longish weevil, seemingly a species of Eixus,

one of the divisions into which th(‘ Jxmgirostres

have been made, was constantly found by Mr.

Thompson iindi'r the bark of felled logs. It

bores with facility tlirough the softer jiarts of

wood.
Calandra granaria is known to the pco]»le as

the Ghoon, also the Ch'heda and Makora
;

it is a

weevil very destructive to grain. (ihoon and

Ghoongi in Hindustan seem to bo ap})lied as

names to several insects destructive to grain and

wood.
The enemies of the (toffee plant are nunuTous,

find notices of most of them will be found under

the word ‘ Coffee.’

Mr. Haldane, in a pamphlet entitled ‘ All about

Grubs,’ mentions several beetles wltieli injure

coffee trees. The most important is the Big

BatUca cockchafer (Eei)iilista junguis, Burvi.).

The female of this bcrdle is nearly white; the

male is brown, and was named Melolontha rubigi-

nosa by Mr. E. "Walker. Another smaller brown

species of chafer mentioned by Mr. Haldane is

Ancylonycha pinguis, ]\alk(T. A third .species,

pale green with yellow margins, is Miimda

xanthorhina, Hope.

I^'^ ium coff’eai, a genus of the order Henii-

pt^Sro^l^^jpcars on the young slioots and buds, like

small, wart-like bodies. Each of these warts is a

transformed female containing about 7U0 eggs,

which are Iktched within it. AVhen the young
ones come out of their nest, they may be observed

running about and looking like wood-lice. Shortly

after being hatched, the males seek the under-

sides of the leaves, while the females prefer the

young shoots as their place of abode. The larva'-

of tlio males undergo transformation in pnpa
beneath their own skins

;
their wings arc hori-

zontal, and their possessing \vings may probably

explain tlie fact of the com})arativcly rare presence

of the male on the bushes. The female retains

her powi'r of locomotion until nearly her full

sizi‘, ;ind it is about this time that her impregna-

tion takes [)lace. Each tree on whicli tliis hug
makes its appearance should be well dusted with

a iiiixluro of pounded saltpetre and (piickliine iu

eipnd parts; l)y sponging the ])arts affected with
a mixture of soft soaj), tar, tohaceo, and turpentine.

Another s])ee,ies of HeeiLiiiiini, in another country,

put a stop to tlie cultivation of the orange as

an article of eomm(?rce. — TtnneuCs Cefilou,

pp. U Id.

The colTce tree is supposed to have been lirouglit

to Ceyhm about the middle of the 17th century.

The lirst regularly woiki'd estate was opened in

IS^f)
;
but the bug does not seem to have apjioared

in large (piantitii's till iSlo, 'when, however, it

began to spread with such rajiidit/ that in LSI?
a very general alarm was taken by the planters,

about the same time that the ])otato, wine, ami
olive diseases began to create alarm in Eurojie.

The coffee bug si'ems, however, to be indigenous
in Ceylon, for the while bug Ija.s been found in

orange, guava, and otluT trees, as also on beet-

root and Ollier vegetables
;
and the brown bug

attacks the guava, hibiscus, Ixora., dusticia, ami
orange trees,—indeed, every [ilant and tree and
even the w(H'ds on a coffee (.'state, particularly

such as arc in gaixh iis.

Hcliothis arinigera is an insect of the family
Xoctuidie, wliicli, in the si'asoiis 1^77-78, in in-

numerable hord(;s attackasl the coffee crops of

Shahabad and I’atna. It is equally destructive to

the cotton crojis. It (*ats into the capsules of the

coffee and (U)tion. Tlie pupai become (‘iitrappi'd

in the ciqisules. Its atta(;ks on the coffi'c plant

are i>rincipaily in February and March. Careful

hand-picking is tlie sole remedy.
Helio(!opis cujiido or Depresc.aria gossypjum

I

attacks the cotton ])laiit
;

it is the Toka of Hin-

I
dustan.

The larva of the Gracillaria coffeifoliella mines

the coffee trees. It is very common.
Hemileia vastatrix, tlie coffee lixif disease, or

leaf fungus, has for several years seriously affected

the coffee Irei'S of the island of Ceylon. Though
n'quiring careful inspection for its detection, it

wjis jircsent upon all the C(dTcc trees examined
about 1879. ith the help of the microscope, it

is found at all tinu's to jirevadc the greater jiart

of the stems and older leaves, in the form of very

tine branching lilaments, its effects being apparent

ill numerous somewhat translucent spots, which

may be observed when holding one of the older

leaves against the light. The direct injury so

caused to the coffee tree is, however, very slight,,

as compared with the effect produced when the

fungus attacks the young leaves, causing them to

fall iircmaturely. The presence of the fungus-

filaments in such abundance on the outer surface

of the tree is quite sufficient to account for

phenomena which it was firet thought must be

attributable to a poisoning of the juices of the tree.

:m
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by an absorption of tlie fungus matter tlirougb its

roots. The latter idea must therefore bo given

up, and the disease considered as external, except

^vllen it appears within the tissue of the young
leaves. Subsequently, from these enclosed injisses

of filaments short branches are produced, which
emerge from the pores, and bear the conspicuous

orange -coloured spores or reproductive bodies.

Some of tilesc spares have been observed to

germinate on the outside of tlie leaf, producing
branched filaments of exceeding tenuity, wliich

grow with marvellous rapidity all over the surface

of the leaf, and beyond to the stems. The ends

of some of these filaments, too, have been obstTved

to enter the pores of the leaf, to form fresh disease

spots and fresh crops of spores. The true liilierian

coffee is said to be of hardy habit, and more able

to resist the ravages of this disease.

The caterpillars found on the coffee trees of

Ceylon are Orgyia Ceylanica, Kiiproctis virguiicula,

Trichia exigiia, Narosa conspersa, Limacod(‘s

graciosa, and a sjiecies of I)re])ana, but they do
not cause much injury. One caterpillar, however,

the Zeuzera eoffem, destroys many trees, both
young and old, by eating out the heart. It re-

seniblcs the caterpillar of the great nioth of Eng-
land, and is as thick as a goose quill. It generaliy

enters the tree 0 to 12 inches from the ground,

and makes its way upwards. I’lie sickly droo])ing

of the tree marks its prescMu^e, Caterpillars of the

Boarmia leucostigmaria and B. Ceylanica, also

those of Eupitlu'cia cofl’caria, are found on coffee

and other trees in Ceylon from September to

December. Some Ceylon caterpillars sting. A
greenish one, that occupies the Thespesia populnea
(Suriya, SiNOii.), at a certain stage of its growth,
descends by a silken thread, and hurries away.
The inoth of this is supposed to be a Bombyx,
named Cncthocampa, Ste})h(nis. Another, short,

broad, and ])ale-green, with fleshy spines, that

feeds on the Carissa jasiuiniflora, and stings with
fury, is of the moth Neo.‘ra le])ida, tVu/m'r(the
Limacodes graciosa, ICr^sY.). I'he larva' of the

genus Adolia are hairy, and sting with virulence.

Many exactly resemble in tint tin; leaves they
feed upon, others are like little brown twigs, and
many are so strangely marked (W hunij)cd, that

when motionless they can hardly be taken to be
living creatures at all.— 'Jcfnicnt's Ceylon. See
Larva.

Bakoli is a small green caterpillar that destroys

rice crops.

Many caterpillars avoid cabbages if dill be
grown in their beds, others keep aloof from goose-
berry bushes if broad beans be grown near, ami
the use of pyrethrum is said to protect vines from
the Phylloxera; and other insects avoid places

sown with hemp.
White ants and crickets are the inveterate

enemies of the tea plant. Whole acres of young
plants have been known to be destroyed by these*

destructive insects. It has therefore been con-
sidered advisable to fire, instead of fell, jungle

required to be reclaimed for the purpose of tea-

planting.

A beetle, supposed to be one of the Melolonthidic,

Jtbout the middle of the 19th century infested the
lea plantations in the Debra Doon. Ten or twenty
them lay concealed two or three inches deep in

earth beneath the bush, and emerged at night
^ feed on the leaves. The existence of the

plantation was threatened. But a party of

labourers was told off, each with a hoc, twice
daily to dig around the plants, and the beetles
were seized and destroyed by boiling water.
Bushels of beetles were gathered and destroyed,
and the plantation freed from them.
The following insects injurious to the poppy

and other crops were collected in the gardens at

Deegah, Dinapore, and Bankaporc :

—

A. Attacking tlic young poppy j^lant in November and
Deceiiiber, viz.

:

Aclieta cainpt’Htris and A. domcstica
; also other species

of Achetn.
Gryllus species, called in Hindi gliudya and phunga.
Gryllotalpa vulgaris, the goorghooria in Hiiuli.

B. Attacking tlic maturing poppy in February and
JMairh, viz. :

Ifeliotliis annagera.
Xoctiia 8i)ecie.s.

Domby.v species, tlie Tluro-bhooa.

,, ,, the Bhooa of Hindi.

,, ,, the Kahi-jhanga of Hindi.
(Iryllus species.

C. Attacking poppy scials in granaries :

Tctranycluis papavera-, the poppy seed mite,
Tipula spocica.

Druchua
,,

Sitoiia ,,

Calandra ,,

D. Attacking cold weatlier or rahi crops :

Species of Aphis, Cassida or tortoise bettles, lady-birds
;

Haltica, .sp. ; (Joccinclla, sp. ; Thyka cucharis

;

Locusta, sp.

Of these, it may be mentioned that the crickets,

Achetji, A. campestris, A. domostica, and other

species called the Jhengur or Jhangaof Hindustan,

attack the poppy plants from November to tlamiary,

until the stem Ix'gins to shoot. A large species of

tliis genus attacks the Oasuarina trees. It lodges

at the foot of the tree, and at nightfall asc(‘nd8

the tree, and cuts off tlie young top shoots. The
crickets are very destructive to garden and field

crops.

The cranefly, a species of Tipula, ks allied

to a gnat. Its grub is a pest of the young

|)()ppy plant, both on and undiT the suVface of

the soil.

Bala, Hind., is a. grub which eats the young
shoots of whi;at or barley when about six inches

high.

The Girwa or Girwi, Hind., an insect? which
turns the grain crop of a brick-dust colour.

Gindar, Hinm\, an insect very destructive to

growing cro])S of pulse.

Alcidium Thoinsoni infests the fir tree Abies

Smithiaiia.

About the year l<S79-80, an insect in Monghir

threatened to become very destructive to the rice

crops. Mr. Wood Mason identified it as belonging

to the genus Ccculomyia, and as related to the

Hessian fly which ravagi*d the wheat fiehls in the

United States. This gimiis, Mr. lYood Mason

says, had never before been found in India, and

he projiosed to call the species Cecidomyia oryza?,

or the riee-fly. He considered it as likely to

prove a most formidable pest, and recommended
that the district officers should be instructed

to make further inquiries, and carefully watch its

progress.

The common rice weevil of India is the Sito-

philys oryzcD.
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The Barar, Hind., is a disease ? which attacks to this order, in the tribes dentirostres, coni-
the rice crops.

^
rostres, tcnuirostres, lissirostres, and scansores,—

Badhiya, Hind., is a disease? attacking growing swallows, martins, swifts, night-jars, bee-eaters,
sorghum, peuicillaria, and zea, which prevents the rollers, kingfishers, wagtails, some of the pipits
ear filling. and larks, stoncchats, several warblers, and the
A species of Cetonia is very ilestnictive to roses thruslies.

and other flowers. INUf.A CIIINENSIS. Smith. Siueii-fiih-hwa,

An insect, known as the nutmeg insect, attacks OiiiN. Grown in China since the 6th century,
that nut, and to avoid it they arc dried in the It has a beautiful, golden - yellow, composite
shells. flower. I. Uoyleana grows in the Kashmir Hills

;

The stores of soldiers’ coats w(‘re much damaged but the plant is considered poisonous, and is

in India by a little beetle, Anthrenus vorax, not used.

—

lIoni(jhvr(jer^\).'2.'dQ] Smithy Mat. Med.
Watcrhoufic. (Inn.

The Honourable Mr. Morrison mentions (Com- INUNDATIONS are of frequent occurrence in

pendious ^Snmmaiy) that cargoes of salt cod were India from rainfalls and from storm-waves, and
brought to China from Knglaml, but only for two have been noticed under the headings ‘Floods’
years, as it was found to breed an insect which and ‘(\elones.’ 'Plie most calamitous have been
bored through tlui ship’s timbers. from storni-waves striking the Coromandel const

The- ravnges of the Dourkhee or Durkhi a>id the islands at tlio delta of the Ganges. Tlie
insect are very de.structive t(j the young indigo twelones have been exauiined by Colonel Capper
plj*»t. of Madras, Mr. liedlield of the United States,

Gryllotal pa vulgaris is the mole cricket. riofessor Dove, Uieutenaiit-C’oloJiel Reid, Mr.
The Goorglioorgah or Coorgliooriah, Hind., Piddinglon of Calcuiia, who suggested the term

occurs ill the temperate and tropical regions eyelonc
;

also by Mr. Esj)y of Ifiiiladelphia,

of the Old AVorld; it is of nocturnal habits, and by Messrs. Meddrum, Blanford, Wilson, and
and is a destructive creature to all vege- Elliot. 'I'lioso of the i.aceadive Islands, in a
tabl(‘ products. In Dinapure and Hankapore it Imrrieane <>1' A])ril 1<S17, were described by
attacks the young poppy plant in November and (’aptain Bideii in Madras !S])eetator, 1st, and
December. Jhunbay Times, 1th Oelubm- Did?, and in the
The most troublesome of tlu' mosquitos on the Bonibny Times, DlLli August lHr)(j. An aircount

coast of Ce}']oii is the Culex laiiiger. of remarkable inundations in India in 1849 wa.s

Two species of Gryllus, called gluidya and given by Dr. Huist in Bl. As. lVaii.s., 1851, and
pliuiiga in Hindi, in Dower Bengal attack the Kdin. Dhil. .11., DSol

;
and inundations of the

young poppy plant in November and December. Brahmaputra in Assam wcu’c described by Dr.
Of the ioeu.sts wliieli at intervals deva.state some M'‘Co.sh in l’o]K)graj»hy of I8d7. Inundation.^

countries, the Acrydiuni (Gryllus) migiatorium is f occurred of tlic Ganges on 21st August 1888,
that of Africa and the soutli of Asia, ami G. gre- when it rose at All;diabad 4,") feet, and did
garius that of hinai. I’he migratory locust, Aery- immense damage at Benares. Ho.shangabad was
dium (or yEdipodium) migiatorium, whieh occurs on the same occasion Hooded by the rise of the
in Africa and the south ot Asia, is greenish, with Nerbadda. One of tlie Indus, in 1811, supposed
transparent elytra of a <lirty grey, wliitlsh Aviiigs, to have been occasioned by the bursting of a
and })ink legs. They have the power of iiiliating glacier, was described in Bl. As. Trans., 1818,
theni8elv(‘s with air, and of Iravdling about xviii. Tlio.se of (lie Tapti, for the past thirty
eighteen miles a day. They arc bred in the years, were described in Bombay Times, 1851.
deserts Arabia and Tartary. ( lajaput oil pro- Iiuindatioiis at tlie mouth of the Ganges,
tects books. occasioned by hurricanes, occurred in May 1828

Insects are easily killed by kerosine emulsion, and May 1880, Bl. As. Trans, i. p. 25
;
and the

Pure kerosiue, 1 gallon; condensed milk, 11 i>Lnt; grwxt storm-wave whicli struck the coast at the
water, 8 pints. Mix the water and milk before e.stuary of the Megna at 8 A.M. of the Ist Novem-
adding the oil, and churn until the whole solidifies her, in xvliiidi 215,000 persons perished, was
and forms a butter. In using it, dilate the butter described by Mr. J. Klliot.

with from 12 to 16 times its weight of xvater, IN V'OGATION. Tlu* easterii (’hristians com-
and then apply immediately. If allowed to stand, inence their writings with the words, ‘In the
the butter separates and rises to the surface.— name of the Father, the Son, and of the Holy

Noe. ./oann, No. xxxi. p. 426 ;
IJcunctl; Ghost;’ the .lews, ‘In the name of the Great

BucklamCs Curiosities of Nainnd ///.sVi^ry, 1857
;

God;’ the Arabs, ‘In the name of God, the
hhKjlish Cydopxdia ; Fujuicr, Insert Life ; Hooker, (’ompassionaU', the Merciful.’ The Muhammadans
llmalayan Journal; Mr. Hope in Ha(h'(is Lit. Sor. in India, in all letters or memoranda, place the

Journ., 1840; Kirhy and Spence; J/nrUy, Intro- Alif letter, for Allah, God, at the top of the

duction to the (UassiJicatwrK>fAnimals; O'Shauyh- first ])age of their writings. Hindus invoke
nessy, Mat. Med.; Hoyle, Mat. Med.; HoyIJ on the deity Ganesh under the title of 8ri. Tlie

the Productirc lUsources oj India; lennent's Dcrsiaii magi used to begin with ‘In the name
Sketches of^ the Natural History of Ceylon, pp. of the Most Merciful, Just GoeV-^Laiie's Korun,
442-446

;
Tennenfs Ceylon

; Thompson on Inserts p. 86.
destructice to Woods and lujrests

;
Wdllace, Trap- IODINE— lode, Fk., Tod, Gku., from

ical Nature; Crair/urd s Dictionary; Ceylon OO- violet, the colour of its vapour—was obtained by

^ Die residual liquor of the

INbEbSORDS, an order of binls, known also process for obtaining soda from kelp. It is found

^
the Perchers, very numerous m India. They in sea and several mineral waters, and in sponge

form the great bulk of the feathered creation, corals, some molluscous animals, and amongst the
nearly three-fourths of all known birds belonging seaweeds in Fucus vesiculosus, Linn., F. nodosns,
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lAnn,^ and others. The leaf of a seaweed (a

species of Laminaria, Dr, Falconer) employed in

tlie Himalaya is called goitre-leaf, gulur-ka-patta.

Jn S. America, the stems of a seaweed are sold
|

by the imme of goitre-sticks, because they are
|

chewed by the inhabitants wherever goitre is

})revalent. Iodine could be procured by burning

large quantities of seaweed, or of the conferva

of tlie salt-water lake near Calcutta; but the pro-
j

cess is only economical Avhere tlio W(;eds yield

enough of impure carbonate of soda to cover the

general expense of this operation.

—

Benr/. Phar.

IONIA. This name occurs in ancient Sanskrit

writings, and is supposed to refer to the llactrian

Creeks. See Javan
;
Kabul

;
Veda.

lONlUHJM SUhKIUriTCOSUM. IK. and A.
Viola suffruticosa, Linn.

Niinhora, . . . licNtj. Nt.'la kobbaii, . . Tkl.
Uuttun purusd, . J)i;k. i’urusha ratnam, . ,,

Krola-tamara, Maj.., Tam. Surya kanti chettu, ,,

(.'liarati, . . . Sansk.

A rugged and somewhat prickly n'cHning herb,

having a small crimson fluwer. It is common
over the Peninsula of India, and is used as a

j

demulcent.

IPECACUANHA.
;

Ann rikiiniadio bivch- ( 'l)K)-(lo-oainaras, 1‘oilT.

\vuri:i!l, . . . rJi'U. Kaiz do Oro, . Si*.

I]iecoac!iimu, . . It.

Cephaelis ipecacuanha, a herb imligenous in

the shady forests of E. Prazil, southwards to San
Paulo. Th(' root (rhizome) aiTords the valuable

emetic medicine.

IPOMtPlA, a genus of plai\ts of the natural

family ('onvolvulacea.'. The species and varieties

in India are abcuit tifty, pretty creepers llowerlng

ill the niurning. In China, many beautiful specie's

are cultivated. Ur. llonigberger received the

seeds of I. dasysperma from Hindustan as an
antidote to hydrophobia. It is called Knt'tc-ki-

binj, i.e. llu! seeds for dogs. In October, as

soon as the rains close, I. ])ileata, a ])rotty little

twining species, is seen blushing through every
liedge. and bush in Tenasserim. It is ])eeuliar fur

its concave bonnet-shaped involucre, iu the midst
of which half-a-dozen tiny blossoms lude their

rosy lips. T. reiiifomiis, Perretay-keeray, Tam.,

is a perennial creeper with yellow ilowors; the

leaves used as greens mixed with tamarind
;
very

commoA during the cold months. I. sepiaria,

Tludec - keeray, Tam., is a eliinbing perennial

plant with rose-coloured tlowers, found in hedges
;

the leaves are eaten mixed witli other.s as greens.

1. sessilidora, Jloth.^ Idianwar, •Ilixi).. occurs

sjiaiiugly in the Panjab plains, ii]) to the western

frontier. It is eaten in India in famines. 1.

triloba grows both wild and planted iu Japan.
The roots are either white or black; the latter

are used as laxatives. — Jloni(ihcn/cr, p. 2‘Jl
;

Jaffn-tj; Stewart; Tkatih. Tr. iii. p. (IJ.

IPOMCEA raS-( h\ PILE. Sweet.
I. inaritiinu, R. Hr. (kmvolvulus pt*s-c:ipne,

1. orbicularis, Ett. Linn.
I. oarnosa, R. Hr. C- niii.ritinuis, Aw.
I. iirasiliensis, Meyer. 0. bilobatus, Ro.eh., Rh.
I. biloba, Forsk. " tb bauliiniajfoliua, Salitih.

Ohagul khuri, . . Bkno. lUida tige, . . . Tel.
Goat’S'foot creeper, Eno. Jlalabamli tige, . „
Po-patte-luta, . . llixi). Chevulla pilli tige, „

This is a useful saud-biiiding plant on the

Hiores of the south and east of Asia, and has the

^videst range, trailing over the sandy beaches

along the coasts of India, and from Hainan to the

Chusan Archipelago.

—

Williams^ Middle Kingdom,

IP()M(KA PES-TTGUTDIS. Linn.

Tiger’s-foot ipomma, Kng. Pora batul, . HiND.
Kuiira, . . Hind, Mekarnu adugu, Tkl.

In Tenasserim, the tiger-footed ipomoea, with
large palinated leaves, is not uncommon

;
very

common in the rains everywhere in Kajputana.

IPCMaiA KEPTANS. Pair.

fbmtliiaii, . . Hind. Vari, Mali, Tam.
Vollay-kecruy, Tam. Tota-kura, Tkl.

A creeping annual widi rose-coloured (lowers,

found about the borders of tanks and moist places,

'riie leavi.'S arc used as greens, and iu some places

its root also apjiears to be eaten.

—

.Ja\fre\f.

lEOMCEA TLIIIEUOSA, Linn., the 'Malabar

cn'(‘per, a native of tropical America, is a climb-

ing ])lant with a woody sti'in
;

leaves palinated,

.siA'i'ii parted. Flowers yellow and showy’ ajipear

ill October and November. It is iu general use

for covering old Avails, trellises, etc.

—

lliddcll.

Il‘()MtEA TLJRPETlinM. P. Br. Turbeth.
Convolvulus turjicthum, Linn.

Hu(l-ul-/:ingi, . . A RAH. i
( Miitii-biinsa of . . PaNJ.

Teori, Dutl kidiiii, Jii'.NO.
j

'rrivurta, . . Sanhk.
Nng puttn, Turbatl, Hind. Tmsta-walu, . Singh.
T:ir\v:d, Tirwi, . . ,, She\:i(li, .... Tam.

j

Mnsut, Niswut, . ,, Togadi, .... Tel.

j
A iialivi' of :dl the E. Indies, Archipelago,

i
Australia, Polynesia, Tinian, etc. Its root is

i perennial, and lias long been employed in India as

. a ])urgative, rubbing up a ‘slip of the bark Avith

• water or milk on a. stone, and swalloAAdng the

]

emulsion thus formed. A strip G inches in length

from a root as tliick as ho little finger, is deemed
a sutllcient dose. The action of the medicine is

('.xtreniely uncertain. It is considercil beneficial

in diseases of the min^oiis membrane, in leprosy,

and paralysis. It contains a jiurgatiAT rcsiii

rcsi'inbling that of jalap.

—

O'Sli.; Stew.; Powell.

IRAK, a geogra] Ideal term for part of Persia

and part of Arabia., tlic irak-i-Ajami and Irak-

i-Arabi. The I'iuphrates and the Tigris have
a generally jiarallel course'. At Baghdad they

approach most closely before uniting, not far

aboA'c the outlet in the Peisian Gulf, giving

the incknled land the shape of an hour-glas.s.

TJiis ineliKled land i.s the .Me.sopotainia of the

ancients; the northern h;df being noAV known
to the Arabs as A1 Jazirali or the island, and the

southern as Irak Arabi, to distinguish it from the

ju'ighbouring I'ersiau territory, the Irak Ajami,
the ancient Media.

IRAN, a region to the south-east of the

t'aNpian StMi, Avhioh extends for l‘J<SU miles from
Fnmeisat on the Upper Euphrates eastward to

Taxila on the Indies, and neai’ly GUO milo.s in

breadth from tlie slion's of Gedrosia, in lat. 120°

N., to ihe. banks of the O.xus iieai- ^Saniarcund, in

lat. 10 ' N, Tlie latter river and the Uaspian iSea

form the northern limit of this great division;

the JVrsian (inlf is on tin' soutliern, Avhilst the

rivers Indus and Jkiphrates constitute the eastern

and Avestt'i'ii extrenntie.s. In this Avide expanse of

territory, stretching, with various elevation, at

least from north to south, such extremes may
be looked for as Avill bear out the remarkable
description of the younger Cyrus. ‘ In the
dominions of my father,’ said the prince, ‘ people
perish Avith cold at the one extremity, Avhilst they
are suffocated with heat at the other ’ (Xenophon’s
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Anabasis, Rook i. pp. 67, 68, Ed. Hutch, 1785). race Tscparjitc from the other or fixed portion.

Thus the northern and central portions of the which cojisists of Persians, Kurds, Armenians,

plateau of Iran and Arabia, as well as a great part Arabs, Jews, and Parsecs.

of Asia Minor, enjoy a temperate cliznaLe, wJiilst IRANIAN JiACES, called also Indo-Atlantics,

an intense cold oe(?iirs in the northern parts of also Caucasians, have always been known for

Afghanistan, in nearly the whole of Kurdistan, their refiiienicnt and high civilisation, from which

and on the elevated mountain ranges and high Europe borrowed through the Byzantine and

valleys on both sides of Ararat. Yet, notwith- Greek culture, and the Persians have long and

standing this difference of cliiiiaio, tliroughout faithfully retained the features of its national

the whole a great similarity j)rovaiI.s in the vege- characteristics. Though overrun by the Semitic

table and animal worlds. The surface of Iran and Turanian race.s, the Iranian has borrowed

may, in a general way, hixlescribed as consisting little or nothing from them, but has exerted

of a wide-spreading ]>latcau, flanked by moun- over them a powerful influence. According to

tainous countries on the cast and west, and Khanikoff, Sur rplthnographic de la Perse, the

bounded to the north and south by two mountain Iranian race of l^ersia came from tlioE. of modern

chains, outside of whicli are two extensive plains Persia, about Segestan and Khorasan, and moved

on a much lower level. Of these, Turkomania, to the W., in ])ri;-historic ng(‘s, and though altered

W'ith the continuous })laiu westward of it, ludween by the attacks of the Turko- Tartar tribes from

the Caspian Sea and the Fd])iirz mountains, form
j

the north, or, where in contact, on the W. and S.,

that which is on the northern extremity; Arabian ' -ith Turanian and Semitic elements, the Mede is

Irak and Klui/istan, with the rest of the levcd ('verywhere recognisable as the same as described

tract outside the Zagros, form the plain at tlu^ by Herodotus and later Greek writer.s. The

southern ('Xtremity. lii the space intervening arrow-headc'd writing at Persepolis enumerates

betw^eeii the great mountain chains, the surface in the Iranian peo])le of that day.

most places is largely im])r('gnatcd with salt and The form of the Iranian is spare but elegant,

s<'dtpetre, which prevail to some extent on the
|

even noble, but there have always been differences

plains of Pars and the conterminous provinces
i

between the E. and \V. Iranians,

of Irak and Kirman. Between Abushahr and The E. Iranians are—(n) the Seg(?slani or Khali,

Dalaki, crystallized snlpliate of lime is found
;
and {h) (Uiar Airnak, (c) d'ajak 'and ISart

;
each of

a little westward, in Kluizistan, an ahiuidant which counts many subdivisions,

supply of sulphur; wdiile rock-salt, alum, anti- Tlu^ })vinci])al iiiimlx'r of the Segestan people

mony, and orpiment, as well as mineral waters, (jccnpy Khaf ami its neighbourhood, Kiiy, Tehbes,

are found in abundance in different states, also and Birjan.

petroloiirn and naphtha. Iron is met with in Mawin- 1’ho ]>coplo of Kliorasan arc greatly intermixed

eJaran, Khorasan, and Bacdria, and, with co]}per with Turko-Tartar element.s.

and lead ores, more abundantly in the pashaliks of The (liar Aiiitd/c consists of four peoples, the

Diyar-Bekr and Sivas, v.itli the addition of gold, Taimuri, Taimiini, Eiroz Kohi, and .Jamsliidi, all

silver, and precioms stoiu's. Cojiper and other of them of Iranian origin, and all speaking Persian.

oiLM abound in Kurdistan, the Julamerik, and Tlu* .Aimak, who graze tlu?ir lloeks in the Paro-

other mountain districts. In the I)und>u Tagh painisiis, are brave and ri'hmtle.ss, and Afghans,

mountains, the granite aixunds with top.az, luTyl. wlu'ii trav<'lling, wliether proeecnling from Balkh,

schorl, and disseminated gold. Extensive salt Kabul, Kandahar, or Herat, never enter into the;

lakes and streams, impregnated with the .same mountain distri<’ts of these intrepid nomade tribes,

substance, occur. Amoiig.sl the former may Each member of the (lhar Aimak knows no greater

be menthmed the Gaspian Pea, the ]»ic.turesrpic eiit'my than the Afglian, and all attempts to form

IJnimiyali, and Van Zerndi or Ibiriah in iSeistan, Afghan colonies amongst them have failed.

Bakhtegan in Ears, and others; tlu‘ fresh-water The Tdinuiri dwell at Gorian and Kuh’sun, on

lakes are only met witli in thi' tracts below the western boundary of Herat, and in the village.s

Babylon, and again between the Idhurz range on and towns situated E. of Tran, from Tarbat Shaikh

the shores of the Gas[)ian. Jam as far as Khaf. About a thousand of their

Tlie langnage of mod(.Tn Iran is laden with families dwell lu'ar Herat.

Arabic and Turkish words; but in tlie E. th, Tlu' dwell in the Jolgha-i-IIerat, from

language is much like that in which Eerdusi wrote Korrukh to Sahzwar, the few wlio have extended

his poem, fre(; from words of Arabic origin. to Earrah being styled by the Afghans Parsivan.

There are four distinct kinds of horses in Tran : The Tainmni are of a wild, w'arlike nature, though

Jst, the original Turkoman breed, a large, power- agrieultural.

fill, enduring animal
;

lM, the yahoo, or common I'lie Fintz Kalii^ a small number of people, about

carrying hack, whicli is stouter and rather larger SGOO, dwell on the steo]) liill N.E. of Kala-i-No,

than the galloway
;

then the smaller Arabian and from their inaccessible position afflict their

breed (first introdiuaMl by Nadir Shall)
;
and lastly, wlmle neighbourhood with their robbing and

a fourth, betwa^en the Arabian and the Turkoman plundering. Kala-i-No, on the summit of the

horse, the badpai (wind-footed), which, bi'ing the mounhain, and the fortified places of Darz-i-Outch

most prized by the Persians, is almost always among and Chaksaran, are C(.)nsidered similar to the

the ImrsGs of a great maids retimio. Mules, though nests of the Baklitiari and Luri in the environs

small, are much used for caravans. Tliis animal of Isfahan. 'They have a resemblance to the

sehKm goes less than 80 miles in a day, though Hazara, but their forehead, chin, complexion,

carr^mg a load of about 8 ewt, and passing over and figure are less Turanian. They arc decidedly

such Jkotals or passes as would appal even a Iranian. They take their name, the Eiroz Kohi,

SyjBWiish muleteer. IT'rhaps one-third of the in- after the city of that name, about 63 miles from

habifiints of Iran arc nomadic, and this section,
^

'rehoraii. Timur settled them by force in Masan-

by its iiabits as well as mode of life, constitutes a
!
daran, but they soon returned to their own
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country. They have a few cattle, and they sow and often break out in song, singing soft minor
a little, and plunder the caravans travelling on lyrs. The Uzbak poetry on religious subjects is

the Maimani road, or make inroads on the scattered exotic, derived from Persian or Arabic sources,

tents of the Jamshidi. The Tartar compositions are tales, and relate to

Jamshidi are the only tribe of JK. Iranians lieroic deeds, similar to the romances of Europe,
who are exclusivsly nomades. They derive their Mr. Farrar (p. 70) gives b.c. iiOOO as the period

descent from Jamshid, and moved out of Segestan ftf the Aryans leaving their common home, l3iit in’

to the shores of the Murghab, which they have this he differs greatly from Chevalier Bunsen and
occupied from pre-historic times’. They live in the other authorities. The E. Iranian race came down
neighbourhood of the Salor and Sarik Turkoman, the valley of Indus and into India, and Central

and they use the round conical tent of the Tartars, Hindustan or Central India became the Madhya-
surrounding it with felt and a reed matting ; and desa of the ancient Aryans—the middle region or

their clothing and food are Turkoman, as also is Aryavarbi, tlie Arya country
;
and a slokam in the

their occupation, for they are great rnan-stealers. Sanskrit work, the Amara Kosha, defines its ancient

They excel the other Aimak as horsemen, and for boundaries thus ;

a chapao, band themselves witii men of Herat or ‘ Ariavartahsi punia blmmi hi,

with the tribes of Turkomans. It was this cause Mad’hiam Viiuiliya Hirnava yoho ;

’

tliat led Allah Kuli Khan to transport them from ie. the Aryan country, the sacred land (lies)

Khiva to the banks of the Oxus, after he had between the Vindhya and Himalaya
;

in this way
conquered them with the allied Sarik Turkoman, indicating both the ruling race and the boundaries
After a residence of 12 years, they fled, and re- of the country held by them at the time that
turned to the town of Murghab. The Jamshidi Amara Sinha wrote the Amara Kosha.
are polite in word and manner. They still retain There would seem to have been two migrations
parts of the Zoroastrian faith, reverence fire, and ' into India of the Aryans, viz. the Earlier Aryans,
pitch their tent door to the east. the ancestors of the most ancient Hindus, a
The Tajak is Iranian. He is met with in largest people acute, literary, skilled in arts, but not very

numberin the khanate of Bokhara and in Badakh- warlike, and rather aristocratic than democratic
shall, but many have settled in the towns of Kho- in their institutions. The Later Aryans, a war-
kand, Khiva, Chinese Tartary, and Afghanistan, like people, probably once Scythians, democratic
The Tajak is of a good middle height, has a broad, in their institutions, and rather energetic than
powerful frame ‘of bones, and especially wide refined and literary. The Aryans of India have
shoulder bones; but they diverge from the Iranian; caste and marriage laws, with strict rules of

they have the Turanian wider forehead, thick inheritance resulting from their sacred form of

cheeks, thick nose, and large mouth. I’lio Tajak marriage, and subject to none of the caprices of

originally came from the sources of the Oxus in Muhammadan and similar laws. Aryan is the

the steppe of
,
Pamir. The term is from Taj, a private property in land, as distinguished from the

crown, the fire-worshipper’s head-dress. Hut the tribal
;
the property first of the village, then of the

Tajak does not so style himself, and regards the family, then of the individual, and a consequence
term as derogatory. The 'i’ajak is covetous, un- is the attachment of the Aryan to his native soil,

warlike, and given to agriculture and tratie
;
fond Especially Aryan is the form of what wc call

of literary pursuits, aiul polished
;
and it is owing constitutional, as opposed to patriarchal and arbi-

to their preponderance in Bokhara that that city trary, government. The Indian village or commune
was raised to the position of the headquarters is a constitutional government, common to all the

of Central Asiatic civilisation, for there, from Aryans
;
but there are two great classes of Indian

pre- Islamic times, they had continued their Aryans, one with aristrocatic comuiunes, and one
previous exertions in mental culture, and, iiotwith- with democratic, and recognising as equal all free

standing the oppressions which they have sustained citizens, to the exclusion of helots only. Among
from a foreign power, have civilised their con- the non-Aryans the rule of the chiefs seems to be

queroi-s. Most of the celebrities in the field of patriarchal and arbitrary. Proi)crty in the soil

religious knowledge and belles-lettres have been is tribal rather than individual. There is little

Tajaks, and at the present day the most conspicuous local attachment to the soil.— Vamh(irif!< Sketches

of the Mullah and Ishaii are Tajaks, and the chief of Central Asia
;

Ihtnsen, Cj/ypt's Place in

men of the Bokhara and Khiva court are Tajak, Unm rsal History
;

Reverend Mr. Farrar ; Dr.

or, as the Turks style the race, Sart. V^anibery Pritchardfin the Report of the British Association.

considers the Tajjik and Sart identical, but he See Aryan
;
India.

recognises that in their physiognomic peculiarities, IKAVAN or Ilavan. Malealam. A caste whose
the Sart differs greatly from the Jl’ajak, being occupation is the extraction of palm wine or tari

more slender, with a larger face, and a higher from palm trees.

forehead
;

but these changes ho cattributes to IKAVATI, the same with the river Hydraotes

frequent intermarriages between Sart men and or Ibivi.—A.5. Res. ix. p. 5.‘h

Persian slaves. IKAWADl, tlie principal river of Burma and

In Central Asia, the warrior, the sliepherd, the Pegu, rises in the S. slopes o£ the Patkoi moun-
priest, and the laymen, youth and old age, equally tains,—one branch in hit. 'IT' N., long; 97°

affect poetry and reciting of tjiles. The literature 25' E., and another in tlie same hills a few days’

of the Muhammadans or settled natipns brought journey farther eastward. Tlieso two, known as

from the S. is filled with exotic metaphor and the Myit-gyi or large river, and the Myit-nge or

illustration. In the three khanates, the Mullahs small river, respectively, unite to form the Irawadi

and Ishans have written much on religious sub- in about lat. 26° N. The springs are reported to

jects, but its mystical aUusions are beyond the be fed by layge snow beds and a few glaciers. In

reach of the people. The Uzbak, the Turkoman, March the river begins to rise, and gradually
JUid Kirghiz esteem music as their highest pleasure, increases its volume till its waters are forty feet
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above their lowest level. They rapidly subside in

October, when the rains cease and the N.E. mon-
soon begins.

It runs nearly N. to S. through Burma and
j

Pegu, and discharges itself by nine different

mouths into the Bay of Bengal, after a course

of 1060 miles. It receives the Khyondwen, 470
miles; Shwely, 180 miles; and the Moo, 125

miles
;
and it drains 164,0()0 square miles. The

chief tributaries of the Ii awadi, in British terri-

tory, are the Ma-htun (or Meng-dun), the. Ma-de,

and Thai-lai-dan from the W.
;
and the Kyeni,

Bhwotlay, and Na-weng from the K. Its tide is

felt as far uj) as Henzada, ami at Puzwondoung
it rises 181 feet at s])rings. The Bassein branch
affords a passage for the largest shq)s for 60 miles

from its mouth. No river of similar magni-

tude presents so few obstructions to navigation.

Amongst the high mounUiins at its source the

rainfall is considerable
;
at its centre, the fall of

rain is comparatively small, but miich'rain falls

at its delta. From the entrance of the Nam Yang
downwards, the valley of theNam Kong is generally

very flat, and of some considerable' width, and
numerous marshy tracts a])pear on either side of the

river. The average length of the Nani Kang, from
the mouth of the Nam Yang down to its junction

with the Irawadi at Katikyo Nainmo, including

the numerous curves, amounts to 52 miles. From
the entrance of the Nam Keiig to Amarapura,
the river has a real length of 269 miles

;
from

Amarapura to the head of the delta at Sakkemun,
870 miles. The delta forms a triangle, nearly

equilateral, with sides of 160 miles, the enclose<l

area coiisetiuently amounting to 97'12 square miles.

Towards Pegu and Sitan the Irawadi widens
considerably, in consequence of the accession

of the Pan-Ian river, and its limits become loss

sharply defined. The valley of Huknrn is stated

to be 1000 feet above the h?vcl nf the sea. The
central branch of the Irawadi, at Manchi, in lat.

27® 20' N., where it was visited by Wilcox, has an
elevation of 1800 feet, and runs over a pebbly bed.

its elevation at Bhamo, in lat. 24®, is estimated by
tln^ same .autliority to be about 500 feet. The
valley of Manipur is drained by the most westerly

tributary of the Irawadi, and it is separated from
Cachar by a mountain range, whicli is 6000 or

8000 feet high, and is pine-clad towards the

summit. The valley of TIukum or llookooin was
visited by Griflitli

;
it is more oj)en, but is siii-

roumied on the N. and F. by mountaius elevated

6000 and 6000 feet, and is traversed by numerous
ranges of low hills. Uriflith’s own account of

the Irawadi above? Bhamo is, that it keeps iq

its magnificent character, as far as he went, to the

mouth of the Mogouiig river, when; it is 900 to

1000 yards across, and ho describes the appearance

of its vast sheet of -water as really grand. At
the boginnmg of the first defile, about live mile.s

jibovc Bhamo, the river is about 1000 ’yards

across, and its course is defined by low-wooded
hills which run close to its banks. About two
miles farther on, the channel narrows to 500
yards, and the hills become even closer and hang
more abruptly, over the stream than before, and
about another mile beyond, a higher range of hills

from the S.W. conjes in behind the former one,

and both teraiinate on the bank as tw/) heiidlands.

Upon the right bank of the Irawadi, the moun-
tains opposite Than Yun Yova, in lat. 24® 36J' N.,

long. 96° 31^' E., have an average height of from

6000 to 7000 feet. One of the highest, the sum-

mit of whicli is visible from the valley, reaches

apparently 8000 feet. Westward of Let-pan Zin

Yova, at a little distance from the right bank,

lat. 24® 27' 2" N., long. 95° 56' 16" E., the summits
of the mountains attain a height of 2000 feet.

Heights of 800 and even 1000 ’ feet are also

numerous on the fight bank of the river, only 20

to 23 miles N. of Shue-mut-thophya, lat. 23° 4'

N., long. 96® 15' E.

The character of the whole river district,

including the elevations not above from 3000 to

4000 feet, presents a thoroughly tropical appear-

ance. The declivities of the hills, as well as the

valley of the river, are covered with the wildest

and most diversified vegetation, in the shape of

dense tree and grass jungles.

The bore in this river is occasionally severe,

but in the neighbouring 8itang river its fury is

great, and occasions much loss of life. Burmans
name thirty feet as the height to which it occa-

sionally rises, and this may perhaps be the case in

the bends of the river, where the rush has attained

its full speed, before being deflected to the next

bend. Even in the Hoogly, near the bend at

Chaiidpal Ghat, the pointed curling wave may be

seen several feet high. In the Irawadi and Mekong
basins, there arc remnants of tribes strongly dis-

tinguislu'd from the predominant races, and tend-

ing, AVith the evidt'uee of language', to show that

the ethnic history of Ultra-India is very ancient,

and has iindergono repeated revolutions.

Its delta extentls for loO miles from Porian

point to Rangoon river, 'riirough its delta run
nine principal brandies, the names of which are,

the Bassein orNegrais, the Thek-ngay-thouiig, the

Kyun-tun, the Peah-ma-laq, the Irawadi, the

Dallah, the Fyapun, the (^liina Buckeer or 'Tdoo,

and the Rangoon rivers, 'riieir mouths are fronted

by extensive shoals, formed from the detritus

brought down by the rivers. 'Phe amount of

water whicli the Irawadi pours into the sea is

about two-thirds that of the Ganges.
Ill the delta there is a maritime vegetation of

mangroves, Somu'ratia, ileritiera, Exca?caria, and
other saline plants, just as in similar salt-marshes

along the coast of the tropics. Irawadi is derived

from Airavati, the cli'phant of Indra.

—

Schhigeut^

uieit, General IhffUidmctnj of India, ii. p. 101 ;

Oldham in y^nld.s J^dnhass}/
;
Hooker and Thomson''

s

Flora Indira.

IRAWAR A, in Mysore, the total produce, before

division under the ‘ batai ’ tenure.

IRDHl, amongst the Buddhists of ('eylon, a

state embracing ten supernatural po^ye^s.

—

Jlardy.

IRIxKJFyE, the Iridaceai of Lindicy, the iris

tribe of plants. They are chiefly herbs, and arc

more remarkable for their beautiful fugitive

flowers than for their utility. This order, liow-

ever, contains tlio saffron (Crocus sativus) and
the iris, more than one species of which affords

the orris root of commerce. I. Florentina, Linn,,

grows around the Mediterranean 8ea, and is one

species furnishing the orris root of commerce.
Many species are grown in Indian gardens. The

rhizomes of the Tseh-lan of Hunan in China, and

of other species, are eaten or added to the infused

tea-leaves to flavour it.~Roa;&. See Iris.

IRIARTEA, a genus of palms peculiar to the

forests of S. America, and might be introduced
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into India with advantage. I. .Exojrhiza, MarU^
the Pashiuba or Pasciuba of Brazil, produces
an edible fruit. Iriartea setigera, Mart.^ is fab-

ricated into blow-pipes. I. Anticola, is the

wax-palm of the Andes and Brazil. Us former
name was Ceroxylon. See Palms.

IRIS FLORENTINA. Lhin. Florentine iris.

Sosan, . . AitAli., Hkh. I Peh-chi, . . . . CiUN.
Shoti of . , . Beas.

1
Orris root, . . . En(J,

A native of Italy and Asia Minor, furnishes the

orris root of European shops. It is a favourite in-

gredient in hair and tootli powder. Exce llent orris

root is procurable in the bazars under the name
of Bekh-banafsha or violet root, but Royle under
this head very confidently refers the putchuk of

commerce to this article. A species of iris is

cultivated in India, and its roots are used in the
same manner as those of the Florentine kind. A
broadish-leaved species occurs at various places

throughout the Panjab Himalaya from 2500 to
9500 feet. Mr. Powell says the Iris Florcntina

is entirely distinct from the Kashmir variety,

which luxuriates over every grave, and blooms
on many a house-top in the far-famed valley, a
custom resembling that of the ancient Greeks, who
venerated the iris as the messenger between
God and man .—Powell

j
Winter'^ ()\Sh. ; Stewart.

IRISH MOSS, or Carrageen moss, is the

Chondrus crispus, Lugh., and (I mamtnillosus,

Grev.y of the W. of Ireland. It is used for cattle-

feeding and for dietetic purposes.

IRON. W. of Armenia, on the borders of the

(vaspian Sea, we find tlio ancient name of Albania.

The Armenians ’call the Albanians Aghovan, and
as gh in Armenian stands for r or 1, it has been
conjectured by Boie that in Aghovan also the

name of Arya is contained. This seems doubtful.

But in the valleys of the. Caucasus we meet with
an Aryan race speaking an Aryan language, the
Os of Ossethi, and they call themselves Iron.

—

MuUer\<i Lecture.'^, p. 2)10. See Elburz
;
Hindu.

IRON.
Mars of llie Alchomists. Ferruni, , . . L.\t.

lledeed, . . Akah. Ba.si, Besi, MAIiAV.
I’liaii, . . . . Bukm. Allan, . . . Bekh.
Tieh, Too, . . . Oh IN. Zelazo, . . . . Bol.
dern, . . . . Dan., Sw. Aos-panali, Bitsht.

Yz^r, Jizer, . . . Dirr. 8chele.so, . . . Hus.
Fer, . . . . . . Fu. Ayas, ilyam,

.

Sanhk.
Bisen, . . . . . Ger. Yiikadii, , . 8in<jh.

Aia, . , . . . Gothic. Hierro, . . . ,

Sideros, . . . . . Gu. Tnnhu, . . . . Tam.
Loha, . . . . Hind. luumu, . . . Tel.
Kerro, .. . . It., Bor. Dcymir, 'riiiiur, Turk.

Iron when found native is supposed to be
generally of meteoric origin, but extensively in

combination with oxygen or sulphur, as a salt

of various acids, as carbonate, • sulphate, etc.,

Uiixed with earths or other metals.

The iron of commerce is extracted from iron

ores. Some of the oxides, as magnetic and spe-
cular iron-ore, arc heated only with charcoal, as
in Sweden, Russia, and the E. Indies, when the

mrbon combining with the oxyg(3n the iron is set

free and melted. The carbonate, iron pyrites,

clay iron-ore, red and brown haematites, and
spathose iron, are first roasted, and then exposed
to a fierce heat in contact with charcoal, coke, or

^nall coal, and a. flux, either lime or clay, accord-
ing as the ore is argillaceous or calcareous. These
earthy matters become vitrified, and form a slag

at the surface, while the heavy particles of iron,

falling down, run out by a hole at the bottom
into moulds, and form pig or cast iron. This is

still impure, from the presence of charcoal, sulphur,

and portions of silicon and aluminum. It is again
twice fused in the refining and puddling furnaces,

and exposed to the influence of a current of air

at a high temperature, when the whole of the

charcoal and sulphur are burnt out, and the other

impurities form a slag at the surface. The metal
is tiikcn out, beaten or pressed, and then drawn
into bars, which form the malleable or wrought
iron of commerce.

Irpn has long been known in India. From a
passage in Kalidasa’s drama of the Hero and the

Nymph (p. 218), it is clear that the art of welding
it was known to the early Hindus.

‘ You tell me, gentle Nymph, your fair friend pines
With amorous passion. But you do not see

The ardour that coiisum(!s this heart for her.

Alike our glowing Hame. Then quickly aid
Our union to cement, a.s clo.se combines
Iron with iron, when each fiery bar
With equal radiance glows.’

The iiou-smoltcrs of India are low caste, and
humble, poor people. They have small clay fur-

naces, with charcoal for fuel, and the blast is

“aiised by foot or luind bellows of sheep or goat

skins, or even of leaves. The smelting process

lasts from (5 to 10 hours, but at o or 4 separate

charges, at the cud of which time from 10 to 20
lbs. weight of iron is produced.

Iron -ores abound in almost every district of

India, and the prevailing ori^ is the oxydulous

iron, often magnetic, and with polarity; but specu-

lar iron-ore, hjcmatite, clay iron-ore, and sulphuret

of iron also occtir abundantly. Many of the ores

are noted for their singular purity, especially the

magnetic oxides. Some are distinctly titanifer^us,

being in this respect similar to the Taranaki iron-

Sand of New Zealand. But the bulk of the ores of

Beypur, Salem, Palamcottab, Penatnr, Piidiicottah,

are rich magnetic oxides, and when freed from

earthy matter, and ready for the blast furnace,

contain about 72 per cent, of iron. They are found

in mountain masses, and are obtained by quarrying
with a crowbar. They are quite free from sulphui',

arsenic, and phosphorus, and upon a large average

have been fouiitl to yield 68 per cent, of metal in

the blast furnace. The Punpara and Honore ores

were used for the production of steel by the

Bessemer process.

The plan adopted for the production of Indian

cast-steel at the Beypur works, by the Besseuier

process, was similar to that pursued in Sweden,

but differed essentially from the Sheffield method.

At Sheffield and elsewhere in Great Britain, where

the process was in operation, j)ig-iion was melted

in a reverberatory furnace, and run thence into the

converter or Bessemer vessel, which was mounted

on axles. But in Sweden, and at the Beypur

works in Madras, the crude metal was run direct

from the blast furnace into an ordinary founder’s

ladle, raised to a sufficient height by means of a

travelling crane, and then poured into the con-

verter, which is a fixed vessel, lined with a mixture

of native fireclay and sand and pulverized English

firebrick. Steam was raised to about 50 lbs. in

the boilers, giving a pressure of blast of about 6

or 7 lbs. per square inch, and the air was driven

into the converter through 11 tuyeres of f inch

diameter, placed horizontally at the bottom of the

vessel. No manganese or other metal was added
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to tempei* the steel, the quality of the metal re-

quired being regulated by the pressure of blast and
the time of blowing. As soon as the metal was
slifficiently decarbonized, the vessel was tapped,

and the fluid steel run into a ladle provided

with an outlet in the bottom. This ladle was
swung round over the cast-iron ingot moulds, the

fireclay plug withdrawn, and the steel allowed

to flow in a clear stream into the moulds beneath.

These ingots were then cogged down under a

Nasmyth hammer, and drawn into finished steel

bars of various sizes.

The iron-ore of the Salem districts of the

Madras Presidency is a rich magnetic oxide,

very heavy and massive. The yield averages 60
per cent, of mehillic iron. Much of the ore being

a pure black magnetic oxide, would doubtless

yield 73 per cent. The ore is, however, often

mixed with quartz, which is a very refractory

material in the blast furnace. Limestone, and in

some places shell-lime, is employed as a flux;

and the charcoal of some kind of acacia is the

fuel. It occurs there in immense beds ^0 to 100
feet thick, and its outcrop can bo traced for miles.

On one hill six miles from Salem are five bands of

magnetic iron-ore from 20 to 50 feet thick.

Magnetic iron-ore of fine quality occurs in

Coimbatore, Cuddapah, and Yellore
;

magnetic
hajmatites and magnetic iron-sand also in Cud-
dapah, in the North Arcot district, in the

Vellore taluk, at the villages of Pankam, Pulle-

putt, Ahehenamput, A^annanthangal, Vennembutt,
Catharercoopum, Vaniembaddy, Satghar, and
•Strevelliputur

;
and magnetic iron-ores occur in the

Bellary, Mtisulipatam, and Mysore districts. Man-
ganese was detected in the iron-ores of Hyderabad,
Kurnool, Bellary, the Baba-Booden hills, Mysore,

and Vizianagrarn. Ores of Hyderabad are mag-
netic. In the Salem district two varieties of iroti

are obtained, one remarkable for its scjftness and
malleability, the other for its stcel-likc hardness,

• which adapts it for the formation of edge-tools,

cold chisels, etc. The following names are given

to this metal in process of adaptation to its finished

manufacture :—Cultics or blooms of iron, J’alins

or bars of iron, Vuttoins or ])icces of cast-steel as

it comes from the clay crucibles, (Jollies or bars

drawn out from the clay crucibles, iron beads
which ooze out from the blooms in the blast

furnace. Bloom iron from Palghat is readily

malleable, and furnishes a hard steel -like iron. It

is necessary to subject the Ifloom to a second
fusion and much hammering before they can
bring it to the state of the soft malleable iron in

which it is met with as an article of commerce.
The iron-ores of Coimbatore are of very fine

quality, particularly rich in the metal, and highly

magnetic.

JJr. Heyne, describing the manufacture of iron

in the Kariiatic to the south of the Pennar river,

says, when first smelted, it is extremely brittle,

requiring several operations to bring it into a
malleable state. There are two varieties of ore

used ill the district in which he observeil the
processes. The one, an iron-sand, collected in

tlie beds of rivers, consists of the protoxide,

mixed with much of the peroxide; the other, a
red schist, is almost entirely composed of red
oxide, but in the centre of the mass it affects the
magnet.

The woods used in Southern India for making
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charcoal for .the iron works at Beypur were the

vella-marda, karra-marda, Indian - gooseberry,

Poohum, nux vomica, and cassia.

Iron-glance of the hills of Cupputral, in the

Ceded Districts, furnishes an excellent malleable

iron. Specular iron-ore occurs in the Sandur
hills, about 30 miles W. from Bellary.

The Jkllarij district yields a variety of iron-

ores, some of them very rich in the metal, and
several of them are associated with manganese.

The prevailing ores of iron of this district are the

black and grey ores alternating with sandstone,

liver-coloured ore (which has been repeatedly

scut to Madras :is copper-ore), and red jaspery

clay iron-stones. They are also associated in the

same district, and in the vicinity of Kurnool and
Gliooty, with magnesian limestone, grits, con-

glomerates, aluminous shale, lireclay, and black

dolomite.

The principal ores of the Cuddapah district are-

red, brown, and purple in colour, which yield

iron of excellent (piality and very malleable.

Some of the magnetic iron-ores of the same
district are particularly rich in iron, and a few of

them conttiin traces of manganese. Of those from
Chemur and Pulevendalah, the latter is magnetic,

although earthy and dull red in the fracture, and
bright red in the streak. The steel-grey and
granular iron-ores of Ohitwail, Camalapur, and
(jurumcondah are all rich in the metal, and more
or less magnetic. The yellow ochre and rusty

ores of the Muddenpully taluk arc said to yiehl

good malleable iron. The steel-grey iron-sand

Comarolc ami Yandapully in the Doopaud taluk

are highly magnetic, and contain a little man-
ganese. The micaceous iron-ore and iron-glance

of the IJoopaud taluk are also rich in the meUil.

Gunnygull hill ridge, south of Kurnool, is seamed
with great veins of very pure specular iron-ore.

A great cone-lik(‘ ma8.s ot almost pure specular

iroii-orc rises out of the base of the northein

slopes. Then S.E. of Jhimulkota there is a ridge

a ‘perfect mine of iron
;

’ but the great local draw-

back is the scarcity of Liel, of which only a small

supply i.s obtainable from the low and thin jungle

in the hilly regions to the southwards. Smelt-

ing is carried on at Kamulkota. 'I’lie ore which is

brought from an adjacent hill is massive, roughly

granular, coarsely crystallized, and very brilliant.

Usually the iroji-ore is smelted once in a month,
during 21 hours. The furnace is charged seven

times during this day and night; when seven

lumps of smelted metal are obtaiQcd. The furnace

is charged first (a fire being at the bottom) with

powdered charcoal. Two largo baskets (six or

seven large Madras measures) of charcoal are

thrown on the fire
;

then a small basket of

pounded ore (74 seere) and six small baskets of

charcoal, that is, about a handful of iron and a hand-

ful of charcoal alternately, at about an interval

of a minute. Nothing else is put in the furnace.

The bellows are kept at work for abouttwo or three

hom’s. Then the soft mass of metal is raked out,

beaten for a short time with heavy hammers until

it assumes the rounded wedge-shaped form usually

given to the lump of iron at native furnaces, a

deep cut being made in the mass. This lump of

metal is about three-quarters of the weight of

pounded ore placed in the furnace, and it is worth

three rupees. Afterwards it is reduced to bars of

workable iron, by being heated four times in the
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forgo, and beaten between each heating. The only; this being kindled, a pair of bellows is

futnace is a small dome-shaped edifice, almost applied to raise the heat, and a passage made at
exactly like the furnaces of the Salem district, the side of the furnace for the melted metal to
both in shape and size. run out. Four inaunds (320 lbs.) of ore and 2^
Numerous iron villages and hamlets are found inaunds of charcoal arc daily used in a furnace";

along the western flanks of the Nullamallays^ and the fuel is used in the proportion of 5-8ths or 62
several of these furnaces are always at work, the per cent, of the ore for smelting, and l-5th more,
metal being in demand for ploughshares and for refining the metal. A furnace furnishes daily
other agricultural implements, though not for 2 inaunds (160 lbs.) or 50 per cent, of the crude
tires of wheels, for which it is found unsuitable, iron from 4 inaunds of the ore; this, when forged,
Besides Nerjee stone, the district abounds in yields 30 seers, or nearly 10 per cent, of wrought-
serpentinc. iron. The entire cost of tlie pure metal obtained

Iron-ore, hard and compact, of a light bluish amounts to Rs. 1*13 per mauud, including labour
colour, and of excellent quality, occurs in great and materials.

abundance at Timmcricottah; brown iron-on; near Iron-ore, in the form of silicious peroxide,
the Guticondah

;
iron-ore in crystals and par- occurs at Tendukhera, Narsingpur. The ore

allelipods on the surface of rising ground about actually worked is a large vein or lode in the
three miles from Gurjal. limestone of the great schist formation, and the

•
^

From the neighbourhood of Bomalapur, six or only rock in its immediate vicinity is hard grey
eight miles north of Dorenal in the (hminr dis- and blue crystalline limestone. It occurs to the
trict, and all the way to Gompedala near Doopaud north of the Nerbadda, in the open Hat country
for seven or eight miles, the ground is nearly all between the river and the Vindhya Hills, and at
iron-sand. It is washed and smelted at Kama- one or two other places in the neighbourhood,
poliam near Dorenal. also at Mohpani, not far from Tendukhera.
The most prevalent iron-ores of the Ihjderahad The iron is smelted in small clay furnaces, blown

territories seem to be the rusty brown, red, and by goat-skin bellows, worked by the hand. It is

yellow ochres
;
iron or steel sands with manganese, obtained in small lumps or blooms called cutcha

and specular or glance ores,—none of the latter, or raw iron, and is afterwards reheated and
however, are magnetic. The black, brown, and hammered, and then sold as pucka or finished

red cellular iron-ores are abundant. Red haematite iron. Intermixed with the raw iron as it comes
is found in the iron clay near Kondapur, and is from the furnace, is a sort of crude steel, which is

used in the manufacture of the Wootz steel. carefully selected and used for the manufacture
'I’he magnetic iron-ore employed for ages in of tools and agricultural implements. The ore is

the manufacture of the damask steel used by the’ largely smelted at Tendukhera, about two miles

Persians for sword-blades, is obtained from schist from the mines, where, during the eight dry
near around Dccradoortee, where months of the year, about sixty furnaces are

the ore is extensively distributed. The minute worked. About 5 tons 3 cwt. of iron-ore and 5
scales of iron are diffused in a sandstone-looking tons 1 2 cwt. of charcoal are used for the manu-
gneiss or micaceous schist, passing by insensible facture of two tons of pucka or finished iron. The
degrees into h(^rnblende slate, and sometimes con- ore contains, upon an average, about 40 per cent,

tiiining amorphous masses of (piartz. The strata of iron
;

it is very fusible. Tlue ore is obtained by
are much broken up and elevated, so that the dip means of pits sunk from 30 to 40 feet, through

and direction are in no two places the same, and the alluvium of the valley, to the ore. They are

bear no relation to the mountains in the north, wjishcd in during the rains, and require to be
Tlic iron has the remarkable property of being resunk yearly. The pucka iron sells at from 5 to

obtained at once in a perfectly tough and malleable 6 rupees (10 shillings) per goau or bullock-load

state, requiring none of the complicated processes of .3 maunds, equal to 24 bundles, or from £4, 10s.

to which British iron must be subjected previous to £5, Hs. per ton. From the iron of these mines,

to its being brought into that state. aMr. Wilkinson about 1840, a very good suspension bridge was
found it to be extremely good and tough, and built near Saugor.

considered it superior to any Knglish iron, and At Lohara (Loha, Hind., iron), in the Chanda
eyen to the best descriptions of Swedish. The district of the Central Provinces, there are two
Persian merchants, who frequented the iron localities, five miles apart, where haunatite abounds,

furnaces of Kona-Samudram, are aware of the At the eastern one there is a mass of dense red

superiority of this iron, and informed Dr. Voysey luematite, forming an isolated hill 120 feet above

that in Persia they had in vain endeavoured to the level of the surrounding country, wiiich would

imitate the steel formed' from it. probably yield 300,000 *to 500,000 tons of iron

Ores, powerfully affecting the magnet, exist in without going below the surface. The other mass

great quantity at Taygur, a village of the Konkan, is smaller in extent.

The iron-ore of Ileu'a Kantn was in former Iron-ore, in tlic form of magnetite or granu-

times abundantly worked in the Zillahs of Naru- lated, is found lying on the surface of almost all
*

kot, Palanpiir, Simudra, and Bhilod. the high grounds in Chntki Naypiir,

The Azuria mines in Juhbulpur are situated on In Bundelkhand and in the Nerbadda valley

a hill consisting of iron-ore found at 1 J feet from are large quantities of luematite.

the surface, and extending over an area of about An iron-ore called Dhaoo is produced in the

CO,000 yards square and 30 feet deep. The ore land lying between Mouzah Sathu Nurwari of the

exists in thin flakes of a grey-iron colour and Gwalior district and Punehar, also in the hills ad-

fietallic lustre. The ore and charcoal are thrown joining. The ore is taken to Dhoa and Bugrowlee
m small quantities every half-hour into an earthen and other places, where it is smelted. The iron-

furnace 5 feet high and 3 feet diameter. A part ores of Gwalior are remarkable for their purity and
of the bottom of the furnace is filled with fuel richness. They are chiefly red iron-ores and mag-
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netite, containing sometimes manganese, but there is the north-CfOsterly spur of the Vindhya range,

are also brown iron-ores and silicious hsematite. and fills all Southern Mirzapore and Shahab^,.

The magnetites contain 70 per cent, of metallic Some of the ores yield 70 to 75 per cent, of pig-

iron, the red iron-ore from 60 to 71 per cent, of iron. Some of the best iron in India is product in

iron, the brown iron-ores from 42 to 51 per cent., Palamow, J^ewa, Bidjugghur, and Singrowlee. The
and the silicious hrematites from 45 to 4« per cent, iron from tlie latter place in particular beam a

of metallic iron. Of sulphur there are but few high character in the market, being tough, flexible,

traces, and of phosphorus none. The red iron- and easily worked.

ores near Suntoro, Maesora, and Dharoli occur in In Bengal^ about 6 miles N.E, of the town on

enprmous quantities on the surface of the ground, the road to Bugodhur, a jdace on the Grand
These ores, it is stated, are especially serviceable Trunk Koad, is the Silwar Hill, which almost

for the production of Hcssciner cast-steel for rails, deserves to be called an iron mountain. It stands

There is a large forest in the immediate N.W., at the bed of a valley, through which runs the

which may be calculated to yield 56,000,000 tons Kimbur river, all along the course of which

of wood, and which, it is estimated, would feed stream good iron-ore is found in large quantities,

an iron Avork producing daily twelve tons of About 5 or 6 miles north of Ilazaribagh, on the

finished iron during 900 years. ‘ Burbi road, is Sedgua, and here, close to the

Abundance of iron -ore; is found in the district road, is coal of a very good (quality. Iron-ore

of Sumlndpmr, and it is plentifid in the Cuttack has been traced in the Kiinhur valley for a dis- (

tributary states of Talcher, Dhoukanal, Pal- tance of nearly JIO miles, and the ore is said to.

Jjohara, and Ungool, and, indec<l, througliout the have yielded 75 per cent, of the finest metal. So
hilly country bordering the settled districts of plentiful is the ore, that the Kol and Santal,

this province on the N.W. In Snmbulporc the who work it to procure the material for making
broken iron-ore is mixed with charcoal, and put kodalies, hatchets, etc., for exportation to the neigh-

into the furnace, about 4 feet high, and made of bouring districts, never do more than dig a hole

clay. The fire is maintained by a blast, introduced to the depth of two, or it may be three feet. Coal,

through a fireclay pipe, Avliich is sealed up with although found near the station, can be procured

clay after the insertion of the nozzle of the bellows, in any quantity from the banks of the Damuda,
The slag is raked out, through an aperture niacle and avoo<1 can he drawn from the forests and
in the ground, and which runs up into the centre jungles of the Kamgurh plateau,

of the furnace base. Three men—one to serve /1azai'ibayh iTon-orn a])pears to be of thefincst

the fire, and two to Avork the bellows—arc rc- quality, and contains not h^ss than 80 per cent, of

quired to tend each furnace, Talcher and Dhen- pitro metal. Tt also contains a slight .admixture

kanal ores are said to produce very excellent of manganese, Avhicli Avoiild ])e very useful as a

metal, without the aid of a Ilux. The charcoal flux Avhere the finest steel, su(6i as Avould be re-

used is made from the sal or Vatica robusta. (piircd for guns, is niannfactiired. There is a

The price of the crude iron in Ungool is a trifle surface of 500 square miles of this ore in the

less than one anna per seer. Damuda coal -fields, extending from ten miles

In S, Mirzajmre^ Palamow, Singrowlee, and south of Hazaribagh on to Turi, and underneath

Rewa the ores yield 70 to 75 per cent, of pig- this rich deposit is a layer, supposed to bo about
iron. Each furnace is kept in full play all <lay. 20 feet in extent, of the finest coal in India.

Each day, if the smelters have Avives and children The Agaria., Kol, Santal, and other jungle

to break up the ore into 4 or |-inch cubes, and races smelt with charcoal only, and make no use

bring charcoal, they Avill charge the furnace four of the enormous deposits of cojil
;
their out-turn

times, and the day’s work will be 4 or 5 small perhaps amounting, to about a maund in a couple

malleable pigs of 2 or 2J seers each, or in all 12 of days. A very large quantity of iron of a very

annas to a rup(;e’s worth of iron. Tliey employ fine de.scription is found near Chnttra, one of the

no flux. The furnace is emptied at each charge, principal towns in the Hazaribagh district. Coal
The metal never runs liquid from the furnace, is often found AAothiii 5 or 6 miles of this place,

but falls to the hottoin, bcloAv the blast tube, viz. in the Mahanadi river,

from whence it is taken in a flaming mass by The iron-ores of the J*anjnh are produced along

a pair of iron tongs, and while incandescent it its N.E. mountain frontier, as well as in the lower

is hammered on a hard stone or rough iron Jinvil hills of the Suliniani and Waziri ranges, and those

into a double wedge-shaped i)ig, the Ia])our being to the S.E. of the Bunnu district, and to some
divided between the smelter and his family. extent in the Salt Range on the other side of the

The fuel employed in the IJhrar district in province, in the hilly portion of Gnrgaon district,

smelting the ore, is chaAjoal obtained from the and in the districts of 'Simla, Kangra, Dehra
dhak tree (Biitea frondosa), and costs about 1 Ismail Khan, and Hazara in the Dehli district,

rupee for 6 maunds. To smelt 16 maunds of ore, 24 The Mahruli 1 1 ill, Avhich yields iron-ore, is one of

maunds of charcoal arc required, and this will yield that group of outliers that forms a continuation as

4 maunds of iron, valued at 3 rupees per maund. it Avere of the AravaLli range.

The pari of the Vindhya Hills forming the Along the Himalaya frontier, the principal places

southern portions of Shahabad, and of Mirzjipore, of production are the Hill States of the Simla

N. and N.W. of the Sone river, together with district, JubaJ, Dharni, Bashahr, and Rampur. At
Mirzapore, south of the Sone, Rewa, Palamow, Suket, Ohamlia, and Mandi, iron is largely pro-

and, in fact, the whole chain and spurs of the duced, aud the mines at Shil, Kot Khai, Futteh-

Vindhya range in this neighbourhood, is full of pur, and Bhir Barigal of Kangra are famous,

mineral wealth of various kinds. Quarries of the Mines are worked along the whole range, both on,

peroxide and proto-peroxide of iron, as also of the north and south faces, from the Sutlej to the

iron pyrites, abound in the most accessible por- Ravi. Under the Sikh rule, this iron was ex-

tions of the Kymore range. The Kymore range tensively used for gun-barrels.
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At Kanigomm, in the Waziri HilJs, it is found

also as a hs&matite in several parts of the Salt

I^nge, and in the Chichalli range, on the other

side of the river. The cutlery of Nizamabad and

Gujerat is, however, orclusively manufactured

with imported steel.

The Kamaon ores are fron. an argillaceous band
containing large quantities o' red lueniatite, the

ore-bed being 10 to 20 feet tliick, and extending

for a long distance. The surface deposits supply

the greater proportion of ores used by the smelters,

but much laboiA* is necessary in the collection.

Magnetic iron-ore is found in considerable quan-
tity about 30 miles N.K. of Dharmiala, Kangra
district, close to the sanatorium of Dalhousie. Of
the ores of the Chainba Hills, and in the divisions

up to the Hazara district included in the Kashmir
territories, the best is found at Reyasi in .Jammu

;

the ore found at Sonf and Kutyar, in Kashmir
proper, is not so good.

In the hills due north of Peshmmr is the source

of the fine Bajaur iron which is used in the manu-
facture of the gun-barrels of Kohat and Jammu,
and in the formation of steel for the blade's of

Bokhara and Peshawur. .

At Sikbhar, in tho Darjiling district, is a valu-

able magnetic iron-ore.

Iron is obtained from the ore found in Shorn
Cacharri Mehaiil, in Gholagat Sub-division, in

yhv.vuw?, about 15 or 18 feet under the surface of

the ground.
In iVr/M, ore is found in tho slope of a mountain

callei Popah, about 3000 feet in height, 15 miles

inland from tho river Irawadi, on its left bank.

The ore is found in large (piantity in nodulei?,

and is collected and smelted by the inhabitants

<jf the neighbouring villages. They use no tlux

of any description in smedtiug. Price 4 rupees

per toUt delivered at the neighbouring furnaces.

There is a large variety of ores of iron in the
Tenasserim Provinces, some of which are uncom-
monly rich in metal.

Iron-ore abounds in the Shan states, and to the
south of Mandalay in the district of I’agang. To
the west of Sagaing, for miles up the Irawadi
river, the ore abounds, a rich hrematitc. Tin is

found in the Shan States to the south of Mandalay.
Many of tho provinces of China yield an ex-

cellent iron, equal to the Swedish metal, from red
haematite

;
limonite, black magnetic iron-ore, and

specular iron-ore occur, but the trade in Chinese
iron is petty.

Europeans, in private companies, under Govern-
ment patronage, and also by Government depart-
ments, have made several unsuccessful attempts to
establish iron works of the form adopted in Great
Britain. The chief of these have been the
attempts at Beypur and Porto Novo in 1833 and
18513, in 1874 in' the Madras Presidency, with a
complete loss to the shareholders

;
at Dechauri in

the N.AV. Provinces, and in Bengal. In 1855 the
iron works at Dechauri, in tho N.W. Provinces,
j^ossessed a well-constructed high furnace

;
forest

for the supply of charcoal Avas growing all round
them; they had fair, brown iron-ore at hand, and
excellent rich haematite and magnetic ores only 25
miles off, but tho work was abandoned. In 1882,
the Government of India took the Bengal iron-

works off the proprietors’ hands, paying the share-
holdei-s Rs. 4,30,701. Surgeon-General Balfour,
in 1855, reported on the iron-ores of the south of

India, and showed that in the competition, to be
successful, Indian iron must vie with the iron of

Sweden and Russia, and that it is the convenient
forms of hoop, and bar, and pig—forms in which
wrought-iron is imported—which give British the
preference.

Iron imported into India

—

Oast or Pig.
1

Wrough.t. Tctal.

(]wt. : Value, Rs. Cwt. Value, Ks. Owl. Value, lis.

1874-75, . . . 52,262 1,15,457 1,182,604 1,23,13,095 1,534,866 1,24,73,485
1875-76, .... 85,972 2,48,175 1.918,860 1,38,93,520 2,023,846 1,42,45,978
1876-77, .... 49,030 1,29,286 2,156,758 1,50,07,751 2,251,743 1,52,90,473
1877-78, .... 127,443 3,01,128 2,286,790 1,38,70,782 2,437,721 1,13,55,611
1878-79 51,313 1,22,497 2,291,483 1,41,78,434 2,365,306 1,44,60,151

1879-80, .... 100,994 2,27,384 1,972,374 1,18,87,671 2,111,156 1,22,94,217

1880-81, .... 58,179 1,45,901 2,579,741 1,51,80,589- 2,665,004 1,54,75,409
1881-82, 104,095 i 2,58,053 2,291,745 1,36,72,463 2,450,690 1,41,38,144

About 120,000 tons of iron are imported into

India, of annual value about 1^ kror of rupees,

and almost entirely from the United Kingdom.
The native furnaces throughout India are of

tho same pattern, small circular structures 41 to

5 feet high, built of earth, and the product brings

in the villages a higlier price (£23 the ton) than
iron from Europe (£18 the ton). The Kutub near

Dehli, 23 feet 8 inches, is a remarkable illustra-^

tion of what the ancient blacksmiths could do;*

and the great gun on the ramparts of Bijapur,

cast at Mmadnaggur about the 16th century, is

another.

Iron, Red Oxide.
Tsze-jen-tung, . . Chin. Roth eisen oxyde, , Gkr.
Sesquioxide of iron, Eng. Ferri sesquioxidum, Lat.
Peroxide of iron, . „ F. peroxidum, . . „
Ooloothar, •

, Eng., Lat. F. oxydum rubmm, „
Peroxide de fer, . . Fe. Crocus martis, . . • „

This occurs native in the Chinese provinces of

Shen-si and Kiang-si.

Karatan basi,

.

Irambu tapu, .

Tuphu,

rMAfiAY.
. Tam.

Iron Rust.

8adid ul hadid, ; •. Arab,
j

Than khya, . . . BuiiM.
Tai basi, . . . Malay,

|

Iron, Sulphate of, Ferri Sulphas.
Bala-dokta, . . . Beno. Kara tutia, .

Lull-fan, T’sing* fail, CniN.
Tan-fan, Tsaii-fan, ,,

Green vitriol, . . Eng.
Green copperas, . ,,

Sulfate de fer, . . . Fn.
Schwefelsaures eisen,

Oxydul, Kiseii vitriol, Gbk.
Hera kasia, . . . Hind.

Sulphate of iron is the sulphate of the protoxide

of iron, and occurs in the form of green crystals,

soluble in water. Tho salt is formed abundantly
by natural oxidation of the sulphuret of iron, a
mineral especially common in coal districts. The
sulphuret, absorbing oxygen from the atmosphere,
is converted into the sulphate of the protonde of
iron; this is apt to be changed into the red-

. Hind.
Solfato di ferro, . . It.

Ferrum vitriolatum, . Lat.
,
Sal luartis, . . . . „
Tanisi, .... MaIjAV.
Zunkur madni, . Peus.
Tutiya subz, . . ,,

Uima, Anna baydi, Tam.
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coloured sulphate of the sesquioxide. It is made
artificially on a large scale, for use in the arts, by
exposing moistened pyrites to the air. It occurs
ill the Indian bazars in large masses of green
crystals, and in a state of considerable purity. It

was known to the ancients, is mentioned in the

Amara Kosha of the Hindus, and it is used by
them, as by the Romans in the time of Pliny, in

making ink. A very clieap green copperas in

China is largely used in the mission hospitals as a
disinfectant, also in dyeing black, and as an emetic

in cases of poisoning. 'Die natives of India have
long known the use of acetate of iron, which they

prepare by macerating iron in sour palm-wine, or

in water in which rice has been boiled.— l^oyle^

Mat Med.; (TSh..^ Beny. Phar. p. ,‘125; Royle^

Hindu Medicine^ p. 44 ;
Smithy M. M. C.

;

Local Committee^ Jubhulpur; Cnplain Strover^

18711; Smith; Balfour's Report on the Iron

Ores., Iron and Steel of the Madras Presidency

;

Prof. Max Muller's Lectures, [i. 223
;
M'‘Culloch's

Commercial Dictionary ; IhmrWs Handbook

;

Madras Ex. Jur. Reports
;

Cat. Ex., 1862

;

Carter's Geological Papers; Voysey ;
Moral and

Material Progress of India
;
Cat. and Jur. Report,

Exhibition o/‘1851.

IRON-BARK TREES, a commercial name
applied in Australia to several species of Euca-
lyptus. E. sideroxylon is a valuable timber tree,

possessing great strength and hardness, and much
prized for its durability by c.arpcnters, ship-

builders, for top-sides, trenails, the rudder stock,

,
and belaying pins

;
by waggon builders, for

wheels, poles, etc.; and by turners for rough
work. It is much recommended for railway

sleepers, and is extensively used in underground
mining work. It somewhat resembles the rod
gum tree, but it is more difilcult to got large

trunks of it sound in the lieart. See Eucalyptus.

IRON-WOOD.

make their rudders and anchors of it, and, among
the Japanese, it is so scarce and valuable, that*it

once was only allowed to be manufactured for the

service of their king. The iron-wood of southern

China, however, is Baryxylon rufum
; of the

island of Bourbon, Stadmannia sideroxylon
;
and

of the Cape of Good Hope, Sideroxylon meJano-

phlcos, which latter is very hard, close-grained,

and sinks in water. That of the Canara forests is

from two species of Memecylon (ramiHorum, um-
bellatiim), and on the Coromandel coast the term is

occasionally applied to the wood of the Casuarina

equisetifolia. In Tenasserim, the term is applied

to the woods of Inga xylocarpa and I. bijemina,

and to that of a species of Diospyros. The iron-

wood of Australia is from a species of Eucalyptus,

E. sideroxylon, and that of Norfolk Island from tho

Notclsea longifolia. The iron-wood of Guiana is

from the Robinia panacoco (of Aublet), that of

.Jamaica is tlic Eagara ])terota, and Erythroxylum
areolatum is also called red - wood. Algiphyla

Martinicensis and Coccoloba latifolia are other

West Indian trees, to the timbers of which the

name of iron-wood has been applied
;
and Ostrya

A'irginica, called American hop hornbeam, has

wood exceedingly hard and heavy, whence it is

generally called iron-wood in America, and in

some places lever-wood. Under the name of iron-

wood, two specimens were sent by the Calcutta

Corainittoe to the Exhibition of 1862. One of

them, l*ya, rern., a tree of Akyab, grows to a

moderate size, and is plentiful in the Sandoway
and Ramree districts. The other iron - wood,
Pieng, Fern., also a tree of Akyab, grows to a

large size, and is very plentiful in Arakan
;

its

wood is very hard, and used for posts. One of

these is perhaps the Xylia dolabriforrnis, Benth,

The iron-wood of the South Sea Islands is tho

timber of the Casuarina equisetifolia. Tho iron-

wood of Now Zealand is th(i Vitex littoralis. The
Pya of . . .

Pieng, . . .

Jemtraj, . .

Yserhout, . .

Bois tie fer, .

Kiscuholz,
Legno di ferro,

Akyab. Lignum fcrreiim, . Lat.

,, Sideroxylon, . . ,,

. Dan. Pao de ferro, . . Poitr.

. Dnr. Tverdodrevnik, . . Kus.
Fr. Niiw, .... SiNOJi.

. Ger. Palohicrro, .... Sp.
. . It. .Jeriitra, Sw.

Aki or Tagimni viUe of Now Zealand, the Kata
and the Pohntu kawa of the same country, are all

hard-wooded trees belonging to the genus Metro-

Ridero.s, Bindley; and several other species of

Hetrosideros have been described, natives of

Australia and the Soutli Sea Islands, as furnishing

Iron-wood is a commercial term applied to a
variety of woods, in consequence of their hard-

ness, and almost every country, has an iron-wood
of its own. One, the product of an evergreen
tree, Sideroxylon, remarkable for the liardncss

and weight of its timber, which sinks in water.

receives this name
;

it is of a reddish hue, and
corrodes like iron. This tree grows chiefly in the

West India Islands, and is likewise very common
in South America. Mesua ferrea, a tree furnishing

iron-woods of commerce. The Metrosideros buxi-

folia of Allan Cunningham is the New Zealand

plant callctl Aki, and is a rambling shrub, adher-

ing to trees, and ciiihbing by means of its lateral

roots to the summits of tho loftiest trees in tho

forests of Wangaroa and the Bay of Islands.

—

Eng. Cyc.; Iloltzapifel; Faulkner; Macgillivray

;

Dr. Bennett ; Mr. Mendis
; Dr. MasoUj Cal. Cat,

Ex. o/’18()2; McCulloch.

luklGATION.
one of the iron-woods, and which, also, has re- Wasserung, . . . Ger. Regamiento, . . . . It.

ceived its specifle name from the hardness of its Pefeuchtung, . . „

wood, is a native of Ceylon and of the two
Peninsulas of India, of Northern India, Malacca,

and of the islands. M. pedunculata likewise

furnishes part of the timber known under this

name. That of Arakan is the Xylia dolabiforrais

;

but in Ceylon, the Maba buxifolia and Mimusops
Indica also furnish the iron-woods of that island.

The Ceylonese have also an iron - wood tree

knovni under the name of Naw, of the western
provinces of Ceylon, perhaps the M. ferrea. It

is described as used for bridges and buildings.
The timber of the Metrosideros vera of China is

called ^rue iron-wood. The Chinese are said to

Generous as the Indian soils usually are, and
•favourable as are the seasons in the plains and
valleys of British India, the amount of tho rain-

fall, one year with another, varies by fifty per

cent, above and below the average. Rain is

frequently absent for many weeks, and without

some artificial means of supplying the soil with

moisture, no crops could at those periods be taken

off the ground. Something can be grown with

water, nothing can be obtained without it ;
and

throughout the south and east of Asia the efforts

of the rulers and the people have been directed to

obtain and hoard the water supply. Of the seven
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regions into which British India has been divided

for hygrometric purposes, two only have their

fill of water from natural sources. In the drier

regions the rainfall is precarious as well as scanty,

and wide expanses of good soil lie permanently
untilled and tenantless. A good part of the

Panjab and the whole of Sind would be scarcely

habitable without irrigation, and in the south-

eastern quarter of the Madras Presidency it is in-

lispensable. The natives of these regions liave,

From unknown times, been forming tanks, digging

canals, and leading off channels from rivers, some
cf, them betokening great skill and great labour

;

Hid in the 18th and 19th centuries the labours of

British engineers, especially of those of the Madras
Presidency, have been conspicuously successful

in irrigation. Sir Arthur Cotton, in Tanjore, re-

constructed and enlarged the ancient irrigation

works with such effect, that during the first six-

teen years 50,000 acres of land, previously waste,

were brought under tillage, the average produce
per acre was increased by one-eighth, and the
selling value of the land was doubled. In the

Jelta of the Godavery, where Sir Arthur Cotton
next went, notwithstanding its rich alluvial

mil and fostering clirnjite, alternate flood and
Jrought had brought famines. 'I'he territory is

now a luxuriant garden, 205,000 acres having
been brought under humid cultivation, and the

population is prosperous. The Ganges Canal,

which diffuses irrigation over an area 320 mileS

long by 50 broad, is the most magnificent work
jf its class in the whole world, having a main
channel 318* miles long, primary branches of 306
miles, and minor arms of an aggregate length of

3000 miles. In one place this canal is carried

ever a river 920 feet broad, and thence for nearly

direc miles along the top of an embankment 30
:eet high.

The irrigation canals of the Tigris and Euphrates
lave not retained their ancient magnificence, but
the oases around Bokhara and Khiva owe their

value to the irrigation channels led from the

Dxus. In Persia, Karez aqueducts are largely in

use for irrigation, and the Nizam Shah dynasty of

Ahmadnaggur formed several of these on the

lorth of their capital.

In India, irrigation is carried on from wells

ind from tanks, and largely from channels led

from its riyers, well irrigation being employed for

garden culture, ami to supplement the rainfall.

The efforts made by several of the races to pre-

serve and utilize the water from the rains and
rivers,' have been gigantic, as in the cyclopean

Gorbasta structures of Baluchistan, where dams of

huge stones have been drawn across the valleys

by a race of whose history nothing is known. In

India both Hindus and Miihaminadans have made
great artificial lakes, with dams or bunds, often

highly ornamental. One of the most beautiful is

that of Kankroli or Rajnagar in the Mewar or

Udaipur State. Its retaining wall is about 2

miles long, and the area is about 12 square

miles. It is 376 paces in length, is covered by
white marble steps,—a fairy scone of architectural

beauty.

The great tank at Cumbiim, in the Ceded

Districts, is 8 miles in circumferen^, and covers

au area of nearly 16 squares miles
;

that at

Ulsoor, near Bangalore in Mysore, is of equal

size* The magnificent lake constructed by Mir

Alam, near Hyderabad in the Dekhan, aa a famine
work, has a steamer on it.

Wells or reservoirs, known as the Bai, Baori, or
Baoli, have been formed in many parts of India,
with flights of steps and a succession of platforms,
enclosed by arches, leading down to the water.
Most of the waterworks constructed by the

Muliammadans in India were undertaken to obtain
water for their parks and palaces. It is to the
Hindu races, Aryan and non-Aryan, and in recent
times to the British, that India is indebted for the
great tanks and irrigation c«anal8 which arc now
to be seen. The smaller tanks in the south of

the Peninsula of India, all of Hindu origin, are
multitudinous, and some of them are of great size.

To Hindus also India is indebted for the great
anicuts or dams which head back the waters of

the Cauvery and the Coleriiii.

Some of the great irrigation works, both in

Northern and Southern India, have been so con-
structed as to be available also for navigation.

Navigation on the Orissa canals in 1877-78 yielded

£3384
;
on the Midnapur canal, £10,692

;
and ou

the Sone canals, £5905, the aggregate being larger
than was derived from irrigation. In Madras,
boat tolls in the Godavery delta brought in £4490,
and ill the Kistna delta (Madras canals), £I7I8.
The works of the Madras Irrigation Company
on the Tiimbiidra were not made available for

navigation until 1879. The canal was projected
for irrigation and navigation, which should ex-
tend from Sunkesala, 17 miles above Kurnool, to
the Kistnapatam estuary on the sea -coast of
Nellore, and the Madras Irrigation Company
undertook that part of it between Sunkesala alid

the Pennar river at Siimaiswarara, aud subse-
quently to the town of Cuddapah. was com-
pleted in 1871, but it has been financially a
failure, attributable to the heavy charges for

maintenance and establishment, to the unprofit-

able outlay on the navigation works, and the
^scarcity of labour.

Ill the Bombay Presidency, near Poona, the

British have erected a masonry dam to form Lake
Fife, one of the finest reservoirs in the world.

The British have drawn one great canal from
the Ganges at Hardwar

;
they have improved and

enlarged an old canal which the Muhammadans
brought to Dehli from the Juiima ; a great canal

has been led from the river Sutlej, in the Sirliind

division of the Panjab, another from the river Ravi
north of Lahore, for the Amritsar district.; with
many lesser streams for Multan, and for the in-

undation canals of the Dcrajats. In Behar a great

canal has b(?en taken from the Sone river
;

in

Orissa the Mahanadi has been dammed farther

south, as has also the Krishna river at Bezwara,

and the Cauvery and Colerim'river near Trichino-

poly. But what is there .accomplished on a very

large scale by the British India Government is,

throughout many parts of the coun^, performed

by the villagers themselves. For miles the Hindu
cultivator will carry his tiny stream of water along

the brow of mountains, round steep declivities,

and across yawning gulfs or deep valleys, l^s

primitive aqueducts being formed of stones and
clay, the scooped-out trunks of palm trees and
hollow bamboos. And sometimes, in order to bring
the supply of water to the necessary height,’ the
e-cottah or the bucket-wheel is employed, worked

y men, by oxen, by buffaloes, or by elephants.m
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and in the more level tracts of the south of the

Peninsula every little declivity is dammed up to

gather the falling rain.

And, independent of the general benefits to

the people, great profits have been made by
the British Government in several cases, by
restoring or repairing tanks and channels which
had become ruined, such net profits amounting to

from 10 to 45 per. cent., and in one instance to

250 per cent. And it is believed that the con-

struction of large storage reservoirs would return

a high percentage on tlie outlay. The smaller

tanks constructed by the people themselves well

repay the labour employed, though to the Govern-

ment the construction of flat country tanka of the

second class, or even of the third class, offer a

very doubtful return.

The value of water to the cultivator is shown,

first, by contrasting the yield of dry crops with

that of rice and sugar-cane, from actual experi-

ments. From these it appeared that the net profit

per acre on dry crops wjis 8s. 2:{d.
;
on rice, £4,

16s. lOJd. ;
and on sugar-cane, £18, 6s. 6d. In

the two last cases a very low rate for the water was
asrfiimed, viz. 12s. per aero for each crop of rice,

and 24s. per acre for each crop of sugar-cane, as

provisionally fixed by Government. A comparison

was made between dry crops and rice, and dry crops

occasionally flooded, based on the average price

of grain extending over live years, and deducting

one-fourth from tlic gross value of the crop in the

case of dry crops, and ono-sixth in the case of

wet crops, to cover loss in bad years. Without
deducting the water rate, the difference in the

net value of the crops was as follows :—Between
dry crops and rice, taking the most unfavourable

comparison, 25s. 7d.
;
between dry crops and the

same occasionally irrigated, 110s. 8d.
;
and between

two dry crops and sugar-cane (whicli occupied ten

months of the year), <£8, 2s. 8d. But if water be

stored, so as to allow a second crop of rice to be

grown, the advantages are nearly doubled, l^ro-

vided a water rate proportioned to the value of

thb water were fixed, irrigation would benefit the

cultivator to the extent of 8s. 6d., or 50 per cent.,

and yield a gross return on the outlay of Hs. 9d.

per acre
;
and if water were stored for a second

crop, the gain to the cultivator would be 198. 9d.,

or more than 100 per cent., and the return to the
agency sui)plyiiig the water 5 7s. lid. per acre, the

cultivator not having to expend any capitiil in im-
provements. Of the 378. 3d. per acre profit, 22s. 6d.

was about the sum due to the storage of water,

supposing such storage works to be added to dis-

tribution works already constructed. The •cost of

large works of irrigation might be safely reckoned

at £7 per acre on an average, or £8, 1 5s. if 5 per

cent, on one-half the capital for ten years during

construction were added. If the profits made by
the application of the water were divided in the

proportion of one-third to the cultivator and two-

thirds to the agency supplying the water, works of

channel irrigation would benefit the cultivator, as

above stated, to the extent of 50 per cent., and
yield a net return of 7*4 per cent, on the capital

expended. It appears probable that, in the most
favourable localities, 7000 cubic yards of water
could be stored for £1, and in others 4250 cubic
yards.

A committee was appointed by Lord Canning
to consider the views as to irrigation held by

Colonel Sir Arthur Cotton and Colonel Crofton,

and they decided in favour of Colonel Crofton ’s

views against those of 'Sir A. Cotton. Of tlie

reasons given for its. decision one was their ob-^

jection to the construction of a weir across tlie

Ganges, below the confluence of the Solaui^ at

the estimated cost of £1,128,631, to pass a

j

volume of water over the .Ganges of 30,000,000
• cubic yards. But the' Godavery weir, to pass

above 200,000,000, only gost £90,000 ;
the Cauvery

weir, to pass the same volume as the Ganges,

30,000,000 cubic yards, only cost £15,000 ;
the

Kistna w’cir, to pass 180,000 cubic yards, only

£100,000
;
the Tumbudra weir, for about double

the volume of the Gauges, only £30,000. The
average estimate for weirs on similar rivers in

Madras is about £500 per million cubic yards
of volmno per hour; while tlio estimate of the

Ganges Canal Committee was nearly £40,000 per
million.

Only rivers of the larger class, which have a
continuous flow for several months, arc available

for extensive irrigation projects. The smaller

rivers are merely torrents, which quickly carry
off heavy falls of rain, and then become dry
again. The water, liowcver, is in many cases

intercepted by chains of tanks, of the second or

third class, built across these torrents.

I’he ileltas of large rivers, being the most easily

irrigated lauds, Ijave been so treated for ages, and
the works have been much extended and improved
under the British Government, by the construction

of permanent weirs of great, lengths at the heads
of the deltas, such weirs being built On the. sandy
beds of wide rivers subject to lieavy iloods. This

seemed to have been beyond the skill of the

ancient, native rulers. They, however, built many
Weil'S on the large rivers in the middle part

of their courses, the situations being skilfully

chosen, but the construction was rude and im-
perfect. They M’’ere generally built on a reef of

rocks, with loose rubble, faced with large blocks

of granite laid dry, and sonietimcft fastened with
iron clamps. The modern weirs in similar situa-

tions are of masonry, with a vertical or slightly

battering face on tlie down-stream side, and with

heavy copings. In rivers having sandy beds, it

is usual to build the body of the weir on a founda- -

tion of brick wells, sunk to the low-water level,

and filled with concrete. On the lower side there

is an apron, having a slope of 1 in 12 from the

crest, with a toe wall
;
and if the slope be long,

intermediate walls are also built on wells, and
below all there is a broad layer of rough ru'bble

of large dimensions.

The ancient irrigation channels were generally

defective in design, being too small, and having

much too great a fall. In consequence of these

channels being so near the river, they irrigated

only a narrow strip of land
;
and the current

being too great, excessive annual repairs were

required. This system necessitated numerous off-

takes from the river, involving the expense of

many weirs, and a great aggregate length of un-

productive channel, from the offtake to the point

where the channel reached such a level as to com-

mand the surface df the country. On the other

hand, a canal of large dimensions, taken off from

one head, having a slower current ^nd less fall,

would soon so gain on the level of the river that

it would reach districts remote- from it, and
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sequently more in need of artificial supplies of

water
;
and it would also command a mu^ larger

extent of country than it could supply entirely

with water. This was an advantage, because it

would be many years before a district could be

completely changed from dry to wet cultivation,

as it would require to have its population trebled.

It also afforded means of assisting dry crops in

years of drought, and thus preventing famine. In

many districts complete failure of tlie crops now
l^rown occurred every few years, and a good crop

was a rare occurrence. There should therefore

be facilities for completely irrigating detached

[ireas a^ considerable intervals, and of giving occa-

sional irrigation to dry crops.

Distribution was eifected from the second class

of tanks directly, by means of sluices in the bund.
From the third, and more especially from the first

class, it was commonly effected indirectly
;
thus

the natural channel of the river or rivers, which
had been dammed to form the tank, were used to

carry part of the water for irtigation, weirs being
built across them at suitable places, and artificial

channels taken off from above them. By these

means the surplus of the water, whicli was gene-
rally wastefully used by the ryots, was saved, being
collected by drainage into the stream, and redis-

tributed at the next weir. Distribution was most
economically effdeted from a canal, when the latter

ran along a ridge; but jis this could rarely be

accomplished in the case of a canal taken off from
a main drainage, it was next best effected by

leading the main distribution channels down the

ridges crossed by the canal. Distribution could

f)e carried out in the (’eded Districts for fis. per

acre, including sluices in the main canal, and all

necessary road and water crossings, but excluding

the coast of terracing the land to prepare it for

wet cultivation, this being done by the occupier.

The nature of the ground was occasionally such
that the drainage was effected naturally, no works
being required for that purpose beyond small open
trenches in the rice fields.

Ordinary agricultural works in tln^ Madras
Presidency irrigate an area of about 3,.‘565,157

acres, yielding a revenue of approximately Its.

1,81,04,126. They consist of two kinds, viz.

(1) rain -fed tanks or reservoirs; generally of

minor individual importance, . each deriving its

supply directly from rainfall distributed over an
area of land, which is called the catchment

basin; and (2) channels from rivers and streams

providing direct irrigation, or supplying tanks,

together with the tanks supplied. In the first

case, the rainfall is caught and retained before

it reaches natural lines of any importance. In

the last, it is diverted from the drainage lines

while pursuing its course, and led away by arti-

ficial means. In connection with these last are

the anicuts or weirs Vhich have been constructed

by former governments and under British rule.

About 1876, there wore in the Madras Presidency

1212 weirs across rivers or streams, 769 of which
were in the three districts of Madura, Salem, and
S. Arcot. There were 83,318 tanks and irriga-

tion canals, of which the districts of Coimbatore,

Vizagapatam, Kistna, Kumool, and Nellore had
only 2690. The irrigated area from all these was
approximately 3,365,157 acres, and the revenue

1,31,04,126. Besides these, there were irriga-

tion works belonging to landlords, also others

belonging to the Government irrigation systems,
for which capital and revenue accounts are kept.
Of these last, the principal are tlic anicuts or weirs
across the rivers Godavery, Kistna, Pennar,
Cauvery, Vellar, Palar, and Tambrapumi, and
the great reservoir of (3hembrumbakam.

It was Lord Canning’s opinion that the con-
struction of great irrigation works might be en-
trusted k) private companies; but the Madras
Irrigation Company and K. I. Irrigation Company
formed at that time (1861) for the Tumbudra
and Mahanadi, have been pecuniarily unsuccess-
ful. For the Mahanadi river scheme, for instance,

the capital raised in Juno 1861, nearly a million

.sterling, was intended to be utilized in certain

initiatory parts, amounting to about one-balf of

the complete scheme, which was estimated at two
million Sterling. To meet the second half of the
sclieme a second million was to be raised when
wanted, by a second issue of shares. The works
began in December 1863. Irrigation was first

available in December 1865, but was first taken
up in April 1866, giving returns in October 1866.
Navigation began to pay in March 1863, but
eventually the scheme was bought up by Govern-
ment in December 1867. The initiatory half of

the works was not then perfectly completed, but
was nearly so. The estimates having been ex-
ceeded, the first issue of one million was very
nearly spent. The navigation returns from March
1863 to August 1867 amounted to £5922. The
cultivators refused to pay for the water. In the

year 1872-73 the total acreage of irrigation was
only 4753 acres, yielding £4263 in water rates,

and the navigation returns on a tonnage of 154,422
tons amounted to £4750; the totaP receipts, in-

cluding £1481 from other sources, amounted to

£10,293 for that yeari

Mr. Latham, chief engineer of the Madras
Canal and Irrigation Company, reported that the
expectation, based upon the experience of the

north-western canals, that irrigation would not
fall off much after its value had once been felt

during the famine, has proved delusive. Yet the
increase caused by the famine had been but
moderate :

—

187.5-7(5 (before the famine), . . . 13,928*45 acres.

1876-

77 (tlic year of failure of rain), . 24,545*08 ,,

1877-

78 (a year of famine and late rain),27,922*17 ,,

1878-

79 (a year of excessive rain), . . 14,731*49 ,,

The Tumbudra canals were led from a weir,

4500 feet long, across the rocky bed of the river at

Sunkesala, and it was intended to reach 250,300
acres of rice cultivation up to the year 1865. The
Madras Irrigation and Canal Company had realized

le.ss revenue than sufficed to cover the working
expenses. Up to the end of 1877-78, the total

outlay was Rs. 1 ,52,73,352. The attempt to make
it suitable for navigation added Rs. i36,8(),584

to its cost. The canal was designed to irrigate

200,000 acres of wet crops, or a corresponding

area of other crops. But the largest area irrigated

was in the famine year 1876-77, when it reached

82,477 acres, viz. wet cro^ 24,545, dry crops

67,932. It is now recognised that canals for

traffic must have the same width and depth from
their commencement to their termination

;
but that

irrigation canals*, by giving off channels along their

course, should gradually fine away to their end.
Between 1862-63 and 1872-78 the acreage

irrigated by the Western Jumna Canal was from

379
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331,037 to 496,542 acres; in the Eastern Jumna
Canal, from 160,355 to 274,101 acres; the Bari

Doab Canal, from 126,016 to 287,079 acres
;
and

the Ganges Canal, 20^,605 to 1,078,399 acres.

.
In 1869, the Eastern Jumna Canal irrigated

102,322 acres; in 1877,103,632 acres; and in

1878 it was 110,722 acres, yielding a revenue of

lis. 18,56,440.

Panjah.—Of the twenty-one million acres under

cultivation in an average year in the Panjab,

only five and a half million acres (of which four and
a half millions are under food crops) are irrigated

by artificial means. One and a half million acres

more are situated in the beds of the Panjab rivers,

and require little rain to bring their produce to

maturity. Of tlie remaining twelve and a half

million acres under food crops (making 18

J

millions altogether under tliis description of pro-

dueeX six and a half arc pretty safe, b(‘ing grown
under an abundant and. a reliable rainfall in the

submontane districts, and six millions produce a

more precarious crop, being wholly dependent on

the less certain rainfall of the tract farther south.

It is roughly estimated that on an average for the

whole province an acre of irrigated land produces

half as' much again as an acre of land wholly

dependent on rain. This ratio gives one-third of

the total yield of food grains as the produce of irri-

gated land, and two-thirds as dependent on rainfall

or rain-lloods. Following out the comparison into

more detail, it is calculated that 36 per cent, of

the whole supply of food grains is produced ])y

land artificially irrrigated, 43 per cent, by land

more or less protected by floods or abundant rain-

fall, and only 21 per cent, by land dependent on

a more precarious rainfall. Tlie chief means of

artificial irrigation are wells, which irrigate three

millions of acres
;
inundation canals, chiefly from

the rivers of the Panjab proper, irrigate one

million
;

and perennial canals, of which the

Western Jumna and Bari Doab ('lanals are the

chief, protect only three-quarters of a million

of acres.

There are several plans by wJiich, in British

India, water is lifted. One of these, from wells,

is by means of the ‘ mot ’ or ‘ pur,’ a flexible

leathern bucket containing from 2^ to 124 gal-

lons, which is attached by a strong rope to a

pulley. In masonry wells in the north of India,

from 4 to 20 runs can be worked at one and the

same time, and at unbricked or Kach’ha wells

more than two runs are seldom worked. The
runs—called ‘ lao,’ from Lana,to bring—areworked
by men or women, bullocks, and buffaloes, but
generally bullocks. Whatever j}owcr may be
employed in a garden or field of any size, one

person is needed to receive and empty the bucket

at the mouth of the well, another to drive the

bullocks, «and a third to distribute the water.

In a small patch of land two persons will suffice.

Human labour is the most expensive, but is the

quickest. About two standard bighas can in one

day be irrigated in the above manner by one set

of labourers.

Irrigation is sometimes effected by hand labour,

two men raising the water by means of a bamboo
or leather bucket or basket, swung from ropes.

In the Doab of the Ganges and in Rohilkhand, it

is called beri, Ichari, ch’hapa, boka
;
in Benares

and Oudh, dauri
; and in Dehli and Bundelkhand,

dal, dugla, dulia. In Sind and in the Panjab,

the Persian wheel, a series of earthenware buckets

on the periphery of the wheel, is largely used.

In Dehli and the Doab, dal is- the name applied

to the basket or bucket used for raising water

from a deep well. It is made sometimes of leather,

but generally of miinj (Saccharum munja) or jliau

(tamarisk). It is more expensive than the ‘tor ’

irrigation, which consists in merely breaking down
the field ridge.' Sugar-cane, poppy, and garden

crops arc irrigated, where possible, from wells only,

even when the expense of drawing water from a

<leep well is fourfold that of shovelling it out of a

hollow on the earth’s surface
;
and practical agri-

culturists entered rates one-fifth higher on lands

irrigated from wells than those watered from
jhils or ponds.

AVhere the natural rains are the sole means of

irrigating the lands, only one crop can be raised

annually, and even that, in difficult seasons, is

imobtained. But with artificial irrigation two
and three crops can be raised,—a monsoon, a cold-

weather, and a hot-weather crop.

In Farrakhabad, where three crops are obtained,

Indian corn sown in June— .July, and harvested in

A ugust and September, is the liret crop. 1 n October
— November, potatoes or carrots are planted

as a second crop, and taken up in February or

March
;
and the third crop is tobacco or melons,

sown in April, and gathered in May or June.

Cos/.—From the commencement of the Godavery
delta irrigation system of works up to 1877-78, the

sum of Rs. 78,77,781 had been expended. The
area irrigated under the anicut was 641,892 acres,

in 1876-77, yielding a revenue of Rs. 22,98,423,
divided into a water tax of Ks. 15,91,767,
and land assessment Its. 7,06,666. The total ex-

})eiiditure for the Kistiia delta system has been
Ks. 48,40,646. This system is intended to irri-

gate 470,000 acres. Of that extent, 246,000
were irrigated in 1875-76, yielding a revenue of

Ks. 10,98,978, viz. water lax Ks. 7,32,766, and
land tax Rs. 3,66,222. Out of 321 miles pf canal

proposed for navigation in this delta, 267 miles

had been opened for traffic up to 1877-78.
From the upper parts of the Cauvery river,

channels have been comluctcd through the Trichi-

nopoly and I’anjorc districts, and the portions

within the reach of the waters are cultivated like

gardens. The great Coleruii channel, quite like

a great river ainl about a mile broad, is led off

from the Cauvery, aids to form the sacred iMand
of Srirangam, and is exhausted in irrigating the

lands to the east. The Cauvery delta irrigation

system irrigates 7!)6,968 acres, yielding a revenue
of Ks. 33,78,442. Up to the end of 1873-74, the

sum of Ks. 13,39,641 had been expcTided on it by
the British Government, which outlay has been

estimated to yield a return of 86*81 per cent.

The total expenditure on the Srivai Kunthani
anicut in the Madras IVesidency up to 1877-78,
was Rs. 9,20,510. In Mysore, there are anicuts

or dams at Nundur, Sri Kamadwara, and Masee-

hully, and a great reservoir is to be established

at Mauri Conwai.
IKULAR. At the foot of the Neilgherry moun-

tains, and for a short distance within the forests

extending from their base into the plains, live a

race . commonly known by the name of Irular.

They are in two classes,—one called ^rali, the

other Kurutalei. Iruli means unenligntened or

barbarous, from the Tamil word Irul, .darkness,
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and is a term applied to them by their neighbours.

Urali signifies the rulers of the people, and
Kurutalei the common people. Captain Hark-

ness met with a group of Irulars all but naked,

—men, women, and children dancing, jumping,

and amusing themselves. The hair of the men,

as well as of the women and children, was
bound up in a fantastic manner with wreaths

of plaited straw
;
their necks, ears, wrists, and

ankles decorated with ornaments formed of the

same material
;
and carrying little dried gourds,

in which nuts or small stones had been placed,

they rattled them as they danced, and, with the

rustling of their rural ornaments, gave a sort of

rhythm to their motion. His unexpected visit

disconcerted them at first, hut this was soon got

over, and the dance again resumed, in front of a
little thatched shed, which was their temple.

When it was concluded, they sjicriticed to their

deities a Iie-goat and throe cocks. This was done
by cutting the throats of the victims, and tlirowing

them down *at the feet of the idol, the whole
assembly at the same time prostrating themselves.

Within the teinjde there was a winnow or fan,

which they calleil Mahri, and in front of the

temple two rude stones, which tlicy (‘ailed, the

one Moshani, the other Konadi Mahri, hut whicli

are subordinate to the mahri or fan occuj)ying

the interior of tlie tein])le. No great distance

from this, he ])a8scd their places of sepulchre,

there being one for the Urali and another for the

Kurutalei. These sepulchres are pits, about thirty

or forty feet square, and of considerable depth,

over whicli are placed largo ])lanks
;
above is

erected a shed, covin-ing in the w'liole, and pro-

tecting it from the weather. In the centre of the

planks is an opening about a cubit scpiare, over
which arc phmed other pieces of wood, and on
these is raised a small mound of earth in the

Form of ?iu altar, tlui surface being decorated

with pebbles, placed there both as meinorials of

the departed, and as objects of future worship.

When a death occurs, the mound of earth is re-

moved, and the body thrown in. kr^ouie ten or

twelve days after, a mound of fresh earth is raised,

in room of tlie one which had been removed
;
the

pebbles, which in the first instance had been
put aside, are again replaced, and another

one added to them in memory of the deceased.

All this is done with much ceremony, tlic pebbles

being anointed with oil, ]ierfumcd with frank-

incense, and decorated with fiowers. Food is also

distributed to the assembly, according to the

ability of the relatives of the deceased. The
Irulars speak a rude Tamil.— Captain llarkncsa'

Neiif/herry Jlillft.

IKVINE, ROBERT 11., a medical officer of the

Bengal army, who rose to the rank of Deputy
Surgeon-General, lie wrote (1841) an Account
of the General and Medical Topography of Ajmir.

IRWIN. Lieut. Irwin accompanied Moiiiit-

stuart Elphinstone to Afghanistan
;
the amount of

multifarious information he collected js altogether

surprising.

IRWIN, EYLES, an officer of the East India

Company, author of a Series of Adventures in the

Course of a Voyage up the Red Sea, on the Coast

of Arabia and Egypt, in the year 1777.

ISA, called Isana, the Hindu deity, pre-

siding over the N.E. quarter of the heavens
;

’ a
oame of Siva,

. ISANI.

ISA KHEL, a town and division in the Banu
district on the N.W. frontier of India, 42 miles
from Banu, and 28 S. of Kalabagh. The town,
with 7440 inhabitants, is '9 miles W. of the
main branch of the Indus, opposite the Rokri
Ferry., The. Isa Khel division is enclosed be-
tween the Indus and the Cuttack Hills, and has
a population of 46,000 souls, mostly clans of the
Niazi, descendants of Niaz Khan, second son of

Lodi, the son of Shah Huseii, king of Ghor, from
whom the Lohani and Ghilzai claim descent.

With the Isa Khel, money is never given to the

bride’s father, as is the custom of all other Patluiu

tribes, and every woman of the Isa Khel branch,
however humble, is strictly Gosha. The other

tribes and races are Awan, Baluch, Hindus, Jat,

Cuttack, Khiidzai, Koreshi, Pathan, Shaikhs,

Syuds, Kliafiik. The Niazi are trusty allies of the

British .—MacGregor.

ISANI. Colonel Tod describes a lofty three-

peaked mountain, on which is a temple dedicated
to Aya - Mata, also called Isani, the tutelary

(livinity of the Kol. This and the effigy of the
horse are there the only objects of adoration
among this aboriginal race. This was the first

time be had seen a personification of mother earth,

for such is Isjini, from Isa, goddess, and Anani,
earth, the univi;rsal nurse-mother (Aya-Mata). In
their worship of the horse* they restmiblo the oilier

forest tribes, the Bhil, tlie Goiid, and tlie Surya.
Among the many remarkable festivals of Rajasthan
kept with peculiar brilliancy at Udaipur, is that

called Gangore, in honour of Gouri or Isani, the

goddess of abundance, the Isis of Egypt, the Ceres
of Greece. Idke the Rajput saturnalia, which it

follows, it belongs to the vernal equinox, when
nature in these regions proximate to the tropic is

ill the full expanse of her charms, and the matronly
Gauri casts her golden mantle over tlie beauties of

the verdant Vassaiiti. Then the fruits exhibit their

promise to the eye, the koil fills the ear with
melody, the air is impregnated with aroma, and
the crimson poppy contrasts with the spikes of

golden grain to form a wreath for the beneficent

Gauri. Gauri is one of the names of Isa or Par-
vati, wife of Siva, Maliadeva, or Iswara, who is

conjoined with her in these rites, whicli almost

exclusivt'ly appertain to the women. The mean-
ing of Gauri is yellow, emblematic of the ripened

harvest, when the votaries of the goddess adore
her effigies, which are those of a matron painted

the colour of ripe corn
;
and though her image is

represented with only two hands, in one of wliieh

she holds the lotus, which the Egyptians regarded

as emblematic of reproduction, yet not unfre-

quently they equip her with the warlike conch,*

the discus, and the club, to denote that the god-

dess, wlios(3 gifts sustain life, is likewise accessary

to the loss'of it
;
uniting, as Gauri and Kali, the

characters of life and death, like the Isis and

Cybele of the Egyptians. But in the Gangore
festival she is only seen as Aiina-purna, the food-

filler, benefactress :if mankind. The rites com-
mence when the sun enters Aries (tlie opening of

the Hindu year), by a deputation to a spot beyond
the city, ‘ to bring eartli for the image of Gauri.*

When this is formed, a smaller one of Iswara is

made, and they are placed together; a small
trench is then excavated, in which barley is sown;
the ground is irrigated and artificial heat supplied
till the grain germinates. By rites known only to
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the initiated, having been performed for several applied to ‘the mother of mankind,* when slie

days within doors, they decorate the images, and places the repast before the messenger of heaven,

prepare to carry them in procession to the lake. Considerable resemblance is to be discerned be-

During these days of preparation, nothing is tween this festival of Gauri and those in honour
talked of but Gauri*s departure from the palace,— of tlie Egyptian Diana at Bubastes, and of Isis

whether she will be as sumptuously apparelled as at Busiris, within the delta of the Nile, of which

in the year gone by
;
whether an additional boat Herodotus says, ‘ They who celebrate those of

will be launched on the occasion, tliough not a Diana embark in vessels
;
the women strike their

few forget the goddess altogether in the recollcc- tabors, the men their flutes, the rest of both sexes

tion of the gazelle eyes (mirg-aeni) and serpentine clap tlieir hands and join in chorus. Whatever
locks (nagni zoolf) of the beauteous handmaids city they approach, the vessels are brought on

who are selected to attend her. At length the shore, the women use ungracious language, dance,

hour arrives, the martial nakara give the signal and indelicately throw about their garments.’

to the caimonier without, and the guns on the IVhercver the rites of Isis prevailed, we find the

summit of the castle of Ekling-garli announce that boat introduced as an essential emblem in her

Gauri has commenced her excursion to the lake, worship. Bryant furnishes an interesting account

The cavalcade assembles on the magnificent terrace, from Diodorus and Curtius, illustrated by draw-
and the rana, surrounded by his nobles, leads the ings from Pocock, from the temple of Luxor, near

way to the boats, of a form as primitive as that Carnac, in the Thebaid, of the ship of Isis carry-

which conveyed the Argonauts to Colchis. Tlie ing an ark
;
and from a male figure therein, this

scenery is admirably adapted for these fetes, the learned person thinks it bears a mysterious allu-

ascent being gradual from the margin of the lake, sion to the deluge. Golonel Tod, however, was
At length the procession is seen winding down inclined to deem the personage in the ark Osiris,

the steep, and in the midst, borne on a pat’li or husband of Isis, th(^ type of the sun arrived in the

throne, gorgeously arrayed in yellow robes, and sign of Aries (of which the rams’ heads ornament-
blazing with * barbaric pearl and gold,’ the god- ing both the prow and stern of the vessel are

dess appears, on cither side two beauties wave typical), the harbinger of the annual fertilizing

the silver chamra over her head, while the more inundation of the Nile, evincing identity of origin

favoured damsels act as harbingers, preceding her as an equinoctial festival with that of Gauri (Isis)

with wands of silver, the whole chantitjg hymns, of the Indo-Scythic races of Rajasthan.

On her appro^h, the rana, his diiefs ami ministers, . H..avenly stranger, please to taste
rise and remain standing till the goddess is seated Those bountios, which our nonrisher, from whom
on her throne, close to the water’s edge, when all All perfect good, unmcjisurod out, descends

bow, and the prince and court take tiieir scats in 'f" and for delight hath caused

the boats. The females then form a circle around The earth to yield.’ y'nnntioc M.lKxrkv.pp.S'dr.-lOl.

the goddess, unite hands, and with a measured The German Suevi adored Isis, and also intro-

step and various graceful inclinations of the body, duced a ship in her worship, for which Tacitus

keeping time by beating tlie palms at particular says he has no materials whence to investigate the

cadences, move around the image singing hymns, origin of a worship denoting the- foreign origin of

some ill honour of the goddess of abundance, the tribe. This Isis of the Suevi was evidently a

others on love and chivalry, and embodying little form of Ertha, the chief divmity of all the Saxon

episodes of national achievements, occasionally races, who with her consort Teutates or Ilesus

sprinkled with double entendre, which excite a (Mercury) were the chief deities of both the Celtic

smile aud significant nod from tlie chiefs, and an and early Gothic races, the Biidha and Ella of the

inclination of the head of the fair choristers. The Rajputs
;
in short, the earth, the prolific mother,

festival being entirely female, not a single male the Isis of Egyjit, the Ceres of Greece, the Anna-
mixes in the immense groups, and even Iswara puma (giver of food) of the Rajputs. On some

himself, the husband of Gauri, attracts no i^ttcn- ancient temples dedicated to this Hindu Ceres are

tion, as appears from liis ascetic or mendicant form sculptured on the frieze and pedestal of the columns

begging his dole from the bounteous and universal the emblem of abundance, termed the cumaciimpa,

mother. It is taken for granted that the goddess or vessel of desire, a vase of elegant form, from

is occupied in bathing all the time she remains, which branches of the palm are gracefully pendent,

and ancient tradition say.s death was the penalty Herodotus says that similar water-vessels, filled

of any male intruding on these solemnities
;
but a with wheat aud barley, were carried in the festival

late prince deemed them so fitted for amustjment, of Isis
;
and the Egyptian god Canopus is depicted

‘that he even instituted a second Gangore. 8ome under tin? form of a water-jar or Nilomcter, whose

hours are thus consumed, while ciisy and good- covering bears the head of Osiris.

—

Tod's Rajasthan

liumourcd conversation is c^irried on. , At length, i. p. h70. •
.

the ablutions over, the godde.ss is taken up and RSATIS INDIGOTICA. Fortum. A perennial,

conveyed to the palace with the same forms and almost shrubby, dye plant of N. China. It fur-

state. The rana aud his chiefs then unmoor nishes a product almost similar to I. tinctoria,

their boats, and are rowed roun<l the margin of or dyers’ woad. In China, colouring matter for

the lake, to visit in succession the other images dyeing blue is derived from two species of plants,

of the goddess, around which female groups are the Polygonum tinctorium at the south, and the

chanting and worshipping, as already described, ’I’ien tsing or Isatis indigotica, cultivated at
^

with which ceremonies the*evening closes, when the Shanghai and Chusan, and largely in the Ke-

whole terminates with a grand display of fireworks, wang-meow district, a few miles to the south,

the finale of each of the three days dedicated to Isatis tinctoria, Linn., the dyers’ woad, is a

Gauri. tall herb of two years’ duration, growii^from the

Gauri, Anna-deo or Anna-devi, and Anna-purna, Mediterranean to Japan, succeeding b5t in rich

‘ filling with food,’ or the nourisher, are the names limestone ground. Its fermented leaves furnish
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, bine dye. The species of Isatis are numerous.
- Williams' Middle Kingdom, See Dyes.

ISFAHAN, a chief town of Persia, formerly

ho capital of the country. It is built on the

janks of the Zand-rud, and has about 60,000

nhabitants and 100 neighbouring villages. ’ Isfa-

lan occupies the central part of an oval plain,

vhich is enclosed by a range of mountains, pre-

enting a singularly serrated outline. The lowest

)art is on the N.E. and the highest on the S.W. siile

f the city. From an elevated pass leading through
he rugged and rocky belt on the latter side, there

« obtained a fine view of this mountain basin,

diose circumference is about .^0 miles. A distance

f about 12 miles separates the mountains on the

western side from those of the eastern
;
the shorter

iameter being about 8 miles. It is well watered
ly the tortuous Zend-rud, which Hows through it

ather southward of its centre.

Mir Wais, chief of the Ghilji, died in 1715, and
i^as succeeded by his brother, but shortly after-

mvdB Mahmud, son of Mir Wais, became chief

f the tribe. He left Kandahar with 2.5,000 men,
[larched to Kirman and on to Yezd, from whicli

ilace he moved directly on Isfahan. lie was
pposed at Gulnabad, near that city, but obtained

complete victory, and lie surrounded and block-

ded the city, and soon the inhabitants suffered aU
he horrors of famine. The miseries endured are

[escribed by most writers as surpassing the great-

St extremities ever known on such occiisions.

The* horrors of this siege have been described by
he Polish Jesuit Krusinski, who personally wit-

lessed them, and they are noticed in the Histoire

[e Perse Depuis le Commencement do ce Siecle (the

ighteenth) of M. la Mamye Clairac, on authorities

rhich cannot be disputed. The inhabitants of

sfahan were compel led by famine to devour not
•nly mules and horses, but <logs and other crea-

ures, which their religion taught them to consider
s unclean. A woman endeavouring to strangle

i cat, Was heard to exclaim at every scratch or bite

hat she received, ‘ Thou strivest in vain. I’ll eat

hee notwithstanding.’ The leaves and bark of
rees were ground into a kind of meal, .and sold by
veight

;
shoe leather wa.s boiled and used as food

;

it length human flesh became the chief support of

nany miserable wretches, who for a while were
Jontent with what they could collect from bodies
hat filled the public streets

;
but some were in-

luced to murder their fellow-citizens, and it is

wen said that parents killed and devoured their

)wh children. From the MS. memoirs of AU
iazin, we learn that ‘ a crust or lump of bread
rvas sold at so high a price as four or live gold
ishrafi. ’ A pound of bread, according to Krusin-
‘ki, attained, in September, the price of thirty

•hillings
;
aiid, in October, of above fifty. Aimuig

ho calamities of this memorable siege^ Ali Haziii

aments the destruction of his library, wliich coiii-

>ri8ed about 5000 volumes, Arabic and Persian,

wany enriched with the marginal notes of his

earned ancestors.

After a protracted siege, the king, Shah Hu.scri,

ihe last of the Safari dynasty, went forth with all

ds principal courtiers in deep mourning, surren-

lered himself to Mahmud, and with his own hand
placed the crown on the head of the conqueror

v^lctober 1722). The authors differ as to the

numbers too perished, and also as to those whom
Mahmud ordered to be slain after the submission.

Mahmud, after a brief reign of two years, became
insane, and either died or was put to death (a.D.

1724), and was* succeeded by his nephew, Nadir
Namah .—Sir W, Jones ; Balfour\^ MemoirofHazinf
p. 122

;
Malcolm's Persia^ i. p. 644

;
Elphir^stone's

Hist, of India^ pp. 631, 632; History of the Revolu-
tion ofPersia, published by the Pere du Cerceau

;

Ouseiey's Travels, iii. pp. 44, 45.

ISFANDYAK, the brazen-bodied; his sonBah-
man, surnamed Ardeshir, a prince of great renown,
is one of the most conspicuous names amongst the

heroes of the Shah Namah. See Persian Kings.

ISHA. Arah. Evening prayer. Ishrak, prayer
at sunrise.

ISHAA. Jap. A learned race of Japan,
practising medicine.

ISHMAEL, son of Abraham, is supposed by Mu-
hammadans to have been the son whom Abraham
took to offer up in sacrifice. His lineal descendants
were called Arab-uI-Mostaraba, or mixed Arabs.
Theyoccupied the Ilejaz, and amougstjtheirdescend-
ants was the tribe of Korcsli. See Adnan.
ISTTTAls a goddess of the Babylonians, the

biblical Ashtorc'th.

ISINGLASS.
Loo-pa, .... (.'HiN.

I

Hausblase, . . Gkii.

Yu-kian, Yii-piau-kiau, ,, Haiiseiiblase, .

Husblas, . . Da., 8\v. Ichtliyocolla, . , Gk.
SouiuIh, Swim, . En(J. Cola di posce, . . It.

Air-bag, I’alogpoiig ikan, Malay.
Swimming bladder, . ,, Ari-ikan, ... ,,

Fish-mawa, Colla de peixe, . Port.
Fifth Hoimda, . . . Kiel riibiii, Karluk, lies,

Oolle de poissoii, . . Fk. (.olapcz, . . . . Sp.
Oarllock, .... ,,

The Greek name Ichtliyocolla, is from a
fish, xoAAa, glue. Isinglass is from the German
Ilausenblasc, from Hausen, the great sturgeon,

and Blase, a bladder, being one of the coats of the

swimming-bladder of fishes. Fish-maws or fish-

sounds of commerce, exported from Calcutta,

Madras, Penang, Mergui, Malabar, and Sind, are

the sac-like membrane, slit open
;
some small,

thin, and transparent, others three and four inches

across in both iliaincters, something of the shape

of short purses with spring clasps, of a light

colour, and seinitrans|)arent, resembling in appear-

ance the ordinary (pialities of isinglass, especially

some pf the Brazilian kinds. Fish^maws, under the
names Singally and Sozille, liad long been carried

away by the Chinese from Calcuttii, Madras, and
Bombay, at the rate of about a shilling* a pound,
without its being generally known that, it was
isinglass which was thus exported.

The swimming-bladder of fishes consists of three

membranes, the outer or peritoneal coat, the

I

middle membranous and muscular one, and the

inner, glossy, highly vascular coat, which has a

pulpy appearance, and is the membrane which

forms the best isinglass. The fish which yield tlie

European supplies are the great sturgeon, osseter,

sevruga, and sterlet, also the Silurus glanis, barbel,

Cyprinus lirama and C. carpio and Perea lucio-

percji, which do not belong to the tribe of stur-

geons. Ill the fisheries of the (Caspian and Volga,

where the system is most complete, and the divi-

sion of labour the greatest, the sounds and roes of

the sturgeon arc extracted immediately the fiish are

caiight, and delivered over to the isinglass and
caviare makers. The fresh sounds are first split

open, and well washed to separate the blood, and
any adhering extraneous matter. They are then
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spread out, and exposed to the mr to dry, with the Arius truncatus, C, and V, Len^h, 11

inner silvery white membrane turned upwards, inches. Inhabits sea and estuaries of renang
TJiis, which is nearly pure gelatine, is carefully Malayan Peninsula. Its air-vessel is small, bu
stripped off, laid in damp cloths, and left in the outer very thick, and is transversely divided into tw<

covering, and forcibly kneaded with the hands, compartments. The fish is held in esteem by th(

It is then taken out of the cloths, dried in the natives, but at Penang it occurs so larely that it

form of leaf isinglass, or rolled up and drawn in a air-vessel does not contribute much to the genera

serpentine manner into the form of a heart, horse- stock of isinglass.

shoe, or lyre (long and short staple), between Capoeta rnacrolepidota, Kuhl.* Length, 11

three pegs, on a board covered with them
;
here inches. Inhabits Penang, Java, and Tenasseriin

they are fixed in their places by wooden skewers, (fresh water). The air-vessel is very large, thin,

AVheu they are somewhat dried thus, they are white, consisting of two elongated oval portions,

hung on lines in the shade in well-arranged rooms of which the anterior is truncated in front,

till their moisture is entirely dissipate<l. The Corvina chapta, Bola chapta. The Bola in-

oblong pieces sometimes are folden in the form habits the Malay coast
;
furnishes isinglass,

of book isinglass. Though isinglass of the finest Corvina coitor, H. B., Whiting. Inhabits the

quality, and in the largest quantities, is yielded by, estimries of the Canges and Irawadi. Its air-

it is not confined to, the sturgeon tribe
;
for even in bladder makes excellent isinglass.

Russia, the Silunis glanis, species of Cyprinus and Johnius maculatus, BLoch., Schneider, var. ?

barbel, yield it, and are met witli in commerce Sari kulla, Tam., R/me//.
|
Corvina maeulata,^. and F.

with Brazilian, New York, and Hudson’s Bay isin- Jnliabits sea of Penang. The form of its air-
glass. The fishes which produce it on the coast of vessel resembles that of Johnius belengeri.
BrwU, Mr. Yarroll informed Ur. Koylo, arc pro- .liacanthus, Lncepede.
bnbly severa spoce.s of tl.o genera Pimelo.Iua and

,,iacanthu», Imc.
bilurus, or of closely-allied genera. I he Brazilian joimma catalens Cur.
isinglass is imported from Para and Maranham. Nalla katchclee, '/iussclL

It is very inferior in quality for domestic purposes Katchclee, Jtusisdl.

to the best importe(l from Russia, which sella for Scisena maculata,C. andV.

12s. per lb., and the other from 9d. to Js. (id. It Tliis fish grows to 2 feet 1) inches. It inhabits

is in the form of pipe, block, honeycomb, cake, the seas of Penang, Malay Peniii.sula, Singapore,
and tongue isinglas-s, the last formed of a double Malabar, Coromandel, Bay of Bengal, Gangetie
swimming-bladder. The isinglass obtained from estuaries, Tenasseriin, (.\an ton, China seas, Madura,
North America in the form of long ribbons, is and Java. The air-vessel, ^ of the length of the
produced, according to Dr. Mitchell, by Labrus fish, is of a broad lanceolate shape, tapering

squeateague, at New York, called weak fish, which behind into a very elongated point. This fish is

is about 16 inches in length, and above C lbs. in valuable as an article of food, and its isinglas.s

weight, forming one of their .most alnimiaiit fish, sells in the China market at from 40 to 46
and furnishing the principal supply for their tables. Spanish dollars per pikiil.

An anonymous correspondent in Parhury's Johnius Dussumieri, C. and V. Corvina Dus-
Orieiital Herald, in 1839, stated that the (')hinese siirnieri, ('. and F. liength, OJ inches. It in-

had long been engaged in a trad(} with ('alcutta habits the Sea of Penang, the Malayan Peninsula,

in isinglass, afforded by a fish «illed Sulleah in Singapore, and Malabar. Tlie length of the air-

Beiigal, from half a pound to three-quarters of a vessel is about one-fourth the total length. I'hc

pound being obtained from each fish. Dr. M‘Clel- isinglass is reputed good, but, owing to the small

land (June 1839, J. As. Soc. vol. viii. ]). 203) size of the fish, little is procurable,

then mentioned tliat the fish yielding the isinglass J^ates hepladactylus, Lacepede.
is Polynenius sele, Bncli., scle or sulca of the Purca maxima, Sonnerat. Ooius vacti, Uwm.
Bengalese, comnnjn in the estuaries of tlie Ganges, H<»loccntrc licptadactyle, Latc« nobilis, C. and F.,

and often found weighing from 20 to 24 pounds, ami
, ,

Larejude. Bicharditon, Blceker.

that Palogpong ikan x)r Ari-ari ikan of tl.o Malays,
^ Iki'n Siyjvkup, . B^alav.

Loo-pa of the Chinese, appears to have formed an This fish inlud)its the sea and estuaries of

article of exportation from the islands of the Penang, Malayan Peninsula, Singapore, and

Indian Archipelago as early as they became visited Madras. It yiehls isinglass, of which, however,

by the Chinese. in the Straits of Malacca, but little is collected,

Arius arius, Burh. Ham. jiartly on account of the comparative scarcity of

Pimclodus ariua, B. H. I Ikan surdudu, . Malay, the fish, and partly owing to the thinness of the

Ikan saladu, . . Malay.
| air-vefssel. That of a fish, Xvhen dried, weigiis

Total length, 1 foot 10 inches. This fish in- upwards of one ounce. At Penang, this kind

habits the sea and estuaries of Penang, Malayan sells at the rate of 25 to 30 dollars per pikul.

Peninsula, Singapore, Pondicherry, and Gangetie I,obotes crate, Cnv. and Val.
estuaries. At Penang, small individuals of this L. Farkarii, C. and V. I Ikan batu, Ikan pichat

species are very numerous at all seasons. They
|

i)riek, . . . Malay.

form an article of food, and contribute more than IjOiigtli, 2 feet 5 inches. It inhabits the seas

any other of the Siluridm to the exportation of of Penang, Malay l^cninsula, Singapore, Java,
isinglass. Madura, Malabar, Ceylon, Bay of Bengal, and

Arius militaris, L. estuaries of the Ganges. The air-vessel is very

Silurua militaris, Linn,
|

Osteogeniosus, B.IL large, about one-third of the total length, silvery

Length, 1 foot G inches. Inhabits the sea and white, and of a lanceolate shape. It is excessively

estuaries of the Malayan Peninsula, and of its thin, and so firmly adhering to the back, that but

islands, of Malabar, Coromandel, the Ganges, and a small part can be Removed. The ftinglass is

Irawadi. Their air-vessels are preseiTed. considered by the Chinese dealers to be of good

Corvina cataloa, Belanger
anti Bleeker.

Corvina nalla katchclee,
JUchardson.

Ikan tarnbareli. Malay.
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quality, but the small quantity procurable renders

the fish less valuable in this respect.

Mugil ccphalotus, Cnv. and Vul.

]\rngil our, FovKhd. I Solo blKinggan, Ham,
cephalus, RuhhcU. .Tuinpul, . . . IMalav.

Uoutali, Tam., RumU.
(

Length, 2 feet. Tt inhabits Penang, 3falayaii

Peninsula, Singapore, iAfaeao, Lancavy, Chusan,
l^fadura, Coroiiiniidel, Pay of iknigal, Gangotic

estuaries, Malabar. The air-vessel is large, elon-

gated
;

its parietes very thin, pivirl-coloured.

Otolithus biaitritus, Cantor, Ikan salanipa;.

Total length, feet. Inliabits seas of Penang,
Malay Peninsula, Singa]»ore, Lancavy, Tenasserim
Province, and, according to Jerdon, the Malabar
coast, where it is called Silh'-kora in ^Malealain.

The air-vessel is nearly one-half of the total

length, and in shape might he corn])arcd with an
elongated anthpie urn witli two handles. From
the anterior part of each of the latter ])rocecd

five brancliCvS, four of wliicli give off smaller ones
to each side*, and the fifth is tortuous and smaller
tlian the rest. Tt yields a la-rgc quantity of isin-

glass, whi(L ill tile Chinese market is considered

to he of the best quality, and fetcln's 40 to 50
yjmnish dollars jier pikul.

Ctolitlms macnlatus, Kuhl and ]’an JIassd.

.laran-gigi, Malay. TIhi total length of this

fish is 2 feet 9 inches. Tt inliabits the seas and
estuaries of Penang, Malay Peninsula, Singapore,
and Batavia. It is highly valued for the sake of

its aif-vossel, which yields a considerable quantity
of the. best kind of isinglass.

• Otolithus ruber, filnrh and Schneidtr. .Tnran-

gigi, Malay. Total length of this fish is feet.

It inhabits the seas aiul I'.stuaries of Penang, the

Malay I’eninsiila, Singapore, Coromandel, and
Malabar. The air-vessel is large, llattened, broad,

lancoolati*, terminating beliiiid in a single point.

The isinglass is considered very good, and sells in

the Chinese market from *10 to 15 tSpaiiLh dollar.?

per pikul.

Otolithus versicolor, Ciir. and IV//., Rnssdl^
1

109. Panua, Tam. Tlie total h'ligtli of this fish is
j

only GJ inches. Jt inhabits the seaof Penang, its
!

air - vessel is one - fourth of the total leiigtli.
|

.liTdoii says this ti.sh is one foot long, and very
!

common at ATadras.
|

Peinpheris mohieca, Cnr. Tliis fish grows to

^0, inches. It inhabits the seas of Penang, the

Moluccas, Batavia, and Japan. Its aiivvessel is

large and thick.

Plaiax arthriticus, Cur. and Val.

Ikan bomift, Ikll.
\

( 'iKetodon artliriticns/' (OF.

Total length, 1 foot 7 inches. It inhabits the

seas of Penang, Sumatra, Java, and Singapore.

The flavour is excellent, but the large air-vessel is

loo thin, and yields too little isinglass to become
of .value.

Polynemiis heptadactyliis. Total length, 4i
inches. Inhabits Penang, Batavia, Cheyiboii, and
Sumarang.

Polynemiis Indicus, Shaw, Boe Ball.
!* sele, Buchanan. 1’. lincatus, M'CMUtnd.
I*, iiroiiemus, C. and Y. P.gelatinosus, J/'CVcffanc/.

I‘. ploteus, lirCldtand.

LiWay, . . Akakan. Ikan knrow, . . Malay.
•Ka-tha, .... IIURM. Walan kala, . . . Tam.

Total length, 3 foot. It inhabits the seas of

r*enang, Singapore, Malay Peninsula, Souraliaya,

estuaries of the Ganges, Vizagapatam, Madras,

and Pondicherry. The air-vessel is silvery, its

membrane thick, the general form oval. It occu-
pies the whole length of the abdomen, terminating
behind in a very sharp point, which penetrates
the thick of the tail over the first interspinal of
the anal. At Pennng single individuals occur at
all seasons

;
but numbers are taken from June to

August. The weight is commonly from ! to G lbs.,

seldom exceeding 20 lbs. The airrvessel of a good-
sized fish, when dried and ready for the market in

China, weiglis upwards of 2 oz., is considered
A"ery good isinglass, and fetches 25 to oO dollars

per pikul. The fish itself is vnhied as an article

of food, though less so than P. tetradactyhis.

Mr. O’Kiley estimated that 2000 lbs. of isinglass

from this fish might be obtained annually off

Amherst alone. Mr. Blundell said that the largest

souiuls were exported from Kangoon, and tliat they
sell there at about 8 annas a pound. Major Bogle
wrote that about 10,000 of the fish, large and
small, were taken annually in Arakan, and that the
sounds sold there for about 5 annas per pound to

the Chinese, who exported them to Penang, wdiere

they are said to bring more than a rupee a pound.

l\)lynemus plchius, Brousmnet, L., C. and P. •

V. lineatuH, Lnrrptdc.
j

I*. Commersonii, idiaiv.

r. niloticus, »SV/r/?r.
|
Byniii, Bruce.

Pole knla, . . . Tam.

Length, 4 feet. It inhabits the Coromandel
coast, Otalicite, Isle of France, and Isle of Taima.
Its value as a fish yielding isinglass unknown.

Pristipoma hasta aiul Pristipoma olivaceum,

of the family Percidsc, are common round the'

coasts of India, and their air-bladders are largely

exported to China.

Umbrina Russelli, C. and T'., Richardson.

Ikan gulama, . , Malay.
|

Qnalar katclielce, . Tam.

Total length, G inches to 1 foot ? Inhabits seas

of Penang, Malay Peninsula, Singapore, Vizaga-

patain, Indian and China seas. Its isinglass is

considered of good quality.

—

Russell.

The Iiulian isinglass is not prepared with any-
thing like siiiricieiit care to obtain a place iri tiio

markets of Furope. Good isinglass cannot bo

made without considerable attention being paid

during the ])rocesses of washing, beating, scrap-

ing, and drying, all of Avhicli have a very im-
portant iulhieiice on the goodness of the .finished

isinglass. The imperfect solubility of some, and
more especially of the thick pieces, is occasioned

by the presence of a considerable quantity of

albumen, or insoluble membranous matter having

most of the ])ropcrtics of albumen, which is not

only itself insoluble, but in addition renders much
of the gelatine with Avhich it is associated like-

Avise insoluble. It is more than probable that the

greater part of this albuminous substance might

be readily removed by sufficiently scraping the

isinglass during its preparation. Attention should

also be directed to the process of drying, as, if

not properly dried, it might possibly undergo a

slight change or decomposition, and become par-

tially converted into a more insoluble form of

gelatine. A more important objection is the

smell, which, however, may likewise, to some
extent, be traced to the preparation. Much
greater ‘care is bestowed on the preparation in

Russia than in India. Boiling with fresh-made
charcoal would probably have the effect of de-

priving inferior isinglass of some of the smell and
colouring matter when required for the purposes
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of a jelly. Isinglass cut into threads is unsuitable to the north-east of KashmiV, and north-west of

for the English commerce, notwithstanding that ‘Ladakh. Gilgit, conquered by Gulab Singh, is

isinglass for retail is cut into fine threads, as to the Avest-north-west of Iskardo. The Chorbat

more convenient for geiienil use, and for making district is a dependency of the government of

jellies and soups, in consequence of the extensive Iskardo, Avhieh, like that of Leh, is pbject to

surface which is exposed rendering it more easily Kashmir. The desert country by which Nubra
jind quickly soluble. But tliero is a gi-cat pn;- and Chorbat are separated, lias, for the present,

judicc in the wholesale market to buying things acted as a barrier to the further extension east-

in a cut or powdered state, in eonseqiunice of the ward of the Muhammadan 7’eligion, which is now
innumerable methods adopteil for falsifying and universally that of the ])eople of tlio whole of

adulterating almost every <b’ng. Machinery is Iskardo (or Ikilti) district, as well as of Dras. On
used in London for (fitting (he isinglass into the Indus, and in the valley south of it, there is

threads of any degree of Jineness
;
and as it is no uiiinljabited tract })et\veon the two, *so that

impracticable at present to rival this in India, the Muhammadan and Buddhist populations are in

besides having to contend against prejudice if direct contact. The result is, that Muhammadanism
sent in this state, it is preferable, and w'ill be is in that part gradually, though very slowly,

cheaper, to prepare the article and send it as sheet <'xten<ling to the eastward. Iskardo is a Muham-
isinglassj that is, the form of tlie slit sounds tliem- madaii corruption of the Tibetan name Skardo, or

selves, or their purest membrane, washed, cleaned, Kardo, as it is very eonnnonly ]>ronoiineed. The
and drh'd in the best jnanner. The Indian isin- mountains wliich surround the Iskardo plain rise

glass, as at present ])r(‘pared, is conqdaineil of ;is at once Avith great abruptness, and are v'cry steep

too tliick if intended to come into competition and bare, 'riie houses of Iskardo are very much
with the superior varieties of Uiissian isinglass, scattered over a large extent of siirt'ace, so that

Some of it may, without dllViculty, be rendered there is no appearanee of a town.

—

I'homsou's 7V.

.thinner, for oven in the dried state, layers of pp. 201-219; Mrs. Hervrifs T<irt(fri/^ i. \). 21?).

membrane Avhich display a fibrous structuri' may ISLA.M, tlu' Muhanimadau name of the Mu-
be strip])ed off, and which no doubt contain the lianimadan rtiligioii, derived from the Arabic verb

greater portion of the insolulde albumen. It Salin, he gave safety; other parts of the verb

might also bo made thinner by beating, or pressing being in use, as sulaiii, taslini, salaniat, imislim.

between iron rollcTS or marldc slabs, as is <lono Its followers styh* tlunnselves inusabnan, the

Avith American and some kinds of Brazilian isin- Arabic plural of nnislim : and in India, miislim or

glass. The extra labour Avhich this aa'ouM reipiin^ jiao musliin, lit. new sav('d, is apjilied to all con-

inight be jirofitalfiy save<l, by Jiot tearing it into verts. They also call themselves Mnhammadi,
fibres, in AvluVli state it is disajip roved of in the also .Moniin, and sfyh; llir'ir faith the Diii-i-lslan;,

market; but it might still be enf or. rasjiod into tin* saving faith.

a state fit for domestic use. 'tlu' refusi* should Islam is tlu' name tliat Avas given to the

be turned to account
;

tlic soluble parts of (he Muhammadan n'ligion by its founder. Surat-ul-

souuds separated from the insoluble, and poured Imran, verse's 7S, 79, says it is the belief in

out into thin plates, and dried on nets, as is God, and in what Avas s('nt down to Abraham,

done Avith some of the gelatine of commerce. In Ishmael, Isaac, .lacob, and tlu^ tribes, and given to

order to ascertain the value of the article (mci’ely
j

Moses, desns, and tlui ])rophets from their Lord,

stripped of all impurities calculated to injurt; its The bdlowers (;laiin foi- it to be n'garded as the

quality, Avithout any regard to appearance), a true faith, comprising obedience to the Avill of

considerable quantity Avas sent to Kiigland by Dr. t iod, submission, humbling one’s self. Their sacred

M‘CIelland. I'Vom the aciumnt received of the book, the Koran, is the fonmlation <>f the laws and

sale, it appears that tliis isinglass realized only religion of tin* Muhammadans. The vShaikh-nl-

Is. 7d. per })nnn(l, wliieh avus considerably under its Islam is the cliiel' legist and jurist of the Turkish

prime cost.

—

Dr, Roiflc on /sunjlo.s,^, p, li; < ’anior., I empire. Alil-ul- Islam ai e the people of the faith.

Molayon Fishes in J. B. As. Sor. ; Mason's
|

The doctrine is tiTined Islam. Faith is termed

T(’n(hm'rim ; Dr. Day on the Air~hl(ubkr of Fishes; Jinan, and religion, in its practical sense, Dm.
Jerdon, Fishes. Muhaminadanisni enforces the dogma of unity in

ISI8, a goddess of the Egyptians. Macrobius creed, by th(^ phrase ‘ nl-Islam malleti wahidun,’

tells us that Isis is worsliijiped in every religion, All Islamites are one nation. Islamism is regarded

iTcing either the earth or universal nature, under by the .Icavs as the second great berosy of their

the influence of the sun. For this reason the faith.— tVi/. Rer., F(‘b. p. IhST
;

.Malcolm's Persia^

whole body of the goddess is covered with breasts ii. p. il22.

(in this respect resendding the Diana multomamma ISLAMABA D is the ancient capital of Kashmir,

of Ephesus), because the universe is nourished by Fh^o miles to its Avost is the temple of Martaiid.

the earth of nature. Over the door of tlie minor It is built on tln^ .llicluin, and is the seat of the

temple of this deity at Bompeii, ari^ Avreaths of shawl manufacture.

lingam and yoni.

—

Milner's Seven (ilinrcJic.s.^ p. 79 ;
ISM. Ahau. *A name or attribute. In exor-

Tod's Rajasthan. See Gumbha
;
Gauri

;
Isani. cism, amoligst Muhammadans, certain names (Isni,

* ISKARDO or Skardo, jirincipal town of Balti sing.
;

I sum, pi.) are used, such as the Ism-jallali,

state, Kashmir, in lat. ' 12' N., and long. 75° or ticry or terrible attribute of the deity, also the

35' E. It is on a plain 7700 feet above S(‘a-level, rsm-jamali, the watery or air or amiable attribute,

at the bottom of a valh^y .surrounded by lofty and with these they pretend to cast out devils,

mountains. 'Fhe fort occupies a rock of gneiss at and comiiiaud the presence of genii and demons.
^

the confluence of the Indus with its great tribu- Ism-i-Azam is the great attribute of the deity.
\

tary tlie Singpar. Ism, a noun
;
Ism-u-msbah, an adjective

;
Asma,

Baltistan or Haiti (called by British geo- plural, names or attributes of God.
graphers Little Tibet), is a country a good deal ISMAIL, called Samani, a Turk, the founder

j
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of the Sanmni dynasty, a.d. '8G2. He conquered

Traiisoxiana, Kliorasan, and Afghanistan, and
fixed the seat of his government at Bokhara. The
Samani dynasty ruled for 120 years. 1 1was the fifth

of this dynasty wlio jjosscssea a Tartar slave named
Alaptagin, who was made governor of Ghazni and
Ivandtihiir, and on the death of his patron assumed

ind(?pendenco. Alaptagin was sueceeded, A.f). !)70,

by his purchased Turki slave Sabaktagin.

ISMAIL, the first king of the SufTavean race,

ascended the throne of Persia in a.j>. 1499, and
proclaimed fho^ Shiah faith to be tlie national

religion of that country.

ISMAIL, son of dafar Sadaip was the seventh
Innun of ‘the Shiah Muliammadang. 4he Shiah
sect look on Ali as the first rightful leader of the

Muhannnadans, and say that from him and his

wife Fatima, Mahomed’s daughtc]*, have alone

sprung the riglitfnl heirs to th(‘ Imamat. In this

view, Abul)akr, Umar, and Othman, who pre-

ceded Ali, and ]\Imiwiyah, Llio fifth klialif, and
In's son Yezid, are all alike regarded as tisurjiers.

Ali, Hasan, and Ifusaiii were first, second, and
*

third. .lafar, the sixth of tin* Shiah Imams, was a
man of superior sa]iciitv,wis<lom, a.n(l learning. He !

was the author of the Book of I'^ailli wliich is still

in use. A tradition exists that he did not die,

and will reappear. His son Ismail was, during
Ins lifetime, nominated his successor, but, <lyiiig

before Ins fatlun*, and leaving none but young
children, his half-})iother Musa Kasim, wiiose

mother was a slave, •was elected to the. Jmamat.
Musa’s son Ali avus eighth Imam; Muhamiuml-
biii-Ali Avas ninth ; Ali, son of ^luhammnd,
tenth

;
Hasan, tlu‘ elciventli, was poisoned, and Iiis

son Miiliammad, born A.ll. 200 at SernuMirai, and
AN’ho was a mere infant at his fathers <h'ath, Avas

Ins successor, ])ut disa])pcart'.d inysbTiously at the

ago of tAvelve years. Aceording to a legend, 1h‘

entered a cave at Sermonrai, nea.r Baghdad. On
the acct'ssiou of Musa Kasim, many of Ismail’s

followers espoused the cause* of his cliildron, and
formed a sect, Avho became notorious in liistory as

the Assassins, their ruler being styh'd the Shaikh-

ul-.labl, 01 ’ Old Man of the Mountain, whose
fortress av;us Alamiit

;
but Avitli th defeat of

!

Kahir Shah, Ala-ud-DiiTs sou, the demolition of

his strongholds, and the slaughter of over 12, ()()()

of his adiicr(‘iits by Ilulaku, the j^jower of the

Isinaili family came to an end.

I8MAIL ABLJ.LADA, Prince of Hamah in

Syria, A.ii. Avhieli Avas translated by dohn

Gagniw, Ih'ofessor of Arabic at Oxford, a.d. I72d,

and into Knglish by the Rev. W. Murray, Episcopal

clergyman at Duffus in Scotland.

ISMAILI. also Ismailiaii, arc Shiah sectarinns,

Avho take their name from the Imam bsiuail, son

of the Imam Jafar Sadaq. In Bombay they are

known' as the Khoja sect. The Ismaili are the

sect of the chief knoAvn to the Crusaders as the

Old Man of the Mountain, the Shaikli-ul-Jabl.

The sect in its original form was a branch of

the Shiah, but was called Ismailian, from Ismail,

the eldest son of the sixth Imam, Avhom they

recognised as his father’s successor in opposi-

tion to the mass of the Shiahs. Their doctrine

took the form of a sort of gnosticism, giving a
lion-natural sense to all revelation, from which

they had the name also of Bathenians, from Batin,

Arab., within, a word signifying esoteric. Hasan

Sabah, son of an Arab at Rai,oue of their converts

in Persia, put himself at the bead of the sect in

that country, and about a.d. 1090 made himself

master of the mountainous part of Irak Ajami,
immediately soutli of the Caspian. This region

included many strong castles, and at one time
the poAver of his successors (‘xtended to the gates

of Isfahan. From its character the country was
called by the Arabs Balad - ul - dabJ, the hill

countiy, and Jiciico the chief’s title. This Avas

also ap[)lied to the head of a branch society Avhich

had its seat in Syria, and became Avell known to

tlie Crusa(l(‘rs. The name of Assassin has been by
many sup])oscd to be d(‘rived from Hashish, the

hemp drug, under the influence of Avhich the

emissaries of the society are imagined to have
acted, but it is more probably obtainable from
Hasan Sabah, hence al-ilasani.

In the Aveslcru side of India, menibcvs of the

Ismaili sect are dcBignatod Khoja, about 1400
families in ami aronml Bombay, .hOOf) in Kattya-
war, .0000 in Sind, and .SQO or 900 in Zanzi])ar.

They are descendants of converted Hindus of

Sind, Avho. al)ont 400 years ago Avere won over by
Pir Surd-u-Din, a Dai of the Ismaili.

Aga Khan, a (,hicf of one of the branches,

claiming indeed to be a descendant from or the

rcpn‘Senfativt? or incarnation of ATi, died, aged
eighty-one, at Bombay, in April 1881. He had
failedinan attempt to ol)iain the kingdom of Persia,

and returned to Indiji, Avlicre he obtained fees from
all bis sect from Zanzibar to (V'litral Asia. The
Khoja sect of Bombay alone gave him a lakh of

rupees a year, and tlie Government of Bombay
allowed him 12,000 rupees annually, for .services

remh'red during the Afghan Avar of 1842. His
.son has sinct* been recognised ns his .successor.

—

M/n/en/m’.v i. p. 047; book iv,

ch. iv.
;
IM/c, Cdtluif/y i. p. 1.^)4.

I8()ETE8 CObO'MANDELINA. Linu.

(ihi-ka-gaihla, . Dl KH.
j

( iitti gadda, . . . Tel.
Kochatty kalangu, . 'i’.AM.

j

Found ill great abundance along the edges of

tanks in the Kama tic. The tender Avliite shoots

iiiimeiliately above the spore-bearing involucres

are a favourite arlich* of diet, and are sold com-
monly in tlie bazars aftei- tin* monsoon.

ISONANDILV, a genus of jdants belonging to

the iiatnrnl order Sapotaceie. 'Piio genus consists

of large trees groAving in Ceylon, and in the tAvo

Peninsulas of India. Dr. Wight, in leones, has I.

eandolleana, lanceolata, pendui, Perottetiana,

polyandra, and villosa. In Ceylon, T. caualiculata,

TJnr., is a middle-sized tree in the (.\alturn. district

;

I. grandis, 77nc., a large tn*e of the Central Pro-

vinces and Saffragam districts, from the seeds of

Avdiich an oil is extracted, and Avliioh is used simi-

larly to that of the Bassia longifolia. J. hevi-

folia, VVuc., is a moderate-sized tree of the Saf-

fragam district of Ceylon and at lieigam Corle.

1. paucitlora, T/nr., Icrativsized tree at

Ratnapura, in Ceylon. L obovata,, Grigitli, is an

evergreen tree of 4’enassorim, yielding a sort of

gutta-percha. 1. rubiginosa, Thu\^ is a large tree

of tlio Saffragam district ami Hiiiidun’ Corle,- in

Ceylon, growing up to an elevation of 4000 feet.

— W. Ic. ; Thw. Zef/L

ISONANDRA ACUMINATA. Lindl.

Ison&ndraOullcnii, Drwry.
1
11. elliptica, DalzelL,

Bassiii acuminata, Jkdd.

Indian gutta tree, Kno. Pashonti, Malkal.
PachonB, Malkal. Pali, . , Tam.
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ISONANDKA GUTTA. ISTAKHK.

Grows in the forests of Coorg, the Wynad,
Travaiicorc, and in the Aniinallay mountains. It

attains a height of 80 or 90 feet, and furnishes

a good wood, and capable of receiving a good
polish. It exudes from the trunk a substance

having similar characters .to the gutta-percha of

commerce; this is procured by tapping, but the

tree requires an interval of rest of some hours, or

even of days, after frequent incision. In five or

six hours, upwards of 1 1 lbs. was collected from
four or five incisions in tlie tive. AVhen fresh,

this is of a milk colour, the larger lumps having

a dull-red colour. Tin? gum is hard and brittle at

the ordinary temperature, but becomes sticky and
viscid on tlie increase of lieat, such as that from

friction in a mortar ;
and when this condition is

reached, it docs not, until after the lapse of

several days, resunio its original consistence.

Boiled with water it becomes of a reddish-brow’ii

colour, rendering the water tmbid and slightly

saponaceous. With some chemical re-agents, the

behaviour of the gum was exactly like tliat of

the gutta-percha, while with otlu'vs only a slight

similarity was observed. After solution in naphtha

or turpentine, gutta-jierclia resumes its original

condition, but the pachonta continues viscid and
sticky, and if again much cooled becomes brittle

and friable as <at first. It is not found applicfiblo

to till the purposes for which gutta-])orcha is used,

but 20 to .‘10 per cent, of it may bo mixed Avith

gutta-percha, Avithout destroying the (jualities of

the gutta.

—

Surgcon-iicmral Jkdfour iu flvport of
Madras Government., Cmtral Museum ; Jladras

Conservator's , Report^ 1858, j). 0; Year Booh of
Facts.

ISONANDKA GUTTA. Ilooh.

Didropsis gutta, Benth. I (Jutta ]>erclia tree, . Knc.

•Mazer Avood tree, . Eno. I Taban, A'iate, . IMai.ay.

The gutta-percha tree is a native of the Malay

Archipelago, Sumatra, and Borneo, In 1812 the

discovery was made that its gum Avas suited for

an infinite number of applications
;
and now there

is scarcely any vegetable product mort' extensively

useful, or one more generally sought after for

mercantile purposes. Dr. ^lontgomerio observed

in the'hands of a Malay Avoodsmaii at Singapore,

the handle of a parang, made of a sulKstance quite

new to him, and Avhicli ho found could be moulded

into any form, by sim])ly dipping it in boiling

water until it Avas heated throughout, Avlieii it

became plastic Jis clay, and Avhen cold regained,

unchanged, its original hardness and rigidity.

Dr. Montgomerie transmitted siieciinejis of this

substance to England on the 1st March and

received the gold medal of the Society of Arts for

its introduction, ‘as a new and hitherto unknoAvn

substance, likely to be useful for various purposes

in the arts.’

Gutta-percha, in its crude state, differs in many
particulars from caoutchouc; it is of a jiale-

yclloAvish, or rather dirty white colour; it is con-

tained in the sap and milky juice, Avhich quickly

coagulates on exposure to the air,—from 20 to 110

Ibii. being the average produce of one tree. Eor

collecting the sap, the trees are felled, barked,

and left dry and useless. Hence forests are soon

cleared of the gutta trees, Avhereas it is believed

that a conWaiit and moderate supply might be
secured by incisions in the bark, as in the case of

caoutchouc. The gutta is received in blocks, or

(u rolls of thin layers, being, in the first place,

freed from impurities by kneading in hot water,

when it is left soft, plastic, and of a whitish grey,

AVhen thus prepared, the gutta has many curious

properties. Below, the temperature of fifty

degrees it is as hard as wood, but it will receive

an indentation from the finger nail. When
softened in hot water, it may easily be cut and
moulded, and it Avill harden, as it cools, to its

former rigidity; and it may bo softened and
hardened any iiiuuber of times, Avithout injury to

the material. Unlike caoutchouc, it has little

elasticity, but it lias such tenacity; that a slip one-
eiglitli of an inch substance sustained 42 lbs.

Aveight, and only broke Avitli a pressure, of 56 lbs.

When draAvn out, it remains Avithout contracting.

It has been made subservient to the manufacture
of tubings, mouldings for picture-frames, cath-

eters and other surgical instruments, Avhips,

thongs, cricket, balls, <lriving bands or straps for

meclianic purposes, soles for boots and shoes
;
in

solution, also, like caoutchonc, for waterproofing
cloth. 1 1 is likewise employed in mastics, cements,
and is burnt and made into jirinting ink and paint.—Tomlinson; Cat. Fxhih.^ 1862.

ISONANDKA WIGIITIANA. A. D. C.
I. Perottetinnn, A. /). O. F. Innocolnta, W. Ir.

r. O'lndollcniia, IT. It\ Kiiiwarala gass, . SiNGH.

A mo(l(‘rate-sized Oeylon tree and of the Western
(iliats. One variety is extremi'ly abundant at an
olev'ation of 2000 to 5000 feet,- anotlier variety

groAvs near Galagama, and a third variety is at

Nowera Ellia.--77/?r. Zcul

ISOKA OOK.YIdFOLIA. Sch. and End.
1 1 eli.’teres isora, L in u

.

Antumora, . , . I’kng.
Tlm-gnay-kliya-, . JU uM.

Indian screw plant, Eng.
MuiH*ri lllNi*.

Isora INIarri, . . ]\I.\ [.KAI,.

I

II. Koxburghii, Ithmic.

X^aluinpiri, . . IVlALKAL.

\5ilambiri kaya, . Tkl.
Niiliti

; Syarnali, . ,,

Kavanelii, ... ,,

Good white fdjres, called Googul in Tamil, are

olitained from its bark, and are made into excellent

ropes; various jiartsof this plant are employed in

medicine
;

its Avood is einjiloyed to obtain fire by
friction.

—

Mad. K.c. ,Tur. Rep.

1 81 ’AND. Ukus. The seed of the LaAvsonia

inermis, in J’ersia burnt at marriages,

I8PJHN.J1, a town of Ikaluchistan, occupied

exclusively by the Bangolzai Baluch, Avho also

spread into Shal and .Mustang, and in Avinter

ivjKiir to Talli, near ladiri.

I81’KI'K, a coarse ^lowder made from a species

of Delphinium, growing in Afghanistan
;
used in

dyeing .—Simmondf / tict.

ISKAFl L, according to Muliammadan belief, the

angel Avho will sound the trumpet at the bust day.

1 8 KEF, a cotton fabric. Vizagapataili Isrcc,

Nellore Avhito Ucrcalah, and Jyempettah Soocey
are of accurate Avorkmaiiship.—Jur. Rep. M. E.
ISSYKOTi liAKE, in parts is 5000 feet’above

the sea. It is dOO versts in length, and 50 in

breadth. Bonos are found there, and submerged
ruins and statues of men and women.
JSTAKMJt, an isolated hill north-west of Per-

sepolis, having a fort which seems to have served

as a state pirison. This isolated hill is the key of

the pass Avhich opens into the pilain of Persepolis,

from the Jiilly country of Ardekan. Istekhr or

Persepolis was always a favoured spot with the

ancients. It was the cradle of the Ahmed race,

and it was in its vicinity that Yezdejird, on his

return from Khorasan, placed himself for thp
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last time at the head of his subjects, and was
defeated by Abdullah, son of Omar, a.d. 050.

The Sharf Namah, a History of Kurdistan, repre-

sents the castle of Istakhr as a state prison iii

which Ahmed was coiilined during the space of

ten years. Among the celebrities of Istaklir may
be mentioned Mazdac, who propagated the doctrine

of the community of ’a^oinon, which in the early

part of the 19th century was renewed })y the

Saint Simonians. Mazdac was a native of that

town, and flourished in the reign of the Kaianian
monarch Kobad, in the Cth century of the Chris-

tian era.

—

Ousclqi's Tr. ii. 401 *, De Jiode'.'i Tr. 105.

ISTALIF, a town in the Koh-i -Daman of

Kabul, 20 miles W.N.W. of Kri])iil. The inhabitants

are Tajak
;
they arc turbulent and vindictive, but

are deemed the host foot soldiers in Afghanistan.

It w^as carried by assault by the troops under 8ir

John M‘C}iskiIl on the 20th Se})tenibcr 1842, and
totally destroyed. It is one of the most ])ic-

turesque spots’ which can be conceived
;

all that a
combination of natural Ix'autios can achicvi^ are

beheld heri‘ in perfection. Tlie hills produc.e

good pasture. The houses are ereded along the
skirt of the luountain. Near this ])lac(! is a
])cautiful village called Tstarghicli, on the way to

(Jharikar. This latter place is larger than any
other town in the valley, but is not liandsomo. - -

Mohan LaVa 'J'r. p. 500; iii.

p. 120; Mac(tr<yor, p]). 2)92, 892).

18TAQ11AL. AuAii. The Muhain inadan courtesy

of advancing to reeeivi^ a distinguished guest. A.

deputation is usually sent forward to meet, wel-

come, and (Conduct to the lodgings prc'pared for

him, any stranger or guest to w’hom it is designed

to ])ay higli res])c(!t; «and tlic more mumu’ous and
higher in rank the persons of whom this deputa-

tion is composed, the greater is the honour con-

ferred. In the courtesies of Muljanimadans, a host

advances to receive a visitor, and on his departure

convoys him (murajat) to the same spot.—I Vc/st r's

Khoramn.
I8TAWA. Aiiau. In the JJombay revenue

accounts, the land rent levied at progressively

increased rates, until it reaelies the full sum
iinposable on lantl brought into eultivation.

—

WiUon.
ISTIMRAR. Akau., Hino., Tkl. Land

granted in perpetuity at a sti})ulated rent.— IF.

JSTlOrilOUUS ( JLA 1)1 U8, the flying sword-
tish of the (lape, has a large dorsal lin.

—

Hart.

. I SAVARA. Sansk. Lord, master; but is a

designation by llindiis of the particular god,

Rrahina, Vishnu, or Siva, whom they may regard

as the Supreme Heiiig. (ieuerally, ]u)wever, in

Southern India, it is accepted Jis aj)plied to Siva,

who is also called Maha-deva. Colonel Tod sees

the Osiris of Fgypt in the Iswara of India. i

ISAALVRA. In Hindu astronomy, the lltli
j

year of the cycle of .Iiipiter.

ITALY, a country in the south of Fiirope,

its southern shores washed by the Alediterranean

Sea and the Gulf of Venice. Its chief cities are

Rome, Milan, Florence, and Turin. The old

Italic languages comprehended the Latin, Um-
brian, Oscan, and Siculian. The modern Italian

is an offshoot from Latin
;

it is remarkable for its

smoothness, and is spoken in its greatest purity
J't Florence. In 1881-82, Italy sent to India

merchandise to the value of Rs. 52,44,884, and
received Indian produce of value Rs. 3,10,28,810.

ITIHASA. Sansk. Epic poems of the Hindus,
as the Ramayana and the Alahabharata legends
of heroes, some of them pictured to have been
related by Rhirna-sena, as he lay w'oiinded on the
field of battle .—Ihncwn ; (n'roivae.

ITO, a tree of Tahiti, furnishing a strong,

heavy timber, used for posts and the Inimework
of houses.

ITR. Hind. Also 'written Atr, Otto, and
Attar, any strong-scented essential oil.

rrZABU, a srpiare silver coin of Ja])an, worth
about Is. ()d. or Is. 8(1. It is the conimon coin
of .lajKiu by which prices are fixed.

1\'ES, EDWAIM). A medical oiiicer of the
British Navy, who Avrott' a \"oyago from England
to India in 1751, and an Historical Narrative of

the Operations of the Army in India under
Admiral Watson and Colonel Clive, Loud. 1778.

lyojiY.
Sin-ul lil, . . . Arab. Ifatlii (hint, . . Hind.

Siaii^i-ya, ('iHN. hbiire, .... It.

Tilsbcii, .... J)an. ( Jailing (livnta, . MALAY.
KI]»cnbiH;n, . . . ].)rT. Danihiii-i-fcl, . . 1’ers.

Ivoor, ,, jMarfim, .... 1*()UT.

Ivorif, .... Kk. Slonovaza kost, . lies.

Elfeiihciii, . . . (tK.k. Daiita, . . . 8ansK.
Hlci)has, .... (Jii. Fil})ein, . . , , 8w.
Ivarjioth -shell, . . llKU. Dantain, .... Tam.
Hlicn-hahbini, . . ,, Daiitamii, . . . Tel.

Ivory is mentioned in Homi'i* and Hesiod. The
groat throne of Solomon was made of ivory

(I Kings X. 18-20, xxii. 89 ;
2 Chronicles ix.

17-19; Canticles vii. 1). The ivory of commerce
is obtained from the tusks and teeth of th('

elephant, tlie narwhal, the walrii.«, and the hippo-

potamus. I’he best and largest supply is, how-
ever, from the elephant, and that of the slain

elepliaiit is ])rcfeiTe(l. Tlie male elephant, when
full groAvn, has two tusks, varying very greatly in

size in diilerent animals, but most valued wlien

they ar(3 large, straight, and light in colour.

I’ln^se tusks arc hollow at tlieir insertion into the

jaw, and for a considerable space therefrom, but

boeom(‘ solid as they tapc'r towards the extremity.

The princit)al sources Avhence they are obtained

are the Avesti'rii coast of Africa and the E. Indies;

but tli(‘ African tusks are most esteemed, as being

denser in textur(‘, and loss liable to turn yellow.

By an analysis, tlie African show a proportion of

animal to earthy matter of 101 parts to 100;
while in the Indian it is 70 to 100.

X"^iiiu;imifactui\‘d Ivory. *

Dun a ti'il. ExportcMl:

lAis. V;ihu-', Hs. JAs. Valiu*, lls,

DS74 75, . 507,214 12,11,517 8,288 39,180

lS75-7h, 508,588 22,92,171 12,300 50,173

1870-77, 540,709 24,15.014 10,701 .52,500

1877 78, 4.50,002 19,39,549 11,211 50,053

1878 79, . 105,988 10,70,742 12,148 57,458

1879-80, . 401,710 17,92,009 12,2.5.5 55,024

1880-81, . 471,089 20,5 1,;’>02 9,191 43,970

1881-82, . .511,829 1 21,89,072 9,994 50,040

The largest ])air of elepliant s tusks sent to the

1851 h^xhibition weighed 18S lbs. ; they were
obtained from a Avild elephant killed^ in the

TraA\an(!oro forests. One tusk Aveighed*?! lbs.,

the other 07 lbs., and shoAved a fine white coin-»

pact kind of ivory
;
of these two, one measured

0 feet 8 inches in length, and the other 6 feet

0 inches, the circumference at the base being

17 inches in each case. The domestication of the

elephant is usually attended by deterioration of
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the length and quantity of the ivory. At Zanzi- 11 j
Tomlinson; Holtzaptfd ; Hon. Mr. Morrison\s

bar, and on the east coast of Africa, tusks weigh- Compendious Description
;

Madras Exhibition
ing 100 lbs. each are common

;
those of 170 lbs. Juries' Hep.

are not rare, and a pair has been seen whose joint IVORY CARVINGS of different parts of India
weight was 560 lbs. are admired for the elaborateness of detail and

The tusks of the hippopotamus afford a very for the truth of representation. A sot of chess-
hard and yvhite ivory. These are iisilally short men from Rerhampur at tlie Exhibition of 1851,
and much curved, hollow' at the

2
)lace of insertion, carved from the drawings *iji Layard’s Nineveh,

and covered with a glossy enamel. They vary in were excellent n'i)rcsentations of what the work-
weight from o or 1 to ;>() Ihs. These are highly men could only have seen in the above work,
2)rized by the diintisls, and are better adapted and showe<l that they are ca2)abh5 of doing new
than any other ivory for making artilicial teeth, things when rrcpiired

;
their representations of

Tdie thick coat of enamel wdiich covers tlnmi has an ehqdiant and other animals were true to

first to be removed, for this entirely resists steel nature. At the. ^ladras Exhibition of 1855, a
tools, and under it is found a pure wdiite ivory, very interesting and com]>lete series of carvings in

with a slight Iduisli east. The ])arts rejected by ivory was exliibiti.'d by the raja of Travancore.
the dentists are used for small carved and tnrni'd Jt comprised many of the common animals,

works. rej)tilcs, fruits, arnl (lowers of the country, all

Tlic hdrn or tooth of the narwhal is also hard carviid with taste, and carefully finished. There
and susceptible of a tine polish. ^Phe largest size was a good deal of grace and spirit in the action

is 10 feet long; at the lower extremity it hirms of the animals, some of wdiich were in natural

a slender cone of a twisted or spiral ligure. attittides,
2
)iU‘ticularly a bull and cow, two deer,

I'ossil ivory at one time supplied almost the a chccta, and a rabbit. A frog and lizard were
whole of the ivory-turner’s work made in Russia, widl ripresonted, and a pair of paper-cutters
Along the banks of the larger rivers of Further with ornamental handles w'cro

2
)«‘u:ticularly deserv-

iSibcria, thousands of tusks were annually dug iq>, ing of notice, one for the judicious adaptation of

which once constituted the weapons of defence a common garden llowi'r to the design, and the

of a sficcies of mammoth now extinct. Their suh- other of a lizard in a s{jiri ted attitude. The wliole

stance was as well adujited for use as tin; ivory jiro- series evinct'd a jiereeption of the natural Idealities

cured from living species. One measured li) feet of the objects represented. 'I’he delicate carving
ill length, and was solid to witliin 6 iiHjlies of the of (.'liinese workmen is well known. Eew ])ro-

root, weighing no h'ss than 18(! lbs.
;
this was cut ducts of their skill are more remarkable than the

up into keys for ])iaiiofoites. African ivory, when balls, containing ten or twelve spheres cut out
first cut, is mellow, warm, and transjiarcut, one within another. The manner of cutting these

almost as if soaked in oil, and with very little is simple. A piece of ivory or wood is lirst made
aiqiearancc of grain or filtre: the oil dries eon- perfectly globular, and then several conical boles

^aiderabiy by I'xposure, and a jdcrmanent tint then are bored into it in sucli a manner that their

remains, a few shades darker than writing jdaper. ajjices all meet at the centre, which is usually

Asiatic ivory is mui’e dead-wliite at first, but is hollowed out an inch or less after the holes are

more disposed of the two to turn yellow after- bored. A long crooked tool is then inserted in

wards. Ivory is brought to (Miiiia, principally one of the <;oriieal lioli's, so lient at the end and
from Cochin-China, and from Africa via Bombay, stojipered on the shaft that it cuts the ivory at

and always finds a ready sah; at (’anton; the the same ilistanco from the surface when its edge
largest and best tusks weigh from 16 to 25 Ihs. is applied to the insides of the cone. By success-

each, decreasing to 5 or 6 Ihs, 1'lie eutting.s and ively cutting a little on the insides of each conical

fragments also form an article of ti’ade, as the bob', their incisures meet, and a sphericle is at

workmen can employ the smallest pieees. Jhincs last detached, wliich is now turned ov(;r and its

and horns, esTJecially the long horns of huffaloe.s, faces one after another brought opjiosite the largest

are in (^hina worked into handles, Inittons, etc. hole, and lirndy secured by w'cdges in the other

Jthinoceros’ horns arc taken fi'orn Burma, from
j

holes, while its surfaces ai-e smoothed and carved.

8uinatra,iin(l from Africa through Bombay; they
|

When the central sphen* is done, a similar knife,

arc highly valued by the (’hincsc, from a notion ! somewhat larger, is again introduced into the

that cups made from tlicni sweat whenever a. lioh-s, and another s2)liere detached .and^ smoothed
poisonous mixture is poured into them. A perfect in the same way, and llioii another, until the

horn sometimes sells liigh as MUG dols., hut
j

Avhole are eompieted, each lieing jiolished and
those that come from Africa <lo not usually rate i carved before the next outer one is commenced,
above 80 or 10 <l()ls. eacli. Tlie prineijial use of Fans and card-cases are carved of wood, ivory,

these horns is in iiicdieine and for amulets, for and mother-of-i)earl in alto-relievo, with an olabor-

only one.good cup can lie carved from the eml of ateiiess which shows the great skill and joatience

i‘ach horn ; and consequently the juirings and of the workmen, but at the same time his bad

fragments are all preserved. I'Jie hard teeth of taste in drawing, the figures, houses, trees, and

the walrus, lainantiii, and other cetaceous animals other objects being grouped in violation of all

also form an article of import into China from the propriety and jiersiiective. Beautiful ornaments
Pacilic, under the designation of sea-horse teeth

;
are made liy carving roots of plants, branches,

tlu*y weigh 1 or 2 lbs. a-picce, and the ivory is gnarled knots, etc., into fantastic groups of birds

nearly as comjiact, though not so white, iis that of or animals, the artist taking advantage of the

the elephant. natural form of his materials. Afodels of pagodas.

Ivory of the teeth of the siierm whale is hard, boats, and houses arc also entirely constructed ot

heavy, elegantly marked, ami takes a good polish, ivory, even to representing the ornamental roofs,

but is somewhat variable in quality, and often the men working at tlie oar, and women looking

deficient in purity of colour. F. D, Bennett^ p.
}

from the balconies. Baskets of elegant shape are
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woven* from ivory spliiiths
;

and seals, i)aper-

knives, chessmen, counters, combs, etc., exceedinjj

in finish and delicacy the same kind of work
found anywhere else in the world. The most
elaborate coat of arms, or complicated cypher,

can also bo imitated by these skilful carvers.

The national taste prefers this style of carvinij on
plane surfaces

;
it is seen on the walls of houses

and granite slabs of fences, the woodwork of

boats and shops, and on articles of furniture,

Som(‘ of it is pretty, but the disproportion and
cramped position of the figures detract from its

beauty. When bones are subjected to the action

of hydrochloric acid, the phosphate of lime, which
forms one of their component parts, is extracted,

ami thus boiu'S retain their original form, and
acquire great tlexihility. In the course of drying,

the ivory returns to its original hardness, but its

llexiliility can be easily restored by siUTounding
it with wet linen, or hy placing wet sponges in

the cavities of the pieces. The deenyof articles

in ivory can be elfectually check(’d, even when its

progress has advanced so far as to cause the
specimens to crumble away under the bauds.
Some of tlie.Avorks in ivory forwarded by Mr.
J^ayard from Nineveh, were found on their arrival

in Finglaud to bo in a slnte of rapid deciomposition.

Professor Owen was consulted on the subject, and
he suggested a remedy, whicli lias proved entirely

successful, tliereby ]»resorviiig to this country
these (unions relic.'s of ancient art. Concluding
that the decny was owing to the loss of gelatine

ill the ivory, he n'connnciided that the articles

should he boiled in a solution of gelatine. Under
this])rocess they became apt)ar(iiitly as iirin and
solid as when they were originally entombed.

—

Willidms' d//(A//e KiiKjdoin ; Yule's hlmbassif

;

Ilodyson's Nagasuki ; Hon. Mr. Mitrrisons Com-
pendious Description

;
]\Utd. /i’r. Jnr. Hep, 8ec

Carving.

lyOllY PAT.AIS.
Piduic tic iriartil, . Span. I Ifonu'ra, IiuUaus of PKur,
Tujjua, ludiaii.s of Daiukn.

I
rullipunta ,, „

ddie ivory ]ialms arc the I’hytelcplias macro-
carpa and I’, micrucarjia, trees of Aineri(;a,

between lat. 9° N. and S'^ S., and loiig^ 70'^ to 7'.)'^

W., inhabiting damp valleys, banks of rivers, and
rivulets on the lower coast region in Darien, and
on mountains dOOO feet above the sea in Oeaiia,

growing generally in separate groves, seldoi

intermixed with other trees or shrubs. The fruit,

a eolleetiou of from six to seven drupes, forms

clusters which are as large as a man's head, and
stand at first erect, but when approaching matur-
ity, its weight increasing, and the leaf -stalk

wliich had up to that jieriod supported the bulky
mass having rotted away, it liangs down. A pdaiit

bears at one time from six to eight of these heads,

each weighing when ripe about twenty-five pounds,
d'he drujies arc covered outside with hjird woody
protuberances. Vegetable ivory was exported
chiefly from the river Magdalena, and in some years

no less than loO tons of it wma* imported into

England. The Indians employ the leaves of tliis

most beautiful palm as a covering to their cottages.

The fruit at first contains a clear insipid fluid,

with which travellers quench their thirst; this

fluid afterwards becomes gradually sweet and
milky, and at length acquires solidity, so as to be
as hard as ivory. If the fruit be gathered while

the juice is fluid, the latter soon becomes acid

;

j

but when allowed to attain perfection, the kernels

are of sufficient hardness to be employed by the
Indians as knobs* for walking-sticks, reels of

spindles, and little toys, which are white, and
perfectly hard while dry

;
if they are put under

water they soften, but on drying, their hardness
is restored. Rears eagerly devour the young
fruit. The vegetable ivory is, in fact, the albumen
surrounding the embryo, and which in some other
])alms, ;is tlu'. coe.oanut palm, coiistitut(*s a beauti-

ful ami linn substance lining the shell. This

useful plant might be introduced into India.

—

Seemon in Botanic(d Magazine^ May 1850, p. 192.

IXORA, a genus of plants belonging to the
tril)(} Ciiichonacem, and the* genus is so named, it

is sup2)OS(‘(l, from the Hindu god Iswara. They
form sliiulw or simall trees, wilh opposite leaves,

and stipules arising from a broad base, but acutes

at tlio apex. Tlie species are numerous, and
ehicdly confined to India and the Eastern Archi-

pelago.

l.XORA B.\X l)HU( '.A. Jioxb. dungle geranium.
Pandliooka, . . . II INI),

j

liiu kolce, . . . HlNI).

A spreading shrub, smaller than I. coccinca,

but. C(pial1y common
;
in flower almost during the

whole year
;
of a pale crimson colour, lii the Kotah

ardens and jungles it is a beautiful bush, covered

wilh numerous scarlet flowers all the year, and
would bo very ornamental.
IXOb'A UOCUlNIiA. L. Klaine of the forest.

1. graiulitlora, R. Br.

Pan-sa-yeik, . . . Ifl’inr. I Thotti, .... Tam,
Slictti, , . . Malkaj..

I

'Phis species of Ixora is sometimes called by the

ihiropeaii residents of Tcnasseriiii, the country

geranium.

IXORA PAK\HKL0RA. Vnhl. Torch tree.

I. alba, Jtoxb. AVebora eorynibosa, Sm.
J. pavetta, Andr. Herb.
I. dcripiens, I). (\

Henna goiivi, . (!.\N, Shuluiulu, ; . . .TAif,
(JandliulV . . IliNi). Karang cottay, . . ,,

liiinghnni’ ... Korivi pala, . , . TEL,
Jilpak Kuiiinia chettu, . . ,,

Koera, Koorat, . AIaiiil Putta pala, Tedda,
. „

A small tia'c, (Common in the jungles of the S.

of India. The flowers arc very sweetly scented,

and it blossoms in the hot weather. 'I'lie wc^od is

of a reddish-brown colour, the grain hard, very

close, and easily worked. It gives a smooth sur-

face and sflmds a good j)olish, is well adapted tor

the lathe, and Ls in use for furniture and building

purposes. A cubic, foot, unseasoned, weighs 78-84

lbs., and (»0 lbs. when si*asoiied, and its specific

gravity is 1 'ObO. It burns very readily and clearly,

and on that aecoimt its branches are often made
into torches by people travelling at night.— Voigt;

Gibson; Ainslie ; Irvine; M. E. J. Ji.; Heddomc.

IXOS LEUCOGKNYS? tln^ bulbul of Kashmir,

Ls about 74 inches length bill, head and legs black;

plumagt; generally olive greenish brown, with a

whit(‘ spot behind the eye, and white tips to tail

feathers. Crest black and curved forwards. It

is quarrtilsomo and noisy. Its note resembles

that of the English blackbird, but is less full and
musi(;al.— Vigne.

lYAKd- DANISH is the Persian version of

the Pancha-'I ’ai itra.—Dowson,

lA'^AVAN. Tam. An out-caste, a worker in

leather.

IYEN, and Piither or Rhutter, in Travancorc,

3i)i



IYER. JABALPUR.

are titles of Tamil Brahmans. Iyengar, properly mile in circumference, and rising abruptly fsom the
AiynngHr, aniongst the Tamil people an honorific low gravelly plain—a dwarf wall at the southern
title to Brahmans. base forming the line of deinarcation-to the

1 1 means sir, master, lord, and is added to height of 180 or 200 feet. It is about 12 miles
.

names ot hrahinans as a distinction. Iyer is on the Taif road, due ofist of Mecca. Mear the
inuuediately derived from the Tamil Aivar, father, summit is a whitewashed mosque with a minaret,more revermitially pronounced Aiyangar. Iyer is looking like a small obelisk

;
below this is theUboa by a Hindu woman to attrac^t her husband’s whitened i)latform, from which the preacher,

attention,—no Hindu woman ever allowing herself mounted on a dromedary, delivers the sermon, to
pronounce Iut husbands name. In Sontherii be present at which it is an essential part of the

India It 18 used in the form of Ayali, as a lady’s Muhammadan pilgrimage to Mecca.—i/awn7m«’smaid or child s maul. It is also assumed by p. 1:31; Vlurte//, hi. p. 252
femartta and other Bruhmaus, and also by the JABAL HAOURAN. The waters of the
J!.atani, a Hindu mon()tlieistic sect who follow the Nahr-uz-Zcika, the Jabbok of the iScriptures, first
doctrines of Clmifcanya, and do not collect to the south of Jabal llaouran

;
at this

‘

rr
they enter the Jabal Bclka, and, after wiiid-

^^hiistian missionaries, and the 1 ami I equivalents mg through the wadis in a westerly direction.
names, in

Kanaiii and 8angi are added to their
addition to that of Iyer.

IZAK. Hind. Trousers; hence Izar-baiid,
the trousfcrs waist-string.

JZNLLj a fakir who acts ;is a messenger. Iznee
bliah, a mohurrum fakir.

IZ-iid-DIN HUSAIN, the founder of the Ghori
dynasty, was a native of Afghanistan. The origin
ot the house of (xlior lias, however, been mueb

finally empty themselves into the Shariat-ul-Kabir
(the Jorilaii).—liohinnou's 'J'r. ii. p. 171.
JABAL MIA AIjLY, or Quoin Hill, 865 feet

higl), is near J3ab-ul-Mandab.
.JABAL MUSA, the Mount of Mose.s, is the

name given liy the Arabs to all that range
of mountains which rises at tlie interior e.xtremity
of the valhy of Faraii

;
and, to that part of the

range on which the convent of St. ('atheriiie' *“«vu V7.4 iviuuu uic oouveub ui od. i/aineriiic

Krfd
opinion being that stands, they give the name of I’lir Siiia. 'L'he hill

.
j

^ Wi-Te an Afghan kicu. on wliidi stands tlio c.unvont. nf St. Catlierinn is

it f
tl'e over- supposud to be tlut Sinai of the Jews, on wld(dithrow of the (diiiznavi .lyna-sty, liy tlie defeat of -Moses re.aived the law.--\7,7n(/n’.v 7V, i. p. 11(1.

bn oHas’
JAllAI, AAKkOUS, or Mountain of tho Jiell,

S flhih 1 rt*
'®

‘ t >' •''‘Klif, ami the material of
Ohah.ib-U(l-Din, who took the title of -Mtihiimmad. which it is composed is a liplit-eoloiired friable

sandstone; but an inclined plane of almost im-

In the Engli.sh alphabet tliis letter has only one
sound, ns in jam, jelly, job, just; and. the 'i’ainil
excepted, <,‘ach of the oriental languages of S.
Asia has a letter with a similar sound. But the

palpable sand rises at an angle of 40 ’ with tlie

liorizon, which, wiicn ]iiit in motion, raises musical
sounds. At their eomnieiu;ument, the sounds might
be compared to the faint si ruins of an yUoliaii liaip
when its strings first catch tlie breeze; as the sand
becomes more agitated by the increased velocity
of its ilescenl, tlie noise more nearly ri'sembles
that produced by drawing the moistened lingius

letter
j has a different sound in the languages of over glass. The sounds" sometimes fall quicker

the other Luroiieaii nations from that of; tlie on tlie ear, at utlnu* limes are more iirolonged
;Lrig nsh tongue

;
and tlu* French obtain the but this swelling or sinking appears to depend

i ift is i soum by prefixing tJie letter d, tlius, upon the Arabs iiici ejisiiig or retai’ding tho vi'loeity
djam 1 for jam J, a camel

; d jab’l for jab'l, a moun- of the descent. 1 1 is about 4.i hours’ journev from
tain. I ho (Termans and Dutch give to this letter

|

Tur. 'riie same is told of tfu^ Goz-ul-Hanimn or
the ^^ound of y, am have j.roposed t.» obtain tlie !

Moaning Saml-lieap in tlie AVaiJi Urnub
;
also ofsound ot the LngliM letter

j
liy using an aeeoiited the Hog Kawan in Afghanistan.— BY//.s7ef/’.v 7V. ii.

^ ,
or writing It dscli. 1 lie peoj.le of Kgyjit often pp. :i4-26.

give to this letter the sound of s, and'those of JABAl J>UB or Jubbulpur, a town ami district

•"* Central Ih'ovinces, lying between Jat. 2r’

I*

^ P*"'»''’^^'ued gam'l. 12
’

and 2.4° 56' N., and between long. 76° 40' ainl

Hio Lmmfnf ll
^

r
the minority of Brem Narain

'/Mhaii voi f
hs jaban, jabti, jor lor (fJbO ‘0 the Gundqiieen Diirgavati administered the

.JABAL. Ahau. a mountain.
Jab’J-uLBallad, Media, Persian Irak.
Jab’J-iiI-Makatib, Mount tSinai.

.-Jab’l Karim, Mount Olympus.
Jab’I-Sus, Mount Atlas.

.lab’l-ush-Shaikli, Anti - Libanus, the Ilernion
of the Hebrews.

Jub’Lnl-4’araq, (Jibraltar.

Jab4-ut-T;irusb, Mount Nobo.

government; and Asof Khan, the viceroy of Jvara
Manikpur on the Ganges, conquered the Gurkha
jniiieipality. Tin.* decisive battle was fought under
the castle of Singaurgurli. Stung by lier i-lefeat,

Durgavuti put an end to*Jior life."

The district is one of the largest and most
populous ill the Central Provinces. The main
part of the district is a large plain of rich soil

watered by the Ncrbadda, the Paret, and the

TAR VI VV»7 1V,V,V"‘"‘'
lliran. About nine miles from Jabalpur on tlic

tlu.AfnmV ru.
' anciently called JabaJ-Ilal, south-west, a considerable extent of tolerably

nr-T7a]imoi
^

+1
and now Jabal- pure and beautifully saccharine white limestone

Tiillock /f n
Mercy, is a low pointed is seen

;
the river cuts a deep channel through the

\vi>b a'
blocks, mass of this rock, exposing sheer vertical surfaces

tout of wiUiered thorns, about one uf the white limestones in places 220 feet high; itm



JABU.JABALPUR KEMP.

« scarcely possible to exaggerate the picturesque

ffect of the varied outline and colour of the

liole. The locality is well known as the Marble
locks. Coal is found at Rauighafc, Laniebighat,

lid near Singapore on the Mahaiiadi. Tlie latter

mm is 18 inches thick, and is said to be poor

nd unworkable. The Lametaghat coal promises

ell. Iron is found in more than a hundred
laces, of which the principal arc k^iinra, Gogri,

lolia, Agaria, Dalrora, Jauti, Panagar, and
lameta. The iron is worked entirely by native

rocesses. The people are for the most part Gond,
rond Rajput, Kol, Hharia, Baiga, Lodhi, Pon-
^•ir, Knrini, Kahar, Dliimar, Dlnu-, and Ghamar.
here are also Brahmans, both from Maharashtra
lid from Mathura

;
Kayasths from Fai rakhabad

lid elsewhere, and Miihamiiiadans. I’liere are now
o Gond landholdius of any importance, but there

re some Lodhi chiefs who once possessed a local

clobrity.

JABALPUR HBMl*, Crotalaria tenuifolia, is

perennial plant, native of Coromandel, which
rows to () or 9 feet high, and yields tliis tibre.

. is (JonsidenMl equal to Russian luaiq), and bears

heavier weight-.

Kind and ((\ialily of idiio. Sizo.
Breakin;*
wci>j;ht.

iled Jabalpur hemp, aitil- Im lus. Cwt. (.’wl. ur.

lory traces, . . •
I

i

^
iitarred do., superior four

I

:

strand, ])lain laid, . .

‘ •12
I

0

ntarred Dhunclicc (.Eschy-
;

i

uomijue cannabiiia, Jioxh.)^
I

Scsbania aculeata, . . 'Ah 10 i
7“) 0

tne-a])])lc fibi-c, . . . A\
I

-12 ' 57 <)

A good deal of the value of this plant is

ipposed to be the result of the climate and soil

i which it is grown.
JABAT. SHAMSAM, ilu' highest wall of the

alen ci’ater, wliere Cain is supposed to have been
uridd

;
elevation, 1775 feet.

JABAL TKKR, a small islet with two peaks in

le Ibid Sea, in lat. 15 ’ 52' oO" N., ainl long. 11
’

0' oO" E., J1 miles N.W. from Jabal Zebayer,
nd 900 feet high. It is snjumsed to be volcanic,

i smoke is said to have been i.ssiiing from it at

1C time of its survey.

JAILVL TUR, a moimtaiii near Mount Sinai, or

louut Sinai itself.

.) ARAL 'rUR, a spur of the great Taurus range,

liicli forms tli(> waterslied of tbe I'igris, from
lardiii to its south beinl opposite Ja/.irah-ibn-

hnar. It is a continuation of Karajali Tagh, and
ontinues into the Sinjar Hills.

—

Mac(rri(j<)r,

JABAL - 111 - JUDA, Aghri Dagh, or Mount
u-arat, the Ararat (jf modern ge()graj)hers, in the

rovinee of Erivan, is in height about 10,200
^et. In the last volume of Cosmos, Humboldt
'cords the heiglit of Demavend at 19,715 feet,

hich is .1.785 feet under the height attributed to

. According to some authorities, Ararat is only
7,112 feet liigh. General Monteith made it

11,000 feet above the level of the Araxe.s. Agri-
agh is the name given to it by the Turks

;
but

ll unite in revering it :is the haven of the great
lip wliich i^reserved a father of mankind from
le waters of the deluge. Ararat is called by
le Armenians, also, Massissinsar, or Mountain
1 tbe Ark. Berosiis and Alexander both declare

lat in their time it was reported that some

!

planks of the ark remained on this liill at the'date
of the accession of the Abbasside khalif s, A.D. 749.
The usual Muhamnmdan tradition places the

grounding of the ark, not on Armenian Ararat,
but on the Jabal Judi in Kurdistan, whence
Benjamin of Tudela sfiys (p. 9J), Omar bin Khatab
removed the ark from the summit, and made a
mo.sqiie of it. Demavend is believed to be fully

4000 feet higher than Ararat.

—

Yule^ Cathay^ i.

1>. 407 ;
l*ortcr's I'r, i. 188

;
ficiicnil Monteith.

JABAL ZABARAII, the Samaragdus Mons of

the ancients. It lias the famous emerald mines
which wore worked n.c. 1050, in tlu' time of the
great Sesostris ii., by extensive galleries. It was
again worked in the early part of the reign of

Muhammad Ali. The mines were bn the Cosseir

road from Koptos to Aenniim (Philoteras). Well-
sted thinks (Trav. ii. p. 823) that the locality indi-

cated by Bruce was the island of Wadi Jemal, and
that the Arabs had so called it because of its

proximity to the only emerald mines on the
luljacent continent.

—

Jhnisen's lujtfpt; M'eUsted.

JABER, tlie Killa Husn jaber of the Arabs,
the ancient Roman town of Beles, about two miles
from the Euphrates. It is the Ezioii-geber of

Ecripturc* (I Kings ix. 20-28).

—

Cdtdfuyo.
JABRAIi. At Amraoti in Berar, the deities

worshipped arc named as under :

—

Mate deities.

Jabral Abial.
IVluKsoba.

Bahrain.
Mahadoo.
Shailawal,
Kandoba.
M'orba,
Yetoba, Vittoba,

Jalinil is worshipped at and near Elliclipiir, and
seems to be the angel Gabricd, wliom Muhammad-
ans style Jabrail. In the alliterative habits of the
orientiils, the term Jabral Abral is commonly used,

and the silver figure, that of a man, is worn arouinl

the neck. Xoar Annaoti, also, is a rag tree, with
incense on altars of mud at its foot, whicdi the
Dlier of Balgaon said was a .Jabral. Sakinath is a
deity of Amraoti, whose worship protects from
snakes. In the t'hauki pass, in tlie Lakeinvara
range, which forms the watershed between the
Godavau y and the Tajiti, about 10 miles north of

Aurangabad, tliere is a shrine of the deity called

Mas.sol)a, to which ]>copl(‘ of all castes resort, from
a circle of a hiunlred miles, Brahman, Sudra, and
Dlicr, but ehielly the Mahratta Kunbi. The Jatra
is held in ilio month Gheila, and lasts for four

days, during which many sheep are oft’ered in

bacrilicu. Jc is in the southern side of \hv pass,

a mere block of stoiu', with smaller blocks at its

foot, all smeared with red lead. The objects of

their visits arc wholly personal, beseeching the

deity to give, or jireserve, their children, their

(lucks, or tlnar food.

JAIULVXG, a coarse description of silk, made
by a wild tribe, who are the oidy people in Pegu
that rear the silk-worm and cultivate the mulberry.
—Local Committee., Itamjoon.

JABIJ or Ziiobu, a hybrid between a male yak
and a cow. It is more valuable tlian the pure yak
or the garjo hybrid between a bull and female
yak. It is used for riding, also for carriage, and
will carry from two to three maunds

;
is very sure-

footed, hardy, and docile. Its prjee in Kamaon

Feuude deitiis.

Asia or Asrai.

Muskai.
A I riba,

Marri.
JSiitwui.

Agachi Paiina,
Jana ]tai.
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JACANA. JACKAL.

is Ks. 20 to Rs. 50 ;
both varieties breed freely

together, and also with the pure stock. None of

them bear the heat of the plains.

JACANA.
Parra aenca, Cuv.

)
I*, superciliosa, Homf,

Dal-pipi, Jal-pipi, Peng.
)
Kattoi, Karatiya, Beng.

This singular bird, the ^fetapodius Indicus,

Latham^ is a native of all India, of N.W. Himalaya,

and of China, and is distinguished not leas by the

fijrace of its form tlnin by its adaptation to tlie

localities for which nature has allotted it. Formed
for traversing the imuass and lotus-covered sur-

face of the water, it supports itself upon the

floating weeds and l('aves by the extraordinary

span of the toes, aiiled by the unusual lightness

of its body. Like the moor-hen, of wlmso habits
i

and manners it largely partakes, it is doubtless

capable of swimming, the long and }>endent tail-

featliers being elevated so as not to dip in the

water. It may be seen in tin; SAY. Ilinialaya

sfpiatting on the broad leaves of tlie lotus, Nchim-
biuin speciosiim, and marsh marigold (Calla

palustris). Its flight is not strong, and is com-
posed of many flaps; tln^ call is rough, like that

of the Avater-heii. 'Phe curved tail-feathers, the

brilliant yellow ])atch on the hind part of the neck,

and shining brown of the back, white wings more
or less tinged with black, at once serve to dis-

tinguish it.

—

AtUnns; Willifuns' Middle KiiKjdom^

p. iiOfl
;
Jerdon, p. 708.

JACK. Dr. llhlliain Jack was a[)pointed to the

Bengal Medical Service in 1813. During lh(!

Nepal war of 1814--ir), he was attached to the.

army under General Oehterlony. In 1818, Sir

Stamford Kaflles, Governor of the British Sellle-

ineiits in Sumatra, offered liiin an appointment

on his staff, promising him every facility for the

exploration of tluj natural history of that island.

Jack’s descriptions of ^talayan ()lants were pub-
lished in the Malayan Miscellanies, and were
reproduced by Sir AVilliam Hooker in the com-
panioji to the Botanical .Magazim', and by Dr.

APClcllanii in the Calcutta *j<nTrnal of Natural

History. He died loth September 1822, on board

the ship on which ho had embarked on the previous

day to proceed to the Cape of Good Hope.

—

JI. and
7’. FI. Indica.

JACKAL.
Canis aureus, Linn. Lupus aureus, Kd mitftr.

(J. aureus ImlicUH, Hody.

Sliaghal, . . . . AmA15. Alopcv, (iR

Shigal, Ak.j
,

Di;T., I’KKH. ^luTal, . . . IlEJ'.

Siar, 8ial, . . Bkxg. Oliidar, . . . Him)
Amu, . . . . . Biiot. Kola, . II INK., JMaiii;

Nari, . . . (An., Tam. 8ngala, . . .Sansk
Jackhals, ‘

. . . Hit. Aakka, . . . Tkl

The jackal is found in Syj ia, Arabia, Fersia, in

all India west of the Bralmia|)utia, and over S.F.

JCurope. Both the jackal and tin' hyajiia arc more
or less ])lentiful, affecting even the mountainous

regions to pretty high altiturles. Along the line;

of the Gauges, in Lower Bengal, they move in

jjacks and eat indiscriminately. 1 n tlu^ Fcninsula,

they are of larger size, are often seen singly or in

pairs, and in the Dekhan live much on wild fruits;

the coffee-bean of the plantations is largely eaten

by them. Their cry when moving at night is

very disagreeable, and even when clicketing, their

call is unpleasiint. Among mammals, the jackal,

hyaena, domestic swine, and dog; and among
birds, vultures, kites, crows, iniiuis, and the

adjutant bird Leptoptilos argaJa, frwe/., are the

chief carrion eaters of S.E. Asia. The swine, the

buffalo, the cow, the bullock, and even sheep, in

many parts of India, are driven daily to the

purlieus of the towns. The jackal and hyaena are

of nocturnal, bold, and stealthy habits, and

though the hygena liunts generally singly, the

jackal does so in packs, and anything in the way
of flesh, putrid or otherwise, is acceptable. The
(!ry of the jackal is j)eculiar

;
it is ccunposed of a

succession of half-barking, half-wailing cries, on
different notes. When ])ropeily pronounced, ther(^

is no better illustration of it than the following

words, set to the tones of the animal’s voice :

—

‘ A (lead Hindu ! a dead Hindu !

Where-wliere ? whero-wliere ‘i

Here -here
;
here-liere.’

’I’hc jackal in the Ihminsula of India and in the

low coimlry of Ceylon sometimes hunts in packs,

Inadcd by a leader, and th(‘y liave been seen to

assault and ])ull down a deer. The small number
of hares in the districts they infest is ascribed to

(heir (lopriMlations. When a jackal has brought
downi his game aiid killed it, its first impulse is to

hide it in the nearest jungle, whence he issues

with an air of easy indifference, to observe

whellnn* anything more powerful tlian himself

may be at hand, from whicli he might encounter

the risk of Ijoiiig despoiled of his (capture. If the

coast be clear, liereluriis to the concealed carcase,

and, followed by bis eompaiiioiis, carries it away.

But if a man be in sight, or any other animal to

b<‘ avoided, the jackal lias been S(‘en to seize a

(aicoauLit husk in bis mouth, oi‘ any similar sub-

stance, and lly at full s])e<‘d, as if eager to carry

off his preU'iuled prize, returning for the real

booty al, some more eoiivenituit season!

'I'lie following nneedote may be told of a jackal:—
‘ Going homewards I shot a line buck chitul (or

spotted deer), and while following up his prints

and blood, as sih ntly as ]>ossiblo, in the hope of

getting anotiier shot ujion our again slatting him,

w e heard a great stamping and crashing of bushes

about forty yards ahead ; soon w'C saw the buck

trying to shake off a large jackal that had pinned him
by the throat. The chitul in vain tried, by swing-

ing his head liackwards and forwards violently, to

dislodge the jackal, Avho, doubled up like a ball,

held on as w'ell as the best bull-dog could have

done, nor did he lose his iiold until, after watch-

ing tins strange scene for some minutes, 1 dropjied

the chitul with another shot. Tlie jackal liastily

ivtreatcd. Oftim wdien walking after a wounded
bl.aek buck or aiiteIo])e in the plains, I have seen

one or two jackals trotting along in the exact

direction th(‘ w'ounded antelope had gone off.

’riiere is very little cluinei^ of any wounded small

animal escaping such w'alohful creatures.’

The koJe baJloo is an aged jackal which accom-
] lanies a tiger, and fei'ds on the tigcFs jirey. Jackals

are subject to hydrophobia, and instances are

frequent of cattle being bitten by them and dying

iu consequence. An excresceiiee or small horny

cone, about lialf an inch in length, and concealed

by a tuft of hair, is sometimes found on the head

of the jackal. This the Singhalese call Jiarri-

comboo
;
and they aver that the possessor of this

can command by its instrumentality the realiza-

tion of every wish, and that if stolen or lost by

liiin, it will invariably return of its own accord.

Those who have jewels to conceal rest in perfect

;bh



Jackdaw.
’

.lADE.

pcurity, if, along with them, they can deposit a

larri-comboo, fully convinced that its presence is

II effectual safeguard against robbers. The words

f Psalm Ixiii. io, ‘ They sliall be a portion fur >

oxes/ appear obscure
;
but if they be rendered, ;

They shall be a portion for jcackals,’ the anathema

lecomes plain and striking to a Hindu, in whose

ountry the disgusting sight of jackals devouring

luman bodies may be seen every day.

—

Jctnieut's

'eylon; Eotkea'a Tr.
;
Wants JUinhos; Adams'

Vatm^alist in India.

JACKDAW, Corvus inonedula, of Europe,

hberia. Barbary, W. Asia, Pesliawur valley, and

vashinir, may be seen in flocks in winter in tin*

lorthern frontier of the Panjab, associated with

he Cornish chough and the rook.

—

Adams.

JACKETS, coats, and vests are worn by Hind us

,nd Muhammadans in India. lliey are called

:oorta, angarklui, nuna, anga, mirzai, kufclia, kuba,

ama, cliupkan, dagla, tabada, jora.

JACK-EKUIT TREK, Artocarjins integrifolius.

^omc varieties bear a fruit from 10 to 60 lbs. in

69^^ 44' E., which comprises the tract of country

bounded by the Bngti Hills on the north, by Kalat

on the west, the Bigari canal on the south, and
the river Indus on tho]east. The district attains to

from 170 to 257 feet above the sea. From 1865

to 1870 the rainfall rango<l from I'll to 8*80

inches. At the extreme north is desert plain.

The Sind Hollow, a former bed of the Indus,

traverses one-third of the district, and between it

and tlie river the country is split up into numer-

ous ‘dimnd’ and ‘dhoree.’ On its north is a

range of barren hills with fertile valleys, occupied

by tlu! Murree and the liugti. Baluch tribes,

Jumali, Dumki, Jakrani, Kliosa, Mazari, form the

jiopulation
;

Biirdi, Sindi, Juniina, the nomade

Jat, wJio reiir camels, cattle, sheep, and goats,

and Hindu cultivators. The Jat are a hardy,

!
good-looking, iiuiiistrioiis race, and their w'omen

j

are very comely, and drink largely of camels’

I

milk. Tlie Balucli use jowai i (sorghum) flour, and
i Ifajra (Penicillaria si)icata), and milk. The cul-

' tivalion is by irrigating canals.

veiglit, much (‘.steemed as an article of food by the .
Jacobabad was founded by Major-Ceneral John

atives in India. 'Die dye olflained from its heart- Jacob as an entrenched camp, for the purpost' of

,’00 (1
,
as prepared by the natives, is a brilliant ehecking tlu^ inroads ami forays of the lialuchi.

range-yellow, and is olflaiiied by the addition (jf
,

Tlni average annual rainfall is inches; m
11 infusion made; from the leaves of the Don-yat, ’

iroducing a brilliancy of colour not cxcclk'd by ‘

lie bt'Sb English dyes. The tree is of valiui for its

ruit and its tiruher. In many places it is found
,

fe<*t in diameter, and from 30 to 35 feet high,

n (Janara it was pirefcrred by 'I’ipii Sultan for

li(* grab vessels luiilt at his naval depot, llonore.

I) Ceylon it is used by the fninitunNin.^kers for i

liairs, couches, etc,, for which pui'iiose it answ(*rs '

veil; and,, if polished witli care, its brilliant

olonr is siijierior to that of inaliogany.

Jackwood is ini]»oi’ted into Bombay from the

ilalabar coast, and was at one time in great

equost there for making furniture. ( )f late years,

oweyer, it has lieen entirely superseded by IJack-

mod for tliis purpose. It is imported into Britain

11 logs from 3 to 5 feet diameter, and also in

laiiks
;
the grain is coarse and crooked, and often

ontaihs saml. 'flie wood Is yellow when first cut,

lilt changes to a dull red or mah(jgany (.-olour. it

s used ill India for almost every purpose of house

arpciitry and furniture, and in England for

abiriet-wcu'k, manpictry, and turning, and also

or brush-backs. Jackw(3od is soiiietimi‘s mis-

lamcd orange -wood from its colour.

—

Baker's

'*«pers ; ^
Iloltzaptfid ; ^'^dyr^ lu)rC.sti; Faulkner.

JACOB, gramisoii of Abraham, tlie Yakub of

hi) /Vrabs, a patriarcli of the Israelites. Jacoli

vas father of twelve sous, who founded the twelve

ribes of the llebreAvs
;
he went to Egypt u.C.

J747-46.

—

Bunsen.

JACOB, CKNKiJAr. Lk (IRANI) (1S51), Reshkut
Jfliooj. Author of an Account of Cunili or

fliumli; Report on the Iron in Kattyawar, its

!omparative Vhdue with British Metal
;
JMiiicsaud

‘leans of Smelting Ore, Loud. As. Trans, v. p. 73,

dii. p. 98; Brief Historical,* Cecdogical, and

Statistical Memoir on Okhamandiil, in Bora. Oeo.

Trans, v. p. 157; Kejiort on the District of

labriowar, ibid. vii. p. 700; Inscriptions from

'alitaua, in Bom. As. Trans, i. p. 56; <5n the

^soka Inscriptions, Girnar, ibid. p. 257.— Dr.

liuist's Catalogue.

JACOBABAD, a frontier district of Sind, bcr

Jveen lat. 27° 50' and 28° 27' N., and* long. 68° to

1<S(>9, 12‘05 inches, and in 1807, 0’97.

JACOB’S WELL, in the valley of Nablous, a

ftiw miles south of Slicchein, is 7«> feet deep.

JACQEEMONT, VKVrOR, Ixu'ii at Paris 1801,

died at Bombay 7tli December 1832. He was a

travelling naturalist to tlic Jh.)yal Museum of

Natural History at Paris during the years 1828-

29, 1830-31, and 1832. He travelled in India,

lh(‘ Himalaya, Ladakh, Tibi t, Panjab, and Kash-

mir.’ His travels were published iu the form of

letters to liis relatives.

J ACYNTH, a g\‘m owing its deep orange colour

to the presence of zircon. It is the gul-maidah

of India.

JADABIIJ.AY. Tam. A woman’s head

ornament in tlui Tamil country. See Jewellery.

JADDI. Majii:. Land left to gnnv fodder.

'

JADE.
Yuli, (’mv.

I

YaK]im,Saiigd yii.slim,rKRH

Khas, . . . JMonijol.
|
8uotash, .... Turk.

This mineral, called also nephrite and axc-.stone,

is celebrated in China as the Yuli or gem of gems.

It is found in Eung-lion-fu (8hlng-king)^ Jiieu-

chau-fu ((Jaiiton), iu Shan-tuiig, m^ar Khoten,

Karakasli
,
Yavkani 1

,
am I otlnn* places in Turkestan

;

ill the rivers among tlie Siansk mountains, to

the S.W. of Lake Baikal, iu Eastern Siberia, at

Mogoung north of Burma, and other places in

Ivistern Asia; also in N. Zealand, Egypt, Poly-

nesia, and' a few localities iu tlie Lnited States.

It is (jf white, blue, yiJIow, and grc'en colours;

but the milk-Avhito and the light-green varieties

are most prized, (flii'micully, it consists of the

silicates of magnesia and alumina coloured to the

tint of the stone by varying proiiortioiis of chrom-

ium. Its hardness, weight, sonoriety, and peculiar

sombre tint art; tht; foundation of the Chinese taste

for this stone. Their wearing of this stone is supposed

to imjiart to the wearer, humane, just, intelligent,

brave, and pure qualities, and philosophers and

physicians have ascribed all sorts of properties to

this substance, wbich for any medicinal purpose can

be no better tlian soapstone or steatite. Jade mines

in the Kofleii liUii mountains have been described

by Dr. Cayley iu Macmillan’s Magazine, October
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1871. At a very early date nephrite was sent as New Caledonia, and indeed of Polynesia gener-

a tribute to the imperial ‘court. The emperor ally, have fashioned jade or some varieties of

Chinnoung (b.c. 2737) delighted in ornaments of jadeite into implements useful, ornamental, and
nephrite, and the emperor Chau-sin (n.C. 115*4) perhaps too, in one sense, sacred,

had a pillow made of the same material. A chief A cargo of this mineral was imported into Canton
source for nephrite is in Khotan. M. Blondin from New Holland, but the Chinese would not

says— ‘ La ville d’Yarkaiule envoie chaque annee purchase it, owing to a fancy taken against its

k Khotan pour etre expedies a la cour de Peking origin and colour. The Cliincse use it for man-
GOOO kg. de jade. Nous ne comprenons pas <hins darina’ buttons, pipemouth pieces, and various

ce chiffre les pieces taillees et sculptees, on nc , articles of personal ornament and luxury. They
pout plus habileimuit, j)ar ]i‘s hipidaires d’Aksou,

j

estimate it according to the purity of the white

ki capitate actiu lle de la Tartarie Chinoise, par
|

and brightness of. the green tints,

ceux de Kachghar, et enfin par ceux d’Yarkande,
I

JADIJ. lIiNi). Enchantment; hence Jadugar,

I’ancienne capitale oh le travail do jade oceupt^ Ic I a sorcerer.

plus de bras.’ JADUN, a race on the right bank of the Indus

Mr. .John Anderson (Report on tlie Expedition where that river issues from the Himalaya near

to IVestern Yunnan, via Hhamo, Calcutta 1871) Torbcla. They are ihithans who speak Pushtu,

visited the bazar of Momieii. Ibi says the cop])er They inhabit a tract below the Hiisanzai country,

discs iisc<l in cutting jade are very thin, lauid and on tlic right bank of tlie Indus opposite the

easily, and measure about one foot and a half British town of Torbela, and thence stretching

in diameter. The centre is beaten out with a westward. In this tract the most nottible place

cup-shaped depression, which receives the end is Blount Mahalmn, of classical celebrity,

of the cylinder on which the disc revolves. In Beyond tlio .ludiin country on the north-west

one establishment two men were at work, one Is Hoonocr or Bunoor. It is a rugged country,

using the cutting <lisc and the other a n;- extending from the lower range of tlie Himlu
volving cylinder tipped at the free end with a Kush downwards to hills which command the

composition of quartz and little particles resem- Cliumla valley and the central plain of the Yusuf-

bling ruby dust. Both wore driven liy the feet. zai. On its western frontier, again, lies the Swat
The stone is held bcilow the disc, under which territory.

there is a basin of Avater and tine silicious mud, JAEllAl). Pkus. Signifies a place or employ-
in wliich the stone is dipped at intervals, the ment : also, in accounts, assets, funds, resources,

operator filling his liarids Avitli as much of the mud .lAK'J’l, gladiat(jrs
;

in the south of India Jetti.

as possible, 'fhe .stones are cut into discs one- Colonel To<l menth)iis that in one of llic courts iii

eightli of an inch in thickiu'ss, when they are Cutch funds w(;re set apart for Jaeti, at one time

intended for ear-rings, and are then made over to to fifty thousand rupees per annum. In the

the man at .tJie silicioiis-tipped cylinder, who bores akliara (arena), with the prize-fighters Asmaii

a round hole in the tauitre of (aeh. The same diklilana is their pinase for victory, wlnm the

cour.se is followed in the case of ll larger and
|

vamiuislied is thrown upon his back and ke[)t in

thicker rings. Bangles made of jade come from that attitude.— 7b(/\v lUiJdsihtm^ ii. p. 589.

Mogoung, in the north of Burma; the bright green JAF, a very large predatory tribe residing near

tint .seen in these specimens is the characteristic Kanaki, on the Dialla, de])endent on Turkey, and
])eculiarity of tlie Burmese jade. It occurs there numbering about 1^5,000 families. Tiiey inhabit

in' the form of rounded boulders, and is exported in Avinter the j^tlains of Sulimania and Zoliab, and

to China. in summiT migrat(‘ to the mountiiin of Ardelaii.

'fhe Chinese have probably some sources of 'fhey arc the most Avarlike and unruly of ’all the

green ja<lo unknown to us. I’heir jadeite*, a difTcu*- Kurdisli tribes
;
a fmc-lookiiig, brave people, but

(Uit mineral from jade, is sujiplied, thougli probably esteemed exceedingly uncivilised and barbarous

not exclusively, by mines in the moiintain.'^’to the even by the Kurds.

—

Ferricry Journcysy p. (>8
;

north-west of Bhamo in tlie T.ao 8tate of Burma. liirFs KimUsUniy i. ji. 112.

Jahanghir and fcihah Julian seem to have taken JAFFA, or Vaffa as it is called by the natives,

pleasure in jade cups and ornaments; and the is the representative of the ancient Joppa, so

art of inlaid Avork that found such exquisite often alluded to in lioly Avrit. The timber hewn
expression in the Taj Mahal was copied under their on Mount Lebanon fen- Solomon’s temple Avas

munificent auspices in tlie most precious materials, floated to tliis port (2 Chronicles ii. IG). Hero

rubies and diamonds and other precious stones Peter raised Tabitlia from the dead (Acts ix. 42),

being inlaid in jade of various colours, Avhicli Avas and Simon the tanner resided. In this harbour,

cut in delicate open-AVork and adorned Avith .hulas iMaccaba’us burnt the Syrian fleet. The

enamels, in the production of Avliicli India is still tract of country lying betAveeii Jaffa and Gazii

unrivalled. The collection of those beautiful AvestAvard of the .moiiiitains of Judea, was the

productions of Indian art contained in the India ancient tt'rrilory of the Philistines, and included

Museum is the finest ever brought together. the five cities of (laza, Askelon, Ashdod, Gath,

Jade possesses the vii tue of an extraordinary and Ekron. This district still bears the name of

toughness. Easy to AVork Avhen freshly extracted, I’alestine. It is Uio nearest seaport to Jerusalem,

it Jiardeiis just sidliciently to do the AVork of and is about JO miles H. of Cmsarea. It is built on a

cutting, yet retain an edge. On that account hill jutting into the sea. It has seen St. Paul,

New Zealanders used jade as well for tomahawks T*ompey, Salah-ud-Din, and Napoleon. At four

as for unuilets, and the jade relics disinterred in hours’-journcy is Edzoud, the ancient Azotus and

Switzerland are often in the shape of hatchets. the Ashdod of Scripture (2 Chronicles xxvi. 6).^

The Mexicans Avorkod a kind of jadeite. The liohimon's PalestinCy i. pp. IG, 21.

Maoris work jade, Avhieh is a native mineral in
^
JAFFERABAD, on the Gujerat coast, in lat-

their horiiblendic rocks; and the inhabitants of 20° 52'’N., Ikis the best river on the coast.
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ihief of Jafferabad, who resides in Gujerat, the and the rare deaths at the car festival were almost
li.of Janjira, who resides in the Konkan, and always accidental, tlioii'^di thcn‘ have doubtless
c nawab of Sucheen, are all of African origin. ^»en instances of pilgrims throwing themselves
JAFFERI - KASM, Akab., is an oath con- , under the wheels in a frenzy of religious excite-

lered by Muhammadans to be more sol(min than ; ment. Any d(‘ath within the temple of .laganath

at used in British Indian courts. Its words, renders the place unclean. The ritual suddenly
ksamto B’llla hilJabbar, ilKahar, il Mutakabbir, stops, and the polluted offerings are hurried aivay
Muntakim, mean, I swear in the name of the from the sight of the offended god. According
imipotcnt, Indignant, High, and Avtmgiiig God. to Chaitanya, the Orissa a])ostle of Jaganath, tlu*

JAFFNA, a district and tow^n iu the northern d(*Rt ruction of the least of God’s creatures is a siu

,rb of Ceylon. In the sandy ])arts of Jaffna a agauist the (heator. Self-slaughter he would
dlow palmyra is inserted to forni a well. have regarded with abhorrence. The imag(‘ of the

JAG. Amongst tin; Malirattas, if a Sudra die god is a rude block of wood, and has a frightful

ddenly, his family hold a riotous vigil on the visage with a distended mouth. Ills arms, wdiich,

)th night after the demise; it is calh^l Jagar, and as he was formed without any, havi; been given to

e object is to compel the si)irit of the (leceased him by the })riests, arc of gold. He is goigeously
enter the body of the sou or of some other (lresse<l, as are also the other tw'o idols whidi accom-

Tson to .reveal aiiy secret matter desired to be panyhim. liiacoinparhiu'nt in the temple of Ihima,
lowm. Jagla, a night watchman. Jagni, a torch, lie is represented in company wdth Bala Rama and
le w'ord is from Jagna, to w'ake.— UV/6*. (iloss. Siihhadra, wu'thout arms or h'gs. The t(un])le is

JAGA or Jaga-Bliat, a division of the Bhat built on a low sandy plain about miles from
ibe.— 1F/7.V. the shore. The ear is painted w ith obscene figures,

JAGADHRI, tow'll in the Umballa (Ambala) In the fe.stivals at this Hindu temple the images
strict, Fanjab, and has a consideralilc .manii- brought foiward are those of Krishna, his brother

cturc of metal work, vessels, and tools ; also a Bala Rama and sistc'r iSubhadra, and the populace
finery of the borax brouglit from the hills, and reproach Krishna and his sister for having in-

manufactnri' of oxide of lead, for use by gold- dulged in a eriiiiinal iiitimaciy. In the Maha-
liths and in native medicines.

—

Imp. (hi;:. bharata, iSubhadra is staled to have been married
JAGANATH, Jaganatha, vernacularly Jug- to Arjuiia. Bala Rama and Subhadra are also

irnath, from Yoganatha, lord of the world, is a similarly accused. Multitudes of pilgrims resort

line now especially applied to Vishnu in tlu' thither, especially at the two great festivals of

rm ill which ho is w'orshippe^l at the temph; the Siiaim Yatra and Hatha >'atra, in the

Jaganath at Puri in Orissa. All the land w ithin months of Jyaishtha and Ashadha. In tlie Snana
) miles immd this pagoda is considered holy, Yatra, the image is bathed

;
in the Jlatha Yatra,

it the most sucr(‘d spot is an area of about GbO or ear festival, it is brought out upon !i car, with
et square, which contains tifty tcmjJes. The the images of Bala Rama and Subhadra, ,and is

ost conspicuous of these is a lofty tower alioiit drawn by devotees. Jaganath tem])le has three

feet in height and about 2S foets([uare inside, promiiuuit classes of scu vaiits,—the Farchaor head
died the Bur Dew'ali, iu wdiicli the idol ami Ids prii‘sts, wlio RU})erinteiid the eolloction and
[•other and sister Subhadra are l(j(lgod. Adjoin- disbursement of tlie revenues, and see that the
ig are tw'O pyramidical buildings. In one, about worship is conducted in an orderly manner

;
the

) fe'et square, the idol is worshipped, and in Farliarri, wdio <hvell within the holy land of the

le other, the food prepiiri*d for tln^ ])ilgrinis is temple, guard the seven inner doors of the pagoda,

istributed. The temple was restored in its pro- attend (lining the day and watch over it at night,

'lit form in A.n 11 OS by Raja Bhirii Deo of Orissa, and present ])ilgrinis to the idol
;
and the Panda,

1 ail outlay of .i.bO0,OO(). It is in a S(|iiar<‘ who serve chieliy in the pagoda. Tiie vile Pandas
[iclosed by a high stone wall, libO yards each of Puri is a saying in evt ry mouth.

—

(Jok.Mpth.

ice, with the principal gatiiway on the eastern ///m/. p. .52
;

C(irn(‘(jii : Dotrsoti; Imp. (Hiz.iv.

de. The walls are covered with statues, many JAG.AT. Hind., Sansk. I'he world. Jagat-

f which are in highly indecent postures. 'I’he Narayana, a title of Mshnn. Jagatgaiij, a place

rand entrance is on the eastern side, and chjse to near Jienares. Jagat Point, a projecting land in

le outer Avail stands aii elegant stone column, Gujerat.

5 feet in height, the sliaft of which is formed of .)AG-\TI. Kahn. A gong. .Tagati Dasari, in

single block of basalt, presenting sixteen sides. Mysore, religious mendiemits Avho beat a gong as

he pedestaris richly ornamented. The column they move along the streets begging.— IP.

I surrounded by a. liuely-sculpturcd statue of JAGDALAK, a river, a valley, and defile in

lanuman, the monkey chief of the liamayana. Afghanistan. The river l ises in the kotal or pass,

he establishment of priests and others belonging and aftijr a course of ton miles falls into the

3 the temple has been stated to consist of J900 Kabul river. The valley is occupied by the Jabr

imilies, for whom the daily provision is enormous. Khel, Ibrahim, and Ghilzai. The defile is steep,

'he holy food is presented to the idol three times a narrow, and winding,dts width averaging 40 or 50
ay. His meal lasts about an hour, during Avhich yards, but at one place is only 0 feet. It was iu

ime the dancing girls, the Deva-dasa, belonging this (ielile that on the 12th January 1842, the
0 the teipple, exhibit their professional skill in remnant of the retreating division of the British

u adjoining building. TavcIvc festivals are c^Io- Indian army Avere destroyed
;
only a few pressed

rated during the year, the principal of which is on to Gandamak.

—

MacGrcf/or^ pp. 395-97.

tie Rat’ll Jatra. In the early years of the 19th JAGGERY.
entury many statements were made as to the Kund, Akab. (iuda, Gura,

. Sansk.
elf-sacrifice of pilgrims by throwing themselves Goompta sugar, Bombay. Kara vellain, . , Taat.

>eneath the wheels. But self-immolation is Jagari, Our, Gu.i., Hjnd. Nalla bellum, . , Tkl.

iitirely opposed to the worship of Jaganath, Unrefined sugar, produced by evaporating the
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juices of palms, the cocoanufc, the date, the

Caryota urens, the Nipa fruticans, palmyra, and
gomuti. In Bengal, it is from the Elate sylvestris

or wild date that it is made. Tn Ceylon three palms
yield palm sugar, the cocoaiuit palm (Cocos

nucifera), the palmyra palm (Rorassns liabelli-

forniis), and the kittal or jagg(‘ry palm (Caryota

urens). From each of these [)alms the juice of

the- flowering stalk is collected im<ler the name of

toddy, and from it jaggery is rf'gularly prepared
;

but it is from tin* palmyra palm that nearly all

the [)alm sugar is ol)taincd, and it is from the

saccharine matter of the cocoanut palm that arrack

is made in Ceylon. This palm becomes productive

there in about six or seven years. In collecting

its toddy, the spathe is stripped off from tlu?

spadix before it has fully expanded
;
the spadices

are afterwards b(‘-aten between pieces of hard

wood, and slices are cut with a sliarp knife so as

to allow the juice to flow out. Each spadix con-

tinues to yield juice foe about 40 days, nt nearly

the average rate of half a gallon in 24 hours.

When it is intended to propane the

toddy, great care is taken by burning pieces of

wood in the small earthen vessels to be attached

to the flowers, and rubbing their interior with

charcoal, to remove any irnpurilii's likely to

promote fermentation
;
and as an additiornd

precaution chips of the bark of the \4iteria

Tndic-a ar(! placed in each, in order to retard f(‘r-

mentation.

JAGlllK, the state revenues of a tract of hind

assigned, with or without conditions, with the

power to collect and api)ropriat(; the state* revenue

and carry on the general administration. This

tenuro.was most common under the Muhammadan
government. The jaghir given to the English

East India (Company i)y the nawal) Muhammad
|

Ali, nawab of Arcot in the Carnatic, extended

to the Ihilicat lake nortliward, to Alamprave

southwards, and westward beyond Conjoverani

;

that is, about 120 British miles along shore,

and 47 inland in the widest part. Tlu.s jaghir

is now tile Chingleput collciflorate. Jaghirdar,

holder of a jaghii*.

—

Elliot; Jlcnnfll's p.

2()4.

JAG JIVAN DAS, founder of the Sa<rh Naini

sect, was bom at Sardnha in tlie Bara Baiiki dis-

trict, 40 mile.s E. of Jaieknow, in Samvat 17J8

(a.I). 1G82). llis father, Ganga Bam, was a

Chaiidal. AVilson says that he xvas a Kshatriya.

lie comyjosed the Agh Binsh (Aghavinsa, sin

remover), which is the sacred book of the sect.

It is of various metres, and is a thick volume. He
also wrote tin* tracts Inyan Prakns, Maha Pralaya,

and Pratliam Grantha ;
these are in Hindi couplets.

The sect are found chiefly between Benares and

Amritsar. The king of Oudh, about the middle

of the 18th century, gran led to the sect the village

of Katwa, and Jag Jivaii Das died there, a.d.

1761 (Samvat 1817). He left live sons. The

sect prohibit the use of Masur, all intoxicating

liquors, and also the egg plant fruit; He was a

Grihastha or householder through life. The Sad’li

Nami is a unitariau Hindu sect, who profess to

adore the True Name alone, the One God, tlie

Cause and Creator of all tilings, Nlrgun or void

of sensible qualities, without beginning or end.

Althougli they profess to worship only the one

God, they borrow tlieir notions of creation from

the Vedanta philosophy, and recognise accord-

398

ingly the whole Hindu pantheon.

—

II. II. Wilson,

i. p. 357.

JAGLATN, a Jat clan, proprietors of a few
villages ill Paniput Bangui*.

—

Elliot, Supp. Gloss.

JAII. Pers. Splendour; the second title

amongst Muhammadans in India, as Asof Jah,

Azim-Jah. See Titles.

JAHAD. Arar. A religious war of the

Muhainniadaiis
;

generally used to designate a

war against other religionists. It is described by
the Arabs as Jahad-li-Sabil Allah, a war on the

path of the Lord. Unprovoked war is contrary

to the h'tter and spirit of tin* Koran; but war
again.st the ('nemics of El Islam, who have been
the first aggressors, is enjoined as a sacred duty

;

and he who loses his life in fulfllling this duty
(if unpaid) is promised tlu^ rewards of a martyr.

Verses 40, 41, chapter 21st of the Koran, are

believed to bo the first })5issage tlnit was revealed
respecting religious ivar. lh*om Mahomed’s time
there were many small religious wars; but of

memorable jahads, two by Harun-nr-Iiasliid in

A. 1 ). 902 againsl. llio (‘nqx'ror Nicephorus, all those

of the Crusades led by Salah-ud-Din and others,

and the great Wahabee movement at the close of

the 18th century in Arabia, aimed at bringing
Islam back to tlie actual state of things whicli

existed in the ])rophet’s time. This was a jahad

pure and sim]>le, and its promoters not only

attaek<*d ( 'liristiaiis as unbelievers, but drove out

th(4r Turkish Muslim masters, and sacked the

holy cities of Mecca and Me<lina, because they

had been profaned with foreign rites. The
movemeiil was a purely Arab om*, but it relied

upon precisely the same princi])le.s as those of

Mahomed Inhnself
;
and as these are the recognised

foundations of Islam, it found an echo elscwlicre.

Vet wlu'ii, later on, it was endi'avourod to prove
that India was a dal ill harb, or enemy’s country,

and that it was the duty of all Muhammadans, as

such, to rise againsl their Christian rulers, the

Ulema, with scarcely an exception, proiionnced

fatwas advcTse to this ojiiuion, and a meeting of

doctors at Mecca taking the same view, the jahad

was negatived once for all, and made impossible

in the future. So far as Wahaheeism appealed to

Arab jieoples, it was eminently successful
;

clse-

wlicre the .summons was unheeded. Some of the

Arab tribes, and witli them some of their descend-

ants, are exceedingly i‘xcitabh', and there have

been instances of this excitability among tli('

Turk and Mongol converts
; and the proclamation

of a jahad would jirobably have met with response

among the Arabs wlio migratc<l to Africa, and
wlio set up the rival ^luhaminadjm khalifat in

Spain. But the jahad of the Crusades was
brought t'lhout by the Christians tliemselves, who
took the initiative. The Saracen rulers and
inhabitants of the Holy Jjand, whether of Arab,

Persian, or Moghul descent, found their very

existence suddeidy threatened, and banded to-

gether to avert the common danger. How high

Muhammadan feeling ran at the time may be

gathered from a contemporary Ai:abic ode,

addresseil to a grandson of Salah-ud-Din on the

construction of extra fortifications at Damietta.

The poet says :

—

* Our holy faith cxalteth still in thee,

With victory’s robes endued ;

The miscreant bands of infidelity

Are driven back subdued.
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Thee do we humbly now congratulate

For what thy lord hath given,

For deeds that sliall be looked upon as great.

When deeds are weighed in heaven.

Egypt rejoiceth, but not she .alone,

Jiaghdad rejoiceth more
;

For had her king less pious ardour shown,
She that was heretofore

1’ho “Abode of Peace ” hail suffered war’s .alarm

Nay, but for Kainirs fiid,

I swear that ]Muslims would Iiave drea.dcd liarin

E’en in the Kaabah’s shade.

digciplc of* the holy men of ChishtI, A.JT. 1094
(A.D. 1682).’ — /Mer, ii. 293; Traveb of a
Tlindn^ ii. 223.

JAIIANDAIl SllAII, omperor of Dehli, a.d.

1712-13, was the eldest son of Bahadur Shah, who
died in February 1712. lie (h'h'iited his younger
hroUicr Aziin-us-Shan. Faroklisir, sou of Azim-
us-Shan, met and defeated him on the 1st January
1713, put him to de.ath on the 4th February
1713, and ascended tlie tlirone.

—

E(phinsfo7ie, ''p]).

604-5.

D.araietta wre.aks her venge.anco on the horde

Of foes who filled her strand,

Lo ! he li.atb cleansed her city with tlie sword.

And with his holy band.

Pr.ayers, to Damioita’s altars long unknown.
Hath he rcstoi'eil again :

Ah, how long, yearning for the aoleinn tone,

Had tlicy in silence lain !

The llcnu Asfav with the yellow Iniir,

If e,’er they sleep, meseems
Nought but thy yellow standard’s Haunting then

AVill haunt them in their dreams.

Three years and montlis thou tarriedst to figlit,

And lioly war ilMst wage
111 thine own person, nor didst thou some wight
As substitute engage.

Nor didst thou halt till (Jod gave grace and aid

Unto His chosen crew,

Until with joyous victory tlie face

Of earth .all radiant gi-ew.

Thou didst appc.ase, with f(X‘man’s life-hl d spilled,

'Pile thirsty sword and lance ;

The hungry wolf and vulture, too, were filled

AVhere’er thou didst advance.’

In Tiuli.a tlio innnence of Muluuninadanisia luus

boon scarcely more than .sujici'ficial. Kwu .at the

present day an Indian .Nfuslim, in his observances

and tciu'tH, is following several Hindu customs.

Tlie notion of ccrcmouial delU Miicnt if an Indian

Muhamnuidnn (woii eat out of a vessi'l which has

been touclied by (diristian bands, is not .anywhere

sanctioned by Jslarn, the Koran itself expressly

s.aying that ‘ the food of those who liavo reiu'ivcd

tlie* Scriptures’—that is, Christiaiis and Jews—is

l.awfnl for the true believer.

.JAHAN. Hind., .]h;r.s. The world. Hence,

Jahan-gir, world conqueror. Jahan-paiiah, world

pi’oteotor, meaning ‘ your majesty.’

JAHANABAD, in the di.strict of 8ekoolia,

governed by a chief of the tribe of Sharegi, the

moat powerful in Seistan. Sluiregi is so cjillod

froiu Shabrek, the residence, of this chief’s family,

and one of the principal places in Seistan.—FenaVr,

Joiiru. p. 41,5.

JAHAN-ARA BEGUM, Jioudian-.ara Begum,
and Surya Begum were three daughters of Shall

Jahan. They were all tlirt^e women of beauty,

talents, and accomplishments. Jahan-ara was
devoted to prince Dara ;

Roushan-ara was devoted
to Auraiigzeb

;
Surya Begum, the third daughter,

kept aloof from the family dissensions. Jahau-ara
was in the prime of youth and beauty when her

father was dethroned by Aurangzeb (June 1G78)

;

but she applied for leave to share his captivity,

and continued to wait ujior him till his death.

Afterwards she was a bountiful benefactress to

the poor and to religious men, and died with the

reputation of a devout woman. On her tomb is

the inscription, ‘ The perishable fakir Jaban-ara

Be^m, the daughter of Shah Jahan, and the

JAHANGIR. Selim, eldest son of the em^ieror

Akbar, succeeded his father as emperor of Delili,

October 1605, and assumed the title of Jahangir,

world’s conqueror. He early reimalicd some
vexatious laws which had cHCjqicd Akbar’s notice,

forbade. Ins ollicers opening bales of merelmndise
without the merch.ants’ consent, • abolished tlie

punishments f>f cutting off cars and noses,

forbade the use of wiiu', regulated the sale of .

opium, ami he restored the Miiliainmadan creed on
bis coin, together with ino.st of the forirts of that

religion, in Alarch 1606, A.ii. Zi Ilaj 1014, Ins eldest

son Khusru tied from couit towards Lahore, and,

being defeated there, attempted to reach Kabul,
but was seized .and brought in chains before bis

father, and made to witness the agonies of 700
of his followers, whom dahangir impaled in a
line le,ailing from the gat(' of Lnliorc. Jahangir
expatiates in his Memoirs on tlie long duration of

their agonies. Kliunru was kept under surveillance

till his de.ath, which occurred in the Dckhan
.about A.D. 1621, while under the control of

I’rince Kurriim, afterwards Shah Jahan. In A.D,

1607 (a.d. 1016) Jahangir sent an army under
Muhabbat Khan against the rana of Udaipur, and
another army nnd(*r Khan Klianan to effect a
settlement of tlie Hekhan, but Malik Ambar, an
Abyssinian, tlu^ Nizam Shahi and Adal Shabi“

j

dynasties, and the Mahrattas kept the iHqieiial

I troo]).s in continmm.s employ till the close of

I his reign, which saw the (Uimmencement of the

;
rise of the Hindu raei' that at length pub an end
to the Moghul dynasty. In the sixth year of his

reign (a.d. 1611, a.d. 1020) Jahangir married Nur
.lahaii, widow of 8her Afghan Khan. She was
a. higli -spirited but artful woman

;
her name was

put upon tlic coins along with that of her hus-

band, the enquTOr took no step without consult-

ing her, and in eviuy ;iffa,ir in which she took an
interest her will was law. Her father Ghaias-ud-
Din was made prime minister, and her brother

Asof Khan was jJaced in a liigh station. To her

influence was du(‘, the great improvement in the

conduct of .fali.angir after the iirst few years of

his reign
;

lie was still capricious and tyrannical,

but bis barbarous laaieltics were discontinued, and

he drank only at night and in Iiis private apart-

ments. 8he was his euustanfc attendant until his

death, aiding him with her counsel, but also em-
broiling hini witli her intrigues in behalf of her own
and husband’s relatives. Jahangir had bestowed

on I’ririce Knrriim the title of Shah Jahan, and
declared him heir-apparent

;
and in October 1616

(Zi K.aida 1025) the emperor moved to Mandu
to support the prince in his efforts to reduce the
sovereigns of tlie Dckhan, in which he was entirely

successful. Sir Tliomas Roe, ambassador from
James I. of England, accompanied him on the
march, and speaks highly of the bourtesy and
hospitality of the nobles and themagnificence of the
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court. But while Jahangir was in Kashmir in record on account of his age, and Muharntnad Hdia
1621 (a.h. 1030), the Dekhan again required Shah continued it till the emperor^s death. Jahangir
Jahan’s presence, and while engaged there Nur wrote in Chaghtai Turki. The Imperial Gazet-
Jahan used all her influence to secure the sue- tecr wiys that in his earlier years ho had accepted
cession of her son-in-law I’rince Shahriar, the the eclectic faith of his father. It is said that on
youngest son of Jahangir, who liad married her his accession he had even perinitted the divine

daughter by Sher Khan Afghan. Dissensions arose honour paid to Akbav to Ixi continued to himself,

fromthisbetweeii JahangirandPrince Shah Jahan, His first wife was a Hindu i)riiicess
;
figures of

and the prince rebelled, a.d. 1(323 (a.h. 1032), Clirist and the Virgin Mary adorned his rosary
;

retteatiug at first to Mandu and afterwards by and two of his nephews embraced Christianity

way of Telingana into Bengal (a.d. 1624), of with his full a])proval. — Klphiustone, j)p. 483-

Avhich he obtained possession along with Behar, .503; Imp. (niz. iv.
;
Molmu Traveh, p. 17;

and then advanced towards Allahabad to o]>pose Tr. llhuL v. p. 4G0.

Prince Parviz and Muliabbat Kliaii. But ho was JAHAXCIIi, a tith' of PIr Miiliaiiunad, gramP
overpowered, his army disperse<l, and himself son of 'riimir. He entered India in A.D. 1398 by
constraincdoncemorc to s(‘ek refuge in theDekhan, way of Ghazni, and took Multan, and then re-

where he united with Malik Ambar, but Avas joined the main army under Timur. Timur gave
deserted by his army, and, a.d. 1(325 (a.ji. 1034), him the government of all his Indian conquests,

he submitted to bis fatht'r, and se?it tavo of liis and named him l)is universal lieir, but six months
sons, Dara Sliekho and Anraiigzeb, to court as after the death of Tiiiinr, in 1404, lie Avas assas-

hostages for his good behaviour. Nur Jahan sinated.

induced Jahangir to order Muliabbat Khan to the .lAHANXAM. Aiiad., Hind., Pkrs. Hell, the

court to ansAver charges of oppression and em- Gehenna of Seri])ture. ’ The Muhammadans re-

bezzlement during the time he had occupied cognis(^ seven hells, — .lahannam for Muham-
Bengal. AVhen he approached the camp, then on inadan, Lazwa for (Christians, Hiitama for ,JeAvs,‘

the Hydaspes, he Avas not iiermitted to see the Sair for 8al)ieanH, Sagar for Magi, Jalnm for

emperor, on Avliich he seized on the emperor’s idolaters, and llawia for hypocrites,

person, March 1()2() (Jamadi-ul-Akhir a.h. 1(135). .lAHKZ, A rah., or Mayndhi, Hind., a Muham-
Nui* .Jahan at first Avas separated, but shortly Tnadan brides tronssi'an, whicli is carried in

rejoined and released Iut husband, who jirocession to the bridi'groom’s house, consisting

marched back from Kabul to Lahore ami then of clothes, garlands, ilr(>ssing-casi*s, trinkets, and

on to Kashmir. .Tahangir while in Kashmir a number of articles of furniture. This is the

was attacked Avith asthma, and for change of .air dowry, and is the lady’s properly, desciuids to her

he AA'as moving toAvards Lahore, but before he children, and in case of luu* dying Avithont issue

had got over a third of the jourii(*y lie sank I belongs to Inu’ nearest of kin. I’he settlement

under the complaint, on the 28th October 1627 made by the bridegroom is called the mahr. The
28 Safar 10.37), and he Avas buried at the mahr is a ri'ligioys obligation, without wdiich no

8hah Darra, 3 miles W. of Lahore, on the opposite marriage is lawful; as, however, the bride is

bank of the Kavi. Shahriar made an unsuccess- ulloAved to remit an indelinite portion of it, it

ful effort to seize the throne, but Shah Jahan is more g(‘m‘rnlly owed than paid.

—

lim'ton'a

arrived from the Dekhan, and Avas proclaimed Sciiu/<\

emperor at Agra on the 2()th .lamiary 1(328 (a.h. 7 .lAIilL. Hind. A lake, a morass.

Jamadi-ul-Akhir 1037). Jahangir's tomb is eon- JAHXAAVl, the saered thread of Hindus, and
structed entirely of marble, of line Avorkmanship, called Yadnupavita, also /andiam. Second birth

beneath Avliich rests the body of (he momirch. or tAvice-born an^ terms freipiently met Avitll in

The tomb of his Avife Nur Jahan has been ruined
;

AAorks on the Hindu people, and indicate that

precious stones Avere daily carried aAvay by the the ])er.son to Avhom it is applied has r(?ceived the

restless Sikhs. Jahangir ahso married the sister zonal* or .sacrificial eonl. J'lio artisan class of

of Kaja Man, but tlu* Bajputni princess early Sudras in SoiitlnTii India, engaged in live avoca-

put an end to her life by SAvalloAving poison, dis- tions— viz. goldsmiths, Komsala
;

(uarpenters,

gusted with the quarrels of her husband and son. AVodla
;

blacksmiths, Komala
;

coppersmiths,

His drinking-cup was formed out of a large ruby. Konsagara ; and stone-cutters, Siingtrasli—all

A fcAv years ago it had been placed for sale in Avear it. They an^ Sudras, and are divisions of

one of the English jcAvellery shops at Calcutbi by the same race, for they intermarry. It is also

the ex-king of JiUcknoAV. The clip had been Avorn by Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Chetties. See

scoopeil holloAV out of an uiicoiniiionly large-sized D\Auvita; Poiia; Zandiam
;
Zonar.

ruby more than three inches long, liy as many JAHN-NUGGUK is .about four miles Avesfc of

broad, in the fashion of a goblet, with the name Nmldea, and bcloAV Avhich the Ganges formerly

of .Tahangir inscribed upon it in golden characters, held its course. Brahmaditala, in .lahn-niiggnr,

Side by side waas placed also a similar Init smaller is a spot Avhere human sacrifices Avere formerly

cup, with a leg to stand on, Avhich had belonged to offered to an image of Durga, and where a great

the great Timur. The cup having passed into inela is now annually held in July. One of the

private property, its whereabouts cannot be any amusements in this inela is the Jhap<an or the ex-

more traced. In his reign, Persian was the court hibition of the skill of snake-catchers and snake-

language, but the people si^oke Hindustani, and the clianiiers, and purchase of their antidotes.—7V. of
emperor and some of his ministers spoke Turki. JJInd.

Jahangirs memoirs were written by several JAIINU 8APTAMI, the seventh day of the

authors, and have several titles, amongst others month Vaisakh, Avhen a festival is held in honour

the AVakiat-i - Jahangiri and Doazdah Sala-i- of Jahnu,- father of Jahnavi.

Jalmngiri; and Jahangir himself seems to have JAHKEJA, a Rajput clan who occupy parts of

written the 18 years of his reign, but ceased to Cutch and KattyaAvar, the different sections of
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them who inhabit Hallaur and Mucha-Kanta are

as under

Jam-zadah, Kubhur.
|

Ummur.
[

Hapa.
descendants Kcwani.

j

Uharnni.
j
Khurnani.

of the Jam. Weebaiii. ' Ijhanani.
.
Kana.

Ilurdol. Lakani.
j

Amrun.
j

Kuo.

Doongurani. Morani. Dil.
I

}{atach,

Sungeea. Kun<lerya. Ilalla.
i

etc.

TJie Jail reja were long notorious for killing

their infant daughters. They obtained in marriage

the daughters of any of the numerous races of

Rajputs, and even found their facilities such as

to allow of their being nice in seh'cting from tlui

most respectable families. Tliey were furnished

with wives by the Jhalla, Wagela, Goil, Clmra,
Sumina, Purniar, Surney, Soda, Jaitwa, Wala,
and Wadal tribes

;
but there was a general pre-

ference in favour of the Jhalla. From the Jaitwa

the Jahreja could not have obtained any wives
for a long time, as it was more than a century
since any grown - up daughters liad betMi seen

among them, female infanticide being prevalent

among them. Rut in the early part of the 19th
century, they, as well as the Jahri'ja among them,

signed the instrument of abolition.

—

Hindu In-

fanticide^ p. Report^ jip. 101-109; Cor-

macHs Female Infanticide^ p. 108.

JAI or Jaya, also written Jye. Sax.sk. lO'ctory;

used as an exclamation, also preceiling the name
or title of a deity or person of rank, as Jai-Rama,

Jai-ttita.— IF.

The native governments of India had no jails.

Their punishments were immediate, and consisted
of fine, branding, mutilation, or death. In the
reign of Ranjit Singh there were not at any time
100 men in confinement in the Panjab, and the
first Siinction asked for, when it fell to British
rule, was for jails to hold 10,000 prisonoiu. The
general death ratio for the wliole of India was
nearly 74 per thousand in 1879-80

;
nearly one-

twcntietii of the prison inmates are constantly

under iiu*dical treatment. Death-rate per 1000

—

1S7S. 1.S70. isrs. i.s7y.

Rombay, . 121 112 Madras, . . 120 50
Panjab, . . 109 103 Rengal, . . 09 91
Central ]

Pro- Assam, . . . 01 98
vinces, . . 119 70 N.W. Provinces, 11 10

The death -rat( per 1000 of all classes of

pri6oiier.s in the jails of the Madras Presidency in

the 23 years ending 1879 was

—

1857-58, 71*7:1805, . 129*4 1873, . . 28*3

1858-59, 73*8
' 1800-07, 115*0 1874, . . 20*8

18.59-00, 82 9 1807- ( >8, 42*4 1875, . .
39*0

1800-01, 07*4
! 1808 ()9, 35*1 1870, . .

42*4

1801 (>2, 93-0
:
1 8(19-70, 39-0

;

1877, . . 173*7
18()2-63, 89*4 1870, . 27*4! 1878, . . 125(J

180:HU, 109*9 1871, .
18*4'[1879, . . 5()*3

1 804-05, 127 0 1872, .
22*1 1

In 1877, the famine year, as many as 3593
dcatlis o(;currcd among 20,078 jiiisonors. The
following table contrasts the statistics of the

year 1880 with the three preceding years in tlr

Madras jails :

—

JAI-CHANT), a Uahtor Rajput, the last Hindu
sovereign of Kanonj. He was father of Sun-
jogata. When tlio ( Jiauhau Rajput Pritlii-raj,

the hist of the Dehli kings, assumed empire by
the sacrifice of the Aswi.i Modha, Jai-chand, to

sooth his mortified vanity, Cidebrated the Raj shui

sacrifice. It was for the la.st time pcrformc<l by a

Hindu prince, and all the Hindu sovereigns of

India attended it, exce[)t raja Prithi-raj of Deldi

and Sarnarsi of Menvar, whom ,fai-chand repre-

seided by effigies of gol<l, as.signing the jmst of

porter to Prithi-raj, and that of scullion to

Hamarsi. It was at this that Jai-chand brought

forward his daughter Hunjogata to select lier

husband, but she threw the Buriiiala over the

neck of Prithi-raj, and in a.d. 1175 Prithi-raj

earned her off to Dehli. Tii this succe.'jsful rape

he lost the flower of his followers, and his 8ubs(‘-

quent defeat by the ^luhaininadans has been

partly attributed to this. Jai -eliand, though

thus bereaved of his daughter, sent her jahez or

trousseau after her. Jai-eliand closed his career

by leaping into the Ganges at luu’ozabad, the

ancient Chaudwar. 'fhe raja of ^landu in tlie

Allahabad district is the direct descendant of Jai-

(fiiand.

—

Report on the TV. IP. Frocinces; Travels

of a Hindu. See Jye
;
Prithivi.

JAIDAD. Pkks. Assets.

JAIESTH. On the sixth day of this Hindu

month, about May and June, Hindu women hold

Ji ceremonial festival, called Aranya Shashth

(Forest-sixth), in which they walk in a wood. The

ceremony is in the hope of obtaining handsome

children.— HV/.v.

JAIESTH-ESWARA, a circular temple on the

Takht-i-Sulaiman Hill in Kashmir.

jails.
1 U'lol, ... • Fr. Carcere, Pngiono, . It.

^^efdngnias,
’ Okr. Caroil, . • •

Kaid-khana, Hind. Zindan, .

*1877 1878 . 187 '.». 1880 .

14,242 24,088 19,021 12,443
1 0,802 4.5,084 29,124 19,000
00,958 50,151 3(;,302 20,500
24,088 19,021 1*2,443 11,543
20,1)78 21,380 15, .377 12,202

Sr.

Turk.

No. in j.ail, . .

No. admitted,

.

No. discharged,
No. remaining,
Daily average,

.

In British India, the average jail population

in 1878 attained 127,914, and in 1882, 94,0G3.

For the five years 1872-76 it had an average of

99,758. According to the census of 1881, for

every 10,000 of population, 4*6 persons wxrc in

jail. In 1882 th(*re was much sickness through-

out the jail population, — 1213 admissions into

ho.spital per lOOO,—the death-rate standing at

39*96
;
the Bombay death-rate, 33*35 p(T 1000,

and 12'56 and 42*62 for Bengal and Madras. In

Bengal, bowel complaints gave rise to by far

the largest mortality. The jails in tJie Central

Provinces liad a d('ath-ratc of 89*66 per milk*,

and those in liOwer Bengal and Assam show
59*25 per millc. In Herar the death-rate for 1882

was only 8*5 per 1000. At Mymensing, in T^ower

Bengal, the ratio was 253*01 per lOOO
;
at Raipur,

in tiio Central Provinces, it was 205*56
;
and at

Thayetmyo, in British Burma, 273*81.

JAIMINI was born at Dwaitavana. His father

Shakatayana was author of a Sanskiit dictionary.

Jaimini lived at Nilavata Mvila, and while residing

there he was described in the Skaiida I'nrana as a

short young man, of a light complexion, and

wearing the dress of a mendicant. He founded

the Mimansa school of pliiloBophy. There are

about 26 works extant illustrating the Mimansa
system, but the Sutras of Jaimini arc the best.

Jaimini taught that the Vedas are uncreated, and
are divine, and that God is to be worshipped only

through the incantations of the Vedas, and through
them emancipation and final absorption in Brahma.
Jainiini’s son Krita wrote verses in the Devi
Bhagata.
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Jainiini is, however, believed to be a liistorical

literary name which must have been assumed by
more than one Hindu author.

The Mimansa Sutras are attribute d to a Jai-

mini, so is a Sakha of the Sama Veda
;
hut the

former refers to the latter, so they cannot possibly

be of the same date. Again, there is a (irihya

Sutra attributed to a Jaimini, wliich is relatively

late, and an astrological treatise* of a quite recent

date is attributed to a Jaimini.

JAIMINI, a celebrated author in the south of

India, who lived about the HlMi century, wrote

a free translation from the Sanskrit of the Aswa
Medha Parva of the Maliahharata, detailing the

sacrifice of the horse. This work is acknow-

ledged by all to be the finest .specimen of (Janarc.se

poetry extant. ‘ He has read J/iiniini *
i.s a pro-

verbial saying, eqniv.-ilenl to, TIti is an aceom-
i

I
dished man.—(Jam It.

JAIN or daina, a sect in British fndia which

numbers Tlieir foundeiMvas a Hindu

named Kishaba Deva. Tiieir doctrines differ

from Buddhism in this, that they recognise in the ;

Jina Pati or Adi Buddlia a divine personal ruler
'

of all. They differ from Hindus in denying the'

divine origin and infallibility of the Vedas, and
|

by their reverencing holy men whom they stylo

Tirthankara, and also by their extreme, oven

ludicrous, tenderness of animal life.

The j)rovinces" of Mewar and Marwar became
the cradle of their system, and there, a.s also in

the Dekhan, they have many tine temples, d’hey

are to ho found in most of the ]»rovinces of r|)per

India, in the (dtie.s along the (.langes, in Oaleutta,

(lujcrat, in the northern part of the Malal)ar

coast, and scattered tlirongliout (ho Pcnin.sula.

The Jaina religion .seems (o have flourished for a

time at Conjeverani and jMysorc, and appears to
|

have there succeeded Buddhism, after its expul-

sion in the 7th century. But they have main-

tained tlieir ground in Uajputana and in parts (

J

Mysore, and followers of tlw'ir creed hold in their

hands a large })art of the wealth and trade of

India.

Sayana, in the f^arva daii=<aiian graha, expounds
tlio system of the .Inina sect. Their Angas con-

stitute thcii’ tru(^ A^eda. The Kalpa ?>utni of

Bhadiu Bahii ami Nawa Tatwa are two works
illustrative of the Jaina religion and ])hilo.so]>hy.

The Yoga Sutra gives a summary of its morals.

The Digarnhara sect regard the Kalpa Sutra a.s

apocryphal. The Chatranjaya Mahatmya is a
work of biography and legend.

Their leading religious tenets consist in a
denial of the divine origin and infallibility of

the A^edas
;
.secondly, in the reverence of certain

saints or holy mortals, who acquii’ed by practices

of self-denial and morl illcn lion a station superior

to that of the gods
;
and thirdly, extreme and

even ludicrous tenderness for animal life. The
disregard of the Vedas and veneration of mortals

arc common to the Jain and Buddhist, and the

former involves a neglect of the rites wliich they
prescribe, but so far as the doctrines which they
teach are confonnable to Jain tenets, the Vedas
are adiuittcd and quoted as an authority. The
Buddhists, although they admit that an endless
number of earthly Buddhas have existed, confine
their reverence to seven. But the Jain sect
extend their number to twenty-four of their past
age, twenty-four of their present, and twenty-four

of the age to come. The statues of these, either

nil or in part, are collected in their temples, some-

times of colossal dimensions, and usually of black

or white marble.

Nfttno. EinV»1f‘ni. !
Born.

I _ . .

Died.

1 AdiiKitliaorVriMli- Bull. L\yodhya. Giyorat.

2 AjitaiiaUi.'i, . . El(‘])lj.'int. Mt. Bikhar,

Chodri Pa-
ri sn.ath.

:$ SuDibliuiiatlia, lloisf. Sawanla. Mt. Bikhar.

4 Ahliainan<Iaiiath<i Monkry. .Vyoilhya.

b Suiuatin.'itlm, . Cliakwa ov

red gnoHc.
>>

Sup.'uliiianiiilia,

.

r.ntus. Kausainbli, ,,

7 .SnnaiHvvanatha,. Swa.stika. Bfuanw. ,,

S Chandrapralilia,.
inonn.

Chainlripiir.

0 riishpadaiita, . Croaixlile. Kakcndraimr. ti

10 SifaLaiialha, .
.

j

Ti’fcfir tlowor Bliad.'ilpnr,

11 Sri Aiisunatlia, .
,

niiinoooros. Sind. ,,

12 Vaaiipadya, . .
]

Hniralo. Cliampapuri. Cliampapuri.

13 Vimalanntlia, . j

Boar. Kunipalapuri. Mt. BikJiar.

14 Aiuintiiimtha, .
,

rnrciipinc. Ayf)dliya. ,,

la Dhiarminaiiatlia, i
Thundi'rholt. Hatanpnri. M

1(» Santana ilia, . . i
Antolopi;. llasti nap lira. ,,

17 Kiintanatlia, . , !
(li)at.

i >» ,,

IS Aranatlia, . .
j

Fish. ,, M
PJ Mallinsitha, !I

Piunaole. .Mitldla. 1*

20 Mnnisuvrata, Tortnisi*. Ilaja^nha. l»

21 Xaininalha, . L"tns witli

stalk.

Mirhila. M

22 Xcniiiiatha, Sin’ll. Bwaraka. Mt, Oiruara.

23 Parswanatli; 'Snakf. Bi'iiares. Mt. Bikliar.

21 V:irdlianian!i

.Ualiavira,

iLinii. Chitrakol. Bawapnri.

Their Jinas <>v Tirtluankarns have come to be

regardc<l as verifahlc deities.

The .saints held in highcHt esteem in Hindustan
are Parawanatha and Mnhavira, the twenty-third

and twenty-fourth dina of the present era. The
generic nainc.s of a .Inina saint express the ideas

onbTtained of lii.s character by hi.s votaries. Ho
is dagat ])rab]iu, lord of tlie world

;
Kshiiia

Karmma, free from hj)dily or ceremonial acts;

vSavvajna, umniseient; Adliiswara, supreme lord;

Devadi Deva, god of go«ls
;

Tirthakara or Tir-

thankara, one who has (;ros.scd over Tiryati

anena, tliat is, the world eonq)are(l to the ocean

;

Kevali, tln^ po.s.ses.sor of spiritual nature, free

from its inve.sting sources of error
;

Arhat,

entitled to Hie homage of gods and men; dina,

tin* victor over all liiiman passions and in-

firmities.

Tlie last of the dina was Mahavira, who was
horn of Triaula, wife of iSiddhartha, of the family

of Ik.shwakn, and prinee of Pavana, in Barabik-

shetra, and ho married Yaaodha, daughter of the

])niice of Samaravira. Ho afterwards became a
Digarnhara or naked ascetic, and led in silence an
erratic life for twelve years, and during his

w.andcrings in this state he was repeatedly mal-
treated. He tlien commenced to lecture at Apa-
pa[>iiri ill Behar. His first disciples were Brah-
mans of Magada, and Indrabliuti or Gautama of the

Brahman tribe of Gautama .vishi, who is not iden-
tical with the Gautama of the Brahmans. Maha-
vira died n.c. COO, at tlie age of 72, of which 38
had been spent in religious duties.

According to the Jains, the vital principle is a
real existence animating in distinct portions, dis-

tinct bodies, and condemned to suffer the con-

sequences of its actions by migration. The reality

of elementary matter is also asserted, as well as

of gods, demons, heaven, and hell. All existence

is divisible into two heads,—Life (Jiva), or the

living and sentient principle
;

and Inertia, or
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Ajiva, the rarious modifications of inanimate

matter. Though the forms and conditions of

these may change, as they are created they are

imperishable. With them Dhanna is virtue, and
Adhanna, vice. The Jain faith is supposed to be
amongst the most recent of all the religious

systems in India. Henm Chandra, one of their

greatest writers, flourished in the end of tin* 12th
century; and the compiler of the Jain Puranas of

the Dekhan is said to have written at the end of

the 9th century, and the Kaljia Sutra was not
composed earlier than the ]2tli or IJtli cciii-nry.

The Jain religion never extended itself into

Deiigal or Hindustan as a state religion, for two
princes of Benares professed Buddhism up to

the 11th century. In IVcsteiu ^farwar, and all

the territory subject to the Ghalukya princes of

Gujerat, the Jain faith be(‘ame that of the ruling
dynasty about 1171, and Jain relics and followers
are still abundant in Marwar, Gnjorat, and the
northern part of the Malabar coast. The Jain
faith was introduced on the Govomandcl coast in

the 8tli or 9th century, in the reign of Amogli-
versha, king of 'roiida Mandalam. Thus the (Sth

or 9tli century .seoins to have boeii the earliest

period of the existence of this religion there, and
it was no doubt but an offshoot of the Buddhist
faith, supposed by some to luave been a branch of

the Buddhists who escaped the fat(‘ of tlie orthodox
followers of Gautama in ll»e 8th and 9tli cen-

turies, by conforming somewhat to Brahmauism,
and even helping to })ersccutc the Buddhists,

iicncc many of the Jains acknowledge Siva, and
in Mysore and otlier parts of Southern Iiuiia they

arc even divided into castes.

In the reign of Himasitala, the Buddhist king

of Conjeveram, about a.o. 800, the Jains and
Buddhists entered on a strife for supremacy, in

which the Buddhists were defeated
;
some were

sentenced to be crushed to death in oil-mills,

others lied to Ceylon. In the reign of Kuna
Pandiyau of Madura, about the lOth century a.d.,

the Jains were in tlieir turn overcome by the

tSaivas, headed by !8ampantar. The T'riuviliadal

Puranani states that 8000 learned Jainas, rather

than recant, ^with obstinate ju'ejudicc put than-
selves on the impaling stakes.’

The Jain arc at present divided into the Digam-
bara ot Skyclad, i.c. naked, and Swetambara, i.c,

the white-robed. I’ho Digambara are also called

Kirgrantha, without a bound, also Nangnatha,

naked mendicants. They seem to hove the greater

claim to antiquity. All of the sect in the Dekhau
and in Western India appear to be Digambara
Jain. Indeed, the term Jain seems a new appella-

tion, for in the early philosophical writings of the

Hindus they are styled Digambara or Nanga,
but in the present day the Digambara do not go
naked except at meal time, but wear coloured

garments. The Digambara assert that the women
do never attain Nirvan, but the Swetambara
admit the gentler sex to final annihilation.

There are clerical as well as lay Jains, the Yati

or Jati, and the Sravaka, the former of whom
load a religious life, and subsist on the alms

which the latter supply. The Yati are sometimes

collected in maPhs, called by them Pasala, and
even when abroad in the world they acknowledge
a sort of obedience to the head of the Pasala of

which they were once members. The Yati never

officiate as priests in the temples, the ceremonies

being conducted by a member of the orthodox
priesthood, a Brahman duly trained for the
purpose. They carry a brush to sweep the ground
before they tread upon it, never eat nor drink in

the dark, lest they should inadvertently swallow
an insect, and sometimes wear a thin cloth over
their mouths, lest their breath should inhale
some of the atomic ephemera that frolic in the
sunbeams. They wear their hair cut short, or
plucked out from the roots. They profess con-
tinence and poverty, and pretend to observe
frequent fasts, and exercise profound abstraction.

Some of them are (mgaged in traffic, and others

arc j)ropvictors of mat’hs and ttanplcs, and derive
a comfortable support from the offerings pre-

sented by the secular votaries of Jina. The Jains
of the south of India are divided into castes, but
in Northern India they are of one caste, refuse to

mix with Hindus, and recognise eighty-four orders

amongst themselves, between whom ]io intor-

marriagos have taken place. This classification is

called the (Jaclicha or Got, the family or race,

wliicli has been substituted for the Varna, the

Jati, or caste. Secular Jains follow the usual

professions of Hindus, but collect chiefly in

towns, whei'c, as merchants and bankers, they
usually form a very opulent portion of tlie com-
munity. There ere many in Miirshidabad, Benares,

and the Doab, but they are most numerous in

Mowar and Marwar
;

numerous in Gujerat,

Mysore, and in the upper part of the Malabar
coast, and scattered throughout the Peninsula.

They form a large division of the population of

India, and, from their wealth and influence, a most
important one. More than half of the mercantile

wealth of India passes tlirongh the hands of the

.lain laity. J'he chief magistrate and aRseHSom

I

of justice i)\ Udaipur, and most of the towns of

Bnjasthan, W('rc of this sect and as their duties

were confined to civil cases, they arc as cojii-

peteiit in these as they are the reverse in criminal

cases, from tluu’r tenets forbidding the slicdding of

])lood. T’o tliis leading feature in their religion

they owe their political di'bascmenfc
;
for Komar-

pal, the last king of Anhilwara of the Jain faith,

would not march his armies in the rains, from
the unavoidable sncrilice of animal life that must
have ensued. 'I'lie stricit Jain does not even
maintain a lamp during that season, lest it should

attract moths to their destruction.

Mewar afforded a. refuge to the followers of the

Jain faith, which was the religion of Balabbi, the

first capital of the rana’s ancestors, and many
monuments attest the support this family has

granted to its professors in the vicissitudes of

their fortunes.

Kajasthau and {Saurashtra are the cradles of the

Jain faith, and three out of their five sacred

mounts, namely, Abu, Palitana, and Girnar, are

in these countries. One of the best preserved monu-

mental remains in India is a column in Ghitore,

most elaborately sculptured, full 70 feet in height,

dedicated to Parswanatha. The noblest remains

of sacred architecture, not in Mewar only, but
throughout Western India, are Buddhist or Jain

;

and the many ancient cities where this religion

was fostered have inscriptions which evince their

prosperity in these countries, with whose history

their own is interwoven, and to their having
occupied a distinguished place in Rajput society

;

the libraries of Jeysulmir in the desert, of Anhil-
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wara, the cradle of their faith, of Cambay, and Indra Subha and Jaganath Subha groups at

other places of minor importance, consist of Ellora are supposed to be of the same ago as the

thousands of volumes. These are under the Badami cave temple. At Ajmir the Arhai-din-ka

control, not of the priests alone, but of commun- Jompra has been described as a Jaina temple. So
itica of the most wealthy and respectable amongst also is a great part, of the mosque at the Kutub,
the laity, and are preserved in the crypts of their Dehli.

temples, which precaution ensured their preserva- Mr. Fergiisson, Iiowevor, tells us that the prin-

tion, as well as that of the statues of their deified cipal Jain works are in Kajputana, Gwalior, and
teachers, when the temples themselves were Rundelkhand. Their sculptures almost entirely

destroyed by the Muhammadan invaders, who are restricted to the representation of their

paid more deference to the images of Buddha twenty-four hierarchs, whom they call Tirthan-

than to those of Siva or A^ishnii. kara, to each of whom, as mentioned at page

The shrine in Hindu temples is always dark, and 40:?, a symbol is attached, — generally some
(‘ntered only by the single door in front; .Iain animal, fish, or flower; in one instance a

temples, on tlio contrary, have v(‘ry frequently crescent, in another a thunderbolt. Some of the

several entrances. The patterns arc very jiiueh Jaina tom])les are of great beauty. They have

alike, except in details, and consist chiefly of their shrines on the hills of Palitana, Girnar,

varieties and combinations of the figure called by Gwalior, Mount Abu, and Parasnatb, but also

the Jains Nandavarta,—a sort of complicated in deep secluded valleys. That at Muktagiri, near

square fret,—the cognisance' of the eighteenth Gawilghur, is in a deep, well - wooded vtilley,

Jaina. traversed by a stream with several waterfalls.

The grouping together of their temples into At iSadri there is a group of temples, the principal

what may be called ‘ cities of temples,’ is a one having been erected by Khiimbo, rana of

peculiarity which the Jains practise to a greater Udaipur, in a lonely silent glen, below his fort of

extent than the followers of any other religion in Komiiliner, dedicated to Adinatha or Reshabdeva,

India. The Buddhists grouped their stupas and the first and greatest of the Jaina saints. It

viharas near and round sacred spots, as at Sanchi, covers 48,1100 square feet. The rock at Gwalior,

Manikyala, or in Peshawur and elsewhere
;
but in Central India, has om* remarkable Jaina strnc-

they were scattered, and each was supposed to tiire, dedicated to I’admunatha, their sixtli Tir-

bavo a special meaning, or to mark some sacred tbankara, and the ruck on mH sides has a series of

spot. The Hindu also groujx'd their tcini)les, as caves or rock-cut sculptures, most of them mere
at Bhiiviineswar and Benares, in great numbers; niches to contain statues, all of them excavated

but in all cases, so far as is known, because these Ix'twceu 1441 and 1474. One of the figures is

were the centres of apopidation who believed in 57 feet high. In their temples the saint is very

the gods to whom the temples were dedicated, miirn'roiisly ropresenti'd by images in cells or

and wanted them for the pur])OscR of their worship, uiches. At Cliandravati, a few miles southward

The Jains seem, almost more than any other sect, from Mount Abu, is a ruined city, with extensive

to have realized the idea that to build a temple, remains of .laina temph'S of the same ago Jis those

and to ])lace an image in it, WJis in itself a highly on the mount.

inoritorious act, wholly irrespective of its use to Jaina image's are in Canara called Chindeo, a

any of their co-religionists. This is a similar corrnjetion of Jainadeva.

view to that held by theii' sister Buddhist creed. The .lain has been a builder of temples, has cut

Vasi, north of Dwaraka in Kattyawar, lias a out catho«lrals in the rock, and piled up towers

very ancient Jain temple. In S. ("anara, at Kar- and spires at his great places of pilgrimage for

kala, tliero is a colossal Jaina statu(!
;
and Cuniat- the last thousand years. Their temples are rnag-

c.swara, a .Iain figure of colossal size, is in front of nificeiit; the most aiieient of them are at Girnar,

a temple at Sravaiia Belgola. the most exejuisito on Mount Abu, tlie most
The fragment of a little temple at Amwah, near exteiisiA'c and still lionrishing at Satrunjaya near

Aiuiita, shows it to have been a daina shrine of l^ilitana. The livst mentioned were beautified

Sri Allat, the twelfili king mentioned in Tod's and restored by Siladitya, and it is the most
Rajasthan (i. p. 802). ancient and most sacred of the Jfiin shrines of

Souaghur, near Dutteah in Bundelkhaud, and Gujerat. Almost every Indian city has contri-

Miiktagiri, near Gawilghur, iu Berar, show the but('»l to its adornment. I’alitana, or the abode
most modern styles of Jain architecture. f?ona- of the Pali, is the name of the town at the foot of

ghnr is a granite hill covi'red with largo loose the sacred mount Satrunjaya (signifying victorious

masses of rock, among which stand 80 to 100 over the foe), the .Iain temples on which are

temples of various sliajx'S and sizes. The sikra sacred to Budheswara, or the lord of the Buddh-
is rare, and the foliated pointed Muhammadan ist. Palitana seems derived from the pastoral

arch is the usual opening, ^luktagiri is a deej» (Pali) ^Scythic invaders bringing in their train

romantic valley, and its largest group of tem])les the lluddhist faith, whicli appears indigenous to

are on a platform at thelfoot of a waterfall that India. I’alestine, which, with the whole of Syria

thunders down from a height of (10 feet above and Egypt, was ruled by the Ykos, or Shepherd
them. The temples arc only remarkable from Kings, who for a season expelled the old Coptic
showing their adoption of the Muhammadan style, race, may have had a similar import to the Pali-

At Dehli is a Jaina temple of much beauty. The tana founded by the Indo-Scythic Pali,

background of the strut of its porch has pierced The hill of Satrunjaya at Palitana, in the
foliated tracery of the most exquisite device. At Gohelwar district at the mouth of the Gulf of
Khanclagiri, m*ar Cuttack, are Jaina caves, and Cambay, is dedicated to Adinath, the first of the
there is one at Badami without any inscription. 24 hieropliants of the Jains. Each temple con-
B'ut there are three Brahinanical caves, one of tains images in marble of Adinath or of some
which has the date 500 Saka (a.d. 579). The other of the Tirthankara, and perhaps no fabric of
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human workmanship in India is more calculated and is marked all the way up by miniature shrines
to arouse wonder, admiration, and lasting remcm- covering marble slabs, on which the soles of two
brance than Palitana in ite unique and mysterious feet are carved, with Devanagiii inscriptions,
perfection.

^

There are frequent resting-places, considered
Abu, in Jain estimation, is the holiest spot on especially holy, which are associated with events

earth, Dilwarra, according to tradition, has beei in the legends of Bharata and Krishna. The Hindus
famous from a remote antiquity. Hindu temples are represented by llanumau, tlie monkey god,
are said to have existed, to which, since a.d. 1034, and the Muhammadans by the slirine of a saint,

pilgrims have resorted
;
but all traces of them both marking the cessation of conflicts with the

have disappeared. On their traditional site, how- Jains. From the summit the view is magnificent,
ever, at Dilwarra, Bimul Sah, a rich Jain mer- That a sect numbering less than half a milliou
chant, and others, erected the celebrated Jain of peojJc all over India should send forth so
temples which are now there. The Jain priests many pilgrims every year to the five tirthas, is

of Abu are chosen from amongst the youth of the exjilaincd by the fact that pilgrimage is an essen-
Ossi tribe or Oswal of the Marwari people. They tial part of their worship,—is, indeed, the only
never marry, but live a sad’hu or pure ascetic life, means by which tlie devotee may attain to that
and are scrupulously careful to avoid destruction omplete auniliilatioii, which, as distinguished
of animal life. ^I'hey move about with a cloth from tlie Buddhist absorption, is the result of the
over their mouths to prevent insects entering; breath, the only soul which they seem to believe
they use incessantly a small brush or broom to in, leaving the body.
sweep aside all living creatures

;
they eat seldom, 1’hey have an i‘xtensive literature, Biiranas of

generally once daily, and they never partake of their own, works in grammar, astronomy, iiiatln^-

stale food, lest in the interval since its cooking nalics, and lutidiiune. They were the first who
animalculae may have formeil in it. reduced the ('anarcse language to writing, and
The ancient Persian lire-worshippers, like the cultivated it to a high (h'greo of poHectioii. The

present Jain, placed a bandage over the mouth best epic poem in the Tamil language, the Chiuta-

while worshipping. mani, was by a Jaina.

—

lUirth^ p. Mb; Taylors
I'he Jains have live great tirthas, or places of Cutalvyitc^ iii. pp. 421-1.30.

pilgrimage, to which the large bands of pilgrims JAINTIA, a tract of country in the province

called Sanghas may be seen slowly marching of Assam, divided into the Jaintia liills and the

every cold season. Those places are Parisnath, Jaintia plains. Imlra Singh, the last raja of Jaintia,

near Calcutta; Mount Abu, the sanatorium of was a petty chief whose family had risen to

Kajpiitana; (^liandragiri in the Himalaya; Giinar importance amid the ruins of the Kachari kingdom
in Gujerat

;
and Satrunjaya in Kattyawar. at the close of the 18th century. Previously to

Purasnatk is the highest point of the Bengal the conquest of Assam, in 1821, the inhabitants

range of hills south of Kajmahal. It is one of f Jaintia were in the frequent habit of ca]Dturing

the Jaina pilgrim shrines, and nineteen of their British subjects in Sylhet, to offer up as sacri-

tweiity-four Tirthankara are said to have died ticcs at the shrine of Kali. In 1882, two British

and been buried there; amongst others, Pars- subjects were jjassiug along tlie liigh-road in

wanatha, the last of them but one. The temples Assam, when they were suddenly seized and
on it are numerous. But Jainism never seems carviiid up into the hills in the neighbourhood of

to have taken a firm place in Bengal
;
and when Goba, in the Nowgong distiiet. After having

tlie Pala dynasty of Bengal, about a.d. 12D;», been decked out with new clollu^s and jewels,

left Buddhism, and acccjited thi^ Vaishiiava they were led away to be sacrificeil, togetlier

and Saiva superstitious, Jainism seems to have wdth two other persons, also subjects of the

disappeared. There seems also to liave been British Government. One of the individuals,

pause, at least in the north of India; but a revival
j

however, succeeded in making his escape, and
occurred in the loth century, especially under ' u his return to the plains he gave information

Rana Khumbo of Mewar, a.d. 141H-14G8, who of what had occurred; and as no tidings were
made his capital at Chitore. Though delicieut in <‘Vct al'terwaiils heard of the three other indi-

the extreme grace and elegance that characterized viduals, little doubt remained but that they were
the earliest examples, those of the middle .stylo sacriticed. The chief liad been frequently re-

aro liold and vigorous exinossions of the art. quired to suiTcnder the guilty individuals, but

The temples on Parasiiath are contemptible, all to no purpose
;
and there being strong reason

But the number of pilgrims, men and women for believing that the chief had wnlfully screened

well-to-do in the world, who journey from the perpetrators of this horrible crime, tlu5

very distant spots to Parasuotli, is considerable. Goveruor-Geiieral, Lord William Bentinck, in

Slowly and toilsomely tlicy may be seen climb- Fidiniary 183o, confiscated all liis territory sitii-

ing the hill, and presenting their offerings to ated in the plains. Dantipar consequently became

the figures within the temple, inarcliiug tJirice annexed to tlio district of Nowgong, and these

round the building with low and not umnelodious horrible atrocities were put a stop to. The raja

chant. voluntarily resigned the hill tract, and of this the

Of the five great places of pilgrimage, Satrunjaya Britisli alscj took posse.ssion.

is now the most popular. Like Parasnath, it is a The Jaintia Hills arc divided into 25 fiscal

solitary peak. It rises to a height of about 2000 divisions, of which 8 are inhabited by Kuki or

feet, a little to the south of Palitana in Katty- Lushai immigrants, and 1 by Mikirs. The
awar. Leaving that town, the visitor passes remainder of the inhabitants are Syntengs, a race

along a broad and clear road, shaded by the akin to the Khasiyas, but reported to have distinct

banyan tree, and supplied by wells of pure water, ethnical characteristics ami a language of their

the work of devotees. The steep ascent begins own.

—

Butler's Travels in Assam^ pp. 246, 247.

)vith a wide ftigbt of steps guarded by elephants, JAIPALA was raja of Lahore in the times of
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Sabaktagin and his son Mahmud. He was Jodhpur. Subsequently, at the begiiming of

defeated by Sabaktagin; and subsequently, at the 19th century (1809), the Jaipur ruler was
Peshawur, by Mahmud (Ismail?), who took him mixed up with a very horrible deed, to Krishna

prisoner. On his release, he made over his Kumari. The maharana of Udaipur had only one

kingdom to his son Anang Pal, and, mounting a daughter, and the rajas of Jaipur and Jodhpur
pyre which ho had ordered to be constructed, he fou^dit for lier hand. The rana was helpless to

set fire to it with his own hands, and 2
>erished in decide between the two candidates, and the whole

the flames.

—

Elph. country was convulsed by the struggle, for nearly

JAIPUR, Jayapurain, or Jeypore, a zamindari all the chiefs of l^ajputana took a part in the

or tributary estate ill Vizagapatain district, Madras, war. The Mahrattas and Afghans saw their

lying between lat. 17'' Jo' and 20'^ N., and long. opj)ortnnity, and the i^rogress of their armies
81° 20' and 84° 4' E. The population is chiciiy through Kajputana was to be traced by blazing

Kandhs and Saiiras. villages and ruined liarveats. The rana implored

JAIPUJv or Joypore, tlie capital of a Rajf)ut the British Government for protection. Even the

State of the same name. It is the most beautiful rival ju-inccs of Jaipur and Jodhpur joined in the

of the towns of India., situated in lat. 26° f)^)' N., solicitation. But public opinion in England was
and long. 75° 52' E., and the State lies between opposed to all such intervention. A word would
lat. 25° 41' and 28° 27' N., and between long, have restored peace to Rajpiitana, but the British

74° 55' and 77° 15' E.
;

area, 14,465 square Government declined to interfere. Accordingly,

miles. 'I'he military consist of 452 artillery. 4600 the rana was obliged to jnirchase the protection

infantry, .5112 cavalry, aiid 4006 Naglia. Its ruler of Amir KJian, tlic Afghan, by the cession of a
is the chief of tlic Kachliwaha tribe of ibxjputs, large territory, and was then compelled by the

and claims descent from Rama, king of Ayodhya Afghan to poison his own daugliter to put an end
in Oudli. Between Rama and Dhola Kao, who to the war. I'ho young Rajput princess accepted

founded the Jaipur State in a.d. 007, thirty-four her doom, said, ‘ This is the marriage foredoomed
generations are said to liavo intervened. At the for and drank the opium

;
but the tragedy

time of the foundation of Jai
2
)ur, Rajjuitana was

j

filled AVestern India with shame and liorror.

under petty Rajput and Mina chiefs, owing allcgi-
|

Idle political relations of the British Govern-

ance fo the groat Tuar dynasty of Rajputs, who . meiit with Jaipur commenced in 1803, when
then roiguod at Dehli. Dhola l?ao and his Kachh- 1 Juggut Bingh was then its maharaja

;
in 1818 ho

waha clan are said to have ab.sorbed or driven i ended a life which had been spent in the grossest

out the petty chiefs, and to liave founded a Hubstaii-
|

^Icliaucheiy, and regretted by no one. But on
tial dominion, known as Dliuiidal. Half a centiiiy the 25th April 181(1, a posthumous son was born

later, the Kachhwaha chief Ilamaji wrested by one of the ram’s, and he was recognised as

Amber from the Miiui, and this ]jl}ice remained heir, both by the .laipnr nobles and the Britisli

the capital until 1728, when Jai Bingh ii. .abaii- Government. Till the rani’s death in 18133, Jaipur

doned it for Jaipur. was a seimc of corru
2
)tion and misgovernment.

The emperor Akbar, in the sixth year of his The young maharaja, Jai Singh, died in 1835,

reign, when on a pilgrimage to Ajmir, honourably leaving a young son. Ram Singh, then under two
received at Sangaiiir, Bihari Lai, then chief of ye.ars of age, and the agent to the Governor-
Jaipur, and married his daughter. Bihari lial, General then j^roceeded to Jaipur, reformed the

with three of his sons, cutercc the emperor’s i administration, and assumed the guardianship of

service. Gne of those sons, Bhagwan Das,
|

the infant heir. Ihe agent’s life was attempted,

attained distinction as a governor and commander; and his assist.ant was murdered. The larger

.and his adopted sun Alan Singh was one of the portion of the Sainbur lake belongs to Jaijmr,

most conspicuous of Hu; imi^erial generals. He and the salt manufactured from it yields 4 lakhs,

fought in Orissa, Bengal, .and Assam
;
and at a Balua, three marches from Jaipur, on the road

critical period, under great difficulties, he main- to Dehli, lias one of the edicts of Asoka engraved
tained his authority as governor of Jvfibnl. on a block of stone or rock, on a liill, in old

Jai Singh ii., coinnionly known as Siwai Jai Pali, .‘uid of date n.c. 309. It is in the oldest

Singh, was remarkable for his scientific know- Lat character, ft differs somewliat in style and
ledge. Ho began to rule in a.d. 1699. He language from the 2

)illar and rock edicts. The
constructed observatories at Jaipur, Dehli, subject is the Buddhist commandment forbidding

Benares, Muttra, and Ujjain, Viy wliich he was the sacrifice of four-footed animals. The Vedas
able to correct the astroiiomical tables of Delia arc alluded to, but not iinmed, and are condemned
Hire, and to leave as a momimeiit of his skill, as mean and false in their doctrine, and not to

lists of stars collected by himself, known as the be obeyed. 'I’he Jaijmr artisans produce trans-

‘Tij Muhammad Shahi,’ or Tables of Muliammad lucent enamels, that is, enamel colours painted on
Shah, the then emperor of Dehli, in whoso favour gold, or gold-leaf, xvhich gives light and splendour
Jai Singh stood liigh. He laid out and built the to the colours.— Tmitks^ Engagements^ and
present Jaipur (Jeypore) in a.d. 1728. At a Sunuuds^ iv. jx 29

;
Bcng. As\ Soc. Jo, ix. p. 617;

later period, tlie rajas of Jaqiur united with MalcohJs Tr.
; 11. As. Soc,\. 'g, See Rajput.

Udaqmr (Oodeypore) and Jodhpur to resist the JAIS, a Rajput tribe of the Solar branch,

Muhammadan power. And, to regain the honour of residing principally about Muttra,
intermarriage with the Udaipur family, which his JAISALMIR or Jeysulmir is the capital of
family had lost by giving a jn’inccss to the Moghul the Rajput State of the same name, situated in a
emperor, the raja of Jaipur consented that the broad belt of low rocky ridges, lat. 26° 66' N.,

issue of a Udaipur princess slioiild succeed in and long. 70° 67' E. It was founded in the year
preference to an elder son by other wives. This 1156 by Rawal Jaisal

;
Elphinstone says A.D. 720.

attempt to set aside the right of primogeniture 'I’he State lies between lat. 26° 6' and 28° 23' N.,
brought great disasters both on Jaipur and and between long. 62° 29' and 77° 15' K. It is
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almost entirely a sandy waste, forming part of

what is called the * Great Indian Desert.’ A well,

32 miles south-east of the capital, is 490 feet

deep. Rain-water is used for drinking purposes.

Tlie majority of the inhabitants arc Yadu Bhatti

Rajputs, who claim a very ancient lineage. The
ruler of Jaisalmir is styled Maharawal, and holds

his position as head of the Bhatti clan. The
Maharawal has a force consisting of 651 infantry.

The castle of Jaisalmir is erected on an almost
insulated peak, from 200 to 250 feet in height, n

strong wall running round the crest of the hill.

It has four gates, but very few cannon mounted.
Jaisalmir is separated on the north fi*om Baha-

wulpur by the Great Desert, and is the modern
name of the ancient Maruathali, the Desert of India.

It is termed Mcr in the traditional nomenclature
of this region, from being a rocky (mcr) oasis in

the heart of the sandy desert, d'lie greater part
of Jaisalmir is t’hiil or rue, both terms meaning
a desert waste, hhom Lowar, on the Jodhpur
frontier, to Kharra, the remote nngle touching
Sind, the country juay bo described as a con-
tinuous tract of arid sand, frequently rising into

lofty tiba (sand-hills), in some i)arts eoven'd with
low jungle. This line, which nearly bisects Jaisal-

mir, is also the lino of deinarcation of ])OsiUv(j

sterility and comparative cultivation. To the

north is one uniform and naked waste; to the

south arc ridges of rock termed innggro, rue,

and liglit soil. Thci'e is not a running stream
throughout Jaisalmir ; but there arc many tem-
porary lakes or salt marshes, termed sirr, formed
by the collection of waters from the sand-iiills,

which are easily dammed in to prevent escape.

The sirr last but a few months, though after a
very severe monsoon they have been known to

remain throughout the year. The Kanoad sirr

extends from Kanoad to Mohungurh, covering a

S]mcc of 18 miles, and in it some water remains
thcoughout the year. When it oversows, a small
stream issues from the sirr, and pursues an
easterly direction for 30 miles before it is ab-

sorbed. The salt which it produces is the pro-

perty of the crown, and adds something to the

revenue. The country still dependent on the
Rawal extends between lat. 26-' 20' and 27*^ 50'

K., and long. 70® .30' and 72® 30' E., though a

small strip protrudes in tlie N.E. angle, as high

as 28° 30'. The Yadu of .laisalmir, who ruled

ZabulistliJin, and founded Ghazni, claim the

-Ohaghtui as of their own Iiidii stcxik,—a claim

which Colonel Tod deems wortliy of credit. The
first chief with whom the Briiish Government
entered into political relations was Alalia Rawal '

Mulraj, who succeeded to power in 1762. In

1818, a treaty was coiicliK.ed with Mulraj by
which the State was guaranteed to his posterity,

the chief was to be protected from serious iii-

vasions and dangers to his State, provided the
cause of quarrel was not ascribable to him, and
was to act in subordinate co-operation to the

British Government. No tribute was demanded
from him. During the lifetime of Mulraj, who
died in 1820, the State was virtually governed
by his minister, Salim Singh, who put to death
nearly all the relatives of tlie chief. The town
of Jaisalmir was depopulated by bis cruelty, the

trade of the country was interrupted, and the

relatives of the Maha Rawal who escaped death
fled from the country. In 1844, after the con-

quest of. Sind, the forts of Shagur, Gurseea, and
Guttura, which had been wrested from Jaisalmir,

were restored to that State. The forts were given
over by Mir Ali Morad, by order of the British

Government. In 1840, the widow of Guj Singh
adopted Ranjit Singh, who, in 1862, received a
formal simnud guaranteeing the right of adoption

;

he receives a salute of fifteen guns. The area
of Jaisalmir is 12,252 square miles, the popula-

tion about 73,700, and the revenues Rs. 5,00,000.

'riie military force of the State does not exceed
a thousand men.

Copper mines are in the neighbourhood of

Khetri, but, owing to the W'ant of proper appliances

for keeping down the water, the richest veins,

which are lowest, cannot be rt'ached.

—

Tod's

/tajastlKui^ ii. p. 284
;

Treaties^ etc.

JAISIITIIA. Sansk. The second month of

the Hindu solar year, when the sun is in the sign

Yrisha 8, answering to the Tamil month Viassei.

JAI SINGH Ii., the royal historian and
astronomer of Amber, connects the line with
Snmilra, the fifty - sixth <lescendant from the

dcihed Rama, who appears to have been the cou-

tem])orary of Vilcramaditya, A.c. 56. From his

lov(i of scieiKU', he was oiiii of the most remark-
able persons of Ids nation, lie Avas appointed by
the emperor of DeliU to be viceroy of Malwa, but

in public life he was not distinguished fof firm-

ness or decision, and in a.d. 1734 he surrendered

Malwa to the Maln-attas witli the tacit concurrence

of the emperor, on whose behalf the territory was
still to be held. Jhil, in 1736, Baji Rao claimed

.as jaghir the province of Malwa and all the

country south of the Chambal, together with the

holy cities of Muttra, Allahabad, and Benares.

—

Kl})h. p. 626. See Jaipur.

JAISWAl?, a tribe of inferior Yaduvansi

Rajputs of the (Vnitval Doab. Jaiswara, Jiusii-

Avara, or JusAvar, subdivisions of low-caste tribes,

originally from Jais, in Oudh.
JATTWA, Jetwa, or Camari, an ancient tribe,

and by all authorities styled Rajput, though, like

the Jhala, little known ont of Saurashti’a, to one

of the divisions of Avhich it has given its name,

Jaitwa. Its ]>rosent possessions are on the

Avestern coast of the reninsula. The residence of

ite prince, Avho is styled rana, is Porbandar. In

remote times, their cnpital was Guiuti, whose
ruins attest considerable ])Ower, and afford singular

scope for analogy, in architectural device, with

the style termed Saxon of Europe. The bards of

the Jaitwa run through a long list of 130 crowned

heads, and in the 8tli century have chronicled the

marriage of their prince Avith the Tuar re-founder

of Dehli.

—

Tod's Taijmthun^ i. p. 113.

JAJMAN, in N. India, a person to Avhose ser-

vices Brahmans, barbers, bari, an<l others have a

prescriptive right. '13ie village jajman must bo

fed, whether cm]Joyed or not.

JAJU, near the ford of the river Bunganga, is

generally called Jaju ^arai
;
near it the battle was

fought between Bahadur Shah, sou and successor of

Auraugzeb, and his ])rother the prince Muhammad
A’zara.

—

Cal. Rew^ Jan. 1871.

JA’K’HAN. Hind. The wooden foundation

of the brickAvork of a Avell. It is generally made
of the green wood of the gulur tree (Ficus

glomerata), which is loss liable to* rot than any
other kind.

—

Elliot^ Snpp, Gloss,

JAKO, mountain peak in the Simla district
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of the Piinjab, overhanging the station of Simla,

lat. 31° 5' N., and long. 77° 15' E. The ridge,

upon which stands the sanatorium and summer
capital, culminates eastward in this noble height,

8000 feet above sea-level, and 1000 feet above the

general elevation of the houses.

—

Imp. Gaz.

JAKUN. The wild tribes inhabiting the

Malayan Peninsula, Sumatra, and a few of the

neighbouring islands are divided into ^irec

principal classes, wliich are subdivided into many
clans. The first of these divisions includes

the Bhatta, who inhabit the interior of Sumatra
and a few neighbouring islands. The second is

that of the Semang, who are found in the forests

of Kedah, Triiiganu, Perak, and Salangor. The
tliird division, tlie Jakun, comprise many tribes,

Avho inhiil)it the south jiart of the Peninsula,

fi’oni about Salangor on the west coast and
Komarnan on the east coast, and extend nc.'irly

.as far as Singapore. All these various wild tribes

arc ordinarily classed under the general and
expressive appellation of Orang Ilinua, meaning
people of the soil. The ^Malays, in the 13ih cen-

tury, had but a short time inhabited the Peninsula,

since we arc infonne<l by the Sojara Malaya that

Singapore ia eelel)rated in Malayan history as

having been the tirst place of scittlomeiit of ilie

early Malay emigrants from Sumatra. In course

of time tlio I'arly Arab trading vessels brought

over priests from Arabia, who iiuule a number
of converts to Muhammadanism, and those of

the Orang Hinua who declined to abjure the

customs of their forefathers, in conserpicnce of

the persecutions to which they were exi)Osed, fled

to the fastnesses of tin* interior, where tliey have

since continued in a savage state. The princijuil

localities of the Jakun are at the nj)per

extremity of the rivers of Johore, Baimt, Hatu
l^ahat, and Miiar. 'rhose of Malacca are gener-

ally as tall as the common lun of Europeans;
they are darker tlian any other of the wild

tribes; and in winch respect there is not much
difference between tliciii and the darker of the

Iiido - Portuguese of Malacca. The Jaknu of

Johore are a line race of men
;
many of them are

taller than those of ^Malacca; the face also is

ex[»ressivo and well chaiat'terizcd, and the expres-

sion of the eyes in many of tlnun is a little severe.

Their nose does not recede at the n})per part,

neither is it so Hat or so bi-oad at its base as this

organ is in the Chinese, Cochin -(Miinese, and
pure Malay. Several of them have a(]uiliiie

noses. K^cmie children and young men are beauti-

ful. The women are plump, but not over stout.

The Jakun of ^lenaugkaban State arc very sliort,

their physiognomy is low, and seems to indicate

great simplicity; many of them are ugly and
badly made. A Jakun lias always his spear,

which is both a stick to walk witli and an otfen-

sivc or defcn.sive weapon. The parang, an iron

blade of about 1 foot long and 2 or 3 indies

broad, with a haft like that of a large knife, they

use to cut trees. Their marriages are ordinarily

eelebrate<l about the month of July and August,
when fruits are plentiful. Amongst some tribes

there is a dance, in the midst of which the bride
elect darts off into the forest, followed by the
bridegroom. A chase ensues, during which,
should the youth fall down or return unsuccessful,
ho is met witli the jeers and merriment of the
whole party, and the match is declared off.

Adultery is punishable by death. It is not

allowed to keep more than one wife. A man can

divorce his wife and take another. In several

tribes, children, so soon as bom, are carried to

the nearest rivulet, where they are washed, then

brought back to the house, wliere a fire is

kindled, incense of kamunian wood thrown upon

it, and the child then passed over it several times.

The practice of passing children over fire was in

all times much practised among ancient heathen

nations
;
and it is even now followed in China and

other places. When death occurs, the sumpitaii,

quiver of arrows, knife, etc., of the deceased arc

buried with him, along with some rice, water,

and tobacco. 'i’hey are candid and honest,

extremely proud, and will not submit for any
length of time to servile otlices, or to much
control. Each tribe is under an elder, chief, or

lender, termed the Batin, who directs its move-
ments, and settles disputes. The Jakun hate the

Malay, and the Malay <lcspisc the Jakun.

JAL. Hind. Water. Juli dhan, a rice crop

sown in marshy ground. Jalkar sair, revenue

obtained from Avater. Jal, a lliinlu water

ordeal, in Avhich the accused is dipped under
water whilst an arrow is shot and a person runs

and brings it. If, on his return, the accused be

still alive, he is deemed innocent. Jaia-Charaniya,

any caste from wliose hands a Hindu would drink

Avator.

JALAGARA. Karn. A caste wlio sweep
the streets, sift or Avash refuse in search of lost

money or valuables. Jalagada-giUA^ar, sifters of

goldsmiths’ furnact'S.

JALAL. Arad., Hind., Pf.us. Splendour;
the dread attribute.' of the Almiglity. »See yufi.

JAJjALABAD, a small town in Afghanistan
I on tlie bank of the Kiibid river, in a rich (iountry

between IWiawiir and Kabul. It is in lat. 31^

'JV N., and long. 7(/-’ 2t)' E. It is lUO inil(‘S

from Kfibiil, Avitli about 3U0 liouses of Hindus,

Tajak, AliAvan, and Afghans. It is on the high-

road from l^oshawur to Kabul, and 1916 feet

above the sea. Sir Robert Sale occupied it on
the 13th November l8il, and lield it to the 7th

April 1842, Avheii the garrison was relieved by
General rollock,

Jalalabad avhs long tlic residence of a chief of

the Barakzai family, Avho had a revenue of about

seven lakhs of i'U|>ees a year. The Safed Koh or

Rajyal, on its south, attains a height of 15,0UO

feet; and about 30 miles on its north is the

famous Nurgil; on tlie N.W. the lofty peaks of

the Hindu Kush appear.

Earthquakes arc repeatedly felt at Kiibul.

Vigne tells us (Burs. Narrat. p. 212) there are

usually a dozen in the course of a year. While
the Britisli were besieged at Jalalabad, in 1841,
its Avails Avore tliroAvn doAvn by an earthquake.
The prevailing rock is gneiss.

—

Macih'egor, p.

401; Jinmen' 7V. i. 23
;
Mohnn Lai's Tr. p. 343.

jAliALABAI), a name given by Akbnr to the

town of Arail on tlie banks of the Jumna, after

liis OAvn title of Jalal-ud-l)in. By a public edict,

he abolished the salutation of ‘ iSalain Alaikum,’

substituting ‘ Allaho Akbar,’ and the reply of

‘ Jal-i-Jalaliho
;

’ in both of which are parts of

his name, Jalal-ud-Din Muhammad Akbar. The
Sipali Salar was ordered to see tliat the same
exclamations were made at meals

;
and the

aftabi, the rupee, and several other coins of his
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reign, as well as his seal, bore the inscription, Maulani sect of darvesh. He is usually honoured
Aliaho Akbar, Jal-i-Jalaliho. There are several with the appellation Maulana, ie. my lord. His

instances of Arail being mentioned prior to poem, Masnavi, is in Persian, and consists of six

Akbar’s time. In the Tarikh-i-Budaoiii it is books. He introduced the flute as a musical instru-

stated that the pargana of Arail was, in A.n. 977, ment in public worship. Ghulam Kadar Ghilani,

before the composition of the Ayin-i-Akbari, 50 years before, had introduced the himbourine.

given in jaghir to raja Karn Chund.

—

Elliot's Jalal defended the inuovatiou by saying that the

Supp. Gloss. See Nagarahara. Romans might be converted by the aid of sweet

JALALI, a sect of fakirs or darvesh, who look sounds. The Maulani darvesh are excellent flute

on Syed Jalal Bokliari as their founder. He players. His Masnavi, or ‘ rhyming couplets,* as

married two daughters of Syed Badr-ud-I)in. the name signifies, is a complete exposition of

JALALPIIR, an agricultural village, in lat. Sufi doctrines, illusstrated with numberless talcs,

39' 30" N., and loiig. 73'' 27' E., close to the apologues, and scraps of history. It is move
right bank of the Jhelum river. The village has highly esteemed by the Shiah sect than perhaps

been identilied by General Cunningham with the any other work. The complete work consists of

site of the ancient Bucephala, built by Alexander six books, conbiining 26,()t)0 couplets, to which
the Great in memory of his charger, wliich was some authorities add a doubtful seventh book, to

killed in the battle with l*orus at the crossing of make up the iium])er of the ‘ seven planets,’ the

the Jhelum. Amusing Porua by marching and ‘seven zones,’ and the ‘seven heavens.’ It is very
coimtcr-inarching his troops along tlie banks of niiequal in merit,—grand and noble thoughts,

the river, as if searching for a ford, on the exquisite language and imagery, and apposite

arrival of the boats, he ])assed the river at Jalal- illustrations being mixed up with much that is

pur. 111 miles from Attock, wliero it is, iii the dull, commonplace, and stupid. The poem opens
rainy season, upwards of a niik; broad and never with some lines in praise of the reed-flute, Jalal-

fordable. In the battle which en8uc<l, Poms was ud-Din having sanctioned the introduction of

defeated and taken prisoner. It was at this part music and song as an accompaniment to tlu;

of the Hydaspes, on its right or western bank, religious exercises of Jiis followers. The reed is

that the conqueror, in coinmenioralioii of this made to sigh for its sejjaration from its home
event, built the cities of ISicjea and l^ucephala. amid the rushes by the river-side, and the plaintive

Remains of ancient walls still crown the simmiit notes wliich it utters are said to be in unison witli

of the hills, which rise to a height of lUUO feet absent lovers’ passionate moods because of this

above the village, (loins found among the ruins inherent sympathy. The Masnavi has been

(late buck to the period of the Graico-Bactriaii translated by Mr. J. AV. Redhouse. It not only

kings. Even in the time of Akliar the town contains a full exposition of the tenets of that

covered a site four times as large as that which mystical creed whi(;h has preserved alive tlie

it now oecujiies; but since the foundation of ancient Aryan religious philosophy down to the

Pind JJadau Kiian, and the shifting of the river present day under tlie guise of a Muslim esoteric

channel two miles eastward, it has undergone a doctrine, but it is a perfect mine of old-world

constant decay.— Imp. Goz. stories, traditions, and striking sayings. The
J ALATj-ud-DIN, son and successor of Sultan whole of the folk-lire of ancient Persia is, as it

Muluuiimad, king of Kharasm. On the advance
|

were, jiourcd out into thesci pag(.‘S, the talcs and
of the hosts of Chengiz Khan, he defended his egeiids bi*ing used as piegs upon which to liang

country gallantly to the last. He gained a moral rollections, or brought in to illustrate some
victory near Kandahar, and another still farther mystic dogma. Ho early adopted a life of literary

to the east, but these successes did not even and religious retirement, and foumh'd a darvesh
retard his ruin. His last battle was near Baiiiiu, order and collegia at Iconiurn. His followers

in A.i). 1221, on the Indus, wlierc, after display- were called after him Mauliviyeli, and are the

ing the most obstinate valour, and witnessing tlie same as those known to European travellers as

total destruction of his army, he swam the river the Dancing Darveshes, from tlie symbolicml

with seven followers amidst a showin* of arrows dance, or rather waltz, with which they commence
from his enemies, whom he loft in admiration of their services.

his intrepidity. In the course of the night and JALAL -ud- DIN MUHAMMAD AKBAR,
ne.xt (lay, he was joined by 120 of his s(ddiers, and grandson of Baber, and 7th in descent from
before many days had passed ho had assembled Timur, was the eldest son of the emperor Huma-
“1000 horse

;
but on the Moghuls threatening yuii and of his wife Haniida Baiiu Begum. He

to cross the Indus, he lied towards Dehli, ami was born at Amerkot, in the valley of the Indus,

applied to Altanish for aid or an asylum. To this on the 14tli Octolnu’ 1542. See Akbar.

he received only a courteous answer; and, after a JALA-MURTTI, Sansk., whose form is water,

chequered career, linding the Moghuls withdrawn a name of Siva.

from I’ersia, he re-established his power in that .JALANDHAR, a revenue division in the

country, opposed them with vigour in a new Panjab, comprising the three districts of Jalaud-

iuvasion, but was killed at last, in a.d. 1231, in liar, Hoshiarpur, and Kangra, in lat. 30'’ 56' 30" to

Mesopotamia, ten yeai’s after his passage of the 32” 59' N., and long. 75” 6' 30" to 77” 49' 15" E.
Indus.

—

Elph, p. 321. The royal family of Jalandhar and Kangra is one
JALAL-ud-DlN, one of the most celebrated of of the oldest in India, and trace their genealogy

the Persian Suli poets. He was a descendant of from the time of the founder, Susarma Chandra.
Abubakr, tlie khalif who succeeded Mahomed, and The scions of this house claim to be of Somavansi
was born at Balkh about the begiuuiug of the descent, and they assert that their ancestors held
13th century A.i). He Anally settled at Koniah the distiict of Multan, and fought in the Great
(Iconiurn), where he died a.d. 1273. lie was a AVar on the side of Duryodhana against the flvo

iSufi, a pupil of Sharas-i-Tabriz, and instituted the Pandu brothers. Since the occupation of the
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plains by the Muhammadans, the ancient kingdom bably voluntarily give it up and take to or invent

of Jalandhar has been confined almost entirely to some more harmless amusement Since the year
its hill territories, which were generally known by 1856, a prohibition has existed against the sport

the name of Kangra, after its most celebrated being indulged in, and in 1859 certein village

fortress. The district is also called Katoch, also servants were dismissed by the presiding magis-

Trigartta, which is its Sanskrit name in the trate for permitting it within the limits of their

Furanas and in the chronicle of Kaslimir. It is jurisdiction.—Orme.

mentioned by Ptolemy as KuliiKlriiie or Ktulin- JALKAK. Hind. Fowler, hunter
;
from Jal,

drine. The British district is occupied Jat, a net. Jal-kar, from Jul, water, is a fisherman,

following Hinduism and the Sikh religion, with Jal-kar and Ban-kar, products of the waters and

Bajputs, Brahmans, Banya, Gujar, Kamboh, woods
;
Jaliya is the right of fishing, from JuJ,

Pathans, and Sayyid. The Jiigher portion of water. Jali, a net fabric,

he Jalandhar is a tract abountiing in mineral JALLAl). Arab. An executioner,

wells, where the icy stream of the Parbati is JALLAGI, a masked or mumming devotee at

close to the boiling fountain of !Munnikarn, which the Maharram. The Jallali mummers adopt fancy

rises in a jet at an elevation of 5587 feet. Some dresses, sing Marsiah, satires, and songs. The
arc reported to contain iodine or bromine. In great bulk of them are low-caste Hindus and
this district, also, and on tlie banks of the Beas, Farialis.

is Bishiht, at an elevation of (5581 feet, with a .JALMOH, from Balti, a dark, hard, serpentine-

thermal sulphuretted source. In the neighbour-
;

like stone, takes a fine polish. It is used like zahr-

hood of Mundinuggin’, in the Bul-Doon or
i
mohra for cutting into cups, etc. The value of a

valley of Sukeyt Muridi, in the Kohistan of
|
cup is from Rs. 3 to 4.

Jalandhar, the women, gaily dressed, used to JALNA (Jaulnah), in lat. 19° 51' N., and long,

assemble in groujis to grt‘et the stranger with ' 75° 54' K., in the Dekhan, a military station, 88
songs as he entered each village, foiMvl I icli honour

]

miles E. of Aurangabad, 1G52 feet above the

he was expected to bestow a rupee on each knot,
j

sea.

It was at Jalandhar wliero Hindus say the breasts • JALOTSARG. IIiNi). A Hindu ceremony where
of the corpse of Sita fell.

—

lies, p. 477 ;
a pond or well is married to a neighbouring grove.

Henncll ;
Cunnhujluim. The ty]ucal marringe of a newly-dug well oriucco

JALANGl, one of the throe great rivers of of water, the bridegroom ])oing typified by a man
the Nadiya district, Bengal

;
the other two being holding a salagram fossil, and the bride by another

the Bliagirathi ami the Matabhaiiga. All three pcrs<m liolding another of that fossil. Banotsarg

streams ai’c offshoots of tlie Pa<lma. and Jalotsarg are ])eculiar marriage ceremonies of

JALARUPA, the makara or fish on the banner Hindus in Northern India. The Jalotsarg is that of

of Kama, the Hindu god of love. marrying a newly-jdanted orchard to aneighbour-
JALAUN, a British district in the North- ing well, without wliieli it would be deemed im-

Western Provinces, lying between lat. 25° 40' and proper to partake of the fruit. Brikhotsarg is the
20° 20' N., and between long. 78° 59' and 79° 85' marriage ceremony performed in the name of tho

E., with an area of 1553 square miles, and a bull (saur-taurus), which the Hindus of N. India

population of Brahmans, wlio hold as many as liberate on the 11th day of mourning for a near
198 villages

;
Kurmi, with 1U7

;
Gujars, with 105

;
relative. In N. India these are known as the

Kachhwalui, with 84
;
t^engar, 02

;
Kayasth, 50

;
saur (taurus) bijar, and the British call them

and ^Muhammadans, 34.

—

imp. Gaz, Brahinany bulls.

JALIKA'T. 'Tam. A sport in Madura in the JALPAIGURI, the north-eastern district of

south of India. It consists in loosing, either from the Rajshahi Koch-Bahar division, lies between
a large pen or fivun a niind)er of stakes to which lat. 20° 0' 35" and 26° 59' 80" N., and between
they are tied, a lot of cattle with cloths or hand- long. 88” 22' 40" and 89° 55' 20" E., occupying
kerchiefs tied to their horns, money being some- the tract south of Bhutan and north of the state

times knotted in the cloths. ^Vlien let go, the of Koch-Hahar and the Rangpur district. The
spectators shout and cheer, and a tremendous Western Dwars bee.junc British territory as tlu^

tom-toming is set up. This so far excites tho result of the war with Bhutan in 1864-05. Tho
animals that most of tliem go off ut a gallop, and newly -acquired territory was formed into the
such of the sj)ectators as wisli to distinguish them- Eastern and Western Dwars. The great bulk of

selves ill the eyes of their countrymen as swift tlie population belongs to the Koch or Rajbansi.
runners and brave men, go al ter tlio cattle and TIic headquarters of this race are in Koch-Bahar

;

strive to pull the clotlis off the beasts’ horns, the but Koch, Rajbansi, or Pali are thickly scattered

cloth and any valuable attaclie<l to it being tho througli all Northern Bengal, from Assam to the
reward of the captor, 'riiis may be considered frontier of Purniah.

—

Imp, Gaz.
the national amusement of the ])Coj)ie of Madura. JALSA. Arab., Hind., Pers. An assembly,
It was jmactised at Triehinu])oly, Puilucottah, in a meeting of men on business or pleasure

;
also

parts of Tanjore, and was as much their passion as the assembly or reception room. In an upper-
liorse-racirig is that of the people of England, or storey house, the Jalsa is usually on the ground
bull-baiting that of the peojile of Spain. The floor.

rich ryots, zamindars, and headmen arc the great JALTARANG, a set of musical glasses or
promoters of this kind of sport, by running their rather bowls.
own cattle, etc. Directly they find that its JAL-TURPUN. IIlND. Presenting water to
practice is attended with danger of being tried the gods and manes

;
part of a Hindu’s daily

for an accident, it is probable that they will devotions.
voluntarily withdraw from actively continuing it, JALUS. Arab. Literally accession

;
the term

when it will greatly lose its interest and excite- applied to the ascent of a throne. In the Southern
ment among the people, and they will then pro- Konkan the Jalus San or San-i-Jalus ^s formed
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an era commencing with the year of Salivahana

1678 (AJ). 1666), and running on henceforward in

the ordinary solar manner. It corresponds exactly

with the accession of Sultan Ali Adi Shah n. to

the throne of Bijapur.

—

Thomas' Prinsep,

JALWA. Hind. The first meeting of the

Muhammadan bride and bridegroom after mar-
riage in the presence of relatives, when certain

ceremonies are performed.

JAM, a Hindu title, supposed by Colonel Tod
to be a corruption of Sambii, a titular appellation

from the Sambii of Alexandria. It is, however, a
Hindu title borne by the Jam of Bela, the Jam of

Nowanagar in Saurashtra, the Jam of Kcj, also

the Jam of the noma<le Muhammadan .lokya, a
Samma tribe, west of Tatta, and has no connection

with Jamshid, nor has it a Persian origin.

—

Elliot; Burnes' Cabool.

JAMA, an article of Muhammadan dress, an
outer coat.

JAMA. Arab. A place where Muhammadan
people assemble to pray, a house of public worship

;

also an amount, a total.

JAMA, Arab., Hind. The revenue payable

by a cultivator or a zamindar. Jamabaudi, the

village rent-roll, a statement of the rents fixed on
every field in the townsliip

;
the annual settle-

ment of the rents between landlord and tenant,

the collection of the revenue. The word has

numerous combinations. Jama-Kharch, receipts

and disbursements
;
account current.

JAMADAGNI, son of Blirigu, was father of

Parasa Kama by his wife Gandara. He wrote a

law treatise and a book on religious ceremonioB.

Ho taught that God is visible and assumes every

variety of form. lie is mentioned in the Sri

Bhagavata, the Kamaynna, the Ekamra, the

Nandikeswara, and the Padma Purana.— Wartl^

iv. p. 43.

JAMADAK, the chief or leader of any number
of persons, also a native commissioned olliccr in

the native armies of India.

JAMA! (AVaziri), an embroidered white scarf

worn by young women of the AVaziri.

JAMAL-ud-DlN ABDUR KAZAQ, born at

Samarcand a.d. 141.3, was the son of Kazi Shah
Kuh, who, in 1441, sent Jamal-ud-l)in as ambas-
sador to the king of Vijayanagar, afterwards as

ambassador to Ghilau, and then to Egypt. 8ce
Shall Kukh.
JAMA MUSJll) is the principal mosque in

•Indian towns in which Muhammadans meet for

prayer and religious services. The Jama Musjhl

of Dehli cost ten lakhs of rupees, and took six

years in its construction. It was begun and com-
pleted in the reign of Shah Jahaii. Three of the

highest, the broadest, and finest flights of steps in

Dehli, made of stone, lead to the front and side

entrance, whence the spectator comes to a square

platform. In the centre of this is a large cistern,

which is intended for the performance of the

‘wazu,’ or ablutions before prayer. AVhilo the

three sides open inwardly with a corridor and
cloisters, the west of the square platform is the

cathedral itself, rising in three large domes and
two of the most stately minarets within the town
of Dehli Its space admits of a vast congregation,

and on the anniversary of a saint of any celebrity,

or on any other particular occainon, it is crowded
with Muhammadans.

—

2'our in India ly French,

p. 10.

JAMAAATAR. Hind. A shawl fabric with'

a

pattern in stripes, intended, as its name implies^

for a gown piece or jama.

JAMBEE, a cane with stiff stems and largo
knots, imported from China

;
a species of calamus.

JAMBHA DATTA, author of the Vetala
Panchavinsati.

JAMBHAJI, a Hindu who founded the religious

sect Jcnowii in the Dehli district as the Biahno.
They regard Jambhaji as an incarnation of Vishnu

;

they bury their dead in a sitting position in the
floors of their houses or cattle-sheds. They
abstain from tobacco, and consider even its touch
polluting. At their marriages, ]}assagcs from the

Koran and the Hindu Shastraa arc indiscriminately

recited.

JAMBIA. Hind. A dagger.

JAMBOSA AQHEA. D.C.
liiigciiia aquoft, [V. 111.

|

11. sylvestris, Moon.
.Tambo, Benu.

|
Wal-jamboo, , . SiNGll.

Abundant in tlie Central Province of Ceylon
up to an elevation of 5000 feet.

—

Tine. Zcyl.

JAMBOSA CYLIXDIHCA. Thwaitc.^.

KugenU cyliiidrica, W,
]

E. pauciflora, W. Ic,

A moderate-sized tree of the Ambagamowa
district in Ceylon, up to an elevation of 3000 feet.—Thn\ ZeyL ii. p. 115.

JAMBOSA SALICI FOLIA. Gihson. Pan jam-
bool, Maiiu. A crooked tree growing much on the

rivers of the Bombay Dekhan country. The stem
is generally useless for house purposes, on account
of its crookedness, but tin; straight shoots are

eagerly sought after as rafters.

—

I)r. Gibson.

JAMBIJ - DWIPA. Sansk. In tlie Hindu
cosmogony, one of the seven grand divisions of

the earth, including Asia, .‘ind so named from the

tree called Jambii abounding in it. Modern com-
mentators, however, allege that it refers only to

certain ]>arts of the interior of Asia. In this sense

Jambu-Dwipa is the central division of the world.

India is so called in the Puranas. The golden
mountain Mcru is the centre of the mythical

Jambu-Dwipa. Geogra])hically, Jambu-Dwipa is

the luimo given by the Indian Aryas to all the

mountain region on the N.W of India, including

the ancient Indian province of Afghanistan. The
basin of the Indus, wliicli Avas earlier occupied by
the Sudras (Chishites or Caucisas), they called

Ivouca-Dwipa. It had nine varsha or subdivisions,

—Bharnia, Kini-purusha, Kin-nara, llari-varalia,

lla-vrita, which contains Meru
;
Kaniyaka Hiraii-

maya, Uttaru-knru, Bhadraswa, and Ketu-mala.

JAMBUKE8WABAM, .a famous temple, 400
years old, on Srirangam Island, Trichiiiopoly,

Madras, lat. BP .51' N., and long. 78” 14' E.

J AMBUliGHATxV, a town in t])e Chanda

district, Central Provinces, lat. 20*^ 33' N., and

long. 79*^ 30' E. Extensive quarries of soapstone

are at a mile from the village, and have been

worked over a hundred years
;
about 50 cart-loads

are annually quarried and fashioned into bowls

and platters. Near these quarries are others of a

very tine black serpentine, where for three years

Kaghoji III. employed 250 workmen.

—

Imp. Gaz.
JAMDANI. Hind. Bilk fabric with woven

sprigs of flowers.

JAMES. Commodore James commanded the
E.I. Company’s Marine Force in India. In 1766, in

alliance with the Mahrattas, he sailed from Bombay,
to attack the strongholds of Angria, and on tlie
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JAMES AND MARY. JAMMU.

2d April, unaided by the Mahrattas, he took

Severndrug and Goa. Bancootc surrendered on
the 8th April, and in February 1756 he attacked

Ghcriah.

Colonel Henry James, author of General

Description of the Country of Abyssinia and of

the different Routes leading into it.

JAMES AND MARY, a dangerous shoal in

the Hoogly. It is an English corruption of the

Hindustani words Jahaz nuiira, a ship struck
;
also,

it is said, of two Reiigal words, Juniina niarri,

confused water. Shifting and dangerous alluvial

deposits fonno<l in tint channel of the Hoogly by

the meeting of the backwater of the Rupnarayan
w ith the disciiarge of the Dainodar, both of which

last - named rivers enter the Hoogly at sharp

angles from the west, nearly opposite Ealta. Jiat.

22"^ 1,‘J' to 22^’ 17' N., ami long. 88"^ 5' 15" to 88'^

7' 80" E .—ItniK (Saz. v.

JAMESON. Deputy Surg.-Gcn. W. Jameson,

C.I.E., formerly Superintendent of Botanical

Gardens in the North-West Provinces, died at

Dehra Boon on March 18. Three years after his

arrival in the country, in 1841, he was sent to re-

port on the geology of tlie Himalayas with a view

to the discovtu y of the cause of the floods on the

Indus. While on this expedition lie was captured

by the frontier tribes, and kept a prisoner until

he was ransomed by the (xovernment, who after-

wards appointed him Supcriutciideut of the

Botanical Gardeas in these pi-ovinees. i)r. .laincson

devoted his energies to the introduction of tea

cultivation into the North-West and Punjab. On
his retirement in 1875, Government placed on
record the opinion that but for Dr. Jameson’s

exertions this groat and important industry w^ould

have had no existence in Northern India.

JAMI, the literary title of Maulana Nur-ud-Din
Abdur Rahman, who was born at Jam, a small

village near Herat, a.h. 817, a.d. 1101. Hi?

devoted his life to study and dissemination of the

mystic doctrines of 18ufl jihilosophy, for which,

towards the end of his life, he abandoned all

other occupations. He was imeijualled as a

grammarian, a theologian, and a poet. The
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, and the Ealaman

and Absal of Jaiiii correspond in time with

WTStern medievalism, ranging fi’om the latter

part of the 11th to aliout the middle of the 15th

century. The earlier of the two poets represented,

Omar of Nahliapur, in Khorasan, is said to have
been a tent-maker. At all events, his takliallus,

or po(;tical name, Khayyam, taken literally, signifies

as much. Nur-ud-Diii Abdur Rahman, who took

the name of Jami from his birthplace, a little

town of Khorasan, canio into the world more than

800 years after Omar Khayyam
;
but there is no

such apparent chronological difference between

Jami’s mystical poems and the Rubaiyat, or stanzas,

of Omar, as we should expect to find. The philo-

sophy, half-sad, half-merry, of both these poets is

as forw^ird an clenumt of their verse as is the fertile

imagination which they share by coinmiiiiity of race.

JAMI - ut - TUAJilKH. This compreheiisive

history was written by Fazl ullah Rashid, other-

wise ihusliid-iul-Din, son of Imad- ud-Paulali.

Abul Kluiir was born ut Hamadan about a.h.

645, A.D. 1247. Jami - ut - Tuarikh contains a
detailed account of some important events and
periods of history. It commences with the usual

traditional Muhammadan account of the patriarclifl

41

and prophets, a history of the kings of Persia from
Kayumars to Yezdejird, and a sketch of the life of

Mahomed, of his immediate successors, and of the

Ommaiyah and Abbassi khalifs of Baghdad. After

this, those of the houses of Mabmud-ibn-Sabakta-
gin, the conqueror of Ghazni, the Seljukian and
Khwarazmian Sultans, and of the Salghuri dynasty
in Ears. This is followed by a history of the

Isinaili. It is divided into two parts, the first

treating of the Alawi khalifs of Egypt and Africa.

The second deals with the Isinaili tliemselves, and
especially that section of them wdio, under the

rule of Hasan-us-Sabbah, were known as the

Assassins, and gained such unenviable notoriety

during the Crusades. The next section of the

Janii-ut-Tuarikli deals with the history of Ughuz,
the legendary head of the Turks, the founder of

their world-wide empire, and the progenitor of

ilie Sabaktagin, Seljuki, and Turkoman Sultans.

The history of China is also here appropriately in-

troduced, and ends with its final conquest by
Uktai Khan in A.ii. 681. 'Hie volume next con-

tains a general review of the history of India, and
a special account of the Moghul sovereigns, [irefaced

by an account of the origin of the Turkish races

themselves. Tliis part contains a minute account
of Chengiz Khan, his ancestors, family, character,

and history, 'riie careers of Uktai Klian and of

the otlier celebrated Tartar conquerors, includ-

ing Kablai Khan, Timur, and Hulaku, are also

described, and tables given of the contemporary
sovereigns in various parts of the east, from A.ir.

549 to 698. Rashid-iid-Din began this book A.n.

700, by order of Ghazan, and completed it in ten

years. In a.h. 718 he was put to death by Sultan
Abu Sadi, having been accused of poisoning
Oiljaitu.

JAMMA, in Coorg, feudal tenure of land, for

which the tenant pays a small rent and gives

military service. Such land cannot be mortgaged
or alienated.

JAMMA ALLAH. Arab. God’s assembly.

.lAMMADI-ul-AWAL, the fifth month of the
Muhammadan year. Jammadi-ul-Akhir is the
sixth month, also styled Jainadi-us-Sani.

JAMMALI, the amiable attributes of the deity.

JAMMA MASJID, the great mosque in the
towns of India, where the Friday assemblies take
plaee. 'Those of Dchli, Agra, Madras, Hyderabad,
are of great dirneiisions. See Jama Masjid.

JAMMU, a province and town in Kashmir State,

Panjab. Estimated population, about 8000.
Situated in lat. 82° 43' 52" N., and long. 74° 54'

14" E., on the Join, a tributary of the Chenab.
'The town of .lainmu is 1500 feet above the sea,

and the bod of the Chenab is a little above 1000
feet, 'ilie boundary mountains of Jammu rise

12,000 to 14,000 feet. Jammu is the capital of a
principality of which the rulers are Uogra Rajputs.
The town contains 7000 or 8000 people. It is

built on the summit of the first wooded sloping
ridge that rises from the plains of the Panjab, and
oil the right bank, at the place where it is

ilivided by a narrow ravine which allows an exit
to the river Ravi ? in its way to its junction with
the Chenab.

General Cunningham (Ancient Geog. p. 133)
gives the following as the States attached to the
Jammu division of the Alpine Panjab, viz.:—

2 Hindu States, viz.—
Jammu, to cast of Chenab.

|
Rhao.

^
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JAMNOTRI. JAN.

9 Muhammadan States, viz.—
Kekasi, on Chenab. Khariali, near Bhimbar.
Aknur. Kashtwar, on Upper
Punach, on tho Punach. Panjab.

Bajaori, on the Tochi. Bhadrwar, to south of

Kotaliy on tho Punach. Kashtwar.
Bhimbar, at foot of hills.

8 Hindu States, viz.—
Ohanem, to west of Bhad- Jasrota, to S. of Bandralta.

rawar. Tirikot, near Jasrota.

Bandralta, to S. ofOhanem. IVtankot, to S. of Bandralta.

Samba, to S.W. of Band- Badwal or Yaddiwasa.
ralta. l^allawar or Bisohli.

General Cimningham also gives (p. 136) tlie

names of 12 States attached to the Jalandhar
division of the Alpine Panjab, viz.:

—

r> Somavan si, viz.

—

Kangrn or Katoch. I Datarpur.
Gulor. Siba.

Jaswal.
I

2 Surajvansi, viz.

—

Ohamba, on Itavi.
1
Kiillu, on Boas.

5 Piindir or P.aiulaya, viz. -

Mandi, on Mid Boas. Kotila, to E, of Niirpur.

Siikhet, to S. of Mandi. Kotlehar.

Nurpur, between Kavi and
Bcas.

Also (p. 131) the 13 States attached to Kashmir
or the western division of tho Alpine Panjab,

viz.:

—

1 Kashmir.
•1 Khiiha Baniba, viz. - -

Gingal, on tho Behat. I Khagivn, on the Kumhar.

.

Muzatfarabad.
j
Carhi.

5 Muhammadan, viz.

—

Hash, on Pakhli river.
’ ].)arband, on the Indu.s.

Dhanteshwar, on Dor. Torbela.

Cundgarh.
3 (Jakkar, viz.

—

Pharswala, near licliat. I Khanpiir, on Haro.
Sultanpur, on Behat.

|

— Vigne; SchL; Cnnninghnn^ Aiiclent India,

JAMNOTRI, a mountain in the Himalaya, in

lat. 30° 50' N., and long. 35' E., in Garlivval,

on the left bank of the Jumna, about 8 miles N.

of Kharsali. The hot spring Bassu Tarta and

the level of the Jumna there is 9793 feet above

the sea. The springs occur on the sides of a

massive mountain block, known as Haiiderpuncli,

with an elevation of 20,758 feet above sca-level.
i

In the centre stands a lake, in which the monkey-
j

god Hanuman is siiid to have' (extinguished his

flaming tail. The water rushes up through a

granite rock, and d(!posits a chalybeate sediment.

It has a temperature of 1917‘’ Pahr. Elevation

of the springs, 10,849 feet above the sea.

—

11(d).

;

SchL; Imp. Gaz.

JAMKED, ruined fort in Peshawiir district.

Panjab, situated in lat. 34° N., and long. 71° 21'

E., at the mouth of the Khaibar (Khyber) pass.

—

Imp. Gaz.

JAMRUH or Jarnrat. AuAf. Ariteat thcKaba,
in Mecca, in which pilgrims throw stones, as if at

the devil. It originated from Abraham throwing
stones at the ram sent to take the }dace of his son.

JAMSAN. Hind. A kind of earth containing

an alkali
;
useful in alum manufacture.

JAMSETJEE JE.JEEBIIOY, a benevolent
Parsee of Bombay, who rose to groat wealth by
commerce. He founded schools and hospitals,

and endowed charitable institutions. His private

bounties were great, and he sought every oppor-

tunity for doing good. On tho 3d March 1842,

the Queen of Great Britain created him a baronet
of the United Kingdom. He was born at Bombay
15th July 1783, and died there 14th April 1869.

His public benefactions amounted to upwards of

£200
,
000.

JAMSHID. The fifth king of the Poshdadiau
dynasty of Persia, who, Jiccording to Bailey,
flourished 3209 years before the Christian era.

Tho Shah Namali di^scribes him as the first to
civilise mankind, and Persian writers consider
the bas-reliefs at the ruins of I’ersepolis—still

visible in all their pristine beauty after a lapse of

5000 years—to be rej^resentations of the court
of Jaiiishid, more especially on tlie festival of the
Nouroz. The celebrat(^d i’ersiaii poet Fardusi
wrote the Shah Naiiiah about a.d. 1000, containing

three heroes, Jamshid, Faridiin, and Oar.shasp, as

the tliree earliest representatives of the generations

of mankind. A little way from the gate of the

entrance of Toos, tliero stands a dome ornamented
with lacquered tiles, so small as seemingly to form
a part of some private house

;
this dome (hovers

the dust of this celc])ratcd poet, who, after the

unworthy treatment he rcc(‘ived from Shah lilah-

mud Ghaznavi, retired there to die, A.D. 1020.

—

Vraxcr'.^ Klinrasan^ ]). 510.

JAMSHID! or Djamshidi, a nom.ade tribe of

Persian origin, who have inhabited tho valley of

the Murghab river from time immemorial. 4'heir

habits resemble those of the Turkoman, living in

tents, and are ('([ually predatory. Allah Kuli Khan
coiKiuered them and the Turkoman Sariks, their

allies, and lui removed the Jarashidi to Khiva.
'They remained on the banks of the Oxus for

about 12 years, when, availing themselves of a
gen(*ral rising of the Turkomans, they marched
across tlic desert by Hazarasp, ('harjui, and
Maimena to their hereditary lands on the Miir-

ghab. Jamshidi arc the only tribe of Eastern

Indians who are exclusively nomades. They
derive their descent from Jamshid, and moved
out of Segiatau to tlu* shores of the Murghab,
which they have occupied from j)rc-liistorie times.

They live in the neighbourhood of the Salor and
Sarik 'rurkoman, and thc^y use the round conical

tent of the Tartars, surrounding it with felt and a
reed matting, and their clothing and food are those

of I’urkoman, us also is tlieir occupation, for tluy

are as great man-stcah*rs. They excel the otlier

Aimak as horsemen, and for a chapao band them-

selves with men of Herat or with the tribes of

Turkomans. It Avas this cause that led Allah

Kuli Khan to transport them from Khiva to the

banks of the Oxus, after lie had eoiupiercd tliem

with the allied Sariks. After a residence of 12

years, they lied and returned to the town of

Murghab. Tlie Jamsliidi is polite in word and
manner. They still retain parts of the Zoroastriau

faiili, reverence fire, pitc.h th(‘ir tent-door to tlio

east.—Central Asia, (Aollett. See Iranian.

JAMUNA, a river of Assam, rising in lat. 20°

31' N., and long. 93° 31' E., in the north of the

Naga Hills. It falls into the Kapili river.

JAMUNA, Jamomia, or Janai is the name given

to the lower section of the Brahmaputra in Northern

Bengal, from its entrance into the plains to its

confluence with the Ganges.

JAN. In India, the Jan, the Gin of the Arabian
Nights, is only known amongst tho Muham-
madans. In Sind, the Jan resembles the Pwacca
or Puck of Britain. The Jan of the Baluch Hills

is wayward and often morose, but not necessarily

malignant. He is described as dwarfish, with large

eyes, and covered with long hairs, and often
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cbitDges to the form of a, camel, goat, or otheir

animal. On meeting a Jan, it is essential not to be
alarmed, and to use civil language. The Jan can

become the servant of man and work hard. The
ovil ones are devils whose chief is Iblees (that is

Satan, the devil)
;
in general properties they are

an intermediate class between angels and men.
They eat and drink, and are subject to death, etc.

Many of the superstitions respecting them form
part of the religion of Muhammadans, being sanc-

tioned by the Koran.

—

HurUm.

JAN. Hind., Life, soul, spirit; hence

Jandar, bravo, spirib^d. Janwar, animal.

JANAK. Hind. A respectful form of address

to Muhammadans, Hindus, and Europeans; it is

the equivalent of ‘ liighncas.’

JANAKA, king of Vaideha and father of Sita,

a wise, good, and devout man, who, with liis

priest Yajna-walkya, prepare<l the way for Sakya
Sinha. He refused to acknowledge the hier-

archical jiretcnsioiis of the Hrahtnans, and claimed

the right of performing sacrifices independent of

priests. In tlui time of Buddha, and for many
centuries afterwards, the peojJe of Vaisali were
called Lichhavi; and in the Trikandaseslia, the

names of Lichhavi, Vaideha, and 'rirabhukti are

given as synonymous. Vaideha is well known to

the readers of the Kamayana as a common name of

Mithila, the country of raja Jaiiuka, whose daughter

Sita is also named Vaideha. 1'irabhukti is the

present Tirahuti or Tirhut. Now the modern
town of Janakpur, in the Mitliari district, is

acknowledged by the universal consent of the

natives of the country to be the same place as the

ancient Janakpur, tlio cajntal of Mitliila. The
crorrect rendering of the namii is doubtful

;
luit if

the bearing and distance n'corded by the Chinese

pilgrims are correct, it is almost certain that the

capital of Vriji in the seventh century must have
been at Janakpur. Hiwen Thsang gives the

name of the country in its Sanskrit form as Fo-
li-shi, or Vriji

;
but it is also stated that the people

of tho north called the country 8an-fa-shi.

—

Dotvson ; (. 'nnnilujliam.

JANAKHORI, the tribes in the small valley

of Janakhwar in the Hasan Khel, Adam Khel,

Afridi Hills, with two subdivisions, Tutkai and
Barkai, and can turn out 1500 fighting men.
Tliey afforded shelter to men fleeing from justice.

I'he Afridi of Janakhwar are the best of the Afridi,

bold and intrepid in action.

—

H, A, N. IK. F. l\ i.

pp. 35, 36.

JANAM. Ti:l, Birth. Purva Jaiiani, a former
birth. Janam Patri, a Hindu horoscope at birth,

literally birth - tablet, it being iiidispcns,able to

every Hindu child, being at once his hrmoscope

and the guide throughout life.

—

Burton's Scimle,

p. 399.

JANAM ASHTAMf, the nativity of Krishna,

held as a festival on the 8th day of the month
Bhadra. It is also called Gokal Ashtami, and is

a Hindu festival in commemoration of the birth

of Krishna, an event which is said to have taken
place at Muttra, at midnight, on tho 8th of

Shravan, about the 22d August. One Vaishnava
sect keeps the holiday Janam on the 8th and
another on the 9th of Shravan. Krishna is stated
to have been born of Devaki, niece of Kans, king
of Muttra. Kans having had it predicted that
one of his race would destroy him, he endeavoured
to compass the death of Devaki’s offspring, in

which he failed, and on the 9th, Krishna was
removed to the house of a cowherd named Nanda.
The worshippers abstain during the day from
certain articles of diet

;
at night thej bathe and

ornament the image, and offer the tulsi, or Ocimum
sanctum. On the following day, a Brahman
serves as pujari, and afterwards he himself is

worshipped. The 8th day is held by the Gaoli or

cowherd race as a great jubilee day
;
from the

circumstance of Krishna having been reared by
one of their people, they join hands and dance,

and shout Govinda, Govimla. Tho shrines of

Kanoba are much visited at night
;
tho Bhagat of

the shrine, by self-flagellation, becomes hysterical,

which is fleemod by the people to bo a possession

by the deity, on which they prostrate themselves,

burn incense, and present sick people to the

Bhagat. On the following day, the Bhagat’s

disciples work themselves into hysterics .—Bombay
Oazetteer.

JANAMEJAYA, a great king, sou of Parik-

shit, and great-grandson of Arjuna. Parikshi

died from tlic bite of a serpent, supposed to indi-

cate liis death in war against the Naga people of

Takshasila, and Janamejaya .|ig said to have
sacrificed many serpents (Nagas), hence his title

8a rpa-sattrin .

—

Dowson

.

JANAMI. Malkal. A hereditary land pro-
prietor.

JANAM SAKHI, a legendary biography of

Nanak.

—

Oust.

JANEO. Hind.
Jaiiwcz, Jandiirn, . Mahr.

|
Yajiio pavita, , 8an8K.

This cord or string falls over tho left shoulder
to the right hip. lb is worn by the Brahman,
Kshatriya, aiid V^aisya eastos, by the Ved or

Bed of Hengal, .and in the Dekhan by tho five

artilicer castes. — Wilson's Gloss. 8ee Yaiaua *,

Zonal*.

JANG AM A, tho priest of the Lingaet sect,

who officiates at their religious rites. Whore the

population of a village consists in any large pro-
portion of his disciples, he is a member of the

establishment, and holds rent-free or inam lands,

—thence known as Jangama Inam. He is some-
times domesticated in mat’hs or monasteries, and
otherwise is a vagrant living on alms. The
doctrines of this sect, as given forth in the 12;^
century by Basava, their founder, are based dn
the physiological philosophy of reproduction,

d’liey honour Siva und(‘r his symbol the lingam,

and oppose the I’anti'ica doctrine of reverencing

the Yoni, the symbol of Durga. See Lingaet.

.lANGATA. Ti£L. The Satana, Jherra, and
Dhasra are three mendicant sections of religious

devotees of tho Hindus. Tho Satana keep a god,
Permaloo, the image of an incarnation of Vishnu,
in their houses, and worship it daily. They per-
ambulate the streets morning and evening, and
accept alms from all but the lowest castes. They
often demand alms, threatening otherwise to burn
themselves with a lamp or torch. The Dhasra play
on the Jangata, Tarti, and Sincu, and hold an iron

worshipping lamp in their hands. They walk before

the corpse when it is carried to the funeral pile.

JANGLT. Hind. A term applied to wild

plants, grains, etc., as opposed to cultivated
;
also

to any low forested country, and to any rude,

unpolished person.

JANG TANG. Bhot. Uncultivated pasture

lands
;
the uplands of Tibet.
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JANIPHA MANIHOT. JAPAN*

JANIPHA MANIHOT. Kunth.

Jatropha mauihot, Linn,
|
Maniliot utilissimus, Pohl.

I’u-lau-M-nang 1
Mara valli kelangu, Tam.

myouK, . . . Burm. ' Aal vulli kelangu,
IMarachini, Can., Maleal. Manu valli gadda, Tel.
'.rapioca, Mandioc, . Eng. Manu pendalam,
( -assava. Bitter cassava, „ Kai ra pendalam,

The Janipha manihot plant grows about six

or eight feet high, with a tuberous root weighing
up to thirty pounds. The acrid milky juice,

when fresh, is poisonous, but the root-s are

washed, scraped, ground, or grated into a pulp,

and the juice pressed out ajid picsei ved. Tht;

pulp or meal that remains is called ( 'Oiiaque, and
is made into cassava cakes or eassiiva broad.

The expressed juice by standing deposits a white
powder, which, wlien washed and dried, forms
what tJic British call tapioca meal or Brazilian

arrow - root, by the French Moussache, and in

Guiana, Cypipa, and when this is dried on hot
[)lates, the grains of fecula burst and adhere to-

gether and form taj)ioca. The expressed juice is

sometimes fermented with treacle into an intoxi-

cating fluid.

Cassareep, the concentrated juice of the bitter

cassava, forms the basis of the West India dish

[)Ppper-pot. One of the remarkable properl i(‘s of

cassareep is that meat placed in it is [ueserved
longer than by any process of cooking. Sweet
cassava is pre})ared from the Manihot aipi, which
is similar to J. manihot, but has no deleterious

properties.

From the facility with which the bitter cassava
can be laspod into flour, it is cultivated almost
to the exclusion of the sweet variety, which con-
tains in its centn* a tough, fibrous, ligneous cord.

The bitter variety, howevc‘r, contains a highly

acrid and poisonous juice, which is got rid of by
heat or by fermentation, so that cassava bread is

quite free from it.

The, poorer classes of Hritisli India use the

tapioca flour, but none is exported. The plant

thrives in any soil, although a sandy loam is the

best. It requires no cultivation wliatever, and is

occasionally met with in Arakan, growing wild in

the jungle. At the Madras Exhibition of 1855,

excellent tapioca was exhibited by Mr. Kundall,

of Bazole, near Rajamundry,
feetirl tapioca is not from this plant, but from

potato starch.

—

Tomlinson ; J. Agri.-llort. Socy,

xii. p. 175 ;
Hogg ; Blrdivood.

JANIZARI, "said to be from Jeni-tcheii, mean-
ing new soldiers, feudal troops of Turkey, but

formed by Amurath out of his prisoners and the

Christian youth. Down to tiie reign of SuHman
the Wise, the Janizaries raised and retained the

Othoman power to its highest pinnacle, but under
his effeminate successors the Janizaries became a

Pifltia sti'atiotis, Marsilea quadrifolia, Salvinia
cucullata, Salvinia vcrticillata, Vallisneria.

JANJIRA, a Native State within the Political

Agency of Kolaba (Colaba). It is in lat. 18° to
18° 31' N., and long. 72° 53' to 73° 17' E., and is

bounded on the north by the Rewadanda creek,
in the British district of Kolaba

;
east by the Roha

and Mahad subdivisions of the same district

;

south by the Bankot creek, in the district of
Ratnaglierry

;
and west by the Arabian Sea.

—

finp. Gaz.
JANNAT. Arab. Paradise, literally a garden

;

in Persian Baliisht. Its eight regions or doors or
stages of glory as named in the Koran are

—

Janiiat-ul-Khuld, the garden of eternity.

Dar-us-Salam, the dwelling of peace.

Dar-nl-Qarar, the dwelling which abideth.

Jannat-i-Adan, the garden of Eden.
Jannat-ul-Mawa, the garden of refuge.

.laimat-iin-Nain, the garden of deliglit.

Jaimat-i-Illiyun, tlic gardmi of Illiyun.

Jannat-iil-Firdiis, the garden of Firdus.

In addition to these, Muhammadans believe in.

seven firmaments (asman), viz. of virgin silver, pure
gold, pearls, while gold, silver, ruby, and garnet,
ainl of crystal, in wliieh respectively reside Adam,
Enoch, and John the BajUist, Joseph, Jesus,

Aaron, Moses, Abraham. Muhammadans assign

three places for this terrestrial paradise*, the garden
of Eden,—one near Damascus in Syria; another
towards Obollah in the Arabian Irak or Clialdea

;

a third in a locality watered by the Nilab, and
bordering upon the desert of Naubandijan in Persia,

called Sliab Jh)uvau. It lias also been fixed at

Saniarcand. Ancient traditions place it in Ceylon,

where they say Adam was intc'rred, and the

Portuguese have named thei*e a peak, a grotto,

ami an island chain aft(‘r Adam.
JANNAT-ul-BAQlA, the name of the cemetery

at ^lodiua Avhere Hasan was buried
;

literally the

paradise of the eternals.

JAXPAN. Hind. A sedan chair. In the

Himalaya travelling is generally ])erformed in the

janpan by those who can afford it. The janpaii

is like a large tray Avith a pair of bamboo shafts

behind as Avell as in front. I^adies have theirs

covore<l over Avith scarlet elotli.

JANTKEE or Jantu. Hind. An almanac or

register. The word originally meant a perforated

piece of metal through Avliieh wire is drawn, and
may have subsequently been applied to an abnanac

on account of its having many open compart'

inents or ruled divisions. See Almanac
;

Josi.

JAPA. Hind. A repetition of the name of

Rama, a religious rite of the Dadu Pant’hi Yaish-

nava. Japa-mala is a Hindu rosary, consisting

of 27 beads, Avhich are told over four times,

the number of 108 being the most proper for

burden, and they frequently revolted. Usman ii. the repetition of such foi ins as ‘ Rain, Ram,

was killed in one of their tumults. In 1807 Salim Ram !
’

‘ Wah, Guru ji ki Fatali !

’ ‘Shri Ganesaya

III. was deposed by them, and the regular troops, Naiuaha !
’ etc. It is adapted for silent devotion.

Nizam-Jadid, dispersed. And in 1808 they burned — Burton^s Scindcy p. 419. ISec Dadu Paut’hi,

in his palace Mustaffa Bairactar, because he had JAPAG. Tib. Chinese brick tea imported

revived, under the name of the Seimen, the over the Chinese frontier.

Nizam-Jadid, whom they then massacred. The JAPAN, in the east of Asia, is occupied by a

Janimries were ultimately destroyed by Sultan Mongoloid race. The total area of the empire

Mdimud. is 148,456 square miles, and population in 1883,

JANJH, Jhanjhi, also Jala, Hind., plants of 36,700,118, the number of heads of families

the o^er Hydrocharidaceae, growing in jhils, being 7,684,986. The total foreign residents in

tanks and other stagnant waters, as the Cerato- the same year was 6187. The population of the

phyllum verticillatuni,HydrillaYertioillata,Lemna, capital, Tokio, in 1883 was 833,557, the next
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largest being Osaka, with 293,681 inhabitants. In

1884 the reigning monarch or Mikado was Mutsu
Hito, born 22d September 1852, succeeded his

father 1867. He is the 123d emperor in unbroken
descent, the founder of the dynasty n.c. 660
being Jimmu Tenno. It is an absolute monarchy,
tempered by the Daijo-Kwan or Great Council,

which is nearly as old as the monarcliy itself, and
whose members mainly form the heads of tlie

executive departments which corrcs])ond in name
and organization to the ministries of Europe.

Then there is the Gen-roin or Senate, established

in 1875, to deliberate on legislative matters, its

decisioiis being subject to confirmation by the

Cabinet Council, and sanction by the sovereign.

The number of senators is at jjrcsent 37. Further,

there is the Sanji-iii or Council of State, created

in 1881. Its functions are to initiate and frame

bills, and discuss matters transmitted by the

executive departments, and also to hear and
decide cases relating to administrativ'e questions.

Each of the 17 districts (three Fiis and 44 Kens)
• has its governor; while each district is subdivi<le<l

into counties (Gun) and cities or boroughs (Ku),

each with its chief (Cho), who manages local

affairs.

Nipon, Kiu-siu, Jesso, and Sikoff, four large

Japanese islands, together form a group not

dissimilar in geographical configuration to Great

Britain .and Ireland. In the first island arc

situated Yedo and Miako.

The island of Nipon, popularly called Japan,

is known to the Chinese as Yang-hu or Jih-pun-

kwo, and its name signifies land of the rising

sun. Kiu-siu or Xiino, the most southern of this

group, in lat. 32‘' 44' N., and long. 129® 52' 7"

E., has the harbour of Naugasnki on its Avestern

side, is 150 miles north to south by 270 cast to

Avest. Sikoff is about 100 miles in length by 60

in breadth.

Sagalin Island is a litth* smaller in extent than

Nipon, and Avas formerly divided between the

Chinese and Japanese, the former holding the

northern and the latter the southern ludf. Its

native population are the Kuriles, a very hairy,

Avild, and untutored race. The chief town in the

island of .lesso is Matsmai
;
the second is Hako-

dadi. Matsmai is an imperial city, built upon
undulating ground, and the hills near are covered

with oaks, firs, cedars, poplars, the ycAv, the ash,

cypress, birch, aspen, and maple. Nipon or

Nifon or Niphon constitutes the main body and
strength of the Japanese empire. Ha-da, a
port in Nipon, is about 40 miles from Simoda,
and is built on a plain, 80 miles from the

metropolis
;

it contains about 8000 people. The
town is divided into wards separated by Avoodeii

gates. It contains nine Buddhist and one 8intu

temple.

In 1882 the exports valued at £7,447,155, and
imports £5,<S33,6( )8. £6,400,000 were exporteil by
foreigners, and of the imports £5,600,000 imported

by foreigners. The staple articles of agricultural pro-

duction were as follows in 1881 :—Rico, 155,629,409

bushels
; wheat, 62,049,910 bushels

;
beans,

10,795,717 bushels. The paper money in circula-
|

tion in 1 883 was valued at £l 9,658,070 as compared
|

with £22,685,558 in 1879. The total debt in 1883,
according to official statement, was £67,073,237.
The folloAving is a statement of the revenue and
expenditure for the years ending June 30, 1881-

1884, the first two actual, the last two the

budget estimates :

—

ISSl. 18.S^ 1883. 1884.

£ .£ £
Kevenue, 12,073,450 i4,2cis,,343 13,362,824 15,121,220
Expended, 12.628, 182 14,269,798 Il3,302,824 15,m,220

The n(‘w army of .Japan is modelled on the

German system, comj)ulsory service prevailing.

In 1883 the active army Avas constituted as

follows : — Infantry, 44 regiments of 32,964
officers and men

;
cuA^alry, one regiment of 482

men
;

artillery, seven companies, 2687 men

;

engineers, tluce com])anies, 1107 men; commis-
sariat, .520;—total, 37,820. Iii the first diAUsion

of the re.scrvo are 42.606 officers and men
;

in

the second division, 16,080
;
the auxiliary forces,

6033; gendarmes, 1286; the total force in 1883
being iO.5,110. At the Military College and
Military School are 1200 piquls. In the navy
are 702 officers and 4511 seamen. The navy in
1883 consisted of eight large ships of w’ar (five

ironclads), Avith 122 guns, total tonnage about
15,000, and horse-power about the same

;
leaving

18 miscellaneous vessels, Avith 103 guns, 10,340
tonnage, and 6730 liorse-iiowor.

From the IGlh century the English have had
intercourse Avith Japan, and from 1613 to 1623
the E. 1. Company mainlnined a factory there.
Th<‘ Dutch from the earliest years had a factory,
and St. Francis Xavier made many converts to
f’hristianity. By treaties with the American and
European Gov(.*rnnu!nts, tlie country has been
throAvn open to foreigners, and the extraordinary
variety and beauty of Ja[)ancsc scenery, the

I

.strange manners anil eustoms of the people, the

I

unparalleled rapidity of the changes Avliich are
tran.sforming tiie social, political, and religious
life of th(‘ nation, and the arclurological remains
which are to be found in tiio country, liave been
subjects of groat and abiding interest

;
and the

Japanese have eagerly cultivatefl Avestern science.

At first they eni))loycd learned men from Europe
and America, but these hjivo gradually been
replaced by Japanese avIio had been sent to be
educated in Europe.
The Japanese school of art lias been eagerly

exa!nine<l by the nations of Europe. Dr. Chris-
topher Dresser wrote on the Architecture, Art, and
Art Manufactures; iMr. Quin, the British Consul
at Hakodadi, n'portcd on tlic Lacquer industry;
the ceramic and ornamental arts of Japan have
been illustrated in a Avork by Messrs. Audsley
and BoAves

;
and M. Gonse issued a work on TArt

Japonnis. Tlie Jajianese book, the Ko-gei Shi-
riyo, on their lacquer industry, lias been noticed
by Mr. Quin. In this, in drawing and painting, in
embroidery, in crusted work and enamel, the
Japanese lia\'e special schools. In their painting
of the human figure there is invariably disregard
both of drawing and anatomy, bu4 in the place of
these there is an exuberance of the most playful
and grotesque action. Mr. Wilkinson (Sunny
I^iuls) mentions a bronze image of Buddha at
Kama Kura, 15 miles from Yokohama. It is in
a sitting posture, and was cast in the year 1252.
Its height 50 feet. Sir J. E. Reid also mentions
a bronze seated idol, cast A.i). 743

;
height from

the base of the sacred lotus floAver on which he
sits to the top of the head, 63J feet

;
1,006,361 lbs,

of material were used.
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The origin of the ceramic art in Japan is re- the right to die by stabbing themselves, and
ferred to the prehistoric era of Oanamuchi-no- being beheaded by a selected friend. The rite,

niikoto, and the inventor, Oosei-tsumi. But in known as the Hari Kiri, was instituted in the 14th
B.C. 29, when an empress of Japan died, and, century.
according to immemorial custom, a selection from Tlie mass of the Japanese people are Buddhists;
among the slaves of her household were doomed and in 1882 there were 76,275 Buddhist priests,
to death, so that she might not descend nn- besides 21,011 student priests; Shintooism had
attended into the grave, then arose in the 17,851 priests and 1302 students,

province of Idsoumi the worker in stone and Japan and China received with Buddhism many
pottery, whose name was Nomino-Soukounc. He of the essential doctrines of Hinduism. On entering
made images of clay, and, taking them to the a Japanese temple, one is struck by the analogii^s

widowed emperor, persuaded him to bury them to the Christian ritual on the one hand, and to
with the body of the august lady, and to spare Hinduism on the other. The chantings of the
the lives of her favourite servants. Thereafter priests, their bowdng as they pass the altar, their

the cruel custom was discontinued, and Nomino- vestments, rosaries, bells, incense, and the re-
Soukouno was allowed, as a title of honour, the spouses of the worshippers, are similar to those in

designation Haji,—the artist in clay. It seems the churches of some Christian sects,

probable that for 1500 years or more, pottery The Shin-shiu sect claims more than 10 millions
only, and not porcelain, was made in Japan

;
but of the 32 millions of Buddhists inhabiting Japan,

in the time of Henry viii. of England, about 50 It traces its origin back to a Chinese priest,

years before porcelain was first made in Europe, Hwui-yuen, wdio in A.i). 381 founded a new
an artist who had travelled in China settled at monastery, in which the Buddha Amiutabha (In-
Hizen, and instituted there a manufactory of the finite Light) and his two great .apostles were
finer ware. But the earthenware of Japan is of worshijiped. 'Phis new school was then called

such a quality that it has sometimes apparently the White Lotus school, and has since spread far

been described as porcelain. ‘ Ihaku ’ ware, which and wide. Som(‘ of the friars belonging to it

figures in Japan .at ceremonial tea-parties, closely w'cre sent to India to collect Sanskrit MSS., and
resembles china, but is nothing more than a lead- several of these contiiining sacred texts of Buddh-
glazcd earthenware, introduced by Ameya, a ism, particularly descriptions of Sukhavati, or

Corean, about the year 1500. It is said tlutt the Land of Bliss, in which the believers in the

Ameya’s descendants, in the 11th generation, still Buddha Amiat.abha hope to be born again, were
pursue the trade of their ancestor at Kioto,—such translated from Sanskrit into Chinese. They
is the permanence of Japanese institutions. form to the present day the sacred books of the

In China it wiis not till the 3d or 4th centuries
!
White Lotus sect in China, Tibet, and Japan,

of the Christian era that fine materijils were em- After the doctrine of the White I-iOtus school

ployed, and that some degree of perfection w'as reached Japan in the 7th century, it branched

attained. Still, biking the later date, the porce- off into different sects. The Shin-shiu sect dates

lain of China has a high antiquity, and must have from A.n. 1174.

been made at least 1250 years before English The sacred books of the Buddhists in Jap.‘in

porcchain. AVhen tlie Chinese had acquired a .arc nearly .'ill Chinese translations of Sanskrit

certaip amount of skill and perfection, they originals. Many of these translations, however,

appear to have rested entirely satisfied with the are known to be very imperfect, and of one of

results, .and to have continued producing them the principal sacred texts used in Japan, the

without variation for ages. So exclusively were Sukhavati- vyfdia, the Description of the Land of

the Chinese the manufacturers of porcelain, that ' Bliss, there are no less than 12 Chinese transla-

it acquired the name of their land, and heeaim; tions, which all differ from each otlier.

universally known (on its introduction to Europe I Of late the study of Sanskrit had become com-

iti 1518) as china. The Japanese have acte<L pletely extinct in that country .as ivell as in China,

differently from the Chinese, and have produced
|

and two young priests, Bunyiu Naiijio and Kenjiii

]»orcelaiu ware of the finest f.abric and in the
|

Ka.sawara, Aven* sent to Great Britain,

highest artistic forms. Bunyiu Nanjio, among other useful w^orks

The Japanese are a Mongol<nd race of small w'hieJi he did during his stay at Oxford, compiled

stature. The women’s hands and feet are small, a complete catalogue of the gigantic canon, called

and their necks and shoulders beautifully modelled, the Tripitaka or the Three Baskets. Jt conUins

The nace .are gentle, kind to one another and to 1662 separate works,—some small, some immense,

animals, but insincere, and j)er8onal gain ovcrriclcs In each covso the original Sanskrit title has been

.all other thoughts. In hot w'eather men and restored
;
the dates of the translations, and in-

women go about the country unclothed. Their directly the minimum dates of the originals also,

greatest failings are licentiousness and untruthful- have been fixed. This has led to a discovery which,

ness. The Aino have square .and poiverful frames; according to l^rofessor Muller, has reyolutionized

they have a profusion of (!oarse black hair, and nearly the wdiole of the historyof Sanskritliterature,

the men ivcar long beards
;
they are peaceable, by showing that between the WhHc literature and.

honest, and sociable.
;

the later renaissance literature there lies a period

A very largo proportion of the Japanese popu-
j

of Buddhist literature, both sacred and profane,

lation is engaged in fishing, mostly, however,
|

extending from about the 1st century before to

as an adjunct to other occupations, and mainly
j

the 5th century after Christ. The catalogue

for personal supplies, and not as a trade. In prepared by Mr. Bunyiu Nanjio at the reg^uest of

1881 the number of fishermen was 848,288, and the Secretary of State for India, and printed at

women 753,118, the number of boats being the Oxford University Press, is a work of per-

190,045. manent utility, a magnum opus, and has been wcl-

Tho nobles, when sentenced to death, have corned in every country whore Sanskrit is studied.
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JAPAN-WAX. JARASANDHA.

Nowhere are the foundations of the earth more and may, undoubtedly, be pronounced the oldest

frequently and dangerously shaken than in Japan, family in tlio world. Saba, the grandson of

Few months pass without the occurrence of Sultan, founded Saba, and tho Sabscans are sup-

shocks of greater or less intensity
;
and so persist- posed to be identified with the Cushites, who

eiit arc they, that it has been even found necessary dwelt upon the shores of the Persian Gulf. This

to construct the lighthouses whicli have been was the position which the seceders occupied at

recently erected on the coast on a special system, the period of tlie dispute for the khalifat between
by which, whatever may be tlie oscillation of Ali and ^lowaiyah, and it throws a ray of light

the buildings, tho lights sliould always remain upon the mist that envelopes the history of this

stationary. In tho towns and villages also tho remote period, when we find some direct evidence

people have been driven to practise a regular bearing on a j>oiiit which has heretofore been a

earthquake drill. At the lirst agitation they rush matter of mere conjeetur(\ The name of Arabm,
out of doors, if their liouses are open, as in summer; with some show of reason, has also been derived

but if it is tho cold season, or tln^ houses are from tho Jarab here alluded to.

—

Wellsted's.

closed for the night, each man, woman, or child 2\avels, i. p. 8.

of sufficient size to act independently, seizes one JAKA II. Hind. A surgeon. Jarahat is sur-

leaf of tho shutters that slide in grooves on the geiy.

edges of the verandah, lifts it tray- wise on to the JAKAK, a little town on an eminence over-

head, as a protection from falling tiles or debris, hanging the western bank of the Indus, about
and so, gaining th<i nearest open space, lay.s it midway between Hyderabad and Thatha. It is

down on the ground and sits on the middle of it, the boundary between Vichalo or Middle Sind
to minimize the liability to fall into cracks or and Lar or Ijower Sind. Three miles below
rents in the earth’s surface. Jarak is jinothc?r low hill covered with ruins,

Japan is known to have 40 species of mammals, which the people call ICafir Kot, and attribute to

of which 2b are peculiar to the islands. Of its 1G5 Kaja Manjhira .—Cininuujluniis Indutj p. 287.

land birds, 40 are common to Great Britain and JAPAN. Jav. A white wood of Java, taking

Japan, 18 are peculiar to tho Japan Islands. the tool easily
;
the natives prefer it to all others

The Japanese flora is characterized by an im- for the construction of their saddles, which consist

usually large proportion of woody plants, many of principally of wood.
which belong to families which are rare elsewhere ‘JARAB, tho hunter who accidentally killed

so far to the north, and by tho abundance of Krishna.

—

Dowson.
maples, laurels, hollies, hydrangeas, figs, (‘ver- JARASANDHA, a w\'irrior king of Magadlia,

green oaks, and remarkable forms of coniforio. of a Turanian dynasty, to whom various deeds
Taken altogether, it pres('nts mu(4i affinity with and dates ar(' assigned

;
perhaps several rulers

the flora of the Southern United States of Eastern boro this name, lie twice w'aged w\ar against

America. Sciadopitys vcrticillata, one of the most Mathura, th(‘ Behar of the present day. Krishna
remarkable, and at the same time one. of the rarest, repulsed tlu‘ first invasion, but after the second

conifers of Japan, is usually seen cultivated in invasion Krishna and the ^'adava retired to

gardens and arouml temples. Specimens met Dw’araka. Jaras:\mlha and Saliadeva, according

with in tho vicinity of Kanagawa and '^'('do to Professor AVilson, w^'rc contemporaries, n.c.

were in many instance's fully 1(.)0 feet in height. 1400, Jarasandhti is su])po8ed by Sir AVilliam
—Fortune^ Japan and China; A. It, Wallace^ Jones to have been a contemporary of Krishna

p. 868. and Yudishthra, Jt.c. 8101. .larasandha, king of

JAPAN-AYAX. Jih-peii-lali, Chin. Obtained Magadha, is the historical personagti amongst
by crushing tlie ripe seeds of Rhus succedanea? the heroic kings of the Mahabharata. It was
and separating tho tallow-like covering by heat, his wars and coiupiests which occasioned the

It is employed in candle-making. great popular movement that took place im-

JAR. Ill th(‘ Durga pnija festival of tho mediately before the era of the live Pandava
Hindus, a sacred jar is an essential article in kings. Ho drove the Yadava from their settle-

Lhc celebration of the mysteries, and is marked mentsontlie Jumna, and brought 86 kings prisoners

with the combined triaiigles, denoting the union to his capital. H(j held ini])erial sway. It was
of the two deities, Siva ami Durga. The Avor- he who opposed Semirainis, b.c. 1280, defeated

shippers of the sakti, or female, principle, mark
i

ami drove her back to the Indus with inimenso
tho jar with another triangle. The Vaishnava loss. He Avas son of Brihadratha and grandson
sect ill their puja use also a mystical jar, Avhicli of Yasu. He Avas of tlu^ dynasty of tho Barhad-
is also marked. These marks, Mr. Paterson says, ratha, Avhich Bunsen estimates, i?.C. 986, was
are called Taiitra, and are hieroglyphic charactei's, followed by the following dynasties:—Pradotya,

of which there are a vast number. ID) hence 646
;
Bimbisara, H.c. b78. In this dynasty

deduces tho identity of this Hindu jiuja Avith Buddha appeared as a teacher, and died n.c.

some Egyptian rites of a corresjxmding nature. 548. Seshunaga, n.c. 416 ;
Nand, 878 ;

Maurya,
In the kalasi puja a kalasi or Avater jar is placed Avhose first was Chandragiipta, 812. After

in a chamber as a type of Durga or other divinity, Jarasandha’s death, his kingdom fell to pieces,

and is worshipped.

—

Asiatic Researches^ viii. p. 401. and it was followed by the murderous war amongst
JARA, the hunter who slew Krishna, mis- the princes of the Kaurava and Pandava.—Jara-

takiiig his foot for part of a deer. sandha ka Baithak, a Buddhist tower near
JARAB Avas the son of Sultan, the son of Sarnath, 28 feet in diameter and 21 feet high,

Eber, and brother of Peleg, and from him the with a basement 14 feet high. Its total height,

ancient Arabians derive their ancestry. The when complete, was probably 56 feet. Fergus-
Yaharabi, therefore, who claim the nearest ap- son says (p. 45) it is also described as a brick
proach to the parent stem, trace their genealogy st’hujKa at Giryek, 7 miles E. of Rajgir ;

another
further back than the other tribes in Arabia, at Rajgir, the ancient Rajagriha.— Wheeler's Hist,
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JARGAH. JASMINUM.

of India, i. pp. 164, 475
;
Bunsen, iii. pp. 547-591

;

Ferguson and Burgess, Cave Temples of India,

p. 45.

JAKGAII and Nargah, tho great circle of

beaters in the Mongol hunting parties.

JARIR or Jurceb. Hind., Pers. A measuring
chain or rope. Before Akbar’a time it was a rope,

lie directed it should be made of bamboo with
iron joints, as the rope was subject to the iniluence

of tho weather. In British survey measurements a
cliain is used. A jurecib contains 60 guz, or 20
gut’ha, and in the standard measurement of the
Upper Provinces is ecpial to five chains of 1

1

yards, each chain being equal to 4 gut’ha. A
scniare of one jureeb is a bigha. A jureeb in

Hebrew and Arabic signified originally only a
measure of capacity, equal to 4 ijufeez, or :hS4

mud (Latin, modius), and in course of time came
to signify the portion of land which required as

much to show it as a jurceb would conbiin. The
pat’ha and nah3e of Garhwal and Kamaon have
a similar origin. This use of tho term must have
altered before the reign of Timur, for in the
Institutes we liave an injunction, which is evi-

dently tlie foundation of Akbar’s division of soil

intt) three classes.. The Avords qufeez and mud
arc both retained in the {Spanish cafiz and aliiuid.

Indeed, nearly all the Spanish weights and
measures are, like very many administrative words.,

derived from tlu^ Ara])ic, as the (piintal of one
hundred pounds, from kintur, of Avhich tho fourth

(rooba) is the arroba
;

arraldo, a ])Ound, from
arrattle

;
xeme, a sj)cin, from shamah

;
and so on.

—

Elliot, Sup, Gloss.
; A1 Makkavi, i. p, 500 ;

yfw.sw-

FLoghat.

JARID. Akau. a reed, a javelin, thrown by
tho hand in the manner of the Roman pilum.

JARIDAH. Arau. A book, a volume, a
register, an account bo(.)k, a branch of a ])alm

tree stripped of the leaves
;

a number of horse-

men or'liorscs, part of a large body.

JARIU-BAZEK. Pkijs. An athletic exercise,

either played by two men on horseback, Avith a

spear-shaft tAvelvo or more feet long, or by a single

horseman, AA'ith a stick tAAmor three feet in length.

In the former, the two opponents alternately

gallop after each other, throAving the jarid or

spear-shaft with full force;
;

the aim of the

throAver is to hit ami unhorse his o}q)onent, Avhilc

lie, by his dexterous agility, is not oidy to elmlc

the bloAV, but to seize tlie Aveapon in the air, and
attacL in turn. The other game, simply consists

in putting tho horse to its utmost speed, and
dashing one end of the short stick on the grouinl,

so that it may rebound upAvards ami be again

caught. In Syria, horsemen armed Avitli these ri<lo

at full speed, and throw their jarid against each

other from a considerable disbAii ce. The assailant,

so soon as he has thrown, turns his horse, and his

antagonist piirsues and throws in his turn. The
s])ort is not unattended Avitli danger. The
Marnluks used to make these jarid staffs from the

branches of the palm tree stripped of their leaves,

about 4 feet long, and Aveighing 5 or 6 lbs. They
are still so made in Persia.

—

Pottinger's Travels.

JARI-PATKA. Mahr. The pennon of the

Peshwa’s standard, or his flag. Qu. Zari-patka,

golden pennon.— W.
JARRAH, a wood of Western Australia,

Eucalyptus marginata, Smith, unsurpassed in

soundness and durability
;
for all works of magni-

tude, such as dock-gates, Avharves, etc., requiring

strength, it is without equal. It is applicable for

almost all purposes
;

is higlily effective in all

ornamental Avork, and most useful for all tho
requirements of the house - carpenter, such as

AvindoAV frames, doors, beams, and every descrip-

tion of furniture, and when cut at the proper time
of tho year, and allowed to season before being
useil, it has proved almost inde.structible. It sets

at dcfianci* Avhito ants on land, and tho Teredo

mwalis in Avatcr. It is used for roofs, floors,

window frames, mantelpieces, tables, and doors,

resisting insects like so much marble, and is

capalde of receiving the highest polish.

JARTIKKA, one of tho Arashtra races, tho

Adraista* of Arrian, Avho places them on the Ravi.

The Bnhika Avas a tribe occupying the neighbour-
hood of the Indus near Attock, at the time of Alex-
ander and (hiandragupta. The Bahika also were
one of the republican races knoAvnasthe Arashtra
(Sansk.), or the kingless, tho republican defenders

of Sangala or Sakala. The Arashtra were known
by the several names of Bahika, Jartikka, and
Takka, from Avhich last is the name of their old

capital of 4’axila or Takka-sihi, as known to

the Gre(;ks. 'riic I’akka p(‘oplo still exist in con-

siderable numbers in the Panjab Hills; and their

alphal)etieal characters, with the name of Takri or

Takni, are uoav used by all the Hindus of Kashmir
and tlio northern mountains, from ISimla and
Sabathu to Kfibiil and Bamian.

—

Sir H. Elliot.

JARYA, a tribe in Ne])al, south of the Gurung,
Avith whom they are intermixed and intermarry.

Tliey are Hindu in creed and manners. They
may pertain to the Gurung, Nagar, or Newar
tribes. {See Nt‘war.

JASHN. Araie, Hind. A royal ceremony,
an entertainment.

Jashii-i-Wazan, tho ceremony of Aveighing a

person against money and ornaments, to be
afterwards given away in presents or charity.

JA81IPIIR, a tributiiry state of Chutia Nag-
pur, in the Rengal Presidency

;
area, 1947 square

miles. RouiuIcmI on the north and Avest by tho

tributary state of Sirguja, on the soutli by
Gangpur and lTdai})ur, and on the cast by the

Lohardaga <listrict. The j^opulalioii consists of

the Oraon, Avho are of the Dravidian race, with

many of Kolarian descent.

.IA8.MINUM. Many of the jasmine genus of

plants are very pretty shrubs, Avith white and
yellow lloAvers, in most cases scented. The
Yuthika savala kesi, having golden or auburn
hair, broAVii as the yellow jasmine, av;i3 deemed a

mark of beauty in aneieiit India, and in the Avest

of India such hair is even now sometimes seen,

but tlio i^rejudice in fa\"oiir of ebon locks is so

strong that it is consi(h*rcd a mor}>id affection of

tho hair, and tho women dye and conceal it. In

the Hero and Nymph occur the Avords,

—

‘ Her voice ia music, Iut long tre.sses wear

The jasmine’s goMoii line.’

Jasminum angustifoliura, Jiozh.

J. vimincum, IVlVd. N. trillora,, Iiu7-m.

J. fcvirttu’um, Per.'i. Mogorium triflorum,

Nyctanthes angustifolia,// Lam.

Ban mallika, . . Hind. Kanana mullika, Sansk.
Malati, Malur, . Malay. Aspliota, ... ,,

Manor, .... ,, Cattu mallika, . . Tam.
Katu pitsjigam, Maleal. Chiri malle,

Grows in the forests of the Peninsula of India.

Its root is used medicinally.-— IK. Ic. ; Roxh.
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JASMINUM. JAT.

Jasminum arborescens, Boxh, i. p. 95.

Nyctanthes grandiflora, Lour.

Buro-koondo, . . liKNG.
1
Munem-maniis, . IIiND.

(xrows in all the south-east of Asia.

Jasminum auriculatum, Rnxh.
J. trifoliatum, Pers.

|
IMogorium trifol. Lam.

diihi, Hind. Telia adavi inalla, Tel.
Yerra adavi malla, Tkl. l\rallalu, Saunajajulu,

This Binalh sweet-llowered specios grows in the

Mauritius, Bengal, Assam, Ajmir, and is much
cultivated.

—

Roxh.

Jasminum chrysanthemum, —

?

J. revolutum, W. Ic.

J'cla cliambcli, . Hind.
|

rachclia adavi malla, Tel.
Hcma i>uslij)ika, . Sanmk.

j

This grows in Bengal and tl)e mountains on the

N.E. of India. It is a free llowercr, and highly

ornamental.

Jasminum grandiflorum, Linn.

Mya,t-lae, . . . BriiM.
]

Chamholi, .Tati, . Hind.

A native of the East Indies, and much culti-

vated for the flowers. This and another species

yield the true essential oil of jasmine of the

shops. It is the most exquisitely fragrant species

of the genus, and is very generally cultivated, the

oil being much prized as a perfume; and the large

white flowers, having a most ixnverful scent, and
being in blossom throughout the year, are used
in garlands on all festive occasions. In Hindu
medicine, the flowers are considered a bitter and
cool remedy, and are employed as an application

to wounds, ulcers, boils, and eruptions of the

skin. They act as an aromatic stimulant, and
iniglit be used as a substitute for the sambuciis,

elder flowers.

—

Roiih.

Jasminum lieterophyllum, Roxh.

J. hirsutura, Linn.
'

Nyctantlics liirsnta, Linn.
J. jaibesceiiH, Willd. N. pubesenns, lietz.

J. niultiflorum, Andr. N. multitldra, linrm.

Koondo, . . . . Beno.
1
Katujonimmull.ijMALEAL

Grows inmost parts of India.

—

Roxh.

Jasminum nudifloniin is of the north of China,

where its yellow blossoms pec]) out from amongst
the snow like the primroses and cowslips. Nearly

as early is the pretty daisy - like Spir<x'a pruiii-

folia
;

tlie yellow Forsythia viridissima, the lilac

Daphne Fortunei, and the})ink Judas tree become
covered with blossoms, and make the northern

Chinese gardens extremely gay.

—

Forlnna's Res.

p. 241.

Jasminum officinale, Abo/,, IVhito jasmine.

J. revolutum, Sims.
|

.1. puhigeruni, r((r.

Suari, . . . . ( 'henah. 1 Jai T’an.iah.

Mulfco, I’itrmilio, . Jlixi). Lshiiig, . . Sutlej.

Ohamba, I

A native of the south of Europe, used geiier-

.‘dly by Europeans for covering trellis - Avork.

Natives of India grow it in bushes, and use the

flowers at most of their festivals. It is T>ro})agated

by layers. The root is said to be useful in

ringworm. A perfumed oil is prepared from

this with the fixed oil of the Ptcrygosperma

moringa.

Jasminum pubescens, Willd. Jasminum liir-

sutuni, Linn. Its pretty white flower, the koondo
of the Hindu, is sacred to Vishnu. It is culti-

vated as a flowering plant, and is very ornamental.

Jasminum sambac, Roxh.
J. undulatum, JVitide. I Nyctanthes sambac, Linn.
Mogorium sambac, Lam.

|

But miigra, Beng., Dukh. Punmulla, . . Maleal.
Sa bay, Ma ke, . Burm. Zanibak, . . . Pers.

Bela, Mutya, . . Hind. Navamallica, . . Sansk.

Ilazarca iniigni, . ,i
]\Iallai, .... Tam.

Tlierc are two varieties of this beautiful and

very fragrant twining plant, one is J. sambac,

plenum, the great double Arabian jasmine, the

rich-lobed branches of Avhich are studded all over

like the snowdrop tree with lovely white flowers,

the size of small roses, and delightfully fragrant.

This variety is probably more cultivated than any
other flower, though the fcingle-flowered, with ‘a

twining habit, is not imfrcqueiitly to be seen. The
single variety is called Motiya

;
but beautiful

varieties called Satha, with single and double

flowers, which have the odour of fine green tea,

are also cultivated. J. sambac is used to decorate

the hair of tlic Ohiiiosc ladies, and to garnish the

tables of the wealthy. All Chinese gardens, both
ill the north and south, are supplied with this

favourite flower from the province of Tokein.

This, J. paniciilatum, and Olea fragrans, the orange

tree, Murraya exotica, Aglaia odorata, and Chlor-

aiithns inconspicuus, are grown for their blossoiiLS,

which are used for mixing with the tea. The
floAvers of the sambac are supposed by the Hindus
to form oue of the darts of Kama Deva, the lliiidu

god of love.

—

Roxh.; Riddell
;
Fortune ;

Stewart;

ireine; \Vi(j}it.

JASPEli.
Jsirtins, . Dan., Di t., Sw. Diaspro, . . . It.

.laspo, . Fk., Pukt., Si’. Jaspis, . . Lat.
Ja.spi.ss, (;er. .hiscliriia, . . Bus.

.lasper, a quartzose mineral of a red and yellow
colour. .Ia.sper, onyx, common opal, and blood-

stone are found in almndance in many parts of

(he Dekhan and amongst the Cambay stones.

VelloAv jasper occurs on the Tenasserim, but it is

not of common occurrence. A soft green jasper,

also precious green jasper, and striped jasper, arc
found in (lie Burmese provinces.

—

Mason.
JAT or Zat. Hind. Caste, clan, tribe, occu-

pation. Jat-bhai, a fellow-countryman, one of

the same seed or clan. When a Bajput has
children by a J^udra Avoman, they are called Jat,

J A'r, .also Avrit ten Jet, Jit, Jut, ami Zjhut, a great

race spread throughout all the N.W. of British

India, in Afghanistan, the Panjab, all Baluch-
istan, the valley of the Indus, Sind, the Indian
ilesert, Kajpnta.na, ami the N.AV. Provinces. Mr.
Growsc says the Jat are supposed to be the
Nanthii of Stralio, tlu; Xuthii of Dionysius of

ISamos, the Jatii of Pliny and Ptolemy. They
liav<! been identified with the (Jetai and their great
subdiAusion the Dhe, Avith tlic Dahae, Avhom Strabo
jilaces on the sliores of the Caspian. The existing

division betAveen the Jat and the Dhe has been
traced back to tlic continuity of tlic Massa Getae,
or Great Getm (Massa, Peiilavi, great), aud the
Dalix, Avho dwelt by the side of each other in

Asia Minor. The weight of authority is in favour
of a Scythian origin for the Jat, and a similar

<lescent has been claimed for some of the Rajput
tribes.

The parent country of the Jat seems to bave
been the banks of the Oxus betAA^een Bactria,

llyrcania, and Khorasmia. In this position there

was a fertile district, irrigated from the Margus
river, which Pliny calls Zotale or Zothale, and
General Cunningham believes this to have been
the original scat of the Jat, the Jatii of Pliny
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and Ptolemy, and the Xanthii of Strabo. The
i subject to foreign rule, and Boem to be somewlint

term Jat is only their tribal name
;
the general

;
inferior to their unconverted brethren. In all

name of their horde is Abar. Taking these two
,

the east of Baluchistan, the Baluch are but
names, their course from the Oxus to the Indus a later wave and upper stratum. There, about
may be dimly traced in the Xanthii of Strabo, the lines of communication between India and
the Jatii of Pliny and Ptolemy, the Xuthii of Western Asia, in the provinces of Sebtjiu ami
Dionysius of Samos, who are coupled with the Cutch (Jaiidava, the Jjit form probably the hirg(‘st

Arieni, and in the Zuthii of Ptolemy, who occu- portion of the agricidiiiral population, and claim

pied the Karmanian desert on the frontier of to be the original owners of the soil. In the

Drongiana. Subsequently, the main body of llu; west, advancing through Kaji)Utana, we meet tlie

Jatii seem to have oceupied the district of Abiria Jat of Bhurtpur and Dholpiir. (Iwalior was ii

and the towns of Pardabathra and Bardaxema in Jat fortress belongiiig, as is supposed by Mr.
Sind or Southern Iiido-Scythia, while tlie Paiijab i Campbell, to the Dliolpur chief. They do not
or Northern Indo-Scythia was chiclly colonized by i go lunch farther .soiiUi in this direction. From
their brethren of the Medes.

1

this point they may be said to occupy the banks
In proceeding eastwards by the Rolan pass and

!

of the Jumna, all the way to the liills. Th(‘

other routes, they succeed the Tajak and Dehwar
;

Dehli territory is prirjcipally a Jat country, and
of the west of Afghanistan and the vicinity of from Agra upwards the Hood of that race lias

Kandahar, and occupy the plains and the hilly i jiassod the river in considerable numbers, and
country, descending into the plaiiis, spread to ;

forms a large j^art of the population of the LFppci*

the riglit and left along the Indus and its tribut-
j

Doab, in the districts of Alighur, Mcnit, and
arics, occupying Upper Sind on one side, and Muzaffarnagar. They arc just known over the

the Panjab on the otlier. But in the Panjab Canges in the Moradabad district, but they
they are not foiiml in any numbcTS north of the cannot be said to liave crossed that river in any
Salt Kange, and in the Himalaya tlu'y arc* wholly !

numbers. To sum up, thcrefon?, the Jat country

unknown, which would seem to show that the
j

extends on both sides of the Indus from hit.

Jat did not enter India by that extreme northern or 21
*^

N. up to the Salt Range. If from tin*

route. Also, the Jat does not occupy Lower ends of this line two lines be drawn nearly at

Sind, and they arc not found in Cujerat. The right angles to the river, but inclining south, so

Jat is, however, the prevailing population in all as to reach lat. or 24° N. in Malwa, and hit.

Upper Siml, and their tongue is the language of J0° on the Jumna, so as to include Upper Sind,

the country. They were once the aristocracy of Marwar, part of Malwa on one side, and liahore,

the land, but latterly have been dominated over Amritsar, and Ambala on the other, then connect

by other races, and thus have lost somewhat of the two eastern j^oints by a line which shall

their position as the higher classes of society, include Dholpur, Agra, Alighur, and Mcrut, and

In the south and west of the Panjab, too, they within all that tract the Jat race ethnological Iy
have long been 6ubjf(q to Muhammadan rulers, predominates, excepting only the hills of Mewar
But latterly, as the Sikh religionists, they became neighbourhood, still held by aboriginal

rulers of the whol (3 Panjab and of the country tribes. Advancing eastwards into the Panjab

beyond as far as the Upper Jumna, in all which and Kajputana, we fiinl Hindu and Muhammadan
territories th(jy arc still, in every way, the pro- Jat niuch mixed, and it often happens that om*-

vailing population. Over greattracts of Hindustan, half of a village or one branch of a family arc

three villages out of four are Jat, and in each Muhammadans and the other Hindus. Farther

Jat village this race constitute perhaps two- t'ast, Muhammadan Jat become rarer and rarer,

thirds of the entire community, the remainder imd both about Lahore and ail that part of thi^

being low-caste predial slaves, with a few traders Panjab along the line of the Upper iSutlej and

and artisans. The Jat extend continuously from Jumna, the great mass remain unconverted. In

the Indus over Rajputana. The great seat of the Panjab, the Jat all take the designation of

Rajput population and ancient power and glory Singh, and dress somewhat differently from

was on the Ganges; but since vanquished there ordinary Hindu Jats; but for the most part they

by Muhammadans, the chief Rajput houses have only become formally yikhs where they take

retired into the comparatively unfruitful countries service, and that change makes little difference

now known as Rajputana, where, however, the in their laivs and social relations. The Jat of

Jat is the most numerous part of the people. Dehli, Bhurtpur, etc., .ye a very fine race, bear

They share the lands with the Mina, the remains the old Hindu names of Mull and such like, and

of tlie Brahman population, and the <loininant are not all Hinghs. In Rajputana, the Jat are

Rajput, but they have the largest share of the q^det aud submissive cultivators. They have now

cultivation. The northern part of Rajputana long been subject to aii alien rule, and nrti

was partitioned into small Jat republics before probably a good deal intermixed by contact with

the Rajput were driven back from Ajudiah and the Mina and others.

the Ganges. The southern ami more hilly parts Captain Poatans tells us that the Jat in Sind,

of Rajputana are not Jat, but are occupied by like all the tribes in the Sind countries, are

the Mhair, Mina, and Bhil
;
but, in Malwa, again, divided into innumerable subdivisions, called

the Jat are numerous, and seem to share that Koum, and an* a hard-working race, occupying

province with Rajputs and Kunbi. Bhurtpur and themselves in rearing camels, feeding Hocks, or

Dholpur are Jat principalities. Those of Baluch- cultivating the soil. They are invariably found

istan are fine athletic men, with handsome fea- in large communities, often living in temporary

tures, bub rather dark. Those iii Upper Sind, hiit-s or wand, and migrate all over Sind and its

up the course of the Indus, and in the South- confines, .as shepherds, in search of pasture.

Western Panjab, are for the most part of the Where this is not the case, they arc farm servants

Muhammadan religion. They have been long either of the Baluchi chiefs or wealthy zaraindars,
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who repay their labour with a modicum of the by any race in Asia. In courage, energy, «and

produce. The Jat in Sind arc a quiet, inoffensive military qualities, they excel the more beautiful

class. Their women are, throughout the country, iion-Pathan races of the northern hills, and they
noted for their beauty, and, to their credit be it are as energelie in the peaceful arts as in that

also spoken, for their chastity. They work as of war. They Jire good cultivatop, hard-working,

hard as the men, and the labour of tending, and thrifty
;
they Jet little land lie waste, and pay

driving home their flocks, milking the cattle, their land tax punctually. Their women work as

etc., is fairly divided. The Jat are very numerous, well as the men, and make themselves generally

and form a large division of the i)opiilatioii of useful. They are not learned, though many men
Sind, though seldom found in its towns, bi.ing and some women can read and write. Tliey have

dispersed over the whole fac(i of the country, a great craving after fixed ownership in the

particularly eastward to the dcsei-t tract Avhich S(nl. They are essentially agriculturists, seldom

separates Sind from Cutcli, known as the Uunn, gaidencrs, and in Hindustan are never pastoral,

on which this tribe rear large Hocks of camels. 'i’hey breed eat tie largely, and soinetiiiies roar

Til 410 of the llijira (a.d. 102(5), Mahmud camels 'when tin; country is suitable; and in Jat

marched an ainiy against tlui Jat, wlui had liar-
|

countrii'S botli ordinary carts and large mercantile

assed and insulted him when returning from his waggons an*, usually jih.'nlifiil, and as waggoners
last expedition against Sauraslitra. 1'1 h‘s<! .Jat they not imfreijiiently carjy tlieir grain and other

inhabited the eoimtry on tlie borders of Multan, ]irodiice to distant mark(4s on their own account,

along the river tliat runs by the* mountains of The Jat formerly dwelt in llajjiutana in republics,

Joud. AVhen Mahmud reached Multan, fimling sucli as, in the tiim* of the flrt'eks, ^Yerc alludeil

the Jat country defended by great riv'i'rs, he to as democratic institutions, and one recognised

built fifteen hundred boats, eacdi ariiu'd with six reimblicaii state, that of Phiil or Maraj, eaiiit?

iron spikes projecting from their juows, to pn;- down to the ])ieseiit day, and was the last recog-

vent their being lioardod by the enemy, expmt nised republican state in India. It Avas a Jat

in this kind of Avarfare. In each boat be plaiu'd republic., and gave the chiefs Avho founded the

twenty archers, and some Avith fire-balls of states of Patiala, Nabah, .Ihecndea. The old

naphtha to burn the Jat fleet. Tlu^ monarch territory of the Phulkiau t jk'c Avas recognised liy

having determined on their extirpation, aAvaiti'd the Pritish, and treated amongst the juotected

the result at Multan. M'he Jat si'iit their Avivi's, Sikh States, but has reei'iitly bisa'ii bi’ought under
children, and effects to Sind-Sagiir, and launeh(‘(l the gem* ral rule of Ibitish domiiiioii. Kvery Jat

four thousand, or, as otliora .say, eight .thousand Aullage, JioAvever, is, on a small scale, a democi’alie

boats Avell armed to meet the Ohaznians. A republic, every man luiving his oavu sepaiatc and
terrible conflict ensued, but the proji'cting spikes dhuded share of tin* (.'ultivated land. The union

sunk the Jat boats, Avhilc others Avere s(*t on fire, iu a joint village eonnnnnity is ratlu'r tlie ])o]iti(;al

Few escaped from this scene of terror; and union of tlu^ cominum*, so Avell knoAvn 'in Europe,

those who did met Avith the more severe fate of than a common I'lijoymont of property. A father

captivity. Many doubtless did escape
;
and it is and son may cultivate in common, but eiminion-

most probable that the Jat communiti<‘S, on Avhose
!
ality goes no further. The village site, the AA'aste

overthroAv the state of Bikunir aa'ms founded, Aveie lands and grazing grounds, and, it may be, one
remnants of this very Avarfare. or tAvo other things, ])e]ong to the commune, and

The Jat Avho remain of tin; Hindu religion are the members of tin* communi* lumg in these,

divided into clans, and they marry into their rights in common. Eor all the purposes of culti-

own, usually one Avife, or, failing childrt*n, take vation, the ri'inaiuder oH the land is in every Avay

another. Their widoAvs laaii re-inaiTy, and they separate individual property. The government is

can take the wife of a deciascd brother if slie not patriarchal, but a representative communal
has not liad offspring. 'They are not strict a.s council or panehayat. l\e-marriagc of widows
to the maimer of cooking or eating their food, is peiiiiitted. All the Jat are subdivided into

They are good agriculturists, honest curriers, and many gente.s and tribes, after the usual fashion

are a bold, indi’peiident, but not boorish race, of the peoph'S of the Aryan or Indo-Hermanic
In the ^Teriit division, tlu*y are considered the stock, ami the usual fashion is to marry into

most valuable subjects, the most industrious of another gens. The .lathavi? little of the Hindu
all the castes, patient and long-suffering as tax- ceremonial .strictness, and in Panjabi regiments

payers, quiet ami peaceable generally, Imt, like they mc.ssed freely like Europeans, and had their

the Kajputs, easily roused to avenge a fancied tAvo or tliree meals a day comfortably. Tlie Jat,

Avrong, or in obedience to their cliieftain s call. Kajput, ami their congeners are brandies of one

Many eat animal food
; they are liardy, amenable great stock. Brahmans of Kashmir and the

to discipline, and make good soldiers, 'i’hough frontier hills are Hindus in an earlier stage of

professing Hinduism, they are remarkable for Brahmanical development. The Jat country is

their contempt of the Brahmans. just such as Avould be occupied by a large stream

The Jat Singh of the Punjab and Upper Sutlej of pcoph; issuing tbrough the Bolan pass, in lat.

may probably be taken as the liest repiuseiitative 28^" or N., and the Kajput are ranged in

type of the race. Compared to northern races, a semicircular form around the eastern and
they are dark

;
they arc tall, large, and Avell- northern and south edge of tln^ Jat area, the

featured, witli jJentiful and long beards, fine mass of them occupying the richer valley of the

teeth, and a very pleasant, open e.xpression of Canges. iMr. (Sir G.) Cainpbcirs conjecture is that

countenance. They arc larger and taller than the Kajput arc an earlier wave from the same source
the Afghan Pathan, with the upper part of the as the Jat, who came in by the same route, have
body especially well developed, but not so stout farther advanced, and been completely Ilinduized,

limbed or quite so robust. They are a fine, while the Jat have come in behind them. Panjabi

remarkably liandsome race of men, not excelled is the language spoken by the Jat, but wliich, in
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Upper Sind, is called Jati Giii or the Jat tongue
; |

and Mr. Masson calls it Jeiki. ft is an Iiulo- !

Germanic tongue allied to the Sanskrit. In its!

main gi’uinmatical and essential features it is not
|

widely different from the Hindi of the Rajput ami I

other Hindustan people. It is one of the most
'

Prakrit of Indian vernaculars. The Jat are partly
'

Hindu, partly Sikh, and partly Muhammadan.
They all refer to the west of thi* Indus and to

Ghazni as their original seats
;

the I)he or

Pachhade reached India from llie PanJab about
the middle of the 18th century. Tlic other
section is the Hele or Deswale. Sind Jat S(‘em

to liavc entered by the Polan pass, occupied tlu'

liigli pastoral lands about Quetta, and tlienee

descended into the plains, which they still occupy.
TJic Jat is the great agrieultiiral tribe in the
Panjab, and, in Panjab parlance, Jat and zamin-
dar or cultivator are synonymous. There are

no Jat in Kashmir or within the liills. Tlio Aodi
tribe of Jat dw(dl in Panij)at and Soneput. Tlu^

Aolania Jat in Panipat claim to be abov(‘ othei-

Jat, by having liad tin; title of inalik or king
conferred on tlu'in. Tlie race, however, spread
tiu’ougliout tliG Panjab, ilown the Indus into

(.hiteh Gandhava, and eastwards to the .hunna
and Ganges, is the saim*, and wlierever spread

they retain a tliah'ct of their own. l^fr. Masson
s(*eins to imply that tliey arc descendants of tlu^

|

Geta) who, In; says, om’o ])0ssesse(l ilu* whole of
j

the countries immediately east and west of the

Indus. Th(‘ zaminclais or cultivators of the

soil at Jell, as throughout Cutclii, are »Iat, who
there seldom moved abroad but on bullocks, and
never unless aninal. A .lat iniglit generally be

seen half-naked, seated on a lean ])iiIlock, and
formi<lably armed with matchlock and sword.

In the Panjab they are iiotfoumlwestof thc.lhelum,

but east of that river the Jat cultivators use

waggons. The Jat has been so long settled in

(Jutch Gandliava as to apj)ear the aborigines.

Amongst their nuineroiis suhdivisions arc tin*.

Kalora, Kokar, llampi, Tnnia, Abrah. Tin;

custom among the Jat of (hirao, also written

Karao, seemingly from Karana, to cause* to do,

is the term among the .lat, Giijar, Ahir, ainl

other races and tril)es in AVestern Hindustan for

eoncubinage generally, but more (*sp(*cially for

marriage^s of widoAVS Avitli tin; brother of a de-

ceased husband.—. 1 itcJicson^a Treaties
;

(.'anijtht //,

I'ithu. of India ; Jk^ej. yl.s’. Sor. Journ. ; Jonru.

PJthn. iS’oc . ; CnnniiKjJuvas Sikhs
;

Elphinslone's

(iaxdnd
;

Elliot's Snpp. f-rlossary ;
Goeernment of

India Records, No. 11; Institutes of Menu;
Keimedy on the Origin of Languages ; Massons
doiirhcgs^ ii. p. 125; Massoi/'s luilat^ p. 1352;

Memoirs of IJumatpin, ]i. 45; Pennant's Hindu,’-

stall
; Poslans' Sind; Selections from, the Maha-

Idiarata; Elliot's TTist. of India
;
Hwmas' Prinsep's

Aniaiuities ;
Tod's Rajasthan ; llgne's Travels.

JATA. Sansic. a knot of liair on the heads'

of Hindu and Buddhist devotees. The Jata, or

matted hair, was assumed by Kama and I iakshmana
on dismissing the royal chariot at the village of

ISringavera, to indicate their entering upon a

forest or ascetic life. Jata therefore is a twisted

braid of hair, worn by Hindu ascetics.

JATAIYU, a fabulous bird killed by Havana.

JATAKA, the tenth division of the Sutra-

Pitaka, or second book of the sacred canon of

the Buddhists, has legends relating to Sakya Muni,

or Buddha’s previous existences, which he is said

to have related at various times to Ins hearers,

and in which a good deal of his doctrine is em-
bodied. These legends an; still very popular all

over the world of Buddhism, and have spread
far beyond it, being the oldest source of .^I’lsop’s

Fables, and of the fairy tales, folk-lore, nursery

songs and rhymes of every country in the world.
Often they become changed, almost beyond recog-

nition, till Gautama Buddha even iigiires as a

Christian saint in the Koniish calendar. The
life of Barlaam and Josaf, attri1)ut(*d to St. John
of l)ama.scns, has been shown by Professor Max
Muller to lu; tin* life of Gautama Buddha as told

in the Jatakas. Its Latin title is S. Joamiis

Damasceni Ihirlaam Eremita* et Josaphat Regis

Indornm Gregorio Trapt*zuntio interprete. Prince

Josaf being none other than Gautama Buddha,
and St. .losajJiat, Avho is worship])cd by Catholics

as a saint on every 27th of November.* Colonel

Ahile believes also (Marco Polo, ii. j)p. .301-J0‘..))

that tin* story of the Holy Grail (Sangreal) had
its origin in the Biuhlhist legends of tlie begging
boAvl of Sakya. Muni

;
and lie has been idenlihed

by Mr. Rhys Davids with the Man in the Moon,
Gautama in a forim*!* state* of existence having
b(*(‘u a hare, and in the Kalmuk version of tin*

Jataka legend tlie soul of tliat hare was trans-

lated to tlie moon, where he is still plainly visible

to Kalmuk eyes.

The fables inclnded in the .fataka book un-

douldedly belong to the ohh*st Indian folk-lore
;

but they are universally ascribed by the commen-
tators to Buddha, hinis(*lf. From all tliat isknoAvn

of the life of Gaulaina, it Avas quite consonant Avith

his iu(*thod to make. use of tin; household stories

of the ].ieople in order to liring home to them the

practical bearing of his moral teaching. A great

deal of tin; Birth ^^tories, hoAvever, probably grcAV

iq) after his death, and it is beyond doubt that in

its present form the .lataka book represents a.

long process of accretiem. Each story consists

of several parts, and these are by no means of

equal antiquity. The real Birth Story, or Story

of the Past, is intro* bleed by a Story of the

ITeseiit, and is followed by a conclusion. The
introdnetory .story tells some cjiisode of Ihiddha’s

life
;
hoAV some (lisciple acted in such and such

a Avay, and Iioaa' Buddha, aceounted for it by the

fact that the same person in a previous e.xistence

h.ad behaved in a ]ir{‘eis('ly analogous manm*r.

The Birth Story itself is the aee.ount of tliis

jiassagi* in the previous birtli, put into the inontli

of Biuhlha, Avho generally utters a stanza jioiuting

the moral. Tlie conclusion establishes tin; con-

nection betAAa;en the tAA'o episodes and identities

the characters. The introductoiy Story of tin*

Present is clearly later than the Story of the

Past, and is the Avork of the compiler or commen-

tator
;
and tlie V{;rses included in the latti'r (and

sometimes in the former) are older in literary

form than the stories, though the stories uii-

iloubtedly rcjiresont in substance popular fables

Avhicli existed long before the verses were com-
]io.s(*<l. There is a fri;shiu;s8 and simplicity about

the Stories of the Past that is sadly wanting in

the Stori(*s of the Present
;
so much so, that the

latter (and this is also true of the whole long
introduction containing the life of the Buddha)
may be compared more accurately with nunliieval

legends of the saints, than with such simple
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stories as ^Esop’s Fables, which still bear a like-

ness to their forefathers, the Stories of the Past.

The Jatakas so constituted were carried to Ceylon
ill the Pali language, when Buddhism was first

introduced into that island about b.c. 200 ;
and

the whole was there translated into and preserved

in the Singhalese Jargiuige (except tlie verses,

which were left untranslated) until tlie compilation

in the fifth century A.o., and by an unknown
author, of the Pali .lataka Book.

As an example of the general character of the

stories in their several parts, and also of their

bearing upon European collections of popular

talcs, may be noticed the Baka Jataka (No. 8H),

or The Cruel Crane Outwitted, in which the case

of two cheating tailors is told in the Story of tin*

Present. The Teacher, i.e. Buddha, thereupon

remarks that this was not the first time the one
rogue of H tailor liad taken in the (jther, and tells

the Story' of the J’ast, in wiiieh a crane who liad

treacherously devoured a pond full of fish, is him-

self outwitted and killed by a crab whom he bad

tried to deceive like the fish. Then comes the

moral stanza, uttered by the Bodhi-satwa who had
been looking on in the form of a tree spirit :

—

* The villain, though exceeding clever,

Shall prosper not by his villany.

He may win, indeed, sharp-witted in deceit,

But only as the crane here from the crab.’

And, finally, by way of conclusion, the Teacher

established the connection and summed up the

Jutaka by saying, ‘ At that time he (tin crane)
j

was the Jetavana robc-makor, the crab was the

country robe-maker, hut the genius of the tree

was I myself.’ This fable can be traced through

a numerous progeny
;

it is found in the Arabic

Kalila-wa-Damna, the Persian Anwar-i-fc'uhaili,

the Greek Stephanites kai Tchnelates, the French

Livre des Lumieres and Cabinet dcs Fees, in La
Fontaine, the Arabian Nights, the Pancha Tantra,

llitopadesa, and many other collections of house-

hold stories
;
but it is not included in the so-

called .dCsop’s Fables. The moral it inculcates is

of a well-worn ty]H!
;
but this is not observable

Avith regard to all the series.

—

Satunlny llevicic.

JATAKI, in Baluchistan, a language spoken

by the Kind, Talpur, Afurree, Cliandia, Jemali, and
Laghari

;
they sjieak either Jataki or the hill

tongue of the Baluchi. The Jataki is also called

Siraiki, from Siro or Upper Sind, where it is

commonly spoken by the people
;
but also Baluchi

from its being used by several of the Balucli

clans settled in the low country. The word
Jataki, spelt with the cerebral t, and the p)cculiar

Sind j
or dj, is an adjective formed by the

proper noun Jat, the name of a people. The
author of the Dabistan applies the term ‘Jat

dialect’ to the language in which Nanak Shah

composed his works. The Journal of the Bombay
Branch of the Asiatic Society, 1819, contains a

short Grammar, which serves as a specimen of

the Jataki tongue. It is extensively used through-

out the province of Sind, and is spoken by pro-

bably one-fourth of the inhabitants. It abounds
in varieties of dialects, and contains little or no
original literature, except a few poetical pieces,

and short tracts on religious subjects. The
Langha or Sindi bards seem to prefer it to their

own language, and many well-educated natives,

especially Baluchi, have studied it critically, and
composed works in it. The celebrated Arabic

hymn, generally known by the name of Dua
Suryaiii, the Syriac or Syrian prayer, from which

language it was borrowed by Ali, or, as is more

I

generally believed, by Ibn Abbas, has been

i translated into Jataki, and is learned by heart

i
as a talisman against accidents and misfortunes.

The Jataki dialect is usually written in the Nas-

talik, and sometimes in the Nashki character. In

the former, the system of denoting the cerebral

and other letters which do not belong to the

Arabic aljJiabet, is the same as in Urdu.

JA'l’A-MALA. Sansk. Wearing matted locks
;

a name of Siva.

JATAMANSI. Hinj). The Cyperiis stoloni-

ferus of Heync, Ketz, and Wight, Contr., but the

true .latamansi is tlie Nardostachys jatamansi,

1). C.; the Balch’baru or Baloliur, lIiNl).

;

Sanhal-ul-taib, Ajjab.
;
ami Sanbal-i-Hindi, Pebs.

The true plant is only found at great elevations

beyond the tropics, but in South India the term

is applied to the swect-smclling tubers of various

sp(!cies of Cyperus, and in Upper India to the

lemon-grass, A. scliccnanthus, and other species

of Andro})Ogon, which are also known under the

names of Askliar and Sikbunas {nxivo;). Sir W.
Jones identified it as the spikenard of the

ancients.

In the Alakhzan-iil-Adwiab, four separate

articles are described,— 1st, Sumbul- Hindi
;
2d,

Siiuibul-Knmi, called also Sumbnl-Ukleti and
Narden-Ukleti, ('vidently the voepooer tvoiKt of

Dioscorides, saiil also to be called Sumbul- 1 talion,

that is, the nard wdiich grows in Italy; the

fid kiml is Sumbul-Jabali or Mountain Nard
;

and the 4tb kind is Siiinbiil- Farsi, which is a

bulbous plant, and is probably a kind of hyacinth.

Polianthes tnlierosa is described as being one of

the kinds of Persian Sumbul. But the first alone,

viz. S. Hindi, is that which is valued for its

fragrance. The synonyms of it given by Persian

antiiors are—in the Arabic, Surnbul-ul-Tib, or

fragrant nard
;
in the (ireek, Nardeii

;
in J.atin,

Nardum
;

in Hindi, Balchur and Jatamansi.

The last is a Sanskrit name, and that ivhich was
given to Sir AVilliam Jones tis the equivalent

of Sumbul-Hindi, and which ho informs us, like

other Sanskrit names ap])lied to the same article,

has reference to its resemblancii to locks of hair.

- iioifles Jll.^ Him. Hot, p. 212
;

ICllioCs Flora
A mlhrira.

JATA YARMA, ceremonies at the birth of a

child, on which, before cutting the cord, some ghi

is put into the child’s mouth.
JATEOKHIZA COLUMBA. Miers. Columba

root, an excellent tonic, used by the Indian physi-

cians in debility and diarrliuia, after fevers. It is

often given combined with catechu.

—

Murray.
JATH. Hind. A post placed in a tank to

denote that its water lias been dedicated to a
deity or has been married to a grove.

JAT-HAKINI, a goddess worshipped by Bengal
Hindus.

JATHI, a coil of dark-brown woollen thread,

plaited with the hair by Kulu women.
JATI or Yati, a Jain teacher, an ascetic priest.

Tlie jati or yati are usually taken from the Banya
tribe, and devoted, in early life, to the purposes

of religion. They pass their novitiate with a
guru or teacher, and at a proper period are

admitted as yati. On this occasion a novice is

stripped of his apparel, and, with certain cere-
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monies, invested with the dress of his order. A
blanket, a plate, and a cloth for Ids provisions,

a water-pot and a broom, are then given to

Iiirn. It is their duty to expound and read to the
Sravaka (laity), the Scriptures, or Sastras, of the
.laina system. Sherring says (p. 265), but seem-
ingly in mistake, that there are three sects of

devotees bearing this designation. The first con-
sists of those Gosains, Hairagis, and Udasis who
practise celibacy. The second is akin to the jogi

devotees. The third professes to be of Buddhist
f»rlgin, and is also called Sewara. 'riie two latter

s ets liave their bands of disciples. The second
at death arc burnt; but the third are either buried
or thrown into a river.

JATRA. Hind. A religious assemblage at a
Hindu temple or shrine. A Hindu pilgrimage to

a place of reputed sanctity, a religious fc'stival, a
jilace of pilgrimage where a fair is held. In the
*S. of India, a festival in honour of a divinity,

especially of the tutelary goddess of a villagt;. !i\

JATROPHA CURt^AS. l/mn. Pliysic nut.

Castiglionia lohiita, Ruii.
[

Ourciis piirgaiis, Adan^.
Dundibirri, . . Auah. l^ihari-araiul, . . Hino.
I’ag hherenda, . liENtJ. Itotenjot, . . . K.vsif.

Them-bau-kyet-hs(){), Kat avunakii, . IMalhai..

BUIUI. Nepalu, .... Sansk.
Mara narullc, . . . Oan. KatainJaru, . . ^ixmi.
Tung-ahu, . . . tJuix. Kat.anuinak, . . Tam.
rignon dTndo, . . Fit. Adivi amida, . . . Tel.

Grows in New Andalusia, Havnimah, China, and
is one of the most common small buslies through-

out India, and largely used as a fence, taking
root readily, and cattle do not eat it. It is in

dower and fruit all the year. The seeds are

jmrgativo, but very uncertain in their operation
;

jiruving sonictimos violent like those of the Croton
liglium, though they are naturally milder. Dr.

O’Shaughnessy considers it a very dangerous
article. Nearly all the Jatropha are powerful
cathartics, and FVe cites .1. gossypifoliu, America;
J. glandulosa, Arabia; ami the J. inultilida, or

coral plant (Avellana purgatrix, grand bem purga-
tif), a native of America and India, a slirub 8 or

10 feet high. Dr. Wight gives also Jatrophapeltat '

and J. villosii. A hxed oil (called in ('anaresc

jMara haralu unnay) is prepared from the seeds

by steaming .and pre.ssing, and is used in Cliina

for oiling boats and woodwork. It i.s rcokoiie<l
!

a valuable external application in -cases of itch

and herpes
;

it is also used in chronic rheumatism
and for burning in lamps. The milky juice

boiled with oxide of iron makes a line black

varnish.

JATROPHA Gr*ANDULlFKRA. lloxh.

Jatropha glauca, Vahl.

Addale, .... Tam. I Duiid gai»u chettu, Tkl.
><ila amida, . . . Tel.

|
Kati ainidapu chettu, „

A native of the E.Hst Indies. The pale or

whey-coloured thin juice which exudes from a
fresh wound is employed by the Hindus as an
oscharotic to remove flaws from the eyes. Its

seeds also yield a stimulating oil, in appearance
approaching castor -oil, fluid and light straw-

coloured. This is now chiefly used medicinally as

a counter-irritant, but if procurable in sutficient

quantity seems likely to prove a useful oil. Its

leaves yield a green dye.

—

Roxh.

JATROPHA MULTIFIDA, the coral plant, a
native of America, with its brilliant carmine

corymbs, is common in Indian gardens
;
the seed

is sometimes eaten by children, but is of .*1 d(‘hv
terious n.ature, and .an emetic should be immedi-
ately administered. The inspissated juice forms
a substance like caoutchouc.- Ridthdl.
JATTI, one of the titles given to tiic headman

of a Hindu corporation.

JATCJA. Hind. A tribe of the Chamar race
in the Upper Doab.— IP.

JATUKARNA, author of one of the Smviti
and a compilation on military tactics, was born
at Koch-Bahar, and resided at (hiamlra Shekhara.
He taught that the deity is pos.sossed of form, and
that the wmrld consists of matter ])artly eternal
ami partly created. - ]pr/;v/, iv. ]>. 52.

JAU. Hind. Honh'um hexastichum. Jau-
Desi, common barley, a barley corn

;
tlie primary

unit of measure of h'ngth.

JAUGADA, in the Ganjam district, 18 miles
W.N.W. of Ganjam, and 18 miles N.N.W'. of
Berhampur, lias two sej)arate edicts of Asoka
addressed to the rulers of Samnpa.
JALIHAR, a ])ersonal servant of the cm])C'ror

Humayim, whos<i duty it Avas to carry a ew(‘r
for his master to wasli his hamls. He was in
const.ant attondanc(‘ on his master, and wrote
the Memoirs of Humayun. Although unacfpiamted
with his political relations and secret <lesigns,

he was a minute and careful observer of all tliat

came within his rc'ach, and describes what he
saw with simplicity and distinctness. He was
devote<l to Humayim, ami anxious to put all liis

actions, in the most favourable light; but he
seldom imagined that anything in his mastin’

s

conduct needed either concealment or apology. •

Kljdiin. p. 884
;

RUi(d,

JAUHAR. Hind. The practice of sonic
Hiiidus, and especially of Ihijputs, of putting
their wives and children to death when unable
to resist an (memy, and tlicn sacriticing tliem-

selves. It is rosonod to by the Tartars of (hiina,

and sometimes ])y Muhammaiians. Dhai Bibii

was living wiicn the British forces captured Kalat
in 18811. Her daughter, marriial to Shahghassi
Nur Muhammad, was put by him to the sword,
with his other wives and female relatives, w l

the town Avas (‘iitered. Mehrab Khan, tlie ruling
chief, fell in tin? storm at Kalat.—

I
,• Maason's

Jonr(i(‘ijs, ii. p. !M.

.lAldlAlh Hind. A jewel, a gem. Jauluiri,

a j)edlar, hqiidary, jcwi'ller. Il\

JAlJIlAJv, water-mark on swords. Jauliar-dar,

having a .lauhar watering or Avater-mark on steel,

gun -barrels, etc.

JAljliN AH, a large toAvn and a military can-
tonment of the Hyderabad contingent, iu lat. 1!)^^

oD' N., and long. 7tr K. The rocks of the country
around are tlie basaltic formation of the Deklian.

JAUN, Anglo-Hind., also Oflice-Jaunor Jaun-
Paun, a kind of conveyance, from Jana, to go; a
eoiivcyanee like a cliair, with a high back, and
covered in on all sides, Avith doors, panels, curtains,

and canopy. It is carried by four men at a time,

on their shoulders, two to each pole. There are
a great vari<‘ty of shapes in the Simla, Mussoori,

and Darjiling jauii-puun, the fashionable con-
veyance in those sanatoria, and the men (Jaun-
pauni) Avho oflieiato as the carriers of the jaun-
paun are gaily attired iu many-coloured garments,
or different kinds of livery.

—

Mrs, IIerv€y\s Adven-
tures^ i. p. 58.

JAVA, an island in th9 Etistern Archipelago,
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the soutli point of which is in lat. S'" 47' S., and wave 12 to 30 metres high swept tJie coast of

Jong. .114^ 20' 10" E. It is the cliicf of the islands Mirak as far as Tiyiringen, overwhelming the

of Netherland India, the head ruler l>eing styled towns of Anjer, Mirak, and 'riyiringen, destroying

the Governor - General of Netherland India, about 20,000 people. jSoengepeii volcano split into

Oommander-in-Chief of all tlio forces of His five
;
between the site where Krakatoa had stood

Majesty the King of Holland to the east of the and Sibisie Island, sixteen new volcanic craters

Cape of Good Jlope. .lava and Madura arc appeared. A lighthouse in Java and another in

separated by a narrow strait, and considered as Sumatra disappeared. AVhere once KrakatoJi stood,

one jurisdiction, with an area of 2380*7 square the sea now plays. Ships in the seas sailed through

geographical Dutch miles, with a populatio]i in patches of pumice, and Sunda Straits were so

i880 of 10,797,077, viz. Euiopeaim, 33,703
;

much cluinged as to necessitate resurvey. The

natives, 10,542,835; Chinese, 200,914; Arabs, craters of the numerous volcanoes for Avhich Java

10, .523; others, 3002. is noted were most of them in active eruption.

Java the l(jss, of l\)lo and the Arab geogra]Ju‘rs, Madura Island at its t*ast, 500 miles away, also

wa8!Sumatra,thc labadiusor Vavadwipaof ITolemy. had a share of the teniUe effects of this unpre-

.lava, locally Jawa, is the name of tile original occu- cedented convulsion, t^oiirabaya, in the Straits

pants of the eastern part of the island, who in latter of Madura, suffered seriously. The steamship

years have .sjiread all over the island and hav(‘ Goiivernenr General, belonging to Batavia,

given it their name. The Chinese call it Clii-poo. was at sea at the height of the eruption, and

Marco Bolo, who described though he did not steamed to Anjer to give the alarm, but found

visit it, culls it Ciaua. Java receive<l a Hindu that place destroyed. The ship had a layer of

colony from Kaliiiga, ii.r. 75, and vestiges of ashes 18 inches thick on her ileck. In some places

Hindu mythology, superstitions, and language masses of lloating pumice-stone seven feet in depth

still remain. When the Chinese traveller visite<l Avero passed. The volcanic action must have been

Java in the 4th cmitury, he found it people<l by
j

g<>b‘g bi lat.
5'”"

S. and long. 88
" E., at least

Hindus. The Hindu Government continued in i three weeks prior to the terrible catastrophe in

.lava till it w\as overthrown in the I tth century Java. 8.S. 8iain, Irom King George’s Sound to

by converts to Muhanmnulanism. I

Colombo, in lat. S., long. 88" E., from 3.30

'rho Netherland India pos.sessions in the Eastern
j

I’.m. till <lark w^as steaming through large quant-

Archipolago, for their civil govenniK'nt, an*
;

dies of lava lloating in broad patches, and iremling

divided into provinces or prefectures, known under
j

fi‘<>m north-w'cst to south-east, some pieces larger

the names of Residencies. The mode adopted by
|

^ cricket ball, b"' 8. and 80" E. is in the

the Hutch, in governing the ])eoj)]e, has been to middle of tin.* Indhui ()e(‘an, about equidistant

continue the semblance of authority in their own iVoni the Keeling, Chagos, and Rodrigue Islands,

chiefs, while the real j)ow'er rests Avith the Dutch The aiiehmt Hindu tcinph'S, the Boro Biuldor, the

ofRcem, termed residents. During tlie convulsions Chandi 8iwa, and others, Avere greatly injured,

in Europe in the early years of the 10th century. The A'olcanocs of Java are in tAvo lines,—one,

Java was taken possession of by the British in commencing near (.5i})e 8t. Nicholas, its N.W.

1811, but restored in 1816, Near 8amarang is extremity, passes diagonally across the islajul to

the headquarters of the army of Netherland its 8. E. headland on the 8trait of Bali. The other

India, strongly fortified. Ibif^ 1'*^*“*^ parallel, and extends from Chcribon on

Java is traversed by tAvo chains of mountains, the 8. coast to the Strait of 8nnda. The volcanoes

from 10,000 to J2,000 feet in height, in Avhich are in two sejiarato fissures in the earth’s crust,

there are about 45 volcanoes, many of them in and the Aoleanoes in it are coin's of (*lovation,

occasional activity
;
and it has explosive mud eac-h <listiiict and se])afate

;
their number being

and brine springs, and a poison valley, in Avhich and soim^ of tliein of immense size. T'hcy

accumulations of carbonic acid gas kill every form tbroAV out AMJeanic ashes, sand, and seoriie, and

of life Avhich penetrates into it. On the 2Gth and somctiines trachytic lava. WJiite clouds of

27th of August 1883 then* occurred the climax sulphuric acid gas continually Avreath their peaks,

of the most tremendous volcanic eruption which, is destructive to life. Large quantities of

jierhaps, the Avorld has ever seen during historic sulphur are dug out. A severe earthquake Avas

times. In the course of it, Krakatoa Island, 3000 experienced in Batavia, and over an extensive

feet high or thereabouts, entin'ly disajqieared. region in Java, on the IGth of Novcm])er 1847.

The usual volcanic products, including the finest In the Coiirant of the 27th October 1847, itAvas

jiarticles both solid and vaporous, Avere ejected mentioned that a shower of ashes had fallen at

into the air to a height that no man Avill ever say, Buitenzorg on the night of the 17th, which canu*

since for many miles round the sceme of these from the Guntur mountain, in the district of

devastating forces noon Avas as ])lack as night, Limbangan, Residency of i’reangar. On Sunday
and darkness was over all the land for 30 or 40 the 17th October, at 11 o’clock I’.M., the earth-

hours. The scale op which the Avork Avas dofiu quake shocks, folloAving each other in (piick

was such that even the noise, the Aveakest part (ff succession, Avero felt at Tijandjur, tlie first of

it, was heard at a distance of 2000 miles. The Avhich Avas very strong, and lasted for fully ten

shivering of the ishuid produced a Avavc of Avater seconds. The shoAver of ashes began to fall the

100 feet high, wliich tlcstroyed everything over same night, and on the following morning l)ad

Avhich it swept, and left its mark on tidal registers already clothed the earth, grass, trees, and build-

nearly all over the world. The mere air pulse ings with a broAvii covering. The fall of ashes

produce<l by the last fearful cataclysm Avas strong and sand lasted the Avholc day, and made it very

enough to pass Avith its gradually Avidening circle inconvenient to be in the open air. The eyes of

nearly three times round the globe. travellers suffered. The earthquakes had not
Krakatoa Island was in eruption on the 26th, wholly stopped at Tijandjur on the 29th October,

but it entirely <liHaiq)eared on the 27tb, and a’tidal The mountain had, liowever, fortunately begun to
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be at rest, and no damage had been caused by the pelago, is written from left to right, oacli letter is

eruption. The shower of ashes had roaclujd as distinct and unconnected, and tli(‘ -writing is per-

far as the frontiers of tlie Ttesidency of Bantam, a pcndicular and not slanting. It is the character

distance of more than 80 miles to the west. use<l for the Javanese proper, tlic Snnda, the

Tengger mountains mean the wide or spacious Bali, and it is believed the Lombok, and including

mountains. There is here an old volcano with its l\alembang in Sumatra, it is current among twelve

trachyte crater 7b00 feet above the sea, in diameter millions of population. But in prior times other

3^- and 4i- miles. It is the largest crater in Java, characters to the extent of twelve in number have
and one of the largest in tin; world. Its bottom prevailed in Java.

is a level floor of sand, which in some places is In the eastern and central parts there may be

drifted by the wind like the sea, and is called by said to be three Javanese languages,^—the popular,

the Malays the Laut Pasar or Sandy Sea. Four the polite (which is a kind of factitious dialect of

cones of elevation rise from tliis sand floor, the it), and an ancient tongue, found only in old

smallest of Avhich, called Bronio, in ItSbC, was books and ancient inscri])tions. The modern and
active, throwing out ashes. It rises like Monte popular language, as well as the polite dialect, is

Somrna in the crater of Vesuvius. Hut trachyte, written in a peculiar character, of wliicli the

obsidian, and pumice have been thrown out in substautivo letters amount to twenty. Sundan-

sucecssion. esc is spoken over aliout one - third of tlu^

Papaiidayang volcano, in 1772, in the south of island, extending from Chcribon across the island

Java, ill lat. UP 8' S., in a single niglit threw outT down to its western extremity. Tliis tract is

scoriie and ashes which Dr. Jonghulin thinks made more iiiouiitainous than that inhabited by tlie

a layer of bO feet thick for seven miles around. Javanese, and the pcojJe somewhat less advancwl

In j)r. llorstleld s account of it, <lra^Yn up from in civilisation, but possessing the same amiable

the native testimony, it is stated that an extent of and docile eharaetm- as that nation,

ground of tlie mountain and its environs, lb miles The industrious, peaceful, and numerous people

long ami full (1 broad, was by this commolion who speak tlie Madurese language, with its diah'ct

swallowed up williin the bowels of the earth; but tlieSmnanap, occupy tlieiBlaiid of Matbira, divided

such sinking, ace.ordiiig to Mr. Bikmore (p. Tb), from Java by a strait, and form iii some districts

<loes not seem to liavo occurred.
I

tli(‘ bulk of the ])o])ulatiou on the opposite shores

Mount (.laluiig-gong, a few miles KFi. of Uapan- ef Java, to which, depopulated by long wars for

(layang, is also a Java volcano. On the 8th .Inly i the past two hundred years, they have been

1822, at noon, not a cloud was seen in tlu‘ sky,
|

emigrating.

when suddenly at lialf-pastom? a frightful thunder- In the adjacent island of Bali, which is small

ing was heanl in the earth, and from the top of but fertile, well cultivated and populous, is the

this old volcano a dark, dense mass was seen Balinese, with its ceremonial dialect and sacred

rising higher and higher into the air, and spreading language, and it is one of the most improved

itself out over the ch'ar sky with such an appalling languages of the Archipelago,

rapidity, that in a few moments the whole land- I'he fourtli language, which Mr. Crawfiird con-

s{;apc was shrouded in the darkness of night, sidei-s to have a strong alfinity with the Javanese,

Through this darkness flashes of lightning gleamed is that of Lombok, a fertile and populous island,

in a hundred lines, and many natives wei-e struck dividi'd from Bali by a narrow strait. This is

down by falling stones. Then a deluge of hot the termination in an easterly fliroction of the

water and flowing mud rose over tht* rim of the group of tongues which begins with JSiimatra.

old crater ami poured down the mountain sides, For nearly ninc^ centuries (603-1479) foreign

sweeping away trees and beasts and liiiinan beings, colonists continued to adorn this island with edifices

At the same moment, stones and ashes and sand almost unrivalled (flsewhero. Boro Buddorisagreat

were projected liigh into tlui air, and as they fell Buddhist temple tliere. It is a dhagoba with five

destroyed nearly everything within a radius of processional patlis ami 72 small domical buildings,

more than 2<) miles. A few villages on the lower each containing a statue of Buddha, but combin-

declivities of the mountains escaped, from being ing with it the idea of a nine-.^toroyed vihara.

built on eminences, as tliey wen; above the streams The bas-relief sculptures which line its galleiies

of hot water and mud, and the stones tlirown out extend to nearly 10,00(nineal feet. On the inner

fell beyond them, destroying villages at a greater face of the second gallery is portrayed, in 120
distance. By 4 e.M. the extreme violence of the bas-reliefs, the entire life of Sakya Muni. In

eruption had ])assed, by sunset the sky was again
^

the galleries above this arc groups of Buddhas,
clear, and the sun shining on a Scene of desolation, bodlii-satwas, ami saints, and many crested snakes.

A soeoml eruption oecurred live days afterwards. The temple at Memloet, two and a half miles from

and by that time mure than 20,000 persons had Boro Buddor, has three colossal figures, supposed

perished. to be Buddha, Siva, and Vishnu, with a figure of

The Javan group of languages embraces Siindan, J^aksbmi. The tem])le of Tqempang also merits

Maduran (with its dialect Bawian), and Bali, jnerition, and that of Fantaram (a.d. 1416) is

According to Mr. liOgan, Javan has a much called the seipent temple, because its base is

broader, more forcible aspirate and primitive made up of eight great crested serpents. There
phonology than Malay. Up to the middle of the are temples at Matjanpontik

;
and on the Djeing

Ihth century, the people of Java, from Cheribon, plateau there are five or six small temples, also

in long. 109° to the west, spoke the Sundanese temples at Suku. Tlic ruins of Singba Sari in-

tongue. But in 1811 nine-tenths of all the popu- dude six princi})al structures of hewn stone, be-
lation of Java spoke Javanese, and the Sundanese sides the base of a circular tower, with numerous
wasalready confined to the mountainous parts of the figures.

Houth and west, and to a small colony near Bantam. The Javanese are of short stature, tlie men do
The Javanese alphabet, like all others in the Archi- not average more than 5 feet 3 inches, face lozenge
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shaped, cheek-bones high and prominent, mouth
Avide, and nose short. They all gamble greatly.

Tliey profess Muhammadanism, but still follow

many Hindu customs
;
a few are professing Chris-

tians. The dress of Javanese ladies differs but
little from that of men of the upper class, except

in the kabya being buttoned across the breast.

No covering is worn for the head, their bright

black hair being tastefully arranged in a knot,

decorated with bunches of white flowers
;

the

women of the lower class Avear a blue sarong, and

a wide shirt of the same colour. Both sexes, but

more particularly the women, i)ay great regard to

cleanliness, bathing at least once a day. Javans

arc an agricultural race, attached to the soil, of

quiet habits and contented disposition, almost

entirely unacquainted with navigation and foreign

trade, and little inclined to engage in either. The
people of the Tengger mountains may be a relict

of an aboriginal race. This race, like a few others

ill liulia and the ArchipeJat^o, adopt the singular

])ractice of building tlu‘ir villages in terraces, and
|

the practice seems to have once prevailed in tin;
|

Philippines. Tlie inhabitants of the Serwatty

islands select the summits of bills. ley are a

peculiar people, who spt'ak a dialect of Javanese,

and, despite the zealous efforts of the Muham-
madans, they still follow the Hindu religion.

The Kahnij people who reside among the in-

habitants of the Tengger moniitains arc said to

iiavc been at one time nuinorous in various jiarts

of Java, leading a wandering life, practising

religious rites different from those of the people,

and avoiding intercourse with them
;
hut most of

them are now stationary, and have embraced the

Muliaminadaii faith. AVlienover the Kalang move
from one place to another, tliey are conveyed in

carts, having tAA'o solid wheels with a revolving

axle, anddruAvn liy two or more jiairs of buffaloes,

according to the circuinstanc(?s of the party.
|

The fishing canoes or Hying canoes of Java an

long, but very narrow, — just broad enough to

enable a man to sit between the gunwales
;
the

crew stddom exceeds four men. Tliey are renden^d

steady by long semicircular outriggers, one end

secured to the gunwale, the other to large bam-
boos, and of the Siiiiic length as the canoe itself

;

and as they are daubed all over with some bright

white substance, they have the apqiearanee of huge
spiders crawling over the dark blue sea; their

Sliced, when propelled by paddles, is very great,

but greater under their large triangular sails.

Among the small groups of islands in the Java
sea, the waterspouts are frequent, and not always

accompanied by strong winds
;
more than one is

seen at a time, whereupon the clouds whence
they proceed disperse, and the ends of the water-

spouts bending over linally cause them to break

in the middle. They seldom last longer than five

minutes. As they are going away, the bulbous

tub(i, which is as palpable as that of a thermometer,
|

becomes broader at the base, and little clouds, like I

siiearn from the pipe of a locomotive, are continually '

thrown off from the circumference of the spout,

and gradually tlie water is released, and the clouds !

Avhonce the spout came again closes its mouth.
Ginding is the name given to a land wind in

East Java, occasioned by the S.E. monsoon blow-
ing right over the land through the gap at Kalakka,
lOUO feet above the sea, between the Jyang and
Tengger mountains, 8000 and 9000 feet high:

According to the traditions of the Javanese,

Sumatra, Java, Bali, Lombok, and Sumbawa
were all formerly united, and they give the dates

of A.D. 1192, 1282, and B150, but these are not

to be received. The dividing line between Asiatic

fauna and that of Australia must bo drawn down
the Straits of Macassar, and’eontinued southward
through the Strait of Lombok betAveen Lombok
and Bali.

The wild sand coast of Bantam in Java is

annually frequented by large numbers of turtles,

where they have often to creep over nearly a

quarter of a mile of the beach, to the diy and
loose soil at the foot of the sand dunes. In their

progress to and fro, they arc attacked by parties

of wild dogs, birds of prey, and even tigers.

Zoology .—In Java are species of Fteruthius,

Arrenga, Myiophonus, Zootliera, Sturnopastor,

and Estrelda.
* Java has seven pigeons peculiar to itself

;
a

peacock
;
also the green jungle cock

;
two blue

ground thrushes (Arrenga cyaneaainl Myiophonus
llaviro8tri8),the tine pink-headed dove (ITilinopus

porphyreus)
;

three broad-tailed ground pigeons

(Macropygia), and many other interesting birds

found nowluu'e in the Archipelago out of Java.

The Gnllus furcatus or green jungle fowl is

common in Java; also G. bankiva, Buccros
lunatus, and Loriculus pusillus, a pretty little

lorikeet, about four inches long, in the Avestern

districts of Jjwa are the calliper buttertly, Charaxes

Kadeiiii
;
the elegant gr(*t‘n and yelloAV Trogon,

llarpactoR Beinwardti; the gorgeous little minivet

ilycatcher. Peri Crocotus miniatus, which looks like

a llamo of tire among the bushes
;
and the rare

black and crimson oriole, Analcipus sanguino-
leiitus. Java has the Habirussa, the Bos soii-

daicus, Hylobates leucisens, the ('ercopithecus

cynomolgus, Stenops Javanicus, Nycticebus tardi-

grndus, Fteropiis edulis, Ft. Javaiiicus.

The Fapilio arjiina has its wings covered Avith

grains of golilen green, and F. coon also occurs.

I’hc ainphitrite or sea-worm of Java lives in

holes of the great solid madrepores. The gills of

these lovely creatures are in the form of spiral

ribbons of brilliant orange-green and blue. These
gaudy plumes are alternately extruded and re-

tracted, and, seen through the pellucid water,
present a very singular and beautiful appearance.—Crau'furd ;

Fcnjiis.son ; W'tilldcr ; Jiikmon’;

Logan.

JAVALI, a renoAvned logician of the time of
Kama.
JAVAN, the ninth from Vayat, who Avas the

third sun of Ayu, the ancestor of the Hindu as

Avell as of the Tatar Indovansi.

JAVAN. In ancient Sanskrit literature, a
designation of the Avesterii world, generally sup-
posed to be applied also to Jonia, the Isles of
Greece, and Asia JMinor. In the form of Yavana,
it is also held applicable to the Greeks and their

descendants who made inroads into India through
the N.AY. and from the Euphrates, and are said to

luwe reached Orissa through Kashmir
;
and the

term Yavana was applied also to Greeks left by
Alexander to garrison the banks of the Indus.

Javan or Yavan is, however, now applied by the

Hindu both to Greeks and Muhammadans. Ezekiel

xxvii. alludes to the Javan and Dan, but Yavana
has been used by the Hindus to mean lones, as

it is used in Genesis x., and in the Arabic,
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Persian, Coptic, and Armenian languages, to rendered, and later in the year Bokhara yielded

signify Greeks, lones being once the appellation —Asia, hy Keane and Temple^ p. 406 ;
Fortnightly

of all the Greeks.—Plato de Leg, iii. 684, in John^s Rev.,, July 1868.

Archipelago^ i. p. 284; Tod's Tr, p. 375. JAY, an English name for species of the Gar-
JAVELINS are used in hunting by the Yadu rulinae, all noisy birds. Garrulus bispecularis,

race of Kerrowlee. They arc about twice an arrow’s Vigors^ is the Himalayan jay; G. lanceolatus,

length, are held by flie feathered^ end, and are Vigors^ is the black* tliroatcfl jay. In woodo(l

three or four times twirled round the head before situations, on tlio western ranges of the N.AV.

being thrown. The ancient German warriors had Himalaya, the travelhT is struck with tlie cha-

a custom of crowning their javelins with coronals i*actcristic and elegant long-tailed jay, Calositta

of leaves from the siicrcd trees.

—

]\\stans' India^ (llrocissa) Sinensis, Linn. This graceful creature

ii. p. 190. attracts attt ntion not only by the brilliancy of its

JAWAIiAMUKHI, or Flame’s Month, an ancient jdumage, but the loud, harsh screams it utters as

town in the Kangra district of the Fanjab, in lat. the traveller approaches, now jerking up its long
31° 52' 34" N., long. 76° 21' 59" K. It is situated tail, after the manner of the magpie, now garrii-

on the road from Kangra to the Nadaun, at the lously chattering, as tliough reproaching one for

foot of a precipitous range of hills, forming the intruding on its haunts.

—

Adams. See Birds,

northern limit of the Beas (Bias) valley. It has JAYADEVA is the literary name of the author

a temple built over jets of combustible gas, issuing of the pastoral poem the Gita Govinda, and also

from the ground, and k(.‘pb constantly burning, as* of the Prasanna Jtaghava, a ilrama of five acts,

a manifestation of the Hindu goddess Devi. 'I'he His real name is unknown, and the meaning of

devotion of centuries has enriched it with many Ids pseudonym is God of Victory. He was a

costly offerings, amongst others a gilt roof, pre- native of Kenduli in 'I’irhut, and is supposed to

sented by Kanjit Singh in 1815. About 50,000 have lived about the 12th century, and his tomb
pilgrims atteml tlu^ great festival in September or was still (1862) to be seen at Biibhum. Though
October. Six hot mineral springs occur in the now remembered as a j)oi‘t, he was a great re-

neighbourhood, impregnated with common salt former. He spiritualized the w'orship of Krishna,

and iodide of potassium.

—

Imp. Gaz. denounced the caste system, and has left a lasting

JAWARA, Hind., also Jaya, Sansk., small imprc.ss on Bengal. WhatMelanchthon was to the

shoots of rice, which germinate when .steeped in early Lutheran Church, that was Jayadeva to the

water, and shool.s of barley forced in earthen pots reformation in Bengal. His Herdman’s Song is

at the Dashara festival, and presented to friends now the devotional work of a great sect. It was

for good luck.— 11'. translated in full by Sir William Jones, and printed

JAXAKTES, the Jihun of the Arabs, the Syr in oiu‘ of the early volumes of the Asiatic Society.

Darya or head-river, has its source in the very He abandoned his ascetic life for a Brahman girl

heart of the 'I'ian Shan, in it.s u})per course it is who had been devoted to Jaganath.

called the Karin, whi(Jj lias its chief head-stream In the Gita Govinda, Jayadeva sings the i)rai.ses

at the foot of the Pedroo glacier in the Ak- of Krishna as an incarnation of Vishnu. At hi.s

Shiirak Hills. It passes 400 miles westward, time the worsliip of Krishna was taking a pro-

then enters the khanate of Khokand, which it minent jm.sition, and the history of his incarna-

croRses for .300 miles in a S.W. direction. Re- lions was the theme of the wondering praise of

entering KusBian territory again, it soon turns due every rustic bard
;
and Jayadeva’s poem describes

north 400 mile.s, after which it meanders N.W. to Krishna as Vishnu the preserver, incarnate a.s man,
its outlets on the N.Fv. of J.ake Aral. Ita total man in his weakne.ss, divine in liis talents, aspira-

leiigth is 1500 miles. In the lower 400 miles tions, ;ind final conquest of earthly desire.s.

of its course to Lake Aral there are many islets, Gita Govinda is the history of his carnal and finally

and the country is disposed in long, low undulat- of his spiritual passions.

ing surfaces of clay, intersjiersed with Rtretehes 'Fhe plot of the poem describes Krishna as

of sand, and dotted with occasional sand hills, coming to earth in a pleasant land of woods and

Amongst the princ.es from the Jaxartes are .stn'ama, of fragrant tlowens and warbling bird.s,

historians, poets, astronomers, founders of systems with the spring fragrance of the jasmine ami

of government and religion, wanions, .and great myrtle, and the prolonged note of the koel (Eudi-

captains, who claim our respect and admiration, namys orientalis) coming from among the yellow

Chengiz Khan and his bands Issued from the charnpa bushes. He is wandering in the fort'.st

pastoral lands beyond thi.s river. On the eastern alone, when his face and form attract th(! loveliest

side of Central Asia is a fertile tract, watered of the shepherdesst*s of the surrounding country,

by the Jaxartes .and the Ocus, and it is in and he loves them all. ‘ He eateth of the ripe fruit

this fertile tract that the conquests of Russia of desire till his soul abhorrelh it.s lusciousness.’

were made between 1864 and 1868. After long Then come.s penitt'iice, and his soul i.s sorely

years spent in fortifying posts, Rus.sia, in 1864, troubled. He meditates on the cliarriis of intel-

made a sudden irruption into the u})per valley of lectual delight (typified by the single and trail-

the Jaxartes, and in that year took three forts of scendently beautiful Radha) as contrasted with

Khokand,viz. Aoulictta,Turkestan, and Chemkend. the charm.s of carnal pleasure (typified by the

In the spring of 186.5, the chief of Khokand fell in thousiind fascinating shepherdesses). In time he
battle, and in June 1865 the city of 'J'ashkend relinquishes the latter and adheres to the former,

was stormed. On the 20th May 1866, they fought and, after many trials, disappointments and hopes,

and won the battle of Irdjar, against the Bokh- rebukes and deferments, is at length indissolubly

ariotes, and later in the year captured the forts of united to the incomparable Radlia, the flower of
Oratepe and Juzak, within 40 miles of Samarcand. the flowers of the garden.

On the 13th May 1868, a great battle was fought In one respect the Gita Govinda maybe likened
under the walls of Samarcand, and the city but- to the Song of Solomon. Professor Lassen thinksm
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it puts forth deep spiritual teaching undc^r the this tax was instituted in India. Tod thought it

guise of extremely plain and often coarsely was imposed by Baber in lieu of the Tumgha,
voluptuous verse

;
but as no Hebrew youth was wliicli he solemnly renounced on the field of

allowed to read the Song of Solomon until past battle, after the victory which gave him the

the age of eighteen, so Jayadeva’s poem should crown of India; but we read of it long before this,

not be read by school-boys. It has been partially for as early as the time of Ala-ud-l)in, only a

translated into English verse by JMr. I^hlwiii century after th(^ final subjugation of Hindustan,

Arnold, who, however, modifies much of it and we fin<l it spoken of as an established tax. The
omits a whole canto, 'riuj great (diarm of the tax was abolished by Akbar in the Dth year of his

Gita Goviiida consists in its mellifluous style and rengn, and was not imposed again till the 22d of

exquisite woodland pieces. They exhibit in per- Auraiigzeh, who, with his wonted intolerance,

fection the luxurimit imagery, the voluptuous directed that its levy should be attended with

softness, and the want of vigour and interest every circumstance of eonturaoly which his in-

which form the beauties and (hdects of the Hindu genuity conhl devise. From this period it appears

school.— 7V. 0/ y/bn/. i. 50; Klph. l.oO
;
HVm/, to have been regularly levied, and with particular

iv. 070. severity in tin; time of Ferokhsir (in consequence
JAYADEVr, goddess of victory, worshipped of the appointment of Inayaf-llllah as Financial

in the Craunchadwipa under the emblem of a ISlinister, who had been Secretary to Aurangzeb),

sword. until the time of Kali-ud-l)arjat, when the Barha
JAYADKATHA, raja of the Sindliii or Sain- Syud, or tw(dve Syuds, abolislicd it, and the

dliava and of the 8auvira tribes, in the valley of Hindus again recovered their eonsi-quence, Jtuttuii

the Indus, lie married Duhsala, daughter of Gluind, a Hindu, being appointed Financial Minis-

Dhritarashtra. AVhilo the Fandava were in exile, ter, and being possessed evim of sucli influence

he carried off Draiipadi, but the Faiidava, on their as to be empowered to nominate the Muhanima-
return, pursued and made him prisoner, but dan Gazeoa of the provinces. After the death of

spared his life. Ht^ subscqucmtly took part with Kuttun (Jhnnd, the capitation tax was once more
the Kaiirava in their war with the Fandava, but levied, as it is statt'd to have been again repealed

was slain by Arjuna on the I4th day of the battle by Muhammad Slinh, at the intercession of Maha-

of the Mahabharata.

—

Jhnrson. raja Jai Singli and Genlhnr Badabiir. Since

JAYANTA, in Hindu mythology, a lieavenly that period no emperor was possessed of sulBcient

chorister, the son of Frahma, transformed into authority to (‘iiforce the Jazia, and this odious tax

ail ass by fiidra. He married the daughter of became extinct for evtT
; bntnottillithadoper-

kingTainratscna in that slate.—Asiatic Jiescarchesy ated as one of the most I'ffeetual causes of the

ix. ]). 148. decline of the Muhammadan power, by alienating

JAYANTl. ti'ANSK. The 8th day of the dark the affections of the Hind 11 j)opulation, which the

half of Sravana, the birthday of Krishna, cclc- early .Moghul emperors had luiurted, and in some
bratod iis a festival by the Vaislinava sect. measure obtaiiu'd.

—

TniiHircehh-i-Mohomcdsliahee

;

JAA’ASINllA or Jai Singh ir., raja of Amber, KUini, S^qtp. ( ilossanj
; Rajastlinn^ i. p. 403.

a distinguished astronomer of the 17th and )8th JAZlHAll means an island, but. is a term
centuries. He eonstructc'd a large set of valuabh^ applieil to the doab between the Euphrates and
t<ables; erected magnificent observatories at Tigris; the Mesopotamia of the anciente. Tlio

Benares, Dehli, Kotah, and Ujjain. His liberal ! Sea of Oman or Fersiau Gulf, called also tin'

patronage of scienc(^ and art, and bis attaimm'uts Fersian Sea and Erytlirc^an ^?ea, also the Sea
in mathematics and astronomy, made him known . of Fa rs, has several islands,—the dazira-i-Eafet,

to European scholars.

—

As. Jles. v. pp. 107, 177. called also Jazira-i-l)araz or J^ong Island, known
JAYA STAMBIIA, the Kutub Minar at Dehli

;
on maps as Kishm

;
also Kharcg Island, on imqis

also at Coel, Dowlatabad, and elsewhere; also Karrack, a siuall island, but well watered, not

at Gaur in Bengal. V(‘ry far from Hushir, and which once })elonged

JAZAIL. IIiNU. A long, heavy musket used to the Dutch, and was held from 1838 to 184C by
in forts, etc.

;
a ginjal. the Fritish.

JAZIA. Auah. a capitation tax authorized JEDDAH, a town in Arabia, on the borders of

by the Muhammadan law on all nonconformists, the Kcd Sea. It is the ancient Fadio Regium. It

It was abolished by Akbar in the seventh year of is the port of .Mecca. Tliero are three gates, the

his reign. In Fersia, firmans have been issued east or Mecca gaU‘ being used solely by Muliam-

that the Zoroastrians should henceforth be allowed mfidans. 'fhe resident population number about

certain privileges which they had not enjoyed 12,000 to 20,000, but 120,000 pilgrims annually

hitherto, such as allowing them to ride, wearing p:iss through it on their way to Mecca. Outside

new or white clothes, and building and repairing the town on the north, white-washed and con-

their dwellings. The Shah, Jiowcver, has neither spiciious to the voyager and traveller from afar,

abolished nor reduced the Jazia tax, which is is a diminutive dome, with an opening to the

levied from the Zoroastrian residents, the IVluham- west, as is usual in El Hejaz. Haw-wa, Eve, the

madaus being exempted from it. Jazia is from an mother of mankind, is supposed to lie under this,

Arabic word meaning subjugation, conquest, com- and the outlines of the body is defined by two
pcnsatioii,—a capitation tax levied by the Muham- parallel dwarf walls, six paces apart. The trade

madans on their subjects of another faith. It of Jeddah is considerable,

appears from the Ayin-i-Akbari that the khalif JEDDO or Yedo, the capital of the empire of

Umar laid an annual tax upon every one who was Japan, is situated at the northern extremity of the

.not of the Muhammadan religion. A person of gulf of the same name in an extensive plain,

high condition paid 48 dirhems, one of moderate JEELUN. Hind. A mode of raising water from
means 24 dirhems, and one in an inferior station tanks

;
the pe-cottah of the Tamil people.

12 dirhems. It does not exactly appear when
j

JEHOIAKIM, for three months Tking of Israel.



JEHUR. JERUSALEM.

While only 18 years old (in b.c. 598), Nebucliad-

nozzar burned and pillaged his palace and the

temple of Jerusalem, and took tlie king Jind his

mother and court to Babylon, lie was succeeded

by his uncle Zedekiah, wlioiu Nebuchadnezzar
placed on the throne. But in n.c. 589 Zedekiah
rebelled, and in 588 Nebuchadnezzar laid siege to

Jerusalem, and Ji.C. 580 took it by storm, burned
the temple and palace, and put out Zedekiairs

eyes.

JEIIUR. Hind. A pile of water-pots j)lace<l

on.e on the other. The word is pronounced also

.loghur, and also writtiui Jehar. To take the

^VJter-pots off the head of a divorced woman is to

imply consent to marry her. The custom prevails

amongst the Jat, Ahir, and Gujar, but principally

Jiaiongst the former, and more commonly in

i ’ajputana than in the Oudh and Dehli provinces.

—El/iot.

JEJUIU, in the Afahratta country, is famed for

its Hindu temple. Jejuri tiuiiplo is very rich
;

it

is said to expend 50,000 rupees yearly in tin;

expenses and establishment for the deity, Kandeh
Ihio

;
horses and eh'phants are koj^t for him

;
he

and his sjjouse ar(' bathed in Ganges water, rose-

water perfumed with otto, and are decorated with
g('ms. The revenues, like those of most other

temples, are derivctl fi’om houses and lauds given

by pious ]jcople, and from presents and offerings

constantly making by all descriptions of votaries

and visitors, aemordiug to their means, or their

faith, hope, or charity. Tlu' Miirlidar w'rimen,

however numerous, are. not perha])S any expense,
hut rather a source of reveniuj to the temple. At
the annual Jatra nr fair, which commences on thi‘

last day of the dark half of (Ihaitra (in January),
about 100,000 p'l'sons visit Jejuri.

.
It is customary

for the worshi])per.s to sacrifice a, slu'e]), and the

Hrahinans assert that or, in particular

years, JO,000 are slain on this o(!easion to tlui

lioiiour and glory of Kainleh lh\o.—J/oer, p. 421^.

See Kandoba.
JKI/L, a town in the S.W. quarter of (hitch

Gaiidava, in a district nqJete with monuments,
remnants of a fornu’r ])eoj)le, which bear a great

a.ualogy to the ]»0 iu{er()us (.’yclopiaii vestiges of

ancient Europe. A hot s])ring, tin' Garm-ab,
preserves its tiunperatiu'O throughout the year.

'I’he sulphurous spring of I^akha is some 20 miles

south of .Jell; Ihcre is another a little below
I iSeliwan on the hills wi'st of tin' Indus, and again

I

other very hot springs near ivurachee. Tiie several

springs are found in the same line of hills, and
those inferior ones at the base of the superior

!
range dividing Hiiul and Cutchi from Baluchistan.

Under the. same hills, north of .lell and west of

Suran and Sanni, are sulphur mine.s, indications of

the same geological formation. .Jell and Hhadia
!ire the chief towns of tlio Maghassi, one of the
Baluch tribes, who have been located for a long
time in Cutchi. The Maghassi and the Kind arc

idiko addicted to the abuse of ardent spirits,

bhang, and opium. Cultivation in the neighbour-
hood is extensive, principally of jowar and the

cotton plant. The country occupied by the

^hassi is abundantly supplied with water.

—

Masson's Journeys^ ii. p. 124.

JELLY-FISH, one of the Rhizostoma. These
Eire hardened in China by means of alum, and
aten. Some are three feet across. It is the only

^ne of the Acalephas known to be used as food.

Cuttle-fish are exported from China, about 3000
pikul yearly, value about 25 Ilk. taels per pikul.

Their fishery lasts from March to September, and
they are taken with nets jiud hooks, and arc sold

fri'sh or gutted and dried at 21 to 30 dollars the
cwt.

—

Adams.
JELUDAK. Pers. Formerly called Kikab-dar

or the ‘stirrup holder,’ a person who, on foot,

accompanied a horseman.

JEMADAR, a commissioned native officer in

thi' native army of Ibutish India.

JEM KOT has passed into Sanskrit under the

form Yama Kota. According to Abul Fazl, it

wa.s considered as the eastern end of the habitable

'worhl.— Vaitdtcrij.

JENlvIiNJSGN, ANTHONY, envoy from Queen
Elizabeth to Shah Tamasp of Persia, a.d. 1557-
1550.

JERAHTJ7S, 90 miles fiom Aleppo, on the

W. bank of the Euphiates, the ancient Car-
(‘hemisli, capital of the Hit tites. The total circuit

of the ruins is under 3001) yards. Out of its ruins

was built the Roman city lluTapolis.

.lEHHOA RAT of India is the Gerbillus Indicus
and G. crythrouriis. Thesti are eaten by the
Wadara and other races.

JERDON, T. G., a medical officer of the Madras
army, who devoted his life to the study of

natural science in all its branches. Ho gave,
in the Madras iaterary Society’s Journal, several

contributions on the Fnish-w'ater and Salt-water
Fishes and Ants of the Pmiinsula. Also, in 1839,
a. Catalogue of the Birds of tlic Ptaiinsula of

India, arranged according to the modern system
of clasBilication, with brief notes ou their habits

and geographical distribution, and descriptions

of new, doubtful, and imperfectly described
K2)ccie.s. The total number of this catalogue
was nearly 390, which, however, included 10 of

Colonel Sykes’, and nearly as many more observed
by Mr. (now Sir) AYaltcr Elliot, of the Madras
Civil Service, wdio placed at Dr. JerdoiYs
disposal valuable notes ou birds procured by
him, by wliich, in addition to the new species

added, this naturalist -was enabled to elucidate

several doubtful points, to add some interesting

information on various birds, and to give the
coiTGi^t native names of most of tlio species.

Sul)se(|uent to this, Dr. Jerdon ]3ubli8hcd a
serii^s of supplements to his Catahigiie of Birds,

correcting some points and adding others.

Jerdon’s Birds of India in three volumes, printed

in LS()2 and 1801, has ilone much to complete our
knowledge of this class of the animal kingdom,
and his Mammals of India, published in 1867, has

been of similar value for tliat branch.

JERICHO, an ancient ci,ty of the Hebrews,
now a ruined hamlet. Near its site is Kiliab, a
13edouiii village. The channels of streams around
Jeriidio are iilled with the nebbuk trees, a species

of Rliainmis, set dowui by botanists as the Spina
Christi, of which tin' Saviour’s mock crown of

thorns was made, 'riic twigs arc long and pliant,

and armed with small, though most cruel, thorns.

The little apples whicli it bears arc slightly acid,

and excellent for alleviating thirst.

JERUSALEM, an ancient city of the Hebrews,
frequently styled in the Scriptures the Holy City
(Isaiah xlviii. 2 ;

Daniel ix. 24 ; Nehemiah xi. 1

;

Matthew iv. 5 ;
Revelation xi. 2) ;

and the Jews to
this day never call it by any other appellation than

431
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El Qadus, that is, the holy, sometimes adding the
epithet As-Shereef or the noble. Muhammadans
also style it Bait-nl-Maqaddas or the Holy City.

Jerusalem was conquered and destroyed by the

Babylonians, b.c. 588, and two tribes, Judah and
Benjamin, were carried away captive for 70 years.

They were then allowed by Cyrus, king of Medo-
Persia, to return to Judea to re-build .ferusfilcm.

Its second temple was completed, n.c. 10th March
515, under Darius, but they remained tributary

to Persia until that country was conquered by
Alexander, it.c. 1330. Jerusalem was built on the

hills Zion, Alillo, A era, Bezetha, Moriah, and
()[)hel, the mountains which ‘ stand round al)Oiit

Jemsalem.’ Its first name was the city of

iMalik Sadiq, then it was called Salem, and tlnm

Jehus, but the tribe of Benjamin called it

Jerusalem. The Jews, as in all other eastern

towns, are confined to a particular quartiir, viz.

the hollow' s])acc lying between the site of the

aiKu'ent temple and that part of Mount Zion
•which is included within the walls. It is calleil

Uarat-el-Yahud. The tombs of the kings, situated

in a small valley to the north of the city, are

Avithout ornaments, either sculptured or painted.

1'heie are fragments of sarcojihagi in some of

them. Jerusalem is the Sylia of the Greeks. Jaffa

is the port through which Jerusalem deals with
foreign countries. The vicissitudes it has Avitnessed

from the glories of Solomon and Herod, through
the A'iolence of Roman conquerors, the neglect of

early Christians, and the devotion of Khalifs and
Crusaders, are noAV culminating in the revived

intei est Avhich the whole civilised Avorld may be
said to take in this most sacred spot. Its destruc-

tion by Titus led to a A'ery general migration of

JeAvs from Palestine. It capitulated to the 3d
Khalif Dinar, A.i). 037. No property Avas destroyed

except in the inevitable operations of the siege, and
not a drop of blood Avas shed except on the field of

battle. Umar entered the city conversing amic-

ably with the Patriarch about its history. In

lODl), under Godfrey of Bouillon, it fell before the

arms of the Crusaders. It w'as taken by storm
after a short siege, and for three days there Avas

an indiscriminate slaughter of men, Avomen, and
children. 70,000 Muliammadans were put to the

sword, 10,000 of them, it is said, in the Mosque
of Umar itself, but tliis must be a great ex-

aggeration. The Muhammadans under Salah-

nd-])in retook it in a.d. 1187. That general had
vuAved to revenge the slaughter of the year 1099,
but retracted his voav

;
no blood Avas shed, and

captives were allowed to redeem themselves, the

Frankish Christians leaving the city, the eastern

Christians residing there in peace.— Taylor's

Saracen, p. 68 ;
Rohinson's Tr. ; Rich's Rtmlistav,

ii. p. 390 ;
Mignan's 7'ravels, p. 9 ;

Townsend's

Outram and Havelock.

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES.
lleliaiithus tuberosus. I Erilappfel, .... Ger.
Tiqiiiiambours, . . Fii.

|
Tartufoli, .... It.

A species of sun-flower, a native of South
America. It goes to seed generally in October
and November. This vegetable is ripe as soon as

tin; stalk Avithers, and the best method of pre-
serving them is to let the roots remain in the
ground. The stems abound in fibres.

JERVIS. Major Thomas Best Jervis, of the
Bombay Engineers, author of an Address on the
Progress of Geographical Inquiry in India, in

Rep. Brit. Ass., 1839 ;
also Bom. Geo. Trans, iv.

;

on Surveys in India in Bond. Geo. Trans, vii. p.

129, and Bom. Geo. Trans, h". p. 133 ; Geo-
graphical and Statistical Memoir of the Konkan,
Bombay 1829, Calcutta 1844

;
Journey to the

Falls of tlic Cauvery and Neilgherry Hills, Bond.

1831; Indian Metrology, or Account of Coins,

AVeights, Measures, etc., of India
;

Observations

on the Bore in Gulf of Cambay, iu Bond. Geo.

Trans, viii. p. 202
;
Topographical Description of

Table-land on Cullcry Mountain, Bom. Geo. Trans,

iii. p. 19«S.

—

JJr. Buist's Catalogue.

JESSO, a large island, lying between those of

Niphon and the Kuriles, subject to Japan. The
shores swarm AA'ith seals and sea-otters, and tlie

bays with lish. The natives are called Ainos, and
life by fishing and hunting; they are strong,

robust, and slovenly. Bat. 40° 50' N., and long.

U2" 30' E.

JESSORE, a district in the presidency division

of Bengal, lying between lat. 22° 25' 50" and 28° 47'

N., and long. 88° 57' 33" and 90° 0' 13" E. Jessore

forms the central portion of the delta between the

Hoogly and the united Ganges and Brahmaputra,
it is a vast alluvial plain, intersected by rivers

and watercourses.

JESUIT or Society of Jesus, a Christian sect

established in Spain by Ignatius Loyola, of Avhoni

it has been observed that ‘ he legislated at once
ill the spirit of his early and of his later pro-

fession,—as a soldier and as a spiritual champion of

the Church of Rome.’ He designed liis order

in fact to be tlie embodiment of the idea subse-

quently formulated by De Maistre, that ‘ nothing
accords so Avell with the religious as the military

spirit.’ And hence from the first its Avhole con-
ception and aim Avas essentially Spanish and
essentially despotic. The first three generals,

Avho Avith the fifth—the fourth, Eberhard Mer-
curianus, AA'as a nonentity—made it Avliat it has

been cATr since, were Spaniards, and of the

tAventy-five members of the first General Con-
gregation eighteen Avere Spaniards, so that tlio

government of the company fell during the first

ten years almost entirely into the hands of

Spaniards. The three immediato successors of

Ignatius, with the omission of Mercurianus, were
Baynez, St. Francis Borgia, and Acquaviva.
Baynez was an accomplished theologian, and had
been specially selected Avith Salmcron, another
Jesuit, to represent the papacy at the Council of

Trent. To him the order owes that Molinist, as

opposed to the Thomist or J^redestinarian, system
of theology which it has alw'ays consistently

maiutained. St. Francis Xavier, who came as a
missionary to India, Malayana, and Japan, was of

this order.

JESUS, an Alexandrian author, son of Sirach,

who came into Egypt n.c. 132, and translated

into Greek the Hebrew work of his grandfather
Jesus, Avhich is named the Book of Wisdom or

PJcclesiasticus. It is written in imitation of the

Proverbs of Solomon, though its pithy sayings fall

far short of the deep wisdom and lofty thoughts

which crowd every line of that wonderful work.

In this book we see the earliest example that

we now possess of a Jewish writer borrowing
from the Greek philosophers.

—

Sharpens Egypt,

i. p. 397.

JESUS, the Christ or Messiah, is styled by Mu-

hammadans the Ruh Allah or Spirit of God, boru
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of the Virgin Mary. They reject his mission coast they style themselves Ban-i-Isracl
;
but this

as a Redeemer and Saviour, but regard him as name is used by the Afghan for themselves, as
one of the prophets whose intercession is of also for Muhammadans and Christians who, as
value. According to Mahomed, Jesus was born possessors of revealed religions, arc regarded as
of a virgin, was a prophet, and the Spirit of children of Israel. Though Jews were Israelites,

God or Ruh Allah. Mahomed in the Koran yet the Israelites were not Jews. The word Jew
(p. 37) says, ‘ The angels said, 0 Mary, verily (Juclajus) is really Judaean, au<l dates only from
(iOd sendeth thee good tidings that thou shalt the return from Babylon, when the tribe of
bear the Word proceeding from himself; his Judah became the head representative of the
name shall be Christ Jesus, the son of Mary, nation. The Samriritans always call themselves
Verily, the likeness of .Tesus, in the sight of the children of .foseph, and the Jews Yohndliim
God, is as the likeness of Adam

;
he created him or Judathites. ^Yhile in Egypt they fell into a

out of the dust, and then said unto him, Be, and servile condition. Moses led the Israelites out of

he was.’ ‘God said, O Jesus, verily I will cause Egypt, and the law was delivered on Sinai n.c.

thee to die, and I will take thee iij) unto me, and 1320. They reached Palestine, but from that

I will deliver thee from the unbelievers, and I time to a.d. 50 they were ie})catedly compiered.
will place those who follow thee about the un- During the government of the judges they were
believers until the day of resurrection.’

—

Koran, six times captives, viz. under the king of Meso-

pp. 39, 40. potamia for eight years
;
under Eglon, king of

JESWUNT RAO HOLKAR. See llolkar; Afoab
;
under the Piiilistinos

;
under Jabin, king

Mahratta Government in India. of llazor, when Deborah and Barak delivered

JET. them
;

fifthly, under tlie Midianites, from whom
Sortagat, .... Dan.

|
O.-igata, Taistrino, . . It. Gideon delivered them

;
then under the Ammon-

Git, Dot. ' Dagus, Gagates, Lat. ites and tin* Philistines.
Zwarto-barnateen, A/.ovicho, . . Pout. In a.M. 32(11 or n.C. 740, Tiglath-Pileser, king of
Jais Jayct, . . . Eu. Azahaclie, . . .Sr. Assyria, took several of their cities, and made

many ca])tives, chiefly from the tribes of Reuben,
Jet is imported into India from Europe, but is Gad, and the half tribe of Manasseh.

worn only by Europeans. Largo quantities of In A.Ji. 3282, n.c. 720, Shalnianczcr, king of

lignite arc found in the tertiary strata along the Assyria, transplanted the trilies which Tiglath-

sea-coast of India, but none of it takes a good Pileser had spared, lo the provinces beyond the
polish.

—

M^CulL Diet. p. G5G. river Euphrates, and it is supposed that the ten
JETEE or (Jiittee, or ‘ Kajmahal bowstring tribes never returned from this dispersion,

creeper,’ Marsdonia tenacissima, grows in dry. As to the captivity of Judah, Shishak, king of

barren places. Its dried milky juice serves as a Egypt, about ii.c. 9G0, sacked Jerusalem. Also
(caoutchouc. Its fibres are made into thread, .lerusalem was thrice taken by Nebuchadnezzar,
twine, bowstring, and rope. It belongs to the king of Babylon,—first in the reign of Jehoiaki in,

family A sclepideai.

—

Fib. PI. about b.c. GOG; again in the reign of liis son

JETTI, in Southern India, a ea3stus, which is Jeexmias, about ii.c. 598; thirdly, in the reign of

worn over the first phalanges on the right hand Zedekiah, about H.C. 587, when Nobiichadiiczzar

of the boxers, also callecl Joti. It is made of cariied them to Jhibylon, where they remained
buffalo horn, with four sharp projections like 70 years

;
when they returned and continued to

knuckles, and the fifth near the little finger, with be a people (though pait of tlui time under tin*

a greater jironiinence than the rest. The hitting Roman Government), until the time of the

is by a sharp perpendicular cut. Emperor Vespasian, whoso son Titus entirely

JETWA, Gumli or Bhuiiili, ill Kattya^var, is the de.stroyed Jerusalem, about 50 years after the

Abpura Hill, the old seat of the Jetwa. Murvi crucifixion of Christ, since which time they liave

i.s an old Jetwa capital. The raiia of I’orbaiular, never recovered from their dispersion,

styled Puncheria, represents the Jetwa, one of Josephus, who is considered to have written

the four ancient Rajput rac(*8 still extant in the liLs w'ork on the ancient history of the .lew's about

Kattyawar peninsula. In the days of Mahmud, the year 93 of the Cliristiau era, says, in his

all the west and north of Kattyawar belonged to eleventh book, with reference to the return from
the Jetwa Rajputs, but the forays of the Jhala captivity of those w'ho came ba(;k w'itli Ezra, ‘The
aiuVJhareja have confined them to their present entire body of the i)eople of Israel remaiiuid in

district, the shaggy range of hills called Biirda. that country, wherefore there are bub two tribe s

The Jhala of Kattyawar, who own the raj of in Asia and Europe subject to the Romans, while

Hulwud Drangdra as their chief, are supposed to the teu tribes are beyond the Euphrates till now
,

have sprung from an offshoot of Anhilwara, on and are an immense multitude, not to be estim-

the extinction of which dynasty tliey obtained ated by numbers.’ To tlie same eff(‘ct, St.

large territorial aggrandizement. The thakur of Jerome, in the fifth century, in his notes upon
Murvi in Kattyawar is a Jhareja, and was the Hosea, says, ‘ Unto this day the ten tribes are

first in Colonel Walker’s time to abandon infanti- subject to the king of the Parthians, nor has their

cide. He has possessions in Cutch. See India
;

captivity ever been loosed.’

Kattyawar; Rajput. Jews have a principality at Khaibar in the

JEU, according to the Gnostics, was Adam, Hejaz, with a population of about 50,000. They
‘ the primal man.’ are said to be descendants of the Trans-Jordan
JEW, a broken nation dispersed throughout tribes of Gad, Reuben, and Manasseh, and said to

the world. In Muhammadan countries Jews are be brave. In manners and appearance they do
known as Ya-hud or Yahudi, but in India this not differ from other Arabs, but are held in great
term is regarded alike by themselves and those disesteem. Khaibar was captured by Mahomed

j

who apply it as derogatory. On the Bombay a.d. 628, a.h. 7. Throughout Persia, Bokhara,
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and Afghanistan they occupy themselves in petty
traffic, and as bankers and spirit distillers

;
and in

the Bombay Presidency they find employment in

the subordinate offices of Government, and in the
native army. Numbers of black Jews inhabit the
interior of Cochin, principally in the towns of

Trittur, Parur, Chenotta, and ^laleb. I'ho copper
grant from the ruler, in their possession, bears a
date equal to a.d. 388. They have tlieir place of

worship close to the Kotarum or palac(i of the

maharaja at Muttiiucherry, at the commence-
ment of what is called Jews’ town, the streets of

which run south lialf a mile, the U]>per part

occupied by the white Jews, the lower by the

black Jews.
Forster, in a note to Bartolomeo (p. 100), says

Erawi Wanmara, emperor of Malabar, in the year
of the Kali Yoga 3481, corresponding to a.d. 42C,
in the 3Gth year of his reign, gave a charter to

Isup Rabbaan (Rabbi Joseph), bestowing vice-

regal powers. But that all who went to India

prior to 1371 have died out. The white Jews
near Cochin went to India at later periods from
different countries.

When Wolff reached Cochin, lie found there

black and white Ji^ws celebrating the feast of

Paschal. Those that are called black Jews a.r(‘,

he says, such as became^ Jews of tlu'-ir own accord
at Cranganore, and in other pai ts of the country
they are of black and half-black colour. For
this reason the white .Jews do*not intermarry with

them. They have neither priests, nor l^evites,

nor families, nor relations on foreign coasts.

They observe the law as white Jews do. They
arc most numerous at Cochin. Many of the

black Jews, lioweviT, assert that tlieir ancestors

became Jews when Ilaman fell, and affirm

(though the white Jews deny it) that tlu'y

were there when the white Jews came to India.

They consider themselves as slaves to the w'hitci

Jews, pay their yearly tribute and a small sum for

the circumcision of their children, and for jier-

raission to wear frontlets in prayiT time. They
do not sit down -with tlie white Jews, nor oat

with them.
Kiikel Kelu Nair is of opinion that at the time

of the grant of three of the copperplate docu-
ments in the Jews’ possession, and possessed

hy the Cliristian church there, two towns, viz.

Mani-gTamman, which Irani Kortoii of Mabadeva
Patnam obtained by No. 1 in a.d. 230, and Achu
Vanam, which Joseph Kobeii, a Jew, obtained by
No. 3 in A.D. 180, w^cre chiefly inhabited by
Jews and Syrian Christians

;
and he thinks that

document No. 2 was granted in a.j). 3 LG by the

last Perumal to the Tarisa Palli or church. It is

obvious that Jews and Syrian (fliristiana must
have arrived in Malabar before the date of the

documents 1 and 3. The Jews there have not

much increased. In the food, the clothing of the

men, and language, the Syrian Christians are not

to be distinguished from the Hindus, and few of

them know the Syrian language. The Jews are in

many of these respects similar, and some of tliem

arc black in colour. Many of them possess

gardens and lands, and follow trades.

One legend of the Afghans is that they were
Jews whom Nebuchadnezzar transplanted, after

the overthrow of Jerusalem, to the town of
Ghor, n^r Bamian, and that they continued in

their faith till Kalid, in the first century of

Muhammadanism, summoned them to assist in

the wars with the infidels. Another tradition is

to the effect that they are descended from

Afghan, son of Irmia or Berkia, son of Saul, king

of Israel ;
but the Hebrews have no knowledge

of such persons as Saul’s descendants. Another

tradition is that they are descended from Saul’s

father K ish. But Muliammad Hayat Khan, C. S. I.

,

in his History of Afghanisan and its Inhabitants,

stiites that the earliest mention of this legendary

claim on the part of the Afghans occurs in a

history of the Afghans, entitled Makhzau-i-

Afghani, drawn up by Khan Jahan Lodi, an
Afghan noble of the court of the emperor
Jaiiaiigir, with the assistance of his secretary,

Niamat-lllahi
;

that this history was avowedly
based on the reports of four servants sent by the

author to Afghanistan to make impjiry into the

origin of the Afghan race
;
that tJiis inquiry was

made for the express purpose of furnishing the

means of confuting the assertions of a Persian

ambassador, who had made uncomijlimentary

statements regarding the descent of the Afghans
;

that the earlier histories referred to in the

Makhzaii - i - Afghani — namely, the Majina - i -

Insali, the Madan - i - Akbar- i - Ahmadi, and tlie

Guzida - Jahan Kusha—trace the lineag^e of the

Afghan no further than Kais Abd-ur-litishid, who
lived in tlu^ time of Mahomed.

All the Jews of Turkosbin assert that the Turko-
man are the deBcen<liiiits of Togarmah, one of the

sons of Gonu‘r, mentioned in Genesis x. .3.

The .Jews in Bokhara are 10,000 in number.
The chief rabbi assured Dr. Wolff that Bokhara is

the Habor and Balkh, the Halah of 2 Kings
xvii. G; but that in the reign of Ciiengiz Khan
they lost all their written accounts. At Balkh
the Muliammadan mullahs assured him that it

was built by a son of Adam, that its first namii

had been llanakh, ami afterwards Halah, thougli

later writers call'd it Balakh or Balkh. Tln^

Jews both of Balkh and Samarcaiid asserted that

Turkestan is the land of Nod, and Balkh, where
Nod once stood. Tlu; Jews of Bokhara bear a

mark, by order of tlie king, in order that no

Muhammadan may give them salaam or peace.

He thought the general physiognomy not Jewisli,

but he was wonderfully struck with tlie resenn-

blance that the Ynsufzai and the Khaibari, two
of their tribes, bear to the Jews.

Of the .lews in the khanate of Bokhara the

greater number live in Bokliara, others at Katta-

kurghan, Samarcand, and Karslii. In all these

places separate quarters of the town are assigned

to them, outside the precincts of which they arc

forbidden to settle, and therefore cannot intermix

with the Muhammadans. They dare not wear a

turband, but must cover tlieir heads with small

caps of a dark - coloured cloth, edged with a

narrow strip of sheepskin not more than two
fingers in breadth. Neither are they allowed to

wear any other apparel than khalats of aledja,

nor to gird their loins with a broad sash, still less

with a shawl, but must twist a common rope

round their waist. To prevent their hiding this

distinctive mark, they aro strictly forbidden to

wear any flowing garment over the girded

khalat.

Jews have existed in large colonies in Arabia

ever since the captivity. In no country have

they preserved their nationality more completely,
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though surrounded for centuries by hostile

Muhammadan tribes. Their own tradition asserts

that during the invasion of Palestine by Nebu-
chadnezzar they fled to Egypt, and subsequently

wandered farther south till they came to the

mountains of Arabia, where they permanently
established their homes. The fertility of the soil,

the salubrity of the climate, and its picturesque

scenery, rapidly caused the little colony to increase

by attracting fresh emigrants, who sought that

peace which their own distracted country no
longer afforded. Inured to hardships and nursed
in war, these foreign colonists soon gained an
ascendency over the wild Arab tribes by whom
they were surrounded, and in a little time the

exiles of Judea reigned where they had before

only been tolerated. Two strong tribes of them
settled at Medina

;
they had a fortified capital in

Khaibar, and in the J3d century of the Christian

era they succeeded in converting one of the tobbas
or kings of Yemen to the ilewish faith. A sub-
sequent tobba, Dhou Nowas, became so ferocious

a bigot in the cause of the Jewish religion, that

he declared a holy war for the ])ro])agation of his

creed, and took and destroyed the Christian city

of Najran. On the complaint of tlui victims,

and at the suggestion of .lustin the nedjnchi or

king of Abyssinia undertook t<^ avenge the cause

of his (io-religionists, and conquered Yemen,
which thus became an Abyssinian (h'peudency,

until it was reconquered fur the Yemenites by
tho Kesra or Chosroes of I Tarsia, and governed by
a Persian viceroy. During tlie reign of the

Abyssinian kings, however, one of tliern, Abraha-
el-Achrain, built a iiiagnifioeiit church at Sanaa,

and endeavoured to tliv(‘rt the revcreina^ of the

Arabs from the Kaba to worship and pilgrimage

to his new cathedral. Tin; Arabs Hew to arms .in

honour of their national shrine, and in the course

of hostilities Abraha laid siege to Mecca, but

retired in great discomfiture, and died shortly

afterwards. His jissault of Mocjca formed not

oFily a crisis in the history of the Arab races, but
the year, a.d. 570, of his expedition has become ever

memorable as the year of Mahomed’s birth, wlio

was thus said to be born in the year of the

Elephant, from the animal on which the king

rode in his expedition.

The introduction of Muhammadanism materi-

ally altered their position, and seviuc enactments

converted their once ])rospcrous towns and
village^ into charnel-houses. Notwithstanding

this persecution, however, every valley and
mountain range still contains numbers of this

race, who number in Arabia not less than 200,000
souls. At Aden the Jews are filthy in the

extreme in their persons and habitations, and
even the more wealthy of the community are

nearly as uncleanly and parsimonious as their

poorer brethren. Tho principal trades wdiich

they pursue in Aden are those of masons, builders

of reed and mat houses, and workers in silver and
ostrich feathers. In other parts of Arabia they
are the most active, industrious, and hard-

working people in the country. Kabbi Alkaree
informed Dr. Wolff that tho Jews of Yemen never
returned to Jerusalem after the Babylonish

captivity
;
and that when Ezra wrote a letter to

the princes of tte\ captivity at Tanaan, a day’s

journey from Sanaa, inviting them to return, they

,
replied, * Daniel predicts the murder of the

Messiah and another destruction of Jerusalem
and the temple.’ Sanaa now contains 15,000
Jews. In Yemen they amount to 20,000. Wolff
baptized there 16 Jews, and left them all New
Testaments.

Jews are particular as to food. Animals arc
killed with a ceremony similar to that of the
Muhammadan TIalal, and a mark, (Kosher),
meaning in Hebrew Fjawfiil, is put on the
carcase. The general prohibitions are based on
the law laid down in the 11th chapter of Eeviticus.

No animals may be eaten except sucli as both part
tho hoof and chew the cud, as oxen, sheep, and
goats. No rabbits, hares, or swine are touched.
As to fish, none may come to table that are devoid
of scales and fins

;
and birds of prey and reptiles

.are absolutely forbidden as food. One restriction

forbids the Jews to eat of the sinew of the thigh,

a custom introduced in memory of Jacob’s
wrestling with the angel at Peniel, when liis

thigh was j)ub out so that the sinew shrank
(Genesis xxxii. 25, J2). In many jilaces in Italy

and in Germany, formerly (and perhaps now), they
did not eat the hind quarters at all because this

sinew is in them, and few were able to cut it

out with the exactness rcfiuired. This, indeed, is

believed to have been the first distinguishing

characteristics of ilu' Jews as a people. In the
17th chapter of Leviticus the eating of any
manner of blood forbidden, necessitating tho

employment of a separate (‘.lass of butchers for tho
slaughtering of aniinals, who must be specially

instructed, have to bo provided with a licence

I
from their priest, and have to use a sharp knife,

I

for torn fiesh is also forbidden as food, and the

1

blood must fall upon tlu^ ground. After tho
moat has left the shop of the butcher, the custom
is to lay it in salt an hour before dressing, and
afterwards to wash it, so as quit(* to cleanse it

from blood. A cow and her calf must not bo
killed on the same day, and tlie same rule is

observed as to sheep and goats. More than
ordinary care is taken that the animal presented
fur food has neither died a natural death nor been
afflicted with disease. It involves the necessity

of having special examiners, as wcdl as special

slaught('rers, of animals for Jewish consumption
;

and the autlioritics of the synagogue appoint
proper jiersuns to the olfice.

The .lews of China call themselves Tiau-kin

Kian, or the sect which plucks out the sinew.

They are said to number one million of souls.

They have synagogues, and keep themselves
perfectly distinct from the other inhabitants of

the villages. The earliest record of the Chinese

Jews which can be ri'lied iqion is that of an

Arabian merchant, who, in 877, mentions tho

.lews that traded with him in China. In the

12th century the itabbi Benjamin of Toleda

visited the east to discover some of the scattered

children of Israel, and lie states that he found

Jews ill China, Tibet, and Persia. The Jesuit

Ricci, whilst r(‘sideiit at Pekin in 1610, states

that there were ten families of Jews residing in

Kiang-fu, and they had in thoir possession a
copy of the Pentateuch, which had been handed
down from generation to generation for six

centuries. Therefore from tho whole of these
statements it may fairly be concluded that for

many ages Jews have been inhabitants of China.
JEWAKI, a pass in Afghanistan, occupied by
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the Afridi. Their mountains arc very strong. In Rings for the fingers and toes, rings for the

the settlement of the N.W. Himalaya districts, the nose and ears
;

bracelets, armlets, anklets,

liritish Government was concerned chiefly with nose-jewels, neck-chains, a piece of gold for the

the Afridi of the two jmsses, i.e. the Kohat pass forehead
;

ear, hair, and head jewels
;
chains and

or Gullee and the Jewaki pass. For the guardian- zones of gold and silver for the waist, are personal

ship of these passes the Afridi received considera- ornaments in daily use amongst the men and
tion from successive dynasties, Ghiznivide, Moghul, women of Muhammadans and Hindus in British

Daurani, Barakzai, Sikh, and Britisjli, and broke India. Several of these are enumerated in Ezekiel

faith with each and all. Tln se mountaineers are xvi. 11, 12: ‘ I decked thee with ornaments, and
great traders and carriers. They convey salt from I jmt bracelets upon thy hands, and a chain on

mines in the Kohat district to the Pi'shawiir market, thy neck
;
and I put a jewel on thy forehead, and

They also cut and sell the firewood of tlieir hills, (‘ar-riiigs in thine ears,’ etc.
;
and xxiii. 40 says,

By these means tlnsy procure a comfortable sub-
|

‘ Thou didst wasli thyself, paintedst thine eyes, and

sistence, which cultivation of their rugged hill- deckedst thyself with onuirnents; ’ Proverbs xi. 22

sides would not alone sutfice to afford. Tlio British speaks of a jewel of gold in a swine’s snout; a

authorities can, by blockading the months of the ring in the septum of the nose being a very

passes, stop the trade and reduce the Afridi to common ornament among the Hindu and Muharn-

Kore straits. The Gullee or Koliat pass is the madaii women
;

another nose ornament, the

direct and best route from Kohat to IVshawur. Jiat’h, being placed in the left ala.

JJHVELLKiiV. .laiihar, /ewar. Hind. Work- No specimen of the art of gold-working has

ing in gold was familiar to the Egyptians before been nu‘t with wliich can with any certainty be
the exodus of the Israelites; and Hindus liave attributed to the ancient period of Indian history,

long been acquainted witli its applications, as in The oldest example now extant was found by Mr.

the hymns of Kig Veda gohlen armour and golden Masson about the year 1830 111 a Buddhist tope

chariots, and decorations of g(4d and j(‘wela, arc in the neighbourhood of .Jalalabad. In the centre

frequently mentioned. of the tope was a small apartment constructed of

The custom of wearing jewellery has doubt- squares of slate. A steatite vivsc was found in it,

less been through all ages, ami is allude<l to in containing, V)esido8 mould and the ashes of burnt

Isaiah iii. 16, 18. Some jewels of the Hindus pearls, a gold casket filled with similar remains,

are inconveniently massive
;

and lieavy rings, By its side were four copper coins, by which the

usually of silver set witli a fringe of small bells, monuimmt is assigned to one of the dynasty of

are often worn by Hindu ladies. Hindu women Greco-barbaric kings who ruled the N.W. of India

wear loose ornaments one above another on about half a century before the (fliristian era.

their ankles, which at every motion of the In carrying on their artistic manufactures, the

feet produce * a tinkling noise. Armlets .'md effect to be pnaiuced is the chief aim of the

bracelets of gold and silver are worn alike by Indian jeweller. He thinks only of the dazzling

Hindus and Muhammadans, and by men and variety of rich and brilliant colours. ‘ He must
women. They are of gold or silver, Homo, in the have quantity, and cares nothing for commercial

form of massive carved rings, some as lockets; quality; and the flawed “ tallow drop ” emeralds,

the more expensive, worn i)y royalty, arc the ami foul spinel rubies, large as walnuts, and mere
bazu-band, literally armlets. Tlieso are generally splinters ami scales of diamonds, wiiich he so

worn as ornaments, and since the most ancient lavishly uses, are often valueless except as points,

times like ear-rings (Genesis xxxv. 4; Exodus and sparkles and splashes of effulgent colouring.’

xxxii. 3, 4; Ilosea ii. 13; Judges viii. 24), the By their consummate skill and thorough know-
fivur/u in aures, often of gold, like those of the lodge and appreciation of the conventional dccoru-

Isliniaelitcs. But they arc often caskets coiitaiji- tion of surface', tlioy contrive to give to the least

ing, iis with the Muhanmia<laiis, charms, their possible weiglit of metal, and to precious stones

ta’viz, or, as with the Jungam sect of Hindus, the al)Solutely valueless, the highest jjossible artistic

])hallic lingarn. Their ornanients are often worn value, never, even in tlnur exces.sivc elaboration of

round the neck like the golden ])ulla ami leather detail, violating Uie fundamental principles of

torum of the Koman youth, or as in Proverbs vi. ornamental design, nor failing to please, even

21, and most women have frontlet ornaments though it bo l)y an effect of barbaric richness and
such as arc alluded to in Deuteronomy vi. 8. superfluity. Megasthenes was struck by the con-

Bracelets are also largely worn by all classes, of trast of tlieir love of sumptuous ornament to the

both ages and sexes, of every material, but thost^ general simplicity of their lives,

of the humbler women are principally of coloured The rose chains of Tricliinopoly, and the snake

gdass and ornamented with lac and braR.s. In chains of the Northern Circars, all display great

the East Indies and British India, personal onia- .skill in the workmen, as also the silver filigree

ments and armour form the principal subjects for work for which Cuttack and Dacca are famous,

refined decorations. The silver work, filigree, tlie last named showing greater delicacy ami

gilt, chased, or engraved,—the koftgari work, iron beauty than either Genoa or Malta
;
the articles

or steel, inlaid or otherwise ornamented with gold, usually made in filigree work are bracelets, ear-

—bedri work, inlaid with silver, from the Dekhan rings, brooches, and chains, groups of flowers,

and elsewhere,—are employed on bracelets, neck- attardans, and small boxes for native uses. Mr.

laces, shields, sword-hilts, and so on
;
while the Taylor tells us that the design best adapted for

brass from Madras, Benares, and other places, are displaying the delicate work of filigree is that of

utensils, goblets, etc., used in worship. In all a leaf. Tfie apparatus used in the Indian jewellers’

these, fineness and elaboration, both in design and art consists merely of a few small crucibles, a

workmanship, are held in the highest esteem, and piece of bamboo for a blow -pipe, small hammers
secondary qualities of this kind produce good for flattening the wire, and sets of forceps for

results in small articles of luxury. intertwisting it. The art of making gold wire,
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that is, silver covered with gold, is practised in

various parts of India. Several varieties of gold
and silver thread (badla) arc made at Dacca, as

kalabatoon for the embroidery of muslins and
silks

;
goshoo for caps and covering the handles

of chauris
;
sulmah for turbands, slippers, and

hookah - snakes
;
and boolun for gold lace and

brocades. Much fringe of various patterns is

made, and thin tinsel stamped into various forms
of flowers, or impressed with excellent imitations

of jewels, such as flat diamonds, emeralds, and
rubies. Many of the ornaments are made only
for the poorer classes, for instance, imitations of

precious stones, ornaments in i)ewter, in shell,

and lac, and, still simpler, a bracelet with straw to

represent the gold, and the red seeds of Abrus
precatorius in the place of garnets. The names
and uses of a few of the jt^wela of Southern India

arc—Vunkee, or armlet; Jampaloo, or car jt^wcl;

Kutrec paval, ear ornament; V'allel, or bangles;
Xuthoo, nose jewel

;
Moothoo coopoo, or ear

ornament
;

Patted, or bangles
;

(loopy, head
ornament; Mayer Mootha, ear jewel; Jadabillay,

h(‘ad ornament
;
Adcga, neck ornament

;
(Jurda-

poo, head ornament; Thallysaman, head ornament;
Gaya or Geddy gooloosoo, or leg ornament; .laga

nndoo, head ornament
;
(Jummul and Jameeka.

bracelets, canklets, and armlets of gold, silver,

brass, copper, deer horn, the metals being solidly

massive and as chains, are in use in all e;istern

countries, and amongst Hindus and Mulianimadans.

Hindu men may be seen with gold or silver rings,

i‘ar-rings, and necklaces, but in general these are

restricted to women and children. No Hindu
will us(^ gilded ornameiit-s.

The .Mahrattas WTar the kitak, nag, khandani,

plial, and mohr head oriiainents, also armlets ami
chain-like anklets. The silver liligrce work of

Guttack is generally doin' by boys. It is identical

in charaettir with that of Arabia, ^falta, Genoa,
Noi‘way, Sweden, and Denmark, and also witli

the flligree wwk of ancient Greece, Byzantium,

and Etruria. It is also made at Murshidabad,

Dacca, and Ceylon.

The manufacture of shell hracielets is one of the

indigenous carts of Hengal, in which the caste of

iSankhari at Dacca excel. The chaiiks of wliich

they arc made arc large univalve shells of several

species of turbinella, from six to seven inches

long, and of a pure white colour. They are im-

ported into Calcutta from Kamuad, and from the

Slaldivc Islands. In making the large massive

bracelets which are worn by Hindu women, they

are sawn into semicircular pieces, and these are

riveted and cemented to form the bracelets,

some of which are elaborately carved and iiilahl

with a composition of lac and a red pigment. A
pair of bracelets of this description frequently

costs as high as 80 rupees. Of the thicker pieces

of the shells, beads are made to form the necklaces

which the liengal sepoys wear. Some Marwari

womc;Q and the Binjara women have the entire

forearm from the wrist to the elbow covered with

heavy massive bracelets, and the lower part of

the legs equally covered with anklets. The
armlets of the Binjara women are of deer horn,

but it looks like ivory. Amongst the Rajputs,

the women adopt a brother by the gift of a

bracelet. The intrinsic value of such pledge is

never looked to, nor is it requisite it should be

costly, though it varies with the means and rank

of the donor, and may be of flock silk and
spangles, or gold clhains and gems. The accept-

ance of the pledge ami its return is by the katchli,

or corset, of simple silk or satin, or gold broaule
and pearls. Colonel Tod was the Kakhi-biind-
Blifii of the three queens of Udaipur, Bundi, and
Kotah, besides Chund Bai, the maiden sister of

the rana, as well as of many ladies of the chief-

tains of rank. Though the bracelet may be sent
by maidens, it is only on occasions of urgent
n(.‘(H?s.sity or danger. The festival of the bracelet

(liakhi) is in spring. . The adopted brother may
hazard his life in his adopted sister’s cause, and yet

never receive a mite in reward
;

for he cannot
even see tlie fair object who, as brother of her

adoption, has constituted him her defender.

The mosaic work of Agra is chiefly applied .at

present to ornamental furniture; and household

objects of art, the inlay being of rock crystal,

topaz, j){*arls, turquoise, carnclian, jade, coral,

amethyst, bloo<lstone, garnet, sapphire, jasper,

lapis-lazuli, agates, and chalcedony. It originated

in the exquisite decorations of the Taj at Agra (.v.D.

10:^7-1058) by Austin de Bordeaux. The art

had almost dio<l out, until about the middle of

tlie 19th century it was revived by Dr. (Surgeon-

General) John Murray, of tlio Bengal Medical

Service. It is Florentine in origin and style, but
Indian in the forms of its ornamentation. The
mirror mosaic work in the Sliish Mahal in tbo

palace of Akbar (a.d. 1556-1005), or of Shah
.lahan (a.d. 10*27-1(»58), and that of the Shish

Mahal of Lahore, is the work both of Shah Jahan
and Aurangzeb.
Two tilings are acting unfavourably on the

hereditary skill of the Hindu craftsman in recent

years. I’he authority of the trade guilds has been
relaxed under tlu; freedom of English rule, and
the importation of British goo<l8 has forced many
artisans into agriculture and even domestic service.

It was under the Indian guild system that the

sumptuary »arts were carried to a state of perfection,

‘ until at length the whole bullion of the western

nations of antiquity and media; val times was pouretl

into the east in exchange for them.’

Some of the best workmen of liritish India aic

in Dacca, Ghittagong, and Katch (Cutch). In

Gujerat, at tin; towns of Dholka, Viragram, and
Ahnu'nlabad, working in gold and silvt;r is largely

carried on, and thi' (’utch, (Lijerat, andKattyawar
goldsmiths are skilful in the decoration of arms,

ill silver and parcel-gilt and gold. At the present

day, Dehli stands out prominently as the town of

jewellers. The chief characteristics of its jewel-

lery are the purity of the gold and silver employed,

the delicacy and minuteness of the workmanship,

the taste and skill displayed in the combination

of coloured stones, and tlie aptitude for the imita-

tion of any kind of original art on the part of

w'urknien. ranjabi artists have retained a high

reputation for skill as goldsmiths. Their best

known manufacture is in parcel-gilt water jars,

graven througli the gilding to the silver below.

Htill more pleasing are the copper-hammered
work, lotas, from Tanjurt', of which l8irG. Birdwood
has given several engravings. In its bold forms, the

brass-work of the same place recalls the descrip-

tions of Homer of the work of the artists of Sidon.
Some are simply etched, others deeply cut in
mythological designs, and others diapered all over
with a leaf pattern similar to that seen in Assyrian
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sculpture. Those encrusted with silver arc the necklaces arc tubular beads of ruddy gold strung
most beautiful. together, and pendent from a chain that goes round

The beaten-gold jewellery of the purest Hindu the neck, from which the strings of tubular beads

style is made at Sawuntwari, Mysore, Vizianagram; of gold hang down the neck like a golden veil,

and Damascus work, in gold, is chiefly carried on The gold is sometimes wrought into flowers. The
in Kashmir, at Gujerat and Scalkote in the Pan- eastern jewellers’ art is employed for children of

jab, and is called koftgari or beaten work. Dainas- the earliest ages, as ringB, anklets, etc.

ceiling in silver is also called bedri work, whicli is Hindu girls have as their sole covering a silver

made at Beder, Purniah. In 18h(>, only one leaf, of the sha])e of the pipal leaf, sometimes
Hindu family remained in Beder engaged in this suspended from the waist by a thread, but gener-

tutanague work. ally by a girdle of twisted silver with a serpent’s

Enamelling, the master craft of the world, is head, where it flisteiis in front. In Algeria, girls

practised in great perfection at Jaipur (Jeyi)ore) wear a leaf-shaped silver ornament; and through
in Rajputana. It is cliampleve. A roinui plate the Barbary States (Berber) it is the emblem of

presented to the Prince of AVah's is the largt st virginity.

specimen ever produced, and took four years in With the ancient Egyptians, the lotus and pa-

the making. There is an engraving of a native pyrus were types of ornament, and the Greeks

writing-case in the shape of an Indian gondola, adopted the date tree for their pillars,

which is of admirable workmanship
;

1h(‘ colours Imitations of knotted grass and of leaves

of the blue and green enamel being lu’ighter even seem to bo the origin of the simplest and
than the natural irideseeiK^e of the jx^aeocks’ tails, most common form of gold ornament, the early

The canopy which covers tlie iiik-l)ottle is coloured specimens consisting of thick gold wire twiste«l

with green, blue, ruby, and coral-red enamels. int(j bracelets, etc. A second archaic type of

Throughout tlie Madras Presidency and in decoration is to bo found in the chopped gold

Mysore, the gold and silver metals are superbly jewellery of Gujerat. This is made of gold lumps,

wrought in swami work, the ornamentation consists either solid or hollow, in the forms of cubes and
of figures of the Puranie gods in high relief, either octahedrons, strung together on red silk,

beaten out from the surface or aflixed to it. The finest gemmed and enamelled jewellery in

and removeable at pleasure, like the einblemata of ,
India is that of Kashmir and tin* Paiijab, and which

the Romans. TTie metal work for evt'ryday use 1 (‘xtonds across Rajputana to Dehli and (’cntral

is in brass, copper, and tin, or tht'ir alloys, in the India. It consists of tires, aigrettes, and other

form of lotas, atr-dans, pandans, dishes, bowls, ornaments for the head
;
also ear-rings, ear- chains,

camllesticks, images, bells, sacrificial 8j)Oons, and studs of the chrysanthemum llowcr, nosc-

censers, and they are made all over India. Kash- rings, nose studs, necklaces, some of chains of

mir, Moradabad, and Benares are famed aifi's. ])earls and precious stones, others of tablets of

.
Also Bandhua in Oudh, likewise in Nuddeah, gold set with gems, strung together by short,

dukhera, Nasik, Poona, Ahmadabad, Bombay, strings of mixed pearls and turquoises
;
armlets,

Madura, Travancore, and Taiijore. bracelets, rings, anklets, and rosaries, in never-

Bracelets arc made of ehank-siiells at Dacca, eiuling variations of form, and of the richest and
They are sawn into semicircular j)ieces, which are loveliest effects in pearl, turquoise, enamel, ruby,

joined together and are carved and inlaid with a diamond, sapphire, topaz, and emerald. Like the

red composition. The manufacture of shell brace- Assyrian sculpture, the bracelets often end with

lets in Sylhet gives om
2
)loyment to a large number the head of some beast.

of people. Goldsmiths of India generally stain their work
In Egypt, anklets (or khulkhal) of solid gold or of a deep yellow. In Sind, the goldsmiths and

silver are worn by some ladies. They are heavy, jewellers sometimes give it a highly artistic tinge

and, knocking together as the wearer walks, inak(; of olive-brown. The Sind goldsmiths’ work is

a ringing noise. Isaiah alludes to this, or perhaps very beautiful, and of purely indigenous design,

to the sound produced by another kind of anklet. In Kashmir and in Jfiirma their work is in ruddy
viz. a string of bells on the feet, which (amongst gold.

the Arabs) is a common custom for young girls Throughout Southern India, a favourite design

or young women to wear. with the British consists of figure's of Hindu deities

The Hindu jewellery often is imitations of the in high relief, either beaten out from tlui surface,

flowers of the Michelia ehampaca, Acacia Arabica, or fixed on to it by solder or screws. The Trichi-

Clirysanthemum, Phyllanthus embliea, Eheaguus nopoly work proper includes also chains of rose-

koluga, and Mangifera ludica. The bell-shaped gold, and bracelets of the flexible serpent pattern,

ear-ring is from the flower of the sacred lotus, and The silver filigree work of Cuttack, identical in

the cone-shaped of Kashmir, in ruddy gold, repre- character with that of ancient Greece, and of

sents the lotus flower-bed. Tlie lotus is seen \Ialtji at the j^rescuit day, is generally dom* by

<iverywhere in Indian, Chinese, and Ja])anese boys, who-se sensitive fingers and keen sight enable

decoration, and on Assyrian and Babylonian them to put the fine silver threads together with

sculi)tures. the necessary ra])idity and accuracy. The gold-

A chopped gold form of jewellery worn smiths’ work of Kashmir is of the kind known as

throughout India is made of pieces like jujubes, parcel-gilt, and is further distinguished by the

of the purest gold, flat or in tubes, and, by removal ruddy colour of the gold used. Its airy shapes

of the angles and octahedrons, strung on red silk, and exquisite tracery, graven through the gilding

It is the finest archaic jewelleiy in India. Ear- to the dead-white silver below, softening the

rings of the nail-head pattei n are like those repre- lustre of the gold to a pearly radiance, give a most
sented on Assyrian sculptures. charming effect to this retined and graceful work.

Necklaces in Western India are often of gold. The hammered repousse silver work of Catch
in form like clubs and knots of grass. Burmese (Kacbchh), although now entirely naturalized, is
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said to be of Dutch origin. Similar work is done peninsula, is styled Rajput, though neither classed

at Lucknow and Dacca. with the Solar, Lunar, nor Agnicula races
;
they

fn many of the towns of India, the scarlet and seem, however, to he of nortliern origin. It is a

black see(ls of the Ahrus prccatoriiis (gunch), the tribe little known in Hindustan ov even Rajasthan,
fiat black seeds of the Cassia auriculata (tarwar), into which latt(?r country it was introduced entirely

the red seeds of the Adcnanthera pavoiiina, the through the medium of the ancient lords of Sau-
mottlcd seeds of the Areca catechu, the oval seeds rashtra, the present family of Mewar. A splendid

of the Caryota urens, and the seeds of the Ehx'o- act of self-devotion of the Jhala chief, when rana

carpus gaiiitnia, set in gold and silver, are all Hertap was oj)pressed with the whole weight of

used for personal ornaments. Akbar’s power, obtained, with the gratitude of

Tho goldsmiths’ art contributes largely to em- this prince, the highest honour he could confer,

—

broidery. Gold and silver thread is made by his daughter in marriage, and a seat on his right

being drawn out under the application of heat, hand. Tt was deemed a mark of great condescen-

and with sucli nicety, that one rupee’s worth of sion of a recent rana sanctioning a remote braneli

silver Avill make a thread nearly SOO yards long, of liis own family, Ijestowiiig a daughter in marriage

Ileforc being used in the loom, this metallic thread on the .lhala ruler of Kotah. This tribe lias giviui

is generally twisted with silk. Kor the manufac- its naiiK^ to one of the largest divisions of Sau-
turo of cloth of gold (sonilri), or cloth of silver rashtra, dhalawar, which jiossesses sevxTal towns
(niperi), the wire is beaten flat, so as to form tlu^ of importance. Of these, Bankancr, Hiilwud, and
warp to a woof of thin silk or cotton. A third Draugdra arc the principal. Regarding the period

kind of metallic ornamentation is jiractiscd at of the scttleim'iit of tlic Jhala, tradition is silent,

Jeypore in Rajputana and Ilyderabail in the as also on tlieir early history
;
but the aid of its

Dekhan, by printing muslins with patterns of gold quota was given to the rana against the first

and silver leaf. attacks of the Muluimmadaiis.

—

Tod's Ilajasthiny

Knamelliiig, as applied in India to jewellery, i. p. 1 U.
consists of an extremely fine pencilling of flowers JH A I.AWAN, Saharawan, and Las districts

an<l fancy di'sigris in a variety of colours, the of Baluchistan, west of the Indus, are on a

prevailing ones being white, rt'd, and bine, and is great mountain rang(‘ or table-land that runs N.

invariably applied to tlu* inner sides of bracelets, and S. Jhalawan, with less elevation than Saliara-

armlets, anklets, necklaces, t'ar-rings, sirpooch, wan, is h(‘ld by Brahui tribes, amongst whom are

tiara, and all that desciiption of native jewellery, the Minghal, Bi/ainji, and Sainalari, in the bills,

the value depemding upon the nneiiess of the work. The fixed population in their little towns does not

and oft(‘ii exceeding that of the precious stones exceixl 10,000, and are greatly exceeded by the

themselves. The finest specimens an* only made to pastoral tribes,—the great tribes of Minghal and

order, and the best conic from Benares, Dehli, and Bizuiiji giving them the preponderance. Jhala-

.leypore. Tn tho soutli of India, the inannfactnn* wan ami Saharawan ar(i tlu^ two great central

of enamels on articles like the abovi; is almost districts of Baluchistan, and these districts sur-

eiitirely restricted to Hyderabad. It presents no round the districts of Kalat which depend on the

varieties, but in geiuiral consists of a blue coating capital. Tln^ plain of Daslit-i-Guran, south of

interlined with white on a surface' of silver, and is (’happar, is inhabited by tho Suiiari, a branch of

applicfl to rosewater sprinklers, spice-boxes, basins, the Jehri tribe of Jhalawaii. Many of the Jhala-

aiid such like articles. The merit of the irginufac- wan tribes are undoubtedly of Rajput origin, and,

turo lies in tho simplicity of the enamel itself, and until lately, the practice of infanticide wa^ prcval-

iii tlie lightness of the silver article to wliich it is ent amongst them. Near Bagwana is a cave in a

applied. Though pleasing, it is tho coarsest rock, which Avas seen in the middle of the 19th

(iiuuiiel produced in India. At Indore in Central century filled with the dried mummy-like bodies of

India, it is applied to articles of personal decora- infants, some of which had a comparatively recent

tion, such as necklaces, armlets, brooches, ear- apj)eaiaiice. Sec India; Kalat.

rings, etc., Avhich .arc set by native jewellers, JHALAWAR is a Native State in Rajput-

according to the taste of the purchaser. Tln^ ana, under the political superintendence of tlu^

subjects generally consist in a rejirescntiition of Rajputana Agemiy and the Government of India.

th(! avatars, or pictures of the metamorphoses of Jhalavvar has beem a separate dependency from

Indian deities; and the work is so jierfcct that it the 8th April 1838, when the Kotah principality

will stand, not only the influence of climate, hut wa,s dismembered, and maharaj rana Muduii Singh

even rough handling. A set of Hie ornaments, con- was established in Jlialawar under a treaty by

sisting of a necklace, car-rings, two armlets, and which lie acknowledged British supremacy, and

a brooch, in plain gold, contributed to the Exhibi- w’as vested with the titles ot maliaraj rana.

lion of 1861, was valued at Rs. 1700, or £170, During the mutiniLS of 1867-58, Pirthce Singh, his

A duplicate forwarded to the Haris Exhibition in successor, rendered good service by conveying to

1866, was purchased for Rs. 600, or £60.— 7Vuy places of safety several Europeans wlw had taken

Cart; Tod's Tr. ; Rajasthan; Juries' Rep. ICx. refuge in his districts. This state pays Rs. 8000

1851; Madras Ex. 1865; Ex. o/*1862; Royle's a year to the British Government as tribute.

Arts of India; Sir U. Birdwond; Imp. Gaz. The area of the state is 2600 square miles, and

JHABAR. Htkd. Low land on which water the population 220,000.

lies, and in which rice is groAvn. JIIANSI, a British district in the N.W. Pro-

JHALA, a race who OAvn the ruler of Hulwud- vinc<‘s, lying betAveen lat. 25° 3' 43" and 25° 48'

Drangdra as their chief, and are supposed to have 46" N., and between long^ 78° 21' 15" and 79° 27
'

sprung from an offshoot of Anhilwara, on the 30" E., with an area of 1667 square miles, and a

extinction of which dynasty they obtained largo population in 1872 of 317,826 persona. The
territorial aggrandizement. The part of the Jhala Purihar Rajputs are pointed out by tradition as

Makwahana tribe who also, inhabit the Saurushtra the earliest Aryan immigrants into Jhansi, Avhcrc

'



JHAPI. JHBLUM.

they still pMsess 24 villi^. Their last chief, JIIARWA, Hind., also Sawan or Sawain, a
Guiigadhur Kao, died childless in March 1853, grass yielding a grain which is sometimes eaten
andastl^re existed no male heir of any of the and made into bread. It ripens in the rains of
chiefs who ruled Jhansi since the first relations the month Sawan, hence its other name Sawain.
of the British Government were formed with it in JHEEL. Hind. A marsh or lake. Thejheels

TK
state was declared lapsed to the British, of Eastern Bengal owe their origin chiefly to the

The rani then attempted to seize the supreme excessive rainfall of the Khassya and Sylhet Ililla,

authority. On the 5th June 1857 the mutiny broke and to the overflow of the Surma. They occupy
out at Jhansi, and on the 8th a massacre occurred, an immense area, fuUy 200 miles in diameter
I lie country was held by the rani, whose bitteniess from N.E. to S.W.^ which is almost entirely under
against the British was intense. It was captured water throughout the rainy season, and only
by Sir Hugh Kose on the 5th April 1868; the partially dry in the winter months. They extend
ram had previously fled with Tantia Topi, ami from the very base of the Khassya Hills and E.
finally fell in battle at the foot of the rock fortress extremity of the Cachar district southward to

7r(;a(ies. the Tiperah IHIIh and ISunderbans, and westward
flHAPI, umbrella - shaped hats worn by the to the Megna river and considerably beyond it,

lower classes ot Assamese, made from the coarse thu.s forming a fresh-water continuation of the
h'aves of the toko-pat palm, the Livistonia Jen- Sunderbans, and affording a free water commuiii-
kinsiana, Griffith. The leaf of the talipot palm, cation in every direction. The villages, and
Coryphataliera, is similarly used,

—

Sinimonds^ Dirt, occasionally largt^ towns, which are scattered over
JHAKEJA, a Kajput race in Gujerat ami the surface of the j heels, generally occupy the

Cutch, with a branch in Kattyawar, descendants banks of the principal rivers; these have defined
of the ^adu, and claiming from Krishna. In courses in the dry season, their banks always being
early ages they inhabited the tracts on the Indus several feet higher than the mean level of the

T ^

i

another place Colonel inundated country. Extensive sandbanks, covered
lod relates that Samba obtained pos.session of the in winter with a short swanl of creeping grasses
tracts on both sides the Indus, and founded the and annual weeds, run along the banks of the
oind bamma dynasty, from which the Jhareja are argest streams, anil shift thiur ])Osition with every
descended. '1 here is every probability, he slates, flood. The remainder of the surface is occupied
that fearnbus, of bamha Nagari (Minagara), the by grassy marshes, (U)vercd in winter with rice
opponent of Alexander, was a descendant of erop.s, ami in summer with water, upon which
painba, son of Krishna. The Jhareja chronicles, immense floating islands of matted grasses and
in Ignorance of the origin of this titular appel- sedges are seen in every direction, gradually
hition, say that their aiieestors came from Sham or carried towards the sea by an almost imperceptible
oyna. Ihe Jhareja ilominions extend over a tract current. Near Cliurra, the common water plants
or about 180 miles ill length and 60 in breadth

;
the of the jheels are species of V^allisneria serrata,

land IS generally poor, indifferently cultivated, and Damasonium, iMyriophylJn, Villarsiie, Trajia
;
blue,

thinly peopled, so much so, that although it con- white, purple, ami scarlet water-lilies; llydrilla,
tains an area of upwards of 10,000 square miles, IJtricularia, Limiiophila, Azolla, 8alviuia, Cerato-
tJie number of inhabitants is only half a million, pteris, and floating grasses. The Bakhal Lake
one-twentieth part of which is confined within in the Nizam’s dominions, to the east of Hyder-
the capital, ^nd anotlier twentieth within abad, is said to be the work of a Hindu dynasty,
the SQaport of Mandavi. Except these two places, and to* be the largest piece of water in India. In
there is none which merits the name of city, the Bengal rresidency, swamps, expanded or con-
though there are a few towns, as Anjar, Irnkput, tracteii according to the seasons, take the place
JMooudia, etc., on the coast, which derive im])ort- of lakes, exce})t when the latter are formed by
ance from their position. Of this population, the old beds of rivtus of an oblong character. But
number of the dominant race, tlie Jhareja, fit the Bhandara district in the (Central Brovinces
to bear arms was estimated at only 12,000; the has an equal or greater storage of water, in jheels
remainder are Muliammadans and Hindus of all and tanks numbered by thousands, though no one
sects and classes. The tliakur of Mnrvi is a of them .singly may eipial the dimensious of the
Jhareja, and was the first in Colonel W^alker’s Pakliah— //ooA-er and Thomson; Hooker, Him.
tunc to abandon infanticide. lie had possessions Jour. ii. j). 309.
in Cutch. In 1818, Captain M‘Murdo estimated JHELUM, a town in tlic Panjab, in lat. 32^^

the number of Jhareja in Cutch at about 12,000 55' 26" N., long. 73° 46' 36" E., with upwards of
pei*sons, of whom only about 30 were wdiucii. 5000 inhabitants. It is the lieadquarters town of
1 he Jhareja killed their daughters to avoid paying a district of the same name. The Kshatriya

A*i3 T
Hindus here are traders and money-lenders; the

JHAlilA, a name applie<l in the Central Pro- Arora are husbandmen. The industrious Jat are
A iiices to tge older settlers, supposed to be from largely Muhamiiiadaus. They hold the whole
Jluir, underwood, forest

;
tliey are much looser in central region to the iiortli and south of the Salt

their observances than lat(?r comers of the same Range, the hills themselves being the home of
caste, eating forbidden food, and worshipping the Janjuahs. They remained loyal during the
stiange gods. mutiny in 1857. The Awan are numerous, nearly

n 1

^ Manbhum district, a hundred thousand. An interest is th^ow^ around
engul, situated in the parganaof the same name, them by the conjecture that they represent the

^ evv iiifles S. and S.E. of Parasnath Hill, Bengal, descendants of Alexander’s anny
;
though they

/h a uuf\ themselves put forward a more apocryphal gene-

1

^ Jbarya, a caste who wash alogy from the son-in-law of the prophet. The
n Mhes and dust of a melting-house Gujar, farther south, form a pastoral tribe with a

or go dsimth s shop. The Nyaria of Hindustan. bad reputation for cattle-lifting, but are here a

AiO



JHENGUR. JIMACH.

body of thriving and honest agriculturists, with a

fine manly physique, and considerable landed

possessions around the town of Jheluin. l^rge

numbers of Kashmiri arrive every winter in search

[)f harvest work, and return home wlien the

summer sets in. The Khokars, though n umerically

unimportant, possess great social distinction. One
of their ancestors founded tlie town of Tind Diulan

Khan, which he called after his own name, and

lias become the chief centre of the salt trade.

The Jhelum river of the Panjab is the Hydaspes

of the Greeks, and the Pehiit, Vehut, Yitasta,

and Betusta of the Hindus. It rises in Kashmir,

the whole valley of which it drains, and takes its

i^onrse through the Baramula pass in tlie Pir

Panjal range, (mtcring the plain of the Panjab

iibout 220 miles from its source. Below Jalaljnir

it runs nearly south, joining the Chenab a little

above the Trimo ferry, in lat. 31*^ 10' N., and long.

72° 9' E., after a course of 450 miles. At this

coulluence the Jhelum is about 500 yards wide

;

after the union, tlie channel of the united streams

is a mile broad and 12 feet deep.

The Jhelum district of the Paiijab river yiehls

gold, coal, marble, soapstone, gypsum, tojiaz, rock-

salt, French chalk, sandstone*, limestone, 'rhere

is a thriving trade in horses and mules. The
first thing a zamindar does with any small sum
of money he has saved, is to buy a good marc,

from which he brce<ls ;
and if any single individual

is too poor to buy a whole mare himself, he and

two or three others in the same condition as him-

self will club and purchase an animal amongst

them. The colts or fillies produced there are

largely bought up by officers of the cavalry st'rvice

in search of remounts. Prices are given for them

sometimes as high as Ks. 300 and Hs. 350 for tlin'e-

year-old colts and lillics. Brass vt'ssuls and

leather and parchment jars arc largely made at

Pind Dadun Khan.
JHENGUK. Hind. Species of the cricket

genus. See Acheta
;

Insects.

JIIIND is one of the states situated to the east

of the Sutlej (Satlaj) river. It consists of tJiroe or

four isolated tracts. Tin; town of Jliiial is situated

in lat. 29° 19' N., and long. 76° 23' E. In 1857,

Swamp Singh, then raja, was the first to march

against the mutineers at Dehli. His troops acted

as the vanguaril of the army, and he remaim*d in

the British camp until the re-occupation of the

(dty, and a portion of his troops took part in

the assault. For these services he received a

grant of additional territory, yielding -^11,681 ])er

annum. The maharaja is a .lat, of the Sikh

faith, and of the same descent as the inaluiraja of

Patiala.

JIIOJHA, an inferior class of Muhammadans
who are scattered over different parts of the Doab
and Rohilkhand, and are reported to be good
cultivators. In pargana Burun of Bulundshuinir,

they represent themselves as converted Kahtor,

Chauhan, and Tuar
;
but by others they are con-

sidered to be converted slaves of these tribes. In

like manner, the Jhojha of Anupshahr are said

to be slaves of the Moghul converted to Muham-
madanism. Being Muhammadans, tliey arc not re-

strained by Hindu observances of certain festivals,

and thus, while Hindus waiting for the

Hit’hwun before they cut their sugar-cane, the

Jhojha have already begun to press their cane and

manufacture their sugar.—AV/. Sapp. Gloss.

JHOOT’HA. Hind. Leavings of food; that

which has touched food and is thereby defiled.

JHOW, in Baluchistan, has but one village,

Nandara
;

its tribes are the Mirwari and Ilalada,

the latter Brahui and pastoral. Numerous mounds,
here called Daiiii, exist, where coins and trinkets

are found, remnants of some former race. See
Kalat.

JlHJJi. Hind. A sad<lle-cloth, also elephant’s

housing. Jhul-baili, a large pair of sacks for

grain, carried by a bullock.

JHULA. Hini>. a suspension bridge. In the

simplest form, a jhnla has a single set of ropes,

from which a wooden seat is suspended, which is

pulled from side to side ])y nniaiis of a rope woi'ked

from the rocks on (dther side of the river. Tin;

rudest of the twig jhula are the usual communi-
cations across the Ivavi

;
but good wooden bridges

(saiigla) are kept up for the sake of sliee]) at Oli,

IJlasa, and elsewhere.

—

Chghorn^ Pun. Hep. p. 101

;

Dr. Thomsoii\'i Tr.

JlIlTliAM YATKA, a festival in honour of

Krishna in the month Bhadra, when images of him
and Kadha are swung on decorated platforms.

JHLIM, in Assam, tlic cultivation known in

the Peninsula as the kuniari, whert* the forest is

burned, and one or two (U’ops raised.

J 11 LINT or Jhnnti. Bknci, 'Fhc tuft of hair

left on the top of the head of the Hindu, after the

head being shaved. A crest, a top-knot.

Jl, Hind., from Jiva, Sansk. Life, soul,

pronounced in the various tongues of India, jio,

jib, .and jiv. It means the vital principle, the

mind or iutclleetu.al action, and enters into many
composite words as an affix. Jivagar is a Buddhist
te.acher and ascetic. .Uva-hothi or .Icokothi, a

house for the reception of living animals, such as

arc at Bombay, and sn})portod by the J.ains at

Surat. It is usually written jei^, and it is applied
to iiaineB of Hindus, as Krishna-ji, Sita-ji. It is

also used alone as a respectful term of assent, or

an interrogatory, as yes, your pleasure ?

JIMACH, also called Wokhab. Dr. Francis
Buchanan Hamilton, in Shahabad district, ‘saw a
jimach attack a very strong falcon as it was
hovering over a bush into which it had driven a
partridge. The inoinent the falcon spied the
jimach, it gave a sert'am and llcw off with the
utmost velocity, while the jimach e<p]ally pursued.
They were instantly followed by thi) whole party,

foot, horse, and elephants, perhaps 200 persons,

shouting and tiring witli all their might
;
and the

falcon was saved, but not without severe wounds,
the jimach having struck her to the ground

;
but

a liorseinan came up in time to prevent her from
being devoured.’ The wokhab, or nkab, as it is

also torme<l, is a small eagle, very abundant in tin;

plaiiiH of Upper India, tlie Dekhan, etc., bearing

many systenuitic iifimes, the earliest of whicli is

A(piila fnlvesceiis
;

it is not quite so large or

robust as the Aq. nmvioidos of Africa, with which
it has been supposed identical. The- wokhab is

very troublesf)me in liawking after the sun be-
comes hot, mist.aking the jesses for some kind of

prey, and pouncing on the falcon to seize it. Mr.
(iSir) W. Elliot once or twice nearly lost shahin
(Falco peregrinator) in consequence, they flying to
great distances for fear of the wokhab or jimacli.

The principal hawks employed in Indian falconry
are identical with those of Europe, namely, the
Bhyri of India, which is the peregrine falcon, or

a.4.1



JIN. JOANNES DAMASCENUS,

F. peregrinus, Gmel.^ of the west
;
and the Baz of ing caoutchouc. Its bark is soft and thick. In

India, Astur palumbarius, Lmih^ which is the Borneo an Urcoola grows to the size of a man’s
gosliawk or * gen til’ falcon of Britain. In a Persian body, has a very rougli appearance, on being cut

treatise by the head falconer of the emperor .Akbar, emits its sap in the greatest abundance
;
and with-

the various species used are emiinerated, and may out destroying the tree, very large quantities

be recognised with precision
;
among them is tlio might be obtained from a single trunk. There

Shangar, which is clearly the gyr falcon of the are three plants in Borneo called by the generic

north, represented as extremely rarc^ and valuable, name of Jintawan
;
two arc common in Sarawak,

taken perhaps once or twice only in a century, viz. the J. susuh, or milky jintawan, and the J.

and then generally in the Panjab. hulat, or round-fruited jintawan. They equally

JIN. Auah. a demon, an evil spirit
;
one of produce the caouteliouc, which differs in no respect

the fabled genii. They are not restricted to any from that produced by the Ficus elastica and
particular region, but the gigantic monsters, called other trees. The nativ(‘S of Borneo use it to cover

dev, reside peculiarly among the rocks and forests the sticks with which they beat their gongs and
of Masandaran or Hyrcania. In Muhamma<hin other musical instruments. The fruit, which is

belief there are reekoiu'd five distinct orders of larg(‘ and of a fine apricot colour, contains ten or

such creatures, viz. jaiin, jinn, sliaitan, ifrit, and twelve seeds enveloped in a rich reddish pulp,

marid, whose chief abode is in the Kaf mountains, and though but a jungle plant, is one of the most
T’liey are good and evil creatures. Solomon is grateful fruits of the (jountry to the European
said to have had jiowcr over the Jin. In And) palate.

—

Low's Sarairak^ p. 52.

mythology they are beings created out of smoke- JIRGAH. Pitshtit. A council of an Afghan
hiss fire, 2000 years before Adam

;
they are noticed tribe, com])Oscd of the elders. I'he government

in Suras i. xlvi. Ivii. and Ixxii. of the Koran. of the tribes is a democracy, their representation

To Muhammadan views, it is a material, intelli- and self-government being by their Jirgah, but,

gent being, with a body similar to the essence of like most rude j)cople, no man’s nationality ex-

tirc or smoke. tends beyond his own clan.

Jin lived in the mountains of Kaf, near the JIRJIS or Jurjos, the 8t. George of England,

mysterious sea of tlaTkn(.*ss, where Khidr drank of whom Miihamm.adan.s rank among the ])rophcts,

the fountain of life. And no one couhl tell when he and confound with the prophet Elias. Mar Jurjos

might come across one of those terrible creatures,
|

wat-tawniu, St. George and tin; Dragon, is tlu

incarnate in the form of a ja(!kal, a dog, or a name of the place where St. George destroyed the

serpent; tir meet, perhaps, in his own hideous dragon, near the bridge over tlu^ Beyrout river,

shape, the aj)palling Nesiias, who is a man split in A Christian chapel was erected here, but it has

two, with half a head, half a bo<ly, om; arm, and be(m made a mosque.
one leg, yet hops along with aHtoni.shing agility, JITA or Jit. Hisu). Conquered, victorious,

and is said, when caught, to hav(! l)een found very as Run-jit, victorious in l)attlo.

sweet eating by the people of lladramaut. JIVA. Sansk. Eifc, the soul. Jivata means
JINA. Sansk. A victor over the desires. A individual spirit. See Ji.

teacher of the Jain doctrines, any one of the 21 JIVAGAR. Tam. A Buddhist teacher and
deified teachers of the system, calle<l also a Tirthan- ascetic.

kara. I’he hist of the .lina was i^lahavira, who wjus J I VA G08WAMI, author of the Vidagdha Mad-
born of Trisala, wdfe of Siddhartha, of the family hava, a Sanskrit writer on the loves of Krishna,

of Ikshwaku, and prince of Pavana in Baratak- JIVA-PITRI, the fatiier of life, a propm*

shetra, and he married Ya.sodha, daughter of the epithet for ^lahadcva, the creative power, whose
prince of Sarnaravira. lie afterw^ards became a Olympus is Kailas.

Digambara or naked ascetic, and led in silence an JIYYARU. ^rKL. The head of the Vaishnava

erratic life for 12 years; and during his wander- Brahmans in the south of India,

iiigs in this state ho was repeate<lly maltreated. JNANT,or divine Buddhas, are five,—Yairochna,

He then commenced to lecdure at Apapapuri in Akshobya, Ratna Sambhava, Amitablia, Amoglia
Behar. Ilis first discif)lcs wxto Brahmans of Siddha, the modal creations of Adi Jiuddha, each

Magada and Indrabhuti, or Cautama of the Brail- of whom produced, respectively, a Botlhi-satwa,

man tribe of Gautama rislii, wdio is not identical viz. (1) Samanta Bhadra, (2) Vajrapani, (3) Rat-

with the Gautama of the Brahmans. Mahavira napani, (1) Padmapani, (5) Viswapani.

—

Fenjus-

died at the age of 72, thirty-eight of which had son and JJiu'gess.

been spent in religious duties. JO, a Burmese jiooplc speaking a rude dialect

JINJIKA, a territory of a family of African of the Burmese, lying east of Chittagong,

origin, and knowui as the Sidi, also desiguatc<l JO, a beverage made from rice or millet, and

} fabshi or Abyssinians. used by the Bodo. The grain is boiled and
Baji Rao, the first peshwa, waged an unsuccess- flavoured by a root called agai-chito. It is left to

fill war with the Habshi ruler of Jinjira. They ferment for two days in a nearly dry state. Water
were as powerful at sea as Angria, and on the is then added, and it is fit for drinking in three or

mainland were in the practice of ravaging the four days.

JMahratta territory, and liad seized some forts. JOANNES DAMASCENUS, son of Sergius, a

The utmost that the peshwa could obtain was a Christian who for many years was treasurer to the

forbearance from these aggressions (a.d. 1736). khalif Mansur. Sergius had a son, to 'whom he

JIN-KIN, or classes of men, is a Chinese book gave the best education, his chief tutor being

of great authority. In it the sages occupy the Cosmos, an Italian monk who had been taken

first chapter, and in this Confucius is placed high prisoner by the Saracens and sold as a slave at

above all others.

—

Bowring. Baghdad. After the death of Sergius, his son

JIN-RIK-SHA. Jap. A kind of sedan chair, succeeded as chief councillor (protosumbaulos) to

JINTAAYAN, an Urceola tree of Borneo, yield- the khalif A1 Mansur. Such, however, had been
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JOASMI. JOB’S TEARS.

}hc influence of the Italian monk on his pupil’s

[uind, that he suddenly resolved to retire from tlic

worhi and to devote himself to study, meditation,

iiid pious works. From the monastery of St. Saba,

near Jerusalem, he sent forth the most learned

kvorks on theology, particularly his Exposition of

^he Orthodox l^'aith. He soon beeamo the highest

luthority on matters of dogma in the Eastern

Jhurchj and he still holds his place among the

saints both of the eastern and western churches,

[lis name is Joannes Darnasceiins, or St. John of

Damascus, llis knowledge of Greek earned him
n after life the title of Chrysorrlioas or gold

lowing. He boldly op|)Osed tlie iconoclastic

Dolicy of the emperor Leo. Among the works
iscribed to him was that of Jkirlaam and .Josaphat.

[le wrote a separate work discussing the mi'rits

)f (Christianity and Muhammadanism. In his

llarlaam and Josaphat he introduced a number
)f eastern fabk's, and took his princi])al hero
Josa]>liat from the Lalita-vistara, the life of tlie

lluddha or enlightened, a ])ortion of the. sacred

ranon of Buddhists. The story of Barlaam is,

M its most striking points, a mere repetition of

the story of the Huddlia, but Josaphat, tlie lioro

)f the story, has been raised to tin* rank of a saint ,

l)oth in tlie eastern and wesbuii churches. And
thus, though under a different name, the sag(‘ of

Kapcla-vastu, the founder of a religion, which in

the jiurity of its morals is nearer to Christianity

than any other religion, ami eounts even now,

ifter an existoiuie of ‘2100 years, 455,000,000 of

helievers, has ri'ceived the highest honours which
:he (Christian eJiurch can bestow. Tf Buddha
lived the life which is then* described, few saints

in tlie Greek or Jioman churches are the ecpials

i)f Josaphat, the fu*inc(’, the hermit, and the

saint.—Max MuUd' i)} Pruc. Pay. lust. (tv. Brit.y

June 1870. iSce Jataka
;
tJosaphat.

JOASMI. Of the maritimi* eliiefs of the IVrsian

Gulf 'with whom the British Government have

ccmcluded treaties, are the Joasmi chief of Ras-ul-

Khynia, and Shargah, the chief of the Ban-i-As
tribe of Abu-tliabcc or Hu Hebaye, the chief of

the Bii Filasa tribe of Debaye, a branch of the

Bahija, and the chiefs of Amalgavine and Ejmaii.

The possessions of these chiefs extend from Kas-

ul-Kliynia along the coast westward beyond the

island of Bahrein. The Joasmi have occupied

the province of 8ecr from the earliest times, and

carried on a vigorous and jirofitalile tradt' liy sea,

till, in 1805, they succumbed to the intluence of

tlio Wahalice religionists, and were <lrawii into the

piratical projects of that turbulent sect. Ibulcr

their iiilluencc the Joasmi plundered two British

vessels, and treated the commanders with great

cruelty. An expedition was sent to the Fersiaii

Gulf to punisli them for this aggression, ami to

c.o-operato with tlie Imam of Mu.scat, who was
then at war with them. I’lie expedition resulted

in tlie conclusion of a treaty on the 0th February

1806, binding the Joasmi to respect the flag and
property of the British, and to assist vessels

touching on their coast. Tlio spread of the

Wahabee in Oman soon threatened tlie Imam of

Muscat with destruction, and the British Govern-

ment determined to support him and to destroy

the pii'atical fleets as the only means of preserving

the peace of the Gulf. A strong British force

was despatched in 1809, which took Kas-ul-

Khyma, Linga, Luft, and Shinar, and destroyed

the boats of the pirates. But piracy soon recom-
menced. In 1814, the Joasmi tribe wished to be
at peace with the British provided they were
allowed to war with Arabs. But they were quite

unable to make good their professions. Even
after the negotiation of preliminary articles of

peace with the resident at Bushir, the Joasmi
attacked and plundered British vessels. Other
tribes were soon drawn under the Wahabcc in-

lluenco, and piracy increased beyond endurance.

A second expedition was fitted out, and sailed

from Bombay on the Ist November 1810. The
naval part of it consisted of several British ships

of war, the Company’s cruisers under the com-
mand of Captain T. Collier

;
and the land forces

amounted to about 3000 European and Native

troop.s, under the command of Major-General Sir

William Grant Keir. This exjiedition reduced

Ras-ul-Khyma, the principal stronghold of the

pirates, which had been carefully fortified and
Avas vigorously defended

;
and also the liill fort of

Zyah, wliich was likewise wxJl defended by a

veteran Wahabce, deeply imbued with the boldness

and character of that sect. Ras-ul-Khyma was
taken on 9th Deciunber, and engagements were

!

made with tln‘ Arab chiefs preliminary to tlu* con-

clusion of a. general treaty in 1820. By the 9th

article, the carrying off of slaves from the coasts

of Africa or elsewhere, and the transporting tliem

in vt'ssels, was declared to be plunder and piracy.

Thereafter, it was renewed annually till 184;;,

when it was prolonged for ten years. On the

exj)iry of tln^ ten years’ truce in 1853, a treaty of

perpetual peace was concluded, which provided

tliat there should be a complete cessation of

liostilities at sea between tlu) subjects of the sub-

scribing parties .— TreatieSy vii. p. 239
;
PrasePs

K/iorasan; SkiunePs Jour. ii. 223
;
Wclhtcdy i. 257.

.JOB. Close to the village of Es Sadiyen arc*

the tomb and fountain of Job, the former being a

mukam or shrine, to which pilgrims from all parts

repair. Africans come in great numbers from the

Soudan, and the shrine is under the care of some
200 Negroes, who are exempt from taxation. Tlie

ruins of an ancient temple stand upon a mound
near the tomb of .lob, which Mr. Oliphant thinks

has been successively a Phamician temple of

Baal, a Roman temple, a Christian church, ami a
Muslim liouse of jirayej*. A iiumolith, tlie top of

which has been broken off, was formely the well-

known emblem of Baal. The name of Astarolh,

the principal female divinity of the Phoenicians,

survives in the names of two adjacent villagers,

called Ashtereh and Tell Asherah. This was the

cemntry of the Amorites, ‘ who served Bajilim ami
Asherah.’ Ashtereli, a village, was visited by

Captain Ncwbold in 1840. The book of .fob is a

protest against the accepted Hebrew view which

considered all afflictions as tokens of the divine

displeasure. It thus runs directly counter to the

most cherished Jewish prejudices, and could only

obtain admission into tlie canon by being provided

with a prologue and epilogue at variance with the

true tendency of the work, and the interpolation

of the speeches of Jehovali and Elihu.

JOB’S TEAlvS. P-i-jin, P-i-jiii-mi, CniN.

Tlie hard, bead- like seeds of the (5oix lachryma
and C. vernica. They make a good substitute for

pearl barley, though larger and coarser, and make
good gruel. The plant nourishes in the Philip-

pines, where the (Jhincse settlers make from them
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ii kind of meal, very nourishing for the sick, and in

( Ml ilia it is sold for fivepence the Chinese pound.
A wine is made in China by fermenting the seeds,

and given in rheumatism. Sail matting and
covers for boxes are made from the straw. M’he

(Chinese priests use the seeds as tlioir rosaries.

—

iimith, M. M. C,

JODAGIR, or Hill of Strife, called also the

Bakur chiria or Bird’s Neat, a hill in Rajputaua
with a castle on it.

JODPIL of the mountaim iii’s of Europe is used
in India, and sounds Wai-Waood. In Fiji, He-
llilh-ho-ho-hd.

JODH BAI was the daughter of Raja Maldeo,

and sister of Oody Singh of Jodhpur in Marwar.
In 1501), (Jody Singh gave her in marriage to

Akbar, whose favourite she soon became, and a

few months after their union, she and Akbar made
a pilgrimage on foot to the tomb of Moin-ud-l)in

at Ajinir. They travelled si.v miles a day. Arrived

tlicre, Moin-ud-Din appeared to Akbar in a <lre«m

and bid him seek the interposition of Shaikh Salem,

a holy old man who dwelt on the top of Fiittehpur

Sikri. Shaikh Salem assured Akbar that Jodh
Bai would bear a sou who would live to an old

age, and the Bai remained in a hut near tlie hermit

till the promised boy was born. He was named
Mirza Selim, and became the emperor Jaliangir of

Indian liistory. Slie died some time after a.d.

I GOO. Her tomb was to be seen on the artillery

practice ground at Futtehpur Sikri, near Agra,

till about the year 1810, but the walls and gate-

w'fiys were first taken away and then the tomb
destroyed in practising mining. No jxilliation can

ever be urged to defend an outrage on the dead,

far less can any plea extenuate the act of blowing

up into the air the remains of a woman, no other

than Akbar’s favourite sultana, the empress Jodh
Bai, to whom the peojile of India owed much of

the good they enjoyed under his long reign, by
inspiring not only her husband, but the most able

Huhaiimiadan minister that India has ever had, with

fijclings of universal benevolence. Oody ‘ Ic gros ’

was tlio first of his race who gave a daughter in

marriage to a Tartar. Four j)rovincos, yielding

£200,000 of annual revenue, viz. Godwar, Rs.

0,00,000; Ujjain, Rs. 2,40,914; Debalporo, Ivs.

1,82,500
;
Budiiawar, Rs. 2,50,000, wxtc given to

him ill exchange for Jodh Bui, at once doubling

Ihi! fisc of Marwar. With such examples as Amber
a iil Marwar, and with less jiower to resist tlie

temptation, the minor chiefs of Rajasthan, with a

brave and numerous vassalage, were transforinc<l

into satraps of Dehli, and the importance of most
of them was increased by the change. Truly did

the Moghul historian designate them ^ at once the

props and the ornaments of the throne.’

—

Tod's

Jtajasthan ; Tr. Hind. ii. p. 2.

JODHPUR, the capital of the Rajput State of

Marwar, in lat. 2G'’ 17' N., and long. 7.‘P 4' E.

It was built by Rao Jodha in a.d. 1549. The

river Luni is the most marked feature in the

physical aspect of Marwar. The only important

lake is the famous salt lake of Sambhar, on the

borders of Jodhpur and Jeypore. Two other

depressions of the same kind exist, one in the

north of Jodhpur at Didvvana, and the other in

the south at Pachpadra. The annual out-turn of
;

salt from tliese two latter lakes is estimated at !

about 1 ,200,000 maunds (say 4:3,000 tons). The
|

population consists of Rajputs, Charans, Bhats,

Jats, Bishnawie, Minas, Bhils, and of the usual

mixed Hindu population, with a scanty number
of Muhammadans. The ruling chief of Jodhpur
holds that position as chief of the Rahtor clan of

liajputs, to whom the territory belongs. The
princes of Jodhpur and Udaipur (Oodeypore)
term themselves Surjya Vansa or the Solar race,

and claim descent from Rama. The founder of

the dynasty migrated from Kanouj
;

and the

Rahtor race, from its warlike and aggressive pro-

jiensities, became tho most powerful clan of the

Rajputs. Several independent States were founded
by offshoots from it, among which are the present

States of Bikaiiir (Bikaneer) and Kishengarh in

Rajpubina, and Edar and Ahrnmlnaggur in Glujerat.

Oil the 2Uli I'ebruary 187:3, Maharaja Jeswunt
Singh succeeded to the throne, 'riic installation

cert'mony was jx'rformed in the fort on tlie Ist

March. Ilis forehead was marked with a spot of

blood which the tliaknr of Bugri, a dependemry
of Jodhpur, had supplied by cutting one of his

fingera with a sword, according to custom. After
all hail taken their seats, it was announced that

thenceforth .leswunt Singh was the ruler of the
territory. The brothers of the inaliaraja and other

people then presented nuzzers, and the guns
boomed forth salutes. At two in the afternoon

the maliaraja's sowari rode througli the city. Tlie

populace turned out to render homage .—Hast
Goftar.

JOG. Sansk. Union, junction. In Hinduism,
amongst ascetics, the jii'nctice of religious abstrac-

tion, with the object of the individual being united
to the univiTsal soul and acquiring similar super-
natural jKiwers.— ]37/.sYm.

JOOADA NAUCtAM, in tho Ganjam district, is

nearly four miles to the west of Purshottapur, a
village on the banks of Rushuknlia river. Rocks
rise to about 150 feet from the plain. An inscrip-

tion rock there was formerly enclosed by a fort,

the remains of which are still traceable, and local

tradition has it that the lofty walls were formed
of impregnable materials, until a milkmaid re-

vealed the secret, and allowed the besiegers

—

among whom was the girl's sweetheart—to clFoct

ail entrance into the fort. The inscription rock
rises about 120 feet from the plain, and on the

southern face arc found three smoothed tablets

filled with inscriptions of tho Allahabad and other
similar columns, which Mr. Harris believed to be a
copy of Asoka’s edicts.

JOGI or Yogi is a term properly applied to the

followers of the Yoga or Patanjala school of philo-

sophy, which, amongst other tenets, maintained
the practicability of acquiring, even in life, entire

command over elementary matter, by means of

certain ascetic practices, consisting of long-con-
tinued suppression of respiration and other pueril-

ities, sucli as fixing the eyes on the tip of the nose.

Individuals are still met with who thus strive to

effect a union between the portion of vital spirit

residing in the body and that which pervades all

nature, and the hysterical hallucinations which
follow give airy nothings a local habitation and a

name. It was practised in India so early tis the

8th century. In the temples of Salsette, Elephanta,

and Ellora, the principal figure is mostly Siva,

decorated with ear-rings, such as are worn by the

Kanp’hata Jogi sect. The walls are covered with

ascetics in the various Asana or positions in which
the Yogi is to sit. Tho cells attached to some of
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the temples are also indicative of Jogi residence,

[ind one of the caves of Salsette is named that of

Jogeswara, or Siva as the lord of Jogi. The
Jogi sect of Gorakhnath are usually called Kan-
[)’hata, from having their ears bored, and rings in-

serted into them at the time of their initiation.

They may be of any of the Hindu castes, and live

IS ascetics in mat’hs. Siva is tlie object of their

kvorship^ They officiate, indeed, as his priests,

ispeciidly at the celebrated Lat of Bliairava at

Llenares. They mark the forehead with a trans-

verse line of ashes, and smear the body with the

!ame
;
they travel in a cap of patch-work, and

garments died with red ochre. Some simply
ivear a dhoti or cloth round the loins. The Sar-

iighiha are a Jogi sect who use the saringhi or

ute, and beg in tlie name of Bhairava. Another
lect is the Duri-hara, from tliinr peddling in

Jiread to the housewives of the villages; the

\latsyeiidri or Macchemdri, from Matsyendri, whom
they regard as their founder, arc a third sect; and
i fourth is the Bhartihari. They are all errants

ind mendicants, and many assume the character

nercly to lead a lazy life
;
there arc even Muham-

madan Jogi. In the Dekhau they seem to be
irrangcd into 12 orders

—

Dubray Jogi or lial saiita ka Jogi.

Khani i3hai tie heavy stones to their body, beg, and
sell medicines.

haunghoti Jogi or .luggai dogi arc m(5rchants, selling

beads.

Kanp’liata Jt)gi or J^onari Jogi live in temples, and are

the priests.

ringri ka Jogi, musicians, performing on tlic tingri.

Sooe j.)at bcchne-wala .)ogi sell heads of coral, etc.

Mendiki Jogi hog by beating on the tambourine.
Shan ka dogi.

Kulghari bcchne-wala Jogi sell the drip stones, which
the Doonibnr caste make for IJrahnians.

rhugganoe Jogi sell wooden trays made by car2)cnters

near Dliarwar.
I’hako or Katti ,Jogi sell knives .'ind sissors.

Uubbpay bajani-wala boat a kind of tambourine.

Their modes of o))t{iining alms arc extremely

varied. The Kliani llhai demands alms; if re-

fused, ties his lengthened body to the latch of the

;]oor; and many .Jogi use. musical instruments to

sing to and attiact Jittention. Tlie woimui make
lings, beads, and toys for sale. They never devote

their women to the gods. Theii* inarriagi’S take

[ilace in early youth, and e.ost about Ks. 50 or CO.

two or three wives are sometimes in one house-

hold. The dead of the sect are buried by the

Vaisya caste. In Persia, the term Jogi or Yogi is

given to all Hindu religious mendicants, aiul to

|.)ilgrims who are occjisionally seen there, on their

way to Baku and other places of pilgrimage.

Mewar could always muster many hundreds of

the Kanfera or Kanp’liata Jogi, < r split-ear ascetics,

so called from the habit of piercing tlie ear and
[Jacing therein a ring of the conch-shell, which is

their battle trumpet. The Bhartrihari Jogi mendi-
cants profess to have been instituted by Bhartri-

iari, brother of Vikrainaditya, iu the century

before Christ, In the early part of the 19th

ientury was a remarkable Mahapurush at the

Grhosaurs of Kidderpur, a man about 40 years of

Eige, with a very fair complexion, and jet-black

liair, who did not eat or drink anything, nor speak
i word, but remained in a sitting posture, with
^ia legs and thighs crossed, absorbed iu medita-

doD. In 1867 there was a Jogi thus sitting in

3ne of the caves of Ellora, who had sat there for

five years, and the people said they wore unaware
who brought him food. Garments coloured with
gcru, or red ochre, are worn by all classes of mendi-
cants, and a little horn is often suspended around
the neck. The Moodra, a* round prickly seed, is

worn by the ascetics as ear-rings. The Jogi’s

patera is a hollow gourd
;

that of the divinity

Hari (the god of war) is the human cranium.

—

F7’tisei'\^ Journey into Khorasan, p. .‘194; Wilson;

Tr. of Hind. i. p. 4.*!
;
Tod’s Jiifjasthan^ ii. p. 230

;

iriZ.s*. Gloss.; Wilsoji’.'i Hindu Sects.

JOGINl TANTRI), a work of high repute in

Assam, as its contents are supposed to have been
communicated by Siva to his consort Parvati. 1 b

states, regarding the king Norok, that thougli an
Asur or infidel, he was in such favour with the

gods, that they made him the guardian of the

temple of Kaniikhya.

—

Ban/. As. Soc.\Journ.,lHbt).

JOHANNA, one of the Comoro islands in the

Mozamhiipie channel.

.lOlIAR or .lauliar, a general sacrifice in w'ar, to

which Rajputs resorted when i)ressed by over-

whelming numbers. (Jolonel I’od relates that on
one occasion when Jcysulmir was so pressed,

Mulraj and Ruttun repaired to the palact.* of their

queens, and told them to take the soliag, and 2)ic-

jiaro to meet in heaven, while they gave np their

lives in defence of their honour and their faith.

8rniliiig, the Soda rani re])lie(l, ‘ This night we
shall prei>are, and by the morning’s light we shall

bo inhabitants of swerga ’ (heaven)
;
and thus it

was with the chiefs and all tlieir wives. The night

was passe<l together for the last time in prepara-

tion for the awful morn. It came
;
ablutions and

prayers were fuiislu'd, and at the Rajdwara were
convened bala, ])rude, and bridu. They bade a

hist farewell to all their kin, the Johar commenced,
and 24,000 women and girls, from infancy to ohl

age, surren<l(‘re(l their lives, some hy the sword,

others in the volcano of fire. Blood llowed in

torrents, while the smoke of the pyi’c ascended

to the heavens. Not one feared to die, every

valuable was consumed with them, not the worth
of a straw was iircserved for the foe. This woi k

done, the brothers looked upon the S])ectacle with
horror. Life wa.s now a burden, and they iin -

2
>ared to quit it. They purified themselves with
water, paid adoration to tlio divinity, in.ade gifts

to the poor, jJaced a branch of the tulsi iu their

casques, tlie saligram round their net;k
;

and,

having casi.'d themselves in armour and put on
the saffron robe, they bound the mor (crown)
around tlieir heads, and embraced each other for

the last time. Thus they awaited the hour of

battle, and 3800 ivarriors, with faces red with

wrath, prepared to die with their chiefs. Other

instances of the awful rite of Johar, when a whole

tribe may become extinct, liave been recorded iu

the annals of Mewar, the object of it being un-

doubtedly to
2
)revenb the women falling into the

hands of the enemy. To the women of Europe

the fate of the Kajputiii must apiiear one of appal-

ling hardship, in each stagir of life, death was
ready to claim her, - by the popjiy at its dawn, by
the fiaines iu riper years

;
while 'tho safety of the

interval dcpenils on the uncertainty of war. The
loss of a battle, or the capture of a city, was a signal

to avoid ciiptivity and its horrors, which to the
Rajputni arc worse than death. It is singular
that a nation so refined, so scnmulous in its ideas
with regard to females, as the Rajput, should not
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Imve entered into some national compact to as food, but also on account of tlie quantity and
abandon such proof of success as the bondage of quality of its isinglass.

the women. When the foe was the Tatar the Johnius Dussuinieri, C. and V. Corvina Dussu-
Johar might have bpen pardonable, but the inieri, C. a?n/ V. The total length of this fish ig

practice was common in the international wars inches. Tt inhabits the Sea of Penang, the

of the Rajputs
;
and there are numerous inscrip- Malayan Peninsula, Singapore, and Malabar. The

tions on stone and brass, which record as the first length of the air-vessel is about one-fourth the total

token of victory4the captive wives of the foemen. length. 1'he isinglass is rejnited good, but owing
AVhen the mother of Sisera looked out of the to the small size of the fish little is procujiable.

window, and criinl through the lattice, Why Johnius inaculatus, JUoch^ Schneider^ var, 'i

tarry the wheels of his charipts? have they not Sari kulla, Tam., ItusscU.
[
Corvina inaculata, C.d; V.

Sped ? have they not divided the ]irey
;
to ev(‘ry Iidiabits Sea of Penang. Tlu^ form of its air-

man a damsel or two V gives a ])erfect picture of vessel resembles that of Johnius belengeri.

the Rajput mother expecting her son from tlu^ MOTINSON, FllANCIS, a professor of oriental

foray. The Jewish law with regard to fomah^ langoages at Haileybiiry, in England, who printed

captives was perfectly analogous to that of M(‘nu
;

tlic complete llito])iidesa, and accompanied it with
l)OtJi declare them Mawful prize,’ and both Moses a copious vocabulary. He afterwards brought out
and Menu establish rules sanctioning the marriage a translation .'is close to the original text as the

of such captives with the captors. When a girl is necessities of English composition would allow,

made captive by her 1ov(t, after a victory over The above work, and the Arabic and Persian Lexi-

lier kinsmen, marriage is permitted by law. The eon which bears his name, gave him a high place in

forcible marriage in the Hindu law, termed the estimation of orientalists.

Rac’chasa, viz. the seizure of a maiden by force JOIIORE, formerly the chief city of the empire
from her house, while she weeps and calls for of that name, and residence of the sultan, is

assistance, after her kinsmen and friends have situated about 20 miles up the river so called. The
boon slain in battle, is tlie countcrp.art of the town was founded in a. i>. 151 1 or 1012 by Sultan

orilinancc reg.^rding the usage of a captive in th Muhammad Shah ii. of Malacca, who, after his ex-

Pentateuch, excepting the shaving of the h' ad, pulsion from that place by the Portuguese, lied to

which is the sign of com]Jcte slavi'iy with the
!
the river of .Johon'. From that time the town ot

Hindu. AVhen Hector, anticipating his fall, pro- Johore lias been the capital of the empire which
diets the fate which awaits Andromache, he draws took the name of the empire of Joliore instead of

a forcible picture of the misery of the l^ajput; that of Malacca, and up to 1810 there had suc-

but, to prevent such degradation, the Rajput had ceeded 14 princes. Johore is the residence of a

recourse to the Johar, or immolation of every panghnlu, who is apiiointed both by thi^ sultan of

female of the family. 4’he very term whlow Johore and by the tumuiigong of Singapore. It

(rand) is used in common parlance as one of re- is the received opinion that Johore (lerived its

proach. The rule for the Jews is in Judges v. 28- population from Meniingkabau. The Menangkabau
JO, Deuteronomy xxi. 10-13, ‘ AVhmi thou goest race are a purely agricultural, mining, and inlanil

forth to war against thine enemies, and tin* liord trading people, and coiiseqiuuitly when they began
tliy God hath delivered them into thine bands, and to emigrate to the Peninsula their proceedings

thou hast taken them captive, and seest among were precisely the reverse of those of the Singa-

the captives a beautiful w/)man, and hast a desire ])0re colonist, and indeed of all other Malays,

unto her, that thou wouldst li.ave lier to thy wife; They passed through the maritime districts, and
then thou shalt bring her homo to thine house

;
sought valleys amongst the mountains of the in-

and she shall .shave her lie.'id, and pare her nails
;

terior. This fallen empire is mjminally bounded
and she shall put the raiment of her captivity by the Cassang river on the W. coast, and by
from off her, and shall remain in thine house, and Kemarnan on tlio E. coast, in lat. 4“ 15' N. TIk^

bewail her father and her mother a full month : sultan of Jolioro’s present possessions on the

and after that thou shalt go in unto her, and be Peninsula are subdivided into several jietty states,

her husband, and she shall be thy wife.’

—

J^eu- -iirst, that of Muar, cxtcmling from the Malacca

mint's Hindustan^ i. p. 56 ;
Tod's Rajasthan^ i. pp. territory to Parrit tiiput, including a large river

630, 640
;
Menu on Marriage^ Art. 25, 33. of the same name, and an inland district called

JOHN, Dk., the founder of the missionary Segamet. This is under the immediate rule of

botanical garden at Tranquebar, into wliicli w(‘r<. the tumuTigong of Afuar, a chief residing at Pan-
introduced many plants, chiolly of the Peninsula, cjilang Kotah, on the river. Johore river is more
but also from Ceylon. than half a mile wiile, with 8} to 12 fathoms

JOHNIUS, a genus of fishes of the eastern seas, water. Tlie Johore Archipelago is formed by the

several species of which furnish isinglass. prolongation of th(^ pliitonic zone of elevation

Johnius diacanthus, Laccpedc. Malay Peninsula from Singapore to Billiton.

Lutianusmacanthu., Lac. Corvina catuloa, Th« islands, with the exception of a few of the

Johnius catalens, Cuv. Iklangcr and Sleeker. n|<>st southerly, formed the insular part of the

Nalla katcbolee, Russell. Gorvin.a nalla katchcleo, kingdom of .lohore from the 13th century till the
Katchelee, Russell. Richardson. occupation, in 1820, of Singapore. Several tribes
Sciisnamaculata, C.awd F. Ikan tambareli, . Malay, various stages of civilisation still possess the

This fish grows’to 2 feet 9 inches. It inhabits the Johore islands.—J. I. ri., August 1848, p. 518;
Sea of Penang, Malayan Peninsula, Singapore, Oliphant ; Neiohold^ ii. p. 41.

Malabar, Coromandel, Bay of Bengal, Gangetic JOHYA, a Rajput tribe in the tracts about
estuaries, Tenasaerun, Canton, China seas, Madura, Pakpattan, along the Sutlej. The Johya, Dahya,
and Java. The air-vessel, of the length of the and Mangalya tribes are now Muhamm/^an, but
fish, is of a broad lanceolate shape, tapering behind are few either in the valley or desert, as also are

into a very elongated point. This fish is valuable the Bairowi, a class of Baluch, and the Khairowi,

446
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Jaiigria, Oondiir, and Baggria, deacendcd from prophet suffered grievously from the eastern

the Pramar and Sankla Rajputs. By some wind. This is the sherki so much dreaded in all

luthorities the Johya are included among the 36 these countries, which is hot, stormy, and

royal races of India, by others they arc considered singularly relaxing and dispiriting. The ruins

i mere ramification of tlieYadu Bhatti, and Colonel opposite Mosul are called Nabi Yunus anti Koyun-
Tod calls them a Jat race. Some of the Joodi jik, and a sketch showing the tomb of Jonah is

md Johya inhabit the range called in the native given at p. 131, vol. i. of Layard’s Niimveh and its

uinals J uddoo-ka-dang, and by Baber the hill of Remains. Ricold of Montecroce also mentions

hid, skirting the Behut. Behera (Reniicll calls it the traces and ramparts of Nineveh, and a spring

llheera,’in lat. 32° N., and long. 72° 10' E., ami which is called Fount of .lonah. He adds that as

Elphinatono, lat. 32° 10' N., and long. 73° 15' F.) the inhabitants of the neighbourhood pointed out

is often mentioned in the Yadu Bhatti annals. It to him the tomb of Jonah upon the summit of one

was one of their intermediate places of repose, of the mounds, it was natural to conclude that it

on their expulsion from India and migration to marked the site of the great Nineveh. But this

Central Asia. Its position was minutely pointed tradition as to the site of the tomb of Jonah Is

out by the emperor Baber (p, 2511), who iu his not su[)poi‘led by Scripture. Mr. I^ayard tells us

attack on the hill tribe's of Jat, Gujar, Guker, that the Jews, in the time of St. Jerome, pointed

etc., adjoining Kashmir, ‘expelled HatiGuker from out the sepulchre of Jonah at Gathhophor,

Behera, on the Behut river, near the cave tenqJes among the tribe of Zabulon. The building, which

of Garkotri at Bikrum,’ of which the aiiiiotalor is supposed to cover the tomb, is very much
remarks that they, as well as those of But Bamian, venerated, and only Muhammadans arc allowed

were probably Buddhist. Haber (p. 294) also to enter it.

—

Auiiieir's Memoir^ pp. 268, 259 ;

found the Jat mastt'rs of Sealkote, most likely the LuyanCs Nineveh
;

Yule's Cntlunf, p. 351
;
Rich's

Salpiir conquered from a Jat prince in the 12th Kurdistan, ii. p. 35.

century by the Fataii prince, and presumijd to ho JONAKAN, a titular designation of the Moplali

the Salbhaiipura founded by the fugitive Yadu race of Malabar iu the S.W. of the Peninsula,

prince of Gujiii. Among the Lahia and Johya Raj- supposed to be derived from the Grecian Yavana.

jaits of the Indian desert, where they fuiuuh'd Junangi, also written Zonangi, Jonagar, and
tlieir first capital, Derruwul, many from compul- Jonakari, a Muhammadan tribe in the south of

siou embraced the Muhammadan faith, on which the Peninsula, where they are also called Cholia,

occasion they assumed the nami' of Jat, of which also Jiabbi. They are considered to be descQiidetl

at least twenty different offsets arc enumerated from Arab fatb(;rs and native women. The t('rm

in the Yadu chroniclee. Colonel Cunningham has been supposed to bo from Yunani, Grecian,

thinks that iu the time of Alt^xandor the Johya also from Shonahar, the name of some country,

probably extended from Hhatner and Pakpattan to JONKS. Captain Felix Jones entered tin?

ISabzalkot, about half-way between Uch’li and Tmlian navy in 1828, and for the succeeding

Hhakar.— Cuuninghanis Ancient Geograpfuj of quarter of a century was uninterruptedly em-
India, p. 245; Tod's Travels, xiv. p. '15; ToTs ployed in almost every survey of importance on

Rajasthan, i. p. 19, ii. pp. 2:13, 289 ;
JCrskine's which the ollicers of his service weri^ engaged.

Jiaher, p. 259. Though a mere boy of seventeen when In; corn-

JOK'J'AN. Arabians are divided by native his- menced work in tlu; Red Sea survey, in the

torians into two distinct racers, the i)ostcrity of Palinurus, under Commander Moresby, his talents

Kahtau or Joktan, the son of lleber, who were found ample recognition, and the draughting of

termed al Arab al Araba, the pure Arabs, ami the northern ])ortion of the Jh.'d Sea was entrusted

the race of Adiian, the lineal descendants of to him, the south(;rn portion being by Capt. Dugald

Lshmael, who were called mixed Arabs, or Arab Campbell. On the completion of the survey of

al Mostareba. Tlio latter were intermixed with the Red Sea, which occupied between 1829-34,

the descendants of Jorlian, one of the sons of Felix Jones was engaged in the survey of the

Kahtan, and occiqned the district of Hejaz, ami Maidive Islands, again under Capt. Moresby, and

from them were descended the tribe of Koresh. drew tln^ original charts, the execution of which

Kahtan was the first that wore a diadem in the was so beautiful that they were submitted for the

himl of Yemen, and his great-grandson Abid inspection of the Queen. In 1837 wii find him

Shams or Saba was the first of the Arabian kings engaged in the Gulf of Maiiaar and coast of

who undertook warlike expeditions and enriched Ceylon on the same lalmrious duty. Lieut. Jones

his country witli the spoil of his enemies, and is eommanded the steamer Nitocris in the Euphrates

said to have received the name of Saba from the Expedition from May 6, 1840
;
performed the

numerous captives whom lie brought into Yemen, ascent of the Euphrates to Bales, a distance of

Kahtan was succeeded by his son Yarab, who WJis 1130 miles, in twenty days, in conjunction with

the first to speak the language and introduce the thret' other steamers, commanded by J^icuts.

ceremonials of Arabia. Amongst the sons of Campbell, Grounds, and M. LymJi
;
and crossed

Saba or Abid Shams were ilamyra, Amru, Kahtan, the Syriun Desert to Beiroiit, where lie com-

and Ashaar. Hainyar was the first of KahtaiTs municated with the British fieet, then engaged iu

descendants who reigned over the whole of Yemen, operations against Muhammad Ali, and connected

He drove the remains of the tribe of Thamoud out the Euphrates and Mediterranean by chronometrio

of Yemen into Hejaz, and was one of the bravest, measurements for longitude. He then brought

most skilful, and handsomest men of his time, the Nitocris down to the Gulf, but remained in

Hamyar signifies red, and he is said to have re- Mesopotamia surveying the country under the

ceived this name from the colour of his garment, late liieut. Blosse Lynch, I.N., until 1846. In

and to have been the first king of Arabia who had the following year, on his being appointed
a crown of gold.

—

Early Christianity. Surveyor -General of Mesopotamia, he returned

JONAH, a prophet of the Hebrews, The thither from Bombay, having completed a map of
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the countries between the Mediterranean, Kurd-
istan, Persia, and the Gulf. The journals of the
Royal and Bombay Geographical Societies are
enriched with many of his memoirs and maps,
and others were published by Government. After
twenty-five years’ continuous service, he proceeded
to England on sick leave, and returned by Asia
Minor and Constantino])le, bringing with him a
map, in three sheets, of Habylonia, which was
lost in the India Office. TJie political relations

with Persia assuming a threatening aspect, he
turned hastily to Haglulad, and on March 1, 1855,
was appohited Officiating Political Agent and
Consul-General in Turkish-Arabia, and in the
following October succeeded Capt. (now General
Sir Arnold) Keniball as Political Resident at

Bushir. In the capacity of Cliief Political Officer

to the i’ersian Ex])edition lie received the* repeated
thanks of Sir Jann^s Outrani, who recommended
him for honours, Avhich, however, he never re-

ceived. Again, during the Indian mutiny, lie

rtmdered service to his country by keeping in

check the disposition of Persia and tlio warlike Arab
maritime tribes to intrigue against British suprem-
acy, and he received the repeated thanks of the

Indian and Home Governments. In February
1803, Capt. Felix Jones completed his magnificent

map of Assyria, which occupied the declining

years of his life, and then died. He wrote a
Memoir on the Province of Baghdad.

Sir. Harford Jones, Baronet, a civil servant of

the East India Company, who was sent by
Great Britain on an embassy to the court of

Persia, in which he was eminently successful. He
left Bombay on the 12th September and
reached Bushir on the 14th October. At Teheran,

when the treaty was to be signed, the aged wazir,

Mirza Sha/fi, accused him of an attcmj)t to clioat

him, oil which .Jones pushed him against the wall,

kickeil over the candles on the floor, left the room
ill darkness, and rode lioino. The treaty wa.s

signed 12th March 1809. He wrote an account
of the mission to Persia in 1807-11.

Sir William Jones, a judge of the High Court
of Justice at Calcutta in the latter part of the

18th century, a learned orientalist, and voluminous

writer. Many of liis discourses and memoii's
.

appeared in the first to the fourth volumes of

the Asiatic Kesearclies. Tlie ])rincipal of tliese

were,—A Preliminary Discourse; on Asiatic (Ortho-

graphy
;
on the Gods of Greece, Italy, and India

;

on the Sources of the Nile
;
Second Aimivcrsary

Discourse
;

Third ditto
;
on the Arabs

;
on the

Tartars
;
on the Persians

;
liemarks on .Johanna

,

Island; on Hindu Chronology; on the Indian
|

Game of Chess
;
on the Second Classical Book of

|

the (Jhinese, ii. p. 198 ;
on the Antiquity of the

|

Indian Zodiac; on the Cure of Snake-Bites;!

Design of a Treatise on Plants
;
on the Chinese

;

Supplement to Indian Chronology
;
on the Spike-

nard; on the Borderers,Mountaineers,and Islanders

of Asia
;
Translation of Grant of Hand in Cariiata

;

on the Musical Modes of the Hindus
;

on the

Mystical Poetry of the Persians and Hindus, As.

lies. iii. p. 1G5 ;
on the Lunar Year of the Hindus

; |

on the Origin of Families of Nations
;
on Asiatic

History; on the Loris or Lemur; on the Philo-

sophy of the Asiatics, As. Res. iv. p. 164 ;
a

Catalogue of Indian l^lants
;
Remarks on Dr.

Hunter’s Astronomical Observations made on
.

Journey to Ujjain
; Remarks on Playfair’s Ques- I

tions on Astronomy of Hindus. On bis tomb was
engraved the following

:

—
‘ Here was deposited

The mortal Part of a Man
wlio feared God but not Death,
and maintained independence

But sought no Riches ;

who thought
None below him but the base and unjust,

None above him but tlio wise and virtuous.*

JONESIA ASOKA. lioxh, ii. p. 220.

•T. pimiata, W Hide. ^ Sai aca pinnata, Wilhic.

J. liidiea, Khecde. S. arborescens, liurm.

Asok, .... Bkno. JasBoondi, . . Konkan.
A-tliaii-ka-pho, . JJckm. Kankcli, . . , Sansk.
Asimiikar, . . . Diya rat mayl, . SiNOii.

MTi-yii wha, . . (^nix.

The Joiiesia genus of plants, of the natural

family Legiiminosie, was named by Dr. Roxburgh
ill honour of Sir William Jones. Tlio species arc

few in number. They form trees, which are
highly ornamental from their handsome, shining,

abruptly - pinnate leaves, and from the showy
nature of their crowded racemes of flowers.

Asoka is a Sanskrit word, from a, privitive, and
Soka, sorrow. The asoka flowers apjiear in March
and April, and the fruit in August and September,
ami when in full blossom the whole vegetable

kingdom does not afford a more beautiful object.

Its flowers are diversified with orange, scarle.,

and bright yellow tints. In Hinduism, it is con-
secrated to Siva, and is often planted near temples,

—as the lotus flower, called Kainala or I’adma, is

sacred to VTshnii and liis wife I.akshmi. In

Hindu poetry, despairing lovers very commonly
address objects of nature, clouds, elephants, and
birds, on the subject of tlieir lost or absent mis-

tresses, and the asoka tree is often invoked.

Ill the Toy Cart, translated by H. H. Wilson,

Maiircya, describing a garden, says, ‘And here
tlio asoka tree, with its rich crimson blossom,

shines like a young warrior bathed in the san-

guine shower of the furious fight.’ Differences

in the colour of the flowers arise from their

changing during dcvcloiiinent. When they first

expand, they are of a beautiful orange colour,

gradually changing to red, forming a variety of

beautiful shades. They are fragrant during the

night. Hindu men and women of all classes

ouglit to bathe, on a particular day, in some holy

stream, especially the Brahmaputra, and drink

water with buds of the asoka floating in it. Sita

is said to have been confined in a grove of the

asoka tree, while in captivity by Havana; other

relaters say she was confined in a place or house,

called Asokwan.— J/u.vo/i’.v
; Colemans

Mijtholvyij
;

Lady Faulfcland's Chow - Chow ;

Ilichards(m\s Flowers and Flower Gardens

;

Williams'' Slnry of Nala, p. 117.

JOOGA. liiNO. The yoke of a carriage or

plough. The word is preserved in many Indo-

European languages, thus — Sanskrit, Yug;
Fersian, ^"ogh

;
Greek, Zeugos

;
German, Joch

;

Latin, Jugum
;
Russian, Igum.

—

Elliot,

JORDAN rises a few miles N.E. of Paneas
((’aisarea Philippi), at the foot of Mount Hermon,
a branch of the Anti-Libanus. Its apparent source

flows from beneath a cave at the foot of a preci-

pice, in the sides of which are several niches with

Greek inscriptions. Crossing the bogs and fens of

the lake Merom, subsequently called Lamochonitis,

after a course of 16 miles, it passes under the city

m
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of Julias, the ancient Bethsaicla, it then expands and Dukout. The manner of the employment of
into a beautiful sheet of water, the lake Tiberius, the Joshi is described in Exodus xxxii. 5, where
anciently Gennesareth, and, after a winding course Aaron made proclamation, and said, ‘ To-morrow
of about 60 miles through a hollow valley called is a feast to the Lord.’ Similarly, before a
El-Ghor, it empties itself into the lake Asphaltites, religious ceremony or festival, the officiating

or Dead Sea, the Bahr-ul-Lut of the Arabs. Its Brahman or an appointed person proclaims, ‘ To-
whole course is about 130 miles

;
its breadth morrow, or on such a day, such a ceremony will

averaging about thirty yards, and in depth three, be performed
;

’ and every morning, in Southern
It is called by the Arabs Sheriat-ul-Kabir. The India, the joshi goes from house to house to inform
valley of the Jordan opens to the east, beyond the inmates as to the sacrc<l rites of the day de-
which the eye loses itself in the desert of Haurau. pending on the planetary movements.
—Ti()?nn.son\'t Trai'ch. The Hindu almanacs or panchanga are so com-
JOSAPHAT, a corruption of Bodhisatwa. plicated that ordinary persons cannot understand

Barlaam and Josaphat, a romance ascribed to »St. them, and every town has a number of men Avho

John of Damascus, Inis been so completely received earn a livelihood by going from house to house to

into the bosom of the Latin Church, that the explain the conditions wliich are to guide their

names of ‘ the holy saints Barlaam aiid Josajdiat of

[ndia, on the borders of Persia,’ have been canon-
ized, and have their proper day, November 27th,

IS may be read in the Martyrologium of Cardinal
Baronins, authorized by I’ope Sextus v. for general

ise in the Catholic world, at page 177 of the 1873
edition, endorsed by Ilis Iloliness Pius i\'. The
ilreek Church assigns a different day to the holy
losaph, son of Abcner, king of India, and omits
Barlaiitn. Josaphat or losajih is Bodhisat, or the

jonditioii of Sakya before he became a Buddha, and
he religious romance of St. John of Damascus Ls

amply a Greek version of the life of Gautama,
i’rofessor Max iMuller pointed out the fact that

Jautama, under the name of St. Josaphat, is now
)fficially recognised and honoured and worshipped
hroughc/Ut the whole of Roman Catholic Christeii-

lom as a Christian saint ! And just as Barlaam
Liid Josaphat is an offshoot of Buddliist literature,

io the wide series of tales represented by the
’ancha Tantra, Kalila and Dainiia, Fables of

ilidpai, A^isop’s Fables and J.a Kontaitie’s, are
nainly traceable not only to an Indian, but to a
luddhist source, yindbad the ynilor, and other
ales 'of the Arabian Nights, have; their birth in

hiddhist Jatakas
;

Boccaccio, Chaucer, Gower,
md Spencer have been indebted to this treasure-

lonse of Buddhist folk-lore; even the three caskets
iiid the pound of flesh in the MenOiant of Venice
ire ideas found in this wonderful old story-book.

—Contempornry JicvicWj 1870. See Barlaam;
Tataka

;
Lalita.

JOSEPHUS. Flavius Josephus, a Jewish his- with joss - sticks (aromatic pastilles) burning
orian. After a visit to Rome, he commanded before it

;
ami in some corner is the stove, and on

he troops defending Jotapata against V'^espasian, it the tea efpiipage, ready for use at a moment’s
>ut subsequently joined Vespasian and aided in notice.

—

Frcrc, Antijxxles^ p. 209.

he siege of Jerusalem, and recidved great ad- JOT. Bkng. The laud which a cultivator

'ancement from Vespasian and Titus. He wrote tills
;
also his tenure of it.

- History of the Wars of the-Je.vs, first in ISyriac JOU-KHI A(.). The first and most ancient of

nd then in Greek
;
he also wrote tlic Antiquities the faiths in China was that called Jon-khiao, the

f the Jews, also two books in defence of the Jews, Doctrine of the Lettered, of wdiich Confucius is

ud his own life. Born at Jerusalem a.d. 37, died regarded as the reformer and patriarch. It w'as

•t Rome about a.d. 93.

—

Catofayo. based upon a philosopliical pantheism, which has

JOSHI, Hind,, also called Joti, Jotisi,and Joti- been variously inti'i-preted at various epochs. It

aru, is an astronomer, an astrologer, in general
;

is believed that at a remote period, the existence

rofessing astrology and fortune - telling, ami of an omnipotent God, a requiter of human
mployed in casting nativities. In Upper India, actions, was not excluded from it. — Hue's
he name is applied to an inferior order of Christianity, i. p. 322.

Irahmans following this occiq)ation
;

in the JOVAKVER, a servile caste of toddy-
)ekhan, to a caste of Sudras. The term, when drawers in Malabar, inferior in social rank to the

estricted to a Brahman conversant with astro- Jover or Tiyar, with whom, however, they inter-

mmical science, implies considerable respect- marry.
bility, as is the case with the Joshis of Kamaon. JOWRAH. Ghaffur Khan, the first nawab of
’heir name is derived from Jotish, astrology, and Jowrah, was brother-in-law of the Pindara
hey are known also by the names of Bhudurea leader Amir Khan, whom he represented at the
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religious rites. .lotidar, in Bengal, a village

authority. Jotisastri-karia, SiNGU., an astrologer.

Jotisli, correctly Jyautisham, in Sanskrit, in-

cludes mathematical, astronomical, and astrological

science. The treatises on Jotish are all in San-
skrit, l)Ut some are written in other characters.

The Sanskrit names for the zodiacal signs arc

—

Mesliain, rain. Tula, scales.

Vrisabhani, bull. Vriscliicam, scorpion.
Mithinam, twins. Dhanas, bow.
Karkatacain, crab. Macarani, he- goat.

Siinbam, lion. Kumbha, vessel.

Kanya, rirgin. Mina, fishes.

Jyotishia, in Sanskrit, is astronomy, astrology.

Jyotislii, an astronomer; an astrologer who pre-

pares the calendar, casts nativities, and tells for-

tune.s.

The Jyotisha is a Sanskrit astronomical treatise,

one of the Vedanga, detailing the most auspicious

(lays and seasons for the Hindus to ptTform the

Vedic sacrifices and ceremonies. One of its tracts,

of 36 verses, is supposed to be of date n.c. 300.—Elliot. See Almanac
;
Panchanga

;
Vedanga.

JOSHUA, a Hebrew chief who led the Israelites

over Jordan, li.C. 1280, and <lrove the Amorites
from their territory near Hebron. Kameses ir.

was then reigning in Egypt. Joshua divided

Canaan into twelve* parts, whicdi the tribes drew
by lot, according to their families.

JOSS-HOUSE, a Clnnese temple. In every

Chinese house, witliout exception, is found the

shrine of the special loss or god of the family.
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court of Ilolkar when Amir Khan quitted Malwa
on his expeditions into liajputana. The lands
which had been assigned to him by Holkar were
guaranteed to him by the 12t}i article of the treaty
of Mundisore, on condition of his maintaining a
body of 600 horse, the quota to be increased in

proportion to the increasing revenue of his dis-

tricts. In 1842 the existing arrangement was
commuted to a yearly contribution of Hali Ks.

1,86,810, when the western Malwa contingent,
consisting of the troops furnished by Jowrah,
was amalgamated with tlie eastern Malwa con-
tingent furnished by Jlolkar and Dewas. 'Die

contribution was reduced to Hali Rs. 1,61,810 in

1859, as a reward for the nawab’s services during
the mutinies. Tlu^ area of Jowrah is 872 square
miles

;
the population, 85,456 souls

;
the revenue,

Ks. 6,55,240. Jowrah contains tlie bi*st poppy-
growing lands in Malwa, and yields yearly about
1000 chests of opium. The nawab keeps up a
military force of 175 horse and 600 foot. The
nawfib received a sunnud guaranteeing the suc-

cession to his State according to Muhammadan
law, in the event of the failure of natural heirs.

He receives a salute of 16 guns.

—

Treaties^ iv.

p. 843.

JUANGA, or Patuah, or Patra Saori, a forest

race inhabiting the tributary inahals to the south
of Singbhum in Cuttack, scattered in the mahals
or killahs of Kcoiijur. Pal Tjchra, 30 villages;

Dhcnkanal, 6 villages
;
and Hindole, 6 villages. ^I’he

stature of the men does not exceed 5 feet 2 inches,

and of the women 4 feet 3 inches or 4 feet 4
inches. Their forms are slight, with little muscular
development, and physicpie weak. Tlicir face is

shorter and broader than that of tlic Uriya; the

nose is flat, and nostril wide. Their colour is not
darker than the Uriya peasant. Tlie men are not
handsome, but the women are repulsively ugly.

The men dress like the pensantry of the neigh-
bourhood, but, until 1871, all the covering of the

women consisted of two bunches of twigs, with
their leaves attached, one before ami one behind,

which were changed daily, and kept in their posi-

tion by a strip of bark or a string of glazed

earthenware beads, passed twenty or thirty times

round the waist and over tht; stems of the twigs
;

hence the name of the tribe, I’atuah,—literally

people of the leaf
;

but they call themselves
Juanga and Pudhan. The women also wear
necklaces of the same kind of beads, and their

liair is gathered together in a knot at the back of

the head, fastened by a string with a silver or

brass button at each end of it. The women wear
no blanket o;* covering at night, hut sleep between
two fires. TJieir traditions are to the effect that

they were formerly vain of line dri'ss, and were
wont to lay aside their good clothes to prevent

their being soiled, and wore such leaves when
attending to the cleaning of the cow-houses or

other duty, when one day a thakurani, or, according

to some, Sita, appeared, and commanded them as

a punishment for their vanity always to wear such
leaves. They believed that if they violated these

commands they would be devoured by tigers.

Their villages are in the clearings or openings in

the forest
;

are small, with about six or eight
families in poor and mean thatched huts of wattle
and daub, each family in its own dwelling. They
have no lands, but sometimes assist in the culti-

vation of the neighbourhood. Their avocations

are chiefly those of the chase, using the bow and
arrow, and dogs; they kill deer, hogs, and not
unfrequently snakes, of the flesh of which, especi-

ally that of the l^ython rnolurus, they are very
fond. Except the cow, they are omnivorous.
Their usual food is insipid and nauseous roots

(tuga, kurba, and panialu), and the seeds of the

jungle grasses. They have no system of caste.

They deny that they worship any deity or hav(i

any image, but they pay homage to nameless
spirits who inhabit the woods and mountains, and
make; offerings of a fowl, a goat, or rice, or spirits,

to the genus loci. In the month Baisakh, they

offer libations to the manes of their deceiised

ancestors. They bury their dead. Marriages
are arranged by the parents, and arc scenes of

revelling and drunkenness. They adhere to one
wife, unless she prove unfruitful. TJke many of

the Hindu races, they will not })ronounco their

wives’ names. Their language is not similar to

Uriya, and it shows that they are connected with
the Munda of Chutia Nagpur, and that their

nearest kinsmen are the Kheriah. But in their

present position they are isolated from all other

branches of the Kolarian family, and they have
no suspicion that they are connected with them.
The Juangji women arc fond of ornaments, whicJi

they wi‘ar in the nose, ears, and hair. That for

tlie nose is the ordinary nhiit, or nose-ring of

other Indian tribes. In tlie tiais are worn two or

three rings, and one larger ornament worn in the

upper part of that organ
;
this latter ornament i.s

bell-shaped, and not imtasU ful. The luflr of the

women is gathered into a knot at the back of the

head, and fastened by a string, eaeJi end of whicli

terminates in a brass or silver button. Some-
times, too, a bell-shaped ornament is worn in the

hair, and has not a bad apiiearance. 'rhe effect

of the Juanga costume on a person who beholds
one of these Avomen for the first time is ludicrous

enough, but it is in the dance that such appears

pre-eminently ridiculous. They dance in a circle

to the noise of a larger drum, beaten by the men,
which marks the time, moving round and round
in the same measured step, occasionally advancing

towards the musicians, then receding from them,

in the performance of Avliich the Juanga ladies

evince a .strong disposition to attitudinize and
make dis^ilay. In the dance, they bend grace-

fully forward at an angle of about 45 degrees, the

left hand slightly holding the extremity of the long

strings of beads, the right hand hanging down
towards the km^e. In such an attitude, it must

be evident that the stiff bundle of twigs in front

will press inconveniently against the legs of the

dancer as she bends forwanl
;
she therefore pushes

it between them towards the rear, which neces-

sarily force's up the rear bundle, and as the

materials of the sylvan crinoline arc about as

flexible as a birch broom, the effect of a dozen

such tails bobbing up and down together in the

dance is ludicrous to European eyes, though the

Juanga themselves ilo not seem to consider the

sight at all promotivo of laughter.

These people eat the flesh of all animals except

the cow, from which they abstain out of deference

to the Dhcnkanal raja, whose lands they are per-

mitted to live on rent-free, on condition of BUpply-

ing him, when required, with ardent spirits, which

they distil from mahwa flowers and wild honey,

which is very plentiful in those jungles. The
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men, also, are bound to serve him as coolies for

the conveyance of his baggage when he travels

through the district, and to beat tlie jungle

when he hunts, which latter duty they consider

a pastime
;
as, next to killing game themselves,

their greatest pleasure is to sec it killed by
others. Their quickness of sight, too, in tracking

a wounded animal is quite wonderful
;
the Juanga

will discover a deer’s track, even some hours

after the animal may have passed over fallen

leaves and ground the least calculated for track-

ing an animal. They also hunt with dogs, of

which they possess a very useful breed, but they
have no lirearms. Their expt'itiiess with the
bow is quite astonishing, and at 80 yards they
will liit a very small mark, and it is considered no
feat to shoot a hare at full s})ecd, or a bird upon
the wing,—the latter being generally sliot with
blunt arrows. Their bows arc generally of bam-
boo, and so powmfnl arc; they as to send an
arrow through and through a wild hog or deer;
but they do not care to meddle with the large

animals, and have an especial dread of the bear
and tiger. This tribi* do not hold any land, and
appear to havti a strong avcTsi(.)n to agriculture,

or any otluT laborious (unployment. Tlu^y possess

but few domestic animals, and these they rarely

kill except for sacrificial |)urposes
;
thus they have

to <lepend on the i)roduco of the chase to sujiply

them with flesh, but game of all kind is so plentiful

in those jungles that the Juanga need never be
in want of animal food. The flesh of snakes is,

by thorn, considered a peculiar delicacy, but their

ordinary diet consists of edible grass seeds, and
roots, which must be an unpalatable and little

nourishing kind of aliment; however, as before
stated, the men show no symptoms of insuflioiency

j

of diet, for they appear plump and sufficiently

fed, but the womrii have a meagi'o and half-

stfirved look, though, perhaps, this arises as much
from'want of clothing as the absence of sullieitmt

nourishment; for a certain degree of warmth is

quite as essential as food to maintain either man
or beast in healthy condition. The Chciichii
of the Guntur and ]Masuli[)atam jungles much
resemble the Juanga in their habits, and the

jungles of Malabar contain the Holier race, whose
women, up till a.d. 18i3f), were in the practice of
attending the market of Mangalore in similar

vegetable costume.

—

Colburn's Journal, 18G1.

joojar’h of his fathers. At another place ho says

(p. 727), A humbl(j altar of clay marks the spot

where the bravo Hara fell, having a tablet

or joojar’h, representing a cavalier and his

steed, armed at all points.

—

Tod's Rajasthan, ii.

pp. 416, 727.

JUGGERNATH TURKOPUNCIIANUM was
Sanskrit tutor to Sir William Jon(*s

;
compiled

the digest of Hindu laws, under the patronage of

Jjuj:d Cornwallis.

JUGGLERS. See Doinba; Jatti; Kollati

( K h elati V ) ;
Modewar.

JUGGUT (.’OONT, the point of land beyond
Hwaraka in Katlyawar, tin; last stronghold of the

Vadii race when their ])Ower was extinguished.

It was at Juggut Count, the Jigat Point of

English maps, where tin; Hadhail, a branch of the

Rahtor, (‘Stablisiied themselves.

—

'Tod's Rajasthan.

JUGHl, Mezeng, and Luli are tribes classed as

Musalmans in Bokhara, but they seem to be
similar to gypsies

;
their wonn;n go unveiled, and

the men are careless in their religious duties.

Numbers of thi'in are established at Bokhara and
other towns as medical men, and telling fortunes,

and horse dealing
;
such as load a wan(li;ring life

encani)) in Units of a C(jarse cotton stuff calhnl

Bez. Tiny have permission to halt near all the

lakes and rivers of tin; khanate, whenever those

plac(‘S are not previously occupied by Uzbaks; in

conse([iiencc of which a great number of them
are dispersed along the banks of the Zar-afsluui,

near JSamareand, while others encamp in the

neigJdiourhood of Karakul.

JU(»LANDAC!LE, the walnut tribe of plants,

ineludiiig many valuable timber trees. There are

ill the East 1 in lies thrt‘c spiaues of the genus
Jiiglansam thrt'c Engelhardtia, viz. E. Roxbiirgh-

I

iaiia, Walli liana, and Colelirookiaiia. J. argiita,

WalUch, 'riieet-kya, Bi KM., grows in Burma; J.

regia in Central Asia; Engelhardtia Jtoxburgh-

iaiia in the mountains on the north-east of India,

and E. AVbillichii at Penang and Singapore. J.

cordiformis, Mitxim., a walnut tree of Japan, t).

Sieboldiana, Marim., a large walnut tree of Japan.

JUGLANS KEGIA. Lhm. AValniit tree.

Kas-shin, . . . ItiioT. Dun, .... Kanoua.
JIu-t’au, lloh't’au, C'niN. Ka botaiig, . . JjAUAKH.
Kiaiig-t’aii, . . ,,

|

Starga, ... ,,

Akrut, . . UiM)., reus. Than, Klior, Darga, Kavi.
Cliaiinaghz, ,, ,, Ughz, AVagliz, Tit. -INDUS.

JUBHA. Hind. A long outer garment., gener-
Jilly of -cloth, worn by learned and rcs]K‘ctal)l

Muhammadans
;

it is a large wrapping gown, i

with sleeves, tight at the wrists, but wide abovi*,

open in front, and so wide as to admit of bcinj;

folded round the body, the one side lapping
broadly over the other; it very much resembles
the Persian ‘barouni,’ but in Persia is commonly
made of coarser materials. The Khorasani jubha
is most commonly made of brown or reddish-grey
woollen, and frequently of camel’s hair. It is a
very good external covering, its close texture not
readily admitting the wot, and in a great measure
excluding tlio wind. In India, it is made of
muslin, or cotton, or chintz.

—

Fraser's Khorasan.
p. 266.

JUGAR, also Joojar’h. Hind. A monumental
tablet raised by Rajputs to the memory of soldiers

slain in battle. Colonel Tod, writing of one of
these, says, His body was carried to Ranolli and
ktirnt, and he had his cenotaph amongst the

J. regia extends from Grt'ee.e and Asia Minor,

over Lelianon and I*ersia, probalJy all along the

Hindu Kush to the Himalaya, and is abundant ii

Kashmir, Sinniir, Kamaon, and Nepal
;

and J.

arguta avus fouiul by Dr. Wallich as far south as

'fiaong Dong.

It occurs wild in the Caucasus and N.W. Him-

alaya, and in Jalandhar is cultivated. The trunk of

a very old tree is from 15 to 18 feet
;
wood hard,

light, and strong, of a dark-brown colour, beauti-

fully veined
;
receives a high poli.sh, and is used

principally for cabinet-making purposes, and for

gun stocks; not subject to worms, nor liable to

warp. The tree is found in the iSntlej valley,

between Kainpiir and ISnngnam, at an elevation

of 7000 to 0000 feet. The fruit ripens well at

Pangi, but not much higher; its pericarp con-
tains tannic and gallic acid in abundance, and
the nut is emulsive, and very rich in a valuable

drying oil.

*The husks and root of tho walnut both yield a
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(lye, which is much used by gypsies and theatrical

performers for staining the skin brown. It is

also used by cabinet-makers and joiners to stain

white and yellow woods of a dark-brown or black
colour, like that of tlie walnut. In the preparation
of the dye from the husks, they should be allowed
to rot, and then boiled in water, addling to the

decoction fresh water, according to the colour

required to be produced by tbe solution. The
sap of the walnut tree contains a large quantity
of saccharine matter; and in sonio countries the

trees are tapped for tlie purpose of obtaining the

sap, which by evaporation is converted into sugar.

It is also, in many ])art.s of Kiiropo and Asia,

ferinent(Ml and made into wine, and a spirit is

also distilled from it. Cowley, in his IMaiits,

sums up the virtues of the walnut in the following

lines :

—

‘ f)n barren scalps slie makes fresh honours j^row
;

Her timber is for various uses good
;

The carver she sujjplies with useful wood ;

SIic makes the painter's fading colours last.

A table she affords us, and repast

;

E’en while we feast, her oil our lamp supplies.

The rankest poison by lier virtues dies,

The mad dog’s foam and taint of raging skies.

The Pontic king, who lived where ixnsoiis grew.
Skilful ill antidotes, her virtues knew. ’

Anglers employ an infuHion of the leaves or

husks for pouring u})Oii the earth, in order to

procure worms, which it speedily brings to the

surface.

—

Rnyle\'< III, Him. Hof. IU2
;

Voiyt
;
Roxb.

JLIGLANS rTi:itOC()C(h\. Roxh. ta-soniig-

let-wali, Bi’itir. This tree is found on the banks
of the streams in the IVgu district, but is seance

;

it is a bard, strong timber. )Vo(xl white coloured,

adapted to every purpose of house - building.

—

iWClaUatid.

JUGMUXDA, an island pjdace of LMaijmr.

During the mutiny, the Kao of Ihiidbah here gave
shelter to GO British women and cliihlren.

JUG-KAJ. Hind. Amongst the Hindus of

India, the act of abdication confers the title of

Jug-raj; or when tlicy conjoin the authority of

the son with the fatlier, the heir is styled diva-raj.

Four instances of this are on record in the annals

of Buiidi. Jug-rani, Hind., queen of the world.

-~7bd.

JUJUBE TREE, Zizyphus jujuba.
Unab (fruit), . . Arau. Jaang-tsau, . . Oiiix.

Tsaii, Ta-tsiiu, . ('hin. Kuiig-tsau, . . ,,

llung-tsau, . . ,, JMili-t.sau, Xan-taau, ,,

A tree of the south of Europe, IVusia, (^^bina,

India, and other countries, yields a wbolcsome
fruit

;
preserved in syru]) by the (diincsc, after the

surface has been scratched in numerous fine

longitudinal lines.

JUKAN. Kkhs. a game of ball on horseback.

The player, while riding at full gallop, has to

catch up the ball from tin; ground with a bat,

and send it in two strokes through two hoops

affixed to poles, one behind tlie atlier. This game
requires more activity thau the Turkisli game of

jarid.— Vamhery.^ JMJiara^ p. 77.

JUL-JATKA. (Jn the 14th (Sudi), or 29th,

is a solemn festival in honour of Vishnu. It is

called the Jul-jatra, from being performed on the

water, Jul. The rana, chiefs, ministers, and
citizens go in procession to the lake, and adore
the ‘ spirit of the waters,’ on which lloating lights

are placed, and the whole surface is illuminated

by a grand display of pyrolccliny. On tliis day

Vishnu rises from his slumber of four months,’—

.

a figurative expression to denote the sun’s emerg-

ing from the cloudy mouths of the periodical

floods.

—

Tod's Rajasthan.^ i. p. 598. See Jal.

JUiiO. Baluch. The Bad-i-Simoom, or hot

wind of the desiirt.

JULOSTYIJS ANGUSTIFOIJA. Thw.
Kydia angnstifolia, Arn. • A middle-sized tree

of the south of Ceylon, not uncommon.

—

Thu\

p. JO.

JUIX)T8UKG, also written Jalotsarg, is a

ceremony which is gone through when a pond,

boali, or well is married. The only difference

between this and the Ibmotsarg is that the bride

is personated by an image, instead of the tulsi.

—

Klliot.

JU^r, cultivation carried out on land

cleared by burning the forests. In Arakan, land

imltivatcd with the hot;. The Kiimari of S. India,

and Chc(‘na, is a mode of cultivation practised

by the wild raco.s in the forests of India. In

the Chittagong Hills, in the moiitli of April, a

patch of the forest is selected by tbe Jumahs, and
cut down and idearod by burning it in May, aftiu*

drying in the sun. The ground is sown, a house

is erected, and the c,rops of grain, c.otton, and

tobacco carefully cleaned and watched. They
usually inovi; off to a new site next season.

—

Mor. and Mat. Prog., 18G8~G9.

JUMA. Akai'.. Friday, the principal day of

ndigious worship among the Muhammadans,
when tluey assemble at the mosfjue.

JUM.MA MUlS.IID, in India, the common
appellation of the principal mosque of a town.

That of Dcljli, edose to the Chauduey (Jh'owk, is

built of great blocks of red sandstone, with three

domes of W'hite marble, and raised upon a terrace

50 feet high. It is a noble sample of Muham-
madan architecture, and one of the grandest
temples ever raised by man. It is the secoinl

most remarkable building in India, being next in

rank to the Taj. Had it bemi wholly of white

marble, the grandeur and effect would have been
immeasurably greater

;
as it is, the red stone of

the colonnades, and the pavilions, and the court-

yard, and the gateways, seems to be a blemish in

tlie design, though it may have been intended to

set off more tlie beauty of tbe white marble of the

inoscpie by contrast. It is the highest building in

all Dehli, towering above every other object, and
seen from evciy part of the edty. The nio.s(pic

itself rises on tli(‘ west of the platform, indicating

till! direction of .Mecca. In shape it is an oblong,

2U1 feet in length, and 120 feet in breadth. Tlie

flags are about J feet long by broad, and
their number is 9Ut), capable of holding 2000

jiciyons. TlieJumina Musj id was commenced in

1G29, and finished in 1048. It is said to have

cost ten lakhs of rupees.— 7V. of Hind. ii. p. 282.

d UMNA or Jamuna, a river of tlie North-Western
Froviiu'cs and of the Panjab. It rises in the

Himalayas, in the Native State of Garhwal, about

5 miles N. of tiumnotri, and about 8 miles

N.AV. of the lofty mountain Bandarpanch (20,7IH

feet), ill lat. J' N., and long. 78^^ 30' E. The

Jumna, at its source near Juinuotri, is 10,849

feet above the sea-level; at Kotnur, 16 miles

lower, it is only 5036 feet
;
so that, between these

two places, it falls at the rate of 314 feet in a

mile. At its junction with the Tons it is 168G

feet above the sea
;
at its junction with the Asau,
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1470 feet
;
and at the point where it issues from

the Siwalik Hills into the plains, it is 3276 feet.

The catchment area of the Jumna is 118,000

square miles; its flood-discharge at Allahabad,

1,333,000 cubic feet per second; discharge per

square mile of catchment area, 113 cubic feet per

second. The Eastern Jumna (Jamiina) canal is

an important irrigation work in Saharnnpur,

Muzaffarmigar, and Meerut (Mirath) districts,

North-Western Provinces. The AVestern Jumna
(Jamuna) canal is an important irrigation work

in Umballa (Ambala), Karnal, Debli, and llobtnk

districts, l^anjab. It takes its supply of water

from the Jumna at llathni Kund, on its western

bank.

The spot where the Ganges and Jumna, sister

nuddis (Greek Naiades), meet, makes a magnificent

prospect. There is scarcely a lovelier spot than

the prayag of Allahabad. The broad expanse of

waters, the verdant banks, and the picturesque

scenery, tell upon the mind, and fascinate the

[)ilgrim. A special great inela is held here every

year on the full moon in January,—Maghai

Prayagai, as the common Hindu saying goes,

—

and the holy fair lasts there about two months,

and attracts people from far and near.

The Mesopotamia formed by the Ganges there,

Known as tlio Doab, is the Anterved of the ancient

Hindus. Prom the narrow point in which it

tiTininates, the valley broadens as it stretches

away towards the w(‘st, (‘mbracJng a greater and

greater area between the Ganges find Jumna.

Tlic 'whole of its inunenso superficies forms a vast,
j

populous, find busy hive, enriched by human
j

industry, and embellished by human taste. It fs !

thickly dotted with great townships and cities,

and under the ^sun no country nmkes np such

a highly interesting prospect of green fields,

orchards, and gardens in a (ontinnons succession.

In this fair savannah were the cities of the pre-

WmIIc Dasya races. Here rose tlie first cities of

the Arya race. In the plains of tlie Doab, the

rajas of Hastinapur, of Indraprastlira, and of

Kfinouj exhibited the highest power and splendour

of Hindu sovereignty. The rich districts watered

hy the Ganges and Jumna have alwjiys teinpti'd

the avarice of the foreign compieror. Here was

the residence of the most famous Hindu sages.

Prom this birthplace of arts and civilisation,

wisdom travelled to the west. This Doab is the

Ijjittle-ground of the Pandu against the Knru, of

th(^ Ghaznivide and Ghorian against the Hindu,

of the Moghul against the P.ithan, of tlu; Mahiatta

against the Moghul, and of the Hritish against the

Alahratta, wlierc many a spot is hallowed by tra-

dition, and many a ruin is consecrated by history.

In this Doab almost every inch of land is under
the plough. From Allahabad to Sheeoabad, there

are four large cities, and vilhiges at frequent

intervals. A similar distance in Bengal is no
doubt dotted with the same number of villages,

but has not one town equal to Puttohpur, Cawn-
pur, or Mynpori. Here the rural population is

more intelligent and spirited than tlm same class

in Bengal. The humblest Doabi lives upon better

food, and covers his body with more abundant

clothing, than the humblest Bengali. The cattle

here are various. Camels, buffaloes, horses,

donkeys, and oxen arc all made to assist man in

his labours. The fondness of the Doabi women
for coloured millinery evinces a more cultivated

female taste, and to them may remotely be traced
the impetus which is given to the various dye
manufactures of Northern India.

The Doab, like Bengal, is flat and alluvial.

The vast plain is uninterrupted by a single emi-
nence

;
the tall and robust figure, the firm stop,

the stern eye, and the erect bearing of the Hindu-
stani arc everywhere to be seen. In Bengal,
the oxen alone form beasts of burden. A Hindu-
stani coolit^ takes the load over the waist, and
not upon the head. In Calcutta the Baboos do
not know what it is to ride. In Hindustan rural

women perform journeys on horseback, and prin-

cesses discusB the merits of horsemanship. The
people of the Doab have for the most imi-t well-

formed features. Tim rude Jat, however, has a
coarse, mean jJiysiognomy. The Western and
Eastern Jumna canals, of ancient construction,

had fallen into disrepair, but were restored during
the administration of Lord Dallion^ie.

—

Jinp. Gnz.
JUMNOTIU. Near this holy site of the

Hindus is seen the junction of three streams.
Prom the bed of the torrent the mountain rises

at once to its lieight, apparently without any
very extensive irregularities, and the steepness
of the declivity at this point may in some degree
bo estimatc<l, when it is understood that the
avalanches from above fall into th(? channel of

the river. Tlie particular spot which obtains the

name of Jumnotri is very little below the place
where the various small streams, formed on the
mountain brow ])y the melting of many masses
of snow, unite in one, and fall into a basin below.
The site is a place of pilgrimage to the Hindus,
who perform ablutions at a small stream of warm

i water, of which theio are several. One of them
I is too hot to allow of tlm hand being retained in

it. 1’li<‘ heights of several peaks are as under

j

.himnotri, . 25, (>(>0 foot. Deviidhunga, 21),002 feet,

i

Nanda Hevi, 25,MIS ,, Ivangchan, . 28,170 ,,

I

Dhoiilagiri, . 27,000 ,, <’huinalliaii, 211,1)20 ,,

j

Hosaiii-tliau, 21,700 ,,

' p. 428.

JUMPING JOHNNY, tlm BoleoiJithalmns
Bodd;ertii, is the leaping iish of tlm seas of the E.
Archipelago. These salamandrmc-lookiug crea-

tures an; scarcely distinguishable from the mud on
which they lie, but make a series of leaps on being
alarmed. ^I’liey are 3 or 4 inches long, wcilgc-

shaped, with fiat, pointed tails, head, and pro-

minent eyes. Tliey are called by sailors Jurapin

Johnnies, They leap by means of their ventral

fln.s.

'

U)llid<jiroO(l.

JUMPTI, the stale barge of tlm Amirs of

Sind, an immensely long boat, some as much juj

120 feet,

—

J\ rs. Ohscrc. p. 123.

JUMKA. Auaij. Gravel or small stones

thrown at pillars, representing the devil, in the

valley of iMina.

JUMULMUDAGU, in hit. 14° 30' N., long.

TH'" 30' E.
;
here limestone occurs, with layers of

muriate of soda.

JUN, a tribe in the waste tracts between the

Sutlej and Indus. In the same locality are the
Bhatli, Sial, Kurrul, ami Katlii tribes. The Jim
and the Kathi of Kattyawar are tall, comely,

and long-haired races, who have vast herds of
camels and black cattle, from which the towns
arc furnished with gbi or clarified butter, and the
people themselves provided with libations of
milk. The wild tribes of Chibh and Buhow in
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the hills of the Paujab, the Jun and Kathi, and
the Dowdier and Bliatti of the plains, have differ-

ent characteristics, but the idle and predatory
liabits of some, and the quiet pastoral occupations
of others, arc equally th(' result of position as of

character.

—

CunnhifjhaiiCs Histor tj of the t^ikhs^

p. 18. See Kathi.

JUNAGAltH, Native State witliiii the Political

Agency of Kattyarvar, in tln^ province* of Gujeral.

Junagarh, lit. old fortress, a town with high

land near, is on the coast of Giijerat, near

J^orbandar, and about 40 miles from Patan, and
near Girnar. This ancient city is .at the foot of

.and guards llu! sacred mount of Girnar. There
is little doubt it is the Asildurga or Asilgurh of

the Grain lotc .annals, wlien^ it is said that prince

Asil, by the consent of his uncle tlie D.abi prince,

raised a fortress called after him near to Girnar.

It is now a large Muhammadan town with upwards
of 20,000 inhabit.ants, .and is the residence and
capital of the naw.ab, a descend.ant of Sher Khan,
Babi, a soldier of fortune, wlio seiz(*d it in the

general anarchy which })reced(‘d the subversion of

the Moghul rule. Tw(‘nty miles to the west are the

ruins of Balabhipura. There is hero an inscrip-

tion on a rock with tin* lhali edicts of Asoka. It

is in Sanskrit prose, but with grammatic.al errors

and punning. It has the rock-cut ]>alacc of Kab-
Khengar, with the oaves of Khapara Kodia. When
it was visited by Iliwon Tlisang, there were some
fifty convents (monasteries?), with, about 8000
recluses, who followed the doctrines of the

Sthaviru sect, wliich held by the (Mabayann)
greater translation. -Afany of these convents have
disapj)e{iro<l.

JUNCACEyP. Afjnrdh. The rusli tribe of

plants, found in moist places on the mountains
of Indha. The common rush of Euroj)e, Jiincns

effusus, is employe d for making mats, baskets,

and the bottoms of cliairs, aiui its pith is employed
for the wicks of rush-lights. According to Thiin-

berg, it i.s cultiv.atc'd in Japan for making lloor

mats. J. glaucus, a Ihiropean species, is found in

the Himalay.a, and might be employed for all the

purposes of the common rush. In China, Jerome
observed a sjiccies of

j
uncus, the stems of which

are woven into beautiful mats, list'd by the n.ativcs

for sleeping upon, for covering the lloors of

rooms, and for many other useful purposes. Thi.s

is cultivated in Wtaier, somewh.at like the rice

plant, and is tlu*ref<7re always planted in the

lowest part of the valleys. In the beginning of

July, the h.arvest of this crop commences.

—

Jllnst.

Jlimal. Bot. ]>. 401
;

Jtoi/le's Fib. JH. p. CO.

JUNCAGlNACEiE. Lind. The .arrow grass

order of plants. Potamogeton nat.ms, IK, the

p'hasof Sind, is the broad-leaved pond weed. P.

pectinatiim, IK., also called in Sind p’has and jala,

is common in ponds .and t.anks.

—

Alurray.

JUND BADUSHTAB. Auau. (klstor, the

dried Castorcum, obtained from the gl.ands of the

beaver, largely used in Hindu medicine, in hysteria

and uterine ailments. In the living animal, the

castor is nearly fluid, and in this state, as also

when dry, it has a strong, penetrating odour.

JUNG. Hind., Pkrs. Battle, war; one of

the titles of Muhammatlan courts.

JUNGAM, the priest of the Lingaet sect, or
Vira Saiva. In Southern India, one division of

the Jungam worship one lingam, while the Pancha-
banjeka wanlu worship five lingams.

Tho Linga balja wanlu sect wear the lingam,

the emblem of Siva, in a silver casket on their

breasts, suspended from their necks.

The Jaloru balja wanlu wear the lingam on

their right arm.

JIJNGTIAKA. Hind. A large and somewhat
turbulc'iit tribe of Rajputs of the Tuar clan, in tlie

south-east of Rohilkhand, whence they appear to

liave I'xpclled the KutTierya. — EllioVs SvjyjK

Glosit.

JUNGHIRA, a granite rock rising boldly from
the river Ganges, bcitAveen Rajmahal and Monghir.

Since many ages it has been considered one of

the most sacred places on the river, and Hindu
devotees ciowd to it on account of its reputed

sanctity, .‘uul to woi’sliip at the shrine of Narayan
in one of the pagodas.

JUNGIPORE is 21 mib's from Sooty, where tho

Bhagirath hr.anchcs off from the Ganges. The
neighbourhood of Sooty is remarkable for tho

battle of Glieriab, fouglifc between Ali Verdi and
Sarf.araz Khan in 1710. There was another

battle fought lu'rc in 17C8 between Mir Kasim
and the British.

JUXGLM, Hin'D.
;
A-ya]), Biuni. A forest, a

scrubby forest, bcncc Jungli, wild, uncultivated,

UR(*lcss. Tho jungle in Africa is formed by dense

.and almost impi'iieirable gigantic grasses
;

in

An.str.alia by rich dense scrub of species of Eno.a-

lyptns, Afolaleuca, etc,., intertwined with scrub

vine, a species of Gassy tba.; but the jungles of

India are of b.amboos, canes, and (»ther palms,

very dillicult to pi' net rate.

. JUNIPER BERRIPS.
TTii))-iil-huber, . . Arah. ( ‘ocole-di-gincpro, . Ii'.

. Ah*luil, .... ,, Jnniperns communis, Lat.

!
(Jenevor-be.sscu, . J)rT. Zimbn», .... J*()RT.

. I’.aics do gonovi-re, . Fu. Fmbro, Sr.
AV'acboMer biren, . (Jku: Enhusko, .... Sw.
Arkentlios, . . . . (tK. ' Ardicli, .... Turk.

The berries of the common juniper tree have
stimulating and diuret ic properties, anel are used

in tlie distilKjries in England and Holland for

llavouring gin or Genev.a. Tho berries inocnr-
able in the Indian baz.ars are supposed to be

])rought from llui TTimakaya and Kabul. The
berries contain sugar, mucilage, and a litth*

essential oil. The oil i.s white or yellowish. 1

1

is prex).arc(l on a large scale in Holland, and is

often adulterated with turpentine.— Faulkner,

Ben. Ph.
;
Boyle

;
trSh.

JUNTPERU8 CHJNEN8IS, Abo/.,* grows in

the Himalaya up to 15,000 feet, also in China .and

Japan. It grows rapidly, and .attains a height of

75 to 100 feet, with a stem 13 feet in girth
;

fur-

nishes a roddisli, soft, and fine-grained wood, and
is perhaps this same as J. rcligiosa. — Boyle

;

Mueller.

JUNIPERUS COMMUNIS, Linn., grows in

Britain, Europe, and Asia. The two shrubby

species, J. communis and J. squamata, are com-
mon in many parts of the Panjab Himalaya, from

sometimes as low as 7000 to at times as high as

13,000 feet, and occur near the Safed Koh, Trans-

Indus, often forming a belt, or rnorii frequently

patches, above the upper limit of trees, although
j

seen at times very much below that. The common i

juniper was found by Captain Webb on Niti pass,

called bilhara, pudma, pumaroa; and by Mr.

Inglis in Kanawar, 3 to 6 feet high, forming a

dense, diffuse, irregular bush, occasionally tree-
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like, and attaining an elevation of 20 feet. Gin

and Geneva are derived from the French name of

this species, Genevere. The wood burns fairly

well, and on the passes it is frequently the only

lecent fuel to be got within miles. Madden
states that a spirit is distilled from the berries,

with barley meal, the former being probably

)nly added to impart a gin flavour. TIio berries

ire oflicinal in the plains, and arc ust'd in decoc-

don, being considered stimulant.

—

Sfewarf, p. 223

;

O'Shnuf/hnessi/^

JUNIPERUS EXCELSA. Bkh.
ApurS, . XiALLH-UllMI AW. X tJIlUtl . . XTiiNU.

Sbukpa, . . . OilENAii. (Ihfdai, . . . Jhf.lum.

Sliur, Shukpa, . Ladaku, Simti.

Lewar (deodar), . ,, Hliurgu, . . . Sutle.t.

The sacred juniper of the Kanawari and
|

Tibetan is common in the upper and more arid
|'

‘ and Chenab, like-

'

wise in Ladakh, also in some numbers on the

Kurihar, a tributary of the Jlielum, and near the

Safed Koh (Bellow), and on Chahaltan (Masson,

etc.). Cl eghorn gives the crest of the Dhauladhar,

above Kangra, as a habitat, which is perhai)s

doubtful, as the climate there is moist. The
olevational range may be put at 8000 to nearly

1,^),000 feet. At the higher altitudes it is only

seen as a shrub, but at 10,000 feet acquires a

considerable girth. The timber, which luis the

same fragrance as that (also produce<l by a
juniper) from which pencils are made, is light,

and not strong, but is employed as supports for

water channels, and the heart-wood when in moist

earth is nearly imperiBhablo. In Lahoul it is also

used alternating with stones, for the walls of

houses, as well as for beams. On the Sutlej

some of the temples are built of it. In Kanawar,
vessels made of it are jnuch esteemed. Tb<‘ wood
is used as incense by tlie Lamas. The twigs are

used in several religious ceremonies, and the

fruit is regularly burnt as incense. In Kbagaii,

on the Kunhar, the small brandies, under tlie

namo of Chalai ka dhup, are burned near the

jiatieut as a remeily for delirious fever. It is

found in the Sutlej valley between Rainpur and
Sungnam, at an elevation of 9000 to 12,000 feet,

and there yields an excellent, light, odoriferons

wood.

—

Thomson; Stcirort; CIcfjliorn; O'Shnut/h.;

;

En(j. Cf/c.

JUNIPERUS RECU RVA . Desr,

Khoubair, . . . Hlm>.
1

I'hhnI, .... IIixp.

The. weeping blue juniper and arboreous black

one (called Tchokpo) yield beautiful wood, like

that of the pencil cedar, but are comparatively

scarce in Sikkim.

—

Ilool'er.

JUNIPERUS RELIGIOSA, Eoylc, grows at

an extreme height on the Himalaya generally,

and is held in reverence by the people.

JUNIPERUS SPH/ERICA. This curiously-

formed tree at first sight seems to confirm the

old Virgilian talc of apples growing upon plane

trees. It is one of those junipers which grow to

a considerable size in the north of China, and
which the Chinese are fond of planting round
graves.

—

Fortune ; Mueller.

JUNIPERUS SQUAMOSA, Creeping juniper.

Beter, .... Hind. I Pama, Talu, , . Panj.
Pethri, Bet’har, . ,, |

This is found at very high altitudes iu the

Sutlej valley, between Rampur and Sungnam, at

an elevation of 12,000 to 13,000 feet, where

forests disappear. It is used as firewood in cross-

ing the high passes.—-ae^/iorw’.? Panjah Report^

p. 63.
« . i

JUNIPERUS WAIJJCIIIANA, Hook, and
lliom.y grow^s in tlie Himalaya, from the Indus

I

to Sikkim, at 9000 to 15,000 foot elevation.

—

Mueller.

JUNIR is half-way between Nasik and Poona.
It has a group of Buddhist oaves, and one
chaitya is likt* that at Nasik. They have no
figures of Buddha, but one of Sri*

JUNK, a. Malay word applied to the larger
craft of the Archipelago, used both in war and
for commercial purposes. Thti word is properly
Ajong or Jong, corrupted by the Portuguese into
.liinco, which the English have improved into

junk, and apply to the larger Chinese ^vessels.

The Chinese word for the vessels called junk is

Wang-kaiig. The* wonl Ajong is used for boat
by tlie (fliinese and Malay. The ships known
as cargo junk, called Ta hung t’oii yang ch’uan,

are coasting craft of 1000 tons. They are
built of soft wood, and have a flat bottom and a
large rudder, which enables them to turn easily.

The bow is very bluff, and the sterns are elabor-

ately carved and painted. The hull is divi<led

into watiT-tight compartments. They have four

i

masts of haril wood. The two aftermasts on

1

(‘itlier side of the vi'sstd arc fasteni'd together at

the top by three spars placed horizontally. The
low-dah or sailing master has a place beneath the
poop. Junk are called Ch’ing t’ou chion ch’nan,

(.h’ao-yang-pa-chiang-yuan-wei, Ilsi ts’ao, and
four others.

—

Cratrfurd. 8eo Boats.

JUNK SEYIiON, or Salang Island, one of the

islands of the IMergni Archipelago, and separated

from the continent by Papra Strait. It is 8
leagues in length, aiul about 3 leagues broad.
Its S. i^oint lat. V 46' N., and long. 98" 18' E.

It formerly bfdonged to the Malay raja of Queda,
but it has since been forcibly occupied by the

Siamese of Ligor. In the entrance of the Strait

of Malacca, ii(;ar the. Nicobar and Acheen Islands,

and betwixt them and .lunk Scylon, there arc

often very strong T'ip])]ings, jiarticularly in the

S.IY. monsoon. 'Fhori* is no [lerceptible current,

yet the surface of the water is impelled forward

by some cause. They are seen in calm weather
approaching from a distance, and in the night

their noise is heard from a considerable distanci?,

alarming to persons unacquainted with them, for

the broken wati'r makes a great noise when the

vessel is passing through it. They beat against a
ship with great violence and pass on, the spray

coming on deck, and a small boat could not

ahvays resist the turbulence of these remarkable

rippliiigs.

—

Horshimjli.

JUPITER AMMON, a temple, now in ruins,

erected about b.c. 1800 by Bacchus, in memory of

his father, in a fertile spot in Upper Egypt c.-UIed

tlie Oasis of Siwah, about .300 miles south of

Cairo,

—

Catofago.
JURA or Joora. Hind. A rope of twisted

grass or twine, made to support a round-bottomed
jar. It is called also induri, endhua, chukwa,
gururi, ginduri, and godiiri.

—

Elliot.

JURDUK, a pass in Afghanistan, near which
is Bahadur Khel. At Bahadur Khel, Lutumur,
and Kharrah are the three Trans-Indus mines.

—

See Khaibar.

JURI or Jooree, Hind., from Joma, to join
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.*1 small bundle of sugar-cane. The tops of the

.Juri are brought home on the P^kadashee of
Kartik, and are kept suspended from the roof of
the house till the Holi, and burnt during that
festival. Jora, a pair

;
a pair of shoes, a married

couple, a suit of clothes. Joru, a wife. See
Dit’hwan.

JURZ or Juzr or Ilamz, an ancient name
given to R.ajputana by the Arabs. The merchant
Sulinmn, in a.d. 851, state.? that Ilaraz was
bounded on one. side by Tafek or Takin, which
possessed silver mines, and could muster a larger

force of cavalry than any otlnir kingdom of India.

Rajputana lies to the S.E. of the Tanjab,
possesses the only silver mine known in India,

and has always been famous for its large bodies
of cavalry.

—

Cunninyham^ Ancient Geoq. of Jiidkij

p. 312.
•

‘ ‘

JUSSI. 'Pagal. a delicate fibre of the
Philippine Islands, of which dresses, etc., are
ijiade. Jussi fibre and striped jussi dresses from
^fanilla were exhibited in the Exhibition of

1 851
;
the plant yielding the fibre was not known.—RoyJe^ Fib. PI. ; Simmoyuls' Diet.

JUSSIEUA REPENS. Wilkie.

Kesara-clam, . . liKNu. bhuluvanga, . . Sansk.
Nir-karambu, . . Can. Langulae, . . . . „
Kanchana, . . . Hind. Nir ])atwilii, . . . Tkl.

It is found in most parts of India lloating on
lakes and pools of fre.sh water

;
in flower during

the rainy season. It floats by vesicles round the

insertion of the alternate, obovato-cuneate leaves.

JUSSIEUA VILLOSA. Lam.^
.7. exaltata, lioxh,, Rhcetlc. I .7. suirniticosa, Linn.
.f. fruticosa, />. C.

|

Lal ban langa, . Ben<j. I Nini aghindra paku, Tel.
Karambu,. . . Maleal.

|

A perennial plant grows in Bengal, in both
Peninsulas of India, and in Cochin-C'hina. It is

employed in medicine.— Voigt, p. .3.3; Roxh. i.

p. 401

.

JUSTICIA, a genus of plants belonging to the

natural order Acanthacea^
;
32 species of Justicia

were described by Dr. Roxburgh, a few only of

which have any medicinal virtues attributed to

them, and all but one of his, under the n.ame

Hwang -lien, Chin., are now referred to other

genera. The roots of several species are used in

China in medicine. A Canton species is stated

by Fortune to yield indigo. Some of the species

are planted as flowering shrubs.

—

tSmith, M. M. C.
JUSTICIA COCCINEA bear.? a small pink

flower. The leaves arc of a reddi.sh colour

underneath. Natives say the root is an antidote

to the bite of a snake, and it is sought after by
them when bitten by the cohni.—Riddell.

JUSTICIA ECROLlUiM. Roxh.
J. (lentata, Klein,

Oodoo jati, . . 35eno.
j

Jati, .... Hind.
Tau-sa-lat, . . Buum.

|
Pachcha vadainbaram, T.

A shrubby plant common in most forests of

India, and in flower nearly all the year. It is

said to bo diuretic. Flowers pale blue
;
tube very

long and slender.

—

0\%. ; Roxh.

JUSTICIA NASUTA. Linn.

Rhinacaiithus comiimnis, Nees.

Kabutar ki jar, . . . Hind.
A shrubby [ilant wdth white flowera in axillary

and terminal panicles
;
grows spreading along the

ground. The leaves are bruised and used by the
natives for curing ringworm. The flowers are

sold along with those of jasmine, and the roots

are used in medicine as an excitant.

—

Riddell;

Gen. Med. Top. p. 173.

JUTE, CorchoruB capsularis
;
C. olitorius.

Ghi nalita pat, . Beng. ‘ Pat, Koshta, . • . Hind,
Hei-nia, . . . Chin. Bhungi, Isband, . . „
Jews’ mallow, . . Eng. Patta, .... Sansk.

This fibre has long been known in India, ae

in use in the manufacture both of cordage and

cloths, but only since 1855 largely used in Eng-
land. It is the product of two distinct plants,

(^orchorus cap,?ularia and Corchorus olitorius, both

of them common all over India, Ceylon, and

China, both cultivated for their leaves and undei

shoots as pot-herbs, and for their fibres; bui

the fibres of C. fascicularis and C. tridens arc

also used for making ropes. C. olitorius, the

Jews’ mallow, is supposed to be the plan!

alhuled to in Job xxx. 4. From Guntur, in

the Kistria district, to Ganjam, including Coca-

nada, Calingapatarn, Chittavalsah or Bimlipataui

and Gopalpore, the plant is cultivated to some
extent, and manufactured by native weavers iiitc

ropes and gunny cloth for local use. The chiel

sites of its cultivation in the Bengal Presidency

are Afalda, Purniah, Natore, Rangpur, Dacca,

Pabna, Dinajpur, Hoogly, Bogra, Julpigori, Seraj-

guuj, Mymensing, and the Twenty-four Pargaiias

Formerly indigo w'as largely grown in many
of the Dacca distriids, wliieh .still abound with

ruins of deserted factories, but its place hag

been taken by jute, the cultivation of which has

increased enormously, and now engages a large

share of European capital. 33)e great jute mart

is ^erajgunj, tlie trade of wliich place might

w(‘ll excite the envy of most Mediterranean j)orts.

During the busiest season, the river, then swollen

by the rains to a breadth of 7 miles, is simply

covered with the vast lumbering country boats

that are bringing the fibre from the local marte

to the great commercial centre, and the siglit ol

many steamers, and the ceaseless whir of machinery

from the factories, might almost make a stranger

think himself in some commercial city of the

nortli. Besides jute, safflower and musbird are

largely grown for exportation.

The first 100 tons of jute, and a small quantity

carefully pnqiared by Dr. Roxburgh and sent

home, appear to have drawn the attention of the

mercantile community of l.ondon to this important

fibre
;
but it was not until 1801 tliat any recog-

nised trade sprang up, although it is certain that

for some years previously it had been exported

under the name of hemp and llax. From that

(late the shipments slowly increased. In 1820 a

sejiarate Jiead was assigned to it in the Custom
House records, when 496 maunds were exported,

which increased to 2442 maunds in the following

year. Since that time it has gone on increasing

steadily year by year.

Cwt. Rs. I Cwt. Rs.

ISriO-ril, 58,240 19,(59,360 I 1876-77, 4,.').33,255 2,63,66,466
ISS-^-SS, 882,700 32,90,760 !

1878-79, 6,021,382 3,80,04,263
18(50-61, 1,071,320 40,93,710 I 1882-83, 10,348,909 .'>,84,69,259

1874-75, 5,493,967 3,24,68,823 I

And in the last-named year the value of exported

gunny bags, gunny cloths, gunny rope and twine,

was Rs. 1,48,78,304.

Eight jute spinning companies in Bengal were

quoted in May 1884, of which the shares of two

were above par.

The weaving of jute into gunny cloth is an
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idigenous handloom industry in Northern Bengal,

hiofly in the districts of Pumiah and Dinajpur.

riio gunny is made by the scmi-aborigin«al tribe

f Koch, Kajbansi, or Pali, both for clothing and

For bags
;
and, as with other industries practised

y non-Hindu races, the weavers arc the women
of the family, and not a distinct caste.

Jute is used for coarse bags, and such purposes

where the strength and colour of the fibre is not

important. It can be produced at a very cheap

•osfc
;
the cultivation of an acre of jute is estimated

xt Ks. 10 for the labour, and about half a ton of fibre

,s tlie usual crop
;
while by the retting process

me man can prepare for market about two cwt. of

fibre in the day. For the more valuable fibres

this retting process is not available
;
a man enn

prepare only 5 to 12 lbs. of rhea or Manilla

hemp fibre in a day by hand-scraping, while the

wasKi is enonnous. For the valuable fibres

strength and brightness of colour are essential,

[ind the ordinary process of retting or fermenta-

tion in stagnant water cannot be followed.

The mills of Dundee consume a larger propor-

tion of this useful fibre than any other in Great
^Iritain,—it is believed nearly one-half of the

juantity imported; and yet its introduction in

he trade of Dundee is, comparatively speaking,

>f recent date. About 18130, a well-known mer-
jhant brought a small quantity, and xvisluid the

jpi liners to make a trial of it, but he could not
prevail upon them to do so. Ho then employed
ii person in the neighbourhood to tease it down,
Fit the now fabulous cost of from £4 to £5 per

ton, and then induced a spinner to mix it sparingly

amongst tow
;
but it was not till the expiry of

years that it w'as manufactured to any extent

by itself. A process was subseipiently invented

by Mr. Clausen (a Dane), by which llax, hemp,
jute, and other substances were converted into a
substitute for cotton. The invention seemed to

svork' well, but the Manchester people at that

time would have nothing but American cotton on
luy terms, and the invention fell valueless. He

!

leaned the fibre from the straw by crushing and
leating. The fibre was tlien steeped in a strong

olution of bicarbonate of soda, and afterxvards

n water acidulated with sulphuric acid, which,

:ombining with the soda, set free the carbonic

(•id witli which the fibre was saturated. The
liberated gas split the fibre into a material as fine

H floss silk. It was then bleached by being

IstiM'ped in a solution of chloride of magnesium,
Ihcn dried and cut into lengths of the required

kaple, or rather longer, as the staple was ground
’own during the carding. It then passed to the

carding machines, and was treated precisely as

cotton, and it w\as said at the time tliat it worked
perfectly in the ordinary cotton machinery. Jute
's easily spun, and is much used to mix with
cedilla. It is made into gunny cloth (megili),

rdage, and paper, and damask cloth matie of

jute is said to be more durable than that fabri-

cated from cotton. The fibres are subdivisible

into very fine fibrils, which are easily spun
;
they

re long, soft, and silky, and, under the microscope,

nnot be distinguished from those of flax to all

the purposes of which the jute fibre is applicable.

At Dundee the yarn is spun very fine, and used

fcr bags and handsomely-coloured carpets, and
Wso interwoven with silk, linen, and woollen

ihreads into cheap cloths, and it is largely made

up into paper. An old papermaker writes in the
American Paper Journal, that after several years’
experience in using bagging and jute in all its

various forms, he is satisfied that it is the cheapest,

cleanest, and easiest wrought of any substitute

for rags, and possesses the desirable (pialities that

give to the manufactured article all the qualities

of rag-paper, at much less waste and cost. The
cuttings and rejections can be reduced by boiling

with lime into matter as easily operated on jus

ordinary rags, and more easily bleached than many
of the imported rags.

In its cuiltiire the land is prepared as for rice,

the plants are weeded whem a foot and a half

high, and it is cut close to the roots when it has
flowered, and before the seeds arc ripe, a few
plants being left to allow the seeds to come to

maturity.

After the Corchorus olitorius jilants come to

maturity, which is generally considered to bo the

time when they begin to ripen seed and the
lower leaves in the stems begin to turn yellow, or

Jibout the second week in October, the whole are

simultaneously cut down,—no matter if all have
grownuniformly in size or not, orwhether the plants

be go(jd, indifferent, or bad, the whole is reaped off.

After the whole is cropped off, it is staked in

bundles of about 200 to 250 sticks in each, and
then put down in any convenient place to undergo
the process of fcnneiilation, which is generjilly

done within three or ten days, according to the

temperature of the weather. The stalks are then
immersed in water, keejiing the bundles down
by any convenient means jit disposal, but it is

chicliy done with dods of earth, which Jire most
conveniently obtained. The steeping process, if

performed in a stagnant pool or pond, decom-
poses tlie vegetable matter within eight or ten
days, but if it be done in clear water, or a running
stream, or in a tjink of ordinary depth, having
clear water, then the period of time is about
seventeen to twenty days. AVhen decomposition
approaches completion, a man generally goes
down and examines tin; fibres once a day, and at

its close both morning and evening, to see if all

is ])orfectcd, and this is done by simply feeling

the stalks with the thumb and forefinger, to

which it readily yields. Wlien the whole is known
to be completed, he goes down jibout knee-deep
in water, and takes a handful of the stalks, hold-

ing the same with his left hand over the surface

of the wjiter, and in his right hand holding

a small palm.ata or a piece of flat wood or

plank, with which he gently strikes towards the

stem of the stalks, and whilst he docs so lie

whirls the wdiole, repeating the strokes xvith the

palmata as he does so, wlxicli at once separates

the fibre from the stalk, or as much ef the parts

as is struck, which is generally from 15 to 18

inches in length from tlie lowest end
;
the whole

is then broken, the parts adhering with fibre are

then held with the left hand, and with the right

the part where the stalks are broken is held, and
the whole immersed perpendicularly about 9 or 10
inches in wjiter, and a few jerks arc then given in

rapid succession, which admits of complete sepa-

ration of the fibre from the broken stalks
;
but

if any still adhere, the same is gently taken off

with the right hand. When this is done, the
extracted fibre is then held with the right hand,
wrapping a portion round the palm of the hand,
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and with his left the operator holds the stalk a with a fine, silky, glossy appearance, the whoL
little under water parallel to him

;
he again gives of the produce becomes of a dark lead or blacl

a few slight jerks from and towards him. He muddy colour, which is considered bad or inferioj

also uses his left hand in pushing the stalks in quality.

forward when drawing towards him. This The next point to be carefully attended to ii

manipulation can only bo done with facility by the time allowed to steep the whole for the pur-

those who are used to it. The whole of the fibre pose of permitting the vegetable matter to de-

at once easily separates from the entire stalk and compose
;
this part of the process, miless propcrlj

immediately floats up
;
the fibre is then washed to attended to, do(JS not yield fibre of the usual size

take off its refuse, and the whole is then wrenched but results as an inferior article, because it yields

off, and taken up to be dried in the sun. fibre of a coarse quality. The tender fibre, whicl

The quantity of Jute and seed produced on an otherwise is retained, rapidly decays, and is

acre depends greatly on tlie richness of the soil broken into threads and washed off when ex-

on which it is pJaiit('d. The plant will not thrive tracting the fibres from the stalk. When the

on a lateritie, or on a Iningry, gravelly, or sandy bundles are steeped down after the fermenting

soil. Seed planted under sucli conditions springs process, they should be so arranged that the

up and grows well at first, but for want of mois- steins are liret immersed in water with the toj:

tnro and plant-food soon withers away. The brancht‘s above its surface, and allowed to remain
plant stands excess of wet better than drought

;
for a time, which is considiTcd as sufficient for

on rich, loamy lands it thrives perfectly
;
clayey tJie stems to be partially decomposed, when the

soils, mixed Avith a little sand, give a fair return, whole is properly steeped down, for the entire

and even under the conditions of partial sub- stalk to be decomposed at the same time. If this

mersion the crop is not destroyed. be not attended to, as stated above, the result is

The same crop will not, of course, yitdd fibre a short and coarse fibre, Avithout any silky, glossy

and seed. It should be cultivated for one or the appearance.

other. For the former, the plant should be cut The next point is to avoid pressing down the

just when it is in flower. It is then in its prime, bundles with clods of earth, as at the time the

and the fibre AV'ill be fine, silky, and glossy
; but decomposition is about to be perfected the mineral

if left for the seed to ripen, the plant Avill have substances, being Avsished down, mix Avith the

begun to decay, and the fibre to get stringy, fibre, destroying tlio vegetable substance, and
barky, and coarse. giving the fibre a rod, muddy aj)])caranco. Stag-

The seed Avould be better if soAvn in drills, as is iiant tanks ar(‘ likoAviso to bo avoided for the

(lone in America and in Mysore. It would enable impurities they coritain, though tlio decomposition

manuring, weeding, planting, and thinning to be is much facilitated. Native cultivators can rarely

carried on better, and a longer and better fibre avoid these tAVO injuri(\s for Avant of means and

AA'Ould probably bo the result, and induce more proper resources
;

but if they bo avoided, no
attention to be paid to the groAvtli and selection doubt the libre extracted Avill yield a superior

of seed, on both Avhich points the ryots are said texture.

(as may bo easily supposed) to bo most careless. It Avas in 1.S70 that the United States Dopart-

A commission suggested improvement in this meat of Agriculture began to shoAv an interest

matter, and in the better rotation of crojis, and in the (Question of groAving Indian jute upon

cutting and steeping the fibre, preparatory to its American soil. Experiments were conducted in

cxtrac-tion
;
but tlie addition of suitable manure, Louisiana and otlier Southern States, with (ui-

all other conditions being favourable, avouM couraging results. The climate and soil proved

enable a famicr to grow the (exhausting crop on to be Avell adapted to the growth of jute
;
and it

the same soil annually without alternating it, or was found that, Avhen planted around cotton-

letting the land be falloAV, as is imAv so uneconomic- fields, the jute Avas of great service in affording

ally done. to tluA cotton plant protection from the ravages

It is now successfully growji in America, Avhcrc of inst?cts
;

Avhile a most luxuriant groAvth could

a better mode prevails of clearing the bark, and be obfiiincd on rice and pine lands,

paper is there inachi of the refuse, Avliich is also a NotAvithstandiiig, hoAvever, the success which

good manure. Jute* Avater has a high value as a has attended the cultivation of jute in America,

manure. Castor-oil cake and cow-dung are its it ffius made no perceptible difference in the Indian

best manures. It has been found that jute docs trade, unless, perhaps, in the matter of gunny

not flourish in tlie cotton districts of thi^ United cloth. During the last eight years the export

States, nor docs cotton Avhero jute groAvs best. business with the United States in raw jute and

No doubt the fibre can be greatly improved by gunny bags, more especially in the latter, has

attending to some essential points. Higher prices progressed most satisfactorily. Although the culti-

would be given for the best kinds that had been vation of jute has passed out of the experimental

out at the proper time, and carefully cleaned and stage in America, the product has not been able

dried, so as to produce the strengtli, fineness, to compete successfully with the Bengal article,

silkiness, and gloss so much sought for. owing to the high cost of manual labour employed

To improve the jute fibre, two things are neces- in the separation of the fibre from the stalk, as

sary to be looked after
;
the first is the process of compared Avith the cheap labour available in

fermentation, and the second is allowing the time India. The great need is a cheap and effective

for (lecomposition of the vegetable matter, and to mechanical process for this operation. The want

avoid stagnant pools and ponds for the purpose, of a really good machine for such a purpose is

which, though it facilitates the object, injures the felt very much more in America than in fetish

fibre very much. The process of fermentation is India, where the manual process of cleaning

necessary to be carefully looked after, because if preparing the fibre is simple and inexpensive,

this be"neglected, instead of obtaining the fibre The plants are steeped in water until the bark
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begins to rot and the resinous substance in it is

washed away. The bark is then stripped off by
beating the stalks against the surface of tlio

water, much in the same way as a dhobi w.ashes

clothes. Experiments liave been tried, both in

India and America, with machines for performing

this operation, but the dilHculty lies in the ex-

pense. From a report, dated Washington, 7th

April 1881, which is to be found in the Calcutta

Gazette of the 19th July, on the cultivation of

jute and other fibrous plants in the State of

Louisiana, it appears tliat a new machine for

preparing jut(^ and rami fibre has been invented

in America, from which very profitable results

are expected.

—

Tmp. (hiz.; Dr. Hunter in hid.

New Phil. Journ. No. 2, x. October 1859

;

Dundee Advertiser; AnnaU Jnd. Administration;

Hoyle's Fibrous Plants^ p. 244
;

J. Manuel in

Indian Fields No. 25, 18th September 1858;
Sclec. Records Government of India Foreign Dept.

No. 9, p. 25; M^CxdlocKs Commercial Dictionary^

p. 401 ;
Drs. Mason., Stewart^ Royle.

;
M. E. ,/.

JUTIAL, a class of watchmen introduct'd into

the hills near the Bhabar to watch the district

under the Siwalik.

JUTTEEL, a pass in the Sind ranges, runs GO

to 75 miles south-west from Sehwan to Dooba,
between lat. 25^’ 52' and 2G” 20' N., and long,

18' and G8° 8' E. Steep, in few places, less than
2000 feet. 'I'lie road from Seliwaji to Kurachet;

lies betw'een them, and Kot'rtar more to tln^ w'ost.

JYO'riSH MA'n, ITind., is the Anthistiria

anathera or (hirdiosj)ermum halieacabum. Jyotish

inati, literally light possessing, also Budha basara

and Budlia kakara, 'I'kl., is Cardiospermum
halieacabum, Linji. I’opular superstition asserts

that by eating its seeds the understanding is

enlightened, and the memory rendered miracu-

lously retentive.

—

Elliot's FI. Andh,

K
This letter of the English aljjhalx't lias a

simple guttural sound, as in kalcndar, keep, king,

Koran, and has analogous h'ttiTs in Arabic, Persian,

Urdu, Sanskrit, Hindi, .Hahrati, Gujmati, Ben-
gali, Uriya, Telugu, Karnata, 'ramil, ^falcalam,

Cliinese, Malay, and in all the languages of the

Kinthcr Indies and Pkastern Archipelago, and

there ought not, therefore, to be any variations

ill representing the names and words of these

tongues by means of this letter. Nevertheless, in

writing them, owing to the English letter c as in

candour, caiiturc, and the letters ch as in

character, chronic, churlish, luiving the same
sound as k, many ordinary words of the East

Indies are met with written in various ways, as

in Cashmir, Kashmir, Kabul, Cabul, etc.

KA,. a people inhabiting the mountainous

country lying between Lao and Kambojia. Air.

Crawfurd mentions that the Siamese made no
scruples in reducing them to slavery. He adds

that the features of one whom he saw differed

strikingly from those of a Siamese. They are

described by other authors along with the KJiong,

the Gueo of the Portuguese, as rude tribes in

Kambojia either actually pagan or imperfectly

Buddhist.

—

Crawfurd's Embas.$y, p. 177.

KA, Sansk., the interrogative pronoun ‘ who,'

raised in the mythology of the Kaushitaki, tho
Satapatha, the Taittiriya, and the Tandya Brah-
manas to tho dignity of a prajapati. Ka, the
sign of the genitive in Hindi

;
in Marwari it

becomes ra.

—

Dowson.
KAAT, properly Kat’h. Can., Maleal., Tam.

Wild, uncultivated. See Kat’h.

KA’B, a tribe of Arabs near the Persian Gulf,

whose capital is Aluhamerah. They extend north
as far as Shuster and Kam Hormuz

;
to tho east

their territory is limited by Bcbehan, and in-

cluding Hindyan in their possessions, the Ka’b
Arabs spread along the head of tho gulf, touching
Basra on the south. Their western territory

touches on the wandering Arabs as far as Haniza.
'Fhe grt?ater jiart of this territory is watered by
the Tab river with its numerous tributaries, and
was known to Arab geographers by the name of

Daurak. About the close of the 18th century
they captured several English vessels. Alorc

lately, Aluhamerah was taken by AH Baza Pasha,

and in 1857 by tlie Government of India in their

war with Persia. Sec Ears.

KABA, a former piratical tribe in the Gulf of

Cutch, to tho north of the Mahratta provinces.

KA’BA. Akap,. a cube
;

also the square
building in Abicca, held in reverence by Muham-
madans, by whom it is frequented in pilgrijuage.

'I'ibbaii Asaad Abu Karilia or Abu Karib, com-
monly called Tobbji, one of the most warlike of

th(^ Himyarito monarchs, was the first who, about
A,i>. 200, covered tho Ka’ba with a tapestry of

leather, and also Rup])lied it with a lock of gold.

The nawabs of the Carnatic, who claimed to be
descendants from th(‘ khalif Omar, sent a ladder
of gold for the pilgrims to ascimd to the door of

tho Ka’ba. Immeiliately on arrival at Mecca, the

pilgrims perform ablutions and proceed to the

inosqui^ kiss the black stone, and encompass tlio

Ka’ba seven times; commencing on the right,

leaving the Ka’ba on the left, they perform the

(dreuit thrice with a quick step, find four times at

a .slow pace. They go then to the stone near tho
Ka'ba, bearing the impres.sion of the feet of

Abraham, repeat two prayers, and come and kiss

tho black stone again. In tho Arab families,

male children, when forty days old, arc taken to

the Ka’ba, prayi'd over, and carried liome, where
the barber (haws with a razor ihree parallel

gashes down the fleshy ])ortion of eaidi check,

from the exterior angles of the eyes almost to tho

corners of th(i mouth. These Mashali, as they ar(5

called, may be of modern date. The Ka’ba is 24
cubil.s long from N.W. tt> S.E., its breadth 25
cubits, and its height 27 cubits

;
near its door in

the east corner is tho black stone, Hajr-us-Siali.

This is set in silver, and is kissed by pilgrims.

It seems to be the stone noticed by Maximus
'I’yrius, who says ‘ tho ancient Arabians worship

I know not whom, but the imago I saw was a
(j^uadrangular stone.’ Until AlahomiaTs reform,

the Ka’ba contained 360 idols, amongst them
Hobal, a statue of Abraham, and one of Mary

;

the white stone, which Avas supposed to be Ish-

mael’s tomb, and the black stone, the Hajr-us-

Siah, which they .say fell from heaven in Adam’s
time. Hobal had the figure of a man carved in

red agate, and holding in his hands seven wingless
arrows like those ased in divinations. The !^’ba
was restored A.D. 1627.

—

Burton's Mecca^ iii. p.

327; Lane,m



KABAB. KABIB PANTHI.

KABAB ? Philip. A measure of capacity.

KABAB. Arab, Roast meat, or small pieces

of meat roasted or stewed on little skewers. They
are alluded to in Homer’s Iliad in two places, xiv.

87, aiuHine 475

—

. . .
‘ Fixed on forks of wood,

All hasty, on the hissing coals he throw

;

All smoking, back the tasteful viands drew,
Broachers and all.

. . . In rolls of fat involved without
Thu choicest morsels lay, from every part,

8oine in tlie flames, ho strewed with flour, then threw

;

8omc cut in fragments, from the forks they drew.’

Kabiil) curry is a favourite dish at the tables of

Europeans in India, and consists of little piece.s

of meat with portions of onions, ginger, etc., on
skewers. Kabab are generally, in India, spitted

on little slips of bamboo, though silver is often

used.

KABAIZ, a tribe of the Bulbassi, a Kurd race,

composed of the Kabaiz, the reigning family
;

2.

Manzur
;

3. Mamash
;

4. Piraii
;

5. Kummuk
;

0. Sinn and Taafah, wlio together make one tribe.

KABAL, IIiND., of Muzaffargarh, the reticulum

of tin* palm.

KABALA. Hind. A bill of sale.

KABATi KIIEL, a wild, lawless section of the

UtmanZfai Waziri, with thrc(i subdivisions, Miami,

Sacfali, and Pipali, numbering 3500 lighting men.
Between 1850 and 1854 they committed over

twenty petty raids on British territory, and the

British blockaded the whole tribe.

KABAN, a measure of capacity in the Molucca

and Philippine islands.

KABAN UHA, a disciple of Sumantii, the earliest

teacher of the Atharva Veda.

KABAK. Hind. Black soil.

KABAR. A RAIL A tomb. Kabaristhan, a

burial-place; also called Rozah, a garden; also

dai Khamnsh, the silent abode.

KABARAGOYA, a species of Monitor, a reptile

of Ceylon, partial to marshy ground, and when
disturbed upon land it takes refuge in the nearest

water. Prom the somewhat (‘luptive appearance

of the yellow blotches on its scales, a closely-

allied species, similarly spotted, formerly obtained

amongst naturalists the name of Monitor exauthe-

inaticus, and the Singhalese word Kabara has a

similar meaning. The kabara- tel or cobra-tcl is

said to be prepared from the kabaragoya; and
an individual suspected of having this poison in

l\is possession is cautiously shunned by his neigh-

bours. In the Mahawanso, chap. xxiv. p. 148,

the hero Tissa is said fo have been aflUctud with

a cutaneous complaint which made his skin scaly

like that of the godho, the Pali name of the

kabaragoya.—Teunenfa Ceylon^ p. 272.

KABlli. Arab. A name of Cain. Kabil-

Habil, Cain and Abel. The Cain of the Bible is

supposed to have been buried at Aden under the

mountain Jabl Sharnsham.

KABILA. Arab. A term cmifloyed in Arabia

and Northern Africa to designate the various

tribal bodies. From Taifa to Medina there are

ten such, with about 79,000 fighting men
;
those

of Assir-]5brv> number, with 44,500 fighting men
;

tftbiit: of Tfat Asair, 11 in number, with 66,000.

The term 3ylah, amongst the Muhammadans in

India, is to the family or to the wife of an
individual.—Fm/er, India, etc. Sec Kabyle.
KABip, ttnost celebrated of the twelve

disciples of the Hindu reformer Ramanand. He
lived at the beginning of the 15th century (1880-

1449). He assailed the whole system of idolatrous

worship, and, in a style peculiarly suited to the

genius of his countrymen, he ridiculed the learn-

ing of the pandits, and doctrine of the Shastraa.

The Bhakta Mala gives an account of his birth

and life. His doctrines are contained in the Sukh
Nidan, and do not differ much from tliose of the

modern Vaishnava sect. The moral code is short,

but favourable to morality.

Kabir was equally revered by Hindus and
Miisalmans, He was the foiindor of the sect

called Kabir Pantlii, or Nanak Panthi, from
which Nanak, foundiT of the Sikh, borrowed the

religious notions which ho proj)agated with suc-

cess. Kabir is said to have been a weaver, or a

foundling reared by a weaver, and subsequently
admitted as a disciple by Ramanand. Another
account makes Kabir a Muhammadan by birth,

and a Aveaver by profession. Kabir is also fabled

to; hav'e been the son of a virgin widow of a

Brahman. Her father was a folloAvcr of, and was
paying a visit to, Ramanand. Unaware of her

condition, Ramanand wished her to the conception

of a son, which occurred, but, ashamed of her

condition, she bore the child in private and exposed
it, but it was found an<l brought up by a weaver
and his wife. His ndigious views are very ob-

scurely laid down, but the latitude of usage Avhich

he sanctioned, and his employment of a spoken
language, have rendered his writings extensively

popular among tlie lower orders of Northern India.

His disciples may be citluir Muhammadans or

Hindus. On his death, the Muhammadans claimed

a right to bury him, the Hindus to burn him, in

consequence of which they quarrelled, and placed

a sheet over the corpse, Avliich when they with-

<lrew, according to a legend, they found the

upper part of his body to be metamorphosed into

a tulsi plant, the favourite nymphm of Krishna,

the lower part into rehan, an odoriferous herb of

a green colour, the colour of the i:)rophct Mahomed.
Kabir i.s said to have been originally styled

Inyaiii, the knowing or wise. He died at Magor,

near Gorakhpur, which Avas endoAved by Mansur
Ali Khan with several villages. Kabir’s doctrines

and fame attracted the attention of Sikandar Lodi,

emperor of Dehli.— H7Ave«’.s- Hindu Sects.

KABIR PANTHI, a sect of Hindus whose
founder Avas Kabir, the disciple of Ramanand,
The Kabir Panthi arc ahvays included amongst
the Vaishnava sects, and maintain friendly rela-

tions with these. It is no part of their faith,

however, to Avorsliip any Hindu deity, or observe

any of the rites or ceremonials of tlio Hindus.

The Kabir Panthi are numerous in all the pro-

vinces of Up])er and Central India. Their qualcer-

like spirit, their abhorrence of all violence, their

regard for truth, and the imobtrusiveness of their

ojnnions, render them very inoffensive members
of the state. Their mendicants never solicit alms,

and in this capacity they are, in a social view, in

a very favourable position compared with many
of the religious vagrants of India. The Kabir

Panthi use no mantra or ritual, and those who
liave abandoned society abstain from all outward

observances, and address their homage,^ by the

chanting of hymns, exclusively to their invisible

Kabir.

The chief guru of this sect lires in Kawarda,
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*a town of the province of Cii’hatisgarh, where a

third of the Hindus are followers of Kabir, but

the principal mat’h is at Benares. Kabir Panthi

Jiave five comraandmcuts,—(1) Life must not be

violated,—it is the gift of God
; (2) The blood of

man and beast must not bo shed
; (3) Man must

not lie
; (4) Must practise asceticism

;
and (5)

Obey the spiritual guide.— lliudn Sects.

KABLAI KUAN, emperor of the Chinese and
eastern oriental Tartars, was the sovereign of the

most enormous empire that the annals of the

world have ever made known. It comprehended
the whole of China, Corea, Tibet, Tonqiiin,

Cochin-China, a great part of Imlia beypnd the

Ganges, many islands of the Indian Ocean, the

whole north of the continent of Asia, from the

Pacific to the Dnieper; Persia also was a feuda-

tory of liis throne, its sovereigns, the successors

of Hulaku, receiving their investiture from the

emperor of China
;
and as the dominions of these

great vmssals extended to the Mediterranean and
tlie frontiers of the Greek empire, it may be said

that the whole of Asia was subject to the laws of

the Great Khan, who had chosen Pekin as the

central seat of his government. The empires of

Alexander the Great, of tfie Romans, or even of

Chengiz Khan, were iis nothing compared with

that of Kablai Khan. Kablai Khan liad received

a Chinese education
;
he appreciated the advan-

tages of civilisation; he admired the institutions

of China, and protected lib'rature and tlie scicuices.

He had some of the best (liincsc books translated

into the Mongol language
;
he founded schools for

the young people of his own country, and gave
much encouragement to their studies. Ifc received

with favour h'arned and literary men of every

country and religion, granting them many privi-

leges, and exempting them from taxes and tributes.

It was ho who established the llan-lin college,

the highest academical institution of China. He
was assisted in improving the astronomical cal-

culations of the Chinese by Arabian and Christian

astronomers. 8ome Christian families were fixt;d

by him in the city of Pekin, and many Greeks,

who had followed the Mongol armies, were re-

tained in liis service as men wliose attainments

were much superior to those of his Tartar and
(Chinese subjects. Pekin w^as at the same time

raised into tin archbishopric by the Ptitriarch of

Baghdad and the Roman pontiff; embassies and
missions passed into Tartary, and the Mongol
sovereigns of China afforded their protection to

every stranger whose talents might be useful to

the state. Arghiiii Khan was Kablai Kiian’s

great nephew. TIis wife was Zibellina, the

Khatun Biilugan, a lady of great beauty and
ability. She lia<l been married to Abuka, but, on
his demise, according to the marriage customs of

the Mongols, she passed to the Urda of her step-

son Arghun. On her death, Arghun sent Alarco

Polo for another wife, out of the Mongol tribe of

Bayaut, but Arghun died before the lady, Kiika-

Chin, was brought, and she passed to Ghuzan, the

nephew of Arghun, for Arghun had been succeeded
by Kai-Khatu, his brother.

—

Qiairt. Jiei\, July

1868; Hue's Christianity^ i. p. 320; Chatjield's

Hindustan
^ p. 298.

KABLI-GEKU or Kabl-Giri, a race occupying
the banks of rivers in the Dckhan, employed as

ferrymen.

KABONG. Malay. Any palm, as the coeoa-

nut palm, the Cycas circinalis, the gomuti palm,
or Arenga saccharifera. The last is cultivated for

its sap to make jagari or coarse sugar, and for

its strong fibre.

KABOOK. Sing If. liatcritious deposit, in

Ceylon said to be the product of decomposed
gneiss.

KABUL, the name of a city and a river on the
N.W. borders of British India, under the rule of

the Barakzai clan of Afghans. The origin of the

name Kabul has not been traced. It is not

mentioned by any of the Greek or Itoman wi-iteis,

who were familiar with tlie Aria territory of

which Herat is the capital
;
wdth Ariana, the.

general name of the country east of Peisia and
Media, lus far as the Indus; wdth Bactria, the

country watered liy tlie Oxiis and its tributaries,

and Sogdiana, the mountains which feed the

Jaxartes and divide the two rivers. Mr. Masson
derives its name from Kapila, a city ruled once
by a prince Kanishka.

It is built direetlyunder a rocky liill of gneiss that

rises 1000 feet above it, and bends round it from
the south-east to the south-west, where, willi the

dip of another lull o])posite, is formed a pass

wduch leads into (3iar Dt'li, 1.^)0 yards broad. At
the eastern extremity of the rocky hills which
enclose it on the south is the Bala Jlissar, on a
neck of land about IbO feet high, which commands
the city.

The Bala llissar comprises two portions,—one
is the Bala Hissar Bala, oi* U|)per citadel, and
the Bala llissar l\ahin, or the lower fortress.

The defences of the Bala Hissar are connected
with and form part of tliose of the city, over

which it dominates. 'I'here is a large optui Kpae(3

in the centre, containing the Amir Mahal, with

gardens and other places necessary for a chief’s

residence.

Witliiu the Bala Hissar also are two wells lined

with masonry, liaving been iist;d as state prisons,

and receptacles for the corpses of those executed

or murdered for political purposes dining the

stormy periods of Kjlbul history. On om* of the

higher points of the Bala Hissar there are two
blocks of hewn marble, called 'I'akhts or throiu's,

as they have on each side a ilight of three steps

for ascending to sit upon them. Tlie Bala Hissar

Rabin contains about a thousand houses. It is

also divided into itsmahalas, or quarters. One is

called the Mahala Araba, from an Arabic ])opula-

tion ; another is the Maliala Ilabashi, from its

inhabitants being the ilesceiulaiits of Negroes

;

and anotlier is tlie Malmla Armani, from its

Armenian residents. These tell something of the

very great variety among the dwellers in Kabul.

Both in a military and commercial point of

view, Kabul possesses many advantages. The
emperor Baber vaunts the commercial value of (he

city, and th(; conscitueiit ri'sort to it of the

merchants of all countries, and the display in its

markets of the fabrics and produce of all climes.

The secretary to Akbar the Great, writing

in the Ayin-i-Akbari, says, ‘ Kabul is the gate

of Hindustan towards Tartary, as Kandaliar is

towards Persia, and if both places be properly

guarded, that extensive empire is safe from the

irruption of foreigners. According to the Indians,

no man can be called the ruler of Hindustan who
has not taken possession of Kabul/
The eminent advantage possessed by Kabul is
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that of locality, happily situate between India
aud Centnd Asia, lat. 34'' 30' N., long. 00" 5' K.,

at the gorge of the nearest aud most practicable

passes between the two countries. It is 88 miles

from Ghazni, 318 miles from Kandahar, 103 miles

from Jalalabad, and 190 from Peshawur. The
southern parts of the city are supplied with water
from a canal called Bala Jiii, which is brought
from the river at its entrance into the plain of

Char Dell, and is carried on the western face of

the hill Koh-i-Takht .Shah.

The city is situated at tlie western extremity of

a spacious and fertile plain. It lies in a tri-

angular gorge, formed by the a])proach of two
ranges of lulls, which, running from the north
and east, meet at tin* south-west corner of tin;

city. A narrow gorge separates these hills, aud
through it dashes the Kabul river, bearing away
to the north-east

;
while by its side runs the high

road from Kandahar and Ghazni. The range
which runs to the south of the city is only separ-

ated from the ruins of the old walls by a narrow
path. These hills are steep, bare, and rugged,

terminating in a cominanding eminence, which
dominates the south-eastern corner of the city,

find on the slo[)es of which rise the walls of the

Bala Ilissar. 'I'hc Kabul river is spanned by a
bridge at the gorge which si'panites the two
ranges, and on its left bank ilie hills trending

away to the north-west join in with the lower
spurs of the Hindu Kush. Along the crest of

both raiig(i8, starting from the Bala Ilissar, and
conforming to the configuration of th(‘ ground,

runs a long line of loopholcil wall, Hanked at

short intervals by round towers. This wall is

carried up the steep side of the hills and across

the narrow gorge which lies between them, and
well round the western Hank of the city.

.
The

town formerly was encircled by ramparts built

partly of burnt bricks and partly of mud. It is

said that the walls fell into disrepair in the reign

of Timur Shah. About the year 1773 this

monarch transferred the seat of the Danrani
government from Kandahar to Kabul, and from
that date the importarice of the place largely

increased. Prior to the visit of Nadir Shah, the

population of Ksibnl in all probability did not

exceed 20,000 souls
;

but on his death large

numbers of foreign tribes domiciled themselves in

the place, and their descendants now rc])reseiit

several thousands of people. The houses are

slightly and indifferently built, generally of mud
and sun-dried bricks

;
the few of burnt brick are

those of old standing.- Those occupied by tlie

IShiahs in the Chandol quarter are particularly

line. The city is divided into (piaiters, called

mahalas, aud these again into sections, kuchas.

The latter are enclosed and entered by small gates,

and arc invariably occiipie<l by people of the same
class or profession. On occasion of war or tumult

the entrance-gates are built up, when the city

contains as many different fortifications as there

are sections in it. This means of defence is called

kuchabandi. An insecure state of society has

induced this precautionary mode of building the

city. The Shor bazar and the Ijahore bazar

run parallel to each other, from east to west.

The western portion of the latter street is occu-

pied by the Charchatii. Of this the inhabitants are

exceedingly ])roud. It is ascribed to Ali Mardan
Khan(A.i). ir):)7). a man whose name is remembered

in these countries from the many visible testimonies

to his public spirit extant in various forms. It

consisted of four covered arcades, of equal length

and dimensions, liandsomely constructed and highly

embellislicd with paintings
;
these were separated

from each other by square, open areas, provided

with wells and fountains. The shops of the Char-

chata are tenanted by retail vendors of manufac-
tured goods, who sit perched cross-legged on low

countei*s in front of their shops, on which are

displayed their wares. In Kabul, as in most

eastern cities, the several descriptions of traders

and artisans congregate. Thus the shops of

drapers, saddlers, armourers, ironmongers, curriers,

etc., are all found in their own quarter. Besides

the shopkeepers or fixed tradesmen, avast number
of itinerant traders parade the bazar.

About a mile from the city of Kabul is the

tond) of the emperor Baber (obiit 1530), in the

sweetest spot in the neighbourhood
;
he had him-

self tlirc'cted to be interred tlu'rc. It is a brick

building 50 feet high. From the hill which over-

looks Baber’s tomb is a noble prospect over a

plain twenty miles in eircumferencii, studded
with gardens and intersected by three rivulets.

Its rec(*nt history n'quiros to be; noticed.

At the beginning of the 191h century the

Daurani empire, extending from Herat to Kashmir,

and from Balkh to Sind, had been built up by
Ahmad Shah Abdallah, and I'emaiucd nuclivided

ill the hands of his grandson Zaimiu Shah. Hav-
ing incurred the enmity of the powerful Barakzai

clan, Zamau Sliah was deposed aud blinded by
his brother Mahmud, who was supportisl by
Futtch Khan Jind tlx; Barakzai. He eventually

died a ])ensioiu‘r of tin; Britisli Government at

Ludhiana. In 181)3, Shall Malimud was driven

I

out by Shnja-ul-Mulk, the younger brother of

I Zamau Shah, and Shah Sliuja was in poss(‘ssion

I of the undivided euqure of Ahmad Shall at the

I

time of Mr. Fli)hinstonc’s mission in 1808. This

I

mission was scait for the purpose of concerting

with Shah Shuja the moans of mutual defeiiee

against the threatened invasion of Afghanistan
ami India, by the Persians in confederacy with

the French. Mr. Flphinstoiie had scarcely left

Kabul ere Shah Shuja was driven out by Shah
Mahmud, wnth the aid of Fiitteh Khan. AVander-

iiig about fur some years, the sjiort of fortum*,

now a captive in Kaslimir, now the prisoner of

Kaiijit Singh at Lahore, in Scptendier 1810 Shah

Shuja found an asylum in the Britisli territories

at Imdhiana. In the meantime, Futteh Khan
Barakzai, who was the chief support of Shall

Mahmud’s power, having ineurred the jealoii.sy of

that monarch, wiis blinded and slain. The <leath

of Futteh Khan roused the vengeance of the

Barakzai clan. Of the twenty lirothers of Futteh

Khan, one of tin; youngest, Dost Muhammad
Khan, was foremost in avenging his murder.

Shah Mahmud was driven from all his dominions,

except Herat, the whole of Afghanistan was

parcelled out among the Barakzai brothers, and

in the confusion consequent on this revolution,

Balkh was seize<l by the chief of Bokhara, the

Dehrajat byHanjit Singh,aud the outlying province

of Sind assumed independence. In the partition

of Afglianistan, Ghazni fell to the share of Dost

Muhammad, but he soon established his supremacy
at Kabul also, and thus became the most power-

ful of the Barakzai sirdar.s. His kingdom con-
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KABUL. KACHAK.

Isisted of four subdivisions, Kabul, the Hazara river passes out from the eastern wall of the city,

' country, Kandahar, and Herat, but he was driven the canal of Morad Khani begins. This runs

from it by the British in the war 1838 to 1813. parallel to the river, and passes along on the

Since the early years of the 19th century, level ground between it amt the site of the old

Kabul has been three times occupied by the British cantonments. Close to this, but slightly

British. The first occasion was on the 7th westward, are the Bemaru heights, and on the

August 1839, when Shall Shuja re-entered Kilbul eastern side of the river are the Siah Sang heights,

as Amir, escorted by a British army
;
but on the A few miles below Jalalabad, the Kabul river

2d November 1811 the citizens and soldiery is joined by a broad stream of considerable

1‘ose in rebellion against Shah Shuja, whom they volume, Avhich drains the Kuner valley, and is

killed. On the 21st December, the British likewise practicable for rafts.

Resident, Sir William MacNaghteii, was shot by KABULIAT-NAMA. Hind. A deed of agree-

Akbar Khan, at an interview held to arrange terms ment.

for the British troops withdrawing from the city. KABYLK, south of Algiers, are the Berber

On the Gth January 1811, the British forces race, the old Niimidians, who differ in language,

marched out under solemn guarantee of protec- form, and habit from the Arabs of the plains,

tion,—4500 fighting men, with 12,000 followers, 'riieir number is about 700,000. They are a

—but of all that number, one only, Assistant- federal rciuiblic, tfie old Quinquegentes who gave

Surgeon Brydon, reached Jalalabad, and 95 so much trouble to the Romans, who tried the

prisoners were subse(piently recovered fiom the soldiership of Maximilian, and sixty ye.ars after-

Afghans. On the 15th September 18*12, General wards again revolted. Sec Kabila.

Pollock returned to Ksibul, took possession of the KAt'li or Sirsa. Hind. A kilt, a loin and
citadel (Bala llissar), and remained till 12tli hip cloth

;
a eloth round th(^ waist, just covering

October. Previous to the de])artur(; of the British the loins. In Kangi a, breeclu's, the same as safa.

Indian army, tin? great bazar, the Charchata, KACRPA. raw, unripe, crude, in contriulistinc-

was destroyed by gunpowder. On the .‘>d tion tf) PakMia, ripe, clever, skilled. Kach’a

September 1870, the British Residency was Gliara, or unbaked ])()t
;
as an ordeal, a pot is lille<l

attacked by a rabble of townspeople and troops, w'itli water and carried to sonu* distance without

and the Jkitish Resident and his escort killtMl. spilling. Kach'a K liana, with Hindus, consists of

in October 1879, a British Indian fore.e marched cooked food, such sis rice and dal, and of a coarse,

under General (now Sir Frederick) Roberts up thick, Hat cake, baked. Before partaking of tins

the Kiirani, and for the third time occupied food, all Hindus, as a rule, wash hands and feet,

Kabul, and shortly after again withdrew. and remove their gariiKUits from their persons,

The Kabul river, a tributary to the Indus, including the turband and skull-ctip, leaving only

rises in lat. 3*1° 21' N., long. 68'" 20' F., near a cloth round the loins. The castes arc cxceed-

Sir-i-Chashma in Afghanistan, at an elevation of ingly particular in eating this kach’a khana apart.

8400 feet. Its course generally is east through A Brahman and Rajput eating it together would

the valley of Kabul and plains of Jalalabad and both be expelled from their several castes. Pakka-

Peshawur, into the Indus. Its length, about 320 khana comprises swcatpieats, most kinds of food

miles. It receives the Piinchshir, 120 miles
;

cooked with ghi, and all dry food
;

is eaten by
I’azad, 80 miles; Alishang, 120 miles; ISurkh- Hindus together indiscriminately, and if they

Rud, 70 miles; Kooner, 230 miles; Suwat, 150 clioose, with all their clothes on, and also with-

luiles; and about 42,000 setuare miles arc drained, out a previous laving of feet as well as of hands.

It is nob navigable along the nortli bas(5 of Khaibar —Sherrin(f,'( Hindu Tribes.

mountaius, except on rafts and hides, but is K.AClJAliRr. Hind. A court, an oHice, the

navigable for boats of 10 or 50 tons to Dobundi. eutcherry of the Biitish in India.

At Kabul the river passes a gorge by two lull KACHAR, a territory in the northern part of

ranges, and Hows tlirough the centre of tlie town, the valley of Assam, north-west of Bishnath and
At this gorge the W'alls and towers of defence north-east of Gowhatty. Tlui Kachari also dwell

come down on each side and join to a fortified in tlie mountains south of th(‘ Assam valley, and
bridge, with which is attached the name of Sirdar to the east of Munipur, in lat. 24 ’ 40' N., and long,

.lahan Khan, by whom the lines of walls over the 93 ' E. Kachari, or Borro or l^odo as they call

hills were constructed, 'riie principal bridge is themselves, art* numerous along the nortlicrn and
about the centre of the town

;
it is called the southern bonlers of the Assam valley, but foimd

Pool Kliisti, the Brick Bridge. It connects with in almost all parts of tluj valley. Chatgliari, a

all the busy parts of the town, such as the bazars, frontier district situated lietweeii Desh DarraTig

the corn market, and the custom house, etc. and the Bhutan Hills, seems to be their chiet

Not far from this, to the oast, but within the locality, and here their iiumlxus ar(‘ said to

town, is the Pool-i-Nao, the Boat Bridge. It is amount to about 30,000, which is a])oufc half the

formed of hollowed trunks of trees fastened Kacliari population in tlie valley. A large portion

together. Outside the walls of the town, and still of their vocables are identical witli those of the

more to the east, is another bridge, near to which Garo, ami almost all the rest may be traced to

stood Muhammad Khan’s fort, which played an some dialect of the Tibetan,

important part towards the end of the British 'I’lie names of Moch and Kachari are indiffer-

occupation of the Residency in the last days of ently applied to the same people, the latter name
1841 and the few first days of 1842. Opposite being especially used in the extreme cast of the

the Residency there Avas another bridge, and it district. The tribe is widely scattered over aL
waa at a spot on the left bailk of the river, North-Eastern Bengal, being able to support life

between these two last-named bridges, that Sir in tlie malarious tarai that continuously fringes

William MacNaghteii met Akbar Khaii by appoint- the first slopes of the Himalayas,

ment, and was murdered. Immediately after the The Kachari, the Naga, the Abor, and some

-.m.



KACH GANDAVA. KACHHI.

otJier tribes bordering on Assam, are supposed to

bo of the same race as the Mechi.
Closely connected with the Kachari, among the

inhabitant of the plains, are the Hojai Kachari,
the Kochi, which include the Modai Kochi, the

Phulguriya, and Ilermia, tho Mechi, the Dhimal,
and the Rabha. Eacli of these speaks a separate

dialect, between which and the Kachari, Mr.
Robinson says, the differences are rather nominal
than real. Their numbers arc about i5,000,()()0.

Until the middle of the l.“)th century, the Chutia

or Kachari dynasty continued to hold Southern

Upper Assam and Sadcliya, and part of Naugaon
(Nawgoiig), but were then subjugated by Shans
from tlie south, who, after establishing themstdves
in Upper Assam, forced the eastern portion of the

Ko’ech- Hindu kingdom to submit, whilst the

lower or S.W. part of Kanirup fell under the sway
of the ^ruhammadaii rulers of Bengal.

The Kachari are a line athletic race, fond of

village mcrry-nicaking and dancing. Their Mon-
golian features are strongly marked, no beards

or whiskers to speak of, and with little hair on
otlier parts of their bodies. They arc found in

small distinct settlements all over Upper Assam,
and those who have become Hinduized call them-
selves Soromia. Others in the Eastern Douars

call themselves Shargia
;
and near the Bot country,

where they are adopting l/imaisni, they .style them-
selves Shargia Butia. They extend from lat.

to 27° N., and long, 7o° 30' to <SH" E., and are

supposed to be inoie than 200,000 souls. They
worship the Sij (Euphorbia), as also do tribes in

Central India and ( Irissa. 'I’he Ojha is priest and
physician (Ojha, entrails). Their chief deity is

Batho, and his wife ^fainon
;
and chief priest,

Deoshi. Eggs and hogs are offered in sacrifice.

Tho Kachari and Mechi go through the ceremony
of forcibly seizing the willing bri(le. The Dliimal

of the sal forest do not exceed 15,000 souls.

Tho Rabha and Hajong of Goalpara are branches

of the Kachari.

Kachar has been largely occupied by tea planters.

The soil of the plains of Kachar is a rich alluvial

one, formed from the washings of the mountains

which surround it on three sides. The country is

drained by the river Barak, which runs in a most

tortuous direction right through the whole of it

from west to east. The banks of this river arc

the highest parts of the plain country, and are

about 200 feet above the level of the sea. Tho
ground slopes inland from these banks for several

miles, and then gradually ascends towards the foot

of the mountains on either side, leaving a long

line of jhils and swamps between the river and

high lands. In the cold season tho bed of tlie

stream is about 30 feet below the top of the banks,

but in the rains the waters overflow the banks and

inundate the low tracts. Low ranges of hillocks

intersect the country in many places, chiefly at

right angles to the river. The soil of these ranges,

on which cotton is chiefly cultivated, is a re<l

sandy clay, and rests on a base of conglomerate

rock, which in many places is seen to lie exposed.

The red clay and the conglomerate also lie below

the alluvium of the plains, and are met with in tlio

bed and deep-cut bank of the river,

KACH GANDAVA, a district or section of

Baluchistan, on the cast of which the capital is

Gandava. It is a great level tract, inhabited by
three very distinctly-marked races, the Jet (Jat),

the Rind (including the Maghazzi), and the Brahui

The Jat seem the prior race, and occupy t!u

centre of the province. The Rind, with theii

lawless sub-tribes, the Jakrani, Duinki, Bugti, and

Miirree, arc a more recent intrusive race, dwelling

on the skirts. The Doda, a division of the widely-

dispersed great Murree tribe, have, for the last three

centuries, occupied the hill ranges east of the

plain of Kachi. The Murree are a brave race, and
have long been distinguished as daring depre-

dators. llaraiid and Dajil, in Kach Gandava, but

borderiug on the Indus, are inhabited by the

Gurchani tribe of Kind, and have the Muzari on

their south. Tho great Kind tribes are sub-

divided into 4-1 branches. Their traditions atiirni

them to have immigrated ages ago from Damascus
and Aleppo. Their language is the Jetki, in com-
mon with that of the other inhabitants of Kach
Gandava, and Mard-i-Kind means a brave man.
The Rind of Kach Gandava are of the Utanzai

division.

Dumki, Jakrani, Bugti, and Doda Murree have

always been distinguished by their rebellious aiul

predatory habits. Tlie Murree inhabit tho eastern

hills of Kach Gandava, and a peaceful and obedient
portion of the tribe are in the liills west of tlio

province below Jell. A largo portion are at Adam
Murree, on the S.E. frontier of Sind. The Murree
and the Maghazzi seem to have emigrated from
Mekran to Kach Gandava at dift'erent jieriods,

and to have become incorporated with the Jat

cultivators. The Maghazzi have only four families,

tho Butani at Jell being tin; chief. They are

enemies of the Kind, but are probably of the same
race. They boast of Ix ing able to muster 2t)U()

fighting men, and between them and tho Rind a

blood-feud long existed. The Maghazzi and Jvind

are alike addicted to the use of ardent spirits,

opium, and bhang.
KACIIII. Hind. Moist, low-lying country along

the banks of the Ganges, as opposed to the bangar
or dry upland tract away from the river. It gives

a name to the Kach’handan pargana, in the Ilardoi

district of Oudh, originally in the possession of

the Thatheras. In a.d. 1542, Slier Shah, on his

proselytizing march from Jauiipur to Agra, com-
pelled the inhabitants of several Chandel vilhigcs

to apostatize. Their descendcaiits now intermarry

with the families of Ahbans, Kaikwars, and
Gohelwars, who were converted to Islam at the

same tinu*.

KA-CHTIA, also Cholna. Hind. A cloth

w^orn round the hips, passing between the legs,

and tucked in behind, tho Tamil dovati.

KACHIII, a lowland tract on the left bank of tho

Indus, commences at Mari, opposite to Kalabagh,

and extends in one form or other to the sea. In

some parts of the lower portions, babul predomin-
ates. 'ramarisk more or less exists everywhere,

and jhaiid, karil, with other shrubs or trees adapted

for firewood, are largely scattered over the entire

area in greater or less density. In the upper

portion, appertaining to the Miyanwalli tahsil, the

shisham or Dalbcrgia sissoo greatly predominates,

and appears to spring up spontaneously wherever

the soil deposited by the river is left undis-

turbed, for a distance of at least 30 to 40 miles

below Kalabagh. ' Almost the whole of the forest

worthy of being taken into account is situated on

part of tho series of low islands, among which

meander the numerous and varying channels into
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KACH’HI. KADAPHES.

which the Indus is divided for many miles below kahutan katungalam are lines to which the Malays
Mari and Kalabagh. The Kachhi sissoo forest cannot allix any definite meaning. The rendering

?xteuds over 14 or 16 miles on low alluvial land, would perhaps be (magical) science for protection

ipon the left bank of the Indus, between the when alone in the forest, or to make the offerer

tillages of Bukkri and' Futteh Khan, and more alone as when surrounded by a forest.

—

Jour, Ind,

sparingly for 15 miles lower down, or, altogether, Arch. p. 309, December 1847.

)() miles from Kalabagh. There arc few trees in KACSHA, in Hindu astronomy, the orbit of a

hdia which so much deserve attention as Dal- planet, or the circle which ancient astronomers

jergia sissoo, the Fali of the Panjab, considering called the deferent
;
for the kaesha carries epi-

ts rapid growth, the durability of the timber, and cycles (paridhi) like the deferent,

ts usefulness for many purposes; the wood is KADxVM. Arah., Hind., Peus. The foot,

iniversally employed when procurable, by Kiiro- hence Kadam-bosi,feet-kissing; in correspondence,

)eana and natives, where strengtli is required.— a humble salutation. This word means sometimes

'^leghorn's Panjah Report^ p. 220. a pace, a foot, also a yard measure of 30, 33, or

KACH’llI, a race spread throughout Hindustan, 36 inches. Kadain-rasul, footprints of the 2>rophet

n Gujerat, and on the north-west borders of the Mahomed. In Southern Asia, there is a great

dahratbis. They arc engaged in the finer branches reverence sliowii to saints’ shrines and footmarks,

)f agriculture, are industrious iriarki.'t-gardeiicrs, amongst these are the tombs of the Pir-i-Dastagir

lower-growers, and in Behar are large pop])y- at Baghdad, of Kader Wali at Negapatam, and the

growers. They recognise seven branches,—the footprints of the prophet at the Kadam Kusul Hill,

\anoujia, Hardiha, Siugrauria, Jawanpuria, Bam- near Secunderabad, to which multitudes annually

laiiia or Magahya, Jaretha, and the Kachhwaha, resort. The foot])rints of Abraham are shown at

v'ho do not eat together or intermarry. There Mecca, and those of Adam at the grctat Buddhist
re, however, other distinctions, and in the Mali- temple in Ceylon.

atta territory others of thmn are named from the KADAMBAIH, a y^rose novel written by Vana
ountries they have come from, as the Buudela ami or Banabhatta in the 7th century, named after a

ilarwari Kach’hi. Most of tlie Cauarese, Tamil, daughter of Cliitraratha and Madira.

—

Dowson.

Aliiig, and Mahratta nations of the Peninsula of KADAPHES or Kadyihises, a dynasty of three

ndia are engaged in agriculture. In the N.W. rulers, who reigned in Kabul from the downfall

’rovinces, the Ahir, Kach’hi, and Koormi arc of the kingdom of Vlkrainaditya.

imilarly occupied. The Kach’hi, Kocri, Morow, Sir Walter Elliot says the Kadphises and

Cumboh,and Kisaii are gardening and cultivating Kanerki were Indo-Scytliic invaders who estab-

ribea in Northern India. The Kach’hi of the lished themselves for a time in the north of India,

ilahratta country state that they came a.s cavalry and even penetrated to the Dekhan. Coins belong-

ind infantry soldiers from Buiidelkhand, in the ing to the Kadphises grouj), though of a different

imes of former kings and of Alaingir, and that form, have been found at Joghar in the Ganjam
hey were villagers and servants. In 1869 there district, and undoubted Kadphises coins have

vere under 100 houses in Begumpur in Aurang- been obtained at Madras, Trichinopoly, and
ibad city. There were many in Poona and a few in Masulijiatam.

lombay, but only one in Jaulnah. In Aurang- Kadphises’ name is on the Aryan reverse of

ibadj Poona, and Bombay they are fruit-sellers, the Herma3us coins of Hercuh‘S type. The llcr-

narket and fiower gardeners, and agriculturists, cules worship was ri^adily borrowed from the

riiey are of a bamboo colour, and spiiak Hindi. Greeks by the Avild Scythians, as a mere rever-

riiey worship Seetla in the form of a stone from ence of yihysical strength. The Kohistan is

be river, offering flowers and betel, and use supposml to bo the district of the first rise of

cd lead in sanctifying the stone. They also Kadphises, while Kabul and its valley were
worship HaiuiinHTi and Balaji. .After death they subject to Indian rule; and, while there, the

)Urn, but bury those who liave died of small-pox, cliief seems to have retained Ids Scythian title

ilso the unmarried.

—

Elliot's Sapp. CRossarg. and rude worship of Hercules. Afterwards over-

KACH’IIWAHA, a distinguished tribe of the powering the Indian governor who had followed

Solar race of Kajputs, who claim descent from Vikramaditya into the Kabul valley and Panjab,

Kusa or Kusha, the son of Kama, and form the he or his descendants seem to have adopted the

uling race in the state of Jey})ore, tlie raja of winch Hindu religion, coiuiug with Greek, and dropping
s of the Kach’hwaha clan. Tlicre are tliree solar their Scythian title. In a gold coinage by a

lynasties:— Kadphises king, Siva occurs in the mixed male

The Grahilote or Gohlote, with 24 sakha or and female character, and very generally accom-

)ranches, of which the Sesodia is the most dis- panied by the bull Nandi. Professor Lassen

inguished. The rana of Udaipur is a Grahilote. discovered in Chinese history, that Khi-oiit-chiu-

The Rahtor, said to be descended from Kama hi Kui-tsi-kio, a Yuchi or Ycutchi or White

)y Kusa, his second son. It has 24 branches, and Hun, conquered the Szu or Azes Scythians in

he raja of Jodhpur or Marwar belongs to this tribe, about n.C. 40, and dying at the advanced ago of

The Kach’hwaha also sprang from Kusa. The 84 years, his sou Yen-kao-Chiug prosecuted his

*aja of Jeyporc is of this tribe. It has 12 kotri or career of victory, and reduced the Indus valley

muses.

—

Tod. and Panjab to subjection in about B.c. 20. The
KACHI, the language of Cutch, which has in it names arc scarcely recognisable, but the facts

dements of the Gujerati. That of the hunters and and perr 1 correspond to the career and supposed
manners (dedh) is another dialect, but the language era o.^

^ ue Kadj)hises kings.

>f Lar is purest. V^rosoko Kosoulo Kadphises, B.C. 50 ;
in

KACHULA CHULA. Malay. Hard horns, ^.x-yan, Dhamarata Kujula kasa Sabashakha
>r horn-like parts of animals, believeti to possess Kadaphasa. Ilia coins are of the Hercules and
magical or medicinal properties. Lang limu (ilmn) Hermjeus type.
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KADATAM. KADSURA CHINENSIS.

Zathos Kadaphes Khoranos, B.c. 20. On the ducts,—ciirdamoms, honey, wax, ginger, turmeric,
r(3ver8c of the coins is a sitting figure, with the resins, millets, soap-nuts, gall-nuts,—and exchange
arm extended, and wearing a loose flowing Indian them in return for rice and tobacco. The Kadc^r
dress. They have monograms the same as the formerly located near Tooinacadanu in the Ani-
Azes coins. The Siva worship had not yet been mallay, entirely left the British portion of the forest,
cs^blished as the State religion. and wont over to the Cochin territory, as the lull

Voliemo Kadphises, n.c. h, liis copper coins produce on the British side became exhausted;
have the king standing in a Tartar dress, with they paid the Cochin Government Rs. 100 per
coat, boots, and cap, his right liand pointing annum for tlic privilege of collecting cardamoms,
downwards to an altar or pile of loaves, and ginger, etc.

;
they paid no seigniorage for the hill

having a trident separate on one side and a club produce collected in British forests. They were
on the other. 'I’he reverse has the Siva Nandi iis<dul as guides, but otherwise they were of no

.

use in the forest
,
refusing to undertake any labour

Ihe readings of the Aryan inscriptions on whatever,
coins of the Kadphises kings, by Lassen, James The JAo/oi Anisnr cultivate a little.

I rinsep, and IVilson, are somewhat diil'erent, and The PaUm\ about 200, live among the lower
it is suggested that tlie words Koroso, Kosoiilo, plateaux. They worship demons, and are omiii-
Koranos, and Zathos were titles short of I’oyalty. v^orous.
I rofesRors Lassen and Wilson carry the dynasty The Munivar are timid and nomadic, have no
of Kadphises through the whole of the first fixed habitations, bat wander over the inountaiiis
century of the present era, and consider it to with their cattle, seldom staying above a year in
have been then overpowered by a fresh swarm a place. .Tlu'y worship the idols of the Puliar.
of Scythians under the Kanerki kings. ^Ir. H. Tiny all are keen hunters.
1. Priiisep supposes that during the ascendency KADKIMVLVLI and KliajaMiiin-iid-J)iii, Chisti,
of the Kadphises kings, the Gneco-Parthiau Muhammadan saints. Chisti was a Sunni, was
party still held out in cities and communities, born in Sigestan a.ii. />27, and came to Ajrnir in
abiding their time to re-assert their iiide])endence, the reign (a.ii. ()()2-G07) of Kntb-iid-Dm Aibak,
and rose again about the middle of the first where lie married a daughter of Syud llusaiii
century of our era

;
amongst these, coins show— Moshedi, a Shiah. He die«l a.ii. 028, and a mag-

^

Umlopherres, a.d. 10, calling himself king of niticent mo.sipK) Avas built near Ijis tomb, A.u.
kings in Greek, and in Aryan Maharajasii Itaja 1027, by the emperor dahangir. He has also a
Kajasa, Tradatasa, Mahatasa, Pharuhitasa. shrine at Nagoro, ni'ar Negajiatam. Kader Wali

Oondoplierres or Gondopbares, n.c. .05, wdio is lield in .special reverence by the ]\loplah. His
took tho same Aryan name of Pharahitasa. festival day is on the 1 Itli .Jamadi-ul-Akhir.

Abagasus, king of kings, a.d. 70, in Aryan KADKSIA, on the Tigris, the site of tho
Abakhafasa. Professor Lassen supposes this battle fought by Kustam, 'the lieutenant of tho
name to be identical with Vologescs. Mr. H. youthful Yezdejinl iii., against tho Arabs. Rus-
T.^ Prinsep supposes these coins to be of Par- tarn Wiis siirjirisoil and slain. The victory gave
thians who established for theinsclv(‘s a separate the coiKjuerors the province of As.syria, sinco
and independent sovereignty in Kabul and the called Irak-Arabi; and this wirs followed by tho
Paropamisus. sack of Ctesiphon.

Abalgasius, a.d. 80. Captain Cunningham de- The battle of Kadcsia put an end to the Persian
scribed the Aryan legend on the coins to be of empire. It Avas fought in the fifteenth year of

the saviour king Abagasus, younger sou of Undo- tho llijira (a.d. GI.)2), under tho khalifat of Omar,
by the Arab general Saad, against Rustam, tho

KADATAM. Kaux. A leaf of cloth blackened commander- jii-cliief of the ]*ersian army, in the
witli a preparation of charcoal and gum, and n.sed reign of L^ezJejird iii., the last of the Sassanian
as a slate for writing on Avith chalk or steatite, race. 'I'lie battle lasted three days, at the t:iid of

Loaves of such cloth, folded together, are com- which tho Arabs were victorious, and the l*er.siau

moiily used as ineiiiorauduin and account books, monarchy destroyed.

—

Jh'clijie (uid Juill of the

The writing may be effaced with a Avet .sponge or liomnn Empire; Jlich's Jicsidence in Kurdistan,
cloth. W. ii. j). 155; Thomas' Prinsep. See Cadcsia; Kai.
KADEL, Hind., is one of the stout cotton KADHO-AKllA or Ka-doh-ka. Bukm. Ferry

fabrics made over all India
;
as also are the fabric.s hire

;
a coin placed in the mouth of a corps(j

;

distinguished as do-.suti, tin-suti, and char-,suti or Charon’.s foe.

chau-tari.
^

KADHYA or Gudhia. Hind. A grasshopper
KADER, a race occupying the Animallay Hills Avhieh attacks lield and garden produce,

in Coimbatore, but not higher than 40U0 to 5UU0 KADI or Kari. Kaun., Malead. Boiled sour
feet. They are the lords of the hills, and extueise milk eaten Avith rice, supposed to be tho source of

some influence over the Puliar and Malai Arasar the Avord curry. In Malabar majjige kadi is a

races. They carry a gun, and even loads as a curry of rice, sour milk, spiei's, chillies, etc. Kadi-
favour, but they do not perform menial labour, pak, leaves of Bergcra Kouigii. Kadi, in Tamil, is

and arc deeply offended if called coolie.s. Thty the bazar and the bazar supplies, and is also sup-
arc expert at stalking game. They arc a trutliful, posed to be the origin of tlu! word curry.
trustAvorthy, and obliging tribe. Tliey arc small KADRU, in Hindu mythology, daughter of

in stature, and their features resemble the African. Daksha, one of the thirteen married to Kasyapn*
1 hey have curly hair, tied in a knot behind, and Her offspring have the metronymic Kadraveya;
file the four front teeth of tlie upper jaAV to a among them are the inythologic serpents Sesha

a marriage ceremony. The Kader, Jis and Vasuki.
also the Puliar, Malai Arasar, and Maravar, who KADSURA CHINENSIS. Wu-wei-tsze, Cjiin.

also mhabit tliese hills, all gather the forest pro- A scrambling shrub of China, remarkable for
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KADUR. KAEMPFERA ROTUNDA.

tlic viscid mucus which abounds in the fruit and buried in the Cathedral Church of St. Nicholas
branches. Japanese women dress their hair witli at Lemgow.

—

History of Japan, i. ]>. 15.

it, and the Pi-chi or mulberry bark jmper is KAEMPFERA, a genus uf plants of the order
sized witli it In China tlie fruit and branches Zingiberacea;, of which siiveral spt'cies are known
are employed in the form of mucilaginous dc- to occur in the southern parts of tlic East Indies,

coctioii.

—

Smith, The flowers of some species are ornannuital, and
KADUR, a district of Mysore, forming tlie the roots of several are used medicinally, or as

south-western portion of the Nuggur division, condiments. One species, long supposed to pro-

The centre of the district is occupied by the ducc the galangal root of commerce, is a native

Baba Booden Hills, the Mulaingiri rising to a of China, and the Rev. Mr. AVilliams says -that

height of 6317 feet above the sea. Its forests the root is sent from China to India, but that

contain inexhaustible supplies of the I iiiest timber, there are two sorts, the greater and the smaller,

and also furnish shelter for the coffee plantations, obtained from different plants. The best of thesis

Sringeri or Rishya-sringa-giri is on the Tunga is the smaller galangal, and is procured from the

river. It was here that the sage Rishya-sringa Maranta galanga. This is of a reddish colour,

was born without a natural mother, by whose about two iiudies long, of a firm texture, though

intervention alone could the liorsc sacrifice be light, and possessing an acrid, j)eppery taste*, and

celebrated and Rama himself be brought into a. slight aromatic smell. Tlie larger galangal is

the world. Here also, in historical times, was from Kacanpferia galanga, and is inferior in every

the home of 8ankara(diarya, the great 8ivait.c respect, but both are used as si)iccry in Eurojw
reformer of the 8th eentury

;
and here at the as well as in Imlia. Kaompfera eamlida, J^an-u-

present day resides the Jagat-giiru, or supreme j)hu of the Jhinnese, is often seen lifting its

high priest of the Smartta Brahmans.— //«;>. (laz. crocus-like flowers, without a single leaf, on the

KADURU, 8iN(i]i., means forbidden or most arid spots in the jungh s of Tenasserim. All

]ioisonous tr(*es, and from this word the idea of tlui species of Kaempfera are furnished with

the forbidden fruits has bet'ii attached to the tuberous roots, like the turmeric and ginger

shaddocks and to some otlua* trees. Stryehnos plants. The s])ikes of the flowers are short and
mix vomica is the Coda-kaduru

;
(lon-kaduru, rising from the, root, in some species before, in

bullock’s heart; Mudu-kadiiru, sea fruit; Diwi- otlnTs with< and nestled among, the leaves, and
kadiiru, tiger’s fruit, Divi Laflner of Lindley’s all an* highly ornamental. K. parvillora, Wall.,

Vegetable Kingdom corresponds with the Diwi- and K. Uoscoeana, Wall., grow in Burma. K.

hadurii. The Singhalese say that Paradise was ovalifolia is a ])lant of th(i iieninsiila of Malacca.

—

in their island, and that the forbidden fruit of William.^' ; Mason; Voifjf.

the garden of Eden was borne on the Divi KAEMPFERA ANtUJSTlFOIJA. Koxb.
Ladner of their country, probably the Talxu-nm- Kaujon-bura, , . IJiiXi;.

|
Mudun nirbisi. , Hind.

moiitana dichotonia. In support of this they ifag large, white, purple-lipped flowers. Its

point to the tempting beauty of the fruit, the roots are used in Bengal as a cattle medicine.—
fragrance of tluj flower, and show that it still J{oxh. i. p. 17

;
Voirjt.

bears the marks of the teeth of Eve. Till tlie KAKMI’FI'IRA aAT,ANGA. L!u,>.
otfctice was cominitteil which hiouKht misery on Alpinia scssilis, A'-ui., Au. Kats julum, . Maleal.
man, we are assured that the fruit was delicious; Ohandro mala, . Bbn(J. Kais-jolam, . . Tam.
hut from that time forward it became poisonous, Klia-immg, . . Kaohoruia, .... Tel.

as it now remains.

—

Feryusson's Timber Trees of Common all over India
;
rhizoina flesliy, tuber-

Ceylon. ous, with fleshy fibres
;
the roots are agreeably

KADYAN, an aboriginal tribe of Borneo, fragrant, and of a warm, bitterisli, aromatic

converts to Muhammadanism. They arc pcacu'- taste. Notwithstanding its specific name, it is

able and well ilisposed. They cultivate, fish, not the source of the true galanga root of tln^

and collect forest products. Tiieir women, when druggists, a drug now known to be the produciJ

young, are very attractive. They are not con- of the Alpinia galanga. The roots of this plant

cealed. may be often semi attached to tlie iii'cklaces of

• KAEMPFER, ENGEliBERT, bora IGth Sep- Karen women, for the sake of their perfume,

tember 1651, at Lerngow, a small town in tlic They also put them with their clothes, and use

circle of Westphalia, belonging to the Count de them to a small extent medicinally. It is culti-

lappe. His father, John Kaempfer, was minister vated by the Mug race of Arakiui, by whom it is

of the church of 8t. Nicholas in that town, sold to the people of Bengal, who use it ns an

Kaempfer formed part of fho embassy which ingredient in their betel. Tlie roots possess an

proceeded through Russia from Sweden to the agreeably fragrant smell, and a somewhat warm,
Persian court, where he resided

;
but on its return bitterish, aromatic taste. The Hindus use them

he separated from it, and proceeded to tlic as a perfumi^ and medicinally.

—

lioxb. ; 0\Sh.

;

Bersian Gulf. He then entered the service of the Mason ; Murray ;
Voigt.

Dutch, and was long employed in Japan, and his KAEMPFERA PANDURATA. Roxb,
Amoeiiitates Exoticaj and History were the result. Curcuma rotunda, Linn,

|

Kaempfera ovata, Roscoc.

lie seems to have died of plithisis, for blood- Grows in Giijcrat, tln^ Konkans, and the
vessels burst in November 1715 and at the Moluccas

;
has large, whitish, rose-coloured flowers,

beginning of 1716
;
and on the !i Uh October, Roxb,

having been ever since the last attack troubled KAEMPFERA ROTUNDA. Linn
with a nausea and loss of appetite, his vomiting Kaempfera louga, Redm,t. 1 MeiaA kul, .

'

• Maleal.
of blood returned upon him with great violence, Myio-ban-touk, . ]iuuM. Kaha sau-kanda, Singh.
followed by fever, which lasted till the 5?d of Bhuim cliampa, . Hind.

|
Konda kalava, . . Tkl.

November, on which day he died, at five in the This is cultivated all over India. It is the
evening, 65 years and six weeks old. He was ! finest species of the genus, and is cultivated by
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KAP. ICAFIfi.

amateurs for its beautiful sweet-scented blossoms, not at war, in hunting
;

passionately fond of

It was long considered to produce the zedoaries, dancing, in which both sexes join, indulging in

but writers of authority state that zedoary is the it almost every evening round a blazing fire. It

root of the Curcuma zedoaria. — ;
O'Sh.; is purely owing to their having no blood-feuds

Mason, among themselves that they hold their own
KAF. Hind. A mixture of emery and oil, against the Muhammadans, who hem them in on

used in cleaning metal. all sides, and with whom they are always fighting.

KAF, the Koh-i-Kiif 'or Mount Klif of the Towards the British they are exceedingly well

Persians, is the fabulous mountain which, accord- disposed. Slavery exists to a certain extent

ing “to oriental eosrnographcrs, surrounded the among them, but the trade in slaves would soon

world; but since the science of geography has die out if luinian beings were not so saleable at

made some progress in the cast, the name has .lalalabad, Kiiiiar, Asmar, and Chitral. Poly-

been confined to Mount Imaus to the east, ami gamy is rare ; mild corporal punishment is in-

Mount Athus to the west. The jan or genii, a fiicted on a wife for adultery, while the male
race intermediate between angels and men, pro- offender is fined so many heads of cattle. The
(bleed of fire, are supposed to have inhabited the dead arc coflincd, but never buried. One Supreme
earth f(^r several ages before the birth of Adam, Btang, Imbra, isuiiiversallyacknowledged. Priests

and to have been govorn(‘<l by kings, all of wliom preside at their temples, in which sacred stones

were called Suleiman (Solomon). They fell into are set up, but to neither ])riests nor idols is

a general state of depravity, and wore drivrm into exceasiv(! reverence paid. In evil spirits, authors

remote places by Eblis (the fallen angel), and of ill-luck, the Kafirs firmly believe. I'heir drink

such as remained in the time of Kaiumcras, the is the pure juice of the grape, neither fermented
first of the Posdadian dynasty of Persia, were by nor distilled. Their arms are bows and arrows

;

him driven to Mount Kaf. a few matchlocks have found their way among
KAFAS. Arau. a hamper artistically made them from Kabul, but no attempts have been

of palm sticks, in which provisions are ke])t. made to imitate them. Wealth is reckoned by

KAFFIYEII. Arab. A scpiave. kerchief of beads of cattle. There are 18 chiefs iu all, chosen

cotton and silk mixed, generally of yellow and for bravery mainly, but with some regard to

green colours, worn by the lledouius. Tt is hereditary claims. Their staple food is wheat,

folded so that one corner falls backward, and a Judging from the nature of their idolatry and

corner over (‘ach shoulder. See Kaifi(‘t. their language, there can be little doubt that they

KAFl. Hind. Onoseris lanuginosa. In Kangra, ;ire an Indian people,

it is the tomentuiii of the leaf of Onoseris Fazl-i-llaqq, in 1804, said, ‘A breach of the

aplotaxis. seventh commandment in any form is not endured
KAFILAH. Arab. A caravan

;
a company for a moment.’ But both Syud Shah and Mian

of travellers. The Baluch and their neighbours Oul assert that they are completely lost to all

consider a number of tiavellers, with their pro- shame in this respect. Major Hiddulph confirms

perty, to be a karwan
;

but where all the goods this. Ho says, ‘ The women are very immoral,

belong to one merchant, they speak of a kafilah. and marital jealousy is satisfied with a short fine.’

Kafilali biashi, the conductor of a large caravan. It has also been ascertained that the Kafirs

KAFIR. Arab. One who denies, an infidel, sell their women as slaves. But it appears that

A term generally applied in India to the thick- a large slave trade is carried on directly with

lipped, curly-haired Kegro races of mid-Africa, the Kafirs themselves. When one Kafir tribe

but also as an abusive epithet to Christians and defeats another, the women are seized and sold

all noii-Muhammadans. into slavery.

KAFIR, also called Siah Posh Kafir, are names They are entirely imlependent. The country

.applied by Muluiinmadans to a race who occujiy occupies a commanding position, dominating all

the mountainous region on the southern slopes rnountain passes between the Oxus and Indus

of the Hindu Kush, directly north of Kabul, basin. It occupies the most western part of the

bounded oil the north ])y the lliiulu Kush moun- independent highlands, where the chain of tlio

tains, on the south by the Kun.ar range; for its Himlii Kush impinges on the extremity of the

western limit it has the Alishaiig river with its Himalaya, cajiping the mountainous region of

tributary the Aliiigar
;

its eastern boundary, Badakhshan, on tin* ( )xus, and overlocAing most of

taken roughly, would be the Kunar river from the passes at the head of the Kabul river. The

its junction with the Kabul to wh<‘re the forimn- peophj give no quarter to Muhammadans, but

receives the waters of the Kalashgum, thence, spare those wlio, like themselves, are technically

following up this affluent to its source, a line Kafir, or non-believers in the creed of Mahomed,

from that point to the Dura pass would be well which is associated in their minds with barbarous

within th(i march. It would also take in a small cruelty from the earliest period of the Muham-
tract north-west of that pass, and subject to madan invasion of Afghanistan.

Mimjan. There are three main tribes, Ramgal, They have numerous tribal names amongst

Vaigal, and Bashgal, answering to the three chief themselves, that of Kafir, meaning unbeliever,

valleys of the country. The Vaigal are the most being applied to them by their Muhammadan
powerful, holding the largest valley. Each has neighbours, with {Si.ah Posh or Tor, meaning black

its distinctive dialect. The entire population is clothes, from the colour of their apparel, both

(‘stiinated at over (500,000. Their country is epithets being taken from their dress, lite the

pictiirosrpie, thickly wooded, and wild in the IScythian Melanchlgcnao of Herodotus (iv. p. 10).

extreme
;
the men are of fine appearance, but, for the whole of the Kafir race are remarkable

like all lull tribes, short of sUture
;

they arc for their fairness and beauty of complexion ;
but

daring to a fault, but lazy, leaving all agricultural those of the largest division wear a sort of vest

work to their women, spending their days, when of black goatskin, while the other dresses ni
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KAFIR KENNA. KAH-GYUR,

white cotton. They are of fair complexion,

regular features, shaded hair, with ruddy cheeks,

and variously-coloured eye.

The Dara Nuri profess to be Tajak, and take

great pride in the antiquity of their race. The
language of the Dara Nuri is almost identical

with that of their neighbours on the plain of

liUghman. In appearance the Dara Nuri differ

little from the Afghans.

The Chuguni is a numerous tribe dwelling

beyond Shews. Tliey are of the same race as

the Kafir, but have been converted to Muham-
madanism. Tlio true Kafir call them, in some-

what contemptuous language, Nirnchah, which
may be translated half-breed. They intermarry

indifferently with Kafir and Afghan. They are

principally employed as guides, and have access

into Kafiristan. The Ciiuguni tribe live in the

highest habitable parts of the Kiind range. Their

appearance differs from that of the Afghans,

their stature being shorter, and their features

softer and more pleasing. The Chuguni are

devout and attentive to their religious duties,

and their women engage in prayer. They are

the only Muhammadans who allow women uncon-

strained freedom, the women going about among
the men as in Euro])e.

The view from Utchalie Kali pass, 7.100 feet,

overlooking the Arat valley, is extensive. On the

summit of Kund there is a small lake, and it is

stated that on its shores still rest the remains,

petrified, of Noah’s Ark, while in the plain below
was the tomb of Lamcch, Noah’s father.— C.M.S,
IntelL, 1865, p. 201.

KAFIR KENNA is five hours and a half from
Tiberia; it is the (3aua of Galileo, so called to

distinguish it from another town of this name in

the tribe of Asher (Joshua xix. 28). Antipatris of

the Greeks is the Kafir Saba, the modern town.

—

Rol^inson's Tr. p. 216.

KAFIR KOT, in lat. 32*^ 30' 55" N., and long.

71° 2r 28” E., 2194 feet above the sea, an
ancient fort on the slopes of the Khusir range.

—

IL A. i. p. 56.

KAFIR KOT is a term used in the pretty

valley of Khara Tucka, that overhangs Kerar, in

the hill districts to the S.W. of Mehur in Sind.

This valley has regular artificial terraces, formed

of huge boulders, which the poojJo believe were

lifted into position by a former giant race, whom
they designate Kafir; hence these terraces and
other ancient remains are called Kafir Kot. The
huge boulders must have been arrested in tlieir

descent by some artificial contrivance. The
practice of terracing is common now all over

Afghanistan and the llimr.laya, and was so

throughout Baluchistan wiicn it was more
densely peopled than at present. They catch

the rain-water running down the faces of the

hills, and the detritus forms slight soil, in which
the people sow wheat.

KAFIR K(3T, in lat. 33° 10' 49" N., and long.

70° 48' 26" E., a series of peaks 4004 feet above
the sea in the Waziri Hills.

KAFSHI. Hind. Slippers, or half shoos
;
they

have a raised iron piece on the heel underneath.

KAFURI. Hind. A yellow colour, lemon-

yellow, the colour of amber. Seoti rang is a pale

yellow.

KAGAB) or Dassendi, a people of Cutch, who
receive their support from the charity of the

Jhareja. They are a tribe of Charon of the
Tombel, or, as pronounced by the inhabitants of
Cutch, Tumber, and emigrated with the Jhareja
into that country .—Hindu Infanticide^ p. 78.

KAGAYAN, an islaml of the Archipelago,
containing a curious circular lake, and at a height
of about 90 feet is another beautiful lake, circular

in form, and as nearly as possible similar to the
lower one. 'I'he two lakes are separated by a
sort of natural wall, and tlu', spectator standing

on its narrow edge can, by a mere turn of the

head, observe them both. Opposite Kagay.aii are

the Five Islands, known also as Ihibuyan.

—

KeppeVs hid. Arch. i. p. 83.

KAGHAN is a barren dependenoy of Hazara.

It is a long, narrow glen, stretching upwards till

it nearly reaches Chelas, the latter outpost of the

maharaja of Kashmir’s kingdom. It is inhabite*!

by pastoral and aboriginal races, and was given
ill liefdom to a Syud family, who were confirmed
by the British. 'Ihese Kyuds exercised internal

jurisdiction, and kept certain members of the

family in attendance on the Deputy Commissioner
of Hazara, virtually as liostages for good be-

haviour. After the British conquest, tlio Syuds
were summoned to answer numerous complaints

preferred by the people of Kaglian
;
they came,

but afterwards fled, and assumed an attitude of

resistance, and intrigued with the Sitana fanatics

and witli the Hasanzai, then liostilc to the

British. See Hazara.

KAGHAZ. Pers. Paper; Akhbar Kaghaz, a
newRpap(‘r. Kaghaz-tikli-dar, gold-ornamented
paper. Kaghazi iiimbu, the thin-skinned lemon,
Citrus acida, Hoxb.

KAGMAK, a fabric of camors liair.

KAII. Pers. Grass, but in combination

applied variously. Kah-i-Shutar, a juicy, bitter

plant, growing near Jell in Balucliistaii, eagerly

eaten by camels.

Kx\HAN, a town in (’utch Gandava, in the hill

ranges east of the plain of (hitch. It belongs to

the Doda Murree, a division of the great and
widely-dispersed Murree tribe, who have been

located in the neighbourhood for several centuries.

The Murree are a brave race, and have long been

distinguished as daring depred.atorg.

—

Masson's

Journeys.

KAHAK. Hind. A Sudra race of Hindustan,
many of whom, in Btdiar, arc considered impure,

'riiey numbered 1,810,856 at the 1881. census.

The Kahar are found following agriculture Jind as

palaiupiin-beaicrs all through Hindustan and the

east of the Panjab, and are strong, hard-working,

rather good-looking men. They are water-

carriers, fishermen, and cultivators. Hindus

drink water from their hands. Near Gya, they

are employed as palanquin - bearers, and carry

burdens on a yoke over one shoulder. The name
is one of the few real Indian words of which Ibii

Batuta shows any knowledge.

KAH-GIL. Pers. Thick mud, mixed with
chopped straw and other materials, used as

plaster throughout Sind and Central Asia
;

liter-

ally straw-mud.

—

Burton's Scinde.

KAH-GYUR, a sacred book of the Buddhists
of Tibet, consisting of one hundred volumes,
translations from the Sanskrit of stories and talcs,

many of them very childish, and common to all

folk-lore. Tan-Gyur is another book, of which the
philologist Csoma de Koros, a Hungarian, obtained
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KAHL KAIFIET.

a co])y' and it has been translated into Ger-
man by F. Anton von Schiefner, and part of it

from that into English by W. R. S. Italston. De
Kiiros was born at the end of the 18th centnry

;

ho studied at Gottingen, and became a Slavonic

philologist. He conceived the desire^ to discover

the origin of the Hungarian nation, and went to

Tibet, where ho studied the language of the

country. His existence was that of an ascetic
;

his only food was Ijoiled rice, his oidy stimulant

tea. He died in Ne[>al in 1812, when he was on
the point of starting for Iliassa, in the hope of

finding there rich stores of Tibetan liteniture.

KAIII. Hind. Earth containing salts of iron

in the form of an anhydrous sulpliatc
;

in the

pure samples it takes the form of a whitish or

cream-coloured radiated crystalline mass. Kahi-lal

or Kahi siirkh is Inchromate of potasli
;

ICahi-snja

contains iron salts
;

Kahi - aabz, impure green

vitriol
;
Kahi-matti, sulphate of iron earth

;
Kalii-

safed, white anhydrous sulphate of iron
;
Kahi-

zard, yellowish variety of Kahi-safed.

—

J^owcll,

Handbook.
KAIII-KATEA, or white pine timber tree of

New Zealand, is I'odocarpus dacrydioides, a tall,

gregarious tree.

KAHI RA or Al-Kahira, the city of Cairo,

founded by Jauliar, the general of the first

Fatimito klialif, who ordered the foundations to

bo laid, A.D. 068, when the plan(?t Mars was in the

ascendant, which Arab afttronomera calle<l Kahir

or the conqueror. It -was completed in five

years. It was considerably enlarged by subse-

quent rulers, j)articularly by Salah-ud-I)in, who
enclosed the new and the old town, called Misr or

Fasthath,witha wall 26,000 cubits in circumference.

KAIIK, Auab., is a light and pleasant bread

of ground wheat, kneaded with milk, leaveiled

with sour bean flour, and finally baked in an oven,

not, as usual in the east
,
upon an iron plate. The

Kahk of Egypt is a kind of cake .—Burton s Mecca.,

i. p. 861.

KAIIKAR, Ghakkar, or Gukcr, a martial tribe

in the time of Mahmud of Ghazni, inhabiting the

Salt Range or Johd mountains between the Indus

and the Rehut or Hydaspes. The Moghul, and
subsequently the Haiirani, faih'd to master them

;

but the Sikh rulers, after liaving been frequently

foiled, at length nominally accom])lishcd their

subjugation, by stirring up internal faction and by
the perpetration of acts of cruelty ami treachery.

At an early period of history they were givt*n

to infanticide. It was a custom, says Ferishta,

as soon as a female child was born, to carry her

to the market-place, and then^ proclaim jdoud,

holding the child in one hand and a knife in the

other, that any one wanting a wife might have
her

;
otherwise she was immolate<l. By this

means they had more men than women, which
occasioned the custom of several husbands to one

wife. When any one husband visited her, she

set up a mark at the door, which, being observed

by the others, they withdrew till the signal was
removed. Baber writes the name jGuker, but it is

also written Ghiika and Khaka. The Gukcr are

not distinguishablo from the Awan in personal

appearance, both being very large, fine men, but
not exceedingly fair, inhabiting as they do a dry,

bare, rather low country, hot in summer.

—

Rec,
Govt, of India; Tod'a Hajasthanj i. 636 ;

C. 96.

KAHROR, an ancient town on the S. bank of

the old Boas river, 50 miles S.E. of Multan, and

20 miles N.E. of Bahawulpur. It is one of the

towns which submitted to Cfhach after the capture

of Multan in the middle of the 7th century, and

was the scene of the great battle between Vik-

rainaditya and the Sakas in A.D. 79.

—

Cunningham.

KAHRUBA. Arab. Amber
;
also copal, and

the pure gum of Vateria Indica.

KAHTAII. Bkng. a iirofesaional story-teller,

wdio recites traditional poems.

KAllTAN, son of Ebor, is one of the ancestors

of the present Arabs in Yemen. In Hebrew he

is called Joktan. His descendants are styled

Arab-nl - Araba, i.c. pure Arabs.

—

Sale; Lane;
Palgravc,

KAT. Tam. Kar, Tkl. The hand. Idan-kai,

the left-hand caste
;
Valan-kai, the right-hand.

Kai-kara, ^vorkers in basket ivork. Extensively

combined to indicate handiwork and pecuniary
and revenue transactions, as Kai-karan, an arti-

ficer
;
Kai-kihin, a weaver by caste and occu-

pation. Kaikari or Kaikadi, any handicraftsman,

in Herar are makers of basktds from stems of cotton

plants and palm leaves. They are a migratory
and predatory race, whoso ostensible occupation

is basket-making. I’hey wander througli Berar.

—Berar Gazetteer.

KzVI, an ancient Pelilavi title applied to a great

king. It was part of the titU^ of Cyrus, tlic Kai
Khuaru of Peraia, nntl it has given the Kyaniau
dynasty its designation.

Kai Rahman, one of the kings of Persia who
were known to the IV'rsiaiis by the name of

Ardesliir, an<I to tlie Romans as Artaxerxes,

which was their mode of pronouncing Ardeshir.

He was the Ardeshir-daraz-dast, or Ardeshir- of

tlie Jong arm, the z\T taxorxes Longimanus of the

Romans of tlie Kyanian dynasty.

Ardeshir Babcgan bin Nassau was an officer

of the Parthian king Arsaces Artabanus v., who
assumed the l\^rsian throne in A.D. 226 as the

first of the Sassanian dynasty.

Ardeshir ii,, the tenth king of the Sassanian
dynasty, Avas the Shapur or Sapor avIio cajitured

the emperor VakTiau. He assumed power in

A.D. 88 J.

Artaxerxes Miiemon was a Persian king, B.C.

426, at wliose court Ctesias resided for some
years. After Scylax, Ctesias was the next
historian of India, and in his Indica (cap. iv. p.

190) ho mentions that Artaxerxes Mnemon and
his moilier Parasatya presented him with tAvo

iron swords, Avhieli, Avhen planted in the earth,

averted clouds, liail, and strokes of lightning.

TJiis is the first notice of the lightning conductor.

Ardeshir iii., in a.d. 629, was the 25th Sas-

sanian. Under him anarchy prevailed, and the

Sassanian dynasty ended in A.D. 641, when
Yezdejird or Izdejord in. Avas overthrown by the

Muhammadans.
KAIF. Arab. Repose; the savouring of

animal existence
;
the passive enjoyment of mere

sense. In a coarser sense Kaif is applied to all

manner of intoxication. Sonnini says, ,The Arabs

give the name of Kaif to the voluptuous relaxa-

tion, the delicious stupor, produced by the smok-
ing of hemp

;
and in Morocco the Avord is applied

to the dri^ flowers of the Cannabis sativa.

—

Burton's Mecca^ i. p. 12.

KAIFIET, Arab., worn in Oman by all

classes, is a broad kerchief, striped green, red,
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KAIKEYA. KAIN KAPALA.

.,iid yellow, having the sides hanging down, with had survived but to rear this, the sole, heir of
knotted strings appended to them, serving by their house. like the Spartan mother of old she
their motion to keep olf the flies, which are there commanded liini to put on the saffron, robe *and
excessively troublesome. See Kafliych. to die for Chitore

;
but, surpassing the Grecian

KAIKEYA, an ancient country mentioned as dame, she illustrated her precept by^example, and,
beyond the Saraswati and Boas, whose people lest any soft comimnctious visitings for one dearer
took part in the war of the Maliabharata. A than herself might dim the lustre of Kailwa she
Kaikeyi princess married king Dasaratha, to armed the young bride with a lance, with her
whom she bore Bharata, his third son. 8hc descended tlic rock, and the defenders of Cliitore

nursed her husband when wounded at the war, saw her fall fighting by the side of her Amazonian
and as her reward sought and obtained the exile of mother. The Kajpiits had maintained a protracted
Kama, in order that Bharata might succeed. ‘fA defence, hut had no thoughts of surrender, when
KAI-KIIUSKU, whose name was Ghaias-iid- a ball struck Jeimul, who took the lead on the

Din, succeeded his father a.d. 1235. He married fall of the king of Mewar. lie saw there was no
a daughter of the king of Georgia. During the ultimate hope of salvation, the northern defences
first difficulties occasioned by tlie Mongols, with being entirely destroyed, and ho resolved to
whom he was perpetually at war, he was on the signalize the end of his career. The fatal Johar
point of concluding a defensive treaty with Bald- was commanded, whih* 8000 Rajputs ate the last

win II. of Constantinople, who sent to France for beera together, and put on their saffron robes
;

his niece, daughter of Eudiis, Lord of Montaigu, the gates were thrown open, the work of destruc-
to marry her to him. But tliis affair 'v\%as not lion commenced, and few survived to stain the
completed, and he. formed an alliance with John yellow mantle by ingloVious surrender. Akbar
Ducas Bataze, Baldwin’s enemy. lU; died A.o. entered Cliitore, nnd 30,000 of its inhabitants

De^guujuc^s Hist, dt's Hans., ii. part 2, became victims to his thirst of conquest. All the
p. C6. heads of clans, both homo and foreign, fell, and
KAILA. Ahau. a weiglit of about 12 seers. 1700 of tlie immediate kin of the prince sealed
KAILASA, in Hindu mythology, the paradise their duty to tluir country with their lives. The

if Siva, but now the name of a luountain near Tuar chief of Gwalior appears to have been the
lake Manasatowara. Both Brabmanical and

|

only one of note wlio was reserved for another
Buddhist cosmogony derive four great rivers of

|

day of glory. Nine queens, five princesses (their

India—the Indus, tlu! Sutlej, the Ganges, and ' daughters), with two infant sons, and the
the Sardlia—from one holy Inkc^ at the foot of families of all the chieftains not at their estates,

Kailas. The Sutlej rises near the sources of the perished in the flames or in the assault of this

Indus and the Brahn);4)utra; and tlie Kailas nioun-
j

ever memorable day. Their divinity liad indeed
tain is thus ascertained byiiiode.rn investigations to

j

deserted tlieni
;
for it was on Aditwar, the day of

liavc a real claim to the jiosition which it holds
I the sun, he shed for the last time a ray of glory

ill Sanskrit tradition as t-hc nicetiiig - place of
;

Chitore. The rock of their strength was
waters. The Brahmaputra, or rather the Tsan-pu,

|

desiioiled, the temples and palaces dilapidated
;

as it is known in 'Filiet, Hows to the cast, tlie. and, to complete her humiliation and his triumph,
Tndps to the west, and the Sutlej to tlu* south- Akbar bereft her of all the symbols of regality.

west. The Kailas or Gaiigvi range of mountains Ybd, Uajasthan.

extends in one unbroken chain from the source of KAIMAL. Mal. Amongst the Nair a title of

the Indus to the junction of the Hliayok, and rank, and used by the inferior classes when
forms tlie natural boundary bc'tweeii Ladakh, addressing them.— Wits.

Haiti, and Kongdo on the south, and Kuthog, KALM-MAKAxM. Arab. An occupant for the
N libra, Bliigar, and Huiizanagcr on the north. It time being, a successor. At Mecca, equivalent to

lias six passes, at lieights from 15,00U to 1H,105 mehmandar of l^arah.—Hamilton's Senai.*

feet. Gaiigri, in Tibetan, means ice mountain. KALM SALAMI. IIino. A fixed quit-rent in
Kailas means erystalliiic or icy, and is derived

|

the Bombay Presidency.

from Kolas, crystal, wbic.h is itself a compound of ' KAIMUR, a sect of frcelhinkcrs of Persia who
Ke, water, and Las, to shine. Tln^ Kailas or ice. fleny everything they cannot prove.

—

VJii>snvi},

mountain is N. of liake Manasa. It is the Cadus KATM HR, the eastern but detached portions of
of the Latins

;
is the Indian Olymjius, the abode the \'ind}iyaii range, coinmciicing near Katangi

of Siva and the celestials. The Tibetans look in the Jabalpur (Jubbulpur) district of the
upon Ti-se or the Kailas ])cak as the highest Central Provinces, and runniug through the state of
mountain in the world. It is also called Gana- Rewali and Shahabad district of Bcngaf. It con-
parvata

;
also Kajatadri, silver mountain. tains a deposit of rich vegetable mould in the

KAILAS TEMPLE at Ellora is a great mono- centre, producing the finest crops. The formation
Uthic temple isolated from the mass of rock, and is primitive sandstone, intermixed with schistose

carved outside as well as in. It stands in a great limestone. The Kaimur ranges commence in lat.

court averaging 154 feet wide by 276 long at the 24" 31' 30" N., and long. 83" 24' E., within the
level of the base, entirely cut out of the solid Central Provinces, and occupy more or less con-
rock, and with a scarp 107 feet high at the back, tinuoiisly the great hilly area which extends from
In front of this court a curtain has been left, that point to lat. 25" N., and long. 84® 3' 30" E.
carved on the outside with the monstrous forms within the Lieutenant-Governorship of Bengal.—
of Siva and Vishnu.

—

Imp. Oaz. See Kal. Imp. Gaz.

KAILWA, a small territory in Rajputana, famed KAINOH. Hind. Ornamental cloth worn by
in Rajput story. When Salumbra of Chitore wrestlers.

’ ^

fell at the gate of the sun, the command devolved KAIN KAPALA. Jav. A head-dress cloth
on Putta of Kailwa. He was only sixteen. His tied round the head like a turband. The Javanese
father had fallen in the last shock, and his mother never appear bare-headed.
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KAIOA ISLAND. KAJAK.

KAIOA ISLAND is subject to Tcrnatc. Eclec-

tuB grandis, the great red parrot, occurs here. The
Kaioa people are a mixed race, having Malay and
Papuan affinities, and are allied to the peoples of

Ternate and of Gilolo. Their language is quite

distinct from, though somewhat resembling that

of, the surrounding islands. They are now Mu-
hammadans.— Wall. ii. j). 12.

KAI PADAIiU, in Canara, i)rcdial slaves, a
subdivision of the Dhcr or l*ariuh race.— Wilson.

KAIRA, a town in Gujurat, in lat. 22" 41'

N., and long. 72" 44' .‘10" K. It gives its name to

a revenue district, which has the Mjihi and Sabar-
mati as parts of its boundary, with population, in

1872, 782,733. The Kumbi of certain villages

are held in honour, as descended from the leading

men among the original settlers in Gujerat.

Koli number 281,252. During the thirty years

1846-76, they increiised from 175,820 to 281,252.

Idle and turbulent under native rule, they are

now quiet, hard-working, and prosperous. They
formerly lived in comfo’rt by weaving coarse

cotton cloth, but tlie competition of the Pombay
and local steam mills is now shutting them out of

the market. At Lasundra, about 24 miles from
the Nariad railway station, springs of liot water

rise to the surface in ten or twelve cisterns, the

hottest having a temperature of 1 1 5" Fahr. 'Phe

water, slightly 8uli)hurous, is used in skin dis-

eases.

KAIRIN, a quality latent in coal tar which re-

sembles that of quinine
;
likely to prove a blessing

to mankind should furtlier experience confirm

the result attained by careful experiments up to

present time.

KAIRWAN, in the north of Africa, near Tunis,

is a city rendered sacred to the .Muhammadans
from containing the tomb of Syud Abdullah, one

of the companions of ^fahomed. After the

death of Mahomed, Synd Abdullah cjime to

Kairwan, where he died. Tie was accustomed

to ’wear a lock of Mahomed’s hair over his

breast. They style liim iSidi us Sahib uii Nabbi,

the lord companion of the prophet. Kairwan
rose on the ruins of the Roman Vic.us Augusti.

It is a place of pilgrimage, and the bodies of

the dead arc sent from a distance to be interred

near.

KAIS or Kish, a legendary ancestor of the

Afghan race. They say he was one of Mahomed’s

early disciples. Kais had the new name of Abd-
u-Rashid given to him by Maliomcd, with the title

of Pathan, Gui<lc, or Rudder. The race, however,

claim to be Han-i-Israel, wlio were carried into

captivity from Palestine to ^fedia by Nebiicdiad-

nezzar, subsequently emigrated to Ghor, and finally

spread over their present lands. They are known
as the Batan, Ghorghasht, Saraband, and Sarabar.

Saraband or Sarabar is said to be a change from

the term Surya-vansa.

—

Belleic.

KAISAR has been a title for emperor from

ancient times, and seems to have been adopted by

the rulers in Western Asia from the Csesars of
|

Rome. Amongst European nations, it is u.sod at

'

present for the German emperor, and Kaisar-i-

Rum is a designation in Persia and India of

the emperor of Turkey. AVhcri Queen Victoria

assumed the title of Empress of India, it wjis

rendered as Kaisar - i - Hind. The plural is

Kaisarit. Freytag’s Dictionary (iii. 453a) gives

Caesar Imperator Grsecorum as the meaning.

Jones’ Persian Grammar (p. 106, ed. of 1809)

has a couplet—

^
‘ Pardahdari ini-kfiiiad dar kasr i kaisar ankibut

;

liuini naobat nii-zanad bar gumbaz i Afrasiab.’

‘ The spider weaves its web in the palace of Offlsar,

The owl stands sentinel on the watch-tower of

Afrasial).
’

The troops who embarked at Bombay for Malta

shouted ‘ Victoria Mabarani ki Jye,’ and did

not use the title ‘ Kaiwir-i-Hind.’ In Northern
India, ‘ Victoria Mabarani ki Jye,’ Victory for the

great Queen Victoria, is a familiar expression.

Tlie war-cry of the Madras soldiery, ‘ Dceii ! Doen !

Deen ! for the faith ! for the faith ! for the faith !

’

is suited to their less demonstrative chai’actcr, and
for the several nationalities to which they belong,

—Muhammadan, Tamil, Teling, Mahratta, Canarese,

Christian, and non-Aryan races.

KAISH AKU, amongst the Japanese, the friend

who deciipitates the victim in the Hara Kiri.

KAI8UK. Pers. The Kurut or Koorut of

the Afghans and Turkomans.
KAI SI GHAT, a ghat where Krishna, while

yet a mere boy, slew Kaisi, a devata of gigantic

strength, sent by Kansa to take away bis life.

The anniversary of that exploit is still observed

with great festivities.— 7V. of Hind. ii. p. CO.

KAITANG ATA . M aori. Man-eater.

KAIVAHTTA, a fisherman, also ])ronounced

Kaivart or Kaibart or Kaibartha.

K AJ A I Hind. Lamp-blaek, used by women
for their eyelids.

KA.JANG. Malay. The leaf of the Nipa
fruticans, written Cadjan by Kurojieans in India.

KAJAR, the tribe to which the reigning family

of Persia belong. They ar(‘ one of the seven

'I'urkish tribes wliicb supported Shah Ismail, onu

of the first kings of the Suffavi dynasty, about

A.T). 1500, when he raised the sect of the Shiah to

iniportanec, and made their bedief the national

religion of Persia. Shiah means sect in I’ersian,

and the name given them as a reproach he took a«

a title. 'I’he Kajar have been distinguished during

several generations among the tribes of Masan-
daran, the ancient Hyreaiiia. But they have not

been traced farther back than a.h. 906, a.d. 1500,

when Piri Beg, Kajar, is mentioned in a MS. Mr.

I

Foster says the Kajar are an extensive tribe,

clnetly rc.siding in Masandaran and Astrabad

;

and that the word in the provincial language

signifies rebid or deserter. Like the Rajputs of

India, they clevoto themselves principally to tlvj

profession of arms.

'rhe greater number of the ancestors of Shall

Ismail had been Sufis or philosophical deists, and

Malcolm supposes that ho raised the sect of Ali

I because he thought it necessary that the holy

raptures in which the devotional men of his time

and family indulged, should have some object

more comprehensible to the mass of his country-

men than the abstract contemplation of the deity.

The names of the other Turkish tribes who siqi-

ported Shah Ismail were Oostajalu, Shamln,

Nikallu, Baharlu, Zulkudder, and Affshar. Agfi

Muhammad Khan, 1794, was the first monarch of

the Kajar dynasty, and at that time the tribe were

principally settled in the neighbourhood of Astra-
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KAJARI. KAKKOLA,

>a(l, where they still remain. lie was the son of
; There arc some in the Aziingarh district,

^
petty chieftain, who had been expelled from and Kakar were in small bodies in the Ceded

lis state by Nadir Shah. In his youth he had Districts so late as the year 1845, but by the year

alien into the hands of a nephew of Nadir, who 1863 they had disappeared, probably merged into

iiade him a eunuch. He was avaricious, revenge- the general population. They were remnants of

ul, and loved power. In 1797 he was succeeded Pindara marauders, and had little ponies on

)y his nephew Futteh Ali, in whose reign Persia which they brought grass for sale
;

they also

lad two disastrous wars with Russia, which were carriers, and traded in horses
;
they wcu-o

rained the frontier of the A raxes and some a very dark-complexioned race
;
they professed

erritory beyond its mouth. Hut Persia recon- Muhammadanism, spoke a Hindi language, which

[uered Khorasau from the Uzbaks and Afghans, they called Lahaura-ha-Nochc, and were under

le died in 1834, and was succeeded by his the leadcrshij) of a Kissaldar.— MacGregor;
jraudson Muhammad Shah, and he again, in 1848, Elphinstonc, y. ;

Sherriiiffti "rrihrs, p. 239.

)y Nasr-ud-Din. KAKHFTIA, in lat. 40'^ 50' to 42'^ 15' N., and
Colonel MacGregor says the Kajarwere brought long. 44^^ 55' to 47” H., a district of Georgia. The

rom Syria by Timur, A.ii. 8U3, and rapidly people are Georgians, Armenians, 'lartars, Jalal,

ncreased, that they are divided into the sections and Sikiiak, and arc brave.

—

MacGregor.
fokaribash and Ashagabasli, who have each six KAKHYEN call themselves Ching - pa or

^lans. The Ziadoglu Kajar division of the Kajar Sheng-pa, men. Th(*y occu|)y both banks of the

vere settled at Ganja in Russian Armenia, an<l Irawadi, from Hhamo upwards. Each clan is

einain there still. The Azdanlii section were ruled by a hereditary chief callerl Tsriwbwa. Tiro

emoved to Merv in the reign of Shah Tatnasp r.» men are hunters. They ca[)tiire men, women,
ind held it until conquered by and nearly anni- and children, whom they keep as slaves. The men
rilated by the Uzbak under the Khan of Bokhara, range from 5 to 5^ a,ud women 4 to 4^ feet

- MacGregor^ iv. p. 009
;

Ferrier\s Journeys

;

in height, with short limbs. Tliey never wash,
Malcolm's Persia; Tarikh Alam Aral; Ouseley's and the clothes once put on arc never changed.

Travels
;
Foster's Travels ; Chaificld's Hindustan. Combs are never used. The men smoke opium,

KAJARI. Maiir. a caste amongst the but not to excess. The women do all the field

dahrattas who make glass bracelets. and other work, weave and spin. They all drink a
KAJAAVAH. Hind, Boxes, panniers, cradles, beer called Sheroo, from fermented rice. Chastity

‘onned of wooden frames, covered with cloth or is not regarded in unmarried, but adultery in the

eather, from 3J to 4 feet long by 4 feet high, in married state is death. The brides are purchased

vliich those who travel upon camels or mules are by tlio bridegrooms. The dead are buried. The
seated, 'they are partially open in front, and when race is quarrelsome and rev(*ngeful, but not

itted up with bedding make a conveyance by no brave. Tliey are a lirancli of the vast horde of

neans contempHble in a cold night, for those who Hingpho, who inhabit the mountainous districts

lan sit for many liours together in the Asiatic of Northern Assam, and stretch round the N. of

ashion, with their legs doubled or crossed under Burma into AVestern China. Intermixed with

hem. The traveller becomes soon accustomed to Ka-Ku and other kindred tribes, and the Shans,

he measured motion of a earners pace, ami thus they extend not only all along the northern

laii enjoy botli w^armth and sleep, blessings most frontier of Burma, but occAipy large portions of

inviable during the long and wAiarisome nights of the hilly tracts of both sides of the Irawadi river as

i winter’s journey, and of which those who travel far south as Tagouiig. Kakhycn arc barbarians.

—

m horseback arc totally deprived. Each camel Fytche^ ii. p. 100
;
Mason's liimn'a, pp. 97, 641

;

Jiirrics two of these baskets or cradles, wdiich are YuU\ p. 116.

lung like panniei’s one on each side. They are KAKKOLA, also Kakkoloka. Sansk., Tel.

a rgely used in Balkh by travellers ami by Eindian A perfume obtained from a berry. It is oval,

adies. Mr. Rich says that in a journey to witli a tliick, green, sebaceous, fragrant integu-

Ivurdistan the kajawah for Mrs. Rich’s servants inent, wdiich dries and shrinks with age, becoming
iN'cre slung on mules. a thin, greyish epidermis. Within this is an aro-

KAKAR, a tribe widely spread throughout inatic kerne], abounding Avith a resin which is

Afghanistan, but their country is in the extreme intlammable, slightly soluble in Avater, and move
8.E. corner of Afghanistan, Avest of the Sulaiman so in alcohol, 'riie Kakkola is an esteemed drug,

range, and bordering on the Kasrani and Bozdar being described in the Kaja Niglitantu and Bhava
Baliich, to near the head of the Bolan defile. Trakasa as pungent, bitter, and carminative.

They claim descent from Sliarif-ud-Din, son of The Kakkola drug is so called from its colour,

Sharaband, eldest son of Keysh, whom Mahomed which is black like that of the crow. The Hindus
himself converted. (See Kais.) The Gakkar, a enumerate in their medical Avorks a class of eight

branch of them, are located on the banks of the substances, which they (hmominate the Ashta
Jhelum in Kashmir. The Avhole of the asafoetida varga, or class of eight; they are all roots, and
trade of Herat is in the hands of the Kakar, who appear to come chiefly irom N(‘pal ami the

annually send 5000 or 6000 people to collect it. countries skirting the Himalaya. They may bo
Their subdivisions are— the Jalazai of Kaisar employed either singly or collectively, and are

and Bori, 2000 fighting men
;
the Musa Khel of described as cool, sweet, fattening, and aphro-

Sarai, 3000 men; the Kudizai of Darz-i-Karez, dishic; proinotive of iligcstioii, sanative, lactiferous,

2000
;
Abdulzai of Mayana, 2000

;
Kabezai of and tonic. They arc further said to possess great

Tabezai, 1000 ;
Hamzazai of Shahrang, 1100

;
the efficacy in urinary and phthisical affections, and in

IJtman Khel, the Khadarazai of Maskat, tho removing the sequelie of fevers. Their names are
Shabozai, Temzai, and Alizai, each 200 fighting Jivaka, Pisanabha, Meda, Mahameda, Kakkola
men. Small numbers are at Ranizai, also near Kshira kakkola, Riddhi, and Vriddhi. The sub-
Kandahar, Ghor, Shall valley. stance amongst these termed Kakkola is generally
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KAKO MATI. KALAGOUK.

connected witli the Kshira kakkola, and these two
<lrufvs are procured from Momng and the adjacent
districts. Kshira kakkola resembles the root of

the Pivari (Asparagus racemosus), and is of a
white colour, a fragrant smell, and full of milky
sap. The Kakkola is of similar form an<l character,

but of a dark hue. M'hey arc both sweet and
cooling, they remove fcvcir, and correct a vitiated

state of the blood and bile
;
the root of the Vidari

(Batatas panicnlatus) and the Aswagandah (Phy-

salis llcxuosa) are severally substitutes for the

Kakkola and Kshira kakkola.— IFilso?!, yl.s*. lies.

xiii. p. 411
;

FI. Aiidh.

KAKO MATI. Gk. Evil eye.

KAKOOL, tufts of hair left on both sides of

the head, the middle part being shaved from the

forehead to the neck.

KAKORI, a town in Oiidh, 9 miles west of

liUcknow city. It contains th(‘ tombs of several

Mukammadau saints, and is the birthplace of dis-

tinguished Musalmans, who have served under
both the native and British Govornments.

—

Imp.

Onz. V.

KAKSHIVAT, a Hindu poet, wlio was of the

race of Pajra. He married ten daughters of raja

Bwanaya, on the banks of the river Indus. His

hymns are found in the lirst and ninth mandala
of the llig Veda. is said to have been a

Kshatriya. Professor Eassen is of opinion that

his father, Dirgha-Tamas, was one of the earliest

Brahn»an missionario's in the southern parts of

Bengal, among the Anga and Kalinga.

KAKU-BANS, the great hollow female bamboo.

KA-KUI and Ka-kua tribes are occupants of

both sides of the Mei-kong. A tribe of wild

Ka-kui dwell on the Man-lo-ho river, in lat. 22"" 2(V

N., a tributary of, and tlowing from the west to,

the Mei-kong river. They have the Lilnn and

and Kak-bal on the t'ast,

KAKUPUK, 10 miles N.W. of Bithur, and the

intervening land is called the ‘ five cos circuit of

Utpalaranya.’ The ruined mound of Kakupur is

said to be the remains of a fort named Chhatr])nr,

which >vas founded by raja (Jhhatr Pal Chandel

about the lOtli ciuitiiry a.o. Kakupur possesses

a temple dedicated to the Kshireswara Mahadeva,

and one to Aswatthiima, son of Drona, near whi(*h

a large annual fair is lield.

—

CunuinghnF.s Ancient

Ocog. of India, p.

KAKUR. lIiKi). The rib-faced or barking deer,

Styloceros muntjac, generally distributcKl over tin*

lower and cultivated tracts of the Himalaya, being

seldom met with at (‘Icvations exceeding from

8000 to 9000 feet above the level of the sea. Tlie

prevailing colour is a reddish-brown above, white

underneath, inclining to ash on the inside of the

legs of males, which have two short canine teeth

ill the upper jaw resembling those of the musk
deer, but not so long.

—

Adams; Jerdon.

KAKUSANDA, the third Buddha previous to

Gautama.

—

Ilardifs East. Monach. p. 437.

KAL. Sansk. Time, age.

1.5 nimsha 1 kashta. 12 ksliana • I muliurtt.!.

.30 kashta --- 1 kala. 30 muhurtta 1 day and
30 kala — 1 kshana. night.

Kal, as time, in the Kailasa temple at Ellora,

is represented as a grinning skeleton, with cobra
girdle and necklace, seated on two dying men, a
wolf gnawing the leg of one, while behind him is

Kali and another skeleton.

KALA, from Kal, Sansk., time in general,

or any particular time or season
;
death, destiny.

In th(i Atharva Veda, Kala, time, is addressed as

the source and ruler of all things. Kala and
Maha Kala are names of Siva. Kala-Bhairava,
from Kala, time, and Bhairava, the terrific.

Kala-Sutra, from Kala, time, and Sutra, a
thread. Kala-Sa, gradation or manifestation of

the Mula Prakriti.— />.

KATiA , in Burma, is a term applied to a native

of India, but more extensively to any western
foreigner, such as an Aral) or a European. Sir A.
Bbayre supposed it to have been <lerivcd from a
name giviui to the aboriginal races of India, which
is still traceable in the scattered tribes of Kol,

Koli, etc.

KAI.ABAGH, in lat. 32" 57' N., and long.
71" .35' E., in the Panjab. The mean height of

the town, 790 feet above the sea; Kalabagh peak,

above 2357 feet. 'The Indus is here compressed
by mountains into a deep channel 350 yards
broad. The mountains on each side have an
abrupt descimt into the river, and a road is cut
along their base for upwards of two miles. 'The

first part of this pass is actually overhung by the
town of Kalabagh, which is Iniilt in a singular

manner upon the face of the hill, every street

rising above its neighbour. The Hon. Mount-
sliiarfc Elphinstone found the road cut out of

solid salt, at the foot of clilbs of that mineral, in

some places more than 100 feet high above the

river. 'Phe town is picturesquely situated atthefoot

of the Salt Range, on the right bank of the Indus,

at the ])oint where the river debouclies from the
hills, 105 miles below Attock. The houses nestle

against the side of a prcequtoLishill of solid rock-

salt, piled one upon another in sucecssivo tiers,

the roof of each tier bjrming the street which
passes ill front of the row immediately above.

Overhead, a (diff, also of juircj rock-salt, towers
above the town. An Awaii family, who reside in

Kalabagh, have a certain sn])r(‘inacy over the

whole of their fellow-tribesmen, the representative

of the family being known as Sirdar or Khan.
The salt is quanied at Mari. op])osito the town,
where it stands out in huge cliffs, practically

incxliaustible. The similar outcrop at Kalabagii

itself is not qnarrietl. T'he quantity turned out
in 1871-72 ainouiited to about 2717 tons, and
tin* revenue to X23,284. Alum shale also occurs

in the neighbouring hills.

—

/mp. Gaz.

KALABATUN. Hind. Gold wire and silver

wii’C for making gold ami silver thread and tinsel.

The silver is called ‘safaid’ Kalabatun, and tin*

;old ‘ surkli ' Kalabatun. Also, gold and silver

thread made by twisting the fine-drawn wire on

to red and white silk, according to the metal.

KALADGI, lat. 16" 12' 9" N., and long.

75" 29' 9" E., a town in the Dekhan. The Dak
bungalow is 1744 feet above the sea, and the

level of the Gatparba is 1653 feet. The rocks of

the neighbourhood are stratified clayslate. Owing
to its uncertain rainfall, Kaladgi district is very

subject to failure of crops, and consequent

scarcity of grain. In 1818-19 a failure of rain

caused great distress. Other years of drought

and scarcity were 1824-25, 1832-33, 1853-64,

1863-64, 1866-67, and in 1876-77 the failure of

rain was more complete and general in Kaladgi

than in any other part of the Bombay Presidency.

•—Imp. Gaz.

KALAGOUK, or Curlew Island, an island
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pleasantly situated at the mouth of the Moulmcin
river.

KAIiAH or Killah. Arab. A castlo, a fortress.

Kala-Jahar or Hasn-Jabar, near the h]uphratos, tlie

p]zion>gebcr of the Bible (1 Kings ix. 26, 27).

Kalat-ar-Rum, on the Euphrates, sontli of Edossa.

Kalat - 111 - Mudik occupies the site of Apanieia.

Asshur or Assur was originally the name of a
city on the banks of the Tigris, the ruins of

;

which are now known as Kalah Sherghat. Tl ' '

name was of Accadian derivation, and signified

‘waterbank.’ Babylonia was an older kingdom
than Assyria, which took its name from the

city of Assur, now Kalah Sherghat, the original

capital of the country, ft was divided into two
halves, Accad (Cenesis x. 10) being Northern
Babylonia, and Sumir, the Sliinar of the Old
Testament, Southem Ba])ylonia. The primitive

populations of botli 8uinir and Accad were
related not to the Semitic- race, but to the tribes

which continued to maintain themselves in the

mountains of Elam down to a late day. They
spoke two cognate diah^cts, wliich were agglutinat-

ive in character, like the languages of the modern
Turks and Fins

;
that is to say, the relations of

grammar wer(‘ expressed ))y eoiijding words
together, each of which retained an independent
meaning of its own. At an (;arly date th(‘

>SiiinirianB and Accadiaiis were oveiTun and con-

({iiered by the Hemitie- Babylonians of later

liistory, Accad being ap])areiitly flic first half of

the country to fall. It is possible that (\asdirn,

the Hebrew word translated Chaldees or Chal-

dgeans, is the Babylonian casidi or conquerors,

a title which continued to cling to tlnuu in con-

sequence of their conquest. The. Accadians
laid been the inventors of the pictorial hiero-

glyphics wliicli afterwards dovolop(‘(l into the

cimoiform or wedgt‘-shaped system of writing.

—

Soifcc; Frrsfi Liijhiy p. 24.

KALAIIARTf, Kalastri, or Calastri, a town in

the North Arcot district, Madras, situated in lat.

1:F45' 2" N., and long. Vr W 49" 10., on the

right bank of the S<ivarnamukki. It gives its

name to a zamindari estate, situated ])a.rtly in

North Arcot and partly in Nellorn district, one of

die largest estates in the Karnatic. Fopulafion

(1H7I), 231,527
;
miiiiber of villages, 784

;
mim-

her of houses, 41,551
;
area, 1127 square miles;

peshkasli (rent) to (Tovernment, .tl9,t>0<>. The
revenues, of the zamindararc estimated at between

.£40,000 and .£50,000 per annum. The country

is in a great measure covered with scrub jungle,

from wliich Madras city is supplied with firewood.

—Tmp, Oaz.

KATjAHUNDI is bounded on the north by the

Patna State, on the cast by the Jeypore State

and the Vizagapatam district, on the south by
Jeypore, atid on the west by Bindra, Nawagarh,
and Khariar. The country is high, lying behind

the Eastern Ghats, and the soil is fertile and
easily worked, yielding heavy crops of almost every

description. Villages are numerous but small,

and the means of communication arc limited

;

and though the people appear to be well off, the

population is thinly distributed. According to

the census of 1872, the population numbered
138,483, of whom 72,986 were Hindus, while the

remainder mostly belonged to the Khond, who
seldom remain long in one place, and the greater

part of whom pay nothing to Government, and
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have but little intercourse with its officers. Both
the Khond and the Kolita maintain themselves
by agriculture, the former being an aboriginal

and the latter a semi-aboriginal tribe. The Kolibi,

an industrious, hard-working race, have gradually

spread themselves over almost every district in

the eastern provinces of Central India, and have
ousted the Khond out of many of their villages,

and this quiet aggression has caused an ill-feeling

that lias at times broken out in a serious form.

KALAlGAli. Hini>. A tinsmith
;
one who tins

copper cooking utensils.

KALAKKAR. TA>r. A low caste, the same
as the I’aleyar, hunters and fowlers.

KALAL or Kalar. Hind. A distiller, a vendor
of spirituous li([uors, a palm-wine draAver.

KALAM. Ai:ab., Hind., Pkks. A pen, a reed

pen, the Roman calanms. Kahiin-dan, apon-and-
ink stand. Kalam-band, reduced to writing.

Kalam-kari, painting.

KAIiAM. Arabs divide their spoken and even
written language into two orders, the Kalam
Wati, or vulgar tongue, sometimes employed in

(‘pistolary corrcBpondeiice
;
and the Nahwi, a

gramin.'itical and eJassical language. Every man
of education uses the former, and can use the

latter. And the Koran is no more a model of

Arabic, as it is often assumed to be, than
I^iradise Lost is of English. Kalam is the Word.
Animus, in Latin, is the breath of life breathed

into inan^s nostrils, is tlie liuah of the Hebrews,
the Hull of Arabia, and among the Greeks and
Romaius, Animus, Anima, and Spiritus. In their

designation of the various proplnds, Muham-
madans style Moses, Kalain-Allah, tJio word of

God; Abraliam, the Kalil- Allah, friend of G(xi;

and Jesus Christ is the Ruh- Allah, the Spirit of

God. Kalam-Allah, the word of God, is the

Koran .— Burlon's Mecca.
KAliAMAH. Arab. The Muhammadan

creed, consisting of five sections,—Tail), Shahadat,

Tauihid, Tauhid, and Rad-i-Kufr. The Taib is

their I^a - illaha - il - Ullaho - Mahomed ur - Jiasul

Ullah, There is no deity but God, and Mahomed is

the prophet of God. Tlit^ Hliahadat is, 1 testify

there is no deity but God alone, Avithout com-
panion

;
and 1 testify tliat Mahomed is his ser-

vant and prophet, etc. The. Kalamah is not found

in tluA Koran.

Tlio Avords in Arabic arc

—
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KALAMPiKAM, a Tamil poet, supposed to

have lived about tlie 15th century.^ Ilis real

name is not known. lie was called Kalamekam,
‘ the hail-pourinj^ cloud,’ from his severe satires

upon those who did not, in his opinion, adequately

reward his poetry. His conceit was eicessive.

lie declared his ability to write an epic poem in a
coupld of days, and other compositions in pro-
portionately less periods. His poetical remains
consist of some short poems, the principal of which
is a series of verses capable of twofold meaning.

KALANANAS or Kalyana, a Brahman who
accompanied Alexander, but, repenting of having

left home, he burned himself at Pasargada.—D.
KALANDAR, a sect of the Kadiri fakir or

darvesh. A kalandar is defined to be a Sufi who
has no miirshid or religious teacher, but works
out his salvation by himself. The orthodox Sufi

sect blame the order, but cannot help owning
that it has produced some very distinguished

sjiints. The kalandar does not, however, refuse

to take n||irid or followers.

—

Hurton\^ Scinde,

KALA’ IS EMI, uncle of Havana, who under-

took to kill Hanuman for half the kingdom of

Havana. But Hanuman discovered his worthless-

ness, took him up and whirled him through the

air to Ijanka, while he was meditating on the

offerc<l reward, which he imagined he had won.
KAIiANG, a people who resided among the

inhabitants of the Tcngger mountains, said to

have been at one tinui numerous in various parts

of Java, leading a wandering life, practising

religious rites different from those of the great

body of the people, and avoiding intercourse with

them; but most of them embraced the Muham-
ina<lan faith.

—

Raffles' Java,, i. p. J29.

KALANG or Ooolen, Hind., is the common
European crane, Grua cinerea, now a most rare

bird in England, but still breeding somewhat
plentifully in Scandinavia, and a winter visitant

in large flocks in many parts of India. Sec

(’raiic.

KAIiA-NIMAK. Hind. An artificial black

salt, made by pounding together five seers of saji

khar, two seers of dried anola fruit, and one
inaund of common salt, adding water, and boil-

ing for some time. Is considered to promote
digestion

;
is much eaten

;
used in many mesalih.

Niinak manyari and Nimak nali are medicinal

substances.— GVa. J7W/. Top. 144. See Bit-laban.

KALANJAH, a hill fort in Bundclkhand.

KALANJAHA, a fabulous mountain north of

Mount Meru.
KALANMLVTi. Hind. Musician wdio jJays

on the tambura.

KALA-PANl. Hind. The deep sea; also

any perennial stream. It is the name of a river

which falls into the Brahmaputra beyond Meyong,
and of a river in the Paiidua Hills.—vis. Res. xvii.

pp. 502-505.

KALAPASIKA and Dandapasika, in ancient

Hindu times olliccrs of justice
;

the bearers of

the noose of death and of punishment.

—

Hind.

Thcat. ii. p. 157.

KALA-PATTA. Hind. The Jhareja princes,

in making patta or grants, appecar never to have

had an idea of claiming any reversionary interest

;

there are no distinctions, as in Mewar, of Kala-

patta or Chor-Utar estates, that is, those for life,

or resumable at pleasure, of which there was in

Mewar a largo class. A great moral crime is the

sole corrective of this political error
;
and it was

to prevent the destruction of families by follow-

ing the supreme law of sub-infeudation that the

first law of nature and of God is violated,

infanticide not being confined to female victims.

Mr. Elphinstonc, in his report on Cutch, con-

firmed this, adding that it accounts for the

number of single heirs-male in families.

—

Tod's

Travels^ p. 488.

KALA-PRIYA-NATH is a Hindu deity not

known to the pandits of the present day.
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Malanka takes no notice of the name. Jagad-
dhara is content to say it is that of a divinity

worshipped in that country. In the Varalia

Parana, Kala-Priya is said to be a form of the

sun worshipped to the south of tlic Yamuna
;
and

Kala-Priya-Nath, his lord or god, implies a linga,

the construction of which is attributed to the

sun. The more usual word in these compounds
is Iswara, as Someswara, Rameswara, Viawes-
wara, etc.

; but Nath is the term mo^ especially

employed by a particular sect, that S the Yogi
or Pasupata, the oldest sect probably now exist-

ing amongst the Hindus, and witli whose tenets

and practices Hhava I^huti appears to have been
thoroughly acquainted.

—

Hind. Th. ii. p. 10.

KALAK. SiNGii. Saline soil.

KALASA. Hind. A water jar. On the first

night of the Dasahara festival at Parvati, a kalasa

or water jar is cleansed and consecrated by the

ofliciating Hrahtiians—this vessel being considered

as a symbol of the goddess—for the principal

object of worship during the Dasahara, and bears

three curious signs, according to the three princi-

pal castes of Hrahmans
;

these are hieroglyi)hic

ligures, denoting the character and attributes of

Durga, and so truly are their forms ICgyptian that

many learned writers have engaged, from their

coincidence, to prove the identity of the Hindu
ceremonies of tin; Dasahara witli tliose which cele-

brate the inundations of the Nile. Kalasi puja

is the placing a water jar in a chamber as a

type of, or receptacle for, Durga or other Hindu
divinity, and worshipping it. I\alasi8that)ana,

setting up a water jar as an olqoct of worship, a

part of the Hindu marriage ceremony, in which

offerings are made to the plainds in different

vessels.

—

Postana' He.sVmi /?n//a, ii. 105, 100; W.
KALA SANKAIdTA, memoirs on the eras

of S. India, collected by Colonel John de Warren,

Madras 1825. See I'ojana.

KALASI, an ornamental top of a wall or

building.

KALA-SUTlvA. Maiir. A puppet showman,
a rope dancer, juggler, musician, <lancer, athlete.

KALAT or Kholat, chief town of the terri-

tories of the khan of Kholat in Haluchistan

;

situated on the northern sjmr of a limestone hill,

called the Shah Mirdan
;

hit. 2<S'" 5;>' N., and long.

00° 28' E. It is about 0800 feet above sea-level.

The suburbs of Khclat, one on tlie west and the

other oil the east side, are extensive, and the

Babi portion of tlic community reside there. The
town of Khelat is inhabited by Hrahui, Hindus,

Dellwar, and Babi.. The Brahrti form the great

bulk of the inhabitants, but the cultivation is

chiefly carried on by the Dehwar commiiiiitie.s.

See Baluchistan.

KALAT-i-GHTLZAI, a fort in Afghanistan,

on the right bank of the 'Luiiak river, 144 miles

from Ghazni, 89 miles from Kandahar, and 229

miles from Kabul. It was occupie<l by a British

detachment in November 1841, and on the 2Uth

May 1 842 they successfuly repulsed an attack of

the Ghilzai, estimated at 5500 strong. Only

two Binall villages arc near it. The Tokhi clan of

the Turan branch of the Ghilzai are the chief

occupants of Kalat - i - Ghilzai. They number
12,000 families.

—

MacGregor^ pp. 485, 486, 713.

KALAWANT. Hind. A professional musician

and singer. Kalawantin, the female.

KALA YAVANA, a king from the far west

who aided Jarasandha in his successful attack on
Mathura. His soul is supposed to have animated
Aurangzeb.—Growse, p. 621. .

KATdlANI. The Kaldani people, according to
their own account, were converted to Chrlitianity

by St. Thomas and two of the seventy disciples.

By means of a rigidly enforced system of exclusion,

th(!y have preserved their freedom as a republic

;

their religious tenets and simple liturgy have also

remained nearly unchanged since t1)e gospel was
introduced into their secluded valleys. These
Kaldi or Chaldaeans are a Ghristian sect dwelling

in the Hakkari district of Kurdistan. Every
village has a priest and simple church, and
both men and wunien assemble every Sunday to

worship and take the sacrament. Fasts are frequent,

and the priests do not take meat. Constantly

prepared for or engage<l in war, they are ferocious

towards their enemies, and even towards peace-

able strangers. They have been confounded with

the Nestorians. The Kaldani country stretches

eastward of the district of Amadiyah, between
Lake A'an and the Taurus. In the interior are

terraces cultivated with rice or other grains, with
a succession of deep, dark, wooded valleys, be-

tween the high and rugged alpine ranges of

Julamerik, the Jawur Tagh, and other chains,

which rise to the uplands, situated beyond the

backbone of Kurdistan.

—

Mac(rregor.

KALESAK, the finest submontane forest

tract in tiic Eastern Panjab Himalaya, is the

remnant of a once far more extensive tract of sal

at Kalesar, in the Ambala district. The forest

is on the extreme north-east corner of the district,

in a fork of the Siwalik Hills, on the right bank
of the Jumna, opposite tlie Khara head of the

Eastern Jumna Canal, and about three miles

above the head of the Western Jumna Canal at

Haturkhund.
KALGHA. Hind. A crest, a plume, a crest

of feathers, an aigrette. Khod, crest for a helmet.

Kalghi plumes are made of the black feather of a

kind of heron called oiikar, peculiar to Kashmir,
also of the monal. The royal plume of three

feathers is of Moghul origin. Tlie Moghul
emperors of India, when tlioy took the field, wore
a plume of three black feathers as a symbol of

command.
KALIIANA, a pandit, who lived about a.d.

1148, author of the Kaja Tarangini, a history of

Kashmir.— D.

KALHORA, a dynasty of Sind, whose rule

first began about a.d. 1740. The aristocracy of

Sind, as in most oriental lands, was purely oiu‘

of rank conferred by office, and in Sind consisted

either of Sindi or of Jat.

The Kalhora and Talpiir tribes furnished the

last dynasties, and though the one deduced its

origin from the Abbassides of Persia, and the otlier

advanced pretensions to descent from the prophet,

both were alike Baluch.

Yar Muhammad, Kiilhora, assisted by the Rind

Baluch, overthrew the Puar Rajputs, who held

dominion in Sind. Ho directed that a number of

clubs should be suspended in front of his tomb, as

a memorial of the ease with which the conquest

was effected. The clubs were still hanging in

1847 in front of his tomb at Khodabad.
The Talpur have their name from the town

(poora) of palms (tal or tar), and are said to

amount to one-fourth of the population of Lohri
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or Little Sind, which misnomer they affixed to the the goddess, drink spirits and eat flesli, as their

(Ipininion of Hyderabad. There are none of the fathers did in the Vedic times, said to be practised

Talpiir in the t’hul, They oinigratod from Ohot to to this day in the foul and secret rites of the

8iiid about a.d. 1760, and, after attaining power, Tantra, too abominable for Christian ears.’ A
ruled from a.d. 1709 to 1843, when they were festival held in honour of Kali is called also Kali-

overthrown by the British. The family have four puja, as the Dasera in honour of the same deity,

principal branches,—the Slialiwani, the Shahadani, under the name of Durga, is called also Durga-
the Khanani, and the Munikliani. A minor branch puja and Durgotsava. Human sacrifices were

is the Jumidani. The Talpur are of the Shiah chiefly offered to Bhawani in her character of

sect, and claiiti to be Syuds.—Burton''s Scinde, p. Kali, ami no religious rite can be more minutely

235. Sec Kalora. ordered and detailed than this is in the Kalika

KALT. In lliridii cosmogony, the last and worst Buraiia, the sanguinary chapter of which hiis been

of the four ages of tJio world,—Krita or Satya, translated by Mr. Blaqiii(‘re, and given in the fifth

Dwapara, Treta, and Kali, which make a Maha volume of the Asiatic Kesearclies, Art. xxiii., and

Yoga, or great age. The Kali Yoga is the present the ceremonies, the implements, prayers, etc., used

age of the world, and is supposed to have begun on these horrid occasions are minutely described

on Friday the l^<tll February, n.c. 3102. It is to and recited. In this article, premising that Siva

last 432,000 years, forming a period of progressive is supposed to address his sons the lihairava,

iniquity and deterioration, and ending in the initiating them in tliesc terrible mysteries, occurs

general dissolution of ('xisting forms.— IF. the passage, ‘The fiesh of the antelope and the

KALI. Arau. Barilla
;

the common Kali rhinoceros give my beloved (i.e. the goddess

salsola, Linn., grows in great plenty along the Kali) delight for 500 yearn. By a human sacri-

Arabic Gulf, and in the isles. The maritime licc, attended by the forms laid down, Devi is

plants from the ashes of which soda is obtained pleased lOOO years; and by a sacrifice of three

by lixiviation
;
and from the name of this plant, men, 100,000 years. Jiy human flesh, Canmehya,

with the Arabic article al, is derived that of a (diandica, and Bhairava, who assume my sliape,

class of substances possessing peculiar pro])ertios, arc pleased 1000 yc'ars. An oblation of blood

which are called alkalies. Kali was also formerly which has been rendered pure by holy tests, is

maployed to designate the alkali jxjtash.

—

Ilikj. equal to ambnxsia
;
the head and llesh also afford

Cijr. ;
Niebuhr. much delight to the goddess Chandica. Blood

KALI, a branch of the Sardha or Gogra, separ- drawn fi‘om the offerer’s own body is lookiid upon

atiug Kamaon from Nepal. as a proper oblation to the goddess Chandiea.

KALI, a goddess of the Hindus, whom their Ia'‘t the sjicrificer repeat the word Kali twice,

mythology recognises as a form of Parvati, and then the words Devi - Baj res wari, then Lauha
called also Maha-Kali, Durga, Bhawani, and Devi. Dandayai, Namah 1 wdiich words may be rendered

Kali is the consort of Siva, iu his destroying —Hail, Kali ! Kali ! Hail, Devi
!
goddess of

character of Time. As such, she is painted of a thunder! Hail, iroii-sceptred goddess ! Let him

black or dark-blue complexion. In pictures, she then bike the axe in Ins ham I and again make
is shown (as the personification of Kteruity) the same by tin* Calratriya text.’ Different

trampling on the body of Siva (Time). In one mantra are used, in reference* to the description

hand she holds the exterminating sword, iu of the victim to be immolated
;
females are not to

another a human liead
;
a third points downward, be immolated, excciit on very particular occasions

;

indicating, according to some, the destruction the human female in'ver. Human sacrifices are

which surrounds her, and the other is raised nevertheless most pointedly prohibited in very

upwards, in allusion to the figure of regeneration ancient books. In the Brahma Purana, however,

of nature by a new creation. Whatever her Nera Medha, or man-sacrifice, is expressly for-

gestures may import, the image of this goddess is bid<leri
;
and in the fifth book of the Bhagavat

truly horrid, as are the devotional rites performeil Sir William Jones pointed out the following

iu her honour. Her wild, dishevelled hair reach- emphatical worJs : ‘Whatever men iu this world

ing to her feet, her necklace of human heads, the sacrifice human victims, arul Avliatevcr women
wildness of her countenance, the tongue jirotruded ! eat the llesh of iiiah eaUlc, tlioso meu and those

from her distorted mouth, her cincture of blood- women shall tin.* animals here slain torment in

stained hands, and her position on the body of the mansions of Yania
;

and, like slaughtering

Siva, altogether convoy in blended colours so giants, having cleaved their limbs with axes, shall

powerful a personification of the dark character quaff their blood.’ Parvati, in tJic Maliratta

which she is pretended to portray, that, what- countries pronounced Parbat or Parvat, is used as

ever may be thought of their tastes, wc cannot a name for a hill
;
one is near Poona, commonly

deny to the Hindus full credit for the possession called Parvati, on which is a temple of the god-

of most extraordinary and fertile powers of dess. In Durga w(} traee the origin of the names

imagination. Kali is the goddess of cemeteries, of hill forts in Mysore and other countries of

under which form she is described dancing with the Dckhaii, such as Chittuldroog, Kai Droog,

the infant Siva in her arms, sun-oimded by ghosts Duri Droog, etc. The bright Iialf of the month
and goblins (likewise dancing) in a cemetery Asivini, the first of tlie Hindu lunar year, seems

amongst the dead
;
her images, under this form, peculiarly ilevotod to Durga. The first niu^‘

are worshipped’ by the Hindus as a propitiation nights, called Navaratri, are, with appropriate

against the destructive ravages of the cholera, names, allotted to her decoration; the fifth is

To this ferocious goddess sanguinary sacrifices for the preparation of her dress
;
on the sixth she

are made. The July (1859) No. of the Calcutta is awakened; on the seventh she is invited to a

Keview (p. 423) remarks that ‘ in Bengal, in the bower formed of the leaves of nine plants, of

worship of the bloody Kali, all castes mingle which the Bilwa is the chief. The seventh

togetlier, and, after a libation of ardent spirits to to the niftth are the great days
;
on the last of
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which the victims immolated to her honour must

be slain, as particularly directed in the Kalika

T^urana. The sacrificed beasts must be killed by

one blow, with a broadswoi’d or sharp axe. The

next day the goddess is reverently dismissed, and

her imago is cast into the river, which finishes

the festival called Diirgotsava and Dasera. On
the fifteenth day, at the full moon, her devotees

pass the night in sports and merriment, and

games of various sorts; it is unlucky to sleep,

for on this night the fieml Niciimbha led his

army against Durga, and Lakshmi descended,

promising wealth to those who were awake. On
this night Kuvera and Indra arc also worshipped.

The goddess Bhawani is supjiosed to have in-

spired Sivaji to iminler Afzal Klian, the general

of the king of Bijapiir. At a conference, Sivaji

caught Afzal Khan with a wag-nak, ami Jiiially

despatched him with the beautiful Genoese blade

called Bhawani, which he always wore. That

sword, down to the time of tlie British sujnemacy,

liad a little temple for itself in the palace of

Hivaji’s descendants, and it was annually wor-
liipped hy them and their household, uot as a

mere net of veneration for tlieir ancestor's trusty
|

sword, but because it W'as the chosen instrument

of a great saciiliec
;
and ( Im attendant who watched

it used to say that no doubt some of ilu; spirit of

bhawani must still remain in it. Many towns and

rivers arc named after Bliawani. Kali Koil, temples

of Kali, are scattered over tlio Carnatic, and by

tiadition a human sae-rilice was made at the

foundation of each of them.

—

I'aylur ;
Colt, Myth,

Hind,; llur</.

KALIAN, a city of great commercial and polit-

ical importance, im.'ntioncd by Arrian, author of

the Pcriplus, in the 1^1 century, as Kalliana, which

liad been a famous emporium in the time of Sara-

gaiios the elder, and by Cosrnas Indicopleustes

in thb (ith century as the seat of a Christian

bishopric, under tin! name of Kalliana. The
name of Kaliyana also occurs several times in the

Kanheri cave inscriptions, which date from the

1st and 2d centuries of the Christian era.

—

Orme;
Tod's Travels^ p. 108; Cunniruihain, Ancient Gcoy.

of India

j

p. 551.

KALIANI, a fortress in the Dekhan, west of

Ih'der, on the borders of tin; Canarcse, Teling, and

Mahratta nations. The Chalukya dynasty of

Ivaliani disputed the sovereignty of the Deklian

with the Chola dynasty, who held tlie Ceded Dis-

triet-s. The Chalukya rulers of Kaliani were over-

thrown by Basava, their minister, who established

the Lingaet or Jangaina religiv)n. ^rhe Kalinga

(’halukya capital ^vas at Itajamundiy, and they

ruled throughout the Northern Circara. t:?asa-

nam or grants on copperplates and also sculp-

tured monuijicnts exist, showing several alterna-

tions of superiority between them and tlie Gajapti

rulers of Orissa.

KALIAK, a caste of camel-o;\’ners and cattle-

breeders in Shahpur.
KALI BAOJvl, a petty state in tluj Bhil

Agency, under the Central India Agency and
the Government of India. The chief or Bhiunia

receives £137 and £12 zaniindari, on condition

of guarding the pargana of Dharmpur, and being

JUiswcrable for all robberies. lie also receives

£15 from Sindia, and is answerable for robberies

iu 17 villages in Bikanir.

KALI "CHAKKAM, an ancient gold coin

4

in the Tamil country, with an image of Kali
on it.— IB.

KALI-CHITRASWABI. Chitpur, in Bengal,
on the Hoogly, is so called from the Kali-chitras-

wari in that village, one of those old images to
which many a liuman sacrifice has been offered
under the regime of the Bralimans. It is said of
her that a party of boatinen was rowing up
the river to the sound of a melodious strain.

Heightened by the stillness of the night, the
plaintive carol ciime in a rich harmony to the
ears of the goddess. She then sat facing the
cast, but, turning to hoar tlie song of the boat-
men as they passed by her ghat, she had her face

ever since turned towards the river.

—

Tr. ofHind,
i. p. 2.

KAfill), a celebrated general of the early years
of the Hijira. iSue Jew'.

KAJjlDASA, a great dramatist and epic poet of

Northern India, and, according to Hindu tradition,

tlic father of the erotic lyric. He lived about the
beginning of the Gth century a.d. He is men-
tioned with Bharavi, another famous poet, in an
inscription dated 507 i^aka era, or A.D. 585-58().
But his era has been supposed by Wilson to have
been during the reign of a Vikramaditya. Dr.
Bhau Daji supposed it to be that of Harslia

I

\Jkramaditya, in the middle of the Gth century
;

I Monier Williams thinks ho wrote in the middle of
the od century

;
Lassen places him half a century

later, and some believe that more than one person
bore this Utamc as a literary title.

His most celebrated dramas arc Sakuntala,
Viki’amurvasi, and M('gha-duta, but the Kumara
Sambhava, the Kaghu V'ansa, the Malavi Kagni-
initra, the Kitti Sanhara, Nalodaya, and Mudra
Bakshasa are also attributed to him.

Sakuutiila w’as made known to the Avest in
1783 by Sir \\illiam Jones. This drama relates
how a Kshatriya prince, Dushyanta, prevailed on
a Brahman’s daughter to yield to him, under a
promise of marriage, ajul he gave her his ring as
a pledge of his troth. He then went to his own
city, leaving the girl behind. She soon found
that she was to become a mother, and she then
set out to her husband, but lost the ring on
the road, and he refused to recognise her until it

Avas found. N’^ikramurvasi, or the Hero and the
Nymph, celebrates AJkramseiia, son of Indra
and Urvasi, a celestial songstress. His Megha-
duUi, or Cloud Messenger, has 11 G stanzas. In
it an exile smids a message by a wind-borne
cloud to his love, and the countries beneath its long
aerial route are made to pass like a panorama
before the reader’s eye. The Kumara Sambhava
recounts tlie birth of the war god. It contains

passages of much beauty of style and grace of

thought. It has been translated into Knglish

verse by ^Ir. Ralph ’P. H. Griffith.

The Ragliu Vansa is an epic poem which cele-

brates the Solar line of Raghu, king of Ayodhya,

but more particularly the ancestry and the life

of his descendant Jtama, who was the boast and
ornament of the race. Rama’s story occupies a
considerable place in many of the Puranas, and is

the sole object of the Kainayana by Valmiki
;
also

in the Bhatti Kavya and the Kaghava Pandaviya,

all in Sanskrit, and in Hindi the Ramayana of

Tulsi Das and the Rama Chandraka of Kesava
Das. Portions of it also are in the Tamil and
Telugu.

9



kalighat. KALILA-wa-DAMNA.

Malavika and Agnimitra recounts the loves of man thrust his finger through the tongue of

tliose two. Mudra Kakshasa relates a contest another, and they thus proceeded (lancing with

between Kama and his sons Lava and Kuslia. much indecency together through the streets;

The Nalodaya is in four cantos, and tells the and that another had his breast, arms, and other

adventures of Nala and Daniayanti. The long parts stuck entirely full of i^uns, as thick as nails

poetical descriptions of his dramatic works have or packing-needk'S.— Wants Jlindoos; Imp. Gaz.

led to the supposition that these plays were KALIKA PIJKANA, one of the 18 Upa Pur-
written for reading rather than representation

;
anas, a Sanskrit work, in 98 chaptei-s, containing

but such was not the case, as the MSS. which 9000 stanzas, descrii)tivo of tlie worship of Kali,

have come down to us contain full directions as bride of Siva, in one or other of her forms as Girija

to the proceedings on the stag('. Wit is scarcely Devi, Bhadra Kali, Kali, Maha Maya.

—

Garrctf.

cared for by tlie Hindu, whose great delight KALIKA - VAKTTA. General Cunningham
is to portray the delicate loves of innocent and says the city of Klisoboras has not yet been

bashful youths. In this art none has excelled identified, but he feels satisfied that it must
Kalidasa. No poet is so celebrated and higldy V'rindavana, six miles to tlie north of Mathura,

esteemed in India
;
to none have 'so many poems, Vrindavana means the grove of basil trees,

epic, lyric, and dramatic, been ascribed, ilis
\

which is famed over all India as the scene of

[)Iay I8akuntala is* considered the gem of oriental Krishna’s sports with the milkmaids. But the

literature, and r(*ceived the rapturous applau.se earlier name of the place was Kalika-vartta (»r

of Goetlie. IVofessor Wilson’s list of the Hindu Kalika’s wliirlpool, because the serpent Kalika

Theatre contains the names of fiO pieces. Of w'as fabled to have taken up his abode just above
these not more than six belong to the classical the town, in a kadamba tree, overhanging tlu?

age, and two of these art; the works of the famous Jumna. Here he was attacked by Krishna, ami
Kalidasa. The most interesting, though it has not the rapid convolutions of his tail in his dying
the beauties of the ISakuntala, is the Mrichi- struggles are said to liave caused the eddy which
kata or Toy Cart, and it is the only play from

j

is now known by his name. Tlie J.(atin name of

any part of India wliich has been acted on a Klisobora is also wTitten Carisobora and Cyriso-

European stage. borka in different MSS., from wdiicli he infers

The Kumara Sambliava of Kalidasa, his Kaghu that the original spelling was Kalisoborka, or, l>y

Yansa, alsotlu; Nesliadhaof Sri Ilarsha, the Magha a slight change of two letters, Kalikoborta or

or Sisupala Badha and the Kiratarjuniya by Kalikabarta. In the Prem Sagar this whirlpool

Bharavi, are five of tlio six recognised excellent of the Jumna is attributed to the poison that was
compositions in Sanskrit.

—

Imp. Gaz.; Taijhr

;

vomitedforthby the serpent Kali against Krishna,

Wheeler's Hist, ofIndia^ i. p. f>0; Hurd, iv. p. 1390. when ho W'aa swimming in the river. In the Ibtli

KALIGHAI’, a village situated on the bank century, raja Chet Singh of Benares is said to

of the old bed of the Ganges, a few miles south have poured all the milk of the two cities of

of Calcutta, lat. 22° 31' 30" N., long. 88*^ 23' E, Mathura and Yriiidavana down the hollow kadamba
It contains a temple in honour of Kali. Her tree, and as the waters of the Jumna were not
dead body wa.s carried over the w'orld by her even tinged, the serpent Kalika’s miraculous

husband Siva, until the cor[)Sc w^is cut in pieces powers of inilk-drinkiug were established more
by Vishnu with his sacred disc (sudarean chakra), firmly than ever.

and the b2 places where the different parts of the KALIK-KA-TAWA. IIiND. A girdle, an iron

body fell became sacred as places of pilgrimage, plate on which wbeatca cakes are toasted or the

One of her fingers is said to have fallen at this kalik (soot) collected.

sjiot. The temple was built about the 15th KALI-KUTKI. Hind. Picrorhiza kiirrooa, in

century by a member of the Sabarna Chaudhari most books on Indian medicine kali - kutki, is

family, who allotted 194 acres of land for its t(*rmed Helleborus niger, but it is, in the druggists’

maintenance. A Brahman named Chandibar was shops, exactly similar to Kaur, tlio produce of

the first priest appointed to manage the affairs of the I’icrorhiza, while tlu; Asarun, which even
the shrine

;
and his descendants, who hdve taken in the native name attests its resemblance to the

the title of Ilalclai, are the present proprietors. Asaruin Europeum, is probably a species of valerian.

They have amassed great wealth, not so much —Powell, i. ]>. 318.

from the endowments as from the daily offerings KALILA-wa-DAMNA, an ethical work, which
made by pilgrims. Tlie principal religious festival had its origin in the Sanskrit Hitopadesa, which
of the year is on the second day of the Durga-puja, was brought by Barzuyeli from India to the court

when the temple is visited by crow'ds of pilgrims of Nushirwan, king of Persia, was translated into

from all parts of the district. Arabic iluring the khalifat of Main an, afterwards
A Kalighat is described by Ward as a landing- into Persian by Abu-’l’-Maali with.thc title of

place on the left bank of the Hoogly at Calcutta, Anwar-i-Suhaili, and revised by Hasan Kashafi,

near a temple of Kali, and wliich gives its name to who was also the author of the Persian Coni-

Oalcutta. AtKalighatstauds the temple of Kali, the inentary on the Koran. Professor Max Muller

energyof Siva in his destructive character of Kal, or say.s (chap. iv. p. 108), Abdallah-ibn-al-Mokaffah,

Time. To this temple the collected crowds, from a l\^rsian, after tlio fall of the Omeyyades, became
miles round the Indian metropolis, pour, like a a convert to Muhammadanism, and rose -to high

living stream, and, till recently, exhibiting the office at the court of the khalifs. During the

most painful self-inflicted tortures, piercing their reign of al-Mansur, he wrote the Kalila-wa-Damna,
tongues and sides, and sticking in the wounds a famous collection of fables, wliich he says were
heavy pieces of iron, arrows, canes, living snakes, translations from the Pehlavi of Barzuyeh. Bein,

etc. etc., with which they danced with indecent ’ in possession of important secrets of the state, he

gestures, to the obscene songs of the surrounding became dangerous in the eyes of al-Mansur, and

multitude. Mr. Ward says that in one year a was foully murdered a.d. 760. The Arabic

m.
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version was known as Kalila- wa- Damna, after Bumlclkhand, and Tri Kalinga, or the Three Kal-
the names of two jackals who play conspicuous ingas, must be the three kingdoms of Dhanaka or
parts in the first story of the collection, and the Amaravati (on the Kistna), Andhni or Warangal,
Arabian translator ascribed the work to the sage and Kalinga or Rajamahendri (Rajanmndry).
Redpai. This version became a prime favourite The Kalinga Chalukya dynasty ruled at Raja-
with the story-loving Arabs, and thus came into mimdry and throughout the N. Oircars. Extant
contact with Europe. Greek, Hebrew, and liatin sasanams and aculpturod remains exhibit several
translations of it wx'rc made, from the lltli to tlic alternations of superiority between them and the
end of the RUh century, and the Fables of Bedpai (iaja[)ati of Orissa. The Ganapati or Kakateya
soon became famous over all Eurf)pc, and were done dynasty ruled at Warangal, now in the Nizam’s
into Spanish, German, Italian, French, and Eng- territory. It was once the capital of great part
lish, whilst a Persian version, tlio Anwar-i-Suhniii, of the N. Oircars. Of the Reddi rulers of Con-
is a standard book. The second I.atin version davir little is known.
boro the title Alter vklsopus, or the New yEsop. 'I‘he succession of tlie Buddliist rulers by the
The collection of moral talers commonly known as Ohaliikya of Ihijamundry, the subsequent sway
yEsop’s Fables is the work of a Byzantine monk of of the Ganapati, A^una Reddi, and Rayel of
the 11th century, named Planudes

;
and thus the Bijanagar, together with their contests and the

Latin version of Kalila and Damna liad been done various r(‘iations bctwemi them* arc little known,
half a century before yEso])'s Fables came into Tin? Kalitiga of Pliny certainly included Orissa,
tlie world. Many of Planudes’ tah*s have been but latterly it seems to have been confined to the
traced to Indian sources, and cnabh' ns to assert Telugu-spcsaking country

;
and in the time of

that yEsop’s Fables, as wn now liave them, arc Hiwen Thsang (a.d. G^fo) it was distinguished
not Greek at all, but are tlui d(‘scendaiits of on th(‘ soutfi and wi'st from Andlira, and on the
Indian folk-stories of very great antiquity. north from Odra or Orissa. The language of the
KAlilN. Hind, AVoollen pile carpet. country is Tedugu. 'I'lie pandits derive this name
KATil NADI. Two rivt'rs of this name in from Tri-linga, ‘the country of the three linga

Hindustan, the Fast aiid the West. East Kali temples,’ These wtTO at Amaravati, Andhra, and
Nadi is a river in Muzaflamagar and Ab'erut. Kalinga. Tarauaiha,’the Tibetan historian, speaks
The AVest Kali Nadi, of iSaharunpur, the Muzaf- of Kalinga as one division of the country of

farnagar districts, and N.W. I’rovinces, rises Hi Telinga.

miles south of the iSiwalik Hills, at an elevation The Kalinga are mentioned by Pliny as occu-
of about 1000 feet above sen-level.

—

Imp. Caz. pyingtlie eastern coast of India, below the Mandei
K.ALINDI, a distrilmtary of the .Janiima, a and .Malli, and the famous Mount Malcus. This

river in the Twenty - four Parganns district of mountain may pcrliaj>s be identified with the high
Bengal. It brandies off from the parent stream range at tin' head of the Kishikulya river in

at Basaiitjinr. The Kalindi is a tine deep river, (haiijam, wiiich is still called Alahcndra Male, or the
averaging bOO fc(‘t in breadth .— ImjK (Jdz. Mahemlra .Mountain.

KALINDI, in Hindu mythology, daughter of KALINGULA. Tam. A sluice, a weir, or
the king of the Asura. Another Kalindi was wmterway, constructed in the bunds or dams of

(laughter of the Sun, one of the wiv(‘s of Krishna, tanks to permit the escape of surplus waiter, and
Another Kalindi, wi-low of king Asil, and mother thus guard against the accumulating waters ovor-

of Sagara. llowing the softm- jiarts of the dam. Chadr
KALINGA is the Galinga' jiioximi mari of (carpet) is the Hindi name for tin's.

Pliny. The. ancient kingdoms of the T\‘ninsnla KALINJ.AR, town and celebrated hill fort in

of India were the Pandiya, Chola, and Kalinga, Banda di.4riet, North-Western I’rovinces. The
and, n.c. Tn, an expe<lition h'ft tin* ancient Kalinga Mahabharala mentions it as a famous city, and states

kingdom, and forim'd a, c(dony in Java, tliat wdioever bathes in its Lake of the Gods is as

The Kalinga (dialukya, dynasty rnh^d at Raja- ineritorions as he who Iiestows one thousand

numdry and in the Northern (drears, d’lie towm of cows in charity. Muhammadan historians mention

Kaliiigapatarn alone remains to indicate the rule of the king of Kalinjar as an ally of Jaipal, raja of

t hat dynasty
;
but the term Kling or Kaleii is n.^ed Lahore, in In’s unsuccessful invasion of Ghazni,

in Burma to designate tlic ])coplo of tlie w’est of a.d. !)7y. A raja, of Kalinjar was also present at

Lurina, and the Hindu religion of the .lavauese tlie battU* of Picslnuvur, fought by Anand Palin
seems to have conic fieni them. a.d. DOS, against Mahmud in his fourth exjiedi-

Tlie Gajapati Wiis a sovereign race that ruled tioii. In a.d. Kntab-ud-l)iii, the viceroy of

in Orissa. The name niejins Lord of the Ele- Aluhanimad (Ihori, took Kalinjar. In 1554, when
pliant. In the Northern Circars, (diicacoh* and besieged by Slier Shah, a live shell rebounded

Rajfimnndry •wxro the capitals of the Andhra from the walls into tlie batti ry where the sultan

sovereigns, who ruled anterior to the Christian stood, set liri* to a quantity of gunpowder, and
era. A more exact knowdedge of these and of fc?her IShah died the follow ing day. Before his

the early Buddhist princes of Vegi or Vengi death, how'ever, he ordered an assault, which took

Desam, who reigned[at Dara Nagara on the Kistna, place immediately, w'ith sncces.s.

—

Imp. Gaz.

near Amaravati, and at A^engipurani, are inqxirt- KALI PPRIJJ. Maiii{. A dark race of aborigines

ant desiderata. in tin* eastern and southern taluks of the Surat

An early name for the ca])ital of Kalinga was district. They are quiet and inoffensive.

Sitihapura, so called after its founder ISinhabahn, KALI SIND, a river of Central India, rises

the father of Vijaya, the first recorded sovereign in lat. 22^^ oG' N., and long. 7G° 19' E., on tho
of Ceylon. In the inscriptions of the Kalaclmri south side of the A'indhya mountains. After
or Haihaya dynasty of Chodi, the rajas assume a course of about 225 miles, it falls into the
the titles of lords of Kalanjjwrapura, and of Tri Chambal. There are four rivers called Sind in

Kalinga, Kalinjar is the well-known hill fort in India,—first, the Sind or Indus, the Little Sind, the
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KALIYA DAMANA. KALMUIC.

Kali Sind or Black Kiver, and the Sind rising at

on the plateau west and above Serongc.

KALIYA DAMANA. Sansk. Subduing a
snake. Kaliya is from Kala, to move. Kaliya

was a serpent king with five bends, ^vho dwelt in

a deep pool of the Yamuna. On Krishna 8te|>j)ing

into it, Kaliya seized Iiiin, but ho placed his foot

on the middle of Kaliya’s head ami overcame him.

KALI YOGA or Kali the iron or fourtli

age of the Hindus, liegins, according to some,

3101 years before Christ, ft is estimated by
Bunsen to have commenced n.c. 080 or SCO, by
others is supposed to have hcgnn on Friday, 18th

February mo. .‘)1()2
;
and the Hindus say it is to

last altogether 402,000 years, when all existing

forms having become delineated are to be dis-

solved; of 432,000 years, iUOl had expired on

the 14th March A.i). 1. Tin* Kali Yoga is the

present age of the w'orld. I'he a(;tual jieriod of

the world’s existence, according to the astronom-

ical calculation of the Hindus, eommenced 2)102

years before Christ, on the 20th I’ebrnary, at 27

minutes 30 seconds past two o’clock.

KALI ZIRA. lIiM).

Shauuiz, .... Aiiau. I Zira-siah, . . . I’KUS.

llab-siiidi, . . Kgyj‘T.
\
Siiih-diuia, ... ,,

These terms are a])pUed to the seeds or fruits

of several plants, Cuininum cyniinuni, Xigella

Indica, Yeruonia anthelmintiea, or Herratnla an-

thelniintica, also Aplotaxis eaudicans, and Cariini

carui.

KALKA. The country of the Kalka is ancient

Mongolia. The Kalka live under tents along the

banks of the rivers which water their eounlry, tlrnt

of Kalka-])ira, though one of the smallest, and at

present one of the least frcfpicntcd, has given

its name to the w'holc nation. TJic small a])d

picturesque lake of Ikooiigoun lies in the mountains
to the north of Sanghiiidalai, and is lield in great

veneration by the Kalka. Tlu'v erect a small

wooden temple on the shore, ami offer ii]) milk,

butter, and the fat of the animals, which they burn
on the little altars. 'I’he large rock in the lake is

with them a .sacred stone, on which some rude

figures arc traced. 4’l)e yourt of the.se people arc

constructed like those of the Kirghiz, and (hovered

with felt. The Mongol are divided into .several

aimak or tribes. Tiie lnrge.st is tliat of Kalka.

KALLAK, a race in the southern part of the

Peninsula of India, in the Tricliinopoly, Afadura,

and Tunjore districts. They are known in Ornie
!

and ohler writers as the Collery. They and tiie i

Maravar take Devir as a tribal ))nme. Kallar
j

in* Tamil means thief. In very early times the
|

Kallar had petty princes of their own,—ami still

have one at Pudiicottali,—and they Avere emjdoyed
as soldiers by the more powerful kings of (he

south, and in t)iedatory excursions against neigh-

bouring sovereigns. For those services land.s

were assigned them. All ancient 7ainil writer.s,

when discoursing about land, divide it into live

distinct different kinds, namely, Kuransee, Jkilei,

Mullei, Maruthum, and Neythel ; and the same
writers distinctly state the castes and classes of

people residing on (‘ach, but Jiot one of tiiese

writers mentions the Kallar. The celebrated Jain,

Mantala Puraden, in his Dictionary, mentioJis
Kallar as a synonym for robber, not as the inanie

of a caste. The tradition among the Kallar is

that they and the Maravar aro from the same
stock. The legend is us follows :—When the gods

churned the ocean, amongst other things brought

to the surface was a most ])cautiful virgin, named
Ahalya. After some discussion, it was agreed

that the virgin should be given to him that per-

formed the greatest austerity. The sago Gautama
W'oii the prize, ])ut the god Indra was enajnoured

of tlic beauty, and, availing liimsc'lf of an oppor-

tunity, he seduced lier, aud, she gave birth to

three son.s, the ^Maravar, the Kallar, and the

Akund^adiiir. In Hindu mytliology Indra means
the sun, ami Ahalya the night. Scholars will

di.scover lune the old fable of Aelieron and Nox.

KALLAK. IJiND. Saline soil, nnculturable

from r(4i, saline elllorescencc, salt, or other retison

detrimental to cultivation. It i.s also a saline

eaiili yicl<ling .saltpetre
;
also earth impregnated

with roll, but also means a soil wliicli remedies the

reh, used by dhobis for washing.

KALLAS. Hini>. The ball at the top of any
pyr;niii<lal structure.

KALLT-MKDL. Tam. Lit. Cactus eminence,

is tln^ Point Calimcrc of tlie Fngli.sli
;
tho Kalli-

gikon of Ptolemy, one of the names given by
Ptolemy to the promontory of Koru, or Kalli-

medn, opposite Ceylon, Point Calimere.

IvALLlYHX, a Persian pi])e, in which the

smoke i.s drawn through water. They are of two
sorts,—the Knrjiyee and Dastali, or snake and
hand Kallyun

;
the one having a long pliant

.snake, similar to the hookah of India, made of

leather, and the other being, as its iiam(3 denotes,

Inld in the liand, and smoked througli a .short

tube, often made of gohl or silver, and beauti-

fully enamelled.

KALLU or Kaly."»inu, Ti:i..
;
’Pari, IIiNU.

;
Kalla,

Tam. Kaim wine, the fonjicnted sap of different

kinds of ])alm trees. Toddy, An(;L()-IIinI)., is Tari,

from Tar, the palmyra palm. Sendi is from tlu^

date pahn, tar ka - j liar, and Xaroli is from the

cocoaimt palm, narel-ka-jhar.

KALM. AuAr,. A pen, a reed, a writing

character. Kalm-trash, a penknife. In grafting

trees, a shoot of a 1 ree*.

KALMCK, a braiudi of Kleuth, call themselves

Olot, tho poerdiar peo])le, or Dnrbaii Oirod, the

four allies, im-aningthe l)zangar,Tiirgut, Choshod
and 'I'urbet. A Kahnuk kingdom was founded in

HJ71, but it lasted less than a century, and then

fell under the Chinese rule. The name is some-

times derived fnnn tlui Turkish word Khalinuik.

those left behind, sometimes from the Mongol

Ghol-aimak, lire horde, and again from Kahnuk.
liery peo]}le. »Some liordes have swarmed oul

across the southern border of the Gobi. After

the fall of lh(? Yuen dynasty, a swarm of Kahnuk,
made uji of Dzangar, Turgut, and Choshod,

I

migrated to Koko Kor. They have coiitinuotl

tlieir migratory habits up to the mosti recent times,

They readied Luroj/ean Ku.ssia in 1016, and a

portion of them wandered back to China in 1771

amid untold jierils and hardships. Many of the

inliabitants of Turke.stan described to Lieut.

Burnes their inode of travel. The migrants,

reported at 100,000 families, advanced with their

rd.s and Hocks, occupying in the breadth of tlic

advancing column a journey of no less than three

days, forced it.s way through all opposition to the

Daslit-i-Kijichak, north of the Jaxartes or Syr

Darya, and reached the primeval seat of tlum'

ancestors at Yarkand and Bela. The Muham-
madans of Bokhara captured about 1600, and

m.
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made them slaves. The Kalmuk and the Uzbak
are said to have sprunf^ from one tribe, and tins

change of habitations has now mixed it witli the

Kazak, a great tribe that once lay to the east-

ward of it; and Kalmuk, Kazak, and Kirghiz arc

now mingled togetlier. Set* Kazak,

KALNEH, ail ancient town on the Khaibar
rivtT. M. de Ihesos, President, Royal Academy,
Paris, supposed that Kahieh stood on tlic side of

Ctesiphon.

—

Jlfif/uans Tmcah^ ]>. 7.‘).

KALOIHT, a climbing plant of Borneo, which
the natives rend into long strips for rough tiorduge.

The juice of this plant is intensely bittei-, but the
water wdiich distilled itself slowly from the cut
end was quite jiuro and tasteless.

—

liurhidtjc.

KALOEA, a dynastic title of formt r rulers in

Sind, d’he Kalora, a (ribt* of wandering religious

mendicants, who for neaily three cmituries lia»l

been settled in Sind; and about a.d. 1 150, Adam !

Shall, a Baluch of this tribe, obtained fame as a I

devout man, and from him tlio dynasty arose,
j

They received a jagliir fi’oni Anrangzeb in 1705,
j

and were made naihs of Tatta in 17r)5. Tlu'ir
'

country was transferred to l\:rsia l.)y the treaty
|

witli Nadir Shnli. I’lu; dynasty endiMl in 178<S by ,

the succession of tlio Talpiir. /t/ovn’.s
;
rostatnC

\

Pers. Narru(ir(., p[). IGl, 1()5.
|

KALPA, S.VMsK. Tlie bright half of a day of

Brahma. A creation or formation, a eycle of

years. In Hindu theogony, at the end of every
Kulpa (creation), all things arc re-alisorbed in

the deity, who, in the interval of anotlu'r creation,

reposes liiiuself on the serpent Sesha (duration),

wlio is also termed Anaiila (eiidh'.ss). In Hindu
astronomy, a Kal[)a is an age of time

;
a day of

Brahma, 41)20 millions of years. Amongst the

Biuhlhists of Ceylon, a Kalpa is the period of a
mundane revolution.— BV/.vm/,* IPumu?, Kala
Sdnhitd; Htmb/s Mini. p. -157.

KAL PASH! or Kalpasi. Tam. Identified by
Ainslie with the Lichen rotuiidatus of JtoUler? It

is the Pathar-kji“])hul, Hind., or rock dower, and
Henna-ul-korosli, Aiiau. Its value as a diuretic

is esjiecially when iqiplied as a poultice over the

kidneys.

KALPA STHANA. Sansk. Toxicology.

KALPA SlTl'KA. Sansk. Aphorisms uf high

authority rt gardiug the performance uf sacriliees

enjoined by the Vedas. Written by liiiman

authors, and tlierefore not Sruti or revealed. It

is from Kalpa, time, and Sutra, a thri'ud. The
Kalpa Sutra includes 45 Angama, U Auga, 12

Upaiiga, It) Prakrinaka, 8 Cheda (.sections or

fragments), and 4 Mula Sutra, 'fheir 14 ancient

ITirva were lost.

KALPAWKIKSHA, tlie tuba or asli tree, in

Hindu mytliology, the Tree of the Hods whicli

bestows everything desirable
;

it is the same with
the Jiakslimi-vriksha, and the same with Uie

Parijata tree. Among the Buddhists, also, a

magical tree, that gave whatever wuis desired
;

perhaps also same as the Kalpadrnm or wishing

tree. The Shajrat-ul-Kiulus or blessed tree, is a
tree of Arabia .—liurdtjs East. Mon. p. ,437.

KALTAIL Maiiii. An estimate of the pro-

duce of the fields, made wdiile the grain is standing

(ubha), or when (mt but untlirashed (ogbla).

KALTHEE. Maiir. A grass which gro\vs on
Balt wastes

;
its roots are ground and used as hour.

KALTIS, a gold coinage of India mentioned
by the author of the Periplus.

KALU and Ak-rohat, two passes in the Hindu
Kush, 13,400 feet above the sea, near Bainian.

Bamian is on the high road from India to Bactria,

lying at right angles to the path, and between the

two passes.

KALU KAYA and Dakshin Raya arc worshipped
in E. Bengal as forest deities. They are reprtf-

sente<l as mitred trunkless heads set up along
with earthen figures of tigers and crocodiles.

Loats and ducks arc offered in sacrifice.

KALYA-DAH, a famous ghat at Brindaban,

wdiere Kalya-nag, the black serpent, infested the

!
waiters of tl ' .luinna.

—

Tr. of IIin d. ii. ^ . 63.

KAL-YAMllX was the foe of Krishna, from

I

whom lie fled to Dwaraka, and thence acquired the

name of Rinchor, or tlecr from the battle-field.

Modern Hindus have come to regard this as an
honourable title.

KAliVAN, chief town, port, and municipality

of the Taiiiia district of Bombay, situated at the

junction of tlie north-east and south-east lines of

the (Ireat Indiaii Peninsula Railway, 33 miles

north-east of Bombay.

—

Imp. (biz.

KAM, Hind., from the Sanskrit Karmma,
work, business, affair; largely used in combination,

as Kam-gar, Kain-kaj. Kam-dar, a servant, work
in general, a man of business.

KAMA, amongst the Hindu deities, takes the

place of Cupid. Ananga is a poetical epithet,

literally incorporeal
;
from a, privative, and Auga,

a body. Endeavouring to influence Siva with

love fur Ills wife Parvati, he discharged an arrow

at liiiu, but Siva, enraged, reduced him to ashes

by a beam of fire darted from his central eye.

Hence his nanu* Ananga. According to the

I

Tatliriya Brahmaiia, lie is the son of Dharma,

I

justice, by Sraddlia, faith. Kama was scarcely

I

created before he tlioiiglit proper to make Brahma
enainoiircd of liis own daughter.

I

111 tlie Tamil country this Hindu deity is usually

' called Maniiiatha, or heart agitator
;
Manasija, or

heart-born
;
Ananga, or tlie bodyless. This Hindu

d(Mty a])pears to be the same with the Grecian

Eros and the Roman Cupido; but the Indian

description of liis person -and arms, his family,

attendants, and attributes, has peculiar beauties.

He is represented as a beautiful youth, some-

1

times conversing wuth his mother and consort

in the midst of his gardens and temples
;
some-

times riding by moonlight on a parrot or lory, and

attended by dancing girls or nymphs, the foremost

of whom bears his standard, which is a fish on a

red ground. His favourite place of resort is a

tract of country around Agra, and principally the

jilaiiis of Muttra, wliere Krishna also and the nine

Gopi, who are clearly the Apollo and Muses of

the Greeks, usually spent the night in music and

daneiiig. IJis bow of sugar-cane or flowers, with

a string formed of bees, and his five arrows, each

pointed with an Indian blossom of a heating

quality, are equally iiew'^ and beautiful. He has

at least twu'iity-three names, most of which are

iiitro<luce<l in a liyiiiii by feir M. Jones; that of

Kain or Kama signifies desire, a sense which it

also bears in ancient and modern Persian. And
it is possible that the words Dipuc and Cupid,

wdiich have the same signification, may have the

same origin, since we know that the old Etruscans,

from whom great part of the Roman language and
religion was derived, and whose system had a
near affinity with that of the Persians and Indians,
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used to write their lines alternately forwards and
backwards, as furrows are made by the plough.
The Rig Veda (x. 129) says that desire ‘first

arose in It, which was the primal gonii of mind.*
Greek mythology connected Eros, the god of
Ipve, with the creation of the universe, something
in the same way.
A curious hymn in the Atharava Veda exidts

Kama into a supremo god and creator
;
another

part makes Kama to bo <U'siro, then tlie j^ower
which gratifies desire, also identities Kama wdth
Agni.

The Indian Maya, or, as the word is explained
by some Hindu scholars, the first inclination of tin*

godhead to diversify himself by erecting worlds,
is feigned to be the mother of universal nature
and of all the inferior gods. But the word Maya,
or delusion, in the Vedanta })hiloso})hy, signities

the system of perceptions, whether of secondary
or primary qualities, which the deity Wiia believed,

by Epichaniius, Blato, and mtuiy truly pious
people, to raise by his omnipresent spirit in the
minds of his creatures, but which ha<l not, in

their opinion, any existence inde}>endent of mind.
Maya or Ada Maya is a name of l/dcshini. She is

thus the general attracting power
;
the mother of

all, the 8<'ikti or energy of \"ishnu, the personi-
fication of spirit; she, as attraction, unites all

matter, producing love in animated nature, and
in physics, the barmoiii/.ation of atoms. Kama or
Love is her offspring, and is \inited in inarriagt'

to Reti or Affection, the inseparable attendant
on the tender passion; and in frieiulship to

Vasant’ha (commonly pronounced Bassanth) or
Spring, denoting Love s season, but literally in

regard to the time when many animals are im]>reg-

nated and vegetables burst into existence, ami
metaphorically touching the early portion of
man’s passage tlirough life. There; is an allegory

of Kama being an avatara or son of Krishna, by
Rukmcni, other names of Vishnu atid Lakshmi,
and this is a further instance of the corrcsp(uidenc(;

of that goddess with the Konian Venus, the mother
of Cupid. liis riding or dancing by moonlight
allude to the lovc-inspiring serenity of the time;
such nights, about Agni and in the southern
parts of India, affording, after the hent and tnmult
of the day, a delicious quiet feeling of ha])pine.ss

not easily communicated nor coiua ivable by the
mere experience of the unsettled clomly skies of
northern latitudes. The baniuT of Kama, a li.sh

on a red ground, and his vahan or vehicle, a}»arrot
or lory, have doubtless their allusions, the former
possibly to the stimulating natun; of that speeie.s

of food, stirring the blood to aid Kamdeog eiid.s ;

and perhaps the (ensanguined coloming and
extreme beauty of the lory, and, like the lish (and
the dove of western inythol<;gy), its HU])j>u^ed

aphrodisiac tendency as food may li.avc had a
share in guiding a selection of attribiite.s for -tin*

ardent deity. The soft affection and fabled

constancy of the dove may have ^vcighed with the
Greeks, although constancy may not, perhaps, be,
in strictness, a striking characteristic of love.

This universal deity through all ages and all

climes is the object of the hero’s, the ))lockheHd's,
and the wise man’s invoaition

;
has been rciu-c-

Bented as Anteros with Ids leaden arrow, as the
beauteous Eros with his golden dart, as theatian Horus with the wings of the Etesian

,
as the Hindu-adored Kamdeo with bee-

strung bow and flower-tipped arrow, as the son

of Jupiter, of Mars and Venus
;
of Porus, the god

of counsel, and Penia, the goddess of poverty; of

Coelus and Terra, of Zephyrus and Flora
;
as the

son of Brahma, of I'islinu or Krisliiia, and of

Maya or illusion.

As with all Hindu deities, Kama’s genealogy is

traced upwards to the suu, who is Brahra.

Lakshmi, in ii divim; and mortal view, both as

Maya and Rukineni, is his motln.T
;
she is A^islinu’s

wife and sakti or energy. Vishnu, or Krishna,
Kama’s father, is the sun, the source, literally and
figuratively, of warmth and union, affection and
love.

The ^fakara which Kama bears on his banner
is an aquatic monster soim.'thing like the sign of

the zodiac Capri corn us.

‘"What potent from orient bow’rs,
Floats througji tho ]uci<l air, whilst living; llowcra
With sunny twine tlic voral arbours bi-oatho?

Hail power unknown ! ....
Know’st thou not ino ? .....
Yes, son of IMaya, yes, I know'
'I’hy bloomy shafts and eaiiy how,
(duu'ks with yoiitliful Kdory beaming,
liocks in branls etliereal streaming,
Thy scaly stamlard, thy mysterious arms,
AtuI all thy pains a,ml all thy cliarms.
(Soil of eacli lovidy sight, eacli lovely sound,
Soul-kindling, world-inllaming, starry crown’d,
Eternal Kama, ! Or <lotli Smara bright,
Or proud Aimnga give tliee more delight?

What’er tliy .seat, whatVr thy name,
Sen.s, earth, and air tliy reign proclaim

;

AVivathy smiles and rost'ate ]ilcasurLS,

Are thy ricliest, sweetest treasuiais.

All animals to tiioe their tribute bring,
Ami hail thee uiuvefsal king.
Thy consort mild, Alfeetion ever trmg
Oraces tliy si<h.*, lu'r vest, of glowing line,

iUnl in luT train twelve bNx.ming girls advance,
TTirougli golden strings, and knit llic mirthful dance

;

Thy dr< ade<l implmneiits they bear,
And wav<i tluuii in the scf'utc'd air,

Each with iiearls her nirk adorning,
Brighter than the tears of morning ;

Thy crimson ensign, wldc-li before them Hies,
1 >ec'ks with new stars tlu; sa]i]>hire skit's,

(k>d of the llow’ry sliafts ami llow'ry l)ow,
Deliglit of all above and all lielow !

Tliy lov’d companion, constant fiom his bii-th,

ITiev n clep d llessent, ami g;iy Spring on ('artli,

Weave.s thy gri'en robe and Mauiitipg liow’r.s,

Ami from tliy clouds draws balmy show’rs,
He witli fresh anow.s fills thy ijuiver

(Sweet the gift and sweet the giver !),

Ami bids the many-pliimed warbling throng
Burst the ]>ent blossoms with their .song.

H«> bends the liiscitius cane, and twists the string
A\ ith bees, liow sweet ! but iili, liow keen their sting !

He with live flow’rcts tips tliy ruthless darts,
AVhich thro’ live senses pierce enraptiirM hearts

:

Strong (.'hampa, ricli in od'rous gold,
Warm Amer, nurs’d in Iieav'nly mould,
I)ry Nagkeser, in silver smiling,
Hot iviticuui our S'Uise heguiling;

Aud last, to kimllo tierce tlie scorcliing ilainc,
Loveshaft, wiiieh gods bright Bela name.’

The (.’hiiuqin, Mielieliu cliainpaca, is of two sortR,

white and yellow, .small, and in its foliag(i like an
expanded ius< bud. Gardeners make aud expose
in the shops chaplets and long strings of the

blossoms, with which the Hindu women decorate
their hair and Avear round their necks

;
its potency

is, however, so great, that nerves unaccustomed
to it can scarcely bear its odour within doors.

Another flower, commonly called mogri, is of the

same description, and may, perhaps, be one of

these named in the classic hymn. The fragrance
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of the Champa is so very strong that bees refuse

to extract honey from it, a circumstance that

could not escape the keen eye of the Hindu poets,

and they accordingly feign the ('ham})a to lx*

sadly mortified at tliis neglect. They Iiave, how-
ever, afforded it consolation, dedicating it to

Krishna, the black deity, as they, contrary to

some European poetical naturalists, conshler the

union of ^’^ellow and black ])eenliarly l>eantifnl.

The Champa is fnrtluT consoled by tlio prefeiamce

it has obtained in bedecking the glossy locks of

black-haired damsels, also In tin* following stanza,

literally translated from the Sanskrit :
—

‘ That thou
1

art not lioiioure<l by the ill-disposed bee, wliy,

0 Champa! dost thou so heavily lament ? TJ)e

locks of lotus-eyed damsels, resembling the fresh

dark clouds adorning the sky, let these embellisli

thee.’

The Amer, mentioned in the (‘xtract from tlu*

hymn, is also called Ainra ami Amla, and is sni<l

by some to bo the mango tiowen-. Dry Nagke.ser

is also calle<l Kesara
;

it is a handsome ilow'or,

with yellow and wdiite j)etals. 'I'he Kela is a
beautiful species of jasmine, d'he last days of

spring arc d(‘dicated to Kaimh va, the Hindu god
of love. There is no city in the i-ast whiu*e the

adorations of the sex to Kamdevaaix' more fervent

than in Udaipur, ‘ the city of tin' rising sum’
On the ibth and 14th of Cheyt th(‘y sing hymns
handed down by the. sacred bards :

‘ Hail, god of

the flowTry bow ! hail, waia-ior wdth a fish on thy

banner! biiil, pow'erful divinity, w'ho causetli tlic

firmness of the sage to forsake him! 0 lory to

Madana, to Kama, the god of gods; to him by
whom Bralirna, ^'isllml, Siva, and Indra are filled

with rapture.’— 7b</’,v R(ij((s(Ji(in^ i. p. ;
yl.v.

Miscel. ii.
;
Sir IV. Jonas' Jli/ntn to Cauukoy xiii.

]). 237
;
As. Iks. i. p. 221

;
Moor, ]i. 437

;
Ilind.

Theai. ii. j). H4.

KAMA, amongst the Singhalese Huddhists, evil

desire, the cleaving to sensuous objects. Kaina-

deva, the Hindu god Kama, from Sanskrit Kama,
desire, and Div, to play.

KAMA-DHENLJ, a cow, calle<l al.<o Siirabhi,

Havala, Kama-diih, produce<l at the churniivg of

the ocean
;
she belonged to the sage Vasislita

;

this name means the cow which grants (h*sires.

KAMAKSHI or bust Eye, the sakti of Plkamb-

eswara
;
she is a form of Durga.

. KAMA-KUMBHA, Sansk., or vase of desire,

the Hindu cornucopia, a common emblem on

Buddhist coins and sculptuies. There is amongst
^

the Hindus a fcjstival sacrial to the sage Agastya,
j

who presides over tin? star Cano])us, xvhen tlui

sun enters Virgo (Kaiiiya). The Kamacumjia is

then personified under the epithet Kumbhayoni,

and the votary is instructed to pour xvater into a

sea-shell, in xvhich, having placed white flowers

and unground rice, turning his fact' to the south,

he offers it with this invocation :
‘ Hail, Knmbha-

yoni, born in the sight of Mitra and Vanina

(the sun and water divinities), bright as the

blossom of the kusa (grass), who sprang from

Agni (fire) and Mariita.’

KAMALAKAKA, author of thcNimayaSindhu,

a work on Hindu religious ceremonies and law.

—

Dowson,
KAMALAPURAM or Camlapoor, town in

Bellary district, Madras, lat. 15° 17' N., long. 76°

30' 30" E.
;
population (1871), 5145.

—

Imp. Gaz

KAMALAR, Tam.
;

Kausala, Tel.
;
and Pau-

46',

chala, the artisan castes. They arc mostly of the

8niva sect
;
they comprise the goldsmith, copper-

smith, blacksmith, carpenter, and stone-mason.

KAMAL - lid - DIN A DDUK RAZZAK - bin-

JAEAJ.-iid- DIN ISHAK-as-SAMARKANDI.
lb? Avas born at Ib'rat on tin'. I2th Shaban A.li.

<S1 6 (dth November J 41 .3 A.D.). His father Ishak

was Kazi and Imam at tlie court of Shah Rukh.
fhi liis fatlu'r's death, A. if. H41 (a.d. 1437), he

M’iote aeomim'ut on Azd-ud-Diii Yaliya’s treatise

nj)()n Arabic ju’opositions. He was sent by Shah
Ibikh to the kini f Bijanagar, and after various

adventures re d to Khorasan. He was also

sent oil an emba.‘<.sy to (ihilan. After tlie death of

Shah Riikh. Jie .served Mirza Abdul I.atif, Mirza

Abdullali, and Mirza A bid Kasim. He died in

the month .lamadi-iil-Akliir 887 (August 1482).

Tlui full title of his book is Matla-as-Sadain wa
Majma-ul-Dalirain

;
the rising of the two fortuii-

al<‘ planets (.iupitt'r and Venus) and the junction

of the two seas.

—

KWot, Hist, of Iml.

KAMAXfTIAH. Hind. A violin with three

strings, two of silk and one of wire. The instru-

ment is rested on the ground.

KAMAND of the ancient Persians appears to

be th(i la.s.so of tlie modern South Americans, and
was employed to snare persons as well as wild

cattle.

K.\^fANDALA. Sansk. The drinking vessel

of the Hindu and .Jaina ascetics; often a gourd.
— Ikirijiss.

KAMANGAH, wresth'rs and bow-makers, from
Kaman, a bow. Alanufacturers of bows and arrows.

Some of th(*m practise the surgical art in the

setting of fractiireil and dislocated limbs. They
are found in several districts, but are a small

community.

—

Her. M. A. Shef'ring, p. 319.

KAMARAN, an island in the Red Sea, mid-

way Ix'tween the ports of Lohaia and Hodaida.

It is about 1 1 miles long, and from 2 to 4 miles

broad, and 1 mill' distant from the mainland. Its

occupants arc engaged in the pearl and turtle

tislu'iies, and it. liOvS on it a Turkish stronghold.

There is a small harbour, into which a spring

runs. It was once intended to occupy the island

before Aden Avas taken, Avhon Mocha, Avhich has

no harbour. Avas the only available point for sup-

|»lies, then* being none on Perim, which would

iiave been otherAvist; preferred.

KAMAR KHEE, a small Afridi clan, with

about 1470 fighting men, mostly scattered about

the hills south of the DwataAvi pass to Tira Mai-

dan:--A’'.ir.U. i. p. 05.

KAMAin'lH. Hind. A person Avho carries

the Avater of tlie Ganges to distant places in

ve.ssels cased in basket-AAmrk.

KAMARUPA, the north - eastern part of

Bhanitavarsha (Bengal), also in \\\ iVssam, a

[ilace of pilgrimage, ci'lebrated for its temples to

Kamakshi, the modern Kamrup.

KA^IAT. Mahu. a distinction among the

SenaAV, usually added as a surname, as Ram-
Kaiuat.

KAMATHI, generally written and pronounced

Kompti or Coinpti, a caste of Sudra. Those in

the ^ilahratta districts arc distinguished as Telinga

and Kariiata-Kamathi, from their country. At
Poona they arc emiiloycd as rice-cleaners, grinders

of corn, and cutters of sticks, tent-pitchers, and
artillerymen ;

in Telingana they are petty retail

dealers or chandlers. The Kajnathi of Canara is



KAMAVISDAK. KAMBYSES.

a pioneer, a labourer, one who works with a Mekran and Baluchistan, wliile the rest of the

pickaxe or spade. In Mysore tln^y arc chic'fly invading army marched into Sind. — Jhirtoiis

employed in road-making and in repairing public Schule, p. tlO
;
Marson's Journeya^ ii. p. 45.^

works. In general, they seem to be common KAklllAK KIIKL, a section of the Afridi in

labourers, and are probably the same as the the maidan of Tira. They have two great

Ganges water-carriers of Hindustan.

—

Wihon. divisions, witli ten subdivisions.

—

ll.A.^NAV.F.
See Kamarthi. KAMBATTAM. Tam. The old Tamil name
KAMAVISDAR. Under the Mahratta govern- for a mint,

ment, the chief revenut* officer of a district. KAMBO is a long cloth ilirown over the right

KAMAWAKU or (Tum])e C’umln. I'el. A shoulder, and so fastened round the waist as to

caste of Teling liiisbandmen who permit no leave a j)Iac(‘ for the lambs and kids that are too

strangers to enter their houses. I young to walk.

—

Jiurtoii\s Srindc, p. 410.

KAMBACIIKN, a pass in Xepal, in lat. 08' KAMBOH, a tribe of Muhammadans in the

N., and long. 88” M. Its crest is 15,770 feet Panjab in disestciun. A })roverb goes, ‘If there

above the sea. It has a broad slu'lf of snow »)ccur a scanaty of’ men, lake few of the Afghan,

between rocky eminences. It w’as ascended by the Kamboh, and the low Kashmiri. From the

Dr. Hooker, December 1S48. The <listanc(? to Afghan comes Ireaclicry, the Kamboh practises

'which the voice w’as carried was very remarkable
;

fraud, and from the Kashmiri comes only grief

he could hear distinctly every word spoken at and sorrow.’

from 800 to 400 yards oft’. KAMBOJA, a peo})le of ancient Arachosia, or

KAMBALI. A tribe of this name w'.'is met north-eastern pn)vinc(‘ of Persia,

with on the north of the f.opsha monntain, and KAMBO.IIA, a small territory lying between
was supposed to belong to the Gobi race. The Siam and Cochin-t.’liina, eontaining about 500,000

young girls of the village of Lombi associatc<l people, of w'hom four-liftlis are the native Kho.

with the party. Young pco])lo have unrestrained It contains tlie four provinci's, Potisat, Kampong
intercourse, but when married the couple are Suai, Kamjamg, and Kain])ot 8011. Kambodia,

faithful.

—

Ve)nid([f ill Journ. liaijal (Uoif. Soc. Kamboja, or Cambodia was anciently called

xxxvi. p. 272, for 1860. Kam-phu-cha
;

its modern name is Khmer. Its

KAMBALIjU, a product of an umbelliferous commerce is in rice, ivory, silk, and (;ardamorns.

plant used by Burnu'se ladies as a cosmetic for I’lie whole of the coast, from Kainas in Cambodia

the face.

—

Cat. M. AV., 1857. quit<' u[) to what is called by the Siamese Lem
KAMBAR, author of the Tamil Ramayanam, a Sam-me-saii, tlm (.'ap(! Jiant of Kuropcans, is an

popular epic poem written in a nuftn^ calle<l the imint(*rriipled arehipciago of Ix'autiful islands.

Viruttam. It is sung in every Tamil village, in
^

The only part of the (•oiitinent of Asia, the Malay

bazars and houses, on festive (iccasioiis, by wander- I\‘iiiiisula excejtted, in which the Malays have

ing Kavirayar, native minstrels. It is the folk- settled and to whieli their language lias extended,

song of 8. India, but it is not intidligible to is Camliodia. In that country they seem to Jiavo

ordinary people, aud a running comnu.uil is kept established a little indi'pendeiit principality called

up by the singer or an assistant. Kambar is tlie Champa, well known both in Malay and Javanese

most fertile and brilliant of ’lamil A'ersifiers. story.

The author of the Chintaiiiani alone can dispute 'Hie river Moi-kong of Cambodia is one of the

with him for the p^dm of supremacy. Dr. Cald- largest in Asia, navigable for boats even before

well reckons that he livi.'d in the 11th century it enters tlie kingdom of I^atis. It falls into the

A.D. lie "U'as brought up by a weallliy farmer at sea by three mouths: tlio largest is said to have

Veiinai Nellur. His fame as a jioet having from 14 to 18 feet water on the bar at its mouth
reached the ears of liajeiidra Cliola, he was at liigli-water spring-tides. Besides the Aiinaiii

invited to his court, and honoured witli the title race, the inhabitants of tli(> pri'sent dominions of

of the king of poets. Several |>oets undertook to Coeliiii-Cliina consist of si'veral other races. The
prepare a Tamil version of the Itamayanu. hen principal of these are the Kambojaiis, whose name
recited in the presence of KidoUinga Chola, who in their own language is Kammer or Khmer, but

had succeeded to the throne, Kainbar’s trans- who are c.allcd by the 8iamese, Kammen
;
by the

lation was preferred. Among other wmrks Cochin-Cliinese, Komeii
;

Viy the Chinese, Tang-

written by Kambar are. the 8arasvati Aiitati, po-cha; and by the Malays, Kamboja. The

Erclapatu, and Kangsi l-’iiranam. Some others Kambojaiis speak a language (listiiKit from those

are attributed to him, but tlieir authorship is of all their neighbours; but in physical form,

doubtful. It is said that Kambar s son was put manners, laws, religion, ami state of civili.sation,

to death for carrying on an intrigue with the they bear a closer resemblance to the Siamese

king’s daughter, and that Kambar himself was than to any other pe ople.

obliged to flee. In his old age lie lost his poetical In Cambodia is tlu^ great temple of Na-khon-

powers, and was obliged to support himself by vat. It seems to have been built in the 10th

manual labour. He is said to have listened with century. It is 600 feet at the base, and in the

rapture to the recital of liis own compositions. centre 180 feet high. Every angle of the roof,

KAMBARANI, a Balucli tribe. Kambar in every entablature, and every cornice, bears the

the Baluch language means Abyssinian. The seven-headed serpent. Ujoiig is the capital of

tribe emigrated under a leader called Kambar, Cambodia. — Crawfurd'.^ Embassy ;
Boirrmfs

hence it is that the chief clan is called Kara- Siam; LnhhorFs Oriyin 0/ Civil. 243.

barani. They own, however, two distinct families, KAMBYSE8, one of the ancient kings of

namely, the aborigines of Mekran, whom some Persia, of the Kayanian dynasty, and father of

call the Cutch Baluchi, and those Arabs who Cyrus. Ho conquered Egypt B.c. 525 to u.c. 522.

emigrated from Arabia with Ilajjaj, the son of He took Memphis by storm, and he visited the

Yousuf, and settled in the conquered provinces of tomb of Menes.

—

Bunsen^ Egypt.
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KAMERI. KAMKAN.

KAMEUI. This appellation of tho Indian

cuckoo is derived from Kama, tlie ji^od of love,

'i’he bird of Kama, says Colonel Tod, from an
umbrageous jiipal, poured fortli Ids monotonous
but pleasing notes amidst the stillness of a lovely

scene, where the last tints of .sunset illuminatefl

the dark hues of the .surrounding wootls. At
another place he says, tho cuckoo accomjjanied
us as far south as Chirasaiii. 'rhe Kol race call

this bird Suk’ld, or case-giving,— perhaps as

exj)ressive as Kaineri, tlie bird of love.

KAMESW^AUI, .styled Kainikhya, .situated

within the town of Cohatty, originally a Buddhist
temple, is now a Hindu temple dedicated to the
Void. The Yoni is lu're rej)r('seuled by a tri-

konakar jantra, or triangular .stone, known in

Buddhist mythology as Prajna Devi, the uidver.sal

mother. Kainikhya temple is situated on a Idll

ri.siug about 700 feet from tlu‘ rivi.T Brahmaputia,
just below Bragjyotislia or Cohatty. It is sahl

that the number of young girts attache<l to this

temple was in early times oOOO. There are still

.some hnndred.s.

—

PaKon, Kthnol. p. 80.

KA-]\ir, Ku-nd, Ki-ini, Ku-inwi, or Khii-nd,

all signifying man, is a tribe in Arakan on llu^

Koladyn river, who assert that they once dwelt
on the hills now held l.iy the Khyeii. 'riicdr name
.seems the same as that of the Khii-mi of (ddtta-

gong. Tho Ka-mi probably arrived in tin; lulls

bordering the Koladyn river, in the middle of the

ISth century, expelling tin* Mru or Myu.
Khami.
KAMI, Jap., .seems to be a generic appendage

to the names of the men of a certain rank in

Japan, just as iii Britain all noblemen betweim
|

the rank.s of mar(pii.s and b.aron arc styled lord.
'

Kami means nolde,—not princely. TJic governor i

of Nagasaki and Hakixlate style Ihemselves
j

Kami, but it is doubted if tliey liavn the right to

do so. It is like a Frenclinian msing a 'de,' ora
Cerman a ‘von,’ to ennoble himself. Tu former

days a Kami was one of tlii; .ra}iancsc p.antlu'on,

but as a title it was at least either hereditary or

only given to very great worthies
;
but now all the

iidiiisters, governor.s, and juiiices have usurped

the title.

—

llodysoiii^ A’mynsn/./, j). loti; Olipfiant.

KAMIA, an agiicultiiral labourer of some low
caste

;
in South Bchar he is sometimes considered

as a predial slave, either fur a term or for ever;

in. the S.W. Provinces he is usually a bonds-

man or 'bond-slave who lias sold his services for

life, and maybe transferred or sold himself; his

children are free. One kind, the Bandhak-Kamia,
is a slave only until lie can repay tlie money
advanced to him for his services.— HV/.s'oa’.v (/loa.

however, says that the proper native name of this

religion is Ka-mi- iio-mi-tsi, signifying ‘the way
of tlie Kami,’ or gods; that the Chinese trans-

lated this compound word into Shin-tao, and
that the Japanese adopted the (diine.se term, and,

according to the genius of tlieir language, softened

it into Sin-tu. According to Siebold, the Sintii

have some vague notion of the immortality of the

soul, of a future state of existence, of rewards

and punlshmeiils, of a paradise, and of a hell.

—

MacJuirldjif 's .lajxin^ p. 207.

KAM.IANG, a Shan race in Saddiya.

KA.MKAH, a caste employed chiefly by
Hindus as servants in Benares, Allahabad, Azim-
garh, and Corakhpur. In the last-named district

they numbered, at the census of 1865, upwards of

14,000 jiLTson.s.^

—

^Iin'riu(/s Jliudus.

KAMBA KAIHH. Mahh. Amongst the

M.ahratta, the handbook for the marriage cere-

monial of the Sudra Hindus.

KAMlil. Hind. Small blanket, used as a

wrapjjer, in oiu; jiiece. Coats arc made of the

riiiei* sorts, and look very well; much resembling

camlet in ajipearance. The stuff is made of

sheep and goat hair
;

in warm climates the cover-

ing of slice)) can scarcely be called wool.

—

E. M.
Iliiii/u /x fiiiitiriile, ]). 1 70 .

KAM^iAl.AB. Tam. In the singular, Kam-
malan, artitiems, divided into live classes,—stone-

cutters, carpenlers, blaeksinitlis, goldsmiths, and
timsmiths; all wear the sacred cord. They take

the lith's of Acharya, teaclier, priesst
;

also, of

Puthen or Ihither. ^?ee Kamsalar
;
Kansalar.

KAMMYA - BAN, near Govardhan, is tho

faiiKuis scene of the incidents of the Yana purva
of the Mahabharata, is really a clns.sic spot for

the ri'miniscences of tin' Pandava brothers. Hero
they were visiti'd by tbeir great friend Krishna,

ami begnileil by holy sagos witli the consolations

of their pliiloso))hy. None of its ancient features

is retained by the })lace, but while it.s name live.s

in tlie vc'isc of the poet, the pilgrim will bend his

steps to Kaminya-lian.— 7V. of Hind. ii. p. 115.

K.V-M(.)1 or Moi, on the opposite side of the

Mei-kong, occupy tin' broad expansion of the

Aiiiiam chain lowanls Kamboja, and appear to

extend northwards along these mountains, march-

ing with the Bail on the westward. They are

said to be black savages, with Negro features.

The Kambojaii style them Kha-men. They arc

the Kho-meii of Beyden and the Kha-men of

Gutzlaff.

KAMOTSAYA, a festival in honour of Kama
on the \'Mh and 14th of the month Chaitra. It

has merged, in .some places, into the lloli, and so

KA-MI-DA-NA. Jat. A Sintu shrine, altar.

KAMI-DANDA. Sansk.V Vigne gives this

as literally almsgiving, applied in Kashmir to a

Hindu woman, wlio, having lost her husband and
being unable to re-marry, is devoted to the service

of the gods.— Vifjuc.

KAMIN, in the N.4V. Provinces, is the term
applied to the artificers and siTvaiits of a village,

in the Panjab, they are persons who are kept

employed in cultivation without being actual

hired labourers like tho Mulazim.

—

Elliot; Powell;

Wilson,

KA - MI - NO - M r - TSI. The original national

religion of Japan is called Sinsyn, from the

woSs Sin, the gods, and Syn, faith; and its

votaries are denominated Sintu. Dr. von Siebold,

lost sight of.— IP.

KAMPA, that portion of Tibet lying between

tho southern bank uf the Tsan-pu river and the

snowy ridges wliich separate Tibet from Bhutan.

KAMPIJ.YA, one of the live sons of Haryasha,

called the Paiichala. The Panchala country was

north-west of Dehli, between tho Himalaya and

the (diambal.

KAMPIBYA, tlu! city of king Drupada, in the

country of tlie Panchala, where the swayamvara

of Dranpadi was held. It is in the doab of the

old Ganges, in the modern Kampila.

KAMPONG. Malay. A house enclosure or

grounds
;
the Anglo-Indian compound.

KAMPOT, the principal harbour of Kamboja.

I
KAMKAN. Timur’s titles, in the height of
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KAMRBAND. KANA.

his power, were Sultan, Kamran, Amir, Kutb-ud-

Din, Timur, Kur-khan, Sahib-i-Karan. Sultan

means ‘ lord
;

’ Kamran, ‘ successful
;

’ Amir,
‘commander*,’ Kutb-ud-I)in, ‘polar star of the

faith;’ Timur, ‘it shall shake;’ Kiir-khnn, ‘of

the lineage of sovereign j)iinc('s
;

’ and Saliib-i-

Karan, ‘master or lord of the grand conjunctions/

The easterns belicvt* tiiat in nil tJic great con-

junctions of the planets, tliere is a great revolu-

tion in the world. Thus Abraliam, Moses,

Zoroaster, Christ, and .Mahomed each came into

the world iu a grand c(Uij unction. Kayomurs,

Solomon, Alexander, Chengiz, and Timur wcto

each in their turn Saliih-i-Karan, or ‘masters of

the conjunctions,’ and of all the great (‘vcuit.s

during their rospectiv(‘ reigns. — J)' I/( rfx lol
;

Murk'hdnis /unfjnssy, ]>. 47.

KAMKBANl). iliNi>. A girdle, sash, or scarf,

etc., tied round the waisi.

KAMK-BASTAII. Piais. Literally, with the

loins girt; it signitie.s on duty, witli the body and

the mind ready; from Kainr, the waist, and
Bustaii, to fasten.

KAMK-KHASA (of Pesliawur), a hunter’s or

soldier’s belt, liolding knife, Hint and steel,

powder-horn, shot-llask, etc.

KAMKUl*, a British district in the ecrntral

portion of .^ssam. It lies betW(H'n lat. 25'' bi)'

and 53' N,, and between long. bO" lo' and
92° 2' E. Its great river is tlie Brahmaputra,

which is iiavigiible by steamers all the year

through. Its aboriginal tribes are the Ahom,
(hichari, (Jhandal, l)oni, .Mikir, Ihiblia, Faranya.

The Cachari, Kabha, Suraiiya, and Mikir are all

wild tribes of Iiido-Cliinese origin, whose common
allinities it would be ditlicult to trace'

;
they unite

in repudiating the caste regulations and the een*-

monial purity of living enjoined by Hinduism. In

1872, the Chandals numbered 10,222 ;
the Dorns,

9566; the Ahoma, Avlio (constituted the <loniinant

race as lato as the beginning (d’ th<* 19th century,

at the 1881 census numbered 179,311.

On the northern frontier of Kamrup there are

five Dears, and on tiui north of Durrung, two.

TJicir names are—(Jliurkolah, BaLsiia or Banska,

Chappaguri, Chapaklianuir, Bijni, Buri Cuma,
Kulling.

Under the Assam Government, the Kamrnp
Doars had entirely fallen und('r tin* Bhutan

authorities, and the Bhutan snpremariy continued

after the acquisition of Assam by the British

Government. But the Durrung Doars were? held

alternately four months by tlu^ British Govern-

ment and eight months i)y the Buteahs each

year. In 1841, in conserpience of aggressions,

the whole of these Doars were amiexe(l to British

territory, and Ks. 10,000 a year paid as conqteii-

sation to the chiefs of Kamriq^ .similarly with the

Buteahs of Durrung, and Its. 5000 a year paid

for the Koreapara Doar.

To the east of the Jowjvng (Country an* the

independent clans of the Ruj)ryc and Shirgaih

Buteahs, whose custom it was to enter the Char
Doar and Now Doar, which have been held by
the British Government sinco the occupation of

Assam, and to levy black-mail. But the black-

mail was eventually commuted to an annual pay-
ment of money.
KAMSALAK, or goldsmith caste, perfonu

|

marriage of tluiir daughters both before and after i

the age of puberty. See Kammalar.

KAMSIN. Arak. a dust storm of N. Africa.

KAMTHI or Kamptcc, a largo town and canton-

ment in Nagpur district, Central Provinces, in

lat. 21° 13' 30" N., and long. 79° 14' 30" E., on

the riglit bank of the Kanhaii river, immediately

below th(^ junction of that river with the Pench

and the Kohir. 'riic open place near the church

is 996 feet above the st'a. It is 9 miles from

Nagpur.— An/}. G't/:. v.

KAMTSCHATlvA, on tin' extreme north-east of

Asia, contiguous to Siberia, is inhabited by dif-

ferent nations. Soim^ who live about the middle

pay a contribution to the Russians.—if/.v/. o/‘

J(i/}a)i, i. ]). 21.

KAMUI;, Ivomiil, or Ramil, the Hami of the

Chinest', is the station at wliieh the routes east-

ward from the north and the south sides of the

Tian Shan converge, and from which travellers

geiuTally start to cross tlu' desert before entering

Chin.a. '!’1 h‘ ].)e()])le of Kamil were all Buddhists

ill Marco I’olo's time. In 1419, Shah Rukh’s

(‘iivoy.s found there the mosque and Buddhist

trin])Ie side by side.

—

Polo, ii. p. 36; Benedict

(/ois in Yule, (
'((fha/f, ii. 391.

KA^ICNING, Mai., ((hiinuniiim, Jlaxh..^ Chalens

[lanieiilata, Lour.), is a light-e.oloured wood, close

and fiiu'ly graim'd, takes an (‘X(]iiisite polish, and

is ns('d for tlie slu'aths of krisses. There is also

a rod-graiiu.'d sort, in less estimation. The tree

is very beautiful, resembling in its leaves the

larger myrth?, with a white llower.

KAMI'S. Aiiau. The ocean
;

niid-.‘^(‘a; the

name! of an Arabicr dieti^marv compiled by Eiroz-

badi in the 1 !tli eeiitiiry, contemporary with

'rimin-. who jnosi nted him with .'^OUO ducats as a

r(3ward for liis learning and industry. It was
(raiisla(e<l into l.atin by Giggiais, and published

!
at .Milan A. 1'. 1632.

KAX or Kaiiaiii. 'I’vM. A fon‘st, a thicket.

K.VX. 'I’he sun-god, according to Diodoru.s, is

the M inos of the l^gypliaiis. Tlie liieroglyphii!s

at Turin i\ present him with th(3 liead of an ibis

or eagle, with an altar before liini, on wlnc-li a

.Miade [daces his offerings, viz. a goose, caki'S of

bread, and ilowius of tlie lotus, and awaits iu

humble attitude his doom.
KAXA. .Vecui'ding to I liudu law, a person blind

of <uie eye i.s in(;oni[)eteiit to succeed. Kana is

th(! nickname, given to a [arson labouring under

this [lersonal defect, whhdi term is merely an

anagram of Anka, the eye. The loss of one eye

doe.s not dejuive an o(.'cu[jant of his rights, of

which there was a curious exanqilc in the siege

of the im[)erial eity of Dehli, wliich gave rise to

the remark, that the three greatest men therein

had only the {!om])lement of one man amongst
them. The emperor had been deprived of both

cye.s by tlu^ brutality of Gbolam Kadir
;

the

besieging chief Holkar was kana, and so was
the defend(;r, Sir 1). Ochterlony. That Holkar’a

name has become synonymous with kana, and

many a horse, dog, and man, blind of an eye,

was called aft(;r this celebrated Mahratta leader.

The Hindus attach a flegree of moral obliquity

to every individual kana, anti appear to make no

distinction between tlie natural and the acquired

defect; though to all kana they apply another

and more dignified appellation. Sukracharya,
the Jupiter of the Hindu astro-mythology, came

by his misfortune in no creditable way,—;-fori

although the guru or spiritual head of the Hindu
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{rods, be set as bad a moral example to them jis North-Western Provinces, in lat. 27° 2' 30" N.,
(lid the elassical Jupiter to the tenants of the and long. 79° 58' E. Kanouj for many hundred
(Ircck and Roman pantheon.

—

Tod's Rajasthan, years was the Hindu capital of Northern India,

ii. p. 209. but the existing remains are few and uiiimportant.
KANADA is spoken of in the Padma Purana In a.d. 1010, when Mahmud of (Ihnzni approached

MS a devout ascetic. Ho wjis the founder of the Kamuij, the historian relates that ‘ he thiire saw
A'aishoRhika school of philosopliy.— IVV/n/, iv. 10. a city which raised its liead to the skies, and
KANAIT, an agricmltural local tribe*, holding which in streiiglli aiid structure might justly

most of the land on tlie Simla Hills. They an; ])oast to havt* no c(jual.’ Just one century earlier,

inferior in pcjsitiou to Rajputs, more j)erha])S of or in a.o. 915, Kanouj is mentmned by Masudi
the level of the Kurmi and lAxllii, but they are ns the (capital of one of the kings of India; and
often educated, and are generally ministc'rs to nl)OUt a.d. 9tM). Abu Zaid, on the authority of

the Rajput chiefs. Their women are very nicii Ibn Wahab, calls ‘ Kadujc a great city in the
looking, and all the tribe who are not (in tlie kingdom of dozar.’ At a still earlier date, in

upper liills) in contact with Tartars are (piite a.d. (ml, we havm the account of the (Ihineac

Aryan, though mA very large. In certain places pilgrim Hiweii Ths;uig, who (lescribe.s Kanouj as

is a partial and local })ractiee‘ of pcdyaiidry among being 20 li, or oj mihis in leiiLdh, and 4 or 6 li,

them, but it is not the general eustom Of the
j

or
:J

of a mile in breadth. The city was sur-

tribe.— pp. hts, 97, 123. rounded by strong walls and de('p ditches, ajid

KANAKA - DANDAM. 8ansk. A gcjlden was washed by the (langes along its eastern face.

sce])tre, one of the in.signia of royalty of the At the tinn^ of Iliweii Thsang’s visit, Kanouj
(’halukya dynasty when luling at Kalyan. was the eaijiilal of J\aja llarsha Vardhana, the

KANAKAN. Mai.. IhaMlial slaves in Malabar, most jmwmrful .sovereign in Northern India. 'Die

also designat('d Kanaka, charma. According to Rais Rajputs e.laim descent from the famous
oiu‘ account, they are a subdivision of the Palayar. Salivahan, whose capital is said to have been
KANAKKAN. M.\l., Ta.m. An n(;couiitant. Dawndia Kbera, on tlie north bank of the Ganges.

KANAM. Tam. A titular equivalent of Iyer, 'riieir clo.'a* proximity to Kanouj is in favour of

but add(*d after that title. the sovereignty which tliey claim for tlieir an-

KANARA K, in t lu‘ Puri district of Ori.ssa, (ui ei'stors over the whole of the Gangetic Doab
thesea-shoni of the Ray <jf Reiigal, 19 Juiles north- from Dehli to Allahabad. The more important

west of Puri town, in lat. 19° 53' 25" N., and architectural remains are the shrine of raja Ajai-

l.)ng. 80° 8' IG" K. Its tmuple, now in ruins, prd, suppo.sed to liave lived in the 9th or lOtli

forms one of the most ex([iiisit.o memorials of century; the Jama Masjid ; the tombs of Bala

smi-worshi]) in Imlia; it was built between a.d. l*ir and of his son Shaikh Mehndi.

l’J37 and 1282. Sculptures in higli relief, but The modern town of Kanouj occupies only the

of ail indecent character, cover the exterior ivalls. north end of the site of tlie old city, including

The nymphs arc b('autifully-.shaped woimm ; tin* the whole of wliat is now called the Kilah or

I'lejihants move ahmg at tluj true ('h.'jihant trot, eitaibd. The stream which Hows under Kanouj,

and kneel down in the stone exactly as they do from Sangrampnr to Mhendi Ghat, although now
in life'. Club-men, gridins, w'arriors on jiraneing chiefly filled with the w'atiTS of the Kali Nadi,

horses, colossal figures of grotesipic and varied was originally the main eharinel of the Ganges.

—

shape, stand about in silent groiqis. Kaeh of ('unniiujJuim's Ancii'nt (n-Ofj. of India, pp. 370,

the four doiU'way.s, on tlui north, south, east, and 379; Jn/p. (iaz.

west, has two lintels of Iduisli chlorite slatig very K.VXALMI .V or (kuioujia. Hind. A designation

hard, and exquisitely ])olishi’d. On these lintels rest of various tribes in Hindustan, implying a notion

massive beams of iron, supporting the w\'ill above.
,

having come ongiiially from Kanouj or

Tlic eastern entrance was, till some years ago,
|

Kanya Kubja. It is especially a]>]dicd to a large

.surmounted, as in other Orissa temples, by a ' ami influential tribe of Rrahmans. Five cliief

ehlorite slab, on which the emblems of the .stweii subdivisions of them are reckoned, all numerous

days of the Aveek, with the ascending and descend- and well knoAvn,—Kanaujia proper, SaiAvaria, Sail-

ing nodes, are carved. Tlie beauty of this elaborate audha., Jijhotia, Rliiinhar,—who are again divided

piece proved a more fatal eneiiiy tlian time, and into IG dassi's, naimal either from their reputed

tempted English antiquaries to try to remove it founders, who were celebrated sages, as Garga,

by K»'<a to the museum at Calcutta.—7m/>. (Aiz. Gautama, and otliers, or from their former ac-

KANARI caves in the island of Salsette. See quiromciits, as Dobe, T'ewari or Trivedi, Chaube,

Caves • Karli. loarnotl in two, three, or four Vedas, or

KANARY ISLANDS, in tlie Pitt pas.sage, are from their having been teachers, a.s Rliattacliari

<‘ui extensive cliain of Hat, w'oody, uninliabitcd ami Upadhynya, or from other circumstances,

islands, stretching along the N. coast of Mysole. as Pamh', Dikshit, Rajpeyi, etc.

KANASI or Kans. Hind. A sort of bell-metal, 'The Kanaujia iiroper are found principally in

ef which plate and utensils are made. the Central Doab, extending into Rundelkhand on

KANAT and Karez are subterraneous conduits the one baud, and on the other into Oudh, and

and trenches or artificial Avater-courses above are divi<led into G or GA families, thence termed

ground. The best of these- in Shiraz is the Khat (for that six) Kol, or, severally Gotes (from

Karez which Rukn-ud-Dowla Hasan-ibn-Buiah, the Sanskrit Gotni, a race), as the Sandel gote,

a prince of the Dilemite race, first caused to be Llpaman gote, Bliaradwaj gote, Katyayana or

wade- this Karez is denominated the Avatcr or Viswamitra gote, Kasyapa gote, and Sakrint gote.

stream of Ruknabad.— (9w.sy%’.v Travels, ii. p. 7. They correspond in rank to the Kulin Brahmans

KANAUJ, a district or province in Hindustan, of Bengal, and although taking Avives from the

kuoAvn also ns Kanya Kubja. It takes its name from other tribes, alloAv their daughters to marry only

Kanaui an ancient city in Farrakhabad district, into one of the Khat-Kul.
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The Sarwaria class is also called Saryu oi' consequent on the <lcath of the king, lliwoii

Sarju-paria, living beyond the Saryu or Gagra Thsang must have arrived in Kanchipiira aboui

river, or chiefly in Gorakhpur. The Sanandhas the 30th of duly A.r. fidQ, and, according tc

are met with principally in Kohilkhand and the Tumour’s list of the kings of Ceylon, raja Bunn
Upper and Central Doab, extending westwards to Mugalan was imt to death in a.d. 639. From
Gwalior. The Jijhotias are settled to the south- the information furnished by these monks, tlie

west. The Bunhars are found with the ISnr- pi/grim drew up his account of Seng Kia-Io or

warias in Oudh, and spread to tin* hills of Ck'ylon, which he was prevented. from visiting by
Bundelkhand. The t('rni Kanaujia is applied, the disturlxM I state* of the country. FroniMalaya-

however, to other than Brahmani(;al tribes, and kata he retiirneel to Dravida (Conjeveram), and
we have Kanaujia Kurmis, or agricultural castes, then proceeded to the north-west for 2000 li or

and even Kanaujia Thugs.— H7/.sea'.s* f//e.s\vur/y. odd miles, to Kong-kieii-na-pu-lo or Konkana-
KANAAVAR, betwc'ou lat. .‘lU and N., and j)ura.

—

CninniHjIcuiCs Anrinit India, p. 548.

long. TS*’ E., a province in the Himalaya. The KANCIIINMINTIA, a mountain in the Sikkim

western as well as the eastern chain s<‘parate thes Himalaya, in lat. 27“^ 12' 5" N., and long. 88'^ 11'

great Hindu family of India from tlie Bliot of 20" K., and 28,17() feet above the s(*a. It is

Tibet. Some mixed races arc* found to the south the seeond loftiest mountain in the world. Its

of each chain, ns tlu* Lahuli and Kanawari in west peak is in lat, 27'^ 42' 1" K., and long,

the west, and the Churka and Bhutani in the 88'’ 8' E., and the top of the peak is 28,150 fec't

east. In the upper valleys of the Sutlej, in Spiti above the sea. This peak is exceeded in height,

and Kanawar, are mixed races exhibiting much as yet, by the (huirisankar in Nepal, and the

Tibebin blood, and in religion apparently more l>a,})sang peak in the Kara-kornm chain. Tlie

Buddhist than Hindu. The Tibetan colony at latter, marked by the (1. 'T. S., K. 2, in lat.

Afohasu, just above Simla, are powerful, ruddy- 41' N., and hmg. 70° 18' E. Cr., attains a lieight

looking people, entirely unlike Indians; tbeir of 28,287 fo(‘t. Kanchiujinga forms a central

women arc industrious, but wry unattractive, and predominant object in the Sikkim panorama
Kanawar produces great quantities of fruit, and of the Snowy Range. Kaiichiiijiuga presents itself

from many other places men may be met travel- from Ealut under a vertical angle of 4° 51' 10",

ling downwards with kilta or long bask(>ts full ami even the lowest point of the junction T)etwe('u

of apples of very pleasing appearance, large and Kabru jind Kamdiiiijinga (tin; curve seen just

well coloured, l)ut tliough sweet, their flavour is below flu* eastern peak) lias si ill in the panorama
deficient.

—

Poicvll; (.^tniphell, ]i. 1 IIJ. Sec* Kiiii- an angular height of .‘)° DG'. Kancliiiijiiiga is an

awar; Polyandry. immense moiinlain pc'uk.

—

Jo. J.v. Ah. JJtiHj., 18G0
;

KANAAVKZ. Hind. A fabric of plain shot Ihrmnnn: Scjilayentirdt.

silk, that is, willi a thread .*<ay of green one KANC'HPKl. lliND. A eunuch. Kanchukiiii,

way and of red the other, the same as tlie daryai a female attemhiiit.

dhupchand of the Panjab, only beder. It is IvANt’H Hlif. Hind. A (‘orset or bodice

made in Bokhara and Persia. worn by Rajput woim ii.

KANCHANI. Hind. A daneiug girl by eastc* K ANCIHUin’ A, a sect of Saiva Hindus,

and profession, a common woman. Kancharii, a worshippers of tlu* sakti, who are said in their

sect among the (lOsaiiis who gain their livelihood
!

rilc's to have a coiiiiniinity of women without

by dancing and .singing. They wear the red cloth regard to eoiisaiign ini ty, and .take measures to

as devotees, and observe most of tlu* ceremonies [U-cvent individual selee-tioiis.

of the Gosain.s. They marry. At death, their KANDAHAR, a town in Afglianistan, situated

bodies are either buried or thrown into a river, in lat. .‘H ’ ;)7' N., and long. 05" ;)0' K., between
—Sherrinfi's Hindu Trilns. the Argliamlab and Tarnak riv(‘r, 89 miles south-

KANCHAR. Ti:hk. A dagger; the Khaiijar we.st of Kliilat-i-Ghilzai, 283 miles south-west of

of Persia and Ilindiistan, Ghazni, 318 .*^<nitli-west of Kabul, and 380 south-

KANCHARAVITA KARU, a mendicant bo- ca.st of Herat. It is said to liavc been founded

longing to the five classe.s of aitiflcers. by Ijolnasp, a Persian king who flourished in

KANCHARI, Mahi:.
;

Kaiichkar, Hind., a times of very remote antiquity, and to whom also

caste working in glass and crystal, a coppersmith, the founding of Herat is attributed. It i.s asserted

a tinsmith. by others to have been built by Sccunder Zii-

KANCHF or Conjeveram, a lioly city, 15 miles ul-Kurnin, Alexander the Great; and the traditions

west of Madras. It is oue of the seven holy of the Persians here agree with tlie conjectures

cities of India. It has two great Hindu temples, of Einxqiean geographers, who fix on this site

one of the Saiva and one of the A^aishnava sect, for one of the citii's called Alexandria. The people

The former is poor and neglected, having in of Kandahar are siquiosed to be the ancient war-

recent years been plundered by dacoits. (Jon- like Gandliara, a cognate race with the Kshatriya,

jeveram pagoda wfis taken by Clive on the 20th who fought in the army of Xerxes, n.C. 480,

August 1751, and again in December, ami again armed with liows of bandioo and short spears,

in 1752. Conjeveram was at one time the capital Kamlahar is.said to have been called so from the

of the Chola kingdom, one of the most ancient (bindhara (Greek, Gaiidarkhe) who migrated to

and prolonged of all the Indian dynasties, whicli the westward from the Gandhara of the Indus in

held sway in parts of the soiitli of India from the fourth century. The early campaigns of the

the 8th to the 17th centuries, when Shah-ji, the Arabs against Kandahar arc given at length in

father of Sivaji, totally annihilated every vestige the work of Biladeri, in M. Renaud’s Fragments

of their once grciit power. During tlie jiilgrim of Arab History, jiublished at Paris about 1843.

Hiweii Thsangs stay at Kaiicliipura, about 300 Jt was taken by Yaktib-bin-Leis a.d. 865, founder

Buddhist monks arrived from Ceylon, which they of the Sofarides dynasty, who were driven out by

had quitted on account of political disturbances the Sassanidcs, thereafter fell to Mahmud, then to
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jthc (thori^ the Seljiik, the Turkoman a.d. 1153, of Ghilji, one -eighth of various other tribes,

[find ill succession to the Ghori again, to the Afghan, Daurani, half Parsivan, and Hindu. One
[jvharasmians, to Jahangir Khan (a.d. 1222), to large quarter of th(^ town, liowever, the N.E., is

Timur (1389), and to Bilber, the Persians, and entirely inhabited by tlie Perdurani tribe,

jtlie Uzbak. The province of Kandahar is eveiywhore subject
' From the remotest times Kandahar must liave to intense heat. In the fortress of Girishk, on
been a town of much importance in Asia, as its the banks of tlie llelmand, in the ;noritli of

geographical position sufficiently indicates, it August, the centigrade thermometer stood at

i)cing the central point on which the roads from 18*^ or 41)'' in Hu* sliade. This principality is

Herat, Seistaii, Gour, India, and Kabul unite, bounded on llic south by the deserts of moving
niid is the commercial mart of these localities, sand of the Seistan, and is on this side open to

Kandahar was ndaken from tlu^ Moghuls by the violent winds, surcharged with exceedingly fine

Ih'rsians in 1642, during the reign of iShah Abbas saiul, which is very injurious to animal life,

the Second. At tlu* foot of the old town of Kandahar is

The ancient city stood till tlio reign of tlie one of the most celebrated relics of antiquity

Ghilji, when Slnili liusaiii founded a n(‘w one lu'longing to the eastern world, tlie water-pot of

under the name of Hiisainabad. Nadir Shah Fo or Jhiddita. It was carried to Kandahar by
attempted again to alter the site of the town, and tlie tribes who tied in the 4tli century from
built Nadirabad

;
at last Ahmad Shah, Sadilozai, Gandliara on tlu* Indus to escape an invasion

founded the present city, to which lie gave the cf the ^bi-ehi, wlio imuh; the irruption from
name of Ahmad Shah and the title of Ashraf-nl- Chinese Tartary with tlie expri*ss purpose of ob-

j

Palad, or the noble of citii's
;
by that nanu* ami laining llu* pot. It is tlie holiest relic of the

title it is yet mentioned in jiublic pa])ers, ami in Hiuldhist world, and still retains among the Mu-
t lie language of the court

;
but the old name of hammadans of Kandahar a, sacred and miraculous

Kandahar still prevails among tlu* jicople, (hough eliavaeter. it is called the Kashgul-i- Ali, or

it has lost its rhyming addition of Dar-ul-Karar,
|

Ali’s pot. It is funueil of stum*, and may contain

I

or the abode of quiet, or tlie cit y of stabilities, about twenty gallons. A celebrated grotto, known

I

Ahmad Shah liimself marked out the limits of by tlu* name of Gliav-i-.Jamshid, is situated 16

I

the pr(‘sent city, and laid down tlie ri*gular pdan miles S.AV. of tlu^ city, in the range of the Panj
^Yhich is still so remarkable in its ex(‘eution. lb* l>ai Hills, wliieli overlook the left bank of the

surrounded it with a wall, and [ii’oposed to liavi* Arghaiidab river. The whole of its roof is beauti-

nddod a ditch
;
but tin* Daurani are said to have

|

fully marked as if it were artilicially carved.

—

objected to his fortifications, and to liMvi* declared 1
JCIjthinstovc^s Caiihul ;

Ju;rri(r\'i Journ.; Hist, of
that tlu'ir ditcli was the Ohamau of PA&tixUy n

\

A/fianisfan ; iMassori's Jtutrncf/j’ M(}/ih7i LaVs Tr.;

meadow near IHstaii, in tin* most w(*stern part
i
M(tr(fir<j<n\

of Persian Khorasan. Kandahar was the eajiital . KANDAIU. Kakx. A large kuri or fish

of the Daurani empire in Ahmad Shah's time, creel, with tlie addition of an u})]ii*r lipo (‘xtended

hut liis son Timm* elianged the seat of government forwards ami upwards at tiie angle of 45^ It is

I

to Kabul. 4'lu^ iKiW' town is surrounded by a ' put in a natural run in a riviT, between boulders

ditch, Hanked with a citadel, but tlu^ place is I of rock, and made big enough to fill the whole
i coiiinianded on several points by rocky hills, the

!
passage, all minor ways being blocked with huge

lust slopes of 'wldch come up to tlu* ditch of the
j

stones. The long pvotnuliiig lip e-oinof^ well out

I

fortification to be burieJ amongst gard(*ns,
,

into tlu* air, and prevents fishes from leaping

I

orcliai’ds, and plantations of beautiful shrubs, over or being earrii'd ov('r the wliole contrivance

through whicli flow streams of tlu; clearest \vat(*r. 1 v.dieii coming down the rap^ids.

The citadel is situated on the north of the town, KANDKLAI or Gan Talana, a tank near

and contains a very good residence. i Triiieomalee, eoiistnicted by Malia Sen, between
It has been thrice occupied by the British,—

,

a.d. :^7o-30].

in 183'J-42, and again in 1(S78- 7‘.), and again in
;

KANDELTA HllEEDlT. H\ and /I.

1880, and on the first occasion the fortifications ' Kliizopliora caiidcl, //do, /ifo*.
[
Jeni-kautlel, Maleal.

were put into a good state by them. They also built A shrub growing in Malabar, in the Suiider-

large barracks on a great sj ace, situated outside bans, in the deltas of tlie Ganges, Godavery,
the Herat gate. The town is divided into many and Irawaili, and in Tenasserim. Its bark is

mahalla or divisions, wliicli bi*long to the miiiier- employed in medicine.— Voiyt.

ous tribes and nations that form the inhabitants KANDESII, a pirovince in the Bombay Presi-

of the city. dcncy, traversed by tlie Tapti river in its mid
Some I'ersian authors considered Kandahar as course. Adjnnta, in Kandesh, is celebrated for

•'111 Indian, others as a Persian town
;
the Afghans its nnnierons eaves, excavated out of the moiiii-

themselves include it in Khorasan, to which tain, 'fhe period of this gigantic labour seems

province they assign the Indus (eallcd also the to have l>ei*n towards the (leclinc of Buddhism
Attock and the Sind) as the limit. According in the I’eninsula of India, before or about the 8th
to them, India commences only on the eastern e.entury. See Khandesh.
Ride, and to the south of this river, from the KANDH, written also Kond, Khond, and Ku,
point in which it receives the Sutlej. The Panjab, a race in the N.E. part of the Peninsula, in

comprehending Kashmir and the country of the the Tributary Mahals lying between the eastern

Sikh, and Zablestan, comprehending Ghazni and borders of Gondwaiia and the sea, up to lat. 22°

Kabul, form another country. The inhabitants N., and south to Bastar. In 1 835, when engaged
of India they call Hindi, and those of Hindustan, in supipressing a rebellion in Giimsur, the British

Hindustani. officers became aware that this race practised

The population of Kandahar is one-fourth if human sacrifice and female infanticide on a scale

I

the tribe of Barakzai, one-eighth of the trib and with a cruelty which had never been sur-
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passed by the most savaj^o of nations, and from flesh from tlie bones, and fled with them to thei

that period strenuous efforts of v('ry able officers fields. The remains were next day burned on
have been directed to the repression of these most funeral )il(', with a further sacrilieo of a shee)

appalling crimes. Major ]\lac])lKTson reported, and the ashes seatlered over the fields, or mail

in April 1842, that in many villages he did not into a paste, with which the floors of the housr

find a single female cliild. They hilled tJieir own and giaiianes were smeared. Subsequently

girls, cind purchased wives from oIIkt parts of liiilloek was given to the father or procurer of th

the country. The eiistom was not universal. Tt victim, ami another was sacrificed and eaten a

was practised in Avhat was called the mhldlc the feast, which (enmnatial the rite
;
but on

Kandh region, but. even tlu-re some tracts wt're vi-ar aftj-r the binnan sacriflee, the goddess Tai

hononra,hly eicepti'J, as Digi and Ihxlo (llioro. Penna was reminded of it by an offering of a piii

The Kandbs are strictly an agrienUnral }U‘()j)h‘. Major Maepherson immtions that the Meriali ii

They art3 diviiled into two si'Ots. One worship some distri(;ts was j)ut to death slowly by fire

Hurii, and hold human sacrilice in abhorrence, tlu* gnait object being to draw from the vietii

The other devote themselves to Tai l, tln^ earth- as many tears as p().ssihle, in the belief that Tai

goddess, and ])(Ti()Jioal human sacrifices were would proportionalc'ly increase the supply e

made in Inu- honour. The jiroeiirers emjiloyed were rain.

usually tlie J’an or Paiiwa, a low tribe diffused In .fuly 18))8, Ijientenant Hill, of the Surve;

amongst the pojnilatinii of all the Tributary Department, deserilaal the pra.ctic«* of liuina]

Mahals, under different (hmomiiiations, as I‘an sacriflee as existing in the Kandh ^fahal e

or Panwa, Ohik, (landa, Panka. (imnsiir, in .Daspala, Hoad, and Sohnpur, jus

Colonel Dalton, the most ns'ciit writer, tells ns south of the Malianacli, and in Chinna Kinunh

tliat tlu; Kainlh call the victims Toki or Kialdi, Pedda Kiimuly, .Jeypoii', and Hastar. The Hasta

another term, Miu'iah, is Uriya.. Tersons of any raja ha<l the erc'dit of having himself organize*

race or age and of either si'X were accejitahle, the most extensive sacrifice that had ever bei

if purchased, or lh(' children of purcliased Meiiahs. heard of, on which occasion 27 adult males luu

Numbers wen* houglit and lield in readiness, and ])eeii immolated
;

in fact, it wius not suppose*

were well treated an*l fe<.l. Male and female that any Kandh Mahal was free from the* stain.

Moriahs were encouraged to cohabit, ami otlu'r Tlu‘ number, liowever, it was sai*L, had diiniii

])ersons might hav<! int<‘rcour.se with haiiale ished frmn ImndriMls to tem or a dozen yearly

Moriahs, and in this manner numbers of children hut this improv'ermuit was not geiicral, and th

W'ere produced, who were all treati.'d as deili tod
|
Kandhs of Hoad iiad ])romi.sed acqiii(‘scencc ii

to destruction. If a .Meriah had iiittu’cunrse with tlie wislu's of (lovcTumeiit, hut as a final sacrific*

the daughter of a Kandh, it was coirsidmed a they offensl 'I'ari, l)ef()r*‘ they gave it up, a sacri

distinction. fiev comprising 12.") victims. On the 1st Aj)ri

Ten or twelve days liefore the sacrifice, tlio lhl8. Colonel €am])hi‘ll reported that, with on

hair of the victim seleet('d, till then unshaved, or two exceptions, all the influential men of Boa*

was cut off, and the villagers, having bathed, had ph*dge*l themselves by the most soli'in'

wt'nt to the sacred grovu' with the [»riesf, who oaths (sworn on a ligiT skin ami on some earth

there invoktal the goddess and implored her thenceforth to ahamiun human saci'ificcs, and ii

favour. The rites varied among the tribes, earnest of their sincerity 2.').') Merialis were given np
The ceremoiiit'S lasted tlirec days, and it was Chinna Kimedy was found to be divided iiit*

a time of uiihri*lled licence, drunken feasting, seven districts, each under a Hindu chief o

and mad dances. The forms of the sacrific** Pater, subdivided into Muttahs (groups of vil

differed slightly in tin* villag*-.s. On fho sccoinl lage.s or parganas) a.nd villages, each under

morning, tlie victim, who had he**n k*‘j)t fasting Kamlh headman called Maji. The country i

from the pn*ceding evening, was carefully washe*l described as in Hte])))es. 'riironglioiifc this hilh

and dressed, and le*l forth from tin* village in region human sacrifi(?e and fi'inalt! iufanticid*

procession, Avith music and *hineing, to tin* Meriah I generally prevailed, the only, exceptions beini

grove. The victim Avas hound to a [Unst in the in the districts of Saraiigad, (Jhandraghari, an*

middle of the grove, in a sitting postun*, by tlie Degi of Kosadali. Tlie annual season for tin

priest. He Avas then anoint***! with oil, glii, and .sacrifice was about to commence when tlic ageu

turmeric, adorned with fioAV(*rs, and Avoi\slii{
^

inarched into this country, hut 20G Meriahs AAX*r*

and there Avas great cxintention amongst the given up.

bystanders to obtain some relic, even a })orlion In .T**ypoiv, liuman sacrifices had been annually

of the unguent Avith Avhich lu* had been anointe*!. *)fferc*l to Maniksoro, tlie god of war, as Avell at

He Avas then left all night, during Avhi(;h the to the cartli-goddi*ss. The victim was tied to a

licentious feasting of tlui inevious night Ava.s re- jinst by his long liair, assistants to the officiating

snmed. As the victim must not di<* in boiid.s, ])ri**.''t liolding out his arms ami legs so that tlir

the arms and legs were broken, or stupefaction l)o*ly Avas supported over a narrow grave, Avith

by opium was jiroduced. the face doAvnwnrds. The priest, standing on tbfl

The priest now off(‘red up jn ayers to the earth- right side, prayed for success in battle and prcscr-

goddess. At noon of the tliird day, the jiricst valion, and as he praye*l he at intervals hacked

took the branch of a green tree, cleft several feet at the neck of the victim, whom he addressed in

down the centre. They forced the victim within consolatory Avords, assuring him that he would

the rift, fitting it in some districts to his throat, soon have the honour of being devoured by the

and forcibly closed by cords tAvist(*d round the great god Maniksoro for their benefit, and that

open extremity of the stake. He then AV'ounded .ns obsecpiies Avould he performed decorously,

the victim slightly Avith his axt*, and on this the and reminding him that they had bought him

crowd threw itself on the sacrifice, and, leaving for this special purpose from bis parents. H®

untouched the head and intestines, stripped the avus then decapitated, the body falling into the
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prave, and the blccdin" head remained suspended

from the post till the birds devoured it.

Colonel Campbell, in Joyporc, succeeded in

rescuing 77 Meriah males and 117 females.

After the suppression of human sacrifices in the

klahals of Jeypore, it was found tliat the practice

existed in the low country amongst relatively

civilised and educated men. The victims were
gen (‘rally of thti Tura class, purchased from their

parents. At the town of iMulcaglicrry, 100 of

these children reserved for sacrifice were found
and were surrendered.

Of the numerous Meriahs recovered front the

Kandlis, a large proportion were young girls,

educated. It was deemed good polic^y to give

.s(.anc of these d.amscls in nKirriage to Ivandli

liaclielors of respectability; but ("olonel Campl)(‘ll

ascertained that tliesc inarriL'd wards had no
female children, and, on being closely <[iu.‘stion(*d,

they admitted that tit tluMi* liusb.ands’ bidding

they had destroyed tluan. ('aptain McNeill fouml
that in tin.; distriitts of Pntiadeso, Sorabisi, Kor-
kapatah, Jlmmkti, and Kyaghada, inbintieidc,

l)oth male and female, jinwtiiled to .an apjialling

extent. Colonel Dtilton s.ays Unit many of tlie

Kura worshi])pi‘rs practised feinab* inl'anticide.

The Kaudli have si'.rfs, and follow' the practice

I of blood ri'venge. Over etich villag(‘ an elder

presides called an Al)l)ayc, .and a nnmhcr of

I adj.aceiit villages form a district under a. dis-

I trict Abbayo. In o.ach vill.age there is a })ons(‘

I

assigned to the btudiclors .as tlu'ir dormitory and

I

club, and .anotlier for the maidens. In Hoad, tlu^

girls’ dormitories aix' umler eliarge of an ehlerly

matron, who slcfjps inside and h^cks the door.

At one of the Ktindli festivals, held in Novem-
her, all flu* lads and lasses tissemlde for a S])ree,

and a b.aelielor has then the [)rivi)eg<; of making
off with tiny unmarried girl wliom lie (.-.an imluei

to go wdtli him, subject to a snbse(pient arrange-

i

inent with the parents of the maiden.

K.andhs are jus fond of d.aneing as the Onions,

and, like them, luivi? :i daneing-pliua^ in iwaa-y

village, surrounded by Btoiu.^s or wooden seats,

and shaded ])y vimerable trees. Tlie djinoers pjiy

particular jittention to their dress and to the

arrangement of their hair, 'i’ho luiir, -which is

worn very long, is drawn forw jird and rolled ii}

till it looks like a horn jirojeeting from betwemi
the eyes. Around this is wrap])ed a piece of red

cloth, and feathers insc^rted of fjivourite birds.

he clothing of the women is nearly as limited jis

th.at of the males. 'I’lie bosoni is invariably

exposed, and a kilt-iiki.; (doth round the loins,

scarcely rc'aching to the middle f tie; tliigh, is

the sole garment.— Colonel iJall
,
Jithnolotjy of

p. 2110
;

Jinj). (iaz.

KANlJllAR, an isolated rock in the plain

hotiveeii tlu^ Kandhar contluoma' of the Fnrbjiti

‘lud Chambal, and the famous Kin - t’luunbor.

l^JigJirji held the fortress and the lands of Kandhar.
His descendants formed an extmisive clan called

Sagarawut, who continued to liold Kandhar till

fho time of Sawai Jai SSingh of Amber, whose
situation as one of the great satraps of the Moghul
pourt enabled him to wrest it from Sagarji’s

Issue, upon their refusal to intermarry with the

house of Amber. Mahabat Khan, the most
intrepid of Jahangir’s generals, was an apostate

Sagarawut. They established many chiefbiinships
in C(mtral India, as Oinri Bhadora, Gumesgaiige,
Digdolli.— Tod's Rajasthan^ i. pp. 331, 355.

KANDII-MALS, a tract of cejuntry in Boad
Tiibutary State, Orissa, now^ under ji loose form
of British administration. The conntiy consists

of a broken jdatejiu, intersected by ridges of low
hills, tlie last refuge of the aboriginal Kandh
(Khond) nice. tract contains 82G vilhiges,

10, .811 liouses, .'Old a total population in 1872 of

.51, .810 persons, the aboriginal tribes being 35,798,
almost ;dl of tliem Khands, others being Pan
(020-1), (jlojdji, tSud, and Suri.

KANDl, ji uK'usure of w'eiglit; its value ranges
in vjirions places from 8 to 20 maiiiids, viz. :

—

Uoiuhay Maun. Is. Ll»;.
; ]\r.alahivr, Miiimds. Lbs.

and l*o(nia, .S to 20 boo
' land customs 480

Malcfdam, . . 2S oOn
; Madras, . . .500

Anji-ngo, 501) : lionihay, . 20 500
Mal:il»:iv, sea i Surat, . . 20 74()*0

ciistoin.s, 5G0
1

Travancore, . 20 040

KAXDLA. IIlnd. TIuj cylindrical silver in-

g(K, the basis of w-orks in wire drawing, also

a scpiJire thin rod of iron, used in gun barrel

making; the drawer of silver ingots in their first

stage of being made into w in'.

KANDOBA, a male deity of Jejuri in the
Bondijiy D(,>kluiu i)etween Sassoor and Satara,

also called Kaiideh Kao. He is repriiscnled as an
armed horsenum, .and is regjirded as an incarna-

ti<jn of Siva. About the b(.'ginning of Dee-ember,

on the 0th of Margashirsli, ji great festival and
fair are In'ld, to whi(’h pilgrims come from a great

distance. Bhandar and ehampa flowers are wicred
to Kjindoba, and (jxoreists sliout Elkot and give

bhandar. Kandoba, next to Wittoba, is the most
popmlar oliject of W(»rship .among the Msihrattas.

The god Byroba, the loejil deity of herdsmen, is

as largely worshipped in the Dekhan as is Kan-'

doba, the d(ufied hero of shej)h(‘rds. The chief

objects of Mjihrjitta ivoi'ship .are certain incjirna-*

ti(.)ns or images of deified mortals, knowJi us Etoba
or Wittoba Jind Kaiidobji, at Pjinderpur, ,>ejnri, and
Mjilligaou, but the villjige deities rceeivi* a largi'

part of tlieir attention in times of sickness or

peril. Brahmans stjiti' tiiat 8ivji becjiim* incarnate

in Kandeh Ivao for the purpose of destroying an
o]»pressive giant iiam{‘d Mjinimal, at a p];ic(? in the

Kjirnafie e;dled Pelimer. 'I'lie gijuit Maiiimal

nuxdc a most desperate defence against Kandeh
, Kao, but was at length slain, Avhereiipou all the

o]*Y)rossed subjects of this giant paid adoration to

Kjindeh Kao, to I In* number, as the story goes, of

seven kror of ])eople, w-iumce this avatara is

called Veld-khiit
;

Villa in Tamil meaning seven,

and Klint or Knot being a Maliralta ijronunciatkm

I

of (l,<)n,<U).(HH)) a hundred lakh, or ten millions,

i A liandsomo teni})li*, dedie.ated to the worsliip of

I
Kandobji, is .nt J(‘juri, a town of sonu' extent

! about thirty miles to the south-east of Poona. It

i is situated in a ])eaiUiful country, on a high hill,

I

and Iijis a very comniiiridiiig and m.aj(‘stic appear-

ance
;
the temple, walls jironnd, and steps up to

it, are W'cll built of fine stone. Tlie murlidar, or

musical girls jitlae-hed to it, are said to exceed two
hiindrod in number. A great many Brahmans
reside in and about the tt'inplc, and many beggars.
Kandoba is not an uncommon name with Brah-
mans and other Hindus, for instance, Lakpat
Kandhi Kfio.

—

Chow-Chow, p. 262 ; Moor, p. 424.
KANDY, in lat. r 17' N., long. 80^ 49' E., one
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of tlio principal towns in the interior of Ceylon, dynasty, though interruj)ted, aa Mr. Prins

Bellungallee village, S.W. of Kandy, is 2259 supposes, by the intervention of Ario-Parthiar

feet; Matina patin, S. of Kandy, is 3201 feet; was yet a continuation of the same tribe ai

Peredenia is 1660 feet. Kandy is a table-land nation as its predecessors of the name of Kai

with a chief town of [same name, and was con- pluses. The state religion seems to have be<

quered by the British after the battle of Meyda Mithraic, whence derived, not known
;
but <

Maha Nowera, 18tli February 1815, where the their coins the 8iva bull device is also found c

sovereign Vikrama Raja Singa was taken prisoner the reverse, the builds head being to the left,

—

and removed to VeJlore, wijere he died. 'J’he the coins of tlie Kadphises being to the rigl

British entered the Kandyan country, 11th January Their power, seems to iiave lasted for more tin

1815. two centuries. The style and device of the Gree

The Kandyan race are inouiitaiueers, and, until ' of the gold coins especially, of the coins both

the middle of the l‘Jth century, followed poly- ' Kadphises and the Kanerki, was carried on till

andry. They are inhabitants of the hill country, grew more and more corrupt, and was at la

and are a hardy, robust rac(‘, never till recently entirely lo.st tliroiigh the deterioration of ai

intermingling with the low ooimtrymen. Their under the princes of Hindu race, who succeed(

language is made up of three component parts, to the more energetic Greeks and Scythians.-

Elu (or Singhalese pure), the Tali, ami the Oft the ilistoricid licaults dcducihlc from rect

Sanskrit, 'riiey possess an extensive literature, J)iscoi'erics in Affjhanistan^ by II. T. Priiut^

and their religion is Buddhism. Tiui low coiinlry J^rin.srp's Afftif/iiitieSy i. [). 131.

Singhalese are either Buddhists, Roman Catholies, KANG, (.'hinese bed-places, built of brick

or i’rotestants. Among the Kandyans, polyandry admit of lires being made inside during the co

was prevalent till declared illegal in 185b, and weather; ranged round tlie walls, leaving tl

the wife had the ])ossession of all the brothers, midtile of tlic room vacant.—Freres Antipodi

The children call the eldest brollnn* father. A p. 312.

man could bring in another, not a relation, to have KANGAN A. lliND. A bracelet, or a strii

joint marital rights with liimself
;
indei'd, the lii’st or ribbon, tied round the wrist at marriage. TJ

husband can so introduce as many as the wib' will Ivangani is a ceremonial part of a Muhammadi
consent to rctaave as husbands. In the Jieena marriage.

marriage, the husband went to reside ill the wife’s KANGANl. I’am. A ganger who briii,

house, and the woman shared the family inherit- native labourers from the Madras districts to tl

ance with her brothers. The husband, in this
|

coffee estates of Ceylon.

marriage, could he dismissed suniniarily by the IvANGAUOO, jm niched (piadrupcds of Australi

family of the wife. In the Deega, a more respect- ' species of the genera llalmatiirus, Macropus, ai

able marriage, the wife leaves her own house for IVtrogalc. Bennett's kangaroo is Halmatiu'

that of her husband, forfeiting all claim on the
|

Beimettii
;

H. rulicollis is the red-necked kai

property of her parents, but acquiring some i garoo
;

II. Derbiaiius is tlu; Derbyan kangaroi.

claim on that of her husband
;
and tlie wife can-

,

tiie great kangaroo is Maeropus gigas; the blacl

•not obtain divorce, unless with the full consent i»f faced kangaroo, .M. melaiiops, and the red kai

the husband. Divorces were constantly sought
j
garoo, M. rufiis. Ridrogalo xanthopiis is one '

for by women on trivial pretences. A child born six species (A the rock kangaroo. The kaiigan

within nine months of the divorce must be main- rat of Australia is a species of Hy}isipriinnus.

tained by the husband. The Kandyans arc a KAN(j-HI, an emperor of Cluna of the 17i

larger race of men than the Hinghalese of the eentury, who instituted the custom of havii

coast provinces, but are exceedingly indolent and read, on the mornings of new and full moon,
thriftless. homily on the practical duties of life. lie pul

KANERKI. At the close of tlie first century lished an illustrated cyclopaedia of 10,000 books i

of the (ffiristian era, when the supjjosed Ario- 300 volumes.

Rarthian dynasty ceased to reign in Kabul and KANG-J AI, in Miinipiir, hockey on horsebacl

the Ranjab, a new race of Hcythian kings ap- KANGKEYA K wrote a Tamil lexicon in Veul

peared, wlio issued gold and copper money uf metre, called Urissol Nikandu, much used

quite a dilTerent^levico and style from anything scliools.

before eiiiTent. These bear a title of Kanerkes, KANGO. Jap. A seat for one person slim

at first with the title of Basilens Basileoii, but on a bamboo or pole, and carried by coolies,

afterwards with the Indian title of RaoNano Rao. KANGRA, a town in tlie Ranjab, in lat. 32^^

The number and variety of the Kanerki coins 1-1" N., and long. 7tR 17' 46'' E. It is the chi<

indicate a long domiuioii of kings of the race, towm of a district of the saim* name, lying betw'ec

The only characters on their coins arc Greek, but lat. 31' 20' and N., and between long. 75" 31

tliese became at last so corrupt as to b<^ quite and 78" 35' E.
;
area (1878), 8988 square mile

illegible. On their obverse is tlie king standing, It consists almost entirely of immense inountai

or in bust to the waist, in a 'I’artar or Indian ranges, whose three parallel lines, with a traiu

dress, with the name and titles in a Greek legend verse ridge, form the four main basins, in each (

round
;
while on the reverse are Mithraic repre- which a groat liver takes its rise,—the Beas, th

sentations of the sun or moon witli IJAlOi’, Hpiti, tluj Chenab, and the Ravi. The Beaii ha

NANAI A, OKRO, MIORO, MAO, A«R(), or its origin in the Rotang mountains, north c

some other mystical name of these luminaries, Kullu, and, after ilowing southward for about 6

also in Greek letters. And on all the Kanerki miles, traverses the state of Mandi, and the:

coins is the same monogram as the Kadphises drains the whole valley of Kangra proper,

dynasty used, and which w^as borrowed appar- ISpiti, rising in the Tibetan valley of the saw

ently from the nameless Soter Megas. This name, runs due south to join the Sutlej in th

would seem to indicate that the Kanerki native state of Bashahir. The Chenab spring
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from the slopes of Lahoul, and runs north of the I romantic hunting fields of Kullu, Spiti, and
Central Himalayas into the state of Chamba

;
Ijadakh.

while the Ravi, draining the Banganal valley,
;

The district produces iron ore in the Mundi
keeps to the south of the same chain, and flows Futtehpur mines; antimony in Lalioul, galena

i ]i(>rth - westward also into Chamba. 'riie prin- at ]iuj)i Kullu, copper pyrites at Pt-lang, gold
cipal castes in it are Brahmans, Rajputs, Girath, from tlie Beas river, rock-siilt, talc, iron pyrites,

and Kanets, almost entirely contined to Kullu. silver oreV siindstono, and kaolin; also mineral
111 Spiti and Lahoul, the majority of the popula- waters of Beshisht, Kullu, Munikurn, Jowallee,

tiun consists of Tibetans, ruled over by Rajput Amte, Bassa, Bohiin, and Kohalla. Sulphur,

landlords. Their religion is Buddhist, with a borax, from Lahoul. Spiti produces sulphuret
Ilindiiiziiig tendency. Throughout tln^ rest of of antimony, gold, gypsum, alabaster, marble,
the hills, the substratum consists of aborigines. garnet, oxide of copper, belemiiites, fossil mol-

The fort is in lat. .0' N., long. 7G" 18' E., luscs and lislies.

situated on the toji of a rock, IbO feet above the The Kangra district yields wheat, barley, gram,
Bunganga, near its confluences with the Boas, and lentil, rape -seed, safflower, mustard, and flax

!i424 feet above the S(‘a. This eminence is nearly among the spring crops
;
and rice, maize, millets,

I) miles in circumference, and is buunde(l for the buckwheat, cotton, sugar-cane, opium, and
most part by jirecipices lu^arly jierpt'iidicular. tobacco arc in the produce of the autumn harvest.

The Gaddi are a hill sju'jflierd race about Kangra Wool, tea, sugar, s:\lt, glii, honey, beeswax,
and elsewlier(‘. The Kangra pcoph' are sturdy, soap, timber, iron, aiul slates for roofing are
honest, and imhipendcnt. Most of the traders of among the staples of the district. The Kangra
the snow valleys have soiiu! members of their district has a great export trade in rice, of which
families residing at Daba or ( lyani on tin; Kuna- the most esteemed kind is the basmati.

—

Sclil. ; If.

khar lake. The great body (»f the liiilmcu are f. et Thom.
;
Jonnud., Asiatic Society of Bengal^

Rajputs; theiM' are a f(;w villages of Biahmans, 18i0
;

Ann. Jnd. Adm. xii., 1870; Br. W. P.
their residences an* respectable, and occupy the i Dickson., I«s70; Imp. daz.

more elevated portion of the village site, the huts
j

KANGRI, of Kashmir, is a small earthen pot
of tlie Dorn or llali being on a hnv rangi*. The

|

used as a warming-pan
;

it is about six inches in

Doui are hereditary bondsmen to the Jiajputs. i diamotm*, enclos(Ml in basket-work. Live char-

Jiasgi also dwell there, and are, both men and
i

coal is placed within, and the people place it

women, singiu’s at the teinj)les. The men of all b(mi‘ath their clothes for waianth.

—

Dreu\ The
eiistes in the bills are short and of poor ])hysi(pie

;

' Northern Barrier.

they look worn and gt't deej) lined on th(.‘ face at I KANG-SL a lexicographer of the Cbincso
a comparatively early age. Tiie young w'oinen

j

language. The Chinese lexicographer.s hitherto

arc often extremely ])reity, those* living iu the
:
have not done much more than translate the

higher and colder villages having, at tiftcen or , meanings given in Kang-si’s Chinese dictionary,

sixteen, a oomph'xioii as fair as many ^Spaniards
j

—Meadow's Desultory p. i>(!.

or Italians, and with very regular features. But
|

KANG'riSI, a range of mountains in High
they grow darker as they advance in years, and

j

Asia. The general (lirc(flion of this range is

beconte very plain.
!

nortli and south, and it is said to connect the

Kangra has been famed for centuries for tlie : Himalaya and Mongolia as by a cross-bar. It

skill of its people in restoring noses by the
i

runs to the east of the Manasarowar and Rawau
rhino-plastic o[unati(Ui, instituted by Budyii, a Rud lakes; its highest point is said to exceed in

]>hysician of the em])eror Akbar, to whom Akbar elevation any portion of tlic Himalaya, and four

granted a jaghir at Kangra. largo rivers have their sources iu difl'ereiit j)arts

Dharmsala is dividi-d into two .stations, the
:
of the range, viz. the ^^iiigh Kfiawab or Indus;

lower and the upper, tin* one tlie residence of the ' IheLaiigehii Khawab, which runs through Ladakh;

civilians and visitors from all pai'ts of. the Panjab, the Marehaa* Khawab, which is known as the

and the other occupied by the oflicers’ houses and Gogra; and the Tamchu Khawab or Yaru, the

lines of a regimont. great river of Eastern Tibet.

Dharmsala staiuls in the bo.som of those mighty ' KANGUE. JTuiishmcnt xviii. of the Telia is

liills, circular in its outline, and cominanding a
;

that usually called by Europeans the Katigue, and
view, uue<|uallod in the W'orld ])erhaps, of the is a common puiiislimeut in China for petty

I)lacid and beautiful valleys of Kangra and the
j

offences. It consists of an enormous tablet of wood,

noble hills behind. The 'liousts are built j.ro-
|

with a hole in the middle to receive the neck,

gressing up the hill, so that they are at very and two smaller oiic.s for the hands of the offender,

different elevations, the lowest being at an eleva- who is sometinu's sentenced to wear it for w'ceks

lion of 4000 feet, the liighest 700(.) feet. Lord or months together. He is suffered, provided his

bIgin died here. 'I'lie sanatorium is on one of strength will enable him, to walk about, but the

tlie spurs niniiiiig south from the great range of burdi‘ii is so great, that he is generally glad to

Dliaoli Dhar. This rangi; runs east and west, at seek for a support of it against a 'wall or a tree.

heiglitof from 18,000 feet to 111,000 feet, and If a servant, or runner of the civil magistrate,

forms a great wall on tlie north
;

it is due to this take? it into his liea<l that he has rested too long,

Jange that tlie climate of Dharmsala is so mild he beats him with a whip made of leathern

and bus such a heavy niinfall. Kangra is the thongs till he rise.

—

Macartnry's Pmbemy.

most beautiful district ill India, t'xceptiiig Kashmir. KAKHAK, a ca,ste about Benares who supply

It is a most lovely fertile valley, surrounded by water both to Hindu and Muhammadan families,

lofty mountains, interspersed with undulating Some of its members also act ^ servants in

hills, and situated between the rivers Itiivi and respectable Hindu families. Qu. Kahar, of whom
Sutlej. On one side it has the territories of in Imlia 1,840,81)0.

—

Sherriny, Hindu Tribes.

Kashmir and Chamba, on the other the wild but KANHEE, a valley to the west of, and which
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ruiiR parallel to, that of Quetta, but extends

farther south. Its length is about 30 miles, and
breadth 5 or 6. It is bounded on the east by the

great Chahal tan range, which separates it from
the valley of the Quetta, and on the west by a

parallel range of much less lu‘ight, which towards

the north separates it from the valley of Peshin.

KANHERI. Near Tiilsi ^ashti, aiid a few miles

from Thanna, are the Kanheri rock temj)les, about

100 in number, mostly small. The Kajdieri cave

on the island of Salsette, in the Rombay liar])our,

is 88J feet by 39 feet 10 iuclu'S, and was excavated

about the 4th century, when Ka Iliau was travel-

ling in India. It is a coarsi^ copy of the Karli cave.

KANHERI, a barren bill, J.S miles from Blian-

dara in tlie CVmtral Provinces. It yitdds good

hone stones, building stone, and white stone for

pottery.

KANI. Ta.u. Property, possession, hereditary

right.

KANI. Ti:l. The Cawnct* of the Madras Pre-

sidency, a land inoasuro in the Karnatic and 8.E.

parts of the Peninsnla. Tin* Madras standard is

24 Manai or grounds, each 2400 scpiare feet, !

therefore equal to 57,6t>0 sipuire feet, som(‘thing
j

more (1-322) than an English acre. Then' is I

another computation wliich makes it not quite an i

English acre, equal to the same number of scpian^
'

adi, or 57,t)00 native feet, each ~ 10-47 inches.

— IP.

KANI-AClll. Tau. The term given by Vel-

lalars to communal rights of villagers, lands, olhees,

fees, held in free ami lK!redit4iry propt*rt.y. IVben

the land fell into the hands of Rrahnians, it was

called Swastinm
;
when tin* same proj>erty was

possessed by Muhammadans or Christians, it was

called Mirasi, which is the term now usually

etnployed. ]’asang-kai(4 in I'amil and ^Sarwail-

ayan means the sjiim* thing. Sec Mandalam :

Mirasi; Tondai.

KANl-AMMA, a go'hhss of tlie non-Aryan

races in the Peninsula of India. See Hindu.

KANISHKA, a kingwlio ruled in Kashmir and

N.IV. India, in tin* 1st century, about. a.7>. 40; but

bis sway extended to both sides of the Himalaya,

from Yarkand aiid Kliok and to Agra and Sind.

He was the most famous of the Saka compierors.

lYider him was held the fourth and last Buddhi.st

council. Its .hot) mfinbers drew up their com-

mentaries on tiie Hmhlhist faith. These comment-

aries su])plied in part materials for the Tibetan

or Nortliern (onion, comyileted at substapient

jieriods. The Northern (hnioii is called liy the

Chinese Buddliists, the (greater Vehicle of the f.aw.

It includes many later corruptions or devedop-

ments of the Indian faith, as originally emliodieil

arc three Turushka (Turk) kinp, of the Ruddhist

religion, mentioned in tlie Raja Tarangini. Th
names of the first two arc also on inscriptions and
on coins in Northern India, that of Kanishka at

Mathura,Manikyala,Bahawulpur,and Zeda; that of

Hiishka at Mathura, and on a metal vase found at

Wardak in Afgliaiiistun. Tim Maiiikyala tope was
built by Kanisiika, and a Jhmmn coin. n.c. 33, was
found ill it. Kanishka founded the Saka era A.D.

79. Kanishka established Buddhism in the province
between Kabul and the Indus. Ho erected a great
st’liiqia or tope at Peshawur, which Fa Ilian (A.n.

400) describes as 470 feet higli, but it was in ruius
when Hiwen Thsaiig jiassed it in a.d. (>29-645.

Kanlshka’s coins have two figures of Buddha,
one as the teacher seated, and the other as the
teacher standing, in each case with the right hand
raised as if in (he act of sjieaking. The word
Saka can lie read on all tjie coins.

—

Fergumm

;

Imp. (tiiz.

KANIVA, a name of Krishna, who is also

known as Nonita. The infantine appellation of

Kaniya, when he pastured the kine of Cesana in

tlie woods of Viiidra, whence the eeremoiiy of the
sons of Hindu princes assuming the crook, and on
particular days tending the ilooks. As Muralidhara,
or the ‘ flut<‘-hol(ler,’ Kaniya is the god of music.
AVhen Anrangzeb j>roscrii)ed Kaniya, and ren-
dered his shrines impurt* throughout Vrij, rana
Raj iSingh olIiTed the heads of in(),()()0 Rajputsfor

i
his service, ami the god was conducted by tin

routii of Kotah ami Ramjmra to Mewar. An onam
decided the spot of his future* re.sideuce. As he
journeyed to gain the capital of the Hesodia, the

j

chariot- wlictd sank deej) into (In' earth, and d(‘fied

('Xtricrition
;

upon which the Sookuni (Augur)

I

interpreted tin* pleasure of the gotl, that ho desired

to dwell there. This cirenmstanee occurred at an
inconsidi'rahle village called Siarh, in the fief of

Ilailwaia, one of tin* si.vti'cn noldes of JMowar.

Rejoiced at this decided manifestation of favour,

the chief hastened to make a poipetual gift of tlie

village and its lands, wliich was speedily confirmed
by the }>a.tent of tlio rana. Nat’h-ji (tlie god) was
removial from liis car, and in due time a, temple
was erected fur his reception, when the hamlet of

Siarh became tln^ town of Nat’hdwara, wliich now
contains many thousand inhabitants of all de-

maninatioiis, who, reposing under the especial

protection of the god, are e.xempt from every
mortal tribunal. Tlie site to the east is shut in

by a cluster of hills, and to the westward flows

tin* Baiias, whi(di nearly bathes tlie extrenu' points

of the liiils. Then* are f^cren ceh*brated images
ill Ivajymlana, vi/. Nonita or Nonanda, the juvenile

Kaniya., his altar separate, though close to Nat’h-

by Asoka in tin.* J.e.sser Vehicle or (.a non of the

i:;outhern Buddhists, n.c. 244.

The Buddhist Canon of (Ihina, a branch of the

(Greater Vehicle, was arranged between a.d. 67 and

1285
;

it includes 1 140 distinct works, comprising

5586 books.

The ultimate divergence between Hie canons is

great, both as to the historical aspects of Buddha’s

life and as to his teaching. The original northern

commentaries were written in the iSaiiskrit lan-

guage. Kanishka and his Kashmir council liecamc

in fioiini degree to the Northern d’ibeto-Chinese

Bu&cHnstsljavhat Asoka and bis Patna council

(b.C. 244)^li been to the Buddhists of Ceylon

and the RoutK% Kanishka, Hushka, and Jushka

ji. He is also styled Bala-mokuiid, ‘ the blessed

child,’ and is depicte*! as an infant with a pera, or

comlit-ball in liis hand. This image, which was
one of tlie yieiiates of a former ago, and which,

.since the destruction of a shrine of Krishna by the

Muhammadans, had lain in the yamuna, attaclied

its(*lf to the sacerdotal zone (zuiiii) of the high

)>ri<*st Baiba, while he w.as performing liis ablu-

tions, who, carrying it home, placed it in aniclu

of the tem])l(;, and worshipped it; and Nonanda
yet receives tlu; peculiar honiage of the high priest

and his family as their household divinity.

Of the seamd image, Mathura Nath, there is no

particular mention
;
it was at one time at Kamnorh

in Mewar, but is now at Kotah. The pera of
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Mathura can only be made from the waters of

the Yamuna, from whence it is still conveyed to

Nonanda at Nat’hdwara, and with curds forms his

evening repast. The fourth statue, that of Gokul-

Nath or Gokul Chandrama (i.e. the moon of

Gokul), had an equally mysterious origin, having

})een discovered in a deep ravine on the banks of

the river
;
Baiba assigned it to his brother-in-law.

Gokul is an island on the Jumna, a f(iw miles

below Mathura, and celebrat(‘d in the early history

of the pastoral divinity. The residence of this

image of Jeypore does not deprive the little island

of its honours as a place of pilgrimage
;
for ‘ the

god of Gokul’ has an altar on the original sit(‘.

fifths Yadu-Nath, is the deified ancestor of the

whole Yadu race. This image, now at Surat,

formerly adorned the shrine of Mahavan nenr

Mathura, which was destroyed by Mahmud. The
Vitul-Nath or Pamlurang, was found in

the Ganges at Benares, Samvat 1572. The
seventh^ Madhan Mohaiia, ‘he wlio intoxicates

with desire,’ the seductive lover of Uadha and the

(lopi, has liis rites performed by a woman.
The precise period of Baiba Acharya, who

collected the seven images of Krishna, now in

Rajasthan, is not known
;

but lie must have

livetl about the time of the last of the Lodi kings,

at the period of the conquest of India by the

Moghuls. Damodra, the pontitT, at tlu.' beginning

of the 19th century, was his lineal descendant

;

and whether in addressing him verbally, or by
letter, was styled maharaja or great prince. As
the supreme head of the Vishnu sect, his person

was held to be Ansa, or a portion of the divinity

;

and it was maintained that so late as tlie father

of the then incumbent, the god manifested him-

self and conversed with the high priest. What
effect the milder rib's of the sliepherd god has

produced on the adorers of Siva cannot he

ascertained, but Jissuredly PJvlinga, the tutelary

divinity of Mevvar, has to complain of being

defrauded of half his dues siiuai Kaniya trans-

ferred his abode from tlie Yamuna to the Banas
;

for the revenues assigmid to Kaniya, who, under

the epithet of yc'llow mantle, has a distinguished

niche in the domestic chapel of the rana, far

exceed those of Siva. Tod says that the priests

of Kaniya are called (Jiobi, from the chob or

club with which, on the annual festival, they

assault the castle of Kansa, the tyrant usurper

of Krishna’s birthright, avIio, like Herod, ordered

the slaughter of all tlie youth of Vrij, that Krishna

might not escape .—Tofs Hajasihan.

KANJAK, a race amongst the Mahrattas who
make baskets and sell strings of cotton and hemp.

They are thoYerkal vadu of Telingana.

KANJKI, a running footman attached to the

court of the Bahawiilpur Daudputra.

KANJUK is the Tibetan translation of the

IVipitaka.

KANKA. Sansk. A carrion kite ? it is

loverenced at Kanka kala or Tirukkazhiik-kiin-

lam, a shrine 80 miles 8. of Madras, also called

Paxitirtha.

KAN-KA-CHUHA. Hind. The large-cared

rat of Kaghan, the marmot or arctomys.

KANKAR. Hind. One sort called Rewasa,

another Chappar harsaru, consists of irregular

and fantastically-shaped pieces of calcareous con-

crete. In some parts of India it forms the

principal material for road-making. From Cal- I

cutta northwards, the road was made from kankar

;

this mineral yields, when burnt, an excellent

lime for mortar. Professor Ansted’s analysis of
it is 72 per cent, carbonate of lime, 15 per cent,

silica, 18 per cent, alumina.

KANKROWLEE LAKE, also called Raj Sa-
mund, was formed by Rai Singh, rana of Mewar,
at a cost of 150,000. It was commenced in

A.i). HWH, during a period of famine, and was
finished in IGfiH. This great national work is

25 miles N. of Udaipur, the capital, and is situated

on the declivity of the plain, about two miles from
tlic base of the Aravalli. The Giimti, a small

perennial Rtreain llowing from these mountains,
was arrested in its course, and confined by an
immense embankment, made to form the lake

called after the ruler, Raj Samund, or royal sea.

The bund or dam forms an irregular segment of a
circle, embracing an extent 6f nearly three miles,

ami encircling the waters on every side except

the space between the north-west and north-cast

points. Tills barrier, whicdi confines a sheet of

'water of great depth, about 12 miles in circum-

ference, is entirely of white marble, with a flight

of steps of the same material, throughout this

extent, from the summit to the water’s edge
;
the

whole buttressed by an enormous rampart of earth,

which, had the projector lived, would have been
jilanted with trees to form a promenade. On the

south side are the town and fortress built by the

rana, and bearing his name, Kajniiggur
;
and upon

the embankment stands the temple of Kankraoli,

the shiino of one of the seven forms (sa-roop) of

Krishna. Tin* whole is ornamented witli sculpture

of tolerahh; execution for the age
;
and a genea-

logical sketch of the founder’s family is inscribed

in conspicuous characters. The £1,150,000 was
contributed by the rana, liis chiefs, and opulent
subjects, to be expended on this work; the material

was brought from tiic adjacent <piarries. But,

magniticmit, costly, and useful as it is, it derives

its chief beauty from the benevolent motive to

which it owc's its birth, during one of those

awful visitations of famine which from time to

time I’i'cur in different parts of India .—TiuVs

lUijaMhnn, i. p. 889.

KANNAKKA. Malkal., Tam. Ciphering,

arithmetic, accounts.— \V.

KANNAKKAPIliLAI. Tam. An accountant,

the conicojioly of the Britisli.

KAXNIMAR. Hind. Virgin spirits. See
Bhut.

KAXOCHAR or Kanochan, Hind, of Kangra,
supposed to be a s])ecies of barrera

;
used us an

aromat ic oxpec

1

1 iiaiit.

KANO.I, Hind. 8eed of a small tree brought

from Bali and Dchli
;
consiilcrod heating and con-

stipating; taken as a condiment, and also given

as a ineiliciiH^ in diarrheea.

KAXOX, Kot kasun, Rewapee, Patody, and
part of the Baroach jaghir, form a tract of

country called Beeghoto, occupied by the Ahir

and the Cliauhan Rajput.

KANPHATTA JOGI, a class of Hindu mendi-
cants, so called because of their custom of slitting

their ears and wearing a small cylindrical object*

in the incision. The Kanpliatta worship Gorakh-
nat’h. They eat flesh, drink spirits, and partake?
of food in houses of all castes. They are found
only in the temples of Bhairava, but they use the?

sacred texts both of Siva and Bhairava.
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The splitting of the ears is part of the ceremony
of initiation. The novitiate is kept closely con-
fined in a house for forty days, when he is brought
out and is made a perfect disciple. Tliey wear
gerua-vastra, or reddish ochre-coloured cloth, and
a head-dress of black ribbons, like the Suthara-

sain, a sect of I^aiiak Shahi. They carry a fan

made of peacocks’ feathers, with which tliey

make passes over the credulous, for the pur-

pose of exorcising evil spirits and of keeping

imps and goblins at a distance .—Sherriuffs Himhi
2'ribcs,

KANS, lliNJ)., Saksk.
;

Kaiisya, Heno.
;
Kaii-

satnii, Tel. Mixed metal, bell metal.— W.

KANSA, the king of Mathura, was the son of

Ugra Sena, and cousin of Di'vaki, the mother of

Krishna. He had been foretold that Krishna, a

son of Devaki, would kill him, for which reason

lie caused ail her eliildreii to be destroyed
;

Init

Krishna w'its preser ved, and he ultimately killed

Kaiisa .—Dowson.

KANSALA. In the south of India the live

artisan classes are called Kamnial.'iii, Kainalar,

Komsalar, or Kansahir ;
and 1 *rofi‘ssoi-W ilson thinks

the last woi‘(l may be derived from tire Sanskrit

and Hindi Kaiis, Jkngali Kaiisya, a mixed metal.

They form the five left-lrand castes of Madras,

where the Kansala is the goldsmith, the other f(uir

being the Kanehari or braziei', Kamtiiari or blaek-

smith, Kadlangai or carpenter, Kasi or stone-mason,

'riiese interniaTTy and eat together, and all wu'ar

the zonar. 'I'lie distinction of right and left liand

castes is peculiar to the south of India. It is

supposed by Professor Wilson to be of modern
origin, and to have been intr’odiicedat (’onjeveram

as apart of civil policy to divide the people and
modify their power. Hut ISir IValt(T Mlliot is of

opinion that the separation into j'ight and loft hand

castes had its origin in the violent conversion of

the ancient races from Buddhism to Hinduism, and

he had been shown a figure of Buddha which the

artisan caste worsJii]). At ])ieseut many worsliip

Miswakarina, but the bulk seem to worshif) ISiva;

they bury their dead in a sitting j)osture, with the

head of the dead close to tin; surface : and their

dislike to the Brahmans is inttnise. They claim,

indeed, to be superior to the lhahiiuins, and Hr.

Hunter regards them as Brahmans who liave been

overlain by more recent arrivals. It is amongst
the Tamilian people that the right and left hand
sections appear.

KAN-SU, a province of N.AV. Uliina, with I’ibel

and Mongolia on its west and north, and skirted

on its north by the Hoang-ho. Chief tow'ii, Lan-

Chau.
KANTA BHAJA, a Hindu sect, founded about

ton states that the houses rise above one another

in tiers, the roof of each tier forming the roadway

for the next. Contains a celebrated Buddhist

temple with an extensive ’fibetan library.—/rwp.

Gaz.

KANUN. Akae. A kind of harp, the Kctvuv

of the (Jroeks. Its strings, 50 or 00 in number,

rest upon two bridges, and are touched by both

hands, without using any plectrum or bow. It is

laid on ilic knees of tlie player, who has twm
plectra attached to the forefingers, each plectrum
being placed bctw'ceu the finger and a ring or

thimble. There arc three chords, of lamb’s gut,

to eac)] note, and generally 24 treble chords

altogetlier.

KANUN. Aeau. Anile; a law; a psaltery.

Kaiiuii- go, Akail - Peus., in India, recorders

and registrars of land revenues in their respective

districts. laterally a rule-teller, a name under
Mahratta sovereigns apjfiied to a revtame officer

of tlieir governments
;

l)iit his olficc 'was heredit-

ary. Act xiii. of 1.S82 amended the laws relating

to the Kannn-go and Patwari of the N.W. Pro-

vinc.esand Oudli.

KAN V A, the earliest writer on ’relugu grammar,
lived at the court of A in I lira raya, in 'whose

reign l^anskrit was introduced into the Telugu
country.

KANWA, an ancient teacher of the AVliite

Yajush W'da, ainl founder of several schools for

tli(‘ purposi‘.

K A NWA, a dynasty of Indo-Scythian Turushka,
mentioned in tin' Pnranas. The dynasty reigned

45 years. The first was H.c. fifi. Kanwa, named
Vasii-d(‘va, usurpi'd liis niastc'Cs kingdom, Per-

gusson says 70 to 51.— ; Thomas'^

Ih'in.srp’s Andtjnitics ; Fenfus. !!>. See Magadha.
KANYA, the Venetian sequin, from having a

figuri' of the \'irgin on one face. Kanya was

i

a name of tiny mother of Krishna. Sin* W'lis a

I

daughter of Vasiida Kanya, a maiden, a virgin, a

I girl. Kanyadana, the marriage ceremonial of the

!

giving away of a Hindu bride to the bridegroom

j

by her parents or giuinliaii. Kanya, the astron-

omical sign Virgo.

KAXYA-KUBVA. Sansk. The town of

Kanouj. 'I’he word means a hunchback maiden,

ami the name is giv(*n in a Hindu legend,

i

KANY^A KUM AKl, a name of Durga. In the

I

days of Pliny, her worship extended to Cape
Comorin.— 1).

KAN-YINC-PKKN. CiiiN’. ’(’he book of retri-

bution; a moral work often distributed gratuit-

ously by good men.
KAOFU, an ancient name for the region now

ealied Afghanistan. For several centuries, both

the beginning of the jfitli century by Ihuna S'lran

Pala, a Goala, and inhabitant of (4hosi)ara, a village

near Hukli Sagor in Bengal. They believe in the

divinity of the guru as an incarnation of Kri.shna,

and worshij) him as the creator.

KANTAKI. Maiiu. A turner, a cabinet-maker,

workers w ith a lathe in wood or ivory.

KANTIPiAI VAi?AHA. Kaiis. A coin of

account in Mysore, value Jis. 2*1 4 '8, equal to 10

gold fanams, each of 6 grains.— W.
KANUM, a town in Bashahir State, Panjab,

the principal place in the sulidivision of Kunawar,
lat. 31“ 40' N., long. 78“ 30' E.

;
situated in a

mountain glen, near the valley of the Sutlej

(Satlaj), about 9300 feetjabove sea-level. Thorn-

before and after the (’hristiaii era, the Indian

language and religion were predominant tlirongh-

ut all Afghanistan, from the Bolan pass in the

I

south, to Bamiaii and Kamlahar on the west.

I

'I’his large tract was then known by the general

name of Kaofii, but was divided into ten different

1
states, of which Ivapisa was the chief. The

;

'I’ributary Btates wen^ Kribul and Ghazni on^ the

I west, Larnghan and .lalalabad in the north, Swat

and Ikshawiir in the east, Bolor in the north-east,

and Baniiu and Opokieri in the south.

That Kandahar then belonged to Persia, is

I

proved by the fact that the begging - pot oi

I
Buddha, which Hiwen Thsarig (ii. p. 106) mentions

as having been removed from Gandhara to Persia,
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still lies at Kandahar. The removal must have
taken place during the 6th century, after the
conquest of Gandhara by tlio king of Kissin or
Kipin. It is called the Kashgul-i-Ali. The
Kaofu of the Chinese would therefore have
embraced the whole of modern Afghanistan.
Xar)fa was the appellation of one of the live tribes

of tlie Yuchi or Tochari, who are said to have
given their own name to the town which they
occupied towards the end of the 2d century before
Christ. This statement of the ('hinese writers is .

confirmed by the historians of Alexander, wlio !

notice the city of Ortospaiia, without making any
;

mention of Kribiil. The latter name is first given
I

by Ptoleiny, who describes Kabnra or Oi tospana
as the capital of the ] ‘aropainisadye. General A.
Cunningham concludes, therefore, that Ortospana
was most probably tlie original metropolis of the
country, which was su])planto(l by Alexandria I

during the Greek domination, and restored by
i

the earlier Jndo-^cythian princes.

—

Cmminfjham,
Ancient Oeog. of India, p. IX

|

KAOUN. Chix. l*oroAdaiu clay. i

Kan-ling-t’ii, Cilix, ' Kiri-inatti, SixoH. ! \

J\:h-ngool, !

This is the aluminous ingredient of Chinese
|

]>orcelain, named af(.(‘r a hill near Kin-teli-ehin, in
j

the Kiang-si pottery distri(‘t. It. is a silicate of
]

alumina. Petiiii-tszo is the silieious element in

('hincse ware.

For a long ])eriod it was crroneoii.sly .supposed

that the fine clay necessary for the production of

good por(;elain, consisting of silica and alununa in i

variable pro))oitions, ami called by the Chinese
kaolin, was ])eculiar to their land, and that couse-

<iii()ntlyno country in Europe (?ould hope to attain

eminence in this mamifacturc'. Hut kaolin abounds
in Ceylon, and in the loth century was extorted
to China. Forcelain clay is vmy idjiindaiit in

and E. Asia, produced by the decomposition of

felspar. As it occurs in Ceylon, an analysis in

bSG7 showed pure kaolin 7tl silica 26, inolybdena
and iron oxide 1 lOO. Kaolin is [jrocurablc in

great abuii(I.‘inc(‘ in iSonthern India.

In a report on the geology of the North Arcot
district, ilr. Hriice

J
Foote write.s: ‘The highly

felspathic varielu.’S of the granite gneiss ar(‘ occa-

sionally so grt?atly decomposed as to appi'ar to

offer sources for the collection of kaolin or China
clay. But none of tlic North Arcot localities show
rocks sufiiciently rich in dec()n4 )0sed felspar to be
of much importance. A very seriou.s di.sadvanbige

Is the tlifliciilty of a suitable water supply. 'I’o

insure the prejnarntiou of kaolin of good colour,

which alone commands a high price, a very large

supply of perfectly limjml water is a sine (pia non.

And in a dry climate like; that of the Carnatic,,

this want could only be met by the (;oiistruction

of special reservoirs of large size, in which the
Water could be allowed to stand for many months
after the rainy season, till all the susi)endcd

l>articles of ferruginous clay hud settled, and the

water itself had become perfectly limpid. If the

great cost of providing such sui)plies of limpid

water free from saline matter in an eminently dry
country be taken into consideration, together

with the fact that the kaoliniferous decomposed
rock occurs in greatly smaller quantity, and is

generally much less free from ferruginous staining,

due to the filtration through the almost universally

overlying red soil, the conclusion seems inevitable

that the prospects of establishing profitable China
clay works in North Arcot are not very promising.^

KAOORWA. This singular tribe of Rajputs
is entirely nomadic, and is to be found chiefly in

the t’hul of Dhat, though in no great numbers.
They move about with their flocks, encamp wher-
ever they find a spring or pasture for their cattle;

and there construct temporary huts of the wide-

spreading peoloO, by interlacing its living branches,

covering the top with leaves, and coating the in-

side with clay. [ n so skilful a manner do they thus

shelter themselves, that no sign of human habita-

tion is obst'i'vable from wdthont. The roaming
Salirai was always on the look-out for these sylvan
rtitreats, in whieh the shepherds deposit their little

hoards of grain, raised from the scanty patches

around them, 'fhe restless disposition of the

Kaooiuva, wdio even among their ever-roaming
brethren tuijoy a si)ecies of fame in this respect,

is attrilmted to a curse entailed upon them from
remote ages. I'hey rear the camel, cow, buffalo,

;ind goats, which they sell to the charuns and
other merchants. They arc altogether a singularly

peaceable race
;
and, like all their Rajput brethren,

indulge in uml-pani or opium water, which, in

Kajpntiina, is the universal panacea for ills, both
mural and ]>hysical.—d/. C. B.

;
Tod's Rajasthan.

lvA( ; 1 i E. A characteristic feature in Cen-
tral Asiatic traditions is the derivation of their

origin from some animal. According to the

ti!.stimony of Chinese history, the Goa Gui (Kao-
tschc), otherwise know’ll as the Tele or Chili people,

spran from a w'olf and a beautiful lliui princess.

()iH' of the Hun ]>rinces liad two daughters of such
niieommon beauty that he determined not to marry
them to any ordinary mortals. Building a high

iow’er in an uninhaliited wilderness, he left them
in it, exclaiming, ‘

1 pray heaven to take them !

’

'L’he youngest princess falling a prey to ennui,

encouraged the attentions of an old wolf, who for

a whole yi'ar, night and day, prowled around the

low'd*, and at last made his lair at the foot of it,

till the princes.s, notwithstanding the entreaties of

her eldest sister, married the wolf.

'riic Tugas (ealh'd J)ulgasse.s by Bore llyacinthe)

professed to derive their origin from a she-wolf,

and tiie Tiifans (^Tibetans) from a dog. The Chin-

ese assert that Batachi, licreditary chief of the

Mongol Khans, w’as the son of a blue wolf and
white Idiul (Memoires Kclatifs a i’Asie, par Kla-

proth, p. 201). In like manner some of the red-

skinned tribes of North America pretend to be

de.scendod from beavers, tortoises, eto. It is evi-

dent, from these instance.s, that this kind of

tradition in Central Asia, and even in America, is

extremely ancient, and even seems to be regarded

as a descent to be proud of. The tradition of the

origin of the ninety-nine Kipchak branches h^
been jireserved among the Czbaks and Kazaks in

such an imlelieate shape, that it is doubtful

wdiether it will ever be ijossible to present it to

the general reader.

—

Russians nt Central Asia;

Captain Valikhanof and M. Veninkof, p. 96;
Smith, M. M. Ch.

KA( )ULI. 1 The dancing and singing girls

of JTu’sia are tcrmerl Kaouli, Malcolm says, a cor-

ruption of Kabuli or of Kabul, which denotes the
quarter from whence they came.

—

Persia^ i. p. 117.
KAB, a subdivision of the Varendra Brahmans

of Bengal, inferior to the Kulin tribe of the same
name.
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KAPADI. KA.PURDIGIRI.

KAPADI. Guj. A Hindu who has performed external power or influence. The Kapila system
pilgrimages to Hinglaj

;
also a religious mendicjmt generally is a form of materialism, in which, how-

carrying a red flag, and selling rosaries, the sacred ever, tln^ soul exists apart from consciousness and
thread, and holy water. tlio outer world

; but it is uncreative, and exists

KAPALA-MAIjA. Sansk. Wearing a gar- oidy as light does. Tn his system there is no
land of skulls *, a name of Siva. Kapala-bhrit, place for virtue or vice, duty or sin. The soul

wearing the garland of skulls
;
a form of Rudra has no purpose outside itself *, it is passive, un-

or Siva. Kapalika, in the lifth century of the sympathetic. Virtue and vice are little distiii-

Christian era, a Hindu sect wlio Wore necklaces of guished except as matters of sensation
;
and, as

bone and skulls.

—

JJoivsoji. See Chiuna ^lastaka
;

pleasure and pain, they are to be avoided, because

Kerari. they imply tietion, and action is imperfection.

KAPALE, Tkl.
;
Kumpli, Kahn., a well from Virtue and vice do not belong to the soul or in

which the water is drawn in a bucket by oxen, anywise afli'ct it. The sense of guilt, implying a

— W, moral law, wliich in turn implies a higher power
KAPALI. lliNP. Devotees who adopt th(‘ to ordain it, dues not exist in KapilaV systoni.

mantra or sacred text of Kali. They are soim;- Even acquiring knowledge and thus delivering

what similar in their habits to the Aghori, but the soul from bondage is not a duty, nor the

not so sliamcless and abominable. They eat neglect of it a sin
;

it is ji matter of individual

flesh and drink spirits, but refrain from eating advantage. The system of Kajjila, though it could

dead carcases .—Sherrintfs Hindu Castes, j). 270. never have been very widely accepted or uiider-

KAPAS. Malay. Gossypium Indicum, Jawi. stood, ])reserits points of interest to t))(' student of

Cotton plant, raw cotton, cotton wool, cotton raw, comparative pliiloHO[>hy. Little is known of his

cotton as a crop. Kapas is cleaned of seed, and life. One acia)unt ealls his father Vitatha. AVard

prepared for the market by the ryots tliemselves. says (iv. p. 2) that he was autlior of tin* Kapila

Rut not unfrequcntly traders buy up the raw Sanghita, that his father’s name was Kannada,

material in large quantities, and pay for its clean- and Ids mother's Deva-huti, and that he was born

ing by hired workmen. In this case the Avorkmen at Puskara, ami lived at (Janga Sagara.— Ward,

are paid in proportion to the amount of clean iv. p. 2.

cotton produced, k'or producing a nmund of KxVl’lLAU is said to have been a brother of

clean cotton the rate is sometimes as low as b or Tiruvalluvar, and one of thi^ Maduia jn’o-

8 annas, and sometimes I’ises a.s high as ofic rupee, lessors. A .small work, Kajiila Akaval, is attii-

The cotton seed or benowur obtained by jiassiiig bute<l to liiin, ])ut it is probably spurious,

the kapas tlirough the charkhoo may be valued at K AlML.VWVSTl', tiie birthplace of tin* Pakya

about one rupee per maund. Kapasi is the
;

Hmldhn, Avhieh is known to the Jhirmese as Kap-

tomeiitum of the leaf of Onoseris laiiuginosus and
j

j)i-la-wot, was a smell principality situated on tlie

other plants. 'banks of tlie rivi'r i^ohini, the modern liohana,

KAPl of 1 Kings x. 22, in the form of tlie ! about lUO miles N.E. of llemires. It was ruled

Greek xyjcroc, an ape, iii the Kgy])tian texts is
j

over by Suddhodana, chief of tlu^ Sakya tribe,

kafu. Tukhiim is the Hebrew name for peacocks, ami fatlier of Hakya Muni. His mother was Maya,

2 Chronicles ix. 21.— Wchcr. daughter of Supra Buddha, child of the noigh-

KAPJLA is said to be the Avriter of the preface bouring tribe of Kolyaii. Both tribes Avere of

to the Saukhya philosophy called the Sankliya pure Aryan flescent, and branches of the Surya-

Pravachaua. His father’s name was A'itatha. vansi or line of the Sun. The Kohini flowed

The Sankhya Karika of EsliAvara Krishna i.s an between Kapila and Koli, the latter being the

exposition of the system of Kaj)ila. The Saukhya native town of Maya Devi, mother of Buddlia.

Pravachaiia comprises ;j2G aphorisms in six books
;

The present village' of Nagara lias bi'en surmised

72 distichs make up the Saiikliya Karilci. The by General Cunningham to be the ancient Ka])ila-

system of Kapila given in the Saukhya Karika is vastu, and Gautama is still tlie title of tlie Rajput

the only contribution of India to pure jihilosophy. chief. Gautama is the name by Avhich. Buddha is

The exposition is the oldest in existence, and the known to the Burmese. PaAva, betAveen Kapila-

most authoritative
;
but it is doubtful how closely vastu and Kasinagara, is the pUuie Avliere Buddha

it represents the original teaching of Kapila, Avho died underneath a sal tree (Shorea robusta).

—

lived before the lime of Gautama the Buddha, Cnnuhajham, Anr.imt (i( 0(j. of India, i. p. 417.

in the Gth century before Christ. The tr^ankhya KAPPA R, in Baluchistan, near to BagliAvana.

Karika has been several limes edited and trans- Its lead mines are in a hill that seems entirely

lated. Kapila is purely a philosopher, and the composcil of the metal. About 2U0 Avorkmcn aie

rites of Vedantic religion are an object of scorn constantly euijiloyed, the Merdui, a peculiar race,

to him
;
yet he allows gods, but only^ as einaiia- not Brahui, nor e.steemed people of the country,

tions from nature, eventually to be reabsorbeil Lead is a most abundant metal in the hills of

like all other forms of matter, ’blie object of Central Baluchistan, but it is said to bo extracted

philosophy with him is to escape from pain and
j

only on a singular system at these mines.

—

Masson\

sorrow, which ho regards as inherent in tlie Avorld Narrative, j)p. 50, 57.

of matter. Our present physical life is a mere KAPU. Tkl. A cultivator, a husbandman;

bondage
;

it is full of pain, it can ncA'er be the in Telingana, the principal husbandman in «

source of anything but sorrow and degradation village. In 1881 census returns, the Kapu Averc

The aim of philosophy is sinqily to free the soul
|

107,341.— W.

from this and every other connection with matti'r KAPUJHllGIRI, a town with Buddhist remains

for c^{j7cir
seek to cast it away, as imui near PeshaAvur. The Buddhist remains- now ex-

cast^uo a vile ,and loathsome garment; and this isting in India are of four distinct classes,—

emancipation mnst be gained by the soul itself, 1st, Cave temples, containing topes, sculptures,

without the aid, yif such can be obtained, of any paintings, and numerous inscriptions
;
2d, Vibara
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KAPURTHALA. KARA.

or monasteries
; 3(1, Inscriptions on rocks and

I
village of Aloo, whence the family spring, and

pillars
;

4th, Topes or religious edifices. The ' from which the designation Aloowalia is derived.
Vihara or monasteries are of two kinds,—1st, The Trans-Sutlej estates were also acquired by
Cave Vihara, of whicli several magnificent speci- conquest, and from the chief city therinn, Kapur-
mens have beoJi published by Mr. Fergiissoii

;
ihala, the family derives its general designation,

and 2d, Structural Vihara, of which some' sp(*ci- Of the Cis-Sutlej possessions, some were con-
inens still remain at Sanclii, but in a. v(‘ry ruinous quered, and some were granted by maharaja
condition. Tiie inscriptions on the pillars at Ivaiijit Singh, prior to Septtmiber 1808. The total

Dchli and Allahaharl, and on the 'rirliut ])illars at vahu^ of the Cis-Siitlej possessions was estimated
J\fathiya and Jtadhiya, wc^rc deciphered and at Us. 6, (Jo,000, Uy a treaty of the 25th April

translated in the (\arly part of tlie IDtli century 1800, tin; sirdar of Kapurthala was pledged to
hy^ the rornarkablo ingenuity of the late Janies furnish siqiplies to Rritish troops moving through
R^ipyep. The inscriptions on th(‘ rocks at Juna- or cantoned in his Cis-Sutlej territory; and by
giri in Gujerat, and at Dhanli in ( hittack, were ai ticle 5 of tin* Declaration of the Gth May 1809,
also interprotod by him. A tliird version of tlie he was bound to the Uritisli standard with his

rock inscriptions (bub in the Ariauo-Pali cha- followers during war. lii 1820, the sirdar Futteh
ractiT), which \vas found at Kajuirdigiri, near Singh lied to tlie Cis-8utlej states for the pro-

Peshawur, has been carefully collali'd with the teelioii of the Dritish Government against the
others by Professor AVilson. Afaiiy short inscrip- aggressions of liaiijit Singh, and protection was
tions from Gaya, Samdii, and Dirat, as well as accorded. It was declared iliat the Aloowalia
from the cave temples of Southern India., liave chii'f was under Rritish protection in respect to

also been published at different tiiiu’s. The rock his nnct?stral iiossessions east of the Sutlej, but
inscriptions contain the names of Antiochus, dependent on Lalnire for places conferred by the
Ptolemy, Antigoniis, and Maga'^. The inserip- Fahorc Government prior to September 1808,
tions in the abh* work of Major (hinningham are viz. Russi, Narraingarh, and Jugraon. The pro-

of greater interest, and of much higher importance tection of the Jiritisli Governunmt, however,

than all that had Ixffore been published. The Kapur- extended over both. In the first Sikh war, the

digiri inscription is on a rock, on the side of a troops of Kapnriliala fouglit against the British

rocky and abrupt hill, near a village of that naiiu! at Aliwal, and, in consequence of these hostilities

in the district inhabited by the Vusufzai. The and of tlie failure of the sirdar to furnish supplies

modeof reading it was discovered by Afr. F. Norris, from his Cis-Sutlej estates to the British army,

ft reads from "right to left, is in the Aryan or the Cis-Sutl(‘j estates were confiscated.

Ifactrian characti.'r, and is nearly a transliteration In 1849, sirdar Nihal Singh was created a raja,

of that of Giniar
;
and thi‘. languages he says, was He died in September 1852, and was succeeded

ill use for several (nmtnrics tliroughout that ex- by his sou Ibindhir Singh. During the mutiny

tensive line of eountry ovm' which the Seleucidm of 1857, and subsequently in Oudh in 1858,

and their successors held dominion, that is to say, the raja, Ibiiidhir Singh rendered service to the

from the Paropamisus or Caucasus to the upper British. The Government, among other rewards,

part of th(' I »aiijab, including all Bacdria, Hindu remitted a year’s tribute, and permanently

Kush, and Afghanistan. reduced the tribute to its former amount, viz.

At least two classes of people seem to have Rs. 1,31 ,f >00. For his services in Oudh the

(unployed the langnngo expressed in thi.s cha- raja ri'ceivcd th(‘ estates of BauiKii and Bithowli

racter, the one using the Aryan or Bactriaii of in perpetuity, witli remission of half th(^ re-

Damiaii, Ka]mrdigiri, etc., the otlier using the venue, and he has been guaranteed the right of

Budh or J.rat character found on tlie Girnar adoption.

rock and on the pillar and in the cave temple In 1878 its ruler liad as titles His Highness,

inscriptions
;

and that these two class(!s of Farzand Dil - bund, Rasnkh - ill - Itikad Daulat

people seem to be the GeteC and t>aka\ the so- Fnglishia, Rajai Rajgan, Jagat Jit bingh

called Aryan character being that used by the iiahadur, Aloowalia, >Vali Kapurthala, Baundi,

Getw,. while the so-ealled Lat character was that Bathowli, and Aoom'iii. — Aitchei!on\s Treaties,

of the Sakae. The Lat character occurs rarely (4f., p. 37.‘).

in the southern part of the Peninsula ; still it is KAP-WI, a small rude tribe near the source of

tbe only one used on the sculptures at Amaravali, the Irawatli. See India.

which have been described by tlie Rev. AV KAPA^ANG. The Minak kapayaiig is an oil

Taylor; and wliile in charge of the Government held in esteem amongst the natives of Borneo for

Central Museum at Madras, the Editor des].)atclied cooking. It is ])roduced by Paugiuiii edule,

to England a large collection of its sculptures, which grows to about 40 feet high, and is planted

which have since been described by Air. James by tlie Dyak race.

—

Low's Sarawak’, p. 47.

Fergussoii in his Tree and Serpent AVorship, and KAR, Himd., Irom Sansk. Karya, act, «affaii\

are now arranged into the wall of the great stair work of any kind, business ;
largely combined

of the British Museum. with other words.

KAPURTHALA, a Native State in the Paiijab, Kar-i-chakand, embroidery,

lying between lat. 31'" 0' and 31° 39' 30" N., and Kar-i-kalamdaiii, painted ware of Kashnur.

‘long. 75° 3' 15" and 75° 38' 30" E. Area, 800 Kar-i-kharat, turned and lac(iuered ware,

square miles. The chiefs are Sikhs of tlie Jat Kar-i-maiiakkash, painted ware.

'tribe. The chief of Kapurthala at one time held KARA, in many of the languages of the south

possessions both in Cis and Trans Sutlej, and and east of Asia, means black
;

in Mahratta,

also in the Bari Doab. The scattered possessions a prison. Kara, in Carnatica, a blacksmith,

in the Bari Doab were gained by the sword, and Kara-papak or blaiik-caps, a warlike Turkoman

were the first acquisitions made by sirdar Jussa race. The Kara-koiounli or black shepherd clan,

Singh, the founder of the family. • In them lies the with the Ak-koiounli or white shepherd clan,
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KARA. KARADAGH MOUNTAIN.

under the Seljuk dynasty, long ruled over Sind, in lat. 24° 61' 9" N., and long. 67° 4' 15"

Western Asia. They reside near Alajah Dagh. E., at the extreme northern end of the Indus

KARA or Kura. Maiir. A form of oath with delta, near the southern base of the Pabb
Hindus, in which a leaf of tulsi and a cup of mountains in Ilaluchistan. It is the chief town
Ganges water, placed upon some sacred l)ook, are in the province of Sind. It was a mere fishing

held by a person on his liead whilst ho is giving hamlet until occupied by the British about 1840,

evidence. If no domestic aftliciion befall him but in 1881 its poj)iilation was S922, extensive com-
withiu a few days, his testimony is considered mcrce, splendid harbour works, and numerous
conclusive.— TV'.

,
nourishing institutions having sprung up since the

KARA. Malkal. A division of a reveii’.ie introduction of std tied administration. The supply

district in Travancore. of wab r is mainly derive<l from w(*lls, tapping a

KARA BELA, also Arma-lhd of Arab authors, subterranean bed of the Layari. Karachi district

the modern town of Bela, the chief town of I-.as, stndchos from the mouth of the Indus to the

in Baluchistan, which is built on a strong ami Baluchi boundary. It possesses a billy western

rocky site on the northern ])ank of tlio Purali region, lying in the subdivisions of Kohistan and
river. Coins, trinkets, and funereal jars are found I Karaclii. liurgc forests of babul and other trees

near; and in the neighbouring hills are numerons fringe the river banks, tlie Ilabb forming the

caves an<l rock-cut temples, now ascribed to western boundary between Sind and Baluchistan.

Farhad an<l fairies, hut are the eartlily resting The Manehhar lake, in tlie Sehwan subdivision,

abodes of former chiefs and governors. I'here ’ forms the only considei'ablo sheet of water in any

are also old Muhammadan tombs near. One-third part of Sind. The iiot s])rings of Pir ;^^angllo,

of tlio houses arc occupied by Hindus.— AV/m/’.v situated about six miles north of Karachi town,

India; A/rf.v.svn/’.s' Journef/.^-, ii. p. 2<S. among some; very bari’(m and I’ueky hills, gush up
KARA-CITT or Kara-tchi, a })etjple in Korlherii

;

from a cluiu}) of date' tiees, Avhieh covers the

Persia who resemble gypsies in many resi)e(‘ts, extremity of a craggy limestoiu' knoll in a pretty

besides the use of a ])articular dialect or jargon i valley eiicloseil by cunsi»lerable heights. A swamp
among themselves. They jweb r tt*nls to houses, i close by is fammis for its immimsc number of

pilfer eggs, poultry, linen, ami other things
;

tell
' crocodiles. Hundreds of tlu'ui hask lazily in the

fortunes by inspecting the palm of th(‘ hami, and sun by the .‘^idi‘ of a green, slimy, stagnant pool,

are nearly, or perhaps altogether, without any !
or move sluggishly about in search of food. The

religion. A man, withwliom v^ir W. Onseley con-
j

greater jamd is about oOO yards iii cireumferenco,

versed, acknowledged that most of his taifah or I ami contains many little grassy islands on which

tribe had not any certain form of worship or system i the majority of the eicaeodihs (Crocodilus palus-

of faith ; but, some Muhammadans Ikm ug present, ’ iris) ])ask. I'^ome are to be scam aslet.'p on its

be loudly thanke<l God that he was himself a trm*
j

slimy .sides, otlu'rs half-suhinerged in the muddy
believer, a very orthodox disci j)le of their prophet. ' water, Avliilc now ami then a Imge monster raises

The Turkish couriers from (hjiistantinople n'cog-
|

himself upon, his diminutive* legs, and, waddling
nised this man and liis companions to be a

j

for a feAV paces, falls ilal on its belly. The water
Chingani or .Jingani ; and Mustafa, who liad been ' in the pool feels eold, although feel from two lie)u

in England, wliispered to him that they wore* the; springs, one) of wliich is eif so high a temperature

same as the gypsies. Porte-r tells us Hint the that a vi.siteir e^annot retain Hu* hand in it; yeifc

words mean black rae*e. 'The* me'n, tinedy limbed, animal life e*xists in it, for wliero the water
with countenances sufliciently bohl and watchful

j

bubble**! up from its sandy liottoin, and in the

of what was going forward. The ea)mple*xions of ' litlh* lade* running to the tank, there is abinuL
both sexes appear much darker than the native arice of a spt'cies of small black sjiiral shell, which
Persians. Their pliysiugnomv genu-rally secmcel ^fr. Woodward reported to be very like Melania
to agree with that e.)f most of their brethren and j.yramis, an allie**! speeie-s of wliieli fre'epicnts the

sisters he had met wandering aliout in various river .Jordan. The croe:odile*s elig deep in the

parts of Europe. The men ste;al, make sieves, sand umh r the tieigliljouring date trees, and
hair ropes, etc., from Hie jiruduce of which they there cieposit their eggs. Quantities of di'ciduous

pay an annual tribute to the Government of two teeth of various sizes are strewn along the slimy

tomauns per family or tent. The women, when
j

sides of tlie pond. They seized their food with the

not occupied in the little domestic affairs of tlieir si*le of the mouth, and tossed the head backward,
canvas household, beg and tell f{)rtune.s, tlu* in order that it might fall into the throat,

latter being generally muttered over a few torn Extensive salt do])ositR occur in Shahbandar sub-

leaves from a Faringi book, or the blade-bone of division, on tin* i^irganda creek, a branch of the

a sheep, and accompanied with tlu* thn;ad of Indus accessible for small craft of from 50 to

your life. The general expression of their faces, i flO Ions burden. Karachi harbour is the most
both in men and women, is that of deep tliought,

j

westerly jiort of India, and it is the only land-

interrupted with rapid turns of observation llasli-
\

locked liarbour between Bombay and the J^rsian

ing from their bright and powerful {*yes. fii ! Gulf. Though it is a bar-harbour, it has 17 to 18

some parts they are called Kauli and Susman. ; feet at high water of ordinary tides, and from 20

Their women, in one respect, differ widely from ' to 22 J feet at springs. It is easy of access to

gypsy females in Europe. Mr. Barrow, in his
|

large ships, by night or day, even during the

account of this extraordinary race, has comirnuided monsoons.

—

Adams,
the strict chastity of the gypsy women

;
but the KARACHIL, a corruption of the Sanskrit

Kara-chi women of Persia arc quite independent Kuvcra-chal, a name of Mount Kailas, where,

of any such rigid virtue, and one and all earn according to Hindu mythology, lies the city of

money in other ways than by telling fortunes.— Kuvera, the Indian Plutus.— lufe, Cathay^ ii. 411.

OuseUy'^s Travels, iii. 40 ;
Porteds Travels, ii. 528. KARADAGH MOUNTAIN runs up to Derbend-

ELARACHI or Kurachee, a seaport town of i-Bazian, and thence, after running a little way
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KARADIYE, KARA-KUL,

straigJit like a wall, it runs a little w’cst, and

forms the hill of Tcliermala, tliciico it turns more

west, and forms that of Ivhalkhalaii. 'Hie Kara-

dagh diminishes in height all the way from the

Seghirmeh, which is very high, and towers above

all the other mountains in the distance.

—

Ridis'

KtirdiMan, ii. p. 6.

KARADIYE. Karx. A silver box in which

is held the linga of the Liiigawant sect.

KxVKA-GUiJZrill, in Persia, the eastern Punch.

Kara-ghuz is Turkish, meaning black eye. Kara-

ghuz and Ilaji Aivat are the two chief characters

in Turkish farces. These two characters resemhle

in appearance, character, and habits the clown

and pantaloon of a Cbristiiias pantomime, with

this difference, that tlieytalk as well as act. The
character and int(‘rest of the piece depend, of

course, on the latent wit and <lroller‘y of the im-

provising 0])crator, and to ;i lesser extent on tlic

nature of the audience'. Tlu' spectacle is made
up of a series of trivial incidents loosely strung

together without any underlying i>lot. There

are, however, iii the dialogue many ohsccnc

jokes, and in tlio pranks of the two worthies mindi

coarse unveiled indecency.

KAltAtU )LA, a village in Pnrniah district,

Jh'iigal, on the left bank of the (janges, m hit.

23' 30" N., and long. 87" 30' hi" E., on the

route from Calcutta to i)arjiling. 'I’ln' south of

ihirniah sup])li('s blankets and rugs.

IvAK.VIII. Hixi). An open, largo, shallow

iron caldron, vessel, or Ixjwl.

Karahi - Icna, llixn., is the oialeal of taking

!i piece of gold out of a pot of hot oil. If the

accused do so without being scalded, he is det'incd

innocent. Karahi-lcna is common in India.

—

Sruyf<\, ])p. 300. PG; TtxCs AVpo.vMan,

i. p. 71 ;
IPiV.w/o

KARAK, Kharg, or K.arrack, in lat. 29^ 15' 2"

N.,' and long. 50" IS' 50" E., an island off the

coast of b^ars, in the P(*rsian Gulf, 30 miles X.W.
from IhishiK'. It is about -1^, miles long. Its

northern extremity is rocky, and about 100 feet

high. The jieoplc are Arabs, and .arc tishermen

and
in

by the pirate

it in June 1838, but withdrew on the Persians

raising the siege of Herat.-- d/ocGrcyor, p. 219.

K.\RAKATi, meaning Black Stone, is a town

in the South ('anara district, Madras, in lat.

13° 12' 40" N., and long. 75° V 50" E., on one of

the main lines leading from Mysore to Mangalort'.

Karakal was formerly a Jain iowm of some size

and importance, and tlie anti(tuariaii remains an'

very interesting. Chief among them is a colossal

monolithic tiguro of Buddha or Gantama, locally

known as Gnmpta, after Gumta Raya, once ruler

of this country. 'The figure is placed on a huge

black rock, and is within a fraction of 50 feet

high.

—

Jmp. Gaz.

KARAKALPAK, asnbdivision of the Turk race,

of which the Uzbak, Kazak, and Turkoman are

branches. They arc settled in the Bokhara ami

Khiva districts. In the latter they have from

10,000 to 15,000 tents, wliich are largo and

strong, and guarded by a breed of largo dogs.

Their women are famed for their beauty. They

are agricultural, but very poor, being heavily

taxed. They do not trade, have but few

horses, and hardly any sheep. They have several

ign, ine people are Araos, ami are nsnenuuu

id pilots. The Dutch occujiicd and fortiliod it

1 A.D. 17*18, hut were dilven from it in a. i). 1705

y the pirate Mir Mohanna. The British occupied

times rebelled against tlu^ Khiva government, and

are a wild, unruly race. They have been esti-

mated at from 40,000 to 100,000 families. This

raci' moved from the mouth of the Jaxartes into

tin; khanate of Khiva iu the beginning of the 19tli

(jcntury. Jn appearance and dress they arc inter-

mediate between the Kirghiz, Kazak, and Kahnuk.

They are tall, vigorous men, with more powerful

frames than any of the (central Asian trilics, but

clumsy, ami with coarse features. 'I’hey have

largo !ica<], flat full face, large eye.«, flat nose,

slightly-projecting cheek-bom'S, a coarse and

slightly-jiointcd chin. The Karakalpak are con-

siciored dull ;umI foolish. They are even less war-

like than the Kirghiz
;
they have seldom appeared

as compicrurs, and are even less employed as

mcrccinirics, Tlu'y are largely occupied as cattle-

breeders, and they ari' active', bemevolent, and

laithfnh— ('cut. Asia; ColletCa Central

KARAKA81I, a river which flows from Pningal

to Siiiret in a westerly direction, then takes a

sharp turn to the mnlh, and then flows for the

most ]).‘nt in an K.X.E. din'ction. In it.s valley

are vt'iy large (juairies and mines, from which

is dug fhe yashm or jade-stone, and which

art^ resorted to by people living at great dis-

tances.

—

PrucecdhKja of the Mwjuetir Survey of

India, p. 3).

KAltA-KORPM PA88, the name applied to

the point where the principal route between India

and Easti'i n Turkestan travi'rses the water-parting

betw(‘cn the river luisins of those tw'O regions.

Dr. 'J'. Thomson, of the Bengal Army (19th

August 1818), descrihes it tis a rounded ridge

(amnecling two hills, wliich rise somewhat

abruptly to the height of ])evhaps 1000 feet

above tin' summit of the pass. Tin' name Kara-

kornni lias boi'ii extemh'd by soim* geographers to

a fancied range oceipiying (he exacMine of water-

parting betwet'ii those streams which discharge

into the 'Pavim basin and those which join the

IndiLs; wdiile others have applied the name to the

closelv-contignoiis range usually called Mustagh.

Mr. R. B. 8ha\v htis shown tin' fallacy of the

former view
;
whih' the nppropriatcncss of the

name Mustagh (ice mountain), and the fact that

tlie Kara-kornm pass lies sonn* distanct' northward

of this undoubted range', have since induced most

geographers to restrict tlie name Kara-korum to

the above pass. Its height tibove mean sea-level

is 18,550 feet
;

lat. .35° .33' X. (’olonel Yule says

Kara koruni was tbe chief iilace successively of

the Khan of Kerait and of the .Mongol Khan till

Kablai established liis residence in Ghina. Bish-

balik, i.e. Fentapolis, lay between Karti-korum

and Almalik, .and had anciently been the chief

seat of the Uigur nation. It is now, according to

Klaproth, represented by Lrumtsi. l«/t,

f V/Mro/, ii. p. 500 ;
Imp. Gaz.

KARA-KUL, jv small district in the valley of

tl»> Samarcand riyor, N.W. of Bokhara, of which

it is a division, occupiod by I'lirkoiiian a,nd Uzbak

sheiihorda. Large supplies of lamb-skms, caUed

Kara-kuli, are si'iit from it to Tartary, China,

Persia, and 'Purkey. They arc highly valued iu

Pensia, ami are used for caps, which have a beauti-

ful shape, ami are imich better than those of the

Tartars. The rich men of Persia, who are fond of

showy dress, generally kill a pregnant sheep, the

skin of the young of which is afterwards taken
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off, and covered with cloth and cotton, to prevent project wub adopted for restoring this channel,

the effects of the sun and air. The skin of such a The discontent created by this scheme assisted in

young lamb w delicate, soft, and light. The exciting the movement for tlie expulsion of the

finest lamb - skin cap is valued in Teheran, and dynasty.

—

Davis^ i. pp. 137, 190; I)e Guignes^ iv.

other places in Persia, at thirty rupees. The p. 21 G ;
./. ]L G. S. xxviii. p. i^94

;
Biot in Jour,

CJiravanof Bokhara which frequents flashed during J[.s\ Ser. iv., i. and ii. in Yult'y Cnthaij, i. p. 125.

the course of the year, brings considerable quant- KARANA. Hind. A doer of anything, lienee

ities of the skins. The shawls of Kirnian and th<‘
j
the kurninn or village accoiintaiit, ami the terminal

sugar of Yazd are most important articles of ! syllable of such words as kudrikara, a horse-keeper,

sale in Mashed.

—

Burnes; Mohan LaVa Trarrls^
|

The Karaiia is also a niixiMl caste, following writing

p. 193. and accounts as an occnpatioii. lleiioe tlie Anglo-

KARA KUM, a sandy desei-t about 3G0 miles Bengal word Jv(Taiii, a clerk, an accountant. It

long, traversed on tlie route from Merv to Khiva, is fiom the Sanskrit Kri, to do.— Wilson. See Kar.

Its surface is very irregular, with ravines and KARAXAM or Ciinium. Kahn., Tam., Tkl.

deep pits and high mounds aiul ridges, witli a lew A village accountant, one of the chief oflicers of

bushes of camel’s thorn and wormwood. 1’ho a village community in the Tamil country. The
cold in winter Ls very severe, with snow' and bitter Karanam is usually a Siidra, and takes the title of

cold winds. Filial ; in Telingana, a Brahman.
KARA-IilNdl, Saiva uieiidicants, who go KARANG, a tree w'orshi]>po<l in ('hutia Nagpur,

naked, and, to mark their trimnj)h over desire, KARA.\G. Malay. A reef, a shoal; several

affix an iron ring and chain on the male organ, of them off the Sumatra coast.

It was these ascetics who attracted the notice of KARANG BOLOXG, a district in the Resid-
Bernier and Tavernier and utluu* of llu' earlier ency of Baglan, division Anibal, on tlie southerly

travellers. Since the beginning t)f the nineteenth sea-coast, between the rivers Clumdiing Golong
century, they have rarely, if ever, been seen by and Djetis. 4001) able-bodied inmi of this district

Europeans.— Wilson. ISoe Hindu. find a livelihood by gathering edible birds’ nests,

•KARAMAN, the town of Caramania, at the as fishers, and in cultivating sawa. Tlicir bird-

foot of the lofty range of Bcdlerindagh, a branch nesting is accompanied by various local usiigcs,

of Mount Taurus.

—

Catafago. amongst others are a feast, always on a Thursday,
KAKAMNASA RIVER rises on the eastern and cleaning the eliff

;
the next morning (Friday)

ridge of the Kaiinur Hills, in the Hhahabad district buffaloes are killed. Two hours afterwards they

of Bengal, in lat. 24° 34' 30" X., long. }r^3'^ 41' oU" E. take* some pieces of llesh, tongue, entrails, etc.,

It is held in the utmost abhorrence by Hindus, fnjin the slaughtered animals, and j)lace them on
and no person of any cast(5 will drink or even small bowls woven of bamboo, called Sadjen.
touch its waters. The reason of its impurity is They are then otba-eil to Belong Watu Tiimparig,

said to be that a Brahman having been murdered and near the watt4i-lioiises of tlie cliffs a he-goat

by Raja Trisankii, of the Solar line, a saint puri- is offered with incense. In the afternoon a
fied him of his sin by collecting water from all the wuyang is jierfonned in tlu' Bolong, generally a

streams in the world, and w'asliing him in their jiiccc of seven acts, while' the lU'cessary flowers,

waters, which were collected in the spring from fruits, ointments, siri, ])inang, t'tc., reciiiired for

which the Kararnnasa now' issues. This spot is the offerings, arc prepared by tlic Tukang Kiun-
near the village of ISarodag, and the river soon l.)ong, and placed on the bamboo liowls, and in

becomes a rapid streamlet of beautifully clear (lie (‘veiling an? brought by a servant into the

water, with deep holes, and abounding in fi.sh. Bolong near the si'ioot tree. A .Javanese named
At Chhanpathar, in its course tlirough Mirzapur Kaki is buried there, and the natives declare that

district, the river forms a w'uterfall lUO feet high, the tree has sjirung from his navel. They likewise

which, after heavy rains, affords a magnificent make offering.s on Lin? burial-place, at the waringin
sight.

—

Imp. Gaz. tree, and in the overseer’s house. After the

KARA-MUREN. jMongol. The Black River, w'ayang pluyer.s havi; returned from the Bolong,
called by the Chinese Hoang-ho, or the Yellow the devil’s bed (Nyai Ratu Kidul, which has existed

River. The embankment of the river is said to from time immemorial) Ls jiut in order by the

date from the twenty-second century n.c. Its Tiikang Gedong woman, and ornamented with
regulation has ever been a source of anxiety to silk and other cloths. Every Thursday this bed
the Chinese Government, and there used to be a is cleaned, and offerings are inailo to it. Small
tax on the Hong merchants at Canton expressly lamps are lightcil, and small bamboo bowls, with

on account of this object. ’I'lie will of the cmpiu-or llow ers, fruits, etc., arc placed with particular

Kea King, who died in 1820, has the following marks of honour by the ’Fukang Gedong before

passage:—‘The Yellow River lias from the reniot- ' the bed on a small couch made for the purpose,

est ages been China’s sorrow. Whenever the At the same time .she says in high .Javanese, as if

mouth of the stream has been inip(*(I(?d by sand- addressing some distinguished person, ‘ By order

banks, it has, higher up its banks, created alarm of Mijinheer, I here bring wherewithal for you
by flooding the country.’ This seems to have

|

aloni? to eat.’ After this speech the Tukang
been eminently the case in 1855 or 185G, when Gedong lujiself answers, ‘ Yes, mother Tukang
the stream of the TIoang-ho, near the debouchment Gedong, say to fathtT Mijinheer that I return my
of the Great Canal, was reduced to a few yards in thanks for the food which he has sent me.’ At
width, the northern banks having given w'ay far this ceremony the Tukang Gedong further asks

up, and the inundations poured over Shan-tuiig. Nyai Ratu Kidul if it be agreeable to her that

On this occasion much of the water was reported the birds’ nests should be collected, and if it shall

to have escaped into the gulf of Peh-chi-li, which take place without mischance, to which Yes is the

the Chinese believe to have been the original exit, usual answer.—Journal of the Indian Archipelago,

During the reign of the last Mongol emperor, a No. iii. p. 103.
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KARANI. KARATAGIN.

KARANI. Beng. A copyist. See Karana.

KARANIKA. Tam. In the Tamil provinces

a Sudra of the Rillai caste, and in the Telugu a

Brahman.— Wilson.

KARANPURA is the side of a coal-field in the

Ifazaribagh district, Bengal, between lat. ,‘17'

and 28^^ bT N., and between long. Hi" 51' and
S.')" 30' K. Area, 472 square miles; greatest

length, 42 miles
;
breadth, 19 miles. It is divided

into two tracts by the Ihimodar river; am'
ores of good quality occur in abundance in the

field, and the manufacture of iron forms one of

the chief industrial features of Hazaribagli district.

—Imp. Gaz.

KARAO, seemingly fi-om Karana, to cause to

do, the term given among tin; .lat, Gujar, Ahir,

and other races and tribes in N.W. Hindustan to

concubinage generally, but more especi.-illy to

marriages of widows with tluj brother of adccease<l

liusband. This practice is known to the eastward

of the Panjab by the name of Oorhai, in the

Dekhan of But’hee, and in other provinces by the

term Dhureecha
;

it is followed among several

j-aces, but is not very openly confessed even among
tli(‘in, as soim* <legree of disereclit is supposed to

attach to it. Amongst tlie, Jat, it is only younger
Totherswlio form such coniieclious, (ider brothers

j

being j^rohibited from marrying their younger
|

l)n>thers’ widows, ])ut among tl\i‘ .bit of Debli I'ven I

this is not ])rohibit('d. 'Phis j)ractico has beam
|

common among several nations of the cast. The :

.lews followed it, and in Kgypt it was admitted

fora c}iildl(‘s.s widow to eohalut witli a brother of

the deceased husband. At the time that the laws

of .Menu were conqnlt-d, Karao apj)ears to hav(.‘

he(*n a recognised institution
;
but, as is not unusual

with the Institutes, there is much contradiction

between the enactments nbating to it. From a.

consideration of all the passages on the subject,

it appears tliat failure of issue was the point on

which the legality turned. He who was begotten,

.‘iccording to law, on the wife of a man deceased,

or impotent, or disordered, after the due authority

given to her, is called the kuvful son of the

wife (Menu, ix. 17d). Amongst the Jat, Gujar,

niid Ahir, children born to Karao are considered

legitimate, and are entitled to inhoritaiici! accord-

ingly. Children borne by the w'omeii pri'vious

to Karao, except in the case of fraternal Karao,

arc known by the name of Kudluiura, and <lo not

iiiherit the property of tlie father-in-law. When
a Manji Singh dies leaving no male offspring,

his brothers, or his nephews of the full Idood,

iiSHUinc the right of succession, to which tlu^ widow
or widow's become competitors. Acconling to

the Shastra (if they may be considered applicable

to public property and chiefships), the prior title

of the widows is held
;
hut, as the JHikhs follow

the custom termed karao or chad’r - dala or

cluid’r- andazi, which obtains in every family

with the exception of those of tlie Bhai, the

eldest surviving brother of the deceased places a

white robe over, and the nuth or ring in the nose

of, the widow, which ceremony constitutes her

his wife. This practice accords with the Hindu
and Mosaic laws (Deuteronomy xxv. 6-10),

and acts as a counter-agent to the many evils

attendant on female rule. If the free will of the

widow were consulted, it is scarcely to be doubted

she would prefer the possession of power, and the

charms of fiberty, to the alternative of sacrificing

her claims to her brother-in-law, and taking her
station amongst his rival wives. Judging from
the masculine disposition, want of modesty and
of ilelicatc feeling, which form the characteristic

features of Sikh females, necessity and not choice
must have led them to yield to the adoption of a
usage Avhich must often bo repugnant to their

natures, and disgusting to their thoughts. Yaj-
nyaw'olkya says, ‘ If a brother die without male

let another ajiproaeh the widow in the

proper season.' And Menu ordains, ‘ Having
espoused lior in due form, she being clad in a

wliite robr.’ The Bhai tribes of Khytul and
other places, although they reject thq union by
Kariuva, yet set aside the claims of a widow in

favour of the brothers and nephews of one dying
without male issue. The w'idows of the Bhai tribl's

receive small jaghirs for their stqiport during life.

KARA GtiilLAN, ruins about half a mile S.E.

of Kifri in Kurdistan, from which Ibch excavated
a (piantity of (‘arthoii jars varnished Vilack in the

inside, and perfectly resembling those found at

^eleucia and Babylon. He obtained also a small

earthen lamp lik(‘ that now used by the villager.^.

Gold and silver etiiiis ari> also frequently found
here, which the villagers immediately melt dowui.

Tli(‘ jars, or se])ulchriii unis, refer to the iHassanians.

Fai tluT up the torrent, on the N.N.W., are some
excavations in the block, called Gabr houses, and
others of the same kind arc in the hills, ten

minutes’ ride from thii 8. extremity of the ruins,

eonsistiug of excavated sepulchral chambers, with
very low doors, and, in tlic inside, three places to

lay out bodies, but of small dimensions, about five

feet long. Tlie plan of tlu'se excavations resembled
the Aclueineiiian sepulchres at Xaksh-i-Riistain.

Farther on, about three miles from the ruins, on
the. top of a hill, arc some vestiges of building,

which the people call Kiz Kak'usi, or the Girls’

Castle. Here urns and bones are found
; the

place is nearly opposite Oniki linaum. S.W. of

Kifri is an immense mound like the Majallibah of

Babylon. Mr. Rich dug about it, and found
immense quantities of small j^ieces of human bones,

and fragments of urns, all of whieli had a black

varnish on the inside; but the pottery w\as of

different quality, some coarse and iinornamented.

iiu‘ soil, as deep as ho could discover by means of

a ravine, w;is impregnated with black unctuous
mould, fragments of unis, and small bits of bones.

On the centre of the mound is a burial-place of

.\ra.bs, and tlie Muhammadan now confounds his

dust with that of tlu' lire-wmrshipping Persian ;

for that this was a 8assanian place of exposing

the dead, Rich had no doubt from its appearance

and character, and the style of the fragments

found.

—

Ru'Jis Knrdistun^ i. pp. 18-21.

KA1\A-SU. Tlieri! are several rivers of this

name,—that of Diarhakr; one in Armenia; one

ill Trebizond (Tarabizun). One of the Kara-su

is the main lu-anch of the Euphrates that flows

near Erzerum. Another Kara-su is one of the

numerous streams that fall into the Murad or

Euphrates.

—

Markham's Kmhassy^ p. 72.

KARATAGIN, a semi-independent Galcha State

in the upper part of the valleys of the Surkhab
and its tributaries; its chief town is Garm or
Karatagiu. Its chieftain, like all the Galcha
chieftains, claims descent from Alexander the
Great. Population, 100,000, chiefly Tajak. It has
22 small Begships or villages, each averaging 80
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houses. There is a hot spring at Ab-i-garai iiidependeni, straightfoj ward men, simph^, and
Kishlak. Gold is washed at Sariin Sali, and salt obeying their Mopen or chiefs. They are strong,

is found in the Langar Sha mountains. I’he built anti active, with woolly hair and something
people trap martens and ottt‘rs, inak(3 hn'arins,

weave woollens and cottons.— 7 V. C. .Ja

KARATEEVO ISLAND, a name of Cardiva
•Island, about to 4 miles off tlie Ceylon coast.

The N. point is in lat. 8'' .‘>1' N., and long. Ty""

46* 40" E. It is a mere sandy ridge thrown up
by the sea.

KARAUTd or Kerrowleeis thecajatal of a state

of the same name. It is situated about 70 mile,s

equidistant from .Afuttra, Gwalior, Agra, Glwar
(Alwar), Jaipur (.leypore), and Toiik, in lat.

26° 80' N^, hmg. 77"" 1' E. It is said to derive its

name from Kalianji, a temple built ])y Arjan Deo.

The maharaja of Karanli is the head of the dadii

elan of Rnjjmts, who claim descent from Ivri.shiia,

and are regarded as Vaflnvansi, descendants of the

Lunar race. 'Fho clan has always remaine<l in or

near the country of Jhij round Muttra (3latluira),

and once held Biana, whicli was taken from them
by the Muhammadans in a.d. 1058.

—

Luj). daz.

KARAVAN-SARAT or Caravansary or Sarai is

a square, enclosed by walls, uuiler which are

many rooms or cells for aecoinmodation. The
merchandise and cattle are colh'cted in the area.

There is a ehamher for each ])erson, with strict

privacy.

KARAIV A, a fislnu* caste ru'ar Bentutte in the

N. and N.W. of Ceylon. They o]-iginally caini!

from Tuticorin. The Tarawa are a section of the

Karawa.
KAKxMVAN or Keerowan, tlie stom* plover,

species of oedicnemusV A/;/ a., has a shrill voice,

somewhat resembling that of tlu‘ black \vood-

])ecker. The 'i’urks and Egyptians kc<'j> it in a
<*agc. It is a \'e?’y vnradoiis bird, catching and
devouring rats and mice. It is often mentioned

in the Arabian Niglits.

—

L(iui\

KARBAJ, or Plianclia. Hind. 8Jacks in which

bora.v is conveyed across the inoinitains on the

backs of slieep and goats.

KARBALA, or Mash’liad llnsain, a town of

Asiatic Turkey, in Trak-Arabi, .50 miles S.IV". from

Baghdad
;
population, 20,000. Th(‘ town is built

on a plain about 6 miles west of the Eiipiirates,

with whi(!h it is connected by a canal said to be

more ancient even than tin* era of Alexajider.

Husain, son of Ali and Fatima, was killed near,

and is buried here. IBs tomb is adorned with

a gilded cupola and a noble mosfpie. Muham-
madans of the Shiah sect rcs(jrt in pilgrimage. It

is 24 miles from llillah, is at the extremity of a

veiy noble canal drawn from tiie Euphrates. Its

environs are shaded by extensive plantations, and

the walls arc upwards of two miles in circumfer-

ence. Fatima, Mahomed’s daughter, was slain

near it.

—

MacGrcijor.

KARBAR, business, etc. Kardar, an agent.

Kargah, a workshop. Karknn, a clerk. Karkliana,

an office, a manufactory, an arsenal. Karani, a

manager, writer. Karigar, a workman. See Kar.

KAR-CHEMISH, the Ilittite capital on the
'

Euphrates.

KARCHI. Hind. An iron plate for parching

grain.

KAR-CHM. Hind. Heavy gold embroidery

for saddle -cl (iths, cushions, etc.

KAKDARJarace occupying the Animallay Hills

in the collect/orate of Coimbatore. They are open,

of the African features, and tliey file their front

teeth to a point. Tiie women wear enormous
(iircles of pith in the lobes of their ears, which
tliey ilisteiid down to their shoulders. A black
monkey is the KardaFs gi’eatest dainty.

—

Lieut-
('ol. Ihimilton in Uteris. See Kader.
KAREJ. J b:i:s. Three kinds of calcareous earth

are found in most situations in the western desert

between Babylon, Hit, and Ana. The first, called

Xura, is a Avhite powder particularly abundant at

Hit and .\na. Mixed with .ashes, it is used as a
coating for the lower parts of walls, in baths and
otlu'r places liable to <Iamp. The second is also

found in j'owder, mixed with indurated pieces of

the same substance and round pebbh's
;

it is called
by the Turks Karej, and by the Arabs .Jus. It is

veiy plentiful between Hilla and Felujia, is the
common ceiiu'iit of tin' country, and composes tlie

mortar which is found in the ruins of Babylon.
The third speei<'s, called Borak, is a substance
resembling gypsum.—it/eA’.s* Jluins of Jkihiilon,

pp. 64, 65,

K AREKATTAREAltE. Kaun. Tersons whose
Dccupation is working ornamental ])orders to

blankets.— M'iison.

KAREN is’ a Burmrse word a])plied to many of

the mountaineers in Tegu and Soutlu'rn Burma.
Sonu' of them are known as the AVliitc, Red, and
Black Karen, from the eolours of tlieir clothes

;

also Burnies(' Karen and Talaing Kan'u, as dwelling
amongst these nations. 'I'lie Shan call them Yang,
prononnet'd in the diiTc-rent parts of Burma as

Yen, Vein, Yen-ban, and Yeii-seik. Tlie red-

elothed Kan n call tln'insclves Ka-ya, and some
of theBgliai elans, Kay-ay. They describe them-
selves as liaving eonictVoin tlu' north, and crossed
the great sand desert that separates China from
'Fibet, and believi' that formerly they had books.
All the Karen family betwcim the mouths of the
Tenasserim and sources of the Fitang arrange

: themselves into the iSgau tribes, the Two tribes,

and the Bghai tribes, 'riic Karen people are

fouml Avithin the British, Burmese, and Si.amese

territorii'S, and extend from about lat. 28° to 10°

N. The Karen between Burma and China are

independent, with a patriarchal constitution, and
reckon themselves liy families, not by villages or

tribes. They arc agriciiltui’al. Some of the tribes

I are Buddhist, hut two of them, tlie Sgau and

I

I'gho, an3 pagan Sgau tribe's, the Two tribes,

and the. Bghai tribes may be thus arranged:

—

»Sgiiii ])r()i)cr.
I
lighai-ka-ten. IVo pro])er.

Maune Pgho. I Bghai-niu-htai. Shouiig khic.
Baku. jBghaikohta. Kaya or Ka.

wa.
,

J.ay may. Tarn or Klio thii.

Maiiu inanau. Mopgha.

j

Hasliu.

Toiing thu.

Kyen.

The E.'ustern Bghai, Bghai - mu - htai, or Red
Karen, call themselves Ka-ya, their term for man,
and are called by the Burmese Kayenuee

;
by the

Shan, Ycn-laing, or Red Karen, from the colour

of their dress, which was originally all red, but a

mixture of black garments is now commonly seen.

Every man carries a short knife in his belt, many
have swords, and those who have not muskets or

matchlocks carry from one to three light spears,

which are used in war like javelins, and thrown
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from the hand. Everyman has a pony, so thal. with a shorter over -skirt, and a close -fitting?

in time of war they form a body of light cavalry, jacket tastefully ornamented with seeds trimming,
when all turnout to service, and the cultivation is They are Buddhists, and have Kayoungs, in which
then carried on by the women exclusively. the youths are cdinvatcd to read ^imi books.
The country inhabited by the tied K.lnn is the

.
Tliey eat beef and buffalo meat, never pork. The

tincst in the interior of Burma. They are governed
,
Karen believe tliat every object of nature has its

by a Saubwa, and have occupied their present god, as the god of the sun, or the moon, or the
locality for forty generations, Imving been driv(‘n earth, or tlie ocean. They ])ropitiato cwil spirits,

down from tlie north by the Burnu'se, and se])ar- They say that foriinsrly they sacrificed oxefn.

ated at Upper Pagan from the Chinese, with whom 'riu'y emtiloy wizards to curse their enemies,
they were then associated. Here, on the higli KAUKZ, a Persian well or a series of wells,

table-land, they liavo lived, a terror to both Ihir- coiiiK Cted to each other by an underground
mesc and Shan, plundering, kid ua])piug, and kill- aque<luet, aii<l leading tlie water to the place
ing, as opportunity offered, and selling the slaves require witli shafts "at intervals to admit of
they did not need to the op])osit(‘ nation, Shan rej)airs. 'Plien' are sevenil vtny valuable karez at

to Burmese, and lh]nnes(‘ to Shan. Dr. Mason Ahinadnaggur in the Deklian. Pottinger mentions
found the people, with all th(‘ savageness which is that, but for flic karez or aqiu'ducts, the natives
imputed to them, by far the most civilised Karen of many parts of Jhdueliistan could not possibly
known. They are better clad, provide theniselv’es exist. They are met with in great numbers in

with better food, are bettei* skilled in the arts, an* all tin* plain coiuitry of Pt'rsia and Afglianistan.
more vigorous, active, and laborious, than any Those of Hezekiah, 2 Kings xviii. 17, seem to be
jungle tribe he met. They make their own knives, of this kiinl.

axes, swords, spears, lio(‘s, ])aiiglt's, silver orna- IxABG or Kharg. Hin'D. A sword. Karga-
ments, and cart h('nwar<', bits and bridles, saddles shapna, the l^cytliian adoration of the sword,
and stirrups. Every foot of land they cnltivat(“ is e.ontimmd amongst tin* lbijj)ut races as the
is hoed with a heavy lioe of tin* westenm form, Khanda - woi*ship, part of the ceremonies of the

such as is never seen among either Burmese or Nou-ratri, or nine days dedicated to the god of

Karen, but is used l)y the (diiin'se. 'hlu-y have war. 'Die Heytliians woishi])pcd tlieir god of war
cattle in groat abundance, which iwo trained to under the form of an iron schnitar. The Eresian
carry panuiers as donkeys ar(3 in Europe, and Prank adhered to this practice. Charlemagne
which bring their produce from the fields to the styled his sword Joyeuse. The Khanda is a
villages. A considerable portion of tlie population double-edged seimitar.—yW.
are slaves

;
but slavery here exists in its mild(*st KAKfIi\l)E, a clan of Brahmans spread in

form. There si*eins to be very littl differt*nce
i

Bombay Island, in Poona, in tlie Ceded llistricts,

bet wren master and slave. ' Cnjerat, and Sind; in 1S8J, about 23,010 in

The Karen burn their dead, but rescue from iho number. They are agricultural, but take Govern-
ashes a portion of the skull, ^Yhieh tlu‘y suspend ment service. Many an* bhikhshu or mendicants,

from a tree, with the eloth(*s, oi'uamenls, and and serve in Hindu tenqvh's
;
are Pnrana readers,

arms of tlie deceased. They dance, singing beanli- 'rhey w^erc accused of a bmdency to sacrifice human
fill songs, around these relics, which the elders beings.

afterwards convey to the foot of distant mountains, K A Eli AKBARI, a coal-fhdd in the llazaribagh

and there inter tlnun. Dr. Mae,Go\vn includes district of Jjengal, lies bcDveen lat. 24° 10' and
amongst them, the Ka-Khyien, Khyien, Kemmi, 2r 11' N., and bi'Uvoen long. 80

'
16' and 86° 2.T

Karen-ni or Red Karen, the Pwo and v^gan E. Area, 1 1 sipiare inih'S, of wdiich 84 miles are

Karen, wlio pos.sess eharaeteristics so niueh in coal - bearing. 'I'he minors are ehioHy Bhuiya,

common as to justify them in Ix'ing regarde<l as Baiiri, and Santal.

divisions or fragments of one nation. KARl. Ta^f. A bazar, a marki‘t-p]aoe ; the

Tho Karon dialects of the Low’(*r Irawadi and supposed soiiree of the word curry, as, like bazar

Tiuiasserim are more closely assimilati'd with the in Bengal, it. means tin; market sn])plies. Karia-

Y-uma languages than with the Bnrman. Karen ]xiak, Karia beken, curry leaf
;

leaf of Bcrgcra

has boon more assimilated to the Burnian phoii- Konigii.

ology, but it has remarkable affinities with the KARIAr>AN. Tam. Meaninglandlord; a tribal

Mon Anam or Mon Ean alliance. Glossarially, it title of tho Idaar or shepherd race, in the southern

is mainly Tibcto-Ultra-lndian of tlie earlier form, ilistricts of the Tamil country,

or that w’hich characterizes the Yuma and Naga KAlilANG, vSawai, Km, and Chong, are wild,

Manipuri languages. A few have become 'Biiddh- migratory races of Pnrther India, the first and

ists, and atheists arc mot with. They have no second being the same people who inhabit various

priesthood. They are, however, addicted to a portions of the Hnrman dominions. The Ka, a

considerable extent to Nat worship, dcmonolatiy term which in the Siamese language means slave,

or pneumatolatry. To propitiate the spirits of the but who are called by the Kambojans Pa-nong,

rivers, hills, plains, and tri'es, they sacrifice inhabit tlie mountains of Lao, bordering upon

buffaloes, swine, and fowls. A portion of them Kaniboja. Tin* (^liong, a more industrious and

worship their ancestors and make offerings to their settled people, inhabit the hilly country on the

manes. They commonly burn their dead. eastern side of th(‘ Gulf of Siam, between the

Karon who dwell in the Shan country north of 11 ih and Pith degrei'S of north latitude.

Mobya, wear a black dress. In Monai, Leg-ya, and KARIKA, the metrical aphorisms of Grammar
Theen-nee, and in the southern part of tlie last of Bhartrihari.

district, their villages are quite numerous. They KARIKAIi is the name of a French settlement

arc much darker than the Shans. The men dress in the delta of the Cauvery, within the limits of

like the Shans,but the womenwear a dark-blue skirt Tanjore district, south of Madras, in lat. 10°

gathered at the waist and reaching to the knees, 55' 10" N., and long. 79° 52' 20" E.
;
population,
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92,516
;
area, 62 square miles. Six miles south fans wore embraced by a man named Abdullal),

of Tranquobar, and about mile from tlie Arsclar son of Maimun, a native of Persia, who devoted

mouth of the Cauvery, the soil is fertile and his powers not only to the overthrow of Arab
watered by six small channels from the Cauvery. ascendency, but to the subversion of Islam, and,

KAR-i-KALMDANI. Hind. Papier-mache indeed, of all relipon. His mode of action was

work, also painted wooden articles; the painted by secret iniluence and missionary exertion. The

ware of Kashmir
;
also called Ivar-i-manakkash or culminating doctrine of his teaching was the vanity

})ainted ware, pen-ease work; a })apier-mache work of all religions, and the indifference of men’s

iimde at Sriniiggur, in the form of })aper cases, actions, the good receiving no recompense, and

glove-boxes, tea-caddie.s. the bad no chastist*nient, either in this world or

KARIJ, in the I'oona district of Bombay, is in the next. Among the followers of Abdullah

sitiiate<l on the road between Bombay and Poona, was one nanu'd Ahmad, or, as he was afterwards

in hit. 18° 45' 20" N., and long. 7o° JU' 16" E. called, Karmat. Ho rose about the yearn. 278

TJie rock-cut chaitya at Karli is the finest, largest, (a.d. 81)1), and was the founder of the Karmatians.

and most com])lete of all the chaitya. (;aves. The The term Kannata or Karmat belongs to a kind

eight ligiires that originally adoriu-d the porch of Arabic writing in which the letters are very

are chiefs with their wives, and all the fignro.s of small and the lines very close. Tliis style being

Buddha that appear there now an' long siibse- wellsuitcdforsecret communications, was adopted

([uent additions. The caves are dost* to the liigh by Ahmad, and hence he was called Karmat, and
road from Poona to Bombay, about half-way his followers Karmati or Karamata, Anglice Kar-

down, on the right-hand side of the valley as you matians. Teaching the doctrine that everything

])roceed towards the sea. They are not so exten- desirable was allowable, he differed from his pre»

sive as those of Ajunta, but they are juirely dece.s.«ors by endeavouring to carry out Ids views

Buddhist. The largiist and most splendid chaitya by violence, and began an open unrelenting war

cave-temple in India, which could be selected for upon the ruling powers. Tn ii. 290 (a.d. 90,‘1)

reproduction by art, is the principal excavation at the Karmatians made a fearful inroad into Syria,

Karli, and it is also interesting as the oldest and in n. oil (a.d. 923) they jdundered Basra and

Indian work of the kind known to exist. Kufa. In h. 319 (a.d. 92)1) under a famous

Kondanc, .Jambrug, and Amid vie are in the leader, Abu d’aldr, tiny took tin* city of Mceca

lower scarps of the Sahyadri raugt', near the with terrible slaiighttu*, plundered the temple,

Karjas station at the foot of the ghat; Bhaja, and carried away tlie holy hajr-ul-aswad, or black

Bedsa, and Karli are in the spurs that strike out stone, which they n*tained for twenty years. Ar
from the lulls, Karli being near the Lanowli Bazi, the twentieth khalif, actually agreed to pay

station.

—

F(n'f/um>n ;
Biny/css. them an annual subsidy to secure the safe passage

KARM. Hind. A sort of cabbage eaten by of the pilgrims to Mecca,

the Kashmiri and at f^ahore. The Eatimite throne or Egypt, founded by an

KARMA. Sansk. Tn Hinduism, act, work; Tsmailian in it. 297 (a.d. 9U9-910), in riviilry of

an act of piety or religion, as saerilice, marriage tlu' Arabian khalifat, grew I'apidly in power, and

ceremony, funeral obsequies; duty or acts obligat- b(‘c.*une a sourcf' of grrat jealousy and trouble to

cry on a tribe or caste. In Buddhism, actions the occupants of the throne of Baghdad. Political

that control the universe. iSee \'aislinava. rivalry thus conddned with religious hatred to

KARMA - KAKDA. tS.VN.SK. The exoteric make the war between the faithful and the

doctrines of the Vedas. heretics most savage and unrelenting.

KARMAK'l’AKA, the end of a Hindu funeral From the Ismailians sprang another sect, which

ceremony which continiu's for sixteen day.s. forced itself upon the notice of the Crusadem,

IvARMATI sect is an offshoot of the Ismalli and introduce(l a now word, Assassin, into the

hen.'sy, and is often confounded witli it. Tlnuc languages of Eiiro|)e. 'Diis sect was founded by

were some points of doctrinal difference, but the a native of ITe, namc<l Hasan Sabah, who was

uninitiated wert; ignorant of them, and unable to
i
schoolfellow and companion of Nizam-iil-Mulk,

distinguish them; so the two names came to b ’ the well-known wa/.ir of the Seljuki government,

often used indifferently. Orthodox writers, liating and author of the Majma-ul-Wasaya. The forcible

and despising the heretics, were prontj to speak removal of all foes and rivals by the dagger of the

of them by some general name
;
or if they at- assassin, was the ])rofession and the distinctive

tempted to be more specific, their ignorance practice of this abominable sect. Amongst others,

frequently led to a confusion and misappropriation Nizam - ul - Mulk, above referred to, fell under

of terms. Tims the term Tsmailian includes Kar- tlioir dagg(?rs, and tin* author of the Jahan-kusha

rnatians. Assassins, and others, and for the Ismail- had nearly become a victim to Tsmailian assassins,

iaus the wider term M\ilalii(la, heretics, Is often Tn Ji. 483, Hasan Sabah obtained possession of the

strong fortress f)f Alah-amut or Alamut (the Eagle’s

The Ismailians do not admit the rightful sue- Nest), in the province of Rudbar, about eleven

cession of the Imams recognised by the orthodox, parasangs north of Kazwin, and here he and his

They acknowledge Ali, Ila-smi, and Husain, but descendants maintained themselves for nearly

maintain that the line closed with Ismail, son of two centuries, when the fortress and many others

,1 'far Sadik, who was the seventh and last Imam, fell under the iron tread of the Mongols. The

Frvm him they take the name Tsmailian, and excesses of the Assassins had impelled Mangu

fron»"\bim also they arc called ‘ Seveners.’ The Khan to determine upon the extermination of the

teaching of the Ismailians put a metaphorical whole sect of Ismailians, and under him and his

interpretation on the Koran, which tended successor Ilulaku, their fortresses were taken, and

to explain away and supersede its doctrines, many thousands of their men, women, and chil-

leaving only a negative religion, and substituting dren, and babes at the breast, were put to the

licence for morality. The doctrines of the Ismail- sword.
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The Karmatians appear to have pushed them-

selves eastwards into the valley of the Indus, and

to have sought a country in Sind about ii. J57o

(a.I). 985), and seem to have been ruling there

at the time of Mahmud’s return from the fall

of Somnath. From Biruni wo learn that the

Karmatians destroyed the great idol at Multan,

and the heretical chief, whom Malimud of Ghazni
drove away from that town, was no doubt a
member of this sect, for the name of Kaniiatian

is applied to him by one or two writers, although

the more general name of Mulahida is more fre-

quently used.

Mahmud’s wazir, Hasnak, was brought to the

stake by Masud upon th(‘ charge of being a Kar-
inatian. The personal enmity of ^lasud no doubt
precipitated this act; but tlieve is ample proof

that the khalif was greatly incensed against

the wazir for having received a khilat from the

Egyptian khalif, and tliat he had urged Mahmud
so strongly to execute him that the incensed

monarch broke out in the indignant words re-

corded by Baihaki, ‘ Tell the doting old khalif

that out of rL?gard to the Abbassides I hav(‘

meddled with all tin' world. I am limiting b ti-

the Karmatians, and wherever one is found he is

impaled. If it wer<‘ proved tluit Hasnak is a

Karrnatian, the Commander of tlie Faithful shouhl

80011 SCO wliat had happened to them. J5iit I

have brought him up, and he. is to me as my sons

and my brothers. If he is a Karinatian, so am I.’

When Mahmud deiiarted, and Ilasnak’s enemy
succeeded, the khalif’s animosity was soon ap-

peased.

Though Mahmud expelled tlie Karrnatian chit.-f

from Multan, the heresy was not suppressed
;
for

in II. 57 1 (a.d. 1 1 75), Muhammad Gliuri once more
delivered Multan from the hands of tiu' Karma-
tians. In II. f>;M (a.T). lL’d7) W(‘ find them in some
forcii at Dehli, where they iiiado a concerted

assault upon the faithful in the Great Mosque,

and slew a considerable number; but they wore
finally overpowered, ‘ and every heretic and Kar-

iiuitinii was sent to hell.’

Tlie Druse sect adored Hakim, the Fatimite

klialrf of Egypt, as a god. In tin' year A.D.

10132, !Muktaiia llaha-inl-Din, tlie chief a]>ostle

of Hamza, and the juincijial e.ompiler of the

Druse writings, w;i.s in eorrespondonce witli

the Karniatiaii sidiisniatics in ISiiid, his letter

being addressed to iShaikli-ibn-Sumar, Baja Bal,

in particular. The Karmatians, after successive

<lefeat8 and subsequent persecution in Arabia, as

refuget'S from Bahrein and Al Hasan, sought

lu’otection in Sind, where thei*- progress amongst
the Hindus was rapid. The Kannati, one of tin*

J3aluch clans, jireserves the memory of its liere.sy.

Independent of the general (lisseiiiination of Shiah
sc'iitiments in the valley of the Indus, whiidi

favoured notions of the incor^iovatioii of the god-
head in man, the old occupants of the soil must,
from other causes, have been ready to acquicBco in

the wild doctrines of the lieretics, who now offered

themselves for spiritual teaclicrs, as well as polit-

ical leaders. Their cursing of Mahomed; their

incarnations of the deity ;
their types and allegories

;

their philosophy divided into exoteric and esoteric;

their religious reticence
;
their regard for parti-

cular numbers, particularly seven and twelve

;

the various stages of initiation; their abstruse

allusions
;
their mystical interpretations, and their

pantheistic theosophy,— were so much in con-
formity with sentiments already prevalent amongst
these willing disciples, that little persuasion could
liave been required to induce them to embrace so
congenial a system of metaphysical divinity, of

which the final degree of initiation, however
cautiously and gradually the development was
coiiccalcJ, undoubtedly introduced the disciple

into the regions of tlie most umilloyod atheism.

So susceptible, indeed, must the native mind
have been of these insidious doctrines, that

Hammer- Fiirgstall and others, who liave devoted
much attention to these topics, liavc very reason-

ably concluded that the doctrines of these secret

8oci(‘ti('s, such as the Karrnatian, Ismailiaii, or
Assassin, Druses, Batini, and sundry others, which
at various periods have devastated the Muham-
madan world, .‘ind frequently threatened the

extinction of tliat faith, though originally based
upon the errors of the Gnostics, were yet largely

indebted to tlic mystical philosophy and theology

of eristern nations, and especially of India, where
the tenets of transmigration and of absorption

into the deity were even more familiar both to

Jluddhi.sts and Biahmans than they were to these

miserable, schismatics .— UisUnij af India^

ii. p. 497 ;
Tr. ofHind. i. p. 4iU ;

(kilcutta lieview.

KAliNA, in Hindu mythology, son of Prithi

or Kuiiti. Kunti had received from Dur-vasas
a charm by virtue of which she could have a

i
child by any god whom sin* jireferred to invoke,

j

She chose the sun, and the offspring was Kama,
who was bom equipped with arms and armour.
Ho was thus older than his half-brothers, the

]*andava. He lu'came king of Anga, but in the

great fight of the Maliabharata he was killed by
Arjuna, and the Paiidu broth(*rs only then be-

came aware <'f his relationshi]) to them.— Dou^aton.

KAHNA-CllAFAB.V. The Haft Khaneh, or

Satgurh group of caves, is one of the Behar caves

in the neighbourhood of Rajagriha, amongst the

most ancient caves in India, being about u.c. 20U.

The others are the Milkmaid s ( lave, the Brahman
GiiTs Gave, the Nagarjmi Cave, and in the ncigli-

hoo<l are the Kariia-cliapara and Lomas Rishi

Caves.

KARXAK and Imxor are famed for their ancient

temples. The sacred enclosure of the Karnak
temph* comprises a stpiaro of 2000 feet each way,

with 20 temples within the enclosure. On the walls

of these stupendous structures wo have the history

of Egypt from Sesoiteseii I., who reigned 5000
years ago, down to the Roman Augustus,—these

being the earliest and latest names inscribed on
the lithotomes of Karnak. The famous hypostyle

court is 170 feet long; its width is .‘329 feet. It

is supported by L>4 eolumns. ’Hie centre twelve

are 02 feet high in the shaft, and 130 feet in cir-

cumference. The remaining 122 columns arc 42

feet in height and 2<S feet in circumference. The

lintel stone of the great doorway is within two
inches of 41 feet in length. Every part of the

walls, the [Mllais, and the roof, is covered with

coloured sculpture.

KAHNAL, a town in the Panjab, in lat. 29“

42' 17" X., long. 77 ' 1' 45" E., and 960 feet above
the sea. The (listrict is occupied by the agricul-

tural Jat, who are careful and thrifty cultivators.

Here, as in most other districts, they are con-
fined to the once sterile uplands, while the I^jputs
and Gnjars occupy the fruitful Khadar

;
the Brah-
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mans, most of whom are engaged in tillage, being
found most thickly in the Jumna valley.

KARNATIC or Carnatic, a term applied by
modem geographers to the low country below
the ghats on the Coromandel or eastern coast

of the Peninsula of India, also known as the

Dravida or Tamil country. Rut tlio Karnatika,

Kannadi, or Canarese language is s])oken in the

centre of the Peninsula. It is bordered by tlie

Tamil and the Tehigu on the cast, is spoken

throughout the plateau of .Mysore and in the S.

districts of Hyderabad, in tlie Dekhan as far Jiortli

ns the village of .Murkunda, lying 30 miles Avest

of Reder. Also, it is largely spoken in the aneu'iit

Telugii country on the Malabar coast, now h)ng

designated as Canara, a name which it acepured

from having been subjected for centuries to the rule

of Canarese princes. Rut in Canara, tlie MaleaJani,

the Koukani, and the Telugu arc also spoken,

though less extensively than the (lanarese. Tlie

Canarese character differs slightly from the Telugii,

from which it has been borrowed, but the cha-

racters used for Tamil, ^lalealuin, and Telugu are

quite distinct from each other. Tlie ancient

Canarese character, however, tuitirely differs

from that of t he modern Telugu, and the ( .'aiiaresc

language differs evim more Avidely from the Telugu

than it does from the Tamil. There is an ancient

dialect of the Canarese languagii current, as well

as modern, tiie latter differing from the former

by the use of different inflexional terminations.

The ancient Canarese dialect, howe\U‘r, has no
connection Avith the b^anskrit character to Avliieh

that name has Ik'cii given, in which, viz. the llala

Kannada, many very ancient insmiptioiis in the

Muhratta country as Avell as in Mysore are found.

Tlie people Avho speak the Canarese language may
number seven millions. This includes the Cooi

people and the Hyderabad (lounlry, Avhere (lanar-

esc, Mahrati, Gondi, and Telugu are s^iokeii,

the Urdu or Hindustani language being merely

known to the Muhanmiadaiis there, and to the

Hindus and Kayasths from Northern India, the

resident population using it as a lingua franca.

Of the books in tlie Karnatika language, mention

may be made of the Kav^ya t^arya, Karx., Gems
from the Woiks of ancient (ianareso Poefs, by
Aggalal), a poet of the 12th century; Jiudra

Rliatta Avrote the Jagannatha-Vijaya
;
the Rharuta

Sara is by Chandra Sekhara Kavi
;
the Abhinava

Bharata Sara Sangraba Avas composed by Rijja-

lanka Raya of Kalyana pura in tin* 12th century.

KARNA-VKDIIA, a Hindu ceremony of boring

a cliild’s (‘ars.

KAJiNAVKN, in tin.* Malenlam, the lieml of a

family community or tarwaad living in tlie form

of Marumakatayam, or tlescensiis ab matrice.

8ee Polyandry.

KAKNFULI, tlie river on the banks of Avliicli

Chittagong is built.

KAKNPHUL. IIiNU. Bunches of silk and

tinsel ornaments Avorn in the ear.

KAKNUL, a toAvn on the riglit bank of the

Tumbudra, near the junction witli the Hindri, hit.

15° T9' 58" N., long. 78° 5' 29" K.
;
population

(1871), 25,579. It gives its name to a revenue

district, which was ruled by a Pathaii family

until 1839, in which year, in consequence of the

nawab Alif Khan making jireparations for war,

he was taken prisoner at the battle of Zorapur,

dethroned, and removed to Trichiiiopoly, where

he was assassinated by one of his own people.

The district has limestones, shales, and quartzite

as the prevailing rocks. The limestone makes

very good building material, and is used for

lithographic purposes. Lead ore is also found.

The Catholics of this place originally belonged

to the Kapil caste, and their conversion to Chris-

tianity has uol made any material change in their

manners and customs. They eat and drink Avith

Hindus, and in several cases interiiiarry witli

them. Tliey have founded a village named
Xotliala. The Avild tribes or Ohenchus Ha'C on
the Kullumalhiys in small communities called

giidenis. Kach gudem includes several tribes.

—

I in/). <iaz.

KARGIL Peks. A cos, an Indian itinerary

measure of India.

KA ROND or Kala Handi, a feudatory chiefship

attaelied to the Sumbulpur district, and lying

between lat. P.)° 5' and 20° 30' N., and long. 83°

50' and 84"" 40' E.

KA RR A. I i TND, A bracelet, a metal ring for the

Avrist, assumed by a Rongali Avoman on marriage.

K.ARRACK ISLAND or Khareg, the Icarus of

Arrian, avus siirveyeil by Captain Goodfellow, of

the Bombay Ihigiueers. Tt is composed of coral-

line sandstone and limestone plentifully mixed Avith

fossil tul)ij)ora. In the limestone are numerous
oysters, cockles, limpets, and other molluscs. 1 1 is

four miles long and three broad, and has a range

of ta))le-to])pcd hills ending in bluffs. - hinni.ir's

(icinjrn/ihicai .]fcnu>li\ p. 18. See Karak.

KARS, a province in Asiatic Russia, lat. 40° 8'

to 41 ' 18' N., and long. 42 45' to 43" 31' E. The
eapital is in lat. 40° 37' 1" N., and long. 43° 9' 2"

E., and is GOOO feet above the S('a. It is of great

antiquity. It Avas taken by Russia in 1828, 1855,

and 1877. Kars is the Cliarsa of Ptolemy, is one
of the strongest ]>laces in that region, and is tlie

very key of Armenia towards the north. Amurath
HI. restored the princijial fortifications, and a

jientagon redoulit Avas added about the close of

tlie ISth century.— /^or/rr’.v V'rure/.v, ii. p. G48.

KARSH A. Saxsk. A Aveiglit of gold or silvir

of 180 troy grains.— IP.

KARSHA, the mountain temple of Karsha of

Sliekavati, has an inscri[)tion in grammatical
Sanskrit. Tt was erected a.i». 9G1, tinished A.D. 9

It mentions the myt liology of the Purana. Siva, tlie

Pramahtes, Muni, and Y'ati are called immortal

;

liulra, Kama, Nandi, the Naga, Rama, Ralarama,

\ ishiiu, Krisliiia, Sambhu, and Visvakarma. The
[lortico of the temple is graced Avitli the presence

of Gaya, ilu' lioly Asiira. 'fhe inscription is at a

temjde of the Linga (Siva), aud Dr. Mill says the

character furnislies a definite standard from which

the ages of ot her monuments, of similar or more
lemotely resembling characters, may be inferred

Avitli tolerable accuracy, 'fhe temple was built to

commemorate the destruction of the Asura, or

demon Tripura, avIio had I'xpcllcd Indra and the

god from heaven
;
aud, on the mountain, Siva

Avas felicitated by the gods, whence the name
Karsha (joy), 'fhe princes are but donors and

lionefactors
;
the Brahmans arc represented as

tlic real builders; their spiritual genealogy is

traced; one of them is made an incarnatioii of

Nandi, similar in splendour to the great deity

himself, and they are called Lords of the Earth.

Indra is called Bharata in the inscriptions. Siva

is identified with his phallic emblem, and he is
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also called the eight formed one. Nudity, clotted his common title. In the Tamil country, Subr«a-

hcair, and ashes characterize the Brahman teachers, maniyan, he who is like the diamond, is the usual
(jaiiapati, the son of Siva, is not mentioned

;
epithet. He is also called Murugan, he who has

seeming to indicate that his worship was not yet perpetual youth, and Arumugan, the six-faced,
established.

—

Beng. As. Soc. iv. p. JIGT. iSkanda is used in the Skanda I’urana, and other
KARSHAGNI is a Hindu expiatory ceremony of his names are Agni-bhii and (ianga-bhu.

obtiiined from the use of the cow-dung for the Skanda is said to liave iiad two wives, Devayanai,
cremation of the living. On one occasion of its daughter of Jiidra, and Vallinachi, who was
performance, it happened, according to a legend, brought up by hunters. The month Kartika (part

that a crow, named, from her friendly disposition, of Noveinl)er and December) is regarde<l by the
MitraKaka, was present, and immediately Hew ami l:?aivites as sacred to the Dloiades and Kartikeya.

imparted the welcome news that a Hindu who When the moon enters the third star of tin; con-
performs the Karshagni goes to heaven. This stellation a great feast is held, and lamps are
expiation consists in the victim covering his placed in every doorway. There arc other legends,

whole body with a thick coat of cow-dung, which, Kartikc'ya dipa is the name of the Hirnlu

when dry, is set on lire, and consumes both sin festival celebrated in the month Kartika, in

and sinner. Until revealed by tlie crow, this honour of Suljliramanya, when lights are placed
])otent expiation was unknowm

;
and it lias since at the door and other parts of the house, and fires

occasionally been resorted to, pjirticnlarly by the kindled on hills.

famous Sankaracharya. The friendly crow was KAKTTA. 8ansk. Maker, Lord, a name given
punished for her indiscretion

;
Avas Avith all her to Hie Supreme Being.

tribe forbidden to ascend to heaven, and Avas KAR'rTAVdK\’ A, a king A\'ho stole the cow of

doomed on earth to live on cai rion. ll7//on/. the gods, and was killed by Tarasurama.
Ki\R,TA,a titl(‘ ailded to tin* names of petty! KAIUJMNASS A, a tributary to the Ganges. It

princes and zamimlars of Travancore; also the mem-
j

rises in the Kymore rangt*, in lat. 2 HH' N., and
berof a joint Hindu family avIio manages the estate, long. So'*’ 11' K,, and runs N.N.W. into the Ganges,
KARTxVBH AJA, a cIjush of llairagi avIio believe near Gliazipiir, after a length of 140 miles,

ill the unity of (Ind.—Slu rrifig. KA HUA AI PHI KAKAS A TESIKAR, a zealous

KARTIKA. Sansk. The eighth lunar month V'ira-Saiva of Kanjipuram. He wrote a poem on
of the Hindu year, October and November, when the lingam, Ishdalinga .Akaval, and commenced a
the sun is in Kartika or Pleiades. During the work called Kalalti 1‘uranani, but lie died before

luontlis Asharh, Kartik, and I^lialguna, Hindus
]

it was completc'd.

perform four kinds of sacrilici's to the \’jswadeva KARIJND, a toAvn in the south of Persia
;
the

and to Varuna. 'I'lie sacrifices arc called Viswa- inhabitants arc Ali Illalii, Avorshippers of Ali,

deva, Yanina praghasa, SakanuMlha, and Sima- whom they consider as God
;
they eat pork, drink

sariya. The materials of saerilice consist of fermented liquors, never pray, never fast in

roasted cakes of rice-tlour t(; A’iswadeva, Avith Ramzan, and are cruel and saA^age in their habits,

two liguri's of .sho(?p made of Hour, to Vanina, Although almost alAvays in revolt against Persia,

Avitli v(*gctables to Agni, and the fourth to Indra. it is scarcely possible to subdue them
;
therefore

Kartik Ekadasi is tin,' eleventh, in some years feuds arc compromised an<l never thoroughly rc-

the twelfth, day of the liglil half of the month pressed by force. <
'ol. Pawliusou says the religion of

Kartik, oi* aluuit the Stli NoA'ombi'r. On this day the Ali Illalii sect bears evident marks of Judaism,

Vislnm is supi)osed to rise from his four mouths’ singularly amalgamated with Sabiean, Christian,

sleep, and this lias reference to the sun b(;ing at ami Mnlmiiiniadan legends. The tomb of Baba
the Avinter solstice*. Yadgar, in tlie jiass of Zardah, is their holy place

;

Kartik Purnama occurs about the 11th Xovem- and this, at the time of the Arab invasion of

her, in the full moon of the luonlli Kartik, Avhen IVrsia, Avas regarded as the abode of Elias. The
Siva is said to have gaiiioil a victoiy over a monster Ali Illalii believe in a succession of incarnations

called Tripurasura, seemingly three cities of the of the godhead, amounting to lObl
;
Benjamin,

Assyrians; presents of money (daksliina), or of Moses, Elias, David, Jesus Christ, Ali and his

lamps (dip-dan), are made to Brahmans. Salman, a joint development, the Imam
Bhratlii-dAvitaya is the Hindu festival on the Husain, and the Haft Tan (the seven bodies) are

second of the Hindu month Kartik, Avheu Hindu considered the chief of these incarnations. The
sisters entertain Imitliers, in memory of Vamuiia Haft Tan AA^i're seven pir, or spiritual guides, who
(•ntertaining her bi\)theiOhiin:,t.-~ irkvn//V 67(».sv. lived in the early ages of Muhammadanism,

KAR'riKEYA, or Skanda, the Hindu iMars, the and each, Avorslupped as the deity, is an object of

second son of Siva, occiqiies a prominent place adoration in some particular part of Kurdistan,

among the Saiva sect of the Tamil country. It is Baba Yadgar Avas one of these. 'I’lie Avliole of the

said that the gods, persecuted by giants, implored incarnations ai'c thus regarded as of one and the

the help of Siva. T’lie lord of Kailasa then same person, the bodily fiirni of the divine mani-

assumed six faces, and caused six sparks of lire to festation having alone changed
;

but the most

dart out of his six central eyes. The sparks were perfect development is supposed to have taken

cast into a pond, wliich the sontherii Saiva assert place in the persons of Benjamin, David, and Ali.

is at Tritani, about 50 miles north -west of Madras. The Spanish Joav, Benjamin of Tudela, seems to

The six sparks became six infants, Avhich Avere have considered the avIioIc of these Ali Illahi as

nursed by the six mothers, Avho form tho con- .leAv.s ;
and it is possible that in his time their

rtcllation Kartika (the Rleiades). When lYirvati faith may have been less corrupted.^ Ainaria also,

took them in her arms, they assumed one united where the false Messiah, David Elias, appeared,
fiotly, having six heads. The Avarlike son of Siva was certainly in the district of Holwan.

—

Journal

afterwards slew the giants. In North India, Kar- of lioyal Geographical Society, ix. p, 36 : EJ,
tikeya, he who was fostered by tlie Kartikas, is Ferries Caravan Journeys^ p. 19.
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KARUN RIVER. KASHGAR.

KARUN RIVER rises by many springs in the

Zardah Koh (mountains) near Korreng; it is a
largo river from its source. It receives the Ab-i-
Rors river a little above Susan. After leaving

the mountains, it is a tranquil river, and would be
suitable for navigation but for a dam at Shuster,

where numerous irrigation cliannels are drawn
from it. It is joined at Band-i-Kir by the river

of Dizfal, a large stream, exceeding in size the

Tigris or the Euphrates. It discliarges into the

sea by the khor or channel of Bahrueh Shir,

which is 40 miles Jong, and part of its waters

enter the SJiat-nl- Arab by an artificial channel.

The town of Mohamrah is built on this channel.

—

Chesney, p. 205
;
Maedreyor^ iv. p. 225.

KAKUK (Caroor or Kariiru), meaning black

town, is the Karoora of Ptolemy, Kuoovpoc (ioLaiAitou

Knpo(i66pov
;
at different periods calltHl Yanji and

Garbhapuri. The town is in roiml)atore district

of Madras, situated on the left bank of the

Amravati river, near its conlluenco with the

Cauvery. Lat. lO'' 57' 42" N., and long. 78^^ 7' 10"

E. During the struggles between tlie rival

dynasties of (diera, Chola, and Pandiya, the town
changed bands more than once.

—

Imp. Gaz.

KARWAU or Carwar, a seaport town in the

North Canara district of Bombay, lat. 14° 50' N.,

and long. 74" 14' K., 50 miles south-ofust of Goa.

KARWI, a town in the Banda district, N.W.
Provinces, lat. 25" 12' lU" N., utuI long. 80” 50'

50" E., situated on the river Paisuni.

KAS, a term aj^plied to several regions in the

N.W. Himalaya. Kas-Mer is not the country of

the Kas, but the Kasia Montes (mer) of Ptolemy,

tlic Kha (mer) Kas or Caucasus, Mer is mountain

in Sanskrit, as is Koh in Persian. Kas was the

race inhabiting these ;
and Kas-gar is the Kasia

Regio of Ptolemy. Gar is a Saii.skrit word still

in use for a region, as Cutchwaha-gar, Gnjur-

gar, the region of the tortoise ra.c(‘, the country

of the Gujur race.

ButKash, Khas, or Kas, a frequently recurring

prefix in India, is supposed by Mr. Campbell to

have its origin from the ri.shi Kasyjipa, wJio gave

liis name to Ka.shmir, Ka.shgar, and to tJie people

originally called Kaslia or Kassia.

—

Campbell^ p.

58 ;
Toils liajasthau, i. p. J3U3.

KAS, Tam.; Ka.su, Tkl., Kahx.
;

corruptly

Cash. A small copper coin current at Ma<lras up

to 1832
;
the ^Ijlh part of a rupee, formerly rated

at 80 to a fanam. In Tamil, Kas means money,

coin.

KASAI or Cossye, a river of Bengal which rises

in the N.W of the Manbhuiii district, in lat. 23'* 28'

30" N., ami long. 85” 58' 15" E. It flows a very

winding S.E. and E. course, through Manbhuin

and Midnapur, till it falls into the Haldi in the

latter district, about 20 miles above the confluenco

of that river with the Hoogly.- -/yap. Gaz,

KASAULI or Knssowlee, cantonment and con-

valescent depot in Simla district, J^anjab, situated

on the crest of a hill overlooking the Kalka valley;

distant from Ambala 45 miles north, from Simla

32 miles south-west, Lat. 30” 53' 13" N., and

long. 77” 0' 52" E. The land was acquired in

1844 from the Native State of Bija.

KASBI, also Kasbin. Hind. A dancing girl,

a prostitute
;

literally a professional person.

KASERA. Hind. Workers in mixed metals,

braziere, also melters and casters in moulds.

There are in Hindustan various divisions of these

people, and they have a conventional or tribal

dialect peculiar to themselves.— Wilson^s Glossary.

KASHAN, a city of Pema, still tolerably

flourishing, standing in one of tlie plains, south-

ward of Isfahan, about lialf-way between Isfahan

and Teheran, and also about half-way between

Sultaiiiali and Yezd, long noted for its brocades

and velvets, and also for its scorpions. It was
founded by Zobeid. It contains a palace by

Abbas the Great, a fine college, and upwards of

30.000 inhabitants, who are chiefly employed in

the manufacture of copper utensils, or silk and

cotton stuffs.— Vule^ Cathay, i. jn 61; Colonel

Chesney, Euphrates and Tiyris, j). 213.

KASHGAR. The city of Kashgar was founded
A.D. 1513 by Mirza Aliubakr. Kashgar State, in

1877, was estimatt.'d by Sir D. Forsyth to have

145.000 houses, with 1,015,000 inhabitants.

Khotaii 120,500 Kara Slialir, . . .56,000

Yarkan.l, . . . 224,000 Turfan 126,000
Vangi His.sar, . . r)(),000 lioh, 70,000
Kashgar, . . . 112,000 IMaralliashi, . . 3.5,000

Ush Turfan, . . 14,000 SariKhkol, . . . 17,500
Aksii, .... 81,000 Kirgliiz,. . . . ‘21,0(K)

Kucha, .... 42,000 Faklipuluk, . . 14,000
Kurla, .... 11,000

Kashgar, also called Eastern 'rurkestan, is known
to the Russians as the Vntti-Shahr or seven cities.

ItsnortlK'rn hounduiy is the Tian Shan mountains,

its southern is formed by the Koiien Lun and Kara-

korum mountains; to the ('ust its limit is the

shifting sand of the Gol)i desert, and the eastern

slopes of the Pamir plateau hound it on the west,

the enclosed area being about 1000 miles from
north to soutli and 500 from east to west, cover-

ing 243,750 square miles, the greater part of

wliich is uninhahited waste. In 1876 it was
under a ruler styled Atalik Ghazi, 'rhe Chinese

I
h.ave held it, and ealh'rl tie* country north of the

j

Tian Shan mountains ']’ian“shan-])eh-lu, or the way
I north of the (ade.stial .Mountains, and known to

the Mongols as Zanghar, whence the Zangaria of

European writers, 'the country to the south was
c.allcd Tian-shan-nan-lu, or the way south of the

CcJestial Mountains, or Kashgar, whence the term

Kashgaria. 'IIk! rivers of the valleys converge to

form four main streams, the Khotan, the Yarkand,
the Kashgar, and the Aksu rivers, used for pur-

poses of irrigation. 'Hiey imito and form the

'lariin river, to tho south of Aksu. The d(*serb

is a vjist undulating ])lain of sand, sloping

gradually to the eastward, through which the

rivers flow. 'I’lie banks an* fringcal by thickets,

in which lurk the tigm*, wolf, leopard, and lynx.

Eastward the 'Farim river s])reads over tho surface,

forming lagoons and marshes, and again Hows in

a clear cliannel until it reaches Lake Lob, on tlie

edge of tho Gobi desert, 'llie desert sand has

already buried the ancient cities of I^ob and

Katak. Each little state of Kashgar, Khotan,

Yarkand, Yangi liissar, Kashgar, Usli 'Furfan,

Aksu, Kucha, Kurla, Karashahr, and Turfan has

its own peculiarities of dialect and social customs.

Chinese Kashgar is one of the district towns in

the province of Nun-lu (southern country), an<l

may be said to have enjoyed, ever since the days

of the Ptolemies, great repute for caravans, parti-

cularly through its extensive tea trade. Kashgar

stambs in the same relation to Central Asia that

Kiakhta does to Siberia, and Shanghai and Canton

to other European nations. This town, moreover,

is famed in the cast for the glowing charms of its
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* chaukens/ young women, with whom the tra-

veller may readily form an alliance for a certain

number of years, or for the period of his stay, be
it longer or shorter. Owing to these attractions,

Jvjishgar is the resort of Asiatic merchants from
all parts of the continent. Hero can be met
the Tibetan with the Persian, tlui Hindu with

the Volga Tartar, Afglians, Armenians, Jews,
gypsies, and runaway Siberian Cossacks.

Kashgar is one of the largest towns of Eastern

Turkestan; it contains 10,001) houses, is situated

between the rivers Kizyl and Tiinnm, siiiToiiiid(‘d

by a clay wall six fathoms high, about ten arshines

thick at its foiuidalioii, and tive at the top, and
about eight miles (twelve V('r.sts) in eireumferenee.

It is defended by six towers. Tin*, town has two
gates, on the eastern and south-western sides

;
the

first is called Suv-I)avsa, the second Kum-Davsa
(sandy).

Appak - Hodja was much esteemed by the

people
;
the high reputation of the teaelier and

saint attracted to Kashgar tlic Muaalman youth
of the east, who were (‘ager to follow his foot-

.ste}>s in the path of sanctity
;
and many rulers of

Maiiero-Innahar even were numbere<l among his

scholars. His tomb at Kashgar to this day attracts

many pilgrims from various Miisalman countries
;

and the Eastern Tiirkestaiii, who regard him as

12th century (1150), in the time of Bahram
Shah.

KASHMIR, a Native State in political connec-
tion with the Government of India. It extends
froni lat. 32^" 17' to 30° 58' K, and long. 73° 20'

to 80° 30' E. Area, 79,784 square miles
;

population in 1881, about 1,500,000. The State

comprises, in addition to the districts of Kashmir
proper, .laiiiu and Punch, the governorships of

Ladakh ami Gilgit, including tlu; districts <jf

J)ar<listan, Baltistan, Jeh, Talail, Sura, Zanskar,

Uupslui, and others
;
but the provinces of Kashmir

ami Jarnu form the more important part of the

State. Tlie valley of Kashmir is traveised in its

whol(‘ huigth by the river Jhelum, which rises at

th(5 east eml of the valley, and Avimls from one

side of the plain to the other, at one time washing
tlie l)as(‘ of tiui northern hills, at another receding
to a <‘Oiisidc'rabh^ distance from them, 'fhe Jhelum
flows with a tramjuil stream, ami being, for boats

of (amsi<lerablo l)urden, navigabh; throughout the
' whole of the levi‘1 country as far up as IslaJiiabad,

!
is th(‘ gnsat highway for the trafhc of the country,

i From all times the valley has been the retreat

I

from the lu^ats of India for the e,on(pieriug races.

Its oldest reconl is contained in the Raja Tariiigini,

composed in a.d. 1125, giving a historical account
from K.r. 1 182, ami describing the draining of thi‘

their own ])eciiliar patron, call upon liis name in

moments of })(:Til,

Galdan com{nered Tattle Bokliara in 1578, and
appointed Appak his viceroy, witli Varkaml for

his capibil. Tlic family of the Kashgar Khan was
carried by Gahlaii into ca})tivity in the Hi region,

and settled in the Miisalman town of Kuldja.

—

Russians in (\nitral Asia^ ('apt. \'alikhan()/ and
M. \ eniulcof\ yp. 51, 149, lb<S; ImUcui.

KASHGOI, a Turk i nornadc tribi' of about 12,<M)()

families, w-iiose chief is the Il-Khani of Ears, one
of the most iutlmnitial j)er.sonagcs in tliat province.

They arrive iu sjiring on the gi'iizing of Isfahan,

when* tlujy arc met by tlic wandering Bakhtiari,

from their wnirm pastun’s of Arabistan, near

li(‘ad of the Persian Gulf. At the approach of

winter Vioth thi* tribes relnvn to their respectiV

garin-sair or wintering lam Is.

K A!SHGUJi-i-A I J, or All’s Pot, a.sacred Buddh-
ist relic, the >vater-pot of Fo or Buddha. It

was carried to Kandahar by tlie tribes who Ih'd in

the 4th century from Gamlhara on the Indus, to

escape an invasion of the Vu-chi, wlio maile an
iniiption from Ghiut;se Tartary for the express

purpose of obtaining it. It is now at the foot of

the old town of Kandahar, and is one of the most
celebrated relics of antiquity belonging to the

eastern world, and still retains amongst the Mu-
hammadans of Kandaliar a sacred and miraculous

character, Iti.s fonned of stone, ;uid may contain

about twenty gallons. It is under a tree at the

tomb of Mir Wais. 'ITic capacity of the bowl is

15 cubic feet, or about 93 gallons, and its -weight

(10 c.f. X 170 lbs.) about 15 c^vt. Its lip has

^4 facets, each about 7 inches wide. In 1879
Major le Messurier (p. 241) moved the bowl nut
from the tree, and raised it on stones. Fee

Kandahar.

KASHIFI, Husain-bin-Ali-ul-Vaiz, surnamod
|

Kashifi. He translated the fables of Bedpai into

Persian prose from the Arabic of Ibn Makaffa,

and named them Anwar-i-Sohaili, or Lights of

Canopus. Kashili lived about the middle of the

valley through an opening in the Baramoola
mountain, A Kaurava or Xaga dynasty seems
to have' ruled there for about 12Gb years, with

one of whom, Gonerda, authentic history com-
mences. It was annexed to tlie Moghul empire

under Akbar in A.i>. 158(). It lias since been
!-n1ed over by chiefs of the Haurani and Barakzai

I

tribes of Afghans, but was taken in 1819 by
Raiijit Fingli of T.aliorc and on the 15th March
184G, Gnlab Singh, ruler of Jamu, a, Dogra
Rajput, was invested at Amritsar w'ith the title

;
of maharaja of Kashmir.

The ancient rulers liave been the Kashmir
Kaurava dynasty, 12GG year.q i’..c. 3714 to u.O.

1217; Gonerdiya dyna.sty, 101,3 years, li.C. 318

I

to n.C. 28; Aditya dynasty, 192 years, n.C. 10 to

' A.D. 135; (loiK'rdiya dynasty, 5‘92 or 433 years;

Naga, 2G0 years 5 mouth.^, A.D. 594 to 129G.

4Th* [irincijml ancient cities of Kashmir arc the

old capital of Frinagari, the new capital calle<l

Pravarasenapura
;

Kiiagendrajuira, and Khiina-

muslia, built before the time of Asoka ; Vijipara

and Pantasok, which are rcferreil to Asoka him-

self
;

Fiirapnra, a restoration of the ancient

Kambuva
;

Kauishkapura, Ilushkapura, and

.Jushkapura, iiauied after tlie three Indo-Fcytliian

princes by whom they were founded
;
Parihasa-

purn, built by Lalitaditya
;

l^xdinapura, iiained

after JTidma, tlu' minister of Raja Vrihaspati
;

and Avanlipura, named after Raja Avantivernia.

The Kashmir temples are Marttand, Avautipore,

Payech, Bhaniyar, and Maniyat. Marttand, GO

Tfcet by ;>8 feet, is now in ruins. It is 5 miles east

'

f l.slamabad, and is built on an elevated plateau

that overlooks the valley. Its exact date cannot

I be dctcrniinctl, but it is somewhere between the

I

years 370 and 500 a.d. It overlooks the finest

view iu Kashmir. Its enclosing courtyard is

220 feet by 142 f« t. Tlie enclosure was erected

by lialitaditya, who reigned A.D. 725 to 761.

General Cuniiiugluam, however, thinks that the

temple was erected by Uanaditya, who reigned

A.D. 578 to 594. The courtyard of this, and of
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all the Kashmir temples, was constructed to admit which do not differ much from Hindustani, and

of it being filled with water. The principal Naga Panjabi, are spoken in the hills and country of

figures in the niches have three or five headed the Punch and ilamu districts. Kashmiri is mostly

snake-hoods at the back of their heads. The used in Kashmir pro]>er, and is ratlier curiously

Avantipore temples were erected by Avantiverma, and closely related to the Sanskrit. It is not,

who was the first king of the Utpala dynasty, and however, the court language, and for the purposes

reigned from A.i). 870 to !)()!. Ho was a zealous of a imveller through Kaslnnir either Hindustani

Saiva. The style is rich in detail. or Panjabi will serve, hive <lialect3 are included

The Kashmirian sacred buildings are disLin- under the term ‘ l^ahari,’ a- language spoken by

guislied by great eh'gancc of outline, massivt^ tlu^ mountaiiivers in the east of Kashmir. Besides

boldness in the parts, and good ta.ste in decora- those, there are two diah'cts of libetan, which

tioM. Lofty pyramidal roofs, trefoihal <loor- an* spoken in Baltistan, iiadakh, and Champas

;

ways oovereil by pyramidal |.)o(lim(Mits, and groat and in tho north-wost throe or four varieties ot

width of inttu'columniaiion, are among th(‘ prin- tho Dar<l dialeo-(s of .\ryaii origin,

cipal features of tlu; Kaslvmirian tomplo. 'I'ho Tho Kashmir Brahmans oat meat, and are

material gonorally found to have been nsinl is a e.xLclnded by the Indian Brahmans, alike from the

blue limestone, ea[»able of taking tho highost live (Jaur and from tlu; live Dravid, and form a

polisli, to which oircuinstama* Laptaiii (binning- separato Brahmanieal class, boing more secular

ham riders the bi'autifiil state of preservation in than the priostly Brahmans of Himhistan and the

which some of tho buildings exist. Dokhan, than whom they are altogether loose in

The body of Srinuggnr, the, former capital, is their observances. Tlio Kashmiri pandits are

intersectetf^with a labyrinth of canals. To avoid known all over Xorthern India as a very clever

tin; necessity of crossing tho dangerous Wular
j

and tmt'rgetic race of office-seekers: as a body

lake, throiigh which Hows the main stream of
i
they excel in acuteness the same number of liny

the JheUim, a navigable canal was <‘onstrncted : other race with AvJiom they come in contact,

ill early times to connect 8opur with Srinuggur.
;

Almost ail the si'cnlar pandits use the Persian

The Dal or city lake is situated north-i‘ast of ^ character freely
;
they are pciiectly versatile, and,

Srimiggur. and is comiL'cted witli Hie dhelum by a serving abroad, will luonnt a liorse, gird on a

canal calletl tlie Tsont-i-kul, or Apph'-Tvi-e (’anal, sword, ami assume at a push a semi. military air.

which enters it opposite the palace. Tin* Anehar 'I’lic lower classi-sof Kashmir have long since been

is situated to the north of Siinuggnr. It is eon- c.onvm-led to Muhammadanism, l)ut tliey seem to

nected with tlie Dal by means of (lie ^lalli Mar, bo etlmologically idiuitieal with Hie Brahmans,

which Hows into tlio Siml river near Shadipur. ami tradition asserts that they are ot tho same

TJie .Manasl.tal, said to be the most beautiful lake race, Tho lhahnians of Kashmir arc ri‘garded by

in Ktisiiinir, is sitiialod near Hie riglu l>;mk of the tliosi* of Pongal as of aii iiifeiior ordiu*, and the

Jlieluui, and is L] miles lung,
.J

of a mile wide, agricultiiral Brahmans on Hio Saraswati banks are

ami very deep. But (he Wular is the largest of similarly looked down U])om.

all the kaslnnir lakes. Hs oxtreme breadth from Probably owing lo Hu.; cireumstance that Hu*

north to soiitli is 1.', miles, oxolusive of the valley has so often bei'ii the resort of pleasure-

marches on the simtli side; extreme bremlth, H) seekers, the morals of the ])iM»ple are not at a

miles
;

eircumfi.Teiiee, nearly oO miles: aviaago high standard. A satirical Persian couplet runs

—

depth, fiict
;

deejie.H ]»art, aliout it) feet, i'he ‘ Dar jalian u.st do iaifah.bc jtir

.Jhcluin tiows into the Wular on its east side, m*ar Sunni i-.l>alkh, Shiah -i- Kaslnnir.

tlie mi<hl1e of the lake, leaving it at its south-west \Hiieii may be rendered tliat there is not an

corner in a line open stri;iim about. yards wide, honest man among the ^1111111 of Balkh or tho {Shiah

Tile valley is singularly free from any inodern
|

of Ka.shmir.

intermix Lille, of foreign Tace.s, and, though now
1

Prom Kaslnnir eastwards, all Hie easily acoess-

]>rnfcssing .Mnliaiiimadaiiism, Hu; fe.'itiires of the
j

ibh*. jiortions of the Himalaya, are occupied by

Kashmir juojde proclaim rhein to )>c one
;

,\ryaii Himlus, as far as the east(;ni border ol

of the liigliest amt juirest races in the M'orlil.
|

Kamaon ;iml the Kali iivi;r sefiaraliiig Kainuon

'fhey an; of ijiiite high Aryan type, \ery fair, ! trom Nepal,—Hu* Tibetans b 'ing here conlini;(J

liaiidsome, w it li chiscited i'ealure;^j and a strong, . to tlu* valleys about and beyond the snow. People

atlilelic tigure, but Hum* <;f lliem are. id’ martial
|

of Tibetan blood liavi* migrated into Nepal,

proclivities. ' throughout its whole length, ami have tormed

The Kashmir }»eople,thoiig]i long since converted
j

mixed tiabes whosi; ap]u*arance and language is

to Muhammadanism, ]>ave been of tlu* Brahmanieal more Tibetan than Indian, but whose religion

race. Tho educated class, who maintained their
|

and iiiaiincrs are Hindu. Last of Nepal, in

own tenets, and arc still v<*ry miiiierous. are I Pikkim and Bhutan, the Hindu element almost

known as pandits. 'I'hey are exceedingly clever, ' disa})tjeurs, ami the Tibetans an; altogether

and are a somewhat oppressive luireaucracy, 1 dominant.

which has ruled Kasiimir under every successive
[

The hills westward from Kashmir to the Indus

(lovernment, and has sent out eoioniixs to seek 1 an* inhabited by Kukka and Burnba, but towards

tlu*ir livelihood in Northern India.
|

the river itself the Yusufzai and other Alghan

Tlu; iiidiistry and mechanical .skill of the .stout- tribes juevail
;

while then; arc many secluded

limbed prolific Kashmiri are as well known as
j

valleys peopled by the widely-spread Gujar,

their poverty, their tarncne.ss of .spiril, and their whose history has yet to be ascertained, and who

loose muiality. The. few unmixi'd Bajputs possess are tho vassals of Arabian syuds, or of Afghan and

the personal courage and the pride of race which Turkoman lords. „

distinguish them elsewhere, 1 In tho hills south of Ka.shinir, and west ot

The languages of Kasliniir arc divided into IJI
j

the Jhelum to Attock andKalabagh on the Indus,

separate dialects. Of these, Dogri and Chibliali, are found Gakkar, Gujar, Khatir, Awan, Janjun,
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;jid othera, all of whom may l)o considered to like children. Tliey are talkative, cheerful, aud
have, from time to time, mer.c:e(l into the Hindu humorous.
stock in lanRuapfe and feelings. Of these, some, TIkj Muhammadan Maiiji or boatmen are
as the »ranjiih, and especially the Gakkar, have a numerous; they are gre(‘dy and cowardly, but
local reputation.

^
luive good spirits, an active imagination, are

Eastward of Kashmir are tlie Bhot Piice in energetic and versatile.

Haiti and Tjadakh. Balti includes Hasora, 1'1k^ of Kashmir arc a gy})sy tribe which
Uongdo, Rong-yul, Sliagar, Iskardo, Bulti, Pay- supplies dancing girls and ])rostituteB

;
tlie women

kuta, Tolti, Khartaksho, Kiris, Khaybalu, and are among the handsomest of the valley,

t-liorbat.^ Ladakli, iidiabitcd by the Biiot-pa, in- 'I’he (HhIuuuul oi Kashmir are horse-grazers,
eludes Spiti, Zauskar, I’urik, Sum, Heinbiiko Tin- dwell along with the Kukka in the
(Uras), Ladakli jn’oper or Leli, Xubra, Kong, rnggt^d liill frontier beyond the tlhelurn. They
Itupshu, and I lank*. Garhwal is to a large ai ,; of BraJmianieal origin, but jirofess Muhain-
exteut Bhot. The language of the Hhutiahs of madanism. And, on the eastern side of the
libctisalso that ol Bhutan, and is a conneeting .lludiim, the hills are shared by other races, and
link between tln^ polysyllabic and monusyllabie by a nnmerous body of Sikhs, converts from
longings. Brahmans prior to the Sikh religion becoming a

In th(i valley of the Iinlus, that is in j>oliti(;aI power, 'they arc useful soldiers and
Ladakh and Little* Tibet, the jirevailing rae** is .servants.

the Bhot subdivision of the great Tartar variety 'the Kfmtri ai*e thii higliei' edass of traeleu'S.

of the human race*. Lower down tiiat classical The Thakur ed Jamu are the chief cultivating
stream, in Gilgit and Chulas, the remains eif class. Tluny cenrespond in their avocations to

tin* old and secluded Uardii and Ibingher races Jat eif llu* Paiijal), though not ri‘Iated
;
they

ai’ii still to be found
;
hut both iu Lskanlo and in are a well-ma ’ rare, e)f larger frame than the

Gilgit itself there is some mixture of Turkoman liajpnts.

tribes from the wihls of Pamir and Kashgar. The Banya, Kavai-, and Nai or barber pursue
( ienerally it may la* observed that on tlu; north, their usual avocations

; tlie .luir are water-carriers,

the Afghan on one side, and tlie 'rnrkoman on like the Kaliar raei* of the N.W. I’rovinces.

tli{‘ other, are gradually [)rt'ssiiig upon tin* old The himi and Mujh are numerous in Jamu,
but less energetic l)ar<lu. The best and most and are emplojaal as swee[)ers, brickmakers, and
recent laitiee of the tribes is the following, given

|

I'liaic-oal burners. They are small limbed, short

by Mr. Drew in his Xortherii Hai rier.
|

in stature, and of a dark colour.

/><)(inr.—Tin* maliaraja of Kashmir is a Dogra. Tim ('hihhulis jieojih* of t.'hibhal, tin* region
Tin* Dogra or Dngar race dwell eliielly among IGtig between tin* (’henab and Jlieluni rivers, are

the hills snrroniidiiig damn, feet abovtj the eon\<*rted Dogra. Tlie (diibh ti’ilx* lying south
s(‘a. They are not met Avilli in approaching of Kashmir Lave been but little reclairaod from
Kaslimir fi-oni the I’anjab, and extend f<..r about barb.irism.

ir»i) mih*s, from lln* l iver Kavi on tin* I'ast to the The Jat is nuuurous in Lliibhal, and is Muham-
•llu'Iuin on tlie wi'st, and about 11 iiiih‘s in depth, madaiii/.ed.

IVom tlie Daman-i-Koli or skirt of the inonntain. The SuJttn lak(^ a liigh place among the

1 In? otlior inhabitants an* tin* Hindu I’ahari, tlie -Miiiiammadatis, and with otlu'is havt* the title of

Miihaniinadan Cliililiali, Kasliiiiiji, and l)ar<l, and »:^ahn.

the Bnddliist of Balti, lanlakii, ami (.'liainpa. 'J'he t'lV/Avo’ are numerou.s on the right bank of

The Dogi’a castes ai’e Brahman, Mian Kaj{)Ut, the ,lheluin. 'I'ho.se of Kawal Pindi compose the

IVorking Kajput, Khatri, Thakur, Jat, Banya, g<*iitry of the hill country in that neighbourliood.

and Karar, small sho[)keepers, Nai or liarber, Jiiir The Vahari ar(* a strong, hardy, and active

or carriers, the Dliiyar, tin* M<'gli, and tile Dom. r.-iee. of good, })owert’nl franu*
;

they liave a

Tln^ /iViypa/s an*: 1 lie ruling race, average about ^traighi foia-head, good brow, with a nose

> feet 4 inches or b feet b inelie.s, of slim make, markedly lnK>ki*d. 'flu ir dress txmsi.sts of a

with high shoulders, curiously bow-legged, with long or .short coat, fastened by a kamrbaud or

inrn-in toes
;
they are not mnseiilar, but an* active waistbaml

;
Irouseis (paijania) loose to the knee,

nid untiring, 'riiey are of a light-lnowii colour, tilting close to tie* le Indow. Doin and

features, no.^e generally hooked. d heir Megli an* mixed amon^ thmii. Many dift’erent

‘‘haraeter is simjile and ehilcUike, tractable, but dialects arc cnneiii in the region occupied by the

Very particular iu easU* obsc rvaiiees, avarieious, Pabari.

'iini close-listed. Tim Mian Kajjiut in jiartieiilar The dadJi ran in Jamu ies(*mble the Pahari

is overhearing, proud, and eoneeit(.*d, and bicome
|

in pli\.sh*al form. I heir head-dre.ss is a hat of

spoiled by advanc(*in(*iit. They do Jioi learn any
j

lieeiiliar form.

tvade, and to put their hand to (he plough would
j

The ilala! of Kashmir do all tiio (lirti(*st work,

ht‘ deciiu*d a disgrace, so they employ others to remove and skin dead eatth*, and make leather.

‘ uliivate their bits of land. Tin*y take to luilitary Tlie l)etti*r eirciimstanced tollow Muhammadans
service, ami arc expert swordsmen. .Many of tlie iu their ruh*s as to food

;
tin* poorer eat carrion,

\Vorking Rajputs also follow arms as a [irofe.ssion,
J
are musicians, and tlie dancing girls ot Srinuggur

but they have a low social status. The lvaj]>nt I
are of tlio Batal raci*.

clans are Chib, Jaral, Pal, (*te. The J)anl an* mostly l\!ulniininadan, hut some

The /jm/n/m/i .S’ are numerous as cultivators
;
they nf them between Iskardo and Leli are Buddhist,

!ue in all cinploymeiils. . and are very dirty iieople. At Romlu, the Hard
The Kashmiri arc false-tonguod, ready with a and Balti arc m*arly e(iiuil, but at Dras the Dard

lie, and giv(*n to deceit; they are noisy and preponderate. The Bhot designate the Dard Brok-

qnarrelsonKg ready to wrangle, but not to light; pa. Dard are a bold and iiidepeudeiit race; they

ou the least exercise or threat of force they cry l resist oppression
;
though not caring much for
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human life, they arc not bloodtliirsty. Tliey The oriental })lane or Chunar (Plataiiiis orientaliK)

dress iu woollen garments. They have several is probably found nowhere more abundant or

races or tribes, the Ronu, Shill, Yashkun. Kremin, luxuriant than in Kaslimir, though it is not in-

and Dom. The Doni are musicians, like the digenous. The absence of oaks, rhododendron,

Doni of the N.W. Provinces, the .Mirasi of the Andromeda, and IMnus Gcrardina is remarkable.

Panjab, the Hem of Ladakh, and Hatal of Kash- Hyorder of the .Moghul emperors, a grove of chunar

mir. The Kremin are carriers, potters, millers, and poplar was planted near every Kashmirian

The Yashkun are agricultural. The Shin occur village
;
these were protected by a heavy fine on

mixed with the VaKhkun along the Indus valley; every tree felled, but the Sikhs destroyed many
they hold tlie cow in abhorrenee, they do not usi' of them. Fruit of all kinds abounds in Kashmir,

cow’s milk, nor make or eat butter from it. 'riiey I’here are four variety's of walnut, one of which

will not use cow-dung for fuel
;
they keej> cattle grow’s wild iu the forest, and the others are culti-

for ploughing, hut have as little as possible to do vated. The former is V('ry tiny, and the scanty

with them. kernel is encased in a thick sludl. One of the

Ladukli is occuipic'd by the Ijadakhi or Hh<)t-}»a horticultural species is very much superior to the

and the Cham-pa. 'I’lie Ladakhi has the features others; it is called Kaghuzei* (from Kaglniz,

of the Mongoloid races; the outer corners of paper), because the shell is as thin as paper, and

their eyes are drawn out, and the upper eyelids can easily bebroken ])y the hand. The superiority

are hung by a fold of the skin above, the nose seems of this species is attributed to its having been

pressed into the face; the month large and inex- originally engrafted, but though now raised from

pressive. The men average o feet 2 inche.s, and the seed, it does not become deterinrated. The Kash-

•W’omen 4 feet 9^ inches. 'I'hev are an ugly race
;

mirian use the walnut as a. dye for black and green

they are cheerful, willing, and good tempered, eolours
; the former, from the ripe fruit, is a fast

but simple and clumsy, shnv, ina])t, ami truthful, or permanent dye, and the latter is fiiriii.shed from

The choga and a cap ami bools and gaiters are the the walnuts which fall to the ground while they

sole articles of mens apparel; the women wear a arc still gi'cmi. 'fhe latter colour is not perma-

gown. They are Huddliists. nent. From the kernel an oil is extracted, which

Bern is the name of the servile races of Ladakh, is used, not only fur burning in lamps, but also

(Champa are iiomades, and inhabit the liigher I for culinary ])m])oses. It is said also to be made
country. They are found in the valley of the the me<liiim for extracting the perfume of the

Indus above the villages, and in the ])lains or fiat- jasmine, the yellow rose, and the narcissus,

bottomed valleys of Rupsliu, and a few outlying In Kaslunir are two eminences 'which bear the

places. In ])crHonal appearance and dress tlu‘y name <d' Takht-i-Sulinian
;
one near Kaslnnir is

do not differ from the Ladakhi. 'I’hey are a cheer- calh-d >Sir-i-K'^heo, or diva's head, by the Ilimlns,

ful, hardy race. They live in tents, occupying a but also Snidvaraehar
;
and the hill on the op])osite

spot for a month or two, ami move to fr<‘sh side of the city is callecl llari Fnrbat, or the hill

pastures.
I
of N'ishnu or llari. ()a the latter hill is the fort

The Chanpan Pul or Pahal of Kashrnii* are
|

of Kashmir,

shepherds wdio tend the fioeks of otlu'i- people. Kashmir has beim famed for its woven shawls,

The Ladakhi are all engaged in agriculture,
j

al.-o for its painted wan? (inanakkash), ami its

A loose -grained harley is tlieir most common
j

emhroidi'ry (chikand).

cereal; it is cultivated up to If),000 feet, ami Kashmir yields gold, iron, coal, storax, anli-

at 13,700 and l l,t>()0 are villages depending on inony, borax, sal-ammoniac, sul])lmr, talc, maible,

its cultivation. Wheat is gnnvn up to JlbSOO feet, manganese, rock crystal.— ( 'unuinphtim's Avch u/

Harley-meal is the common food, and ehang, ji light (/cduraphif of fudiu
;

('npidin Knitf/it's JJinrjj of

beer, i.s their national driid;. Their woim-n share a l\:dcslri(ui in Kftshinir and Tihd ; Drcir's

in the 'wmrk (d agricnlture. T’<»lyandry, exeejit XtfdfKrn Ii((rricr: Baja Tariiujiui
;

Calcutta

among the few richer people, is qiiiti; general. lU ricir, 1871 ;
Pj'ins(p\s A nfitjnitic.s ; Mr. {Sir

The elder brother's xvife is common to all the (uonp) ('iunphrll: Sir /’. Mioitpoincry'.'i Jlcport;

brothers, and the children recognise all as father. Jli moll's Mnnoir ; Dr. Phuin.^on's Tr.'^. : A.datic

The woman may also choose another husband pL.'narrhrs ; I’iync.^^ 'D's. ; WiDon's (jlo.'<!<art/

;

from a different family. Baron Iftap Is Prs. ; Imp. Caz.

The of the Kham country, far to the KASlLNlIlt (JIIAR, a cave situated in the

east of Lhassa, are found in the districts of Zunskav territory of the Haboozai, on a mountain which

and Rupsliu. They are professional beggars
;

cannot lie ascemU'd but by a steep passage, hew'ii

along with their wives and eljildren they wander in a great measure out of the rock. Tliis place is

about some parts of India in the cold months, and also called Felley, and is lb cos fruiii the town of

to the higher parts of Ladakh in summer; live in JSoukhor.

small tents, which they carry on goats. * KAl^l. ILxd. An encaustic tiling-work seen

Earthquakes arc of not nnconmion oeciirrence. on old huildings.

In June 1828, the city of Si inuggur w\as shaken hy KASl, the earliest name of Henarcs, and Ktill

an earthquake, which destroyed about 1200 houses in common use, either alone or joined with the

and lOOO persons. For nmre tlian two montlis later nanu', as K.asi-Banaras. It is, perhaps, the

afterwards, lesser shocks were <hiily experienced. Kassida or Kassidia of l^tolmny. The ilarne is

The deodar is abundant, and is extensively referred to Kasi-raja, who was one of the early

employed in the construction of houses, teinple.s, progenitors of the lAinar race. He was succeeded

and bridges. The forests also contiiin Rinus by tweivty descendants, all rajas of Kasi, amongst

longifolia and R. excelsa, Abies Webbiana, walnut whom was the celebrated Divodilsa.

—

Cunningham,

(the quality of the, wood for gun-stocks andfurni- Aurient Geog. ofdndia, p. 438;

ture being little inferior to that of Britain), maple, KASIA or Khasiya, a race occuiiying the hill b S

poplar, willow, yew, and a species of juniper, of the valley of the Brahmaputra, in lat. 25® 20' to 28
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S’., long. 90® 52' to 92® 11' E., between Chorra-

anti tlie Shillong mountain. The Kasia are

ilic ablest bodied of the borderers of Assam, and
differ very little from the Garo. They are arranged

in petty rajasliips. Nat-worsliip seems the cult
'

of the Kasia. TJiey dread snakes. They build

their houses on piles. They trap fish. They ilistil :

and drink intoxicating liquors, and between Ring-

hot and CluMTa, ami in other places, they have
bridges of the fd)res of the india-rubber trei?.

The Kasia is distinguislied fnnn all the surround-

ing hiiiguages—Indian, Ultra-Indian, and Tibetan
^

—by its direct and prepositional ifh’ology. It is a
i

fragment of the Mon Kambojan formation of
|

languages, and is a reiimaiit of an older formation

which preceded the Biirma-Tibidan in iNorthern

LUtra-lndia.

They hav(‘ the ^longolian type* of features in tlie

highest devi'lojmnmt. Golonel Vulo nu'i i lions tiuit

j)()i'ters of the Kasia nation used often to carry (knvn

iVom the coal mim's of Gluurajmnji to the plains,

a distance of 1 1 inih'S, loads (.)f two maunds or
1(1.') lbs. of coals. 'I'lieir slreiigtli and bulk of leg

w<‘re such as In^ had never seen elsewliere. Tn tlie
j

ii|)[»er parts of tlie Kasia country, moimmeiital
I

.atones are scattm'ed on (‘very waysi<le. 'i'liese are

of several kinds, bid the most (.'ommon is com-
])osed of eria't oldong pillars, sometimes almost

(piito niihcwn, in other instances carefully sipiareil

and planted a few feet a[)art. 'I’Ik* number com-

posing ou(^ monument is m'ver under three, and

runs as high as thirteen
;
generally it is odd, but

not always so. The liigliest pillar is in the mhldlo

(sometimes erowiied willi a eireidar dish), and to

right and left they gradually' diminish. In front

ef these is wliat Unglish antiipiaries call a erom-

h'ch, a larger flat stone resting on short rough

|)ill;ir.s. These form th^ ordinary roadside ivsting-
|

jilace of the weary traveller. The blocks are
I

sometimes of great size. I’lie talle.st of a thick

cliisler of ])illars in the market-phme of Murteiig

Jaintia country, rising through tin* brancln'S

of a huge old tive, measured 27 feet in height

ahnvt the ground. A Hat table-stone or cromlech,

near the village of Sailankot, elevati'd o feet

from the earth, measured :]'2 feet by I.'), and 2

feet ill thickness, lii other iiistaiK‘(*s tin* monu
iiuiiit is a square .sarcoph.agiis, conqiosed of loui‘

large slabs, resting on their edges and well iitted

together, and roofed in l)v a fifth placed horizon-

tally. In Bell’s (dreassia may b(* seen a drawing of

an ancient monument existing in tluit country,

which is an exact ri;prosentalh)ii of a tlionsand

such in the Khassya Hills, and nearly as exactly a

di scription of them, though refiMTing to relics on
' e eastern bank of .Iordan, may b(^ read in Irby

and Mangles’ Syi'ian Travtds. The .sarcophagus is

often found in the form of a large slab accurately

circular, resting on the heads of many little rough

pillars close planted together, through who.se

chinks you may (h’sery ci'rlain earthen ])ot.s, con-

taining the ashes of the family. Belonging to the

village of Kinghot, in the valley of ^binsmai, deep
iu the forest, is a great collection of such circular

^nerarics, so close that one may step from slab
|

to slab for many yards. Ibircly may be seen a
j

•"^iuiple cairn or a pyramid some 20 feet in height, I

•ur I sometimes one formed in diminishing stories, I

like the common notion of the tower of Babel, or

like the pyramid of Saccara in Egypt. But the

last i.s probably rather a burning place than a

monument, or at least a combination of the two.

The upright pillars are merely cenotaphs, and if

the Kasia be asked why their fathers went to such
expense in erecting them, tlie invariable answer is,

‘ To preserve their name.’ Yet to few indeed
among the thousands can they attacli any name.
Many of the villages, however, seem to derive

tlieir appellations from such erections, as may be
set'll from the number coimiKmcing Avitli man,
which signilies a stone

;
cjj. mauamai, the stone of

the oath
;
maii-nilu, the atone of aalt

;
mau-llong,

the grassy htone
;
and others. Mauamai, the oath

stone, suggests that these jiillars wi‘re also erected

ill memory of notable eomjiaets. On asking Uinauz
ilu^ origin of the names, his answer was a striking

ilhiatratioii of many ])assagea in the Old Testament:
‘ There was war,’ said he, ‘ lietween Cherra and
^laiismai, and wlieii they made peace and swore
to it, they ert'cted a atone as a witness (Sakhi ke
waste* was his t.'xpri'ssion). Genesis xxxi. 45 : ‘And
.lacob took a stone, and set it up for a pillar.’

Genesis xxxi. 17 ; ‘And Laban called it Jegar-
sahadiitha: but .lacob eallt*d it ( hileed’ (both signi-

fying the lit'a]) of Avitiiesa). Genesis xxxi. .^)1, 52 :

1

'' And J.aban said to Jacob, Behold this liea[», and
' behold tills pillar, wdiieJi I have cast betwixt me
and thee; tiiis heap is a witnos, and this pillar

is a witness, that I will not pass over this heap to

thee, and that thou shall not pass over this heap
and this pillar to img to do me liarin,’ etc. See
also-Josliiia xxiv. 20. The name of mauinln, the

j

salt stone, is jirobahly of kindred meaning, us

the act of eating salt from a sword-jioint is said to

Ijc the Kasia form of adjuration. These largo

stones are also fn^piently formed into picTuresquo

liridge.s for the p:is.sag(* of bnxiks. There is at

Mnrteiig a bridge of this kind, eonsisting of one
stoii(\ ,‘h) fiet in length. It is stated by Pember-
ton that Kai is tlu^ real name of the p(‘opl(‘, and
Kasia tlie title bi.'stowed on them by the Bengali.

But Kasi is the only name wliieJi they acknowledge
as that of tlieir coiiiilry and race. — Lalham ;

Jonvudl of Ifir Itolidtt A rchipiUvjo. I85o; Yule

do. f-Jmhdiisi/ ; Jonni, of lie mj. Soc,

;

Voi^ldns' l\r.'ioUdl ( Ihsi rr((tlous^ p. 15.

KASIIB'IK. The natives in this iieighbonrhood

arc of the Os.si tribi*, a peopk' of mixed persuasions,

Gliristian, Mnha,mma<lan, and pagan. The village of

Kasibek, as well tis a ft‘W others in its immediate

vicinity, arc inhabited by Christians professing the

same faith and observaiici^s as the Georgians.

—

/UrAr'.v Tntn/s, i. p. 77.

KAtSI.M, an Arab general who invaded Sind

during the leigii of Dahir, raja of Sind. He was
nephew of Walid, tin* sixth klialif of the house of

,

Ommaya. He eon([uered Sind about 711, and

sent two of the jirincesses to Walid. But, on being

presented to Walid, tlie elder burst into tears, and
' dochired she was now unworthy of his notice,

having been dishonoured liy his nephew before

b(*ing sent from Sind. The khalif in his anger

ordered Kadm to bi* sewn up in a raw hide, and
sent to Damaseus; but when In* produced the body
to the princess, sin* was so overjoyed at the sight

that she exnllingly declared Kasim to have been
innocent, but that she had now avenged her

father's death and the ruin of her family. The
two ]n-incesses met witli a cruel death .—BrUjtJs
Ferishtii ; f*oftiin}er's Trarcli^.

KASIMBAZAK or (n)ssimbazar, a decayed town
in Murshidabad district, Bengal. Lat. 24° 7' 40"
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N., 88^ 19' E. Formerly the great silk injut

of Bengal, is now three miles from the river, and
a wilderness. The Diitcli, the French, ;uid the
English all had factories here in the ISth century.—Tr. of Hind. i. p. G9.

KASINA. Amongst tin? Buddliisis of (Ceylon,

an ascetic rite, practised to free' the mind from all

agitation. Kasina mandala is tli(‘ eirch* used in

the performance of kasina. 15y its ])erf(nniance

it is supposed a miraeulous eiuo’gy may be received.

There arc ten doscriptioiis of lliis rite, viz. :

—

Pritluwi, earth. Ts'ila, blue. Odata, white.

Apt), water. Tita, golden. Alaka, liglit.

Tojo, fire. Lohita, ])lood-rod. Akasa, spaco.

Vayii, wind.

For each of tlicse forms there arc various ci're-

monies.

—

Hardy's Eastern Mnnachlsm, p. A'M.

KAvSlNAEARA, tlie town near which Buddha
dic<l under a great sal tree.

KASI HA [wrote an account t)f the Knttle of

Paniput, botwc'en tlic Danraui Afghans, confiah'r-

ate Muhammadans, and- the Mahrattas under

Sedaeheo Kao Bhao. It was pnljlislual in the

Asiatic Kesearches, iii. p. 97. He was in tlio

employ of 8huja - nd - Dowla, viceroy of Ondh,
and was the agt'iit in tin* attemjds made befort^

tlie battle to ct)m])romise the affairs.

KASIS tuid Kahi. Fartlis containing

anhydrous protosiilphato of iron in white salin-liki'

crystals, and in the form t»f a. so.sfpu-sulphatc.

They are oljtained from bitinniiujus shales, and

are found extensively mixed Avith the ahnn shales

at Kalabagh and at Ih’nd Dadan Khan; tlnybn-m
a considerable artieh* of infernal trade, being much
used for dyeing jjiivposes, and in nuaiicimi as a

styptic and astringent.— rniiulf's IhnafhooL

KASKAS. lIlNl'. .\ndvoi)ogon mmieainni.

The fibrous roots are madi- into tatties, which

yield an agrecabh‘ pLufume.

KA8K. AitAh. A ])alaco. PI. Kasiir. Madinat-

ul-Kasur, the town of Luxor, the ancient T]j<‘b(.‘S.

It is now a small village.

KASK or Al-Kasar. a mound of ruins in tlie

vicinity of Bagh<la<l. This jnound of aiieimit

Babylon is supposed to belong to the liaiiging

gardens Avliicli Avei'c on its western si<le. TJiere

are still to be seen beautiful ti(.‘rs and buttresses.

In one of the eoniers is a rongli .stone lion

standing over the figure of a. man. The mound
is irregular in sha])e, about 7(il) yards in leiiglb

and breadth, and in some plaee.s about 7lt le« t

above the plain. The ruin, called by tlie AraliS

AI-Ka.Si', is much .^mailer than the .Majallibah,

but is nearly similar in eharaeter. Tin* tom-p of

Nimrudis visible from the spot. Here is supposed

to have been the site (d (d' siphon, ainl on the

opposite slion* are similar- In aps wlierc? Seh iicia.

.stood. Tak-ul-Ke.sra, or the Arch of ( diosi-oi-.s,

possesses no remains of exlraordinary lastr* or

ornament, but, in the name it beai-s, speaks of

splendour and of power, now (‘{^lijrsefl by a sinrple

tomb standing clo.se to it, to which Ihon. ands i

flock ill Inniour of the memory of a. b.-iibr-r. A
j

mile to the north of tin* Kasr, or full five miles!

distant from Hilla, and OoO yards from the river
i

bank, is the ruin, winch was describ<*d by fhetro
j

della Valle, who determined it to Jrave been the

toAver of Heins, an opinion adopterl by Jtenm-I).

The native s call itMajailibali or Alujalibc, nn-aiiing

overturned. Jackson, J(mniejjfrom India foirardg

Encjland
;

Onsrdey's Travels; Skinner's Overland

Journey ; Mignon's Travels ;
Rich's Ruins of

Babylon ; Ptolemy.

KASKA-i-SIliRIN, a small village of tAventy-

eiglit houses, Avitli a caravansarai-sliahi in good

condition, it is situated on the side of a moun-
tain, at tiro foot of wliich ilows the Dialla.

(icneral Ferriei- iiazard.s the opinion ihat tlu*^

ruins of Kasra i-Shiriri might be those of the city

of Oppirlam, which is placed by ancient authors

in the Zagros mountains, between Opis and

Ecbatana, and Avas founded by a colony of

Iheotian.s, Avho followi'd Xerxes into Persia.

KASRAXI ai(‘ tliii most northern of tin;

Haliicli tribes on Hu; British frontier. Their hills

extend from tlie Korah pass doAviiAvards for a

<lista.nce of about hO miles
;
about half tlie tribe

own laiuls and Adllages in the plain, a portion

lead a Avamh-ring lib* in the front range of hills

nearest the ]dain and tin* half desert tract {it its

base, and Hie remainder live in the hills. 'Plnw

liave 22 seelioiis in Delua Ghazi Khan district,

of which 12 !irc in the hills. They Jire about
.‘h)00 strong.

Tin* hill Kasrani can muster .sonu; 1200 Hgliting

men, of whom ol) are lif)isemeii. 'I'hey are very

thievish, jind wei’e in tlu- h{d)it of luocoeding

through tlu; lands of theii- brethren in tin; ])hiin

to plinider in Hu; villages near Dehva, Ismail

Khan, d’hi* eoiiiihy rnuiul Delua Piitleh Khjiii

AV.as also harassed liy them.

KASSAH, .-i M uhamniadan trilx; in Hu; RaAval

Pifidi divisiuii, N. of the Salt Pruice. They arc

good eu1ti \ atiirs.

KASSID. Hixi)., Piais. .\ mounted mes.senger

;

written (’o.-sid.

KASTHANL. Sixoii. A sword worn on

sl{ite oeeasions.

KAS'ITHA. Sansk. 'fin. It is this A\ord tiiat

gave to the Jfi-itish isles their earliest name, tlu-

K.i.ssiteri<les.

KASLl.MBO. AIajii:. An infiKsion of opium
and water, mnoh drunk in K.-diyawar.

KASVJN',*an jincicmt Pmsisin town, the ctijiitid

of the (ujuntry [uevious to Abbas the Great. 1

1

has many schools. It is also Avrilten Kazviji.

KAS\ IM. the liteiaiy name of Zaloiria-hin-

Muhanmiad - bin -Alalmiiul- ul - Konsi - nl-Kazvini.

He AMote ill Aiabit; tin' Ajaib-nl-Maklihupit, or

The Wojuh-rs of Great ion
;

it treats of luitund

hi.story, of the «pialiLies of aninuil.s, vcgeUibJes,

and minerals, as al.so of AvateiAs, aiTial spirits,

fairies, genii, and tali.sinans, but all Avith a vii'W

to eonfnle Hu; .JcAvisli rabbis. His liook is much
(.‘sleemed by M uhamnaidaiis, and lias been trans-

lated into 'rurkish {iiul Persian. He wrote also

the Ghraib-nl-Maujudat, the Asjir-ul-Balad, and

Akhliur-ul-lhdad.

—

Hist. <>/' ( t'enghiz ('an, p. UK
KASV'JM, author of tlu* Labbn-t-Tawarikh,

is the name given to Vahya-bin-Abdnl Latif, sur

named Kazvini, because bfirn in Kazvin. He
was eminent ;is ii tlu'ologian jind jiliilosoplior. in

his early career, lie was patroniztul by Shah

Tahmjisp S{iifavi, Init In's eiu'inie.s .subsofiueiitly

induced the king to give orders to imprison him

;ind Ids* son Mir Abdnl Latif at Lsfalu'in. Kaz-

\ini was imprisoned, but di(‘d afb'r a year and

nine montlis, A.il. 9li2 (A.n. Ihhd- hr)), at tlic agi*

of 77. Hi.s second son, Aka-ud-Dowla, known hy

the titJi; of Kdimi, jiud the author of the Nafais-

ul-Majisir, had given information to bin father

and to the sou Mir Abdul Latif, and the latter

18
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fled to Gilan and on to India, where Akbar had KATAS, a holy fountain in the Jhelum dis-

ascended the throne, and became Akbar’s teacher, trict of the Panjab, and, after Kiirii-kslietra and
Ho died at Sikri A.ii. 971. The eldest son of Mir Javvala Mukhi, it is the most frequented place of
Abdul liatif was Mir Ohiyas-ud-Din Ali, wlio con- I lira hi pilo:riiiia.<re in tlu^ })r()vinee. Lat. 02'' 4JV 80"
tiiuicd in the service of Akbar and Jaluuij^ir, and N., and lon^^ 72'" 50' oO'^ K. Siva, being inconsol-

(
v.II. 1023) died at Ajmir, and was Vmried in a ably grieved for the loss of his wif(\' Sati, tlie

marble tomb within the area of Muin-ml-l)iu daughter of Daksha, rained tears from liis eyes,

('hishti’s^nmuBoIeurn. -/i7//eq iv. and' so produca'd tlic two wicred pools of Pusli-
KASYAPA, a Hindu philosopher noticed in kara, near Ajmir, and Isbitaksha or Katas iji tlie

the Mahabharata, tluj Sri Bhagavata, and the ^^ind 8agar T)oab. The pool is partly, artiticial,

J’adrna Purana. Il(' was born at Kedara at thi‘ being formefl by th(’ enlargcnif'iit of a natural

foot of the Himalaya, He taught that God is Ijasiit in the bed of tlie Ganiya Nftla. Below
everlasting. He wrote a law treatise.— IKord, iv. these remains, an enclosure contains the ruined

p. dl. Sat Ghara or seven timiph'S, witli another grouj)
KASYAPA, according to the Maliabhavata, (lie nf twelve in jmmber. The latter resfunble in

Ramayana, and the Puranas, son of Mariclii, son their g<‘neral style i,h() Ka.^hmir order of archi-

of Brahma, was one of the j)rajapati or ])rogenitors tecture, characterized by dentils, trefoil arches,
of created things, lie manii'd thirteen of the fluted pillars, and pointed roofs.

—

Imp. Ga::.

daughters of Daksha, from whom dt'seernh'd tin* KATKRH, tlie ancient Knjput name of Kohil-
twelv(* Aditya or sim-gods by Adili; the Daitya kliand, given as a j:ighir to Iiohillas.

—

(AimplH'lf,

or Titans by Diti and the Dhanava
;
many classes [». ss.

of animals, etc. His son Vivasvat was father of KATHA or Kalita, Hind., from Kaima, to

Menu, lienee this family of nu‘n beeanic known speak, to relate : a story, a tale, a fable, a
as the race of Menu, from wliom Ib-ahmans. recitation or narrative, inteiK]icrse<l with music
Kshatriyas, and other men S[n\‘ing. Hi.*-: <*ld<‘St ami singing, of tie* actions of the gods or of

son, the Daitya named Jliranya - Kasipu, is individnals, with allusions to passing events or

famous throughout India for Iii.s denial of the ])(*r.'.ons ; a ])ublic reeitation about the gods.

—

omnipresence of Vishnu, which led to tin* inani- 117/s/>/o

testation of the Marasinglia. nr '* inan-lion ’ avatar. KA'l'llylB ot Sangala are stigmatized in the

He was followed by his still nioie famons son Mahabharata a.s -thieving Haliika,’ as well as

I'rahlada, the ardent worsliippei* of Vishnu, after ‘ wine-biblx'rs and beef-eateis.' They are also

whom Multan city was naitu'd Prahladapnra.
|

called by a variety of names, as Madra, Bahika.

His great-gramlsoi! Baiia, eommonly calhal Baiia
j

Aiatta., and .lartlikka, and nut evi'ii once by their

the Asur, was the unsuceessfnl antagonist of own [iroper name, whicli, as ktiown from
Krishna, who took jiossessioii of the kingdom of Alexandt r’s histoi’ians, Avas Katlian’, and is pre-

.Multan. Hen* Samba, the son of Krislina, estab- served in the Kathi of the present (hiy. General

lished himself in tin’ gj(tV(* ef Mitra~vana, and by ' (hinningham then'fore looks iqxm many of tin

as.siduous devotion to Milia or the smi, was eined (*tbuic app{*Uati(>ns which the Greeks liave handed
of Ips leprosy. He then erected a gold(*ii statue down to us as mere nicknanies, or almsivi*

of Mitra in a li*mple named iVdyast liana, or (he epithets ap])lie<l by the Hrahmanical Aryans to

iirst shrine; and tlie woiship.uf the sun thus tli(*ir Turauinii neighliours. Pliny plac(*s tlie

begun by Samba lias ('ontiiiued at Multan down limit of .Mexander's career in tin* territory of tlie

to the present, day.

—

GnuniiKfluiui^ Anrunt Gcofj. Sudiakas. '’in Sudraeis exjieditio Alexandi’i tt*:-

oj' Indiii, p. 232. niino,’ and the altars on (lie opposite bank of ttie

KASYAPITBA, tin* modern Multan. Accord- Hyphasi.s or lb*a.s river. On a general revicAV of

ing to Hie traditions of tin* jx uple, Kasyaj'a-pura, all the ilata, General I’unningham thinks that tin*

the Xasperira of ITolemy, was foumled by Kas- sit(* <d Al{‘\and(*i*’.s altars must lx; looked for

yapa, whoAvas tlie father of tin* tAvelve. Adityas or along the line of the present course* of the Sutlej,

sun-gods by Aditi, and of llic Dailyas or d’ilans To this jiuint, tlieretoi (*, tin* territory ot the

])y

'

’ Smli-aka; or Sudrakas must have i*xleiid('d in the

KAT. Ahau. a reef
;
pronounced Gad. tiim* of .Mexamh'r.

KATAl. Hind. A st,(*(.*l piineh, used in }>ei'- KATILVK are professional miisieiaus about

forating a wire-dra.Avev s plate. Benares. They claim to be ot high caste, and

KATAi. Majii;. A caste or imlividual of it, wear tin* janeo <u- sacred cord. Kartlieu* Ave‘st, tlu*

woikers in leather. Kalliaks do not make a salam in saluting jiny erne.

KATAIA. Hind. lAmr jilants have* this as as native’s of India e:e)mm<)nly elei, hut give th(*ir

a t.e*rmiiial name,—the* Bhat-kataia,. is nse*d in blessing like the Bivdimans.—A/u r/7»//V I/iudit

Veterinary juactiee
;

tlie^ Baiig-kataia is not nse.'d ;
7V/V/(.s*, p.

lint the* (ioi-kataia is nseal in native medie*im*. K ATIl A KX.V \ A. Sansk. The* Sea of Storie*s,

KATAM. Maleal. A le’agim of feuii* nariga, a. e'bmpilatioii in tour ijooks ; the Iirst two are the*

equal to 5 to (1 miles Knglisli.
‘

eirigiiials eif the* Hindi Baital Pachisi and Singli-

KATAPANG. Mae.ay. A l)lae;k <ly<* is iiro- asan Hattisi. See Haital Pachisi.

dimed from the rinds of the mangostin fruit, and KATH.\ SARTr SAG.VRA, the* Oe.e’aii of tlie*

of tlie Katapang or Terminalia catappa, Avith Stream.s of Nariative, or tlio Watery Ocean eif

f^ulphate of iron. Stories, n'ee»nstrm;te*d by Sonunlcva Bhatta eif

KATAR. Hind. A triangular, hcavy-bladed Kashmir, alumi tlie be*giiiiinig of the I2th century,

dagger, with a peculiar steed hanelle. The leist Vrihat-KaUia, Mhe largo or oxtendeel

KATAR. Peks., Tum<. A string, a train of narrative,' was the* gre’ai cedKetion of Indian

beasts of burden; from six to ten camels tied one tales supposeel to have* bomi written in prose by

behind the otlier. d’he Knglish expression, ‘a string Gunadhya as e arly as the titli exmtury. A. Sanski it

of camels ’ best expresses the sense of the word, poem based upon that work, and bearing the snme

519
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naino, was written by Ksliemendra in Kashmir who was a mere girl, came up to the he^id of her
towards the end of the 11th century; but the slain brother and embraced it and kissed it,

original has disappeared. Its contouta, however, and crying out, ‘ Alas ! my brother !
’ died of a.

have been to a certain extent made known by the broken lieart. Whereupon their mother asked
compendium of the Vrihat-Katha, made in Sans- for permission to be burnt along with the bodies
krit verse by Sri Soniadeva Rliatta of Kashmir in of her two children, and when her husband had
the liith century. This extensive poem is divided given Ids consent, and constructed a pyre, she
into eighteen books. It is a W(n‘k abounding lea])t into that burning pyre, with its hair of

with pictures of national manners and feeling, flame, as gladly as into a cool lake. After which
and as offering the oI<l('st extant form of many of Viravara resolvtul to cut off his own head, and
the tales which wei e once popular in Europe, would have done so if the goddess Durga had not
many of them tlirow a light on some of the ob- interfered. The widely-spread tale of the un-
scurest portions of popular literature. Of such a grateful wife, who attemj)ted to kill the self-

nature is the account of Iiow' kijig (Ihamlamaha- sacrificing husband, who had kept her alive when
sena followetl underground an enormous and slie Avas suffering iProm Imnger and thirst in a
terrible wild boar, which was a demon, vulnerable wilderness, by giving her his own flesh and blood,

only in oiu* spot
;
and how the king, aidctl ])y the Somadeva’s version of the story is very like that

demon’s daughter, sl<'w tin* demon and made the which is contained in the Tibetan Kah-gyur. The
daughter liis Avife. The tale of how 8aktideA’’a, tenth book contains a number of the fables of

after an iinprisomncnt in the btdly of a fisli, and Eilpai or Jfidpai. The stories and the order in

an escape from a Avhirlpool into the branches Avhich they succeed agree better Avith the tales

of an overhanging banyan tree, discovered the and arrangement of tin; Kalila-Ava-Uamna than
Golden City, and found three ap})arcntly dead oA'eii the Pancha Taiftra; and it Avould appear,

maidens in a part of its palace, Avhich he, like theitdore, that avo have in tlie Katha Sarit Sagara
Rluebeard’s Avife, Avas forbidden to i.Miter. How an earlier representative of the original collection

Sringabhuja Avounded a <lemon-king under the than cA^en the Pancha Tantra, at least as it is now
form of a crane, and carried off liis charming met with. Tin' 'rwenty-five Tales of a Vitala have
daughter, and by her aid escaped from his been made well knoAvu by the numerous translations

demoniacal father-in-law's pursuit. Tlu‘ tragic of the Paital Eachisi ami other (;astern recensions

story of Sakatala, an Indian IPgolino, wlio Avas of the same' story-book. The ninth book contains

(jonfined in a dungeon Avith Ids sons, food foi’ the legend of Kama and Sita, in winch the siis-

one only being supplied to the Avliole [)arty. The ))C(ded Avife proves lier purity by going down
Trojan horse stratagem, ad<»pted ])y a king, Avith some friendly hermits to a certain lake, and
Avlio made a largo artificial elephant, filled it exelaiming, ‘ Mother Earth, if my mind was never
Avith Avarriors, and by its aid overcaim' a rival fixed, even in a dream, on any one besides my
monarch. How JiinutaA'ahnna gaA'e himself up to Inisband, may I reach tli(‘ otliei* sid(‘ of the lake !

’

be deA'ourcd the bird (lanida, the enemy of Having thus spoken, she enten'd the lake, and
Nagas, or gigantic semi-divine snakes, who inter- the goddess Earth appeared, and, taking her in

niptcd his meal to remark, ‘Although I.am eating her lap, carried her to the other side,

him, he is not at all miserable; on tin* contrary, KATIIAV. (Phina is called by the Avestern

the resolute one rejoices.’ And, above all, it Mongol, Kathay
;
by the Maiichu Tartar it is called

contains some of the most horril)le stories alM)iit Nikan Konrn
;

and by the (hiinese, Tchoung-
corpsc - eating Kakshasas, Vitalas, and other koue

;
the last name meaning tlie Central King-

ghoul-Iikc mojisters that th(’ most morbid apindite dom. See China.

could possibly demand. Namuclii Avas as devoted ivA-THE, the Burmese name for the state

to almsgiving as the hero of the \Ve.sHantara and people of Munipur, called by themselves

.fataka, the generous prince avIio gave away not Moi-te.

only all Ins pro]»erty, but also his Avife and two KATHl or Gutty. Maiir. A laud measim*
small children. Having practised asceticism as a A'arying from 8 to lU cubits,

drinker of smoke for ten thousand years, and KATHIAWAR, or Saurashtra, is the peninsular

having been rendered by Brahma proof against ])()rtion of Gujerat between the parallels of lat.

all ordinary Aveapons, this charitable 'litan made 20 ' 41' and 23‘’ 8' N., and the meiidians of long,

himself extremely annoying to the gods, especially OS ' fiC' and 72” 20' E. It was known to the

after he had acquired a hors(3 Avhich ha<l the Greeks and Romans under the name of 'luvpua-

power of restoring to life l)y a single sniff any rp/ty/i. The extreme length of the peninsula is

of the Titanic ])rood Avhom a god had killed. At about 220 miles, its greatest breadth about 165

last Indra appealed to liis geiieiosity, and asked miles, its area about 22,0U0 S(juare miles, and its

for the horse as a gift. Namiiehi surrendered it, estimated pojmlation 2, .500,000. 'Ilie Kathiawar

and Indra killed him with tlie foam of the Ganges, peninsula lieslietweeri the (dulf of Cambay on the

in which lie had placed a thunderbolt. Being south and the Gulf of Cutch and the Little Runii

born again as a 'J’itaii composed all of jewels, he on tlie north, and a low isthmus between the

gave the gods more trouble than before. Then Idttle Runn and the Gulf of Cambay unites Kathi-

the gods took counsel together, and came to him awar to the mainland. In the isthmus is a noted

and said to liiin, ‘ By all means give us your body depression, called the Nall. A highland occupies

for a human sacrifice.’ AVdien he heard that, he the interior of tlie peninsula. The highlands are

gave them his own body, although they Avero his remarkable for isolated mountains, amongst which

enemies. Also, Hie account of the loyal sentinel istdriiar, vising to .3500 feet almost perpciidicu-

Avho was ready to sacrifice everything in order to Ifirly. It occupies the middle of a circular basin,

save his lord from death. Viravara, with that aim, into which admission is gained by four passes

cut off the head of his youthful son, who had at the cardinal points of the compass. The Pali-

cheerfully cmisentcd. The daughter of ViraA^ara, tana mountain is another of the detached hills,
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1500 feet in height, on which the Jain race have still extant in the poninsula. In the days of
erected numerous temples and images of their Mahmud, all the west and north of Kathiawar
tirthankara. Kathiawar is ruled over by 188 belonged to the Jetwa Rajputs, but the forays of
separate states, large and small, of which 13 the Jhala and Jharija have confined them to their
pay no tribute, 96 arc tributary to the British jiresent district, the shaggy range of hills called
( iovermnent, 70 to that of the Gackwar as the Burda. The Jhala, who own the raj of Hulwud
representative of the Mahrattas, while, of the Drangdra as their chief, are supjjosed to have
latter three classes, 132 pay a tax calltMl Zor-Talabi sjuung from an offshoot of Anhilwara, on the
to the nawab of Junagarh. The old territorial extinction of wliich dynasty tliey obtained large

prants or districts are ten, viz. Jhalawar in the territorial aggrandizement. The chief of Murvi is

north, containing about 5(1 states
;
Mucha-Kanta, a Jliarija, and was the first in Colomd Walker’s

west of Jhalawar; ilallar, in tlie north - we.'it, time to abandon infanticide. He has possessions
ejnbracing 26 states

;
OkhainaiHlal, in the extreme in Cutch.

west, belonging to Baroda; Barada or Jaitwar, Tlie fortified post of Jafferabad or Muzaffarabad
along the south-w'cst coast, also known as Por- is Ijcld by tin; descendant of an African rover, the
bandar

;
Sorath, in the south

;
Babriawar, a hilly Siddi of Janjira,

tract in the south-east; Kathiawar, a large dis- The Katlii of Kathiawar proper immigrated
trict near the jniddle

;
lJnd-k^arviyn,lying along the into their present site in the eighth century, and

Satriinji river; and Gohilwar, in the east, along are supposed to he of Scythian origin. Their
the shore of the Gulf of Gainbay, so named from ndigion is a Hinduism, mixed with a sun-worship,
the Gohil Rajputs, wlio are the ruling race in it. AVhile the Rajputs have a modified primogeniture,
It comi)riseK the Goglia district, belonging to the Kathi inherits hy eriual divisions. They are
tin* Ahinadabad collectorate

;
Bhownaggar, pro- innately turbulent, and of all the tribes have ever

Itably the foremost state in Kathiawar; and many given the greatest trouble. Although it is divided
ethers. into such niniierous chieftainships, and although
The later sena})atis became kings of Saiirashtra, tiie Kathi hohl but a small portion, yet this Indo-

who placed their lieutenants at X'alabhinagar Getic tribe lias given -its name to the entire pen-
(idenlilied with the bnrietl city of Wala, 18 miles insula, completely sn])erse(ling the ancient title of

iiorth-'vvest of Bhauiiagar). When the (iuptas Sauraslitra. Then; was, hoAvever, an intermediate

were dethroned by fori'ign invaders, the Valalihi term used to designate it before the irrui)tion of

kings t'Xtended their sway over Cuteh, J.ar-(lesa tlie Kathi, a term familiar to the author of Almag-
( Surat, Broach, Kheda, and parts of Baroda estiim, as well as to the Hindu geographers, and
territory), and Malwa (a.d. 4<S()). It was in the lliis was Lar-dcs, from the tribe of Lar, whence
reign of Dhruvasena n. (()32-G lO) that tlie tlio Larica or Larice of the Greeks. The Kathi
rhiiiese ])ilgrim Hi won Tlisang visiital Falapi or Kalti tribe ar(‘ supposed to be the nation which
(\'alabhi ?). In A. I>. 770, Wallabhipnr fell before so manfully opposei I AlexandcT, and were then

.III inroad from the north of n race whom Mount- located about Multan. Against these Alcx-
htiuirt Elphiiistone sii})[)osos to liave been Persians ander inarclnMl in person, when he nearly lost

under Niishirwan the Groat
;
supjHKsed l)y Colonel Ins life, and left a signal memorial of his

Tod to have been Scythians, and by another vengeance. The genealogists of Jtajasthan and
imthority to have been Indo-Baetrians. Saiirashtra concur in sussigiiing to this people a

Kathiawar contains some of the oldest inscrip- place amongst the thirty-six royal races of India,

lions in India, as those of Ihulra Dama near Tlie Kathi claim descmit from tlie Bala, an
.bmagarh, and the inscriptions of Asoka near additional proof of northern origin, and strengtlieii-

(liruar
;
a number of ruck-cut Buddhist caves and ing their right to the epithet of the bards, ‘ Lords

temples at Junagarh, nieiit ioiied by iliwen Tlisaiig of Multan and Tatta.’ The Kathi can be traced

ill the seventh century, and some fine Jain tem[)les from those scenes to his jueseiit haunts. In the*

oil Mount Giriiar and Palitaiia. At (Jhuiidi, a earlier portion of the annals of Jcysiilrnir, mention

former capital of the Jaitwas, there are extensive is made of thoir eoidliets Avith the Kathi, and the

ruins. Kathi traditions lix their settlement in the pen-

Thc principal chiefs are tlicir highnes.ses the insula, from the south -I'astern part of the valley

iiawab of Junagarh, the jam of Navanaggar, and of the Indus, about the eighth century. In the

tlie lawal of Bhowiiaggiir
;
also the raiia of Por- twelfth eeiilnry, the Kathi were conspicuons in

bandar, the raj of Drangdra, and the thakur of the Avars Avith Thitliivi raja, there being several

Murvi. Junagarh, tlie most important, is held liy leaders of the tribe attached to his army, as well

a descendant of 8her Kluin Babi, a soldier of as to that of his rival, the momirch of Kanouj.

fortune, who seized it in the general anarchy which The name of their first sctthmient in Kathiawar was

preceded the subversion of tlie Moghuls. The Kath-kote, from Avhich they Aven* dislodged by
jam is the head of the KathiaAvar branch of the the first Jharija colony from Sind. They repeat

great class of Jharija Jtajpnts Avliicli surged into couplets describing their migration from Multan,

the country from Sind about tlie middle of tlie and temporary settlement in the tracts called

loth century, and another stem of Avliich is repro- Pawin, north of the Runn, and of Meguin Roa,

rented by the rao of (hitch. Therawalisatthehcad their leader, conducting the first Kathi colony

uf the Gohil Rajputs, a race driven in from Marwar across the gulf into Saurashtra eight hundred

•>y the Rahtors in a.d. 1200. He is descended years ago.

from Mokherajiii a sea rover, Avho in the 14tli Captain M‘Murdo says the Kathi differs in

( I'utury occupied Perini Island at the moutih of some respects from the Rajput. He is more
die (Julf of Oamhay, and Avliose sliado is to the cruel in his disposition, but far exceeds him in the

I’resent day propitiated by the passing mariner, virtue of bravery
;
and a cliaracter possessed of

Hie rana of Porbandar, styled ITniclieria, repre- more energy than a Kathi does not exist. His
«r‘nt8 the Jetwa, one of the four ancient races size often exceeds six feet

; sometimes with light
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hair and blue-coloured eyes. His frame is athletic family returned to their iiomes and occupations in

and bony, and particularly well adapted to his perfect security.

mode of life. His countenance is expressive, but Okhamandal is a sterile jungly tract in the

of the worst kind, being harsh and often destitute extreme west of the peninsula, and contains about
of a single mild feature. The Kathi are henlsnien lJi,000 iiiliabitants. These are the Wagher.
in the districts of Pawur, Pucliur, and Parkur. Their only important places are the holy Hindu
The Kathi women are large and masculine in their site of Dwaraka on the west coast, and Beyt,a snial]

figures, often drcss(;d in long dark garinents like island a fi‘w miles to the north, witn shrines

the Charan women, hnt have the character of boastinii: of scarcely inferior holiness. Okha-
being always well looking, and often remarkably ' mandj PinreyJi in Kathiawar proper, and
handsome. They are. more domesticated than lli Korinar in Houth Kathiawar, are under the direct

Rajput, and confine tlieinselvos solely to the duties rule of the Gac'kwjir. Thrice, in 1803, 1858, and
of their families. They are often not brides till in October l.s;)!j, they repulsed British troops, but
sixteen and seventeen years of age. To become a stunned in ISfiO entirely dispersed or surrendered,

husband, the Kathi must be a ravisher. He must al- Kathiawar is rich in jungle fastnesses. Its popu-
tack with his friends and followers tfio village where lation is liabitually armed to the teeth, and largely

his betrothed resides, and carry htn- off by force, irdermixed with mercenaries from Mekran, Arabia,

In ancient times thisAvas no less a trial of strengtli t^ind, and Ikilueliistaii.

than of courage; stones and clubs were used Tlu* Miana of ^lalHa in Mucha- Kanta, on the

without reserve both to assault and repel, and the banks of Miichii river, have a, thakiir, but own
disappointed lover was not unfrequently compelled allegiam^o only to tlieir owm cliowhattias or heads
to retire, covered with bruises, and wait for a of tribes. They are turbulent, take service as

more favourable occasion. I’he bride bad the soldii'rs in the neighbourhood, and, formerly, in

liberty of assisting lua* lover by all the means in every })oundary fight a .Aliana or two w^'is killed,

her power, and the opjAosition ceased Avhen her Tlie district of Geer is full of almost inaccessibh'

dwelling was once gained by the assailants, and fastnos.sos, whicli for ages gave shelter to outlaws

the lady, then bravely wort, submitted willingly and robbers,

to be carried off by lu'r champion. Tlio Kathi do In th(‘ dhaJawar district, the property stolen, or

not intermarry w'ilh any other caste, A Rajput tin* thief, Iiad to be produced, and the paggi, who
will, however, eat food dressed by a Kathi. Kathi trace the [)ng or footpi’inls, AV('n' there the most
will do nothing of any consequence. Avithout (‘on- famous.

suiting his Avife and a Charan, and b<* in general The Bhoinea of Kathiawar still pij'serve a grc'jit

guided by their advice, d’liey arc divided into jxnlion of that spirit of hospitality for Avhich their

three principal families, named Wala or Warn, anecstors Avere C('lel)rated.

Khachar, and Khuman, of eacli of Avhieli (here Outlawry, ])olitieaI aiid pivdatory, has been

arc other sulxlivismns. Tlie most eeh.‘brated is
j

rec^mtly suppressed, and life and property are as

the Khuman Kathi, avIiokc pallia, or funeral monu- sate as in British distriels.

mental pillars, are seem in group.s at ('very (own KATHMANDU, ea])itfd of Kt'pal, is situated in

and villagi^ He Avorsliips tlio eow. Ic'aves a lu(?k tin* valley at the jiini'lion of the Bhagmutty and

of liair on his head, and adores Mahadeo an<l Bishmiitty, and (’.oiitains a. populatio)! of .50,000

other Hindu deities, although lu* is mon^ attaclu'd inhabitants. A tradition is current in Nopal that

to the worship of the Sooraj (^^urya or the sun), the valley Avas at some former ])eri()d a lake,

and to Ambha and other terrihle goddesses. and it is ditrieult to say in Avhich character it

Tlio Jharija are the most ])owerful and numer- Avould hav(^ appeared the most beautiful. Tae

ons (.»f the Rajput tribes of G 11jerat, and possess all
j

A%dley is almost unrivalled in its fertility, sup-

the Avesteni part of (he peninsula, Tluy .are a porting in comfort and jilcnty a population of

branch of the family of the rao of CuUdi, Avho, in 400, (M)l) inhabitants, lining 300 jiersons to tla*

(xmsequence of intestine feuds, loft their ('.ountiy square mile. Throughout its Avhoh^ length and

about A.i), 800, and, liaving crossed the Runn at lu'cadtli not a stone is to Ik' found; it is Avt'il

the head of the Gulf of ( 'utch, established them- Avatiux'd; it.s tempetatur(( is delightful, the

selves upon the mins of the .Tetwa Rajputs and thermometer in tlie hottest montli sehloin reaches

a few petty Muhammadan autliorities Avliich at 75’’, in the coldest never falls below 30", and

that time existed in Hahir. The Jharija an* also has a mean annual rainfall of (iO inches. A

said to trace their origin from rlhara, a (ill ief of the great A'ornal festival is held at the capital

Muhammadan trib(; of the Samina, of Sind. The annually. It is called the T\asupati Kshetra.

lands appear to have been divided in common Numerous visitors attend it from Oudh, Bohar,

among the whoh? trilic, the teelat, oreddest brane.h and N.K. Bengal.

—

(Htph(fnt's Jottnicip pp. 85-87.

of the family, reserving to itself the largest KATHOIilKOS, a bi.shop of the Annenian

portion, whilst the bli'yaud or brotherhood held Church, resides in the convent of Echmiadzin, rit

their respective villages hy a jane feudal tenure, the foot of Ala-Goz in Russian Armenia.

The outlaws amongst them, the Balirwiittia, acted KATHURIA. Hind. Makers of catechu from

with great violence. If he failed in getting flocks, the Avood of Acacia catechu,

he seized the persons of siieli villagers as he could KATI. Malay. A. weight in the Archipelago and

find, and carried them off. These were styled China. A kati weighs 1 lb. 5 j
oz. It contains 10 tel

;

bhan or captives, for Avliosti release sums of money and 100 kati make 1 pikul~133ilbs. avoirdupois.

Avert; dtunanded. The life of a Bahrwiittia Avas KATIB, AitAU., from Arabic Kut’b, he did

one of blood and rapine, until he Avas killed, or
! Avrite, a copyist or scyibc. In all Southern Asia

by the fury of his feud he com[)elIed his chief to
|

this profession is followed, and AATittcn books arc

grant him redrt'ss
;
and tlie security of Charan preferred to those that are printed. They write

(religious persons) and Bhat (Bards) rat^es having by the juz or portion, and are paid at the rate ot

beetl given on both sides, the outlaw and his Rs. 5 to 15 per juz.
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KATIBA, a governor of Khorasaii, who con- where the kapua priest is the performer.—
[piereci Transoxiana a.d. 700-712, a.ii. 87-93. He Tennenfs Christianity in Ceylon^ p. 232.
liiBt occupied Hissiir opposite Balkli. In the course KATTI. Tel. A land measure of about 14
of the next six years he took J^amarcand and acres. IK
Bokhara, overran the country north of the Oxus, KATTIKAKAN. Maleal. A tari or toddy-
aiid subdued the kingdom of Kharasm on the dravvm*.

Lake Aral. By the eighth year lie was able to KATTUBADl. Kahn., Tam., Ti:r.. Holding
reduce the kingdom of Farghana, and extend liis lands on military tenure, a favourably rated (piit-

jicrpiisitions to Mount Imaus and the .Ja.xartes rent.

(8yr Darya). The conquest of Spain took place KATTUN, a mighty demon of the Hindus,
in the same year, and the Arab euqiire then I feared and worshipped.
irached the greatest extent to which it ever

j
KATVAKGA. lIiXD.. A staff with a skull,

attained. In a.d. 7.o0 tin' rebellion of tlu' great
j

carrh^i by a Saiva sect.

province of Kharasm ga,v(‘ the last blow to the KATYA YANA, a Hindu writer of great cch‘-

powor of the Ommayad klialifs, ami plaei'd in l>rity. He came after Pauini, whoso grammar
power the descendants of iVbbas, tin; uncle he is said to have compli'ted and corrected in

Mahomed. Spain hold out for the old dynasty, what lie called Varttikas, supplmnentary rules

and the integrity ol the cnqiirc was never restored, ami annotations. He is generally identified with
-Eiph. pp. 2(j‘J, 270. Yararuchi, tlie antlior of tin' Prakrita Prakasa.
KATIF or Al-Katif, an important town on tin* He was also tlie author of the Sranta Sutras

S. coast of the F^ersia 11 Gulf. Avhich ’bear his name, and of the Yajur VhMla

KATINA, e.lotli used in ('eyloii for making a I'ratisakhya ; as likewise of a Dlianna Sastra.

Ihiddliist priest’s robe. He bas lieen .sup]»osed to liavc lived n.c. 25
KATIOW, a Horneo tree. The seeds ariMiblong, (Weber); in the lirst half of the 2d century

pointed, and of a sliining rii h brown eoloni*
;

(Goldstucker). Max Muller places him in the

the oil wliieli they yield on eoiiipressioii is of a seeond half of the 4th century B.C. The inis-

yellow colour, burning witli a briglit and clear sionary Ward says, iv. p. 37, he was born near
(lame. It is produced chielly on tlu' Sadong Sumeiu, married Hadharmini, and dwelt on
I.ingali and Kallekka riviu's, and exportid to Mount Mamlara. He taught that in tin’! union

Sarawak and other places, umicr the natiu' of of sjiirit and matter, God existed in unity; also

Miniak Katiow. It is good for cooking.— the eternity of inatti'r am! a future state. As
Nunuro/.', p. 17. a boy, he was remarkable for liis groat talent

KATIRA. Hind. Gum of sevi'ial |»lauls, viz. and (‘xtraordinary [lowc'rs of nn'inoiy. He wrote
nf (k)chloftp('.nuum gossy[)ium,Frio(lendrouanfiac- a, law treatise wiiieh bears his name; jilso

tuoRum, and Stereulia. urens. It is often siil)- the Gauri-shikhara-maliatma, an illustration of

stitutod for tragaeanth. Tlu'giim of (k gossypinni I’aninfs grammar; ciilicisnis on the Sutra of tlu*

is semitvanspareut, nliite, in striated pieces, very great grammarian; and lie completed ami cor-

inucli twisteil and <’ontort(‘d, and is kmnvii asfalse reeled Panini's grammar as m i' now ])Ossoss if.

ti'agivcanth. Tt is much used as a- demulcent in lb* has bi'im identihed with Yararuchi, the com-
l'j)p(U' India.— ./>5vAcef^(/,* Po/rfl/'s ILdmlhooL'. pih'r of the doctrim-s of Sauuaka.— H’u/v/, iv. 37.

KATS or Kach. Pi'Kiiro. Gultivatioii on the KAPFM.VNN, Gi-nj ual (JGNSTAXTIXK, a

bank of a stream. gn'atiaimmamlor of the Russian forces in (.'enlral

KATTADI A, the devil-priest of Ceylon. There Asia; <»biit 1.SS2. In the suceiissivc campaigns
is a class of deini-gods, who are sujiposcd to in- whichhecomiucted against Bokhara. againstKhiva,

habit the waters ami dwi'll on the sides of Mount and ag.ainst Khokand. General Kaiifmann greatly

Mem, and who arc distinguished not only for iucreasi'd the Asiatit! dominions and influence of

gentleness ami benevolenee, but even by a venera- Ibissia, Avhih' narrowing the zone of dcbateable

lion for Buddha, who, in om* of his earlier trans- ground whitOi separated her from the eountries

migrations, Avas himself born under tin* form of a nmh'r tlie goveniineiit or control of Britain. Aj'

Vakshyo. The malignant spirits of Ceylon are the result of his suc(*ess, he exercised for many
Yakka, who are tin* authors of indefinite evil: ami years almost unlimited authority in Central Asia,

tlie Singhalese bavt? .a demon or Saiiiu' for each He found no resistance In his advance in any

form of disease, who is sup])osed to be its direct ipmrti'i* but the Hritisli empire; and consequently

agent and intlicler, and wlio is accordingly in- his whole jmliey assumed an anti-F.nglish coin-

voked for its removal; and others, wbn diiliglit plexiiin, ami bis court at Taslikeml was more than

in the miseries of mankind, are to In? propitiated suspected of being tin* source Avlienee sprang all

before the arrival of any event over which their the dilHculties which liad lieset Britisli jiolicy

pernicious influence might otherAviso prevail, in the cast iliiringthe pri'Cediiig 15 yi'ars. General

Hence, on overy domestic oecniTence, as Avell as Kaufmann Avas born at Maidaiii in ISIS, and was

in every domestic calamity, the services of the therefore only ti l ANdieii lie died. He served first

Kattadia or devil-priest are to be sought, and tlu'ir in the army of the Caiumsus, where he rapidly

ceremonies performed, generally Avith observances distinguiahed himself. In ISoh he Avas selected

so barbarous as to be the most revolting evidence to settle Avitli General Williams the terms of the

«till extant of the uncivilised habits of tin* Singhal- capitulation of Kars. In ]S()7 Avas transferred to

Especially in cases of sickness and danger, Turkestan, the goATrnor- generalship of Avhicb

the assistance of the devil-dancer is implicitly province lie held till lus death. Shortly after Ins

lelied on; an altar, dcc.orated Avith garlands, is arrival war Avas declared by Russia against Bokli-

c'rected within siglit of the patient, and on this ara; 8amarcand was occupied in June 1838,
Jin animal, frequently a cock, is to be sacrificed and the whole country Avas subjected to Russia,

bjr his trecovery. Another kihd of demon- This Avas the first step in General Kaufimuin’s
'-vorship in Ceylon is a debased form of Hinduism,

}

plan of bringing the Avhole of Central Avsia under
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the influence, if not the actual government, of Kaur sati (suttee), now the principal object of thi

Russia. The expedition to Khiva was the next village worship. Annually a fowl,^ and everj

act of General Kaufmann’s govcrniiient. In the three years a black goat, are sacrificed to her

spring of 1873, General Kaufinann, advanced into Next to the Jashpur Oraon, the Kaur are thi

the country in two main divisions, one starting ugliest race Colonel Dalton had seen, bein*

from Turkestan on the cast, and the other from dark, coarsc-featured, with wide mouths anr

Orenburg on the west. Tlie former was led by thick lips. They are a very industrious, thriv

the governor himself, who, after several victorious ing people, about Korea and Udaipur, in tin

engagements, reached Khiva at 8 o’clock in the extreme west of tlie CImtia Nagpur Agency o

morning of June 10, only to find that the town Nagpur proper* They speak Hindi. They ar(

had been already o(‘cupi(‘d three liours })revionsly considerably advanced in civilisation. They ea

by the Orenburg eoluinn, under Generals Verov- fowls, and do not reverence Brahmans, but wor
kino and Lomakine. The Khan fled as the ship Siva. They bury their dead. They claim t(

Russians approacherl, but afterwards returned, and be desceudanls of the Kuril who fought tin

signed treaties by which he undertook to pay an l*andu.

—

CaiiijtkH^ pp. 22, 40; Col. Dalton.^ Elhn

indemnity of two million roubles, to cede frontier p. 138.

territories on the Amu Darya and Syr Darya KAURAVA, descendants of Kuril, but com
rivers to Russia and to the Khan of Bokhara, who monly a])plied to the sons of king Dliritarashtn

had {issisted the Russian troops, and jiractically by his wife Gandhari
;
the Kaurava and Pandavi

to commit to Russia the direction of liis foreign therefore w(ue eousiiis-german.

relations. A cainpaigu against Khokanvl was The poem of tlie ^lahabharata contains 100, 0()(

undertaken by General Kaiifmann in 1875, at the verses; the groundwork of the jioem, the Kauravi

close of which all Khokand north of the Syr Darya and Pandava war, contains 24,000 verses. Thii

was formally anni*xed to Russia, while the inde- leading story commences with Atri, a flash o:

pendence left to Khokand south of the Syr Darya light from whoso eye proilneed the moon (whicl

was merely nominal, 'riie absurption by Russia, in Sanskrit is male), and that being was tin

in succession of Bokhara, Khiva, and Khokand ancestor of the Lunar dynasty of kings. One ol

brought her into the close [jroximity of Afghan- these kings was Puriiriivas, whose love for tin

istan, and General Kanfmann seems to have next heavenly nvmiili Urvasi is detailed in Kalidasa'f

directed his ambitious designs to that quarter, drama Vikrann>rvasj. His descendants in a direci

His emissaries were desjiatelu'd into Afghanistan, line were Ayas, Xabiisha, and Vagati, the lasi

The Russian embassy, the reception of vvliich by becoming the father of Purn and Yadu. The lim

the Amir jin'cljutated the Afghan war, may be <»f Yadu acquiiaal celebrity through Ibisudovi

attrijinted to his instigation.
|

and his sister Kiinti or Prillia, and also tlirougl

KAL’KARO, oritchplant, isaatrangeanddanger- ' his sous Kiislmaand Bala Rama, who have beconii

ons growth. Tjistanees lia ve oceurred when a man, ' repnU'd as incarnations of the god Vishnu. Pnrn’?

having ignorantly selected this wood, either as
,

son was Du^hvanta. who mari'ied Sakuntala, anil

timber from whicli to fashion his canoe, or a spar
i

their son was Bharata. From Jfliarata de-scendeh

Riiitalile for liis ma.st, and incautiunsly .sitting on
j

sucees.sively Hastin, Kuril, and Santanu. San-

thc wood while carpentering, has diseovere<l, !
taini marrie<l Satyavati, already the mother ol

when too late, that the subtle poison had entered
;

Vyasa, but their children died without offspring,

by every pore, and that his wliole body was ami Satyavati then asked her .son Vyasa to iiiarry

nipidly breaking out into angry .st»ots, c'ausing an :
her widowed danglitm-s-in-law

;
by one of them he

irritation utterly unbearable, and lasting for I liad r)liritara.shtra, hum blind, and liy another,

months, .sometimes years. This needs vinilication. Panda, horn a leper or an albino. Dliritarashtra

KAULA -DR VI, wife of a fugitive Hindu married Gandhari, and amongst their many child-

jirince, ruler of Gnjerat. Kaula Devi had been ren was Diiryodlnina, also called Suyodliana, ajid

taken prisoner during her husband’s flight to Duhsasana,— tlieso were the Kaurava. Paiidn

Baglana, and been }»laeed in the haram of Ala-ud- married two wives, viz. Pritha, sister of Vasii-

Din Khilji
;
and when Alp Khan, governor of deva and aunt of Krishna, and Madri. By Pritha

Gnjerat, was ordered to })roceed to Dcogiri to he had three sons, Vndishlhra, Bhima, and

co-(q>erato with Malik Kafnr, he was ordered to Arjuiia
;
by the hit ter, twins, Vakiila and Sahadeva,

try to obtain Dewala Devi, a daughter of Kaula and the.se were the I^andava. Both the Kaurava

Devi, fur the raja. Her esiort was fallim in with and the Pandava were related to Krishna, hut the

near the caves of Kllora, He and Alp Khan took
,
Randava more nearly so, owing to their mother

her to Dehli, where she was married to Khizr ' Pritha lieing aunt of Krislina. Vyasa, the com

-

Khan, eldest son of Ala - ud - Din. ’I’lie Jioet jfller of the .Mahahharata, is the reputed graud-

Khiisrii, in a Persian poem, ceh'hrated their love.s.
)

father of both the Kaurava and the Pandava. ft

KAUR. The Kaur form a considerable pro- is the series of events whieli happened in the

portion of the population of Jashpur, Udaipur, lives of the Kaurava and Pandava that forms the

vSirguja, Korea, Chand Bhakar, and Korba of groundwork of the great epos of the Mahabharata,

Cli’hatti.sgarli. They all claim to bo the descend- and they may thus be briefly related,

ants of the survivors of the Kaurava, who, when I8a.ntinu had resided in Hastinapur, the ancient

defeated by the Pandava at the great battle of Dehli, and after his demise, Dliritarashtra was by

Knru-kshetra, and driven from Hastinapur, took .seniority entitled to succeed. But as he was

refuge in the hill country of Central India. The blind, he resigned the throne in, favour of his

Kaur of Sivguja at one time encouraged widows orothcr Paiidu. The latter became a powerful

to become satis, and greatly venerated those who rnoiiareli, but, after a while, having become tired

did so. Sati shrines are not uncommon in tin? of his regal duties, he a))dicated, and retired to

Tributary Mahals. Between Partabpur jilmilli in the forests of the- Himalaya, to indulge in Ins

Sirguja, Colonel Dalton saw a grove sacred to a favourite sport, the chase. His brother Dhrita-
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rashtra then resumed the reins of government, i Dwaraka, resolved to abdicate, and they all set

but, being blind, his uncle Bhiahma governed for
|

out for Mount Meru, but all save Yudishtlira

him, and conducted the education of his sons, perished before reaching it. According to the
After a while Pandu died, and his widow Pritlia story, Yudishtlira ultimately entered India’s

and her five sons returned to Dhritarashtra’s heaven, and there found all the Kaurava relatives

court to be educated along with his own children, and his brothers.

their cousins. But the Rindava brothers were Both Professor Lassen and Mr. >^1100161’ con-

superior lads, and their cousin Diiryodhana, out
|

sider that the Pandava story in the Mahabharata
of jealousy, tried to destroy them, first by iioison,

|

conveys a history of India,

then at trials of arms; subsequently, Drona, a' Kritavarmam, Aswatthama, and Kripa were the

Brahman, who had taught the Kaurava., bronglit three surviving Kaurava warriors after the battle

about a reconciliation, and the relatives unitedly of Kuni -kshetra.— M^esfruinitfer JicviciCy. 18G8;
attacked Dnipada, king of Panchala, who, princi- Wheelers India; Bunsens iii. p. 5'58.

pally by the Pandava’s aid, was defeated. On KAUiUK TKEL of New Zealand, the Norfolk

this the blind king Dhritarashtra resolved to pass Island pine, the Anuicaria cxcelsa, attains the

over his sou Duryddluina, and named ins nephew hciglit of ‘JOG feet, and yields an invaluable, light,

Yudishtlira, the eldest of the Pandava, to the compact wood, free from knots, from which the

throne, and their cousin l)uryo<lhaiia made anotlier finest masts in th(3 navy are now prepared.

—

effort to destroy them, by burning tliein alive. Si. Johns Bowst Trees of IWilain.

This, also, they escaped, but tliey considered it KAlJi8Al.A or Kosala is the modern Omlh
advisable to withdraw in disguise, which they <lid (Ayodhya) or Bmiart’s.

by {issuming the character of mendicant Brahmans, KALBAliYA, the favourite wife of Dasaratha,

and retired to the fore.^ts. After some time, they and the mother of Rama and Lakshmana.
were informed by \"yasa, tliat Drupada king (ff KAUSAMBl, tin; ca|»ital of Vatsa, the scene of

tlie Panchala would make his daughter Draupadi the drama Ratnavali, supposed by Gen. Cunning--

queen of a tournament, to be won by the most ham to be the modern Kosarii or Kosambinagar on
successful competitor, and she was won by Arjuna. the Jumna, 80 miles above Allahabad. According
On this occurred a civil commotion, in whi(di to the Ramayana, it was built by Kasamba, the

Drupada nearly lost his life
;

l.)ut Draupadi wmit son of Kusa, a »U'Sceiidant of Brahma. Buchanan,

with the I’andava brothers, and became their upon the authority of tlie Bluigavat, ascribes its

joint polyandric wife. foundation to Chakra, a descendant of Arjuna.

After the tournament, the Kaurava and Pandava NeitluT the Bhagavat nor \'ishuu Purana state

made peace’, the former to reign at Hastinapur, that Niini Chakra built Kausambi. Tliey only say

the ancient l)ehli, and the Pandava at Khandava- that when llastiniqnira shall lie waslu‘tl away by
prastlia, tlifc modern Dehli. Yudishtlira, the the Gang(*s, Nimi Chakra will reside at Kausambi.

eldest of the Pandava, reigned so successfully tliat From which it is to be inferred that Kansambi
lie resolved to declare himself emperor, by tlie existed at the time that Hastinapura was destroyed,

jierformance of the Rajasuya sacrifice. Tliis was The site of Kansambi, Buchanan supposed to have

accomplished with much S[)lendoiir, but ^didish- been that of the ruins ascrilicd to Hastinapura,

tlira'was afterwards involved by his cousin Dur- but it was more probably lower down in the

yddliana in a game at dice, and Yudishtlira lost Doab, bordering ujion Magadha on one side, and
everything,—kingdom, wealth, and his joint wife Kosala on the other. It is elsewhere intimated

Draupadi. Duryodhaiia offered to restore their that it was possibly about Kiirrah, which, accord-

kingdom if they would exile themselves for 18 ing to the inscription found there, was comprised

yi'ars. In these 18 years they all took service within Kausaniba-mandal, or district of Kaiitambi.

witli king Adrata of Matsya, a,ml ultimately d(‘- 'The city so teiined was probably not far from

fended him against an attack of Duryodliann. On Allahabad. — Hind. I'heai. ii. }>. IJG
;

Oriental

this account, Virata gave his danglier Cttara in Maijazine^ Calcutta, No. 1, p. G7
;

Asiatic Re-
marriage to Abhiinanya, son of Arjuna by Snbah- searches, \x. p. 488.

dra. Ill claiming restoration to their kingdom KAUSIK or Kausika, a tribe of Rajputs, in

at the ‘close of the 13 years, the Pandava tirst considerable numbers in Gliazipur, Azimgarh,

tried negotiations, offering to be content with and Gorakhpur, claiming descent from Kausika,

live small towns, but they ultimately resolved to the father of Gadhi, I ho founder of Gadhi or

light it out on the plain of Kurii-kshetra, the Gli.azipur.

—

• \\ dso7i's (Rossan/.

rules of. battle being duly hud liow'ii. In the KA bSTLIBll A, an epithet of A ishuu ; also

battle that ensued, and which lasted 18 days, the a sparkling gem, worn by that deity, elicited

Kaurava lost successively all their chiefs, Biualiina by the churning of the ocean
;

it is in some
oil the tenth day, Drona on the fifth day, Kama places taken as an emblem of tlu* sun, but the

on the second day, and their last eommander, pandits of the Carnatic <lo not admit of that

Balya, was killed on the first day of their com- allegory.

mands. In these battles there was foul play on KAVLV or Ava of Poljuiesia, an intoxicating

both sides. After the close of the battle, Yudisli- drink made from the IMper inetluHticum, now
Ihra was elected heir-apparent of the old blind almost ceased to be used. Fonntuly, in its pre-

king Dhritarashtra. But the latter subsequently paration, the root was clicwed by boys, and the

abdicated and led the life of a recluse, along with fluid spat into bowls, but it is now grated,

his wife Gandhari, Pritha, the mother of the KAYADI. Tam. A^okeorpole. The shoulder-

1‘andava, and their uncle Vidura. A^idura soon stick (cowrie) in ii.se for carrying weights over
died, and all the rest of the royal exiles perished the shoulder, with a sling at each end. It is the
hi a forest conflagration. The giief of the Pan- Bhangi of N. India.— IF.

dava for this was great, and they too, after hearing KAVA-KAKAN, pi. Kava-karar, a branch of
also of Krishna’s death and of the destruction of the Kalhir race, occupying the Tiicbinopolv dis-
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trict They tiro predatory, but arc largely tribes of the Indian Archipelago, Malacca, ami
employed as watchmen. Madagascar, ari^ essential atlinities, deeply rooted
The Kava-karar hold themselves responsible in the construction of these languages. Old

for the safety of everything in their omployoi’s’ Javanese belongs to the Polynesian family and
houses, and if a jingle article is hjst or stoh*n, the Malayan branch. It is the parent of modern
they invariably contrive, in some unaccountable Javanese, and represents the language as we have
manner, to detect the theft, and rec^over the

j

it from A.n. 800 to 1400. It has largely borrowed
stolen or missing property. The only duty of a

j

from yanskrit, just as modern Javanese, Malay,
Kava-karaii is to watch the house of his emplo\er, ! and the liravidian languages have. When the
and protect his ])n)pi‘] ly from tin* professional Muhammadans occnpii'il .lava, the Hindu religion

propens^jes of those of his own caste or kindred.
i found shelter in Mali, whieirstill remains Hindu.

In its ifioral aspeet, evmy lioiist' is a sort of
j

Tim whole of ilu*. lileraliin' is thoroughly Hrah-
reformaiory where one soul at least is in a sense nianical and Jbiddhist, and original versions of

reclaimed. Tricliinopoly is the headipiarters of j the great Sanskrit e])ies are foimd in the Kavi.
the Kallar caste

;
and the only way of keeping ! It has a peculiar character.—Prichard in Ucp.

away thieves is by employing a thief on the Brit. IS47, p. 241. 8?ee Writing,
premises. KA\’l. the yellow colour of the dress worn by

KAV'AIj, Ta^u , corrupt Cawi'l, guarding, Hindu religious teachers.

—

Ahbc Duhoia^ ij^. b.

protecting. It is \\arionsly uouihined. Kavalali, KAVd. Sansk. A poet. Kavya, song, poetry,
a village watch, a guard. In 'rinnevelly, a epic, poetry, as the Kamayana and tlm Malta-
prisoner in <;ustody. hharata

;
al.so the Jvaghiivausa and Kumara-

KA\ ASH A, also called .\ilusha, son of Ilusha, samhhava, said to he by Kalidasa. There are
a slave girl, author of several hymus in the Ittlh six Maha-Kavya.
hook of tlie Itig Veda.

—

Doicson. KA\ ILK. 'I'kl. A hook made of palm leaves,

KAVEliLT YENKA'l’A IjOUIA, a learned aJi account h(M>k of slips of j^alm leaves, such as

Brahman who aided (VAonel Mackenzie in collect- used by the village aecountants in the Teling and
ing Hindu manuseripts relating to the history of Tamil eoiinliy.

India, hi 181 7, the Mjidras (lovernment heslowod KAVI U, also Kafeh, tlic salt <lesi'rt of Central
on Kavidli Ventaka hatehiniah tlui grant of a I Persia. Sih' l)(\-(‘rt.

village near Madras, to hi* held by him and his
|

KAVlIiA.lA, author of tin; l»aghava-l*anda.
two next heirs, in recognition of his [luhlie I viya, a ))oeui remarkable t'oi' its studied ambiguity,
services.

|

as it may Ik* read as riilatiiig tlm history of Kama
KAVERIor Pauvmy, a river of the southern [and ihc. other descendaius of Dasara'tha, or that

part of the I’euiusula of India, whieh rises in i of* Vndisht.hra and tlu' other sous of Pamlii.

the mountains of (kmrg. It has lu'en noticial
|

KA\'IK.\S.\ TA N DITA K was a motive of Virai.

under the spelling ‘ ('ainery,’ q.v. In the Mysore
;

He wrote a lieeiiiious poem. Sauntariya-lakari. in

portion of its course it forms the two islamls of : jtrai.se of Par\mti. ll is said to Im translated
58eriug^apatam and 8ivasauiudraiu, which vie iii I from llu* San.->krit of Sankai’aeharya.
sanctity with the island of Sriraiigum lower down. K.W'H AKAJ. in Bimgal, a piiysician. Many
The island of Sivasaimalram is about nine miles of them are learned imui, actively engaged in their

long and one mile broad, with a cataract upon i»rol‘es.si()n, according to the llimlu theory of

each branch of the livir, liotli which are ver;. medieim*.
magnifutent during the Hoods, 'l liey are usumII;, K A WAITNAHAK, zamiiulari estate in North
known as tlie Falls of tlm Kaveri. It is a sj»oi,

,
Areot (listrict, Madras, situated between lat. i:

combining many of the wild beauties of natiiiv. 4' and llF dti' .‘K)" N., and between long. 79"’ 17

The fall on the north side of’ the island i.s call 'd and 79 '

o.'l' K.

Birra tlliuki. InO fe<“t, that on the south, (bingaua 1\A-WA-K,V of New Zt'aland, Thuja Doniana,
Chiiki, .470 leet. Tlm rock over wliiidi (he Hirra ' //eo/or, attains a lieight (»f (JO to 7o feet, and a

ChidH falls has a curve nearly a quadrant of a .girth of 8 to 10 fi-et. Its wood is elegantly
circle, iroui tin* eeutn* of which the tall is vicwcfl. graiuecl, close and heavy, and is used for orua-
Over tliis s[)ace ten cascadt^s are distributed, all menial ])Ur])oses.~6’. Ikinnll, p. 414.
nearly of liie same height, and dashing into the KAWAN of the ,\ssyriaii t('\ts, tlie Cldun of

caldron below'. Tlm (hingana Clmki i.s <*vcn
;

Amo.s v, aeeording to Professor 11. H. Sayee,
wilder than tliis. A little above tin* fall, tliis ; w'as tlm jdaiml Saturn.
portion of the river is divided into two portion.^ KAWAN. M.vn.w. A solid oil of Singajiore,

The larger portion is iieanst to tlie island, ainl ot a pale-grceiiisli eohuir, a good deal resemhiing
pilunges in one cascade, about 140 feet, into the the oil.s of the Kassia in character, though rathiT
chasm below, wdiile three or four portions leaj) liardor, and aiJproaehing more in iiroperties to tiu'

from ledge to halge, till at last they reach the myrtle wax of tlu* Cajie.

stream about sixty yards from tin* base of the ICAW-WAS or Cavass. TriiKi. A police

great fall.
^ ... ofliccr, literally an archer, reminding us of les

KAVH^jRlPAK, town in AVallajali taluk, North .arehers dc la sainte lliTmandade
;
sonic spell the

Arcot district, Madras, 10 miles east of Arcot, word Kawas.~y;/o7oa\s- .l/tccn, i. p. 29.
lat. 12'"r)4'N.,long. 79°:]0'F.

;
pojuilation (1871 ), KAVor Jva,a tribe who dwell east and iiorlli

5711. Its irrigation tank i.s one of the lincst in of the Shoung, calling themselves Ka, but Kay by

Southern India, whieh supplies water to about tin; Kgliai, the Ked Karen calling them Palitoung,
6000 acres of rice land. It i.s fed by a cliaiiiicl and tlm Burmese (lay-klio. They arc a pugna-
from the Palar.

—

Blip. Uaz. eious race. They rear the silk-worm and weave
KAVI. From Baron Humboldt’s researches and wear silk. When a chief or owner of slaves

into the Kavi language, Urn resemblances between dies, one slave is said to be buried with hiui^

the nations of the Polynesian IslaruLs and the
|

be his attendant in the next world. They dwell
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on both sides of the boundary at Tounghoo is not admitted by tlie Kayasthas as a Kayastha
separating British Burma from the Ava territory, class at all. The Brahmans allege that the Unai
They speak a dialect of Pwo.

—

Mason, Bnrmah, are Brahmans who by trade lost their caste,

pp. 92, 642. Kayasthas are perhaps the most clearly demarked
KAYA. IIiNp. A compound metal of zinc, of existing castes, both as a whole and in their

tin, and copper. ^ subdivisions.

—

To]} Cart
;

Wilson's Glossary
; Tr,

KAYAMAL, a title added to the names of of a Hindu; Sherrinfs Tribes
;

Ihdton's Ethn.
petty princes and zamindars of Travancore. KAYM. (Iharles Turton Kaye, a civil servant

KAYAN, according to Mr. Dalton, amount to of the Government of India, in tlie Madras Fre-
270,000 souls

;
they were greatly addicted to sidency, who distinguished himself along with

head-hunting. 'Fliis pecjple inhabit the north- Mr. Brooke CunlilTe in the examination of the

west of Borneo, in the interior of the country fossil ifcrons IxmIm in the neighbourhood of Fondi-
comprised between the rivers Baram and Raj,-mg, cheny. Born in London LS12, died 1816.

which, with the small rivers intervening, allow .lohn William Kaye, K.C.S.T., F.B. S., went
the Kayan access to the ocean: The mongrel India as a sub-lieutenant of the Bengal
^lalays occupy the coast, and the country between Artillery in is:);;. Within a comparatively short

them and the Kayan is occupied by eleven other time he wrote and published two novels. 'Ho
tribes, in number each about bOO, tlie majority became thtui a regular contributor to a weekly
of whom are subject to the Kayan. The Kana- literary journal issuing from the Hurkaru press,

wit tribe? closely assimilate to theDyak of Saribas, Xot long after he was installed as editor-in-chief

whose neighbours they are. 1'he tribes Funan, of the Bengal Hurkaru, he retired from the army,
Sakapan, and Kajaman are the chief collectors and, during tlie remainder of liis sojourn in India,

of cmnplior and birds’ la sts. The Kayan w<nnen contiimed its editor, lie projected the Calcutta

m e immoral. Kayn ns are not so passionately fond IL view, of which he was proprietor and editor,

of skulls as to be(iiieath them sis fortunes to He was the editor of tlie Overland Mail from its

their children, ns was .said of the Dyak, 'Pliey comineneement in (hirnhill in the year 1855
contiime. huiiKin sacrihees, but to a h'ss (‘xtent. until the year 1868, ami for many yei\rs ho was
The Ksiyan mime for God is Tanangan, whom sdso ••ditor of the Homeward Msiil newspaper.

Iliey hold to be invisible and su^neme. From tlie He was tlie biogra]>h(‘r of 8ir John Malcolm, and
liver Baram, coal is traced to the u})])er parts of <'f Hir (Charles Metcalfe, author of the War in

the Bintulu, and thenee soulhwuiil to the Bajaiig Afghanistan, and the Sepoy War. He was
river, on the left bank of which, at 'I’ujol Nang, <'.m])loyo<l in the Indian OlTiee from 1855? till

there is a seam exposed miwnrds of Dlfeet in thick- October 1874, and died on the 24th July 1875?
ness. The coni and iron lields of the Balawi or KAYLA ST\ IJISA. Thir, Soovanda, SiNGlI.

Rajang are more extensive than any yet discovered An (4egant tree in the south,of the island of

on the island.

—

Mr. Ihirns in Jo. hid. Ceylon, at no great elevation. The timber is

Iv.VY .'VSTH, Kayastha, Kait or Kaest, numbeied valued for building purposes. — Beddome, FI.

in India 2,159,81 ;j in 1881. 'I’lie tribe bas twelve Sylr. ji. 102.

divisions, of which tlie. Gain* Kayasth is one. Tludr KA Vll'LAH. .Vkah. The half-hour’s siesta

habitnal language of (toiTespondencc is the Fmsian
;

about noon is habitual, and Mahomed said of it,

i heyare largely employed as clerks and aeeouiitants ‘ Kiln, fa inna sh’ Shayatina la Takil,’ ‘Take
iibout native courts. 'I’hey say t hat they spring from the mi<l-day si(‘sta, for verily the devils slee]>

Cii:itrgo])uti’, the secretary of Dharmaraja. -Tliey not at this liour.’ Ayiiilah is the sleeping after

are Hiiulus, genorally worshijipers of Siva. 'I’lp y lum ning jiiayers, whiidi causes heaviness and

Jillow their daughters to grow up before wedlock,
j

inability lo work. Gluiyliilah is the sleeping

Many of them drink to excess and gamble. TJieir i about 9 A.M., the effect of which is poverty and

features, physical form, and colour ari* moii*
j
wretchedness. Kayhilah (witli the guttural kaf)

variect tliaii those of any oilier section of Iliinin.s. i i.s .slet'ping before evening prayers, a jiractice

4'hey are acute in business, aetivi*, and painstak-
,
reprobatetl in <;very jiartof tlie east. And, finally,

ing. in Nortliern India, they have ail:i}iied them-

j

Taylulab is sleeping immediately after sunset,

Selves to the Britisli forms of administ ral ion, and
j

also considered highly detrimental.—liurlon s

are useful .servants. 4’hey luivi? lacome in [>l;u*es
|
JA ecu, ii. p. 19.

eon.siderable landed ]»]’opi iotors, In Bengal, they
j

KAVN, adjoining Herat, is the tir.st I’ersian

are more luiimTous, and foini an urisloeratie,
j

]»rovin<'e to tlie west, of Furra, and lies on the

class, have jiroprietary rights in the i-oil, and ' Irontiers of the kingdom. It is entirely inhabited

‘‘ultivate a great deal.
" The Chandrasena Kayaf^th by .Muhammadans of the Shiah sect, which has led

ef Bombay and Fooiia claim to be dc.sccmlants (he Turkoman tribes to seek tor slavi's in it during

raja Cliandraseiia, a Kshatriya raja (J Malabar, their chapao or forays, 4'he inhabitants are a

hut the Brahmans declare them to bo of menial timid race, and live in small forts, the number of

oiigin. They have, however, tlu‘ honorific name which is viuy great. The Kayn country is badly

nf Furoob (Purvoi‘, Frabahn, or master), ami are watered, and tlu' ber tree, as in all arid countries,

distinguished as lAatavi and Dawani Frabahn. is common. Birjind and Kayn are the principal

Dio race were employed by the Indian princes in places.

—

Fajm’s, Fast India, 1\ a(ml and Afghan-
flic collection and records of their revenues, and istan, p. 1J5.

their character for a spirit of extortion became KAVII. Mal.vy. Wood, timber, a tree. It

proverbial. They appear to have been particularly is always prefixeil to the names of timber trees
;

obnoxious to the Bralnnans. Kayastha is the hejice

—

Sanskrit name, from Kaya, the body, and Stlia, Kayu amballo, a limber tree of Baweau.
to 1)0 situated. Kayu-api-api, Rhizophora gyiuuorhi?a, man-
Mathura Kaits are allowed by all to be a chiefclass, grove.

The Unai is a half-caste, according to Elliot, but Kayu-avang, charcoal.
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Kayu balean woodis the most esteemed amongst been discovered to be of any use. The timber it

the uatiyes of Borneo, on account of its hardness produces, though large, is not esteemed by the

and durability. The tree is of the largest size, of natives, on account of its early decay when ex-

quick and vigorous growth, and abundant in the posed to the rain and sun. It is white, and, being
low damp forests in the neighbourhood of the sea very soft and easily worked, it is much used by the

and of large rivers. It is much used by the poorer Malays for the sides of their houses, which
natives for posts of their houses, which amongst are protected from the rain by the overhanging
the Dyak are handed down from father to son for roofs.

many generation.?. Posts, in the river for ages, Kayu kajmr, a close-grained and durable timber
are as hard when cut as those fresh taken from of Jiorneo, much valued for boat-building purposes,

the forest. The water worm (teredo) attacks it, Kayu kapur barns. The timber of the Kapur
but does not cause it to rot. Under the earth it barus, or true camphor tree, known to botanists as

equally resists the effects of the atmo.spliore and the Dryobalanops cainphora, Co/c., is also esteemed,

white ants. This is sought after by the Chinese, but, excepting when charged with the valuable

and is a source of considerable trade. <lrug, it does not emit the camphor smell, as does
Kayu bidarru, a beautiful ytdlow wood ()f the limber of the Laurus cainphora, of which the

Borneo, of a very agreeable odour. It is plentiful, Chine.se inaniifac.ture trunks and boxes, which
and, being very hard and durable, is much esteemetl

I

preserve wbatevcT is j)ut into them from the

for posts of houses and other underground pur- ' attacks of insects of all kinds, particularly of the

poses. i small ants, which arc so troublesome in hot

Kayu-bin, Terminalia cliebula, /{ef:. countries.

Kayu bintangur. Several kinds of thepoon of Kayu kudraiig. a wood of Malaccii, furnishes a
India grow in Borneo. They arc called by the yellow dye, sells at ll^s. bd. j)er lbs.

natives bintangur, and are valued in sbipbuilding. Kayu kiitob, or wooden gong, on winch the

One seems to be Calopbylluiu inophyllum. Malay ‘mata mata,’ lit(TalIy ‘ man with eyc.s,* or

Kayu boka, or Amboyiia wood, and the Lingoa W’^atchman, beats the hour. This instrument
wood of commerce, are the produce of the same closely resembles the ‘ teju)naztli,’ an instrument
tree, the PtCTospei inum Indicuni. The tree still in use by I he Imlians in the ( Cordilleras of

throws out knotty excrescenec.s or burrs, wliich Mexico, the dei'p thudding sound of which may
arc sawn off in slabs 2 to 4 feet long, and 2 to S be heard a <listanee of several miles,

inches thick, which arc much esteemed for small Kayu lakka or Kayu Jakali, of Singapore, a

boxes, writing-desks, and other ornannmtal fancy red dye-wood, ap})licablo to the same purpose as

work. Of late years its estimation se(‘ins to have
j

red sanders wood.
decreased in Europe, but it is still much valued Kayu lakkar and Kerta ambuk are woods of

by the Chinese. .It is brought from Ceram, New Malacca, burned as inceiis(‘.

Guinea, Am, and other islands uf the Moluccas. Kayu-Iegi, Kayii-manis, Cassia ligiiea, bark of

It resembles the liuo of the yew, is very liaid ami Cassia lignen.

full of curls, the colour being reddish-brown, Kayu maranti, Mai..\v., a quick-growing timber
varying to orange. In Singapore it is sold by tree of Borneo. In grain it rcscTubU-s cedar, and,

weight. Large slabs are obtainable from the like it, is of a reddish colour. It is much valueil

lower part of the tree by taking advant-ag(‘ of tin; for making packing-cases, planks for the sides

spurs or lateral grow tlis. Tlicy can sometimes be of houses, etc., and when protected from the

hud as large as nine feet in diameter. It is very weather it is a good and usidul timber,

durable, takes a considerable polish, is very Kayu memtabang, or M( ncabang pinang, is one
abundant, and may be had in any quantity. of th(‘ tre<>s which ])rodiice the vegetable tallow.

Kayu bung ngat of Cochin-Cliina, Emldic It is plentiful iu the forests, but would be more
myrobalan. profitable for its fruit (which is small and pro-

Kayu dungun grow'S on the banks of rivers, duces good oil) than its timber, though for this

and though the timber is soft, the laT'ge buttress- it is also held in high esteem. The wood is close-

like supports at the base of the tree are very hard, grained, hard, of a rcihlish colour, easily worked,
and are valuable fur gun-carriages and other and very durable. This tree differs from the

purposes. otliers which produce the vegetable oil, in growing
Kayu gadifl wood possesses the llavour and to a much greater height,

qualities of the sassafras, and is used for the same Kayu merbaii is a fine durable timber, very

purposes in medicine. It is very common in the useful in ship and liouse building, being easily

plains near Beucoolen. worked and very durable.

Kayu gahru is tlie eagle-wood, aloes-woo<l, Kayu rniddang bnnga, a fawn-coloured wood
Aquilaria agalloclia, Jloxh.^ agallocha wood, of Singapore, not dunibh; if exposed,
lignum aloes, agala wood, and calambak of Kayu inungiis, a fine large tree; is, while

conuncrce. If of good quality it should melt in fresh, nearly as hard as the iron-wood, and more
the fire like wax, yielding an agreeable odour, ditiicult to work, though it is very durable, but

A very high artificial value is placed on the better not so mucli so as tlie balean or iron-wood,
qualities of this product by the natives of the Kayu nan in 'I'avoy, Kaiyah in Moulmoin,
east

;
the first quality selling at £4U, Kis. 8d. per Tavoy red-wood, Syndcsiiius Tavoyana, is very

183^ lbs. avoird. at Malacca, the second quality abundant on the sea-coast from Amherst to

at £25, 10s. per 133^ lbs., and the third quality Mergui
;
also on banks of rivers in the province

at £3, 28. per 133^ lbs. of Martaban near the sea. It is one of the best

Kayu-jeliitong is a large growing tree of Borneo, woods in the country for helves; tough, light,

with verticillate leaves, and a bark which, on very durable, plentiful
;
long in the fibre, neither

being wounded, emits plentifully a white milk, liable to split nor to warp nor to break readily,

which is inspissated by boiling, but has not yet Used by Burmese for planes, spears, boats, stocks
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of giins, and all kinds of purposes. This wood is his Description des Hordes et des Steppes Kirghi^-
of a most beautiful colour, a combination of pink, Kazaks, p. 141, calls him Teokel Sultan. The
cream colour, and red, and takes a very high polish. Kazak seem to have assumed a threatening attittide

Kayu neri is a very hard wood, growing witli in the steppes north of the Jaxaitcs some time
the mangrove in salt swamps. Its timber, which before this, for as early as a.h. 1)41 (a.d. 1534)
has a reddish appearance, is not large, but very Ivan tlie ^J'errible received the following report
abundant. from his envoy, Danila Gubine :

—
‘ Et les Kazaks,

Kayu pindis or Kapini of Sumatra, a species sire, sont tres-forts, dit-on, et Ton dit, sire* qu’ils

of Metrosideros, is named also Kayu besi or iron- out fait la guerre h Teclikene (Tachkend), et
wood, on account of its extraordinary hardness, as les fils du roi dc Teclikene, dit-ori, se sont battus
it turns the edge of common tools. avec coux <leux fois, et les Kazaks les out battus ’

Kayu-pnteh, white woo<l. Arbor alba of Van (Lewehine, p. 1 10). Tokcl sent several embassies
Kumph, the Cajapiit oil tree or Kayiiputi tree, to Czar Kedor at .Moscow, and appears to have
Melaleuca cajaputi. been one of the most powerful of the Sultans of

Kayu rasiik, a wood of Borneo, rt'semblcs the the Kazaks,
biiitangur, is close-grained, strong, and tough. These rough warriors, who believed in the
and is used for rudders, masts, and oars for the jiowers of their Vada tashi (magic stone) to
trading boats. control the elements, cure diseases, and ensure
Kayu riingas, a red w’ood, handsomely veined, victory in battle, \vere sincerely devoted to their

whicli takes a fine polish, and is much used at religion and to its priests.

Singapore for the purposes of furniture-making. Kazan, up to the middle of the Ifith century,
Jjike the ebony, it is only tlu* old wood in the was the advanced guard of the Tartar hordes,
centre of the tree which is of a useful colour. These wandering tribes which, proliting by
Kayu sappan, Ciesalpinia sapjian. division among the Uussian princes, overcame
Kayu sona, a timber tree, much us('d at Bawean and ravaged all Russia, w^eakeiied in their turn

in prahii and hoiise-building. by division, fell back from the invaded territory,

Kayu iirniir panjaong, literally tree of long and only held their own on the Volga, from
life, grows on Doinpo Hill in Sumatra

;
it is about Kazan to Astraean, till they w(uo utterly

() feet high. routed and Iwought under Russian sw'ay by Ivan
Kay-vang-dee, Coen. -Chin., sassafras wood. the Terrible. Even then, however, though their

Kayu wali kukun, a wood of Java, is equal to strength was broken, their spirit w'tis untamed,
the kusambi iiiAveight, and exceeds it in bardiiess. The men of liigh warrior caste who survived their

It is employed for anchors, naves of wheels, defeat sought a refuge among- their kindred
machinery, etc. tribes farther cast, at Samarcand, Bokhara, and
Kayu wrang or bayur, a light and tolerably Khiva, where the Russians have now overtaken

durable wood, is employed for masts and spars them ; but the mere multitude, accustomed to

of small vessels
;
but tlic surface must be well their })astoi’al life on the steppes, laid aside

covered with resinous substances to prevent it without giving up their arms, passively accepted
splitting. without formally aeknowle<lging the Czar’s sway,

Kayu-yndhan, (hicu.-tbiiN., Santalum album, and abided in their tents. Kazan has a popula-

Kay yoob, Buiim., a tree of Moulmein. Its tion of 1)0,000 to 100,000 inhabitants, one-fourth

wood is used as an ordinary building material, of whom are Tartars. They have distinct, if not—Cameron; Dance; Low's Sartdvak ;
CalcnUa separate, quarters, and mosques, jind a burial-

Review, ground of their own. Some of the Kazan Tartars

KAZA. Arap.. Fate, death. Al-kaza wa-1- are men of gieat wealth, enterprising nierchants,

kadar, fate and destiny. Many Muhammadans carrying on important trading operations witli

hold Jhat fate is in some resjiects aUsolute and Central Asia, Persia, and China. Some of them
unehangeahle ; in others, admitting of alteration, are also great landowners, and they indifferently

The former they call Al-kaza al-maiikam, and lunploy 'rartars or Russians in their field work,

tlie latter Al-ka/.ii al-inabram. The Kaztin Tartars of the upper classes are among
KAZA GADDA. Tkl. Urginea Coroman- the best edneate»l and polished of Muhammadans,

delica, /i\ ; Scilla Indica, 7*. ii. p. 147. The s;uue The Russian civil law doi-s not in any manner
uanie, however, is ’ applied to C. Indica and to interfere with their domestic arrangements.

Ledeboiiria hyacurthoides, which all grow abund- JSluules of differenci's are perceptible amongst
antly together on the sands near MasuUpatam. them, scattered as they are so extensively through

KAZAK, a iiomade race, know n in Europe as the northern desert lands of Central Asia. In

the Cossack, and erroneously the Kirghiz, for the manner of lift' and langiiagt', the Kazak is hardly

people only style themselves Kazak. 'Ihey are to he distinguished from the Bui-ut. In colour-

extended through the northern desert lands of the Kazak w omen anti young men liave a Avhitc,

Central Asia. Like All the Turkoman, they have almost a European, complexion, which darkens
rnany subdivisions, with branches, families, and by exi>osiir(*. Tlie Kazak have the short neck of

lines, but the European classification into Great, the ’ruranian race, so tlifTerent from the loug-

Little, and Middle Hordes is unknown to them, necked Iranian, and they have thick-set, pow^erfnl

Love of travel and war have often brought frames, wdth large bones
;
head not very large

;

together the most distant branches, and whetlier crowui round, and more pointed than flat
; eyes

ou the shores of the Emba, or of the sea of Aral, less almond-shaped, but awry and sparkling
;

>vhether in tlie environs of the Balkash and prominent cheek-bones, pug noses, a brojid flat

Alatau, there is little difference to be found in forehead, and a larger chin than the Burnt,
the dialects spoken by them. The Kazak first Beard on chin thin, only hairs on both ends of the
appeared in Transoxiana as an independent tribe, upper lip. They deem the Kalun Kazak women
^nder the leadersliip of Tokel Sultan. licwchinejin more beautiful than their own. The men in
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summer wear the Kalpak head-dress, and in set, many of the tribes being robbers by pro-

winter the Tumak cap of fur covered with cloth fession. A huge wall of mountain separates the

and flaps. They are almost all Muhammadans, Garm-sair, or low region, from the Sard-sair, or
but, like all noinade tribes, arc lax in their observ- high table-land of Persia. One of the most con-

ances, for they retain much of tlie 8hainanist spicuous of these is an abrupt lofty hill, named
belief which they held prior to their conversion llormooj, wliere coal is said to have been found,

some cenWries before. Chiromancy, astrology, —Yule, Cathaif, ii. p. 487.

casting out devils, are common to all Muhain- KAZI or Kadi. Arab. The chief judicial

madans
;
but the Kazak draw omens from the ofticer of ^fiihammadans. In British India he

burnt sacrifices, of the shoulder-blade ami the performs marriages. In a Muhammadan country

twisting of the entrails. he decides in all cases of law, religious, moral,

During the campaign of 1812-1810 almost all civil, and criminal. Kazi-iil-Kazaiit, lit. Kazi of

ilie population of the Kazaks of the Don capable K.azis, ciiief-jiistice. I’hc first who bore this title

of bearing arms were called forth
;
and about was Abu Yusuf under Harun-ur-Kashid. The

60,000 may be coinputod to liave fallen in that Kazi or Kadi still retains great power in Turkey,

space of time. The quota of force which this though under the mufti, and among the Muham-
branoh of tlie Cossack nation furnished to Kussia, madan stab's in India also he is the chief judge

;

for European and Asiatic service, amounted then but in Persia the kazi is considered as under the

to 80 regiments, each regiment numbering from IShaikh-ul-IsIam in all cities where that high office

600 to GOO men. exists. In all patriarchal governments, particu-

The men of the Don are robust, fair, and larly amongst the Arabs, the kazi has great

hamisomc; hospitable, brave, honourable, and power. The Imam of Muscat, a powerful prince,

scrupulously religious. The female is short in
|

is compelled, by the usage of Ids country, to

stature, face of strong Tartar feature, with eye appi'ar before the kazi, or iiulg('. of his capital,

almost invariably large and dark. Tlie dress of if summoned by any one of Ids own subjects who
the women consists of a sort of chemisette (or dei'ins himself aggrieved.

—

M(tlcolni*s Persia^ ii.

small shift) of coloured linen Imttoned round jip. 248, 4 15 ;
IT.

the neck, and with sleeves to the wrist. A KAZI AlIM .VD - bin - MIJH AMMAD-al-
pair of trousers of a similar stufT are coven'd GHAKFAlil-al-K AZWINI. He wont from Pereia

by a silk caftan, reaching as low as the on a pilgrimage to Mecca, and returned to Daibal

ankles. The waist is bound with a girdle. The in Sind, wluTe he died A.ii. 975 (a.d. 15G7). He
heads of married women are adorned with a wrote the Nusakh-i-Jahan Ara, a useful compend-
silken night-cap, which is wrapped about with a iuin of history down to A.n. 972.

—

Elliot, Hist, of
gaily-colourcd liandkerchief in the form of a /mlia.

fillet. The unmarried wear the hair in a long KAZZAKI. Hind. A daka or burglary or

plait down their backs.— Yumher?/, Jiokhara, \). highway robbery.

—

Ilistonj if the J^anjah, \.

299 ;
PorteYs Travels. KAZZILJDVSII, a martial tribe, numbers of

KAZAMEEN, a town ndles N. of Buglnlad, whom have settled in Kabul. Their native coun-
and on the bank of the Tigris. Jt was try is the neighbourhood of iTabreez, Meshid.

inhabited at the bcginriiug of the 19th century by Kerman, and Hhiraz,wher<' tliey are horse-breeders,

about 8000 Persians, who had been induced to shepherds, and cultivators. A body of them were
settle there on account of its being the burying- serving in Nadir Shalfs army at the time of his

place of Imam Mnsa Kassim (the father of Imam assassination, ami on this event they retreated

ilsLza.) and Imam Muhammad Touky. MacGregor successfully to Kabul, under the command of

says it is a plaoii of pilgrimage for 8hiah Muhain- Ahmad JShah, as he fought his way from
madans from all parts, because of Imam Musa-ul- Nadir’s army. 44iey are about 150,000 in number,
Katbem, son of the 8th Imam, Ali Kaz.*i, and a strength sufficient to hold their own in the

Muhammad Taki, the grandson, being buried many revolutions since Ahmad Shah’s Seath.

there. The town is inhabited by Arabs and Lying to the west of (he old city, between it and
Persians, and a few Sliialis from India.

—

Kin/icirs the river, lies the (’handol, once a village, now a

Geo(/. Mein. p. 252
;
MacGregor. suburb of the ca})ital, and embraced within tht'

KAZAN, an ancient capital of the Tartar limits of its defensive system. It is peopled by
monarchs, now a Hussian province. It is inhabited Kazzilbasb. Tliey are violent Shiahs, and bitterly

by fragments . of nations, Hussian, Tartar, Chou- opposed to their Daurani rulers, who are Sunnis;
vash, Chermes, Mordoa, Votiak, Kalmuk, Kirghiz,, but for all this they exercise great influence over

Bashkir, Noga, and Kazak.

—

TurnerelU\s Kazan ; the Afghan Sirdars. ’I’hey constitute the bulk of

Staunton''s Narrative. Sec Kazak. the cavalry and artillery forces of the Amir, and a

KAZEKOON, once a considerable (ilace, now large number arc fouial in British service. They
in decay, lies in a valley on tlie road from Bushire possess some political power likewise, and as they

to Shiraz. The entire southern region of Ears, are more or less educated,they are largely employed
bordering on the Peu’sian Gulf, is called the in secretarial duties by the various Sirdars. In

Garm-sair. This region extends from the sea the war of 1838-42, the Kazzilbasb were uniformly

to the latitude of Kazeroon, and runs jiarallel friendly to the British. A body of horse raised

with the Persian Gulf
;
from the banks of the Tab exclusively from this tribe accompanied Sir Rich-

to tln^ confines of Luristan, and from Bushire mond Shakespeare on his errand of mercy to the

luistward as far as Cangoon, the tract is named relief of Akbar Khan’s captives,
the Dushtistan or ‘land of plains.’ The Tuiigistan, KEANE. J,«ord John Keane, an officer of the

commonly pronounced Tungistoon, or ‘narrow British army, born 1781, wa.sCommander-in-Chief,
land,’ is a small tract of land east of Bushire. Bombay army, from 2d July 1834 to 14th February
The greater portion of the people of the whole 1840. In 1839, commanded the army sent by the

Garm-sair consists of an independent and lawless British against Afghanistan, then ruled by Dost
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Muhammad Khan. He led the army through the
territories of Bahawulpur, skirted the Sikh posses-

sions, crossed, near Sabzalkot, the frontier of Sind,
and passed the Indus at Bukkur. The army was
then led north-westerly thougii Shikarpur, Baug,
Hadiir, to the north of the Bolaii pass, entering

which it was harassed by Mehrab K han, the chief

of Kalat. Tlie army with Shah Shuja-ul-Mulk
was favourably received at Kandahar, an<l, after

a halt there of two months, it recommenced its

march on the 27th June 1HJ9. On the 23d of
July it captured the fortress of Gliazni between
3 and 5 a.m., and on tlie Gth August it appeared
before Kabul. Shah Sliiija was declared ruler,

and Dost Muhammad Khan fled. After this Sir
John Keane returned to India, leaving an army
of 8000 British sepoy soldiers at Kabul, and
garrisons at Ghazni and Kandahar. In December
1839 he was raised to the peerage of Great Britain

as Baron Keane. Died 24th August 1844.
A. H. Keane, in the latter part of the lOth

century, a voluminous learned writer on educa-
tional, geographical, philological, and ethnological
subjects, mostly relating to the countries of
Eastern and Southern Asia, and to the races
inhabiting them. Amongst others, on India and
Eurther India, Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Persia,

Turkey, Arabia
;
in 1882, an oncyedopgedic work

on Asia, containing the results of the most recent
researches; on the Indo-Cliinesc and Jnter-

Occanic Races and Languages, Types and Aftin-

ities;. Philology and Ethnology of the Inter-Oceanic
Races, with papers on Khonisan, Khuzistan, and
Baluchistan

;
Korean, Aino, and Afghan Ethno-

logy; Malayo-Polynesian Linguistics; Hindustani
Notes; on the Georgians, Kazak, T.aos, and Turko-

j

man ; the Samoan Language,—as 8ir Richard
Temple says, all evincing a remarkably compre-
hensive knowledge of the ethnology and geography
of Asia.

J. F. Keane travelled to Mecca in 1877-78 as

Haji Muhammad Amin
;
subserpiently to Medina.

KEANG-SE is the ca.stcrn portion of the ancient

province of Keang-uan, or Nankin, as known to

Europeans. This ancient province' was estimated
to embrace a surface of 81,000 square miles, and
its population Avas seventy millions. But iioav, in

extent it is about three-lifths of the ancient pro-

vince. The imperial canal traverses the Avhoh^

extent .from north to .south, and the Vang-t/.e-

kiang from east to west.

KEAOU. The Chinese begin the day an hour
before midnight,* and divide the twenty - four

hours into twelve parts of two hours each. In-

stead of numbering their hours, they give a differ-

ent name to each period of two hours. The names
and corresponding time, according to the English
mode, are as follows :

—

Tsze, . 11 to 1 Morning, Woo, 11 to 1 Afternoon
Chow, . 1 to 3 ,, We, . 1 to 3 ,,

Yiu, . 3 to T) ,, Shin, 3 to 5 ,,

Maou, . 5 to 7 ,, Yew, f) to 7 ,,

Shin, . 7 to 9 ,, Seo, . 7 to 9 ,,

f^zo, . 9 to 11 „ Ilae, 9 to 11

The word Keaou is added when the first hour of
each period is intended, and Chingfor tlic second.

^I’hus, Keaou tsze is 1 1 at night, and Clung tsze

12 at night; Keaou chow, 1 in the morning,
Ching chow, 2, etc. The Avord K’hih, ‘ quai-ter,’

is used after the hour with the numerals yih 1,

^irh 2, or gau 3, to subdivide the hours into

quarters, which is the smallest division commonly
employed: example, Ching maou yih k’hih, a
quarter-past 6 ;

Keaou woo urh k’hih, half-past 11.

KEDAH or Quedah is called in Siamese
Muang Sai, or the Sai kingdom. It extends from
Trang river, in lat. 7° 20' N., to the Krian, in lat, 5°

10' N. The Trang formerly divided it from Siam.
Several tribes are within its limits. The S(?maug
and Udai reside in the forests of the north

;

the Rayat Utiin, the Jakuii, the Sakkyc, llala,

Belaiida, Besisik, and others to the south
;

Avhile

the Akkye r)r Rayat Laut dwell upon the shores
and islets of the Peninsula. Wherever scattered,

they live totally apart from the Malays, and differ

from them Avidely in pcr.son, habits, and religion.

IMie Malays sometimes class them all as Orang
Binua, men of the .soil. The Panghulu of Rum-
boAve is chosen alternately from tlie Bodoanda
Jakiin and a Malay tribe.

The complexion of the Semang and Bila is

black or sooty, the hair woolly, the features

approaching to the African, and the stature

dwarfish. An adult Semang male was found to

be only 4 feet 9 inches high. Some of the
Semang or Bila have lixecl habitations, and
practise .a rude agriculture, but the majority lead
an erratic life, gathering the rude jiroducts of

the forest to (‘xiih.angc Avith the Malays for the
ncccs.saries of life, or subsisting by the chase
'riie hair of the Semang is spiral, not woolly, and
groAv.s thickly on the head in tufts, 'fhey have
thick moustaches, the growth being much stronger
than in the Malay race. The expression of the

face is mild, simple, and stupid. The voice is

.soft, loAA% nasal, and hollow, or cerebral. A line

of tattooing extends from the forehead to the
cheek-bone.s.

Semang T^iya reside on the plains or edges of

morasses
;
the Semang Bukit are the occupants

of hills
;
the Semang Bakow are near the sea, in’

the creeks, and Avhere the mangroves grow
;
the

Semang Bila are partly civilised.

'Phe Sakai and Alla.s tribes of Perak have curly

but not Avoolly hair.

The Semang use the sumpitan, are skilful

fowlers and hunters, and subsist on their game
and on forest roots. 'Fhey capture and eat the

elephant, rhinoceros, monkeys, and rats.

Newbold (i. p. 421) remarked that the Semang
and Udai ar(^ said to resemble the Papuan iu

colour, features, and hair, but adds that among
all the tribes of these aborigines that had fallen

under his notice, he had never met with the

peculiar features that distinguish the Negro of

Papua. In this remark he is not in accord witli

other observers.

According to Sir S. Rallies and Mr. Anderson,

the Semang of Kedah has the woolly hair, pro-

tuberant belly, thick lips, black skin, flat nose,

and receding forehead of the Papuan.

The people of Kedah more often approximate

to the eastern Negro type than in southern

Malaya, and Mr. Logan Avas particularly struck

with the ropeateil occurrence of the deep nasal

depression of the Semang, the Australians, and
Papuans. Small heads, with all the features as

it were contracted or compressed, were common.
KEDARIVATA, a fast for Hindu women in

honour of Eswara.

KEDAR-KANTA, a mountain peak in Garhwal,
elevation 12,641 feet, in lat. 3F 1' N., long. 78®
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KEDARNATH. KEEPING ISLANDS.

14' E. It separates the headwaters of the Jumna make their nests at the tops of high palm trees. Mr.

and the Tons. Darwin found here evidence of subsidence
;
earth-

KEDARNATH, in Garhwal, in lat. 30° 44' 10" quakes have been rep(?atedly felt; on every side

N., long. 79° 5' 60" E., has a Hindu shrine devoted of the lagoon, in which the water is as tranquil as

to Sadasheo, an incarnation of Siva, and situated in the most sheltered lake, old cocoaniit trees were

within the Himalaya. Its rawal. like him of undermined and falling. The foundation posts of

Badarinath, is a Namburi Brahman. Pilgrims a ston'e bouse on the beach, which the inhabitants

were wont to devote theinf?elves to destruction said had stood, seven years before, just above

here, by precipitating themselves from the summit high-water mark, were then daily washed by the

of a small rock, called by the jieoplo the Bhairah- tide. The cocoanut crab, Bii’gus latro, hennit or

Jap, or by p('netrating witliiji the JJimalaya robber crab of the Keeling Islands, is a kind of

until overwhelmed with snow. It is at the intennediate link between the short and long

source of the Kali-Ganga, a stream far smaller tailed crabs, and boars a great resemblance to the

than either the Bhagiriittee or Alaenunda, which Pugnri
;
they livi* on the cocoanuts that fall from

joins the latter at Kooder-Prague. It is from the trees. Tin* story of their climbing these

Ke, Sansk'., water, Mid Dar, abounding with. It palms and detacliing the heavy nuts is merely a

has one of the twelve great lingas of the. Hindus, story. Its front pair of legs are terminated by

a shapeless mass of stone. With Kedarnath are very strong, heavy pincers, the last tiair by others

included the four temples of Kalpeswar, Madinah- narrow and w'cak. To extract the nourishment,

eswar, Tiingniith, and Jhidramith, forming tlie it teare off the fibrous husk, fibre by fibre, from

Panch Kcdar containing the scattered jiortions of that end in which the three eyes are situated,

Siva's body.

—

Frn.<n'"s lUmaUtifa Mountains, p. and then hammers upon one of them with its

381; Dr. If. H. WilsmCs Hindu Sects. heavy claws until an opening is effected. It then,

KEDARNATH, a temple at Porbandar. It by its posterior pincers, extracts the wliite albu-

has a linga which was carried off from the temple niinous substance. It dwells in deep burrows,

of Naolakkha at (iuinli. wdiere it accumulates surprising (piantities of

KEDDAH. Hind. Corrnplion of Khcda, an picked libre of cocoanut husks, on which it rests

enclosure into which wild elephants are driven
;

as on a bed. Its hal)its an; diurnal, but every

an elephant trap. night it is said to pay a visit to the sea, perluqis

KEDGEREE, a hamlet on the loft bank of the to moisten its branchiie. It is very good to eat,

Hoogly river, in lat. 21° 50' 8" N. and the great mass of fat acenmulated under the

KEDISH of Galilee was a bast or refuge tail of the larger ones sometimes yields, when
city

;
sanctuary. See Bast. melted, as much as a quart of limpid oil. They

KEDRON, a brook in Palestine, crossed by a are cBtcemed gri'at delicacic.'s. and are fattened for

bridge leading to the garden of Gethsemam*.
j

the {ahh.—Fifiuicr ;
Jiikmorc, p. 149; Daricin,

Kedron is a Hebrew -word, signifying ‘darkne.s.s' 'oifaqp ; Find/aif.

or ‘sorrow;' Gothsemane signifying ‘wine-press.’ KEENE, HENRV (iEORGE, (’.I.E.,.author of

Ou passing over the brook Kedron, ami leaving the Pall of tlie Moghul Empire; also the Admini-
the valley of Jehoshaphat on tin* right hand, the stration of Indian Districts during the Revolt of

visitor ascends the Mount of Oliviis .—JlobiusoFs the Bengal .\rjny.

7V. i. p. 121 ;
Skiuuer\^ Journei/, \. ]). 2](). KEENGGREE, a musical instrument having

KEE AR, in Cacliar a land measure. 28 jeyt 1 three or four pumpkins, and only two steel strings

;

keear ; 12 keear 1 hull or koolba. generally used by Hindus.

KEELING, Caitain, commanded in the tliird KEEEf, a green ami yellow striped kerchief

voyage of the English East India Company’s worn on the head by the dohen tribe of Bedouin
fleet in 1G07. He flrst went to kSurat, wliere he Arabs at Yambavi.

—

Mrs. FlUvotuCs Letters.

landed Mr. Finch to form a fa«;(ory, and sent K EFFING ISl.ANDS, a group of 17 islands in

Captain Haw'kins, his second in cominaml, on .an
j

the Molucca sen, eiiciicled by very extensive reefs

embassy to tlie Great Mogliul at Agra.
|

proje(!ling into deep water, nuidering approach
KEElilNG JSJvANDS, also called Cocos, ill the

j

difliciilt. The lUndialot or spermaceti wli.ale

Indian Ocean, south of J<uinatra, were disiMvered ill aboumls in the ocean, and might support an ex-

1G08-9 by Capt.aiii W. Keeling, E.I.C. Service, tensive fishery. Some of the islets are low, sandy,
Till 1823 they were little known, but then girdled by reefs, and, as in Ghi^sa, with a Lagoon

Alexander Hare established himself on the S.E.
|

in the centre absolutely swarming with fish, while

island with a party of Malays and ^lalay women, the shores arc ])eopled by ducks and snipes.

He w.as afterwards joined by Cajitain »J. C. Ross. Keffing is also called Pido Manok or Bird Island,

The Soutli Keeling is a cluster of skeleton islets, ami lies midway betwetm (aaaniaml the Serw.atty

rising about 2U feet above the se.a, encircling a group. It is a high solit.uy mountain, resting on

shallow lagoon of an oval form, about 9 miles the bosom of the sea, with a truncated cone,

long and G wide. 'Die other islands are North desert, and the refuge only of myriads of birds.

Keeling, Selema or Fairlie Island, Burial, Ross, whicii deposit sucli vast quantities of eggs tliat

Water, Direction, ami Horsburgli Islands. North many of the nativo.s of tlie neighbouring isles

Keeling is in lat. 11° 50' S., and long. 9G° 51' 3" visit the place ami subsist for whole days on this

E. Fresh water is not scarce on the larger islands, wholesome food. Sulphur is also found on the

and cocofuiut^ pigs, poultry, pumpkins, turtle, rocks. 'Fhe inhabitants resemble those of the 8.

maize, ami sugar-cane may be procured. Captain, coast of Ceram, and are not of the Papuan or

afterwards Admiral, Eitzroy observes that in
i
Negro race

;
they are great traders, and constantly

these singular islands crabs eat cocoanuts, fish
|

visit New Guinea and purchase birds of paradise,

eat coral, clogs catch fish, men ride on turtle
; i

lory, crows, pigeons, megapodiida}, and scented

shells are dangerous man -traps, the greater part
j

woods. The inhabitants of Motir are a gentle,

of t^e floa^fowl roost on branches, and many rats I tranquil, sober tribe, following tlie occupation of
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potters, and supplyinj? the neighbouring islands i July and August, when all their arms are wor*
with vessels and utensils of various kinds made of > shipped.
red clay, elegantly moulded and of good quality. KEISH ISLAND, in the Persian Gulf, is 21
Those compete in the markets of the Molucca sea miles in circumference, well wooded, and from
with the plates and pans brought by the traders the sea the prettiest in the Gulf. There is plenty
of Keliing from the Ki Islands .—Kofjps Vojjmje

; of good water, and some cultivation of barley
DarwhCs Coral Ueefs^ Crawfimrs JiuL Arch.; and vegetables. The island is subject to the
Temminck ; As. J<nirn.; St. John's Ind. Arch. i. U2. Shaikh of Canack on the mainland. The goats on
KLIIAMA, a Hindu raja whose name is im- this island were consecrated to Venus and Mercury

mortalized in Southey's Curse of Kehama. lly in the time of Alexander, Vlien Nearchus, with
penance, Ik* acquired snpornatural power. His the Grecian fleet, cast anchor here; for the
son Arvalau attempted to force Kaliyal, daiigljfer Cntma of Ids journal (preserved by Arrian) is

of Ladurlad, and her father slew him with a stake, Keis or KeLsh in tJie nomenclature of oriental
on which Kehan)a cursed liim, but father and g(‘ogrnphy. It is, however, said to liave been
daughter escaped to Mount Mem, wlicreYedillian, naiiie<l Keish since the lOtli century, when one
wdfe of Ladurlad, rejoined liini. Keis, the son of a poor widow in Siras, embarked

KFil. This group of ten islands adjoining the for India, with his sole property, a cat. There
Aru Islands, is inbabiti'dby the Arafura race, and he fortunately arrived at a time when the palace
the word Key, Kei, or Ki is preflx(‘d to the names Avas so infested by mice or rats that they invaded
of all their villages. The Great Kei is about tlie the king’s foo<l, and persons were eiiqdoyed to
size of Tanakeka, an ishnul near ^lacassar. The drive them from the royal banquet. Keis pro-
incn profess Mulwnnmadanism, but eat l)og's duced Ids cal, the noxious animals soon dis-
llesh. In the island of Dori, the Papuans are appeared, and magnificent rewards were bestowed
callotl Myfure. ’I bey are about .0 feet .‘1 inches on the adventurer of v^iras, who returned to that
high, few attain b feet 0 inclu's. Tliey wear their city, aiul afterwards, with his mother and brothers,
crisped hair its full U'ligth, and generally uncare<l settU“d in the island, which, from him, has been
for, which gives them a wild, scared appearance, denominated Keis, or, according to the Persians,
Tlio men, not the women, wuiar a comb. xVmongst Keish. In countries widely separated, and in

(he Arafura or l^ipuan of Ke, the women are not various languages, the same story has been re-

sccluded, the children are merry, noisy, and have lated of different persons.

—

Ouselcy's Travels^ i. p.
ilu; nigger grin, and amongst the men is a noisy 170.

confusion of tongues and excitement on every KEJ, tlie most western of the Kalat territories,

occasion. Tin* Ki form the northern of the south- Kej is calle<l Mekran, .sometimes also Kcj Mckran,
easterly islands. Tlie islands are covered with and is suytposed to be the Gedrosia of the Greeks,

luxuriant forests, and pro<luco maratigo and
j

It is inhabited b}*^ many tribes, of whom tlie

banyaro woods, well adajited for ma.sts. They Gitchki is the most numerous, but about half the
are occupied by two races, and it is the Papuan jKipulation is a Muhammadan tribe called Ziggar.

who make cocoanut oil, build boats, and make The maritime and fishing population of tlie little

wooden bowls. Tlu*ir boats are from .small planked ports on the coast of Mekrau from Saumiaiii to

canoes to jirahus of 20 to 00 tons burden. They Charbai, are denominated Med, and comprise four

build the skin tirst, and aft(‘rwards fit ill the knees divisions,—the Guzbur, Ilorniari, Jellar-zai, and
and bends and ribs, ^foiu y is nut used, but every Ch(.*lmar-zai. Although often overrun by armies

transaction is in kind, 'tlie Papuan wears a wai.st- from Kalat, its subjection iias been more nominal

cloth of cotton or bark. Tlie other race are Mu- than real. A treaty was made wdth the naib of

hainmadnns wlio wore driven out of Panda, and Kej, fakir Noor Muhammad, of the Pezunjo tribe,

wear cotton clothing. They are probably a brown in 18C2, by w hich lie agreed, for an annual sub-

race, more allied to Malays, but their inixe<l sidy, to protect the Mekrau telegraph wliich

dt*gcendants have great varieties of hair, colour, passes through his territories. The subsidy granted

and features, graduating beiw^ceii the .Malay ami W'as Ks. 6000, of wdiicli Hs. 1000 are paid to the

Papuan tribes. I’ho ( 'yphogastra calejiyga, a chief of Pusnee. If the term Kej was in use

beautiful species of tlie Ihiprestidai, occurs here, anciently, it is likely to have given rise to the

The Carjiophaga concinna occurs here, and in name Gt^drosia.

—

Henncll's Memoir, Treaties.

Panda, where it is called the nutmeg pigeon
;
also KEKIK, in lat. 1° 83' S., and long. 128° 37^'

the butterfiy orchis, here Plialijcnoi».sis grandiflora, E., is a high i.sland in the Gilolo passage,

and two large beetles, Tlierates labiala and TTi- KEK-KIKO, of Pamree, is a lichen, doubtless

condyla aptera. T. labiata is ever on the w’atch, Alcetoria jubata, the Cornicularia jubafii, Achard,

and from time to time emits an odour like otto of It is gelatinous, and is eaten by the natives wdth

roses. T. aptera of the Malay Islands resembles a rice.

large ant more than an inch long, and is of a KELA, a migratory people amongst the Uriya,

purple-black colour. It is wingless.

—

Bikmore; who live by catching snakes, basket-making, etc.

Wallace. KELAART, Dk., a Pritisli medical officer of

KEIFIAT. Arab. A kerchief used by the Ceylon, who paid much attention to the natural

Arabs as a head covering. TJie aba or cameliiic, as history of the island.

it is styled in the Persian Gulf, and the Keifiat, KELINGU, iSiNon.
;
Tamil, Kuruiig. In plant-

are worn in Oman by all classes. It is a broad ing the seeds of the palmyra fruit, the germinating

kerchief, striped green, red, and yidlow, having plant, in the first stage of its growth, is of tho

the sides hanging down, with knotted strings shape and dimensions of a parsnip, but of a more
appended to them, serving by their motion to firm and waxy consistence. These are dried in

keep off the flies, which are hero excessively the sun, and when dressed in slices form a palat-

troublesomo.— Tr. ii. p. 210. able Vegetable
;
estcemod a delicacy in tho Tamil

KEILAMUHURTA, a Coorg festival held in country, in Southern India, and in the south of
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Ceylon. The kelingu is reducible to a farina.

It is an article of food in Ceylon, and is cultivated

for that purpose
; the seeds being sown in six to

eight layers, under loose sandy soil. iVlien fresh

they are roasted, boiled, or sliced and fired like

the bread-fruit. IVdien it is to 1h‘ kept, the

parchment-like covering is removed, and they

are dried in the sun, ami kept under the name of

Odial, and this wheji boiled is called Poolooc

odial. When the odial is reduced to flour or

meal, it is used to form the pre]iaration of Cool

of the Singhalese. The Singhalese also prepare

from kelingu meal a dish calk'd Putoo, which is

occasionally eaten with rice, and also with jagari.

It is made of prawns or fish, scrapings of coc^oa-

nut kernels, and unripe jack-fruit. It is the first

shoot from the palmyra fruit, and is known
locally as Ponnam kelingu. It is about the sizi^

of a coniinon carrot, though nearly white. It
;

forms an article of food among the natives for

several months in the year
;
but Europeans dislike

it from its being very bitter, Peceiit experiments
|

have ]>roved that a farina superior to arrowroot
j

can be obtained from it, prepared in the same
I

way; and 100 roots, costing 2id,, yield one and a
|

half to two pounds of the liour.

—

Tcnncnl
;
Sim-

j

monfJs ; Seeman,

KELI-SHIN, a pass over the Kurdistan mount- !

ains leading from the plains of Azerbijan to the
j

Uowandiz district of Kurdistan, and is the only ;

line of intercommunication. The culminating

point at Shaikhiwn is 10,0(18 feet. Creat snow
drifts occur in winter. Rowaiuliz is 75 miles N.E.

of iifosuL

—

^ Ia cGrcfjur.

KEIiLEK, Arab., is a raft in use on the

Tigris and Euphrates, lu'arly as long as it is

broad. It is composed of goat-skins blown up,

and fastened close together by reeds
;

this is

strengthened by cross pieces of wood, and over

those again are laid others to kc'ej) the bales of

merchandise out of the water. The only fastenings

of this raft are twigs. Thci skins are refKiired

and inflated afresh every evening, and during the

day care i.s taken to keep them continually wet,

which prevents their bursting. Those used by tlu^

Yezdi ferryinen on tin; Zab rivers, as described

by Niebuhr, are composed of :\-2 bla'ldcr-slia}>ed

sheepskins, inflated with air; four of these arc

placed lengthways and eiglit in hreadtli, and on

the oblong square thus formed a coveiing of

planks is formed. Tlie Kellek rafts are conducted

by two long oars, the blades of which are made
of pieces of split cane fastened together. The
passengers arrange themselves as tliey can on the

bales of goods
;
and if a person wish to bo very

much at his ease, he procures a wooden bedstead

covered over with a felt awning, which .stands in tlie

middle of the kellek, and serves him for a be<l by

night and a sitting-room by day. Tlie historians

of Alexander mention that the rafts on which

that hero crossed the rivers of Central Asia were

buoyed up with skins stuffed with straw
;
they

were then, no doubt, as now, inflated with air

;

and it is thus that the Euphrates, the Tigris, the

Karun, the Indus, the Oxus, and other rivers in

Asia are crossed. Besides the Kellek or raft, the

Kufa or Gufa, a round-ribbed boat or coracle, is

used on the Tigris and Euphrates, covered, not
with skin, hut bitumen. But of this the only
valuable article is the bitumen

;
the ribs are of

thin willow rods or the midrib of the frond of the

date tree, and are useless if the boat be broken

up. The rivei-s of the Peninsula of India, the

Kistna, and Tnmbudra are usually crossed in

basket boats or coracles, with a framework of

rattan covered on the outside’ with skins. But a

single inflated skin, such {is are used as buoys for

nets on
.

the east coast of Scotland, or a dried

pumpkin, or a bundle of dry rushes, is used by
individual travelhu's. On the Godavory, near the

delta, a small double canoe is in use, the passenger

sitting astride the connecting beam. The strata

of ruslie.s are evidently of the same kind as the

vessels of bulnislies iq)on the water, alluded to

in Isaiah xviii. '2. This peculiar mode of navi-

gating that riv’^cr is the same as was known to the

ancients as the Navigia Conacia.- Kvrdi-

.sfan, ii. p. 128
;
Fo’rier's Jouru. p. 429 ;

Mi(jnan\'i

Tr. pp. 2:J, 42.8.

KELOX, of Kullu and Kangiii, is the Ccdriis

deodara. 'ITie K(4on turpentine of commerce, or

Keloii ka tel, is the oily product. The deodar or

Himalayan cedar grows on the north slope of

Dhaola Dhar, is a native of Kiilu, Jind is also

found in the Bunghalla forests. It is a tree of

fast growth, and grows to a givjit height. Its

wood is fragrant, of a reddish-yellow colour,

highly resinous and infhinmiablc
;
very durable,

yiehls valuable timber; it is jibso not subject to

warp. A thin oil exudes from the roots of the

tr(‘C, whieli is held in much esteem as a cure for

sores
;

it is also rubbed over inlhited skins and on
wood to proserv(^ tliem. 'I'he wood is also used
for flambeaux. In Kanawar it is the most valu-

able timber tree. It grows (o 20 or 30 feet in

circumference, and Gerard ineasuicd two trees of
' .T3 and 34 feef. .and laid seen tr('e.s 150 feet high,

and they may be 200. He suppos('d it to be the

ct'dar of Lebanon. It is almost indestructible,

;

and is used for bccims of housi^s, temples, and

I

especially granaries, as no insect touches it. This
' wood has an agreeable smell.

KELP or Ihirilla.

AVudasch, Kelp, . . J)i T. Sal de soda, . , . IN)UT.

Soude, Fk. Sosa, Sr.

AschoJisalz, , . , (0-;u. Skottlanduk soda , . Sw,
Soda, It.

Kelp, the ash of the common sea - wrack
(Fuems vesiculo.siis, /..), with other species, burnt
in the open ;iir. It contains from 5 to 8*5 per
cent, of carbonate of soda. Tin' be.yt kelp has aii

acrid, caustic taste, ;i sulphurous odour, is compact,
and of a dark-blue greenish colour. It is used iu

the coinj)ositioii of soa]>, glass, etc.

KELT. Ernest Curtins is of opinion that the

ancestors of the people of India, and of the Per-

sian, Greek, Italian, Gorman, Slave, and Kelt

races, were originally one people dwelling in the

uplands of Asia; and tlwit the first to separate

thcniBclvcs from this united Aryan or ludo-Euro-
pean family, and to push their way into Europe,
was the Kelt, who were followed by the German,
and these by tlui Slave and Lett. The next great

swarm that deserted the hive and left behind

them the progenitors of the Medo-Persian and
th(,‘ Indian, was composed of the common ancestors

of the Greek fuid Koman.
KELUMPIT. Malay. A very large tree of

Singapore
;
sections arc employed by the natives

for cart-wheels.

KEM, a Turkoman clan in the vaUey of the

Ettrek; fonneHy of the Yomut
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independent. They are greatly predatory. —
j

An aiuiual fair in honour of Jayadeva is held in

Collett, Khiva. the village on the last day of Magh (the com-
KEMANCHAH, the sitar of India and Persia, niencement of February), and is attended by

Those made at Shiraz are ot tut or mulberry tree upwards of 50,000 persons.

—

Imp. Gaz.

wood; the body (about eight inches in diameter) KEXEKI (Kundari) is in tlie large island of

is globular, except at the mouth, over wliich i.s Salsette, to the north of Bombay. Amoi»gst the

stretched and fixed by glue, a covering of parch- Buddhist caves in India, thos(^ of Kenei i in Sal-

ment. But they are of various materials; often sette are remarkable. 'They are purely Buddhist,

the body is merely a hollow gcjurd, or every part but inferior to those of Ajuiita or Karli. They are

is richly inlaid and ornamented. They are some- excavated in a hill in the midst of an immense
times made of the girdu or walnut tree wood. tract of forest (!Oimtry, and Mr. Fergussou

KEMMENDINB, a village near Rangoon, mken supposes their date to be about the 9th or 10th

9th December 18'24 by the British Indian army, century of tin* Christian era. The great chaity«a

It is now a part of the Rangoon cantonment. ‘ at Kenei i is regarded by him as a bad copy of

KEMP, also Koinpty, the (?oarse rough hail’s of that at Karli. A copper plate found in the relic

wool, which are avoided by the manufacturer in chamber of one of tlie Keneri caves contains

his jiurchases of wool, deteriorating as it does inscriptions in (UilJ’ali. It is of the 2d century

tho appearance of ('V(*n common fabrics by their B.C., about 100 years of the reign of the Truku-
iuferiority and harshness, and not taking <lye daka dynasty,

readily. The keinp of the Kashmir goats’ wool is, KE>J18AT-nl-KTA^rAT, the Church of the

howi’ver, made into coarse cloth.

—

Diet. In surrection, coniiiumly called the Holy Sepul-

KEN, an Egyptian god<less of iAssyrian origin, chre. By the Arabs it is called Kenisat-al-
t he Astarte, Astaroth, and Mylitta of the Assyrians, Komamat. This last word means a lay stall, in

Syrians, and Arabs. This divinity a])peais to allusion to tin* place wliere tin* Holy Cross was
have been introduced into tin* Egyptian jiantlicon found.

—

Jtohiniioii's Tnivcls, i. p. 40.

in the time of the IHth dynasty, or at the com- KEN.llU KAISAAVARA and Bunyiii Naniio,

meucement of tho (4ose connection between two Buddhist priests of .Ja})au, of the Shin-Shiu

Assyria and Egypt. On comparing a repres(‘nOi- sect, of the monastery at Kioto, who about the

tion of tho goddess in tho rock scnl]»tures of year 1879 came to Oxford Cniversity in England
Malthaigali with an Egyptian bas-relief in the to study Sanskrit. Kenjiu Kasawara returned to

British Museum, tin* iinnle of treating tlie subject Japiin in 188r>, and died there, and Buuyiu Nanjio

is seen to be nearly the same. In both we have also returned in 1884. He had distinguished

a female standing on a lion. 'I’he Egy]>tian figure himself as a student in his monastery at Kioto by
holds two snakes ami a llower, tlie stalks of which his knowdedge of Clnnese, which ho speaks and
are twisted into tlie foiin of a ring

;
the Absyiian writes like Jiis native language. iSomo of bis

cai-ries a ring alom*. Tho llower resembles^ that poems in Chinese are highly spoken of. He was
borne by the winged figures in the place of Khor- selected, therefore, with one of his fellow-students,

sahad, ami is not found in flic edifices of the fii*st Kenjiu Kasawara, to proceed to England in order

Assyrian period, where tin* flowers in the hands to learn English, and afterwards to devote him-

of a similar figure are of a ilifTerent shape. For self to the study of Sanskrit, which took a great

instance, the goddess Athor or A thy, Dr. Hinks deal of time. While at Oxford he compiled a

reads, the same name as that of the ])residing complete catalogue of the gigantic Canon of the

divinity on the monuments of Assyria. Dr. Birch 'I’ripitaka or Three Baskets. It contains 1()62

admits, in his observations on the cartouches, separate works. Besides this work, Bunyiu

that the introduction of tho Assyrian go<ls Baal Nanjio ami his friend Kenjiu Kasawara had

and Astarte, of Renpu or Reseph, of Ken and prepared several Sanskrit t(‘xts for publication.

Anata or Anaitis, can bo traced to tlie 18th and Kenjiu Kasawara died soon after his return.

19th dynasties, and is coeval witli tin* e]X)eh of tho Some of tlu* shorter ami more popular sacred

great conquests of Egypt in Central Asia. On a texts have been published already by Mr. Bunyiu.

tablet .at Turin she is called At.sh or Aclesh, the Naiijii) and Professor Max Muller in the Aiiecdota

name of the chief city of the Kliitne, a Mesopo- Oxoniensia, such as the \ agrakkhedika, the

taniian people attacke<l by the Pamessiils (Prisse. Diamond-cutter, the Sukhavali-vyiiha, the De-

Mon. Pi. xxxvii.). She usually appears in a triad scription of the Laud of Bliss,

with Renpu and Khein or Clianmo, also deities KENKRA. Hind. The carapace or shell of the

of Semitic extraction. The v orship of the Sakti crab, used as a drug.

seems to have been introduced into India from KENNEDY, GENEiiAL A ANS, an oflicer of the

the Egyptians and Assyrians, and th(! image of Bombay army, born in E<iinburgh in 1784, and

the Hindu Durga is unquestionably a modified died in Bombay 29th December 1816. In 1825

type of Ken and Astarte. The image of Kali is he published his Researches into the Origin and

ail original of the Hindus, the worship of which Alliniticsof the Principal I^anguages of Europe and

is inculcated in the IJpa Puraiias, written at a con- Asia. Three years afterwards he put forth
^

his

siderably later period than the Puninas which first Researches into the Nature and Aflinity of Ancient

originated the present form of the idolatry of the and Hindu Mythology. Most of his other writ-

Hiiidus.

—

Layard, Nineveh, ii. p. 219; Tr. of ings appeared in the Journals and Transactions of

ilmd. i, p. 37. Societies.

KENDULI, a village in the Birbhuin district of KENSHI. JArAN\ A sheriff or witness to an

Bengal, situated on the north bank of the Ajai, execution.

hi lat. 23° 38' 30'" N., long. 87° 28' 15" E. It is the KENTIA EXHO RIZA, the Niu Sawa palm

native village of Jayadeva, a Vaishnavite reformer tree of Fiji. There are several other species of

and Sanskrit poet, the author of the celebrated Kentia in New Guinea and Australasia.

^^ifftGo.vlnda. a Sanskrit poem in praise of Krishna. KEONTHAL, one of the Panjab hill states.



KEORL KEKMANSHAH.

It lies around Simla station, between lat. .‘10“ 35' tribe. After a time, they appointed, as a chief,

30" and 31* 6' N., and between long. 77° 10' and one of the military class, and seem afterwards to

IT 25' E.
;

area, IIG square miles; estimated have been under the protection of the Pandiyan

population in 1875, 50,000; the revenue in 1876 kings. The language of the Kerala district is

was estimated at £6000. Prineij>;d products, of the same stock as the Tamil, but the country

opium and grain After the Gurkha war of doe.s nob appear ever to have been subject to the

1818, a portion of the Keoiithal ierritory was sold Chola kingdom. I ii th(‘ course of the 9th century,

to the maharaja of Patiala. The chief claims a the southern part, that known as Malabar, revolted

Rajput origin. He is bound to render feudal from its prince, who had become a Muhammadan,

service. In 1858 the chief was cn^ated a raja, and broke u[) into many petty principalities;

and received a dress of lioiiour worth 1000 among tlu' chief of which was that of the Zaino-

nipees for his serviee.s daring the mutinies, rin, whom V5isco da Gama found in possession of

— Treaties, etc.: Imp. daz. Calicut in tlie end tlio 15th century. Canara

KEOKI, in the N.IV. Piovinces, a caste of liortheni division seems to have established a

gardener.^, cultivating the ]ioppy, sugar-ciine. dynasty of its own soon after the commencement

KEPPKL’S ISIiE is from 10 to 12 miles in of the Christian era, wliich lasted till the 12th

circmnferonce, and distant from the mainland 6 century, when it was overthrown by the Rellal

miles. There are numbei's of a singular lish, of dynasty, and siibsecpiently became subject to the

the genus Chironectes, wliich leap with great rajas of A'ijayanagar.

—

I'jpkin. pp. 219, 220.

activity over the mud, among the arched roots of KEICVX or Kran, a Pi'rsian silver coin worth

the mangroves, among which are small crabs, about ninepence.

—

Sinimond.s^ Dirt.

Ocypoda, and Maerophthalmus.—MttrfjiUivraijs KKUA.NOll. Hind. Charity lands.

Voijttqe, i. p. 65. KEHARI, Hindu worshi})pers of Devi in lior

ivEKA IT, the royal dynastic tribe of Tartars to lenitic forms, and tlie representatives of the

which Prester John belonged. Aung Khan of Aghora-Ghanta and Kapalika, who, so late as the

the Kerait Mongols, celebrated in Europe under 10th century, sacrificecl human victims to Kali,

the name of Prester John, was a coiifenqiorary of Chamunda, Chinna Mastaka, and other hideous

Chengiz Khan, whom, at the instigation of personitications of the Sakti of Siva. Tliey are

jealous enemies, he attempted, but failed, to said, also, to have lacmated their own bodies,

destroy. Marco Polo states that Tenduc was the ]iiercing their llesh with hooks, etc.

—

Wilson,

chief seat of Prester John when he ruled over lUnda Sects.

the Tartars, and also the resideiico of his descend- KERHA. T^rsnir. A coarse cotton fabric

ants in their reduced and subordinate position, manufaidnrcil in Afghanistan.

Marco Polo says the Great Khans often gave KERtirELEX LAND, a sterile island in the

their female relations in marringe to the kings of Southern Ocean.

the Kerait or Prester John's line. And other inter- KERKllAll is the aneient ('hoaspes. One of

marriages were frequent, c.y. the f'hristian mother the most important of tlie water-courses of Khu-
of Gayuk Khan, and Dokuz-khatun, the Christian zistan is the Keikliah or Kiuah, which begins to

queen of Hiilakii, w’ere both ])riiH‘cs.ses of the Ilow in three branches, all springing considerably

Kerait royal family, /.e. apjiarently of Prester .Folnrs. eastward of Kei’inaii.shah. The first, and most

The mother of Hulaku was of the same family, inconsiderabh*, has its (;ominenc(‘m(‘nt about 25

and Chengiz, as well ns several of liis sons, took miles we.st of Hamad;in. A little south of the

wives from it. On tlie destruction of the kingdom spot where the Kerkliali is joim;d by the Ab-i-

of the Kerait, a Kouriltai, or general assembly of i Zal, an the remains of a bridge, and at one mile

the chiefs of all the hordes, was e.onvoked. Yam- and a half from the celebrati'd ruins of ancient

bery (p. 120) is incliiu'd to regard K(‘rait as a Sliiis or Hus, the Kerkhah bends a little west of

Persian corruption of Kirit, meaning grey dog.
|

south, and continiu's in this direction through

Abul Ghazi siiys the word means whirlwind, but i the lieh jdain of Khuzistan, ]ias.sing through the

the names of mo.st I'urk tribes ai-e taken from extensive marcheH which surround Hawiza, a

animals.

—

Elliot, p, 498; Marco Polo, ii. p. 50 ;
commercial town of about 12,000 inhabitants;

Yale. Cathay, i. pp. 116, 147
;

Vamhery. from thence it winds S.W., and falls into the

KERALA, the land of cocdanuts. Kerain, Shat - ul - Arab, below Kurna, after a course of

AI Ai.KAL., a cocoannt tn-i*, a coiroaniit ; an anciiMit ujiward.s of ,5D() miles.

kingdom whicli extended from the Kanga rote river KERKOOK, the Korkiira of Ptolemy, is two
in Canara in the iiortli, to ('ape (hjinorin in the miles to the north of Raghdad. Haba Goorgoor is

south, with the Western Ghats as its boundary on the name given to a .spot three miles from Ker-
the cast. It thus included Malabar and Canara. kook, where, in a litth: circular plain, white with

This country, according to tradition, was miracu- naphtha, flames of lire issue from many places,

lonsly reclaimed from the sea by Parasnrama. There appears to be litth? doubt, as D’Anville

In tlio 3d century B.c. (Asoka’s edict), its king is conjectures, that this is the Korkura of Ptolemy,

called Keralamputra (Celobotras, 13iiiy
;

Ker.i- The peojjh; of Kifri sfiy that on the eve of Friday

bothrus, Ptolemy; Cei)robotliru.s, the J^eriplus). a little lamp is seen to burn of itself on the

About the first or second century of the (Jiristiaii Biiminit of the hills overlooking the plain*; it is

era, a prince of the northern division of Kerala most probably a similar phenomenon to that of

introduced into it a colony of Brahmans from Baba Goorgoor. A celebrated doctor of Muham-
llindustan, who divided it into sixty-four districts, madan law, surnamed Azam, or the honoured,
and governed it by mc?ans of *a general assembly is buried at this place.

—

liicICs Kurdistan^ i. 44.

of their caste, renting the lands to men of the KERMANSHAH, iu lat. 34° 26' N., is a hand-
infiu'ior chisses. Tlie executive government was some town, exhibiting the glittering domes of

held by a Brahman, elected every throe years, mosques within, and the battlements and towers

and assisted by a council of four of the same of lofty walls without. Being erected on a south
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KERMES. KESIiAB CHANDRA SEN.

western slope of the mountains, it commands a succeeded by a Rajput family, and in the middle
wide view of the vale; it is famous for an excel- of the 15th* century the Government of Orissa

lent mmiufactory of firearms
;
and the villages sent armies as far south as Couj(iveram, near

in its vicinity, for carpets of the most beautiful Madras, and about the same time their raja ad-
colours and fabric. Luxurious gardens surround vanced to the neighbourhood of Beder to aid the

the town, abundant in fruits of all kinds, but Hindu princes against the Muhammadans. The
particularly in grapes of an exquisitely delicious

1 Grissa Government was invaded by Muhammadan
muscatel llavour. 'fhe population amounts to ' armies from Bengal and from the Dekhan

;
it fell

about 15,000 families, some few of which arc into confusion, was seized on in looO by a Teling

Christians and Jews. The mountain of Takht-i- cliief, and ultimately was annexed to the Moghul
Bostan forms a part of the chain of Be-8itun

;
empire by Akbar in 1578.

—

Elpliiu. p. TSo
;

and, like it, is craggy, barren, and terrific.— Stirling; vl.v. 7**/.?. xv. p. 25*1.

porter's Tr. ii. pp. l()7-20l
;
Perrier s Jovrm fj, 2(i. KE8ABIVA. To the N. and N.AV., distant 30

KERMES, Coccus ilieis, Lolr.^ is found in miles from Be.sarl), and somewhat less than two
many parts of Asia. It lives on the Quereus miles to the semth of the large village of Kesariya,

coccifera, a small evergreen oak. AVith a solution stands a lofty brick mound capped by a solid

of tin, its scarlet colour is equal to that of brick tower of considerable size, supposed to be
cochineal, but one part of the latter is equal to remains of ruin.s;, occurring after the coinmcncc-
10 or 12 parts of kermes.— Dr. 7'. L. J^Iupsou^ 40. ment of the Cliristian era. The Kesariya mound
KEKOSINE OIL is pio-cminently us<‘fnl in the is 20 miles N. of Bakhra, in sight of the Gandak

skin diseiises of India, in itch, scald-head, lice in river. It has an inscription in Sanskrit, of about
th(‘ head, ringworm. ])lant fiy, and ins(‘cts. th(‘ dabi of tin* Bakhra images inscription. The
KEKUEII SAIDEII, known in Arabian geo- charaettT used in the insciiption is the same as

graphy as Khandak Sabur, Shahpur's ditch, is a the Sarnaih and Bakhra character. T]it‘ avatars
bifurcation of the EiiphraU's. from near Hit, and and the sakta hymn of the Big Aeda are mcn-
after a course of several liuiidred miles (mters tioned, but no invocation of Hindu gods named,
the Persian Gulf by a separate mouth, rendcritig Chandradatta, sou of Survadatta, is mentioned,
culturable a vast tract of ancient Chaldjea. The inscri})tion is itn])t‘rfect, but ilu; overliving

Shahpur Dholactuf, in the 1th century, either ChandradatUi was born on the Sunday appropriated
cut or re-opened this channel. He is said to have to the n ailing of the sakta by his fatlier Siirya-

intend('d it as a defence against the Arabs.— :

<latta. The sakta has for one of its verses the
Uawli».s(>7), i. p. 17.

|

holy Gayatri. At Lanriya Ara-Baj, between
KEBHOWJiEE. This jjctty state, which paid a Kesariya and Betliali, at the distance of 20 miles

tribute of Ks. 25,()()() to the peshwa, was ceded
j

to the N.IV. of the Kesariya stnpa, and one mile
to the British Governmoiit by the l lth Article of

j

to the S.AV. of the Hindu temple of Ara-liiij

the treaty of Poona in 1817. The maharaja ha<l Mahadeo, tlierc stands a lofty stone column which
made over the village* of Machulpore and its bears in well-preserved and well-cut letters several

h’pondoncies to th(‘ mauagemeiit of the p(‘shwa cd the edicts of king Asoka.

—

Jkng. A.s*. .Soc. /.

ill lieu of the tribute. In 1825, when Bulwant iv. pp. 128, 28b.

Singh, the legitimate heir to tlie state of Bhurt- KES.WA, a name of A'ishnu or Krishna,
pur, was rebelled against by his cousin Diirjun means having line hair or mucli hair. The word
Sal, the rebel was supported by tbe maharaja of recurs in the Persian as Ki'su, ringlet or forelock.

Korrowlec. After several disjiiited successions, KESAV'.A or Kesi-raja, a Jaina
;
author of the

maharaja Muddcii Pal succeeded in 1854. He 8 abda-inani-darpanam, Can., lit. tlie jewelled

rendered good service in the mutinies, in con- mirror of words, the most ancient and esteemed
mleration of which tin* sum of Bs. I,17,b0() due grammar of classical Canarese.

by him to the British Government was rcunittetl, KE8H, a town .‘lb miles soiitli of Samarcand,
{iiul the maharaja received tlie right of adoption. 120 miles E. of Bokhara. It is the birthplace of

The area of his state is 1878 square miles, and Timur. l nnur’.s famous descendant Baber, the first

the population about 188,000. The revenue Great Moghul, tolls us that in spring the walls and
from all sources is only about Bs. 3,0t>,000. The terraces (d the houses at Kesh are always green
whole military force of the state is ab()ut 20do and cheerful. Timur and Baber both mention
men.

—

Treaties, iv. p. ‘JO.
j

Kesh as 8hahr 8abz, or the verdant city. Up to

KESAR. Hind. Crocus sativus, saffron,
j

tlie time of the Samanidcs it was chielly inhabited

Kesara, a saffron-coloured robe worn by a Bajput
|

by Arabs (d the tribe of Bckr-bin-V5iil.'—J/ur^-

wlien resolved to conquer or die. Koi^nvi niu^, ii
\
ham's Pinlmssy, p. 120; P. Arminins Vatnbery^

saffron colour.— IVi/.'fow. Jiolhara.

KE8ARI. Bf.ng. A coarse grain of Hindustan, KE8HAB CHANDRA SEN, born a.d. 18.38,

said to cause paralysis.
I

a theistic reformer of Hinduism. He joined the

KESARI. The first gliinincring of authentic Adi Brahma Samaj in his 20tli year. He worked
history of Orissa occurred a.d. 47.3, when the at first, for about live years, along with Debren-
Tavana are said to have been expelled by Yayati drahnath. He objected to cast(? and to caste

Kesari, and in the following 050 years, until a.d. restrictions, also to child marriages and polygamy,
1131, thirty-five rajas of the Kesari family follow. Ho acknowledged God as the first cause, and the
Their capital was then taken by a Ganga Vansa immortality of the soul, and future rewards or
prince, whose dynasty occupied the throne until punishments. He visited England in 1870. In
“‘iar the Muhammadan conquest. The Ganga 1879 he alleged h.aving had a vision of Jesus,
Vaasa seem to have been a dynasty from near John the Baptist, and 8t. Paul. Ho died 8th
^he Ganges about Tamluk and Midnapur. They January 1884. During his life, his eloquence,

to have attained their highest prosperity earnestness, and mysticism led to the formation
h)wards the end of the 12th century. They were of many sects amongst the youth of India who
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KESHKUL. KHADIM.

had been educated in Government schools. They thoroughly Hinduized portion of the tribe, hold

were known as the Adi Samaj, the Sidhfiran Samaj, their lands on conditions of service. They main-

the Bidhan Samaj, and in 1884: were 173 in tained themselves in a state of preparation for

number, sects diverging from the Bralnna Samaj taking the field at a moinent’s notice,

which Ram Mohun Koy founded. Tliis may be only In Keunjhar, the Bhuiya are divided into foui

one of the many monotheistic movements which clans, viz. the dominant Raj-Kula Bhuiya, the

have occurred in India. Mai or Desh Bhuiya or l)esh-log or Desh-lok, the

KESHKUL, the half of a coeoanut shell, in i Daiidsena, and the Khatti. The Pawri claim to

which alms are gatlu'red. This and the Asi, or bo tlie prior settlers in Keunjhar, and the pre-

pilgrim’s staff, are part of the insignia of a rogative of installing every new raja on his acces-

darvesh.— Vamherif^ Jlok'htinu p. 2(17. See J hula, sion belongs to them. As a part of the form of

KESRA or Kesri, a tide wiiicli seems to liave installation, a sword is placed in tlie raja’s hands

been indiscriminately applied to the later princes
|

and- one of tJie Bhuiya comes before him, and,

of the house of Sassan, and w.'ls probably derive<l i kneeling sideways, the raja touches him on tin

from the Cassars of the Romans, or the Khusrii ! nock with the weapon. The family of the Kopal

or Chosroes of the Persians. Tlie title was ' hold their lands on the condition that the victim

certainly given to two dynasties of Persia. when required, shall be produced. The victin

KESTRUL, Tinnuneulus alaudarius, and the hurriedly arises after the accolade, disappears, am
sparrow-hawk (Aeeipitcr virgatus), are common must not bo seen for three days

;
then he presenti

in India. The former may be observed hovering himself agtain to the raja as miraculously re8tore(

over tlie plains, and at dusk, not imfrecpiently to life.

ill numbers, perched on stones and tufts of grass. 'Phe sixty chiefs of the Pawri Desh, the Bhuiyj

Both prey extensively on mice, lizards, and highlands, have from time to time assumed tin

biH'tles. The latter liawk is trained for quail- government, and the country may be said to bi

hunting. About Dugshai, the lesser kestrel, then ruled by an oligarchy, fn their name, i

Tinnuneulus oenchris, may be seen in numbers knotted string is jiaysed through the eomdry, am
hovering over the sides of tlie mountains and the verbal message communicated in connectioi

the little terraced fields in quest of bi'etles and with it is implicitly obeyed,

large insects.

—

Adams. A Goveniment elephant (Klu'da) establishmeni

KETAS. Singhapurn. mentioned by the is maintained at Keunjhar (1875) under tlit

Chinese pilgrim lliweu Thsang, is supposed by superintendence of an English oltieer, and a largt

General Cunningham to be the modern Keta.s. i number of valuable animals are captured.

—

Inq)

Kotas is situated on the north side of the Salt (raz . ; Dalton's Kthnokxjy.

Range, at 10 miles from Pind Dadan Khan, ami KEWOT, in Bengal, a fowler, a fisherman. A
18 miles from Chakowal, but not more than 85 Hindu may fish for sport without loss of dignity,

miles from Shalidheri or Taxila. And as there and people of caste may catch fish for their meah
are no clear pools swaniiing with fish in the in baskets, traps, etc., but the iriau who makes it

Baliiath Range, he liad little hesitation in identi- his jirofession is a degradcMl creature,

fyiug the place described by lliweii Tlisang with KllA-CH AN-YCL, d’lii., Snow-land, or Ladakh,

the beautiful limpid pool of Ketas, which has is the A-Kbae^saregio of Ptolemy. Itissupposec

been esteemed holy from time immemorial.— liy Major Cunningbairi to be the Kie-Cliha of the

Cunninyliam^ Ancient Geo<j. of India, p. 12G. Chinese pilgrim Fa Hian. J^adakh is also knowi
KETU, in iistronomy, the descending node, as Kha-pa-Chan, abounding in snow, or Kha-Char

representtid by a dragon’s tail. Ketu, in Hindu or snow-land, and the peojile lus Kba-pa-Chan-pa

popular belief, an imaginary planet, said to cause or Klia-(’lian-pa, men of the snowy land.—

the eclipses of the sun and the moon. t:?ee Graha
;

(innndaihains Ladakh.

liiihu. Kir.AGHFE. Hind. Tin* fiats of 8ind.

KEU JIN. Chin. A literary degree, equal to KH A I ). Tlie Sherwani occupy exclusively Khad
M.A., meaning elevated man. arnl Kishna, and resule with other tribes in Shal

KEUNJHAIt, a trilmtjiiy State of Oiis-sa, lying and Mastung. They take their name from their

between lat. 2F' 1' and 22"' 0' oO" N., and long, belief that they came from Sherwan on the

14' and 86*^ 24' 35" E. Bounded on the north Ca.^pian. See Baluch.

by Singbhurn district, on the east by Morbhanj KHAD. Hind. A jirecijfitous hollow or

State and Balasor district, on the soutii by ravine.

Cuttack district and Dhenkanal State. Its river-, KHADAR. Hind. Lowlands with alluvial

the Baitaraiii, takes its rise in the hilly north- soil, lying along the banks of rivers, especially

western division. Then' are peaks rising from suitable for rice cultivation, easily irrigated, and

1818 to 3479 feet. The Hindus numbered 113,207. more or less subject to overfiowing.

The aboriginal tribes in the year 1872 irnm- K II ADI, Tam. A kind of coarse cloth,

bered 44,438, about a fourtli part of the popula- KIJADIJAH, Ayasha, Maria, and Zainab, the

tiori
;
and the semi-Hiiiduized, 49,294. 37 5 per wives of Mahomed.

cent, of the pojmlation are aborigines, who retain KHADIM. Akab. Servant; and in India

their primitive forms of faith. applied to persons in charge of tombs, ,
mosques,

Bathudi 7,898 i Kol 10,9')0 ' ^te. In Arabia, it is a term applied to the servile

Bhuiya 18,481
|

I’an, ...... 19,827
;

I’uccH, and thereby denoting that they are polw-

BrahmanB, . . . 8,583 i Saont,* 7,172
!

ically and socially inferior to the native Arab.

Crond, . . . . . 19,407 iSavar, 5,125
j I’liey are only to be found in Yemen, and do not

Kbandait, . . . 22,225
j

j

(jxterid farther than the country of the Aseer on

It is one of the chief seats of the Bhuiya or : the north, and Balad-ul-Jeliaf on the east,—'in

Bhumiya, who are still dominant there. The fact, in that part of the country which included

Bhuiya of the plains, including the Saont, a the dominions proper of the ancient Himyaritem



• KHAF. KHATBAR.

L’obba. Physically, they differ considerably from Janarud, to the west of Peshawur, and twines

;be Arabs, and bear a resemblance to the races through the hills for about :>:j miles in a north-

vhich inhabit the African coast. They have westerly direction, till it debouches at Dhaka,
smooth hair, with a very dark complexion

;
their Jarnrud is 1670 feet above the sea

; Ali Masjid,

lose is aquiline, their lips thick
;
their stature is 243:)

;
Landi Khana, 2188

;
Landi Kotal, 3373

;

greater than that of the Arab ; the latter are thin Dhaka, 1404. Mr. Scott, of the Survey, says

ind angular, the former rounded, Avith a predis- the elevation of Janirud is 213:) feet, and if so,

losition to obesity. They arc considered in all these figures would be increased by 763 feet,

femeu in the same light as are tlic Pariah of The Khy bar (Khaibar) [lass is the most northerly

[ndia. They arc not admitted to eat with Arabs, of the passi's lojidlug between Afghanistan and
lor can a Khadim marry an Arab woman. Tlu‘y British India; Ihosci to the south are the Kurum,
ire musicians, blacksmiths, public ciiers, etc., the Giimal, and tlui Bolaii. 74ie Khaibar pass

ind their women have usually a lower stump of rises gradually from the east, but has a steep

iharacter than the men
;

considerable number.s declivity westward. At Ali Masjid it is merely
lock to Aden. It has bei'ii suggested that they the bed of a rivulet, with precipic(*s rising on
ire the remnant of the ancient Himyarites, or each side at. an angle of 70'\ Near Landi
:ho descendants of the Persian conquerors of Khana, it is a gallery 12 feetAvide; on one side

ifemen, but the legend related to M. d’Arnaud a perpendicular Avail, and on the otlier a deep
s probably more near the truth. J t is as follows

:
jirecipiee

;
and as it approaches the Kabul

’ When the Arabs succeeded in shaking off the territory it becomes more formidable. Nadir
Abyssinian yoke (which they did with the assist- Shall paid a sum of moiii'y to secure his passage
mce ,of the Persians), a iiumhcr of Ethiopian

i
through it. It was forced by (General Pollock on

amilios were scattered over the country. The
j

the oth A])ril 18-12, and has been repeatedly
Arabs, in order to perpetuate the rcniembrance ' occupied by the British since then.

)f tlitur victory, condemned them to the condition I'pon Ranjit v^inglfs excursion to PeshaAVur,

;)f serfs. Their chief men wore subjected to a the Kliaibari openetl tlie bands or barriers of the
nore infamous degradation,—they became barbers Bara river, an<l inundatefl his camp by night, and,
j’om father to son.’ Khadima, a Avoman-servant, prolitingby theconsetjuent confusion, they carried

he Avages of such male siTvaiits jire in many off much spoil and many liorses. The maharaja
Liastern countries very small, but they receive then precipitately left for liahore, having made
many presents, and this habit of irregular remii- only a stay of three days. Of the Khaibar tribes

aeration in lieu of ^lixed Avages has been held proper there are three great divisions,—thcAfridi,

by some observers to lead to tin' ])r('ser\'ation of the Shinwari, and the Orakzai. Of these, the

those domestic rolatiuiis that exist tlnjre betwei'ii Afridi, in their present locality, arc the more
masters and servants. In some respects they are numerous; the Shinwari, mon* disposed to the

uften familiar in their manners to their master, arts and traflic
;
and the Orakzai, the more orderly,

even laughing and joking Avitli him. In other.^, The Afridi occupy the eastern parts of the hills

they are very submissive, paying lurn the utmost nearest Pt'shawur, and the Shinwari the Avestem
honour, and bearing corporal chastisement from parts looking upon the valley of Jalalabad. The
liis hand Avith childlike patii'nce.—IXArnands les Orakzai reside in Tirali, intermingled Avith the

Akhlam de VYemen in PUujfair'x Aden; Lane's Afridi, and some of tlniii are found in the hills

Modern Llgyptians; UrijiiharCs Spirit of the East. S.W. of Peshawur. It Avas a inalik of this tribe

KHAF. a toAvn in Khorasaii, 112 miles Avest who conducted Nadir 8hali and a force of caA-'alry

of Herat, and 88 miles south-east of Turbat-i- by the routi' of (’liura and Tirali to Peshawur,

Haidari. It is between Turskish and Herat, and when the principal road tlirougli thii hills was de-

south of the road Avhich leads from Mashe<l to fended against liim. Tin' Shinwari, besides their

that city, is the district of Khaf. It is a miserable portion of the hills, have the lands immediately Avest

tract, with a climate very uncongenial from high of them, and some of the valleys of the Safed Koh
winds. It has been nciirly depopulated by the range. More Avestcrly still, under the same hill

Turkoman. The cast Iranians are (a) tlie Seges- range, they aie found south of Jalalabad, and are

taui or Khafi
; (?/) Char Aimak

;
(c) Tajak and there neighbours of the Khogani. Tliere are also

Sart, each of Avhich counts many subdivisions, .some of them in (ihorband, and tlicy dwell in

The principal number of the Segestau iieople great numbers bordering on Bajor to the north-

occupy Khaf and its neighbourhood Ruy, Tebbes, Avest, Avhere they are independent, and engaged
and Bin an. bi constant hostilities Avith the tribes of Bajor

KHAFTAN. Pkrs. A short cloak Avorn in and of Kafiristan. The Khaibari, like other rude

Kabul and on the frontier, Avith a hood. Pathan tribes, have their malik or chiefs, but the

KHAG. Hind. The horn of a rliinoccros; authority of tliese is very limited, and every

also a village bounejary mark, of a pillar or individual has a voice in juiblic affairs, and it

mound. W, often happens that a iianawAti, or deliberation on

KHAGAN, a village in lat. 34° 46' If/' N., and any business, terminates in strife amongst them-
long. 75® 14' 15" E., in a mountain valley in the selves. The portions of the Afridi and Shinwari

Hazara district of tiie Panjab, 60 miles long and tribes Avho inhabit the defiles of Khaibar, through

^5 broad, stretching into the mountain region, which the road leads from PeshaAvur to the JalaL
It is the most northern part of British India. abad A'alley, are but inconsiderable as to numbers.

KHAH. Panj. A stout cloth made of asses’ Under the Saddozai princes, they received an
hair in Amritsar. annual allowance of Ks. 12,000 on condition of

khaibar or Khybar, a pass leading from the keeping the road through their country open, and
Peshawur district of the Panjab into Afghanistan ;

abstaining from plunder. They called themselves,
centre of pass being in lat. 34° 6' N., and long, therefore, the servants of the king. It is boasted
71° 5' B. The Khaibar pass commences near that the Afridi tribe can muster 40,000 fighting
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KHAI-KHIEW. KHAJ^

men. On various occasions, when their strength has family. Area, 940 square miles; population, i

been exhibited, from 2000 to 6000 men assembled. 1872, 122,264.

—

Hunter.

The Khaibar mountains appear at first irregularly KIIAIKAT. Arab., Hind., Pkrs, Charitj

grouped, but the distinct arrangement of a chain alms.

is afterwards observable. The hills generally KlIAIUPUR, chief town of the Khairpur State

consist of slate and limestone, with overlying Sind, situated on the ^firwali canal, about 1

Biindstone. There are four passes through this miles east of llie river Indus
;

lat. 27° 31' 31

range. Like all roads through ranges of inoun- N., and long. 6H" 48' 30" 10. Tlie State belongin

tJiins, the Khaibar pass is chii'fiy the b{‘d of a to the Talpur family is 120 miles long and 7

torrent, liable to be fillc<l by a .sudden fall of rain, broad. It ron.sists of a great alluvial plaii

but at the other times dry, with the excej)tion of bordering on the Indus, and watered by eanalfi

a winding rill .«upi)lied by springs. 'Fhe water is Pojudation (1872), 130,360. AVith the exceptioi

Said to be unwholesome. of the fertile stiiji watered by the Indus and tin

The Shinwaii have eight clans. Of tlu'se, Eastern Nara (a canal which follows an old be(

the Zakha an^ the more powerful in lighti of tlie Indus), the remainder of the area is i

strength, and the Kuki can brijig into the field continuous s(*ries of sandhill ridges covercu

more than .‘>000 men. The combined force of with a stunted biiisliwood, wlu-rc cultivation i

these two clans wouhl muster close on 10,000 altogether im})()ssiblc. The country gencrall;

men ;
but they arc scattered over a very comsider- is exceedingly arid, sterile, and desolate ii

able tract of country. Tin^ Kuki dwell neare.st aspect.

the frontier, their permanent home is in the Para The Hindu inhabitants are principally Sod{

valley, which would afford an admiral)lc liill Tlmkurs or Rajputs, who inhabit the extrenn
station for European troops. During the winter eastern part of the State.— Tmp. (Jaz.

the Kuki move down from this exposed piosition IvHAISA (IHAR, or the Takht-i-Suliman, ii

and establish their quarters at and near tin* seen to the west of Debra. It is a irjagnilicen

eastern entraiiee to the* Khaibar, which they bill, famed in traditionary lore as the spot or

occupy as far as Mi Masjid and the caves of which the ark rested, and for being the paren
Kajurnai. The Kuki have' earned during the last .seat of the Afghan races. Its Irabitable parts an
20 years a reputation for friendliness. Their occupied by the Slierani, wIjo also hold tin

principal trade consists in sufiplying frontier inferior liills bcdwecn it and the plain.s. They have

stiitious with lirew'ood. The Zakha have always for neighbours th(‘ Mikrani, their colleagues ir

been noted for their eunniug and boldn(‘Rs as maramling expeditions, and of equally infaniour

marauders. Holding the northern suh's of the reputation.—M<is'son\s Jourm ifs, i. p. 47.

Khaibar to as far .MS I.atidi Kotal, they have ever KIPA.JA. Pf.us. OftiMi writiem and pro-

taken the load in all the hostile acts to travellers nounred Kirwajaand Khoja, a man of distinction,

and trade which have earned for the Khaibar such a rich merchant, a doctor, a teacher, a school-

a sinister reputation, 'fhe treaty of Gandamak, m.aster. Kli’aja - .s.Mra, a domestic servant, a

in May 1879, left the Khaibar tribes for the eunuch. Kh’aja kardan, to castrate. It is some-
future umler British control.

—

]f. and iV. IK /’ (iines prefixed to an individuars name, as tht

ii. p. 126-135; Imp. Odz.
; {ujnes Personal Engli.sh word inast(*r, or is addres.sed to a person,

iY«7Tafii7’, p. 232 ;
Massons Journey^ \, pp. 171- as we should s.My, sir. It is the Gojia of the Arabian

181; MoorcrofCs Travels^ i. p. 358; Mohnn LaVs Nights, often now written Khoja. The torni has not

Traeels^ p. 343. been much introdiiceil into tlie Hindustani laii-

KHAI-KHIEU" of Assam, a briglit yellow root gnage of India, and is only used as a prefix to tht

of a creeper. names of certain Muliammadan saints, and undci
KHAIRABAD, the princijial towm of the Sita- the pronunciation of Khoja to all eunuchs, who

pur district of Oudh, situated 6 miles south-east an? also styled Aga.
of Sitapur, the civil station and cantonment of KHAJA or Khoja is a titular appellation of

the district, in lat. 27^ .31' 3(i" N., and long. 80'' a <-cct of Muhammadans, who say that they
47' 35" E. The pargana was originally in the emigrated from Persia. They are a sect of Lsmaili

possession of the Pasi tribe, who were ousted by M»hammadan.s, are tlimefore heterodox Shiahs;
the Bais and Kayasth-s

;
but their descendants for, while the bsmaili lielieve.s only in seven Imam,

still hold many villages in the pargana.

—

Imp. tlie Khaja continues the liiu' down to the present

Gaz. day. Aga Khan, who was a pensioner of the

KHAIRABAD, a large village, now in ruims. Britisli (ioverninent at Bombay, was their Imam.
The river of Khairabad issues from the Snowy He died April 1881, aged 81, and was succeeded

Range in an E.N.E. direction. It lias a broad and by his son. They reject Abubakr, Umar, and
pretty deep bed. It is the Ab-i-Shirin (sweet Usman, and reverence Ali, Hasan, Husain, Zain-

water) mentioned in Timur's route, perhaps the ul-Abidin, Miiliammad-i-Bakr, and Imam Jafar-

Arosis of the ancients, and the river of Hindian i-Sadifj. They are in general illiterate, but have

of the present day
;
the Hindian akso, but erron- invented a wi itten character for themselves, in

eously, is called the 'lab. From the Khairaba<l whicli they liave transcribed the Koran. Sir

river to Behbehan is a distance of thretj farsang Erskino Perry, however, says the Khaja race,

(eleven miles); the first in a north-west direction, Ny their own traditions, were converted from

across a very rugged country, abounding in Hinduism about 400 years ago by a Fir named
selenite or foliated gypsum

;
the two hast, west-

|

8udr Din (Qu. Sadr-ud-Diii), and it is stated that

w'ard, over a level, well-cultivated country.

—

De
|
the Bhattya is the Hindu clan from which they

JJode's Luristan., pp. 260, 261. were converted. Aga Khan, who claimed to bo

KHAIRAGARH, a tributary State in the Raipur head of the tribe, was a pretender to the throne

district of the Central Provinces
;

the ruling of Persia, and afterwards headed a l3ody of free

family is Raj Gond, related to the Garha Mandla lances, with whom he did good service along with

-HO



KHAJA. ‘ KHAJA BAHA-ud-DIN.

tho troops under Sir Charles Napier. When he with introductions from Ambala native firms,

claimed tribute as head of the Khajas, he had to they began a connection with wholesale merchants

show his pedigree and prove his descent. It was in Dehli. The Khaja travel in small bands under
men of this sect who so kindly assisted Mr. Stanley a jemadar or headman, who is usually allowed

when on his search for Idvingstone. credit to the extent of "Jij per cent, on his cash

The Shiah branch of the Muhammadan creed, purchases. They visit thfi villages in the winter

whenever settled amongst anti-religionists, alwayj^ months, and give credit to any villager to whose
hol<l as a tenet. an<l rigidly adhere to the practice identity and respectability the patel testifies. In

called Takeyyah, i.c. the systematic concc'almont the harvest time they return to collect their

of everything tliat concerns their faith, history, accounts, and by May they are to be found at home,
ciistoins, and, in a word, any peculiarities tlie dis- —iiiGnjeratand Sialkot. The Khaja are .said to be

closure of which might be attended with nn- scrupulously punctual in tfieir payments to the Dehli

Peasant consequences. In Honibay they are, firms, ami their agents in (Calcutta and Bombay,
generally speaking, wealthy traders, and their in- to whom they introduce themselves by letters

iliience is not to be measured by tlicir numbers, from the imperial city. Should a jemadar fail to

v/hich are only estimated at 1400 families in and meet his obligations, his brotlier-traders subscribe

around the city of Jiomhay. In Kattyawar they the atnonnt. No accusation of usurious practices

nave some 5000 families, in Sind 3000. Cutch is is made against them, and their books are freely

another great Khaja centre. Tliey have 800 or 900 open for inspection. There are eight hundred
families at Zanzibar, tin' trade of which tliriving iJcdlars in the trade.

island is mainly in their hands
;
and all along the K1IA.JA APPAK. The rulers of Kasteni

seaboard of Kastorii Afiica, Kastern Arabia, and 3'nrke.stan have always been ^luhammadaii from
m bf)tli sides of tho Persian Gulf, the Khaja have the time of Taghalaq Tinuir, wlu) was, we are told,

established themselves in regular colonies. Tin* tin? first Muhammadan sovereign of Kashgar of

book whicli from the beginning has been their the lineage of Chengiz. Buddhism indeed was
accepted scripture, was given them by Pir Sudr found still prevalent in the cities of Turfaii and
Din, through whom they were convcTted, and Kamil at the time of tlic embassy of Shah Kiikh

contains in its ten cha])ters an account of ten in- in 1419, and probably did not become extinct

carnation.^. The fir.st nine treat of the incarnation much before the end of the century. But, in the

of Vishnu, tho tentli of the incarnation of the
|

western states, Muhammadanism seems to have

Most Holy Ali. Their religion is oonseipnuitly a ' been universal fiaun an earlier (late, and maintained

strange jumbh' of creiMls, and it is said tliat with fanatical zeal. Saintly tcaichers and workei’S

tlie majority of Khaja lefuse to believi* in the of miracles, claiming descent from Mahomed,
ellicacy of jirayer. 'I'hc idea of tlie incania- and known as Khaja or Khoja, acquired groat

tion of Aga Khan had of late years lieen almo.st inllueiice, and the .secrelaries attached to the chiefs

entirely conlined to the women of the com- of these divided the people into rival factions,

iiiimity, and had led, it is rumoured, to curious whose mutual hostility eventually led to the sub-

customs. jugatioii of the whole country. For, late in the

The 'annual tribute Aga Khan received from seventeenth century, Khaja Appak, the leader

liis followers in Bombay alone amounted to of one of those parties called the White Mountain

a lakh of rupees. From tinu' to time an effort (having been expelled from Kashgar by Ismail

to escape this heavy tax has been made by the Khan, the chief of that state, who was a zealous

more veninresome members of the eommunity. supporter of tlie opposite party or Black Moiin-

Ahout 1<S50, four Khojas, who disputeil the^ tain), sought the aid of Galdan Khan, soviuvign

supremacy of the Aga, were murdered in the of the Fleiith or Kalmiik of Zaiigaria. Taking

streets of Mahim. But tlie murderers were the occasion .so afforded, that cliief in 1(178 in-

hanged, and since then the Khoja people have vaded the states south of the Tian Shan, carried

haijit for tlieir rights only with such weapons off tho Khan of Kasligar and his family, and estab-

as lulls ill the Fnglish ^^upiauiie Court of Bombay, lisliod the Khaja of tlie White Mountain over the

Implications and rejoinders drawn up by Knglish country in authority subordinate to his own.

counstd learned in the law, caste meetings and Great discords for many years succeeded, some-

oiit-castingsafter the orthodox 11 imlu fa.shion. In times one, sometimes another, being uppermost,

a famous trial of IMOO the right -i of Aga Khan but some supremacy always continuing to be

ail spiritual head of tho Khaja r-omnmnity were exercised by the khans of Zaiigaria. In 1757

m.slahlished, as well as his power to initiate sen- the latter country was conquered by the Chinese,

toiices of excommunication. But the question who, in the following year, making a tool of

'Was revived with rcfeiiuice to a Khaja murder the White i>arty, which was then in opposition,

case of 1878, and a (5)nimisaion was then a])- succeeded in bringing the states of Turk-

pointed by Government to examine the claims of estan^also under their rule.— Cathaij, ii.

tlie increasing body of dissentients, and to draw p. 3;)7.

Up fresh rules and regulations for the guidance
^

KHAJA BAHA-ud-DIN, of Nakshband,

alike of the ruler and tlie ruled. The Commission instituted a class of ^Inhamniadan mendicants or

Had no very practical result. Ag.i Ali I8hah sue- fakirs, who go alioiit with a lighted lamp in one

ceeiled to the anomalous position occupied hand and sing verses in honour of their prophet.

Hy hk fiiiher.— Burton's Scinde; Bird's Eye They are called Nakshbandi fakir. He took the

liviucic. appellation of Khaja Nakshband, and was the

khaja, a pedlar race of the Panjah, probably founder of the orderof Nakshbandi darvesheswhich
tlie Khoja sect of Sind andthe Bombay Presidency, still prevail in India, Turkey, and Tartary. His
uidustrious and straightforward dealers. The first descendants to this day generally prefix the word

them established a good business by selling Khaja to their names, and distinguish themselves
cloth among the villages on the Simla road. Then, by the appellation of Nakshbandi, Khaja is a



KHAJA BANDA NAWAZ. KHAK.

term of honour usually applied to persons who
are eminent either for their sanctity or learning.

The literal meaning of Nakshband is fixing an
impression

; and the term was figuratively adopted
by Baha-ud-Din.— Wils,

KHAJA BANDA NAWAZ, the name of a
Miiliammadan saint.

KHAJA KHIZR. In Bengal, Muhammadan
women, on the last Thursday of the month Bha<lon,

set afloat a small raft, bearing a paper or tinstd

boat, in honour of Khaja Kliizr, in fulfilment of a
vow. It is sometimes a small lamp filled with
cocoanut oil, and placed in an (‘arthen dish adorned
with a wreath of flowers. The lamp is lighted

and committed to the stream, while the fair devotee

anxiously watches its juogress down tlu* current.

On the banks of the (langes and Hoogly, along

the strand at Calcutta, great numbers thus make
their offerings,

—

‘The maid or matron, as she throws
Champac or lotus, Jiel or rose,

Or sends the (luivering light afloat,

In .shallow Clip or j)ajiev boat.

Prays for a parent’s peace or wealth,
Prays for a child’s .success or liealth,

For a fond hushand hreathes a ]»rayer,

For progeny their loves to share.

For what of good on earth is given
To lowly life, or hope in heaven.’

—n. IL ;
'I'rareh of a Hindoo^ ii. p. 404.

See Khizr.

KHAJA KCTUB-ud-DlX, of Ouse, in Persia,

has a great name in the chronicles of Muham-
madan sainthood, lie was the guide and apostle

of Altanish .

—
'frawls of o Hindoo^ ii. ]>. 181.

KHAJA MUTN-ud-DlN, the oldest Muham-
madan saint in India. Ilis dargah is in Ajmir.

He was born in Segistan, and died in a.d.

at Ajmir. He belonged to the (diisliti sect of

Muhammadans. The Moglnil cmpcror.s often

visited his tomb, especially Akbar and Jahangir.

His tomb was visited by the emperoi’ Akbar to

implore male offspring. The shrine is of white

marble, and is visited alike by Hindus and
Muhammadans .— Calcvtia Rto ini\ January 1871,

p. T2.

KHAJAN. Hrxi). Marshy or meadow land

on the sea-coast.

KHAJUNAH, a dialect spoken on the N.W.
frontier of British India, w'horc three dialects are

ill use, called Shina, Khajumih, and Arniya. The
Shina dialect is spoken by the peopl(‘S of Astor,

Gilgit, and, lower down, in Chelas, Darel, Kohli,

and Palas, on botli V»!iijks of the Indus
;

the

Khajunah, by the people of Hunza and Nager; i

and the Arniya in Yasan and Chitral. Astor has

an area of 1600 square miles on the left bank of

the Indus. Gilgit, in Tilietaii Gyilgyid, has an
area of 2500 square rnik's on the right bank of

the Indus. The Dard or Durd are suppose*! by
Vigne to be the Dadictn of Herodotus,

and the people who now occupy the county called

Dardu. See Dard.

KHAJL'R. Akab., Him, Peps. A date;

also the date tree, Phoenix dactylifera, and the

wild date, Elate sylvestris or I\ sylvestris. Khajiiri,

Hind., is the Phamix humilis, and Pindi-khajur is

P. acaulis. Khajur munj is the fibre of the palm
leaf. Khajuran, Hind., a sweetmeat.
KHAJURA. Hind. A concrete or tuffa of

&e.

lAJURAHU, an ancient and now decayed

town in Ch’hatarpur State, Bundelkhand, N.'W

Provinces, famous for its magnificent architectun

remains. Population about 900.^ It is situate

at the south-east corner of the Kliajur Sagar o

Ninora Tal lake. It was the ancient capital of th

Ohandel dynasty, is about 125 miles W.S.W. o

Allahabad, and 150 miles S.E. from Gwalior. 1

has in and around it about thirty temples, th

most beautiful in form as well as the most clegan

ill detail of any of the temples now standing ii

India. They w ere erected simultaneously in thi

lull century, and are nearly equally dividec

among three religions,—Jaina, Saiva, and Vaish
nava. Each group has one shrine greater thai

the rest, roiiml whicli the smaller ones are clustered

In the Saiva groups it is the Kandarya Mahadeva
in the N'aishnava it is the Rama Chandra

;
and ii

the Jaina group it is the .liiianatha. The Pars
w'anatha Jaina tempi*' lias a rich base, the Gantha
is the Bell temple, and tlie Chaonsat Jogini ha
sixty-four cells. Numerous inscriptions of th*

(Ohandel kings have been discovered at varioii

places in tlie lu'ighbourliood. Upwards of twenU
Bmiples still stand in the town, and the ruins o

at h'ast as muny more bear w’itness to its forme:

greatness. On one side General Cunninghan
counted over eight hiimlred statues of half life

size, an*l eight seul])tured elephants of like prO'

portions. 'Plie inner shrine of this edifice con
stituted in itself a splendid temple, and wai

crowded with figures. Captain Burt notice*

seven large temjiles of ex*juisite carving, whos*
ni(‘(4iani(3al construction adapte*! them to last fo'

almost indefinite perio<ls. Most or all of thes*

noble buildings must be referre*! to the grea

Chaiidel <lyiias(y, who iule*l at Rhajurahu, appar
ently from a.d. 841 to A.D. 1157. The moderi
village contains only about 100 houses. The firsi

j)art of one inscription is of date Sainvat 1010
A.D. 902; the last part, Samvat 117J or 1000
The character u.sed in the inscription is callei:

the Kakmia, and in the 11th and 12tli eenturicf

appears to have prevailed from Cuttack to Sheka-
wati. It contains an invocation to 8iva and othei

of the Hindu *lcities. The inscription is ehiefl}

in honour of Banga (by his son). The kings ol

Oudh and Ceylon attend to do liim homage, an*i

his captives are the wives of the kings of Andhra.
Radha, and Anga! (Banga, of course), eulogizeci

by the Brahmans, because he built dwellings

f*)r them, and gave them lands, and piously ended

liis <lays, aged 109, by drowning himself at thr

junction of the Jumna and Ganges, as did als*]

the Jkahman minister of his father and grand-

fathi'r. The inscription had twice before been

engraved in irregular characters, and it was only

in A.D. 1016 that it was put into proper Deva
Nagari. The story of creati*)ii from Brahma and

the egg i.s told. The influence of the moon on the

tides is alluded to. The inscription alludes to a

passage in the Mahabharata, in which Siva ia

represented to have given his own flesh to a hawk,

in-stead of a bird which had sought refuge with

him. This story is told of Buddha more tliaii

1500 years before this time. — Imp, Gaz,

;

Soc. viii. p. 176.

KHAK. Pkbs. Earth, dust. Khaki and

Khuki-dud’hia, of the colour of earth, grey colour.

Khak-i-Balkh, two mounds near to the

Hissar in Kabul. Khakrob, a sweeper, a

menial servant of the lowest class, also the
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sweeper of a village, acting at times as a watch-

man, a guide, a police spy, one of the village

establishment

KHAKAN. Turk. A khan, a chief, identical

with the Greek Xaganos.

khaki, a sect of Vaishnava Hindus founded

by Kil, a disciple of Krishna Das. They apply

ashes of cow-dung to their dress and persons.

They are not numerous, and seem to be confined

to the vicinity of Farrakhabad, at Ilanuinan-Gliur

in Oudh
;
but the Satnadh or spiritual throne of

thc'founder is at Jaipore. The residents in towns
dress like otlier Vaisluiava, but tliose who lead a
wandering life go either naked or nearly so,

smearing their bodies with the pale grey mixture
of ashes and earth. I’hey wear the data or braided

hair, after the fashion of the votaries of Siva.

They are derived from Jhimanand, but not immedi-
ately.

—

Wilson.

KHAKI. JliNi). A kind of hemp resin or
charras.

KHAKSI, of Nepal, a shrub thc leaf of whicli

answers the purpose of emery or sandpaper,
giving a fine polish to the harder woods.

—

Smith's

Nepal^ p. 68.

KHAL, a Ladakh land measure, being land for

which one Khal of se<‘(l is sufficient. The word
seems to mean only a load of any kind, and is

apparently the sanuj as the Indian Khara or

Khari, a measure of 20 bhara.

K’HAL, also Kffiala. Hind. A water-course,

natural or artiticial, a lagoon. Khalari, a saltpan.

KHAL. Hind. A skin or hide. Klial-po, a
tanner.

KIIAL, Hind. Oil -cake, tlie refuse of thc

mill after expression of the oil.

KHALA. Hint). A threshing-floor.— W.
KHALAJ. Turk. Froporly Klialij, a sword.

KlIATiASl. UiND. A sailor, tent pitcher,

Muhammadan labouri'V.— IT.

KHALASSAT-ul-AKIllUU, or Epitome of

History, a book written by Khundainir, the literary

name of Ghaias-ud- l)in-biii-llumam-ud-Din.

One of his books is entitled Ilabib-iia-sayar-'li

Afrad-ul-Bashar, that is to .say, ‘ the curious

part of the lives of illustrious men.’ It is a
history which he extracted from that which his

father Mirkhond liad composed, and entitled

llauzat-us-Safa, but to which he matlc augmenta-

tions. He dedicated ibis book to thc sccn;tary

of state of the king of Persia, Shah Ismail

Safavi, who gave him the name of llabib-Allah

;

and for tliat reason the book had the name Habib
given to it in the year a.i». loOS, Hijira 927,

ill the reign of J^ewis mi.—Ilhforji of (Jeiujhix

f'on, p. 422.

KHALATA-TCHOLI, a sandy desert on the

route frojii Khiva to Jlokhara, and about HX)

miles from Khiva. It is also styled J an-Batirdigan,

or life-destroyer. It is only traversed in the

winter when thc Karakol route is infested by
Turkomans, who, when the Oxiis i.s frozen, travci’so

the country in all directions.

—

Colldt, Khiva.

KHALAUTI. Hind. A low-lying rice country.

KHALPAH. Hajji Khalfah, a learned Mu-
jiammadan, author of a great bibliographical

lexicon, containing an account of every work of

importance in Arabic, Persian, and Turkish, with
yHef notices of the authors. It was edited by
Flugel.

KHALGI or Khulgi, f^ERS. The ornament

of the bridle of a man of rank, is usually of

silver with a feather, and stands on the head-stall

between the horse’s ears.

—

Malcolm's Central
India^ i. p. 229.

KHALI, under the jinswar system of revenue,
a large rick-yard, where* the jwoduce of all the

village fields is collected and threshed.

KHALID, a Bedouin tribe. The Beni Khalid

in Niebuhr’s time were one of the most powerful
tribes of- Arabia. They conquered the country of

Lachsa, and advanced to the sea.

KMAIdD-ibn-ul-WALID was the conqueror of

Syria. He joined Muhammad in the 8th year of

the Hijira. 8ee Masailrna.

KHALIFAH. Arah. A ruler, king, deputy,

a title a.ssuiiie(l ])y the successors of Mahomed,
who posse.ssed ab.solute authority in civil and
religious matter.s. Abubakr, wlio succeeded
Maliomed, was the fir.st to arlopt it, styling him-
self Klialifah Itasiil Allah, Vicegerent of the

Apostle of God; and this, together with Amir-ul-
Momanin, CornmandiT of the Faithful, which the

khalif Omar assumed, was the principal title of

all th(‘ reigning ])riiice8 from the Hijira in A.i).

622 till the taking of Baghdad a.d. 1258.
Khalifat is thc dominion.

A. Tile four first khalifs.

Abubakr, . . a.d. fiH2
{

Osniriii, . . . a.d. fi44

Omur, O.'U
|
Ali, Gr>l>

lb ITouse of Onimaya.

Muawia, A.D. 661
Yeziil, son of do., 680
Muawia ii., aon of Wdd, 688
Merwan I., 688
Al)d-ul-Malik, aon of Jllerwan, .... 68.5

Walid, son of Abd-ul-Malik, .... 705
SuHman, do. do,, .... 715
Oinar-ibn-Abdul Aziz, 717
Yezid IT., son of Abd-ul-Malik, . . . 720
Hlshani, <lo. do., .... 724
AValid II., .son of Yezid IT., .... 743
Vezid III., son of AValid l., .... 744
Merwan il., 744

(b Hou.se of Abbas, the period of I’ersiaii ascendency.

Abdallah-iis-Saffa, ...... 750
Abu dufar-ul-AIansur, brotbor of u.s-Safi'ii, . 754
Muliainmad-ul-AIalidi, son of ul-AIan.sur, . . 775
Mu.sa-uMIadi, .son of ul-aAlahdi, . . . 785
Haruii ur-Ilashid, 786
MuIiamTuad-uI-Ainin, .son of ITarun-ur-HitsIiitl, 800
Abdullab-ul-Mainun, . . . . . 813
Rasim-ul-Mutusini, ...... 833
Hanni-ul-\NA\tbik, son of Kasim-ul-Atutasiin, . 842
dafar-ul'Arutawakkil, 847

1). Decline of the khalifat during the tyranny of thc
Tnrkisli J bodyguard.

Muhammad 111 AIunta.sir, .son of ul-Mutawakkil, 861

Ahmad-ul Atustain, 862
jMuhaminad-ul-Mutaz, son of ul-Arutawukkvl, . 866
Muhammad-ul-Muhtadi, son of nl-AYathik, . 869
Ahmad-ul-Alutami<l, son of ul-.Mutawakkil, . 870
Ahma<l-ul-Alutadhui, nepliew of Ahma<l-ul-

Miitamid, 892
Ali-ul-Muktaii, son of AEuladhin, . . IKVJ

.lafir-ul-Muktadir, do. ilo., . . . 907

Muhammad-ul-Kabir, do. do., . . . 932
Ahraad-uMlhadi, son of Aluktailir, . . . 934
Ibrahim-ul-Muttaki, do. do., . . . 940

E. During the ascendency of the l^ouide princes,

A.D. 94.5 (A. If. 334), A.D. 1.050 (A.il. 447).

TTl-lMufadhl-ul-Moti, son of Muktadir, . . 944
Abd-uI-Karim, son of ul-Moti, . , . , 974
Ahmad nl-Katlar, son of predecessor, . . 992
Abdallah-ul-Kaira, do. do., . . 1031

F. From rise of the Seljuk dynasty to the destruction
of Baghdad.

Muhammad-ul-Muktadi, son of predecessor, . 1071
Ahmad-ul'Mustazhir, do. do,, , . 1094m
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Fadhl-ul-Mustarshed, son of predecessor,
Mansur-ur-Rashid, do. do., .

Muhammad-ul-Muktafi, son of ul-Mustnzhir, .

Yusuf-ul-Mustaujid, son of predecessor, .

UMIasan-ul-Mustadln, do. <lo., .

Ahmad-ul-Nasar, do, do., .

Muhammad-uz-Zahir, *do. do., .

Abu Jafar-ul-Mustanzir, do. do.,

Abdallah-ul-Mutasiin, do. do..

Destruction of Baghdad by Hulakii, graiulson of
CUengiz Khan,

KHALTFAH.

122G
1242

12.08

The Shiah sect of Muhainiiiadans hold as a tenet

that on Mahoiiied'.s (Jeiniso Ali ou^ht to have been
elected the first klialifah. Many of tins sect

regard Ali as having so succeeded, and smaller
sub-sects of the Sliiah religionists believe in the
incarnations of Ali uj» to the present day.

The Muhaiumadans of the Sunni sect have
largely adopted the belief that in a.l>. 12{);{ a
descendjuit of Abn Jaiar (oh. 122G) appeared
in Egyid, and was recognised by Bibars, the

Maiiduk sovereign, as klialifah. And that in

A.i). 1017, wlieii Selim i. of (hjnstantinojde over-
threw the Cairen klialifah, Matawakkal b’ Allah,

Selim obtained the transfer to himself of the

khalifat, and with it the sw'ord and mantle of

Mahomed, from \vhioh time the mantle has been
a standard. This yioint lias been discussed as

A.D. 1118 his master. Arrived at Medina, he was directec

•
liiq H presence of the khalif, who, dressed ir

. 11(50
was reclining fast asleep and

1170 nnattended beneath a iialrn tree. The simple life

1180 of one whose fame had filled the whole world,
122.5 and still more the discourse which Omar addressed

to him on waking up, made so profound an im-
pression upon the Greek ambassador, that he there
embraced the iMuhammadan faith. The contrast
between the unassuming manners of the early
khalifs and the arrogance and luxury of the later
commanders of the faithful in their palaces at
Damascus or Baghdad, was striking. Arabic annals
are full of exam])les of this, and tho incident of
the entry of Umar into Jerusalem clad in a rough
mantle, and leiwling his own camel, like the
poorest desert Arab, is familiar to all readers of
the history of the Holy City.

The third khalif was Osman or Othman, on
W'hose murder Ali succeeded. Ali was surnamed
‘^the ever-victorious lion of God,’ hut liis succession
marked the beginning of troubles. He was accused
of having instigated Uthman’s assassination. 0th-
man’s bloody shirt was conveyed to Syria, and
displayed on the j)riin*ipal mosque of Damascus, to
incite the Syrian army to revenge. 50,000 men,
said the nicssengin* who conveyed these tidings to

regards British India, because the Muhamimulans
|

Ali at Medina, ari‘ assembled about the robes of
there have never iutroducc<l into their Friday | Othman, whoso clnioks and board.s have never
service at the mo.sque, nor yearly at the Idgah,

the name of any British sovereign, but sometimes
have prayed for the emperor of Dehli, tlie Sultan
of Rum ((Joiistantinoplu), the iSharif of Mecca, or,

indefinitely, the ruler of the age. On these points

it may be remarked that it is held to be an es.sential

principle in the establishment of tlicoflice that there

shall be only one khalifali at the same time, and the

office is acknowledged by all parties to be elective

and not hereditary. Also the Sunni sect and the

Wahabee consider that the klialifah should be of

the Quraish tribe, and the Shiah .sect even hold

that he should be a descendant of Mahomed.
Tlie Wahabee st et, wdien Sana took Mecca and

Medina in 1801, regaivh'd tlie Sultan of Turkey
as a usurper. This (question lias <livided Muliam-
inadaiis up to the ])reseiit day.

On the death of MalioiiKMl, the people of ^ledina

suggested that tliey should elect one leader, and
Mecca another; but this was not ado{)(ed; and
under the three khalifs, who were siiecessn'cly

acknowledged by the -whole Muhammadan woihl,
Aral) armies poured across the riortlnnii sandy
waste into Syria and I’alestine. A few sieges, a
few fierce battles, and these ricli provinces were
lost to the empire of Byzantium, tliu ainnent

Sassanian dynasty was crushed on the field of

Kadesia, ainl Pmsia was added to the khalifat.

Ill le.ss than three years the Arabs were masters

of Egypt.

The elected successor of Mahomed was Abubakr.

been <lry from tears, and whose eyes liave never
ceased from w(‘eping blood since the hour of that
prince’s atrocious murder. They have drawn
their swords with a solemn pledge never to
return them to the scalihard, nor cease from
monrning, until ilioy liav(^ extirpated all con-
cerned in that detested 'tran.saetion. Simul-
taneously wdtli this movement in Syria, Tolha
and Zobeir, two of the most renowned warriors
among the Arabs, ainl Ayaslia, the favourite wife
of .Mahomed, repaired to Bussora, and raised the
standard of rebellion against the authority of Ali.

But AH, though deficient in political ability, and
w’anting in the tact requisite to conciliate rival
and turbulent factions, was an unrivalled soldier
on the ti(dd of battle. He placed himself at the
head of 5)O,()0U men, and advanced in the direction
of Bussora. In the battle of the (.’amel, 17,000
Arabs arc said to have fallen. Tolha ami Zobeir
were both killed, and Ayaslia became a prisoner
in the power of Ali. He treated her with the
utmost courtesy and forbearance, and caused her
to be escorteil to Mecca. Tliis signal victory
made Ali the undiK])ute(l sovereign of Irak,

Ek^ypl't Arabia, Persia, and Khorasan
;
but the

Syrian army remained implacable; and Arnru,
the conqueror of Egypt, in the presence of the
whole army, acknow ledged ^loawyab, son of Abu
bus.siaii, as the lawful khalif and prince of the
inashnin. Ali attacked the Syrian host on the
])laiii of SufTein. Victorious again and again in

Omar was the second khalif. His time was a
i
the hattlefiehl, he allowed himsdno be ou^^^^

period of great extension of Muhammadanism.
|

in diplomacy, and in the month of Ramzan a.H.
The battle of Kadesia was fought and won by his

" ’ '

gemual baad, and put an <‘nd to the J’ersiaii

empire of the Parsec. He imposed the khiraj on
8yna, and died and was buried at Jeruiialeiii,

where his tomb still is.

40, the career of Ali was brought to a close by
the dagger of an assassin, and Moawyah became
the undisputed khalif. In all the mosques wher-
ever the iMuhammadan doctrines prevailed, the

, , , t . ,

*imne8 of Ali ami of all his family were regularly
When Omar had achieved the triumphs which cursed upon all occasions of public worahip.

consolidated the power of El Islam, an ambassador His death was followed nine years after by that
from the Byzantine emperor came to Arabia to of his eldest son Hasan, poisoned by his own wife,

pay homage to the great conqueror on the part of at the instigation, it is said, of Moawyah ;
and
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after a lapse of two years, his second son Husain
crowned the misfortunes of his family by his

bloody death on the plains of Karbala, on the

tenth day of the month Maharrain A.ii. 61. Yezid,
j

Hon of Moawyah, was the reigning khalif at the *

time of the murder of Husain, 'that event was
the signal for rebellious outbreaks in all parts of

his dominions. The martyred Husain became a
watchword which again and again deluge* I Avith

blood the empire of tlio khalifs, and ultimately

brought it to ruin, and lias ever sineo separated

the Muhammadans into two sects, embued with a

latter hatred, Avhich up to tlie present moment,
even umler the strong power of the British, is

ever liable to evince itself in outbreaks, needing
armed intervention to be ready at hand. At
jireseiit the only ruling house of the <lescendants

jf Ali is tlie Asof Jalii in Hyderabad in the
Dekhan, which lias been in existence for nearly

200 years .— Oihbou ; Lnttv ; Osborns Islam;
Osborns Khalifs; Sir (I. Jiirdirood ; J)r. Jiadrjer ;

Kjornsfjerna's Jh'itish Kinjoir. in the Kast^ p. 07

;

Bunsen, ii. p. 1.50. See Ali Ilahi; Ismaili; Khaja;
Kliutbali

;
Slahomed.

KHAJilKAH-ul-AKBAli, (lud’s vicegerent, a

title given to Adam.
KHAIJJ. Hind. The ]i]ieasaiits, Gallophasis

albocristatus, Horslicldii, niid Melanotus.

KHALIL, a grandson of Tiiinir, on whose
demise Khalil, at 8amarcand, deidared himself

emperor.

KHALIL, an Afghan trila* mar the moutli of

the Khaibar pass, Ib’sliawnr and tlie hills which
suiTOund it are ^icojiled liy various Afghan races.

MS Yusufzai and Moliiiiund in the mirth and west,

Khalil and othm-.s in the centre, and Afridi,

Kiiattak, and otliers in tlie south and oast.

Arhab, plural Arabie. uf Kali, lord, is the title

assumed by the chiefs of the Klialil, Molimand,

ami other trilies on the Beshawur frontier.

KHALIT.-ALLAIL Aiiab. Friend of God,
the reverend ilesigiiation of Abraliam. Tlic

Messiah is the Ruli-Allali or Si>irit of God, and
Moses the Kalam Allah or AVord of God.

KHALI MAHAINA, a term for the tenth

month of the Muhammadan year, without festival.

KHALIS, a district and a canal w id eh is cut

from tlie Diala to the 'rigris. The district of

Khalis is situated to the north of Baghdad, and

takes its jianic from tlie canal, wldeh supplies

>sixty-two villages, most of which arc now bec*onic

mere noniinai ones, with water fur agriculture,

the Tigris itself being unfit for that ])nrpOvSe.

file principal of these villages ar** A'eiigliijt*h, 20

miles from Jiaghdad, on the biiiks of tlie Tigris,

in Rich’s time almost abamloniMl on account of

the great opiiressioii under Avliich the peasantry

laboured. Howeish Avas a village of a hundred
houses, famous for its fruit gardens.—

Kurdistan, ii. p. 156.

KHALPA or Kalpo, a low caste in Gujerat,

'vlio dress skins ami jirepare leather
;
they are

f^ometimes village servants.— H V/.ve//.

Kbalsa. illND. The Sikh ])0ople ;
the Sikh

theocracy established by the Guru Govind
;
the

<>ld prominent division into Khalasa, meaning of

Nanak, and Khalsa, meaning of Govind, Avliich

js noticed by Forster, is no longer in force
;
the

former term Khalasa is almost, indeed, unknown
the present day. The Avord Khalsa, meaning

Select, is a term equivalent to a state or common-
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wealth, but was supposed by the Sikh to have a
mystical meaning, and to imply that theocracy
or superior government under the protection of
wliicli they lived, and to the established rules
and the basis of which, as fixed by Guru Govind,

I

it is tbeir civil and religious duty to conform,
i The Khalsa sect of Sikhs believe in the Adi-
(iranth of Nanak, but do not conform to the

iiustitutioiis of Guru Govind. The Avord Khalsa
is from Khalis, pure or select, and taken to

mean the purest or the most select
;
by others

it is derived from Khalas, free, and meaning the
freed or exempt, alluding to tlie sect being exempt
from the usages imposed on the other Sikhs.

The principal of the religious institutions of

Guru Govind is that of Pahal, the ceremony by

I

Avhich a convert is initiated and made a member
of the Sikh Khalsa or commonwealth. Thu
forms Avhich Goviiul employed ar(‘ still observed.
'I’lie neophyte is told by the officiating Granthi
or priest that he in List alloAV his hair to groAV.

When it has grown a month or two, he dresses
himself in blue from bead to foot, and is then
presented with five Aveapoiis, a sword, a firelock,

a bow, an arrow, and a })ikc. The candidate
and the initiator Avash their feet Avith Avater in

Avhich sugar is put, and this nectar (called pahal)
is stirred Avith a steel knife or dagger, five

quatrains frum their scriptures being read. Be-
twL'en each quatrain the breath is exhaled Avith

a puff, and tin* beverage stirred as before. The
Jiamls of the convert arc then joined, and tlie

Granthi or initiator pours some of the nectar
into them, of which lie drinks iiv'c times, rubbing
a little on his head and beard, exclaiming, ‘ Wah !

Guru ji ka Klialsa! W'ali ! Guru ji ki Fatah! ’ or
‘ Wall ! Govind ."ringh, ap hi Guru chela !

’ Govind,
Avho instituted tin* Pahal. it is said, Avent through

I
this form witli live of his followers, drinking of

the Avatcr Avliich liad washed each other’s feet.

IVomen are made Sikhs in the same manner as

men, except that the nectar is stirred with the

back insttsid of the edge of the knife. The
children of Sikhs go through this ceremony at an
early age. Ounninf/ham's Sik'hs, p. 96

;
Malcolm''s

Sikhs; IJist. of the Panjab, i. pp. JOl, 126,-

Forster s I'r. i. p. 6()9.

KHALSA, properly Khalisa. Hind. Land
nmhu- the direct ;ulininistration of Government.
Under Muhammadan ilominatiun in India, the

revenue office, containing the records of the

Government lam Is revenue.

KHAJiSl, on the west bank of the Jumna, is

famed as possessing one of the rock inscriptions

of Asoka. Klialsi is just Avhere the Jumna leaves

the higher range of mountains to pass between
the Duns or A^alleys of Kyarda and Dehra.

KHAIAVAT. Auab. KetiremenL ]>nvacy.

Khalwat-gali, AYomeii's atiarlnieiits, private apart-

ments.

KHAM. Hind. RaAv, crude, unfinished.

Revenue is said to be collected kham, or land

held kham, Avhen <lone so direct by Government,

and not through the medium of a farmer or other

under-holder. It is the equivalent of Kacli’ha.

KHAMAiN, aAA'ord, meaning Avell done, shouted

by the Rajjmt race. The Persian and Hindustani

exclamations are iShalibash
;

fabakah, jio raja

jioi

KHAMAK. Beni;., Uriya. A threshing floor.

KHAMGAON, a town in Akola district, Berar,

2m
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iat.. 20* 42' 30" N., and long. 76° 37' 30" E.
;
pop.

(1867), 9432. Khanigaon is tho largest cotton

mart in Berar, perhaps in all India.

—

Imp, Gaz. v.

KHA-MI, the most important trihe in tho

Arakan Hill tracts. Tlie po])nlation of the

district is estimated at 12,000, viz.

Kakhaing called ShHiidii, Kliyong,
Khyoung-tha, Ann or Khonng-tso, 21(>2

Sons of the Kiver, 1210 KJiyaw or ivuki,

Kha-miorKhwc myi, 7172 Mro, 2120

The Ralchahuf or Khyonng-tha (Sons of tlie

River) are of the liiuinesc stock, and speak a

dialect akin to Arakauese. They liave seven

elans, all of wlioin live on the Kuladan. Some of

the clans are said to be descended from the Mon
of Pegu. They have rough paper books of palm-

leaf shape, and are Buddhists.

The Shiwthi language is monosyllabic
;

they

dwell north and north-east of the Blue Mountain,

are polygamic, 'fiioir clans arii always .at w-ir.

The KIm-mi or Khwo-myi are the chief tribe

of the district. Their clans hav'e each a.tonng
meng ov hill chief. Klia-mi means mati. Their

Burmese name, Kwe-myi, means dogtail, because

their dross hangs down beliind like a. tail. They
are waiy and deceitful, but are inclimal to trade.

The Mrn Hv(^ on the Mi. Korimudy they used i

to construct a nest in a high tree, to which they
i

ascended by a bamboo ladder.

The or Klioung-tso <b'C8S like tbt' Klia-mi.

but speak a distinct dialect.

The Khfpiui inhabit the Vonia Hills east of the

Lc Mro river. Their laj)gnage varies, but all

acknowledge thcmselv'es of one tribe. 'I'liey

shy, and averse to im])i‘ov('nient. Tluy taltoo

their w'omen.

The KhjUfr ov Kuki iiiliabii ji small village on

the 'Isala rivci*, and are of llii' Kuki family.

'Fhc religion of tlu' tribes is sjaril (ka-jiie)

worship, with bloody sacrifu-es to the spirits of

tlio hills and the rivers, at seed-time and harve st.

Also, with the Klia-ini and Kliyoung - tha,

annually the lipalaw or spirits of the dead, when
the dead-house is opened, and food and l ice spirit

(a-mii) are placed near tho ashes of i}»e dcparte«l.

iiaiding innrderers, when caught red - baiuh d,

are beheadc<l, and their heads stnek u]) in tlie

village. All other eriiin.'S are punished by fine.

The interconr.se before marriage! is unrestricted;

after marriage <livorce is easy.

'The jum or toung-ya, kind of cultivjitioii i.s

practised. They weave eotion blankel.s, etc.

An armed police force guards the frontier.

KHAMIR. iliNi)., jhars. Yeast, leaven.

Khamira, a smoking mixiurc, of toba<*co eoiii-

pounded with fragrant sjiiees.

KHAMITIC or Turanian lacf uas the earliest

nding jiowcr in Asia, and.Ximrud was of that

race.

KHAM JIITTI. Him.. In Kama), a product

obtained in the proia's.s of making sal-ammoniac,

or naiishadar.

KHA-MOUNG-NKE. Buum. In Favoy, a

dance all at once, holding the fiddle above the

head, behind the back, and in a variety of other

strange positions. After the British Government
got possession of the hills, the Khampa came
down in crowds to visit the holy places to the

westward.

—

Gerard's Kuvau'arj p. 117.

KHAMPTI, a Shan clan who occupy a tract

of country on the extreme eastern frontier of

Assam, bordering on ].nkhimpur district. The
Khampti are a liill tribe of Shan origin, akin tw

the Ahams. About the middle of the 18th

century, owing t internal dissensions, a colony

of Khampti migrated into Assam, and established

themsi'lves in tlu! <li vision of Saddiya. They camt‘

from the country known to the Britisli as that

of the Bor-Khanij»ti, near the sources of the

Iraw'Jidi. According to their o.wn annals, tliey

had occuj)i('il that country for many cen-

turies; but Cajitaiii Wilcox found tlumi a divided

people. Two great clans had been at feud for

hO years. (\aj)tain Wilcox found amongst tlie

]?or - Khampti, the ^lulnk, the Klialong, tlu!

Knmong, cognates of the Singpho, and the Kha-
j)ok, whoR(' language is allied to the Singjilio,

were the labourtTs.

The Siamese are now tlie most iiii[)ortani

branch of the Shan, IVd, or Thai rac(!, and the

Khampti belong to the same stock as the Siamese,

'riu'ir language eonlains nearly all the Siamese
words, and their creed amlalpfiabet are Siamese.

Then; was onee a g?(‘a,t nation of this people,

occii})ying a tract known by till' Manipuri as the

kingdom of Pong, whic.h touched Tiperah,

\'unnan. and Siam, and of which the city, called

M(»gong by the IJuiimse, and .Moiigmarong by
the Shan, was the caj>it:d. This kingdimi was
finally broken up by the Burmese' king AlomjU'a,

•iboUi the niidelle* of the' iSth eeiduiy; and (Jii

its di.smem!H'rment, branches of tlH‘ Shan vai“(‘

iiiigratcd to ami si-ttled in Assam. The IMiaki

' or I'iiakial, on the Dihaiig river, the Kanijang (.)f

I

Saddiya. and the numerous set th'ments of Kliampti,

I

ari! all coloni(!S of this race, retaining the eoslume,

; (:u.<toins, ami religion they brouglit with them
into the valley.

The Khampti are \eiy far in aelvance of all

the noiih-ea.slern fr(.)ntiei- tribes in kiiowleilge,

arts, and civili.satioii. They ari' Buddhists, and
have regular ( stablkshments of jiriests, well versed

in their religion, and a large projiortion of tin

laity can read ami write iu tluiir own language.

Tlieir houses are built, of strong timber, with

ral.sed floors and thatched loofs contiguous to

each other, a trough of wood being lixeil undt'i'

the junction of tlie two roofs to carry off tin'

water. 'riu* interior is divided into chambers,

and the Avliole terminate.^ in a railed open bal-

(;ouy. 3’he roof of the houses comes down .so

low, that extiitnally there is no appearance of

wall. The temple and priests’ quarters are also

of timber, and thatched, but tho temples are

elaborately (tarved, and fitted with great tast(!ainl

iieatm'S.«.

heavy wood, not attacked by insects. TJio prie.sts have shavi'ii heads, and amber-

KHAMPA, wandering Tartars in Kanawar, coloured garments, and rosaries. The office is

who are in some respects similar to the dogi of
,

not hereditary
;
any person may enter upon it

Hindustan. They visit the .saen'd places, and
j

after the necessary novitiate and instruction
"*

many of them subsist wholly by begging. Some I the bapucliang, as the priests’ quarters are called ;

are mummers, very humorous fellows
;
they put but so long as they wear tlie sacerdotal habit

on a mask, perform a dance, singing and accom- they must renounce the world, and live a Uh-

panying it with a drum, or they play, sing, and of celibacy. Every morning the priests move

m
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quickly through the villages, preceded by a boy tain warfare, capable of endurance and full of
with a little bell, holding a lacquered box, in resources.

which he receives the offerings of the people, The burial-ground of the Khampti is generally
geiierally presented by the women, who stand a tidily-kept spot apart from tlw village. The
waiting at the door with a portion of their ready graves are surmounted by conically - shaped
cooked food. In their hours of relaxation the tumuli, which, when first constructed, diminish
priests amuse theinstdves by carving in wood, from tlie base to the apex in a series of steps,

bone, and ivory. In making ivory handles of the earth being kept in position \)y bamboo
weapons they evince great skill, taste, and fefMind- matting round each step. Some of these graves
iiy of invention, carving in higli relief twislod when opened have been found to contain coffins

snakes, dragons, and other monsters, with a of massive timber, witli gold and silver orna-
creditable unity and gracefulness of design. It is inents, and outside the coffins various utensils,

customary also for the chiefs to employ tliemsclves arms, and implements of agriculture,
in useful and ornamental arts. The Ivliampti work Tlui PhakiaL tribe, with th(' exception of a few
in gold, silver, and iron, forge their own wea]K)ns, particulars, answer to the description given of
make their wives’ j(*\v’ellerY, and niannfaeliiii^ the Khampti. They also are Thai emigrants,
embossed shields of buffalo or rhinoceros Jiide, their original habitat being the. valley of Ilukoiig.
gilding and lacquering them with skill and tasb 1he Mulnk, who dw^(‘ll in the Hankhati Moiiza,
The women, although very clever in elaborate

j

south of Saddiya, are a tribe subordinate to the
embroidery, and making embroidered bands fur

|

Khampti. Thtar dress is similar to that worn by
the hair ami other pretty things, are nut the less tlie Khampti, except that it is of ruder fashion
capabh^ of bearing a very seven' share of the and of inferior texture. There is another tribe

outdoor farm work. about Haddiya knuwn as tlie Ivhanijang, but in

1’ho Khampti are not a handsuino race; they are niannors and eiistoins tlu*y do not differ from the
darker of complexion and euarser of fi'aturc than Mnlnk.
other Shans, the Mongolian peculiarities beii.„ ..... Sittgp/io liave settled in Assam wdthin the
more strongly developed in them than in their I im'mory of man. 'I heir first settlements were on
reputed bretbnm. A tier settling in Assam, how- Ti'iigapani rhTV east of Saddiya, and on the

ever, the Kliainpli chiefs fn'quciitly took to them- Jbiri Dihang in the tract called Namrup. They
selves Assamesi' wives, and the effect of this arc of a race callofl by tin* Burmese Ka-khyen or

mingling is very marked in softening and im Kakn, whose original selth'inents were on the

[ii’oving the K'atnre.s of the later generations. eastern branches of the Irawadi river; they are

The Khampti have two great religions festivals there in contact with the Knnnng, with whom
in the year,—one to celebratt* the liirth, and tin* they are closely allied in language and origin,

other tlic (loath, (d‘ ( fantama. At these ei're- 'I’lu'y assumed tlie name of Si ngpho. w'hich in their

monies, boys dressed ii]' as girls go through own language means ‘ man.’ only after emigration

jiosture dances. They are not restricted to oiu! into the Assam valley. They occujiy largo villages

wife; and the Khaiii])ti women an; a11owa-»l every on the fronth'i’s, r)fteii in sonujwhat unassailable

freedom and indt peiidemm of action, (>aying and positions, and their villages usually consist of

iec(‘iving visits, going to market, etc. sixty or more large houses, each from 80 to 100
The (Irc.ss of the Khampti consists of nether feet long and about 20 feet in breadth, with raised

garrmuils of coloured cotton of a chetpiered lloor throughout, aud an open balcony at one end,

pattern, or of silk, more or less ample, acconling
|

wh(*re the ladies of the family sit, and spin, weave,
to the rank of the wu-nrer

;
tight-litting jackets

j

aud embroider. 'Die house is divided into differ-

of cotton clotli, dyed blue, with a wdiito muslin
j

( iit apartments on both sides of a long passage*,

I urband, so twisted as to leave e.xposed tlu* to])-
i

open from end to end. Over the hearths arc

knot into whicdi their long liaii' is twisted. 'Die : large bamboo rack.s hanging from the roof, on

eostuine of the wmmen is like that, of tin* men,— |

which are placed meat, or tish requiring to bo

plain, but neat. Th(;y wear the hair draw ii uj) ' smokisl.

fi'om the back and sides in oiu' massive roll, 'they are gmiernlly a tine athletie raee, above

v.hich rises four or five inelies so much in front
;

the onlinary stamlanl in lu'igiit, and capable of

as to form a. contiimalioii of the frontal bone, emluring great fatigue; but their energies are

fin' roll is encircled by an embroideveil baiul
,

greatly inqiaired by their free indulgenee in opium
vdth fringed and tassclletl ends; the lower and spirits. Their features are of the ^longolian

garment is folded over llie breasts and under
,

type, and their complexion varies from a tawmy
the arms, reaching to the feet; sometimes, in

;

yeilow or olive to a dark browm. Hard labour

addition, the Khampti women wear a eoloniHMl tells on tin* apjicaranee of the faniah'S, rendering

f<ilk scarf round the wni.st, and a long-sleeve<I ! them coarse in leaturo and awkward in gait; but

jacket. Their eliief oriiaimuits are necklaces of ! in the families of the chiefs fair skins and pleasing

coral and other lie.'uls, and cylindrically-slaqKMl
j

features sometimes are seen.

pieces of bright ainb(;r inserted in the ears.
j

The men tii; their hair in a large knot on the

The most common w'eapoii among the Khampiis crowui t)f the head, and wu ar a jacket of coloured

is tlie dhao, a heavy short swaird, plain or orna- eottou, aud a ehequevt'd uuder-garment of the

lUented, according to the condition of the w’^cJirer, same material or ol silk. The chiefs assume the

i'''Uiging in its slieatli by a sling made of sjilit Shan or Burim*si; style of dress, and occasionally

iJittan. It is worn somewhat in front, so tliat shoi t smart jackets of China velvet, with gUt or

lilt* hilt is readily grasped in the right hand
;

this, amber buttons. The dress of the women consists

'iiid the defensive round sliield of buffalo hide, of one i)iece of cotton cloth, often in large, broad,

'“‘t siifiiciont for a Khampti to take the field with, horizontal bands of red and blue, fastened rouml

many of them now carry muskets or fowling- the waist, a jacket, and a scarf. The married
pieces. They are very useful auxiliaries in moun- women wear their hair in a large broad knot on
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the crown of the head, fastened with silver

bodkins, chains, and tassels. Maidens wear their

hair gatliered in a roll resting on the back of the

neck, and similarly secured. They are especially

fond of enamelled beads and bits of amber. The
men tattoo their limbs slightly, ami all married

women are tattooed on both legs from the ankle

to the knee.

The national weapons of this tribe arc the dhao

or dha, the spear with a short stafP, and a strong

crossbow with bamboo arrows. They affect the

use of the mnskot Avhenever they can get one,

and are sometimes seen with Chinese matchlocks.

They use shields of buffalo hiile four feet long,

and helmets of the same material, and sometimes

of thick plaited rattan work varnished black,

decorated with boars’ tusks, etc. In warfare their

attacks are confined to night sur})rises, which arc

speedily abandoned if they meet with steady

opposition. I’liey are skilled in fortifying naturally

difficult positions, using freely the panji, a bamboo
stake of different lengths, sharpened at both ends,

j

and stuck in the ground, by wdiich the sides of
|

the hills and all approaches to tlu ir position are

rendered difficult and dangerous. Sometiinos

they use muskets ou these occasions ;
the weapons

are generally fixed in loopholes of breastw’orks,

ready loaded, and fire<l when the enemy reaches

the point of the road covered by them. If they

fail by such means to beat off the attacks at once,

they abandon the position for anotlnu’ behind it.

In travelling they carry a haversack of very neat

appearance, cleverly adapted to the Inad and
shoulders, and made of very fine plaited fibre, on

a frame of w’ood, covered with the skin of tlie

large grey monkey. They are also provided with

handsome bags, woven and embroidered by the

women, in which they carry their pipes and
tobacco, opium, etc.

For several generations the vSingpho were the

toiTor of the inhabitants of the Assam valley, and
wore in the habit of making constant iimptioiis

into the plains in conjunction with the Moamaria,

and these repeated raids have won for them the

lowlands they now occiifjy. These; inroads were
put a stop to when the Jlritish look j)Os.sessiou of

Assam, but for some time Jifterwards this wild

people made attempts to revert to their old habits.

One officer of the llritish force had 5000 Assamese

captured slaves returned to him, and it was then

estimated that there were 100,000 Assamese and
Manipuri still held in slaviuy among these people

in Burma.
The Singpho iinderstaiul the smelting of iron

;

and their blacksmiths, with no implements but a

lump of stone for an anvil, mid a rude hammer,

forge weapons, especially dhaos, which are highly

prized all over the frontier for their teinjier and

durability. The Singpho manufacture their own
wearing apparel ; the tliread is dyed previous to

being woven, and thus are produced the checks

and coloured garments of which they are so

fond.

The Singpho repudiate* all affinity with the

Shan. Their language is entirely different, ap-

proximating more to the Karen, Manipuri, Naga,

and Abor dialects, and their religion is a rude

paganism. The Siugpho propitiate three spirits
j

called Nats, by sacrificing fowls, pigs, and dogs

to them, and when about to proceed on important
expeditions a buffalo is offered. They Inave no

regular priesthood, but they pay great deference

to the Pugyees or priests of the Buddhist Shans.

Some among them are supposed to possess powers
of divination, and Col. Hannay mentions having
witnessed the process. The diviner eat himself

down at sgmo distance from the crowd, and had
b(*side him a small firo and a bundle of nal grass.

Taking apiece of nal containing several joints, ho
held it over the flame until one of the joints

burst wdth a sharp report
;
the fracture on each

side threw out a number of minute, hair-like

fibres, which were carefully examined and put
aside. Another piece was then put into the lire

and similarly treated. This continued for at least

an hour, when the result was disclosed, namely,
that a certain chief, whose arrival was awaited,

Avould make his appearance in three or four days

;

ami so it happened.
I’olygamy prevails amongst the Singpho. The

girl is bought with a price, and a feast completes
the ceremony. They bury their dead, but the
body of a man of note is kept for two or more
yeans, in order that all the friends and relations

of the deceased may have time to attend his

funeral
;

the body being removed to some dis-

tance during the process of decomposition, after

which it is placed in a coffin, and brought back
to the house, where it remains in state, decked
out with all tlie insignia of rank used during
life. AVlien finally committed to the. earth, a

mound, sometimes of c-onsiderable dimensions, is

laised to mark the spot. 'I’liis custom they appear
to havt* taken fi*om their neighbours the Khampti.
In succession to j)atriinoniid pi()])erty, the eldest

son takes tlie lauded estate Avitli the titles, tlio

youngest the personalities
;

the intermediate

brethren, if any e.\ist, are excluded from all

participation, and remain iji attendance on the
ehi(;f or head of the family, as during the life-

time of their father.

The iJoaimiija. From the intercourse of the

ISingplio with their Assamese female slaves, a
mongrel race has sjirung up, well known in

irpper Assam under the denomination of Doan-
niyas. ’Fliey have been fouml very useful auxili-

aries in frontier wars, from their knowledge of

the l^ingpho language and tactifts, and from their

Iblelity to the (luvcrninent that relieved them
from the ISingpho yoke .—Jfomeicard Mail, Sept.

1(S81
;
Mr. {Sir. U.) ('dinjtfuU^ p. 141); Colonel

E. T. Ihdfon^ Etlin. of JU nijid.

KHAMSIN. Ahau. The climate of Egypt is

characterized by extreme dryness, rain is almost un-
known in tin; upj)er country, but falls occasionally

in the Delta. The cold season extends from Octo-
ber to March

;
north winds then prevail, and the

climate is favourable to the tourist
;
boats ascend

the river wit h facility. The hot season commences
in April, and lasts till 8eptombcr. In May and
June, the Khamsin, called in Arabic the Simoom,
a pestilential south wind of 50 days’ duration,

Idows with violence. The natives of El-Hijaz

as.sured Captain Burton that in their district the

Simoom never kills a man, but he saw the dead

body of an Arnaut, wliich was swollen an»l

decomposing rapidly, tho true signs of death by

a poison wind. Injurious winds, exactly resem-

bling the Khamsin of Egypt, are common
throughout the oast of Persia, Afghanistan, and

the regions lying to the south and east of

the Indus as far as Cutch
;

but they do not

m
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extend ‘southwards of the latter province.— Andkhui, and Akcheli. Khiva and Bokhara also

Burton's Scinde, p. 376
;

Pilgrimage, ii. p. 2 ;
are khanates.

Bellew. KHAN BABA, literally lord - father, a title

KHAN, a large .tray. Khancha, a small tray, bestowed on Baliram Khan, the counsellor of
Khan-posh, or Toraposh, a tray lid. Ilumayun and his son Akbar. It is eq^uivalent
KHAN, a title in use in Turkey and in Asia, of the Turki Atabek, See Beg.

It was seemingly first used by tartar races in KHANBALIGr. This city, now called Pekin,
High Asia. It was adopted by, or granted to, w'as founded or at least rebuilt by Kablai Khan
(diengiz, and his successors were known as the after his conquest of Northern China, about a.d.

Kablai Khan. It was in use prior to their con> 12K0. Marco Polo calls it Cambalu, and says
version from paganism. In Turkey it belongs to that in magnificence it surpassed every other city

the emperm* alone; in China it is a title of the he had visited. Khanbalig are two Mongol words
emperor

;
in Persia it is borne by nobles. It is signifying the Khan’s city. The Chinese capital

the title of the Baluch and Afghan rulers, but was still so called by the Turks in the time of P.

every Afghan assumes it as his birthright. It Kicci. The city on this site was originally (mul-
has been granted by rulers to many of the turn est vetus et aiitiqua, as Odoric says) the
Muhammadans of India, and it is as often con- capital of the kingdom of Yan, Ti.c. 222. This
ceded to others as Esquire is to the people of was conquered by the Thsin sovereigns of China,
Britain. Afghans, called Pathans in India, when and the city lost its importance a.d. 936. It was
at Muhammadan courts, are prohibited the adop- taken by the Tartar Khitan, and became their

tion of this title, lest doing so might interfere Nan-king or vSoiithern Capital. In 112.5 it fell to
with its grant by the ruler. Khanam is a lady’s the Kin, ancestors of the Manchu, wlio gave it

title, and Khan Khanan, lord of lords, was a title the name of Si-king or 'Western Capital. In
of Mirza Khan, son of Bahrain Khan, and was a 11,53 it received from the fourth Kin -sovereign

Muhammadan title at the Dolili court. Khan the name of Chung-tii or Central Court. It seems
Khel amongst the Afghans is the tribe furnishing also to have been known as Yen-king under this

the chief. dynasty. It was captured by Cheiigiz in 121.5,

KHANA. Hind. A house. Khana t^huinari, and in 1261 his grandson Kablai made it his chief

a census. The Khan of Asiatic cities is a caravan- residence. In 1267 he built a new city, three li

sari or p^ice for travellers to [lut n[). In general to the north-east of tin* old one, to wliich was
they arc substantial, handsome buildings, wdtii given the name of Ta-tu or Great Court, called

arcades opening into an interior court. by the Mongols Daidu, the Taydo of Odoric and
Khana-zad, Pkus., housc'-born, is the name Taidu of Polo, wdio gives a description of its

usually given to the sons of slaves born iu dimensions and the number of its gates. The
the family

;
and, among the Muhammadans, Chim^se accounts give only eleven gates. The

persons of this description are almost deemed circumference of the presifiit Tartar city appears

relatives. The term is derived from Khana, a from the plans to bo about 1.5 miles. Martini

house, and Zaidan, to be born. Hi Baluchistan .speaks of it as having still twelve gates in his

they 'are ahvays kept near tin* [lersons of their time, but he was almost certainly wrong. • It has

chiefs, and employed on all affairs of great trust, three on the south side, and two on each of the

Their character and station is considered highly others. The circuit of the tw’O cities together is

respectable, and even after they are enfranchized, about 22 miles, according to the scale on the

and reworded with a portion of soil, they retain plan given by Panthier, though Timkowski states

the designation. Tin; ordinary term for a slave is it at -10 versts, or 265 miles. The route followed

ghulaiji, but for tliose born in the house Khana- on the second journey of the Polo relatives into

zad is a respectful appellation. There are various China was up tlie Oxus, to its sources, through

kinds of emancipation,—complete and immediate, Badakhshan, wdience, crossing the I5imir table-

gratuitonsly, or for a Hituro pecuniary compensa- land to Khotun, they W'ont across the Hamil or

tion; or future emancipation on the fulfilment Shamil desert to Cambalu (Khanbalig) or Pekin,

of certain conditions, more frequently when the The return was by sea to Singapore, and round

owner dies, in which case his heir cannot sell the Ceylon to the Persian Gulf.-- YuU, Catluig, i. p.

slave to whom the promise was made.—^lalcvhns 127
;
Priuseiis 'J'ihit.

Persia, i. p. 456: PottimjePs Travels. KHANl), Khund, written Knnd, Cund. Hind.

KHANAM, an ordinary Mulmmmadau suflix A piece, a portion, a district, a province, as

lor a Pathan lady, as Khadijah Khanam. Khanam. Bundelkhand. Also the divisions or portions of

Khatun, Bi, Begum, Beebee, Nissa are honor- the Skanda and Padma Puranas, and of the

ific suffix appellations for Muhammadan women. Bharata Varsha.

Malik Khanam was the daughter of Kazan, sultan KIIANI), a race in the Cuttack (Kbatak) Tribu-

of Samarcand, and mother of Shah Kukh. tary Mahals, until after the middle of the 19tli

Harm women usually have the names of flowers, century addicted to female infanticide and human
as Nirgis, 5?affran, Susan. The ordinary women sacrifices. See Kandh.

liave the designation of Bi, as Khadijah Bi. The K’lIAND. Hind. Saccharum officinarum,

^dgher classes are styled Begum, Khanam, Kha- sugar-cane
;
Khamlchi, one of the men at a sugar

Nissa, as Pakkr-un-Nissa Begum, Jamilah press.

Klianam. In countries where Arabic is spoken, KHANDA. Hind. A double • edged sword,

die equivalent of Khanam is Site, the mistress The devotion of the Kajput is still paid to his

or the h,dj.—Markham's Emhassg, p. 118. See arms, as to his liorse. He swears by the steel,

Harm. and prostrates himself before Ins defensive buckler,

khanate, a dominion, of which arc several his lancc, bis sword, or his dagger. The worship
ill Central Asia. The khanates of the Uzbak of the sword (asi) may divide with that of the

populations are Maemaua, Sar-i-Pal, Shibbargham, horse (aswa) the honour of giving a name to the
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continent of Asia. It prevailed amongst the of Khandala, is 1928 feet; Magfanni Hill, two
Scythic Getm, and is described exactly by Hero- miles S.W. of Khandala, 2601 feet,

dotus. To Dacia and Thrace it was carried by KILXNDAN. Hind., Pei is. A term in use in

Getic colonies from the Jaxartes, and fostered by India to (b'signate the relatives of princes,

these lovers of liberty when tlieir hordes overran KHANDAK, a termed used in the Peepree,
Kuropc. The worship of the sword in tlio Aero- Hambaj, and Garvee Ihang by the Bliil and
polis of Athens by the (Jetie, Atila, with all the Kuiibi cultivators, signifying lopping the trees of

accompanimenU of yjoinp and jilacA', forms an tlioir tops and branches for cultivation. By this

admirable episocle in the history of the decline destructive* system acres of young trees were
and fall of Rome; and had (ji))bon Avitnessed the mowed down.
worship of the double-edged sword (khanda) by KIIAXDAVA, a forest district occupied by the
the prince of Mewar and all his ehivahy, he Naga at tlie time of the Vedic Aryan. It was
might even have enibellislied his animated account set on lire by Arjuna, and all t he Naga were
of the adoration of the scimitar, tin* .symbol of destroy^;*.!, exce

2
)t tlieir raja Taksbaka, Avho

Mars.— 2\)(l\s Rajusthan^ Roijlc's of esca])ed.

litdia, p. 460. iSee Kharg. KIJANDKSII, a. district in the northern part

KHANDA. ISansk. In Biuldliism, the ele- of tlie Bombay Presidi'iicy, lying between lat. 2(P
ments (jf sentient existence, of which tliere arc Id' an*l 22" N., and lung. 7l>'2>7' and 76'^ 24' H,
live coiistituti, viz. the organized body or the Avitli an area of 1 1), 162 scpiare miles, and a popu-
Avholo of being, ajuut from mental processes; lalioii in 1.S72 of 1,028,642 souls. It is divided
sensation, perception, discrimination, conscious- into two parts by the river Tapti, the southern
o<‘SS. [lortiou being drained by the Cirna. Khandesh
KllANDAGA, also Khaiuli, in (’oorg. a land is an extensive and well-Avatered plain, inter-

measure of varying dimensions. sper.sod with ranges of low barren hills, at the

KHAXDAGIKI, a hill in tlie Puri tlislrict of base of wliieh mn numerous rivers and rivulets,

Orissa, situated about 12 miles west of the road llowing from the table-land into the river Tajiti.

from Outtaek to Puri, and d miles cast of Blm- It is surroumhal ])y lofty mountains clothed with

vaneswar. it is in lat. 2D’ 16' N., long, sd'"' do' (n*cs, and very \nihealtliy. On the north are the

P. Two Kiiidstone hills, Kliandagiri and ('da\a- ^ati>uia mountains, clotlied with forest; on tin*

giri. stand abrnplly out of the jungle, seijaiated west is Die sti‘ep and stony Siikhein rayge, with
by a narrow gorge, each of wliicli is honeycombed tan led masses of liamboo

;
and on the south are

by CAve.s and teni[)les cut out of tin* rock, and
|
tin* ranges of Chandon^ Saatmnlla and Ajunta,

Avhicli ar<' beliiived to form the earli(*st memorials with babul jungh* in the dells; and on the east

of Biuhlhifiin in India. 'Hie oldest of tliem con- low sterile liilloeks separate it from Berar.

sist of a single ceil, little larger than a dog- Umler Muhammadan iiil< is, Khandesh attaim'd

kennel, cut in the face of scarcely accessible to mu<‘h ]>ros}.K‘rity, but it was ravished by
precipices, and with no signs of even the j/iiinitivi* iJolkars army in a.d. 18()2. followed in 18U;) by
carpentry architectun?. Others of a somewhat a famiiu*. Up to this, tin* lihil raee had mixell

later date are shapi-d into strangi'ly distorted with the other inhabitants, aiul bc'en watchnu*n
resemblances of animals. One has from time and [lolicemen of the district, but they then with-

immemorial lieen known as tin* t^nake Cave, drew to the surrounding nionnlains. The Kunbi
anotber as tln^ Ple]>liant Cave, a tliird as the an; tin* main l)ody of the cultivating population
Tiger Cave, 'rin si! samdstone (raves, as a wliolc, of (Injerat, Kliandesh, Malitiiashtra, tmd th(!

represent ten centiu les of hiimaii existt nee, or < \.mtra I Provinces, 'the set lied agi icidtiiral people

from n.C. boo Us a.d. bOO. 'riu; oldest arv* on an* cldelly Kunbi, with large nnmbt'rs of ihijpiits

Udayagiri Hill, the more nnalern om s being on jind I lindiis from Xiu’thern India.

Kliandagiri, whose summit is enjw lied by a Jain liesides the Mjdnatla eiillivators, wdio are

tc'mplc ereetcHl by tinr Malnattas at the end of Knnlii by ('aste, large numbers of I'ardeghi and
the 18th century,

—

Imp. (la:.; Jkipj. yi-‘. >S'er. l.’ajputs have long iicen fjcttled in the district.

Joifvn. vi. 108b. (iiijars are tluj most industrious and Avell-to-do

KHANDA IT, from Khand.i, a sword, military of the. jigrieultiiral population, — Banya from
vetaiiuTS in Orissa, Cuttack, and Xortlieni (

’ii'cai Marwar and (.Jiij(Tal, and JOiatisi, late conicrs

holding lands for s. i vice. In tlu; BrJasor district from Jkunbay. Wandering and aboriginal tribes

in Orissa, in 1881, the population was 770,2.>:k form a large section of the population, and
the aborigiims and seini-Hindul/ed being— Jiiiils, 1P87 per cent, of tlie whole, tire the

Phiimij, , . . . 1,67b ('liniii;ir, . . .
important, with Banjara or J^imani, the

Santal, .... 1,176 lir.iliman.s, . . 101,bUO pack-bi ll(;ck of former times.

—

Jwp*
J*an, .blj, bl6 KlianJnit, . . l.bb,671 (Rrj.

Kaudara, . . . I8,4}?u KIIANDOliA, tin incarnation of {8ivn, largely

The Khandaifc are descendants of tin* .aJdiers worshipped in tin* .Mnhnitta country,

of the ancit'iit rajas of Orissa, wdio kejtt up large KHANDPAKA, a Native Pbite in Orissa, lying

armies and allotted the land on stiicJly military ’oetween lat. 2tP 11' lb' and 20" 25' N., and long-

t(mures. The officers were nn*n of birth, Imt tlie 8;'/’ I' and 85“ 24' 4U" E. its people, mainly

ranks Avere filled from all classes, 'tliey ail ctime composed of Kandhs and ISavars, with semi-

to be ranked Avith the military classes,' but are llinduized aboiigim s, consist princi23ally of Pans,

now not distbiguishablo from ordinary agricul- Mill tar, and Kandara.

turists.
* K 11ANDU J 1 1 o f Garhwal is a principal Brahman

KHANDALA, in lat. 18'^ 40' N., long. 7:P 2;T tribe.

E., a large village on the north-eastern foot of KHANDWA or KhundAva, the chief civil

the Bhor Ghat, 'riie Dak bungalow is 1768 or station of the district of Nimar. The G. I. B*

1744 feet above lUo sea; aspring, three miles cast Railway has a station there, and here the whole

m.



KHANOY. KHABAGORA.

traflic of Central India towards Bombay meets
[

Two or three different colour-sticks are often
the line. The area of the district is 1653 square I applied, giving the whole a marbled appearaiico
unles, and i^pulation in 1872 was 109,622.

[

of great beauty. The colour tlms applied is

KHANDY, a measure of weight, and according I spread, fined, and polished, by pressing the edge
to locality and the articles sold varying from 600

|

against the turned object while vcwolving. The
to 821 Ibs.^ See Candy.

;
final polish is given by a rag witli a little oil.

KHAN-i-AZIM, a title of the poet Aziz. See The principal coloiii’S are of lac, crimson, orpi-

inent, red lead, green made of orpinient and
KlIANJAK. IliN'i)., Pkus. i\ dagger, a short Prussian blue, dark blue, indigo or Prussian

curved sword. blue, black, white, brown or gold colour, light

KHANJRl. lIiNJ>. A tambourine with bells, blue or ultrainarim^. They also bear the names
KHAN-KTIANAN, Lord ot lords, a Muhain- I of Kanair, Kundera, and Kiindaira.— Poivcll's

luadan tith; at tlu' Dehli court. Jt was the title
;
Ifitndftooh

; Shi rvintfs Jltndn. ( '(latcKj p. 316.
of Mirza Khan, sou of Balmini Klian. Jg Persia, 1 KIIAKAGOKA, a small village on the oUt-
tho title of Khan is also borne by noblenicn. In ‘ skirts of the lessiT Itmm of Ciiich, where salt has
Turkey and in (’liina it belongs to tlie sovereigns

j
been manufaeturcMl since 1872. The Kharagora

I

salt is in beautiful crystals, aliout the size of an
KIIANWAH, an inundation ehanm'l in the almond, and so bard 1 hat the wastage caused by

J.ahorc and Montgomery districts of the Panjab. is insignificant. Ordinary sea salt is

It supplies 17.') eslates.
|

madt' by solar evaporation of the sea water all

KlIANZADA, ill Oudli, a Miibaiumadan (M)n-
j

round the coasts of India, in pans laid out near
vei’t from Jlinduism. Tlu; Ilacbgoti of Faizabad

;
the sea, all along <Ih‘ w(!stcrii side of the Bay of

and Sultan])!!!' have thre(5 Ivlian/jnla. chiefs, ; Bengal from the Hunderbans to the southernmost
!lasaii])ur being at the lu'ad of all. Tlie Bhah‘-

.

jioint of Ceylon, all through the islands of the
Sultans have also three, and tlm Bh.utawati elan i Archipelago, !ind on <lie west side of India, north
one. Kheri has two Ablian Klijinzada chiefs,

.
and south of Bombay. At Kliaragora, the cost

Sitapiiror (laur and Barabanki or Biseii. <^.m- ;
of ])iodi!ction is only ;i few annas p!'r manml of

vri'sions ill ()!idli w(‘r<‘ eommon under the .bum- i
.S2 ll)s., but is a (iovenmieiit monopoly, and is

pur dynasty, a.d. 1391-1167, to which perio!l !
sold at about 2 rupees 13 annas ])er niaund.

most of the Oudh Khanzadas trace buck. Qu.
j

Tlie Bunn of Cutch for miles and miles pre-

Klianazad.— tV/z-mv/y. ! . '“uts nothing to tlio eye but brown, barren waste.

KIIAK. Hind. Prosopis sjiieigera. The soda
j

The Bmm Ls fcU])pus(Ml atone time to have been
plant, Caroxyloii (Irillitbii; also soda, potash,

i

an anii of .tln‘ se;i, ami if widls are sunk in almost
Ijjiril la, <lry alkali

;
lienee Kliara, saline. Parkbar, !

any ])art of it. Iheie liltiTs tlirough the sand a
from Par, beyond, and Kar or K bnr, salim*, is

!
salt lirine. But there are three or four kinds of

synonymous with liiumi, tin; salt livm*. There soil in the Ruim, all lying in diffenmt layers, and
ai'!' several Khari Nadi, or salt rivulets, in Raj- it is only through oix' of them that brine per-

putana, though only one Looni. Tin* sea is eolates. This layer is found at a very great depth,

ti’ccpKintly calhid llu‘ Looni-pani, the salt water, and sometimes not at all. The salt manufacture
or Khara-pani, metamor]ihosetl into Kala-pani, or there only lasts from the beginning of October to

the black Avater, Khara-pani also means saltish the eml of Ajiril
;
and the Agria traiiiiforin thein-

or brackish wati'f. Kli.nri -inatti, saline soil, selvi s into eidtivators during tlu' rains.

Khari-namak, medicinal siilpliate of soda, glaubor 'I'lie salt works consist (>f between threi? and
salts, Kliara-niatelii, salt tisb. Khara-sajji, an four Iniudred pans in ten rows, with a railway

inferior kind of (;arb()nate of soda.— Tud'^i Rnjna- siding running lietween each two rows, and the

Ihun, ii. ]). 301. wliole is surroumh'd by a cordon of jiolice stations.

KlIAB. Pj:i:s. A doiday. (lor-kbar, tlie Facli jmii is 250 fetd in leiigth and 60 in breadth,

wild ass, Ihe Ivpms on:ig<’i'. Kliai -gosh, the and has at one eixl a well; and where the brine

liari^, literally tlx* ass-eared. in the well is not of suillciont stri'iigth, a shallow

KHARACll. Hind. Fxyienditiue, outgnings, reservoir is built by tlie sidi' of the pan, and ill it

Tlx* word i.s variedly eonibiued : war-kliaraeh, the water from the well is allowed to stand for

waste, extravagance. ;
two or three days, tlial it may settle and concen-

KHARADl.' Hind. A woodturner; also i he
j

trate before it is jioured into the pan. The pan

‘•clours and colour-sticks for lactpiei* ware, use<l
j

is a work of art. There must be no soft mud
in tlie Paiijab by the Avood turner to colour his

i
left in it. The Agria work u}> the mud with

Wai'c when the turning proct'ss is coni})lete. their i'e<‘t into a stiff paste, and then heat it

The ^stick consists of shellac, melteil down wilh <lown with heavy wooden mallets until it presents

certain proportion of wax ami siiljihur, and a smooth, tough siirfiicu*
;
and this process takes

‘‘oloured by various simple or c-oinpound colours. tw!> or three months, dhe .sides of the pans are

They are ajiplied by the hand. The ojierator lined Avith glass, so as to pri'vent loo.se earth from

l“>lds the colour-stick against the turned Avood falling in, and the sides of the Avells are protected

nbject Avhilo rev^olving rapidly
;
the heat ])rodneed by matted basket-work, dhe mode of raising

l>y the friction melts the lac, anil the <;oloiir is Avater consists of tAVo long levers resting on

'I’posited oil the surface of the wood. The skill fiilcruius lixed by the side of the Avell, and the

‘Unl fancy of the operator direct him either iii .short arm of each is heavily Aveighted with

Lying on a uniform layer of colour, or else hardened clay so as to bear it down and send the

putting it on in little spots or touches, by alloAv- otlier end towering up over the well. ‘Earthen

iug the colour-stick only very lightly to touch pots arc* suspended from the higher ends by ropes,

the revolving wood, thins jiroducing either a ami two men standing on planks above the well

Smooth uniform colour, or the pretty mottled driuv down the pots until they have gone down
appearance so often observed in lacquered ware, into the depths and been fflled

;
then, letting go

5&lr-



KHARAJ. KHARG.

the ropes, the beams fly upwards, the pots come rule, ^ffhis empire of the Kharasm kings rose

up with a rapid swing to the top of the well, and upon the ruins of the Seljuk dynasty, and their

are emptied into an earthen channel which com- territories extended from Azerbijan and the
municates with the pans. When the pans have Caspian Sea to the Indus, and from the Persian

been filled with water and allowed to stand, the Gulf to above the Jaxartes or Syr Darya. A suc-

formation of minute crystals begins to take place, cession of nine princes reigned for 138 years, from
and from then until the crystals are fully formed, Hijira 41)1 to (128 (a.d. 1097 to 1230); but in

or, technically speaking, until the ‘salt is ripe,' u. (518, the last of them, Jalal-iid-Din, was driven

the pans must be raht'd from end to end, and by Chengiz Khan beyond the Indus,

fresh brine passed tlirough them everyday. If Dodics of the Kharasmiaii troops had approached

this is not done, all sorts of salt get mixed with the Indus, but Chengiz Khan fell on the sultan of

the table salt, and the result is an unsah'able Kharasm, defeated liis armies, demolished his

mixture. The raking is done by a man with a cities, laid waste his country, and massacred or

rough wooden rake madi^ of twigs, too pliable to reduced to slavery a great part of his subjects,

injure the bottom of the pan. During the earlier He liimsclf died of a broken heart in an inacccss-

liours of the day, before the heat is great, each ible retreat on an island in the Caspian, and his

Agria trudges up and down his pan with this son and successor, .Talal-iid-Din, was driven into

instruineiit behind him until no crystal has been tlie eastern extremity of his dominions. Ho
left unshaken. Hy the end of March tin? salt is gained a victory at Kandahar, and another farthei*

ripe, and is piled up by the side of the pans; to the oast. His hist battle was on the Indus,

from these it is removed along tlie .sidings in where his army was destroyed, and he swam the

railway waggons to the great godown which river with seven followers, amidst a sliower of

has been built for its storage during the wet arrows from his enemies. After various changes,

months, and from thence it is distributed over the he was, ten years afterwards, killed in Meso-
length and breadth of the land. potainia.

—

CoUdt. See Khiva.

KHARAJ. AuATi., Feus. Tax, tribute, land K HAl^A-TLK'KA, in tlie bill districts to the

revenue, the tribute levied by Muhammadans on S.W. of Mebar, in Sind, is a pretty valley that

non-Muhammadans. La-Kharaj, nntaxed. overhangs Ilenir. 'riiis vall(\y must have been
KHARAK, an island lOU miles from the Persian early inhabited, and curious remains of a bygoiu*

Gulf, in sight of the Persian coast, and KX) miles age are seen in the Kafir Kot, regular and evi-

from the Arabian coast. It is a small island 4^ dcntly artificial rangt's lik(‘ river terraces. The
miles long, where the pilots for the Euphrates popular belief is, that their huge boulders wei(‘

river are obtained. Its population, which amouiite<l lifted into ])ositi<)n ])y tin* gifint race then inhahit-

to 100 poor fisheniieii and pilots when Huron ing the earth, but they imist linve been arrested

Kniphausen first established himself in 174S, in their di scent from the higher ridges by accident

increased within the eleven years that the Dutch or by some artificial contrivance. They are

held it, to U])ward.s of 12,000 souls. It was strange and imperisliable memorials of an age and
neglected and lost in 1765, l)ccause it was not race long since passed away. Tlu'se terraces were
worth preserving to the nation by whom it had for purposes of cultivation

;
tliey caught the rain-

been acquired. It is situated within .‘)0 leagues water running down the face of tlie hill, also

of the Shat-ul-Arab, and half-way between the detritus, thus forming slight soil, in which the

coiust of Arabia and Persia. »Ships proceeding people sowed jowari or wheat, according to season,

to Bussora generally call here for a pilot
;

it is b The practice is common now all over Afghanistiin

miles in length, and between 2 and 3 miles in and the Himalaya, and was so throughout Baluch-

breadth. The fort is in lat. 29‘^ 14' jV., and long, istan when it was more densely populated than

50° 14' E. The British occiqiied it for a few at pre.seiit. 'fhe extinct inhabitants of these days

years about 1838-41.— Tdijlor's Tv. i. p. 353; are always styled Kafir, lienco these terraces

NiehuhTs Tv. ii. p. 151
;
Mulrohiis PevTui. and othei’ remains arc called Kafir Kot .—Major

KHARAL, a quarrelsomo Jat tribe in the Mnruithi'v in BonJnnj Med. Tv., 21b.

Googariah district of the Paiijab, between the Ravi KHARDA, 56 miies E. of Alunadnaggur, in

and the Sutlej; also, a tribe of Sunni Muham- lat. 18’ 38' N., and long. 75° 31' E. hi 1795,

madans in the Multan district. the Niziuu's army defeated here tho Mahratta
KHARAN, a western j)roviiice of Baliicliistan, general,

in which lie two small towns. It is occupied by KHARDAR, Hind., also Kar-i-Khardar, tho

a tribe of Persian origdii called the Nushirwani, work of points, tlie gold work of Kribul and Dehli.

of whom the Alifzai are one branch. They KHAJiDOlJJh Jii the villages of Upper Indui,

cultivate a little wheat and bailey. 'I'liey claim a the Khardour or Hardoul are mounds studded

descent from Nushirwan, similar to the Udaipur with flags to avert disease.

Rajputs. KHARG. Hind. A swovd. Kharg band’hai,

KHARASM, the ancient Chorasimi and modern or binding of the sword, is a ceremony performed

Khiva, is tho country on the east of the Casjiian when a Jhijput is fit to bear arms, as amongst the

Sea, the cajutal of which was GurgauJ. Tho ancient German tribes, when they put into the

Arabs converted the name of the country into liandsofthe aspirant for fame a lance. Such arc

Jurjan, and that of the capital to Jurjaniya. The
|

the substitutes for the toga virilis of the young

Mongol form of the name was Orgaiij. Nosh- Roman. The rana of Mewar himself is thus

tigin, a Turki slave of Malik-Shah Seljuk, was ordained a knight by the first of his vassals in

made governor of this province, and contrived to dignity, the chief, of Salumbra. If we couple

secure his independence. His son Kutub-ud-Din this martial rite with the demand of jiiddan.

extended his dominions, and acquired the title of there is an additional reason for calling the Yadu
Kharasm-Shah, a name which had been borne by Indo-Scythic. Their worship of the sword is

the rulers of the country before tho Muhammadan Kharg-thapna. Khargu, a Hindu sacrificial sword.



KHARt. KHARTRA.

i. pp. 159, 683,ii. p. 259(| See i KHARMA, properly Khurma. Arab. In
Khanda. Persia, certain trees are reckoned mubarak or
KHART, a rude pagan tribe on the hills of blessed, such as the zeituii or olive, and the nakhl

Assam, on the eastern frontier of the Mikir and or khurma, the date-palm tree. Some Muham-
Cacliar. Near them are the Angami, another madan tradition respecting the angel Gabriel

rude pagan tribe. These are associated "with the seems to have consecrated the olive
;
and the

Kuinsang, Joboka, Midung, Tablung, Tengsa, date is said to llouriali only in the regions of

Khari, and Mozomc Angami. Islam, the land of true believers. — Ouseky's
KIIARI, a slate-stone of Cuttack, used for the Tmrcls, ii. p. 330.

manufacture of pencils and balls for writing on IvHARRAU, or Indian mackerel, a species of

the ground or floor in all rural schools, and by Thynims, is found in abundance off the Burmese
native accountants. coast, and from thence great numbers, in a dried
KHA RIF, crops sown at the commencement of state, are annually imported into Bengal,

the rains, ripening in autumn. In India there KIIARRIA, a tribe in Pingbhum in a very
are two principal harvests, the spring and autumn, wild state, living much in backwoods and on the
with, at some places, an intermediate crop. For tops of liills apart from the IIo and Bhumij, who
the spring harvest, the Rabi or Fasl-i-Rabi, the are somewhat in <lread of them, as these isolated

seed is sown in Feptenib(*r cu- October, at tin* Kharria have tluj reputation of being great
close of the periodical rains. The grains sown wizards. They are found also, under the same
consist of wheat, barley, and other ccTcals, name, in tlu* Maiibhnm Hills. The Kharria arc

different kinds of pulse which do not require also seen in villages with other tribes as farm
irrigation or much wat(‘r, and these cro})S an* cut labourers, but in the Chutia Nagpur estate they
in February or March, 'riio autumn or Kharif are far more civilised, living near the southern
crops consist of rice and other grains rc^piiring Kuel river, one of the streams that vise on the
irrigation. For these the seed is sown at the (flmtia Nagpur plateau, the principal source of

commencement of the rainy si-ason, and reapcul the Brahmani. This river the Kharria venerate*

about October or November, Other millets amt as the i:>anta1 the Darnudar, and into it they
pulses of quick growth are sown at the beginning throw the ashes of theur dead. Their ancestors,

of the rainy season, and form tlic Bhadoni or they say, were formerly settled between Kohtas

intermediate crop. ami Fatna. They quarrelled with their relations,

Tlie Bhadoni inehidcs sawan, ur<li, kakiin. and wandered away to the Koel. Part of tliem

makra, bagri-dhan, and sathi-dhan
;
the Knaii seem, however, to have reached the Koel from tlie

crop includes dhan, kodn, til, ])atna sanai, maize, south. They w’orship the sun under the name of

and cotton
;
and tlie Agahni crop includes jarhan, Bero, and whom in prayer tliey address as Parm-

sorghum, urd, inothi, iniing, patua ; for s(‘ed, rani- eswar. Every head of a family should, in his lifc-

dana, lobiah, and bliatwans.— (J<tnia)y] Burtox':^ time, make not less than five sacriflccs to this

Schide^ )). 381 ;
117/sm/V (Hoss. divinity; the lirst of fowls, the second of a pig,

KHARIK, also Khar-klinnda. Hind., Maiir. third of a white goat, fourth of a ram, and fifth

A tribe employed in cultivating suit marshes or of a buffalo. Their sacrificial altar is an ant-hill,

saline soils.
" which was also formerly used by the IIo and

KHARI MATTI. Hind. Fire-clay, pip<^-clay, Alundali. They are said to have no word for

white earth. That of the liUhore bazar is a pale- marriage, but after certain festivities the bride

coloured clay, almost tlie same as chikni mitti, and and bridegroom are left to themselves, and the

used to make crucibles of. 'flu' term khari mitti following morning arc carried to the river to

is also applied to chalk.

—

Pourll's Jiandhook. bathe, and the bride eonreyeil to her hiisbiind’s

KIIAR-i-SHUTIi. Pkus. Cainel's thorn, home by her own friends. A dance is then got

Alhaji maurorum
;

in Arabic it is called Agiil, ami up, and the bride and lier groom are carried

all the deserts of the (‘ust are covered with it. It through it seated on the haunches of two of their

iatheJouzof Afghanistan. It is a prickly bush companions. Take all Kolarian races, they are fond

oh whioli the camels bro>Yse, and is called jowassa of dancing. The women liave three parallel lines

ill the Upper Provinces of India, ami Shinz in tattooed on their foreheads, with marks on their

Ualucliistan, ami is often used to make tatties, or temples. Thost; of iManbhiim are said not to eat

screens placed at the Avimiowe, and wetted, for sheep. They burn their dead, and place the ashes

cooling the apartments by evaporation in tin* hot in a pot, Avhich they throAV into the river. It is

winds." Pottinger says the Shinz, though to be said that they do not »llo\v their women to cook.

Seen in Baluchistan, is not in such plenty as in the -

—

Dolton^ htJiu. Hciuj. p. 101.

lower countries.— VV.p. 102; Firricr's KllARKI BOLl, the Hindi taught in Goveni-

donri}. p. 378
;
Frasci'slvhorasnn, p. 01. ment schools.— 0(^.7.

KHAKITA. Pkus. Tlie onuimcnted or cm- KHARTRA signifies true, an epithet of dis-

hroidered bag of embroidery or kbiinkhab in tinctioii which was bestowed by Sidraj, king of

which eastern letters are d€*spatched. Kharili, a Anhilwara Patau, on one of the branches

sort of chatelaine. (gatcha) of the Buddhist and Jain faith in a

KHARJ, the key-note of musical scale. grand nJigious disimtation (badha) at that capital

KHARJI. Peus. Schismatics
;
the Sunni Mu- in the 11th century. The celebrated Hema-

haimnadans are so called by the Shiah sect. A chaiidra Acharya was head of the Khartra-gatcha

;

Kharji is a person who separates himself from a ami his spiritual descendant honoured Udaipur

coininunitv or religious faith
;
a seceder. The with his prosiince in his vis^it to his dioceses in the

^hiah sect regard Ali as the immediate successor desert, in 1821. f olonol Tods Yati tutor was a

of Mahomed
;
the Sunni accept Ali as the fourth disciple of Hemachandra, and his patravali, or

l^halif. Sunnis designate all other Muslims by the pedigree, registered his descent by spiritual suc-

h'rm Shiyaees, signifying separatists or sectarians, cessions from him. This pontiff was a man of
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extensive learning and of estimable character. He
was versed in all the ancient inscriptions. His
travelling library was in the charge of two of his

disciples remarkable for talent. The letters of
invitation written by his flocks in the (l(‘sert were
rolls, some of them several feet in length, con-
taining pictured delineations of their wislies. One
from Bikanir represented that city, in one division

of which was the school or college of the Jain,

where the Yati wore all porlrayiMl at their various

studies. Ill another part, a jiroeession of them w'as
j

quitting the southern gate of tlu* city, tlie heail

of which was in tlu^ a('t of delivering a s(‘roll to a

messenger, while the ]>oiitiir was seen witli Ids

cortege advancing ill tlie distance. To show' the

respect in w'hich these high priests of the Jain an*

held, the princes of Kajtiutaiia invarial Jy advance
outside the walls of tlieir eajJtal to reeeive and
conduct tliein to it,— a in:irk of inspect paid oiily

to princes. On the occasion of the high }»riest of

the Kiiartra passing lliroiigli Udaipur, as alx/ve

alluded to, the rana leceived him with every <lis-

tiiiction.

—

Tod'f^ Ixijjaathau, i. ]). olS.

KHAKVAK, a measure of 100 Tabreez main ids,

which is equal to (i mauiids and 10 seers of Imlia,

or about o20 11 is. avoirdupois. — MoJinn LaCs
Trarcls, p. 21)2.

KlIAKWA, IItnd. ,\ red-dyi'd eoiton elolli

of Mirzapore, used for lining dresses. It is also

made at Bhaonagar, kSiirat, and oilier places.

KHARWAK, a i«‘ice in Ciiutia Nagpur wdiose

four clans are tlu* Bhogta, Manjhi, Kaut, and
Mahato. The Bhogta are iu the hills of J\ilamau

.skirting Sirguja, iu J'ori and Bhaiiwar I'ahar of

Cliutia Nagpur, aud iu other placets. In Ihe

middle of tlie 18tli eentiiry, the head of tin* Bhogta

elan was a freeliooter, but lu* suiremlered and
kept to his engagement. Ills two sons, how^-

ever, joined iu the mutiny of ISoT-oM
;
om* was

hanged, the otlier transported, and the estate

confiscated. Uie low' Kharwar in feature k*-

semble the Santal. They are very <lark, witli

pyramidal-shajied low noses, thick protuberant

lips, aud the clu ok-bones jirojcct' so as to make
the ternjiles hollow. They claim to he Kshali iya.

and wear the poita or sacerdotal Cfird. J’liey have

b(*eii for ages mix(*d up witli the (.'hem, ami
subject to tlieiM. They elaiiu afUiiity with each

other, and have some customs in common. J’lie

rajas of Ranigarli and Jashpiir are members of

tliis family, w'ho have nearly succeeded in obliter-

ating their Turanian traits by successive inter-

marriages wulh Aryan fainiliis. The Jashpiir

raja wedded a lady of pure Kajput blood, and, by

liberal dowries, obtained a^sirnilar union for tbice

of his daughters. Tlie Kharwar worsliip Kali,

also the goddess Chandi, to wliom they sacrifice

human victims, and some prisoners wlio fell into

their hands during the rcljellion of 1.^07-58 were

so dealt with. They sacjifice every second year to

(Jiindol,a niah* sj)irit,toChanda,a female sjiirit, and

to Parvin. Butfalo, sheep, and goats are offered to

all these proniiscuoiisly.

—

iJallnn^ iUIm. nfJh ihhiL

KHAR ZAllKA. ib:j;s. Kit. Ass-jioisoii, very

common over all India, probably oleander?

KHAS. Auau, Own, particular, select, privalc.
i

Khowas, ])lural, are kept women, slaves. It is
*

largely combined.

KUAS, a dialect of Hindi, spoken between
Kaniaon and Nepal. I u Nepal it is called Parbatiya
or Parbati.

KHILS, Khus, or Kus, the ruling tribe in Nepal,

are also called l^arbattiali or highlander, from

the circumstance of their residence in the hills.

,

Until the year 1810, they ruled the entire tract

I

from the Sutlej to the ITsta river. They are of

i Turanian origin, and had a distinct language, but

j

tlie Brahmans converted them to Hinduism, gave

them the rank of Ksliatriya, and imparted to

them llie Hindi tongue, with which their own
’aiiguage became mixed. They possess masculine

energy of cliaraeler and love of enterprise, are

excellent soldiers, and form a considerable part of

tin* Ne])alese army. They will carry several <lays’

jirovisions on tlieir backs, laui despatch their

meals in half-aii-hour, and laugh at tlu* phar-

isaical rigour of tlu* Ih'iigal sepoys, who must
bathe from liead to foot and worship tlieir god
before tliey l.iegiii to dross their dinner, must eat

nearly naked even in the coldi'st weather, aiul

eaniiol ‘be in marching order in less than three

hours, and would deem the carrying of a load

ini enseiy < legrad i ng.
K11A8A. Hind. 18oft calico, a. line cloth.

KHASA, a peojile wiio inhabited Persia and
Nortiiern India befon* tlu; Aryan iimnigratiori.

There is si ill a race in the Indian di'sert, now
Muluuninadan. and called Kliosa. Klpliinstoiic

inentions tin* Kliasa Khel. Ivasligar is iu the

region of tin* Kliasa, the Uasia regio of Ptolemy.

.Menu says that the Haea, Vavana, the Pahlavi,

and Ihe Khaaa of Ueiitral Asia, w ere all Ksluitriyu

or Uaj])nts.— Hin\
KHAS-AAL, a powerful tribe of busbandnieu

on the east of the Ku})hrales.

1\UA8-BA1H)AP, a uialehlock-iuaii in a great

mair.s retiiiiK*.

KII.\S-( 'll KLA. lliNl). Literally cliief diseijile.

'I'he chief disei]>le and destined successor of tlu*

mahant or head of a. religious establishment of

ascetic, orniendica.nl lliiidiis.— 117/.sv>«’.v (/lossfU'/f.

KHA8-J)LS, a term formerly applied to all the

liill country in the N.W. Himalaya, of which tin*

inhabitants were td’ mixed caste and impure to the

Hindus of Lower India. Tlie Khasiya people do
not acknowledge the name as a[)p]ieable to tliem-

selves, but apjily it to tin* JMiotia.

KIIASIII. lliM). The frame wliich supports

the tine screen or strainer use«l in making ])aper.

K 11 ASH K HA, Li:j:s. ; Tika, Hind. The

si'ctariau mark on the foreheads of Hindus. Qii.

I\hushka.

KILASII KHASH. (Ir.i., Hind. J7)ppyseeds

of Papaver somniferiim. Khasli-khasli ka-tel,

po])py seed rhl.

KHASH RUl). The googra pliers d(*Rcri bo this

river as taking its rise in the moiinlains of Siah-

band, and trace its course from north to south

until it bills into the llelmaiid at Kernasheeu,
w'lu ivas it Hows in Ihi.s direction only as far as

Koh-i-Huzdaii, a village sitiiateil lietween Washir
and Ibrahiini

; there it forms an elbow, turning

sud<h-nly south- wt-st, and runs from that point

straiglit to th(! Seistan lak(‘. At the cold season

of tlie y(.*ar its bed i.s generally dry and full of

reeds, in which are numbers of wdld fowl.—
Fu rier's ,/ourn. p. 4UJ.

KHASIYA, a great tribe in Kamaon and

Garhwal, who claim to be Rajputs, but this is

doubtful, and Bajputs do not acknowledge the

connection. The people of Kamaon consist of

the Bhotia on the borders of Tibet, the Khasiya
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or original hill population, and settlors froii tho

plains. The mass of the population south of the

snows consist of the Khasiya, whose country is

called Khas-des, in distinction from Huiides, tho

country of the Hun, and Bliot, tho country of the

Bhotia. The Khasiya are now Hindu in religion,

in language, and customs. They arc identical

with the Khasa Hindus inliahitiiig tho hills, who
were mentiomHl by Menu 2500 years ago. Until

British occupation, tho Dorns Avoro tho prrulial

slaves of tlio Kliasiya proprietors. In Kamaon
the hill dialect is in the main Hindi, hut lias some
curious grainmatieiil alliiiities to the Bengali.

—

Cainjthell, [). 07.

KllAS-KHAiS. Bkncj. Andropogon murieatus,

tlio cuscus of Europeans, remarkable for its

agreeable odour. It is the Anatherum murieatum
f Boaiivoia, a fragrant grass, tlie roots of which

|

ar(‘ made into door and window screens. Is much
used as a packing material. 'Ihe gniss of the

plant is called khavi and pauui, and the tloAver

izklun*.

—

Pou'cir.s' ] i. p. 51<S.

KHA8-KHEJJ. Him*. A slave rac(‘ at the

BalaiAvulpur court, whose daughteisassociated iirst

with the naAvabs before being married to other

persons. The (Jola were another' class of slaves,

ami Averi; ]U’ineip;rUy from Africa, and of ilie

Sidi Habslii, Khas-klieli, Sindi, and Zemghur
races.

of tho Garo. Some of the hills attain a height

of 6000 feet, but the country includes belts of

arable soil about 2000 feet above the plains, on
Avhich groAV, in great luxuriance, oranges, limes,

pine-apples, the jack-fruit, and mangoes, betel-

nut, and plantains, with tlie raspberry and

I

stiJiAvberry.

The eonsuB of the Kiiassya tnid Jaintia Hills

of 1S72 showed 7.‘>,24r) females to 08,504 males,

and that of 1881 gives 88,710 of the former to

80, 104 of th(‘. latO'r : that is, the district contains

1 lO'o AAmnieii to every lOO nnuj. In the Caro and
.Northern ('achar Hills tlie excess of females Is

tiitling. In the Neilglierry Hills the excess of

males is so great that polyandry is practised, and
female Todas liave a jrlurality of husbands.

Khasiya Avomeji are at the head of the family,

hohl property in their own right, and property

descends in Llie fenlal(^ line. 'I'he sister’s son ili-

heiits ]»ro])Crty and rank.

Marriages are made witliout eeremony. If the

j)roposal uf a youth is accepted l>y the young lady

and her pare nts,h centers tin' household of the latter,

or somelitnes only visits his Avife there occasion-

ally
;

tin* union thus loosely made is easily broken.

Separations are fre<iueiit; and when they mutually

agree to ].)art, they ]}ubhcly intimate their Avish

by throAving away a fcAV shells taken from each
other ; tlu‘ I'hildren remain with the mother.

KHA8K.\, a Avritteii record of the ]»articu]ars

of a rougdi maj) or plan of avillage. A held book,

day book, (.>r journal.

KHASSYA lllLUS Avith Hie Jaintia Hills thiin

a British district in Assa.ni, between lat. 25’ I'

and 2t^’ 14' N., and betw<‘en long. DO' 47' and
1)2'^ 52' E., of an area of (1157 sipiare miles, and
Avirh a pojiulatioii, according to the census of

1881, of 169,114 .souls. These liills form tin* central

'.-•ectiOii of the Avatcrslied between tln^ valleys of

tlie Brahina]mti'a and the Surma. 'I'lm Khas,s\a

Hills are occupied by a collection of State.s, each

governed by an elective ruler on deinom-atic

]>rinciples. Tlic Khassya Stales are 25 in num-
her, of Avhicli live, viz. (.'lieiTapimji, Khyiim,
Niistung, Siingrt'i', and Nus[H)(mg are commonly
called the semi-in(le]iendeiit Slates. The chiefs

e.xercise civil and eriminal jmisdii'lion oAcr theii'

own people in all malters pertaining exe.lusivelv

to them. Tho minor States, known a.s tlie dejM-nd-

le chio}' of Avhieli

Niuigklow. i\Ii)WSoui:iin.

iilolticin. IMuwiliui I’unji. Nobo Sn]»ho.

iMurriow. lUivhnun. .tci'iung.

Ilaniryo. jMnllui ( ’hiinmicl, Sy\mg
Mowlic. .Bhawul. Shillong ]hniji-

('hcyla, Sceriiii rimji. jMowitnig Pnnji.

Howarrali Leiigkliaii J’uuji. J^yksoiu J'linji.

Notoonneii.

Moleem wais con<[uered in 1829, and the raja i>f

Khyrim ceded, to tin* Britisii, the territory to the

8.K. of the Ooinean or Booga I’ane river. In

1861, the raja Avas deposed, and .Malay Singh, a

new chief, installed. iSo engagements have over

hecn made witli Nobo Sopho, Syung, Moflong

Biinji, and Lyksom ITinji, but agreements

Avere enbu’cd into with MoAvyang in 1829,

Howarrah Notooiincn in 1837, Soopar ITinji in

1829, and in 1860 Avith BhaAVul. Tho whole tract

nf the hill country occupied by these coiifeilerates

^'mbraccs an area of about 4800 stpiare miles be-

tAveen Khassya, Sylhet, Acsaiii, and the country

The. Khasiya race deem a twin-birth unlucky, and,

wlnm twins were burn, used to kill one of the

infants. 'I'hey deemed the twin-birth degrading,

as assiinilating tliem Avith the loAV’er animals. The
Ainu of Japan, also, if a twin-birth occur, always
destroyed one of the infants

;
and this idea likewise

jirevails amongst the Bali population, and the

.Vustialian indigenes.

'Fhe Kliasiya tribe habitually erect dolmens,

I

menhirs, cists, and cromlechs, almost as gigantic

ill I heir proportions, and very' similar in appearance

and const ruction, to the so-called Druitlical re-

mains of Western Europe.

'rim undulatory I'lninonees of the countiy, some
loon to 6001 .) feet above the level of tlie sea. are

dotted Avitli groujis of huge unpolished sipiarcd

pillars and tabular slabs, supported on tliree or

four ru(l(* pier.*^. In one spot, buried in a grove,

Avere found a marly complete circle of menhir,

the tallest of wliich was 40 feel out of the ground,

t; feet })n»ad, and 2 feet 8 inches thie.k
;
and in

front of eacl) was a dolmen or cromlech of pro-

portionately gigantic pieces of rock; Avliilo tho

largcsl slab measun^d Avas 42 feet high, 15 feet

broad, and 2 feet thie.k. 'I'lie method of removing

the blocks is by cutting^rooves, along Avhich fires

are lighted, and into whieh, Avhen heated, cold

Avatcr is run, Avliich causes the rock to fissure

along the groove
;
the lever and I'opo are tho only

mechanical aids used in transporting and erecting

(he blocks, 'riie objects of their erection are

vairious,—sepulture, marking s])ots Avherc public

events had occurrcil, etc. 'riic Khassiaii Avord for

a stone, ‘ man,’ occurs as commonly in the names

of their villages and places xis that of man, maen,

ami men does in those of Brittany, Wales, Corn-

Avall, etc. 'riius Maiismai signifies in Khassya the

stone of oath
;
Mamloo, tho stone of salt

; Man-
iloiig, the grassy stone, etc.

;
just as in Wales

Penmaon maAvr signifies the l)ill of the big stone,

and in Brittany, a menhir is a standing and a
dolmen a table stone, etc.
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The Khasiya are commonly classed with the Schlagentweif's General Hyimmetry of India^ ii

neighbouring Synting/Garo, Naga, Kachari, etc., pp. 95-98; Hooker's Him. Jour. ii. p. 282
as a subdivision of the Indo-Chinese branch of Jjuhhock, Origin of Civilisation^ p. 21 ;

Treatiei

the human family. The British stations, Shillong, a7id ^Sunnuds; Daltoyi's Ethnology.

Cherrapunji, and Jowai arc the only large places KHAT. Arab., Hind., Pers. A letter. Khat-
in the Khassya and Jaintia Hills. i-sharif, a royal letter.

The ashes of a tribe are deposited under one KHATA-BANDI. Hind., Maiir. A system ol

vault or in one bnrial-grouii<l. Tlie remain.^ of assessment by Khatas or distinct estates
;
in this,

man and wife are never mingled, because they the tax or rent is paid, whether cultivated or left

belong to different tribes. A husband is there- fallow.

fore in death separate^d from his wife and KflATAK llllJiS, a range or series of ranges

children, as the latter belong to the tribe of the in the Kohat and Peshawar districts, Panjab, so

mother, and their ashes are deposited with hers. called from an Afghan tribe who inhabit them.
The climate of Kliassya is remarkable for the They bound Peshawar district to the south, and

excessive rainfall. Major Yule slated that in the extend from the 8afed Koh system to the Indus,

month of August 1841, 2C4 inches fell, or 22 feet, Between the plain of Ih'.sliawur and the Salt

and that daring five successive days, 80 inches fell Range at KalabagU lies the country of the

in every 24 hours ! Dr. Thomson and Dr. Hooker Khatak and i^agree Afghans. The Khatak arc

also recorded oO indies in one day and niglit, and divided into the chiefships of Akora and Teri.

during seven months of Dr. Hooker’s stay at Akora lies east of the ])Iain of Peshawur, on
Cherrapunji, upwards of 500 indies fell, so that the river of Kabul. The Khatak of Akora live

the total annual fall perhaps greatly exceeded in the hills, 'flie southern division is under the
600 inches, or .50 feet. From April 1819 to April chief of Teri, who is able to assert his inde-

1850, 502 inches, or 42 feet, fell. It is reported ])endencc. Part of tlie Kohat district consistfi

that in 1861 the total fall at Chermpunji was of the Khatak country, and in the Koliat valley

805 inches, 8G6 of them in July. Thisunparallele<l they are the predominating tribe. They hold
amount is attributable to the abi'uptness of the the Khiishalgurh pass, leading from the Indus
mountains which face the Bay of Ih'ugal, from into Kohat, and offering the easiest entrance
which they arc separated by 200 miles of jhils to the valley. On the whole, tlie Khatak have
and simdcrbans. been loyal subjects. Tlu.'y are good soldiers, and

At 4000 to 5000 feet elevation in the Khassya, ean muster 12,000 lighting men. Many of them
Dr. Hooker collected upwards of 50 sjiecies of are in tlie British service. 'I'liey are considered

Graminete alone, in an dglit miles’ walk, and 20 the best eoudueted and most respectable tribe on
to 30 Orchideie. There is only one pine in the this frontier. The Teri Toi river divides the Khatak
Khassya mountains, Pinus 8ineii.sis, wliich is not Hills into two main groups, the southern of wliich

known as a native of the Himalaya. As in all contains tlie famous salt mines of Narri, Bahadur
very humid climates, orchids occur in very great i Khcl, and KluniTak, while the mines of Malgin and
abundance in the Khassya mountains, constituting .latta lie among the spurs of the northern range,

at least a twelfth part of the vegetation, and being The peaks of the south - eastern group seldom
by far the largest natural order of ilowering plants, attain a lieight exceeding 8000 feet

;
but Swaiiai

They are equally abundant at all elevations.
;

Sir, in the opposite range, htus an elevation of

There are iqnvards of twenty kinds of palm in
!
4785 feet above sea-level. The salt, which gives

the Khassya district, including ChanuTrops, threi?
j

these mountains their chief importance, occurs as

species of Areca, two of Wallichia, Arenga, a .solid rock, uncovered and exposed in many
Caryota, three of Plioenix, Ph'ctocomia, Liciiala, ' places, so as to be quarried rather than mined
and many species of (’alamus. Hesidi'S these 'I’he deposit may probably rank as one of the

there arc several kinds of Pandanus, and the largest in the world. The total quantity of salt

Cycas pectiiiata. extracted from the five mines in 1870-71 amounted
Cherrapunji is a sanatorium in the Khassya to 407,098 luaunds, and the duty realized to £8556.

Hills, in lat. 25" 15' 58" N., and long. 91" 40' 42" The JSikhs never managed these mines at all.

E., 4588 feet above the level of the sea. It is 40 They farmed them out to some local chief, and
miles north of Sylhet, and 60 miles south from left hiiii to collect what he could. Under liritish

GoAvhatty. rule, the control and working of the mines is in

The Jaintia Hills, on the otiicr hand, are purely the hands of Government ollicers. The salt is ex-

British territory, being a foition of the dominions cavated and sokl .at the mine at a fixed duty of

of the raja of Jaintia annexed in 1885. 'fhe first two, three, and four annas per maund of 80 lbs.,

treaty with Jaintia Avas concluded in 1824. 'I’lie covering all expenses. 'Phe first Khatak of note

raja Ram Singh rendered no Jissistance during tlie and intluenci* regarding wliom there is any

Burmese war, hut he agreed to acknoAvlcdge information, is Akore, the founder of Akora,

allegiance to the British, and his country avus lying one march on the PeshaAvur side of

taken under protection. The population of the Attock. The Khatak tribe is said to trace its

Jaintia and Khassya Hills is about 150,000. descent from the Kurtani, from whom also the

The inhabitants of the Jaintia Hills, who call Orakzai of 'I’hyruh, the Afridi, Bungush, Moli-

themselves Synting, have a less interesting history iiiund, Khuleel, and Daudzai claim descent. The

than the Khasiya. They first became British Kurtani were called also Burdurani, in contra-

subjects in 1835. In that year, the last raja of distinction to the Daurani, now divided into

Jaintia, Indra Singh, was deposed, on the charge of Popalzai, Bamizai, Saddozai, Nurzai, Alikuzai,

complicity with certain of his tribesmen who liad Yusufzai, Alizai, and Barakzai (divided into Mu-
carried off three Bengalis, and barbarously im- hammadzai and Hassanzai). Akore came from

molated them at a shrine of Kali.

—

Campbell^ p. Shuwal, near the AVaziri country, to a place called

149; Col.Yulcin Bengal Asiatic Journal for at that time Hassan Tungi, and now known as



KHATRI. KHATRI.

^

KHATRI are a scattered Hindu race
;
a Kliatri

village is unknown. They, however, inonopolizo

the trade of the Panjab, of the givater 2
>art of

Afghanistan, and farther to the west in Central
Asia, and even to St. Petersburg. They are the
only Hindus in Central Asia. In the T*aujab they

are almost the sole peoijle who perforin th(‘ scrip-

tory work, and there tliey an* the chief civil

employes of Government, and in the villages they

keep the village accounts, act as hankers, and buy
and sell the grain, 'hliey an* also the gurus of

the Sikh sects; botli Nanak and Govind W(*i’e

Khatri, and the Sodi and Ihdi of the jiresent <lay

are so. They do not usually engagt' in military

pursuits, but the <h!wan Sawan .Mull, governor of

Midtan, and his successor Mulraj. and very many
of Kanjit Singh’s chief functionaries, were Khatri.

It is said that a Khatri was dewan of Hadakhshan
or Kunduz, as was the Peshkar (diandoo Lai of

Hyderabad. Under the* Afglmns, a Khatri Mas
governor of IV'shawnir, and Akhnrs famous
minister, Tiidar Mull, was a Khatri; doti Pcrsa<l,

a M'ell-knoM’ii Agra contractor, was a Khatri.

The Khatri claim to be descendants of the old

Khetrya, written also Chetriya and Kahatriya.

They are Hindus
;
none, or very fcM', have ever

become Muhammadans, and tiMv Viave become
Sikhs. The Khatri of Northern India are a very
line, fair, handsome raee. 'I’liose of tlie M'estcni

part of Peninsular India, about iiombay, are

equally fair.

In Benares they arrange, thomselvcs into tin*

two sections, Purbiya or eastern, and IViehhainva

or western Khatri, both of Miiom point to tl
i

Panjab as the country from Avhich they came.
|

Some of the Kapur clan of tin* Pncldiainya are.
j

however, said to have adoj)ted Muhamnuidauism.
In Gujerat and in Katlyawar, the Khatri are

largely engagi'd ir\ <lyeing that the name is a]»|ili< <l

to all dyers, Hindu and Muhaniiiia<lan. The lliinlu

Khatri engaged in <lyeiiig on tins sid(.‘ of Indiin

speak the Gujerat language
;

tlu'y M'eiv. originally

natives of 8iii<l, but lliey have adojjted tin* manneis
and customs of the ]»lae(‘s in \vhich they reside.

The old Khatri of Diu ami sev(‘ral other plaees

hav^e all the look and inamiers of the 8iu')i. ft is

said that to avoid persecution an emigration from
Sind took place in various directions. I’hose

of them who settled a I Lowai agad became tlie

Avcll-known caste of l.ohana, ami tliat jiro-

ceeded to Ilingalaj became turners and dyers.

From thence they emigrated to <lilTorenl {)laces in

Katlyawar and (iiuj<*rat.

In Benares tlu;y .are closer observers of the

ancient cn.stoms of Rajputs than that which is

practised by modern Ibajijut tribes.

In Liidhiarifi there is a largo iiumb(‘r of thriving

merchants of the Khatri race. They Ma*ar tin*

sacred cord, which is jait on their boys at the .agt*

of eight years, are taught the gayatri, and read

the Vedas.

In Bombay and tin* adjoining <lislri(ds, they are

part of the writer class, wdiom Furopiiaiis styh;

Piubho, and the Ror or Ror;i rjf Northern India

are said to be Khatri. Tin; Kukka, a handsome
race on the east of the Jlielum, are said to have
been Khatri originally

;
and of the (haddi, an

interesting r,ace of fine jwtriarchal- looking slu*])-

herds in the interior of the Kangra Hills, the
most are Khatri. In Behar is an agricultural

class called Kshatri, Khatri, or Chatri, who sonn.*-

times servo as soldiers or as tho darwans or door-

keepers in Calcutta. In Ludhiana there is a large

imniber of thriving merchants of the Khatri race,

with a numerous colony of Kashmir shawl-weavers.

Multani is a term applied to several trading ckisses

in the north-MU'st of India, wandering Puthan

morcluints and others.

Thevenot, .sp(*aking of the people of Multan,

says:
‘

'J’liere is a tribe t)f Gmitiles here, calle(l

(kitry or Rajput; and this is properly their country,

from M'fieiice they spre.ad wer all the Indies.’

Diodorus Siculus marks them by the custom of

th(‘ir Avomen burning themselves alive on tlu^

funeral piles of their husbands
;
Avhich continued

a
2
)r,actic(‘ among them, .as well as some other

Hindu tribes, down to the middle of tho 19th
(•(‘ntury. Wg tind by Arrian, that tho Cathei
wer(‘ confederated M'ith the Malli and Oxydracea^,
that is, the [x'oplo of Multan ami Cutch, and
M-hich lay to the .south-wi'st of the jdaco where
Ah‘xand(‘r might be supposed to cross the Hy-
(Iraotes (or Ravi) on his w.iy to Indki. After
Alexander had crosse«l tlu* Aeesines (Clienah) and
llydraotes (Havi), he .appears to have* been drawn
out of the <lii‘ecr route tow.ards the Ganges, to

attack the city of Sangala. Sangala occurs only

in Arri.nn, and is said to have been a city of great

strength ami impoitaneo in llu^ country of the

t’athei. Diodorus Siculus c.alls the same pco})Ie

Pathei or Katliei; and (h(*s(* may jiosssibly he

recognised under Iho lyiine of (^atry of Thevenot,
ihat is to s.ay, tlu* Khatri Ksliatriya tribe.

In \.i>. PH)0, Malnuud ent('ri'd Hindustan, bni

ill the course of eight yiiars he madi; no f.arthei’

pmen.s.s ilian Multai The peojde of Mult.aii,

who M'cre tlio Malli ami Pathevi (that is Hie

Khetry or Pajpiit tril)t') of Ale.Kander, must have
])resei ved tlu ir ancient spirit, to la* able to oiijiosi*,

for So long a time, such formidable armies, beaded
by so fuiioiis an cMthusiast. In lOOS m'o tind tlu*

onfi'derate Hindus defeated
;
ami Mahmud's first

I'ssay towaials (‘fF»>ctiug the downfall of their re-

ligion M-as tlic desti'iieiiou of tlie famous temple rt

.Nagarkot. in the iniiunt.iiiis liordeiing on the Pai -

jab counti’v. His next ex}>edition, being the sixtii,

w.'is in 1009, mIicii Tannasar, a mon3 ceu'bratc'd

I

place of Hiiiilii w usliip ou the west of Dehli,

I
experi<*nced a like fate, M'itii Nagarkot; and tlu*

city of Dehli itself was taken at the same time.

In lobs he took Kaiiouj, and also destroyed the

templ(*s of Matra or Matiiva (the, Methora of

Idiny). His twelfth ('xpeditioii, in 1091, was
fatal to tlu* celebrated temph* of Sornnat, in the

]u‘iiinsula of Gujerat, adjoining to tlu*. town of

Ruttan, on tlu* sea-coast, and not far from the

islamlof Diu, now in tlu; hands of tlie Portuguese.
The Khatri of tlu* Ranjab is, howe.ver, said by
some aiitlioritics to lie, dissimilar to the Ksliatriya

of the Rajput. In the Ranjab their avocations

are looked upon as efl’eminate
;
but these writers

and traders are not much inferior in courage and
tirmness to the ruder tribes, wdiile they arc sujie-

rior ill civilisation, rehnemeiit, and capacity tor

affairs. The Khatri and IJroiu of their cities am I

towns are enterprising as nierchants and frugal

as tradesmen. T]i(*y are tho principal linaiiciens

and accountants of the country. Ami even yet

the ancient military spirit frequently reappears

amongst the once royal Kshatri, and they become

able governors of provinces and skilful leaders of

amiies. The Kathri of Berar claim to be Rajput,
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and to be of the ancient Kahatriya, though many
of them are weavers of nnkki, kor, and kinara.

Til reality the Khatri of India are a fragmentary

people, from some ancient stock now untraceablo,

T)Ut spread all through India, and actively engagecl

in peaceful avocations. In the ranjab they are

designated Kirar.— UevneU's Memoir^ p]>. 123-

133; Jiecorda of (hn'cnimcnt of India, No. 2:

Clitu; CuHnimjhnns Sikhs, p. 22; Wilson'.'^ Jlindn

Drama.
IvHATTA. Ilrxi). 8oiir; the acid Jinn* or

citron, Citrus niedica. Khatta-mitha is Oxalis

corniculatn.

KHAWA. Hind. A pass in tlu^ Salt Kangt‘,

scarcely frequented, yet may b(^ consiilered the

most practicable. Timur crossed it on his mareh
into Hindusbin.

KHAAVAK, a pass in the Hindu Kush, in lat.

3r>” 38' X., long. 70' K. About lo miles long.

'I'hc crest is 13,200 feet. The ascent on the north

side is a uniformly inclined |)lane.

KHAWAS. Akah. riural of Khas. Nobles,

grandees, ])ersoiial servants. In Purauya, slaves

in general. In the ^Yestof India, the (children of a

female slave belonging to a. (diaran or Hajpul, the

property of the owner of the slave, but treated as

members of the family.

KHAYYAM, tlie tahhallas or lilerary title of

Omar, amative of Naishajmr iu Kliorasnu, a eele-

)»i'aled po(‘t and astronomer.

In tlui days when Alj) ;\rsl;ui ruled in the stc'ad

of his father Toglirul Ih'g. tlii'e(‘ lads, each (»!'

whom was destined to rise to eminema' or noto-

riety, might linvi‘ been sei*n day by <iay meeting

t<.) I(‘arn wisdoiii from the iiistriielions of the

famous Imam MovvatTak of Naisliapur. Kvery lad

who studied inidera master so renowiu‘d amongst
the doctors of Islam, Avas decaned most fortunate,

for his siiee.ess in lif(' was no longer a matter of

diiubt. One of tlu! tliree Avas Xizam-ul-Mulk.

afterwards vizir to Alp .Arslaq. .Another Avas

Hasan - bin - Sabbah, the foumhu’ of the st'ct of

the Assassins, whose' leaelei' Avas known to tin*

t'rusaders as the t.)ld Man of the Mountains. Tin*

third Avas Omar Khayyam, nflerwanls astronomer

and poet. Nizam-ul-Mulk, in tlu; AVasiyah, tolls

tlu; story liow Hasan om* day, alluding to their

good ju’oapects, said, ‘ l.et us make a vow, that to

whomsoever gooil fortune falls, lu; shall share it

equally with flu; re-st, and reseu've no ]UH‘-eminence

for himself.’ ‘ Jh* i( so,’ the others nqilieil. Ni/,am-

ul-Mulk Avas the first to rise; to eminence, and
Avlien he became vizir, Hasan receivi'd a geeod

appointment, but, I'litm iiig on a. course of intrigue,

lu; was degraded and disgraced, became the lu'aii

of the Ismaili sect, whiidi for a Avhile Avas the

terror of tJie eastern Avorld, and Nizain-ul-Mulk

fell a victim to their cruelty, (biiar Khayyam
rocciv(;d a pension from tlu* royal treasury, and
biisicMl himself in ‘Avinning kiioAvledge of every
hind, and especially in astronomy.’ In the ro’gn
of Malik Shah ho settled at Morv. He was one
of eight scientific men empl(jye<l in Tcforming tlu*

calemlar. The result was tlie Jalali era, of

which Gibbon says, ‘ It surpasses the Julian, and
approaches the accuracy of the Gregorian style.’

lie also wrote a treatise on algebra. Hut he is

hotter known as a poet, and his Kubaiyat or qua-
fraina have been translated into several European
languages.

He wrote very little, but what he has written

will live when the lengthy poems of inferior men
are forgotten. By some he is thought to have
been a Sufi; but tliougli he uses Sufi forms of

expression, his language is more in keeping with
hi.s position as a leading scientific man.

Those who place Omar among the Sufi quote

th(; following verso :

—

‘ Tn synagogue and cloister, mosque, and school,

Hells terrors and heaven's lures men's bosoms rule;

Hut they who pierce tho secrets of tlie truth,”

Sow not such empty chaff their hearts to fool.’

In one Averse is a grave and serious rebuke, in a

second is sarcastic ridicule :

—

‘ Some fcfd falsi* hope* on that A^ain fantasy
Of houris feigned in Par.ailise to be ;

Hut when tlu; veil is lifted, they will see

How far tiioy aic. friim 'rii'-e, liow far from Thee.

In Paradisi! are lioiiris, as you know,
And fountains that with wine and honey flow;
If these ho law’ftil in tlie w'orhl above*,

What harm to love tho liko <loAvn here below?’

Anotlier verso says :

—

‘ Pagodas, Just as nH*s(|Ucs, arc lu)mcs of prayer;
Tis prayer that church hells chime unto the air ;

Yea, Churcli aiul Ka’iiba, Rosary aiul Cross,

Are all but divers tongues of world-wide prayer.’

Omar Khayyam loves to balance aniitlieses of

belitd'. He formulated no system, but only
scatterod fortb in t legant vers<‘ bis doubts and
didicnlties. He lived ami died a sceptic. Ho can-

not understand the nature of things. He regrets

that be has aiqu'ju-ed on the scone at all

-

‘
I never would liave come, luid J h(>en asked :

I would as lief nut go, if 1 were aslo.'d
;

And, t<» hi* short, I would annihihato

All condiig, being, going, W(‘rt* 1 asked.'

He a])peavs as lost in inib(‘lief. Fatalism settled

<tn his miiul ;

—

‘

'flu* “tablet ' all oiii- foitiine dotli contain,

AVrit by tlu* “ pen " that m eds not bliss nor blame
;

"I’was writ at first, whatever was to be,

'I'o grieve or strive is labour all in vain.’

Aloral la'sponsihility is utterly denied ;

—

‘

'I’lio potter did liiiuself lliese A'Ossels frame :

What. )nakes him cast them out to scoi’ii and shame?
If lu* has inad(; them w. 11, '>\liy sliould lie break them?
And though he marred them, they arc not to blame.’

d’he figure of a gnnu* at chess is intioduecd to

show bow lu’lpless a ereatuie man is under the

inexorahh* rule of a pitiless fati* :

—

‘ \A'e are hul chessmen, who to move arc fain

dust as tlu; great Chessplayer iloth ordain,

lie moves us on life's chesshoar<l to and fro,

Ami then in death's l>o\ shuts us up again.’

Omar had not always been thus resigned. Ho
says

—

‘ T ]»ut my lilts to tin* cuit, for 1 did yearn
I’lie s<wri*t of the future life to learn ;

And from His lip I lu anl a whisper dntp,

Hriiik I for once gone you iievei- wdll return.’

—Madras Mail, 23d Alarcl 1882; Saturdaff

Ueriru\ bill January 1881.

KHAZKIUJ (Kliczerj), a Yciy ancient Arab
tribe, in {)ossessiou of Medina wlnm Mahomed IUhI

there. Ahu Osaibi was of tliis tribe. The Butina,
oiic(* the most, celebrated tribe in Arabia, is now
a small broken clan. 'I’lie Anizcb Arab come of

this race.

—

Jiich\s Kurdistan, ii. p. 258.

KHFdlA, Hind., written Kheddah and Khadah,
an enclosure into Avhich Avild elephants are driven
and caught, from Khedna, to chase.
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KIIEDA, a village in the Cutch State, situated and are descended from Mir Ilamera, son of Abdul
13 miles south of Bhooj. To the S.E. of Kheda is Mahtab, who died in the reign of Hazrat Imam
a small village on a rising ground, above which Husain about A.i). 646. Leaving Arabia, they

stands the mausoleum of IMr Ghulam Ali. Inside first came to K(‘i*man in l*ersia, and thence to

the dargah is the tomb, under a c{ino])y, supported Makran, where they remained hOO years. One
by 12 small columns. Against the pall lies a repre- of their chiefs, Yakub Khan, had four sons and
sentation of a Moghul pir, a wntcr-colour portrait a daughter, named respectively Rind, Hot, Las-
of Ali, with a nimbus round his head, and below hari, Korai, and Alassainat Yatoi. From these

him, Hasan and Husain, also with aureoles; and in sprang the tribes called by these names. After

a third frame, Mahomed in a blue choga, but the some time the Rind and Lashari quarrelled, and
face left blank,—a curious compromise between the latter took refuge in Sind. The Brahui were
the prohibition in the Koran and the desire f(»r a supposed by r\>ttinger to b(' a nation of Tartar

palpable representation of the objects of revereiiec. m-igin. The above are the great <livi8ions, but—Imp. Oaz, there are many subdivisions. The aggregate

KHEDIVE, a Turkish word signifying prince, number of men that could lui brought into the

ruler. It was conferred on the hereditary ruler field by all the trilx'S is calculated at 3b,000 men;
of Egypt by an imperial firman dated 26tli May but not more than 8000 or 10,000 could be in-

1866, from the emperor of the Turkish dominions, dneed to go out of the country, even when their

The previous title was Wali or Vali, viceroy, and n»ost ])o]uilar rulers were in power. With the

had been conferred on Muhammad Ali, the first certainty of pay, the British should bo able to get

heredibiry ruler. 8()()() at least, and they would form a splendid

KHEE. Hind. Kotaha land broken upon tb(‘. body of troo])S. 'riiere are two great sirdars,

steep slopes of hills. hereditary lu?ads of the districts of Saliarawan ami
KHEEL, tlie iron pillar of the Pandu race, .lhalawan; to these sirdars the khan is supposed

mentioned in the ])oeni.s of Cliand. A legmitl to submit all his intentions before he can carry

relates that an inlidid Tuar ]»rince wished to prove out anything lawfully. Besides these, there is a

the truth of the traditiuu of its depth of founda- wazir chosen by the Tnjak, or merchant community,
tion

;
blood gushed up frt.tm the earth’s centn*, wdu) has a voice in the government. The language

the pillar became loose (dbili), as did the fortune spoken in Kalat is Brahui, and is quite different

of the house from sucli impiety, and this is given from the Bnliu'ld, tlioiigli neitlier is written;

as the origin of the name of Delili.

—

Tod's llojas- ! nearly all the oHieial documents being in Persian,

ii. p. 31.
j

The Baluchi womeJi are treated better than other

KJ I EES All. II INI)., Pkus. a tlesli glov(‘. Musalman women. The more indepmident tribes,

The importance of the condition of the skin to the such as the Murree, have woim'U slaves amongst
maintenance of health and the comfort of the them, Ihongh m*t many.
individual lias been demonstrated by tdiysicians. Raids are latterly eonfined to their Pathan
To preserve its surface free from all extraneous neiglibours, tor Sir W. Meri'wether (then Caj)taiu

substances, to dislodge all euicreted matter, eol- Merewotb(‘r) at Shagurin 1.S17, and Paptaia Kaitt

lected dust, the dop<isil of the fatty .soeretions, when betook Bugti Dehra (vide General T. Jacob’s

etc., a glove made of burruk or Persian glove liook on the Biigti cam]>aign), gave them very

cloth', and called kheesah, lias Ix^en in use from sharp lessons, ijir W. Merewethor killed 700 of

time immemorial thronghouL the east. It is tluuii, amt tlu‘ Bugti have not recovered that

applicable alike to the bath and the dressing-room, punishment yet. Amongst themselves they are

The hair-glove in India is used only f(H’ rubbing great sticklers to custom. For instance, iu a tight

down horses. between two tribes, one of them brought up a gun
KHEL. Prsirrr'. A snbdivi.sion of a trilie

;
that bad before becui taken from tlio Khan of

also a collection of tents, a village eommunity, Khelat, and tired tlua'c or four stone shot at their

a portion of or even mi entire tribe. It is a usual opponents’ village. Hardly had they done so when
term with all Afghans and Babich, ^^ome Baliieh out rushed a whole crowd of women from the

live in mud huts, others in fortressi’s, but tlie village, and, going iqi to the assailants, asked them
usual lodging is a black felt or camlet tent, called bow they could do so low a thing {is light with

gedaun, which is stretched over a tamarisk frame- w eapons that had never bi eii used liy their fathers,

work. An assemblage of gedaun constitutes a Gurious to say, even in the heat of their passions,

tumun or village, common to the Khel, ami a this argument prevailed, and the cannon being sent

number of Khel form a tribe. off to a place of security, the tight was continued

KHEL, a boat iu use in Assam. Its roof is with sword, shield, and matchlock. vSiuce then,

covered with tlie leaves of the Livistoiia Jeiikiu- when a son of the Katran chief, Imam Bux,

siana palm.

—

Simmomls Dirt. use<l rifle skirmishing Avith the Murree, the same

KHELAT, properly Kalat, in hit. 28‘^ 53' N., argument induced liim to lay aside his rifle and

and long. 66“ 28' S., is 6800 feet above the take to his sword. One thing specially noticeable

sea. It is the capital of Jhiliichistan, and the seat is how on both these occasions tlie women took

of govci-nment of the Khan, among whose subjects the office of iutei’mediaries, and in both cases no

are many tribes of Brahui and Baluch, some Af- idea seemed to lie entertained of interfering with

ghans, Avitli sects from Persia, Aralis on the coast them, Avhile. it is equally certain that if they

lirng. and Hindus engaged in coininercc. The been caught after the light was decided they

Khan is of the Brahui. The better known tribes would have become the prize of the victors,

are all situated along the Dehra Glmzi frontier, A ATiy large portion consists of barren hills and

and along Sind. From thence tlie country extends sandy plains, while only asmall portion is culturable.

inwards to the Indian Ocean from above Kurachee About Khelat, Mustang, and Quetta the inaximm^
to the border of I\;rsia. and minimum temperature in summer is about 105

The Baluch believe that they came from Aleppo, and 48*^
;
iu winter, 70*^ and 4”. In the sandy
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deserts of Makran, the cold is not nearly so great, i worship their river, the Koel, with rites similar to

but the heat is so intense that during the Khurma
j

those with which the Santal or Ho adore the
paz, or date ripening, as it is called, a period of * Dainuda. The Khcriah, Rendkur,i Rirhor, and
about three weeks, even the inhabitants keep Hhuihar are described as regularly wild inhabitants

close and do not go out.
j

of the hills and jungles, Avho have no fixed villages,

The Baluch mare is a raw-boned animal of about but move about from place to place, burning down
13 to 14 hands. These horses have considerable

j

the jungles, sowing in the ashes, and after the
endurance, and can go 50 to 60 miles a day for i harvest moving elsewhere. — Dalton^ p. 155

;

several consecutive days. One man rode in and i
Camjthell^ p. 36

;
W. W. Hunter,

out with a letter just 80 miles in 24 hours, and I KHES. Hino. A wrapper. Of these there

his mare had the same Avretched broken-down
;

are several kinds,— Khes-bafi, Khes-chandana,
appearance as when it started, neither more nor

;

Khes-gudra. Khes-dabbaisone with a large check;
less. Sometimes an extra good one appeai-s on

j

Khes-do-rukha luis two right sides; Khes-tukridar
the scene, but such cases are rare. The Haluchi i

is made of pieces of different colours joined to-

have the satne habit as the Kurd of Central Asia,
|

gether. At Hyderabad in Sind, tho Khes is a
namely, they do not often take the saddles off i chintz scarf. See Clothing,

their horses. Tlic saddles are made of wood, and
]

KHEZAIK, a powerful and warlike tribe in-

are very narrow
;
the stirrups arc short, so that i habiting the lianks as far as the large village of

the knee goes well forward, and the foot back in !
Semav<ah, on tho Euphrates, where the women are

a line with the hip. See Haluchistan.
|

proverbial tliroughout the country for beauty of
KHENGAR, the most celebrated man of tho ; feature ami perfect symmetry of form .—MignaiCa

Yadu line in Saurashtra, was tlio personal oppon- i
Travels^ p. H)4.

ent and rival of tho celebrated Sidraj for the hand ' KHIDMAT. llixn., Pkus. Service. Pesh-
of the Deora princess. Mandalica, though a proper khidmat, also Khidmatgar, a servant, a lackey,

name, is also titular, viz. Lord of the Region
;

a personal attendant. Khidmati, a sweeper, an
this and Khengar are tho two names best pre- attemlant of a mosque.
served by tradition, and to one or other many KIlIljA HARIV^ANSA PARYA, a modern
things at tliinagarli - Giriiar are attributed, i Hupplcment to the Mahabharata, containing
Khengar is tho name of tho prince who erected legends about Krishna.

the palace there.— Tod's Trnv(U, f>\\.
|

KHILAT. I'kus. A robe or dress bestowed
KHER, also known as Ganga-Kliair and Khair, by rulers in Southei'u Asia on persons whom

ill lat. LS'^ 59' X., long. 76' 46' E., in the Dekluin, ' they desire to honour. It usually consists of a
on the high bank of the Godavery. Tlie mean ! set of shawls, pieces of silk, kimkhab, etc., but it

iieigUt of the village is 1293 feet; level of the
I
may bo any article—arms, horse, elephant—pre-

Godavery is 1245 feet. It is enclosed by a strong
|

sented by the ruling or superior power as a mark
wall, and was a place of importance until tho

,

of di.stinction.

mkhllo of the 10th century, when it Avas plundered
:

KHIIJI or Khalji, according to Elphinstono,

byjiohillas.

—

Cullen.
j
p. 274, a Tiirki tribe, ])art of whicli, in the 10th

KHKUA. Hind. A village; often compounded,
:
century, Avas still near the source of the Jaxartes

unabbreviated and abbreviated, and A^arionsly
|

(Syr Darya), but of Avhich a portion had even
spelled, as in Holal Kaira, Umar Khor, Hewerkeir,

j

then been long settled between Seistau and India

Ganga-Kher.
j

(/.e. in the Afghan country). In tlio lOth ceii-

KHERD’HUR, the land of Khcr, also called tury they still spoke 'I’lirki. They seem very

Kheralu, but more properly Kherala, the abotle
;

early to have been closely connected with the

of Kher, the Kher being a slirub of great utility * Afghan, Avitli whom their name is almost inA^ari-

in these regions. It is a remote part of Rnjj)iitana, ably as.sociatod. Lieutenant I.eech, in his valuable

in which the Ralitor Kaj[)uts first (jstablished
;

vocabulary of the languages Avest of the Indus,

themselves, expelling the Gohil tribe. Kherd'hur
j

ail\'a.nces the opinion that the Afghans Averc

.is named, in all probability, from the super-
;

originally a 'Furki or Moghul nation, but that at

abundant tree of the desert termed khcr, and ' present they are a mixed race, consisting of the

d'hur, land. Its astringent pods, similar iii ap-
|

inhabitants of Gaur, the Turki tri])C of Khiiji,*

pearance to those of the laburnum, are used in
|

and the rerso-lndiau tribes dwelling between the

food. Its gum is collected as an article of trade ;
eastern branches of the Hindu Kush and the

the camels browse upon its twigs, and the Avood
;

upper parts of the Indus.

makes their huts.

—

Tod's Jiujasthan

,

ii. p. 303. KHILTA. Hind. A basket covered Avith

KHERI, a district iu Oudh, between lat. 27° leather, used for travellers’ baggage in the

41' and 28° 42' N., and long. 80° 4' 30" and 81° of India.

23' S. Area, 2963 square miles, and population KHILWAT. Arab., Hind., Pps. Privacy,

(1869), 746,350 persons. In Paila and Kheri retirement. Khilwat-klianah or Khilwat-gah, a

parganas are some large lakes. Population chictly private apartment, the women’s apartments.

Uhamar, Ahir, Kurmi, Murao, Kisan, witii small K’HLNDHAY SHAH, a Maharram fakir,

numbers of the Brahman, Kshatriya, Kayasth, and KHI-NIE, a Chinese ti-aveller in India. There
Vaisya. wa.s much intercourse between the Buddhists of

KHERIAH, an aboriginal tribe settled on the India and China for some centuries after tho

plateau of Chutia Nagpur. 'Fho Kheriah build sub- introduction of Buddhism into China, but iif the
Rtantial, comfortable houses. They say that their 10th century, after a.d. 975, the religious visitors

first settlementwas Pora, a village on the Koel river, from China became greatly more numerous.
Their language, customs, and appearance is suffi- Chinese pilgrims hj^ passed years in India in

<Jiently approximate to those of the Mundah to studying their religion, and Avrotc narratives of
evidence a consanguinity, and they are regarded their travels. Of these there have been published
•18 an offshoot of the Santal or Ho race. They the travels of Fa Hian, a.d. 399-414; of Hiwen
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Thsang, a.d. 628-645; of Hoei Singh, who set

out A.D. 518. The later traveller, Khi-Nie, who
journeyed a.d. 964-976, was sent by the emperor
of China at the head of 300 monks to seek relics

of Buddha, and to collect palm-leaf books. These
pilgrimages continue

;
and Colonel Yule had met

pilgrims at Hardwar, who had crossed the Him-
alaya from Maha-chin to visit the holy places at

Jawala Mukhi in the Paiijab.

—

Ynle^ Cathay, i.

p. 22, ii. p. 411.

KHIOU-PING. In China, the first civil and
military mandarins who distiiiguisli themselves in

the administration or in war, receive the titles of

koung, heon, phy, tze, and nan. All the officers,

civil and military, of the Chinese empire, are

divided into nine orders, the Khiou-ping, dis-

tinguivshed one from the other by certain buttons,

or rather balls, of the size of a pigeon’s egg, which
are worn above the official cap. Tliis distinctive

ball is of plain red coral for the first order, of

carved coral for the second, of a transparent deep
blue stone for the third, of pale blue for the fourth,

crystal for the fifth, of some opaque white stone

for the sixth, and for the seventh, eighth, and
ninth, of gilt and wrought coj)per. Every order

is subdivided into two classes, the one active and
official, the other supernumerary; but this makes
no difference in the balls. All the official person-

ages comprised in these nine orders, are designated

by the generic term Kouang-fou. • The term man-
darin is unknown to the Chinese ; it w^as invented

by the first Europeans wdio visited the country,

and is probably derived from the Portuguese wor<l

Mandar, to command, which they made Mandarin.

See China.

KIIIH. IIiKD. Kice boiled to a porridge with

milk.

KHIKAJ. Arab. Tax, tribute, land tax,

generally the largest item of revenue. In Timur’s

Institutes, the land tax w'as fixed at a third of the

produce on all irrigated land, besides a certain

due for using water from the pnldic reservoirs

;

the land tax has, from the most remote ages, lieen

the chief source of revimue in all Asiatic countries.

The Sassanian kings of Persia established the tax

at a third of the value of the produce
;
but wdien

calamity overtook the crops, the cultivators re-

ceived advances from the treasury. These are

still continued in Southern India, and are called

Takkavi, or support. By Muhammadan law the

’produce of the land is liable to two imposts,

namely, the Ashr or tithe, n poor-rate due only

on the actual produce of the soil
;
and the Khiraj

or tribute, generally imposed on land within reach

of irrigation or running water. No land can lie

subject to both Ashr and Khiraj at the same time.

The Khiraj was imposed on Syria by Umar, and

on EJgypt by Amru
;
but Arabia is iVshr, a very

small part of it being under the influence of run-

ning water. The Khir«aj is of two kinds, Mukas-

siamah and Wazeefa. The former is due on the

actual produce only, and resembles the Ashr
;
the

latter is due whether there be any produce or not.

The khalif Umar levied the Khiraj in Syria and
Persia, the rate varjdng according to the value of

the produce. Kings of India exacted one-sixtli of

the produce, besides a poll-tax, which was Mukas-
siamah

; but the Muhammadans converted it into

Wazeefa in the time of Sher Shah
;
and the emperor

Akbar, while adopting the same system, carried

it into effect with greater precision and exactness.

In Persia, in the days of Timur, the land tax

amounted to one-tenth of the produce of the soil;

but the husbandman was loaded with a number
of other taxes, which altogether exceeded half the

produce. In India, Timur’s descendant, the

emperor Akbar, abolished all arbitrary taxes, and

fixed the revenue according to the value of the

different lands, which were divided into four

classes

—

1. Poolej, which never lies fallow.

2. Perowty, ke]»t out of cultivation a short time, for

the soil to recover its strength. The I’oolej and
Perowty were each,of three kinds,—best, middling, arul

bad. The produce of a bigha of each sort was added
togotlier, and a. third of tbo sum was considered as the

average produce of Poolej or Perowty land ;
onc-third

of it being the revenue. SIut Shah exacted ratlier

more.
3. Chcchcr was land which liarl suffered from inun-

dations or excessive rains, and ' received grants of

remissions for five year.-4.

4. Bunjer was land whicli liad suffered from great

inundations, and enjoyed still larger remissions.

Rewards were granted by Akbar for high culti-

vation, and the land settlementwas made for periods

of ten years.

—

Ayin-i-Akhari ; Neil Baillie on the

Land Tax, quoted in Markham's Embassy, p. 31,

KITIRD AFKOZ, tlie Urdu version of the

Pancha-tantra.

KHIRGAH, amofigst the Hazara, a hunting

match in which all the tribe take part
;
they sur-

round a mountain, and, by firing matchlocks,

drive the deer and other game to a place wdicre

some good shots are posted.

K InRG A I f, a circular tent. Moorcroft relates

that after his first interview with the pirzada of

I Talikhan, he was lodged in a khirgah near Kun-
;
diiz, the only furniture of wliich was a few mats

I

and a clay stand for a lamp. The wants of a

Turkoman are few in numher : a tent, called a

khirgah, shelters the whole family, and this is* of

a superior rnanufacturo to anything of the kind

made by the nomadic tribes of Persia. They can

make these khirgah warmer than the best built

houses,—a matter of some consequence to them,
seeing how severe the winters are in the country

they iidiabit. Tlic kliirgah is conical in form, the

framework being made of laths of hard wood
interlaced one with tlu* other, which can be
opened or folded up at pleasure, according as

they wisli to camp or dcc-amp
;
a camel, or fit

most two, is able to carry this tent. Thick felts

are stretched either entirely or partially across

this framework, according as the I’lirkoman may
wish to avoid the burning rays of the sun or pro-

I

tect himself from the rain or cold
;
they are very

commodious, are of all sizes, and a high price is

given for them by some of llio Persian nobles.

—

MoorcrofCs Tr. ii. p. 480.

KlUTAI, the Cathay of the nations of Europe,

is the name by whicli China is styled to this

day by all or nearly all the nations who
know it from an inland point of view, including

the Russians, the Persians, and the nations of

Turkestan
;
and yet it originally belonged to a

people who were not Chinese at all. The people

of Khitai were a Manchu race who inhabited for

centuries a country to the north-east of China,

lying east of the Khingan mountains and north of

the river Sira, and whose allegiance was rendered

alternately to the khakans of the Turk and the

emperors of China. In the beginning of the 10th

century, the chief of one of their tribes made
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KHIVA. KHIZR

himself supreme, first over his own entire race, The Ilayat families tributary to Khiva were

and then successively over the adjoining nations 195,000, viz. ;

of Asia from the sea of Korea to the Altai. The Yamut, 15,000 Kazak, . 40,000
son of this conqueror having assisted to place Goklan, 20,000 llidar, 15,000

on the throne Kao-tsu, of the brief dynasty of CUosdar, 2,000 Sarokh, .... 15,000

the later Tcin, this prince in return not only Kalpak, 30,000 Uzbak, .... 40,000

transferred to the Tartar a large tract of Northern '

Khiva, in 1874, had 6000 population. The
China, but agreed to pay him yearly tribute, and Chosdar are said to have been brought from the
to acknowledge his supremacy. The next Chinese furtlier borders of the Oxus by Muhammad Rahim
sovereign protesting against tlicse degradations, Khan. The silver tenga* is 5*375 pence. The
the Khitai ruler overran all the provinces north tila, a gold coin, is worth 12s. M.--Marlcham's
of the Yellow River, and established his own Embassy; Fraser; Ferrier ; WollPs Bokhara;
empire within them, under the name of Leao or Vujiws Narrative; Moravie/; Vamhery's Bokhara;
the Iron Dynasty. This Khitai empire subsisted ColletCs Khica; Captain Valikhanof\s Russians
for two centuries in Northern China and the in Central Asia ; Iimilide Russe.
adjoining regions of Tartiiry.— I w/e, Cathay, i. KHIZDE. Pt'SiiTr. The tent of the noifiade

p- 11 ^>- Afghans near Herat and amongst the Hazara.
KHIVA is the ancient Kharasm, the Corasmia KHIZli, also written Khidjer and Khidr, is the

of European writers, which was famous between Khaja Khizr of Muhammadans of Persia and
the 10th and 13th centuries, but was overthrown India. I'he llcljrew notions about the identity
by Chengiz Khan, and its last sovereign, Jalal-ud- of Phinheas and Elias have been adopted and
Din, fell in Mesopotamia (Kharasm), since which exp.anded by the Muhammadans, who also iden-
events the area of tlie territories have remained as tify in some way wdth them their mysterious
at present, comprising a region along the Caspian prophet Khidr or Khizr. Hermitages or chapels
from Persia north to the Kirghiz country and east

j

dedicated to Khidr and Elias appear to have
to the Oxus and Lake Aral. been very numerous in Muhammadan countries,

Khiva city lies about 40 miles west of the Oxus, especially <>n lull-tops, and the oriental Christians
distant from Merv 432 inil(3s, from Herat ami and semi-Christians also always associate Elias

Orenburg 600. It is situated on a fertile plain with mountain tops. There seems to be scarcely

near the Oxus, in lat. 41° 22' 40" N., and long. 60° 2' a prominent peak in the Greek Archipelago with
.'>7" E., and is about half a mile square, containing which the name of Elias is not connected,
about 1500 houses, clay built and arranged in Throughout India, Khizr is a popular 'Muham-
narrow streets, with a population of about 12,000 madan saint. He is supposed to be immortal; •

jK'rmanent inhabitants. It is surrounded by a having on one occasion drank of the waters of im-
wall and bastions and a broad belt of gardens. It mortality, said to be situated in regions of darkness

has a few schools. Tlie oasis is w'cll watered by in a remote corner of the world, and some identify

canals from Oxus (Amu Darya), lying in a him with Enoch, somi^ with Elijah. He is sup-
hend of both sides of that river at the southern posed to perambulate the world, like the wandering
shi6re of Lake Aral at the Kizil Kuin steppe, Jew, and to have occasionally appeared to different

Bokhara on the S.E., and on the W. the Ust U^rt people. He is always clad in green, as his name
and desert of the Tchaudor Turkoman. It is 120 in Arabic indicates. I’lie government of Kassan
miles from N. to S., ami 115 from E, to IV.— tenninates, and that of Sulinania in Kurdistan
13,800 square miles. commences, at the river Leilali; near this is a
The dominion subject to the Khan of Khiva is small building, a ziyarat or place of pilgrimage,

more extensive, viz. from the Caspian to the called the ^lakan of Kidder Elias, or resting-

Aral, i.e. from the Russian fort of Alexandrovski place of the prophet Elias. The Muhammadans
to a little south of lat. 41° N. believe that Elijah never died, and that he is still

The area of these boundaries is about 410,000 on earth, where he is to remain until the coming
sijuare miles, but, except the oasis of Merv and of .Jesus Christ. They call him Khizr or ever-

hviuksof the Oxus, the entire counli^ is an un- green, on account of the everlasting life which
broken expanse. The climate in winter is cold lie enjoys, and by which he is kept ever in

for five months, frost intense, 4° to 8° F. below flourishing condition, in a paradise which, say

zero. In summer the heat is iutolerable, rain they, might be taken for heaven itself.' In rofer-

soldom falls; and in the autumn violent gales blow once to this, a Turkish poet observes, * Keep your-

off the steppes and fill the air witli impalpable selves from believiug that this world is your home,
dust, darkening the face of the land; in a few your home is in heaven alone; strive therefore by
hours new sandhills are heaped up and former the means of virtue to reach tliat home where

ones disappear; whole caravans arc sometimes Elias dwells, and where a place is prepared for

engulfed OP suffocated in such sand storms, you.’ These notions of the Muhammadans are

called Tebbad. The camels refuse to move, and derived from the Jews. Jesus himself was taken

lie stretched along the ground, and the travellers for Elias, re-appearing after nine centuries of

shelter themselves behind their beasts. concealment. The prophecy that Elijah should

The population of the khanate consists of tribes come before the great and terrible day of the

of Uzbak, Turkoman, Karakalpak, Kazak or Lord, has probably given rise to the notion that

Kirghiz, Sart or Tajak, Persian, and Kurd he had not yet completed his part on earth. In

slaves, mostly Persian and Kurd, with a few Northern India, on the Fridays of the month
Kussiang, Jews, and Hindus. The settled popula- Shaban, jiloug the banks of the Jumna and
tion of the khanate resided in 60,000 houses, and Ganges, Muhammadan women launch tiny boats

amounted to 300,000 individuals. The nomade on the rivers in his name. Heber (i. p. 166)
population dwelt in 12,000 Karakalpak huts, and mentions that the legends in Lower Bengal re-

v^ere 160,000 in number. garding Khizr are made up of different Rabbin

-
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ical fables concerniDg Eliezer, tlie servant of

Abraham, and the prophet Elijah. He is by some
supposed to be ‘St. George of England, whom they
call Khizr Elias. A legend is to tlie effect that

he was vizir and general.to Kai Kobad of Persia,

and discovered and drank of the fountain of life,

and will never die, but will await the last trump.

—Ihn Batuta ; Biirton\^ Scindc, ii. p. 2 19 ;
liich's

Kurdistan^ i. p. 52 ;
Yules Cathay.

KHO is a population of about 400,000 people

occupying the delta of tlie Mei-kong, in Kambojia,

between Siam and (Aiehin-Cliiiia, the remaining

100,000 of the population being Chinese, Cochin-

Chinese, Siamese, Malays, Portuguese, and mixed
races. See Kambojia.

KHOGILU. According to the Jahan Numa,
one of the earlier divisions of the province of

Ears was into the five Kurch, circles or dejiart-

ments,—Istakhr, Darabjird, Shahpur, Ardashir,

and Kobad. At present it consists of three

principal parts, viz.— 1. Ears proper (Persis

jiroper)
;

2. Luristan, near the Persian Gulf
;
ami

3. Behbehan, or the country of the Kliogilu, wliich

represents the Kureh of Kobad. Belibelian is

bounded on the north by the great belt of moun-
tains which separate Irak xVjarii from the southern

provinces of Persia; the northern and north-

eastern shores of the Persian Gulf form its

boundary to the south, Kam Hormuz and the

Ka’b country lie to the west, while ShulLstan

separates Hehbehan on the east from the direct

dependencies of Ears. On the K. and S.E., Beh-
• bchan is surrounded by the Maiiiaseni tribe, on the

N. and N.W. by the Bakhtiyari, and on the W. and

S. by the Ka’b Arab. Besides the Kliogilu, stweral

other tribes inhabit these mountains, such as the

Jarumi, the Yusufi, and upwards of a thousand
families occupy the jilain of Behbehan, settled in

villages or dispersed in tents. These are the J uma-
Buzurg, the Afshar, and some Arab settlers. The
names of the Turkish tribes are—the Karabaghi,

Agbaghi, Begdeli, Golebi, and Sheiri, speaking

the Turkish language
;
while the Afshar, although

of the same origin, have forgotten their mother-
tongue. The Doveti, Ghesti, Mayaz-kuli, Barash,

Milosi, and Juleki an* of the lair race, and speak

the lairish diah'ct.—JJe Bodes Tr. p. 275.

KIIOGIH. Hind. A native saddle, a pack-
saddlc. Khogir Shah, a Maharram fakir.

KHOJ. Hind. Information, search. Khoji,

^ tracker. * In the Panjab, professional trackers

are employed to trace stolen cattle, by tlieir foot-

prints (kori or pyra). They do tliis even for a

hundred miles, and their success, even through

unpromising places, as sandy plains and gravel and
kankar beds, and over rivers and swamps, is very
ex:traordinary. Tlie Panjab Khoji i.s similar to

the Paggi of Gujerat. The .system of tracking

crimiimls to their homes and haunts rests in India

solely on the responsibility of village headmen for

the good behaviour of their charge.

—

Calcutta

Review^ No. Ixxiii,, Sept. 1861, p. 11.

KHOJA, corrupt, of Khaja, a respectable man,
a respectable term for a eunuch. Al.so the Khaja,
name of an Ismaili sect of Sind and the western
parts of India. See Ismaili

;
Karmati

;
Khaja.

KHOJA AHMAD YESEAl is to this day the
patron samt of the wandering nomades in the
steppes of Central Asia. His moral and religious
poems, of which some examples are given in
Vambery’s Tchaghataian Studies of Language, are

as highly venerated by the Kirghiz and Uzbaks

as the Koran itself.-—P. Armiuius Vamhtry^

Bokhara^ p. 246.

KHOJAK, a tribe of Pathans, an offshoot of

tlie Kakar of Mekhtar.

KHOJEND has a turejuoise mine, but the stones

arc of a greenish hue, and far less esteemed than

those of Naishapur, in Khorasan. There is another

of very inaignilicant note somewhere in Kerman.
—Fraser\^ Khorasau^ p. 105.

KHOKAND, the ancient Farghana. The
khanate of Khokand is an almond-shaped valley

about 160 miles long, from Makhram to Uzgeml.
It is BiiiToundcd on all sides by mountains and
mountain iilateaux. Khokand town is modern,
with 75,000 inhabitants. Paper is largely made.
Goitre is very prevalent.

KlIOl iA. Ben(L The drier parts of the islands

in the d(*lta of the Ganges and Brahmaputra.
KIIGMAN JiASA, a Hindi work, descriptive of

the last sack of Chitore.

KlIOMASEE, a particular kind of magic square.

KHONBPIE. Hind. A cotton and silk cloth

bonlered w'ith gold and silver thread.

KllONDAMIK was born at Herat about A. ii.

.SS(j (a.d. 1175). He was the son of Mir Khond.
His name was Ghaias - iid - Din Muhammiid-bin-
Hnmam-ud-Din, and lie wrote the Khalasat-ul-

Akhbar, which is an abridgment of the Kauzat-

us-Safa, w'litten by his father. From his early

youth lie devoted Ids life to the study of history,

and had the benefit of tlie large library collected

by All IShir. lit* aceonipaided an embassy to

Kliusru iSliah, the chief of Kiintluz, and was after-

wards appointed to the ecclesiastical court. In

the year OIJ (a.d. 1.")07-8) Khorasan W'as over-

run by tilt* Uzbaks, and Khondaniir went to

Georgia, where he wrote the Maasir-iil-Muluk,

the Akhbar - 111 - Akhyar, the Dastur-ul-Waz^a,
the Makarrarn-ul-Akhlak. Ho left Persia about
a.u. 9J5 (a.d. 1528-29), lie w'as introduced to the

emperor Baber at Agra, and accompanied him to

iieiigal. On Baber’s death he attached himself to

Huniayun, in whose name he 'svrote the Kanun-
i -Iluinayuni, Elliot says the Hiimayiai Nania.

He Jiccoinpanietl Humayun to Gujerat, and dietl

in his camp A.ii. 941 (a.d. 1534-85), aged 61 or

62. At his own request, Ids body was conveyed
to Agra, and buried at tlie side of Nizam-ud-Din
Auliyand the saint, and Amir Khusru the poet.

The Khalasat- 111-Akhbar brings Asiatic liistory

down to A.D. 1528. Khondainir’s larger chronicle

was the llahib-us-Siyar, or Friend of Travels.

—

Flliot\s Hist, ofIndia ;
Ouselcy s Travels^ ii. p. 400.

KHONE, Kone, or Konar. Tam. Meaning
king, a title of the Idayar or great shepherd race

of the south of India.

KIIONE. AjfAii. Brotherhood, the tribute

claimed from time immemorial by the Bedouins
in return for their protection. Each village pays

Khone to one shaikh in every tribe, who then

acknowledges the tribe as his ukhta or sister, and

is bouml to protect it against all the members of

his own tribe.

KHONG-BONG, a musical instrument of the

Siamese, composed of a semicircle of suspended

tongues.

K’HOPKA. Hind. Dried kernel of the cocoa-

nut. K’hopra ch’hilni ki chouki, an instrument

for rasping the kernel of the cocoanut. K^hopra,

also small leather caps (shaped like the end
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or point of the cocoanut shell), used to blind over the other parts of the empire to which, it

cattle turning the Persian well-wheel. belongs. It suffered greatly from the ravages of
KHOR, a territory south-east of I^dakh and Chengiz and of Timur

;
and during the reigns

eastward of the Byltse of Balti or Little Tibet, of the first Suffavean kings, the Uzbaks, who had
1 ts people are supposed to be the Chaurancei conquered the country of Bokhara, made annual
Scythjx) of Ptolemy.

—

A. Cnumngham, attacks upon its fields and cities. The genius of
KHORAN, a tribe who, a little before the birth Abbas the Great checked these ruinous inroads,

of Christ, ruled over Afghanistan, the Fanjab, and and Nadir made this race of plundering Tartars
Khorasan. • tremble for their own possessions. But the death
KHORASAN may be regarded as comprising of that conqueror left his native province more

the whole of Persian territory lying between the exposed than ever to hostile invasion
;
for while

Ciispian and the Afghan border near Herat. On his descendants, spite of the vast inheritance
the north it is bounded by the Aral Ckispian which he had bequeathed them, exercised a mock
desert, from which it is now stq^aratfMl by tlie sovenugnty over the city of Mashed, several

long narrow strip of Akhal Tekke Turkoman military chiefs, taking advantage of the distracted
territory occupied by Russia; on the south it is sbite of the enqhre, seized upon the different forts

sewered from the rest of Persia by the Great Salt of Khorcosan, and, aided by the confusion of the
Desert

;
on the east a strip of savage, though times, succeeded in establishing a number of small

fertile country, overrun by Turkomans, separates jirincipalities, over which they exercised an almost
it from Afghanistan

;
and on the west the decrepit regal sway, making war or concluding peace with

province of Astrabad, already lialf-liiissianized, their petty neighbours as it suited their interest,

connects it with the Caspian portion of tlie Iranic and sometimes defying, and at others paying
empire. Its length is about 500 miles, its brt‘adth lioinage and tribute to, the powerful monarchs by
400, and its superficial area about 200,000 s<[uaro whom they were surrounded. Mashed, the capital

miles. MacGregor's calculation that the po|)ulation of the Persian division of Khorasan, is situated

of Khorasan is about a million and a quarter may about two farsang from the ruins of the ancient
be light. Perhaps it would not be a very erron- city of Tons, ami is celebrated for a very superb
eons calculation to fix the, luitirc pojiulation of sepulchre, in which repose the relics of Imam
the region lying between the (Jjisjiian and Herat Raza, and those of the khalif Harun-ur-Rashid.
at two millions, consisting of scraps of various Khorasan is peopled by many races

;
its warlike

races, and all as mucli inflamed against the Persian inhabitants boast their descent from Arabian,

as they are favourably (lispo.se<l to Russian rule. Kurd, Turkish, and Afghan tribes, who came into

The tribes are numerous, Arab, Balucli, Beyat, the province at different periods to subdue or to

(.'hulai, Kami, Khursbahi, Lek, Jalayer, Mardi, defcuid it; but neither their having so long in-

Muzdurani, N(.‘khi, and Tiiiiuri. The country liabited the same soil, nor a sense of common
is essentially mountainous

;
and of the rivers, danger, has softened those inveterate prejudices,

the Atrek is the only one that does not waste or abati'd that rooted hatred, with wdiich these

its^ waters upon the desert. The fertility of races regard each other
;
and it had been the

the province has long passed into a proverb, policy of the monarchs of Persia to increase

and no travellers exalt it more strongly than the divisions, which enable them to keep in subjection

Russians. Previous to the fall of Geok Tepo, a country wdiose inhabitants, if united by any
General SkobelefY made a reconnaisrSance into tlic feeling that resembled patriotism, w'ould have
country to the south of the Koj)et Dagh, wliich been dangerous

;
for the men of Khorasan, from

used to belong to Khorasan, but of late yeais the robustness of their frame, and from their

fell under the sway of the Tekke Turkomans, being continually inured to war, are proverbially

This district is by no means the most favoure<l brave
;
and Nadir Shah used to term tliis fine

j)ortioji of Klionisan, according to Petroosevitch province ‘ the sword of Persia.’ The Kayn Arabs

and Baron Bode. General Annenkoff, however, have long enjoyed the reputation of being the

.who was on Skobeleff’s staff at the time, writes hardiest aiicl tlu' brav('st of the infantry pf Kho-
iu the most enthusiastic strains of the district, rasan. A part of the district of Kayii borders on

praising it for its forests, its vines, and its the desert of Seistaii, w’hile it is bounded ii^*

niagiiificcut pastures. another quarter by the territories of the Afghans.

Khorasan contains many fruitful plains, some Khorastiu is the name by which the Afghans,

lofty ridges of mountains, an 1 several with* tracts Balucb, and Brabui designate the region known
of desert. It is, except in its most fertile districts, to Europeans as Afghanistan and Baluchistan. It

hut partially supplied wdth water
;
and from local is a softened pronunciation of Ivhoresthau, or coun-

position has, perhaps, been more exposed to pre- try of the sun or the place of light, in other w^ords

datory invasions than any country in the universe, and thus corresponding to the German Morgen-

Its boundifries have greatly vhried with the alter- land, the east, the orient, as being the^ eastern-

iug power of its rulers, and even at present sur- most province of the ancient empire of Cyrus and

rounding nations use the name differently. The Darius. The Afghans, how’cver, now distinguish

emperor Baber tells us, in his Commentaries, that their ow'n land as Pukhtim Khwa or Pathan

in his time the people of India applied the term country, and Watan Khwa or native country. The

Khorasan to all the regions west of the Indus. ancient Khorasan stretched far into Chinese Tar-

Whenever Persia was disti acted by internal tary, aiul was occupied by several colonies. It

factions, or had to sustain foreign attack, the bad the Indus on the east, the desert of Yeza on
tribes of Tartary crossed the Oxus and spread the west, the river Amu Darya (Oxfw) on the

themselves over Kliorasan. It was this province north, and the Arabian Sea on the south.—AfarA:-

'vhich the valour of Rustum had to defend against ham's Embnssij; Kinneir's Memoir; Malcolm's
lil'e continual inroads of Afrasaib. The Seljuk Persia; Khanikoff' sur VEthnographie de la Perse

;

tihiefs invaded itlongbefore their rulewas extended MacGregor ;
Belletc.
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KHOREWAH. KHUBBES.

KIIOREWAII, also written Kharawa, a con- numerous other subdivisions of the Jat tribes,

siderablo tribe dwelling near the Oraon and to Up till the early part of the 19th century, the

the north of the Larka Kol, in the highest hills Mair in the south, the Larkhani in the north, and
to the north of Jushpur, and in those between the desert Sahrai and Khosa in the west, carried

Sarguja and Palemow. They speak much the on a system of pillage in the Rajput countries.

—

same language as the IIo, Santal, Bhumi, and Tod's RajasiJunu ii. p. 155.

Mundah, and they appear to be of the same stock, KHOTKN, Iltsa, Ilchi, or Hi, lies to the south-

though much less civilised. They are a consider- east of Yarkand, in lat. 37° 15' N., and long. 79°

able, ugly, and ill-favoured tribe, in the district
|

25' E., and is situated between, or rather above,

of Palemow, in Singrowlee, the hilly country
j

the junction of the Khoten and Karakash rivers,

of Mirzapur and Revvaii, and on the borders of It is surrounded by a low wall, and has 18,000

Benares and Behar, and westwards in parts of houses, with eight serais for the use of foreign

Sarguja and Jushpur, and they arc numerous to merchants and traders from Ilchi, Karakash, and

the N.E. in those parts of the ])lains adjoining Yurunkasli. Khoten is nearer than Yarkand is to

the hills. They are also found on the outskirts of Kashmir, but the routes from and to the latter

the Patna and Arrah districts. A division of the place are more generally adopted by traders.

Kharawa tribe is the Bhogtah. The Kharawa are From Yarkand to Ivch in Ladakh the distance is

the dominant tribe of Palemow and Singrowlee. reckoned at very nearly 50f) miles, while from

Theyarc labourers, palanquin-bearers, and porters. Khoten to Leh it is about 350, and from Leh to

The rajas of Singrowlec and Juslipurare Kharawa, Sultanpur in Kulu it is close on 250 miles more,

though claiming to be Ivaj[)Ut. 'l luy have no Khoten district has a population of 129,500

caste distinctions, and cat anything. The Kharawa souls. It is at the northern base of the Kouen
of Sarguja do not use the plough. The race are Lim mountains, and includes the deep valleys

mostly short of stature, but with well-knit which drain its slopes into the river on which

muscular frames, complexion brown, not black, Ilchi or Iltsa, the capital, with its 0000 houses,

sharp, bright, deep-set eyes, noses not delicieiit in stands. The district is famous for its musk, silk,

prominency, somewhat high cheek-bones, but gold, and jade.

without marked maxillarv protuberances. The Klioteii may be considered the most central

Kharawa of the hills arc wild savages, armed with and inaccessible state of all Asia, but it was a

battle-axes, bows and arrows, 'riiey are nomadic, seat of very ancient civilisation, and was already

and migrate every second or third year. 'Their in frumdly n lations with China in B.C. 140. In

villages are therefore mere staiuling camps, con- the 4t}i century of our era. Buddhism was in

sist of about forty hou.scs built round a large high develojnneut here. Though much of the

square, in the centre of which is the dancing surface aj.>pears to be rnggtMi mountain, it is

area.

—

Dalt07i, p.MG
;

CVmi/j/yr//, pp. 36, 40, 378
;

intcr.s])erHe(l with level traets, which are both

Captfiin JUunt in Rengdl As. Soc. lies, yii, fruitful and populous. At one time, like the

KHOKFAKEN. 'The date trees on the coast of othcT states of ICastern Turkestan, it was under a

Oman form a continuous grove to Khorfaken, a. Muhammadan chief of Turkish or Mongol descent.

distivnee of lot) miles, and the Arabs have a —Bum^cn ; Yule's Cutlunj., ii. p. 507 ;
Moorcroft's

saying that a traveller may proceed the whole Travels., i. p. 307
;

Klaproth., ./. Asiatique^ No.

distance without ever losing their shade. Dates xvii.
;
Histoirc de la Ville de Khoten., Ikmmat

;

form a principal export from Oman, largo qiian- OnVa/u/ Calcutta, Sept. 1831

;

titles being taken to India. The middle classes of Russians in Central Asia; Capt. Vnlikhnnof and
the Muhammadan and Hindu population of India M. VemukoJ] p. 158; /*. Arminius Vamhery's

are very partial to them. The best ar*' lu’ought Bokhara, ]>. 9.

from Basrah and Bahrein, those from Oman being KIIOUNO. Huwr. A kind of rice beer made
classed next in excellence. {Some arc simply dried by tlic hill tribes of Burma.
and then strung on lines; others, whicii is the KIIOZD.VB, a valley and small town in Baluch-

usual plan, are packed in baskets.— WellstiTs istan. 'ihc valley is extensive, in shape some-
Travelsy i. p. 188. what like a ^faltesc cross, and through it, from

“• KIIOSA. Pushtu. A piece of fine pashmina north to soutli, passes tlie caravan road to IVudd
cloth, very soft, worn as a shawl, at cither end and Beyla. In the hills near Khozdar, lead is

there is a slight border woven
;

also mufflers found. To the west by a little north of Khozdar,

for feet of cattle, used by thieves. and distant about 10 miles, is the small town of

KHOSA. There arc in the delta of tlie Indus Khappar, capital of tlie district, inhabited by
other pastoral and peaceable clas.ses beside.s the the Kaiilrani tribe. Khozdar figures in Persian

Jat of Muhammadan persuasion, such a.s the romances, and was formerly Ijeyond doubt a

Khosa in Upper Sind, the 8ikh Lohana, and place of note. A. considerable tappa or mound
immigrants from the IVnjab, wlio have in many lies north of the town. From Khozdar along the

instances become amalgamated with the people of liank of the Kiidkhana, the soil is -strewed with

the country. The Khosa occupy the sandy tract fragments of burnt brick and pottery, and farther

called the Thai between Hindustan and Sind, and on, a rude obelisk of mud, 20 to 25 feet in height,

become a predatory tribe on the eastern coniines tlio base of cementctl stones.

—

JJt\ Cooke in Bom-

of ^pd, verging towards the Cutch territories, hay Med. 7Vn/i.s'., I860
;
Masson's Journeys^ n. 44.

There arc, also, KHUBBES, a district of Persia, with a small

eastern boundaries, Rajputs located as wan- town of that name, 50 miles E. of Kerman. ’It

deriDg herdsmen. The Daoudputra, who inliabit famed for its henna ami its dates, the latter of

generally the country of that name in the north, the black and red kinds. The summer heat is

are to be met with in various parts of Sind. The so intense that the pcopl6 go to the highcT

Sumah are Jat, thougli they are generally known ground. The poisonous wind, the Bad-i-Simum,

by the former title; such also are th<? Machi and blows for forty days in summer, generally an
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KHUD, KHUKDHA.

hour before and an hour after noon. About 12
iiiiles to the N.E. is a plain 9 to 12 miles long,

with siilt several inches deep. Eastward of

Tekkah lies the great desert extending towards
Seistan. It is uninhabited.

—

MacGr. p. 249.

KHUD. Pjsrs. Self. Khud-rai, self-opinionated.

Khud-pasaud, vain, conceited. It has many
combinations. Khud-ba-daolat, our royal selves.

Khud-baft, soft silk .fabric made for shawls.

Khud-kasht, a person ciiltivA,ting his own (khud)
soil (kasht)

;
land so cultivated. Khud-rang,

natural coloured or undyod, applied to woollen
fabrics.

KHLJDA. Hind. God. Khudawand, master

:

Nao-khuda, a shipmaster, the English nakoda.
Kliuda Hafiz, may God protect you, a com-
mon Muhammadan salutation when j)arting with
ji friend

;
adieu. The Arabs say Allah Y\*.sellemak,

God preserve thee, or Allah Ycbarilc, God ble.ss thee.

KHULK. Pkhs. The down which grows
under the hair of the mountain goat. It is of

this that the Kashmir shawls are fabricated.

KIIUldiA-MINAR, a pyramid of heads. In

17^2, Kustum Khan was appointed to the oftice

of foujdar of the Xorthern Circars. He exter-

minated the petty chiefs whom h(3 found there.

He offered a reward, and a sutficient number of

tlio heads of the zamindars and their folloAvers

were brought in to form two head pyramids or
Khulla-minar.

KHULLKH. Grj. In Gujerat an open spot

contiguous to the village iu which the whole
harvest produce of the village is stored, over
w hich a guard is jdaced. Attached to the Kliullee

are a number of pits into wliich the seed is

thrown when brouglit from the field.

KHULM or Tashkurgan towui is 307 miles

X.N.W. of Kabul, 310 mile/s tS.E. of Hokhara,
bO miles from Halkb, 70 miles from Kunduz, 420
miles N.E. of Herat, and 497 miles N.W. of

Peshawur by Kribul. It is situated on a plain imme-
diately north of the gorge by w'hich the Khulm
river esca[)es the hill.^. It consists of four or five

villages, with a population, in 1845, of 15,000

souls. Sinc(j the Otli May 1855 it has been in the

hands of the Afghans. Silk is largely produced,

and passes through Kabul iji the route to Multan,

'riie caravans of Hokhara and Krduil in summer
l)fiss successively to Klmlm, and render it popu-
lous tind rich. A great majority of the inhabitants

are Tajak. Khulm appears to have been *tit one

time in the posses.siou of a family called Khallach i

or Killieli
;
and on the nortli side of the Oxus in

this longitude, occupying part of the hill country

east of Hokhara, is a ])0(jr but independent peoide
of Persian race calle<l Ghalcha. iMeyendorff

calls them very swarthy, but Yalikhanof says

expressly, ‘ The Tajak have <lark comph'xion and
hair, whilst fair people are found among the

Ghalcha.’ This might explain tin; yellow-haired

people mentioned by Goes, and his u.se of the

expression Calciensium populos,

—

Mohun LaVs
Travels; Fcrricr^s Journvys; Elphhistime^s Caubul;

Jiurnes' Travels ;
Yuk's Cathay.

KIIUMBO, a rana of Mewar capital, Chitore,

A.D, 1418-1468, a zealous Jaina religionist, who
built the Jaya Stambha towera on the brow of

Ohitorc, also the principal temple at Sadri, near

Komulmir, During his long reign he filled his

country with beautiful buildings both civil aud
religious.

KIIUMDAN was the name given by the Turkish

and Western Asiatic nations to the city of Chhang-
gan, now represented by Sin-gan-fu in Shen-si,

which was the capital of feeveral Chinese dynasties

between the 12th century b.C. and the 9tli cen-
tury A.T).

—

Yule^s Cathay^ i. p. 51.

KHUMI and Kuki, two tribes who occupy
the hills of Sylhet, Tiperah, and Chittagong

;
the

Khuini on the skirts, and the Kuki on the

tops of the hills. The Kuki are the ruder or

more pagan, though also tinctured with Hinduism.

They term their supreme being Khojein Putiang,

to whom they sacrifice a gyal, and an inferior one

is named 8hom Saq, to whom they offer a goat.

Shorn Sa(i is ])ut up in every quarter of a village,

in the form of a rude block of wood. Before this

they place the heads of the slain, whether of men
in war or of animals of the chase.

—

Latham.

KHUMS or Khams. Ar. A fifth part, described

in the Koran as the property of God, his prophet,

and his relations,*or men of his tribe, the Bini

Hashim, who are poor and destitute. The right

of the Bini Ilashim to a share in the khams is

grounded upon their being excluded from any
portion of the zukaat.

—

Malcolm^s Persia.

KHUN, choli*
'
pieces of Dharwar, used by

women working in the fields. 3 annas for each

choli.

KHUN. Pers. Blood. Khuni, a murdcler.

Khiinrez, bloodshed. Khun-i-Shavam or Khun
Siawashan, dragoli’s blood

;
the Dam-ul-akhwain,

also the balsam or resin of Pterocarpus draco.

—

Powell.

KHUND or Khand. Hind. A pool, a spring,

a bath.

KHUNDOOA. Hind. A silk fabric made in

Khurdha estate, in the Puri district, and worn
principally by the Puri people.

KIIUNGKOO. Hind. An article of female

jew’ellery, anklets with bells.

KHUNNIAUA, in Kangra, contains inscriptions

in old Pali, of date l.st century A.C. The cha-

racter used in the inscriptions is Aryan Pali.

These are of paleographic importance, as showing

the transition state of the Ariano-Pali character.

—Beiiffal H.s*. Soc. Journ. xxiii. p. 57.

KHUNOONG, a race or tribe occupying the

mounbiins at the sources of the Irawadi river, in

lat. 27"^ 40' N., and long. 98'^ K. They dwell to

the N.E. of the Khamti race.

KHUNUKIANA. Arab. In Arabic medicine,

c(fid rcmiedies.

KHUliAK. Pers. A dose of medicine; food.

Khuraki, lIiND., Peus., an allowance, a dose, a

montldul.

KllUUI). Pers. Small. Klmrdah, leavings,

fragments, small money, change cash.

KHUUDADBA or ibii Khiirdadba, the surname

1 of Abu’l Kasim Abdullah - bin - Abdullah - bin -

I
Khurdadba, an officer of liigli rank under the

I

khalifs, who died a.d. 912, A.ii. 300. He employed
his leisure in topographical and googmphical

researches, and wrote the Kifiib-ul-Masalik wa ul-

Mannilik.

—

Plliot.

KHURD IIA, in Bengal, is a place noted as the
residence of Nityananda, the fellow-teformer of
Chaitunya. The latter retired to Nilachull, leav-
ing his colleague at the head of the diocese in

Bengal. Nityananda at last took up his abode at
Khurdha, and married a Brahman’s daughter.

—

Travels of a Hindu, i. p. 5.
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KHURDHA. KHUSH-ROZ.

X 11URDUA, a subdivision of the Pari district the Cutchwaha tribe, and hence probably his

in Orissji. It was a Native State until 1804, name Kurm, synonymous to Cutchwa, a tortoise,

when, on the raja rebelling, it was resumed by — Rajasthan^ i. p. 367.
the British; but the ra'ja continued to be the KHUSH. Hind., Pers. Pleasant, agree-
hereditary guardian of the Jagiinath temple able : hence Khush bash, a well-to-do person

;

until convicted of wilful murder in 1878, and Khush khared, an open market; Khush -hal, in

transported to the Andaman Islands.— IF. IF. good condition; Khushi, pleasure; Khush hali,

Hunter. a voluntary contribution, a benevolence.

KHURD KABUL, a formidable defile or pass KKUSHAH, a battle was fought here on tho

about six miles long, shut in by lofty hills, between 8th February 1857.

whose precipitous sides tho sun, in winter, only KI1U8HHAL CHANl), author of the Tarikh-

looks in for a little. Whe n (Joiieral l^ale’s brigade i-Mahome<l 8hahi, also called Tarikh-i-Nadir uz-

passed through this defile in 1841, they were zamani. It is a history of India from the time of

opposed by 200 (ihil/ai, and lost 67 men in killi‘d Ibraliiiii Lodi to Muhammad Shah, A.H. 1152 (a.D.

and 'wounded. It was through this, after the 1731)- 10), and gives also notices of other govern-

evacuation of Kabul, that 4500 tighting men, merits. He wius a (4erk in the Diwani ottice of

including 700 Kumjieau soldiers, and 12,000 Dehli in the time of Muhammad Shah,

native camp followers, witli their women and KHLISH-IIAL-KH AN, the khan of the Khatak
children, endeavoured to retreat, but the Afghans tribe, a voluminous author, who wrote several

tired on them, and 3000 souls perislnal in the poenus for tlie purpose of exciting the national

attempt, 8th Jan. 1842. When “Sir George Pollock enthusiasm of his countrymen when Aurangzeb
twice passed through this detile, he (u-owned the was engaged in a war with the north-eastern

heights and sutT(‘red no op]>ositioii.—3/urGr.p.54o. Afghans. The poems are remarkable for their

KHURI, a clumsy sailing vessel ]>eculiar to the high and ardent tone, and for their spirit of

Maidive Islands, 'which visits India during the tine patriotism and indej>endenee. Ho was tho best

W’eather of the north-east monsoon. governor the Khataks ever liad," being liberal,

KHURM. The inhabitants of Khiirin call brave, ami jdeasing in manners. His poems are

themselves Tajak, but have no tradition of their mur4i prize(l by the Khataks. He 'was confined

origin. 'I’liey are evidmitly a mLxed race, some of at Dehli by Aurangzeb for .12 years, owing to

them with remarkable largo heads and features, his eldest sun, IWram Klmn, luiving killed one

some with small heads and sharp lineaments, of the sons of Shaikh Ralmikar, a famous Khatak
The complexion of the, men is dark, but that of saint. Tlie whole of this time he employe«l in his

the girls and young women fair, although they favourite i)astimc of writing ])oetry. He had 56
had all black hair and eyebrows, th(‘ latter as sons, of whom 32 livc'd to manhood. He was a

regularly arched as if they had been pencilled, desce ndant of Malik Akor. Malik Akor agreed

They are generally jiretty. almost handsome.— ,

with the empiu’or Ak])ar to protect the country

MoorcrofVs Travels., ii. p. 398.
i south of the Kiibul river from (h‘predations, and

KHUitMA. IV.HS. Pluenix <laetylifera. Dates, ' he thus l)«*came tlie ehief of the tribe, and handed
the dried drupes

;
also sugar of dates. The name his authority down.

—

Elphiu. p. 501.

is also given to the dried drupes of P. sylvestris. i KHIJ8HKA. Hind. Plain boiled rice, also

KHURNK’H, the tribal name of the Oraon race tin* mark of sovereignty placed on the foreheml

of Chutia Nagpur, known in many parts of India of a Hindu jirinco. The Maasar-ul-Umra states

as Dhangar-s, from Dang or Dhaiig, a hill. that at the time wlnm it 'was written the rajas of

The Oraons in the liohardagga district, which Udaipur were exalted over all the princes of

includes the whole of Chutia Nagpur j)ro])er, ' Hind, and tliat other Hindu princes, before they
number 3<i2,48(J

;
in Sirguja, about 20,OUO

;
j

could succeed to the throne of their fathers, had
Jashpiir, 25,000. They drink spirits when they i to rec(?iv«! tin; khnshka or tilak of regality and
have the opportunity, but indulge in no narcotics

j

investiture from them. The tilak of the Udaipur
except tobacco, which the males chew and smoke

;
j

princes is made with human blood.

—

Tod's Rajas-

of ganja, bhang, and ojiium they have a whole- ; than. i. p. 235.

some dread.
|

KHUSH-ROZ. The No-roza, or New Year’s

The name of the day of the week is often given
I Day, when the sun enters Aries, is one of great

to their children, as Ktwar to a boy, Ktwari to a : festivity among the iMuliammadan princes of

girl born on Sunday, Sumar and Sumari for
j

Fersia; that alluded to by J^rithi-raj and by the

.Monday
;
but these are Hindi terms. They have

|

historian Ahul Fazl was not New Year's Day, but

no such names for tlic days of the week in their a festival especially instituted by Akbar, held on

own language. Mo.st of the common names are,
|
the ninth day (No-roza), following the chief

by a change of termination, adapted to male or festival of each month. Abul Fazl says the court

female, as Birsa, Birsi
;
Dulka, Dulki

;
Chamra, asseunbled, and was attended by all ranks. The

(3uimri. (pieen also had her court, when the wives of tho

At their marriages most of the males have war- nobles and of tin? Rajjuit Viissal princes were con-

like weapons, real or sham, and Jis they approach gregated, arul a fair was hehl within the precincts

the village of the bride’s family the young men i of tho court, attended only by females. The
from thence emerge, also armed, as if to repel the : merchants’ wives exposed the manufactures of

inviision, and a mimic fight ensues, which, like a
I every class, and the ladies of the court were the

dissolving view, blends pleasantly into a dance, purchasers. Akbar was also there in disguise, by
In this the bride and bridegroom join, each riding which means lie learned the value of merchandise,
on tive haunch of one of their friends. and heard what is said of the state of the 'empire

KHURPA or Karpa. Hind. A weeder, and the character of the officers of government.
KHURUM, afterwards Shah Alain, was son Abul Fazl thus, softens down the unhallowed

of Aurangzeb by a Rajput princess of Amber, of purpose of this day
;
but posterity cannot admit
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KHUSRU. KHUTBAH.

that the great Akbar wa§ to obtain these results

amidst the Pushtu jargon of the dames of Islam,

or the mixed Bhaka of the fair of Rajasthan.
At these royal fairs were sold the productions
of princely artisans, men and women, and which
out of compliment to majesty made a bounteous
return for their industry.

Tlie great Akbar hazarded his popularity and
his power by the introduction of a custom aj)j)er-

taining to the Celtic races of Europe and the
(joths of Asia, and degraded tliose whom the
chances of war had made Ids vassals, by conduct
loathsome to the keenly-cherish(Ml feelings of
tli(^ Rajput. There is no doubt tliat many of

the noblest of the race were present on tlie

No-roza; and the chivalrous Prithi-raj was only
preserved from being disgraced by the liigh

e.ourage and virtue of his wife, a princess of
Mewar, and daught«*r of tlie founder of the
Suktawut. On one of these celebrations of tin?

Khush-roz, the monarch of the Moghuls was struck
,

with the beauty of the daughter of Mewar, aiul
j

he singled her out from ainidat the united fair. !

On retiring from the fair, she found herself en-
tangled amidst the labyrinth of apartments by

^

which egress was purposely ordained, when Akbar
j

stood before her
;
but instead of acrpdescence,

she drew a poniard from her corset, and held it

to Ids breast, dictating, and making him ri'peat,

tlic oath of renunciation of the infamy to all her

race. The anecdote is accompanied in the original

descri[)tion w’ith many dramatic circumstances.

The guardian goddess of Mew'ar, the terrific Mata,

appears on her tiger in tbo subterranean passage

of this palace of pollution, to strengthen her mind
by a solemn denunciation, and her hand wdth a

weapon to protect her honour. Kae Singli, the

elder brother of the jirincely bard, liad not been
so 'fortunate; bis wife wanted either courage*

or virtue to withstand tlie regal tempter, and
althougli she returned to tlieir dwelling in the

desert loaded with jewels, as Pritld-raj expresses

it, ‘ she returned to her abode, tramping to the

tinkling sound of the ornaments of gohl and
gems on her person ; but where, my brother, is

the inoustache on thy lip! ’— Tim Tarseis; Tod's

Jtojasthaiu i. pp. 72, 340.

KHUSRU or Amir Kluisru, of the l.‘Hh and
14th centuries, a famous poet of Hindustan, near

whose* tomb are those of Khaja Kutub-inl-Din,

of Muazzani, son and successor of Aurangzeb,
of Bahadur Shah, and tlie tomb t)f Altain.s}i,

whose daughter, the sultana Raziah, occupie<l

the throne. The tomb of Imam Mushudi, the

spiritual guide of Akbar, is west of the mosipie

of the Kutub-i-Islain. The massive tomb of

Taghalaq Shah is outside the southern wall of

Taghalaqabad, and was built by his son Muham-
mad. The Leela' Burj, a bli;e tomb near the

Humayun, covers the remains of a holy iSyiid.

The poet Khusru's tomb is side by side in the same
courtyard with the saint, Ids friend and contem-
porary. No imaginary being, but a living iliiidu

piiiiceBB, Dewala Devi, inspired the- songs of

Khusru. His honey-ton giieil muse got 1dm the

surname of the I’arrot of India. The date of his

tomb is 1850. He lived and died iti India, but was
a native of Sarnarcand, and wrote in Persian. He
was the contemporary and fiiend of Nizam-u<l-Din

Aolia, near whose tomb, in the vicinity of Dehli,

is the Chownsath KhumbeS erected over Khusni’s

remains. He lived at the court of Ala-ud-Din

j

Khilji. In a Persian poem ho celebrated the
' loves of Khizr Khan and Dewala Devi.

I KHUSRU, the Chosro’es of the Romans, who

j

applied ‘it as a surname to almost every king of

! the Sassanian dynasty, and it was applied by the

i

Arabs, like Ciesar among the Romans, to many

j

ancient kings of Persia. Khusru, a polytheist,

I

who was king of Elam (not of Persia), conquered
Babylon.

The Tak-i-Khesra formed part of the royal

])alacc of Ctesiphon. 'Fho palace was commeiiC(i I

by l^apor ii., the ninth king of the Sassanian

dynasty, at the bcgimdng of the 5th century, it

was added to about a century later by another

king of the same line, Eiisldrwau, usually called

Kusliru I., and was linished by his grandson,*

Kushru 1 ^irwez or Khusru 1

1

. The part remaining

is merely a portion of the fa<;ade and one of the

halls of audience,—not a tenth part probably of

tlie original buihling. It was covered with brilliant

white stucco, and the lialls were decorated witi

historical ])aintings and figures of the heavenly
bodies. It was taken from the Persians by the

Arabs in the time of the klialif Umar in the six-

t nth year of tin; llijira, and Was called by them
the White Palace. Its splendour and magnifi-

cence, as iH'lated by the Arabian historians, are

scarcely cre<lible. The dimensions of the hall

were'—105 feet in lieiglit, 1>5 feet in width, and 180
' feet in length. The building remained entire till

! the time of the klialif Al-Mansur, who cn-
' deavoured to destroy it in order to make use of

1 the materials in the (construction of his palace at

I

Ibighdad. At the close of the Dth century the

;

klialif .Muktassi- b-illah regularly unbuilt the

j

Wliitc Palace, in order to erect liis famous

j

edifice called the Taj at Baghdad, and merely

! left this ball as a specimen of the Sassanian

archit(‘(!tur(\

—

Tr. of Hind. ii. p. 222; Catafayo.

KHUSRU PARVEZ, king of Persia a.ix

590 G28, of the Sassanian dynasty, grandson of

Uhosrot‘s Nusliirwan, A.i). 531-579, married a

daughter of the emjieror Maurice, generally

supposed to be the same person as the heroine of

the ecastern romances Khusru and Sliirin, and of

Farhad and Shirin. Khusru Parvez waged war
with the Roman powers, at first with the greatest

success. He invaded tlio dominions of the

emperor, wasted a vast extent of territory,

overran the Holy I.and, took Jerusalem, and
burned the (diristinn churches, carrying off

immense booty. He next reduced Egypt, and
great ])art of Northern Africa.

KHUTBAH. Arab., Hind., Pkrs. A public

prayer or discourstc jironomiced in the Muliam-

luadaii mostpies during divine service. It is also

pronounced oncic yearly at the E(*d-gah, on the

festival at the ckxse of the Ramzan. But from

the early days of Muhammadanism the reading of

the Khiltbah has been a point regarding which the

rulers and the [leople have entertained dissimilar

views. It is pronouncicd from the mimbur or

pulpit, whicli has tliroo steps, and Umar fixed on

the* second step from which to speak it, praising

Mahomed. This rite has ever been a cause of

trouble. Scarcely had Mahomed left the scene

when Ayzeed consented to three requests of Zain-

ul-Abidin, but privately desired hisx)Wii Syrian
Klmtib (priest) to read the Khutbah, and to offer

up praises and culogimns in the names of the
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descendants of Abu Soofei^n and Cornea. Acconl>

ingly on Friday the Syrian Khatib read the Khut-
bah, and praised the race of Abu Soofean and
Cornea, and spoke with contempt of the descend-
ants of the prophet. Usman fixed on the second
or middle step of the mimbur from which the Khut-
bah was to be read. Since then Muhammadan
rulers have claimed as royal prerogatives the right

to coin, and to have the Khutbah read in their

name. In British India, until the deposition of

the emperor of Dehli, the Kliutbah was read in

his name. And, now, the congregation believe it

to be in the n.aine of tlie Sultan of Turkey. Jafar '

Sherif, author of the Qanun-i-Islam, says (p. 263),
‘ The Khatib (priest), after repeating two rukat

prayers, alias shukrea, ascends to the second or

middle step of the mimbur, and, the congregation i

being seated, he reads the Khutbah, i.e. offers
j

glory to Cod, praises the propJiet, ami pjisses
|

culogiiims on his companions. He then descends

to the lowermost step, recounts the many virtues

of the king, and offers up supplications on behalf

of him. The king is he whose coin is current in

the realm, and in whose name prayers are offered

up after the Khutbah is read at mosipies and

feasts.’ And here is the following note :
—

‘ At
present (1832) it is in the name of the king

of Dehli, but in the author’s opinion erroneously,

as it should be in the name of the Honourable

East India Company.’
Lane says it is first a prayer for Mahomed,

Ibrahim, the four khalifs, and the companions of

the projffiet, and for El Hasan and El Husain,

Fatima, etc., followed by a prayer for El Islam,

and for the Sultan, son of the Sultan, etc.

All Muhammadans admit that the Friday

Khutbah cannot bo recited without the permission

of the ruler.

There should, therefore, be in the Khutbah a

prayer on behalf of the Empress Metoria, but it

may be mentioned that although since the year

1834 the mints of Britisli India have only issued

coins bearing the names of the successive rulers

of Great Britain, the Muhammadans of that

country have never introduced the British ruler’s

name into the Khutbah, and Dr. Birdwooii

mentions, correctly, that until a V(Ty recent date

the emperor of Dehli was the subject of the prayer.

Every Friday of the month of Ramzan tlie

Khatib reads the Khutbah (sermon), which con-

tains praises and eulogiums, and admonition and
advice.

—

Jfcrklots' Qanoon-i- Islam
^
Lane.

KHUZISTAN, a province in tin) extreme S.W.

corner of Persia, between lat. 30° and 32° 30' N.,

and long. 48° 51' E., boundetl in the N. by Luristan

and the Bakhtiari mountains, on the S. by the

province of Fars and the Persian Gulf, and on the

W'. by the Shat-ul-Arab and the pashalik of

Baghdad. For administrative purposes it is

divided under the rule of the Sliaikh of the

Chab Arabs, and of that of Shuster. Shuster is

the capital. It has several khor or inlets. Its

principal rivers are the Karan, Dizful, Jurahi,

and Kerkhah. The population consists chiefly of

iiomade tribes dwelling in tents. In the north

are Feili, Bakhtiari, Koligelii, and Mamaseni, and
in the south are the Arab tribes, Aiiafijiah, Ali

Kathir, Chab, and Beni Lain, pastoral and agri-

cultural, anVl weavers of cotton and woollen
fabrics. Its chief towns are Shuster, Dizful, Ram
Hormuz, and Fcllahiah.

The Shuster people are not wealthy, live in

stone-built houses, m which there are sard-ab

or underground rooms for retreat in summer,

and Some houses have the areesh or open room
on the roof. Several of the khor have been

I

at times supposed to have been mouths of the

i
Euphrates. Khor Muso is deep, that of Lusbah

j

is close to the Jurahi, and there is one near

!
Sarema, on the banks of the Indian, rather west- •

I ward of the borders. The inland khor are those

near the towns of Dorak and Mohammerah
;
one

still more extensive is formed by the overflowing

of the river Kerah at the town of Hawiza; and
lastly, the Saniidah marshes above Kurna, whicii

appear to be part of the ancient Chaldseau lake.

Khuzistan is also called Arabistan, and repre-

sents the Susiana of Strabo, as well as the Cissia

of Herodotus. Tlic celebrated ruins of ancient

Sus are near a b(‘nd of the Kerkhah. In the bed
of the Ab-i-balad, a tornuit of ancient Susiana,

which falls into the Dizful, a small fossil shell

occurs which is in request for the mouthpiece of

the nargil pipe, under the name of Sang-i-Birinj

or rice stone.

—

Markham's LJmhassy, p. 2 ;
Ouse-

leij's 2'raveh\ i. p. 148; Chesney's Euphrates and
Tigris^ p. 205

;
Migmin's Travi Is^ p. 294

;
Mac-

Gregor ; Layard.
KHWA. PuKiiTU. Side, quarter, tract, coast.

Pukhtuii khwa is Pathan country, Afghanistan.

Watan khwa is native country.

KHWA-Ml, a tribe of the Arakan Hill tracts.

Their name means monkey tail, because the end
of their waist-cloth liangs behind.

KHVEN is tlm name given to several popula-

tions of Burma and Arakan. One tribe who
tattoo their skins, dwell on the Koladyn river in

Arakan; another dwell on tlie Voma mountains
south of the Koladyn rivcT; the Mru arc some-
times called Khyen. Khyen, indeed, as also Kha,
are probably names givt'ii to most of the rude
tribes of the Arakan and Burmese mountains.
The name seems to be the soft Burman pronun-
ciation of Karen.

The Khyen or Kayn.or Chin are a considerable

tribe on the Yoma mountains that stretch from
Arakan to the Naga Hills, and are scattered in

small settlements on the north of Pegu as far as

'J’ouiighoo. Dr. M;ison regards them as Karen, but
Y'ule thought them Ivuki, and Phayre regarded

them as Burmese. They tattoo the faces of theii’

Avomen, to mar their beauty. They call tliem-

stdves 81iyou or Shyu or Slio, and the Burmese
style them Pwo - meet Khyen, meaning river

Khyen. 'Ihey are interspersed among the Bur-

mese and Karen, from lat. 23“ N., along both

sides of the Arakan range, and southwards to the

mouths of the Irawadi, and a fotv are found east-

ward. They are most numerous about lat. 20° N.

The eastern jiortioii of the district from the

Yomadoung to the Lemroo river is mountainous *

and hilly. The hill tribes living on the eastern

frontier anj Khyen, Mru-khyen, and Koo. The

Khyen, who occujiy both banks of the l^emroo

river, from tlie Wah Kheoiig to the Khce Kheong,

and the low hills west of the Jegaendong raiigu

visible from the plains, to the valley of the Tarooe

Kheoug, and the low hills and plains within the

Tandan, Ganacharaiti, Prwanrhay, and Dainboong

circles, are a quiet, inoffensive people. The most .

northern village occunied by the Mru-khyen,

paying revenue, is Sitcharoa, situated 14 miles
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north of the junction of the Saeng Kheong with

the Lemroo river. The Mru-khyen occupy the

valleys of the Wah Kheong, Saeng Kheong, M*au
Kheong, and that part of the valley of the

Lemroo between Peng Kheong and Saeng
Kheong.

—

iMtham; Mason
^
Burma; Yule; Dalton^

EVAn. p. 114.

KHYENDWEN, a tributary to the Irawadi, in

lat. 26° 28' N., long. 96° 54' E., runs generally
south into the Irawadi, near the town of Amyen-
mya; length, 470 miles. It receives Myitia
Khyoung, 170 miles.

KHYOUK PHYOO, the chief town in the
island of Harnree, 55 miles from Akyah, in lat.

19° 25' N., long. 93° 34' E., forming a district in

the Arakaii division of British Burma. It is so
called from the white pebbles on its beach.

—

Findlay.
KilY-OUNG-TlIA. The seaboard of Ai'akan

and the lower portions of the valleys opening into

it, form the country of the Uakhoung-tha or
Arakan tribe, of whom the Burmans are a branch.
Some are found residing on •the banks of the
mountain streams, and are distinguished by the
name of Khy-oung>tha; Their language proves

^

that they do not belong to tlie Yuma group, but

'

arc intruders from the north
;
and their own

traditions recognise the Ku-mi as the tribe in

possession of tlie sevaboard 'when they entered

Arakan. Khy-oung-tha means children of the

river, are a race of Arakanese origin, who speak
the old Arakan dialect, and conform to Buddhist
customs. Khy-oung-tha of Eastern Bengal are

Buddhists, but still offer rice and llowers to the

spirits of the hills and streams.

—

Imp. Uaz.

KHYRIM or Nong Krein, a petty state in the

Khassya Hills in Assam, presided over by a siem or
chief. Its iron ore is the purest found in the
Khassya Hills. Its wild products include caout-

chouc, cinnamon, lac, black pepper, and honey.

—

Imp. (tdz.

KIIYKODA is a tuppa or subdivision of one of

the greater khalisa or fiscal districts of Mewar,
and consists of fourteen townships, besides their

hamlets. Its land is of three classes, viz. pcewul,
or watered from wells

;
gonna, also irrigated

land, extending three or four khotor fields around
the village

;
and mar or mal, depending on the

heavens alone for moisture. There are two

harvests, viz. the oonaloo (from Oon, heat), or

summer harvest
;
and the sealoo (from See, cold),

the winter or autumnal. The sealoo crop consists

of mukki or Indian corn, sorghum or jowar, and
bajra, with the different pulses. 'Ihe share of

the Crown, as in all the ancient Hindu govern-
ments, was taken in kind, and divided as follows

:

—Of the first, or oonaloo crop, 'which consists of

wheat, barley, and gram, the produce is formed
pnto kulla (piles or heaps) of 100 maunds each

;

these are subdivided into four parts, of 25
maunds each. The first operation is to provide

from one of these the secrana, or one seer on
each maund, to each individual of the village

establishment, viz. the patel or headman
;

the

Jiatwari, registrar or accountant; the shanah or

watchman; the bullai or messenger and general

herdsman
;
the kat’hi (alias sootar) or carpenter

;

the lohar or blacksmith
;
the khomar or potter

;

the dhobi or washerman
;

the chamar, who is

shoemaker, carrier, and scavenger; the nac or

barber-surgeon. This rough sketch of the agri-

5
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KIANG.

cultural economy of Khyroda, may be taken as a

fair specimen of the old system throughout Mewar.
—ToiVs Rajasthan, ii. pp. 595, 598.

KI. Chin. Several species of Cirsium, Cnicus,

Ceiitaurea, and Carduus.

—

Smith.

KI, also written Ke and Kei or Key, a group
of three large and many smaller islands, about 60
miles west of the Aru Islands, and the same
<listatice S.W. from Kew Guinea, thinly peopled.

The Ki appear like so many isolated mountains

;

one of them is famous for its potteries. At
another arc built the prahu celebrated among
the mariners of Banda and Ccrarn for their sailing

qualities and streiigtli.

—

St. JoJm’s Archipelago, ii.

p. 90; IJorsfmrgli.

KIAHTl), near tlie Baikal lake, is 2400 feet

above the sea.

KTAHAT, properly Qiainat. Akah. The day
of resurrection, literally standing. Muham-
iiuidaii.s believe that the apjiroach of the resurrec-

tion will be known by twenty-live signs.

KIANG, a famous general of tho Chin dynasty
of China, who W'as expert in detecting crime, and
\\as eaiionized.

KIANG, the Dzightai or Jaghtai, is in all

probability the true Equus heinionus of Pallas.

It has been often confounded with the Gor-khar
or wild ass, thougdi tliey differ considerably in

appearanct*, and inliabit countries with very dis-

similar climates. The kiang exists in the high

cold regions ami mountains of Tibet, the Gor-khar
in the heated .sandy plains of Sind and Baluchi-

stan. The kiang is found in numbers nearly in

the same localities as the yak
;

it does not, how-
ever, go up tlie mountains so high as the yak, but

the range of its distribution is greater than that

of the yak. The kiang are abundant near the

Paiigoiig 'I'so, and between Chusal and Ilanlo.

They roam on plains 14,00U to 15,000 feet above

the sea. They are shy. The greatest elevation

where the Messrs. Schlagentweit found the kiang,

was 18,600 English feet, whilst they traced yaks

as high up as 19,300 feet.

'I’he natives of Ladakh deny the possibility of

any approach at domeslication of the kiang, and

state that young ahvays die in confinement. Major

Hay sent a kiaiTg to the Zoological Society of

London. He mentioned that tlie marcs are highly

esteemed by the Tibetans for breeding with the

thoroughbred Chinese stallion, the produce being

a horse wdth great powers of endurance, and
which, on this account, are much in request by
the Zhakpa, a predatory I’ace who inhabit the

mountains. The chief food of this species appears

to consist of the stunted fescue grasses common
on the plains and mountains, together with a red-

ffowered vetch, possibly Oxytropis chiliophylla of

Hooker. Tlie speed of .the kiang is great
;

its

action seems to consist of a long step or trot,

which is never varied.

The regions where the yak and the kiang are

found are, in a zoological point of view, among
the most remarkable and interesting of our globe.

The highest absolute elevation coincides here, it

is true, with the greatest height of the snow-line,

or rather it causes the snow-line to be higher.

But those large, high plateaux and regions,

though free from snow and ice in summer, remain
a desert throughout the year. The amount of

vegetation on them is less than it is in the desert

between Suez and Cairo in Egypt. Nevertheless
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these high sterile regions are inhabited by numer- afterwards directed the holy kaba of Mecca to

OU8 herds of large quadrupeds. Species of wild be the Kiblah of his disciples. Kiblah is also a
slieep, antelopes, and a few canine animals, chiefly respectful term in common use in India by
Avolves, as well as hares, are abundant. The Muhammadan children towards their parents, or

herbivorous animals find here their food only by inferiors towards superiors, and in this case means
travelling daily over vast tracts of land, as there the source of honour and esteem.

^

One of the

are only a few fertile spots, the greater part being titles of the king of Persia is Kiblah-i-Alam, point

completely barren. The great scarcity of vegcta- of the world’s adoration. Kiblah-i-Alara, asylum

tion, particularly the entire absence of mosses of the world, in letter-writing, is an expression of

and lichefls, has a very different effect, though an respect in Aliihammadan countries from depend-

indirect one, on the occurrence of birds. Those cuts to their masters, children to parents, or

small plants are the chief abodes of insects : the servants to a prince, implying towards whom all

want of mosses and lichens, coinciding with a the world turns with veneration.. It is a phrase

total absence of lunnns, limits, therefore, to its of daily life, but the rulers of Bokhara were
minimum t|ie occurrence of insects, the exclusive styled Kiblah-i-Alamian, the turning point for

food of small birds in all extremely elevated jKirts both Avorlds. — Ousdey's Travels^ hi. p. 133 ;

of the globe, whore giains are no more found. Taventur; Laytird's Nineveh^ quoting Hyde's
The Schlagentweits, indeed, travelling twenty Hdig. Vet. J\rsnr. p. 8 ;

rrUkaux Connect. ;

consecutive days between heights of 14,000 to Vamhery.^ Boldiara^ p. 31G.

18,200 feet, met only with three individuals be- KIBT or Kibti,of Egypt, the Copts, an abbre-
longing to a species of Fringilla, but occasionally viatioii of the Greek word Aiguptios, an Egyptian,

vultures were jiiet with. Tliey are descendants of the ancient Egyptians.

KIANG-SU, a province of China on the east They arc agriculturists, and in the subordinate

coast, washed on the E. by the Yellow Sea. It offices of tlie country.

—

Catafago.
has the large towns of Cliin-kiang, Nankin, Sii- KICirilRI. HiNif. Generally a mixture of

chan, and Shanghai, and the great river the lentils and rice, with clarilied biittfer poured over

Yang-tae-kiang runs through it to disembogue in it. This has become common in El Ilejaz as well

the Yellow Sea. a.s at Suez, under the name of El Kajari, a corrup-

KIAN-KU, the largest river of Asia, which tion winch denotes its foriMgn origin, and renders

rises on the north borders of Tibet, and, after a its name pronounceable to Arabs.

—

liurtoiCs Mecca

^

course of about 2200 miles, enters the Eastern i. p. 2ff9.

Ocean opposite the island of Tsong-ining. KIDARKANl’A, in lat. 31*^ 1' 4" N., long. 78®

KIAONG or Kyoung. Bra.M. The monastery 14' E., in Gaihwal, a peak commanding a fine

liouse of the Rhoinigyc or Buddliist monks. view, in the ridge beiwi'en the Tons fvnd the

KlAO-YOU. Chinese Christians cull themselves Jmima. The base of the stone pillar there is

by this name.

—

Hue. 12,430 feet above the sea. The top of the highest

KIA-YU, a pass in China. The great highway ])eak is 12,518 feet according to the Grand Trig,

between Pekin and Europe has from time iimne- Survey, and is 12,089 fe(4 according to Herbert
morial been the caravan tract from tlie we.stern and Hodgson. The iip})er limit of conifers is

end of the great wall across the de.sert of Gobi. 10,700 feet. Tlie upper limit of oaks on the

Tlie route issues from the western end of the soutliern slopes of Kidarkanta towards Aur is

great wall, and, moving through the Kia-yii pjass, 11,442 feet.

—

Ad. Schl. Ur. Tr. Sur. See Kedar-
has to traverse N.W. 5U0 miles of a d(*.soIate sand knnta.

tract to reach the city of Khamil. .\t tliis town thi‘ KIDARNATH, in lat. 30® 44' 10" N., long. 70"^

road bifurcates, the upper branch leading through .51' 5o" E., in Garhwal, on the right bank of the

Baykul, Urumchi, and Kurkur-usu into Zangaria; Mandagni, near its origin. The entrance to the

the lower througli Pijaii, 'l urfan, Karashar, and Hindu temple is 11,794 feet, Rob. Sold., or 11,753
Kuchu to Aksa in Eastern Turkestan. feet, J. A. IS.

KIBITKA, a tent made of felt, called in I^ussia It is a great ]>lace of Hindu pilgrimage, being

Jourta or Kibitka, is in Mongol called Gbcr
;

next to Badrinath in holy estimation. Jt marks
several tents together, forming a kind of village the spot where an incarnation of Siva attempted
or station, are called Ourto. Oulous or Glos

,
to dive into the earth to escape the Paridava.

signifies in ^longol einpiiio, people
;

Ordo, a (.’Io.se to the temple is a precipice, the Bhairab
chateau or imperial palace.

—

Tiinkowski's Journey i Jap, from which formerly devotees threw thcni-

to Pekin, i. p. 12. i selves, but the liritish prohibited it. The rawal
KIBLAH, .Auaji., signifies a point of adoration, is a Jangam from Mysore,

and is usually applied to the kaba or holy edifice 'Iho upper limit of trees ip the Mandiigni valley,

of the Muhammadans, .situated in the Bait-nllah or below Kidarnath, is 11,020 feet. The lower end

temple of Mecca. But all eastern sects appear to ! of the Kidarnath glacier, and origin of the Man-
have had some Kiblah or lioly point, to which the I dagni, is 12,372 feet. The confluence of the first*

face was to be turned during prayer. 'Hie Jew
;
glacier on the right side within the main Kidar-

looked towards Jerusalem; the Sabaean, accord- , iiath glacier is 13,058 feet. The junction of the

iiig to some, to the north star, or, according to three ]»rincipal branches of the Kidarnath glacier is

others, towards that part of the heavens in which
;

15,419 feet. The small glacier lake, right side of

tlie sun rises, or towards the meridian
;
and the

: the Kidarnath glacier, is 13,349 feet.—Pok Schl.

Magian to the rising sun. According to the' KIDD, CAFfAiN, a piratical leader, a native of

Veda, Brahmans should direct their prayers to
,

England, whose stronghold is still shown in the

the east. The early (Christians chose the east, neighbourhood of Johanna. He was employed by
Mahomed, who recognised the general custom, the governor of New York to suppress piracy in

and found it necessary to adhere to it, in the the Eastern Seas, but took to piracy, and on bis

early part of his career appointed Jerusalem, but return was convicted and hanged.
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KIEF. KIMKHAB.

KIEF. Arab. In Morocco, dried flowers of is their own designation. They are generally

Cannabis sativa
;
repose

;
Dolce far niente. It is a tall and powerful men, with an oliye-y^low

rest that does not presuppose labour, a relief that complexion, and they say that their original

scarcely implies previous care, a mental exaltation locality was the village of Talicot, near the town
by mental effort only, and a dream that fulfils itself, of Sorapur, and that all speak the Mahrati

It does not exist in the west, for things move too tongue, though a knowledge is requisite of the

fast there
;
but it is a treasured possession of the language of the countries in which they wander,

*

oriental, which neither armies, treaties, nor fleets to enable them to gain a livelihood. They are

can take from him. • wamleriug minstrels.

KIERNANDEK, JOHN ZECIIARIAH, a^ KII.OGRAMME, a French measure of weight,

Protestant missionary to Cuddalore 1740, and
|

equal to 2 *2053 lbs., about 2 lbs. 8Joz. avoirdupois;

Calcutta 1758. lie built the old church. it is about the same as the Pakha seer of India.

KIFKI. Near this town, ill the pass through KILOMETRF, a French measure of length,

which the Ak-Su penetrates to the plains, is a about lUDl)^ English yards,

naphtha pit. The hills are about a mile S.E. of KILPATRK.K, Majoi?, an officer of the E. I.

the town of Tuzkurmatti, close to the gyj)seous Company in the time of Lord Clive. In May
hills of Kifri, and the pit, being in the bed of the 1751 he served in the light of Volconda. In

torrent, is sometimes overflowed by it, and, for November he inarched with a detachment to

a time, spoilt. The pit is about 15 feet deep, relieve Clive at Arcot. On the 7th August 1753
and to the height of 10 feet filled with water, on he led the attack at Sugar-loaf Hill at Trichi-

the surface of which black oil of naphtha floats, ! nopoly, and was desperately wounded. He died

small air-bubbles continually rising to the surface.
!

in October 1757, in command of the Bengal
They skim off the naphtha, and ladle out llie troo})s, and Member of Council at tliat Presidency,

water into a channel, which distributes it into a KIM A. The shells of the taclabo, or gigantic

set of oblong, shallow compartments, made in Pliilipi»ine oyster, are used as fonts in the churches

the gravel, where they allow it to crystallize, of that group. The fish of the Kima cockle

when it becomes very good salt, of a tine, white, freipiently weighs 30 or 40 lbs. Some of the

brilliant grain, without any intermixture of bitter- shells measure three feet across, arc several inches

ness. Great quantities of this are exported into thick, take a lino polish, and form valuable

Kurdistan; and it is worrh annually about 20,000 articles of the trade to China. One was ^ouud
piastres. The oil of naphtha is tlic property of weighing 278 lbs.

the village. Part of it is consumed by the manzil KIM EDI, a large zamindari hill tract, on the

kljanah, or sold for its support, and part for w'estern bonier of Ganjam district, Madras. It

religious establishments, etc. About two jars, contains the three estates of Parla Kimedi, Pedda
each containing six oka, or one Baghdad batman, or Boda Kimedi, also called Vizianagrarn, and
of naphtha, may bo skimmed from this well in Chinna Kimedi or Pratopgiri. Kimedi had been

twenty-four liour.s. The spring is at the bottom long subject to the family of Narrain Ibis, de-

of,tko pit or well, and once a year they cleanse scended from the raja of Jaganath, who was
the well, on wdiicli occasion the whole village formerly ruler over these e.oiiiitries, and whose

turns out, victuals are distributed to all the «<>ns are said to have separated on tlieir father’s

poor, and sacrifices of sheep are made to the nominating a natural son to the succession,

sound of drums and oboe, in order to insure the Moving southward with a numerous train, one

good flowing of the spring again,—a ceremony son conqucrotl and establislied bi}uself in Kimedi,

in all probability derived from remote antiquity, as another son did at the same time atViziauagar

The principal naphtha springs are, however, in in tlie Itchapiir country. I'lic succession was

the liills, a considerable distance south of this, hereditary, and the people n'garded them as

towards Kifri. They arc five or six in number, tlie offspring or even the incarnation of a deity,

and arc much more productive than this iiit, but Kimedi is suiToimcled by mountains, the valleys,

no salt is found there. Indeed, it is probable, extoiisive and very fertile, Iiaviiig every advantage

that naphtha may be found in almost any part of of tanks, livers, and abundant dews, but the

this chain. Near the iiaphtlia pit in the liills arc climate is extremely nnht'althy.

alum (zak or sheb) and chalk (tabashir), of a KIMIA. Auau., Hinp., Pi:i!S. Chemistry
;

very fine, close, white grain
;
but the natives but among eastern nations this has always been

make no use of these products. An earth, also, considered as closely connected with, or indeed

is found, which tliey employ to give an acid as forming a part of, the search for the philo-

flavour to some of their tlishes
;
no doubt it is sopher’s stone. It is the art of magic, supposed

vitriolic. Sulphur is also found, and is used by to be the constant and favourite study of Indian

the peasants to cure the itch in their cattle and siigess and enchanters, who are much dn.-aded in

themselves.

—

Rich's Kurdistan^ i. pp. 27-21). Persia. IVith the Arabic prefix al, we have th

KI-GEN-SET-SU. Jap. The anniversary of Europ(\an word alchemy,

the birthday of the first emperor of the reigning KIM 18 or Koumis, a fermented beverage in

dynasty. ^se amongst the nomadc Tartars.

KIKATA, an ancient name of the people of KIMKHAB, Hind., corruptly Kiiicob, a fabric

Magadha. woven pattern
;

silk

KILAiD-us-SHAM. Arab. Stones of the brocade, worked in gold and silver flowers. Tim

yellow date, strung on twine, and worn as neck- costly and superb fabrics of cloths of gold ami

laces by the Hodeilah Arabs.—//ami7/o?Ts Seiiai silver or the kimkhab, and the classes of washing

KILI-KATR, Muddikpor, or Kotabu, a migra- satins or mushru and hemru, even if European

tory people in the Southern Mahratta country, skill could imitate them by the hand-loom, it

Kublmra^ or Ferryman, Koli, and Barkur are would be impossible to obtain the gold and silver

the terms most usually applied, but Muddikpor thread unless it were impbrted from India. The
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KI-MO-NO. KING-FISHER.

native mode of making this thread is known, but
the result achieved by the Indian workman is

simply the effect of skilful, delicate manipulation.

The kimkhabs are used for state dresses and
trousers, the latter by men and women

;
and

ladies of rank usually possess petticoats or skirts

•of these gorgeous fabrics. Kimkhab, although
only employed in India as articles for personal

wear, might be used in llritain for covering

chairs, couches, etc. The origin of the worcl

kimkhab is said to be from Kum (Kam), little, and
Khab, sleep. Kiinkliab, hemru, luppa, tas, are all

of the same order of manufacture, gold, or gold

and silver, and silk. In the kimkhab, metal

predominates, whereas in hemru the silk pre-

dominates, and in hemru the design is generally

a diaper or buta-dar. Affixes of single and double

are also made use of to designate one colour or

several; such as ekowdu hemru, andbewdu hemru.

In Surat it is known as kumjurno aleeacha,

which means that there is only a small quantity

of gold thread used in it. Luppa has so much
gold or silver that the metal only is visible. Tas

is much tliinner, but is manufactured in the ^mo
manner. Mushni and hemru are not used for

tunics, but for men’s and women’s trousers, and
w'omen’s skirts, as also for covering bedding and
pillows

;
they .are very strong and durable fabrics,

wash well, and preserve their colour however
long worn or roughly used

;
but they can hardly

be compared with English satins, which, however,

if more delicate in colour and texture, arc un-

fitted for the purposes to which the Indian fabrics

are applied. For example, a labada or dressing-

gown made in 1812, of sciirlct rausliru, was
washed over and over again, and subjected to all

kinds of rough usage, yet the satin in 1802 w.as

still unfrayed, and the colour and gloss .as bright

as ever. Sec Clothing
;
Embroidery

;
Cold Em-

broidery.

KI-MO-NO. Jap. A long-sleeved robe, worn
by men and women, and fastened with a girdle.

KIMUKHT, turquoise green leather ina<lo at

Yarkand .and .at Eareilly, much used in K.abul

and Peshawur. It looks like shagreen, is used

for native slioes, and for sword sc.abhards. About
Rs. 2000 worth is annually exported from Eareilly

to Dehli and other places. It is made from asses’

hide.

KINA BALOW, a mountain near Bawang, in

Borneo, estimated between 13,001) and 11 ,000

feet in elevation
;
properly Kini-lmllu, the Chinese

widow. It lies E.S.E. from tlio harbour of

Ambong
;

it is the highest mountain in Borneo.

—.7. In, Ar.
'

KTNARA or Kinarce. Hind. Edging either

of silk, or gold or silver thread
;

also of wide

gold and silver ribbon, which often has a pattern

printed or pressed on it. Kinara-baf is the maker
of silk edging and fringe.

KINAT. Hind., Pkrs. A tent wall.

KINOHINJUNGA, a mountain peak 45 miles

distant from Darjiling, rising 21,000 feet above

the level of the observer, out of a sea of inter-

vening wooded hills; whilst, on a line with its

shows, the eye descends below the horizon, to

a narrow gulf 7000 feet deep in the mountains,
where the Great Ranjit river, white with foam,

threads a tropical forest with a silver line.

—

Hooker^ Him. Jour. i. p. 122, See Kanchinjinga.
KINDERSLEY, J, R, a member of the Madras

Civil Service, author of a M^ual of the Law of

Evidence of the Madras Provinces.

KING.
Sultan, . Arab., Turk. Nawab, . . . Hind.
radlshah, Malik, Arab. Padshah, Hind., Pehs.
Roi, Fr. Shah, .

Koiiig, ..... Ger. Re, . . . ^ It.

Hao, Raja, . . . Hind. Rei, . . Port., Sp.

• KING. Chin. An imperial capital, as in

Pekin, Nanking. Tu, Chin., is a court or im-

perial residence, as Tai-tu, Shang-tu. Fu, Chin.,

is a city of the first class, or rather , the depart-

ment of wliich it is the head
;
Cheu, a city of the

second class, or the district of which it is the

head.

—

Yulci< Cuthay^ ii. p. 2G2.

KING. Chin. The five canonical books
written ami coiiq)ilod by Confucius, the Yih-King,
Slm-King, She-King, Le-Ke, and Ch’uii Ts’ew.

KING CRABS of Acheen. ikan-mimi, Jav.
;

Moi-moi, Achken. Two of these crabs join them-
selves together by their under surfaces, and thus

united burrow in the sand. They are eaten by
the Chinese and Javanese .—BennetVs Wandtrinysy
i. p. 401.

KING-CROW, Dicrurus macrocercus, is often

seen on the backs of cattle
;

it is also called the

Kotwal.

KING-FISHER, birds of the family Ilal-

cyonidje, of which there are several species in

the East Indies. The Tanysif)tora nais of Am-
boyna, the racquet-tailed king-fisher, is one of

the most singular and beautiful of that beautiful

family. King-fishers are of the genera Halcyon,

Todiramphiis, ('oyx, Alcedo, and Ceryle. They
arc numerous in India, most of them diving in

th(i water for small fiKshes
;
others eating crabs,

insects, and r(q)tiles. An instance is mentioned
of a king-fisher darting into the Courn river at

Madras, ami being cajdnrcd by the valves of the

mollusc closing on it. Oikj or two of them hover

over the water, questing on the wing till they sec

tlieir prey
;
others sit motionless, w’atching on

a fixed perch. Their bright plumage is their

ruin, for it is saleable, and a class of men make
their living by ca])turing them. In solitary places,

where no sound breaks the silence except the

gurgle of the river as it sweeps round the rocks,

the lonely king-lislier, an emblem of vigilance

an<l patience, sits upon an overhanging branch,

his turquoise plumage liardly less intense in its

lustre than the deep blue; of the sky above him
,

and so intent is his watcli uj>on the ‘passing fish,

tliat intrusion fails to scare liiin from his post.

The common king-fisher (Alcedo Bcngalensi.s,

(imcl.), the black and white species (Ceryle

rudis), and the Indian king-fisher (Halcyon

fuscus, 7fodd.), are often to be seen. The first is

common in rice-fields, streams, and river banks;

the two latter are not so plentiful
;
the Indian

king-fisher is a tenant of gardens and pools
;
the

large black and 'wl)ito king-fisher is the Ceryle

guttata. Birds’ feathers, from the cranes and

king-fishers, form a considerable article of trade

in South-Eastern Asia; the feathers of a large

green king-fisher arc exported from Madras, one

lakh at a time, to Singapore, to be used by the

Malays, Javanese, and Chinese. They sell there

at 200 j' cr cent, profit.

The nest of a large red king-fisher of Borneo

is said to be pendulous, and invariably to b®

accompanied in the same mass by a bee which is
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KINNARA. KIRATA.

peculiarly vicious, so that the nest can only be Some specimens of Butea kino, analysed by Prof,

robbed after destroying the bees .—Burhidgeh Solly, after the impurities had been separated,
Gardena of the Sun ;

2'enneni's Sket. NaU IlisU yielded 73^ per cent, of tannin. Kino generally

p. 249
;

Wallace'^s Eastern Archipelago ;
Adams, occurs in shining grains, of a rich ruby-red

KINNARA, in Hinduism, heavenly choristers, colour, nearly all soluble in alcohol, and readily
beings with human shape, but with heads of pulverizable between the fingers. It also occurs
horses

;
from Sanskrit King, what, Nara, a man. in small and shining, brittle, angular fragments

They are also called Aswa-Mykha, also Taranga of a deep-brown colour, which appears to be a
Vaktra. They dwell with Kuvcra on Kailasa* natural exudation of some one plant, from the
Buddhists represent them with human heads and

|

uniformity of its appearance. The gum of Butea
busts, and tail and legs of a fowl. frondosa was at one time acknowledged by the
KINNARAYA, a small race in the Kandyan Duliliu College, and Botany Bay kino, produced

ju’ovince of Ceyloju They are a w'ell-fonned by Eucalyptus resiinifera, or brown gum tree, by •

race, and resemble the Rodiya in appearance and the hhliidjurgh (>olli‘ge. The best is now irn-

custoins. They are mat-w'oavers. They shave i)orted into Great Britain from Bombay. The
their heads. They arc illiterate. name is derived from the Indian term kini,

KINNEIR, J. MACBONAIiD, author of a applied to a similar exudation from the bark of

Geographical IMernoir of the Persian Empire, Butea frondosa, of which tlic Sanskrit name is

London 1813
;
also of a Journey through Asia Kin-suka. Gum-kino is used medicinally as an

Minor, Armenia, and Kurdistan in 1813 and 1814, astringent,’ and in India to dye cotton cloth of a
with Remarks on tlu' Marches of Alexander and nankceTi yellow.— Wakrstone; Faulkner; Royle^

Retreat of the Ten Thousand, London 1818. Him. Rf)/. p. 10.5 ;
Fror. Royal Asiatic 1838

;

kino. McClelland; Cnlhn, MSS.
Dam-iil-a*kwairi, . Arab. Kino-hnrz, . . . CJf.r. KIO or Miaco, the residence of the emperor or
Pulas-gond, . . Beno. Kumrkiisala, Kini, Hind. Dairi of .lapan, about twenty miles from Osacca,
Padouk, . . . Burm. Chino, .... . It. and contained, in the time of Kaempfer, .accord-
Gommo de kino, . lu. T.'inible-hoan, . . 1am. ing to a census, more than .500,000 inhabitants,

The kino of commerce is a product of the Ptcro- besides the numerous court of the Dairi.

—

carpus inarsupium of India, Linn.; Pt. erinaceus MacFarlanc, Japan, p. 149.

Poirety of Senegambia ;
the Pt. Wallichii and Klf’CHAK, a race who have settled down in

P. Indica or I’.adouk of Tenass(‘rim, the Butea and around Khokand, and supposed by Vambery
frondosa of India, and the Eucalyptus resinifera to be a division of the Burnt. Their social rcla-

of Australia. The juice of the Pt. erinaceus tions are wdth Muliamrnad.ans and the people of

and that of the Eucalyptus resinifera have much Turkestan. He says they are the bravest and
the same properties as the catechu, and have been most warlike of the Turkish tribes, and are held

jiroposed to be used in dyeing green. Althougli to be the descendants of those Mongols who,
the colour of kino is a deep-red, it has the power under the iiaino of Djete-niogliul, waged such
of, coinmunicuting a green colour to the .«alts of obstinate war against Timur, and afterwards,

iron. The true medicinal gum-kino is obtained under tlie U'adersbip of the sons of Yunis Khan,
from the Pt. inarsupium

;
but the juic(^ of Pt. made themselves masters of the eastern part of

Indicus, Pt. Wallichii, and of Pt. Dalbergioides Turkestan.

—

P. Arminins \'amh( nj, \}. 7b.

are said to be also dried and exported imdor the KIRATA or Kiranti. This martial .aboriginal

name of kino
;
.and it is probabh* that the proper- race is spoken of by ancient Sanskrit writers, and

ties on which their value depends are of a geiieral classed by Menu and by tlie Mahabhanata as one

nature. Pt. Dalbergioides is foundjin the northern of the non-Hindu military peoples, .along with

parts of the Pegu province in the Promo district, the Khasa, China, Dravida, and other recognised

chiefly in tlie vicinity of towns .and inhabited non-Aryan races. They occu])y at this day the

places, r.arely in the forests. The kino of Bot.any ex.act position assigned to tliem by the Vishnu
Bay and Van Diemen’s Land is the produce of the Puraiia, viz. the eastern border of Bli.arata Varsha.

Eucalyptus resinifera, which sometimes yields, The Kir.ata .arc known in classical geography .as

on incision, 60 gallons of juice, 'fhe E.ost Indian the Cirrhadfo or the Cirrodes. They occupied the

kino, imported from Bombay and Tellicherri, is country to the cast of the Bli.arata, and are still

the produce of Pt. imarsupium, a lofty, broad- iminerous in Dinajpur, w^hicli w.as p.art of the

spreading forest tree, whicli blossoms in October ancient Matsyades, all the inluibitants of which

and November. The bark is of a greyish colour, were considered as foreigners and borderers,

and is upwards of h.alf an inch in thickness on ’riiey are part of the races styled as Limbu, an

the trunk. AVhen cut, a blood-red juice speedily important segment of the population of Sikkim,

exudes and trickles down
;

it soon thickens, and and are the Kiranti of Nepal
;
but the people

becomes hard in the course of 15 or 16 hours, prefer the names Khwombo or Khombo, and

The gum is extr.acted in tlie seasons when the Kiraw/i. Dr. Campbell says that the correct

tree is in blossom, by making longitudinal in- denomination of the people is Ekthumba; but

cisions in the bark round the trunk, so as to let that the term Limbu is generally xised to

the gum ooze down a bro.od leaf, placed as a indicate the whole population of the country

spout, .into a receiver.. The gum is dried in the between the Dud Kusi and the Mechi, thus

sun until it crumbles, and then filled in wooden including the Kirata, the E<aka (Hodgson’s

boxes for exportation. . Pt. erinaceus, a tree 40 Yakh.a), and Rais, and that in appearance and
to 60 feet in height, a native of the woods of the habits they .are all very much alike, and they

Gambia and Senegal, furnishes a kino. Butea intermarry, which is the great test of national

frondosa, or the (Siak tree of the East Indies, connection. t

furnishes a similar product in the shape of a The Kiranti are divided into Wallo JCirant or

milky-coloured, brittle, and very astringent gum, Hither Kirant, Manjh or Middle Kirant, and
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KIRMAN.KIRAT SAGAR.

Pallo or Further Kirant. The Wallo include the KIRK, R. A., medical officer of thQ* Bombay
Limbu and Yakha. army, who wrote a Journal of a Journey from
The Limbu and Kiranti have to buy their Tadjourra to Ankobar, in Lond. Geo. Trane.,

wives
;
those who are too poor to pay in cash, 184:i, x.

;
Measurements of Elevation and Astro-

serve like Jacob in the father’s house till they nomical Observations in Abyssinia, in Bom. Geo.
have given an equivalent in labour. Trans., 1844, vi. p. 355 ;

Visit to Volcano of

Those bordering between Sikkim and Nepal Oibbcl Teer, Red Sea, ibid., 1842, vi. p. 866
;

are partly Buddhists, partly Jirahmanical. Rise and Fall of River Indus and Range of Ther-

The Kiranti, like the Munda and Kasia, burn ^nometer at Bukkur, 1841, ibid. p. 436.

—

Dr.

their dead, selecting the summits of mountains Buist\'i Indvx.

for the purpose, and afterwards collect and bury KIRK EE, near Poona. A battle was fought

the ashes, over which they raise a square tomb of here on the 13th November 1817, which decided
* stone about four feet high, placing an upright the fate of the Dek’han, and led to the downfall

stone on it.

—

Dr. W. ^V. Hunter; Dalton^ Kthnol. of the peshwa Baji Rao, and the extinction of

of Benzol. Mahratbi rule.

KIRAT SAGAR, and Madaii Sagar, ancient KIRKOOK. Naphtha is obtained near here,

artificial lakes near the town of Mahoba, It is scooped out with ladles into bags made of

KIRBAH. Ahab. An infiated skin used by skins, which are carried on the backs of asses, for

fishermen as a fioat on which to rest when sale. It is principally consumed in the south-

fishing.
’ west of Kurdistan, wliUe the pits not far -from

KIRGHIZ were originally a small tribe settled Kifri supply Baghdad and its environs. The
in a remote corner of Southern Siberia, on the Kirkook naphtha is black. On the summit of a

•banks of the Yenisei river, but migrated or were hill is a flat circular spot measuring fifty feet in

removed in the 17th century to the shores of the diameter, with a hundred at least of small holes,

Balkash and Issyk-kul lakes. In their new abode whence issue as many ch'ar flames. The natives

they amalgamated with the Kazak and Burnt, and call the place Baba Gurgiir, Gur being an Arabic

absorbed a host of smaller tribes, the debris of name for naphtha or bitumem TliO bitumen pit

the old Ghuz, Koman, and Kipchak, and have at Kit must have furnished the builders of Baby-
gone on increasing until their number is now Ion

;
to (pialify the bitumen for use as a cement,

nearly three millions of souls, and constitute it must bo boiled with a certain proportion

almost the exclusive poi)ulation of the steppe of oil. Its chief use appears to have been in the

from the Aral river in the west to the Mongolian lower parts as a preservative against damp; at

frontier on the cast, and north and south from j)resent it is used for coating cisterns, baths,

the Siberian line to the plateau of Thiinir. caulking boats, t tc. d’he l)lack naphtha springs at

Kirghiz are in the neighbourhood of Issyk-kul Baku, on tin* Caspian, are similar. Jonas Han-
and in the valleys of the Tian 81ian, also in those way mentioned that when the weather is thick

of the Alai mountains and the Pamir east of ami hazy, the springs boil np higher, and that

Badakhshan, to the south of Khokand. Their name tin* naphtha, sometimes taking fire On the surface

for themselves is Kirghiz, but they are called of the earth, runs like burning lava into the sea.

Burnt by the Chinese and Kalmuks; the Russians In boiling, the oily substance gradually becomes
call them Kara-Kirghiz, meaning Black Kirghiz, a thick pitchy mass all round the Tnouth of. the

also Dikokameniii, meaning Wild Mountain pit. The poorer people use it in lainp.s a'M to

Kirghiz, to distinguish them from the Kazak, cook their foo(l. It burns best with a small

They are partly (about 200,000) under Russian mixture of ashes : but, for fear of accidents, tb^
sway, partly (150,000) under Kashgar, and in preserve it in eai then vc.'ssels under ground, and
PJastern Turkestan and Khokand. They are sup- at some distance from their dwellings. Therq is

posed to be 350,000. Those at Pamir whom also a white najflitha, a thinner fluid than the

JJemtenant Burnes saw had flat coniitenancis, black, and not found in such great quantities,

and strongly resembled the Turkoman. This is Bometiraes recommended, inwardly fot

They profess Muhammadanism, but retain chest complaints, and outwardly for cramps and
Shaman practices. Their Shamams wear long hair, rheumatism. Both it and the black are used for

Kirghiz derive their origin from a red dog and varnish. Strabo calls it liquid bitumen, and asserts

forty maidens (Kyrk-kyz). Some tribes say the that its flame cannot -be extinguished by water,

maidens were impregnated by the form of the 'i’he experiment tried l)y Alexander was horrible

lake Issyk-kul in the Kirghiz steppe. The fable in its effects. The flaming soil, or everlasting tire,

of Cyclops is current, but there called Alp, a as it is called, of Baku, is not less famous than its

giant ogre, and a Kirghiz giant, Batur Khan, naphtha springs.

—

Porter si TraviD.

enacts the part of Ulysses.

—

Schuyler; Afuller's KIRMAN is situated in hit. 29*^ 56' N., and

Lectures; Malcolm's Persia; Staunton's Narrative; long. 56° 6' Ph, on the western side of a capacious

Markham's Emhas.^y; Viyne's Narrative ; C{iplain plain, so close to the mountains, that two of them,

V. Ai. Vemukof. on which there are ancient decayed forts, com-

KIRIAGHUNA, also Kiri Anguna. Singh, pletely command it.

The cow-tree plant of Ceylon, Gymnema lacti- It is the chief town of a large province of

ferum, is harmless, notwithstanding it belongs to Persia, the northern part of which is a B(ilt and

the asclepiadaceous order, which is usually acrid barren desert, but in the south the land is fertile,

and dangerous.

—

Eng. Cyc. p. 178. Many sheep are bred here, and their fine wool is

•KIRI - ELEEMA. Singh. The overflow of an article of great trade. The capit^ of this

milk
;
a ceremony in Ceylon, when the liquid of province is a city of the same name, and it is cele-

the cocoanut is boiled till it runs over, as an brated for its beautiful shawls, carpets, and stuns,

emblem of plenty and a land flowing with milk. The climate of this province is as varied as the

•^Tennent's Christianity in Ceylon^ p. 234. face of the country, and it is accounted the least
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snlubrioua of any part of Perisia. They liavc

seldom any heavy falls of rain, but snow lies to a
great depth on the mountains in winter, and
from their loftiness it does not melt for the

greater part of the year.

The province is the ancient Carmania, and is

bounded on the east by a part of Seistan and
Baluchistan

;
west by the ])rovince of Pars

; south

by parts of LuristAn, Mekran, and the Persian

Gulf; and north by Irak and Khorasan. Kirinan

fills up the space between Kliorasan, Kars,

Afghanistan, find Mekran. The surface of Kir-

nian (including Luristan) contains about
square miles. The southern portion of Kirinan,

viz. Luristan and Moghostan, formed the chief

part of the Himyaritic kingdom of Hormuz, tlirough

which ran an important commercial line from the

capital, Harmozontc. These districts, together with

the different islands, formed part of the territory

of Mithrophrast(!S at the time of the visit of Xear-
chiis, who learned from tliis monarch that the

, tomb on the island of Tyrina (Kishm) was that of

PJrythras, son of Ariarius, satrap of Phrygia, who
was banished to tliis place by Darius (Strabo, lib.

xvi. p. 776), whose name was given to the ad-

joining part of the sea. Artemidorus, however, ‘

thoiiglit the name was dorivi'd from tlie reflection

of mountains glowing with the heat of a vtTtical

sun (Strabo, lib. xvi. }>. 77h), wliich certainly

cause a deep tint uii tlio waters in this part of

the world.

The khalifs, Chongiz Khan, Timur, and the

Afghans,successively took,plundered,anddeslroyod
Kirmau, the last occasion being. in 1794, when it

was betrayed into the hands of Aga Muhammad
Khan, the founder of tlie Kajar dynasty ; but even
yet its manufactures of shawls, matchlocks, and
namad or felts are celebrated all over Asia, and
are said to afford employment to upwards of one-

third of the inhabitants, whether male or female.

The wool of its goats approaclics nearer than any :

other in fineness to that of Kashmir, and, under
the commercial name Wahab-i^^hahi, it is used in

adiiltemting shawl- wool.

A third of tlie inhabitants of the city are

employed in their shawl manufacture. Jn texture

and delicacy of fabric they rival those of Kashmir,
but they are inferior iu downy softness ami
'W'armtb. The sheep are small and short-legged.

After shearing, the wool is repeatoilly and care-

fully picked and washed, and for some weeks is

steeped in a wash. It is then {- pun by the women,
and worked up by the men. iii making carpets,

the threads (all of one colon;) arc of the length
of an upright ’loom, which consists of two hori»

zontal rollers. The cross coloured threads that

form the pattern are worked in by as many small

hoys as the breadth of the web will permit to

squat in front of the loom. As the work pro-
gresses, the web is gradually rolled up on the
lower roller. After every two or three rows have

* been worked in, wide-tecthed combs arc inserted

over the threads of wool, and hammered dowui
close and firm with a mallet. The master Aveavey

draws and colours the designs on paper ruled to

represent the different threads, after which he
teaches the pattern to the pupils, who commit it

to memory.^ The shawls are woven in a similar

luaimer, only on a horizontal loom. The work-
uicn work with the reverse side of the web iipper-

’^ost. The fabrics are exported to all parts of

VOL. ii.

*

Persia and Central Asia, and to Sind, India, and
Arabia.

A lead mine is worked near the summit of a
hill 32 miles N.W. of Kirinan.

Kirinan and Mekran arc peopled by Persians

.

principally, .but contain also Turk, Baluchi,
Brahui, and Afghan. Kirinan has the shrine of

Kahm - i - Alain, the father of Nadir Shah. —
J*ollinf/er's Tr.

;
Kinneirs Memoir

; Molcolm's
Pirsio; Chesni'jfs Expedilion

;
E. A. Floyer\'<

Balnrhiittdn ; MdcXtrcporr Gazetteer,

KIUMANf, a Kurd clan in Kurdistan, who
were originally from Pizlidar, near Sikoneh, on
the frontier of Persia. The Babbcli is the chief

family of the Kirmani, and its members are the

hereditary chiefs
;
hence their whole territory and

the people are now called the government of the

Bebbeh or Bahau.— /i/cA’.s* Kurdistan^ i. p. 80.

KJIvMANSllAH, a district of Persia, lying

bctAveeii lat. 34® and ilo® N., and long. 44® 5' and
48® K., at [)resent gri'atly depressed, though a

peculiarly ])rodu(*tive region of manna (Gazaii-

jabin), shoe]), and horses, and manufacture of

carpets. It is inhabited by the Leh, Turk, and
Kurds, of the following tribes,—Abmadiiwand,

,

Bahtui, Balawaml, Guran, llersiid, Jalalawaud,

Jalilawand, Kakawand, Kalhor, Nanakili, Pan-

I

janawand, Pyrawand, Surakji, Zangaiiah, Zuleh,

Zobonawaii'l. Tlic town, in lat. 34® 18' 45" N.,

:
and long. 46" 37’ K., is 25 miles S.W. of Teheran.

!

—MacGnpor.
' K1HT.\N. Hind. Tiie relation of the deeds of

! Rama, during the nine days of the Kama Naomi;
' any hymn or poetical relation or ballad tn praise

of the Hindu gods, and sung to music. The
kirtans are arranged for part singing, in con-

stantly changing measures, and have been com-
posed to be sung by itinerant choirs of boys or

young men, under a precentor, at country fairs,

and in the village ba'/ars of Gujerat and the Mah-
ratta country. Each kirtan is headed by the

auspicious Avord Sri, and begins Avith an invoca-

tion to Ganesba, the god of Avisdom, and Saras-

Avati, the goddess of learning and music, the

Minerva Musica of the Hindus, and the other

greater gods of their jiantiieon, and each

emls Avith ascriptions of i)raisc and loyalty to

the Queen, and biq>plicatioii for the blessing of

God, and the citation of the names of some of

the idol gods invoked at the head of the kirtans.

The different metres used are:— 1. The Abhanga,
unbroken, enqdoyed in religious songs

;
2. Arati,

exclusively sung l)efore idols in the evening or at

tlie end of a religious lecture or song
;

3. Ayra,

employed in eom})0sing narrative
;

4. Dhanak-

shaii (V)
;

5. Hindi, a new metre, used chiefly in

modern dramatic performances
;

6, Katava or

Katao, a fi'niciful measure, displaying the writer’s

couimand of alliteration, etc., and used chiefly in

martial songs
;

7. KekaAvall, imitative of a series

of cries of the j^eacock
;

8. Laoni or LaAvani, a

metre generally used only in obscene songs, but

latterly for religious also
;

9. Namau, the linel)

ill praise of a deity at the commencement of a

ITiran
;

10. Pad, used chietly in pitiising a deity,

and sung in Kathas and singing parties; 11.

Saki, a light metre used like the Dindi
;

12.

Sloka or Shlok, stanzas of two lines, the length

of which varies, and used in ordinary poetical

compositions.

KIKTUIPUR occupies the summit of a low
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KIKWAH. KlSim ISLAND.

bill, about three milea west .of Patan. It was at KISHEN KOMARI BAI was born fa 1792.
one time the seat of an independent prince, and Her father, the rana of Udaipur, was the highest
its reduction cost, the Gurkhali prince so much prince of Kajputana. ’ Her mother was of the
trouble, that in resentment of the resistance made Chawara race of Anhilwara. She was rerv

. by the inhabitants, ho barbarously caused all the
|

beautiful, and had an engaging manner. Both
males whom he captured in it to be deprived of

j

the Jeypore and Jodhpur chiefs asked her in
their noses. Chobar is also situated on an cinin-

|

marriage, and to obtain ntr overran the kingdom

;

ence, which, with that of Kirthipur, forms a kind but to settle the matter, in 1810, Kishen Komari
of saddle hill.

*
• Bai, when only 17, took poison, and in a few days

KIRWAII. Kasii. a wciglit equal to 381 lb.s. her mother followed her ‘to the funeral pile.

English. When the Uoniau " father slew the dishonoured
KISAN, in Bengal, as also Cliasa, are terms by Virginia, apj)ease(l virtue applauded the deed

;

which the cultivators of tlio soil are there desig- when Iphigenia was sacrificed, the salvation of

nated, like the Kunbi of the Mahratta districts, the
I

the country was tho consolation, and Jephtha’s
Zamindar of the Panjab, the Kapu (Kapulu, pi.) daughter sustained her resignation in her fatlier’s

of the Teling races, the W’’iikkaliga of the Canarese, : fame
;
but Kishen fell a victim to a false sense of

and the ryot of the Wuhammadans generally. ' honour, and the sacrifice brought no peace to
KISAN or Nagesar, a broken tribe in Sirguja, Bajpiitana.— 7bfr.v

Jashpur, Palemow, and Lohardagoa^ ^vlio devote KISllKlNDIiYA, the legendary monkey city

themselves to agriculture, from which probably of Bali.

they obtain their name. They dwell in the KlSJlTiAK and Yailak, amongst the Turl^oman
foii^ts and cultivate on the skirts. At Molieri, and Afghan races, are their winter and summer*
Colonel Dalton found a great variety of non- quartius respectively, from tlu‘ Turki words. Kish,*

Aryan tribes, — tlio Mar, a mixed race, wild moaning winter, and Yai, for summer. In the
Korwa, Bhuiya, Bhiiihcr, and Kisan. The Kigali’s mountains south of Khokand, these are called

clnef object of worship is the tiger, the ban raja, ’Kstau and Yiiilau. These are the Sard-sair and
lord of the jungles. They adore the sjiirits of Garm-sair of the nomade Persians.
.their ancestors, and a spirit called the Shikaria KISIIM ISLAND, called Jazirah-ut-Tul by the
dcota, offering goats to the latter. •

1
Arabs, and Jazirah-i-Daraz by the Persians, both

They also worship the sun, and offer a white meaning Long Island, is the Oaracta or Vcroklitha
cock to that luminary. All this is Kolarian, of the ancients, where Arrian states that Nearchus
especially Santal, shamanism. Ihich village has saw the tomb of king Erythras, after whom the
two or more groves or sa, one is sacred to Moihl- Persian Gulf was named the Erythnean Sea. In
dhunia, \he other to a local deity, whom they the lOtli century it was called. Jazirah-iJjaset,
designate Mahadeo, a guardian of their harvests, and one of its towns is still called Laset. The
The Kimnt, or tutelar god of tlie villages, is whole island and a large portion of the opposite
Darba, as with the Kol, and there are various coast, in lioth of which are mines of sulphur, was
pat or sacred high places dedicated to divinities, farmed by the Imam of Muscat. Kishm town is

as the Biamonipat and tho Andaripat. They keep in lat. 2C"’ 57'- 30" N., and. long. 50° 19' E., at the
the ceremony of the sarliul, as tlie Kol, and have N.E. end. of the island. Kishm Island is the
the Kol dances, jadur, jumhir, and karm, but not largest by far in the Persian (Kilf, being about 54
the kharria, which they say is peculiar to the miles long, but narrow, averaging 8 miles, and
Oraon. They arc singularly ill-favoured. greatest breadth 20 miles. Its eastern extremity
Kol and'Oraon women are all marked <listiiict- is within 10 niiJes of Ilormnz, nearly opposite Gain-

ively with Godna, but if a Kisan female have broon; it runs parallel with tho Persian shore, and
herself tattooed, she is at onc(‘ t urned adrift as is in no place more than 12 miles in breadth, and
having degmded

.
herself. — JCthml, of is kuitouikKmI with coral reefs. Nearchus says ‘its

p. i;)2. length is upwards of 800 stadia, which, at 1111 i

v-TQu
‘ revenge. to a degree.*, would give 43 geographical miles.

KISH, the birthplace of Timur, who beuutitied MacGregor says, oii the authority of Colonel
it, and erected many splendid edifices before he Polly, that salt is quarried in the island, and that
made Samarcand his capital. It is now the chief there arc caves from which it has been excavated,
town ot-tne Begship of SIiahr-i->Sabz, by which It produces dates, wheat, vegetables, mangoes,

noticed it. an<l other fruits, including grapes )\dthout stones,
KISHENGARH and Bikanir, according to Col. and the usual abundance of water-melons. Bas-

Tod, arose out of Marwar, and Macheri from sadorc is on a barren spot at the western extremity.
Amber, to which we might a<l(l Hhckliawati, which. The people arc chiefly Arabs, subject to the Imam
though not separate, is tribuUiry to Amber, now of Muscat, and their number may amount to
Jeypore. The Kislicngarh family, according to 1(3,000.

Aitcheson, also is an offshoot from Jodhpur. \ At one time if- had 100 villages, only a few of
treaty was formed with maharaja Kullian 8ingh in which remain,—Kishm, I.uft, Basidu, and Brukh
1818. Dnthi femgh succeeded in 1840

;
he was or Uruktli, the Oaracta of Nearchus and Arrian,

granted the right of adoption, and he receives a At tho N.E. point there was at one time
salute of fifteen guns, llis territories cover an i. flourishing Portuguese settlement; the rdins of

square miles, and contain a population
;

the town still exist. In 1821 a British force was
01 70,000 souls. The revenues arc about 600,000 stationed at tliis place. On its withdrawal in
rupees. The State pays no tribute, and contri- 1823, the headquarters of the Indian Naval
DUtes nothing to any local corps or contingents. Squadron were establisJied hero, the i^lace being
1 he army consists of 250 cavalry, 300 infantry, the healthiest in the island. Its suk weavers
ana JO guns. I od's liojiisthtui, i. p. 420

;
Treaties^ supply the GuU with loongees and striped cloths of

ir. p. 103. cotton.— 7V. i. p..l62; Ches-
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heyU Ex. ; Kmieir's Memoir; Lieut. Kempthorne other near Ghangtung (74*1° C. = 165*4° Fahr.).
in Royal Geo. Soc. Journ. v.

;
MacGregor. A march of seventy miles brings the traveller to

KISHR. Arab, A decoction of the husks of (S. ?) Pumgal, where a route branches off to the
the coffee berry, greatljr used in Yemen. The valley of Bushia, and to Elchi, the capital of
decoction of the berry itself is not much used Khotan .—Robert Schlagentweit^ Magnetic Survey.
there. The natives prefer the husks, and the of India, pp. 1, 2.

beverage is called Kishr
;

it is sometimes flavoured KISSING is a token of love and affection with
with ginger and other spices. many of the nations of the East Ii\dies, as of
KISHTAH. Hind. Dried unripe apricots, Western • Asia and Europe. Kissing of the

brought from the hills and from Kabul, etc. checks and shoulders is noticed in Genesis
They are used to clean gold and silver, also in xxxiii. 4, xlv. 14, 15 ;

and in Luke xv. 20. Smell

-

dyeing and in making chatni.

—

Pourll's Hand- iug the head is a mode of expressing intense
book, i. p. 453.

^
• affection, parental yearning, still common in

KISHTl or Kuchkole. Hind. A boat, ship, India, and a very ancient oriental practice. It

vessel
;

cup, or bowl, generally of beggars
;
a was jicrhaps rather the result of this practice

fakir’s wallet : also a kind of tray, a flat shield. than chance that Isaac noticed the smell of

KISHTWAR or Kistawar occupies the middle Jacob’s person. ‘And he came near, and kissed
part of the Chenab valley between liahoul and him : and sjnelled the smell of his raiment, and
Jamu. The elevation of the Chenab about the blessed him, aiul said, Sec, the smell of my
middle of the province is front (JOOi) to 7000 feet, son is as the smell of a fleld which the
Kishtwar is separated on tlio north from the Lord liath blessed.’ The Kadam-bosi, or foot-

Tibetan valleys of Zaiiskar and Dras by the axis kissing of the Muhammadans of India, is a
.of the Himalaya, which is crossed by the Uinasi stant expression in their letters, though figurative

pass into Zanskar, elevated 18,000 feet, and by with Muhammadans, but dlindus often touch a
other |xisscs from Wardwan into Dras. The Brahman’s foot with their fingers and then apply
IVardwan (listrict is to the west and to the south, them to their lips. Kissing is unknown to the
Kishtwar is separated from Chamba by a range of Bunnan, the Karen, and the Shan races, and the

10,(100 to 14,000 feet of elevation.

—

Hooker/, ct wild tribes of Arakan. They smell or sniff their

T. p. 209. • relatives, applying the lips and nose to the chceki

KISMAT. An Air, Kind., Pkks. Fate, fortune, and making a strong inhalation, which they call

KISM18, a small, pale-coloured, stoneless grape, Nan-shok-thee, to sniff up a scent.

—

Hind. Th. ii.

when dried, and from which Shiraz wine is ob- p. 45; Forbes.

tained. It is produced in Persia, whence con-
.
KISSING COMFITS of Falstaff. Babitas

siderablo quantities arc brought to Bombay. It edulis, Choisy. Sweet potato,

is chiefly used in puddings as a substitute for KIST. Arab., Hind., Peus. Tribute, lund-

currants, and ‘

is also served up with stoned rent, instalment. Aksat, plural,

almonds, as an article of dessert. They are KISTAWAR, in Kaslimir, in lat. 33° 18’ 30" N.,

called sultana raisin.s by European grocers. Kis- and long. 75° 48' K., near (he left bank of the

igis Surkh, red raisins, sun dried. * Kisinis Sabz, Chenab, 5000 feet above the sea. Shawls and
shade dried. Munakka are common dried grapes coarse woollens are madi‘.

or pudding raisins.

—

PoiveW.'i Jlandhook, p. 10; KISTNA, a river of Southern India, which
Faulkner. runs almost ai'ross the Peninsula. Its source is

KISN-BAKIIT, a name of the ascetic Man- in lat. 18° 1' N., and long. 73° 41' E., near

Bhao sect. Mahabalcshwar, at the ancient temple of Maha-

KISRA, an Arabic title; Kesra, from the dco, at the foot of a steep hill, at an eleya-

Persian (Chosroes, Cyrus) Khusrow, which signi- tion of about 4500 feet above tlie sea. Inside

ties a great king. The Romans changed it into the temple is a small tank, into which a stream of

Chosroes, and applied it as a surname to every pure water llow'S from a spout fashioned into the

king of the Sassanian dynasty, like CiesUr among image of a cow’.s moutli. This is the traditional

. the Romans. fountain-head of the river. On reaching the

KiSSA-i-SANJAN, a •work compiled in the frontier chain of the Eastern Ghats, the Kistna

year 1509 by one Bahrain, a Zoroasti ian, resident turns southwards to reach the sea. Its delta, for

at Nowsari, a town about t'vcnty niilos south of about 80 miles from the mountains to the Bay of

Surat. It details the various emigrations of the Bengal, lies entirely within British territory, and

Pnrsees, p. 7. is now known as the Kistna district, embracing

KISSILKORUM PASS, in lat. 35° bT N., and the hinds on each side of the eastern third of

long. 77° 50'’ E., in Turkestan, in the ridge Kistna river, and part of it in the great alluvial

between Yarkand and Yarakash. The top of
|
flat formed by the deltas of the Godavery and

the pass is 17^762 feet above the sea. From Kistna. The district suffered from famines in

Kissilkorum, following the direction of the 1686 and 1832-31, the latter especially in Gun-

principal chain of the Kouen Imn, now turning to tur; and in 1763, 1843, and 1864 MasuUpatani

the south-south-east, Kiuk-kiul lake is reached, and other parts w^ere inundated by storm-waves,

It is slightly salt, and is situated at the northern destroying many people. The famine in 1832-34

foot of the Chang-chenmo. Close to the Kiuk- caused a decrea.so of 200,000 in the population,

kiul lake is a group of more than fifty hot It was most severe in the Guntur portion, and
springs, chiefly containing muriate of soda (com- was due to the failure of both the monsoons,

mon salt), and a great quantity of carbonic Jicid. Since 1852, to provide for irrigation, the British

'riieir temperature varies from 25° C. to 49° C. Indian Government has dammed up the river and
(77° to 120° Fahr.). In Jho valley of the Nubra its tributaries. The heail-waters of the Bhima
hre two otlier groups, the ono near Panamick are dammed up at Kharakwasla to furnish Poona
(hottest spring, 78*1° C*. ^ 172''C° Fahr.), the with a water supply. The Madras Irrigation
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Corapany Lave drawn water for the Kurnool
district from the Tumbudra. On the Kistna

itself a small 'work has been constructed high up
in the Satara district, where a dam has been
thrown across the bed of the river, from which a

canal is taken parallel to the left bank, capable of

irrigating an area of 1825 acres. But the greatest

Kistna work is the Baizwara anicut, first com-
menced in’ 1852, at a point where the river is

confined by rocky liills on either bank. Tlie

length of the crest of this weir is 1280 yards. Tii

1874. the river rose 19-42 feet above, the w'eir

crest. This anicut is 1280 yards long, has a

breadth of 305 feet, and a height of 21 feet.

The river here is 1300 yards w ide, has a rise of

from G to 3G feet, and its maximum Hood dis-

charge is 1,188,000 euhio feet per second. The
principal canals are navigable, ami the length in

1878 available was 254 miles. The irrigated area

is 226,226 acres, and the revenue Ks. 8,90,753.

The Baizwara anicut is a great trailverse dam
thrown across the river from hill to hill. The

total cost of constructing this dam, which con-

sisted of a w'all backeil with stone, was less than

£75,000. More than 310 miles of canals liave

also been opened, and on these a large number of

cargo and passenger boats and rafts are constantly

plying for hire.

The Kolar LakeJ wdiicb covers an area of 21 by

14 miles, and the Koinparu swamp, are natural

receptacles for the drainage oii the north and
south sides of the Kistna respectively. Kolar

I..ake is navigable from June or July, according to

the setting iu of the heavy rains, till February.

The Kistna is one of tlm sacred rivers of tlie

Hindus. The temple at Pandarpur, on the left

bank, is visited by large bodies of pilgrim-s, and
at other spots on its banks fairs are annually held.

The chief of these are at Baizwara and at Culla-

pilly, where at high tide the S;alt water of the sea

meeta the .fresh water of the river. There are

ISaiva shrines, and a Vaishnava shrine at Srica-

colam, midway between (uillapilly and Baizwara.

At Baizwara a considerable traclo is carried on
in dressed hides. Kistna district is, speaking

generally, a fiat country
;
but the interior is broken

by a few low hills, the chief of w'hicli are Bellam-
konda, Kondavir, and Condapilly.

In the hilly tracts of the more western and
northern portion, minerals of value occur,—cor-

undum and garnets in the Karsaraopet Taluk
and other places

;
galena from the iieigliboiirhood

of Kariinpudi
;
chrysobcryl, amethystine quartz,

quartzose minerals used as inferior gems, agates

at Condapilly, Madgol in tlie Puluad and other

places, and diamonds in the mines at Purtiyal.

Diamond mines are still worked to a very slight

extent in five villages belonging to the Kizam

;

and at other places in the district there are traces

of mines which were abandoned long ago.

KISTNA PAKSHAM. Sansk. The dark half

of the month, metaphorically a Hindu bastard.

KISTV^'AEN. Single dolmens or kistvaens, con-
sisting of upright, side, and back slabs supporting
a covering stone, the front side remaining open,
are not unfroquent* on the Neilgherry Hills

;
and

Mr. M. J. AValhouse mentions having seen in

1849, beyond the Nidi-mand, a succession of open-
sided connected dolmens orkistvaens,—three large
ones of equal height in the centre, and a smaller
and a low’er one at each end. They stood in a

line, the three central compartments being covered

wiUi three huge cap-stones, the edge of one over-

lapping the edge of the next; the supporting,

stones, four in number, being great slabs set up

endwise, with slabs enclosing the back or north

side
;
the front or south side of all was open ;

the smaller structure at each end was similarly

formed.

—

M. J. Wnlhousc in Indian Autujnaryy

October 1873, p. 275.

KITAB. Akar. a book. Ah’l-i-Kitab, peoplo

of the book, meaning believers in the old Bible,

Testament, or in the Koran.- This has the same

meaning as Kitalg, a follower of the book, a

term applied to Jews, Obristiaus, and Muham-
madans, as possessing books of revealed religion,

in few MuhammaJaTi countries, however, will

Muhaininadaii religionists eat with a Christian;

to salute him, even iu error, with their ordinary

salutation, Salain alaikum, I’eaci^ be unto you, U
deemed unfortunate. He is looked upon as

unclean, and a Muliainmadan of India wdll rarely

return tlie salutation of Alaik-us-salam, And*unto

you be peace. Nevertheless, amongst the Afghans

the Christian is respectfully called a Kitabi, or

one of the book. An invidious distinction of

dress was, however, enforced generally on Chris-

tians at Bokhara, according to an edict of no

remote date. It is possible that previously the

.same liberality of deportment tow'aixls Christians

distinguished Turkestan. Katib is a scribe, a

copyist, a writer
;
and Katibat, the act or cost of

copying a book.

—

Mas'son’s Jounieifs, ii. p. 245.

KITAB-al-MACHAZI, a history of the waHike

expeditions of Mahomed, by al-Wakiili
;
that rare

;

ami valuable w'ork, dated A. it. 564, contains in

much again as the printed text.

KITABAT, Arab. The inscription on a

Muhammadan tomb
;
writing.

KlTAB-i-KUSLUM NAMAII, a book put

forth by a conclave of seven learned bwlies of

Persia on tlie riglits of women. According to

these ladies, there arc three classes of husbands in

the w'orld, viz. a proper man, a half a man, ami a

Hupul piipla. If the w ife of the last man absent

lierself from his house, even for ten days uitd

niglits, he must not, on her return, ask where the

has been
;
and if In; see a stranger in the house,

he must not ask who it is or what he wants.

—

Tr. Hind, i. p. 399.

KITA I, the name of the wall near Darband in

Daghistan.

KITAMAKUBA. Jai\ Afish,TetrodunbispiduR,

so poisonous that when eaten it proves frequently

fatal, or, according to the signification of tlie

Japanese name, makes the north one's pillow, it

being a custom with these people to turn tlie

heads of those that are dying tow^ards the north.

— Thunhenjs Tr. iii. p. 68.

KITCIIELLY CAPlJji, a scented root of

China, chiefly used in the perfumery powders

called siesa, rautha, and also used "for medicine.

This is also called Kitchelly Kelangu in Tamil

;

sold at from 40 to 60 rupees a candy; that from

Malabar, from 28 to 40 rupees a candy.

KITPl. Pattauga or Lalayang, MalaV. ,
Lala-

yaiig are flowm by men and boys of the Muham-
inadaiiB, by all classes,^ high and low. Kite-

flying is a pastime universally practised amongst

the Chinese, Japanese, ^and Burmese, who excel

all other people both in the varied forms of their-

kites and the ‘heights- to which they can make
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them rise. They are constructed of paper made The crested black kite of all India is the Baza
of refuse silk and bamboo. They assume every lophotes, Cmu. ; it is not abundant. Its very hand-
possible shape, and sometimes it is impossible, some white and black plumage at once attracts
when they have reached the culminating point, to attention. •

distinguish them from birds. By means of round The Lophastur Jerdoni, Blytli, is a kite of
holes, supplied with vibrating cords, on which Malayana and the isles.

the current of the air acts, the kites when ascend- The black-winged kite of India, Elanus mel-
ing issue a humming noise, similar to the hum of anopterus, Daud.^ lives near the skirts of jungles,
a swarm of bees.

—

Burtoii's Scxnde ,* Morrison^s and is not much on the wing.
Compendious Summai'y. The kite eagles of India belong to the genus
KITPIS are birds belonging to the sub-family Neopus of the Aquilinoe. Neopus Malaicnsis,

Milvinm, and they are^ arranged in the genera Reinwardt, the black eagle, is found in most of

Milvus, Haliastur, Pernis, Baza^, and Elanus. In the hilly and jungly districts of India, in- Burma,
Bengal, the kites and Brahmany kites breed and Malayana. It is generally seen circling or
chiefly in January and F'ebruary, and disappear questing for prey at no great height. It is a bird
during the rains. Tlie Dung kite or Dung bird, of easy and graceful flight. Its chief food is

Neophron percnoj)tcrus, Liun.^ called Pharaoh’s obtaine<l by robbing birds’ nests of the eggs and
chicken or the Pjgyptian vulture, is abundant the young.

—

Mo()i\ p. lU-i; Adams; Jerdon's
southwards from Bengal, also in N. Africa, W. Birds of India.

Asia, S. Europe, and even in fhiglarid. The KITTEBOJj or Kittysol, parasol, umbrella,
male has a dirty blackish-brown colour, but the paper summer-heads. They are an extensive
hen bird is white, with yellow' about the cheeks, article of export' from China to Bombay, Calcutta,
It walks with ease and with a stately gait, and etc. They are a cheap sort of umbrella, made of
frequents localities w'hero flesh or sweepings are bamboo frames, covered with ojlcd paper or cheap
thrown. It builds on cliffs, houses, and trees. silk. They are sent to the* Archipelago and

The. Brahmany kith of India, tlie Haliastur India in boxes containing 100 umbrellas each,
Indus, Bodd., one of the Milviiue, is known to all which is estimated to be a pikul. Considering
by its clear maroon-coloured black an<l w'hitc the iuatorial they arc made of, these umbrellas
breast and abdomen, and frequenting tlie river or parasols wear a long time, for their use is for

valleys, lakes, and sea-coasts, wherever w^et the most part as a protection against the sun.

—

cultivation is in progret-s, sw’arming wdiore flshei's Faulkner ; j\forrison ; ]\Rliams' Middle Kingdom.
throw their nets, and about shipping in the KITTUH, a town of peninsular India, 2(3 miles

harbours, picking up small fishes, prawns, or S.E. of Belgaum, in lat. 15*^ flo' 30" N., and long,

offal, the frogs from rice-fields, w’ater insects, 71° .50' E. In 18.S2 Kittur w'Jis the scene of a
mice, and shrews, and young or sickly birds and formidable insurrection, which, however, was
Avounded snipe. Near towns it is very tame and suppressed by the zeal and intrepidity of two
fearless, and every Sunday pious Hindus may be patels or village headmen.

—

Imp. Gaz.

seen calling Hari ! llari ! to attract the birds KITH is a form of salutation in Japan, where
attention, and then feeding it by throwing to it the inferior, laying the palms of his hands on the

hits of flesh. 'Fhe audacity of the Brahmany kite floor, bends bis borly so that the forehead nearly

is admirable. Major Moor mentions as one touches the ground, and remains in this position

instance, of whicli he was a Avitness, viz. stooping for some seconds. The superior responds by
and taking a chop off a gridiron standing o\'er laying the palms of his hands iqiou his knees, and
the fire that cooked it. Jt receives its name from noils or boAvs more or less low .according to the

Europeans, because Brahmans and religious rank of the other party.

Hindus worship it, and regard it as Gariida, the KIUH-HWA, Chin., also Ku-Kiuh and HAA'ang-

type orvahan of Vishnu. The birds are expert Kiuh, CniN., are the heads of several composite

fishers. Hindus of N. India call it the Brah- lloAvers of tlie genera (^hrysantlicmiim and
many chil, and by the Muhammadans it is knoAvn ! Anthemis. They Jire arranged into k’u, bitter,

as the Ru-mubarak or Blessed Appearance,
|

and kan, sweet.

The Milvus govinda, Nyto, the common pariah
;

KlUN, in the Tartar language, the sun; or,

kite, extends through- all India, Burma, and i .according to Abiil Ghazi, the sun and moon.
31alayana, and is one of the most abundant and KIWI, a bird of New Zealand, of the genus
common birds in India. Every town, canton- Apteryx, some of which have been taken to

ment, camp, and village l as its colony of this Britain. Its egg, Avhen fresh, Aveighs 14^ oz.,

kite, which ply their vocation from morning till
|

the contents Aveighing 13 J oz. The Aveiyht of

night, picking up fragments of food and garbage,
i
the living bird is nearly 60 oz. The kiAvi is

In Calcutta, 200 or 300 may be seen at a time, purely nocturnal in its habits, and in the night-

Tliey are bold and fearless. Of all rapacious time Avill run about lively enough^ probing into

birds, the govind-kite is the most useful
;
Avher- the ground and round every corner of the place

ever offal exists, this bird is to be found, where it is confined, Avith its long and sensitive

hovering over the butcher’s shop, the kitchen, bill.

or the barrack,—now leisurely sailing in circles, KIZIL KIZL, the red sand deserts, have .

HOW darting like an arrow upon its, prey, which an area of about 35,000 square miles.— TFbod’vV

it devours while on the wing, uttering a clear Lake Aral.
. .

shrill cry whenever a companion disputes its KIZ Hi OZAN, a river of Persia, which rises in

posBession. Its ordinary, name is the chil, from the mountains of Abbas Beg in Ardelan, in about
fis peculiarly shrill call. The govind-kite, lat. 35® 50’ N., and long. 46° 45' E., after a long
Egyptian vulture, crow, Indian jackdaw, and course, and traversing Ghilan under the name of
*Hiua may justly be termed the great scavengers Safed Rud (White River), it disembogues into the
of India. Caspian Sea. The ’annual take of sturgeon at the
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mouth of tbo river is about 125,000, principally liber die Geschichte derMittel-Asi&tiachen Volker
in February, Mardi, and April. The gross value des herrn J. J. Schmidt, Paris 18^4

;
and many

of fish, caviare, and isinglass is about £23,000. other works.
The Kizil Ozan river is supposed by Major KLEIN, a Protestant missionary in the south of

Rennell to be the Gozan of the Scriptures, India, who collected a large herbarium, which was
2 Kings xvii. 6.

—

Macfire(j(n\ iv. p. 267. principally described by Willdcnow, and that of

KIZLA SAFED. To the west of the province Heyne by Koth in his Novae Plantarum Species,

of Fars are the ruins of Kizla Safed, and, nearly Heyne’s collections were either obtained from,

in the centre, are those of tlie ancient capital, and were named by, Roxburgh, or were ;nade in

Persepolis. The territory of Fars represents Mysore and the southern provinces, and the

ancient Persis, wliich was watered by the Araxes, names attached by Rottler. Klein,- Heyne, and
Gyndes, Oroatis, Araais, Pelevar, and Bagrad. Rottler were the scientilic men who formed
Its cities were Coma. Axiina, Arbrea, and the Herbarium Madraspatensc. Drs. Wallich,

Artacana, besides many others whose sites are M‘Clellan(l, Irvine, Lindsay, Stewart, and Thom-
unknown. Persc]>olis was tlie capital in the time son, medical officers of tlic Bengal army, also

of Alexander. More anciently the scat of the Dr. (Sir Joseph Dalton) Hooker, of the British

government was at Pasargada (Strabo, lib. xv. p. navy, have tlone much for the botany of Bengal

729), the Persagadis of Quintus Curtins (lib. v. and India generally
;
Drs. Wight, Griffith, and

cap. vi.), but as this historian speaks of the Roxburgh, of the Madras army, for that of all

fortress of Persepolis and the city of Pensagadis India. Major Beddome, of the Aladras army, has

(qu. Farsa—(Tcrd?), it is possible that the done much for the Madras Presidency. The
extensive ruins in the plain, near the former, may names of Alexander Gibson, Dalzell, and James
be the Pasargada of Pliny (lib. vi. cap. xxvi.).— A.. Murray are familiar in Bombay and Sind;

Col. Chesmy^ p. 210. and Mt‘>srs. Moon and Thwaites in Ceylon.

KIZZILBASII, {t term applied in Krdjul and KLKSA or Klosha, in Buddhism, evil desire,

Herat to a Turk race, principally of the tribe of the love of pleasure, the (‘leaving to existence.

—

Jawanshir, who were placed in the country by Hardy s Kastrru MomicJdsm^ p. 138.

Nadir Shah. Under the rulers of Kabul, they KLFiWANG. Jav. A sword, any weapon of war.

have served as bodyguards, cavalry, and artillery, KLIXG, the BiirmeB(^ and Malay term fora
and still retain their own language. Their history native of India, evidiaitly ihTived from the ancient

has been often written. Tii the beginning of the kingdom of Kalinga. Newhold, however, sup-

• 18th century, the feebleness of the Persian po.ses that Kling is a corruption from Teling or

monarchy excited tlie cupidity of the Afghan Telinga. But tlu‘ Chulia and Kling of the

race, who overran the fairer portion of that Malays comprehend tin; tiadcrs and settlers, both

kingdom, and possessed themselves of Isfahan. Muhammadans and Hindus, from the (V^romandel

Their successes called forth the energies of Nadir, roast. These tiames luive ln'eiwgiveu to them by
wlio not only drove the Af^?hans from Persia, liut the Malays from the earliest times of the ancient

annexed the whole of their own territories to his
|
commercial intercourse subsisting between this

empire, and, turning their swords against India, part of Asia and India. They are in considerable

witn a mixed army of Persian and Afghan, numbers in Rangoon and Moulniein, also in the

sacked several of its cities. islands of Penang and Singapore, and are ooacli-

AVlien Nadir Shall marched towards Dehli, he had men, and in similar eniployiiieuts.

—

Narhold's

12,000 fighting Kizzilbash Avith liim. When he Ihitidi S(ttkinents^ i. p. 8.

quitted that city, on Iii.s return, Ik* left behind KLOI, a snow-white root of Siam, used as

him 300 of these, Avho, Avith other troops, were food, but’ requires to be steeped, in slices, in

directed to bring aAA'ay his treasure, and follow water and exposed to the suids rays, as, in an

liim. They passed through Kabul, but Avhen unprepared state, it is poisonous.

Avithin two days’ march of Kandahar they heard KNIFE-GRINDER, a term applied to a species

of his death
;

rind a few days aftei Avards, Ahmad of (Jicada or grasshopper of Geylon, from the noise

Shah, Nadir’s lieutenant, came up Avith them, Avhioh it makes.
attended by 500 or 600 Daurani. He seized the KNIGIITIA EXCELSA, ll. Brown^ the Rewa-
treasure, and took the Kizzil bash into his service; rewa or honeysuckle tree pf Ncav Zealand, valu-

and his kind treatment of them induced others to able for ornamental Avork and furniture.— Von

come from the ncighliourliood of Tabreez, Mashed, Mueller.

Kirinan, and Shiraz in Persia, where the true KNIVES.
Kizzilbash exercise the i.rofession. of horse- Messen, .... Dur. riB.au. Piso. . . ' Malay.
breeders, shepherds, and cultivators. Tlierc are Conteaux, .... Fn. Noshi,'

noAV perhaps about 10,000 Kizzilbash ill the city McKser, .... Ger. i Cuclilllos, . . . • Si**

of Kabul, who are ever ready to draw their Ghuri chaku, Grj., Hind. Bichak, . . . * Turk.

swords as mercenaries. Their leaders are by far It*

tbe most wealthy, tlio most intelligent, and the KNOX. Captain Knox, an officer of the East

most influential men at Kabul. See Kazzilbash. India Company, who marched from Murshidabad

KLABAT, a mountain in Celebes. The toAvn to Patna in thirteen days; attacked and defeated

of Menado is built on a jdain surrounded by the troops of Shah A lam, 1760, dispersinghis

mountains, .the highest of which, Klabat, 6500 force. Captain Knox then, with a batt^ilion of

feet above the level of the sea, is a conical sepoys, 200 Europeans, a squadron of cavalry,

volcanic, mountain in the northern peninsula of and five field-pieces, in five hours utterly routecl

this island.— Archipelago^ p. 44. the nawab of Furniah, who had 12,000 men and

KLAPROTH, JULIUS, a learned orientalist, 30 ipieces of cannon.

—

Markman^ p. 159.

author of Asia Polyglotta et Atlas, Paris 1828
;

Robert Knox, author of An Historical Relation

Bcleucbtung und Widerlegung. der forschungen of the Island of Ceylon, published in Ijondpn
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in 1681. Hi» father’s ship, the Ann frigate, chastity of the daughters of Haju, give them for
in the service of the E. I. Company, sailed ancestor the god Siva. The Rajbansi Koch’h
from the Downs, 21st January 1667, but on are the dominant tribe. They*are all very dark;
19th November 1659 was dismasted in a storm and as their cogoiates, the Kachari* ]\lech, Garo,
off the Coromandel coast, and, to refit, was taken are yellow or light-brown, and theii* northern,
to Cotiar Bay, opposite to Trincomalee. But the eastern, and western neighbours are as fair or
captain and two boats’ crews were seized, and fairer, it must be from contact with the people
amongst them the captain’s son. The captain of th(5 south that they got their black skins,

died of fever, but the sou for 20 years remained Kocli-Bahar was delivered from the Bhutia
captive,* and then escaped, 18th October 1G79, to tyranny by the treaty of 1772, in accordance
the Dutch fort at Aripo, and returned <o England, with which the raja placed himself under British

where he was made commander of the K. f. Com- protection, and paid tribute to the East India
pany’s ship Tarqiih}, Company.
KOAN or Koang. SiNfiiT. Tlic (’cylon oak The villages of the Pani-Kocli’h lie along the

of the English in Ceylon. Grows in the southern skirts of the Garo Hills. They are much mixed
parts of Ceylon

;
a cubic foot woiglis 42 lljs. It up with that people, and with the Rabha, and in

is used for native oil-presses and wooden anchors
;

their religion, language, and customs appear to

its berries are eaten by the natives.

—

Mr. Mendis. lean sometimes to the one, sometimes to the other.

KOBAD or Kaodes, a Sassaniau king, a.d. 488 They greatly respect the Garo for having
or 481. See Ears

;
Sassanian. ridained their freedom in regard to food, which

KOBAD or Kei Kobad, a.d. 128G, an emperor tliey, the Paid- Koch’h, resigned, and now they
of Dehli, who made liis aged father, Bakarra must not eat beef, and they reject dogs, cats,

Kh(^n, undergo the abject oriental obeisance of frogs, and snakes, which tlio Garos eat. They
kissing the ground before the royal throne. He use tobacco and strong liipiors, but refuse opium
fitted up a palace at Kilokereo, upon the banks and hemp. They eat no tame animal without
of the Jumna, to enjoy there soft society, but Jiaving first given one of their gods the refusal of it.

'nobody ill that village no\y recollects the site of Like the Rabha, they call their supreme deity

his palace. Kei Kobad was assassinated a.d. Rishi, and his wife is named Jago, and they

1288.

—

Tr. nf llhid. ii. ]). 199. sacrifice to these deities, to the sun and moon,
KOBANG, a gold coin of Japan, value about also to rivers aiul hills. The women do all work

22 shillings. which is not above tbeir strength, such as felling

KOBI or Chamo, a vast <li'.scrt of Chinese trees and the like. When a womAn dies, the

Tcirtary, wbich occupies almost all the south family property is divi<led amongst her daught<'rs;’

extremity of the country of the Kalkas. and when a man marries, he goes to live with his

KOBRA TEL. SiXGir. A sul)stnnce supposed wdfe’s motlier, and obeys her orders and those of

ill Ceylon to be a virulent poison. .The ingredients his wife. Widows left with property generally

arc extracted from venomous snakes, and from manage to select young men as second husbands,

the lizard called Kabaragoya. The receipt far —Turner's KudKmif.,\\\\\ Treaties^ Engagements^

outdoes, in dramatic arrangement, the witch’s and Sunnnds., s\\,
\
Hodgson; E. T. Dalton^

'cauldron of Macbeth.

—

TennenCs Ceglon, p. 274. Ethnol. of Bengal, p. 91.

KOCH’II, a dark-skinned people ill the northern KOCH, the Muflion or wild sheep. Its horns

parts of Rangpiir, Purniah, Dinajpur, and Mai- w(‘r(‘ found by Vigne intermixed with those of

mansiiig, who have hitherto, erroneously Dalton the ibex or chiiji, and the markhor or rawacheh
tliieks, been classed as belonging to the liohitic or of Little Tibet.— ]l(/nc's Personal Narrative, 85.

lu(^o-Ghineso race. Ho believes them to be a KOCHIA-VILLtiyA, TJndlcy, the cotton Taush

bianch of the great Bhiiiya or Bliuniya family, of Australia, resists the extremes of heat and
Avhom he classes as Dravidian. They came from <lrought. A species of Kochia is the Ti-fu-tsze,

the W. and S., and overthriiw the Kachari or Cin.v. The small roundish green sccils of this

Cliutia dynasty. clienopod resemble the eggs of. the silk-worm.

The Koch’h are one of the most aiieient of the — l ew Mueller; Smith.

peoples ill India. Those in Koch-Bahar must be KODAGA, called Coorg by the British. The
regarded as the present nucleus of the race, but language is spoken in the small principality of

they are still niimcrous in the old Kamarupa and this name, lying on the Western Ghats. Kodaga
the ancient Matsiya-deslr, tliat is, in Rangpur

j

means west. It differs from Tamil, from Caii-

ancl Lower Assam and Purniah, extending west arese, and from Malealam. It was long regarded as

as far as long. 87° 45' E., or to the boundary of Canarcse, modified by the Tula, but Mr. Mdgling

ancient Mithila, and east to long. 93° E. states that -it is more nearly allied to the Tamil

In the north,* the Koch’li established their and Malealam than to the Canarese. ^The Coorgs

dominion upon the ruins of the Aryan kingdom still follow tlio primitive Dravidian* custom of

of Kamrup, which the Afghan king of Bengal polyandry
;
they are far from being Bralimanized,

had overthrown in 1489. The Koch’h gave their and they have no literature, in the proper sense

name to the native state of Koch-Bahar. The of the term. See Coorg.

grandson of Haju, Vishu Singh, with all the KOD'AIKANAL, meaning The Forest of

people of condition, adopted Hinduism, and took Creepers, a village on the Palni HDls, in the

the name of Rajbansi
;

but tlio- mass of the Madura district of the Madras Presidency, in lat.

Koch’h people became Muhammadans, and the 10° 13' 21" N., and long. 77° 31' 38" E. ^is a
higher grades, as Hindus, now reject and contemn hill sanatorium, 7209 feet above sea-level, and is

the very name of Koch’h, and it is bad manners a summer resort of growing popularity.

—

Imp,
at the court of the descendant of Haju to speak Gaz.

of the country as Koch-Bahar; and the chiefs KODAL of Cuttack is the inner bark of a

accept the myth which, by a reflection on the forest tree. It makes a strong and most durable
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rope, which is said not to be liable to deteriorate Pliny says that the vinedressers deferred cutting
from wet, and hence it is made into boat cables, their vines till the cuckoo began to sing. They
At Autgurh, tlm fibre is collected for sale, on requi- have the cuckoo ale of England, to partake of

siiion, by the Saura race. which the labourers leave their work when the
KODALI. Hind. A hoc. Kodali mama, to first cuckoo’s note is heard. There is also the

to dig with the hoe, a ceremony. vulgar superstition that it is unlucky to have no
KO-DAW-BA, literally Beg pardon, U one of money in your pocket when the first cuckoo of

the Burmese New Year customs. On this festival the season is heard
;
and the amorous Hobnelia

day, presents are made from vassals and depend- tells us, that in love omens its note is equally

ents, as deprecatory offerings, to avert deserved efficacious. The female lays its eggs in the nest

punishment for offeiun s /igainst their liege lord, of the common crow or of the carrion crow,

It is called by the British, Beg Pardon Day. Corviis splendens and C. culminatus; the birds

It is the Chinese or Mongol Kow-tow (Kheu-thcu). called seven brothers have been seen assiduously—Forbes^
1
). 70. feeding a young kocl.

—

Elliot; The Hero and the

KODO or KODP. Bkno. Kora millet or Nijmph, p. 267. Sec Kameri.

X>unctured millet, Paspalum stoloniferum, small KOEL, South, a stream from the watershed of

grain eaten by the natives. In one form, called Cbutia Nagpur which unites with the Sunkh in

mataona, which does not in appearance differ Gangpur, and takes the name of the Brahmany,
from the ordinary grain, it has the ])roperty of and enteis the Bay of Bengal at Point Palmyras,

intoxicating when made into bread. North Koel, rivi*r of Chota (Chutia) Nagpur, rises

KODU and Koiidru, whence the ordinary in the west of the Lohardagga district, and falls

name of Kond, a barbarous race of mountaineers into the Sone.

—

Dalton, p.

inhabiting the hills west and north-west of Gan- KOENIG, JOHN GEBARD, a native of Coilr-

jain to the borders of Nagpur. Tlie plural of land ami pupil of JJiiiimus. He travelled in Ice-

Kodu is Kollu. land in the year 176.'), and arrived at Tranquebar,

KODUNGALUR, the Cranganore of Europeans, in India, in the end of 1768 or beginning of 1760.

a small seaport town in the Cochin teiritory, in He was physician to the Tranquebar mission in'

lat. 10° 13' 50" N., and long. 76^ 14' 50" E., and the Karnatic
;

but his enthusiasm, defiance of

18 miles N.N.W. from Cocliin town. It was the
|

bodily fatigue, spare meals, the scorching climate,

first place in India at which St. Thomas laboured
j

and his simplicity of manners and benevolence,

(a.d. 52). It w'as the seat of government of
j

soon made him known to and beloved by the

Oheruman Perunlal, a.d. oil. Jews now there
j

Dutch, Erench, and British with whom he met.

claim to have been residents .since a.d. 378, and He became naturalist to the nawab 'Muhammad
Christians have certainly been tliere since the 0th Ali, and while at Madras made the acquaintance
.century. The Portuguese built a fort there a.d. of Dr. .lames Anderson. In 1778, the Government
1.523, but it fell to the Dutch (1661), who sold it of Ma<lr.ns granted him a salary to enable him to

to a native prince at the end of the 18th ce.ntury, c.arry on his researches, and with this aid he
lost it to 'lipu (1776), recaptured it, but in 17>'4 visited the Straits of Malacca and Siam towards
again ceded to 'lipii, and in 1781 they sold it to the end of 1770, .and made known the occurrence
the maharaja of 'rnavancoro, an'd again in 1780 . thereof tin ore. His salary w'as again Increased
to Tipu .—Day

;
l/tiutcr.

|

in 1780, and he then visited (’eylon. He travelled

KOEL. Hind. Indian cuckoo. * along the coast to Calcutta, from wdiich he was
Kokil, .... BeN(i.

I

Cowde-clioa, . . Tam. ! returning in 1785, when he was attacked with
Chule, . . . . Malay.

|
Kokila pika, . . . Tkl. I diarrlnea or dysentery, and died on 26th June.

Tins Indian cuckoo is the Eu<lynamis orientalis.
;

He bc(iueatlied all his plants to Sir .loseph Banks.

The male is of a dee[) IJack, and the finnale of a His exann)le and instriiction.s diffused a similar

<lusky green mottled w’hite. Like the cuckoo, t.aste among his companions, and hence originated

the koel lays its eggs in the nests of some other tin; botanical labours of the society of * United

birds. It inhabits C(‘ylon, India, the Malay Brothers.’ But although it may be said that

countries, and China
;
all of its naim s are obtaine<l .scientific botany took its rise in India from Koenig,

from its ordinary call. Like the cuckoo of Europe, the flora of the East Indies had not been entirely

the bird is, in India, the harbinger of spring, ami neglected by European botanists prior to that

its call, koel, though shrill and disagreeable, is period, as the works of Rheede, Rumpliius,

associated with all the joys and labours of hu.s-
j

Piukenet, the tw’o Burmaniis, and finally a large

bandry of that serison, and is qiiotc«l in the well-preserved yet almost unknown collection

rhymes and proverbs of the peojile; and because of Indian plants in the Oxford herbarium, formed

the call of the koel is especially heard at the tin* early part of the eighteenth century, amply

season of spring, it is called the friend of love— testify.

* Sweet bird, whom lovers deem love’s incfl.‘!cngcr,
agrioulLiiral and gardener wee in

Skilled to direct the god’s envenomed shafts,
,

Hindustan. The Kunbi are distinguished from

And tame the proudest heart; oh, hither guide
;
the Kocri, as the latter arc frequently gardeners

My lovely fugitive, or lead my step.s to as well as husbandmen. Socially, they are on an
AVhere she strays. •

i equality. The Koeri are also called Murao. In

Thus ‘ Koel boli, Sebiindi doli,’ the cry of the
I
Behar they grow the poppy

;
they are in general

koel, is the grief of the Sebundi soldier, meaning i very respectable, and the main distinction between
that^ disbanding of the armed men gathered ! the Kunbi and the Koeri is that many of the

together for collection of revenue depend on the
j

latter are exclusively kitchen g^eners and have
koel’s note

; Sebundi being a corruption of Sipali immense gardens; these castes aro both laborious.

Hindi, in distinction to Moghul or foreign troops,
j

At Hindu marriages a custom prevails of placing

who were always kept up. The European names
j

a high crown, called maur, maae partly of leaves

are all derived from the Sanskrit name Cuculus. f and flowers, on the head of the bridegroom, and
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a smaller one, called maurt, on the head of the ' is known by the name of that peak. From thence
bride. It is said that no wedding can take place to the meridian of Herat, the mountains have no
witliout these crowns. They are made by the general name among the natives, but that of
gardeners, who receive a considerable price for Paropamisus was long applied to them by Kfiro-
them, according 4o the circumstances of the pean geographers. As seen from the plains of
parties.

—

Sherring's Jlindn Trihen. I’eshawur, the fourth is the principal range of the
KOFTGARI or Kofttila, Hind., is steel inlaid Indian Caucasus, and is always covered with snow,

with gold in patterns. In former da-ys it was It is conspicuous from Bactria and the borders of
carried on to a considerable extent in various India, and is seen from places far off in Tartary.
parts of India, and was chiefly used for dccorat- Klphinatone says that the ridge of Imaus or Ilim-
ing armour,—guns, coats of mail, helmets, swords, alaya is seen for a distance of 150 and even 250
and sword-handles. ' Since the mutiny and re- miles. Tlie Paropamisiin cliJiin, which bounds
hellion in India*of 1857, the manufacture of arms tlie Kohistan on the west, extends il50 miles from
has been generally discouraged, and koftgari work E. to W., and 200 miles from N. to S. The whole
is consequently now chiefly applied to orna- of this sj>ace is a maze of mountains. The eastern
menting a variety of fancy articles, such as jewel half of this elevated ri'gion is inhabited by the
caskets, pen and card trays, paper-weights, paper Hazara, and is cold, rugged, and barren

;
the

knives, inkstands, etc. The process is exactly the level spots are little cultivated, and the hills are
same as that pursued in the inlaid work of Europe, naked and abru])t. Tln^ western part, which
and the workman can copy any particular pattern belongs to the Aimak, though it has wider valleys
required. The work is of high finish, and remark- ! and is better cultivated, is stfll a wild and poor
able for its cheapness. Admirable specimens of

j

country. The northern face of these mountains
inlaul metal work by the native artisans of Bliooj has a sudden descent into the province of Balkh

;

were to be found in tlie collection of arms con- their acclivity is less on their other extremities,

Iribnted to the 1852 Exhibition by 11.11. the Hao except perhaps on the west or south-west. On
of Ciitch. Some of the cutlers still remain at the north-west they seem to sink gradually into

Lahore, but many of them went to Kizamabad in the plain which borders on the desert. The slope

the Gujrauw'alla district, others to (.Jujerat, and of the whole tract is toward the west.

—

Elphin.

the koftgari artisans also have mostly left Lahore ('anhiil; Jlenntll, Menunr
;

Vi(jne''s Narrative;
to reside in the Kotli Loharan in the Sealkote Mark ham's Ktntxissj/

;
Masson's Journegs.

district. At Baroda, iron vases and other vessels KOIIANU. Mahu. A tumbler, a rope-dancer,

are ornamented with gold, hammered in, not in an acrobat, an athlete.

the branching, coral-like designs of thekoft work, KOHAT, a British district in the Panjab, lying

but in discs or masses. The whole is afterwards between lat. 47' and 85° 53' NT., and between
jiolkshed in the lathe. Though less effective than long. 70° 84' and 72° 17' E. Koliat lies to the

the damascened koft work, it is a method capable south and south-west of Peshawur. Its valley is

of varied and artistic application.— Cat. i'nircrsal 85 miles long, and, on an average, four miles

Kxhihitio)}^ 1852; Pon ell. broad. From Pesbawur, through the Afridi Hills,

KOGHANI, au Afghan tribe occupying Gan- it is re«achcd by two passes, the .lowaki and the

dainak. ITiey formerly ludd the country in the Gulli or Kohat
;
and from the Indus it is also

west, but were expelled by the Jabbar Khel Ghilji. approached by two j>asses, the Koslialgurh and
They claim to be (lliilji. the Kalabagli, through the Khatak Hills. Again,

KOH. • Peu.s. In Pukhtu, Roh. A mounUiin, it is connected with Bannu to the south by two
a prefix to many solitary mountains and hill ranges passes, the Surduk, seven miles long, ami .the

from w’est of the Himalaya and the Indus even to Khoon-i-gao, from Nurri to Kliurruk, a less direct

r the Caspian 8ea. The Koh-i-Kush or Caucasus, but safer route. Cp to 1818, Kohat was lield as

one of those, is the great stony belt that separates a fief from the Kabul Coveriiment. It was then

Northern from Soutlierii Asia. In traversing the taken jmssession of liy the British on account of

kingdoms of Hindustan and Kabul, from the east hostility to them during the second Sikh war.

of liengal to* Herat, we find them everywhere The khan of Hungu in tlie Bangash country was
bounded on' the north by a chain of mountains in the British service as re^’fnue collector, but he

which is covered with perpetual show' for almost w^as murdered by one of his ow n relatives, and
the whole of that extent, and from wdiich all the the khanship ileseended to his son. The Bangash
great rivers of both counti’ics appear to issue, suffered much from the niids of their hill neigh-

This chain commences near the Brahmaputra, and hours, Orakzai, Turi, Kabul Khel, Waziri. The

runs nearly north-west as far as Kashmir; during inhabitants of the Aliranzai valley are also Ban-
•this part of its coursq it is called the Himalaya gash. This valley belongtul to the fief of Sultan

(Hitna, snow, Alaya, abode). From Kashmir, Muhammad, but, being an outlying locality, was
its general direction is a little to the south-west overlooked when KobaA; was taken possession of.

as far as the high snowy peak of Hindu Kush, The Kfibul Government then lost no time in arrang-

nearly north of Kabul. From this peak its height ing for the occupation of Aliranzai, wdiich appeared

diminishes, it no longer boars perpetual snow, and to have been vacated, so Sirdar Ajrfm Khan, the

is soon after lost in a group of mountains, which goveriior of the Khurrum province, in 1851,

stretch in length from Kabul almost to Herat, summoned the Miranzai to surrender; but they

and occupy more than two degrees of latitude in petitioned the British to include them in Kohat.

their breadth. Some ranges issue from this mass Under the circumstances, this request was acdlled
on the west, and extend so far into Persia as to to.

justify, if not completely to establish, the opinion Along the north-west boundary of Kohat, from
of the ancients, which connected this range with the Lands of the Sipah tribe as far as those occupied
Mount Caucasus on the west of the Caspian Sea. by the Zaimusht Afghans, lies the country of the

Kashmir to Hindu Kush, the whole range Orakzai. These are one of the largest frontier
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tribes, and, if necessary, are able to muster up-

wards of twenty thousand fighting men. Some
of the principal clans are the Sainilzai, the

Hungu, the Miranzai, the Shekhan, the Mishti,

and the Ri\abeah Khel. The first three of these

clans reside in the hills adjoining the Kohat

district. The remaining three are those which have

come more especially in contact with the British

Government. There arc a few Orakzai living at

Peshawur, Amritsar, and in some other parts of

the Panjab. The cool table-land of Terah is sitii-

ated in the midst of the Orakzai Hills. This is

the resort of the i)ooplo with their cattle in the

Slimmer season. In the winter they return to

the lower hills on the Kohat frontier. The Hungu
valley is twenty miles long, by two or three

broad; and the plains of Miranzai, into which it

opens, are about nine miles square, and are held

by seven fortified villages, which have been taken

in charge by the Britisli Government. Formerly

each village was a (Tommonwealth, and all were at

feud with one anotlier.

The Khatak and Bangash Pathans constitute

together more than GO per cent, of the population.

Tiic latter occupy the Miranzai valley, witli the

western portion of Kohat proper, while the

Khatak hold the remainder of the eastern territory

up to the bank of the Indus. The Khatak, who
occupy the eastern half of the district, arc an

important tribe, holding. the west bank of the

Indus for a distance of 120 miles from Hiind,

north of the Kfibiil river in Peshawur, toKalabagli

in Bannn. The Khatak are tall and good-looking

mountaineers, and have settled, honest Iiabits. The

Bangash are not brave. Tiic other inhabitants

arc Sikbsj Arora, Brahman, Ahir, Jat, and

Kshatriya. Hungu is a dependency of the pro-

vince of Kohat. I’he inhabitants of the villages

in the valley leading from Hungu to Kohat arc

principally Shiah, as are all the tribes of the Turi,

their neighbours, although not so bigoted as

these. Tlie plain of Kohat and the valley of

Hungu are well cultivated and populous. AVlieat

is grown, but the stony soil in many j^arts seems

more adapted to the culture of maize, hero called

jowari, the 'quality of which is excellent, and the

returns large
;
while itsflour makes admirable brea<l,

and is the general food of the inhabitants. The

great command of water, in many situations, is

made available for the irrigation of rice lands.

. Near Kohat indifferent coal is found, generally on

the surface. Asbestos occurs in veins parallel with

the coal strata at Kanigoram. Sulphur abounds

in the northern range, and petroleum exudes from

a rock at Panoba, 23 miles E. of Kohat. The

valley is famous for its salt mines, the chief of

which, at Bahadur Khcl, is guarded by a fort.

Tlie salt rocks are in the line of low hills crossing

the valley of the Teri Toi,-and extending for 40

miles, and a quarter of a mile wide along either

bank of that river. It occurs as a solid rock of

bluish -grey Colour, 1000 feet thick, and with

hills rising 200 feet high. A bituminous substance

called Momyai, deemed in India a useful and

valuable medicine, is dug out of the hills of Kohat;

it is black,' and resembles gum .—Mohun LaVs

TrauU^ p. 358; Ad Schi; Jiec. of G. of
No. ii.

; MassorC^ Journeys^ i. pp. 114-117;
Cinmivfiham^s Sikhs^ p. 6 ;

Imp. Gaz.

KOH-DINAR, a mountain chain in the pro-

vince 5f Fars, visible from the sea near Bu-shahr.

It has a largo extent of snow-covered surface, the

snow-line is not below 14,000 feet, and the average

height of the peaks is from 17,000 to 18,000 feet.

KOHI, female, Koheela, male
;

also called

Shahin, Falco peregrinator, black-eyed Hawks,

found in Sind.

KOIT-i-BABA, a remarkable snow-clad ridge,

with peaks about 18,000 feet in height. It is fiie

great continuation of the Hindu fotsh, is about

GO miles long, in hit. 34° 30' N., and between long.

G7° 30' and G8° 30' E. It is at the S.W. extremity

of Hindu Kush, Avith which' it is connected by

the transverse ridges of Kalu • and^ Hajeguk.

According to Biiriies and Lady Sale, it is about

18,000 feet in height
;
Outram, 20,000 feet

;
Hum-

boldt, 2800 toises, or 17,640 feet; the most pro-

bable is 16,000 feet. 'I’iio highest accessible point

is in lat. 31° 40' N., long. 67® 30' E., and is 13,200

feet; Hajikak or Hajeguk pass is 11,700 feet.. It

is a vast rounded mass, the culminating ridge

ascending in lofty peaks, covered with perpetual*

snow, stretching as far as the eye can reach

;

farther to the west it sinks into the mazy moun-

tains funning the Hazara highlands. The llel-

mand, Hari-Kud, Murghab, Balkhab, and Kunduz

rivers all rise in the Koh-i-Baba. In 1840

Grifiiths ascended it to 13,500 feet. Its general

character is that of great barrenness. The Siah

Koh is the soutli branch of the Koh-i-Baba.

—

Mooro'oft^ ii. p. 381
;
MacGregor^ p. 545.

KOH-i-DAMAN, a district liorth of Kabul, a

favourite resort of the wealthier inhabitants.

Charekar, at the lu'nd of thcKoh-i-Daman valley,

jiorth of Kabul, is famous for the gallant defence

made there by Eldred Pottingcr and Ilaiighton,

during the Kfibul outbreak. It is mentioned by

Ibn Batuta jvs Cliarkh. J.ccch, in his report on

the passes, calls it Charka.

-KOII-i-KAS, or Koh-i-Knsh, or Caucasus, is

the great stony l)elt that separates Northern from

Southern Asia. Koli-i-Kush offers a plausible

etymology for the Caucasus of the classical

Avriters. It is supposed by Bitter and AVilford to be

the mount mentioned by Pliny under the name of

Grauc^usas, but slightly deviating from the Sanskrit

Gravakasas, meaning shining rock. See Koh.

KOH-i-MEEKIAH, a hill Avhich produces coal

of good quality. It is near Baljawar, one day’s

journey north of the Oxus river.—Woods Journey

to the Oxus.

KOII-i-MUBARAK or Ras Mubarak, a rock

which British sailors call Bonibareck. Koh-i-

Mubarak means blessed mountam, but it is also

called Ras Mubarak, the fortunate or auspicious

headland. It is about 30 miles nearer the entrance

to the Persian Gulf than Ras Jask. It is a re-

markable isolated rock, situated on a sandy flat.

It is a landmark for navigation.

KOH-i-NAMAK, a salt mountain in Irak-i-

Ajam, 12 miles N.AV. of Kum. It is an insulated

rocky mountain, from which saline springs issue

and deposit salt, and slabs of the salt arc quarried

for use.

—

Abbott; MacGreejor, p. 270.

KOH-i-NOKREH, or Silver Mountain. Mines

were formerly Avorked near the villages of Sahr

Rud, Hassa, and Muhammadabad, but abandoned,

like many others in Persia, wheathe Produce was

found inadequate .—OuseUfs Travels^ ii- p- 106.

KOH-i-NUR, or Mountain of Li^ht, a celebrated

diamond, siud to be the immemorial heirloom or

Indian sovereignty from the days of the Pandu.
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It is said to have been found at Purteal or Pur- couple of hours. All tlic tribes arc great adepts
tyall, a villa^ in the Masulipatam district of the at cattle-lifting.

northern division, and that it weighed originally In the Kohistan of Kabul, the people occupy
793 carats. The portion at the Great Exhibition lartially the valleys of Ghorbancl, Punjir, Nijrou,

weighed 186 carats. The great Russian diamond "agow, Alishang, Alighur, and the Lower Kuner.
has been supposed to be another portion. Colonel lo the south-east, the Kohistan extends to the
Sleoman says that the Koh-i-Nur was first found in lills of Tagow, and farther away, to Lughman,
Golconda by Mir Jumla, and presented by luin to lie Lanighan of Baber, and so called because the
Shah Jahan, as a nuzzer for a passport to his tomb of Lamcch, the father of Niih or Noah, is

aggrandizement. But Baber states that on his hbled to be seen there. On a detached and coin

-

capture of the palace of Ibrahim Lodi at Agra, he laratively low hill, a whitish streak is observed,

found one famous diamond, which had been ac- sxtending from the summit to the foot of it. Tliis

quired by Sultan Ala-ud-Din. It was so valuable s the Reg-rawau or running sand mentioned by
that judges of diamonds valued it at half the laber. The natives say that it runs up again,

daily expense of the world. Being carried off by iind that it is never diininislied
;
and that there is

Nadir Shah, it was afterwards obtained in that i cave at its foot where noises are heard. It js

monarch’s tents, by Ahmad Shah, from whom it he scene of some romantic tales, which have been
descended to Shah Shuja, who, in liis misfortunes, lluded to by Abul J'azl. H has been described

sought refuge in the dominions of Ranjit Singh. >y Burnes, \ igncj and other travellers.

The Lion of the Panjab—once the owner of the In the Kohistan of the .Jalandhar, the natives

diamond was in his power—at last got it into )f Sukeyt, Mundi, and Kulil luive sallow com-
his possession. Zaman Shah, brother of Shah plexions, but ap]K'ar to bo of the same race as the

Shuja, when defeated near Sar-i-Asp, had fled to nliabitants of Jhishahir. Tlio mep are generally

the Jalalabad valley, and stopped at Mnla Askah’s all and strong, but few of them arc handsome,
fort, about 14 miles from Jalalabad. Zaman Jany of the young women are pretty, but at the

Shah during liis confinement there had secreted ige of 20 or 25 become coarse and stout. The dress

the Koh-i-Nur with some other jewels in the walls both sexes is nearly the same. It consists of

of his apartment. Wliilo on his way to Kabul drab-coloured w'oollen frock, trousers of the

Zaman Shah was blinded by a lancet, but on same or of leather, ami a Hat skull-cap, generally

Shah Shuja ascending the throne, his first act \vas black, with sandals made of coarse grass. The
to release his blind brother. Kanjit “Singh be- voincii, instead of the cap, sometimes have a

queathed the Koh-i-Nur diamond, now' the pro- coloured piece of cloth tied round the head, and
porty of the Queen-Empress Victoria of Great ccasionally twist their hair into one long plait,

Britain and 'India, to Jaganath pagoda.

—

Mac- the end of which is then ornamented with slips of

Grefforj p. 414. See Diamond. coloured cloth or shreds of worsted. The plait is

KOll-i-SAFED, or IVhitc Mountain, forms a by no moans unbecoming to the young. The
most majestic boundary to tlie southern side of a dress of the women on the western side of the

plain. Its height is about 17,000 feet, and along Scukandir range consists of a tightly-fitting body
the whole southern side of the Himalaya, from and sleeves, with a full .petticoat having a broad
'the Hindu Kush to Nepal, the Safed Koh is visible, border at the bottom.

Its snowy top is also visible from Pesliawur, but The women of Kulu and the adjoining states

it cannot be seen from Kabul, even from the top are inordinately fond of ornaments. These are of

of the Takht-i- Shall, which rises behind it.— the usual description,with the exception of mother-
1 'ifine's Personal Nar. p. 234. of-pearl amulets, which both men and women use,

KOH-i-SAFI. East of the Siah Koh is a hilly consi.sting of small thin plates of mother-of-pearl

tract, not mountainous, although waste ami of various sizes, and engraved with mystical figures,

desolate, named Koh - i - Safi, from the tribe Several of these arc hung around the neck, and
tliat pasture their flocks in it, and this tract hang conspicuously on the chest. I’olyandry is

intervenes between the Siah Koh 'and the valley said to be -unknown amongst them, nor him they
of Tagow

;
moreover, through it meanders the guilty of infanticide, but polygamy is general,

river of the Kohistan.

—

Masson’s Journeys^ iii. The (Juddi inhabitants of the Chumba range-

p. 151. are sliorter and appear much stronger, and are

KOHISTAN, literally hill country or highlands certainly cleaner about their ])crsons. They call

and so applied to mountain tracts on the N.AV themselves Kajputs, and say they belong to the

frontier of British India. ' Guddijat. They are sharp, and able to impose

Kohistan of Aba Sin is a glen which drains into upon their less knowing neighbours. Most of

the Indus, between Gilgit and the Pathan valley the ^Yitch - finders arc of the Chumba Guddi.

of Ghorband and Chakesar, supposed to bo occu When Europeans made their first appearance in

pied by a race similar to those of Gilgit, namee the Kangra valley, these men had very slight

Rauza, Yashun, Karmin, and Duman. notions of caste, and would eat or drink anything

Kohistan, a taluk in Sind, a British tract in th< the former gave them, whereas, since their contact

Karachee district, is a barren hilly tract, composed with the natives of the plains, they have become
of outlying hills of the Kirthar range. Its chief as bigoted as any Hindu. The Chutnba Guddi
streams are the Hab, Barau, «and Malir. The may always be known by their peculiar conical

pecmle are nomades, Baluch, Numria, Jokia, wh caps, with lappets to turn down over the ears,

haa long been at feud, and adhere to the vendetta, like an English travelling cap. Witch-finders

The Baluch inhabit chiefly the northern portion : feign the power of discovering evil spirits, which
the Numria and Jokia, who are Sindi tribes, range wander over the mountains in the tangible form of

over the central hills and the southern plains, witches. If a cow or any other living creature die,

None of the people erect any buildings more sub- its death is immediately attributed to some evil eye,

stantial than a mat hut, which can be put up in a and a witch-finder is emplpyed to discover it. This
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iaipoator having selected some old woman who
Imd no means of propitiating him by gifts, places

his victim in the centre of a group, whilst all

interested in.the case sit around her in a circle.

He then dances round the poor creature, and
ultimately nods his head towards her, whereupon
all the lookers-on do the same, which coincidence
is deemed a sufficient proof of guilt. Formerly
she was condemned to be burnt to death. But
since that district became a British province, and
tliese inhuman proceedings have not been allowed

to take place, they declare the victim of their

superstitions credulity an out-castc, and refuse her

the commonest necessaries of life; thus she is

abandoned to her fate, and would probably

starve to death,, but for the timely gift of a
goat or a sheep by some one of licr relatives to

the witch-fiiKler, who forthwith fastens the guilt

on some other person, in the hope of extorting a
])resent in a similar,manner from the relatives of

j

the person last accused.

The Lahouli are a totally distinct race from the

jieople of Kulu^r theChiinibadnddi range. The
J iahouli are a short, sturdy set of men, very ugly,

and filthily dirty. The women are decidedly

plain. The costume of both sexes consists of a
pair of loose woollen drawers, with a frock of the

fcame material, whilst a wrapper is also often

wound around the body by being throwm over the

shouldeis and fastened by a brass clasp in front.

Their dress, generally of a black colour, is of a

kind of plaid, and their caps are of the same. The
women tvear their hair either in long plaits

fastened at the back of the head with a profusion

of red wool and coloured threads, or comb it back
off the forehead, tying it in a lump behind, and
adorning it in a similar manner. Around the flat

circular caps are strung large white shells like

cowries, glass beads, and pieces of amber. Around
their neck, both men and wotnen wear amulets of

mother-of-pearl, pieces of amber, turquoises, and
other precious stones. Each man has, lianging to

In's belt, a tinder pouch and a bniss instrument

for striking fire, with many other nondescript

implements. They spend six months of each year

in Kulu on account of the severity of the winter

season in Lahoul. The greater part of that time

they pass in dancing and drinking. On tlieir

jubilees they set off firew^orks and make "a tremen-
dous noise, whilst tho women dance. These

exhibitions do not terminate until they arc all too

drunk to continue them. In their orgies the

women are ridiculously decked out, especially the

aged dames. Many of the young damsels have

beautiful eyes, of which they make the utmost

use.

Kangra is situated in lat. 57' N., long. 70”

1' K. Near Jalandhar, just after leaving Buttail,

is a heap of stones in the centre of the road.

This is a cairn* formed by Tartar trib’es, who
invariably pass them on their right hand, as well as

throw a fresh stone on the pile. These piles of

stones are noticed in Lloyd and Gerard’s ravels

in the Himalaya, also in the Travels of the Bussian

Mission through Mongolia to China, by George
Timkowski, and in the Journal of the Bengal
Asiatic Society, April 1859, p. 385.— Klphin.

CanhnI, pp. 309-314
;
Imp. Gaz.

KOH-i-TAK. The Sulimani range is finished by
the Pahar, or hills of Koh-i-Tak, and to the north-

west is the Koh-i-Kondi, with a little snow upon

its summit. The Kaysar mountain arises in front

in a southern direction.

KOH KIRANA, a hill just within the bound-
aries of the Jhang district, yielding iron ore of

good quality.

KOHL or Kohol. Auab. Lamp-black used hy
women for staining their eyelashes, is collected by
holding a knife over the flame of a lamp, and is

applied with a glass, leaden, or wooden needle,

called a mil, to the edges of the eyelids. This is

the fuligo of the Roman ladies. The Arab and
Indian women all use it. Women do not use
surma or antimony, which men only apply to their

eyes.

Smoke-black is also produced by burning
‘luban^ resin, a species of frankincense, also by
burning almond shells. These kinds are used
merely for ornament

;
but there are several kinds

used for their medicinal properties, particularly

the powders of several kinds of lead ore (Kohl-
el-pagar), to wLich is often added sarcocolla

(Anzaroot), long pepper.

—

Burton's Scimh^ i. 276.

KOH-PIT, CiiiN., also Kung Koh, a fibre made
into cloth resembling linen. It is obtained in

China from the climbing branches. It is of a
yellow colour, very lino and durable, and much-
prized in Hankow. The best of this cloth comes
from Wu-chang-hien, and from Kwang-siu-fu in

Kiang-si.

—

Smith, Mat. Med.
KOHTUListhe Persian and Pushtu word for

a pass or defile; Lukh is the Baluch term. It

may bo a contraction of Koh, mountain, and Tel,

a rising grountl, a hill, a tumulus, e.tc. But Tel
is by some regarded as Arabic, and the Burlmu-i-
Katia <lictionary spells it Kutel. Yet, in a Persian

translation of Sultan Baber’s Commentaries, com-
posed ‘by himself in tho .Moghul language, the
s})elling is two or three times Kotal. The Kohtul
of the Shiitar Cardan over a northern spur of the

Koh-i-Baba, leading from the Kurram valley to

Kiibul, was storined by the British Indian forces

under Br.-Gen. Roberts on the 2d December
1878. There are many Kohtul in Afghanstaii,

—

K. i-Agram. K.-i-Lahori. K.-i-sarghaz.
K.-bcMl. K. -i-mama-

|

K.-sarwandi.
K.'i-clia])ar.

j

khatun.
j

K.-i-siah Keg.
K.d-Dara, i K.-i-mirclia. . K.-i-Shinkae.
K.-i-haft pailaii. jK.-i-munli, K.-Shutar.
K.-ishtarak.

.
j

K. -i-nal farash. K. ,, Gardan.
K.-kerskhana.

|

K.-i-nuksan. K.-spingawo.
K.-i-khak Bafod.

i
K.-i-pah iniiiar. K.-i-taj.

K.-i-karteza. , K.-psangsurakhi. K.-i-takht.

— Ou.selef/'s I'raveh/u 268; Pottingcr^s Travels, 151.

KOl-KOPAli, i.e. Gond Gopal, a settled race

of Gond who arp cow-keepers.

KOIL. Tam. A temple; thus Kali koil, a
temple of Kali.

KOILA-BHUTAL, a wandering Gond tribe,

whose women are dancing girls.

KOILASHA, Sansk., from Kelas, to shine in

water. This is the Kailas of the Himalaya.
KOITOR, a section of the Gond, including the

Raj Gond, the Raghuwal, the Daduvi, and Katulya.

Tluj Koitor is the chief clan of the Gond.
KOJAGARA, a Hindu festival in honour of

Lakshrai. On the day of the full moon, in

the montli Aswin, Lakshmi is believed to have

promised riches to all who observe a vigil on

the night (from Ko, who, and Jagara, wakeful).

The night is passed in festivity and in games of

chance.

KO-JI-KI, a sacred book of Japan, taken down,
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a.d. 711, to the dictation of Hi-yc-ta-no-Are.-r
,

dominion of China. Physically, it consists of
Sir J, E, Heed,

j
three plateaux, viz. that of Tibet, which is the

KOKAND, a small territory, west of Kashgar,
j

highest; the plateau of Koko-Nor, which is lower;
with capital of same name, the paternal kingdom

. and the Mongolian plateau, still lower. West of
of Baber. It was ruled by anUzbakkhan or chief ! Koko-Nor, between Mongolia and Tibet, there is

of the tribe of Yuz, who claimed a lineage from a depression, which is deepest at Lake Lob, and is

Baber. It is famed for its silk. The khanate of the lowest part of Central Asia.

Kokand comprises {ilmost the entire valley of the
j ^

Tlie Tibetan plateau has the Himalaya on the
Syr-i-Darya, tlie river Jaxartes, and its .various south, and the Kouen Liin mountains on the north,
confluents

:
partly in consequence of the nomade

|

with the Pamir on the west, and Bayan Koro
half- savage hordes which form its northern popu- mountains on the east. At its western extremity,
lation, partly from its geographical position, it its plains are elevated 17,000 feet above the sej’i

;

was among the very earliest to come into direct its peaks arc amongst the highest in the world,
collision with Russia. It possesses considerable and its valleys are from 10,000 to 14,000 feet. Its

celebiity in being looked on iis the capital of greatest breadth in long. 90° E. is 000 miles, and
Afrasiab, and is historically connected with the its extreme length, L500 miles. It is largely

campaigns of Chengiz and Timur
;
but it is better drained into inland lakes, but it gives rise to the

known as the birthplace of Baber, from which he rivers Brahmaputra, the Indus, and the Yang-tze.
raised himself, lirst to the throne of Kabul, and The Koko-Nor plateau is between Mongolia and
ultimately to that of Hindustan. Tibet. Koko-Nor is 10,500 feet above the sea.

Kokand is the key of Turkestan
;

it is on the The Mongolian plateau, including the Chinese
high road to the Chinese settlements of Kashgar, governments of Inner and Outer Mongolia and Hi,

Yarkand, and Khotaii, with which it carries on a has the Tian 8han and Koko-Non mountains on
considerable traflic. Also there is an open and the south. It is elevated from 11000 to 12,000
regular communication from Yarkand to Kashmir feet.

—

Tr. Snunders in Geotj. July 1877;
and Ladakh. linens ,J(mrneii^ p. 224.

Since 18G5, Kokand has been confined to lat. KOKOONA ZEYLANIGA. Thu'. • KokoOii-
39” 40' to 42° N., long. 70" to 74° 30' E. This is gass, SixuH. This is a large tree not uncoin-
an area of 3)0,000 square miles, and it occupies a moii on the banks of streams in the Saffragamand
hollow in the Tiafi Shan mountains, known as Ambagamowa districts, at an elevation of 2000 to

the valley of Ferghana. It is surrounded, except 4000 feet. The inner yellow' bark is employed by
on the N.W. corner, on all sides by terraced the natives medicinally as a sternutatory, and an
mountains, occupied by a peaceful Uzbak popula- oil is expressed from the seeds, which is used for

tion, ever at the mercy of - the inoiintaiii tribes, burning in lamps. Wood unknown. A species of

The Russians subjugated it, and it was designated Kokooiia occurs in Borneo.

—

Uedd. p. 14(); Thw.
the Russian Ferghana province of Turkestan.— Kn. PL Xrj/L p. 52.

Papers^ East India, Cahoot^ and A/(/hamstau, KOK-SINCH A, a pirate chief who, in a.d.

pp. 120, 130. 1001, with a fleet and force of 25,000 men,
KOKANI, a race who appeared in British India attacked and destroyed the Dutch settlements in

ill 1871-72, and were escorted out of it by the Formosa.

—

CoUingirood.

police, via Lahore and Multan. In appearance KOK-TASH, a coronation stone in Samarcand,
they were true gypsies. The men had long hair on which Timur and each succeeding amir lias sat.

like women, and, as a ruh*, had little beard or KOL, as popularly used, is a term which in-

inoustachc. The women were all well featured, eludes not only Ho and Mundah tribes, but also the

some being very pretty, noisy, and forward, witli Dravidiaii Oraon, wliile its scientific use embraces
a marvellous amount of slang, and a perfect want the three cognate Kolarian tribes of Mundah, Ho
of anything like shyness. or Larka Kol, and Bhumij.

KOKA FANDIT, author of a w'ork in Sanskrit Kul is a term a|)plied to the aborigines of the hill

verse, de rebus veneris. Translations are to country of Chiitia Nagpur, Mirzapur, and Row'ah.

be found in the vernacular dialects of India, Europeans apply the term to the Dravidiau Oraon,
as the Mahrati, Telugu, etc. There is no other jis well as to the others, but perhaps erroneously,

book in eastern literature, except the Hitopadesa, and most of the tribes have other distinctive

which is to be found in such variety of languages, names. In the soiitbof the Chutia Nagpur countiy,

In Persian, Hindustani, and Panjabi it is called about 8ingbhum, it is a])plied to the Larka Kol.

Lazzat-un-Nissa
;

in Arabic, the Marifat-uu-Nayk; The aborigines of Chutia Nagpur are in two tribes,

in Siruli, the Farhat-iiLAslJkin. Mundah and Oraon. These are generally separate,

KOKOHA, one of the three principal affluents but arc sometimes found occupying the Stamo

of the Oxus. villages, cultivating the same fields, but tlieir

KOKO KHOTON has five great Lama serai, in festivals and amusements are different, and they

each of which arc more than 2000 Lama, besides are of entirely distinct origin, and cannot inter-

15 smaller serai
;
20,000 is thus a low estimate marry without loss of caste. The Mundah were

for the number of Lama in this famous city.— the prior occupants. The Kol, Larka Kol, and
J^rmsep^s J'ibet, p- 51. the wilder Larka Kt)l of the hills to the west of

KOKO-NOR. Mongol. The Blue Lake or Blue the Singbhum district, speak nearly the same
Sea is an immense reservoir of water, more than language as the Ho, Santil, Bhiimi, and Mundah.
400 miles in circumference. According to popular The Kol, the Kur of Ellichpur, the Korewa of

tradition in Tibet, this vast body of water once Sirguja and Jushpur, the Mundah and Kheria of

occupied what is now the site of the city of Chutia Nagpur, the Ho of Singbhum, the Bhumij
Lhassa, and found its way by a subterranean* of Maiibhum and Dhulbhum, and the Santal of

course to its present bed. * Manbhum, Singbhum, Cuttack tributary mahals.

Central Asia politically is largely under the Hazaribagh, and the Santal parganas, are kindred
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peoples numbering several million. Amongst the the Larka Kol. The Oraon, who inhabit a great
Kol, man and wife eat together, ap is the custom part of Chutia Nagpur, regard tlie Kol as a tribe

with some Christian and Muhammadan races, inferior to themselves, and do not intermariy with
The Kol and the Mundah tribes, and all tliose them. The villages in the Kolehan are ruled by
cognate to the Mundah, are passionately fond of Mundah and Manki, as in Chutia Nagpur. The
dancing, which they commence in very early life, former, the Mundah, is the proprietor of one village;

and regard as an accomplishment. They also sing while the latter holds six, eight, or twelve. These
well, and have musical voices and a great variety village potentates used frequently to wage fierce

of simple melodics. Their dancing assumes a war with one another, and bitter and long-existing

national character at their great periodical seasonal feuds have often prevailed amongst them. There
festivals and fairs, called Jatra, at which the is this peculiarity in the Kol character, however,
young men treat their partners with fairings. The that serious and bloody as may bo the domestic
Kol have a belief in, and greatly dread, witches, quarrels, no sooner are they threatened with
an<l have killed many persons whom they believc(l hostilities from without, than all their animosities

to be so. Cliota Nagpur, properly Chutia Nag- are laid aside and forgotten for a time. The
pftr, is the country on thci eastern part of the villages are generally built on some elevated spot

extensive plateau of Central India, on which the surrounded by trees, and, at some little distance

Koel, the Sabunreka, the Dunuida, and other from the principal entrance to the villages, the

rivers liave tlieir sources. It extends into 8ir- ICol standard or ensign, a pair of buffalo horns, is

giija, and forms what is called the Upar-ghat or suspended in a conspicuous situation. The dress

highland of Jushpur, and it is connectetl by a of both sexes is alike, a’ strip of cloth brought
continuous chain of hills with the Viiulhya and ; round the loins and passed between the thighs

Kymor rang(‘S, from which flow affluents of the . forming their only covering
;
the women wear a

Ganges, and with the highlands of Anuirkantak, profusion of coloured beads suspended from their

on which arc the sources of the Nerbadda. The necks, and have their ears pierced with a number of

plateau is, on the average, about .‘3000 feet above small brass rings. Tlicir dietisof a very promiscii-

the level of the sea, with an area of about 7000 ous nature, everything almost that can be con-
square miles. It is on all sides diflicult of access, sidered eatable being relished by them, and much
is a well-wooded, undulating country, diversified of what we consider carrion is eagerly sought for.

by ranges of hills, and it has a genial climate. In this-rcspcct they do not differ from the Kol of

The population hi 1800 was estimated at about a
,
Chutia Nagpur. They are greatly addicted to

milHon, and is formed of a number of non- Aryan
, <lriink(*uness. The religion of the Larka Kol is

tribes who had fallen back to that refuge froin the
|

nothing but a superstition of the grossest kind,

plains, more than half of them, liowever, being
j

The great divinity is the sun (suriij), next to the

the race known to Kuropoans as Kol. The other ' sun ranks tlio moon (chandu), and then the stars,

races in Chutia Nagpur and its adjoining tracts arc,
j

which they believe to bo the children of the latter,

the Larka Kol, IIo, Jlliumi, Mundah, and Santal.
|

They niiiformly, upon solemn and great occasions,

Ghasi are numerous wherevi'r tliere arc Kol.
j

invoke tlie sun, ami by him many of these lawless

They are musicians, and amongst the Kol take
|

men at times swore allegiance to the late E.I.

the place of the Cliandul. • Company. Another form of oath used by them
The Larka Kol^ as they arc terim'd, inhabit is that of swearing upon a small quantity of rice,

those extensive tracts which go under the name a tiger’s skin and claws, and the earth of the white

of the Kolehan. Part of these wilds is situated.in ants’ nests; besides the sun and moon, other

the Siiigblium district, and the inhabitants pay a inferior divinities are supposed to exist, to whom
nominal obedience to the maharaja of that pro- (he Kol offer up sacrifices of various kinds. These

viiicc; but the greater proportion of this pojmla- spirits are supposed to inhabit the trees and topes

tion is more under the inllnenco of the raja of in and arouml the village. Tlie belief the Kol
Mokurbunj, than of any of the other powerful entertain of the power and influence of the Hhonga
chiefs in that part of the country. Hut even his must be considerable, as they will on no account

orders are obeyed only where th(‘y are supi)osod allow those trees to be denuded of their branches,

to tend to the advaiitage of the Kol themselves, and still less cut down. It is the universal custom

Upon the wliole, it may be sa’ul of this singular in the various Kol villages, that wlien a womau is

people, that, living in a primeval and patriarchal seize<l with the pains of labour, she is immediately

manner under their Mundah and Manki, they have removed to a lonely hut, the door is shut upon her,

managed to preserve a sort of savage independence, offerings of various kinds are suspended near it to

making themselves dreaded and feared by their propitiate the Hhonga, and no one ventures near

more powerful and civilised neighbours. The till all is over. The women, it may bo observed,

Kolehan with its wilds and jungles is divided into are not secluded or shut up. When a Kol youth

diffeiHint pir, as they arc tormocl, or parganas. has fixed his affection on a lass, generally the

These pir are, generally speaking, not of any inhabitant of some neighbouring- village, she is

great extent, two or three moderate inarches carry waylaid and carried off to his house by himself

a traveller through each of them. There can bo and his friends. So soon as information of this

little (loubt, and such is the tradition among the reaches the parents of the girl, they proceed to

people themselves, that the Larka Kol came the village of the ravishef, not, however, in general,

originally from Chutia Nagpur, and are descendants witli any hostile purpose. Interviews take place

of the old Mundah or Muiidaii of that district, between the friend.s on cither side, and at length

They ofngrated, finding the romantic hills and matters are brought to a final settlement; the

vallcjl \KChutia Nagpur too confined for their new husband paying to the father of his spouse a

incrcJwiiig' numbers. The same cast of counte- Xjertain number of cows, goats, or buffaloes, accord-

nance prev{|ils in the two races, though, perhaps, ing to his meaus, or the beauty and comeliness of

tinged with a^^i|^^^er and more fierce expres.sion in liis bride* After this a scenct of feasting and
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intoxication generally follows, in which women
and children, as well as men, participate. The
Kol bum their dead, carefully collecting the bones
and ashes, and bury them with offerings of rice,

in or near their villages, placing perpendicular

or horizontal slabs of stone over each particular

grave. Those grave-stones form a remarkable
object, and strike the eye of every stranger on
approaching a Kol village. The only weapons
used by the Kol, whether in war or hunting, arc

the bow and an’ow, and the tulwar or axe.

The Mundah Kol or Ho comprise about ivvo-

thiids of the population of the live parganas of

Silli, Tamar, Ikranda, Kabey, and Jbindii, all

others being recent settlers. But many of the

Mundah Kol have been dispossessed of their

ancestors’ lands by middlemen, Brahmans, and
Rajputs. Mundah settlements are chielly in the

eiistern and southern parts of Clmtia Nagpur.
The Mundah and Saiital are amongst tlie ugliest

of mankind, the Santal being remarkable for

good nature ami ugliness. They are more like

Hottentots than Negroes. The extreme featurc<T

of the Mundah race liavo high cheek-bones, small

orbits, often with an oblicpic setting, Hat faces,

without much beard or whisker, and in colour from
brown to tawny yellow. Mundah features arc

Hat and broad. The richer people of the Mun-
dah, who aspire to be zamindars, wear the i)oita,

reverence Brahmans, and worship Ivali
;
but the

mass continue in their original faith. The great

propitiatory sacrifices to the local deities are

carousals, at which they oat, drink, sing, dance, and
make love, and the Hindus settled in the province

propitiate the local deities. The Mundah country

is arranged into Purha or divisions, each consisting

of twelve or more villages under a chief, and the

chiefs meet at times for consultation. Many of

the Oraon, and some of the Mundah clans or Kili,

are called after animals, the eel, hawk, crow,

heron, and the clans do not eat the animal whose
name they bear. The Mundah and Ho dead are

placed in a coflin along with all the clothes and
ornaments used, and all the money the deccjised

had, and all burned. The larger bones are pre-

served till a large .monumental stone can be

obtained, and the bones are interred below it,

the Ho near the houses, the Oraou separate from

the village. They are taken to the tomb in a

procession, with young girls Avith empty and
partly broken pitchers, Avhich tliey reverse from

them to him to show that they are empty. The
collection of tlicse massive grave-stones under the

fine old tamarind trees is a remarkable feature in

Kol villages. The stones are sometimes so large

that the men of several villages are require<l to

move one. The bones are put Avitli some rice

into a new earthen vessel, deposited into the hole

prepared for them, and covered with the big

stone. The Mundah and Oraon races are fond of

field sports, and all game, largo and small, dis-

appear from near them. They form great Iiimting

parties. Fishing and cock-fighting arc also resortc«l

to. The Mundah and Ho have a shamanite ic-

ligiou. They have no worship of material idols,

but Singbhongu, the sun, is the suiweme being, the

creator and preserver, a beneficent deity, and they

have secondary gods all invisible, 'and generally

nialevolent. Sacrifices to Singbhongu are made*

of fowls, pigs, a white goat, the ram and buffalo.

The Kol and Sura dwell towards the north of the

Gond and Kond in Central India
;
their languages

contain Dravidian words,* but they belong to a
totally different family of languages. The Kol
also inhabit the forest and mountain tracts of
Benares, South Behar, and Cfiutia Nagpur on the
north of the Kond in Gondwana, and border on
the people in the Rajmabal Hills, dwelling in the
cast at Sumhulpur, Sirguja, Gangpur, Chutia
Nagpur, Ramgarh, and Mongir. The Kol were
described by Lieutenant Tickell in 1840 in the

Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal. One tribe,

called Oraon, was driven at an early period from
the neighbourhood of the Ganges, and found the
Muiidali Kol tribe in possession of Clmtia Nagpur.
The Mundah call themselves Ho, though more
generally known as Kol. Tlie Kol are physically

Ulti-a-Indian mort? than Dravidian, and the occu-
pation of the Eastern Vindhya and hills on the

<)])po.site side of the G angelic valley by Ultra-

Indians implies that the valley itself was at one
time possessed by the same race

;
the simplest

conelusion is that the Kol wore an extension of
the ancient Ultra-Indo Dravidian ])opulation of the

I.ower (ianges and of the higblands on its eastern

margin. The Kol and Larka Kol and Sura, in

SinglHium, north of the Gond, are regarded by
all writers as of the prior Scythic stock.

The Larka Kol were subdued in 1821, and an
agreement was made with tliem by which they
bound themselves to be subject to the British

Government, and to pay a fixed tribute to their

cliiefs. In 1857, a large number of the Larka
Kol espoused the cause of the raja of Pomhat, a
Rajput chieftain near the Kolehau, but on the

restoration of order they reverted to peaceful

pursuits. The estate of the raja of Singbhuin,

afterwards styled tlie raja of Porahat, was thou
confiscated for rebellion. The total revenue from
the district is about Rs. 45,000. The expenditure,

including a police battalion, amounts to about
Rs. 30,00(>. Kol arms arc the bow, a piece of

bamboo -with bamboo string, the arrow barbed,

and battle-axe. The Kol intermixed witli the

Gond on the Sumbulpiir borders are said to be

calle<l Kirki.

In British India and on its. borders are four

distinct branches of the family of languages

spoken by members of the -Turanian race. In the

north are the Himalayan tribes, with their dialects,

occupying from the Kaiiawars on the Sutlej to

the Bhoti of Bliutnn in the extreme east. Then
there are the Lohitie class of languag(*s, com-
prising with the Burnioso and others of the Malay
PeniiiBula the dialects of the Naga tribes and of

the Mikir in Assam, and of the Bodo, Kachari,

Kuki, and Garo in Eastern Bengal. Another

class is the Kol or Mundah family of languages,

including the Kol, Santal, and Bhiimi of Singbhiim

and IVestern Bengal, and the Mundah of Chutia

Nagpur, the Kur, or Korku, or Muasi in Hoshang-

ahad, Ellichpiir, and Avestward in the forests of

the Tapti and NerbatMa until they come in con-

tuct Avith the Bliil of the Vindhya Hills. Mr.

Ilislop hehl that the Avoid Kur or Ivor is identical

with Kol.

’riic fourth branch is Tamilic or Dravidian, to

which belong the language of the Oraons and of

the Rajmabal hillinen, the Gondi, the Tuluva
of Kanada, the Karnata of the Southern Mahratta
country, the Todava of tlio Keilgherries, the
Malcalam of Travancore, the Tamil, the Telugu,
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and the Canarese. The Brahui of Balucbistati is that between' those several Kol tongues and that

also said to be allied to* this family. of the'Gond of the Vindhya there are obvious

The Kur and the Santal are closely related, links. But Professor Max Muller says they have
and are separated from the Dravidian. The Kur no affinity whatever. Mr. Elliot showed that

or Muasi and the K^prku or Kurku, to the north- much resemblance both in vocables and structure

west and west of the Mahadeva Hills, are, in Ian- exists between that Gond language and the

guage at least, quite distinct from the Gond tribes, cultivated tongues of the Dekhan.
Mr. Hodgson is of opinion that the Tamilian, From the geographical distribution of the Kol

Tibetan, Indo-Chinese, Tungus, Chinese, Mongol, and Dravidian languages, Mr. Hislop concludes

and Turk are so many branches of the Turanian that while the stream of Dravidian population, as

family, and he regards the aborigines of British evidenced by the Brahui in Baluchistan, entered

India as northmen of the Scythic stem, but he India by the north-w’ost, that of the Kol family

remains undecided wdiet her they owe their Scythic seems to have found admission by the north-east,

physiognomy to the Tiingiis, the Mongol, or the and as the one flowed south towards Cape Kumari,
Turk branch of the Tartars or Scythians, and and the other in the same direction towards Cape
whether they emigrated from beyond the Him- Homania, a part of each appears to have met and
alaya at one period and fit one point, or at several crossed in Central India. This hypothesis rests

jieriods and at as many points. IVofcssor Huxley, on the presence of the Brahui where they are, a

on the other hand, considers these people to be fact which is not iiiconsistout, however, with the

allied to the aborigines of Australia. All writers supposition that the Dravidian tribes may also

are of opinion that when the Aryans entere<l have entered India from the north-east or even
India, they found tlie country occupied by prior across the Himalaya, as the Kanawar, Newar,
races, to whom their writers apply such contemp- Chepang, and other tribes have done

;
while the

tuous expressions as Dasya, M’hlecha, etc. These Kol tribes were an offshoot from a later horde,

prior races seem to have been driven largely out the main body of which cntt‘red the Eastern

of Northern India into and through the Yindhyan Peninsula. The Brahui may have been driven

mountains into the Peninsula of India and Ceylon, westward by the invading Arya from the Upper
whore their idiom, the Tamil, Telngu, Malealani, Indus. To the early Arya the prior tribes were
and Karnatica arc sister dialects of one speech; known as Dasi, who, Dr. .1. Wilson tells us, were
and Dr. Pritchard concurs in opinion with ITo-

!
not altogether barbarians, for they had distinctive

fessor Hask, who regards the languages of the ' cities and other establishments of at least a partial

mountain tribes of India, the Bhil, the Gond, the civilisation. Then, as now, they were darker than
Toda, and others, as also of the Tarbir stock, and : tln^ Arya

;
and, according to Dr. AVilson, the

mentions that some curious analogies have been more marked Turanians in Gnjerat and other
observed between the Tamilian and other dialects

i
provinces are still denominated the Kali Praja

of the Peninsula and the languages of Australia.
|

(corrupted into Parej) or black population. In

Mr. Logan, however, who has had great oppor-
j

forimn* times the Kol tribes possessed the whole
tunities of contrasting and comparing the Dravid-

j

of Clmtia Xagpur, which may now be said to be
iana from various parts of India, inclines to call divide<l between them and the Dhangar or Oraon,
them South Indian. He‘rcinarks that, phy.sically, who came from Kotasghur. The chief men in

the population of Southern India is one of the most of the villages are still, however, of the
most variable and mixed which any etlinic pro- Mundah or Kol tribe, and they do not intermarry
vince displays, A glance at a considerable num- with the Dhangar. Tlie greater part of Sing-
ber of Kling (Teling) and Tainilar of different bhuni is inhabited by Kol, and we find tliein

castes and occupations, shows that the varieties, numerous in Banianghotty, and dispersed to the

when compared with tho.se of .similar assemblages of vicinities of CiitUick and Midnapiir. The Lurka
men of other races, such as Europeans, Ultra- Kol, as they are termed, inhabit those extensive

Indians, or Indoiie.sians (including Negroes in the tracts, as yet but little known, which go under the
last two cases), are too great to allow of their being name of the Kolehan.

—

K. Balfour in Jameson's
referred to a single race of pure blood. Some arc lulinhurijh Journaf 1841)

;
Jh. in Journal of

exceedingly Iranian, some are Semitic, others Beiuj, /l.s. Noe., 1814; lh\ Voifsey's Journal',
Australian, some remind u.s of Egyptians, while Camphcll;' Dalton, pp. 1.00-185; Bir Waller
others again have Malaya, l*o]yiie.sian, and even Elliot inJourn. It, A. S., 18()1

;
Mason, Burma;

Semang and Papuan features. This varied cha- Treaties, etc. p. 170; Mr. llislop iu

racter of the races of the south of the Peninsula Journ. Ant. Sor. iWaypur; Loyan, Journ. Ind.

may be seen daily iu Madras, to which all the Arch., 1858; Traus. It. As. Soc. ; Lieutenant

races from the south of India resort. Tickell in Bemj. As. Soc. Journ., 1840; Cunniny-
The language of the Mundah, Kur, and other Kol ham's .\ncieni India

; Dalton's Kthnoloyy,
races differs from the northern languages not ’KOLA. Bkng. A class of Hindus \Giose

only in its greater fluency and agglutinative and princqml avocations are basket and mat making,
inchoate flexional tendency, but in its disyllabic KOI .A, or’in Shen Tamil Kozha, the Tamil name
character, its profusion of dual and relative forms of the Tanjore province.

of the pronouns, and in the position of the qualit- KOLABA district is in the Konkan division

ive before the substantive. of the Bombay Presidency, lying between lat. 17"

Three lists of words were obtained by Captain 52' and 18*" 50' N., and long. 73° 7' and 73° 42' E.

Houghton from Chyebassa in Central India, and Area, 1482 square miles. The Sabyadri rabgts

two by Colonel Ouseley from Chutia Nagpur, all forms its eastern boundary, and has two ro-

of which Mr. Hodgson regarded as dialects of the markable peaks,— Raigarli in the Mahad sub-

great Kol language. The Oraon speech he traced tlivision, where Sivaji built his capital
;

and

without difticulty tq that of the nillmcn of the Miradongar, a station of the Trigonometrical
Rajmabal and Bhagulpur ranges. He considers Survey. Kolsiba district lies immediately south
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of Bombay, and the north-west part touches the speaks a different language, and in their features
sea. The administrative centre, Alibag, situated they are distinct from the villagers,

in this portion of the territory, was the stronghold KOLA NUT is the seed of Kola acuminata,
of the pirate Angria, who long held the coast in belonging to the natural order Sterculiacesc. From
terror,, and who founded a piratical dynasty. 6 to 12 are contained in woody pods, from Jl to
Kolaba Island formed a shelter for the pirate 6 inches in length, of which .5 or less arc produced
fleets. It is situated just outside Alibag harbour, by each flower. I.ike olives, they enhance the
and Was fortified by Sivaji in 16(12. In 1772 it flavour of whatever is eaten nfter them, and are
was still an important place, where the chief lived saM to have the power of staying, even for a pro-
in much splendour, and a combined expedition longed period, the cravings of hunger, and of

of British ships and Portuguese troops made an enabling those who eat them to endure prolonged
unsuccessful attack upon it. The rise of the labour without fatigue. They are the product of

Indian navy during the second half of the 18th the Sierra Leone district. They arc largely coii-

centiiry put ail end to piracy on an organized surned by the natives of the Gambia, are of bitter

and successful scale in llombay waters. Under t iste, and jiroduce no exhilarating effect, but are

the Angrias, slavery was in force, and included said to satisfy for a considerable time the cravings
terrible penalties on women, who, for certain of hunger. For this purpose, however, the nut is

offences, became the property of the chief. In much less used tlian it is as a luxury. In tiie

1840 the male line of the Angrias died out, and year 1860 the import was about lo0,000 lbs.; in

the application for leave to adopt an heir being 1870, about 416,000 lbs.
;
while in 1879 it had

refused, the state of Kolaba lapsed. Janjira increased to over 743,000 lbs. The Kola acurnin-
is a native state. Janjira is, properly speaking, ata, in fact, plays the same part in tropical Africji

only an island at the entrance of a bay half-way that Krythroxyloii coca does in Soutti America,
between the rivers Savitri and Koha; but tlui The plant has been introduced into the West
nanie has been a])plied to the whole of the little Indies, and has been distribiited to Calcutta,

principality on the coast west of that part of Cambridge (U. S. A.), Ceylon, Demerarn, Doniin-

Kolaba which does not touch the sea. In the ica, Mauritius, Sydney, and Zanzibar. There are

time of the Arab and early African traders, Jaii- said to be useful seeils of two African trees, one
jii’a was a place of im])orlance, and the descend- Kola acuminata, Jl. iJr., the other bitter Kola,

ants of these races, such as Abyssiniaiis and an imdetenniiicd Guttifer, both highly valued,

the Beid-lsrael, are still to be found there.— especially those of the bitter Kola. The seed of

Imp, Gaz. common Kola is said to possess the virtue of

*K0LABA POINT is a spur of land protecting rendering water, becoming putrid, agreeable to the

the entrance to Bombay harbour on the north. It taste.

was originally a chain of small islands, which are KO-LAOU. ("iiiN. The civil government of

now connected with each other and with the China is conducted by the Nuy-ko, or Interior

island of Bombay by causeways and reclaimed Council Chamber, in which there are four chief

tracts.

—

hui). Gaz. councillors, two of them Tartar and two Chinese,

KOLADVN or Kuladan is the chief river in who bear the titles of Choung-thang and Ko-laou.

'Arakan. It rises near llio Blue Mountain, in tlie The Tartar minister presides. The Lu-pu arc

Yoina douiig range, in lat. 22° 27' N., long. 92° six boards for the conducting of government
51' E., and, after a course of 160 miles, during business, and the provinces of the country are

which it receives the Myu and Lemyo, it enters each under a governor, or, where two provinc(‘a

the Bay of Bengal in Oonil)erinero Bay. It is are united, a governor-general. Every province

navigable to within a few miles of Arakan town is divided into a certain nnnibor of districts, called

for ships of 250 tons burden
;
above Akyab the a Fu, Ting, Chow, and lleen. A Fu is a large

stream is narrow, and navigable only for caiioc.s. portion *or department of a province under the

16 is 10 miles broad at its moiitli. 'The name is general control of a civil officer, immediately sub-

derived from Kula, western foreigner, and Tan, to ordimate to the head of the provincial government,

stop, or its derivative Atan, a barrier, a boundary, A Ting, a smaller division than, and Bometiincs a
and signifies the barrier of the western foreigner, portion of, a Fu; when separate, it is governed as

'fhe races dwelling in the vjillcy of the Koladyii a Fu, and called a Chuh-lc.* A Chow is similar

and its affluents are the Kuki, the Mru, the Sak, to a Ting, as also a Keen, but each is a smaller

the Niru Sak, the Ka-ini, the Ku-mi, the Pa- division; each Fu, Ting, Chow, or Heen has one

Khyen, the Ivin-ni, Sheiidu, and the Prou-ka-nij, or more towns or walletl cities under its guidance,

all of tliem professing a creed partially Buddhist, one of which takes its name and rank as Kwang-
Colonel Dalton, however (p. 113), names the Chow-Fu and Shang-IIac-lIcen, which latter,

tribes Kheong-tha, Mron, Kunii, and Shendoo. although of that subordinate rank, is the largest

KOLAM or Kolamb, a Gond tribe, along the tnaritime city in the empire, and the greatest

Kandi Konda or Pindi Hills, on the south of the resort of the native ships or junks.— Forboi'

Wardha, and along the table-land stretching east China ; Sirr'.s China ; Hue.

and north of Manikgarh, and thence south to KGLAP, a town in J^fysore, in lat. 13° 8' 5" N,,

Dantanpilly, running parallel to the right bank ! and long. 78° 10' 18" E., 43 miles E.N.E. of

of the Pranhita. The Kolam and Kiirku hill
' Bangalore. The Kolar district is known to yield

tribes bring in wood and forest fruits for sale, gold, but as yet it is not found to be remunerative

The Kolam race are found also in the Amraoti, to work. Its people are Brahmans, Mahrattas,

Wun, and Maiker districts as a wild race. They Kshatriya, Ivomati, lYakaliga,
^
Beder, Kuriibar,

were formerly predatory, occupying the Mailghat Banijiga, with some wandering tribes. The
and southern skirts of the Vindhya Hills, along Jain and Lingaet sects are not numerous. Nuffdi-

with the Andh, Gond, and Kurku. These four drug hill fort was taken by storm by the British,

resemble eadh other in appearance, but each a.d. 19th October 1791. .
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* KOLAR, a fresh-water shallow lake in the November 1838, and was succeeded Jjy his son

Kistna and €rodavery districts of Madras, lat. 16° Sivija, then a minor. The regency so mis-
30' to 16° 45' N., and long. 81° 5' to 81° 27' E. managed affairs, that the British appointed a
It is giuch reduced in the hot weather, and it has regent, on which a general rebellion followed,

many islets or lankas. Fish and water-fowl are which was suppressed by a large British force,

abundant. During the mutiny of 1857, the raja remained
KOLAR or Kolaria, an ancient name of India faithful to the British, but his younger brother

or part of India, supposed to be from the Kol of joined the rebels, and was afterwards imprisoned.

Central India, and Koli of Kattyawar. Sec Kol
;

Since then there have been three adoptions.

Languages. KOLI, a race in the N.W. of the Peninsula of

KOLAVANT, a tribe of performers about India, supposed to be an offshoot from Kol tribe’s

Benares, professing Muhammadanism. They are farther cast. Dionysius (Pereig. 1148) mentions

persons of reputation and respectability, of inucli the K^jA/st, and.lbn Khurdad (ob. A.n. 912) alludes

higher rank than the Dharshi .—Sherrinffs Tribes, to the Kol as north of Malabar, in their present

p. 276. lo(;ality. The numbers returned in 1881 arc

KOLFF, D. H.. author of Voyages through 2,345,489, viz. Konkani Koli, 125,949
;
Mahratta

the Molucca!! Archipelago and along tlie Southern Koli, 881,014; Baroda Koli, G76,6G1
;

and
Coast of New Guinea, in 1825-2G. Talabda Koli, 601,8G5.

KOLHAN, a tract of country forming a British Koli constitute a large part of the agricultural

estate in the Singbhum district of Bengal
;
area, poimlation in several parts of Gujerat. They are

1905 square miles, with 883 villages. It is occupied numerous in Attaveesy, and there are many in

by the Ho, and is known also as Ho-desham. A the Northern Konkan. In the hilly tract of

group of from 5 to 20 villages forms a pirhi or pir, country lying between Moosa, S.W. of Poona,
each of which has its o\vn mundah or village head, and the hill fort of Triinbak, the inhabitants are

Every mundah or village head is responsible for chieliy Koli, and a few are saittered over the

the payment of the revenue, and for the detection districts of Kandesh, Ahmadnaggur, Poona, and
and arrest of criminals in his own village, to Sholapiir, and along the Balaghat on the western
the matiki or divisioTial head of the pir, and this frontier of the Hyderabad territory. They seem
latter ofEcial is in his turn responsible to Govern- to have early occupied Gnjcrat and the Attaveesy,

ment. For acting as revenue collectors, the and part of the latter country is still called

manki receive a commission of one-tenth, and Kolwan. They arc arranged into many separate

the mundah one-sixth, of the rent which passes tribes, but all of them retain the appellation of

through their hands. Besides these duties, the Koli. The Raj, Salesi, Tonkri, Dhour, dnd
manki and mundah, each in his degree, have Uunggari Koli reside in the Attaveesy, Wun,
certain informal powers to decide village disputes Dandory, and Nasik districts, and worship the

and questions of tribal usage.

—

Imp. Gaz. Hindu <lcities Kandoba, Bhairu, and Bhawani.
KOLHAPUR, a Native State in the Bombay A few Kaj Koli are settled in the Konkan and

Presidency, between lat. 15° 58' and 17° 11' N., Jowair. They are an offshoot of the Mahadeo
and between long. 73° 45' and 74° 24' E. Kol- Koli, and said to have been expelled for some
hapur city is in lat. 1G° 42' N., long. 74° 10' E., offence. They are farmers and labourers,

opposite a gap on the Sahyadri Hills, 128 miles The Mnliadco Koli reside in the valleys of the

south by cast of Poona, and 64 miles of Satara. Sahyadri range, extending from Moosa, S.W. of

,
The rajas of Kolhapur trace their iiilieritance Poona, northwards to 'rriinbak, the source of the

from Raja Ram, a younger son of Sivaji, founder Godavery river, between lat. 18° 15' and 20^ N.,

of the Mahratta power. Kolhapur became and long. 73° .30' and 74° E. These small valleys

separated from the Satara territory in 1731 ;
and are known as Mawil, Khorali, Naliir, and Dang,

in 1760, Sambaji, gnindson of Sivaji i., died i.e. valleys, glens, straths, and wilds. They are

without issue, and with him the direct line of the claasiMl into 24 kula or clans, each of which has

great Sivaji became extinct. Successors were many subdivisions. TheTucmbersofthesamekulu
adopted in 1866, 1870, and 1881. The last wiis do not intermarry. With the exception of the

entitled Shahu Chhatrapati
;
he was adopted by cow and village hog, the Koli eat all other

the widowed rani. animals. 'Fhc women are generally slender and
During the captivity of Sahoji, the Mahratta well formed, with a pleasing expression of features,

power was exercised by bis uncle Kaja Ram, and some are very pretty. They are chaste, mid

younger son of Sivaji. In 1731, Sahoji rccog- have large families. The Koli are fond of charms

nised Kolhapur as an independent principality, and amulets. The lishermen settled along tke

When the direct descendants of Sivaji became coast from Gheriah to the north, near Surfet, and

extinct on the death of Sambaji in 1760, one of at Colaba, in Bombay, arc Koli of the Sone

the Bhonsla was adopted, under the name of tribe
;
a few of them enter on board of vessels

Sivaji, but the State was ruled by the widow of as mariners^ but the vessels must be manned by

Sambaji amidst the greatest irregularities on land natives, the Sone fearing to lose caste, which

and piracy by sea; and in 1765 and 1792, the they say would take place did they sail with

British sent expeditions against this State. Sivaji, Europeans. The chief patel of this tribe resides

after a rule of 63 years, died in 1812. Ilis son at Angria. He is endowed with power to adjust

Sambhu, or Apa Sahib, in 1817 sided with the their affairs, settle their disputes, etc. The

British in their war with the Peshwa, and was women of the Sone Koli wear choli or iackets,

gifted the districts of Chikori and Munoli, but and have a number of glass bangles on their left

he was murdered in 1821. His son died after a wrist; they are frequently seen in Bombay
year. His brother Bawa Sahib was an aggressive assisting their husbands in fishing and importing

ruler, and three times between 1822 and 1829 fish into the fort and out^de markoj. When they

the British sent forces against him. He died 29th marry, the Ornaments which were intended to
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adorn their right wrists are consecrated, and
thrown* into the sea, as an offering to the deity

who presides over that element, and an invocation

to defend her husband from the dangers of the

ocean. Not a caste meeting of the Sone Koli
can take place without large potations of mahwa
flower arrack being imbibed.

The Dhour are the greatest drunkards, and eat the

flesh of animals,which have died a natural death.

Koli have, in some instances, attached themselves
to the Bhil, and taken the name of that riice.

The Mullar or Panburri or Choomli Koli is

respectable. The Koli is employed in every
Dekhan and Kandesh village as a member of the

third division of the Balotta, and supplies water
to travellers, wearing on his head the choomli or

twisted cloth, hence the name, on which to rest

the water-pot. This Koli is also found in the
Hyderabad Balaghat, extending eastward to Khan-
bar, Indore, and Bodin, between the Godavery
and Hyderabad, also near Xaldnig, and down the
banks of the Bhiina and Kistna even to Alj)ur,

near Kurnool,
The chief Koli location lies between lat. 18°

and 20° N., in the Westeryi Ghats, also on the sea-

board. Some of the Koli are excellent fanners,

those on the coast are iishermen, boatmen, and
sailors, watchmen, water-carriers, and messengers.

The Ambigar Koli are boatmen. The Patanwaria

Koli of Guj.erat are cultivators and labourers.

The Dliarala of Gumrat, mostly Koli, bear arms.

The Machi Koli of Surat are lisliers. The Wagri
Koli of Gujerat arc hunters. Dr. Carter says the

Koli of the ghats refuse to bury the dead who
(lie of cholera, small-pox, or the bite of the

Phursa snake, a species of Lycodon. They make
forks of sapling, with which they pick up the

deceased and throw him over the precipice.

The Ahir Koli of Kandesli reside along the

banks of the Girna and Tapti rivers, and are

employed as watchmen.
The Murmj Koli is one of the Balotta in

every village in the Northern Koiikan, and in

Bombay families they were cni]>loyed as palanquin-

bearers. Sone Koli, settbxl as soldiery in Angria
Oolaba, and at Bombay and Colaba, in 1837 were
1000 families, and bOO to 000 families at Bcassim,

employing themselves as Iishermen and seamen.

At their meetings, whether for congratulation or

condolence, they consume large quantities of

spirits. Many are wealthy.

'Mettah Koli, who reside in Bombivy, are fisher-

men and seamen, and many have wealth.

In Bombay, Tliana, Bhewndi, Kallian, Bassiui,

Daman, etc., are a great, number of Christian

Koli, said to have been of the Sone section, and
to ha\fl3 been forcibly converted by the Portu-

guese, but, terrified by the cholera in 1820-21,
a portion reverted to paganism.

Chanchy Koli are farmers and labourers, settled

in Bombay, who came from Junagarh, in Katty-

awar.

In Gujerat, the most numerous are the Tul-

labdah Koli, then the Patanwaria, the Kahrez,

the Dhandur, • and Bhabria. They arc in the

Baroda district,* north to Khyrallii and Massana
in the Mahil^nta, and form a large portion of

the population. In 1837, in the Khanir district

alone, they were 70,000. They are labourers and

watchmen, and a few, under the name of Selotta,

form escorts of treasure.

The Bombay Island Koli are cultivators, toddy-
drawers, etc., and a great many of them sell

game, which they snare and bring into Bombay,
lliey are generally habited in a coarse jacket,

which extends down to their, back, and a small
skull-cap, cut in front in the shape of a cone,
with a lungoti to hide their persons.

Talapadi Koli are peaceful cultivators. Jugria
Koli, also called Chunval Koli, of the Chunval
district, are turbulent.

The Tonkri Koli are so termed from the occu-
pation they follow of cutting down bamboos,~a
large bamboo being called tonkri. The Dongri
Koli are so called owing to their residing on
hills,—the term for a hill being Dungur, etc.

The Koli are not so numerous now as they were
in the early j^art of the 19th century, and this

is attributed to the internal commotions which
disturbed them since that period. They are now
spread over various parts of Hindustan, and,
owing to the opening of the Emigration Trade
a few years back between India and the Mauritius,

a great number of them repaired thither to bettor

their circumstances.

Their numbers in British and foreign territory

are considerable. The census of 1871 showed
68,302 in the Nasik district. The ferrymen on
the rivers in the Peninsula are of the Koli race,

stalwart men. 'Fhe Kili-Katr or Maddakpur race

arc Koli, also Kabl-gira or ferrymen. The Koli are
the labourers and lower cultivators in Gujerat.

In some districts the Mang Koli devote their

young women to the gods.

Koli of the Konkan are partly Hindu, and in

part Christians. They are a hardy race, of short

stature, somewhat inclined to corpulency, but
with muscular arms. The younger women are
fair, but exposure to the out-door work soon,

darkens! them. The men wear a woollen waist-

coat and loin-cloth, and a cap of red broadcloth.

I’he women wear a loose-sleeved bodice and a

cotton cloth around their waist, falling more‘than
half-way to the knee, and the end of the cloth is

drawn over the right shoulder, and tucked in

front into the waistband. On the left wrist they

wear glass bangles, those of the right wrist l^eing

taken off on their wedding day, and thrown into

the sea to win its favour.

The Koli arc somewhat ill-tempered, quarrel-

some, jealous of strangers, and addicted to drink

;

but they are manly, brave, honest, and faithful.

Many are in debt, and some have taken to culti-

vation. The Alibag Koli were formerly predatory
and piratical.

Koli occupy the sea-coast from the fort of

Arnala, near Bassim, to Jaygad in the Ratnagherry

district. For caste matters they have a Patel and
Sir Patel

;
the latter is the chief of all the Koli

from Kalian and Bhewndi in the Thaiia district

to Harnal in Katnagherry, and is said to have

formerly had the power of life and death.

They are married from ten years of age upwards,
and the husband may be younger than the bride.

The women worship Gaiiri, and the men at the
Narali Paurnima holiday offer a cocoanut to the
sea, and all ships then put to sea. They speak a
dialect of Mahrati. When a new boat is com»-
pleted, the women break cocoanuts on its bows.
They make pilgrimages to Nasik, Panderput,

Jejuri, Dehu, and other Hindu shrines, and at
Thana there are deified Sadhu saints, with a temple
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to Dattatraya. The Christian Koli of the Thana Orme, writing of them, describes them in the

district are under the Archbishop of Goa.

—

ExU- middle of the 18th century as expert thieves and
hiiion 0/1883; Elliot's Supplemental Gloss.; Sir plunderers, and the Jesuit Father Martin says

G. Campbell, p. 125
;

Captain Mackintosh m they were very cruel. Pennant, writing of them
Madras Lit. Soc. Journ. ;

Tod's Travels, p. 137 ;
in the 18th century, says the adjacent countries

Dr. Carter ; Census o/ 1881. are covered with thick forests and little cultivated

KOLI, the name given to the lower class of by reason of the savage inhabitants, the Polygar
cultivators in the Simla Hills. * and Collerie’, who may bo truly styled sylvestrcs

KOLI, the birtliplace of Giiatama Buddha’s homines; they are predatory, andin their govern

-

wife.

—

Hardij. ment, as also that of the Polygars, feudal. They
KOLI ROGA, or blaek-rot, in the Mulnad and are 30,000 or 40,000 in number. Their country

KaSur district of Mysore, attacks coffee leaves is hilly. In the British wars against the French
and betel leaves. in the times of Clive and Dupleix, both the Kollar

KOLITA, a good-looking race in the S.W. and and Maravar became well known by their adhesion

E. of Bengal. The Bibor, Jubar, and Kulta or to the British or French standard.s, and for the

Kolita are populations to the north and east of fidelity and devotion to the cause of the party

the Abor and Mishmi localities, on the drainage which they espoused. The cliief Kollar di^stricts

of the Brahmaputra. But the Kolita are to be were the Toiidaman country, Kattam, and Mylore
;

found in every district of Assam. Buchanan the last two arc in the Madura district. They have
Hamilton says that the Kolita once had great a first and second marriage, like the Maravar of

sway in Rangpur, and many of those remaining Ramnad. The titular surname of all Kollar is

there have assumed the title of Kayasths. A Hindu Ambalakaren. Calicoil was the stronghold of the

tribe in every way resembling them, and bearing lord paramount, the raja of Tondamandalam, tlie

the ‘same name, Kolita, is to be found in the S.AV. country of the Tondaman, which was an ancient

frontier of Bengal, in the Sumbulpur districts, division of the Peninsula of India, of the part

and some of the Cuttack and Chutia Nagpur now occupied by the Arcot and Chingleput

Tributary Mahals. These southern Kolita. are collectorates. II. II. the raja Tondaman of Pudu-
noted for their industry as an agricultural class cottah is now a petty chief, and his Country

like the Kurmi, and are a cleanly, well-clothed, is a small tract nt'ar Trichinopoly. It \ya8 an
and good-looking race. The Assamese Kolita arc ancient custom in Tinnevelly when a stranger

not only themselves a good-looking race, but they wanted a guide, to appoint a Kullan girl as his

are the people to whom the Assaineso population guardian, and if any of her caste did her charge

generally owe the softening of feature which has violence, .she tore lier ear.s, and when the criminals

so improved those of ^ Mongol ijin descent. In the were caught, the same was dom* to their ears.

—

1881 Census Report the Kolita are returned at Pennant's J/indu.stan, ii.p. 11; Ortne's Hindustan

;

253,8^0.

—

Dalton's Ethnologij of lUntjal. HV/.<?ow.

KOLKOI, in the Tinnevelly district of the KOLLATF. The Dumur or Kollati, called by
Madras Presidency, at the beginning of the themselves Bliatu, are wandering acrobats, and
Christian era, was at the mouth of the Tamra- their young women are common,
purni river, the silt from which has spread sea- KOLLE-KAIddT. Tam.V A term applied to

wards, and Kolkoi is now 3 miles inland. The ancient tombs in the Peninsula of India. See
Kolkoi Ernporion is mentioned by Ptolemy

;
also Cairns

;
Dolmen.

in the Periplus as the scat of king Pandya’s pearl KOli-NAltU. Tam. Ilclicteres isora, one of

fishery, and in the Poutiiigcr tables as Colcis
|
the Sterculiaceaj, a genus included in the natural

liidorum; aiid it gave its name to the (k)lchic
|

family of Byttneriaccm (silk cotton tree and
Gulf, now the Gulf of Manaar. It was the earliest

j

others). It is common in the lower parts of all

seat of Southern Indian civilisation.

—

Imp. Gaz. the ghats, and in great abundance in the plains

KOIJiAM, an era in use in Malabar. below Giidalur.

KOLLA-MALLAI, a mountain range in the KOLIJ, in Coorg-, a measuring pole. Tlio

Salem district, Madras, lying in the Ahtur ami Virajendra pole is feet. The Lingraj pole

Namkal taluks, lat. 11° 10' 30" to 11° 28' N., and is Hi feet.

long. 78° 20' 30" to 78° 31' 30" E. Its general KOIAVAH, in Baluchistan, four or five days’

elevation is from 2500 to 3500 feet, the highest journey from the coast, has several villages and
point on the range being 4GG3 feet above sea- castles, and is occupied by the Mirwari, Rodahi,

level. The population includes a number of Homerari, and Kushirwani tribes, who inter-

J\falayali, hilJinen of the same race fis those on change their eornmoditie.s with the coast, sending

the Shevaroy Hills.

—

Imp. Gaz. wool, ghi, hides, and bdellium.

KOLLAN. Maleal., Tam, A blacksmith; KOMAN or Ki pci lak are a 'lurk race, generally

also in Malaysia, a tanner, a worker in leather, a styled Kirghiz-Kazaks, the Ghozz Turk of Arab

turner in wood. W'riters.

KOLLAR is the plural of Kullan, The pro- KOMAR, a chief, a prince, a first-born; hence'

minent Kollar or Colleri tribe are in the Tundi- also Komari, a virgin, from which, according to

man country, in the Vasanga district, in the a legend, is derivofl tlie name of Cape Comorin.

eighteen palliams or districts, and throughout the Komaii is also a term given to all forts until they

Madura district. Until the lOtli century they stand an assault. It is usually ,Written Kumar
were so predatory that in the south of the and Kumari. The law of primogeniture prevails

Peninsula of India, Colleri became the ordinary in all Rajput sovereignties, and has rarely been

designation of a thiqf, and their name is really set aside. The inconclusive dicta of Menu on

derived from Kallara, thieves, plunderers. In this as on many other points, are never appealed

ancient times they seem to have inhabited the to by the llajputs of modern days. Custom and

woods from Trichinopoly to Capo Comorin, precedent fix the right of succession, whether to
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the gadi of the state or to a fief, in the eldest 86' E., in Mysore, a pagoda west of Hirahall
;
a

son, who is styled Raj-komar or Pat-komar, or peak near the pagoda is 3400 feet above the level

simply Komar-ji, the prince
;
while his brothers of the sea.

—

Cullen.

have their proper names affixed, as Komar Jowan , KOMATI, a Hindu race in the south of India,

Singh, prince Jowan. Seniority is, in fact, a speaking TeJugu, who claim to be pure Vaisya,
distinction pervading all ranks of Rajput life, are occupied as traders and in other peaceful
whether in royal families or those of chieftains

; avocations. The term is applied in the west of
air have their Pat-komar and Pat-rani, or head India to shopkeepers, and petty dealers, and
child and head queen. The privileges of the clerks, who also claim to be the pure Vaisya. In
Pat-rani are very considerable. In minorities, Madras they are called Chcttyar or Chetty

;
in

she is the guardian, by custom as well as nature, WeRtcrn India, Seth; the latter a term also

of her child
;
and in Mewar (the oldest sove- applied to I’arsce and Muhammadan tradesmen,

reignty in India), she is publicly enthroned with The Komati of Mysore invite the Madaga to their

the rana. Seniority in marriage bestows the title weddings, but the Madaga consider the invitation

of Pat-rani, but so soon as an heir is given to an insult.

the fetate, the queen-mother assumes this title, or KOMKRKOLLI or Comer-colli, a creek in the

that of Mah-ji, simply the mother. In the duties Gangetic delta. Herdsmen at the mouth of the
of guardian she is assisted by the chiefs of certain Comer-colli wrap great turbands round the head
families, who with certain officers of the house- and neck, and use longer and wahmer mantles
hold enjoy this as an .established hereditary dis- than are usual in Bengal. Tiiey are caste by
tinction. On the demise of a prince without themselves, tall, robust men, many with long
lawful issue of his body, or that of near kindred, beard.s, and all wilder looking than the majority
brothers or cousins, there are certain families in of their countrymen.

—

Heher's Joxirn. i. p. 174.

every principality (raj) of
.
Raj warra in whom is KOMSALA, also Komsallar. Tam. An artificer,

vested the right of presumptive heirship to the from Kansa, a metal. In British India there are,

gadi. In order to restrict the circle of claimants, amongst the Hindus, five artificer races—1. the

laws have been established in every state limiting gold and silver smith
;

2. the brazier or tinsmith
;

this -right to the issue of a certain family in each ;>. blacksmith
;

4. carpenter; and 5. stone-mason
principality. And in Jeyporo, in the branch or stone-cutter. These worship the Hindu gods,

Rajawut (according to seniority), of the stock but they do not reverence Brahmans, and their

of Raja Man, there is a distinction between those marriage and funeral customs differ from those

prior, and those posterior, to Raja Madhu Singh
;

of the Brahmans. The goldsmiths regard it as

the former are styled simply Rajawut, or oc- a disgrace to have any of their daughters growing
casioiially conjoined, Mansingote

;
the other up without being married.

Madhani. Tlie Rajawut constitute a numerous KONAJI ANGIHA, a person of low origin

frerage, of which the Jlmlaye house takes the who long carried on a piratical warfare on the

lead, and in which, })rovided there are no mental western coast of India, and rose to princely

or physical disabilities, the right of furnishing power. Glieriali was his headquartera, but Severti-

heirs to the gadi of Jeypore is a long- established, drug and every creek were fortified. Gheriah was
incontrovertible, and inalienable privilege.

—

To(Vs capture<l by CUive and Admiral Watson in 1755.

Rajasthan, ii. p, 381. See Angria; Kolaba.

KOMARAM. Malkal. A tribe of barbers KONAKAN. Mal. A class of predial slaves

who shave the lower classes. in Malabar, a subdivision of the I'etuvar or forest

KOMARASAMY, a hill south of Ramanmallai and liunter tribe. They are employed in agri-

Hill, 30 miles west of Bcllary, overlooking the culture, also as boatmen and salt - makers.

—

valley of Sundur. Wilsori's (Rosso nj.

KOMARPAL, a sovereign of Gujerat, of the KONDA. Tam., Tel. A hill.

Chauhan race. According to a legend, astrologers KOND.\ 1, Taal, also Kondek, Tam., a chignon
;

having foretold that he would have a son born a knot of hair at the back of the head, in which

in Mula Naeshitra who would cause his father’s form the Tamil and Teliiig women, and the men
death, the lad was sent as an offering to the and women in the Southern and Central Provinces

shrine of Bageswara Mata, by whom he was not of Ceylon, bind up their hair,

only preserved from destruction, but she herself, KONDAMIR, the takballus or literary title

in the form of a tigress (bag), silckled the young of Ghaias-ud- Din-bin-Humam-ud- Din. His book

Bolankhi, whence his issued which ‘ spread over is entitled Habib-ns-Sayar-fi-Afrad-nl-Bashar,

the country, obtained the distinctive name of that is to say, the curious part of the lives of

Bagela. The princes of Baghcleund are of this illustrious men. It is a history which he had

race, and there arc many petty chieftainships of extracted from that which his father Mirkhond had
this tribe in Gujerat, as Lunawara, Mandvie, composed, and cntitlcil Jtauzat-hs-!Safa, but to

Mahera, Godra, Dubboye, etc. Komarpal was which ho made augmentations. He dedicated

bomiii S. 1146
;
and, in the words of the Charitra, this book to the secretary of state belonging to

‘ in S. 1222 (a.d. 1166), Komarpal became a ghost, the king of Persia, fc:;hah Ismail Safavi, who gave

He left this world, poisoned by his successor, him the name of Habib-Allah
;
and for that reason

Ajipal.' It was during the reign of Komarpal the book had the name of Habib given it in the

that the celebrated Arabian geographer EI-Etlrisi year 1508, Hijini 927, in the reign of Louis XI,

visited the kingdom of the Balhara, and from his He was also author of another history, which is

work Bayer and D’Anville gleaned much infor- entitled Khalasat-ul-Aklibar, or the Cream of His-

mation.

—

Tod's Travels^ pp. 184-191. tories. Koudamir came to BabePs court soon
KOMARPALrCHARITRA, d history of the after his invasion of India, and died in the camp

kings of Anhilwara. of Humayun during his expedition to Gujerat

KOMABSAMY, lat. 1.5® P N., and long. 76^ (a.d. 1535),

—

History of Gengldz Can, p. 422.
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KONG-WHA. Chin. A variety of safflower Konkaniga, of Ooorg, are immigrants from the

or Carthamus tinctorius which grows in China. Konkan
;
many of them are Eoman Catholics.

It is held m high esteem by the Chinese, and is The populations retui’ned in 1881 as speaking

used in dyemg "the red and scarlet silks and Konkani was only 29,585

—

crapes which are so common in that country, and Coorg, .... 1,689 I Mysore, .... ‘4,370

so much and justly admired by foreigners • of Cochin, .... 12,823
I
Travancorc, . . . 10,703

every nation. Largo quantities iiro annually —JBur/yms p. 201 ; Elphin, p. 220
;
Cunniiujiiam,

produced in the Che-kiang province. Ancient Geog. of Jndia^ p. 552.
•

KONKAN or Konksma is an ancient name of the KOO- To avoid repetitions, for all the words
countrybetweenDevagarhand Sadascgarli

;
hence, frequently written with the double ‘

o^ see Ku.
perhaps, the modern Konkan. It is comprised KOPIIKNE, according to General Cunningham,

' between the ocean and the Western Ghats, and is Kabul. This district is first mentioned by
consists of a narrow belt near thi^ sea, with .«alt- Ptolemy, who calls the people Kabolitoe, and their

water inlets and a succession of mountain spurs, capital Kabura, which was also named Ortospana.

In the northern parts of the Bombay Presidency, In some copies of iPliny the* name is written

the chain separating the Konkan from the Dckhan Orthospanum, which with a slight alteration to

is called the Northern GhatsJ or Sahyadri moun- Ortliostana, as suggested by H. H. Wilson, is

tains, a term which may conveniently be extended most probably the Sanskrit Urddhasthana, that

to their whole length. Throughout the Konkan, is the higli place, or lofty city. The same name
the Sahyadri form a continuous chain of hills, is also given to tlie Kabul digtrict by the Chinese

interrupted, however, by deep depressions. Their pilgrim Iliwen Thsang. But General Cunning-

summits rise to the height of 4000 to 5000 feet, ham suspects that there has been some accidental

but the mean elevation is very much less. The interchange of names between the province and
station of Mahabalcshwar is 4700 feet. In the its capital.

latitude of Daman, 20J° N., the chain begins to The Kophen river is mentioned in the Vendidad

sink abruptly into the Tapti valley, and changes under the name of Kubha, and the Koplienes

its course, or sends off a spur of considerable eleva- river, named in Alexander’s marches, is supposed

tion in an easterly direction, as the Chandor Hills, to be the river of Kribiil. Kophes is a name as

The Konkan comprises the districts of Bombay, old as the time of the V'edas, in which the Kubha
Kanara, Colaba, Batnagherry, and Thana, and luas river is mentioned as an affluent of tlie Indus

;

an area of 13,580 square miles, and a population and as it is not an Aryan word. General Cunning-

of 8,259,776. South of Bombay it is divided hauf infers that the name must have been applied

into the districts of liatnagiri and Colaba, and is to the Kabul river before the Aryan occupation,

much broken up by spurs from the ghat range or at least as early as n.c. 2500. Iii the classical

and by outlying hills. There are in this district writers we find the Khocs, Kophes, and Khoaspfcs

about 150 Buddhist caves, two in a ravine N.K. rivers to the west of the Indus, and at the present

of Chaul; othersatKuda and at Mhar,at Dabliol, day we have the Knnar, the Kurah, and the

Chapalun, and Sangameswar. Gujerati is spoken Gonial rivers to the west, and the Kunihar river

in the north part, Mahrati at various central to the cast of the Indus, all of which are derived

parts, and Canarese in the south. But the Kon- from the Scythian ku, water. Ku is the guttunil

kani language by some is regarded as a sister form of the Assyrian hu in Euphrates and Eulseus,

language to Mahrati. It has claims to be con- and of the Turki su and the I’ibetan chu, all of

sidered a distinct Neo-Aryan tongue, but much which mean water or river. The district of

influenced by the so-called Dravidian language. Kophene must therefore have received its name
It has also a large literature, mostly dating from from the river which flowed through it, like as

the times of the early Portuguese rule in Goa, Siud from the Sindhu or Indus, Margiana from

and due to the zeal and ability of the former the Margus, Aria from the Arius, Arachosia from

Jesuits
;
and for these reasons to a philologist is the Arachotus, ajid others. It is not mentioned

of great interest. There are three principal by Alexander’s historians, although the river

dialects of Konkani, but the Southern or Canara Kophes is noticed by all of tlicm.

—

Cunninghavi\<

dialect is of greater interest to the philologist Ancietit Geog, of India, p. ,‘19. See Afghanistan
;

than either of the others, as it displays bettdt Bactria.

the action of the Dravidian languages of the KOFIA, or Song-Ko, .a skull-cap of Celebes,

coast (i’ulu and Malealam), which form a marked made of Pandaii leaf, and worn by the Musalmau

subdivision in the Dravidian family, not only inhabitants.

phonetically, but in the vocabulary. KOPPA CHOU. Leaving the Bhotca tribe,

To others, the mixed Konkani tongue appears and proceeding eastwards, the following are the

to be only Mahrati with a large infusion of Tulu races on the north of. the Brahmaputra river :

—

and Canarese words, the former derived from Kachari, Akha, Koppa Chor, Mechu, Dofla, Miri,

the indigenous inhabitants of Tuluva of Canara; Abor, Bor-Abor, Khamti, and Mishmi.

the latter, from the long subjection of this part The races south of the Brahmaputra are—

of the Konkan to Canarese dynasties above the Garo, Mikir, Khasiya, Jaintia, Kuki of N. Cachar,

ghats. Mr. H. Moegling, however, mentions that Kutcha, Angami and Arung Naga, Mnnnipuri,

the Konkani-speaking Brahmans of Mangalore Singpho, Muttuk, Bor Khamti, Khunung, and

consider it quite distinct from, though cognate Shan.

with, Mahrati. Its limits extend from Goa, below Of those on the north, the Akha and Koppa

the ghats, to a village north of Upi. From this Chor occupy the slopes of the Himalaya to the

part of the coast, in Northern Canara, a diagonal north of the Durrung and Luckimpur districts,

line running in a north-eastern direction towards and more to the eastward in the same range

Beder, marks the boundary between Mahrati and are the Dofla. .
, .

Canarese, of the latter at least above the ghats. Farther eastwards from the Dofla are the Min,
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who live on lower land all along the north bank

of the Brahmaputra river, eastwards from the

Dofla up to the banks of the Subansiri river.

KORA. Hind. New, fresh, plain, undyod

silk
;
unbleached or undressed cotton cloth.

KORAOHARU, a tribe in the Carnatic, who

make bamboo baskets and bamboo mats. Pro-

fessor Wilson writes their name also Korcharu,

Ivorvaru, Korsam, etc., and adds that they carry

betel nuts from market to market
;
but this, as

an avocation of the Korawa race, is unknown.

They live in the hills and forests, and arc usually

designated Korcha.

KORAGAR, a servile race occupying the hills

and jungles of S. Canara and about Mangalore.

They have three divisions,—the Ando Koragar, the

Vastra Koragar, and Sappu Koragar. There arc

said to have been otlier two tril)es, now extinct,

the Kuinaranna and Mungaranna. They clothe

themselves like the. poorest of the labouring

class. The Ando Koragar, now rarely seen, are

described as having a pot suspended from their

necks. The Sappu Koragar wear leaves for

clothes. The tribes intermarry. Their marriage

ceremony consists of bathing
;
the couple, after

sittmg together on a mat, have a little rice

sprinted on their heads. Their dead are buried

in a consecrated plac(‘, and four balls of rice arc

placed on the.grave. 'fhey are called after the days

of* the week, Aita, Toma, Angara, Gurva, Tanya,

and T’ukra. Their elder pvtisent is their priest, and

they worship beneath a Kasarkana tree, spreading

plantain ](!aves at the slirine, or Kata, on which

they place rice mixed with turmeric. The women
cover the lower part of their body with leaves

interwoven together. .Their traditions are that

an Abyssinian brought an army from Anaiitapore,

of which they formed a part. The army was at

lirst victorious, but afterwards, being clefoated,

tlie KoragJir were driven into the forests.

—

H'he

/vnrn//ar.s', bi/ UlUil Jiafjhavmlra Rao.

KORAH, a short but heavy Nepal sword of a

half-moon shape, the edge of which is on the

imiof side, like that of a scythe. Oliphant, in his

.lourney, mentions that the brotlicr of Jung

Bahadur witli one blow of a korali decapitated a

bullock. Down came tlie korah with (crushing

force, and passed right tbrongb the aiiimal s neck.

The headless trunk tottered for a second, .and

then fell heavily over.
.

KORA-KORA, a boat of the Malay Archi-

pelago, near Batchian, some of them of 1 to 5

tons bvffden. They are open, have bamboo out-

riggers 5 feet on each sidc^ which support a bam-

boo platform
;
they are low in the water. Wul-

hce^ ii, p. 35.
. . , i

KORAN, properly Quran, is the religious book

of the Muhammadans, and is designated by them

Quran-i-Sharif, the noble Quran
;
Quran Majid,

the glorious Quran
;

Furqan, the distinguisher •,

Kalam Allah, the Word of God. Al-Furqan, the

distinguisher, is the same as the Jewish use of

Perek or Pirka, denoting a section of senpture.

H is also called Al-Mushaf, the volume; als6

Kitab, the book, answering to the Biblia of

Greeks ;
and also Us-Zikr, the admonition, which

name is also given to the Pentateuch and to wie

Christian Gospel. , . j » 4.1.

Koran or Quran is a term derived from the

Arabic Qwa, which occars at the commmceinent

of Sara xot. It is said to have been the first

chapter revealed to Mahomed, and has the same

meaning as the Hebrew Kara, to read or to recite,

frequently used in Jeremiah xxxvi. and otlier

places in the Old Testament. It is therefore the

equivalent of the Hebrew Mikra in Nehemiah

viii. 18.

The origin of the book is variously given.

Zaid-ibn-Thabit, secretary to Mahomed, is said to

have been selected by the first khalif, Abiibakr,

to collect the scattered portions. The second

khalif, Othman, on the representation of a devout

man called Hudhaifa, that the books in existence

differed, is said to have made a recension of it,

and sent a copy to all the countries of Islam,

ordering all others to bo burned. But a general

opinion amongst the learned of Europe is that the

oral deliveries of Mahomed were collected and

committed to writing by tlie tliird khalif, Umar.

According to 'Sale (Prelim. Disc. pp. 77, 86,

S7), Mahomed delivered it to his followers through

the space of 23 years, and tliey arc believed either

to have committed it to memory or to have written

it on palm leaves, stones, or, as Gibbon states

(eb. i. p. 264, Milman edition), on shoulder-

blades of sheep. Tlie original copies were thrown

into a chest, and in this disorder they were left

when Mahomed died. Two years later, Abu-
,

bakr ordered the whole to be collected, both

from what was written and what had been com-

mitted to memory. About 17 yeara afterwards,

observing discrepancies in the existing copies,

h(‘ ordered a large number of new ones to be trans-

scribed. The Shiah Muliammadans assert that ten

sections, one-fourth of the whole, werp struck out

by Othman, and the Dabistan is said to contain

one of these.

Lane further says (p. 92), it is generally believed

that few of the chapters as they now stand were

delivered entire. The first five verses of the 96th

chapter are supposed to have been the first

delivered. Abubakr seems to have arranged the

chapters in the manner they now present, and

delivered the transcript to Hafza, a daughter of

Umar, one of the widows of Mahomed.

The Koran is the higliest .authority for Muham-.

madaii doctrine; but in addition thereto the

believers in Islam must receive the sayings and

practices of Mahomed as of divine obligation. In

this faith the tenchings of the traditions must be

received by all its sects side by side with those of

the Koran itself, and the opinions in the numerous

commentaries of the learned expounders who

wrote in the early days of Muhammadanism.
Muhammadans believe the Koran

.
to ‘ be the

inspired word of God, sent down to the lowest

heaven complete, and then revealed from time to

time by the angel Gabriel to Mahomed. It is

generally diffused amongst the people of this

religion in Arabic, but it has also been translated

into English, Latin, German, Italian, Frencli,

Spanish, Turkish, Persian, Hindustani, Tamil,

Burmese, and Malay, though the more strict

Muhammadans reject translations. It has bad

numerous commentators, amongst whom are Al-

Baidawi, Maliki, Hanifi, Shaft, and Hanballi. The

Koran inculcates the existence of onp true God
and obedience to his laws, and to this relijj^on

they give the name of Islam, dud its followers

Muslimin, the plural oblique form of Muslim, a
Musalman. It contains doctrines and podtive

precepts as to faith and religious duties and
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institutions in civil affairs. It commands certain for resurrection in a future state
;
and the Koran

months to be kept' sacred, and sets apart says, ‘ They who believe, and do that which is

I ridays for the especial service of God. It is right, siiall enjoy blessedness, and partake of a
arranged into 144: chapters, distinguished by their happy resurrection. . . . Paradise ... is watered
subjects, the first of which is called the preface, by rivers; its food is perpetual, and its shade also,
or Al-Fatihah, which is a prayer, and is much This shall be the reward of those who fear God’
venerated by all Muhammadans, who often repeat (Koran, ch. xiii.). ‘ Therein are rivers of uncor-
it in their private and public devotions, as ruptiblc water; the rivers of milk, the taste
Christians do the Lord’s Prayer. It words are— wdiereof changeth not; and rivers of wine
‘ Praise be to God, the liOrd of all creatures, the pleasant unto those who drink; and rivers of
most merciful, the king of the day of judgment, clarified honey, and therein shall they have
Thee we do worshij), and of thee do we beg plenty of all kinds of fruits, and pardon from
assistance. Direct us in tire right way, in the way their Lord ’ (ch. xlvii.). * There shall be gardens
of those to w'hom thou hast been gracious

;
not of with shady trees, with fountains flowing, couches

those against whom thou arc incensed, nor of of silk interwoven with gold; beauteous damsels
those who go astray.’ The Koran recognises with black eyes, lying on green cushions and
men, genii, and angels, heaven and hell, and beautiful carpets, fruits, palm trees, and pome-
an intermediate spot, and two gardens where grmiates’ (ch.lv.). The words of the Kalama or
beauteous damsels shall await the good. The Muhammadan creed do not occur in the Koran,
Arabic Koran is generally in use, but so little are nor in it is circumcision enjoined. The Christian
Indian Muhammadans acquainted w’ith its Ian- doctrine that man, in all that he can do of good,
guage, that in Madras in 1872, with 70,000 of this is still without merit, is not shared in by the
religion, it was supposed that only 4()0() or .5000 Muhammadan, the Huddhist, or the Hindu sec-
could read to understand the Arabic Kol’an. There tarians, who all consider that a personal merit is

is probably no other book in the worhl which has gained by their good-doing
;
and a Muhammadan

remained 13 centuries with so pure a text.
.
passing the funeral of a Muhammadan turns with

^
The idea of a heavenly place enunciated in the ' it a short way, an<l lends his shoulder to convey

Koran is, however, the grossest that any race has the body to the grave, to bring a merit on himself,
ever prornulgated or given credence to. The

,
The histories and legends, precepts and ceremonial

wild hunting tribes of America have sublime of the Old Testament, and traditions of the
notions of a future life

; Hebrews were in conflict Kabbi, are largely adopted in the Koran. The
as to the immortality of the soul

;
most Buddhists commentaries on it are called Maltika. The

believe in absorption or annihilation as a release commentator Hanifi was born at Kufa A.ii. 80,
• from all the troubles and trials of a mundane died at Baghdad, in prison, a.ii. 150, nearly 70
. existence

;
Christians believe that the future will years old. 8hafi, born at Ghaza in Palestine A.H.

be a spiritual life
;
but the doctrines taught in the 150, died in Kgypt a.ii. 204, nearly 50 years old.

Koran as to the occupations in heaven are wdiolly Hanballi, born a.ii. 164- at Baghdad, died there
confined to that book and its believers. For the a.ii. 241, nearly 70 years old. Maliki, born at
Koran says (ch. Iv. pp. .393, 394), ‘They shall Medina A.H. 95, died there a.h. 179, nearly 84
repose on couches, the linings whereof shall be of years of age. Muhammadan schoolboys arc
thick silk, interwoven with gold

;
and the fruit of instructed, almost ’ while in their infancy, to

at hand to gather, intone the Koran. The Koran is inadequate to
Whiclr, therefore, of your Lord s benefits will yc provide for the legislative wauls of the remote
ungratefully deny i Therein shall receive .them lands and times which it acciflentally reached

;

beautifuldainsels, refrainingtheircyesfrom behold- and throughout Islam the Kasm or ancient
ing any besides their spouses, whom no man shall practice of the country is held sacred by the
have deflowered before them, neither any genius people, always when not in direct opposition to
(which^ therefore, of your Lord’s benefits will y(5 revelation, sometimes even when it is so. The
he ungrateful having complexions like rubies Law of the Koran does not necessarily settle a
and pearls. . . . And besides these, there shall disputed point between Muhammadans, and it is

be two other gardens .... of a dark-green, by no means an easy operation to adjust the
In each of them shall be two fountains pouring balance between the good sense of the ancient
forth plenty of water. ... In each of lhem shall practice and the discrepant decrees of the inspired
be fruitti and palm trees and pomegranates. . . . volume. The Koran says that a man of the naimi
I herein shall be agreeable and beauteous damsels, of Dujjul will appear at Isfahan, who will
. . . having fine black eyes, and kept in pavilions arrogate to himself the attributes of the Supreme
frmn public view, . . . whom no man shall have Being, and establish a sect of his own. The
deflowered before their destined spouses, nor any Koran is also understood to say that.Mahdi is the
genius. . . . Therein shall they delight themselves, 12th Imam or regular successor of Mahomed, who
lying on green cushions and beautiful carpets.’ is yet' to come, and for whose coming the Muhaui-

Kevertheless Mahomed was a monotheist and madans are still looking out with anxious expecta^
an iconoclast, and when about to die, before the tion.

struggle, lifting up his voice he exclaimed, On a niglit near the 27th of Ramzan, the Koran
Amy God be far from those who make the tombs is believed by Muhammadans to have come down

of his servants places of prayers !
’ The very last from heaven. It is called the Lailat-ul-Kadr, the

words he v^as heard to utter as he expired, as if night of power
;
and the Muhammadans of India

in answer to an unseen visitor, were, ‘In the pass the night withmuch solemnity. C
company of the blessed on high.’ Muhammadans The honour which the Muslims show to the
0 not speak of a person as dead. They say he Koran is very striking. They generally take care

has away, has taken his departure
;
and, never to hold it or suspend it below -the girdle,

as m the Koran, the living all believe in and hope and they deposit it upon a high and clean place,
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and 'never put another book or anything else on

the top of it On quoting from it, they usually

pay, ‘ He whose name be exalted (or God,

whose name be exalted) hath said in the excellent

book/ They consider it extremely improper that

the sacred volume should be touched by a Jew or

Christian, or any other person not a believer in

its doctrines. It is even forbidden to the Muslim
to touch it unless he be in a state of legal purity

;

and hence these words of the book itself
—

‘ None
shall touch it but those who are purified ’-^are

often stamped upon the cover,— Osborn's Islaniy

p. 11; Dr. J. Murray Mitchell; Wilson's Glossary

;

Lancs Koran, pp. 84, 92 ;
Rodwell's Koran ; E.

IL Palmer's Koran: Hamilton's Senai, Hedjaz,

Soudan, p. 99
;
R. K Burton's Scindcy pp. J98,

418 ; Duffs Indian Rebellion, p. 179 ;
Sale's Koran.

KORAVARA, Koravar, Koraman, a low caste

tribe of Mysore. The Kalla Koramar are pro-

fessed thieves
;
Walaga Koramar arc musicians ;

Hakki Koramar, migratory basket-makers, fowlers.

KORAWA, a broken nation scattered through-

out the south of India. In the Peninsula their

subdivisions are—1. The liajantri, called Gaon
Korawa or Sonai Kolawuru

;
2. Tiling Korawa

or Kasbi Korawa or Kuiichi Korawar
;

3. Kolia

Korawa; and 4. Soli Korawa, a race of the

Southern Mahratta country. The Yerkal Korawa
or Kunchi Kuri are wanderers, of whose original

country they themselves retain no knowledge in

iheir traditioirs. They style themselves Yerkal,

and they give tlui same appellation to the language

ill w'hich they hold communication with each

other. Their ostensible occupation is bird-

snaring. With the exception of the cow, almost

all animals are used by them as food. Their

dead are burned. A wild Korawar tribe dw^ell

near the Pakhal Lake and the Godavery. The
nice are in Canarese cnlle<l Kora-varana, Koram-
a-ravanu, or Koravaiiu, and

.
are there in three

branches,— Kalla Koramar, who are professed

thieves
;
Walaga Koramar, who are musicians

;

and Hjikki Koramar’ who are a migratory race,

and subsist by basket-making, catching birds,

etc. In Mysore the Korawar are hill and forest

tribes, and have a dialect of their own.

Ill the south the Ycrkala are recognised as

Koravar. They eat game and flesh meat of all

kinds, in which they are by no means nice. The
jungle herbs, roots, and fruits also furnish them

with food. The majority of them pretend to

fortune-telling. They also take to basket, mat,

and wooden comb-making.—for the former two
they use the midribs and leaves of the date

Jjalrn,—and occasionally work as coolies. Some-
times wealthy men of the tribe settle down in

places, engage in cultivation, and hold land in

jmttah like other cultivators. As a rule, they

wear only as clothing a small piece of cloth.

Their habits are decidedly predatory. They form

bands of dacoits and thieves. Their huts com-
prise mats set upon three sticks, and, when on the

move, these they roll up, and place on the backs

of their donkeys, and are thus easily transiJortcd

from place to place. They rear pigs, and are

partial to their flesh. They also keep poultry and

dogs. Their pack animals consist chiefly of

donkeys
;
occasionally some of them have a few

horned cattle, and perhaps a few goats also. A
similar tribe, under the name of Upu Koravar, was

d^il^d by Dr. Bilderbeck as found in South

Arcot. Their language seems to be a medley of

Tamil and Telugu. Most ’ of them have, some
household god, which they carry about with them
in their constant travels. Polygamy prevails.

Marriages are only contracted between adults. The
ceremony is usudly conducted on a Sunday, pre-
ceded by a puja on the Saturday. Rice mixed 'vfrith

turmeric is bound on the heads of the married
couple, and when the marriage string is tied

round the wife’s neck tlie ceremony is complete.

Marriages within certain degrees of relationship

are not allowed, and widow remarriages not
permitted; they may occasionally live in con-
cubinage. A custom j^rcvails among them by
which the first two daughters of a family may be
claimed by the •maternal qucle as wives for his

sons. The value of a wife U fixed at 20 pagodas.
The maternal uncle’s right to the two first

daughters is valued at 8 out of 20 pagodas, and
is carried out thus ; If he urge his preferential

claim, and marry his own sons to his nieces, he
pays, for each only 12 pagodas, and, similarly, if

he, from not having sons, or any other cause,

forego his claim, he receives 8 pagodas of the 20
paid to the girl’s parents by anybody else who
may marry them. The value of a wife differs in

different places. In some yilaces they are very
much less, and in others again only nominal. In
Ncllore the Yerkala or Telugu Koravar pledge
their daughters to creditors, who may either

marry them or give
.
them away. When the

Yerkala goes to jail, his wife lives with another
man of her tribe. On release he reclaims his wife

and children, if any are born in the interval.

In North Arcot, Koravars mortgage unmarried
daughters, who become the absolute property of

the mortgagee till the debt is discharged. Ju
Chinglcput, the practice of mortgaging their wives
exists among the Upu Koravars. In South Arcot
it is said not to exist. In Tanjore it is common.
Male children become the jiropcrty of the mort-
gagee, females that of the Imsband of the w^oman
plcdgc<l. In Madura they sell the wife for 50 rupees
outright, and the husband can never reclaim

her. Wives and daughters arc both pretty freely

pledged
;

tlisputes are settled by panchayets or

arbitrations. Kach gang or community comprises
many distinct families, each having their own
family names, and, like the Hindus, they form
undivided families.’ Hrown and Campbell define

the word Yerkulavandlu. W ilsoii defines Kulaver,

Y^oraver, and Kuraver, etc.

—

Dr. Shortt, Madras
Joiirn. Literal, and Science, 1851, p. 4; Asst.-

Sury.-Geu. Edward Balfour ; Wilson's Glossary;

Madras Times, 8th Jan. 1873.

KORDAU-SAL, a Parsee festival day, the

anniversary of the birth of the prophet Zoroaster.
—J\irs€cs. p. 61.

KOREA, a tributary State in Chutia Nagpur

;

area, 1631 square miles; ruled by a family who
claim to be Chauhah Ihijputs. The people,

21,127 in number, are largely of Gond and Cheru
races. It yields coal and iron, the latter worked
by the Agariah race.

KOREA, known to the natives as Cho-sen,
written by the French Tsio-sen or Tsyo Syeun,
in some respects to be regarded as an independent
section of the Asiatic mainland. It is a peninsula
with the Sea of Japan and the Yellow Sea on the
E. and W., and Manchuria and Russia on the N.
Its area is 80,000 or 90,000 square miles, and its
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coast-line 1740 jniles. Of all modern states, Ishmael. Mahomed belonged to this Arab tribe.

Korea .has maintained the most exclusive isolation, The Koreshi have in Sind many tribal names,
not only from Western influences, but also from They are cultivators, kazees, and scribes, and
those of the surrounding lands. . Politically, it originally came from Syria, Iran, and Irak, and
consists of an autonomous hortjditary monarchy, claim descent from Ali, Abbas, Abubakr, Umar,
divided into eight tao or provinces, with a ruler and Usman, styling themselves Alvi, from Ali

;

Who styles himself Hap-inun. People arc chiefly Abbasi, from Abbas ;
Sidiki, from Abubakr

;

agricultural; but gold, silver, copper, iron, and Faruki, from Umar
;
Usmani, from Usman. See

argentiferous galena are abundant, and to some Adnan; Iran; Joktan.

extent have long been worked. Coal has not KOKEYALA. Hind. The hen bird of

been found. Some of the lead mines arc 800 feet Eudyiiainis orientalis, Linn., the koel.

deei), with sidings. KOKGO, an island 1 J to 2 miles N. of Kharak

;

The Koreans resemble tl>e Japanese and Chinese it was the stronghold of the pirate Mir Mohanna.
in dress, habits, and religion. The Manchu call KORl, the name given to the eastern branch
the Korean race Solgo, Sol-bo, or Sol-ho. The of the Indus. It is also known as Sunkra
people follow Confucianism and Jluddhism, but (narrow), and farther up as* the Phran. Kori,

have many sliamanist customs, with spirit and also, is any inlet of the sea. The Kori or Lukput
ancestor worsliip, sylvan, river, and mountain river (which separates Sind from Cutch), np to

deities. the earthquake in 1811), was the eastern mouth of

The Koreans were driven out of East Tartary the Indus river, but that (‘artliqnake laid most of

into the peninsula which they now occupy, the towns of Cutch in ruins, and a ridge called

They have since been conquered by the Japanese. Allah Hand having been raised to the northwards
Their country was subsequently invaded by the of the Kori, entirely cut off tlic flow of the Indus

Mongol, on which occasion the Siogour Yoritomo river into it. Its month was greatly enlarged in

defeated Kahlai Khan. From this province of area, and w}is shifted, as it formerly entered the

Japan sailed, by way of Iki and Tsusinia Island, i sea to the northward of Juckii.

—

Findlay.

the two expeditions of Japanese Catholics avIio, ! KORINCHI. The people of this name in

between 1590 and 1610, wore banished upon a Sumatra border on Menangkabau. Their alphabet

crusade against Korea, and through Korea, China, has 29 characters, and consists of horizontal or

The then emperor,' Taikosaina, took this means, slightly raise<l seratcliings. See fiidia.

thinking, if his 150,000 Catholics perished, he KORING, the Fersiau wheel, for*watering land

would be rid of a faction dangerous to his from a tank or ditch.

supremacy; should they succeed, he would push KORKU, a hill tribe dwelling to- the north-

them forward to conquer China, The Japanese west and west of the Maluideva Hills, speaking a

expedition in three months fought their way to language ([uite distinct from the Gond. They
the Ping-Yang river

;
in other words, gained two- belong to the Kol or Mundah family. See Kol

.thirds the length of the kingdom. But then, KOREA or Kora. Hind. A lash of one tail,

abandoned by Taikosania to their fate, they were Kora-kora-marna, to flog.

driven by winter, cold, and snow, and by the KORNA, a walled town of 800 houses, 47

Chinese troops who came to the aid of Korea miles from Basra, and ]d7 miles above the mouth
with matchlocks, of which the latter then knew of the Shat-ul-Arab. A fort hero would copi-

not the use, to relinquish step by step the ground mand the navigation of the Tigris and Euphrates,

they had so rapidly won. —MacGrerjor.

The Koreans have flat faces, oblique eyes. KORNEGALEE ’ or Kurunai - galla was the

broad cheek-bones, strong black hair, and scanty capital of the sovereigns of (!)eylori from about

beard; they are strongly made
;
their skin varies till some year after 11147. During this

from tawny or yellow to brown, wheat or straw period the dynasty was in extreme depression,

colour, and reddish-yellow. They have a mixture and little is recorded except the names of the

of the Chinese and Japanese physical features, kings, Bhuwaneka Balm ii., Pandita Prakrama
Their religion is Buddhist. ' Balm iv., AVanny Bhuwaneka Balm in., AVijaya

Korean Buddhists and Buddhism were made Balm v.

—

Yule, Cathety, ii. p. 423.

known to Mexico by Chinese priests in the 5th KOROS. Alexander Csoma do Koros, also

century a.d., and had followers in that country written Csoma Korosi. 4'his extraordinary man
until the 13th century, when tlie conquering Aztecs set out on his travels in 1826 from Paris, and

put an end to it. wont via Constantinople to Persia in the disguise

Their mode of writing is alphabetic, and they of a darvesh. On his arrival at Teheran he

are said to possess an extensive literature. The lodged with Sir Henry AA^'iHock. Thence he went

Korean or Corcan language strongly resembles to Bokhara, Jjahoie, and Calcutta. He resided

the Japanese, and it approximates phonetically for several years at Kanum in Tibet, where he

to the Burma-Chinese group. Its Scythic cha- translated from the Tibetan language a cyclopaedia

racter has been considerably modified by the of Tibetan knowledge. He afterwards pro-

Chinese. Dr. Gutzlaff says the present spoken ceeded to Calcutta, and continued to reside there,

language consists in great part of composite engaged in communicating to the public, under

words, in which the words of both languages are the patronage of the Bengal Government and the

united to express one idea.

—

Mr. Logan in J. 1. Asiatic Society of Calcutta, the result of his

Archipelago; Adams; Nagasaki, 12th May 1871; acquaintance with the language and literature of

Latham; Encyclopedia Britannica; JIuc^s Chris- Tibet, of which he was the first European who’

tianity; Griff. Corea. had attained a critical knowledge. IntheDegimung

KORESBC Arab tribe in the Hejaz. They of 1834 he published at Calcutta a Tibetan And

were the descendants of the mixed Arabs, English dictionary, and at the end of the same yeai’

al - Arab - ul - Mostareba, lineal descendants of a grammar of the Tibetan language. Before the
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appearance of these useful publications, he had the evening Captain Stanton marched to Seroor,
communicated to the Asiatic Society of Bengal which he entered on the following morning, with
notices of the contents of the two great collections drums beating and colours flying.

—

H. H, WiUon,
in which the principal works of the literature and KOS or Goes, a measure of length. The kos of
religion of 'pbet are comprehended,—the JCah- India varies greatly in length. One kos is about
gyur, a collection of one hundred largo volumes, 13,000 feet, or 2 miles 5 furlongs 153 yaids. In
and the Stan-gyur, of two hundred and twenty- ^fysore, the Sultani kos is about 4 milcB. In N.
five.. Of the former, he also prepared a detailed India, the kos-minar pillars are apart 2 miles
analysis, part of which is printed in the twentieth 4 furlongs and 158 yards. In N. India, the

volume of the Asiatic Researches. A summary Muhainmadans Jiaving introduced the itinerjiry

account of both these works, compiled from bis measures of tlieir various native countries, there

information, was printed in the Calcutta Cleanings are a great variety of such measures to which the

of Science, iii., and an abridgment of his analytical Hindu term kos is indiscriminately applied. The
view of the whole of the Kah-gyur, in the first Mukammadan kos may be taken at 35 to a
volume of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of degree. Kos - minar, milestones of India, in

Bengal. He also furnished to the same periodical form are solid circular stone obelisks, little larger

several interesting papers on subjects .connected tlian tlic usual milestones of Britain. The kos-
with Tibetan literature and tile religion of Buddha minar were put up to mark the ancient Moghul
in that coun^. He illustrated extensively the royal road in India, at the distance of every two
Buddhism of Tibet. miles .—Baron HufjeVs TrareU in Ktishmir^ p. 93 :

KORPHAtPRAJA. Bkng. A tenant- at-will; Tr. ii. p. 9. See ('oss.

a tenant holding under a Khud-kaslit cultivator. KOS. Maiir. A leather bag with which water
KORSOSSA MAIL. SiNOir. A creeper, tlic is drawn from a well. The Jhimia-kos has an

rough leaves of which arc used at Gallo as sand- iron hoop to keep the mouth open
;

and the
paper. Sundi-kos has a long tail,* which is doubled up in

KORUM-DEVI, a princess of Patau, and one the lift. Kosio is a water-carrier,

of the wives of Samarsi, king of Mewar, who fell KOSA II, an Afghan tribe Avho extend from,
in the battle of the Caggar. During the mmority tlic Bozdar southern border to a point somewhat
of her son, she nobly inaintaiiK'd the raj of Mewar, below the latitude of Dehra Ghazi Khan, a dis-

and gave battle in person to Kutub-ud-Din near tance of 300 miles. The tribe dwells partly in

Amber, where that Muhammadan viceroy was the hills and partly in the plains, and can muster
wounded and defeated. about 1200 fighting men. T’hcy are at enmity
KORUR. • A battle was fought hens ac^cording with the Bozdar above them and the Lughari

to Mr. Fergusson, a.d. 544, in which Harsha of below them: but are on good terms with the
ITjjaiii, styled Vikramaditya, finally defeated the Khutrani, who are situated behind them. In
MTilecha. Its site is near Multan. At another 1848 the laighari sided with the ofticiah of the

])lace Mr. Fergusson places the great battles of rebel Mulraj
;
but the Kosah rose on the side of

Korur and Manshari, which freed India from the tlie Government, under their chief, Korah Khan,
Saka and the Hun, between a.d. 52G and 544. and his son Gholam Hyder.

^

Korah Klian and
' KORWA, a savage tribe in Chutia Nagpur, his son tlien joined Major Kdwardes’ irregular

They may be a portion of the Korava aborigines of force in the Multan province with a contingent of

Oiitch, and of the Korawa of the T’amil, Telugu, 400 ho!*se. Korah Khan was confirmed in the

and Ceded Districts. possession of a jaghir of Rs. 1000 per annum for

KORWA. Tam. A fish of the !^^adra8 coast, his own life and for that of his son
;

lie himself

the air-bladder of which furnishes isinglass; was granted u life-pension of Rs. 1000, and a

KORYGAUM, a hamlet on the loft bank of garden at the native place of the family was con-

the Bhima river, midway between Seroor and firmed rent-free in perpetuity. Tlie chief always

Poona. It is famous for a successful stand remained loyal. Hi.s tribe, however, occasionally

made by a small body of the K.I. Company’s joineil in forays made by otJier tribes
;
cause for

troops against the .peshwa's forces, which were dissatisfaction has, ho^viivcr, arisen from plunder

estimated at 20,000 horse and 8000 foot. Captain having been conveyed through the Kosali passes

Stanton left Seroor on the 31st December 1818 into the hills by other tribes,

at six in the evening, and the following morning, KOSALA or Maha Kosala, written also Koshula
as he approached the Bhima, observing the and Koshulya, seems to have been an Aryan
peshwa’s army in the plain on the riglit bank, he dominion in ancient India which varied greatly

threw himself into Korygaum, which he reached in extent, or may have been a name applied to

as a body of the peshwa’s infantry, chiefly Arabs, several distinct kingdoms. One of these, ruled

entered and took possession of its other side. At by the Solar dynasty, was on the bankp of the

noon the British force began attempts to dislodge Sarayu river, of which Ayodhya w^as the capital,

the enemy, but was soon compelled to restrict its This may at one time have extended into Vidarba,

efforts to defending itself against the assaults of which lias been identified with Berar. Dr. Hunter
the Arab infantry. .

They w*ere met by repeated is of opinion that the Kosala mentioned by Hiwen
discharges of British artillery, but before evening Thsang had Ujjain .on the north, Andhra and
Lieutenant Chisholm of the Artillery had been Kalinga on the south, and was 1000 miles long

killed, many artillerymen killed or disabled, Lieu- from Maharashtra to Or^sa. In the Imperial

tenants Pattinson, Conellan, and S.wanston, and Gazetteer, he says the limits of the kingdbm may
Assistant-Surgeon Wingate wounded ;

and Captain be roughly described as extending from near
Stanton, Lieutenant Innes, and Assistant-Surgeon Berhampore on the Tapti and Nanda on the Goda-
Wyllie, of the officers, alone remained effective. 1 yery,to RatanpurinCh^hattisgarhandNa'wagadha

On the following day, 2d January 1819, the '*near the sour^ of the Mahanadi.

peahwa moved off along tiie*Poona road, and in In the ancient story of the Ramayana we are
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made acquainted with the distant maritime wars
which the princes of India carried on. But even
supposing Ravana’s abode to be the insular

Ceylon, he must have been a very powerful
prince to have equipped an armament sufficiently

numerous to carry off from the remote kingdom
of Koshula, the wife of the great king of the

Surya race. It is most improbable that a petty

king of Ceylon could wage equal war with a
potentate who held the cliief dominion of India,

whose father, Desaratha, drove the victorious

car (ratha) over every region (desa), and
whose intercourse with the countries beyond the

Brahmaputra is distinctly to be traced in the

Ramayana.

—

Tod’s Rajasthan^ i. p. 586 ;
Hardy’s

Eastern Monachisni^ p. 438
;
Garret

;
Jhmter.

KOSAMBI or Kosam, on the Jumna, was one
of the most celebrated cities in ancient India, and
it5 name was famous among Bralmians as well as

Buddhists. The city is said to liave been founded

by Kusamba, the tenth in descent from Pururavas;

but ifs fame begins only with the reign of Chakra,

the eighth in descent from Arjun Pandu, who
made Kosambi his capital after llastinapura had
been swept away by the Ganges. The ruins are

on the Jumna, about .30 miles above Allahabad;

there is an immense fortress of earthen ramparts

and bastions, with a circuit of i?3,100 feet, or

exactly 4 miles and 3 furlongs, and the ramparts

30 to 60 feet liigh. It is largely visited by
the Jains.

—

Cunninyhain’s Ancient Geography^ pp.
391-396.

KOSHA, Sansk., from Kush, to issue, to

identify. In the trial by Kosha or image water

ordeal, the accused person drinks some of tlie

water with which an idol has been washed, and
if the accused survive free from calamity through

the next fortnight he is innocent. See Divination.

KOSSiEI. In the gradual diffusion of man-
kind, the western provinces of Iran appear to

have fallen to the share of the Araineaus and
Elamites, while the mass of the Kossiei, Ariani,

Mardi, and other tribes composing the earliest

inhabitants, moved more eastward, leaving some
of their numbers in the mountainous districts to

mix with or become subject to the new comers.

The Semitic people and language having thus

become dominant instead of the Cushite, the

ethnography of the former ratlier than that of

the latter becomes an important consideration.

From this primitive language, or rather from one
of its cognates (as the ilimyaritic may possibly

prove to have been), two distinct branches were
<lerived, the original Arabic, with the Musnad,

Koresb, and other dialects of that tongue, being

one of these, and the Aramaic the other. The
latter had two grand subdivisions, from one of

which, known as the Western Aramaic, were

derived the Amharic, Syriac, Hebrew, etc. ; and

from the other,# or Eastern Aramaic, came the

Assyrian, Babylonian, and Chaldaean tongues.

From its monosyllabic construction, the Eastern

seems to be more ancient than the AVestern

Aramaic, and it appears likewise to be the root of

the Zen^ Pehlavi, Sanskrit, and other dialects

in use throughout a portion of the territory along

which it had spread eastward. Whether the first

of these languages was once in general use, or

was merely the sacred language of Iran, the
affinity of all of them is such as to imply a*

common origin. Pehlavi was the court language

in the time of the Sassanian monarchs, and,

according to some authorities, as far back as that

of Cyrus ;
it contains many words which belong

to the Chaldaic and Syriac tongues, and Sir

AVilliam Jones was of opinion that .one of these

must have been its root
;
but it is now generally

presumed that the root of the Pehlavi is the

Aramaic itself. The cognates of the latter spread

westward and eastward, and one of them, th5

Chaldee, can scarcely be distinguished from the

parent root. Another, the Parsi, being a softer

language than the Pehlavi, became general in

Farsistan, and gave rise to the Deri, or modem
Persian. The Pehlavi, however, is still partially

used in their sacred writings, in Shirwan, and
also by some of the Gabr sect of the eastern

provinces,, as well as by a numerous section of

tlie natives of India
;
but. among the Parsees it is

largely intermixed with the Hindustani and other

native dialects, which are more or less connected

with the Sanskrit. The affinity of .the latter to

the Parsi is so great that a learned philologist has

pronounced it to bo one of its derivatives. The
number of words which are identical among the

different dialects of Iran and Turan, and some
portion of the territory more eastward, goes far to

show that at a period anterior to anything like

connected history there must have been some
common language, and this was probably the

Araniaic.

KOSSAH, Sehrai, Chandea, and Sudani are

tribes of the Kajputana desert. The Sehrai was
the most numerous of the Muhammadan tribes of

the desert, but said to ])e Hindu in origin, and
descendants of the ancient dynasty of Arore

;
but

whether liis descent is derived from the dyfiasty

of Schris (written Sahir by Pottingcr), or from
the Arabic word Sabra, a desert, of which ho was
the terror, is <loubtfid. The Kossah or Khossa,

etc., are branches of the Sehrai, and their habits

w'ere the same. They reduced their mode of

rapine to a system, and established koori or

black-mail, consisting of one rupee and five durri

of grain for every plough, exacted oven from the

hamlets of the shepherds throughout the t’hul.

Their bauds were chielly mounted on camels,

lliougli some were on horseback. Their arms

were the shail or sang (lances of bamboo or iron),

the sword and shield, and but few firearms.

Their depredations used to bq extended a hundred

coss around, even into Jodhpur and Daoudjmtra,

but they eschewed coming .in contact with the

Rajput, who says of a Sehrai, ‘ he is sure to be

asleep when the battle nakarra beats.’ Their

chief abode is in the southern portion of the

desert, and about Noakote, Mittie, as far as

Buliarie. Many of them used to find service at

Udaipur, Jodhpur, and Sue-Bah, but they are

cowardly and faithless.

—

Tod’s Rajasthan,

KOSSEIK or Cosseir, a seaport of the Red Sea,

in lat. ‘26^ 6' 50" N., and long. 34** 26' 30" E., on

the African side of the Red Sea, has a population

of 1500 or 2000 inhabitants.

KOSSI, an ancient tribe who occupied the

mountainous country east of the Tigris. That

country was the abode of the Scythians under

Nimrud, and Nimrud sprang from them.

—

Bunsen,

See Kossffii.

KOSTI, Kusti, Custee^ or Kushi, the sacrcu

thread or cord of the Parsees.* It is to this

which Moore, in* his Lalla Rookh, alludes
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KOT. KOTAR.

when he makes Hafiz declare himself a fire- one of the first of the Rajput chiefs to co-operate

worshipper :— with the British Government for the suppression

‘“Hold! hold! thy words are death !
” of the Pindaras in 1817. Zalim Singh died in

The stranger cried, as wide he flung 1824^ and his son Madho Singh succeeded him.
His mantle back, and show’d, beneath, In 1828, the inaharao Kishore Singh was 8UC*<
The Gebr belt that round him hung.’ cceded by his nephew, Ram- Singh. In 1834 dis-

The Kosti is terminated by two small tails at putes broke out between Rani Singh and his

each end, denoting the four seasons, three knots minister, Madden Singh, the son and successor of

on each tail represent in the aggregate the twelve Madho Singh. There was danger of a popular

months of the year. The cord is twisted, of 72 rising for the exjiulsion of the minister, and it was

threads, such being the number, according to
|

therefore resolved, with the consent of the chief

Parece interpretation, of tlie known kingdoms of i of Kobih, to dismember the state, and to create

the world at the time of liiishang. Every Parsec
|

the new principality of Jhallawur .*is a separate pro

-

lad arriving at a certain age must assume it. i vision for the descendants of Zalim Singh. •Seven-

KOT, written Cote, Kota, Ivoth, Kotta, and i teen pargaiins, yielding a revenue of 12 lakhs of

Kottai,* the Hindi, Bengali, Mahrati, and Tamil
|

rupees, were then mad(‘ over to Madden Singh,

term for a fort or stronghold, and also applied to In the mutiny and rebellion of 1857, the Kotah

the wall of a fort, is alike an affix and suffix to contingent mutinied and murdered the political

many towns’ names, over mf)St parts of Britis' agent and liis two sons, and the inaharao made no
India, or itself a name, as Kot Kangra, Kotah. effort to aid them. It was captured by General

The bulk of the towns with the affix arc in Ivoberts 30th March 1858, and Faiz Ali Khan,
Northern India. Goodicotta, however, is in lat. Bahadur, K.C.S.I., was for a time sent to admiii-

50' N., long. 70'’ 40' E. Sabzal Kot in Baba- ister the affairs of the state. 'Ihe troops whicli

wulpur. Farid Kot, consisting of Farid Kot the inaharao is allowed to entertain arc limited to

proper and Kod-kupooi’ah,’ is S.W. of Ferozpur, 1.5,000 men of all descriptions. 'Ihe state revenue

and borders to the S.F. on Patiala. It has .‘in from all soiuces is about 25,00,000 rupees. The
areaof 043 square miles, and a population of 51,000

!

tribute pay.able to the British Goveriiiiicnt is

souls, with a revenue of Bs. 75,000.
;

1,84,720 rupees, in addition to the two lakKs of

KOTA, of Coorg, a site beneath a tree, where :
rupees for the Deolee Irregular Force. The

the Pariah gods are kept.
!

nudianio has been guaranteed the right of adop-

KOTx\GIRI, on the Neilgherry Hills, in lat. IT I tion.—/w?/>. Gaz. v.
;
Tmities, etc.

20' to 11° 20' 10" X., long. liV 51' to 7(P 50' K., |
KOTAH, a village on a phain, on the left b.ank

situated 12 miles cast of (kDonoor, and 0500 feet of the 1 ’ran hita river, 12 miles above its junction

above sea-level, or rather from the Bowani river, v'ith the Godavery, in lat. 18^51' N., and long. 80°

This stiition is much drier than either Ooonoor or 2' Fi. Ferruginous sandstone is well developed

Ooty, and although not so cold as the latter, .at the Mahadeva Hills, iu the north of the province

during the summer months the thermometer f Nagpur, iu the vicinity of the city itself, and

never rises above 74°, and is then like an English at Kotah on the Pranhit.a.

—

Carter''^ Geolo(/iv(il

glimmer, and f.ar more pleasant than Switzerland. Papers, p. 303.

In a sanitary point of view, it is the healthiest of KOTAL. Pukhtu. A i)asa. There are many
all three. Inv.Tlids who cannot stand the cold of in the mountains of Afghanistan. The Kotal-i-

Ooty and the damp of Coonoor, lly here for com- Agram and the Kotal-i-Dara lead over the Hindu
fort and restof.ation to health. The Kotigiri Kush, between Cliitr.al .and Zebak in Badakhshan.

Ghat begins about miles nortli from Meta- Sec Kolitul.

polliam, and is about 12 miles ill length. Tea is KOTAR, a tribe of the Neilgherrics whiuli

largely cultivated. Rainfall about 50 inches. ranks next to the Toda in priority of occupation of

KO'l'AH, a Native State in Rajputana, between the lulls. They are industrious, employ themselves

lat. 24° 30' and 25° 51' N., and long, 74° 40' and as carpenters, smiths, basket-makers, curriers,

76° 59' E, Kotah is an offshoot from Bundi b.arbcrs, washermen, etc. Tliey acknowledge the

(Bdondee), forming with that state the tract named Toda as lords of the soil, .and pay to them the

Har.aoti, after the dominant tribe of Rajputs, tribute by Gudu. At the same time they exact

Kotah, the principal town, is in lat. 25° 10' N., from each Badaga hamlet annual fees for services

and long. 75° 52' E., on the right bank of the rendered as liaiidicraftsmeu, etc. •

river Chambal. E.ast of the town extends an The station of Kolagiri takes its name from

extensive artificial lake, tlic Kishar Sagar, which the Kotar villages in its vicinity. The Kotar as a

affords facilities for irrigation. The principality body .are dirty. AU the dead cattle and carrion

of Kotah was formed about the beginning of the in the vicinity, of every kind, find acceptance

17th century by the chief of Bundi, wdio was among them fvs food. Some rude imago of wood

forced by the maliarana of Oiideyporo to cede or atone, a rock or tree in a secluded locality,

half his territory to his younger brother. Subse- form their objects of worship, and to these safiii-

quently, like all the other Rajput states, Kotah ficial offerings are made ;
hue the recognised place

had been despoiled by tlic Mahrattas, and was of w'orsliip at each village consists of a largo

under obligations, to pay tribute to each of the square piece of ground, walled round with loose

three great Mahratta families of Malwa, the Puar, stones three feet high, and containing in its

Sindia, and Holkar, as well, as to the pos\i\va.* centre two pent-shaped sheds of thatch open

*Kotah was then saved from absolute ruin by the before and behind, and on tJie posts that support

talents of its minister, raj rana Zalim Singh, into, them some rude circles and other figures are

whose hand maharao Omeid Singh surrendered all drawn. They hold an annual feast in honour of

power, and in the course of forty-five years he their gods, which comprises a continuous course

raised the Kotah state to be one of the most of debauchery and licentiousness, extending over

powerful and flourishing in llajputan.a. He was two or three days.

.
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KOTEGAEH. KOU-KOU.

The Kotar language is a very old and rude which have no temples of their own, rest in the
dialect of Oanarese, having the same Tamil roots, houses of zamiiidars.

but diiferently pronounced, without the guttural KO-TEOU, or adoration, as the Chinese word
or pectoral expression of the Toda. They are expresses it, consists in nine solemn prostrations

believed to be descended from some of the tribes of the body, the forehead striking the floor each
of the plains, who sought refuge on the hills, and time. It is difficult to imagine an exterior mark
were the first ampng the other tribes who followed of more profound humility and submission, or
the Toda. which implies a more intimate consciousness of

KOTEGARII, Kot Guru, or Guru Kot derives the omnipotence of that being towards whom it is

its name from a local saint, whose burial-place in made. The person rests on his hands and knees,

the midst of the village is decorated with coloured and nine times touclies the ground with his fore-

flags. TCotegarli is ol miles N.E. of Simla, on head. It is literally knocking the head. It is

the left bank of the Sutlej, and is on the high road almost tlio same as the Sajada of the Miiham-
leading from the plains of India to Tibet. It is maclans of Southern Asia.

—

Mnairtneifs Emhassij^

6700 feet above the level of the sea, tind is built ii. p. 1 29.

on the spur of a mountain about 11,000 feet high, KOT KAMALIA, in the Panjab, identified

which may be considered as the beginning of the with the first city of the Malli, captured by
Snowy Range towards the north-east. The district Al(‘xaiider.

contains 41 villages, with a population of nearly KOT KANGRA, a fortress in the cast of the

2400 souls. The fields are laid out in terraces Panjab, siirrouuded by the river Beas on three

above one. another. From nearly tlie crest of the sides. Sec Kangra.
mountain chain, they reach down to the bed of KOTAIAAEK, in Ceylon, near Rambodde, on
the Sutlej. Wheat, barley, and various sorts of the road to Newera Elia, a lovely valley, through
grain grow freely. The Kulus form a consider- which meanders a tlowing stream. The natives

able branch of the population, and aresu])posed to believe that whatever ‘woman bathes in this river

be the aborigines of the country. The chieftains within three months after she becomes a wife, will

are Rajputs, who emigrated from the plains of be blessed with a numerous, beautiful, and fortun-

India during the first Muhammadan invasion, ate family.

Besides these there arc the Kunait or Khumah, KOTRT, a stnall town in the Karachi (Kiir-

also Brahmans, who employ themselves mostly in achce) district, Sind, and headquarters of the

husbandry. taluk. Its population in 1872, including the.

In former times human sacrifices wore offered neighbouring hamlets of Khanpur and Miaiii

up in the temples, but since the establishment of Multani, was 7949. It is situated in lat. 25° 21'

British rule these have ceased. In most villages 41" N., long. C8° 21' 37" E., on the right bank of

large flocks of goats are kept for sacrificial pur- the Indus, here confined by a tolerably permanent
poses. The sale of females for the worst purposes bank. After the conquest of Sind, it became the

of slavery is still continued in various parts of the headquarters of the I ndus flotilla,' and a fort

hill territory. For ages past the rich native.s of wa.s erected to protect the site.

—

ftnp. Gnz.
the plains had been supplied with females from KOTTAGAlt. Kahn. A division of the Hoi-,

the hill regions, wliich, together with the custom
j

layar or servile tribe.

of female infanticide, caused a great numerical
|

KOTTAT. Tam. A grain measure, vapying
disproportion between the two sexes, and gave rise from 21 to 24 markals in different places,

to no less than four cases, in wliich the fatlicrs had KOTWAL. 1Iinj>.
’ A military superiutendeni

buried their children alive, being brought to light of police, one of the titles given to the headman
in 1840. * No man can obtain a wife without’ of a Hindu corporation

;
head of town or village,

paying a -sum of money to her father. The price a superintendent of markets, a police officer;

of one to a peasant is from seven to twenty rupees, under Muhammadan and Hindu sovereigns, a

Half a century ago, three or four or more brothers criminal magistrate.

married one woman. Unable to raise the required KOTYA. Mahh. A coasting ship on the W.
amount individually, they clubbed together and coast of India.

bought one common spouse. Tolyandry has now KOUCADWIPA was ihc name given by the

disappeared. But British territory once p;isscd, Indian Aryans to the basin of the Indus, which

cspcchtTly towards the cast, polyandry will be was earlier occupied by the Sudras (Cushites or

still found in Upper Kaiiawar. The cause assigned Caiicisas). These Aryans gave the name of Jarn-

is, however, not poverty, but a desire to keep the budwipa to all the mountain region on the N.W.

common patrimony from being distributed among of India, including the ancient Indian province of

a number of brothers. A little beyond Kotegarli Afghanistan.

caste distinctions cease, and the physiognomy of KOU-CHU. Chin. The Chinese obtain from

the people points to Tartar extraction. The most a tree of this name a fluid resembling milk,

important class which falls under missionary which they use in gilding with leaf-gold. This

influence are the Pahari. With them evety liquid is smeared over the surface of the article

remarkable peak, cave, forest, fountain, and rock to be gilded, in the several forms which the

has its presiding demon or spirit, to which device is intended to represeyt
;

the leaf-gold

frequent sacrifices' are offered, and religious cere- is then applied, which immediately becomes

monies are continually performed in small temples ’firmly cemented. ’

.

erected on the spot. One dcota is called Shaitan
; KOUK. Buiim. Paddy. Kouk-hlinc, paddy

wooden chairs dressed up with rows of masks sheaves; Kouk-kye, Kouk-lat, and Kouk-ying>

fixed to them, and carried on shoulders when a glutinous paddy. See Rice,

procession takes place. A peuliar dance is kept KOUK-KO. Burm. A'Tavoy wood, employed

up before these, people waving branches of trees for bottoms of boats.

or punkahs or swords, in their hands. The deotas, ‘ KOXJ-KOU ? als# K’u-shih-pa-tau, CHIN., is
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KOU-KOUO. KOtJ-TOUK-TON.

the St. Ignatius bean, the seeds of Strychnos

sancti Ignatii, the Ignatia amara of some authors.

It enjoys a high reputation in the Chinese Materia

Medica. It is bitter, and believed to be a good
vermifuge, but is dangerous from the quantity of

strychnine it contains.

—

Sinith's Mat. Med. p. 116

;

Simmond^ Diet.

KOU-KOUp. Chin. A plant originally from

the Philippine Islands. Its fruits are of an ashy
brown colour, extremely hard and bitter

;
by

steeping in cold water, *

it forms an excellent

application for wounds and contusions, and the

water, taken inwardly, cools the blood and allays

inflammation. This fruit plays an important part

in Chinese medicine, and is sold by all druggists

;

it is also used to treat the internal maladies of

oxen and horses. This is perhaps the seed

TiUsuiig-kwo, from a species of pine.

—

Smith's

Chin. Mat. Med. ; Hue's Journey, p. 97.

KOUMISS, the Ma-ju-tsiii of the Chinese,

is a spirituous liquor of various kinds prepared

from mare’s milk by Mongolians. Tartar drinks

of variou-s kinds, made’ from whey and butter-

milk, were called Ti-hu, a name apifliod to ghi or

the oleine of butter. The milk of the mare lias

17 per cent, of solid matter, and 8 per cent, of

sugar of milk, which render it very liable, to

undergo alcoholic fermentation. Koumiss is

quite distinct from the Russian drink quass.

English koumiss is made from the milk of the

cow. Russian koumiss can be procured at several

places in London.
KOUNG. Kauen. a beer brewed from rice.

KOUNG-KOUAN. Chin. Communal palaces

are, in China, found from stage to stage all along

the road, and reserved for the use of the great

mandarins when travelling on public service.

Ordinary travellers are rigidly excluded from

them. A Chinese family has the office of main-

taining each of them in good order, and of making
the necessary arrangements when a mandarin is

about to occupy it. The expenses are paid by the

governor of the town, and he apjioints the

(lomestics for the service of the palace. The
Koung-Kouan of the province of Sze-chiicn arc

particularly renowned for their magnificence, and
they were completely renewed under the admini-

stration of Ki-chan, who was governor of the

province for several years.

—

Hue, Chinese Empire',

i. p. iiS.

KOUPOOEE, a tribe near the source of the

Irawadi, comprises two elans, the Songpoo and
Pooeer-on. The Koupooec occupy the hills be-

tween Cachar and Munipur in their whole
breadth, a direct distance,of about 40 miles

;
and

from lat. 25° N. they formerly extended over

nearly an equal distance to the south. The
whole of the tract was formerly thickly studded
with villages, and Songpoo tradition gives, as

the place of their origin, the mountain towards
the south of the valley named Thung-ching. They
and all the other races of hill people congregate
in communities, composed usually of families

connected with one another by blood* ties. Before

the subjugation of the Songpoo tribe to Munipur,

almost every village was at war with its neigh-

bour, and they would break out afresh were the

restraining hand of Munipur withdrawn. A
state of active feud appears to be the one natural

to all the tribes from Cape Negrais to as far

north as we have any knowIdQge. The Koupooee

are much attached to their villages, and when
they have been obliged to desert their village,

they express their wish to return to it as being
the grave of their ancestors. The spot cultivated

this year is not again cultivated for ten years.

Every village has three hereditary officers, namely,
Kool-lak-pa, Loop-lak-pa, and Liim-poo, and
officers besides these are elected. 'Phe Koupooee
are also subdivided into families, Kooraul, liooang,

Angom, and Ning-than-ja. A member of any of

these families may marry a member of any other,

hut intermarriage of members of the same family

is strictly prohibited. Though not attended to

with the same strictness, this prohibition, in

regard to marriage, and this distinction of families

under the same designation, exists among the

Munipiiri race.

—

Dalton's Ethnology, p. 51.

KOUREN. Tlie principal Lama Serai of all

Mongolia is that of the Great Kouren (Oorga
Kooreu of I’imkowski). It is situated in the

country of tlic ICalkas, on the banks of the Toula
river, and stands on the edge of the great forest

tliat atret(;hes northwards into Siberia. To the

south lies the desert of a month’s journey. It

stands, however, in a phasaut valley, amid moun-
tains, near the source of the Toula, which river

falls into the great Baikal lake. There are 30,000
Lama, under several heads, at Oorga; their chief

is the Geesoo - ’Faniba, a regenerated Buddh o£

great sanctity. There has arisen a large city and
mart of commerce in the immediate vipinity of

the convent, and it is the headquarters of Mon-
golia, having been the capital of the princes of

the family of Chengiz Khan before their conquest
of China. Tea bricks arc here the measures of

value, an ounce of silver representing five tea

bricks.

KOU81IAK, a pass in the Hindu Kush. It is

the most frequented east of Bamian, in lat. 35°
37' N., long. 68° 55' K. It has three entrances,

leads over the principal shoulder of the Hindu
Kush peak, is, impassable for wheeled carriages,

about 40 miles long, narrow, and its crest is

15,000 feet above the sea. The road rocky,

uneven, d(Ksceiit is 200 foot per mile.

KOUSSO, the flowers of Brayera antlicl-

mintica, Kth., an Abyssinian tree
;
'a celebrated

vermifuge.

KOU'rAN, a titular appellation of tlie.Moplah

Muhammadans of the S,AV. coast of the Peninsula

of India.

KOU'l’CHE town contains between 5000 and
6000 inhabitants, besides the Chinese ^rrison.

'fo the north of the place is the Moussoor-Daban
(or pass) on the route to Kulja, and the great

volcano Pc-shaii is on the east. Iron and copper

are abundant in this region, and the latter mineral

is.worked. iSulphur and saltpetre arc also found,

and chloride of amiiioninm. To the south of

Koutche a considerable quantity of rhubarb is

produced; it is taken by the caravans to Mai-ma-
tchiu on the Siberian frontier .—The Upper and
Lower A moor, p. 355.

KOU-TOUIv-TON in Mongol, and Goussee
(Geesoo) in. Tibetan, M. Timkowski says is the
name of the highest class of the priests of Buddha;
the one resident at Oorga is called by the Mongols
Gheghcn Kou-touk-ton. The Oorga high priest
seems also to be called Geesoo-Tanu)a, a regener-
ated Bodhi-satwa of great sanctity.— Prinsep's
Tibet^ p. 51. .See Kouren

; -Lama.



KRAAL.KOUYUNJIK.

KOUYUNJIK, so called by the Turks, but an angle of 45° on the southern side
;
east am

Armushiah by the Arabs, are mounds, opposite west, it is disjointed and inaccessible
;

hugi

Mosul, long believed to be the remains of Nineveh, stratified masses are’ piled one over the other
The ruins include the great mounds of Kouyun- decreasing in length at each end, the whole i;

jik and Nabbi Yunus oil the eastern bank of the surmounted by single blocks like pillars, th(

river Tigris, and were examined by Sir A. H. centre one of which towers above the rest, and i;

Layard in 1849 and 1850. He sent to Great conical. It is said that formerly there was a hug(
Britain, to the British Museum, many Assyrian block balanced on the top of this cone, whicdi

and BalDylonian sculptures, which were described from its being moved by birds alighting on it

in 1888 by Dr. Birch. They consist of slabs of obtained the name of Kowa Dol, or crow-moved
gypsum or alabaster from the walls of Senna- or the crow-swing. About the middle of the 18tl

cherib’s palace,* of date between B.c. 705 and 681
;

century, this rocking-stone fell down to where i

also slabs of the time of Sennacherib’s grandson, may still be seen. This hill seems to have beer

Assurbanipal, of date between B.c. 668 and 626
;

surrounded by a large town. There is an artificia

these are split and shattered by fire, which con- mound continuous refund the north and east faces

sumed the palace. filled with broken pottery, bricks, and blocks oi

Three expeditions conducted by George Smith, hewn stone
;
there are two names given, Sarair

and later, ones of Hormuz Rassam, have added and Summunpur; on the portion called by tlie

largely to the stock of tablets from Kouyunjik,
|
latter name there is an extensive Muhammadan

originally acquired for the British Muaeuin by Sir
j

cemetery. The caves of Barabur, with one ex-

A. H. Layard, and have also brought to light a ception, are entirely devoid of sculpture or orna-

few other tablets from the libraries of Babylonia, merit of any kind. They are seven in number

;

George Smith, the Assyriologist, deciphered the four in one hill, three in another
;
but the name

terra-cotta tablets inscribed with cuneiform cha- Satgarba, copimonly understood to mean seven
racters belonging to the great fictile library of chambers, is applied only to two.

Kouyunjik. KOWEIT, also called Quade or Grave, a town
Nimrud is stated to have migrated from Cappa- on the Arabian side of the Persian Gulf, on the

docia to the land of Sumer or Shinar, and, meeting south side of a bay 20 miles long
;

it is the native

^thcre with the Semitic population, he settled with Al Quaat. The country round it is perfectly

his followers, and built Babylon and Birs Nimrud barren. The present town did not exist prior to

or supposed Tower of Babel. The language of the middle of the 18th century. It rose to some
these settlers, known as Akkadian, is yet preserved importance as a place of trade during a turbulent

in several tablets, but it seems to have been en- period in the latter part of that century, and
tirely supplanted by the Babylonian about tlio retained its prosperity from having enjoyed peace

12th or 10th century b.o,, the Babylonian incor- wlnle all other parts of t^he Persian Gulf were

porating many Akkadian words. From the fusion embroiled. Its trade consists in supplying the

of the intellectual race of Nimrud with the martial inland tribes with grain, coffee, and Indian pro-

Babylonians sprang the two great nations to duce. The exports are ghi and horses. It has

whom history and tradition tiscribc the foremost a considerable carrying trade between various

place of sovereignty among the empires of the parts of the Gulf.

ancient world, in science and arts as in war. Mr. KOWL, Arab.
;

also Kowl - namah, Hind.,

Theo. G. Pinches considers that art reached a high deed of protection and assurance,

degree of excellence during the reign of Assur KOYYA, to cut, is found with variations in all

Nazir - pal, declined for a time, and then again the languages of the south of India, giving the

rose to very high excellence about B.c. 700, at terms for harvest, a reaping-hook, a reaper,

the beginning of the reign of Sennacherib. KOYYUNLU, from the Tiirki word Koyun, a

Asfur was the national god of the Assyrians, sheep. The AkKoyyuni u and Kara Koyyunlu are

Bel was the Babylonian god. Istar of Nineveh mentioned in history. They were two tribes of

was th^ goddess of love. Um-napistim was the .Turk race, each of which founded a dynasty, and

Assyrian Noah. — Sayce^ Fresh Light from the adopted, respectively, a white and a black sheep

Ancient Monuments^ p. 17. as the device of their standards, and hence thcii

KOVIL, also Koyil. Tam. A Hindu.temple, a names.

—

Redhouse; Elliot, //. of 1. iv.

Christian church
;
written Koil or Coil. KRAAL is the term used in Ceylon for the en-

KOWA DOL. The Barabur Hills arc isolated closure into which, when fresh elephants are

rocks of sycnitic granite, rising abruptly from the required in Ceylon, a herd of wild ones is diivon.

plain about 15 miles north of Gyah, by the left In the continent of India, the enclosure is called

bank of the Phulgo or Mahanadi
;
the cluster is a Kheda. The kraal is made in some spot con-

remarkable for the masses of rock, piled one above venient to the districts in which the elephants

another, with hardly any soil, and rising to various arc supposed to be. The mudliar or headmen of

heights, from 100 to 400 feet. Each hill has a these districts are required to find a certain nurn-

name of its 9wn. The highest is called Barabur, ber of coolies as beaters. These are formed into a

also Sidheswur, from a temple to Mahadeva that cordon, surrounding the elephant district. The

once crowned its heights. The next in height is circle is gradually contracted, the coolies advanc-

the Kowa Dol, which is detached from the rest ing slowly by day, beating the jungle as they go,

by near a mile to the south-west. A third is and lighting .watchfires by night. The elephants

called Nag-arjuni, and is the easternmost of the are thus driven towards the kraal, into which they

great cluster. A fourth, and the smallest, called are eventually enticed by decoying elephants

Durhawut, is at the northern extremity; but placed there for the purpose. Once within the

others also have names. The Kowa Dol is an enclosure, strong ropes are skilfully jiassed round

almost entirely bare rock, having nearly a perpen- their legs, and then fastened to the largest trees,

dicular scarp on its northern face, and sloping at There the elephants remains until he is subdued
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and partially tamed by hunger and fatigue, after five
;
between the site where Krakatoa had stood

-which he is gradually liberated, and his education and Sibisie Island, sixteen new volcanic craters

commences. Cordiner gives graphic descriptions appeared. A,lighthouse in Java and another in

of the grand kraals he witnessed at the begin- Sumatra disappeared. Where once Krakatoa stood,

ning of the 19th century near Tangtillc and Ne- the sea now plays. Ships in the seas sailed through
gombo, where scores of elephants were enclosed patches of pumice, and Sunda Straits were so

in parks of labyrinthine passages, many of them much changed as to necessitate resurvey. The
being drowne^ in the water snare. The parallel- craters of the numerous volcanoes for which Java
ogram on one occasion was about feet on is noted were most of them in active eruption,

each side, so that the area was GlOf) square yards. ^ladura Island at its cast, 500 miles away, also

The wings were not more than 200 feet in length, had a share of the terrible effects of this unpfe-

The engraving in Tennent’s AVork (bth edition, cedented convulsion. Sourabaya, in the Straits

ii. p. 340) gives an excellent idea of a Kandian of Madurfi, suffere<l seriously. The steamship

kraal, its form and the principles on which it is Gouverneur-General, belonging to Batavia, was
('.onstructed. Vacant spaces are left for two at sea at the luMght of the eruption, and steamed

elephants to stand at each corner, which it is to Anjer to give the alarm, but found that place

understood will rush forward towards the entrance destroyed. The ship had a layer of ashes 18

tlie moment the elephants enter the enclosure, inches thick on her ileck. In some places masses

and cover with their protection the men employed of lloating pumice-.stone seven feet in depth were
in putting up the barricades. Cross rear lines passed. The volcanic action must have been going
arc drawn through th(^ jungle, when the beaters on in lat. 5“ 8. and long. 88'^ E., at least three

are satisfied that the elephants an^ in front; and weeks prior to the terrible cattistrophe in Java,

as the drive nears the kraal, the cordon of beaters 8.8. 8iain, from King George’s Sound to Colombo,
is drawn closer and closer until at last it closes ii in lat. 5'^

8., long. 88^ E., from JkllO I’.M. till dark
n the elephants and they hav(i no choice but to

i

was steaming through large quantities of lava

])reak through the linn or enter the kraal. Many ' floating in broad patches, and trending from

of them do break througl i the line. On one ocea- north-west to south-east; some pieces larger

sion an elephant broke through the kraal, fairly than a cricket ball. 5° S. and 80*^ E. is in the

raising up a i)ortion of the |)alisades, cros.s beams, middle of the Indian Ocean, about equidistant

jungle vines, and all, with liis tusks, and, scatter- from the Keeling, ('liagos, and Rodrigue Islands,

iiig the watchers to right and left, rushed up to The anGieiit Hindu temples, the Boro Buddor, the

the palisade, seized a peeled wand j)ointed at him Chandi 8iwa, and others, were greatly injured,

liy a Koralle, and broke it over the man’s arm and KRANI, Karani, or Crani, an English copyist

head, inflicting severe bruises. But this animal or clerk in a Calcutta office, mostly of mixed
was manfully resisted and turned back.

—

Frcn‘\'<
j

Euro^a'an and native descent. The origin of the

Antipo(k.s',
2^ 185. 8ee Elephant; Kheda. ‘ name has been disputed; it may be a inispronunci-

KRAKATOA ISIjAND. Java is traversed by ation of Carana, by which the Kayasth (Kayas-

two chains of mountains, from 10,000 to 12,000 tha), or writing tribe, is designated in Bengal;

feet in height, in w^hieh tliere are about 45 iuul as most native clerks in public offices are of

'volcanoes, many of them in occasional activity; the Carana caste, it is not unlikely that by merely

and it has explosive mud and brine springs, au(l extending its signification, the same word has

a poison valley, in which accumulations of been used to designate English writers. The
carbonic acid gas kill every form of life wliicli word, from being utterly harmless in its applica-

penetrates into it. On the 26tli and 27th of tion, has begun of late years to be considered

August 1883, there oecnriTd the climax of the decidedly dyslogistic. In India, Kayfisths are

most tremendous volcanic eru
2
>tion which, jier- never styled Khaja. Tn Muhammadan coimtries

ha2
)S, the world has ever seen during historic west of India, however, the term is still applied

times. In the course of it, Krakatoa Island, 3000 to clerks and teacheiu Dr. Chaw says of the

feet high or thereabouts, entirely disa
2
)
2
)eared: Moors in Barbary, ‘ The Iloja^ suspend their ink

-

The usual volcanic i^ruducts, including the finest horns in their girdles’ Q). 227); and Lady Montagu
particles both solid and vapours, were ejected says, ‘ The monastery is now belonging to a Hojia

into the air to a height that no man will ever say, or schoolmaster.’

—

Letters^ p. 17G
;
Elliot's Supple-

since for many miles round the .scene of these ment.

devastating forces noon was as black as night, KKANTA. Beng. A necklace from the

and darkness was over all the land for 36 or 40 species of chank shell.

hours. The scale on which the work was done KRAPF. John Ludwig Krapf, African ex-

was such that the noise was heard at a distance i)lorcr, and missionary of the Church Missionary

of 2000 miles. The shivering of the island
2
>ro- Society, was born in AVurtemburg in 1809. In

diiced a wave of water 100 feet high, which 1837 he went to Abyssinia, but, failing to make
destroyed everything over which it 8wc

2
>t, and way there, he went to the kingdom of Shoa,

left its mark on tidal registers nearly all over the where he remained three years.
^

Tn 1844, Dr.

world. The mere air-pulse produced by the last Krapf settled on the Zanzibar coast, fixing on
fearful cataclysm was strong enough to jDass with Mombas as his base of operations, and in company
its gradually widening circle nearly three times with Dr. licbmann made several exploring journeys

round the globe. in the interior, discovering the highest mountains

Krakatoa Island was in eruption on the 26th, in Africa, Kilimanjaro and Kenia. Krapf re-

but it entirely disappeared on the 27th, and a tidal turned home in 1856.

wave 12 to 30 metres high swei)t the coast of KRAAF or Kraa, an isthmus at the head of the
Mirak as far as Tiyiringen,- overwhelming the Malay Peninsula, between the Kaman branch of
towns of Anjer, Mirak, and Tiyiringen, destroying Pak-chaii river in Tenasserim and the Champong
about 20,000 people. Soengepen volcano split into river in Siam. Between the two rivers is about
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40 miles, and it has been proposed to form either to the worship of Krishna, and the legends told

a canal or a railway for the 22 miles that inter- of him are innumerable. When Aurangzeb pro-

vene. ‘ The Pak-chan river is said to be navig- scribed the idol of Kiiniya, and rendered his

able for steamers drawing C fathoms of water for shrines impure throughout Vrij, Rana Raj Singh

l6 miles from the sea, and the highest ground on offered tlui lujads of one Iiundrcd tliousand Rajputs

the isthmus is not more than 75 feet above tlie for his service, and tlui god was conducted by the

sea-level. The distance saved would be nearly route of Kotah and Rampura to Mewar. One
600 miles; and the saving in a steamer’s time, sect worsliips Krishna as Paramatma or supreme
including stoppages for cvaling, cte.., would be spirit, prior to all worlds, and both fli(i cause and

four days, while the saving in cost, would bg substance of crc'ation. Witli them, in his capacity

enbrmous. of (U'eator, ])rcserver, and destroyer, ho is Rrahina,

KRIS or Karis. Malay. A dagger or ])onianl, Vishnu, aiul Siva
;
and in the endless divisions of

the ordinary wea])on of all the civilised inhabit- his sul)stance or energy, he is all that ever was
ants of the Archipelago. It is of a hundred and will be. Resides these manifestations of

different forme, sliort or long, with a straight nr hiins(‘lf, he has for various purposes assumed

serpentine blade, and with every variety in the specific shapes, as avatars or incarnations, Ansa
shape and ornament of the hilt and scabbard, or portions, Ansana or portions of portions, and

Men of all ranks, from the peasant to the ]n‘inc(i, so on ad infinitum. Professor Lassen regards

wear this weapon, and those of rank, when full liini as identical with Herakles of Megasthenes.

dressed, two or even four. In Java, even women Since the michlle of the 19th century, several

of rank sometimes wear a small one. The word learned num have formed the opinion that some

is probably Malay, but is now of general adoption of the logemls relating to Krishna have been taken
* through the Archipelago. The Javanese have from the life of Jesus Christ. Major Cunning-

three native names for it besides the Malay one. ham believes that the worship of Krishna is only

It is represented on several of the ancient temj)les a corrupt mixture of Ruddliism jinJ Christianity,

of Java. This dagger is in use in all tlic Indian and wiis a sort of compromise intended for the

islands, though ill suited as a weapon of Avar, subversion of both religions in India. Several of

The Javanese ascribe its invention to Fnakarto the legends in the Mahabharata sc'om to have

Pati, king of Janggolo, in the beginning of the been written after the birth of Christ, whost'

14th century of our era. Constant use of it gives miracles have been copied
;
and Krishna is made

a facility in handling it. ’Fhose of the Eastern to straighten the crooked woman Kubja, which

Archipelago get their names according to their resembles tht3 miracle of raising the bowed dowji

form or uses; thus, Kris panjang (long), Kris Avoman. Weber (Krishna Cebiirts fest, p. 31(1,

sepucal (straight), Kris cliinankas, Kris tumbu I English cd. p. 71) thinks that Krishna’s sectarian

Ladah, Kris bladohe, Kris badeli. The kris is i Avoi’shi}) as th(! oiu' Cod in'obably ‘attained its

used for all purposes, in Rali even to kill the
j

perfection thi’ougli the iulluciic(^ of Christianity,

wife who wishes to be burned Avitli her husband. The name of Krishna occurs in the Rig Veda,

It is always a near relation Avho gives the first but Avithout any relation to tlii‘ great (ieity of

wound with the kris, but lu'vor father or son. later and moileni times. Flo appeai-s promiuently

Sometimes dreadful spectacles occur. In one in the Mahabharata
;
ami as a divine being be*

instance a Avoman had received eight kris stabs, didivered to Arjuna the J^hngavat Cita, Avhich is

and was yet qiiite sensible. At last she screamed recognised as })art of the great epic, in it distinctly

out, driven by the dreadful pain, ‘(^rucl Avretclies, dcclarbig himself to be the Supremo,

are you not able to give; me a sbib that Avill kill TJio divine cliaracter Avas still further develoi^ed

me!’ A gusti Avho stood bcliind Iier, on tliis in the llarivansa, a later addition to the Maha-
pierced her through and through Avith his kris.— bharata. In the Atmaprabodlia and Narayanaand
Crawfurd's Diet. p. 202; Dul. Arch. i. Chaiidogyopauishads, Krislina is mentioned as a

KlilSHI. Sansk. In the sontli pronounced pious sage. It is in the Gopalatipaniyopanishad

Krushi, ploughing, tillage, agriculture. that he is declared divine
;
and in the Puranas,

KRISHNA, written Krishn, Kistua, and Kisn, especially in the Rhagavat Piirana, this attained its

is familiarly known to the Hindus as Kaniya, and full expansion, Krishna being tliere described in

also called Heri. He Avas a prince of the Yadu his complete apotheosis, and in that he is repre-

tribe, and lived towards the closing centuries of sented as the eighth avatar of \’ishnu.

the Brazen Ago, calculated to have ended about All the stories told in the Rhagavat Furana, of

B.C. 1200 to 1100, and he has since been deified his childhood and boyliood, and the love scenes of

by the Hindu people of India. Who his parents his youth, have been made popular in the Hindi

were, is doubtful. V^asudeva, a chief of the translation called Prom Sagar, or Ocean of Love,

Yadava, and brother of Kunti, the wife of Pandii, and other versions. Much of the story of the

and Devaki, a damsel of the royal family of the early days of Krishna is of comparatively modern

Bhoja reigning at Mathura, are claiined
;

and invention. The incidents of his relations with the

Nanda and Yasoda, cowherds dwelling at Gokula, Pandava princes are the most ancient,

are indicated as* his ostensible i)arents. Krishna^ Krishna lived during a period of religious

is the greatest favourite with the Hindus of all
;

changes, and he was able to induce the Yadava to

their divinities. Of the sectaries Avho revere i discontinue the Avorship of Indra, and worship the

Vishnu to the exclusion of the other gods, one ' cows that supported them. The disturbance re-

sect abnost confine their worship to Rfima
;
but suiting from this is dcnot(;d by the legend that

though composed of an important class, as in- Indra opened the heavens to deluge the race, but

eluding many of the ascetics, and some of the Krishna protected them by elevating the Govar-

boldest speculators in religious inquiry, its num- dhana mountain as an umbrelh, Avhich implies

bers and popularity bear no proportion to a that he took shelter on that mountain. He

divitton of the Yaishnava sect which is attached migrated from Mathura to Gujerat, and built or
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fortified Dwaraka. But the religious contest On his return to Dwaraka, ho gave permissioit

continued, as shown by Krishna, while a guest or for wine to be* drank for the day. A drunken
on a visit to Indra’s heaven, stealing the Pari-jata brawl ensued, in which his son Piadyumna was
tree from Indra’s garden; and when Usha, daughter killed in his presence, and nearly all the chiefs

of Bana, carried off Aniruddha, Krishna’s grand- of the Yadava were slain. Bala Rama left the
son, Krishna defeated Bana, though aided by fray, and died peacefully under a tree, and Krislma
Siva and his son Skandn, was killed unintentionally by a hunter named
Wherever the Yadava settled, great violence and Jaras, who shot him with an arrow, mistaking him

disorder prevailed. Krishna seems to liave occu- for a deer. Arjuna proceeded to Dwaraka and
pied the town of Mathura with hisYadava brethren, performed the funeral obsequies of Krishna. A few
and to have been twice attacked by the ’riiranian days afterwards the city was overwhelmed by a
king Jarasandlia of Magadha, supposed to be storm - wave. Five of Krishna’s widows were
Behar. The first attack was repulsed, but after subsequently burned upon a funeral pile, in the

the second Krishna retired with the Yadava to plain of Kuru-kshotra.
Dwaraka. There is, however, no account extant of During the discussions prior to the battle de-

the migration or flight from Mathura to Dwaraka, scribed in the Mahabharata, Krishna, who* was
though it must have occupied at least a year, related both to the Kiiru and the Pandu, tried to

Krishna fought with and defeated Ihmudmka, biing about a reconciliation, and he seems to have
though supported by the king of Benares. At continued his efforts to restore peace throughout
some subsequent period of his career he entered the eighteen days of the conflict, but he did not

^

the region of the Saura in Gujerat as a conqueror, personally engage in the light, and the only part

as he had before been compelled to seek shelter of his ci^rcer in which he is shown as personally
^

there in defeat, on his fliglit from tlio king of brave, is related in tlie legend describing his
*

Chedi, which obtained liiiii the uncnvi.a])le epithet forcing an entry into Mathura. At the gate of

of Rinchor, or lleer from the battle-field, though tlie town, the bow of Siva was kept under
Hindus now appear to consider Rinchor a com- the caro of warders. Krishna entered by that

plimentary title, as under this designation they gate to take part in tlie festival which king Kansa
worship liim in crowds. But he last visited this held on the occasion of a great sacrifice to Siva,

land in comjmny with a few of his kinsmen, the As ho entered the gate of the bow, ho took and
remnant of that tremendous civil cofifiict which broke it, slaying the wai'ders. A popular corn-

desolated India, to pass the remainder of their motion followed, during which the troops of king

days in this insulated nook, in sorro.w and Kansa were defeated, and Kansa himself was slain,

repentance for the blood their ambition had The popular history, of Krishna is contained in

shed, though in defence of their rights. Thus, the Puranas, which mix up fable with historical

wandering from one tirat or place of pilgrimage to details
;
and the Bhagavat Purana is the great

another, he, with Iiis fri(‘iids Aij ana, ^"udishthra, authority about raja Kansa a.nfl his cousin Devaki,

the abdicated pai*amoiint sovereign of India, and her sewenth conception of Krishna, his change to

Baldeo, approached the sacred soil around the Kohiiii’s womb, and his birlli and preservation and
shrine of Bonmath. Having performed his ablii- rearing by Nanda, the b(Tdsinan in Gokala, where
'tion in the holy Trivoni, Kaiiiya took shelter from he wjis l)rought up. Jn his childhood killing

the noontide heat under an umbrageous pij)al, dtunoiis and serpents, doing marvellous feats,

and wliilo lie'slept, a forester Bhil, says the legend, playing tricks on the Gopi milkmaids
;
persuading

mistaking tlio padma or lotns-liko mark on the Nanda to cease the worship of fndra and to wor-

solc of his feet for the eyes of a deer, .sj)ed ;ui ship the mountain Govardhana
;
his amours with

arrow to the mark. When his Idnsmeu returned, the Gopi, seven or eight of whom he married,

they found tiuit life was extinct. For a long time his favourite wife being Radha, with whom he

Baldeo would not part from the corpse, but at danced in the l^tasa Mundala. Ho afterwards

length they gave; it sepulture at the point of killed Kansa, killed the demon Panchajana, de-

jimctioii of three streams. A pi})al sapling, feated Jarasandha, father of his two wives, but

averred to be a scion of the original tree, marks retreated before Kala Yavana to Gujerat, where

the spot where the Hindu Apollo expired, and a he built and fortified Dwaraka.

fiiglit of steps now conducts to the bed of the Hen* be carried off Rukmini, daughter of the

golden Hiranya, for the ])ilgriin to lustrate liim- raja of Vidarbha
;
he recovered the Syamantaka

self. This place of puriiicatioii bears the name gem, and married Jambavali and Satyabhama. But
of Swargadwara, or door, of bliss, and contends he is fabled to have had 16,000 wives and 180,000

with that of Devaputtun for superior efficacy in sons. Rukmini bore his son Pradyumna and

absolving from sin. daughter Oharumati. Jambavati bore Samba, and

The Mahabharata gives two summaries of his by Satyabhama he had ten sous,

numerous exploits, overthrowing, while a youth, He killed the demon Muru and the king Naraka.

kings, cities, and demons. He was present at the IVith Satyabhama he visited Indra at Swarga,

Swayamvara of Draupadi, helped Agni to defeat and she persuaded him to carry away the Pm-
Indra, connived with Arjuna to carry off his jata tree which ]:>elongcd to Sachi, Indra’s wife,

sister Subliadra, killed Sisupala, took part in the indra with an army tried to recover it, but was
council which was held prior to the great war

;
defeated by Krishna.

was Arjuna’s charioteer in the battle. On the Pradyumna boro a son named Aniruddha, with

eve of the battle, while acting as charioteer, he whom a female Daitya, Usha, daughter of Bana,

related to Arjuna the Bhagavat Gita, or divine fell in love and carried off, but he waa reaeued
song. In the battle he aided Arjuna, but in two by Krishna. Bala Rama and Pradyumna, and Bana
instances he suggested unfair dealing. Ho after- and his allies Siva and Skanda, were wounded,
wards went to Hastinapura with the conquerors, Krishna’s names are numerous. He being
and attended their Aswa Medha sacrifice. Vishnu, they enjoy several in common,—Murari^
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Hari, Madbava (Vishnu destroyed the giant Mad-
hu), Baghavan, are among them"

;
Govinda, Gopala,

Gk)kala are derived from his occupation of herds-

man ; Gopinatha, the Gopi’s god
;
Murlidar, the

tuneful
;
Kessu, Kesava, or Kesavi refer to the

fineness of his hair; Vanimali, to his pendent
garland

;
Yadva, Varshneya, and Vjisudeva, to his

tribe and family. Gokal is a small town on the

banks of the Jumna, below Mathura
;
and Radha,

the mistress of Krishna, was wife of a cowherd of

Gokal
;

hence one of Krishna’s titles is Gokal
Nath, lord of Gokal. Gokal is almost an island,

and is one of the prettiest spots in the holy land

of the Hindus. The scene there is still as pastoral

as it had been .‘1500 years ago. I.argc herds of

heavy - uddered kine remind us of the days of

Nanda, though their number is far short of nine

lakhs, possessed by that shepherd-chief of old.

In the civil wars of liis kinsmen, the Kuru and
Pandu, when he sided with the latter and shared

their exile, he had
.
thrown aside his Ajiollonic

,
character of Murlidar, wl>ere, hy the sounds of

his pipe (Murali), he captivated the shepherdesses

as he attended the kine in the pastoral Siirascn,

and had assumed that of Chacradhari, or wielder

of the discus, the most ancient weapon of this

Indo-Getic race.

Krishna is worshipped under his infant form as

Gopala and Kalagopala, and again as Gopi-natha,

the god of the milkmaids. In the picture of

Krishna, observes Sir William Jones, it is impos-

sible not to discover, at the first glance, the

features of Apollo, surnajned Nomios, or the

pastoral, in Greece, and Opifir in Italy, who
fed the herds of Admetus, and slew the serpent

Python.
Krishna’s favourite place of resort was a tract

of country around Agra, and principally the plains

of Mathura, where Krishna and tlio nine Go])ia,

evidently the nine muses, usually spent the night

in dancing.

Krishna deified is the shepherd Apollo of the

Hindus, and his deeds, like those of Kama Chandra,

have been su^g by the noblest poets of the east.

The legend generally believed by the Hindus is

partly historical and in part fable. It is to the

effect that Krishna was born in Mathura, and was
the son of Vasudeva (giver of wealth) and Devaki,

sister to Kansa, the king of that country. At the

time of the nuptials of his father and mother, it

was predicted to Kansa that the eighth child of

Devaki would deprive him of his life and crown,

and become sovereign of Mathura in his stead.

The king, in consequence, commanded that DevJiki

should be closely watched, and that whenever she

was delivered of a child, it should be brouglit to

him immediately to be put to death. The princess

gave birth to five sons and one daughter, who
were thus, by the directions of her brotlier, de-

stroyed as soon as they were born. When she

became pregnant the seventh time, a voice from

heaven commanded that the fruit of her womb
should be conveyed into that of another female

named Rohini, who gave birth to the third Kama,

called Bala Rama, Krishna’s elder brother
;
and

when the period of her delivery the eighth time

arrived, the tyrant gave orders for a stricter watch
to V J placed over her than had been before ob-
sertM. The guards placed by Kansa over his

pre^ant sister having failed in their vigilance,

Kattto, enraged, ordered all new-born infants to

1)6 slain. But Krishna escaped his various snares,

one of which was sending a woman named Patnia,

with a poisoned nipple, to nurse him. In a mira-

culous escape of the infant over the Yamuna
(Jumna), he is represented as conveyed by his

father, and protected by Sesha or immortality.

He was fostered by a herdsman named Ananda,
or happy, and his wife’Yasoda, or the giver of

honour, and passed the gay hours of youth danc-
ing, sporting, and piping among a multitude of

young Gopa or cowlierds, and Gopi or milkmaids,

from whom he selected nine as favourites. This

is the period which has made most impression on
the Hindus, wlio are never tired of celebrating

Krishna’s frolics and exploits as a child,—his steal-

ing milk, and his destroying serpents
;
and among

them is an extensive sect which worship him under
his infant form, as the supreme creator and ruler

of the universe. Krishna excites enthusiasm,

especially among his female worshippers. He
spent his youth among the Gopi, or milkmaids,

tiaiicing, sporting, and playing on the pipe
;
and

captivated the licarts, not only of his rural com-
panions, but of the princesses of Hindustan, who
had witnessed his beauty. In Brindaban, where
he tended cattle, stole milk, played upon the

pipe, and danced and sported with milkmaids, the

scenes of his gay amours are now reckoned tis

objects of the lioliest veneration. The cradle of

Krishna is preserved among the treasures of Nanda-
gaon, nn<l the dairy is shown from which he used

to sti;al milk and butter in his infancy. His sub-

sequent life was chequered
;
he recovered his

inheritance, but, being pressed by foreign enemies,

ho removed his residence to Dwaraka in Gujerat.

He afterwards ap])eare(l as an ally of the family of

the Kandii in their war with their relations tlu!

Kuril, for the sovereignty of Hastinapur. This

war forms the subject of the great Hindu heroie

])()ein, the Mahabharat, of which Krishna is in

fact the hero. It ended in the dearly-bought

.success of the Pandu, and in the return of Krishna
to Gujerat. His end was unfortunate, for he was
soon involved in civil discord, and at last was slain

by tlie arrow of a hunter, who shot at hiin by
mistake in a thicket.

Other legends told of him arc innumerable. At
the ago of seven, the legends relate that he up-

lifted on the tip of his little finger the mountain
Govardban, the Hindu Parnassus, to shelter the

Gopa and Gopi from the wrath of Indra, the

.lupiter Pluvius of the Hindu pantheon, who,
enraged with jealousy at the diminution of his

votaries and sacrifices, consequent to the adoration

of Krishna, attempted to destroy them by a partial

deluge. This story is represented in the Matsya
Purana, whence Sir W. Jones has thus poetically

introduced it in his hymn to Indra. The bard

‘ Warbling in a softer mode,
Sang the red lightning, hail, and whelming rain

O’er Gokal green, and Vraja’s nymi)h-lov’a plain,

By Indra hurl’d, whose altars ne’er had glow’d
Since infant Krishna rul’d the rustic train

Now thrill’d with terror. Them, the heavenly child

Call’d, and with looks ambrosial smil’d

:

Then, with one finger rear’d the vast Govardhan,
Beneath whoso rocky burden,.
On pastures dry, maids and herdsmen trod

:

The lord of thunder felt a mightier god.’

In picture>s of this miracle*, Krishna is always

represented as a man, attended by hiS favourite

mistress Radha, and sometimes by a multitude of
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shepherds and shepherdesses
;
the former with into song, when he sees the blossoms glistening

poles, steadying the uplifted sheltering mountain, on the lovely rasala. In this charming season of
a shower of rain and fire falling vainly on its youth, Hari (Krishna) dances with a company of
summit. Krishna and his Gopi are also repre- damsels.' The jealous Radha, however, gave no
sented as well in their characters of Apollo and answer

;
when her amiable friend pointed out

the Muses, as in those of the sun and the planets Krishna, with a garland of wild flowers descending
in harmonious movements round him

;
and this oven to the yellow mantle that girds his azure

picture was formerly adduced in support of the limbs, distinguished by smiling cheeks,- enjoying
idea that the Hindus had a knowledge of the true the rapturous embraces of his fair companions,
solar system, a point that no longer requires One presses him to her swelling bosom

;
another

proof. The colour of this deity is azure, and meditates on the lotus of his face
;
a third points

several animals and vegetables of a black or blue to a vanjula bower. He caresses one, kisses

colour are sacred. The metamorphosis of his another, and smiles on a third; while a fourth,

fleet nymph into the lovely shrub, the tulsi or under the i)retext of hymning* his divine per-
black ociinum, is related in a style perfectly fectious, whispers in his ear, ‘ Thy lips, my beloved,
0vidian in the Puranas. Tulsi •forms a pretty are nectar/ Radha remained in the forest lament-
feminine appellation to this day ; and, among the ing to a confidant the wanderings of her faithless

women of Hindustan, the beautiful, warlike, and swain. ‘ I saw liim,’ she exclaimed, ‘in the grove
amorous Krishna is a most popular deity, with happier damsels, yet the sight of him
Nareda, the mythological offspring of Saraswati, delighted mo. Soft is the gale that breathes over
patroness of music, was famed for his talents in yon clear pool and expands the clustering blosspms
that science

;
so great were they, that he became of the voluble asoca, soft, yet grievous to me, in

jiresumptuous, and, emulating the divine strains of the absence of the foe of Madhu. Delightful are
Krishna, ho was punished by having liis vina the flowers of the amru trees on the mountain top,
placed in the paws of a beat, whence it emitted while the murmuring bees pursue their voluptuous
sounds far sweeter than the minstrelsy of the toil; delightful, yet alilicting to me, 0 friend ! in

mortified musician. In a picture of this joke, the absence of the youthful Kesava.’

Krishna is forcing his relucUint friend to attend The festival of iiuli, more classically called

to his rough-visaged rival, who is ridiculously Uulica, otherwise Phalgiitsava, meaning the festival

touching the chords of poor Nareda’s vina, accom- of I'halgmna, as occurring in the month of that

panied by a brother bruiii on the cymbals. The name, commences about the full moon, at the

loves of Krishna and Radha, which, in the writings approach of the vernal equinox. It is one of the

and conversation of tlie Hindus, are as constantly greatest festivals among the Hindus, and almost
adverted to as those of Laila and Majmin by all sects seem to partake in its festivities, and all

Muhammadans, are said to mean, in their em- ranks, from kings downward, appear animated by
blematical theology, the reciprocal attraction the season, which is peculiarly dedicated to

between th(j divine goodness and the human soul. Krishna. 1 magics of this deity are theu carried

They are told at largo in the tenth book of the about in palanquins, and on elephants, horses, etc.

JIhagavat, and are the subject of the beautiful attemled by music and singing, and various aptics

pastoral drama, entitled Gita Govinda, by Jaya- People of condition receive numerous visitors, who
(leva. This poet, in (h3scribing one of the events are entertained with dancing girls, music, singing,

of Krishna’s lif(3 in his amours with Radha, ex- betel, and rose-water. An annual festival to

claims, M iet him, th(3n, if his soul be sensible to the celebrate the birth of this god is held in the

raptures of love, listen to tlio voice of Jayadeva, month Ifliadra. On this day Ids worshippers fast

;

whose notes lire both sweet and brilliant.' Bring but, on the conclusion of thi^ worship, indulge

home the wanderer (Krishna) to ray rustic man- themselves in music, dancing, singing, and various

sion, spoke the fortunate herdsman Nanda to the
!
other festivities. In the month Shravunu, another

lovely lltxdha. The firmament is obscured by
j

festival is held in honour of him, which lasts from
clouds, the woodlands are black with tamala trees three to five days, during which th(3 same festiv-

tliat youth who roves in the forest will be fear- itics prevail, to wJiich is added the ceremony of

ful in the gloom of night. Go, my daughter, sAvinging the image of the god in a chair sus-

hring the wanderer home. Radha sought him long pended from the ceiling. In the month Kartika,

in vain. She roved among the twining vasanti a third festival takes place, to celebrate his revels

covered with soft blossonis, when a damsel, to among the Gopi
;
and in the month Phalguna is

whom his wanderings were known, pointing out also held the celebrated festival of the dolii, the

the infidelity of her lover, thus addressed her : ceremonies of which last fifteen days, and are
* The gale that has wantoned round that beautiful accompanied with great sj)len(lour and festivity,

clove plant, breathes now from the hills of Malaya. During tliesc holidays th(3 Hindus spend the night

Tlie full-blown cesara gleams like the sceptre of in singing and dancing, and wandering about the

the world’s monarch, love, and the pointed thyrse streets, besmeared with the dolu (a red) powder,

of the cetaca resembles the darts by wliich lovers in the daytime carrying a quantity of the same
are wounded. See the bunches of patab* flowers powder about with them, which, with much noise

filled with bees, like the quiver of Sraara full of
j

and. rejoicing, they throw over the different

shafts, while the amritsi tree, with blooming passengers they may meet in their rambles,

tresses, is embraced by the gay creeper atimucbi, Music, dancing, fireworks, singing, and many
and the blue streams of the Yamuna wind round obscenities, take place ou this occasion,

the groves of Vrindhavan. A breeze, like the The stories relating to Radha are familiar to

breath of love from the fragrant flowers of the every Hindu, being incorporated into their popular
cetaca, kindles every heart, while it perfumes the songs, and the image of Radha is plabed near that

woods with the dust which it shakes from the of Krishna in many of the temples. KAniya is

mallioa with half-open buds
;
and the coeila bursts the Saint Nicholas . of the Hindu navigator, as
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was Apollo to the Grecian and Celtic sailors, who
purchased the charmed arrows of the god to calm
the troubled sea. As the destroyer of Kalmag,
‘ the black serpent,’ which infested the waters of

the Yamuna, Kaniya has the character of the

Pythic Apollo. He is represented dragging tlic

monster from the ‘black stream/ and bruising

him with -his foot. He had, however, many
battles with his hydra foe ci’c he vanquished him,

and he was once driven by Kal-yamun from Vrij

to Dwaraka, whence his title of Rinchor. In this

myth we have the old allegory of the schismatic

wars of the Buddhists and Vnishnava. Diodorus

informs us that Kan was one of the titles of the

Egyptian Apollo as the snn
;
and this is the

common contraction for Kaniya, whose colour is a

dark cerulean blue (nila)
;
and hence his name

Nila-nath, who, like the Apollo of the Nile, is

depicted with the human form and eagle head,

with a lotus in his hand.

—

Wh. llisf. of India^ p.

68 ; TV. of a Hindu ; Elpliwstouds Hist, (fhnlia

;

Tois Travels
;
Tod's Rajasthan

;
Moor's Payitheon

;

Cole. Myth. Hind.; Ward's Hindoos
;
Barth ; Cun-

ningham; Dou'son; Garrett; Weher.

KRISHNA, a river in the Peninsula of India,

rises in the Mahabaleshwar Hills, among the

Western Ghats. In Hindu mythology, this river

issued from the sweJit of Vishnu when he trans-

formed himself into the shape of the Mount
Salagram or Gandacisilla.— A.v. Res. xiv. p. 414.

See Kistna.

KRISHNA. Sansk., Sjnoti., Tel. Black;

hence the distinguishing name of many plants,

etc.

KRISHNA DAS, author of the Chaitanya

Charitamrita.

KRISHNA MISRA, author of Prabodha Ohan-

drodaya, meaning Rising of the Moon of Awakened
Intellect, a theological and philosophical drama,

supposed to have been written about the bth cen-

tury with the object of establishing the Vedanta

doctrine. What others have asserted by reason

and argument, Krishna Misra combats by ridicule.

—Garrett.

KRISS, Hind., the root of Dioscorea del-

toidea, is used in Kashmir to wash the celebrated

shawds
;
soap is used only for white shawls. The

root is bruised and mixed with pigeons’ dung,

and when mixed with w^ater the shawls of Kashmir

are steeped in it.

—

Slmmonds' Comml. ]*roduct,s,

p. 574
;
Honigherger, p. 265 ;

Dr. .f. L. Stewart.

KRITA. Sansk. Done, fini.shed, made. This

word has been adopted into all the Hindu lan-

guages under various combinations. Krita, pur-

chased ;
Krita dasa, a purchased slave

;
Krita

putra, an adopted son.

KRITA YUGA, an age, in Hindu theogony the

first age of the world. I’Jiere are four of these,

according to Bentley, the

Krita or first, B.e., 19th April 2352.

Treta or .second, ,, 28th Oct. 152<S.

Dwapur or third, „ 15th 8ept. 901.

Kali or fourth, ,, 8th Feb. 540.

The Krita Yuga is the first or golden age.

KRODHAGARA, Sansk., from Krodha, anger,

and Agaru, a house. The room of anger; a room
in a house in which when angry a member of a

house shuts himself up.

KROR, in India, is a hundred lakhs, or ten

millions, a lakh being in India 100,000; but in

Persia, the kror is only five lakhs, or 600,000.

KSHAPANAKA, an ancient author, one of the

nine gems of the court of Vikramaditya.

—

Dowson.

KSHATRAPA, or Satrap and Mahakshatrapa,

are titles which seem to have originated with

Naliapana, and were contfnued by every member
of the Sah dynasty.

KSHEMAKA, the last who ruled of the race of

Pum.
KSHEMAVATI or Khemavati, the birthplace

of the Buddha Krakuchanda. It has been identi-

fied with Kakua.
KSHETRA, Sansk., written Khetra and Khet,

a field.

KSHETRAJA, a son born of a wife duly ap-

pointed to raise issue for a husband in failure of

any begotten by him.

KSHETRAPALA, ortho guardian of the soil,

in Hindu mythology is a personage of various

identification. At Benare.s he is one with Bindu-
madliava, among the Vaislinava; and, with the

Saiva sect, the same as Bhairava. The latter

view has the support of the Batukabhairava-

stotra. In many places the name of this agrestic

protector is be.stowc<l on figures of Hanuman.

—

Moor., p. 7.

KSHETRIYA. Amongst the Aryan Hindus, a

warrior branch of their race, taking social rank

after the Brahmans. Tlio word is an adjective

from the ancient noun ICsliatra, which, as meaning
rule, dominion, occurs in all tlie three languages

of the Veda, the Avcsbi, and the Persian inscrip-

tions. Originally it simply denoted possessed of

authority, and is so sometimes applied in the

Veda even to the gods. A not unusual spelling

of the word is Kshatriya, but (dictriya, Ch’hatrya,

and Chettrya arc not uncommon, and it is also

written and jironounccd Khatri, K’hetri, and
Khutri. The third Upa l^ecla was composed by
A^i.swamitra, and treats on the fabrication and use

of arms and implements handled in war by the

Kshatriya tribe. The insignia of a student of

this caste, according to Menu, arc thus alluded to

in the Uttra liama Olu ritra (Hind. Th. i. p. 847) *1

on th(? approach of Lava, twin son of Rama ;

—

‘.Tanaka. Who is this youth that thus dolighls our
.sight ?

Arumlliati. .Some Kshatriya lad who here awhile pur-

.sues liis sacred studies.

.Ian. You liavo rightly judged
ITis birth ;

for sec, on either shoulder hangs
Tlie martial <]uiver, and tlie feathery shafts

Blend with his curling locks
;
below the breast,

Slight tinctured with tlie sacrificial ashes,

The deer-.skin wraps Ids body ; with the zone
Of Murva bound, the madder-tinted garb.
Descending, vc.sts his limlis : the sacred rosary
Begirts his wrists, and in one hand he bears
The pipal staff, the otlier grasps the bow.
Arun. Whence comes he ?

’

These insignia of the military student arc ac-

cording to Menu, with the addition of the ashes

of the fuel used in’ sacrifice, and the bracelet or

rosary of the seeds of the eloeocarpus, which are

not indispensable accompaniments, and indicate a

bias to the Saiva faith. The pipal staff is a staff

made of the wood of the Ficus religiosa. The

zone of Murva is a girdle fastened over one hip

and hanging loosely over the other, made of the

fibres of the Sanseviera Zeylanica.

Barbarous Gond chieftains, in modem times,

have learned not only to style themselves rajas,

but even to assume the sacred thread of the twice-

bom Ksbatriyas; but the kings of the Kerala
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dynasty on the Malabar coast, from whom tho Gurha Mandalla. Others, according to Thcvenot,
rajas of Cochin claim to be descended, are believed were settled in Multan, as tho original country of

to have been tho only Dravidian rulers who were the Khatri, from whom he says the Rajputs are
really of the Kshatriya caste. believed to spring.

—

Hind. Th, p. 347.

Brahmachari means a Hindu student in theology. KU is the guttural form of the Assyrian hu in
All twice-bom Hindus, i.e. the Brahman, the Kuplirates and Eulmus, and of tho Turki su and
Kshatriya, and the Vaisya, are enjoined to spend of the Tibetan chu, all of which mean river or
the first quarter of their life in this state. water. It is the Scythic ku, as in the Kophes or
Hindu writers give this branch of the. Aryan Kabul river,

immigrants the second place, the Brahmans being KU or Ou in Sanskrit is a prefix, meaning evil,

first, and tho Vaisya and Sudra the third ami bad; Ku-mar, the evil -striker. Hence, probably,

fourth. In the rules of conduct for this branch the Mars of Rome. The birth of Ku-mar, the
of tho Aryan race, the natural duties of tin? general of the army of the gods, with the Hindus,
Kshatriya are declared to be bravery, glory, forti- is exactly that of the Grecians, born of the god-
tude, rectitude, not to flee from the field, gene- dess Jabnavi (Juno), without sexual intercourse,

rosity, and princely conduct. Menu says, ‘ To Kumara is always accompanied by the peacock,

defend the people, to ‘give -alms, to sacrifice, to the bird of J uiio.

—

Tod's Rajasthan.
read tho Vedas, to shun the allurements of sexual KU, a race who occupy the mountainous
gratification

;
such are, in a few woivls, the duties country near the sources of the Semru river, and

of a Kshatriya.’ How this soldier branch broke its principal feeder the Peng Kheong, in lat.

lip is extremely obscure, but though most of the 22'^ JST., westward of tho Yomadoung range, and
Rajput families are usually believed to belong to estimated at about 14,483 souls. Those living

them, it is now generally tliought that none of the Peng Kheong have intercourse with the
the present races in India can trace their descent neighbouring Ku-mi of the Koladyii circle, from
from the ancient raci', whoso constant wars whom they differ but little in their habits On
amongst themselves and for others exhausted occasions of rejoicing, they tie a bull or gayal

them. If there be a doubt ou this point, the
|

(Gavams frontalis) to a stake, and, as they dance
present Rajput races undoubtedly take the round it, the animal is slowly despatched by
Kshatriya place as sohlicrs, princes, and rajas, numberless spear wounds aimed at every part

Thereseem to have been two branches of that part ! of its body. The blood is caught in bamboo
of the Aryan family that entered India: the Solar,

j

cups, and men, women, and children drink it.

who traced up to ikshwaku, and the Lunar, who
:

The Ku have the reputation of torturing human
traced up to Budha, and Biiclha married Elia, ! victims in a similar manner. They appear to be
daughter of Ikshwaku. Those soldier Aryans do the ‘most savage of these eastern tribes. No
not appear to have adopted Brahmanism readily; ctirriors or interpreters could bo found amongst
and the Brahmans, to overawe them, consecrate<l the adjacent tribes who would proceed to their

by fire on Mount Abu, a warrior body who still villages. Their chief food is Indian corn, and
remain, and are known as tho four Agnicula they are unacquainted with the use of salt.

—

J.

Rajput tribes, whofl(‘ d(‘sct*n(laiits still dwell in If. O'Ronel^ J£sf/.^ hi xxxii. of 1864 of B. A, S.

Rajputaiia. I’lio third Upa Veda, wliiidi was com- Jour. ; Dalton^ Ethnol. of p. 115.

])(;scd by Viswamitra, treats on tho fabrication KUAN-Tl-YEH-HSIEH. CiiiN. The god of

and use of arms and of tho implements handled in
|

war ciab, from tho fancied resemblance on the

war by the Kshatriya tribe. The four Agnicula shell to that deity. Tho Hai Kuan-ti-tao, the

Jiajpat tribes are the Chaubaii, Solunki, l*uar (or god of war’s sword, is a fish, so called from its

Prumar), and the Fiiriliar. Tlio unnamed pro- resomblanco to that deity’s wcaj^on.

genitors of these races seem to have boon invaders KUAN-YU, tho Chinese god of war, was the

who sided with the Brahmans in tlieir warfare, greatest military hero of all Chinese liistory. He
partly with the old Kshatriya, partly with iiicnjas- lived during tho ruh^ of the Han dynasty. He
ing schismatics, and partly with invading Gi’mco- was canonized as a saint, and afterwards promoted
Bactrians, .and whose warlike merit as well as to the rank of a god. He is noAV the guardian

tinicly aid and subsequent conformity, got them deity of every Chinese city,

enrolled as the Agnicula, or lireborn, in contra- KUBAT. Aiiau. A cupola, a vault. Kubat-,
distinction to the Solar and Lunar families. Tlic ul-llaj, a mosque with a kiosk near Damascus,
Agnicula are now mainly found in tlio tract of wliere tho pasha who conducts the pilgrims passes

country extending from Ujjain to Kewah near the first night of the journey. Kubat-un-Nasr,

Benares, and Mount Abu is asserted to be the tho Arch of Victory, a tomb of a Muhammadan
jilace of their miraculous birth or ap})earance.

j

saint, not far from where tho Barada or river of

V'^ikramaditya, the champion of Brahmanism,
|

Damascus (the Chrysorrhoca or Golden Stream)
according to common accounts was a Puar. A

j

breaks out from tho mountains, oil the crest of a
Hindu race calling themselves Khatri, is numerous hill overhanging the plain. It is a favourite place

in the Upper Panjab and about Delili and Hard- of resort. Kiibat-al-Idris, the dome of Enoch, is

war, and they are found along the Ganges as far a small octagonal building in the plain towards
as Benares and Patna. These Khatri divide tho Bekaa or Coelo-Syria, about a mile from
themselves into three principal classes—1. tho Balbec. It is surrounded by eight beautiful

Char-jati or four clans,viz. Seth,Marhota, Khuiina, granite columns. This neighbourhood is supposed
and Kuppur

;
2, Bara-jati, viz. Chopra, Talwar, to be the site of the city built by Enoch (Oeuesis

Tunnuhu, Seigul, Kukker, Meihta, etc.; 3. Bawan- iv. 17). A mile from Zahle, on the south side
jat or fifty-two clans, amongst whom are Bundari, of the village of Kerak, tho inhabitants show
Meindrao, Sehti, Suri, Sani, Unnud, Buhseen, the tomb of Noah, with a tombstone 10 feet long,
Sohdi, Bedhi, Teehun, Bhulleh, etc. Inferior 3 feet broad, and 2 feet high, over .whioh is a
Rajput tribes are settled in Bundelkhand and in structure 60 feet high. A mUe from this is a
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ruined temple, called Hermes Nieha, the god Leviticus xix. 27. It is cut off the head of

Mercury.

—

Catafago. a deceased Hindu by his son, as a preliminary

KUBEIS, one of the holy mountains at Mecca, to the further funeral ceremonies. The Greeks,
of which wonderful things are related.

—

Yule^ Romans, and Egyptians of old wore, and the

Cathay^ ii. p. 391. Tartars, Chinese, and Hindus now wear, this.

KUBJA. Sansk. Crooked, hunch-backed, a Christian missionaries have discussed the questions

deformed female servant of Kansa, whom Krishna as to its retention or removal on becoming a

made straight, and relieved of her deformity
;
she convert. The Vellalan or Vellan of Tinnevelly, who

became a beautiful woman. become converts to Christianity, retain their

KUBLGIRA or Kili-katr, a migratory tribe in kudami or top-knots of hair. They continue

the Southern Mahratta country, who act as ferry- vegefcirians, and seldom or never marry among
men, and exhibit pictures of the Pandava heroes, lower-caste converts

;
a Christian Vellalan hesi-

KUBO is the name applied to the Shan race tates to marry a Shanar Christian girl. This is

in the Munipur language. not because they are Hindus at hearlj, but on

KUBO, a title of the former secular emperors account of the great dissimilarity of the social

of Japan. habits of each. The Shanar wife could never

KUBU, a wild race of Sumatra. Dragon’s live on vegetfibles alone, and the Vellalan husband

blood, from the Calamus draco, is a granular has never been accustomed to flesh meat. Even
matter adherent to the ripe fruits, and obtained their language, though the same, differs very

by beating or threshing the fruit in little baskets, much in accent. Under these circumstances, such

The chief place of production is .Iambi, on the marriages are very injudicious.

N.E. side of Sumatra. The principal collectors KUDDUS. Arab. Holy, blessed, hence one

are the Kubu, a wild race, who sell it to the Malays of the names of God. The Shajrat-ul-Khudush,

at a shilling a lb. About 48 tons are said to be mentioned by Forskal as a tree of Arabia, is

collected in Jambi, but this seems an excessive perhaps Kuddus, blessed, tlui sacred tree, the

estimate. The stems of the male plant form olive. Many trees arc deemed Kuddus. Bait-ul-

walking-sticks, and arc supposed to be the .Tambi Makaddas is the holy city of Jbrustilem.

so fashionable in the reign of Queen Anne.— KUDI. Tam. A village, a town, a house, a

Crawfur<ra Dictionary. tribe, an inhabitant, a tenant. It forms many
KUCHA or Kat’cha. Hind. A term in general compound terms. Pagoda is pai kudi, devil house,

use to designate anything improper or incomplete KUDMI, a Parsce sect. A Parsee when hb

or of smidl value, in opposition to the word prays has to repeat the year, month, and day

Puk’ha, meaning ripe, mature, complete. Kat’cha on which he offers his petition
;

therefore the

Bundi, herbalists. ' mention of the date is the only distinction

KUCH-BEHAR, a Native State, situated bcr between the prayer of a Kudmi and that of a

tween lat. 25° 57' 40" and 2G° 32' 20" N., and Shenshoy, and the same difference exists in the

long. 88° 47' 40" and 89° 54' 35" PJ., with an keeping of the festivals, wliich are common to

area of 1291*8.3 square miles, and a population both sects.— IA/rvm.s- 1881.

of 532,565 souls. It is entirely surrounded by KUDRAT HALVASSI. Turk.
British territory, being bordered by the Western

|

Musi, Arab.
1
(Jiizanjabin, Ghezo, Teks.

Dwars of Jalpaiguri oii the north, and by A manna found on the dwarf oak, though
Rangpur district on the south. It contained the several other plants are said to produce it, but
ancient Kamrup, and is now ruled by the Kocli not so abundantly, or of such good quality. It

tribe. The rajas claim descent from Siva witli is collected by gathering tlic leaves of the tree,

Hira, who bore a son, from which the ruling
, , ,

‘ The manna on each leaf did
family take the title of Narayan, and all the rcarledlic,’

Hinduized Koch call themselves Rajbansi. The letting them dry, and then gently threshing them
olHcial designation of the State is Nij-Behar, over a cloth. It is thus brought to market ‘in

nij = own, peculiar. In 1878, the raja married lumps, mixed with an immense quantity of frag-

the daughto of Babu Keshab Chandra Sen, and meuts of leavt^s, from which it is .afterwards

visited Britain. The semi-Hinduized aborigines cleared by boiling. Another kind of manna is

^numbered 117,095, and the aborigines are found on rocks and stones, which is quite pure,

Morang, Garo, and !Mech. The Pmja of Kuch- of a white colour, and is much more esteemed
Behar are cultivators almost in a state of serfdom, than the tree manna. The manna season begins

Hajo, of the Koch tribe, is the earliest known in the latter end of June, at which period, when
founder of the dynasty; but, according to a a night is more than usually cool, the Kurds say

second legend, more popular at court, the family it rains manna, and maintain that the greatest

trace back to a Mech called Hcriya. There quantity is always found in the morning after

are a number of persons of Hindu origin not guch a night, it is called in Turkish, Kudrat
recognising caste

;
48,086 Muhammadans. The halvassi, or the divine sweetmeat

;
in Arabic,

great bulk of the population is undoubtedly of Musi
;

in Persian, Guzanjabin
;

in Kurdish,

mixed origin, in which the aboriginal strongly Ghezo. - to
predominates. KUDRAY MALAY POINT, in the Gulf of

Kuch-Behar city, the residence of the raja, is Manaar, is in lat. 8° 32' N. It is the Hippuros

situated on the Torsha river, lat. 26° 19' 36" N., of Pliny, and may have been the Tarshish of

and long. 89° 28' 53" E. 'The town contains a Scripture.
population variously estimated at 7132 and KUDRAY-MUKHA, a peak on the Western
10,000.

—

Imp, Gaz. See Kocli’h ; Mech. Ghats, between the Mysore State and British

KUDAMI or Kudumi. Tam. A tuft of hair on districts, in lat. 13° 8' N., and long. 75° 20' E-

the crown .of the Hindu’s head. It is called in It is a good landmark for sailors. It meap9 the

Sanskrit Sik’ha, and seems to be the Sisoen of horse-face.
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KUDUL. Pushtu. Large-arched huts made invention, for Kufa was not founded until the

of wattled tamarisk bushes, covered with hurdles 17th year of the Hijira.

and coated with clay; used by the Barechi in The city of Kufa, founded by the khalif

Siiorawak. Urnar, was constructed from the ruins of Babylon.
KUDUMPAN means a headman or chief. It It is 88 miles south of Baghdad, built on an

is the tribal title of the Pallan race of the affluent of the Euphrates. It was the residence of

Peninsula. the khalifs, and a great town till Mansur removed
KUEN LUN, also written Kouen Lun, as seen to Baghdad, a.d. 760. Four miles to the westward,

from Sumgal in Turkestan, is in lat. 86° 8' N., Mashed Ali stands conspicuous. Kufa gives its

and long. 78® 5' E-, and 13,215 feet above the name to an old form in which Arabic was written,

sea. It is part of the great mountain range in Kufic coins have been largely found in Goth-

Central Asia which bounds the high table-land of land. In the Stockholm Museum alone, 20,000

Tibet, The range is known to the nations who have been preserved minted in about seventy

see it near and from afar by various names. It different towns within the former dominions of

is their Belur-tagh, meaning Ice Mountain
;

it is the Abbassi khalifs.—MujnaiLS Travels^ p. 325 ;

the Bulut-tagh of Captain Straehey, meaning Prldcaux's Life of Mahomed 29, 30; Mac-
Cloud Mountain

;
Mus-tagh or Muz-tagh is Grc(jor.

another iiaiuc
;

Kara-korum is a Turki* word, KUFA, A kai;., is a round wicker basket, towed
meaning Black Mountains the Tsun Lun, or astern of each boat for tho jmrpose of communi-
Ouion Mountain, is given to it bccjiuse of the eating with tho shore. These are in use on tho

abundance there of a species of Allium
;
Tian Tigris, Euphrates, and the Diala. The Kufa basket

kalian of the Chinese, or Celestial Mountain, is boat (so namerl from the Arabic word which
applied to it because of its great hciglit

;
and means basket) is also used as tho common ferry

llaro-berczaiti (Albordsh) of the Zendavesta is boat. Its fabric is of close willow-work, well

an ancient name. Tho range Rtretch(‘s over a coated, and made waterproof Avith the bituminous

space of 27 degrees of longitude, or more than substance of the country. It holds about three

1500 miles, forming in its whole bmgth the north or four persons with room enough, though not in

frontier of Tibet, tis the •Himalaya does that of the most agreeable positions. It is moved by
tho south. paddles.

—

Mignan's "fraccls^ p. 55.

The Kouou Lun is tho true watershed between KUFALZAI, more generally known as the

India and Central Asia, the Indus absorbing ali Popalzai, a Daurani tribe, numbering 12,000

tlio streams Avhich ffow H’om the southern slopes families, an offshoot of the Abdali, one of the

of the range, wliile the northern rivers which branches of which, the Saddozai, gave Sovereigns

form the Karakash force their way through or to the Afghans in the 17th and 18th centuries,

round the outer barrier of the Kouen Lun, and KUFF, also Kuffee. Panj. Chaptalia gossy-

wend northward to the Gobi or Sandy Desert, pina is a mere weed, from Simla to Lolon, and
In tho Kouen Lun all passes above 15.000 feet covers the whole of the unwoodetl hills in the

are closed in winter by the heavy snowfall. Two very greatest profusion. Kuff, pealed off the

systems of cleavage are particularly regubir in leaves of the plant, is called by the paharries

the central parts of the Kouen Lun; t lie steeper Sokhta, and tiiey use it instead of tinder for

one dips north 30® to 50® oast, the other south their matchlocks, etc. When tho leaves are damp
20° to 40° west. A hard crystalline rock occui-s, and green, tho kuff is taken off the back of the

not unlike pudding-stone, which contains, en- leaf with groat facility and fpiickness. Kuff

closures of spherical and angular forms. The would not make tlu; stronger and larger kinds of

(|ujiriies where the Yashm stone is dug are at paper, but it Avould be available for that of the

Gulbagashen, iu the valley of Karakash. See linest and most delicate kind. One ton of leaves

Kara-korum. .
Avould produce 1 cwt. of tho lilii].

—

General

.KUFA Avas a toAvn on the Avest bank of the from Ln’ut. 25th July 1858.

Euphrates, about 40 miles from Baghdad, but it KUFK. Arab. Iiilidelity. Muhammadan sins

has entirely disappeared. It was founded during against God are infidelity, despairing of God’s

the'khalifatof Umar, opposite Modaiii. {Sa{aji,thc mercy, considering oneself saved, false Avitness,

lirst khalif of the Abbassi, made it bis capital, but falsely accusing a Musalmau of adultery, falsely

when Mansur built Baghdad, he took tlierc from swearing, magic, Aviiic drinking, appropriating

Kufa a considerable part Of the Kufa popnla- orphans’ property, usury, adultery, unnatural

lion. It was much famed for its literary men. The crimes, theft, murder, fleeing in battle before the

two sects of Arab grammarians were named the fjice of an infidel, disobedience to parents. The

Kufiyan and Basriyan, from the towns of Kufa punishments for adultery, fornication, slander of

and Basra
;
and the more ancient writing charac- a married person, apostasy, are designated lladd

;

tors of tho Arabs are called Kufic, from this Tazir, punishments inflicted by the judge accord

-

town. The most ancient copies of tho Koran are ing to tlio hiAv.
^

Qisas, literally retaliation, the

Avritten in them. They are square and heavy, a lex talionis of Exodus xxi. 24 ;
but Maliomed

good deal resembling the Syriac, and a”e more allowed a money compensation, at tho discretion

suited for inscriptions than for writing. I'he of the next of kin, to the murdered person,

inscriptions on Mahmud’s pillar at Ghazni are in KUFKA, a town, six hours from Sert, on tho

the Kufic. Ali was buried at Kufa after his Bitlis road, in the district of Shirwan. Thecaatlo

fall here.
* of Shirwan is only an hour fron. Kufra. In Rich’s

Shortly before the institution of El Islam, a time, tho Bey was powerful and independent, and
character differing little from that now generally a younger branch of the Hasan JCeif family, and
used by tho Arabs was introduced at Mecca from consequently an Ayubi or descendant of Salah-ud-

IraL The Kufi or Kufic character, which for Din. There is a gold mine in Shirwan.—Eick^s

many years superseded the former, was a later Kurdistan, i. p, 377.
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KUI KHEL, a section of the Afridi Khel
dwelling in Bazar, residing in summer in Bar
Bara and Tordara, and in winter move to the
mouth of the Khaibar, and to their caves in

Kajurai.—H/1. N.W.F. pp. 243-i?45.

KUKA. The founder of this Puritan sect of

Sikhs was Ram Singh, a carpenter, native of the
small village of Bhaini, about 7 miles S.E. of

Ludhiana. In 1845 ho served ns a soldier in the

Sikh army, wliicli he left after the overturn of

the Sikh rule, and endeavoured to restore the

Sikh faith in its purity. By the ye.'tr 18G7 he
had gathered round him a numerous following,

and he had about 100,000 disciples, and their

objects seemed to assume a political form.

The Sikhs have ten commandments, so have

the Kuka,—five afhnnative, and five negative. I'ho

former are known as the five K’s, and are Kard,

Kachh, Kerpal, Kanghi, Kos, iron ornaments,

short drawers, iron quoits or wcai)oiis, the comb,
and hair. The negative commandments are Nari-

mar, Kuri-mar, Sri Katta, Sunnat-katta, Dhir
Malia

;
no smoking, no murder

;
daughters not to

marry the shaven crowns, tlio circumcised, nor

the disciples of the guru of Karbirpur.

Sherriiig says they arc like the Nanak Shahi,

only more rigid, 'rhey wear a ])eculiar uniform.

The term is derived from the loud tone in which
they utter their mantra, or sacred text, compared
to the kuk or loud note of tlui kaku or kokila.

The Kukapanthis intensely detest all other sects.

They care little about the body after death.

They hold* that after tho soul has left the body,

tho remains require no more attention, and may
be put out of sight in any way convenient.

They feast, give sweetmeats, and read the Grantli

incessantly when one of their sect is about to
,

<lie, and after ho is dead they read the Graiith

day and night, relieving each other at the task,

for tliirtcen days, after which tliey give a feast.

Bislm Singh, a fanatic leader, Avas executed in

1872, but his Granth, whicli was to be sent to tlie

guru, was left in tho Kuka temple in Lahore, and
read by the men of liis sect, Avho performed his

obsequies. Flis ashes were given up on condition

that there should be no demonstratiou by the

relatives, and they Avere committed to the Ravi

by his son, Avho took tho remaining bones to

Hardwar, according to the Hindu aud not Kuka
custom .—Indian Public Opinion.

KUK’HA, a race in tho north-Avestcru Fanjab,

who occupy the rugged mountains along with the

Bimba, inliabiting the hills Avestward from Kash-
mir to the Indus.

KUKHNAR. Turki. Poppy heads bruised

in water
;
a narcotic drink.

KUKI occupy the country to tho south of

the Garo, Khassya, and Mikir ar(*as, or the hill

ranges of Garo, Jaintia, and Kachar, in Sylhet,

Tiperah, and Chittagong, among the mountains

to the north-cast of the Chitbigong province.

They are found as neighbours of the Naga in

Assam, and in contiguity with the Hugh of Arakan,

and thus the hill country occupied by them extends

from the valley of the Koladyn, where they
touch on the Kumi, to Northern Kachar and
Muflipur, a distance of about 300 miles.

The Kachar old Kuki are arranged into three
divisions,—the Rhangkul, the Khelma, and the
Betch. The Kuki are also called Lungkta.
New Kuki came from the ruder parts of

Tiperah and Chittagong, and their form of speech

is not always intelligible to an old Kuki. The
Munipur dialects and that of the new Kuki are

mutually intelligible. In
^

1 848-49, four Kuki
tribes—the Thadan, the Sbingson, the Changsen,

and the Lhungam—Avere driven into North and
South Kachar and into 3funipur, from their loca-

tions, by tho Lushai people, who speak a Kuki
dialect, hut dwell farther south. They were
driven back by Colonel Lister j\nd his Sylhet

light infantry. He entertained the new Kuki as

soldiers, and they formed good outpost soldiers

on the frontiers of both the laishai and the

Angami countries. Tlie Kuki on the eastern

frontier are commonly known by Tiperah. In

physiognomy some of them are like the Munipuri,

hilt the greater part bear more resemblance to

tho Khasiya tribes, having strongly marked Kal-

miik or Mongolian features, Avith flat faces and
thick lips, not in general shorter in stature than

l^engali, but far more muscular and strongly

made
;
many of them Avitli complexions scarcely

darker than a swarthy European. The villages

contain perhaps from H)0 to 200 inhabitants each,

and each hoiis('. is raisiul on bamboo piles 4 or 5

foot from the ground. Tho sites of tho Kuki
villages are Avell chosen on the broadest parts of

tlie highest ridgi's, Avith Avater near at hand,

generally a small liill stream. Some of the

chief villages contain as many as 200 houses,

commodioiisly built on platforms raised between
3 and 4 feet from the ground. Every part of the

house is formed of bamboo, there being but few
trec.s of any kind.

Kuki of tho Tiperah Hills are divided into th(^

Uraroi, (Miiitlang, Halam, Baqiai, and Kochauk
Kuki. Their only deity is Tiachi, to Avhom they

i

oifer the head and neck of a cock. 'Phe Chitta-

!
gong Kuki are divided into Chuknia, Tiperah,

j

lioarig, and iSusai Kuki.

The Kuki who came into A.ssam from the

Chittagong Hills about the beginning of the

19th century, Avorc in a state of nudity, but were
soon induced t(» wear clotliing. tSiiice tlieii, four

large tribes of Kuki— the Tiiadan, Shiiigsoii.

i
Changsen, and Lhungam—were defeated iu a war
Avith the laishai, and flc<l into Kachar, Avhero the

' British Indian Government alloAvod them to settle.

Tlie Khong-jai Kuki, until lately, occupied

the hills to the south of the Koupooce. Whilst

I

in this position, little or nothing of them Avas

known, but they caused fear from their vicinity.

South of tliom lay tho Poi, Sooto, Tauto, lAishai,

aud other tribes, better armed than they wen*,

and of the same gens as themselves, but afc feud

Avith them. By the.so they Avere driven from their

native hills, the task being rcndererl easier by tJn;

internal animosities of the Khong-jai themselves,

and the Khong-jai are now scattered around the

valley of 31 unipur, ami thence through the hills

to North and South Kachar. Thus they broki;

into distinct tribes
;
although occupaute of the

hills to the south of tho valley of Munixmr, their

traditions do not give tho southern hills as the

place of their orifjin, but rather lead them to the

belief that it was m the north.

The new Kuki clans are presided over by rajas

and muntris. One, among all the rajas of each

class, is chosen to be the Prudham or chief raja

of that clan. The tradition of the Kuki respect-

ing their origin is, that they and the Mugh are the
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offspring of the same progenitor, who had two Jamrud to Lundi Kotal, and are able to defy all

sons by different motliers- Tho Mugh; they say, the other sections combined. These turbulent

are the descendants of the elder, and 'the Kuki of hillmeii break the most solemn engagement,
the younger son. The mother of the -younger KUKRI. This Gurkha sword has a short

havitig died during his. infancy, he was neglected handle and an incurvated blade, widening at the

by his stepmother, who, while she clothed her middle, and drawing to a point at tho end.

own son, allowed him to go naked. Each man KUL, Hind., of Lower Himalaya, a water-

lives with his family in a separate house. The coursp
;
a lake. Kulahu and Kuli, kind watered

widows live ill houses of their own (in this respect from a kul or canal.

like the Naga and Kachari), bnilt for them by KUL. Kaiin. One who pays revenue to

the villagers. *l'he men wear a large cloth, some- Government.
times two, wrapped loosely round the body, and KUL A. Sansk. A family, a race, a tribe. Pro-
lianging from the shoulder to tho knee. The pcrly the got of a Hindu is his tribe, and Kula is

women wear a short striped petticoat, reaching the race. Rut Kula among the Rajputs means a
from the upper part of the body half-way down tribe, and corrc'sponds to the Afghan Khel. Gotra
to the knee. Married women have their breasts or Kula mean a family, and existed amongst
bare, but all virgins are covered, wearing a cloth Ivshatriya, Vaisya as well as Brahmans. ‘ Gotra
wound round the bosom underneath the armpits, ilcpends on a real or imaginary community of

They weJir their hair prettily plaited at the back, blood, and then corresponds to what we call

tho two ends being brought round in front, and families. Kula forms various compound words, as

tied just above tho forehead in the form of a Kula-deva, household deity; Kuhicharya, a family

coronet. Like all hill peojde, the Kuki are dirty priest
;
Kulina, of a good family,

in their habits, very seldom Avashing their bodies. No Hindu house is supposed to be Avithout

At 12 or 13, a boy is excluded from the family its Kiila-dcva or tutelary divinity, but tho notion
mansion at night, and compelled to take rest or attached to this chnracter is now very far from
share of the vigil witli tlio young men in the precise. Tho deity avIio is tho object of heredi-

Avatch-houses. tary or family Avorship, tho Kula-deva, is always
When a married mail dies, all his friends assemble Siva, or Vishnu, or Uurga, or other principal

and bcAvail their loss. Vegetables and rice are personage of the Hindu mythology ; but the

cooked, and placed ou the left side of the corpse, Grilia-dcva or household god rarely bears any
with a gourd or bottle. The object of the Kuki distinct appellation. In Bengal, the domestic

inroads on the plains was not plunder, for Avhich god is sometimes the saligram, sometimes the

they have never been known to show any. desire
;

tulsi plant, sometimes a basket with a little rice

hut they kill and carry aAvay the heads of as many in it, and sometimes a water jar, to any of which
human beings ns they can seize, and have been a brief adoration is daily addressed, most usually

known, in one niglit, to carry off fifty. These by the females of tho family. Occasionally small

are used in certain cercmonicH performed at the images of Lakshmi or Chandi fulfil the office,

funerals of tljeir chiefs, and it is always after the or*, should a snake appear, it is worshipped as

death of one of their rajas that their incursions the guardian of tho dwelling. In general, in

occur. Tlio Kuki smoke dry the dead bodies of former times, the liousehold deities were regarded

the rajas. His body is kept in this state for two as the unseen spirits of ill, the ghosts and gob-
months before burial, in order that his family liiis who liovered about every spot, and claimed

and clan may still have the satisfaction of having some particular sites as their own. At the close

him before tliera. IShould a raja fall in battle by of all ceremonies, offerings Avere made to them in

any chance, they immediat(‘ly proce(‘d on a Avar the ojieii air, to keep tlicni in good humour, by
expedition, kill and bring in the head of some scattering a little rice Avith a short formula,

individual, hold feasting and dancings, and then, Thus, at tho end of the daily ceremony, the

after cutting tlie head into ])ieccs, send a portion householder is enjoined by Menu—3,90 ‘to throw
to each village of tho clan. This Avas done on up his oblation (bali) in the open air to all the

the murder of the Kuki raja by the Nimzai Naga gods, to those who Avalk by day and those who
race. This is considered in the light of Siicrifice Avalk by night.' In this light tho household god
to appease the manes of the deceased chief. The corresponds better Avith the genii locorum than

Kuki have been aceuseil of cannibalism, and in with the lares or penates of antiquity.

—

one instance the charge seemed substantiated, Hind. Th.

but they disclaim the imputation Avith much KULAB, a hill state north of Badakhshan
;

its

vehemence. chief claims a Grecian origin.

In the spring of 1871, they made several KU-LA-DAN, a river of Arakaii, in British

inroads into Assam, for the purpose, as was Burma. Supposed to rise in the neighbourhood

alleged, of obtaining heads for the manes of a of tho Blue Mountain, a peak in the Yoma range,

chief’s daughter. After a course generally north and south, it falls

Puthen is their chief deity, ho is benevolent
;

into the Bay of Bengal at Akyab town, where it

and Ghumvishve is a malignant deity. The Kuki is called by Europeans the Arakan river. It is

likewise worship tho moon. They have no pro- also written Koladyn.

—

Imp, Gaz.

fessed minister of religion. The Thempu, their KULAH. Burm. A native of India. Any
priest and diviner, is not hereditary, and his ofl&ce foreigner. Qu. Kala. See Kling.

is not coveted from fear of the initiatory rites.— KULAM, also Cullam. Tam. A tank, a
Cole,; J» IL Reynold^s Embassy of 1864, B, A, reservoir.— W. •

N. J, ;
Bxiitler's Travels in Assam ; Aitebeson's KULA-PARVATA, in the

. of the
Treaties ;

Dalton's Ethnol. ancient Hindus, are seven mountain*^ of
KUKI. Tho Zakha and Kuki clans of the S. India. Of these are the Mahendra of Orissa *

Alridi tribe hold the entire Khaibar pass from Malaya of Malabar, in the southern part of the
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Western Ghats
;
Saliya in the northern part

;
the

Suktimat— ? doubtful; the Kiksha in Gond-
wana; the Vindhya in the casteni part of that

range; and the Paripatru or Pariyatra in the

northern part of the range.

KULASAIKERA. Arya Chakravarti is found
in Ceylonese history as the naine of a warrior

who commanded an army sent by the JC'ila-

saikera, who is called king of the Pandiyans, or

people of the Madura country, whicli invaded

Ceylon in 1814. The same title re-appears as if

belonging to the same individual in or about

1371, when he is stated to have erected forts at

Colombo, Negombo, and Chilaw, and, after reduc-

ing the northern division of Ceylon, to have fixed

the seat of government at Jaffnapatani. He is

mentioned as the first Pandiyan king, the patron

of Agastya.— y?//e, Cathay^ ii. p. 422.

KULBURGA, a town in the Hyderabad
territories, which was the capital of the first

Muhammadan dynasty in the Dekhan, founded

in the beginning of the 14th century by Ala-ud-

Din Husn Gangawi Bahmani. The seat of govern-

ment was subsequently transferred to Beder.

Both of these places have magnificent domed
tombs. Syud Muhammad Gessu Daraz, a holy

man, known as Banda Nawaz, is interred fierce

Kulburga was centrical to the great body of

the empire. The state fell to pieces with its own
weight, and out of it were formed the kingdoms

of Bijapur, Golconda, Bcrar, and Ahmadnaggur

;

each of these subsisted with a considerable degree

of power, until the Moghul comiuest; and the

two first preserved their indei)en(lency until tl)e

time of Aurangzeb. The five inonarchs of these

kingdoms, like the Ca38ar8 and Ptolemies, had

each of them a name or title common to tluf

dynasty to which he belonged, and which was
derived from the respective founders. Thus the

kings of Kulburga were styled Bahmani; those

of Bijapur were styled Adal-Shahi; those of

Golconda, Kutub-Shahi
;

and those of Ahniad-

naggur and Berar, Niziiin Shah Bhairi and
Imad Shahi. Their histories arc to be found in

Ferishta, Khafi Khan, and the Tarikh-i-Shaliab-

ud-Diii, Kazi of Ahmadnaggur.

—

Ren tU'lVsMemoir,

p. 79 ;
Orme'aJ/istorical FraymeiUs, j>. 86 ; Elphin,

KULDJA, a town in Central Asia, at which

was signed a treaty between the Russians and
Chinese, 12th-24th February 1881. According

to the IGth article, the Chinese Government
agreed to ‘ diminish proportionately to the value

the export duty on some kinds of tea of inferior

quality ’ exported to Russia by land.

KULEAH. Pers. A robe exactly similar to,

but worn over, an al-khaliq.

KULI, Tam.; Kuri, Maljcal. A measure one

foot square.— W.
KULI. Turk. A slave.. Nadir means

wonderful, and is used as an epithet to describe

the Almighty. Tlie name of Nadir Kuli therefore

signified the slave of the wonderful, or of God.

When he was promoted by the favour of Shah

Tamasp to the dignity of a khan, he took the

name of that monarch, and was called Tamasp
Kuli Khan

;
but on reaching the throne he

styled himself .Nadir Shah, resuming his original

name of Nadir.

—

Malcolm^s Persia, ii. p. 46,

KULIN, a race of Brahmans in Bengal who
are deemed by other Brahmans to bo of very
pure descent, and in consequence many are

anxious to wed their daughters to •them. As a

result, the Kuliu men are great polygamists, and
in the middle of the 19th century a pamphlet
gave tlie following amongst others :

—

Ago. Wives.

Bhola Nath Bannerjoe, . , 65 80
35hugwan Chatturjoe, . . 64 72
Puma Chuiider Mookerjee, . 55 62
Mordu Sudu Mookerjee, . , 40 56
Titiiram Ganguly, ... . 70 55
Ram Moy Mookerjee, . . 50 .52

Boido Nath Mookerjee, . .
* 60 50

Shama Churn Chatterjee, , 60 ’ 50
Nobo Coomar Banncrjce, . 52 50
Ishari Cliunder Bannerjeo, . 52 44
Jodu Nath Baniierjce, . . 47 41

Shib Clnmder Mookerjee, . 45 40

Pandit Iswara Cluindm V''itlyasagar wrote a

pamphlet in Bengali, entitled ‘Polygamy—Should
it be abolished or not? ’ Most of these marriages

are sought after by the ndations of the girls, to

k(’ep up the honour of their families; and the

children of these marriages invariably remain with

their mothers, and are maintained by the wives’

relations: in many eases a Kulina father does

not know his own children. Kulina women in

Mr. Ward’s time furnished a large number of the

common women of Cahuitta. The children of

Kulina women, born while in their own father’s

house, arc never owned by these husbands, lii

the year 1815, some llimlus
2
)roposed to petition

the British Govcrnimuit to prohibit Kuliii Brah-

mans marrying so many wives. The Kulin tribe

take the sullix honorific names of Mookerjee,

(’hatterjee, Jhannerj(‘e, Ganguly. The Hiiidns of

Calcutta, styled Ghose, Bose, Dutt, and Mitra,

are Sudra tribes who accompanied the Kulin
Brahmans into Jiengal.

Sliib (jhunder Bose tells us (p. 232) that

Oodhoy Chunder, a Brahman of lhagnapara, had

I

65 wives, of whom he had 41 sons and 25
(laughters

;
Ramkinkur, a Brahman of Kushda,

had 72 wives, 82 sons, and 27 daughters
;
Vishnu

Ram, a Brahman of Gnndalpara, had 60 wives,

25 sons, and 15 daught(‘rs
;

Gouri Churn, a

Brahman of Tribani, had 45 wives, 82 sons, and
16 daughters; Rama Kant’h, a Brahman of

Bhusdarani, liad 82 wives, 18 sons, and 26

daughters. He di(‘d in 1810 at the ago of 85,

but married bis hist wife only three months before

bis deatli.— Wan/, iii. pp. 181, 268.

KULK, in Khorasan, a fine goat’s wool.

Goat’s hair enier.s extensively into the coarser

woollen manufactures of Khorasan
;
beneath the

(UMi’ser external hair of these animals, a wool

called kulk is obtained, little inferior the fine

wool of Til let, and from which various articles of

clothing are made.

—

Fraser''s Khorasan, p. 890.

KULKARNI. Mahr. A village accountant.

The Kulkarni and Karnam of the Dekhan and

south of India is the Patwari of Hindustan and

the Tallati of Gnjerat.

KULLA. Hind. Heaps of grain threshed in

the open field, preparatory to being divided and

housed.

—

Rajasthan, ii. p- 68.

KULLAll. Pers. Literally a fiat; applied

by the Afghans to crowned heads, also to hat-

wearing natives of Europe. The use of the

kullah of black lambskin is universal among the

Persians. Kullah-zarra, a chain-armour cap or

head-piece. Zarra-baktar is armour. KuUah-

ark, Chin., is an embroidered cap.--0«wc%’5 7V.

j. p. 208.
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KULLEN, a predatory race in Puducottali,

Madura, etc. Their name is also written Kalian,

and plural Kallar. See Kollar.

KIJLLORA and Talpur are Sind tribes which
furnished its last two dynasties. The Kullora

trace their descent from the Abbasside khaJifs,

and the Talpuri from Mahomed, but both seem to

be Baluch. The Talpuri (Tal or Tar, Ilorassus

flabelliformis or palmyra, and Pura, a town)
amount to one-fourth the population of Hyder-
abad, which they call Lohri or Little Sind. Tljero

are none in the t’hiil. Tlie Kullora dynasty ruled

ill Sind in the 18th century, and tlicir descendants
are still residing at Ilajipur in the Delira Ghazi
Khan district.

KULLU, a valley and revenue subdivision

of the Kangra district of the Panjab, lying

between lat. 31® 20' and .32® 2(V N., and between
long. 7C° 58' 30" and 77® 40' 4.5" K.

Kullu or Kulu, in the Himalaya, con-
sists of the mountain basin of tlie Hoas and the

west bank of the Sutlej. Sultanpur, its capital,

is elevjited 4581 feet. 'llie chain bounding
the Sutlej on the west is considerably iiigher

than that on its east bank, and is crossed into

Suket by the Jalauri pass, elevated 12,000 feet.

The province of Chamba bounds it on the west,

and the pliysical features of Kulu and Cliamba
arc similar. The poorer Kulu people wear only a
blanket wound around the waist, and one cud
Ihmg across the shoulders and pinned across the

cheat
;
men and women often dress alike, but the

long hair of the woiiuni is plaited in one tress.

The nativuis of Hashahir, ^ukeit-Miindi, and Kulu
in the Kohistan of Jalandhar, have all sallow

complexions, and seem all of the same race. In

the liills of Kulu and Kangra are tlu‘ Gujari and
Guddi raceo, who cultivate little, and keei> herds

of buffaloes, and Hocks of sbet'p and goats. They
claim certiiiu beats of the forests as their warisi,

or ancestral proioerty, subject to the payment of

pasturage tolls. The forests of the lower hills

arc apportioned out among the Guddi or shep-

herds of the Snowy Range, who in the winter

season bring down their Hocks to graze. In the

same manner the Gujar with their buffaloes take

up divisions on a bill-side, and carefully re.spect

their mutual boun(larie.s. A kingdom of Kulu,

too, is placed by Iliweii Thsaiig at 700 li, or 117

miles, to the N.E. of Jalandhar. Gold is found iii

Kulu. Native gold-washers earn two or three

aimas a day by extracting from the river sand a
very fine dust. The chief castes are Kanet and
Hagi. Polyandry still prevails in Seoraj, but has
almost died out elsewhere. It consists of a com-
munity amongst brothers of wives and all their

goods, {ind they regard tlieir women as farih

labourers.

About Subathu one somotimes sees infants

wrapped up like little mummies, and laid in such
a position that a small rill of water falls on their

heads. These infants arc usually watched by
some elderly female whilst their mothers are

employed in the fields. The natives believe that

this ordeal strengthens the children and renders

them hardy, and that it cures dysentery and
various other diseases. But the common object

ia to keep them a^eep, and this is found to be
a most effectual means of so doing. The Kulu
people dread the evil eye, and have recourse to

witoh-finders, who feign the power of discovering

evil spirits, which wander over the mountains in
the tangible form of witches. If a cow pr other
living creature die, its death is attributed to some
evil eye, and a witch-finder is employed to dis-

cover it. This impostor having selected some old
woman who had no means of propitiating him by
gifts, placed his victim in the centre of a group,
whilst all interested in the case sat around her in

a circle. He then danced round the poor crea-

ture, and ultimately nodded his head towards her,

whereupon all the lookers-on did the same, which
coincidence was deemed a sufficient proof of

guilt. Formerly she was subsequently condemned
to be burnt to death. Hut since that district

became a Hrilisli province, and these inhuman
proceedings have not been allowed to take place,

they declare the victim of their superstitious

credulity an outcaste, and refuse her the •com-
monest necessaries of life

;
thus she is abandoned

to iier fate, ami would probably starve to death,

but for the timely gift of a goat or sheep by
some one of her relatives to the witch-finder, who
forthwith fastens tlie guilt on some other person,

in the hope of extorting in a similar manner from
the relatives of the last accused. — Cleghorn's

Pnnjah Ueport^ p. 89
;

//. f. el T. p. 203. Sec
Ladakh.
KULLLHCA, an amieiit commentator on the

Institutes of Menu.
KGLLIJR or Belaspore. Its Rajput rulers

had estates on both aides of the Sutlej, but the

sunnud given to raja Muher Chund in 1815 con-
firmed to him the (‘astern ])ortion only. In
acknowledgment of services during the mutinies
in 1857, the raja received a dress of honour of

lis.. 5000 value, and a salute of seven guns. The
revenue of this State is not less than Rs. 70,000.
Th(‘ population amounts to 00,848.

KLTIi TLAK, a s(\arce variety of the teak
tree in the Wynad, about Sultan’s Battery. It

is considered superior to the common teak.

—

m:jL
^

KULTI or Kullu. Tam. Gram or horse gram,
Dolichos biflorus or D. unillorus. D. biflorus,

the two-flowered bean, is grown in fields after

•the rains, and cliicfly used for cattle
;
when giveij

to horses, it must lirst be boiled; they soon
become very fond of it, and keep in as good con-

dition as upon any otlier grain. The Bengal
gram or (dienna is the Cicer arictinum.

KlILUMB, the name of several towjis in the

south of Imiia. One of these is Colombo, the

seat of government in Ceylon, which has a popu-
lation of 40,000 people. It seems to have been
selected by the Dutch from the proximity of the

cinnamon gardens, for it has no other recom-

mendation. It was visited by the Portuguese in

1505. It capitulated on the 16th February 1796.

It is on the west coast of the island, in lat. 6° 56'

N., and long. 79° 53' K., and exports largely to

Europe. Colombo is mentioned in Singhalese

historical annals so early as* a.d. 496 ;
the name

is said to signify a seaport. This and Covelong,

south of Madras, and Quilon of the western coast,

are all tlie same name, Kulumb.

—

Horshurgh; Sirr,

KULUNG. Hind. Tlie kulm fowl of the
Bombay side of India is the Grus cinerea, the
European crane. It vi.sits India in great flocks

in winter, but wholly disappears in the breeding
season. It is also called the karraneb.

KUIiZUM represents the andent
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situate at the northern extremity of a bay, in lat. 600 to 1000 feet. The first mountain range rises

28° 60' N., and long, 63® 20' E., according to 4800 feet, and the second 7700 feet. Srinuggur,
Ptolemy. But, says Hamd Allah Cazvini, the in a valley on the banks of the Alaknanda, is 1500
Sea of Kulzum is likewise called Bahr Alimar or feet. The mountains of the outer ranges rise to

the Red Sea. Hameir or Hamyar is bestowed by 7000 feet in many places, and in the interior

the Persian geographer on another gulf. Natives attain to 10,000 feet
;
while still farther north

of India regard the Bahr-i-Kulzum as the Caspian many rise to 20,000, and a few above 24,000
Sea.

—

Otiseley^s Travels, i. p. 28. feet, and Nandadevi 25,750 feet. The highest

KUM, in lat. 34° 45' N., and long. 50° 29' E., mountain west of Nepal is in this province. The
a town in Irak-i-Ajam or Persia, 80 miles on the loftiest, as elsewhere in the Himalaya, are never
road from Teheran to Isfahan. The tomb of on the axis of the chain, but are still farther north,

Fatima, the sister of the Imam Raza, is there; and its great elevation may bo judged of from
and it is the most celebrated of the sanctuaries of the heights of the passes over it. Of these, pro-
Persia. With Muhammadans it is a favourite cceding from the eastward, may be mentioned, the

place of burial. See Asylums
;
Bast. Feet Feet

KUMALA, the son of Asoka. A legend regard- Lanpya, . 18,000 Niti, . . 10,570 Naiui Tal, 0,.5o6

ing him proves the antiquity of the practice of Laklmr, . 18,400 IMana, . 18,700 Bhim Tal, 4,000

placing eyes on the outside of Buddhist tenqdcs. • 1 7,700 Alinora, . .5,500

In a former birth, Kumala is said to have plucked The vegetation of Kumaon includes fully 2000
the eyes from a chaitya, for wliich he was punished flowering plants.

by the loss, of his own in the next birth
;
and Kumaon and Garhwal furnish gold, copper,

because he then presented a pair of golden eyes iron, lead, sulphur, borax, soapstone, silijit or
to a chaitya, he was afterwards born as the son native sulphate of alumina, gypsum, graphite,

of Asoka, with eyes beautiful as those of the lignite, asbestos. The Pakhri copper mine is in

Kumala bird, from which circmnstanco he obtained Pargana Nagimr in Garliwal, ‘also at Rai in

his name. Gangoli, at Siri in Barabisi, and at Sor.

KUMAON, a district in the N.AV. Provinces of Kumaon porters carry tlieir loads on their

British India, including Kumaon proper, Kali hea<l8; those of Garhwal on their hacks.

—

fjnp.Gaz,

Kumaon, and the Bhabar; it lies between lat. KUMARA is the Hindu god of war, and is

28° 55' and 30° 50' 30" N., and between long, supposed to be the analogue of Mars, the Roman
78° 52' and 80° 56' 15" E.; its area is 6000 square god of war. Kuinara was the son of Janavi
miles, and population, in 1872, 433,314 persons. (Juno), as Mars was the son of Juno, and like as

Kumaon district consists, first, of the sub-Him- the Roman Mars was profluced by the agency of

alayan ranges, and, secondly, of the Bhabar or A^ulcan, .so was Kuinara by tin; Hindu regent of

waterless forest, averaging from 10 to 15 miles in fire. Kninara lias the peacock as his companion,
breadth, which stretches between the mountains and this bird was likewise .<sacred to Juno; and as

and the Terai. The original Khasiya, or inhabit- the Grecian goddess is fabled to have had her car

ants of Khasdes, mentioned by tlie Hindu law- drawn by pcacockvS, so Kumara (the evil-striker)

giver Menu some 2500 years ago, were Hindus, has a peacock for liis .steed. —71a/’.? Rajasthan^

and identical with the modern t ribe of Khasiya. i. p. 596. See Kn.

The Dorn rank as the lowest of the Khasiya, and KUMAl^A. Sansic. A youth, a young boy,

until the British occupation tliey were the predial a imnce, vernacularly Kimwar, or Kiiar, or

slaves of tlie landholders. Eveiy crag and summit Coour. Kumari, vernacularly Kunwar, a maiden,

has its local deity and shrine, at which kids are a young girl, a princess
;
a naino of the goddes.s

offered in sacrifice
;
at the larger temples at river Durga, to wliom, as a maiden, a temple has been

junctions, buffaloes are .similarly slaughtered. The erected at the extreme south of the Peninsula, at

obnoxious custom of polyandry is here unknown, the captj known to Europe .as Comorin. Tlie

but polygamy is frequent. The Bhabar or southern author of the Periplus states that at the town of

portion is about 10 to 15 miles broad. Jt consists Komar, where tliere is a fort and a liarbour,

of the loo.se alluvial detritus of the lower hills. It people came to liatlie and purify themselves, for

is of considerable elev.'ition, with a total absence it is related that a go(lde.sa was once accustomeil

of running water, but is bounded on the south by to bathe there monthly. Capo Comorin formerly

a line of springs which mark the northern boundary ranked as one of the. five sacred bathing places,

of the Terai district. Up to 1850, the Bhabar and the montldy bathing in honour of the

was an almost impenetrable forest, given up to goddess Durga or I'arvati is still continued, but

wild animals, and is still mostly unreclaimed the number of visitors to it is now very small,

jangle. Elephants are found in the Bhabar and KUMARA, four or five mind-bom sons of

in the forests bordering on the Siwalik Hills. The Brahma. They declined to create progeny, and

mura fly is very troublesome in the months of remained pure and innocent.

—

I).

April and May. Limestone, sandstone, slate, KUMARAKUiUJ TESIKAR, author of several

gneiss, and granite constitute the principal geo- poems, of which Nitineri Vila-Kham is tlie best,

logical formations of the district. The majority of Two juvenile com positions, -Tinimutur Kalivenpa

the Hindus belong to the tribe of Khasiyas, identi- and Minaksi Pillai, 'J’am., are also well known,

fled by some with the inhabitants of the Khassya He was born at Strivy-guntam, in Tinnevelly, in

Hills in Assam. The crests of the watershed the 17th century, and is said to have died in

range which separates the Indus and Sutlej Benares.

systems, is 'iiK general very great; the Niti pass KUMARA SAMBHAVA, a poem by Kali-

is 16,570 feet^bove the sea, the Mana pass is dasa in 16 cantos, parts of which have been trans-

18,760 feet, thq Juhar or Milam pass, 17,270, lated by Stenzler into Latin, and by Grifl&tlis.

and that of th/ I^anpya Dhura pass in Byans, into English.—2).

18)000. The dievation of the Terai varies from kUMARI, of Mysore and Canara, is the Punam
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of Malabar, the Punakad of Salem, the Chena of followers wear ropes of bark round their waists.

Ceylon, Dhya in Central India, Jhum in Bengal, They allege that their religion was revealed to 64

Kil in the Himalaya, and the Tungya of Burma, persons in 1864 by a god incarnate, whom they

It is a rude system of culture, followed in all the stylo Alekhswamy,— that is, tlic Lord,—whose
countries wherein secluded tribes and others attributes cannot be described in writing. They
clear parts of the forest. The Kumari cultivators believe in Hindu deities, but do not respect

earn a cheap but wretched subsistence, and live images, saying that it is impossible to represent a
in miserable huts. The Irular and Kurumbar Siiiircinc Being whom no one has ever seen. They
races on the Ncilgherries, the Malai also on the are subdivided into three classes, two of which
Shevaroys, the Punam cultivators iu Malabar, the renounce the world and make no distinction of

Kumari cultivators of Canara, and tluj Karen in caste, while the tliird lead a family life. Their

Burma, all endeavour to obtain a precarious sub- liabits are said to be very filthy, and they take no
sistence by scattering grain after burning the inediciiie in illness, but rely solely on divine help,

jungle, and thus avoid, to them, the irksome re- In 188;), a party of 12 men and 15 women forced

straints of civilised life. A hill side is always their way into the sacred temple of Jaganath
selected, and at the close of the year a space is at Puri. They were naked, but for the bark

cleared. The wood is left to dry till the following ropes worn round the waists. They had come
March or April, and then burned. The ground is from tlio Central Provinces, and boldly'avowed
then sown with ItaliaJi millet, Panicuin Italicum, their intention of burning the Jaganath idol, in

as also with rie-e, Oryza saliva. In Canara, the order to show tlic nnregcMiorate Hindus the futility

seed is generally sown in tlic ashes on the fall of of their religion. As there an ere a thousand other

the first rain, without the soil being touched by a pilgrims about the tomph;, the attack on the idol

plough. It is fenced and Aveeded, and the crop never got hc'yond :i scrimmage, in which one of

gathered towards the end of the year. A small tlie fanatics was killed, ^fhe rest were seized, and
crop is taken off the ground in the second year, jiunishedwiththreemontlis’ rigoroiisimprisonment.

and sometimes in tlie third, after which the spot Kumbhupatia are spread througliout JO villages

is deserted for 7, 10, or 12 yi ais, until the jungle in the Central Provinces. Tliey were converted

grows sufllcicntly high to ti'inpt the tribe to re- by a mendicant who appeared amongst them in

new the process. In Ceylon, the Chena lasts two the year 1864, and revealed himself as tlic incarnate

years, and includes tlie eiiltun; of chillies, yams, god Alekhswamy from the Himalayan heights,

sweet potatoes, cotton, hemj), etc. About the He died a short time afterwards, leaving 04 chief

middle of the 19th century, in Bekal, the most disciples, who with their followers now worship

southern tahik of Canara, 25,746, or one-sixth of liim as a go<l. They do not believe in images, or

the rural population, were engaged ill it, but nortli in m(‘dicin(‘, the only ])liysic tliey take being a

of that taluk it was carried on by the jungle little earth and water. Tiieir habits are tilthy but

tribes of Malai Kader and Mahratai to the number ascetic, and tlicy arc pledged to a rigid celibacy,

of 59,500. Kumari was then prohibited in wliich has led to a split in the sect. One of

Mysore, and under great rostrietion in the Bom- tlie chief disciples was too intimate with one of

hay Presidency
;
and the Madras CTOvernment, in his female devotees, but he told his scandalized

i860, prohibitecl it in Government forests, without followers that she was going to give birth to

special permission, which tliey commanded to be Arjun, ‘who would root out all unbelievers.’ The
given sparingly, and never in timber spots. Mr. child was a girl, and many of Ins followers left

Canaan, a coffee planter of Wy dad, says that in liim on her birth. He convinced the n*st that it

a Spot thus treated, only wood re-grows unfit for would be this girl’s duly to destroy all unbelievers

any building ,})urposes, and he had nevef been by means of her cliarms
;
but as soon as they

able to get coffee to grow on it.

—

Dr. Cle(/hurn were ea^^ier in mind the girl died, and many
ill. JiCportii lo the Madnis Goccrnmeiity 185H, c/c.; more of his followers departed

;
the residue being

Clefihoriiy Forests and Giirilcnn of India, 12^. able to believe everything regarding him with

KUMAIHLA BHATTA, a controversial Brab- greater fervency than ever. He erected an altar,

man of einiiience, who is supposed to have lived over wliich he and his wife sat iu the morning,

at tlic end of the 7th century of the Christian His followers worshipped them, and moved round
era. Dowsou says ho was styled also Bhatta- the altar until the time for their morning meal

charya, also Kumarila Swami, a celebrated teacher arrived, when their fct‘t were washed with milk,

of the Miinansa philosopliy, and opiionent of the which was afterwards drunk by their adherents.

Buddhists, whom he is said, to have extirpated by The rest of the sect liave taken another master,

argument and force. He was prior to Sankara- and if they break any of the sect rules, tell a lie,

charya, iu whoso presence he is said to have or commit a crime, they are forthwith cxcom-
burned himself. inunicated. A criminal class called Pan have

KUMBHx\, also Kumbi and Kumbhi, Careya been converted to the Kumbhupatian religion, and
> arborea, Roxb. Its fibre is employed in the Him- crime has been considerably reduced,

alaya as slow match for matchlocks.* KUMB-KA-MKLA. Hind. A sacred fair at

KUMBHAKA. Sansk. Part of the Brahmanical Ilardwar, lield every twelfth yi'ar. See ^Mela.

ritual for obtaining control of the external senses. KUMBO 11, a Sudra caste of the Panjab,
It consists of a suspension of breathing by closing numerous at Lahore.

both nostrils. KUM PA, the Chinese tutelary goddesa of,

KUMBHAKARNA, a brother of Ravana, king women and children, the Venus genetrix of the
of Ceylon, of gigantic stature. He fell in battle, Chinese. She was a native of Canton, and lived

killed by Rama. during the reign of Ching Hwa, who. ascended
KUMBHUPATIA, a sect of Hindu dissenters, the throne a.d. 1465. She was, as a young girl,

lately founded in the Sumbulpur district, and a constant attendant on all the neighbouring
known as Kumbhupatia, from the fact that its tejjnples, and is said to have had the power of
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communing with departed spirits. Becoming solid matter and 8 per cent, of sugar of milk,
tired of the world, she committed suicide by which renders it very liable to undergo alcoholic
drowning. When her body rose to the surface, fermentation. They pour the milk into a largo
and was placed in a coffin, a sandal-wood statue leathern vessel, and when they have got a consider-
of her was burned, but was replaced by one of able quantity, beat it till it begins to ferment like

clay. Her principal temple is in the Ho-nan new wine. When it becomes quite sour, they
suburb of Canton. Her votaries arc principally beat it again violently, and then draw off the
wives who wish to become mothers. She has 20 buttery part. Tlie fermented whey makes a
attendants. brisk sort of liquor, with an agreeable acid flavour,

Shay-Tseih is the Cliiiiese god of the land and very intoxicating to those not much accustomed
grain. to it. The Tartars also make, from goats’ milk, a

Fung-Fo-Shan arc the wind and fire gods of kind of butter, which they boil and keep for

the Chinese.— (7rr///, p. Khl. winter use in goats’ skins, and though they put
KUM FEKOZ RIVER, across which Amir Azjvn no salt in it, it never spoils. After they have

Delerni built the Band - i - Amir or Bcndamir. taken off the butter, they boil the curd again to

Aras is a modern name of the ancient Araxes, the make cheese, which they dry in the sun, and which
Awerma of the Puraiias, now called Kura Feroz! is as hard as. iron; these cheeses they put into

It laves the foot of tlie rock Jstakhr. The snowy sacks for the winter store, and when the supidy
Ardegan mountains are the same with those of milk liecomes scanty, they put this hard, sour
which presented so formidable a barrier to Alex- curd into a leathern vessel, pour hot water upf)!!

ander’s progress, and by whose slopes he descended it, and beat it till it liquefies
;
and with this acid

into Persia in his advance on Persopolis. Towards drink they have to content themselves during the

the north of Armenia runs the Araxes, with its time of year so severely felt by the pastor.d

numerous tributaries. This river, which at its nations, 'fhe Tartars live chiefly on their flocks

commencement, owing to its many affluents, bears and the produce of the chase.

—

line's ('hrisiianifjj,

the Persian appellation of Hazara, springs from i. p. 20!>
;
Smith’s Chin. MtU. Mfd.

the side of Bin Gol, or mountain of a Thousand KUMMAT.Al^, in the Malealam country, an

Ijakes, about 30 miles south of Erzorum, and nearly artificer. The Ainkndi Kummalar of Malabai’

in the centre of the space between the eastern are the five artisan caste.s,—theAshari or carpenter,

and western branches of the Euphrates. Its the Mushari or brazier, tin? Tattan or goldsmilli.

course, from its first spring near Jabal 8eihan, is the Perning-Kollcm or blacksmith, and the 'IVd

almostN.E, for 145 miles through Armenia, when it Kollen or tanner. These five castes follow tin-

turns eastward, being then near tlie frontier of custom of marrying out' girl among three

Kara; this proximity continues f^r 110 miles, four brothers, and tins custom is followed in some
The sources of the Aras and tho.se of the north parts of Malabar by the Iduver, Juver, or Toe-i-.

branch of the Euphrates are about 10 miles from toddy-drawors. Kookcl Keloo, a Nair, a distriei

one another. According to Pliny, those sources munsiff in Malabar (Ko. 48 of the Madras Liter-

arc in the same mouTitiiin, and 600 paces asunder, ary Society’s Journal of 1850,] pp. 52), says the

In modern times, the north-eastern distriiits, along lyuver or Teeyer (toddy-drawers) arc a section <»f

the banks of the Araxes, intervening between the servile class of people wlio, during the time of

Azerbijan and Georgia, have been in general the Brahmans and Penimuls, came to Malabai’

subject to the sovereigns of Persia. from Ceylon to earn tlieir livelihood. It ciinnot,

KUMHAR is a potter. It is a name derived from however, be accounted for, liow they in many
the Sanskrit Kumbhakara,—Kumbha meaning a parts, though not throughout, the whole of Mala-

water jar. The potter caste manufacture all kinds bar, came to adopt the beastly custom of the

of earthen vessels, whether for domestic or general Kummalar of the country, of a single girl being

use. These are made by the hand, and often dis- married to three and four brothers
;
and likewise,

play considerable ingenuity. in some parts of the country, where this sad

KU-MI, also Ka-mi, a race in Arakan, in lat. 21^ custom is not so generally prevalent among them,

N., and long. 93“ E., in the valley of the Koladyn the practice of taking their decciised • brothers’

river, which disembogues at Akyab. They assert widows for wives, as the Musalman Moplah do, Jt

that they once dwelt on the hills now held by the is only in the taluks of Nidunganad, Kuttanad,

Khyen. The Ku-mi of Arakan chiefly inhabit the
|

Chowghat, and some parts of Vettutnad, and a

Koladyn and its feeders. The Khy-oung-tha and
j

few adjoining spots in South Malabar alone, that a

Khu-mi or Kum-wi (properly Ku-mi) of the woman among the Nair is kept at the same time

middle basin of the Koladyn belong to the Burrnan by tw o or three different ineji, who are, though,

family. Their language has been partially examined never brothers. It is, however, very possible that

by Captain Latter, who says it is evidently cognate the Teeyer may have taken the idea from this

to the Rakhaiiig form of the Burrnan. The latter error, and themselves falleii into the other

majority of its words, however, are non-Burman.
,
and more shameful one

;
or perhaps they observe

The Ku-mi are fair, with small features, arc
|

the custom, as they in general are, as a.documcnt

divided into 27 clans, and the estimated number in its beginning shows, sprung from Kummalar

of the people is about 12,000. Of this tribe there or the Kummalar from them, through their then

are two divisions, called by themselves Ka-mi and frequent intermarriages. The document callrf

Ku-mi, and by the Arakancso Awa Ku-mi and them also lyuvahaiyer, a word equally low and

Aphya Ku-mi. contemptuous in Malabar, and of the same mean-

KUMIRAH, a variety of the elephant in ing as the word Kummalar. * Moreover, amongst

Kachar. . the Nair of the whole of North Malabar (that is

KUMIS. Tartar. Ma-ju-tsiu, Chin. The to say, from part of Cooroombranad as far as

ordinary drink of the Tartars, a spirit made of Mangalore), though sometimes unchaste

mares’ milk. Mares’ milk has 17 per cent, of occur in their families, yet I can most connaentiy
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assert that the above abominable custom of one KUN or Khon, a tribe of the headwaters of the
woman being kept

.
by two or three men at the Koladyn river, beyond the Arakan boundary,

same time, . never in ancient or modern time Tlio dialects of the Lung-Klie and Shendu have
was once known. A Nair there will, though, special affinities with the Kyan, Khy-cng, and
occasionally marry two or three women in Ku-mi. The Kun language also pertains to this

successiom, if the first or second prove ban*eii, or group.
all the children born die, or from any other like KUNA, a Pandiya king of the 9th century, who
cause or domestic difference. Many of the Teeyer was a follower of Sainaiinl doctrines, which are
also of that part

,
of the country do, in some supposed to mean those of the Jaina or Buddhist

measure, follow the custom of the Nair
;
but the sect.

Tcyette (Teeyer women) of the remaining Teeyer KITNAVIRA PANDITAR was born near
there are notorious harlots, and become the con- Ghingleput. J Ic wrote two treatises in poetry,

cubines of strangers of any caste or religion, and one called Ncminatain, and the other entitled

this without the least prejudice to their own caste, V'^cnpapattiyal.

or any loss of esteem in society
;
on the other KUNAWAR is a subdivision of Bashahir State

hand, any such act proved against any females of in the Panjab. It is a rugged, mountainous
the other castes, subjects the person to excom- country, and lies between lat. ,*I1" 16' and 32° D'

munication from cjiste, banishment from society, N., and long. 77° 33' to 79° 2' E.
;
area, 21,000

and all religious advantages. The Teeyer females sq. in.
;
pop. 10,000. It is bounded on tho N. by

of South Malabar do not, though, so readily as Spiti, on the E. by Chinese territory, on the S.

those of the north, yield themselves to this dis- by Bashahir and Garhwal, and on the by Kullu.

graceful practice! Owing to the very great Kunawar is usually divided into Upper and
number of castes, and tho peculiar and different Lower Kunawar, and includes the upper part of

manners and customs in various parts of (he the Sutlej basin. In Lower Kunawar the popu-
country, the siqicrficial inquiries of most foreigmus lation consists of mixed Tibetan and Hindu races,

have led them into (‘rror, and in ilieir w'orks they the 'ruraiiian element preponderating in the north,

generally ascribe the same pernicious practices to while the souliicrn region is inhabited by people

all castes and parts of the country indiscriini- of Aryan type. In physique, the Kunawari arc

iiately/ tall, atliletic, well made, and dark skinned
;
while

‘ However, tlieNuir, Teeyer, and, indeed, all the their character stands high for hospitalityj truth-

other numerous castes of Malabar (including the fulness, and honesty. Alone among the neigh-

Cochiu and Travancore countri(.‘S, those being houring hill tribes, they suc(a‘ssfiilly resisted the

indeed the most sti’iking in this respect), are in Ciirkha invasion, and so completely baffled the

some way or other in a greater or less degree of enemy by breaking down bridges, that the Gurkhas
error; and reformation tlicrefore is indeed much entered into a convention by which, in return

needed among
^
them all. It is, though, very for a tribute of £7o0 per annum, they agreed to’

lamentable to find them dormant in their original :
leave the valley unmolested. The religion of tho

state of depression, and not seciking for reforma- Kunawar people shows tho same mixed origin as

tioii, rather growing blindly proud of their vain the ethnical peculiarities. The northern villages

and different castes and privileges, and ready to profess Buddhism of the Tibetan model; in the

run any risk, even that of hazarding their lives, south, Hinduism prevails; while the middle region

only to preserve their castes.’—Modrns Lit, Soc. shades off gradually from one faith into the other.

Journal^ pp. o2-54 of l<So9. producing grotesque mixtures of ceremonial and
KUMMERBANDt Hind. A sash, a waistbclt, belief. At Kaiium, half-way across the tract, the

a girder of tlie loins. Tibetan sacred books arc in use, and the Lama
KUMMUNGAR, in Bengal, a bone-setter. priests are tlien^, but the Iliiidu veneration for

KUMRIL is a place of sacred resort amongst the kino still exists?, and the distinctions of caste

Jains, where they annually bury an image of one survive
;

while at Haugrang, on the northern
of their Tirthankara, and has been immemorially frontier, Buddhism assumes the pure Tibetan

established among them as a holy city. form.

KUM-QUAT. Chin.- Citrus Japonica
;

fruit The Tartar hasbandmen have a custom similar

about the size of an oval gooseberry, with a sweet to those of Scotch farmers, who plait the first

rind and sharp acid pulp. Preserved in sugar, corn cut three-fold, and fix it over the chimney-
according to the Chinese method, it is excellent, piece till next harvest, when it is renewed. Tho
Croves of the Kmn-quab are common on all tho Tartars use three ears of barley, which they paste
kill sides of Chusaii. The bush grows from three outside above the door. Polyandry is general
to six feet high, and when covered with its orange- in Kunawar from the higher classes to the low’cst

coloured fruit is a very pretty object. Chamars, one family having one wife, the elder

KUM-RUD I, men who have adopted tho Chinese brother being the more special husband. It is

system of secluding themselves from the rest of called Kurpa. Polyandry prevails also in Chinese
the world.

—

De Bode'a Travels, p, 22. Tartary and in tlio hilly tracts towards the plains.

KUMULULU, a place 35 miles S.W. from Besides tliis drawback on the increase of the
Shivelliputtun, and 70 miles from Cape Comorin, population, there is another peculiar to Chinese
fias an unfinished Hindu rock temple of great Tartary and the adjoining countries

;
^at is,

elegance. It is supposed to Rave been erected celibacy, wliich is professed by numbers of the
to mark the triumph of Siva over Mahavira.— inhabitants

;
and in some villages the monks or

F’ergtisson, lamas and nuns form almost half the poj^ulataon.

KUMUT, or bark cloth from the river Baram, At all tho elevated passes there are a number
supposed to be from a species of Artocarpus, is of square piles .of stones, called Shughar, upon
worn by the Kyan race when mourning their which passengers usually place a piece , of quartz,
dead—Royle, Fib. PL p. 841.

.
or attach rags to poles, which are fixed in the
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middle. There are al^o Bereral Shughar on the are less democratic than those of the Jat and
neijrhboiiriog heights, sacred to the doota or Rajput, and, in the Mahratta villages, they have
spirits of the mountains, who are supposed to at their head a potail. Few of the Kuubi ever

inhabit the loftiest and most inaccessible points, enlist as soldiers. Sivaji and his descendants

especially where there is much snow. The Shu- and some of his chiefs were, however, of this

ghar at the passes are erected by travellers, but race, but their followers were drawn from the

those on the nighcr peaks are conunonly made at mawals of the Western Ghats, and latterly their

the expense of some wealtliy pilgrim not mucli armies were composed of the soldiers of fortune

accustomed to the mountains, who has succeeded of every race. Tlie Mai iratfca .chiefs sprang from
in crossing a pass, wliich is n!t^lvoiiod an arduous tlu* |K3opl(^ of Satara and Poona, but Holkar
undertaking by an inhabitant of tlie plains. was of the shepherd, and the Gaekwar was of the

The Tartars are called by the Ivunawar inhabit- cowherd caste; while the Pesliwa fainily, who
ants of the lower parts, Zhad, llhotcah or I>hntani, put the descendants of Sivaji aside, wert^ Konkani
and their country is often naimal Bhot and Brahmans. Sivaji is also said to have been of

Bhutan
;
the 1’arturs are very different in appear- Bajput <loscent.

ance and manners from the inhabitants of liOwer 'I'he ICiuibi of the Hyderabad dominions are

Kunawar; all those of Bashahir were formerly wholly illiterate. Indeed, till 1870, no attempt
under the Chinese. The Tartars of Kunawar are had been made to (‘diieate the people of the

not so stout as those fartlier to the eastward, and llydtTabad territories. 1'liongh education is

have less of the Chinese features, are muscular, well making enormous strides in Berar and in British

made, and tall. The people are fond of dancing Maharashtra, there was no proper school met with

and singing, and they have several annual festivals, in all the Editor’s journeys from 1866 to 1869,
which they celebrate with a degree of joy- scarcely amounting to about 9000 miles, and only occasion-

known amongst other Asiatic nations. The greatest ally a few lads were to be seen, children of

festival is called Mentiko, which prevails through- foreigners, learning, in a verandah, the elements

out the whole of Kunawar; it is held in the begin- of the Hindi or Mahrati. In that eastern part of

ning of September
;

its origin is not known. All the Mahratta country, the knowledge of reading

the people who are able to move leave their villages, or writing of any tongue was almost unknown.
. and ascend the nearest hill

;
they proceed slowly, The Arjawna Kunbi reside in Western India,

making a circuit of several days, and this is a They are subdivided into a number of classes,

time of the greatest festivity, they adorn them- many of whom do not eat together, or intermarry,

selves with garlands and flowers, and sing aiul dance The Kunbi, in Ik'rar, allot themselves into eleven

to the sound of music, wliich is much more melo- classes

—

• dious than the tunes of Hindustan. They have all JMnii. ITal.li ]\[ali. Sagai*. Vindesa.

sorts of aimiseinents, run foot and horse races, Full Mali. 'SVanjori. Atulo. Pazni,

when the ground will admit of it, perform feats Jenxt Mali, (nxiitadi. Telale.
^

of agility, fegst, and drink. The 1881 Census Keport gave different appella-

The language shades off, like the religion, from tions for those, and stated 5, .‘188, 187 as the

the Tibetan in the north to Sanskritic clialects on number of Kuubi in India,

the Indian side. In Lower Kunawar, the pre- With the exception of the I laldi Mali and Pazni,

ponderating language is Hindi, and is called they have Itoti vya whar amongst each other, but

Milchan, but the Bhot proponderalos in Upp(‘r not Beti vya whar, i.e. they cat with ejich other,

Kunawar. TheLiibrungor KanumandtheLidung but do not intermarry. The Berar Kunbi and

or Lippa are varieties of the Milchan, In Sungiiam, Mali eat llesh, drink liquor in moderation, and

the' word Theburskiid .is used to designate all their widows may all re-marry if they choose,

variations from the regular form of speech. The except those of the dcshinukli, who follow the

. fleshy and stone fruits of Kunawar arc the grape, high-caste custom. The Kunbi form the stock

apricot, peach, apple, walnut, and mulberry, of the people of the N.W. parts of the Hyderabad

Sungnam is famous for its apples, Akpa for grapes, territory and in the Hyderabad assigned districts,

and Pangi for walnuts. From Kaiiuin to Mini Kunbi women are stbut, coarse, and robust. This

ridge, in Upper Kunawar, are to be found the term, throughout the Mahratta country and Cen-

Cedrua deodara, Pin us Gernrdiana, P. excelsa, tral India, is applied exclusively to the cultivating

Abiea 8mithiana, Abies AVebbiana, Juniperus chiss of Hindu Sudra. It is derived from the

excelsa, Populus alba, Jnglans regia, Corylus Mahratta word Kunbawa, which means agricul-

columa, Armcniaca vulgaris, Pyrusmalus, Cerasus tural tillage.

puddum, Quercus ilex, and Salix alba.

—

Ckijlioru,, Koeri, Kurmi, and Kunbi arc great agricultural

Panj. Report^
\
imp. Gaz. chisses. Many other castes, Kamma, Kapu,

itUNAAVEZ. Hind. A Bokhara and Persian
,

Vallala, AVakkali, are employed in the cultivation

fabric of plain shot silk, with a thread, say of
j

of the soil. Indeed, every Hindu, however humble

green one way, and red the other
;

it is the same, his station, likes to have his plot of ground, which

but a finer fabric, than the Dariyai dliupchiin. himself or Iiis wife and children, or other relations,

KUNBI, a Mahratta race engaged in cultivation, or in default of them, some of hia friends, may

They are also the main body of the cultivating cultivate. Property in land is considered' by the

population of Gujerat, where they are the chief people generally, of every rank and caste, to be

owners of the soil
;
and, though quiet and unpre- the safest and most satisfactory mode of investing

tending, are a robust, sturdy, independent agri- money, little or much, notwithstanding the heavy

cultural peo^e. Throughout the Mahratta country, tax upon the soil. Koeri, Kurmi, and Kunbi are

Bern, NagpuK^and Kandesh, they are the princi- agriculturistsbyprofession, and perhaps,

agriculturisite. Mr. Campbell considers them the castes, have* suffered themselves to be diverte

Jpp. 93, 94, 95) t9 be quite Aryan in their features, from their own proper occupation.
.

ihatitutions, andfoanners, though their Institutions Koeri, Kurmi, and Kunbi are very laborious.
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their habits
;
on which account, and also for their

general peaceableness, they have securcrl the
respect of all the otlier castes. While they arc
engaged in the cultivation of the land, tlio main
distinction between them— for they arc quite
separate as tribes—is, that a considerable num-
ber of the Koeri are vegetable gardeners. They
have immense gardens in the vicinity of cities and
towns, which are supplied by them with various
kinds of vegetables. The Koeri are the principal

growers of poppy, and producers of opium, both
. in Benares and Behar. The 1881 census returned
1,207,951 Koeri .—Sherruitfs Trilcs.

KUNCHI, also Miithi. Hinj). A handful
;
the

first is applied to grain in the stalk at luirvcst

time
;
the other to such edibles in merchandise

(VS sugar, raisins, etc., collectively termed Keranoli.
Kunchi means also any small quantity; it is the
Saxon, a pucklo, the right of taking a handful at

harvest, granted to holy men.
KUNCIII-TAGAK. Kaun. A tribe of agri-

culturists in Mysore claiming to bo pure Sudra.
KUKCHNl. Hind. A dancing girl, properly

Kilnchni. Kuncliiii ka Taifali, a band of dancing
girls.

KUND or Ghoontis a hill breed of horses of the
Himalaya mountains, generally small, strongly
made, hard-mouthed, and sometimes almost un-
manageable. in ascending hill faces, or passing

ah)ng the declivities of mountains, it is best to let

them have their own way, for in an intricate

passage, they often show more sagacity than the
Tider. Their common pace is a kind of arable,

and they stop every now and then to breathe,

when no application of the whip will move them.
They are sure-footed, and sometimes lialt at the

edge of a precipice, to the terror of the rider. They
are not so quick in ascending hills as the low-
country horses, but tlu y descend with double the
speed, and endure great fatigue. ’ The ghoont
animal seldom carries any biqdeii but a man; they
are bred cliielly for sale. They have two breeds,

one a small ghooiit, never above 12 hands high,

peculiar to the country
;
and the other a large

.
breed, from 13 to 13^ hands higli, i.s bought from
the Chinese,, and usually comes from Chuinutri.

hkrr a Chinese ghoont two years old, they give a
Spiti ghoont four years old. All are equally hardy,

and are kept out tlie whole wdnter, except the

yearlings, which are housed. During winter the

ghoont live on the ’roots of the stunted bushes,
and are very expert at scraping the snow from
off them witli their fore feet. The brood of ghoont
might be improved 'with a little care. Many are
killed during winter by wolves and leopards.

—

i^oweWs Handbook; Captain Gerard's Kiuuiwar.
KUNDA, Kun'd, or Khaiul.. Hind. A pit, a

hollow, a lake, a natural reservoir. Sita Kuhd
is a sacred pool near Moiighyr

;
Brahma-Kund is

at the source of the Brahmaputra. Also a large
earthenware pot.

KUNDA-GOLAK is a term applied to the

adulterous offspring of a Brahman man and
woman, but it is applied to Brahmans of a low
order. Kunda and Golaka are distinct words, the
first being a bastard, the second the child of a
widow.— Wilson,

KUNDALU. Hind. A nettle of the Himalaya
;

its ffbres are made into rope, also snow sandals.
• KUNDA MOUNTAINS, in the Neilgherry dis-

triefc, in lat. IV 9' to 11^* 21' 40" N., and long. 76''

27' 60" to 76° 46' E., are the western wall of the

Neilgherry plateau rising, abruptly from Malabw,
Avalanche peak, 8502 feet, and Mukurti, 8402
feet. The Bhawani river rises in this range.

KIJNDO- DHAKA. Sansk. The umbrella-
hearer of the Hindu god Iswara.

KUNDUZ, when visited by Dr. Ijord about
183(5, was a territory on the east of Balkh, ruled
by a ;Mir. Colonel MacGregor names as districts

Kuiiduz, Jvhulin, Baglan, Ghori, Doshi, Kalagac,

Khoaht, Khinjan, Indarab, Chal, Tashkurgau, and
othens, as pjirts of Afghan-Turkestau. It is a

region of incessant change. Its river rises in

about lat. ‘M"" 52' N., long. (57" 10' E., is about 300
miles long, runs into the Amu or Jihun river. It

receives tlie Indarab, 65 ;
and Kaiiah-i-bad, 90

miles. Kunduz has varied greatly. It is sur-

rounded on all sides by hills, and is so very

insalubrious that the proverb runs, If you wish

to die, go to Kunduz. The chief, Murad Beg, ill-

treated Moorcroft, and robbed him of money and
effects to the extent of 23,000 rupees. In 1830,
he had occupitMl all the valley of the Oxus, and
ruled all the countries immediately north, of the

Hindu Kush. It lies in a valley among the hills

running from E. to W. about 30 miles, and from
N. to 8. about 40 miles, and the great mountain,
the Hindu Kush, is visible.*

KUNET, a race who form nearly two-thirds of

the poi)iilation of the hill tracts between the

rivers Beas and 'Fons. The name of Kuuawar is

derived from them. 'Diey arc the ancient Kuninda

.
or Kulinda of the Kulindiine district of Ptolemy,
which that writer

2
)laces between the Vepasis and

Ganges. The Kunet form 58 per cent, in Kullu,

(57 per cent, in tlui states round about Simla, and

62 ])er cent, in Kunawar. I’hey a^ very numer-
ous in Sirmore and Bashaliir, andr considemble

numbers in Anibala, Kavmil, and Ludhiana, with

a, few in the Dehli and lloshiarpur districts.

—

Cunninijhxiniy p. 17.

KUNG, a Chinese family, lineal descendants of

Confucius, whose surname was Kung
;
the oldest

and higliest European families sink into insignifi-

ttince before it. 'Iho great ancestor of the Kung,
Kung Fu Tzo or Confucius, was born 561 B.C.,

and died in tlie year 479 B.c., at the age of 72 or

73. During his lifetime the country now known
as China wiis parcelled out into a number of iu-

tlependent states and commonwealths. He was
the son of the chief minister at the court of the

king of 1a.)o, ami was himself of royal descent.

He rose to the dignity of minister of that king-

dom, and by lectures on ethics gained many dis-

ciples, but later ho resigned civil employ, and

devoted himself to those works on philosophy

which up to the present day regulate both the

government and the religion of the State, He
collected also the earliest documents relating to

the history of his people and country, the popular

songs aud sacred hymns, the chronological em-
blems, and their explanations (Bunsen^s God io

History, i. p. 259). Confucius must haye beei)

almost contemporary with Pythagoras, Tbalos.

Socrates, Solon, Buddha, and Herodotus, but the
principles inculcated by the Chinese philosopher
far outvie those promulgated by the s^a. of
ancient Greece. See Confucius.

KUNGGUNI Hind. A bracelot. Kunggun
.kbolna, a Muhammadan ceremony.
KUNGI. Hind. Wheat blight or red rust.
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KUN6-QUA. Chin. A resting-place for
trayellerSy or rather for officers of government in
Loo-Choo. The Kung-qua corresponds very
nearly to the Turkish khan, except that, being
used only by persons of some consideration, it is

far more neat and elegant in every respect. The
house resembles a private dwelling of tlie better
class. Rung means a palace

;
Rung Tsoi Chong,

temporary resting-places for tlie dead.

KUNGU. Hind. A kind of rouge in groat
rmuest among the ladies of Sind, who keep it in a
little ornamented box.

—

Jinrton\s Scimle^ p. 892.
KUNGUK, Kunjnr, or Chungnr, a wandering,

houseless race in the Panjab,, probably the sanio

as the Chinganeh of Turkey, the Italian Zingaro,
the Spanish Gitano, and the Knglish gypsy. About
Dehli, the race is called Kunjur, a word which
in the Panjab implies a courtesan dancing girl.

KUNIGAL, in the Tumkur district of Mysore,
in lat. 18° 1' 40" N., and long. 77° 1' 10" E., has
a horse-breeding establishment.

KUNJANA is the name given by Muhamma-
dans in the Southern Mahratta country to a
migratory tribe, who style themselves Kaj-yogni.
They are of ordinary stature, dark-featured, and
not well - favoured, and state that they came
originally from Bhopal about a.d. 1700. They
encamp without the walls of cities, and liave no
definite period of residence. The men play on
musical instruments, and the women combine the
art of dancing to fascinate the spectators. They
call themselves Hindus, and say they worship the
Bralimanical deities

;
but they wear clothes like

the Muhammadans, and ncvei* have Brahmans to

preside at their festivals. They also eat the cow,
but never cat the liog. 'Ihey bury their dead,
and they plafip offerings of rice to the manes of
the dead, ana draw the most favourable omen of
the state of the deceased by the offerings being
eaten by a crow,

KUNJI, Gaiiji, or (Jonji, Hind. A porridge or
caudle made by boiling wheat, ricts etc. In flu*

south of India, a usual term for food
;
also starch.

KUNJU. Hind. Bed powder made by steeping
turmeric root in an alkali, used in India for the
forehead marks of the Hindus.
KUNKAK. Hind. Nodular, tufaceous, traver-

tine-like deposits of carbonate of lime. It is

formed in*all soils by the action of springs, like the
travertines of Italy. In some places it is a j)ure

carbonate of lime; in others it is a concreted
limestone or pisolite; these, kinds are used for
road,-making.

It is a Hindustani word, meaning nodule.
There are two varieties, the red and the whit-e

;

the red differs from the white solely in conbiining
a lai|fe proportion of peroxide of iron

;
tlie white

consists of carbonate of lime, silica, alumina, and
sometimes magnesia and protoxide of iron. Kim-
kar is also deposited by calcareous waters abound-
ing in infusorial animalculm; the waters of the
annual inundations are rich in lime, and all the
facts that have come under observation appear to

indicate that this is the source of the kimkar
deposit, which is seen in a different form in the
Italian travertine, and the crescentic nodules of
the Isle of Sheppey and of Boulogne. Kunkar is

mostly nodular,—always fresh water and recent,

—

in moat cases in the act of being fo]Pmed under
our

,
eyes. It is sometimes found in thick stratified
like the travertine near Rome, and seems in

this case to have been formed by calcareous

springs. More generally it is met with in clay or

alluvial soil, in the shape of small pieces from the

size of peas or filberts to that of the hand. In the

blue clay which stretches along the Indian shores,

it is found in vast abundance, generally assuming

the most fantastic forms
;
indeed, it abounds in

every rice field and open soil all over the country.

The more recent varieties seem to bo formed by
the agency of tlui rains. AVhcii the earth abounds
with vegetation, the tepid waters are charged witli

fixed air, and dissolve the lime prev^iiling in the

soil everywhere around, the mineral being again

thrown down as the advancing season dispels tlie

excess of gas. It in this state absorbs the clayey

matter around, and cements it into kunkar. This

collected by the lime-burner, placed with fire*

wood in small-sized conical kilns, and burnt in

the usual way. It contains 72 of carbonate of

lime, 15 of sand, and 11 of clay and oxide of iron

;

but usually about 70 per cent, of carbonate of

lime, about 21 per cent, of carbonate of magnesia,
a trace of oxide of iron, and 10 to 20 per cent, of

sand and clay. Mixed with half its weight of

river sand, it makes an excellent mortar
;
burnt

in pieces of a cubic inch or so in size, ami then

powdered without slaking, it forms a first-rate

water (;ement, setting in a few minutes, ami be-

coming as hard as stone. Tlie finer varieties of

kunkar are burnt with charcoal all throughout

the country, in neat pigmy-looking kilns, 2j feet

high ami about as mmtb in iliameter at the base.

Tliesc hold about a cubic foot of material, or about*

8G lbs. of charcoal and kunkar in equal jiarts.

When burnt and slaked, it is then made up into

bricks, which are sold in the bazar for the purpose
of whitewashing. The ordinary Indian cement is'

ebnnam in its various forms. The only Indian
building materials which differ materially from
those of the fest of the world are latcritc, concrete,

and kunkar. — Col. Si/lces^ Load. Gcol. Tram.^

1886; Dr. Jiuisl; O'Shnuf/hitess}/.

KlINK-BOJI, also Kund-mamlla, Hind., in

Benares and the Doab, the day on which the

seed-sowing is completed,—held as a holiday;

tin; remnant of the seed-corn is made into a

cake, which is partaken of in the liedd, and in

part di.stributed to Brahmans and beggars.

KHNTA. Hind. A mace or spear, which

formed one of the •insignia of royalty of the

Chalukya dynasty when ruling at Kalian.

KHNTA in Coorg, Gunta in the Dekhan, a

poml, a small tank.

KUNTAN. Mahh. A pander, a pimp. A
caste said to be sprung from a Vaisya father and

a Brahman mother, whose office is attendance on

the women’s apartments, and providing dancing

gfrls and courtesans.— Glossary.

KlIjN'l'IlA. Hind. A necklace or rosary of

large beads made of silver, crystal, or the earth

of Karbala.

KUNTI, also called Pritha, also Parsbni, was

the daughter of the Yadava prince Sura, king of

the Surasenas, whose capital was Mathura, on the

Yamuna. She was sister of Vasudeva, but was

given by her father to his childless cousin, Kunti-

bhoja, by whom she was brought up.

mythology says that in her maidenhood she

showed such attention to the sage Durvasas

;

that he gave her a charm by which she coma

have a child by any god she wished. She W'
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yoked the sun, and l^raa was born, without any extort payment of a debt, or to intimidate the
detriment to her virginity, but Kama was never- officers lof Government or others from importu-
tlieless exposed on the banks of the Yamuna, nate demands, as the effect of the sacrifice Wins
Subsequently she married Pandu, to whom she supposed to involve in great sin the person
bore three sons, Yudishthra, Bhima, and Arjuna, whose conduct forced the constructor of the kur
who were called Pandavas. After the end of to'this expedient. ‘

•

• the great war, she retired into the forest with In January 1880, the thakur of Sandwar had
Dhritarashtra and his wife Gandhari, and they all sent his vakeel to the village of Upni, near Bikanir,
perished in a forest fire.—Z). to collect tlie village revenues. The Siddhs of
KUN-YAM, the Chinese goddess of mercy, is Upni refused to pay the usual malba, a small tax

worshipped with great pomp on hi^r natal day, levied to defray Village expenses. They got
the 19th day of the second month. She was a together other Siddhs from the neighbouring
Buddhist nun who was canonized, and women villages to the number of loO; and the whole
and children frequent her temples and burn body began to ‘ sit dhariia,’ and threatened to bury
ijicenco pastilles

;
she is also much worshipped themselves aliv(‘ unless they were exempted from

during thd Tsing-Hing or worshipping of Graves, paying the tax. Tlie thakur consulted with the
Her temples are very numerous. tahaildar of Giijangarh, who tried to persuade
KUP. Sind. Mud wells, mud volcanoes. See the men to go to Ibkanir and prefer any com

-

Kam Chamlar
;
Volcano. plaint there which they had to make. The

KUPASl or Kapasi, a plant remarkable for tbe Siddhs refused, and as the tliakur still declined
under surface in its leaves being covere<l wdth to give in to their demand, they actually buried
a cotton-like tomenium. The yx'Ople in’ the alive two of their iiiniiber,—an old man of 75,
Himalaya use it as tinder. It is also sjmn into and an old woman of (Jo. The raj oliiciais and
tliread, and woven into cloth, of wliich bags are the lumberdars of the village tried to prevent tbe
made. The string, until examined, looks as if murder

;
but the Siddhs drew their swords, and

formed of fibre. A coarse kind of lilanket, called carried out their ])nrpose.

—

Mrs. Kllivood
;

Cole.

kurki, is said to bo made of this subsUnce by tin; Mt/fh. Hind p. 1 18.

hill people north of Dobra. - 7 V. p. 301. KUU. A remission in rent in favour

KUPPAM, Coopa, (hq)a, Tam., as in Manjacu- of high-casto cultivators, to enable them to

pain, the name by which ( 'Uddalore is known to employ a ploughman.
the natives. It is a Tamil word, signifying a KUR or Kar, a term in use amongst the

small village, one occupied by huinblo people or Mahratta and Nair races. Many of the principal

by fishtirmen. . Mahratta families derive their name from a com-
KUI’PA-MANI. Tam. Acalypha^ Indica, pound formed from that of the village where

with which cats are so enchanted, tliat they they were born, and the substantive Kur, which
])lay with it as tliey would wdth a captured signifies an iiiliabitant, as Nimbal-Kur, Pattuiir

mouse, throwing it into tin; air, watching to see Kur, etc. Kur, in Maleali, means a class, a party,

if it will move.— p. .‘53
;

I'oifit. The people of Malabar, from th8 rajas and
KpPPARTHALA, a Panjab cliiefship with a Brahmans to the lowest races, are divided into

raja of the Sikh sect. The raja who died about a.d. cla.sses,— tlie Clievara-Kui*, tlie lighting or ruling

187G ? was burned on the banks of the Godavery, class
; and the Paniiiyiir-Kur, the civil and labour-

near Nasik. The colli II was taken along a private ing claas. Tlieir usages differ materially, and the

road to the usual place of cremation on the banks distinctions are carefully preservetl.

—

Malcolm's
of the Godavery, conveyed over the river ford (*eutral India, i. p. 142; Wilson's (ilossartf,

to a special site, where the funeral pile wius erecti-d. KUR, Kiirkii, or Muasi, are a tribe of Kolarian

A number of gold coins were scattered on the race, who occuyiy Nimar, the Gawilgarh Hills of

way
;
and the young raja and his brother, lads Berar, Kalibhit, the Avestern Sat])ura, northwards

of twenty and eighteen, followed the corpse towards Indore, and to the N.\V. and W. of the

barefooted; and, after going through necessary Mahadeva Hills. .Tliey are not Gond, but a

I’eligious ablutions, the former himself lighted branch of the Kol family. The Kurku.and .Gond
the pyre. The <leccased, prior to cremation, keep tliemsclves sey>aratc, and they each have a
was wrapped in most gorgeous and expensive separate language. There are 28,709 of Kurku
t»hawls and kinkobs, his jewels were left on him, in Berar. Tliere arc about 4000 of them in Woon
i‘nd all consumed with the body in the flames, and AmraOti. Along with the Andh, Gond, and
The ashes and bones were afterwards collected, Kolainb, they occupy the Mailghat and the

the former deposited in the Government treasury, southern skirts of its Jiills. I'liey resemble each

to bo shortly and finally deposited under a fouii- other in appearance, though they each speak a
tain about to be erected on the banks of the different tongue, and in their features they differ

nver
;
and the bones Averc deposited in a basin from the villagers. The Kurku have their head-

in the river set apart for the reception of such. (juarters on and around the Nerbadda hills, and

KUPPHUL. Hind. A salt of soda obtained extend westward through Baitul and Hoshang-
from the waters of the lake of Lunar, used in abad as far as Berhampur and Asirgarh.

^

The
fixing the red dyes of cloth. Gond eat cow’s flesh at most of .their festii^,

KUR, the Persian form of Cyrus. Avhilst the Kurku hold such a practice an abomina-

KUR. A Hindu practice for extorting a debt tion. Some of the Kurku holU parwanaUs irom
wag called erecting a kur, meaning a circular the Moghul emperors, in which they are styled

pile of wood, which was prepared ready for con- Rajputs. Their common word for man is Kurakp,
fiagration. Upon this, sometimes a cow, and which is simply the plural of Kur or Kura (in

sometimes an old woman, was placed by the con- Munda, a boy), and we Imve thus a tai^ eq/omlly

Btructorsof the pile, and the whole was consumed near the Koraku and Korwa of Sirguja, and the
together. The object of this practice was to Kur of Gawilgarh. The close relationship of the
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Kur and Saiital, and tljieir separation from the

Drayidlan^ may be illustrated by a few examples

:

Eng-
lish.

Kuri. Goml

ToL
Tamil. Tclugu.

Sita, Chita Seta Nei
^

Nay Kukka
‘

Ear Lutur Lutur Kavi Kadu Ohaoo
Hair Op, Up ITp Meir ISIayir Yeiitekalu

Nose Mu Mu Mukii Mukku Mukku
Belly Lai

*

Lai I’ir Wairu Karpu
Fire Singal Singol Nin*i)U Nevappu Noppu
"Water Da Da 'I'anni Tannir Nil'll

House Ura Ora Bon Vidu IIlu

Star Epal Ipil Siikiim Tarakei —
Man Koro Maiiwai Alanidan Manshi
Two Barku Bara Band Irandii Bandu
Three lApkor !Apia IMund IMundru Muru

KURAB. Pers. Tliis is seen when looking

on a plain covered with haze or mist, hut not

reflected as the mirage. It constitutes, however,

that deceptive appearance for which the Persians

have various names, such as Kurab, Kavir,

Namayash-i-Ab, Serab, etc.

—

OuseUy'ft TrareA.%

I p. 270.

KURACHEE LIGHTHOUSE, on Manora
point, in lat. 24“ 47' 20^" N., and long. 66“ 68'

E. From Kurachce, iron stcain])oats ran on the

Indus to Multan, calling at Beacon, Tatta, Hyder-
abad. Prior to the conquest of Sind, it was an

insignificant fishing town, but is now of import-

ance as the terminus of the Sind railway and the

seaport of Sind, in 1881 with 7il,560 inhabitants.

See Karachi.

KURAL, a celebrated poetical production in

Tamil, treating of morals, by 'rinivalluvar, re-

garded by all Tamilians as the finest composition

of which the Tamil can boast. It appears to be

not only the best but the oldest 1’amil work of

any extent which is now in existence, its date

seems not later than the 9th century a.d. There

is no trace in the Kural of tin* mysticism of tlie

modem Puranic system
;
of Bhakti, or exclusive

enthusiastic faith in any one deity of the Hindu
pantheon

;
of exclusive attachment to any of the

sects into which Hinduism has been divided since

the era of Sankara ; or even of ac(]uaintance

with the existence of any such sects. From the

indistinctness and undeveloped character of the

Jaina clement which is contained in it, it seems

probable that in Tiruvalluvac’s age and country

Jainism was rather an esoteric ethical school, than

an independent objective system of religion, and

was only in the process of development out of

the older Hindnispi. C(‘rtain poetical composi-

tions are attributed to Auvaiyar, the matron, a

reputed sister of Tiruvalliivar, of whicli some at

least do not belong to so early a period. It

teaches a monotheism, and tlie later Buddhists

or Jainas acknowledged an Adibuddha or Adi-

vara, called sometimes Adidevan or primordial

god. Its form is exquisitely poetic.

Tiruvalluvar means divine soothsayer. Kural

signifies short or ‘Condensed. It is divided into

three parts, treating of virtue, wealth, and

pleasure. It contains chapters of ten distichs

each, resembling the Sanskrit Sutras, the first

line containing four feet, and the second line

three. Ten commentaries have been written by
native scholars upon the Kural, of which that

by the Brahman rarimelalaga is considered the

best. The Rev. H. Bower says, ‘The work is

superior to the Institutes of Menu, and is worthy

of the divine Pkato himself.’ Beschi translated

it into Latin, and , Dr. Graul into German
;

T.

W. Ellis, Esq., translated portions of it into

English.* The Rev. AV. H. Drew translated 63

chapters, with occasional notes and an index

verbornm. The following is the first chapter as

translated by Afr. Ellis :

—

‘ As ranked in every .alphabet', the first,

Tlie self-aamo vowel, stands, so in all worlds
'J’li’ eternal Uod is chief.

What is the frnit that human knowledge gives,

If at the feet of him who is pure knowledge
]^ue reverence be not paid?

They who adore liis sacred feet, whose grace

(iladdona with sudden thnll the fervent heart,

High o'er the earth shall soar to endless joy.

To Iiim whom no affection moves nor hate,
Those constant in obe«lienco, from all ill,

In this world and the next, are free.

Those who delight with fervent mind to praise

The true and only Lord of heaven and earth,

No false ideas of right and wrong can cloud.

Those who pursue the path of his true law,
"Who is of sensual organs voir I, in lieavcn

Shall dwell in ncver-enrling bliss.

The anxious mind against corroding tliought
No refuge hath, save at the sacred feet

Of him to whom no likeness is.

Hard is the trnnsit of this sea i>f vice,

Save by that Beiiig’s gracious aid, who is

Himself a sea of virtue.

Of virtue void, as is the palsied sense,

The hearl must he, that hows not at his feet

AVhose eight-fold attributes pervade the world.

Of those who swim the wide extended sea
Of mortal hirtli, none ever can OBcai)e,

Blit they who to the feet of (j!od adhere.’

—Murdoch\s (Jataloync, See Tiruvallavar.

KURAJJilA. Karn. a Rhepherd race, who
manufacture coarse woollens.

KURAM district is the valley of the river

Kuram, about 60 miles long, and breadth from 3
to 10 miles. The scenery is fine, and in some'
places grand, the Safed Koli forming a magnifi-

cent background to a picture of quiet beauty.

The Kuram 'river runs through green fiehls and
sunny orchards, and numerous villages dot tin

plain. The principal spur from the Safed Koli

range is the Peiwar ridge, which runs south and
divides into two branches, one of which is parallel

to the Kuram. The number of fighting men of the

Kuram tribes have been thus estimated—Mingal,

8000; Jaji, 800; Bangash, .6620; Turi, 6000.

Thall is about 2500 feet, Kuram is nearly 4800,

and the pass of tlie Peiwar is 8600 over sea-level.

Of the peaks about Peiwar that of Karaia it^

1.6,400 feet, while that of Sikuram is 16,600 in

height. The Kuram plains are in summer totally

devoid of Water, and in winter are covered with

snow. Along the base of the Safed Koh range

numerous valleys debouch upon the plain
;
these

are extremely fertile. The oriental plane, the

walnut, and the amlok grow to a- great size ;
anti

orchards contain tlie apple, apricot, plum,' quince,

and grape. The soil yields two crops duting the

year, the first being barley, wheat, and cloyei

;

the second rice, maize, and one of the millets.

On the slopes of the mountains the limit of forest

is usually reached at 11,000 feet; in some fovourcti

spots single trees of Pinus excelsa and Abies

Webbiana not unfrequently exist up to 13,009.

A dense forest occupies*the ridges of the Peiwar-
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kotal, consisting chiefly of deodar, with ‘Abies

Smithiana and Finns excelsa. On its spurs this

forest growth completely disappears at 11,000

feet, and is replaced with flat masses of the

common juniper. This disappears at 12,000 feet,

leaving the summits of the peak perfectly bare,

unless where a boulder affords shelter to some

^alpine plant. Some of the exceptionally large

trees* measured as follows :—Plane, circumference,

;]3 feet; walnut, 17 feet; deodar, 21 feet; celtis,

16 feet; oak, 13 feet; a variety of the black

poplar, 10 feet G inches. ¥ov light, pine

splinters are used
;
and in lieu of vegetable oils

for food, the melted fat of the tail of the large-
|

tailed sheep is consumed. A very handsome

new clematis, with flowers of a pale lemon colour,

and from 3 inches to 5 inches in diameter, called

after General Koberts, and a now yellow rose, are

among the many new species found.

KURAO. The practice, which is also known
to the eastward by the name of Uorhuree, in the

Dekhan by Butt’lihee, and in other provinces by

the pame of Dhnn'echa, is foll(.)we<l among the

Jat races, but is not very (Openly confessed even

amoijg them, as some degree of discredit is sup-

posed to attach to it. It is oidy younger brothers

who form these connections, (^Idor brothers being

prohibited from marrying their younger brothers’

widows; but among the Jat of Uelili even this

is not prohibited. Kanjit Singh wont some steps

further. He took by Kurao a lady betrothed to

his father, Maha Siu^h
;
ho also took Dya Ivoon-

wiir and Rutun Koonwur, the widows of Sahel

Singh, the chief of Gnjerat, his own uncle- in-law.

It is optional with the Jat widow to take either

the eldest (Jetli) or the youngest, who is generally

preferred and deemed most suitable. Should she

determine to relimpiish worldly ideas, and to

rcahlo chaste in Ijor father-in-law’s house, she

may adopt this course, but such instances are

very rare, particularly in the case of young

females, and are not to be looked for in a society

and amongst tribes notorious for the laxity of

their morals and for the degeneracy of their

conceptions.

In default of surviving brothers, ind in accord-

ance- with acknow](*dged usage, the widow is at

the disposal of her father-in-law’s family. Prom
the moment she has quitted the paternal roof,

she is considered to have been assigned as tlic

property of another, and ceases to have a free vvill.

The Jews followed this custom, and in Kgyijt

it was permitted for a cliildless widow to cohabit

with a brother of the deceased husband. When

Pat and the neighbouring hills, and all the

country on the road from Main Pat througli

Chandargarii and Jashpur to Ranchi, consist of

inctamorphic rocks, with the exception of a cap

of trap and. latcrite on Main Pat. •

KURBAJ. Akab. A switch of dried and

twisted hippopotamus liide, the ferule, horsewhip,

and cat-o’-nine-tails of Egypt.

—

Burton's Mecca,

i. p. 30.

KURBAN. Arab. A sacrifice. Mark vii.

11 has, * But yo say, If a man shall say to his

father or mother, It is Corban, (that is to say, a

gift,) by whatsoever thou mightest be profited by

me
;
he shall be free.’ This word is often used

by men or women addressing a superior, in which

case it means merely, I am your sacrifice. The

word has allusion to an approaching to Gpd, and

means a sacrifice, a victim, an offering, an

oblation, for which also wc have tho Greek Kup-

vofict. The other words in tho Arabic, Sadqa,

Fida, and Tassaduq, mark the continuance of the

sacrificial rite. Sadqa, properly Sadaqa, means

nlins, propitiatory offerijjgs, and sacrifice. The

words are continued into Hindustani, in Sadqe-

jana or Sadqe-hona, to 1)eeome a sacrifice for

the welfare of another
; .
and Sadqe-karna, to

sacrifice for the welfare of another. Muhammad-
ans of India have twf) great Ivurban or religious

festivals,—^the Bakr-Fed, called also Eed-us-Zoha,

also Eed-i-Kurbau, wliich is held on the 10th

Zn-ul-llaj, in commemoration of the offering up
of Ishmael by Abraham. The other is tho Eed-

ul-Fitr or Ramzan-ki-Eed, lield on tho Ist of

Shawal, at tlie close of the Ramzan fast. Three

lesser Eed are the Akhiri Char Shainbah, on the

last W^ednesday of Safar, when Mahomed in his

last illness felt a little better, and bathed for

tho hist time; the Shab-i-Barat, or night of re-

cording, is another, and it is held on the 16th

ghaban. Other Musalman rcligdous festivals

are Maharram, Bariwafat, Miraj-i-Muhammad,

Charaghau-i-Zandah Shall Madar, Charaglian-i-

Banda Nawaz, Fir-i-Dastagair, and Urus-i-Kadar-

wali.

IvUKBANA WANLU, or Buljera wanlu, Tkl.,

amongst the Teling races are migratory grain and

salt merchants, like the Binjara race.

KURClll-WANJAJ. Ti:l. People in Southern

India wlio are engaged in mat-making, basket-

weavers, also makei’s of house mats of palm loaves.

KURDISTAN, the country of the Kurd, is a

district in tho cast of Persia, though the Kunl

are also foiiml in the west of Persia, in Asia

Minor and Syria. Its limits comprise the greatest

the laws of Menu were enacted, Kurao appears part of the territory of tlie Kurd or Carduchi.

to have been a recognised institution. But, as This extensive tract is divided into four districts,

i's not unusual with tho Institutes, there is much two of which are Kermanshali and Ardclan.

contradiction between tlie enactments relating to Lower Kurdistan is the naine given to that piirt

it. From a considertatioii of all the passages on of tho pashalik of Bagdidad which lies to the N.E.

the subiect. it aPDcars that failure of issue was of tho Tigris, and wliich comprised the ehiof part
the subject, it appears that failure of issue

the point on which the legality turned. He who
was begotten according to law on the wife of a

inanr deceased, or impotent, or disordered, after

due authority given to her, is called the lawful

son of the wife (ix. Elliot ;
History of the

^URBA. The coal-bearing or Darnuda beds of

Kurba extend for about 40 miles to the eastward,

as far as Rabkub in Udaipur (Oodeypore). They

also extend far to the south-east towards Gangpur,

and to the northwards towards Sirguja. Mwn

Tigris, L , _ ^

of Assyria, and seems to be the land of Kir.

spoken of in tho Second Book of Kings and in

the prophet Amos. Tho people consist of two

distinct races, the one consisting of the Kurd
tribes, who are Sunni Muhammadans, ^toral
and shepherd nomadcs; the other, ’termed Gooran,

who arc villagers, and among whom are the

Kuldi and Nestorian Christians and Jews. There
are some within the Persian, others within the

Turkish boundary. The Sekkir, Nur-ud-Din,
Shiuki, Bulbassl, Mikri, Bahdinian, and other
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tribes are under the prince of Amadiyah and after the manner of the Armenians; and there

Rowanduz. The Lak Feili and Bakhtiari tribes are whole tracts of country where the Kurd and
dwell south of Kermanshah. Kurdistan is a high Armenian villages alternate. The nucleus, how-
table - land, surmounted by rugged and lofty ever, of the Kurd family lies south of Armenia,
mountains. Lake Van, situated on the northern along the mountain ridge which separates Asiatic

edge of the region which contains the larger pro- Turkeyfrom Persia. Tliero are also a few of the

portion of the Kurdish race, is 6200 feet above Kurd within the Russian frontier. Some pay
the level of the Mcditerranctin. Sir Henry Layard, allegiance to both Persia and Turkey, but there*

in passing from Mosul to Van in the month of are more which are independent of both. Some
August, found snow on several of the passes which are well within the Turkish, others as well within

.he crossed, 10,000 feet in height above the sea. the Persian, frontier. They all speak the Persian

The Toura Jelu he estimated to be not under, if language, but their feelings of nationality aro^

not above, 15,000 feet high. Near I.ake Van and local and tribal rather than general. Their

to the south of that lake several peaks rise much habits are rude and predatory. They are hardy,

above the line of perpetual snow. Kurdistan air is brave, rapacious.

pure and bracing; the winters arc severe, as snow History has recorded their presence for 2000
falls to a great depth, and in some districts years on the lofty plateau on the eastern border

remains on tlje ground undisturbed for from four of Asiatic Turkey, between Armenia on the north

to five months of the year. The mountains of and the fertile province of Mosul on the west.

Kurdistan lie along the eastern edge and across
j

Doubtless, however, they had held their savage

the northern end of Mesopotamia. To have full
' highlands for innumerable generations before the

and finn possession of these mountains is to Retreat of the Ten Thousand. As now under
command that immense plain from the sources the Turk, so through the periods of Assyrian and
of the Tigris and Euphrates to the Persian Median as well as of Persian supremacy, they

Gulf; nor could the conquest of the interior had seen spread out at their feet the accumulations

of Asiatic Turkey bo accomplished so long as of peace and wealth, tempting their love of

an enemy held possession of those mountains, plunder. Well acquainted with the mountiiins

While the military expeditions of the Medes and among which they dwell, they can readily retreat

Persians, the Greeks and Romans, the Saracens, where cavalry and artillery cannot reach them, and
Russians, and Turks, have swept around or where, behind rocks and on lofty peaks, they area'

over those mountains, the Kurds have still clung full match for any trained sojdiers who dare follow

to them as the Swiss have clung to their native them. Before Kurdistan was subdued by the

Alps. Turkish and Persian Governments, Beys or chiefs

Mr. George Rawlinson, M, A., after mentioning were the feudal rulers of the country
;

their

the different tribes that have occupied the high authority was based partly on hereditary descent,

table-land mentioned above, says :
‘ Of these and partly on pcrs9nal influence and character,

various tribes, the one of greatest name and note Obedience to their commands, though voluntary,

“•which may bo traced uninferruptedly from the wjis nearly al)Solute. Since the subjugation of

time of Xenophon to the present day, and which the provinces of Kurdistan, many of these Beys

has apparently absorbed almost all the otliers— and their descendants have retained great influenco

is that which ancient writers designate under with their followers. During the war between

the slightly-varied appellations of Cardnchi, Gor- Turkey and Russia, as well as during the Crimean
diari, and Cyrtii, and which still liolds the greater war, the Turkish Govermuent negotiated directly

portion of the region between Armenia and with the Beys for their services, including a stipu-

Luristan, under the well-known name of Kurds, latcd number. of irregular cavalry. It was found,

The country assigned to this race in ancient however, that such troops, inclitYercnt as to the

times is usually the rugged tract east of the niaiii results of the contest, and eager only for the

Tigris, extending from the neighbourhood of Sert spoils of battle, were ciisily panic-stricken, yet

and Bittis (in long. 42°) to the vicinity of ever ready to violate the rules of civilised warfare

Rowanduz (in long. 42° bO').’ At the present by shooting defenceless prisoners •who had laid

time, however, the Kurds extend over and are down their arms. Kurds have to-day very much
scattered through a far wider region than that the same cluiracteristics that they had 2500 years

assigned to them by the ancient writers
;

tens ago
;
their manner of life is much the same now

of thousands of thejn are now found even west as then. They are now taking more to agriculture,

of the Euphrates, and as far south as the southern but they art; chiefly engaged in sheep farming and

slopes of the Taurus mountains in the region of ctittle-breeding. AVith their sheep, the proportion

Aoiaman
;

the streets of Erzerum, far to the of male and female births is three-fifths and two-

north, are often crowded by these semi-savage fifths respectively. They dislike manual labour

;

freebooters. Millingen (p. 152) estimated the they are treacherous; like the Indians, they are

number of the whole Kurdish nation at five fond of roving about from one part of the country

.millions. The Persian Kurds are estimated at to another
;
like them, also, they are slow to adapt

000,000 souls. The Shadilu, Kara Cherchulu, themselves to the restraints and discipline of a

and Yezidi clans in Khorasan are descendants of regularly-organized government. Several hi^iidred

4000 families whom Shah Ismail brought from determined men would be enough to hold many of

Kurdistan to check the inroads of the Turkomans, the passes of the Kurdish mountains, and put a

They have increased to over 50,000, and arc stop to commercial intercourse. Past experience

formidable alike for their numbers and for their has proved that the military expeditions of the

bravery. They are predatory. Kurds have spread Turks against the Kurds have generally been very

into the khanate of Bokhara, and eastwards into barren of results. The difficulties (ff

Afghanistan and Cutch Gandava. The Kurd are are very great ; the summers are short, the

distributed over tlje western part of Asia much winters long and terribly severe, and the physical
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features of the county such that an enemy can KURILE ARCHIPELAGO is on the east of
readily avoid an invading army. Asia. It is a chain of small islands, 900 miles
Nomade Kurd tribes occasionally occupy the long, extending front Cape Lopataka, the southern

elevated valley of Dasht-i-bc-Daulat, N.W. of promontory of Kamtschatka, in a south-west direc-
Mustung, at the head of the Bolan pass. On the tion, to the Isle of Jesso or Ifezo. They are 22 in

west of Saharawan, the country is held by pastoral number, and were lirst visited by the Russians in
tribes, the Sirpherra, and their brancli the 1718. These islands are all mountainous, and in
Rodani Kurd of the Dasht-i-be-Daulat

;
Shcr- several of them are volcanoes and hot springs,

wani of Khad, and the Raisani of Dolai and They are partly under Russia, partly under Japan.
Khanak. The l)asht-i-be-Daulat, in the northern The Kurilian or Aino race occupy the mouth of

part of Saharawan and west of the Rolan Hills, is the Saghalin and the southern extremity of

about 15 miles in length and breadth. In spring Kamtschatka, on the mainland, and all the islands

it is covered with lovely flowers and grasses, and between Kamtschatka and Japan. The peninsula
is then dotted with the toman of the Kurd, who of Tarakai is Kurilian. In the island of Karafto,

retire to Merv after the harvest of autumn, and Kamoi is their chief deity. The Aino are the

then predatory bands of Kaka roam over the aboriginal race of Yezo, whose severe treatment
ground and attack travellers. The Kurd possess by the Japanese has led them to other countries,

the Dasht-i-be-Daulat and Merv, also Tikari in They also occui)y the southern part of the island

Cutch Gandava. The Kurd of the Dasht-i-be- of Saghalin, which is in possession of the Japanese.
Daulat arc surmised to have com(^ from the west The Aino are of short stature, with broad faces

in the train of some conqueror, and settled where of the Mongol tyt)e. They are a timid race, their
'

they now are. limbs are hairy, they have bushy beards and long
Mikri Kurd occupy the S. pait of Azerbijan. tangled hair, large heads, and clumsy figures

;
the

They are bravo horsemen, and on one occasion expression of their faces is that of good nature
they drove the whole Russian cavalry off the field, cumbered with stupidity.

The Kurds who inhabit the district of Khorasan The JCurilians arc courteous and hospitable to

from Nishabur up towards Astrabad along the each other, though aviTse to strangers
;
and are

northern frontier of Iran, had long been estab- chiefly employed in hunting, catching birds, and
lished in this locality, and always constituted a taking sea animals and whales. They carry on a
principal portion of the forces of Khorasan. traflic with the Japanese, who bring utensils of

In their wide distribution, the Kurd speak the metal and wood, sabres, stuffs, tobacco, trinkets,

Kurmaaji between ^losul and Asia Elinor and the and small wares,' for which they receive whale
Zoza

; the Baluchi, the Lur dialects, viz. Bashiari blubber, skins, fiu*, and eagles^ feathers for

and Feili; those of the Tats in the B.E. of the arrows. According to M. Rosney, their language

Caucasus, and of the Iron or Assetes in the same is dissimilar to Jaj)aiieso, and that spoken in the

neighbourhoo<l.--yiV/?/'////.sv)a ,* j/aef/m/or, iv. p. Kuriles and in the island of Yezo are also

Arminim Vainbcrn ofBokhara, \
Sayev. different from Japanese.

—

Rev. Mr. *Adams, p.

ii. p. 83. -lb- See Japan.

KURDLAH, a small fort in tlie Dekhan, near KURJA of the Punjab, camel bags of woollen

which a battle was fought betw(‘en the Mahrattas, or goats’ hair stuff, often prettily ornamented.

11,000 strong with guns, and the Nizam, 82,350 KURKIHAR, about three miles to the north-

strong and 192 guns, in which the army of the east of Punawa, is the largest place between the

latter was utterly defeated. cities of Gaya and Bihar. The remains at Kurkihar

KUREH, Peus., plural of Kurrah, means circles consist of several ruined mounds, in which
or districts of a country. numerous statues and small votive topes of dark-

KURHURBARI, in the valley of the Barakar, blue stone have been found .— Jl A. S. J. p. 32,

a tributary of the Darnuda, famed for its coal- 1804.

fields. See Coal. KURKUTCHA, a range of mountains which

KURI. Can. A sheep. Kuraba, a shepherd, separates the valley of Kabul from the plain of

‘KURI. Can. A fish-trap basket made on the Jalalabad, and connects the Hindu Kush with*

same principle as the mouse -trap, with narrowing the Safed Koh. The altitude of the range varies

entrance and springy bamboo spikes projecting from 1000 to 2000 feet above Kabul, and the

inwards so as to prevent return; on the same highest part, in lat. 34° 25' N., and long. 69“ 30' E.,

principle as the mouth of the pui-se in a trawl-net. is 8000 feet above the sea. There are four routes

On tliis plan they arc made of all sizes and of over this range, practicable only for man and

many shapes. The small ones used to catch the horse. At Lataband pass 4000 British troops

fry in the rice-fields are about a foot long, were destroyed in their retreat in 1842. Cold is

and are made of finely-split and closely-twined intense during winter, the frost splitting the

hamboo
;
while those used in the rivers are some- rocks into huge fragments,

limes the same, and sometimes as much ,as 10 or KURMA, in Hindu mythology, was the second

lii feet in length, and more elaborately con- grand avabira of Vishnu, in the form of a tortoise,

structed. These traps are called cruives. and evidently refers, like the first, the matsya or

KURIA MURIA, a group of barren islands in fish avatar, to the flood. For the purpose of

lat. 17° 27' N.-, and long. 55° 36' E,, on S. coast restoring to man some of the comforts and con-

of Arabia, in Kuriyan Muriyan Bay, five in venienccs that were lost in the flood, Vishnu is

number,—Hasiki, Sodah, Kirzaut or Rodondo, fabled to have become incarnate again in the

Hullaniyah, and Kibliyali. They were ceded to form of a tortoise, in which shape he sustained

the British by the Imam of Muscat, for the pur- the mouii^n Mandara, placed on his back to serve

pose of laying the Red Sea and Indian telegraph as an axis, wherewith the gods and asura—^the

cable, and for the guano. Hasiki is in lat. vast serpent Vasuki serving as a rope—churned
17° ?7' 15" N., and long. 55® 36' E.-^Firtd/ay. the ocean for the recovery of the amrita, or
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beverage of immortality. And the result of the Sir H. Elliot says seven subdivisions are usually

(Operation, and that which chiefly distinguished enumerated, as Khariband, Patanya, Ghorcharha,
this avatara, was the obtafinment of fourteen Jaiswar, Kanoujia, Kewat, and Jbunia. These
articles, usually called fourteen gems or chatur- do not cat together or intermarry. The Khari-
desa ratna, in common language chauda ratni, band and Patanya abound in the Central Doab
viz. 1. The Moon, Chandra; 2. Sri or Ijukshmi, and Oudh

;
the Ghorcharha are more to tlie

the goddess of fortune and beauty
;

Sura, wine, west
;
the Jaiswar in Saugor and BundelkhainJ ;

or Suradevi, the goddess of wine; 4. Uchisrava, the Kanoujia in the lower tracts of the Doab
;
the

an eight-headed horse ;
h. Kustubha, a jewel of Kewat to the E. of Benares

;
and the Jhunia west

inestimable value
;

0. Parijata, a tree that spoil- of the Upper Jumna.
taneously yielded everything desired; 7. Surabhi, The best agriculturists of the Central Provinces

a cow similarly bountiful
;

8. Uhanwantara, a are decidedly the Kurmi, found mostly in rich

physician
;

9. Iravaii, elephant of Indra, with black soil tracts. It is a common saying that no
three probosci

;
10. Shank, a sliell conferring Kurmi can exist where ho is unable to raise rabi

victory on whoever should sound it; 11. Danusha, crops. They are a most peaceable set of men,
an unerring bow; 12. Bikh, poison or drugs; and have always been remarkable for their loyalty

13. Rhemha, tlie Apsara, a beautiful and amiable to the ruling power. They arc very tenacious of

woman ;
14. Amrita, the beverage of immortality, their ancestral holdings, and seldom alienate

111 the churning, the gods stood at the tail of rights in land unless under the greatest pressure

the serpent Vasuki, and the asura at the head, of circumstances. The real secret of their unfail-

After obtaining these fourteen gifts, there broke ing success in agricultural pursuits generally does

out a violent contest between the gods and the not appear to lie so much in their reputed superior

asura. skill, as in the fact of women as well as men
Avatara means in the Hindi tongue descent or engaging equally in held work

;
wliile the wonien

incarnation, and is usually employed by the of several other agricultural classes arc precluded,

Hindus to designate the ten iiicarnatipns of by prejudice or custom, from assisting the male

Vishnu, usually thus arrange<l and named : 1. population in their labours. Scarcely inferior to

Matsya or fish
;

2. Kiirma or tortoise
;

8. Varaha the Kurmi as agriculturists, are the Lodhi, who,

OP boar
;

4. Narasingha or man-lion ; 5. Vamana however, are the opposite of the former in natural

or dwarf; 6. Parasu Rama, the name of a favoured temperament, being turbulent, revengeful, .and

Cm in whom the deity beciimc incarnate ; 7. ever ready to join in any disturbance. They
a, the same; 8. Krishna, the same; 0. Budba, make good soldiers, and are generally excellent

the same
;

10. Kalki or home. Of these, nine are sportsmen. Others engaged in husbandry arc Jat,

past ;
the tenth is yet to come. Koeri, Kach’hi, and liOdhi.

KURMA PURANA, a poem of 17,000 stanzjis. Both among Kurmi and Lodhi there is no

It gives the relation of an avatara of Vishnu, the distinction between a mistress and wife, providtul

great portion inculcating the worship of Siva and always that the former is of the same caste as the

Durga.

—

D, husband, or, better still, the widow of an elder

KURMI, cultivators dwelling north of the brother or cousin, however far removed. The

Kunbi, but to the south of the Rajput and Jat. children bom from such connections are on an

They form the bulk of the population in the part equal footing jis regards inheritance of property,

of Manbhum near the Damuda river
;
in consider- whether personal, real, or ancestral, with those

able numbers in all the central and eastern parts born from regular married wives. A Kurmi
.of the North-West Provinces or in Hindustan who sells Iiimself into slavery (not an un-

gencrally, who there attend to the liner garden common thing even now) is said to become a

style of cultivation much more than the Jat and Ohanuk. ^riie Kurmi, Kunbi, Jat, and Rajput

Rajput
;
but, like the Jat race, Kunbi and Kurmi are the chief territorial tribes of Northern India,

are assisted by their industrious women, who have Kurmi, Kach’hi, and Murao are the best agri-

pasi^ed into a proverb for industry : culturists in the N.\Y. Provinces. The api-

‘ Bhale jat Kuiibiii ki K’hurpi hat’h cultural and gardening tribes of the Paiijab,

K’het nirawen apne i>i ke sat’h.’ Hindustan, Central Imlia, and Maharashtra

They have villages of their own, and are also number aboiU 20,000,000, viz. Jat, 2,030,094

;

g
)read in detached families or groiqjs. Mr. Kach’hi, 2,258,709

;
Koeri, 1,207,951 ;

Lodln,

ampbell considers Kurmi to be identical with the 1,30.5,391
;
Kunbi, 5,388,-187

;
Kurmi, 4,005,475;

Kunbi, and to occupy from lat. 10° to 23° or and in the south of India are the Kamma. Kapii,

24" N., and from the western frontiers of Gujerat, Reddi, Naek, Vellalar, and W'^akkaliga.

countries watered by the AVaingauga, the Middle KURMSAQ. Pf.i;s. As an expression of coii'

Gaiiga, and upper streams of the Nerbadda. tempt, the word Sag, signifying a dog, is generally

But in the valley of the Ganges they are looked applied to Christians by the Persians; and among

down upon as mere humble tillers of the soil, themselves, as equally contemptuous, Kurmsaq

They are more numerous towards the Jubbulpur in very frequent lise. Ouseley suspects that

and Saugor territories, where they mingle with Sag and Kurmsaq are the Sacse and Khor-Sa-kic

the Lodhi. Thence westwards, as on both sides mentioned by Solinus, those barbarous words

of the Nerbadda, in Malwa, where they meet the being probably Latinized from an imperfect appre-

Jat, and throughout the southern borders of hension of their sounds. The Persians in tnc\i’

Hindustan, there are numerous Kurmi who langu^e, ^according to this author, call the

speak Hindi. Those in Hindustan are darker and Scythians Sacse, and in return the Scythians call

lew- good-looking than Brahmans and Rajputs
;

them Chor-saci. Scythas, Persse lingua soa Sacas

but Mr. Campbell states (pp. 93, 94) that they are dicunt, et? invieem Sc^h» Persajs Chorsacos

quite Aryan in their features, institutions, and nominant.

—

Solin PolyhisL xlix. in Ouseley '^

mauners. Travels, ii. p. 542.
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KURNAH, Apamea, daughter of Artabazus,

the Persian, was married to Seleucus, who gave
her name to three towns, Kumah, one of these

three Apamea, is situated at the confluence of the

rivers Euphrates and Tigris, and although now
dwindled into a pqtty town, it was formerly a
place of consequence. It is on a low flat, with
apparently a rich soil, and along the river arc low
banks to prevent the country being flooded. At
this spot some oriental traditions have fixed the

Garden of Eden. It commands the mouths of

both the Tigris and Euphrates, and looks directly

down the Shat-ul-Arab river. Suaib, a station

with a fort of the same name, is opposite to

Kurnah, on the eastern bank of the Euphrates, and
near Sahal. After the junction of the two streams,

which for some distance are clearly discernible

from each other (the waters of the Euphrates
being much tlie clearer), a striking change takes

place in the character of the scenery. On enter-

ing the Tigris from the south, the belt of date
trees almost immediately terminates, i)atches of

cultivation show themselves more frciquently, anfl

the country (tliough still a dead level) has a
fertile and less desert look. About 100 miles

aboVe Kurnah, on the right bank of the river,

stands the tomb of the prophet-scribe Ezra, a
pretty mosque of tesselated l)rickwork, sur-

mounted by a green cuj)ola.

—

TnwvscmPs Outram
anH Havelock^ p. 808; Malcolm's iV?*,s/rt,ii. p. 141

;

Skinner's Orerland Journey^ ii. p. 2Cd
;
Mignan's

Travels^ p, 290.

KURNISH. Arab. A humble form of saluta-

tion.

KUKNOOL, a walled town on a tongue of land

between tlie right bank of the Tumbudra river

and left bank of the llindri, in lat. 15° 48' N.,

and long. 78° E., 900 feet above tlie sea, the

junction of the Hindri and Tumbudra occurring

to its south-east. Kurnool was held by a Pathan
chief. Lying between the Ceded Districts and
the Hyderabad territory, it Avas surrendered to

the East Indian Company on 15tli December 1815,

but on the 18th October 1889 was again taken

possession of, and on the same day a battle Avas

foiight at Zorapore, three miles off, the uawab
of Kurnool captured, and the territory annexed.

The chiefs Avere a violent and illiterate race.

KhizrKhaii, to Avhoin, in 1051, Aurangzeb granted

the jaghir, was assassinated by his sou Daoud
Khan. Ilimmiit Ikiliadur Khan, in December
1750, during the battle of Ginji, treacherously

slew his leader, Nasir Jangi In 1828, while

Muzaffar Khan was being conveyed to Kurnool by
Mr. A. D. Campbell, and wliilc yet in British

territory, he murdered his young wife with
shocking cruelty. In 1889, his brother, Alif

Khan, bought and made large quantities of war-
like stores, and, refusing to obey tlie British

authorities, an army advanced on Kurnool, in the

battle at Zorapore took prisoner the nawab, wlio

was afterwards assassinated at Trichinopoly by a
follower. Kurnool province is now a small

collectorato of the Madras Presidency to the

north of Guddapah.
KURRAH. Hind. A circular enclosure in

which Brahmans were accustomed to place a
woman, whom they threatened to • burn if the

Bcrvante of Qoyemment preferred a charge. See
Kpp.

KTJRRAL, atfuhammadan tribe of the Hazara,

who claim descent from Alexander, Kurral,

Dhund, Tanaoli, Alpial, Awan, and Gukkar, tribes

north of the Salt Range, are described by Mr. (Sir

George) Campbell as the finest and handsomest
men in India, perhaps in the world. They pro-
fess Muhammadanism, and have fanciful Muham-
madan genealogies, but are wholly Indian in their

language, manners, habits, and constitutions.

Their language is Panjabi. They have no con-
nection Avith the Pathan races, and they claim

none with the Jat and Rajput, the Dilzak alone

claiming to be of Hindustan origin. Their

features would seem to show that they have
kindred Avith the Kashmiri, or Avith the .pre-

Hindu congeners of the earlier Indians found in

the hills far Avest
;
liut their language and character,

their dress and the architecture of their houses,

would indicate that they are neiirly allied to the

Panjabi. Tlie Dliiind are a very handsome race
;

and the Tanaoli dwell to the north in the outer

range of the Himalaya, and about the Indus near

Torbela, but they are not considered to be brave
or trustworthy. 'J'he Awan of the lower lands,

and the Dlmnd, etc., of the higher lands, have
democratic village institutions.

—

Camphell^ p. 97.

KURREA of the Southern Mahratta country,

arme<l retainers who convoy treasure, like the
Angria of Bombay.

KUHRIMIA ZEYLANICA. Am,
Palang,.... SiNGH. 1 Alarcya-gass, . SiNGH.
Hura-kundu, , . „ I

A large tree of Ceylon
;
one variety grows in

the warm, moister parts of the island, another
variety in the central province, up to an elevation

of 5000 feet.

—

Thw. i. p. 72.

KUiiSAN, In Central India, cultivators are

termed Kursan, a name which distinguishes them
as a specific class from ryots, which is a more
general term, including all ranlcs, — Malcolm's
Central Jndia^ ii. p. 25’.

KURSEONG, not far from Darjiling, of which
it is a subdivision. Its climate is equable, and the
mists Avhich are of such frequent occurrence at

Darjiling aud the higher altitudes are rare. It is

4500 feet above the sea, and is within two hours’

march of the plains by the old road, and the now
cart-road from Silliguri to Darjiling passes

through the heart of the station. Kurseong is in

many respects a more suitable locality for troops

than Senchal. Senchal is 9100 feet high, and the

change from such an elevation to the plains has
been found in more tlian one instance hurtful to

the health of the men.

KUltU, father of Santanu, great-grandfather

of the heroes Avho are famed in the Mahabharata.

lie became an ascetic ‘on the banks of the holy

lake S. of Thaneswar. He was the ancestor botii

of the blind Dhritarashtra and I’andu, who were

thus both designated Kaui-ava as their patro-

nymic, tliough this term is usually ajjpJicd to tho

sons of Dliritaraslitra.

KURUBA. Kahn, A shepherd race in the

south of the Peninsula of India, who also weave
woollen kamli or blankets. The sliepherds of the

Canarese - speaking districts arrange themselves
into three classes, viz.

—

Hala Kuruba, who do not weave blankets.

Hande Kuruba, a shepherd of a higher rank»
Mesa Kuruba, one of an inferior condition^

In the S. of Mysore their towns take the
appellation of Hande.

—

W.
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KURU BISTAJ^. KURUMBAK.

KURU BISTAN, a cuBtom amongst the Jaguri i the Kaurava, and b.c. 1107 or 987 as the last year,
Hazara of lending their wives to strangers for a I as the close of the great war, after the battle of
night or a week. Kuru-kshetra. Tliey were all blood relations, some
KURUK or Kourk, a coarse brown cloth, half of them nearly allied to each other, and connected

woven and half felted, forming the ordinary by intermarriages.
winter dress of the Afghan. The best are made The commanders-in -chief whom the Kurn lost
at Denzi, but those of Karabagh are very good, were Bhishma, slain on the 10th day, Drona on
During the British occupation it was a favourite the 5th, Kama on the 2d, and Solya on the first,

article of dress both with officers and men. The respective days of their commands. It is this war
manufacture of the l)arik is from an exceedingly of succession which is described in the great
fine and silky wool which grows on the belly of Sanskrit poem the Mahab’harata. One of the
the camel. Nothing can be softer or warmer than last incidents of this battle occurred on the night
the barik, and, if better made, they would be pre- of the 18th day, when Aswatthaman entered* the
ferabla to every other kind of cloth. As the Paiidava camp, and killed the sons of the Pan-
nomades never dye the raw material, the barik is dava, wliose lieads he brought to Duryodhana.
of the same colour as the camel. Tlie price varies A series of single coinbjits had chiefly marked
from 10s. to a piece.

—

Ferricr's Jouni. yp. li)2- tliis war; eacli chief or warrior had challenged
240.

^
Seo^Kulk. opponents, in the (laytime, in tlie presence of the

KURUK. Hind. The practice of secluding armies, and the act of Aswatthaman was so con-
and guarding the Muhammadan women. traiy to the usage of tlie war, tliat Kripa rernon-
KtJKU-KSHETRA, a lioly tract and place of strated with Aswatthaman against his doing it,

Hindu pilgrimage in the Amballa district of the but, along with Kritavarmaui, accompanied As-
Panjab, embracing the country lying around the watthaman to the gate of tlie Pandava camp, and
town of Thaneswar as a centre. The name derives held the gate during the midnight butchery.

* The
its origin from Kuril, father of Santaim, great- ultimate fate of Aswattliaman is uncertain, but lie

grandfather of the heroes who figure in the Maha- seems to havi^ been pursued and killed by Bhiiiia.
bharata. Kuru- b(‘came an ascetic upon the This battlefield of the Kuru is near Thaneswar,
banks of the holy lake south of Thaneswar. The between Kiunal and Sirhind, is generally identi-
Imperial Gazetteer says that in popular belief the fled with the field of f*aniput to the north-west
Kuru-kshetra embraces .‘fCO places of pilgrimage, of Dcbli, and the locality is deemed holy. It was
and extends as far fus the town of Jind, 64 miles a war to the knife between near kinsmen to gain
from Thaneswar. Whatever be the; precise extent possession of lands of which the Kuru had long
of the sacred tract, it is certain that the strip of held possession to the exclusion of the I’andu.
country between the Saraswati (Sarsuti) and the Yudishthra, Bakieva, and Krishna afterwards
Ghaggar (tlie Saraswati and Drishadvati of the retired with the wreck of this ill-fated struggle to
Sanskrit epics) formed the earliest settlement of Dwaraka, but the two former liad soon to lament
the Aryan colonists in India, and the Kuril- the death of Krishna, avIio was slain by one of
kshetra and the/iver Saraswati still attract nurner- the aboriginal tribes of Ifhils, against wliom, from
ous worshippers. The towns of Thaneswar and their shattered condition, they were unable to
Pihoia are the chief centres of pilgrimage, but contend. After this event, Yudishtlira, with Bal-
minor shrines line the bank of the river for deva and a few followers, entirely withdrew from
many miles. At Thaneswar, as many as 100,000 India, and, emigrating northwards by Sind to
persons still assemble on the occasion of an the Himalayan mountains, are there abandoned
eclipse, and treble that number bathe annually by Hindu traditional Jiistury, and are sup})Osed to
in a tank filled from the Saraswati. Tlie great con- have perished in the sncjws. Herodotus describes
flict between the Paiidava and the Kaurava is tiie ruiuous passion for play amongst the Scythic
described in the Mahabharata as having been hordes, and which may liave been carried west
fought out in the surrounding country

;
and the by Odin into Scandinavia and Germany. Tacitus

Mahabharata keeps alive the memory of all the tells us that tlie Germans, like the Paudu, staked
most famous scenes in the minds of Hindu votarie.s, even pensonal liberty, and were sold as slaves by
who* regarcl the Kuru-kshetra as the Holy Land of the winner.
their religion. The life of Krishna forms a second memorable
The great lake of Kuru-kshetra is an oblong part of the history of the Lunar race, as he has

sheet of water 3546 feet in length from east to been deified througliout Hindu India, and is

west, and 1900 feet in breadtli. It Ls men- regarded as an incarnation of Vishnu.—-7W’5
tioned by Abu Hihan, wh6 records, on the autlior-* llajastkan^ i. p. 50 ;

Jtunsen^ iii.
;
Wheeler's Maha-

ity of Varaha Mihira, that during eclijises of the bharata^ p. 567
;
Hardt/s Eastern Monachism^ p.

moon the waters of all other tanks visit the tank 438
;
Imp. ijaz. v.

;
Cuuninghamy Ancient (Jeog.

at Thaneswar, so that the bather in tliis tank at tlie of India^ p. 331.

moment of eclipse obtains the additional merit of KUKUMBAJi or Kurubar. Can. A shepherd,
bathing in all the other tanks at the same time. from Kuru, a slieep

;
a shepherd race who occupy

The battle of Kuru-kshetra was a memorable the elevated plateau in the centre of the Peninsula
event in the history of the Lunar race. It was of India. They are an ancient people, the earliest

fought about b.c. 1367, between the Pandu and known occupants of Dravida Desam, the modem
the Kuru of Hastinapura, two branches of the Carnatic, and Coromandel. They seem to have
race

;
and, after a series of single combats through established numerous petty principalities over the

a space of eighteen days, the Kuru were com- whole Peninsula, which were ultimately absorbed
pletely defeated, their leader Duryodhana had in the Chola empire. Numerous sites attributed

been slain, and Yudishthra then retired to Dwaraka to this race, and still called Kui*umbar Kot, are to

with Krishna, his principal adviser. Bunsen be met with. Small communities of the Kurumbar
estimates b.c. 1606 or 1486 as the first year of tribe to this day wander with Jheir flocks, and
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KURUMBAR. KURUT.

occupy the less accessible hills and forests of many its own Kurumbar to keep off the evil eye of

parts of the Peninsula. other Kurumbars. It is further believed that
Arcot town, about 65 miles W. from Madras, deaths are only caused by Kurumbar influence,

takes its name from two Tamil words, Arakada, and under this superstitious belief Kurumbars
the jungle on the river Palar, It is the Arkatou have several times been sacrificed. At the close
Basilcon of the Greeks, and the capital of the of the year 1874, Kurumbars were massacred at
nomade Sorai (Swjoa/), and once formed the centre Kotagiri, and on the .30th April 1882 there was
of the Chola kingdom, the whole of the neigh- another massacre, about 15 miles east of Kotagiri.

bouring territory for several centuries after the The son of the Badaga headman of Elmnaad
Christian* era having been occupied by wan- village (northern boundary of Todanaad) had*
dering Kurumbar. fallen sick and died. The village priest being con-
On tile Neilgherry Hills, above the Trular, at suited, the cause of the death was attributed to

heights varying from 1000 to 2000 feet, in the the evil eyeand rnagicof the unfortunateKurumbar,
clefts of the mount.ains and little openings in the who was straightway seized and put to death, and
woods, with which at this elevation they arc girt, his body burnt on tlie same funeral pyre, and with
live a race calling themselves Kurumbar. 3'hey the ashes of the headman’s son, as a sacrifice,

occupy tlio highest range bordering on the Neil- One life not being considered sufficient to appease
gherries. The Toda do not consider the Irular the wrath of the gods, a party was sent to fetch
as forming a part, of the inhabitants of the hills, his wife and three children, who were limited
but they allow this designation to the Kurumbar, down to a village at the foot of the hills near
whom they call Curb, and from them they receive Segur, there secured, and brought to the burning
certain services. place, whore they also were brutally murdered
The Kurumbar of the AVynad forests liavo two and ca.st inh^ the Haines,

sections,—the Jani and the Miilli
;
and Gurchea, The chief of the Irular stated that on the evening

Panuiar, and Puliar races live along with them, of the 30th April 1SH2, two I’odas and a Badaga
The Jani Kurumbar live entirely in the forest; were seen going towards the missing Karum bar’s

they are the only axe-men, and without them it house, which was about twcuity-five yards from his,

would be difficult to work a forest, and the wood- and that on the same night he was roused from
contractor and planter alike employ them, ’rhey sleep by cries of murder proceeding from tlie

are very docile, quick of imitation, and slavislily Kurumbar s hut, which caused such a panic among
submissive to their Mudali or headman. This the villagers, that they all deserted their homes,
individual, like a patriarch of old, exercises uudis- and sought refuge in a neighbouring jungle,

piUod power over his own family, numerically where they hid themselves for two days. ICeturn-

containing about twemty or thirty beings. Those ing to tlie village on the third day^ they found the

employed by the coffee planters are a little Kurumbars house empty, and all his cattle

civilised, appreciating the comforts of life in a missing.

slight degree higher than their more savage KUKUMINGA. The Butocera rubus,

l)reth;-en. 'fhey erect rude huts for the habitation a beetle of th(‘ south of India, w’hich penetrates

of themselves and family. the trunk of the coooanut tree near the ground,

Mr. Campbell (p. 31) doscribod the Kurumbar, and there deposits its eggs. Its grubs, when
Irular, Puliar, and Voder as in the lowest stage hatched, eat their way upwards through the

of life, mere men of the woods, of very diminutive centre of the tree to the top, where they pierce

stature, with thickly - matted locks and supple the young leaf-buds, and do incredible damage.

—

limbs, lining under trees, in caverns, or in the TcnncuVs Ceiflon.

rudest wigwams, keeping sheep or collecting KURUMNASSA, a river of Bengal. An
forest produce, very stupid, but also very mild ancient raja having had the misfortune to slay a

and inoffensive, though reputed ns sorcerers and Brahman, the murderer was purified by a saint,

believers in demons. But such a character is only who collected water from countless streams, and

applicable to the secluded families who have betm united them in tin? spring from wJiich the river

forced into the forests and mountains. The now issues. The river, so polluted, has to bo

Kurumbar who herd their vast flocks from the crossed or forded in the dry season by every

Godavory to Cape Coinorin, aiv, tall, aleiuh-r, Hindu from Bengal, Behar, or Cuthick on his

graceful men, with skins blackened by their food pilgrimage to Benares, and a stone bridge, to

and the great heat; and, travelling over all the prevent pilgrims from dipping their feet in the

swelling lands of the interior, these self-reliant accursed stream, was built by the liberality of a

nieii are to be seen engaged in their lonely avoca- pious Hindu in the early days of the grand trunk

tiou. Th^ wear only a coarse blanket or kamli. road to Benares, ’riic significance of the name
They appear to bo a wholly different race from is that the river absolutely blotted out all good

the Idayan or pastoral branch of the Tamil- deeds acquired by a pilgrimage to the holy city,

speaking people, who take the honorific appellation Karma is deed in Sanskrit, and N^ha is annihila-

of Pillay or son, to distinguish them from the tion or destruction.

Vallalar, who are styled Mudali or first man. The KUKUN. Maur. Land reserved for hay or

nomade sheplierd is called Kurumbar-Idaan.— grass.

Wiliion'sGlos».; Capt. Jlarkness, Neilgherry Hills; KURUT. When well made this is excellent,

Afr. G. Camphell; part xxi. pp. though unknown in Europe. In Persia it is

265-328. cfillcd Kesht or Kaishk, and is thus prepared.

KURUMBAR, a forest race on the skirts of Some butter milk is boiledinaverylarge sauce-

theNeilgherry Hills, on their western flanks. They pan, by which means the watery particles escape
are very much dreaded by all the tribes of the in the form of steam, and the solid ones are

Neilgherries, excepting the Todas, and are supposed deposited at the bottom of the vessel. AVhen
to be necromancers, and each Badaga village has sufficiently thickened, the mass is divided and
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KURU VARNAKA. KUSHTIGAR.

made into little balls about the size of a pigeon^s themselves, and gave it to cfiuntries. There was
egg, which are dried in the sun, and will keep for an African Kush, and the Cushan of liabakkuk iii. 7

years. When required, these balls of concen- is another. The llamitic Kushites appear to have

trated butter are continuously stirred in hot spread along tracts from the Upper Nile to the

water, and in a ‘metal dish, till completely dis- Euphrates and Tigris. In the history of India,

solved
;
the epicures add a quarter of a jjound of Kush or Cush, the second son of Rama, ^vo his

fresh butter, which gives the Kiuce an exquisite name to the Kushwaha or Cutchwaha princes of

flavour. It is poured over the bread, maize, or Nirwar and Amber, though the tortoise is supposed
meat which it is intended to season. Elphin- to be a source of this name. The country of

btone says it is made of dried curds pressed into which Ayodhya (noAV Oudli) was the capital, and
hard lumps. It is scraped down and mixed with Rama monarch, is termed Koshula in the geo-

milk, and in this state Afghans of all ranks are graphical writings of the Hindus, supposed by
very fond of it, but it is sour, and to Europeans Colonel Tod to be from Koslmlyaj the mother of

very unpalatable. — Fcrrler\s Joarmijs^ p. '279
;

Kama
;
and in the archives of the mua of Mewar,

Elphiristorie, Caiihul^ p. 2()1. tliolirst emigrant from the north, is styled Koshula-

KURU VARNAKA, people of the forests in putra, son of Koshula.

the upper part of the Fanjab. KUSH, or Koh-i-Kush, or Hindu Kush is the

KUS, the ancient Cos or Apollinopolis Parva, ttn-in applied to a lofty peak in the range of

between Keneh and Luxor, described by Ibii mounhiins continuous witji the Himalaya, west

Ratuta (i. p. lOG) as in his day a large and of the Indus, and also to the range itself. The
flourishing town, with fine bazars, inos(pies, ainl only part of the range covered with perpetual

coUeges, the residence of the viceroys of the snow is the KoIi-i-Raba between Kabul and
Thebaid.

—

Ynle^ CutJunj^ ii. p. 400. Bamian. The Hindu Kush peak is visible from
KUSA, one of the twin sons of Rama and Kabul, and is entirely covered with snow, and

Sita, the other twin being Lava. After the death also from Kunduz, distant 150 miles. In its

of Rama, his sons ruled over the Southern and perpetual snow is a creature called the snow-
Northern Kbsala, and Kusa built Kusa-sthali or worm, which perishes if removed below the snow
Ku6a-vati in the Vindhya.

—

1). line. The highest pass does not exceed 12,400

KUSA. Sansk. Many parts are devoid of wood and even

Kush, Kusha, . Beng.
1

Darbha, . . Sansk. of verdure. 'J’here grows merely a stunted furze,

Kusa gross is the Poa cynosuroides, dccme<l
|

used as firewood, called Kullah-i-Hazara or Hazara

sacred by the Hindus. It is used in their religious
|

cap.

ceremonies, being strewed upon the altar, or held The countries north of the Hindu Kush, which

by the Brahmans in their hands whilst repeating ’ liemthevallcyof the Oxus and its tributary rivers,

the ritual
;

it is placed on the ground with its
' from Balkh upwaids, have no general designation,

tips to the east, as a seat for the idols when offer- Eastwards of that city lies Kunduz, and it has

ings tire made to them. In the Avenejana c(tc- Badakhshan farther eastward. To the north of

mony in the SradTia, the funeral cake is placed
j
this territory are the hill sbites of Wakkan,

on kusa grass, and before offering it, water in Sliughnan, Darwaz, Kiilab, and Hissar, whoso

which white flowers and sandal ].»a.ste are im- ])eopit} claim a descent from Alexander the Great,

inersed, is poured on the cake. Care must bo To the (‘astwards of Jhidakhshau lies the plain of

taken not’ to confouml Darbha with Durbha, Pamir, inhabited by the Kirgliiz
;
and beyond the

which is Cynodon dactylon. A dying Hindu, Belut Tagh mountains arc Oliitral, Gilgit, and

when no hopes of his .surviving remain, .should be Iskardo, that extend towards Kashmir. South ot

laid on a beJ of kusa grass (Pua cynosuroides) in Badakhshan is the country of tlie Siah-Posh Kafir,

the open air, his head sprinkled with water drawn who occupy a great part of the range of Hindu

from the Ganges, and smeared with clay brought Kusli and a portion of Belut Tagli. On the west

from the same river. A salagrarna stoii(3 sliould it has Indarab and 'Khost, also iu Balkh, and the

be placed near him, holy strains from the \'eda Kohistaii of Kabul, and on the east it extends for

should be chanted aloud, and leaves of holy basil a great distance towards the north of Kashmir,

scattered over his head.— Wiis. (iloss. KUSlllDA. Hind. Embroidered muslin.

KUSAGARAPURA, the old capital of Magadha, KILSHKAH. Hind. Boiled
. rice, properly

also called Girivraja and Rajagriha, now Purana Khushkah. Grains of ground rice in curds is the

Rajgir. " material for the primitive tika, which is applied

KUSAILOO, also Kusaili. Hind. • The bark on the foreheads of Hindus,

of a small tree, wild about Ajmir; is tasteless; KUSHTA. Pers. Metallic compounds used

given to lyingrin women to clear tlic blood and as medicines, the principal being Kuriitti sikka,

increase milk. Kushta jast, Kushta tamba or mis, and Kushta

KUSBUL. Hind. Aplotaxis fastuosa, the loha. These preparations are made by native

shepherd’s tinder, is found in the Sutlej valley hakims; they arc compound bodies (murakkabat),

.between Rampur and Sungiiam at an elevation though called by the name of a simple constituent,

of 7000 to 9000 feet. The tomentum on the taking their name from the metal which forms

under surface of the leaves is employed by the their basis. To prepare the Kuslita sikka, or

hill people as tinder.—Cleghorn's Report, p. 67. carbonate of lead, one tola of lead is placed in

KUSH or Cush, a term familiar to readers of an iron pan, with the juice of the Euphorbia, oi

Scripture (Genesis ii. 13, also x. 6-8, and the kesu or dhak flowers (Butea frondosa). The

1 Chronicles i. 10) as the name of the eldest son Kushta jast is oxide of zinc
;
the Kushta tamba is

of Ham (Charma)
;
and before the flood, of a arsenite of copper. The Kushta loha, an oxide ol

country encompassed by the Gihon, the second iron, is also called Khubs-ul-hadid, or Zaffan-ul-

river of Paradise. The name seems to have badid.

—

Powell's Handbook, See Medicine.

d6Bcended to Noah’s progeny, who took it for KUSHTIGAR, or Fhailwan. Fers; Wrestlers,
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afcbleteSi throughout Southern Asia, who whirl

overhead ponderous woodea clubs called mil,

also magdar, instruments of a favourite but very
laborious exercise, regularly taught by an iisfcid

or teacher, who instructs in 360 band or forms.

—

Ouseletfs Travels^ i. pp. 234, 236.

KUSI or Koosy, a river of Northern Hengal,

rising among the Nepal Himalayas, in lat. 28"" 25'

N., and Igng. 80° 11/ PI.
.

It first takes a course

south-west for about CO miles, then sontli and
south-east for 100 more, during which it receives

|

on its left bank its two great tributaries, the Aran
i

and Tambar. It joins the Ganges after a course? i

of 325 miles. The Knsi is n'inarkahle for tlu; i

rapidity of its stream, the dangerous and uncer-
j

tain nature of its bed, but chietly for its constant •

westerly attrition. According to a llinilu legend,
ICausiki is tlio daughter of Kusik, raja of (Jadln,

i

a Ksfiatriya, but Wiis married to a Hrabman.
|

She boro a son, who became a soldier, and Kau-
'

sika was changed to a river.
|

KUSTMA and llsirna, small volcanic islands in

the Archipelago of Japan, situated in the neigh-
j

bourhood of Cape Sangir.
• KUSINAGARA or Kusinara. Near this town
was the scene of Ruddha’s death, at the age of

80, in a grove of sal trees. It is the modern
Khassya. At the time of Hiwon 'rhsang’a visit, the

walls ‘were in ruins, and tlio place was almost

deserted, but the brick foundations of the old

capital occupied a circuit of about 12 li, or 2 miles.

The only name now associated with the ruins ne<ar

Khassya is that of Matha Kuar, or the Dead Prince.
— CnnnimjJiam.

KHS KUSA. Ai{AU. One of the numerous
kinds of what the Italians generally call Pasta.

The material is wheaten or barley tlOur rolled into

smalb round grains, fii Barhary it is cooked by
steaming, aiul served up witli hard-boiled eggs

and mutton, spiinkled Avith red pepper. The
Hedouin Maglirabi Aral)s merely boil it.

KITSSOWLKK is in lat. 30' 53' 13" N., long.

77° E., 4o miles distant from Amballa, and 32

from Simla
;

its lieiglit is 6322 feet
;
there is no

table-land, and the peaks are rather steep. It is

on the crest of a ridge which overlooks the Kalka
valley

;
the inner slope is covered from tlie summit

to perhaps 1000 feet below it, Avith an open forest

of- the pinus longifolia. The climate temperate

and agreeable, unless during the rainy season,

Avhen dense fogs make it gloomy and depressing.

KUS8UB. Auau. Penance,, a term used in

the science of exorcism.

KUSSUR-KA-GflAR. Hind. Literally frac-

tional house, a term used in forming magic squares.

KUSTl. the zonar worn by the Parsees.

KUSUMBA, a term used by the Rajputs to

designate opium. Kiisumba, in Sind, is the name
given in good society to a solution of opium,
Avhich the natives extensively use. In Cutch it

nioans a Rajput practice of drinking a solution of

opium from each other’s hands, to stanch feuds.

In times of peace and ease, the Rajput leads an
indolent and monotonous life. After a midday
siesta, the chief rises, washes his hands and face,

and prepares for the great business of the day,

the distribution of the red cup, Kusumba or

opium.. He calls together liis friends into the

public hall, or perhaps retires Avith them to a

garden-house. Opium is produced, which is

pounded in a brass vessel and mixed with water.

It is then strained into a dish with a spout, from

which it is poured into the chiefs hand. One
after the other the guests now come up, each pro-

testing that kusumba is wholly repugnant to his

taste, and very injurious to his health, but, after a

little pressing, first one and then another totfehes

the chief’s hand in two or three places, muttering

the names of Dev, friends, or others, and drains

tlie draught. Each, after drinking, washes the

cliief’s liand in a dish of water which a servant

offers, and wipes it dry with his own scarf
;
he

(hen makes way for his neighbour.

—

Raxamaki^
/lint/u Amidls^ ii. p. 261 ;

Burton's Scinde, ii. 143.

KtJSlJJSDA, Cliepaiig, C lietang, and Haiyu are

four small uncivilised Bliot tribes who reside amid
the dense forests of the central region of Nepal,

to the westward of the great valley. They have

no apparent attinity Avith the civilised races of the

country, but live in huts made of the branches of

trees, on Avild fruits and tlie produce of the chase.

The Cliepang arc slight, witli large bellies. Mr.

Hodgson says they are of Moghul descent. Their

language is akin to the Lhopa. Tlie Chejiang,

Haiyu, and Kusunda seem to belong to tlte Rawut
group of frontier populations. Tliey are named
by Mr. Hodgson the Durre, Denwar, and Brahmo,
wbicli Mr. Latham believes to be the same as

• 'riiaru, Dhungur, and j^ossibly Kawi. They occupy
the districts where the soil is moist, the air hot,

and the etiiuvia miasmatic.

—

Latham. See India.

KaSUST’HULLI DWARAKA, the capitol of

Krisliiia. The Bhagavat Gita states its founder
was Anirt, brother of IksliAvaku.

KUSW UR. Hind. The lioAver from which
is made the yellow kuswur dye used in Hindu
marriages. To use it on the day of battle, is

among the Hindus deemed a sacred pledge to

conquer or die. Uolimtcers are often invited to

tlssumc the yelloAV dress, Avhich implies desperation

in any undertaking. Amongst Rajputs, it was a

not unfrequent usage to imitate the Hindu saints

and Avnrriors, and dye their garments with yellow,

the hymeneal colour, which indicated that they

Avent to battle as to a bridal feast, and were de-.

termiiied to die or to live exulting conquerors.

—

MdlcoJms Central India, i. p. 358.

KUT, also Uplate and Putchuck. IIiND. The
root of tlio Aucklandia costus. A bitter aromatic

tonic, used in fever
;
the roots have a pleasant smell,

and are used as perfumes. It is chiefly exported to

China, where it is used as an incense. In India it is

used medicinally.

—

Powc.lCs Handbook^ i. p. 356.

KUTAIBA, conqueror of Bokhara in the first

century of the H
ij
ira. The descendants’of the Arab

conquerors now number about 60,000 souls, chiefly

in Samarcand, Vafkend, and Vardanzai. They
are shepherds, and sell postins.

—

C. As.

KUTOH, the breeches of the Sikhs, the adoption

of which is of as much importance to a Sikh boy

as was the. investiture with the toga virilis to a

Roman youth.

KUTOIIERRY. Hind. An office, a court or

place of public business.

KUTOH GANDAVA, a chammign district of

Baluchistan, a depressed level plaiii. See Kiach
Gaudava

;
Kalat.

KUTCHURA. Hind. Large quantities of
arroAvroot are prepared from different species of
Curcuma,—-C. angustifolia, 0. leucorrhisa, and C.
montana, from Travaiicore. It is a regular article
of export.
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K(JTH“LAH. Hind. A great black chubby fish polygon of twenty-four sides, altogether measuring
of Northern India, with large scales, and a very big 417 feet. The shaft is of a circular form, and
mouth without teeth. It has been known to attain topers regularly from the base to the summit. Ft

a size weighing two Bengal mauuds, which are is divided into five storeys, round each of which
equal to 164 lbs. This fish does not take a hook, runs a bold projecting balcony, supported upon
The *Ro-hoo qnd the Mir-gah resemble each other large and richly-carved stone brackets, having
in size and habits

;
they arc very much like the balustrades that give to the pillar a most orna-

salmon, but have tiny littlh mouths with no teeth, mental effect. The exterior of the basement
The Ro-hob in season lais very pretty red fins, and storey is fluted alternately into tweqty- seven
both have ash-coloiirod l)acks, with silvery bellies; angular and semicircular ’faces. Up to the third

they attain tb the weight of 20 lbs., and afford the storey the ininar is built of fine red sandstone.
. angler excellent sf)ort at bottom-fishing, some- From the third balcony to the fifth, the building
times engaging him for an hour before he can is composed chiefly of white Jeypore marble. The
attempt to laud his fish. The Khcel-bausc is a Hindu arcliitcct has not failed to record his

pretty little dark asli-coloured fish, with a small undertaking without the usual Hindu invoca-
toothless mouth, and has a whisker on either side tion, Sri Viswakarma prasade rachita, ‘ built

of it. This fish also affords the angler good sport;, under the auspices of Viswakarma,’ the celestial

and is found of 5 or 6 lbs. in weight. These are architect of the Hindus. The object is at once
all plentiful in Calciittii and Flower Bengal, and, apparent to the spectator, that of a Mazinah for

\irhile young, could be easily exported. the Miiazzan to call the faithful to prayers. A*bout
KUTHUHl, a Hindu sage, bom at Badarika- a.d. 1830, it suffered a little from an earthquake,

shrama, and who lived at Gaiidhara. His father, but under the directions of tlie British Govern

-

Narayana, was a philosopher, and Ins son Kutsana mont it was repaired. Dm Batuta was certainly

wrote a tract on the Rules of Poetry. Kuthumi misinformed as to the date .and builder of the

taught the immortality of the soul, and that Kutub. He ascribes it to Sultan Miiiz-iid-l)in,

happiness and misery arc the inseparable com- otherwise called Kaikobad, grandson of Balbaii

panions of works of merit and demerit

—

Ward
^

(a.d. 1286-1290). But the ri*al date is nearly s

iv. T). 41.
^

century older. It was begun by Kutub-ud-l)in
KUTIKA or Katira, a gum greatly resembling Aibck, when governing for Shalmb-ud-Din of

gum-tragacanth, yielded by the trunk of the Ghazni (otherwise Muhammad bin Sam, a.d. 1193-
(iochlospermum gossypium. It is used by native 1206), and completed by Altamsh (1207-1236),
practitioners as a demulcent and emollient; but I bn Batuta ascribes the rival structure to Kutnl^
underthesamenaineaiidof very similar properties, ud-Din Khilji (Miibarik Shall, 13)16-1320), luul in

k often sold the guru of several species of iSter- this also Colonel Yule thinks he is wrong. The
culia, Butea, and of Bombax peiitandrum, Iluttian iron pillar at the Kutub, in the centre of its courr-

ka gond, etc.— 0\Sh, .YAdI, stands 22 feet above ground, and extends 2n
KUTPUR, a town on the southern coast of inches under ground

;
total, 23 feet 8 inches. Its

Kattyawar, the ancient Kimu-kavati, said to have diameter at the base is 16 feet 4 inches, and at the

been built by Kunuk Son, the great progenitor of capital it is 12*05 iiiclu s. 'riiere is no date on it.

the Choura race. Kunu-kavati was overwhelmed but Mr. Fergusson says (p. 506>that Mr. Prinsep
by an encroachment of the sea or storm-wave, the supposed an inscription on it to bo of the 3d or 4th
same occurrence, doubtless, that separated Perim, century; Dr. Bliau Daji supposed the 6th century.
Shial Bate, etc., from the mainland. At Sliial It is forged iron. An inscription on it says it was
Bate the ruins are remarkably good. Wulleh seems dedicated to Vishnu

;
but its -real purjmse was n

to have been destroyed in the sumo manner. pillar of victory to record the defeat of the Balhi-

KUTTINI. Hixd. a silk fabric used by the kas near the seven mouths of the Sindhu or Indus.

Muhammadans of S. India, both men and women, Bchiml the N.W. corner of the mosque is the

for trousers, tomb of Altamsh.— Ybd’.v 7Vocc/,s’, pp. 108-327;
KUTTIRIPPA. Malkal. Living with a Nair (-oL H. MacUujan^ in Ynle^ Cathay^ ii.

princess or queen as her husband. p. 434
;
French Tour; Elphinstone. Sec Archi-

KUTUA, Hind., also called Biingka Kutua. teotiire ; Dehli.

An aquatic beetle which eats rice plants. It is KUTUB SHAHI, a dynasty of kings of the

said to make a leaf-boat, which it paddles from 16th and 17th centuries, ruling in Golconda and

plant to plant— 7iV/. Hyderabad in the Dekhan.
KUTUB MINAR at oM Dehli was erected from Sultan Kiili, . a.d. 1512 Muhammad, . a.d. 1580

the pillars and other parts of Jaina temples, and Jamshid,. . ,, 1543 Muhammad,. „ 1011

many of them retain the sculptured figures. Jii Subhan Kuli, ,, 15.50 Abdullah,. .# „ 1020

1794
,
though its caj^ital was then ruined, it was lbr*l‘i^> •’

• >» Abdul Husain, „ 1073

250 feet 11 inches in height. Its present height Sulton ICuli was descended from the chiefs of

is 238 feet 1 inch, deducting the modern pavilion, the Karakoiiilu tribe of Kurds, and appears to

It has four ornaraeiital balconies, respectively at have been born near Diarbikr. The tribe to

97 ,
148

,
188 ,

and 214 feet from the ground, which he belonged having been subdued by Mir

between which are richly-sculptured raised belts Husain, and subjected to the Akunelu tribe of

containing inscriptions. It is lower by 30 feet which that chief was head, Sultan Kuli, to save

than the Campanile at Florence. It is a tower of his life, fled from Diarbikr in company with his

victory, a Jaya Sthamba. The dates of the ruins uncle, and, after many difiiculties and dangers,

in old Dehli are from 1196 to 1235 . The inner found his way to Beder, at which place Sul^ton

court was enclosed by Sliahab - ud - Din. The Muhammad Lashkari Bahmani of Beder and Gul-

central range of arches was built by Kutub-ud- biirga then held his court. Ferishta, in hishis^y

Din; the wings by Altamsh, whose tomb is beyond of the Bahmani dynasty, states that Sultan Kuli

the northern range. The base of this minar is a in the first instance obtained employment at the

640;
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Bahmani court as one of the Turki ghulam in visible. Ho was succeeded by his son, Sultan
personal attendance upon the king

;
but this Muhammad Kuli Kutub Shah,

appears to be denied by the author of the Tow- KUTUB-ud-DIN AIBEK, a slave of Shahab-
arikh-i-Kutub Shahi, who asserts that Sultan Kuli ud-Din, who gave him the government of Dehli.
was from the first employed in a situation befitting In a.d. 1206, on the death of his master, Muhammad
his rank and family, and from his talents and Gori, Kutub-ud-Din, retained possession of Hin-
courago early rose to the command of the Beder dustan till his death, a.d. 1210. He was the first

arnaies and the government of the province of of the Turki slaves who* attained sovereignty, and
Telingana. On the decadence of the Bahmani furnished a succession of rulers to Hindustan,
dynasty, during the latter part of the reign of Kutub-ud-Din in 1210, after a reign of four years,

Muhammad ii., when the government had been was succeeded by his son Aram, who was within
virtually usurped by the minister Kasim Burid, a year disi)laced, in 1211, by Altamsh, a slave and
Sultan Kuli seized the province of Telingana, and son-in-law of Kutub-ud-Din. Bakhtiar, general of
some years afterwards took the title of Kutub Kutub-ud-Din Aibek, in a.d. 1201, had conquered
Shah; this latter event occurred in a.d. 1520 or Behar, and in 1206 conquered Bengal, but was
thereabouts, and the Kutub Shahi dynasty existed defeated and driven back from Bhutan and Assam,
in Telingana under this name for a period of Altamsh ruled Hindustan 25 years, and in that
nearly 200 years. The host ruler is commonly time subdued the fortress of Kintamboro in Raj-
known by the name of Thaimah Shah. Another putana, captured Gwalior and Mandu, and con-
account describes tlie founder of this dynasty, quered Ujjam. It was in his reign that Chengiz
Sultan Kuli, as the son of Amir Kuli, a Turkoman Khan ruled in Western Asia. He destroyed the
chief, who claimed to be a lineal (lescendaiit of temple of Mohakal, which a Vikramaditya had
the prophet Noah, through his son Japhoth. He erected at the beginning of the Christian era.

was born in the town of Hamadau, and when a Altamsh died in 1236. His son Rukn-ud-Din
youth accompanied his paternal uncle to Beder, reigned six months and was deposed, and then his

then the scat of government of the Bahmani kings, daughter Sultana Kazia, who ruled ably for three
about the close of the reign of Sultan Miibaminad and a half years, and in 1239 was defeated and
Shah Lashkari Bahmani, and there got the title put to death. She was followed by Moiz-ud-Din
of Kutub-ul-Mulk, i.e. the I’olar Star of the State

;
Bahrain, 1239

;
Ala-ud-Din Masaud, 1241

;
Nasir-

to it was attached as a jaghir the town of Gol- ud-Din, 124G
;
Ghaias-ud-Din, 1266

;
Kai Kobad,

eonda and the surrounding villages. Ho was 1286, and the slave dynasty ended with his

afterwards promoted to the command of all the murder, a.d. 1288.

troops in that vicinity. On the decadence of the Kutub-ud- Din’s name is preserved at his capital

Bahmani power, Kutub-ul-Mulk threw off its by the Kutub mosque, with its graceful colonnade

control in 1512, though, according to some histo- of richly - sculptured Hindu pillars, and by the

rians, he did not assume the title of an independent Kutub Minar, which raises its tapering shaft,

sovereign for some years sulisequently, probably encrusted with chapters from the Koran, high

about- 1520. The limits of the territory contained above the ruins of old Dehli. Kutub-ud-Din had
within his dominions are described by the author started life as a Turki slave, and several of his

of the Hadikat-ul-Alam, as extending from Chanda successors rose by valour or intrigue from the

in the north to the Carnatic, and from the sea- same low condition to the throne. His dynasty is

shore of Orissa, Vizagapatam, and Masulipatam, accordingly known as that of the Slave Kings,

to Beder and the Bijapur territories on the west. LTiKler them India became for the first time the

After a reign of 31 years, Sultan Kuli was murdered seat of resident Muhammadan sovereigns,

by a Turki slave at Golconda, at the instigation of The ^loghuls arc said to have burst through
his son Jamshid, a.d. 1543, A.ii. 950. He w^as Tibet into N.H. Bengal in 1245; and during the

murdered in the mosque situated inside the town, next 44 years repeatedly swept down the Afghan
and wjis in the net of directing the masons to break passes into the Panjab (1244-88).

—

Imp. Gaz.

open a door to escape assassination, when the man KUTUNG. Hind. A seeding of the bamboo,

employed by his son stabbed him. He <Ued at the A man who has seen two kutung is a very old

age of 90 years, and was succeeded by his son Yar man.

Kuli Jamshid Khan, who had murdered his elder KIJTWAK, a class of cultivators found in small

brother Malik Kutub-ud-Din during their father’s numbiTs in various districts, especially to the

lifetime. Jamshid died of cancer, having been north of the .1 umna. They are also employed as

guilty of the assassination of his latlier and brother Avatclimem—Sherrhufs Hindu Tribes, p. 327.

and the death of many individuals, ordered for KUVEKA, the Hindu god of wealth, and the

execution In moments of passion and pain. He is regent of the north. This deity was a son of Vis-

said to have lost the tip of liis nose and a great wasrava, and a brother of Ravan, who was over-

part of his cheek by a siibrc cut in battle. He come by Jiama. He is «1Iso called Paiikistya. He
was succeeded by his son Subhan Kuli, a boy of is represented as a magnificent personage residing

ten years of age, who reigned for a period of in the splendid palace of Alaca, or borne through

seven montlia. The weakness of the government, the sky on the heads of four figures, in a radiant

and the contehtions existing between the reigning car, called pushpaca, which was given to him by
sovereign and his uncle, Daulat Kuli, whose cause Brahma, lii each of two of his hands he holds a
had been espoused by Jagdeo Rao, raja of Waran- closed flower of the lotus, and has on his head a
gal, induced Ibrahim to leave the Bijanagar court richly-ornamonted crowm. His sakti is Kuveri.
for Golconda, which he reached and succeeded in The Guhyaca are servants of Kuvera, and into
establishing Mmself in 1557, and, after a reign of such beings the dark souls of men, addicted in

23 years, he died in the year a.d 1580, a.h. 988, this world to selfish gratification, transmigrate,
and lies buried in one of the tombs of Golconda. According to Hindu mythology, Indra is the
The two last figures of the above date only are regent of showers and of the east wind

; Varuna,
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regent of the west; Vahni, of the south-east;

Kuve^a, of the north
;
Yama, of the south

;
Isa

or Isani^ of the north-east
;
Nairit, of the south-

west. Vayu, in Hindu poetry, is the north-west

wind.

—

Cole, Myth. Hind. p. Ill
;
3/oor, p. 108.

KUVERA or Kabir, in the middle of the 19th

century, a Koli? of Sarsa or Sarasa, near the

Anaud station of the Bombay and Baroda Ihiilway,

who claimed to have received a portion of the

Supreme Being. His followers called themselves

Hari Jana, but were known as the Kabir Bhakta.

KUVIR or Kabir is the salt desert lands which
predominate in Khorasan

;
and salt abounds in

many districts, to which the desert docs not reach.

* This salt desert penetrates through the inhabited

isthmus extending between Herat and Mashed,
into the mountainous districts of Koliistan and
Hazara, where we are informed there is much salt

and brackish water. Tliere is a great deal of kuvir

or salt desert all through th(j steppes of Kliarezm

and the desert lying between the Oxus and Cas-

pian Sea.

—

Fraser's Khonismi^ p. 253.

KUVIRAJU. Sansk. From Kuvi, a poet, and
Raja, a king. The kuviraj of Bengal are physicians.

KWANG-TUNG, the Chinese province known
in Europe as Canton. It has an area of 97,000
square miles, and a population of about 19,000,000.

It is traversed by the. river Lung. Its chief towns
are Canton and Hong-Kong.

Kwang-Tung-Chi, a general account of Kwang-
tung, is a Chinese work usually stitched in 140
Chinese volumes. Its officers are :—Tsung-tu, the

governor - general
;

Fu-tal, the governor; Fan-
tal, the superintendent of finance; Nie-tal, the

provincial judge; Chi-fu, Chi-le-chou, and Chi-

le-tung-chi, prefects; Tung-chi, sub, and Tiuig-

pan, deputy sub-prefects; Chi-chou and Chi-

hsien, district magistrates
;
Ching-lo and Chau-

mo, secretaries. Ghai-kwan, superintendent of

customs in China, is the superintendent of the

maritime customs of Yue. There is also a super-

intendent of customs for Kwang-tung. The prefect

of Kwang-chou is the chief local authority of a

territory equalling in extent the kingdom of

Holland, and containing a much larger population.

His Yaman is the first court of appeal from four-

teen others^ each resembling in their power British

courts of assize.

—

Meadow's Desultory Notes^ p. 8.

KWAN-SE, a province of China, bounded on
the north by Ho-naii and an irregular chain of

lofty mountains, on the south and east by Kwan-
tung, on the west by Yunnan. Its surface is

estimated at 87,000 square miles, jiud its popu-
lation is between 7 and 8 millions. Kwy-ling-fu

is its capital. This province contains 1 1 cities of

the first class, 25 of the second class, and 170 of

the third class.

KWAN-TE, a distinguished Chinese general

who lived in the third year of the Christian era.

He was canonized 800 years after his death, and
has now a state temple in every considerable city,

and in almost,eveiy house morning and evening

adoration is paid to him. He is regarded as the

protectf^r of the peace of the empire and its

muUiltudinous families. Ho is represented with a
horse, and the horse is at the state temple of

Cwan-tang.—<7ray, p. 143.

KWAN-WA-SHIH, Chin. A fabulous stone,

as large eriough to be made into a knife,

^illiant, and rtble to cut precious stopcs with
ease.

KWAN-YIN. Chin. The Quan-won of the

Japanese, is the Chinese goddess of mercy. The

principal seat of her worship is at the island of

Footo. There are in the island many small caves

dedicated to the use of hermits
;
several of them

have figures of Buddha.

Dr. Edkins relates that he paid a visit to a

mandarin, who showed him, ‘ in the innermost of

his apjirtments up-stairs, what seems to have been

the most sac-red thing to him that the house con-

tained. It was the shrine and imago of Kwan-
yin, (the Buddhist) goddess of mercy. On the

table beside it was a copy of the book of prayers

used ill the worship of this divinity. .... Before

the image sticks of incense were burning, which
had been fresh lighted that morning.’ On one
occasion also, Yeh, the celebrated governor of

Canton, aud a stern (^nfucianist, in a report to

the emperor describing a victory gained by his

troops over a body of rebels, stated that, at a

critical juncture of the battle, a largo figure of

Kwan-yiii had been seen beckoning to the soldicm

from the sky,—a sight which so inspirited them
that they gained an easy victory over their enemies.

It is the llindu Avalokitoswara.

KWEl. Chin. Kubruquis, speaking of certain

envoys of a Coroaii nation whom he saw at the

court of Kara-korum, says, ‘ The principal envoy

had in his hand a tablet of polished ivory, about

a cubit long by a palm broad, and whenever he

addressed tlic Khan or any other great personage,

ho kept his eyes fixed on this tablet, looking

neither right nor left, as if he read there what he

had to say.’ The use of tliis tablet, called Kwei,

was a very ancient (fiiincse etiquette. It is men-
tioned ill Dcmailla’s version of the Chinese annalj'

in connection with Yu, one of the most notabk

worthies of ancient China, who is said to have

flourished B.a 2286.

—

Rnbruquis^ p. 290, quoted in

Yule's Cathay., i. p. 1 42.

KWOII-TSZE-KIEH, the Chinese Imperial

Academy of Learning, lake the Han Lin, it iw

composal of titled literary dignitaries. It is in

the N.E. angle of Pekin, near the temple of Con-

fucius. The Pi-yung, or Imperial College of Anti-

quity, is in the centre of the quadrangle.

—

Mayer

^

Chimse O'ovt.

KWONG-FUN, or cosmetic powder of China,

used by ladies to whiten their faces. It is finely

powdered marble, levigated, and is also used to

give a whitish gloss to vi(;e,

KYABOCA WOOD, or Aniboyna wood, appears

to be tlie excresenee or burr of some largi;

tree, sawn off in slabs from 2 to 4 feet long,

4 to 24 inches wide, and 2 to 8 inches thick. It

resembles the burr of the yew tree, is tolerably

hard, and full of small curls and *knots; the

colour is from orange to chestnut-brown, ami

sometimes rod-brown. It is a very ornamental

wood, and is made into small boxes and writing-

desks, and other ornamental works. Prof. Rein-

wardt, of Leyden, says it is the burr of the

Pteroepermum Indicum
;
but others, that (if Pfcero-

carpus draco. It is from the Moluccas, the island

of Borneo, Amboyna, etc. The wood itself is ot

the same colour as the burr, or rather lighter, ami

in grain resembles plain mahogany. The root o

the cocoanut tree, says Colonel Dloyd, is so

similar when dry and seasoned to the * bird s-eyc

part of the wood here termed kyabo(», that nt

difference can be perceived; the cocoa has *
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tortuous and silky fracture, almost like indurated

asbestos. The kyaboca and lingoa wood of com-
merce are supposed to be the produce of the

same tree. Of late years its estimation seems to

have decreased in Europe, but it is still much
valued by the Chinese. It is brought from
Ceram, New Guinea, and the Aru Islands of the

Moluccas. Ill Singapore it is sold by weight.

Very large slabs are obtainable from the lower
part of the tree by taking advantage of the burrs

or lateral growths. They are thus sometimes as

large as 9 feet in diameter. It is very durable,

takes a considerable polish, is very abundant, and
may bo had in any quantity.

—

M. K. Juries'

Reports of Col. O. A.Lloijd; Holtz.

KYAIK-IITI-YO, in British Burma, a peak
3G50 foot high, on the crest of the main dividing

range between the rivers Tsit-toung and Salwin.

On a huge egg-shaped bouldiu* a ]>agoda has be(3ii

built, actually overhanging by nearly one-half.

A hair of Buddha or (lautama is enshrined in it.

See Monastery.
KYAN, a tribe in Borneo of aliout 100,000

souls, who occupy the coiuitry from the south of

the kingdom of Brunai, away into the interior.

They strongly resemble the Dyak. Mr. Dalton

states that the Kyan amongst whom ho lived

amounted to 270,000 souls, and that they W(‘re

greatly addicted to hoad-lmnling. This peojdc,

differing, however, in various customs, arc found

on the great rivers Banjar, I’asir, and Ooti, and
probably on all the rivers of the (‘astern (joast.

On the north and northern parts of the island,

they are found in the interior on the Bintulu,

Barrara, Bejang, and other great riv(‘rs, as far

west as the country of the Sarebas Dyak, but

they only occupy the inland parts at a. great

distance from the coast, always having between it

and them other tribes, and freipiently Malayan
states. Th(3 Kyan of the rivers Banjar, Ooti, and
Pasir appear to have been always subject to the

European or Malayan power, which held the

mouths of their respective streams. But tin*

Kyan of the north-west have been f(?ared by tlu^

inliabitanU of the Malayan towns of the (',oast;

and the chiefs of Hoya., Mocha, Egan, and Scr<?kci

eagerly sought alliances with llu'ir barbarous

Uijighbours. Tlndr country is divided into little

states, each of which contains many villages.

In some parts of it-, gold and diamonds arc found.

On the Banjar rivoi’ the j)eoplo wash for these

joimnodities, as do tin* Dyak of. Suntang, in the

nterior of the western bi-anch of tlie Batang
-^upar river.

The houses of the Kyans are built, like tliose

>f the Sea Dyaks, in one long terrace, with the

'erandah fronting its Avholc length, the posts

>eing always of the very hardest wood, ancl the

oof of planks of the same material. Tliey an;

•Hewed by all their enemies, and others who have
mown them, to possess personal courage in a
such higher degree than any of the other tribes

uhabiting the island. Their bodies are tattooed

'I a blue colour in various patterns
;
but images

f the sun, moon., and stars are amongst the most
sequent.

It is reported that some of tlie tribes on the

larram and Bintulu rivers do not tattoo the

>erson8 of the males, and that the practice is

hero confined to the women, who thus discolour

arms and legs only. The Kenawit Dyaks,

whose country borders that of the Kyans, also

practise tattooing, as do the Orang Tatow, who
live near the Bintulu river, and more towards the
coast than the Kyans. In dress and person the
Kyans much resemble the Dyaks, the women
wearing the small bedang, and the men the chawat.
The dress of the Kyan women of tlie Bintulu
river is ref)orted to consist of two cloths, a little

longer than the bedang, which are tied on opposite
8i«lea of the person, the one covering lapping over
the other

;
but their dresses from the Kejang are

made like tin; bedang. Tiie jacket of the Kyan
Avomeii is not loose, like tliat of the Dyaks, but
fits closely to the person, and is longer tlian the
cotton ones of tlie hill tribes

;
it is also frequently

made of the june-applo fibre. In war, the dress

of the men differs much from the Dyaks of other
denominations, 'i'ho jackets they wear on these

0(^C{U3ioii.s are made of the skins of beasts
;
those

of the panther and the bear an; tlie most esteemed,
but tliose of goats and dogs are sometimes sub-
stituted in a scarcity of the other.s. The brotid

part of the skin forms the back part of thi? jacket,
the edges of which arc bound with wide strips of
red cloth. Bunches of feathers of the rhinoceros
hornbill, whicdi seems to be the war bird of all

their tribes, dcqiend from little strings of beads
fastened to the skin, and dangle in the breeze as
tlioy move about. Their heacl-dresses in war are
also peculiar to those people, and unknown to
the other inhabihints of the island. They are of
various descriptions, but the favourite ones are
caps made in the fashion of a man’s face cari-

catured in those which represent the faces of
animals. The weapons of the men are the sum-
pitan or blow-pipe. Mr. Dalton informs us that
head-hunting was practised to a frightful extent,
and that desolating wars were constantly carried
on for the purpose of obtaining these ghastly
trophies. On the death of a piirson, it is said that
a head had to be procured pri^vious to his burial.

The manners of the young females resemble those
of the Sea Dyak

;
but adultery after marriage

is punished by death to the man, who, under
whatever circumstances the cuiminal action takes
place, is always consider(*(l tli«‘ guilty and respon-
sibh; jiarty concerned. Jouru. Indian Archip.

KYAN AN. Bikm. On the low lands near
the sea-coast of Tenasserim tlnjre grows this

largi; tre(', of which canoes are occasionally made,
ami is much used for sandals, house-posts, musket-
stocks, ami spear-Iuimllos. d’he wood is red, but
turns black on being prepared with petroleum.
The tree has pinnate leavers, with two pairs of
oval leathery leallets, and is a leguminous tree.

—

Ih'. Mason; Captain Dance; Cal. Cat. /ij;., 1802.

KYANG, the Equus hemionus, Pallas.

Drew mentions (p. 310) having seen iu the

Kukshii district, of Ladakh, 100 kyang at one
view, and 300 during one day’s journey.

—

Drew.
The Northern Jktrrier.

KYAN-PUO. BfJHM. A tree qf Moulmeiii;
a strong wood, good for building purposes.

—

Cal.
Cat. Vv.r., 1862.

KYBARTIIA. Amongst the Hindus of Bengal,
the Gaoli are the most numerous; after them
the Brahman and Kaist races, are the Bagdi, an
aboriginal people, and the cultivators cadled
Kybartha. The last named at the census of 1881
numbered 2,137,640.

KYD, General, w officer of the Bengal
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Engineers, esteemed by the subahdar of Bengal,

to whom the subahdar presented a garden on the
right bank of the Hoogly river, about four miles

down the river from the city of Calcutta, lie

was a man of refined taste and scientific acquire-

ments, 'and especially delighted in horticultural

and agricultural amusements. lie laid out the

ground, and in 179d he recommended the Bengal
Government to occujiy it as a public Botanical

Garden, which In^ t(uidercd as a free gift. It

was accepted, and Dr. Koxburgh of Madras was
appointed its first superintendent. He died soon
after, and a moiuiinent of marble, by Bacon, was
erected to his memory opposite the principal river

entrance to the garden.

KYDIA, a genus of plants occurring in Southern
Asia. Several of the family it belongs to abound
in mucilage

;
and as a Guazuma is employed in

South America in clarifying sugar, so a Kydia is

in India. Dr. IVight, in leones, gives K. caly-

cina, frateriia, pulverulcnta, and Koxburgliiana.

Tiie genus occurs especially in the Pegu and
Tounghoo districts. K. axillaris, 77nr., a middle-

sized tree near Badulla, in Ceylon, growing at an
elevation of about 2000 feet.

—

Roxh. ;
McClelland

:

Voigt.

KYDIA GALYGINA. Roxh. K. frateriia, R.
Bo-ke-mai-za, . . Bubm. Pola, Puli, . . . Panj.
Patta-pulow, . Kamaon. Pandiki, .... Tel.
Pula, Pulli, . . Panj. Potari,

This is a middle-sized tree, about 20 feet high

and 2 feet in girth, pretty common along the

Western Ghats, in the valleys of the (hrear moun-
tains, in Mysore, and on the slojies of tiio Neil-

gherries, and plentiful throughout the Pegu
forests, more especially in the Pegu and Tounghoo
districts, in Kamaon and Garhwal, and in many
parts of the Siwalik tract up to 8000 feet. The
bark is mucilaginous, and is employed in Northern

India to clarify sugar. The small saplings are

used, from their great strength and elasticity, by
the natives for making bhangi sticks, but it is

large enough to afford timber of 8 or 4 feet girtli.

Its wood is white-coloured, and adapted for house-

building, charcoal, and fuel, and, being light and
elastic, is made into oars, and used on the rafts

floated down the Ganges. Tliis tree grows rapiilly

in the outer valleys, but is not common west of

the Sutlej.

—

Roxh. iii. j>. 1S8
;

Useful Plants. •

KYEE-ZEE. BriJM. A largo onc-hcaded
metal drum. It is the standard of wealth among
the Karen.

—

Forhe.^t.

KYLAS, also written Kailas and Kailasa, a

rock'Cut lixahmanieal temple at Ellora, in the

province of Dowlatabad. I'he finest Brahmanical
caves, properly so called, are at Ellora and Ele-

phanta, though some good ones exist also on the

island of Salsetto and at Mahabali])ur. In form,

many of them are copies of, and a good deJil

resemble, the Buddhist vihara. But the arrange-

ment of the pillars and position of the sanctuary

are different from the Buddhist. They are never

surrounded by cells as all vihara are, and their

walls are invariably covered or meant to be
covered with sculpture, while the vihara are

almost as invariably decorated bypaintings, except
the sanctuary. The subjects of the sculpture of

coiu'se always set the question Jit rest. Another
class of caves consists of rock-cut models of

structural Brahmanical temples. To this chvss

belong the far-famed Kylas at Ellora, the Saivifce

temple at Doomuar, and the Ruth at Maliabalipur.

This last is cut out of isolated blocks of granite.

The Kylas temple is surmised by Mr. Fergusson

to have been excavated by the southern Dravidians,

either the Chera or Chola, during the eclipse of

the Chalukya dynasty. The Indra Subha group

at Ellora should perhaps form another class, but

whether they are Brahmanical or Jaina is un-

decided.—Fergusson. Sec Architecture
;
Kailas.

KYLASA, a mountain in the Himalaya, north

of the Manasa lake, called also Gana-parvata and
Raja-tadri. 1 1 is the heaven of Siva. He is usually

represented with his bride, the mysterious Durga,

by his side. It is also Kuvera’s abode. See

Kailas.

KYLASA, a hill in the Vizagapatam district in

Madra.s, in lat. 17° 47' N., and long. 83° 22' E.,

rising to 17^)8 feet above the sea. It was resorted

to as a sanatorium.

KYLLINGIA MONOCEPHALA, Linn., of

Sind, Dekhan, the Konkans, and common at

Ajmir in low grounds. The root is sweet-scented,

used and named as zedoary, iiirbishec.

—

Gen. Med.
Top. p. 174.

KYMORE, a mountain range in Shahabad, of

limestone which always shows itself in the valley

of the river Sone, as far at lenst as Mungeysur
peak in JMirzapur, and it crops up at Jihotas,

forming a sloping ])ase to the precipitous sand-

stone rock. Below the mountain limestone is one

of a bluish -grey colour mixed with occasional

crystals of calc-Hjiar
;

this is admirably suited for

lithography. Below the latter, in Kymore, is a

limestone of a hard, tenacious composition, admir-

ably suited for building. The sandstones of tin

Kymore range at Ghunar and Mirzapur are usuf

as flagstones, and for ornamental purposes.

KYOUK-PHYIJ contains numerous mud vol-

canoes, from which gas is fre([iiontly discharged

The largest is in Gheduba Island. Earth-oil well?

exist in several places
;
the deepest well is 48 feet.

The oil is sold at 5 rupees the bottle. Population

about 150,000 souls, Arakancso, Burmese, an<:

Khyeng. The district, 4809 sipiare miles, is in

lat. 18° 55' and 19° 22' N., and between long. 9-h

25' and 94“ E.

KYOUNG. Buiim. A Buddhist monastery.

All Burmese boys enter the monasteries as novices

for tlio puipose of learjiing to read and write;

they must at least be eight years of age. See

Monastery.

L
Jj is the twelfth letter in the English alphabet,

and by grammarians is usually denominated <'i

semi-vowel or a liquid. In the English languajje

it has only one sound, as in like, canal, but la

other languages is found interchangeable with I'j

n, in, d, i, u, and z. Letters with the sound of

are in use in all the written tongues of the Eas

Indies
;
but in the Vedas and in the Mahrati aa‘

other languages of the south of British India,

has a rather harsher sound, and in some parts o

the Tamil country, medial I has the sound <

cerebral r, and that of a cerebal I when final,

other parts of the Tamil region, 1 has the so

of Ir, and in others again of zh. L and zn
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therefore frequently confounded. The languages

of Southern India have a sound correctly expressed

[
by zh, but taken by the untutored ear to be 1

,

and written 1 even by scholars
;
thus Tamil is

properly Tamizh, Tuluva is Tuz-huva; Prillam,

fruit, is also pronounced Pazhiiin. In non-Aryan
speech 1 sometimes takes the place of zh, sy, s,

and
j
or other sibilant. L is used in China in the

place of the letter r. L docs not exist in Zend.

In Japan d, and in New Zealand r, arc substituted

for 1. Of all letters, 1 and r are the most subject

to metasthesis, and after them the mxsals.

—

Farrar’s Families of Speech ; Dr. W. W. Hunter;
iri/sow’s Glossary.

LA, also Ka-La, of the Karens, a soul or spirit

;

in Karen belief, every animal, plant, everything,

spears, knives, arrows, stones, liave their indivi-

dual spirits. When the Ka-La departs, the thing

dies or is destroyed. Besides his Ka-La, every

man has a ‘ tso ’ spirit attendant on him.

LAB. Hind. Nursery beds for raising poppy,
tokicco, or rice.

JABADA. Hind. A dressing-gown.
LABAN, of .lava, a yellowish, hard wood, em-

ployed for the handles of axes and various

utensils.

IjABANAKHYA, a salt spring of groat sanctity

in Chittagong district, Bengal, situated three miles

north of the sacred site of Sitakund. Visited by
largo numbers of pilgrims.

—

Imp. (Jaz.

LABANNA, a not very numerous Hindu tribe

in the central division of the Panjab, are farmers,

traders, and carriers
;
never solditTs. They wear

boards.

LABBAT-TUAKJKII, a history of Asia by
Kazvini.

JjABBAY, a Muhammadan race in large num-
bers 911 the eastern coast, chioHy between Jhdicat

on the north and Negapatam oi> the south, their

headquarters being at Nagor, near Negapatam,
the burial-place of their patron saint, Nagor Miran
Sahib, to whose shrine numerous pilgrimages are

made by the tribe. The prevailing belief is that,

like the Moplah of the western coast, they are

descendants of Arab merchants and the women of

the south of India. They are Muhammadans, and
practise circumcision. Physically, they are good-
looking, tall, well made, and robust, are sometimes
inclined to obesity, of light complexion and well-

developed limbs, not unlike the Moplah of the

western coast in their general coiiliguration.

The cranium is singularly and strikingly small

;

the eyes are slightly oblique, and not wanting in

expression
;
cheek-bones promiaent

;
lower jaw

large and heavy
;
beard in some instances full aud

long, but in most cases decidedly sparse. They
generally wear the loongi, a cloth loosely wrapped
round the waist and extending below the knees

;

they also wear bright-coloured jackets, occasion-
ally turbands

;
the most frequent head-gear being

a skull-cap, fitting closely to r shaved liead.

They live freely on animals and vegetables, making
use of all kinds of flesh meats, saving pork, for

which Muhammadans have a religious abhorrence.

Their language is Tamil, though some talk a little

Hindustani. They are exceedingly industrious

and enterprising in their habits and pursuits,

there being hardly a trade or calling in which they
do not try to succeed. They make persevering

fishermeu and good boatmen. They are lapidaries,

Weavers, dyers, mat-makers, jewellers, gardeners,

bazarmen, grocers, boat-makers, boat and ship

owners, and merchants, and as regards the leather

and horn trade, they excel as merchants. There
.are few classes of natives in Southern India who,
in energy, industry, and perseverance, can com-
pete with the Labbay. The Labbay of Tinne-
velly are said to be descendants of Arab traders,

who settled in the sea-coast towns some three or

four centuries ago, and formed connections with

the lower caste Tamil women.
The Labbay have obtained this tribal designation

from their use, in conversation, of the Arabic word
l^abek, meaning I beg your ptirdon, or the plait-il

of the French. They speak Tamil, into which
they have translated the Koran. In Travancore
they 8 re called Metlian and Jonagar. The former

word means a convert, and the latter seems to

mean a fonn'gncr, but is also said to be Jonakan,
a dialectal variation of the Grecian Yavana. The
title is prefixed to their names. In Madras, in

1870, only four or five of their women could read

the Koran, but they are all good sempstresses

and mat-weavers.

—

Drs. Bildcrbcck and Wilson in

Mad. Govt. Pro. See Labek.

LABDANUM or Ladanmn.
(Mstc ladeniferc, . . Fit.

|
Ladanum, . . . Lat.

This gum-resin was considered by old writers

cephalic, pectoral, and nerviiu?, but is now only

used in the preparation of certain plasters. It is

known to the Muhammadan medical practitionois

of India, and has a place in the Materia Medica of

the Arabs amongst their Munzigat (Suppurantia).

It is the Aijoavoi; of the Greeks and the Ladun of

the Arabs. It is first mentioned by Herodotus
(iii. p. 112) as procured in Arabia, and used by the

Arabs for fumigation. The word is Arabic with

a grcck termination, and the Greeks used Aij5o«r to

iiulicate the shrub which produced the ladanum.

Labdanum resin is exuded by the leaves aud
branches of Cistus creticus, X., and other species

of the Levant. During the prevalence of plague,

it is largelycollected as a medicine, etc.,by whipping
tiie plants with long thongs attached to a rake-

like frame, the resin adhering to tho leathern

straps.

—

Ains. Med.

LA BFILMFiN, in Bombay, the dried roots of

two varieties of a composite plant, chiefly obtained

from Kabul. Used by the natives of India as a

tonic in debility, in doses of 4 drachms
;
also in

impotence us a deobstruent. Price 8 annas per

lb. Not at present used in European medicine,

but was formerly employed as an aromatic stimu-

lant.

—

Cat. Ex.. 18G2.

lABEK or Lcbek. Arab. A conversational

expression equivalent to I beg your pardon, or

the French plait-il ? J ri Arabia and with the

Jjabbay Muhammadans of Southern India, when
any one is called, he replies Lebck! or Allah!

which answers to tlie Phiglish sir ! Originally it

was the name of the deity \voi*shipped at Baal-

Lebek (Balbec). There is a prayer attributed

to Ali, son of Abu Taleb,—0 Lebek! 0 Lebek!

thou art his lord
;
be merciful, therefore, unto the

most humble servant, whose refuge thou art

!

liABEO, a genus of fishes in the south of Asia,

largely used as food. Amongst them L. calbasu,

L. gonius
;

1.. angra, Morala, Hind., of the
Ganges, Irawadi, Sitang

;
L. calbasu, kalbans,

rivers of India; L. rohita or rohi of Burma.
They furnish sport to the angler. Fish-baits used
in Bengal arc cinnamon bark, fenugreek seed, oil.
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cake, cotton, gingelly, muBtard, Nigella sativa,

and MelilotuB parviflora seeds, the stems of

Ks^mpfera galanga and of Acorns calamus,

boiled rice, chaff, pupso of largo silk-worm moth,
t?arth-worms, prawns, cockroaches. Sec Mahsir.

LABIAT.®, a name given by Jussieu to an
order of plants, called by Lindley Lamiacom.
LABILLARDIEKK. Naturalist on board the

French ship which, witli her companion ship

L'EsperancCfWQiit in search of La Perouso in 1791.

LABLAB CUJyrRATUM. J\C,
L. lignosus, Grah.f WaV. D. lignoaus, Roxh.
Dolichos cultratus, j?V(!

Shim, Bkno. Tnmbataiikai, . . Tam.
Bara maroca, Hort. AfAi.. Taimnakaia, . . . Tku
Kosopulla, . . Sansk. Telia chikiir-kaia, . ,,

Six varieties of this very useful phint are culti-

vated in the cold season all over India, in gardens
and about native Jiouses, forming cool arbours,

and furnishing an excellent pulse for curries
;
the

pods of tile plant used as vegetable, entire when
young

;
when full-grown, only the seeds are used.

The varieties are,—Fale^iituin niajus, F. minus,

Gladiatum flore allio, G. llore purpureo, macro-
carpum, and rectum. L. Vulgaris and Ia cultratus

are cultivated in the rainy season in gardens, and
may be considered the analogues of the French
and kidney beaus of European gardens. The
legumes are large*, scimitar-shaped, Hat, and com-
pressed, tubercularly muricateJ along the sutures,

and having the sec'da separated from one another

by transvei'se partitions.

—

Roxh.

LABLAB VULGAKE. Savi, D.C.
Lablab nankinicus, Savi. D. Beiigaleiisis, Jacq.

L. lignosus, fynll. D. purpureiis, Jacq.

Jj. IcucocarpuH, 1). tctras])ermimi, WHbic.
J.)olicho8 lablab, Linn. D. ciispiclatus, (wmhaiu.
1). spicatus, Krni. WuU.
D. albus, Lour.

Bun-sbim, , . . Brno. Lobi, Pkiis.

liullar (black .scc<led),lioM. Wall, SiNO.

Wal-papri, Segajm rnuche, . . Tam.
Pai, Burm. Tatta jjyiv, ... ,,

Pien-tau, . . . Chin. SSegapu averai kni,

.

Sem ko phallo, . Dukh. Aiuiinulii, . . . Tkr.

Jiiblab, .... E(}YIT,
]
Anapa cliikkiniii kaya, ,,

Wild vnriety Adavi chikkudu kjiya, Tkl.
Ucd variety—Yerr.a eliikkudu kaya, ,,

This is sown in the fields in rows, and is eaten

both boiled or put into cnrrie.s
;
when young, the

legume is eaten pod and all
;

wlu'ii full-grown,

the seeds only are boiled and used. It is about
five inches long

;
prefers a rich black soil that

cannot bo flooded by rains. It is a coarse but whole-

some pulse, much eaten by tin; poorer classes in

India. It is grown along with ragi, and is used

in food along with ragi. It does not keep well,

unless great care is taken in packing it in parcels,

or ill fact, as some of tln^ ryots do in placing averay

in the heart of the ragi in caves, when it will keep

good for some years. Gattle are generally fed on
the grain when diy. It has seven varieties,

—

albifliorum, annapa, dumetorum, purpurascens,

purpureum, rubrifloruni, and sepiarium; all but

dumetorum cultivated for food. When the testa

are removed, the cotyledons are preserved for

curries. Its composition in 100 jiarts is as under :

Moisture, . . . .10*81 Moisture, .... 12*02

Nitrogenous matter, 24*55 Nitrogenous matter, 22*45

Starchy matter, . .60*81 Starchy matter, . . 60*52

Fatty or oily matter, 0*81 Fatty or oily matter, 0*15

Mineral constituents, Mineral oon.ditueuts,
ash, 3*02 ash, 2*86

^Roxb.; Voigt; Riddell; Ains.; Mason; Jaffrey.

LABOURDONNAIS, in the middle of the 18th

century, governor of the French posseaaions in the

Indian Ocean. Ho conducted an expedition to

the shores of India, and took jMadras.

LABUAN, an island about 10 miles long and

from 2 to 5 broad, ceded to the British in 1846.

It has the harbour of Victoria ou its south. The
island is 0 miles 'off the N.W. coast of Borneo.

The dependent islets all lie to the south. The
measures of which the whole island is composed are

alternating clays and sandstones. Coal occurs in

several places, and is of very good quality, and
has dispersed through its substance masses of im-

perfect amber, sometimes light-yellow and very

transparent, sometimes approaching to black, and
in a semi-carbonized state, but always extremely

friabh; and brittle ; wlujii burnt, it diffuses the

fragrant smell of recent resin, and is in a suffi-

inently perfect state to be collected by the work-

men and used with fresh dainmer in making
torches. In some seams of coal on the river

Bintulu, to the south of Brune, Mr. Burns men-
tioned that almost lialf the seam consists of this

substance, which is there commonly dug and used

by the inhabitants as damTuer, !:>pecimens of coal

from Ititeli, on flu; east coast of Sumatra, near the

Indiageri, contain much df this substance. Hard
nodular rnasst'S of brown irem ore occur in

Jjabuan. 'riio whole surface soil of the island

and the beds of most of the streams are more or

h.'ss covered with scattereel masses of this substance.

It is also found on the mainland, and is the on;

from which the Kadyan and Murat, native tribes

in the neighbourhood of Brunc', manufacture their

iron. Eabuan is one of the smallest of all British

colonies.

LAC, (bun lac. •

r.!iak AnAH. Balo, Jav.
Khejijk, . . . BuuM. Ainbalu, Arnpalu, Malay.
Ts/.o-kang, . . . Chin. Malaii, Mulu,
T.sze-kw!ing, . . . ,, . . 8ansk.
T.s/.e-tH’au-jung, . ,, Lakada, . . SiNOH.
Chill -kiau, ... ,, JiUuk, . . . 8w.
Lak, Da.

,
GUJ.

,
Ud. , Mal. Kornburruki, Ta m.

l..uk‘li, lIiNP. (kmimulakka,

Lac is obtained from incrustations made by an

insect ((hiccus lacca), similar to the cochineal

(Coccus cacti), on the liranches and twigs cf the

Acacia Arabica, A. (^oncinna., Al(‘uritos laccifeni,

Anona squamosa, Butca frondosa, Carissa spina

-

rum, Ccltis, .s’p., Croton draco, C. laccifernin, C.

sanguiferum, Dicrostachys cinerea, Erythrina

Indioa, E. monospenna, Feronia clophantum,

Ficus Indica, F. infectoria, Gyrocaqius Asiaticus,

Inga dulci.s, Mimosa cinerea, Khamnus jujuba,

Sc)ilcich(‘ra trijnga, Terminalia tomentosa, (Jro-

stigma religioHum, U. (dastica, Vatica Jaccifera,

Vi.sniia lacciferaV V. micrantha? Zizyphus jujiiha.

'Phe Coccus genus of insects belongs to the order

lleiniptera. The species known in the south and

c*ast of Asia are tin; 0. cacti or cochineal insect;

the C. lacca that yiedds the lac of commerce ;
C.

maniparus of Arabia, which punctures th^ Tainarix

gallica, and causixs the exudation of the Arabian

manna
;
and 0. Sinensis of China, that secretes a

wax from which candles arc made. When the

females of the C. lacca have fixed thcmselvos

to a part of the branch of the trees on which they

feed, a pellucid and glutinous subatanoe

exude from the margins of the body, and In tn

end covers the whole insect as with a cell of ta

substance, which, when hardened by exposure
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laccadiva: LAC DYE,

The name lac or laksba is derived from the

word signifying a hundred thousand, from the

great number of the insects which swarm over
the tree.

It is the female insect of the Coccus lacca that

produces the resin and the dye. This is a small,

round, red-coloured, flat insect, having 12 abdo-
minal rings, and a bifurcated tail. The male is

much larger than the female, and is furnished with

wings. It is stated that no more than about one

male to 5000 females is to be met with. The
female insect is said to be destroyed in the process

of producing her young ones, for the eggs become
hatched beneath the mother insect within the

concrete resin globule, and escape by boring

through the mother’s back. At first, the young
brood, having made its escape, clusters on the

twigs of the trees, and very shortly afterwards

the incrustation of lac begins to be formed over

and round them, covering the twigs. The bubble-

like exudations are all close together, and hollow

and cellular inside. About the end of March the

lac-resin exudation is complete, and the female
insects within are glued down by it to the tree.

The oval body of the insect becomes of a deep-red

colour. If at this stage a little piece of tjhe lac

incrustation on a twig be broken off, the insect is

perceived as a little bag of red liquid (which
yields the dye), and the place where the wood of

the twig has been punctured bears a snow-white
mark, as if the place had been touched with a

point of clialk. On removing an entire piece of

lac incrustation from the twig, the bark underneath
is observed to be covered with these little white

dots, one in every cell and one under every in-

sect
;
under the microscope they clearly appear to

be specks of a semi-crystalline saline efflorescence

at the place punctured by the insect.

The proper stage to collect the lac (if intended

to produce dye) is w’hcn the insect is in the stage

of being like a soft red sac. At a later stage it

lays* its eggs under its body, which is glued down
by the resin

;
when, therefore, the eggs arc

hatched, they have no means of egress save by

eating through the body of the mother, which

they do, feeding the wdiile on the red colouring

matter contained in her body, which is thus con-

sumed.
When the lac is first gathered, it is picked off

the twigs with the insects and all on it. In this

state it is called ‘ kacha’ or ‘ kham lakh.’ This lac

is treated with water, and thus the colouring matter

is extracted. The clarified kind of lac is called

‘ chapra-lakh,’ or shell-lac, chapra, a shell.

LACCADIVA or Laccadives, an archipelago

off the coast of Malabar, extending from lat. 8®

30' N. to the parallel of lat. 13° 52' N., and from

long. 71° to 73° 40' E. Most of the islands arc

low, and surrounded by steep coral reefs. The

inhabitants call them the Lakhera-deevh. Ptolemy

mentions them as the Dimiirco Insulae, but Am-
mianus Marcellus, in the 4th century, styles them

merely Divi ;
tlie Arabs and Persians call them

Debajat. They were re-discovered in 1499 by
Vasco da Gama, and afterwards plundered by
the Portuguese. They were then subject to the

Muhammadan chiefs of Cannanore, some of them
afterwards were under the Beder queens of

Bednore, and latterly under the Beebee of Canna-
nore and tlie British, and between the last two
they are now apportioned. They were visited in

1844-45 by Mr. (Sir) W. Robinson, and in 1867

by Mr. Sewell
;
8 or 10 islands are more or less

inhabited, and each with 2 to 3 miles of super-

ficial area. They are all about 15 to 20 miles

apart, separated by great channels, but none of the

islands arc more than 10 to 15 feet above the sea-

level. The people in 1871 were 13,495 in number.
They arc of Maleala origin, but are Muhammadans,
and adhere to the Alya Santana, or decensus ab
iitero, though some of the islands are adopting

the filial law of inheritance. They are poor, quiet,

and inoffensive, make good pilots. They produce
the cocoaimt palm and coir, jagari and a few
pulses

;
a few cattle, sweet potato, and betel-nut.

'fhe castor-oil and arnotto plants are grown;
tortoise-shell, holothuria or sea-slug, shells, and
shark fins are collected.

The islanders siibsisfc mostly on cocoanuts and
fish, and their chief trade is in cocoanuts, coir,

cocoaimt oil, jagari, mats, and coral. Their

boats vary from 1 to 15 tons burden, and they

visit the western coast of India from Goa to

Cochin. They are taught Arabic and Baltite (a

dialect of the Malcali) in the mosques by the

priests. The largest island is about 7 miles long

and 2^ broad, and there are many navigable

channels between the islands, the largest of which
is the Mamaie or the Nine-degree channel. They
pay tribute to the British Government. The
islands are very difficult to find in thick, squally

weather, as scarcely any of them rise more than

6 feet from the surface of the water. When first

coming in sight, the cocoanut trees, with which
they arc thickly covered, have the appearance of

growing out of tlie sea, and, as a rule, no bottom
is found at 100 fathoms close up to the beach.

The language of the J .accadive group is Malealam,
which is, however, written in the Arabic character;

that of Minikoi is Mahl, with a mixture of corrupt

Malealam. The headmen and pilots of moat of

the islands know a little Arabic; and the male
inhabitants can generally both- read and write.

The inhabitants arc bold seamen and expert boat-

bnildcrs.

Each of the islands is situated on an extensive

coral slioal, with an area of from 2 to .3 square

miles. Beneath this crust is loose wet sand
;
and

by breaking the crust and removing a few spadefuls

of sand, to allow the water to accumulate, a pool

of fresh water may be obtained in any part. The
water in these wells is quite fresh, and always

abundant
;
but it is affected by the tide,—rises and

falls several inches,—and is said to be not very

wholesome.
The islands under S. Canara are Amin-Divi,

Chctlat, Kadamat, Kiltan, and Bitra (uninhabited)

;

and the Cannanore islands under the Beebee of

Cannanore are Agathi, Kavarathi, Antrot, Kalpini,

Minikoi, and Sukeli (uninhabited).

More than one-sixth of the adult male popula-

lation of Minikoi perished in a cyclone in 1807-

—

Johnston^ (iazeltecr ; Imp. Gaz. ; Mr. William

Rohertaon'.^ Report; Mr. SeweWs Report,

LAC DYE or Lac Lake consists of the coloiu*-

ing matter extracted from the stick-lac, by treat-

ing the crushed lac with water to dissolve the

colouring matter, evaporating the coloured fluid

to dryness, when the residue is formed into little

cakes, two inches^square and half an inch thick;

these are of various qualities, and are marked with

different letters, by which the quality is recognised-
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They are used as red dyes for some purposes, T, soptentrionalis, Gunth,, Ningpo.
instead of cochineal. Lac dye was formerly largely Cabnta Leachenaultu, Coromandel,
manufactured in Bengal, and exported to England, i.- t j • m nn.

powdered Rangoon stick-lac in several portions of Under the family name Lacertians, Cuvier
water, until it ceased to yield any colouring arranged — Ist. The monitors and their sub-
matter

;
a small quantity of alum was then added divisions, namely, the monitors properly so called,

to the filtered solution
;
after a few minutes, a including the Ouarans of the Arabs (Varanus)*

small quantity of Liqr. potassm was used to throw etc., the dragons (Crocodilurus of Spix, Ada of
down the alumina with the colouring matter, the Uray), and the Sauvegardes (monitor of Fitzinger
fluid at the same time being constantly agitated, and Ameiva)

;
2d. The lizards properly so

The precipitate was allowed to settle for a day, called. The second group comprises, according
the fluid then drawn off, and the sediment pressed to (Cuvier, the genera Lacerta, Algyra, and
into cakes, and dried in the shade. Dr. M‘Leod, Tachydrornus; but these are now arranged under
of Madras, prepared a superior lac dye by other families.

digesting stick - lac in a slightly alkaline cold
decoction of the leaves of Momecylon tinctorium,
and the solution being applied to woollen cloth,

after preparation witli a mordant formed of a
saturated solution of tin in muriatic acid, pro-
duced a brilliant scarlet dye.

—

M, E. J. it ; Powell.

LACE.
.... Dut. Renda (gold or silver),

.... Fa.
^

Malay.
Gek. Krushewo, . . . llus.

It. Encajes Sj*.

Lacerta scinciis, Linn., is still used by the
eastern doctors in leprosy.—jQr. lionig. p. 342.
LACQUER, a varnish either for wood or for

brass, made with slicll-lac and spirits of wine.
Hard wood hicquer may be in the proportion of 2
lbs. of lac to the gallon. Another recipe is 1 lb. of
seed-lac and 1 lb. of white rosin to a gallon of spirits

Kanton, .... Dut. Renda (gold or silver),
ofwdne. h or bras.s, the proportions are ^ lb. of pale

Dentelle, .... Fa. Malay, shell-lac to 1 gallon of spirit. It should be made
T^-

••
• * without heat, but simply by agitation for five orMerloth, Pizz, It. Encajes S,*. hours. It should then bo loft until the thicker

Lace is a term applied to two very distinct portions havi' subsided, when the clear lacquer
products, one consisting of gold and silver wire. must be poured off, or if not sufficiently clear
or even silk thread, woven into ribands for em- filtered through paper. It darkens by
broidering hats and uniforms

;
the other is a exposure to light, so that paper should be pasted

transparent network, in which the threads of the round the bottle to exclude it. A pale-yellow
weft arc twisted round those of the warp. It may laequer may be prepared from 1 oz. of gamboge
be made of silk, flax, or cotton, or even of gold ^ Unnn nir^na — i - i

and silver thread, and has usually a pattern
worked upon it, either during the i)roces8 of

making the lace, or with a needle, after this has
beep completed. Much lace is made by machinery,
but the highly esteemed genuine articles are made
by hand. Lace-knitting is considered to be a
German invention

;
but lace worked by the needle

and 2 oz. of Cape aloes, powdered and mixed
with 1 lb. of shell-lac. For a full yellow, ^ lb. of
turmeric and 2 oz. of gamboge

;
for a red lacquer,

h lb. of dragon s blood and 1 lb. of annotto. The
colour, ho\vevcr, is modified by that of the lac
employed. Lacquers may also be coloured by
dissolving the colouring matters in spirits of
wine, and adding the proper proportions of these

is of far older date, and was probably an eastern lacquer, according to the tint required,
invention, though it docs not appear to have been A. Ross prepared lacquer with 4 oz. of shell-

known or practised in India. Lace is, however, i gamboge, dissolved by agitation
made in the territories of the raja of Travancore

;

- *• purees of pyro-acetic ether. The clear
and the Madras Central Committee, in their final liquor is decanted, and when required for use is

report, stated that the lace of Nagercoil, though mixed with eight times its volume of spirits of
knit by natives of the country, was equal to the wine'. Hard wood lacquer is applied nearly in
best French lace. This lace, when seen at the l^l'^ same manner as French polish. In lacquering
Great- Exhibition, was much admired, and some the work must bo cleansed from grease and
said that it must have been made in France. convenient, heated to the temperature
Samples of six different kinds wen; sent. The boiling water, when the spirit evaporates, and
broad black lace on wdre ground, and the broad ^1^® varnish attaches itself more firmly to the
white and fine lace on Brussels ground, and of the metal, producing a brilliant effect. If heat
nature of Bedfordshire lace, were highly approved cannot be applied, the

^

air should be dry and
of; the broad being thought worth 4s. and the
narrow worth 28. a yard.

—

M^CullocKs Diciionanj;
M. E, J. It ;

Hoyle's Arts, etc., of India, p. «')03.

LACE BARK TREE, the Lagetta lintcaria of
the West Indies, so called from the lace-like

warm. The lacquering should follow immediately
after the work is polished, otherwise it will become
tarnished, and prevent the lacquer from adhering.
LACQUER A\^ARE. Three different processes

are usually confounded under this term. The
layer of the inner bark, which may bo readily pup prevailing in Burma is with the balsamic
separated from considerable lengths of the stem juices of trees, and was well known to Dampier
by beating and macerating. The lace is worked says, ‘The lac of Tonquin is a
Up into fancy articles. This might be introduced ®urt of gummy juice which drains out of the
into India. See Daphne. bodies or limbs of trees, and the articles lacquered
LAOERTIDjE, a family of reptiles known as cabinets, desks, etc.’ Some chemical change

land lizards. The following genera and species doubt takes place on exposure of these juices
occur in India ;— ^ air. This kind of lacquered ware was much
Tachydrornus sex-lineatus, Daud, Rangoon, Arclii-

^ppreciated in the 18th century. Another kind of

^ ^lago. work is rather of the nature of panier-
T. meridionalis, Gunth,, Cochin-China, China. mache, covered with one or more layers of lac
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varnish. This is the case with the lacquered is again repeated three or four times^ the lacquw
boxes from Kashmir and Lahore, so remarkable being jdlowed to become completely dry and hard
for the beauty and elegance of their patterns. between each several coating. The intended land-
The lacquered ware of China owes its lustrous scape is traced on the top of the table by throwing

colouring to a composition of laniyj-black and the a fine white powder over paper on which the
clarified juice obtained from a species of sumach, landscape has been traced by means of small
called Rhus vemix or R. vcrniciii. Wood oils are perforations, thus forming the outline of the
obtained from other plants of the same family, picture; a iriinute instrument, somewhat resem-
and the different qualities of lacquered ware are bling a style, is drawn carefully over the perfora-
owing to the use of these various ingredients, tions, by this means tracing the landscape on tho
The body of the ware is wood partially smoothed, surface of the table. The picture is then be-
or pasteboard, upon which two or three coats of smeared with a compound of size and red paint

;

a composition of lime, paper, and gum arc first the gold, first reduced to a powder, is then
laid, and thoroughly dried and rubbed. The applied

;
the raised appearance of the figures

surface of the wood is also hardened by rubbing being produced by means of n jjrcparation of

coarse clay upon it, and afterwards scraping it gum combined with other ingredients. The picture

off when dry. Two coatings of lamp-black and is allowed to become perfectly dry, when, if re-

wood oil, or, in the finer articles, of lamp-black qnisite, another coat of the lacquer or varnish is

and vai nish, are laid upon the prepar('d wood, and, then added. To j)reparc this lacquer ware in

after drying, the clear vamisli is liriLshed on, one perfection requires a lengthened period
;
and a

coating after another, with the utmost care, in < Chinese manufacturer mentioned that to produce
close and darkened rooms, allowing it to dry well a fine specimmi, elaborately painted, six months
between the several coats. The articles are then

|

ought to elapse between the commencement and
laid by to be painted and gilded according lo the termination of the work, thus affording time
the fancy of customers

;
after which a last coating

j

for each coat of lacrpier to become thoroughly
is given them. The varnish is brought to market hardened before another is applied. •

in brownish cakes, and reduced to its proper Of all the works of art in which the Japanese
fluidity by boiling; it is applied to many purposes excel the Chinese, the lacquer is the most striking,

of both a varnish and paint, when it is commonly Some of that now made is very fine, but not to

mixed with a red or brown colour. A beautiful be (;om])ared with the real old lacquer, which is

fabric of lacquered ware is made by inlaying the very vart', and is hardly ever brought into the

nacre of fresh and salt water sliells in a rough market, except when some old family is in mucli

mosaic of flowers, animals, etc., into the compo.si-
j

distressfor want of money; they then bring pieces

tion, and then varnishing it. Another kind, highly of antique htccpier (which is as Inghly esteemed
prized by the Chinese, is made by covering the by them as family plate with Kiiropcaus) to be
wood with a coating of red varnish thn'e or four sold at Yedo or V’okohama. 'I’liere arc on some
lines in thickiu'ss, and then carviiig figures upon of the noblenuMi’s ('states, manufactories of lac-

it in relief. The great labour necessary to pro- quer, celebrated for their excellence, and from
(luce this ware remlers it expensive. A common which their owners derive great wealth. .Articles

substitute for the Rhus varnish is the oil.s of the made tln^rn are always marked with tlie crest or
Dryandra, Jatropha, Croton, and (Aber members (J crests of the owner of the ('state, so that ware which
the Euphorbiaceoii.s family, expr(\<S(xl from their is much sought after, such }is Prince Satsuma’s

seeds hj cylinders and pe.stlos. Tho oil, after lacquer, may at once be recognised by seeing his

jncssing, according to Do Cuignes, is boih'd with crest upon each })i(^co. Old Japanese lacquer is,

Spanish white in the proportion of one ounce to like good lace, inimitable; but an expcrienc(;(i

half a pound of oil
;
as it Ix'gins to thickem, it is coiinoisscnr can at a glance pronounce upon its

taken off and ponr('(l into close vessels. Tt dis- merits and reality. It is very difficult now to

.solves ill turpentine, and is u.S(‘d as a varnish, meet with a good old specimen ; tho market is

either (dear or mixed witli difTt-rent colours; it stocked full of modern work, made expressly for

defends wood-work from injury for a long time, Europe
;
now and then, however, a Daimio very

and form.s a good paint(T’.s oil. Boiled with iron
j hard up, or a couric.san in temporary embarrasK-

rust, it forms a reddish-brown varnish. In order ment, sends secretly from Yedo a choice piece

to iuevent its penetrating into tho wo(3d when for srde, and it is a.stonisliing to find the enormous
used clear, and to incrc^ase tl\c lustre, a ]wiming price' it will realize. Twenty, forty, sixty sovereigns

of lime and liog's blood simini'ied togctlier into a or more are given for an old box not afoot S(iuare;

pa.stc is previously laid on. but tin* sale is tacitly interdicted
;
indeed, it is

The beautiful lacquer ware made near Nankin almost as disgraceful for a Japanese to part with

is considered far superior to that whicli is made old lacquer ware, as it is for an English gentleman

in Kwaiig-tung and the other provinces. The to dispose of his family plate. Very great prices

process of the manufacture of a table, which has wen^ marked on several small articles in tho

a landscape with figures delineated on the top in Health Exhibition of 1884. Sir Rutherford Alcock

gold, may be thus described. Tlir timber being mentions £100 as a sum asked of him in Japan for

first pub together, and rendered p(!rfcctly smooth, a liox C inches square
;
and Lady Parkes told him

is covered wdth transparent paper, bcsrnearetl that in 7’okio fine specimens were bringing their

with pork fat. As soon as this paper is quite dry, weight in gold. 'I’hc lacquer ware of the period

it is covered with a paste made from a peculiar a.d. 010 to 1650, known as Jiddi mono, are very

clay. When this substance has become completely highly esteemed (pp. 32, 33).

dry and hard, it is rubbed down with a whetstone, There arc many kinds of varnish known to tho

to remove all inequalities of surface
;
as soon as .Japanese. Tho best lac is supposed to be the

this process is complete;, the lacquer is laid on, sap or juice of the Rhus vornicifera. The bark

then alioweej to dry and harden, when the process of this tree, on being cut, yields a white milk,
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which becomes blacV'on exposure to the air; Linn., is a biennial. All yield lactucarium or

the leaves, petals, and nearly every part of the lettuce opium. The Ku-chih-kau of the Chinese
tree yield also the same liquid. As one of the is obtained by cutting off the tips of the full-

ingredients in its preparation, the oil of the grown lettuce, collecting the milky juice which
Bignonia tomentosa is employed. If secret there exudes, and inspissating it by a moderate heat. It

was, it seems lost to us and themselves, for the is said to produce sleep without determu^ng nar-
modern lac is such a wretched imitation of cotism, to prove seductive without any previous
the ancient, that it is very difficult to admit that stimulation, and to afford an excellent substitute

the Same composition could have producctl the for opium in many cases in which the latter drug
two qualities. Ordinary lac has the con- is inadmissible.

—

0\Sh.; PoweWs Handbook; Dr.
sistency of treacle, and much the same colour; Stewart.

the first coating is thin and yellowish, the second LADAKH is called La tag in the Tibetan,

of a brownish tiuge, and the last a bright Ka- chan -pa or Snowland, Mar-yul, Redlaud
mahogany. or Lowland. Ladakh anciently was called Kle-

in Japan, the woods on which lacquer is applied, chha by the Chinese, and is still called by them
are Abies tsuga, Buna, (^hamsecyparis obtusa, Ch. Kba-pa-chan oi“ Kha-cbaii, Abounding in Snow
pisifera, Cyptomeria Japonica, Ocrcidiphyllum oi- Snowland; the people as Kha-pa-chan-pa or

Japonicum, Hi-me-ko-ma-tsu, Oiiiko biloba, Tgo, Kba-chan-pa, men of the Snowy Tiand : and Klia-

Ka-rin, Magnolia hypolema, Morus, sp., Piiius chan -yul is Snowland. J iadakh is part of one of

densiflora, Plaiieria Japonica, Powlownia im- tlie three outlying governorships under the maha-
perialis, Prunus pseudo-cerasua, Shi-tan, Shoji, raj*^ of Kashmir (Cashmere), thd other two being
Ta-ga-ya-san, Thujopsis dolnbrata. Baltistan and Gilgit. It may be described fis

The lacquer ware of Benares is good. Two comprising the valley of the Indus, and also of

kinds of resin are used; one called ral or rala is most of its tributaries, from lat. to 35° N.,
sold at eight annas the seer, and is said to be and from long. 75° 29' to 70° 20' E. The different

brought from Mirzapiir to llenares. The fine districts of Central Ijadakh, Rupshu, and Nubra,
lacquer is made of a resin called gaharba, for a besides tbc bleak and almost uninhabited plateaux

seer of which one rupee and two annas are paid, of the Koiion Luii and Linzhithaiig plains, together

Colour-sticks for lacquer ware arc used in the make U[) th(i ju-oviiice. 'the area of Ladakh, in-

Panjab by the Kliarati, or wood-turner, to colour eluding Zanskar and some other districts wliich

his ware when the turning process is com- do not belong to the maharaja of Kashmir, is

plete. The stick consists of shell-lac, melted down about »‘)0,000 square miles. Mr. F. Drew ascer-

with a certain proportion of wax and snlphnr, and tained the maharajahs population at the census of

coloured by various simple or compound colours. 1873 a.s 20,G2l
;
the l.G8,000 given by Ciinning-

Th(‘y arc applied by tlie hand. The operator ham, the lO’o.OOO of Moorcroft (1822), and the

liohls the colour-stiidv a^minst the turned wood estimat(‘ of 200.000 furnished by Dr. Bellew in

object while revolving rapidly ; the heat produced 1873, apply to the more extended,area. Ladakh
by the friction melts the lac and the (tolour is lies at tlie back of the groat central range of the

deposited on the surfaia* of the wood. The skill Himalayas, and is one of tlie loftiest of the in-

and fancy of the operator din'ct.s him either in habited regions of the globe. The valleys and
laying on a uniform layer of colour, or else putting plateaux vary 1>C' tween 9000 and 17,000 feet,

it on ill little spots or toiudies, by allowing the while many of the peaks attain altitudes of 25,000
colour-stick only very lightly to touch the revolv- foot. 1’he chief rivers of Ladakh are the Indus,

ing wood, thus producing either a smooth uniform and its tributaries, the Shayok, Nubra, Ghau-
colour, or the pretty mottled appearance .so often cheugino, and Zanskar. There are several salt

observed in lacquered ware. I'wo or three dilTor- lakes, the more important of which are the Pang
ent colour-sticks are often applied, giving the Kong and ('ho-iuoriri. The climate is character-

whole a marbled appearanci^ of great beauty. The ized by remarkable extremes, burning heat during

colour thus applied is spread, fined, and j)olished, the day being succi'eded by pimeing cold at

by pressing the edge against the turiuMl object night.

while revolving. The (iiinl polish is given by a 'rhe earliest mention of Ladakli is probably to

rag with a little oil. The ])rincipal colours are be found in tlie desciiptiou of Kie-cliha by the

of lac, crimson, orpinient, red lead, green, made of Chinese rilgrini Fa Ilian (.\.D. IltK)). It appears to

orpimont and Prussian blue, dark blue, indigo or be referred to again in the Akhnssa Regio of IMiiiy,

Prussian black, white, brown, or gold colour, light and in tb.e Mn-lo-pho or b-an-pho-lo of Hiweii

blue or ultramarine.

—

Jlodgsim's Xagnsaki ;
Sirrs T'hsaiig (middle of the 7th century).

China; PowelVs Handbook ;
Sii PK.'Alcock; Tom- In the valley of the Upi)or Indus, that is in

tinson; Royh'.s Arts of India; M. E. J. ft; Ladakh and Little Tibet, the prevailing race is the

William.^' Middle h'imidom ; J\lorrisot?'s Comp. Bliot subdivi.sioii (»f t hi' gi eat Tartar variety of the

Descrip.; ConsulJolin Qnin in Par. 1882. human race. Lower down that classical stream,

LACTUCA SATIVA. Linu. Garden lettuce, in '>“<1 Glmltis, the remains of the old and

Choff, .... Eoypt.
1
Kahu, Hmi). secluded Dardu and Diinglu'r races arc still to be

The lettuce is a garden vegetable, inodoroi’s, found; but both in Iskardo and in Gilgit itself

of scarcely sensible taste, or slightly bitter. At there is some mixture of Turkoman tribes from tho

the tioweringtime it contains a milky juice, which wilds of Pamir and Kashgar. The Ladakh people

has acquired some celebrity under the name of are of a cheerful disposition, and often may be heard

Lactucarium or Thiridace. Its seed, called Khas- humming simple tunes. -^\t Leh itself, and among
ka-bij, is in Hindu medicine regarded as a very the wandering 4'artar tribes, tbo women dre^
cold remedy. It is used by natives of India as a with woollen or variegated petticoats, and tanned

demulcent only. sheep or goat skins as mantles. Their principal

L. Boariola, Linn., is the wild plant
;
L. virosa, ornament is a h(‘ad-band hanging like a long
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tail, and studded all down with large turquoises

;

this is called berak, and often, even with common
people, worth Rs. 20 or 30. Nearly all Ladakh
js of the Buddhist faith. The valley of Leh or

Ijadakh proper, Zanskar, llembaka or Dras,

Suru and Purik, Spiti, Nubra, Janski, Rong,
Rupshu, and Hanlo arc all Buddhist, and is Bhot
along the banks of the Chandra and Bhaga, but

Hindu after their junction. In Ladakh, the nuns

and monks bear a large proportion to the popula-

tion. To the north of the Ladakh country, the

people of Yarkand and Kliotan speak Turki. To
the west, beyond Balti, the people of Astor,

Gilgit, and Ilunza Nager speak different dialects

of Dardu, while the Kashmiri have their own
peculiar language. To the south, the pcojdc of

Chamba, Kulu, and Bishahar speak a dialect of

Hindi, and to the cast and south-east, the people

of Kudok, Chang Thang, and Gnari speak Tibetan

only.

The Dard race, lying along the Indus to the

westward of Ladakh, speak three distinct dialects.

They use the Persian character in writing Dardu,

the three dialects of which are called Shina, Kha-

juna, and Arniya. The Shina dialect is spoken

oy the peoples of Astor, Gilgit, and lower down
in Chulas, Darel, Kohli, and Palas on both banks

of the Indus
;

the Khajuna^ by the people of

Ilunza and Nager, and the Aniiija in Yasan and

Clatral. Astor has an area of ICOO square miles,

on the left bank of the Indus. Gilgit, in Tibetan

Gyilgyid, has an area of 2500 square miles on the

right bank of the Indus. Dard or Durd are sup-

posed byVigne to be the Dadicai ( of Hero-

dotus, and the people who now occupy the country

called Dardu.

The richer people of Ladakh have more than

one wife, but the prevailing custom is polyandry,

and is usually in the forni of a community of

brothers with their one wife.

Ladakh is agricultural, but enjoys a transit

trade, and much labour has been expended iji

constructing roads through Kashmir, Juinmoo,

Kulu, Lahoul,—leading to the Panjab, Kslbul,

Lhnssa, Cliinese Tartary, Khotan, Yarkand, Little

Tibet, and Haiti. All these follow the lines of

rivers, cross passes 18,000 feet high, and over

rivers by ferries, by inflated skims and suspension

bridges. Three varieties of tlie sheep and three of

the goat are domesticated in 1 .adakh, and sheep and
the domesticated yak are used for carrying loads.

Tlie Dso, hybrid between the yak ami cow, is a

beast of burden. The great article of trade in

Ladakh is the shawl-wool from the further pro-

vinces. The route to Amritsar via I^adakli is that

which brings the trade of Yarkand and Eastern

Turkestan. There is also a route from Amritsar,

Jalandhar, or Ludhiana, via Nurpiir, Mandi, and
Kulu, to the same jilaces. At stated times

caravans from Yarkand arrive with brick-tea,

shawl-wool, China silks, ponies, etc., which are

exchanged for grain, English calicoes, and the

like; so that Leh is but a market-place for

Kashmir and Yarkand merchants. — Laiham\
Etlnwlogy ; Cunnmghani\^ Ladakh ; Adams; Cleg-

horn's Reports; Mrs. ITerveys Tartary; Powell;

Hooker and Thomson; Imp. Gaz.

LADDU. Hind. A sweetmeat made of sugar,

milk, and flour, rolled into the form of balls.

Laddu is of two kinds, one called Bundi ka
;
the

other is Sada, plain or Maida ka-laddu.

LADRONES. Port. A term applied by the

Portuguese to the Chinese pirates, who commenced
to gain power by the close of the 18th century.

The Ladrones of the Archipelago consisted wholly

of the inhabitants of the free Muhammadan
states in Sumatra, Lingin, Borneo, Magindano,
and Sulu, the natives who remained uncontarain-

ated by the doctrines of the Arabs never being

known to engage in the like pursuits. Europeans
who were unfortunate enough to fall into their

hands were generally murdered, while the natives

who composed the crews of the captured vessels

were sold for slaves.

—

Mr. G. TP. Earl, p. 42.

LADRONES, a group of islands in the Canton
river, also islands in the eastern verge of the

Archipelago. Of the former, the Grand Ladronc
is the outermost island of the Canton river, in lat.

21° 55' N.
,
and long. 113° 43' 45" E. It is called

by the Chinese Ty-niaii-shan. It is a steep, bold

island. The Little Ladrone, or Po-ching Ilan of

the Chinc.se, is separated from the Avest side of the

Grand Ladrone by a narrow passage.

Ladrones, in the Pacific Ocean, eleven in

number. The bread-fruit tree is cultivated hero

in abundance
;
and the natives are of a pleasing

aspect, and well made. Lat. 11° 22' N., long. 14°

fi' E. 'Fhe Ladrones were the first islands seen by
Magellan. Entering the utmost eastern confines

of the Archipelago, Magellan discovered the

Tiadrones, or Isles of Thieves. They have since

been named the Mariannes, but still deserve their

original appellation, as the people of the surround-

ing groups stand in dread of their predatory

inhabitants. On one of the Meiaco-shimah isles

walls liave been raised and pierced with loop-

holes, as a defence against these roving banditti

of tlie sea. From these Magellan sailed to the

Philippines, Avherc, in the island of Mactan near

Zebu, ho Avas killed, as also was Barbosa. Magel-
lan’s companions tlicn visited Timor in 1522, and
returned to Lisbon, making the first circumnavi-
gation of tlie globe. The Ladrones lie about four

hundred leagues east of the Philippines.—./hX-

moi'c; St. John's Ind. Arch.; Sir E. Belcher, i. p.

84 ;
TIorshurgh.

LADY-BIRD of N. India, a species of Coccinclla,

very injurious to plants. See Insects.

LAF, a’fish of the Seychelles
;
the spines on its

back are said to be hollow, and to contain a poison-
ous fluid.

LAG, Hind., moans to, or near to, con-
nection, continuity. Lagiiii, a place where a boat
is fastened. Lagan, Mahr., a marriage. J^agna,

the rising of a sign in tlie zodiac. Lagga is the
habet of the Roman populace, signifying that
something, man or animal, has been struck.

LAGENARIA VUJ.GARIS. Serr.

Cucurbita lagenaria, Linn,, Bottle gourd.
Charrah, . Auab. White pumpkin, Eng.
Kodu, Lull, . Bkno. Kaddu, . . Hind.
Hu-lu, . . Chin. Tomra kaddu,
Quara tauvil, . Egypt. Labo ambon, Malay.
Quara m’davar, Bella shora, Maleal.
Dubha dibhe,

. ,, Soriai-kai, ... Tam.
A'dabash, Eng. I SorakaiaJ .... Tel.

The bottle gourd, from Lagena, a bottle, is com-
monly cultivated by the natives, to whom it is

of some importance as food
;
but is seldom eaten

by Europeans, being very coarse. In Tenasserim,

the bottle gourd grows luxuriantly, and several

varieties may be seen. In China, its soft downy
herbage is sometimes eaten. Its long fruit bulges
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at the further end, and into very odd shapes.

It is there made into calabashes, floats, dishes,

beggars* platters, musical instruments, and recep-

tacles for drugs. The long white gourds are

hollowed out, and made into buoys for rafts

for crossing rivers. The large round kind are used
for making a kind of stringed instrument like a
sitar, called in Tamil Kinnayri, and arc hence

termed Kinnayri soriai-kai; A longer and narrow
sort are employed in making the wind instruments,

called in Tamil Maghadi, with which the snake-

men (Pamu pudarer, Tam.) entice snakes from
their holes. In Cliina the dried bottle gourds are

tied to the backs of children on hoard the boats

to assist them in floating if they sliould unluckily

fall overboard. The dried outer rind of the fruit

is hard, and is used as a bottle, called the fakir’s

bottle. In its wild state, tliis plant, or a variety

of it, produces a poisonous fruit
;
and T)r. Royle

states that a very intelligent native doctor in-

formed him that cases of poisoning have occurred
from eating the bitter pulp. Some sailors also

are said to have died from drinking beer that had
been standing in a flask made from one of those

gourds. Don says that the poor people among
the Arabians eat the edible kind boiltMl with
vinegar, or fill the shells with rice and meat, and
so make a kind of pudding of it. The pulp of the

fruit is often employed in poultices
;

it is bitter and
purgative, and may be used instead of colocynth.

The seeds, Doodee seed, yield a bland oil, and
they arc given in headaches.

—

Jaffrey ;
Mason

;

(/Sh. ;
Pairell; Eng. Cyc.

;
Dr. J. Stewart

;
Jioxh.

;

Voigtf Iheful Plants ; Smithy M.M.C,
TiAGEliSTRG'lMl A, a genus of plants of tlio

natural family of T^ythraccje, growing in the

I'eninsula of India, along the foot of the Him-
alaya, ill the northern jiarts of India, and from the

Malaya Archipelago into China and Japan. The
species arc highly ornamental, and in China by
far the most beautiful plants mot with on the low

ground are different species of this genus. L. hypo-

leuca, Kurz.^ is a timber tree of the Andamans
;

I

villosa, Wnll.j a timber tree of Tounghoo. The
whole of the species may be propagated by seed

or cuttings in any garden soil.

—

Uoxh. ; Eng. Cyc.;

Eortane's Wanderings; Williams' Middle King-

dom; Riddell; Mason.
LAGERSTRQIMIA GRANDIFLORA. Roxh.

Dim-banga, Hind. In the Terai, east of Siligori,

Bombax, Erythrina, and the Lagerstrev-mia grandi-

flora were found by Dr. Hooker in full flower, and,

with the profusion of Bauhinia, rendered the tree

jungle gay; the two former are leafless when
flowering. The Dua-banga is .the pride of these

forests. Its trunk, from 8 to 15 feet in girth, is

generally forked from the base, and the long

pendulous branches which clothe the trunk for

100 feet are thickly leafy, and tenniiiatcd by
racemes of immense white llowcm, which, especially

when in bud, smell most disagreeably of asafoetida.

—'jRoxA ii. p. 503 ;
Hooker., II. Jour. i. p. 401.

LAGER8TRQ1MIA INDICA. Linn.

Velaga globosa, Gwrtji.
|

Lagcrsinjeinia alba.

Pyen-ma, . . . Burm. Telanga clieena, . Tam.
China henna, . . Hind. |

There are three varieties—(a) rosea, {h) lilaciiia,

and (c) alba—of this small, pretty shrub, which is

common in gardens in Moulmein, and of easy

cultivation. It has one of the most beautiful

flowers in Indian gardens, grows to the height of

seven or eight feet
;
the flowers hang in bunches

at tlie extremity of the branches, and are of a
beautiful lilac colour. Tho white flowering variety

grows easily from cuttings at the commencement
and during the rains.

—

Drs. Roxh.^ Mason., Ai/w.,

Riddell, Voigt.

LAGERSTRCEMIA LANCEOLATA. Wall
Sokutia, .... GUJ. I Bondara, . . . Mahr.
Boda, Bondaga, . HiND.

|

An erect tree with oblong lanceolate leaves

;

flowtTS small, white, appearing in April and May
;

common in the Bombay Presidency, found in

Mysore and at Courtallum, and cultivated in the

liil Bagh gardens at Bangalore.

—

Riddell; Bed-
dome.

LAGERSTRQlMIA MACROCARPA . Roxh.

Pyen-ma, Buum. In Amherst, its timber used for

house posts, carts, boats, paddles, oars, etc. It is

a capital wood, and would answer for all the

purposi's of common Stil
;
specific gravity, 0'920.

—Cat. E.C., 1851.

LAGERSTRCEMIA MICROCARPA. W. Tc.

Bolandur, Billinandi,C.\N.
1
Ventek, Veveyla, . Tam.

This has often been confounded with L. parvi-

flora, Roxh. It is a very handsome tre(‘, abundant
in all the western forests of the Madras Presidency.

It flowers in the hot weather, and its seed ripens in

the rains. Tho wood is light-coloured, straight

fibred, and clastic
;

it is very much used for

building purpo.s(*s, flooring, rafters, etc., and also

in dockyards. If left in the forests exposed it very-

soon rots, and is rapidly attacked by white ants.

It makes capital coffee cases.

—

Ikddome, FI. Sylv,

LAGERSTRCEMIA PARVIFLORA. Roxh.
Ben toak, An(JLO-IIind, Wuiuli-mana, . . Mahu.
Biikli, Dhan, Dliaiira, „ Belli-nundi, Nanah, „
Tsarn-he-lay, . . Bukm. Bellinger, . . Malkal.
Ven-taku, . . . (1\n. (Jutcha-catta maram, Tam.
Bondara, , . . Mahu. (fliinna nagi, . , Tel.

A handsome tree, very common in the Northern
Gircars and on the Nullamallays of the Kurnool
district, but also, though rarely, in the Seegoor
forests; found in Bombay, Bengal, and Burma.
The wood is whitish or light-brown, close-grained,

straight fibred, and clastic
;

it is much used for

building purposes, beams, and rafters, and for

boat timber, plouglis, axe - handles, etc. lu
Meerut it is in great request for buggy shafts. It

grows to 90 and 100 feet long, and from 12 inches
to 3 feet in diameter

;
it is perfectly straight and

without branches, excej)ting at its top
;
tho leaves

are small and very thick. The wood is not so

durable as the poou
;

it is very much lighter in

colour, and in this respect much resembles the

American red oak. It is tough, and valued for

its qualities in withstanding water. In tho Nulla-

mallay it has a light;brown, compact, hard, service-

able wood, and used generally. As a wood of

British Burma, it is not much used. A cubic

foot weighs 40 lbs. It sells there at 8 annas per

cubic foot, is yellowish, elastic, and tough, and
is valued for agricultural implements, etc. In
the N.W. Provinces it is reckoned one of the
best woods for buggy shafts, etc.

—

Roxh.
; Voigt

;

M^lror; Drs. (rlhson, Wight, Brandis, Mason,
and J. L. Stewart; Captain Jkddome, FI Sylv.;

Mr. Latham.
LAGERSTRCEMIA PUBESCENS. Wall La-

izah, Bdhm. A very large tree of British Burma,
stem not always perfectly round, and inclined to
form buttresses; timber valued for bows and spear-
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handles, also used for canoes and cart-wheels. A
cubic foot weighs 53 lbs. In a full-grown tree

on good soil the average length of the trunk to

the first branch is 100 feet, and average girth

measured at 6 feet from the ground is 12 feet.

It sells at 8 annas per cubic foot.

—

J)i\ Brandis

;

CaL Cat. Ex., 1862.

LAGERSTRCEMIA REGINyE. Roxh.

L. flos reginse, Betz.
|

Adambon. glabra, Lam.
Arjuno, .... Beno. Taman, .... Maiir.
Fvimma, .... Bukm. Arlamboo, . . . Malay.
Challa, Hali dasul. Can. Mooroota, . . . SiNciir.

Jarool, .... Hind. Kadali, Tam.

This is a large tree of Ceylon, the Peninsula of

India, Coimbatore, Canarti, Siuida, in the moun-
tains north-east of Bongiil, in tlm Jaintia Hills,

in Pegu and Tenasserim, Amherst, Tavoy, and
the Mergiii Archipelago, and when in llower is

most conspicuous. In full blossom in the morning,

a tree looks as if mantled with roses, but the

ilowers change through the day to a beautiful

purple, making it appear at evening, if seen from
a short distance, like a bower of English lilacs.

It is not uncommon in the warm, inoister parts of

the western and southern parts of Ceylon, up to an
elevation of 1500 feet. In Caimra and Sunda, it

grows near the banks of rivers, and reaches a

large size. It is common in the jungles below
the ghats, south of the Savitree river, but is

hardly found north of that, and never in the inland

Bombay jungles. In Ceylon its wood is used for

water casks and buildings
;
in Coimbatore and in

Hyderabad this tree is more celebrated for its

large handsome flowers than for its timber, which
last, however, is used for common purposes. Its

timber from the Bombay forests is reckoned

rather good, and is used, being generally crooked,

for the knees, etc., of native boats. In the Madr.as

Gun Carriage Manufactory it is used for light field

cheeks, felloes, cart naves, framing and boards of

waggons, limbers, platform carts, ammunition
box boards, and heavy field cheeks. — Roxb. ii.

p. 50f5
;

Voigt; Thir.
;
APCL; Riddell; Wight;

Brandis; Mason; Gibson; Mendis; Captain

Dance; Major Benson; Col. Maitland; Hooker's

Him. .hmr.

LAGHAK, or Hobby, and her mate the Jagliar,

P alco jugger, Gray, is the only long-winged hawk
generally used in Sind. She is large and black-

eyed, with yellow logs, bha^k claw.s, and a tail of a

cinereous white colour. She is a native of Sind,

moults during the hot months from April to

October, and builds in mined walls and old mimosa
trees. The laghar is llown at quail, partridge,

curlew, bastard-bustard, and hares ' the best sport

is undoubtedly afforded by crows, only she is

addicted to carrying the quar|y, and is very likely

to bo killed by her angry enemies. Carrying is

the technical word for walking off with the

wounded bird.

—

Burton's Falconry, p. lo.

LAGHARI, a subordinate branch of the Talpur

family. The Laghari of the Dehra Ghazi Kliaii

plain dwell south of the Khosa, extending from

Viddore to Gungehur, between Choti Bala and
Harrand. They joined Lieutenant Edwardes’

camp in his advance against the dewan Mulraj.

The Laghari claim to bo able to trace their pedigree

up to their departure from Arabia. They have
55 sub-sections, of whom a large number reside in

the hills.

LAGHU KAUMUDI, an edition of Panini’s

Grammar, edited by Varada Raja, It was also

edited and translated by Dr. Ballantyne in 1849,

as a Sanskrit and English Grammar.
lAGOMYS BADIUS. On entering THbet, Dr.

Hooker found the ground burrowed by innumer-
able marmots, foxes, and the Goomchen, or tail-

less rat, Lagomys badius. Other tailless rats, as

L. Hodgsonii, are plentiful, and L. Roylei, common
on the Kashmir ranges. One or both may be the

Pharaoh’s mouse mentioned by Marco Polo. The
lagomys is said to be eaten by certain tribes in

Tartary. Curzouim, Hodgson, is of Sikkim,

Tibet, Ladakh, and countries beyond the Snowy
Range.

—

Hooker, Him. ,Tour. ii. p. 156
;
Adams.

I.AGOMYS ROYLEI. Ogilby.

L. Nepalensip, Tfodfjmm.
|

Iv. Hodgsonii, Blyth.

It is the Rang-duni and Rang-runt of Kanawar.
The Himalayan mouse hare occurs in the Him-
alaya up to 14,000 feet. They are said to hibernate.

LAGOMYS KUFESCENS. Gray. A little

quadruped found on the mountains of Afghanistan,
and perhaps onward to the Hindu Kush, but
which is very unlikely to inhabit the Indian side

of the passes.

—

Cal. Rec.

LAGOON. Shallow salt-water lagoons, known
as backwaters, run around the shores of the Bay
of Bengal and of the Arabian Sea, some of them
from twenty to fifty miles long

;
they afford great

facilities for a safe inland traffic along the coast-

line, the violence of the monsoons, and the few
sheltered harbours on the eastern coast of the

Peninsula, rendering navigation perilous at all

times and ofteii iinjiossiblo. On the E. coast of

the Peninsula the Ennorc or Pulicat and Kolar
lakes are tlui largest, and a largo lagoon runs
along the coast-line of the Travancore state. The
lagoons of the coast of India arc quite dissimilar

from those of the coral islands. In the latter, the

surf beating loud and heavy along the margin of

the reef, presents a strange contrast to tlie pro-
spect beyond,—the white coral beach, the massy
foliage, and the embosomed lake, with its tiny

islets. The colour of the coral lagoon water is

often as blue as the ocean
;
although about fifteen

or twenty fathoms deep, yet shades of green and
yellow are intenningletl where patches of sand or

coral knolls are near the surface, and the green
is a delicjite apple shade, quite unlike the usual

muddy tint of shallow waters. ‘ These garlands
of verdure seem to stand on the brims of cups,

yeven miles east of Clermont Tonnere, the lead ran
out to chiven hundred and forty-five fathoms (six

thousand eight liundred and seventy feet) without
reaching bottom. Witliin three-quartei*s of a mile
of the southern point of this island, the lead had
another throw, and, after running out for a while,

brought up for an instant at three hundred and
fifty fathoms, and then dropped off again^ and
descended to six hundred fathoms without reaching
bottom. The atoll lagoons are generally shallow,

though in the larger islands sounding gave twenty
to thirty -five, and even fifty and sixty fathoms.’

The Jake of Kolar, in the Kistna and Godavery
districts of Madras, is a marine lagoon. In the

rains it is a fine lake
;

in the dry season a large

part of the area is half mud. In the intervals of

the dry and wet seasons it is a swamp. Naturally

it abounds in fish and water-fowl, and in a very

dry year the remains of old villages are to be seen,

with largo quantities of charcoal and charred

beams. A succession of lagoons or backwaters,
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connected by navigable canals, extends along

the M^abar coast. The extreme length is nearly

200 miles from Changhat to Trivandrum; but
between the latter place and Quilon there rises

a high promontory of land about 6 miles in

breadth, which is being cut through to make the

line of water communication complete. The total

area of these lakes is 227^ square miles in Travan-
core, Cochin, and British territory. A strip of

land from seven to about Jialf a mile wide separates

these backwaters from tho sea
;
but at Chetwai,

Kodangalur, Cochin, Kagankulam, Iveka, and
Paravur are outlets by which tho rivers enter the

sea. The whole commerce of the country is

carried on these waters. Most of the boats arc

formed of a single teak, angely, or cotton tree, the
trunk of which is hollowed out. Tlio ordinary
size is about 20 feet by 2J feet. The boats for

carrying rice to a distance are larger, and have a
deck or roof.

—

Gnsiic's Nat. Hist. p.'94
;

Clieever's

Sandwich I.dands. See Coral
;
Polype.

LAGUNARIA PATKRSONII, RM. (Hibiscus
Patersonii, D.C.)^ grows in Norfolk Island. It is

the white oak or white wood tree, and grows to

10 or 20 feet higli. It lias a pretty appearance in

a garden or shrubbery. Its wood is spongy, but
is used for knees of boats.

—

G. Pu nnett^ p. 34.3.

LAHAD. Akau. In Muhammadan sepulture

the grave is dug as usual, and at the bottom, at

one side, a niche called I^ahad is made, into which
the body is plac-cd. Lahad-churna, lit. lilling

tho grave, is a Muhammadan ceremony.— WiU.
LAIIANGA. Hind. A Muhammadan woman's

petticoat of silk or cotton.

LAHANZA, Hind. A green and blue dyed
cloth of Lucknow.
LAHARI, also known as Lahori or Larry

Bandar, stands on tho I'itti branch of the Indus
river. I'lie delta of the Indus has varied in

breadtli from (iO to 110 miles from east to west,

and tho Pitti is only one of twenty oi- more
channels leading to tho ocean

;
the old or recent

mouths of the river appear and disappear with

the continuous changes of the main channel.

LAHAKIYA, agricultural Brahman.s in the

North-West(Tn Provinces of India..

LAllAURA-HA-NOCllE, a dialect spoken by
the Kakar.

LAlIK.l, a sovereignty on a large sandy plain

north of Aden. It is watered by a liill torrent.

Al-Howta is the only place meriting the name of

a .town. The population is chiefly agricultural,

and consists of true Arabs,—Khadaini, Hijri, and
Muwalladi. Tho Khadaini and Ilijri arc of African

descent. The Muwalladi are a. mixed race, the

offspring of an Arab and a Sowabilce slave.

Sorghum vulgare is the principal food plant, and
of it they obtain two or three crops a year.

—

Captain PrideauXy The Arab Tribes.

LAHEKA, about Benares, a tribe of earthen-

ware varnishers. They also have donkeys, with
which they cany house-building materials.

LAHM. Arab. The dried flesh of sharks,

used by all the races in the S.E. coast of Arabia.

LAHN. Hind. Lees of wine added to the

molasses to promote fennentation in distilling.

LAHNA. Hind. Species of Sueda used for

ciunel fodder, also for soda burning.

LAHORE, a largo city in the Panjab, in lat.

31® 34' 6" N., and long. 74® 21' E., gives its name
to a revenue district of that province. Its popula-

6.5.

tion in 1881 numbered 149,369, chiefly Muham-
madans and Hindus, with a small nupiber of Sikhs.

Situated on the high road from Afghanistan,

Lahore has been visited by every invader of India,

from Alexander downwards. It long formed the

centre of a democratic confederation, which
successfully opposed the Muhammadan invasions.

It next became the capital of the Ghazni rulers
;

later, it was the capital of the Moghuls, followed

by Ranjit Singh, until tlio Paujal) territory was
annexed to the British Government on tho IGth

December 1843. Lahore was occupied by the

Hritisli 22(1 Eebniary 1846, and tho treaty of

Lahore was dated 9th March 1846.

Lahor(‘ has been tho capital of tho Panjab for

nearly 900 years. It is said to have been founded
by Jiava or Eo, son of Rama, after whom it was
named liohawar. Both Jai Pal and his sou
Anand Pal, the smiccssive antagonists of Mahmud,
are cjilled rajas of Lahore by Ferishta. This
Hindu dynasty was subverted in A.D. 1031, when
liahoro became the residence of a Muhammadan
governor under the king of Ghazni. Upwards of

a century later, in A.D. 1152, when Bahrain was
driven from Ghazni by tho Afghans of Ghor, his

son Khiisru established himself at Lahore. But
this new kingdom lasted for only two generations,

until A.D. 1186, when the sovereignty of the

Ghaznavi was finally extinguished by tho capture
and imprisonment of Khusrii Malik, tho last of

his race. Milton notices Lahore iis one of tho

towns in the far east, when indicating the various

nationalities, thus

—

‘ From Sani.'irchand by Oxus, Temir’B throne,
To Agra and Lahore of (Iroat Mogul,
Down to tho (.1 olden (/her.'(onese,

And utmost Indian Islu Taprobane.'

Tialioro is surrounded by a wall which was 25
feet high, bub it has been lowered to 16 feet. It

has several gates.

Tlie Jat foi'in the leading agricultural com-
munity. Half of them follow Hinduism, and the

other half are Muhammadans. Besides the usual

numbers of bakers, barbers, blacksmiths, gold-

smiths, carpi'll tors, and washermen, etc., are to be
seen the Akali, Arain, .Arore, Bliabra, Bhat,

Bralmian, Chaiigar, Dogiir, (Jil, Gilgo or Kiim-
har, Hnjra or Ikiva, .bit, Kaliar, Kalal, Kakazai,

Kharol, Kliatu, Kumbo, Eabana, ^lulhili, Phail-

wan, Jiajput, Saiisi, Sikh, Mazhabi Sikh, and
Sudh. The manufacture of armour-swords, guns,

and the like—once had its grand centre at liahoro,

blit when the Sikli rule passed away, tlie demancl
ceased. The artisans went into the Gujerat and
Gujranwalla districts, where they now, instead

of Sikh armour, inlay ca.skets and .studs, vases,

paper-cutters, lettcij weights, and other fancy

articles.

In the neiglibourhood of Lahore are many large

and delightful gardens
;
the fruit trees, flowering

shrubs and plants, are, however, those common in

Hindustan. About three miles north-east of

Lahore is the once delightful garden of Shalimar.

The marble tanks and fountains are still there.

Jahangir erected the Khabgah or sleeping p^ce,
the Moti Masjidor pearl mosque, and the tomb of

AnarkallL The tomb of Anarkalli is a huge
mausoleum. He was a favourite of Jahangir, but
was seen to smile to one of the zanana, and was
bricked up in a cell. Aumngzeb built the Jama
Masjid. It has white marble domes and simple
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minarets. During Jahangir’s reign, the Sikh Around the flat circular caps are strung large

guru, Arjun Mall, compiler of the Adi Granth, white shells like cowries, glass beads, and pieces

died in prison at Lahore, and his humble shrine of amber. Around their neck both men and

stands between the Moghul palace and the women wear amulets of mother-of-pearl, pieces

mausoleum of Ranjit Singh. Jahangir’s man- of amber, turquoises, and other precious stones.

Boleum at Shahdarra is one of the chief archi- Each man luis hanging to his belt a tinder pouch

tectural structures in Lahore. It is of red and a brass instrument for striking fire, with

sandstone and marble, is very extensive and many other nondescript implements. They
beautiful, with mosaics of a quadrangular form, spend six months of each year in Kulu on account

and with a minaret 70 feet high at each corner, of the severity of the winter season in Ijahoul.

The tombs of Jahangir’s wife, Nur Jahan, and of The greater part of that time they pass in dancing

her brother, Asof Khan, have been stripped of and drinking. On their jubilees they set off fire-*

their marble facings and coloured enamels by the works, and make a tremendous noise, whilst the

Sikhs. The Sainan Hurj contains an exquisite women dance. These exhibitions do not terminate

pavilion, inlaid with flowers wrought in precious until they are all too drunk to continue them,

stones, which derives its name of the Naulakha The tree which gives character to the district is

from its original cost of 0 lakhs, together with the Juniperus excelsa or pencil cedar, the Shukpa of

Shesh Malial. Kanjit Singh’s mausoleum is a Lahoul, and Lewar of Kanawar. It forms small

mixed work of Hindu ami Muhammadan archi- forests, especially on the southern slope of the hills,

tccturc. The mosque of Aurangzeb, with its at an elevation of 9000 to 12,000 feet.

—

Mrs.

plain white marble domes and simple minarets, Ilerveif.^ Tartary ; PotveWs Handbook ;
Hooker

the mausoleum of Ranjit Singh, with its rounded and Thomson'.^ PL Ind. ; Cleyhorn^ Panj. Pep.

;

roof and projecting baiconi(?8, and the desecrated Thomson's Travels
; Jacquemont's Tr.

;
Imp. Gaz.

fagadc of the Moghul palace, stand side by side in LAHOUL i o la kouti ilia ba illah il ali o il

front of an open grassy plain, exhibiting one of azeem, No repentance, virtue, or power except

the grandest coups-d’ceil to be seen in India.— by God the high and the great,—a Muhammadan
CunninyhaniL s India; Masson's Journeys; Cun- invocation.

ningham's Panjab; Powell's Handbook; Adams; LAHW-ul-MAHFUZ, in Muhammadan belief,

Imp. Gaz. is that tablet on which the Koran was written.

LAHOUL or Lahul is a subdivision of Kangra Iniam-ul-Mubin, the clear prototype, is the tablet

district. Panjab, lying between lat. 32° 8' and on whi(di the actions of men arc written.

32° 59' N., and long. 7G° 49' and 77° -lO' 30" E., LAILAH. Auar. A night,

and comprising the valley between the Chamba Alif-Lailah-o-Lailah, the 'riiousand and One
mountains on the north-west and the Kanzam Nights, the Arabian Nights,

range on the south-east. Area, 2199 sq. miles. It Jjailat-ul-Juhni, the 23d night of the month
is bounded on the north-west by Chamba, on the Ramazan, esteemed fortunate for those who pray,

north-east by the Rupshu subdivision of Ladakh, Laikt-ul-Kadr, the night of power or or the

on the south-west by Kangra and Kulu, and on divine decrees. On this night the Koran is said

the south - east by 8piti. At Tandi the sister to have been sent down to Mahomed. More-
streams Chandra and Bhaga unite to fonn the over, the gate of heaven being then opened,

great river Cheiiab, which flows immediately prayer is held to be certain of success. The
into Chamba on its way to the Panjab plain. Lailat-ul-Kadr occurs on one of the last ten nights

The Kanet, who form the mass of the popula- of Ramadan, generally supposed to be the 27th

tion, have a mixed Indian and Mongolian origin, of the month, not, as supposed by Sale, between
The thakurs form the gentry of the valley, which the 23d and 24th.

ruled until a recent period. 'hhey arc pure Ramazan, in Egypt, Arabia, and 1’urkey, pro-

Bhotiyas or Tibetans by blood, but affect a nounced Ramadan, is the 9th month of the

Rajput ancestry. 'I'lie people arc Buddhist, but Muhammadan year, during which Mahomed
have castes, and abstain from beef. Numerous enjoined a rigid fast from sunrise till the appear-

monasteries stud the hills, the largest being ance of the stars, and abstaining from all conjugal

that of Guru Gantal, at the point of confluence duty, the sick, the traveller, the soldier in the

of the Chandra and Bhaga. Polyandry is field, and others, being obliged to fast a complete

customary. The Ijahuli bear a good character month when their health and circumstances allow,

as peaceable and honest mountaineers, but are Most Muhammadans regard the night of the

much addicted to drunkenness and unchastity. 27th of this month as the Lailat-ul-Kadr or

The Lahouli are a totally distinct race from the night of j)0wcr ;
they believe that the Koran

people of Kulu or the Chamba Guddi range, began to descend from heaven. They continue

The Lahouli are a short, sturdy set of men, very through the night fervently in prayer, believing

ugly, and filthily dirty. 'The women are decidedly that the petitions then made to the Omnipotent

plain. The costume of both sexes consists of a will bo favourably received,

pair of loose woollen drawers, with a frock of the Lailat-ul-Miaraj, Arab.
,
the night of Mahomed’s

same material, whilst a wrapper is also often ascent to heaven, observed as an annual festival

wound around the body, being thrown over the by devout Muhammadans on the 15tli, 16th, or

shoiilder, and fastened by a brass clasp in front. 27th of the month Rajab.

Their dress, generally of a black colour, is of a Lailat-ul-Mubarak, the blessed night,

kind of plaid, and their caps arc of the same. Lail-wa-Nahar, night and day.

The women wear their hair either in long plaits LAILAN-SHAH, supposed to be the same with

fastened at the back of the head with a pro- Pururava or Aila, and with Ninus and Nilan.

fusion of red wool and coloured threads, or comb LA ILLAHA IL LULLAHO Muhammad-
it back off the forehead, tying it in a lump ur-Rasul Ullahay, There is no deity except God,

behind, ami adonfing it in a similar manner, and Muhammad is the prophet (or messenger)
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of God. This is the first part of the Muhammadan
creed

;
but the same words occur in the Muham-

madan azan or call to prayers, viz. Allah -ho-

Akbar! Allah-ho-Akbar ! Ush-ud-do-un, la-il-la-

ha, il-ul-la-bo
;
Ush-ud-do-un^ la-il-la-ha, il-ul-la-

ho. 0 Ush-ud-do-un, Muhammad-ur-Kasul Ulla-

hay, Hy-ul-us-salwat ! Ily-ul-us-salwat. Hy-ul-
ul-fullah ! Hy-ul-ul-fallah. Us-sul-la-to Khair-

un-rain-nun-nowm. Allah-ho-Akbar ! Allah-ho-

Akbar! La-illa-haillul-la-ho! The translation of

this azan by which the Muhammadan muazzan,
five times daily, calls Muhemmadans to prayers,

is, God is great ! God is great ! 1 bear witness

there is no other deity but God
;

I bear Avitness

there is no other deity but God, and I bear
witness that Muhammad is the prophet of God.
Come, enliven your prayers; Como, enliven your
prayers. Come for refuge to the asylum

;
Come

for refuge to the asylum. Urayor is preferable

to sleep
;
Prayer is preferable to sleep. God

is great; God is great. Tlierc is no deity but
God.

Prayer is better than sleep is only added to

the morning call, and not repeated in the other

four summons.
LAING, SAMUEL, a member of Parliament,

succeeded, in 1861, on Mr. Wilson’s death, to the

office of Finance Minister in India, and Indian

history should not utter his name without praise.

Possessed of vast abilities, a home-bred funda-

mental kiiOAvledge of finance, cautious in manner,

and ready in argument and writing, he gave great

siitiafaction in India, but Sir Charles Wood’s

letters induced him to resign. By submission,

Mr. Laing might hOjVe served India longer
;
but

by independence ho really served it most.

—

Thiirlotv, p. 19.

LAIRI, HfND. An inferior ruby or garnet,

or even pink topaz or amethyst,

LAJAR BASTKO. Bp:n(7. I a‘torally a garment
of modesty, a silk clotli spread over tlie heads of

a betrothed conplc.

LAKA, a dye of Sumatra, said to be from

Tanarius major, Humph.
LAKADONG, a village in the Jaintia Hills, on

a small plateau, 21^50 feet above the sea, around

which coal was discovered in 1813, and has been

profitably worked since then.

LAKALO, a silver ingot used in largo pay-

ments by the Bliot.

LAKE, EDWARD, author of Journals of the

Sieges of the Madras Army in the years 1817,

1818, and 1819, with a volume of plates.

LAKE. liOrd Lake, a British officer, horn

1772. He was coinmandiiig-in-chief in India. He
(joimnanded the grand anny, 10,300 strong, in the

Mahratta war of 1803. On the 20th August 1803

ho defeated the troops of Sindia umler General

Perron, at Alighur, and on the 4th September he

stormed and carriccl the fort. On the 11th Septem-

ber he fought the battle of Dchli, and released

the emperor Shah Alam, whose eyes had been put

out by Ghulam Kadar, and who had been, since

1771, a prisoner of the Mahrattas. He took Agi.i

on the 18th October 1803
;
on the 31st October he

fought the battle of Laswari, and he took Deeg
on the morning of the 21th December 1801. He
defeated Holkar at Farrakhabad, 17th November

1804. He failed before Bhurtpur in 1805. He
was created a viscount 4th November 1807. His

British and native troops put down the Mahratta

armies, showing themselves more perfect than
the enemy in Parthian forma of warfare.

LAKES.
Tal, Cho, T’so, . . Bhot. I Jhil Hind.
Ing, Burm.

I
Danau, Tasok, . Malay,

Throughout British India there are few natural

lakes, most of them only fit for i)urpo8cs of irri-

gation
;
the largest natural waters in the country

arc equalled, and in many cases surpassed, by the

magnificent tanks which have been formed in

several places by throwing embankments across

great valleys. Valuable marine lagoons or back-
waters, hoAvever, occur along all tljo eastern and
western coasts of the Peninsula of India, and there

arc large jhils near the river banks of the Ganges
and Brahmaputra. For tho most part they are
not very deep, and their surface is very variable.

Artificial lakes or tanks are numerous throughout
the country, and testify the importance attached
to them by the natives. In the Himalaya, also,

there are bub very few lakes. The Vullar lake in

Kashmir (5126 feet), and the Chiiiar lake, near
Srinuggur, at about the same height, suffice to

exhaust the category of those deserving mention.
Of those ill Kainaon, Naini Tal is 6409 feet

(6520?) above the sea, and has a circumference
of 2^ mile.s. Bhim Tal is 4500 feet

;
Nanku-

chiya is 4000 feet; and Malwa Tal, 3400. In
September 1880, a landslip at Naini Tal destroyed
many Europeans and natives.

Glacier lakes, which are accumulations of water
formed by one glacier obstructing the outlet of a
higlicr one, are of frequent formation. At times
the wall of ice breaks away before the pressure
of the swollen waters, when tho lower lands
become suddenly inundated, and the torrent

rushes on Avith uninterrupted violence for miles,

exercising a marked infkionco even doAvri to tho
lower parts of the rivers. Two of the most
elevated glacier lakes known are the Deo Tal, in
GarliAval (17,745 feet), and theNamtso or Yunam,
in I^ahul (15,570 llect). The following are lakes

of Western Tibet and Turkestan :

—

Aksao (Jilin, . 10,620 ft. Tso !Moriri, . 35,130 ft.

Tso (lyagar, . 15,693 ,, Nima Kar, . 15,100,,
I’so Kar, or Haiilo, . . , 14,600 ,,

Klianri Talau, 15,081 Tso Clam, . . 14,580 „
Muro Tso, . . 15,517 Tso Hul, . . . 14,400 ,,

Kink Kiol, . . 15,400 Tso Mitbal, . . 14,167 „
Mansaraur, or Upper Tsoinog-
Tso Mauaii, . 15,250 ,,

|

iialari, . . . 14,050
Rakus Tal, or Lower Tsomog-

'Pso Lanag, . 15,250 ,, 1
nalari, . . . 14,010

Nearly all the trans-Himalaya lakes seem to

contain salts of A^arious description.

Ab-Jst(«h^ literally standing Avater, between
Hamoon and the Kabul river, is a receptacle for

the waters of Afghanistan. It varies greatly in

size at different se.'isons.

Aral Lake is in the Avestern part of Central

Asia. Its surface is 117 feet higher than the

Gaspiau.

Ala-Kill and Balkhash Lakes probiibly at no
distant period foriiieil one common water basin,

and during spring inundations, Ala-Kul, accord-
ing to the testimony of the Kirghiz, communicates
indirectly with that of Balkhash by a marshy,
saline belt of land. This belt forms, in Mr.
Seraenof’s opinion, the natural boundary of the
Kirghiz steppe, beyond Avhich Central Asia com-
mences, together with a new soil and new flora
and fauna.
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Baikal Lake, in Mongolin, is an expansion of

the Angiira river. Its lengtli is neariy 400 miles

(according to Bell, 300 miles), -with 45 miles of

average breadth from north to south. It has
steamboats plying on it. Its seal and sturgeon

fisheries are valuable, and also the oil of the fish

called the goloinynka, the Callionynuis Baipalensis.

Mountains encompass the lake entirely. The
river Selinguo falls into it from the S.W., and
here the lake is about 50 miles broad

;
the Faeur-

ku-simo from the S.E., and the (long-ko-la

(Upper Angura) from the N.E. Towards the

N.E. end of tin* lake is an island called Oleao-han

(Olchon), about 50 li in breadth, and 200 or

more in length. 'I’his island is frequented by
families of tiio wandering tribes of the Mongols
and the Pu-la-te (Huraty of Bell), and they bring

liithcr with them their horses. Baikal lake is

1715 feet above the level of the sea
;

Seling-

hinsk, 1770 feet; and Kiakhta, 2400 feet. A fish

called oiiiully, in shape and taste resembling a

herring, but broader and laiger, comes in vast

shoals from the Baikal, iu autumn, up the river

Selinguo to spawn. These fish aclvauco up the

river about 10 miles a day, and the people catch

as many as they need cither for present use or

winter provisions.

Dohsoon-noor, or the Salt liake, is celebrated

over all the west of Mongolia. It furnishes salt,

not only to the neighbouring Tartars, but to

several provinces of the Chines(‘ empire. The
Dobsoori-noor is less a lake than a vast reservoir

of mineral salt mixed witli nitrous efHoresccnc(‘.

The latter is of a faint white, and friable between

the fiugers
;

it is easily distinguishable from

the salt, which is of a greyish lint, and with a

shining and crystalline fracture. The lake is nearly

10 miles in circumfereiiec, and here and there are

yourtes inhabited by the Mongols, who are o(u*.u-

pied with the salt trad(i
;
they have also Chinese

partners, for Chinese take part iu evuuy kind of

trade or industry. Tlu^ manipulation to which

the salt is subjected inquires little labour or

science. It consists of nothing moi e than picking

up the pieces, laying tJicm in heaps, and covming
them with potter’s clay, and the salt snflieieiitly

purifies itself.

Lake artificial lake formed by throwing

a dam across the Mutha river, 10 miles from

Poona.
Mareoth Lake, to the westward and southward

of Alexandria, iu N.IO. Africa, is about 150 miles

in circumference. According to Strabo, iu n.c.

223, when Alexandria was founded, it was a lake

filled by several canals from the Nile, and kept

full for the purposes of iiavigjitiou. Iu the time

of Pliny it was a marsh
;
but at the close of tlie

18th century it was dry land with 300 villages,

and was said to have been the most fertile portion

of the Delta. From the necessities of war, the

barrier was then cut through, and the sea admitted,

since which time it has formed a lagoon, diluted

by the Nile at the periods of flood.

Munchur iMke, in Sind, extends from the foot

of the hills in tlio north, and is lost on the low

lands to the eastward. AVhen swollen by the

inundation of the Indus, it is an enormous expanse

of water, about 20 miles long and 10 miles broad,

and covering an area probably of about 180
square miles. It has been described by Orlebar,

Postans, and Knight.

Pulicat Lake is a marine lagoon, skirting the

Bay of Bengal, north of Madras, in the Nellore

collcctorate.

Knnkeraoli Lake, also called the Rajsamund, is

a great natioiial work, 25 miles north of Udaipur,

the capital of Mewar, and is situated on the

declivity of the plain about 2 miles from the base of

the Aravalli. A small perennial stream, called the

Gumti or ‘ serpentine,’ fiowing from these moun-
tains, was arrested in its course, and confined by
an immense embankment, made to form the lake

called after himself, Bajsainund, or ‘ royal sea.’

The bund or dam forms an irregular segment of a
circle, embracing an extent of nearly 3 miles,

and encircling the waters on every side except

the space l)etween the north-west and north-east

points, 'riiis barrier, which confines a sheet of

water of great depth, about 12 miles in circum-
ference, is entirely of white marble, with a flight

of steps of the same material throughout this

extent, from the summit to the water’s edge
;
the

whole buttressed by an enormous rampart of

earth, which, had the projector lived, would have
btum planted with trees to form a promenade.
On the south side are tin* town and fortress built

by the rana, and bearing liis name, Hajnuggur
;

and upon the embankment stands the temple of

Kurikeraoli, the shrine of one of the seven forms
(sarup) of Krishna. Tlie whole is ornamented
with sculpture of tolerable execution for the age,

and a genc'alogical sketch of the founder's family

is inscribed in (conspicuous (cliaracters. £1,150,000
sterling, eontribut(^(l by tlie ]*niia, his (chiefs and
opulent subjects, was expended on this work, of

whi(;h the material was Irom the adjacent quarries.

Jhit, magnitic(‘ijt, costly, and useful as it is, it

(huivoH its chief beauty from the benevohmt
motive to wliieh it owes its birth,—to alleviate tin*

miseries of a starving poi^ulation, and make their

cinployinent (conducive to national bmiefit during
one of thoR(^ awful visitations of providence. Kirit

Sagar and Madau Sagar are ancient artificial

lakes, near tlie town of Mahoba.
S(inih/f(ir Sa!f Ijike, in lat. 2(3^’ 53' N., and long.

73" 57' F., is 20 miles long and 14 broad.

Tarolxi, a lake of the Central i’rovinccs, 14

miles E. of ISegaon.

Co/air Lake is ainariiio lagoon in the Northern
Circars of Madras Presidency.

Lake Dehur is in Udaipur.
Lonar Lake, about 2 miles in circumfeiencc, is

a body of water low down in the crater of an
extuKit volcaiKx It is among the Shiel Hills in

the Dckhan, in lal. 20" N., and long. 70" 80' E.

It yields carbonate and muriate of soda.

Oodi-Saf/ur Ijike. The Bairis rivtT issues from
the Oodi-Sagur lake of Rajputana, and passes

within a jnile of Chit()r(\ Hero are two grand
reservoirs within 0 mih^s of each other, viz. the

Peshola, or internal lake, having an elevation of

80 feet above the external one
;
and the Oodi-

Sagur, wliose outlet forms the Bairis. Tlie

Pesliola may be called the parent of the other,

although it is partly fed by the minor lake at the

villa of Suhailea-ki-bari. Bot h arc from 12 to 14

miles in circumference, in some places 35' feet

deep, ajid, being fed by the perennial streams

from the Aravalli, they contain a constant supply

of water. From the external lake to Chitore,

the fall is so slight that few locks would be

required
;

and the soil being a yielding one
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throughout, the expense of the undertaking would of iron a foot long, the diameter of tlie iron rod
be moderate. forming the loops is only one inch.

Ooroomiah Lake is 100 miles long by 30 broad. Yunnan-fu Lake, in China, is 0380 feet above
Several large towns are in the immediate vicinity the sea.

—

Buist's Catalofjue ; Col. Dixon ; Loud.
of the lake, as Tabreez, with apopulation of 100,000, As, Trans, hi. 181; /!.'«•. Jonrn. xvii. 372; Tod's
and Ooroomiah, with 40,000. Rajasthan., i. 380, ii. 627 ;

Russians in Central
Pamjonrj Lakes in Tibet are a series east of J^oh. .-l.s/a; Capt. Valikhanofand M. Vemnkof; Strachey.

Lake Tengrinor or Nanichu is 1.5,000 or 16,000 LAKH. Hind. A hundred thousand, a vaguely
feet above the sea. Dangra-Yiim-Cdio is 4.5 miles great number; a multitude, as expressed by our
long and 25 miles broad

;
and Kyaring-cho, 40 word millions, is expressed by the Hindi term

miles by 8 to 12 broad. l.akh-kror. The Tibetans, to express a multitude,

Tso Gam, in Eastern I.adakh, in Tibet, is u .salt use 84,000; khrag-khrig, a hundred thousand
lake, 14,580 feet above the sea, and in hit. 3.3° 10' millions; the Cliincse, wan, or 10,000.
N., and long. 78° .34' E. LAKH. Hind. Lac, adopted from tho word

Manasaroivara, or Tso Mapan, is a .‘<alt lake, lakh, a hundred thousand, from the multitude of

lat. 30° 8' N., long. 81" .53' K., in Cnari in.sects that congregate together. It is sold in the
Khorsum, about 15,250 feet above tho sea. form of chapra-lakh, .shell-lac, fused-lac, dana or

Tso Mithal, in l^angkong, in Tibet, is ji salt seed-lac, and kliiiin-lac; or lac gathered in a crude
lake, in lat. 33° 25' N., and lojig. 78" 40' E., and state. Laklii, Hind., u leather dyed red with lakh
is 14,167 feet above tho sea. at Nurpiir, etc.

Tso Moynalari, in Hangkong, in Western Tibet, LAKHA, by assassi nation, mounted the throne
is a salt lake, in lat. 33° 89' 48" N., and long. 78° of Chitore in S. (a.d. 1.373). His first suc-
38' 30" E., and 1 1,010 feet above the sea. It is ce.ss was the entire subjugation of tin* mountainous
about 120 miles long from E. to W. region of Mairwara, and the destruction of its chief

Tso Aforiri, in Kupclin, in Western 'libot, is in stronghold, Ih'ratgjuli, where be erected Hedpore.
lat. 32° 45' 24" N., and long. 78° 16' 36" E., and Lakba rana ha.s the merit of having first worked
15,130 feet above the sea. the tin and silver mines of .lawura, in the tract

Lake Van is 4000 feet above the sea-level, and wrested by Kli.aitsi from the Hhils of Chuppun.
has an area of 1200 square miles. It is said th(‘ ‘sevcm metals (haft-dhat)’ were

Chonto Dong Lake, in 'Libet, is 20 miles long foriiuTly abund.ant
;
but this appears figurative,

and 16 broad, and is 14,700 feet above the sea.
'

'riierc is no evidence for the gold, though silver,

Issijk-Knl Lake is amongst the mountains tin, co])per, leJid, and antimony were yiejdod in

bordering between Central Asia and China. abundance (the first two from the same matrix),

Kashmir Lake is near the capital. Its shores but the tin that has been extracted for many years

have ail unrivalled loveliness. The gardens on ])ast yiokls but a small portion of .silver. I^akba

the northern aspect have been there from the rana defeated the Sankla Kajputs of Nagarchal,

time of Jahangir, and to the south k the 'I'akht- at Amber.

—

Rajaslhan, i. p. 271.

i-Suliman, with the fort of Srinuggur on its LAKllIMlHtb’, a Hriti.sh district of 11,500
summit. 'Dio lake is overywhero shallow, its .square miles, occupying the extreme eastern por-

water of a brilliant blue colour and gr(*at purity, tion of the jirovince of Assam; situated on both

with , numerous long water plants and grasses banks of the Brahmaputra, and lying between lat.

waving beneath the surface, and on its surface 26° 51' and 27" .54' N., and between long. 93° 49'

are numerous rahd or lloating gardens, consisting and 96° 4' E. The district is bounded north by
of wood rafts fixed by poles and covered with the Daphla, Miri, Abor, and Mishmi Hills

;
east by

earth, and cultivated with tlowers. the Mishrni and Singpho Hills; south by tho W'ater-

Yamdok-chn is the famous ring lake of Haiti, .riied of the Hatkai range and tho Lohit branch of

shown on D’Anville s map. Bandit iSain Singh, the Brahmaputra; west by the districts of Darrang

G.l.E., who visited it in 1866, reported the water and Sibsagar, tln^ latter district being separated

to be perfectly fresh. He was told by a inaii who by the Maramornai river, 'riie Brahmaputra Hows
had made the circuit of the Inko for ‘ neko’ (that is, through the district for a distance of 400 miles,

the nlaking a journey for cleansing from sin and As far as Dibrugarh it is navigable,

sloth), that the circuit of the lake took 15 days. The most numerous tribe is the Ahom, the former

The lake may be put down as having a circumfer- rulers of the country. Next come the kindred

eiice of 100 miles. The great iron chain bridge Chutias, the Dorns, a tribe of peculiar exclusive-

over tho Sanpo river, between the Yamdok-elio ne.s3 in Assam, and tho Koe’ehs. Tlnu'e are tribes

and Lhas.sa, is called Chaziimtuka, the small inonas- of Shan descent, who have forced their way across

tery at the south entrance to th j bridge is called the liills from the .south, represented by tlui

Chazumchori. The bridge is formed of four iron Khamti and Singpbo; a group of Indo-Chinese

chains, two on each side. From the chains are origin, comprising the Mishin i, Abor, Miri, Daphla,

suspenders of rope carrying tho footway, which and Aka, who occupy the slo])es and s|)iirs of the

only allows of one passenger crossing at a time. Himalayas along the uort h of the district. The

During the rains the bridge is not in use on account cultivation and manufacture of ten js conducted

of ite northern end being separated from the shore by European ciqiital and under European super-

by a wide stretch of water; then the river is vision.

—

finp. Caz.

crossed in boats. The neighbouring villages liA-KHlRAJ. AuAit. Kent-free land, free

support the monastery and maintain the bridge from rent or public taxes.

as payment of their revenue. The chains are LAKHNOIJTI is tho city of Caur, called by
stretched very tight, and are fastened off by wrap- Humayun, .Janiiatiibad, and supposed by some to

ping round huge bollards of .wood built into the be the Gangia Kegia of Ptolemy. It stood on the

masonry of the piers. The width between the left bank of tin; Ganges, about 25 miles below

piers is 300 paces. The chains are formed of loops Rajmahal.

—

Cal. Rev., 1871
;
Rennell^ p. 55.
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LAKSHMANA, son of king Dasaratha by bis

wife Su-Mita. He was twin-brother of Satru-

ghua, and the half-brother and especial friend of

Kama Chandra.
LAKSHMI, the Hindu goddess of prosperity, is

called also Sri, Padma, Hira, Indira, Jaladhi-ja

(ocean born), Chancliala or T.ola (the fickle, as

goddess of fortune), Loka-inata, mother of the

world, and other names, wliich are mentioned
below. There are several legends as to her origin.

The Taittiriya Sanhita describes Ijakshmi and Sri

as two wives of Aditya. Tlie Satapatha Krahmana
describes Sri as issuing fortli from Piaja})ati. Tlie

Ramayana legend makes her spring from the froth

of the ocean, like Ai)hrodite, in full beauty, witli

a lotus in her hand, when it was churned by the

Asiiras and the gods, hence called Kshirabdhi-

tanaya, daughter of the sea of milk. According
to the Puranas, she was the daughter of Hhrigu
and Khyate, and slie was the w'ife of Kama in all

his incarnations. These legends arc all comparat-
ively modern, for though in the Kig V^eda the

word Lakshmi occurs, it is not as a goddess
personifying good fortune, though in a kindred
signification.

As the consort or sakii of Vishnu, she is

painted yellow, sitting on the lotus or water-lily,

and holding in her hand sometimes the kamala or

lotus, at others the shell, or the club of Vishnu.

At her birth she was so beautiful that all the gods
became enamoured of lier, but Vishnu at length

obtained her. Sbe is the IHiidu.Oeres, or goddess
of abundance

;
Sri or Sris, goddess of prosperity.

She is called Padma or Kamala, from the lotus or

nymphaja being sacred to her; also Varahi (as

the energy of Vishnu in the ^^^lraba avatar)
;
Ada

Maya, the mother of the world
;
Narayaiii, Vidgnani,

etc. She is described as the daughter of Bhrigu

:

but in consequence of the curse of Durvasa up(m
Indra, she abandoned the three worlds, Jind con-

cealed herself in the sea of milk, so that; the earth

no longer enjoyed the blessing of abundance and
prosperity. She is said to have been born from
the churning of the ocean, rising from the waters
radiant with beauty.

‘ Queen of the gods, she leapt to land,

A lotus in lier ijerfect hand ;

And fondly, of the lotus sprung,
To lotus-bearing Vishnu clung.
Her, gods above and men below,
As beauty's queen and fortune know.’

One of her names by Amara Sinlia is Kshirabdhi-

taiiaya, daughter of the milky sea. When as

Keinbha, the sea-born goddess of beauty, she

sprang as one of the fourteen gems from the

ocean, she then assumes the character of the

Venus Aphrodites of the Greeks, who, as Hesiod
and Homer sing, arose from the sea, ascended to

Olympus, and captivated all the gods.

The followers of Vishnu esteem Lakshmi as the

mother of the world, and then call her Ada
Maya

;
and such Vaishnavas as are saktas, that

is, adorcra df the female energy or nature active,

worship her exclusively iis the symbol of the

Eternal Being.

The name of this goddess is given to the last

stalks of grain which the Hindus, as tlie Scotch,
carry home from the field and preserve until next
harvest ; and with all who desire that prosperity
attend their Lakshmi, of whom the Roman proto-
type is Ceres, it receives their adoration.

In the Belgaum province, until the early part

of the 19th century, Maha Lakshmi was regarded

as the goddess on whom the productiveness of the

land depended, and every twelfth year a great

Jatra was held in her honour, at which buffaloes,

goats, and fowls were sacrificed, and their blood

mixed with boiled rice, a portion of which was
sprinkled over every field to secure its fertility.

The Dher killed the buffalo, but the Patels sacri-

ficed the smaller animals.

The Maliratta cultivators are still attentive to

her worship, and when the rabi crops arc well

above the ground, they proceed to their fields,

where they place five stones around a tree, on
which they set spots of vermilion and some
wheaten flour

;
they worship these as the Panch-

Pandu. In the evening they take a few stalks

of sorghum, with a lamp surrounded by a cloth,

to their homes, whicJi they regard as their Ijakshmi.

It is an interesting sight to see the wives of the
cultivators each returning to her home with her
lit-iip basket of sorghum. Tlie ceremonial is per-
formed on the 28th day of the moon, Ainas, which
in 1867 fell on Christmas day. The Hindus have
other things which they adopt as their Jaikshini,

or luck-token. One that is greatly valued is rarely

obtained. Snakes when in congress rise upright

almost on the tips of their tails, and a llindii

will touch them with a liandkerchicf, which he
carefully preserves at home.

Til Kajputana, in one festival, Ijakshmi is

depicted by the typo of rielics, evidently the
beneficent Ana Puma in another garb, and the
agricultural community place a corn - measure,
filled with grain and adorned with flowers, as her
representative

;
or if they adorn her effigies, they

arc those of Padma, the water-nymph, with a lotus

ill one hand and the pashu (or fillet for the head)
ill the other. As Ijakshmi was produced at ‘ the
churning of the ocean,’ and hence called one of

the fourteen gems, she is confounded with Rctnbha,
chief of the Apsara, the Venus of the Hindus.
Though both wore created from the froth (sara)

of the waters (ap or up), they are as distinct as

the rejircsmitations of riches and beauty can be.

Lakshmi became the wife of Vishnu or Kaniya,
and is represented at the feet of his marine couch
when he is floating on the chaotic waters.

In some parts of Xortliern India, Lakshmi is a
personification of the luiii-solar year, in the same
manner as Durga is that of the solar one

;
but this

allegory is rejected by the pandits of the Karnatic,

who likewise deny that she lends occasionally her
name to the moon, and even to Jupiter. Amongst
the Rajputs, Gouri seems to be the analogue of

Ceres, and the festival of tlic Ahairea or Muhurat
ka Shikar—the slaying of the wild boar—is in

honour of Gouri or Ceres.

Lakshmi has no temples, but, being goddess of

abundance and good fortune, she is assiduously

courted, and is not likely to fall into neglect.

She is worshipped on the full moon of Aswin
(September—October), by bankers and merchants
especially. A ceremony in her honour is per-

formed by a bride and bridegroom when the bride

has been brought to her husband’s house.

Gaja-Lakshmi, in. the Kailasa temple at Ellora,

is represented with a lotus in her hand, and

four attendant elephants, who are pouring water

over her. Like Aphrodite, she sprang from the

froth of the ocean (when it was churned), in full
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beauty, with a lotus in her hand.— and
Burgess^ p. 458 ; W,
LAKSHMl DEVI, a learned woman, who

wrote the Vivada Chandra, a law book of the

Benares school.

LAKSHMI-YRICSHA, in Hindu mythology,
a tree of gold, produced from the churning of

the ocean.

LA LA or Lalla. Ters. A clerk, a writer, a
copyist

;
also used as an address, equal to Mr.,

Sir, as Lala-ji. It is added to the names of

the Kayasth race of clerks and accountants, and
^s allowed to the race generally as an honorary
ilesignation. It is also the form of address to

liindu schoolmasters.— W.
LALA-KHU, literally tulip disposition

;
in

Baluchistan, an expression of endearment, synony-
mous with darling, pet, etc. Lala-Kukh, tulip

checked, frequently used in Persian poetry.
Khakani prettily says

—

‘ Lala rukha, saman hara, sarv-i-rawan ki-eati?

Sang dila, sitain-gara, afat-i-jan ki-csti ?
’

LALAM or Lalmi. Pukiito. Land dependent
on rain for its cultivation.

LAL BAGII. Hind., Pers. Kuliy garden, a
country house or pleasure garden. Many of the

Muhauunadan rulers of India had such gardens

;

there is one at Ahmadnaggur and another at

Bangalore.

LAL-BEG, a designation of the Muhammadan
sweepers.

LAL DAS, a Mco of Ulwar, who lived S. 1597,

A.D, 1540. He founded the Lai Dasi sect of

monotheists. He lived for muny years at Dhaoli

Dhub, and at Bandoli, and at Todi in Gurgaon.
lie had a son and a daughter; one infant son
was buried at Bandoli. He died A.D. 1 G L'5 V

LAL-GURLT, the familiar name of the nik-

shasha Aronakarat, worshipped by the Bhangi
race of Northern India.

LALI or Lcli, a tribe who inhabit the Iiigh

glens 'on the north side of the Safed Koh range.

LALITADITYA, a celebrated king of Kashmir,

who took the city of Kaiiouj, carried his con-

quests to the far south, and returned by Dwaraka
or Gujerat and the AVestern Sea.

LALITA - VISTAKA, a legendary life of

Buddha, compiled 1400 years after he died. It

is one of the most popular books of the Buddhists,

and is part of the Buddhist canon. It describes

the four drives of Buddha. His coachman was
Chandaka (Sanan, Burm.). It was translated

by Foucaud, and printed in the Bibliotheca

Indica. See Joannes Damascenus.
LALITPUR, a British district in the Lieutenant-

Governorship of the North- AV^estern Provinces,

lying between lat. 24° 9' JO” and 25° 14' N., and
between long. 78° 12' 20" and 79"^ 2' 15” E.

Area, 1947 square miles
;
pop. in 1872, 212,GGl

persons. Lalitpur is the southern district of

the Jhansi division. The earliest inhabitants of

Lalitpur whom tradition commemorates were
the aboriginal tribe of Gonds. At present the

more numerous tribes are Chamar, Lodh.*,

Kach’hi, Ahir, and Gond
;

about 10,000 Sa-

hariyas, scattered all over the district in the

thickly-wooded tracts. The latter arc a very

degraded type of humanity, subsisting till lately on
the produce of the jungle, and popularly described

as more like monkeys than men.

—

Imp, Gaz,

LALLEMANTIA IBERICA is the Gundschit

LiLSHAHBA^.

Sirah of Kerman. It is grown from Suria to

N. Persia, and attains a height of 1J to feet.

A plant will give 2500 seeds, from which a pure
oil is obtained, suitable for culinary purposes.
LALLY. Count Lally Tollendai, a French

officer, arrived in India in 1758 as commander-in-
chief in the French possessions. His father was Sir

Gerard O’Lally, an Irishman, who, having defended
Limerick, took service with the French. He
formed the Irish Brigade, and his son 'Phomas
Arthur, at the age of one (1702) was a private

in the French army, and at the age of forty-three

(1745), at Fontenoy, his charge and that of his

brigfide, the command of which he had inherited

from a grand-uncle, Count. Dillon, decided the

day, which had been won by the stolid, immove-
able English advance. Lally served in Russia
with credit, and under Marshal Saxe, who re-

garded him as a future Marechal de France, and
on the 31st December 175G, when 54, he was
appointed commander-in-chief of the French pos-
sessions in the east

;
lie was in the vigour of his

powers, and a perfect disciplinarian
;
but he at

once reversed the policy of Dupleix, whose whole
policy had been a policy of conciliation. But
with Lally, Brahmans were compelled to carry
the loads their caste forbade them to touch, and
were yoked with the Pariah and Sudra to draw
carts. AVhen de Leyrit and the Council remon-
strated, they were treated as accomplices who
had been bribed. AVhen before Madras his

officers shrank from an assault out of hate for

him, and at last,* deserted by his fleet, with a
mutiny in his army, and an object of active
hatred to every oflicer under his command, he was
compelled to raise Bussy to the active command.^
After the battle of Waudiwash, in which Colonel,

afterwards Sir, Eyre Coote, totally defeated him,
he was compelled, with mutinous troops and
hostile population, to defend Pondicherry. But
all resources having been exhausted, and having
but four ounces of rice left for distribution to

each soldier, he was conqadled to surrender at

discretion (IGth January 1761). 'The inhabitants

had subsisted fur a long time upon their elephants,

horses, camels, etc.
;
a dog sold for 24 rupees.

He returned to France, and, on an investigation,

was condemned on two charges,—insolence to

his majesty’s other ofViecrs, which was true,

treason to his majesty, which was false,—was
fcikeii in a dimgcarfc to his execution, and died

exclaiming, ‘ Tell my judges that God has given
me grace to pardon them

;
if 1 were to see them

again, I might no longer have the forbearance to

do it.’

—

The Cdveer of Count Lalbj^ a Lecture hg

Major (t. B. ^falleson, Calcutta,

LAL Mrr'PEE, Hind., red earth, is a term
applied to ordinary soil niid to muriun

;
murum

being a term indiscriminately applied to dcc6m-
posing trap, soft, sedimentary rock, or anything

whicli is too hard for agricultural, and too soft

for building purposes. Red earth is found lying

immediately over greenstone, or some similar

variety of friable trap.

—

Carter's Geolog, Papers^

p. 185.

LAL SIIAHBAZ, a Muhammadan saint, whose
shrine at Sehwaii is a place of pilgrimage. His
tomb is enclosed in a quadrangular edifice,

covered with a dome and lantern, said to have
been built a.d. 1366. It has beautiful encaustic
tiles, with Arabic inscriptions. Mirza Jani of the
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Tarkhan dynasty, A.0. 1689, built a still larger

tomb to this saint. A gate and balustrade of

hammered silver was added to it by Mir Karam
Ali Khan Talpur, who also crowned the domes
with silver spires.

LAMA, correctly bUama, is the Tibetan word
for a superior, and applied to monks. The Dalai

Lama, literally ocean superior, is the highest in

rank of the Tibetan Lamas. He resides at

Yulsung or Lhassfi. He is vicnved as an incar-

nation of the Dlyano Hodhi-satwa (^hcnresi, who
is supposed to effect his rc-embo(liment by a beam
of light which issues from his })ody and enters

the individual whom lie selects for his rc-descent.

The honorific title of J^ama (h’Jama) strictly

belongs only to tlie snperiors of convents, but is

applied also to ordained priests. The Tibetan

priests arc ordained to celibacy; but as they

live under the same roof with nuns, this prohi-

bition is probably not followed out. The Khanpo
is a head Tjama, and these are the superiors

of the larger monasteries. The Dalai liamiis arc

selected by the clergy, but, since 1702, the

Chinese Government influenees the eleetioii, to

obtain the sous of families known for their

loyalty. In Bhutan the Khanpo have made
themselves almost independent of the Dalai

Lamas, and the ruler of Bhutan, tlie Dharma
Hinpocho or Dharma raja, yields but a loose

obedience. Lamas a.r(‘ very mniKuous at lihassa

audits vicinity; Dr. Campbell gives a list of 12
principal monasteries, iniiabit(‘d by a total of

18,600 Ijamas. in Ijidakh there* an* about 12,000

liamas in a population of 16M,0()(), Th(*re has

been some misa])])r(*h(‘UKion regarding flu* Buddha
and Bodhi-satwa, tin; regeiuiration of the Grand
Lama being considered l)y sonu* as an exceptional

ease of a Buddha returning amongst mankind.
Mr. Hodgson (pp. l.‘)7, LSS) truly calls the

ilivine Lamas of Tibet, Arhanfii, but Ik* believes

that a very gross supcjrstition has wrested the

just notion of the character to its own use, and
so created the immortal mortals, or present, pal-

pable divinities of Tibet. Kra Orazio says that.

* liama sempre sara cadb istes.sa anima d(*l nuMh*-

simo (iany-c’ iub) oppure in altri corpi.’ Bemusat
was not aware of tliis fact when lie state<l, ‘ liOS

Ijamas du Tibet so coiisiderentoux-memes comme
autant do divinites (Bonddbas) incarnees pour
le sahit cles homm(>s.* But tin; explanation which
Major Cunningham rectuved in Ladakh, which is

the same as that obtained by Fra Orazio in Lhassa,

is simple and convincing. The Grand Lama is

only a regern'rated Bod’hi-satwa, who refrains

from accepting Buddhahood lliat he may contimie

to be born again and again for the benefit of

mankind
;

for a Buddha cannot possibly be

regenerated, and hence the famous epithets of

Safhagata, thus gone, and Sugata, well gone, or

gone for ever. The ordinary monk or priest in

Tibet is the Gylong, above wliom are the T.ama

or presidents, and })clow whom are the Tohba
and Tuppa. The Tuppa is a probationer who
is admitted into tho establishment to which he
would attach himself at tlie age of 8 or 10, and
receives instruction accordingly. At 15, he be-

comes a Tohba, and at 24 a Gylong, provided
his acquiremeuts be satisfactory.

There arc two sec.ts, the Gylliipka, who dress

in yellow, and tlie Shaminar in red, the Shammar
Gylong being allowed to marry.

Tepa is the Lama Yeungjing, the private guru

or high priest of the Grand Lama. He is also

appointed by order of the emperor, and is some-

times an avatari Lama, but not always. His

office is to teach and train the Grand Lama in

childhood and youth, and lead him, if he can,

afterwards. He is indeed an important personage

in the Buddhist world, being no less than the

keeper of the Grand Tiam4’s conscience. The
nomination to this post being in the hands of

the emperor, furnishes an interesting clue to the

extent of the imperial power over the c lurch of

Tibet.

The Che Kap Kemu Lama is a churchman of

great influence in the government.
^
He appears

to represent the Graiul Lama in tHe council of

state and in the deliberations of the Shapi. He
may be called secretary or minister for the church ;

ami the Shapi may, correctly enough, be called

the financial, judicial, revenue, and home secre-

taries or miiiisU‘i's.

The Tihotaii treasury is managed by two officers

named Jhassa; both are Lamas, and act con-

jointly, although one of them is treasurer on
behalf of the Grand Lama, and the other on
behalf of tlie Noume-hen, or temporal estate,

'rhey are {issisbed by two sub-treasurers, styled

Shangjol.e.s. Four officers, designated Da-pun, arc

the command(‘rs of the Tibetan troops, and act as

civil and poUliciil commissioners on occasions of

frontier or other disturbances; they are Tibetans,

and not Lamas, 'riie ordinary course of official

promotion is from a Da-pun to a. 8hapi
;
of equal

rank to tin* l>a-]»nn is tlit; Clie-piin, who is,

however, a civil otTieer, and aei.s in all depart-

ments as deputy to tho 8ha}n. 8hato Shapi

was the energetic commauder-in-chief of tho

Tibetan army which o])pos(‘d the Nepalescj under

.lung IFihadur. Tiio Shapi is often tmiployed as

commissioiH'i* on deputations in civil afl'airs, either

judicial or liscal, and all the cases sent up by the

poli(!0 for trial before the Shapi are forwarded

through this officer. All appointments to the

offices aliove noted require the confirmation of

the emperor.

A religious exercise or penance, much prac-

tis(‘d by the Buddhist, is that of going round
the convent, prostrating liirnself at every step.

Sometimes an imimmsi* number of devotees will

be going through their act of devotion at the

same time, one after the other, and they will

include all tiie neiuhbuuring buildings in their

prostrations. The feat must be performed all at

onc(% without any interruption, even that of

stop])ing for a few moments to take nourishment;
ami tho prostrations must be perfect, that is to

say, the body must lie oxt(‘nded its whole length,

and the forehead must touch the earth, while the

arms are stretelied out in front, and tlie hands

joined. ]5eforo rising, also, the pilgrim must
descnln^ a circle with two rams’ horns, which
he Jiolds in his hands. Some content themselves

with taking a walk round the convent, rolling all

the while between their fingers the beads of flieir

long chaplet, or giving a rotatory movement to

a kind of praying mill, which turns with incredible

rapidity. This instrument is called a Obu-kor,

that is, turning prayer
;
and it is common enough

to SCO these fixed in the bed of a running stream,

as they are then set in motion by the water, and

go on praying night and day, to the special
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beoeBi of the peraon who has placed them there.

The Tartars also suspend these convenient imple-
ments over their domestic hearths, that they may
be put ill motion by the current of cool air from
the opening of the tent, and so twirl for the
peace and prosperity of the family. Another
inachine which the Buddhists make use of to
simplify their devotional activity is that of a
large barrel turning Oii an axis. It is made of

. thick pasteboard, fabricatcil of innumerable sheets
I of paper pasted one on another, and upon wliich

fare written in Tibetan cliaracter the prayers
fmost in fashion. Those who have not sufficient

zeal or sufficient strength to place on tlicir backs
an immense load of books, :ind prostrate them-
selves at every step in the mud, adopt this

easier method, and the devout can then eat,

<lrink, and sleep at tlicir ease, while the com-
plaisant mtachine docs all their praying for them.

Kablai Khan was first of the Mongol
Khakans to adopt Buddhism as the state religion.

The Mongols called the Jhiddhist pi icsts Ijaina, and
in January 1201 Kablai Khan promoted a young
man called Mali Dliwadsha to tlic title Pakba
Lama, or supreme holy Lama. Ho was born at
Sazghia in Tibet, and belonged to one. t)f its best
families, that of the Tsukoau, who ha<l for inon^
than six centuries furnished ministers to the kings
of Tibet and oth(;r western princes. By Ins wis-
dom, etc., he won tlio conlkbuKto of Kalihii Klian,
wlio not only made him (irand liama., but also

temporal sovereign of Tibet, with the title of ‘ King
of the Groat and IVcious Law aii<l Institutor

Ilf the Linpire.’ Such was the origin of the
Grand liUma. Lainaisin in (diina is a state
religion.

The manes of the dtwl Lamas are, revered in

several ways, but only of the soverign Lamas are
the mortal remains preserved entire. 8o soon as
life lcav(;s the body, it is sea.t<‘d ii[jrigli(., Avith the
legs folded in front, tin* in.stei) resting on each
thigh', and the sides of the f(‘ct turned upwards.
The riglit hand is rested with its back on the
thigh, with the tliumb Ixmt across the palm. The
left arm is bent and held close to the body, the
hand being open and tlu' thund) touching the

l)()int of the shoulder this is the attitude of

abstracted meditation. Tbey ar<3 depositial entire

m shrines prepared for tlicir remains, wlncli are
deposited in monuments, ever afterwards regarded
as sacred, and visited Avith religious aAve. Tljo

bodies of the inferior Lama are usually burnt, and
their ashes preserved in little metallic idols, to

which places are assigned in their siicred cabinets.

Ordinary persons are treated Avilh less ceremony,
—some are carried to lofty eminences, where
they are left to be devoiirral by ravens, kites, and
other carnivorous animals. But tliey also liave

pla<je8 surrounded by Avails, Avhere the dead arc
place<l. The Mongols some-times bury their dead;
often they leave them exposed in their coffins, or
cover them Avith stones, paying regard to the
sign under which the deceased was born, his age,
the day and hour of his death, Avliich dctermi.ic

the mode in which he is to bi; interred. For
this purpose they consult some books, which are
explained to them by the Lama. Sometimes

S burn the corpse, or leave it exposed to the

I and wild beasts. Children who die sud-
denly are left by their parents on llie roafl. In
Spiti, in the North-AVest Himalaya, Avhen a person

dies, the body is sometimes buried, or or
thrown into the river, or cut into small pieoes
and burnt

;
admonitions are made over the body

to the departed spirit, such as, ‘ Do not trouble

yourself, you cannot enter it (meaning the dead
body); in summer it quickly becomes corrupt,
in Avinter it freezes and is too cold for you/—
HoiuortNs Hist of the Mongols, p. 220

;
Fytche^

i. p. 328 ;
Fra Orazio in Nouv. Jour. AsiaL xiv.

p. 408
;
Jour, des Savanles, May 1831, p. 263

;

Turner ; Cunningham^s Bhilsa Topes
; LuhhocFs

Orig. of Civil; line's Journey; Timkowski's
Journey

; Moorcroft’s Travels.

LAAIAU or Lnminiin, a trading race who
formerly brought slaves to Bombay. Laniu was
long a centre of the African slave trade, and the
former iiu[)orter3 of .slaves into British India
Avere called the 1 iamau.

JiAMB. A vegetable curiosity known as the
Tartarian Lamb avus thus aj[)OStiophized by Dr.
Darwin :

—

‘ Cr.n<llc<l ill snow, and fanned )jy Arctic air,

Shines, gentle Baroinetz ! tliy golden hair;
Kootod in t'iirth each eleven liuof dciscends.

And round and round her Ilexile neck she heiids
;

(h'ops the grey corul-nioss and hoary thyme,
|< )r lajis Avith rosy tor\guc the melting rime ;

Byes with nmte tciuh'rnesa lier distant dam,
Or .s(;em.s to bloat, a Vegetable Lamb.’

The plant about Avl)ich tlnsse fal)l(‘s had gathered
is referred to the bu n genus CiboLiuin, formerly
to Aspidium. The rhizoma of Aspidimn barometz
presents a rude rewseinblauce to an animal. It is

covered Avith a silky down, and when cut into
has a soft im^ido, Avith a reddish, Hcsli-coloured

1
a.pjiearanc(*, .sufiicdont to account for the origin

I of the fables Avitli regard to its animal nature.

—

j

Yule, Cathay, i. p. Ilf).

LAMILVDI, liambani, I^atnbari, or Binjara, are
chielly migi-atory gi*ain merchants, spread all over
India, from the Ihinjab to Cape Comorin. The
Binjara style themselves Gohur. The Lambari are
carriei-3. In some districts they are addicted to
thieving and robbery, and are belicve<l to practise
infanticide, human sacrifices, secret murders,
AviLchcraft, sorcery. Their religion is a mixture of
Hinduism and Muhammadanism, and their priests

I

control the bands. Their dress, language, habits,

and cusU)]us are peculiar. They are sworn to
secrccyas totlieir habits, manners, doings, and cere-

monie.s, and do not let strangers into their secrets.

TJio Jiambari grain carriers pursue all the avoca-
tions of tli(5 Binjara, Avith Avlioin, liowever, they
do not eat or intermaiuy. The Jiinjara of iiorar

is a notorious jdundirer. In tlic rainy season
they make gunny chAhs, and engage in field

labour. Their language is said to be iuter-

modiate between the Hindi of Marwar and the

Mahrati. The Lambadi speak a dialect of the

Hindi.. ^

LAMBAR nr Lambardar, in Northern India,

the village headman, who collects tho revenue
from tlio proprietors of liis village, and pays it

into the Liltsil
;

lie is a sort of middleman between
the officials of Government and the body of pro-
prietors and rcnt-i)ayers

;
he is called in Hazara,

etc., Miistjijir
;
and in otlier parts, as also gener-

ally before British rule in the Panjab, Mukaddani.
It is an Anglo-Indian word from number and dar,
and in Bengal is a fanner Avho settles with the
Government. In the Mahratta country this task
is taken by the potail.
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LAMB-DOR LAMP.

LAMB - DOB. Hind. Cord from fibre of acts as an alterative in scrofulous affections and
Calotropis gigantea. enlargement of the thryroid gland or goitre

LAMBODURA, a name of the Hindu god (gillar or gal), a common disease in many parts

Ganesa, from Sansk., Lumba, long, and Udara, of the Himalaya. If washed and hung up, a

the belly. saccharine substance exudes. It consists of long

LAMB-SKINS. ribbon-like pieces. Dr. Cayley states that 16

Peaux de agneaux, ' Fr. Anakbiri kiilit, . Malay, seers of this were imported from Yarkand to Leh
Lammsfelle, . . . Ger. Pielles tie corderos, . Sp. in 18G7. This and L. digitata furnish to the
Pilli agnelline, ... It. Chinese size, jelly, and many excellent dishes of

Lamb-skins are very extensively used with the food. Laminarian horn is prepared from L.

hair on in Afghanistan, Hazara, Kafiristaiij N.W. buccinaris, Ag., of the Cape of Good Hope.
Himalaya, Tartary, in Tibet, China, Persia, as L. saccharina is highly esteemed in Japan, where
articles of dress for the he<yl and for mantles, it is extensively used as an article of diet, being
Lamb-skins are used in Persia and Tibet dressed first washed in cold water and then boiled in

with the wool and made into caps. Lamb-skins milk or broth.

sell at Leh for one rupee each
;
lambs are much Several species of Laminaria, Rhodomcnia,

cheaper if bought alive. Lamb-skins arc imported Irida^a, etc., are included under the Chinese
into Britain from the north of Italy, Sicily, and names Hai-tai, Hai-wan, and Kwan-pu, the last

Spain, and are dressed white or coloured for being the t!i\^g\Q.—Uamyherg€r; PoweWs Hand-
gloves. The skins of goats and kids form the hook, i. p. ;

Dr. J. L.' Stewart ;
Simnonds'

best kinds of light leather. The chief supply of Comnd. Product, p. 379
;
Smith, M. M. Ch. See

the best kid-skins is from Switzerland and Tus- Seaweed.
cany, whence they are shipped, chiefly at Leghorn. LAMMAY. Burm. In Amherst, a timber
liAMBTON, Colonel, a British ofheer who usod for house posts

;
it is a red, light, but useful

commenced the Trigonometrical Survey of India, timber, like sandal-wood, and is free from attacks
continued by Sir George Everest, Sir Andrew of insects.—Cap/a b* Dance.
Waugh, and others. Colonel Lambton was LAMMERGEYEK, or Bi'arded Vulture, the
Surveyor-General of India, and is buried near Gypaetus barbatus, is without doubt the Roc of
Hinganghat. He wrote on the Measurement of Arabian Nights and the Nisser mentioned by
an Arc on the Meridian in As. Res. xiu.p.l, ibid., Bruce in his Travels iu Abyssinia. — A du?//*-.

1816, xii. p. 285
;
Method for extending a Geo- See Birds,

graphical Survey across the PcJiinsula of India, LAMP
ibid., 1801, vii. p. 312

;
Measurement of an Arc Dip^, .

'

. , . benu. Lampadu, . . . Rub.
on the Meridian on the Coromandel Coast, ibid., Lampe, . . . Fn., Geu. ])wipa, . . Sansk., Tel.

1805, viii. p. 137, ibid., 1816, xii. p. 1 ; Account of Charagh, . . . Himd. Lampara, .... Sr.

Trigonometrical Operations across India, connect- Lucema, .... It. Vallak, . . . . Tam.

ing Fort St. George and Mangalore, ibid., 1808, Lamps are formed of various materials and
X. p. 290.

—

Dr. BuisCs Cat. shapes, arranged for burning materials readily
LAMECH, liagliman, Lamghan, or Lanpo fluid at ordinary temperatures, in order to pro-

district is noted by Hiwen Tbsaug as being 600 ducc light. Muhammadans, like the Jews, light
li, or just 100 miles, to the east ()f Kapisene. Tfic a lamp in liouour of persons, and Hindus follow
modern name is only an abbreviation of Lampaka, this custom.

formed by the elision of the labial. It is also A feast of lamps was held by the Egyptians in
called Laghinaii by the simple transposition of the honour of the goddess of war. Tliey licld these
middle consonants, which is a common practice solemn festivals in honour of Minerva at iSais.

in the east, and is a rule in the Celtic grammar. We may deduce the origin of this grand orientid
The credulous Muhammadans derive the name festival from that common mother-country iu
from the patriarch Lamech, whoso tomb they Central Asia, whence the Dewali, or festival of
affirm still exists iu I.amghan. It is noticed by lamps, radiated to remote China, the Nile, the
Baber and by Abul Fazl.

—

Cnnninghani, Ancient Ganges, and the shores of the Tigris; and the
India, p. 42. lainp.s and fireworks of the Shah-i-Barat of the
• LAMELLICORNIA, the chafer group of Muhammadans of Islam is hut the feast of lamps
beetles; antennse short, terminating in a club of the Hindus. In all these there is a mixture
formed of a number of moveable layers. They of the attributes of Ceres and Proserpine, of
feed on plants or dung. See Insects. Plutus and Pluto. Lakshmi partakes of the
LAMINARIA, or Tangles, a genus of the attributes of both the first, while Kuvera, who is

Fucaceae. L. bulbosa, Ag., and L. digitata, Lam., conjoined with her, is Plutus, as Yama is Pluto,
are deep-sea plants, but their fronds are thrown the infernal judge. The consecrated lamps and
up*on the Sind beach. Laminaria saccharina, the libations of oil are all dedicated to him

;
and,

Lam., is the sw'cet tangle, the Gillur ka patta, in Rajputaiia, ‘torches and flaming brands are
Hind., and Hai-tai of the Chinese. It is used in likewise kindled and consecrated, to burn the
scrofula- and in syphilitic eruptions, is officinal bodies of kinsmen who may be dead in battle in
at Lahore and in Kashmir. Ihe fronds are a foreign land, and light them through the shades
procured from Tibet, where they are reported of death to the mansion of Yama.*
to grow in a salt lake, but some maintain that The Hindus have a feast of lamps, Dipawali, at
they are brought from the Caspian Sea. This the same period of the year as that of the Jews,
plant, the edible sugar sea-beet, is one of the in honour of Kartikeya or Skanda, the god of
algae, and probably grows in all the salt lakes of war

;
and the Rajputs, in honour of Lakshmi.

High Asia, also it is probably brought from the The Parsee religionists have a feast of lamps. The
sea through China. It is imported from Yarkand Chinese have a feast of lanterns, on whicli
and viA Kashmir. It contains much iodine, and occasion are many inscriptions on the lanterns

;
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LAMP-BLACK* . LANCASTER, Captain Sir JAMES.

a usual invocation is Tien-ti, San-shiai, Vaulin
Chin-tsai; Ohl heaven, earth, the three limits,

and thousand intelligences, hail

!

The Dipdan is a lamp suspended from a tree

for ten days after the death of a relative, to light

the spirit on its way to Yamapuri, the city of

Yama, the judge of the dead.

Every Hindu temple of any pretensions has a
st’hamba, or pillar of stone or wood for lamps.

—

lioherts, p. 17
;
Faulkner

;

TTOaoJi’s Ghm,
LAMP-BLACK.

Kohl, .... Arab, i Arang-para, . . Malay.
Noir do fumce, . . Fr. Kajal, Sialii, . . Pers.
Kienruss,. .... Ger. Negro do liumo, . . Sp.
Kajal, .... Hind,

i
Mai, Tam.

Nero di fumo, ... It.
j

Katike, Tel.

In Europe, lamp-black is obtained by burning
the impurities left in the precipitation of tar and
pitch, and collecting the deposit in tlic form of

soot. The finest kind is procured by collecting

the smoke from an oil-lamp. It is used in the
arts, particularly in the manufacture of printer’s

ink. The Muhammadan women of Arabia,

Egypl'i Persia, and India stain their eyelajshes

with it. Muhammadan men use antimony for

this purpose.

—

McCulloch;
LAMPEAN or I.aban, a wood of Java, light

but durable, and affords materials for the liandlos

of the spears or pikes borne by the natives.

LAMP-OIL.
Charagh ka tel, . Hind.

|
Vallak yennai, . Tam.

The kind of oil used in different parts of the

world for burning in lamps varies with the

sources of supply, and these are numerous. In

India, cocoanut, castor, poppy, scsamiim, and
ground-nut oils are in use

;
on tlic eastern and

southern coasts of the Mediterranean and in

China, oil of sesanmm seed
;

and in tropical

countries, cocoanut oil (wliieli at the temperature
of Britain is a white solid, like; tallow^) is burnt,

often ^11 lamps made of the sliell of the cocoanut

and of bamboo. Much of the lamp-oil used in

China is expressed from the seeds of Camellia

olcifera, cultivated for tlic purpose, as is also a

shrub, Croton sebiferum, from the fruit of which
a solid oil is obtained by expression. The (locoa-

nut and poppy oils have double the illuminating

power of castor, gingelly, and earth-nut. Petrol-

eum and naphtha arc used in localities which
produce them.

LAMPONCt, a district of Sumatra, of about

12,926 stjuare English miles, bounded on the

south by the Indian Sea and the Straits of Sunda,

and on the east by Java
;
the rivers ilasuji and

Pisang bound it on the north and west. In the

year 1882 the population comprised 77 Europeans,

125,401 natives, 246 Chinese, 18 Arabs, and 14

others.

LAMPYRIDES, a tribe of the Malacodermous
Coleoptera, including the glow-worm and fire-

fiy. Fire-fly is the name given to species of

Elater and Lampyris, of the order Coleoptera,

and to the Fulgora of the tropics. F. laternaria

is of S. America, F. candelaria of S.E. Asia.

The latter resort to moist places. The T^ampyris

fire-fly is the Mouche lumineusc of the French.

The Romans styled the luminous insects by the

common names Noctiluca and Luciola. Glow-

worms are common in all parts of India. The
glow-worm of Ceylon is the female of a Lampyris,

and attains a size of nearly 3 inches. Mr. Morren

reported that he found phosphorous in glow-
worms, as well as a system of prisms in transparent

lenses above the luminous matter. The fire-fly

is a little luminous beetle, a species of Lampyris.
The lower part of its body has some apparatus
for emitting a bright phosphorescent light.

Usually it is emitted in flashes at intervals of a
second, and it is interesting to guess where the

creature in its flight will next show itself. But
occasionally the light is continuous. A splendid

species of Lampyris was observed by Mr. Adams
at Sarawak

;
when placed around the finger, it

resembled a superb diamond ring. See Insects.

LAM-YIP, CiiiN. (blue leaf), with alum and
sulphate of copper, are used for dyeing green.

—

Von Mueller.

LANA, Hind., of the Panjab, salsolaccous

plants used for camel feeding and burning for

sajji, barilla. The chief of these are

—

IJaggi lana, also Chlioti Line, Sua^da fruticosa.

Kuti lana, Withania coagulans.
Shori lana, Anabasis iniiliiflora.

Goia lana, Anabasis miiltiHora, also Caroxylon feetidum.
Metra lana, Anabasis multillora.

Moti lana, Caroxylon fnetidum.
Peshak lana, Suaoda fruticosa.

Lanebar is Ortlianthera vimine.'i.

LANAULI, in lat. 18° 45' N., and long. 73° 26'

E., in the Dekhaii, east of the Bhor ghat. The
mean height of the village is 2307 feet.

LAKCA, in Hindu cosmogony, one of tho four
imaginary cities which arc supposed to lie under
the equator at 90° distance from each other, viz.

1st, Yavacoti; 2d, Lanca; fid, Roniaca; and 4th,

Siddhapuri. Bomacoti is stated to be the third, but
the pandits have rejected that spelling. Lanca is

(Considered by all manner of Indian astronomers
to lie under the first meridian, to which all com-
putations should b(^. referred

;
though several, and

particularly the Telngu people, refer to that of

Kameswara. Tow^ards the north, and under the
same meridian as T.anca, the Sastra states that
there are two other cities and a great mountain,
viz. Avanti (supposed to be the same as Ujani or
Oogein), Kohitaea, the mountain

;
and Saiinihita

sarali, which in former, or rather fabulous times,

wx*re the seats of colleges and observatories.

The meridian of Lanca lies in 75° 53' 15" (5h.

3m. 33b.) cast of Greenwioli
;
and 73° 33' (4h.

51m. 12r.) east of Paris.— Wnrnn^ Knla Sanhitai

LANCASTER, Captain Sir JAMES, sailed

from Torbay on the 2d ^lay 1601, with a fleet of

four ships and a victualler, for India. He was
general of the fleet in the first voyage made on
account of the East India Company. The pilot

was Captain John Davis. The commander of

the next fleet was Cajffain (Sir Henry) Middleton,

to Bantam and tho Moluccas. They only visited

the eastern islands, and brought hoiin^ ladings of

pe2q)er. Captain Keeling commanded in the third

voyage in 1606-1 007. He went first to Surat,

where he landed Mr. Fincli to form a factory, and
sent Captain Hawkins, his second in command, on
an embassy to the Croat Moghul. Then followed
Sharpey’s unlucky voyage and shipwreck on the
shoals of Cambay, and Sares’ remarkable voyage
to Japan. Mr. John Davis of Limehouse, who
made five voyages, condensed the observations of
these navigators into Rules for the East India
Navigations.

Captain Sir James Lancaster advocated ‘the
N.W. passage to India, which led to Hudson’s
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famous voyage. His name is preserved in Lan- prietorship
;

h, official zamindarship
;

and c,

caster Sound, in Baffin’s Bay. The voyage of Sir village proprietorship.

Henry Middleton to Bantam and the Molucca The first of these signifies that the rjrot is the

Islands was printed for Walter Burre in 1C06.— hereditary occupant or holder of his own individual

Harris' Voyafjes. holding. The last, village proprietorship, signifies

LANCAVA, This group of islands, off the that one or more persons, or a body of co-par-

Malay coast, consists of thre (3 largo and many ceners, possess proprietary right over all the

smaller, extending nearly N.W. and S.E., from land (including waste) contained within the

lat. 6° 8' N. They are high, bold islands, particu- boundary of their village or estate
;
village pro-

larly Lancava, the centre* one, which has on it a prietors may be either talukdars, zainindars, or

high peaked hill. TJie Laddas, which form the pattidars, or members of a ])ropriotary or culti-

east and soutli i)art.s of the group, are high barren vating brotherhood. In a general seuse, it may

islands. stated (hat on the British obtaining possession

LANCE-WOOD, a commercial name, in use in of the empire of India, they found ryot proprietor-

most countries to indicate a light ehistic wood, ship prevailing in the south of India, official

The lance-wooil of Tenasseriin is from a tree zamindarship in Bengal, and village proprietorship

which produces a timber possessing the properties in the N.W. Provinces. The zamindar of Bengal

of lance-wood. It is not uncommon in the was nothing more than a manager
;

or, if he laid

Tenasseriin provinces, but it belongs to the dog- claim to the ownership, the title was shared

bane tribe, and is not at all related to Cuattcria between him and the ryot. It is far otherwise in

virgata, the lancc-wood of commerce. TheMeeiia- the N.W. Ihovinces and in Oudh. In both of

ban or Pavetta Indica? one of the Ciiiclionacom, these the village landlord, whether talukdar or

is called Moulmein lancc-wood, but it is not equal zamindar, is owner of the soil. The cultivating

to lance-wood in elasticity, and beyond being ryot was distinctly regarded as cultivating the

useful for handles of tools, and such purposes, lands of another. He appears nowhere to have

Major Benson thinks its qualities have been claimed the right of occupying the fields he

generally ovmTJited ; besides, it is susceptible to cultivated longer than he cultivated them,

the attacks of insects. The Giiatteria virgata of Among the MahmUa communities, the whole

Jamaica is much valued as a lance-wood on land of a village is designated Sewar, being con-

account of its exceeding even ash in lightness, tained within the village sow or boundary;

strength, and elasticity. It is chielly used for Wawur, cultivated or arable land
;
Tika, a parcel,

shafts of carriages. L?ince-wood of Australia alield; iShet, a field
;
and Ihirlim, a field of con-

is the Backliousia Australis, a myrtaceous tree, venient length; Mullai, gtirdeii or lueadow land;

Lance-w'ood of Moulmein is from a tree found all Kurun, preserved grass laml
;

Gairan, pasture

over the province, which yields a wood that tlie laud; Gutkoli or T’hiil, or field of an extinct

residents at Moulmein sometimes call lance-wood family.

tree. The Karen make bows of it, but prefer Menu, on the principle that the state is the solo

Cassia fistula. Dr. .Mason never met with the tree owner of the entire land of the country, says there

in flower, but thinks it a species of Dalbergda, is to be a lord oi a single village, a lord of ten, a

one of th (3 Apocynaceje, though it may possibly lord of one hundred, and a lord of a thousand

bo a Cassia.—/)?-. Mason ; Faulknvr. towns, all to be appointed by the king. Each is

LAND. According to Menu, cultivated land is to report all offences, etc., to his immediate

the property of liim who cut away the wood, or superior. Th(3 compensation for a lord of one

who cleareci and tilled it, and this ordinance is town is the provisions and other articles to which

binding on all the Hindu race, wliicdi no inter- the king is entitled from that town
;

that of a

national wars or cuiiqnests has overturned. At lord of ten villages, two ploughs of land; the lord

present, in British India,— uf a liundred villages is to have the land of a

^ Ondll has great zamimlurs, almo.st complete small village
;
and of a thousand, that of a small

owners, with few subordinate rights
;

tenant- town.

right was found non-existent, but has since been All ancient legislators, especially Moses,

conceded to old proprietors, a limited cla.s8. grounded the success of their ordinances con-

Tbe N. W. Provinces has moderate proprietors
;

corning virtue, justice, and morality upon securing

the old ryots have fixity of tenure at a fair rent. heredibxiy estates, or at least landed property, to

The Panjah, very small and vi?ry numerous the greatest possible number of citizens,

proprietors; old ryots have a measure of fixity Tlio most pruinineiit feature of the tenure of

of tenure at fair rates. land throughout the Peninsula is that the soil is

In BeiKjid are gi-eat zamindars, wliost* rights are everywhere held by small farmers not ranking

limited. Numerous sub-proprietors of several above labourei-s. Wlnm the British became

grades under them, with ancient ryots who have mastei-s of the country, they retained tlxis system,

fixed tenure and fixed rents, and other old ryots but gradually moderated the revenue demand,

who have fixity of tenure at a fair rent, variable liatcr on they attempted to establish landlords in

from time to time. some parts of India, in the hope that they would

The Central J^rovinces has moderate proprietors perform the functions of English and Scotch

with ancient ryots, who are sub-proprietors of landlords, but this hope has not been realized,

their holdings at rents fixed for the tonn of each and the people have been worse rack-rented under

settlement. Other old ryots have fixity of tenure this plan than under the native governments. In

at a fair rent. Kyots are complete proprietors of other parts of the country they made the^asantry

the soil, subject only to payment of revenue. proprietors, who, not understanding tho boon, sold

Sir William Muir says that the British found themselves to usurers, so that their last state

the* lands of India owned or managed in three become w'orse than tho first. Acwrdmg^ to the

different ways, viz. a. ryot occupancy or pro- ancient Indian practice, an area of land is often
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named after the quantity of seed required to sow

it, or the quantity it will produce, and of course

the actual area differs according to the opinion of

the person who makes the estimate. Where linear

definition is given, mention is made of rods or

ropes, of so many cubits, but the cubit is unde-

fined, and areas of the same denomination are

derived from different multiples of the rod or

rope. Of the more definite terms, the bigha

prevails in liengal and the N.W. Provinces. In

Bengal it is 1600 square yards, and in the N.W.
Provinces it is 3025 Si^uare yards. In the Bonil)ay

Presidency it is not authoritatively defined, but

averages about | of an acre. The term is quite

unknown in the Madras Presidency, where the

authorized measure is the cawnie of 57,600 scjuarc

feet, or 1*3223 acre ; there are also otiicr local

laud measures defined, but presenting groat differ-

ences one from the other, as the chain of 3*61

acres, the seed-cottah of 1*02 acre, the vaylio of

6*6 acres, and the bullah of 3*82 acres.

—

ICIphin-

slone^ Hist, of Indin^ ii. p. 39 ;
Niebuhr. See

Weights and Measures.

LANDA. Hind. A style of writing used by

village shopkeepers, etc.

LANDH. Pushtu. Mutton dried like peimnicjm

by tbe people of IShall. 'rho Balucli call it Khad<lit.

I.ANDOLPniA FLOIHDA, AV///A., tln^ African

I’ubbcr tree, also L. Owenienais, are fho b(;st

known, but there arc otlu'r species. The stems

attain a diameter of six or eight inches a few

fetit from the ground. I’he sweet acidulous pulp

of the fruit is eaten by the people.

IjANDOUB, a sanitary station in the I)(‘hra

Doon district, in lat. 3(P 27' 30" N., Jong. 78® 8'

30" E. It is on a ridge, bourn ling Dehra Doom on

the north
;
it is 3 miles distant from Mussoori, is 7 159

feet above the sea, and 1011 miles from Oalenita.

In the ascent from llajpur, at the foot of the hills,

to Landour, the traveller pas.se.s through a vegeta-

tion whicli grsiduates insensibly from tin; troiacal

into tliat of tenq)erate regdons. 'I’lie Doon con-

tains numerous forms wliicli ai e strictly tropical,

such as, among foiest trees, the Acacia elata,

wliich extends up along tlic 'rerai from the banks

of the Irawadi; the sal or 8horea robusta, and

species of Pterospermum, etc.; while the slopes of

Mussoori and Landour are (lovered with forests of

oak and rhoilodendroii, together with the other

temperate forms generally ass<iciated with them.

Dr. Murray attempted in 1843-4 1 to cnq)loy tlic

sulphuretted and chiilybeate springs in the valley

below Landour for the beiudit of the invaliils at

that sanatorium, but the situation of tlie springs,

at the bottom of a hot and confined though

picturesque valley, w*as an obskiele to success.

LANDSE, the term applieil by the iSinghaleso

to anything European. It is a corruption of

Hollaiidishchc, Dutch.~7V//ac/d’.v Christinni/ff in

Ceylon^ p. 103.

i.ANK, EDWARD WlIddAM, an Arabic

scholar, was the third son of Thcophiliis J.ane, a

prebendary of Hereford, and of Sophia Gardiner,

a niece of the artist Gainsborough. He was bo'*n

in 1801, and died in 1876. Ho visited Egypt

first in 1825, and stayed there for a time, spent

partly in Cairo, and partly among the tombs at

Thebes, with a view to the writing of his

Description of Egypt, which was never published.

The publishers shrank from the expense which

its illustrations would entail, and Lane would not

consent to the ap^arance of tbe work in an

incomplete form. His second visit to Egypt was

in 1883. Its chief object was the perfecting of

his Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyp-

tians, his first published work, which ajmeared in

1836. About a year after liis arrival in Cairo, the

plague destroyed about 75,000 of the inhabitants,

and he went to 'fhebes, and took up his abode in a*

tomb from January till the end of June 1835.

On his return to England, he published Ida Modern

Egyptians, and in 1838 his translation of the

Thousand and One Nights. From 1842 the

Arabic - English Dictionary began to claim his

exclusive devotion. In that year he made his last

voyage to Egypt, where be remained for seven

years, preparing the groundwork of his labours and

colle(‘.ting maiiiiscrii)ts. The pecuniary part of

the work of publishing the Arabic Lexicon was

undertaken by Lord Fnidhoe, afterwards fourth

Duke of Northumberland. With the e.\ception of

his short volume of Selections from the Koran,

issued in 1843, and of one or two monographs

I

upon points of Arabic scholarship, for the remain-
' ing thirty-four years of his life he worked at

nothing else but his Lexicon, of which tlie first

part appeared in 1863, the fifth in 1874, and the

sixth part, almost conqJetod at the time of his

deatli, has since been pul Jislied by Mr. Poole.

FANG A, Loongi, or Lalianga, a piece of cloth

used by the men of several liiflian races as a

lower garment, applied like an unsewed petticoat.

Wiier(5 tin; loongi i.s not worn, paijama or trousers

take their place. These are sometimes worn loose,

as in Ondh and Bengal
;
and elsewhere as tight as

tliey can be inad(?. The cutting out of women’s
tight trousers is no easy matter, for they have

several gores on the inside of the thigh, and ai’o

contrived so that they are llexible, liowover tight,

and do not hinder the wearcu* from sitting cross-

logged. With the trousers, which are tied at tho

waist, are worn the angia or choli bodice, the

kurtni or shirt, and the do-patta. or scarf.

LANGAH A, a tribe following Muhammadanism,
prosclyt(‘s from Hie Solanki Rajputs, one of the

four Agnicula ract'S. 'Die kSolanki gotra acharya,

or geii(*alogical c-reed, claims f.okoto as their

.settlement. 'Du'ir use of the word Pathrin by no

moans [ireclinles their being Hindus.

LANGAN 'IREE, Neplicliiim Jonganum. Its

fruit is imported into England from China.

J.ANGAR, Hind.; Langaru, 'Tuj.. Anchor.

Langar ki rassl, Hind., cable. Langar ISikalna,

Hind., literally to take out an anelior, i.s a cere-

monial performance of a vow by Muhammadan
men ainl women, usually given effect to on tho

fifth k’hun, ix. the fourth day of tho ^laharraiii.

Wealthy Muhammadans fiiko out an anchor

annually, whether for a vow or not. It is quite a

sight to see that of the luivvab of Hyderabad.

J.ANGAR KlIANA. Hind. An almshouse.

LANGAR KHEL, a section of the Manzai

branch of the Alizai Mahsud Waziri. Tlioy havo

1000 to 1500 fighting men. They reside chiefly

on the Badr Algad or Ucli Kwara. The nawabs
of Tank are allie<l with them.

LANGKH, a bee of Borneo, and one of smaller

size called Nuaiig, produce valuable honey. They
generally place their nests underneath the larger
brunches, and the Dyaks, to remove the honey and
honeycomb, iiscend the trees by means of a rtdl of
bamboos.
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LANGHA, musicians in Sind. These are of

two kinds : 1. the Ealwat or respectable singers;

2. the Ijangha or Mirasi, the bards of the country.

The Ijanghan or Mirasi are of Jat or Sindi

extraction, and are considered a vile race. The
Kalwat are respectable singers. There are some
charming Sindi poems, amongst them is that of

Sasani and Punha, the history of whose love and
death much resembles that of Komoo and Juliet.

Luri, bards or troubadours, who attach them-
selves to high Baluch famili(*s in Baluchistan and
Sind. They are miiRicians, tinkers, vagabonds,

and fortune-tellers. They are in troops, with a

chief in each. They profess Muhammadanism,
but are really pagans.

—

Burton's ScindCj p. .^02.

LANGOTA or Langoti. Hind. A cloth passed

between the thighs, and fastened to a string

before and behiinl. Langoti-dost, a friend from

infancy, from the days when they wore the langoti.

LANGUAGES in Eastern and Southern Asia

are numerous. Along the low level tract border-

ing the ocean, from the Red Sea to the southern-

most point of the Malay Peninsula, we find

vernacular, the Arabic, Turkish, Kurdish, Syriac,

Persian, Jataki, Sindi, Gujerati, Mahrati, Hindu-
stani, Konkani, Canarese, Tulu, Malcalam, Tamil,

Telugu, Uriya, Bengali, Rakhiii, Burmese, Siamese,

Chinese, Javanese, and ^lalay, a number truly

perplexing to traders on the seaboard.

Two hundred years ago (a.d. 10)14), a master
mariner, Master Richard Kyngo, said, ‘ And in

this founde wee oftimes much trouble and vexa-

tion, with moreover losses, both of precious time

and lucre. Fyrstc, that wee could never aske in

Indian tongues for such herbes, or fruites, wodcs,

barks, or gummes, as wee knew full well, by
experience in sundrye other partes, to bee whole-

somme (many of our crewe lying sicke at the

tyine), or savorye, or uscfullo to trafficke withal 1.

Nexte, that when anyc were shewne us, we coulde

iu noe-wise tell, from
J
nanios given to them by

J
Gentooes, whether or noc

J
like were already

knowne in European countryes; and yett these

parts doe myghtylie abound with herbes and

woodes of sovraigne virtew.’

The diversity thus alluded to is continued into

the Archipelago, but it is not jieculiar to the

littoral tract, nor to the islands of the East Indies,

the races, tribes, and nations of all the old world

being kept apart from one another by the dis-

similarities in their spoken and written tongues.

This condition has received the attention of many
learned men, and amongst the philosophers of

the 19th century much of the fame of not a few

rests on the results from their linguistic studies.

One such result has been the discovery of certain

affinities in the various known languages, which

admits of their being arranged into families,

branches, and groups, but the learned investiga-

tors have not decided on a common grouping.

Dr. Prichard has suggested four groups or

dynasties, three of which are confined to Europe

and Asia, a fourth being common to Africa and

those parts of Asia which are near that continent.

The first of his four groups, the Indo-European,

is sometimes termed Indo-Germanic, and by later

writers Aryan or Iranian. He considers that the

Indo-European languages and nations may be

further subdivided, and he styles his first sub-

division the Eastern group, which by many writers
;

Las been termed exclusively the Aryan family of

tongues. It includes all the idioms.of the ancient

Medes and Persians, who named themselves Arii,

and their country Eeriene or Iran, and likewise

the Sanskrit, with all the Prakrits, properly so

termed, and the Pali of India. Among the former
was that ancient Persian language in which one
particular set of the cuneiform inscriptions was
written. This dialect was so near the Sanskrit

that the inscriptions in it have been interpreted

through the medium of that language.

Chevalier Bunsen’s terms differ from those of

Dr. Prichard. He classes one group as the great

Asiatic - European stock of languages, which he
subdivides into eight families, viz. Celt, Tliracian

or Illyrian, Armenian, Asiatic-Iranian, Ilellenico-

Italic, Sclavonic, Lithuanian tribes, and Teutonic.
His fourth or Asiatic-Iranian, or the Iranian

stock as represented in Asia, he again subdivides

into

—

a. The nations of Iran Proper^ or the Aryan
stock, the languages of Media and Persia. It

includes the Zend of the cuneiform inscriptions

and the Zendavesta
;
the younger Pchlavi of the

Sassanians and the Pazend, the mother of the

present or modern Persian tongue. Tlic Pushtu or
language of the Afghans, he says, belongs to the

same branch.

b. Tlie second subdivision embraces the Iranian

languages of India, represented by the Sanskrit

ami her daughters.

His Semitic stock of languages he constructs

from the following nations, who form another

compact mass, and represent one physiologically

and historically connected family : the Hebrews,
with the other tril)es of (janaan or I’alestine,

inclusive of tlie Phamicians, wlio spread their

language, through their colonization, as that of

the Cartliaginiaus; tlie Aramaic tribes, or the
historical nations of Aram, Syria, Mesopotamia,
and Babylonia, speaking Syrian in the west, and
the so-called Chaldaic in the east; finally, the
Arabians, whose languiigc is connected (through
the Himyaritic) with the A^lthiopic, the ancient

(now the sacred) language of Abyssinia.

Dr. Haug divide.^ the Iranian languages into

East or Bactrian, and West or Median and Persian.

The - Iranian family of language seems to be
called Aryan by Mr. Farrar; it is the Indo-
European and Indo-Germanic. of some philo-

logists
;
Pictet and Burnous called it Aryan, from

the Sanskrit word Arya, meaning noble
;
Rask

called it Japhetic. According to Mr. Farrar, it

has eight divisions, viz. Hindu, Persian, Greek,
liatin, lithuaiiian, Sclavonic, Teutonic, Celtic.

Of these it is uncertain whether Celtic or Sanskrit

represents the older phase. But it is known that

all of them are the daughters of a primeval form
of language which has now ceased to exist, but
which was spoken by a yet undivided race at a

time when Sanskrit and Greek had as yet only

implicit existence.

Professor Steinthal, in his Charakteristik der

hauptslichlichsteii Typen des Sprachbaues, has

proposed to arrange all languages into two great

classes, viz. cultivated languages and uncultivated

languages, and each of these he would subdivide

into two classes, viz. the isolating and the inflect-

ing. Taking the uncultivated first, under the

isolating class he proposed to place the Trans-

Gangetic, and under the inflecting he would place

three divisions— (1) the Polynesian, which ex-
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presses all the minor modifications of the meaning,

all distinctions of declension and conjugation, by
reduplications and prefixes; (2) the Ural-Altaic

(which Farrar calls the Alatyan), which expresses

. them by annexing separate words after the root

;

and (3) the American, which expresses them by
amalgamation. The cultivated languages are

similarly subdivided— (1) into the isolating,

represented by Chinese
; (2) into the inflectional,

under which head he places (i.) the Egyptian,
which achieves a sort of inflection by a loose

addition of grammatical elements
;

(ii.) the

Semitic, by internal modification of the root;

and (iii.) the Aryan, throughout which the formal

elements have been reduced to mere conventional

sufiixes, such, for instance, as the letter s, Avhich

is an all but universal sign for the plural number.
Professor Max Muller arranges all languagea,

exclusive of Chinese and the dialects of America
and Africa, into three grammatical families, the

Semitic, the Aryan, and the Turanian.
The w^holc of what is called the Turanian family

of speech consists of teriiiinational or agglutinat-

I

ive languages, and this Turanian family com[)risea

in reality all languages spoken in Asia and Europe,
and not included under the Aryan and Semitic

families, with the exception of Chinese and its

cognate dialects. The term Turanian is used in

opposition to Aryan, and is applied to the nomadic
races of Asia, as opposed to the agricultural or

Aryan races. The 'I'liranian family of languages

lias two great divisions, the Northern and the

Southern. The Northern is sometimes called the

Ural-Altaic or Ugro-Tataric, and it is divided into

five sections.

It is, however, more than probable that the

Mongol, the Manchu, and Tungusan belong to one

great stock, that tlie Turkoman, as well as the

Tshude, Fin, Tiaplander, and Magyar (Hungarians)

present another si^ock closely united, and tliat both

these families arc originally connected with each

other.

Tui'kish is a Turanian dialect. Its grammar is

purely Tataric or Turanian, and the Turks
j)ossessed a small literature and narrow civilisji-

tion before they were converted to Muhara.-

madanism
;
but as the language of Mahomed was

Arabic, this, together with the Koran, and their

law and religion, the Turks learned from th(3

Arabs. Arabic became to the Turks what Latin

was to the Germans during the middle ag(‘s
;
and

there is hardly a word in the higher intellectual

terminology of Arabic that might not be used,

more or less naturally, by a writer in Turkish.

Jiut the Arabs, again, at the very outset of their

career of conquest and conversion, had been, in

science, art, literature, and polite manners, the

pupils of the Persians, whom they had conquered;
they stood to them in the same relation as thii

Komans stood to the Greeks. Now, the Persians

speak a language which is a branch of the Indo-

Muropean or Aryan family of speech. A large

infusion of Persian words thus found its way into

Arabic, and through Arabic into Turkish, and the

r(?sult is that the Turkish language, as'spoken by
the higher ranks at Constantinople, is so over-

grown with Persian and Arabic words, that an
nneducated Turk from the country understands

but little of the so-called Osmanli, though its

grammar is exactly the same as the grammar
wliicir he uses in his Tataric utterance.

The different Turkic dialects, of which the

Osmanli is one, occupy one of the largest linguistic

areas, extending from the Lena and the Polar

Sea down to the Adriatic.

The languages of the South and East of Asia
have been investigated by many distinguished

philologists. Professor Sayce (ii. p. 33) arranges

those of the east of Africa and of Eastern and
Southern Asia under the hcadingsHlushiuaii, Hot-
tentot, Kafir, Nubian, Nile, Hamitic, Semitic,

Aryan, Turanian, Dravidian, Kolarian, Tibeto-

Burman, Thai, Mon - Anam, Khasi, Chinese,

Korean, Malayo - Polynesian, Malayo - Javanese,

Papuan, and Aino.

Recently, also, Mr. R. N. Cast has classified the

languages of the East Indies into eight families,

subdividing his Aryan family into two groups, his

Tibeto-Hurman family into eight, and his Malayan
family into ten groups, as under :

—

Family. Brandi or Oroiip. Langi^M.
No. of

DialecUi

i. Aryan

—

a. Tranic, 2 8
b. Indie, . 14 125

-ir> —133
ii. Dravidian, .... 14 30
iii. Kolarian, ....
iv. Tibeto-Burman

—

10 5

a. Nepal,. 13 10
b. Sikkim, 1 1
r. Assam,
d. M unipur, C^^hitta-

1() 23

gong, 24 8
e. Burma, 0 10
/. TrauB-lIinialayan, 8 23
g. China, 6 0
h. Inland, 10 3

-87 -- 81
v. KJiasi, 1 6
vi. '^I’ai, 7 6
vii. Mon-Anam, ....
viii. Malayan—

20 4

a. Sumatra, Malacca, 11 14
b. Java, . 4 3
c. (’olebes, 8 9

d. J>orneo,

e. Pljilippines,

12 V

12 V

/. IMolucea, 10 9

//. Timor, 18 9

h. China, 1 3
i. IMadagascar,

j. Alfuresc-Ncgrito,

1 0
11 y

• 88 — 41

213 290

Dr. W. AV". Hunter, in his Dictionary of the
non-Aryan Languages of India and High Asia,

classes them as under :

—

1. Rcjicctinff tf/pcs. Arabic, Sanskrit.

2. Compoundin{/ ti/pm. - Baak, Finnic, Magyar,
Turkish, (Circassian, Cieorgiaiu Mongolian, Manchu,
Javanese Ngoko, Javanese JKrania, Malay.

3.

^

Isolntiiuj ti/pcs. — Chinese of Nankin, Amoy,
Pekin, Shanghai, and Canton, Amoy collotpiial,

Japanese.
? Brahui.
4. Chinese Frontier and Tibet. — Gyami, Gyarung,

Takpa, Manyak, Thochu, Sok[)a, Horpa, Tibetan
written and spoken.

Nepal {West to Serpa, Sunwar, Gurung,
Munni, Magar, I'Jiaksya, Pakliya, Newar, Limbu.

6. Kiranti Croup, Fast A'rpu/.-'-Kiranti, Rodong,
Ruiigchenbung, Cliingtangya, Nachhereng, Waling
Yakha, (^hourasya, Kulungya, Thulungya, Bahiiigya*
Lohorong, Limbichhong, Balali, Saug-pang, Dumi*
Khaling, Dungmali. *

7. Broken Tribes of JVep^//.—Darhi, Denwar, Pahri
Chepang, Bhramu, Vayu, Kuswar, Kusunda, Tharu.

*

Lepcha (Sikkim).

Bhutan! or Lhopa.
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8. N,E, Bengal, — Bodo, Dhimal, Koch’h) Oftro,

Kacliaxi
9. Eastern Frontier of Munipuri, Mithan

Naga, Tablung Naga, Khari Naga, Angami Naga,
Namsang Naga, Nowgong Naga, Tcngsa Naga, Abor
Miri, Sibsagor Miri, Deoria Chntia, Singhpo.

10. Arakan and Burma. — Burman written and
gj^en, Khyeng or Sbou, Kami, Kumi, IMru or Toung,

11. Siam and Tenasserim.—Talimi or Mon, Sgau
Karen, Pwo Karen, Toung-tlm, Shan, Annamitic,
Siamese, Ahom, Khamti, Laos.

12. Central India. — Ho (Kol), Kol (Singbhum),
Santali, Bhiimij, Uraon, Mundala, Kajmaliali, Gondi,

Gayeti, llutluk, Naikudr, Kolsimi, Madi, Madia,
Kuri, Keikadi, Khond, Savara, Cbidaba, Ycriikala,

Ohentsu.
13. Southern — Tamil ancient and modern,

Malcalam ancient and modern, Tclugu, Karnataka
ancient and modern, Tiiluva, Kurgi, Toduva or Toda,
Kota, Badaga, Kurumba, Iridar, Singhalese.

Mr. K. L. Brandreth, in volume x. of the Royal

Asiatic Society’s Journal, has ^^iveii the following

classification of the non - Aryan languages of

India, and J)r. Hunter has adopted it at page 183

of volume iv. of the Imperial Gazetteer.

Dravidiari Qronj). -- Tamil, Tclugu, Canareso,

Malealani, Tula, Kodaga, Toda, Kota, the dialects of

the Mahadeo, llaj, and Maria Gonds, Naikudi,
Kolami, Kandh or Ku, Uraon or Dhangar, Malo or

Rajmahali, Kaikudi, Yerkala.

Kolarian Group.—Santali, Mundari, Ho or Larka
Kol, BhumiJ, Korwa, Kharria, Juang, Kuri, Kurkii,

Mchto, Savara.

Tibeto-Jhirmun Group—
i. Kacliari <»r Bodo, Mecli and Hojai, Garo, Bani-

Koch, Dcori (’hutia, Tipura or Mning.
ii. Tibetan or lihntia, Sar])a, Lliopa or Bliutani,

Chaiiglo, Twang.
lii. Guning, Miirmi, I’haksya, Newar, Pahri, Magar.

iv. Lcpcha.
V. Dafla, Miri, Abor, Bhutia of I^o.

vi. Aka.
vii. Dialects of the Misluni, Chnlikata, Taying or

Digaru, Mijhu.
viii. Dhiinal.

ix. Dialects of Kan.awar, Milchaii, Tibarskad, and
Sunichu.

X. Kiranti, JJmbu, Sunwar, Bramu, Ohepang, Vayu,
Kusunda.

xi. Dialects of the Naga clans, Namsang or Jaipuria,

Bonpara or Joboka, IMi-tlian, Ta blung, an<l

Mulung, Kliari, Naugong, Tengsa, Lhota, An-
gaini, Rengrnii, A rung, Kucha, Liyang or

Kareng, and I\Iaram.

xii. Miri.

xiii. Singidio, Jili.

xiv. Burmese.'
XV. Kuki dialects, Tluido, liUshai, ITallami, Khyeng,

Manipuri, Maring, Kboibii, Ku-]>ui, Tangkhul,
liuhupa, Khungui, Bliadang, Chanipliung, Ku-
poine, Takiiimi, Andro and Sengmai, Uhairel,

Anal and Namfu.
xvi. Kumi, Kami, Mm, B.anj<»gi or Lung-khe, Pankho,

Sheiidiis or Poi, Sak, Kyaii.

xvii. Karen dialoct.s, viz. Skau, Bgliai, Karonni, Pwo,
Tam, Moji-gha, Kay or Gaikho, Toung-thu,

Li sail.

xviii. Gyarung, Takpa, Manyak, Thochii, and Horpa.

xix. Kiiasi.

XX. Tai, Thai or Siamese, Lao, Shan, Ahom, Khamti,
Aiton, Tao-lMow or Chinese Shan,

xxi. Mon-Anam, Mon, Kambojaii, Anamese, and
Paloung.

The classifications of Dr. Hunter and Mr.

Brandreth were restricted to the non - Aryan

Gaura or Sanskritoid, viz,

h, Kashmiri.Bengali
a. Tirhuti or Mathala or

Maithili.

h. Assamese proper.

Hindi—
. Hindustani or Urdu.
. Brij Bhasha.
r. Kangri Bhasha.
d. Bliojpuri.

e. Panjabi.

/. Multani.

g. Jataki.

i, Nepalcourt language
j, Sindi.

k, TharrelL
L Takkarani ji Boli.
m. Harnoti.

71. Mairwari.
Giijerati—

a. Kachi.
Mabrati

—

a. Konkani.
Uriya.

Dravida, viz. :

—

a. Cultivated.

Tamil or Dravida proper, Malealani.
Tclugu or Tolinga. Tulii.

Kariiata, Kannadi, or Kodaga of Coorg.
Canarese. Singhale.se.

h. Uncultivated.

Peninsula of India.

Toda.
Kotah.
Oond.
Kond, Kandh, or Ku.
Irular.

Yena<li.

Korava.
Kurumbar.
Veddah.

Central India.

Bliuiya.

Bhuilior.

Binjhia or Binjwar.
Kaur, or Kaiirai, or Kau-

rava, or Kaj Kaur.
Koch’h.
^lal.

Malt), Paharia, or Rajrna
haii.

Ornon.
Kautia.

gariuli.A?ur or A
Bhil.

Bhilalah.

Jfijui.

Bhuiher.
Bhumia.
BhumiJ of Maiibhum.
Bhunjia.
Binjwar.
Birlior of Cliutia Nagpur.
Boyar,
Bygah.
Cheru or Cherwa, a broken

tribe.

Dhangar.
Gudba.
Ho of Singbhum.
.) uaiiff.

Kolarian Tribeis-

Kavvar.
Kliarriidi or Delki.

Kliarwar or Kliyr war.
Kisan, ()r Nage.swar, (

Naksia.
Kol.

Kora.

Korwa of Sirguja.

Kur, Korku, or IMuasi.
Mair.
Manji.
Melitu or Mehto.
Mina.
Miinda.
Nairn r.

Santal.

Saont.
Savara.

The Cheru, Kharwar, Kisan, arid Saout of
Chutia Nagpur liavc lost their own language. The
Cheru, Bhuiher, Boyar, Kaur, Kliarwar, Kisan,
Mair, Nagbaiisi, and Parbeya are broken tribes,

and have become Hinduized.

Dravidiaii languages are spokem by about 4C
nillious of people in India and Ceylon. Six of
1 1 1 1 1 .1 f.*

millions

their languages arc cultivated, and three writing
characters are used. The numbers speaking
them have been estimated as under :

—

15,ri00,000

10
,
000,000

Telugu,
'I’amil, .

Canarese, . . 0,000,000
Kodaga of Coorg,
Malealani, . 4,220,533
Tulu 20,703

Uriya and hill

languages, . . 640,000
Gond, .... 600,000
Khond and Ku, . 130,000
Toda, 300
Kotah, 1,000

Amongst the nations of l^iastern and Southern
Asia, their vernacular and sacred languages furnish

examples of all the forms indicated by the philo-

sophers of Europe.
Mr. F. Jagor (Travels, 1875, p. 69) quotes

from a work of Barentes the names of 27 distinct

tongues. Our present acquaintance with the
|

languages officially recognised in the Philippines,

languages and dialects of British India, west of ' besides which there are dialects innumerable
the Bay of Bengal, permits their classification as spoken both by the Malayan and Negrito wild

follows :— tribes.
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The 1881 Census Report of British India enu-
merates 115 Asiatic languages spoken in British

India, not including the recognised dialects of

several of the current tongues
;
and there were 28

non-Asiatic tongues recorded, hut the languages of

22,626,486 of the populationwere not distinguished.

Asiatic.
Abor, . , . . . 821 Lada, . . . ... 84
Arabic, . . . . 21,188 Larlakhi, . . . . . 1

Arakanese, . . 302,988 Lahali, . . . . 10,303
Armenian, . . 1,308 Lulung, . . . 46,920

Assamese, . . 1,301,759 Liimbadi, . . . 22,072

Badaga, . . . . 1,019 Lambaui, . . . . Ill

Bagri, . . . . 110,755 Lepcha, . . . . 4,611

Baluchi, , . . 177,273 Limbii, . . . . . 277
Bengali, . . 38,90.0,428 Mahrati, . . 16,968,013

Bhil, . . . . . . 19 Makrani, . . . . 611
Bhuin, . . . . . . 34 Malay, . . . . . 1,741

Bhutanese, . . . 1,340 Malealam, . . 4.847,681

Brahui, . . . 24, ,510 Maler, . . . . 57,777
Burmese, . . 2,248,479 Manipuri, . . . 50,271

Canarese, , . 8,330,008

. . 587

Marwari, . . . 246,317
Chaw, . . . Modi, . . . . 68,091
Chontsii, , . ... 87 Mikir, . . . . 77,765
Chin, . . . . 55,015 Miri, . . . . 25,636

Chinese, . . . 14,400 Mislimi, . . . . 681
Choung-tha, . . . 2,341 Mughi, . . . . 15,709
Coorgi, . . . . 28,018 Murmi, . . . . 6.52

Cutchi, . . . 12,434 Naga, . . . . 104,650
Datia, . . . . . 549 Nagaram, . . . . 809

Dainet, . . . . 1,995 Nagpuri, . . . . 2,319

Dhangar, . . . . 4,152 Nepalese, . . . 106,305

Dogri, . . . . 108,010 Newar, . . . . . . 1

Ga^aba, . . . 12,041 l‘ahari, . . 1,376,789
Garhwali, . . . 540,094 Panjabi, . . 14,269,985

(Jaro, . . .

Gayeti, , .

Goanese, . .

. 137,197 Piin-thay, . . ... 10

... 87 Persian, . . . 15,722

. 47,038 Ihishtu, . . . 915,714

Gondi, . . . 1,07{>,5(;5 Putnool, . . . 61,735

Gujerati, . . 9,020,088 Rabha, . . . . 56,499
Hajong, . . . . 1,200 Sak ... 69

Hebrew, . . . . 901 Salone, . . . . . 894
Hindi, . . . . 517,989 Sanskrit, . . . . 1,308

Hindustani, . 82,497,108 Savara, . . . 31,933

.fapancse, . . 2 Shan, . . . . 59,723

... 71Jatki, . . . 1,004,700 Shandoo, . .

Jonla, . . . . . .310 Siamese, . . ... 3
Kachari, . . . 26.3,187 Hindi, . . . 2,101,767

Kaikari, . . . . 0,976 Singlialose, . ... 43

Kamauni, . . . 459,622 Singpho, . . . . 1,774

Kanauria, . . . 12,209 Sontliali, . . 1,128, UK)

Karen, . . . . 514,495 Syntong, . .

Talaing, . .

. 47,815

Karenni, . . . . 3,799 . 154,553

Kashmiri, . . . 49,828 Tamil, . . . 13.068,279

Khamti, . . . . 2,883

. 110,562

Tamil and Telugu, 1,058

Khand, . . Telugu, . . 17,000,3.58

Kharria, . . . . 1,893 Tibetan, . , . 21,074

Khasi, . . . . 109,876 l’il)erah, . . . . 4,090

Khwai-ini, . 24,794 Toda, . . , . . 1,499

Koch, . . . . . .5,031 Toiing-tliu, . 35,.554

Kol, . . . 1,140,489 Tulu, . . . . 446,001

Konkani, . . . 29,585 Turkish, . . . . 560

Koon, . . . ... 11 llraon, . . . . 38,982

Korku, . . . . 29,039 ITriya, . . . 0,819,527

Kotar, . . . . . 200 Yebeen, . . . . 436

Kuki, . . . . 10,852 Yenadi, . . . . 148

Kurumbar, . . . 3,880 Yerkal, . , . 22,002

Laccadive, ... 9 Wild lang. of Coorg, 13,855

African, . .

Non-A{
. . 2,120

ilATIO.

Maltese, . .

Norwegian, .

... 48

Celtic, . . . . . . 2 . . 375

Danish, . . . . .89 Polish, . . . ... 4

Dutch, . . . . . 114 I’ortuguese, . . 10,523

English, . . . 202,920 Roumanian, . . . . 6

Finnish, . . . . . 7 Russian, . . . . 112

Flemish, . . . . . 3 Sclave, . . , . . . 1

French, , . . . 1,510 Scotch, . . . . . 124

Gaelic, . . . . . 149 Spanish, . , . . 126

German, . . . . 1,471 Swedish, . . . . 310
Greek, . . , . . 193 Swiss, . . . . . . 2
Hungarian, . . . . 12 Syriac, . . . . . . 2
Irish, . . . . . 158 Welsh, . . . . . 205
Italian, . . . . . 804 Unspecified, . 22,620,486
Lap, . . . . . . 1

Mr. Wallace (ii. p. 292), an accurate observer,

who resided for many years in different islands,

enumerates the languages spoken in the islands

of the Eastern Archipelago, as under ;

—

1. Malay, at Singapore.

2. Javanese, at Java.

3. Sassak, at Lombok. Indigenes of Lombok, a pure
Malay race, profess Muhammadanism.

4. Macassar, at S. Celebes, near Macassar
; Muham-

madans.
5. Tliigis, in largo part of Celebes

; Muhammadans.
6. Tluuton, at Boutony, a large island S. of Celebes.

7. SaLayer, at Salaycr, a smaller island S. of Celebes.

A Tomore, at E. Peninsula of Celebes
;
pagans. The

people speaking these five languages of Celebes
are of pure Malayan typo, and all but the Tomore
race are equal in civilisation to the true Malays.

9, 10. Tornohon and Langowen, at plateau of Mina-
hassa.

11, 12. llatahau and Bclang, at S.E. coast of Minahassa.
13. Tanawanko, at W. coast of Minahassa.
14. Kema, at E. coast of Minahassa.
15. Bantek, at a suburb of Menado.
16. Menado, at chief town.
17. Bolang hitain, on N.W. coast between Menado and

Licoupang. These nine languages (9 to 17), with
many others, are spoken in the N.^V. Peninsula
of Celebes, by the people called Alfuro. These
languages arc falling inti) disuse, and Malay is

becoming the general medium of communication.
Most of the people are being converted to
(yMiristianity.

18. Sanguir islands and Siau ; the inhabitants resemble
tlio people of Menado.

19. Ralibabo islands .also called Talaut.

20. Sulu islands, E. of Celebes, Malays of the Moluccas
ty])e ; Muhammadans.

21. 22, 23. Cajeli, IVayapo, Massaratty, three villages on
the E. side of Bouru, These people aro allied to

the natives of Ceram ; Cajeli people aro Muham-
madans,

24. Amblau island, S.E. of Bouru
; Muhammadans.

25. Ternate, the most northern island of the Moluccas.
Inhabitants somewhat mixed with indigenes of

Gilolo.

26. Tidore, the next island of the Moluccas. Inhabit-
ants undistinguishahle from those of Ternate.

27. Kaioa islands, at N. of Batchian.
28. Batchian

;
Muhammadans

; inhabitants like the
preceding.

29. Gani, at a village on the S. Peninsula of Gilolo.

Moluccan Malays, Muhammadans.
30. 31. Rahoe and Galela, at villages in N. Gilolo. In-

habitants called Alfuro. They aro indigenes of

Polynesian tyi)e, but brown skins and Papuan
hair and features

;
pagans.

32. Liang, at villages on the N. coast of Amboyna.

I

Of mixed Malay and l^olynesian type, they are

Muhammadans or Christians.

33. Morelia and Mamalla, at villages in N.W. coast of

Amboyna.
.34. Batumerah, at a suburb of Amboyna. Inhabitants

of the Molucca Mal.ay type ; Muhammadans.
35. Lariki, Asilulu, Wakasiho, in 'VV'. Amboyna;

Muhammadans from Ternate.
30. Saparua island, at E. of Amboyna. Inhabitants of

the brown Polynesian typo, and speaking the

same language as those of Ceram, opposite.

37, 38. Awaiya ami Cainarian, at villages on the S. of

Ceram. Indigenes of Polynesian type, now
Christians.

39, 40. Teluti and Hoyn, Ahtiago and Tobo, at villages

on the S. coast of Ceram. Mixed brown Papuan
or Polynesian and Malay type ;

Muhammadans.
41. Ahtiago, indigenes, inland from Ahtiago. Alfuro

of brown Papuan or Polynesian type ; pagans.

42. Gab, at E. Ceram, Alfuro of Ceram.
43. Wahai, at N. coast of Ceram. Inhabitaints of

mixed race, speak several dialects of this lan-

guage ; Muhammadans.
44. Goram, at small islands B. of Ceram. Of mixed

race; Muhammadans.
45. Matabello, at small islands S.E. of Ceram. Brown

Papuan or Polynesian race
;
pagans.
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4G. Teor, at small islands S.E. of Matabello. Brown
Papuan or Polynesian race

;
pagans.

47. Ke islands, on the W. of the Aru islands, true
black Papuans ; pagans.

48. Aru islands, W. of N. Guinea ; true Papuans.
49. Mysol coast, N. of Ceram, semi-civilised Papuans,

with mixture of Moluccan Malays.
60. Mysol interior, true Papuans

;
pagans.

61. Dorey, at N. coast of N. Guinea, true Papuans

;

pagans.

52, 63, 54. Teto, Vaiqueno in K. Timor, Brissi in IV.

Timor. Intermediate between the true and the
brown Papuans

;
pagans.

55, 56. Savu and Kotti. Islands west of Timor, of

mixed race, with apparently much of the Hindu
type.

67, 68. Allor and Solor. Islands between Flores and
^mor, inhabitants of dark Papuan type.

59. Baju, a roaming tribe of fislmnnon of Malayan type,
all over the Archipelago.

Professor Keane enumerates 112 Australasian

tribes and languages, when he gives the names
of many islands ami districts and races in Austral-

asia :

—

Adane, Linyon. Hotontalo, Minahassa.
Agutaino, Philippines. llova or Ibara, dominant
Alaguetes, Lu^on. in Madagascar.
Aloma, N. Guinea. Ibalao, Lu^on.
Anamaropu, N. Guinea. Ihanag, 1‘hilippinea.

Apayao, Luvon. Idayan, Philippines.

Arfak, N. Guinea. Ifiigao, Linjon.

Asalian, Sumatra. Igorotte, Philippines.

Baju Laut, Celebes. Ikolu, N. Guinea.

Basisi, Malacca. Illanoa, a i»iratical race,

Battak, Sumatra. now in Brimai, Borneo.

Batu-mera, Amboyna. Ilocano, Linjon.

Belon, E, Timor. Ilongotc, Lu<;on.

Betsi-misaraca, F. Mada- Isinayes, Liu’on.

gascar. It,meg or Tinguianes,

Betsileo, Hova nation. Lu^on.

Bicol, Philippine.s. Itaiies, 1,119011.

Bila, Malacca Negrito. Jakun, Malay Peninsula.

Biiong, N. Celebes, ]\Iina- Javanese, Java.

liassa. Jiirii, Malacca.

Bima, E.Surnbawa, Malays. Kanak, the Sioith Sea
Bisaya, Dyak tribe, mean- islamlers, from the Maoii

ing tattooed. 'I’anata, meaning man.
Bola fmgo, N. Celebes, Kapatsi, N. (Uiinea.

Papuans. Ivaru-s, N. Guinea.

Buni, Celebes. Kawi, ancient Javanese.

Botango, Minahassa, N. Kayaii, liorneo.

Celebes. Keno, a Dyak tribe.

Brajernk, .ill the S.E. Kedah, Malacca.

Australian tribes. Kema, N. Celebes.

Bugis or AVuji, Celebe.s. Kio, Papuans, Floris.

Burik, wild, Pliilippines. Koiari, Koitapii, Papuans,

Calinga, Lu9<)n. N. Guinea.

Chimarro, Lu9on, Leyte, Konga, J’aiiuans, Floiis,

Sarnar. ^8unda.
Dadaya, uncivilised Tagala Korinclii, Malays, AV.

pcoplo. • ^iuniatra.

De<lelo, N. Guinea. Kubii, Malay tribes, centre

Dorey, N. coa.st of N. of Huinatr.a.

Guinea. Kulkalija, Papuans, N,
Doumajal, Mindoro. Guinea on its east.

Dyak, Borneo. Kulo, N. Guinea tribe.

Knde, Floris. Kui)an, Tiun^r Papuans.

F-avor-long, Formosa. Lampung, JNIalay, S. W.
Oaddan, the Tagala nation

,
Sumatra

.

Lu9on. Letti, Pa] mans, yurwatti
(lah, Ceram, Papuans. Islands.

Ualela, Tabcllor, Galelor, Liibu, tribe of Central

N.W. Gilolo. Sumatra.

(Jaleteng Papuans, Floris, Madang, J>ynks,E. Borneo.

Sunda. adurese, ATalays, Madura.
Oani, Gilolo. Maiva, N. Guinea.

Oarontalo, Minahassa Malaneg, a Tagala tribe,

Malays. Philippines.

Gilolo, Halmahera, and ]\falay. Archipelago.

Kaha-lamo Papuans. Mallikolo, N. Hebrides.

Guimanes, Lu9on. Male, Dyak, Borneo.

Hongotes, Philippine Mamamanua, Philipi>ine!

mountains. Negrito. •

VOL. II.

Manatoto,Timor, Papuans. Sumatra
j Orang Laut,

Mandar, Celebes, seafaring tribes ; Orang
Mandaya, Malays, Philip- Malaya, pure Malays ;

pines. Orang Salat, the Orang
Mangarai, Floris, Papuans. Laut of the Straits ;

Mangkassa (Macassar), of Orang Sirani, descend-
S. Peninsula of Celebes ants of Portuguese ;

and on Salayur Island ; Orang Utan, uncivilised
akin to the AVugi. men

; Orang Gunong,
Manguianes, Malsy tribes hill tribes; Orang Darat,

of Mindoro. landsmen
; Orang Sakai,

Manobo, Malay tribes, Malacca Negritos.

Mindanao. Palavar, New Guinea
Maora (indigenes) or Nga- Papuans.

|)ui, dominant in N. Pampango, Tagala.
Zealand. Panayano, Bisayan nation.

Marhuna, (k'ram l*apuana. Pangasinan, Tagala.
Maros, Mariiiva, natives of Papaka, N. Guinea tribe.

Hogand Banyak Islands, Papuan, N. Guinea and
on W. coa.st of Sumatra. islands,

Mentawi or Alantawi, call- Parigi, Papuans, Mina-
ing themselves Tehagel- hassa.
alegat, M alays of Nassau

,
Qiiaibo, N.Guinea Papuans.

Pora, and Pagai Islands Rejang, Malays, Sumatra,
on AV. coast of Siiiuatia. Roka, Floris and Sunda

Millanawi, Sarawak. Papuans.
Minco])i, Andamans. lloro, Papuans,Yule Island,
Mintira, Malacca. N. Guinea.
Miriam, Papuans, Torres Sahoe, Gilolo Papuans,

Straits.
j

Sakalava, N. Madagascar.
Motu, N. Guinea Pa]niauB. Sakavan, Borneo, Dyaks.
Murong, B(mieo, Dyak. Sampit, Borneo Dyak.
Murut - Idaaii, I )yak of Sarawi, Passuma, Malays,

Borneo. Sumatra.
Myfi>r, Papuan.s of N. Sasak or Sassak, Lombok

Guinea, My for, INIaiiso- natives,
nam Islands, Dorey, and Shom-Baeng, Nicobars.
Amberbaki ; akin to the Siak, Malays, E. Sumatra.
ArfakandBiakisIandcrs. Sidoin, a Formosa tribe.

Naman,N.Guiiical’apuana. Silbng, Mergui islanders.

Nancowri, Nicobai s. Simang, Malacca Negrito.
Negrito; Aetft,T*hilij)}>ineFi; Suflin, a Lu9on tribe.

Simang, Malacca; Min- Sundanese, Malays of
co]>i of AudainiiT).'!. Sunda.

Oelo, interior of Sumatra. Tag.'i la, Lu9on and Mindoro.
Orang Biuua, of Malacca ; Talacaogo, a Mindanao
Orang Hindi, of AV'aigiou; tribe.

Orang Kling, native.s of Tanguiyan, Tagala tribes.

India
;
Orang Kubu, of Toula, N. Guinea tribes.

The Languages 0/ India. -One of the most
intercHting chapters in Mr. Plowdon’s report on
the census of British India is that relating to the
statistics of language. From this we find that
English is spoken as their native language by
202,920 persons, and Portuguese by 10,528.
Of the latter, however, only 147 were born in

J^rtugal, and of the former Mr. Plowden says
it is l)elieved that not more than 150,000 are

pure l^)ritish. The remainder embraces a certain

number of Kurasinns, who may vary from indi-

vi«luals approaching so closely to Europeans as

not to be distiiiguisliable from them, or again

may approach so closely to natives in appearance
as otherwise to bo undistinguisliable from them.

The other European tongues are tlie languages of

a comparatively small number of people. For
instance, French is the language of only 1510
pereons; Gorman, of 1471; Italian, of 804;
Swedish, of 810; Spanish, of 126; Dutch, of

114; Norwegian, of 375; Danish, of 189;
Kussian, of 112; Greek, of 198; Hungarian, of

12 ;
Finnish, of 7 ;

Koiimanian, of 6 ;
Polish, of

4 ;
I'lemisli, of 8 ;

Swiss, of 2 ;
and Sclavonic,

of 1. Welsh, which is, unaccountably, not in-

cluded in Air. Plowden’s list of cultivated dialects,

is spoken by 205; Scotch, by 124; Gaelic, by
149; Irish, by 158; and Celtic, by 2 persons.
The French-speaking section of the community

^*<^3 *

2, u
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mountaineers. Mr.* Masson says that by means of

Hindi he made himself understood throughout

the whole of the Kohistan, and it will thus be
seen that the term is used to bring under one
comnaou designation the various dialects of a
language essentially one, but which lias received

no great cultivation in any of its forms. Accord-
ing to the Brahman pandits of Benares, there

are hundreds of dialects equally entitled to the
name. The. Brij Basha (or Bhaka, as it is pro-

nounced on the Ganges) and tlie Panjabi are the
two most cultivated varieties of it, but the

Panjabi passes into Multani, which a good philo-

logist has shown to he a corrupted form of

Panjabi
;

whilst Jataki, again, farther to tlie

south, is a corrupted form of Mnltani
;

Sindi,

[

according to Lieutenant Burton, is a perfectly

distinct dialect, though directly derived from
Sanskrit. When the Mnhrattas extended their

conquests into Jliiidustan,. tliey found Hiiuli

everywhere prevalent, from the limits of the

desert to the frontiers of Biuidelkhand
;

and
linding it different from tluMr own longue, they
called it contemptuously Rangri Baaha, quasi-

barbarous jargon. Sir .John Malcolm extends the

Bangri Bhaka aa far west as the Indus, and east

as far as the frontier of Ihindclkhand, where, as in

all the country to the Indus, from the western

frontier of Bengal, dialects of Hindi prevail.

The Marwari and other dialects of Hajputana arc*

varieties of Hindi introduced by the liajpnt races.

The Bible has been translated int.<> Hindi, the

Nagari and Kaithi characteTK being used.

The Gyjerati, a Sanskritoid language, is spoken
throughout that peninsula, and has been adopted
by the Parsee religionists.

Konkani has thieo dialects, a north(irn, a

southern in Goa territoiy, and a third used by a
particular class of the iiiiiahitants of 8, Ganara.

Malenlam extends from Gape Gomorin to the

GhandKigiri river, or, more strictly, perhaps,

to Nileshwar (Nileswara), whore a Nair raja,

conquered by Hyder, formerly ruled. Mr. Gust

(p. 70) teils us that it is peculiarly rel.aied to ainl

geographically intermixed witli the Tamil. A
dialect of it is Hpokeii on the western slopes of

the Animallay Hills by wild forest tribe.s, and a

remarkable one by the Mappilla or I^loplah raia*

of the Western const, and the inhabitants of

the Laccadive Islands, with an adapted Arabic

character, used by all educated Mappilla Muham-
madans, except those who retain Vatteluttu or

old Tamil-Malealam character. This dialect must
have been formed a thoiisaml years ago

;
it has a

literature of its own, .and suh-diakets.

The Tula or Tuluva, although of the same
derivation as the Malealam, m a distinct tongue,
but much intermixed with others, especially the

Ganarese. Tulu uses the Ganarese character, ft

is destitute of a literature, but is the most Idghly

developed of the Dravidian family of tongues.

Malealam and Tulu are considered by Dr.

Caldwell to bo in gradual course of extinction.

The people speaking the Tulu shrink from con-

tact with foreigners, even from people of their

own race, retreating from the great roads, cities,

bazars as eagerly as the Tamil flocks to them;
iuid the Maleala-speaking race are to be found

isolated with their families in their high walled

parambu, even in parts where the lines and centres

communication are entirely occupied by the

more enterprising Tamil people, whose language,

too, seems gradually pushing the Maleala aside.

Xerxes, son of Darius, king of Persia, issued

orders to the rulers of the 127 provinces of his

empire, to each in the vernacular and peculiar

character of his respective district. But of these

characters there are remnants only of the Hebrew,
Samaritan, I’hoenician, Greek of Ionia, the old

Bactrian of the Avesta, the Demotic of Egypt,

t he thr<*e languages of the tablets of Behistun, the

languages of Akkad and Susa, and possibly that

of the Asoka inscription at Kapurdigiri. All

the others have, perished. Dr. W. W. Hunter
says that from iiiscriptious on rocks, pillars, and
copper plates the Imliau alphabets can be traced

back (o the tliird century n.c. Mr. K. N. Gust

says (p. JO) that all the characters used in writing

the languages of the East Indies can be traced

back to tlie Asoka inscriptions, and through them
to the Plicenician aljiliabet, and tliencc backwards
to the hieratic idcogra])hs of the old kingdom of

Egypt, and thence to the venerable hieroglyphics

of the 4th dynasty. The solitary exception is the

Ghinese character used in Annam.
T'he various characters used in the inscriptions

found on ancient sculptures in Southern Asia and
Imlia. may be brietly summarized as under:

—

Allahabad F^at.

Allahabad Gupta.
Aniraoti.

AranucHii.

Aryan or Bactrian.

Bengali.

Bill Isa.

Ghaldajo-Pehlavi or Par*

thian.

Deva-Xagari.
Gujerat copper plate.

Gnjerati modern alphabet.

Kistnn.

Kufic.

Kutila.
Bat, (<r Indian Pali.

Ncrbadda.
Pclilavi modern alphabet.

I'chlavi, Sassaniaii.

Pali, old, of the Burmese.
Pali, modern.
Palmyrene.
P-mjabi.

Partlii.an.

ITuenicianof M. de Loynes.
Phamician, Numigmatic,

of M. do Loynos.
Punic of ]\r. de Loynes.
Sail Kings of Saurashtra.
Semitic.

!
Sinaitic.

Syriac, 5th century.
Syriac, modern.
Telinga.
Tibetan.

Western Caves.
Zend.

i\Ir. H. '1\ Piiii.s(*p gives the following list of

transitions of the Indian uljdiahet from th(i time
of Asoka, with some of the ino.st marked local

varieties i\t present in use,

Kculjdurcs of

Asoka’s edicts of the Hd
century n.e.

Western (Javos.

Sah inscription, Girnar.

Gu]>ta insciiiition, Alla-

habad.
Valabhi x>late.H from (kije-

rat.

Kutila inscription of the

loth century a.d. at

Bareilly.

viz. tliose used in tin*

Nerhadda.
Kistnn.

Telinga, motlern.
Tibetan, modern.
Scpiaro Pali.

Gujirati.

Panjabi.

Kasliiriiri.

Bengali.

Dova-Magari.

And he gives the following ton modifications of

tlie Sanskrit alphabet from to A.r>.

1 1'OO, viz. :

—

Fifth century n.<\, rise of Buddhism.
Uncertain, AS^estern Gave.s.

Tliird century B.f'., Sanskrit inscriptions of Asoka,
Junagarh.

Second century A.D., Gujerat d.nted jdates.

Fifth century A.D., Allahabad inscriptions of the Gupta
dynasty.

Seventh century A.i)., Tibetan alphabet formed from
Sanskrit.

Ninth century A.D., Kutila inscriptions from BareiDv
AJ). 992.
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Eleventh ceniui^ a.d., Bengali alphabet as now
modified Adisur, a.d. 1065,

Modern Deva-Nagari alphabet.
Old Pali alphabet of the Burmese, compared with

A.D. 200.

The writing characters in use in the East Indies

are undergoing absorption, but are numerous.

Several learned men luive proposed to substitute

the Koman and italic forms for those in use in the

native tongues. Professor II. TI. Wilson in liis

Glossary expresses the opinion that the English

alphabet had enabled liiin to represent the letters

of 9 alphabets of 13 different languages of British

India. But by diacritic points and marks, and by
compounding letters, lie increased the English

alphabet from 20 letters to 70 of his characters,

19 of the English letters having 2 to 0 forms,

viz. b, c, e, i, j, o, p, and u each 2 ; g, h, and 1

each 3 ;
d and k each 4 ;

a, r, s, t, and z each 5 ;

while 11 has no less than 0 forms; and he has even
recommended additions to these.

The of all the ancient Semitic languages,

is the only one that has retained its original

abode, in Arabia proper, while it has also sprea<l

itself on all sides into the districts of otlior

tongues. Others are wholly extinct, as the

Phoenician, or they exist in a degenerate form as

the Aramaean among the Syrian Cliristiaus in

Mesopotamia and Kurdistan
;
the Ethiopic in the

newer Abyssinian dialects (Tigro and Amliaric),

and the Hebrew amongst a portion of the .lew.s

Letters of the Arabic alphabet arc arranged as

solar and lunar,—hiiruf-shamsiyah and Iiuruf-

kamariyah. The former are 13 in number. The
Arab alphabet i.s ill suited for producing Aryan
sounds; it is altogether without such useful letters

as p, ch, zh, and g, so that f and b is used for the

Aryan p and for the Roman f, and the Arabic use

of the letter w is often doubtful. The living

dialects of the Himyaritic, or Southern Arabic,

are the Ekhili and Mahrali. 3’he Arabic character.'^,

and those known as the Niskh, arc usually em-
ployed for the Aralufi, J’orsiau, and Urdu or

Hindustani. Tliese characters represent con-

sonants and long vowels, with diacritic marks for

short vowel sounds.

When Sind was annexed to British territory in

1842, twelve or thirteen written characters %vere

found to be in use, some* of them diffeiiiig widely

from others. Gurmukhi is a written cliaracter in

which the sacred books of the Sikh religionists

was written, and is still used by the Eikhs for their

private corre.spomlencc, their signet rings, and
sacred books. It is a varitdy of the Indian

character. Thakuri is in use in tlu; Kangra dis-

trict. It is a modilication of the Tsbigari character.

Limdi, a written character in use with mercantile

firms in the Panjab; it is a modification of the

Nagari character. Sanskrit, Hindi, and Mahrati

are written in the D(‘va-Nagari character
;
Bengali,

Gujerati, Uriya, Telugu, Karnata or Kannadi or

Canarcse, Malealain, and Tamil have each their

own distinct character. The Canarese and Telugu

characters, upwards of fifty in number, are almost

identical, and they, as also the Malealain, consist

almost exclusively of portions of circles
;
but in

the Deva-Nagari, the Bengali, Uriya, and Tamil,

straight lines prevail, modiiied in many by portions

of circles.

The ('hiucfte form of writing, as used in printed
books, the Kiai sliii of the present day (allowing

for certain improvements added under the Sung
dynasty about the tenth century), dates from the

fourth century of the Christian era. It is com-

posed of 103 different elements or strokes, the

position of w'hicli was an imitation of the more
rounded and thicker writing, called Li - shu,

modified by the rapidity of execution, which had

become jiossible through improvements in the

writing paper and hair-jiencil. The Li-shu in the

days of tlic 3'sin dynasty had been devised through
the nccossity for a uniform system* throughout
the empire. This, again, had been preceded by
the Eiao-chucri character, composed of meagre
and monotonous strokes such as were adapted to

the materials then in use, viz. a bamboo written

oil w'ith a stylus. This, again, was an official

modification, originating in the same desire for

uniformity which harl been attempted in the reign

of the great Shi-Hoang of the Tsin. The Siao-

chmui had been modified from the ancient mode
of writing called Ta-chuen, in which great varia-

tions had develo])cd themselves among the different

states which liad once been subject to the ancient

dominion of the Choeu; but from these successive

official changes came a great number of altera-

tions in the elements of the characters, intended

to make thiMii answer more exactly to their

signification, as shaped by the ideas then domi-
nant, and by the sy.steniatii; interpretation more
or less in vogue

;
the addition in compound

characters of a considerable number of deter-

minative idi'ograpbic elements without affecting

the sound, all leaving their stamp) on the com-
position of the characters in use. In this under-
taking the written charactiu' was reconstructed as

one of hieroglyphics. This has aided the spread

of the Chinese power, and facilitated its mainte-
nance over a vast area, but it has at the same
time been a clog, so far as its action could go,

ui)on its development, in the sense in which this

expression is understood among the higher races,

to whoso progress the possession of an alpibabct

has contributed so immensely.

A rclijteldijo.—Notwithstamling the numerous
languages tluTC, the written characters are only

eight, or at most nine, in number. The Javunest;

alphabet, like all others in tlie Archipelago, i.-;

written from left to right, each letter is distinct

and unconnected, and the writing is p)erjx;ndicular

and not slanting. It is the character used for the

davaneso proper, the Sunda, the Bali, and it is

believed the Lombok
;
and including PalembaiiK

ill Sumatra, it is current among twelve millions

of pop)ulation. But in prior times, other characters

to the extent of twelve iii number have prevailed

in Java.

In Sumatra, beginning from the wTst, the first

evidence of a native wu'itten character is amoiiK

the Bataks, and it is singular that a nation of

’e.aunibals should possess the knowledge of letter?^-

There was assuredly nothing of the kind in

Europe or continental Asia until long after men

had ceased to eat each other. The form of tlm

Batak letters is horizontal.

The Korinchi alphabet, among the people

this name in Sumatra, who border on MenanjT'

kabau, has twenty-nine characters, and consids

of horizontal or slightly raised scratchings.^

Journal of the Indian Archipelago ; Mr. Ho(liJ\
|

son, Mr. liohinson^ Mr. Snmwells in Journal oj

I Asiatic Society of Bengal; Dr. Latham^
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\Pric}tard^ Dr. Max Muller^ Chevalier Bunsen^ LANSEH. Malay. A small oval fruit, of a
General iSrigfjs, Me.^srs. Schla^ientireity in lleportSy whitish-brown colour, which, being deprived of

British Associationy 1845. to 1858; Journal Royal its thin outer coat, divides into five cloves, of

Asiatic Society; Astky's VoyageSy iv. p. 194; which the kernels are covered with a fleshy pulp,

Bikmore's 2 ravels; E. L. Brandreth in vol. x. subacid, and agreeable to the taste. The skin

Jo. Ro. As. So.; Bunsen\s Egypt; Burnell; Burton; contains a clammy juice, extremely bitter, and,

Dr.CaldwelVsGrammar and Shannrs; SirG. Camp- if not stripped with care, it is apt to communi-
hell in Beny. Son. Jo. ;

de la Couperie ; Craw- cate its quality to the pulp. M. Correa de Serra,

futyPs Malay Dictionary ;
CnnnivghanPs Ancient in les Aimales du Miis. d’Hist. Nat. x. p. 157, pi.

India; CusPs Modern Languages; Dalton's Etlino- 7, gave a description of the Lansium domesticum,
I'lgy, and in Jo. As. Svc.y 1800 ;

Sir IT. Elliot in from specimens of the fruit preserved in the col-

Jo. R. As. Soc.y 1801
;
Sir 11. M. Ellioty Hht. of lection of Sir Joseph Banks. The chupak, ayer-

India and Supplemental Glossary; Elphinstonc's ayer, duku, and rambutau are other prized fruits

Hist, of India ; Farrar, Lectures on the Families of of the Straits Settlements. The last named.
Speech; Hue, Chinese Empire; Ilimholdt's Cosmos

;

rambe, Malay, is the Nepheliurn lappaceum.—
Dr. Hang; Huntery Hon-Aryans and Imp. Gaz. ;

Mar.sden's Hist, of Sumatra

,

p. 101.

Hodgson's Aborigines N.E. India; Hyslop in Journ. JjANSIUM ANIMALLAYANUM. Bedd. A
Aritiq. Society of Nagpur ; India Census 1881

;
handsome, good-sized tree, common in the dense

.Jagor on the Philippines; Professor A. If. Keane's moist forests of the Animallays (particularly in

Asia; Kennedy on the Origin of Languages; the Anagoondy shola) at an elevation of about
Lassen ; Latham, Philology, Descriptive Ethno- 2000 feet, also in Malabar at the foot of the Neil-

logy ; Logan in Jonrn. Ind. Arch ip.
;

Luhbocky gherries; it flowers early in April, and fruit

Origin of Civilisation; Menander, Voyage, of ; Max ripens in July
;
the succulent aril in the latter is

Muller's Lectures and Ancient Sanskrit LiUrature: greedily eaten by monkeys and birds. It is the

Newhold in .lourns. R. yl.v. Soc., Madras Literary only spe^edes of the genus found in tlm Peninsula
;

Soc.. also Malacca; Pe.^chel, Races of Man; one species occiirH in the Himalayas, and a third

Priusep's Antiquities by Thomas; Ra.'<k; Raveriy's in ,\iiysL.-^Beddome, FI. Syl. p. llll.

Grammar; IL Raiclinson; Renan's Langues Semi- LANSILTM AQIJKUM. .lack. The Ayer-Ayer,
tiques; Sayce; Spreeirenherg in J. Ind. Arch., 1858; Malay, is a fruit so nearly resimibling the lanseh

Dr. Isaac 'Taylor; William 2'aylor in Jo. Mad. in most pai’ticuhirs, that Dr. Jack, hesitating to

Lit. Soc.
; E. 2'homas

;
Thomson's 'Tr. ;

A. R. rank it as a species, mentions it as a permanent
Wallace, Malay Archipelago ; Weber, Indian and well-marked variety under the name var.

Literatnre ; H. H. Wilsons Glossary; Y-Ikn A Jv, aqueum. Tlie fruit of the aycr-ayer is

in 'Times o/\Tunc 6, 1880
;

Yule's Embassy. rounder, mid the pul]) more watery, and dissolves

lANGUR. ISiNGii. Large ii)orikey.s of Ceylon more comj)let(‘ly in the mouth than the lanseh.

and S. India. PresbyO's entollus, the Bengal Both are highly esteemed by the Malays, and are

langur, the Haiiuman of the Hindus; P. schistaceus, equally agreeable to the European palate. The
Himalayan langur; P. priamus, the Madras langur; juicy envelope of the seeds is the part eaten, and
P. Johnii, the Mahil^ar langur

; P. jubatus, the the taste is cooling and pleasant .—Linnxan
Neilgherry langur. See Mammalia. 'Transactions, iv. p. Ill

;
Eng, Cyc.

LANIAD/E, a family of birds, including the LANSIUM DOMESTICUM. — ?

shrikes or butcher-birds. It comprises the sub- Var. a. Langsat, Malay, Jav., shape globular,

families Lanianso, Malo - couotiiia!, Dicruriiim, Var. h. Dnku, Malay, Jav., shape oblong.

Artamina‘, and Campephagina). 'Hie harsh Langsab, Langsat, . . . Malay.

chatterings of a very comiiiun kind of shrike, Europeans regard its fruit as next to the inan-

Lauius superciliosus, in Indian gardens, are the- gosteeu. It is about tlu^ size of a pigeon’s egg,

earliest intimations of coming change of season, having a tough white skin with a bitter taste, and
The species of Lanins are L. ariuiarius, L. cris- the edible })ai’t is the pulpy semi-transparent

tatus, L. crythronotus, L. Hardwiekii, L. lahtora, envelope of tlie seed. To the same genus belong
L. nigricops, and L. tephronotus. the duku, also the lanseh, langsat, or langsab,

LANKA. Hind. An island, a name of Ceylon, for in all these forims the word is written, the
also- of the islets of the Godavery. I/uika rambe and the ayer-ayer. The duku is the most
tobacco is grown on the islets, in the delta of the c.stecmed of them, and to the European palate is

Godavery, in the alluvial silts depo.sitcd from the the best of tlie native fruits of the Archipelago,

river floods and out of the influences of the sea after th(‘ maiigostecii. Tiie natives class it after

freshes. the durian and maugostceii. Mr. Hogg states

In the Hindu story of Rama, the residence of this plant to be a native of the Antilles? The
the giant Ravana, supposed to be the modern species seems, however, to lie indigenous in the

Ceylon. In Hindu cosmogony, Boma Coti is an western portion of the Arcliipclago, but to have
imaginary city, supposed to lie under the equator been introduced into the Philippines, where the

at 90° from Lanka. From a note in the Englisli lanseh is cultivated.

—

Crawfurd's Diet. p. 125
;

translation of Abul FazVs Ayin Akbari (Calcutta Hogg's Veg. Kingdom, p. 171.

edition, iii. p. 36), we learn that there are many LANTANA, a genus of plants belonging to the

reasons for concluding the Ceylon Lanka to have natural order Yerbenaceae or vervains,

been part of the Taprobane of the ancients.— L. nivea, rar. mutabilis, is a straggling shrub
Ouseley's TravelSy i. p. 33. in the neighbourhood of Moulmein. The flowers

LAN-KEET or Long-eet, literally dragon’s are yellow when they first open out, but after-

cave or den, an uninhabited island in the Canton wards change to a rose colour.

—

Mason.
river, in lat. 22° 41' N. L. Indica, Roxb., a shrubby, erect plant of all

LAN-PO or Lamghan. Sansk. Lampaka, India.—J. A. Murray.
I^tolemy’s Lambatse, and modern Lamghan. L. selloviana, a large shrub, producing pink,
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yellow, orange-coloured heads of flowers; they form of the Deva-Nagari. It is the common extant

blossom at all seasons, and are found in most vehicle of those original Sanskrit works of which

gardens in India. The leaves have the scent of the Tibetan books are translations,

black currants
;
the berries arc eaten.—Riddell. LANUN or Illanun, a piratical race occupying

LANTERN FEAST. The feast of lanterns, stations in the Archipelago. They have been

amongst tlie Chinese, takes place on the first full repeatedly displaced by the expeditious against

moon of the new year, or the Ihth day of the 8th the pirates.

month. It affords opportunity for a display of LAO. Hind. A run, a fetch of water, from

ingenuity and taste in tiic construction and Lana, to bring. An ordinary mode of raising

mechanism of a variety of lanterns nia<lo of silk, water from wells by leather buckets raised by

varnish, horn, paper, and glass, some of which bullocks. Lao-charsa, the rope and buck(‘t

are supplied with jnoving figures of men gallop- apparatus for drawing water from wells in dic-

ing on horseback, fighting, or performing various tricts where the Persian wheel is not used,

feats, together willi representations of birds, IjAOS arc a people of the Thai or Siamese

beasts, and other living creatures, all in full group, the most civilised of whom occupy the

motion. The moving ])rinciple in these is formed valley of the Menam and its feeders. They dwell

by a horizontal wheel, turned by the draught of air in Zimmay, also on the Menam, between lat,

created l)y the heat of the lamp, and the circular 19° and 22° N., due north of Siam proper, and due
motion is communicated in various directions by west of the Burmese frontier, with Laphun and
means of fine threads attached to the moveable I.akhon, two small territories, attached,

figures.— A/ric.'f. SeoDewali; Dipa mala; Ijakshini. Tlie Laos races are divided into two very

IvANTOA or Ty-ho, in the Canton river, an distinct sections, those who tattoo their bodies,

island J f miles hmg and 6 miles broad, is near the Thaung Dari or black bellies, and those whe
Canton, and its 8. or S.W. point is in lat. 22° 12' lo not, the Thaung Khao or white bellies. Tlu
N., and long. 11,‘V’ 61' E., the N.E. point being in

]

tattooed or black bellies occupy the districts oJ

lat. 22° 21' N.^ and long, 11*1° 2' 22" E. On its Xiong Mai, L:i])hnn, Lakhon, Muang Phre, and
north point is tlie (Jap-eing-moon or Throat Muang Nan. The non-tattooed (white-bellied^

passage. live in the districts of Muang Lorn and Muanjj
LANTSAN, a river in the west of (Miina. To Luang and Plira- Pang,

its west is a country inhabited by the numerous IjRos inhabit also the valley of the Mei-kong from
tribes of Yatezu, xMoO(iUor, Moso, and Leisu. lat. P5° to 21° N., and arc thinly scattered ovei

These tribes live in small villages, each under its the lanun-ainous countries wliich extend betweei:

own hoadmair, the whole tribe being ruled by one that valley and the confines of 'roukin and Kam-
chief, who holds the (’hinese rank of Hluebutfon, boja.

and is a ti'ibutary of the (fiiineso (fbveniment, The Laos (lountry has undergone great changes
liaving authority in all cases except those in- About the Pith century of the (fiiristian era, tin

volving life and <leath, which arc referred to the l^aos were a ])o\verful and conriueriiig people in

nearest Chinese mandarin, 'riio whole of these the upper portion of the basin of the Irawadi.

tribes inhabit a. strip of country lying between where their capital was at Mo-gaung (Muang-
the Kincliar Kiang and I^autsan river; they gaung or Mung Khuug), and wlienet', in A.D. 1224,

arc peaceable and industriou.s, e.iiltivating peas, they sent an expedition which subjugated Assam,
tobacco, opium, and scanty ci’ops of cotton

;
they and established Ahoin riih'. 'riieir native country,

also collect gold, both by washing the sands of
j

own territory, being a portion of the basins of the

the fiantsan Kiang, and l;y mining in the hill-
|

Mci-kong and the Menam, including yimnaii.

sides. Each trib(! pays a tithe to its chief, who in
' About the same lime they took j)osscssion of a

turn pays two-tliirds of his share as tribute to higher ])ortion of the uppi'r basin of the Mili,

the (Chinese (ioverniiient. The costume of the where their chief seat was at Khamti, whence thi

women is fantastic but graceful; it consists (»f a iianieby which thisbranchisstillknown. Atprcsenl

head-dress of red cloth, chrsely braided with the f.aos people, under the names of 8hau ami

cowrie shells, fur which the Moso women occasion- Ivhamli, are found in llpp(‘r Assam, and scattered

ally substitute a very becoming little cap or hood ».)ver a large portion of the northern half of the

of red and Ifiaek eloth, with pendent tassel, a basin of the Irawadi, nearly to the conlluenci!

short looser jacket with long wide sleeves, and of the Khyen-dw^en with the principal stream,

buttoned up the front, and a kilt-like p»ettii;oat of 8cattercd villages ai'c even found in Arakan
;
on

home-made cotton stuff, reaching from the waist the eastern side tl»oy are scattered along the Sa-

to the knee, and made in lougitudin.-il plaits or i non as far as lat. 18° N. 'Fhe whole of the Menam
gathers. The road from the Jeddo range of basin is in their hands, with the exception of a

mountains near Ta-isian-lu, up to the banks of small part of the right side near its head; and

the Lantsaii river, crosses range after range of they also occupy a large portion of the basin of

inoimtains, all running from the north-east to tho Mei-kong. The eastern tribes are known a«

south-west, and tho great snowy ranges lying on Lo-Lo, Laii, and Thai.

each bank of the Laiitsan and Nou-Kiaiig rivei*s Jn the basin of the Irawadi, the Shan an*

are a continuation of the great ranges, whicli, intermixed with the Tibeto-Burman tribes amongst

rising to the north of the Tibetan town of Tsiamdo, whom they have intruded, but in large portions

must form at their conjunction with the Himalaya of it they are the principal population, and, in

what is believed to be the chief barrier to direct the N.E. corner of tho empire, the Khamti mny

communication between Bathang and Lhassa. be considered as independent. It is probable that

LANTZA. Tib. Ranja in Nepal, a system of the Siamese, with the tribes of the Upper M^;-

letters used in writing or engraving the Sanskrit nam and of the Mei-kong, are directly connected

language. It is used by the Buddhists of Nepal with those of Yunnan, and are not offshoots

proper, who call it Ranja. It is the Nepalese from the colony of Muang-gaung. The Siamese
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have advanced more than half-way down the His followers are known as Taou-tsze or TaouisU.
Malay Peninsula, and but for the check given to The word Taou means, in the first place, a way,
them towards the close of the 18tli century by the and then a principle, and is used to signify the
establishment of Penang as a British settlement, supreme principle of the universe; The meaning
their sway would now have embraced Perak, and which Laou Tszo gave to Taou is obscure

;
and as

probably have extended to the confines of Malacca. Taouism exists in China, his iiiciaphysical explana-
The northern clans almost everywhere retain tluiir tions are disguised in gross superstitions, and hia

independence, although owning a nominal alle- ethical doctrines are indolent indifferentism.

giance, and in some instances paying tribute to Laou Tszo lu'mself is now the third in a trinity

Burma, to China, or to iSiain, those on the frontiers of j)erHons in whom Taou has assumeil personality,
of Yunnan propitiating both the Coldon Loot and calie<l in the writings of tlie sect Shaiig-Te, and
the Son of Ileavcn by an acknowknlginent of fealty, worshipjied as the three pure ones

;
and they assert

and some sending a triennial olToriiig to the latter, tluii he left lieaven and became incarnate as the

The Laos people on the borders of China differ sage of Chow. TJiey are alchemists. The priests

little from the Chinese of Yunnan, and their of tlio sect of Taou arc numerous, and constitute

stock was probably tlie same. Where tlioy are iieai-ly all the followers. Some are celibates and
in contact with the older races, tliey Iiave con- hermits. Tliey worship the sun, moon, and stars,

siderably altered. In the valley of the ^ilenani, There are Taonist nunneries; their nuns do not
I heir height is about 1 inches less than tlu^ averages shave tlieir hea;ls.

—

Avrlnfeacon (irmfs China, 96.

Uhinoso; but as the average; stature of the Freiieh JiA PKfiOUSL, a navigator aiul explorer of
is the same (6 feet 3 inches), the Siamese may France, who was wrecked on Vanikoro Island,
dill be considered as of (lie middle size. and ho and all his people were destroyed by the
The Laos people are partly under Burmese, nalives.

partly under Siamese rule, and lliose of Burma liAPlDATION is an ancient practice still

xre known as the Lig or Thai, or Shan. common in some eastern countries, and is a t<.»ken

When the French mission moved U}) the valley of hate. Vet in some parts of Arabia, stones arc
)f the Mei-kong in 1809, tliere were four tributary thrown at tombs as a compliment to the tenant,

kingdoms or governors of the TiSos. In the year Amlin th(‘ Somali eonntry, tlic places where it

1828 Laos liad been laid waste, Vien-eban, its is said holy men sat, receive the tamo doubtful
capital, was utterly destroyed, ami its people homage.— Jhirfon's Mecca, iii. p. 341.

ixtermiiiated or deported by an army of Siamese. LAPIS-AKMKN LIS. P’ien-ts’ing, CillN. Ar-
Its king was taken to Bankok, where ho died, mcnian stone

;
an azure mijieral, brought in

iiid all his relatives were in a degraded position flattish i)ieccs to China from Hainan Islamb
Do Came, p. 131). The manners, enstojiis, ami When roasted and powdered, it becomes tJjo

anguages of Siam and J.aos arc similar. powder iHuc ( I au, CiiiN.) of Chinese commerce.
Their language is the same as that of tin; It is sapj)oS('d to be a smaltino or arsemiiret of

Sijunesc. Tlu; alphabet mure resembles that of cobalt. Lapis-armenus is, however, meiitiontMl

Kambogia than that of Siam
;

llu'y use rice, and by Duhalde as a white translueent stone, found in

listil and use a lupior from it. Yunnan ami Sze-chuen.

—

Smith.

The arts of miim.g ami simdting ore are under- I.APIS-LAZULI, azure stone.'
d()(Ml by the nnrlherii l.ao (rilxs and the Shan Liu li, llo l„si, . .

( 'hjn. I J.azwardi, . . .Malay.
’aces 'of Yunnan, ddio Laos j)Ugilists havt‘ a Jiujaward, Lajburit, Jli.sD.

|

netal cesLus for tlieir hands. M. de la lioubere i^apis-la/Adi is a complex combination of sili-

ciys the Siamese nation was a (siloiiy from Laos. <’al(; ami sulphate of aluminum. It is found in

*’m' Phi-j)hrai and the PJii-lok are th. or wood Persia, Baluchistan, (diina, Siberia, Bucharia, ami
li-mons. The Thevada are their tumiarydi il ivK. Chili, and varies in price from 10s. to lbs. the

Ur. L()(f(u; ill Joanial of the Indian Archipcla^jo
; ounce. It is found in the ruby iiiiiies of Badakh-

l^atlianiK Kthnology; I)c Carnc's 'I'ranli In Indo- shau, also in tlm mountains at the source of the
^'hina; Moods Jiaiian. ArchijHlaifo. Koultouk, a little river which Hows into the

J^AOIJ 'I’SZK was bom n.(;. OOl, and died n.c. Baikal Lake, when; it is detadiod from the rock
>20, at the age of 84

;
Cemfueius, Kung-fu-tze, by healing the rock with lin*, and then dashing

A'as born u.c. 351, and died in n.c. 179, at the cold water on it. It is said to bo found massive,

•ge of 72; thus they were (•(jniein})oraries. Con- witli iron pyrites, amongst tlu; Ajmir Hills, espe-

ucius visited Laou Tsze at the court of Chow, oially the IS ag paluir range,
;
but this is probably a

I he parents of Laou Ts/<* were probably very copper ore. 'This stone is sold by all the attars or

*oor, his father, according to one account, being druggists of India, both as a medicine and as

t peasant who liad remained umnarried up to his a pigment. Firgamu, in Badakhshan, stands at

seventieth year, and then married a peasant woman the head of the fertile portion of the Kokclia

>f forty. Laou Tsze, tluough his learning and valley, whicli south of this takes the name of

ihilities, obtained em})Ioyment at tlie court. <»f Koran. Beyond Firgamu, the mountains rise

Jhow, but eventually withdrew to retirement directly from the bed of tin; river. Where the

unongt.hehillsof his native country on the eastern deposits of lapis-lazuli occur, the valley of the

jorders of Ho-nan, where he devoted his whole Kokeha is about 200 yards wide. The formation

fine and energies to philosophical research, an 1 is of black ami white limestont", unstratitied,

here produced his celebrated book the 'laou-Tili- tliough plentifully veim;d with wavy lines. Under
iing. The ethical do<;trine8 of this book exalt the spot to be quarried a fire is kindled, and its

drtue as the chief good, and arc basted on meta- flame, fed by diy furze, is made to flicker over
Physical speculations. The Taou-Tih-King, the the surfaiu*. Wlien the rock has become suffi-

iook of virtue and reason, contains his religious ciently soft, flake after flake is knocked off by
>luloaophy. ft was translated into French by

|

hammering, till the mineral is discovered. Deej)

Stanislas Julieij. grooves are then picked out round the lapis-
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lazuli, into which crowbars are inserted, and the
stone and part of its matrix are detached. The
workmen eniimeriite three varieties, viz. the neeli

or indigo-coloured, the asmani or light-blue, and
the sabzi or green, and their relative value is in

the order they are mentioned. The richest

colours are found in the darkest rock, and the

nearer the river the greater is said to bo the purity

of the stone. The mines have been known from
a very early period. Its chief use is for affording

ultramarine, a beautiful pigment, highly valued by
painters. The colour of this stone is a fine azure

blue, having little lustre, hut siisci'ptible of a fine

polish. The Chinese are supposed to use it in

painting upon copper and on their porcelain.

The Chinese Jkiddhists regard this mineral as one
of the seven precious things. By exposure to

heat and moisture, it loses its beautiful azure, and
assumes sometimas a black, sometimes a chalky

appearance. It is used in native medicine for

mixing with jalap powders, and in other com-
pounds

;
it is not taken alone.

—

Emmanuel ; Gen.

Med, Top, p. 1G2
;
Morriaon^ Comp. Dcac.

;
7\ W,

Atkinson's Siberia^ p. ;
Wood's Source of the

Oxusy p. 264 ;
Powell's Handbook^ p. 65 ;

Smith's

Mat. Med. of China; MacGreijor, ]). 188.

LAPLAND. The Laplander or Lapp race is

one of the most diminutive of the Mongolian
group of the human family. The T/app mode of

divination is to put a shoulder-blade in the fire,

and then foretell the future by tlie arrangement
of the cracks. The same custom exists among the

Mongol and Tungus of Siberia ;uh1 the Bedouin.
The lines vary of course greatly, still Jliere are

certain principal cracks which usually occur. The
Chipeyan of North America also make their magic
drawings on shoulder-blades, which they then

throw" into the fire.

LAPORTEA CRENULATA. Gaud,, I!oxh.

Urtica cronulata, Koxb. Deiidrociiido cremdata,
U. Javanenais, Gaud.
L. gigantea, Gaud,

Fever nettle, . . Eng. Maoosa-gasa, Singh.
Devil nettle, , . . „

This dreadfully stinging tree or large slirub is

only too common in most of the Avesteni coast

moist forests of the Peninsula up to 5U()() feet.

It also grow"s in Ceylon, Bengal, and Java. I icache-

i*ault do la Tour, describing the effect of gathering
Urtica creiiulata in the Botnnie Carden at ( \‘ilcutta,

says:— ‘ One of the leaves slightly touched the first

three fingers of my left hand
;
at the time I only

perceived a slight pricking, to w'hich I paid no
attention. This was at seven in the morning.
The pain continued to increase

;
in an hour it had

become intolerable
;

it seemed as if some one was
rubbing my fingers with a liot iron. Nevertheless

there was no remarkable a[)pearance, neither

swelling, nor pustule, nor iiifiarnmatioii. The
pain rapidly spread along the arm as far as tin?

armpit. I was then seized wdtli frequent sneezing,

and with a copious running at the nose, as if 1

had caught a violent cold in the head. About
noon I experienced a ))ainful contraction of the

back of the jaws, which made me fear an attack
of tetanus. I then went to bed, hoping tliat

repose would alleviate my sufferings, but it did
not abate

;
on the contrary, it continued nearly

the whole of the following night, but I lost the
contraction of the jaws about seven in the even-
ing. The next morning the j)ain began to leave

me, and I fell asleep. I continued to suffer for

two days, and the pain returned in full force

when I ])ut my hand into water. I did not finally

lose it for nine days.’ A similar circumstance
occurred with precisely the same symptoms to a

workman in the Calcutta Garden. This man
described the sensation when water was applied

to the stung part, to be as if boiling oil was
poured over him. In cutting boundary lines,

exploring forests, botanizing, etc.. Colonel Bed-
dome has been very often stung by this plant

both on the hands and face, but never found the

effects so violent as described by Leschenault;

they jir<‘, however, bad enough, the pain being
felt more or less for several days, and always being
intensified by the application of water. With
natives the sting often brings on fever, and the

plant is known to coffee-planters as the fever

nettle and the devil netth'.

—

Ikddome, FI. Siilu.

;

Thw. En. PI. Zet/l. ]). 25J.

LAPORTEA TERMLNATJS, TP. Ic., grows
in the Central Province of Ceylon at an elevation

of 4006 to 6000 feet.

—

Thw. Zeyl. p. 259.

LAPWINtlS are birds of the family Chara-
dridac, of the sub-family Vanellin®, and of the

genera Vanellns, Chetusia, Tiobivanellus, Sarcio-

pljorus, and Iloplopterii.s. The crested lapwing,

Vanellns cristatiis, the English peewdt, occurs

thronghont a great ]>art of Europe and Asia. It

breeds in the 1 ’anjab.

The little brown -coloured lapwing, Chetusia

leiicura, is rare in most parts of India, and
most probal)ly migratory in the Panjab. It

is said to be common in Afghanistan, wJiere,

according to Mr. Plyth, it is kiiowni by the

name of Chizi. The call of the spur-winged
lapwdng, Lobi vanellns goensis, is peculiar. This

unsettled water-sprites often flies about at night,

startling the uinvary wdth its cry of Did dee doo
it, did did did dee doo it. Like the European
lajnving, it .assails all who intrude on its hannts.

It has horny spurs on th(‘ wings. Dr. Jerdon names
V. cristatuR, Chetusia gregaria, Ch. leucura, Cli.

inornata, Lobiv.anellu.s goensis, Earciophorus

bilobus, Iloploptei-n.s vejitralis.

Whoever has unhooded the falcon at a lapwing,

or even scared one from her nest, need not be

told of its peculiarly distressing scream, as if

appealing to sym})athy. Tradition relates that a

lapwing wa.s sca.red from her nest as tlie rival

armies of the Kuril and Pandu joined in battle,

w'heii tlic com[)assionate Krishna, taking from an

elephant’s neck a war-bell (vira gant’ha), covered

the nest, in order to protect it. When tlie

in.'ijority of the feudal nobles of Marwar became
self-exiled, to avoid the almost demoniac fury of

their sovereign .after his alliance with the British

Government, Anar Singh, the chief of Ahore, a

! fine specimen of the Kahtor Rajput, brave, in-

I telligent, and amialilc, was one day lamenting,
' that wdiile all India was enjoying tranquillity

umler the shield of Britain, they alone were

suffering from the caprice of a tyr.ant
;
concluding

a powerful appeal to Colonel Tod’s personal inter-

position with the foregoing allegory, and observing

on the beauty of the office of mediator. ‘You

are all-powerful,’ added he, ‘ and we may be of

little account in the grand scale of affairs, but

Krishna condescended to protect even the lap-

wing’s egg in the midst of battle.’ Colonel Tod

replied in the same strain, ‘ Would to God, Thakur
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Sahib, I had the vira gunt’ha to protect you.*— durable of any of the genus
;
but the planks are

Tod's Rajasthan^ i. p. 524
;
Adams

;
Jerdon. See small, soft, and white. It is a timber tree of

Rirds. Chumbi in Tibet, N. of Darjiling.

—

Hook ii. p. 45.

LAQUIS of the Bisaya, a variety of the manilla I,ARD.
hemp plant; the fibres of the original abaca are Chu-yti, Hwa-yu, . Chin. I Sur ki cliarbi, . . Hind.
termed Ijamot by the Bisaya. Kiunphius states Chu-pan-yu, . . „ |

Dukkur-ki-clmrbi, „
that the Malay name is Pissang utan

;
that it is The fat of the omentum and me.sentery of the

called inAmboyna, Kula abbaal
;
in Ternate, Fana; pig, the melted fat of the domestic pig. J.ard is

and in Mindanao, Coffo, as also the cloth made employed in the formation of ointments, plasters,

from it. He distinguishes the Mindanao kind liniments, for other medicinal purposes, and also
from that of Amboyna.— /»V>?y/c, Fib. PI. in cookery. - -IPafensfo/i ; Faxdkner.
LAR. Hind, A necklace of several threads LAHD-STONF, Kw’ai-hwoh-shih, Chin., is a

or rows
;

Sat-lar, 7 rows, etc.
;
also a strand of magnesian mineral resembling steatite,

untwisted rope. I.AREK or Larrak, 8 miles S.S.W. of Hormuz,
liAR, the local name of the southern portion of at the entrance of the Persian Gulf. It is a small

the province of Sind, from Hyderabad to the sea, barren i.sland ,5.] miles long and 4 broad, about
where the people speak the Lari dialect of Sindi. 15 miles in circumference. Larek is supposed by

IjAR, a river, rises not far from the town of a learned writer to be the Organa of Arrian
Barkhan, in the country of the Ketrani or Khnt- rather than Hormuz, which it nearly equals in
tiani in Baluchistan. Itflows westward, and joins size. Kiebuhr has written its name Larej.

—

the Narra in the Murree Hills, south of Sihi. KinneiTs Ocoijraphictd Memuir, p. Kh
LAK, the ActptKi of Ptolemy, the Lata of LAKES of the ancient Romans were two

Sanskrit writers, a country comprising Kandesh deities of inferior power, who piesided over
and part of Gujerat al)Out the Mliyc river. households. They were th(‘ sons of Mercury by

Ptolemy uml the Periplus mention Gujerat Lara. The offerings of the Romans to their
under the term L.arice, and Hiriini an<l Abul- lares and manes resembled the Hindu offerings
fada place Somnath nml even Tana in or on to the pitri. In S. 7.00 (a.d. ()94), when the
the borders of the province of Lar. Tlie merchant Assurs blockaded Ajmir, l.ot, the infant sou of
Sulaimaii calls Uni Gulf of Cambay and the seas Manika Rac, was playing on the battlements, and
w'liich wash the Malabar coast, the seas of T^ar; was killed by an arrow. He has ever since been
and Masiuli stiys that at Saimnr, 8ubara, Tana, worshipped amongst the lares and penates of

and other towns, a language called Lariya is the (^hauhnns
;
and as he had on a silver chain

spoken. The Charita enumerates Lardes, or anklet at the time, this ornament is forbid to

(‘ountry of the I^ar, amoiig.st the eighteen regions the children of the ra(‘e. In all these Rajput
dependent oii Aiihilwara, but, for some fault, families there is a putra (adolesceiis) amongst the
Koniar-pal chased the tribe of Lar from the penates, always one who has come to an untimely
country. Ilm-Said says that he had met with end, and is chiefly worshipped by females

;
having

authorities which placed tlic famous temple of a strong rc.semblancc to the rites in honour of
Somnath in the country of T^ar. Lardes seems to Adoni.s.

—

Rajasthan, i. p. 240.

have at one time included the modem collectorates LARI, a tribe w lio exclusively hold Nermuk,
of Sqrnt, Broach, Kaira, and ])arls of Baroda bub reside also at Mustang and Shall, with other
territory; and the name probably embraced a wider tribes. Ivuliak is occupied by the Muhammad
or narrower region according as the power of the Shahi, Xermuk by the Lari Brahiii, liUp by the

Lar race varied. It is very doubtful whether the Kalui Riml, Kishan by the Slierwani. See Kalat.
Indus ever did disembogue so f.ar to the east as T.ARISTAN boiiml.s part of the frontier of

the Gulf of Cutch. The remains of this ancient Pars to the soutl). Laristan is the ancient king-

tribe are now only to be discovered in Rajputana dom of J.ar. Gilam and Siras are on the coa.st

in the third or mercantile caste, forming one of of Lari.stan. Gilam appears to be the Ila of

tlie eighty-four great families residing in Maru, Arrian, but wc can scarcely suppose it the

and following the Jain faith. In Maiker of Berar Ghilan which Hamd Alla Kazvini enumerates
is a race named Lar, Avho seem to be a broken among the islands of the gulf, subject to the

])ortion of a considerable tribe, the Lar of North- Persian Government.

—

Ouselcy's Travels^ i. p.

Western India. They are returned as a Hindu 174
;

iVeax'chiis, p. 375.

people of Maiker. They arc named Lour in LARKA-KOL. Hind. The name of a mountniii

Amraoti, and are there 3485 in iminber. The tribe in Ch’hattisgarhi. See Ho
;
Kol.

Lar arc weavers of cloths of silk in Berar. Lari L.MIKANA or Larkhana, 40 miles from Shikar-

are pieces of twisted metal, whicVi Tavernier fomul pur, in Sind, is a large, populous, and com-
to be current as coin on the Malabar coast, and mercial town, in lat. 27° .33' N., and long. 68®

Thunberg saw them in Ceylon. They had their 15' E. It gives its name to a sub-district of the

name from the province of Lar.

—

Flliot\s History Shikarpur collectorate in Upper Sind. The people

of India, i. p. 378; 'Jbd's Tnivds, ]). 187. arc chietly Muhaminadaiis,—tin* Chandia, Jamali,

LARCH TREES occur in Europe and Asia. Abra, and Jat. It is from the first that this

III the latter continent, the Larix Griffithii, H. f. part of the country obtained the name of Chan-
<‘i Th.<t is of Nepal and Sikkim, and Jj. Sibiricn, duka or Chaudko. The Jamali are a Baluch race

Lee/., is of Russia, Siberia, and the Ural Altai living on the borders of the desert
;

the Abra
mountains. The bark contains a good deal of inhabit the south-west of I^arkana

;
the Jats are

tannin, mucilage, and some resin, and is some- all over the sub-district, and are cultivators and
times used as a substitute for oak bark, for cattle-breeders. It is subject to floods or lets,

tanning the inferior sheep skins, known as basils, which at times cause great destruction to life and
Larix Griffithii, H. f. et Th.^ is the sah or property. Dyeing forms an important industry.

Himalayan larch. It splits well, and is the most The exj^rts comprise grain of sorts, wool, cotton,
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and other agricultural products.

—

Imp. Gaz. ;

Masson's Journeys, i. p. 460.

LARKHANI, in the early part of the 19th
century, a community of robbers

;
their name in

Rajputana, like Pindari and Kaz:ik, wa-s held to

be synonymous ’with freebooter
;
limy could then

muster 500 horse, and their raids were rather

formidable, I,.arkhan conquered an appanage,

Dantah Ramgarh, on the fronti(jrs of Marwar,
tlien a dependency of Sambur. Besides this

district, they had the tup[)a of Nosul, and alto-

gether about eiglity townships, including some
held of the rajas of Marwai' and Bikanir, to

secure their abstinence from plunder within their

bounds.

—

Tol's ii. p. 427
LARKS are singing birds of Europe and Asia,

of the sub-family Alaudinm. They have been

arranged by Jertlon into tlie bush larks, true

larks, and long-billed or desei-t larks.

Minifra Aas.'UiiiGa, lii njiiil Ira.sli l:;rk.

]\I. aHinis, Ahulnis biisli Lirk.

M. erythroptero, led-wiui^'ed lark.

M. cantilans, Jerdon.

M. Horsfieldii, of Australia.

M. iTavaiiica, of .fava.

Ammimanes idiauncur.v, rufoua-tailcd finch lark.

A. lusitanica, pah; rufous finch lark.

Pyrrhulamla grisea, black-bellied finch lark.

Oalandrella trachydactyla, short-fcoeil social lark.

Alauda raytal, Indian sand lark.

A. triborliyncha, Himalayan skylark.

A. gulgula, Indian akylark.

A. Malabarica, Malabar skylark.

Otocoris itenicillata, horned laik.

O. longirostis, long-billed honied lark.

Spizaliiuda (leva, .‘^niidl'crest d lioiaied laik.

(yaleiida cristata, largc-cre.sti'd lark.

Certliilauda dcaertorum, desert htrk.

Alauda gulgula is the common lark of the plains

of India and of Bengal. A. .Malabarica may
be somewhat inferior to the Enrupeun skylark,

BO far as regards variety in the in)tes, but tli(‘

dilTerence is so very little, that the two birds

could not be di-stinguished by the voice alone, nor

l)y the mode of flight.

Alauda triborhyncha, llody., of the lower

region, scarcely diiTers from the skylark of

Europe, but it seldom mounU so high ur re-

mains so long on wing. It is a sumnun’ visitor

only, ]v)ssil)!y migrating to the low hind valleys in

winter. A Kashmir boatman wonld consider his

establisliment incomplete without the Afghan
lark, Melanocorypha to]-qn;ita, said to frequent

the valley of Kashmir in winter. The sweet

notes of these songsters, issuing from the boats

as th.ey pass np and down tin; river, are very

enciianting. In all tlie de.sert. jiarts of Sind,

the crested cakiMdre lark, tlie Cliarndol, Galm'ida

cristata, is plentiful. It is not unlike the sky-

lark, is generally met with in flocks during the

cold months, and is the most abundant lark on

the plains of IJpjier India and table-land of the

Peninsula. It is of rare oecurrence in Britain.

The song of this bird, also its mode of delivery

of it in the air, are not very unlike tliat of the

skylark, althoiigfi it does not soar so high.

Larks are often domesticated in S. E. Asia.

In China, the Acridotheres cristellatus, the Shan-

tung lark, has great facility in learning sounds,

and will bark, mew, crow, cough, and sneeze,

Bometimes talk, and a single bird will fetch £G.

The Acridotheivs ^ill imitate the human voice

accurately. In Chi^a, a starling is often domesti-

cated
;

it is lively, good-natured, and easily

tamed. They also tamo the fork-tailed parus,

the Lciothrix luteus of Scopoli. It is in form
and habit like the robin of Britain, is pretty,

olive green, black forked tail, with wing primaries

bright yellow and red. It turns summersaults
on its perch. They have a short, loud song.

Canaries ai-e sold in many shops of Japan. The
gnickle, Cracula religiosa, called the Mina, is

largely domesticated. The partridge, the shrike,

are also largely domesticated. The hoopoe is to

be seen cceasionally.

—

Blyth; Adams.
LA BOQLIPk author of a Voyage to Arabia

the Ibqipy, by the way of the Eastern Ocean and
tile 8trait.s of the Re<l Sea, performed by the

French for the first time in a.d. 1708, 1709, and
1710; uLso of a Journey in 1711, 1712, and
171.4, from Mocha to the Court of tlie King of

Yeiinm.

LARUS BRTJNNICEPIIALUS. Indian

I

Imoded gull. \j. fnsciis, lesser black-backed gull,

of the Atlantic, Mediterranean, lied Sea, Indian

Ocean, Cape of (Jood Hope, N. Zealand, Kabul
(Burnes), Bay of Bengal. Xema ridibunda, or

Lams ridibundiLs, is tlie black-beaded gull of

Eiiro])e, Asia, N. Africa; not rare in India, but
le.sa common than the nearly allined X. briinni-

cephaluH. X. brunnicophala, Jerdon, the brown-
Inauled gull, and the Kroikocephalus ichthyjetus,

Pallas, the great black-hoade«l gull of all Asia.—Jerdan.

LARVA, a caterpillar. In China, the drii'd

larvae of flies, Wiih-kuh-chhing, CiliN., are given
to cliildivn ill with inarasinns. See Insects.

LAS. Tin. In Tibetan Buddhism, actions on
which th(* desiiny of human beings depend.
LAS, lIiN'i)., of dhelnm district, inferior laud.

LAS, a seel ion of Baluchistan bordering the
Arabi.an Si'a. Its ruler is styled the Jam. Las
is sc'parated from l^ower Sind and the Indus
delta l)y the Ilala. mountains.

It is a small maritime province, 100 miles

long and 80 miles broad, and bounded on tin;

north by the bills of rllialawan, and east and wi'-'r

by high mountains. On the north is thcWn il

State, and on the south the Indian Ocean.
Major Preedy gives tin' names of nine tribes <4

this province, as tin* Hlnn.ra, (ioonga, (riiddori'.

Ilungaryah, Mandra, Iioonja, Shaikh, Sabra, and
Jainote

;
but Colonc'l CohLmid enumerates nine-

teen, viz.

—

Jamoto, '(iloonga. Guililra. Bodhur.
Sabra and Aclira. 1 Jitiona. Mussoor. Manga,
(tinldore.

j

jMnondrai’ue. Jiaradia. Waora.
Aiij^aryi). I Slioikli. Mcroe. Zor.
Kooiijha.

1 Mussona. Dhira.

The Guddra, (iuddon, or Guddo, settled iu

r,as, are an Arab tribe, there probably since tiic

first occupation of Mekran and Sind by Muluim-
inadans. d’liey have characteristics similar to

those of the Jokya, Numria, and Jutt, etc. Beyla

is its capital, ami is north of Sonmeance, its prin-

cipal .seaport, in winter the climate is cool and
dry, but the summer lieats arc great. It produces

grain, and is occupied by the liassi division ot

the Lumri or Numri tribe. They have about

twelve divisions or clans, one of which, the

Jamhut, furnishes their chief or jam. Tiicy

claim to trace their origin to Samar, who founded

Samarcaud, and acknowledge a consanguinity to

the Bhattii of Jeysiilmir. The Lumri are an active,
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hardy, pastoral people; their vrealth consists in

flocks of goats, with fewer buffaloes and camels.

They despise agriculture ; wild Ijuniri are found
grazing on the rocky banks of the Hab river.

Their language varies little from tliat current in

Sind. They manufacture coarse fabrics from the

wool of their goats and camels. The Lumri eats

meat almost raw, and is greatly addicted to the

use of opium. Las has only two or three placis

for receipt of custom. Near one of these, Btda,

are founa coins, trinkets, and funereal jars. 8011-

meaiicc contains numerous of llie Mehman sect,

and part of the fixed population of Bela is called

Jaghdal. Hormara, a sUtHi* district, with a ])ort

of same name, is subject to l^as. Near Jabl
Malan is a tribe called Giijur

;
at Garuki, the

Sangur tribe
;
and at Hormara, in Mekran, with

four hundred houses, is a tribe of this name.
The Hormara tribe say t h(*y (\‘imc originally from
Sind. Persiuu, west of Hormara, is a small port
of two hundred houses.

—

Findlatj. See Balucli-

istin; Kalat.

LASCAR. Anglo-Pi:rs. A seaman
;
a noii-

comhatant in the army, from Lashkar, Pkrs.,

army; a public, follower of the ordiuiiice or cninp
equipage departmen t.

LASH, a small province, adjoining that of

Herat, to the north of Seistan, and south of

Furra, one of the gov(?i‘nments under Herat.

Lash itself is a place of considerable strength in

those parts, being a fort on a scarped liill or

rock, wdiich resisted all Kamraii’s endeavt)urs to

take it.

—

Burnes' Btr. Pap. A’, India., p. l.'U.

LASTANTIIFKA APK3 ALLIS. Thw.
.StciimoruH, JViinic.

|
Urandra, Thiv.

Urukann, . . . SiNCU.

A very largo tree of (A'ylon, growing in damp
forests at lOOt) to ,‘1000 feet elevation. -Beddome,

FI. Sijlc.

LASSKN, a learned German philologist of the

lOth c.entiiry, author of Lommciitatio Gcographica

JiUpic llistoriea do Penta])oinia Indica, Bonn LS27

;

Pie AUpersischei), Kcil iSOtJ
;

Pie Taprolmne
Insula, lloiime 1842; Indische Altc'rtlium Skunde,
Indian Antiquities, 4 vols., I8t7 to 1801. Lassen

drew up a fairly comi)lete al[)hab(’t of .*10 c}iar?u-ters

(jf the cuneiform inscrqdioiis, and translated those

with Avbich at that time Kurope was acquainttMl.

I,ASUKA. Hind. Cnrdia. lalifoliaandGmyxa
fruits, the Sebesten of old writers, sweetish ami
liighly imicilaginoiis fruit. Lcav»‘S used as fodder

f<)r cattle, and as plates or Iremdiers. Fruit

edible and in groat reipu st. - Finccli'.s llandhook'..

LASWARI, a village in the III war (Alwar)

Shite of Rajputanu, in lat. 27^ 00' OO" N., and
long. 70*^ 7)4' 16" K. It is tamons in Imlian

history as the scene of a great battle, 'won by
Lord Lake, on the 1st Noviunber 180,*), Avhieh

destroyed the Mahrat.ta power in India. The
engagement was the severest in which the F. 1.

Company’s troops had ever bemi engaged, not

excepting that of Assay e. It was even reported

that one-half their luindKir was left on tlie liold,

killed or wounded. On the British side ho

casualties amounted to 824, one-fourth of which
belonged to the 76th regiment, wlio boro the

brunt of the action. An armed force of 9000,

trained by Europeans and well armed, but from

whom the European otlicers had been withdrawn,

were defeated by 7000 under Lake, only one

regiment of which was English, the opposed

68

forces, witli this exception, being fellow-country-

men. Laswari is the best example of a battle

fought by a purely Mahratta army against a
force of combined European and native troops,

the latter led by Britisli olBcers. It proves, as

tlic actions on the Sutlej and in the Panjab
])roved subsequently, that native soldiers will

light splendiilly, even against Europeans; that

they only require to be led. Side by side with
British troops, and opposed to an enemy whom
those British troops are eager to encounter, they

wouhl vie with their British comrades. At Las-

wari, lighting against the. British without Euro-
pean oHicer.s to lead them, they displayed, writes

the historian and eye-witness, Major Thorn, a

liriiiness of resolution and contempt of death,

which would not fail to iminiiiand the admiration

of tlieir {)j)jionents.

—

fmp. (/az.

LAT. Hind., S.\nsk. An obelisk, a pillar, a
staff, a column, a monolith. Tlie Lat pillars of

North-Western India have been made famous in

the world from having engraved on them aiicumt

characUus, now known as the Lat character, first

deciphered by Mr. James I’rinsep. At Allahabad
is one of the famed Lat obelisks or pillars, a
monolith containing a Gupta inscription on its

surface. 'rUe more ancient engraving on this

stone, ami for who.st* exhibition we may conclude
the ])illni‘ to have been expn'ssly fashioned, con-
sists, liowever, of a counterpart of the CMlicts of

Asoka, which appear severally on the Lat at
Dehli, the rocks of Girnar on the western coast,

and Dhauli in Giittack, in addition to the tran-

script in the Semitic character on the rock at
Ivapurdigiri. 'fhe iirscription contains 26 verses,

which give a survey of the political divisions of

India at the time, contain the names and titles of

very many of the reigning families, and, e.xtending

beyond the boumlaries of India, the regions of

the great king of Persia, and the hordes of tl)e

Huns an<l Scythians. Though the c.apital of the
Lunar jirinccs had been n'lnove*! to Hasiinapur,

ami tliuugh Menu or tin' Mahabharat makes no
allusion to the name of .Allahabad, still its im-
portance in the Ihinl century before Christ is

established beyond a doubt by this column of

Asoka.

'I’lic Bhifari Lat is a pillar in the Ghazij)ur
district, bearing the same royal iiames and genea-
logy as on that of Allahabad.

The Pddi Lat is known as the pillar of Fernz,
also the Golden Eat, from the gilt pinnacle or
ball (Kalasa) i;laeed over it by hV'roz Tiighalaij,

wlio reigned at Delili from a.d. 1;)51 (a.u. 762)
till 1:J8S (\.ii. 790). 'rhis is tlie ino.st remarkable
of all the oi)jeets in the Kotil.^, as well as the

monument of highest antiquity in all Dehli. Till

modern Euro])i'an seholars read a.?id expounded
its in.seii[»tions, much erroneous opinion hai) pre-

vailed about this pillar. It was the club of Bhiin

Sena of the Hindus, the walking-stick of the

old emperor Feroz of the Muhammadans, and
the pillar of Alexandei- the Great, in memory of

})is victory over Porus, with Cia'ek inscriptions, of
Tom Coryate and tiie other early English travel-

lers, until, after the la]).se of centuries, it once
more became aj)preciable. to the last generation
as one of the edict columns of Asoka. The pillar
that is now just outside the Dehli gate of the
city, was originally on the west bank of the
Jumna, in the district of Salora, not far from
3
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Khizerabad, which is at the foot of the Siwalik long inscription immediately below, which goes
mountains, 90 cos from Dehli. But the original completely round the pillar. The last ten lines

site of the pillar is supposed by Cunningham to of the eastern face, as well as the whole of the
liave been somewhere near the ancient capital continuous inscription round the shaft, are peculiar
of Shrughna, described by lliwcu Thsang as to the Dehli pillar. The second inscription is

possessing a large vihar, and a grand stupa of that which records the victories of the Chauhan
Asoka’s time containing relics of Buddha. TJic prince, Yisala Deva (Hcesildco), whose power
pillar is stated to have been conveyed by land extended ‘ from Hiinadri to Vyndhia.’ This record
on a truck to Khizerabad, from whence it .was of the fame of the Chauhan consists of two
floated down to Ferozabad or New Dehli. This separate portions, the shorter one being placed

removal took place about tlui year K15G, by the immediately above Asoka’s edicts, and the longer

orders of Feroz Shah, as is' said, to confound the one immediately below them. Biit, as both are

Hindus, who had boastefl of its immoveable flxity dated in the same year, viz. S. 1220, or A.D. 1168,

in the earth. Underneath the pillar had been and refer to the same prince, they may be con-

found a large square stone, which also was trans- sidered as forming only one inscription,

ported and placed in the same position as before, The inscription is in a more recent character

when the pillar was put up in the courtyard of below, and is in Sanskrit, to the effect that raja

the palace of Feroz. Tu the face of this circiim- Vigrah or Visala Deva liad in A.D. 1169? caused

stantial account, which a contemporary writer this pillar to be inscribed afresh, to declare that

has left of the removal of the pillar, it can by the said raja, who reigned over the Sikambari,

no means be bikeii for the same that the bard had subdued all the regions between the Ilimavat

Chand speaks of ‘ as telling the fame of the and Viiidhya.

Chauhan.’ This must have been some other This monolith, like the kindred pillar at Alla-

column that stood at Negumbode, and has dis- habad, was in the first instance exclusively

appeared from causes not known now to anybody, dcivoted to the exhibition of a counterpart text

The head of the Feroz Lat is now bare
;
there is of the edicts of Asoka, but succeeding generations

now no ornamentation of black and white stone- have taken advantage of the ready prepared

work surrounded by a gilt pinnacle, from which, monument to supplement a record of their own
no doubt, it received its name of Minar Zarin, prowess. Of the two stone pillars at Dehli, one

or golden pillar *,
but this gilt jannaclo was still was moved down, ns i)een said, from near

in its place in a.d. 1611, when William Finch Khizerabad, at the foot of the Himalaya; the

entered Dehli, as he describes tlic stone pillar of other was taken from Mirat.

Bimsa, which, after passing through three several Iron Pillar at Dehli .— In the centre of the

storeys, rises 24 feet above them all, having mos<|uo, says (’olonel Tiih*, there is to be seen an

on the top a globe surmounted l.)y a crescent. enormous metal pillar. The height of the j)illar

The pillar is a single shaft of pahi pinkish sand- above ground is 22 f(‘('t, and its greatest diameter

stone, being of the usual height of all Asoka's a little more than 16 inches. The pillar was

pillars, 42 feet 7 inches, of which the upper considered by James Prinsejp to date from the

portion, 35 feet in length, has received a very third or fourth century. The insei*i[)tion on it

high polish, while the remainder is left quite has no date, but is scarcely (‘.arlicr than a.d. 800.

rough. It seems that all the pillars of that Many letters agree with the Kanoiij Nagari, but

monarch were made to his particular order of a the general aspect is innro modern. It concludes

certain specified length. The weight is rather with an invocation to Vishnu. It mentions also

more than 27 tons. The numerous pillars of prince Dhava, a usurper, at Hastinapur. The

Asoka, all of one size, but of a variety of stones, inscription is punched upon the pillar, and the

arising from the respective rocks from wdiich only thing nunarkabh* in it is the mention of the

they were quarried, exhibit an unequal workman- Bactrians, called N'ahlika, being still in Sind,

ship which may help to throw some light on the From the compound letters used, the inscription

state of sculptural art amongst the ancient must be long after the fifth century.

Hindus in different parts of India. There are Nigumhode .—A column is alluded to by Chand,

two principal inscriptions on Feroz Shah’s pillar, as telling the fame of the Chauhan, and he says

besides several minor records of pilgrims and it was placed at Nigum bode, a place of pilgrimage

travellers from the first centuries of the Christian ^on the Jumna, a few miles below Dehli. It has

era down to the present time. The oldest in- disappeared.

Bcriptions for which the pillar was originally Benares .—One of Asoka’s edict columns is

erected, comprise the well-known edicts of Asoka, erected at Benares. It is of stone, with many
which were promulgated in the middle of the carvings and inscriptions. All Asoka’s columns

third century B.C. in the ancient Pali. The appear to be of the same height, 42 feet 7

alphabetical characters, whhJi are of the oldest inches, inclusive of the part underground. The

form that has yet been found in India, are most one at Benares and the other at Allahabad

clearly and beautifully cut, and there are only measure exactly the same altitude. The columns

a few letters of the whole record lost by the were erected only in large, populous, and opulent

peeling off of the surface of the stone. The cities.

inscription ends wdth a short sentence, in which Ghazipur.—A Buddhist pillar at Ghazipur has

king Asoka directs the setting up these monoliths an inscription on it in Sanskrit, not pure nor easily

in different parts of India as follows :
‘ Let this intelligible. This inscription, like one of Allahabad,

religious edict be engraved on stone pillars (Sila is intruded on a Buddhist column, and is subse-

Bthamba) and stone tablets (Sila phalaka), that quent to it, as it carries on the Gupta family from

it may endure for ever.’ The record consists of Samudra to the boy Mahendra. Chandragupta

four distinct inscriptions on the four sides of the 2d and Kumara Gupta followed the Vishnu wor-

column facing the cardinal points, and of one ship, but Skanda Gupta attached himself to the
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opposite doctrines, now so prevalent, of the called from the pillars whereon it is used, is the
mysterious and sanguinary Tantra. Skanda Gupta same as Aryan, but larger, inscribed on rocks at
was dispossessed of his kingdom, for a time, by a Kapurdigiri in Afghanistan, in the parallel Semitic
treacherous minister. This was the case when writing, and at Cuttack, at Dehli on a pillar,

the Chinese traveller Hiwen Thsang reached
,

also on pillars at Allaliabad, Huttia, Multiah,
Bchar, in the seventh century, and ho may ivfer

|

and Radhia, in the true Pali, of Indian origin,

to the event mentioned in the inscription ; but he
! One DeliU pillar, square, on each face is a framed

calls the king by a name construed to be Siladitya, ‘ inscription. Another pillar, facing cardinal points,

and no king of this name reigned in Behar, nor near Dehli, is called Pillar of Feroz, the reading
nearer than in (Jujerat. 'J’he Gupta, probably, of which somewhat differs from that of the

succeeded the Buddhist kings of Behar. The others. Though resembling the Girnar inscription

absence of the insertion of the Tantra in the
I in general purport, tlifcse inscriptions differ con-

Allahabad inscription, and their insertion here, iderably in the structure of certain sentences,

would seem to indicate the period of the origin of The Dehli inscription seems to have been directed

this worehip. The character used is the same as to a more refined people.

Allahabad No. 2, or Kanonj Nagari, with numer- Pillar of Feroz, so called because it stands on
oils mis-spellings. The date is subse<tucnt to the suminit of a largo building supposed to have
Allahabad No. 2; and, J)r. Mill says, not earlier been erected by Feroz Shah, w^ho reigned in Dehli

than Charlemagne in Europe, a.d. 800, if the between a.d. Idhl and l;j88. Feroz pillar, 37
Gupta be those of the Parana. Moreover, the feet high, is a single stone, hard and round. Its

mention of the scctarial worship of the Bhagavata cinuimfcrence where it joins the building is 10^
and Tantra makes the (late comparatively modern

;
feet. It lots an ancient J^at inscription, and one

Tndra, V'aruna, Yama, Krishna, Siva, Sita, the with a more recent character below in Sanskrit,

Tantra, Devaki, the mother of Krishna, Rudra, as noticed above.

are mentioned, and loads of forest timber are col- Tjit Tnscnplionn.—Asokas first edict prohibits

lected for the completion of sacrifices for Tndra, tin? sacrifice of animals for food or in sacrifice,

Varuria, and Yama only, and not for Siva or and enjoins moral virtutis.

Vishnu. The kings or princes mentioned arc the The second edict provides medical aid through-

great king, Gupta; his son, do., Ghatot Kacha; out his dominions; orders planting of trees, and
(lo.. King of kings, Chandragnpta

;
do.. King of wells to be dng, along the siiies of roads,

kings, Sainudra Gupta; do,, (diandragupta 2d; The edict is in the twelfth yearofPiya-
do., Kumara Gupta

;
do,, Skanda Gupta, a minor

;
dasi's inauguration, and enjoins a quinquennial

Mahendra Gupta? hnmiliati(m.

Mr. Carleylle humd unfinisln-d monolitlis of The edict of the twelftli year of Piyadasi
Randstone on hills in Rnpbas in the Bliaratpur compares the past condition of his country with
State; one of them 33J f(;cfc, anutlu'r 22J feet. that then existing.

])haidi in Cutlack.— Inscriptions in tlu^ I«at The fifth edict records the appointments of

character were discovered here by Ideut. Kittoe. ministers of rt'ligion or missionaries,

ddie character used in the inscriptions in the Tjat The sixth edict appoints jmtivedaka^ custodes
character are those of Allahabad and intermediate morum, also criminal magistrates,

between these two
;
also a character at Balibhi, The seventh edict contains the king’s desire to

and the parallelogram - headed character of rc(X)ncile diversities of religious opinions.

Seoni. The eifjhth edict contrasts the carnal enjoyments
Asoka’s pillars in Orissa are of sandstone. of former rajas with the harmless amusements of

At Junir there are two inscriptioiis, one on the the king,—visits to Iioly people, almsgiving,

Nanch ghat is in keeping with the inscriptiems on respect to elders, etc.

the Dehli pillar and Girnar rock. The ninth edict continues the thread of a moral
The inscription Avas supposed by Mr. ,1. discourse, the Dharma Mangalam, happiness of

Prinsep to be Pali. virtue, benevolence, reverence, charity.

Lai Character.—It was a remark of (kffonel The tenth edict comments i>u Yaso va Kiti va,

Tod, JjQt us master the characters on the columns the glory of renown, founded on the vain and
of Indiaprestha, Prayag, and Mewar, on the rocks transitory deeds of this world, and the higher

of Junsigarh, at Bijoli, and on tln.^ Aravalli, ami objects of life.

in the Jain temples scattered over India, and then The eleventh edict, at Dhauli and Girnar, upholds
we shall be able to turn our regard to Indian that the imparting of Dharma is the chiefest of

history. This was effected by Mr. Jame.s IVinscp, charitable donations.

wlio made the observation tin t tlio language of The twelfth edict is addressed to all unbelievers

the Lat inscriptions differs from every existing with entreaty.

W'ritten idiom, and is, as it were, intermediate The is summary of the preceding, and
between the Sanskrit and the Pali. The nouns is complete in itself.

and particles in general follow tlie Pali structure. LAT and Manat, mentioned in the Koran,
The verbs are more frequently nearer to the tradition says, are the names of the idols of Bamian.
Sanskrit forms

;
but in neither, any more than in Lat, Uzzah, and Minat were demigods of the

grammatical Pali, is there any great dissimilai ity Koresh tribe in the time of Mahomed.

—

Mohun
from Sanskrit. Tliat on the Bliilsa monument is IaU's Travels, p. DO

;
Palgrave.

in the Gupta class of inscriptions. Numerals were LATA, or liarike, the ancient names of the
first supposed to be discovered by Mr. James country about the mouth of the Nerbadda on the
Prinsep on the Bhilsa monument, in the Biiddh- Gulf of Cambay. See Lar.

ist pillar inscriptions, the dates were uniformly LATAKIAH, a seaport town of Syria, the
expressed at full length. ancient Laodicea, 70 miles from Tripoli. In 1822

Lat, an early Pali alphabetical character, so it was destroyed by an earthquake.
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LATANIER. LATHYRUS SATIVUS.

LATANIER, a plant of China, which has spread
throughout the East Indies.

LATERITE. Cabook, Sinqu. A clay iron ore
peculiar to India. It covers the western coast

almost continuously, and for the most part up to

the very foot of the ghats, from near Bombay to

Ceylon. It is found in dctaclicd beds along the

Coromandel coast, near Madras and Nellore, Raja-
nnindry, and Samulcottah, extending into Cuttack.
It caps the loftiest summits of the Eastern and
Western Ghats, and some of the isolated peaks in

the table-land in the interior. A small patch of

it is to be seen in Bcrar on the left bank of a river,

eleven miles N. of Amraoti, on the road to Ellich-

pur, and it covers all the country around Bedi'r.

It occurs ill the v^outhcni Mahratta country,

Mysore, Salem, Coimbatore, South Arcot, the

Carnatic, and Taiijoro. It is found in Malwa, and
in many parts of Bengal and Ceylon. It fringes

the shores of Burma, Malacca, and Siam, and
appears on the coast of Singapore and Sumatra.
It is found in boulders and rolled masses all along

the Malabar coast from Bombay north to (logo in

the Gulf of Cambay. Beyond the region of the

formation itself, pieces of it liave been met with

three hundred feet under the surface, in the blue

clay beds at Calcutta, as also in similar beds of

lesser thickness in llornbav, and close by Cambay
and Kuracheo

;
so that the formation at one tiirn*

was probably much more extensive, than at ]ire-

sont. Its colour is of a red irony or brick-dust

hue, Bometimes deepened into dark-rod. It is

marked with whitish stains, and is occasionally

cellular or perforated with tubiform holes. It

rarely if ever contains either crystals or organic

remains, is never strati (led or columnar, and
generally spreads out in vast sheets over ilio

surface of the plutonic or volcanic rocks. When
the upper surface is cleared away, the rock below

is foftiid soft and easily cut into blocks <>f any
form. It quickly hardens and darkens in hue by
exposure to the air, and is then not at all liable

to decomposition or injury from the weather.

The Arcade Inquisition at Goa is built of it, also

iSt. Mary’s Church, Madras, and the old fortress

of Malacca. Jtis called by the natives, from its

worm-eaten appearance, Kire-ka-patthar, or t:?ili-

ka-pattliar. The Tamilar c<all it (Jhori kullu and
Vettic kullu, and on the Malabar coast it is termc'l

Stika kullu. There arc two strong objections to

supposing laterites to be the decom].)Osed rock

over which they lie
;

first, because were such the

case, we ought to observe at the foot of a laterite

bill a gradual blending of the laterite into the

secondary greenstone, hut such has never ]irc-

sented itself. — Carttr's < t'voloyical Papri's <ni

Western India^ p. 77 ;
Cub on Laterite^ in Madras

Jouruid Lit, and Soc. ;
Newholdin Asiatic Soricijfs

^PvixnjscLCtioiis

BATES CALCARIFER, a fish of the southern

fleas, tjie Begti or Cockup of Europeans.

BATES HEPTADAGTYLUS. Lacepedc.

Perea maxima, Sonnerat. Pamloo mcnoo, Rnssetf.

Holocentro heptadactyle, Coins vacti, Tfeoa.

Lacepede. Bates iiobi lis, Cuv. ami Vat.

This fish inhabits the sea and estuaries of Pen-

ang, Malayan Peninsula, Singapore, and Madras.

It yields little isinglass, owing to the thinness of

the air-vessel. That of a fish when dried wciglis

upwards of one ounce. At Penang this kind sells

at the rate of 25 to HO dollars per pikul. Ij.

nobilis is a fish much esteemed in Calcutta. It is

the Ikan siyakiip of the Malays.

liATHE. Indian carpenters use a lathe, con-

sisting of two rough upright supports mortised

into two bars, one of which is fixed while the

other may be adjusted by sliding along two slips

of wood or bamboo, to which it is then fixed by
moveable wedges

;
a boy having in Ids two hands

the ends of a cord passed round the work to be

turned, causes it to revolve as in the pole lathe.

When the work cannot be so fitted, the lathe used

by brass-smiths is had recourse to
;
in this a kind

of rough wooden mandrel, with a broad face

smeared with lac for fixing objects to be wrought,

woiks between a back centre ns iu the carpenter’s

latlie and a collar shaped, the collar being formed
of a plank sawn down the middle and embracing
the mandrel, which is turned to fit.

—

Rohde, MSS.
BATfll. Hixi). A staff, a club. Bathial or

Lathiwal, a clubman armed with a bludgeon.

BATHS or Shingles.

Du latten, Lattes, . Ka. I Coi renti, .... IT.

Baticn, Cer.
\
Slegii, Rus.

These, are largely used in Burma for the tiling

of houses, in lien of slates.

LATHVRUS, a genus of plants, many of them
handsome when in flower, but requiring sticks or

trellis-work to suj>port them. B. ciccra of Spain

ha.‘; poisonous seeds. L. iiicoiispicuus, Linn.., is a

plant of Sind. B. pratensis, Linn., is the meadow
pea of temperate climates

;
L. silvestris and B.

tuberosus can be utilized for fodder plants. L.

odoratns, sweet-pea. The seed should be sown
after tiie rains, at the cominencement of the cold

season, in pots. It is very seldom that they

blossom in India.

—

Riddell.

BATIIYIUIS APHACA.
Chnna, Bura cliuna,TtiM).

|
.Tangli matar, . . Htnd.

Its ripe seeds when largely eaten arc narcotic

;

when ground are said to be harmless.

l.ATHYRUS SATIVHS. B.

Teoru, .... ]}EN(r. Ki.sari, .... HiNI).

(Jilban, .... Egypt. iMatt.'ir, Ohural, . ,,

Vetch, Chickling do., Eng. Kara.^, Karil, . Ladakh.
Lang, .... (»UJ. IMiisang, .... I’ERS.

(hiltivated in many parts of India, but, being

very rich in nitrogenous matter, requires to be

largely diluted, and it is not considered a whole-

some food either for man or beast. It is often

cultivated in the plains of the Panjab as a cold-

weather iicld crop for its pulse, and is grown to

12,000 feet in Tibet. Tiie grain is grey-coloured,

with minute specks of black, also a thin line of

black passes all round th(i seed as if to separate it

into two halves. It is used as a pulse, being made
into dal, but is liard and indigestible. Its com-
po.sition in 100 is

Moisture, .... lO’lO Fatty or oily matter, Ofth

Nitrogenous matter, 31 ‘50 Mineral constituents,

Starchy matter, . 54 26 awh 3*19

Bike B. cicera, its continuous use induces paralysis

both in man and animals. Dr. Thomson observed

at Saspola at least thirty people, of all ages, from

a full-grown man to an infant, and of both sexes

indifferently, who liad been attacked with paralysis

within the j)revions two years, and he attributed

it to this plant. The palsy was confined to the

lower extremities, and differed much in degree.

The sufferers were in other respects the most

healthy and good-looking portion of the inhabit-

ants,

—

Ainslic ; Stewart; TJunnson's Tr. p. 891.
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LATRODECTES LAGUBRIS. TjAW, Monsieur,

LATRODECTES LAGUBRIS, a spider called
;

the crater of an extinct volcano, and farther west
Kara-Kurt by the Kirghiz. It is about the size of > the site of the Aden cantonment is also the crater
the finger-nail

;
it is very poisonous, and it is said ! of an extinct volcano. On tiu* east, twenty miles

can kill a man and animals. It can jump several I north of Chittagong, is Sita Kund, a hot si)ring,

feet; it lives in the grass.

—

Schuyler, ii. p. 123. i the gaseous exhalations on tlie .surface of which
See Spider. in;iy be inflamed by the application of fire.

LATTICE IjEAE, the Ouvirandra fenestralis of Volcanic fire Jias frequently broken out from the
Madagascar, might bonefi(;ially be introduced into bosom of the ocean op})Osite Cheduba Island, in

India. The interstices between the veins of tlie hit. Iff'* N. ; and a few miles south of Pondicherry,
leaf are open, instead of being filled with cellular in a.d. 17o7, a siih-marine eruption also took
tissue as in ordinary leaves, hence its lace or ])lace. Tin* volcanic lire lu'ar Cliedulxi, as was
lattice-like appcaranc.e. The fleshy root, when desciihcd by an ey(*'\vitness, in 1840 rose into
cookeil, yields a farinaceous substance resembling the air as a brilliant column of fire, illuminating

tho yam
;
hence its native name, Oiivirandrano, tin' sea bm miles. From tlie south-eastern point

literally yam of the water.

—

Mi\ PJIUs^Mndayasnir. of .lava, in lai. W' S., and long. 114° E., to

LAUGHING JACK.ASS or Feathered Jackass, ( Jiittagong, a distance of JOOO miles, are twenty-
a bird of Australia. It has a jieculiar gurgling seven known active volcanoes ;itul twenty-nine
call like laughter. extinct ones.

LAUGHING KINGFISHER, Dacelo gigantea LAVAJAII, limber, short round logs of
of Australia, .seldom approaches the water, but timber in the Matlras market, from 12 to 16 feet
lives in tlie dry scrub, and feeds like birds of in lengtli, 2 to .‘U feet S([uare.

prey upon insects, reptile s, and small mammals; is TiAVAL. Francis Pyrard de liaval went to
excessively adroit in catching mice, and will wait, India in IfiOl. He was iletained in the Maldives
as patiently as a cat, at a hole whence it expects for several years, and about 1609-11 luMvas in

one to emerge. His note strangely resembles arinle Goa, where he found Italians, Germans, Flemings,
powerful laugh, and may ho oft('M lieard far. Tlie .ami Frenchmen, and men from all parts of Asia,
regularity with which thi.s lauglJcr rings througli Ho found there also three Englislunen, prisoners
the Australian forest at certain hours of the day of the Portuguese, whom Ik* ilesia ibes as a proud-
has given it the name of tln^ Settlers’ Glock. looking set, who, though in chains, took every
LAUKACEA]. Liudl. The cinnamon tribe of opportunity f showing their contempt for the

j)lants, comprising about 17 genera and 86 speci(*s,
|

French and other foreigners around them,
viz. ilaphnidium, litsa.*a, totranthora, cylieo- ' LAVENDER.
daphne, aetinodaphm*, cryptocarya, beilschmiedia, Lavomlel, Da.,Du.,G.,S\v.

|

bavamluhi, Lat., Sp.
machilus, alseodaphne, camphora, cinnainomum, lifivande, .... Fii. Alfazema, . . . Pout.
liaasia, apolonias, aperula, plicebe, hernandia, Hstakliudas, . . Hind. Pny(4.shnayatrava, Kus.

lindera, laurus. Tluj most important iM^onoinically 8pigo, . It. Espliego, . . . , Si>.

are the species of alseodaphne, heilachmiodia, Twelve species of lavender have been described,

cinnamomum, daphnidiinn.lMuniH.litsiea, machilus, only two of which arc of much interest, viz. the
and tetranthera. common lavender, Lavandula vera, and French
LAUREL, a term a])plied to various jdants. lavender, L. sifica. Tln^ former yields the fragtant

Lanriis nobilis, Linn., the sweet bay of Italy, is oil of lavender used in ])crfninery, its solution iii

the laurel of poets; Ccrasus lanro(;era.sus is the spirits of wine forming wliat is (tailed lavender
cominbii laurel of klnglish shrubberies; and tho water, and the latter oil of spike, used byjiainters

Portuguese laurel i.s (b Lusitania, and the name on porcelain, and in the prepaiation of varnishes

is given in India to the variegated eroion. for artists. Engli.sh oil of lavender i.s prepared

Lauru.s nobilis, Linn. chielly at Mitcham in Surrey, where the plant is

UaLuLghar (berry),A KA n. nVaiTior’a laurel, . Exc;. extensively cultivated for the purpose. It is in

Sweet bay, . . . Eno.
1
Znfiiee, .... I’nus. higliest perfection when a])Out a year old. At

. Its berrits are used ill medicine in India, with first it is nearly colourless, Imt gradually acquires

tin* Greek name Daphne corrupted into Zakiiee a pale amber tint. Lavender water is the dis-

and Zafnee.

—

Boyle; O'Sh. tilled water of lavcmier tlowers.

LAVA and Kusa, twin sons of Kama and Sita, Lavandula spica, Sita-ki-puiigeii, DuKir.

born after Rama had repudiated Sita, and brought This native of Europe grow.s to great perfection

up ill the hermitage of Valmiki. Kusa built on the Neilgheny Hills. The bush there has a

Kusa-sthali on the brow of the Viiidhya, the capital strong aromatic, scent, but seldom survives more;

of Kosalii. Kusa and Lava were the fii-st rliapsod- than tw^o years. The volatile oil is limind, very
i.sts, and to this day Kusilava, their combined transparent, yeJlow'isli-whit(^

;
four parts (amtain

name, means a reciter of p*ocm.‘<. Kusa’s elde.st nearly two of camphor. Often adulterated wiili

win, Kusamba, founded Kinsambi, the modern the oil of turpentine, and of a .species of lavender

Kanouj. According to a legend relating to tlum, of superior aromatic powei*, though more acrid,

liama, previous to sacrificing a horse, had sent it Oil much used by porcelain painters, and called

off, but Kusa and Lava seized and lield it till Rama ‘ oil of spike.’

came Jiiid recognised liis tw'o sons. I^ava was Lavaialula stccchas, IV.

famed for his strength and his skill as an archer. ^st:i-kudu«, . . Akah. I Osta-kudus, . . Arab.
LAVA, a volcanic pro<luct, is very abundant ; t OostaklunluH, ,, j

French lavender, . Eno.

Aden. In tho Kajmahal Hills arc several outpour- This is much prized by the Arabs, as an ex-
iiigs of lava which liave taken pdace at different pectorant and anti.spa8modic. It is imported
cjiochs, and numerous thermal springs close to into Bombay from tlie Persian Gulf, and is use<l
those hills still proclaim the existence of siibter- medicinally by the natives of India. O'Sh. n.

ranean fires. The lake of Loonar, about two miles 489 ;
Faulbier.

in circumference, is a body of water low dowm in T^AW, Mon.sieur, a descendant of John Law
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IJlW. LAW,

of Lauriston, ytho started the South Sea Company. Muhammadan rajas and uawabs, were selected foi

Monsieur Law, in 1748, defended Ariacopang, scats in Council, to represent all classes of the

and subsequently commanded the French troops empire. The judges ceased to be members of the

with Chanda Sahib at Trichinopoly. His coin- Legislative Councils, and these then assumed tlie

mand was not advantageous to the French in- representative character which they still retain,

terests. He delivered up Chanda Sahib to Monaji Tlie members when speaking do not rise from

Rao, and on the 3d Juno capitulated, and sur- tlieir seats. The Anglo-Indian Legislature, before

rendered himself and all his troops and stores to acting, has ever been careful to ascertain the

Major Lawrence.

—

Orvie. opinions of all local functionaries conversant with

LAW. tbe questions under consideration. In the High

Adalat, Sharra, . Ahab. I Dharma, Dliamma,SANSK. Courts at Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras, Euro-
Dad, Smriti, . . Hinij.

|
peaii as well as native judges sit, and there may

The laws by wliich British India is now ruled be mentioned Rama Prasad Roy, the first native

are the succes.sive development of legislative judge of the High Court
;
Sliambunath Pandit,

action by circular orders, by regulations, by Acts, Dwarkanath Mitra, and Anukul Chandra Mukarji,
and by legislative councils. In the earliest practice three native judges of the Calcutta High Court,
of the English East India Company, its civil and Miitnsami Iyer at Madras,
servants were ruled by letter writing. Warren The great lawgiver of the Hindus is supposed
Hastings, the first Governor-General, promulgated to have lived at some time subsequent to n.C. 1400.
rules and published laws in the shape of regula- The book of Institutes that bears his name, called

tions, 'but Lord Cornwallis was the father of the Mauava Dharmasastra, seems to have been a
Indian legislation. He put the perpetual settle- compilation from the various laws in force through-
ment regulation into regular sections and clauses; out a part of Northern India and of existing law-
he established civil and criminal tribunals in their books or Dharmasastras. Since his time there

several grades, police superintendence, rules for have been nimuTons glossaries, digests of text-

the salt and customs departments, and all the books, and commentaries, forming the authorities

various agencies indicating that the East India for the five schools of Bengal, Mithila, Benares,
Company was assuming its imperial position. Mahratta, and Dravira. Menu’s Institutes were
This mode of creating laws continiied through tlie translated by Sir William Jones,

administrations of Lord Minto, the Marquess of After the Institutes of Menu come the Codes of

Hastings, Lord Amherst, and Lord AVilliam Ben- Yajnavalkya and Parasara. Raghiuiandana, who
tinck, largely aided by the Boards of Revenue, the is the author of a complete digest for Bengal,

Boards of Customs, Salt, and Opium, the Judges lived in the 16th century. The Vivada Bhangar-
of Sessions, and tlie Sadr Adiilat Court, whose iiava, a code of Hindu law, according to the
suggestions, in letters and minutes, were sub- Jktujnl scliool, by Jagan-nalha Tarkalankara,
mitted to the Secretary to Government in the, written at the end of the 18th century.

Horae Department, who, with the aid of a member The Mithala scJiool has the Vivada Chintainani

of the Council, laid the matter before the Governor- by Yachaspati Misra, w'ho also wrote the Vya-
Gencral. A draft was then published in the vahara Chiiitamani.

official Gazette, and finally passed, with .such The Benares school has three law-books, tlie

alterations and additions as the press and public Vivada Chandra, by Lakhima Devi
;
the Vivada

bodies may have suggested. Many of these Ratnakara, by Chandeswara
;

and the Vivada
regulations were lengthy and cumbrous, but they Tandava, by Ratnakara.

were framed by men thoroughly conversant with Smarta Bhattacharya wrote the Vyavah.ua
the habits and langiiage.s of the native comiimnity, Tatwa, a modern work on law, according to the

fearless of responsibility, and early taught to rule Bengal .school of Raghunandana.
the varied races of India with the equity and The Vyavahara Mayukha is a Mahratta law-

vigour which orientals value. There had been a book, by Nilakantha Bhatta. It was translated

local legislature at Madras and one at Bombay; by Major Borrodalc.

but at the renewal of the charter in 1833, these In the Telingana portion of the south of India,

were abolished, and the regulations became ‘Acts the work that is deemed authoritative in the

of the Governor-General in Council.’ Also, the Hindu law of inheritance is the Saraswati Yihusa,

India cabinet had consisted of the Governor- a code of laws which raja Pratapa Rudra Deva, a

General, a military and two civilian members
;

ruler in Orissa, caused to be written in the early

but in 1833 a legal member was added, the most years of the IGtli century. The title means the

prominent of whom have been Macaulay, Amos, recreations of the goddess of learning. It is in

Charles Cameron, and Bethuiie. Sanskrit, and it purports to embrace the Avhole

At the last renewal of the E. I. Co.’s cliarter in range of the religious, moral, and civil laws of

1853, a Legislative Council was formed distinct the Hindus. It continues to be of some authority

from the Executive Council, its members being the to the northward of the Pennar river, but even

cabinet, with the addition of members for Bengal, there it i.s in a groat measure supplanted by

Bombay, Madras, the N.W. Provinces, and two the commentary of Vijianeswara, the prevailing

judges of the old Supremo Court. This form autliority in Southern India. The Saraswati

lasted through seven years, during which a Penal Vilasa seems to have most in common with the

Code, a Code of Civil and Criminal Procedure, a Mitakshara. YimutaVahana’s Digest, the author-

Rent Act, and other important measures were ity generally followed in Bengal, does not seem to

passed
;
but during Viscount Canning’s ad minis- to be anywhere referred to.

tration, and the period of ollice of Lord Halifax The trial scene in the Mrichchhakati is regarded

as Secretary of State for India, the legislatures of as a true scene in an ancient Hindu court of

Bombay and Mailras were re-established, and justice in Northern India.

eminent officials and merchants, and Hindus and In the south of India the Mitakshara is the
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LAWA. LAWRENCE.

received
^

authority with the British courts, and Meping river which unites with the Menam river.

Mr. Justice Innes is of opinion that the rules of A body of savage Lawa dwell east of the Sdiwin
Hindu law are fairly represented in the Mitakshara river, in lat. 22° N., and long. 98° 40' E., with the

. and other such works. wild Kakui, Shan, and Nutsa on the east. A
Learned British lawyers have had their thoughts Lawa population also dwell on the watershed

directed to a possible codification of the Hindu between the Irawadi and Menam, on the frontier

civil law, and with that object Mr. Justice Cun- of Siam and Ava. Dr. Latham considers the
ningham, in 1877, framed a digest to help forward word to bo the sjime as Lao, Lau, or Laos.

—

what seemed to him a great desideratum for the LathoDCs Kth, See India.

country. The difficulty, however, that is en- LAWANC or ‘Kulit Lawang. Malay. The
countered arises from the fact that the Hindu elove bark of commerce. According to Crawfurd
populationconsistsof numerous races, who tlirough (p. 215), this is the bark of the Cinnamomum
thousands of years have each been following sinto, and takes its name from having a clove

their own social customs. Dr. W. W. Hiiiitor flavour. It is a [)ro{luct of Borneo, and an object
plainly says that the codes of Menu and Vajna- of export to (hiina.

valkya, on which all the later law-books and LAWHLNCE. Sir Henry l.awrencc, an officer

commentaries profess to depend, only recorded of the Bengal army wlio was employed in 1842 ns

the usiiges of certain Brahmanical centres in the Political Agent, in IHoJ as Resident at Ajmir, in

north, and perhaps did not fairly record even them. 1857 as Resident at Oudli. He was besieged in

All Muhammtulfui law is founded on the Koran, Lucknow during the mutiny, was defeated at
and is inseparably bound up witli tlio religion of (Jhinhut 30th June 1857, and on the 4th July he
Islam. But the commentaries upon their religion died from a gunshot wound. The I.awrence
and law which have been produced by their two Asylums, a series of educational institutions for

great sects, the Sunni and the Shiah, are almost European children, were oudowed by him.
innumerable. The Sunni have four distinct schools John Tiaird Mair r^awrence, Baron Lawrence,
of jurisprudence, the Shafai, Maliki, Hanbali, and a Bengal civil servant who rose to be Governor-
Hanifi, each named aft(!r its founder, the most General and Viceroy of India. He was Chief
impoi'tant being that founded by Abu Hanifa, born Commissioner in the Punjab during the revolt

A.D. 099. This learned doctor had a true judicial and rebellion of 1857. By his energy he saved
mind, and gave great scope to reason in his inter- the Panjab, and contributed materially to up-
pnitation of tlie maxims of the Koran. Ilis hold British supremacy in India. • He had, in

teachings prevail ill India. In the early years of 1850, been created a K.C.B. for his work in the
British rule in India their iMuhanimadau iaw was Pan jab, in 1857 he was promoted to the dignity

administered both in civil and criminal cases, of G.C.B. for his services on the outbreak of the
But there has been fraimul for all India a criminal mutiny. In 1858 he was furtlier honoured by
code, famed for its justice, hamanity, and com- being created a baronet and a member of the
prehensiveiiess

;
and their civil law is still in foi’ce, Privy Council, and on the institution of thes Order

and under an Act passed iii 1804 the judges of the Star of India was created a K.G.S.I. The
decide cases upon their own knowledge and Court of Directors of the East India (^ompany
judgment. granted him a life pension of £2000 a year, whfch,
Two great disciples were Abu Ilanifa and Abu under, a special Act of Parliainent, ho continued

Yusuf,
^
The latter was the friend of Hanin-ur- to enjoy, together with his full salary, when ho

Ihishid, and is stated to have earned in one night became Viceroy of India. He Rucceedod Ijord

fees of £18,000 to £25,000. Elgin in that post, 12th January 1804, and held
India has the best code of penal law in the it for tlic usual period of five yi*ars. In April

world, and many chapters of the civil law Iiave 1809 he was rroati'd B;iron Fiawrcnce of the

been similaily consolidat(‘d, with excellent general. Punjab, and of (Jrat(*ly, in the county of South-
results, by Macaulay and the eminent jurists by ampton. After his linal return from India, on the

whom he has been succeeded. The courts of first formation of the liOndoii School Board in 1870
instance are entirely manned by native judgc.s, lie was chosen to be its cliairman, and he held the
who sit without juries, and have imlimited juris-

,

post till November 1873, when he resigned. He
diction, without distinction of creed or colour. A opjiosed the Afghan policy of the Government,
native judge has a scat on the bench of every one which was a distinct departure from that which
of the four High Courts constituted in the various In; had carried out in India, and which had been
provinces, which hear causes criminal and civil described by the ])hvase of ‘ masterly inactivity.’

with scarcely any appellcato control at all. Born 4th Marcli 181], died in London 1880.

Tlie British lawyers who have been most distin- Lord (banning says, in a minute on the services

quished in India are Colebrookc, Ellis, Sir IVilliam of officers during the mutiny and rebellion, ‘ Of
•lones, Sir Francis Macnaghteu, Sir Edward Ryan, what is due to Sir John Lawrence himself no man
Sir Thomas Strange, Sir Ijawrcnce Peel, Sir is ignorant. Through him Dtddi fell, and the

•lames Colville, Sir Barnes l\>acock. — Jiuviscy's I’anjab, no longer a weakness, bccaiiu; a source of

Law of Inheritance; Foulkes^ llinflu Law of ln~ strength. But for him, the hold of England over

hritance; Nels07i*s Prospectus of Tfindu Law; Upper India would liave had to bo recovered at a
Maine's Early Law and Custom; Cunningham's cost of EngU.sh blood and treasure which defies

Pigest of Hindu Law; Dowson. calculation. Tt is difficult to exaggerate the value

lAWA, a tribe, in lat. 21° 20' N., west of the of such ability, vigilance, and energy at such a time.’

Mei-kong river, and dwelling along with the Karen, Major Tiawrence, an officer of the English
In the mountainous tract due east of Kalagouk East India Company, who from the year 174G
Island at the source of the Sesa Wat river, in lat. was engaged in the wars in support of the claims

30' N., and long. 99° E., and others in lat. 18° of Anwar-ud-Din Khan to the musnud of the
-0' N., and long. 28° 40' E., at the sources of the Carnatic, against Dupleix, who supported Muzaffar
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Jang. He was in Fort St. David in June 1748,

when he successfully opposed an attempt by
Dupleix to take Cuddalore

;
but in August he was

taken prisoner. The following year, however, he
commanded the division sent against Tan

j
ore, and

took Devicottah, and returned to Britain in Octo-
ber 1750. In 1752 he fouglit along with Clive

against the French at Trichinopoly, took Elmi-
serum, and sent Clive to Saniiaveram, and receiv(^d

the surrender of Monsieur Law. In 1752, after

the death of Chanda Sahib, the garrison of Cinji

surrendered to Major I jawrence without resistanee.

In September 1752 he inarched on AVandiwash,

which was ransomed. On the 9th May 1753, tlie

united forces of tlie French and Mahrattas, who
had entrenclied themselvi's on tin* banks of the

Pennar, within sight of Trivady, attacked I^awrence,

but were ri'pulsed. TJiey contimu*d to Jiarass the

British force until the 1st April, when Lawrence,

while marching from Fort 8t. David to Trivady,

was furiously attacked by tlie Mahrattas, who were
with ditliculty overcome. A few lioiirs later, when
near Trivady, he fell in with the French army, and
entirely defeated them. I'Vn* several months in

1754 he bravoly debmded Trichino]K)ly against the

French, and received the commissicai of IjiciiL-

Col. of the British army, with a swortl from the

East India Company, Imt he felt aggriovc<l at l.xdng

superseded by Lieut. -Col. Adlercron to the general

command of the British troops in India.

—

Ovme.
LAWRIE,* F. B., an oHicer of the Madras

Artillery from 1842, author of Notes on IVmdi-
cherry, or the Frencli in India

;
flu; Moghnl

Empire in India
;

Orissa and the Temple of

Jaganath
;

Narrative of the ALar in Burma,
1853-64.

LAAV^SONIA INERMLS. Llnu.

Lawsonia alba, Lmn.t W,
|

i«w.soiu.a siiinosa, Linn.

Urkau, .... Arab. Hoiiua,]tfheii(li,

Shilduj .... Itac;.
I

.Poiitii lotslii, . Mai.kal.
Dan, ..... Jit'iiJi.

j

Maihm.slii, J^aunlacca, ,,

Chi-kiali-hwa, . . ClliN. Sakiuiliavji, . . . Sansk.
Hai-nah, ... ,,

j

JUai udani, .... Tam,
Yen-chi-kiah, . . ,, ! Ooraiita, iveni, . . Tei..

Egyptian privet, . Enx;. ! Na-kriz, . Trans-In i)i;s.

The lienna shrub is tlie camphire of the English

Bible, and the cyi)rcss shrub of the Creeks and
Romans. It is held in esteem by the Arabs, the

Turks, and Indian and Persian Muhammadans.
The colouring of the flowers is soft, ami fiagranco

delightful; hedges formed of it are eoinmon in all

India. The distilled water of the flowers is used
as a perfume. The extract of the flowers, leaves,

and shoots is used by the hakims in le])ra, and in

obstinate cutaneous diseast.*s, half a t<‘aspoonful

being given twice in 24 liours. Muhammadan
women in India, Persia, Arabia, and Barbary use

the shoots, tritniatod with lico gruel or water, in

staining the nails, palms of the hands, and soles

of the feet of a red colour. In all these countries

the manes and tails of the horses are stained red

in the same maimer. Tiie essential <jil of the

petals is priced at Rs. 2 per tola. Ispiind, the

seeds of this plant, are burnt as a cliarm with

benjamin, or with mustard seed and jiatchouli,

]Aj<5ij^pmon patchouli. Its wood is strong, and

suited tool handles, tent pegs. etc. Moore

alludes to'yt when he says—

* Some biting leaves of henna to imbue
The fingWs’ ends of a bright roseate hue,

So brighlij that in the mirror's depth they seem
Like tinsVM coral branches in the stream.’

This use of the leaves is as old as the Egyptian

mummies.
LAYARD, Sir HENRY AUSTEN, author of

Description of Khuzistan. He made the discovery

of the ruins of Nineveh, and sent to the British

Museum many sculptures and clay books. He
was iifU‘rwards employed as Ambassador at

Constantinople.

LAZ, a fine, bold race, born warriors, exercised

to the use of weapons, more especially firearms,

from an early age, and are thus unerring marks-

men. They are not so handsome in feature as

their Georgian neighbours, and are of darker com-

plexion
;
but their physique is much finer, and

they art* far more industrious. They excel as

fishtirmeii, and the boldest and most skilful

mariners of tin* Black Sea. coast are of this race.

In agriculture they arc not very successful, but as

mechanics their work is good, and they arc more
to be relied upon than the Georgians, who have

greater skill. J5efore the 1878 war, large numbers
of them were in the ha bit of crossing over to work
in the Russian towns of Trans-Caucasia after they

bad sown their fields, invariably returning in time

for the harvest.

TiK. Chin. A long measure, equal nearly to

^d of a mile.

LE. Tib. A low stone wall, put up in the

grazing grounds of the N.W. Himalayas, to shelter

from the wind. Tlio word is supposeil to give its aid

to the formation of names and places, as Han-le.

LEAD.

Kh;ii-pok, . . . BUKM. Glow, POL.
. . ,, CJiumlH), , . . Pout.

irch-3Mion, lleh-sili, Swinetz, . . , . KVS.
Jiood, Lout. . . . De r. Sisaka, .... 8.ANSK.

Plomh, Pk. Plomo, Sj*.

Bloy, Blei, . . . (jKR. Bly, 8w.
Shisli, .... Hind. Kiurii, .... Tam.
I’iombo, It. Hhcshumu, .... Tel.
Plunibuin, .... Lat, Kiirsliiin, . . . Turk.
Timah-itani, . . iMALAY,

Lead, the saturn of the ancients, is one of tlie

most anciently known of the metals. It is foun<]

chiefly as sulphuret or galena, but a little in a

metallic state also, as an oxide, and combiin'd

with several acids. It is a soft and flexible mctul,

of a pale livid grey colour, easily malleable, but

slightly tenacious, and not sonorous. It is of

common and extensive use in the arts. Alloyo<l

Avith tin in different jiroportioris, it forms solder

and pewter, and with antimony it constitutes tyjx

metal. Combined with oxygen, it forms massicot,

a protoxide of a pale-yellow colour. Litbargi

also a semi - crystalline protoxide, obtained in

s(‘paiating silver from lead ores, enters largely

into the composition of flint glass. Minium or

red lead, dcutoxide, extensively used as a paint,

and also in the manufacture of flint glass. The

carbonate of lead, or Avliite lead, is a dense white

powder, commonly e'mployed as a pigment. Tlie

chromate of Iciid, of a beautiful yellow colour,

also much used as a, pigment
;
and the acetate, or

sugiu’ of lead, is employed for various purposes.

Galena is the richest ore of lead, and from

which that metal is chiefly obtained. As ind

with in commerce, it is in heavy, shining, black

or bluish lead-coloured cubical masses, having ^

great resemblance to the sulphuret of antimony.

The old lead mines of Kohcl lie near the ReJ

Sea, a day’s journey N. by E. from Jabal Zubarn.
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about lat. 24° '40' N. Not fal* distant are the

;ad mines of Jabal Hassas, lit. mountain of lead,

'he mines are situated about miles from the

r. shore of the Red Sea, and the ores,—-galena

lid carbonate of lead, occur in an argillo-siliceous

jhist, associated with small quantities of sulphur

nd iron,—a poor carbonate.

Lead ore is also found in Oman and at Ras-ul-

[ad in Arabia, also in the mountains of Balucliis-

in, where the noinade Braliiii pick it up from

le surface soil. Lead mines exist at Kappar in

le hills contiguous to Baghwan and Khozdar.

ead occurs at Raie, Chendak, Kerrago, l*aial,

hunpore, and Jak. At Dc-ssoiily, about 55 cos east

. : Srinuggur, is a lead mine of considerable value.

Lead is worked at Janiii, and large* (piantities

of galena are imported from Kabul and Kandahar,
under the name of Surma (antimony), from whieh

natives of India do not distinguish it, and, being

reserved for medicinal purposes, finds its way
only to the druggists.

A mine near Sabathu, in the Simla district,

worked by a mining coin]i;niy, yielded 40 tons of

ore monthly, and gave Ki to 72 per cent, of lead.

There is a lead mine at Baljawar, a day’s

journey north of the Oxus, so riidi in tin* ore that

the people who work at it for two months, earn

suflicient for a year’s subsistence.

In a defile close to Bainian there arc 10 or 12

lead mines.

There arc also lead mines at Lara, Leedang,

Pokso, and some other places
;
they are very pro-

ductive, but the lead is reckoned inferior to that

of Sirmur and Jounsar. It sells at two or two and
a half pounds per rupee.

In the Panjab load is found in the districts of

ICangra. . .

Lead and copper ores occur in the Ceded
Districts; galena lead ore at Coilguntla in the

Dhone taluk, 30 miles S. of Kurnool; also at

tSidhout and Badwail, and near .lungumrazpilly,

in the Nnllamallay Hills, 20 miles noith-ea.st of

Cuddfipah; the last-named substances occur in the

sandstone formation.

In Dhone, giilena in very large blocks Avas

obtained
;
one piect; measui-ed about 18 inches in

diameter, and weighed u])wards of 3 cwt. This

ore was tried at the mint, and at the Madras

School of Arts for glazing pottery; it was found

to succeed better when reduced to the form of

minium, and then ground with felspar and an

alkali. Examination of the Kurnool ore proved it

to contain upwards of 1 per cent, of silver, or

374 ounces in the ton, the quantity of lead and

silver together being only 45 per cent., Avhich was
occasioned by there biing a considtirable quantity of

ganguc disseminated through the portion examined.

A further specimen of this unwashed ore Avas

analyzed by Dr. Scott in 185‘J, and Avhen fused

with carbonate of soda .and nitrate of potash, jiro-

duced about 60 per cent, of metallic lead. The

resulting lead, on being .cupelled, furnished a bea<l

of silver weighing 1*18 grs., Avhich is equivalent

to 96*64 oz. in the ton of ore, or 165*76 oz. in the

ton of metal. Malagah and Dorochet had foui d

tliat when sulphide of silver is associated with the

sulphides of other metals, it is always unequally

distributed.

Mr. Blanford examined a promising lead vein

at Chicholi, near Raipur.

Lead is found in several places in the Burmese

territories, but is chiefly brought from the Shan

States. It is used all over Burma for musket

biillets, in refining silver, and as small change in

the bazars. Its price varies from 5 to 8 tikals

the viss. Lead is found in abundance in the

Shan States, and is extracted from galena. It is

also imported from Yunnan.

Lead ore of the richest kind, and containing a

large qinaiitity of silver, is obtained in the province

of Mergui.

In the v.alloy of the Salwi'n there is a rich vein

of argentiferous galena. A specimen that Dr.

Morton sent to Irnglaiid for analysis contained lead,

sulphur, silver, gold (traces), lime, magiu'sia, iron,

silica, carbonic acid.

In a small hand-specimen of ore from Martaban,

the amount of silver was found to vary in different

portions of it, the percentage of lead being about

75. In the first trial the silver Avas found to

amount to about 70 ounces to the ton of ore
;

but in the second to not Ic.ss than 300 ounces in

the ton, or a little le.ss than 1 per cent.

i.ead ore is found in Amherst, at Tounghoo, in

Maingay Island, and in the Pahpoon district; the

latter yielding 50 per cent, of lead and 31 ounces

of silver to the Ion.

The primary ranges in 8.L. Asia and the Indian

Archipelago are nil more or less metalliferous.

Lead mines arc worki'd in that part of the

Malaya range Avliieh traverses the kingdom of

Ava
;
ami copper mines huvi* been opened in the

Aunam or Oochin-Cbinesc range, the produce of

which is equal in quality to South American

copper, but inferior to that of Japan.

Iron is smelted from the native ores on the

Avestern side of the Annam range.

The tin of the Malay Peninsula, Bauca, and
Billiton, and the gold of the Peninsula, Borneo,

and (k'U'bes, are all collected from the detritus in

Avhich the projected metal has been deposited.

Lead and antimony ores are found in the Cambo-
dian range to tin; north of Kanipot.

In China a mim! of tlu^ zinkenite lead ore

occurs 15 miles from (’hefoo
;

the ore contains

3)8 per cent, of antimony.

Galena occurs in China, in Chc-kiaiig, Foh-

kien, and Szc-chuen.

Acetate of haul, Yueii-sliwang, Bukmksk, is

made by the Clunese by mixing up an amalgam

of 1
1

parts of lead and I part of mi;rcury, and

exposing sheets of it to the fumes of vinegar in

covered j.ars fur some time.

Black lead or plumbago is an iron ore found

in Ceylon, in Travaucore, also in the Northern

Circars at. Vizianagram. It is sold for antimony

in the bazars.

Carlionate of haad, called also sub-carbonate of

lead, white lead, or eerussa, is used ;us a Avhite paint.

( 'hromate of lead, Valayati peori, is a precipitate

produced by the addition of bichromate of potash

to a solution of acetate of lead. It is thi; chrome

yellow of artists’ colounnen, and called peori

from its resemblance to the IJardAvari peori or

Indian yelloAV.

Red lead.

isrenj, Arah. Sada laiiggam, * Malay.
H’saiig, . . - liuini. (Jalauggam, . . „
Yuen-tan, T.au-fc'ii, CniN. Tamamerd, . . ,,

Ohu fen, Hung tun, „ Segappu aindiiram, Tam.
Ingur, 8andur, . . IIiNO. Ycrra sinduram, . Ti-a..

Minium, .... Lat. (lunga sanduratn, . Tin.

This is largely used in India and China for
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painting, glass-making, and decoration. It is

manufactured in Kiang-si in China. In the

Madras Presidency it is used both as a pigment
and a drier by moocheefl. Hindus use it for re-

ligious purposes, smearing it on their idols, etc.,

putting it on their rupees at certain seasons for

good luck
; and in numerous places in the Penin-

sula it is to be seen smeared on stones to convert

them into * dev ’ or objects of worship.

Semivitrified oxide of lead.

Mih-to-sang, . . .Chin. Munlaraingh, . .Hind.
liitharge, . . Enc., Eh. Lithiirgyniin, . . liAT.

lilci-oxyd, . . . Gks. Miirdani-singy, . . Tel.

When lead continues to be exposed to a current

of heated air, the surface of the metal becomes
rapidly covered with a scaly powder of a siilpluir-

ycllow colour. This is the protoxide of lead, and,

being skimmed off, is known in commerce by the

name of massicot. When the heat is continued

to a bright red, some metallic lead is separated,

the oxide is fused, though imperfectly, and on
cooling becomes an aggregated mass, which readily

separates into crystalline scales of a greyish-red

colour. These form the litharge of commerce,
which varies in colour, and is called gold litharge

when of a red colour, owing to the presence of a

little red lead, but silver litharge when lighter

coloured. These are frequently obtained in the

process of refining gold and silver by means of

lead, and in s<;parating the silver from argenti-

ferous lead. The litharge of commerce is liable to

contain a little iron, also copper, carbonate of lead,

silica and other earths. Litharge is employed
for making diacetate of lead, and by combining
with oil to form the lead plaster. It is used as a
drier in painting, but oidy seldom, the red lead

being preferred by inoocliees
;

it is, however,

suitable for rendering drying oil for varnishes.

White carbonate of lead.

Isfidaj, .... Ahah. Blci wuiss, . . . . CIeu.

Peh-fen, Fen-sih, Chin. Kohlen saurcahlci-oxyd,,,
Kwang-fen, Fen-yuen, ,, 8afi<la, . . Hind., Tel.
Hu'fen, Kwan-fen, „ Tiuia-putih, . . Malay.
Shwui'fen, Yuen-fen, „ Valle, Tam.
Carbonate de plomb, . Fk.

This is a manufacture used as a white paint.

Wlien exposed it rapidly decomposes the oil with

which it IS mixed, or it changes from the presence

of hydrate of lead or adulterating ailditions.

Oxides of lead are avoided in all outside work in

India.

Yellow oxide of lead is the Hwang-tan of the

Chinese, and massicot of the English.

—

Nnvhold;
Powell; Turner's Emhussy

; K. J. H.; Ains,

;

Oldham in Yide's Pmhassj/
; Gerard's Koonawnr

;

Cat. Exhib.y 18G2*, ^fas<n^s 'J'e.nasserim
;
Smith's

Mat. Med. ; Rohde, MSS. ,* JUrdwood, Ijonihajj

Products; Roylc, ]\kit. Med.
LEAF INSECT. One of those of Ceylon, the

true leaf insect, is the Phylliuin siccifolium. Jt

eats leaves, and those of the jambo in particular.

The Phyllium psyche, common in tlie East Indies,

is called the walking leaf. It seems, indeiid, to

bo a bunch of leaves endowed with life. A writer

of the 17th century gravely related that ‘ these

little animals change into a green and tender
plant which is about two haiids’-breadth. The
feet are fixed into the ground first

;
from those,

when necessary, humidity is attracted, roots grow
out, and strike into the ground

;
thus they change

by degrees, and in a short time become a perfect

plant, while the upper part remains as before,

living and moveable. After some time the animal

is gradually converted into a plant.’ The edges of

the wings seem torn and ragged, and, moreover,

stained with dirty brown, as if from incipient

decay. Upon close inspection, the jagged margin
and the stained spots that imitate decay, are

obscTVcd to be as carefully executed as the ocelli

that ornament the gayest butterfly. The leaf

insect moults its skin three times, each time mak-
ing a gradual advance towards its perfect form.

Tlio third time the full-grown wings and antennae

arc produced. After each moulting the body of

the animal is soft and tender, and in a few
minutes expands to a larger size. In the course

of half an hour its body and wings acquire their

proper firmness, and the insect is prepared to

enter upon its appointed course of life. Looking
at tliis curious insect, it is impossible not to feel

what must be the goodness and superintending

love of a ]5eing who with such minute care pro-

tects and provides for a creature apparently so

humble and so insignificant. The twig-like leaf

insect is a species of Phasma. The Mantis

religiosa, or the soothsayer, le precheur and le

jirie Dicu of the French, is a predacious iiiscct-

devourer, catching butterflies and other insects

witli its formidably armed fore legs, and then

(hivouring its captives. Hooker, in liis Himalayan
.lournal, mentions that the ]>re(hicious mantis was
erroneously supposed by the natives to feed on
leaves.

From the Phasma type have bemi produced the

narrow, green or yellow, wingless Bacilli
;
when

(dinging to a jdant they stretch out rigidly their

elongated limbs, so as to assume tlio appearance

of a -.slender plant.

'The flattened and rugged lobed, mossy-looking

Prisopi and Crconyli, wluoi the wings are foldecl,

cannot be distinguished from a piece of lichen-

covered bark. — Churchman's Family Magazine.

See Insects
;
Mantis

;
Phasma

;
Phyllium.

LEAF OF A TREE.
AV.nrq, . . Auah. Yehi, . . . Maleal.
Pat, . . Eknc. Jiarg, . . . . Ekuh.
Yelayii, . (’an. J’uttruin, . 8ankk.
Feiiille, . . Eh. Hoja, . . .

Ifiatt, . . Gek. Ellai, . . Tam.
Pattali, . Hind. Akii, . Tel.
Foglia,

I’.aii, . . .

Jt.

. Mahr.
Yai>rak, Turk.

The first invented drinking cup or eating vessel

seems to have been made from the leaf (pat) of

particular trees, such as the palasa (Butea fron-

dosa) and barr (Ficus Iiulica). The word pat

seems to occur in the Homan patera and the

Greek or Saxon pot. The leaves of the palm trees

are used for writing on in all the south of India,

ill Ceylon, in Burma, and in Malayana and tlie

Archipelago
;
and pattah, a leaf, means a lease.

—

Tod's Rajasthan, i. p. 33(h

I.EAF HOT. Koleroga, Can. The name given

to a diseased condition of* the leaves of the coffee

plant, caused by an epiphyte growing and develop-

ing upon the leaf, to which it is superficially

attached. The most serious of the diseases under

which the coffee plantations in Ceylon have so

long been suffering, is the red rust or leaf

disease, Hemileia vastatrix. It is a true endo-

phyte, developing in the tissues of the leaf, and

expanding outwards, as is the case with the red

rust of corn and grasses. Mr. Graham Anderson
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says (Treatise, p. 2) the leaf disease is a fungoid

disease originating in, or at least affecting the
cellular tissue, and causing a fungoid efflorescence

or eruption on the leaf. Whereas the leaf rot is

a fungoid deposit from without, assisted by the

impaired condition of the system of the plant;

Under the microscope, leaf disease is found to

consist of innumerable minute fungi, which arc

forced out of the pores of the leaf
;
whereas the

tenacious fungoid web, which in ‘ rot’ completely
creeps over the lower surface of the leaves, is

evidently a mildew deposit caused by atmospheric
action, coupled with a passive submission of thc^

leaf to the insidious attack, owing to the vital

energy of the plant being impaired. The leaves

of the coffee plants have been covered with spots

of apparent dust, which, spreading from leaf to

leaf, from branch to branch, and from tree to tree,

has ravaged large areas of country, until the
plantations, instead of presenting a bright deep
green colour, hav(^ assumed a dark orange hue

;

the health of the trees has suffered, and the i)ro-

diiction of berries deteriorated both in quality

and quantity. Picking off the diseased leaves,

sponging with a solution of Condy’s fluid, and an
emulsion of kerosene oil. After many remedies,

such as paraffin, dilute sulphuric acid, etc., ha(l

been used in vain, the experiment of dusting the

leaves with finely-powdered sulphur was tried,

with extraordinary success, ff'he fumigation of

the trees, by placing a large uinlirella or tent-like

structure over and round them, and burning
sulphur within the closed space, has been almost

equally efficacious, though naturally more cumber-
some and difficult of application. Trees so treated

are reported to have quickly assumed a healthy

appearance, and if these effects are pernianeiit

there is every probability of the discasi; being

stamped out. Whether tlie same remedy will at

the same time kill the spider, the white grub, and
other insect pests which have combined iu their

attacks on the coffee plantations, remains to be

seen. See Coffee
;
Insects.

LEAF-VOWS. A t Jkingalore, when any female,

barren or not, fulfils a vow to the Anuumomia
goodi, she covers herself with margosa leaves over

her dross, but not over her naked person. Tiiere

are other temples where a similar practice pre-

vails, in Baitmangalain, Malwyal, Atikappa,

Yelcharka, Sorab, and Manjarabad.

r.EATHER.
bajilcr, .... Dan.
heeler, Leer, Dut., Gkk.
(.luir, Fr.
Oharmo, Chamra, . Hind.
Cuojo It.

Oorium, .... Lat.
Kulit, Balulang, Malay.

Charm, . . . . Tehs.
Coiro, . . . . Tort.
Kosha, . . . . ltu.s.

Cuero, . . . . . Sr.

Lader, . . . . . S\v.

Tul, . . . . . Tam.
Mesliin; Sakhtiyaii, Turk.

Tbo skins of animals removed from the body are

in their fresh state tough, flexible, and clastic, and
seem, at first view, to be well adapted for cloth-

ing; but in drying they shrink, bccomi^ horny,

pervious to water, and, on exposure to moisture,

putrid and offensive. But if the skin be separated

from fleshy and fatty matters, and then be put
into a solution of certain vegetables containing

tannin, the skin separates the whole of the tannin

from the liquid, and becomes hard, insoluble in

Water, almost impenetrable by it, and incapable

of putrefaction. The subsequent operation of

currying renders it pliable and more waterproof.

Similar but less decided changes are produced
upon a skin by impregnating it with alum, and
also with oil or grease. The object of these pro-
cesses being to render soft and flexible that which
would otherwise be hard and unyielding, the skin
thus transformed was called by the Saxon races
lith, lithe, or lither, that is, soft or yielding,

whence the English term leather. The word tan,

and the French tanner, are from the low Latin,

Tanarc. There is a large and constant demand for

leather as an article of clothing. It enters into

the construction of various engines and machines,
supplies harness for horses, linings for carriages,

and covers for books. Ijoather is a chemical com-
bination of skin with the astringent vegetable

principle called tannin or tannic acid. The Hindus
have long been acquainted with, though it is

doubtful whether they have ever made leather of

very superior quality. Leather of very excellent

(luality used to be made at the British farm at

Huiisur ill Mysore, likewise in Calcutta, and
native shields are not to be surpassed. Never-
theless the manufacture of leather generally is

by no means so thriving as it might be, con-
sidering the great abundance of tanning materials

at command in the East Indies. This is perhaps
owing to the very low position of the artisans,

Madiga, Chakili, or Cluunar.

Coat skins, sheep skins, buffalo and bullock
hides, are much u.sed, and are generally pro-
(uirable

;
but currying being the province of the

shoemaker’s wife, while manufacturing it for the
marked belongs to the husband, inferiority of

Indian leather maybe ascribeil to want of skill on
the part of the currier, and to the use of quick-
lime. There is no ])etter tanning matoriid than
oak bark, but Indian divi divi, catechu, Cassia
auriculatabark, gaml)i(T, etc., produce their effects

more rapidly, and the leather so manufactured is

said to be nearly as durable. The native tanner
does not leave his hides to soak in the pits con-
taining his bark infusion, but, having sewed up a
quantity of bark in the skin (made into a kind of
bag), he (‘Xposes it to a constant stream of water,
which forces the astringent matter into the pores
of tlie hide very rapidly

;
but to make the process

.still more ra2)id, the hide is takiui out, wrung, and
re-filled every four or tivc days. A hide can be
ready in this way in about a month, but the
leather is less strong, durable, and pliable than
English leather. Tlie currying process also is

often entirely omitted, and when performed it is

generally on a minute scale, and very inefficiently.

Great Britain annually imports hides and skins

to the value of about five millions sterling, and
leather and leather gloves of value five or six

millions. The value of the imports into India

and exports from India of leather and manu-
factures of leather have been as under :

—

1880-

81, . Ks. 1.^,75,820 1*1882-88, Its. 10,58,873

1881-

82, . . . 10,05,000

The value of the hides and skins

—

Imports. Expf)rts.

1880-

81,. .Its. 7,27,314 1880 81, . its. 3,73,35,663

1881-

82, . . . 0,94,866 1881-82, . . 3,94,87,924

1882-

83, . . . 7,23,342 1882-83, . . 4,44,40,967

The Government possesses a large leather
factory at Cawnpur, which turns out saddlery,
etc., of excellent quality.

Russia leather, Balghar, occasionally comes to
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Peshawur. A kind of leather having a metallic a breadth in some parts of 20 miles. Lebanon is

lustre, called Kimsana, is imported also froni the inhabited by a variety of tribes, who from time
north-west

;
also a beautiful leather, used in the immemorial have found a refuge in its fastnesses,

manufacture of the bright blue-green shoes of The Ansart occupy alowerbranch of theLibanus,
Kashmir and Peshawur, which is called Kim- and their clans arc the Shamsi, who worship the
mookht. This is not made in tlic Panjab. sun, the Kalbi, and Mokladi. An nasr-ut-tair,
Peshawur sword scabbards arc often covered meaning a soaring eagle, is a mystical term of
with a black leather, looking like morocco; it is the Ansariyoh, signifying the sun. TheAnsariyeh
probably an imihition. Kussia h;atlicr is said to eelebrale with great solemnity the two festivals

bo made of horse’s skin; it is thick but pliant, of the vernal and autumnal equinox,
and of most grateful fragrance. Skins are very The Maronilcs, founded in the 6th century by
much valued for tin* })icservation of njerchandise, St. Marouius, in religious matters acknowledge
as insects will not attack them.

—

/mp. Gaz.; the supremacy of Rome, though its clergy main-
Jioyley Arts and Manufactures of fudkt; Heyve*s tain the right of electing their own bishops or
Tracis; Madras Exhibition Juries' Reports; patriarchs, and of entering into the married
PmoclVs Hand!took. state.

LEATHER WORKEltS. The Mutawali are found in the plain of the

Ohakili, .... Tam. Boccah (between the Idbanus and the Anti-
Madiga, .... Tel. Libanus), the sides of the Anti-Libanus, and the

lower part of the Southern Libanus, extending to
Leather workers, throughout British India, the N.E. of Sour or Tyre, but they form only an

.Japan, and China are regarded as uncli^an races, inconsiderable portion of the population of this
In Berar the workers in heather assert that they part of Syria.
consist of 12i castes, amongst whom arc the Dhor, Druse.—Ymn\ tlie neighbourhood of Beirout to
who are tanners, make water-bottles, buckets, the heights abovi> Sidon,‘ wc comti to the country
aftd water-sacks, the budla, pakhal, and niashak. of the Drusi'. They are idolators. One of their
The Bandela and Kullar Cliamar are both tannere objects of worsliip is said to b(^ the image of a
and shoemakers. The IVfahratta (Tiamar is a ealf. 'rh(‘ Druse occupy tluj whole of the
shoemaker; the Pardesi Chamar, a cobbler; southern range of the l.ebanon chain, the
the Mang Chamar make samlals. 'ITic Muham- ^-ostern slope of Anti-TA'banon, and Jabl-us-
madan Chamar is a bookbinder. Tlie Katai Sharkh, where they hold exclusive possession of
Chamar make shoes and sandals, and labour in 40 towns and villages, and with the Maronites
the fields at seed and liarvest tunes. They are share 200 more. 80 villages in other parts of
identical in personal appearanceMitli the Clmcklcr

| |,olmnoii arc also po()])kMl ^by them. They owe
(Chakili) of the very south ol India. The Chamar ' their origin to a Persian, Muhammad-bin-Ismail-
of Aurangabad worshi]) Mariamma and 8itla. ud-Darazi, wlio settled in Egypt a.d. 1017, but
They marry when under ag(‘ amongst themselves, -^yas driven out of the country, and took refuge
proceeding on foot to the goddess Sitla, whose the Wadi-ut-Taim, where he propagated his
shrine tlu*y circumambulate five times. The doctrine

;
but this was afterwards modified by

expense is about 100 rupees. They burn their Hamza, whom the Druse venerate as their real
dead.

.

The 1881 census gave 2,838,121 as the founder. The Drus(‘ are tolerant in religious
number of Chamar, bakkili, Madiga, and Mhang matters, and some of them conform outwardly to
in India. ' the* religious observances of those with whom
LEAVEN. they may be associated. They arc a brave and

KhaTiiir,Au., HiND.,PEKS.
I

Tsiu-miu, . . . Omx. honest race, practising the virtues of hospitality,
81iin-kiuh, Ktuh, . (hiiN.

|
Isiu-kiaii, ... ,, jicver forgetting an injury.

Tsiu-kian of the Cliinesc is the residuum left Politically and in its administration the Lebanon
after distilling spirits of wine. Tsiu-miu arc is as <listinct from tlui rest of Syria as if it were
cakes of barley meal, or mixed with bean tne.al, a Plupopean province. The change was brought
hung up by tlie (kiinese till they become about by the Great Powers after the massacres of

mouldy
;

and Sliin-kinh or sacred leaven is a 1860, when they jointly framed a constitution

coarsely-ground grain, mixed with the juice of and named a governor, who holds his post for ten

Artemisia and other plants, and kept till it ycjars under their guarantee, and not subject to

becomes mouldy. The leaviai used in the south- dismissal by tlie Porte. Before that date the

east of Asia generally is fermented juice of the Lebanon had continually been a source of anxiety,

palms. Yeast is rarely obtainable. alike to the Imperial Government and to friendly

IjEBANON or Jabl Libiian, an extensive interested powers, from the almost ceaseless con-
mountain system chiefly belonging to central flicts between the various sects.

—

Catafago.
Syria, but thrown off tow\ard8 the south from the LEBIADAO, a family of the Coleoptera, of rare

great chain of Mount Taurus and tlie lofty tabic- occurrence in the east. Ij. unicolor is from the

land of Anatolia, and, under various names and Himalaya
;
Aploa is found at Poona

;
Orthogonius

aspects, extending along and beyond the E. coast is common to Africa and Asia, the gigantic

of the Mediterranean to the N. shore of the Red species, however, predominate in the latter

Sea. The Alma-Tagh or Amanus is a spur of the country. See Insects.

Southern Taurus. On the banks of the Nahr-ul- LEBIDIEROPSIS ORBICULARIS. Mull. A
Kabir (Great River), the chain takes the name of timber tree of Chanda.
Jabl-Nosairi or Ansari. The Anti-Libanus is a LECANIUM COFFE^E, Walker, ot the order

prolongation of the chain which skirts the valley Hemiptera, the coffee bug of Ceylon, for some
of the Orontes on the east side. Under the name years devastated some of the plantations of

of Jabl-us-Sharkh, it runs parallel to the J.iebanon Ceylon. They are greedily devoured by the
along the east side of the valley of Balbec, with large red ant, Formica aularagdina, Fab,, and an
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LECANIUM COFFER. LEECH, Major R.

attempt was made to eradicate the bug by the

introduction of the ant, but their attacks on the

coolies’ bare skins prevented the full success of

the experiment. Lecanium coffese establishes

itself on the young shoots and buds, which it

covers with a noisome incrustation of scales,

enclosing its larvae, from the pernicious influence

of which the fruit shrivels and drops off. It is a
Coccus, and a number of brownish wart-like

bodies may be seen studding the young shoots

and occasionally the margins on the under side of

the leaves. P]ach of these warts is a transformed

female, containing a large number of eggs (700),
which are hatched within it. When the young
ones come out of their nest, they may be observ(‘(l

runnmg about on the plant, looking like wood-
lice

;
but shortly after being liatched the males

seek the under side of the leaves, while the females

prefer the young shoots as their place of abode.

The larvae of the males undergo transformation

into pupa3 beneath their own skins, and tlua'r

wings are horizontal, and their ])osses8ion of

wings may possibly explain the comparatively
rare prcsenc(i of the male on the buslics. Tlu'

female retains her powers of locomotion until

nearly her full size, aud it is about this time that

her impregnation takes place, 'flie pest does not
produce great injury until it has been two or

tlu’ce years on an estate
;
but at length the scales

on the plants become num(}rous, the clusters of

berries assume a black, at.)oty look, aud a great

jiumber of them fall olf before they are inatMre.

The young shoots hav(! a disgusting look, from
tlu^ number of y(‘Ilow pustular bodies form-
ing on them, the leaves get shrivelled, and on
many trees not a single berry forms. The (toffee

hug first appeared in 1813 on tlie J.iUpallii Galla

estate, and it or a closely allied species has been

observed on the (htrna acida, Psidium pomiferum,

Myrtus Zcylaiiica, liosa Indica, Carcya ?u-boi-ea,

Vitex neguiido, ajid other plants, and most
abundfintly on tlie coffee bushes in moist placi'S.

Tt reappears though eradicated, and is easily

conveyed OJi clothes, and from one place to

another. Dr. Gardner, whom 8ir .1. E. Tennent
quotes, is of opinion that all remedies have failed,

and that it must wear itself out as other blights

do. The male of the brown or scaly bug,

Lecanium coffeac, is of a clear, light pinkish-

brown odour, slightly hairy and very pretty. It

is more delicate than the male Pseudococcus.

The females when young are yellowish, marked
with grey or light brown, and old individuals

are light brown with a dark margin. It affects

cold, damp, and close localities 3000 feet in

lioight, and the propagation, as ip th(^ white bug.

is continuous. The brown bug is much iiiftn^ted

with parasites, amongst which the most common
are eight minute Hymenoptera (wasps), with

brilliant colours; but a mite, the Acarus trans-

lucens, and the larvaj of the Chilocorus circum-

(latus, a kind of lady-bird, also feed on the bug.

In the larva state, the male and females brown
bug arc not distinguishable. The numb(*r of eggs

produced by a female brown bug is about 700.

Those of the white bug are not so numerous,

but their propagation in Ceylon is continuous

throughout the year, and this explains their great

abundance compared with cold countries, where
the produce is one generation of young annually.

The brown bug, particularly the full-grown

female, is largely infested with parasites, which
thus greatly help the planter. Indeed, it is a
question whether coffee-planting could be carried
on witliout their aid in the destruction of the
bug. The black bug is Lecanium nigrum, but
the female only is known. In colour it is from
yellowish-grey to deep-brown, and almost black
in age, and of a sliield-liko shape. It occurs
alone, but also intermixed with the brown bug,
but it is much less abundant, and therefore not
(lomanding the planter’s attention. Its occupa-
tion of a coffee or any other tree gives rise to

the appearance of a glutinous saccharine sub-
stances which has received the name of honey-
dew. Tills is either a secretion of the bug or the
extravasated sap which flows from the wounded
tro(‘, or probably a (iombination of both. A
fungus, or two fungi, the Syncladium Nietneriand
'I’riposporium Ganlneri, seem to depend on this

for vegetation, as the honey-dew and the fungus
disa}>pear with tlie bug.

—

Sir J. E. TennaiVs
(\n/lou^ i. p. 2G1, ii. p. 24S ;• ffooker^ Him. Jour.

(yShdug/incs.^i/, p. (hSO
;

Rohde'x MSS.
; RoyWa

HindiL Med.; Hindu Med.; Eng. Cyc.

;

Mini. J/U. Jour. Se(‘ Hug
;
Coffee.

1 .KCANOKA 'rARTARI(3A

.

8hih jui, . ... Ell IN.
|
latmus, . « . . E^a,

8ee Dyes
;
Lichen.

LEDEBOITRIA HYACINTHINA, syn. Ery-
throiiium Indiemn, a native of Hundelkiiand and
Hyderabad. Martins and Ainslu* describe the
bullis as a substitute for squill. From trials this

article liolds out but little prospect of its ever
being usefully employed in medicine.

—

(VSh. CflS.

JiLLA CRivSrA. Linn. Haii-chalita, Bencj.

Grows wihl among buslies near Calcutta. The
flowers are not conspicuous, but tlie uncommouly
elegant inirlcd wings give to the whole plant a
great degree of bi'auty.

licea hirta.— lioxh.

Kaka-jiuiglui, . . Heno. I V'cluma sandhi chettiqTsL.
Sura jmdi, . . . Tki,.

|
Chiviki vclama, . . ,,

Grows in Ihmgal and throughout the Peninsula
of India.

Leea macrophylla, Jtoxh.

Tolsu-imulriya, . , Heno,
J

Sumudruka, . . 8ansk.
Ky.vbet-gyce, . . Huiim.

|
Dhol shumiulra,

,,

This curious-looking lierbaei'ous plant, with
large leaves and small white flowers, grows in the
south of India, aud is used in medicine in ring-

worm. It is sometimes cultivated for the astrin-

gent properties of its roots. The Burmans use
it to stop the effusion of blood in wounds; in

Ilindustaii it is said to be a remedy for the
guinea-worm.

Leoa staphylea, Wight.

Gilibertia nalugu, J).(\
|

8. Tiidica,

Kukur-jhivn, . . P>iiNG.
|
Ka-Iet, .... Bmiii.

Grows throughout British India and Burma.

—

Roxh. ; W, Ic. ; I'oigt.

LEECH, Majoh R., an ofliccr of the Bombay
army, author of A Description of Seistan

; Account
of the Hazara; Accounts of Paiij Kora Valley, of
the Tacmuiii, of the Early Ghilzai, of the Khaibar
I*ass, of the Passes over the Hindu Kush and
Koh-i-Daman ;

On the Affairs at Kandahar in

1838 ;
On the Trade between Shikarpur to Herat

;

Memorandum on the Chief Towns of Afghanistan
;

last of Tribes on the N.AV. Frontier
;
Routes from

Debra Ghazi Khan to Kandahar, and from
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Kandahar to Kabul : author of Vocabularies of

Seven Languages spoken on the West of the

Indus, in Bom. Geo. Trans., 1886» 1838 ; Bom.
Reprint, i. 8vo

;
Notes on a Tour through

Baluchistan, in Bl. As. Trans, viii. p. Cfi7
;
and

Grammar of the Kashmir Language, ibid. xiii. p.

553.

—

Dr. Buist's Cat.

LEECHES.
Aluk, Khirahin, . Arab. ' Sangiiisuga, . It., Port.
Hm-yau, . . . Bukm. ' Patchet, Lintah, Malay.
Shwui-chih, . . Chin. Alintah,

Ma-hwang, . . . „ ,
Zclu Pjcus.

Blodigel, . . Dan., fciw.
j

Jaliika, , . . Sansk.
Bloedzuiger, . . . Dut. i

Kndalln, . . . Singh.
Sangdue, .... Fu. Sanguijuela, . . . Sp.

Blutigel, .... Gkji. Attei, Tam.
BiiXXa, Gr. Jerika, .lalagali, . Tel.
Jonk, . . Guj., ItiNi).

The leech genera, Bdella, llaMiiadipsa, San-

mud or climbing over rocks, leeches swarmed in

incredible numbers in the streams and damp
grass, and in the bushes. They got into his hair,

hung on his eyelids, and crawled up his legs

and down his back. He repeatedly took upwards

of 100 from his legs, where the small ones used to

collect in clusters on the instep, and the sores

they produced were not healed for five months.

He tlnnks snuff or tobacco applied to the feet the

best means* of preventing their attacks. He
thinks tliat the extraordinary abundance of these

annelids in Sikkim may cause the death of many
animals. Some marked murrains have followed

very wet seasons, when the leeches appear in

incredible numbers
;
and the disease in the cattle,

described to’ him by the Lepcha as in the stomach,

in no way differs from what leeches would pro-

duce. ] t is a well-known fact that these creatures

guisuga, belong to the family Ilirudinidm of the have lived for days in the fauces, nares, and
class Aunelidae, and contain the true medicinal stomac-iis of the human subject, causing dreadful

leeches, Avhich arc procurable in all th(‘ stagnant sufferings and death. He has seen the cattle

waters of India. Sanguiauga AOgyptiaca is the

leech of Proverbs xxx. 15. S. mediciiialis,

Saviguy^ the speckled leecli, occurs also in China.

Ijceches are of both aquatic and terrestrial habits,

llirudo tagalla, also called H. Ceylonica, lives in

the thickets and woods of the Philippine Islands,

and also up to 11,000 feet .above the sea in the

Himalayas, Hiemadipsa Ceylonica occurs in

Ceylon, H. Boscii in the Archipelago. llirudo

sanguisorba is the paddy-tield leech of Ceylon,

feeding in places where the leeches so abounded
that 50 or (30 were frequently together on his

ankles
;
and ponies arc almost maddened by their

biting the fetlocks. It is said that cattle are

frequently affected by their adhering to their

throats when drinking. Mr. Rohde recommended
.salt to the ryot.s as a remedy, and thinks an

addition of salt to the bran mash usually given,

an effectual remedy. In the dry climate of the

W. Dekhan a caste of IHudus rear leeches for

and llsemopsis paludmn is the cattle leech of that

island. There are said to bo leeches one foot

long in the province of Shan-tung in China. The
leech zone of Malabar i.s from 1000 to 5000 feet

above the sea. In the wet season travelling in the

forests is very unpleasant. There are no leeches,

mosquitoes, or peepsas in Tibet, and maggots or

flies are never seen th(‘ro. There are no bees or

wasps in Dingcham or Tibet. The Planaria occurs
near Madras. Leeches and their effects must
have been known from the earliest times

;
they

were early employed by the Hindus and Arabs,

hospital use. Tlie full-grown leech of Madras
and Bengal will draw six drachm.s, but those em-
ployed in Bombay scarcely a drachm.

'I’ho l(‘echcs used in the (Jalcutta hospitals are

caught ill tanks and jliils in the direction of

Baraset, by persons who allow them to fasten on
the naked skin. In the Upper Provinces a

superior kind of leech is used, called the Shaku-
abadi jonk, caught in the tanks about Shakuabad
in the Agra district. 'Fhe Panjab leeches are the

n(‘xt best, and are procured in abundance about

Patiala in the Sirhind district. The Shakuabad
and six kinds of useful and six of venomous
leeches are mentioned by Su-sruta and Avicenna.

Dr. Carter, in a memorandum on the T-.eeches

of Western Jmlia, mentions as the difference

between the Mathcraii and common leech, that

the common leecli is about one inch in length, of

an olive-green colour, has seven Iin(\s down its

back, but no black spots
;
twelve eyes, arranged

qiiadrilaterally, an uneven lip, with its centre
notched, and is aipiatic. The Mathtnan leech is

about three-quarters of an inch long, of a light

reddish-brown colour
;
has a black line down its

back, and is covered over with black spots
;
ten

eyes arranged in a semicircle, a smooth lip, with
centre projecting, and is terrestrial. He has

leech will generally bear three applications, and
it is the only description of leech that will do so.

'riio animal i,s of a light olive-green colour, and
markeil with two bright yellow stripes on the

•sides. The common wild leech of tlie Upper
Provinces is called Dahri

;
but for hospital pur-

po.se.s it is very inferior to those mentioned. In

Europe, leeches are kept in pan.s with a little soft

water, the vessels being covered v/ith canvas to

admit the air. In India they are placed in

common earthen vessels with moist clay. In

I

Southern India they arc found in almost call pools

I

which arc not dry in summer, and in which the

water is good, and is not impregnated with

salts.

remarked that a species of Mathcran leech appears
to be common throughout the jungles in the
western part of India, as well as in the islands of

Ceylon and Madagascar, and is so abundant,
active, and voracious, that it becomes a con-

siderable obstacle to those wlio have to pa.ss

through localities infested by them, not only
extracting a large quantity of blood, but often
producing irritable and festering ulcers.

The numbers of these annelids in moist warm
parts of the world are immense. Dr. Hooker
mentions that, when tr.avelling in Sikkim, between
Singhtam and Chakung, wading through deep

LEEDES, Newberry, Storey, and Fitch, four

,
adventurous merchants, who, twenty years after

j

the E.I. Company obtained its first royal charter,

were commissioned by the Turkey Company to

visit India and ascertain what openings for British

enterprise existed there. They traversed Syria,

descended the Tigris to Bussora, and thence took

.shipping to Ormuz and Hindustan. One entered

the service of the emperor Akbar, another died in

the Panjab, a third became a monk at Goa, and

the fourth, Ralph Fitch, after wandering to Siam
and Malacca, halted at Ceylon and Colombo on

the 5th March 1589, and was probably the first
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Englishman who ever beheld the island.— J, E,

Tennent's Ceylon, See Fitch.

LEEKS, the Allium porrum'of Linnaeus. The
native inhabitants of Tenasserim are as much
attached to leeks as the Israelites were to the

leeks and onions of Egypt, and they abound in

their gardens. The seed may be sown at the

commencement of the rains, or after, in beds,

broadcast. When about six inches high, they

require transplanting into large beds or rows, at

least one foot apart
;
they go to seed in the course

of six months, and grow very well in all parts of

the Dekhan. Menu, however, says garlic, onions,

leeks, and mushrooms, no twice-born man must
eat, and all vegetables raised in dung.

—

Mason

;

Riddell ; Menu^ ch. v. jiar. .5.

LEEZAN, a village of scattered houses on the

side of a hill which slopes down to the river Zab.

A mountain stream empties itself into the river at

the foot of the village, which it separates from the

church. During the massacre of the Ncstorians
by the Kurds, the inhabitants of L(;ezaii took refuge
upon a platform on the rock above the church,

where they defied all the attempts of Beda Khan
Bey to dislodge them. But, being at last starved

out,, they capitulated, on the understanding that

they were to surrender their arms and property,

and their lives to be spared. 'Fhe Kurds, on being

admitted to the platform, and having taken the

arms, commenced an indiscriminate slaughter.

Few persons throughout the entire valley escaped

this terrible massacre.

LEFT-HAND CASTE.
Edagai, Eddayai, Kakn. Idangai, Idani, Tam.
Edagai kula, . Idakai, . . .

The Vaishnava IJindiis in tin south of India

speak of themselves as of the ri ht or left hand.

The Karnatic enumeration of tin left-hand castes

furnishes nine, viz. :

—

1. Panchala or artisans.
[
3. Dcvaiigada, weavers.

a. Kamni.aranu, black- 4. (Janigar, oil-makers.

,smith. 5. Gollur, money-carriers.
h, Badage, carpenter. (i, 7. I’aliwan and Palawan,
c, Kunsagar, brazier. cultivators.

(/. Kallurtiga, stone- S. Beda, hunters, fowlers.

cutter. U. Madiga, tanners, cur-

c. Akasnle, goldsmith, riers, and shoemakers.
2. Bcri-acthi, traders.

]\lucli animosity and many quarrels occurred

between the right «Tnd left hand sects, the cause

of which, or the points of difference, the disput-

ants themselves are generally unable to state.

Professor IL H. AVilson, in his Hindu Sects, implies

that- there, exists ill N. India a sectarian Hindu
division into right and left hand sects, and that

the left-hand sect are worshippers of the sakti or

female powers of the Hindu deities. He says that

when the worship of any goddess is performed in

a public manner, and agreeably to the Yedic or

Puranic ritual, it does not comprehend the im-
])ure practices which arc attributed to a different

ilivision of the adorers of Bakti, and which are

particularly prescribed to the followers of that

system. In this form it is termed the Dakshina
or right-hand form of worship, to distinguish it

from the Vaini or Vamachari, the left-hand wor-
shipperB, or those who adopt a ritual contrary to

that which is usual, and to what, indeed, they

dare publicly avow. They worship, he says, Devi,

Laksnmi, Saraswati, the Matri, the Nayika, the

Yocini
;
and even the fiend-like Dakini and Sakini

are^admitted to a share of homage. Siva with

the two hands is an object of veneration, espe-
cially in the form of Bhairava, with which modi-
fication of the deity it is the object of the
worshipper to identify himself. The worship of
the Vamachari is derived from a portion of the
Tantras. It resolves itself into various subjects,

apparently into different sects, of which that of
the Kaula or Kulina is declared to be pre-eminent.
The object of the worship is, by the reverence of

Devi or Sakti, who is one with Siva, to obtain

supernatural powers in this life, and to be identi-

fied after death with Siva and Sakti. All the

forms of worshij) require the use of some or all of

the five Mukara,—flesh, fish, wine, women, and
mystical gesticulations are the five-fold Mukara
winch takes away all sin. But such a sect of Sakti

worshippers arc wholly unknown in the south of the
Peninsula of India, in which the enmity between
the right and left hand castes is bitter, and which
in Madras was only restrained by the energy of

Mr. Edward Elliot, th(5 chief magistrate, between
1820 and 1860.— Wilson's Hindu Sects.

LEGASPI, in l.'iGl, in the reign of Philip ii. of

Spain, Avith five ships and 400 seamen, went from
Spain as governor of the IMiilippines, and ulti-

mately fixed himself on Zebu, which for soipo

time was the central seat of Spanish power.
LEGGADA, a genus of mammals of the family

Muridse.

Leggada Jerdoni, Bhjth^ lives at 12,000 feet in

the Himalaya.

Leggada lepida, Jerdon.

Leggada booduga, Gray.
|

Mus lepida, JsHliol.

Oliitta burkani, . . Tel. Chitta ganda, . , Tkl.
Chitta yelka, . . . |

A pretty little mouse which lives in pairs in the
red soil of S. India. It is preyed on by the jay
or Indian rollers, and is used as a bait to catch
that bird, with bird-lime.

Leggada platythrix, Jerd.

Kal-illi, .... Can.
|

Kal yelu, Gijcli gadu, Tel.

The broAvn mouse of S. India, lives in burrows
of moderate depth. The burroAv leads to a
chamber containing a number of small pebbles or
sticks, oil which tlio mouse sits, the thick, close

hair of its belly protecting it against the cold and
roughnesR of the stones. It is monogamous, noc-
turnal, and a vegetable eater.

Leggada spinulosa, Blyth, occurs throughout
India.

—

.ferdon.

J.EGIBLATIVE COUNCII.S, for making laws
for Briti.sh India, sit at each of the presidency
towns. On the 16th January 1862, the Governor-
General in Council, under the authority vested in

him by the Act 24 and 25 A^ict. cap. 67, sec. 16,

appointed Saturday the 18th of January 1862,
and the Council Chamber in the Government
House at Calcutta, for the first meeting of the
(k)uncil of the Governal-General, for the purpose
of making laws and regulations under the pro-
visions of the Act. On the 17th January 1862,
there was issued the proclamation that the pro-
visions of the Act toucliing the making of laws
and regulations for the peace and good Jfovern-
ment of the pYesidencies of Fort St. George and
Bombay were extended to the Bengal division of
the presidency of Fort AATilliam, from the 18th of
January 1862.

LEGUMINOSiE is a name of the Fabacese or
bean tribe, q.v. Leguminous and cruciferous
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plants occupy the largest part of the Chinese

kitchen garden
;
many sorts of peas and beans are

cultivated, and the pods and seeds of two species

of dolichos are eaten, and the beans of another

species made into soy by boiling and powdering
the kernels and then fermenting them with yeast,

and mixing other ingredients, according to tlic

t aste of the maker or purchaser. Peas and beans

form important objects of culture, and the condi-

ment called soy (a word derived from the Japan-

ese Soya) is prepared chiefly from a species of

doliclios. One of tlie commonest modes of making
this condiment is to skin the beans and grind

them to flour, which is mixed with water and
powdered gypsum or turmeric. The common
Chinese cat few. meals without the addition of

oiic^form or other of the bean-curd or bean -jelly.

The soy was at one time largely used as a condi-

ment in the several countries of Europe, but lias

been displaced for others. 8ee Kabaceaj.

JiEII, a chief town in Ladakh, is situated about
three miles from the northern bank of the Indus,

at an elevation of 11,538 feet above sea -level.

Lat. 34'^ 10' N., long. 77"' 40' E.
;
estimated popu-

lation, 4000. Leh stands in a small plain, lietwcen

the river and a chain of mountains; a wall with

conical and square towers surrounds the town,

and runs up to the crest of the range. It is the

entrepot for the trade between tlie Panjab and
Chinese Tartary, being the principal mart for the

sliawl - wool inqiorted from the latter country.

In summer, caravans from distant regions meet at

liCh. It is’ the rendezvous for morchanis travel-

ling to and from Yarkand
;
and the variety of

tribes then to be found in it is particularly great.

The level of the Indus at Leh is 10,72.‘) feet. The
town occupies the slope, and surrounds the base

of a. low spur, on the left or cast side of thij valley,

while the centre and right side arc occupied by
extensive tracts of cultivation, tln^ fields j*ising

in terraces one above anoth<*r, and watered by
little rills drawn from a stream which <lesceuds in

the centre of the valley. Along tlu; road by which
the town is approached, tluTe is a maiii, extending

for more than half a mile. It consists of two
parallel walls, 12 or 15 feet apart, and nearly (>

feet high, the intervals between which are filled

up with stones and rubbish, and the whole covered

with a sloping roof, which rises at a gentle angle

to the central ridge, midway between the two walls.

A considerable number of Kashmirians are

domesticated at Lcli, and a mixed race has

originated from them and the women of the

country, ternuid Argand. The Kashmiri and
tlicir descendants are engaged in commerce, and
the lower orders are butchers, cooks, and petty

retailers. There arc also some 'ruraul merchants

;

and in the lands of Chushut, a colony of Ikilti

Muhammadans is establishi^l, addicted to intoxi-

cants. The Kashmirians here, as well as every-

where else, are notorious for every kind of

profligacy
;
and where they abound the people of

the country are tainted by similar vices. The
women of Ladakh, in consequence of their gr(‘at

proporfionatc number, find it difficult to obtain

subsistence, and besides domestic occupations and
wool-picking, in which they are very expert, they

are the principal labourers in the fields. They are

a very lively, good-humoured race, and scolding
and railing are almost unknown amongst them.

—

Magnetic Survey of India; Roh. Schl.
; Mrs, Her-

veifs Tartary; Thomson's Ti\;Imp, Gaz.; Latham

;

Cunningham; Moorfoot's Tr. p. 821.

LE’HPET. Burm. Pickled tea.

LEIP-BYA, Burm., literally a butterfly, is a

term applied to the soul. It is the psyche of the

Greeks, the life, the perceptive principle. The
Burraans regard the Leip-bya in man as that

principle of his nature which perceives, but not

that of which moral actions are predicated. They
believe that the Lei])-bya may be temporarily

separated from the l>ody, as when startled the

body becomes unconscious. In deep sleep it

leaves the body and roams far and wide. A sleep-

ing wife dreams of her absent husband; their

two butterfly souls have met.
I.EI'fNEK, GOTTLIEB WILLIAM, M.A.,

Ph.D., JiL.D., born at Pesth, October 14, 1840.

He was First-class Interpreter to the British com-
missariat department during the war with Russia
ill 1 855

;
was Lecturer at King’s College, London,

ill 1859, ill Arabic, Turkish, and Modern Greek;
in 18G1 was Professor of Arabic with Muham-
madan Law, and founded the oriental section,

fie was appointed to the l^anjab University

College ill 181)4
;

lie founded the association

styled the Aiijuinan-i-Panjab, for social, political,

and educational reforms
;

and ho originated

journals in English, Arabic, Urdu, etc. At the

Imperial Assemblage at Delili on the 1st January

1877, the Viceroy, l^ord l.ytton, referred to his
* siK^cessful ser vices in the (’.auso of education as

an honour to India and to all of us.’

llis publislicd writings comprise works ou the

Theory and Practice of Fducation; Philosophical

Graininar of Arabic; Sinin-ul-lslam
;
'Phe Races

of 'rurkey; Vocabulary and Grammar of the Dardu
Languages, with IJialogues

;
Results of a Tour in

Dnrdistan, Kashmir, Little Tibet, Ladakh, Zanskar

;

History of Dardistan, Songs, Legends, etc.;

Grieco-Buddhistic Discoveries
;
on a National Uni-

versity for till} I’anjab
;
and Adventures of a Siah-

Posh Kafir.—Pavjah Gazette^ Men of the Time,

I ;E LAH. Malay. A small brass canister swivel
gun, carrying ^ lb. shot, manufactured by the
A Chinese at Palembaiig.

—

Lowe\s Sarawak, p. 220.

LEMA, a pass in tlie Western Himalaya. A
tract in which the bottoms of the valleys arc from
15,000 to 15,500 feet, and the mountain summits
from 16,000 to 17,000 feet above the level of the

sea.

—

TJiomsou^s Ti's. p. 151.

LEMNACEyiO. Schlcidcji. The duck-weed tribe

of plants, of which L. cniciata, L. obcordata, L.

orbiculata occur in India. licmiia gibba, Tatari-

noL\ Shwui-p’ing, ('iiix. 'fho duck -weed of

( Jiina, u.sed iiiediciiially, is deemed cooling, diur-

etic, antiscorbutic, astringent, and alterative. It

is used in skin alT(‘etions and to wash sore eyes,

carbuncles, syphilitic sores. The dried plant is

burnt to ilestroy mosquitoes. Lemna minor, the

common duck-weed, grows in the Sikkim Him-
alaya.

—

Smith, Mat J/cd. Chin.; Hooker, i. p. 306.

LEMON.
Citrus limonum, Rmo and Poit.

;

C. medica, Boxb,

Lemu, Ar., Hind., Fers. Limoni, It.

Konia-nebii, . . Rkno. Limbo, .... Pkrs.

Ning-mung, . , Chin. Limoes Pobt,

Limoenon, , . . Dot. Limonu, .... Rus.

Limong, ..... Fb. Limones, . . . . Sp.

Limonon, .... CIeb.

This is the fruit of a largely-cultivated tree,

which grows wild in the Garo Hills and atHhe
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foot of the Himalaya. Its fragrant white flowers

are tinged with red. Its rind and juice are used

medicinally and dietetically.—Roa:ft.

Lemonade, a refreshing drink made with water

and the expressed juice of the acid lime.

Lemon juice.

Ning-mung-chih, . Chin. Limbu-ka-raB, . Hind.
Jus do limon, . . Fit. Agro o sugo do limone, It.

Zitronon saft, . . Geb. Jugo do limoii, , . fc>r.

The expressed juice of limes or lemons. It is

an approved specific in the prevention and cure

of scurvy; a powerful and agreeable antiseptic,

as well as an ingredient in many pleasant refriger-

ant drinks.

—

Faulkner.

Lemon peel.

Lamos d’ecorco de citron,
|

Limbu-ka-chal, . . Hind.
Fr. I

Limbii'ka-chilta, . ,,

Zitron enshalon, . Gek.
|

Scorze de limone, . . It.

Limonschellen, . . ,,
i (Jourtozas do citra, . 8r.

The rind of the lemon is a bitter aromatic, and
is frequently employed iu stomachic tinctures, and
for making preserves and liciueurs

;
it also yields

an essential oil, which is much used in perfumery.—McCulloch.

TiEMON GRASS, Camel’s hay
;
Sweet rush.

Ask’hur, .... Ahai$. Malatrinakain, . Sansk.
Oundlio-bcna, ]U:nc., (tU.u K.'Mnaclii-jullu, . . Tam.
Gund-bol, Olaclia, . iliNJ). WasBina-pillu, . . „
Siri, Jav. Cavatum-pillu, . . ,,

Gowr-gah, . . . Kuin.aolii kasuvu, . Tkl.

The English name is given to Andropogoii

citratum, A. schamanthus, and other allied s]K‘cies,

sweet-smelling, bitterish, aromatic grasses, liaving

long, striated, scabrous leaves. They furnish by
distillation the fragrant essential oils called

lemon-grass oil and citroncllc oil. Tin* grasses are

frequently substituted for tea, and the white

succulent centre of the hsaf-bearing culms is often

put into curries to give them an agreeable llavour.

The plants are cultivated in gardens, hut grow
wild, and largo tracts of waste land in India and
Ceylon-' arc covered with them. They llourish in

imy good soil, are propagated by slips from the

root, and only requin* watering. A. schamanthus
is cultivated all over the l\?nas.si!rim provinces,

and a decoctit)n made from the leaves is deemed
of much efficacy in colic and similar complaints. -

Lemon-grass oil.

Camachie pillatylum,TAM.
|

(^.'iinachikasavu yoniiai,TEL.

This oil is obtained by distillation from the

Andropogoii schamanthus grass. It is much used

as a rubefacient for rheumatic aiTections, as well

as in perfumery, for which jiurposcs it is said to

be largely exported from Travaiicore and Ceylon.

AVhen newly made it is of a light straw colour,

but age changes it to a deep red. Another oil,

also called lemon-grass oil, or i.itronelle, is the

produce of Andropogoii citratum, and is made
in Travancorc and Ceylon. In Madura arc three

grasses, named Poathapil, Seegompil, and Comat-
chipil. To make the oil, the grass is cut in pieces

a span long (the little roots excepted), and the

pieces are put into earthen pans. Their subse-

quent exposure to the warmth of fire extracts the

oil.

—

Riddell; Mason.

LEMURIA. Naturalists suppose that a con-

tinent formerly extended from Madagascar to

Ceylon, India, and the Malay Islands. Others

suppose only the former existence of several large

islands, all the areas around which have subsided.

In 1874 (R. G. Soc.), Mr.’ H. F. Blanford, from

the similarity of fossil plants and reptiles, formed
the opinion that India and S. Africa had been con-
nected by a continent, and remained so connected,

with some short intervals, from the Permian to
the end of the Miocene period

; and Mr. Woodward
expressed his satisfaction with this further evidence,

derived from tlic fossil flora of the Mezozoic series

of India, in corroboration of the view taken as to
the former existence of a now submerged con-
tinent.

—

Forhes; A. R. Wallace, p. 398.

TiEMURID/E, a family of mammals, the le-

murs, mostly of Madagascar, one genus of Africa

and two or three in India and Malayana. The
lemurs constitute a distinct group of quadru-
maiious animals. They live almost entirely in

trees, and are most active at night. The fur of

the lemurs is soft, dense, and woolly. Tjieir

nostrils, unlike tiiose of either group of monkeys,
have a curved opening, and the tail is never pre-
hensile. The extremities of the lemurs differ

remarkably from those of the monkeys, in having
a long, sharp, curved claw on the first finger of

the hiiidei* ])air, and gencrrilly in the broad, flat

characfciT of the nails of the other fingers. The
form of the face is somewhat fox-like in the pro-
longation of ih(! muzzle, and affords a physiogno-
mical character which will be readily recognised.

Nycticebiis tardigradus, Jerdon.
Stetu>p8.lavsuncus,yt //fYo?’.

|
N. Itengnlcnsis, (rcoff.

Jinjja baiiar, JJkno, Slow -paced lemur, Eng.
Lajjawoti han.'ir, Sharmindah billi, Hind.

Found in Bengal, Kangpur, and Dacca.

N. Javanicus, lUytlt, of Java.

lioris gracilis, Jerd., Lemur Ceyloniciis, Fischer.

Tlic slondcr lemur, En(',. I IVvangar, . . . T.AM,
Sloth ol Madras, . ,, |

Dewantsi pilli, . . Tel,

Found in Ceylon and Southern India.

Tarsium, a genus of Java.

Galeopitheciis volans, Sha
Lemur volans, Linn.

'

(Jtito-simius volans,
Vespertilio admirnbilis, Camclli.

Jionl. (kdugo, (frljf.

Flying macaco, . Eng. Flying cat, . . . Eng.
Flying lemur, . . ,, Gendoo, .... Jav,
Flying fox, ... „ Kubung, . . . Malay.

This is the only species of the genus. It

inhabits India, Burma, Ikmang, the Malay Penin-
sula, Siam, iSiimatra, Java, and Borneo.

G. marmoratus, Philq)perisis, Ternatensis, rufus,
imdatns, and Temiiiinckii are considered by Shaw
and others to be varieties. It is nocturnal, lives

on young fruits and leaves, and does very great
injury to gardens and plantations. As evening
approaches they quit their shady retreat, and arc
to be seen in considerable numbers making
oblique leaps from one tree to another. The
membrane or expansile skin by which it is enabled
to leap, like the flying squirrel, is continued on
eacli side from tin; nock to tlic fore feet, thence
to the hind feet, again to the tip of the tail, and
to the roots of the claws. y/fUTr/feW’.'j Mammalia;
Jerdon.

LENCHA. Tib. Common salt. Three sorts

of salt arc known in th(; commerce of the Him-
alaya and Tibet,—Sercha, white and best

; Chama,
reddish and good; Pencha, yellowish and bad,
contains soda or magnesia and earthy matter. All
the salt consumed iu Eastern Tibet is the produce
of lakes or mines situated to the north of the
Yarn river, or comes from Lache, a district lying
between Digarchi and Ladakh, which is traversed
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by the Yaru. But there are people who assert

that it is also dug out of the ground. The salt-

producing districts are rugged and inaccessible.

Men and sheep only can reach the deposits, and the

elevation prevents their being worked, except for

the warmer half of the year, April to November.

Thousands of sheep are employed in carrying the

salt from the deposits to places accessible to yaks.

These latter animals carry it all over Tibet in loads

up to 160 lbs. Sheep in open places will carry 20

to 24 lbs.

LEN-DEN, also Lewa Dewi. Hind. Buying
and selling, trading, traffic.

LFINE. Maiiu. The cave temples of Ellora

and Ajunta, from Lena, a picture
;

also called

Yorola.

IjENGA. Hind. A thick j)laited skirt of a

woman’s dress.

LENT is a periodical abstaining rite in the

religions of Christians, Muhammadans, and Bur-

mese. With the Hist of these, the abstinence is

only from certain diet articles, for a period of

forty days. Muhammadans, for a lunar month,

called Ramadan or Ramzan, between sunrise and
sundown, fast and are continent, and Burmese
have a lenten * period of nearly three months’

duration. Sec Monastery
;
Myeumo.

LENTIL.
Buro-musoor, Beng. Linacn, .... Gkr.
I»’ien-tau, . (Jhin. Masiir, Maaur dhal, lIlNi).

Lentil, Turc, Eng. Dhal, tlliol, ... „
Lentilles, . . Fit. Linti, It.

The lentils of Genesis xxv. 34 arc from the

Ervum lens of botanists, a leguminous ]dant, one

of the oldest food plants of which there is any
record. Ever since the time of Esau they have

been eaten in the east. In Egypt and Syria they

are parched in a frying-pan and sold in tlie shops,

and considered by the natives as the best food

for those who are on long journeys. Its com-
position in 100 parts has been found to be in

samples from
Calcutta bazar. Bombay bazar.

Moisture, . . . 12'7() 11-40 10-72 12TA)

Nitrogenous matter, . 24-r»7 20-18 25 ’20 24 ’05

Starchy matter, . . 50-43 .50*43 50 00 .50*34

Fatty or oily matter, .
1 -01 1*00 1*02 1*14

Mineral constituents (ash), 2*20 1*00 2*20 2*37

Lentils, like all the other leguminous fruits,

contain a large quantity of nitrogenizod matters.

Einhoff found that 3810 parts of lentils contained

1260 parts of starch and 1433 parts of a matter

analogous to animal matter. Dr. Playfair found

that 100 parts of lentils contained 33 parts of

albumen or gluten, and 48 parts of starch, etc.;

whilst the same quantity of peas contained 29

parts of albumen, and of beans 31 parts. Lentils

constitute one of the most highly nutritious foods

ill nature. There are three varieties known in

FYance and Germany,—the small brown, which is

the lightest flavoured and the best for soups
;
the

yellowish, which is a little larger and the next

best
;
and the lentil of Provence, which is almost

as large as a pea, with luxuriant straw, and might

be cultivated as ifood for cattle. I n its cultivation

the lentil requires a dry, warm soil
;

it should be

sown later than the pea, at the rate of a bushel

or a bushel and a half to the acre. It ripens

earlier than the pea, and requires the same treat-

ment and harvesting. The produce of the lentil

in grain is about a fourth less than that of the

tare, and the straw is not more than a third as

much. The straw is, however, considered very
nourishing, and is used for feeding calves and
lambs. The Ervum lens was largely advertised in

London about the year 1840, under the term
Ervalenta, afterwards as Revalenta. On analysis,

Wartou’s Ervalenta was found to consist of a
mixture of the French or German lentil, ground
and reduced to powder, including portions of the

shells or husk, and of a substance very closely

resembling in its microscopic characters, maize or
Indian corn meal. The French lentil, either

whole or ground, is of a yellowish colour, and has
the taste of peas. It has been stated that the

farina of Durra, etc., has been discovered in

cither Ervalenta or Revalenta. Durra is the
Sorghum vulgaro of some other writers. Its

meal resembles that of Indian corn. The two
following are receipts for lentil flour :

—

Red Arabian lentil Salt, 3 oz.

flour, . . 2 lbs. Mix into a uniform
Barley flour, 1 lb. powder.

or

Pea flour, . . . 2 lbs. I Salt, ... 3 oz.

Indian corn flour, . 1 lb.
|
IMix as before,

—-An//. Ctjc.; Poivell, i. p. 340; Roxh.; Voigt;
Aindie

;
Jlassal.

LEO, the lion, the Felis leo of Linnaus, the
Asiatic lion, occurs in India. It was called by
Smee the lelis Gujerattensis, and the people call

it the Sher, tlu? Babbar-slior, the Untia-bag or
camel-coloured tiger, also Singha and Sbingal.

Its length is from 8^^ to 94 feet, and its height 3^
feet. The Asiatic*, and African lion is identical,

and is foimd in the N.W. of India from Gujerat
and Cutch to llurriana, Gwalior, and Saugor.
LEO AFRICAN US, a Moor of Granada. He

was named after L(‘o, having abjured the Muham-
madan religion during the pontificate. He wrote
a description of Africa in Arabic and Latin, and
died in 1556.

IJilONOTlS LEONURUS, the scarlet dande-
lion, a beautiful small scarl(*t flower, native of the
Cape, and now common in all Indian gardens;
blo86om.s throughout the year.

—

Riddell.

LEONTODON TARAXACUM; the dandelion
;

found ill the Sutlej valhy between Kampur and
Sungiiam at an elevation of 6000 to 10,000 feet.—Cleghorn\s Panjah Report^ p. 68.

T.EONURUS SINENSIS.
Ch’un-gwei, . . . Cjitn.

|
Ylh-mu-ts'an, . . CllIN.

It grows all over China, especially in Hankow.
It is dried, and used medicinally, as a tonic,

alterative, vulnerary, and general remedy in puer-
peral and menstrnal ailments. Loonunis tataricus,

the Tartarian inother-wort, is a shrubby plant,
grown from seed, and cultivated in some gardens.—Riddidl; Smithy Chin. Mot. Med.

LEOPARD.
Pjiu, Ching, . . . Chin.

|
Shi-tsze sim, . TUNGUS.

Several distinct species of leopard are known.
Fclis luox»anlu8, H^chreh.^ the leopard or chcota of India.
F. xmrdiis, the X)ard or panther or gorbacha of the

Dekhan.
F. diardi, clouded leopard of India and

Malayana.
F. jubata, maned leopard or hunting leopard of India.
F. melas, Peron, black; cheeta of India and Malayaha.
F. pardochrous, Hodgs.^ of Nepal and Tibet.
F. Horsfieldii, Chray^ of Darjilmg.
F, Javanenzig, DevtrUj of Sumatra, Borneo, Java.
F. Sumatranus, Horsf.y of Sumatra.

Latterly, naturalists have regarded the
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leopardus and F. pardus as varieties of the same
animal

;
and Horsfield and Jerdon say the* black

leopard, F. melas, Pei'on et Lestteur, is now
uniformly admitted to be a black variety of F.

pardus. Most Indian sportsmen, however, regard

them as distinct, thougli, black and yellow cubs
are said to have been seen following a female
yellow leopard, and the black leopard is of a more
vicious temper.

Panther. — There is undoubtedly in British

India a large and a small leopard, the larger

variety being commonly called the panther.

F. pardus, IJodfjs.
|

F. leo])ardiis, Temm.
Tendwaof . . Bowrt. I Adnara, .... Hixn.
lloniga, .... Can.

|

Asnea, .... Maiik.
Barkal, . . . GoNDi.

j

Leopard of . . . Sykes.
Bay-hira of . Himalaya. Chinna puli, . . Tel.
Tahir hay, . . . „ ISik, Tin.
Chita, Chita bag, . Uino. 1

It is found throughout India, in the more open
country, near low hills and ravines. It is from 4
to 5 feet long, tail to ."J, total about 6} to 8J
feet. They destroy deer, occasionally kill and
carry off cattle and ponies, not unfrequently carry
off children, also old women. Sir Walter Filliot

says an instance occurred of four men being killed

by one before it could be <lcslroyed.

Leopard, or smaller variety.

Fclis leopardus, Hodys. F. pardus, Tania.
F. longicaudata, Vahn.
Bibla of . . . Ihnviu. Bibla-bagb, . . . IMahr.
Corbacha, . . . Dlkii. (Jhur-hay, . . . Simla.
Borbaeba, ... ,, Dliir-bay, ... ,,

This is smaller than the other, with a round bull-

dog head. It s<‘izos on dogs, sheep, goats, deer,

monkeys, peafowl. It is more abundant in fori'st

countries, in JMalabar, Wynad, (lumsur, in the

woody parts of the Himalaya and Malay IVnin-
sula. It is stealthy, not unfrequently attacks

man, and has been known to cany off men who
were watching grain at night.

Black' leopard.

F. niolas, Peron.
1

F. perniger, Jfodyson.

It is found throughout British India, but
sparingly in a forest country. It is of a iinifonn

dull-black colour. On one occasion, when shifting

the tigers and leopards of the Government Central

Museum from one cage to another, a black leojiard

leaped violently against the doorway, which it

forced open, and escaped into the garden, creeping

close to the low hedge. It was followed up for

about fifty yards, but it turned on the Editor, who
hacked and leaped to the top of a wall five feet

high, followed by the black leopard, which sprang
from the ground, but w’as cauglit in the leap by a
blow on the head, from whicli it fell at the foot

of the wall stunned. It was restored to its den,

and recovered from its insensibility on thefoHow-
iug day, but on the twelfth day it was killed by a
panther in the same den. It had a vile temper.

Fclis jubata, Linn., hunting leopard.

F. guttata.
I

F. veiiatica.

CliircliR, Chirtaa, . Can. Yuz, Hindustani uf tho
8iwungi, .... ,, trainers.

Cheeta Dukh.

They are caught in the Southern Mahratta dis-

trict, and are trained to kill the Antelope cervi-

capra. They are taught always to single out the

buck, which is generally the last in the herd. The
huntsmen are unwilling to slip until they get the

herd to run across them, when they drive on the

cart and unhood tho cheeta.

The leopards and panthers have been variously

named by naturalists. L. Chinensis, Gray^ L.

Ellioti, Gray^ L. Reevesii, Gray, and L. incon-

spicuus, Gray^ are synonyms of Felis Bcngalensis, •

Desmoulins. And F. pardochrous, Hodgs.^ L.
dosul, llodgs.., is Fclis marmorata, Martin, Blytli.

L. Surnatranus, Gray, is F. leopardus Sumatramis,
Hors/.

;

L. variiis, Gray, is F. pardus, Linn.

;

Ia

viverrinus, Gray, is F. leopardus viverrinus,

Iknmtt. The iiaiithcr and the leopard are ustvl

in Chinese heraldry.

—

Smith; Jerdon's Mammals

;

Adams; IlorsfuUs Catalogue, E.f.C. Museum;
TennenCs Ceylon, pp. i^5-29.

]>]F(MIA, a Mongolian tribe forming a large

part of the population of Sikkim. The country

of Sikkim and Darjiling is the land of the Lepcha,
a Bhot race who are hemmed in between the

Newar and other Nepal tribes, and the Lhopa of

Bhutan, tho Lepcha area Vicing barely (10 miles in

breadth. 11 is physiognomy is markedly Mongolian

,

stature short, from 4 feet 5 inches to 5 feet
;
face

broad and flat, nose depressed, eye oblique, chin

beardless, skin sallow and olive, with a little

moustache on the lips; broad chest and strong

armed, but small -boned l(‘ga, with small wrists,

hands, and feet. The Lepcha is honest, timid,

and peaceful, with mild and frank features. The
Lepcha throws over him loosely a cotton cloak

striped with blue, white, and rod, and uses an upper
garment with sleeves in the cold weather

;
a broad

mnbrella-shaped hat of leaves, and a pent-house of

leaves in the rains. The women dress in silk skirt

and piitticoat, with a sleeveless woollen cloak. The
Lepcha man carries a long, heavy, and straight

knife, serving for all purposes to which a knife can
be applied. They drink the Murwa, the fermented
juice of the Eleusiue eoracaiia, which gives a
drink, acidulous, refreshing, and slightly ' in-

toxicating, and not unlike hock or sauternc in its

j

flavour. Their songs and the music of their

I

bamboo flute is monotonous. They marry before
i maturity, tlic brides being ymrehased by money or
service. The Lepcha, like many other races,

kindle a lire by the friction of sticks. Mountain
.spinach, fern tops, fungi, and lu'ttles arc used as

food. Their ailments, small-pox, goitre, remittimt

fevers, and rheumatism. Their language assimil-

ates to the Tibetan. Some of the Lepcha tribes

call their country Dijong. Amongst themselves
they divide into two tribes, th(^ Bong, also Arrat,

an<l Kham-ba. The Bong has no tradition of

immigration
;

but the Kham-ba appear to have
come about ‘200 years ago from Khain, a jirovince

of Tibet on the borders of China. The present

Sikkim raja is a Kham-ba. The Li'pcha have no

caste distinctions, lint they speak of themselves

as belonging to one or other of tho following

sections :

—

Burphoong phoocho. Sim<lyriug. Lncksom.
Udding ,, 8ngoot. Therim.

Thurjokh „ Tung yuld. Songme.

Captain J. D. Herbert, when writing of the
TiCpcha race, says that they are the same people
whom lie had seen at Nialang, at Jahnabbi, at
Shipchi on the Sutlej, in Hangarang, and at

Lari in Ladakh.

Chastity in adult girls previous to marriage is

not very rigidly insisted on. The Lepcha bury their
dead, as is the custom generally of the Buddhists.
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The house of the Lepcha is generally square,

roomy, and comfortable, built on posts, with a
stage in front of the door, and low-eaved thatch

of bamboo stems, split and laid flat. The walla

are of bamboo wattle-work. In all respects it

resembles the Bhoteah house. The Jjimbu and
Miumi build smaller houses, often on the ground,

but more frequently raised
;

tlic roof is of grass

thatch, or occasionally of a species of bamboo-
work matting.

—

Dalton^ hUhiiol. oflicnfjal, p. 102
;

Hooker^ Him. Journal; Dr. Thomson in Eth. Soc.

Journ.; Ben(j. ^l.v. Soc. Jour. No. xxix. p. 20;
Capt. Jlerbcrt ; iMtfiam's Ethnology.

LEPER LEPEli, a canoe of Amboyna, dug out

of a single tree, with raised sides.

—

Bikrnorc.

LEPIDIUM LATJEOLimi. L. Gon-yuch,
Ladakh. Grows in Ladakh, 10,000 to 14,000
feet

;
is browsed by sheep and goats, little by the

yak.

LEPIDIUM SATIVUM. Linn. Garden cress.

Half, Arab. Nasturtium, . . Pliny.
Aliveri, .... Dotander, ... ,,

Sa-miing-ni, . . Puhm. Ahreo, . . . . Sind.
Halim, Tara-tezak, Hind. Adala vitnla, . . Tki,.

This is grown in many parts of India. Its

small ovoid, reddish mucilaginous seeds arc used
medicinally by the natives of India as a laxative

and antiscorbutic, and by tlu; native physicians

as a gentle stimulant. An oil has been extracted

in India, as well as in Europe. The seed is of an
agreeable warm t;iste. Bruised and mixed with
lime-juice, it is deemed useful for checking local

inflammation. Taken whole in half-drachm doses,

it answers as a gentle and warm aperient.—

Voigt; Ainslic; ()\Sh. ; Birdwood; Exhih.y 1862.

LEPIUOSIREN, a curious reptile of Africa

and South America, placed midway between the

these maligned genera is a tiny taille^ scorpion

(Chelifer), of which three species have been

noticed in Ceylon, the Oh. librorum. Temp,

;

Ch.

oblongum. Temp.; and Ch. acaroides, Hermann,

the last of which it is believed had been introduced

from Europe in Dutch and Portuguese books.

Of the liCpisma, the fisli-msect genus, so called

by Fabricius from its fish-like silvery scales, only

two species have been described, viz. the L. niveo-

fasciatus and L, niger. Temp. One of larger

size is remarkable for the whiteness of the pearly

scales, from which its name is derived
;
these, con-

trasted with the dark hue of the other parts and
its tripartite tail, attract the eye as the insect

darts rapidly along. I ake the Chelifer, it shuns the

light, hiding in chinks till sunset, but is actively

engaged during the night, feasting on the acari

and soft-bodied iiisccts which assail books and
papers. Liniiaius states that the European species

was brought in sugar ships from America. The
Chelifer found in Ceylon has been brought thither

from Europe.

—

Tennent's Ceylon, p. 476.

LEPIvOSY, a disease which attacks the human
race in Europe, Asia, and Africa. It appears on
the skin of the body in various forms, but Euro-
pean medical men regard it as a constitutional

ailment. Their number in all India in 1881 was
131,068, of whom 98,082 were males, 785 were
under five years of ago, 100,991 Hindus, and
24,376 Muhammadans :

—

Ajniir, ‘2'J

Assam, .... 3,1515

JJengal, .... .50,523

Bcr.ar, .... .3,748

15oinbay Preshleucy, 12, .382

lUirraa, .... 2,.580
(.•entnil I’rovinccs, 0,4J3
Coorg, 43

Presidency, 14,600
N.W. Provinces, . 18,255
Panjal), .... 9,734

1 liiroda, 624
(Jcntral India, . . 13
Cocliin 148.

HydiTubad, . . 2,980
Mysore, 533

reptiles and fishes, and has gills and true lungs.

It has the habit on the apjiroach of drought of

burying itself several foot deep into the mud of

the ponds in which it usually dwells. It docs not
appear to possess the power of travelling. The
Hydrargyrie of Carolina leave tlic drying pools

and seek the nearest water, in a straight line,

though at a considerable distance
;
and Sir R.

Schoinburgh tells u.s that certain species of Dora
(called by the people the JIassar) in Guiana have
the same habit, and arc occasionally met with in

such numbers in their travels that the negroes fill

baskets with them. If they fail in finding water,

they are said to burrow in the soft mud, and pass

the dry season in torpidity like the Lepidosiren.

—

The disease is not ordinarily deemed contagious,

and the welfare of the community does not

demand the complete segregation of those afflicted

with it. But leprosy causes much suffering, and
it fosters memlicaucy

;
also from the most ancient

times, in all countries, their presence amongst
their respective communities has been objected to,

and they have been placed in outlying localities.

According to Manetho, as quoted by Josephus,
the Egyptian king Mcnephthah, son of the great

Raineses, collected together all the lepers, and
located them in tln^ quarries in Lower Egypt,

on the edge of the Arabian desert, but sub-

sequently mitigated their lot, and placed them
in the deserted town of Avaris. These outcasts,

Gosse, p. 122.

LEPIRONIAMUCRONATA. Cl. Bichard. A
rush of all the 18. and E. of Asia, cultivated in

China, like rice, for mat-making, ft rises to 7

feet, and propagates by sprouts from its peren-

nial roots. I'iic stems are beaten flat, to fit them
to be woven as mats, bags, mat sails, or flour

matting.— Von Mueller.

LEPISMA. This tiny silver insect has six legs,

filifoim antenna), and abdomen terminated by three

elongated seta), two of which are placed nearly at

right angles to the central ones. This is one of

two genera of insects which infest books in India,

and which are usually regarded as accomplices in

the work of destruction, but which, on the con-
trary, pursue and greedily feed on the larv£e of the

death-watch, and the numerous acari and soft-

bodied insects, which are believed to be the chief

depredators that prey upon books. Another of

however, sided with the people of Palestine who
rose in a religious war aganist aniinal-worship,

and Meneplitlmh fled to Ethiopia.

Lei)crs ar(' mimerons in China, and are only

allowed rope-selling as a trade. Numbers of those

not actually suffering from the disease, but sub-

ject to it, stand at the corner of every street in

Canton, with coils of rope and hanks of cord for

sale. The term Lizard, still applied to that part

of old towns in which a rope-walk is situated, is

supposed to be a corruption of Lazare, the lepers’

quarter. The l.izard Point in Cornwall, and
1 iczardieux, a village in Brittany, are supposed to

take their names from the lepers.

Dr. Bhau Daji of Bombay, who died about the

year 1873, was very successful in treating tuber-

cular leprosy, it Avas supposed with the Chaul-

moogra oil from the Gynocardia odorata.

The Puranas relate that Jaiiamejaya was Sorely
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afflicted with leprosy as a punishment for having

killed some serpents. Hindus believe that a mmi
who may have killed a serpent in his former life

is sure to be attacked with leprosy. The leper

is regarded by Hindus as a loathsome/ unclean

being. After his death, his remains must be

buried, and cannot be burnt without certain

peculiar rites. Also, now, at the close of the

19til century, a man who has not been blessed

with offspring, and whose doom is sealed if he

do not beget a son, considers tliat the serpent

has denied him children, and thus baiTcd Ids

entrance to the gates of heaven. The disease

of sore eyes is also attributed to the serpent’s

wrath. The worship of the serpent is therefore

essential to lepers, the sore-eyed, and the child-

less, who, to appease the wrath of the serpent,

perform many costly ceremonies of Sarpa Sam].)aB-

kara and Nagaraandal. For the former of those

ceremonies, a day is selected, cither the bth,

Cth, 15th, or 30th of the month. The family

priest is summoned as the director of the cere-

mony. The childless sinner has first to take a

bath, and next to dress himself in silk or linen

garments. A.spot in the house is chosen, and the

family priest, sprinkling grains of rice, drives away
any devil that may have been lurking there. Ho
takes his scat with the performer on two wooden
stools. He gets some rice or wheat finely pul-

verized, and, kneading the dough, makes a figuie

of the serpent. The Holy antra are then said to

give the figure animation, and transform it, to all

intents and purposes, into a live serpent. It is

then offered milk and sugar. I’lie image receives

the worship common to other gods. After the

worship, the Mantra snatch away from the figure

the life just impartc<l, for they are said to liave

the power of giving life and of taking it away
again. After the serpent is dead, the sinner

assumes the signs of mourning, which consist in

shaving off his beard and moustaches. Then he

carries dihe figure on his head, and, having reached

the bank of a l iver, lie reverentially places it upon
a pile. The figure is carefully fenced in with

chips of sandal or jack wood, and camphor and
melted butter are poured over it. 'fhe pile is

then kindled with the fire which the performer

brings with him from his house. He previously

Giiters into a vow with the fire tliat it shall be

solely used for the cremation of the serpent-god.

The fire reduces the mas.s to ashes, which are

(tarried to the river, and put into the water. The

performer - is considered unholy, and cannot be

touched for three days. On the fourth day, the

funeral of the serpent-god or Sampaskara eiuls

with an eutertaininent to eiglit unmarried youths,

below the age of twenty. TJiey arc considered to

represent eight serpents, and are treatcil with the

utmost respect. The performer rests satisfied for

a time that the ceremony will produce the desiriid

effect. But if such be not his good fortune, he

then resorts to the other ceremony, Nagamandal.

On one of the days named the leper gives a grand

feast to a number of his castc-inen and unmanied
youths. The evening comes, and one of the

bockayavara or musicians, duly summoned for the

purpose, scatters on the spot already selected

some bruised rice, and inscribes the figure of a

huge serpent in a large circle. The figure is

worshipped, and then the musicians perform tlieir

part. They are the children of the Deva-dasa or

temple women. Their band generally consists of

two pipes and several drums. They dress them-

selves for the occasion in women’s clothes, and

put on various jewels. The chief man among
them pretends that he can represent the deity,

and, going to and fro, reels about expressing the

approbation of the deity by uttering some words,

which are attended to as if they proceeded from

the mouth of the deity itself. The musicians pro-

duce a variety of discordant sounds. While the

drummers tap with their fingers on each side of

the drum, their head, shoulders, and every muscle

of their body are in motion. The musicians, the

drummers, the observers of the ceremony, and the

representative of tlic deity keep going round the

circle throughout the night, singing songs at one

tiiiu; in praise, at another in iii?preciation of the

deity. To keep up tlieir strength, the drummers

have frequent recourse to the toddy bottle, and

soon become intoxicated. As the night passes

away, the ceremony is over.

One of the S(werc remedies to which the leper

and tlie childless expose themselves is as follows:

—

On the 6th day of every month, he entertains a

number of unmarried youths at dinner. Though

fasting the ]>revious day, ho does not himself

partake of food in their company. After dinner,

and before the leaves whereon the guests had

taken it have been removed, he enthusiastically

rolls himself over them. The next part of the

ceremony is to cleanse himself in a bath, and for

the remainder of the day lu‘ cannot take any food

that contains salt. A. rich {Siidra of low birth is

not allowed to observe any of tlieso rites. But

tilt* compassionate priest comes to his aid, and

off(irs him his services by observing them on his

behalf. After they arc over, the priest takes

sonic water in his hand and pours it into that of

the 8udra. This piocess is said to transfer every

merit of the ceremony to the Sudra, while the

priest holds himself liable for all the defects in

the observance.

Mr. Apothecary 1 Miillips has published pamphlets

on the Gurjuii 'oil treatment, and professes to

have a radical cure of amesthetic and tubercuhir

leprosy. A medical olRcer with large experience

in the disease, writing of Gurjun oil, says: ‘1

liave no faith in any specific, nor indeed is it in

the nature of things to find a specific for this fell

disease.’ Combined witli other remedies, such as

iron, arsenic, etc., which generally help to form

the so-called specifics, the treatment i.s only

palliative but never curative.

—

Biuisen^

riacc in Universal History^ ii. pp. 500, 5()3, iii.

pp. 188, 195.

T.EHTADFN 1A JACQUEMONTIANA. D. C.

Kip, Eind. This is employed in Sind along with

Feriploca a})hylluni, for making into ro])CS and

bands used for wells, as wat(U* does not rot them.

Leptadcnia reticulata, IK. and A., Fula-tige, Tel.,

is used as a vegetable. Leptadcnia spartea,

another species of the genus yielding a fibre.—

Jionlv, Fih. PL p. 306.

LEPTOCEPIlAJdD^, a family of fishes of the

Asiatic seas, from the 1 iCptocephalus or (Hass Eel

genus. There have been 18 species described.

liEPTOOEKIDiE, a family of insects, in which

is the caddis-worm genus Setodes.

LEPTONYCHIA MOACURROIDES. Bedd,

An elegant small tree inhabiting the western

coast forests of the Madras Presidency, 1000 to
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5000 feet elevation, met with on the Carcur ghats

in the Wynad, on the Coimbatore Hills, and on
the Tinnevelly ghats.—Rcddowic, FI Sylv. p. 114.

LEPTOPTILOS ARGALA. Linn,
Ciconia nudifrons, Jerd. Argala migratoria, Hodg.
C. marabou, Temm. Ardea diibia, Gmel.

Clianiari-dhauk, . Bkng. Hargeyla, . . . Hind.
Adjutant, . . . En(}. Dusta, .... ,,

Gigantic stork, . . ,,
(Jararof. . . Pukniah.

Hargela, Hurgela, Pini-gala-konga, . Tel.

The adjutant bird is migratory. It is rare in

the south of India, though it occurs in Hyderabad
mid Mysore, but it is common in Hcngal, N.

and N.E. India, Burma, tand the Malay Penin-

sula. The adult birds make their appearance as

soon as the rains set in, and becoming in fine

plumage towards the close of the rains, depart at

that time to breed in the eastern portion of the

Sunderbans, in Moulmein, in the Tenasserirn pro-

vinces ii])Oii lofty trees, and along the eastern

coast of the Bay of Bengal upon trees and rocks.

It is a bold, familiar bird, eats all sorts of auiinal

refuse, frogs, fish, and dead bodies. Though called

a gigantic crane, it is not a crane. Tiie three

ordinary Indian cranes are Grus antigoue, Gr.

cinerea, and Gr. virgo. Grus Icucogeranus occurs

rarely in the N.W. Provinces. The words Crane
and Gnis, and the Hindustani names of the three

common Indian species, Saras, Karranch, and
Kakarra, all have reference to the loud trumpeting

of these birds, which have a curious internal

conformation resembling that of the trumpeter

swans; whereas the storks arc voiceless birds,

having actually no vocal muscles, and can make
no sound, but by clattering their mandibles

together, which they do pretty loudly.

—

Jirdon's

Birds; Z. in Indian Field.

LEPTOPTILOS CRUMENIFEHUS. Cuv. A
bird of tropical Africa, funushes the marabout
feathers of that continent

;
the L. argila and L.

Javanicus, those of India.

—

Jerdon; Z. in Indian

Field; Simmemds' Dictionary.

LEPTOPTILOS JAVAN ICA . Ilorsf.

Ciconia calva, Ja'flon. (1 cristata, iMHIldl.

(^. capillatii, Temm, Argila crinita, B. Ham.
C. nudifrons, M'OleU. A. iininigratoria, Htsly.

Chandana, . . . IJexo. Cliinjara Hind.
Chandiari, ... . Ibing-gor of . Purniah.
Madanchur, ... ,,

Nutha-cootee-naiai, Tam.
Moduntiki, ... ,, Dodal-konga, . . Tel.
Small adjutant, . Eng. Dodal-gatti-gadu,

. ,,

Hair-crcstud stork, ,, 1

The Tamil name of the small grey and black

stork, JiCptoptilos Javanica, isNutha-cootee-narai,

literally shell-fish (Amjuillaria) picking crane.

They have nests two feet in diameter, and contain

three eggs or young. The eggs are of a dirty white

colour, of the same shape, but not quite so large,

as those of the turkey. The young when fully

feathered are in prime condition. Their flesh is

eaten by Muhammadans and Pariahs. The bird

keeps entirely to marshy fields, edges of tanks,

etc,
;

it never approaches towns. Some half a

dozen or more of these birds may often be seen in

the morning sunning themselves with outstretched

wings in the dry fields. They only differ from
the adjutant, or Leptoptilos argala, in size and
colour. These nest early, and the youug arc firm

on the wing in the month of February. They are

found througliout Asia, feed on fish, frogs, crabs,

and locusts. A pair of these birds were pur-
chased by a detachment of the 74th Highlanders,

who in June 1877 were stationed at Penang.
The birds stood about three feet in height. They
were never kept in confinement, and from the

very first were allowed to roam over a large open
expanse of ground. They never seemed inclined

to stray far, and very seldom ever attempted to

fly. They would spend more than half the day
standing motionless opposite each other, bill to

bill, and with both their wings outspread. They
were coarse feeders, and neither quality nor
quantity seemed to trouble them much

;
one of

them on an occasion gulped down one by one Jis

fast as they could be tlirown to it, .52 small fishes,

each about six inches in length, and evidently was
ready for more. After they had been with the

regiment about a month, one of them began to

look dowii(!aHt. One morning it remained basking
in the sun for several hours, with outspread wings.

Later in the day it lay down on the grass, with
its eyed closed, and evidently very sick, and by it

stood its brother, apparently quite unconcerned,
lake this they remained until late in the afternoon,

when the healthy bird was seen to put his head
on one side, and, looking curiously at his sick

comrade, proceeded to stir him up with his beak,

witliout making him move
;
and on going to look,

he was found to be dead. A post-mortem ex-

anuiiation was immediately held, and in the poor
bird’s stomach were found the legs and claws of a
large fowl, quite undigested, which were the
apj)areiit cause of the intense inflammation. While
the investigation was going on, the surviving bird

evidently regarded it with much interest, and as

great lumps of muscle were Btripi)ed off his com-
rade’s bones he gobbled them up. Having thus
got a good meal, he at length stalked demurely
away, satisfied with his afternoon’s performance.
I.ErTOSFERMUM SCOFA KILIM, the ICaeta-

towa or Manu Ka of New Zealand, a tree of the

myrtle family, grows on the mountains to a height
of 25 or 50 feet. Its hard, heavy wood is used
for war - clubs, paddles, and articles requiring

strength and durability. ~0. Bennett^ p. 410.

I.EPUKANDA SACGIUOKA. Nimmo.
Antiaris saccidora, JMlz. Araya aiijcly, Maleal.
Cliundul, . . . . Hind. Navil maram, . Tam.

This stately forest tree is indigenous on the

w(^st side of India, in the ravines at Kandalla, and
in the jungles near Coorg, where people manu-
facture sacks from the bark by a very simple
process. A branch is cut, corresponding to the

length and diameter of the sack wanted. It is

soaked a little, and then beaten with clubs until

the inner bark separates from the wood. This

done, the sack formed of the bark is turned inside

out and pulled down, until the wood is sawed off,

with the excc])ti()n of a small piece left to form
the bottom of the sack, and which is carefully left

untouched. These sacks, called Kurumbur bags
or sacks, arc in general use among the villagers

for carrying rice, and are sold for about six annas

each. This is very corninon, and the most gigantic

of all the trees in the Wynad jungles
;
wood not

much used.

—

Hoyle, Fib. PL; ABlwr.
LEPUS, the hare, is of the family Leporidse.

There are five species known to inhabit the,East

Indies,—L. ruficaudatus, the common Indian hare

;

L. nigricollis, the black-naped hare
;
L. hispidus,

the hispid hare
;
h. Peguensis of Burma, and L.

pallipes of Tibet. Hares arc unknown in Arakan

and in the Tenasserirn provinces, also throughout
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the Malayan Peninsula and Archipelago, with the

exception of Lepus nigricollis, F. Car., in Java,

wliich has most probably been introduced from
South India or Ceylon, as it doubtless likewise

has in the Mauritius
;
but several notices'occur of

hares in the Indo-Chinese countries, even in

Cochin-China the species being as yet undeter-

mined.

Lepus jEgypticus, Egyptian hare, is found in

Egypt.
Lepus oiiniculus, rabbit, coney.

Konyn, Konin, . , 15 ki,(;.
:

(-oelho, .... Port.
Kanine, .... Dan. (?onejo, .... |8i*.

Konyn, Konin, . . Di:t. Kanin Sw.
Kaninchen, . . . Gkk. Cwuingcn, . . Wklsh.
Coniglio It.

The rabbit begins to breed at tlie age of six

months, and produces several broods in a year,

generally from five to. seven or eight at a time.

The young are blind at their birth, and nCtarly

naked. The fur of the rabbit is in considerable

demand, particularly for the hat trade
;
and. at

one time the silver-haired varieties, or silver-

sprigs, fetched three sliillings a piece, for orna-

mental linings to cloaks.

I^epus liispidus, Peavaou.

Caprolagus hiapidus, Bl.
j
Hispid hare, . . . Kno.

The great sal forest at the base of the snb-

Ilimalaya and of their offsets, from Gorakhpur to

Tiperah, also at Siligori in the Terai, is tlie

peculiar and exclusive habitat of the liispid han?,

which never ventures into the open plains on the

one hand, or into the mountains on tlie other

;

and hence it is but little known, deep cover and
deadly malaria contributing alike to its obscurity.

As the black-necked hare or L. nigricollis is the

single species of the Dckhan, and {lie rcdtail, \j.

ruficaudata, of Hindustan and Hongal, so is the

liispid of the vast suli- Himalayan forest
;
and it is

remarkable that the mountains beyond the forest,

even up to the perpetual snows, have no pi'cnliar

species.^ The sal forest liare feeds chiefly on
roots and the bark of trees, a circumstance iis

remarkably in harmony with the extraordinary

rodent power of it« structure as are its small eyes

and eaife, w'cighty body, and short, strong legs,

with what has been just stated relative to the

rest of its habits. The whole forms a beautiful

instance of adaptation without the si igli test cliangc

of organism If anything, the male is rather the

larger and darker. The male measures inches

from snout to vent. The female is 10 inches

long* and oj lbs. Both have a girth behind the

shoulder of 12 inches. Compared with the

common species, these animals .are conspicuously
of darker hue and heavier make, but not larger.

They have heavier heads, much shorter ears,

smaller eyes, shorter tails, limbs shorter, stronger

and less unequal,—in that respect like a rabbit ;

—

and, lastly, their mystaccal tufts arc much less, and
their fur much harsher. Tho. profile of the head
is less curved in the hispid than in the common
species, the nails somewhat larger, and the digits

slightly different in gradation, the tliumb in

particular being less withdrawn, and the little

linger more so, from the front, in hispidus.

The ears both in male and female considerably

exceed one-half of the length of the head, and are

broader as well as shorter than in L. ruffcaudatus

or L. timidus
;
and it is remarkable that the tail

in the male is shorter than in the female,—in both

I

more so than in L. timidus. The teats are six,

two pectoral and four ventral.

Lepus macrotus inhabits tho Himalaya and
Kepal. It is larger than the black-neckcd hare,
L. nigricollis, of the Indian plains.

Lepus nigricollis, Cuv., JUij., Ell.

L. molanauchen, Tcmm.
Malla, Can. Sas.sa, .... INfAim.
Black-napi'd hare, . Eng. Musal Tam.
Kliar-gosli, . . . Hind. Kumleli, .... Tkl.

This is the hare of Ceylon, of tlie Peninsula of

India, of Sind, the Panjab, and of Java.

Lepus oiostolus, //er/r/.v. L. Tibetanus, Wntcrli,

The bine, w^oolly, or alpine hare of Tibet and
Nepal is considered by Major (hinningham to be
the h. pallipes of Hodgson. There was, says Dr.

Hooker (ii. p. 157), nuich short grass about the
land, on wliieli large antelopes, Chiru (Antilope

Ifodgsonii), and deer, Goa (Procapra pictieaudata,

ll(ultjson)^ were feeding. TIkto were also many
slate-coloured hares with white rumps (L. oios-

tolus), with marmots and tailless rats. He found
the horns of the Chiru on the south side of the
Donkia pass, but he never saw a live one except
in Tibet. The JVocapra is as described by Mr.
Hodgson. Dr. Adams says of tho alpine hare,

L. oiostolus, that it was common among the fallen

boulders, and along the long bottoms and sides

of the valleys leading towards the Pugha lake.

This species very much resembles tho alpine hare
of Europe.
Lepus pallipes, Tfofh/son; Ii, tollai, Pallas, Orntj.

White-foot hare, Ui-bong, Tin., occurs in Ladakh
and Tibet.

Lepus Pegnensis, Pli/th, is very similar to the

L. ruticaudatns, Js. (koffroij., of Bengal. It

occnr.s in all Upper India, Assam, and Upper
Burma. Tail blac^k above, as in the generality of

the genus. Upper parts same colour as Bengal
hare, but the belly abruptly white.

J.epus ruficaudatiis, PAytli.

L. liidicus, Jfodf/K.
I

1j. macrotus, Ilodgs.

Sasrii, ... . Bkno. Khargosli, . . . Hind.
( 'onjmon Indian liJire,KN(j. Kharrn,

.... (JoNDf. Larninn, .... ,,

This liaro is found from tho Himalaya and the

Panjab to the Godavery, Malabar, and Assam.
T.epus Sinensis, Gray, of Hardwicke’s Ilhistra-

tions of Indian Zoology, is known only by that

figure. The skull closely resembles that of L.

riificaudatus, U. ( teo()\ (the common Bengal hare)

;

the general structure of L. Sinensis and L. ruficau-

clatus would appear to be quite similar, but the

colouring is remarkably different, being a mixture
of deep tawny or rufo-fiilvous vrith much black on
tho upper parts, and the under parts whitish.

The paws arc black underneath, mingled with

some tawny along the low'cr surface of the tarsus

;

the latter being almost ]nire white externally, and
thus forming a remarkable and striking contrast

with the hue of the lower surface. Tail black

above and at the tip, whitish below towards itfi

base. On the sides towards the belly the fur

much resembles both in colour and texture that

of the entiri? upper parts of L. ruffcaudatus
;
but

on the back the fulvous hue is very much deeper,

and the admixture of bhack is much greater, the
short soft under-fur is deep buff or fulvous,

whereas in L. ruffcaudatus the same is whitish
or rather almost pure white.—Adams

;

in Beng. 4^. Soc. Jourv., 1846, 1847, 1852

;
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LERA. LBZAM.

British Museum Catalogue; Eng, Cyc.; Jcnlon's

Mammals,
LERA. Hind. A coarse brown gum, imper-

fectly soluble, used in calico printing.

LESCHENAUI.T DE LA TOUR, a French

botanist, who accompanied Baudin’s voyage to

the Moluccas, Java, and Sumatra. He appears to

have been appointed director of the botanic

garden at Pondicherry, and to liave investigated

some of the southern provinces of the Peninsula;

the plants he collected seem, however, to be

chiefly from the Ncilghcrrics, and are prindiially

published by Do Candolle in his Prodromus
oystematis Naturalis Vogotabilinm.

LESGHI, an agricultural race of about 18,000

families who occupy Daghestan in (Caucasia. Tlujy

speak apeculiar dialect ; one of the seven (Caucasian

nations, .between the Black ISea and tin' (^as])ian.

They are supposed to be descended from the tribe

of mountaineers known to ancient geographer
under the name of Lesgjn or Ligyes. They are

alike remarkable for thciir valour and turbulence.

They are now subject to Russia. The TiOsghi

karhri is a broad two-edged knife.

—

MacGregor;
Malcolm^ ii. p. 125.

LESPIDEZA STRIATA, Hooker and Ariwlt,

the Japan clover of China and Ja]>an, grows

readily on dry soil, and the cattle like it. It

is much valued in N. America as a grass for

cattle.— Von Mueller,

LESSEPS. Ferdinand do Ijcssi'ps, a native of

France, who planned the formation of the Suez

Canal, between Port Said on the Mediterranean

and Suez on the Red Sea. A g^eat engineer.

LET-IITA, a small tribe in the Karen -no
country, who so call themselves, but are designated

Goung-dho by the Burmese. They occupy the

country to the KW. of Mobyay, called the twt'lve

hills of Levay Loung. They liave a bachelor hall

and a spinster hall at opposite* ends of their

villages. They have an intenst^ si'iisitiveness
;
and

if one of them be accused of any evil act by several

of the community, ho will retire to some secluded

spot, dig his grave, and strangle himself.

LET-PJIET. Bru:M. Pickled tea. It is pro-'

pared from the El.'eodendron Persicuni. The leaves

are brought from native Burma, and are kept

constantly moist. Wlicii to b(5 used they are

mixed with a little salt, oil, fried garlic, green

ginger, and parched sesamum seeds. T>et-phet-

dhok are small packets of the jiicklcd tea which
form part of every Burrnan ceremonial, and are

senLas invitations instead of notes or letter.?.

LETSOMIA NERVOSA. Roxh.
Argyreia spcciosa, (1hoi.vf.

Bich-tarik, . . . Bkng. I Elephant crccpcr, . Eng.
Googuli, . . . Dekhan.

|
Sumaiular soh, . Hind.

A woody twining perennial plant of Arabia,

Sind, and all India. Its leaves are useful as a

maturant and discutient, and are rubbed on the

skin in cutaneous affections.

—

Murray.

LETSOMIA SETOSA, a large red -flowered

creeper of the convolvulus tribe, is seen in Tenas-

scrim during the rainy season oji almost every

hedge.

—

Mason,
LETTI, a high island of considerable extent, in

lat. 8° 11' S., and long. 127® 45' E., 18 miles E.
by N. from Pulo Jackee, in the Arafura Sea.
The S.W. islands of the E. Archipelago are
the Baba, Sormatta, Letti, Roma, Wetta, and
Lamnm groups. The Baba people arc known to

have destroyed an English trading yesscl. Each
family preserves on a scaffold of their dwelling

the head of one of their ancestors.

LETTUCE, Lactuca saliva.

Peh-ku, Sang-tsai, Chin. Kaboo, . GuJ., Hind.
Lattuo, Salat, . . Dan. Lattuga, .... It.

Laktuk, . . Dan., Sw. Alface, Port.
Laitue, Fit. Latuk, Rus.
Lattich, .... Geii. Lcchuga, .... Sc.

The most esteemed sorts of lettuce are the

cabbage, red and brown cos-lettuce. For early

salading, the seed may be sown at the commence-
ment of the rains, although neither are in per-

fection until the cold season. They arc mostly
raised in small beds, and then transplanted into

others at about one foot apart, or on ridges around
other vegetables

;
they do not require any par-

ticular care. Thi' ground should be light and
rich, and when the plants are of a sufficient size

they should be tied up, and this may be done
with shreds of plantain -loaf or twine.

—

Riddell,

LEUOAS ASFERA. Spreng.

IMilomis csculcntum. Kulkusa, . . , Beng.
Clioto, Beng. Thumbay keova, . Tam.

A small animal weed with >vhite flowers

;

appears during the rains
;
the leaves arc used as

greens mixed with othi^rs.

—

Jaffrey.

LELTCAS OEPTIALOTES. ‘

Spreng,

Blilornis ccphalotc.s, Jtoxh.

Chatra, .... Hind.
|

Tummi,' .... Tel.

Th(! leaves are eati'ii
;
the llowers are sacred to

Siva, and are offered in his temple. But there

arc many species to whieb tlie term Tummi is

indiscriminately applied.

LEUCAS ZEYLANJCA. R, Jlr. Tlio plant

is used as a stimulant, sialogogue.

LFUG1S(;US RASBORA, Bncli. Ham., o(

Penang, numerous in rivulets and in rice fi(?ldB

when they are flooded.

LKUCORYX, Oryx leucoryx, of N.E. and W.
Africa, from tlio Gambia to Abyssinia. In S.

Africa it is replaced by the Gemsbok (Oryx
gazella). In Dougola and on the coasts of the

Red Rea a third beautiful s])ecics of this form
occurs, theBeisa'; and in Arabia a fourth species,

described and figured under the name 61 Oryx
beatrix.

T.EUCOSPERMUM, an interesting genus of

plants, with entire downy or hairy loaves, and
terminal heads of yellow llowers.

—

Riddell,

LEVISTICU.Al.
T.‘ing-kwci, OiiiN. Ta-kung Chin.
(Jh’iicn-kung, Fiih-kving,

Species of lievisticum are used in China, like

sumlml root and valerian plants.

—

Smith.

I.EWES UERTOMENES, a learned gentleman
of Rome, who in A.D. 1503 gave an account of

Cambay, and of its quartzoso minerals.
LEYDEN, Dit. JOHN, a celebrated lin^ist,

antiquary, and poet; born 1775; entered the

Madras Medical Service in 4802; became Pro-

fessor of Hindustani, College, Fort William, 1806

;

accompanied Lord Minto to Java in 1809, where

he died. Author of Translation of the Memoirs
of the Emperor Baber, Lond. 1826, 4to

;
On the

Indo-Chinese Languages, in As. Res. x.'p. 158;

On the Rosheniah Sect, ibid. xi. p. 368.

—

Dr,

Bnist's Cat,

LEZAM. Hind. An iron bow with chain,

used for gymnastic exercises in the Talimkhana or

gymnasium of India.
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LHA. LI.

IjHA. Tib. God. Lhamo, goddess.

LHASSA. To the Lhassan kingdom of Great
Tibet is applied the name of Kha-chan-pa or

Snow-land. Lhassa is the seat of the great priest

of the eastern Buddhists. Its houses are large,

and are fresh whitewashed and painted every

year, so as to present a gay appearance. In the
city of Lhassa, and over the whole of Tibet,

Geawa Remboochi or the Grand I iaraa is nominally
the supreme authority in temporal and spiritual

affairs. His residence is in Patala Goompa, which
is on the north side of Lhassa. M. line says

that Lhassa in the Tibetan language means fiand

of Spirits. The Mongolians, on the same authority,

call this city Monche-dhot, i.e. Eternal Sanctuaiy.

The Chebu Lama gives the following interpreta-

tion:—L’ha means God
;
Sa^ abode or resting place

;

hence it is the city of God, or the Eternal City. There
are two resident envoys from China, called Ampas,
stationed at I ihassa

;
subordinate to tliem are two

great Chinese ollicers, designated T)aloo-he. Their

rank and occupation are those of gen(‘ral ofliccrs.

Next to these are two Phopun, who act as pay-
masters of the troops, and perform the duties of

British Adjutant and Quartermaster-Generals.

They also arc Chinese. One of the Daloo-ho and
one of the Phopun are generally stationed at

Digarchi. These officers constitute the general

staff of the army in Tibet. Next in rank arc^ three

Chonghar. • They are Chinese, and military com-
manders; one is generally stationed at Digarchi

and another at Tingri, near the Nepal frontier of

Tibet. Below thes(i arc throe Tingpun, non-
commissioned officers,—also Chinese. There are

no other Chinese military officers in Tibet. The
usual number of Chinese troops, all Manchii

Tartars, in Tibet, did not exceoil 4000 men.

Stationed at Lhassa, 2000; Digarchi, 1000;
Giaugtcchi, 600 ;

Tingri, 600. The Chinese

functionaries in Tibet arc political and military

officers only. All the civil appointments are held

by Tibetans. The local temporal government of

Tibet is headed by the Grand Lama, who is entirely

guided in all political and military affairs. —
Prinsep's Tibet.

LIIOPA, a quarrelsome and cruel but not brave

race of Eastern Tibet and Nepal. They have

invariably black hair, which is cut close to the

head. ‘ The eye is small, black, with long pointe<l

corners, as though stretched and extended by
artificial means, 'fheir eyelashes are so thin as

to be scarcely prcceptible
;
and the eyebrow is

but slightly shaded. Below the eyes is the broadest

part of the face, which is ratlier flat and narrow
from the cheek-bones to the chin. Many are

more than six feet high, and, taken altogether,

they have a complexion not sd dark by several

shades as that of the European Portuguese. They
make paper from the hark of a tree called deah,

steeped in a ley of wood-ashes, drained, beaten to

a pulp, cleansed, and formed into sheets. This is

dolie by spreading it over a frame of reeds. These

the manufacturer dips into the water which con-

tains the pnip, until he has covered the surfaces.

Then he raises them perpendicularly, and has

nothing further to do beyond the drying and

pressing. They are industrious agriculturists,

and skilful in artificial irrigation. Lho-pa-to or

Bhutan people are Buddhists of the sect called

in Tibet Bruk-pa (vulgarly Duk-pa), which they

adopted in the 17th century. The four valleys of

Bhutan are called Thet-yul, Thim-yul, Patro or
Pato, and the middle district.

LI. The ancient Chinese philosopher Li or
Licius flourished in the latter half of the 6th cen-
tury B.C., or about 100 years after Confucius. His
writings seem to indicate a protest against the
purely secular wisdom of the latter sage, and to
represent those more religious and imaginative
elements of the national thought which afterwards
led to the diffusion of Buddhism. His theory of
the universe appears substantially pantheistic,

and offers considerable affinity to the Indian in its

practicid conclusions, though resting rather on an
empirical than a metaphysical basis. Licius would
also seem to have been considerably influenced
by Lao-tsze

;
the existence and efficacy of magic,

at all events, appear to be taken for granted by
him. On the whole, his writings may probably
b(; taken as a fair example of the Chinese mind
alike in its strength and weakness. Childish

absurdity, as at least it appears to ns, alternates

with shn^wd homely sagacity
;
and in their inde-

pendences of fortugn influence they afford an
int(‘restmg proof of the tendency of the awakened
intellect in all ages and countries to occupy itself

with the sjime problems, with a remarkable corre-

spoTidcucft in tiie results ultimately attained. His
aphorisms arc for the most part cast into the
form of apologues or anecdotes, some quaint and
ingenious, others at the first aspect puerile or
extravagant. Liiaus is full of interesting in-

cidental illustrations of Chinese manners and
customs, indicating the progress which civilisation

had made in his time. Medicine, architecture,

and music seem to have attained a considerable
ilegrce of development,—the latter especially was
almost as highly regarded as in contemporary
Greece. True intellectual progress has been
arn‘sted in China since Licius’ time, and the
nation has even retiograiled in several respects.

lif, a (^diineso copper coin
;
ten to a candareen.

10 li, 1 candareen
;
100 li, 1 mas

;
1000 li, 1 tael;

1 tael about 6s.

LT, a Chinese measure of length, about one-
sixth of a British mile, or 29o yards. •

LI, a Chinese word of very extensive meaning,
sometimes venclered reason, courtesy, propriety,

good breeding. The saying is, Li and Wen
(learning) make up the whole sum of human
excellencies .—Bowriluf.

LI. Many non-Aryan peoples of India take
th(‘ir tribal designations from the word for * man ’

ill their respective dialects, and the term mi (man),
with some prefixed or supposed syllabic, supplies

th(* basis of the race name to not less tlian forty

ascertaineil tribes. Thus Du-mi, Ka-nii, Ku-mi,
Anga-mi Naga, Mi-than Niiga. And if wc re-

cognise the non-Aryan phonetic displacements of

m and '1 and of 1 and r, the list can be greatly

increased. Thus, in the Sak, lu
;

Toung, raru

;

Murmi, mi
;
Thaksya, inli

;
and the root li affords

the generic term Homo, man, to a whole series of

tribal names. Thus Ma-li, tlie people of Kajrnahal
;

Bala-li, Dhima-li, Santa-li, Banga-li, meaning
the people of Bala, Banga, and so forth. Li is

thus often added to specific names for man to
form names for aboriginal tribes. In Santali, li

furnishes the nomenclature connected with the
propagation of our species, such as lai, laih, etc.,

and appears in li dih, a child
; le-daka or lad ko,

children
;
Khi li, a generation of men (ho-li), and
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LICHENS.

the hitherto unexplained terms, Oh^-la, Ghe-li contrary, the oak and the elm 'increase their liber

(=Khi-li =: holi), for son and daughter, used by filowly and irregularly. — Eng, Cyc,^ quoting

all the semi-aboriginal castes of Lower Bengal. Comptes Rendus, v. p. 893.

The root ko, with the generic affix li, is met with LIBOCEDRUS DECURRENS, a taree of N.W.
in all periods of history, and in all India. The America, which grows associated with the Sequoia

Mahabharata and Vishnu Purana speak of Ko-li (Wellingtonia) gigantea. It attains a height of

tribes in connection with Mikala, Dravida, ICirata, over 200 feet. Its timber is much sought after

and others, and the Aitareya Brahrnana speaks of by farmers for rails and fencing timbers. It

the Koli as Dasya. Among a section of the non- might be introduced into N.W. India.

Aryan races of India, or aborigines, as Dr. Hunter IjICHEN ODOKIFERIJS. Royle. Borrera

styles them, the root ho, shortening in some to ashneh is a product of the Himalaya, and officinal

hu and ha, or interchanging into ko, ku, and ka, at Lahor(\ The liakims administer it in dis-

furnishes the specific w'ord for man amongst the orders of the stomach, dyspepsia, vomiting, pain in

Kol tribes of Central India, and is one of the the liver or womb, induration in the uterus, amenor-
oldest and most widely spread roots for man. In rhma, calculi, and nocturnal spermatic discharges,

the Sanskrit play the Mrichha kati, go-ho is man
;

L. stapelioidcs mentioned by Griffith, and the

among the Kur, near Ellichpur, it is ho ko
;

lichen of Masson, is the Boucerosia aucheri.

—

Dr,
amongst the Siamese it is khon or kuii, which is Ilonujhergei\ p. 299.

the same form as it takes amongst Khond.

—

Dr. LICHEN ROTUNDATUS. Rottl.
W. W. Hunter on the Non-Aryan Languages of Hinna-i-koreigh, . Auab. I Kull pashi, . . . Tam.
India^ p. 22. rathar-ka-i)hul, . Dukh.

|
Katipanchi, . . . Tel.

LIANG. ‘ A tchokhi, in (Chinese thsian, pro- This is a dried rock moss which the Tamil prac-
nounced tchin in the Mongol, is a small round titioners suppose to possess a cooling quality, and
br^ coin with a square hole in the centre; the prepare a liniment with it accordingly.

—

reign during which it was struck is marked on the Mat. Med. p. 8G.

reverse. Five hundred tchokhi are strung to- LICHENS possess two distinct' characters;
gether upon a ribbon. All the way to Pekin, several are nutritious, some bitter, and’ some
Timkowski received 1150 tchokhi for a Hang or yield to ammoniacal solutions a variety of bril-

lan .—TimkowskVs Pekin, i. p. 274. liant colours, and are much used as dye-stuffs.
LIBADA, properly Labada. Auab., Hind. A Lichen bread is used in Finland in times of

caftan of chintz quilted with cotton, the winter scarcity. They are perennials, spreading in the
dress of the people about Almorah. form of a crust over rocks, trees, or the surface
LIBATION. Amongst the Hindus, the Argha of the earth. On the Kunda Hills of the Neil-

offering to an idol, a Brahman, a bridegroom at gherry Hills, all the rocks are covered by lichens,
the marriage ceremony, or to any venerable person, Of lichens, the Stricta orygonosse and several
and in farming operations. It consists chiefly of other species give a beautiful pink dye

;
Parmelia

fruit and flowers, or water, or milk and honey
;

periolata and P. Nepalense yield a yellow dye

;

and when the first bundle of corn is brought P. borreri, a deep brown dye.
home from the threshing - floor and deposited, Kamalina farinacea is used for food. R, vul-
cultivators of the N.W. Provinces make a libation pina yields a fine deep yellow dye; and the follow-
of water, offered between tlie thre-shold and the ing are plentiful on the Kundas, viz. Cetraria
spot where it is so deposited. glauca, Cetraria, sp., Parmelia periolata, Lecanora

Libations of the Hindus are offered to tlie gods, tartarea, Gyrophora deusta, Cladonia rangiferiiia.
the rishi or sages, and progenitors, with the parts Kocella fusiformis, a dye lichen of Ceylon, was
of the hapd severally sacred to each. The offerer sent to the 1861 Exhibition, and there valued at
bathes, puts on clean clothes, and scatters water X.‘l80 the ton. Parmelia periolata, a dye lichen
thrice to gratify the gods ; as many times to please of C(?ylon and the Neilgherry Hills, was sent to
the rishi, and once to Prajapati

;
he must also the Exhibition of 1851, and was valued then at

niake three libations to satisfy the progenitors. AL195 to £225 per ton. Other dye plaflts are
IVi^Jon; Carnegy. See Argha. Lecanora atra, L, hiematomma, L. parella,
LIBER. The inner bark of a plant is a layer and L. tartarea, Ach.

consisting of woody tissue, cellular substance, Alectoria jubata, the Kch-Kieo of Ramreo, is a
and vessels of the latex, forming a compact zone gelatinous lichen, and is eaten with rice by the
immediately applied to the wood. The woody natives.
tissue of which it is composed quickly becomes Several lichens grow on the top of the Donkia
thick-sided, by the addition of internal ligneous pass, as Cladonia vermicularis, the yellow Lecidea
strata,^ the consequence of which is that such geographica, and the orange L. miniata, also some
tissue in this part is more tough than elsewhere, barren mosses. At 18,300 feet, Dr. Hooker found
Hence it is usually from the liber that are ex- on one stone only, a fine Scotch lichen, a species
tracted the fibres employed in making cordage or of Gyrophora, the ‘tripe de roche' of arctic
linen thread

;
this at least is its source in hemp, voyagers, and the food of the Canadian hunters

;

flax, the lime tree, the lace bark, and the many it is also abundant on the Scotch alps. Farmdia
other exogens which furnish fibres; but in en- Kamtschadalis, occurs in the Panjab bazars,
dogens, which have no liber, as the cocoanut, it is It is used as a dye and as a stimulant to digestion
the ordinary woody ^bundles of the leaves, stem, in disorders of the stomach and womb, and in
and husks of the fruit from which the fibres used cases of calculus. Its vernacular name is chalcha-
for ^ropes is procured. It is said that certain lira, also ashneh. The chief lichens employed in the
exogens, such as Menispermacese, have no liber, manufacture of orchil and cudbear are the Angola
In many plants a new layer of liber is formed weed, Ramalina furfuracea, and Mauritius weed^
annual^, contemporaneously with a new layer of Rocella fusiformis, which, however, comes also
wood, but this is by no means universal

;
on the from Madagascar, Lima, and Valparaiso, and
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then bears the distinctive <;ommercial name of stemless, palms of the East Indies as well as the

the port of shipment. islands oi the Eastern Archipelago. ’ The stem
Hocella tinctoria, from Tenasserim and other in many is marked with rings, and sometimes

parts of India, had been introduced by the E.I. rough with the persistent indurated petioles

Company. R. tinctoria and R. fusiformis furnish of fallen leaves. The leaves are pinnately fan-
the orchil or orchilla weed of commerce, which is shaped, with the petioles armed towards the
sometimes sold as a moist pulp, but usually in margins with horny conical or often hooked
the form of dry cakes, known under the name of prickles.

litmus
; it produces a fine purple colour. The Licuala acutifida, Griffith,^ are the Plass tikoos,

,

English imports are derived chiefly from the Malay
;

the walking-sticks called Penang law-
Canary, Azores, and Cape de Verd Islands. Rock yers are the stems of this small palm. It is a
orchilla was shown at the Exhibition of 1801

;
miniature palm, inhabiting Penang, and attaining

from the Berlingen Isles, from Angola, Madeira, genercally only 8 or 5 feet, and in exceptional cases
;ind the Cape de Verds. Orchilla weed is very from Ih to feet in height,
plentiful about the shores of the islands of New Licuala dentilida, Martins^ grows in Penang;
Zealand, some was sent from thence to that its Malay name also is Plass tikoos. Its stems
Exhibition

;
but from a want of knowledge as to also afford the Penang lawyer walking - stick,

the time at which it should be gathered, and the Thes(‘ are j)repareil by senaping with ghiss and
mode of preparing it for the market, it had not polisliing; each stem is well scraped, by which the
yet become a saleable commodity. The rich epidermis is altogether removed

;
care must be

varieties of lichens on the rocks and plains of taken not to take away much more, as the inside
Australia have not been tested as they ought is like the substance of a rattan. It is on Inis-

to be. Iceland moss (Cetraria Islandica, llojf.) account that the smaller thinner stiejis are so
is chemically allied to starch

;
it sw'clls in water, much sought for*, and are so rare. The sticks are

and when boiled gelatinizes on cooling. It is used then straighteiied by tire. No other process is

by invalids. used. The jdant seems to be confined within
The Cladonia rangiferina, //o//'., is the reindeer narrow geographical limits

;
it is not known, as

moss, that animal using it as its winter food.— (Irilliths believed, about Malacca, wdiere its place

Hooker^ Him. Jour. ii. p. 130; (PSh. p. 071 ;
Hr. seems to be supplied by several other closely-allied

J. L. Stewart^ p. 2G9. species. Martins, however, states it is to be found
LICIPH. IliND. The payment in kind for the throughout the Malayan Peninsula. Griffiths had

land in the Panjab. an impression that under this species, as given by
LICHHAVl, a tribe of the Vriji. There were Martius, two distinct palms will be found; for

ancient kings of Nepal, Tibet, and Ladakh of this though the description by Martins .agrees well

race. with Grilfiths’ Penang specimens, yet the drawing
LICHI or Lccchce or lii-tchi, the Nephelium of the spadix represents the parts nearly of the

litchi, is a shady and large tree, some 40 feet high, same size a.s in L. spinosa. L. pumila, 7i/?one,

ornamental, and bears tlie fruit of that name; it appears only distinguished from this by the

is a delicious fruit, as large as a gocul-sized plum, broader equal teeth of the pinnules (the inter-

It produces a very large quantity of fruit, and mediate ones of which are the broadest), being
therp is not the least injury to be feared from a described as 10 to 21 lines broad, and 6 to 8
free use of it. In that respect it is like the toothed, while the two innermost ones are said to

mango. The fruit is dried in India. Fu-chu- bo only an inch broad.

fu, in Foh-kien in China, is noted for this fruit, Licuala glabra, Griffith. is a miniature palm,
and the trade in them in a dried state is exten- the trunk being from 3 to 5 feet high, and ratlier

sive.

—

hovynge., America ; Vegetable Kingdom. . more slender than that of the preceding. The
LICTORS of the king of Burma arc generally, petiole, the rete, and the ligiila are much the same

if not always, convicts whose sentence has been as those of the preceding. It grows solitary on
commuted. Often the pain of «lcath is changed Gunong Miring, an offset of Mount Ophir.

to perpetual infamy
; the criminal is then branded Flowers in February. Its Malayan name is Plass

on the face, his offence is written in iiuLlible gunong. Griffiths first met with this species on
characters on his breast, and he i.s doomed to act Mount Ophir

;
he subsequently received specimens

as a satellite or executioner.

—

Yule^ p. 93. from the same locality. It is closely allied to

LICUALA, a genus of palms of the tribe Cory- the preceding Penang lawyer, from which, indeed,

phinso of Maitius, Corypheac (?f Lindley, and so the leaves are scarcely distinguishable, except by
named by Rumphius, from the Macassar name of the broad sinuses of the lobes, and their more
the species, L. spinosa, figured by him in Herb, obtuse jioiiits. The smooth inflorescence and
Amboin. i. t. 9, and which is found in the islands flowers, however, at once distinguish it both from
of Macassar and Celebes. Ij. peltata is described that species and L. puniila of Blame. Griffiths

by Dr. Roxburgh as a native of the mountainous was not aw'are of its stem being used for walking-

aud woody parts near Chittagong, wliich separates sticks.

that province from the Burma territories. Both Licuala peltata, Roxh. Chitta-pat or Chattah-

Bpecies are small, with palmate, somewhat fan- pat, Assam., is one of the finest of the genus. It

shaped leaves, but of little use. Rumphius de- inhabits all the w'oody raoniitains to the eastward
scribes the narrow leaves of this tree as being of Bengal in Sikkim, as well as the base of the

formed into pipes for smoking tobacco, while the Himalaya, below Darjiling, Raiigpur, Assam, and
broader are employed for wrapping up fruit, and the Andamans

;
and its large peltate orbicular

for other domestic uses. This genus of palms is leaves, though coarser than Toka-pat of As&ai,
confined to the tropical parts of Asia, and com- are used for making chattas or umbrellas, pun-
posed of about a dozen species. kahs or hats. Neveitheless the demand for them
The species of Licuala are shrubby, sometimes is very great, scarcely a single plbughman, cow-
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keeper, or coolie being without his jhapi or

chatta, umbrella-hat, made of chatta-pat. Other
species are L. longijpes, Griff. ^

L. paludosa, G^r.,

L. spinosa, and L. tripnylla, 6V., but arc of

no economic importance.

—

Roxh. ii. p. 179
;
See-

man; Hooker; Griffith.

LIE-TEA, a commercial term for inferior

adulterated tea.

,
LIEUN. Burm. In Amherst, a most valuable

compact wood, honiogcneoua and very heavy, of

deep-brown colour and lino gi*ain, and exempt
from attacks of insets

;
used for ‘house posts and

rafters.

—

Dance.
LIEU PEI, in a.d. 221, by tlie aid of Chu-ko-

liang and Kwan-yun-chang, made himself mnperor
of Western China. Cliu-ko-liang was tlie wisest

of counsellors, and Kwan-yun-chang the most
loyal of heroes. These men have been lionoured

by subsequent dynasties.

—

Dr. Kdkiu.^.

LIGHTHOUSES.
In the Red 5ca, the lights

—

At Ashrafi, on the N.K. part of the reef at Juhal
Strait, in hit. 2T 47' 21'^ N., and lon^?. 3:{° 42' 27" K.

The Brothers on N. Island, in lat. 2t)" 1<S' r>(r JS., and
long. 34® 50' 12" E.

On the Dcdahis Shoal, in lat. 24® 55' 30" X., and long.
85- 51' 30" E.

El Weg (Sherm Wej’h), in lat. 2(»® 13' N., and long.
3()® 27' E

Has Gharib Cape, lat. 28® 20' 52" N., and long. 33® 0'

30" E.
Suez Light Vessel off Nowpoit Hock, lat. 20® 53' N.,

and long. 32° 32' 45" E.
Periin Island Obstvuetion Point, lat. 12” 38' 50" N.,

and long. 43° 25' 0" E.
Zafarana Point, lat. 20” 0' 20" N., and long. 32” 30'

40" E.
•

South Count o/Arahia^ Gidf of Aden ^
and H t si

Coast a/' India.

Aden, Ras l\Iarshigh <Jape, lat. 12” 44' 50" N., and
long. 45” 2' 35" E., and a light ve.ssol S. side of
channel, in hat. 12“ 40' 50" N.

,
and long. 44° 57' 45" E.

Berbereh, south shore, Kurachei’, near ba.stion of
Manora Fort.

Gulf of Cutch at Miindavi, 'J’oona, Roji, Beyt or Bate,
Dwaraka, Porbandar, lyiangarol, and Verawal.

Gulf of Cambay at Bliaiinnggur, Balsar, Goapnatb,
Gogo, Bhagwadandi, Tankari, Jafarabad, Khun-
bandar, Perim, Tapti.

Bombay, Outer and Inner Liglit Vessels, Dolphin Rock,
Priiigreep, Kenery, .and 'roiirhah.

West Coast. -Ratnaghcrry^ Rajapnr, Maiwan, Vingorhi,
Goa, Karwar, Oyster Rock, Karwar Bay, Cooinpta,
Mangalore, Cannanore, Tellicherri, Calicut,
Cochin, Alleppy, IMuttuin, Cape Comorin.

Ceylon, Coioml)o, Point de (hille, Great Bas.scB, Little
Basses, Batticalao, Trincomalee.

East Coast of Peninsula.

Tuticorin, Paumben
.
Pas.s, Calirnere, Negai)atam,

Karikal, lat. 10“ 55' N., and long. 79“ .50' 35" E,
Colenm, PondicheiTy, Madras, Pulicat, Armcgoii,
Di\d, Masulipatain, Coringa, Cocanada, Vizaga-
patam, Santapilly, Calingupatam, Gopalpur,
Pooree, False Point.

Mouth of lloogJifj Ganges, Brahmaj)utra (IVIegna), E.
Channel Sliq), Intermediate Ship, Lower and
Upper Caspar, Saugor, Cowcolly, Mutlah.

Farther /m/iia. —Chittagong, Kutubdea, oyster Kccf,
Savage Island, 'Perribles, lat. 19” 23' 10" N., and
long. 93” 10' 15" E.

Mouth of Irawadi and Alguada Reef, lat. 15” 42' 5" N.,
long. 94“ 11' 10" E. Krishna Ship, Great Coco
Group, China ba-kcer, Eastern Grive, Rangoon
River, Double Island.

Sumatra.—VxAq Brasso, Acheen Head.
Mahicca Strait. — Kalang Strait, Cape llachada,

Malacca, Pulo Penang, Rallies, Singapore, Pedra
Branca or Horsburgh.

LIGHTNING.
Barq, Arab. I Skimshek, . . . Turk.
Bijli, Hind.

|

Sheet-lightning is an electric phenomenon very

common in India
;
it is unaccompanied by^thunder,

or is too distant to bo heard. When it appears,

the whole sky, but particularly the horizon, is

suddenly illuminated with a flickering flash. The

zigzag ajipcarauce is often observed. Philo-

sophers differ much as to its cause. Matteucci

supposes it to be produced either during evapora-

tion, or evolved (according to Pouillat’s theory)

ill the process of vegetation
;

or generated by
chemical action in the great laboratory of nature,

the earth, and accumidated in the lower strata of

the air in consequence of the ground being an
imperfect conductor. Arago and Kamtz, how-
ever, consider sheet-lightning as reflections of

distant thunder-storms. Saussure observed sheet-

lightning ill the direction of Geneva, from the

Hospice dll Grimsel, on the 10th and 11th of

July 1783
;

while at the Scame time a terrific

thunder-storiu raged at Geneva. Howard, from
Tottenham, near Loudon, on July 31, 1813, saw
sheet-lightning towards the south-east, while the

sky was bespangled with stars, not a cloud float-

ing in the air
;
at the same time a thunder-storm

raged at Hastings, and in France from Calais to

Dunkirk. Arago supports his opinion, that the

phenomenon is reflected lightning, by the follow-

ing illustration. In 1803, wlien observations were

being made for determining the longitude, M. dc

Zach, on tlic Brocken, used a few ounces of gun-

powder as a signal, the flash of which was visible

from the KlciiiL-nberg, sixty leagues off, although

these mountains are invisible from each other.

—

Cosmos; Curiosities of Science
;
Collinywood.

IJGIITNING CONDUCTORS. The most im-

portant ancient notice of the relations between
lightning and conducting metals is that of Ctesias,

ill his Indic-a, cap. iv. p. 190. He possessed two
iron swords, presents from the king Artaxerxes

Mmunon and from his mother Parasytis, which,

whoa planted in the earth, averted clouds, liail,

and strokes of liglitniiig. He states that he had
himself .seen the operation, for the king had twici^

made the experiment before his eyes. The IPteti

or Toe placed on the summit of each Buddhist

pagoda seems to be a lightning conductor.

—

ilumholdl.

LIGN-ALOES, Eagle-wood, Aloes-wood.
Aliel,

, . . Ahau. (Jalumbac, . . . Eno.
Ahelat,

.

. ,, AAhi-wooil, . . .

Ahelun, /»/., . . ,, Ahilim, AJiilotti, . Hm
( ’hiti-hiangj . . . (Uli.N. Agar, IIlND.

A ki;i-hi-liiaiig, . ,, Agallochuni, . . LaT.
Ya-lii.ang, IMihdiiaiig, ,, Kayu gahru, . Malay.
Agalocha-wood, . Agaru, Agur, SaNSK., III).

IJgn-aloes i.s mentioned in Numbers xxiv. 6,

Psalms xlv. 8, Proverbs vii. 17, Canticles iv. 14.

I

It is obtained from the Aquilaria agallocha, Roxh.^

the Ojjhiospermum of liOureiro, a largo evergreen

tree. The wood of the sound tree is light, pale, and

very slightly odorous, and is used to scent clothes.

A very high artificial value is placed on the better

qualities of its resinous product by the natives of

the east, the best quality being worth about £14 to

£30 the pikul of 133J lbs. The wood of the tree

contains a quantity of an odoriferous oleo-reein,

wliich, when heated, undergoes a sort of nn-

jierfect fusion, and exhales a fragrant and very

agreeable odour. There are several kinds in
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Borneo, called generally by the natives Kayu garu,
but produced apparently by diseases in the tree,

the scented and resinous parts not being pro-
curable until the tree has been cut down and
decayed. The garu has long been an article of
considerable export from Borneo and the other
islands to Arabia and China, where it is burned
as incense. The Aquilaria agalloclia, Hoxh.^ is

something like the ccdrela tree. It grows in
Pemia, Sylhet, Assam, the Laos country, Cochiif-
China, Cambodia, in China, in Kiung-Clian
(Hainan Island), in Shanking-fii and Iden -

Chan-fu in the Canton province. Tiie wood,
when boiled, produces several substances, to
which the Chinese apply separate names. If

part of the tree rot while growing or at any
time after being felled, a dark resinous aromatic
substance exudes in the heart-wood, which is the
eagle -wood perfume under notice.

—

Simmonds^
p. 439

; ^
Low's Sarawah

;
Smith's Chin. Mat.

See Aloes -wood; Aquilaria; Lagle

-

wood.

LIGNIN. When fine sawdust is boiled, first

in alcohol, then in water, next in a weak solution
of potash, afterwards in dilute muriatic acid, and
lastly, several times in distilled water, so as com-
pletely to remove all the soluble portions, the
substance which remains wlien dried at 212^ is

called lignin
;

it forms the skeleton of jdants and
the basis of their structure. It. varies in texture
from delicate pith to the hard shells of seeds

;
it

forms the bulk of such manufactured products as
linen, cotton, and paper, and the washed and
bleached fibre of hemp or ilax is a good examjile
of it. Pure lignin has a sjiecitlc gravity of 1*5;
it is white, tasteless, and is not soluble in water,
alcohol, ether, or oils.

—

Toinlinsott.

LIGNITE is a fossil wood, somewhat car-
bonized, but displaying its wooden texture*. In
structure it is intermediate between peat and coal,

and ,comprises jet, moor coal, bovey coal, brown
coal, and basaltic coal. It occurs iu Sumbulpur,
Talchere, Kajnialial, Ghittagong, amongst the hills

u]) the Kurnfuli river in Assam, and, underlying
the clay, in the recent strata all along the sea-

coast from Outcli to Singapore. On the banks of
a small Iribubiry of the Tenasserim, in about 10

degrees of latitude north of Tavoy, trunks of trees

clianged to lignite may be seen in the stilY clay,

and near them the trunks of other trees completely
silicified, and turned to stone. There is a great
variety in this wood coal, both in its appearance
and chemical analysis. T)r. Morton described
specimens of lignite collected by the comiminder
of the surveying vessel on the coast below Am-
herst. Mr. O’Riley, near the headwaters of the
Ataran river, found two sei)arate lines of lignite

in a coarse^ sandstone conglomerate, with .shale

and a semi-indurated blue clay containing lime-
stone pebbles. This lignite is highly pyritous, its

decomposition affording a copious deposit of
sulphate of iron which covers the exposed surface
with a dirty-coloured efflorescence. ISome of the
specimens taken from tho deposit retain their
original characteristics, do not fracture, and may
1)0 sawn through in sections across the grain, the

same as wood imperfectly carbonized. Other
deposits of wood less charged than the foregoing
are found in the banks of the rivers Dahgyaine
and Gyaine, some 20 to 30 miles to the N.E. of

Moulmein, covered with the same blue clay, but

none possess any useful quality as a combustible
material.

—

Dr, Mason,
LIGNUM COLUBRINUM, the wood of Sfciych-

1108 colubrinum, supposed to be an antidote against
the poison of venomous snakes, as well as a
cure for intermittent fevers. It is also produced
by Strychnos ligustrina. S. tieutc yields the
Upas tieute and Tiettek of the Javanese, which
is an aqueous extract of the bark. S. toxifera

yields the Woorali or Ourari poisou of Guiana.
S. pscudoquina is employed in Brazil as a substi-

tute for chinchona bark, and the seeds of S.

potatorum, Jiaxh., the nirmulee of the Hindus,
arc employod by them to clear muddy water.

—

FanlL ncr ; II(i(/ffs Vegetable Kinadom.
LIGxNLM VlTiE ‘of Pegu is the Melanor-

iluea usitatis.siina, Wall.
Lignum vitm (Guaiacum officinale, X.), of the

West Indies, grows slowly, but attains a great
size, 'riu* wood is ri-markablo for the singular
]>rowni.sii-green of the heart-wood, and its extreme
hardness and toughness, which adapt it for pestles,

mortars, rulers, etc. It yields a green resin used
in medicine, wliich is obtained either from in-

cisions in the trunk, or by heating tho wood
broken up into fragments.
LTGOR, in Siamese, Muang Lakhon, is also

called Na-khoii-si Thamarat. It was founded
four centuries ago by the king of Ayodbya, Ligor
is in lat. 8'^ 20' N., and long. 99° 25' E., and is a
seaport of tho Malay l^eninsula. Its chief trade

is in tin, rice, and pepper. It has 160,000 souls,

of whom three-fourths are Siamese.
JilGOKA. Assam. A female servant granted

to officers of .state.

TJGUSTICLM AJOWAN. Roxh.
Ajwan, .... IIiNj).

I

linihmadurbha, Sansk.
Yavanikii, . . . Sansk.

|

Cultivated all over India. The seeds and those
of L. diffusum are highly carminative, promote
the secretions, good in dyspepsia

;
much used in

all mesalihs; 8 seers for 1 rupee. This is one of

the most useful and at th(' same time grateful of
the umbelliferous tribe. It is mucli cultivated in

Bengal during the cold season. Ligusticum
diffusum, /iW>., Junglee-ajowan, Hind., is found
wild iu tho vicunity of Calcutta during the cold,

and the beginning of the hot, season
;

it delights

in shady, moist places.

—

lioxb.

LIGUSTRUM, a genus of plants belonging to

the natural order 01eacea3. The species are shrubs
or low trees, natives of Europe and Asia, have a
fleshy fruit, the berry containing two membranous
one-seeded nuts. The genus has bitter and
astringent leaves, and coloured berries, used in

dyeing wines. A bluish colour which they yield

is very much admired. Ur. AVight gives IJgiis-

tnuii intermedia, nuicrophylla, and ramitlora. L.

bractcolatiim, Don., and L. Nepalense, Wall.^

I

occur in Nepal, and Ji. lucidum, Ait.^ iu China,
\i. glabnim is tho tung-ts’ing of the Chinese. L»

ISineiisc has lanceolate tomentosc leaves, white
flowers, and very small brown berries. It is a
native of China, near Canton. Tj. spicatum has
elliptic acute leaves, hairy beneath, as well as the
branchlcts. Jt is an evergreen shrub, native of
Nepal, on mountains, growing from 6 to 8 feet in
height.

LIGUSTRUM JAPONICUM. Tourne,
L. lanceolatum, HM, Lam. L. spicatum, Z>. Don,
L. Ncijnleusc, WidL, Itoxh.

11
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A plant of Nepal, China, and Japan, with
oblong ovate grooved leaves and white flowers,

growing to the height of 6 or 8 feet. Japan
privet is a valuable hedge plant, which grows well

under trees.— Voti Mueller; Bug. Cyc,

LIGUSTRUM LUCIDUM. Aif.

Lah-shu, . . . Chin.
|
Tung-ts’inpr, .

^
. Chin.

A handsome evergreen tree of China, with

ovate pointed leaves, profuse white flowers with

panicled cymes, and bearing a black aipsular

fruit. The Chinese term tung-ts’ing is applied

to several plants on which the vegetable >vax

insect congregates, as L. .laponicuin and Tj. ob-

tuaifolium, both of which, with Rhus succedaneiim,

are also in China called Nu-cliing. Another w'ax

insect tree is the Ligustrum ibota of the province
of Szc-chuon. Hut L. lucidum principally har-

bours the insect. Its fruit and bark are used
by the Chinese in the form of tincture, and its

leaves arc applied to swellings and sores. In the
Keenchang district, the Ligustrum luchlum thrives

in abundance, and on its twigs in tlie spring of

the year countless flies swarm like a brown film.

The branches soon become covered wdth a white,

soapy incrustation, that incre ases in volume until

the commencement of the fall of tlie year, when
the sprays are cut off and immersed in l)oiling

water. The viscid substance rises to the surface,

and is skimmed off, melted, and allowed to cool
in deep pans. It was accidentally discovered
that, by transporting the insects from their native

district to Keating Fu, in the north of the pro-

vince, their capability of discharging w'ax was
largely augmented, w-hich w\as availed of by the
Sze-chuen traders. '^Phe period between inornin,.,

and evening is chosen for conveyance, because
i

many liours of sunlight w'ould precipitate the
j

hatching. This should take place only after the
j

females have been attached to the trees. Arrived
at their destination, six or more of the mothers
are tied, wrapped in a palm leaf, to a ligustrum.

A few days later the young flies are swarming on
the twigs, 'vvhero they fulfil their mission by the
month of August. Then they perish in the cal-

drons, where the results of tlieir brief exi.st.ence

66 Bp. Liliaceous plants grow all over the world.

Many of the tulip section are ornamental, but the
roots of Methonica superba are considered to be
a virulent poison. The AJoeas yield valuable

fibres from species of Sanseviera and Aloes ; also

the medicinal aloes, the flowering hyacinth and
other ornamental plants, are found in the Aspho-
dclft'c, as also the useful squill, leek, onion, garlic,

rocambole, shallot, and chives.

A. Tuupeje.

Clcsneria stellata, Hooker

^

Kamaon.
Notholirion roseum, Wall.^ GoHainthan.
Lilium Nepalense, D. Don, Nepal.
L. gigainteum, Wall., Nepal.
L. Wallichianum, Schnlt., Kamaon.
L. Neilglicrrense, Wujht.
Methonica superb.T, lAxm., all British India.

B. Agapanthe^:.
Fiinkca albo-marginata, Hooker, Japan.
F. cterulea, Spreiuj., China, Jaipan.
F. corahita, J. Grah., China, Japan,
rolianthea tuberosa, Linn., East Indies.

C. AnoE.ii.

Sanseviera Zeylanica, Willdc,., Ceylon.
S. Koxburghiana, iSckult, all British Imlia.
A. Barbadensis, Mill., liarbadocs aloes.

A. IndicfV, Itoyle. Nortli-West India.
L. Socotrina, Lam., Socotra, East Indies.
ljoniatoj)hyllum Burbonicuin, Wilhk., l^ourbon.
Yucca aloifolia, Linn., "West and East Indies.
Y. glorius.a, Jjinn., West and East Indies.
Y. dracoiiis, L. ; hlamentosa, L.

;

and ghiucens, Ham,
About 104 introduced species.

I). AsPHOOELE/E.

a. Hyacinthimv.
Miiscari inoschatum, Tournc., Asia.
Ilyacinthus orientalia, Linn., 8, Asia.
Ecilla Itulica, Jiojcft., Konkans.
S. Coroiiiandeliana, Itoxh., Coromandel.
Ornithogalimi thyrsoides, Jaeqa., Arabia.
O. Ar.abicuin, Linn., Africa.
Allium sativa, Linn., garlic, all East Indies.
A. controvensuin, Schrad., all East Indies.
A. scorodoprasum, Linn., rocambole, all East Indies.
A. proliferum, Eoxh., (.niimi, all East Indies.
A. purrum, Linn., leek.

A. uscalonioum, Linn., .sliallot, all East Indies.
A. ascalonicum, rar. Ifliiuese, Cliiria.
A. cepa, Linn., onion, all East Indies.

write
;
a written (lociiment, ;i iKUKlwritmg. ’

m-
Anthericmv.

'‘'c ‘"""'n aiaulU™("”java''“
" "

'

lilacs. Ihe byringa IVrsica is tlie true Persian .

lilac ; the Melia azederach is the Persian lilac of rri . n r i.'

the English in In.lia
;
Mclia semperyirens, 11', is

Etiglish writers. A. volubilis, Hm-h., all Britisli India.LILAM or Isuam, .in the sea-coast towns of A. curillus. Buck., Nepal, Assam.

c. Asparayintv.

Dianella ensifolia, Red., South-East Asia.
Asparagus officinalis, Linn., all British India.
A. volubilis, Burh., all British India.
A. curillus. Buck., Nepal, Assam.

India, means an auction sale. They are both sarmentosus, Hheede, Cevlon, Peninsula of India,

from the Portuguese Leilao, auction sale.— Wiisoti.
*'«'Ccmosus, Willde., Ceylon, Bengal.

•LILASTHAN, in llinrlu mythology, a place .t sTsSlf Cdnstan.
near the Hratlancita where feaimrama resided A. imiritimus, Ball., Caspian shores
with Lileswara.

—

As. /fr.v. iv. p. :170. Drac.x-na reflexn, Lam., Mauritius.
LjptAVATI, the title of that chapter of Bhas- ‘Irwco, Linn., Canaries, Socotra,

harya’s Siddhauta Siromani which treats Jacqu., Mauritius.

Savametic and geometry. It has been printed p>’ tcrndnalis i
' ...lonfen toanBlated by Colebrookc and Dr. Taylor, d! ferren, Zinn., Chinn! Mohro™"«."““'
Lilavati M Bija Ganita, by Bhaskara Charya, I>. angustifolia, Amboynu.
are the best Hindu books on algebra and arithmetic, h)- spicata, Jloxk., Chittagong.

LILESA, Lileswara, sprung from Bal- *'^‘‘culata, Sumatra.

LILIACPi^. Uly tribe of plants, l3. ensiiomis, ITo/f., Sylhet.
compriBingvm the East Indies, about 20 geu, and Fowl ; Murray.
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LILIES OP THE FIELD. limestone:

LILIES OF THE FIELD, alluded to by Jesus,

Messiah, are supposed to be the Aniarjdlis liitea,

also supposed to t)e the Chalcedonian or scarlet

Martagon lily, formerly known as the lily of

Byzantium. The plains westward of the lake of

Gennesareth which surround the Mount of Beati-

tudes, are covered at different seasons of the

year with liliaceous flowers of many kinds, nearly

all of which are brightly coloured. The Chalce-

donian lily was in blossom at the season that the

sermon on the mount was spoken.

LTLIUM CANDIDUM. Beh-hoh, Cuix. In

China the bulbs, the unopened flower-buds, and
the flowers of this and of L. tigriiium are used
medicinally. L. Wallichianum, lioein. H Sch., is a
plant of Naini Tab

—

Smith's Chin. M. M.
LILLAH. Arab. For th(‘ sake of God ;

out
of charity, gratuitously. Lillahi, for God ; Lillahi

I’Azim, for the love of the great God. Lillahi’l-

haind-wa-al-manat, to God be praise and glory.

LILY-FLOWEKS.
Kin-chin-tsai, . . Chin.

\
Hwang-hwa-tsai, . OniN.

llaunerocallis graininea and hiliiitn bulbiferuin,

and a reddish variety of the orange lily, are largely

raised in the Chinese province of Shaii-tung, for

tlieir flowers, which are collected and dried for

use in China, and for export, as all Chinese use
them medicinally, and as a relish with meat dishes.

—imiM, M. M. a
LILY OF THE VALLEY, a common name

for the Convallaria majalis,

JdMBU, called by tlie Lepcha, Chung, a partly

Buddhist, partly Braliinaiiical border race between
Nepjfl and Sikkim, a branch of thcKiranti or Kirati

;

and a hardy, hard-working people, 'rhey engagt* in

the cultivation of grain, and feed cows, pigs, and
poultry

;
their liuts are made of split liamboo,

and the roofs of l(‘aYes of the wild ginger ami
cardamom, guyed down with rattans. Tlicy

drink to excess. Tlic Limhu near Darjiling eat

theif sacrifices, dedicating, as they forcibly exprc.s3

it, ‘the life-breath ’ to the gods, the flesh to our-

selves. According to Dr. t'ampbell, the JJmlm
tongue is more pleasing to tlio ear than the I^ep-

cha, being labial and palatal. 'Hie Liinbu, Sun-
war, and Chepang possess a small Mongolian
type, strongest in the Limbu, and their language
is referable to cither the Tibetan or Indian

standard. The Bong, the Khainpa or Kainba,
and the Limbu, are people from different parts of

Tibet. All these people have powerful frames,

hut are idle.

—

Latham; J.nhhock-, Oritj. of Cir.;

l>r. Campbell, p. 148
;
Dalton s Kthn. j). 102.

LIME, Quicklime, Caustic lime.

Ahaq, .... . Arab. Tur, . . . . Malay.
M’ton-phiu, . . . Durm. Kur<;h, . . J‘KUS.

Shih-hwui, . . . (.'IIIN. Iswosr, . . Kcs.
(Jhaux, . . . . . Fr. Churiui, . . Sansk.
Kalk, Leiin, . . . (iKU. Hunnoo, . . Singh.
C'huna, . . . . Hind. Cal,. . , 8i’., Tort.
(\ilcina, Oalce, . . . It. (jliunambu . . Tam.
(’alx, Calxrcceiisusta. Lat. Kirech. . . Turk.

Lime is an English term applied alike to quick-

lime or freshly-burned limestone, to the same when
it has been slaked, and when mixed with saiia in

the form of mortar. liiine, in its pure form, is a
•greyish-white, earthy-looking mass, moderately

hard, brittle, sp. gr. 2*3 to 3 03, having an acrid

alkaline tuste, corroding animal substances. It

is made by burning limestones of various kinds,

also by burning shells of the mussel, cockle, oyster,

Unio ampullaria. When fresh burnt, it absorbs

both moisture and carbonic acid from the air. It

will abstract water from most bodies, and is

.

hence often employed as a drying substance.

AVhite Carrara marble, calcareous spar, chalk,

shells, nodular limestone, or kankar, all yield good
lime. With heat sufliciently great, the carbonic
acid is expelled, and about per cent, of lime
left in a caustic state, and tolerably pure

;
but if

shells have been employed, mixed with a little

phosphate of lime and oxide of iron. Water being
added, lime cracks and falls to powder

;
the rest

is a hydrate of lime.

The farmers of the south of India manure the

fields on which 8ea Island cotton is grown with a
compost of shells and mud saturated with sea-

water.

—

Jioyle.

Lime, slaked.

Hydrate of lime, . Knc,. I Kapur mati, . . ]\Ialay.
(.alcis hydras, . . Lat.

|

The slaked lime is obtained by pouring water
over quicklime. It is used for making mortar,
by mixing it with sand, also after watery dilution

a.s a whitcwtish
;

in tliis form it is deemed to

possess great purificatory power
;
and in British

India it is applied aiiminlly to buildings, but
oftener when necessary.

Lime, carbonate of.

Kwaiig feu, . . ('HIN. Valaiii chiiiia, HlXI).
Draie, Fu. Cliuusi, . „
(’arhonatu de chaux, ,, Caleis carbonas, . Lat.
Kohlensaures kalk, Oer.

Carbonate of lime assume.^, in nature, several

forms,—chalk, marble, limestone, calc-spar, kan-
kar, and in most of its varieties is useful in the

arts and manufactures.

Lime fruit, Bergainotte lime, aitid lime.

(Mtrus bergainia, Jilsso.
\

C. acida, Jioxb.

C. liinetta, ntr., D. C.

Korna nebu, Nebu, I^f.ng. Janik tipis, . . Malay.
Tan-pu-lo, . . . CuiN. Jaruk nipis, . . .

Chan-po-lo, ... ,, .lanibira, . . . Sansk.
(jay taiih-yen,l.'ocH.-(hnN. Dclii, .... Singh.
Khatta iiinibu, . . Hind. Elimitcham pallani, Tam.
liimbu, Nirnbu, . ,, Neninia-i)andu, . . Ti:l.

Tliis fruit grows on a shrub or small tree. Tho
rind of tho fruit is of a pale-yellow colour tlic

•ulp within is very acid. It is largely used in

cookery, and the expressed juice known as lime-

juice is preserved and used on board ship as an
antiscorbutic

;
also used to ‘make lemonade. Dried

limes are. used by ilyers in some parts of India

to ffisteii and improve colours. There are eight

varieties of this nimbu fruit,—the pati, kaghazi,

gora, China-gora, Kamurali, Bungpur, and taba

nimbu of Bengal, and the Arabian lime of Mus-
cat. It is groivn throughout India, in Assam,
tho Suiida Islands, and Moluccas.-' ;

Faulkner.

Lime, sweet lime, Citrus limetta, Risso and Poit.

i.\ liy«tri.x, D.C.

8houk-dio, . . Bukm.
|

Mitlia nimbu, . . Hind.

Tho sweet lime grows to tho size of a large

orange. Tho juice of the fruit is very grateful

to persons witli fever, although rather tasteless.

It is easily propagated by seed. It will grow also

from cuttings. The young shoots make a very
good stock for orange grafts.

LIMESTONE occurs abundantly in many parts

of the E. Indies, in tlie form of nodular masses,
also as a compact stone and granular as marble,
rarely as chalk. There is much granular marble
in the Tinnevelly district in the south of the
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LIMESTONE. LIMOSA.

J^eniusula of India, both pure white and veined.

The marble rocks of the Nerbadda river, below
Jubbulpur, are also famed, and marble is found

and largely worked in Burma. Chalk is rare in

India, but a nodular limestone ciilled kankar
occurs in the black soil througliout British India.

Compact limestone occupies great districts,

—

much of the valleys of the Godavery, Kistiia,

Tumbudra, Gutparba, Malparba, and Bhima rivers.

The great Buddhist st’lmpa of Amraoti is of this

marble. Between one and two hundred pieces

of its sculptures were sent to England by the

Editor, and are arranged against the wall of the

great stair of the British Museum. The carvings

are minute. Mr. lA'rgiisson noticed them in his

Tree and Serpent AVorsliip. A limestone under-

lies the whole of the Kyinore range in Shahabad,

and it also shows itself along the valley of the

8one as far at least as Miingi'vsur peak in Mirza-

pore. In some parts, as in Bohtas, it crops up
boldly to 200 or ilOO feet, forming a sloping

base to the precipitous sandstone rock. There

appear to be three well-defined strata, viz. an

upper one of a ycllowish-bliio mixed with dis-

integrated sandstone, iron i)yrites, and chalk, .all

in thin plates. Below that again, a more bluisli-

grey limestone, with occasional calc-spar crystals,

is found, but gentu'ally of the same nature as the

German lithographic stone. Under the aforesaid

strata lies a very dense bluish-grey limestone

mixed with veins of cale-spar. It is not used by

native lime-burners, as being intractable. This is

the lowest stratum, and would bo an almost

indestructible building or fiooring stone, from its

great hardness. Much harder than granite, and
approaching to porphyry, it may be had in large

blocks, and, if sawn into slabs, would bo a very

handsome building stone, bluisli-grey with white

streaks, and, moreover, it would probably make a

superior kind of lime. Immense quantities of

lime are made from the (piarriiis of the western

bank of the Sone, and ex])orted down the Sonc

and the Ganges as far as Monghyr. iVrhaps

300,000 to 400,000 tons are made annually, and

the material is inexliaustible. 'Ihe same limestono

rock crops out on the northern face of the range,

with intervals, between the Sone river and Mirza-

pore, and again, especially in the singular and
interesting limestone ciWenis of Gupteswar, in the

valley of the Durgowtee river, at Beetree Band,

in Khawnh Koh, at Mussjii, on the Sooreh river,

and near Mirzapore. The cost of the lime at those

quarries varies from G to JG rupees per 100
maunds, or, say, 5s. to 14s. per ton.

Close to Jubbulpur is a range of low hills

within a circumference of about 10 miles, inter-

spersed with masses of limestone both above and
below the surface. In burning it for lime, the

stone is broken into fragments of G to 12 inches

in size, then piled like a dome over a hole of about

9 feet diameter dug in the ground, and a passage

left for introducing the fuel. This kiln is kept

burning continually for the whole of the day, and
the lime removed on the following morning. The
fuel is used in the proportion of 40 maunds to

every 75 maunds of limestone, and the yield is

about 50 maunds of well-burnt lime.

White saccharine marble occurs on the banks
of the Nerbadda, at Bhcra Ghat, near Jubbulpur,
on the line of the milway to Bombay. It has
been used in a limited degree at Jubbulpur,

sometimes to make lime, and other times for

metalling roads. It is made up into images by
natives, but does not take a good polish. But a

block was sent to the Paris Exhibition of 1855,

and pronounced to be equal to Italian marble for

statuary purposes.

The marble of which the images of Gautama
are formed is a granular limestone, but . are

usually ciillcd alabaster images. It is a primi-

tive limestone abundant near Ava. All the lime-

stone of the Tenasseriin provinces belongs to the

older secondary formation. The limestone of

Tavoy luis a sp. gr. of 27, and is a perfectly

pure, scmi-crystiilline caiboiiate of lime, akin to

statuary marble. It is well adapted to act as a
Ilux in the smelting of iron. The limestone of

jyiergui has a sp. gr. of 27 ;
it is a pure cal-

careous carbonate.

—

Cal. Cat. Ex.^ 1862
;
Mason’s

'jAtiasseriin
;

Edirard Balfour in Govermnent
Central Musenm Hevords.

JjIMOAMA, a genus of plants of the order

Citraceje.

L. Hcidi.ssiimi, Linn.^ all the E. Indies.
Jj. alata, Hb. MadVy Wiyht^ lll.y Ceyhni, Ncilgherries.
b. altenums, Wall.y Tegu.
L. aiigulata, W. ami /!., Moluccas.
Ti. caiidata, Wall.^ Khassya Hills,

b. grata, WalL, - ?

b. laureola, D. Wtdl.^ Nepal,
b. iiiissionis, Wtdl.y W. Jc.y 'J'anjore.

The leaves of some of the Linioniaaro fragrant,

tlio small fruits of L. acidissima arc very acid,

\i. laureola is the only plant of this family found
on the tops of cold mountains. The people of

the Himalaya, remarking its highly fragrant leaves,

fancy that it is l)y feeding on them that the musk-
deer acquires its strong and peculiar fiavonr.

—

Uo.rh
, ;

Wallich^ Bl. As. liar. t. 246
;

Coitjt.

LIMONIA ACIDISSIMA. X., J).C.
b. crenulatii, Uojcb.

Jcrukutn:irigiiiu,M.\MiAL.
|
Torehiga, .... Tkl.

Grows at the falls of Gokak
;
common on sand-

stone hills at Padshapur, in the forests of the

Godavery, at llardw^ar, Monghyr, and Assfira. It

I
is a. shrub with pinnate* leaves and wingc'd petioles

;

its flowers are small, white; and fragrant
;

its fruit

small, size of a pea, is an article of comn\eree
with tlic Arabs, used as a tojiic. Wood very hard,

' and wortliy of attention,

—

Riddell; Graham; Vohjl.

LIMONIA AbATA. Wifu, Jll.

Kat yellu iiiitcha, . Ta.u.
|
Adivi iiimina, . . Tel.

Tree small, but its wood is remarkably close-

grained, hard, and heavy. It is pale-yellow or

straw-coloured, and if procurable of adequate
size would be very valuable. Is found in the

Southern Gliat forests of the Bombay Presidency,

above and below, but it is not a common tree.—
J)rs. Wifjhtf Gibson.

LIMONIA ANGULATA. W. aiid A. Citrus

angulata, Willde., of the Moluccas and Sunder-
bans, with small white fragrant flowers.

rjMONlA CAKNOSA. McClelland. Tau-

shouk, Bi;u>[. The small fruit of this tree, not

larger than a nut, is a favourite spice, known in

the bazars of Berjgal under the name of Keklani.

It is only found in the Pegu district.

—

McClelland.

TilMONITE, Wu-meng-i, Chin., ' was formerly

used medicinally by the Chinese
;

it is a per-

hydrous oxide of iron.

LlMOlSA, a genus of birds known as godwits,

of the order of Grallatores or Waders, family
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LIMRl.

Scolopacidse. L, mclanura, the black-tailed god-

wit of . Europe, Asia, N. Africa, Australia, is very

common in India.* L. rufa, bar-tailed godwit, of

Europe, Asia, N. Africa, W. Asia, Nepal
Java and Timor (Temminck').

LIMRI or Limbadi, a Native State of Katty-

awar, lying between lat. 22° 30' 15" and 22° 37'

15" N., and between long. 71° 44' 30" and 71°

62' 15" E. The chief has power to try bis own
subjects for capital offences without the express

permission of the Political Agent.

—

Imp. Gaz.

LIMULUS, a genus of crustaceans belonging

to the family Xyphosurse. 1’he species ai'o fouml
in all the seas of Southern Asia and the Eastern
Archipelago, as also in the Atlantic and near the
coast of N. America, and sometimes come upon the
sandy beaches. They do not appear to have a

highpr range than lat. 44°, and seem confined to

the northern hemisphere. Their food consists of

animal substances, and when stranded they often
bury themselves in the sand as a protection against
the heat of -the sun, which is soon fatal to them.
The Limuli undergo in their youth considcrabh;

changes of form. At first there is no sword-like

or styliform tail, which in the adult Jamulus
equals, at least, the rest of the body in length

;
their

abdominal buckler is rounded posteiiorly, and the
last pairs of false feet are not developed. Two
species are common at the mouth of the river

Ganges
;
one is distingnislicd (among other cha-

racters) by having a cylindrical tail.

LIMULUS LONGJSPINA. Milm-mrs.
Un-kiic, .... Chin. I Kabuto-gani or
Umi-do-ganie, . . 1

helniet crah, . . Jai*.

It is found on the coasts of Japan, and probably
of China.

LIMULUS MOrAJCCANUS. Latra/lc.

L. i)olyphemu8, Fabr. Cancer Moluccnnus, Cluif.

L. gipa, ilf/d/cr. C. [lerver.sus, Itnniph.

Ji. tridentatiis, Ltnch,

'Phe Molucca crab or king crab is found in

the Molucca seas. L. MoliK^caiius is apparently

the Cancer figured by Lonlinus in th(‘ iifth book
of his Natural and Medical History of the East

Indies, p. 83; he notices its sword-like appendages,
and states that if any incautious fisluTinan is

wounded by it, the pain is like that caused by a

scorpion, adding that its llesh is not so delicate

as that of the other crabs. The chapter is headed
by the following verse, which refers to the painful

wound inflicted by the tail :

—

‘ t^ukquis caudati sen sis ti tela raguri,
Disco moo cxcmplo morsus vitaro dolosos,

Dento leonino <|uos jiubi volubilis iiifert,

A tergo, efc i)ojns rctiiict furs eaiida veiumum.’

LIMULUS KOTUNDiCAUDATA. Edirarth.

Cancer marinus perversus, >SV7>'/., a native of the

Molucca seas.

LIMUl.US VIRESCENS. Milne ^ Kilwanh.
Polyphemus hetcrodactylus, Zr///n, a native* of the

Molucca sells. See Crustacea.

LINARIA, the toad-flax, a genus of unimportant
plants, of the natural order Scrophulariacea), sec-

tion Antirrhincse.

h. bipartita, Willdc.f N. Africa, cultivated in India,
h. incana, Walhy Nopal,
h. juncea, Ait^ Europe, cultivated in India,
h. purpurea, Mill, Europe, cultivated’ in India,
b. ramosissima, Wall., Eengal, Hindustan, Burma,
b. spartea, JSoffin., Europe, cultivated in India,
b. triphylla, MiU, Europe, cultivated in India,

b. vulgaris, MiU, Europe, cultivated in India.

LINDLET, Di

As flowering plants, they are easily raised from
seed

;
colours mostly purple, blue, and yellow.

LINARIA. CYMBALARIA. Mill. Karamba,
Sansk., ivy-leaved snap-dragon. Given in India
with sugar for the cure of diabetes.

—

O'Sh. p. 477.
LINARIA RAMOSISSIMA*. Wall. This

little yellow-flowered plant may be seen in the
Sikkim valleys, crawling over every ruined wall,

as .the walls of old English castles are clothed
with its congener, L. cymbalaria.

—

Hooker, Him.
Jotir. i. p. 42.

liINDEN TRIBE, the Tiliacem of botanists, com-
prise alx)ut 01 species of tbc East Indies, mostly
with valuable economic propei'ties, the following
being the more important of them :

—

Corcdiorus acutanguluH, Lam., all India, IVIalayana.

P. fascicularis, Lam., all British India.
0. olitorius, Liva., all British India, Egy])t, Malayana,
G. cnjisularis, Linn., all Britisli India, China.

triloculuris, Linn., all liritisli India, Burma.
Trim rifetta angulata, Lam., till l.ritisli India.
T. aniiii.% Linn., Bengal.
T. rotundifolia, Lam., licngal, Circars.

T. triloculari.s, Jioxb., Ijeiigal, Senegamhia.
(Ircwia abutilifolia, Jans., reiiinsula of Imlia. .

G. Asiatica, Linn., Bengal, Peiiinsulii of India.
(r. coluranaris, Siu., Peninsula of India, Khassya.
(t. deiiticulata, Wall., Nepal.
G. clastica, Ruyle, Himalaya.
G. florihunda, Wall., Burma.
G. hinnilis. Wall., banks of Irawadi.
G. l.evigata, Vahl., all British India, Malayana.
G. microcua, Wvjht, I’cniuaula of India.

G. inierostemma, Wall., banks of Irawadi.
G. occidental^, Linn., introduced.
G. oppositi folia, Bach., Debra, Khcrec Pass.

G. oricntalis, Linn., I’eninsula of ludin, Bengal.
G. p.aniculata, Jtoxb., Penang, Malacca.
G. pilora, Lam., both Peninsulas of India.

G. polygarna, lioxb., Bengal.
G, populifolia, Vahl,, Peninsula of India.

G. sa]uda, Roxb., Bengal.
G. .solerophylla, Rv,cb., Debra, Kheroo Pass.

G. .s(ipiaria, Roxb., Bengal.
(r, tilisefolia, Vahl., Neilghorries,

G. trochodcs, — ? Bengal.
G. ulmifolia, Roxb., Assam, China.
G. uiiibellata, Roxb., Penang, Siunatra.

G. villo.sa, Jib. Afissionis, Trichinoi)oly.

(r. vimiiiea, Wall., Promo.
Bcrrya ammonilla, Roxb., (yeylon, Peninsula of India.

Ih’ownlowia data, Roxb., Chittagong.

The TiliiicCcT abound in a mucilaginous whole-
somo juice. Tlic fibres of the inner bark are

very tough, and are used for. a variety of econ-

omical purposes. 'Phe wood is generally white,

light, and tough
;
that of Grewia elastica is used

fur making boivs in India. The Trincoinalec-

wood, ’used at Madras for making the Masula
boats, is the produce of Rerrya ammonilla. Cor-

choriis olitorius is cultivated in Egypt for use as a

pot-herb, and species of Cgrchorusaiid Triumfetta

furnish valualflo fibres. The woo<l of Brownlowia

is also valual)le.

—

Roicb. ; Hoyle ; Wnyf.

LlNDIiEY, Di:., an eminent English botanist,

who rendered essential service to Indian botany

by numerous descriptions and figures of Indian

plants that had appeared in various illustrated

periodicals. He laboured indefatigably in the

distribution of the great Wallichiaii herbarium.

His elementary books of botany, and his great

work the Vegetable Kingdom, are indispensable

both to botanical students and to .proficients

;

whilst by the scientific direction he gave to the
study and practice of horticulture, as an author
and as secretary to the Horticultural Society of
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LINfiSAY-BBTHUNE. LIKOA.

London, he was the means of rendering European
botanists familiar with the plants of India in a

living state, to an extent that would hare been

thought visionary a few years before his time.

—

11. €t T.

LINDSAY-BETHUNE. Sir Henry Lindsay-

Bothune, an officer of the Madras Horse Artillery,

who was sent to Persia with Sir John Malcolm;

along with Captain Christie, of the Bombay army,

and employed in training the Persian soldiery.

After many years’ service. In* resigned his Persian

appointment, and settled on his estate of Kil-

conquhar, in Scotland, adding Bethune to his

previous surname of Lindsay. In 1834 he was
again sent to Persia, where he led tiio advanced

division from Tabreez to Teheran, and quelled a

rebellion against Muhammad Shah, for which he

was created a baronet. In 1830 he was a third

time sent to Persia, with the rank of Major-

General.

LINEAR MEASURE. In India, the distance

from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger of

a tall man is known as the Ilat'h, Hind., or

Moolum, Tam., Mora, Tel., and averages 194

inches. It is always translated cubit, though
invariably exceeding the English cubit of 18

inches by or 2 inches. In the Southern

Karnatic, the adi, or lengtli of a tall man’s foot,

is in use, and averages 10^ inches. The gaz or

guz of India (translated yard) is partially in use

all over India, but varies in different localities

from 20 to 36 inches. In the N.W, Provinces of

India it had been defined by Governinent, for the

purpose of survey, at 33 inches. The British

yard and foot are, however, very extensively

adopted by native artisans
;
and in all the })ublic

works of India, which give employment to

thousands of natives, the British linear measure

is invariably employiMl. Sec Measures
;
Weights.

LINEN.*
Lynwaat, . . . Drr, ! I’anno do linlio, . Pout.
Toile, I'll,

j

Lenu, I’olotiio, . Ki s.

Liiinen, Lienwaud, (Jku. i Lienza, Tela de lino, Sc.

Lein, .... (Iothu!. Kotoii-bezi, . . . Ti:kk.

Linen, (tK.
|
Soghuk-bez, . . ,,

Teln, Panno lino, . . It. L'lin, .... Wei.kh.
Linutn, .... J.Ai’.

Most of the names for linen in use in Europe
arc derived from Liu, the Saxon for flax, the word
flax being derived from the Greek wor<l Pleko,

to weave. Linen is also a term applied to linen

cloth, to body clothing, and bed linen.—A/‘Cuf-

loch\s Dictionary, p. 761.

LINGA or Lingam is the symbol or form
under which the Hindu deity Siva is principally

worshipped. There are various kinds of Jinga,

to all of which worship is offered. As usually

seen in British India, the lingam is a round
conical stone, rising perpendicularly from an oval-

shaped rim cut on a stone platform. The salunkha

is the top of the lingam altar, and the praiialika

is a gutter or spout for drawing off the water

poured on the lingam. The lingam is the Priapus

of the Romans, and the phallic ornbleTn of the

Greeks
;
and the oval rim-like lines sculptured or

drawn around it is the yoni or bhaga, symbolical

of the female form, as the lingam represents

that of the male. The effigies worshipped in

Tibet are known to the Chinese as Hwan-hi-Fuh,
Ce, Buddhas of Delight.

In British India, for at least 1500 years,’ the

lingam has been the object under which Siva is

worshipped by his followers, in this instance as a
regenerator, whilst the yoni or bhaga is regarded

as emblematic of his sakti or consort Parvati.

These two emblems represent the physiological

form of worship followed by the great Saiva sect

;

and the worship of Siva, under the type of the

lingam, is almost the only form in which that

deity is now reverenced. About two-thirds of

all the Hindu people, perhaps 80,000,000 of souls,

worship these emblem idols. They are con-
spicuous everywhere, in all parts of British India

from the Himalaya to Ceylon. Throughout tim

whole tract of the Ganges, as far as Benares, in

Bengal, the temples are commonly erected in a
range of six, eiglit, or twelve on each side of a
ghat leading to the river. At Xalna is a circular

group of H)8 temples, erected by a raja of IJard-

waii. Each of the temples in Bengal consists

of a single chamber, of a square form, sur-

mounted by a. pyriUnidal centre. The area of

each is very small, tlic linga of bhiok or white
marble occupies the centre

;
the offerings are

presented at the threshold. This worship is

unattended by any indecent or indelicate cere-

monies, and it would require a very unusual
imagination to trace any rcBemblance in its

symbols to the objects they are supposed to

represent. The Vedas do not seem to inculcate

this form of worship
;
their ritual was chiefly, if

not wholly, addressed to the elements, and par-

ticularly to lire
;
but the lingam is undoubtedly

one of the iiioSb ancient idol objects of homage
adopted in India, subsequently to the ritual of

the \’e(his. Tlie "worship of the linga is the
main pur])oi t of the Skanda, Saiva, Bramadanda,
and J Jnga Puranas.

In the Saiva Purana and in the Nandi Upa
Parana, Siva is made to say, ‘ 1 am omnipresent,
but 1 am espe(;ially in twelve forms and places.’

These are the twelve great lingas, viz. at Somnatli,

Pattaii, Mallikarjuna, near tlio Krishna, Maha-
Kala Omkara, all three at Ujjain

;
Amareswara,

N aidhya, at Deo-garh in Bengal, Ramisseram,
at Dra Charam in Rajamjiindry, at Benares, on
the banks of the Guniti, at Kedarnath in the

Himalaya. That* at Benares is called Viveswara,

Lord of All.

The idol destroyed in A.ii. 415 by Mahmud of

Ghazni, is said to have been a linga. It was a

block of stone of four or five cubits long, and of

proportionate tliickness. Sonnerat says the lingam

may bo looked upon as the jjhallus or the figure

rt'presenting tlio virile member of Atys, the well-

Vieloved of Cybele, and the Bacchus which tliey

"Worshipped at Hieropolis. The Egyptians, Greeks,

and Romans hail temples dedicated to Priapus,

under the same form as that of the lingam. The
Israelites worshipped the same figure, and erected

statues to it.

iScripture (1 Kings xv. 13) informs us that

Asa, son of Jiehohoam, prevented his mother

Maachah from sacrificing to Priapus, whose image
he broke. The Jews caused tliemselves to be

initiated into tlie mysteries of Belphegor, a

divinity like the lingam, whom the Moabites and

Midianites worshipped on Mount Phegor; and

which worship, in all appearance, they received

from the Egyptians. When J^udah did evil in

the sight of the I^ord, and built them high places,

and images, and groves on every high hill and
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under every tree, the object was Baal, and the peninsula of Saurashtra. At the ancient Dholpur,
pillar, the lingam, was his symbol. It was on his now called Barolli, the shrine is dedicated to
altar they burned incense, and sacrificed unto Gut-Iswara Maliadeva, with a lingam revolving
the calf on the fifteenth day of the month, the in the yoni, the wonder of those who venture
sacred monthly period, the amavas of the Hindus, amongst its almost impervious and unfrequented
The calf of Israel seems the bull Nandi of Bal woods to worship. Very few Saiva followers of
Iswara or Iswara, the Apis of the Egyptian the south of India ever realize the lingam and
Osiris, and througlioiit all British India a sculp- the yoni as representations of the organs of the
tured stone bull, called Nandi, the vahaii or con- body, and when made to apprehend the fact

veyance of Siva, is seated with its face looking they feel overpowered with shame that they
towards the lingam. According to Colonel To(l, I should be worshipping such symbols,

the lingam is identical with the Arabic idol I^at ! IJNCA-BALJA-VADU, members of the Lin-
or Alhat. The worship reached France, doubtless

i
gact sect who follow the .langam religion, natives

with the Romans, and the figure of the lingam
i
of Telingana. They seem to be identical with

is still to be seen on the lintel which surrounds the Linga-banjigya, or Linga-banjaga, or Linga-
the Circus at Nismes, as well as on tlie front of baiiijnga. Linga-banajiga, a merchant or trader
some of their ancient clnirches, particularly on of the Tdngaet sect. Lingadhari, sectarian
thatjof the cathedral of Toulouse, and on some Hindus who wear the linga.

churches at Bourdeaux. Hlutarch says that the LINGAET, Jangam, Lingadhari.
Egyptian god Osiris was L)un(l everywhere with Panjigya, . . . ""can. I w'ani Maiir.
the Friapus exposed. Ptah-Sokaii is also so Bamjaga, ... „ j

Tanga-balja-vadoo, . Tkl.

represented, and images of that kind were called The Jdngact, a Hindu sect in Southern India,
Ftah-Sokari Osiri. also called Lingadhara, Linghawant, Lingamat,

There can be no doubt but that the god Baal, and Jangama. They are Vira Saiva, whose sole
wiiose votaries the Hebrews fre(pieiitly became, is object of worship is the lingam, a model of which
identical with the lingam, and the god styled in stone or gold (Ezekiel xvi. 17) they carry on
Chinn in Amos v. is Siva, wliosc name the races their anus, or suspend from their necks in caskets
dwelling in Hindustan and along the valley of of silver or gold, the workmanship of some of
the Indus pronounce Seb, Seo, “Sivin, and Chivin. them being of great beauty. They are sectarian

Yet there is nothing to fix the date at which the Saivavi, for their creed does not recognise castes

worship of Siva was brought to India, nor by whom nor acknowledge Brahmans. Their customs and
brought

; but the wars between the Buddhists belief were described about the year 1833 by Mr.
and the linga worshippers of the Dekhan extended C. P. Brown, of the Madras Civil Service, in the
up to the 11 th century of the Christian era, and Madras Literary Journal. They are very numerous
formed a series of important events in Hindu amongst the (’anarcse j’eojfie from Bangalore,
Ijistory. northwards to Panderpur on the Kistna, and
The worship of l^ishnn seems to have come towards Kalliani fort, Avhere the sect was origin-

froni Tartary, and that of Siva about tlu‘ begin- ated in the 12th century by a Brahman named
ning of the Christian* era, from the basin of the Basava, and north to Berar. They are largely

Lower Indus through Hajputana, and to have engaged in agriculture, and as shopkeepers,
displaced the iiatiire-worshi[) of the N edas. But They are rigid in external ceremonial, but they
which race brought the lingam-wor.ship is not ! have loose ideas in morals, probably resulting

known. At Ujjain it was particularly celebrated
j

from what Wilson styles their belief iu the equality

about the period of the Muhammadan invasion,
j

of women. The sect are sometimes styled Jangam,
but probably long before, and one particular linga from jangam, the title of their priesthood. They
was named Vinda-swenia, from V^iiidu, drop, do not reverence Brahmans nor acknowledge the

Swerna, gold. At present there is a four-faced Vedixs, their ])rinciples do not recognise caste

lingam, sometimes tlin'e-faced or tri-murti
;
and (though they have established one of avocation),

tri -lingam is said to be the source of the name and tlu'y deny polytheism and the inferiority of

Telinga and Telingana, the country extending women. Besides the trade divisions, there are

from north of Madras to Ganjam, and west to also race, sectarian, or social distinctions amongst
Bellary . and Beder. The four-faced lingam is them. The Aradhya, for instance, are of Brahman
called the Choumurti Mahadeva, such as may be birth, and though soln(^ Aradhya are well versed

seen in the caves of Ellora, and of common in Sanskrit, they are not held in esteem by the

occurrence in other districts; and a famous slirine other langaet, who are of Sudra birth. The
of ek-linga or the one lingam is situated in a defile Samanya or ordinary, the Visesha or extraordi-

about six miles north of Udaipur, and has hills nary, and the Samanya Bluikta and Visesha

towering around it on all sides. Bhakta, are other sects. 'Fhe Samanya Bhakta
This ek-liiigam, or one phallus, is a single differ from the ordinary Samanya liingaeb only

cylindrical or conical stone
;
but there are others, in retaining caste distinctions

;
the Visesha

termed Sehesliiiga and Kot-Iswara,with a thousand Bhakta are puritans, liave no caste distinctions,

or a million of phallic representatives, all minutely and are bound by a vow to honour their guru,

carved on the monolithic emblem, having then Their religious book is the Basava Purana, written

much resemblance to the symbol of Bacchus, in the Canarese tongue, in which language, as

whose orgies both in Egypt and Greece are the also iu the Telugu, they have other writings,

counterpart of those of the Hindu Bagh-es, so Lingaet women, in widowhood, re-marry by in-

called from being clad in a tiger or leopard’s hide, ferior ceremonies. In such case the widow
as Bacchus had that of the panther for his cover- returns to her parents’ home, and is there re-
ing. There is a very ancient temple to Xot-lswara married. The ceremonies are few, and the
at the embouchure of the eastern arm of the bridegroom gives small sums, of Rs. 5 or 10, with
Indus

;
and there are many to Seheslinga in the two cloths. A village head, who will expend
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about Rs. 200 for his spinster marriage, will

expend about Ks. 5 to 100 for His marriage with

a widow. The lingam casket of the Lingaet is

called Ayigalu. Although authorized by their

principles, without castes, they are undoubtedly

the most bigoted of all the Hindu sects. They
arc all engaged in civil avocfitions. Perhaps in

the Madras native army, 000 strong, there are

not one hundred soldiers of this sect. They ‘arc

vegetarians, and will not sell, and will not even

buy or bring, a creatui'c that is to bo killed and

used as food. Their dislike to Hrahmans takes

many shapes
;

at a village near Kaladgi, three

miles distant from the Gutparba river, they would

not dig a well in tlieir village, lest a Brahman
should be attracted to reside, and their wives had

to bring all the drinking water from the river bed.

The three words, Om ! Guru, Jnnga, Jangam,

comprise the creed of the -sect, and evidently

were intended to <lisavow every i)art of the

Brahmanical priestly tyranny. 'Fliis mystic phmse
is thus expounded, 'riie image (lingam) is the

deity
;
the jangam is the wearer or fellow-wor-

shippers
;
and he who breathes tlie sacred spell

in the car is the guru.

The men of the Lingaet sect have a small

casket of gold or silver enclosing a lingam of

stone or metal, and suspended from their necks,

or fastened to the left arm
;
this form is known

as the Jangama lingam, ineauing the movt'able

or locomotive. That, in the temples is called the

Sthavara lingam, moaning th(} standing or stabl(‘

lingam.

Lingam-worship was conducted in Plicenicia

(the Canaan of Scripture) in its worst aspe(;t.

According to liucian (De Syria Dea), after th(;

return o^ Bacchus, he placed the two colossal

phalli, each 300 fathoms highV in the vestibule of

the great Syrian temple. Ju the great Bacchic

pomp, celebrated by Ptolemy of Alexandria, wo
read (Atbemeus, lib. v.) of a golden ])liallus 120

cubits high.

The Bana-lingam or Ban-lingam, and the

Chakram-lingam of India, are stones formed by

attrition in a river bed into a lingam-like form

;

the saligram is a fossil shell, the interior parts of

which resemble a lingam. The lingam of the

temples of India is almost invariably of stoiu^

of some kind, and is imbedded in the yoni, and

varies from a little projecting knob to a consider-

able cylinder of two feet high and a foot in

diameter. I’he figure inside the temple is often

of copper or silver. The Ada-sarpa, or old

serpent, in the form of a single cobra, or tliree,

five, or nine headed cobra, is often figured bending

over the lingam, with the figure of a bull Nandi,

or Basava, the vaKan of Siva, sitting before it.

At the Hogena KalJu, or smoko rock, where

the Cauvery turns southwards on its way to the

rice -fields of Tanjore, 10 or 12 huge lingam

stones are arranged in a line, each in a separate

coll. At Munoli, Parasgad, in the Belgaura col-

lectorate, are a group of temples of Pancha-linga

Deva. At the present day, in the south of India,

the principal Siva temples are at Conjeverara

(Kanchi), at Jambuk Eswar, near Trichinopoly,

Tirunamalle, Callestry (Kalahistri), and at Chad-
ambaram. The Saiva Hindu, however, is essen-

tially polytheist, worships at every temple, and
reverences all Brahmans.

—

Cole. Myth. Hind. p.

175
;

Wilson's Gloss. ; Latham ;
Lubbock's Origin

of Civil, p. 236 ;
Burton's Mecca, i. p. 134

;

Sonn'erat's Voyage, p. 62 ;
Tod's Rajasthan, i. pp.

219-514, ii. p. 668
;

Hind. Theat. ii. p. 97 ;
Cat,

Ex., 1862; C. P. Brown in Madras Lit, Soc.

Journal. See Jangam.
LINGA PURANA, a mystical and spiritual

work of 11,000 stanzas, written about the 8th or

9th century.

IjING (HIKE. Chin. The name for the

punishment inflicted on great criminals in China.
The criminal is bound to a cross, and is cut into

120, or 72, or 36, or 21 pieces.

—

Gray, p. 59.

TiTNGT. Sansk. One who wears the outward
emblems of the Lingaet order or sect to which he
belongs

;
but it is more usually applied to signify

a pretender, a Jiypocrite, or one who assumes the

external emblems of a caste or order to which he
does not belong, or of which he does not perform
the duties; the bearer of a liiiga.— Wilson,

LINGOA WOOD, or Amboyna wood, is said to

be from the Pterosperrnum liidicum
;

it is very
durable, and takes a high polish. It was imported
into Britain from the Moluccas in considerable

quantities at tlie time when the latter were British

possessions
;

it may b(‘ had in any quantity. Very
large circular slabs are obtained from the lower
part of the tree, by taking advantage? of the spurs

or laterjil growths
;
they are sometimes as large as

nine feet in diameter. A circular disc of wood
thus obtaiiK?d, nearly seven feet in diameter, as

well as some other spoeimens, were exhibited in

1861 by Messrs. Almeida of Singapore, and re-

C(.‘ived a prize modal from tin? jury. The importa-

tion ceased with the cessat ion of British intercourse

with tliose islands. The wood is abundant at

Ceram, New Guinea, and throughout the Molucca
.seas. Jt is prepared in largo circular slabs by the

natives of these islands, and can be obtained in

almost any quantity if the precaution bo taken of

ord(*ring it during the previous trading season.

The Kayu-boka or Kyaboca wood of commerce
is the knarlod excrescence of this tree; slabs can

be had six or seven feet in diameter, by taking

advantage of the spurs wJiich jirojcct from tht?

l)a.se of the trunk, as the tree itself has not suffi-

cient diameter to furnish such wide slabs. They
are occasionally met with as large as nine feet in

<liainctcr, but the usual size is from four to six feet.

This wood is brought to Singapore by the eastern

traders from Ceraui, Am, and New Guinea, and is

sold at J8ingapore by winght. It is much esteemed
as a fancy wood, both in Europe and China, but

the demand in Europe' seems to liave decreased of

late years. See Amboyna Wood
;
Kyaboca Wood

;

Pterospermum Indicum

.

LINSCHOTEN. Jan Hugo van lanschoten

travelled in India from 1583 to 1589. His travels

were described in a book entitled Voyages into the-

East and West Indies. It gives information of the

early struggles of the Dutch with the Portuguese.

LINSEED, flax seed of Linum usitatissimum.
Buzruk, Arab. Tukhm-i-katan, Pebs.
Hu-ma-tszc, Chin. Siemio, Iniane, Pol.

Horrfroe, . Dan. Linhaca, . . Port.
Lynzaad, . Dut. Semja-lonjanaj, Bub.
Lin, Graine do liii . Fii. Linaza, , . •’ F-
Lcin-8.amen, .

Suf, Tisi, Ulsi,

Ger. Linfro, . . . Sw.

Hind. AUeverei, Tam.

Semenza di leno, . It. Alivi tullu, .
Tel.

Linseme, . . .

Bidgierammi, . Maleal.
Bezir-tukhma, Turk.

In India the seed is the chief product of the
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flax plant, and is principally used in the mauu- chilly. Th© fibre of flax is a straight tube-like

facture of linseed^ oil. The first export from cylinder, and is therefore less irritating than the
Calcutta was made by Mr. Hodgkinson in 1832, twisted fibre of cotton. Hence lint, which is

and amounted to only ten bushels, but the increase prepared by scraping linen, is preferable to cotton
has been rapidly progressive. In 1860-61 the for surgical dressings. Tow consists of the short
exports from India were 650,700 cwt., value fibres of the flax which have been removed in the
Ks. 1,26,57,790 ;

and in 1882-83 there were process of hackling. In India tlie seeds are

6,724,514 cwt., value Rs. 3,52,84,813; in 1883-84, officinal with natives, being given in infusion-!'

8,543,766 cwt., value Rs. 4,58,40,234. for asthma. The seeds, after having had the oil

This crop in India is sown thickly in the linseed- press(*d from them, are in the form of a flat mass,
pfoducing provinces. In the poorer Avestern dis- commonly called oilcake.

—

M, E. J. IL; Powell;
tricts it is often sown as an edging crop to Avheat Hoxh.

and other grain, because it is not eaten by cattle in LION, Fclis loo, Linn.

the green state. The reason for its being sown in bowo, Ukk. Lione, Leone, . . . .It.

both long and cross drills, is that the plant, being * • Hino., J*kks. Leon, Sr.

weakly, requires much sowing to guard it against
b ntm-bfig, . . . Hind. Arslan,. . . . Turk.

the action of the weather. It docs not seem im- The lion is g(']U‘rally recognised to be of only
probtible that the spurious white ‘atocs’ roots of one species, Avith tlie lion of Senegal, the lion of
the bazar are occasionally obbiincd from this or Harbary, the lion of l^^rsia, the lion of Gujerat,
from the Gula-shuprc, or Linuin trigymun, indi- Runn of Cutcl), and KattyaAvar, and the lion of
gonous in the liOW(T Provinces. The oilcake Gwalior and Humana as varieties. Tlie lion is

which remains after the oil is expressed from lin- the desert king, as the tiger is the monarch of

seed, contains the albmniiioiis part of the seed, the jungles. ItAvas, till early in the 19th century,
and is used for fattening cattle. The oil is con- tolerably plentiful at GAvalior, and also about
tained in the kernel of the sc(‘ds, and may be Goonab, and lions bave been killed 20 miles from
cither cold draAvn, or, as is usual, obtained after Saugor, but Avretclu'd, maugy-looking things, the
the seeds have lieen subjected to a lu*at of 2t»P. male. gcmTally lU'arly ma.nelcss, and usually in-

The oil obtained by the fornnn- process is paler, fiu'ior in size and appearance to its African
with less colour and taste, than Avlu'ro heat has brothers. Tigers arc said to avoid the lions, and
been employed. The seeds of different countries to desert those jungks in Avhich any roving lion

yield different proportions of oil. It is one of the may make its appearance. In the Kattyawar
cheapest fixed oils

;
is a drying oil, and is used in district, which the lions most affected, tigers were

th(', manufacture of paints, A'arnislios, and printing Siiid to be uriknowii, though panthers arc common,
inks. Where the linseed oil of India is not It has been also sujiposed that the lion avoids the
jiossessed of tin* full <lryirig properties of the oil tiger; and in tlih Central Provinces, since tigers

prepared in Europe, there is no doubt this is have been shot off, lions began to appear in tJie

owing to the Indbin linseed being ex])ressed before nortlieriiinost parts. The lion is very rare in

the mustard seed has been separated, Avith Avbich Afghanistan, but hivs been heard of in the hilly

it is commonly mixed, in oonsetpience of the two country about Kiibiil, and there they arc small and
plants being often groAvn together. Hy boiling with Aveak com})ai ed Avith the African lion. The lion

litharge, its drying properties arc much improved, is found as far as I'ashkend, in a northerly and
AVhen used as the vehicle for the harder resins, it easterly direction. In 1837, Major BroAvn(‘Gunga’-
should be pure, pale, Avell clarified, and combined of the Bengal Sporting Magazine) remarked that
Avith the resin at as Ioav a temperature as jiossible. ‘ only 23 years ela]>s(‘d from the occupation of the
Unless these conditions be attended to, a dark Ilurriana country, when the lions, Avhich Avere at

varnish is produced, AAdiicIi becomes darker by age. one time in the dry and sandy deserts of the

j

This oil gives softness and toughness to the resin, Ilurriana, became extinct south of the Ciiggar.

[

but produces a slowly drying varnish. It is clari- Having no inaccessible dens to. retire to during
fled for the best varnishes by being gradually the hot Aveather, tin^ lions, from necessity, took
raised to near the boiling point in a cop)per pan. up their abode Avliore Avatcr could be found

;
and

Jt is used also in j)rintors’ ink.

—

McCulloch; Smith, as places of this description Avere rare, and gciier-

TjINUM USITATISSTMLIM. Linn. Flax Avas ally near \dllages, their retreat Avas easily beaten
cultivated in Egypt in \oxy early periods. It is up, and their entire destruction speedily effected,

extensively grown in many parts of British India, We have the evidence of .Taliangir and the Rev.
and produces abundance of sec d for oil, but its Edward Terry, Ibal in their days the province of

fibre is inferior. European linseed, on tlie other Mahva abounded Avith lions, dahangir records

hand, is better for fibre than for oil. By proper that he had killed several, and Mr. Terry mentions

treatment, however, good fibre can b(' got from his having been frequently terrified by tfiem in

plants raised in India. In N. India it is cultivated bis tmvels through the vast Avoods and Avilder-

as a mixed crop, with’grain; it is soAvn in October, ness of the country. Bernier had frequent
and never irrigated. Every 5 seers of seecl opjiortunities of witnessing the chase of this

yield IJ seers of oil by the native process of animal, an amusement which was reserved for the

pressing. Flax fibre is prepared by steeping, emperor Aurangzcb alone. Captain Postans ob-
stripping off the bark, and then beating, so as to served that Avliile KattyaAvar abounded with the
separate the fibres. Linen cloth and cambric arc tiger and lion species, Cutch, the neighbouring
prepared from* it, the latter differing from the province, Avas free from them. The Times of
former in its fineness, and in being obtained from India related how Lieut. Heyland, 56th Regiment,
plants which are more thickly sown. Linen succeeded in killing 11 tigers, 2 lions, severai
clothing is cool, being a better conductor of heat cheetas, bears, and wild jungle boars

;
and while

than cotton
;
but when the skin is covered with stationed at Dessa, he shot tluree lions m one year,

perspiratioi^, or exposed to cold, it feels cold and One of them, which measured some nine feet In
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length, had severely wounded Lieutenant Clarke they are frequently, caught by the Arabs. They
of the R.A. some time in August. When the 3d abound in Khuzistan, the ancient Susiana, three

Bombay Cavalry was stationed at Rajkote in or four, together, and are hunted by the chiefs of

Kattyawar (in 1832-33), Captains Keeves, Berry, the tribes inhabiting that province. In 1861,

and others of that regiment used to shoot lions Caphiin Balfour, of the Indian Navy, in one
. day,

on horseback. Major Fulljames turned out a lion at daybreak, saw a group of four lions. About
from the Bhet (a sort of island in tho Rimn of noon, from a ‘ tell ’ close to the river, on the plain

Cutch), opposite the town of Jimjuwara, in 1835, below, ten were counted; and in the evening, some
and followed it up to a place called Khura Sutta- twenty miles up the Tigris, three were seen,

pur, on the southern border of the Runn, where jMr. Layard was given a tame lion by Osmar
ho shot it

;
and Colonel Lo Grand Jacob, when Pasha, commandant of Hillah

;
and Sir Heni^

First Assistant to tho Political Agent in Katty- Rawlinson had a tame lion for some years ai

aw^ar, killed a lion and lioness in one day in tlic Baghdad, which was much attached to him, and

Geer jungle valley, in the sontheni part of Katty- ultimately died at his feet, not suffering the attend-

awar. ants to remove it.

In tho year 1862, a correspondent in the Times The manoless lions, by the people of Babylonia,

of India, Vriting of Kattyawar, says lions existed arc called motnin, or true believers
;
the maned

then in certain portions of this province, and in lions tliey call gabar; the former they say«wil]

Gujerat also, on the range of hills near Deesa. s}>are a Mnsalmaii if he pray, the latter never

The figure of a lion is on the top of each of tlie Sir Gardner Wilkinson says the same of the green

tlirec tall pillars or columns at Bettia in North and the black crocodile of Egypt.

Berar. A lion was shot by Mr. Arratooii, a little The Hindus, in their fifth avatar of Vishnu,

before the appearance of tlic Asiatic lion in the recognise that deity as Nara Sinha (Nara, a man,

Barah jungles. Colonel Clifton lionbow, of the and Sinha, a lion), a man-lion.—A/udru.? Mail,

Bombay Army, in his youth a great hunter of May 12, 1873; G. Jlawlinson, 4,0.

large game, with his companions hunted tho lion IjIP-LAP, in Netherlands India, a half-caste, e

ill the Riimi, by galloping at them and firing, but child of a Europc'an and a native,

continuing to gallop on without pausing to see the LI PU, the six bureaux of administration ir

effect of the shot,—each of the party acting simil- China.

arly until the lion fell. LIQUEURS are alcoholic fluids various!}

One of tho largest lions seen in England Avas llavourcd and sweetened. They are called Shrab,

caught, when very young, in Hurriaua, by Gen. and are largely made in all parts of India, from

Watson, and was presimted to George iv. The arrack, and spirit of aniseed, roses, saffron, musk
Sporting Review, in 1815, mentions tlie lion as an citron, or simply sugar,

inhabitant of the territories south of Gwalior. JdQUIDAMBAR.
About 1848 there Avas in Calcutta a lioness, Mia-sailah, . . . Akam. I Liquid storax, . . Eng,

more than two-thirds groAvn, Avluch had been Nan-tu-yok, Tu-yok,Bi:u.M.
|
liasamalay, . . Malay,

captured as a small cub in Siiul. Tliere were also The name is derived from Uquidum, fluid, and

then in the London Zoological Gardens a young Ambar, the Arabic name of amber. Theliquidambai
lion and lioness from Gujerat. of commerce is a product of throe plants. L,

Heber mentions (ii. p. 149) liavingbeon informed styracifiua, a large, fine tre(‘, is the species found in

in the year 1825, that lions AATre in (umsiderable
|

Mexico and the United States, in the latter ot

numbers in the Saharunpur and Ludhiana districts, ! Avhich it is called sweet gum, and tho fragrant

and that they had been killed in the northern
|
liquid exudes, though not copiously, from inci-

parts of Roliilkhand, and in the iieiglibourhood of sioiis in the stem. This is called liquidanibar, oil

Moradabad and Kanipur. One Avas killed in the of amber, and copalm balsam, and in this form

Sagar district in 1851
;
and some years later, has a pleasant balsamic odour, and an aronifitic

another only a fcAV miles from tho Jubbulpur and bitter taste. This becoming dry, forms what if

Allahabad railway. called soft or Avhite liquidanibar, which rcserablef

In the Pro. Beiig. As. Sue., Dr. King adduces i A’ery thick turpentine, has a feebler odour than

several instances of the lion (not the maneless 1 the liquid balsam, and contains less volatile oil

variety of Gujerat) having been recently shot by
j

but more benzoic acid. orientale is a native oi

sportsmen in Gooiiah in Central India. ; Cyprus, where it is called Nylon Effendi (the

In the report of the groat Trigonometrical
j

wood of our Lonl) : it produces an excellent white

Survey for 1871-72, Captain Trotter, R.E., gives turpentine, especially by incisions in the bark,

an account of the lion of Gujerat. It is not mane- It is also said to bo produced on the island of

less, although the mane is consiilerably shorter Cabross, at the upper end of the Red Sea, neai

and of lighter colour than that of the African Cadcss, Avhich is three days’ journey from Suez,

species. It is called the Untia-bag, camel-coloured The product of tlie L. altingia is said to be mixed

tiger, by the natives. The male is rather darker Aviih the substance obtained by boiling the branches

than the female, and is a little heavier about the of Styrax officinale, or acting upon them with oil,

head and shoulders, tho female being very innch spirit, or na]>htha. Qdie subject is interesting as

the same shape as the tiger. There are no diffi- connected with ancient commerce, inasmuch nf

culties to the lion crossing to the Jiunn from the
j

old writiirs mention a liquid with the solid storax,

south of Persia. And it is supposed to be the the inia-sailah and mia-yahseh of the Arabs. L.

lion that visits India, from which the figure was ccrasifolia of Wallich (Sedgwickhi cerasifolia of

taken that is used in the royal arms of England. Griffiths) grows in Assam, but it is not known ii

The lion is frequently met with on the banks of it yields any balsam,
the Tigris below Baghdad, rarely above. On the All these balsams are obtained either by spon-

Euphrates it has been seen, almost as high as Bir. tancous exudation, by incision into the bark, or

In Hhe Sinjar, and on the banks of the Khabour, decoction of the bark, leaves, and branches,—'
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LIQUIDAMBAR ALTINGIA. LISHARI.

Eng, Cyc, ; O'Sk ; Dr. Mason in Deng, Soc,

Jour,^ 1848
;
Hogg^ Veg, King,

LIQUIDAMBAR ALTINGIA. Blume.

Nan>tar-ok, . . . BURM. Rose maloes. . . Eng.
Nan*tu-yok, ... „ Liquid storax tree,

Liquid amber tree, Eng. Rasamala, Jav., Malay.

from the bark of this tree, is at first liquid, trans-

parent, yellow, rather consistent; its odour is

strong, and resembles that of liquid, storax
;
taste

very aromatic and acrid. By long keeping it

dries into a deep brown resin. It contains benajoic

acid, and has a Benzoin odour.

A superb tree, native of the forests of Java, at

elevations of 2000 and 3000 feet above tlie level

of the sea, and indigenous on the Tenassorim

coast, in some parts of which it is quite abundant,
and a considerable stream in Mergui derives its

name from this tree, in consequence of its grow-
ing so thickly on its banks. It grows also in

N. Guinea, rising to 200 feet. Tlio bark of L.

altingia of Tenasserim and Java is bitter, hot, and
nromitic, and when wounde'd affords a resinous

substance, which is employed to mix with balsam
of Peru ;

and a similar substiincc is obtaine<l from
L. orientale of the Levant islands, L. <;ei‘jisifolia,

and L. styraciflua of Mexico. Tlie balsam of L.

altingia, with that of L. orientalis of Rhodes,
furnish the rasamala or rose maloes of com-
merce. This is shi[)ped from Rhodes to Alex-
andria. The latter is said to follow down the Red
Sea to Aden, and to the Persian Gulf and llombay,

whence it is sent to China, Asia Minor, Arabia,

Surat, Annani, and Sumatra, and seems tohave been
shipped to places from which it was formerly sent.

The balsam called liquid storax, rasamala or rose

maloes, is a stimulating expectorant, influencing

the mucous membranes, especially that which lines

the air passages.

—

Dr. Masov in Jk n. /l.v. Abe. .Jonr.,

1848; O'Sh,; Ifoggy leg. King; Smith.

LIQUORICE JUICE, Spanish juice.

Arak bus, .... Arab. Regaliz, Sp,
Jetimad-ka-ras, . Hinf). Ati madhuramu, Tel,
8ugo di regolizia, . . It. Yashti madhukamu,
Succus liquoritije, , Lat.

Tliis is the inspissated juice of the root of the

plant Glycirrhiza glabra. The juice is boiled to a
consistency for rolling into pjiste, when it is

wrapped in bay leaves. It costs about £6 the
cwt. Liquorice lozenges are made with extract

of liquorice, or of Clinch, gum-arabic, each six

ounces, pure sugar one pound. Dissolve in boil-

ing water, and concentrate to a proj^er consistence.

Use, — demulcent in irritating coughs. — Beng,
Phar. p. 4.33; Poole; McCulloch.

LIQUORICE ROOT.
tJssiil-u-suz, . . Arab. Pao doci, . . . PORT,
Kuu-ts’au, . .* . ('FUN.

I

Kegoliz, Alca(;uz, . ,,

liakris, .... Dan. 1 Solod kovyi koren, Rus.
Mit'lia Irtkri, . . Dckh.

1

Madhuka, . . . Sanbk.
Zoeihout, . . . Dut.

1
Yastimadlmka, . . ,,

Hcglissc, Fb.
!

Wdlmi, Olimle, . Singh.
Racine (iouce, . . . Kegaliza, Orozuz, . . Sp.
Sussholz, Lnkritze, Ger.

|

Lakrits Sw.
.letimad, .... IIlNl), Lakritze, ,,

Regolizia, Logorizia, . It. A«Hrnodruni, . . Tam.
Liquirizia,

i
Athimadhnramu, . „

Ibattmaiiis, . . Jav.
|

Yashti madhama, . Tel.
Bekh-mehak, . . Peus.

LIQUIDAMBAR CE RASI FOLIA, (iriff.

Sedgwickia cerasifolia, (D'iff.y Wall.

Grows in Assam, but it is not known if it yields

any balsam.

—

(ySh,; liorgi, Wq. Khg.
LIQUIDAMBAR FORMOSANA. Dance. L.

Formosana, L. altingia (Altingia Sinensis, OlU\\
and the maple-leaved L. Maximowiezii, all grow
in China, where they are called Fung-shu. They
are barge timber trees, with gnarled branches and
rustling leaves, and the Chinese iFclieve that ghosts

hide in their brunches. The chi-ling or pigs’

tubers are the corky excrescences on these trees.

A silk-producing insect is reared on the L. For-
niosana.

—

Ihuice; Smithy Mat. Med.
LIQUIDAMBAR ORIENTALE. Von Mueller.

L. imberbe, Aitoiiy a tret; of Asia Minor, yields

liquid storax, W'hich is vanill.a scented, containing

much styrol and styracin. It keeps motli.s from
woollen clothing, and is used in perfuinery.

Liquidambar orientalis is a small tree, a native
of Cyprus and other parts of the cast. It was
introduced into the Jardin des Plantes, Pans,
from Smyrna, and is said to oc’jiir along the Red
Sea. Dr. Pococke, as quoted by Dr. Lindley,
states that it is called Xylon F]ffeiidi (the wood
of our Lord) in Cyprus, where it produces an
epellent white turpentine, especially by in-

cisions made in the bark. Liquid storax is

said to be obtained by boiling the bark.— Von
Mueller.

LIQUIDAMBAR STYRACIFLUA. L.

Ukteraok, . . Arab. Liquidambar, . . Eng.
Meati-lubani, R<asamala, . . Malay.
Salajit, Meah, Cotter mija, . . . Turk.
^illarus, . . . Kara-ghyunluk-yaghy, „
Copalm baltam, Eng.

The sweet gum of North America, obtained
|
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In Europe, the liquorice roots are obtained
solely from the Glycirrliiza glabra, a perennial

plant, a native of the soutli of Europe and Persia,

imt cultivated in some ])arts of England. It is

grown in large quantities about Pcshawur, dug
up, dried, ami cut into pieces, and used by the
natives as a tonic in fever, in doses of sixty grains,

also as a demulcent in coughs, and in all diseases

conse^iuent upon an undue accumulation of

phlegm or bile. The roots are very long, about
an inch thick, flexible; fibrous, of a brown colour,

and, when fresh, juicy; taste sweet. They are

apt to spoil, and it is necessary to pack them in

sjxiid, when not required for immediate use.

They are an article of the Materia Medicii, parti-

cularly ill coughs, colds, etc., and are also in

demand by brewers and druggists. Throughout
Southern India it is the roots of Abrns preca-

torius that are sold for liquorice. They are a
perfect substitute, and are sold in the bazar as a
medicine. In China, the roots of Glycirrhiza

echinata and Gl. glabra are used.

—

Cat. Ex.;

Faulkner; M(mm; O'Sh.

IJRIODENDRON, the tulip tree, one of the

Magnoliacea), is higlily ornamental, growing to a
large size, and well adajited for a plantation or

lining an avenue
;
the flowers arc large and of a

yelloiv and rod colour, tliey appear in the rains;

it is easily raised from seed. The bark is a strong

tonic, and is said to be equal to the Peruvian.
The wood is fine-grained and smooth, used by
coachmakers and carpenters. Roxburgh describes

L. grandiflorum and L. tulipiferum.

—

Riddell;
Gamble.
LISHARI, a section of the Gurchani tribe.

The Lishari is a more degraded creature even
than the Gurchani. In 1860, one raid was
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LI SHE CHAN.
%

reported against them
;

in 1852, one
;

in 1853.

four
;
and in 1854, four. These raids were not,

however, successful. In front of the Gurchani
and Lishari Hills, and between Harrand and
Mithunkote, are plains inhabited by the Dreshuk
British su^'ects.

LI SHE CHAN, sometimes called Li Poon
Woo, a Chinese author of botanical and medical

worlm.

LITCH. Baluch. Proprietors* dues, corre-

sponding to jaghir. Iblq Litch paid to the

proprietors generally sliarc of prcKluce. Pani

Litch pay Abiana for the water of wells on another

estate.

LITCHI. Chin. Fruit of Nephelium litclii,

Euphorium litchi, Camh., common in China, but

the tree is also grown in Tenasscrim, Bengal,

Travancore, and the island of Mauritius, a tree

belonging to the natunil order Sapindacea?. The
eatable part is a pulpy flesh, which covers a stone

enclosed in a hard, dry, tessclated, prickly peri-

carp. The Rambutan, Nephelium lappacoum,

and the Long-yen or liongan, Nephelium long-

anum, are yielded by species of the same genus.

The Chinese cultivate many varieties of each.

The litchi fruit, called by the Chinese Tanli, is

imported from China into England in cliests, and
can be had in Taverpool at about (Jd. per dozen.

The litchi looks like a strawberry in size and
shape; the tough, rough, red skin encloses a

sweet watery pulp of a whitish.colour surrounding

a hard seed. The whampe, lichi, loiigaii or

dragon’s eyes, and loquat, Eriobotrya Japonica,

are four indigenous fruits at Canton. I'lie

whampe resembles a grape in size and a goose-

berry in taste.

—

Hogy^ Veg. Klngd,; Williams'

Middle Kingdom ;
Mason^ Tenasscrim ; Smith.

LITERATURE. From the most ancient times

there have been races and nations in the south

and east of Asia who have been famed for tlieir

literary attairimouts. The Akkadians were pre-

eminently a literary people
;
their conception of

chaos was that of a time when as yet no books

were written, and in their legend of creation the

art of writing was seemingly to be traced back to

the very beginning of mankind. They were the

inventors of the cuneiform system of writing.

They left behind them a considerable amount of

literature, which was highly prized by their

Semitic successoi’s, the Babylonians and Assyrians.

Accordingly, a large portion of the tablets which
have been found at Nineveh consist of interlinear

or parallel translations from Akkadian into

Assyrian, as well as of reading books, dictionaries,

and grammars, in which the Akkadian original is

plac^ by the side of its Assyrian equivalent.

In the Akkadian mythology, there was a tree of

life, of Irmin, the personified Euphrates, and of

Hea, tbe snake-god of the tree of life.

The Hittite, another powerful race, carried

their arms, their arts, and their religion to the

shores of the jEgean. At one time tlieir empire

stretched from the Euphrates to the Dardanelles,

and they held mastery in Syria in the era of the

Judges and earlier kings of Israel. To the Phoe-

nicians and the Hittites the Greeks owed their

alphabet and their early civilisation, aiid the

alphabet as used in Europe came through the

Greeks and Romans. The Hittites were defeated

by the Egyptian king Ram’eses ii., about B.C.

1340; their last king, Pirsiris, was defeated and

LITERATURE.

slain by the Assyrians B.G. 717, and their wri^g
character was displaced by the Assyrian cunei-

form.

From another race of that south Asian region

there has been handed down a sacred book, the

Zendavesta. It is a compilation, for Hturgical

purposes, from various older books which have

been lost. It is composed of eight pieces or

books, entitled Ya9na, Visporatu or Visparad,

Vendidad, Yashts, Nyayish, Afrigans, Gahs,

Sirozah. It is written in the old form of Aryan
speech called the Zend, a language closely

cognate to the Sanskrit of the Vedas, and to

Achaemenian Persian, or the Persian of the

cuneiform inscriptions. The original texts of the

Zendavesta are supposed to have been written in

Media by the priests of Jiagha and Atropatene,

and to exhibit the ideas of the sacerdotal class

under the Acbajmciiiaii dynasty.

The taste for literary pursuits continues to be
evinced by the Iranian, Turanian, and Semitic

races of Central Asia and Arabia. In Central

Asia most of the celebrities in the field of religious

knowledge and belles-lettres have been Tajaks.

At the present day the most conspicuous of the

Mawla and Ishan are Tajaks, and the chief men
of the Bokhara and Khiva courts are Tajak, or,

as the Turks stylo the race, Sart. In Central

Asia, the warrior, the shepherd, the priest, and
the laymen, youth and old age, equally affect

poetry and reciting of tales. The literature of

the Muhammadans or settled nations brought

from the S. is filled with exotic mataphor and
illustration. In the three khanates, the Mawlas
and lehans have written nmoli on religious sub-

jects, but its mystical allusions are beyond the

reach of the people. The Uzbak, the Turkoman,
and Kirghiz esteem music as their highest pleasure,

and often brejik out in song, singing soft minor
airs. The Uzbak poetry on religious subjects is

exotic, derived from Persian or Arabic sources.

The Tartar compositions are tales, and relate to

heroic deeds, similar to the romances of Europe.

The Arab writings up to the time of Mahomed
consisted of poetry and romances, and their

learned men were accustomed to compete with

one another, and invite criticism by suspending

their poems in the temple of Mecca. These were

known as the Muallakiit or suspended, and Maho-
led with some chapters of the Koran followed

this popular course.

The Muhammadans of Arab, Turk, and Iranian

lescent have followed this predilection, and to

the present day throughout British India every

educated Muhammadan occupies his leisure in

Avriting poetry, works on grammar or history.

In the middle of the 19th century Sir Henry
Miers Elliot availed himself of this trait, and
undertook to gather the writings of all the

Muhammadan authors on India, with the object

of compiling a history of India, as told by its own
historians. He collected from all sources, and

the Editor sent him catalogues of the books

available in tlie libraries of the Nawab of the

Carnatic and the Dewan Mudar-ul-Upira. He
did not live to complete his project, but the task

was entrusted to Professor John Dowaon, who

edited eight volumes of extracts from 17 early

Arab geographers and historians of Sind and

India, and 154 historians of India. Many of these

authors are known to the people of Europe and
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Asia,--‘Abul Faasl, Abu Mib, Biladuri, Biruni, Ibn works bearii^ this name, the first edition in

Haukal, Idrisi, Istakhri, Kazwini, Khafi Khan, Sanskrit, by Valmiki
; a later edition in Hindi, by

Ehondamir, Khurdadba, Masudi, Mir Khond, TulsiDas; and a third in Tamil, by Peruntevanar*

with the royal authors Timur, Baber, Firoz Shah, The Pancha Tantra (five chapters) is one of

Aurangzeb, and Jahangir. the oldest collections of Indian fables. It can be
Another large class of the literature of Southern traced back to the 6th century a.d. The Hitopa-

Asia relates exclusively to India proper, and desa, founded ujpon it, is still more celebrated,

emanated from the Brahmanical branch of the Among the well-Known books may be mentioned

Aryans which penetrated into India from the twenty-five stories of a demon, thirty-two tales of

north-west They have had in use a spoken the animated images supporting the throne of

language or Prakrita bhasha, and a Sanskrita Vikramaditya, the tales of a parrot, etc. Eiwli

bhasha or perfected speech. Their Sanskrit fable is designed to illustrate and exemplify

literature was almost entirely in sloka or verse, some reflection on worldly vicissitudes, or some
Astronomy, mathematics, medicine, surgery, precept for human conduct

;
and the illustration

music, the drama, architecture, and painting is as frerpiently drawn from the intercourse of

en^ged their attention, as also law as in the human beings, as from an imaginary adventure
Grihya Sutras and the code of Menu. To the of animal existence

;
and this mixture is in some

Brahmanical race India is indebted for the four degree a peculiarity of the Hindu plan of fabling

Vedas,—Rig, Sama, Yajur, and Atharva Veda; or story-telling. Again, these stories are not
also the Brahmanas supplementary to the Vedas

;
aggregated promiscuously, and without method,

likewise the Sutras or sacred traditions, and two but they arc strung together upon some one con-
great epics, the Miihabhilrata and Rainilyana. uected thread, and arranged in the framework of

India is also indebted to the Brahman race for a some continuous narrative, out of which they
system of theology, for six darsana or schools of successively spring,—a sort of machinery to which
philosophy, known as the Sankhya, the Yoga, two there is no parallel in the fable literature of Greece
Vedanta schools, the Nyaya and the Vaiseshika

;
or Rome. As far, therefore, as regards the objects

and the science of language in grammars and for which the apologues or stories are designed,

;

dictionaries has received the attention of their and the mode in which they are brought together,

ablest grammarians. this branch of literary composition may be con-
The reverence of the Brahinanic race for learn- sidered as original with the Hindus

;
and it was

ing is evinced by their recognising in Saraswati a the forai of their fabling that served as a model,

goddess of learning, and in Ganesh or Ganapati a whilst at the same time the subjects of their tales

;
god of wisdom. In all their letters and all their afforded materials, to the story-tcdlers of Europe
books they commence with an invocation to in the Middle Ages. That the fables of Pilpay
Ganesh, and he is propitiated at the beginning of were of IiKiian extraction was known to the

every undertaking. orientalists of Europe in the latter part of the

The early Sanskrit literature comprises the 18th century.

Vedas and the works collected in the Buddhist The Vrihat-Katha contains the Sanskrit form
Tripitaka. The Vedas are religious books of the of the Beast Stories, and the Hitopadesa and
Hindus, of which the Rig Veda, Yajur Veda, Pancha Tantra have been arranged for translation

Sama Veda, and Atharva Veda are deemed into many of the languages of Asia and Europe,
inspired, and regarded as canonical But the Kdidasa, a great dramatic and epic poet, the

term is also applied to scientitic works, as Ayur father of the Sanskrit drama, wrote the Raghu-
Veda, the art of medicine, science of life

;
Dhaniir vansa, the Kumara - sambhava, and Sakuntala.

Veda, the art of war (the bow)
;
Gandharba There also a])peared Mrich’chha-kati or Toy Cart,

Veda, the science of music. Besides these are a drama in ten acts
;
the poem of Nala and Dama-

several series of ancient books, the Upa Veda, yaiiti; the Megha-duta or Cloud Messenger; the

the Upanishad, etc. The latter writings of this Gita Govind of Jayaclev a, about the 12th century;

race are to be seen in the Bhagavat Gibi, the and between the 8th and* 16th centuries there

dramas of Kalidasa, such as Sakuntala and appeared the eighteen Puranas, meaning old

Urvasi, a few episodes from the Maliabharata and writings, which form the sacred texts* of the

R&mayana, such as those of Nala and Yajnadatta modern Hindus.
badha, the Hitopadesa, and the sentences of Hindus reckon six great poems, or Maha-Kavya,
Bhartrihari. three of them, the Raghuvansa, the Kumara-
The Mahabharata and the Rariiayana books are sambhava, and Megha - duta, by Kalidasa

;
the

the national treasuries of the traditions and Kiratar-juniya, author unknown
;

the Sisupala-

legends of the Hindus, and contain all that has badha by Magha
;
and the Naishadha-ebaritra by

been preserved of Vedic ideas and institutions, as Sri Harsha.
well as the expression of that later Brahmanical The great defect in all the Sanskrit writings is

system, which forms the basis of the existing in the absence of historical literature. On the

religion and civilisation of the masses, ramifying other hand, the Muhammadan histories always
Diore or less throughout the entire body of Hindu present a connected narrative of the progress of

literature. The Maliabharata is the source of all events, show a knowledge of geography, a minute
the Puranas. It is the Parana properly so called, attention to dates, and a readiness to quote
The Bharata war relates to the period of Aryan authorities. None of the Hindu nations nave
invasion, when the invaders had reached the books from which a history of their own country
npper courses of the Jumna and Ganges. The could be drawn up, similar to what Sir Henry
Bamayana refers to a period when an Aryan Elliot contemplated, the sole work of a historical

empire had been established in Oudh, and when character by any of .the Brahman race being the
ye^ rites and institutions had been established Raja Tarangini, a history of Kashmir by Kalhana.
in the very heart of Hindustan. There are three Their writings have been largely speculative,—
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works of imagination, poetry, and the drama; and
religion, astronomy, mathematics, ethics, grammar,
etymology, and philosophy, with books on medi-
cine, have formed a large part of their writings.

Hindu literature is largely interwoven with the

Hindu religions.

Buddhism has had two great revivals in India.

Asoka (b.c. 257) collected the body of Buddhist

doctrine into an authoritative version, in the

Magadhi language, or dialect of his central king-

dom in Behar, and this version for 2000 years has

formed the canon of the southern Buddhists. He
issued and engraved on rocks fourteen edicts

enjoining the principles of tliat faith. Later on,

Kanishka, a great Saka conqueror who ruled

(a.d. 40) over the N.W. of India, from Yarkand
and ? Khokand to Agra and Sind, drew up three

commentaries on the Buddhist faith. These com-
menttiries supplied in part materials for the Tibetan

or Northern Canon, completed at subsequent

periods. The Chinese designate this Northern

Canon as the Greater Vehicle of the Law, and it

includes many later developments or corruptions

of the faith as originally embodied by Asoka in

the Lesser Vehicle or Canon of the Southern

Buddhists (b.c. 244). The Buddhist Canon of

China, a branch of the Greater Vehicle, was
arranged between a.d. 67 and 1285. It includes

1440 distinct works, comprising 5586 books.

In A.D. 410-432, the holy books of Asoka were
rendered into Pali, which is now the sacred

language of tha Buddhists of Ceylon, Burma, and

JSiam.

The literature of the Singhalese Buddhists is in

Pali, and the Dipavansa contains a history of

Buddhism in that island which breaks off with

the death of Mahascua, A.n. 302. The Maha-
wansa was compiled by Mahawana, who lived

about A.D. 500, was brought down by successive

writers to the 18th century, and was translated

by the Honourable G. Tumour, of the Ceylon

Civil Service. The Singhalese language, accord-

ing to Rask, belongs to the Turanian family of

speech
;
but in Ceylon, where the Aryan and

Dravidian element is intermixed, a remnant of

Buddhists is. still to be found who use the Pali

scriptures.

Pittakayan, or the Three Baskets, embodies the

doctrines, discourses, and discipline of the Buddh-
ists. Its contents extend to 592,000 stanzjis, ami
the Atthakatha or commentaries, which are as

old as the 5th century, contain 361,550 more.

They were translated into Pali from Singhalese

by Buddhaghoso, a.d. 420 (Mahawanso, cxxxvii.

p. 252). The legendary tales profess to liave

been related by Gautama Buddha, and were col-

lected under the title of Pansiya panas jatakapota,

or the 550 births.

India has been repeatedly overrun by races

from the west,—Turanians, Iranians, and Semites,

—and this has led to the formation of a new
language, known as Urdu or Hindustani. It is

a lingua franca, and largely in use throughout

British India. It is a mixed tongue, formed on

the Indian dialect of Kanouj, to which have been

added numerous words from all the languages of

the native Indian races and of the invading

armies. This new tongue has been almost solely

used for poetry
;
and Wali, the earliest of the

celebrated poets who have used modern Hindu-
stani, wrote in the middle of the 17th century

;

Sauda in the 18th century. They have been fol-

lowed by a multitude
;
but their compositions arc

in general mere imitations of the Persia.
Of all the Turanian languages, Tamil is probablj

the most highly cultivated, and possesses the richesi

stores of indigenous literature. Its name signifiei

sweetness, and though it has not the softness oi

the Telugu it is a liarmonious tongue, and mud
cherished. The Tamils have a kind of elegj

which they denominate Ula or Malai, consisting

of couplets. Tl)e Parani also consists of c

succession of couplets, but has its lines of equa
length. The Kalampakam is a sort of poetry ir

which the author mixes at pleasure all kinds oi

verse. The Animanai consists of couplets, com-
posed of lines of four feet. The diction ought t<

be perfectly familiar. This kind of poetry is usee

in recounting the lives of princes, etc.

The Burmese Buddhists’ sacred book is tb<

Boetaghat
;
the Wee Nee contains the whole dut]

of the Burmese monk. Young Buddhists learn thi

Payeht Gyec and the Payali Shekbo, Pali sermon
and forms of worship, also the Mingula Thoht
Buddhist Beatitudes. liatcr on they pore ove:

the Abidhamina Konit-gyan, the seven books o
the most difficult parts of the Beetaghat, witl

the Thing-yoh and Thaddah. Their lay literatuD

consists of beast tales, fables of animals, with tin

Nataka or drama, from Nata, a dancer, or tin

Pooay or Pwe, a dramatic performance
;
amuse

ment winds up with the Pwe or I’ooay.

The dramas are all founded on the tales wind
Gautama told of his 510 previous existences, al

of them taken from the Sanskrit or Pali. These
called '/jiiht or Woottoo (i.e. a real story), an
religious plays, the 510 datakas. The work o,

fiction is called Paya Zaht, an acting play.

China .—lietteis are held in higher esteem ii

China than in any other country in the world
Natural inclination, personal interest, and populaj

feeling are thus all on the side of literature. Ti

is the key which opens the door to officud life

and is the passport for admittance into culti-

vated society. Niiie - tenths of the educ{ite(

youths of Cljina devote themselves to imitate thi

established literary models. The four highesi

collegiate degrees are the Chwang-yuen, Pang-
yen, T’an-hwa, and Ch’uen-lu.

In the classical literature of the Chinese, at tin

head of the Wii-king, or five classics, is placec

the Yih-king, or Book of Changes, which if

held by the Chinese in great veneration for itt

antiquity, and the occult wisdom, which onl)

sages can understand, Buppose<l to be containec

in its mystic lines. Tt was composed in prisoi

by Wan-Wang, the literary prince, about B.c

1150, and is doubtless one of the most ancieni

books in any language.
The Yih-king treats of general philosophy, am

the first cause is sujjposed to have been taughi

by Kuh-hi, whose Institutes were founded on tht

Pa-Kwa, nr eight diagrams, which he invented

and by subsequent combinations increased to 64

These diagrams are merely trinities of straiglit

lines, upon which has been founded a system of

ethics, deduced by giving names to each diagram,

and then associating the meaning of these name**

Jiccording to the changes which could be rung

upou the 64 combinations. Adding to the

diagrams, the points of the compass and elemental

appellations, humid, light, hot, rigid, flexible,
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cold, heavy, and dry, they have formed the material

for a cabalistic logomancy, peculiarly pleasing

to Chinese habits of thought. They have supplied

also the basis for many forms of divination by
shells, lines, letters, etc. The leading idea of

this curious relic of antiquity seems to have been
founded upon the physiological notion of the

creation of the world, according to which all

material things proceedingfrom two great, male and
female, vivifying elements, the yin and yang, were
made in harmony. There are about 1450 treatises

ou the Yih-king alone, consisting of memoirs,
digests, expositions, etc.

Japan and China received from India their

Buddhism, with many of the esseHtial doctrines

of Hinduism. The Shen Shin sect of Japan,
founded in China a.d. ilHl, under the title of the

White Lotus School, sent friars to India to collect

Sanskrit MSS., and several of these contain de-
scriptions of Sukhavat. In Japan the Sheri Shiu
sect dates from a.d. 1174.

India.—The latest arrivals from the west have
been from nations of Europe,—Portuguese, Dutch,
Danes, French, and British, and their authors
are so numerous, and have contributed so largely

to the literature of Southern Asia, that even for

the bare mention of their names space cannot be
given. The learned men of each of the civilised

nations of Europe and America have formed an
Asiatic Society to attend to .Asiatic subjects, and
individuals are competing with them.
The sacred books of the cast, edited by Pro-

fessor Max Muller, have been translated by
several oriental scholars. They comprise—(1)
twelve Upaniahads

; (2) the laws of the Aryas,
as taught in the schools of Apastamba, Gautama,
Vasishta, and Baudhayana; (3) the Confucian Shu-
king, parts of the Shih-king, Yih-king, and Hsiao-

king
; (4) the Zendavesta, comprising the

Vendidad, the Sirozahs, Yasts, and Nyayis
; (5)

Pchlavi texts, comprising the Bundahis, Bahman
Yasts, Shayast la-shilyust, the Dadistan-i-Dinik,

the epistles of Mamiskihar, the Dina-i-Mainog-i-

Khirad, Shikand-gu-mani, and Suddar; (6) the

Koran
; (7) Institutes of Vishnu

; (8) the Bhag-
avat Gitii, v/ith the Sanatsugatiya and the Anu-
gita; (9) the Dhammapada and Sutta Nipata,

canonical books of the Buddhists; (10) seven
Buddhist Suttas

; (11) the Satapatha Brahmana

;

(12) the Patimokha, Mahavagga, and Kula-
vagya, Vinaya texts

; (13) the Fo-sho-hing-tsan-

king, life of Buddha
; (14) the Saddharma or the

Lotus of the True Law
;
and (15) the Akaranga

Sutra.

The following are the names of the more famed
Muhammadan and Hindu authors of works relating

to India. The mere names of th j European writers

would fill a voluminous catalogue :

—

a. Muhammadan authors, chicily in Arabic, Persian,

and Turki.

brother, Shaikh Abu-l-Faiz, sumamed Faizi, were
the intimate friends of their sovereign Akbar.
Abu-l-Fazl’s escort was treacherously waylaid and
its leader slain.

I

Abu-l-Fazl-bin-al-Hasan al Baihaka, author of Tarikhu-
s-Sabaktagin, died A.D. 1077. It is also known as
Tarikh-i-Baihaki.

Abu-l-Hasan Abi, styled Al Afeww/t, died a.d. 95(>.

Ho was a native of Baghdad, a great traveller, acute
observer, and able writer. Ho wandered to
Morocco and Spain on tlie west, and eastwards to

China, through all the Muhammadan and many
other countries, and he wrote his travels, which he
styled JMuruj-u-Zahab, or meadows of gold.

Abu-l-Kasim Uhaid-ullah-bin Abdullah-bin Kkurdadba^
died A.D. 912.

Abu Nasr Muhammad ibn Muliammad-al-Jabbar-ul-
Utbi, author of the Tarikh Yamini, about A.D.

1030.

Abu Rihan Muhammad - bin - Ahmad al Birani al

Khwarizmi, author of Tarikh-ul-Hind, bom about
A.D. 970 71. Ho was an astronomer, geometrician,
historian, and logician, died a.d. 1030.

Abu Umar Minhaj-ud*Din, Usman ibn-Siraj-ud-Din al

Juzjani, about A.D. 1227-1247, author of the
"J’abakat-i-Nasiri,

Abu Zaid-ul-Hasan, of Siraf, a.d. 916.

Ahmad Yadgar, author of the Tarikh-i-Salatin*i-

Afaghana, al)Out a.h. 1020.

Ahma<l-ibn-Yahya-ibn-Jabir, al Biladuri^ author of

Fatah-ul-Baldan, died A.D. 892. He was also

surnanied Ahu .Jafar and Abu-l-Hasan.
Ala-ud-Din Malik, son of Baha-ud-Din Muhammad

Juwaini, author of the Tarikh-i-Jalian Kusha, died
a.d. 1253.

Ali Shcr Kani, A.D, 1767-78, author of Tuhfat-ul-
Kiram.

Bakhtawar Khan, author of the Mirat-i-Alam and.
Mirat-i-Jahan Numa.

Bcg-lar Nama, written about A.D. 1625 by a dependent
of Shah Kasim Khan, son of Amir Saiyid Kasim
Beg-lar.

Fakhr-ud-Din, Binakiti, A.D. 1317, author of the
Tarikh-i-Binakiti, an abridgment of the Jami-ut-
Tawarikh of Rashid-ud-Din.

Fazl Ullah Rashid, styled Rashid-ud-Din, author of

Jami-ut-Tawarikh, A.D. 1310.

Ghiyas-ud-Din Muhammad-bin-Humam-ud-Din, styled

Khondamir, was a son of Mir Khoiul, of whoso
book he wrote an abridgment which he called

the Khulasat-ul-Akhbar. He was born at Herat
.about A.D. 1475. He also wrote the Dastur-ul-
Wazra and the Habib-us-Siyar.

Haidar Mirza Doghlat, cousin of Baber, was the author
of the Tarikh-i-Rashidi.

Hanid Ulla-bin-Abu Bakr-bin-Hamd-bin-Nasr, Mustaufi,

Kazwini, A.D. 1329, author of the Tarikh-i-Guzida.

Hasan Nizami, author of Taj-ul-Maasir, about A.D.

1205.

Ibn Batuta, a native of Tangiers, travelled over the

greater part of Asia, visited India in the reign of

Muhammad Taghalaq.
Ibrahim-bin-Hariri, author of the Tarikh-i-Humayuni,

which was dedicated to Sultan Baber, A.D, 1528.

It is an abridged history of India.

Jahangir. His autobiography has several titles, amongst
them Jah.angir Nama,Tarikh-i-SalimShahi,Tuzakh-
i-Jahangiri, and Wakiat-i-Jahangiri. A continua-

tion of it was written by Muhammad Hadi, called

the Tatimnia -i - Wakiat - i - Jahangiii. Mutamad
Khan, called also Muhammad Sharif, wrote the

Ikbal Nama-i-Jahangiri, and Kamgar Khan wrote

Abbas Khan, son of Shaikh Ali Sarwani, author of the

Tarikh-i-Sher Shalii, written by order of the
emperor Akbar.

Abdullah, author of the Tarikli-i-Daudi, a.d. 1575.

Abdullah, styled Wassafj son of Fazl Ullah, author of

TazJiyat-ul-Amsar-wa-Tajriyat-ul-Asar, a.d. 1312.

Abu AMuUah Muhammad, styled Al Idrisif author of

the Nuzhat-ul-Mushtak-fi-Ikhtirak-ul-Afak.

Abu Is’haq, Al Utakhrit author of Kitab-ul-Akalim,

A.D. 961.

Abu-1-Fazl, Allami, author of the Akbar-Namah, was
one of the sons of Shaikh Mubarak, the most
learned man of his time. Abu*l-Fazl and his elder

the Maasir-i-Jahangiri.

Jauhar, Aftabchi, or Ewer-bearer of Humaynn, pthor
of the Tazkirat-ul-Wakiat, private Memoirs of

Humayun.
Kamal-ud-Din Abd-ur-Razzak-bin Jalal-ud-Din Ishak-

UB-Samarkandi, the author of the Matta-us-Sadain-
wa-Majma-ul-Babrain. He was bom at Herat, 6th
November 1413.

Kazi Ahmad- bin -Muhammad-al-Ghaffari al-Kaswini,
author of the Nusakh-i’Jahan Ara, a useful com-
pendium. Ho was a Persian who went to Mecca
and died at Dewal, in Sind, A.D. 1567.

Khushhal Chand, autl^or of the TarikE-i-Nadir-uz-
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Zamani. He was in the service of the emperors the Zabtat-ut-TawarikhBaisangari, which contains

Aurangzeb, Bahadur Shah, and Muhammad Shah. a complete histonr of the world down to A.D. 1426.

Majmahut-Tawarikh. an Arabic work by an author He died A.D. 1430.

who wrote it between a.d. 1126 (a.h. 620) and a.d. Rai Bhara Mai, author of Lubb-ut-Tawarikhd-Hind.

1193 (a.h. 689). His name is not known, but he He was the Dewan of Dara Shekoh.

was the granwn of Muhalib-bin-Muhammad-bin- Eashid-ud-Din, A.D. 1310, author of the Jami-yt-»Tawa-
Shadi.* It is a chronological abridgment of univer- rikh, a chapter of A1 Binini’s work.

sal kitory to the 6th century of the Hijira. The Rustam Ali, author of the Tarikh-i-Hindi, compiled
Majmal-ut-Tawarikh, about the tenth century was a.d. 1741-42.

translated from Sanskrit into Arabic by Abu Salih- Saiyid Jamal, son of Mir Jalal-ud-Din, Husaini, Shirazi,

bin-Shu-aib-bin-Jami, and into Persian, a.d. 1026, A.D. 1654-55, author of the Tarkhan Nama or
by Abul Hasan Ali. Arghun Nama.

Mir Ali Sher, or Ali Shcr Amir, minister of Sultan Shah Jahan had several biographers, viz. Muhammad
Husain of Persia, was born A.H. 844 (a.d. 1440). Amin, Kazwini, author of the Badshah Nama,
Ho was of an illustrious family of the Ohaghtai during the reign of Shah Jahan. It was corn-

tribe. Ho passed his later days in the com- 'pleted by Muhammad Waris; also Inayat Khan,
position of Turki and Persian works, of which author of the Shall Jahan Nama; also Muham-
Sam Mirza names twenty-one. Daulat Shah, the mad Salih,- Kambu, author of the Amal-i-Salih,
biographer, Mir Khond, and Khondamir dedicated a valuable history of Shah Jahan from his biHli
their works to him, and he supported the poet to liis death, a.d. 1665 ; also Muhammad Sadik
Jami. He patronized sculpture and architecture Khan, author of Shah Jahan Nama.
and music. His Ohaghtai Odes are called Nuai, Shaikh Abd-ul-Hakk, author of the Tarikh-i-Hakki, a
and those in Persian Fanai. He died a.h. 906 general history of Muhammadan India.

(a.d. 1500).^
^ ^

Shaikh Niir-ul-Hasik, author of Zubdat-ut-Tawarikh, a
Mir Khusru, died a.d. 1325, author of the Tarikh-i- general history

;
it is an enlarged edition of the

Alai or Khazain-ul-Fatuh. Ho also wrote the hook by his father. Shaikh Abd-ul-Hakk, entitled
Bakiya Nakiya and the Ijaz-i-Khusruvi. the Tarikh-i-Hakki.

Mir Muhammad Masum of Bhakkar, author of Tarikh- Shaikh Zain-ul-Abidin, author of the Tabakat-i-Baberi,
uS'Sind, about a.d. 1602, also called Tarikh-i- a.d. 1589-90, an account of Baber’s fifth invasion of
Masumi. Hindustan.

Mir Tahir Muhammad Nasayani, son of Sayyd Hasan Shams-i-Siraj-i-Afif T.arikh-i-Firoz Shalii.

of Thatta, author of the Tarikh-i-Tahiri, a.d. 1606. Sharaf-ud-l)in, Ali, Yazdi, Zafarnama. He died A.D.
Misar-bin-Muhalhil, author of the Ajaib-ul-Baldan, fre- 1466. A partial biography of Timur.

quently quoted by Zakariya-al-Kazwini, Subhan Rai, author of the Khulasat-ut-Tawarikh, a
Muhammad Abd-ul-Baki, author of the Maasir-i- general history of India, written A. D. 1695-96.

Rahimi, a history of the Muhammadans in the Sulaiman, the merchant, a.d. 851, author of Salsilat-

Dekhan. ut-Tawarikh.

Muhammad Abu-1 -Kasim, styled Ihn ffaukal, author Sultan Firoz Shah, author of Fatuhat-i-Firoz Shah, an
of the Ashkal-ul-Bilad or Kitab-ul-Masalik-wa-l- autobiography. Firoz Shah born a.d. 1309.
Mamalik.

^ ^

Sur-ul-Baldan, a compilation from Istakhri and Ibn
Muhammad Ali-bin-Hamid, bin Abu Bakr Kufi, about Haukal.

A.D. 1216 translated the Ohach-nama or Tarikh-i- Timur. Malfuzat-i-Timuri, the autobiography of Timur.
Hind-wa-Sind from the Arabic. The name of the This is in Persian. It i.s supposed to have been
author is not known. written originally in Ch.'iglitai Turki, but in that

Muhammad-bin-Khawand Shah -bin -Mahmud, styled language it has never been found. In the reign of

MirKhond,author of the Rauzat-us -Safa-fi-Sirat-ul- Shah Jahan it was translated into Persian.
Ambia-wa-ul-Muluk-wa-ul-Khulafa, was born A.D. Yahya-bin-Abd-ul-Lutif, author of the Lubb-ut-Tawa-
1433, lived in Balkh and Herat, and died in Balkh. rikh, a general Asiatic chronicle, a.d. 1541. Ho
His father, Syud Burhan-ud-Diri Kliawand Shah, a is also named Ismail-bin-Abdul Latlf, also Mir
native of Mawar-un-Nahr, claimed descent from Yahya Husaini Saifi.

Hasan, son of Ali. The name of Ins son, also an Yahya-hin-Ahmad -bin-Abdullah Sirhindi, author of the
author, known as Khondamir, was Ghaias-ud-Din Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahi. He seems to have died
Muhammad-bin-Hamam-ud-Din. about A.D. 1448.

Muhammad Hadi Kamwar Khan, author of the H.ift Yamin-ud-Din Muhammad Husain, styled Amir
Gulshan-i-Muhammad Sliahi and the Tazkiru-i- Khusru, born a.d. 1253, died a.d. 1325. He is

Chaghatai. said to have left behind half a million of verses.

Muhammad Hashim, styled Khafi Khmi, author of the Zahir - ud - Din Muhammad Baber wrote his auto-
Muntakhab-ul-Lubab Muhammad Shalii, frequently biography, called Tuzak-i-Babari or Wakayat-i-
entitlod Tarikh-i-Khafi Khan. It is a highly Babari, in Turki, and they wore translated into

esteemed work, commencing witli the invasion of Persian in the middle of Akbar’s reign.

Baber, a.d. 1519, and concluding at the 14th year Zakariya, al-Kazwini, about A.D. 1263 or 1275, author
of the reign of Muhammad Shah. It i.s full of of Asar-ul-Bilad-wa-Akhbar-ul-Ibad, also Aiaib-ul-

details of Aurangzeb’s reign. Makhlukat-wa-Gharaib-ul-Maujudat, wonaers of

Muhammad-ibn-Isa of Moquinay in Morocco. things created and marvels of things existing.

Muhammad Kasim Hindu Shah, author of the Zia-ud-Din, Barni, author of Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi.
Tari^-i-Ferishta, born about a.d. 1570 at Astar- This is tlie foundation of Ferishta’s history of the

abad, died about 37 years of age, at Bijapur, during period,

a great pestilence. His work is a history of the

Muhammadan dynasties of India. Buddhist and Hindu authors, chiefly in Sanskrit,

Muhammad Said Mustaid Khan, author of the Maasir- Hindi, and Tamil.

i-Alamgiri, finished a.d. 1710. Agasti or Agastya, the earliest teacher of the Tamils.

Mohammad Ufi, author of Jami-ul-Hikayat, about a.d. Amara Sinha, author of the Amara Kosha Vocabulary.
1211. Anandagiri, autlior of a Sankara Vijaya.

Mulla Abd-ul-Kadir, i5a(iawm,author of the Muntakhab- Angirasa, author of hymns in the Rig Veda,
ut-Tawarikh, a history of India from the time of Apastamba, author of Sutras connected with the Black

the Ghaznavi to the fourth year of the reign of Yajur Veda, and of a Dharmasastra, and two
Akbar. recensions of the Taittiriya Sanhita.

Niamat Ullah, historiographer at the court; of Jahan- Aryabhata, the earliest Hindu writer on algebra,

gir, author of the Makhzan-i-Afghani and of the Asoka, king of Magadha, Buddhist Edicts.
Tarikh Khan Jahan Lodi. The former book was Aswalayana, author of Srana Sutras, Grihya Sutras,

written at the request of Khan Jahan Lodi. and other ritualistic works. Founder of a Sakha of

Nizam-ud-Din Ahmad, Bakhshi, author of the Tabakat- the Rig Veda.
i-Akbm. It is one of the most celebrated histories Auvaiyar, the most famed Tamil poetess,
of In<^ down to A.D. 1693. Barthiihari, a celebrated poet and grammarian, who

Nur-ud-Din Lutf XJUah, styled Hafiz Abru, author of I wrote the Sringara-safaka, Nita-sataka, Vairagya*
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sataka, also the Vakya-padya and the Bhatti-

Kavya.
Bharata, a muni, author of the Gandharva Veda, the

science of music and song.

Bharavi, author of the poem Kiratar Juniya.

Bhaskaracharya, an astronomer and mathematician,
about A.D. 1100, author of the Siddhanta Siromani,

a chapter on arithmetic, known as the Lilavati.

Bhatta Narayana.
Bhatti, author of the Bhatti-Kavya.
Bhava Bhuti, author of the Maha Vira Charita, Uttara

Kama Charita, andMalati Madhava, about a.d. 800.

Irahmagupta, an astronomer, author of the Brahma
Gupta Siddhanta.

;:)asi Chetty, author of the Tamil Plutarch.

Jhaitanya, a Vaishnava reformer, a.d. 1485-1527.

Jhand, a celebrated poet of Hindustan.
)aksha, one of the writers of the Dharmasastras.
Oandi, or Sri Dandi, author of the Kavya Darsa or

Mirror of Poetry.
Devi Mahatmiya, author of the Chandipatha, an

episode of the Markandeya Puraiia.

Dhanwantari, a physician.

Dya Divivoda, author of the Niti Manjari, a work on
ethics.

rautama, or Akshapada, founder of the Nyaya school

of philosophy.

lopi-natha, author of the Kantuka Sarvaswa, a modern
farce.

Jritsa Mada, reputed author of many hymns in the
second Mandala of the Kig Veda.

lalayudha Bhatta, A.D. 700, author of Abhidana Ratna-
mala.

lari Oharan Das.
lema Chandra, A.D. 1300, author of Abhidana Chinta-

mani.
raimini, author? of the Sama Vedas and its teacher,

foun<lcr of the Purva Mimausa philosopliy.

[iiyadeva, author of the erotic lyric Gita Govinda,
about A.D. 1200.

imuta Vahana, author of tlu^ Daya Bhaga, law of in-

heritance.

Cabir, A.D. 1380-1400, a disciple of ll.amanand. He
was a celebrated Hindu TTnitarian, etpially revered

by Hindus and Muhammadans, fouruler of the sect

called Kabir Panthi or Nanak Panthi, from which
Nanak, founder of the Siklis, borrowed the religious

notions which ho i)ropagated with the greatest

success. Kabir and other Hindu sectarians used the
Hindi language in opposition to the Brahmans,
with whom Sanskrit was the language employed.

Calhana, a pandit of Kashmir, author of the Kaja
Tarangini.

lalidasa, author of the dramas Sakuntala, Vikramor-
vasi, Malavikagni - mitra, Biighu-vansa, Mcgha-
dhuta, Kumara Sumbhawa,Nalodaya,Ilitu-Banhara,
and the Sruta-boatha, a work on prosody.

Campar, a celebrated Tamil writer, author of the

Sarasvati Antati, Erelapatu, and Kangsi Puranam.
latyayana. author of the Varttika, a continuation of

Panini^s grammar. He is generally identified with
• Vararuchi. the author of the Prakita Prakasa,

about A.D. 200. He also wrote Srauta Sutras, also

the Yajur Veda Pratisakya, and the Katha-sarit-

sagara.

Lautsa, author of the Nirukta, a rationalistic philo-

sopher.

^avi-kama-pura, author of the Chaitanya Chandro-
daya.

[avi Kaja, author of the Raghava Panda Viyam, a
poem of studied ambiguity.

Chushal Chand.
Krishna Dwaipayana, styled Vyasa, the reputed com-

piler or arranger of the Vedas and of the Maha-
bharata epic poem.

Krishna Misra, author of the Prabodha Chandrodaya,
rise of the moon of knowledge.

lulluku Bhatta, a commentator of the Vedas.
ladhavacharya, a celebrated scholar and re^ous

teacher. He and his brother Sayana have attributed

to them many important works, scholia on the
an-nhitsm and Brahmanas. Madhavacharya was a
warm supporter of the views of Sankaracharya, and
among hu works are the Sarva-darsana Sangraha
and^e Sankshepa Sankara Vijaya,

Magha, author of an artificial poem, the Sisupala^badha
or Magha Kavya.

Mallinatha, a poet and commentator on theBaghuvansa,
Meghaduta, and Sisupala-badha.

Mamatta Bhktta, of Kashmir, author of the Kavya
Prakasa.

Manu, author of Manu-Sanhita, the code of Manu,
also called the Manava Dharmasastra. It is

attributed to Swayambhuva, the first Menu. ^5
verses are extant.

Markandeya, author of the Markandeya Purana.
Murari Misra, A.D. 1300? author of Anargha Raghava.
Nalo Daya, ascribed to Kalidasa.
Nanak, founder of the, Sikh religion, author of their

religious book the Adi Granth.
Nannaya Bhatta.
Panini, about b.c. 400, a great grammarian. His

writings are in the form of aphorisms.
Parasara, a rishi, author of some of the Rig Veda hymns.
Patanj.ali, n.c. 150, founder of the Yoga philosophy,

author of the Mahabhashya, supposed to be Patan-
jali, author of a commentary on the grammar of

Panini.
Pavananti wrote the Nannul Tamil grammar.
Raghunandana Bhattich.arya,author of the DayaTatwa,

law of inheritance.

Raja-aekliara, author of the Bala Ramayana.
Ramanand, a.d. 12.50, a Vaishnava reformer.
Ramanuja, a.d. 1150, the first Vaishnava reformer.
Sama Raja Dikahita, author of the modem drama Sri-

dama Chaiitra.
Sankaracharya, a.d. 800, a great Saiva reformer, author

of several Bhashyas or commentaries on the Sutras
or aphorisms of Vyasa, on the Bhagavat Gita, and
Upaiiishads, and the Ananda-lahari, a hymn in
l)raise of Parvati.

Sayana, author of the great commentary on the Veda.
He was brother of Madhavacharya.

Sayani Chandra Sekhara, author of the Madhu-rani-
ruddha, a modern work.

Somadeva Bhatta, author or compiler of the stories in

the Katha-sarit-sagara, drawn from the Brihat
Katha.

Sri Harsha, aiitlior of the poem Naishadha Charita, a
life of Nala.

Sri Harsha Deva, the royal author of tlie work Batna-
vali.

Sri Krishna Tarkalankara, author of Daya Krama-
Sangraha, the law of inheritance.

Sundara Misra, a.d. 1591), author of Abhirama Mani.
Sudraka, a king, author of the Mrich’chha-kati or Toy

Cart.
Tiruvallavar, author of the Tamil Kural.
Tolkappiyanar, author of the Tamil grammar Tolkap-

piyam.
Tulsi Das, wrote the Hintli Ramayana.
Vachispati Misra, author of a gloss, called the Bhamati,

on Sankara’s commentary.
Vaidya Natha Vachispati, autlior of the drama Chitra-

yajna.
Vallabhacharya Vallabha Swami, a.d. 1520?
Valmiki, author of the Ramayana.
Vana Bhatta.
Varaha Mihira, author of the astronomical works Brihat

Sanhita and Brihaj Jataka.
Vararuchi, a gi'ammarian supposed to be the same with

Katyayana.
Vasishta, author of many Vedic hymns.
Vatsiyayana wrote the Kamasutras.
Vepa-deva, author of the grammar Mugdha-bodha,
Vikramaditya, B.c. 57, and the nine eminent literary

men of his court, called the nine gems, viz. Ghata-
Karpara, a1 poet ;

Dhanwantari, Kalidasa, a dra-

matist ; Kshapanaka, Amara Sinha, Sanku, Vetala
Bhatta, Varaha-Mihira, and Vararuchi.

Visaklia-datta, author of the Mudrarakshasa, theiignet
of tlio minister.

Vishnu-sarman, compiler of the Pancha Tantra tales*

Visvanatha Kavi Kaja, author of theSahitya Darpwa.
Yajna Walkya, reputed' author of the l/^te Yajur

Veda, Sathapata Brahmana, the Brihad Araayalca,
and the Yajnawalkya Smriti.

LITHANG. From Hokow it is four days’
journey to Lithang, a Chinese and Tibetan mili-
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LITHARGE. LIITLE BOKHARA.

tary station, famous for its gold-roofed liama

monastery, containing about 35% Lamas. Lithang

is situated on a higb grassy plateau surrounded

by mountains of perpetual snow, and indeed the

whole country from Ta-tsian-lu, gradually in-

creasing in elevation, seems at this point to reach

a climax. Not a sign of vegetation beyond grass

is to be seen, and the town, built on the plains

at the foot of the mountains, and surrounded by

a wall, stands out, making the nakedness of the

country still more marked, reminding one of the

cities seen along tlie shore of the Gulf of Cutch.

Numbers of Lama priests are to be seen dressed

in flowing garments of green cloth, each devoutly

twirling liis prayer-wheel, and muttering the great

Tibetan prayer of ‘ Oin Mani Padmi Om !
’ but

not only amongst tlie Lamas is this solemnity of

demeanour noticeable; even the rough tea-traders

and town’s-people, <lreasod in their sheepskin coats,

carry prayer-wheels, which they constantly twirl,

and join in the universal cry, pronounced ‘ Omani
peminee. Omani pominee !

’ The people are mostly

tall in stature, with a profusion of black hair

hanging over their shoulders, while their com-
plexion is a very dark brown

;
but many of the

Idthang people are thick, sturdy fellows, with

short woolly hair and lighter complexion, form-

ing a great contrast with the general appearance

of the Eastern Tibetans.

LITHARGE. Eng., Fn.

Mih-to*aang, . , Chin, lludar, Pehs.
Solvskum, Blyskum, Dan, Glet, Kus.
Gelit, ..... Dut. Almartaga, . . . ISi*.

Glotte, Glatte, . . Ger. Litarjirio, .... ,,

Murdar-sangjHiND., Peks. Glitt, 8w.
bitargirio, . . . It. Marutlar-singlii, , . T.\m,

Lithargyrium, . . Lat.

Litharge is a semi-vitrified oxide of lead, in the

form of small shining heavy scales, or more or

less agglutinated masses. It is usually produced
in the purification of silver from lead, and the

refining of gold and silver by means of this metal.

According to the degree of fire and state of oxida-

tion, it has a pale or a deep colour. The one is

called litharge of silver, and the other litharge of

gold, litharge is used for various purposes in

the arts, by potters, glassrnakcrs, painters, etc.

;

it is also employed in medicine. Crude litharge

is procurable in most Indian bazars
;

it sells at

£18 the ton.

—

McCulloch ; Smith; Poole.

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES are obtained from a
magnesian limestone in the valley of the Tum-
budhra near Kurnool. They were tried in Madras,

and answered well. Mr. Bingham made stones

for lithographic purposes from a grey limestone,

and used them in the office of the Surveyor-

General. They answered admirably for the pur-

pose, but the stone must be freslily quarried or it

chips, as after exposure to the atmosphere it grows
intensely hard, and can then only be sawn into

shape.

—

M. E. J. i?., 1850 ; Cal. Cat. Ex., 1862.

LITHOMARGE. Wa - sih - shih - chi, Chin.

That obtainable in China is a fine siliceous earth

or clay, a sort of fulling earth, containing silicate

of alumina with some magnesia. It is often streaked

or mottled. Blue and dark varieties occur.

Lithomargic earth occurs below the granite de-

tritus of the Neilgherry Hills. Lithomargic hills

and lateritic rocks are associated all along the
w'estern coast

LITHOSPERMUM SEEDS are long, very

white, and like small stones or pearls, on which
account they have been popularly used as a
remedy for stone. They are known in India by
the name of Lubisfirraun. The roots of some
species of Litho^ermum afford a lac for dyeing

and painting, fi. villosum, Wallich, occurs at

Hardwar.

—

Royle ;
O'Sh.

LITMUS.
Lakmus, .... Dan. Lackmus, . . Ger., Sw.
Tjakmoes, . . . .Dut. Tornasole, ... It.

Tourncsol, . . . Fit. Tornasol en pasta, . Sp.

A violet-blue dye, prepared chiefly in Holland
from Lccanora tartarea, a lichen which grows in

the Canary and Cape de Verde Islands. It is

met with in small cubical cakes, of a dusky-blue
colour, light, and easily pulverized. It is em-
ployed to stain marble

;
also as a chemical test of

acidity, being reddened by acids, while the blue
is restored by alkalis

;
for this purpose it is em-

ployed either in the form of a tincture, or of un-
sized paper coloured with it.— Waterston; Faulkner.

LITS^EA CONSIMIIdS. Nees.
Oharka, .... Hkah. Chindi, . Ravi.
Chirndi, . . . Chknab. Gliilotu,

Kalban, . . . Panj. Raiili, .

A small tree which grows in parts of the

Panjab Himalaya at 2500 to 6820 feet, up to the

Chenab. In some places in Chumba, an oil, ex-

pressed from the fruit, is burned. According to

Madden, a species of liitsiea, which may be this,

yields a coarse oil in Kamaon. li. lanuginosa,

EeeSj is also of the Outer Plimalaya.

Litsjca fuscata, Thw., a tree growing to 20 fee^

in height in the Central Province of Ceylon, at

an elevation of 6000 to 8000 feet. L. glauca
is a plant of Japan.

—

J)r. J. L. Stewart; Thw,
En. PI. Zeyl. p. 258.

Idtsfca Zcylanicii, Nees.

L. foliosa, D.C. I L. umbrosa, D.C.
L. scrobiciilata, D.C.

|
L. consiinilis, D.CX

This large? tree (Belori of the Burghers) grows
at Simla

;
is very abundant on the Neilgherries

at 6000 to 7000 feet elevation
;

is found throughout
the Western Ghats above 2000 feet

;
and equally

common in Ceylon, wliere it is called Dawal-
Kurundu. Its Avood is in use for house-building
purposes, planks, rafters, etc.

;
it is yellowish in

colour, straight-grained and tough, and when
fresh emits an odour of sweet briar.

—

Deddome,
Fl.Sylv.; F. Von Mueller; Gamble; VoiyU
JdTTERS for travelling, in Arabia arc com-

monly borne by mules. The litter is generally one

resembling the palanquin; it is borne by four

mules, two before and two behind, or by two
only, but more commonly by two camels, and
sometimes by two horses. When borne by camels,

the head of the hindermost is painfully bent down
under the vehicle. Nevertheless it is the most

comfortable kind of litter, and two light persons

may travel in it. The Persian name generally given

to it is Takht-rawan. The Arabic Mihaffeh is

often used as a general name for a camel litter,

and particularly applied to one with a flat top.

A very common kind of camel litter, callw

Musatteh or Heiiil-mu-sattah, resembles a small

square tent. Another kind of litter, called Shib-

reeyeb, is composed of a small square platform with

an arched covering. The Musatteh and Shibreeyeh

(but particularly the latter) are also called Hodaj.

LITTLE BASSES. See Basses.

LITTLE BOKHARA, also Jtnown as Chipese
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LITTLE MAN’S BREAD. LITTORAL CONCRETE.

Tartary and Eastern Turkestan, is a depressed Bhot comprises the Little Tibetans, the natives

valley shut in by mountains of great height on of Ladakh, the Tibetans of Tibet proper, and the

three sides, and on the east are barren sands closely-allied Bhoteah tribes of Bhutan. Balti or

which merge imperceptibly into the great desert Baltiyul is called Palolo or Balor by the Dard,

of Gobi. The Tian Shan range separates it from and Nang-Kod by the Tibetans. It is preserved

Zungaria
; the Bolor range from Transoxiana, in Ptolemy in Byltac.

and the Kara-korum and Kouen Lun from India Little Tibet contains about 12,000 square miles,

and Tibet on the south. The land is clayey near is about 170 miles long, and lies between long. 74°

the base of the mountains, but sandy in the and 76° 3.5' E. Little Tibet or Baltistan is called

central tracts. Rain is rare and the air is of ex- by the Kaslimiri Sri Bhutan. Tibetan districts are

ceeding dryness, but the clitnate is temperate Khapolor,Chorbad, and Keris, on the Shayok river;

and healthy. It is well watered from the moun- Khartakshe, Totte, and Parguta on the Sing-ge-

tains, the waters converging towards tlic Krgol dm
;
Shigar on the Shigar river, and Balti and

or Tarym. The country has gold, copper, salt, Kongdo on the Indus.

sulphur, and the jado-stone. The southern lino Balti proper is a small table-land, and, with that

of the caravan route passes through it from of Deotsii, is about 60 miles long and 36 broad

;

Khamil to Aksu and Kashgar. From Aksn to the mean height of its villages above the sea is

Khokaiid is 800 miles. It was subject to China about 7000 feet. Cultivation in Little Tibet is

from the beginning of the Cliristian era, to the carried on entirely V)y irrigation. The Balti people

time of Cliengiz Khan. After the middle of tlie of Little Tibet, though d'ibetan in language and
18th century, the Chinese regained possession appearance, arc all Muhammadans, and differ

of it. Alti - Shahr, or the six cities, forms the from the more eastern Tibetans of Leli (who call

western district, comprising yarkami, Kashgar, themselves Bhoteah or inhabitants of Bhot) by
Khotan, Aksu, Yanghisar, and Usli-Turfan, with being taller and less stoutly made. Their lan-

territories subordinate to each. Eastern Turkestan guage differs considerably from that of Leh, but
is eminently Muhammadan. Yarkand is the only as one dialect differs from another. Little

entrepot of trade between China and Bokhara. Tibet has several times tendered its allegiance to

Khotan, from the time of C’tesias, has been ccle- British India.

—

Dr. Thoniiton's Traveh
;
Cunning-

brated for its mineral ])ro(lucts, its jade and ham^a Ladakh ; Latham ; Mami; CamphelL

emeralds, its shawl-wool and flax. It was at LITTORAL CONCRETE is a rock found close

one time the ontrej)ot of a vast trade with Hindu- by the sea-shore of the Bombay coast and western

Stan, and now imports largely furs, broadcloth, coast of the Peninsula of India, resembling the

•leather, and sugar. artificial stone formed by the cementation of sand,

LITTLE MAN’S BREAD, of the Neilgherry gravel, or other coarse material, by lime-water or

Hills, is an underground fungus of the genus mortar. It is composed of shells, sand, gravel,

Mylita. It seems very closely allied to, if really and x^cbblcs, and varies in its character with the

distinct from, the so-called native bread of Tas- rocks in the neighbourhood, being micaceous

mania, M. Australis. ‘ Fresh specimens of this towards Cochin and Tellicherri from the quantity

fungus,’ says Berkeley, ‘ have a subacid smell and of siiud and other nodules from the granite and
little taste; but we have seen others* of an cx- gneiss; gravelly to the north of Bombay and around
trenvely compact horny texture, resembling a mass it, conq)osod almost entirely of fragments of shells,

of sage forcibly compressed into a solid ball.’ The It is met with only in the regions where rains

specimens of the little man’s bread submitted by abound. Along the shores of Sind, Arabia, and

Mr. Wliyiiton are here very clearly indicated.— the Red Sea, though the material composing it is

Pioneer. abundant in a j)osition similiar to that in wJiich it

TiITTLE TIBET, the modern Balti, is a good exists on the Malabar coast, it is nowhere ccinenjed

deal to the north-east of Kashmir, and north- into stone. Even on Bombay Island, indeed, the

west of Ladakh. Gilgit is a country, conquered cementation is far from invariable. In one part

by Gulab Singh, to the west - north - west of of the esplanade there is loose sand on the

Iskardo. The Chorbat district is a dependency surface?, and concrete beneath. At another, sand

of the Government of Iskardo, which, like that or concrete, as the Ciise may be, from the surface

of Leh, is subject to Kashmir. The desert country throughout to tlie rock. And in a recent excava-

by which Nubra and Chorbat are separated, has tion, concrete was found for the first 20 feet,

acted as a barrier to the further extension east- resting on a bed of fine sand, jierfectly loose. It is

ward of the Muhammadan religion, which is now frequently found to rest—as, for example, at

UDiversally that of the peoifie of the whole of Sewree and Mahiin—on a bed of blue clajr filled

Iskardo (or Balti) district, as well as of Dras. with kankar and mangrove roots, offering evidence

On the Indus, and in the valley south of it, there of a depression from the time the mangroves grew
is no uninhabited tract between the two, so that at high-water mark, so as to permit the gravel

the Muhammadan and Buddhist population are def)Osit to accumulate. The whole must then

in direct contact. The result is, that Muhammad- have been raised by a second upheaval to its

anilsm is in that part gradually, though very present level. The principal quarries of these are

slowly, extending to the eastward. The name at Yorsova, about 20 miles to the north of Bombay,
iska^o, capital of Balti, is a Muhammadan where the shore is sheltered by a vast dyke of

corruption of the Tibetan name Skardo, or Kardo, basiilt formerly submerged. In quarrying it, the

as it IS very commonly pronounced. The moun- sand, which seldom extends more than a few
tains which surround the Iskardo plain rise at inches down, is first removed, and the rock is

once with great abruptness, and are very steep smooth on the surface. A space about 12 feet

and bare. The housps of Iskardo are very much each way is next divided into slabs one foot

scattered over a large extent of surface, so that square, the grooves between them being cut with
there is no appearance of a town. a light, flat-pointed, single-bladed pick. These are
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LIU-KIU. LOBELIA.

raised successively by a tool something between
an adze and a mattock, a single stroke of which
is in general sufficient for the detacWent of each

from its bed. The blocks thus cut out and raised

being thrown aade, the bed is once more smoothed,

and the operation resumed till the pit reaches the

depth of six or eight feet, when, it being no longer

convenient to remove the stones by hand or

basket, a new pit is cat. This variety of building

material is brought in vast quantities to Bombay,
where a large portion of the native houses are

built of it. It is not very strong, but with

admirable cement, employed with lavish hand, it

makes a good and economical wall.— Zlr. Jinist,

LL.D.^ in Bomhay Timea,

LIU-KIU, a dominion of a group of 30 islands,

lying between those of Kiu-siu and Formosa,

feudatory to China. The island of Liu-Kiu is the

largest of the group. It is about 60 miles in length

from north to south, with a varying breadth of

from 5 to 10 miles, and its scenery, especially at its

northern and eastern side, is wild and mountainous.

In Liu-Kiu, the salubition consists of clasping the

hands together, and in that position elevating the

knuckles to the forehead, and bowing sulliciently

low for the hands so placed to touch the ground.

The Liu-Kiu people wear a cloak, which is gathered

in at the waist with a girdle of brocaded silk or

velvet
;
in this is stuck an embroidered pouch,

containingasmall pipeand some powdered tobacco.

In Liu-Kiu the hair is shaven off the forehead for

about three inches in front, and ca-rried from the

back and sides into a tuft on the top of the head,

where it is held by one or more pins, gold being

in most esteem with the men, and polished tortoise-

shell among the women.
LIVISTONIA, a genus of palms, natives of

Eastern Asia and Australia, of noble aspect and

elegant foliage. The L. Jenkinsiana, Oriff.^,

furnishes the Toko-pat of the Assamese, an indis-

pensable article in every native gentleman’s house.

The leaves are in universal use throughout Assam
for covering the tops of the peculiar umbrella

hats (Jhapis) of the Assamese.

In some sections of the country the Karen

thjitch their houses with large palmated leaves of

a tall wild palm, probably a species of Livistonia.

Sometimes the leaves of a species of rattan are

used; but the Burmese and Europeans almost

universally thatch their houses with the leaves of

the Kipa.

Livistonia spectabilis, Griff.^ is a lofty palm, 50

or 60 feet high. Trunk smooth. It inhabits

Malacca, is solitary in the low littoral tracts,

adapted to rice cultivation. The Penang Malay

name is Sardang.

Livistonia Sinensis, Griff.

^

is 20 or 26 feet high,

with a stout obscurcly-annulated trunk. Crown
round. It grows in Southern China.

Livistonia inermis is of Australia. L. rotundi-

folia is supposed by Mr. Wallace to be the fan-

palm, of the leaf of which the people of Celebes

make water - buckets and baskets.— Seeman;

Mason.
LIZARDS form, in natural history, the reptile

order of Sauria, which comprise the Crocodilidae or

crocodiles of the Old World, the alligators of the

New World, the Varanidse or water lizards, the

Lacertidse or land lizards, the Zonuridse or

cordyles, the Scincidae or skinks, the Acontiadas

or acontiads, the Sepsidae or sand lizards, the
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Geckotidse or geckos, the AgamidaB or agames,

and the Chameleonid» or chameleons. Most of

these will be found noticed under their respective

names. About 1300 are known. Oaths are

taken on a lizard’s skin by the Kandh race.

The lyre-headed lizard is not uncommon in the

woods about Kandy. It is more bulky than any
of the species of C^otes, and not nearly so active

in its movements.
The ghoor is a lizard of Gujerat, which the

natives believe to be poisonous. There are two
kinds of ghoor, according to native report,

Putlah ghoor and Chundun ghoor.

The Tuatera or Navara is a lizard of New
Zealand

;
is also called the Ilatteria punctata, and

is upwards of two feet long.

Stories about venomous lizards of different

species are abundant in India and other tropical

countries, but on investigation liave always been
found to be destitute of foundation. There is,

however, one lizard of which the bite is certainly

highly dangerous, though probably not fatal, to

man. This is the lleloderm (Heloderma horridum)
of Mexico and Lower California, commonly known
to the natives of those countries as the Scorpione
or scorpion. Mr. J. Stein, a traveller in Mexico,
who was bitten in the finger by one, suffered

from symptoms similar to those produced by a

smakc-bite. Sec Reptiles.

LOADSTONE.
Magneet, .... DuT. Basi-baraiii, . . . Mal.
Aimant, Fr.

i
Ahan-suban, . . Pers.

Magnet, .
*

, . Gek. Magnit, Eus.
Chumuk-puttur, . (Juj. Kauntuni, . Sansk., Tbl.
Calainita, .... It. Iman, Sp.
Batu-barani, . . . Mal. Kaunduin, . . . Tam.

Magnetic iron ore, a peroxide of iron, is found
in considerable quantities in most countries.

Ayaskanta inani Salakeva, ‘ Like a rod of the iron-

stone gem,’ is a ])hrasc used in the Sanskrit poem
Malato and Mad’hava, and makes it seem possible

that artificial magnets, as well as the properties

of the loadstone, were known to the ancient
Hindus. The loadstone, as sung by Orpheus, was
supposed to detect adultery .—McCulloch

; Malafe
and Mad'hara in Hindu Theatre^ ii. p.,22.

LOANS are raised by the Indian Government,
both in British India and in Great Britain. On
the 31 st March 1883 the amount of outstanding
debt of all loans raised in India was £90,519,666.
Of that amount £87,051 bore no interest

;

£57,470 of 1853-54 carried interest of 3J per

cent. ; £170,867 was from rjiilway loans, beanng
4 and 4^ per cent.

;
£66,759,421 was at 4 per

cent.
; £23,420,757 bore 4^ per cent.

;
and £24,000

was at 7s. per Rs. 100.

LOBELIA, an interesting genus of plants, easily

cultivated by seed. The blossoms are extremely
beautiful from their variety of colours

;
they

require a light, rich soil, with a moderate quantity

of water. Dr. Wight, in leones, gives L. aro-

matica, cxcclsa, nicotianfisfolia, trichandra, and

trigona. L. cardinalis is an annual, creepingt

glabrous plant, a native of China, with flowers of

a pink colour. In gardens it spreads pver the

soil, rooting at every branch, ancf is well adapted

for borders to parterres. One China species is

called Tan-pa-ku or Tom-ke-ki, and seems to have

been used as a kind of tobacco. L. nioo^n«-
foiia, a stout, tall species, occurs in the vicinity

of Bangalore. L. radicans was accidentaUy intro-
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duced from China into the Calcutta garden. L.

inflata, Indian tobacco, a native of the United

States, an acrid narcotic and violent emetic
;
in

small doses diaphoretic and expectorant
;

a

popular remedy in the United States, where from

incautious use it has often proved fatal. Its chief

employment is in asthma, and in the form of

tmema in strangulated hernia. L. succulenta,

Blume, Neilgherry grass. A small procumbent
plant, well adapted for hiding the earth in

flower-pots, as is also li. crinus. L. trigona,

Roxb., is a small annual ramous plant which
delights in wet pasture ground, and apj)eiirs

during the wet and cold seasons.

—

C/Sh, p. 426
;

Roxb. i. p. 506
;
Riddell; W. Ic. ; Jaffrey.

LOBIA. Hind. Dolichos Sinensis, also D.

cajang. Kala lobia is D. lablab. Large red and
white beans, haricot bean, Phaseolus vulgaris or

P. lunatus. Ijobian, a white bean with a black

eye, D. Sinensis.

LOBIPES HYPERBOREUS, Phalaropus

hyperboreus, the red-necked phalarope, has the

circuit of northern regions. One specimen
obtained in Nicaragua, and a pair in the Ber-

mudas. It is a little arctic bird, of rare occur-

rence even in the north of Scotland, Orkney, and
Shetland

;
but a specimen was, about a.d. 1845,

procured near Madras, which was sent to the

Calcutta Museum.
LOCHANA, a favourite sakti of the Mahayana

sect of Buddhists.

LOCK.
Dabbeh, . . . Arab. Serrature, .... It.

Sloten, Dut. Pcchaduras, . . POttT.

Serrures, .... Fu. Samki, Rus.
Schlosaer, .... Ger. CerraduraH, Oerrajos, »Sr.

Tala, Kufl, Kulf, Hind.

An implement applied to doors, boxes, etc., for

securely fastening them. The Egyptian Dabbeh
is a wooden lock from 14 inches to 8 or 9 inches,

for ^oors of houses, cupboards, etc., and for

gates of quarters, public buildings; etc., two feet

and even more in length. In Cairo the key plays

a considerable part in the daily life. The liand-

ing it over ratifies a bargain for the sale or

letting of a house. A fee is payable to the

Shaikh of the quarter on the transfer of the key.

And the inhabitants of a quarter pay an annual

fee to its Shaikh,—the ‘ Pec of the Key,’ that is

the gates of the quarter being thereby made free

to them without challenge, as in the case of

strangew.

—

Culloch,
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an area of nearly 2000 square miles might be said

literally to have been covered with them. Wheii
driven into the sea by a north-west wind, they
formed upon the shore, for 50 miles, a bank 3 or
4 feet high

;
and when the wind was south-east

the stench was smelt at the distance of 150 miles.

The locusts migrate in maMcs. They often cross

from Africa to Madagascar, from Africa to Syria
and Arabia, and sometimes to Italy. They
often appear in Sind, in Baluchistan, and British

India, particularly in Central India, but less

frequently in the Peninsula
;
yet even there Dr.

Buchanan, on his way to Seringapatam, observed
a flight of locusts, in length about 3 miles, its

width about 100 yards, and its height 50 feet.

At a distance they appeared like a long, narrow,
red cloud near the horizon, which was continually
varying its shape

;
and in the famine years of

1876-77 they reappeared in several parts. In
1883, at Satary (Goa), the orange trees had been
so <lamaged by locusts that it wiis difficult to find
even a dozen oranges that season. Thousands
had always been exported in former years.

Kirby and Spence (i. p. 218), on the authority
of Major Moor, relate that a flight of red locusts
(evidently identical with the Indian species), form-
ing a column 500 miles long, ravaged the Mahratta
country. Pottinger states that these destructive
insects never penetrate to the districts, of Sahara-
wan unless in years of drought and famine

;
they

then come as though it Avere to complete the
devastation

;
they invariably appear from the

south-east, and return to the same quarter.
Locusts visit the Panjab and N.W. Provinces, and
do much mischief while pursuing their devastating
course.

In 1861, in rent-free lands in Khurda, belong-
ing to the temple of Jaganath, the rice crop was
nearly destroyed by a small green Acrydium
about an inch in length, called Jhintiki by the
Uriya. But history is full of accounts of the
destruction caused by this plague, and one feature
appears in nearly all the descriptions, the simul-
taneous death of whole flights, and pestilence
ensuing on the putrefaction of their bodies. So
Joel, ‘ But I will remove far off from you the
northern army, and his stink shall come up, and
bis ill-savour shall come up, because he hath done
great things ’ (Joel ii. 20). Joel i. 3, 4, and ii. 3,
writes of the locusts’ ravages, ‘ Let your children
tell their children, and their children another
generation. That which the palmer-worm hath
left hath the locust eaten.’

Jarad-ul-bahr, . Arab. Locusta,. . . . .It. The Phymatea punctata is a large, beautiful

ISelle,’ : ; fI' feSvH : . T' a^omen, and yellow and
Heushrecke, . . . Ger. Malakh-i-haram, . ,,

bronze above, Avhich occasionally causes great

Ophiomachez, . . Gr. Malakli-i-daryai, . „ injury. Mr. Nietner says they do not touch the
CWgol, j^beh, . . Heb. Logosta, . . . Port, llluk grass of Ceylon, Saccharum Konigii, Retz^
I’iri, Tiddi, . . Hind. Langosta, .... Se. seem only to attack cultivated plants. At
One of the principal genera contained in the Tangalle they destroyed tobacco plantations, and

family Locustidso is the Locusta of licach, in the larvae and pupae are as destructive as the
which the hinder legs are about equal to the perfect insects.

whole body in length, and the antennae filiform or It is the Acrydium migratorium which, at
terminated in a club. Upwards of 20 species of intervals, devastates Africa and the south of Asia,
this genus are known, and it is to this group to and Gryllus gregarius is that of Sinai. Aery-
whi<m the Gryllus migratorius of Linnaeus belongs, dium (Qidipoda) migratorium, which occurs
a large species, which sometimes multiplies to such in Africa and the south of Asia, is greenish
a degree as to devastate large districts. Africa at with transparent elytra, of a dirty grey, whitish
all times appears to have been peculiarly subject wings, and pink legs. They have toe power
h) toe ravages of locusts. Mr. Barrow states that, of inflating themselves with air, and of travelling
on one occasion, in the southern parts of Africa, about 18 miles a day. The genus Acrydium
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Arab. Locusta, It.

Egypt. Maig, Malakli, . Pebs.
. Fr. Malakh’-i-hsilal, . . ,

. Ger. Malakh-i-haram, . ,,

. Gr. Malakli-i-daryai, . ,,

. Heb. Logosta, . . . Port.
Hind. Langosta, .... Sp.
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of Latreille may be distinguished from Oidipoda
by the presence of a large and prominent tubercle

on the praDsternum, or between the two fore legs,

by the one central ocellus instearl of three dis-

posed triangularly, and by the deep transverse

striae of the prothorax. A. percgriiium, Olivievy

has been described by that aiitlior in his Voyage
dans I’empire Othoman, and by M. Aiidinet

Serveille in his treatise on the Orthoptera, forming

part of the Nouvclles Suites Ji Iluffon. This

author described a yellow variety from specimens

taken in Senegal, and the red one from Mount
Sinai,—a wide distribution. Both varieties occur

iu India; some from Kaniganj show no trace of

red, while in those ordinarily described, red is the

predominant colour. Serveille figured the red

variety in his 1 2th plate, fig. 3. He quotes from

the work of Olivier, previously named, a descrip-

tion of the habits of this species. Accompanying
the burning south winds in Syria, he says, clouds

of locusts (A. peregrinum) arrive from the

interior of Arabia and the south of Persia, causing

a devastation as complete and almost as rapid as

that produced on Europe by the most violent hail-

storms. It is difficult to express the effect of the

sight of the whole atmosphere filled on every side,

and to an immense heiglit, with an innumerable

quantity of these insects, moving in slow and
uniform flight, with a noise like that of rain, tlic

sky darkened, and the light of the sun diminished.

In one instant the flat roofs of the liouses, the

streets, and the fields were covered with locusts,

and in two days they had destroyed nearly

all the foliage
;
but fortunately their life was but

short, and they seemed to have emigrated only to

reproduce tliemsclves and die. For some days

afterwards the fields were covered with their bodies.

The Acrydium lineole, which is sold for food in

the markets of Baghdad, and the (h]dipoda migra-

toria, extending its ravages from Tartary to

Central Africa, and from Paris to Isfahan, arc the

only well-known migratory species; but local

species sometimes multiply to such an extent as

to cause infinite damage.

Maig and Malakh arc ]*crsian names for a

locust, which tlie Arabs most commonly call

Jarad. The kind, blown over, from the opposite

coast of Arabia to Bushahr, the Persians styled

Malakh daryai or the sea-locust, and the Arabs,

Jarad-ul-bahr, in the siune sense. Bocliart has

enumerated various Hebrew and Arabic names
for the locust in his elaborate Heirozoicon (lib.

vi. cap. i. et seq.), but does not mention the

above Persian names, neither does he remark that

in the dialect of Misr or Egypt, those Jarad-ul-

bahr or sea-locusts, above noticed, are called

Faridi, according to the MS. Burhan-i-Katiah.

Zakaria Kazvini divides the locusts into two

classes, like horsemen and footmen, mounted and

pedestrian, which will cfill to the recollection of

the Biblical reader some passages from Joel and

the Apocalypse. Forskal calls the locust which

infeste Arabia, Gryllus gregorius, and thinks it

to be different from that which is called by

Linnaeus, migratorius.

Locusto of Australia are species of Tettigoniae

or tree-hoppers, all of a green, orange, brown, or

black colour, with membranous wings remark-

able for their iridescence. Their names are the

Cicada moerens and C. curvirostra
;
the orange-

spotted Tettigonia, Fidicina angularis
;
the Cylo-

chila Australafiiae
;
the Thopa saccata. Some of

them are partly covered with a whitish secretion,

and get the names of millers and bakers
;
and the

Cylochila Australasise are called lamplighters by
the boys, from three ruby-coloured spots on the

front of the head.

In 1813 Marseilles expended 20,000, and Arles

25,000 francs for the destruction of injurious

insects. The hunt commenced in May, and almost

the whole population of certain villages were
employed in it. A cloth of coarse web is carried

by four men, one holding each corner. The two
who walk first make the foremost edge of the

cloth sweep the ground, and the insects leap into

the cloth, where they are caught as in a bag. A
small bag at the end of a stick, like an ento-

mologist’s bag-net, is talso used. The females lay

from August to October, the eggs being placed in

holes in the earth in a cylindrical tube of glutinous

matter covered with a thin envelope of earth

(exactly as stated by Aristotle). Tlie tube is

about an inch and a half long by 3 or 4 lines wide,

and placed horizontally. Each tube contains from
50 to 60 eggs, and a child trained to the work can
collect 10 to 14 pounds per diem, each pound con-

taining about 800 eggs. In other places carts are

driven up and down over the breeding grounds
with the object of destroying the egg-pouches by
crushing them into the earth.

Mr. Taylor says the Turdus roseus, called by
the Mesopotamian Arabs Sammir-med, destroy

great quantities of locusts by cutting them in two.

They seem to be the Scleucidre of Pliny, which,

consequent on the prayers offered up to him by
the people of Mount Casing, were sent by Jupiter

to destroy the locusts ravaging their corn crops

(Pliny, book x. cli. 33). In Central India locusts

arc destroyed by digging trenches for them to fall

into. As they spring bom eggs deposited by
previous flights of locusts, when hatched they hop
along in dense masses while yet unfit for flight,

and in their progress lay waste all vegetation.

In Bikanir they dig trenches to leewaid of where
these young broods appear, an<l take measures to

drive the locusts into them, and the sides being

perpendicular, the creatures hop in, but cannot

hop out, and earth is thrown in upon them. A
resident at Ajmir on one occasion adopted this

plan. J le says :
‘ In about two hours we succeeded

in getting several trenches dug, varying from

25 feet to GO feet long, 1 foot wide, and about 2

feet deep. I’hen we sent native soldiers in a

horse-shoe direction from the trench about 1000

feet away to wave hands and drive the locusts on.

They came, and thickened as they approached, one

dense mass, hopping along till they hopped into the

trench. It was a curious sight to stand at the end

and look at it all,—a seething, hopping mass

inside the trench, while a regular short cataract

came pouring down on to them until they were

about two inches deep, then the hopping ceased

in the trench. They had nothing hard to kick

against, but the influx continued till they were

half up the ditch, when we quickly threw in earth

and buried them, and then off to another tTOnch

and repeat the whole operation. We continued

this for two hours. While at one of the trenches,

I sent for a finger-glass, and immersed it in the

mass of locusts, as one might dip it into water,

then struck it off with a piece of cardboard, so I

had it as full as it would hold. When I got

732
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home I weighed the glass full
,
then emptied it coast, and the beach is strewed with their carcases,

and weighed the glass, so I got the weight of the How insects apparently so ill qualified for flight

locusts
;
then I counted them out (566), then are enabled thus to cross the sea, affords matter

measured very accurately the solid contents of the for curious inc^^uiry
;
but passing swarms are seen

glass, by weighing the amount of water it held, and in its centre* The Acridophagi of (Ethiopia,who are

computing from that
;
thus I had space, number, fabled to have subsisted entirely on this aliment,

and weight for data. Knowing we had dug and are said to have been thin and weak, and to have
filled 300 feet of trench one foot wide, filled to one suffered an early and agonizing death. This was
foot deep, I calculated, and .T— ,

S— ,
and C— doubtless merely from semi - starvation. These

checked the calculations with mo : result, killed people lighted large fires of dry leaves under the

and buried, millions of locusts, weighing lOi flight, and so brought the insects down in con-

tons, in two hours from the time the trenches siderable numbers. A character in Aristophanes

were ready, about four hours altogether! After (Acharn. 1116) raises the question whether locusts

such results ought any district to be thus infested V’ or fieldfares are the daintiest eating, and answers

Mr. Portchinsky, secrcbiry of the Russian in favour of the locust, from which one might infer

Society of Entomology, w’as sent to the soiitliern that it was a recognised, though not a frequent,

provinces of the empire to ascertain in what places article of food among the Greeks. The Hottentots,

grain locusts (Anisoplia Aiistriaca) preferred to lay unlike the Acridopliagi above mentioned, are said

their eggs, and he came to the following con- to grow fat upon this diet. But this also is merely
elusions:—The grain locust generally deposits its exaggeration, though Burton says of the Arabs
eggs in wheat-fields, and so soon as they are that where they have no crops to lose, the people

hatched the attacks of the insect on the grain are thankful for a fall of locusts. In Hejaz
commence. There are generally from 20 to 60 the flights are uncertain

;
during the last five

locusts per square archinc (an archine is 27 years preceding (vaptain Burton’s visit, Medina
inches) of wheat. Rye and barley fields contain had seen but few. I’hcy are prepared for eating,

comparatively much fewer larvie (from 2 to o) a by boiling in salt water and drying four or five

square archine, but if these fields be near wheat- days in the sun. A web locust to an Arab is as a
fields, the larvae are then just as numerous. The snail to a Briton. The head is plucked off, the

fields which have been sown with wheat the pre- stomach drawn, the wings and the prickly part of

ceding autifmu are the receptacles of an immense the legs arc plucked, and the insect is ready for

quantity of larvae, which it is impossible to destroy the bible. Locusts are never eaten with sweet
before they have become chrysalides. The state things, which would be nauseous. The dish is

of the fields whence tlic owners liavo driven the always hot, with salt and pepper, or onions fried

locusts is very different. The pursued insects fly in clarified butter, when it tastes nearly as well

in masses to the neighbouring fields, and while as a plate of stale shrimps. At Bushire these

the wheat-field where the owners have fought insects are generally called Maig, and sometimes
them does not retain more than 3 to 16 larvm a Malakh. One kind is distinguished by the epithet

square archine, adjoining fields of flax, buck- halal, the eating of it being lawful
;
the other is

wheat, oats, etc., which are not generally attacked harum or forbidden
;

this is smaller and more
by the locusts, become infested, and contain from destructive than the Malakli halill, from which it

16 td 26 larvae an archine. It follows that the differs also in colour. The Arabs prepare a dish

use of ropes or machines to drive away the locusts of locusts by boiling them with salt, and mixing a
is very dangerous, because, instead of laying their little oil, butter, or fat

;
they sometimes toast them

eggs in wheat-fields, where they may l)(‘ destroyed before a fire, or soak them in warm water, and, with-

in the spring while in the state of chrysalides, they out any further culinary process, devour almost
light upon the surrounding fields, no matter what every part except the wings. Ouseley ate several

they are sown with. Experiments made on tlie locusts variously cooked, and thought them by no
spot by Mr. Portchinsky prove that the larva) means unpalatable. In flavour they seemed like a
turned up by the plough re-enter the earth lobskTor rather a shrimp,—one neither offensively

quickly, but if they can bo kept exposed ten stale nor absolukdy fresh. The natives of Senegal

minutes to the sun, they infallibly peri.sh under are said to dry them, and, having reduced them
its heat.* He concludes that in the spring, when to powder, use them as flour. Captain Yule
thelarvse (become chrysalides) are in a state of (p. 114), in his account of an interview with the

complete immobility, ploughing the fields will be king of Burma, and the repast which followed,

of great use, because the chrystdides, exposed to mentions that the most notable viajid produced
the action of the sun, will certainly perish. As consisted of fried locusts. Those were brought in

to lighting the locust by destroying its eggs, Mr. hot and hot, in successive saucei’s. They were
Portchinsky considers this as impossible, inasmuch very much like what one would suppose fried

as the period during which the eggs remain in the shrimps would taste. Tiie inside, he believed,

ground before they become larvae is precisely that wiis removed, and the cavity stuffed with a little

during which the grain is standing. spiced meat. Locusts of Inner Arabia, the jarad

According to Wellsted, they are sold in the or jerad, a reddish-brown insect, and about the
markets of Yemboh and also at Jeddab, and are size of the little finger, .are used as food. The
considered wholesome and nutritious. TheMukin hind legs arc called kenui. They are boiled and
or redl species, being the fattest, is preserved, and, fried. The locust of Northern Arabia, a small
when fried and sprinkled with salt, they are con- green grasshopper, is not used as food.— Wimlow •

sidered wholesome and nutritious food. This part J)r. Jiiiist ; Central India Times
; Kirby and

of the sea-coast of Arabia is occasionally visited Spence ; Friend of India ; Pottinger'^s Travels
by an incredible number of these insects, which Burton's Mecca ; Ouseley's Travels

; Niehuhi^s
do much damage to the date palms. Swarms are TraveU; Wellsted's Travels; Palgrave; O. Bennett
drowned in their passage to and from the Egyptian pp. 270, 27 1 .

*
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LOCUSTELLA RAYI, the Salicaria locustella,

or British grasshopper warbler of Europe, Asia,

and North Africa, is migratory. Has been
obtained in Central India and in Lower Bengal,
where an affined species, L. rubesceus, is not
uncommon. It would appear to be not un-
common at Mhow. A specimen has also been
seen from the North-west Himalaya.

LOCUST TREE, Hymensea courbaril, X.

Wood tough and close-grained, valuable tor
trenails and timber of steam-engines. Some of

the Brazilian locust trees, according to Von
Martins, attain a size so great that 15 Indians

with outstretched arms could just embrace one of

them.
LODHA, a class of Muhammadan thugs,

descended from or graft upon the Oudli stock,

and found chiefly on the borders of that kingdom,
or in the Terai bordering on Nepal.

LODHT, an agricultural race in Central India

and the N.W. Provinces, and about Bhurtpur,
supposed by Mr. (Sir George) Campbell to be
cognate to the Kurmi, and to have at one time

occupied a very considerable position in the

Jubbulpur and Saugor districts. The Lodhi
came from Bundelkhand about the 16th century

;

the Kurmi from the Uoab about a.o. 1620.

The Lodhi are scarcely inferior to the Kurmi
as agriculturists, arc hardy and active, but are

the opposite of the Kurmi in natural tempera-
ment, being turbulent, revengeful, and ever ready

to join in any disturbance. They make good
soldiers, and are generally excellent sportsmen.

Both among Kurmi and liOdhi then' is no dis-

tinctiort between a mistress and wife, provided
always that the former is of the same caste iis the

husband, or, better still, the widow of an elder

brother or cousin, however far removed. The
children born from such connections are on an
equal footing {is regards inheritance of property,

whether personal, real, or ancestral, with those

bom from regularly married wiv(\s. 1’he Lodhi
agriculturists of Upper India attained to some
distinction as swashbucklers and inaniuders in

the Nerbadda country, and .some of their chiefs

still retain all the popular respect due to families

which have forgotten to live on their own industry.

Amongst the Mahrattas, the foreign I^odhi or

Lodhi paradcsi, from being a native of Hindustan,

is employed as a thatcher and keeper of bullocks,

etc.

—

Mr, Campbell^ p. ;
Central Province

Gazetteer; People of India,

LODHI KIIERA, a rich trading town in the

Ch’hindwara district, 38 miles from Cli’liindwara,

on the Nagpur road. The river Jam flows by the

town.

LODOICEA SEYCHELLARUM. LabUlard.
Nux modica. Cocos Mahlivica.

Darya ka narel, . Dkkh. Cocos do Maldives, Pout.

Sea cocoanut, . . Eng. Ubdie narikaylarn, Sansk.

Double cocoanut, . ,, Kaddel taynga, . Tam.
Cocos de mer, . . . Fr. Samudra-pu-tenkaia, Tel.

The double cocoanut tree of the Seychelles is

a palm which attains a height of 80 or 90 feet.

Wnen preserved whole, and perforated in one or

two places, the nut serves to carry water, and
some of them hold six or eight pints; and by
slicing them in different directions they are

form^ into plates, dishes, drinking cups, etc.,

known in the islands as Vaisselle de I’isle

Frasteu. The Muhammadan fakirs of India use

it as a scallop. The crown of the trunk is eaten

Hke the American cabbage palm. The down
attached to the young leaves serves for filling

mattresses and pillows
;
the ribs of the canes and

fibres of the petiole are fabricated into baskets

and brooms, and the young canes are plaited to

form liats. Germinating nuts were sold in London
in 1854 for £10 a-piece.

Many fabulous accounts were formerly related

respecting the Lodoicea Seychellarum, such as,

that it was produced at the bottom of the sea, the

nuts being only found thrown up on the coasts of

the Maidive Islands. They were called Coco de
Maldivia, or Coco de Salomon, by the early

Portuguese navigators. Many marvellous medical
virtues were ascribed to these nuts by the physi-

cians of the age, both Asiatic and European, and
they were consequently sold at a high price. The
tree yielding them was first noticed by Barre, a

French officer of engineers, in 1697, then described

by Sonnerat, but for the first time accurately

described by Labillardiere in Ann. Mus., Paris,

ix. p. 140, t. 13. To the inhabitants, the tree is

useful for its timber, which is hard externally,

and employed in building their huts and for posts;

the leaves and their footstalks are used for the

roof, walls, and partitions, and for many other

<loinestic purposes. The nuts weigh from 23 to

25 lb.s. each, ;ind when fresh contain a white,

transparent, and jelly-like substance,* which is

edible. The shells are employed in making
vessels and dishes of various kinds

;
and the entire

nuts form articles of commerce, as they are

esteemed in other Qountries both for their fabled

virtues and as curiosities.

LOGAN, a legal practitioner in the island of

Penang, who started and long conducted the

Journal of the Indian Archipelago, and contributed

to it a great number of important editorial articles,

principally relating to the ethnology of Eastern
and Southern Asia. He arranges the races of

S.E. Asia into types, as the Aryan, Gangetic, S.

Indian, Gondwani for Vindhyan tribes. East
African, Tur.inian, Tibetan, and Asianesian. He
had great opportunities of contrasting and con?.-

paring the Dravidians from various parts of India,

and called them South Indian.

LOGWOOD.
Oh’ik-su-Tuuh, . . Chin.

|

Campechetrae, . . Dan.
|

Kampecheli hout, . Dijt.

Hois de Campeche, . Fr.
Elauholz, . . . Ger.

I

Campesche-holz, ,

Campeggio, .... IT.

Pao de (kimpeche, Pour.'

Kampeshskoe derevo, Rus.

Palo de Campeche, . Sp.

Kampechetriid, Sw.

Logwood is the heart-wood or duramen of

Hicmatoxylon Campechianum, X., a large tree qf

Central America, Honduras, Campeachy, etc.

and the West Indies. It is imported into Britain

in logs, which are cut up into chips and ground

for the use of dyers and painters, being esteemed

as one of the best deep-red and black dyes. The

dyewood is hard, heavy, of a deep orange colour,

a sweetish astringent taste, and peculiar odour.

It is extensively employed for compound colours,

but its chief use is for blacks and certain shades

of grey. It is also now common in the woods of

Jamaica and St. Domingo, and has been intro-

duced into India. In Tenasserim, the logwood

tree is cultivated in a few gardens, and appesre

to flourish there as well as an indigenous plant.

It is sometimes used in medicine as an astringent.
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^he introduction of logwood was prohibited by a

itatute of Elizabeth, under heavy penalties, and

J1 that was found in the country was ordered

0 be destroyed. It was not until the reign of

;jharles ii. thatits use was re-permitted.

—

Faulkner;

^immonds; Mason; Tredgotd.

LOHA. GuJ., Hind. Iron. Lohar, a black-

imith. The Lohar is one of the five artisan castes

)f the Hindus, the others being the carpenter,

goldsmith, brazier, and stone-cutter. Loha chur,

ron filings. On the ninth of the light half of

Vswin,* Hindus worship their weapons or arms,

fhe lustration is called Loha bhisara, and at

lative courts was of great splendour. The black-

imith wears the zonar. The Taremuk of the

UentraJ Dekhan, known as Bail Kambar in

Danarese, Ghissari in the Dekhani, I^ohar in the

tfahrati, is a wandering blacksmith.

—

Wilson's

glossary,

LOHAGHAT or Rikheswar is a cantonment
n the Kamaon district, N.AV'. Provinces, in lat.

29° 24' 15" N., long. 80° 7' 10" E., situated

}n the left bank of the little river Loha, at an
jlevation of 5562 feet above sea -level, and
inclosed on almost every side by precipitous

nountains. It is said to be unsuited for invalids.

—Inw. Gaz.

LOHAIA, a town in Yemen, in lat. 15° 42' N.,

,ong. 42° 39' E. Lohaia has stood only since the

1 6th century. Its founder and patron was a
Mluhammadan saint, ciillod Shaikh Saleh, who
milt a hut on the shore where Lohaia now stands,

md spent there the rest of his days as a hermit.

The territory of Lohaia is arid and barren. Popu-
ation, 5000. The harbour is so indifferent that

)ven the smallest vessels are obliged to anchor at

1 great distance from the town.

—

Niebuhr's Tr. i.

ap. 252, 253.

LOHANA, a powerful tribe who have been
blown as residents in Sind since the earliest

time^, and have undergone great vicissitudes, but
jtill retain their credit as well as their religion,

md, whether regarded as merchants or officials,

ire the most influential tribe in Sind. They have

spread into Afghanistan, Baluchistan, and Arabia,

where they expose themselves to inconveniences,

insults, and dangers, in pursuit of their darling

objects, wealth and final return to their native

soil, to enjoy the fruits of their industry. Their

oame is derived from Lohanpur in Multan, from
which they migrated in very remote times. They
have about fifty subdivisions, of whom the Khud-
ffiadi and Sihwani are the chief. Tlicy all wear
the poita, janco, or zonar. Most of them are

Hindus, but a few have become Sikhs. They Ccat

meat, are addicted to spirituous li(iuors, do not

object to fish or onions, drink water from their

inferiors as well as superiors in caste, and are

neither frequent nor regular in their devotions.

Hie town of Agham and Agham liohana seems to

have got its name from a Lohana chief named
Agham, who was governor of Brahmanabad in

the time of Chach. It lies about .30 miles S.^!3.

from Hyderabad in Sind, and though now almost
forgotten, it was formerly a place of some conse-

quence. This tribe is numerous both in Dhat and
Talpura. Formerly they were Rajputs, but be-

taking themselves to commerce have fallen into

the third cImb. They are now scribes and shop-

heeperg, and object to no occupation that will

bring a subsiBtence; and as to food, to use the

expreaiive idiom of this region, where hunger
spurns at law, ‘excepting their cats and their

cows, they will eat anything.^ Three or four

caravans annually travel between Deraband and
Kabul, and into Calcutta to Bokhara and St.

Malaire in Russia, carrying coarse piece-goo^,
salt, indigo, kimkhab, and fruit. Baber mentions
them.

The Lohana of Sind are Vaishnava and Saiva
Hindus. Some of tliem worship the river Indus
deity and his wazir under the names Jenda Pir

and Udhero Lall. The suffixed titles of their sub-

divisions are—MuT, Chund, Rae, Ram Das, Lai.

They are the principal number of Hindus in the

country, but, like the Saraswati Brahmans, they
eat meat, fish, and onions, and drink spirits, buy-
ing the flesh from the Muhammadans, it being
unlawful for them to kill. They are not highly

educated, but in the time of the Talpur Amirs
they were largely employed as revenue collectors,

and were described as scheming and crafty. Under
British rule they have shown an earnest applica-

tion and devotion to duty, able and energetic,

honest and upright. They arc financiers, bankers,
merchants, and shopkeepers.

The Lohani section of the great trading tribe

of Povindali, according to Vigne, claim to be
descended from Lojiani or Luhur, the son of

Miani, a Muhammadan shepherd or goatherd of

Ghor or Mushkon, a district east of Herat. There
were I^iohani with Mahmud of Ghazni, who returned
with him after his victories in Hindustan. Mah-
mud’s son was Sultan Muhammad. Sultan Masud,
who succeeded, h«ad no sons, and about this time
the J iohani were placed at Deraband, which was
given to them. From that time to this, they have
traded between Hindustan and Kabul. Such is

their own account. They have subdivided into

three branches,—the Daulat Khel, Paui Khel, and
Mian Khel. l^ie two first and portions of the
last have settled as farmers in the lands of Tank
and at Deraband in the Dehrajat, and about Thai
ami Choti Ali. The other part of the Mian Khel
arc traders in the countries between Calcutta,

Bombay, JkMiares, Lahore, Samarcand, and Bok-
hara using camels, 'riieir horses are fine, usually

15 hands high. In their marches parties of the
younger men protect their flanks. They traverae

the Gulair and Cheri passes, which unite in the
Deraband. Tlie Lohani from Calcutta, Dehli,

Jeypore, all take the route to their rendezvous at

Deraband. The merchants assemble in Dehrajat
in April, and, being joined by tlieir families, who
have waited on the banks of the Indus, they pass

into Khorasan, where they remain during the

summer.— Vignv's A Personal Narrative^ pp. 32,

53, 54, 118; Elliot's History of India; Tod's

Rajasthan.

LOHA’RA, a chiefship attached to Raipur,

lying to the south-west between the Balod and
Sanjari parganas. The zamindar is a Gond by
caste, and the estate was originally granted in

A.D. 1538, in return for military service, by one
of the l^atiiapur rajas,

LOHARDAGA or Lohardugga is a revenue
district in the Chutia Nagpur division of the
Bengal Presidency. Its principal rivers are the
Subarnarekha, and the North and South KoeL
The Karu, the Deo, and many minor streams
fall into the South Koel. The highest hills in
Chutia Nagpur are Saru (3C15 feet) and Bai-agai
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or Marang Bum (3445 feet); and in Palamau,
Bulbul on the south-eastern boundary (3329 feet),

Buri on the south-western boundary (3078 feet),

and Kotam (2791 feet). The most numerous
tribes are the Mundah, the Kol, and the Uraon

;

but the word Kol, as popularly employed, includes

not only the Mundah of Chutia Nagpur proper
and the Larka or Ho of Singbhum, but all Kolarian

aborigines wherever found. The Uraon or Oraon
are, excluding the scmi-llinduizcd aborigines, the

strongest Dravidian tribe in Bengal. They are

the people known in the plains as Dhangar (hill-

men), and are found in great nhmbers throughout

the Chutia Nagpnr division. The most numerous
of the serni-Hinduized aboriginal tribes in Lohar-

daga are the Bhuiya, the Kharwar, the Bhogta, and
the Dosadh. Of lower classes of Hindus, the

most numerous are the Ahir, a pastoral cJiste;

the Kurmi, the great agricultural caste
;

the

Kainar, and after them the Tcli, oilmen. It yields

iron ore, gold, coal, lime, soapstone, lac, resin,

catechu, tasar silk, oil-seeds, cotton, hides, food-

grains, blankets, ropes.

IjOIIIT, a branch of the Brahmaputra river

which, after a winding course of about 70 miles,

rejoins the parent river, thus forming the large

alluvial island of Majuh Char or Kamlabar of

280,000 acres.

liOHRASB or I.ohrasp, a king of the Medes,
according to Mr. Masson, the palroti of Zoroaster

and of the Magian religion, who he supposial

occupied Bamian. It is surmised that the founda-

tion of the city of Herat or llari was laid by Hoh-
rasp, who was succeeded by Gushtasp. Gushtasp
erected many buildings thereon

;
Behmaii, after

him, added greatly to the town, and Alexander

put the finishing stroke to it. A'igne remarks

that if the traditions of the Persians may be

credited, wo should look to Bamian as the resid-

ence of king Luhrasp, the patron of Zertusht

and the Magian religion, but as thesi* traditions

have been handed down to us only through the

romance of Firdusi, it is not possible to say what
credence' they deserve.

—

Mohnn Lai's Tracels^ p.

2G3.

LOI or liUi. Hind. Blanket, a w^oollcii

wrapper; these are of single, double, or triple

breadths, ek-arz, do-arz, and tin-arz. Loi-kinar-

dar has a coloured border, Loi-Kashgiri is a striped

kind, and I^oi-Lahori is made of Kabul wool at

Lahore.

LOI KAT’HONG, a Siamese festival on the

Menain river, held on the loth day of the 12th

month, offerings of little rafts of plantain

leaves, bearing lighted tapers, arc launched into

the river.

LOIKOB, aborigines of the east coast of

Central Africa, divided into two tribes, the Wa-
kuapi and the Masai, who are often at feud.

They are pastoral, nomade, and predatory. They

are handsome, tall, light complexioned, and their

women are prized in Arab liarams. They wear

leather dresses. They kill all prisoners. Their

sacred place is the mountain Kilimanjaro, which

overlooks their land and fertilizes the soil by its

streams. There dwells the Eugai, their god.

They practise circumcision.

LOKA, Sansk., Locum, Lat., a place, a sphere,

and used to designate a region, as tri-loka, the

three worlds, heaven, earth, and hell. In Hindu
mythology, there are fourteen spheres, exclusive

of Naraka or Tartarus. Of these, seven are upper
spheres, viz.

Bhur-loka or earth.

Bhuvardoka, atmosphere or firmament.
Swardoka or Swarga, heaven, the sphere of the

inferior deities.

Mahardoka, the region above the pole-star, tenanted
by saints.

Jana-loka, the sphere of the sons of Brahma.
Tapadoka, the region of devotion, abode of Rishi.

Satyadoka or Brahmadoka, the region of truth and
of Brahma, to which the pure are elevated.

The seven regions below the earth are habita-

tions of the snake-gods, and are as under, in the
order of their tala or descent, viz. Atala, Vitala,

Sutala, Rasjitala, Talatala, Mahatala, and Patala.

The Vaishnava sectaries have instituted loka of
their own, as Vaikuntlia, the sphere of Vishnu,
and Golaka, the region of Krishna.

—

Wilson's
Cllossary.

LOKA, also Lok or Log. Sansk. Man, man-
kind. Sahib-log, gentry, Europeans.
LOKAKSHI was the son of Chitrakitu, who

lived at Kanchi, but Lokakshi dwelt at Sri Saila.

He inculcated the dictum, often quoted by Hindus,
‘ The way of the Great One, that is to be followed,*

One of the Smriti, also Lobayataka, one of the
'raiitra, and an astrological work, are ascribed to

his pen.— Ward, iv. p. hO.

LOKA-MATA, lit. mother of the world, a name
of liakshmi. •

LOKA-BALA, in Hinduism, the guardians of

the world, are sometimes confounded with the

deities presiding over the different cardinal points

;

but this is not quite correct, and they are more
properly the divinities who were appointed by
Brahma upon the creation of the world, to act as

rulers over the different kinds of created things.

Lists occur in several Fifranas, and in the Hari-

vansa portion of the Mahabharat .—Hindu Theatre^

ii. p. 218.

I.OKE, a mixed race near Mount Abu. The
name is probably a corruption of the Hindi word
Log, people. It is supposed that the Bhil race

were the aborigines of Mount Abu and the

neighbouring hills, but at some remote time

became mixed with marauding Rajputs from the

plains, and with the workmen who were so long

engaged in building the Dilvvarra temples. This

mixed race called themselves Loke, and are now
in possession of almost all the land under cultiva-

tion. iSee Abu.
LOKMAN, according to some authors, took up

his residence at Saba, in Yemen, about B.C. 1760,

and, linding that the country was cootinually

ravaged by impetuous mountain torrents, while

at other times parched from drought, he built a

dam across it. It was provided with thirty sluices,

and, according to Fliny, the town became the

inistress of cities and the diadem on the brow of

the universe. See Mareb
;
Saba.

LOLIGO, the squid, one of the mollusca. The

calamary, a species of Loligo, is luminous at

night. Many species of squid can leap from the

water and float through the air to some distance,

like the flying fish. Loligo sagittatus is the

flying squid. In China, the naked cephalopods

are not only eaten fresh, but one species, a

Loligo, forms in its dried state a considerable

article of trafiac. The preparation consists in

removing the ink-bag without laying open the

mantle. After all impurities have been removed
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by water, the mollusc is submitted to a slight grass-green doves, little crimson and black flower-

pressure, and ultimately exposed to the sun. pickers, large black cuckoos, metallic king-crows,

Small bundles of one catty weight are tied up golden orioles, the jungle-fowl, the Pitta con

-

with slips of rattan, and enclosed in cases holding curna, the Megapodus Gouldii, small white cocka-

ten catties and upwards. The pikul sells at the toos, the Ptilotis honey-sucker, and the little

rate of 14 to 16 Spanish dollars.

—

Collingwood, yellow zosterops. In a pond at Guinong Sari, in

Journal Ind. Arck iv. p. 480
;
Morrison's Com- Lombok, the fish swam round after Mr. Wallace,

pendious History^ p. 141 ;
CrawfurJs Diet. p. 440 ;

expecting food.

Bennett, ii. jp. 280. The Balinese may not eat beef, but substitute

LOLIUm ITALICUM, Italian ryc-grass, affords for it pork. Both races eat buffalo flesh, goat’s

fine fodder for cattle. Is a useful cold-weather flesh, fish, and poultry.

green crop, and is well worthy of extensive culti- The raja of Mataram is, by right of conquest,

vation. The best fodder grasses of Europe are absolute sovereign of the island. The rajas of

usually dwarf species, or at least such as do not Mataram are, like their ancestors of Kawang,
rise above four or five feet from the ground. Assem, and Beliling, members of the Vaisya caste

The most esteemed are TiOlium porenne, Phleum, of Hindus. Although absolute monarchs, they

Festucapratensis, Cynosunis cristatus, and various nevertheless, of their own accord, in all important

species of Poa and dwarf Festuca. matters consult the principal gusti and ida of the
LOMARIA SCANUKNS, the scaiident Lomaria country, some of whom are entrusted with the

fern. The low lands near the mouths of rivers execution of what is resolved upon,
and nullahs, in Tenasserim, are often fantiistically In Lombok, wives may suffer themselves to be
dressed witli this species of Lomaria, whicli creeps burned after the death of their husbands

;
they are

up to the tops of the tallest trees.

—

Mason. not compelled to it. They have the choice of

LOMASHA, author of a treatise on Hindu allowing themselves to be burned or krised. The
law, and of other threes works. He was born at first is the more rare.

Saurashtra, but his hermitage was at (^handni The straits of Lombok are about 16 miles wide,

Shekara.— Ward, iv. p. 29. but on the opposite sides of the straits the animals

LOMBARD. liOiig beards gave a name to the of various classes differ as greatly as the animals

Lombard nation. A Sikh is never so much of the old and new world, not only in species, but
offended aS when you touch him by the beard

;
in genera.

the great facial characteristic of manhood is never LON, Hind., also Lun, GUJ., from Sanskrit

allowed by him to be profaned by the razor.— 7V. Lavan, salt. liOna matti, salt land
;
Lonar, a salt

of Hind. i. p. pit; Lonari,salt maker; Loni, the saline inflores-

LOMBOK, a fertile and populous island, divided cence on damp walls,

from Bali by a narrow strait. The population * Lona, in Urdu, is a vinegar or acidulous salt

consists chiefly of Sius-sak, Balinese, and Bugi. which forms on tlie leaves of the Ghana or Cicer

The Bugi reside upon the coasts. The raja of arietinum.

Lombok luis the title of Anak Agong, which l iONAJt, a small town ‘in the Buldana district

means son of heaven. The indigenes are called of Berar, in lat. 19° 58' 50" N., long. 76° 88' E.

;

8ass{ik. The people of Lombok believe that population in 1867, 1865. It is a place of great

some' men can turn themselves into crocodiles, antiquity, at the side of a lake, which in Hindu
which transformation they adopt in order to fable is the dwelling of Lonasur, a giant who was
devour their enemies. 'The Sassak are a ^lalay overcome in single combat by an incarnation of

race, hardly differing frcmi those of ^falacca or Vishnu, and around the edge of the lake basin are

Borneo, and have been converted to Muham- several old temples. The lake is at the bottom of

niadanism. But the ruling race are Brahmanical, a cratcr-like depression, about 510 feet below the
and from Bali. The men are jealous and strict level of the surrounding country, and its bottom
with their wives

;
infidelity is punished by the is 3 miles in circumference, with a depth varying

couple being tied back to back and thrown into from 5 to 14 feet, according to the season of the
the sea, where crocodiles devour the bodies, year. Dr. Bradley in 1851 is said to have found
Kven a married woman accepting a flower or scoria and lava. The Sichel Hills terminate in the
betel from a stranger has been punished by death neighbourhood of Lonar. The crater is a nearly

with the kris, and any one found without leave circular depression, in a country composed of

within the grounds of a house is krised, and his tabular and nodular basalt. From Lonar the
body thrown out to the street. The people basaltic district extends to the S.E. as far as

frequently do amok, but it seems to be deliber-
|

Beder; to the west, 200 miles to Bombay; and
ately done. On one occasion a person doing amok northward, to the banks* of the Nerbadda, near
killed seventeen people before he could be killed, the ancient cities of Indoor and Mhysir, reported
In war, a whole regiment will agree to amok, to have been buried at a remote period under
and then run on with such desperate resolution volcanic eruptions. It is a great basaltic region,

as to be very formidable to men less excited than and the Sichel range passes in a south-east by east

themselves. direction to the confluence of the Wardha and
Mr. Crawfurd considers the Lombok language Godavery, and towards the Eastern Ghats. Hot

to have a strong affinity with the Javanese, springs and streams, loaded with carbonate of
This is the termination in an easterly direction of lime, occur along the line of elevation of these
the group of tongues which begins with Sumatra, mountains, at Mahoor, Urjunah, Kair, Byorah, and
According to Mr. Logan, Javan has a much at Badrachellum, a short distance above the pass
broader, more forcible aspirate and primitive through which the Godavery reaches the alluvial

phonology than Malay, and the Javan ^oup plains of the east coast. Springs of clear soft

^^tnbraces Suudan, Maduran (with its dialect water occur close to the lake. A stench of
Bawian), and Bali. In Lombok are beautiful sulphuretted hydrogen is emitted by the lake
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during the heat of the day, but flocks of duck and
teal dot its surface. There are two saline springs

near the centre of the lake, and about half a mile

apart. These never become dry. It is supposed
that the muriate of soda from this source, coming
in contact with the carbonate of lime which
abounds in the vicinity, causes the deposition of

carbonate of soda or natron salt in a greater or
less state of purity. The salt is raised by divers,

who bring it up in their hands. It is much prized,

and finds a ready sale in both Berars, Nagpur,
Kondesh, and Poona. The lake was regularly

worked up to 1836, in which year 2136 candies

of the different salts were raised, valued at

Rs. 60,081. In 1853, Major Johnston raised 35
candies, valued at Ra. 1461*4. The sulphuretted

hydrogen, especially during the heat of the day,

rises in millions of bubbles to the surface. The
purest carbonate of soda or natron salt deposit is

found close to the springs. The following are the

names of the principal varieties :—1. Pulla, car-

bonate of soda, containing 83*8 per cent, of soda

;

2. Nimmak Dulla, nearly pure salt, containing 9*2*8

per cent, of cliloride of sodium. Dulla and Nimmak
Dulla are used for dyeing silks, fixing colours, as

medicine, and in the manufacture of bangles, of

which there are two manufactories near the lake,

where 600 or 700 are made by c-acli man daily.

3. Khappul contains 72 per cent, of carbonate
of soda, 18 used in fixing tlio red dyes of cloths

;

4. Papprec contains 72 per cent, of carbonate of

soda, is used in making bangles, in baking the
cake called papar, and in medicine as an antacid :

5 and 6. Bhuski are neutral carbonates of soda,

containing 29 and 27 per cent, loft as a deposit

on the margin of the lake, and used in the manu-
facture of soap. The average quantity is 213
candies per annum, valtied at Ks. 608,

The water is clear and free from odours, but
the mud at the bottom is highly charged with

sulphuretted hydrogen. Natron slowly forms under
the mud. The water of the lake contains, besides

a little potash, muriate of soda, 29 grains
;
sesqui-

carbouate of soda, 4 *2
;
sulphate of soda, 0*1

,
in

1000 grains of water. No lime or magnesia
detect^ in it.

Dulla, a carbonate of soda with a faint trace of muriate
of soda, about 2 per cent, of impurities.

Nimmak Dulla, nearly pure muriate of soda.

Khappul, carbonate of soda, with water and about 2 iier ,

cent, of impurities. I

Pappree, nearly pure carbonate of soda.
j

Madkhar, an impure salt containing carbonate of
|

soda, 27
,

Clay and sand, 30
Water, about 17

|

Common salt,

Bhuski, a crude impure substance containing
neutral carbonate of soda, . . . .26

Insoluble matter, chiefly sand and clay, . . 58

Water, 15

Common salt, 2

Travertin, contains carbonate of lime, . . >78
Carbonate of magnesia, . . . .4
Insoluble matter with oxide of iron, etc., . > 9

Chloride of sodium, 2
Water, 8

—Carter’s Geological Papers on Western India, p.

38; Drs, G, Smith and J, E. Mayer in M, E.
•7. li. of 1857

;
A Paper by Dr, Buist in Trans,

Bombay Geog. Society.

LONARI. Mahr. a caste whose occupation

is hewing wood, making charcoal, etc. -

LONDON, the chief totm of England, where

the minister who rules India has his office. His

title is H.M. Secretary of State for Indian

LONGAN (Nephelium longanum, Hk.), Fruits

of China and the East Indian Islands, imported in

small quantities, dried for dessert.

LONGEVITY. In most eastern countries,

the aged amongst their fellow - citizens are

much respected, and the Chinese have in

their cities temples of longevity. The races

occupying British India are short-lived com-
pared with those of Britain, and advance more
rapidly to old age, both physiologically and
pathologically, yet Anwar - ud - Din is said to

have fallen at Ambur, when upwards of ninety

years old, probably lunar years.

Rabbits live 7 years; squirrels and hares, 8
yeai-s; a fox, 14 to 16 years; cats, about 16
years ; a boar lives rarely more than 20 years

;

a wolf likewise 21) years
;
hogs the same

;
the

rhinoceros lives but 25 years
;
cows live to about

25 years. A horse has been known to live 62

years, but the average duration is about 25 years.

Of the longevity of snakes nothing is known.
Lioihs live fioni 30 to 40 years

;
though a lion of

the Zoological Gardens of Loudon reached the

age of 70 years. Tortoises live often np to 100

year.s
;
elephants live to a great age, for centuries

even. When Ah*xander the Great had vanquished

the Indian king Porus, ho consecrated to the sun

an elephant, wliich had fought courageously for

this monarch, and named him Ajax. He set him
at liberty after having attached to him an inscrip-

tion. The animal was found 350 years after.

Amongst birds, a ])elican lives for 62 years
;
an

eagle died at 103
;
and ravens and parrots have

been known to attain to ages beyond 100 years.

At Vienna, there is the skeleton of a swan which

lived for 307 years. Dolphins .and sword-fish

reached the age of 30 years. Cuvier supposed

I
that whales live 1000 years. The greatest age of

' man or animals is, however, far out-distanced by
that of some trees; for instance, in the vast forests

of North America veterans have fallen to the

woodman’s axe whose age wjis to be reckoned

not by hundreds, but by thousands of year.?.

Amongst European trees the oak is the most

celebrated for its longevity, and remarkable also

for the slowness of its growth. In the forest of

Hageuaii is the oldest oak in Alsace, and, in all

probability, the most aged tree in the entire

world. According to tradition, Saint Arbogast

had, in the 8th century, built his hermitage

beneath the shade of its branches. The bueberons

of the forest assign to it an existence of 1300

years. It sfiands in a very favourable situation,

sheltered from the nortli wind
;

it has been

planted in a piece of ground watered by a rivulet.

Not only the trunk, but also the principal branches,

are completely hollow, which does not, however,

prevent the oak from reassuming its livery of

green with the advent of each new season.

I’hroughout all tho neighbourhood this antique

tree is regarded as the emblem of strength and

immutability. ,

LONGICORNIA, the long-homed and long and

narrow bodied group of beetles. They feed on

plants
;
their larvae often burrow in the

trees. In the E. Indies are the genera of we

families Trictenotomidee, Cerarabycidse.

Insects,
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LONG PEPPER, Chavica Roxburghii, Mig,
Dar-filfil, ... Arab. Lada-panjang, . Malay.
Pih-poh, Pih-podi, Chin. Tabi, .... Maleal.
Poivre long, , , , Fr. Filfil-daraz, . . Pers.
Lange pfeffer, . . Gee. Pippali Krishna, . Sansk.
Pepui, Guj. Pimenta larga, . . Sp.

Pepe lungo, ... It. Tipili, Tam.
Ohabai-jawa, . . Malay. Pippallu, .... Tel.

This kind of pepper is the produce of a perennial

plant, a native of Bengal, Siam, and the Archi-
pelago. The fruit is hottest in its immature state,

and is therefore gathered whilst green, and dried

in the sun. It is met with in entire spikes about
an inch long, possessing a darkish-brown or grey
colour. It has a weak aromatic odour, an in-

tensely fiery and pungent taste, and its properties
correspond closely with those of black pepper.
Long-pepper root, Pih-poh-niu, Chjn., Pipli-

mul, Hind., in China is deemed to be stimulant,

tonic, and peptic.—SmitL
LONI or Loonee is a term applied to several

salt-water rivers in British India. One of them
rises in the Aravalli mountains, near Pokur, in

lat. 26® 37' N., and long. 74® 46' K. It runs west,
nearly parallel with thc^ Aravalli range, and enters

the Bunn of Cutch by two mouths, the principal

of which is in lat. 24° 42' N., and long. 71° 11' E.,

after a course of 320 miU'S. It receives the
Rairce, 88 miles

;
Sokree, 130 miles

;
and about

19,000 square miles are drained. 'Ihc river, not-
withstanding the great widtli of its bed, in some
parts of its upper course a]>pears to be swrrcely

anywhere continuously navigable, being full of

micaceous quartz-rock, banks low, and little

above the surrounding level. Perhaps the most
remarkable feature in the desert is the Loni or

Salt Kiver of Marwar. It is the barrier between
the fertile lands and the desert

;
and as it leaves

this country for the t’hul of the Chauhan race, it

divides that community, and forms a geographical
demaroation

;
the eastern portion being called

the Kaj of Sooe-Bah, and the western* part,

Parkur, or beyond the Khar, or Loni.

—

Report

^

Royal Commission.

LONICERAOKiB. LhuUey. 'Phe honeysuckle
tribe of plants, comprising the genera abclia, aidia,

diacicarpium, leycesteria, lonicera, mastixia, poly-

osma, triosteum, sambucus, and viburnnm.
Lonicera hypoleiica, J)ne., is the Kliarmo, Kodi,

of Ohenab, and Zhiko, Rape^io, of Sutlej.

Lonicera lieschcnaultii. Wall. MouHi-quedi,
Tam. a .twining villous shrub, native of. the

Neilgherries
;

found in many gardens of the
Bekhan, where it grows in great luxuriance

;
it is

easily propagated by cuttings or Layers.

Lonicera xylosteum is tlie Jin-tung and Kin-
yin-hwa of the Chinese. Its flov'crs, stalks, and
leaves arc valued by the Chinese as a discutient

application to carbuncles, abscesses, swellings,
sores. Its dried flowers smell like tobacco.

—

Jaffrey; Riddell.

LONKA, a sect of deist Hindus who worship
the * One ’ alone, and ‘ not in temples made by
liands,’ which they never enter. The mountain
top and sylvan solitude are deemed by them more
fitting places to pour forth their homage. They
credit tne missions of the twenty-four tirthankara
of the Jains, considering them as superior mortals,

‘Vrhoao sanctity and purity of life gained them the
fiivine favour and the reward of ‘mookht,’ or
beatitude.—TbdV Travels., p. 357.

LOO-OHOO, called Kiu-Kiu in Japanese, and

Lu-Bdu in Chinese, islands to the N.E. of ifche

Patchu ^oup, consist of one large island sur-

rounded by many smaller ones. The large island

is well peopled, and extends from lat. 26® 3' to
26® 53' N., and long. 127® 34' to 128° 25' E., being
58 miles long and about 10 or 12 miles broad. In

language and physical form, the Loo-Choo islanders

re.semble the Japanese, their Buddhism being more
imperfect, and their manners more simple. The
people in the small islands between the Loo-Choo
group and Formosa are Japanese rather than
Malay. The largest of the islands in loveliness of

landscape, as in the careful attention paid to

jigriculture, looks like one vast enchanting garden.
The principal products of the group are rice,

millet, sugar, cotton, tobacco, indigo, and tea
;
of

loss irnportiincc, bananas, pine-apples, oranges,

peaches, and plums. Domestic animals are ducks,
geese, swine, goats, cattle, and horses. The chief

minerals are iron, coal, and sulphur. The in-

habitants make paper, clothe, coarse linens,

earthen and lacquered wares, bricks, tobacco
pipes, and baskets. Their written ‘character is

Chinese. For several centuries back, each suc-

cessive king has had to .seek formal recognition

from Japan, but the Chinese emperors since the

15th century have claimed and exercised the pre-

rogatives of investiture. Moreover, in virtue of

the tribute paid by the islanders, they have always
enjoyed certain priviU'gos granted by the Chinese
Government, and held by the latter to establish

the virtual sovereignty of China.

LOOM. Nawl, Muliaka, Auab.
;
Tant, Rach,

Ras, Hind.
;
Aba Aba Kudu, Malay

;
Mansaj,

Dkus. The hand-loom is to bo seen in most
parts of S.K. Asia and the Archipelago, but the

fly-shuttle is rarely u.sed. . Both cotton and silk

fabrics are woven. During tlie period anterior

to the great advance made by Jacquard, the con-
trivances at tlie disposal of the weaver may be
divided into three classes. The simplest of these

consisted first of the use of healds for figure

-

weaving in any practicable number and order
without machines, as in weaving satins, twills,

spots, or small figures. In the second, or diajper

weaving (from the Latin Diasper), invented, it is

fhouglit, by the silk-wcayers of Asia, and known
in England in the 11th century, two or more
divisions or sets of healds in harness were used,

each division containing eight healds connected
Avith treadles. By this system, tablecloths, shawls,

and other fabrics of widely various design might
be woven. In the third system, the warp wjis

passed through two sets of harness, the first of

Avhich formed the pattern, as it were, upon a large

scale, the second breaking it up into detail, and
completing the necessary minute intersections.

This was known technically as the draw-loom. The
merit of introducing perforated cards, generally

claimed for .lacipiard (1801), has been traced back

to Bonchon who in 1725’ employed a band of

pierced pjipcr, pressed by a hand-bar against a
row of horizontal wires, arranged like a comb, so

as to carry loops through the corresponding blank
spaces. Improvements were made in 1728 by M.
Falcon, and in 1745 by Vaucanson. But from the
Jacquard machine may be said to have been
developed the entire series of complex ingenious
machinery which has given its marvellous expan-
sion to the European weaver’s craft. Among the
more marked stages of development stands the
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introduction, by Dr. Cartwright, in 1785, of the

power-loom, to supersede manual labour, preceded,

yetj^rhaps without his knowing it, by the models
of De Gennes, Roberts, and Barber. There are

not less than 700,000 power-looms at work in

Great Britain, producing daily about 15,000 miles

of cloth, and giving employment to 800,000
weavers.

Lace manufacture is the highest and most
complicated of the processes of weaving. The
first attempt of Mr. Heathcoat in his bobbin-net

machine, patented in 1808, was followed up by
the more consummate effort of his mechanical

genius. The Levers machine, provided with a
double-action of Jacquard apparatus, is chiefly

employed in weaving guipure or narrow lace,

though it can be arranged to i^roduce lace of any
width, and even shawls. The Levers lace frame
fairly represents the present state of the lace

manufacture of Nottingham, and in it is reached

as yet the highest or culminating point in that

important and attractive industry.

—

Barlow on

Weaving, •

LOOT. Hind. Plunder. Lootce bazar literally

signifies plundering the bazars or shops, but it

implies no more than a general rising of the in-

habitants. This ancient usage is still preserved

in Persia.

—

Malcolm's Persia, ii. p. 6.

LOPEZ SOAREZ formed the first settlement
in Ceylon in 1517.

LOPHANTUS RUGOSUS, Smith. Ilo-hiang

and Ho-ken, Chin. Its rough leaves ate used
by the Chinese to scour metallic vessels, and
are given in infusion in disorders of the stomach
and bowels.

—

Smith.

LOPHIADJK, a family of fishes which includes

the anglers, fishing-frog, or sea-devil, and the

frog-fishes.

LOPHOBRANCHII, an order of fishes com-
prising the families Solenostoniidai, Syngnathidac,

and Hippocampena3, and these include the East

Indian genera solenostoma, synguathus, ichthyo-

caropus, nannocampiis, urocampus, doryichthus,

caplonotuB, stigmatophora, nerophis, protocampus,
gastrotokeus, solenognathus, phyllopteryx, acen-

tronura, and hippocampus.
LOPHOPETALUM WIGHTIANUxM. Arnt.

Balpale, Can. A large handsome tree of the
Western Ghats, from Cape Comorin to the Bom-
bay ghats. It grows in the moist forests in the

plains of South Canara (at Parapa), but it also

ascends the ghats to an elevation of 8000 feet

;

its timber is much esteemed by the natives.

—

Beddome, FI. Sylv.

LOPHOPHORUS IMPEYANUS. Lath. The
monal pheasant of the Himalaya. It is double

the size of the pheasant of Great Britain. The
male has a crest of great beauty, head and throat

has metallic green, wings and plumage steel-

blue, and tail reddish-brown. The hen bird is

smaller, of a dull brown, and white throat.

LOPHOSPERMUM SCANDENS. Don. A
beautiful climbing plant with large purple or

rose-coloured bell-shaped flowers. It is of fiist

growth, and well adapted for covering trellis-

work.

—

Riddell
; Jaffrey.

LOPHOTIDiB, a family of fishes of the one
genus, lophotus. See Fishes.
LOPISIP BARK, a dye-wood of Celebes and

other islands of the Eastern Archipelago. Lopisip
bark, bunchong bulu wood, and the gaju gum

(from undescribed plants), have been introdpeed

into England. They are said to furnish excellent

dyes in the Asiatic Islands. Native dyes from

Arakan have also been imported, viz. thittel and

thedan, yielding red dyes; ting-nget and reros,

affording dark-purple dyes
;
and thit-nan-weng, a

chocolate dye.

IXIQUAT.
Eriobotrya Japonica,imd..l Mespilus Japonicus, Thun.

Lu-kuli, Yung-mai, Chin.
|
Yang-ma, . . . Chin.

This small tree of Japan and China has been
introduced all over the Dekhan, the Panjab, and

New South Wales. It bears fruit twice in the

year, and is highly esteemed both for desserts and
preserves. The finest is the second crop, at the

end of the cold season, and requires protection

day and night from birds and flying foxes. The
fruit is of a yellow colour, with thin skin, a sweet

acid pulp, one or two seeds in the centre,—some-
times more. The seeds grow easily. It is very

common iu China, and Fortune found it growing
along with peaches, plums, oranges, the Chinese

gooseberry Averrhoa carambola, the wanghee
Cookia punctata, and the longan and leechee. In

China, the fruits of Citrus olivaeformis and C.

Madurensis are also called Lu-kuh .—FortmCy Tea

Districts, pp. 7, 30; Dr.^f. Riddell, Irvine.

liORANTHACEiE, the mistletoe group of

shrubs, almo.st invariably parasitical upon other

plants, with leaves usually opposite, thick, and

fleshy. In tropical countries species abound,

some with large, brilliantly-coloured flowers. In

India they are found in the mountiiins of Nepal,

j
the two Peninsulas, and the Archipelago, and

i have above 400 species, in the genera loranthiis,

schopfia, and viscum. Roxburgh described eight

species, and Wight eleven.

Loranthus globosus, Roxh.
Chota mauda, . . Bkno.

|
Kcniieli itti kanni, . Can.

A ramous, shrubby parasite which grows on

trees in Bengal.

Loranthus longiflorus, Desr.
Pand, . Bea.s, Kano HA.

]
Panda, . . . . PanJAH.

Parand, . P*i:as, Havi.
1
Amut, .... Sutlej.

A handsome parasite, with branches sometimes

6 or 7 feet long, large broad leaves, and orange

-

coloured flowers. It is found iu the Fanjab

Himalaya, chiefly on-lhe eastern rivers, from 1500

to 3000 feet, and occasionally higher.

—

Dr. J. L.

\

Stewart.

LORCHA, a vessel in use in the Chinese seas,

i sometimes employed in war.

LORD, V. B., ail Assistant-Surgeon of the

Bombay army, author of Memoir on Kunduz
;
on

tlie Trade witli Turkestan
;
on the Sheep and

Goats of Kiibul
;
on the Tribes of theKhaibar;

and a Msit to the Plain of Koh-i-Daman, Ghor-

band, and Hindu Kush. Also author of Medical

^Icmoirs on the Plain of the Indus, in Bom. Geo.

Trans., 183G, 1838, i. p. 5^93; on the Medicines

,

found in the Bazars of Sind, in Bom. Med. and

I.Phys. Trans, iv. p. 127. He was killed in battle

at Parwandara, in 1841.

LORD OF THE OXEN, or Shora-^iati, a title

of the king who drove Semiramis back across the

Indus.
,

,

I.ORD OF THE WHITE ELEPHANT, a title

of the hiug of Burma. Sec Titlec. ,

LORDS OF CREATED BBINGa Menu de-

scribes these as being produced by one of tne
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Hindu triad, but in a legend they are ascribed to

the joint powers of the three great personified

attributes of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. They
are in places called Muni, in. other passages they

arc considered as Brahm^ica, or Prajapati, and
as Rishl—rAfoor, p. 91.

LORD’S PRAYER, a form of prayer recom-

nended by the Messiah to his disciples. It is

jften repeated by Christians in their supplications

io the Almighty. It Wiis published in 1548 in

14 languages, by Bibliandro
;

in 1591 in 26
anguages, by Rocca (Bibliotheca Apostolica

^aticana, a fratre Angelo Roccha, Roma3 1591,

tto); in 1592 in 40 languages, by Megiserus

'Specimen xl. Linguarum et Dialectorum ab
dieronyino Mcgisero a diversis auctoribus col-

ectacum quibus Oratio Dominica est expressa,

Francofurti 1592); in 1593 in 50 languages, by
;he same author (Oratio Dominica L. diversis

inguis, cura H. Megiseri, Francofurti 1593,

3vo). The Bible has been printed and distri-

juted in India in 25 different languages, in ten

)f which between 100,000 and 600,000 copies

mve been printed, and in Tamil 1,560,950 have
been issued since 1706, when the Bible was
printed in that language. The Bible was printed

uid issued in Bengali in 1796, and in Matealain

n 1816. The whole of the copies printed in the

16 Indian languages is 4,772,621.

LORI, in the .lumnioo territory, a religious

'estival, in which a kid is beheaded and offered

;o the fire.

—

Di'eiv, 7'hc ISorthern Barrier.

LORIES or Lorikeets are birds of the tribe

^cansores, family l-’sittacidffi, sub-family Loriinae,

iiid genus Tjoriculus.

L. vcrnalis, l^parrrn.^, the Indian lorikeet, is of

i grass-green colour, is known as the latkan or

pendent, because in captivity they commonly rest

ind sleep pendent from the wire roof of their

!age. This one occurs in Malaljar, Travancore,

Oharwar, the Sub-Himalaya, Assam, Sylhet, and
Burma

;
and they are commonly known as love

birds, a natne also applied to the Agapornis of

A-frica, Psittacula of S. America, and Trichoglossus

:)umilus of Australia. L. Asiaticus is a Ceylon
ori

;
J j. galgulus of the Malay Peninsula, and

)thers in China and the Archipelago. Some of

hem have bright colours,

* Gray, sparkling lories, such as gleam between
The crimson flowers of the coral tree

In the warm isles of India’s sunny sea.*

A lori' of Fiji, Domicella solitaria, is one of the

most beautiful parrots. A very handsome scarlet

[ori was obtained by Macgillivray, closely allied

bo Lorius domiccllus, a bird widely spread over
ihe Indian Archipelago.

—

Jerden ;
Macgillivray'

s

Voyage^ i. p. 211.

LORIS GRACILIS. Geofjr.

Stenops gracilis, V. Hmv.
j

Theivanga, . . . Tam.
^^ama•theivanga, Singh.

|
Dewantsi pilli, . . Tel.

The Loris gracilis inhabits S. India and Ceylon.

It is a species of a genus of mammals, belonging

to the family Lemuridm. Its Tamil name, theiv-

anga, means thin-bodied
;
and hence a deformed

child or an emaciated person has the same
epithet applied. The light-coloured variety of the

loris in Ceylon has a spot on its forehead, some-
what resembling the nainam, or mark worn by
the worshippers of Vishnu, and from this peculi-

arity it is distinguished as the Nama-tha. Its

eyes are extracted by the Singhalese as charms,
and for love potions.

—

Jerdon ; Tennent; Horsfield.

LO-SA, or Lo-za, or Lok-zah, Chin., is the
term applied to the branches of the Chinese green
dye plant, when tied up in faggots for sale to the
dyer. But there are two kinds of such faggots,

one termed pa-hi-lo-sa, or white-skinned green
vine branch, and the other hom-hi-lo-sa, red
skinned green vine branch. Father Helot states

that the people of Canton, on whose mountains
the plant grows, Cfill it lieu-lo-choii, willow

green tree. Fortune states that a farmer near

Hong-tchcou-fu, who had some plantations of

the cultivated Rhamnus, named it loh-sah and
soh-loli-shii. Mr. Sinclair gives hwuy-chiang-chi,

or lee-chi, as the name of a bark used in Fph-kien
for .dyeing cotton green. The Hong-pi-lo-chou
has all the characteristics of a wild shrub. The
magnificent lustre is only obtained after immer-
sion in the infusion of the pe-pi-lo-chou. At
Aye, Father Helot was assured that the lo-kao
was prepared from the bark of the pe-pi, and
the dyers of Khiu-tcheoii-fu described a process
for dyeing silks and cottons with the- ]pe-pi only.

It would seem that the pe-pi alone yields violet,

blue, and green, according to circumstances, and
a peculiar kind of the lo-kao or green dye on
cloth of a watery green tending to azure, with
lime or alum

;
that the hong-pi yields a yellow

to impart a green to the 'colour, and that the

10-

kao is impure if the admixture of this yellow

be in too great a proportion. The shrubs from
which the green dye is obtained are thorny. The
Rliamni indigenous to China are

—

R. crenatus, Skb. ami ZuccaHni, Japan.
R. globosus, Bumjey North China.
R. lineatus, Lour.^ Berchemia Loureiriana, De Cand.^

China, Cochin-China.

Rhamnus tinctorius of China differs from R.
chlorophorus only in the shape of the calyx.

M. De Caisne told M. Rondot that an English
horticulturist had reared a scrophularaceous plant,

which had been sent to him as the Lo-za.

Ma-]y Ls the name of a tree growing wild in the

province of Hit-cheou, the bark of which is used
to dye common cloths.

Toxocarpus Wightianus, Hooker^ is the Asclepuus

curoBsavica of Lour. It is called in Chinese Ma-

11-

kiu.

The Chinese have two modes of dyeing green,

first, with the flowers of the hoai-hoa and indigo

;

second, by indigo alone.

LO-SHU. It is known that, in transacting

business before the commencement of the Chinese

monarchy, little cords were used, with sliding

knots, each of which had its particular signifi-

cation. These are represented in two tables by
the Chinese, called Ho-tu and Lo-shu. The first

colonies who inhabited Sze-chuen had no other

literature besides some arithmetical sets^ of

counters made with little knotted cords, in imi-

tation of a string of round beads, with which

they calculated and made up all their accounts in

commerce.

—

Astley's Voyages^ iv. p. 194; Xtt5-

5oc^’, Grig, of Civil, pp. 29-31. «

LOTA. Hind. A small metal pot, made of

brass or copper or iron tinned, used for drinking

and ablution by Hindus and Muhammadans.
LOTOPHAGI, an ancient people represented

as living on the coast of Africa, near the Syrtes
(Herod, iv. H?), and so papaed from their eating
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the lotus. Homer says that whoever ate of the into all the ornaments of brass vessels used in

lotus lost all desire of returning to their own the temples
;

it is alluded to in the most popular

country. It has been supposed to bo the fruit of poems, and their poets say that the lotus was
Zizyphus (Z. napeca). Mungo Park found a dyed by the blood of Siva that flowed from the

species of Zizyphus in the interior of Africa, wound made by the arrow of Kama, the Indian

which forms a large tree with yellow farinaceous Cupid, as in Midsummer Night’s Dream, Act ih

berries of a delicious taste. The natives convert . yet marked I where the bolt of Cupid fell

;

them into a sort of bread, by exposing them some it fell upon a little western flower-
days to the sun, and aftcrwaids pounding them Before, milk-white, now purple with Love’s wound,

gently in a mortar until the farinaceous part is Anti maidens call it love-in-idleness.*

separated from the stone. This meal is then Moore sang of the water lilies

—

mixed with a little water, and formed into cakes, * These virgin lilies, all the night

which when dried in the sun resemble the sweetest Bathing their beauties in the lake

gingerbread. The fruit of several species of That they may rise more fresh and bright

Zizyphus is eaten in India. One kind, commonly AVhon their Ixiloved sun ’s awako.’

known by the name Per, forms a moderate -sized In the Katiiavali, or the Necklace,—a Sanskrit

tree in a cultivated state, with oval fruit of a play written in the 12th century,—Vasantaka
yellowish or reddish colour, and about the size says to his lady-love :

‘ My beloved Sagarika, thy

or somewhat smaller than a common plum, which countenance is as radiant as the moon
;
thy eyes

is much esteemed. The taste is mild and sweet, are two lotus-buds
;
thy hand is the full-blown

with a slight degree of acidity, probably coming flower, and thy arms its graceful filaments.’ In

nearer to the taste of dates than any other fruit. Hindu theogony, the lotus floating on the water
In Persian works, Berri and Jharri arc given as is an emblem of the world

;
the whole plant

its Hindustani, Kinar and Khial as its Persian, signifies both the earth and its two principles of

and Sidr as its Arabic name, with Nebbe for the fecundation.

fruit. The fruit of the wild kind is dried and Tn Japanese mythology we find the goddess
powdered, as was done with the lotus of the Quan-won represented sitting upon the same
Lotophagi. This powder, in Arabic, is called aquatic plant. In China, the deity upon the lotus

Savik-un-Nebbek
;

in Persian, Ai iid-i-Kiuav
; in the midst of waters has l)een long a f.avouritc

and in Hindi, Ber-Chuni. The Egyptian lote tree emblem *, and the god Vishnu, in Hindu mytho-
is the handakuk misri.

—

Eng. Cyc. logy, is still represented in tljo same manner. In

LOTUS connection with this diluvian emblem, Diana is

Nufar. .

‘

. . Akah. Nilofar, . . . . Peks.
mcutioncd by Stralw ArtemidoiTO and

Padma podoo, . Beng. Kamala, Padma, . Sanhk. amas, by the title of Limnatis, or the maritime

Komol, Ponghuj, „ Tamore, . . . Tam. deity. In an ancient inscription in Gnitcr, she is

Lien-ngau, . . . Chin. Ycrra tamiue, . . Tel. also called Regina undarum, queen of the waves
;

Ambuj, Kangwel, Hinu. Tellani padmam, . . „ Orpheus invokes her under the appellation of

Lotus is a name given to three plants
;

the preserver of ships. It is possible that an eastern

Nelumbium speciosum, or Egyptian lotus, figured legend may have given origin to the transfor-

on the ancient monuments of Egypt and India, matioii of the nymph JiOtis flying from Priapiis

is now extinct in Egypt,‘ but grows in the south into the Aquatica lotus.

—

Ooid^ MetamorpJi. ix.

of Asia and in the islands of the Archipelago; p. 341. See Nelumbium ; Nymphaea; Padma.
one lotus of the ancients was the Melilotusofiicin- LOUISIADE ARCHIPELAGO is S;E. of New
alis, and the lotus of the Lotophagi is by some Guinea. It extends about 400 miles in length,

thought to be the fruit of the Zizyphus lotus, by about 160 miles in breadth, where broadest.

Desfontainesy but by Munby supposed to be that The centre of the Archipelago is under lac.

of Nitraria tridentata, called Damoucli by the 10'^ S., and long. 152° 25' E. The islands are

Arabs of the desert of Soussa, near Tunis. Its inhabited by a black Papuan race with woolly

berries have intoxicating qualities. hair, and Macgillivray described the natives as

, With the ancient Egyptians, and after them dark copper coloured, the hair nearly all frizzled

with the Buddhists and Hindus up to the present out into a mop, in some instances of prodigious

day, in India, Ceylon, Burma, Siam, China, and size. The physiognomy varied much
;
the nose

Japan, the lotus flower of the Nyrnphseapubescens, was narrower and more prominent, the mouth
Willde.y has been an emblem of peculiar sanctity, smaller, the lips thinner, the eyes more distant,

It is the Indian or Egyptian lotus. Its large the eyebrows less overhanging, the forehead

white flowers have a vinous smell. N. rubra, higher, but not broader than in the Australian

;

Roxb.j and N. versicolor, Iloxh. are also of India
;

one man, whoso head was shaven, had his fore-

as also N. edulis, Z>. C., the roots of which are head narrow and receding, appearing as if arti-

eaten and medicinal. ficially flattened, thereby giving great prominence

The Nile was a sacred river; many of its plants, and width to the hinder part of the skull
;
and

as the Faba iEgyptiaca, a species of bean, and the he often observed the same configuration of head

Nymphssa, were sacred also
;
and the former on combined with dark-coloured skin and diminutive

/looount of its resemblance to a boat, and the latter stature. None had the artificial prominent scars

from its well - known quality of always floating on the body peculiar to the Australians, or wanted

• above the surface of the water, were adopted very any of the front teeth, but the septurq of the

generally as symbols of the ark. The Egyptian nose was perforated to admit an ornament of

priests were accustomed to crown themselves with polished shell, pointed and slightly turned up at

the lotus. The lily of 1 Kings vii. 26, the each end. The lobe of the ear was slit, the hole

emblem of the Israelites, is supposed to be the being either kept distended by a large plug of

lotus. rolled-up leaf, apparently of the banana, or hung

The lotus flower among the Hindus enters with thin circular ear-rings made of the ground-
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LOUK-KA.LOUKSKA;

down end of a cone-shell (Conus millepunctatus) dyo that brilliant colour which it assumes under

one and a half inches in diameter, with a central the induence of artificial light. The frui^ at

hole and a slit leading to the edge. A piece of least that of the R. chlorophorus, probably yields

cloth-like substance, the dried leaf of the pan- a green colouring matter analogous to the bladder

danus or some palm, was used by all, passed green, and differing from the true^een dye both

between the legs, and secured in front and beiiind in colour and properties. The Chinese declare

to a narrow waistband. Several of the Mega- that other species of the same genus have dyeing

podius duperreyi were seen by Mr. Macgillivray properties. The pe-piu-lo-chou is the R. chloro-

in the Louisiade Archipehigo .—Macgtllivraifs phorus, De Caisne, and the hong - pi - to - chou
Voyage^ i. p. 189. the R. utilis, but until some European chemist

fjOUK-KA. The green dye of China, louk-ka, shall have discovtTed traces of the green dye in

lo-kao, or king-lok, was first made known to some of the parts of the plants, the flowers, the

Europe in 1845. Its price in China lias continued berries, the seeds, the leaves, the bark, or the

steady at 24 dollars the catty. In China, the root, it cannot be asserted that the plants are

green cloths dyed by this material are called really those tlio Chinese use to dye their cottons

liou-sai, but are known to the trade as so-lo-pou, with or from which they prepare the lo-kao.

green colour cloth, when dyed by the bark; Some European plants dye a green colour; the

iighiou-lo-se (green nympha^a colour) and nghiou- blue-flowered Scabiosa is used for that purpose

lo-pou (green nymphasa cloth), that is, cloth in Sweden
;
the Melissa officinalis yields, under

dyed with the lo-kao of the colour of the leaves the action of spirits of wine, a permanent green

of the nymphaea. Each piece of liou-sai is one dye, and the Merciirialis perennis yields a per-

foot or one foot one inch broad, and in 1848 manent blue-green. The green dyes from the

cost from 50 to 53 cents. In addition to the lo- Ruellia, Justieia tinctoria, Lour.; Adenostemma
kao, the French consul, M. Moiitigny, sent one tinctoriiim, C(m.

;

Sanseviera Icete-virens, Ham,

;

green dye-stuff called pih-chou-elle, ten catties Asclcpias tingens, lioxb.

;

Melissa officinalis,

of which cost 4920 sapeq lies
;
and another called Lhm.^ have not yet been examined. Various

tong-loh, green paint, said to be prepared from plants stated to yield a green dye colouring

no-me, fifty catties of which cost 20,800 sapeques. matter have been examined, but in vain, for

IjO-kao or lou-kao, in Chinese signifies green the green dye of China. These are the Arundo
glue or green lac, and all who siuit samples of phragmitis, Liim.

;

the artichoke, deadly night-

the green dye itself, call it lo-koa or lo-kiao. shade, wild chervil, ash tree, lucerne, Lycopersi-

In Canton it is louk-ko
;

in Foh-kien, liok-koa cum esculentiim, Mill.

;

Mercurialis perennis,

and lek-ko. llie first considerable consignment TAnn.

;

Ronabea arborea, Blanco

;

the groundsel,

of the green dyo was received in Faris in 1853, and the common field clover. M. Michel obtained

since which date it has becioriie an article of tolerable greens from the berries of R. catharticus,

trade. At the Universal Exhibition lield at Paris Linn.., and R. alaternus, Linn.^ but not improving

in 1855, samples of green dyo wer(‘ exposed, and by artificial light. Ho found that cloth taken

Dr. Roylo subsequently stated that there were out of the bath with a light nankeen dye, and
three kinds of the green dye of China, or green placed at night on the grass, had assumed towards
indigo from China, from Burma, and fiom Assam, morning, and long before it w'as exposed to the

That 'from the valley of the Brahmaputra, in mys of the sun, a deep green colour. A damp
Assam, is called roum, and is extracted from a atmosphere and dew were found to increase the

species of Ruellia. This plant, or a nearly allied intensity of the tint. The lower side near the

species, is cultivated with the same object in Pegu was scarcely at all coloured, and a cloth

and Burma. It is altogether different from the left all night in a dark room was found in the

bila-roum, the product of the Wrightia tinctoria, morning to be unchanged. M. Persoz found the

li. Brown. Others point to the R. comosa, Roxh.^ fruit of a buckthorn to yield a pretty lilac on
and the Butetsea ulmifolia, Be C. MM. Edan and silk. The green fruit of the R. infectorius, Linn,

Remi in 1854 reported that they had procured a (Avignon berries
;
R. saxatilis, Linn,)., Persian

veryfinegreenfromthefruitof the lo-za, but were berries of R. alaternus, Linn.., and R. amygda-

uusuccessful in regard to the bark. Mr. Fortune linus, BeJif., afford a yellow colour. The fruit of

informed. M. Edan that without doubt the bark of the R. frangula, Linn., gathered in July and
the lo-za was employed to furnish the stuff with August before they are ripe, yield, according to

wliich to dyo cloth green, and that the fruit was Dambourney and Lcuchs, a fast and brilHant

used in the preparation of green, paint for paper, yellow
;
according to Buchoz, a green

;
and when

These points were repeated by M. Remi in 1855. they are ripe, in September and October, they

All the experiments hitherto ma le with the bark dye a purplish-blue without any mordant, and

and the leaves of the Rhainnus chlorophorus and green, violet and blue violet or blue, according

R. utilis have not been decisive. M. JV.rsoz had to the nature of the mordant employed. Dam*-

succeeded in extracting a yellow dye from the bourney obtained on wool, from the juice of the

bark of R. chlorophorus and the berries of the ripe berries fermented, very fine and fast greens,

R. utilis, but he could not discover a trace of varying from an apple to a dark green. The
the green dye in the extracts prepared from the colouring matter of the berries of the R. infec-

herries of both kinds, which were sent to him torius is yellow before they are ripe, and dark
by the Agri-Horticultural Society of India, purple-red so soon as they have attained maturity.

Kevertheless the united testimony of Fathers Buchoz notices similar peculiarity in the fruits of

Helot and Aymeri, MM. Arnaudtizon, Edkins, the R. catharticus
;
before ripening it yields a

Fortune, and Remi, is to the effect that it is the saffron red
;
after maturity, a green, kuown as a

bark of the branches, and perhaps also of the bladder green, and still later a scarlet According
roots of the R. chlojophorus and R. utilis, but to Waldstein and Kitaible, the green berries of

eBpecially of the former, that gives to the green R. tinctorius have dyeing properties mmiV to



LOUNG-KIO. loveUpple.

those of the fruit of R. catharticus, but more quail) of an ash colour, with black spots, its eye"

esteemed by the dyers. The inner bark of R. of a brilliant black, and surrounded with a brigh

infectorius dyes yellow, when fresh
;
brown-red, sky-blue rim. Ite legs are covered with lonj

when dry. The dry bark of the R. frangula rough hair, and its feet resemble those of th

yields a brown or dark red, and the fresh a green lizard, and are covered with a shell so har(

yellow dye
; and the root as well as the bark and as to resist the sharpest knife. This singula

seeds* of R. catharticus, a yellow and volatile creature is called by the Chinese Loung-kio, tha

colour, named Rhamno-xanthinc, which is dis-
|

is, dragon’s foot. They generally arrive in grea

solved by the alkalies, and converted into a flocks from the north, especially when much sno\

mi^ificent purple. Tin; bcirk of li. catharticus ' has fallen, flying with astonishing rapidity,

and R. alaternus dye yellow
;
the wood of the that the inoveinent of their wings is like a showe

latter species dyes dark-blue, and the root of R. of hail. When caught, they are extremely fierce

infectorius a brown. The leaves of R. alaternus —Hue's Journey^ p. 92.

yield a yellow colour, and those of R. frangula LOUREIRO, J. de. Father lioureiro, a nativ

a greenish-yelloAv. A mixture of the cuttings of Portugal, author of the Flora Cochin-ChinensU
of R. alaternus, which yield a dark-blue, with 1 vol.', 1790, resided for 30 years in the kingdor

the fresh bark of the same buckthorn and of R. of Cochin- Cliina, whither he proceeded as

catharticus, R. frangula, and R. infectorius, which missionary; but finding that Europeans were no

contain a yellow colouring matter, ought to permitted to reside there without good cause, h
produce a green. Tlie European Rhamni contain entered the service of the king as chief mathe
a volatile principle, and nearly the same changes matician and naturalist. The Flora Cochin
take place in the colouring matter of the several Chinensis was published at Lisbon, in 2 volume
species, from red to violet, to blue, to green, and quarto, in 1790

;
and a second edition, edited b

to yellow. The lo-kao possesses similar qualities
;

AVilldenow, with a few notes, appeared in octave

and it is possible that the green dye, so remarkable at Berlin, in 1793. In the herbarium of th

when exposed to light, is a compound of blue and British Museum there are several small collectioru

yellow having separately the same property, and wliich are of great importance to the India

united in the bark of R. chlorophorus. But M. botanist, especially one contiiining many c

Rondot suspects that the supplcmcnhiry yellow lioureiro’s plants, which arc not readily recog

requisite to produce the green of lo-kao is not nisable, at all events as to species, by the descrij

obtained from one of the Khanmi, but from the tioiis in the Flora Cochin-Chiuensis. There ar

hoang-chi, the fruit of Gardenia, or the hoai-hoa, also considerable numbei'sof specimens forwards

the flower-bud of the Styphnolobium Japoiiicurn. to Sir J()sc|)h Banks by Roxburgh, Hamilton, an

In 1865, when Mr. Robert Fortune was sent to Russell, which are occasionally of use in determir

China by the E. I. Company to procure tea plants ing the species described by Roxburgh. Th
for the nurseries in the Himalaya, he was par- British Museum also contains Konig’s collectioi]

ticularly directed to give his attention to plants and manuscripts, Kaempfer’s Japan and othc

of that country stated to produce a green dye. plants, and Tb^rmann’s herbarium .—Hooker an

Accordingly he sent seeds and samples to the Thomsou^'i Flora liidica,

Agri-Horticultural Society of Bengal, from which LOUSE. Jeo, Hind. Of these there ar

numerous plants were forwarded to all parts four kinds,—head louse, Pediculus capitis
;
bod

of India. It seems established that the trees louse, P. corporis; louse of sick persons, I

from which the green dye is prepared are two tabesccntiiim
;
and pubic louse, P. pubis,

species of Rhamni, one wild, called by tlio Chinese Lice are parasites of the mammalia, with climb

white skin, and which grows in a])undauce in the ing feet, terminated by pincers, by whidi the

vicinity of Kiahing and Ningpo. The other is seize the hair of the animals on which they liv(

called yellow skin by the Chinese, is cultivated at Their eggs are known as nits. They are hatche

Tsoh-kaou-pang, where some thirty men are em- at the end of five or six days, and reproduce n

ployed in the preparation of the dye-stuff, 'riie the end of eighteen days. Phthirius pubis hfi

flowers, leaves, roots, bark, and fruit have all been found only on white races. In the Sa

been indicated as the part of the plant from Range, the Ajuga bracteata is used to kill lice,

which the lo-kao was prepared. Mr. Fortune Wood lice are of the order Isopode crustacean!

sent to India and to England plants of both the of the family Cloportidie.

cultivated and wild species. The wild species is The flea is the Pulex irritans of man
;
P. canii

a shrub, and is called liom-bi-lo-za, from the P. musculus, and I*, vespertilionis are of the do^

circumstance that when its bark is boiled in water mouse, and biit. In the sandy, rocky parts c

a white scum is formed, which subsequently India, P. irritans is the flea
;

they are ver

passes to rose-hom-bi, meaning red scum bark, numerous. The Hernatopinus tenuirostris fle

The pe-pi-lo-chou, or R. chlorophorus, is culti- atbicks liorses. There is a species of Pedicinr

vated between lat. and 36® N., but more peculiar to monkeys.— Van Beneilen.

especially about lat. 30° and 31° N. The hong- LOVE-APPLE, or tomato, the Lycopersicui

pi-lo-chou, or R. chlorophorus, is mentioned as esculcntum, is a native of South America, and of

high as lat. 39° N., and down to lat. 30^^ N. This genus of the sjime family as potatoes. There ai

seems tlie hardier buckthorn, and capable of two sorts, single and double
;
they may be sow

withstanding the severe frosts of Che-li, but it immediately the rains commence, in be(jB
;
aftei

is evident that both species exist in abundance in wards transplanted in rows, two feet ap^»
the northern parts of the province of Che-kiang, trailed upon sticks of a strong description. -

over a space of 46 square miles.

—

Report on the the soil is good, they will grow to seven or eig»

Green Dye of China, feet in height. The double are the finest, and

LOUNG-KIO, a bird of Chinese Tartary, de- sown in June, ripen in October. The Iow<

scribed by M. Hue. It is about the size of a branches should be pruned, and a succession <
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LUCKNOW.LOW, Colonel JAMES.

crops may be kept up until April. The small feed on wood, the beetles on sap. OJF all the

single tomato, with a slight protection from the beetles, Lucanus cervus is the most destructive to

dry winds, will continue until the rains.

—

Jeffrey, livingtrees. Their larvae live for threeandfouryears
LOW, Colonel JAMES, an officer of the in that state in the interior of the trunks of oaks,

Madras army, long employed in the civil admini- and about Naini Tal, barely one in ten trees escape
stration of the Straits Settlements. He wrote from their attacks. They bore circular chambers,
Treatises on Siamese Grammar, 1 Aterature, and penetrating to the heart of the stem, winding into

Government, on Buddha, on the Phrabat, on the various passages, both up *and down the trunk.

Laws of Siam, and on the Soil and Agiculture of If felled logs be immersed in water, the larvjc are

Penang. destroyed. These and the larvae of Prionus

LOWER BJINGAIj, a term applied to the beetles seem exclusively to attach themselves to

districts in the proximity of Calcutta. The Lower the oak as their habitation. See Insects.

Provinces, another term in use, comprise Bengal, LUCERNE, Medicago sativa. Rishka, Shasta,

Behar, and Orissa. Their area is 11)3,198 scpiare Pers. In Afghanistan, lucerne and a trefoil called

miles, and, in 1881, population C9,.03G,801. shaftal are. grown for fodder. Panicum Italicum

The Bengal part is intersected by numerous (arzun) and P. iniliacum are also grown for

branches of the Ganges and Brahmaputra, the fodder. Lucerne is sown in spring and autumn
;

chief of which are the Hoogly, formed by the grows to perfection in three montlis, after which
junction of the Bhagirathi and Jellinghi

;
the it can be cut once a fortnight. The plant is’ often

Matabanga, a branch of the Gauges; the Mullah, ten or fifteen years old. Shaftal can be cut in

a mouth of the Ganges
;
the Kosi, a tributary of three months, and never lasts longer than three

the Ganges
;
and the Damiida, a tributary of the years.

—

MacGreyor,
Hoogly. LUCHA. Hind. A necklace worn tight

L’R PUKHTUN, also L’r l^ushtun, a term round the neck
;
a skein or bunch of gold wire or

applied by the Afghan ract; to their language. silk, etc.

LU. Chin. A gong. IjUCIC is the past tense and past participle of
LUANG PHRA BANG, a l.aos district on the the Anglo-Saxon Laiccaii, to catch, and means

Mei-kong, which has largely extended its jiowers anything caught
;
thus the haul of the fisherman

towards the north, and e^irries on trade witli Siam, would be his luck. The word used by the Hindu
Cochin-China, arul a Chinese race called 1.0-T A). for luck is the name of the goddess Taichmi or

LUBAN, from Greek Liliaiios, lieujamiii ; Oli- T.iakshmi, or from the Sanskrit word Luchmee.
banum

;
resin of Boswellia tluirifora, frank- The Hindu phrase, she is the Lutchmee to her

incense
;
Siyrax benzoin. Boswellia serrata, also man, signifies that she is the source of good luck

Styrax benzoin, yield gum benjamin, used as a to her husband.

—

Tr. JJhid ii. p. 344.

stimulant, and eaUai in betid leaves. Tlie attar LlJCIvNOiV or Jjakhnau, the capital city of

or perfumers of India sublime the benzoin acid the province of Oiidli, situated on both banks
very purely, and administer it as an aphrodisiac

;
of the river Gumti, in lat. 26° 51' 40" N., and

one seer costs from two rupees to two and a half. long. 80° 58' 10" E. Area, 13 square miles

;

'fhe gum-resin of the Boswellia tliurifera is also population in 1881, 261,303 persons. I^ucknow
considered as luban by the community.—OenL was not, by the most probable accounts, founded
Medi Top. p. 144. before the time of raja Jyo-chand of Kanouj, the

LUBANAH. Hind. A caste of agriculturists, downfall of whoso kingdom, at the hands of

also grain carriers, settled in Bagur and Kantul; Shahab-ud-Uin in a.d. 1194, saw the last of the

they live in villages, sometimes mingling with Hindu dynasties of Northern India. Owners of the
other cultivators, and sometimes having a village Oiidhc()uiitry,beforetlieearlyRajputandMuham-

exclusively to themselves. They are Sudra Hindus, madan settlers, were tribes of Bhai, Arakh, and
originally from Gujerat, and are a quiet and in- Pasi. At present the non-Hindu Pasi, Chamar,
offensive race, differing widely from the Brinjara, are numerous

;
other tribes being Ahir, Brahman,

thougii engaged in the same trade. Brinjara Kshatriya, Kach’hi, Kiirmi, and Lodha, with
have settled down as agriculturists on waste Mnhanunadans. Tlie Hindus form by far the

tracts. * They are very ciireful and thrifty culti- greatest portion of the agricultural classes. Saadat
valors. . There are numerous colonies of them Khan, founder of the last Oudh kingdom, began
along the right bank of the Ravi.—Mnlrolnis life as a Persian merchant of Naishapur, and ended
Central Iiidia, ii. p. 152. it as the greatest warrior of his age, except

LUBB-US-SIYAR, a book of travels, by Abu perhaps Ahmad Shah. He became subahdar of

Talib. See Literature. Oudh in a.d. 1732. Before his death he had made
LUBU, a people apart frem the Malays of Oudh practically an independent principality.

Menangkabau. They build bouses like tlie Malays. Even in his old age he retained his personal

One of their towns is Lubu Sipeking. The Lubu strength and his military skill
;
and his Hindu

eat fruit, maize, dogs, monkeys, ainl snakes, but foes recorded with awe how he slew in single

never rice. They are slaves to the raja of Achcen. combat Bhagwant Singh Khichi, and how his

Lubu Raja peak rises 6200 feet above the sea. troops, when almost beaten, rushed again to the
It is the highest in the Batta land. conflict where the long white beard of their chief

LU-BYO-LAI-THEE-KALA. Burm. Court- led the van of the battle,

ing time. Burmese girls receive their bachelor Ghazi-ud-Din Hyder, son of Saadat Ali *Khaii
acquaintance at 8 p.m. A lamp placed in their (1814), was the first of his line who bore the
casement intimates that they are at home. An name of padshah or king. For a hundred years
old bachelor (Loo-byo-hoing) or old maid (Apyo- until the middle of the 19th century, it was the
hoing) is unknown. capital of a great Muhammadan, kii^om. It
LuCANIDAB, the group of stag beetles

;
the was then assumed by the British

; but it is still

mandibles of the males are very large. The larvm I the centre of modern Indian life, the leading city
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LUOKPOT.f LUFFA FCBTIDA.

of native fashion, and the chief school of Indian

music, grammar, and Musalmau theology. It

was taken by the Indian rebels in 1857. It was

enteredon the 25th August 1857 by Generals Have-

lock and Outram, and was relieved by General

Havelock on the 25th September 1857. The
second relief of Imcknow was effected by Sir

Colin Campbell on thp 17th November 1 857 ;
its

final capture occurred on the 19th March 1858.

Lucknow was so iiarac'd by Rama, in compliment

to his brother Lakshmaii. The most n?markable

objects are the Imambara in’ the eastern Gothic

style, erected to the memory of Asof-ud-Dowla.

It consists of buildings of great extent, in two

courts ;
in the inner is the tomb -of the founder,

on which arc placed Iiis turband and sword
;
the

Rumi Darwazah or Constantinople gate
;

the

tomb of Nawab Saadat Ali
;
the tomb of general

Claude Marti iic
;
the palace called Dil Kusha.

LUCKFUT, a fort miles in circumference, on
the bank of the Koree river, at the western ex-

tremity of Cutch. The stones from which it was
built had been taken from Wagam-chaora-ka-
Ghar, a ruined city of tlie ("liaora Rajputs.

LUCULIA GRATISSIMA. SwttL Grows
in profusion on the dry micaceous rocks at the

Tambur river in East Nepal
;
in great abundance

on Nag-Arjun and some of the other smaller hills

in the valley of Nepal
;

also at Bechiaco and

Kulakaii. It delights in exposed, rather naked
situations, blossoming, according to the situations

where it is found, nearly the whole year round.

It is also found on the Pandua Hills in Sylhot,

flowering in the month' of September. ‘Wallich

says it is impossible to conceive anything more
beautiful than this tree when covered with its

numerous rounded panicles of pink-coloured very

fragrant largo blossoms. Its locality and affinity

are interesting, particularly when coupled with

the prevalence in the same mountains of two
other genera, Hymisnodictyon and llymenopogon,

belonging to the same sub -tribe Eucinchoneju,

and therefore equally allied to the true cinchonas

;

all indicating the part of the Indian territoiy

where these valuable plants might most certainly

be grown, and yield a profitable article of com-

merce. L. pinceana makes a gorgeous show in

the Khassya Hills in October.

—

Hooker, J/im.

Jour. ii. p. 286 ;
Wallich, Tent. FI. Nepal,

t. 21.

LUD or Ludi, a Semitic race, the original in-

habitants of Asia Minor, Pontus, and Cappadocia

as far as the Halys, where the historical Lydians

were seated. The race wdiich settled west of

Arphaxad is the representative of the Semitics

who went into Asia Minor and settled there, but

afterwards passed the Ilalys, when they founded

the Lydian empire.

LUDHIANA, a town in the Panjab, in lat. 30°

55' 25" N., and long. 53° 36' E., with a population

of 44,163, the greater number being Muhamma-
dans. The Jat rank first both in number and

in agricultural importance; they form one-third

of the whole population, and nearly two-thirds of

the chltivating class. As a race, the Jat are

patient, laborious, and enterprising. The Rajputs

cluster thickly in the fertile strip by the bank of

the Sutlej. 'ITiough they hold the richest portion

of the district, they are here, as elsewhere, careless

and improvident cultivators, and ill fitted for any
but a predatory regime.

The mercantile classes are represented by
Ksbatriya and Banya, also Kashmiri, employed
in weaving shawls and woollen goods. The town
was founded in 1480 by two of the Lodhi race

(then ruling at Dehli), from whom it derives its

name. It gives its name to a revenue district.

'I’he shrine of a Muhammadan saint, Shaikh Abdul
Kadir-i-Jalani, yearly attracts an important reli-

gious gathering, frequented by Hindus and Musal-

mans alike.

—

Imp. Gaz.

LUDWIGIA PARVIFLORA. llnxh. i. p. 419.

\j. jussirrioidos, Wall. L. oppositifolia, Linn,
L. diffusa. Ham. L. Zeylaiiica, Pers.

L. x>tirciinis, Linn. Jussisea caryophyllsea, L.

Bun lubunga, . Bkng.
1
Karambu, . . M.\LKAL.

This plant grows in Bengal, the Peninsula of

India, and is common in stagnant water, in Tenas-

.serim. It is used in medicine.

—

Mason.
LUDZU country extends westward beyond

the Noukiang, and is inhabited by a tribe of

that name. Their village consists of a dozen
log-liousos. The Ludzu are barbarous in their

habits and mode of life. Except the Christian

converts, who liavo adopted the ordinary Chinese
costume, and who arc industrious and peaceable

cultivators, Ihe rest of the tribe are a terror to

their iieiglibours, against whom they carry on a

continnal warfare. In religion they sacrifice

fowls to ]>ropitiate the evil spirit. In appearance
they are darker thaii any others of the neighbour-
ing tribes, and wear their hair long. Their

costiuiio consists of a girdle of cotton cloth or

skins
;
at least the warriors of the tribe, on their

way to fight in Euniian, had no other garments,

except a few of the leaders, wlio wore cloaks of

leopard, goat, or fox skins hanging from their

slioulders. Tlieir arms, like those of the other

tribes, consisted of knives brought from the

Khamti country, on the borders of Assam, spears

and crossbows. 'Dicy owe no allegiance and pay
no tribute to the Chinese authorities, but occa-

sionally serve as voluntary allies for the sake of

plunder, and could muster about 1200 fighting

men.

LUFFA AMARA. lloxl).

L. i>lukcnctiana, Ser., in D. C. ProdromuB,

Tito-(lhun<lhul, . Beng. Arlavi bira, . Tel.
Buffo amerc, . . . Fa. Chedu bira, .

Luffa bittere, . . Gkk. Seiulu birakai,

Kurella, .... Hind.

The Imffa genus of plants, belonging to the

natural order Cucurbitaceae, owes its name to the

Arabic word for L. A^gyptiaca, viz. louff, loof.

Every part of L. amara is remarkably bitter,

the fruit is violently cathartic and emetic. The

juice of the roasted young fruit is applied to the

temples by the natives. to cure headache. The

ripe seeds, either in infusion or substance, are used

as emetics and
2>urgatives.

—

Roxh. iii. p. 715.

LUFFA FCETIDA. Cav.

L. acutangula, Roxh.
|
Oucumis acuiangulus, L.

Jhingo, .... Bkng. Pichingah, MalBAL.
Tha bwat-nha-wai, BuiiM. Pikiinkai, Tam.

Turai, Chaul-turai, Hind. Birakaia, .
Tbl.

Kalitori, Jhinga, . „

This gourd may be easily recognised by its ten

sharp ridges; with a little butter, pepper, (md

salt, it is little inferior to green peas. The leaves

arc a favourite pot-herb, and are esteemed very

wholesome.

—

Mason; Roxh. Voigt.
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LUFFA EBNTAKDRA. LUMINOSlTr;

LUFFA PENTANPRA. R., W. Ic. it« importance induced the king of SAlangw for

L. ifigyptiaoa, — ? L. petola, Ser, some time to reside there. From Lukut, good

Purula, Porol, . Hind
Palo, .... Nepal

Gusali-turoi, . . Dokh. Khyar, .... Pehs.
(xhiaturai, . . Hind. Turi, Sind.

Ghia-tori, . Neti bira, Nune bira, Tel. LUIjLETPUR, in Bundelkhand, noted for the

Five-stamened, much cultivated in the rains, ferruginous spherules whichoccur in the sandstone

It is a long gourd with a striped skin, considered strata there.

by the natives a delicious vegetable. When quite LUMINOSITY. Sea water, in the deep, is

ripe within, it has no pulp, but is dry and lilled of a deep violet-blue, but often in the ocean are

with netted fibres, very much interwoven. It is seen luminous sparks or points of light
;
also a

used in Turkish baths as a scrubber. It is a soft, liquid, general, and wide-spread effulgence,

useful product, is of easy culture, and should be Occasionally are moon-shaped patches of steady

trained on a raised mundwa or platform, similar light and insbnitaneous recurrent flashes, and a

to the snake-gourd, etc. milky sea is often seen. There are many minute
L. pentandra, L. aoutangula, L. clavata, and oceancreatur(?s,Entomostracaandothers, which are

L. racemosa are cultivated or found wild in all luminous at night. Often thb globular Noctilucm
jarts of India.—Genl Med. Top. ; O'Sh. ; Hoxh. are to be seen

;
they are^ to of an inch in

LUGGUN. IIiNi). A largo flat hollow basin, diameter, and Pyrosoma are also supposed to be
LUGGUR or Laghar, female hawk

;
Juggur or causes. The cause of a milky sea is not known,

laghar, male
;

native of Sind, with dark eyes, but a bucket of water brought up from one had
They are trained for the ' season, and then let a small Entomostraca, Megalopas, minute Medusae,

oose
;
the Falco juggur.

—

Gray. small Porpitae, Pteropods, Annelids, Globigerinae,

LUGHAK, a well-affected tribe of Afghans etc., and all night the Crustaceae gave forth bright

kvho live near the Kosah tribe, partly iii the hills spots of luminous light. It is the small Orustacese

lud partly in the plains. Their country extends (Entomostraca) and small Medusm (Medusidse)

from Fidore southwards about 3(.) mik;s. In these which seem to exhibit the more prominent lumin-
iiills is situated the town of I^ukkeo 8urwar, a ous properties

;
not the larger Medusa? (Lucer-

place venerated by both Hindus and Muhamma- nari(he), as Aurelia, Pelagia, llbizostoma, etc.

;

laris. An annual fair is held here. The jiass the Physophorkhe, the Porpibi or Vclella, nor the

which runs by this point is one of the chief Physalia, or Portuguese man-of-war. The Pro-
thoroughfares to Kanda-har, and tlie route traverses tozoa% Noctiluca', however, retain their luminosity

he Kliutrau country to the westward. The Khu-
j

so long as they retain organic contractility. In the
:i’an and the Kosali wito greatly favoured by the majority of cases of luininous annelids, the light

4’overnmcnt of Sawun Mull, who desired to use manifests itself in scintillations along the course
them as a counterpoise against other tribes. of the muscles alone, and only during their con-
LUGMAN is supposed to have bcieu yEsop. traction. The Squalus fulgens of the South Seas
LUI-SHIN, according to the Chinese, is the gives forth a bright phosphorescent light, resem-

spirit that presides over thunder. This figure has bliug that of the Pyrosoma. The tunicated mol-
the wings, beak, and talons of an eagle, luhisriglit 1use Pyrosoma gives forth a livid greenish phos-
haiid he holds a mallet, to strike the kettledrums phorescent glow. The Salpa?, Cleodora, and other
with which ho is surrounded, whose noise is in- points or dots are luminous. On the night of
tended to convey the idea of thunder, whilst his October 30, 1772, Dr. Foster saw a very beautiful

left is filled with a volume of undulating lines, exhibition of this sort of sea-light off the Capo
very much resembling those in the hands of some of Good Hope, at a few miles’ distance from the

of the Grecian Jupiters, and evidently meant to shore, and while a fresh gale blew. Uponexamin-
oonvey the same idea, namely, that of the thunder- ing the water on which it was displayed, he was
bolt or lightning.—Baron ^lacai'tnei/s Embassy^ \. convinced that it proceeded from living animal-

p. 33. cules. Dr. 8parniann, in the years 1772 and
LUK is the Baluch word for a pass or defile, 1775, observed Mollusca and Medusa? in such

called Kohtul in Persian.

—

Pottinyer^ Trav. 151. masses near the surface of the ocean, and moving
LUKH. Hind. A reed or flag, which is much with such a rising and falling motion, as seemed

used to make floor-mats, resembling the matting perfectly adequate to the production of the

made out of Typha elephautina in tin? plains.— phenomenon. The Noctilucje of the ocean are

Powell’s Handbook. so minute, that seventy of them ranged in a line

LUKKEE, a range of hills in Sind, length would only make an inch, and millions could be
about 60 miles, runs S.E. from Jutteel towards contained in a wine-glass.

Hyderabad. The centre of the range is in lat. Luminous appearances at sea, observed by Dr.
26® N., and long, 67° 50' E. Highest part, 1500 Bennett in the South Pacific, were caused by
to 2000 feet. Between Lukkee and Sehwan the Medusje, species of Salpa, Pyrosoma, Cancer, and
mountains have a nearly perpendicular face, Scopelus. The mollusca, Nereis noctiluca, Medusa
towards the Indus above 600 feet high. They pelagica, rnr. B, and the Monophora noctiluca,

are of recent formation, and contain a profusion when alive, during pleasure emit a weak phos-
of marine exuvise. Huge fissures traverse tliis phoric light, generally of a bluish colour. In
range, and hot springs and sulphureous exhala-’ July 1853, between lat. 12° and 13° N., and long:
tions are of frequent occurrence. See Hot 50° and 65° E., when the Peninsular and Oriental
Springs

;
Khaibar. Steamer Madrffs was on her voyage to Aden, with

LUKUT is the chief tin-producing basin in the sea very high during a gale, at midnight the
the south of the Malay Peninsula. It has a large horizon was visible all round. The sea v^as of the
population of Chinese, Malays, and Binua, and faintest green colour, almost like milk. The
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Malay paths lead to the Langat on the one side,

and Simujong on the other.

—

J. Ind. Arcli., 1850*

LULL Pers. A dancing girl, a kept woman,
a common woman. See Gypsies.

L. catupioinna, Ser.

Dhundhal-ghoosa, Bbng.
! Tha-bwat, . Bubm.



LUMNITZERA RACEMOSA. LUNATIC.

luminous Scopolus stellatus, Bennett^ occurs in

the Pacific.

Luminous shark is Squalus fulgens, Bennett,

In a dark apartment at night the entire surface

emitted a vivid and greenish phosphorescent
gleam, which faded away after the shark died.

Luminosity of land animals is exhibited in the

firc-fly, the glow-worm, among the Myriapoda,

and the luminous centii)ede, Geophilus fulgens.

In Australia it occurs in a species of Agariciis,

which gives out a pale livid light. With the

glow-worm (Larapyris) there is neither combus-
tion nor phosphorus, but the light is the product

of a nervous apparatus, and dependent on the

will of the animal. A species of Agaricus of

Australia emits light sufficient to show the time

on a watch.

—

Humholdt in Jam. Ed. Jour. v. p.

328 ; M. de Quatfefage.^^ Kolliker, quoted by

CoUingwood ;
Bennett'.^ Gathering.^ ; Niebuhr's

Travels., i. p. 441 ;
liartwig.

LUMNITZERA RACESIOSA. Willd.

Jussisoa racemosa, Rottl.

Potaloma alternifolia, Moxb.
Combretum alternifolium, Herb.f Madr.
Pyrrhanthiis albus. Wall.
liruguiera Madagaacarensia, Khetde, D. C.

Hmaing, Yen-yai, Burm.
]
Kara kundal, , Maleal.

This tree grows in Madagascar, in the delta

of the Ganges, on the banks of salt-water creeks,

on the western coast of India, and Malay Penin-
sula. Its strong and durable wood is used for

posts and other purposes in house-building, but,

in Calcutta, chielly for fuel.

—

Roxh. FI. Tud.

LUMRl or Numri or laika is a grand subdivision

of the Baluch race, and is mentioned by Abul Fazl

as ranking next to the ‘Kulmani, and being able

to bring into the field 300 cavalry and 7000 in-

fantry, The Lumri are also styled Luka, a familiar

term for fox, and are affirmed to be of Jit origin.

The country of the Bulfut tribe of Lumri
'

extends in the direction of Kuruchee until, parallel

:

to Tatta, they are met by the Jukia, another
i

Baluch tribe. The Bulfut boast of comprising
|

12,000 khana or families, and as many fighting
i

men. The Bulfut tribe are denominated Lumri
j

Barani, in contradistinction to the Lumri tribes of
|

Las, called Lassi. In the public records of Sind i

they are called Naraadi, by which designation
|

they are mentioned in the treaty between Nadir
j

Shah and Muhammad Shah of Dehli. There arc
i

two important divisions, the Bappakhani and the
|

Amalaui. The Lumri are addicted to the use of

opium.

—

Masson's .Tourneys, ii. p.

LUNAR RACES. The Itcijput races of India,

who trace their descent or origin from the moon.
Soma, or Chandra, through Yadu or Jadu, are

called Yadava. It has eight branches, of which

the Jhareja and Bhatti in Cutch and Jeysulmir

are the most powerful. The dynasties which

succeeded the great beacons of the Solar and
Lunar races, are three in number,—1st, The
Suryavansa, descendants of Rama

;
2d, 'Ihe Indu-

vansa, descendants of Pandu through Yudishthra

;

3d, The Induvansa, descendants of Jarasandha,

monarch of Rajgraha. The Bhagavat and Agni
Parana are the authorities for the lines from Rama
and Jarasandha

;
while that of Pandu is from the

Raj - Taringini and Rajao. The descendants of

Krishna and Arjuna carried down the Lunar line

of Indian chieftains, as the Cushites and Lavites

from Cush and Lava, sons of Rama, carried down
that of the Sun.

The earliest settlement of tlie Aryan race in

India lay probably in that portion of the Panjab
which surrounds the upper waters of the Sarsuti

or Saraswati river. In the Doab they founded

the famous city of Ilastinapur, the capital of the

Lunar race, who also ruled at Muttra, Kasi or

Benares, Magadha, and Behar. The Solar race,

on the other hand, gave princes to Ayodhya in

Southern Oudh, and founded colonies in many
parts of the North-Western Provinces. The
Vedas show us the Aryan settlements as almost

confined to the upper basin of the Ganges and
the Jumna, with a few outlying branches in

Tirhut, Western Bengal, the Vindbyan Hills, and
the Ncrbatlda valley; while the south of the

Peninsula still remained aliiio.st entirely in the

hands of the Dravidians. Throughout the whole
historical period, the Upper Gangetic valley re-

tained its position as tlic chief seat of the Aryan
supremacy in India, and afterwards the centre of

the Moghul empire at Dehli or Agra.
The earliest traditions of the North -AYestern

Provinces cluster round the city of Hastinapur,

on the Ganges, in Meerut district, the ancient

metropolis of the Pandavas. Only a few shape-

less mounds now mark the site where lived the

children of the moon, the descendants of Bhhrata,

wdiose great war is chronicled in the Hindu epic

of the Mahabharata. I’he poem deals chiefly with

the conflict between the live Pandavas, sons of

Pandu, and founders of Indraprastha (sec Dehli

City), and the Kauravas, who held the older

0Aj)ital of Hastinapur. Tliese events, if not ab-

solutely mythical, may be as.signcd to the 15th

century B.C. But tlie earliest empire in this

portion of Upj)er India of which any certain

monuments remain, was that of the Buddhist

dynasty of Magadha. The founder of the Buddh-
ist creed, Sakya Muni, was born at Kapila in

B.C. 598, and died at Kassia in Gorakhpur dis-

trict in 543. After his death, the creed which he

had preached spread rapidly over Hindustan, and

became for many centuries the dominant religion

of the Aryan race. See Jiiijput
;
Solar Race.

LUNAR ZODIAC. As well as a solar, the

Hindus have a lunar zodiac, divided into twenty-

eight mansions, called Nakshatra, and believed to

have been so divided or invented by Daksh«a, a

in
3rt.hological son of Brahma

;
hence their poetical

astronomy feign these Nakshatra to be the off-

spring of daughters of Daksha, and, as diurnally

receiving the moon in his ethereal journey, to be

the wives of Chandra. Of these wives, Chandra

is fabled to have the greatest affection for Rohini,

the fourth daughter of Daksha, who, on the com-

plaint of the majority of this pointed partiality,

cursed Chandra with a consumption that con-

tinued 1 5 days
;
but on his due repei^tance his

strength and power were eventually restored. The

meaning of this story, which is detailed^ in the

Siva Parana, is an allusion to the waning and

waxing moon. Chandra, like the western Lunus,

is somewhat proverbial for inconstancy, and tales

are related of his adulterous communication of

his influences to the radiant spouses of others of

the heavenly host.

I.UNATIC.
Majzub, . . Arab. 1 Majnun,
Lunatique, . . Fr.

\
Lnnatico, IT*»

Mondsuchtige, . Ger,
|
Alunddo, ^

Dewana, . . Hind.
|
Paiti, .

TaM.
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LUNAWARA.^ LURISTAN.

In Asiatic countries lunatics are numerous. St. in Scotch, luff or loof signifies the hollow of the
Luhe, viii. 27, mentions that ‘ there met him out hand, and hence is derived the term love, used in
of the city a certain man, which had devils long the scale of the game of whist, when the adver*
time, and ware no clothes, neither abode in any saries score none. It originally meant that they
house, but in the tombs.’ A deranged person at have so many love (luff), i.e. so many in liand.—
liberty in the streets is almost a singular object Jamiesoii's Scottish Diet.

; Elliot^ Supp. Gloss.
in Britain, but it is a very common sight in India, LUPINUS ALBUS. Zunnish, Turmuz, Hind.,
where such unfortunate beings wander about in said to be brought from ^Jgypt, and used as a
all manner of dresses, frequently without any carminative, and said to be useful in leprosy and
dress at all; some perish while wandering from internal heat. The small blue-white lupin, rose
place to place. The numbers returned in the lupin, and Egyptian, flower freely. Some of the
1881 census were 50,328 males and 30,776 females, species are very common in Egypt, and grown for
They are not held in any reverence by Hindus, and food, the seed being ground into flour.

—

Powell;
in but little by Indian Muhammadans. In Arabia liiddeM.

and in Egypt they are more objects of awe, and LU-PU. Cjiin. The civil and criminal courts
Lane devotes several pages to noticing that there of justice in China. The government of China
the idiot or fool is vulgarly considered an especial is conducted by the Nuy Ko, or interior council
favourite of heaven. chamber, in which there are four chief councillors,
LUNAWARA, capital of Lunawara State, two of them Tartars and two Chinese, who bear

Rewa Kanta, Bombay
;
a fortified town, situated the titles of Choung-thang and Ko-laou. The

in lat. 23° 8' 30" N., and long. 73° 39' 30" E., Tartar minister presides. The lu-pu are six
about 4 miles east of tlie confluence of the Mahi boards for the conduct of government business,
and Panam rivers.

—

Imp. Gaz. and the provinces of the country are each under
LUNGA. Hind. In Kangra, a method of rice a governor, or, wliere two provinces are united,

cultivation by sowing seeds broadcast. . a governor-general.
LU^^pAR. Hind. Literally anchor. A string LURI, a houseless migratory race in Persia, in

of flowers or leaves. Lungar-nikalna, a Muhain- many respects with a marked affinity to the gypsies
inadan ceremony. See Langar. of Europe. They speak a dialect peculiar to them-
LUNG! or Loongee or La hunga. Hind. Long selves, having a king to each troop, and are noto-

picces of cloth made of silk, or silk and cotton, rious for kidnapping and pilfering. Their favourite
used as sashes or turbands, or as a scarf thrown pastimes are drinking, dancing, and music. Both
over thii slK)uldct*8 and upi)er parts of the body, men and women dress in the most fantastic way
or wrapped around the lower part of the body, they can devise, adorning themselves with feathers,
Some of them, the manufacture of Sind, are very skins, berries, shells, and other baubles. They are
beautiful and rich, where the loom-inadc goods con- impudent and immodest in demeanour, and ad-
sist of turbaiul, -dhoti, lungi, kamrband, and saree. dieted to every si^ecies of vice. They pretend to
Many of £ho borders of the liingis, dliotis, and be aMuhammadaiLs, but they are avowedly indiffer-

sarees arc like plain silk ribbons; in some instances cut about it.

—

l*ottiuger\^ Travels^ Belnchistan and
corded, or ribbed, in others flat. The saree, boonee, Sinde. p. 153.
baft;i, jore, ekpatta, gomcha, etc,, of Dacca are . LURISTAN, a province of Persia which extends
now entirely made of imported British yarn.— westwiird for about 270 miles, from the borders of
Pottinger's Travels

;
Burton. Ears, in lat. 31° 51' N., to those of Kermanshah,

LUNG-KUH, dragon’s bones, also an herb. about lat. 34° 5' N., with an ordinary width of about
LUNG NAOU HEANG, dragon’s bruin per- 70 miles. Imristan is divided into two provinces,

fume. Borneo camphor, product of Dryabalanopa liuri-buzurg and Luri-kuchuk, or the Greater and
camphora of Borneo and Sumatra. Lesser Lnristan. The former is the mountainous
LUNG-NGAU, the dragon’s-eye fruit of China, country of the Bakhtiari, stretching from the
LUNGOTl. Hind. A narrow strip of cloth frontiers of Ears to the river Dizful; the latter

worn in India by Hindus and Muhamadan.s, which is situated between the river and the plains of
is passed between the thiglis, and tucked in before Assyria, being bounded to the north and south by
and behind to a waist string. It is worn by the Kermanshah and Susiana. The province of Lurf-
men aiid boys of all the races in British India, kuchuk is again subdivided into two districts,

whose habits of life necessitate their appearing Pesh-koh and Pusht-i-koh, Cis and Trans-Alpine
uncovered in public. The women and girls of Ijuri.4tan, referring to the great chain of Zagros.
British India, however poor, never wear the lun- The Luristan mountains west of Irak, between
goti

;
but girls wear, suspended from a string, a Shuster and Isfahan, and from Shuster to near

silver or gold ornament, shaped like a leaf of Eicus Kermanshah, are occupied by the Bakhtiari
religiosa? tribe, who often wander to other parts. The
LUNG-TAN, literally dragon’s taif, gentian or Mehinasaui luive branches in Seistan and the

other bitter root; the root of a species of Ery- hills of lairistan. Luristan-kuchuk is bounded on
thraea.

—

Smith. the north by Burujird and Kermanshah
;
the river

LUNG AVONG, the'dragon king, is the rain god Dizful separates it on the east from the Bakhtiari
of the Chinese. He is worshipped on the 1st ind of Luristan-buzurg, but the boundary line on the
15th of e^h lunar month, with sacrifices of a south and west is much more uncertain, as the Lur
sheep, a pig, and fowls

;
but the great ceremonials tribes, in their winter migrations, disperse with

are at the spring and autumnal equinoxes. In their flocks over the plains of Dizful, lying to the
seasons of drought, intercessory service extends southward of their mountains, and meet mth the
over three days.—Gray, p. 146. wandering Arabs on the Turkish frontier on the
LUP or Luff, Hind., is as much as two hands west, in the vast Assyrian plains. Luristan-pesh-

joinedcan hold,the Scotch gowpan; but in Benares, koh lies east, and Luristan-pu^t-i-koh west of
Dehli, and the Doab, it means only one handful

;
the

.
great Zagros chain. The Lur are a great
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LUSCINIA, LUSTRAL CEREMONIES.

family, their principal divisions being the tribes

of Koghilu, the Lek, and the Kurd. They are
' not of Arab or Turkish descent, but seem to have
always occupied the hilly Country which runs from
the south-east to north-west of Persia. The Lur
do not receive Mahomed and the Koran. They
worship Baba Buzurg, and have amongst them
seven holy men, whom they regard with little

short of adoration. Many of their observances
are traceable to a time long prior to Mahomed.
They have had attributed to them the custom of

formerly meeting at night, supposed to be a
remnant of the physiological worship of Anaitis

and Mithra.

The four principal tribes who occupy the Pesh-
koh arc the

DMun*’ tribes.
| ^a-gherivch, }

The Silasile and Dilfun amount to about 30,000
families; the former are the more powerful, also the

more unmanageable. The Amalah were formerly

very numerous, but have been much reduced since

Aga Muhammad Khan, the founder of the present

Kajar dynasty, transplanted them into Pal’s. After

his death, it is true, the greater part returned, but
their force was broken. A portion of tlie Ainalali

Iliyat was found by De Bode encamped at the foot

of Mount Istakhr, in the plains of Persepolis.

They are styled worshippers of violence, who
always submit tamely to any sort of authority,

good or bad
;
whereas the other T air tribes cannot

easily brook oppression. Their number is held to

be between 2000 and 3000 families, but it a
2
)pcars

to be ratlier underrated. The J3«*ila-gheriveh do
not exceed 4000 families, but are a very troubh*-

some tribe. The Pusht-i-koh tribes, who bear

the name of Peili, are less numerous than those of

Pesh-koh
;
Major Rawlinson estimated them at

12,000 families. They consist of tlie Kurd, Uin-

arved, Shuhon, Kalhur, Badrai, ^lald. The PeHi

clan inhabit a portion of tin? province of Khuzistan.

They have two section.s, the Pesh-koh and Pusht-i-

koh. The Pesh-koh are notoriously predatory, ami
single travellers or caravans cannot travel with

safety. Luristan could raise 4000 or 5000 horse-

men, and 20,000 matchlockmen.

The Feili pretend to have mort! lespeet for an

oath, and to be less bloodthirsty, than their neigh-

bours the Bakhtiari
;
but there is little difference

between them.

Independently of the tribes mentioned in Posh

and Pusht-i-koh, there live in tlic plains of Huru,

between Burujird and Khorremabad, the Bajilan

and the Beiranevened, who belong to the Lek

family.

—

Layard; MacGreyorj iv. pp. 287-297

;

De Bode^s Luristan ;
Ferrier\s Jovr. ; Rawlinson^

Royal Geog. Jour. ix.
;
Strain, xi.

;
Euphrates and

Tigrisy hy Col Chesney; Kinndr.

LUSCINIA, a genus of birds, the species of

which, L. philomela and others, are known as

nightingales. In Southern Asia, the birds famil-

iarly known as bulbuls must not be confounded

with the Persian bulbul, which is a species of true

nightingale (Luscinia), a genus very closely re-

lated to some of the small thrushes of America.

There are no true nightingales wild in India
;
but

the Shama, Cercotrichas macrourus, undoubtedly

the finest song-bird of that part of the world, is

not unfrequently designated the Indian nightin-

gale.
^
It is common to India and the Malay

,

countries
;
there is a second species (C.‘ luzoniensis)

in the Philippines, and a third (C. oryUhiOijterus)

in Africa. The Orocetes cinclorhynchus is also

termed shama iri the Madras Presidency.—

LUSHA I, a race dwelling south of the Eookee,
and south-west of the Kom Naga in the Tiperah

territory, in lat. 23° 30' N., and long. 92° 30' E.

They dwell at the sources of the Kurnafula or

Chittagong river. On the southern frontier of

Cachsir, they inhabit the hilly tract lying between
Cachar and Chittfigoiig, and claim and hold all

the tract of country to the south of the parallel of

the latitude of Chatter Choora Hill, and east of

Hill Tiperah to the Tepai river is Burmese frontier.

In 1848-49 they drove the Kuki from the south
into Cachar. In their turn they are being
pressed up into Cachar by the Poi, a tribe who
are advancing from the south-east.

At the close of 1868 and beginning of 1869, they
descended on the territory of the Tiperah raja,

and advanced on Sylhet, burning, plundering, aiul

killing
;
and an expedition was sent against them,

with only partial success.

In the beginning of 1871, the lAishai made a

prolonged raid on the N.E. Provinces of British

India; and in that year an expedition was sent

against them, in two columns
;
One movefi south

from Cachar, and tlie other north from Chitta-

gong
;

all captives were recovered, and they ju’o-

mised to live amieaVdy. They are an Indo-Chinese

people, speaking a language different from that

of the Siamese or Burmese, though related thereto.

LITSIAD, a book written by Camoens,* an exile

from IT)rtugal
;
the grotto in which he resided is

only a brk;k and mortar enclosure between two
rocks

;
there is no view from it to the sea, nor of

anything else, except the tops of soipe straggling

trees growing in the shrubbery below.

—

Frere's

AntipodvSy j). 244.

I.USl'KAL CEREMONIES are deemed very
important by Brahmans, and are attended to, as

prescribed in their books, with a degree of minute
particularity that appears ridiculous to those not

interested or informed on the points to which
such lustrations arc supposed to have refertiicci;

indeed, there is no end to the Hindu lustral cere-

monies, to which tlie Romans also gave Hk'

greatest attention. Images are frequently bathed
with water, oil, etc. liingas are constantly

washed. Nandina of the Romans presided over

tlie lustral purification of infants on the ninth

day of their age. Nandina was, from her oflicc,

a form of Diana. In a great many Hindu core-

monies, lustrations make a part
;
spoons and the

argha are therefore in extensive use. The argha

ill a circular form is called Patra, and is an

attribute to Devi. It is sometimes called paim

patra, and is seen in many drawings borne by her

and others .of her family, apparently bbth as a

drinking and ceremonial utensil. The lustral

spoons are called Sruva and Druva in Sanskrit

by the Malirattas and other Hindus, Pulaphi and

Achwan
;
and have different forms, according to

the rites or objects of adoration. One such spoon

represents Naga, the holy serpent, overspreading

Ganesha; in another, the Naga overspreads the

image of a deity; and in another, the spread

hood of the snake appears to cover Hanuman*

The arglia is a vessel shaped like a boat, used by

the Hindus in lustrations
;

it is of spout-like fo^)

so that liquids may be poured from it. TIio

Hindu Stlrinanam, after cliildbiith, is performed
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]on the 16th day. In this purificatory rite the
' Muhammadans adhere to the Hebrew forty days.

Amongst Hindus, the Sth*nanam is the religious

rite of purification, and ordinarily performed once

daily, in the early morning ;
their evening ablu-

tion not involving the head, but from the neck.

The Abhiangana Sth’nanam is that, generally

twice a week, in which the head is anointed with

oil, and corresponds to the anointing of the

Jewish ceremonial, and to the Indian Muham-
madan’s Sir-Nahana or head-washing, of which

perhaps the initiatory head -washing rite of

certain craftsmen in Britain is a remnant; as

possibly similarly may be the feet -washing of

the British marriage ceremony. In Britain, the

bride’s feet used to be washed, and in the

south of India the engaged son-in-law performs

the ceremony palal-kal-kazhu-viradu (Tam.) of

washing his intended father-in-law’s feet. Alark

vii. 2-4 mentions tliat when the Pharisees saw
some of the ‘ disciples eat bread with defiled (that

is to say, with unwashen) hands, they found fault;

for the Pharisees, and all the Jews, except they

wash their hands oft, eat not, holding the tradi-

I

tion of the elders. And when they come from
I the market, except they wash, tlu;y oat not. And
!
many other things there be which they have

I received to hold, as the washing of cups and pots,

;

brazen vessels, and of tables.’ And, up to the

present hour, the Hindu ritual is almost identical.

Along the banks of tlio Ganges, at every large

place, crowds of men and women are to be seen at

certain hours of the day bathing. In Jajmn there

are bathing houses, in which, at Hakodadi, both
men and women of the lowtT ranks assemble.

Mr. Hodgson tells us that on one occasion, at

Yedo, the bathers of both sexes indiscriminately

sallied out to see them pass, from some twenty of

their common cells, in all the natural simplicity of

our fijrst parents’ costume before their expulsion.

On another occasion, Avlien Mr. Alcock w’ent, pre-

ceded by a band of iinisic, to the Governor’s

Yamun, all the bathers .of both sexes came out,

unabashed and without the slightest idea or

reflection that they were naked, to gratify their

curiosity by a good long gaze on the novel

spectacle. — Moor^ p. ;
Wandcrivgs of a

Pilgrim^ p. 265.

LUTRINAil, the Otters, a sub-family of the

I

carnivora, several species of which occur in S.E.

I Asia.

I

Lutra ’auro-brunnea, Jlodgson, of the Himalaya,
! NeilgherriesV and Ceylon mounbiins?

Lutra barang, Raffles^ tlie Barangia varaiig of

Gijay, of the Alalay Peninsula.

Lutra kutab, Gray^ Ihigel, Kashmir.

Lutra leptonyx, Horsf.^ Blyth, clawless otter.

Aonyx Horsfieldii, Ora^. I Lutra indigitata, Hodtj.

;

A. Sikkiraensis, Hodg.
J
Chusatii, Huriam, . Lki’CH.

This otter is found throughout all the Himalaya,
south and east to Calcutta, Arakaii, and the E.

Archipelago. Length of head and body 24 inches,

tail 13 inches.

Lutra nair, F. Cuv.y common Induiii otter.

L. Ohinensis, Ch^ay. L. Tarayensis, JHodg.,

L, Indica, Gray. EIL, Ely.

Nir-nai, .... Can. Jal-inanjer, . . . Mahu.
Bd, Hud, Ud-nai, Hind. Anjing-ayer, . Malay.
Bd-billai, ... „ Saglahii?. . . . Panj.
Panikutta, . . . „ • Sag-i-abi, . . . Pers.
Bdur,.... Kashmir. Neeru-kuka, . . Tel.
Jal-marjar, , . . ATahr.

Found from the Indus to the E. Archipeliigo.

Length 46 inches, of which tail is 17. It frequents

marine lagoons and rivers. It is very easily

domesticated, and in Bengal it is trained to drive

fish into the nets. In the Panjab and N.W.
Himalaya the skins of the Lutra nair are used for

fur caps and postins. It is extensively tamed
and trained along the course of the Brahmaputra,

as cormorants are trained in China. Fishermen

of the Jessore Sunderbans train otters to drive

fish into their nets, the otter being rewarded

with some fish each time it is successful. These

tamed otters have a collar round their necks,

and they are secured by it to the prow of the

boat, and when required they are slipped like

hounds.

Lutra simung, Raffles.

L. barang, Fischer.
|
Alustela lutra, Marsdeii.

Anjing-ayer, . AIalay.
|
Simung, . . . MALAY.

An otter of Sumatra.

Lutra vulgaris, Erxlehen, Blytfi^ hill otter. L.

monticola, Hodgson., is the common otter of

Europe, and is found in the interior of the Him-
alaya. Length, head and body 20 to 22 inches,

tail 12 to 13 inches.

—

Jerdnn\s Alammals, pp. 86-

89; IIor.s/i(dd\s pp. 115-120; PowelVs Hand-
book; B/yih.

LITXOU ov Liigsor, the ancient Thebes.
Luxor temple was begun by Amenhotep ill.,

carried on by Seti i., Bameses li., Horus Sabaco,

and Alexander Q^^gus
;
and the great * pylons

erected by Ramoses ii. are sculptured wfith battle-

scenes similar to those at Abu - Simbel, and
inscribed with a version of the heroic poem of

Pentaur.

TiA^'CIlTAf, a genus of plants of the natural

order Solanacea), the nightshade tribe, of which
L. barbarum, Linn., of Asia, Africa, and Europe

;

L. Ohinense, ^^ill., of China
;
L. Europeum, Linn.,

of the Himalaya, are known to occur in the Him-
alaya and (Jiina.

LYCTUM EUROPEUM. Linn.

Kangu, Kuiigu, Reas. I Alral, Chirchitta, . Panj.
Ganger, CJangru, llixo.

|

A small thorny plant of Asia Minor, Sind, and
the Panjab, browsed by camels and goats, and
used for “fuel and wattling. Its fruits are deemed
aphrodisiac.

—

Br. J. L. Stewart.

liYCOPERDON, a genus of fungi. L. prat-

ense occurs in the Panjab and S. India. Other
fungi of that province ar(^ Polyporus oblectans,

Geastor limbatus, G. maminoaus, Erysiphe taurica,

a boletus infested wdth Sepedonium mycophiluiii,

Scleroderma verrucosnm, an yEcidium, and a
Uromyces, both on Mulgediuin bitaricum, about
half-a-dozen agarics, one at an altitude of 16,000
feet above the Nubra river, a Lycoperdoii, and
Morchella semilibera, which is oaten in Kashmir,
aud exported when dry to the plains of India.

L. giganticum, the Ma-peh of the Chinese, and
]j. s(iualmatum, arc used medicinally by the
Chinese internally and externally.

LYCOPEKSreUM, the tomato or love-apple,
the produce of South America, a genua of the
same family aa potatoes, a delicious vegetable;
cultivated in many gardens. There are two sorts,
single and double

;
may be sown immediately the

rains commence, in beds; afterwards transplanted
in rows, two feet apart, and trailed upon sticks of
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a strong description. If the soil is good, they
will grow to seven or eight feet in height. The
double, which are the finest, if sown in June
ripen in October. The lower l3ranche8 should be
pruned, and a succession of crops may be kept
up until April. The small single tomato, with a
slight protection from tlie dry winds, will continue

until the rains.

Lycopersicum esculeutum, Mill

Solanum lycopersicum, L.
|
Pomum amoris, Bla^kw.

Wal-mangi, . . Bombay. I Thah kali, . . . Hind.?
Khayanmyaphung,BuuM. |

Thak kali,

Fan-kia, . . . .Chin. Tamati, , . . Malay.
Love-apple, Tomato, Eng. Maha rata tarnati, Singh.
Wolf peach, . . ,, Sirni takali pallam, Tam.

This fruit is a valuable ingredient in soups and
stews, also as a preserve and for sauces, chatnies,

garnishing, soups, etc. It produces the best

fruit when trained on a trellis; more a luxury

than valuable as a vegetable. The large-lobed

red and very succulent berries contain much
malic acid. The plant is a native of South

America, but it is much cultivated in England,

in Southern Asia, United States of North
America, and in France, Germany, and Italy.

Near Rome and Naples, whole fields are covered

with it, and scarcely a dish is served up into

which it does not enter as an ingredient. There
arc ijcveral varieties cnltiviited

;
the best arc

called the largo and small chei iy and pear shaped

red, and the largo and small or cherry-shaped

yeWow.r-Roxb.li^.blO; Jafrey's Jlhits; RidddVs
Gardenitifj.

LYCOPODIACEyE. D,C. The club moss
tribe of plants, comprising the genera I^ycopodium
and Isoetes. The green woods of Tenasserim are

often carpeted with the club moss. Mr. Fortune

met with a dwarf Lycopodium on the hills of

Hong-Kong, which he carried to Messrs. Dent’s

garden. The old compradore was quite in

raptures of delight, and coolies an<l servants

gathered round the basket to admire this curious

little plant. I had not, says Fortune, seen them
evince so much gratification since I show'cd

them the ‘ old man cactus,’ Cereus senilis, which
I took out from England, and presented to a

Chinese nui’seryman at Canton. On asking them
why they prized the Lycopodium so much, they

replied, in Canton English, ‘ Oh, he too much a

handsome
;
he grow only a leete and a lecte every

year
;
and suppose he be one hundred year ould,

he only so high,’ holding up their hands an inch

or two higher than the plant. This little plant is

really very pretty, and often naturally takes thevery

form of a dwarf tree in miniature, which is doubt-

less the reason of its being such a favourite with

the Chinese. L. aristiitum, cernunm, Hookeri,

imbricatum, phlegmaria, and Wildenowii occur

in India. L. clavatum, of the Jhitish moons,

grows at Chakoong in the Lachen Ijachoong

valley, Sikkim, and amongst mosses, the superb

Himalayan Lyellia crispa, with the English

Fumaria hygrometrica. Lyellia crispa also grows
at Chakoong in Sikkimj in the Lachen Laclioong

valley. It. is one of the most remarkable mosses

in the Himalaya mountains, named after Charles

Lyell of Kinnordy, the father of the eminent
geologist. The Lycopodium is an infiainmablc

powder used in fireworks, obtained from a com-
mon moss-like plant.

—

Mason; Fortune's Wan^
derings ; Hook. Him. Jour. ; Watersion.
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LYCOSA SINGORIENSIS, a black tarantu

on the Kirghiz plateau. It is about the size of

pigeon’s egg, covered with dark brown or blac

hair. It is not deadly.

—

Schuyler, ii. p. 128.

LYCURGUS, a lawgiver of ancient Greece,
said to have penetrated as far as India.

TjYDIA or Lydda, in the plain of Ramla i

Palestine, the birthplace of St. George, th

patron saint of England. Lydian and oth(

languages of Lesser Asia were altered to tli

Hellenic or Pelasgic Greek. See Mar Jurjyus.

LYGODfUM FLEXUOSUM. Sivz. BhootRa
The powder of the leaves are used as a powerfi

errhine in obstinate headache. Lygodium scan

dens, one of the most elegant climbers on th

Tenasserim coast, is a species of fern, easil

recognised by its habit of running over othc

plants, and by the fringed margin of its leaflet

from which it is sometimes called fringed ferr

An allied species is found in the United States.

-

Motion, Tavoy.

LYMN^EA HO(3KERII. Reeve. The water

of the liaclion in Tibet contain many shells c

this species of Lymnrna. This is the most alpin

living shell in the world, many specimens bein,

fi*om nearly 17,000 feet elevation.

—

Pro. Zoo
Soc. No. 201 ;

Hook. Him. Jour. ii. p. 156.

LYMO. Chin. Printing in China is by
system of stereotype, the types being made froi:

the pear-tree wood, called by them ly-ino. Thci

paper is made from refuse paper, rags of silk ani

cotton, rice-straw, the liber of a species of morue

but principally of bamboo..
LVNCII, LiEi’TKNANT. an officer of the India:

navy who ascended the Tigris nearly to NimriK

in 1838, in the Euphraks steamer . — Layard
Nineveh, i. p. 139.

LYNX. The caracal, or Indian lynx or lyn;

cat, called the siah-gosh or black-car, has iramens

speed, runs into a hare as a dog into a rat. I

often catches crows iis they rise from the ground

by springing five or six feet into the air afte

them. It is an eastern custom of great antiquit;

of training certain feline animals, as the chect

and the caracal or siah-gosh
;

the lion, too, a

it would appear, was trained in ancient times

and ill Britain and India the otter is employed ii

fishing, as cormorants are in China.

I^YRE BIRD, Menura Australis, also callw

mountain pheasant, also native wood pheasant

It is a good mocking bird, and imitates the notci

of the more pleasing songsters. Its elegant tail

feathers arc sought after for commercial purposes

Its principal habitat is New South Wales, am
its range docs not seem to extend so far to ^hi

eastward as Moreton Bay, nor to the westward o:

Port Philip. It appears to inhabit alike tht

bushes on the coast, and those that clothe tin

sides of the mountains in the interior. Th<

Menura is most shy and difficult to procure.—

G. Bennett, Gatherimfs.

LYTIlRACEiE, the Loosestrife tribe, furnishci

several useful products. The leaves of Ammannu
vesicatoria are applied as a blister in rheumatism

the soft yellow wood of the lofty Duabangi

Sonneratioidcs readily seasons; several Lager

stroernia furnish valuable timbers; the excelled

pomegranate fruit is from the Punica granatum

Grislea tomentosa flowers ^are given medicinally

and are a dye, and Sonneratia acida wood is goet

for modelling, and its fruit is edible,
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the Hindu state which adjoins Adam's Bridge,

M and the chief of which state was called Setu Pati,

the lord of the bridge. Ritter puts MabV on
the west coast, and Lassen (iv. p. 888) says that the

This letter of the English alphabet has name with fbn Batuta signifies the southernmost
Bpresentative letters in Arabic, Persian, Urdu, part of the Malabar coast

;
but both learned

ianskrit, Hindi, Mahrati, Gujerati, Bengali, authors are certainly wrong. Kimstmann, again,

Iriya, Telugu, Tamil, Karnatica, and Malealam. says ‘it has been recently pointed out that the

lome nations, however, are unable to sound the name applies neither specially to the S.W. nor to

jtter m, and in its place have used a b. On a the S.E. coast, but to the whole southern apex of

lummy from Memphis, and on the sarcophagus the I*(*ninsula.’ It is, however, clearly used for

f Amyrtaeus, we find the iiameof the god Ammun the IS.E. coast, as Abulfeda precisely says it

la written Oben-Ka, and this is the spelling used commences from Cape Comorin.

—

Elphinstone's

n a plate of ivory found among the ruins of India^ ii. p. 47 ;
Gil(Jemeistei\ pp. 5G, 185 ;

Yule's

lineveh, to which distant city the Egyptian style Cathaij, i. p. 80; Marsilen's Marco Polo, p. C26.

f art had made its way two centuries earlier.— MA’BUI). Arau. The adored, one, a title

Sharpe's Egypt, i. p. 200. applied by orthodox Muhammadans to God alone.

MA. Hind. Mother
;
a respectful address to a In the Bagh.iind Baluir the darveshes who naiTate

i^oman in Asia, Turkey, and hlgypt. the stories wliich make up the work, commence their

MA. Chin. Fibres of Agave Americana, discourses with the ejaculation, Ya ma’bud Allah I

loehmeria, Corchorus pyrifonnis, Dolichos tri- (O adored God!) as a sort of apology for with-

:)bus, jute. Hibiscus cannabinus, linuin, sesa- drawing their attention one moment from con-

lum, Sida urtica, tuberosa, Triumfetbi, etc. templation of him, and as a suggestion that

MAA. Arab. AVater. though a<ldrefising tlieir f(4low - creatures they
MAADITE ARABS for the most part trace have God only in view. This is a mere common-

heir origin from Abraham, although, according place with the Sutistic darveshes, and is as

0 Genesis, some must be d(‘scended from natural to them as Amen is to a Church of

Uiraham’s brother Nahor, and his nephew Lot. England parish clerk. The assumption of such a

4ie nations mentioned in Genesis undei- tlie name title is by no means rare among the self-styled

shmaelite, ‘ the rams of Nebai()th,’ ‘ the tents of saints of the 8hiah rite. Their doctrine starts

Cedar,’ the Kedarenes, the Edomites or Idii- with the assertion that God is the only real exist-

Qieans, the Amalekites, the descendants of Uz ence, and that everything else is but hypothetical,

,nd Buz, sons of Nahor, the Aloabitos, and the or at best a reflection of his
;
and that man, the

trmnonites (descended from liOt), the ^^idianites, most perfect exj)ression as well as the ultimate

irere all of this Arab branch of the ISemitic family, object of creation, is but an emanation from him,

MAASH. Arai’.., Hind. Food, livelihood, and has no higher aim than to return to the

lad-inaash, an evil liver
;
Be-maash, without cm- divine source whence he sprang. The nearer,

)loy; Madad-i-maash, aid to subsistence, a pension, therefore, the fanatic feels that contemplation

MAASIR-i-RAHIMA, a valuable hi.storical brings him to bewilderment, the nearer he thinks

vork by Muliaiimiad Abd-ul-Baki-ur-Rahiin-un- be has drawn to God, and when the slight barrier

^ahavandi. It relates chiefly to the Uekhaii between religious exaltation and madness is over-

listory, and notices the poets of the era.

—

Elliot, leapt, the enthusiastic mystic may and does believe

MAAZAM, son of Aurangzeb, on ascending his union with tlic Heity to be complete, and he
ho throne assumed the title of Bahadur Shah, proclaims himself one with him, as did the Ma’bud
ie defeated and slew his brother Aza?n in a Syud Ma'snm Ali 8hah, and as did Mansur of

)attle near Agra. He died in 1712 at Lahore, Hcllaj, who con sUintly exclaimed, Ana *1 Hakk, I

iged 72, after a reign of 5 years. He was am the 4huth ! and was hanged for his temerity

ucceeded by his son Feroldisir. in the year 3b!) A.n. This is the.reason why Sufi
' MABA BUXlFOIdA. Pers. JD'c always talking about their giddiness,

Ferrcola buxifolia, lioxb, their ecstasy, and their fainting with passion. It

rumbeli, . . . Tam.
|

Utti chettu, . . Tel. is the explanation, too, of half the vagaries of
'ishahna,- Pisimka, Tel.

|
Nalla iiiuddec, . . „ the darveshes. See Sufi.

A small tree of the Circar mountains and of

he forests of the Godavery, furnishing a daik-
ioloured wood, small but remarkably liard and
lurable. M. geminata, It. Br,,. also M. fascicu-

i)Sa, ebony trees of Queensland. There are
everal other species. — I 'on Mueller

;

1 bu/? ;

^kddome, Fl. Andh,
MAB’AR, mentioned in Briggs’ Ferishta (i.

>• 373), means the place of crossing over, a place
>f passage or ferry, and has very generally been
upposed to be Malabar, as well from the resem-
ilance of the names as from the position of the
atter country in reference to Arabia

;
but there

8 no doubt that the appellation really applies to

he tract on the eastern coast of the I’eninsula,

he coast of Madura extending north from
Weswara.
It is possible that this Arabic name was

^Hginally a corruption of Marawa, the name of

MACACU8, a genus of mammals, of the family

Simiaclie, of which there are several species in

India, the Malay Peninsula, and Eastern Archi-

pelago. Their tails vary greatly in length.

Macacus Assamensis, McClelland.

INI. x>clops, Hodijson.
\

Inuus pclops, Jerdon,

A native of Assam, of a bluish-grey colour, dark

brownish on the shoulder.

Macacus cynomolgus, lAnn., common macac.

Simia cynomolgus, Linn., the male.

S. aygulah, Linn,, female.

Cercopithccus cynomolgus, Muller,

Ilare-lipped monkey, Eng. I .Takko of sailors, , Eng«
Egret monkey, • . . „ |

Kra, .... MALAY.

This monkey occurs in the Nicobar Islands,
Tenasserim, and all over the Eastern Archipelago.
It is intelligent, good-natured, docile, and easily

trained to the performance of amusing tricks. In
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advancing age it becomes sullen, morose, and
mischievous. Dr. S, Muller regards M. auratus
of Belanger and M. carbonarlus of F. Cuvier as

varieties.

Macacus nemestrinus, TAnn.

Simia nemestrina, Linn. Inuus nemestrinus, E)'xL

B. platy]t)ygo8, Schreb. Papio nemestrinus, ErxI.
S. carpolegus, Eaffles.

Fig4ailed monkey^ En(}. Pruh aepotong, Sumatra.
Broh, .... Penang. Bruh selapi, . . „
Bruh, .... Sumatra. Bruh putih, . . . ,,

This macac occurs in Penang, the Malay Penin-
sula, Sumatra, ani Borneo. There are three

varieties of it. It is good-natured and intelligent.

The natives of Sumatra have taught it to climb
the cocoanut palms and throw down the fruit, to

select the ripe from the unripe fruit, and pluck no
more than its master desires.

Macacus pileatus, Shaw and DcsniaresL Rila-

wah, Singh. Tliis appears peculiar to Ceylon.

Macacus radiatus, Geoffroy.

Cercopethecus radiatus, Cercocebc toque, Oeoffv.

Kuhl. Bonnet chinuis, Buffon.
Simia sinica, Linn.

Munga, .... Can. i Waanur of the . . Mahu.
Madras monkey, . Eng. Makadu, .... „
Bonneted monkey,

.
|

Vella munthi, . Malkal.
Kerda of . . . Ghats,

i
Koti, Tel.

Bandar, .... Hind.

When young this monkey is inoffensive, and soon
acquires a knowledge of various feats of agility

and tricks. It is the most inquisitive and mis-

chievous of its tribe, and its powers of mimicry
are not surpassed by any other. With age it

becomes more sullen and less amenable to dis-

cipline.

MACADAMA TERNIFOTJA. Von Mueller,
Helicia teniifolia, Von Miiclhr,

The nut tree of sub-tropical East Australia.

The nuts have the biste of hazels. It might be
introduced into India.— Von Mueller.

MACAO, in lat. 22‘' 11' oO" N., long. 113° 32'

80" E., is built on a rocky peninsula. The Portu-

guese settled there in loo?. They paid a rent of

600 taels, till Governor Ferreira refused it in

1848. The town is regularly built on a high

peninsula, which terminates the beautiful island of

Macao to the southward. I’hc island is also called

Heang-Shan, or the Fragrant Hills. In the Kith

century Macao was given up to the Portuguese as

a reward for services against some daring pirates,

who then infested the neighbouring islands. The
most interesting object now to be seen is the

cave of Camoens, the author of tlie luisiad.

Camoens wrote tliis exquisite poem at Macao,

The cave is at the summit of a rock, over which

is erected a very elegantly tastiiful temple,

in which is placed a fine bust of Camoens
;
on

the walls are inscribed some of his choicest lines

in the original, to which is also added a Chinese

translation. Some of these lines are descriptive

of the boundless sea lying beneath .—Ilorshimjh ;

Davies^ China; Sirr's China, i. p. 127.

MACARANGA INDICA. 11. W.
Putta thamara, . Maleal.

|

Vutta thamar, . . Tam.

This tree grows on the Neilgherries, and is

common in Travancore. A simple pure gum of a
crimson colour is obtained from the tree. It lias

been used for taking impressions of leaves, coins,

medallions, etc. When the gum is pure and
carefully prepared, the impressions’ are as sharp

as those of sulphur, without its brittleness
;
the

exudation so far as known is an entirely unknown
production. Is used in medicuTb.

—

M, E, of 1857

;

Drur^fs Useful Idants.

MACARANGA ROXBURGHII. Wall
Osyris pcltata, E., W. Ic.

|
Boddi chettu, . . Tbl.

A shrub of the Circars and Tavoy. All the

young parts are covered more or less with soft,

resinous, adhesive matter, smelling strongly of

turpentine.— Voiyt.

MACARANGA TOMENTOSA. W. Ic.

TTpligi, Upalkar, . Can. Kanda,
. ^

. SiNOH.
Ohentliakanni, . . ,, Viitte kanni, . Tam.
Chanda, . . . Mahu.

A small or middling-sized tree, is of very rapid

growth. It is very common in all the western

forests of Madras, Bombay, and Ceylon, up to

3000 feet, generally affecting old clearings of

forest, and often planted for shade by coffee-

planters. A gum exudes from the tree, which is

used medicinally by the natives, and for taking

impressions. 'The timber is soft and useless.—

Thwaites, p. 274 ;
Useful Plants; Beddome, FI Sylv.

MACARONI.
Men-kin, . . . .ChIjV. Simian, . . . Hind.
Save, Guj. Biighra, .... Pers.

Suin, Siwin, . . Hind.

A wheaten paste, formed into long, slender,

hollow tubes, and used in soups, etc. Macaroni

is similar to vermicelli, the only difference con-

sisting in the latter being made into thinner and

smaller tubes. The macaroni in use by the people

of Persia and India is prepared by themselves.

I

The Indian variety is not in the tubular form. It

! is properly servial up in a boiled state, mixed with

milk and sugar. That used by most European
households in India is imported, though cooks

also make it for ordinary use. In China it is made
from wlu‘at flour by kneading and washing with

water to get rid of the starcli, then squeezed into

short lengths. It is reckoned very nutritious, and

forms i>art of the diet of priests and those abstain-

ing from animal food. A macaroni, called Tau-

kiu, is made from beau curd.

—

Smith, M. M. China.

MACASSAR, the Mangkasara of the Celebes,

is the chief settlement of the Dutch on the

Celebes, and is in lat. 5° 8' 15" S., and long.

119° 23' 30" E. 'riie N. coast of Celebes is iu

general high, bold land. Macassar town has a

good harbour, defended by Fort Rotterdam. It

was occupied in 1810 by the British without any

resistance, 'bhe Macassar race differ from the

Bngi or Wiigi in having larger and more open

features, as well as in tlie jicculiar ruddiness that

i.s mixed with the brown tincture of their skin.

The hair is suffered to fall down and float loosely

upon the shoulders, and its ends have a deep red

hue. The little boys and girls of the Macassar

race are often very handsome, while the
.

linea-

ments of the latter are sometimes not only

faultless in design, but they have withal a shade of

thoughtfulness and melancholy, which is rightly

esteemed to be the last touch and finishing stroke

of personal beauty. These promises of future

loveliness vanish before maturity. In the manu-

facture of gloves and baskets, the workmanship

for delicacy and fineness cannot be surp^sed.

Their writing character is the same as the

with a deficiency of three or four lettei*s. Many

can read. They value themselves as being »

more ancient and noble stock than the Bugi, hu
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MACASSAR OIL. MACE.

"ley esteem it creditable to understand that bag, and pressed between two heated plates of
nguage. It is said tliat Dr. Leyden translated a iron

;
it yields about 7-lOths or 8-lOths of oil.

ospel into the Bugi. The Damasonium Indicum The oil can be purified, when melted, by filtra-
id the gomuti are common. tion. It is then of the consistence of butter, of a
Macassar Men is a common name of the Bugi golden yellow hue, has an odour like violets, and
,ce. Macassar is the most notorious place in the a sweetish taste. If well preserved, it will keep
astern Archipelago for the Bugi people to run several years

;
if spoiled, it loses its golden hue

nok. It is, in fact, amongst the natives of and delightful aroma. It is frequently sold in the
elebes the national mode of committing suicide, shops as palm oil, and enters largely into the com-
id is therefore the fashionable mode of escaping position of toilet soaps. It might be usefully
fficulties. Ten or twenty persons are sometimes introduced into the East Indies.

—

Seeman.
lied and wounded at one of the amok. Stab- MACCAW, birds of the tribe Scansores. The
ng and killing all he meets, the amok runner true maccaws are large birds, with long tails and
at last overpowered, and dies in all the excite- gorgeous plumage

;
some of them blue and

ent of battle. It is a delirious intoxication, a yeUow, others red and blue. Another group,
mporary madness, absorbing every thought and Conunis, is smaller, usually green, with various
ition. markings.
There are five Bugi states, the system of govern- M‘CLELLAND, Dr. J., a Bengal medical
ent being that of a limited monarchy, with officer, distinguished by his researches into the
ludal nobles styled Arong and Pangwa or free- natural liistory of India. In 1842, in the Calcutta
)ldcrs. Their vessels take from Singaijore, as Journal of Natural History, he described the fresh-
:turn cargo, British calicoes, iron, hardware, water fislies wdiich Dr. Gritfith had collected

;
and

luskets, gunpowder, of value from 10,000 to in 184J he described a collection made at Chusan
1,000 dollars. and Ningpo. He wrote on the Indian Cyprin-
The Bugi tribes inhabiting Celebes are cele- idsc in the As. Res. xix. p. 217 ; he added birds
rated for the temper they give to steel, and for from Assam and Burma. He also wrote on the
leir arms in general. In addition to those of timber and other vegetable products of Burma,
le Malays on the Peninsula, tliey use defensively and edited Griffith’s AVritings. He rose to be the
10 baju ranti (chain jacket), and both a long and principal Inspector-G mieral of the Bengal Medical
round sort of sliield. Tlioy swear by their Department. He wrote on the Geology and other

risses, for which they have a great veneration,
:id on going into battle drink the water in which

Branches of Natural Science in the Province of

Kamaon, Calcutta 1835; a Report on the
ley have been dijiped, uttering imprecations on Pliysical Condition of the Assam Tea Plant, 1837.

! foe. The inhabitants of Pulo Nias, an island His ))ersonal exertions were mainly instrumental
: the western coast of Sumatra, wear for armour in adding isinglass to the articles of exportation
baju made of thick leather, and a cap to match, from India to the European jnarkets.
wered with the eju, the vegetable substance MACDONAIJ), Gkneral, an oflScer of the
isembling black horse-hair obtained from the E. 1. Company’s Service, who raised in India the
.renga saccharifora.

—

Journ. TiuL Arch.^ 1852; Deolee Irregulars, known as Macdonald’s Meenas.
Troilescant Lay^ koyor/e of the llirnntafeh in He exerted an extraordinary influence over the

B57
;
Singapore Free Press, . men, became the chief of tlie clan, and introduced

MACASSAR OIL. This is supjiosed to bo the to tliem the bagpipes and the glengarry. It is

il of the Carthanius tiuctorius seed. Macassar told of the Meenas that, when once exhorted by
oison is from Hernandia souora. an enthusiastic missionary to adopt Christianity,

Bunga-i)ahi, . . Malav.
I>\mga-bua-pala, . „
Boii baz, .... Pers.
Mushkatngi taoget, Res.
Jatixiatri, . . . Sansk.
Wasauwassie, . Singh.
Macio, Sr.
Plor do iioz moscado, .

Jadiputri,. . . . Tam.
Japatri, .... Tel.

MACAUJiAAT, THOMAS BABINGTON, liORD they i>rofo.ssod their readiness to be converted on
[acaulay, the first legal member of the Council tlic spot if Macdonald Saliib would pass the order,
f the Governor-General of India, borir 1800, died AIACE.
859. Since his time, legislative councils to Takulfar,! . . .Abac. Kunga-paU, . . Malav.
aking laws for British India, sit at each of the Dza-deip-i)’h<)-bwf;ii, IbM, l>\mga-bua-pala, . ,,

lesidency towns. On the Ifitli January 1862, Tau-kau-hwa, . .Cum. Bozbaz, . . . . Perb.
lie Governor -General in Council, under the Yuh-kwodiwa, . . „ Mushkatngi taoget, Riis.

uthority vested in him by the Act 21 and 25 •.
•

• I*"®*’
iefnrJo 1 ^' • i 1 o i 1 il Muscaat-bloum, . . ,, vvaaaawassie, . SlNQH.

’i
Saturday the .le muscado, . Fh. Macio Sv.n ot January 180*^ and the Ccuiicil Chamber Macis, Pr., Ger., It., Lat. Plor do noz moacado, .

1 the Government House at Calcutta, for the first Muskaten-bluthe, . Gkr. I Jadiputri,. . . . Tam.
leeting of the Council of the GoVernor-Geiieral, Jaiwantry, Jaiputri,Hind.

|

Japatri, .... Tel.

the purpose of making laws and regulations
E;ambangiiala, . . Jav. .

nder the provisions of the Act. On the 17th Mace is the aril or arillus of the nutmeg, and
anua^ 1862 there was issued the proclamation forms around the shell of the nutmeg. It has a
aat the provisions of the Act, touching the pleasant aromatic smell, and a warm, bitterish,
flaking of laws and regulations for the peace and pungent taste

;
it is a favourite medicine of the

,ood goveniment of the presidencies of Fort St. Hindu physicians, who prescribe it in the slow
TGorge and Bombay, were extended to the Bengal .stages of fever, etc. It is imported into India

presidency. See I.aw. from Singapore, Batavia, and the Banda Islands.
MACAW TREE, the^ Acrocomia sclerocarpa, Mace is fleshy, branching, and, w^hen recent, of a

of the West Indies and Brazil, is chiefly bright scarlet colour
;
but in the process of drying:

'aluable owing to its fruit, which yields an oil. it changes to yellow, orange-yefiow, or, what is>

i

he fmit is slightly roasted and ground to a paste, considered best, golden-yellow, and becomes
jrst in a mill and then on a levigating stone, transparent and hornv. It is nrenari^ hv Hrviniv



MACEDONIANS. MACKENZIE*

frequently also is pressed together in two layers, blossom. It is most abundant in all the western
The Dutch sprinkle mace with salt water prior to moist forests of the Peninsula, from Canara down
packing it in sacks. London dealers distinguish to Travancore and Tinnevelly, and in Mysore
three sorts of true mace. and Coorg very abundant from elevations of
Penang Mace is flaky and spread, and fetches about 1000 feet up to nearly 6000. It is also

the highest price. found in the Bombay ghats, and in the Central
Dutch or Batavian Mace^ a fleshy sort, scarcely and South- Western Provinces of Ceylon at an

so high priced as the Penang mace. elevation of 1500 to 4000 feet. The timber is

Singapore Mace^ a somewhat inferior kind. often used for building purposes
;

it is light and

^
The mace of the male or false nutmeg is dis- even grained, and would answer as a substitute

tinguished from the true mace by being formed for deal. The tree flowers in March and April,

of three or foiu; regular bands united at the Other fine species occur in N. India.

—

Thwaiies,

summit. The chemical properties of this article Kn. PL ZeijL p. 254
;
Beddome^ FI. Sylv.

are analogous to that of the true mace, but the MACHILUS ODOKATISSIMUS. Nees?
oil is so inferior that the male mace is but of little Badror, Muskru, , Bkas. Chau, Chandna of Ravi.
coinmercml value, and is used in India only among Prora, Mitijattar, Shalunglu, . . . „
the poorer natives. It is procurable in most Taura of . C!henab. Baghol, Shir of . Sutlkj.

bazars under the name of Ramputri, is of a A tree of the Panjab Himalaya up to 4050 and
dark-red colour, and deficient in flavour and 7000 feet, and of Simla and Darjiling. The
aroma.

^
cocoons of the JVfugah silk-worm feed on its leaves

Mace oil. in Lakhimpur and Sibsagar.

—

Brand. 1878.
Jaiwantry, . . Hind. Wassa wasRali, Singh. MACHIN or Maha-China, Great China, the
Jaiputri-ka-tel, . Jaipiitri tailurn, . Tam. name by which Hindus style the empire of China.
A brown-coloured, highly-fragrant, almost .solid Hut it i.s often used pleonastically coupled with

soil. It is obtained by expression, and is of a Chin to denote the same thing
;
Chin and Machin,

buty^'aceous consistence. It is very stimulant, and a phrase having some analogy to the term Sind wa
is much employed as a liniment and embrocation Hind, used to express all India, also similarly
in rheumatism.

—

Faulkner; M. K. J. JL; Food to Yajiij and Majuj, applied to the northern
Adxdieratioa; hPCulloch

;
Mason; Pourll; lyole. nations of Asia. The use of a double assonant

MACEDONIANS. There 'were Grecian military name, soinetitncs to express a dual idea, but often
colonies established at Alexandria ad Caucasum, a single one, is a favourite oriental practice. As
Arigfeum, and Bazira, and garrisons at Nysa, Om, far back as Herodotus we have Crophi and
Massaga, Peucelaotis, and at Aornis, a mountain Mo})!)!, Thyni and Bithyni. The Arab.s have con-
range, supposed to be the mountains of .Mahnban verted Cain and Abel into Kabil and Habil, Said
in the Pir Panjal or .Mid-Hinialayan range. See juul (hdiath info Talut and Jaliit, Pharaoh’.s

Greeks; India. magicians into Jvisaiu and Rejain, of whom the

MACGREGOR, GENEHAL,C.M.,tuli.stinguished Jewish traditions had made Jamies and Jambres;
officer of the Bengal army, in wdiicli he rose to whilst Giiristian legends gave the names of Disnuas

be Quartermaster-General. He travelled over and Jesmas to the penitent and iini>enitent thieves

much of Persia, Balucliistan, Afghanistan, lie in the gospel. Jarga and Nargah was the name
wrote accounts of the Khitgiani, Mohmaml, Safi, given to the great circle of lieaters in tlie .Mongol

Shinware, of the Valleys of Jalalabad and Kniiar
; hunting matches. In geography we have numer-

Gazetteers of Afghanistan, Persia, N.W. India. ous instances of the same thing, e.g. Zabulistan
MACHAN. Hind. A raised platform or and Kiibulistan, Koli Akoli, Longa Solanga, Ihir

scaffold in a field, from which crops are watched. Sibir, Kessair and Owair, Kuria Muria, Ghiiz and

MACHARAS or Miichira.s. Hind. A reddish Maghuz, Ma.stra and ('astra (Edrisi), Artag and
brittle gum-resin, stated to be obtained from Kartag (Abulghazi), Khanzi and Man zi (Rashid),

the Moringa ptcrygosperma. It is considered by Iran and Turaii, (hit and Mecrit (Riibruquis),

the natives a temperate remedy, is used as an i Candor and Candor (Marco I’olo), etc.

astringent in diarrhoea and special diseases, also The name of Achin in Sumatra appears to have

for pain in the loins and colic. Usually given been twisted in this spirit by the Muhammadan
moist.

—

Powell, i. p. 333. mariners as a rhyme to Machin
;
the real name is

MACHA REWA, a river in Garrawara, the ‘ Atcheh. In India such rhyming doublets are not

principal affluent of the Slier. It rises in the
|
confined to proper names

;
to a certain extent

Seoni district, but its course is chiefly through the ! they may be made colloquially, at will, upon a

Bachai subdivision of the Narsingpur district.
\ variety of substantive.s. I’hus chauki-aiiki means

Coal is exposed in the river-bed two miles above
! chains simply (chauki), or, at most, chairs and

its junction with the Sher. tables
;
lakri-akri, sticks and stakes.—Quatremere's

MACH’HA. Hind. A fish. Mach’hi-mar, a nashid, p. 243
;
DMrfCYtc, p. 534 ;

Prairies d'Or,

fisherman. Mach’hua, a fisherman, a vender of
j i. p. 399

,
in Cathay, pp. 119, 120.

fish. Mach’hwa, a small boat, a fishing boat.
|

MACHULAK, a plant with yellow flowers and

MACH’H-GIDHI, Beng., is the Hypsirhina succulent root, found in the neighbourhood of

enhydras. It is one of the Hornalopsidm, a fresh-
,
Liya and Bakkar, west of the Indus. The root

water serpent, common in Bengal, Assam, Burma, employed as a horse medicine,
and Tenasserim. It is a timid reptile. MACKENZIE. Colonel Colin Mackenzie, C.Bm

MACHI. Hind. An insect which injures paddy, a native of the island of Lewis, was appointed to

MACHILUS MACRANTHA. Nees. the Madras Engineers in 1782, and in 1783 visited

M. macrantha, Wight. M. glaucescens, Wight. Madura, where he began to collect

/Iruli,. Animallay. Koorma, . . S. Can. scripts relating to the history of India. ”

t^roma, Neilghkkbies. Ullalu, Singh, employed throughout the war with Mysore from

TJiis is a very handsome tree wnen in full 1790 to 1792. He was afterwards employ® (
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MACKENZIE, Genebal COllN. 3fACROPIPER METHYSTICCM.

ihical researches in the Dekhan, and after he accompanied Lord Bentinck in a tour through

the^fafl of Seringapatam, he was specially ap- Upper India, and afterwards held the office of

pointed to examine the districts obtained. He Political Secretary. In 1838 he was sent on a

was appointed Surveyor-General of India, and mission to Ranjit Singh, who was then at Adina-

in 1821 his manuscripts were purchased by nagar, and marched with him to Lahore, where

Government from his widow for £10,000, but a treaty was signed on the 26th June, to the

they had cost him £15,000. A catalogue terms of which Shah Shiija agreed. Subse-

(Raisonne) was published by Professor Wilson qucntly armies were formed by Ranjit Singh,

in Calcutta in 1828, and a second catalogue in Shah Shuja, and the British, and Mr. Macnaghten
’

was sent with the Shah as envoy and minister,

and a declaration of war issued on the Ist

October 1838. He was killed on the 24th

December 1841 by Akbar iChan, son of Dost

Muhammad Khan, at a conference.

MACPHERSON. Duncan Macpherson, M.D.,

a medicjil officer of the Madras army who Mrved

in the first war wuth China, 1841-42 ; also in the

war of the Crimea against Russia. He wrote on

the War with China, also the Antiquities of Kertch,

and Researches in the Cimmerian Bosphorus.

MACPHERSON, Sir JOHN, came to Madras

at the age of 22, and served the nawab of the

Karnatic in various capacities. He revisited

England, and secured a seat in Parliament, but

returned to Calcutta as second member of Council.

His economy of the public monies obtained for him

a baronetcy, and on the resignation of Warren

Hastings he held the government for 22 months,

8th February 1785 to 12th September 1786.

Madras in 1857 by the Rev. William Taylor.

He was celebrated as a geographer, antiquary,

linguist, and naturalist. A biographical sketch

and literary career of him, by Sir Alexander

Johnstone, was given in the London As. Trans,

i. p. 333. From 1783 to 1736, lie was Vt^iously

employed south of the Kistna, in Dindigul,

Coimbatore, and accompanied the (expedition to

Ceylon. He died in 1821 in Bengal. Wilson’s

Mackenzie Catalogue, in 2 vols., report(k1 on

1568 MSS., 2070 local tracts, 8076 inscriptions

in Sanskrit, Tamil, Telugu, Karnatica, Hala

Kanara, Kanara of the Gainas, Malealam, Uriya,

Mahrati, Hindi, Hindustani, Arabic, Persian,

Javanese, Burmese, mostly palm leaves. The

Rev. William Taylor’s Report is in three volumes.

—Dr. CdtalofjHe.

MACKENZIE, Gknkral (X)LIN, an officer of

tlie .Madras army, who distinguished himself in

tlie Ih’itish wars against the Afghans in 1838

to 1843. He was the means of releasing the

British prisoners taken before and after Kabul.

MACKINTOSH, Cavtaix A., 27th M. N. L,

author of an Account of the Origin and Present

Condition of the I’ribe of Ramoossies, including

tlu' Life of Umiali Naik, Bombay 1833 ;
Account

of the Tribe of Mhadeo Kolics, and of the Maun
Bhows, or Black-clothed Mendicant Devotees, 1836.

MACLEOD, Sin DONALD FRIELL, C.B.,

K.C.S.I., was the son of General Duncan Mac-

Leod, anrd was born at Calcutta in 1810. He >ya8

employed for 42 years, the last five^ of which

lie was Lieutenant-Governor of the Panjab.

During the mutiny he di<l good work, helping

Sir John Lawrence to send troops to put down
the mutiny in the North-West Provinces. As

Lieutenant-Governor of the Panjab, he succeeded

Sir Robert Montgomery in 1865. He was made
C.B. in 1858, and in 18GG he was created a

K.C.S.I. He was crushed to death on the London
and Metropolitan Railway.

MACLURA TINCTORIA. D, Don.

Brougsonetia tinctoria, Kth.

;

Morns tiiictoria, Linn,

MACPHERSON, Major SAMUEL, a Madras

oflicer, eldi'st son of Dr. Macpherson, professor of

( Iroek in King's College,Aberdeen,wasborn in 1806.

AVhile engaged in the Trigonometrical Survey of

Orissa, he became acquainted with the fact that

tlu‘ Khand race till then offered up periodical

human sacrific<‘s to the deity who presided over

the fields, and ho did much to suppress it. liOrd

Dalhousio afterwards named him Political Agent

at the court of Sindia, where he gained the entire

confidence of the maharaja and of his (iulightened

minister, Dinkur Kao. Died 15th April 1860.

MACREIGHTIA BUXIFOIJA. Pers.

Kaloo-habaraleya-gass, . . . Singh.

Of this there are four varieties, at, /3, in the hot

drier parts of Ct^ylon, in the Ambagamowa district,

and near Ratnapura. M. oblongifolia, Thw., is a

small tree of Ceylon, near Ratnapura, aud in the

Singlieraja and other forests between that place

and Galle.

—

Thic. Zeyl, p. 183.

MACKOCLADUS SYLVICOIA is a hand-

some palm, about 40 feet in height, with some-

what the habit of Cocos nucifera. Crown sub-

This tree, one of the Urtieacesc, grows to the hemispherical, dense. Leaves pinnate, ample,

height of 30 or 40 feet ; a yellow dye is obtained 12 to 15 feet long, spreading in every direction.

froSi the wood, known as fustic wood in com- ^

nierce. It has been introduced into the Ag^i

Horticultural Gardens, Calcutta.

—

Joffrey ;
Voigt.

M^MURDO, Captain J., wrote on the Canals

of Scinde
;
Observations on the Indus, in B(jm.

Oco. Trans., 1836, 1838
;
Bombay reprint, i.' p,

Grows ill Malacca^ in‘ forcsts'^at Ching. Malayan

name, Ebool.

MACROCYSTIS PYRIFKRA. Agh. An
enormous seaweed, abounding in the Antorctic

Ocean, between the parallels of 40° and 64 .

Sometimes from 500 to perhaps 1000 feet.

MACROPANAX UNDULATUM. Seem. A
3; Account of a Supposed Volcano in Cutch, MACROPANAX
ibid. ii. p. 110; Notes on the Malira Tribe of timber tree of the Darjiling Hills, one of the

South Arabia, Bom. As. Trans., 1847, p. 339; Araliacem. Another species M.

Earthquake in Cutch, 1819, Bom. Lit. Trans, hi.
;

Mig.y is an ^/^rgreen trcic, growing a^ve 6000

Eoriner State of Runn of Cutch (in Appendix to feet, on the Martaban Hills.—Brandw, Paris Ex.y

Burnes’ Bokhara Travels).

—

Dr. Buist ; Land.

ds. Trai,i8, i. p. 123.

1878.
MACROPHTHALMUS, a genus of the crus-

Ivans 1 n i*o _

macnaghten’ Sir WILLIAM, a Bengal tacea, M. transversus, Edws., is a species of

civil servant, who entered the E. I. Company’s Pondicherry
;
M. parviina^us, Edws,, Mauritius

;

service at Madras in 1809 as a davalry cadet, and M. depressus, Edws.^ Red Sea.

in to Bengal In 1830 MACROPIPER MPTHYSTICUM. Its root, or
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rhizome, is used in the South Seas in the pre-
paration of the ava drink. It is chewed, spat in
a bowl, and allowed to ferment, and drank. In
the Samoan Islands, the large ava bowl is made
from the tamanu, Calophyllum inophylliim, and
occupies a conspicuous place.

—

Blph, ; Erskine^
Western Pacific, p. 46.

MACR0P01)IDA3, the sea spider tribe of

brachyurus decapodous criisbicea, of the order

Decapodes of Milne-Edwards, Legion Podopthal-
miens, as under ;

—

Silah-bin-Muhammad of Maoulla and nakib Ali
Naji of Shuhur, in which they agreed to abolish

and prohibit the export and import of slaves.-—
llorshurgli ; Treaties, vii. p. 808.

MAD. Arab. Rise, extension. Mad-o-Jazr,
flood and ebb. Mad is often used in the compli-

mentary phrases of letters as Mad-o-zillaho, May
your shadow increase.

MADA, an ancient gold coinage of the Pen-
insula of India, known as the Kamala-mada.
Mada is the Telugu term for a half pagoda = 48

Egeria araohnoides, Edw.
,
Coroniandel coast.

E. Herbstii, Edn\, Asiatic .seas.

E. Indioa, Edw., Indian Ocean.
Doclea ovis, Edw., Indian Ocean.
D. hybrid.a, Edto., Coromandel coast.

D. muricata, Edv\, E. Indies.

Composcia retiisa, E. Indies.

MACROPODUS PUGNAX, Cantor, of Siam,
occurs numerously at the foot of hills at Penang.
Like the rest of the family, it is capable of living

for some time out of water. The Siamese denomi-
nate them Pla kat, Pla, lish, Kat, a fighter. The
real fighting fish appears to be a variety pro-
duced by artificial means, like the varieties of the
golden carp of China, and Dr. Cantor named it

Macropodus pugnax. When the fish is in a state

of quiet, with the fius at rest, its dull colours
present nothing remarkable. But if two are
brought within the sight of each other, or if one
sees its own image in a looking-glass, the little

creature becomes suddenly excited, the raised

fins and the whole body shine with metallic

colours of dazzling beauty, while the projected
gill membrane, waving like a black frill round
the throat, adds something grotesque to the

general appeai‘ance. In this state it makes re-

peated darts at its real or reflected antagonist.

But when taken out of each other’s sight, both
instantly become quiet. A gentleman at Singa-
pore was presented with several by the king of

Siam. They were kept singly in glasses wdth
water, fed with larvae of mosquitos, and lived

for many months. The Siamese are as infatuated
with the combats of these fishes as the Malays
are with their cock - fights, and stake on them
considerable sums, and sometimes their own
ersonsland their families. The licence of ex-
ibiting fish fights is farmed, and affords a con-

siderable annual revenue to the king of Siam.

—

Cantor, See Fishes.

MACROTOMIA EUCHROMA, H. /. et 7’.,

occurs in the N.W. Himalaya. It is the Litho-
spennum euromon of Royle, and the Onosma
echioides of Linnaeus, the Rattanjot or Gao zaban.

The bruised root is applied to eruptions, and is sent
to the plains as the officinal rattanjot, Potentilla

Nepalensis,which is alsoused in dyeing wool. Royle
assigned rattanjot to Ti. vestitum (See Geranium
nodosum). In Lahul, Spiti, and Kanawar, it

is used by the liamas to stain images, and as a
red dye for cloth, being applied with ghi or the
acid of ^icots.

—

Dr. J. L, Stewart, M.D.
MACTRA, a species of the sand clam, is fished

up near Macao.
MACULLA is a commercial town on the south

coast of Arabia. It is in lat. 14° 30' 40" N., and
long. 49® 6' E. Maculla and Shuhur were the
two j[>rincmal ports on the southern coast of
Arabia. On the 14th May 1863, Brigadier
Goghlan concluded an engagement with nakib

grams.
MADAD. Hind. An intoxicating mixture of

betel-leaf and opium, swallowed or smoked in a
pipe.— W.
MADAGASCAR ISLAND, 250 miles from the

east coast of Africa, extends from lat. 12° to
25° 30' S., almost 1000 miles long, and 260 miles
of average breadth. A lofty granitic plateau,

80 to 160 miles wide and 3000 to 5000 feet

high, occupies its central region, bare undu-
lating moors, on which rise peaks and domes of

bazalt and granite to a height of nearly 9000 feet.

Many islands are on its north and north-cast,

—the Comora, Bourbon, Mauritius, Roderiques,
Amirantes, and Seych(‘lles, with the Chagos and
Maldivo coral atolls fartluT east, which are sup-
posed to mark larger subsided islands. The queen
is nominally sovereign of the whole island, though
practically several of tin* westiTu tribes are inde-

pendent. So long ago as 1828, king Ravama,
with the aid of England, not only threw off the

Sakalava yoke, but, invading their country tigaiii

and again, compelled tliorn, as well as other tribes,

to submit. Madagascar has 66 species of mam-
mals. Near, comparatively speaking, as it is to

Africa, and broad as is the belt of forest which
surrounds the island in an almost unbroken line,

it has no lions, leopards, elephants, monkeys,
zebras, or giraffes, and no hoofed animals, except

a species of riv(‘r hog. The special occupants
of its tropical woods arc the lemuis, which in

Africa are unknown. The original relationship

between Madagascar and Malaysia is indicated in

some measure by the flora, and still more by the

fauna ; and a hypothesis has been constructed by

several naturalists, of the i‘xisteuce of a lost con-

j

tiuent, named by Mr. Sclater Lemuria, to which

!
Madagascar and Malaysiaare supposed to have botli

belonged. The coral reefs of the region arc a sigi:

that the surviving islands belong to the class called

by Mr. Darwin sinking lands. Several mines of

exc(dlent coal were being energetically worked

in 1881, and the iron and copper manufactures

evinced much skill.

( )ne language only is spoken throughout, with

trifling varieties of dialect. The inhabitants are

of two chisses, the Hova, the ruling nation at

present, and the Malagasy. Both are of African

lineaments, but the Hova fairer than the Malagasy,

with hair less woolly, and said in features to

bear some remote resemblance to the Malays.

The eyes of the Malagasy are large, brilliant, and

restless
;
ears large

;
nose short and flat, though

not so much so as in the Negro
;

lips moderately

thick; height middling, and limbs well pro-

portioned; lower jaws large, and mouth wen

garnished with teeth; colour dark; hair jci

black, thin, and curly, occasionally inclining

woolly; beard very slight. The women ar

generally small and well proportioned, usual y
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plain, but some of them very handsome. I’hey
are about the size of the native women of India.

Christian missionaries abated infanticide and
some of the worst horrors of war. They have
shamed into secrecy the cruel superstitions con-
nected with divination and charms. They have
promoted external modesty and sobriety.

MADAKPOR, a migratory race of the Central
Dekhan, known also as Kelikatr.

MADAN, a village with turqiiois or firozah

mines, on the declivity of a inoiintain, two miles

from the village. The firozah stratum in some
places is in very narrow seams. There are many
different minerals intermixed with the firozah,

and most part of the rock contained iron ore.

A small wheel is turned by one hand, while the
stone is applied by the other, till sufficiently

polished. It is then fixed to the end of a small
piece of stick with sealing-wax, and t‘xposed for

sale.:—Mohun L(il\^ Travels^ pp. 17T, 175.

MADANA, a name of Kama, the Hindu god
of love. Festivals are held on the l.‘lth and
14th of the month Chaitra, in honour of Kama.
Madana is he who intoxicates with desire. The
festivals of the 15th and 14th are called Madana
triodasi (thirteenth), and chaturdasi (fourteenth).

On these days the Rajputs of Udaipur sing

hymns handed down by the bards, ‘ Hail
!
god

of the flowery bow
;

hail I Avarrior with a fish

on thy banner; hail! powerful divinity, who
causetK the firmness of the sage to forsake him.

Glory to Madana, to Kama, tlie god of gods
;
to

him by whom Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, and Indra
are filled with emotions of ra])ture.^ There is no
city in the east where the adorations of the sex
to Kaina-deva are more fervent than in Udaipur,
the city of the rising sun. Madanotsava, a
festival held in Kama’s honour on the 15th and
14th of the month Chaitra.

—

Ihil's Jtajaf<than.

MADAPOLIiAM, a cotton fabric, manufactured
in the Madras Presidency at Madapollj^m. I’he

trade in madapollams and long cloths Vvas anni-

hilated by the goods laid down by the British

inamifacturer in all the bazars of India.

MADAR. Hind. Calotropis gigantea, also C.

procera. The stalks of Jboth of these plants yield

a strong fibre, used in making fishing-lines; the

silky floss of the seeds in the seed-pod has been
woven into a fine silk-cotton like fabric, and has
been employed to mix Avith silk, and the juice

furnishes a substance very like gutta percha in

many of iti qualities. It comes to maturity in a
year, is perennial, and requires no care. Mr,
Strettel estimated the cost of bringing an aero
into cultivation, planting four feet apart, at £2,
9s. 8d., ’ after which the only recurring expense
would be for harvesting and treatment. He
estimates that it will yield a crop of from 5.to 7
cwt. per acre yearly, and the fibre is prououheed
equal to good flax, and therefore worth c€40 to

*50 per ton.

MADARI, a race who pretend to cure sifake-

hites by charms.
MADARIA, a sect or school of fakirs, founded

by Badi-ud-Din Shah Madar, a converted Jew,
5om at Aleppo a.d. 1050. See Dam-i-Madar.
MADARu\ a servile race in Coorg who make

baskets. The Madagaru, predial slaves of Coorg,

seemingly identical.— Wils* See Madega.
MADD. Arab. A line drawn across the top
a letter, when addressed to a superior, meaning

that the writer of all below the line is a person
wholly inferior to the recipient. See Mad.
MADDAL. Tam. 'An enclosure of a Hindu

temple,

MADDANG KAMENHJIR, a Penang wood,
used by the Chinese for making boxes.

MADDER.
Fuh, Araj3. Ru-nas, . . . Pers.
IT-hiueh, . . . Chin. Granca, Ruiva, Port.
Krap, . . . . . Dan. Mariona, Krap, . Rus.
Mt-'C, Mcekrap, . . DuT. Manjishth:

,
Sansk.

Alizari, Garance, . Fr. Well-miidutta, SiNGH.
Farberothe, Krapp, Ger. Granza, Rubia, . Si*.

Manjitli, . Guj., Htnd. Krapp, Sw.
Robbia, It. Man-jisti, . Tam., Tbl.
Puiitvyar, . . Malkal.

The dyers of France seem to use madder as a
generic term for all plants yielding a red dye.

Of these may bo enumerated, Ventilago acaly-

culata, V. maderaspatana, Oldenlandia umbellata,

Morinda bracteaffi, M. citrifolia, M. tinctoria,

Rubia cordifolia, and R. tinctorum. In Great
Britain, the product known as madder is the
long slender roots of the R. tinctorum. The
jirincipal supplies of it are obtained from Holland,

Belgium, France, Turkey, Spain, and the Balearic

Isles, the Italian States, India, and Ceylon. The
best soil for it is dry, fertile, and deep sandy
loams. It is propagated by dividing and trans-

planting the lung and fibrous roots, but it grows
irpm seed, and between the yeare 1881 and 1883
the imports into Britain of madder, madder root,

garancine, and manjith Avere

—

1881, 19,585 cwts. £28,655 I 1883, 21,574 cAvts. £28,197
1.S82, 25,162 „ 25,050

|

And the imports of rnad»] )r or manjith into India

were as under

—

1879-

80,

1880-

81,
1881-82,

1882-83,

5298 cwts.

8553 „
8241 ,,

17,096

Rs. 38,548

95,736
92,445

1,94,013

Garancine is prepared from madder by the

action of sulphuric acid. Madder requires three

years to come to maturity. It is, hoAvever, often

pulled ill eighteen months without injury to the

quality ;
the quantity only is smaller. When the

soil is impregnated Avith alkaline matter, the root

acquires a red colour
;
in other cases it is yellow.

TIio latter is preferred in England, from the long

habit of using Dutch madder, which is of this

colour
;
but in Franco the red selte higher, being

used for the Turkey-red dye. Madder does not

deteriorate by keeping, provided it be kept

It contains three volatile colouring matters,

madder purjilo, orange, and red. The latter is

iuHhe form of crystals, having a fine orange-red

colour, and called alizaine. This is the substance

which yields the Turkey-red dye. A field may
he planted with madder, and fed off by cattle for

three or four years, Avithout any detriment to the

roots, which are afterwards as good for dyers’

uses as those cultivated in the ordinary way. The
flesh, milk, and bones of ^nimals fed upon
nmilder become tinged. ^

The dyers of India use the chajr root (Hedyotia

mnbellata) and the aal root (Morinda citrifolm),

and the manjith (Rubia cordifolia) as substitutes.

R. cordifolia, the manjith of Indi^ has wMte
flowers, is a native of Siberia, but is cultivate
largely about Assam, Nepal, Bombay,, Quetta,
China, etc. It thrives best at elevations of 4000
or 5000 feet in Nepal and Sikkim. .-The Icmg
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tendrils are cut into pieces of a foot long, and
laid on the ground. The plant grows over the

stumps of trees and trails along the ground. The
process of dyeing with madder fis practised by
native dyers is simple

;
the dye colour is deepened

afterwards when required by alum. The fabrics

to be dyed are first steeped in a decoction of

main, the galls of the tamarisk, and then sub-

mitted to the madder solution hot. It is fixed by
alum as a mordant

;
the galls seem to impart to

the cloth a facility for taking the colour.

—

Sirn-

monds; McCulloch
;
Home Notes; Poole s Statistics

of Commerce ;
Poicell, Handbook.

MADEGA. Karn., Tkl. In the Peninsula of

India, the Chakili orOhaklar of the Tamil people,

and the Mhang of the Mahratta nation. They are

leather manufacturers, shoemakers, executioners.

l\iey are a very humble people, dwell in the out-

skirts of villages, and in many places are almost

slaves. They are, in general, black, with slender

lower limbs. They are largely adclicte<l to

robbery. They eat creatures which die of disease.

They have certain territorial rights in the soil,

and are begar or forced coolies, 'their right to

dead carcases is often disputed by the Dlier or

Pariah, and continued litigation results. In the

years 1866 to 1868, the Dlicr or Pariah and the

Madega or Mhang of the village of Dongopura, 25
miles west of Heder, were litigating on this point,

and none of the men would cone* as begar till it

was settled. Colonel Tod tells ns that the bhangi

or scavenger’s of Kamkhaira mortgaged their rights

in the dead carcases of their town to a })rofessional

brother of Laisrawnn,

—

Tod\'< Pajastban, i. p. 621.

MADEIRA WINE, once on every table, has

ceased to be used in India. TJie character of

this wine, famous for centuries, w^as first damaged
during the wars with France at the close of the

18th and opening of the 19th c(‘nturies, when the

high prices tempted many merchants of Funchal to

throw inferior wines into the market. 'I’he island

never produced more than 70 pipes of first-class

wine, but in 1825, 1 1,432 pipes left the island.

In the autumn of 1852, the vine fungus, the

Oidium tuckeri, appeared. It settles on the

leaves in the form of fine white powder, drying

up the leaves, preventing them inhaling carbon
and exhaling oxygen ; the leaves are tlfin, and the

plant falls and dies. In 1864 only 2085 pipe.s were
exported, and in 1865 probably not one pipe

of wine left the island.

MADH or Madha. Hind. Honey; sweet; any
intoxicating substance

;
the Saxon mead. Madh-

aki, a hoo^h to smoko opium in. Madhava-ra-
piala, or intoxicating cup, to which the Rajputs
have always been accustomed, is a solution of

opium, or a cold infusion of the poppy capsules.

Ine atrs or essences, whether of grain, pf roots,

or of flowers, still welcome the gSfest, but is

secondary to the opiate. See Hookah.
MADIIAM, the fourth note in the musical

scale, Fa. Madhain-sitar, a kind of sitar, q.v.

;

one
of the strings in tne guitar (Tambura).
MADHAYA, a name of Krishna, from Ma, the

goddess Lakshmi, and Dhava, husband. •

MADHAYA, a celebrated Brahman, native of

Tuluva, who became prime minister to Yira
Bukka Raya, king of Yijayanagar in the 14th
century. Madhava was brother of Sayana, author
of the great commentary on the Yeda, in which*
work Madhava is believed to have shared. Both

7 (

brothers are celebrated as scholars, and many
important works are attributed to them, not only

scholia on the Sanhitas and Brahmanas of the

Vedas, but original works on grammar and law.

Among those of Madhava are the ‘Sarva-Darsana-

Saiigraha and the Sankshepa Sankara-vijaya.

Madhava was a worshipper of Vishnu, and as a
religious philosopher he held the doctrine of

Dwnita or dualism, according to which the supreme
soul of the universe and the human soul are dis-

tinct. Sankaracharya, who lived in the 8th or

9th century, was a follower of Siva, and upheld
the Vedanta doctrine of Adwaita or non-duality,

according to which God and soul, spirit and
matter, are all one.

Matlhava wrote the Jaiminiya Nyaya Mala Vis-

tara, a work on philosophy. The various styk*.s

and subjects in the writings attributed to them
point to a vari(‘ty of authorship. But Dr. Burnell
says the 29 writings of Madhava were composed
by him between a.d. 1331 and 1886, whilst he
was abbot of the monastery of Sringeri.

He is the founder of the Dwaifa ])hilo8ophy,

an<l was known by the name Ananda Tirtha. Ho
established tenqdes at Udipi, Madyatala, Subrah-
inaniya, and other places

;
also eight mat'hs or

monasteries in Tuluva, below the ghats. The
superior gurus of this sect are Brahmans or

Sunyasis, who profess cauiohitic observances
;
the

di8ci])les who are attached to the several mat’hs

])rofess also perp(*tiial celibacy, lay aside the

Brahmanical curd, carry a staff and a water-

pot, go bareheaded, and wear a single wrapper
stained of an orange colour with an ochrey clay.

They are usually adopted into the order from
their boyhood, and acknowledge no social affitjities

nor interests. They regard V'^ishnu as the Supremo
Spirit, ns the ])r(‘-eminent cause of the universe,

from whose substance the world was made. In

Karnata, the sect is presided over by eight Swami
or H|)iritiml h(*ads.

Madhava’s Sarva-Darsana-Sangraha is a critical

review of the i>rincipal systems of philosophy

which have exercised the greatest minds of India

throughout its middle age. From the Vedanta
point of view (for Madhava was in 1331 elected

Prior of the Sinarta Order, founded by Sankara-

charya in 8th cc'utury), these systems are

arranged in a progressive series, hegiiming with the

Charvuka and Bauddha, as being the furthest

removed from the Vedanta, and gradually tisceiid-

ing to the Sankhya and Yoga, the systems nearest

approaching to Madhava’s, and therefore the

highest. He successively passes in review the

sixteen philosophical systems current in the 14th

century jn the south of India, and gives what

ajipeared to him to be their most important tenets,

and: the principal arguments by which their

followers endeavoured to maintain them,

the course of his sketches he frequently explains

at some length obscure details in the different

systems. As a rule, he draws his observations

directly from the works of their founders or their

chief exponents. One author i^s he was born A.I).

1199 in Tuluva. Professor Wilsoo says he lived

in the 13tli century.

—

Wilson ;
BurneWs

Brahmana; Weber. • .

MADHAVACHARYA or Brahma Saropra^yi.

a small sect of Vaishnava Hindus in SoiRhem

India, founded by Madhavacharya. Madhava

Brahmans hold the ninth day ol the 11th lunar
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month as a festival.— Wilit. Gloss. See Brahma- MADIVALA, a bard or herald, one of the
charya? Brahma Sampradayi. mixed castes, born of a Vaisya father and Ksha-
MADHU. Sansk. Honey

;
anything sweet

;
triya mother

;
also a native of Magadha or South

anything intoxicating. Madhu is one of the Bahar.
])oetical names of Krishna, viz. the intoxicator MADKI. A battle was fought here on the
(from Madhua, strong drink, and Madhu, the 18th December 1 845.

bee, perhaps originating the English mead). MAD(30KKATI. Papyrus pangorci. A sedge,
Amongst the Hindus, a new-born infant has a extremely common about Calcutta, and very ex-
little honey put into its mouth as a ceremonial ttmsively employed in Bengal for making the
rite, called Madhu prasana. Several of the elegant, shining, useful mats for which the capital
drinking races of India and Asia still use the cup of India is famous, and which are frequently
or piala to welcome the coming guest. Colonel imported into Europe. Strips of this sedge are
Tod tells us, regarding the love of strong drink suited for platting.

—

Royle.

and indulgence in it to excess, so deep rooted in MADOOWA. Among.st the superstitious cere--
the Scandinavian Asi and German tribes, and in monies of tlie races in Ceylon are a variety of
which they showed their Gctic origin, that the forms for the recovery of the sick,—l,daana, or2,
Kajput is not behind his brethren cither of Scythia tin; food-offering, the harvest-home of the Singh-
or Europe. Though prohibited by ordinances alese, and liorn - pulling, a rite in honour of
which govern the ordinary Hindu, the Kajput Pattine, performed to drive away pestilence,

welcomes his guest with the mnnwar peala, or But the principal ceremony is the Dewal madoowa,
cup of request, in which tluy drown ancient which is celebrated on a larger scale, and fre-

eumities. The heroes of Odin never relished a quently performed on behalf of a whole village or
cup of mead more than the Kajput his madhua; district which has been aflUcted by cholera or fever,

and the bards of Scandinavia and Kajwara arc It takes place in a madoowa, or temporary build-
alike eloquent in the praise of the bowl, on which ing conshMicted of branches, and decomted with
the Bardai exhausts evciry metaphor, and calls it white cloths and garlands

;
and it generally lasts

ambrosial, immortal :
‘ The bard, as he sipped the throughout seven days, on each of which offerings

ambrosia, in which sparkled the ruby seed of the are made of wild flowers and fruit, together with
pomegranate, rehearsed the glory of the Kajput rice and money.

—

Tvim(‘ht''s CJmatkinitij in Ceylon.

race.’ Even in the heaven of Indra, the Hindu IMADKA, the ancient name for a country and
warrior’s paradise, akin to Valhalla, the Kajput people to the X.W. of IJindustan. Its capital

lias his cup, which is served by the Apsara, the was Sakala, and the territory extended from the
twill-sister of the celestial Hebe of Scania. ‘I Boas to the Chenab.
shall quaff full goblets amongst the gods,’ says MADKABSA, any Muhammadan college. One
the dying Getic warrior; ‘I die laughing,’ are of th(‘se was established in Calcutta in the
sentiments which would be appreciated by a year 1780 by Warren Hastings. Another was
Kajput.

—

TolVs Rajasthan^ i. 377
;

Wilson's (iloss. established in Madras by Nawab Gholain Muham-
MADIIU PAYKA. Sansk. An offering of mad Ghouse, which after his death was taken

honey, butter, and curds, presented to a poison over by the British, but abolished in 1884.

to whom it is intended to show particular respect, MADKAS (BTY, on the Coromandel coast, is

as to a guest, a bridegroom, or Brahman.— W. situated in hit. 13° 4' (>" N., long, 80° 17' 22" E.

MADHU KAO I., Peshwa from a.T), 17()l till It is the principal town of the presidency which
his death in 1774, at the early age of 28. Madliu bears its name, and in 1881 had a population of

Kao II., from 1774, died 1707. 405,848 souls. It is the third largest town of

MADHY A-DES, the middle country; according British India, the population of Bombay being
to one authority, the country comprising the pro- 773,190, and Calcutta town and suburbs,

vihees of Allahabad, Gorakhpur, Oudh, Dehli, 73<),316; that of the Calcutta municipality being
Agra, and part of Bundelkliand, bounded N. by 433,219, its north suburbs 51,658, and its south
the Siwalik Hills, S. by the confluence of the suburbs 251,439. Madrfis, Bombay, Calcutta,

Ganges and Jumna, E. by the S. branch of the Kangoon, Kurachce, Singapore, all of them now
Himlilaya, • and W. by the Vimlhya mountains, busy merc<aiitile towns, are alike creations of the
Also the Doab; but the Madhya -des of the British since the 17th century. Madras city is

Afahratta is the country between the Konkan and an aggregate of 16 hamlets, viz. Mootial Pettnh
Kandesh. Central Hindustan or Central India ami Peddoo Naik Pettah, which are commonly
was the Madhya-desa of the ancient Aryans, the called Black Town

;
Chintadrepettah, St. Thomd,

middle region of Aryavarta, the Ai ya country. In Triplicane, Comaleswaram Coil, Nungumbaukum,
a slokain in the Sanskrit work, the Amarako.sha, Eginore, Vepery, Pursawakum, Nadoombary,
the ancient boundaries of it are thus defined :— Chetput, Peramboor, Veysurpady, Eroongoonduni,

*Ariavartaha puiiia bhumi hi and Tondiarpet. St. Thoind, 3 miles south of the

Mad’hiam Vindhya Hirnaya yoho
;

’ fort, is famed as having been a Christian hamlet
i.c. the Aryan country, the sacred land (lies) since an early part of the Christian era. This

between the Vindhya and Himalaya, in this way part of the coast has no sheltered harbour, and
indicating ^th the ruling race and the boundaries the waves of tlie Bay of Bengal break continu-
of the country held by them at the time that ously on the shore, with which communication
Amara Sinha wrote the Amarakosha. The first can only be held by means of catamaran rafts,

known dynasty was the Bharata, so called from and masula boats of planks sewed together,
the first king Bharata, and the last of the dynasty The history of the Madras Presidency forms an
was Samvarama, who was driven westward by integral part of the history of India, and occupies
the Pancbala of Kanouj, B.c. 589. The Bharata many hundred pages of Mill and Wilson, Elphin-
kingdom seems to have been established between sou. Grant Duff, and other standard works. Ala-

2600 to B.c. 2200.— Wilson; Dowson. iid-Din, the second monarch of the Kiilji dynasty
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at Dehli, and his general, Malik Kafur, conquered Wight, laboured in the Madras Presidency
;
Dr.

the Dekhan, and overthrew the kingdoms of Jerdon, author of the Birds of India and of the

Karnatica and Telingana, which were then the Mammals of India, was a Madras medical officer

;

most powerful in Southern India. But after the and Dr. Russell and Dr. Day described the fishes

withdrawal of the Musalman armies, tlie native of the coasts. Xavier, Ziegenbald, Dubois, and
monarchy of Vijayanagar arose out of the ruins, Caldwell have been eminent as Christian mission-

with its capital on the Tumbudra river. This aries
;
and tlie first (Jovornment Museum in India

dynasty gradually extended its dominions from was established there in 1851 by Assistant-

sea to sea, and reached a pitch of prosperity such Surgeon Balfour.

as had been before unknown. At last, in 1505, The first essay at forest conservancy in the

after a glorious history of two centuries, Vija- Madras Presidency was the introduction of a State

yanagar was overwhelmed by a combination of the royalty over teak and other valuable timber in

four Muhammadan principalities of the Dckhan. Malabar and Canara in 1807. The existing

Mr. Francis Day, the representative of the Forest Department for Madras Presidency was
English E. I. Company a.d. 1G39, obtained i>er- firstorganizedbyDr.Cleghorn in 1856, and placed

mission from the local chiefhiin, Damerlu Vcjika- on a new footing in 1875. The tea plant was
tadri Naidu, to settle at the fishing village which introduced on the Ncilgherry Hills about 1838.

is now the site of Madras, and on the 1st March Madras, as a presidency, has a dissimilar military

1610, the Rayel of Chandragiri, a descendant and a civil jurisdiction. The foniier extends

of the Vijayanagar kings, issued a sunnud granting from Cape Comorin northwards to the Xerbadda,
permission to erect a fortress. The city gets its and includes the foreign territories of the maha-
name from Mundir-Raj, but the Rayel wished it rajas of Trav<aiicore, Cochin, Mysore, Hyderabad,
to be called t^'ri-Ranga Patnam, and the Naik and part of the British Central Provinces and
wished its name to be Chinnapa Patnam, by which British Burma ; while its civil sway may be de-

last it is known to the natives to tins day. In scribed as of four parts,—the Telugu country of

A.D. 1653 the Agent and (Council of Madras were the nortli, extending northwards from, and in-

raised to the rank of a presidency. eluding Nellorc
;
the Tamil country of the south.

In 1702, Daoud Khan, AurangzeVs general, and the Canareso, Tiilu, and Malealam districts

blockaded the town for a few weeks
;
and in of the western or Maiahar parts of the Peninsula

:

1741 the Mahrattas attacked the place, also un- and these surround a central table-land, elevated

successfully. In 1746, Madras was besieged by about 1000 to 2000 feet above the sea, comprising

M. do la Bourdonnais, and on the 10th September the inland districts of Salem, Coimbatore, Bellaiy,

the city capitulated, but it was agreed to be Kurnool, ami Cuddapah, in which ('auarese is the

ransomed by a payment of 11,00,000 of pagodtis. prevailing language.

On Bourdonnais departing, however, M. Dupleix The several languages have somewhat sharp

declared the treaty void, and the British wen* boundaries,—Telngn. Tamil, Canarcse, Malealam,

taken prisoners to Pondiclierry, or escaped to Tulu, Uriya, and hill languages, Hindustani or

Fort St, David, which, till 1752, became their Urdu being used by the bulk of the Muhammad-
chief town, though in 1749, Madras, after the ans, tlieir Labliai section of the Tamil country

treaty of Aix la Chapelle in 1748, had been restored speaking Tamil, and the Moplah of Malabar speak

to the British. War again broke out between Malealam.

the British and French, and M. Lally a second The area thus indicated is partly British, and in

time besieged Madras, from the 15th December part the territories of the following sovereigns in

1758 till the 17th February 1759, when the French alliance with the British,—Travancore, Cochin,

withdrew to Pondicherry. Banaganapilly, Sundur, Hyderabad, Pnducottah,

The progress of Madras through the two with a population of about 14 millions. The

centuries of its existence has been continuous, British territory is 141,001 square miles, with a

though its government has sustained some severe population in 1881 of 31,170,631,—221 to the

strains. In 1774, the governor, Mr. Wynch, was square mile. In 1871 it was 31,597,872, being a

deposed by orders from the Court of Directors, decrease of 427,241. This was the consequence

In 1775, Lord Pigot wtis appointed, but in 1776 of a famine in 1876-1877, which prevailed in

he was deposed by his Council, and confined; several of the plateau districts, and affected

he was restored, but in April 1777 he died. In chiefly the males, of whom there was a decrease

1770, Sir Thomas Rumbold was appointed Cover- of 453,192
;
while of the females the increase was

nor of Madras, but dismissed in January 1781. 25,951,

In the beginning of tlic lUtli century mncli agita- iggi. Males, . 15,421,043 1871. Males, . 15,874.23.')

tion occurred whilst Sir (rcorge Hilaro Barlow „ Females, 1.5,749,588 „ Females, 15,723,637

was governor, and in 1860 Sir Charles Edward —

^

Trevelyan was remoyed from the Governor’s office. Total, . . 31,170,631
|

Total, . . 31,597,872

Its annals contain some of the most romantic The famine was the consequence of failure in

episodes of Anglo-Indian history, such as a the rains of 1876. The water supply of the

struggle with the French for supremacy, the ex- several districts is somewhat varied. The average

ploitsofClive, Wellesley, and Cornwallis,—Assaye annual rainfall during a period of years ranged

and Seringapatam, the mutiny of Vellore. As from 17 bV inches in Bellary to 146*31 inches in S.

soldiers, Sir Barry Close, Major Laureruje, Gen- Canara. The N.E. monsoon prevails with heavy

erals Harris and Meadows, acquired fame and weather from the middle of October till tlie be-

honours. As soldiers and administrators, it pro- ginning of December, and violent gales sometimes

duced the great Lord Clive, Sir Thomas Munro, occur in May. Cyclones also occur, and do im*

Governor of Madras, and Sir John Malcolm, Gover- menso damage. Those of 1807, 1828, 1886,
and

nor of Bombay. As botanists, the missionaries 1847 were very violent.

John, Bottler, and Koenig, and Drs. Roxburgh and The three principal rivers of Madras are the
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Godavery, Kistna or Krishna, and Cauvery, each

with a large tributary system of its own.
Dodabetia (8640 feet) is the loftiest peak in

Southern India. There are, besides, many out-

lying spurs and tangled masses of hills, of which
the Shevaroys in Salem, the Animallay in Coim-
batore, and the Falni (Pulney) Hills in Madura
are the most important. The Laccadive Islands

form, for administrjitive purposes, a part of Madras
Presidency, being attached to the districts of

Malabar and South Canara.
The Madras Presidency is eminently agricul-

tural. Its males so engaged numbered 6,779,071,
and its females 4,024,032

;
but there are several

important towns.

Madras, . . 405,848 Tanjore, . . . .54,745

bangalore, . 155,857 Negapatani, . . .53,8.55

Trichinopoly, 81,449 Bellary, .... 53,4(*)0

Madura, . 73,807 Salem, .... .50,(>07

Calicut, . . 57,085 Coombaconum, . .50,038

The presidency for revenue purposes is arranged
into 21 districts, ranging from 4()0() lo 10,000
square miles in extents The districts of (hinjam,
Vizagapatani, (lodavery, and Kistna are on tlu^

N.E. coast, to the E. of the Central 1 Provinces and
Hyderabad ; and other E. coast districts are Nelloro,

Madras, Chinglcput, South Arcot, Tanjore, Madura,
and Tinnevelly, the hist named being situated in

the oxtreme south of the Peninsula. To the west
of Madura and Tinnevelly, and on the W. coast

of the Peninsula, are the Travancore and (>ochiu

territories governed by feudatory rajas. North
of these states, on the same coast, are the Madras
districts of Malabar and South Canara. The
central districts of the presidency are those of

Coirahatore, Trichinopoly, and Salem, between
Malabar and Madras, and thos(} of Bellary, Rur-
nool, Cuddapali, and North Arcot, between
Hyderabad and the Mysore country, which inter-

venes between Canara and Bellary and Nellore,

There are several large zamindaries,—-Venkata-

giri, Kalastri, Karvetiiuggur, Piinganur, Ramnad,
Shevagunga, and Palicondah, with permanent
settlements similar to those in Bengal.

The Madras revenue system is largely that

known as the ryotwari, which had its strongest

advocate in Sir Thomas Muuro in the latter years

of the 18th and beginning of the 19th centuries,

and means a settlement direct with the occupying
cultivator. About the year 1870 there were

3,227,726. farmers and sub - tenants, holding

2,297,158 single or joint farms. Under the

ryotwari system, the peasantry pay au avenigo
of Rs. 2J per acre. Of the ryots, on the rent-roll

only 420 were paying upwards of £100 a year of

rent to Government, only 1627 from £50 to £100,
only 5641 from £25 to £50, and only 77,408 from
£10 to £25. Of all the rest, forming about 90

a light and pennanent assessment, giving security

of title, enlarging the means of irrigation, and
facilitating the conveyance of produce. Mr.
Pycroft, with similar wisdom, said, ‘The main
remedies are the lowering of the land assessment
where unduly high, and placing it on a permanent
footing, security of tenure, devlopment of internal

communication, extension of irrigation, reduction

of the interference of subordinate revenue officials,

cheaper and more prompt.administration of justice,

and diffusion of education.’

Mr. Dalyell, secretary to the Madras Govern-
ment, estimated that there was produced an
annual supply of 129 million cwt. of grain for

the support of the population, or more than 5
cwt. for each person, being more than 11^ lbs. per
diem, whereas a family of five can subsist upon
7 lbs. per day, without difliciilty

;
and 3 acres of

superior land, supposing 1 acre to be irrigated, or
4 acres of unirrigated land, would support such a
family for a year. The produce of an aero of

the best rice land varies from 1 080 Madras measures

( = about 30 cwt.) in the southern districts

to 1200 measures ( = about 33 cwt.) in Goda-
very and Kurnool

;
and the worst rice lands yield

8 to 14 cwt. Mr. Dalycll’s estimate of 7. lbs. for

five of a family is, however, a scant allowance.

The following inams or revenue-free tenures
are found in the Madras Presidency :—(1) Lands
held by religious institutions, witli an estimated
area of 1,458,081 acres, on which the Govern-
ment assessment would be £242,247

;
the larger

portion of these are held by the pagodas in the
southern distihits, at Tripati, Conjeveram, Sriran-

gam, Hame.swaram, and xMadura. (2) Grants for

luirpose.s of public utility, chiefly for providinir

water and shade.

The Ohetty and Komati are the chief trading
classes

;
the Kama, Kapu, Naik, Reddi, Wak-

kaliga, Yellala, and Vclarna are the agriculturists,

with Bant and Nadavar in Canara, and Nair in

Malabar. These belong to the well-to-do ranks
of the eoramunity. ’Ihey do not usually cultivate

with their own hands, and many of them formerly
held their lan<ls on a military tenure. The
pastoral casti's are called Idaiyar in 'ramil, and
Golla ill Telugu. Of the aitis;ui castes, called

Kamalar in Tamil and Kamsala in Telugu,
nearly one-half are employed with metals. They
have succeeded generally in inaiiitaiiiing a higher
position in the social scale than is awarded to

them inNortlicru India. The agricultural labourers

belong to castes that were predial serfs up to the

close of the last century. Even at the present

time the conditions of service are not favourable

to the labourer.

In the south, the Yannian supply the bulk
of agricultural labour. The Maravar and the

per cent, of the whole, 118,672 were paying less Kallar, whose acknowledged head is the raja

than £5 a year, 431,569 less than £3, and 1,197,157 of Puducottah, bear a bad reputation for thieving

—the great majority—less than £1 a year. Only and general lawlessness. The Upparavar are
one country of Bengal—Chittagong—presents a chiefly engaged in the manufacture of salt and
parallel to it, and there Government has long trieu saltpetre; the Wadavar in tank -digging and
to induce the peasantry to accept a fee-simple road-making. The lishing and hunting castes
tenure. Mr. Maltby, Acting Governor, in a are called Sembadavan in Tamil and Besta in
minute on Sir W. Denison’s proposal to remove Telugu. Many of them have now betaken l^em-
the poverty and agricultural ignorance of the selves to agriculture. The non-Aryans proper,
Madras ryots by model farms and imported whose Tamil name of Parayen has been adopt^
machinery, observed that the surest way of pro- into European languages, are called Mala in
moting improvement is to render land valuable Telugu, Holia in Canarese, Poliygar in MalecJani,
aud attract capital to it by such methods as fixing and Dher in Mahrati. In the country round
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Madras they amount to about one-quarter of the

total population. In 1871 the Pariahs returned

themselves under more than 200 subdivisions in

the census report. The principal wandering
tribes are the Brinjara and Laiiibadi, carriers of

grain and salt. The Koravar races wander over

a wide area in Nellore and the adjacent districts,

and constitute one of the chief criminal classes.

In 1881 there were bll),823 children under
instruction; 1,535,790 • adults could read and
write, and 12,843,296 could neither read nor

write. Over 28 millions of the population

(28,497,678) follow forms of Hinduism
;
711,080

are Christians, and 1,933,561 Muhammadans.
The great bulk of the population is of Turanian

origin, the Brahmans and Rajputs who claim

Aryan origin being only 1,136,111 out of the

31,497,678 of total inhabitants. Christians are

more numerous in this presidency than in any
other part of the country, the total of Briti.sh

India being 1,862,525. 473,352 of the Madras
Christians fire of the Romish pemuasion. The
Muhammadans, 1,933,561 in number, are chiefly

of the Sunni sect.

The following are the more numerous of the

castes in Madras, Mysore, and Travancorc :

—

Aganiudyan, . , 302,3.38 Kuiuinalen, . . 784,998
Ambalakaren, 155,537 Kuruba Golla, . 180,5.35

Ambattan, . , ^142,816 Kurubaru{My8ore),225,282
Araikulaiii, . . 369,036 Kusavaii, . . . 263,975
Balaji, . . . , 780,181 IMa.ligaru (Mysore),! 74,824

Bedaru (Mysore)
,

171,269 INIaravar, , . . 256,304

Berad, . . . 263,896 Muliainmadans, 1,933,561

Besta, . . . 724,456 Mutsatti, . . . 133,141

Brahman, . . 1,122,218 Nahambari, . . 106,682

Brahmo, . . .132 Nair, .... 464,260

Buddhist, . . . 1,535 Oddan, . . . .363,289

Ohannan (Travan- I’adiyaol, . . . 376,847
core), 128,600 Parayen, . . 3,290,038

Chettiar, . 235,286 Parsee 143
Christian,. 711,080 Pillai, . . . 1,294,982
Devangulu, 136,901 Pulavcn (Travan-

Elaven, . .387,176 core), . . . 196,539

Gadani, . 259,110 Rajputs, . . . 13,89,3

Gonda, . . 144,063 Reddi, . . . . .584,867

Holiyar, . 417,421 Sakkili, . . 1,126,8.37

Idayan, . 1,071,888 Sale, .... 206,791

Jain, . . 35,7.33 Savaralu, . . . 131, 4(19

Jaudra, . 107,16!) Sembadavan, . 100,019

Jangam, . 117,429 8Iianar, . . 1,478,690

Jew, . . . . ,30 Telugalu, . . 613,090
Kaikalar, . .323,788 Upparavan, . 104,959
Kalingalu, 100, .564 Priya, . . . 101,195
Kallam, . 397,857 Vanan, . . .528,458

Kamma, . 795,732 Vannian, . 1,07.5,264

Kapali, . . 1.30,240 Velama, . . 348,063
Kapu (Pakaimti), 107,.341 Vellalar, . 1,770,671
Kawa? . . 1,102,2.55 Wakkaliga
Kodula, . . . 244,090 (Mysore), . 111,732
Komati, . . . 365,715 Wakkaliga, 457,315
Kumbar, . . . 114,.378 Yadava, . . 10,5,426

MADREPORIDJ^, a family of zoophytc.s in

which the polypes have ten short tentacles and
a stony polypidom, sometimes branched and
arborescent, sometimes developed in a leaf-like or

fan-like fonn. They exist in all the warm seas.

Large, sti^ougly-branched corals of the genus

Madrepora fringe the island of the Mauritius.

The corals or coralliaria have already been briefly

noticed under that heading. But it may- be here

mentioned that under the general name of coral

animals are included all those members of the
Actinozoa which have the power of secreting

hard structures of the nature of a skeleton. This
skeleton is what is known as the coral or corallum,

and the animals which produce it are the so-called

coralligenous zoophytes, Actinozoa coralligena.

The forms of the class Actinozoa which secrete

a corallum, belong to the orders Alcyonaria,

Rugosa, and Zoantharia. No corallum is ever

produced in the order Ctenophora; even many
members of the Zoantharia are destitute of a

skeleton, or have but an imperfect one
;
and that

of the Alcyonaria is also often rudimentary.

The class of the Actinozoa is divided into four

orders, viz. the Zoantharia, represented by the

sea anemones, madreporaria, etc.
;
the Rugosa,

in which • occur the genera cyathophyllum,

zaplircntis, etc.
;

the Alcyonaria, which com-
prise the red coral sea-pens, sea-shrubs, organ-

pipe corals, etc.
;
and the Ctenophora, comprising

the Beroii, Pleiirobrachia, Venus’ girdle, etc.

Order i. Zoantharia (Hexacoralla).

Serf ion. Zocantliaria malacoderinata, sea anemones.
Jf'um. i. Actiiiidc'o, no corallum. Gencrn^ actinia,

adamsia, nnthcuH, bunodes, bolo cera, cancri<

socia, corynactis, phymactis, sagartia, tealia, etc,

Fam. ii. Ilyaiithida3, no corallum. (re7?€7’rt,ilyanthu8,

j)eachisi., Eilwardsia, ccriaiithus, halcampa.
Fam. iii. Zoanthid.x*, generally a pseudo-skmeton.

Section. Zoantharia aclerobasica, the black corals or
Autipathid.'e. They form colonics which are
attached by the base to some foreign object, and
are generally more or less branched and plant-liko.

It coniprises the genera geranlia, cirrhipathes,

anti])athes, arachnopatlics, rliii)idopathes, leio-

pathos, etc.

Section. Zoantharia sclcroderinata (Madreporaria) in-

clinles most of the coralligenous zoophytes of

eastern seas. Tliey always x)osscss a corallum.
They propagate by gemmation and fission. The
genera are miidrei>ora, dendrophyllia, cladocora,

ocnlina, loj)hohelia, ustrocomia, astrangia, rhiz-

angia, caulastnra, mreandrina, diploria, latiinx'-

ainira, rhipidogyra, phytogyra.
The Zoantharia sclorodermata were arranged by

I^Iilno-Edwards and Jules Htjeimc into the four
great sections Aporosa, Perforata, Tabulata, and
Tuhulosa.

Aporosa, with .six families, — Turbinolidcc,
Pseudo-turbinolida‘, Ociiliuidie, Astrmid.^*, Pseudo-
fuiighl.aj, and Kungidte.
The two Perforata families are the Eups.ammidie

and Madreporid.T.
The genera of tlie Tabulata are not yet agreed

upon, but tlic IMillepora, the Helio]>ora, the Favo-
sitida*, the Oha3teti(Iaj may be named.
The corallum of tlie Tubulosa is both simple and

compound.

ORI7ER II. Rugosa pos.sess a well-developed sclero-

dermic corallum, all fossil.

Order hi. Alcyonai-ia (Octocoralla) comprise the

• families Alcyonidae, Tubiporidm, Pennatulida;,
Gorgonida*, and Helioporida*.

The Tubiporidae are known iia the organ-pipe

corals
;

the sea-pens and sea-rods form the

PcnnatulidsD
;
and the Gorgonida3 are known as

sea-shrubs.

The simplest corallum is most commonly cylin-

drical, conical, or turbinate (Caryophyllia, Tur-

binolia, Ihilanophyllia, etc.), but it may be more

or less comjiresscd (Flabellum)
;
also arborescent

or dendroid (Madrepora, Dendrophyllia, Lopho-

hclia, etc.), or in clusters of branches. springing

from a common base (Mussa, Caulastraea, many
species of Porites, Madrepora, etc.) ;

others are

foliaceous, as species of Madrepora, Pocillopora,

Maiiopora, etc.

Amongst the more important reef-building

corals may be mentioned the Astroeidsei generally

(Astroea, Astrangia, Cladocora, Diploria, Moean-

drina, etc.)
;
also the Madreporid® (Madr^ra,

etc. ) ;
the Poritid® (Porites, Goniopora, Monti-
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pora, etc).
;
many of the Oculinidse (Orbicella,

Stylaster, Pocillopora, etc.)
;
the majority of the

Fungidm and the Millepores. Various alcyonoid

corals (Heliopora, Tubipora) also help with many
of the Grorgonida) and the calcareous alga)

(Nullipores and corallines).

The structures raised by them are known as

barrier reefs, fringing reefs, and atolls. Fringing
reefs are in the immediate neighbourhood of land,

in shallow water, either surrounding islands or

skirting the shores of continents. Harrier reefs

also may either encircle islands or skirt continents,

but far from land. The barrier reefs occasionally

surround islands. An atoll is a ring-shaped reef

enclosing an open lagoon.— Darwin^ Encyc.
Britan. See Corals.

MADURA, a town in the southern part of the

Peninsula of India, in the Madras Presidency,

in lat. 9° 55' 10" N., and long. 78° 9' 44" E. It

gives its name to a revenue district, lying between
lat. 9° 4' and 10° 44' N., and long. 77° 14' and
79° 20' E., and bounded on the S. by Tinnevelly,

Ptilk’s Strait, and the Gulf of Manaar. Madura
is on the banks of the Vaiga river. It was the

capital of the ancient Pandiyan monarchy, which
was overthrown by Muhammadan invadei’s in the

11th century. Another Hindu dymisty, that of

the Naiks of Madura, began about a.d. 1120.

Tiruinala reigned from A.i>. 1G2I1 to 1060 or 1662,

and the public edifices enacted by him furnish

evidence of his wealth and magnificence. The
Naik dynasty ceased to rule in the middle of the

18th century, but so late as 1 820 a great-grandson
of Bhangaru, the last Naik, visited Madras from
^\*llikurchi, seeking pecuniary assistance from the

Government. After the dynasty was set aside,

the Madura district witnessed for years the con-

tests for dominion, in which Cluinda Sahib,

Muhammad Ali, Mnzaffar Jung, Muhammad
Yusuf; Polygars, and the British were engaged

;

but it was filially, in 1801, placed under British

rule.

In the legends of the south of India, Kula
Sakara is said to have founded Madura city, and
the story is abundantly illustrated in the sculptures

of Tiruinala Nayak’s choultry, and in other

buildings there. Seveiity-tliree kings are said to

have reigned prior to the accession of the Naik
dynasty. Extant legends connect the city with

fables about Agastiya, for it was the great seat

of 'rainil learning, and was famed for its 8angattar

or College Council, with which the names of

Agastiya and his 12 piijjils are associated. Tlieir

names are Tholcfipyar or'riranath'iiiuigini, Athan-
kotasan, Tliuralingam, Kakipadiiii, Nattathaii,

Vaminan, Vyapican, Vaypyan, Panambarau, Kal-

arainban, Sembootsay, and Avinayan. The three

works published by them were the Paragathyain,

Sittagathyam, and 'rholcappyam. Madura has
been both the political and religious capital of tlie

extreme south. The Madura College exercised as

great an authority over Tamil literature as the

Academy of Paris in its palmy days in France.
At the first institution of the Madura Sangattar,
it would appear that some dispute arose immedi-
ately between the professors and the Saiva priests,

connected not impossibly with that contention for

pre-eminence of knowledge which has ever pre-

vailed in the Tamil countries.

Madura had formed the southern ^t of the

Hegnum Pandionis of Ptolemy, the randi Man-

dalam of tbo Indians, and its capital, the Madora
of Ptolemy, was the royal residence of the ancient
monarchs about the beginning of the Christian era.

Pandiya, the Pandion or Oi Pandiones pf the
Greeks, was the titular name of the dynasty of
Madura, and the race were styled Pandyi, Pandiya

;

the king, the Pandyan or Pandiya Deva. Two
embassies were sent by the Pandiyan king to

Augustus, the first of which he received at Tar-
ragona

;
the second is mentioned by Strabo. The

friendship of the Romans was sought by only one
other Hindu prince, 0 Kerobothros, the king of

Chera or Kerala, who was also a Dravidian.

At the beginning of the Christian era, Pandiya
territory appears to have embraced all the Pen-
insula south of the Cauvery. It was about the
2d century that the ruler, A^amsa Sekhara, founded
a college at Madura, with a council or sangattar

of 48 professors. The college was broken up
between the 6th and 9th centuries. About the

11th century the town of Madura was destroyed by
fire, the king and all his family perished, and the
Pandiya dynasty was ended. This was followed
by a long period of anarchy, till the Naiks
became dominant in the loth century. Their
power culminated during the reign of 'firumala,

and the dynasty allowed Christian missionaries,

Robert do Nobilibus, De Britto, and others, to

labour among the people. The great Hindu temple
forms a parallelogram 847 feet long from north to

south, by 744 feet broad, with 9 gopuras, one of

which is 152 feet high, 'rhe principal structure is

the Sahasra-stainbha-mantaparn or Hall of One
Thousand Pillars (the actual number being 997),
which was built by Arya Nayaga Mudali, the
general and minister of Viswauath, the founder
of the Naik dynasty. The whole is profusely
ornamented both with sculptures and paintings.

Several of the great buildings of Madura city are
associated with the name of Tirumala. The palace^

is the most perfect relic of secular architecture in

the Madras Presidency.

The Vellalar are the most nmnerous and the
moat respected class of agriculturists. They
speak a pure Tamil dialect. 'I’he Maravar chiefly

inhabit the two zamindari estates bordering the
sea-coast. Their hereditary chiefs are the rajas of

l^uimad and 8iva-ganga. They were a martial

race, and more than once rose against British

authority. They bury their dead, and allow the

re-marriage of widows. The Kallar are predatory,

with Iieadquartera in the Tributary State of

Puducottali.

ThePulney 11 ills, calledVaraha or Pig mountains,
project across the district for about 54 miles.

Their highest peaks attain an elevation of more
than 8000 feet above sea-level. On this plateau

a sanatorium for Europeans has been established

at Kodaikaiial, and coffee-planting is rapidly

extending. The precipitous fortress of Dindigul,

and the Elephant Rock, the Cow Hill, and the

sacred Skandamalia, are in the neighbourhood
of Madura town.

In Tinnevelly and Madura are valuable marbles.
In Madura was a dangerous sport called jalicut.

It consisti^d in making a bull infuriated, and then
letting him loose, with cloths or money tied to his
horns, which became the property of ai^ person
who could succeed in removing tliem. Si^e the
year 1855 a prohibition existed against the sport
being indulged in, and in 1859 certain village
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Bervim1» were dismissed for permittiiiji? it within In the beginning of 1868, Maemana stood a siege
the limits of their jurisdiction.

—

Orme^ Friend of by Abdur Rahman, and the inhabitants gallantly
India ; Tennent's Hindustan, ii. p. 7 ;

CaldweWs repelled three assaults, but at last submitted tO
Gramtiiar, terms. It is at the present time (1884) regarded
MADURA or Madoera Island, in the Eastern as forming part of Afghan Turkestan, but it is a

Archipelago, forms part of Netherlands India. Its region of change.

—

MacGreqor.
N.W. point is in lat. 6°

55J' S., long. 112° 51 E., MyESA INDICA. A, D. C. Matabimheya-gass,
and its E. point in lat. G° 5U' S., long. 114° llj-' Singh. A Ceylon tree, very abundant up to

E. It is the most important of a line of 75 an elevation of 5000 feet.

—

7'Inv.

islands which runs along the northern and eastern ]MAFFENS, autlior of Historia Indicarum, A.D.

coasts of Java, and is separated from the great 1570.

island by a strait not more than two miles MAFI. Hind. A rent-free tenure. Mafidar,

wide, which serves to form the capacious harbour holder of a rent-free tenure. Properly Muafi.

of Sourabaya, the strait widening at its eastern MAFINE, in Polynesia, an imaginary being

extremity to fifty miles. Its soil is poor com- who is supposed to bear the world on his shoulder,

pared with that of Java, but its inhabitants are and earthquakes are caused by his shifting the

peaceful and industrious. Since the early part of earth from shoulder to shoulder,

the 18th century, the Madurese have been migrat- MAGADHA. The territory of which this is the

ing to and settling on the opposite shores of Java, ancient name corresponds with that part of the

depopulated by long wars, and in .some districts present Behar which extends along the south of

they form the bulk of the present population, so the river Ganges. The capital was Rajagriha.

that the Madurese language is not confined to Magadha is mentioned so early as in the Atharvan
Madura. In 1880, its population, 810, 1J5 in Veda, and is met with so late as the 7tli century

number, comprised—Europeans, 500; Natives, a.d., when Chinese pilgrims speak of it under

804,015; Chinese, 3932; Arabs, 1.016; others, the scarcely intelligible name of Mold -a-to. The
168. The sultan resides at Bangkallan. Few present appellation Behar is from Vihara or a

mammals are found, and none peculiar to Madura, monastery of the Buddhists, whoso most reputed

The island is famous, however, for its breed of convent was at Behar, the place where Buddha
cattle, and supplies from its rich ])astiirea pro- obtained the law. As Magadha was the scene of

visions to many of the agricultural and seafaring Buddha’s early career as a religious performer
;

it

communities of the neighbouring regions. The possesses a gri'ater number of holy places con-

meat when cured resembles, but is far superior to, neetod with Buddhism than any other province of

the jerked beef of South America. The people fmlia. The chief jdaces are Buddha Gya, Kuk-
are similar to the hilluien of Java, and from kutapada, Rajagriha, Kusagarajmra, Nalaiida,

them the Dutch recruit the line of their native I ndrasilaguha, and the Kapotika monastery,

army with the best troops in their service.— The kings of Magadha were of six dynasties,

Raffles' History of Java; Earl, Eastern Sens; viz. that of

Ilorsburgh; Temminck, Coup d^Qiil snr Ics J^osses- Jjarlnulrat/ia, of the line of Pandu, the first of

sions Neerlandaises, i. p. 335; St. John's Indian which was Jaiasandha, a co-temporary of Yu-
Archipelago, i. p. 337. dishthra and Krishna. A(!cording to Sir William

MADUWAR, a tribe occupying the higher Jones, n.c. 3101 , according to Professor Wilson

slopes of the Animallay Hills in Coimbatore.
, in the reign of Sahadeva, n.c. 1400, Parakshita

They hunt the ibex and sambur, using powerful was born, and the great war ends, and in the

bows and arrows and large dogs. See Kader. reign of Ripiiiijaya, n.c. 915, a Buddha was born.

MADYAL, a savage Gond tribe, called in
i
The accepted era of the Pandu dynasty is n.O.

Bastar Jhodia, dwelling on the Beila Dila Hills, 1400 to 915.

and in the remotest parts of Chanda. ’I’lie 'i’lie Snjiaka dynasty, kings of Bharatkanda, of

women wear a bunch of leafy twigs to cover Magadiia kings, reigned 128 years,

them before and behind. In this they resemble The Setisunaf/a oi* t^esmig reigned 360 years,

the Juanga to the south of the Kol country, the and we find amongst them, n.c. 415, Nanda

Chenchi near the Pulicat lake, and to the north MahApadma (n.c. 1602 Jones, 360 Wilson),

of Ellorc; and till about the year 1830 a similar regarding whom it was said ho will bring the

leaf dress existed amongst the Holier of the whole earth under one umbrella; he will have

forests near Mangalore. eight sons, Smnalya and others, who will reign

MAEMANA is situated on a plain in the midst after Mahapadma. He and his sons will govern

of hills. It is 172 miles N.E. of Herat, 105 miles for 100 years. Tlie Brahman Kaulilya will not

S.W. of Balkh, 380 miles E. of Mashed, 280 miles root out the nine Nanda.

S. of Bokhara, 350 miles W.N.W. of Kabal, 665 The Maurya dynasty governed 137 years, the

miles N.N.W. of Kandahar by Kabal, 572 miles first of whom, according to Wilson, B.C. 315,

from Kandahar by Herat, and 230 miles B.Pl. of and 1502 Jones, Avas Cliaudragupta, the Sandra-

Merv. The inhabitants are Uzbaks, with some cottus of the Greeks, contemporary Avith Seleucns.

Tajaks, Herati, about 50 families of .lews, a few The Smaja dynasty reigned 110 years, the first

Hindus and Afghans, in all about 15,000 or of Avhom, Pushparnitra (i3.c. 178), put his master,

18,000 souls. The district is 20 miles long by 18 the last of the Maurya, to death,

broad. In 1857, the Mir of Maemana tendered The Kanwa dynasty reigned 45 years. The

submission to Persia. Early in 1858, being first was, n.c. 66 Wilson, Kanwa, named Vasu-

threatened by Persia, he applied to Muhammad deva, who usurped his master’s kingdom.
Afzal* for assistance; in 1859 he headed a Sahadeva was king of Magadha at the end ox

rebellion against the Afghans, but was defeated, the war of the Mahabharata. The 85th king

In i861 he tendered his submission to Herat, and succession from him was Ajata Satru, in

in the end of the year transferred it to Kabul, reign Sakya or Gautama, the founder of the Buddn-
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isfc religion, was born, and Sakya died alK)ut b.c.

550. The 6th in succession from Ajata Satru,

inclusive, was Nanda; the 9tli from Nanda was
Chandragupta, and the 3d from him was Asoka.
Pali was the spoken tongue.
Magadha was first mentioned by the Greeks

B.C. 300. The last mention of it was about the

5th century a.d. It is mentioned in a note in

the Vishnu Parana.
The Magadha kingdom occupied the tract called

Prachi by Hindu authors, the Prasii of the Greeks.

Megasthenes was ambassador at the court of

Chandragupta when king of Magadha, who had
Pataliputra as his capital, known to the Greeks
as Palibothra,

—

Cimniugharn^s Ancient Geography^

p. 452
;
Elphimtone^ pp. 138, 143

;
Dowson.

MAGAHI, a tribe of agriculturists in Behar,
probably a vernacular form of Magadhi, or native

of Magadha.
MAGALHAES, FERDINANDO de, more

generally known by his Spanisli dosignatioii

Magellanes, in the year 1520 set out on a voyage
of eastern discovery, passed through the straits

which bear his name, discovered Mindanao, and
(lied in Mactan on 26th April 1521, from wounds
received in action. Only one of his lleet, the

Vitoria, commanded by Elcano, a Biscayan,

returned to Spain. Magellan had become dis-

gusted with the Portuguese service, and he offered

to Charles v. to discover a passage to India by
the west, in order to divide the rich traffic of the

Spice Islands. He jmsed the straits in S.

America which have since gone by his name, in

1520, and, entering the South Pacific Ocean,
Jirrived in a few months «at the Philippine

Islands, of which lie took possession in the name
j

of the Spanish monarch. Barbosa fell three days i

after Magellan, and in twelve days more the
people waylaid and murdored twenty-four of his

companions.

—

Eikmore^ p. 308
;

Chatjield's Iliti-

duKtan, p. 37.

MAGAH or Mugger, a small martial tribe in

Nepal, originally from Sikkim, from which they
were first driven west by the I ^epcha, across the

Mechi and Kook rivers, and thence farther west
by the Liiiibu, beyond the Arun and Dud Kushi.
The Magm* race now occupy the lower levels on
the banks of. the Kali in Nepal. They use a
monosyllabic language, likii the Tibetans, Chinese,

Hiuraese, and Siamese, Avith an alphabet of Indian
origin. They abstain from beef, drink to excess,

find have an Indian piiestliood. They are divideil

into twelve thum, supjAOscd to bo descendants of

twelve different male ancestors. They do not
marry in their own thum. Idiis oxogamic practice

occurs in Australia, North and South America,
Africa, and Europe. They reside in the valleys.—Dr. Latham^s Ethnology.

MAGAR-BANS. Hind. Bambusa arnndin-

the edge of the swamp, and the instant the blood

began to flow, the water became perfectly alive

with the brutes, all hastening from different

places towards the spot. In the course of a few
minutes, and long before the goat was cut up,

upwards of 150 had collected in a mass on the
dry bank. When the meat was thrown among
them, it proved the signal for a general battle

;

several seized hold of a jnece at the same time,

and bit and struggled and rolled over each other

until almost exhausted with the desperate efforts

they made to carry it off. At last all was
devoured, and they retired slowly to the water.

The mos(]ue is a neat white building. It is dedi-

cated to Pir llaji Mangho, who is esteemed a
saint by both Hindus and Muhammadans, and is

held in sucli high veneration throughout Sind,

that numbers of corpses are yearly brought from a
great distance to be interred near his shrine. Tlie

I

valley is in consequence covered with burying-

I

grounds, which arc full of tombs elaborately
' carveff and ornamented.

—

Imp. Gaz.

MAGDAK. Hind. Indian clubs, used for

exercise in developing the muscles of the arms
and chest.

MAGH, commonly applied to the natives of

Arakan, particularly those bordering on Bengal
or residing near the sea, and to the people of

Chittagong. I'lie Arakaiiese, however, disclaim

;
tlic appellation, and restrict it to a class whom

' tliey bold in utter contempt, the descendants of

! the Arakanesc who were settled at Chittagong
and Dacca, by Bengali mothers. The word is

also Avritteii jiagh, Mug, or Mugh, and is an
ancient name for the Magi, also, in Central Asia,

called Gabr, applied to a lire-worshipper, also a
Avine-drinkcr or tavern-keeper.

The Magh of Bakarganj came from Arakan in

tlie liegiuning of the 19th centiuy, when that

country was overrun and conquered by the

Pegurs. They yjrofess Buddhism, but nearly all

traces of that religion have been obliterated, and
many have accepted Hinduism. They intermarry
among theinselvos, adliero to their own mode of

living, buihl their houses like those of Burma,
and are fond of revisiting their old homes.

MAGH or Magha. Sansk. Tlie tenth month
of the Hindu year, Avhoii the sun enters Capri-
corn, and Avhen the full moon is near the asterism

Magha (January—February). On the 1st of

Magha, according to solar calculation, or the first

lunation of the moon, that is, the day of new
moon, a great festival is observed in Upper India,

Avbcn bathing in the sea at Ganga Sagara, or the

mouth of the Bhagirathi, is considered of peculiar

efficacy. At the full moon a great festival is held

at Combaconum. Magh Bilm and Baisakh Bihu
are the two national festivals of the Assamese.

The two great festivals, Pochain and Pochi, of

a solid bamboo, called a male bamboo.
MAGAR TALAO, or Crocodile Tank, also

called the Magar Pir, or more correctly Pir
Hangho tank, has hot springs and a temple in
the Kurachee district of Sind. It is about 7 or 8
Indies north of Kurachee. The swamp is not more
tkan 150 yards long, by about 80 yards broad

;

and in this confined space a visitor counted above
200 large crocodiles. The natives say they never
touch a buffalo, but will instantly attack any other
animal, however large, and a goat was therefore
killed for them. The animal AVas slaughtered on

the Buddhist Shan and Burme.se, are held about
the same period of the year. The Baisakh Bihu
is as gay as a carnival, and the Avoinen, especially

the maidens, enjoy unusual liberty. The prettiest

girls dance Avith their hair hanging loose on their
shoulders.

MAGHA or Sisupala-Badha, a collection of
Hindu lieroic epic poems of 20 cantos, written
by different authors, under the patronage of king
Maglia. The subject is the death of Sisupala
slain in war by an arrow from Krishna. -L Ward^ iv!
MAGHAZZI, one of three great tribes* in

*
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Baluchistan, the other two being the Nahrui and
Kind. Jell and Shadia are the chief towns of the

Magliazzi, who have been located for a long time

in KacbL They are divided into four principal

clans, of which theBhutani is the more illustrious,

and furnishes the Sirdar of the whole. They
boast of being able to muster ‘^OOO fighting men,
and when visited by Mr. Masson, had been
engaged in endless hostility with their neighbours

the Rind, an inextinguishable blood-feud exist-

ing between the two tribes. The Maghazzi and
the Kind are alike addicted to the abuse of

ardent spirits, bhang, and opium. Their clans

are the Abra, Binli, Isobani, Jakra, Jakrani,

Jatki, Kakrani, Kalandarani, Lashari, Maghzi,

Mataiki, Musani, Nari, Turbaiidzai, and Unar.

MAGH-MELA. Hind. A sacred fair held at

Allaliabad. Every twelfth year an unusually

great gathering takes place at the Magh-Mcla of

Allahabad, which is then called the Koombh
Mela. Sec Mela.

MAGHKAB. Arad. The west
;
sunset. Magh-

rab-ka-namaz, the eventide prayers. Maghrabi,

a western person. Maghrab, the west, is applied

to Western Africa and its people; the common
plural is Maghrabin, generally written Mogrebyn.
The form of this word in the singular seems to

have given rise to the I^atin Mauriis, by elision of

the letter Ghain, to Italians an unpronounceable
consonant. From M auras comes the Portuguese

Moro, and the English Moor. When Vasco da

Gama reached Calicut, he f<pund there a tribe of

Arab colonists, who in religion and in language

were the same as the people of Northern Africa,

—for this reason he called tliem Moors. This wa.s

explained long ago by Dr. Vincent (Periplns, lib.

8), and lately by Prichard. Maghrabin or

Westerns then would be opposed to Sharkiyin,

Easterns, the supposed origin of Sarac(‘n. The
word Saracens came through the Greeks (Ptolemy

uses it), who have no such sound as sh in their

language, and the Italian, wdiich, hostile to the

harsh sibilants of oriental dialects, generally

melts sh dowm into .s. So the historical word
Hash-sha-shiyuii, liemp-drinker, was civilised by
the Italians into assassino. The Maghrabi dialect

is the hai-shest and most guttural form of Arabic.

It owes this severity to its frequent use of the

Sukun, or the quiescence of one or more vowels,

Klab, for instance, for Kilab, and M.sik for Amsik.

Tims vowels, the soft and liquid part of language,

disappear, leaving in their place a barbarou.s

sounding mass of consonants.

—

Bvrton\s Mecaiy i.

pp. 274, 293; Natural Jlistory of Alan; Niebuhr

Tr, p. 101.

MAGHRABI, a small gold coin current on the

Malabar coast. Maghrabin, a western Arab of

Northern Africa.

MAGHWAY. A pagoda called the Emerald

Couch, standing in the town of Maghway on the

Irawadi, is reputed to contain a relic of the

be<l of the last Buddha, Gaudama.
MAGHZ. Hind. The brain, the kernel of a

nut, fruit, etc.: hence Maghzak, the mango;
Maghz-khubani, apricot kernels; Magliz-pipal, or

Filfil-i-daraz, Piper longuin, or Cliavica Rox-
burghii; Char-Maghz, Juglans regia.

MAGI were the priests of the Persians, Bac-
trians, Charismians, Aryans, and Sakae. Diogenes
JjaertiuB (in Proem, p. 2, l^ond. 1664) notices

their reverence for fire, earth, and water,

—

Oi/f ku

wf ttyeti, KUi yiVf viap. But Herodotus hac

before him, mentioned sacrifices offered on mout
tains to Jupiter by the ancient Persians, an

their worship of the sun and moon, of the earti

of fire, water, and of the winds; he adds, als(

that they learned from the Assyrians and Arabian

to adore Venus, Urania, or celestial, which th

Persians called Ailtrpot, Strabo, like Herodotus

declares that the Persians neither erected statue

nor altars
;

‘ they regard,’ says he, * the heaven
as Jupiter, and reverence the sun, which they ca!

Mithra. The moon also, and Venus, fire, th

wind, and water.’ Yet in a previous passage c

the same book, if the text be correct, he ha
affirmed that Mars alone was worshipped by th

Pei-sians. What they called Jupiter, says Here
dotus, was the whole compass or circuit of heaven

which Strabo, tvs above (pioted, confirms. Fror

both authors it appears that the Persians di

not attempt to embody, under the human forir

an object of such materiality as the celestia

expanse. But Clemens Alexandrianus gives u

reason to believe that some of their idols resemblei

human beings, and the statue of Venus Tanais, Tn
A<ppo6irt^ rotvcttooc;, mentioned by liim, reprcsenteii

without doubt, the female divinity more correct!

named Anaitis, that Venus, we may suppose

wliom the Persians learned to worship fror;

neighbouring nations, as Herotlotiis had alread;

declared.

The Magism of the Chaldees, as it prevailei

about H.o. 22.‘>4, when a Median dynasty sat oi

the throne of Babylon, was a mollification of th

doctrines of Zoroaster.

TIreir cult seems to have been essentially ;

worship of the elements, and of these fire wa
deemed the most worthy of representing the deity

The Magian religion was of a highly sacerdota

type. No wor8hi])per could perform any religion

act <;xcej)t by the intervention of a priest or Magus
who prepared the victim and slew it, chanted tin

mystic strain which gave the siicrifice all its force

poured on the ground the propitiatory libation o

oil, milk, and honey, and lield the bundle of thii

tamarisk twigs, the Zendii Barsom (Baresma), tht

em})loyment of which was essential to everj

sacrificial ceremony. In the time of Darius, tin

Magi were not the priests of Ormazd, and Darius

treated them most unmercifully. After the time

of Ardeshir Daraz-dast (Artaxerxes Lougoman us),

the Magi seem to have converted the ruleis tc

their creed. Professors Westergaard and George

Rjiwlinson regard Magism as in its origin com-

pletely <listincc from Zoroastrianism.

—

Geo. RawL
ii. pp. 347-354.

MAGIC. The Tamil people enumerate 04

arts and sciences, 20 being connected with magie,

spells, charms, some of a malignant' character.

One of these, an invocation to Kali, for the

destruction of an enemy, runs ;

—

‘Om

!

Adoration to thee, Supreme Power,
Kali ratri, black night,

To whom the bloody flesh of man is dear.

Whose very form is fate and death.

Seize, seize on the life of such a one.

Drink blood ! drink blood !

Devour flesh ! devour flesh

!

Make lifeless ! make lifeless

!

Hum Phut I
’

MAGINDANAO, an idand of the Ewtero

Archipelago. The people use the Tagala alpna-
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bet of the Tagala nation, of the great island of

Lu9on.

MAGIZADI SERVAI, a Hindu festival cele-

brated at Tiruvattiyur village, six miles north of

Madras. According to the Stbalapuranum, Sun-
dara Swami, a disciple of Siva, fell in love with one
of the two maid-servants of the goddess Parvati,

and Siva ordained him to marry her at some
future period in the nether world. The girl was
accordingly re-born in the house of Nayirkila,

and brought up under the name of Sangiliiachiar.

During one of. her daily visits to the Tiruvattiyur
temple, she met with Sundara Swami, who was
spending his days in the service of the deity, and
who, being fascinated by her charms, begged
Siva’s permission to marry her in the temple.

Sangilnachiar prevailed upon Suntharur to cele-

brate the marriage under a Magizada tree, in the
presence of Siva, whence the festival takes its

name. At the conclusion of the wedding, the
leaves of the tree arc torn off, and sliowered
down. On this occasion, the two celebrated birds

of Tirukkazikundrurn, which were once rishis,

Kiid to be thousands of years old, arc said to visit

the temple. Thousamis of people attend this

festival from distant villages.

MAGNESIA is the Fi-kan-sliih, TjU-kan-shih
of the Chinese. A soft white powder, used in

medicine. It is prepared by burning the carbonate
of inagueflia, but latterly also from the bittern of

sea water after the crystallization of common salt.

Magnesia carbonas.
Magneiiia alba. Kolilensiiures bittererde*,

Magnesia sub-carbonas, (Jeii.

Carbonate of magncHia. KohlenRaurcs talkerde, ,,

This forms a constituent of the dolomitic, or

magnesian, limestone which is found largely in

Southern India, near I'riehinopoly. Very fine

silicious and magnesian earths, siudi as rotten-

stone, alkaline loam, and. Armenian bole, occur
near Sundur, Bangalore, and Cuddapah.

Magnesia sulphas.
Sulphate of magnesia. Schwefelsauro bittererde,

Epsom salts. Cer.
Sulphate de iragnesie, Fk.

A medicinal salt, valuable as a cathartic. It is

usually made from the bittern of sea water, but
could be prepared from the magnesite of Southern
India.

MAGNESITE, carbonate of magnesia, is found
in Styria, Moravia, Spain, Silesia, at Hoboken, in

New Jersey, N. America. A few miles N.W. of

Mooscry is a small mountain composed of beauti-
fully pure magnesite and brucite, and some other
magnesian compounds. Near it, in the direction
uf Cannanore, is an extensive bed of pure chlorite

potstone, which is wrought to a considerable
extent} and the vessels made of it find a ready
sale in Trichinopoly, Madura, and other large
fowns. Magnesite formations occur at Yedichi-
colum and other places in the valley of the
tlauvery. It is a nearly pure carbonate of
magnesia. About three miles from Salem,, on the
u oomaloor road, there is a remarkable deposit of

magnesite, containing 4b per cent, of magnesia,

per cent, of carlwnic acid, and a trace of silica.

^1^ occurs in seams in the gneiss rock. Local
traditions make it the bones of Jataya, king of
birds,- who was killed by Havana. A water
^ment was proposed to be formed from it by Dr.

^‘Leod,and agwn byM. Sorel, by mixing powdered

calcined magnesia, in the form of thick paste, with

a solution of chloride of magnesia.

MAGNET.
Zeilsteen, . . / Dut. Oalamita IT.

Aimant, Fa. ‘Ahan-subah, . . PekS.
Chamak pat*har; . HiKD. Iman, . . . SP., PpBT.

Of native loadstone, magnetic iron ore, there is

an abundance in the Peninsula of India, and it is

largely used in the manufacture of iron or wootz
steel. The Chinese names for magnetic iron ore

are Yen-sang, also Ts-ze-shih. More than a

thousand years before the Christian era, a people

living in the extremest eastern portions of Asia
had magnetic carriages, on which the moveable
arm of the figure of a man continually pointed to

the south, as a guide by which to find the way
across the boundless grass plains of Tartary

;
and at

least 700 years before the use of the mariner’s

compass in European seas, Chinese vessels navi-

gated tlie Indian Ocean under the direction of

magnetic needles pointing to the south.

—

Hum-
holdVs Coiiinos, i.

;
Cttrin.^itka of Science, p. 194.

MAGNOLIACE/E, the Magnoliad tribe of

plants, occur in America, Hindustan, China,

Japan, N. IloUaiid, and N. Zealand,—fine trees or

shrubs, w'ith large, beautiful, often strongly odor-

iferous flowers. The Indian species are variously

ranged, under the genera Michelia, Manglietia,

Magnolia, Kuptelea, lllicium, Schizandra, Kad-
sura, and Talauma.

MAGNOLIA CAMPBELLTI, Hooker,^ the

purple-flowered magnolia, liaidly occurs in Sikkim
l)clow 8000 feet, and forms an immense, but very
ugly, black-barked, sparingly-branched tree, leaf-

less in winter, and also during the flowering

season, when it puts forth from the ends of its

branches great rose-purple, cup-shaped flowers,

whose fleshy pefiils strew the ground. On its

branches, and on those of oaks and laurels, Rhodo-
dendron Dalhousiie grows epiphytically, a slender

shrub, bearing from throe to six white lemqn-
scented bells, 4^ inches long and as many broad,

at the end of c<'icli branch. M. globosa, Hk., M.
Griflithii, Ilk., ’ and M. sphcnocarpa, Roxb.,

occur in India.

MAGNOLIA CONSPICUA. Smith.

Sin-i, Yu-lan, . . Chin.
\

Ying-chun-hwa, , CHIN.

A sjJendid .flowering tree of Shen-si and Che-
kiang ill China. Its large white flowers appear

before the leaves, welcoming the spring, as Ymg-
chun-lnva implies. 1 ts cones arc used medicinally.

It has been cultivated by the Chinese since A.D.

G27. It attains a height of 80 or 40 feet. It

is a very showy tree, having white flowers, some-

times suffused with purple, which give out a most

delicious perfume.

MAGNOLIA DISCOLOR. D.C., Vent.

IM. purpurea, Ouri.
1

IM. obovata, jRoxb.

Grows in Japan and China. A shrub with

large, dark purple, rose-coloured inodorus flowers.

—iioxh.

;

I y?V/^.

MAGNOLIA EXCEI.SA. Wall. The white-

flowered magnolia of Nepal and Sikkim, near
Darjiling, forms a predominant tree at 7000 to

,8000 feet. The w'ood, called Champ, is highly
prized in the neighbourhood of Patna for joinery
work, it being at first of a fine ^eenish colour,

but changing to a fine yellow, and the graiix very
close.— ;

Hogg, p. 25 ; Hooker, Him. Jour,
MAGNOLIA HYPOLEUOA. giebold. ‘Hau-
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MAGNOLIA RUBRA. MAHABALIPURAM.

p'oh) Chin., is a stately tree of Gochin-China and
Japan, and introduced into S. China ;

trunk one
foot in diameter, with very large whorled leaves.

The rough thick bark is rolled into large tight

cylinders, very thick, -and from 7 to 9 inches

long
; taste aromatic and bitter, but mostly inert

;

wood flexile, used for utensils.

—

Smith, M, M. C. ;

Von Mueller,

MAGNOLIA RUBRA. Smith. Chih-p’oli,

Chin. Grows in Sze-chuen and Ngau-hwui, in

China. The bark is rolled into short, thick quills

of a reddish-brown colour
;
taste bitter.

—

Smith,

M.M.C.
MAGOG and Gog, applied in the Scriptures to

the nations of Nortlicrn Asia, known to Muham-
madans as Yajuj and Majuj. See Machin.

MAGOUNG, an old kingdom of* the Indo-

Chinese nations, also called Pong. See Maha
Radza Wong.
MAGURA, a fish in the Colombo lake, said

to grunt under water when disturbed. Bishop
Pallegoix, in his Account of Siam, speaks of a fish

resembling a sole, but of brilliant colours with
black spots, called by the natives dog's tongue,

which attaches itself to boats, and gives out a

very sonorous and even harmonious sound.

—

Jenn. ii. p. 470.

MAGUS, a native of Persia, of considerable

celebrity as a physician. llis name was AU
Abbas. He. lived in the 10th century. He was
author of a book styled the Royal Work.

—

Catafago.

MAH. Pers, A mouth. Mahwar, monthly.
MAHA. Sansk, Great, applied literally and

figuratively to gods, individuals, books, countries,

and towns. Maha is thus largely used as an
honorific afiix to men, but it is also jirefixed

to the Hindu gods and goddesses, as Maha-
bali of Mahabalipura, the seven pagodas near

Sadras; >IahabharaUi, a great epic poem; Maha-
bhashya, Patanjali’s commentary on the grammar
of Paniiii; Mahadeva, Maluuh'vi, the great god

and great goddess; also Maheswara and ^lah-

eswari, titles of Siva and his consort
;
Maha Kala,

great time, the destroying power
;
Maha Kavya,

great poems, a title of six poems in Sanskrit,

famous amongst the Hindus, viz. Raghavan.sa,

Kumara sambhava, Megha data, Kiratarjuniya,

Sisupala badlia, and the Naishadhacharitra; Maha
Purana, the two great Vaishnava Puranas, tlie

Vishnu and Bhagavata
;
^laha-Puruslia, the great

male, a name of the god Vishnu
;

Mahanaga,
the •serpent Sesha

;
^Maharashtra, the Mahratta

country; Maha-Sena, great captain, name of Karti-

keya, god of war
;
Mahish.nsura, a great Asura.

• M. R. S. are letters prefixed to all cVldresses on
letters to Hindus. They are the abbreviation of

Maharaja Sri. Maharaja is the highest title of a

Hindu prince or ruling sovereign, under that of

Chakravarta, which means an emperor.

Maha-Muni means a great saint
;
Maha Pra-

bhahu, great lord
;
Maha-Lakshmi, Maha-Vishnu,

and Maha-Kali; Maha-Bal-Eswar is the great

god Bal.

MAHABALESWAR HILL, in lat. 17^ 58'

5” N., and long. 73° 42' 35" E., is an elevated,

plateau of the Sahyadri range of hills. It takes
its name from a Brahman village at the north end
of the table-land, near. the source of the river

Krishna, the name meaning the god of great

power. The western side rises abruptly from the

Konkan. It varies from 8 to 15 miles in breadth,

is 17 miles from N.E. to S.W., and ita greatest

height is 4700 feet above the sea.

Mean elevation of plateau, . . . 4600 ft. Syk,

A rock E. of Beckwith’s monument, 4712 „ Bomb, Got,

Source of the Krishna, . . . 4110 ,, Schl, Ad/i

Yenna lake, 4070

Southern border of plateau, . , 3510

Kastern border of plateau, . . 3930

The* mean temperature is 66°'2
;
maximum,

71°*2; minimum, 61°*3
;
and daily variation,

9°
*8. The rainfall averages 229*19 inches, and

there are 127 rainy days. It is a sanatorium, and
the founder’s name still survives in the village

of Malcolmpet. The monsoon strikes this out-

lying range of the ghats with its full force, and
deposits on their slopes the main portion of its

afpieons burden. The average discharge is about
240 inches, and the residents leave the station

en masse on the first burst of the summer rains,

and retire to Poona.

—

Bombaij Almanac ; Bombay
Times; Schtagentweit ; Imp. Gaz.Yi.

MAIIABALIPURAM, called by the people

Mavelpuram or Mavalivararn, and by the British

the Seven Pagodas. In the Sthala Purana, written

in Sanskrit, tlie name is simply Mallapuii. But iii

the inscription near the V'^arashvami temple it is

enlarged into Mahamallapurain, by prefixing the

Sanskrit adjective Maha. It is a village on the

coast, .‘>5 miles soiith of Madras, iii lat. 12° 86'

55" N., and long. 80° 13' 55" E. Legends describe

it as the city of a great king, which was sub-

merged by tlie sea, and six temples are said to

l)ave been thus overwhelmed. According to the

legend, Mahabali was a raja living in the treta-

yuga, who by ])enancc and p-iistority had obtained

I

pos.session of the whole imiverse, including heaven,

earth, ajid hell, so that lie was a universal monarch.

He became so elated by liis greatness, that he

omitted to perform the customary religious cere-

monies to tlio gods. Vislinu, in order to check

the influence of so bad an exanijile, became incar-

nate in the person of a wretched-looking Brahman
dwarf, and in this form appearing before Maha-

bali, asked as a boon as much of his wide posses-

sions as he could .pace in three steps* This the

king readily granted, upon which the dwarf grew

larger, and continued to expand till he tilled

the whole universe, thus depriving the insolent

monarch of all his poBsessions except hell, which

he was allowed to keep. This legend probably

represents the victory of Hindus of the Vaish-

nava sect over some powerful non-Aryan king.

It is a moot point whether to the Malla family

of the Clialukyas, or to Bali of legendary great-

I

ness, belongs the antiquities of the. place. ’ These

I

may be divided into three groups,—(1) the 6 raths

to the south of the village, belonging probably to

the latest Buddhist period
; (2) the cave templcsi

monolithic figiues, carvings, and sculptures, west

of the village,- probably of the Gth or 7th century

A.D. (these contain some marvellous relievos,

ranking with those of Ellora and Elephanta);

(3) the more modern temples of Vishnu and Siva,

the latter being washed by the sea. To th^e two

and five others, buried (according to tradition^

by the sea, the place owes its English name.

The shore temple is so close to the sea 1 1

the surf in the calmest weather dashes •

the doorway. This and the usual

in front of such temples lying in the sea, i
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aa fragments of images, large quantities of stone

and broken bricks lying about, some partially

buried in the sea, plainly show that at one time
buildings existed to the eastward, but have been
overwhelmed by the sea. Besides tradition, it is

stated in the catalogue of the Mackenzie MSS.
that the,whole coast from Mailapur, or St. Thome,
down to Mahamallapuram was overflowed by the
sea, and that many towns were destroyed. The
monolith temples consist of chambers cut out of
the solid rock, and with figures and inscriptions

ill an ancient character
^
only one of them is now

on the land. A temple on the shore has a statue

of Vishnu, entwined by the cobra
;

also a
liugara and other Saiva remains arc observable
near. Rocks partly covered at high water are
carved with the figures of tigers. Inland 4.00

yards are sculptured rocks running parallel with
the sea. A small but elegant fane contains a
statue of Ganesh. A temple of Vishnu has the
ijiant figure as.sumcd by that deity after throwing
off the dwarf form

;
in another compartnient is

a figure of Durga surrounded by adorers, and
one of Vishnu as Varaha or the Boar Avatar, with
his sakti Lakslnni*. Near this is a small Saiva
temple with bas-reliefs of JSiva and his sou Subra-
nianya. Underneath a small monolitliic pagoda
is a colossal statue of Vishnu reclining amid the
coils of an enormous five-hooded cobra. Oppo-
site this group, Durga mounted on a lion is seen
rescuing a figure from I'^em-raja, a buffalo-headed
mouater. There is also a ruck 20 feet high and
70 to 80 feet long, facing the sea, literally

covered with tlic sculptured figures in basso-
rclievo.of gods, men, and animals, many of them
of great artistic beauty.

—

Chalmers, .1772-70;.
GolfUngham, 1800; Jiishop Jlehcr, 1820.

MAHABAN, meaning Great h'orest, is a hill

on the Panjab frontier, 40 miles np from Attock,
at the eafet end of a, spur of the Ham range. It

is situated on the riglil bank of tlio Indus, and
rises to a height of 7100 feet above the sea, and
50 miles in circuit. 'Hie southern side of the hill

is thickly wooded, and is inhabited by the Jadun
tribe, the north side being peopled by the
Aniazai. The hill would be suitable for a sana-
torium, but as a strategical point it i^ said to be
worse than useless. The country of the Jaduii
is below that of the Husanzai, and on the right
bank of the Indus, opposite the British town of
forbeila, and thence stretching westward. The
most notable place in tJiis tract is Mount Maha-
ban. Near its base and on the bank of the
Indus was the Situna colony. Tne Syiicls of
^itana are the remnant of the folkjwcrs of Syud
Ahmad, who gathered a liandful of Muhammadan
devotees from various parts of India, and raised
a formidable rebellion in Pesliawur. After win-
mng-and losing Peshawur and Yusufzai, the
byud was eventually slain at the mouth of the
hoghan glen by Slier Singh, son of Ranjit Singh.
Most of his adherents, chiefly foreigners to the
^anjab, dispersed, and the remainder settled at
oita^ One of the rulers of Swat was elected

his position. They intrigued wdth the Wahabecs
Various parts of India, and more than once

correspondence relating to them was intercepted.

Bezoti and other Afghan tribes gathered and
^oght against the British from 1860 to 1868.
Theories as to the locality of Aornos have been
held by General Court, the miBsionary Loewen-

thal, General James Abbott, and (jeneral Cm?-
ningham. The Mahaban most nearly corresponds
in height and. in ite position on the Indus with

' the ancient description. The height was from 11
to 16 stadia, or from 7000 to 10,000 feet

; Strabo
represents its base as washed by the Indus near
the spot whence that river issues from the Him-
alayas. The Mahaban, too, supplies best the very
object—shelter with wood and water—sought by
a comparatively large population, such as .Rani-

gat would have failed to accommodate, fleeing

from a resistless invader. The Chinese pilgrim

Iliwcn Thsang, who visited it, describes the

Mahaban as a great mountain which derived its

name from the Maluivana monastery in which
Buddha, under tlie name of Sarvvada raja, had
dwelt in a former life. Thence the pilgrim

dcsccuuled to th(5 ^lasiira monastery, now the

large* village of Sura in the Chamba valley, lO
miles to the north-west of the Muchaie peak.

—

]\lac(jlregards N.W. Fr. p. 296.

MAHABAN, or Gokula, in the N.AV. Provinces,

in hit. 27^ 25' 35" N., and long. 77° 47' 30" E.,

situated on the left bank of the Jumna (Jamuna),
is six miles S.E. of Muttra, on the Etawa road.

It is the reputed birthplace of Krishna, who is

supposed to have been reared at Gokul, one mile to

the west. Mahmud of Ghazni conquered the
raja in 1017, and the town was sacked, after the

native prince liad slain his wife and children and
then committed suicide. A hill, extending over

30 acres, occupies a large part of the town. On
its summit stands a ruined fort of great antiquity,

containing a shrine of Syain Lala. The Gosain
are descendants of Vallabhachaiya, through his

only son Bitthal-nath. It is an insignificant

village. There is a high hill in the town. The
Assi Khamba, or 80 pillars, are the covered court

of Nanda’s palace.

MAHABHARATA, an epic poem, or a collection

of ancient lays, of different dates. The ground-

work of the j)ocm, the Kaurava and Pandavawar,
contains 24,000 verses, 'fhe leading story com-

*

mences with Atri, a flash of light from whose eye

produced the moon (which in Sanskrit is male),

and that being was the ancestor of the Lunar
dynasty of kings. One of these kings was Puru-
ravas, whose love for the heavenly nymph Urvasi

is detailed in Kalidasa’s drama Vikramorvasi,

His descendants in a direct line were Ayas,

Nahusha. and Yagati, the last becoming the

fatlier of Piiru and Yadu. The line of Yadu
acquired celebrity through Vasudeva and his

sister Kunti or Pritha, and also through his sons

Krislma and Bala Rama, who have become deified

as incarnations of the god Vislmu. Puru’s son

was Dushyanta, who married Sakuntala, and

their son was Bharata. From Bharata descended

successively Hastin, Kuru, and iSantaiiu. Santanu

married fc>atyavati, already the mother of Vyasa,

but their children died without offspring, and
Satyavati then asked her son Vyasa to marry her*

widowed daiighters-in-Iaw
;
by one of them he

had Dhritarashtra, born blind, and by another,

PcUidii, born a leper or an albinoi Dhritarasht^

married Gandhari, and amongst their many chil-

dren were Duryodhana, also called Suyodhana,
and Duhsasana,—these were the Kaurava. Panda
married two wives, viz. Pritha, sisteif of Vasu-
deva and aunt of Krishna, and Madri, By Pritha
he had three sons, Yudishthra, Bhima, and
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Arjuna
;
by Madri, twins, Vakula and Sahadeva

;

and these were the Pandava. Both the Kaurava
and the Pajidava were related to Krishna, bat
the Pandava more nearly so, owing to their

mother Pritha being aunt of Krishna. Vyasa,

the compiler of the Mahabharata, is the reputed

grandfather of both the Kaurava and the Pan-
dava. It is the series of events which happened
in the time of the Kaurava and Pandava tliat

forms the groundwork of the great epos of the

Mahabharata, and they may thus be briotly related.

Santanu liad resided in Ha^tinapur, the ancient

Dehli, and after his demise Dhritarashtra was by
seniority entitled to succeed. But, as he was
blind, ho resigned the throne in favour of his

brother Panda.- The latter bccanKj a powerful

monarch, but after a while, having become tired

of his regal duties, lie abdicated and retired to

the forests of the Himalaya, to indulge in his

favourite sport, the chase, llis brother Dhrita-

rashtra then resumed the reins of government,

but, being bliinl, his uncle Bhishma governed
for him, and eondneted the education of liis

sons. After a while Paiidii died, and his widow
Pritha and her five sons returned to Dhrita-

rashtra’s court to be educated along with his own
children, their cousins. But the Pandava brothers

were superior lads, luid their cousin Durybdhana,
out of jealousy, tried to destroy them, first by
poison, then at trials of arms. Subsequently,

Di-ona, a Brahman, who had taught the Kaurava,

brought about a reconciliation, and the relativt'S

unitedly attacked Drupada, king of Panchala
(Kanouj), who, principally by the I^indava’s ai<l,

was defeated. On this the blind king Dhrita-

rashtra resolved to pass over liis son Diirybdhana,

and named his nephew Yudishthra, the eldest

of the Pandava, to the throne
;
and their cousin

Durybdhana made another effort to destroy them,

by biu-ning them alive. This also they escaped,

but they considered it advisable to conceal them-

selves, which they did by assuming the form of
* mendicant Brahmans, and retiring to the forests. I

After some time, they were informed by Vyjisa

that Drupada, king of the l^anchala, would make
his daughter Draupadi .queen of a tournament,

to be won by the most successful competitor, and
she was w'on by Arjuna. On this occurred a !

civil commotion, in which Drupada nearly lost

his life
;
but Draupadi went with the Pandava

brothers, and became their joint polyandric wife.

After the tournament the Kaurava and Pan-
dava made peace, the former to reign at Has-
tinapur, the ancient Dehli, nnd the Pandava at

Kliandavaprastha, the modern Dehli. Yudish-

thra, the eldest of the Pandava, reigned so suc-

cessfully, that he resolved to declare, himself

emperor by the. performance of the J^ajasaya

sacrifice. This was accomplished with much
splendour

;
but Yudishthra was afterwards in-

volved by his cousin Durybdhana in a game at

dice, and Yudishthra lost everything,—kingdom,
wealth, and his joint wife Draupadi. Durybdhana
offered ‘to restore their kingdom if they would
exile themselves for 13 years. In these 13 years

they all took service with king Virata of Matsya,
and ultimately defended him against an attack of

Duryodhana. On this account Virata gave his

daughter Uttara in marriage to Abhimanya, son
of Arjuna by Subahdra. In claiming restoration

|

to their kingdom at the close' of the 13 years, i
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the Pandava first tried negotiations, offering to

be content with five small towns, but they ulti-

xhately resolved to fight it out on the plain of

Kuru-kshetra, the rules of battle being duly laid

down. In the battle that ensued, and which

lasted 18 days, the Kaurava lost successively all

their chiefs, Bhishma on the* tenth day, Drona

on the fifth day, Kama on the second day, and
their last commander, Salya, was killed on the

first day of his command. In these battles

much foul play was practised on both sides.

After the close of the battle, Yudishthra was

elected heir - apparent of the old blind king

Dliritarashtra. But the latter subsequently ab-

dic.ated and led tbe life of a recluse, along with

his wife Gandliari, Pritha, the mother of the

Pandava, and their uncle Vidura. Vidura soon

died, and all the rest of the royal exiles perished

in a forest conflagration. The grief of the Pan-

dava for this was great, and they too, after

hearing also of Krishna’s death and of the de-

struction of Dvvaraka, resolved to abdicate
;

they

all set out for Mount Mem, but all sjive Yutlish-

thra perished before reaching it.

The legends connected with it relate that

I

Yudishthra ultimately entered Indra’s heaven,

1 and tliere found all the Kaurava relatives and his

brothers. It is also related in the Mahabharata
that after the battle of Knru-kshetra, when tlic

widows of the slain were talking over their losses,

!
Vyasa bid them repair to tlie banks of tlie

I

Ganges. Vyat«i also was ])POscnt, and called out

I

the names of tlie slain. All appeared in great

i

glory and sjdendonr, and more beautiful than

when they were alive
;
widows went to their

,
.husbands, daughters to their fathers, mothers to

their sons, sisters to their brothers, and all the

fifteen years of sorrow which had passed since

tliat war were forgotten in the ccsbisy of seeing

each other again. I'lie night passed away in the

fulness of joy, and when the morning dawned,

all tlie (lead mounted their horses and chariots

and disappeared. But Vyasa said that ihe

widows who wanted to rejoin their dead husbands

might do so, and all the widows wont and batln^d

in the Ganges, and came out of the water again,

kissed, one by one, the feet of Dhritarashtra and

Gandliari, and then went and drowned theni-

sidves ill the river
;
and, tlirougli the prayers of

Vyasa, they all went to the j>lace they wished, and

obtained their several desires.

The cornpl(!tc t(ixt of tho Mahabharata has been

twice printed in India. It has been partially

translated into French by M. Faiiche. It is

longest poem in the world, consisting of 2J20,000

lines, divided into 18 parva or books, viz. the

Adiparva, Introductory Book, the Sabha, Vana,

Virat.i, IJdyoga, Bhishma, Drona, Kama, ^aly^b

Sanptika, IStri, Sauti, Anusasana, Aswa-medhika,

Asrama, Mansala, Maha - prasthanika, and the

Swarga-roliana. Within the poem is an acknow-

ledgment that it was put into its present for‘i^

by Sauti, who received it through another person

from Vyasa, who was contemporary of

wliich it relates. 24,000 vers^ out of
^

are alleged in tho same place to be . the work

the original author. But in some parts it

tions the Yavanas, showing that such portions

least were subsequent to the 4th century B.C.

Professor Williams believes that the

or pre-Brabmanical composition of the Ba
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MAHADEO KOLI.

yana and Mababharata was not later than the Indus, and orientalists consider the Yarana to

6th century b.c., hut that the first orderly com- apply in all early works to the Greeks. The
pletion in their Brahmanized form may have taken Pandava were victorious, but paid so dear for

place in the case of the Ramayana* about the their success, that the survivors, bri^en-hearted
beginning of the 3d century b.c., and in the case with the loss of their friends and the destruction
of the Mababharata still later. of their armies, abandoned the world, and perished

Ijassen was of opinion that three different ar- among the snows of the Himalaya
;
and Krishna,

rangemcnts of the Mababharata are distinctly their great ally, is known to have been killed in

traceable. the midst of civil wars in his own country. Some
Weber shows that the Mahabharata was known Hindu legends relate that his sons were obliged to

to Dion Chrysostom in the 2d half of the 1st retire beyond the Indus
;
and as those Rajputs

century a.d.
;
and as Megasthenes docs nob men- who came from that quarter in modern times to

tion this epic, and he was in India about B.c. 315, Sind and Cutch arc of his tribe of Yadu, the

Weber supposes its date to be between the two. narrative seems more deserving of credit than at

It is in the Sanskrit language. The Puraiiic first sight might appear. The more authentic

legends tend to show that the language of the account, how^ever (that of tho Mahabharata itself),

Mahabharata is not in its older form, but, as it has describes them as finally returning to the neigh-

come down to us, hfis been tlie subject of various bourhood of the Jumna.* The story of the Maha-
recensions, the latest of which can scarcely be bharata is inuch more probable than that of the
fixed later than the 3d century b.c. (between B.c. Ramayana. The date of the war \vas probably in

500 and . 250). Of the two great Kpopmia, the the 14th century B.c.

Mahabharata and Ramayana, it is doubtful whether This poem is interesting to astronqmy, because
either of them was composed iis a whole, and the it records tho first eclipse of the sun mentioned
Mahabharata was undoubtedly a compilation of in any of the Sastra. Modern European corn-

popular lays on national events. . Tho main stoiy nientators suppose that the date of
.
the eclipse

in each belongs to a post-Vedic age, when the which it records is the 25th October in the year
Aryans had pressed far into the Peninsula. That 945 before (Christ, and therefore anterior to that

of the Mahabharata describes the internecine war transmitted to us from the Chaldieans, which was
of two closely-allied tribes, the Kuril and Pandu, observed on the 19th March 720 before Christ,

for the supremacy of the land of the Doab, with Professor Lfissen and Mr. Wheelerboth consider that
llastinapura, the modern Oehli, as its capital. The the Pandava liistory in the Mahabharata conveys a

war fought by the Kiiurava and Pandava kinsmen history of India in successive periods.

—

Dawson

;

to gain possession of the lands near llastinapura Kfphinstone, pp. 154, 173, 390
;
Whvekr^ Hist, of

lasted 18 consecutive clays, and terminated in the India ; Midler^ p. 47
;
Darwinism in Morals^ p.

complete destruction of the Kaurava. The war is 21 G; Westminster Review^ April 1868. •

described as conducted by a series of challenges MAHABHASllYA, a commentary by Patanjali

and personal combats, which would seem to have on the grammar of Pan ini.

—

Dawson,

been related in ballads, and then subsequently MAHA-BKAHMANA. Sansk:. AgreatBrah-
gathered together and embollislied by a Vaishnava man, but applied contemptuously in Bengal to a
Hindu.' The Pandava family were supported by low class of Brahmans, who otficiate at funeral

the advice of their Vaclava kinsman JCrishna, who rices, and are the first feasted after the period of

was brought up as a worshi])pcr of Vishnu, and mourning; also a Hrahinan who performs religious

seems to have actively opiiosed the worship of ceremonies for Sudras and mixed castes.

Siva and of Indra
;
and the Vaishnava compilers MAHADEO or Maliadeva hills, in the Hoshang-

of the Mahabharata have interwoven the story of abad district, the finest in the whole Satpura range,

the battle with innumerable legends regarding at one point rising to a height of 4500 feet above the

Krishna, whom they deify as an incarnation of sea. It is in this cluster that the very remarkable

Vishnu. In -addition to falsifications, exaggera- group of rooks, known by geologists under tho

lions, and embellishments, geographical, religious, name of the Mahadeo sandstones, attains its

moral, mythical, legendary, scientific, and physio- greatest development. Here the sandstone mass
logical dissertations arc interpolated, interwoven, presents a thickness of 2000 feet, and the finest

and forcibly intermixed. It has never been entirely of all those striking vertical escarpments which
translated, but extracts from it were discovered chameterize this formation is seen on the south

by Mr. Wheeler in the library of the Bcnpl face of the Mahadeo block, where it rises from the

Asiatic Society, and these formed the foundation flcit ground of the Denwa valley. See Geology,

of his History of India, which is an interwoven MAHADEO KOLI reside in the valleys of the

commentary on the war. Portions of tho inter- Syhadri range, extending from Musa S.W. to

woven materials seem to relate to tho life of Poona, northwards to Trimbuk, the source of the

Ohfist, portions arc taken from the Koran, and Godavery river, between lat. 18®. 15' and 20® N.,

it is said Buddhist elements also are found in it. and long. 73° 30' and 74° E. These small valleys

Hastinapura is probably the place bn the Ganges, are known as Mawils, Khorahs, Nahirs, and Dangs,

north-east of Dehli, which still bears the ancient i.e, valleys, glens,
^
straths, and wilds. These are

name. The family itself was of tho Lunar race, classed into 24 Koli or clans, each of which has

but the different parties were ‘ supported by many subdivisions. Their numbers in 1837 were

numerous allies, and from some very remote estimated at about 50,000 souls. The members
quarters. Krishna, who was an ally of the Pandu of the same Kol do not intermarry. With the

section, though bom on the Jumna, had founded exception of the cow and viUage hog, KpU eat all

a principality in Gujorat. Among the allies on other animals.* The women are generally slender

each side are chiefs from the Indus, and from and well formed, with a pleasing expression of

Kalinga in the Dekhan ;
some, the translators are features, and some are very pretty. They are

satisfied, belonged- even to nalions beyond the chaste, and have large families. Koli are fond of
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charms and amulets.

—

Captain Mackintosh iu i implements; (2) Khawi for food, given in cash or

Madras Lit. Soc. Joum. ^ grain;' (8) Besari for seed, given in money or

MA.HADEVA, Great God, a title given to kind; (4) Biahi, loans for 'marriages
;
and (6)

Siva by hi^ followers of the Saiva sect, who Karza, loans of money at 24 per cent. Mahajani,

acknowledge Siva as their great or supreme god. a written character used in their mercantile book-

Similarly they style his consort Farvati or Bha- keeping.— IK.

wani, Mahadevi, or great goddess. Siva's emblem MAHAJLIJ. Uwiya. Lygodium scandens, used

is the lingam, the priapiis or phallus, rising from as a twine for tying beams,

the yoni, usually in stone, with the bull Nandi MAHA-KA LA. Sansk. In Hindu mythology,

kne^ng in front. Mahadeva has J'arvati, the eternity. This deity is a representation of Siva,

mountain nymph, as his sakti or female energy
;

and in tho Klephanta caves he is represented

and in the figures of Mahadeva and Farvati, com- with eight arms. In one he holds a human figure,

monly called Gouri Sunkur, Farvati is seated on At Ujjain, worshipped in the form of a lingam.

Mahadeva's knee, wdth the bull Nandi at his feet. The name is from Maha, great, Kala, time. Maha-
and the Sinha or lion at her feet. TheLingaetare kala, in Hindu astronomy, the conjunction or

a Vira-Saiva sect, whose sole object of worship is opposition of the sun and moon. Maha-kala

the lingam. Benares is a great site of the Saiva Sanhita is a book translated by Captain John
worship, and there is a celebrated temple of Wfirren. See Oala.

Mahadeva at Karikal, four miles south of I lardwar. Mx\HA KAVYA. Sansk. A classical Sanskrit

MAHADEVI. Devi, the go<ldess, is a title work. Of these six are recognised. One by Sri

given to Lakshmi, to Saraswati, and to Farvati, Ilarsha is the Naishadha Cliaritra. See Maha. ,

but the last, is most commonly called ^lahadevi MAHAL. Arab. A house, a section of a

and Devi. The mythological origin of these three town. Mahallat, fern, pi., women’s apartments;

goddesses is thus described in the A^araha J*urana, figuratively women. Mahal, a ward of an Indian

translated in Colonel Vans Kennedy’s Researches town, which is regulated, with a view to its

on the Mythology of the Hindus, etc. In conse- police, in a manner very similar to what it is in

quence of the distressed situation of the gods Europe. Mahal is also applied to a district or

from the oppression of the Asura., Brahma section of country, as the Bara-mahal of the

hastened to Kailasa and Siva. Biva in thought Salem district of tlie Madras Fresidcncy. It is

summoned Vishim, who instantly stood between also equivalent to a fort or killa, and to ghar or

them, and from their three refulgent glances country. Also an estate made up of a parcel or

sprang into being a virgin of celestial loveliness, parcels of laud. In Oudh tjie mahals are small

who bashfully bowed before them. They said, estates, which arc held by independent zamindars,
‘ IVlio art thou, lovely one? and why art thou and arc called Mnfridmahal or independent mahal,

thus distinguished by the three several colours of in contradistinction to tho large properties held

bldck, white, and red ? ’ Slie replied, ‘From your under snnmld, called taluka.—MiilaMs Persia,

glances was I* produced.’ Brahma then bestowed ii. p. 177 ;
MalcolnCs Central India, i. p. 216.

on her this blessing ;
‘ Thou shalt bo named the MAIIA-MAGHA (commonly Maman-gam), i.e.

goddess of the three times, Murning, Noon, and the occurrence of the full moon in or about the

Evening, the Freserver of the Universe
;
and astorism Magha with other astronomical incidents,

under various other appellations shalt thou be which recur once in 12 years. Feculiar rites in

worshipped, as thou shalt be the cause of accom- honour of Siva are then performed. The time

plishing the desires of thy votaries. But, 0 is auspicious for bathing. At Combaconum is

goddess ! divide thyself into three forms, accord- a large tank, the water of which is supposed to

ing to the coloura.by which thou art distinguished.' rise once in 12 years, on the above occasion, and

On hearing these words she divided herself into then people in great numbers assemble from dis-

three forms of a white, a red, and a black colour, taut places to bathe and obtain remission of siiia

Tho white was Saraswati, the sakti of Brahma
;

MAHA-MARID. Hind. Lit. .great death,

the red was Ijiikshmi, the beloved of Mshiui; and from Maha, great, and Mri, to kill
;
a plague which

the black, Farvati. This account differs widely appeared in the Kamaon and Garhwal Hills, and

from other accounts of the origin of these god- on one occasion extended to the Rohilkhand

desses, but consistency is not to be found in Hindu plains. It was believed by the people to bo con-

mythology.

—

Cole. Myth. Hind. p. 95; Moor\^ tagious. It broke out .about the year 1837.

Hindu Pantheon, p. 65. ^lAHA-^fERU, a fabulous mountain of extra-

MAHAGANDl and Sul.agandi are Buddhist ordiiuary height, in the extreme north of India,

sects of Burma. The Faramat is another sect, supposed to be upheld by elephants. See Meru.

The Sulagandi are puritans; the Mahagandi are MAHA MOHA. Sansk. In Hinduism, ex-

less strict. tremo illusion, causing addiction to the enjoyments

MAHAIL and the Dhuttola tree of Nepal are of sense
;
one df the live kinds of obstructi<» to

varieties of plums
;
tho former bears abundance the soul’s liberation, or, as they are called in the

of beautiful flowers. Patanjala philosophy, one of the five afflictions,

—

MAHA-INDRA, the Vedic god of the elements, the five-fold ignorance of the Vishnu Purana.—

the personification of the sky, the god of thunder
;

Garrett.

the King of immortals and the lord of the firma- . MAHAMRA, a town in Khuzistan in .Persia,

ment, the chief of the Devata or Sura. situated on the N, bank of the Hafan* Canal, 26

MAHAJAN, literally a great man, but applied miles below Basra. The climate from June to

to a banker, a money-lender, also^ the hereditary October is said to be unhealthy to Europeans,

officer or the headman of a village.
* In the villages The Shat-ul-Arab is here about a hJalf mile wide,

of N. India, the mahajan are generally Brahmans, and of sufficient depth to float the largest ships

Their advances or loans are entered in their books alongside the perpencficular clay bank. A gre*^

-^(1) Takawi for the purchase of cattle or ' nhfmnftl ivmnAAtn thA Karnn with the Shst-ur
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Arab. In Novem^ber 1856 the Government of the like. It is especially applied to the distribu-

India declared war against Persia ;
in December tions at Jaganath.

Kharag was occupied
;
on the 8th February 1857, MAHA-PURUSHA, great or supreme spirit, a

Sir James Outram defeated the Persian forces at title applied to Vishnu
;
.also any jpreat man, but

Khushab; on the 26th March Mahamra was also to religious ascetics, especially to such as

captured, and a treaty of peace was entered into prefend and are believed to have overcome
at Paris*.

—

MacGregor, iv. p. 300. physical infirmities, to be able to live without
MAHA-MUNI, a pagoda in the Akyab district food, and to be impassive to external or elemental

of the Arakan division of British Burma, situated influences.

in lat. 20° 52' 40" N., and long. 93° 5' 30" E., to MAIIA-PURUSHYA, a Hindu sect in Assam,
the north-east of Mro-houng, or Old Arakan. who follow the doctrines of Damudhar, Gopal, and
This edifice is visited by numerous pilgrims. It llari-Deb, and regard Vishnu as the sole god.

enshrined formerly an image of Gautama Buddha. They are arranged into Grihi or laymen, who
MAHANADI rises in lat. 20° 10' N., and long, worship images of Vishnu and Krishna and the

82° E., in‘the Raipur district, and, after a course saligramma, and the Udasin, who are interdicted

of 520 miles through the Central Provinces and all image-worship. Its founder was the remark-
Tributary States of Orissa, it falls into the Bay of able Maha-purusli at the Ghosauls of Kidderpur.
Bengal. Its catchment basin is estimated at He was apparently a man about 40 years of age,

43,800 square miles, and its rapid flow renders its with a very fair complexion, and jet-black hair,

maximum discharge in time of flood second to He did not seem to eat or drink .anything, nor
.that of no other river in India. During high speak a word, but remained in a sitting posture,

floods, 1,800,000 cubic feet of water pour every MAHA RADZA WENG or Radza Weng,
second through the Naraj gorge, 7 miles above Burmese chronicles of kings. These are found in

Cuttack city. About 260,000 cubic feet per the kingdoms of Burma, Pegu, Arakan, Manipur,
second strikes into Puri district by means of the the old state of Pong or Magoung, and indeed in

Koyakhai. The remaining six-sevenths pour every all the Indo-Chinese nations, even in such small

second, through the Katjuri, Biriipa, and Malia- states as Tavoy .and the Shan principalities of

nadi proper, into Cuttack district. An elaborate Zimme ami Paboung.
system of canals starts from the Mahanadi, with MAHARAG, xVrad, and Famahoy are three

the design, in the first phace, to regulate the water islands surrounded by the Jiha or Arad coral reefs,

supply for irrigation
;
and, secondly, tO' utilize it and only separated from each other at hi^h tides,

for navigation and commerce, in this end a They form one side of the entrance to the port of

massive masonry weir 3000 feet long has been Bahrein in the Persian Gulf. The town of Maharag
erected across the mouth of the Katjuri, the stands on the island of that name, and, with the

southern bifurcation of the Mahanadi
;
another adj.acent town of Manama, contains the trading

enormous weir, 6400 feet long, across the Birupa population of the main island of Balirein.

at Chandwar. The first two of these weirs are MAHARAJA. Sansk. 'rhis title was originally

12} feet, and the third 9 feet high. Orissa canals, applied in the Puranas and Hindu books to the

when completed, are designed to irrigate a total Sovereign of a vast monarchy, which in the second
of 1,600,000 acres, Tu 1868-69 a drought at the century comprised a great part of India, the

end o*f the rains awoke the fears of the husband- Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, and the neighbouring

men, and w.ater was taken for 9378 acres atari islands. But there are now in India several Hindu
aggregate charge of £2288.

—

/wp. Gaz. rulers by whom the title of maharaja has been
MAIIANANDA, a tributary to the Ganges, .assumed, or been given by the British,—themaha-

rises near Darjiling, in the Sikkim Hills, lat.. rajas of Gwalior, of Indore, of Travancore, of

26° 57' N., and long. 88° 20' E.
;

S., 40 miles ;
A^izian.agrain. It is occasion&lly bestowed on

S;W., 60 miles; S.E., 50 miles; S., 20 miles; Hindu civil officers of rank; as an honorific

S.E., 40 miles
;

S., 30 miles. Length, 240 miles, title, is also assumed by religious teachers of tlie

It is navigable during the dry sejison for craft of Hindus, particularly by the leaders of the Rudra
8 tons as far as Kishengungc

;
for those of much Sampradayi sect, followers of Vallabhacharya

;

larger burden during the rains. and it is a term of respect used by inferiors when
MAIIANT, the head of a religious establish- addressing any person in authority. The Malay

ment of the mendicant orders of the Hindus
;
the ruler of Johore also bears this title. With the

prior or superior of a monastry or maPh. reigning princes it is always associated with otter

MAHANTl. Uriya. A man of the writer or titular designations
;
those of the sovereign qf

accountant class ? The caste itself is Mahayajna. Travancore, for instance, arc His Highness Sri*

Mahanti, amongst the Munda, a deputy hejidman. Patmanablia D.asa Vanchi Bala Rama Varma,

MAHA-PATA. Sansk. A heinous crime. Of Kulasikhara, Kiritapati, Manny Sultan, Mahar^’a,

these the Hindus reckon five,—the murder of a Raja ltamar.aja Bahadur, Shmnsliir Jung, G.0.S.L
Brahman, intercourse with the wife of a guru, —Mia in Uuh Cent.

stealing gold from a priest, drinking spirits, and MAHARAJA, an honorific appellation of the

associating with persons guilty of such offences. head of a sect of Hindus styled the Rudra
^

MAHA-PRAHU or Maha-prabahu, a respectful Sampradayi, also Vallabhacharya, also Gokal-
*

term of address amongst the Mahratta nations. astha. The sect arose about the .15th century,

MAHA-PRALAYA. Sansk. According to from the teachings of Vallabhacharya, a Telinga

the Hindu cosmogony, the universal collapse of all Brahman, an.d his doctrines are best knovTtt as

creation at the close of the Kali Yoga. See those of the Gokalastha gosai, the title ot its

Yoga. teachers, who are usually in Bombay styled *Malia-

MAHA-PRASADA*. Sansk. The great food, raja. ThedoctrineofVallabhawasthat priVa-
t.e. the distribution, amongst the persons present, tion was not sanctity, and that the duty, of
of food offered to an idol, such as sweetmeats and teachers and disciples was to worship the deity,
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not in nuditv and in hunger, but in costly apparel is a question of iporality. The prinoiples for

and choice food. The followers of this sect are which the defendant md his i^itnessos have been

very numerous and opulent; the merchants and contending is simply this,—rthat what is morally

bankers, especially those from Gujerat and Malwa, wrong cannot be theologically right
; that when

belong to it Their temples and establishments practices which sap the very foundations of

are numerous all over India, but particularly at morality, which involve a violation of .the eternal

Mathura and at Bindraban
;
but at Sri Nat’h and immutable laws of right, are established in

Dwar, at Ajmir, is the most celebrated and most the name and under the sanction of religion, they

richly-endowed of all the Gcsiin establishments, ought for the common welfare of society, and in

The disciples who are devout make the threefold the interest of humanity itself, to be publicly

Samarpana, tjin, man, cl’lian, of body, mind, denounced and exposed. The defendants have

wealth, to the guru, whom many of the Bhattia denounced and have exposed them. At a risk

race regard as an incarnation of Krishna, the and at a cost which we canngt adequately me^ure,

worship of whom, as Bala Gopala, they follow, these men have done determined battle against a

There are about 60 or 70 maharajas in India.* Of foul and powerful delusion. They hav.e dared to

these, the maharaja at Sriji is said to be the chief, look custom and error boldly in the face, and pro-

and he has a great temple near Udaipur. AVhen claim before the world of their votaries that their

the people wisli to worship a maharaja, they fetch evil is not good, that their lie is not the truth,

him to their houses, offer him flowera, wave a light In thus doing they have done bravely and well,

round him, present him with money, and prostrate It may be allowable to express a hope that what
themselves at his feet. The maharajas worship they have done will not have been in vain, that

the gods much in the same way, and in addition the seed they have sown will bear its fruit, that

they bathe and dress the images. On certain their courage and constancy will be rewarded by

occasions it is customary to worsliip the idol by a steady increase in the number of those whom
swinging it; and at these swinging festivals, their words and tlieir example have quickened

swinging the maharaja is a religious ceremony with thouglit and animated to resistance, whose

wliich is performed by the female members of the homes tliey have helped to cleanse from loathsome

different families of the disciples. Whilst the levvdness, and whose souls they have set free from

maharaja is swinging he throws the red powder a debasing bondage.’ Their persons are deemed
called gulal amongst his devotees, and some of it very sacred. At the trial in 1862, Jadunathji

falls upon the necks and breasts of the women,
j

Brijruttonji Mabaraj, the plaintiff in the case.

If any'one else threw gulal upon women, it would, when under cross-examination in the witness-

excepting on the Holi festival, be regarded as an box by the late ^fr. Anstey, was shown a

insult. Kautch dances arc occasionally given by document for identification. Mr. Anstey, who
the maharaja, but in a different part of the temple stood, near the witness-box, stretched forth his

to that which the idols are placed, and female hand holding tlie paper, in order to deliver it

devotees occasionally visit the maharaja’s family to the maharaj. The latter shot back into the

in a separate part of the temple. The maharajas furthermost corner of the box. Mr. Anstey felt

have temples in Bombay, and sometimes there arc indignant, and Ids indignation increased when
several residing in the island. When Gokalnatli the interpreter of the court explained to him the

maharaja originally visited Bombay, in IHll, all Wallabhacharyan doctrine of touch. He toM the

the Vaishnava sect requested his holiness to witness through the interpreter, ‘ I would not

settle permanently with his family, for the puri- touch yoii with a pair of tongs.’

ffcation of their souls, offering at tfie same time to MAIIAKA.JPUK, a village in the Gwalior State

build a temple for him, and to make arrangemenls iii Central India, in lat. 26° 29' N., and long. 78°

to meet his expenses in connection with the 5' E., 15 miles N.W. of Gwalior fort. The British;

temple. Accordingly a tax upon articles of trade under Sir Hugh Gough, on the 29th December
was determined upon; and all the A'aishnava 18I3,herc gained a victory oyerthe Mahratta forces,

merchants, who in Bombay possess a monopoly in and captured 66 guns and all their ammunition

almost every important article of trade, solemnly waggons.
bound themselves to add it to the price of every MAHARANA means Great Prince, the title

article they might buy or sell. Tlic result is that by which the Itajput rulers of Udaipur are always

about Rs. 1,62,000 are raised every year for six distinguished. Maharaiii, the queen,
different maharajas, of whom the maharaja of MAHARASHTRA, the Mahratta country. The

Rolnbay receives about half a lakh per annum. race now occupying Maharashtra is known as the

t
• Acebrding -to the doctrines of the Vallabha- Mahratta. The men are robust, and generally

ebarya sect, every maharaja is considered as the employed as cultivators. The women arc not

husband of his female devotees
;
but in 1855 the well featured nor well shaped. In the Sareda

followers held a meeting, at which it was resolved Tilaka, a monologue of later date than the play

that none of their daughters or wives should be of Mrich’chha-kati, which was of the Ist century of

allowed to resort to the maharajas for worship the Christian era ? but still, of comparative anti-

exqept at certain stated hours, when the maharajas quity, there is a description of some of the various

•would be necessarily occupied in ceremonies at the women of India, distinguishing each by her

temple.^ Many amount them, no doubt were a§ nationality : .

ignorant as the public in general were, before ‘There goes the maid of Gurjara (Gujerat)»

the trial took place in 1862, of the habits of the . blooming as with perpetual youth, having eyes

maharajas
;
or, if they knew what was done, they

|

like the chakora, of the complexion of the yellow

considered such practices to be sanctioned by rochana, and a voice musical as that of the parrot,

their religion. Bold and earnest words fitly con- She wears anklets of silveV, large ear-rings

cmded Sir Joseph Arnould’s judgment—‘ It is not with pearls, and her bodice is buttoned below tne

a question of theology that has been before us
;

it hips with*gems.
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‘The matron of Maharashtra proceeds yonder,

her forehead stained with saffron, and with silver

chains upon her f^et
;
she wears a coloured veil,

and a girdJe round her loins.

‘ A Chola female (south of India) approaches,

whose cheeks are tinted with saffron, and whose
dress is embroidered with the buds of the lotus:’

A bodice which buttons below the hips is

certainly unknown at the. present day, either in

Grujerat or elsewhere in India
;
and as no single

cloth., as a scarf or tlie present saree, could be

buttoned, it can only be presumed that the gar-

ment was cut out, and sewn in the fashion of a
long tight-fitting rol^, as in use among Persian

women of the present time.

MAHA-RAWUL, a royal title of the rulers of

Jeysulmir and Doongurpur.
MAHARI. In the Uriya, a dancing-girl at-

tached to a lemplc is called a Alahari.

MAHARI. Arab. A riding camel. It is

more slender than the camel used for burden.
In the desert it is of great value.

MAHARNAVAMI, a festival in Coorg, held on
the 9th day of the seventh month. Arms are

worshipped.

MAHARRAM, the first month of the Muham-
madan year

;
the first ten days of the month are

held as a festival, which is celebrated as Christmas

is, sometimes by strict religious rites or by great

festivity, according to the opinions or ignorance of

the sects. The Shiah Muliarninadans and learned

Muhammadans, are genejally most strict in the

observance of their religious duties for the ‘first

thirteen days of this month. The twelve moutlis

in succession are

—

lilaharram. Jcniadi-ul-Awul. Kamzan.
Suffer. Jemadi-us-Sani. Shawal,
Kubbi-ul-Awul. Kujjub. Zu-iil-Kaida.

Ivubbi-us-Sani. Sliabaii. Zu iil-liajja.

Ashrah, an Arabic word, from Aslir, a tenth,

arc thfe first ten days of the Maharrarn, or the

ceremonies observed during that part of the

month. Houses are appropriated, in which they

set up the Allum, Taboot, Shah-iiashcon, Booraq,
etc., and sometimes screens made of mica. Those

places are called the Ashoor Khanali (ten day
house); Tazeea Khanah (the house of mourning);
and Astana (a threshold or fakir's residence).

In Northern Hindustan, opulent Muhammadans
erect an Imambara, and the Shiah sect generally

follow a similar practice.

—

Ilcrklots.

MAHA SAKSHI, Maisakshi, or Meshakshi-

kusuma, a gum - resin found in druggists’

shops, which is said by Ainslie to come from
Arabia, and is said by Wight to be a kind of

bdellium. In the bazars at hladras, tlie Pan-
sari or druggists, if asked for maisakhshi, will

produce gugul, which is the same as the Arabic
uiuql. The word means buffalo’s eye.

—

O'Sh.

MAHASAL. Arab. A government servant
sent to obtain payment of 'village dues. It. is

rarely resorted, to in the British administration,

though legal under Regulation xvii. of 1827,
section 12. The villagers had to feed the peon

;

^nd in the event of their not * complying, a
second, a third, even up to 10 or 20 peons,

vould be sent, and horsemen also often sent,

'^he Mahasal-were often quartered on a village in

case of a robbery.
MAHA - SANKRANTI. SaUsk, The .

Sankranti, the sun’s entrance into Capricorn
;
th%

winter solstice. The Pongol festival in the

south of India.

MAHASHTAMI. Sansk. The 8th day of

the festival in Aswin in honour of Durga; the
Durgapuja.

MAHA SIVA RATRI, one of the greatest

festivals in the Hindu calendar, occurs about the
iriiddle of February. Various legends are given
ill •connection with this festival, but public opinion
among the Hindus is in favour of the following :

—

Havana, king of Lanka, undertook a pilgrimage

to Blount Meru, the residence of Siva, and there

put liimself through a course of the most rigid

penance, and supplicated the god by fasting and
prayer. Siva afipeared to him and asked him his

desire. The king replied that he had only one
request to make, and that was that none of the

gods should be permitted to invade his country,

and that they should not have power either to

conquer or slay him. Siva, in reply, gave him a
lingam of stone, and commanded him to take it

to his country, and there build a. temple over it to

his lionour. lie further enjoined him not to place

it on any carriage, but to carry it himself. He
w.as also not to set it down anywhere on the road,

for if he did he w'oiild never, the god said, be
able to lift it off the ground again. An 'implicit

obedience to these injunctions would obtain for

.liim a favourable answer to his prayers. When
Havana had started from Mount Meru with the
lingam, the other gods supplicated Pillyar after

this wise: ‘This Havana has been a constant
source of annoyance and trouble to uif

;
and now

that lie has obtained from Siva this lingam
as a protection from our power, he will become
yet more arrogant and troublesome. You must
therefore devise some means of depriving him of

the lingam before ho reaches the country.’ Pillyar

acceded to this request, and, summoning Varuna,
he desired him to enter into the stomach of the
king* of Lanka and become water, so .as to fill

him. This Varuna accordingly did. Ravana,
when the watery element tilled him, began to feel

exceedingly nncomfortable and dropsical, and
looked out for some shady retreat where lie

might rest a while till the waters had Subsided!
Pillyar at this moment assumed the form of a
Brahman child, and appeared to him, and Ravana
asked him to carry the lingam for a few minutes.

MAHAVINYAKA, sacred peak of the Baruni-
bunta Hills, (hittack district, Bengal

;
visible

from Cuttack city.

MAHAVIRA, the title of Vardhamana, the
24th and last Jainatirthankara, began his austerities^

at the age of 30, continued them tor twelve and
*

a half years as a digambara or naked ascetic,

without even a bhikhshu’s begging dish, and at

the age of 72 he died at the court of king Hasti-

pala, about b.c. 526. His disciple Gautama
Swami or Gautami Iiidra Bhuti is supposed by
some to have been Gautama Buddha, the founder
of the Buddhist religion. The Buddhists desig-

nate Gautama as Mahavira, and mention Maha
Kasyapa as his chief and eminent disciple. The
Jains style him Kasyapa Mahavira, and mention
Gautama as his chief disciple (Ganadhara). Both
Buddhists and Jains concur in making Mahavira
the friend and spiritual teacher of a king of
Rajagriha, the' capital of Magadha, whose name
was Srenika or Bhambhasara according to the
Jains, and Bimbisaro according to the Buddhists,
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Mr. Garrett gives a legend which relates that zone, and drains upwards of 4000 square mileB.

Mahavira wa6 repeatedly born again. His first Mahawellaganga is the largest river in Ceylon,

birth was as Nayasara, headman of a village in Its principal branch has its. source in Pedro
the country of Vijaya, from which ho was trans- tallagulla, on tlie plain of Nuwera Elia

; when
ferred for oceans of years to the Sandharma near the east coast, it divides into two branches,

heaven. He was then re -born as Marichi, the one of which falls into the great bay of Trin*

grandson of Rishaba, the first tirthankara, and cdmalee, the other, called th^e Virgel, into the

thence transferred to Brahma - loka, whence he sea 25 miles south of Trincomalee.

—

Sir, J, E*.

returned as a worldly-mimlcd and sensual Brali- TenneuVs Ceylon.

man, the consequence of which was repeated MAHAYAJNA. Sansk. A great sacrifice,

births in the same caste, each birth separated by Of these, in Hinduism five are* recognised:—1.

an interval passed in one of the Jaina heavens. Brahma-y, the study of Brahma or the Veda; 2.

He then ‘became Visvabhuta, prince of Rajagriha, Pitri-y, offering to tlie manes; 3. Deva-y, offer-

and next a Vasudeva named Triprishta; ttei a ings tl) the gods; 4. Bali or Bliuta-y, worship of

Ohoravartti Priyamitra, then a Nandana, leading all things, of evil spirits
;

5. Nri-y, worship of

a life of devotion. On the return of the spirit of man, hospitality.

Nandana to earth, it first animated the womb of MAHAYANA, a form of Buddhism, which was
the wife of a Brahman, but was transferred to introduced by Nagarjuna, and those who assisted

the womb of Tresala, wife of Siddharta, of the at the fourth convocation under Kanishka. It

family of Ikshvaku, a prince of Havana in Bhara- means the Greater Translation, and was said to

kshetra. He was born on the 13th of the light have been preserved by the Nagas, from whom
fortnight of Chaitra. His* father named him Nagarjuna received it. Tt spread from Pesha-

Varddhamana, but it was Changed to Mahavira. wur over all Northern and Eastern Asia. From
He married Yasoda, daughter of prince Samara that time tlie I'ibetans, Burmese, and Chinese

Vira, by whom he had one daughter, named Priya date the introduction of Buddhism into their

Darsana, who married Jamali, a prince, one of countries. It was considerably in advance of the

the saint’s pupils, and founder of a schism. Sid- TIinayana scliool of Central India in all complica-

dhartha and his wife died when Mahavira was 28 tions of ritual observances.

—

Fergusson^ p. 180.

years of age, on which Mahavira -adopted an. MAHA YAZA WIN, also written Maha Radza

ascetic life, the government devolving on his ^Veng, a royal chronicle of Burma, which gives

elder brother Nandivarddhana. After ten years dates from is.c. 1000. There is no doubt that

of abstinence and self-denial, he commenced an Tagqimg and Prome and Pagan were each in

erratic lif^, often fasting and in silence. In their turn for many centuries the seat of an

twelve and a half years he attained the Kovala or empire, but there is no certainty until the middle

only knowledge, under a gal tree on the north of the 1 0th century. According to this chronicle,

bank of the Rijupalika, and commenced to instruct however, the first ruler was Maha Thammada,* the

from a stagQ. He enjoined to avoid injury to
j

object being to connect the royal line with, prince

life or giving pain, to speak truth, not to steal, to ' Siddhartha, the Buddha of the present cycle of

be continent. On his death his body was burnt, relipon. To give this theory the greater veri-

but unconsumed portions were kept as relics.— similitude, tlic chronicle represents the wdiolO

Dj\ Bhau Daji in Bn. It As. Vac.; Garrett,' Burmese race as descended from a tribe of the

MAHA-VIRA CHARIT A, a stirring and martial I ndian Solar race, who, with Abhi Raja, their king,

drama by Bhava-Bhuti, which has been translated were driven from their home in Kapilavtistu, and,

into text by Pickford
;

it relates the exploits of marching eastward, finally settled in the valley of

the great hero Rama. There «are several editions the Irawadi, where they built Tagoung for theii

of the text.
’ capital. This ancient capital is said to have been

MAHAWANSO, a metrical chronicle in Pali founded by Anawrata Saw. He was a very

of the dynastic history of the island of Ceylon, devout Buddhist, and marched with a largo army

from B.C. 543 to a.d. 1750, discovered and trans- into China to obtain a tooth of the Buddha. In

lated by the Honourable George Tumour. Maha- this he was not successful, but he came back with

wanso and other Ceylonese scriptures were re- a golden replica obtained from the Hwang-ti.

duced to the present form by Buddhaghosa in the 'i’his was about the time of the Danish kings in

beginning of the 5th century a.d. The 17th England. Five hundred years later, Buyin

,chapter of thc.Mahawanso is entitled the Arrival Noung, a monarcli a monster of cruelty, succeeded

of the Relics, and details the acquisition to Ceylon to the throne. The country was then divided into

by Dewanan - piyatipo, of the collar-bone and four separate and independent kingdoms,—^Pegu,

other relics of Buddha. The right canine tooth Arakan, Burma, and Ava. When he dieid.he had

was transferred in a.d. 310 from Dantapura to exalted Burma at the expense of the. neighbouring

Ceylon, and is now enshrined in the Dalada Mali- kings, and, besides subduing Zirame, had ravaged

gawe .temple in Kandy. In the Mahawanso, Siam up to the gates of the capital. Caesar

p. 249; it is mentioned that Upatisso, son of Fredericko says about him, ‘ The king (Branginoco

Buddha Das, built hospitals for cripples, for preg- he calls him) hath not any army or power by

nantwomen, and for theblind and diseased. Dhatu- but in the land, for people, dominions,

sena (p. *266) built hospitals for cripples and silver, he far exceeds the power of the Gr^t Turk

sick. Buddha Das himself (p. 245) ordained a in treasure and strength,’ Buyin Noung employed

physician for every ten villages on the high road, Portuguese soldiers of fortune in ^nis vanous

and built asylums for the crippled*, deformed^ and expeditions, and prominent among them

destitute. Philip de Brito and Nicote and Gonsalves, fo®

MAHA - WELLI - GANGA, the Ganges of former, originally a cabin-boy, established him-

Ptolemy, rises near Adam’s Peak in Ceylon. It self for thirteen years as an indewndent

traverses more than one-third of the mountain it Syriam, below Rangoon, ana the ruins of ts
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fopfc he built may yet be seen. Gonsalves was a

common soldier, who became a pirate on a large

scale, and, after a brilliant eight years of murder
and plundering, lapsed into the common soldier

again, Philip de Brito and Nicote was impaled

on a spike. Many of the Portuguese captured

during these expeditions were sent as prisoners

into the interior, and their descendants form a

distinctly recognisable class to the present day at

Mandalay, though they dress as natives of the

country, and have Burmese names.

During the period between Buyin Noung and
Aloung-payah, the founder of the present dynasty,

at one time the Burmans were masters, at another

the Peguans, while the kings of Arakan or of

Tounghoo made raids on the lowlands. About
the middle of the 18th century, the Takings of*

Pegu rose against the Burmese, and not only

drove them out of Pegu, but, under their king;

the prince of Dala, a village opposite Rangoon,
overran the Burmese dominions, and tinally

sacked and burnt Ava, the capital of the country.

But Oung Zaya, a hunter, finally overthrew the

Taking near Promc, and proclaimed himself king,

with the title of Aloung-payah. He was tin?

founder of the town of Rangoon, and in the eight

years of his reign not only possessed himself of

Pegu, but annexed Arakan, Tavoy, and Tenas-

serim, and was on the march against Siam wlnm
he Was seized with tlic illness which ended in his

death. His son Sin-byoo-shin, however, inherited

his military genius; and, besides conquering

Siam, came off victorious in four severe struggles

with the Chinese, wlio invaded the conntry with

large armies. Under him and the next few kings

the power of th(} country was consolidated, tlie

Shan states and Manipur were overrun, and
linally the Burmeso came into collision with the

British. Under Bodaw-payah, the last of the

sons of Aloung-payah, the empire reached its

largest extent, and had become one of the most
formidable powers in Asia. It had nearly 1000

miles of sea-coast, and extended from the borders

of Chittagong to the centre of Siam. The Bur-
mese soldicTy were, feared all over Indo-Cliina as

the most ruthless and invincible of foes. But the

braggart
.
spirit which led Bodaw-payah to pro-

claim himself an embryo Ihiddha, and lord it over

British envoys, prompted his successor to domain I

from the In<lian Government the surreiwier (d

Chittagong, Dacca, and Murshidabad. Actual

aggressive movements on Chittagong led to a
declaration of war in 18i^4, and in 1826 Sir

Archibald Campbell dictated peace* close to the

walls of Ava.
‘ MAHA-YOGA, in Hindu cosmogony, a period

of four Yoga. It comprises 12,000 years of the
gods, which, according to the Vishnu Purana, are

'1,320,000 years of mortals. Sec Yoga.
MAHAZAR,' Arab. A representation. Maha-

zarnama, a written statement.

MAHBUB-i-SUBHANI, or Dastagir, a Muham-
ttiadan saint.

MAHDI. Arab., Hind. A guide
;
according

h) the Shiah sect of Muhammadans, the twelfth

and last of^he Imams or successors of Ali. The
Mahdavi pairt of the Shiah sect believe him to be
still alive. The Ghair Mahdavi believe that he
has been on, but has disappeared from, earth,

'i'he Sunni sect believe that Mahdi ia yet to come.

From time to' time, amongst the Muhammadans^

persons have been appearing claiming to be the

Mahdi. One of these appeared in Hindustan at

Jonepur early in the 16th century; his followers

arQ the Ghairj Mahdi. • In the early part of 1884
one such rose in the Soudan in Northern Africa,

and gained many adherents. There are continual

prophetic announcements made. There is an old

widespread prophecy that the Mahdi is to appear
in the 14th century of the Hijira, which begins
about 1886. The adherents of a numerous sect,

which has ramifications throughout all Northern
Africa, believe that the Mahdi is to bear the name
of A])dulkh, his father’s name to be Mahmud,
his mother’s Aminat, while his vicegerent is to

bo called* Abdul Muttalib. The Mahdi’s troops

attacked Jazireh, which, as its name signifies, is

an isle near Berber. The explanation is that there

is an old tradition that the future ruler of the

Soudan will come from that isle. The people of

the Soudan are very superstitious
;
and the fall

of the fiag by a gust of wind on the occasion of

Tewfik’s proclamation at Khartoum was looked
on as an omen of the end of Muhammad Ali’s

dynasty. There is an old tree opposite Cook’s
office at Jerusalem in Tophet, belonging to an old

family, and protected by the ‘Sultan’s firman, and
the Arabs believe that it will fall when the
Sultan’s rule ends. It lost a large limb during
the I’urco-Kiissian war, and is now in a very
decayed state. All Muhammadans believe that

Mahdi will reappear before the second coming of

Christ, and the most of them indicate Damascus
as the site. See Imam.
MAHE, a town in Malabar district, Madras, is

in lat. ir 41' .W' N., and long. 76° 34' 25" E.
This little French settlement is about 4 miles to

the south of Tellicherri. Between 1761 and 1793
it repeatedly cliangcd hands, during the strife’

between tlie. British and the French. Mahc has
an area of 1446 acres, with a patch of ground in

the town of Calicut further south.

MAHENDRA, son of Asoka, king of Magadha,
in B.c. 236 converted Ceylon to Buddhism.' The
earliest rectmlcd voyage down the Bhagirathi
was made in the age of Asoka, who sent this son,

Mahendra, with a branch of Buddha’s sacred

pijml tree, on a mission to the king of Ceylon.

—

Tr. of llhid. i. p. 20.

MAHENDRAG IR 1 or Maliendra Mallai, a moun-
tain peak in the Eastern Ghats, Ganjarn district,

Madras, in lat. 18° 58' 10" N., and long. 84° 26'

4" E., and 4923 feet above sea-level. Mahendra-
giri mountain is in the Park Kimedi district, distant

about 20 miles from the ‘sea-coast. The view to

the south-west ranges over the greater part of

Park Kimedi
;
on its western side runs a deep

valley, on the opposite side of which me the

numerous and extensive hills occupied by the

independent 8aurah tribes, some of them but

little inferior in height to the Mahehdragiri. To
the north and north-east are the Jarada, Jalantra,

Bodarsiiigi, Surungi, and Chikati hill zamindaria,

and the taluks of Itchapur, Moherry, and part of

Pubaconda. The Mundasa zamindari extends
from the east kce of the range to the sea-shore.

The valley which divides the Mahendragiri range
from the hill tracts of the independent Sourah
to the west extends from the Jarada ' zamindari
completely into the Parla Kimedi country. It
was tried as a sanatorium, but proved very un-
healthy.
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MAHENDRAQIRl, near Cape Comorin, about without tree or graas
;

those few people that

5000 feet high, is the mountain with which the ghats dwell there, and in the islands of Lar and Gallon,

terminate. ludragiri means the great mountain of live on fish, being in manner themselves trans-

Indra. It is alluded to in the Kamayana as that formed into the nature of fishes. So excellent

from, which the monkey god Ilanuman leapt to swimmers are they, that seeing a vessel in the
Ceylon, alighting on the summit of Adam’s Peak, seas, though storinie and tempestuous, they will

The Tinnevelly Gap separates it from the moun- swimme to it five or six miles to begge almes.

tains to the immediate nortli. To the south are a They eate their fish with rice, having no bread

;

few rocky hills, the Arambully pass, and then tfieir cats, hennes, dogges, and other creatures,

the open sea. Upon the Tinnevelly side, imme- which they keepe, have no other dyet.’ Nieuhoff,

diately under the shadow of tliis mountain, lies who travelled in 16G2, says that about ‘ Gambraon
the town of Trichenagoody, with its fine gopuram, the common people make use of dates instead of

or temple tower
;
and on the Travancore side is bread or rice

;
for it is observable that the ordin-

the town of Nagercoil, famous as a station of the ary food of tlie Indians all along the coast from
London Missionary Society since tlie days of Hasora to Sinde is dates and fish dried in the

Ziegenbalg. Several large and highly-cultivated air; the heads and guts of the fishes they mix
coffee estates spread over its sides. The forests, 'with date stones, and boil it all together with a little

consequently, which once rolled around it, ami .salt water, which they give at night to the cows
enfolded it as it were with a grand mantle of tifter they como out of the field, where they meet
green, are fast disappearing. with’very little herbage.’

MAHESri, a village, a suburb of Serampur, MAUI, river of Bombay, with a course of

in the Hoogly district of Bengal, lat. 22° 44' N., from IlOO to HoO miles in length, and a drainage

and long. 88° 2.‘V 4;V' E. Famous for the two area estimated at from 15,000 to 17,000 square
great festivals of Jaganath, the S’thnaifi-Jatra or miles. After the Nerbadda and the Tapti, it is the

bathing of the god iu May, and the Kath-Jatra largest river of Gujerat. 'the main branch of the

or car procepsion, six days later. At the latter, Mahi rises about 1850 feet above sea-level in

the god is dragged to the village of Ballabhpur, a the Amjhera State, Malwa, in lat. 22° 52' N., and

mile distant, and brought back after eight days’ long. 75° 5' E., about ICO miles east of Cambay,
visit to the temple of Kadhaballabhjr. An im- The source of the river is in the Mehad lake,

portaiitfair is held at ^lahesh during the eight MAHIDPITB, in lat. 2.‘3° 50' N., and long: 75°

days, with an attendance of about 8000 persons
|

58' E., in Malwa, 25 miles N. of Ujjain. 'I’he

daily, and 100,000 people on the first and eighth mean height of the village above the sea is

day, when the procession and return journey take ICOO feet. The battle of Mahidpur, on the 2l8t

place. At Mahesh, .laganath and his brother December 1817, fought find won by the British

Balaram, having fasted the whole day, oji one in war against tlie Mahrattas.

—

Srolt.

occasion are said to have pawned a bracelet with MAHIJAH. IIlnd. Iu the Bari Doab, high

a shopkeeper to procure some food. The ornament lands above river inundation.

•was missed by the Pandas (priests) on their MAH IKAN'fA, a group of Native States under
return to Puri, and they releiised it from the the Government of Bombay

; situated between
shopkeeper.

—

Imp. Gaz. vi. ; Tr. of Hind. i. p. 5. lat. 25° 14' and 24° 28' N., and between long. 72°

MAHESHA, a demon of the Hindus of great 40' and 74° 5' E., with an area of about 4OO0

power, who, having been troubled by the army square miles. In 1858, Captain (Sir Janies)

of Durga, assumed the form of a buffalo to destroy Outram instituted border pancliayats for tlie

them, but wjis sjieared by Durga. In the sculp- settlement of the numerous blood-feuds and dis-

,tures at the Burabur caves, Durga slaying ‘Mahesh- putes between the wild Bhils on the Mahikaiita

Asur’is the principal and most often repeated, and Kajputana frontier.

Maheshasura Mardini is the form of Durga as MAHI MUKAT1J3. Pers. The fish-banner, a

the destroyer of the buffalo-born giant Mahesha. Muhammadan regal distinction, granted also by

Maheswara (the great lord), one of the five great sovereign princes, entitling the receiver to have

lords or faces of Siva. It is this name which carried before him the gilt metal figure of a fish,

Europeans have changed to Mysore. borne upon a pole, witJi two gilt balls similarly

MAHESHWAR. Sansk. The Binlang atones, elevated. Shah Alam conferred the honour on

worshipped as emblems of Siva, are formed at Lord liake.— W.
Maheshwar, on the Nerbadda, where a whirlpool MAHI-RUBIAN. Hind. Dried shrimps, from

occurs, and rounds and polishes fallen stones into the coast of Sind
;
also an undetermined drug,

the form of a lingain. in appearance consisting of dried-up pieces, having

MAUL Peks, A fish. From Basrah to Ilor- a grey colour,

muz, the sea-coast people still principally live on MAHMAN. In Gujerat is a numerous race,

fish. Tlie Mahi-abah and Mahi-ashnah, literally called Mahman, or in conversation, Mehinan.

fish bread arid fish soup, used among the people Many families of this sect live in Bombay, and

of Lar, is prepared from fish (more particularly a arc a ^ery useful, hard-working, trusty people,

small kind found near Hormuz) by exposing it to MAHMUD, son of Sabaktagin, commonly

the sun. Strabo and Arrian relate that the called of Ghazni, was a brave, experienced,

ancient Ichthyophagi made into bread in a similar prudent sovereign, distinguished in war and as

manner the fishes which they bad dried and a civil administrator. He ruled from a.d. 997

roasted. The region of the Ichthyophagi com- to a.d. 1030, in which period he expended his

n&enced at Malana dear Cape Arabah, and ended dominions from the Persian Gulf to the Sea ot

between the ancient Dt^asira and the place now Aral, and from the mountains of Kurdistan to

called Cape Jashk. Churchiirs Collection of the banks of the Sutlej. Ho was the .grei^t

Voyages mentioBSthat ‘ the egastesof Persia, as they sovereign of his time, and is considered by

sailed in this sea, seemed as a parched wildernesse, liammadans among the greatest of any age.
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was athletic and well-proportioned, but scarred archers, fled from the field, his. army gave way,
with smallpox

;
prudent, active, and enterprising, and Mahmud sent in pursuit 10,000 chosen men,

eealous in the encouragement of literature and who killed great numbers of the enemy before

iirt to a degree which has not yet been surpassed, they reached a place of safety. Mahmud then

The poets Dakiki, Ansari, and Eardusi were at- advanced on Nagarkot, a fortified temple on a
bracted to his court. He founded at Ghazni the mountain connected with the lower range of the

mosque called the Celestial Bride, which was the Himalaya, and he carried off from it to Ghazni
wonder of the east, and the nobility imitated his 700,000 gold dinar, 700 man of gold and silver

baste for architectural display. Such were the plate, 200 man of pure gold in ingots, 2000 man
multitudes of slaves he brought from India, a of unwrought silver, and 20 man of . various

purchaser could not be found for them at 4s. 7d. jewels, pearls, corals, diamonds, and rubies.

\ head. At that time the northern part of India In a.d. 1010 (a.h. 401) Mahmud went in person

seems to have been under the sway of four rulers, against, and defeated, Muhammad Sur of Ghor,

one at Dehli under the Chauhan, one at Kanouj. in the mountains cast of Herat
;

the chief swal-

under the Rahtor
;
Mewar was under the Gehlot, lowed poison.

and Anhilwara under the Chaura and Solanki. His fifth expedition was in the same year; he
The Dehli rule extended to the Indus in the west, returned to ludia^ took Multan, and carried Abul
and the Himalaya to the north

;
Kanouj eastwards Fattah IiO<li prisoner to Ghazni,

to Benares, with part of Bundelkhand
;
and MeWar His sixth expedition was to Tanesar, not far

and Anhilwara consisted probably of the present from the Jumna, where he plundered the temple,

Mewar and Malwa, and thence to the Lower Indus sacked the town, and returned with an incredible

and the sea. number of captives to Ghazni, before the Indian
Mahmud put aside his elder brother Ismail princes could assemble to oppose him.

in A.D. 997. In a.d. 1001 (a.h. 391) he made His seventh and eighth expeditions were to

his first campaign against the Hindus of India. Kashmir. • In returning from the last, at an
He left Ghazni with 10,000 chosen horse, and on advanced period of the year, many lives were
the 27th November, near Pcahawur, defeated and lost.

took prisoner raja Jalpal i. of Lahore, afterwards After the expedition against Kashmir, Samar-
stormed Batinda, and returned to Ghazni rich cand, Bokhara, and Kharasm were occupied

with plunder. Jaipal, on his return from cap- without opposition.

tivity, immolated himself on a pyre which he Jmd His ninth expedition against India, A.D. 1017,

ordered to be constructed. a.h. 408, was on a great scale. Ferishta says

Mahmud’s second* expedition was against the 100,000 horse and 20,’000 foot were assembled
raja of Bhattia, south of Multan, wlio, being driven from all parts of his dominions. He set out from
from a well-defended entrenchment, and then Pesliawur, and kept close to the mountiMns until

from his own fortress, at last destroyed himself he passed the Jumna, when ho turned towards
in the thickets of the Indus, whore he had fled the south, and presented himself before Kanouj,
for coiice{\lmeut, and where many of his followers The raja was sO entirely unprepared, that he came
fell in endeavouring to revenge’ his death. out with his family and gave himself up to

His ^hird expedition was to reduce his de])end- Mahmud, who left Kanouj uninjured.’ He
ent, the Afghan chief of ^Iiiltan, Abul Fattah halted for twenty days at the holy city of Muttra,

Lodi, wUp had formed a close alliance with during which the city was plundered, the idols

Anang Pal. Anang Pal interposed his army broken, the temples profaned, and the city fired,

between those of Mahmud and Abul Fattah, but The raja of Mahawan, near Muttra, submitted,

was routed near Peshawur, and Mahmud invested and was received witli favour
;

but a quarrel

Multan, but after seven days’ siege he accepted broke out between the two armies, when the
the submission of the chief. Taking advantage Hindus were massacred and driven into the river,

of Mahmud’s occupation near the Indus, Klik and the raja, imagining himself betrayed, de-

Khan sent an army to . invade the Ghaznavi stroyed his wife and children, and then made
dominioAS of Herat and Balkli, but Mahmud left away with himself. At Munj, after a desperate

his capital under Suk Pal, a converted Himlu, resistance, part of the Rajput garrison rushed
met Elik Khan near Balkh, drove the Tartars out through the breaches on the enemy, while
with prodigious slaughter from the field of battle, the rest dashed themselves to pieces from the
and Elik Khan escaped across tiic Oxus with a works, or burned themselves with their wives
few attendants. In the meantime Suk Pal had and children in their houses

;
not one survived,

renounced Muhammadanism, and revolted, but Various other towns were reduced, much country
Mahmud came unexpectedly on him, took him laid waste, and Mahmud returned to Ghazni with
prisoner, and confined him for life. the spoil and prisoners. •

His fourth expedition (a.d. 1008, a.h. 399) was His tenth and eleventh expeditions into India
formed to punish Anang Pal’s combining with were made a.d. 1022, a.h. 413, and a.d, 1023,
Abul Fattah Lodi. Anang Pal hail induced the A.ii. 414. The first was to the relief of the
rajas of Gwalior, Ujjain, Kalinjar, Kanouj, Dehli, raja of Kanouj

;
but before Mahmud arrived, the

and Ajmir to enter into a confederacy, and their. Kanouj raja had been cut off by the raja of
united forces advanced into the Panjab. Hindu Kalinjar in Bundelkhand, against whom Mahmud
women sold their jewels, melted down their gold turned his arfns, but made no permanent im-
ornaments, and sent their contributions from a pression in this or a subsequent campaign,
tlistance to furnish resources for this holy war. During the first of these expeditions, Jaipal ii.

Mahmud formed an critrenched camp, but the was on friendly terms, but on the second he
^hakkar overthrew his guards, and cut down opposed Mahmud’s march on Kanouj, and Mah-
3000 or 4000 of his .army. The elephant of mud annexed Lahore and its tertitory to Ghazni.
Anang Pal, however, unable to withstand the In a.d. 1024, a.h. 415, Mahmud marched to
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Transoxiana). in .person, to crush a revolt, and
then returned to Ghazni.

In his twelfth and last expedition to India, he
directed his forces against Somnath. His army
moved from Ghazni in September,. a.d. 1024
(a.H. 415), crossed the desert without any dis-

aster, and made good his hold near Ajmir. The
raja fled, Ajlnir town was given up to plunder,

and the country ravaged. Advancing on Anhil-

wara, the capital of Gujerat, its raja also lied,

and Mahmud reached Soninatli. Its temple was
erected on a peninsula, and the isthmus con-

necting it with the luainlaud was fortified. The
Ghazni troops on the first day occupied tlie

ramparts, only to be driven from them. Next
day brought a still nibre signal repulse. On the

third day the rajas of the neighbourhood, with

the Anhilwara raja, presented tliemselves in order

of battle, and ^lahmud had to move against them.

His troops wavered, but Mahmud charged, and
6000 Hindus fell. The garrison, 4000 strong,

then abandoned the place, and fought their way
to the boats. Mahmud entered the temple, aiul

it is said refused all offers to abstain from de-

stroying the idol. Two pieces were sci>t to Meccii

and Medina, and two to Ghazni, where one piece

was to be seen at the palace, and one at the public

mosque, as late as when FerishUi wrote bis

history. The treasure taken on this occasion

exceeded all former plunder. After a year’s stay

in Gujerat, he returned to Multan and Ghazni by
the sands of Sind, in Avhich many of his troops

perished miserably. This' expedition lasted from

October—November 1024 to April—May 1020.

After his return he chastised a tribe of Jats in

the Jund mountains, who had molested his army
on its march from Homiiath. Ho afterwards

moved in person against the Turki tribe of Seljuk,

and defeated them, a.d. 1027, A.ii. 41«s, in a great

battle.' His next success was against the Buya
or Delmi. He invaded Irak, took possession of

the whole territory, took Isfahan and Kaswiii,

putting to death tliousands in each city. These

were the last acts of his leigii. Soon after Ids

return to Ghazni he was taken ill, and died on

the 29th April 10^0. Muhammad, son and suc-

cessor of Mahmud, was put aside and blinded by
his brother Masaud

;
but ten years after, Masaud,

unsuccessful in war, was dethroned and put to

death, and Muhammad reinstated. Modud, son

of Masaud, was at Balkh when his father was
murdered

;
he hastened eastwards with liis army,

defeated and put to death his rivals (a.d. lOlU,

A.H. 433), and afterwards crushed a rebellion

excited by one of his own brothers.

—

Eljth. p. 302.

MAIIOBA, an ancient city, in lat. 17' 40"

N., and long. 79° 54' 40" E., in the N.W. Pro-

vinces of India, at the foot of a low granite hill

54 miles to the south of Hamirpur, at tin;

junction of the Betwa and Jumna, 34 miles to

the north of Khajuiaho. Its name is a contraction

of Mahotsava-nagara, or ‘ the city of the great

festival,’ which was celebrated there by Chandra

Varmma, the founder of the Chandel dynasty.

To the west of the city lies the great lake of Kirat

JSagar, about mile in circumference, which was
constructed by Kirtti Varmma, who reigned from
A.D. 1065 to 1086. To the 8. is the Madan Sagar,

about three miles in circuit, which was constructed

by Madana Varmma, who reigned from a.d. 1130
to 1165. To the E. is the small lake of Kalyan

Em Sagar, and beyond it lies the large degj lak

Sagar, which was construct^ by Vijay
Pala, wiio ruled from a.d, 1045 to 1065. The las

IS the largest of the Mahoba lakes, being not les

than four miles hi circuit, but the most picturesqui

of all the sheets of water in the beautiful lab
district of Bundelkhand is the Madan Sagar.

According to the legend, as related by th(

poet Chand, the Chandels are sprung frou

Hemavati, daughter of Hcm-raj, the Brahmai
Purohit of Indrajit, Gahirwara of Banaras.

Hemavati was very beautiful
;
and one day, whei

she went to bathe in the Kati Talab, she was seer

and embraced by Chandrama, the god of flu

moon, as lie was preparing to return to the skies

Hemavati cursed him. ‘ Why do you curse me?
said Chandrama. ‘ Your son will be lord of tb
(*arth, and from him will spring a thousaiic

branches.’ Hemavati inquired, ‘How shall inj

dishonour be effaced, when I 'am without* a hus-

band?’ ‘ Fear not, ’.replied Chandrama. ‘ Youi
son will be born on the bank of the Karnavat
river; then take him to Khajuraya, and offer hiir

as a gift, and perform a sacrifice. In Mahohfl

he Avill reign, and will become a great king,

Ho will possess the philosopher’s stone, and will

turn iron into gold. On the hill of Kalinjar he

will build a fort. When your son is IG years oi

age you must perform a Bhanda jag to wipe

away your disgrace, and then leave Banaras tc

live at Kalinjar.’

According to tho prophecy, Ilcmavati’s child,

like another Chandrama, was born on Monday,
the 11th of tho waxing moon of Vaisakh, on the

bank of tlic Karnavati, the modern Kayaii or

Kano river of tin; maps. Then Chandrama,
attended by all the gods, performed a great

festival (Mahotsava), when Vrihaspati wrote hifl

Iioroscope, and the child was named Chandra
Varmma. At IG years of ago he killed a tiger,

when Chandrama appeared to him and presented

him with the philosopher's stone, and taught him

polity (raj nit). Then he built the fort of Kalin-

jar, after which lie. Avent to Kharjurpur, where

he performed a sacritico (Jag or Yajnya) to do

away with his mother’s shame, and built

ti'inples. Tlien Cliaiidrama Bani and all the

other queens sat at the feet of Hemavati, and

her disgrace was wiped away. Lastly, he went

to Mahotsava or Mahoba, the place of Chan-

drama’s great festival, which he made his capital.

— (JnmiiiKfham^ Ancient Gcorj. of India

^

p. 48G.

MAHOGANY, Swietenia mahogani.
I^Iahonitrau, . . . Dan. Maogani, . . . . H*

Mahonichout, . . Dux. l‘ao-magno, . . Poirr.

Acajou, Fa. K rii.siioe derevo, .

Mahagony, . Gua., h>w. Caoba, Caobana, . . Sr.

Tliis name is given in Europe and America

only to the wood of the Swietenia mahogani of

botanists, but in India tlie timber of the Cedrela

toona, Itoxburgh^ is so called, and in Australia

it is applied to that of a species of Eucalyptus.

3. mahogani was named after Gerard van Swieten,

a physician of I.ieyden, is indigenous in the West

Indies and Central America, and naturalized

some parts of India. It is a lofty tre6,‘ with a

large spreading head, and glossy pinnate leav^*

The trunk frequently exceeds 40 feet in length

with a diameter of 6 feet; the timber of a ricii

red-brown, of different .shades and markingSf

capable of a brilliant polish.
'

.
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MAHOMED, the founder of the.Muhammadan
|

religion, was bprn on the 10th November 570,

and died on the 8th June 632, in his 63d year^

Arabian Prophet and Apostle are terms sometimes

applied to him in European literature, but his

followers in India only recognise the a^ellations

of Kasul Allah, the messenger of God, and

Paighambar, the bearer of a message. He was
of the tribe of Koresh

;
his peat-grandfather’s

name was Hashim
;
that of his grandfather was

Abd-ul-Mattalib, whose son Abdullah was Ma-
:iomed’s father. Mahomed is generally supposed

bo have been of Ishmaelitic origin, of the tribe of

Kenanah. In Genesis, Ishmacl is made to marry

ah Egyptian woman, but Arab traditions make
[lim marry into the family of Jorhem, a descend-

int of Kahtan. Probably he had two wives.

The Kenaiiah tribe was near akin to that of

K.ais, and both were descended from Nezar, whose
name was the war-fcry of the northern Arabs, in

their combats with the •armies of Yemen. The
descendants of Kahtan, Arab-ul-Arab, were held

to be the noblest of all Arabia, and it lias been
surmised that this alliance was introduced to raise

hlaliomed into the noble families of Arabia.

The melancholy incidents associated with almost

every step of Mahomed’s birth and parentage,

deepened the seriousness and heightened tlie

sensibility of his character. He was a post-

humous child, orphan of both father and niother

at five years of age, among a people with whom
to be an orphan was a disgrace. How deeply he
felt his unprotected state, is evident from the

earnestness and frequency with which in the

Koran he recommends orphans to the care of the

Faithful. The life and destiny of liis father

Abdallah was also peculiar, for ho had narrowly

escaped being offered in sacrifice to an idol, in

consequence of a rash vow of Abd-ul-Mattalib,

and was only rescued at the price of a hundred
camels. Mahomed was. born during the period

of tears and desolation of his mother Amina,
after the death of her young husband, at the age
of twenty -five, on a caravan journt*y. When
born, he vras carried by his grandfather before

an idol, and received his name. Unable to

nurse her own infant, his mother, after Arab
fashion, wished to send him to the desert to be
reared

;
but the Bedouin nurse who ultimately

took him, at first refused to have charge of a

fatherless boy. At si.x years of ' age Mahomed
lost his mother also, and was taken care of by
his grandfather

;
and* on the death of the latter,

three years later, by Abu Talib, iiis uncle, who,
as long as he lived, gave him his protection. The
events known of his youth are few. He appears
to have accompanied his paternal uncle to Syria,

and oh that journey Muhammadans place the
absurd legend of Sergius, Djerzi, or Bahzra,
recognising the boy as the future prophet by a
mark between his shoulders. During the wars
of the tribes, known as the wars of the Fidjar,
lie is reported to have been present at one battle

when he was fourteen, and ’to have picked up
HrrowB for his uncle

;
at twenty he was keeping

sheep for something * like a farthing '.a day, an
occupation considered disgraceful by the Arabs,

abandoned to slaves and women. But Ma-
homed always loved to dwtell on the fact that

Jacob,. Moses, and David had been shepherds
before hini. Not long afterwards he entered

the service of Khadijah, a wealthy trading widow
with three children, as camel -driver of the

caravans which she despatched to the ‘different

markets of Arabia and Syria, and rose by his

good conduct £o be master of ‘the caravan, 8
position of confidence. He was found a good
man of business, and to have an acute perception
of the mjirket value of the striped stuffs and
incense of Yemen, and the leather of Arabia,

which he exchanged in the markets of Syria for

corn and oil, and the silk goods of Damascus. •

His good qualities gained him the title of El
Amin, the honest fellow. He was of comely
appearance, and Khadijah, in spite of being fifteen

yeai-s older than Mahomed,—-an' immense dif-

ference in a country like Arabia,—conceived the
project of marrying him, and carried it into

execution. For such a marriage, Mahomed seems
to have been an exemplary husband. He married
other wives, it is true, one of them in two months
after Khadijah’s death ;

' but he never ceased to

speak of his deceased wife in such terms of

praise, that Ayasha declared she was the only
one of the prophet’s wives of whom she had ever
felt jealous. Seven children were the result of

tliis marriage
;
and throughout the east many

claim to be descended from some one of the three

daughters who survived. There were three sons,

who all died young
;
one was called Abd Manaf,

after the idol, which proves that Mahomed was
at that time still an idolater. The last daughter,

Fatima. Avas born eleven years after the marriage,

when Khadijah Avas beyond fifty. Four years
after the birth of Fatima, he had his first vision,

and in connection Avith that event some consider-

ations are necessary respecting his mental and
bodily constitution. Whatever may have been
the superiority of his moral character, it is certain

that he Avas as unlike the most esteemed type
of Arab manliness as it is possible to conceive.

Nowhere in the world does man reach such a
degree of dauntless indej)endence as the Arab,
educated in the freedom of the desert, and ex-
posed to its hourly and daily vicissitudes of

destiny. The ideal of the Arab was a fiery-

souled, irresistible warrior, always in sight ef

liis tribe, bold in speech, rapid with song and
repartee, indulging in Avine, feasting, gambling,
and love of Avoinen

;
holding tears to be dis-

graceful, Avith limbs as iron as his armour,
supporting without suffering the heat of the

desert under an Arabian sun
;

delighting in the

beauty and swiftness of his steed or of liis camel,

impassioned for the chase, a match unarmed for

the lion, indefatigable in combat, and routing

like Antar Avhole armies Avith his single spear

and’ shield. Recent travellers liave confirmed

the experience of ages, that the Bedouin have

the least religious sensibility of any known race

;

at the present time tliey are mere Muhammad-
ans ill name, and never utter a prayer, or, if

they perform any religious rites at all, these may
possibly be some lingering relic of the old Sabsean
adoration of the rising sun. In the days of

Mahomed, the people of Mecca upheld the worship
of their idols from motives of gain, but Arabs
in general had little respect for them, and treated
them worse than Neapolitans have ever treated
a refractory saint. If the prophecies of their
kalim, seers, or holy men, did not concur with
their wishes, . they often put them to death.
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When Amr-nl-Kais commenced an expedition to
avenge the death of his father, he entered, ac-
cording to custom, the temple of the* idol Dhn-
1-Kholosa, to obtain his approbation by means of
the divining arrow. Drawing the wrong arrows
three times in succession, he broke them all, and
threw them at the head of the idol, saying,
* Wretch, if your father had been killed, you
would not forbid revenge for his death !

’ Mahomed
was directly the opposite of this Arab ideal. He
had inherited from his mother a delicate, nervous,

and extremely impressionablo constitution. lie

was gifted with an exaggerated and sickly sensi-

bility
;
he had a woman’s love for line scents and

perfumes; he was melancholy, silent, fond of

desert places, solitary walks, and lonely medita-
tions at set of sun in the valleys

;
full of vague

restlessness, weeping and sobbing like a child

when he was in pain
;

subject to attacks of

epilepsy, and without courage in the field of

battle. Ill addition to all which, he had religious

excitability of the most acute character. He was
of middle height, but of a strongly-built frame

;

his head was large, and across his ample forehead,

and above finely-arching eyebrows, ran a strongly-

marked vein, which, when he wjis augry, would
turn black and throb visibly. His eyes were coal-

black, and piercing in tlieir brightness. His hair

curled slightly
;
his beard was long, his step quick

and firm, and between his shoulders was a mark
the size of a pigeon’s egg, Avhich his disciples

persisted in believing to be tlic sign of his pro-

phetic office. He was naturally shy and retiring

;

as bttshful, said Ayasha, as a veiled virgin. He
lived soberly, in humble houses, and the fare of

the desert seemed most congenial to him.

His principal biograph(*rs have been

—

Ibn Ishaq, A.D. 768, a.h. lot.

Ibn Hishiim, A.D. 831^, A.n. 218.

Waqidi, A.H. 1:^0-207, A.D. 747-822.

Ibn Saad, A.il. 230, a.d. 844.

Tabari, a.d. 022, a.h. 310.

Mir Khond, 15tli century.

Ali Jaimabi, lOtli century.

Ismail Abul F.azl, i>rince of Hamah in Syria, A.D.

1332, A.H. 73.3. His book wa.s translated l>y John

,
Ca'gnier, professor of >\rahic at Oxford, a.d. 1723,

ami into Eriglisli by the Kev. IV, Murray,
Epiacopardergyman at Dulfus in Scotl.and.

Dr. A. Sprenger, in 1851, published p.irt of Maliomcd’s
life at Allahabad in English, and in 1800 a com-
pleted life in German was publislied at Hcrlin.

Sir AVilliam IMuir, of the liengal Civil Service, in 1858-

1861 published a life in London.

He is lauded by Muslim authors for his religious

jvnd moral virtues, his piety, veracity, justice,

liberality, clemency, humility, and abstinence.

He expended his all in charity. His judgment
was excellent, and he had a happy memory. ' He
was of few words, of an equal and cheerful

temper, pleasant find familiar in conversation,

courteous to his friends, and condescending

towards inferiors. His person was coiirely and
agreeable, and his address polite.

He began to teach at the age of 40. lie had
only nine followers in his first military expedition,

after his flight from Mecca to Medina
;
but before

his death, which happened in the 2Jd year of his

mission and the 30th after his flight, he had
brought all Arabia under his obedience, and had
commenced an attack on the dominions of the
Roman emperor in the direction of Syria. Abul
Fazl mentions (pp. 195-267) 27 military expedi-

tions undertaken by Mahomed { and of smaller

actions and skirmishes some enumerate as many
as 48.

The reformation commenced by Mahomed was
continued by his successors. Within six years

after his death, Syria and Egypt had been sub-

dued by his successors. Persia was invaded in

A.D. 632, her force broken, a.d. 636, in the mat
battle of Kadesia, and after the battle of Jallalia

(a.d. 637) and Nehawand (a.d. 642), her govern-

ment was entirely destroyed, and her king

driven into exile beyond the Oxus. At the death

of the second khalif Omar (a.d. 644, A.H. 23), the

whole of Persia as far east as Herat, nearly co-

extensive with the present kingdom, was annexed
to the Arab empire. In a j). 650, an insurrection

in Persia induced tliQ exiled monarch to try his

fortune once more, but he was cut off near the

Oxus, and the northern frontier of the Arabs was
advanced to that river, including Balkh and all

the country north of the range of Hindu Kusli.

The boundary ou the east was fonned by the

rugged tract which extends (north and south)

from those mountains to the sea, and (east and
west) from the Persian desert to the Indus. The
northern portion of the tract was then known by

the name of the mountains of Ghor, whose in-

habitants may have been Afghans, and is now
inhabited by the Aimak and Hazara. On the

west, after Syria, Roman Africa (from a.d. 647

to 749), and Spain (a.d. 713), followed in succes-

sion; and within 100 years from the death of

Mahomed, his followers had pushed their con-

quests into the heart of France, but were defeated

by Charles Martel, a.d. 732, between Poictiers and
Tours.

Ill A.D. C44, A.H. 44, .an Arab force from Merv
penetrated to Kribul, and made converts of 12,000

persons.

Abdur Kjihinan, governor of Khorasan, A.iL 80,

led a Large army in person against Kabul, and

subdued the greater part of the country. His

proceedings displeased Hujaj, governor of Basrah,

and Abdur Rahmarn rebelled, took Basrah, occupied

Kufa, and threatened Damascus,' but, after a

struggle of six years, he was defeated, and chose

a voluntary death.

While they conquered they proselytized, and

,at the jiresent day their creed is professed by

nearly all the |)Cople of Arabia, N. Africa; Asiatic

Turkey, Persia, Central Asia, Baluchistan, Sind,

and Afghanistan, and by about a third part of

those of Phiropeaii I’urkey and of British India,

with many in China and the Archipelago. Their

religion is called by them Islam, but it liad no

sooTier become a jiower, than divisions, feuds,

wars, and schisms broke out .among its professors.

In their lust for porsojial distinction and temporal

power, immediately on Mahomed’s death, disputes

arose as to the rightful succession to the office of

leader of the Faithful. The first to succeed

w.a5 Abubakr, the f.ather of Ayasha
;
following

him ciimc Omar, and then Osman, who died A.D*

655, and Ali then ’Bucceeded, In A.D, 660, AH

was assassinated by a Muhammadan in a mosque

at Kufa, on which Hasan, his eldest son oy

Fatima, sold his birthright of empire
J®

annual stipend, to Moawiyah, of the

Ommeiades. He took up his residence at Meam ,

occupying himself in acts of charity and benevo -

ence, but in a.d. 669 he was poisoned by bis wu
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at the inatigaiioti of Yezid, the second Ummiah In India, the people of this religion ere Of the

khalif, and son of Moawiyah. Eleven years there- most varied descent, the offspring of Arabs of

after, viz. in a,d. 680, Husain, the younger son every tribej from the Iranian races of Persia, from

of Ali and Fatima, left Medina for Kufa, to con- the Scythic, Tartar, Mongol, Turk, Baluch, ai^

tend for the khalifat against the Ommeiades
;
but Afghans, with bodies of converts from the Agni-

on reaching Karbila, a day’s journey from the cula Rajput, from the Jat, and from the prior

west bank of the Euphrates, he was attacked, and Mongoloid tribes who preceded the Aryan immi-

slain with thirty - three strokes of lances and grants. In the northern parts of India, the bulk

swords. The story of Husain is one of the most of the Muhammadans are of Mongol or Afghan

touching pages of Muhammadan history. His descent, and recognisc themselves by the titles of

head, by order of Yezid, was carried about on the

point of a javelin.

MAHOMED Alii, a nawab of the Karnatic, from

the middle to the close of the 18th century. .He

Moghul and Pathan converts, Arab Muhammadans
being styled Shaikh.

'J’he descendants of the various Muhammadans
who from time to time, as conquerors and camp-

was supported by the British in S. India, whilst followers, entered India with Mahmud, Chengiz

the cause of Chanda Sahib was upheld by the Khan, Timur, Nadir Shah, Ahmad Shah, and others,

French in India. His father, Anwar-ud-Din, in have found employment in the armies of Dehli,

Hyderabad, Arcot, Lucknow, and Kohilkhand,

and in the native Indian armies of Great Britain.

On the western frontier of India, in the Panjab,

1749, when about seventy years old, fell at the

battle of Amboor, on which Mahomed Ali fled to

Trichinopoly. After the defeat of the French in

the Karnatic, Mahomed Ali was recognised as

nawab by the treaty of I*aris in 1763
;
and till

his death in 1795, the Karnatic was occasionally

under his . rule, and at times under the civil and
military administration of the British, in 1705

lie was succeeded by liis eldest son, TTindat-ul-

IJmra, who died in 1801, when the British i)ut

aside Umdat- ul- Umra’a son, Ali Husain, and

])laced his nephew, A/.iin - ud - Dowla, on the

throne. The British in 1850, on the demise of

Mahomed Ghous, grandson of Aziin-ud-Dowla,

finally abolished the titular nawab.

—

Malleson\'i

French in India.

MAHOMED ALT HAZIN, a Persian poet, who
was in Isfahan during the siege by Mahmud the

(ihilji chief, in 1722, when IShah llusuiii, the last

of the Saffavi dynasty, ruled.

MAHOMEDANIS.NI. At present the followers

of Mahomed are styled Muhammadan, Moslem,

and also Musalman, by the Europeans, the last-

named being from the singular ^fuslirn, and

plural Musalmiu, of the Arabs. I'ho Burmese
will them Pa-thi, and the Chinese in Yunnan,
Fanthay, also Quay. The Chinese know them
also as the Hoai-Hoai

;
the I’amil race designate

tliem Turka-kara and Chulia; and tlie Teling

style them Turka-vadu and Joiiangi. Moor, until

and in the territories lying on each side of

the Indus, the Muhammadans are chiefly of

Mongol, Turk, Afghan, and Haliich descent, with

other smaller bodies, converts from Hinduism, of

Rajput and .Tat races. There are the Multani,

Hhatti, hnd Khiirul of the Rechnab Doab in the

Panjab, the Awan of the Sind Sagor Doab, who
arc supposed to be of Grecian descent, the

paoudputra of Bahawulpur, the Tuwana of the

Shahpnr district, the Mewatti of Giirgaon, and

many of the Giijar race scattered through differ-

ent parts of Northern India. In the N.W. Pro-

vinces arc the Afghan Rohilla of Rohilkhand, and

tlic Kourboh of Meerut, likewise Muhammadan.
There are also Muliatnmadans in Bhopal, Mundisor,

and .loura
;
the late rulers of Oudh were Syuds,

the late rulers of Hyderabad in Sind were Baluch,

and the rulers of jlyderabad in the Dekhan are

Syuds. The Daoiidputra Mahummadans trace

their descent to the khalif Abbiis, but take their

name from Daoiid, the first of the family who
acquired a name. They are, however, supposed

to be Baluch, changed by a long residence in

Sind. Tiiey moved from Bahawulpur, and

.seized land on the Sutlej, reducing the remains of

the ancient Lungga and Johia, and introducing

the Sind system of canal irrigation. Their claim

the middle of the 19th century^ was the softened I to be descendants of the race of Al Abbas, who

pronunciation of Maghrabi, the designation of reigned at- Baghdad from a. D. 749 to 1258, may,

the western Arab race in the north of Africa; and however, be correct. The surnames met with
« A ...4.1. ..... r. .... .. 4-lwi /Ut M n <r/krl T^irrnnrti Shorazi

—

show theirSaracen, another name for tliem, is the changed
form of Sharkia, the eastern race.

In the time of the emperor Jahangir, in India,

the Hindus were estimated as 5 to 1 Muhammadan.
Mr. Elphinstone’s estimate about 1840 was 8 to 1.

—Gori, Kinnani, Koreshi, Sherazi—show their

possessors’ views as to their old homes, and the

tenacity with which the families 16ok to their

original starting-places. All Afghans, while in

India, Ciirefully retain their tribal names, the

.

•Another estimate made the relative numbers as Yusufzai, Mehmun, Barakzai, etc. The Walla-

6^ to 1, or about 17 per cent, of the population as jah family, who for a few years had a troubled

Muhammadans. rule in the Karnatic, trace their descent from

In the Feudatory States of India in alliance the khalif Omar, a.d. G44, and in their conversa-

'vith tlie British, the predominant numbers follow tions would notice the course of their fortunes as

Hinduism, or worship local deities; but in the having had amongst them a khalif, a kazi at

territories under British rule, the census of 1881 Saniarcand, and nawabs of the Karnatic. Ka^s
showed the Muhammadans to be 60,121,585, viz.: who, as in this instance, can take a retrospective

r7 sna view of their history for 1280 years, who can

19 541 disregard many hundreds of years of obscuri^,

108,881 and can see in that long time only the dirties
174’980 possessed by three ancestors, a khalif, a kazl, and
510,718 a nawab, will readily accept a reverse of lortane

926’^ as God’s hand laid upon them, will regard it as

8O1V47
temporary duration, and will watchfully

140*909 await a change.

785 3 D

N.W. Provinces, 6,162,900 Ajmir, . . .

Ifngri. . 21,704,724 Coorg, . . .

Jladras, , 1,933,501 British Burma,
J’anjab, . 11,602,434 Baroda,
flombay 3,774,300 Central India,

Ventral Provinces, 285,687 Cochin,. .

Mysore, . . 200,484 Hyderabad,

. 1,817,022 Rajputana,
berar,

. . 187,555 Travancore,
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: In Petkinsular India; the only important ruling

g
)wer of these religionists is that of the Syud of
vderabad, the Nizam Subahdar of the Dekhan,

whose sway has existed above a century, them-
selv^ strangers, ruling with a mixed foreign
soldiery, of Arabs, Negroes, Abyssinians, and
northern Hindlus, over parts of the Canfirese,

Teling, Mahratta, Gond, apd Kol races, and their
capital is now the principal resort of adventurers.
In the extreme south of India there are three
Muhammadan races,—the Moplah, the Labbai, and
the Nao-Aiti,—differing, by very marked charac-
ters, from all around them. The Labbai are a tall

and large-made race, of a deep bronze colour.

Their usual dress consists of a wrapper round the
loins. They are extensively engaged in mercan-
tile business, and as pedlars, 'they use the Tamil
alphabet, have a Tamil Koran, and speak and
read the Tamil language only. Their name is

derived from the Arabic word Tiabek,—May it

please you,—-and the people arc usually supposed
to be descentlants of trading or sailor Arabs with
mothers of India. The Nao-Aiti arc a small non-
military race, who, but for a slightly xanthous
tinge, would have an almost English fairness.

They are called Nao-Ait, new-comers, emigrated
from Arabia about 300 years ago, and are to be
found in considerable numbers in Southern India.
They are slender, fair men, with very handsome
women, and are engaged in civil avocations, never
becoming soldiers. Tliey say that they came from
Arabia to the Konkan. Indian Muhammadans
assert that they arc the descendants of women
and children from Arabia, whose men were killed
on being detected in an attempt to rob the tomb of
Mahomed, and with their wives and children were
sent off in a ship, which landed on the western
coast

;
but this is doubtless a stoiy got up to vilify

the race.

The Moplah on the south-western coast of
India and in Ceylon are said to have had a similar
ori^n to the Labliai, viz. from Arab fathers and
Indian mothers, and the name is supposed to be
derived from the Tamil Ma, mother, and Fillai,

son. On several occasions since that part of
Indift came into the possession of Great Jlritain,

they have required to be coerced, and arc believed
to possess a restless spirit, with much fanatical
zeal

;
but it is generally recognised that agrarian

disputes have been a prominent cause of their
outbursts. The Moplah of North Malabar, although
Muhammadans, follow the rule as to property of
descensus a matrice, the Marurnakkatayam, having
in this respect conformed to Hindu iisag(;, in the
•tifnes of Hindu ascendency. The Moplah also bike
the wife of a deceased brother.

The Moplah and Labbai arc called by the Teling,

Jonangi, Zonangi, Jonagar, Jonakara. The inter-

course of Muhammadan merchants and seamen
with the women of Western India seems to have
been from the most ancient times. Abu Zaid,
writing A.D. 916, mentions that the more devout
merchants of Siraf, when young men were on
board, avoided • sending their ships to Ceylon, jis

the women were very licentious, and merchants
would, when newly arrived, make advances to the
daughter of a king, and she, with the knowledge
of her father, would go to meet him in some woody
j^lace.

: The Abyssinian and Negro races in India are
usually known as the Habshi, Habush, or Sidi.

of them are slaves, hut both us adeVeiB iuid

freemen they are often employed about the house-

holds of native sovereigns. The Sidi of Janjera

or Zanjera was long powerful and independent,

occupying the coast a few miles south of Bombay!
The Bohra are found on the north-westeri:

coast of Peninsular India, and in the Kajpul

states, and represent themselves to bo the descend-
ants of the followers of the Shaikh-ul-Jabl, or th<

celebrated Old Man of the Mountain. They cal

themselves Ismaili, acknowledge an Archaman-
drite or religious chief. They principally follov^

mercantile pursuits, and are a robust, active

intelligent mercantile race. They are scatterec

all over the country, but are found principally ii

Gujerat and the adjoining provinces of Cutch
Sind, and other parts of the Bombay Presidency
and are a peaceable, inoffensive body of men.
The Maiman or Mehman are said to be th(

descendants of a couple, of Sind, long childless

who about six hundred years ago became converts

to Muhammadanism, in consequence of the prayerf

in tlieir behalf by Mahbub Sub’hani at Baghdac
being rewarded by seven children. Thoir origina

language is Sindi. They greatly revere Mahbul
Sub’haiii.* Many families are met with in Gujeral

and Bombay, and they are a useful, hard-working,

trusty mercantile people.

In Sumatra and the more western islands of th(

Archij^elago, there has been a large conversion tc

the creed of Islam. In Sumbawa the Muham-
madans take a high place, and they are largely

proselytizing the mounbiineers, who, however,

secretly trust in their idols.

There are many Muhammadans in China whe
are neither zealous iu the propagation of theii

doctrines nor over-strict in the observances ol

their religion. But their religion is one of the

authorized state creeds of that country.

Muhammadan ndigionists are of two great sects,

the Sunni and Shiah, the former being the more

numerous in India, Turkestan, Turkey, and

Ambia, while the Shiah are most numerous in

Pei-sia. The Sunni hold, amongst other pointK,

the succes.sion to the khalifat to have followed hi

the line of Mahomed, Abubakr, Omar, Osman,

and All
;
the Shiah sect, on the other hand, main-

tjiining Ali to haVc, and by right, succeeded his

cousin and father-in-law Mahomed. There are

other points on which their sectarian differences

turn
;
but small numbiTsof the Shiah religionists,

in several parts of Asia, as in the west of India,

believe in incarnations of Ali, and of these the

Ismaili may be instanced. The Muliammadans

of India, of these two great religious sec^i

worship apart
;
but amongst both sects are to be

found men of Syud, Shaikh, Moghul, and Pathan

descent, and sons will be found as Sunni and the

daughters Shiah. The Syuds, the Saadat,

lords, are chiefly descendants of Mahomed through

his daughter Fatima and her husband Ali, ana

as a rule are quiet, humble-minded men,

tinguished by other qualities from the Shaikhs.

They are of the Sunni and also of Shiah'

sion, and are met with in India serving as soiaie ,

or in civil avocations, or following some rehgw

duties. The term Shaikh is given to otn^

descendants of Arabian origin, and

generally to all of the Sunni sect

Syuds, Pathans, or Moghuls, The Sha^i ^ ,

fore, is of the most varied origin, and is engag
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io all Avocations, military and civil, as soldiers

in regular and irregular armies, as police, shop-

keepers, and a spri^lmg of them in learned pro-

fessions or occupations requiring prior education.

The Pathan is the descendant of the Afghan
soldiers who came into India with the armies of

Mahmud, Timur, Chcngiz Khan, Baber, Nadir

Shah, and Ahmad Shah, and carved out princi-

gties or obtained lands for themselves and their

sendants
;
but there are numerous individuals

of the Afghan and Baluch tribes, large, powerful,

fair men, scattered throughout India, who are

seeking a livelihood in it as soldiers, traffickers,

and chapmen. The Pathan claims for himself the

designation of Khan, but this is never permitted

at courts, Khan being one of the honorific appella-

tions bestowed by Indian sovereigns.

Moghuls assume the suffix of Beg. -Tliey are

comparatively few 'in number, are generally fair

people, of a larger physiciil frame than the Arab
MuhtJmmadans, and arc of unassuming manners.
Of all these religionists of foreign descent, few
have taken to agriculture

;
a very small number

have fitted themselves for the civil situations

available under the British Government
;
except

in entering the discijdined armies of Britain as

private soldiers, and forming perhaps oiie-fourtb

of its Indian forces, very few of them have
accommodated themselves to the changes which
the British supremacy has introduced. In India,

the bulk of them are essentially a people not
belonging to the present time, but dwell on the

past and look forward to the future, the religious

among them meditating on the transgressions

which have brought upon tliem great reverses,

and all, perhaps . without exception, looking for-

ward to the time when it shall be God’s will again

to give them dominion. As a whole, they arc

earnest, ardent men, who can be easily excited.

As soldiers they are patient, and have an elan

in warfare which the steady, calmer Hindus of

Southern India do not possess. Their religious

feelings, for many years past, have bi'cn personal,

and though dwelling and ruling in parts of India

since nine hundred years, and though holding an
essentially proselytizing faith, they liave iiot.madc

many voluntary conversions from Hinduism,
either from the Aryan family or from tlie non-
Aryan servile classes. Perhaps nothing has ever
taken place from the efforts of Muhammadans like

the upheaving which has for some years past been
agitating iioii-Aryans in the extreme south of the

Peninsula. In India, as a body they are illiter-

abe, and even as regards their religion they have
acquaintance only with a few formulas in the
Arabic language. Their book, the Koran, has
been translated into Persian, Hindustani, English,
Tamil, Burmese, and Malay

;
but in India tlie Arabic

is deemed the more sacred language, although a
venr small number of them know tliat tongue.
The spoken language of Muhammadans in India

IS the Urdu,,or camp tongue, called in the Penin-
sula Hindustani, which, since the beginning of
the 19th century, under British influence has
become a written tongue, and a few books have
been printed in it; but the educated of the
higher classes all use Persian as their sole means

communication. Living as they have been
amongst races so highly educated as Hindus are,

is perhaps this want of learning that has blunted
their piroselytizing efforts, the only great changes

which their religio4 has effected having' beki
amongst the Jat, the Rajput, and the people Af
Bengal. ^

<

Social Customs,—Distributed as these relkkni-
ists are, from the Atlantic to the islands of the
Pacific, the acknowledgment of the Koran and of
their creed by all of them, gives a certain simi-

larity to their religious observances, bu tho
customs of social life in all the varied nations are

as varied as are the nations themselves. In
India there are ceremonials before and after

childbirth, such as congratulations to the young
wife on the seventh month of her pregnancy.
As in tho Hebrew law, after the birth of a child,

the chahlam or fortieth-day ceremonial is per-

formed, and each stage of development in child-

hood is attended with certain forms. There is no
time rigidly adhered to for circumcision, which 4s

not in the Koran, and grown-up lads have not
unfrcquently remained unattended to in India up
to the seventh or the fourteenth year. The coming
of age of a girl amongst the Hindus is made
known by noisy music, a practice which is

imitated by the humbler Muhammadans, though
the educated and noble families abstain from all

such rude rejoicings. Very few of the Muham-
madan women .of India can read, and still fewer
can write. But in the towns of India, amongst
the better classes, all boys are sent to school, and
their e<iucation is conducted in such a manner as

permanently to fix their faith. At the age of

four years, four months, and four days, each
chihl is taught to pronounce the name of God
with much ceremonial,—with more even, than is

shown wlien children of the Episcopal persuasion

in England are confirmed, for the ceremony is
'

made to last for days. The boy is then taught
the first words that were revealed to Mahomed.
They are recorded in the 90th chapter of tho

Koran, which says, ‘Read in' the name of

thy God, for he it is who hath ' created all

mankind out of a lump of coagulated blood.

And he is likewise that almighty Being
who has blessed us with the voice of utterance

and taught us the use of the pen
;

’ and until the

lad has read the Koran (many of them learning

it all by heart, and then receiving tho literary title

of HaJiz), and until they have been carefully

instructed in all the books of their faith, the lad

is not allowed to read any other tongue. In their

marriages the Indian Muhammadans are united

by the civil and religious rite, the Nikkah, similarly

witli all other of their co-religionists, but to this

has been added several days of costly ceremonial

rejoicings (Sliadi), whicli they have gathered

from the Hindus. Divorce, in India, is almost,

unknown, for in the Nikkah the dower which the

bridegroom promises is a fabulous sum, which no
one can pay, and as, until paid, divorce (tallaq)

cannot be concluded, no one in India is ever

divorced. The Indian Muhammadan lives faith-

fully to his one wife, polygamy being almost
unknown, except amongst the loose livers* of
great towns. Tlio Ramazan month of fast is very
strictly attended to

;
but amongst the Sunni in tbe

south of India the Maharram is a pdnodT of
extravagant * amusement, in which many non-
Hindu and many Hindu races join. The iltiti^nite

Suiini, by far tho majority, at this period giWsSly
outrage the grief of the Shiah seoti akd»idafi-
dalize the learned and devout. In Southern Asia
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tliel*e is A great reverence shown to saints’ shrines idea of a heavenly place as enunciated in the

and foot-mrks. Amongst these are the tombs Koran, is the grossest that any race has ever

of the Pir-i-Dastagir at Baghdad, of Kadar promulgated or given credence to. The wild

WaU at Negapatam, and the footprints of the hunter tribes of America have sublime notions of

prophet at the Kadam Rasul hill near Secunder- a future life
;
Hebrews were in conflict as to the

abad, to which multitudes annually resort. The immortality of the soul
;
the Buddhists believe in

great religious festivals are the Ramazan month absorption or annihilation, tis.a release from, all

of fasting and prayer; the thirteen days of the the troubles and trials of a mundane existence;

Mabarram, a period of festivity amongst the and Christians believe the future to be a spiritual

Sunni and grief amongst the Shiah
;
the Shabau life

;
but the doctrines taught in the Koran as to

feast of Shab-i-Barat on the 14th day of that the occupations in heaven are wholly confined to

month
;
and the sacrificial festival of the Bakrid that book and its believers. .For there, the Koran

or Zihaj, also known as the Eed-us-Zoha, which says (Iv. .39^1-394), ‘tliey shall repose on couches,

is held in commemoration of Abraham’s sacrificial the linings whereof shall be of thick silk inter-

offering up of his son,—of Ishmael according to woven witli gold; and the fruit of the two gardens

Muhammadans, and of Isaac according to Hebrews shall bo near at hand to gather. Which, there-

and Christians. fore, of your Lord’s benefits will ye ungratefully

. The A khiri Char-shainbab is the last Wednesday deny? Therein shall receive them beautiful

of the mouth Suffur, on which Mahomed in his damsels, refraining their eyes from beholding any

last illness felt a little better, and bathed for the besides their spouses, whom no man shall have

last time. ‘ deflowered before them, neither any genius

The Bari Wafat, or great death, is commeinor- (which, therefore, of your liOrd’s benefits will be

ative of the demise of Slahomed, on the l!2th-13th ungratefully deny?)
;

having complexions like

of Kabi-ul-Awal, A.ii. 11. rubies and pearls. . . . And besides these, there

Muhammadans speak reverentially of the dead, shall be two other gardens, ... of a dark green.

They will say, Rahlat farmaia, he has taken depart- In each of them sliall be two fountains, pouring

lire
;
Intikal kia, has made a chai/gc

;
Guzr gaia, forth plenty of water

;
... in each of them shall

has passed away; and they believe in the con- be fruits and palm trees and pomegranates. . . .

Bciousncss of the departed while awaiting rcsurrec- Therein shall be agreeable and beauteous damsels,

tion in the tomb. ... having fine black eyes, and kept in pavilions

Amongst those who crave for other aids to from public view
;

. . . whom no man shall have

salvation, some seek the spiritual advice of a lioly detlowerod before their destined spouses, or any

man, who is reckoned a pir, or religious teacher, and genius. . . . Therein shall they delight themselves,

by certain secret words and signs are initiated as lying on green cushions and beautiful carpets.’

his murid or disciples. Others, even men of rank, Such is the lieaven of the Koran. ^Yet Mahomed
adopt the daiwosh or fakir life of the religious was a monotheist and an iconochist. And before

mendicant devotee, often atteri(le<l witli solemn the final struggle, lifting up his voice, ho ex-

rites of investiture, and followed by the severest claimed, ‘ May God be far from those who make

of ascetic lives; but the bulk of these mendicants the tombs of hia servants places of prayers.’ Tlio

are, in India, idle, dissipated men, and a few are very last words he was lieard to utter as he ex-

of very degraded habits. They arrange them- pired, as if in answer to an unseen visitor, were,

selves into the followers of certain pir or spiritual ‘ In tlie company of the blest on high.’

guides, and those generally met with in India are Tlie tombs of Muhammadans liave usually been

the Kadria or Ba-nawa, Chastia, Shutaria, Tab- of earth, or unbaked brick, but every iiiateriHl

qatia or Madaria, Mallaiig, Kafai or Gurz-mar, is employed, and names are even engraved on

Jalalia, Sohagia, Naksh-bandia, and Bawa IMray. the tombs. The tombstone of a man is distin-

All these have their own rules and customs, guished by a raised ]>art in the centre, and that

Some of them are ascetic devotees, eating if given of a woman by a depression. The prevalent form

to eat, but never begging
;

some largely use in India for the tombs of the rich is a dark or

intoxicating fluids .and vegetable narcotics
; some, black tombstone, with verses of the Koran en-

as the Salik, have wives
;
the Majzub and Aza(l graved on it, and covered by a cupola. Some of

have no wives
;
and some Calandar many, and

j

these are very magmificeiit. Those of the Adal

some do not. There are, among Muhammadans Sliahi dynasty at Bijapur and Gogi have attracted

in India, good, devout men, leading pure and nuicli attention, as also have those of the Ikdi'

holy lives, earnestly seeking for the truth, culti- mani dynasty at Kiilburga and Beder, and Kutub

vating literature assiduously
;
but they are com-

,

Shahi dynasty at Golconda. Tlie cupolas at

pelled by the multitude of ordinary people to re-
!
Roza, wliere Aurangzob also is buried, have not

tire into the peaceful shade, as the purity of their any display, and that of Aurangzeb himself is the

lives begets for them the objectionable name of least ostenfiitio us. His daughter’s tomb at Aurang-

Wahabee. The Muhammadans in India, when their abad is magnificent; and many of the tombs nt

limited education is considered, arc but little Dehli and Agra are great structures. That o

superstitious. They believe in Mahomed as an Mumtaz Begum, known as the Taj Mahal, ^

intercessor, and in the second coming of Christ, particularly remarkable. Reformers amongst tlie

They believe that at death the soul will be judged, Muhammadans consider that unbaked brick o

and that the angels Nakir and Mankir will visit earth should alone be used.
^

it in the tomb to question as to the life on earth. Muhammadans are bound to recognise

They believe that all must cross the Pul-i-Sirat, a of Muhammadanism, being enjoined to do so

bridge for the good, but a sharp sword to the the Koran: ‘Do not say to one who meets you

wicked; they believe in a purgatory called Iraf, salutes you, You are not,

a

and in places of future rewards and punishments, i
‘ 0 ye true believers, avoid suspicions, for s P

and they picture the latter as fearful. But the ! cion is often a crime, ’are two texts known to )
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and generally obeyed. Hence the pronouncing of Kutub Sahib, or Kutub-ud-Din, lies buried at

the first part of the creed, La illaha il Allaho, Kutub, a town near Dehli, named after him,

There is no deity but God, entitles the speaker to in which the late Shah Alarii and many members
a favourable reception. of the royal family of Dehli are buned. His
Mahomed in the Koran asaerts that his religion tomb is much frequented by pilgrims, he being

is that of Abraham. The religion he established one of the most renewed and venerated of the

is termed Islam, signifying safety or salvation, Muhammadan saints.

and comprises the two essentials, Iman, implicit Shaikh Daha-ud-Din, Zakaria, born at Cotcaror

faith, and Din, practical religion. Five points are in Multan. Ho was a great traveller, having, it

insisted on, namely, belief in God and Mahomed is said, overrun Fersia and Turkey, and a disciple

his apostle; prayer; almsgiving; fasting during the for some time of Shahab-ud-Din, Sohurmurdi, at

month of Ramazan
; 4)ilgrimagc to Mecca. The first Haglidad. He died on the 7th Sufur, A.II. 665 (A. D.

of these belongs to Iinan
;
the latter four to Din. 7th Septerpber 1266), and was buried at Multan.

Muhammadanism, as it now exists, stands upon i'urrid-ud-Din, born at Ghan-awal, near Multan,

other foundations than the Koran. This book He M'as so holy, that by his look clods of earth

not furnishing a guide or precept to meet every were converted into lumps of sugar. Hewastherc-
cmergency, a great body of tradition, denominated fore siirnamcd Shakargunj, the treasury of sugar,

the Hadis, has been added
;
and this law, oral as Shaikh Sharif bu Ali Qalandar, born lat Pani-

it. originally was; is generally considered equally put, a town 30 cos north-west of Dehli, to which
binding with the written law of the Koran. These capital he came at forty years of age, and became
traditionary precepts wore derived from Mahomed a disciple of Kutub-ud-Diii. He devoted himself

himself, his companions, and immediate sue- for twenty years to external sciences; after which
cessors. Some of them are, however, of doubtful he threw all his books in the .lumna, and began
authenticity, and not a few are. evidently of more to travel for religious instruction. In Asia Minor
modern fabrication* Tlie Persians reckon four he profik'd greatly by the society of Shams Tabriz

kinds of Hadis.. and Mulvi Kumi. He then returned home, lived

The principal places for minor pilgrimages are retired and worked miracles, and is said to have

the tomb of Ali, called Mash’hid-i-Ali, at Naj’f died a.h. 72*4 (a.d. 1323-21?).

near Kufa; the shrine of Imam Husain at Kerlx'la; Shah Nizam-ud-Din Aulia, by some supposed to

and that of Imam Razaat Mash’hid in Khorasan
;

have been born at Gazna, A.ii. 630 (a.d. 1222-23),

but all the numerous Imam-zadah and tombs of and by others in A.ir. 634 (a.d. 1236), at Badaun,

holy characters throughout the country arc visited, a town in the province of Dehli, where he lived.

Theminorpilgriinage is termedaZiyarat, as distin- He die<i a.h. 725 (a.d. 1325), and was buried

guished from the Haj or great pilgrimage to Mecca, near Dehli, hard by the tomb of Kutub-ud-Din.

Of the Mqhammadan saints of Asia arc Abdul- Through his great piety he was considered one of

Kadar, surnamed Ghous-ul-Azam, the great con- the most eminent saints of Hindustan,

templative, born at Jal, near Baghdad, a.ii. Kabir, a celebrated Hindu Unitarian, eq^ually

471 (a.d. 1078-79). He was endowed with great revered by Hindus and Muhammadans, founder of

virtuq, and, with the gift of miracles, had many the sect called Kabir Panthi or Nanak Panthi,

disciples, and is still much revered. He is called from which Nanak, founder of the Sikhs, borrowed '

Shaikh, but was a Syud, ie. of the race of Husain, the religious notions which he propagated with

and died in a.ii. 571 (a.d. 1175), aged ninety- the greatest success.
^

,

seven years. Where ho died or was buried does Baba Ijal, a darvesli (and likewise a Hindu),

not appear. who dwelt at Dhianpur, in the province of Lahore,

Sultan Sarwur,at Baluch,four cos from Multan, the founder of a sect called Baba Lali. He held

was distinguished for piety and purity of manners, frequent conversations on the subject of religion

and died as a martyr, with his brother, fighting with Dara Shikoh, eldest son of Shah Jahau, and

against a troop of idolaters, and was buried with brother of Auraugzeb, which have been published

his wife (who died of grief) and his son in the in a Pei sian work by Chandarbhan Shah Jahaui.

same tomb. Several miracles are related as Shah Dola died in the seventeenth year of the

having happened at his tomb. A camel’s leg, reign of Alamgir, was at first a slave of Humay-
when broken, was forthwith made whole

;
the andar Sialkoti, in Lahore. But ho seems after-

blind, the lejirous, the impotent were cured. wards to have attained great affluence. Sis well aa

Shah Shams-ud-Din, Dariai, at Depaldal in fame; for, having settled at Ch’hotee Goojrat
Lahore, is stated to have had even a pious Hindu (Little Gujerat), he built tanks, dug wells,

among his disciples. The latter having expressed founded mosques and bridges, and wondrously
a wish to go and bathe in the Ganges, the saint embellished the city, for though his contemporaries
directed him to shut his eyes, when lo ! the Hindu came to visit him from far and near, and made
found himself among his relations and friends on him presents of gold, money, and other objects,
that sacred stream, in which (as he supposed) he he returned to each three or four fold more than
bathed with them. On opening his eyes again, he he received. His generosity was such, that had
straightway found himself beside his spiritual he been contemporary with Hatim Tai, no one
guide in Lahore. His tomb is guarded by Hindus, would have mentioned the name of that hero. •

who will not resign their posts to the Muhammad- Syed Shah Zuhur, distinguished by his wisdom,
ans. It is also related that some carpenters, piety, and austerity of life. He built a gtuft]}

having proceeded to cut down a tree which grew monastery of earth at Allahabad, which still re-
i^ear his tomb, split it into many pieces for use. mains. He was celebrated for his miracles;. and
Suddenly a dreadful voice was heard

;
the earth by his prayers the most frightful chronic oom-

shook, and the trunk of the tree arose of itself
;

plaints were immediately removed, of which an
the workmen fled terrified, and the tree did not instance is given in respect to the case of the
fell to resume its flourishing condition. .governor of Allahabad, Nawab. Unjdfct-ul-Mulk
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Amir'Khwif Zuhur boasted of having lived 300 MAHOMED HAIDAH, common^ called Mirza

years. Haidar, author of the Tarikh-i-I^hidi. He was
Shaikh Mubammad Ali Basin Jilani. His tomb a cousin of Baber. He was killed in a night

is at Buxai^, where he died im a.h. 1180 (a.d. 1766- attack, a.ii. 958.

67), distinguished for his science, learning, and MAHOMED HUSAIN KHAN, author of the

literary talents. He wrote in both prose and verse Makhzan-ul-Adwiah, or Storehouse of Medicine,

with equal skill.
^

It was written a.d. 1769, and printed at Hoogly

There may be mentioned also Abdul -Kadar, 1824. Another work, Qarabiain, is also by this

Gilani, styled Pir-i-Piran and Pir-i-Uastagir, and author.

Badi-ud-Din, a Syrian saint. MAHOMED KASIM was nephew of Hejaj,

They recognise about 156 sects. As a broad governor of Basra. During the khalifat of Walid,

distinction, they are generally classed as Shiah Hejaj sent his nephew from SJiiraz with an army
and as Sunni, but the six bodies of sectarians who 6000 strong, to attack Dewal (a.d. 711, A.H. 92),

oppose the Sunni arc classed by them as Rafziab, a seaport connected with Sind, belonging to Raja
Kharjiah, Jabriah, Kadriah, Jahmiah, and Mar- Dahir. It had numerous Brahman inhabitants,

jiah, each of whom are broken up into smaller but was garrisoned by Rajputs. A shot from a

bodies. Before the end of the lat century, from the catapult carried away the flagstaff displayed on
ascetic turn and the theosophy inseparable there- the tower of the templfc

;
the garrison, dispirited

from, a combination, styled among the Arabs Sufi, by the event, yielded, and the town was occupied,

had arisen. This jnade rapid strides, and in the At first he contenbul himself with circutneising

.

end of the Sd century of the Hijira was already the Brahmans, but they still refused Muhainmad-
itself the subject of learned works, and the Muham- auism, on which he ordered all above seventeen

madan world has carried the system to the utmost years of age to be put to death, and all under it,

extreme. Their Sufi outstrip in every point of with the women, to be reduced to slavery. The
view* both the Hindu .Jogi and the Christian rich booty obtained was equally divided, after re-

monks. The asceticisiii of the Sufi is more system- serving one-fifth for Hejaj. A son of Dahir was
atic, their pantheistic teaching deeper and more in the garrison, and retreated to Brahmanabad,

'

consistent, and their vices more enormous, than where he was followed by Kasim, and surrendered

those of any other people. Spinoza and Schelling on terms. Kasim then advanced on Neiruii

are left far behind by Ibn Arabi. (Hyderabad), and thence to Sehwan, which the

Great portions of the earth have been brought garrison evacuated . after a seven days’ siege,

under the sway. of the races professing Islam, and Kasim then waited till reinforced by 2000 horse

Hiis has moulded the heroic character of the Mu- from Persia, and, after several indecisive combats,

hammadan- world. The pride of belonging to the reached tlie neighbourhood of Alor, where he was

dominant creed makes every man a hero, and, opposed by Dahir, who fell lighting in the midst

even in the domain of mind, produces under such of the Arabian cavalry. His son fled to Brah-

circumstances the elements of greatness. maiiabad, but Dahir’s widow defended the city

Muhammadan law comprises things lawful and against tlui attacks of the enemy until the failure

things unlawful. The lawful are arranged into of provisions rendered it impossible to hold out
• five classes, viz. :— ^

longer. Then the whole garrison resolved to die.

Fare, enjoined in the Koran. The women and children were first sacrificed in

Wajili, there are some doubts as to its divine fiame.s of tluar own kindling
;

the men bathed,

injunction. and, with other ceremonies, took leave of each

Sunnat, the example of Mahomed. other and the world, threw open the gates,

Mustahab, that which ho sometimes did, and rushed out sword in hand, and, throwing tliem-

sometimes omitted. selves on the weapons of tlieir enemies, perished

Mubah, that which may be left unperformed, to a man.

without any fear of divine punishmcuit. One more stand was made at Ashcandra, after

The unlawful things are— which Multan and the other parts of the dominions

Haram, distinctly forbidden in the Koran and of Dahir seem to have b(‘en occupied without

Hadis.- resistance, and tribute enforced from the Hindus

Makruh, that which is by common consent con- who refused to be converted,

sidered to be unclean or unlawful. Kasim sent to the court of AValid two daughters

Mufsid, that which is corrupting and pernicious, of Dahir, but when the eldest was brought into

—Sale's Koran ;
Malcolm's Persia ; Malcolm's his presence she burst into tears, and said she

Ce^ntral India ; Hue, Chinese Empire ; P.Arminius had been dishonoured by Kasim, on which Walid

Vambery of Bokhara ;
Richard F. Burton, Scinde'; gave orders to sew Kasim into a raw hide, and

Bunsen, God in History; Ferrier's Journey ; Araish- send him to Damascus. This was done, and the

UMahfl; Price's Muhammadan History ; The khalif showed the body to the princess, who now

Bhilsa Topes; Cunningham ;
Dr, Sprenger; Herk- exultingly declared that Kasim had been innocent,

lots, Qanoon-i-Islam, and that she had thus revenged the death of her

•MAHOMED - bin - KASIM, a general of the father and the ruin of her family. About 36

Khalif Walid; about a.d, 718, overran Gujerat, years after the death of Kasim, the Muhammadans

and was advancing on Chitore when he was met were expelled by the Rajput tribe of Sumera,

by Bapna and entirely defeated. a.d, 750, a.h. 132.

—

Elphin, pp. 264-66
;
4y***"*"

GORI, in Hindustan, overthrow Akhari] ii. p. 119; Tod's Rajasthan, i. p. 243;

and Blew .,,"ithi, raja of Dehli and Ajmir, took Tarikh-i-Hind-wa-Sind, , . ^
Kanpuj andRenares, plundering all their Hindu MAHOMED* MUMIN-ibn-MUHAMMAD
templea. In 1206 ho was assassinated in his DILIMI, a celebrated physician, author of the

tent on the banksV the Indus. He was succeeded Persian book on medicine, Tuhfat-id-Mummm*

by Kutub, one of h* slaves, He was an inhabitant of Tinkabooni w tbo
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vinoe of Mazouderam, on the S:W. coast of the Gobelins, or weaveTs in silk and gold brociiaidej tb

Caspian Sea. provide stuffs for his presents, and for the ladies

MAHOMED SHAH, emperor of India, was the of the palace. He repeatedly massacred hb
son of Shah Jahan. He ascended the throne in subjects, whom he drove into revolt in Malwa
September a.d. 1719 (a.h. Zi Kaidah 1131), and and Bengal, and Karnata and Teliogana threw off

died April a.d. 1748 (26 Rabi-us-Sani 1161). their allegiance. He twice made Deogiri, thd

His name was Roushan Akhtar, and he was modern Dowlatabad, his capital, removing the

selected for the throne by Abdallah and Tlusiiin inhabitants of Dehli to it. His court was visited

Ali, two brothers, Syuds of Barrh, after the by Ibn Batuta about A.D. 1.341.

—

Yule^ Cathay^ ii.

deaths of Rafi-ud-Darjat and Rafi-ud-DowIa. p. 405; Elpliin.stomi's Hist, of India.

In October 1720 ho accompanied Husain Ali in MAHOMED YAKUB-bin-YUSUF, physician

his march against Asof Jah, but the Syud was to the emperor Shah Jahan. He compiled the

'ussassinatod, and Abdullah Khan, his brother, Alfaz-ul-Adwiah, a catalogue work on medicine,

revolted, and put another king on the throne
;

which was Translated into English in A.D. 1798 by
but in November Mahomed Shah’s army defeated Mr. Gladwin.

and made him prisoner. Mahomed Shah was MAllOMEDZAI or Mainanzai, a mixed pdpula-

indolent, irresolute, and ruled timorously. During tion of 25,000 souls in the Hashtnagar division of

his long reign he witnessed the breaking up of the Peshawur district. They have about 6000
the Mbghul empire by the Mahrattas, chiefly while, matchlock men.—//. A. N. W. F. p. 302.’

.Nizam-ul-Mulk,. one of his officers, founded the MAHR. Akah. A Muhammadan bride’s

sovereignty of Hyderabad in the Dekhaii. The dower, settled on her before marriage, and due to

Mahratta Peshwa, Baji Kao, obtained Malwa as a her or her heirs. Divorce cannot be completed

jaghir, with a large portion of country south of until the dower is paid, and in India the dower is

the river Chambal. In 17.39 Nadir Shah defeated fixed so high that divorce is almost unknown.
.Mahomed Shah in battle, and plundered Dehli, MAHR or Mohur, from Muhr, Hind., a seal, is

massacring its inhabitants, of whom about 50,000 a gold coin of value 15 or 16 rupees,

perished, and carrying off treasure valued at 10 MAHRATTA, a country, called Maharashtra,

or 12 millions sterling. Nadir Shall reinstated first mentioned in Indian history in the Mahawanso.
him on his throne, receiving the cession of all the Maharashtra was one of tlie nine kingdoms of

provinces west of the Indus river. Mahomed Southern India in the time of Hiwen Thsang,

Shah, in 1748, sent liis son Ahmad Shah and his the Chinese Pilgrim (640 a.d.). The Mahratta

minister Kamr-ud-Din against the Abdali
;
but race inhabit the country lying between the range

his minister was slain, and Mahomed Shah, on of mountains which stretches along the south of

hearing of the death, died in convulsions .—Orme. the Nerbadda, parallel to the Vindhya chain, and a

MAHOMED TA(HIALAQ, emperor of India, line drawn from Goa, on the sea-coast through

reigned from (a.h. 725) a.d.' 1325 to (a.h. 7.52) Bcdcr to Chanda, on the AYardha river. That river

A.D. 20th March 1351. His name was .Tuna Khan, is its boundary on the east, as the sea is on the

but he took the title of Mahomed Taghalaq. He west. At the census of 1881 the number speak-

succeeded to the throne as a parricide. He ing the Mahratta language was returned as

erected a wooden structure, and after his father 16,966,663.

the king, Ghaias-iid-Din, had alighted and was The district of Poona, and the adjacent tracts

resting in the pavilion with his favourite son of Sataraand Sholapur,thehomeof theMahrattes,

Mahmud, Mahomed proposed that the whole of stretch for about 150 miles along the Sahyadri

the elephants should pass in review before the ghats, between the 17th and 19th degrees of

building. AVheu they came over the fatal spot, latitude, and extend at one point as far as 160
the structure came down on the heads of Ghaias- miles inland. To the west the Mahrattas pos-

ud-Din, Taghalaq Shah, and his young son. sessed the narrow but strong tract of country

After intentional delay, tlui ruins were removed, which borders on the Konkan, and stretches

and the king’s body was found bending over that parallel with the sea from near Surat tg Canara.

of his boy as if to shield him. It was carried to This country is well calculated for the mainten*

Taghalaqabad, and laid in the tomb which the king ance of defensive warfare, but that the people

had built for himself. This still stands one of were not of the Kshatriya military caste ifl proved
the simplest and grandest monuments of Muham- by the names of their particular tribes, the Kunbi,

uiadan antiquity, rising from the middle of what the Dhangar, and the Goala, or the famer, shep-

is now a swamp, but was then a,lake. Mahomed herd, and cowherd, all of them rural occupations.

Taghalaq was the most eloquent and accomplished It is not known under what fonn of government
prince of his age, with an extraerdiimry memory, the Mahrattas anciently dwelt. Early in the

devout, abstinent, and moral, of distinguished gal- Christian era, Maharashtra is said to have been
lantiy and personal activity

;
but his whole life ruled by the great Salivahana, whose capital was

was occupied with visionary schemes, pursued at Paitan, on the Godavery. At a later period a

'

in an irrational manner, with a total disregard of powerful dynasty of Chalukya Rajputs reigned

the feufferings of his subjects. He completed the over a large part of Maharashtra and the Kamatid,

reduction of the Dckhan. Ho sent an army with their capital at Kalliani, not to from
100,000 strong across the Himalaya to conquer Sholapur. The founder of the line, JaiSinh, had
China, but they had to retreat, and scarcely a overthrown another Rajput tribe, the Pallaya.

man returned. It is difficult to guess by what The Chalukyas rose to their greatest power under
point this host entered the Himalaya, nor has the Talapa Deva, in the 10th century, and becaine
i^wn of Jidiah, at the base of. the mountains, extinct about the end of the 12th century, ydieh
mentioned by Ibn Batuta, been identified, which the Yadhava rajas of Deogiri became supreme,
would indicate the position. He maintained an and were ruling at the time of the Muhammadan
enormous royal establishment analogous to the invasion in 1294.. .There was also a raja at
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Punalla, near Kolhapiir, at the end of the 12th
century, whose power extended as far north as

the Nira river. He was conquered by Singhan,

the Rajput ruler of Deogiri, whose camp is shown
at Mhasuma, near Pusesauli, in the Satara district.

The first Muhammadan invasion took place in

1294, but the Yadhava dynasty was not finally

extinguished until 1312.

The Dekhan remained subject to the emperor
of Dehli till a.d. 1345, when the Muhammadan
nobles revolted from Muhammad Taghalaq.

The Mahrattas are mentioned by Ferishta in

the transactions of the year a.d. 1485, but it was
under the Bijapur kings that the Mahrattas first

began to make themselves conspicuous. In the

middle of the ICth century, the Adal Shahi king
of Bijapur adopted the Mahratta language for his

financial papers, and he enlisted a considerable

number of Mahrattas in his army, and others of

them were employed by Kutub 8hah, king of

Golconda. Later on, among tlie ollicers of

Malik Amber (a.d. IGIO, 1G12) was Malaji

Bhonsla, a Mahratti of respectable family, an
active partisan, who at one time had been in the

service of the Ahmadnaggur dymusty. His son
Shah Ji married a daughter of Lukji Jadu Jiao,

one of Malik Amber’s officers. One of the fruits

of this union was Sivaji, the founder of the

Mahratta empire.

It is certainly extraordinary that a nation so

numerous as the Mahrattas should have remained
almost wholly unnoticed in Indian history for so

long a period as from the first Muliammadan con-

quest until the reign of Aurangzeb
;

but it

appears probable that prior to the time of Sivaji,

the Mahratta country, like the other parts of the

Dekhan, was divided into little principalities and
chiefships, many of which were dependent on the

neighbouring Muhammadan princes, but never
completely brought under subjection. 1’owards

the close of the 17th century tluy suddenly
started on a career of conquest, during which
they obtained the control over a great portion of

India, and established governments of shorter

OP longer duration at Poona, Satara, Kolhapur,

Gwafior, Nagpur, Indore, Gujerat, and Tanjorc.

•Shah Ji liafi taken an active part in the last

events of the kingdom of Ahmadnaggur, hut was
subsequently employed in the southern districts

of the Adal Shahi of Bijapur, who gave him Sira

and Bangalore in jagliir. His son Sivaji, however,
born A.D. 1626, was- brought up at Poona

;
while

still a youthhe engaged in predatory expeditions, in

1648 openly plundered a convoy of royal treasure,

and before his death, on the 5th April 1680, by
alternately aiding and attacking the Moghul and
Bijapur armies, or allying himself with the Kutub
Shahi kings of Golconda, while taking every

opportunity of securing for himself the fortresses

ana their adjoining territories, he had created a
nationality which, in spite of numerous internal

disorders, was kept together until it had established

its supremacy over the greater part of India.

In A.D. October 1659, Sivaji was guilty of the

treacherous assassination of Afzal Khan at a con-

ference near the hill fort of Partabgarh
;
but he

was a skilful general and able statesman, and
though he latterly became superstitious and
austere, he left a character which has never since
been equalled by any of his countrymen. His
eldest son Sambaji succeeded, but he was cruel

and wilful
;
he put to death the wife of Sivaji in

a cruel manner, and he left his army in arrears.

His country was overrun by Aurangseb and

Prince Azim, and ho himself was captured at

Sangameswar in the Konkan, and carried to

Aurangzeb in the Moghul camp, where (a.d,

August 1689) his eyes were destroyed with a hot

iron, his tongue was torn out, and ho was then

beheaded along with the Brahman Oalusha. This

cruelty raised the indignation and religious hatred

of the nation, and his infant sou Saho was
acknowledged by them as raja, with his uncle

Raja Ram as regent, but in 1690 Saho also was
captured at Raighar, and remained a prisoner till

Aurangzob’s death.

On the capture of Saho, Raja Ram assumed
tlie government, and took the field against the

Moghuls with the largest army that the Mahrattas

had ever raised, but with little success
;
and he

died in tlie early part of 1690, to be succeeded by
his son Sivaji ir., under the regency of Tara Bai.

Aurangzeb’s efforts to conquer the Dckhan in his

advanced years all failed, and he retreated to Ah.
madnaggur, where he died on 21st February 1707,

in the 89th year of his life and 50th of his reign.

His successor, Bahadur Shah, released Saho. But
during his captivity other claimants had been

striving for power, and it was not until a.d, 1720,

through the aid of Halaji Wiswanath, that Saho

became the recognised ruler of all the territories

conqiuT(‘d by Sivaji and his successors. Balaji

Wiswanath, a Brahman, was the founder of the

dynasty of tln^ l\*shwa8, who from this time ruled

the Mahratta counsels, and on his death ho was

succeeded by his son Baji Rao.

Baji Rao liad been brought up in camp, and he

combined the habits of a Mahratta horseman with

enlarged judgment and extensive knowledge, never

fiincliing from fatigue or danger. He esUiblished

the Gaekwar families in Gujerat, April a.d.

1731, and luliji ihiar, Miilliar Ihao Holkar, Jiamaji

Sindia, and Parsoji Bhonsla w'ere officers of high

rank in his army. They invaded the Karuaiic,

defeated Dost Ali, took and evacuated Triohin-

opoly, and plundered Porto Novo and Cuddalore.

In 1731, Baji Rao compelled the Azof Jahi dynasty

to permit him to plunder the northern parts of

the Moghul territory. Ho crossed the Nerbadda

in 1732, plundered Malwa, obtained a third of the

.Jhansi territory; in 1736, obtained the cession of

Malwa
;

in 1737, he exacted from Azof Jah an as-

signment of all tlie countries south of the Chambal,

the surrender of Benares, Gya, Mattra, and Allah-

abad. For 20 years Baji l^ao headed the Mahratta

Confederacy, and elevated it to a high pitch of

glory. He died 28th April 1740, on the banks of

the Nerbadda, and was succeeded by his son Balaji

Rao.
^

.

Raja Saho died without . issue, December 1749,

and Balaji Rao took possession of the government.

Balaji Rfio’s brother Ragonath Rao, surnamed

liagoba, took Dehli in 1758, and then withdrew

to the Dekhan, leaving one division of his army

under Dataji Sindia, and another under Mulhar

Rao Holkar. The Mahratta power was, at this

time at its zenith, and Sedasheo Rao Bhao, the

cousin of the Peshwa, with an army which hiw

been stated at 300,000 of all arms, advanced ana

took Dehli. Ahmad Shah, Abdali, also advanced,

and passed the Jumna, 25th October 1760, on wnic

the Mahrattas retreated to Paniput Detachmen
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nd foraging partieef of the two armies harassed the Peshwa, provided for those who had been
beir respective opponents, till the Mahrattas high officers under the rajas of Satara and the

pened the action on the 6th January 1761. The Peshwas. Some, as the Vinchurkar in Ahmad-
attle was well contested, but the whole Mahratta naggur zillah, and the nawab of Sadernur near
rmy gave way, and on the field and in the pursuit Dharwar, had held offices uiidcr Auiangzeb and
00,000 were slain. Sedasheo Rao Bhao, also other Moghul emperors. They were, as a rule,

nswas Rao, the Peshwa’s son, and most of the guaranteed the enjoyment of their ancient rights

reat Mahratta chiefs, fell. The government of and privileges, by treaties binding them to provide
le Peshwa never regained its vigour

;
and a contingent of troops, to make adequate police

lOUgh most of the Mahratta conquests were and judicial arrangements, in consultation with
ibsequently recovered, this was effected by in- the political agents, for the extradition of crimijials.

ependent Mahratta chiefs, several of whom were By Regulation 29 of 1827, three classes* of Sirdars

ided by European officers, with soldiers dis- were established, and an agent to the Governor,
iplined in the European manner. From 1768 to for Sirdars in the Dekhan, was appointed to try

799, these chiefs were operating south of the such suits against them as would ordinarily be
[istna river, sometimes in alliance, sometimes at cognisable by the judges of Poona or Ahmad-
rar,* with Hyder Ali, Tipu Sultan, and the British, naggur. No decree of tho agent against a
The first war between the British and the Sirdar is executed without the order of the

[ahrattas lasted from 1779 to 1781. The British Governor in Council, to whom also plaintiff may
1 the beginning of the 19tli century interfered appeal, a further appeal to the Queen in Council
i their internal dissensions, and war again broke being open to either party. The personal privi-

ut in 1803. Tho campaign commenced on the leges of Sirdars consist in formal courtesies, varied

th August. It was. directed against Sindia and with each class. Their precedence in durbar is

*eiTon and the Bhonsla raja of Berar
;
these two exactly settled.

fahratta powers liad 72 regular battalions officered The Mahratta racie has family names like tho

y Frenchmen, and 200,000 troops untrained, people of Europe. Bhonsla, Holkar, Sindia, and
ut from the sources whence they were drawn, Gaekwar are patronymics. Mahrattas, even of

uch took a higher social standing than their the highest rank, have not a dignified appear-

oldiers of the line. Before the end of Dwornber auco. They arc under the European standard,

here were gained by the British four battles, but well-proportioned, with dark skins and
monget which were Assayc, and Argaum, and irregular features, and the women, as a rule, are

joawari. Tho British completed eight sieges not well favoureVl. They are sturdy men, rude,

ud storms, and effected the almost total destruc- roug*h, boorish, and illiterate, but patient under
ion of the 72 trained battalions, tho dispersion of labour. Their fields and gardens arc kept in

lie rest of their armies, the capture of 738 pieces excellent order, and they have formed good,
f cannon, the British force being about .^>5,000 hardy, and active soldiers, capable of endurance,

egular troops, amongst which were 10,000 British much of their tactics having resembled that of

oldiers. To effect these results, Sir Artliiir the Parthians, though even in this Lord Lake’s
Vellesley had been moving northwards, taking energy overcame them. Specaking generally, tho

Ihmadnaggur, the key of tlie Dckhan
;

taking race is shorter, more robust and’ darker in coin-

lawilgarh in tho Vimlhya, also Asirgarh
;
and plexion, than the races of Northern India, or even

iOrd Lake moved southwards, figliting the battle than tho Teling people, and their appearance *is

i Laswari. Subsequently, in 1817, war again so dissimilar to that of tlie Aryan families as to

iroke out between the British and the Peshwa preclude the belief that they have come of that
laji Rao and the Bhonsla raja of Nagpur, stock. The Mahrattas bordering on the Teling
)ut the Mahrattas were politically annihilated in and Canaresi? countries in the south-east aru

.817-18, under the administration of the Marquis taller and better formed men than those around
)f -Hastings, by the actions at Kirki, Mabidpur, Alnnadiiaggur.

nd Nagpur. During their military operations, if the Mahrattas
On 19th February 1818, the Peshwa’s power showed none of the pride and dignity of the Raj-

vas destroyed at the battle of Ashta, where puts, they had none of the Rajput indolence or
iokla, bis .general, was defeated and slain, and want of worldly wisdom. A Rajput warrior, so

ho Peshwas disappeared
;
and on the lltli April long as he did not dishonour his race, seemed

818, a descendant of Sivaji was replaced on the almost indifferent as to the result of any contest in

krone at Satara, from which he was again removed which he was engaged. The Mahratta thought
n 1839 for alleged intrigues, and his brother, who of nothing but the result, and cared little for the

vas put in his place, died without an heir. The means if he could attain his object. For this he
ffionsla of Nagpur died in. 1856 without an heir, would strain his wits, renounce his pleasures, and
ilso the Tanjore raja without a son, and in the hazard his person, but had not a conception of
i9th century the Kolhapur rajas have been sacrificing his life, or even his interest, for a point
continued by- repeated adoptions. In 1878, the of honour. This difference of sentiment affects

^tateil of Holkar at Indore, of Sindia at Gwalior, the outward appearance of the two nations : there
)f the Gaekwar at Baroda, of tho Kolhapur is something noble in the carriage of an ordinaty

Sawuntwari, have continued in alliance with Rajput, and something vulgar in that of the moat
ke British Government. There are also several distinguished Mahratta. The Rajput proved the
shieftaiDB of this race with almost regal powers, most worthy antagonist, the Mahratta. the most
imongst whom may be mentioned the branches formidable enemy, as they did not fail in boldnesa
)t Sundur, Gunjundurghur, and Akulkote, 'a and enterprise when these were indispensable, andW miles from Kaladgi, all of the once powerful always supported them or suppliecLtheir place by
jkorphara family. stratagem, activity, and perseverance.
^ke Britislijudian Government, after the fall of The efforts of the Mahrattas in emancipating
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tbemselves from a foreigii ^bke were ileither

guided nor atrengtheued by any distinct hope or
desire. ' They became free^ but knew not how to

remain independent; and they allowed a Brahman
to turn their aimless aspiration to his own profit,

and tafound a dynasty of Pcshwas on tho achieve-

ments of unlettered Siidras. Ambitious soldiers

topk a further advantage of the spirit called up
by Sivaji, *but as it was not sustained by any
pervading principle of action, a few generations

saw. the race yield to the expiring efforts of

Muhammadanism, and tho Mahratta owe their

present position, as rulers, to the intervention of

European strangers. The genuine Mahratta can

scarcely be said to exist, and the 200,000 spear-

men of the 18th century are once more shepherds

and tillers of the ground. The attention of the

Mahratta Sudra. for nearly 200 years, from the

middle of the 17th up to the 19th centuries, was
directed solely to foreign conquest, and nearly all

India, from Cape Comorin to Dehli, yielded the

fourth part of the revenues as tribute to their

kingdoms. During that period of war, agriculture

cannot bub have been neglected, and even in tho

early part of the present century they were
characterized as mountaineers, herdsmen, and
soldiers, but essentially bad farmers. Since 1820,

however, they have been settling down to their

fields, and are now extremely well-to-do agricul-

turists, Sot tho great bulk of them follow this

pursuit, and are usually designated the Kunbi.

The races and tribes and sects and fragmentary

nations dwelling in the Mahratta country* arc

numerous, with many immigrants. The most
prominent are the Kunbi cultivator, the village

authorities, amongst whom are the Mliar and

Mhang as predial slaves, Muhammadans, Brah-

mans, and rarsees. The chief races and castes

daily seen are

—

Brahman, Deshasth or Jain, shop-keepers.

Mahratta, and Konkani. Muhammadans, in every

Kunbi, cultivators. avocation.

Kulkargl, cultivators. Slcmpi or tailor.

Wani, Liingaet, cultiva- Julai or weaver.

tors, Wattan or bangle-maker.

Manwar, cultivators. Kumhar or potter.

Baghwan or Mali, gar- Siitar or carpenter.

deners. • 8onar or goldsmith.

GoUwar keep sheep and Lohar or blacksmith.

go.at8. Dhobi or washerman.
Komti, banya merchants, Kallal, palm-wine drawers,

generally grain rner- Hajam or barber, unclean,

chants ;
they wear the Burud, bamboo basket-

sacred thread, and are makers,

in several sections. Kaikari, palm -leaf hasket-

Teli, oilmen, oil-makers, makers,

and oil-sellers ; arc many Chainar, leather-workers,

ofthe Lingaet sect ;
some Dher or Mhar or Pariah.

of their sections are Mhang or tanner,

deemed impure, and Thakur.

must not outer sacred Gosai.

places. Bairagi.

The Mahratta people have amongst them, out-

side every village, the Pariah or Dher, whom they

designate as Mhar; the tanner, who is called

Mhang
;
and inside the hamlets dwell the Dhor or

currier.

Though professing Brahmanism, amongst them

is a more general amount of demon, spirit, fetish,

totem, shaman, and hero worship than is observed

amongst the other races of the Peninsula. The
Mahratta Kunbi .race chiefly worship the deified

heroes Kandoba] Etoba, and Hanuman. The
kids of Kandoba and Hanuman are to be seen in

every village south to the Tumhudra, and blooc

sacrifices of sheep and foMs are largely made
Hanuman is the chief of the village g^S, and if

invariably smeared over with red lead, which if

also applied to every bit of stone or wood tbai

has been erected into a fetish god.

The temple of Kandoba near Poona is famous
Panderpur, on the left bank of tho Kistna river, ij

a celebrated place of pilgrimage, and there is a

famous temple and imago of Ganesh at Morgaum

:

and a tree, said to be 800 years old, is an object

of great veneration, in the belief that, in the IStli

century, the leaves had the virtue of turning into

gold on being taken to Benares. The ‘superstitions

of tho low Mahrattas are said to have a strong

resemblance to those of the Bhils. Yet they have

all outwardly assimilated to the Brahmanica]

teachings, and have amongst them a Brahmanica]

body, who are considered to apply Brahmanica!
tenets as to caste more stringently than any

other Brahmans of India; the bulk of the Mahratta

nation, however, are only of the Sudra caste.

'Fheir chief objects of worship are certain incar-

nations or images of deified mortals, known as

Etoba and Kandoba at Panderpur, Jejuri, and

Malligaon, but tho village deities receive a large

part of their attention in times of sickness or peril.

There has seemed amongst them, also, a more

extensive polytheism than prevails in any other

part of India, and an introduction even of the

Semitic and Christian names. Between Ellichpur

and Amraoti, tho Pariah converts arc ordinarily

called Krishn,—not Krishna, but a variation of

the word Christian
;
all along the tract southwards

to Udghir, the Bawa Adam near Panderpur is

largely worshipped, and the Jabral Abral, wor-

I

shipped in East Berar, is evidently the Gabriel

or Jibrail of the Semitic races. Even amongst
the Kunbi race, who profess Brahmanism, the

Hindu deities Siva and Vishnu are little heard of,

and the Editor put up for two days in the temple

of the village of Assayc, to which the villagers

came, at the usual periods to worship Hanuman
and the serpent, find the officiating priest to wash

and ornament its lingam. An officer of SiuJia’s

artillciy, who had fallen in the battle of Assayc,

had been buried beneath a neighbouring “

tree,

and there the villagers continue to worship his

spirit. Sickness is usually attributed by them to

the influence of a malignant spirit, and aU through

the Mahratta-speakiiig districts the practice of

the Bolwan prevails, viz. the ceremony of pro-

pitiating the Bhuta or. spirits who have entered a

village, inducing them to leave the village, au<l

conducting them across the borders with music

and a procession. The conductors often move to

the next village, and thereby cause intense fear and

anger, as the morbific influence is supposed to be

conveyed to it. Ai, mother, equivalent to the

southern Ammun, is largely worshipped in the

form of a rude stone smeared with red lead, and

her temples arc to be seen in lone places, paMes,

and defiles. The Mahrattas have public recitetions

of histories or stories of the gods, called Katna»

The Gondana or Gondala or Gondhal of tne

Mahrattas is a tumultuous festival held in honou

of Devi.

They have the Pat, the Murat, or the Mona

forms of marriage of widows, a custom o* r

it is hard to judge between the advantage or

women, who get a husband or partfshare m o »
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nd the misery of the men, who often get more
rives than they can manage. Women are, in

truth, often deliberately sold by their parents,

ilabratta men are faithful, kind husbands, kind

to their children and dependents. Mahratta

women have the full control of the households,

and are the friends as well as the helpmates of

their husbands. Mahratta Sudras, being widely

Ppread, differ greatly in appearance, in language,

iiiid in caste observances, but all intermarry

and eat together. It is the custom with all the

Maliratta and Canarese Brahmans to take their

wives to their homes a few mouths before they

grow up.

Owing to the powerful position so long occupied

by them in India, they imposed their language

and some of their customs ou about twice their

awn number of menial and helot races, such as

the Dher and Mhang, who speak Mahrati in Nag-
pur, but Hipdi in the Nerbadda valley. ^lahratta

linguistic influence did not penetrate to the north

much beyond the Nagpur plain, consisting of the

lower valleys of the AVardha and Wairiganga. The
northern line of demarcation may be drawn along

the southern crest of the Satpura range, for though,

la few Mahrattas are found on the table-land, there

are probably more Hindi speakers below the ghats

in the Nagpur plain, and the almost universal

language of the three Satpura districts, Seoni,

Chiudwara, and Betul, is Hindi. The establish-

ment of a Mahratta government at Nagpur drew
many of the nation into that part of Gondwana,
aiul made their language general for a considerable

distance round the capibil.

In Hindustan and Bengal the republic or village

system has been greatly disturbed by the repcate<l

inroads and conquests of foreign races and the
I long period of Muhammadan rule, and the village

!

officers and servants are less complete. But even

I
there the headman and the accountant are almost

I invariably retained, and Some of the otlier oflicere

and servants are also to be fomul, and in most

:

instances the offices are hereditary, are capalile of

j

being mortgaged or sold, are paid by recognised

fees and perquisites, by allotments of grain at the

time of harvest, or sometimes by portions of land

held rent-free or at a low quit-rent.

In the Canarese and Mahratta countries the

village authorities are still ruling. They greatly

^Jlry in number and in duties, but there are

office-holders who claim to be descendants of the

persons who first settled, and at dates long before

the oldest of the European dynasties were estab-

lished. Potails are in the Mahratta country who
trace their descent from persons who settled a
thousand years ago and more in the villages they
now hold, and the same is to be found amongst
the Reddi and Gauda of the south and east. It is

this that preserves the Indian villages from the
changes which would otherwise have occurred
from the irruptions of the Aryan, Brahui, Jat,

Persian, Tartar, Rajput, Arab, Moghul, Afghan,
Portuguese, French, and British. Amongst the
Hahratta, office-bearers are known as Balute or
Alute

;
amongst the Canarese, as Ayakarru,

Ayagarru, or Ayangandlu.
.

The following muni-
cipal officers may be enumerated :

—

Head office, styled Potail, Chaudari or convener of

Koddi,Gauda, and assist- trades,
aut do. or Ohangala. • Money - changer, assayer,

^eoQutitant or Kalk'ami, gola and silversmith, or
district do, oi^espandi. Potadar.

MAHSIR.

Barber, Nhawi or Nai. Shoemaker or Mhang,
’

'VV'asherman, Parit, Dhobi. Bhat or Bard.
Temple servant or Gurao. Maulana or Mulla,
Carpenter or Sutar. Muhammadan priest.

Potter or Kumhar. Corn meter.
Gate-keeper or watchman, Blacksmith.

usually a Pariah or
|
Notary.

Mhar, Mhang, Ramusi, Sweeper.
or Bhil, called Eskar, Tailor.

Veskar, Tallari. Physician.

Waterman, do. Musician.
Astrologer or Josi.

The Mahrtatta village head, the potail, rents

the lands to cultivators, collects the Government
land tax, and forwards it to the’tahsildar. He is

also the civil magistrate, and settles petty civil

matters to tlic oxkmt of two maunds of grain, or
four or six rupees, and sends higher claims to the
tahsildar. In criminal matters he is only the
police, and sends all to the Amin. In lieu of pay for

the above services, the potail is allowed from 25
to 50 bighas of land rent free, the land tax
being about Ks. 8 or .4 the bigha. For the
cultivation of his rent free lamia two to four
bullocks would be needed, because from 10 to 16
bighas, according as the rains are heavy or
light, arc all that a pair of bullocks can get over.

There are, generally, two to four potails in a
village, not always of the same caste

;
for instance,

the village of Khanpur, zillah of Nandair, has four

})0tails, two Mahratta, aCanarese-speaking Lingaet,
and a Kulkargah, and there are a few Bfahman
and Muhammadan and Pariah potails, but a Chris-

tian potail is unknown.
Their prominent leaders were

—

Shah Ji Bhonala, 1G34.
Sivaji, son of Sliah Ji Bhonsla, born 1627, died 1680.
Sambaji, son of Sivaji, reigned 1080-1689.

Their successors, the Peshwas, wore—
Balaji Viswanath.
Balaji, Ist Peshwa, 1718.
Baji Rao, 2d Peshwa, 1721-1710.
Balaji Baji Jiao, 3d Peshwa, 1740.
Madhu Kao, 1th Peshwa, 1761-1772.
Narayan Jiao, 5th Pesliwa, 1772, assassinated.
Madhu K.ao Narayan, 6th Peshwa, 1774-1795.
Baji Rao ii., the 7th and last Peshwa, 1795, defeated

and deposed 1818, died at Bithur near Cawnpur. .

—Prinsep's Ajitiquitics, p. 286; Moor^ pp. 241,
424; Cofr. MyfA. pp. 1H9, 285 ; Wihon^s Glossary

;

Central Provinces Gazetteer ; Elphinstone's India.
MAHSIR or ^laha-sir, literally great-head, the

native name of species of Barbus (carp)
; B.

macrocephaluB, MCI; B. mosal, Btich. Ham.*
B. tor, Buch. Haw.

;

and B. Neilli, Day. They
afford good sport to amateur fishermen, and they
are good eating. Voracious as an English pike,
many a one is taken witli his own species while
spinning in the heavy rapids of the Upper Brahma-
putra, the Ganges, and the Tohee river in Jummoo
territory. They will eat every fish they can swallow,
but love change of food, rising greedily at all
large and gaudy flies, natural and artificial, and
will also take wild fruits and sweet pastes, when
the angler is trying for other fish. The mahsir
pulls and rushes very violently at first, and then
moves down sulkily to the bottom, where he wilj
remain for hours together if not opposed* it
swarms in all the mountain streams of If^a
when they retain water in the hot season*
Ganges, Jumna, and Brahmaputra hbld'

^

largest
;
next, the great rivers of the Panjab* but

this fish is often met with running to a hvm
in small streams with deep pools.

^
'
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The Indian mahsir are only to be caught from
• dawn to eleven, or from late in the afternoon till

dusk. Its favourite haunts are in the rocky fast-

nesses of rapid rivers flowing from the hills.

Mahsir run not unfrequently to 40 lbs., and even
50 lbs., and show more sport than a salmon.
When the rod is stiff, the first pull on the tackle

is great. Unlike the salmon and the trout, the

mahsir, except under peculiar circumstances, is

only to bo taken in clear water; and in clear

water, under cloudless skies, the angler must make
himself and his tackle as little conspicuous as

possible. Jjike all fish that iidiabit rough water,

it is, of course, extremely vigorous; and, as it

runs out the line over a rocky bottom, the angler

is very likely to bo ‘ broken. ’ The mahsir does

not hold out so long as the salmon, but the fight

while it lasts is more exciting, the first struggles

being more violent, and the rush more impetuous.

The diflSculty of playing it may be conceived from
the fact that the length of line which Mr. Thomas
recommends is 120 yards, — some authorities,

indeed, prescribe 250 yards,—and he admits th.at

with the le.sser quantity it is at least possible

that an active fish may get to the end of the

tackle. The strain upon the reel may be tremend-

ous. As a specimen of the sport the mahsir give,

Ave may refer to an article extracted from the

Madras Times
;

it was where the Darning, in its

lower course, flows through a plain, and the

presence of mahsir had not been even sus-

pected. But, chancing to camp for the night on
a sandbank, the sportsmen hcai-d heavy fish

jumping in the <larkness. Next morning they

tried their luck, and caught or lost monster after

monster. When one of the party had his hands
full, another would go by in a boat, fast to a fish

that was towing him along as if he had been
whaling in the Arctic Seas. There is the excite-

ment of danger, too, when fishing from what does

duty for a boat in some of the mountain rivers.

The frail craft is a wickerwork basket, slighter

than the Welsh coracle, although at least as

buoyant.

The teeth in the throat of the mahsir seem
unusually powerful. They are required to be so

to crush fresh- water molluscs and large crabs,

Ampullaria glauca, Paludina Bengalensis, one of

Unio species, Limnea stagnalis, Planorbis Iiulicus,

P. Coromaudelina.
Fish also form a large portion of their food.

The gall-bag is large, and is much prized by the

country people as a remedy in cases of stomach-

ache, cholera, and puerperal fever. When the

south-west monsoon commences, the rivers are at

once in flood, and continue so for four months,

subsequently diminishing by slow degrees. While

in flood, the mahsir abounds most at the heads

of the rivers
;
the higher up they are, the more

advanced their roe and milt generally was, and

lower down there was scarcely a mahsir to be

found at the same time, though they are well

known to abound there later in the year.

Mahsir Ashing, for which the Dun is so cele-

brated, is always most successful after rain. The
Ganges at Hardwar is the beau-ideal of an Indian

ma^ir stream. This river, before it enters the

plains, stands in the first rank as regards this

species, five or six brace of which, weighing 60
or 70 lbs. each, may be killed by a good hand in a
good day.

The most sport is had and the finest specimeni

are taken with a p^ste made of coarse flour am
coarse sugar, kneaded with ghi and a little choppy
cotton, also with the ripe fruit of Ficus Indica

It frequents sacred ghats and steps of temples
the Pind Puja, with its balls of rice, flour offer,

ings, and Ficus fruits being greatly attractive.

Large spccimons (up to 20 lbs.) are taken about

the temples at Hardwar, in Upper Assam, at

Bagesur in the Sundah, and in other parts

approaching the mountains. This fish, after a

short time, with all the cunning of the carp

.species, evades the hook, flattening the paste

gradually with his nose, and it is then sucked off

ill fragments.

MAHSTJD, a section of the Waziri inhabiting

tlie hills on the Tank and the south Banu borders.

Their clans arc the Alizai, Shahman Khel, and

Batozai. They number about 16,000. They have

always been highly predatory, especially the

Alizai, and are at enmity with all around them.

After British occupation they continued their

habits, and in 1860 the tribe was coerced hy a

force under General Chamberlain, but they have

continued to give trouble.—//. N. W. F, I. ii.

MAHSIJL. Auau. Revenue, a tax or toll.

MAHTABI. Hind. Cloth on which is pasted

devices of the heavenly bodies in gold or silver.

MAHTAK. Hind. Scavengers, and, like the

Dher or ^fhar, and Mhang and Totti, generally

village servants.

MAHTO, the title of the headman amongst

the Kunni, Kocri, and Goalla in Bchar, Gorakh-

2>ur, Hurrpur, ainl the neighbouring parts.

MAH-iil-fiAHM. Hind, f^ssence of meat,

u.sed in medicine. The flesh of a young, lamb

being cleared of bones, fat, sinews, etp., is boiled

in a moderate quantity of water, until only one-

third of the water remains. This is strained and

condiments added, and jiortions dissolved when

needed.

—

Powell.

MAHWA. Mahk. Bassia latifolia. A fatty

substance, obtained from the kernels of the fruit,

is of common consumption in India, and may

often be met with under the names of Mowha or

Yallah oil in the London market. The tree grows

wild, blit is also planted in groves in most parts

of Oudh, near villages, etc. Its cultivation can

be extended almost indefinitely, and it thrives

without any trouble. Its lloweis have a thickened

and enlarged tube, in wliich is contained a con-

siderable amount of sugar. They are dried and

eaten by the natives, and also fermented for the

manufacture of mahwa spirit. The cost of the oil

extracted is 3 rupees per maund. The proportion

of oil yielded by native i)roceFS is about half the

weight of the seed. It is used only for burning.

In Oudh, four gallons of a mahwa spirit, between

25^^ and 30°, can be made for lis. 1.13, and from

gur for Ks. the different prices of the raw

material causing the difference.

MAHYUHGAH. Burm. A tree of maximum

length, 18 feet. .Abundant all over the

serim and Martaban provinces. It is

elephant bells, but is not a durable wood.—

Captain Dance, jt

MAI-BEE, lit. lady mother, the

the Munipore people, deemed oracles. The »» K

tribe worship most of the Gond deities, but n

a social reverence for Mai Dharitn, mo

eartn.
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MAIDAH. MAINPURL

MAIDAH. Reno. A conical hillock raised on year, is sown in April, May, and June, and reaped
salt field to serve as a filter of the saline soil. in October, November, and December. Boro rice

MAIDAN* Hind. In India, an open plain, or is sown in November and December, and reaped in

0 esplanade outside a city or fort. In Westem Mavch, April, and May.
sia it seems to be used specially for the public Jute is largely cultivated throughout the dis-

uare or piazza, in the Italian sense, of a city. trict, but particularly in the rich alluvial tracts

MAIDEN-HAIR. formed by the Brahmaputra between Ghafargaon
liantum capillus Veneris.

1
Shih-chang-sang, . Chiji. in the south-east, and Bhairab Bazar in the north

A fern found wild in many parts of Europe, on of Dacca District. The river has here silted up a
mp shaded rocks, and a favourite garden plant great deal of late years, and jute is grown on the

th the British in India. It is the of alluvial accretions (chars) thus formed. The
B Greeks, and probably gained its name from seed is generally sown in April or May, after the

having formed a part of the preparations used cold-weather crops have been reaped and the

the ladies for stiflFening their hair. Adiantum fields repeatedly ploughed. The ordinary quan-
pillus Veneris, Linn.., is used medicinally in tity of seed used is about 8 lbs. per acre. Seed
dia as a febrifuge, and in catarrhal affections, is i-aiscd from the plant by the cultivator,

ngko, the maiden-hair tree of Japan (Salisburia Tigers infest the char lands in the river beds in

iantifolia), is planted about all the temples, and the north-west of the district, and bears and
tains a great sizen The Chinese are fond of other wild animals are found in the Madhupur
barfing it. Its fruit is sold in the markets in jungle.

—

Imp, Gaz.

1 Chinese towns by the name of Pa-kwo, and is MAIMONIDES, the Latin name of Musa bin

»t unlike dried almonds, only white, fuller, and Maimun, a learned philosopher and physician,

ore round.

—

Fortune
,,

Tea Countries. born a.d. 1135 at (Cordova in Spain, and died at

MAIKAL, a range of hills running S.W. from Fostat, at the age of 70, in 1204. He wrote a
inarkantak, for a distance of some 70 miles, work on tho Jewish Calendar, but left Spain for

bence they are continued by a similar range. Acre in 1105, to escape persecution, and finally

:jally known as the Saletekri Hills. The Maikal settled at Fostat, near the modern Cairo, where
ills form the eastern scarp or outer range of the he practised medicine, and^as physician to Salah-

eat hill system which traverses India almost ud-Din. He composed a religious guide (his

3m east to west, south of the Nerbadda. They Mishneh thorah), based on revelation and tradi-

) not ordinarily exceed 2000 feet in height, but tion, and then, ‘ to prove that the principles there

e Lopba Hill, which is a detached peak belong- set forth were confirmed by philosophy,’ he wrote

g to this range, has an elevation of 3500 feet. his Dalalat al-hairin, the Guide of the Perplexed,

MAIKAY. Buum. A sj)ecie8 of Murraya? called in Hebrew Moreh nebhiichim. A charge

timber tree of Amherst, lavoy, and Mergui,
j

of apostasy from the Jewish faith under Muham-
iximum girth 1 cubit, and maximum length 15 ! madan persecution, was brought against Maimon-
[;t. It is used by Burmese f<»r handles of knives ! ides, which was either suggested or corroborated

id other weapons, and is a strong, tough wood,
j

by a letter on Involuntary Apostasy, purporting

grain lik(^ boxwood.— Captain Dance; Major to be written by Mairnonides, and containing such
mpson's Report.

|

sentiments as that death must be preferred to the

MAIL GHAT, a strip of wild country along the worship of idols, but Islam is not idolatry; that

ardha river, where dwell Gond, Itaj Gond, the profession of a belief in Mahomed is not a

garmunde Gond, Bhoya Gond, the Pardhan or breach of any divine commandment
;
and that

ird of the Gond, the Ballai or Gond Pariah, the Jews should in such a case seek an opportunity to

ihal or out-caste of the Kurku, the Muge fishers leave the country, but need not suffer martyrdom,
id quail-catchers, numbering in all about 34,650 MAIM UNA. Across the Murghab, and towards
uls of the aborigines, along with whom are 5196 Balkh, lie the small states of Andklio, Mainiuna,

indus.

—

Campbell^ pp. 41, 42. Shibbargbam, Siripool, and Akebeo. Maimuna is

MAIMANSINH or Mymensing, a British dis- the most important. Maimuna itself is an open
ict of Bengal, lying between lat. 2;r 56' and village of about 500 houses, but the strength
)° 25' N., and between long. 89° 43' and 91° 18' of the chief consists in his il, or moving nomade
. Its rivers are the Jamuna, the Brahmaputra, population, who frequent Umur, 'fankira, Sor-

id the Megna. Its chief aboriginal tribes are bagh, Kafir Killa, Khyrabad, Kusar, Chuckaktoo,
e Hajang, the Garo, the Chandal. The proper Takht-i-Khatun, and other sites, which can
une of the Garo is the Garo Hills, but the Garos scarcely be called villages, and Arabs have been
’ Maimansinh dwell in villages of their own at long settled here.

le foot of the hills. They are hard-working At Andkho or Andkhoee, Shah IVale Khan, an
Jople, of unusually robust constitution. They Afghan 'furk, settled, with others of bis tribe, in

it all kinds of flesb, and are very fond of liquor, the time of Nadir, 'fhey were then Shiahs, but

anufacturing for themselves a kind of rice-beer, are now Sunnis. Tbo il of the Andkho chief,

which they consume large quantities. besides the chiefs race, were Arabs. Andkho
The Chandal are cultivators, fishermen, day- has a larger fixed population than Maimuna, being
bourers, etc., and some of them are also in one of the high roads to Bokhara, but there is

nployed as menial servants in the households of a scarcity of water in this canton
;
here wheat is

•6 upper classes
;

• but they are greatly despised, a triennial plant. Andkho is the place where
\d are not allowed to touch any vessel containing Moorcroft died.

—

Papers^ East India^ Cabool and
dnking water, or any article of food. A/phanistan.

Aas rice is sown from February to April and MAINPURI, a British district in the N.W.
^eii May, and reaped from the middle of May Provinces, lying between lat. 26® 52' 30" and 27®

(1 about the middle of September. Aman or 30' N., and between long. 78° 27' 45" and 79° 28'

inter rice, .which forms the main harvest of the 80" E. ; area, 1696 square miles. 'The earliest
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historical inhabitants 'were Meos, Bhars, and
Ohirars, most of whom were entirely supplanted
by the Chauban Rajputs in the 15th century. At
a still earlier date, the warlike Ahirs had swarmed
over the wild ravines of the western regions,

where they remain by har the most numerous and
powerful tribe to the present day. Many great
Thakur families still retain their hereditary estates

in Mainpuii, where they have long formed the

mstocratic class. Tiie Ahirs are the most
important among them, both in numbers and
influence.. The Chamar are numerous, and are

the labourers of the community. In 1865, Mr.

Colvin took a census of the* Chauhan and Phatak
villages, and found six of the former without a
single female infant.

—

Imp. Gaz. vi.

MAIltWARA is inhabited by predatory tribes,

and belongs partly to Udaipur, Jodhpur, aud the

British Government, in virtue of its possession of

Ajmir. Mairwara was entirely subdued by a
British force in 18:^1. It was taken under British

administration, and a local corps was raised, to

which Udaipur and Jodhpur were to contribute

annually 15,000. rupees each. Under the British

Government, the Mairs greatly beiielited. In

1847, the British wished to take over all Mair-

wara, but this was not done. The Mair is also

called Mairote and ]\Iairawut. Mera is a moim-
]

tain in Sanskrit; Mairawut and Mariote, of or

belonging to the mountain
;

the name of the

Albanian mountaineer, Maiiiote, has the same
signification. Mairwara is that portion of the

Aravalli chain between Komulrner and Ajmir, a

space of about 90 miles in length, aud varying
in breadth from 6 to 20. The Mair arc a branch

of the Cheeta, an important division of the Meena,

a race which consists of as many branches as
|

their conquerors the Rajputs. All these wild

races miugle their pedigree with that of their

conquerors. The Choeta-Meeiia accordingly claim

descent from a grandson of the last Chauhan
emperor of Dehli. Unail and Anoop, they say,

were the sons of Lakha, the nephew of the

Chauhan king. The cocoanut was sent from
Jeysulmir, offering princesses of that house in

marriage, but an investigation into their maternal

ancestry disclosed that they were the issue of a

Meena kept woman, and their birtli being thus

revealed, they became exiles from Ajmir, and
associates with their maternal relatives. Unail

espoused the daugliter of a Meena chieftain, by
whom he had Clieeta, whose descendants enjoy

j

almost a monopoly of power in Mairwara. The
sons of Cheeta, who occupied the northern frontier

near Ajmir, became Muhanimadans abotit fifteen
|

generations ago, when Doodha, the sixteenth from
J

the founder of the race, was created Dawad
Khan by the hakim of Ajmir

;
and as Athooii

was his residence, the Khan of Athoon signified

the chief of the Mairote. Athoon is still the

chief town of the Mair race. Chang, Jhak, aud

Rajosi arc the principal towns adjoining Atlioon.

Anoop also toot a Meena wife, by whom he had

Burrar, whose descendants have continued true

to their original tenets. Their chief places are i

Burrar, Bairnwara, Mundilla, etc. The Meena
j

were always, notorious for their lawless habits,

and importance was attached to them so far Imck

as the period of Beesildeo, the celebrated prince

of Ajmir, whom the bard Chand states to have

reduced them to submisBion, making them carry

water in the streets of Ajmir. Like all moun
taineers, they broke out whenever the hands o

ower were feeble. The Mair country is feituatec

ut a very few miles west of Ajmir, and is com
posed of successive ranges of huge rooky^hills, tin

only level country being the valleys rtmninj

between them. From the sturdy valour of tlii

race, the rulers of India never made any impres

sion on them, notwithstanding their vicinity t

the occasional residence, for a long period, of tlii

emperors of Hindustan. In later times th{

Mair were the terror of their lowland neighbours
and even the Rajputs, perhaps with the sol(

exception of the Rohilla, the bravest men ir

India, drciaded their approach. The Koli assen

their relationship to them, and they admit having

intermarried with the Bhil and Meena, and, ai

Colonel Dixon says, for hundreds of years thej

have been recruited by refugees and all sorts

of rascals from Hindustan, and they are probablj

a very mixed race. They are described as rathei

good looking. No native corps did more sub-

stantial service at the time of the mutiny than

the Mairwara Battalion. I'he mere fact of its

having held Ajmir with an immense arsenal, when

the troops in Naseerabad mutinied, was a boon to

the British which it would be difficult to over-

estimate. Had the mutineers got possession

the arsenal, with its vast stores, it would have

given them a prestige \vhich would have made it

impossible for the Rajput princes to resist the

pressure of the people to rise against the British

(Government. In subsequent actions they were

alw^ay.s loyal, often very gallant. A single com-

pany on one occasion turned the whole of Taiitia

Topi’s force when trying to pass the Aravalli.

I'hey were some years afterwards formed into ii

I

police corps. This has been felt keenly by the

Mairs, wdio are ])roud of their old prowess. Ajmir

is remarkable for a monument to Colonel Dixon,

of the Bengal Artillery, who was superintendent

there for many years. His efforts in reducing the

Mairs to order, in clearing a jungly country of

bauds uf robbers, in forming an irregular corps

out of those very banditti, and in persuading the

inhabitants to do away with witch -findings, feimde

infanticide, and slavery, were repeatedly acknow-

ledged. lie died in June 1857. He had, with

others, to leave Ajmir when the Bengal sepoys

broke into mutiny at Naseerabad, the inilitary

cantonment, and the Bombay cavalry, till then

believed to be stanch, refused to charge their

comrades.
i J^lAI-SHUffK-ARABI, blood which has con-

gealed in the belly of a young earned, after being

overfed
;

the young camel is driven about

violently, and then killed, and the blood ex-

tracted; is brought from Bombay and Dehli;

supposed to benefit in impotency. One tola costs

I

J rupees.

—

Gen. Med. Top. yi. 147.

MAIZK, Indian corn.

.

Durrah Hhiiiuch, AitAB. Turkischer weizen,

Yu-kan-liang, Chin. Mokkajuari,
Yuh-mi, Suli-mi, ^an-baii ki bi, . •

'

Yuh-shuh-shu, Jagung, . . ^

Pan-ku, Pan-su, Maiss, Kukuruza, . ^ '

Tyrkisk hvedi, . Dan. Trigo de India*. • •

TurkBche tarwo, Dut. Trigo de Turciuia,

.

The Zea mays of botanists is much
in India, and in all islands of the

.

Archipelago; is, however, more reared m
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MAJAWAR. MAKAR SANKBANTI.

(restern than . in ihe old oontineni . The. stein

ind leaves, when dry, are chopped up and ^ven
0 cattle. / The seed is ground for bread, and

;aten under the name of Chabena.

In China, large portions of the population

lepend on this grain. It is parched, or ground

nto meal for cakes. In Japan it is honoured

irith a place in the armorial bearings of the State.

The growers of Nepal reckon three kinds of

nmze : a white-grained species, which is generally

jrown in the low and hot valleys ;
and a smaller

)ne, called Bhoteah or Murilli Moki, which is

jonsidered the sweetest of the three, but, from

)eingf less productive, is not generally grown on
jood lands. Maize thrives best on a siliceous,

veil-drained, rich soil. The finest Indian corn of

he Sikkim range is grown where the soil con-

lists of a substratum of decoinpo.sed mica from
he- under or rocky stratum, with a superstratum

)f from 3 to 6 inches of decayed vegetable matter

rom leaves, etc., of the ancient forests. Through-
)Ut Hindustan, June is the .usual time for sowing.

lII Bchar, about two seers are usually sown upon
1 bigha; in Nepal, twenty-four seers upon an
English acre

;
in the vicinity of Poona, one and

i half seer per bigha. ' In Nepal, the seed is sown,
ifter one delving and pulverization of the soil, in

he latter end of May and early part of June, thci

seeds being laid at intervals of 7 or 8 inches in

ho drills, and the drills an equal space apart.

The drills are not raised as for turnip sowing, but

jonsist merely of rows of the plant on a level

mrface. The seed is distributed in this maimer
rvith the view of facilitating the weeding of the

TOp, not for the purpose of earthing up the roots,

vhich seems unnecessary. Indian corn sowing
csemblea that of the goliya or upland rice in the

sareful manner in which it is performed, the

50wer depositing each grain in its place, having

irst dibbled a hole for it, 5 or 6 inches deep, with

i small hand hoe, with which he also covers up
he grain.

Cattle are voraciously fond of the leaves and
sterns, which are very sweet, and even of the

iry straw. It is said that near Kaliyachak, though
he people give all other straw to their cattle, yet

Iiey burn that of maize as unfit ’for fodder. In

^epal, the stalks, with the leaves attached, often

12 feet long, cut by the sickle, arc used as fodder
nr ’elephants, bedding for cattle, and as fuel.

The maize crop within the hills of Nepal suffers

tnuch from the inroads of bears, which are

L‘xtremely partial to this grain. In the Peninsula

J)f India it is roasted as a luxury. Maize is

increasing in cultivation in lava and some of the
eastern islands. It is found to have the advan-
tage there over mountain rice, of being more
fruitful and hardy.

—

Simmonds, Commcrcinl Pro-
'hets; Schotiw in Jammm's PhilosophicalJovrnal

;

Simmonds^ Colonial Mayazirit\ ii. p. 309.

MAJAWAR. Arah., Hind., Pkus. An attend-
ant at a shrine.

MAJLAS, Arab., is an assembly
;

Ijlas, Arab.
^ sederunt.

MAJMA - ut - TUARIKII, an Arabic work,
descriptive of the early Arab inroads on Sind,
ft is an abridgment of universal history up to the
i‘th century of the Hijira. It was commenced in
the reign of Sanjar of the Saljuki (a.d. 1126, a.h.

but the unknown author must have died

old man, Us ho notices an event of a.d. 1193.

MAJNUN. . Hind. Salix Babylonica, weeping
willow; alao, Pees., a lunatic. - .

MAJUM. Hind., Sansk,^ An electuary or

compound, generally; an intoxicating electuary,

formed of ganja leaves (Canabis sativa),.milk,

ghi, poppy seed, flowers of the thorn-apple or
Datura, the powder of the Nux vomica, and
sugar, sometimes also cloves, nutmegs, macc,
saffron, and sugar-candy. It is used by the

Muhammadans and Hindus, particularly the more
dissolute, who take it to intoxicate, to ease pain,

as Kaif (intoxication), Kuwat (aphrodisiac, tonic),

and Imsaq (impotence). There are many recipes,

in some of which charras, opium, mastic, cinna-

mon, aniseed, cummiu, cardamoms, are mixed
with other ingredients. One kind is prepared

from the larger leaves and capsules of the hemp
plant, boiled in water along with ghi, sugar, and
milk. When of sufficient consistence, it is poured
on a slab, w'hen it hardens into a cake, which is

divided into small lozenge-shaped pieces.— W.
MAJUSI, or Gaor Yezdi, a religious sect in

Persia who are said to worship the cow.

—

Ogilvy

;

MacGregor^ iv. p. $03.
MAKADAM. Arab., Hind. The leader of a

gang, also the headman of a village
;
also called

Jeth-rayat, Mahto, etc.
;
and in Bengal, Mandal,

Makadam, Karbhari, Karbhari patel, Sirkari patel,

and Patwari are used synonymously. The Pat-
wari is likewise called the Pandya or Kulkarni

;

but Kulkarni is solely applied to the person who
transacts the business. In some parts 'of the

Mahratta country, the terms Grammadhi-kari and
Gramlekhak are used for Patel and Patwari.

MAKALLAH, the principal commercial town
on the south coast of Arabia, trading in gums,
hides, senna, and coffee, with India, the Red Sea,

and Muscat, and importing cottons, lead, iron,

crockery, rice, slaves from Berbera, Cosseir, and
other ports near the town. Ras Makallah projects

into the sea.

MAKAN. Hind. A house, a burial-place.

Makandar, the proprietor of a burial-place.

MAKARA, a fabulous sea animal of the Hindus,
representing their Capricornus sign of the zodiac,

and is depicted with the head and fore legs of an
antelope, and the body and tail of a fish. It is

also called Asita danshtra, ‘ black teeth,’ and Jala

nipa, water-form. It is the vahan or vehicle of

Vanina, the god of the ocean, and is on the banner
of Kama-deva, god of love.

MAKARA - TORANAM. Sansk. The royal

arch
;
one of the insignia of royalty of tlie Chalukya

dynasty, when ruling at Kalian.

MAKAR SANKRANTI, allindu festival d^iy,

held on the occasion of the sun entering the sign

Makar, corresponding to Capricorn. It occurs on
the 1st of the solar month Magh. From this day,

when the sun reaches the most southern, till the

time of his arriving at the most northern, point of

the zodiac, is called Uttarayana, and the time

from bis leaving tlie northern sign Karka or

Cancer, till he again returns to Makar, is called

Dakshinayana. The days of Uttarayana arc

reckoned lucky, and tliose of Dakshinayana un-
lucky. During the days of Dakshjnayaua, it is

said the gates of heaven are shut, and in the
Uttarayana they are open. For the good to die
in the Uttarayana is considered more blessed,
because they are said td get immediate entrance
into heaven

;
but if they die in the UaksHinayana,
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they haye to wait outside the gates till the Utta- 4|meet taste is left in the mouth and palate, whic
rayana sets in. In Uttaxayana, Munj •— the remains for a whole day.

ceremony of investing youths with the sacred MAKEAN, a movince to the east of the Persia

triple tmead—and marriages are celebrated. On empire, and on the borders of Sind, by the Greels

the day of Makar Sankranti, just at the time of called Gedrpsia or Gadrosia, Cape Monx termii

the sun^s entrance into the sign, the Hindus go to ates a range of mountains that form the boundar
the sea, accompanied by a Braliman priest, to between Persia and India.

—

OuseUy's Travels,

. bathe
; there they rub their bodies with tila or MAKSE. Amb. The hair-like fibre of Areng

sesamum seed, the favourite grain of the sun, and saccharifera. Gomuto.
wash themselves in the manner prescribed in the MAKTA, Arab., from Kata, Arab. In Maha
Shastras. The Brahman then repeats certain rashtra, quit-rental, land held at a fixed low rati

pmyers suited to the occasion, and closes the Maktadar, the holder of an estate which pays
ceremony by receiving adoration and a present of quit-rent.— W,
money for himself. On their return home they MAKTA B. Arab. A Muhammadan doiftesti

invite Brahmans, present tliem with cups of bell- festival in India, held on the first occasion of

metal filled with tila seed and with money, accord- chihr.s going to school.

ing to the ability of the Yajainan or worshipper
;

MAKWA, a fisherman race on the Malaba
some present copper pots, new dhotis, umbrellas, coast. Makati, females of the Makwa.
etc., and the wliole family receives benediction MAL or Mar, a tribe scattered over Sirgujs

from them, which is done by the Brahmans re- Palamau, Belounja, etc., who are now a thorough]
peating certain words, and throwing on tlieir Hinduized people, and resemble Hindus in appear

heads a few grains of red-coloured rice. After ance. They declare tjiey came originally froii

the performance of this ceremony, they go to take Malwa. They are said to have at one time forme
their meals, which consist of sweetmeats. They the bulk of the population in Palamau, but ther

invito their friends and relations to dinner; and
j

are very few there now.
towards evening they wear new clothes, gold and

j

MALA, also Malavadu. Tel. The Pariah o

other ornaments, and frequent the houses of their
j

Dher race of Telingana.

friends and relations, distributing tila seed mixed .. MALA. Hind. A necklace, a garland, i

with sugar. At the time of putting the tila seed rosary. The tulasi or rudraca has the same esti

into the parties’ hands, they repeat these words : matiou amongst the Hindus that tlie misletoe hat

* Receive these tila seeds mixed with sugar, and amongst the ancient Britons, and was always won
be frierjdly with me throughout the year.’ All in battle as a charm.

—

Tod'a Rajasihany i. p. 619.

the praise and prayers offered this clay are to tlie MALA - ARAYAN. Various tribes of wilt

sun, and to no other god. The second day of mountaineers occupy the higher hills and tin

Sankranti is named Kar, and is generally celebrated mountains of Travaiicore. The hillmcn propei

by the women making small presents among their number close upon 12,000, and Ulladars, a huntci

own sex. race, 2829. The V^edar hunters are at the foot ol

MAKHDUM SAHIB, a Muhammadan pir or the hills, and in a social condition very similar tc

saint, whose tomb in !Mahim is a place of pilgrim- that of the Pulayars. TJio tribes living toward

age. His full name is
.
Fakih Ali Makbdum the south of Travancore are usually designated

Sahib. ,
Kanikar, those in tlie north being commonly

MAKHSAN-ul - ADWIAII, a medical book, called Mala-Arayar in Malealam, from Arachan,

written in A. D. 1709 by Muhammad Husain Khan, chief, or from Raja, a king; in Tamil they an

MAKKA PARIJE, a kind of marriage amongst called Malei Arasar. Kanikaran means hereilit-

the Coorgs. In the event of there being no male ary proprietor of land, thus recognising their

in the house, a daughter is retained to represent ancient rights over the forest lands,

the family, and a husband is procured for her The Kanikar are very short in stature ami

from another family. The husband does not meagre in appearance. They live . together in

become alienated from his own family, bat can little clans, each hamlet under the patriarchal

take a wife from his own family also, thus raising
j

rule of a headman (Muttukani, the ‘stem* or

up seed for both houses. A Makka parije marriage priiicijial Kanikaran). They are wandering bus*

must be made expressly for the purpose at the bandmen
;
cut down a patch of forest, burn and

time
;
the arrangement cannot be made after the clear it, and sow a crop, with little or no tillage,

marriage. They can never tell their own ages. They are

MAKKATAYAM. See Marumakkatayam. unable to count a liuiidred; over ten they lay

MAKKRUH, anything which Mahomed himself down a pebble for each ten. They knot fibres of

abstained from without enjoining others to do so. various climbing plants to express their wants.

MAKLEUA, the berry of a large forest tree at In the south tliey speak Tamil, and Malealam

Bankok, said to be the Diospyros mollis, which is further north.

used most extensively by the Siamese as a vegc- The Maln-Arayans have fixed villages, gener-

table black dye. It is merely bruised in water, ally on the western slopes of the higher range ot

when a fermentation takes place, and the article mountains or their spurs. They will not often

to be dyed is steeped in the liquid and then spread work for hire, and are very averse to carry loads-

out in the sun to dry. The berry, when fresh, is Some of them are well to do. They are gr®*

of a fine green colour, but, after being gathered liuuters of the wild beasts and game wmc i

for two or three days, it becomes quite black and abound in their hills, and relate a tradition

shrivelled like pepper. It must be used fresh and them special permission to eat the black

whilst its mixture with water produces fermenta- From this they are called by the low

tion. people Kuran^ tinni, ‘monkey eaters. ^
^MAKOK, a Siamese plant, producing a sharp Hindus regard them as beings in alliance w

acid fruit, ^ter eating which, if water be drunk, some powerful demonolatrj, and presents
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abundantly bestowed in order to jjrevent tb(||| Here nature is clad in her brightest and most
curses producing ill effects. Each village has ‘its inviting robes; the scenery is magnificent, the
priest, who, when required, calls on the Hill fields and gardens speak of plenty, and the dwell-
(mala), which means the demon resident there, or ings of the people are substantial and comfortable,

the Pretham, ghost. If he get the afiiatus, he Hindu legend ascribes its creation to Parusu
acts in the usual way, yelling and screaming out Hama, who caused the sea to retire from the

the answers sought. They have some sacred Western Ghats, and introduced Brahmans into

proves in which they will not fire a gun or speak the country, which he divided into sixty-four

ibove a breath. gramam or districts, and these were subsequently

Ulladar arc a jungle tribe of timid savages, separated mto two divisions, Tulu and Kerala, the
They are without settled villages or civilised Kangarote or Chandragiri river being the bound-
slothing, wandering within certain boundaries ary. According to the Kerala Ulpati (a Hindu
prescribed to each division. They subsist chiefly historical book), the Malabar coast was formerly

m wild yams, arrowroot, and wild beasts. They divided into four provinces. The most northerly

are adepts in the use of the bow and arrow. The was called Tula Kajyam, the Tulu kingdom. It

irrow they use has an iron spear-head, and an commenced at Gokuru in N. Canara, and extended
Ulladar has been known to cut a wriggling cobra southward to Perumbura, near Mangalore. From
in two at the first shot. Perumbura to Pudapatuam, near Nelishwaram in

A small number of Urali wander over the S. Canara, was called Capa Rajyam; thence to
Todupuley Hills, building thoir huts on trees like Canneti, near Quiloii, was the Kerala Rajyam

;

the Arayans. and thence to Cangakumari, or Cape Cormorin, the

The Pulayar are a hunter race. Mucliica Jiajyarn.

The Mannan are strange - looking mountain Chera was a small ancient state between the

men, hardy, and very black, speaking bad Tamil, territory of the Pandiya and the western sea. It

much employed by the Travancore Sirkar to comprehended Travancore, part of Malabar, and
collect cardamoms, as watchmen, etc. They rarely Coimbatore. It is mentioned in Ptolemy, and
cultivate anything but ragi. may have existed at the commencement of the

The hill Pandarum are without clothing,. Christian era. It ruled at one time over the

implements, or huts of any kind, live in holes, greater part of Carnata, but was subverted in the

rocks, or trees. They bring wax, ivory, an(l iOtli century, and its lands partitioned among the

other produce to the Arayan, and get salt from surrounding states.

them. They dig roots, snare the ibex of the hills Vasco da Gama visited Malabar in 1498, and his

md jungle-fowls, cat rats and snakes, and even successors speedily established themselves at

crocodiles. Some seen by M r. Baker were perfectly Cochin, Calicut, and Cannanoro. In 1656 the
naked, filthy, and very timid. They spoke Male- Dutch appeared in the Indian seas, to compete
ilam in a curious accent, and said that twenty- with the Portuguese for the trade of the country,
bwo of their party had been devoured by*tigers They conquered Cannanore, and in 1663 captured
within two monsoons.

—

Mateer's Travancore, the town and fort of Cochin, as well as Tangacheri,
MALABAK, a region on the western part of from their rivals. In 1717 they secured tho

the Peninsula of India, between the mountains and cession of the island of Chetwa from the Zamoriri.
the sea; Its name is obtained directly from the But in the next half century their power began to
Portuguese Malavares, but tlie people call them- wane : Cannanoro was sold to the Cannanore
selves Maleallar, from Male, a mountain, and family (Bibi), represented at that time by Bamali
Alam, a district or country. The term Malabar, Raja, in 1771 ; Clietwai was conquered by Hyder
as usually applied by geographers, designates the in 1776; and Cochin captured by the British in
whole of the narrow belt of country, rarely above 1795.

fifty miles broad, west of the great peninsular Malabar, when overrun by Hyder Ali, was made
chain, from Goa to Cape Comorin

;
it thus includes tributary to Mysore, but after the war of 1791-92,

the British district of Malabar, and the kingdoms the treaty of 1792 transferred part of it to the
of Cochin and Travancore to the south. This British.

tract is in general hilly and mountainous; a The French first settled in 1720 at Mahe, in
narrow strip of lowland borders the sea, frequently 1752 obtained a footing at Calicut, and in’ 1754
intersected by long sinuous s.alt-water creeks, and

j

acquired Mount Dilli, and a few outposts in the
covered with cocoanut trees

;
the hills, which are north, all of which fell into the hands of the

thrown off as spurs from the main axis, often British in 1761. Their frequent wars witli the
reach the sea and dip suddenly into it

;
they en- British ended in the destruction of their corn-

close well-cultivated valleys, and though generally merce in the east, Mahe having been thrice taken
low to the west, they rapidly rise to the east, where and restored. The British had established them-
they join the chain. The climate of Malabar is selves in 1664 at Calicut, in 1683 at Telliclierri, and
characterized by extreme humidity, andanabund- by 1714 at Anjingo, Chetwai, and other commer-

rainfall during the south-west monsoon, when cial factories. Tellichefri became their chief entre-
flie temperature seldom rises above 75°, the mean pot for the pepper trade,
of the year being 81°. The rainfall is on the average 120 inches. The
The area of the Madras portion is 6002 square rainfall in June, July, and August averages 80

Jriles, lying between long. 75° 14' and 76° 52' E., inches, or two-thirds of the total fall for the year.
^Qd lat. 10° 16' and 12° 18' N., and bounded on Cattle suffer from murrain and foot-and-mouth

north by South Kapara, east by Coorg, the disease, but no epidemic rinderpest has been
Keilgherries, and Coimbatore; south, by the Native recorded. Gold is washed for in all the rivers
otates of Cochin and Travancore; and west by the of Malabar

;
but in 1877 to 1881 it was not found

Arabian Sea.
‘ in sufficient quantity to repay the expenditure for

Malabar is the garden of peninsular India. European machinery and uibour.
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A great Brahman colony, known as the Namburi,
are large landed proprietors

;
there are small tribes

of Jews, and Tamil-speaking Hindus have come
in considerable numbers into this region. Other

languages spoken are Malealam and Tulu, with some
Oa^rese

;
and in the northern part of the coast,

the Konkani.
Juan Ribeyro mentions that in hia time, 1656,

there were fifteen kings ruling in the low tract

of country between the sea and tlio ghats, in the

short space between the Salt River and Cape
Comorin

;
and that to this minute division of the

country was due the facility witli which the in-

vaders overran it.

After the pacification of the country in the early

years of the 19th century, the sub-collector, Mr.

H. Baber, turned his attention to coffee-planting

in Wynad
;
and by 1840 this important industry

was fairly established. Since 1850 it increased

greatly.

Malabar has many Muhammadan Moplahs, active,

intelligent men, engaged in commerce. They
have several times in the 19th century risen in

rebellion, feeling aggrieved by the laws which

regulate Hindu property, and they have displayed

on these occasions much fanatical bravery.

The Charumar race are predial slaves, whose

name Wilson derives from Ohera, Malealam for

the soil
;
they follow the rule of Alya Santana.

They arc very diminutive, with a very black com-

plexion, and not unfrequently woolly hair. The
Makkavan is a fisherman caste, also called Makwa,
and their women Makate. The toddy-drawer is

called Katti Karan. The Aahanj is the carpenter

caste. In common with the brassfounder, gold

and iron smiths, they continue the practice of

polyandry, but in civil inheritance follow from

father to son, and not the practice of maternal

descent, descensus ab utero. The elder brother

marries, and the wife is common to all the brothers.

If a junior wish to marry, he must live apart and

set up business apart
;
but if any of his younger

brothers reside with him, his wife is common to

them. The Panni Malayan are a servile caste.

The Adiyan is a slave, serf, or vassal, who lives

under the protection of a raja or religious establish-

ment. The Malealam Sudras, of whom the better

class are called Nairs (or lords), are the bulk

of the respectable population,—the landholders,

f^jrraers, soldiers, officials, and rulers of the

country. The Nair are the ruling race of Malabar.

They wore formerly accustomed to duelling. The
practice was called Ankani, and hired champions

were often substituted. The Pulichi is a forest

tribe, who are deemed ‘so* unclean that they are

not allowed to approach other castes. The Uradi

or Urali are a servile race. The Tiyar race are

toddy-drawers and agriculturists. The Pulayan

or PuUan is a servile caste, often slaves
;
this is

doubtless the Puller.

In South Malabar, descent to sons is the law,

but in North Malabar, the Nair, the artisans,

oarpenter, brass-smith, blacksmith, goldsmith, the

Tiyar, who are toddy-drawers, and the Makwa,
who are fishermen, are all polyandrists, and de-

scent of property goes in the female line. In

North Makbar this law of descent is called Maru-
roakkatayam, and the Muhammadan Moplah has

conformed to this usage. In Canara, a similar

law, called Alya Santana, or nephew inheritance,

prevails, and is in practice more strictly carried

dht than in North Malabar. In North Malabar,
the adherents to Marumakkatayam form united
family communities, termed Tarwaad, the senior

member of whatsoever branch is the head of the
family, and is termed Karnaven

;
the other mem-

bers are styled Anandraven. The remotest
member is acknowledged as one of the family, and
entitled to maintenance if living under subordin-
ation to the head of the family, and taking part in

their religious observances
;
for the women there

is nothing analogous to the state of widowhood as

existing elsewhere,—whether in alliance with men
or not, they reside in their own families. The
Nair marries before he is ten years of age, but
though he supports, he never associates with his

wife, who receives at her pleasure any men,
provided they be not of lower birth. Consequent
on this form of descent, a Nair does not know
who his father is. In law, property is held to

vest in the females only
;
practically the males

are co-sharers with the females. In default of

males, females succeed to the management of the

family property. In some families, the manage-
ment devolves on them preferably to the males,

and the senior female takes it. There is, however,
a growing tendency to convey property from
father to son, arising from the gradual abandon-
ment of polyandrisin. The connubial connection

in question is called in Malabar ‘ Gooiia-dosham *

(Goona, good, Dos! iam, evil—for better for worse).

In Travancoro it is styled Mundu-vanga,’ viz.

Mundu, cloth, Vangti, receiving, where the girl

taken is of ripe age, and her consent must be

obtained. J’eisonal acquaijitaiico thus precedes

the union. The hour selected is 8 r.M.
;
there is

an assemblage of friends; the man presents the

womali with a Mundu, or white muslin cloth, in a

corner of which, in North Malabar, a small sum of

money is tied. The girl either goes to the man’s

house, or remains in her own and is visited by
him there. Each party is unrestricted as to tlie

number of such connections that may be formed,

but these ordinarily do not exceed two or three.

The descent being in the female line, the parentage

of the father is immaterial. The Marumakkatayam
law is not followed in North Malabar by the Aka-

Podwal, a class of pagoda servants, nor by the

Brahmans of North Malabar or of Canara; but

in Travancore law, only the eldest brother of a

Brahman’s family is alloAved to marry with his

equal, and the other brothers form other con-

nections. In the Tuliiva country, the Brahman
widow can devote lierself to the temple, and

reside outside or inside its walls. If within the

walls, she is a servant of the idol, and receivea the

visits of men of her own caste only
;
the offspring

of such, if boys, are called Moylar, and the girh

are married to them. But if she elect to reside

outside the walls, she must pay a monthly sum to

the pagoda, and may cohabit with any man of

pure descent. This, however, is disputed.

Malabar is a term applied erroneously to the

Tamil language. Malabar black-wood is Dalbergw

latifolia. Malabar civet cat, Viverra civetoa,

Blyth; Malabar creeper, Ipomoea tuberosa ;
M^bar

S’ , Crotalaria juncea
;

Malabar nightshsde»

la rubra; Malabar .nut, fruit of Adhfttoda

vasica
;
and Malabar sago palm is Oaryota

MALABAR HILL. With the exception of

Malabar and Worli Hills on the western*^
Ohinchpugly Hillp on the eaatern ahorei toe
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in Bombay island is flat, and a very large area is who h^d it for 74 years, when the British tdbk
still below the level of the sea at high water, and possession, and their first adt was to demolish the
is annually flooded during the rainy season, fort, erected at a vast cost by the Portuguese, Und
Malabar Point, in Bombay, has the ruins of a very much improved by the Dutch. In 1818, Malacca
ancient black stone temple, and has many frag- was again ceded to the Dutch, who finally
ments strewn about with a variety of images exchanged it with the British for Boncoolen and
sculptured on them. Below the Point, among the other settlements in Sumatra. In 1826, the British,

rocks, there is a cleft esteemed very sacred, where by treaty with the Dutch, agreed to hold no
the believing Hindu obtains regeneration or a possessions in the Archipelago south of the
second birth. He comes to the spot and deposits equator, and the Dutch, vice versa, north of the
all his clothing, then, passing through the aperture, equator.

he is supposed to be born again, and ablution in The ^eat mineral product is tin. In the great
the tent and gifts to the priests complete the tin mining district thousands of Chinese work,

—

washing away of his sins.

—

Chow Chow^ p. 60. some by surface washings, others by following up
MALABATHRUM, among the writings of the veins deep into the bowels of the earth, and others

ancients, was applied to a leaf imported from by grinding the quartz so richly impregnated with
India, and employed by them both as a medicine the stanniferous ore that is almost metallic in its

and as a perfume. From it there was prepared matrix. Water power, somewhat in principle of
both an oil and a wine, by maceration of the leaves the Egyptian wheel, is the usual means resorted
in these menstrua. Many fabulous statements to to raise the accumulating water from the pits,

accompany the earliest accounts, as that of the chain of buckets running down an inclined
Dioscorides, by whom it is stated that by some plain often exceeding a hundred feet. The ore is

they are thought to be the leaves of the Indian smelted in small furnaces, a rapid white heat
Nard

;
that they are, moreover, found floating on being produced by the action of a double bellows

Indian marshes, and that they grow without roots made from the trunk of a tree hollowed out, and
(lib. i. c. 11) ;

and that (lib. ii. c. 10) it is by feed- the ore, as in iron, runs out at an aperture below
ing on them that the animal affording the Onychia the furnace into moulds prepared for' it. The tin

or Unguis odoratus of the ancients becomes is sold on the spot for 25 dollars a pikul
;
the price

aromatic. In the works of the Arabs, Saduj is in England is double that. Near Malacca are ther-

given as the synonym of Malabathrum
;

and mal springs, 187° being the average heat throfigh-

Saduj, both in Persian works and in India, is out the year. There are six of these springs in a
applied to Tej-pat or Tej-bal, or the leaf of the square of about 100 feet, perpetually steaming and
Tej, which is from Cinnamonium albiflorum, boiling over. A powerful odour of sulphurated
•growing in the dense forests of the valleys of the hydrogen is evolved

j
the water is clear, strongly

Himalaya, from Rangpur to the Dehra Doon, in impregnated with iron and sulphur, and held in

lat. 80° N. Dr. Hamilton found the same name great repute both as a vapour and plunge bath,

applied to the 0. tamala, C. nitidum, as also C. chiefly in cutaneous maladies.
' aromaticum. They are analogous in all respects to At the census of 1881 the population was found
bay leaves produced by the Laurus nobilis. The to be—Malays, 57,474; Chinese, 13,460; Kling,

physician Garcias da Horto, in his work on the 2874
;
Arabs, 303 ;

Boyanese, 135
;

Bugis, 85

;

Aromatics 'of India (first published at Goa in Javanese, 339; Siamese, 6. The district pro-

1563), pointed out that Malabathrum was the i duces many valuable timber trees.

—

Census.

Tamalapatra, the leaf of a species of cassia.— MxVLACCA CANE. Dr. Griffith believed

O'Sh.
; Eng. Cyc.

;
Yule, Cathay ; J*owell. these canes to be produced from the Calamus

MALACCA, a town on the sea-coast of the scipionum of Ijoureiro, the Heo-tau of Cochin

-

Malay Peninsula, which gives its name to a China. They do not occur about Malacca, but

district, forming part of the Straits Settlements
i

are imported from Siak, on the opposite coast of

under the British Colonial Office. The light- Sumatra. Some of them are simply mottled or

house is in lat. 2° 11' N., and long, 102° 16' E. 'fhe clouded, others of a brown colour, in consequence,

mean length of the province is 40 miles, the it is said, of their having been smoked. The most
average breadth being 26, comprising an area of slender specimens, with the longest internodes,

1000 square ftiiles, with a population of 77,766. are the most valued.

—

Seemaii.
^

t

Malacca derives its name, according to Malay MALACCA STRAITS, a seaway leading from
history, from the Malaka tree, Jambosa Make- the Bay of Bengal into the Archipelago. They are

censis. The country a few miles inland is bounded on tlie north by the island of Singapore,

formed of undulating hills, moderately elevated. There are three banks in it,—the One-Fathom
called Malacca Hills, and 7J leagues E. by N. J N. Bank, on which is a light vessel

;
the Sumatra

Prom it rises the high mountain Giinong Ledang, or Third Bank is to the N.W. of the Carimons.

called also Queen Mount, also Mount Ophir, about Towards the entrance of the Strait of Malac^,
7000 feet high. Except Goa, Malacca, was the near the Nicobar and Achecn Islands, and betwixt

earliest European settlement in the east, and was them and Junk Seylon, there are often very

one time the great emporium of trade from the strong ripplings, particularly in the S. W. monsoon,

hi&umerable islands of the Eastern Archipelago, There is no perceptible current, yet the surface

has seen many changes since it was wrested of the water is impelled forward by some caused

fromMuhammad Shah by the Portuguese in 1611
;

They are seen in calm weather approaching fmcL
in 1547 the salvation of this city from the a distance, and in the night their noise is heard

^chinose was ascribed to the sudden appearance from a considerable distance before they are hear,
^ of Saint Francis Xavier, the apostle of India, who alarming to persons unacquainted with them,' fbt

then on his pilgrimage through the east, the broken water makes a great noise when the
“Wter remaining in quiet possession of Portugal vessel is passing through it. They beat agsdnst a;

for ISO yeaM, it fell into the hands of the Dutch, ship with great violence, smd pass on, the spray
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coming on deck
;
and a small boat could not MALAMIUM, an order of darvesh, supposed to

always resist the turbulence of these remarkable resemble speculative freemasons.

rippUngs.—Horshurgk MALAM KOLLE? a kind of wax produced

MALACHITE. from the wild plantain.—Jnd. 1868, n. 267.

Luh-tsing, . . . Chin. Shih-tsing, Chin. MALANG, a Muhammadan mendicant wuo lots

Shihdtth, . . . . „ his hair grow loose and uncombed.

This carbonate of copper is found in many MALANGI. Bkng. A salt maker,

parts of China, where it is used as a pigment and MALARIA, a climatic influence unfavourable

for making ornaments. The mines of Siberia at to health. * It is more frequently observed in

Nichne Tagilsk have afforded great quantities of dense moist forest lands, valleys and gorges of

this ore. A mass partly disclosed measured at mountains, but even dry arid tracts are not free

top 9 feet by 18 feet, weighing 40 tons, and the from it. It has been remarked along the Mahavel-

portiou uncovered contained at least half a million liganga, a few miles from Kandy, that during the

pounds of phre malachite. Other noted localities sickly season, after the subsidence of the rains,

are Chessy in France, Sandlodge in Shetland, the jungle fever generally attacks one face of the

Schwartz in the Tyrol, Cornwall, Australia, and hills through which it winds, leaving the opposite

the island of Cuba. This mineral receives a high entirely exempted, as if the poisonous vapour,

polish, and is used for inlaid work, and also ear- being carried by the current of air, affected only

rings, snuff-boxes, various ornamental articles, those aspects against which it directly impinged,

slabs for tables, mantelpieces, and vases, which A malarious part of India is the Terai, near the

are of exquisite beauty, owing to the delicate Himalaya, also the AVynad.

shadings and radiations of colour. At Versailles MAIjATI and Madhava is the title of a

there is a room furnished entirely with tables, drama by Bhavabhuti, in which the social life of

chairs, etc., wrought in malachite. Malachite is the Hindu race is largely represented. It was

easily distinguished from turquoise by its shade translated by Professor Wilson. Malati puts on

of colour and much inferior liardness. It is a her bridal dress in presence of the deity. It was

valuable copper ore when abundant, but it is customary also amongst the Greeks for the

seldom melted alone, because the metiil is liable intended bride to pay her adoration to some deity

to escape with the liberated volatile ingredient, before her marriage, usually to Diana; but at

carbonic acid. In India it is rarely worn as a Athens no virgin was allowed to be married

gem, and only by Europeans.— Cyc, ; Smith, before worshipping Minerva, who was the tutelary

MALACHRA OAPITATA. Linn. A plant of deity of the city. Madhava’s passion is described

Bengal, Kutch, N.W. Provinces, Sind, and the as

Panjab. M. rotundifolia is a plant of S. America, ‘Heard, felt, and seen, possesses every thought, ’

belonging to the natural order of Malvacea). Malati alone lills every sense, and pants in every vein.’

Mfib'shy places within the tropics are considered The jiassion of Malati is equally intense with

favourable to its growth. The fibre is prepared in that of Juliet; but her unconquerable reserve,

precisely the same way as jute, but requires to be even to the extent of denying her utterance to’

steeped directly it is cut. The fibre is in length him she loves more than life, is a curious picture

from eight to nine feet, has a silvery appearance, of the restraint to which the manners of Hindu
with a peculiar lustre, and is almost as soft as women were subjected, even whilst they were in

silk. In passing the fibre through the machinery, enjoyment, as appears from the drama, of con-

damped with oil and water, as is commonly done siderable personal freedom. Megasthenes tells us

with Bengal and Konkan jute, yarn was produced that the Indians of his time did not communicate

strong enough and nearly equal to that made from their metaphysical doctrines to women, thinking

^he second quality of Bengal jute. If the plant that, if their wives understood their doctrines, and

is carefully grown and well looked after, the fibre learned to be indifferent to pleasure and pain, and

would then no doubt rank fully equal to Bengal to consider life and death as the same, they would

and Bombay jute. The fibre, if carefully pre- no longer continue to be the slaves of others. We
pared, would command a ready sale at 3*12 find from the later ceremonial sutras (Srauta and

to 4 rupees per Indian maund. Grihya sutra) that women were not allowed to

MALAGASY, the people of Madagascar. learn the sacred songs of the Vedas, the know-

MALAGUETA, or Grains of Paradise, is also ledge of which constituted one of the principal

written Mellighetta, Malagueta, Manighetta, and acquirements of a Brahman before he was admitted

has been applied sometimes to two kindred to the performance of the sacrifices. Menu ix.

species of Amomum exported from different parts and 18 says, * Women have no business with the

of the West African coast (Am. Granum-Paradisi text of the Vedas, thus is the law fully settled;

and Am. Melegueta), and sometimes to the seeds having therefore no evidence of law, and no

of the Unona Ethiopica or Ethiopic pepper. It knowledge of expiatory texts, sinful women must

appears to be one of the former which Gerarde be as foul as falsehood itself, and this is a fixed

and Mattioli describe as the greater cardamoms rule.’ The practice of the wife worshipping the

or melegette, for Gerarde states they were said to husband is very ancient. In the drama styled

come from Ginny, and were called in England Ratnavali, or the Necklace, Vasavadatta,

Graines of Paradise, the Grana-paradisi of authors, worshipping the image of the deity, her attendant

—YulCy Cathay^ i. V. SS. says— .
• J -i i, i

MALAI ARASAR. Tam. Lit. hill kings
;

‘ The worship of ‘ the divinity conclude^ i

a tribe inhabiting the foot of the Animallay Hills, pleased, madam, to pay adoration to your 1®'°*
i

very useful in the forest, preparing elephant ropes ‘ Vasava. Where are the flowers and unguent f

from the vaca nar, assisting in the clearing of ‘ Kanch. Here, madam.’ .

brushwood, and the repair of roads, etc., for On which Vasavadatta worships the kin^ This

irhich they are paid. See Mal^ Arasar. is conformable to the Bharishyottjira Pure“®»
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which directs, * Having offered adoration to the
mind-bom divinity, let the wife worship her

husband with ornaments, flowers, and raiment.

Thinking internally with entire complacency.
This is the god of love.’~Hin(i. TheaU ii. pp. 67,

122, 27b
;
Mailer^ Hindu Literature,

MALAUN, a hill fort in the Hindur State of

the Panjab, situated in lat. 31° 12' N., and long.
76° 62' E., 4448 feet above the sea, on the crest

of a ridge bearing the same name, and rising

from the left bank of the Sutlej to the sub-
Himalayan range. It was taken by the British

;

the engineers constructed a road practicable

fo^ heavy artillery up the difficult heights, and
a battery being formed close to the fort, the

Gurkhas surrendered, and evacuated, by the

terms of capitulation, all the hill states west of

the river Kali.

—

Imp, Gaz.
MALAVIKA and Agnimitra, a drama by Kali-

dasa. The text has been printed at Bombay and
Calcutta

;
it has also been printed and translated

by Tullberg; a German translation by Weber, an
English one by Tawney, and a French one by
Foucaux.

—

Dowson.
MALAY. The Malay race arc found in the

Malay Peninsula, and in the western islands of

the Archipelago. In the Maldives the people

speak the Malay language, and the Hova of

Madagascar are said to bear in their features

some resemblance to the Malaya.

Peschel says (p. 355) that when Roderigucs,

Mauritius, and Bourbon were discovered by

Eumpeand and still unpeopled, Madagascar was
peopled by Malays; and Grawfurd says (Grammar
and Dictionary, i. p. 148) very clear traces of
a Malayan tongue are found in the languages of
the island of Madagascar, an island some 3000
miles distant from the nearest part of the Malayan
Archipelago, and only 240 miles from the eastern

shore of Africa. Peschel adds that the similarity

of words of the Malagasy or Madagascar language

with Malay words had been observed by Sir

Joseph Banks and by Hervas the philologist

;

and Wilhelm von Humbolt’s researches into the

Kawi language have shown that Madagascar was
I)eopled by Malays.

In 1847, Mr. Spencer St. John estimated the

population of the Malay Peninsula and Eastern

Archipelago at 18,436,622, iis under:

—

Malay Peninsula, .562,482 Sumbawa, . . . 200,000
Sumatra and adjacent Floris, .... 278,000

islands, , . 4,964,770 Solor, Adenatti,
Java and Lombatti, . . 157,000

islands, . . 10,060, .580 Sumba, .... 425,000
Bali, 900,000 Timor, .... 639,000
Lombok, . . . 2.50,000

The latest estimate by Bchm and Wagner
gives the population at 63,969,000 :

—

Independent Malacca, . . . .300,000

Straits Settlements 390,000
Sunda Islands and Moluccas, . 28,867,000
Philippines, .... 6,300,000
J^ctherland India and N. Guinea and
Papuan Islands, 27,962,000

British North Borneo, 1.50,000

The Malay Races and Languages have been give;i (Asia, p. 620) by Professor A. H. Keane, as under

Malayan Proper,

High Malay.
Menangkabau.
Palembang.
Banjermassin.
Borneon Seaboard.
Billiton.

Bangka.
Penang.
Singapore.

(Malacca States.

Orang Laut.
Jakun.

)

Udai.
.Sakai.

B3,siBi.

Sabimba.
Mintira.

Pungau.
Salatar.

Anambas'.

(Lubu, etc.,

Sub-M.ilayai
,
West,

f Atyeh.

j

Atchin.
Toba.
Aukola.
Dairi.

.Paki)ak.

Siiigkal.

Simpang-kanan.
Simpang-kirie, etc,

Kejnng.
S.arawi.

Lampung.

f M.aruwc.

I
c3

I
Nias,

m --
,

Batu.
^ ! Banyak.

i
Kng.ano.

Nassau.

I
Kawi.

\ Javanese.
I Sundanesc.

S-g
Mpq I

Nicobar.

Mergui.
Shombaeng.

Snb-Malayan, East.

^ «,* jB.alinese.

. J Madurese
S S jSuinanap.

(Sassak.

ej Bim.a.

g Dompo,
M Tombara.

g T.angar.

JZ2 Papekat.
Bugis.

J Wajii.
[v Boeton.

^ IMocna.

Mankassara.
^ lUandar.

Dyaks —
Kayan.
Madaiig.
Petak.
Balow.
Katingar.

PQ Men.
Kiao.
Bisaya.

Kohom, etc.

North-East Branch.

fTagalog.
Bisaya, Ilocano,

Pampango.
Igorrote.

Ibalaos, Sufflin.

l^ingasinan.

Ibanag, Hanes.
Idayan, Gaddan,
Dadaya.

^ ,
Apayao.
Malaneg.^

' Tinguian,
Ibilao, Ifugao.

llongote, Zauibal.
Zebuan, Manobo.
Mandaya.
Coyuvo.
Calamiano.
Panayano.
Illanun.

Siilu.

Palawan,
r Yukan.
Pcpukliwan.

o Sideia.

1 1 J.akeh.

£ 1
Tilloi.

t Favorlong.

South-West Branch.
Malagasy

—

Hova.
Betsileo.

Ibara.

Betsimis-
araca.

Sihanaca.
Tanala.
Tankay.
Ikongo.
Sakalava.
Behisotra. ’

Isamaliety.

Tandrona.
L Autankara.

In that region are two distinct races. There to designate the black-skinned races, of whom
We men of brown or copper complexion, and lank mention is now made. But from the Andaman
hair, who are the most advanced inhabitants of Islands eastward to the races in the Pacific, of the‘

the Archipelago. There is another race who, people generally classed p Negroes there are at ,

from their resemblance to Africans, have been least 12 varieties, differing from each other in

called Negroes and Negritos. The Malays apply physical appearance, some being pigmies under*

to those of the latter race best known to them, the five feet, and others large and powerful men of

people of New Guinea, the epithet of Puwa-puwa near six feet. Keeping this marked difference
0** Pa-puwa, which is an adjective meaning in remembrance, to the Malay type, and to the
frizzly or crisping, ahd is equally applied by them Papuan type respectively, all the pe^le of the
to any object partaking of this quality. The term various islands can be grouped. The Asiatic

^egro, from the Latin Niger, is employed races include the Indo-Malay, and all have a
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continental origin; while the Faoific races, in-

cludiing . fJl to ^e east o{ the Malay (except

perhaps some in the Northern Pacific), are

uerivod not from any existing continent, but from
lands that now exist or have recently existed in

the Pacific Ocean^ On drawing a line to separate

the Malay and Papuan races, it almost coincides

with that which divides the zoological re^ons,

but juts somewhat eastward of it, as the maritime

enterprise and higher civilisation of the Malays
have enabled tlieiii to overrun from the west a

portion of the adjacent region on the east, to

supplant the original inhabitants, and to spread

much of their language, their domestic animals,

and their customs far over the I^acific into islands

where they have but slightly or not at all modified

the physical or moral characteristics of the people.

Peschel classes the Malay people amongst the

Mongoloid races. He believes with Moritz Wagner
that the shape of the skull, the form and colour

of the face, as well as the whole physical con-

stitution of the Malay race, is so nearly allied to

the Mongolian that in similar apparel the two
races are hardly distinguishable.

Mr. Wallace believes that the Malay and the

Papuan races have no traceable affinity to each

other
;
that the Asiatic races include the Malays,

and all have a continental origin
5
while the people

of the Celebes and Pacific races in the islands on
its east are derived from lands which now exist or

have recently existed in the Pacific Ocean. •lie

allots the Eastern Archipelago amongst two races,

and shows their islands tlms :

—

Millayan
Regions.

UeglJns.

The Malayan Group.

Polynesian or Pacific
Regions.

The Papuan Group.

Sumatra. Lombok. Floris, Ki Islands.
Lingen. Sumbawa. Sumba or Ceram.
Bauca. Celebes.

1

Handana. ]{anda.
BiUiton. < Moena. Adcnara. Amboyna.
Java. Bouton. Solor. Batchian.
Madura. Sula-mangola Lorabata. Oby.
Bali. Sula-basi. Rutar. Gilolo.

Baweean. Part <jf Orabay. Morty,
Borneo. Bourou. Wetter. Aru,
Sulu Archi- I*art of Rotto; Vorkai.
pelago.

Palawan.
Philippines,

Samar.
Mindanao.

Ternatc. Scratty. New Guinea.
Babbar. Australia.
Timor Laut. Myfor.
Larat. Jobi.

Tenember. Mysol.
Part of Waigiou.
Bourou. Salwatty.

Part of Hook.
Ternate. Biak.

The cradle of the Malay race was the plains of

Menangkabau, in the interior of Sumatra, from
whence they emigrated and puslied their con-
quests, or formed settlements to their present

extensive limits. They formed colonies in the

Malay Peninsula and in Borneo, the former
probably, and the latter certainly, occupied before

their arrival by rude tribes of the same race of

men, who could offer no effectual resistance. In
the remoter islands, or in those occupied by
powerful and civilised nations, the Malays appear
only as settlers and not colonists, as in Java and
the principal islands of the Philippine Archipelago.

1
The Mmy Peninsula, called Tannah Malayu, or

Land pf the Malays, with the exception of a few
diminutivo Negro mountaineers, is occupied by

or by men of tbe same race, fpr the

several wild tribes in the interior speak the

language, and have the same physic^ form as the

Mc&ys, although not calling themselves by this

name, and their language contains many words

that are not Malay. Nearly the whole of the

coast of Borneo is occupied by Malays, v^o are

supposed to have first emigrated to that islimd

about the date of the reign of the Saxon king

Athelstan.

The annals of several ancient Malay states point

to Palembang as the original land of the Malays.

They afford various indications of a close connec-

tion between it and Java, and mention Java

invasions and settlements long anterior to tjhe

modern conquest of Palembang by Majaphit.

From their concurrent tenor, it appears that the

royal dynasties of Menangkabau, Malacca, and
other states, traced their descent from Palembang.
It may be inferred that it was in Paleiqjbang that

the Malay race and language received their earliest

and deepest impressions from Hindu and Java

influences, and tliat the Indian monarchical form

of government was first engrafted on tho native

Sumatran institutions, which are of a mixed
patriarchal and oligarchical form.

Mr. Crawfurd has regarded the Malays as con-

sisting of four great tribes and a few minor semi-

civilised tribes
;
and a number of others who may

be termed savages. Tho four great tribes are t

—

The true Malay races, the Malay proper, who
inhabit the Malay Peninsula, and almost all the

coast regions of Sumatra and Borneo. They all

speak the Malay language, or dialects of it
;
they

use^ the Arabic characters in writing, and they

are all Muhamniadans in religion.

The Javanese, who inhabit Java, part of Sumatra,

Madura, Bali, and 2Jn,rt of Lombok. They speak

the Javanese and Kawi languages, which they

write in a native character. They are of the

Muhammadan religion in Java, but Bali and
Lombok is Brahmanical.

The Bugis are the inhabitants of the greater

part of Celebes, and there seems to be an allied

people in Sumbawa. They speak the Bugis and

Macassar languages with dialects, and write these

in two different native characters. They are all

Muliaminadans.

The Tagala of the Philippine Islands are the

fourth great Malay race
;
many of them profess

Christianity
;
their native language is Tagala, but

they speak Spanish. ,

Mohicc.an Malays^ who inhabit chiefly Ternatc,

Tidore, Batchian, and Amboyna, may be held a

fifth division. They are Muhammadans, but they

si)eak a variety of curious languages, which seem

comjx)unded of Bugis and Javanese, with tbe

languages of the savage tribes of the Moluccas.

The Savage Malays arc the Battak and other

wild tribes of Sumatra, the Dyak of Borneo, the

Jakun of the Malay Peninsula, the aborigines of

Northern Celebes, of the Sulu Island, and of part

of Bouru.
Peschel and Friedrich Muller have proposed

other classifications, but neither of them have

resided among the races under notice.

The Malay tongue is now, and was, when

Europeans first visited the Archipelago, the

common language of intercourse between the

native nations among themselves, and between

these and foreigners. It is in the Arohijjjela^o

what French is in Western Europe, Italian lU
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Ea^erO) Aiabjo m Western Asia, and Hindi in

Hindustan^ All nations who hold intercourse

of business with strangers must understand it,

and all strangers must acquire it. This is the

case in Sumatra, where other languages are also

vernacular, in Java, in Celebes, in the Moluccas,

in Timur, and in the Philippine group. Mr.

Crawfurd attributes the spre^ of this language
to the enterprising or roving character of the

people, whose native tongue it is, as also its own
softness of sound and simplicity of structure and
consequent facility of acquirement.

The filalaij family approximates closely to the

ruder or more purely Mongolian typo of Ultra-

India, and the identity in person and character

is accompanied by a close agreement in habits,

customs, institutions, and arts, so as to phice

beyond doubt that the laiik-liaircd populations

of the isl%ndB have been received from the Gan-
getic and Ultra-Indian races. The influx of this

population closed the long era of Papuan pre-

dominance, and gave rise to the new or modified
forms of language which now, prevail. The rude
maritime tribes who frequent the coasts and
islands of the Malay Peninsula, and amongst
whom several distinct tribes arc3 distinguishable

by their physical characters, speak a language
mainly Malay, but with differences in promin-
ciation. The Malay race, as a whole, very closely

resembles the East Asian populations from Siam
to Manchuria; The Malays are frequently quite

Bunnans in appearance, but the normal and least

mixed Malays are more Hinua and also more
Siamese than the AVestern Burmaps.
The colour of all the Malay tribes is a light

reddish-brown, with more or less of an olive

tinge, not varying in any important degree over

a wide extent of country. The hair is equally

constant, being invariably black and straight,

and of a rather coarse texture, so that any
lighter tint, or any wave or curl in it, is an almost

certain proof of the admixture of some foreign

blood. It is plentiful on the head, but other

parts of the body are smooth. The moustaches
alone are retained on the face, other hairs being

removed by pincers. The stature is tolerably

equal, and is always considerably below that of

the average European,—five feet two or three

inches being considered the average height of a
man, and that of aw^omau is a few inches shorter.

Their bones are large and clumsily put together,

but strongly knit
;
arms and legs usually short

compared with the length of the body
;
and the

whole frame robust, and capable of much labour.

The body is fleshy and muscular, legs remarkably
BO, thighs so large as to be unwieldy. Malays
seldom become obese

;
tlie breast well developed,

the feet small, thick, and short, the hands small
and rather delicate. The head is round, and
elongated at the summit, broad at the back, and
set on a stout, thick neck. The facial angle
seldom exceeds 50 degrees, while that of tlie

European is seldom less, and somotimes is nearly
ninety, or perpendicular. The face is a little

broad, and inclined to be fiat; the forehead is

broad and father rounded, the brows low ; the
eyes long and narrow, rather deep set, black or
dark haxel in colour, and seldom clear about the

^bite. The nose is rather small, not prominent,
but straight and well shaped, the apex a little

i^ounded, the nostrils broad and slightly exposed

;

the cheek-bones are rather prominent
;
the mouth

large; the lips broad and well cut, but notpro«i

trading; the chin well formed; ears large and
ill-shaped

;
jaws wide and square

;
teeth regular,

large, and white, unless discoloured by lime and
gambier. The Malays, when mature, are certainly

not handsome, but in youth up to 16 years of

age both boys and girls have pleasing counte-

nances, and in their way almost perfect. Women
soon show signs of old age

;
they become wrinkled

and haggard after bearing a few children, and in

old age are hideous. With shaded of difference,

not to be fixed in words, this, with the exception

of a few Negroes, is a description which applies

to all the inhabitants of Sumatra, the Peninsula,

Java, Borneo, Celebes, the Moluccas, Timof, and
the whole Philippine group.

In character^ the Malay is impassive: He
exhibits a reserve, diffidence, and even bashful-

ness which is ill some degree attractive, and leads

the observer to think that the ferocious, blood-

thirsty character imputed to the race must be
grossly exaggerated. He is not demonstrative.

His feelings of surprise, admiration, or fear are

never openly manifested, and are probably not
strongly felt. He is slow and deliberate in speech,

and circuitous in introducing the subject he .has

come expressly to discuss. Children and women
in the company of men lue silent, and are gener-

ally quiet and obedient. When alone, the Malay
is taciturn, ho neither talks nor sings to himseli.

AVhen several are paddling in a canoe, they

occasionally chant a monotonous and plaintive

song. He is cautious of giving offence to his

equals, he docs not quarrel easily about money
matters, and practical joking is utterly repugnant
to his nature. TJie liigher class of Malay are

exceedingly polite, but this is compatible with
reckless cruelty and contempt of human life,

which is the dark side of their character. They
are proud, and, if ill-treated, revengeful

;
but

under generous treatment are gentle, kind,

humane, grateful, docile, and faitliful. Capable
of thcw warmest attachments, and yet impelled to

madness and the commission of the most revolting

deeds by real or imaginary unkindness. They
are dutiful children and kind parents. They
treat their aged kinsmen with the greatest kind-

ness; and feel it a duty to relieve the wants of

an indigent relation. Old men and women are

always regarded with respect.

Dr. Oxley described the character of the unso-

phisticated Malay as remarkable for its simplicity

and honesty
;
having no artificial wants, they

are satisfied and content with what would bo

considered positive destitution by a Chinese
;
they

are consequently apathetic and inactive, and will

not for any amount offered to them labour be-

yond their usual habits or customary routine;

they have little of any speculative turn; they

have a regard for truth, and may generally be

depended upon in their statements. What haa

so often been written of their revengeful spHtt,

he says, is much exaggerated
;
polite in the ex-

treme, according to their own ideas, they never
indulge in abuse one towards the other, the only

reply to any deviation from this rule is thekris,

for which they will watch their opportunity, ana
most certainly not afford their adversary any
advantage it is in their power to deprive MmT^.
This is their code of honour, and, being fully
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aware of it amongst themselves, provocation is

seldom given, and satisfaction as seldom required.

When goaded, however, to the necessity, they
become perfectly reckless, and should discovery

attend the deed, they attempt no refutation, but
sell their lives at the utmost cost they can to the

captors. * Too often have I known the otticers of

g
olice compelled to shoot them on these occasions.

uch is one species of amok, and how offenders

of this description are to be dealt with can admit
of but little doubt

;
but there is another variety

of the Orang ’Beramok vastly different, and by
no means the least frequent, which requires dis-

crimination on the part of the medical jurist to

prevent irresponsible })er8ons suffering the penalty

of the injured law. I’or instance, a man sitting

quietly amongst his friends and relatives will,

without provocation, suddenly start up, weapon
in hand, and slay all within liis reach. I have
known so many as eight killed and wounded by
a very feeble individual in this maimer. Next
day, when interrogated whether he was not sorry

for the act he had committed, no one could be
more contrite

;
when asked, “ Why, then, did you

doit?” the answer has invariably been, ‘‘The devil

entered into me, my eyes were darkened, I did

not know what I was about.” I have received

this same reply on at least twenty different

occasions
;
on examination of these monomanun^,

I have generally found them labouring under
some gastric disease or troublesome ulcer, dnd
these fearful ebullitions break out upon some
exacerbation of the disorder. Those about them
have generally told mo that they appeared moping
and melancholy a few days before the outbreak.’

The Bugis are by far the most addicted to the amok.
They are a bold, self-reliant, maritime people of

Celebes, of which they occupy the northern part,

and they are known, in consequence, as the men of

Macassar. The Bugis, originally from the same
stock as the Malay, are superior to all other natives

of the Archipelago in their spirit of adventure.

They are a brave, active, haughty, fierce, and vigor-

ous race. They love justice, and are faithful to their

bonds,but seldom forgive injuries. Underthename
of Macassars, they form the flower of the colonial

troops in the Dutch service
;
they are bold hunters,

and, mounted on their brisk little horses, drive the

deer through the woods, and capture it with a
lasso. The Bugis have been the greatest colonists

as well as the principal traders of tlie Archipelago.

The ingenuity of the savage and the amenity of

the civilised man, appear united in them. They
have received the Koran, but not abjured the

practices of their ancient faith,—the dark old

idolatry once universal in the Archipelago.

Stones and trees, painted red, still share their

devotions with the invisible god of Islam. Women
are treated honourablyamong them,—a distinction

in their manners not yet effaced by the Muham-
madan social law. They determine many disputes

by single combat, but never avenge themselves

by pergonal assassination. The Sulu race, on the

contrary, have no idea of putting themselves on
a footing with their antagonist, but always attack

him in the dark or off guard. Both the Malayan
and Bugis nations are maritime and commercial,
devoted to speculations of gain, animated by a
q>irit of adventure, and accustomed to distant

and hazardous enterprises
;
while the Javans, on

the contrary, are an agricultural race, attached
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to the soil, of quiet habits, and contented dis«

positions, almost entirely unacquainted with
navigation and foreign * trade, and little inclined

to engage in either.
*

Religion .—Malays have largely become converts

to Muhammadanism. The earliest conversion

recorded was that of the Achinese, the nearest

people of the Archipelago to the continent of

Asia. This was in 1206 of our era. The Malays
of Malacca were not converted until 1276 ;

the

inhabitants of the Moluccas not until 1478, and
the people of Celebes not until 1495, only the

year before Yasco da Gama passed the Cape of

Good Hope. Thus the earliest conversion of

these islanders took place 574 years after the

dcatli of Mahomed, and long after the first zeal

of his followers had evaporated.

'I’lie Malaya were not coerced into Muham-
madanism, nor have instances of violent con-

version been frequent in later times. The Arabs
and other Muhammadan missionaries have con-

ciliated the natives, acquired their language,

followed their manners, intermarried with them,

and their superiority of intelligence and civilisation

was employed only for the instruction and con-

version of a people, the current of whoso religious

opinions was ready to be directed into any channel

into which it was skilfully diverted.

In the Malay Peninsula the race are in part

Muhammadan, and in part pagan in the more
impracticable parts. To this day there are a few

mountaineers in Java still professing a kind of

Hinduism, and the Javanese retain numerous of

their old pagap superstitions, and have added
those of their subsequent religion. They people

the air, the woods and rivers, with various classes

of spirits. They have the praying or fleeting

ghosts
;
the barkas-a-han, kabiika-male, and we-

we, evil spirits
;
and the damit and dadun-gawu

or tutelary spirits. They now consider the Hindu
gods of their former belief not as imaginary

beings, but as real demons, and have added the

jail of the Arabs. The Afalay of Borneo firmly

believe in ghosts. If a man die or be killed, they

are afraid to pass the place.

Learning.—Malays can hardly bo said to have an

indigenous literature, for it is almost entirely derived

from Persia, Siam, Arabia, and Java. Arabic is

their sacred language. They have, however, a

celebrated historic Malay romance, called the

Hang Tuah, parts of which are frequently recited

in their villages after sunset prayers by their

village raconteurs, and some Arabic and Hindu

romances stand high in popular favour. They

have one Malay historical composition, dated A.H.

1021. The conversion of the Sumatra Malays

to Muhammadanism arose mainly out of their

commercial intercourse with Arabia.

Customs,—Malays rub noses, in lieu of the kissing

of Europe. Most of the advanced nations of the

Asiatic islands are gamblers, and the little fighting

fish of Siam and cock-fighting are largely bett^

on. In the ‘Archipelago, in Bali, Lombok,

Celebes, and the Philippines, cock-fighting is

quite a passion. The only material exceptions are

the Javanese. The passion for cocK-fighting is

indeed impressed in the very language of the

Malays, which has a specific name for cock-

fighting, one for the natural spur of the cock,

and another for the artificial spur, two names

for the comb, three for the. crow of the cock,
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two for a cock-pit, and one for a profesaional of women.’ It ia supposed to be of SiatneflO

cock-fighter. The passion is nowhere carried origin, as none but natiyes of Siam engage in it.

further than in the Spanish dominions of the Music from drums and brass instruments accom-
Philippines. There* it was licensed by the pany the performance. The actors move about
Government, which derived from it a yearly to the sound of the instruments,

revenue of about 40,000 dollars, or about £8000. Malays set the fashion of dress to the
Malay women of the Peninsula, when engaged islanders,* and the principal portions of the apparel

to be married, have their teeth filed down about are worn by the Malays, the Bugis, the Javanese,

a fourth part. and most of the smaller races all over the Archi-
War.—Sulu, Mindanao,and the crowd of islands pelago. The sarong is worn by both sexes; it

extending from Mindanao to the N.E. coast of is a cloth two yards long and four feet broad,

Borneo, and separating the Mindoro from the and is wrapped, round the lower part of the
Sulu sea, were the great seat of piracy in the body from the waist, like an unsewed gown. It

Archipelago. is often the sole dress worn in the house and
The Ladrones, or pirates of the Eastern Archi- courtyard,

pelage, consisted wholly of the inhabitants of the The saluar or sluar is a pair of drawers or

free Muhammadan states in Sumatra, Lingin, trousers, invariably worn when abroad
;
there are

Borneo, Magindanao, and Sulu. several kinds, the Achinese, the Chinese, the
The Malay pirate prahu or prow are stockaded, .Singapore sluar, and that of the Bugis, the last

and armed with heavy guns, generally the mariam reaching the middle of the thigh,

and lelah, to which last the Malays are very The baju or jacket. Its arms have several shapes,

partial; also matchlocks, long spears, pointed and have respective names, Baju sikat, Baju chari,

iiibong stakes charred at the end, and others cut and Baju pesa sabla or Baju tutop iman. The
short for throwing when at close quarters, and Baju tangan-kachang is a long gown reaching
large stones. The signal for attack is the sound to the ankles, worn by old women

;
Baju bastrob

of a sort of gong, called tawa tawa. is a vest or shirt
;
Baju ayit karang resembles a

The Malay are the great manufacturers of shift,

weapons of war. They have the sword, the kris The saluar, sarong, and baju arc the essential

and spear, brass and iron cannon, of sizes called parts of their dress.

miriaiii, rantaka, jala rainbang, ekor lotong, and The bang-kong, or waist-cloth, or sash, is often

lelah. They have also the blunderbuss and worn. It is of cotton or silk,

matchlock, satengar and pcmiira. The dustar or justar, a kerchief, is worn as a
The*Baju wear the baju ranti, or chain jacket, turband. The turband and flowing dress of the

and a shield of a long or roupd form. They Arab are worn by all who have performed the

swear by their krisses, for whicli they have a great Mecca pilgrimage.

veneration, and on going into battle, drink the The kris is never allowed to be visible in

water in which they have been dipped, uttering the presence of a superior or equal.

—

Bikmore's

imprecations on the foe. Trav.; Crnwfurd's Grammar; Journ. Indian
In Pulo Nias, the war jacket and cap is of Archip.

;
Latham's Ethnology

;
Logan ; Le Moni-

thick leather, covered with the black horsehair- teur,, 1847
;
HPNair^ p. ;

Newhold; Peschel;

like eju of the Aroiiga saccharifera palm. They Wallace; St, John's Ind. Archipelago
;
MarryaVs

have a spear and short sword. The Orang Laut Ind, Archipelago
;
Earl's Ind, Archipelago

;

Quar-
have the limbing or lance, the tampuling, a large terly Review, No. 222

;
A. H. Keane's Asia.

hook, the kujore, broad-headed fishing spear, MALAYANESIA. The name Indian Archi-
and the Serampong prong. pelago being too long to admit of being used in

The Sumatran races have also the rudus and an adjective or in an ethnographical form, Mr.

pemandap swords and siivar dagger
;
the Batta Earl suggested the term Indu-ncsia, but rejected

race wear the kalassan and jouo swords, also it also in favour of Malayaneaia. The purely

the tombak leda and tcrjiiig, the last a long geographical term Indonesia was, however, sug-

curved knife, which is used to cut up human gested by Mr. Logan, as we thus get Indonesian

fleshy according to Mr. Anderson, and guns, and Indonesians for the Indian Archipelago or

matchlocks, the kris, and ranjow. Indian islanders.

Games.—Sumatrans and Burmese have the sepa MALAY ARCHIPELAGO is a term sometimes
raga, or cane football game. It does not require applied to the multitudinous islands of the Archi-

Rtrength or courage, but is an exhibition of skill, pelago to the east of the Straits of Malacca,

dexterity, and activity. The ball is hollow and though this is more usually called the Archipelago,

elastic, about 4 in. in diameter. The players arc also the Eastern Archipelago. It is sometimes

unlimited in number, and stand in a circle about applied to the Mergui Archipelago along the
6 feet apart from each other. The ball is thrown Tenasserim coast, in the Bay of Bengal,

into the air, and as it descends, one of the players MALAY PENINSULA, or Tanna-Malayu, ex-

strikes it up again with hand or foot, shoulder, tends for 500 miles from the southern extremity

elbow, or knee, arm, forearm, thigh, or leg. Some- of Tenasserim almost to the equator, the island of

times the ball descends beyond the circle, and is Singapore being in lat. 1° 4P N. Its width varies

dexterously struck back again with the sole of the from 60 to 160 miles, and the entire area will be
foot, without the player altering his position, about 88,000 sq^uare geographical miles. The
Expert players will keep the ball from touching possession of it is chiefly divided between the
the ground for a considerable time. British and the Siamese. Engagements have
The Malays are exceedingly fond of music, but been formed by the British vpith the Ke^h State,

the drum seems to be their sole native instrument, which is tributary to Siam, and with the Inde-
though they have the violin. They have a drama pendent States of Perak, Selangor, the Con-
called Myoog, in which young lads take the part federate States of Rambowe, Sungei Ujong,
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Jobole; Sree-Menanti, and Johore^ The districts

pf Tringanu aiid KalaBtaa are also protected by
the British Government, under the treaty of

Baukok. A forest-clad mountain chain, rising

in Peri^ to ascertained heights of 8000 feet, runs

down its whole length near the centre, ’with

extensive outlying spurs and alluvial plains on
both aides. In the early p^rt of the 19th century,

Newbold thus estimated the population :

—

Kedah, .... 50,000 Joliolc, .... 2,000

Perak, .... 35,000 Muar 2,400

Selangor, . . . 12,000 Onang Binua Johole, 1,000

Johore, .... 25,000 Orang liiiiua of the

Pahang,.... 40,000 rest of the Penin-

Kemaman, . . . 1,000 sula, .... 25,000
Tiinganu, . . . 30,000 I’enaiig and Province
Kalantan, . . . 50,000 W^ellesley, 120,000

• Patani, .about . . 30,000 Malacca, . 46,882

SungeiUjong, . 3,200 Singapore, . 60,000

Rambowe, . . . 0,000

On the west side of the Peninsula are the

Native States of Kedah, Perak, Selangor, and
Sungei Ujong, the last three of which are under
British protection

;
and on the east are Patani,

Kalantan, Tringanu, and Pahang
;
the southern

extremity being occupied by the state of Johore.

The interior, which is scarcely at all known,
contains towards its centre the Negri Scmbilan,

a confederation of eight (formerly nine) small

states. The northern and eastern states of

Kedah, Patani, Kalantan, Pahang, and Trin-

ganu are more or less tributary to the Siamese
empire, which at intervals has exacted a golden
rose, the token of vassalage, from every state in

the Peninsula. ’

The British possessions in the Peninsula arc

the detached provinces of Wellesley, with tlie

island of Penang, also the Ding Dings, Malacca,

and the island of Singapore, and in 1881 tlieir

respective population was as under :

—

Penang,
Prov. Well.,

Ding Dings.
Malacca. Singapore.

Arabs, . .

Europeans, .

574
G74 40 2,768

Eurasians, . 1,597 2,213 3,094

Chinese, . . 67,502 19,741 80,760

Malay, . . 84,724 07,488 22,114

Tamil, . . 25,094
32Armenians, .

Jews, . . . 32

Eastern races, ...
4,’697

190,597 93,579 139,208

The East India Company acquired I’euang in

1776, Province Wellesley in 1798, Singapore in

1823, and Malacca in 1824. These were under

the rule of the E. I. Company until they were

consolidated in 1867 into one government under

the British dominion, and are known as the

Straits Settlements.

The Ding Dings, a lively group of small islands,

ceded to Britain by the Pangkor treaty.

• The mainland of the Peninsula, with the ex-

ception of a few diminutive Negro mountaineers,

is occupied by Malays, or by men of that race,

for the several wild tribes in the interior speak

the Malay language, and have the same physical

form as the Malays, although not calling them-
selves by this name, and their language containing
mi^y. woids that are not Malay.

^
wild tribes have been vaguely estimated

at 8000 to 11,000 souk The Semaug mem
found in the forests of Kedah, Tringanu, Per^,
and Selangor. Jakuns inhabit the south pa|t of

the Peninsula, from about Belaugor on the west
coast, and Komaman on the east, and extending

nearly as far as Singapore. Orang Binua signi-

fies men of the soil. All these various wild tribes

are ordinarily classed under this general and ex-

pressive appellation, Orang Binua or Orang
titan, and in Perak the Sakei

;
there are also

the Udai, Hala, Belanda, Besisik, the seafaring

Selong, and the seafaring Akkye or Rayat Laut
or Orang Laut, men of the sea.

The JSemany are about the same height as the

Malays, but their hair, instead of being lank and
straight like theirs, is short and curly, though
not woolly like that of the African Negro, and
their skins are of a dark brown, nearly black.

Their noses incline to be flat, their Joreheads
recede, and their lips are thick. They are singu-

larly sliy, and shun intercourse with men of other

races.

With the Sakei or Jakun, Orang Binua or Orang
Utan, the mouth is wide and the lips are large,

the lower part of the face projects, the nose is

small, the nostrils are divergent, and the cheek-

bones are prominent. The liair is very abundant
and long, and usually matted and curly, but not

woolly. They have broad cliests, and veiy sturdy,

muscular limbs. They are much shorter in stature

than the Malays, the men in some of the tribes

rarely exceeding 4 feet 8 inches in height, and tlie

women 4 feet 4 inches.

The llayai or Oramj Laut, subjects, or men of

the sea, live almost entirely upon fish. They are

altogether restless and impatient of control. They
are passionately fond of music, and are most
ingenious in handicrafts, specially in boat-building.

Kedah or Qiiedah, called in Siamese Muang
Sai or the Sai kingdom, extends from the Trang
river, in lat. 7° 20' N., to the Krian, in lat. 6® 10' N.,

which separates it from Perak. The purest Malay
is written and spoken in this state, being often

ill the Archipelago influenced by mixture with

other tongues. 'riie highest detached hill is

Gunong Gerai or Kedah peak. Penang was
.sold by the raja of Kedah for £2000 a year,

which is paid at the present day to liis successor.

When the Kedah prince ceded Penang. to the

British he represented himself as independent,

and as such was treated by the British.

Several tribes arc within its limits, the Semang
and Udai in the forests of the north

;
the Rayat

Utan, the Jakun, Sakei, Hala, Belanda, and

Besisik in others to the south
;
while the Akkye

or Rayat Laut (lit. people of the sea) dwell upon

the shores aud islets of the Peninsula. Wherever
scattered, they live totally apart from the Malays,

and differ from them widely in person, habits, and

religion
;
in short, are of a much lower grade in

the scale of civilisation. The Malays themselves

sometimes class the various tribes under the

general appellation of Orang Binua,, men of the

soil.

The names of inland places are chiefly Binua

terms. There is a striking resemblance in feature

between the Binua and the Malay, and
less in their respective languages. Many
believe the Udai tribe are a class of Jakun. The

Tuanku Puteh of Rambowe informed Newbold

that the Udai are thinly scattered over the states
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of JeHabtt, Pabang, Tringanu, and Quedah, and Spirit of God came upon him, and he ptopheaicd
rea^ble in feature the darker variety of Jakun. among them.’ ^

?

Their' size is represented as smaller, and their MALBUS. Arabo-Hindl Clothing; clothed^;

liabit§ more savage: Aocording to Sir* S. Raffles pL Malbusat. Malbus-khas, an annual investment
and Mr. Anderson, the Semang of Qued^ has the of fine muslins, formerly furnished from Dacca, for
woolly hair, protuberant belly, thick lips, black the royal wardrobe at Dehli.

—

W,
skin, fiat nose, and receding forehead of the MALCOLM, Three brothers of this name are
Papuan. Mr. Anderson described the Semang of known in the history, of the East Indies. Sir
Perak as resembling those of Quedah in personal Pulteney Malcolm, who rose to the rank of Admiral
appearance, but speaking a different dialect, in the British navy, and in 1798 was employed
They possess, he says, the same curling black hair, in cutting out of vessels at Manilla. Sir Charles
are a little darker in colour, and have not the Malcolm, born in 1782, also a British naval officer,

thick lips of an African
;
they subsist by hunting, served under his brother Sir Pulteney at Manilla

and make huts of the branches, and cloths of the in 1798. lie saw much service during the war
bark of trees, shunning the haunts of more re- with France. He was knighted by Lord Wellesley
fined .beings. They are numerous in Quedah, at Dublin in 1826, became Rear-Admiral in 1837.
and reside generally on or near mountains, such He was appointed as the first Oommander-in-
as those of Jerrei and Juru, and are found in Chief of the Indian navy in 1827, where he served
Tringanu, Perak, and Selangor. They live in till 1838, and instituted several extensive and
rude huts, easily removed from place to place, important surveys along the shores of the Arabian
constructed of leaves and branches. Sea, Bay of Bengal, and Indian Ocean.
Perak lies between lat. 4° and 6° N. It is Sir John ^falcoltn, born 1769, entered the

famed for its tin mines. Gold is met with in all its Madras army (1782) at the age of 13. When the
rivers. Perak (pronounced Payrah) is the richest Nizam’s army took the field in Mysore against
and most important of the states of the Peninsula, Tipii Sultan, Captain Malcolm accompanied it

as well as one of the largest. Its coast-lihc is .as Political Agent, and after the fall of Tipu
about 125 miles iu length. Perak river is a most Sultan and the reduction of Seringapatam, he was
serpentine stream. Its population, 971,940, is associated with General Arthur Wellesley, Colonel
chiefly Chinese and Malays. Tin is the most Close, and Captain Munro in the commission ap-
abundant of the mineral products of Perak. Gold pointed for tlie settlement of Mysore. He was on
is found in tolerable quantities even by the Malay four occasions sent as ambassador to the court of
easy-goiug manner of searching for it, and Persia in 1799

;
again in 1808, but was hot allowed

diamonds and garnets occur. to advance beyond Bushiro
;
a third time whilst

Selangor is a small Malay state lying between Sir Harford Jones was there
;
and he went a

lat. 2° 34' and 3° 42' N. Its coast-line is about fourth time on a supplementary mission, but it

120 miles in length; population about 20,000. was a mere pageant and very costly, though from
Its rivers, up to 1871, were shelters for pirates, it resulted his History of Persia and Pottinger’s

In Selangor and Perak arc isolated hills of lime- Baluchistan.

stone from 80 to 1000 feet in height. At Batu During the war against the Pindara and
are magnificent limestone caves with stalactites Mahrattas, which lasted from the 5th November
and stalagmites. The roof of one cavern is 355 1817 to the 13th May 1819

;
in all the operations

feet from the floor. • of the war, as second in command at Mehidpur,
The Negri Semhilan or Nine States are inland, 21st December 1817, in the pursuit of Baji Rao

south of Selangor. These have been indopend- and of Apa Sahib, and in the final reduction of

ent since the breaking up of the kingdom of tlie fortress of Asirgarh, he was the prominent
Johore. authority. At the close of that war he was ap-

Stingei Ujong is mainly an inland state, access pointed to the civil and military command of

to its very limited seaboard being by the river Malwa, and iu the year 1827 he became governor
Linggi, its area about 700 square miles. Its of Bombay. He was an active, able man, of large

aboriginid tribes, the Besisik, Jakun, OrangBukit, stature, with much energy and great bonhomie.

Rayat Laut, Rayat Utan, and Semang, have been He was a voluminous writer. Amongst his other

largely pushed aside by Malaya. Its population books were—Sketch of the Political History of

in 1883 was 12,000, of whom the Chinese were India from 1784 to the present time, London
10,000. It is rich iu tin. It is the great mineral 1826; Observations on the Disturbances in the

product of the Peninsula, and is largely washed Madras Army in 1809, London 1812; History of

by the Chinese. The tin districts whicli have been Persia from the most early period to the present

most worked of late years have been those at time, London 1815; Report on the Province of

IClang in Selangor, at Laroot in Perak, and at Malwa and adjoining Districts, Calcutta 1822

;

Li^hie near Malacca. Gold, garnets, and sap- Instructions to Officers acting under his. Orders

phires likewise occur, and it is said diamonds in Central India, 1821, London 1824; Sketch

also. — Mev, P, Faver^ Apostolic Missionary^ of the Sikhs
;
History of Persia

; Letter on the

Malacca
; Oshom's Quedah ; N^wbohPs British Persian Army

;
on the Present (1810) Gdnditioi|

^dements; Sonnerat, ii. p. 177; St. John's Ind of Persia; Memoir of the Kajar Family on
Archip

. ; Journl Ind. Archip,: J. L. Bird, Golden Trade of the Persian Gulf; Sketches of Persia.

Qlmrionese. MALCOLMSON, JOHN GRANT, M.D., F.R.S.,

MALBUK, Arab., confused, possessed, ecsta- F.G.S., a Madras medical officer from 182$ to

tic, is a term applied to a Muhammadan perma- 1840 He wrote on Beri-beri, on the Rheumatio
nentlyinsane, or overcome by religious excitement, and Neuralgic Affection, tenned by the natives
It is the ecstatic condition described in 1 Samuel burning of the feet

;
on the Fossils of the Gawil-

when Saul reached the hill of God, garh Range, and on the Basaltic District of ladia,
* Behold, a company of prophets met him; and the in the Madras Journal of Literature and

;
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ftlik) on the Effects of Solitary Confinement of

European Soldiers in Warm Climates. While
geologizing in Gujerat and Kandesh, he died ol

hepatitis at Dhoolia, 23d March 1844.
MALDAH, a British district in the Lieutenant-

Governorship of Bengal, occupying an eastern

projection of the Bhagulpur division. Jt lies

between lat. 24“ 29' 50" and 25° 32' 30" N., and
long. 87° 48' and 88° 33' 30" E. Three of its

towns have been its capitals. Gaur is said to have
been abandoned on the occurrence of a great

pestilence. Its ruins, lying between the Mahan-
anda and the Ganges, are scattered over an area

of more than 20 square miles. The foundation

of this city is referred back to the remotest anti-

quity. It was the Hindu metropolis of Bengal

before tlie Musalman conquest, and continued to

bo the capital of the Afghan invaders for at least

three centuries, and its name distinguishes a class

of languages and a tribe of Brahmans. Pandua
or Perua, which lies about 20 miles north-east

from Gaur beyond the Mahananda, superseded

the latter city as the seat of government during

the reigns of five successive Afghan monarchs,

towards the close of the 1 Uh century. Tandan
Tangra succeeded Pandua. As far back as 16HG

the E. I. Company had a silk factory here. In

1770, English Bazar was lixed upon for a com-
mercial residency; the buildings of which, strongly

fortified after the fashion of those days, exist to

the present day.

The two staple manufactures of the Maldah
district are silk and indigo. The weaving of silk

is said to date back to the Hindu kingdom of

Gaur, and the peculiar cloth known as Maldahi has

been for generations a speciality of external com-

merce. The English had a factory at Maldali at

least as early as IGSG. The population comprise

the aboriginal Kharwar, Dhangar, Koch, l^ali,

Rajbansi, Chain, and Bind; also the Hindu Kai-

barta, Nagar, Teli, Goala, and Tiar, with a few
Muhammadans.
MALDEO, died S. 1671 (a.d. 1615) ;

he had

twelve sons. His death formed an important

epoch in the annals of the Kahtor race. The
.banner of the Moghul empire floated over the

panchranga, the five-coloured flag, which had led

the Rahtor from victory to victory, and had
waved from the sandhills of Amerkot to the salt

lake of Sambhar
;
from the desert bordering the

Garah to the peaks of the Aravalli. Thencefor-

ward the Rahtor princes were required to main-

tain a contingent of their proud vassals, headed

by the heir, to serve at the Moghul’s pleasure.

—

Tod, ii. p. 30.

MALDIYE ISLANDS, Zabiyah-ul-Mohli, a

vast group of islands, estimated at 1200, extend-

ing southward from lat. 7° 6' 30" N. to 0° 42' S.

A memoir of them, by Lieuts. J. A. Young and W.
Christopher, I.N., is given in Bom. Geog. Trans.,

1836-1838. These islands and rocks have about 60

miles of breadth, the islands being formed into large

groups, which the natives call atoll or atollon.

The most northern is Heawandoo Pholo Atoll, 12 miles

by 7, contains 24 islands, of which 7 are inhabited,

with a population of 760.

Tilladoo Matte Atoll, 35 miles in extent, has 88 islands,

all the northern of which are inhabited.

Malcolm Atoll contains 100 inhabitants ; many ships
have been wrecked on it.

^(illadoo Madou Atoll contains 101 islands, of which
23 are inhabited, with a population of 1700 or 1800.

^haidoe !l^holo Atoll, 10 miles south of Milladoo Madou,
has about 10 islands near it.

Mahlop Mahdoo Atoll extendi from lat. 6“ V to 5“

69^ N., in long. 72“ 65\E., has 4 imall islands on
its south.

Ari Atoll has a number of small islands on its eastern

boundary.
Malo Atoll has near it Male Island or King Island, with

a population of 1600 or 2000. It is unfavourable

to the health of European strangers.

Cardiva or Cardoo, in lat. 4“ 58' 30“'' N., and long. 73* 26'

B., has 200 inhabitants.
South Malo Atoll contains 22 islands, of which only 3

are occupied with 200 people.

Pha-lee-doo Atoll is situated between lat. 3* 19' 30^ and
3“ 41' N.

Moloqiie Atoll is 15 miles broad from east to west.

Nillandoo Atoll extends from lat. 2* 40' to 3* 1' 30^ N.
At its south extreme is a group of 20 islands, and
there are detached small islands on the boundary.

Coollo Mandoo Atoll, Adou Matte Atoll, Suadiva or

Hooahdoo Atoll may be named.
Phoowa Moloku Islands, the most south-easterly of

the Maldivo islands, is 2 miles long ; it has 300 or
400 inliabitants, wlio are fishers smd weavers.

Addoo Atoll is the south extreme of the Maidive chain
of islands. Its south point is in lat. 0* 41' 30^ S.,

and long. 73“ 5' E.

The group extend 466 geographical miles in

length, and 46 or 48 miles in breadth. Between
the islands the water is of great depth, but on the

surrounding reefs the waves beat with great

violence. The reefs have openings which admit
ships to enter, and though the water inside the

atolls is generally shallow and calm, the depth is

sufficient to allow vessels to pass from one side to

another. The soil is sandy, all the islands are

densely clothed with palms, fig trees, bread-fruit

trees, and a thick jungle covers them all. Indian

corn, sugar-cane, and millet are grown in a few.

Large numbers of vessels have been wrecked

upon the islands, the steamers Sea Gull (in 1879)
and Co7)seU (in 1880). As a rule, shipwrecked
people are well received by the Maldivians, and

the Ceylon Government occasionally have an

Opportunity of reciprocating that kindness’ by

providing for Maldivians wrecked on the Ceylon

coasts. The islands are inhabited by 30,000 or

40.000 people. They trade with India, Ceylon,

Chittagong, and Singapore, carrying in their

peculiar ships cocoaniits, salt fish, cocoanut oil,

coir, jagari, coral, ornamental mats, tortoise-shell,

and cowries, find import grain, cotton, silk,

and tobacco. The coir is noted for its light colour,

fineness, and comparative strength. Maidive

mats, for delicacy of pattern and permanence of

lye, are perhaps unsurpassed in the world.

The Maldivians construct their own quadrants,

and translate into their own language the nautic^

tables. The people are quiet and inoffensive. Their

ruler is styled Sultan of the thirteen atolls and

12.000 isles. Upon the acquisition of Ceylon by

the British in 1796, the inheritance of the suzer-

ainty over the Maldives fell to them by the free-

will of the Sultan. The present Sultan sendi an

ambassador to the. Governor of Ceylon annually,

and his arrival at Colombo, and formal journey

rom the wharf to the Government House, is one of

-he most curious sights to be had in the capital..

Maldivian etiquette requires the ambassador to

‘•ear with both hands on his head the silver

3ontaining his sovereign’s letter (in a double

mvelope of coloured silk and spangly
and two tiny silk bags of ambeims and sea

iocoanut. The management of all state ana
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revenue matters is entrusted by the Sultan to the Tamil and Telugu, and contains so many Drayi«

vizirs, and he^ frequently consults with them, dian roots of primary importance, though it also

Justice is dispensed in the house of the Fadiyaru contains a large admixture of roots and forms

or Kazi, who is head of the church and chief belonging to the Kol dialects, that Dr. Caldwell,

magistrate, and sometimes, in important cases, in considers it had originally belonged to the

the king’s palace. With the education imparted Dravidian family of languages. Test words show
to the children is the reading and writing of the an identity of language among the Rajmahali on
Koran. Three different writing characters are the east, and the Maira in the remote jungles

found on the tombstones, the Dewehi Hakura, the down to the Godavery, and the Gond, who Jve
Arabic written from right to left, and the Gabali along the Satpura as far west as Niinar and
Tana similarly written, and the last is the common Malwa.

dialect of all the atolls. It is said to be Malay. The Paharia arrange themselves in three tribes,

Muhammadanism has been the accepted religion the Maler, the Mai, and the Kumhar
;
the first

of the Maldivians for at least six centuries, but retain more of the habits of their ancestors than

side by side with it there has continued to exist the others, and they eat the carcases of animals

an older creed—not the less real because disowned which die of disei^sc.

—in demons and spirits, spells, charms, and the The houses are built of wattled bamboo. A
like. Every man in his lifetime provides for him- long bamboo is fixed in the ground in front of

self aburying-place.

—

Darwin; Licuta. /. A. Young each house to ward off evil spirits.

and W» Christopher^ LN., in liomhay Geog. Trans.^ The Maler call themselves the Asal Paharia,

1886-1838
;
Encyc. Brit.

;
Mr. Bell'.s Report. pure Paharia. The people of the southern or

MALE, in Coorg, a class of people whose Kamgarh Mills, called Mai, have another division

mothers liave forfeited their caste by reason of called Kumhar, who abstain from cow’s flesh,

adultery^aftcr widowhood. from flesh of animals which die a natural

MAIjE or Paharia are hillrncn of Kajinalial, death, and will not partake of food that has
whence .their other designation Rajmahali. The not been cooked by themselves; repudiating all

Rajmahal hill country extends from the banks of notions of consanguinity with the impure feeding

the Ganges at Segrigalli, in lat. 25° 15' N., and Northerners.

long. 87° 3' E., to the Brahmani river and the The Maler is short of stature and slight of

boundary of the Birbhurn district, a distance of make, and wears his hair well oiled and combed
70 miles. To the south of the Brahmani, the in a knot on the top of his head. The features

hills continue to the river Dwaraka as the Ram- .ore of a mild Tamil type. The Oraon custom of

garh Hills of the Birbhurn district. excluding the unmarried adults of both sexes

The Rajmahal Hills form a kind of knot at the from the family residence is followed by the

extreme eastern point of the hill country of l^aharia, and the bachelors’ hall and maidens’

Central India, dividing Bengal from Behar, and dormitories are institutions of the Rajmahal Hills,

the people arc known as Male. They arc to the as well as of the Cbutia N{\gpur highlands,

east of the Oraon, and arc entirely different from Colonel Dalton says the hill lads and lasses form
their neighbours the Santal. very romantic attachments

;
they work together.

In the year 1832, the British Government, in go to market together, cat together, and sleep

order to protect the Male race, marked off by together. But if they overstep the prescribed

pillars their territory. The cordon or ring-fence limits, a sacrifice of animals is enforced at their

encloses a tract called the Daman-i-Koh, and expense in atonement. But this is fanciful,

witkn it the Male dwell. It is 205 miles in In their marriages, the groom, with the little

circumference, containing 1366 square miles, of finger of his right hand, marks the girl on the

which 900 arc said to be culturable. At the forehead with red lead, and then, linking the same

census of 1872, there were returned 53,866 linger with the little finger of her right band, he

Paharia, 191,462 Santal, and 18,985 of other leads her away to his own house. Colonel Dalton

races. The rest of the hill country is called the says polygamy is practised, and if a man leave

Santal Parganas, and, including the Daman-i- several widows they can become the wives of

Koh, its area is 5456 square miles, the popula- his brothers or cousins, but only one to each,

tion aggregating 1,257,281 souls, of whom 455,513 The Maler have a firm belief in the trans-

were Santal. The bulk of the Santals are in the migration of souls
;
they call God Bedo, and

Bhagulpur and Bardwan divisions (569,643). The the title affixed to the name of all their deities

total in all India, 1,087,202, of Wiiom 203,264 are is Gosai. They have priests. Demonos, and

semi-Hinduized. priestesses, Khiendri, who, when officiating,

The Rajmahali is less cheerful thau the Santal, become wildly excited. They make wooden

less industrious, and does not join in the dances images, which arc honoured for a season as idols,

to which the people of the Mundah stock arc so and annually renewed, the old ones being thrown

devoted. The Maid are better looking than the away as rubbish. In each village, as in nearly all

Santal. It was the Male race amongst whom Hindu villages, a shed is put up for the tutelary

Mr. Cleveland successfully laboured to impart to gosain, in which stones are placed to represent

them settled habits. They are quiet cultivators, him and his attendants. There are two processes

and formed the bulk of the corps formerly known of divination. Lieutenant Shaw calls one Satani,

as the Bhagulpur Hill Rangers. Ghatwal estates the other Cherin. The former is a twt by blood

are particularly numerous in the Bhagulpur and sprinkled on bcl leaves. The Paharia bury their

Birlmum districts adjoining the Rajmahal Hills dead, but a priest’s body is carried on a cot into

on either side. The estates pay no revenue, but the for^t, and placed under the shade of a tree,

are held on the condition of guarding the passes where it is covered with leaves and branches,

against hill robbers, murderers, and cattle-lifters, and left. The reason assigned by them for treat?

The Mal^ language aboiCnds in terms common to ing Demonos exceptionally, is that their ghosts
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pe exceedingly troublesome if the' bodies are laid Wilson supposes that the Malabar women who
in the village cemetery. The bodies of people who bore children to them» from such casual or pdr-
die of contagious diseases ate similarly disposed manent intercourse, ignorant as to who of the
of.'

—

Lomn ; Dalton's Bengal
;
Tickell ; Hodgson, race of foreigners were the fathers, styled the

MALeALAM or Malayalam, also called Kerala, children sons of mothers
;
but the probability is

a region in the extreme S.W. portion of the that the law of descensus ab utero, marumakka-
Peninsula of India, extending from the Chandra- tayam, followed by the mothers, was prevailing

giri river, in lat. 12® 29' N., to Cape Comorin, in from prior ages. The Moplah are active, enter-

lat^8° 4' 20" N. It is fabled in Hindu legend to prising, and possess much landed property. Their
have been reclaimed from the ocean by the now origin is explained by the fact^ that till lately

deified warrior Parasu Rama, and within historic Tyatti, or women of the Tiyar race, did not lose

times it has had many dynastic changes. The caste by forming connections with rich and respect-

Zamorin of Calicut, the Bibi of Cannanore, the able foreigners, though, since two or three have
raja of Travanc'ore, the Portuguese, Dutch, risen in the Government service to position (one

French, and the Muhammadan Sultan Tipii, have was a deputy collector) they have pub a stop to

held sway there, but the present paramount this practice. The Mappila race have several

power is the British, and it is now partitioned times risen in insurrection, seemingly from agrarian

into the British districts of South Canara and grievances. Hindu landlords kept the land in

Malabar, the States of (Cochin, Travancore, and their own hands or leased it out to the Mappila

the Bibi of Cannanore. The region is a scries at high rents, and then took advantage of legal

of hills and valleys, which explains the name righta to turn them out.

Malealam, meaning literally hill and dale,—Malai, MAIjEALI, a cultivator and shepherd race

a mountain, Alam, a dale. Kerala, its other name, of mountaineers, about 8500 in number, occupy-
is of doubtful origin, one derivation being from ing 79 villages in the rude valleys spattered over

Keram, a cocoanut, another being from a wise the Shevaroy Hills. They are said to have emi-

ruler of that name. grated from Conjeveram in the 13th jcentury.

The prominent race are the Maleala Sudra or The houses are circular in form. They speak the

Nair. (jf them, the 1881 census returned 604,260, Tamil, and are Hindus. They cultivate the soil,

and the people speaking the Maleala language at but have herds of cattle.

4,847,681. MALE ARASAR, hill kings, are hill tribes in-

Malealam, Malearma, ^Malayarma, or Malay- habiting the {Southern Ghats. They speak corrupt

alam is the vernacular, but Tamil is spoken Malealam in the northern part of the range, where
by 16*8 per cent, of the population, these two the Malealam is the prevailing language, and
tongues being used by 99*2 per cent, of the corrupt Tamil in the southern, in the vicinity

inhabitants, Tamil chiefly south of Trevandrum, of Tamil-speaking districts. The Mal4 Arasar
and Malealam to the north

;
but all alorig the tribes inhabit the range of ghats between Tinne-

southern portion of the west coast, a large part velly and Travancore, in small communities of

of the population is of foreign blood. There are five or six families, and probably do not exceed

settled here numerous smaller tribes or castes of 500 in all. Their huts consist of a few sticks

Indian races, of Aryan and non-Aryan and Semitic covered with bark and thatch. They live on wild

descent, speaking Canarcse, Gujerati, Hindustani, forest products, but, since a.d. 1850, they have

Konkani, Mahrati, Nagari, Tamil, Telugu, and been cultivating potatoes for their own family

Tulu, with foreign races speaking Arabic, Hebrew, use. They have a few fowls and dogs. As a

English, French, Portuguese. Malayarma is spoken raco they are diminutive and pot-bellied, their

along the Malabar coast on the western side of crania small and pear-shaped, rising to a point

the ghats or Malealam range of mountains from about the junction of the occipital bone and the

the vicinity of Mangalore, where it supersedes the sagittal suture
;
a low retreating forehead, long,

Canarese and the Tulu, to Trevandrum, where it tangled, black hair, flat nose, and small eyes,

begins to be superseded by the Tamil. Malealam I’hey are averse to intercourse with strangers,

was separated from the Tamil before the latter They catch wild animals with j)it8 and traps, and

was cultivated and refined, and, from Brahmanical use bows and arrows. They are miserably low

influence, has since had an infusion of Sanskrit in the scale of civilisation. {See Malai Arasar.

words more than in any other Dravidian language, MALEGAON, in lat. 20° 32' 18" N., and long,

the fewest of such being in the Tamil. In all the 74° 36' 51" E., is a town and milifeiry cantonment
southern languages, save the Malealam, the pro- in the Nasik district of the Bombay Presidency,

noun is postfixed in a contracted form to the built on an affluent of the Girna. The mean
verb. Some of the postfixes are also made height of the village is 1587 feet— TPifc.

;

honorific by slight euphonic changes. MALEGAWA, a Buddhist temple at Kandy,
In this tract the Nair race occupy large hold- contains the Delada or reputed tooth of Buddha,

ings
;
the maharaja of Travancore is a Nair, and MALEKUDI, literally" hill inhabitants* races

there are many of the Moplah or Mappila Muham- dwelling on the skirts of the Malabar forests who
madans. The Mappila in N. Malabar, known also gather the wild produce of the forests. They are

as the Chulia, wnte Malealam with the Arabic known in some parts of the forests as Mahratta,

character, but with additional vowel marks for e, also as Malemaylaru, Kudubi, Gowda, Koiagar,

0
,
andi, and some of the consonants have addi- Davalu, Nangaru, and Holyar. They sdl- the

tional dots. In S. Malabar they use the old Tamil produce to the bazar men, but the sale proceeds

character called vattezhuttu. are so trifling as barely to sufllce for their food

The Moplah, written also Mapillai, possibly and their very limited clothing. In bad sOttons

<^ved from the Tamil words Ma, mother, PiUa, they live on roots, fruits, and game. They wew
are all Mi^mmadans, and are descendants formerly largely engaged in. uie kttnlftfi <Kuti-

wbo visited or settled in Malabar ; and vation, which waastopitod in FasH 1267. -
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. MALE MANGOSTEEN, fruit of Garcinia pur-

purea.

—

Roxh,

MALEO, tho Megacephalon rubripes, deposits

its eggs in the loose sand of the sea-beach, in

holes just above lugh-water mark; the female

lays one large egg, which she covers over and
returns to tho forest

;
but many birds lay in the

same hole. A dozen eggs are often found to-

gether. One egg fills an ordinary teacup, from

4 to 4J inches long, and 2;^ to wide. They
are very good to eat, and much sought after.

The hen-bird takes no further care of the eggs,

which the young bird breaks through about the

13th day, and runs at once to the forest. Each
hen lays six or eight eggs in a season of two or

three months.
MALER KOTLA, in lat. 30^ 31' N., and long.

75° 59' E., is 30 miles south of Ludhiana. It

is the chief town of a Native State in the Panjab,

ruled by a Muhammadan nawab of Afghan
descent. It is about 165 square miles in area,

with a ^pulation 91,560 in 1876.

MALEVARA, a tribe of hillmen in the Nagar
district of Mysore, said to be the aboriginal land-

holders, Malevelan is Malealam, and means a

tribe of mountaineers.

MALGUZAR. Hind., Pers. In India, the

person responsible to Government for tlui pay-

ment of the revenues assessed on a village. Mal-

guzari, revenues.

MALI. Hind. A gardener. The gardener

race of India are a very large body, engaged in

the finer branches of their profession. Many of

the Koer of Northern India, aixl of tho Kunbi of

the Mahratta districts, with tho Tota Kara or

Tota Vadu of the Toling and Tamil countries,

follow gardening. The Mali at the 1881 census

were returned at 1 ,209 ,0 19 . They are particularly

numerous in the Dowlatabad province, extending

into Ahmadnaggur and Poona, southwards to

Sholapnr, and northwards to Berar. They are

cultivators, and sell vegetables, fruits, and flowers.

In the Mahratta country the Mali is distinguished

by the article he chiefly cultivates, as Jiri-Mali,

grower of cummin and other aromatic seeds;

Phul-Mali, grower of flowers, etc.

Mali are supposed by Mr. Campbell to be a

considerable and widespread people. Between
Ambala and Dehli are a good many Mali villages,

and they arc scattered about the N.W. Provinces

as gardeners. They are common about Ajmir,

and on the* southern frontier of Hindustan. South
of Jubbulpur, they are many and mixed with the

Kurmi; all ihrough the Mahratta country they

are mixed with the Kunbi, and most of the potails

are either Kunbi or Mali, and extending with the

Kurmi far to the east, the Mali into Orissa, and
the Kurmi into Manbhum and other districts of

Chutia Nagpur.—Campbell
MALIA, a small Native State in the Kattyawar

proyince of the Bombay Presidency. Its ruler is

a Jarija Rajput, with a yearly income of £6098 ;

pays tribute of £136 jointly to the Gaokwar of

Baroda and the nawab of Junagarh, and maintains
a military force of 50 men.
MALIAH or Maliya, hill tracts in Ganjam and

Vizagapatam districts, a hilly or mountain tract in

western portion of the Ganjam district, cover-
ing an area of 8500 square miles, and Inhabited

the Khond and Savara races. The country is

with dense forests of sal. The Khond

race are skilful and energetic, and well-tO'^do

farmerSi This hilly country nearly eucompafesea
the more productive parts 6f Gumsur.
MALIDA. Hind., Pers. Soft food, used in

India by toothless people. Also clothof shawl-wool,
fulled or rqjbbed so as to have the surface felted

like cloth. It is a woollen fabric in use in Tibet.

MALIK, also called Dasht-i-Malik, also Choi
Malik, is a flat desert plain on the road from
Bokhara to Samarcand.—TV. C. As,

MALIK. Arab. A king. It is the title of
every Afghan house or tribal subdivision. Malikah
is a queen.

*

MALIK or Mullak, a race in Behar, who
follow the Muhammadan religion of the Sunni
sectarians.

MALIKANA. Hind. A sum paid in money
or kind to the malik or owner of land by the
kashtkar or pahi kasht cultivator, who is his tenant.

MALIK DIN, a khel or section of the Afridi.
Their three sections are located close together in
the central portion of the Tira Maidan.
MATjIKI. In the first periods of Muhammad-

anism, four Arabian doctors made commentaries
on the original text of the Koran, which were
adopted by sects, now severally distinguished by
tho names of the commentators. But these ex-
planations did not militate with much force against
the first system, nor create any violent feuds
among the different sectaries. The Muhammadans
have now about 150 sects.

I’he names of the four great commentators were
Malik as above

;
Hanbali, born at Baghdad a.h.

146, died 241
;
Hauifi, born at Kufa a.h. 80, died

in prison at Baghdad a.h. 150
;
and Shaft

;
and

their followers are designated Maliki, Hanbali,
Hanifi, and Shafai. •

MALIK-ibn-ANAS was born at Medina A.D.

713-714, and died there 795. The years a.h. 95
and 179 are also given.

MAIJK RYHAN SAIITB. Oblations are
offered at his slirine.

MALIK-SHAH-JALAL-ud-DIN. There are
two eras in Persia, viz. that of Yezdejird iii.,

king of Persia, dating from his accession, 16th
June a.d. 632, and that of Malik-Shah-Jalal-ud-
Din, king of Khorasan, which dates from A.D.

1079, the date of his reforming the Yezdejird era.

It is still in use in Persia. The Persian tropical

year consists of 365d. 4h. 49' 15" O'" 48"", which
is more correct than the Gregorian year.

MALIK TAOUS. Mr. Rich, describing the
Kurd tribe who worship this idol, says (ii. p. 70)
their pir or shaikh reads prayers, every hearer at

intervals crying out, Amen
; and this is the whole

of their worship. It is true that they pay adora-

tion, or at least a sort of worship, to Malik Taous,

the figure of a cock placed on a kind of candle-

stick, and produced once yearly for the purpose
of worship.

MALTKZA, a section of the Razar division of

the Yusufzai of the Peshawur district.

MALIMBI, a mountain in the Yelusavira

of hills, Coorg; 4488 feet above the sea. iSef
summit is conspicuous from every part of Co6^^g.—Imp. Gaz.

MALIPUR or Maliy^uram, a group of hamlets
; in Malabar, Madras. Lat. 11® 3° 2" N.; lotig. '75®

2r Gaz, -

MALKA, ^ villi^e in the Amasai eooxitry, on a
plateau in the N.VV. of the^Mahaban^ mountain.
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Wahabee sectarians from Hindustan settled in it, country in the west of India, the proviuco of

and in 1863 led to an expedition being sent Malabar.— Wils,

against them. Major^James, O.B., Commissioner MALLIAL, a people who are very industrious

of Peshawur, induced the Boner tribes to send a cultivators and gardeners, on the N.W. frontier

contingent of 2000 men with the Corps of Guides of British India, above the Salt Range, and ex-

to bum down Malka. Thus the elder branch of tending up into Peshawur. They now profess

the Yusufzai repeated the vengeance which they Muhammadanism.

—

Campbell, p. 108.

once before toox on the fanatics, when in May MALLIMBI, a peak lying on the confines of

1831 their fathers rose against Syud AHmad, the Yelusavira and Yeddavanad; it is an exact cone,

founder of the sect, who was then slain at Balakot MALLINATIIA, a poet and author of com-
on the Indus, drove his family to take refuge with mentaries of great repute on the Kaghuvansa,

the nawab of Tonk, who long sheltered them, and Megha-duta, Sisupala-badha, and other great

expelled his Ghazi followers. * Sanskrit poems of the ancient Hindus.

—

Dowson,
MALKAGIKI or Malkaugiri, in the Jeypore MALLOTUS PHILIPPENSIS, Mull,, is the

zamindari of the Vizagapatam district, Madras, Rottlera tinctoria, The capsules are covered

a wild forest-clad tract, watered by the Taveri by a mealy powder, consisting of minute ruby-

and Sitern, and sloping from the Tulasi Dangari like glands
;
and the tomentum on the under side

Hills. Average elevation above the sea, about of the leaves yields a dye called Kameela. This

1200 feet. There are some splendid sal and teak imparts a fine yellow colour to silks. The mealy
forests, and the whole tract is full of large game, powder is of a rich purplish-red colour, and has a—Imp. Gaz. melon-like heavy odour. It mixes with difficulty

MALKANGANI. Maiir. Celastrus montana, in water
;
but when boiled with alkaline salts, it

C. paniculata. The oil is empyreumatic, obtained gives out a Very deep blood-red colour. Kameela
by the destructive distillation of the seeds of is used as a vermifuge, its action depending on
Celastrus paniculata, either alone or in com- the minute stellate hairs in the powder.— A.
bination with other ingredients. It was much Murray.
used in the treatment of Beri-beri.

—

Malcolmson^s MALMALT^A. Hind. Slightly brackish water.

Essay. MAL-NADU. Karn. Any hill country; the

MALKAPUR, town in Buldana district, on the woody and hilly districts of Nagar in Mysore,
western frontier of Berar

;
situated in lat. 20° 5' MAL OCCIIIO. It. Evil eye.

N., and long. 76° 23' 20" E., on the Nalganga MALOJI BHONSTiA, a Mahratta officer of

river
;
elevation above the sea, 900 feet. Popu- rank in the army of Malik Ambar. He was of a

lation (1867), 7988.
^

respectable, though not a considerable family,

MALKAVJ, a Baluch tribe in the Dehra Ghazi and 8orve<l with a few men, mounted on his own
Khan district. horses. lie was especially dependent on the pro-

MALLA, the Telingana Pariah, or Dhcr people, tection of Lukji Jadu Kao, who attained to a

of Turanian origin, worshippers of Ammuns, command of 10,000. Lukji Jadu Rao is supposed

scarcely of Brahmanical faith
;
properly Mala. to have been of the Jadu race of Rajputs

;
and

MALLA. According to the Mackenzie MSS., when Maloji rose in the service of the Ahmad-
tho patronymic of a northern tribe of mountain naggur State to a command of 5000 horse, and to

chiets, who sprang from the aboriginal inhabitants, the possession of a large jaghir, of which the

and who were non-Aryan. The Khond call them- chief place was Poona, his son Shah-ji was married

selves Mallaru. Both Khond and Mallaru mean to the daughter of Jmkji Jadu Rao, and one of

highlanders. the fruits of the union was Sivaji, the founder of

MALLA, a king of Mallapuram, to whom Brah- the Mahratta empire.

—

Elphimtone, pp. 544, 545.

mans apply the legends relating to Mahabali and MALONI BAPCAI, seed of a small plant

Mahabalipuram. found about Ajmir; tasteless, has a fine scent, is

MALLAH. Hind. A sailor, a boatman, a maker of a warm nature
;
a drachm is given in medicine;

of salt. used externally with other medicines to cure the

MALLAR. Tam. Agricultural labourers of itch.

—

Med. Top. p. 127.

the Pallar tribe
;
cultivators generally. MALOPE, a genus of very beautiful annual

MALLESON, GEORGE BRUCE, Companion plants of the Malvacesc; the colour of flowers

of the Star of India, an officer of the Bengal purple aiyl violet
;
the plant grows to the height

army, who rose to the rank of colonel. His of seven or eight feet. M. grandiflora, a plant

literary labours have produced the Red Pamphlet of India which yields fibres.

—

Riddell.

on the Mutiny of the Bengal Army, 1857 ;
Essays MAL PAHARIA. In the Ramgarh Hills of the

and Lectures on Indian Historical Subjects, 1866
;

Birbhum district, and at the foot of the Rajmalial

Histoiy of the French in India, 1868; Studies Hills, there are villages and detached houses

from Genoese Histoiy, 1875
;
Historical Sketch occupied by this tribe, but who appear td be

of the Native States of India, 1875 ;
Final French altogether unconnected with the Rajmahal hillmen.

Struggles in India and on the Indian Seas, 1878
;

They resemble the Kharria and Paharia met with

History of the Indian Mutiny, 3 vols., 1878-80
;

in Manbhum, who belong to the Kolarian group.

History of Afghanistan, 1878
;
Herat, the Granary They dance like the Kol, and are fond of the

and Garden of Central Asia, 1880
;
The Life of amusement, and have one gr^at festival in the

Lord CUve, 1882 ;
The Decisive Battles of India, year, in the month of January or Magb, porre-

1883 ;
The Battle - Fields of Germany, 1884 ;

spending with the great harvest joy of the Ho and

The Life of Field-Marshal London, 1884. Munda.

—

Dalton's Bengal, p. 274.

MALLI, the ancient people of Multan. MALPIGHIACE.®, the Barbadoes cherry tnbe

MALLI. Tam., Tel. Properly Malai, a hill, of plants, which consists of the genera Malpighis,

as Raman-malli, Nalla-malli. mlavari, a pass Byrsonima, Gaudichaudia, Hiptajge, Hirsea, ptig-

through mountains
;

MaleaUutn, the mountain matophyllum, Heteropteris, Banisteris, Ancistron
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cladas. Malpighia coccifera is a small stunted
shrub, with leaves resembling the box

;
common

in gardens. M. heteranthera, a handsome shrub,

with leaves like the holly, is occasionally cultivated

in European gardens. M. punicifolia, the Barba-
does cherry, is an ornamental shrub introduced
from the West Indies.

—

Hort, Garden^ p. 25.

MALT.
Mout, DUT.

I

Maly, Gkii.
Mai, Bledgerme, . . Fh.

|
Malto, It.

Malt is grain steeped in water, and made to

germinate to a certain extent, after which the
process is checked by the application of heat.

This evolves the saccharine principle of the grain,

which is the essence or malt, iiice, and almost
every species of grain, has been used in malting

;

but in Europe, and especially in Great Britain,

malt is almost entirely prepared from barley. It

is the principal ingredient in the manufacture of
beer, and is little used except in browing and the
distillation of spirits.

The consumption of malt liquor of local brew is

steadily increasing in the army in India. During
the ten years from 1872-73 to 1882-73, the cost of
the malt liquor imported has decreased £98,000 ;

while the expenditure for locally-browed beer ami
porter has risen to Ks. 18,13,000, t.e. an increase

of Rs. 15,74,000.

lu Euf'land. In India. Total.

1872-73, Rs. 23,88,000! Rs. 2,39,000 Rs. 26,27,000
1879-80, 9,18,000 9,37,000 18, .V),000
1882-83, 12,12,(K)0| 18,13,000 30,25,000

—Faulkner ;
M'C^^ullocFs Diet.

genera,--abatilon, althsea, hibiscus, gossypium,
malachra, malva, pavonia, senra, sida, thespesiay

and urena. The mallow worts are extremdy
numerous in species

;
these abound chiefly in

tropical parts of the world in the form of trees

and shrubs, though the mallow and marsh-mallow
extend to temperate climates. They are remark-
ably destitute of all noxious properties, are muci-
laginous, afford from the inner layers of the bark
useful fibre, and many are employed in different

countries as sources of commercial products,—the

genera malva, hibiscus, sida, althaea, lavatera,

and urena yielding tenacious fibres suited for

cordage and other purposes, and the hairy cover-

ing of the seeds of the various species of gossy-
pium forms the raw cotton so important to

manufacturers. The seeds of Abelmoschus raos-

chatns are warm and musky, and are employed in

perfumery as a substitute for musk. Those of A.
esculentus form the ochra, much used in hot
countries as a mucilaginous ingredient in soups.

A few species are acid, as Hibiscus sabdariffa.

Tenacious fibres are procured from the inner bark
of It. clatus and H. tiliacea, and several kinds of
sida. Urena lobata and U. simiata, the one
called bun-ochra and the other kunga, and common
in most parts of India, also abound in strong fibre,

and a tolerable fine substitute for flax. The
common mallow (Malva sylvestris, etc.) of Europe,
and the marsh-mallow (Althaea oll’icinalis), abound
in fibre. Malva crispa is said by Cavannilles to

have its fibre separated in Syria, and Althaea

cannabina is sometimes so employed in the south
of Europe

;
so Lavatera arboroa, or tree mallow,

will be found to abound in fibre. As emollients

MALTA, an island in the Mediterranean Sea, in they arc well known in medical practice, the
lat. 35° 54' N., long. 14° 31' E., about 200 miles marsh-mallow (Althaea officinalis) being one of

from the African coast, and 60 from Cape Pessaro the most useful among this kind of remedial sub-
in Sicily. The poj)ulation, exclusive of the stances. Malva cuneifolia is an annual growing in

garrison^ and sailors of the fleet, comj)risirig a single plants here and there all over the Burmese
mixture of Maltose, Franks, Greeks, Africans, and country, but chiefly in the jungle. It affords a
natives of the Levant, is about 150,000. Malta strong yelloAvish-whito flbre, but it would be diffi-

had been successively occupied by Phoenicians, cult to collect it in any quantity. M. tilisefolia, a
Greeks, Carthaginians, and Itomans. On the straggling annual Avidely dispersed in Burma
decline of the Roman power, it was seked by the during the rains. Its flbre resembles jute. Some
Goths and Vandals, and then passed for a short of the best materials for paper-making in India

period into the hands of the eastern emperors, are the barks of trees allied to the hibiscus, mul-
who surrendered it to the Saracens. It then berry, malvaccous and cotton plants

;
the bau-

caine into the possession of the Norman and hinias, grewia, and giiazuma or bastard cedar.

German kings of Naples, with Avhoin it remained The principles of cleaning them are the same as

until 1522, when it was granted by Charles v. to for other fibres, viz. to get away the sap and
the knights of St. John of Jerusalem, avIio on juices of the plants as soon as possible, and if this

several occasions valiantly defended it against tin* is done Avithin 20 or 30 hours after the plant is

Turks, but surrendered it to Napoleon on the 12th cut, a nearly pure white strong fibre can be
of June 1798, at the first summons. The island obtained. Several trees contain tannin, which
''•as soon after blockaded by the BriM.sh fleet under almost immediately begins to discolour the fibre

Lord Nelson, and, after suffering severe privations, of the bark, as soon as tlie branch is cut off from
the French finally relinquished the island to Sir the parent tree. To remove tliis, a caustic ley

Alexanker Ball in August 1799. The climate is made of fresh burnt lime and wood ashes should

t^xcellent in the winter. be prepared, and the bark, after having been

Maltha, or Sea Wax, is a solid, whitish, in- stripped off, well beaten Avith sticks and washed
flftnimable, vegetable substance, not unlike talloAv, Avith Avatcr, may be soaked for one night in this

aud may be impressed with the nail. It swells caustic ley; next morning the bark should be
when heated, and on cooling assumes the con- well beaten with sticks on a flat board, washed
sistence of white cerate. It affords a better light with clean water, and hung up in the shade to
than petroleum, and emits a less disagreeable dry. In this way very strong and nearly white
Sttiell, It is found on the surface of the Baikal materials for paper can be prepared at a cheap
Lake in Siberia, at the foot of theBakhtiari moun- rate. The beating or crushing allows the water
^ins in Persia, and other places. to remove the sap, and the tannin is dissolved hy
MALVACE.^, the mallow worts, a natural the alkali before the fibres have time to get dis-

order of useful plants, comprising the East Indian coloured.—Af‘C/e/iand
; Riddell; Royle

; Murray,
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MALTA MAURITIANA.
Kungi ki pat, . Hind.

|
Ehatmi safed, . Hind.

It IS cultivated in most parts of India.

MALTA PARVIFOLIA. Linn.
Sonchal of . . . Ravi. I Narr of . . . Sutlbsj.

Gogi, Sag, ... ,, I
Panirak, Supra, Tr.-Ind.

In Kanawar, women clean their hair with an
infusion of the root, and woollen cloth is washed
by its aid. Bellew states that the root is used as

resha khatmi ? See Althasa rosea.

MALTA ROTUNDIFOLIA. Willd.

Seed, Khabazi. I Leaves. Kangi-ka-sag.

Flowers. Gul-khaira,Kiingi.
|

Mucilaginous and emollient, used to form
poultices, said to be inferior to Althaea, cultivated

in India.

—

Roxh, ii. p. 184.

MALVA SYLVESTRIS. Linn.

Aniil, Arah. Marsli-mallow, . Kng.
Khabazi, Khitmi, Pkrs.
Common mallow, . Eng. Tho seed—Towdri,

Grows in the Panjab, Kashmir, and the W.
Himalaya, in waste places. It is used largely by
native physicians, in decoction with rose leaves,

as a demulcent.

—

O'Sh.

MALWA, in Central India, is a region ))Ounded

on the north by Hindustan proper, east by Bun-
delkhand, south by the Dckhan (Dakshin), and
west by Raiputana. It is an upland region, with

many fertile valleys, included within the main
rivers of the Ganges, the Sonc, the Chambal,
and the Nerbadda. In pj’e-historic times, the

capital was at the ancient city of Ujjairi, asso-

ciated in Hindu legend with Vikrarnaditya, a
great king, the date of whose accession (b.c. 57)
lias given the Samvat era to all India.

The ancient rajas of Malvva arc known from the

writings of Abul Fazl, whose; information is

supposed to have been fiinuslied from Jain

authorities. It would appear that in an early age
Mahahmah founded a tire temple, which was
destroyed by Buddliists, but restored in B.c. 840
by Dhanji (Dhananjaya), a name of Arjun, about

78d before Vikrainaditya. Between A.n. 866
and A.D. 1390, the country repeatedly changed
hands from Hindu to Muhaminadan sovereigns

from the time that, in 866, Maldeva was con-

quered by Shaikh Shah, father of Ala-ud-l)in,

to 1390, when Dilawar Khan Ghori, viceroy of

Malwa, assumed sovereignty. Malwa was added
to the Dehli empire by lliiniayim, before his

flight, but the Mahrattas have since been its

dominant possessors.

At the close of the Pindari war (1817-1818),
the districts in Central India and Malwa were
left in a disorganized stiite, the Mahratta chiefs

had parcelled out amongst themselves the jiosses-

sions of the Rajput chiefs, and tho smaller states

were all subject to Sindia, Holkar, or the Puar,

and sometimes to all three. Many of tho smalh'r

chiefs had been driven from thiur possessions, and
had sought refuge in the jungles and mountains,

where ^ey robbed or levied taiikliah or black-

mail from the larger states.

Under an engagement mediated by Sir John
Malcolm in 1819 between Piirbut Singh, raja

of Hutlam, and Dowlat Rao Sindia, the former
agreed to pay an annual tribute of Salim Sahi
rupees 84,000, while Sindia undertook never
to send any troops into the country, or to inter-

fere in any way in the internal administration

or succession. This tribute was assigned under
the treaty of 1844 with Sindia, in part payment
of the Gwalior Contingent. * It is now paid to the

British Government under the treaty of 1860.

The raja of Rutlam is considered the principal

Rajput leader in Western Malwa, and in conse-

quence receives a voluntary allegiance and assist-

ance if called for from the neighbouring Rajput

chiefs. Raja Bulwunt Singh rendered good service

during the mutinies, in recognition of which his

successor, Bhyrii Singh, received a dress of honour

value Rs. 3000, and the thanks of Government.
The military establishment of the raja of Rutlam
consists of 500 sepoys. The revenue from all

sources is estimated at Rs. 3,64,064, and the

population at 94,839. The town of Rutlam is

the principal opium mart in Western Malwa. The
area of Rutlam is about 500 square miles. Sillana

pays an annual tribute of Rs. 42,000, under the

same conditions as Rutlam. The tribute is paid

to the British Government under the treaty with

Sindia of 12th December 1860, having been

assigned in 1844 in part payment of the Gwalior

Contingent. The revenue of Sillana is estimated

at Rs. 2,49,000, the population at 88,978, and th(3

area at about 103 square miles. Seetainhow, like

Sillana, was once a part of Rutlam, but separated

from it in A.D. 1660, on the death of Ram Singh,

raja of Rutlam. A tribute of Rs. 60,000 from

this state was guaranteed to Sindia by an

agreement mediated by Sir John Malcolm in

1820. The total revenue of Soetarnhow is about

Rs. 1,50,000, and the population about 20,000. In

consequence of rej^eated representations from the

raja, Ks. bOOOof the annual tribute were remitted in

1860 by Sindia of his own free will, on the occa-

sion of the raja’s son waiting on him at Gwalior.

TJie raja of Seetarnliow remained faithful to tlie

British Government during the mutiny of 1857,

and received a dri‘ss of honour of Rs. 2000.

I’he raja keeps up a military force of 40 horse

and 200 foot.

Malwa and Gwalior are great centres of trade.

Ill Malwa, the towns of Indore, Bhopal, Ujjain,

Mundipore, l^utlam, Dhar, Jowra, Augui*, Ne-

much, Shoojawulpur, and Bhilsa are the principal

malts. The opium exported from Malwa is about

17,000 chests.

—

Thomas' Pjwp/?, p. 259 ;
Omci

Mdlrolnis Central Jjidia, i. p. 67 ;
Treaties, En^

(jiujements, and Sannuds^ iv. p. 364.

MALWA and Bc-Malwa, terms by which the

Assamese designate tho Garo race.

MALWAN, chief town ,of the Malwaii sub-

division of Jtatnagiri district, Bombay, situated on

an island off the coast of the Konkan, 70 miles

south of Katuagiri, in lat. 16° 3' 20" N., and

long. 73° 30' 10" E.
;
pop. (1872), 13,955.—

Gaz.

MAMANGONl, a very ancient festival, cele-

brated every twelve years at 'Hmavay by the

Vcllaterra raja, and afterwards by the Zamorin

of Calicut, it lasts twenty-eight days, and^ is

attended by immense numbers.—Bombay Lit* Soc.

Tr, i. p. 2.

MAMASENl, a nomade tribe dwelling ni

Ijuristan, who belong to the Lur family,

likewise their neighbours the Khogilu and tnc

Bakhtyar, who, like themselves, occupy tii

valleys of the great chain of Zagros which

ates Irak Ajam from the provinces bordering

on the Persian Gulf. All these tribes are t
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descendants of the ancient Zend race, and the

Mamaseni claim great antiquity. The country

inhabited by the Mamaseni is called Shulistan, and
has the direct dependencies of Fars to the cast,

Kazerun to the south, the Khogilu tribes and the

hilly country descending towards the Persian

Gulf to the west, and the chain of the Ardekan
mountains to the north .—De Bodies Tr. p. 262.

. MAMIRA, also written Marairan, arc roots

of two different kinds in the Lahore bazar, the
one from Kashmir, the other from China, called

Khatai (Scythca). The latter is officinal all over
the east, being much used by the hakims, who
deem this root to be a specific in ophthalmia

;
but

the genuine drug is seldom to be mot with, as it

has many substitutes, Chelidoniiim majus and
C. glaucum, and Dr. Royle affirms Ranunculus
ficaia or ficaria to be the plant from which the
Kashmirian mamira is produced. Both sorts are

used, in general externally, and in composition
with other drugs are applied to the eyes as a dry
collyrium. Mamira or Mamiran is the Thalictrum
foliolosum.

—

JJoni(jher(j(7\ p. oU4.

MAMLATDAR, tlni lioad native revenue and
police officer of a distric^t of India.

MAMLUK, ordinarily written Mameluk, a
purchased slave or captive taken in war. Ghuz,
an emancipated Mamluk. A body of them in

Egypt for a long tinie governed that country,

although a ruler with the title of pasha was sent

from Constantinople
;

tliey werci at last exter-

rainated by Muhammad AH. At one time these

were of two races, the Bahorito and the Rorgito,

the latter of Circassian origin. In the times of

Seliift the First, the ^lameluks were all of pure
Circassian blood, but their ancestors had all been
originally slaves.

MAMMAIilA. The animal kingdom was
arranged by Cuvier into four great subdivisions,

—Vert^brata, Mollusca, Articulata, and Radiabi.

The Articulata has sinct^ been greatly subdivided,

and the limits of two of the other subdivisions

have been slightly altered. Vertebrate animals

comprise four distinct classes, some of which,

viz. fishes and reptiles, have blood nearly the

temperature of the water or air in which they live,

whilst the others, viz. the birds and mammals, arc

warm blooded. The mammals, which arc here
to be noticed, arc warm - blooded, vertebrate,

viviparous animals, and arc distinguished from
birds, as well as from the other vertebrate animals,

by the possession of mammary glands, st^croting

milk for the nourishment of their young, and
terminating outwardly in all (except in one or

two) by teats. They are also distinguished by a
covering of hair, except whales but even the
foetus of whales has some tufts of hair. Most
mammals have four limbs, from which they were
forraeriy termed (quadrupeds, but that term has
been discontinued, as it is not applicable to the
Cetacem. In cold climates, several animals pass
the winter in a state of torpidity

;
and even in

India certain bats and hedgehogs, and perhapt
some rats, are more or less torpid during the cold

season. Two species of bears found in the Ilim-
nlaya retire to their caves during winter, and arc

fMoly or never seen from the month of December
fill the end of March.
The animals of the East Indies in this branch

f>f natural history have been described by several

eminent men. In 1830-34 Dr. J. E. Gray published

Illustrations ofIndian Zoology, chieflyselected from
a collection made by Major-General Hardwioke t

Colonel Sykes pubfished a list of the animals

observed by him in the Dekhan; Sir Walter
Elliot in 1839 gave a Catalogue of the Mammalia
of the Southern Mahratta Country

;
Mr. Hodgson

published several lists of the Mamihalia of Nepal

;

Colonel Tickell gave a detailed History of a few
Animals; Major Hutton recorded some facts on
tlie Mammals of Afghanistan

;
Mr. E. L. Layard,

Dr. Kclaart (in his Prodromus Florae Zeylanicae

1852), Dr. Templeton, and Sir J. E. Tcnncnt,

almo.st exhausted the subject of the Fauna of

Ceylon; Dr. Horsfield (1824, 1851) and Sir T. S.

Raffles were amongst the first to describe the

animals of the Eastern Archipelago
;
and Professor

Bikmore and Mr. A. Russell Wallace have recently

extended their predecessors’ researches. Mr.
AVallace in 18(19 and 1872 wrote on the M^ay
Archipelago, and in 1876 and 1880 on the Geo-
graphical Distribution of Animals. In 1846-47

Dr. Cantor furnished a valuable list of the Mam-
malia of the ^lalay Peninsula

;
Dr. T. C. Jerdon in

1864 published the Mammals of India; and the

labours of all thes(^ zoologists were reviewed by
Mr. Blyth, curator of the Bengal Asiatic Society’s

Museum, in the scuintific journals of the day.

Colonel A. C. MacMaster, of the Madras army, in

1870 gave to the public his interesting Notes on
Jerdon’s Mammals, and since then, in 1874, Dr.

J erdon’s book has been reprinted. In 1876, Captain

.1. II. Baldwin described the Large and Small Game
of Bengal and the N.W. Provinces. In the same
year (1876), W. T. Blanford, in thesecond volume of

his book on Eastern Persia, described its Zoology
and Geology

;
also those of Abyssinia, in 1879

;
and

in the same year he gave the scientific results of

the second Yarkaiid mission. In 1881 the Calcutta

Museum published a Catalogue of its Mammalia

;

in 1884 Mr. R. A. Sterndale’s Nfitural History of

the Mammalia of India and Ceylon was q)rinted;

and it may be added that Sir Joseph Fayrer has

wa’ittcm oil the Tiger. The Journal of the Bengal
Asiatic Society contains numerous contributions

from other able zoologists.

Clnssi/ication .—The animal kingdom has been

arranged by learned naturalists in varied modes.
Mr. A. R. Wallace, one of the ablest of the

Iircsent day, in his Geographical Distribution of

Animals, i. p. 85, gives the following classifica-

tion as according with the views of Professors

Huxley (1860) and Flower (1870):

—

i. MonodeliDliia., 11 orders, viz. :

—

Primates. TJngulata.

C}nroi)tcrn. Proboscides.

Insectivora. Kyrocoidea.

C.arnivora. Rodentia.

Cetacea. Edentata.

Hirenia.

ii. Didelphia, 1 order, viz. Marsupialia.

iii. Ornithodelphia, 1 order, viz. Monotremata.

Mammalia.
OuDER I. Primates.

Suh-Orda\ Anthropoidea.

Hemidso, man. Cynopiihecidas, baboons

.

Simiidse, anthropoid and macaques.
apes. Cebidae, American

Scmnopithecida^, Old monkeys.
World monkeys. Hapalidae, marmosets,

Sub‘OiHler, Lemuroidea.
Lemuridee, lemurs. I Chiromyid®, aye-ayes.
Tarsiida?, tarsiers.

|
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OlftDEEII. ChIBOFTERA.
Pteropidte, fruit-eating Bhinolophidee, horse-shoe

bats.

Phyllostomidse, leaf-nosed Vespertilionidse, true bats,

bats. Noctilionidae, dog-headed „

Order hi, Insectivora.

Galeopithecidse, flying Potamogalidie, otter

lemurs. shrews.
Macroscelididse, elephant Chrysochlorid®, golden

shrews. moles.
Tupaiidse, squirrel shrews. Talpidre, moles,
lilnnaceidse, hedgehogs. >Soricida>, slircws.

Centitidsc, tenrccs.

Order iv. Carnivora.

Felidic, cats, lions, etc. Mustclidjo, weasels.

Cryptoproctidic, crypto- Procyonidi'o, racoons.

procta. /Eluridte, pandas.

Viverridee, civets. Ursidjv, hears.

Protelidfo, aard wolf. Otariida;, cared .seals.

Hyieiiid.'e, hyainas. Trichecliidie, walrus.

Canada', tlogs, foxes, etc. Phocida', seals.

Order v Cetaoka.

Siib OrtJer i. Mystacotse.

Balsenidae.
1

llalienopteriihe.

Sub-Order ii. Odontoccti.

Catodontid®.
j

Monodontida*.
llyperoodontid®. 1

Delphiiiidie.

Order vt. Sirenia.

Manatid®.

Order vii. Ungulata.
Sub-Order i. Perissodactyla or oeld-tocd Ungulates.

Equid®, horses.
j

Rhinocerotid.'e, rhinoceros.

Tapirid®, tapirs.
|

Sub-Order ii. Artiodactyla or even-toed Ungulates.

Ilippopotamid®, hippopc Cerviihe, deer.

tamus. Camelopardid®, giraffes.

Said®, swine. JJovida', cattle, .sliecp,

Cameli<l®, camels. anteloi)Cs, etc.

Tragulid®, chevrotaiiis.

Order vtii. Proro.scidea.

Elexdiautid®, elephants.

Order ix. IlYnAc’oiDKA.

Hyracid®, rock rabhit.s.

Order x. Rodentia.

Murid®, rats. Octoduntida), octodons.

Spalacid®, mole-rats. Ecliyrniida!, spiny rats.

Dipodid®, jerboas. Cercolubida*, tree i)or-

Myoscid®, dormice. cupines.

Saccomyid®, pouched rats. Ilystricida*, porcupines.

Castorid®, beavers. Caviida*, cavie.s.

Sciurid®, squirrels. Lagomyid®, jiikas.

Haploodontid®, sewellels, Leporid:e, hare.s.

Chinchillid®, chinchillas.

Order xi. Edentata.

Bradypodid®, sloths. Orycteropodid®, ant-bears.

Manidid®, ant-eaters. Myrmecopliagid®, ant-
Dasypodid®, arm adil Iocs. eater.s.

Order xii. :Mar.siirialia.

Didelphid®, opossums. Peramelid®, bandicoots.

Dasyurid®, native cats. INIacropodid®, kangaroos.
Myrrnecobiid®, native ant- Phalangistide, phalangers.

eaters. “ Phascolomyda.-, wombats.

Order xiii. Monotrkmata.
Omithorynchid®, duckbill.

[
hichidnid®, echidna.

Dr. Jerdon arranged mammals into Placental,

or those in which the foetus is nourished in the

maternal uterus by means of a placenta
;
and

Implacental or Marsupial, or those in which the

young foetus is expelled at a very early period,
and maintained, in a pouch, firmly attached to a
nipple.^ The implacental or marsupial animals
occur in the Australian region, and a few in

America.

Mr. Blyth arranged the Placental mammals
into

—

I. Typodontia, animals with the typical forms

of teeth developed, and include man, monkeys,

bats, carnivorous animals, and shrews. The
majority live on animal food.

II. Diplodontia, rarely more than two kinds of

teeth, aud include rats, squirrels, deer, sheej),

cattle, the elephant, pig, horse, and the almost

toothless ant-eater. They chiefly live on vege-

table matter.

JII. Isodoniia, teeth, when x^resent, are all of

one kind, and comprise the whales find porpoises.

The details of the above classification are thus

shown

—

a. Placental mammals, feetus nourished in the uterus,

through a placenta.

1. Typodontia, teeth of all four kinds.
Isfc group, Primates, hair of one kind only.

Order, Quadnimana, with thumb on the feet.

Order, Oheiroptcra, winged.
2d group, Sccundates, hair of two kinrls.

Order, Carnivora, molars trenchant, mixed with
tubercular ones.

Order, Inscctivoria, molars studded with cusps.

II. Diplodontia, teeth generally of two kinds only,

abnormal.
Order, Rodentia, front teeth long and chised-like.

Order, Pacliydermata, teeth varied, skin thick, do not

ruminate.
Order, Kiiininantia, ii]>per incisors generally absent,

chew the cud.
Order, Sironia, want ])osterior extremities.

Order, Edentata, incisors absent.

HI. Lsodontia, teetij, when ])rcs(>nt, of one kind, and
often very numerous. •

Order, Cetacea, i>osterior extremities wanting.

h, Implacental or Marsupial mammals,

r. Unguioplata, with nails.

/)/.s7r<7>///m7?.~Southorn Iiuliii, more piirtic illally

the richly-wooded Malabar coast, possesses moi<'

s])eeies peculiar to it tliaii all (.’eiitral and Northern

India, excjopt the Himalayan range. Of the

animals found in the Himalayan range, sevend

equally belong to th(^ Indo-Chinese fauna, of

wliicli they appear to be the western extension,

and a few' otiiers to (hmtral A.sia, whilst a moih'r-

ato number ajipcar to be peculiar to the Himalayan

mountains.
The Langur monkeys (Presbytis) form a well-

marked group in India, and are still further

developed in the Indo-Chinese provinces and

Malayana. Out of five continental species, one is

spread tlirough all the jdains of Central and

Northern India, one tlirough the Himalayas, and

there are three w^ell-markod species in the extreme

south of the Peninsula. Macacus radiatus of

Southern India replaces Inuus rhesus of nil

Northern and Centr.'d India. A wcll-mftrl^^'^^

form of this group, Inuus silenus, is peculiar to

the south-west corner of the Peuinsula.

The lemurs are almost peculiar to Madagascar,

but one species of the Lemuridse is very abundant

in the extreme south, and a Malayan
extends sparingly through Burma into the N.L*

corner of Jleng^. ,,

Two species of frugivorous bats are spread ai^

over India, and one species occurs only in tne

south. Of insectivorous bats, seven species o

Hhinolophus have been found in the Himala;^®!

but only two species in Southern ludia*
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Hipposideros section is represented eqnally in the

north and south of India, and is more Malayan.

The Coelops of Blyth has as yet been found only
in the Bengal Sunderbans. The yellow-bellied

Nycticeji occur pretty generally throughout India,

N. ornatua occurring in the Himalayas.

A few European forms are found in the Him
alayas. Moles occur in the Indo-(yhinese re^on,
and in the S.E. portion of the Himalayas. Shrews
occur in all parts of India, but are most abundant
in the Himalaya. One species of Tiipaia occurs in

Southern India, and another extends from the S.E.

Himalayas to Burma.
Of the carnivora, two species of bears are

Himalayan, and a third species extends throughout
all the plains of India. Ailutus fulgens, one of

the (Jrsidm, is peculiar to the Eastern Himalayas.
Weasels occur only on the Himalayas

;
one marten

is found both on the Neilgherries and Himalayas.
One species of otter is found in tliesoiitli of India.

;

in Bengal are two species, and others occur in the
Hiinahayas. Of fifteen feline mammals found in

India, live are common to India and Africa, seven
are found in India and the Indo-Ohinese region,

but three of these occur only in thii 8.E. Him-
alayas. One, the ounce of Central Asia, is Him-
alayan, and the smallest of the feline animals are

peculiar to the jdains of India, two of them in tlie

extreme south of the roiiinsula. arul the other on
ihoN.W.
Of the strictly Asiatic Tarodoxurus, more

Malayan than Indian, one species is common in

most parts of India, and two occur on the Him-
alayas and adjoining 'IVrai. The genus llerpestcs

is common to India and Afi ica
;
out of sev(‘n

Indian species, five occur only in the south of the

Peninsula, and of these four only in tlic extreme
south.. One small civet-cat is found throughout
India, and is comraoTi in the Himalaya, a large

species on the lliiualaya replac(Ml by a diflercnt

race in the extreme south. Arctonyx, Arctictis,

Heliotes, IJrva, and Prionodoii are found in the

S.E. Himalayas and in the Indo-Chinese region.

The wolf, tlie jackal, and wild <log are found
throughout India

;
two snudl desert foxes arc

found throughout the jilains, and a fox of tlie

European type occurs in the Himalayas. Squirrels

arc found throughout India up to the foot of the

Himalayas, in the Indo - Chinese region, Assam,
Burma, and Malayana. One species of Hying
squirrel is limited to the extreme, south of tin;

Peninsula, one in the south of the Peninsula, but

several species in the Himalaya. Marmots only

occur in the Himalayan regior
,
to which they

have been extended from Central Asia. Of the

Muridae, Golunda, three species of 1 iCggada, and
tlie curious Platacanthomys arc peculiar to the

south of India. Arvicula occurs only on the

Himalayas, and Rhizomys in the Himalayas and
the Indo-Chinese district.

The ran-hun or wild dog, Cuon rutilans, is a
native of the Kashmir ranges, and although not
to say common, is by no means rare

;
it is so

stealthy in its habits that attempts to obtain

specimens often prove abortive. They hunt in

packs, and attack the largest deer. Even the

Kashmir stag is said to bo brought to bay and
killed by packs of wild dogs. The wild dog seen
by Dr. Hooker on the Khassya mountains, and
known there by the names kulsam and khas, may
be a different species, though Colonel Sykes

considers it identical with the kolsum of the
Dekhan.

The domestic dog of the Jhelum district has a
great resemblance to the pointer, and doubtless
was introduced from India. Mr. Vigne makes a
similar remark with reference to the dogs of the

Hajawar district, south of the valley of Kashmir,
where a formidable breed is also found, having the

external appearances of the shephenTs dog, but
much larger. A closely-allied form, not differing

in any way from the Scotch collie, is common all

over the cultivated regions of the Wcstoni Him-
alayas, and even westward to the sources of the

Oxus, as observed by Lieutenant Wood, This

uniformity is in favour of the view that the

shc])hcrd’s dog forms almost a permanent race,

which may have been one of the original varieties.

The Tibetan black bear, Helarctos Tibetanus,

jwobably finds its way across from the IjOwer ^m-
alaya. The black bear of the Southern Provinces
( II. labiatus) is not found in the Panjab. Helarctos

Tibetanus is common in the Paiijab, and hunts
among the ravines and around the villages at

night. The isalxdla, or brown bear of the Him-
alaya, is an exc(‘(‘dingly stupid and unsuspicious

animal in districts wlnn’o it has not been disturbed.

The contents of tlie gall-bladder are much prized

as medicine by the hill people.

Malayana .—170 species of mammalia are known
to inhabit ludo-Malaya. There are 24 of the

qiiadruinana or monkey tribe, 10 of which occur

in the Malay Peninsula, 11 of them in Sumatra,

9 ill Java, and 13 in Borneo. The orang-utan

are found only in Sumatra and Borneo; the

sianiang, next to them in size, in Malacca and
Sumatra, and the long-nosed monkey only in

Borneo. The gibbons or long-armed apes and
monkeys, and tlie lemur-like animals, Nycticebus,

Tarsius, and Galeopithecus, are found in all the

islands. AVith the exception of the orang-utan,

the siamang, the Tarsius spectrum, and the Galeo-

pithecus, all the Malayan genera of quadrumana
are repre.sented in luilia by closely-allied species.

In tlie Indo-Malny region are 33 carnivora, 6 of

which—a tiger, leopard, civet, tiger-cat, and otter

—arc found in India and Malacca, and 20 in the

Malayan region
;
13 have rtqiresentatives in India

f closely-allied species.

The Malacca glutton, Helictis orientalis, has the

If. Nepaleiisis in the Himalaya. There are 22
lioofcd animals in Indo-Malaya, 7 of which are

found in India and Burma. TTie Bos sondaicus

is found in Burma, Siam, Java, and Borneo.

There is a goat-like animal in Sumatra
;
the two-

horned and the long-horned rhinoceros occur in

Burma, Sumatra, and Java; and the elephant of

India is found in Malacca, Sumatra, and Borneo.

There are about 50 bats, of which under a fourth

part occur in India; 34 rodents (sqyirrels, rats, etc.,

of which 6 or 8 are Indian
;
and 10 iusectivora,

9 of which are peculiar to the Malay regions. The
Tupaia, insect-eaters, closely resemble sqUirrels,

are almost confined to the Malay islands, as also

are Ptilocerus Lowii of Borneo and Gymnurus
Ralllesii. In Timor there are 15 bats and 7
land mammals

;
amongst them the Macacua cyno-

molgus, the common monkey of all the Indo-
Malay islands. Paradoxiirus fasciatus, a civet-cat,

is found over much of the Archipelago.

Felis megalotis, a tiger-cat, is peculiar to, and
rare even in Timor. Cervus Timoriensis, Sus
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Timoriensis, Sorex tenuis, and Cuscus oriontalis

are all found in Timor and the Moluccas. Para-

doxurus fasciatus is a civet-cat of Timor.

The mammalia of Celebes consist of 7 bats

and 14 terrestrial species, amongst them the

Tarsius spectrum, Vivena tangalunga, and Kusa
hippelapba. Cynopitheciis iiigrcscena in Batchian

is of a jet-black colour, and the size of a spftniel.

The Anoa deprossiconiis, called Sapi-utan or

the wild cow of the Malays of Celebes, approaches

the ox-like antelopes of Africa, and has been

classed as an ox or a buffalo and antelope. It is

found only in the mountains, and never occupies

places where there are deer.

The wild boar of Celebes is peculiar, but the

Babiriissa or pig deer there has long and slender

legs, and the male has curved upper tusks turne<l

back so as to resemble horns. It feeds on fallen

fruits; it is found in the Celebes, in the Sidii

Islands, and in Bouru. lliere are also 5 species

of squirrels and 2 species of Cuscus or eastern

opossums. Cynopitliccus nigrescens, the black

baboon monkey, is also of Celebes.

Out of the very small number of mammals
which inhabit Celebes, it possesses three genera

of singular and isolated forms, viz. the Cynopi-
thccus, tailless ape, .allied to the baboons; the Anoa,

a straight-horned quadruped, quite unlike anything
else in the Archipelago or in India

;
and Babirnssii,

an altogether abnormal wild jug. With a rather

limited bird population, Celebes lias an immense
preponderance of species confined to it, and has

also six remarkable genera (Meropogon, Ceycop.sis,

Streptocitta, Enodcs, Seissirostrum, and Megace-
phalon) entirely restricted to its narrow limits,

as well as two others (Prioiiiitnrus and Basilornis),

which only range to a single island beyond it.

The Moluccas cousist of three large islands,

Gilolo, Ceram, .and Bouru, with many small isles

and islets, Batchian, Morty, Obi, Ke, Timor Laut,

Amboyna, Ternate, Tidore, Kaiva, and Banda.

There are 26 bats, but only 10 land mammals are

known in the group; amongst them Cyuopithecus

nigrescens, Viverra tangaluuga, Rusa Jiippela-

hus, the Babirussa, Sorex inyosurus, common to

umatra, Borneo, and Java, and four marsupials,

viz. the small flying opossum, Bclidens .ariel, a

beautiful little animal resembling the flying

squirrel in appearance, and a species of Cuscus,

peculiar to the Austro-Malayan regiou. They are

opossum-like animals, with a long prchensili! tail,

of which the terminal half is generally bare
;
they

have small heads, large eyes, and a dense cover-

ing of woolly fur, often pure white, with irre-

gular black spots or blotches, but sometimes .ashy

brown. They live in trees, and feed on the leaves,

of which they devour large quantities
;
they arc

very tenacious of life.

The islands eastward from Java and Borneo form

a part of a previous Australian or Pacific continent.

Australia has no apes, monkeys, cats, tigers,

wolves, bears, hyaenas, no deer or antelopes,

sheep or oxen, no elephant, horse, squirrel, or

rabbit. In lieu, it has kangaroos, opossums,

wombats, and the duck-billed palypus. It has no
woodpecker or pheasants, but has in lieu the

mound-making brush turkeys, honey-suckers,
cockatoos, the brush-tongued lories, which are
found nowhere else in the globe ;

and all these
peculiarities are found in the islands which form
the Austro-Malayan division of the Archipelago.

The Aru Islands, Mysol, Waigiou, and Jobie

agree with New Guinea in their species of mam-
malia and birds, and they are all united to New
Guinea by a narrow sea. The 100 fathom lino

around New Guinea marks the range of the

panidiae birds.

The Papuan Islands consist of New Guinea,

1400 miles long, and its adjacent islands. In

them only 17 inaTiimals as yet are known, viz. 2

b.atB, 1 Sus Papiiensis, and the rest are mar-
supials, one of these a kangaroo of Mysol and the

Ani Islariils. An .allied species occupies N.

Gniiiea. Two species of the tree kangaroo with

powerful claws. There are 4 species of Cuscus,

.and the small flying opossum; and there are 5
small marsupials, one of which is the size of a

rat, .and takes its place by entering houses and
devouring provisions.

Uses.—The horse, the donkey, the camel, the

(log, the elephant, and tlie otter have been trained

to be servants to man. The first four have been
entirely domesticated, and there are now many
varieties of them. The elephant has rarely bred
in captivity, but they are captured in a wild state

in Ceylon, in the Peninsula of India, in the east

of Bengal, and in Assam. They were not in use by

the Moghuls, as Polo tells, until Kablai’s capture

of a number in the wav with Mien or Ava. A
few continued to be ke])t at the (Chinese court at

Timkowski’s visit in 1 S2 1 . The huge creatures are
I docile, .and soon .accommodate themselves to the

requirements of man. They arc usually employed
ill India, })oth in peaci^ .and war, in carrying heavy

I

articles, but are trained also to carry individuals.

There arc many (dephants in Africa, but the

people th('re have not learned to ensnare them,

and they are destroyed for the ivory of their teeth

and tusks.

In the south of Asia, tlu* wild ass or gbr-khar

of the desert, E(iuus onager, Paflas, .also the

Equus hemippus, Is. OeoJI'rojj, .and the kiang or

dzightai of the Tibetan plains, Equus liemioiius,

Pallas^ still roam iintamed
;
and the E. asiniis or

Asiims t.Tniopus, lleufjlui, is in South Arabia

and N.E. Africa. No attempt within historic

times h.as been inadi^ to doniestic.ate any of these,

but many of the Kattyawar breed of horses have

the shoulder-stripe of the wild and common ass

distinctly across the withers.

Naturalists arrange the whales, porpoises, and

dolphins uiuhir the Cetacea, a title taken from

the Greek word K>jrof, a whale. The fat ami

whalebone of the whales, and the spermaceti

j

of one of the species, are largely used. The

natives of the Arctic Atlantic shores, and those

of the Northern Pacific Isl.ands, cat the whale

blubber, and the whalebone is applied to in.any

useful purposes. Ships from Europe and America

visit the Northern and Southern Seas to catch

these great mammals. Many thousands of seals

arc yearly brought from the Greenland shores

to furnish warm winter robes. Few of the

Ladies of Europe and America are aware ot

the fact that many ornaments for their hats whicn

look like feathers are of split whalebone. .

The porpoises are distinguished from all tneir

.allies by their great strength and ferocity, being

tlie only cetaceans which habitually prey on warm-

blooded animals; for, though fish form part o

their food, they also attack and devour seals an

various species of their own order, not only tno
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eniallep porpoises and dolphins, but even full-

sized whales, which last they combine in packs

to hunt down and destroy, as wolves do the

larger ruminants. The Platanista Gangetica of

the rivers Ganges and Irawadi is quite blind. It

feeds on small fish and crustacea
;

it ascends as

high as there is water to swim in, bub never

passes out to sea.

The mammals which chew the cud are known
to naturalists as the Ruininantia. They com-
prise moat of the animals most useful to man,

—

camels, deer, cattle, and sheep. They are the

most truly and exclusively vegetable feeders, and
grass forms their chief food. They have four

stomachs. The first of these, the paunch, receives

the food as it is plucked, and passes it on to the

second, where it receives a good maceration.

From this it is returned to the mouth in pellets

or boluses, to undergo a complete trituration by
the molar teeth; is then passed into the third

stomach, where it undergoes an additional pre-

paration
;
and is lastly received into the true

digestive stomach. This provision of nature
enables them to crop a large quantity of food
quickly, to be masticated at leisure, and thereby

obviate the many interruptions they ani liable to

from beasts of prey and other alarms, as they are

all excessively timid and wary. All of them are

eaten as food by man, and all but the deer have
been domesticated from the most ancient times.

The camel, the sheep, and goats, by the Arabs
and other races, have been offered iii sacrifice.

The races who follow Hinduism look with ablior-

renco on the slaughter of the cow. Their

reverence for it almost amounts to worship, and
tliey typify the earth as the ever-yielding cow.

'riie camel, the ox, and the buffalo have all been

trained for carriage, and tliey arc utilized in

agricultural operations. In Egypt, the camel and
the ox, OT the camel and the buffalo, may bo seen

yoked together at the plougli. The cow is rarely

thus employed. The hare and the rabbit, species

of the rodentia or gnawing tribe, are eaten by
most races, but as they do not chew the cud,

they are abstained from by religionists who
follow the Mosaic law. For the same reason, the

hare, the rabbit, and the swine are avoided by
Jews and Muhammadans, for though they divide

the hoof they do not chew the cud. The swine

and the rabbit have been domesticated. The
Cliinese and most Christian races eat tlie swine
largely

;
and in India, to hunt the wild boar with

the spear is a favourite sport.

Many of the races professing Hinduism, and
all the Jains and Buddhists, ought by the tenets

of their religion to abstain from .‘?.ll animal food.

No Hindu would eat the cow. The Buddhists of

Ceylon, Further India, Tibet, China, and Japan
ought to bo similarly abstinent

;
but though many

of them will not kill to eat, few hjive scruples to

use what another lias killed, or creatures that

Have died of disease. The Burmese on the banks
of the great rivers partake largely of fish, and
the pig is reared for food by all Chinese. One
or other of the non-Aryan races of India eat most
of the quadrupeds and fishes, and many reptiles,

amongst which may be mentioned the field, bush,

^ud baml^o rats, the jerboa rat, a species of

OerbilluB, several of the frogs and snakes.

Some of the frugivorous bats are occasionally

used medicinallyy as also the secretions of the

musk deer and c\vet, Viverra zibetba. Otters are

trained in China to aid in fishing with the cast or
hell net. The net is cast, and the otter, attached
by a cord to the boat, is lowered to frighten fish

out of holes in rocky or uneven bottoms into the
net, which, as soon as

.
lifted, is closed at the

bottom by the leaden sinkers, and the fish are

thus caught.

Jerboa rats, in thousands, issue from their holes

in the dusk of the eveniug, and stand erect on
their long hind legs. The credulous and super-

stitious greatly value as a charm the projecting

process on the frontal bone of the jack^, and
imagine it to be a horn

;
the claws and teeth of

the tiger are also prized. The striped and spotted

skins of the tiger, the lion, the leopard, and the

panther arc prepared as rugs for the drawing-
rooms of the wealthy

;
the honis of the rhino-

ceros are valued by the Chinese carver
;
the ivory

of the tusks and teeth of the elephant is used
for many purposes in the arts; but the hides,

skins, furs, hair, wool, horns, and bones of the

horse, cattle, deer, sheep, and goats far out-

weigh in value to man the arts products of all

other mammals.
Of the other mammals of the East Indies,

many are even hurtful. The elephant, the lion,

the tiger, the leopard, the hysena, and the wolf,

the jackal, the fox, the wild dog, and the bear
cause many deaths of man and domestic animals.

In British India, in the seven years 1875 to 1881,
the yearly numbers of human beings so killed

(M4,2CO) ranged from 19,273 to 21,990; and the
deaths of cattle (362,027) from 43,669 to 68,386.
The Government of India pay annually ten or

twelve thousand pounds as rewards for killing

wild beasts. About 1600 elephants are destroyed
annually, 7000 tigers and leopards, 2000 bears

and hyaenas, 5000 wolves, and 200,000 snakes.

The following were the numbers of human
beings killed by

1S75. 1870. 1877. 1878. 1879. im. 1881.

Ele])liants, 01 ri2 lt> 33 38 4<) 58
Timers, . 828 923 819 SIO 098 872 885)

JiC«)]>ar(l.s, 204 150 200 300 277 201 239
Jlmrs, . 84 123 85 94 121 108 75
Wolves, . 1,001 887 504 845 492 347 260
Hya-nas, OS 49 >24 33 28 11 8
Other wildboastaj 2,015 1,143 1,180 1,323 1,270 1,195 1,232
tjnakes , 17,070 15.946 10.777110,812 17,388 19,150 18,670

Tigers, leopards, and wolves are the most
destructive.

One species of hare is found in the south of the

Peninsula, another in Northern and Central India;

the hispid hare in N.E. Bengal, and lagomys on
the Himalayas. One elephant is common to all

India
;
two species of rhinpeeros occur in N.E.

Bengal, one of them extending to the extreme

south of the Malay Peninsula
;

one vrild pig

occurs throughout all India, varying slightly in

appearance
;
and a peculiar dwarf species is found

sparingly in the Terai adjoining the S.E. Him-
alayas. The wild ass of Western Asia and Persia

is found in the north-western deserts. Two
species of the true deer of the red deer type occur
only within the Himalayas, beyond the o^te^
range in Kashmir and Sikkim, and these two
extend over a great part of Asia. The maial, a
large stag, is found in all the higher regioi^s of
the Ala-tau and Mus-tau. He affords nolne ^rt
for the hunters, and his horns are highly yarned
by the Chinese. But it demands a fearless hunter
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tofollowhimintohishauntsamongtho precipices, geographically speaking, to include the small

glaciers, and snowy peaks of iJis region. In province of Sunda. The general boundaries arc the

winter and spring he is found in the valleys, but rivers Kistna and Bhima on the north and north-

as the weather becomes warmer ho ascends, to cast, the Tumbudra river on the south, the Nizam's
escape the flics and other insects. 'I'liey are territory on the east, and the Syhadri range of

seldom found in herds, though groups of 10 or 12 mountains on the west The latter are generally

are sometimes seen standing on the brink of a called the ghats, a term which, however, properly

precipice 1500 to 2000 feet in height, quite inac- applies only to the passes leading through them,
cessible to man. Two Cossacks hunting the maml. The general face of this tract is much diversified,

followed the game far up into the Ala-tau, and and affords a great variety of elevation and of

found a magnificent animal, whose horns were geological structure, thereby materially affecting

worth 120 roubles. the distiibution and the habitat of the different

Four rusino deer are found throughout India, species of animals existing within its limits. The
one of them, the riiccrviis, occurring only in whole of the western portion is a thick forest,

Central and Northern India, and extending extending from the outskirts of the mountainous
into Assam. The musk deer is only in the Him- region of the ghats to their summits, and clothing

alayas, and the memimna or moose deer throughout the valleys that extend between their different

India and in Malayana. The nil-gai and four- ridges. It abounds with the teak and various

horned antelope, peculiar to India, are found other lofty forest trees, festooned by enormous
throughout the Indian region. Gazelles occur perennial creepers. The l^amboo forms a thick

both in India and Africa. The goat-lilce antelope, and luxuriant underwood in some places, while

Nemorrheedus, is found on tlie Himalayas, and is others arc entirely open, and the banks of many
peculiar to Eastern Asia from Burma to Japan, clear and rapid streams flowing through it abound
One type of the true goats, the type Heniitnigus, with the black })epper plant, the wild ciimamou,
has a representative on the Himalayas, and and other odoriferous shrubs. Portions of this

another on the Neilgherries. The Siberian ibex forest are often left entirely untouched by the axe

extendsto the Himalayas; and the inarkhor, quite or knife, forming a thick impervious shade for

of the type of the domestic goat, is found on the the growth of the black pepper, cardamom, and
N.W. Himalayas and adjoining hilly districts. Of Mari palm (Caryota urens). These are called

two species of wild sheep, one occurs in the kans, and are favourite resorts of wild animals.

Panjab Salt Ranges, and the other in the Him- To the east of the regular forest lies a tract called

the Mulnad or rain-country (though tlje natives

The bison of sportsmen, the magnificent gaur, of the plains often include the jhari or forest under
Gavaeus gaurus, abounds in the forests of S. India, the same donoiniiiation), in which tlie trees de-

and extends into Central India, Burma, and the generate into larg(j bushes, the bamboo almost

Malay Peninsula. entirely ceases, and cultivation, chiefly of rice,

Two species of the manis, the scaly ant-eater, becomes much more frequent. The bushes con-

occur, one common throughout all India, and one sist chiefly of the kanmda, the pallas, etc. It

extending from Darjiling into China. abounds in tanks and artificial reservoirs for

The dugong occurs sparingly on the southern purposes of irrigation. East of the Mulnad is a

coasts of India
;
various species of Delphinus, one great extent of alluvial plain, producing fine crops

Globiocephalus, and one Balseiioptora, and the of wheat, cotton, maize, llolcus sorghum, Panicuin

fresh-water porpoise of the Ganges, Indus, and Italicum, Cicer arietinum. And on the Nizatn's

Irawadi, the Platanista, is a peculiar type. frontier arc found a succession of low dry hills

Along the base of the Himalayas, in the dense with tabular summits, often rising in abrupt

jungles, an occasional tiger prowls
;
the leopard is scarped precipices, and intersecting and traver.sing

not uncommon
;
while many of the game birds the plains in various directions. They are clothed

about Dugshai arc there also plentiful. Among with low thorny jungle of babul and other

the lesser ranges bordering the plains, and to an acacia; and their biises, and the valleys between,

elevation of 8000 or 0000 feet, barking-deer are composed of a light sandy soil, are cultivated

common
;
and on the more secluded aud craggy with millet, vetches, etc., Panicum spicatura,

mountains the goral or chamois (Nemorrheedus P. miiiare, I’haseolus max, PJi. mungo, etc.

goral) may be occasionally seen sporting among The first or mountainous division consists chiefly

the pine-clad precipices. This little antelope is of micaceous clay and other schists, which to the

gregarious, feeding in scattered herds, so that northward are succeeded by basaltic or trap

when the loud hissing call of alarm is uttered by formation. Tlie Mulnad is composed of undulat-

one individual, the otners, one by one, take it up
;

ing clayslate hills, which become covered with

and the hunter, from a prominent position, may basalt to the north. This trap formation extends

see from 10 to 20 gorals in different parts of the in a slanting direction from S.W. to N.E., nearly

hill bounding across the precipices. The goral is coinciding witli a line drawn from Sadasheghur

rather higher than the barking-deer, and more on the coast to Bijapiir and Sholapur, and, what

compact and agile in appearance. is remarkable, is almost coincident with that

The species of mammalia in the Southern marking the separation of the two great tribes of

Mahratta country were described by Mr. (now the population using totally distinct languages,

Sir) Walter Elliot, of the Madras Civil Service, in the Mahrattas and Canarese. The hills to the

the Madras Literary Society's Journal, July 1839. N.E. and E. arc all of primitive sandstone, some-

The district of India in which the animals were times resting on schists, sometimes immediately

procured is a part of the high table-land towards on granite, which latter is the rock nearest tiie

the south of the Dekhan, commonly called the surface in the central and eastern plains.

Southern Mahratta country, and constitutes the well-defined range of hills to the S.W., called the

British zillah of Dharwar. It ought likewise, Kupputgud, is entirely composed of micaceous
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and clay slates, resting on granite. The hills more
to the N. and N.W. are basaltic. The extensive

plains lying between these different lines of hills

and eminences are composed of the rich black

mould called regur or cotton ground, resulting

from decomposed basaltic rocks. To the N.E. a

considerable tract of limestone is found, resting

on the sandstone, about Bagalcote, Badami,

Hungund, Mudibihal, etc.

The strange-looking goat-antelope (Nemorrhoe-

dus bubalina), known by the name ramoo in

Kashmir, and scroll in other districts of the

Western Himalaya, is perhaps the rarest of the

wild ruminants. Occasionally the sportsman

comes across an individual in the depths of the

alpine forests, but the animal is very solitary in

its habits, and seldom more than a couple are

seen together. Both in figure and movements
the serou is perhaps one of the most ungainly of

its tribe, and so stupid is it that when come on
unawares it will stand and gaze at the intruder

;

even the report of a rifle seldom scares it. The
scroll has the legs of a goat, the horns of an
antelope

;
its general appearance is bovine, Avhilst

the long stiff bristles on its back, and general

shape of the head, arc decidedly porcine,—a sort

of nondescript beast, which European sportsmen

often call a very extraordinary looking animal,

and so it is. Tlie serou is said to fight desperately

;

it has been known when wounded or brought to

bay to have kept off a pack of wild dogs, and
killed several by its sharp-pointed horns. A few

are met with on the Kashmir ranges, and in

favourable situations eastward to Nepal.

The houriar (Caprovis Vignei) extends along

the eastern spurs of the Salt ^lountaiiis, but

becomes less common as wo proceed eastward,

and is seldom met witJi on the ranges beyond the

town of Jlielum, nr southwards of the Bcas river.

It is co;ifined to the north and western portions

of the Panjab, including the Suliman chain,

where it is known by the name of kuch. It is

also a denizen of the mountains around Peshawur,

including the Khaibar pass, Hindu Koh, and
Kafiristaii. The sliapoo or slialmar of Ladakh, if

not identical, is certainly very closely allied
;

its

differences are slight, and such as might result

in a great measure from the marked diversity of

climate, food, etc., of the two regions. This

species is no doubt the slia of Tibet described by
Vigne, and possibly the wild sheep of Western
Afghanistan, Persia, the Caucasus, Armenian and
Corsican mountains, is the same species altered

mayhap by climate and other external agencies.

The eastern limits of the shapoo have not been
fixed with certainty

;
but so far ns inquiries have

extended, it would seem that, commencing at

Ijadakh, it proceeds westward towards the

Indus, into the regions where the houriar is

found : and probably when these regions are ex-

lored we shall find out the relation between what
as been supposed distinct, but which Dr. Adams
was indined to consider one and tlie same animal.

The ibex (Capra Hiraalayana) frequents many
of the lofty ranges of the western chains, and is

known to the natives by the names skeen and
kail, which they apply indiscriminately in the

districts of Aserung, Spiti, Kanawar, the Northern

Kashmir mountains, Ladakh, Chinese Tartary,

sud the Altai. There appears to be a variety in

^^adakh with shorter horns than the Himalayan,

and specimens of the Siberian ibex possess the

same peculiarity. The leopards, panthers, wild

dog, and bearded vulture are the common enemies
of the ibex

;
the vulture preys on the kids only.

The ibex is found on certain ranges in Ladakh,
especially on the chains northward.

The Caucasian ibex (Capra Caucasia) frequents

the mountains of Baluchistan, and it is likewise a
native of the Murree and other ranges on the

north-western frontier of Sind. The Caucasus,
Asia Minor, Syria, and Arabia are also countries

which it inhabits. It does not appear to travel

any great distance eastward, and is probably
replaced on the higher ranges of Afghanistan and
l^ersia by its noble congener the Himalayan ibex.

I’lie Caucasian ibex has the hair short and dark-

brown, with a black line doivn the back. The
beard is also black. liike the European and
Himalayan animals, the horns arc also bent back-
wards, but they differ in being more slender and
tapering. In the latter, moreover, the horns are

three-sided, and the anterior and posterior surfaces

sharp, and generally smooth, Avith the exception
of a few irregular tuberosities on the frontal

aspect. Ijike the other species, it frequents
dangerous and inaccessible places, such as bleak
and barren mountain tops.

Some quailiiipeds are undoubtedly diminishing
in British India, and markedly the elephant and
the lion. The lion, until the middle of the 19th
century of not unfrequent occurrence in the

region between Sind, Kattyawar, and the Central
Erovinces, is now (1884) almost unheard of. We
have the evidence of Jahangir and the Kev.
Edivard Terry that in their days tlie province of
Malwa abounded with lions. Jahangir records
that he had killed several, and Mr. Terry mentions
his having been frequently terrified by them in his

travels through the vast woods and wildernesses of
the country. It is known to the people as the
Untia-Bag, literally camel-coloured tiger. They
do little injury. Tigers, however, have alw^ays

been destructive to the domestic cattle, and as the
opening up of British India by roads and railways
has led to the destruction of the herds of deer,

the tiger has been more and more making man
his prey. They are supposed to breed largely in

Bustar. In the extreme south of the peninsula of

Malacca they are very numerous. The unculti-

vated fore.st tribes of India revere the tiger, style

him brother, and the Burmese eat tlie tiger in the

belief that they may improA^e their courage. They
buy its flesh at a shilling a pound.
A mere mention of the hyaena, the jackal, the

Avild dog, the porcupine, rhinoceros, and tapir

will suffice. They cause little injury to man.
From time to time, frequently following famine

years, swarms of rats invade tlie already wasted
lands, and their original habitats remain un-

traced. One of the leopards, the Felis jubata, has

been trained to hunt the deer. The mungoose,
species of the genus Ilerpestes, readily attacks

and kills the venomous cobra, and thus aids to

protect man.
The wolves, wild dogs, and jackals hunt in

packs, and evince much intelligence and cunning.
Notices of them will be found under thett
respective headings.

The following details exhibit the families,
genera, and principal species of mammals in the
south and east of Asia, with some of Africa
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•

Obdkr, Primates.
Simudas, Monkeys^ tlie Quadrumana, the Heo-

pithed, Van Hcsven, and Catarrhinse, Oeoffi'cy,

Suh-Fam. Simianae, Apes.

Troglodytes niger, chimpanzee, Africa,
T. gorilla, gorilla, Africa.
Simia satyrus, orang-utan of Borneo.
S. morio, orang-utan of Sumatra.

Sub-Fam, Hylobatina?, Gibbons of Indo-Chinese
. countries and Malayana.

Hylobates hoolook, hoolookof Assanj, Cachar, Khassya,
and Sylhet.

H. lar, gibbon of Tenasscrim.

H. agilis, gibbon of Malay Peninsula.

There are several others in the Malay islands.

Monkeyit*

Presbytis illiger, .y/n. Semiiopithecus, F. Cuvier

^

the
hanuman or langur.

P. entellus, Jerd., Bengal langur.

Simia, Dufrem,
|

P. anshises, Fit.

Musya, .... Can. Wanur, ]\[akur, . Maiiu.
Hanuman, . . . Hind.

|

Common in Bengal and Central India.

P. schistaceus, Hodgs.y Himalaya langur.

Kubup, .... Bhot.
I
Kamba suliu, . Lepcti.

Occurs throughout the Himalayas.

P. priamus, FU.j Blythe Horsf., Gandangi, Tkl., the
Madras langur, inhabits the eastern side of the
Peninsula and the north of Ceylon.

P. Johnii, Jerdon.
Simia Johnii, Fisher. I Sem. .Johnii, var. Martin.
Semnopithecus Dus-

|

Sein. ciicullatus, Is. Geoff.

sumierli, Schinz.
\

Sem. hypoleucos,/?/.,Hors.
The Malabar langur, of Travancore, C-ochin, Mala-

bar, and South (Janara.

P. jubatus, Jerdon (Semnopithecus Johnii, Wagurr,
Blythf Martin), the Neilgherry langur, of Neil-

gherries, Anirnallay, Pulney, and Wynad, not below
2500 and 3000 feet.

P. pileatus, Blyth, Sylhet, Cachar, Chittagong.

P. barbel, JSlyth, interior of Tiperah Hills.

P. obscurus, Reid, Mergui.
P. Phayrei, Bhjth, Arakan.
P. albo-cinereus, Malay Peninsula.

P. cephalopterus, Blyth, Ceylon.

P. ursinus, Blyth, Ceylon.

Several other species occur in the jMalay islands.

Sub-Fam. Papioninse, the true Baboons of Africa and
monkey-like Baboons of India. Generic name
Bandar.

InuiiB silenus, Jerdon, lion-monkey.
Simia loonina, Linn.

J
Silenus veter. Gray, Bly.

Nil-bandar, . . . Bkng. I Nella-rnanthi, . Maleal.
Slab-bandar, . . Hind.

|

AV. Ghats, Cochin, Travancore.

I. rhesus, Jerdon, Bengal monkey.
I. erythranus, Schreh.

|
Pitliex oinops, Hodg., Ilor.

Morkot, .... Beng. Marcut-banur, . , LErcii.

I’iyu, Bhot.
.
Banur, Suhu, .

Inhabits nearly all India.

I. pelws, Jerdon, hill monkey (Macacus Assamensis,

BrCldland, Jlorsf., Blyth), high uj) on the

Mussoori Hills.

I, Assamensis, Jerdon? is Macacus Sikkimensis, Hodg. ?

I. nemestrinus, Jerdon, Tenasscrim, Malayana.

I. leoninus, Blyth, Arakan.
I. arctoides. Is. Oeoffroy ? Arakan.

Macacus radiatus, Jerdon, Madras monkey.
Simia sinica, Linn., Eli., Blyth, Horsf.

Munga, .... Can. Wanur, Make, of Sykes.

Makadu,. . . . Mauk. Vella munthi, . . Tam.
Kerda, Mahr. of Ghats. Koti, Tel.

All over Southern India.

M. pileatus, Shaw, Ceylon.
M. carbonarius, F. Cuvier, Burma.
M. cynomolgos, Linn., Burma.
Fam. Lemuridse, the Lemurs, mostly of Madagascar,

one genus of Africa, and two or three from India
and Malayana. Cheiromys, indris, lemur, and
lichanotus are Madagascar forms.

Nyoticebus tardigradus, /erdon.

StenopsJavanicus,Awc<.
|
N. Bengalensis, J3/,

Lajia banar, . . Beng. I Slow-paced lemur, . Eng.
Lajjawoti banar, . ,, |

Sharmindah billi, , Hind.
Found in Bengal, Rungpur, Dacca.

N. Javaniciis, Blyth ? of Java.

Loris gracilis, Jerdon, Lemur Ceylonicus, Fischer, Bhf,

TIio slender lemur, . Eng. ' Tevangar, Tam.
Sloth of . . Madras.

.
Dewantsi pilli, , Tel.

Found in Ceylon and Southern India.

Tarsiiim, a genus of Java.

Fam. Galeopithccida}, Flying Lemurs.

Galeojnthccus, sp.

,

natives of Malayana, form a link to

the frugivorous bats. They have pectoral mammsu.
They have a membrane connecting their limbs, but
have not the power of sustaining flight. They are

‘ nocturnal and insectivorous, and sleep with their

heads down.

Sub-Order, Cheiroptera, Bats.

Fam. Pteropodidap, Frugivorous Bats of Malayana,
Ceylon, India, Burma, Malacca, Java.

Pteropus Edwardsi, Jerd., large fox bat, flying fox.

Pt. medius, Ternm.
‘

Pt.A88amensiB,A/‘C^cMawd,
Pt. leucocoplmlus, Hodg. Blyth.

Ba<lnl, .... Beng. War-baggul, . . Mahr.
Toggitl bawali, . . C?AN, Sikat yelli, . Tel,
Gadal, Bar-bagal, Hind. Siku rayi, . ,

Found in Ceylon, India, and Burma.

Pt. Lcschenaultii, .ferdon.

Pt. seminudus, Kdaart
|

Fulvous fox bat, . Eng.
IMadras, Carnatic, and Trichinopoly.

Pt. ediilis, .lava and Malacca.
Pt. Dussumiorii, Is. Geoff., continent of India?
Cynoptorus marginatius, Jerdon, small fox bat.

C. artinis, Gray. I Pt. tittiechcilus, Temm,,
Pteropus pyrivorous, H.

|
EH., Bly., Horsf.

Cham gadal, . . Beng.
|

Gsidal, .... Hind.
Througliout all India and (.’cylon.

IMacroglossus minimus {Jerdon, tho Pteropus minimus,
Aiu'torujii), Tenasserim and Malayana.

Fam. Varnpyridre.

Sah-Fani. Megadcnnatime, Vampire Bats.

Megadernm lyra, .Terdon.

M. scliistacea, Hodgs., I M. Carnatica, Ell,

Bly., Horsf.
|

Large-eiirtMl vampire bat, over all India.

M. spectrum, Jerdon, Kashmir vampire bat.

M. Horsfioldii, Blyth, Tenasscrim.
M. spasma, Linn., Ceylon, Malayana,

Slib-Fam. Rlunolophime, Leafy-nosed Bats.

Rhinolophiis perniger, Jerdon, Hodg., Blyth (R. luctus,

Temm.), largo leaf bat of Nepal? Malabar? Java?
Darjiling.

R. mitratuB, Blyth, mitred leaf bat, Chybassa, Mus-
soori, Central India.

R. tragatus, Hodg., Blyth, dark-brown leaf bat of

Nepal, Mussoori.
R. Pearsoni, Horsf, Blyth, Darjiling, Mussoori.

R. affinis, Horsf., Blyth.

R. rubidus, Kelaart. I R. cinerasceus, KelaarU
Malabar ? Ceylon, Burma, Malayana.

R. rouxi, Temm., Blyth (R. lopidus, Bly.), rufous leaf

bat of Malabar, Calcutta, Colgong, Mussoori.
^

R. macrotis, Hodg., Bly., largo-cared leaf bat, Him-

alaya, Nepal, Mussoori.
K. subbadiuB, Hodg., Bly., bay leaf bat, Nepal, Him-

alaya.

R. brovitarsus, Bly., Darjiling.

Other species of Rhinolophus occur in the Malayan

islands, China, and Japan.
^ /JD

Hipposideros armiger, Bn. Hn. (H. nobilis, var, BlVH^h

large horse-shoe bat, Nepal, Mussoori, Darjiling*

H. lankadeva, Kel., Ceylon.
H. nobilis, Cantor, Burma, Ceylon, and Malay Penin

Bula.

[. speoris, Bl., El., Jerdon,
; ^

H. apiculatus, Cray,
j

H. Dukhunensis,

H, penicillatus. Gray.
|

India generally, Ceylon, Archipelago,
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H. cineraiceus, Bly,^ ashy horse - shoe bftt, Panjali,

Salt Kange.
H. murinus, Jerdon (Rhiijolophus fulgens, Ell,^ Blyth),

little horse-shoe bat, S. India, Ceylon, Nicobars,
Burma, Malayana.

H. larvatus, Rorsf.y Burtna, Malayana, Sylbet.

H. insignia, nobilis, diadeina, and galeritiis, Cant(»%
are from the Malay Peninsula.

Coslops Frithii, Bbj., tailless bat, Sunderbans.
Khinopoma Hardwickii, Gray^ Blyth^ long-tailed leaf

bat, all India, Burma, Malayana.
Nycteria Javanica, Geaj}'., Java, Malacca.

Fam. Noctilionidne.

Suh-Fam. Taphozoina-.

Taphozous longimanus, Hard., Blyth.

T. brevimanus, Blyth. I T. fulvidus, Blyth.
T. Oantori, Blyth.

j
Long-armed bat.

All India.

T. melanopogon, Temm.t ITonf., black-bearded bat of
Canara and Malayana.

T. saccolaimiis, Tnnvi.j Blyth.
T. crassus, Blyth.

1
T. pulclier, FUiot.

White-bellied bat of Madras and Malayana..

T. bicolor, Temm., E. Indies?
Emballonura, .sp., from Java.

Stib-Fam. Noctilionimr'.

Nyctinomus plicatus, Jerdon.
Vespcrtilio plicatus, I N. dilatatiis, Ilorsf.
Buch.y Bly. N. tenuis, Hornf.

N. Bengalonsis, Geoff. I

The wrinkled-lip bat of Madras, Calcutta.

Clieironioles torquatus, of Java.

Fm\. Vcspertilionida-,

Huh' F(im

.

Scotopbil Ina\

Hcotophilua serotinus, Jerdon^ silky bat.

Veaperoilio Tioi!tula, Groff.
1
V. serotinus, Hehr.

Europe, Himalaya, d’yiio Uango bc^yoiid Mussoori.

S, lieialeri, Jerdon .(\’"ospertilio dasycarpus, Leiahri,
Blyth), liairy-arnied bat, Tyne Jlaiigo, Himalaya.

S. pachyomus, Jerdon, the thick muzzled bat of India?
S. Corom.andelianus, ./rrd. (Kerivoula .Sykesii, (tray,

Bll.), Coromandel bat of all India.

S. lobatus, Jerd. (Vesi)ertilio abrainus, Tenim.), the
lobe-eared bat of India.

S. fuliginosus, Jerd. (Nycticejus atratus, Blyth), the
smoky bat of Nepiil.

tS. fulvidus, Fll., Tenasscrini.
S. pumilohles, Cliinii.

S. Hodgsonil, Calcutta.
S. falcatus, India.

S. fulvus, Madras, Java.
Noctulinia noctula, Groy, Vesjjortilio lasioiderus, Hch.,

Y. altivolans, White, V. labiuta, Jfotly.s.^ Blyth.

The noctule bat of England, Nepal. Flics high.

Nycticejus Heatbii, Ilorsf., BL, liirgo yellow bat,

Southern and Central India.
N. Intews,^ Blyth (N. Haveolus, Horsf.), Bengal yellow

bat, all India, Assam, Burma.
N. Tcmminckii, Jerd.
Vespcrtilio belanger, Geoff.

|
V. noctnlinns, Ts. Geoff.

The common yellow bat of India, Burma, Malayana.
Nycticejus castaneus, Gr., Bly., chestnut bat of Bengal,

Burma, Malavana.
N. atratus, (Scotopbilus fuliginosus, Bhj.), sombre

bat of Darjiling.
N. canus, Blyth (Scotophilus Madcras-patanus, Gray),

hoary bat of all In^lia.
N, ornatus, Blyth, harlequin bat, Darjiling.
N. nivicolus, Hod., Horsf., alpine bat, near the snows

of Sikkim.

Kerivoulft piota, Jerd. (VespertUio kerivoula, Boddaeft)^
painted bat of all India, Burma, Malayans.

K. pallida, Blyth, the pale-painted bat of Ohybassa.
K. papillosa, Jerd., the papiUoso bat of Ceylon, Cal-

cutta, Java, Sumatra.
K. tenuis? Tonies (Vespertilio tenuis), Java, Sumatra,
K. Hardwickii, Toms (Vespertilio Hardwickii), Java,

Sumatra.
Vespertilio caliginosus. Tonus, mustachoed bat of India.
V. Siligorensis, Jfodg,, Horsf., Terai bat, Siligori in tho

Sikkim Terai.

Darjilingensis, Hodg., Darjiling bat, like V.
mystacinus of Europe.

V. Blytliii, Tomes, Nasseerabad.
V. adversus, Blyth, Horsf., Malayan bat of Ceylon,

(Calcutta, liurrna.
V'. Ilorsfitddii, Teum. (V. tralatitius, Horsf,), Malayan

I’eninsula and J.ava.

IVIyotis murinus, Jerd. (Vespertilio murinus, Geoff.),
mouse like bat of Europe, Mus.soori.

M. Theobaldi, Blyth (M. pallidiventris, Hodg,, Blyth),
mouse bat of Kashmir.

M. parvipes, Blyth (M. pipistrollus, Bly.), small-footed
mouse bat of Mussoori.

M. Icpidus, Blyth, Kauflabar.
M. Berdmorei, Blyth, Tcnasscrim,
riccotua auritus, Jerd.

r. homochroua, Hodg.
j

P. Darjilingonsis, Hodg.
TiOiig-earcd bat of Darjiling.

P. Timorensis, Geoff., Timor.
Barbastellus communis, Gr., Bl.

Vespcrtilio barbastellus, Hchr.
|
B. Daubentoni, Bell.

Barbastello bat of Himalaya, Mussoori, Nejial.

B. leucoimdus, Jerd. (Vespertilio leucomelus, JtuppcU),
lied Sea.

B. macrotis, Jerd. (V. ma(?rotis, Tcmm.), Sumatra.
Nyctophilus Ceoffroyi, Bl., Leach, the large-eared leaf

bat of Europe, Australia, Mussoori.

Okdek, Insectivora, In.sectivorous Mammals,

Fa VI. Talpidie, Moles.

Talpa micrura, Hodg., Blyth (T. cryptura, Blyth).
Biyu kantyein, . JiiiOT.

(
Pariam, . . . Lkpck.

Nepal, Sikkim.

T. macrura, Hodg., fong-tailed mole, Sikkim.
T. le.ucura, Blyth, Sylbet, Tenasscrim.
T. mogura, Teinm., Japan.
IJrotricbus talpoides, Japan. •

Fajn. Sorecidtc, Shrews.

Sorex cjerulesccns, Shaio, Blyth, mu.sk rat, musk shrew.
S. Iiidiciis.

j

S. Soimcrati, Geoff.
S. giganteus.

|
S. myosurus, Gray.

Sondeli, .... Can.
j
Chachundi, . , HiND.

All India.

B. murinus, Lin., Blyth.

B. myosurus, Pallas. S. viridescens, Blyth.
B. Bwinhici, Blyth. INlousc-coloured shrew.

S. India, Bengal, Burma, Malayana, China.

S. nemorivagus, Hodgson (B, murinus, Horsf,), Nepal
wood shrew of Nepal and Sikkim.

B. Griffithii, Horsf., Khassya Hills.

B. .serpentarius. Is. Geoff. (S. Kandianus, Kelaart),
rufoscent shrew of C.’eylon, S. India, Bunna, Ten-
asserim.

S. heterodon, Blyth, Khassya Hills.

S. saturatior, Hodg., Darjiling.

S. Tytleri, Blyth, Debra Doom
B. soccatus, Bly., Hodgson, hairy - footed shrew of

Nejjal, Bikkim, Mii.ssoori.

S. niger, Fll., Horsf., Ncilgherry wood shrew.

S. leucops, Hodgs., long-tailed shrew, Nopal.
S. Hodgsonii, Blyth, Nepal pigmy shrew.

Huh-Fam. Vcspertilioninse.

Lasiurus Pearsoni, Horsf., Bl. (Noctulinia lasiiira,

Hodgson), the hairy-winged bat of Darjiling,

Murina suillus, Jerd.
N. laaiura, Hodg. I

L. Pearsoni, Bl.

The pig bat of Darjiling, Malayana.

Marina Formosa, Jerd,, tho beautiful bat.

Vespertilio Formosa, H. I Nycticejus Tickelli, Blyth.

Kerivoula Formosa, Or.
|
N. isabellinus, Horsf.

Central India, Nepal, Sikkim, Darjiling.

B. Perroteti, Duvei'noy, pigmy shrew of Mysore, Neil-
gherries, Dokhan.

S. micronyx, Blyth, small - clawed pigmy shrew of
Western Himalaya.

S. melanodon, Blyth, black-toothed pigmy shrew of
Calcutta.

noogson uescriDea oorex oiKKimensis, nomourus, olie-
urus, macrurus, holo-sericeus, and tenuicauda of
Darjiling.

Sorex ferrugineuB, montanus, Kelaarti, purpurasconB
Temp,, and Horsfieldii, Tomes, of Oeyl^.

*
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S. fnliginosus, Blyth^ and S. nudipes, Blyih, Tenas-
serim.

8. atratusy Blythy Khaasya.
S. albinus, Blythy China.

8. pulchellus, Licht.y Central Asia.

Boriculus nigrescens, Jerd,
Corsiraj Orayy BlytK S. soccatus, Hody.
S. Sikkimensis, Hodg, IMng-zhing, . . . Hhot.
S. aterrimus, Blytk.

,
Tjuig zhint, Lepch.

Mouse-tailed shrew of Sikkim, Nepal.

Crossopus Himalaicus, Gray.

Choopitsi, . . IlHOT,
J
Ooiig-lagniyii, . Lepch.

The Himalayan water shrew of Sikkim.

Corsira alpina, Jerdun (Sorex caudatus, Hodysony Bly.)y

alpine slirew of Europe and Sikkim.

C. Newera-olia, of Ceylon.

Feroculus macropus, Kcl, (Sorex macropus, B!yth)y

Ceylon.
Myogalea (mygale) or musk rat of N. America. The

scaly tails of this shrew arc imported into India.

Fam. Erinaccidie, Hedgehogs.

Erinaceus collaris, Orat/y Blyth (E. Grayii, Bennett)^

N.W. Provinces, Panjab, Sind.

E. micropuB, BJyth.

E. nudiventris, Hoi'sf. \
E. collaris, (7ray.

South India, Neilglicrries.

E, mentalis, Gray, India ; E. spatangus, Bniv., Him-
alaya ; E. Grayii, Bcnn., Himalaya; E. auritus,

Pallas, Central Asia
;
E. niegalotis, Blyth, Afghan-

istan.

Fam. Tupaid;e.

Tupaia Elliotti, Water., Bl., Madras tree shrew, Eastern

Ghats.
Tupaia Pugu.ina, Less.

T. Belangcri, Wagner. Sikkim tree shrew, . Enc.

T. ferruginoa, rar. Kalli-tang-zhing, Lepch.
Sikkim.

T. Javanica, Java ;
T. tana, Sumatra

;
T. murina,

Borneo; T. ferruginca, Blyth, IHalayana.

Order, Carnivoi{A, or Beasts of Prey.

Fcr® normales, Gray.
\

Secundates, Blyth.

Tribe, Plantigrada, walk,on solo of foot.

Fam. Ursidic, the Bears.

Ursus isabellinus, JUrrs., Blyth.

U. Syriacus, Hemp t

Barf ka rcetch, . Hind. I Harjnit, . . . KAf^ir.

Bhalu, .... ,, I
Driii-mor, . Ladakh.

The giiow bear, brown, yellow, grey, silver bear of

Himalayas.

Ursus Tibetans, F. (Uiv. ,
Blyth.

U. torquatus, Schiuz.
|

U. ferox, Itohin.

Bhalak,
Thom,

Beng.
Bhot.

I Bhalu, .

I Soiia,

Hind.
Lepch.

Himalayan black bear, Himalaya, Assam.

U. Malayanua, Burma, Arakan, the Malay Peninsula

U. euryspilus of Borneo.

U. labiatus, Ell., Blain, Blyth.

Bratlypus ursiiius, Tihaw.

Karadi, Kaddi, . . Can.
Yerid, .... Gkrd.
Banna, .... Kol.

Melursus lybicus, Meyer.

Aswail, . . . Mahr.
Kiksha, . . . Sanhk.
Klugii, Tkl.

Indian black bear or sloth boar, has a V mark on

breast. All India.

Ailurus fulgens, F. Cuv., Bly., Hard.

A. ochraceus, Hodgs.

Wahdonka, . . Bhot.
|

Wah, .... Nepal.

Sunnam, Suknam, Lepch.
|
Negalya-ponya, . „

Red cat bear, S.E. Himalaya, Nepal, Sikkim.

Tribe, Semi-Plantiorada, Blyth (Mustelidw of
' Blyth'), Badgers, Weasels, and Otters.

^ Fam. Melididae, Badger-like animals.

Arctonyx collaris, Cuv., Blyth.

Mydaus, Chrayy Hardw.
j

A. isonyx, Hodg.

Bhalu-sur, Hind.
|
Bear pig, Hog badger.

Nepal, Sikkim^. Bengal, Assam, Sylhet, Arakan.

Arctonyx taxoidcsVfff^^, of Sylhet, Assam.
Mellivora Indica, j\rdon.

Ursitaxus inauritVa, H. I M. ratcl, Blyth.
Ratclus Indicus, iy:hin.

Bhajrublial, . . Beng. I Tavakaradi, . . . Tam.
Biju, .... Hind.

I
Biyu-khawar, . , Tel.

Indian badger. All India.,

Meles albo-gularis, Blyth, Tibet.

I’axidea loucura, Blyth, Tum-pha of Tibet.

Helictis Nepalensis, Jerd.

Gulo, H(kg., Blyth.
|

Oker, .... Nepal.
Nepal wolverine, Nepal,

ir. orientalis, lilalayana.

Fam. Mustelida;, Weasels and Martens,

M.'irtes hiivigulii, Jevdon, Indian marten.
Mustcla llardwickii, H. I Gatidictis chryaogaster,

M. Gwatkinsii, Jardine.
j

Jardine.

I luniah, Aiiiar, Bhot. Sakku, . . Lepch.
Tuturala, Kamaon. Mai sampra, Nepal.

India, Malayana.

Martes toiifaius, Hodgson, Tibet, Ladakh, at 11,000 feet,

Afghanistan, I’eshawur, Qu. ? M. abietum of

Europe. •

Mustela zibelliiia, Blyth, Tibet sable marten,
M. sub-hemachalana, Hodg., Blyth.

M. humeralis, Blyth. I Kran, .... Kash.
Zimiong, . . . Bhot.

|
Sang-king, . . Lepch.

Himalaya, Nepal, Kashmir.

M. erminra, the stoat, the ermine, W. Himalaya,
Nepal.

M. kathiah, Hodg., Blyth.

M. aiiriventer, Hodg.
|
Kathiah nynl, . Nepal.

Ycllowdx'llicd weasel of Nepal, Himalaya, Bhutan.

M. strigidorsa, Hors/., Hodgs., striped Aveasol of

Sikkim.
M. Horsficldii, Gary, Bhutan.
M. temon, Hodg., Tibet.

M, nudipes, F. Cur., .Java, l\Ial.ayan.'i.

M. Sarmatica, Pallas, North and Central Asia, Afghan-
istan.

M. Sibirica, Pallas, (’liin.i, is M, Hodgsoni of Gray.
M. larvata (Putorius 'j'ibetaiius, Hodgs.), Tibet.

8ah-Fam. Lutrina), Otters.

Lutra nair, F. Cuv.

Lutra Chinensis, Gray. L. Tarayensis, Hodgson,
L. Indicus, (/ray. Ell., Blyth.

Nir mii, .... Can. Thl, Hud, . . Hind.
Indian otter, . . En(;. I^dni, Udbilli, . . ,,

Pani kuta, . . Hind.
.

Jsil-manjer, . . ]\rAiiK.

Ceylon, India, Burma, Malayana.

L. wilgaris, Ei'x.lebin, Bl. (L. inonticola, Hodgson?), the

liill otter of Inner Himalayas.
L. aiiro-brumiea, Hodgs., Himalayas, Neilgherrios ?

Ceylon mountains?
L. moiiticola, Hoilgs. (L. vulgaris apud Jaidon), of

Himalaya.
L. barang, Baffles (Barangia varang, Gray), Malay

Peninsula.

L. kutab, (/ray, Hugcl, Kaslimir.

Jj. Icptonyx, Hors/., Blylh, clawless otter.

Aonyx Horsfichlii, i/ray. I Aonyx Sikkimensis, Hodg.
Lutra indigitata, IleHlg,

|

Chusain, . . . Bhot.
j
Suriam, . . . Lepch.

Himalaya.

Tribe, Digitigrada, walk on the digits, typical

carnivora, very (juick and speedy.

Fam. Felkhe or Cat tribe, lions, tigers, leopards,

cats, and lynxes.

Of these, the lion, pard, cheeta, chaus or wild cat,

and the caracal or lynx, are common to Africa and

India. Seven, viz. the tiger, pard, clouded

leopard, marbled tiger cat, large tiger cat, leopard

cat, and bay cat, are common to India, Assam,

Burma, and Malayana, and three of the seven,

viz. the clouded cat, marbled cat, and bay cat,

occur in the S.E. Himalaya. One, yiz.

ounce, is an outlayer of Central Asia ;
and only

three, the F. Jcnloni, F. rubiginosa, and F. tor-

quata, appear peculiar to the Peninsula of Indw-

Felis leo, Linn., the Asiatic lion.

F. Asiaticus, F. Gujrattensis, Smee.y Benn.y BlytH-

Shifigal, .... Beno. I Slier, Babbar shcr, ,
SiNU.

Untia-bag, Hind, in GuJ.
|
Singha, . . • • »»

Allahabad, Jubbulpur, Outoh, Gujerat, Gwahor,
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FeliB tigria, the tiger.

Tigris regalia, Gray, Blyth,

Go-vagh, . , . Beno. Bag, Bagni, Hind.

Tut, . . Bhagulpub. Sela-vagh,

Tukh, .... Bhot. Suhtoiig, . . Lepch.

Huli, Can. Wuhag, . Mahr.
Nahar, . Central India. Puli, . . . . Tel.

Nongya-chor,Gorakhpur.
.

Tagli, . . Tib.

All India, up to 6000 or 7000 of Himalayas, measures

up to 10 feet 2 inches long.

F. pardus, Linn. ,
the i)ar(I.

F. leopardus, Schreber.
1
Lcopardua varius, Gray.

Var. a. Larger, the panther.

F. pardus, Hodg.
1

F. leopardus, Temm.

Horiig.a, .... Can. Chita, Chita-bag, Hind.
Jiurkal, . . . Gondi. Adnara? ... ,,

Bay-hira, . . Himalaya. Asnea, .... Mahr.
Tahir-hay, . . „ Chinna puli, . . Tel.

Tendwa, . . . IIIND. Sik, Tib.

India.

Var. h. Smaller, the leopard.

F. leopardus, Hodg. F. longicaudata, VaUnc.
F. pardus, Temm.

Bibla, .... Baori. Bibia-bag, . . Hind.
Keikal, .... CAN. (Ihur-hay, . . Simla.
Gor-bacha, . . Hind. Dhcer-liay, . . . „
JJorbacha, . . ,,

India.

F. melas, Peron, black leopard (F. perniger, Hodg.),

Ceylon, India, Himalaya, Assam, Malayana.
F. uncia, Srhri'hcr, Blyth, Hodg., ounce.

6. Lynxine Group.
F. torquaia, F. Cuv., Blyth.

F.omata, Gray,Hardv>., ‘ F. Huttoni, Blyth,

Blyth, Leopardus iiiconspleuuS)

F. servalina, Ja/rdine, Gray,
Spotted wild cat of Salt Range to Central India.

F. chaus, Quid, F. Cuv., Blyth, jungle cat.

F. affinis, Gray, Hardw,
‘

F. Jacquemontii, Is, Geof.
F. kutas, Pears, F. (lynchus) erythnotis,

Chaus lybicus. Gray, Hodg,

Ban-beral, . . Beno. Mota-lahn manjur, Mahr.
Katas, ... „ Cherru puli, . . . Mal.
Birka, . . Bhagulpur. Jinka pilli, . . . Tel.

Mant-bek, . . . Can. Kada-bek, . Waddar.
.Tangli billi, . . . Hind. Bella-bek,

All India.

Felis caracal, Schreh., Blyth.
Caracal melanotis, Gray, Wolf.

1
Siah-gosh, . Pkrs.

Red lynx of Arabia, Persia, Tibet, Vindhya, Africa,

Central India, N.AV. Provinces, Panjab.

F. isabcllina, Blyth, Tibet.

F. manul, Blyth (F. nigripoctus, Hodgson), Tibet.

F. meg.aloti.s, Tniim., Timor.
F. juJ)ata, Schreher, hunting leopard.

F. guttata, Hermann. F. vonatica, A. Smith,

Tenduabag, . . Beno. Yuz, Clieeta, . Hind.
Chircha, .... Can. Laggar, .... ,,

Siviingi, .... ,, Chita puli, . . . Tel.
Africa, S.W. Asia, India,

Leopardus .Japanensis, Gray, .Lapan,

L. brachyiirus, Sivinhoc, Formosa.

Fam. Vivcrrida3.

F. uncioides, Hodg. 1 F. irbis, Fhn nherg,

F. pardus, Pallas.
|

8ah, .... Bhot. Pali-le, .... Lepch.
Snow leopard, . . Fng. Burrcl-hay, . . Simla.

Thnr-wag, , Kanawah. iker, ..... Tib.

Himalaya, at groat elevations, and on Tibetan side.

F. diardi, Desm., Blyth.

F. inacrocclis, Temm,, I F. nebuloaa, Griff.

Horsf.
I
F. macroceloidc.s, Hodg.

Clouded leopard, . Eng. Lam-cliittia of the Khah.
Zik, .... Biidt. Tungmar, , . Lermi.
S.E. Himalaya, Kepal, Sikkim, Burma, Sumatra,

Java, Borneo.

F. nehulbsa, ,1erdon (F. diardi, Bli/th), Himalaya.
F. vivorrina, Bctm,, Blyth, large tiger eat.

F. viverriceps, Hodg., I F. Hiinalayana, Jardiue.

Hardir.
1
F. Bongalensis, Bnch.

F. Celidogaster, Temm., I Ham.
Gray, Blyth.

|

Sub-Fam. Hyenhue, Hyaenas,

Hyena striata, Zimmerman, striped hytena,

II. vulgaris, A7/., Hundar, , . . .HiND.
Bl. dhirak, .... „

Har-vagh, . . Beng. Lokra-bag, Lakra-bag, ,,

Kera, . CENTRAL India. Nakra bag, ... „
K.atkirba, . . Ckvlon. Taras, . . Hind., Mahr.
Xirba, .... ,, Korna gandu, . . Tel.
All India.

Sab-Fam, Viverrinie, Civets,

Viverra zibetha, Lin., Blyth.

V. Bengalensis, Gray, V. melanurus, Hodgs,
Hardv:. V. orientalis, Hodgs,

V. uudulata, Gray. V, civettoides, Horsf,

Puda gaula, . . Bkng. Large civet cat, . . Bng.
IMach-bandar,Beno.,Hind. Kjitas, .... Hind.
Bag-dos, . . ,, Sa-phiong, . . Lepch.
Kung, .... Bhot. Bhran, Nit-biralu, Nepal.

All S.E, of Asia.

Bag-dasha, Beng,, Hind.
1
Mach bagrul, . . Hind. v. civettina, Blyth.

Bengal, Burma, Malayana, China. V, zibetha, Waterh.
,

Malabar cive

F. mannorata, Martin, Blyth. S.W. parts of I’cninsula of India.

F. Clnultoni, Gr., Blyth. V. diardi, Jerd. V. Malaccensis, Gmel., Bh/th.
F. Ogilbii, Hodg. Leopardus dosul, Hodg. y Uontf. V. pallitla,

F. Duvancelli, Hodg. y. ludica. Ell., Geoff.
Marbled tiger cat of Sikkim, Assam, Burma,

manjur, . Bkno. Gimdo-gaula
Malayana. Katas „ Kasturi, . .

1. Bengalensis, Desmoulins. Gando-gokul, . . „ Sayor, . . .

F. Sumatrana, Hor.ff.
'

F. pardichrous, Hodg. Lesser civet cat, . Eng. Bug-nyul, . .

F.Javanensis,,/6r(/.,y/on Leopardui Chineiisis, GV. Mashk billi, . . .Hind. Punagu-pilli,
F. minuta, Temm. Ji. Rccvesii, Gr. India.

r
Elliot d, Gr. y tangalunga. Gray, Malayan islamh

F. Nepalensis, Chaus scrvalinus, Gr,
Philippines

Leopard cat, . . . Eng.
1

Wagati, . . . Mahr. y. rasse,lsvA:c3,’'Syestern Ghats.
Hilly regions of Ceylon, India, Himalaya, Tibet, prionodon pardicolor, //odf/s., tiger civet,

Assam, Burma, Malayana, Sumatra, Java. Fierce zik.chum, . . Bhot.
|

Suliyu,
and variable.

^
S.E. Himalaya, Nepal, Sikkim.

F. Nepalensis, Vigors, probably a hybrid. Parodoxurus musanga, Jerdon.
F. Jerdoni, Blyth {¥. rubiginosa, Geoff, '(), lessor leopard ^ typus, F. Cuv., Ell. ' P. fasciatus,

cat. Peninsula of India. p. Pallasii, Gray. P. prehensil
F. aurata, Tcw7ntncX:, Moormi cat. P. musangoides, Gmy. Viverra he
F. Moormensis, Hodg.

|

F. nigrescens, Hodg. p Crossii, Gray. Pallas.

V. civettina, Blyth.

V. zibetha, Waterh.
,

Malabar civet cat, . Eng.
S.W. parts of I’cninsula of India.

V. Malaccen.si.s, Gmel., Blyth.

V. ra.s.se, Uorsf. V. pallida. Gray,

V. ludica, FU., Geoff.

Jowadi manjur, . Beng, Gando-gaula, . , Hind.
Katas, Knsturi, . . . Mahk.
Gando-gokul, . . „ Sayor, .... Nepal.
Lesser civet cat, . Eng. Bug-nyul,

Mashk billi, . . . Hind. Punagu-pilli, . . Tel.

All India.

V. tangalunga, Gray, Malayan islands east to the

Philippines.

V. rasse, Sykes, 'Western Ghats.

F. Temminckii, Vigors.,
|

Horsf., Blyth.
Black cat or bay cat of

F. nigrescens, Hodg.

Black cat or bay cat of Nepal, Sikkim.

F. rubiginosa, Is. Geoff., Belanger,
F. Jerdoni, Btyth. I

Namalli pilli, . .

Rusty spotted cat of Ceylon, India Peninsula,

F. planiceps, Vigors, Malayana.

S.E. Himalaya, Nepal, Sikkim.

Parodoxurus musanga, Jerdon.
leopard 2> typus, F. Cuv., Ell.

‘

P. fasciatus. Gray.

P. Pallasii, Gray. P. prehensilis, PaUm,
P. musangoides. Gray. Viverra hermaphrodita,
P. Crossii, Gray. Pallas.

P. dubius, Gray.
Bhondar, . . . Beno. Khatas, . ,

Kera-bek, . . . Can. Jhar ka kutta,

Toddy cat, Tree cat, Eng. Ud, ....
. Tam. Menuri, . . . HlND. Mara pilli, ,

la. Lakati, ,, .
Manu-pilli, .Manu-pilli,

Ceylon, India, Malayana, Burma,
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P. leuoo-mystftx» Ofay^ Midayati Peninsula and islands.

P. quadriscriptus, Qu.? P. musanga, Var,
P. Derbyanus, Malayan Peninsula and islands.

P, Tytleii, Tytkr, Qu.? P. musanga, Far., Andamans.
P. trivirgatus, Malayan Peninsula and islands.

P. Grayi, iSeym., Slyih,
P. Nepalensis, Hodgs, I P. bondar, Temm.
P. auratus, Blain,

|
Hill tree cat, . . £no.‘

P. Zeylanicus, Pallasy Ceylon.
P. bon^, Gray, Terai tree cat.

P. hirsutus, Hodgson.
|
P.Pennantii,(?rrt>/,/fa.rd?t».

Bondar, Baum, . . Beng. I Malwa, .... Nepal.
Ohinghar, . . . Hind.

|
Machabba, ... „

Nepal Terai, Bengiil, Bchar.

Paguma lanigcr, <^ay (Martes lanigcr, Hodgson), Tibet

and Snowy Himalayn.
Arctictis binturong, Jcnlon.

Ictides ater, P. Cm\ I Viverra biiituroiig, liaffics.

Paracloxunis albifrons.
j
Black bear cat, . . JfiN(i.

Nepal, Assam.

Cynog.ale Beniicttii, (h'aj/ (rotainpbilua barbatus,

Kuhl.), Malay Peiiiiisuia.

Herpesites griseus, Grof., Jilyth.

H. pallidus, Schinz.
1
Mangusta miingos, Ell.

Mungli, .... Can. Newara, Hind.
Madras mungooso, . Eng. Nyul, .

Koral, .... Gondi. INIangus, IIlNJ)., Mahr.
Newal, .... Hind. Yentawa, . . . Tel.
Peninsula of India.

H. Malaccensis, F. Cuv., Blytli.

H. nyiila, Hodg.
1

Cynogale nyula, Gray.

Baji, Biji, . . . Beng. 1 Nyul, .... Hind.
Newol, . . . Hind.

)
Newara, ....,,

Bengal to Malayana.

H. monticolus, Ell (H. Jordoni, Gray).

Long-tailed mungoose, Eng.
|

Konda yentawa, Tkl.

Eastern Ghats.

H. fulvescens, Kd. (Onycliogalc IMaccarthiie, Gray),

Ceylon,
H. Smithii, Oniy, Rlyih.

H. rubiginosua, Kdaart. I Calictis Smithii, <rray.

H. Elliotti, Jilyth.
|
Buddy mungoose, . Eng.

Ceylon and S.E. of Peninsula.

11. Nepalensis, Or., Jilyth.

H. auro-punct.'itus, Hodg.
1
H. i)allipes, Jilyth.

Gold -spotted mungoose of Afghanistan, Panjab,

Lower Himalayas, Bengal, Assam, Burma, Malay-

ana.

IL Javanicus, Java and M.ilayana.

H. thysanurus, Wagner, Kasliinir.

H. fuscus, WcLterh., Bh, brown mungof>se.

H. vitticollis, Benn., Ell., Jilyth (Touiiogale vitticollLs,

Gray), striped-necked mungoose of AVeHtern Ghats,
Neilgherries.

H. brachiurus, Malayana.
H. exilis. Eastern Archipelago.

Urva cancrivora, Hodg., Bly.

Gulo urva, Hodg. I Osmetictis fusca, Gray.
Viverra fusca, Gray.

|

Crab mungoose, S.E. Himalaya, Assam, Arakan.

Fain. Canidaj, the Dog trilje.

Canis pallipe.s, Byhes, Blyth (G. lupus, rnr. Ell).

Bighana, Bendelkiiand.
j

Bhera, liheria, . Hind.
Tola, ..... Can.

|
Nckra, „

Indian wolf, . . . Eng. Hundar, Hurur, . . „
Landgah, . . . Hind,

j
Toralu, Tel.

All India.

C. laniger, Ilodgs., Tibet white wolf.

Chankodi, . Kamaon.
|
Changu, .... TlB.

Himalaya.

C. nigor, Jerd., black wolf of Tibet, the hakpo-chanko.

C. cbanco, Gray, red wolf, gold wolf of Tibet.

C. aureus, Linn., Ely., Ell., the jackal.

Siar, Sial, Shialu, Beng. I Kola, Kolia, . . Hind.
Amu, .... Bhot. Ghidar, .... „
Nari, ...... Can.

j
Shigal, .... Pers.

Nerka, . ^ . Gondi.
|
Nakka, .... Tel.

All India, Ocylon, Burma, Asia, S. Europe.

Cuon rutilans, Jerd., wild dog.

Canis Dukhtinonsis, fjyh. 1 Cuon primajvus, Hodgs.
0.familiari8,wild,rttr. E.

Pao-ho, . . . Bhot. Kolsun, Kolusna, Mahr
Sakki-sarai, . . Dukh, Shen-nai, . , . . Mal!
Eram-naiko, . . Gondi. Kutta, Hind., a dog,

Bhaosa, Bhoonsa, Hind. hence, Jangh-k, Sona-
Buansu, W. Him- k, Ban-k, Ban-k, Bam-

alaya to Sikkim, . „ na-k, Keza-k, Ada-
Ran bun, . . . Kash. vi-k, ..... Tel.
Suhu-tum, . . Lepch. Sidda-ki, .... Tib.

Kolasa, Kolasra, Mahr.
All India, Burma, and MMay Peninsula.

Vulpes Bengalensis, Jerdon, Sh., Bly., Ell., Hardw.
Canis rufcscons, Gray.

]

C. chrysurus, Gray.

0. kokree, Sykes.
j

C. xanthurus, Gray,
0. corsac, A net.

|

Khek-sial, Beng., Hind,
j

Lokri, Lokeria, . Hind.
Kong, Can. Khukar, Khikar,

. ,,

Kcnii>-n.ari, ... „ {

Xokri, . . Hind., Mahr,
Chandak-nari, . . ,, . Koiika nakka, . . Tel.
Indian fox, . . . Eng. Gunta nakka, . . „
Lumri, Lomri, . Hind. Poti-nara, ....

,,

All India.

V. leucopus, Blyth, desert fox of NJW. India, Cutcli,

l*anjab.

V. ferrilatus, Ilodgs. (Cynalopex ferrilatus, Blyth), a

pretty, small fox of Tibet.

V. montanus, Fears. , Blyth.

,

hill fox.

V. Ilimalaicus, Ogilby.
|

V. Nepalensis, Gray.

Loh, .... Kash.
j
AVamu, . . . Nepal.

Himalayas.

V. pusillus, Blyth (V. llavcscens, Blyth), Panjab fox,

Salt Range.
V. fuliginosus, Hodg., Thcc-kc, Sikkim, Tibet.

V. flavescens, (Jray (V. montanus, Hodgs . ,
Horsf.), Tibet.

V, Grittitbii, Blyik (V. flave.sceiis, Blyth), Afghanistan.

Order, Cetacea, tho AVhale tribe.

Ccta*, A actorurn,
|

Mutalata, Given,

Sub-Order, Mystacoceti, the P>ala!noidea or Whale-
bone Wlialcs.

Bah’ena Japouica, Nortli P.acitic, Japan Seas.

B. Australis, S. Atlantic, S. Seas.

B. mysticetus, Arctic Seas, Greenland whale.
B. Biscayensis, N. Atlantic.

P». antipodaruin, S. Pacific,

B. antarciieu, S. Seas.

B. Noviu Zelandiiv, S. Sons,

Neobal.'enii marginata, Australian and N. Zealand Seas,

liachianectes glaucus, N. Pacific.

Alcgaptera, sj>.. humpbacks, all se.as.

Bala‘noptera borealis, Indica, musculus, rostrata, Sib-

baldii, called rorijuals, finners, and razorbacks.

]?. Indica is of the Bay of Bengal, near Ceylon.

Sub-Okdek, Odontockti, the Delphinoidea or Tootlied

AA^hales.

Fam. Phy.scterida3. Sub-Fain. Physeteriuje.

T^hy.setcr macroccphalus.
P. simus, Owen (Euidiysotcr simus). Bay of Bengal.

Kogia brevicepB, Bay of Bengal, N. and S. Pacific.

Snb-Fam. Ziphiinse.

Berardius arnouxi, N. Zealand,

Fam. Platanistidie.

I’latanista Gangetica, Jerd.

Delphiiius rostratus, Shaw,, Hardw.
Sishuk, . . . . Beng. Susa, Sons, Susu, Hind.

Gangetic porpoise, Eng. Sisumar, . . . Sanbk.

Ganges, Jumna, Gogra, Brahmaputra.
P. Iiidi, Blyth, Indus porpoise of the river Indus.

Fam. Delphinidae.

Monodon monoceros, narwhal, Arctic Seas.

Delpliina])terus leucas, Arctic Seas.

Phocsenc communis, porpoise.

P. melas, Japan.
P. brevirostris, Bay of Bengal.
Orcella brevirostris. Bay of Bengal.

O. fluininalis, Irawadi. - •
cs

Orca, sp., Grami)uses, all seas ; the number of specie

uncertain.

Orca gladiator ? „
Globiocephalus Indicus, Blyth, Indian oaing wha *

Bay of Bengal.

Grampus griseus, N. Atlantic.

G. Richardsoni, Cape.
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Fam* Delphinidse, Porpoises,

pelphiniis pemiger, Ell.y Blythy Bay of Bengal.

D. plumbeus, Ihutumiery Malabar ooost.

D. eurynoxne, G^ay^^Bengal Bay.

P. godama, Bengal Bay.
D. sandama, Oweny Bengal Bay.

D. lentinnosus, Owm, Bengal Bay.

P. maculiventer, OwtUy Bengal Bay.

D. fusiformis, OweUy Bengal Bay.

U. pomeegra, OmUy Bengal Bay.

1). aelphiSf Atlantic, Mediterranean dolphin.

D. Forsteri, Australian Seas.

P. Bairdii, N. Pacific.

D. Sinensis, Chinese Seas.

I), albirostris, N. Atlantic.

P. Peronii, S. Seas.

D. tursio, British Seas.

P. leucopleuris, N. Atlantic.

Steno frontatus, Cuviery Bengal Bay.

S. attenatus, Grai/y Bengal Bay.
Neomeris phocoenoides, J)ii8s.y Bengal Bay.

Sub-Order, SiHEijflA, III., Herbivorous Cetacea.

Halicore dugong, Jerd.

Duyang trichechus, ErxLy Bly.y F. due.
H. cetacea, Illiyer.

|
H. Indica, DesniamU

Dugong, , . . . Eng.
I
Talla maga, . . SiNQH.

Ceylon, Andamans, Malayana, Singapore, inarino
Lagoons of Malabar.

H. tabernaculi, liuppell, Red Sea.

H. Australis, Australia.

Beral, Lakki, . . Beng. Kharri MahB.
Alalu, Can. Vodata,
Girhri Hind. Urta, . . . WaDDAB.
Peninsula of India.

S. tristriatus, Waterhouse,

S. palmarum, EU.y Bl. I S. Kelaarti, Laya/rd,
S. Brodiei, Layard,

|

Striped jungle squirrel of Ceylon and Peninsula of

India.

S. Layardi, Blythy striped squirrel of Ceylon and
Travancoro.

S. sublincatus, Water,
y
Blyth,

S. Delesserti, Gervais,
|
Neilgherry striped squirrel.

Ceylon, forests of S. India, Trarancore, Neilgherry.

S. insignis, Horsf.y Java.
S. M‘Clellandi, Horsf.y Blythy Hodg,

S. chikliura, Blyth.
|

S. Pombertoni, Blyth,

Small Himalayan squirrel.
|
Kalli gangdin, . . Lefch.

N.E. India, Himalaya, Sikkim, Bhutan, Khassya.

S. harbsi, Blythy Tenasserim.
S. plantani, Hornf.y Java.
S. Berdmorci, Blyth, Mergui.
S. Kuropceiis, Linn., North and Central Asia, Europe,

rteromys petaurista, Pallas, Blyth.
P. Philippensis, EH.

1
P. oral, Tick.

Brown dying squirrel, Kn(}. Pakya, . Mahr. of Ohat.
Oral of ivoL.

I
Piira-chaten, . . Malay.

Forest.s of Ceylon, I'eninsula of India, and Central
India.

The dugongs feed on seawater alga.5. They inhabit

tho shallow bays and creeks of the Red Sea, the
east coast of Africa, Ceylon seas, and islands of

the Bay of Bengal, the Eastern Archipelago, and
north co.ast of Au.stralia, and arc never met with
in the high seas far away from the shores.

Order, Rodentia, tlie Gnawing tribe, Glircs of

autliors.

Fam. Sciuridif, or Squirrels.

Sciurus Malabaricus, Srhintz,

S. maximus,
I
Jangli gilhri, . . Hind.

Malabar, Wynad, Neilghcrrics, Travaiicorc.

S. maximus, Schr., Ell., Blyth,

Kat berral, BKN(t. Karrat, . HiND.
liasu, Ratuphar, ,, Kondeng, Kol.
I’er-warsti, GoNi). Bet-udata, Tkl.
Red squirrel of Central India.

8. Elphinstonci, Sykes,

S. Bombayanus, Sch., E,
\
Red squirrel of Bombay.

Kes-annalu, . . . Can.
j
Shekra, .... Mahr.

Western Ghats, Malabar, Mahabaleswar.

S. macruroidcs, Hodgson.
S. bicolor, var. Indica, S. gigantcus, McClelland.

Horsf., Blyth.

Shingshaiii, . . . Bhot. Le-hyuk, . . . Lepch.
Black hill squirrel, Eng.
S.E. Himalaya, Nepal, Sikkim, Assam, Burma.

S. macrourus, Forst., Blyth, Horsf.., Hardir.
S. Ceyloiiensis, Bodd.

\
Grizzled hill scpiirrel, Eno.

Ceylon, S. India.

S. ephippium, Muller, Borneo.

S. lokriah, Hodgson, Blyth.

S.subflavivontris,ii/‘6V.
\
Orange-bellied grey squirrel.

^hamo Bhot. I Killi, .... Lki’CH.
Lokria, .... Nepal.

|
Killi-tingdon, . . ,,

S.E. Himalaya, Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan,

lokrioides, Hodg., Blyth.
S. lokriah, Gray. I Hoary-bellied grey s(|uirrel.

S;E. Himalaya, Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan.

Assamensis, McCAcll., Sylhet, Dacca.
S. ferrugineus, F. Guv., N.E. India.
S. erythroeus, Pallas, N.E. India.

eryfchrogaster, Blyth, N.E. India.
S* hyperthrus, Blyth, N.E. India.
S. chrysonotuB, Blyth, N.E. India.

bypeiythrus, Is, Geoff., N.E. India.
S. Phayrei, Blyth, N.E. India.

Blanfordi, Blyth, N.E. India.

atrodorsaUs, Gray, N.E. India,

palmarum, Gm.y Bl,, Ell,

penicillatus, Leach.
1
Common striped squirrel.

1*. inoratus, Is. Geoff., Jacq., Blyth.

P. albiventer, Gray,
\
Rusi-gugar, . . Kabh.

, White-bellied dying sciuirrel, N.W. Himalaya, at
GOOD to 10,000 feet,

magnificus, Hodg., Blyth.
P. chrysothrix, Hodg, ' Biyom, Lepch.
Sciuropterus nobilis, Gr.

Red-bellied flying squirrel, S.K. Himalaya, Nopal
to Bhutan, Khassya Hills, Assam Hills.

P. ciiicrasccus, Blyth, Burma,
I

P. nitidus, Geoff., Malay Peninsula.
P. elegans, S. Muller, Java.
P. I’hilippcnsis, Gray, Philippines.

Sciuropterus caniceps, F. Cuvier, Gray, Blyth.
P. senox, liodgs. ( Grey - headed flying

Biyom chimbq, . Lef’CH.
|

squirrel, . . . Eng.
Nep.al, Sikkim,

S. timbriatus, Gr., Blyth.

P. Beachii, Gray.
I

Grey flying squirrel.

N.W. Himalaya, Simla to Kashmir.

S. baberi, Blyth, Afghanistan.
S. alboniger, Hodgson, Blyth.

S. Turnbulli, Gray.
Piam piyu, . . . IhtOT.

|

Kliim Lrpch.
Black and white flying sipiirrul of Nopal to Bhutan.

S. villosus, Blyth.

S. sagitta, Walker.
|
Hairy-footed flying squirrel.

Bhutan, Sikkim, Assam, at 11000 to GOOO feet.

S. fuBco - capilluH, Jerdon, Blyth, small Travancoro
flying .squirrel.

S. Layanli, Kcl., Blyth, Ceylon.
S. 8])adiccu8, Blyth, Arakan.
S. Phayrei, Blyth, Pegu, Tenasserim,
S. sagitta, Linn., Malayana.

S. Horsfieldii, Waterhouse, Malayana.
S. genibarbis, Jlontf., Malayana.

Sub-Fam. Arctomydime, Marmots.

Arctomys bobac, Sch., Blyth, Pal.

A. Tibetanus, Hodg.
j

A. caudatus, Jacq.

A. Himalnyanus, Hodg.
|

Chibi, Bhot. I Lho, Pot sammiong, Leph.
Brin, Kash.

|
Kadia-piu, . . . TiB.

Tibet marmot, white marmot of E. Europe, Central
Asia, Snowy Himalaya, Kashmir^ to Sikkim, at
12,000 to 10,000 feet.

Arctomys hemachalanus, Hodgson, red marmot.
A. Tibetanus, Hodgson. I Drun, SlASR.

Chipi, Bhot.
|
Sammiong, * , Lbpch*

Kashmir, N.W. Himalayas, at 8000 to 10,000 feet.

Fam, Muridse, the Rat tribe, includes the Jerboas, the
Dipodidie or Jerboidsc of authors.
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Sub-Fam, Murinse, Kats and Mice.

Gerbillus Indious, JSU,, Jerdon, Blyth,
Dipus, Hardw, G. Cuvieri, Waterhouse^
G. Hardwickii, Gray.

Jhenkuindur,BENG.,SAN. Huma mus, . . . Hind.
Billa ilei, . . . , Can. Yeri-yelka, Yelka, . Tel.
Indian jerboa rat, . Eng.

All India.

G. erythrourua, Gmy, Jerdon, desert jerboa rat of

Panjab, Hurriana, Jumna.
Nesokia Indica, Jerdon.

Aricola Indica, Gray. I I'f. providens, EUioU
,

Mus kok, Hardw. I
M. pyctoris, Hodgson.

Kok, Can.
|
Galatta koku, . . Tel.

Indian mole rat, all India, Ceylon.

N. Hardwickoi, Jerdon.
N. Huttoni, Blyth.

|
Short-tailed mole rat.

Gardens of India, Afghanistan, Bahawiilpnr.

N. Griflithii, Hor.\f. 1 Afghanistan.
N. hydrophila, Gray? •

Mushydrophilua, //b/A/.
|
Arvicola hydrophila, Hodg.

Small Nepal water-rat.

N. macropus, Jerdon (Mus hydrophilus, Hodgson)^
Large Nepal water-rat.

Mus bandicota, Bechstein. Blyth.

M. gigaiiteus, Hard., L. M. perchal, Shan).

M. Malabaricus, Shaw. IM. setifer, Horsf.^ Elliot.

M. nemorivagus, Hodg.

Ikria, Ikara, . . Beno.
|

Ghus, Glioua, . Hind.
Heggin, .... Can. i Iiulur, .... Sansk.
Bandicoot-rat, . . En(J.

|
Paiidi koku, . . . Tkl.

Pig-rat or bandicoot-rat of Ceylon, India, Malayana.

M. Andaiiiensis, Blyth.

M. Nicobaricus,
|

M. setifer, Cantor.

Nicobar, Andaman, and IMalay Peninsula.

M. rattus, Linn., Big., Ell.^ black rat.

M, rattoides, Hodgson.
|

IM. Andamensis, Blyth.

All India.

M. decumanus, Pall..^ Blyth
^
Elliot.

M. norveyicus, Butffon.
|

M. decumanoides, Hodg.

Demsa indur, . . Bkn«. I Brown rat, . . . Eng.
Manei ilei, . . . Can.

|
Ghur-ka-chuha, . Hind.

All India, Akyab.

M. plurimaminis, Hodgson, Nepal rat.

M. Tarayensis? Hodgson ? Qu. M. decumanus?
M. infralineatu.s, Elliot, Blyth.

M. Elliotii, Gray. I M. fulve.sccn3, Gray,
M. Asiaticus? Kel.

|

Striped-bellied ficlJ-rat, Bustar, IVhulras.

M. Morungensis? Hodgson ? Nepal Terai.

M. bniuncus, Hodgson.
M. nernoralis, Blyth.

|
M. sequicaudalis, Hodg.

Tree-rat of Ceylon, India.

M. rufescens, Gray.
M. flavescens, Ell., Bly. M. brunneusculus, Ihtdg,

M. arboreu8,i^{/<7t.//rtm., Gacliua indur, . . Beng.
Horsf.

Rufescent trcc-rat, all India.

M. niviventer, Blyth, Hodgson, white-bellied house-rat
of Nepal.

M. nitidus, Bhjthy Hodgson, shining brown rat, Darji-

liiig.

M. caudatior, H(Klgson, Hor.sJicld.

M. cinnamonieus, Blyth,
|

Cliestnut rat, . . . Eng.
Nepal, Burma.

M. oleraceds, Sykes, Elliot, Blyth.

M. dumeticola, Hodgson,
j

INI. povensis, Hmlyson,

Marad ilei, . . . Can.
|
Meina-yelka, . . Tki..

Long-tailed tree-mouse, Ceylon, all India.

M. Nilagiricus, Jerdon, Ncilgherry tree-mouse.

M. concolor, Blyth, thatch-rat of Pegu and Tcnasscrim.
M. badius, Blyth, Burma.
M. Peguensis, Blyth, Burma.
M. gliroides, Blyth, Khassya.
M. castancus, Gray, Philippines.
M. palmarum, Sch., Nicobars.
M. urbanus, Hodgson, Blyth.
M. musculus. Ell,, Kel, I M. Manei, Gray.
M. dubius, Hodgson.

|
Common Indian mouse.

Ceylon, India.

M. bomourus, Hodgson, Blyth,

M. Nipalenais. Hodgson.
|
Hill-moim, . . . Eng,

Himalaya, from Panjab to Darjiling.

M. crossipes, Blyth^ large-footed mouse of Mussoori.

M. Darjilingensis, Hodg., Horsf,, Darjiling mouse of

Noilgherry, Darjiling.

M. Tytleri, Blyth, long-haired mouse, Dhera Doon.
M. Bactrianus, Blyth.

M. gerbillinus. Myth.
\

M. Theobaldi, Blyth,

Sandy mouse of Afghanistan, Kashmir.

M. cervicolor, Hodgson, Blyth,

M. albidivontris, Blyth.
|
Fawn field-mouse, . Eng.

Bengal, Nepal, Malabar.

M. strophiatus, Hodgson, Nepal.
M. fulvidivciitris, Blyth, Ceylon, is the M. cervicolor of

KeLaart.

M. terricolor, Blyth, earthy field-mouse of South India,
Bengal, the M. lepidus, Elliot.

Leggada platythrix, Jerdon.
Mus platythrix, Sykes,

'

Gijeli-gadu, . . Tel.
Bly., Elliot. Legyade, Waddaii.

Kal ilei, .... Can. Kal-yelka of . „
The brown spiny mouse of S. India.

L. spinulosn, Blyth, the dusky spiny mouse of the Panjab
and Malabar.

L. .Terdoni, Blyth, Himalayan spiny field-mouse of

Kanawar, Sutlej.

L. lepida, Jerdon, small spiny mouse.
Mus lepida, Elliot.

|
Leggada booduga, Gray,

Chitta-burkani, . . Tel. I Chitta-ganda, . . . Tel.
Chit-yelka

|
Chitta-yelka, . . . „

S. India.

Platacanthomys lasiurus, Blyth, pepper rat or long-

tailed spiny mouse of AVestern Ghats, Malabar,
Cochin, and Travancore.

Golunda Elliotii, Gray, Blyth,
Mus hirsutus, Ellxoi.

\
M. Coffajus, KeUtart,

Guliindi, .... (^AX.
I

Sora panji gadur, Yanadi.
Gulat-yelka of AV^vddah.

|

Bush-rat, cofFec-rat, of Ck‘ylon, S. India,

G, meltada, Gray.
Mus lanuginosus, Elliot. I Metta-yelka, Tkl. of YaN.

Kera ilei, .... Can.
j
Mettade, . . Waddar.

Soft-furred field-rat of S. India.

G. newera, Kelaart, Newera-ellia.
llhizomys badius, Hodgson, Blyth (R, minor. Gray),

hay b.amboo r.at, Terai of Sikkim.
R. i»ruinosus, Blyth, Khassya Hills.

R. castaneuB, Blyth, Burma.
K. Sumatreiisis, Blyth, Malay Peninsula and islands.

K. siiiicus, Gray, China.

Suh-Fam. Arvicolinm, Voles, etc.

Arvicola Roylei, Gray, Et)yle, Blyth, Himalayan vok,

of Panjab, Kashmir.
A. thricotis, Jerdon, Darjiling.

Ncodon Sikkiinensis, Hodgson, Blyth, Sikkim vole.

Phaiomys leucuriis, Blyth, Tibet.

Fam. Hystricidfe.

Snb-Fam. Hystricinie, Porcupines.

Hystrix leucura, Sykes, Blyth, Ellvd.
H.hirsutirostrisj^mnf/A I H. cristata Indica, Gray,

H. Zoylanensis, Blyth.
|

Hardwicke.

Sajrn, Beng. Sahi, Sayal, Sarsel, Hind.

Yed, Can. Saloudra, ... • MaHR.

Ho-igu, . Gondi. Dumsi, . . .
Nkpal.

Saori, Guj.
.
Yeddu i^andi, .

Tkl.

The Indian porcupine, all India.

H. Beugalensis, Blyth:{M. Malabarica, SclaUr), Bengal

porcupine, Malabar, Assam, Bengal.
IT. longicauda, Marsden, Blyth.

^
„

II. aloi^hus, Hodgson.
j

Acanthion Javanicum, r.

H. Hodgsonii, Gray.
j

Cuvier.

Sa-thung, , . . Lepch. Anchotia dumsi,

O’—e, .... Limbu.
I

Crestless porcupine, Nepal and Sikkim. .

Atherura fasciculata, Jerdon, Tiperah Hills to Ma .

Peninsula.

Fam. Leporidae, or Hares.

Lepus ruficaudatus, Oeoffroy, Blyth, Indian l^re.

L. Indicus, Hodgson, L. macrotuB, Hodgson.
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Sasru, .... Bkng. Lamma, . . . Hind.
Kharra, . Beno., Hind. Khar^gosh, Hind., Pers.

Molol, . . . Gondi.
Panjab, Hindustan, Malabar?

L. nigrioollis, F. Guv.y Ely., EU.
L. melanauchen, Temm,

'

Sassa, .... Mahr.
Malla, Can. Musal, Tam.
Khargosh, . . . Hind.

.
Kundeli, .... Tkl.

Black'iiaped hare of Peninsula of India.

L. Pegucnsis, Bbjthy Upper Burma.
L. Sinensis, China.

L. pallipes, Hod<jmn (L. tollai, Pallas^ Cirafi)^ Tibet.

L. Tibetanus, Waterhouse (L. oistolus, Hodgson)^ the

Ki-bong of the Bhot, Tibet.

L. hispidus, Pearson, Jilyth, hispid hare of Tcrai, from
Gorakhpur to Assam.

Lagomys Koylci, Oyilby, Himalayan mouse hare.

L. Ncpaleiisis, Hodgson. I li. llodgsonii, Jifyth.

Kang-run t, . Kanawau.
|
Kang-duni, . Kanawak.

Himalaya.

Tj. curzonia), Hodgson, Sikkim, Tibet.

L. riifescens, Gray, N. and Central Asia, Afghanistan.

Order, Unoulata, Hoofed IMammals, the 1‘acbydcr-

mata and Kuminaiitia of Cuvier.

Trij3E, Proijohcoidea, Cuvier.

Fani. Elepliantidaj.

Kleplias Indicus, Cuvier, Blyth, KfUot.

K.AsvAiicns,Blnmenh(irh.
j

Yenu, .... (rONor.

Ani,(UN.,MAL.,TAM.,TKL.
I
llatlii, .... Hind.

Indian elephant, forest ])arts of all India.

K. Sumatranus, Sehf., Sumatra.
K. Africanus, Scht., Africa.

Tribe, Perissodai'tyi-a, Owen.

Fam. Bhinoccrotidre, Nasicoruia, III.

Illiinoceros Indicus, Cuvier, Blyth.

Ii. unicorni.s, Liuu.
j

K. ineriiiis, Less,

Jl. Asiaticas, Blum.
|

(Jonda, Genda, . . Hind.
|
Ganda, (n'lirii, . . Hind.

Great Indian rhinoceros of tlie Terai, from Bhutan to

Nepal, Assam, and Bliutan Dour.

11. Stmdaiens, Mull., Blyth (R. davanicus, F. Cuvier,

HorsjUld), lesser Indian rhinoceros, of thcSumler-
bans, M.'dianadi rivci-, Kajmahal Hills to Burma,
Miiljiyana, Borneo, Java, Assam, Arakan, fSumatra,

Chin-Inilia.

K. Sumatranus, Midi., Blyth, two-horned rhinoceros of

Assam, Sumatra.
K. Crossii, Gray f Qu. K. Sumatranus? A/b/A

Fam. Hyracida\

Tribe, Lamni’N(;l ia, Wagner.

Kyrax Syriiicus, coney of Scrijdure, Palestine, Arabia.

Kis,
,
. . . Bhagulpur. Sur, . . . . : HiND.

Handi, .... Can. Bura janwar, . . „
Mikka, Jewadi, . „ Dukar, .... Mahr.
Paddi, . Gondi., Mahr.

,
Pandi, .... Tel.

Ceylon, all India, up to 12,000 feet.

S. Bcngalensis, Ely., and S. Neilgherriensis, Gray, Qu.
vars. of S. Indicus, Schinz.

S. Malayaniis, Elyth, Tenasscrim.
S. Zcylancnsis, Blyth, Ceylon.
S. Andamanensis, Elyth, Andamans.
S. babiriissa, Blyth, Babyroussa, Malayaiia.
S. l^apuensis, Blyth, Nev Guinea,

larvatus, Africa, Madagascar.

Porculia salvanisi, Heulg., Horsf., pigmy hog.

Cliota sur, . . lliND.
|
Sano-banel, . . Nepal.

Nepal .and Sikkim Tcrai, Assam, Bhutan.

Tribe, Ruminantta, Ruminating Animals, camels,
deer, horned cattle, sheep, in three groups.

Ist Grouj), Camelid.a*, Camels, Ancerata, Ely.

Camehis <koinedariiia, Linn., the dromedary or ono-
humped camel of N. Africa, Arabia, Iiulia.

C. Ikictrianus, Linn., the Bactrian or two-hunipcd
camel of (kmtral Asia.

2d (Boup. Faui. Camelopardidne, Camelopards.

Gamclopardus giralTa, Linn., the camelopard or giraffe

of Africa.

3d Grou]). Fam. Cervidfe, the Deer tribe.

Sub- Fam. ( -ervin.’e, True Stags.

Cervus AYallicbii, (Uiv., Bly., F. Cuv.
^ PyKJ‘*KUs, Hardw. ( elaplius of Asia, Pallas.

(uspianus, Falconer. ('. uaroyaims, Hoilgs.

(k Kashmirieusis, Fal.

Kashmir stag, . . EN(i. I Hangul, Honglu, . Kahh.
Bara-.singha, , . Ifir^D. I Maral, . .

*
. Pers.

Euxine Sea, Western and (kmtral Asia, Persia,
Caucasus, Altai mountains, Lake Baikal, Kashmir
iq) to IMXM.) and 12,000 feet, Western and Central

• Asia, Black Sea. Approaches the red deer of
Europe.

C. rusa, S. MuHer (Rusa tunauc, Vigors), Sumatra.
C. affinis, Uodg., Bly.
Alain of Atkinson. I Irbisch, . . . Siberia.

Sikkim stag, . . Eng.
|
Shou, Sia, . . . Tib.

Eastern Tibet, Chumbi v.alley in Sikkim. The great
stag of N. China.

C. jMoluccensis, .S. Muller, IMoluccas.
i\ sika, Sehlegef, Japan.
(k j^eronin, Gray, U’iinor,

C. Mancliiu’icus, Sirinh., Manchuria.
C. taiouanus, Sirinh., Formosa.

Fam. Tapirida*, the Tapirs.

Tupirus Malayana, Malay Peninsula, S. Tenasscrim.

Fam. E(iuid;e, Horses, Asses, and Zebras, the Solidun-

,
gula ami Solipedes of authors.

Asinus, the asa, domesticated.

Eqvius onager, Pall., Blyth, Cuvier.
E. hemionus of India.

|
Asinus Indicus, Sclater.

AVild ass, .... Eng.
|

Koulan, . . . Kirghiz.
Cor-khar, . . . . Hind.

|
Ghour, Pers.

Cutoh, Gujerat, Bikaiiir, Jeysiilmii, Sind, west yf the
Indus, Baluchistan, Persia, Turkestan.

E. hemippus, Is. Geoff.
Asinus tainiopu.a, Heug.

|

E. asinus of the ancients,
wild ass of Scripture.

1
Onager of the imcients.

Syria, Mesopotamia, N. Arabia, west of the onager.
Wild horse of Col. Chesney.

E. hemionus, Pallas.
Kiang, Dzightai, . . Tib. (

Wild horse. Cunning.
Tibet and Central Asia.

Artiodactyla, Owen.

Tribe, Ghjerodia, Bly., the Pig and Hippopotami.

Fam. Suidee, Pig.

^‘18 Indicus, Schinz, Indian wild boar.

S. cristatus, Wagm. I S. scropha, Linn.^ Bly.,
S. vittatus, Scht.

|
Ell.

VOL. II.

Sub- Fam. Rnsinne, incliulcs tlie swamp deer, the
sainbur, spotted <]eer, and kakur or mnntjac, all

peculiar to tropical Asia and its Archipelago.

Rucervus duvaucelli, Jerdon, swamp deer.

(A cla])hoides, Hodgs,
'

C. euryceros, Knoivsley.
V. babraiya, Hodgs. *

Goon, goenjak, . C. India.
I
Jhin-kar, Kyarda Doon.

Gaoni (female), . ,,
' Potiya-harii, MONOUIR.

Maha,. . . Himai-aya. Baraya, . Nepal Terai.
Bara-singha, . . Hind.

Bengal, Oudh, (ventral In<lia, forests at foot of

Himalaya, Assam, islands of Brahmaputra, or
Eastern Sanderbans, Mhlnapur, Assam, Nerbadda,
Nagpur, Giimsur.

Panolia eldi, Gunth., Blyth.

Cervus frontalis, M^Clell.
|
C. dimorphe, JHodg.

Burmese ileer, or brow-antlered tfeer of Burma and
Nepal.

Rusa diinorpha, Gray?
Tha-min, Te-min, . BuRM. I Ghos? Seving? . HiND.
Gliour ? Sing-nai, . Hind.

|

Nepal, Miiimepur, Burma, Siam.

R. Aristotelis, Jerdon, sambur stag.

Cervus hippclaphus, C.
‘

C. jarai, Hodej.
C. cquinus, Cav. C. heterocercus, Hodg.
C. Lcsclienaultii, Cuv. C. saumur, Ogilhy.
C. niger, Blaim.
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Ghoiia, Gaoj, , . Beng. Sambarj , Hind., Mah».
Bhalongi (female), „ Meru,
Katlavi, Kadaba, . Oan. Kannadi, . . . Tel.
Ma-jm, . . , Gondi. Maha, .... TkRxVI.
Jarai, Jerrao, . . HlM.

All India forests up to 10,000 feet. Ceylon, Assam,
Burma, Malay Peninsula.

Axis maoulatus, spotted dccr.

Oervus axis, Erxiehvn. I A vis major, Jlodtfson.

C. nudipalpobra, Oci 'dfnj.
|

A. mcdius, Hodgson.

Boro-khotiya, . . Bi;N(J.
I
Buriya, . .Oorakiipuu.

Chatidah, . BilAGiiLruR.
!

CUital, Chitra, . Hind.
Saraga, .... Can.

I

Cliitri, .Ihank(malo),

Lupi, .... CoN’Di. i Dupi TKii.

Two kinds are known, tlie larger in B. and IV.

Ghats, Paujab, Cviitral India
;
smaller in Malabar,

Ceylon ? Neilglierriea.

A. oryzoiis, KcL? (C. inediiis,//^ry/.), Ceylmi .spotted deer.

A. norcinus, Jrrdojif hog-deer.

Cervusoryzeus, I C. niger, Jiorh. Horn.

C. dodnr, Bogle.
|

Nuthrini ham,. . Beng. I Khar laguna, . Nepal.
Para, Hind.

1
Sugoria, .... ,,

Bengal to Panjab, Assam, »Sylhct, Burma, Central
India rare, Malabar.

Cervulus aureus, Ham.^ Sio., rib-faced or barking doer.

C. v.aginalis, Boddaert^ (.^ albipcs, Wngh r^ Hodg.
Blyth. ( !. nmntjac, EKwt.

C. ratwa, Hodg.^. C. nioschatus, iHa.y Hors.

C. styloccros, OgiLyRay. Muntjacus vaginalis, D'ro?/.

Maya,. . Beng. Kakur, .... Hind.
Karsiar, . . BiioT. Sikii, Sikkii, Sukii, Lepch.
Kan-kuri, . C.\N. Jungle sheep of Madras.
lied hog-deer, . CEYliON. Bekra, Beknr, , . Mauk.
Janglibakra, . . Dukh. Batwa, . . . Nepal.
Gutra, Gutri, . CoNiyf. Kuka-gori, . , . Tkl.

All forests and jungles of India.

C. vaginalis, SelatcVy Java., Sumatra 'i

C. Eeevcsii, Ogilbyy China.

Fam. Moschida', the Musk Door.

Moftchiis moschiforus, Linv.y Bfy., musk deer,

M. saturatus, Htdgs.
|

31. Icucogaster, Nodgs.

31. chrysogastcr, Hodgn.

Kastura, Kasturc, Hind. Bib-jo, . Ladakh.
Bena, . . . Kanawau. La, Lawa, . I’dj.

llous or Boos, . . Kash.
Himalaya, at great elevations.

Fom. Tragulida.*.

Tragulus kanebil, 3Ialnya,na,

Meminina Indica, Jerd.y moose-deer.
31oscliusmeniimna,

|
31osoliiol!i iniinoimides,

leheiif Elliot. Hodg.

Jitri liaran, . . . Beng. 31irgi, . . . ,3Iajii{.

Pisuri, Pisai, HinjLjJIahu. Kiiru-pandi, . . Tel.

Pisora, . . ,, Candwa, . . . Ukiva.
Yar, Koi..

Central India.

Fam. BoVida\

Sub-Fam. Antilojunas Anti lopes.

Suh-Fam. Tragehiphina;, Blythy Bush Antelopes.

Portax pictus, Nil-gai.

Hippelaplms of Aristotle.
I

J)a,malis risia, //. Smithy

Aniilope tragocameliis, ' Elliot.

Pallas, Blyth. Tragtdaphus liippclaphus,

A. pictus, Pall. Ogdby.

Maravi, .... Can. Roz, Rojli, Hind., 3Iahu.

Gurayi, Guiiya, Gon'DI. Kui, . . . „ „
Nil, Lil, .... Hind.

,
Manu-potu, . . . Tel.

All India, but rare in extreme north and ;30uth.

Tetraccros quadricornis, Jc.rdon, four-hornod .antelope.

Antilopcchick£g’a,^i/rrf. ' A. sub-quadricornutus,

T. striaticornis, Leach. Elliot.

T. iodes, Hodgs. H. quadricornis, Bly.

T. pacccrois, Hodgs.

Kotri, . . , Bastar. Cliouka, .... Hind.
PJiirul, .... Bhil. (Jhou-singha, . . „
Kondguri, . . . Can. Bekra, .... Mahr.
.Tangli bakra, . , Derh. Bhirki, . . . ^liAUGOK.

Kurus, . . . Gondi. Konda-gori, . . . Tel.
Bliir-kuru, Bhir, . „

All India, not Ceylon, nor Burma, nor valley of the
Ganges.

Aiitilopo bezoartica, Jerdmy Indian antelope.

A. cervicapra, Pall.y Ell.y Hardw., F. Cuv.

Alali (m.), . Baori. Kalwit (black buck), Hind.
Gaiidoli (f.), . . „ Mirga, . HiND., Sansk.
Kalsar (m,), . BehaR. Phandayat, . . . Mark.
Baoti(f.), ... ,, Barout, Sasin, . Nepal.
Bureta., . . BirAGULPtrii. Irri (ni.), Ledi (f.), Tel.
Chigri, Can. Jinka,

Harn, Harna (m.), Hind. Guria, Goria, . Tiriiut.
Ha mill (f.), . . . ,,

All India.

Gazclla Bennctiii, Jerdov, ravine deer.

Antilope Arabica, hid. A. hazcniia. Is. Gcoff.y

A. dorcas, ro?*., aS'/dm/c?*. Jaeque.
A. Bomicttii, Syhrs. A. Christii? Gray.

Porsya (in.), (diari, Baori. Kal-puncb, , . . Hind.
Tiska, Budari, . . (Ian. Kal-sipi, .... Mahr.
^luflari, .... ,, Bunidu-jinka, . , Tel.
Chikara, .... ItiND.
The goat antelope or Indi.in gazelle of all India.

C. subguttiirosa? Baluchistan, t^ind, Punjab, Persia,
Afghanistan.

G. dorcas, Blyth.

Aiitilopo Arabica, Bly. G. coriima, H. Smith.
(Jazella cora, H. Smith. A, dorcas, var. Persica,

G. kovcll;i, H. Smith. Hupped.
Arabia.

Kemas Hodgsonii, (.Miiru of Tibet, the Kemas of

AClian.

I'rocapra ]ucticaudata, Hodg., the goii and ra-goa of

Tibet.

P. guttui'osa, A II ('torum, (Antibqjo gntturosa, Pallas),

(yontral Asia, (Miina.

triaigii. 'Partarioa, Saiga antelope, of Kastcrii Kurof)!',

'J’artary, (lentral Asia.

Suh-Fam. (.\aprin;e, (Inats and Sheep.

Ist Capricorns or Antelope Goat or 3Ioimtain Antelope.

Neinorluediis bubalina, .Jerd,, tlio .scrow forest goat.
Antilope tliar, Hodg. N. proclivus, Hodg.
A. bubalina, Hodg.

Sarao, Scrou, IIimalay.\. Thar, .... .Nei*al.

Sarraowa, . , . Kimu, , , , Sf'ii.E.i.

Rniiiii, . . . . Kakh.
( k'utral Himalaya, from 0000 to 12,000 feet.

N. gorn.1, .fenl., gural or Himalayan uhaniois.

A. Huvaucelei, If. Smith.

Ka-giyu, .... Bhot. Suh-ging, . . . LJ i’eii.

(iiiral, . . Hi.MALAYA. Sab, Sarr, . . Sl'TLlM.

Pijur, Kahh.
Gural, Himalayan clianiois

; all the Himalaya a'

to .SOOO feet.

N. crispus, J.aiian.

tSidt-Fu/u. True Goats.

lleniitr.agus jcmlaicus, Ifodg.'.y tlio tebr or Ilimalay.'ui

wild goat.

Capra jharal, Hodgs. I Hemitragus f|uadriinaui

I
mis, Hodgs.

Tare, Tebr, 'raliir, Hind.
|

Kart Kplil
Kras, Jaghi, . . Kash.

j

Jharal, , . , Nkpai.
Jhula, Tliar, Kanawar.

j

.lehr, Simla.

Tliarni, ....,, J
Bslni, Eslii, . , SU'J'LEJ-

All the Himalayas.

H. hylocrius, Jerd.y Ncilghcrry wild goat, ibex.
• Capra warryato, Gray.

)
Kemas, Ogilby, Blythe

Ibex of . Neilgherriek.
j

3V’^arri-atu, . . . Tam.

3V''arra-.adii, . . . Tam.
|

Neiigberry, Animallay, and neighbouring hills S.

(/oniorin.

Cajira megaceros, Hatty Bly., the marklior.

(J. Palconeri, Hugel.

3lar-khor or snake-eater. I lla-pho chcj . .
Ladakh.

Hadie, . . . Ladakh.
\

‘ .

Pir I^anjal, Hazara Hills, 3rurdw,an Hills, Sulmiaiu

Hills, Kashmir, Jholum.

C. icgagrus, Gmelin^ Persia, Central and Wc.steui

Asia.

;. i;)ibirica, Meyer, Blythe Himalayan ibex* . .

CL Ralcenn. Blvth. ‘ Ibex Himalayana,

C, Pallasii, Sekiftz.
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Skiii,Skyin, . Him, Tib.
I
Tangrol, . . • . Kulu.

Sakin, Iskin,
,, „ liuz, .... Sutlbj.

Kyi, Kahh.
I
Dan-mo (f.), . * Tib.

Throughout Himalaya.

Ovis cycloccros, Hutt, Hclatcr^ IMyili.

O. Vignei, Blyth.
|

Panjab wild shoep.

Uria, Oorial, . . Hind,
j
Koch, Kuch, . Sulimani.

Salt Range, Hazara, Peshawiir.

O. Vignoi, Blylh (O. montaiia, (hinimuiham).

Sha, .... Ladakh.
|
Sha-pao, . , , .Tin.

Hindu Kush, Pamir Range, Ladakh.

O. nahoora, Hody.l Btyth, biirhtd.

O.'nahoor, Hodytt.
\

O. burlicl, JloUyi!.

Rurhel^ blue wild sheep. Wa, War, If. of Huti.kj.

liharal Hind. Na, Sna, . Ladakh, Tih.
]\rcnda(m.), . . ,, Nervati, , . , Nepal.
Rharur, Hind, of Himal.
Sikkim, Rhiitan to near Simla, Kairiaon, Carhw.al.

0. ainmon, Linn.j gnow of 'Pibet.

O. argali, Pallas. I O. Hodgsonii, Jilyth.

(). ammonoides, Hodys.
|

Ifyan, Nuan, Nyan, . Tib.
|
Niar, Nyiiml, . . . Tin.

The Tibet side of Oeutval Asia aVwjve ir),(M)() bnd.

0. Polii, Blythf the rass or roosch of tlic .steppe of
Pamir, cast of Bokhara, If),000 feet.

(). nivicola, EsdishvUz^ Kamtsohatka.
(). Crmeliiii, Blyth., Armenia.
(). cylindricus, Blyth

^

Cauca.sua.

i<ah-F(n)i. fiovina*.

(iavajus gaums, .Trvd.^ gsuir, bison.

Bibos oavifroiis, Jfodys.y
'

Bos gonr, Traill.

Ell
I

B. assel,

A' ana-go, Baii-gau, Bi:n(j. (Jaoij^a, . . . . Mahk.
l\ar-koiia, . . . Ca.v. Ibui-parra of . I\Iund[,a.

Ikiru-mau, . . . (rONUi. j
Bod of . . . . Seoxi.

(lonr, (.lauri-gai, . Hind.
;

Katu yeiii, , , , Tam.
.biiigli-khulgii, . .

Bison of Madras sportsmen. All the large; forests of

India.

li. frontalis, gayal or initliun of tlio liilly tracts E. of

the Brahmaputra.
(r. sondaicus, llu; baii-teng, is flu; Burmese wild cow of

Chittagong, Burma, Malayana.

IJuhalns.Arni, Jrrd., wild butfalo.

Bos buffelus, Blylh.
|

B. hnbalus, Aurtar.

Aiuiig, . . .BiiA(jrLPrB. Avna (m.), Hind., IdAHU.
(ieracrunii, , (Joxni. Ami (f.), ,, ,,

•hmgli bhains, . . JfixD.

Var. a. Macroccrciis, Assam, Terai, Tiihut,
(Central India, south to the Cudavery, Ceylon.

Var. b. Spirpccrcus, liod'/^.

OriDEii, Edentata, tin; Tardigr.ada or Sloths, and the

Etfodientia or Burrowers,

Fam. ]Manidid;e, J'angolins.

IMiinis pcniadactyla, Limi. Blyth.

Pholodotus Indicus, (Ir. M. brachynra, Erxhh.
Manis crassicaudata, . J\l. laticaudata, lUiycr.

Orijf.^ Ell. 31. inaiii ita, IJodysvn.

31. 3Iacroura, Dcsma'rcst. Bangolinus typiis, Less.

81ialina, . . . Baoiu. Bajra ka]'ta,HlNi .,Sansk.
Keyot-maeh, . Bkno. Armoi, , , . . Kol.
Kat-pohn, . , Kaulimah, , . . 3IA11R.

Ban-rohu, . . Du Kir. Kowli-inanjra, • >»

8illu, Sal, Salu, Hind. Kassoli manjur.
8ukun-khor, . ,

Alansn, . . . . 3Yal.
Lajar-kit, Hind., Sansk. Alawa, , . ,

Indian scaly ant-eater of all India.

. Tel.

^'laniB aurita, Ilodg. ,
Blyth.

Sikkim scaly ant-eater,
j

31. leucura, Ho<1y.

Bholidotus Dalmanni, (r.
j

31. Dalmanni, Bander.
31. Javanica, Bly. 1

Himalaya, Burma, Java, Malayana.

'^Royle, III, Him. Bot. ;
Elliot in Madra.*i Journ.

Science; Jerdon, Mammals., 18G4
;

Wallace,

^inlay Archipelago; Geographical distribution,

p. 85 ;
Blyth ;

Kelaart ;
Tennent ; The Upper

^nd Lower Amoor, p. 110.

MAMMATA BIIATTA of Kashmir, author of

the Kavya Prakasa, a work on poetry and rhetoric.

MAMMEA AFRICANA. Sab. From Sierra

Ijcone and the Niger. Delicious tropical fruits,

M. Americana, the Mammee apple or wild apricot

of S, America, might be introduced into India.

The gum of the American 3famince is used to

destroy the chiggers (Culex penetrans) in the feet

of the Negroes.

MA313fET. 'riiift word, used by Shakespeare in

Romeo and Juliet,

—

‘A whining mammet in her fortunes tender,’

similarly to Spenser in his Faerie Queen,

—

‘And oftentimes by Termagaunt and 3Iahomed swore,’

was meant to ajiply to 3fahoined, in an age when
3IiihammadaTis wc're supposed to be idolators.

31A3IMOT1I, Elcphas primogcniiis, the mam-
moth. Ont; was discovered in 1709 by a Timgus,
near Lake Oncoiil in Siberia. It is surhiised that
in the north the mammoth was covered with long
hair. They are extinct.

—

Mamjin.
3IAMM()T1I TREE, or Wcllingtonia (Sequoia

gigantca), of California. The Widlingtonia was
lirst found in the Sierra Nevada, at a spot called

Oalaveros Grove, near thi‘ sources of the Stanis-

laus river, at nearly 4000 feet above the sea. It

occurs in other loealitios in the same region. The
3Iari]>osa grove numhers about 400 trees, the
Fresno grove about COO. In the Oalaveros or
Mammotii IVi'i; Grove, most of the trees attain the

average heiglit of 000 feet. A tree has been
described 450 feet in lieight, with a trunk IIC
feet in circumfenmee.

Dr. Bigolow deserih(\s a tree which had been
felled, •which rcipiired iivi; men twenty-two days to

pmform the oiKTatioii. After it w'as severi'd at

the stum]), the same live men were occupied two
days in driving w’edges witli a l)attcring-ram to

tlirow it out of its eqnilihriiim sutheiently to make
it fall. It might be introduced into India.

3IA3lO()L. .\nAB. t'^pnge, oiistom. imme-
morial mistom is di'clared by Mmiu (i. pp. 108-110)
to b(* the root of all latv. It is the vital spirit of

tlic Hindu system, and the immediate cause of the

])ermanenee of their institutions.— Elph. p. 48.

3fA3llIN, .son of llaruii-ur-Rashid, was the
fourth klialif of the house of Abbas. He reigned
A.D. Si:; to 8133. 1T(' wa.s the greatest of the
khalifs of Baghdad. 4ii A.T>. 814 he caused a
degree of the earth’s surface to bo measured ou
th(‘ sandy ]>laiuB of Mesopotamia, between Palmyra
and the Euphrates, by Avhich hC’CC miles were
fixed as the equivalent of a degree of the earth's

circumfenmee .—Cafajago.

MA31UZAI, a branch of the Lashkarzai

Grakzai. Also a subdivision of the Razar division

of the Yusuf/.ai pjlain. They rebelled during, the

mutiny of 1857, and were subdued.

3fAN. Auab., IIi:i5., Hind., Tam.

3Taun(l, Enc. I 3Iaiiugu,
^

. . . . Tel.
3Ianu;di, .... Heb.

|
3Iahami, *

. . . UlUYA.

A nu‘a^ure of weiglit amongst the Hebrews,
and now in India, but varying in quantity accord-
ing to locality and the article weighed.

Bengal bazar man = 40 seers = 82 lbs.

„ factory man — 74 lbs. 10 oz. lO’C grs.

Central India ,, = 20 „
Gujerat ,, = 40 „ of less value.
Bombay ,, =28 ,, avoirdiipbis.
Southern India „ = 25 ,,
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Bengal man of 1833 = 875 lbs. avoirdupois.
Akbar’s ,, = 34J „ „
Mysore „ =163 „ ,,

Hebrew man or mannali = 13,125 grains or 1-14 lbs.

The man or maund weight, therefore, varies

according to the article weighed. In tlie Panjab,
villagers use a kucha man, which is only 13 to 20
seers, and the Lahori man is = 3 kucha inaunds.

The man of the British Government is 82*(> lbs.

In the time of the emperor Akbar, it is defined as

40 seers, each seer being 30 dam in weight. This

gives 388,275 grains, about 551 lbs.— TI'7/.sy>7/
;

Powell. See Weights and Measurc.s.

MAN. Eng., Gothic.
Kajal, Aram. Yir, Homo, Homines, Lat.

Jin, Jan,Yan-nyang, Chin. Zcnie, . . Lithuanian.
Lang-fin ,, Z’mencs, ....
Li, Mi, . . Hravidtan. Orang, . . . IMalay.

Homme, Fa. Chelovyck, . . .

Mensch, I\[ann, . . Ger. Manu, Manava, Saxsk.
Mannisks, . . . (b/rn. J\Iauu.sha, Maniisli

f'U* Manushya, . .

Ish, Her. Hombre .Sr.

Adam, . . Heb., Teks. Munuslii, Amlam, M\\m.

Admi, Mard, . . lIlNO. ' Mannshi, Vauu, Tel.
Uomo, It.

j

Adam, Turk.
Hito, Jai*.

;

Zcni, Zend.

Man, a derivative root, means to tliink. From
this we have the Sanskrit manu, originally

thinker, then man. In the later Sanskrit we find

derivatives, such as manava, manusliu, maniisliya,

all expressing man. In Gothic! wo find both man
and inannisks, and in tlio modern (iernmn mann
and mensch.

The question whether mankind consists of one

or of several spe(!i(*s, has of late yc'ars been much
agitated by anthropologists, but those naturalists

who admit the principle of evolution, though tliey

may, for the sake of expr(‘ssing their amount of

difference, designate them as distinct species,

nevertheless feel no doubt that all the races of

the Mediterranean nations answering to the

Caucasians of Blumenbach.

But although the existing races of man differ in

many respects, as in colour, hair, shape of skull,

proportions of the body, yet if their whole
organizations be taken into consideration, they

arc found to resemble each other in a multitude

of points. Europeans and the bulk of the Hindus
belong to the same Aryan stock, and speak a

language fundamentally the same, but they differ

witlely ill appearance, which is supposed by Brocci

to have arisen through the Aryan branches

having, during their wide diffusion, been largely

crossed by various indigenous tribes. In the East

Indies, whore, amongst Hindus, the system of

caste prevails and keeps each sub-species distinct,

the IScythie Jat, the Bajput, the Brahman, the

Turanian, and Ilelot races arc seen to vary, from
the black squat tribes of the mountains to the

tall olive-coloured Brahman, with his intellectual

brow, calm eyes, high but narrow liead
;
and in

the Furth(‘r Indii's, the Bnrman, the Malay, the

Negrito or Negro, and l^ipuan arc all at once

distinguishable. Amongst Indian MuliammadaiiR,
too, as obtained from Arabia, Persia, and Scythia,

and converts fiom Hinduism, where they have not

intermarried, the distinctions are very marked.

Man was long supposed to have existed in

the earth .since about years, but it is now
beli(‘ved that he has existed from an incom-

parably greater period. 'I'lie world appears as if

it bad long b(‘en preparing for the advent of man.

At the present day, oven the most distant raci-s

of man, with the exception of some Negro tribes,

are much more like each other than is generally

.supposed. Jn India, a newly -arrived European
cannot at first distinguish the v«irions native races,

though they soon appear to him extremely dis-

similar
;
and the native.s of India cannot at first

man are descended from a single primitive stock, perceive any difference between the men of

Virey held that there were six species or races
;

several European nations. Then! are, however,

Jacquinot, three
;
Kant, four; Blumenbach, five

;

marked dislin(!tions. The Mongolian, tlie Negro,

Buffoii, six; Hunter, seven; Agassiz, eight; the Australian, and the Hottentot differ in a

Pickering, eleven
;
Bory * St. A'incent, fifteen

;
nmltitu<lo of cliaractcrs, some of slight, some of

Desmoulins, sixteen
;
Morton, twenty -six; Craw- considerable inq)ortance, and are undoubtedly

furd, sixty
;
and Burke, sixty- thnu',

,

distinct species of the family of man, the Negro*

s

liCibnitzand Lacepede classed the luimau face; of the present ay being of the same form as

into EUiropeans,'Laplanders, Mongols, and Negroes
;

‘ those of 4000 years ago. Tlie Malays and

Linnaeus into white, red, yellowy, and black; Kant Papimn.s ivho live under the same physical coii-

into white, copper-coloured, black, and olive- ditious, differ greatly. The different races of

coloured races
;

Blumenbach into Caucasians, man are distributed over the world in the same

/Ethiopians, Mongols, Americans, and Malays; zoological provinces as those inhabited by’ dis-

Buffon into Northern (viz. Laplander), Tartarian, tinct species and genera bf inaimnals. Ihifl is

South Asiatic, black, European, and American manifestly tin*, case with the Australian, Mou-

races
;
Prichard into Iraniaus (also Indo-Atlantics golian, and Negro races of man

;
in a less markeil

or Caucasians), Turanians (Mongolians), Amer- manner with the Hottentots, but plainly with the

icans, Hottentots and Bushmen, Negroes, Papuans I’apiiaiis and Malays, w'ho are separated by nearly

(or woolly-haired tribes of Polynesia), and Alfou- tlie same line which divides the great Malayan

rolls (or Australians)
;
and Pickering arranged and Australian provinces. The different species,

them into whites, Mongolians, Malays, Indians, however, mingle together and produce progeny

Negroes, ^Ethiopians, Abyssinians, Papuans, witli mixed cliaracters. In Brazil is an immense

Negritos, Australians, and Hottentots. mongrel population of Negroes and Portuguese.

Peschel, a recent writer, .separates mankind into In Chili and other parts of South America, t u

seven groups, races, sub-species, or species, viz. whole population consists of Indians and Spanian »

(1) the Australians and 4’asmaniaiis
; (2) the blendeil in various degrees, and with

Papuans of New Guinea and adjacent islands; crosses of Negroes, Indians, and

(3) the Mongoloid nations, comprising the Asiatics Capt. Burton observes that the mixtu^ or rr ‘y

of the continent, the Malayo- Polynesians, and with Indian blood produces a favourable progt y»

the aborigines of America; (4) the Dravida of but that the offspring of the

Western India of non-Aryan origin; (5) the natives of the East Indies is coarse and

Hottentots and Bushmen
;

(fi) the Negroes
; (7) coloured. In S. America, on the contrary}
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offspring of the Portuguese and Indians are often people who occupy the Mana district are Bhots,

fairer and never darker than that of the Indian, dwelling in the passes and their neighbourhood at

In one island of the Pacific is a small population heights above 6000 feet. . The pass-men state

of mingled Polynesian and English blood
;
and in that ridges which within the memory of man were

the Viti Archipelago is a population of Poly- covered with forest and pasture lands» are now
nesians and Negritos crossed in all degrees. covered with snow, showing the extension of the

There are great differences in the jihysical snow zone. The Niti pass on the Duli, a feeder

structure of the races. As to height, the smallest of the (iaiigcs, is the best, and the Juwar on the
among the peoples measured by Dr. A. Weis- Gauri (Douli) pass, a feeder of the Sarda or
bach are the Hottentots (1286 millimetres). This Gogra, is the worst. Mana is on the Saraswati,

is far behind any other people, as the next, the and the Byaiis pass on the Kali.

Tagals, are 1562. Then follow the Japanese The Bliot here, as elsewhere, is an agriculturist,

(1669), the Amboinese (1594), Jews (1589), and is assisted by slaves, who live under the roofs of

Zingani (1609), Australians (1617), Siamese their musters. The people in the Mana, Niti, Juwar,

(1622), Madurese (1628), South Chinese (1630), and Byans passes are supposed to be immigrants
Nicobars (1631), Bomnanians (1643), Sundanese from Tibet who drove out an earlier body of

(1646), Javanese (1657), Magyars (1658), Bugis occupants, and many of the chief families trace

(1661), North Sclaves (1671), North Chinese their origin to a Tibetan locality. The inhabitants

(1675), and Congo Negroes (1676). The longest of tlie Dharma pass are said to be a body of

measurements, however, are found among the Mongols left in Kamaon by Timur. The Dharma
Sandwich Islanders and Kanaks (1700 millimetres), inter their dead for a time, and in the month
Kafirs (1753), and the Maoris of New Zealand Kartik exhnme and burn them, but the other

(1757). To compare these with the stature of pass-men burn tbeir dead ou their demise. The
European peoples, we find that that of the Eng- Dharma practise divination, taking their omens
lish and Irish is 1690 millimetres; the Scotch, from the warm livei:s of sheep sacrificed for the

1708; Swedes, 1700; Norwegians, 1728; Danes, purpose. Tlie women of the Dharma and Byans

1685; Germans, 1680; French, 1667; Italians, passes dross alike, and these two clans eat the

1608; and, lastly, S])aniards and Portuguese, yak, and would eat the cow, while those of Mana,
1658. ^it-i, and Juwar abstain from beef of all kinds,

The mental characteristics of different races and look down, as on an inferior caste, on the

are. markedly dissimilar. The old Aryans desig- Dharma and Byans. The Juwar nearest India

nated natural phenomena or th(‘ forces of nature' have the largest trade, and resort to an annual

according to the impressions made by tliesc on fair in ^>eptember at Gartokli, the residcuce of

their senses. They soon forgot the origin of these the IJiassa viceroy. These passes are the roads

terms, which gave rise to endless myths. Tlie from India to Nari or (biari, Tibetan provinces

Semites, on the contrary, gave to their gods of the Chinese empire. Immediately below the

names referring to abstract qualities, such as El, village of Mana is the Hindu shrine of Badarinath,

the Strong; Bel or Baal, the Lord; Bi'l-samin, dedicated to an incarnation of Vishnu, and one

the Lord of Heaven; Moloch, the King; Eliun, of the most sacred Hindu temples. The temple

the Highest; Bam orBimmon, the Exalted. These is built ou tlie bank of the BisLeii Gauga, imme-
terins, at first adjectives, becaiiio nouns, and the diately over the site of a hot spring, the existence

Jews forgot the derivation, and worshipped El of which no doubt led to the original selection of

iind Baal as- separate deities. The Semites, how- this remote spot. The rawal, or chief priest, is

ever, had an inherent tendency to spiritualize all invariably a Namburi Brahman from Malabar, no
tilings. other class of Brahman being allowed to touch

With the Hindus as with the Bomaiis, there are the idol.— ( huuiui(/]iam\s Ladakh
; Latham's Kthn.

domestic ceremonies when tbeir youths and girls MANA. Hind. A platform erected in tall croi)s;

grow up. The dhoti of the Hindu men is an un- ou these people sit to frighten off birds, etc.

seamed cloth worn by men as a wrapper around MANA or Maiiike. Tkl. A measure of capacity

the lower limbs. It is kept up to the waist by a in Teliiigann, S or 16 to a turn or t’hum.

waist-belt of cord or of gold or silver, and recalls MANAAB ISLAND, in the Gulf of Manaar, a

the Boman cingulum. And, as in Borne, when the dreary sandy waste, 14 niiles long and ^ broad,

ceremony of changing the toga pnetexta for the 'Ihc town is in lat. 8° N., and long. 79° 53'

toga virilis was performed, the aurea bulla was 20" E. ^Manaar, according to Sir J. E. Teimeiit

taken from the bov’s neck and consecrated to the (ii. p. 555), is the island of Epiodorus, which,

domestic Lar, so in India, at the ceremony of according to the Pcripliis, was the seat of tlie

investiture with the sacred thread, an identical pearl lishoiy. Abmaar Gulf, sc'parating Ceylon

ornament, a hollow hemisphere of gold, hung from the Peninsula of India, is so named from the

from a yellow cotton thread or chain of gold, is island of Manaar near Ceylon, which, with that

taken from the boy’s neck, and the sacred cord, of Bamisseram near the continent, almost connect

the symbol of his manhood, is put on him.-— Ceylon to the Peninsula, the two islands receiving

Jiirdwood, Indian Arts ;
Report, Brit. Association

;

the narao of Adam’s Bridge. The gulf passage

Banvin, Animals and Plants; Origin of Species

;

was deepened by a senes of engineering operations.

Bopp. Glossarium Sanskritum ;
Muller's Lectures

;

AJANAI. Tam. A ground, a land measure.

Peschel Aladras, 24 maiiai, each of 2400 square feet,

mana, a pass in Garhwal district, North-West is the staiulard cawuee.
‘ •

Provinces over the crest of the main Himalayan MANAK or Manik. Hind. A ruby
; also any

«inge, dividing British territory from the Chinese gem or precious stone.

empire. Elevation of Mana village above sea- MANAKABI, families in the Mahratta country
level, 10 492 feet ;

of the pass, 18,000 feet. In who claim to be of Rajput descent.

the Mana pass is the temple of Badarinath. The MANAKHYALA, a town in Afghanistan. A
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tope there was opened by General Ventura in

April and May 1830.

MANAMADOO, in the district of Tricliinoply,

makes cloth very superior in quality, and used as

clothing under the name of Maiiamadoo Sullali.

That at Arneo, in the district of Ohingleput, is

known as Arnee Sullah.

MANANTODDY, Manantadi, or Mauantawadi,
a town in Malabar distiicf, Madras, in lab 11‘^ 48'

N., and long. 76° 2' 55" E. Population (1871),
10,959.

—

Imp. Oaz.
MANAS, a river of Assam, which takes its rise

far up in the Bhutan Hills, and flows south into

the firahmaputra. It enters the Brahmaputni in

lat. 26° 15' N., and long. 90° 41' E., just opj^osite

Goalpara town.

—

Jmp. Gaz.

MANAS, an enoyclopaxlical collection of all

the Kirghiz mythological tales and traditions,

brought down to tho present period, and grou])cd

round one person,—the giant Manas. Another
epos, the Samyatei, serves as a continuation of

the Manas, and is the Burnt ( Idyssey.

MANASA, in Hindu mythology, tlie snake god-
dess. She is worshipped as a preservative against

the bite of these' re])tiles, and is represented sitting

on a water-lily cnvii-oned with snakes. If a
Hindu be bitten l)y om;, incantations are pro-

nounced to ])ropitiate the favour of Manas;t.

—

Cole. p. 338.

MANASA BUL, one of tlie most bi'autiful

tarns in Kashmir. On its haidvs are the remains
of the once noble palace and gardens of the

famous Niir Jahan. 'I'lie clearjiess of the water
and the grandeur of the mountain scem ry north-

wards, render this a most perfect little picture of

Kashmir beauty.—A dams.

MANASA-PlJTiiA, the si vcii (or ten) miud-
born sons of Brahma, also known as the Praja-

]>ati. Manasi, JSansk., spiritual.

MANASAROWARA, properly Manasa-saro-
vara, a lake in Tibetan territory beyond th(; great

southern wall of the Himalayas, in about lat. 30°

8' N., and long. 81° 53' E. The lake lies to the

south of th(i Kailas inountaiii, and, like that

celebrated
2
)oak, occupies an iiiq^oitant place in

Hindu mythology. No river flows from the

Manasarowara lake. Olo.se to it is another lake,

Ravana-hrada, from which the Sutlej flows. The
Kailas mountain forms a great water-parting to

the north of the southern range of the Himalaya.

The Indus starts eastward from its northern

slope ;
the Sutlej takes off to the south-west

from its southern side, and the 'Isan-pu or Brah-
maputra flows eastwards from its eastern base.

Tho Manasarowara formed a beautiful feature of

the elysium of the Hindus, or Siva’s i)ara<lisi*, on
the Kailas mountain. It is one of the four lakes

of which the gods drink.

—

Imp. (Jaz.

MANATAPPAN, a caste of cultivatojs origin-

ally from Coimbatore, first settled iii J^ilgliat,

and intermixed and often confounded with the

Nairs.

—

Wilson.

MANAVA DHARMA 8UTRA, the code of

Menu
;
Menu’s book on tin? A'edic rites

; i)art of

it has been published by. Goldstacker.

—

Damson.
MA^^AVALA, the Innid of the 'J’engala Vaish-

nava sect of the south of India.

MANBHOW, dissenters from Ilinduism in
Beiar and tlic Dekhan. They wear a black dress,

and arc of quiet, inoffensive manners. These
Hindu religious sectaries are worshippers of

Krishna, and about the year 1830 were described

by Captain Mackintosh. They are under a vow
of celibacy, and elect young poojilo into their

order; but there are errors, and if pregnancy
occur, the parties are allowed to withdraw. The
sect was formed by Krishna Bhat. Their chief

locality is in the country between tho Syhadri

Hills and the east Gond country on the east of

Berar, and between the Kistna river and Malwa.
A few are to be found in the Panjab. They
dwell in mat’hs, the chief mat’ll being at Rudpur,
near Ellitflipur, Hmarkher. 'riioy resemble in

their relations some of the Christian monks. They
are believers in Krishna, as liis life is detailed in

the Bluigavat Parana, and they reject all other

Hindu Sluistra, and do not worship other Hindu
gods.

—

Capt. MucJi iniosh, M. ,/. L. and aS., 1836.

AIANBllUM, a British district of Chiitia Nag-
pur, which has numerous remains of Aryan
colonization close to its southern and eastern

apjiroachca, but none on the plateau itself. Tin;

most numerous aboriginal tribes arc those of the

Hantaks, the Bhumij Kols, tlie Bhars and Rajbhai's.

Amongst the semi-Hinduized aborigines are tlio

Baiiri ami the Bhuiya. The Bhumij Kol are the

characteristic aboriginal race of Manblium, as the

Ho are of Singbluim, and the Miinda and Orauii

of liOhardaga. (’oloiiel Dalton, in his Ethnology
of Bengal, describes them as being located in

the country between the Ka.sai and Subarnareklui

rivcuo. 'I’liey had once largo feettloments to the

north of the former river, but they were dis-

lodged by Aryans, who, as liijidus of tho Kunni
caste, now occiq)y their old village sites. 'Hic

Bliumij Kol of AVesteru Manbhum arc pure

Munda. Maubhum and Purulia liavo surface

coal.

—

Dalton^ j). 6.3; Imp. Oaz.

AIAN-CHANG, a minor deity of tho Chino.se

pantheon, who is worshi
2

)
2
>ed by collegians and

school-boys. He is siip|»osed to recoi'd their

names in a note-book. He was famous for his

great literary attainments and love of virtue,

flis most important temple is at Chu-tooiig-yu-ne.
— Graip p. 114.

MAIs’CHE. Can. A boat or shij). The Calimif

manchc is a boat very similar to that of Mungahm’
with the exception only of a raking stem, for

the purpose of taking the beach, as the port of

Calicut is open to the coast and there is no river.

Tliesc* boats are propelliMl by the paddle and hiiil,

and geiuirally caiay eight men. 'They are much

employed in watering and coirqflcting’ the sea-

stock of sliijis liomcward Ijound
;
also in loa«ling

ships with pe
2
)pi'r, timber, etc., from Bombay

;

ami in shipping the produce of the forests of

Caiiura and Malabar, all of wiiich is rafted off to

vessels called dow, bcjatile, patamar, etc.

'rii(! Panyani mnnrhv. is a cofUiting boat of about

50 feet lon^% 10 to 12 feet broad, and 5 to 7 feet

deep. It is framed with timbers and planks,

which are .sewed together. 'Fhe timbers arc about

4 feet asunder, and on them, inside, some few

planks are placed as b.ands and clamps, which are

nailed to the frarni.'. 'riiese arc very rudely put

together, and not of much importance either in

fqrm or construction. During the south-wiist

monsoon, or from June to November, they arc

laid up at Baipur river for safety, and are omy

used in the fine-weather season. They carry tun

coir husk of tho cocoanut, from which rope

made
;

copra, the inside albumen of the nu

,
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from which oil is expressed; cajan, the leaf of

the Corypha uinbraculifera tree, wliich is used for

thatching houses, also for books, and various

other puq)oses
;

jagari sugar, made from the

toddy or juice of the palm
;

oil and arrack, a
strong spirit, distilled from the toddy taken from
the palm. These vessels keep along shore, and
take advantage of the sail in rowing. Tliey have
generally from eight to ton men, who arc iisher-

men of the Moplah Aluhammadans, descendants of

Arabian settlers on the sliores of the Peninsula,

and who, marrying the daiigliUms of tlu' country,

obtained the name of ]\lapillai, or sons-in-law,

corrupted by Europeans into the above term.

The BoatUa manche^ of tlio island of Ceylon,
navigates tlie Gulf of Manaar and the coasts of

the soiitheni part of the Peninsula of India.

Tiiis boat is about hO to GO feet in limglh, IG
to 18 feet in breadth, and 8 to 10 tVet in depth,
has more of tlie European form than any of the
Indian-built vessels tliat are mot with. The after

part shows the construction to bo of Portuguese
origin, as it is very similar to that of many of the

boats still in use by the people of that country,
wliicli are said to be of the same shape as the
vessels in which Vasco da (buna sailed to India,

'riiey have a deck fore and aft, and are built

with all sorts of jungle wood in a very rough
nianner, and fastened with nails and bolts, 'riiey

are tapiippc'd with one mast, which inclines for-

ward, and a square lug-sail
;
also a small bow-

sprit, at about the angle of 45^ with a s(»rt of

jiii foresail, one j)aiv of shrouds, and a backstay,

which completes the rigging. These vessels carry
on the trade of the island across the gulf.

Mamjalore manefm, of the western coast of the

Peninsula, is a flat-bottomed boat of burden,

about 25 to .‘15 feet long, G to 7 feet broad, and
•1 to 5 foot deej). It is formed to meet the rLv(.*i‘,

which /is very shallow and flat; and to land the

cargoes of the patannirs, which arc discharged

and loaded at the moutii <jf the rivers. These
boats arc sc\vcd together similar to the inasula

boat and other iiative vessels
;
they are forced along

by bamboo poles, as tlio water is not more than
from G to 10 feet deep, except in the south-west

monsoon, when the rapids swell, and the whole
of the liver is considered impassable

;
and at this

period all the vessels are taken to the shore and
laid up.

—

Edijc.

MANCHHAlv, a lake in tin; Sehwan subdivision,

Kurachee district in Sind. iV little north of lair-

kliana, on the right bank of the Indus, the Nurrah
or Snake River, a 8ind Seipent in,e, falls into I /ike

Mauchhar, Hows through it, iunl issues from the

southern extremity under a fres’i name, tlu^ Aral,

'file Narrali and the Aral form a seinicirelo of

about GO miles from ])()int to j)oint. Tiu;y are
}>robably artificial, as their tortuous cour.se pre-
sents the aj)pearunce of man’s ratlierthnn Nature’s
doings. The country is so levtl tiiat, when tlie

Indus rises, the water flows up the Aral, and
vice versa when tlie main stream falls.

At certain periods, when the, Indus is higlier

than the lake, the current runs into it through

uumerous openings in the belt of alluvium between
its bed and the lake.

Tlie fisheries of the lake yield an annual revenue
of about £170, the rule being that one-tiurd of
tim fish caught becomes the property of Govern-
fiieut. The principal fish are the pala, which

may be considered the finest in Sind, and the

dambhro (or chclri), a reddish-coloured fish, often

attaining an enormous size.

—

Burton^s Scinde,

ii. p. 281 ;
finp. Gaz.

MANCIIIL. Hind. A litter slung on a pole,

with a top like a tilt, used in the Himalaya.

MANOHCJ, a race who, in a.d. 1G44, became
rulers in China. TJie original seat of the reigning

Manchu Tartar dynasty is tlie north-east of China.
The dynasty has given every encouragement to

the Chinese forms of education, and has admitted
the learned men of the Chinese to a share in the

administration, while retaining the higher offices

for the Manchu. The emperor has numerous
titles, all indicating some attribute of virtue or

greatiie.ss, lu.'sides the most commonly used one
of Hwang-ti. Ihe family name of the dynasty is

Gioro or Golden, so called from its original

founder, Aisin Cioro. All members of the blood
arc registered in the Clan Court. Thoscvwlio are

descended from an emperor have the privilege of

wearing a yellow girdle
;
those from the Manchu

chiefs before they had become Chinese sovereigns

may only wear a red girdle. They all enjoy an
allowance, but this is gradually reduced the

further they roccdi) from the throne, until at

last it barely sufiiei's to procure the necessaries

f life. There arc four grand secretaries, but
their ])OAvei' is very limited. They are called

Ta-liis-sze, and two of them are Manchus, and the

others are (Jhincst*. The senior post was always

ri^served for a, Manchu, Li Hung Chang, about
l8tS;>, being the first Chinese to possess the jjre-

cmineiice. ’rhereare two uiidcr-secJretaries—oiio

Manchu and the otluT Chinese -with ten sub-
ordinates. Upon these sixteen officials devolves

the work of placing all public matters before the

emperor, ami of receiving the answers wliich are

to be sent forth as the otlicial decisions. The fact

of being a grand secretary does not prevent the

oflicial from bolding other offices. The forma-
tion of the Grand Sccndaiiat goes back to the first

half of the 1 7th century, wdicn the present dynasty
was placed upon the throne, and the principal

value of membership is that it gives social pre-

eminence. The geiu?ral council or Kiuii-ki Chun
was founded in 17o0 by the (‘inperor Yung-Ching.
'file members of tlii.s council rarely exceed four.

They meet every morning in a chamber set apart

for their didiberat ions in the interior of the palace.

Next to these come the six boards of administra-

tion, which liave existed under slightly varying

foi'ins from a remote antiquity. The senior of

Ihese is that of (hvil OlRce or the Li Hu. The
work of this board is very heavy, audit is divided

into four dciiartmcnts. Tlie next in order of

rank is the Hoar<l of Revenue or llii l*u.

MI girls of Miineliu rju*/', on attaining the age

of twelve, ought tt> a})[a‘ar ))eforo the emperor for

liim to make selections for his Jiarcin, and the

families that iiave personal objects of ambition to

attain consider it highly desiralile to obtain admis-

sion in this way for one of their members into the

palace. The Board of Revenue is charged with
tlio task of keeping and revising a complete list

of the Manchu maidens. Tlic next board, tliat of

Rites, aupei vises all the ritual performances and
court ceremonies. Its members possess great
power and iiifiuencc at a court where everything
is*decided in strict accordance with precedent as

established by the Book of Rites. The Board of
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War comes fourth, and all matters appertaining to

either the army or the navy come under its

purview. The fifth board, that of Punishments,
the King Pu, has power in both civil and criminal

cases. The Court of Censors, in conjunction
with the Board of Punishments, forms the highest

judicial authority in the kingdom. The most
onerous as well as the most dangerous duty which
a censor has to perform is to remonstrate with
the emperor for any acts that may seem unworthy
of his rank and injurious to his reputation as a

good and wise prince. The sixth and last of these

boards is that of Works. It has the supreme
direction of all public works throughout the realm.

These include the state of the canals, the high-

roads, and the rivers, in addition to that of the

fortifications of the towns and of the arsenals
;

it

provides the stores of the army, and attends to

the sewers and the cleansing of the gutters of the

capital. •

The Tsungli Yamen department only came into

existence in January 18G1, for the transaction of

business with the foreign ministers resident in the

capital, whose sovereigns jjossessed by treaty the

then novel position of admitted equality with the

Chinese emperor. Rut from an early period a

department called the lA Fan Yuen has transacted

all business with the tributaries and otlier external

states which held intercourse witli China on a

footing of distinct inferiority, 'ibis department
is now usually termed the Colonial Ollice, the

privilege of membership being reserved for

Manchus and Mongols. This office superintends

the whole of tlic arrangements for the manage-
ment of the four divisions of Mongolia, as well as

those with regard to the dual government main-

tained in Tibet.

The Hanlin Ynen is the Chinese academy. To
be a member of the Hanlin is in itself the highest

distinction, and alone qualifies a man for the

highest posts in the state. The Hanlin doctors

are employed in drawing up all important state

papers, in the most elegant language and according

to the most approved form. They also collect

daily the records of the reign, which are duly

placed in the historiographer’s department, but

which never see the light until the dynasty has

ceased to reign, and has been superseded by
another.* The Pekin Gazette is brought out by
officials answerable for its accuracy to the police

authorities of the capital. There are sixteen for-

warding stations at Pekin for the
.
purpose of

sending copies of the Gazette immediately on
publication into the provinces.

It is computed that in Pekin alone there arc

not fewer than 20,000 officials employed in the

public offices and departments. For the pro-

vincial service in the higher grades there are not

more than 2000 persons employed in it above the

rank of assistant district magistrate. Of these

there are eight viceroys, or Tsung-tuhs or Chetais,

who govern fifteen out of the eighteen provinces

of China proper. Peh-chi-Ii and Sze-chuen are the

only single provinces having viceroys. The six

others are Kwang-tung and Kwang-si (the Liang
or Two Kwang)

;
Kiang-si, Kiang-su, and Anhwui

(the Liang or Two Kiang)
;
Foh-kien and Che-

kiang (Min Cheh); Yun-nan and Kwei-chu;
Kan-su and Shen-si

;
and, lastly, Hu-pch and

Ho-nan (Hou-kwang). In each of these provinces,

with three exceptions, there is also a governor
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or Futai, while the three provinces Shan-si, Ho*
nan, and Shan-tung are administered by officials

of that grade. There were, therefore, fifteen

governprs serving cither under viceroys or in

independent command
;

but in 1877 Formosa
was, after much deliberation, converted into a

governorship, and placed under the 16th Futai.

"By usage the official entrusted with the control of

the Yellow River is styled governor-general or

viceroy, and although he has no territorial author-

ity, it is clear that he holds an office of greater

difficulty than even the administration of a pro-

vince. A recent change in the form of govern-
ment in Manchuria has also resulted in the addition

of one to the ranks of the viceroys. When the

Manchus established themselves in China they left

the form of government in their own province

practically undisturbed, and Jis it was formed on
a military basis it was very much simpler than that

in force atnong the Chinese. Rut at the same
time, in order to sushiin the national spirit, or

gratify their own vanity, or possibly only to

do honour to their ancestors, they declared

Moukden or Sheng-king to be the twin capital

of the empire, and that the great administrative

boards of Pekin sliould have offices there as

as well as in the capital. Tlie chief military officer

wjus of the rank of Tsiang-kun, but it naturally

foll()W(;d that he and the civilians of the hoards

soon came into collision, and gradually his author-

ity was enfeebled, if not absolutely superseded.

This state of things led to a formal investigation,

and in 1875 it was proposed that for the Tsiang-kini

a Tsuug-tuli or viceroy, having supreme direction

of all questions within the three divisions of

Manchuria, should be substituted, and the ])resident

of the commission of inquiry became the first

viceroy of Sheng-king.
The city of Pekin has a government of its own,

and is in no way dependent upon the viceroy of

Peh-chi-li, in which province it is situated. It has

a mayor or Furgin, who is, however, subordinate

to a minister from the Board of Works duly

appointed for tlie purpose. Tiiero are two distinct

magistrates to assist in the regulation of a city,

whicli, with what is believed to be a doclinin;;

population, still contains a million human beings.

The iiiilitary officials are div^idcd not less strictly

than the civilian. The Ti-tiili is the highest, and

of this rank there are only sixteen
;

but the

Tsiang-kun, who commands the Manchu garrison

in each of the larger cities, is perhaps the most

powerful of them all. lie is quite indepcmlent of

all the civil Chinese authorities, and only reports

to the captain-general of Ins banner at Pekin, lu

the same way the general-in-chief of the Pekin

field force, who is usually a Tartar of high birth

and position, is only answerable to the tiirouo

itself.

The number of Manchu troops is estimated at

60,000 men. They are habitually under arms,

and are assiduously exercised in their profession.

The Government watches over them with great

anxiety, for the ^mperor has a strong interest m
not allowing these troops to stagnate in inaction,

lie takes care that they shall preserve sometliing

at least of the warlike character to which they

owe their conquest of the empire. A Manchu is

under obligation to enrol himself under some

banner, and, failing to do so, loses his privileges.

Many neglect to enrol themselves voluntarily m
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order to avoid the conscription. Tiio Manchu, Byzantium, and upon that of China. Manchu
who are still (1884) ruling, obtained possession Tartars of Manchuria are the bravest of the

of the kingdom in 1643. Their founder was Mongol race. Much of Manchuria is now Chinese,

Shun-shi, and the dynasty is styled Tsiiig, or and the Chinese language has been introduced,

pure. They have placed Tartar garrisons in all Manchu Tartar's are strongly made and active

;

the principal towns. His son Kang-hi, an able they are fond of the chase, and use the rifle and
administrator, reigned from A.D. 1661 for 61 I wolf-dogs. They dress like the Chinese, but wear
years. The people had previously made several ‘ long hair parted down the middle. The women
important canals, but Kang-hi excavated the liave a loose jacket close round tlie neck, and
grand canal which connects the inland navigation reaching to the waist, where it is fastened with

of the great river with Pekin to the north, and loops on the right side. A bright red petticoat

with Ningpo to the south. Early in the l«Sth readies half-way below the knee. They have
century, Kwei-chow broke out in rebellion, but silver car-rings, wear bracelets of brass and white

it was suppressed
;
subsequently dominion over metal, and they wear their hair with two long

Tibet was acquired, and in the beginning of the tails stqiaratcd by a leathern band, edged with
19th century Nepal was made tributary. blue beads and a central line of cowries and brass

The Manchu dynasty has four times been at beads below it.

war with European j^owers, viz. with Great The Manchu forbid marriage between those

Britain 1840-42, Great Britain and France 1 8o9-60, whose family names are different. In this respect

and France 1884. China proper is arranged into they differ altogether from the Chinese and Brah-

18 provinces, 1.5 under viceroys and .3 under mans, wlio abstain from marrying into families

governors, and these deputies or the rulers long with their own race name. I'he Manchu and the

strove to prevent British ambassadors liaving Coreans have legends relating immaculate con-

personal interviews with the sovereign. The ceptions. Mr. ^leadows and Mr. Grillls (p. 15.o)

viceroys were .all in ]»ra,ctice autonomous. But relate a Mancliu legend of three heaven-born
about A.D. 1858 the fmpiTial Customs depart- virgins who dwelt near the Great White Mountains,

inent was placed under Euro])eans, and lias been As they were bathing in a lake a magpie dropped
a recognition of the supreme .anthority. Insisting a blood-red fruit on the clothes of the youngest,

upon the responsibility of the emperor, and This tlic maiden naturally ate, .and forthwith con-

refusing to treat with subordinate or ])rovin(nal ceived, and she bore a son, whom they named
ollicers, though at first deinned most obnoxious Ai-sin-Gioro, or Golden Family Stem, which is

to its pride, has nevertheless afforded the most the family name of the emperors of China,

efficient support to the administrative rights of the The Fuyu are the aboriginal race of Corea. They
Imperial Government. trace their descimt from a waiting-maid of the

The M.anchu is tlie most vocalic of the Tartar king of To-li or Korai. One day, while her master

languages. It approaches to the Corean, but has was absent on a hunting expedition, she saw float-

other special vocalic affinities to the Japanese.- - ing in the atmosphere a gdistening vapour, which
Mr. Rowland Uamiltou. entered her bosom. This tiny cloud seemed as

MANCHURIA lies within lat. Ivy and 49° N., big .as an egg. Under its influence she conceived,

and long. 120° and 11)3° E., and measures ap- and bore a son, wlio became the king of the tribe

proximately 800 miles in length, and 500 miles in and kingdom of Fuyu.— Williamson
j GriJ/is,

breadth. It is bounded on the south by the Gulf Korea ; Adams; Meadows.

of ?eh-chi-li and tlie highlands of Corea, on the MAND, probably another n.amc for the Med.
east by the river Usuri, which divides it from There are several tribes,—the Mandar, Mandtior,

Russian territory, on the nortli by the Amur, Mindhra, the Babich tribe of Mondrani; and the

and on the west by the rivers Naim, Sungari, and .ancient towns of Mandra, Mandropat in Chach-

the South-West Palisades. It is divided into gam, to the east of the Guni
;
Mandrasa, to the

three jirovinces, viz. Liau-tung or Southern, north of the Mak.ali Hills
;
and Mundra ajid other

Kirin or Central, and Tsi-tsi-har, the Northern similar names in Outch.

Provinces. The climate presents tlie extremes of MANUAKU or Maiida chettii. Tel. A plant,

heat and. cold. The laaii-Ho .and Ta-yang-Ho, the juice of which is said to prevent baldness.

Sungari, Harka, Usuri arc the only important MANUAL. Arab. A form of divination in

rivers. The population numbers about fourteen Egypt, which owed its celebrity in Europe to Mr.

millions, M.anchu, Tartars, and Chinese. Lane. In the mandal, or palm-divin.ation, a

In 1859-60, Russia’s representative at Pekin, black slave was considered the best subject.

Oeneral Ignatieff, obtained tlic surrender to WJieii Lane wrote his account of this jugglery, he

Russia of the maritime province of Manchuria, was iinaw.are that Osman was a confederate of

the value of which had been discovered at the the supposed magician, and supplied him with

time of the Crimean war, .and the Russian frontier the necessary Iiints. When Osman died, the

was accordingly advanced to the close- vicinity of Maghrabin magician said all had gone wrong since

Cor^ and the important city of Moukdeii. Osman Effcndi departed. Three travellers had a

Manchuria for ages past has swarmed off masses seance in 1836, resulting in blunder after blunder,

of humanity ‘into other lands, and .at present her until tlicy got disgusted and left. On that

millions are pressing on her neighbours for room, occasion, amongst others, an absent person was
Researches have made it more than prolmblo named, and was described by the magician as a
that the Tartar, Manchu, and Tungus belong to tall Frank, with black hair, a long black be£u:d,

one ^eat stock
;
that the Turkoman, as well as and one eye gone,—he being fair-haired, with

rile Tshude, Fin, Laplander, and Magyar (Hun- eyes still (1884) perfect.—Lawc
; Burton^ Mecca.

«arians), present another stock closely united, and MANDAL. Guj. A close-woven silk and
that both these families are originally connected gold fabric, used to form the rope-like turbands.

with each other. They sit upon the throne of MANDALA. Hind. A circle, a district, a division
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of a country, a region, as Tonda Mandalam, MANDAPA or Mantapam, the portico of a

Faiidu Mandalam, Chola Mandalam, Mandlaisir, Hindu temple
;
an open building, a pavilion for

and Okaniaiidal. Also an orb
;

also a section receiving and sheltering idols when earned in

pf a book. The Rig Veda has ten Mandala. procession for the performance of marriage or

In Bengal, the headman of a village. In Purniah other festive ceremonies.

it is the title of any respectable Hindu Hiidra. MANDARA. lyiountMandara, celebrated in the

A township, in its simplest form, is under a Puranic legends for the churning of the ocean,

headman, called in the Dekhan and in the wc^st lies southward of Bhagulpur. Vishnu is fabled to

and centre of Hindustan Paid, Mandel in Bengal, have become incarnate in the form of a tortoise
;
in

Makaddum in many places. He is assisted by wliich shape he sustained the mountain Mandara,

different officers, of whom the accountant and placed on liis back to servo as an axis, whereon the

watchman are tlu* most important. 1. 'Vhe gods and demons, Sura and Asura,—tlie vast ser-

accountant, called Patwari in Hindustan, Kul- pent Vasuki serving as a rope,—churned the ocean

karni and Cunium in the Dekhan and south of for the recovery of the amiita, or beverage of

India, and Tallali in Gujorat. 2. The watchiiiau, immortality. And the result of the operation that

called Psisbiiii, Goiayet, Peik, Domaha, etc., in chiefly distinguished this avatara, was the obtaiii-

Hindustaii, Mahar iii the Dekhan, 'rillari in the iiient of fourteen articles, usually called fourteen

south of India, and Paggi in Gujerat
;

8. Money- gems, or chatuvdesa ratna, in common language

changer or silversmith; 4. Priest; 5. Astwhjii
;

chowala ratni,— 1. the moon, Chandra; 2. 8ri or

C. Smith; 7. Carpenter; 8. Barber; 0. Pott(‘r; Lakshiiii, the goddess of fortune and beauty; .‘1.

10. Worker in leather
;

11. Tailor; 12. Washer- !Sura, wine, or Suradovi, the goddess of wine;

man; 18. Musician; 14. Minstrel; 15. Dancing- 4. Uchisrava, an eight-headed horse; 6. Kua-

girl. The number is fixed by commoJi opinion, tubha, a- jewel of inestimable value
;

C. Parijata,

and by the native name Bara-balotta, at twelve, a tree that sj^ontaneously yielded everytliiag

but varies in different villages, and the officers desired; 7. Siirablii, a cow similarly bountiful;

included arc not always the same, though up to 8. Dhaiiwantara, a pliysician
;

9. Iravati, elephaul

No. 10 are seldom wanting. From li to 14 are of Indra, Avith three probosci
;

10. Chaiik, a shell

not so general, and the dancing-girl seems only conferring victory on whoever should sound it;

to bo in the south of India. Each of these 11. Danusha, an unerring bow
;

12. Bikh, poison

village officers has a fee, sometimes in money, but or drugs
;

18. lihemba, tlie Apsara, a beautiful

morefrequently a portion of j)r()diice, as a handful and amiabhi woman; 14. Amrita, the bevenjge

or two out of each measure of grain.—/>.; Wilsan. of immortality.

MANDALA PURUDAR was a Jaiua ascetic, On the downfall of ihiddhism, Mandara fell into

said to have liv('d in the time of Ihija Krishna tin* hands of the b'aivites, and became a seat of

Rayar, wlio reigned at Vijayanagaram in the their god so as to l ivul jb‘nar(‘s, and form, as the

beginning of the 16th century. He wrote a Kasikluind states, a second. Kailasa. The legend

poetic lexicon, Siulamani Nikanda, Sfunewhat on of the churning of the ocuni is an interpolatioji

tlie plan of the Sanskrit Ainerakosha. in the Mahahharata, and evidently refers to tlie

MANDALAY, the capital of Indc]iendent contest b(awoen the Lralmuins (Sura) and tlu;

Burma, is situated in hit. 2l‘^ 59' 4" N., and Buddhists (Asura), the gii*at serpent Vasuki

long. 90^ 8' E., .about two miles from the left alluding to Uk; Naga race,

bank of the Irawadi, in a hwcl plain at .MANDARIN, a magistrate of China, or «

the foot of an isolatetl hill GOO feet in height, ])orsoii having authority, from a Portuguese wonl

froin which the city takes its jiume. The city Maiidur, to commund. Cliiiu'so mandarins us»

proper is laid out in a square, each side of wliich bamboo caps in summer as the official head-dresH.

is a little over a mile in hmgth. It is encloseil — iruZ/dcw*’ Uejud/e, p. 180.

in a brick wall, 20 feet liigli and 8 feet (hick, MANDAIHN IJLCK of China is the Ai>:

An inn^ square, covering^ an area of about 72 galericolata, costly birds even in China, where

acres, is* taken iqi by the royal buildings. The they are called Eon ycong. 'I'liey are regarded by

parts of the city outside the royal enclosure are the Cliinese as patterns of conjugal fidelity, and

inhabited by the officials, civil and military, the arc usually carried about in their marriage pre-

soldiers, and the general population. The central cessions. Sii' Jolin Bowring liad great difficulty

or royal square is auiTounde<l by an outer in obtaining a few. The Mandarin duck apiiears

stockade of timber and an inner wall. Entering, to be indigenous to the country north of Pekin,

the stranger coniqs on a wide space, and then It has also bijen found in a wild state on the

finds on the right the Goverjunent offices and Southern Amur.

—

(J. /kmiefi, (rather 189.

the royal mint. There is also the high court, or MANDAVLVR KOOLY. Tam. Graves of the

blot dau, where the four chief ministers sit to dead, anerent burial-places in the Coimbatore

hoar appeals. 'I’he Paklian Meiighee, or Foreign distriiT, circles of varioiLs sizes. They contain

Minister, and the Yaw-Ahtwen-^Voon, or Minister eartlien jars, with fragments of hiinuui bones

of the Interior, have likewise their offices here, in earth. The term is supposed by Dr. Shorit

The palace buildings lie behind a wall on the left, to be a dialectal cliangc from Pan(ia curzi, the

'Idle reception -hall with its rich decorations and usual name for the cairns of the south of India,

golden throne, and some of tin; outer apartments, MANDAVI, a large seaport town, in, lab 22

iiave been described by travellers
;
but into iJie 51' N., and long. 69'^ 34' E., on the west side of

inner apartments no iiluropean has ever been a narrow crock, close on the Gulf of Cutch. 1^

admitted, 'riie repousse gold and silver work is vessels are from 25 to 200 tons burden, have a

very beautiful and finished in execution; and largo lateen sail, with two masts, and are never

the ivory and wood carvings, in clear and bold decked. 'Fhey trade with Eanzibar^ Persian

alto-relievo, arc artistic in composition and design. i Gulf, Mekraii, and Sind. Population abon

—Imp. Oaz, "
50,000. Its chief is of the Baghela race. ^
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sends out some of the best seamen, pilots, and of the time wlien India shall be ruled by M’hlecha

merchants, and exports cotton, wool, giain, ghi, (non-Hindus) and other modern allusions, its

niid oil. antiquity is ce^inly a good deal open to doubt.

MANDELSLO, a traveller to India, jtfcom- The evidence of the Kasi Khand and other Saivite

panied the Duke of Holstein’s mission to Russia writings is against them, and the pilgrims who
and Persia, to which Olearius was secretary, in have vowed to visit the Bara jyoti lingam pay
Id3d-;i9. He had left Isfahan It)th January 1638, tlieir adorations both to Oinkar and Amareswar.

saw the ruins of Perscpolis, passed through Shiraz, The raja of Mandhata, who is hereditary custodian

and on the 23d February 1039 reached Gomroon of all the modern temples, is a Bhilala, claiming

or Bandar Abbas. His surgeon, John Weinberg, descent from a Chauhan « Rajput named Bharat

died on the 22d March, and was buried in the
|

Singh, who is stated in the family genealogy to

English cemetery. On the 6th Ajiril, he cm-
j
have taken ^landhata from a Bhil chief in the

barked for Surat with Messrs. Mandley and Hall, year a.d. 1105.

—

Aik.

two English merchants, and arrived on the 25tli
;

MANDHATA, Gurla Mandhata, also called

and from Bandar Abbas lie went on to Surat Niino Namzil, lies ten miles south of Lake Mana-
aiid Baroach, Brodera (Baroda), Ahmadabml, sarowar. According to the legend told by the

Cambay, Jliahore, and Vezeapour, returning to Milam Bhotia, tlui great mountain is the trans-

Denmark, where he landed, May 1, 1640, from formation of the body of ca raja of Benares of

Surat. The narrative of his Voyages and Travels, the name of Mandhata, who is said to have died

translated by John Davies, was ])ublished in sonic thousands of years ago on the sliores of the

England, in one volume, with Olearius’ acc-ount Manasarowar lake while on a pilgrimage to its

of the Duke of Holstein’s mission in 1662 and waters. Another notable peak is Kailas
;

it lies to

1669, and gives a most interesting account of the north of Manasarowar, and being in the shape

the factory at Surat, and of tlie factors’ manner of a Hindu temple is greatly venerated by all the

of life. They were the inventors of jmneh Hindus of Northern India. ‘ Owing to its immense
(pLintz of ]Mande]slo, Panneli of Fryer), so called bulk and heiglit,’ says Mr. Ryall, ‘ 3000 feet above

from the live (in lliiidustani 2)aneli) ingredients, any within a radius of 40 miles, it is perha^is the

siiirit, lemon or lime-juice, S[>ice, sugar, and most impressive sight in the whole of the Him-
rorfo-water, used in its eoiiqiosition. The alayas

;
the celebrated momitain of Nanga Parbat,

crAo'cc of the Grt.'eks was comjiosed of win<‘, honey, N.W. of Kashmir, alone excejited.’

elieese, meal, and oil.—N/r (L Binlinwd. M ANDI, a Native State of the Panjab, lying bc-

.MANDEVlLJiE, Siu .JOHN, author of a book tween hit. 3P 23' 45" and 32‘’ 4' N., and between
of alleged travels in India and ('hiiia. He set lor.g. 76" 40' and T/"" 22' Ih/'E. The ruling family

out from St. Albans in 1332, and returned and is Raj^nit, of the Ohaiuia Hansi clan, and is known
(lied in Liege in 1366. Ilis descriptions of Ceylon as Mandial. Hen is the title borne by the ruling

are borrowed from Marco Polo and Odoric of chief, whilst the younger members of the family

I’ortcndu. He seeihs to have adojded, as vege.rds are called Sinh. 'Lho chiefshq)3 of Mandi and
Sumatra, the occunnts of Odoric wlieu he says, Sukliet were originally a single state, bounded
‘ Heside the ysle of licmery is another yclept by Kangra on the west and Xullu on the east,

Suniobor
;
and fast beside, a great ysle 'yc\v[)i by the Dhaoladhai* mountains on the north ami

Java.’

—

Mar.^flr/As Sumatnt^ p. 7. the Hutlej on the south. Mandi means the

MANDHATA, an island in the Norbadda, be- market, and its favourable j^osition on the Beas
longing to the Niuuir district, containing numerous river, at the junction of tlie two roads from the

temples, ancient and modern, iiieluding the great west and south, must have ensured its early

shrine of Omkur, a form of Hiva. Tt is cleft hi ocoupatkm, which was rendered i)rosperous and
two by a deep ravine running nearly north and lasting by the existence of valuable mines of iron

south, the eastern end containing about one-third and rock-salt in its immediate vicinity,

of the whole area. southern bank of the Mandi town, in lat. 43' N., aijid long.

Nerbadda oiijiosite Mandhata ((tailed Godniimia) 76'^ 58' Ik, is on the banks of the Beas. The
is as precipitous as Mandhata, and between them river hero is a swift torrent, and is spanned by
the river forms an I’xceedingly dee}) and silent tin? now ‘ Empress ’ bridge. The banks are bigii

i'ool, full of crocodiles and large lish, many of and rocky.

—

Jinp. (iaz,

which are so tame as to taki? grain olf the lower MANDKK'A or Manioc, the cassava root, is the

steijs of the sacred gliats. 'Ihe. worship of Siva .Janii>lia manihot of Kiinth, and datrojJia mani-

was established liei\! at an early age. On Man- hot of lJmi;eus, and furnishes the tapiocji of

dhatii the shrine of Omkar, and on the southern eomraereo. The pulp, after grating and washing, i.s

bank that of Amareswur (lord of the immortals), thoroughly drained, and strained througli long

lire two of the twelve great lingams which existed cylindrical and })laited baskets. In India every

in India when Mahmud of Ghazni demolished the jJaiiter or landholder should have at hand the

temple of Somnath in a.d. 1024. The name cassava or mandioea jjant, the root of which is

Hinkar is from the syllabic Um, wliich, says l^ro- of the same nature as rice, as delicious as the

lessor Wilson, is a combination of lettei’s invested potato, and keeps fresh under ground for years,

by Hindu mysticism with jieculiar sanctity, ei.i- indifferent to great changes of heat or cold,

ployed in the beginning of all
2
)rayers. It It is a universal article of food in Brazil.

coin2)^hcnds all the gods, the Vi^das, the three Tirhut is in latitude north what Santa Catharina

spheres of the world, etc. The Brahmans who is south, and conforms to a great diversity of

now officiate at the shrine wish to exclude Omkar climates, seasons, and soils. It is easily planted
from the twelve lingains, and it is usually called and cultivated, and gives a return six times
A’ di, or first, as somethipg above and before greater than wlieat. It is branchy, and the
fhem all.* The Nannada Khand supports tliem numerous knots or leaf-marks on the branches
iu this assertion, but as it contains a prophecy arc each a new plant. In cutting the branches to
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plant, the slips are made about tliree inches long,

and include two or three of these knots, and each

plant will give from say twenty to sixty separate

slips, and therefore as many new i)laiits.

Manioca and arrowroot are both rather exten-

sively grown in the maritime provinces of Ceylon,

the former being inferior in quality to that growui

in the West India Islands. From the manioca,

the Singhalese prepare a fine Hour resembling

arrowroot, but much sweeter and far more nourish-

ing. Boiled or bake<l with milk, it forms a most
delicious meal, partaking of the nature of a rich

custard. See Arrowroot
;
Maniliot.

MANDIR. Hind. A dancing hall at a Hindu
temple. The mantapam of the Dravidian temples.

MANDLA, a town and district in the Jubbulpur
division of the Central Province's, on the right

bank of the Nerhadda. The district lies between
lat. 22° 14' and 23° 22' N., and long. 80° and 81°

48' E., with Rewah and part of the Halaspur district

on the east, and Seoni, Bahighat, Raipur, and
Balaspur on the south, with an area of 4719 square

miles, and in 1877 a population of 223,883. It

is a wild highland region, and 1724 feet above the

sea.

While the rani Durgavati, widow of Dalpat

Sa, was regent, a.d. lofil, Asaf Khan, the Dehli

viceroy, invaded Mandla. Durgavati opposed him,

but she was defeated near Singaurghar in .jubbul-

pur district, and sbe fell back on Carha, and tlien

on Mandla, where she took up a strong positron

in a narrow defile. Asaf Khan renewed the action,

and suffered a check, but the next day he brought

up his artillery and renewed the battle. 'Phe rani,

though wounded, defended the pass in p(*rsoii,

but the river in the rear of her army began to

rise, and the Gond troops, alarmed at their retreat

being cut off, broke and fled. Durgavati snatched

a dagger from her elephant driver, and plunged

it into her bosom and died.

The aboriginal tribes consist of Ahir, Baiga, Baser,

Gauli, Gond, Dher, Mbar or Dhimav, Kach'hi, Kol,

Kurmo, Yelo, Lodho, Teli, Panka, Marar, ^Mehra.

The original inhabitants of this district arc un-

doubtedly the Gond and Baiga, who at the

present time form the larger share of tlie popula-

tion. Next to these are Brahman families, some
of whom affect to trace back their arrival in

Mandla to the time of Jadhava Raya in Samvat

415 (a.d. 358), though it is much more probable

that they settled here in the reigns of Hirde

Sah and* Narendra Sah, from Samvat 1603 to

1788 (a.d. lOOG to 1731). The former of these

two kings introduced a number of foreigners

into the country, especially a large colony of

Lodhia, who settled in the valleys of the Baiijar,

Motiari, and Nerbadda, gave the name of Ilinle-

nagar to the taluka thus brought into cultivation,

and did much by digging tanks ami otherwise to

colonize the best parts of the district. The

Mahto are the best cultivators, are Hindus, origin-

ally of the Teli caste, and formerly resident at

Maihir. The Mandla Gond is divided into two

classes, which again are subdivided into forty-two

different clans or got. The two classes are the

Raj Gond and the Rawan Bansi. The former is

the higher, and outdo the highest caste Hindus in

the matter of purifying themselves and aping them
in all their religious ceremonies. They wear the

janeo or Brahmanical thread, and consider them-
selves deeply insulted if compared in shitus with

a Gond. Mr. Hislop says that they carry their

passion for purification so far that they have the

faggots with which their food is cooked sprinkled

with water before use. See Gond.
MANDLESAR, town in Indore State, Central

India, situated on the right bank of the Nerbadda,

in lat. 22° 11' N., and long. 75° 42' E., on tlie

route from Mhow (Mhau) to Asirgarh.

—

Imp.

Caz.

MANDOII, the ghost of a Muhammadan, in

Hindu demonology deemed the most malignant
of all demons.
MANDONG or Mandrong. Malay. A rush

much used by the natives in the manufacture of

rice and sugar bags, mats, and for tying up articles,

the fibre being strong. It grows spontaneously in

the rice-fields of Province Wellesley, after the crop

has b(‘en gathen^d, and overspreads them like a

second crop. It may prove a suitable paper
material.

—

Royh.
MAN 1)00, now in ruins, some time the capital

of the independent Muhammadan kingdom of

Malwa. It is on a spur of the A^indhya mountains,

overlooking the valley of the Nerbadda and the

plains of Nimar, having a site at an elevation of

more than 2001) feet above the sea. The city of

Maiidoo was founded by Iloshang Shah,the founder

of Hoshangabad
;
the second king, Muhammad

Khilji, erecti'd a mausoleum of white marble over

the remains of Hoshang 8hah, still in good pre-

servation. On the Mandoo Hill is a terrace on

which its Hindu r|ueen would recline to gaze on

the sacrcil Nc'ihadda winding through Niniar;

close to this terrace was erected a palace, near a

well-known spring, whicli to this day is called the

queen’s fountain. In general, Muhammadan ruins

arc situated on the plain, bill the Mandoo ruins

are in the midst of beautiful mountain scenery,

so that the combination of works of art witii

the beauties of nature is most charming. Mandoo
is built on coralline limestone, but that used for

building is derived from near Bang or Bagh.

M AN I)RAKI]
,
A tropa mandragora.

Usiil-ul-lufjih, . . Arab. Mandragoii, . , . Gkr.
Astrung, . ... ,, Mandragnla, . . . Ir

Tulifah-us-shaitafi, ,, Liifahat, . . . Malal
Scrag-ul-koslirob,

. ,, ]\Iardam-i giah, . rERs.

Yehruj, Yabruz, Yabrukh, . ,,

Lakmuna,Lakmuiii,HiNT). Kaat-juti, , . Tam.

Mandragore, . . , Fk.

The mandragora or mandrake, the fetid root of

which was so celebrated in the magic rites and

toxicology of the ancients, is known in the bazars

of Central Asia and the north of India. It has

various names, arising from its fancied resemblance

to th(i human form. It was formerly an article

of the materia medica of Europe, but is now ex-

ploded, though the leaves are still sometimes

employed in preparing anodyne fomentations.

The Arabians j^hice the root, which they call Usiil-

ul-hifah, amongst their most powerful cathartics,

and also suppose it to be of use as an antispasmodic.

AVhat of it is found in India is probably brought

from Persia or Arabia. It is found in mapy parts

of the south of Europe, is of poisonous qualities.

Lufah is the plant. Tuhfah-us-shaitan is tlm

fruit. Its properties are identical in nature with

those of Atropa belladonna, but weaker, in conse-

quence of drying and jlccomposition of the atropia-

The mandrakes of Genesis xxx. 14, are ‘generally

supposed to be the root of Mandragora officinalis.



MANEGAR. MANGCHAR.

Calmet regards dudaim and plantains as citrons
;

near the mouth of a river navigable by small

but violets, lilies, jasmines have all been named, vessels, with about 10 or 11 feet on the bar. It

The Chinese physicians assert that this plant is a civil and military station of British India. It

possesses the faculty of renovating exhausted lias loflg been resorted to by vessels trading with
constitutions. Some nations have believed that Arabia. It was taken in 1708, again in 1783, by
the root of the mandrake, if wholly dislodged troops from Bombay

;
and on one occasion after-

from the ground, becomes the good genius of the wards was successfully held for niue months
possessor, not only curing a host of maladies, but against a besieging force from Mysore, 10,000

discovering hidden treasures, doubling the amount strong, with 100 guns. The garrison wjis com-
of money locked up in a box, keeping ofF evil inamlcd by Colonel Campbell, of the 42d High-

spirits, acting as a love-charm, and rendering landers, witli 700 Europeans and 2000 sepoys

;

several other notable services.— O'Sh. p. 4G0
;

bnt when taken, the defenders were reduced to

Hoijg^y.bb2\ Faulkner; p. 20; Calmet 8o0. In 1709, Mangalore became British territory,

SlANEGAR or Maniyakaran. Tam. An agent, a and since that time it has only once been disturbed

native accountant, an overseer. by tlie appearance of an enemy, namely, during

MANEL, a pink water-lily of dolicions perfume, the Coorg insurrection in 1837.

—

Tmp. Gaz.

commonly offtu’cd before the figures of Buddha. MANGALORE or Man gala means fortunate.

Its flower closes at sunset. ' The native name is Kaudial
;
the Mangalur, Man-

MANELAVADC. Tel. An itinerant dealer jarur, and Maiigaruth, according to the Greek
in coral and gems, commonly termed a Manilla- writer Cosinas (6th century), of Arab travellers,

man, but probably from Mani, SaNSK., a jewel. — Kiz/c, Cathag, ii. p. 4bl.

MANEKUNG, in the Himalaya, in lat' 31° 5G' MANGANESE.
N., long. 78° 24' E. Its crest is 18,G 12 feet, and ]Mung-kin, . . . Cmx. Braunstein, Glasseisc, Ger.
the source of the Darbung tliere, 15,000 feet. A Bruinstoin, . . . Drr. Kolsakapathar, . Hind.

very difficult pass. See Kami.war. Savon du verro, . . Fii. Iddali kalu, . . Tel.^

MANES of Hindus are worshipped and have The substance known in commerce under tliis

sacrifices offered to them on the tliird day, the name is the peroxide or black oxide cif the metal,

twelfth day after demise, every inoiitli of the first It is commonly of an earthy ap})earance, and mixed
ycJir, and on every anniversary. The Bliumij, wuth oth(‘r ingredients, but sometimes in crystals

Bhuniya, and Kol tribes practise tlui ceremony by of a black colour and metallic lustre. The sub-

which’ the soul of a man just deceased is attracted stance is well suited for glazing pottery, along

back into the house soon afUir the funeral, appar- with galena and felspar. In small quantities it

ciitly with the object of worshipping it as a house- gives a yellow' colour; in large, brown; then a
hold spirit. All lliiidus bring back into tlie house blood-red, purple, or black, as the proportion

the soul of their deccascal relative, and then of manganese is increased. It lias also the

release it. property of- liardoning the glaze, so as to resist

MANG or Mliaiig, a low caste tribe scattered vinegar and weak acids. Concentrated mineral

through Kaiidesh, the Konkan, and Kolhapur, acids, however, will corrode it. It is largely con-

employed as village watcliinen and in humble sumed in the manufacture of bleaching compounds;
offices.. The Mang reside outside villages. They it is also used by potters

;
and it is considered the

are met with in most of the hamlets throughout cheapest material from which to procure oxygen,

the Hyderabad country and in Berar, and serve At the ^ladras Exhibitions of 1855 and 1857, the

as scavenger, guide, watchman, and executioner, silicated sesqiiioxide w'as exhibited from Vizian-

Their signature mark is a knife. Tliey are part of agram in blocks, weighing from 2 to 3 cwt. each,

the Baluth, mul, like, the Dlicr and Mahar, are with from 53) to 54 per cent, of metallic mangan-
predial slaves of the village. 'Gierc were 556,771 ese. It Jia.s been discovered in a good many parts

in 1881 census returns of India. of tlie Madras Presidency under the form of earthy

!MANGA of Zanzibar is Arabia. The Arabs manganese ore, dendritic manganese ore, and com-
aro called \Va Manga by the people of Zanzibar. bined with iron in a good many of the ochrey iron-

MANGALA. Sansk. The planet Mars. In stones, laterites, claystones, and cotton soils of

Hindu mythology, Mars was sou of Siva and the India. It was mined by llyder AH and Tipu Sultan

earth, and had several names. Mangal-var is in the Kupputgode range. It has been found also

Tucsilay.

—

D. See Graha ;
Va’ia. in the iron ore near the lake at Ootacamund, and

MANGALA SIJTRA. Sansk. Tali, Hind. A in the ICaiti valley; also in Mergui, Burma, and
thread with a gold coin or other valuable, which the Himalaya.

every Hindu married woman in the south of India Good ore occurs in- Kurnool, at Tumkiir in

wears during her husband’s lifetime round her Mysore
;
in Suudur and Kudrar in tlie Coilcuntlali

neck. It is tied 6n by the bridegroom at the time of taluk. Brown wad and brown fibrous manganese
marriage. In the north of India, it is a string or occur at the Red Mills, Bangalore, and Cuddapah.

piece of silk tied round the wri.st during the In the bazars of the Paiijah, manganese in the

marriage ceremony. In otlier parts of India it is forms of a silicated sosqiiioxido and a peroxide is

a string of glass beads set in gold, worn round obtainable as a black powder, or in lumps of the
the neck of the married woman. Its absence is a pyrolusite.

sign of widowhood. AVith the Teling jieople Manganese is found in China in connection with
Maugala is applied to a married woman, a wife, thti iron ores of Chin-Chan of Ho-nan.

—

Smith;
1'he Hindu women of Bengal, on marriage, assume M. F. J, 11: Water^ftoue; Faulkner; Powell, Hand-
an iron bracelet. The Christian women of Europe hook; Mason^s 'Jeuasserhu.

wear a gold ring on the fourth finger of their left MANGCHAR has a few dispersed hamlets. It

hand. is well irrigated with canals, and the whole plain

MANGALORE, on the coast of Canara, in lat. is intersected with bunds or dams to preserve the
51' 40" N., and long. 74° 52' 30" E., is built rain. The tomans are scattered over the plain.
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MANGEL-WURZEL. MANGIFERA INDIOA,

Many brood mares are kept. It is separated from
Mustung by a lengthened valley termed Kliad, in

which the Shirwani tribe of Brahui dwell. The
Brahui tribes on the east border with the Manda-
wari, Kuchikj and Puzh Rind tribes, and the
Ghazgi Brahui adjacent to Ciitch Claiidava.

MANGEL-WURZEL.
Field beet, , . , Eno. I Mangold-wurzel, . Gkr.
Bettoraves, , , . . Fii.

|
Jhcttola., It.

A variety between the red and white beet has

been a good deal cultivated in Franco, Germany,
and Switzerland, partly jis food for cattle, and
partly to be used in distillation and in the extrac-

tion of sugar. Its culture in Groat Britain dates

only from the end of the 18th century. It is

employed almost entirely in the fattening of stuck

and the feeding of milch cows.

MANGIFERA, a genus of plants belonging

to the natural order Anacardiaceie. There are

several species, but only M. Iiulica is of much
value. M. coloneura, Kurz, of Burma; M.
foetida, Loitrdro^ a native of Cochin-China, the

Moluccas, Sumatra, and Penang
;

M. laxillora,

Desv,^ indigenous in Mauritius
;

M. sylvatica,

iRorhmjh^ a native of the hilly districts bordering

on Sylhet, called Lukshmi-Ain, grows to a great

size, and bears a fruit which ripens in Felmiary

and March, and is eaten by the natives, though
not 80 palatable as even a bad mango. It

is also dried and kept l)y tliem for medicinal

purposes. M. oppositifolia, lioxhnnjli^ a nativi‘ of

liangoon, was propos{^d by ^lossrs, Wight and
Arnott to be formed into a distinct genus; M.
glauca, Jilainv,^ a tree of the ^loluccas

;
M. (piadri-

tida, Jack, ^M. cacsia, Jack, tna's of Sumatra; M.

gandaria of the Moluccas, and M. sylvatica of

Tiniievelly.— l e/V//; Jinxh.-p, KMl.

MANGIFERA FCETIDA. Lour. lIoi-s(‘ mango.
La moot, . . . 15ukm.

[

JJnehang, . . . Malay.

This large mango is cultivated at Mergui, and is

quite a favourite with the natives, it has an

odour resembling tlie dorian, and, like tliat, has

been introduced from the Straits.

—

J})\ Jlfason.

MANGIFERA LXDICA. Liim. Mango.
M. montann, ihime. IM. doiiiestica, (hn'l)}.

Maglizak, . . . Auaij. Maiigga, . . 8i;ni)A.

Am, . . . Bkng., IIlNO. Ma inaium, . . . 'J’am.

That-yat, . . . Buum. Mavi, Majiiidichettu, Tkl.

Maveua, Can. lUa (fragrant) mavi, ,,

Mang-kwo, . , . Chin. Cujju (dwarf) mamidi, ,,

ralain, . . . . . d.w. Etamba(wil(l) mauiidi, ,,

Kaimlam, . . Lamplng. Kacha niaiiiidi, , . „
Mampalam, Mava, SIalea. Tiyya luaniidi, , , ,,

Makandamu, Amra, Sans. Ambo, llria, . . , „
Amba, Attamba, , SiNiJli.

The mango tree is generally diffused over all

the warmer parts of S. Asia, as far north as IKP

ill the Panjab, in N. India up to uuOO feet, and

up to Nabu at an altitude of 401)0. It ha.s been

successfully introduced into the \V\^st Indie.s. It

grows to a great size, with an erect trunk, and

dark-coloured cracked bark. Its flowering time is

January, February, and March; the fruit ripens

in May, June, and July, and is one of the most

grateful fruits of the tropical parts of Asia. The
Archipelagic names of the cultivated mango are

all, according to Crawfurd, derived from the Sans-

krit, Maha-pahala, or greal* fruit. Through the

agency of Europeans, however, the corrupted
form of the Sunda name for the wild mango has

become prevalent throughout the cast, from Mada-

gascar to the Philippines, and has extended to

America. The mangoes of Mazagaon were once

celebrated. The best mangoes come from Goa,

Bombay, Multan, Hushyarpur, and Karnal. The
best of all arc the Paiwandi, or grafted riiangoes,

at once known by tlie utter absence of all stringi-

ness of texture, and by their delicate flavour.

Natives usually prefer mangoes when they are so

ripe that they have lost tlieir firmness, and are

quite flabby and soft. The wood is of a dull grey

colour, porous, yet pretty durable if kept dry, but

.soon decays if exposed to wet, of the effect of

which it is very sensitive. In very largo old treos

it acquires a light chocolate colour towards the

centre of the trunk and larger branches. This is

hard, closer grnined, and much more durable. It

is generally used for constructing masula boats,

ami for packing-cases; the cabinet-makers at

Madras prefer it to other wood for veneering on

;

it is also generally used l)y coach-builders, cabinet-

makers, and others, where common light wood is

required, being the cheapest wood obtainable for

packing-cases, lioai'ding, nml rough work, and for

backs and linings of furniture. The wood holds

a nail faster than any other wood. It is very

serviceable for planks, wlum not exposed to wot,

and is much used for house purpose's. It seem hi

to bear the action of salt vrater bettor than tint

of fresh; is lienee used for canoes. It could l)c

readily creosoted. It is used in Mysore for llic

solid whet'ls of country carts and rougli furniture.

The root bark is an aromatic bitter. The kernels

are large, and seem to contain some nourishnuMit

;

during times of scarcity and famine, they arc

boiled in tlie steam of water, and used as an

artielo of diet. IVopagating by layers, and graft-

ing by approach, arc* the only inodes of certainly

i continuing fine sorts, as well as of improving

I
them. These liavc the' advantage also of bearing

when snmll in size, that is, only a few feet in

hc'ight, and therefore well suited to culture in tliu

hothouses of Europe.

I’hc mango tree is said to liave l)een brouglit

into India by Ravana. from Cc'ylon. Some* of tin*

most esteemc'd sorts of this fi-nit in India are the

Alphonso, ]iaspb(*rry, Doria, Maghrabali, and th

Mazagong. The practices of engrafting the inang')

was liist introduec'd at Madras by Dr. Janies

Anderson, who improved it in a great degree.

IVopagatioii may c'asily be effected by seed and

euttings, etc., but the. procc'ss i.s slow, as a tree

thus raised will not bear fruit before the fifth or

sixth year, whereas those that are grafted produce

in the second or third, altliough it is injurious to

the tree to let it bear so early, and the blossoms

should be removed. Young grafts will sometimes,

indeed vc'ry often, blo-ssom the first season they

arc removed, but if allowed to bear fruit, it checks

them for a length of time after. A mango graft

may be applied at any time of the year, but the

stock must be kept continually moist by watering-

When the graft and stock have l)ecome united, the

former must bo partially divided by a notch with

a sharp knife
;
this may be done after six weeks

have elapsed from the time of its first being united-

A .second cutting may be effected a fortnight later,

and. the complete removal from the parent tree at

the expiration of nine or ten weeks. After this,

remove the graft into the shade for a fortnigh

longer, when it may be put into the spot where i

is to vemain. A graft tree never attains the size
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MANGIFERA INDICA. MANGOSTEEN.

of a fieedling, neither will it continue to live or MANGIFERA OPPOSITIFOLIA, Rosl).

boar BO long, and it is doubted if the seed of a Cambesscdea oiipositifolia, I Boueia oppositifoliu, Md»,

graft mango would produce the same fruit, whereas Burm.

a seedling often does So. The time that a seedling A lofty sheading tree which grows wild in

takes to produce fruit is the great objection to this most parts of Burma. Fruit edible, yellow
;
the

mode of rearing trees
;
nevertheless a young tree size of a plum. There are several varieties, of

of three years old might have one of its branches which Home are sweet, and others sour. Wood
brought* into blossom by ringing; this would used for building purposes.--Ca/. Co/. Ti'a;., 18G2

;

enable the cultivator to judge if the trcM* was Roxh. i. p. 040 ;
Malcom’s Travels^ i. p. 179.

worth preserving or not. The Maghrabah variety MANGLIETTA, a genus of plants belonging to

is of a greenish tinge inside when ripe, and by far the natural order Magnoliacem. ^M. glauca lias a

the largest of the whole, being three times tlie white solid wood, which is largely employed in

size of an Alphonso, and it ripens the last. When data, and is supposed to prevent the^deeay of

the graft is i)laiitcd out, it reciuires only a moderate corpses put into coflhis made of it.

—

Eruj. Cyc,

;

proportion of care, clearing the ground of all w(;eds, 1 ^7/-

and removing any buds that show themselves. MANG-MO, a name of Bamo, a frontier town
Within the space from tlie ground to where the in the 8hau territory, between Yun-naii and

first branches are to rise from, all superlliioiis and Burma. It has the Pu-long tribes and the Ka-
weak shoots should be removed, more particularly khyen around it.

those from the centre of the tree, as also all MANGO HIRO, the bright yello\v oriole,

branches that trail on the ground, unless required MANGO FISH, species of Folynemus, of the

for grafting from. The tro(‘ is better for being Iiwadi and Ganges. l\ longiiilis, Cuv., P. para-

pruned, and Avhenever the interior of a tree may tlisoeus, hhni.^ and P. risua, the 4’upsee-mutchec,

contain superfluous branches, or when there is not 8 or 9 inches long and 2 deep, are splendid fish and
sufficient room for the growth of the young and favourites Avith many

;
they arc nearly related to

,

fruit-bearing shoots, a clear space must be pro- the iniiUets; the last is remarkable for the long fila-

vided, and this can only be done by pruning. Tlie meats to the pectoral fins, and as being Avithout a

best time for this operation is soon after the tree SAvimiuing-bladder, Avliile the other species have

has done bearing fruit. No old and decayed Avood it large and stout. Five species are described by
sliould bo allowed to remain, and great care must Hr. Buehaiiau in his Gangetic Fishes, but only two

bo taken to remove, on the first ajipearauce, the are of considerable size, occurring in the estuary

‘borers,’ should they indicate tlicir presence by of the Hoogly. One of these, Avith another large

tlu'ir appearance on the bark. When trees arc species, is also descril)ed by Dr. Russell in Ids

old and have their bark injured, it must be all \york on the bishes of the Madras Coast. That

cleared away, and the parts covered with a com- figured in his tab. 181, and called maga-booshy, is

position. One mode of propagating by slips or Polyuemiis uroiiemus of Cuviiu*
;
Avhile the maga-

ciittings is thus described : Take slips from the jellec, tab. 1811, nmned P. tetradactylus by Shaw^

lioalthy branch of a mango tre(', at least two feet i^ probably P. I eria of Buchanan. Both, but

long, taking cave to cut it one inch above the joint es|.>ecially tJio first, I'tussell says, are esteemed for

at the, top, and the same below the joint at the the table, and called roeball by tlu^ Knglish.—

-

.
bottom, ’fhe cuttings Avill not all l)o equal, as in Mason. See Polynemus.

some branches the joints are .short ami in others MANGOH. Hind. An cdililo Himalayan root,

long. The thickness of the sli}) is to be from MANGO PFFL, dried mango, th(*. Am chur or

to 3 inches ill diameter. Half tlie length of Am kliusk or Ainlmsi, Hind., dried mangoes,

the slip is to bo slightly pu!icture<l with an uavI, Mango pickles are much in use amongst both

and then inscrhal into the ground to that depth Kurupeans and natives. Take about 300 green

(half of the slip), perfia'.tly perpendicular, and mangoes, divuU‘ into Iavo, and dry in the sim

then make a knob at the top of the slip Avith plain for thri'e days. Take of turmeric, U oz.
;
garlic,

cow-dung. The cuttings must be Avoll Avatored in 11 oz.
;

salt, 0 lbs.; mustard, 14 oz; and cori-

such a manner as to keep up an uninterrupted amler seed, toasted, 14 oz. ; — mix the spices*

moisture in the ground
;
and, moreover, the cut- together, and lay tlu^ mixture in alternate layers

ings are to be well shaded, and the coverings only with the mangoes, and add 9 oz. of gingelly oil.

to bo removed by degrees as the plants attain 'flic green fruit of the mango is used for making
•leaves and strength, and not to be transplanted on chatnies, pickles, and curries. .Mangoes, when full

any account until the next monsoon. The slips giwn, are cut into slices, dried in the sun and

begin to bud within a month generally, but preserved, and tliey form an article of commerce

;

sometimes take a much longer period. Tu all used in acidulating curries, mulligatawnies, etc.

cases the punctures are indispensably necessary, Mango spirit is prepared from the mango. I’he

to admit of root-fibres being throAvn out from taste of the spirit is not unlike Avhisky, and far

them. superior to anything of the sort sold in Indian

The tree and its fruit may both be impsoved, if, bazars for ('very purpose to Avhich the latter is

during the, cold season, tho ground is dug all round applied. With the specific gravity about *9035,

the roots, afidby the addition of a suitable quantify temperature of 80" F., gives about 60 per cent, of

of good old manure. The seed Avill only grow alcohol to the volume of spirit,

when fresh, and seldom after six weeks. When MANGOSl'ENN, Garcinia inangostana.

green, it is us^d for making i^reserves, pickles, Mansgw, Bali, Jav.,Mal. ‘ Slian-chuli-kAvo, .Chin.

tarts, etc. Th4 mango may be procured tAvico in Manggustn, . . . „ Moiiggos, . . Lamxjng.

the year in Bonify. Mango tree leaves are liable
Msuiggisi, .... Luoi. Mangu, , . , Sunda.

to be attacked a blight caused by an aphis.— The inangostcen plant is about the size of a
•Dr«. Ainslie, Riddell, McClelland, Gibson, cherry tree, and very handsome. It grows in

CleghornWoigt, Mason, perfdbtioii as far as 14° north of the equator and
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7° south of it. A congenial proportion of heat
and moisture throughout the year seems much
more requisite than soil or latitude for the success-

ful growth of this fruit. Malaya’s nectared
mangostcen is truly a delicious fruit, and is by
many esteemed as the most palatable of known
fruits. It is cultivated to a considerable extent

in Mergui and Tavoy,--in Mergui ripening in May,
—and it has been successfully introduced into

the Travancore province
;
and both the nutmeg

and the mangosteen have been introduced with

singular success at Ceylon, while their cultivation

has entirely failed in Bengal.

Bontius thus describes this delicious fruit

—

‘Cedant Ilesperii loiigo hinc, mala aurca fructus,

Ambrosia puscit Mangostam, et nectare Divos.’

Its. characteristic quality is extreme delicacy of

flavour, without being rich or luscious. It is a
drupe of a brownish-red colour, and the size of a
coniinon apple, consisting of a thick rind, some-
what hard on the outside, but soft and succulent

within, encompassing kernels which are covered

with a juicy and perfectly white pulp, which is

the part eaten, or more properly sucked, for it

^
dissolves in the mouth. The thick fleshy rind is

given internally in diarrhoea and dysentery, and
is applied as an astringent externally.

—

Marsdeu's

Sumatra; Crawfard's Diet.; Mason's 'J'encf.m'rim.

MANGROVES are plants, shrubs, an<l trees,

of the natural order Hliizophorace.T, Lindlcij. In

the East Indies, the principal arc—Rruiguiera

caryophylloidos, cylindrica, eno])etala, gymnorhiza,

Malabaiica, parvillora, and iiheeclii ; Carallia

garcinifolia, laiicea3folia, lucida, Zeylanica, and
CandoUiauus

;
lihizopliora conjugata, mangle,

arid mucroiiata; Ceriops Roxburgliianus, Can-
dolcana, and Kandelia Rheedii.

Mangroves abound on the coasts of the Bay of

Bengal, and of the Indian islands. The true man-
groves are remarkable for tlw copious dev^dop-

ment of adventitious roots, which arch outwards

from the base of the stem over the reeking nuid-

flats in wliich they delight
;
and yet more .so from

the circumstance that the send germinates in the

ripe fruitwhile still attached tothoparent tree,grow-

ing down into the mud, or attainirigafootor morciu

length before falling. Rhizophura ma] igle is used i

n

tanning, and its wood gives a red dye. The tree

forms a striking feature in the physical geography

of the Archipelago, as it does indexed of all tropical

'countries, for a belt of it a.s dee[) as the reach of

the tide is always found wherever there is a

shallow and muddy shore. Idie tree rises to the

height of 40 or 50 feet, and is invariably fonnd

such situations constituting a dense and almost

in||)enetrable forest. Each tree stands on a

cradle of its own roots from .5 to 0 feet high, hare

d!t low water, but as the tide rises covered so ns

to give the appearance of trees growing in the

sea. Mangrove jungh* is the favourite resort of

mosquitoes and crocodiles, and affords a convenient

and almost inaccessible retreat to pirates. • The

bark of Khizophora mangle is used in the East

and West Indies to dye chocolate colour. Tliis

was one of the colours introduced by Dr. Ban-

croft, and for the exclusive use of which he

obtained an Act of Parliament. It is procured
in plenty at Arakan, in Malabar, and at Singapore,

and as it is often imported for tanning, can be
rea<lily enough obtained if found valuable to the

home dyer. The bark pf a sinall tree froih the

mangrove swamps is used by the Tavoy women
in dyeing red, but Mr. Mason thinks only as a
mbrdaut. Khizophora gymnorhiza, the Kayu
api-api of the Malays, is used for fuel in the Indian
Archipelago. The cuttings of the black mangrove
or Khizophora (uppu ponna), as of the white
mangrove, the Avicennia tomentosa (Mada chettu)

and of the Sonneratia, are used for firewood at

Masulipatam. Mangrove bark is imported from
Singapore and Siam into China, where it is used
to tan sails, cordage, and nets, and is called Kau-
p’i. Curriers in England have failed with ‘it,

althougli tlie bark, fruit, and roots all abound in

tannin.

—

Smith, M.M.C.
; Hoyle, Fib. PI. p. 301

;

Mason ; Crairfnrd, p, 266 ;
Cat. Ex., 1862.

MANGU. TJiis wood, and the atiati, the kra-

minan, the purwo-kiining, and several others, are

employed as timber at Singapore.

MAEGUIAN, aboriginal tribes occupying the

interior of the island of Mindoro. The ^languiane.s

arc a mild pt'oplc, but so little advanced in civihsa-

tion, tliat European visitors, wJio have not had

opportunities of personal communication with the

^faiiguian, often h^avc the island with the impression

that they are only a more savage variety of the

same race.

—

.four. Jnd. Arch.; Earl, p. 1.33.

MAN!. Sa.vsk. Literally precious stone. In

Tibet, long dykes coveri'd with slate slabs, en-

graved with the w'ords, ‘ Om ! mani padma om,' or

walls i to 5 feet in lieiglit and 4 to 8 in brearltli,

but their length varies much. One, 2200 feet

long, is on the road leading from the banks of tlui

Lulus to Leh. They are generally of loose stones,

aud have llagstaffs at their ends. They are often

of mingleu lieaps of broken things, which are

raised up in notable places and hills .as objects

of ptjculiar veneration. Om is an often occurring

wor<l amongst Ihuldhist Tibetans in the prayer,

Om ! mani padma om. In passing the Mani, the

Ladakhi keep tlu'in on the right liand. The same

is done in passing monasteries. -They arc votive

offering.s from all classes of people for the attain-

ment of sonui ol>j(‘ot.

.AlANL Hixi). A weight (ngricultural) - 61

nmiinds.

MANI or ]\raneH, a Persian of the time cf

Shapor, A.D. 277. 11 e pretended to be the 1 ’araclet e

promised in the 11 th chapter of Jolm, an<l soon

(‘stablished a sect, but was perseciittul by tSlijqior,

on which ho fled to Eastern Tartary. AV liilc there,

he engaged iii drawing, and prodticed a gmit

many extraordinary figures, which his followers,

on his return, believeil were given to him in

heaven, where he informed them he had spent

the time during his retreat. His religion is known

to Europeans as tlie Manichcan, a mixture of

magiaii, Christian, Buddhism, and Hinduism,

(fliristiim patri.archs and bishops followed him.

Ho blended with his doctrine the mctcmpsychos^is

and the two ])rinciples of Zertusht. He wj

to death by Bahrain .i. about A.D.

AV. Jones, however, gives the date

king Shapor of Pereia, and the.da^

of Mani as a.d. 272.

—

Chatfield[s
^

W, Jones, V. p. 600; Mo.shcim,

Socrat. Schol. Lit. i. c. xxii.; II.

MANIAM or Maniyam. Anij

of India, lands held rent-free '

ditions. Professor AVilson

Sansk., respectable. It is ^

Arabic, gift. There are fou

that of

the death

ndnstan;

W.i. c. V.

;

,

Keene.

In the soiuii

finder easy con-

J it from Manya»

My from Inam,

kinds of tenure,
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MANIAUK. -MANII.A.

vi* ardha, dumbala, sanad, and sarva-manyam. MANIKI, amongst Ue Kol, tho head of a
.rTwTfif®•’

.

number of Muada. .

MpiAUK.or Maneeoga. Bciiai. A wood MANIK RAI, a ChauUan king who. in A.n 686much used for nce-poundcre. Abundant all over (Hijira 63), met the first Muhammadan invaders
the Tenaswnm and Martaban provinces. When of India, who were part of ah armv sent intoMasoned, It floats m water; when stored, it soon Sind by the khalif Umar. Manik .Kai and his
dies and rots. The roots are used for medicine

;
son Ut were both killed, but the anniversary of

> stm.preserved by the^Chaulfan.3fANI CHAKA,
The moonstone.

- - ^

bANSK. Ihe family then retired to Sambur in Rajputana,

MAxrruAi? Mr.- xr • t .
where they prospered, and great Rajput families3iANIHAR, Mamar, or Mannair, a maker of descended from it are known as the Harau Mohil,

® Rhadaurea, Dhanarea, with the Kheechcc, Nar-
MAJNIHUI All f. Po/iL The sweet cassava bhana, Rhowreeoha, etc. The first -named four

plant; tne root reddish and harmless, and can be established independent kingdoms. In A, d. 1170,
used as a vegetable after simple boiling, and the Cliaulian wrested Dchli from the Tuar Rajputs,
tapicj^ be prepivcd from it

;
it grows seveiul as recorded in inscriptions in a Jain temple at

feet high.— V. Mveller. Morakuro, and on the column at Dehli. Through-
MANIHOT UTILISSIMA. Pohl. out the subsequent period of the Muhammadan
Janipha nmnihot, Klh,

[
Cassava manioc. conquests of India, the Cliaiihan retained their*

Brazil. l*i\vorc, Ouyeon, (;uiana. fame for heroic endurance of misfortune tabove
Tapioca plant, , . Eno. Masato, . . . Mexico.
Manihot y.tilis8ima, Polity the bitter cassava or

tapioca plant. The yellowish tubers attain a
length of three feet, and a weight of 80 lbs., in
warm countries, and are available in eight months,
though they continue to grow longer than that.
The gfowth of the plant upwards is checked by
breaking off the buds. The propagation

all other warlike tribes of India.

MANIKYAVA-CIIAKAR, a devotee of Siva,
a. jioet.

AIANl LA, the capital of Luqon and the Spanish
Indies, one of the largest in the Philippine Islands,
and the seat of tho S|)ainsli (iovernment in the east,

situated in lat. 14'" lilV N., and long. 120° 57' 20"
E. Manila is on the right bank of the river. It was

effected by cuttings from the ligneous pm’t of founded in 1581, (uid in 1851 contained a popu-
the stem. It is a very exhausting crop, needs latioh of 150,000. In 1702, Roya surrendered,
rich soil and manuring, and the soil must not be and transferred the island to' the British. It is a
wet. The tubers do not become soft by boiling, large city and convenient for trade, the adjacent
They can be converted into bread or cakes, the <^ountry producing excellent indigo, sugar, tobacco,
volatile poison of the milky sap being destroyed and hemp for cordage. Manila Bay is a largo
through pressing of tho grated root in the lirst inlet in tln^ 8.W. coast of Lu(;on, about 22 miles
instance, and the remaining acpidity is expelled

*" — — ’ ’

by the heating process. Tlie starch, heated in a
moist state, furnishes the tapioca.— Von Mueller,
Sec Mandioca.
MANIKHYATjA,*a village and group of ruins
the Rawal Pindi district of Punjab, lying in

in extent each way
;
the city of Manila stands on

its eastern shore, about 25 miles from the entrance.
The Spanish Indians are passionately fond of dress
and personal decomtion, and are given to pleasure.

'

To a certain poinf they will work, but they are
improvident agd devoid of ambition, taking no

lat. 88° 27' 80" N., and long. 78° 17' 15" E. 'The thought for tho morrow. There is much sympathy
small village is 40 miles from the Jhelum. on the between the Indians and the Spaniards, and inter-
high road. It is a little more tliau half-way between coui'se between the two races by no means entails
Attock and the town of Jhelum. It is built on the the social dograilation of the children which it

ruins^ of a very ancient city of unknown origin, does in India. The Mestizos of the -Philippines
but its position and the almndance of coins are a more fortun<\tc product than the Indian
found in the ruins, admit of the assumption that* half-castes, for they usually combine the best
it must have been the capital of all the country points, physically speaking, of both parents. The
between the Indus and Hydaspes,.a country which true aborigines of the Philippines, in the moun^
the ancients knew by the name of Taxila, and of tains and the less habitable parts of the islands*

which ffequent mention is made in the history of are several tribes of savages*who have not been
Alexander. Near it are 15 or 20 Buddhist topes, brought within the government of the priests,

most of which were opened by General Ventura The Negritos arc woolly-headed people of the true,

apd M. Court about the year 1880, when relics African type. They are harmless and docile’l*

of ^eat value were found. Jii one was a gold The Iggrotos, a straight-haired tribe, fiel*ce and ‘

cylinder enclosed in one of silver, and that again untameable, inhabiting still more remote parts pf
in one of copper. In the innermost one were the jungle, are very little known to the Spaniarok.
four gold co}i]|^, ten precious stones, and four In the Philippines eartliquakes are not only fre

-

peai^’ls, with sCme worn Roman, coins, one of date quent but severe. . A very important one occurred
® c. 30. . General Cuniringham opened one, in in 1880.
which be found a copper coin of the Satrap Cock-fighting is carried to a passion unknown
55eionises, enclosed with other relied in a glass elsewhere. * fivery 31anila Indian has a game cock
stopper bottle. The principal tope was figured upon his -shoulder, or tucked under his arm, or
by Mr. Elj^instone^ and is 127 feet in diameter, occasionally perched on his head

;
and when two

General Ventura found in it three separate deposits men meet they will speak a few words, squat
of relics with coins, some Sassanian, one of Yaso- down, and allow their respetstive birds, who have
verma (a.d. 720), one of Abdiillah-bin-Hassim, meanwhilebeen bristling upwithwarlike atdour, to
struck at Merv a.h. 66 (a.d. 685). One tope is take a few quiet pecks at each other, and without
80 feet high, and 380 feet in circjnnfercnce.— further comment each will go oh his way, and

p, 79. each 'cock resume a peaceful .atUtude. Vet, as
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MANILA DRAGON CANES. MANIPUR STATE.

there is a tax on cock-fi^iting, it is unlawful to

allow ’the cocks to. come .to a regular pitched

battle, excepting at tha proper certified co^-pits;
the same witli gambling out of the licensed houses

;

and half the convicts that arc seen working on
the roads in chains arc doing so for the grave offence

of fighting their cocks or playing ‘ monte ’ }ti un-
• licensed places, by the roadside, or anywhere biit'*|

at one of the Government establishments. The
principal saints* 'days and Sunday afternoons arc

the favpurite cock-fighting times. The cocks are

spurred with bright pieces of steel, about 3 inches

long, and as sharp as the best razor,—generally

made out of old razors
;
and frcc^uently both birds

lie dead- at the same moment. Sometimes an
accidental blow from the inferior- bird settles the

question, for the spurs are deadly, and do not
need much repetition to become effective. In

* general, the handsomer bird is the vanquished,

and the lesser and meaner-Jooking the hero and
victor. The Indians often pluck a beaten cock

alive in revenge at his having lost, though the

poor brute has been the petted and constant com-
panion of his master for months before, and has

learnt all the ways which domestic animals do
learn when in hourly contact with man.-— ZZ/rruj*?/

Gazette.

MANILA DRAGON * CANEfci. These . white
and brown canes of commerce .arc supposed to be
the stem of the Calamus draco, the dragon’s blood
palm. See Calamus*; Cane; Dragon Cane.

MANILA HEMP. La mot, His\\a
;

Abaca,
Tag. The Musa textilis plaift. which yields this

hemp, was introduced by Dr, Jtoxbiirgh into the
Northern Circars, but it had been neglected and
died out, and during the administration of Lord
Harris, Coldncl (now Sir George) Balfour obtained

for 'Madras a fresh supply of, its roots, and it is

growing freely in the Wynad
; but Great Britain

is annually importing- 18,000 tons of it from
Manila, yalue nearly a million sterling, altho.ugh

India, in two years’ care, could supply all the

demand.* It is a native. of the Philippine Islands,

where tliere are several varieties- known under
different names; Tim- i\biica braya, the wild

abaca, is called by the Bicolcs, agotai, but the

fibres^ of the mountain abaca, . only, serve for

making ropes, which are called by them Agotag,
Amoquid. , The Sagig and Laquis of the Bisaya

^are other varieties. Kuril phius states that the

Malay name of the Laquis is Pissang utan, w'hich

means w^ld plaiitaui. It is called in Amboyna
Kula abb^l

;
in Temate Fan'a

;
and ' in Mindanao

Coffo
;
•also the cloth made from it. The abaca

is abundant* in the volcanic region of the

PhilipiJine Islands from Lu^on to Mindanao, as

also in the neighbouring island as far south
as the Moluccas. It therefore extends from the
equator to lat. 20® N., and may probably be
easily cultivated in Travancore, Arakan, Assam,
and the Northern Circars.

. Mr. G. A. K. Hondy, British Consul, Manila,

reports that the plant thrives best ni 'soil largely

impregnated with decayed vegetable matter, the

districts in which it is planted being to a great
extent reclaimed forest lands. Hilly land is the
most suitable, the plant yielding more abundantly
on such than on low-lying flat ground. The
planW require a large amount of moisting, and
the production is chiefly in the soUtHepn districts,

where the rainfall is greater. The plants'sufier

severely during long periods of cxceflsiVe heat and

drought. The custom there, after cleaning the

land! thoroughly, is to plant small plants of about

8 feet high, leaving a space of from 2 to S yards

between each, the young shoots which Spring

later round the parent stem filling up the inter*

Vtening spaces, the ground being thoroughly cleaned

and freed from weeds at least twice a year. In a

‘favourable soil, the first crop will be available in

about two years after planting, but will only he

about one-third of the full production. In the

fourth year a full crop will be obtained. The plants

must on no account be allowed to fruit, as they

then become worthless. When matured, they are

cut down about a foot from the ground
;
and the

labourer strips off layem from the trunk^ which

are cut into strips of about 3 inches wide, or, say,

three strips to each layer-. The' strips are each

drawn through between a blunt knife and a board,

to remove the pulpy vegetable matter from the

fibre, whicli Is theji spread in the sun to dry. 8o

soon as it has been -thoroughly dried, it is ready

for the market. The appearance of the fibre

depends entirely on tlie care bestowed in drying

it,‘ as, should it be cxpCsed to rain or not thdroughly

dried, it becomes discoloured or assumes a brownhsh

tinge, and loses strength to some extent.* The

outside layer produces a reddish-coloured fibre,

which is, however, quite sound, and is easily dis-

tinguishable from spoiled hemp.
.
The cost of

preparing and planting a quinou (10,000 square

fathoms), and keeping it clean \ip to the time of

the first crop, is estimated at $200 to $300. not

including the original cost of the land, and after-

wards an airnnal outlay of about $G0 would be

required to keo.p the soil free from weeds," etc.

The above-mentioned extent of land would pro-

duce 30 to 40 pikuls (110 lbs. EngliFfh each), after

the plantation is three years old. The labourers

receive one-half of the result of their w^oik, the

other half going to the owners of th^ trees. The

quantity cleaned by one man w^orking steadily day

by day averages about 1 2 lbs. When once planted,

the trees send up shoot after shoot from the eld

roots, and a plantation will continue to give a g(^od

production for from 15 to 20 years, whioli

the soil becomes exhausted, and new land has to

be planted. The total production of the fibre in

the islands in 1882 was 325,600 bales, or 40,700

tons, which is just about the estimated totfd con-

sumption of the world.

The imports into Britain of hemp from Manila

were

—

1S77, HH2,S04 cwt. 4:‘1S8,0<)9 ISSI, .^53,770 cwt.

1878, 421,160 „ 551,856 1882, 378,231 „
1870, 337,687 „ 431,037 1S83, .§30,132 „
1880, 407,431 „ (i22,776

"

In Britain it is used for *the finer ' cordage,

yachts’ rigging, and clothes-lines'

—

Fib.

MANlPUJt STATE is tlie Kasap or Katho of

the Burmese. It. is situated between lat. 23® 49

and 25® 41' N., and long. 93® 5' and.94® 32 h.

The population, of the valley and surrounding

hills is estimated tor be about 74,000 hiUmen anu

05,000 Manipuris. It is bounded to the*W. ny

Cachar and the Naga Hijls, to* the N. by the Naga

Hills AgTjncy and indepdndent Naga tnbes, •

the E. by the Naga tribes and Burma,

the Si by- Kuki tribes. It hjw an area of 76

square miles, of which 7000 square miles a -

mountainous lands, inhabited by vwious

tj^ibes, speakhig at least ^0 different languag
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MANIPUR STATE. MANLS PENTADACTYI.A.

The valley pari of Manipur is the centre of the

chain of valleys which connect India apd Burma,
having to its east and west those of Kubbo and
Oachar.

^

The valley is S670 feet above the sea.

Much of *the valley is at all seasons covered with
water. It seems indeed at one time to have
formed a large lake, .and the piece of water in the-

south, called the Logtak, appears to be tlie

rapidly filling relinnant. of it. The valley seems
originally to .have been occupied by several tribes,

the principal. of which were named Koomul,
Looang, Moirang, and Mei-thei, all of whom came
from differeirt directions. For a time, the
Koomul appear to have been the most powerful,

and after ite declension, the Moirang tribe. The
principal is now the -Mci-thei, next the Phooiig-

nai, after whom the* Ten'g-kul, the Ayok^pa, the

Kci, the Loee, and Muhammadan. The Mei.-thei

population h divided into four jiarts, called

Punnah, which are- designated in the order of

their seniority,—Ka-phum, Lai-phum, Ahull-oop,

and Nihar-dpp. The Loee pay tribute, and is

considered so inferior that the naino Mei-thei is

not given \o it.

The Manipuri native tribes .on the south of the

valley of Assam are the Manipuri, Songpii, Ka-
pwi, Koreng, Maram, Champhung, and Tiuhuppu.
They are bounded on the east by the Shan of the
Kynduayn, and oh the N., S., and W. by the
Naga and Heuma. Indeed, it may be doubted
whether there is any mi^rked transition ‘from the

Manipuri tribes and dialects to those of the

Southern Naga on the one side, and those of the
Yuma range and' the Blue Mountain on the
other. The Meiung speak a language of Sanskrit

derivation. They are now in a servile condition,

performing the duties of grass-cutters to their

conquerors. The Maibeo are priestesses of* an
order said to have been instituted many hundreds
of years ago by one of the royal princesses. The
oldest family of Brahmans in Manipur is called

lliingoi-bun, from Hungoi, a frog, assigned as a
nickname to the first Brahman, because he
astonished the Maiiipuris by the frequency of his

ablutions.

The Manipuris arc distinguished for their

enthusiastic love of horses, and skill in equitation

over all the neighbouring tribes. Their breed- of

small horses is celebrated, but it is said they arc

fast dying out. The great national game of the

Manipuri. is hockey oji horseback. The principal

national festivals are the Hiyaiig, the Lumcliail,

and the Hanchong, at which the national game of

hockey, with boat racing and foot racing, are the

chief attractions.-

The ii^bitants of the hills around the valley

of Manipur in the west are known under tlie

general appellation of Naga and Kuki.
The marshes of the south, in the vicinity of the

Logtek, afford a retreat to serpents of a formid-

able size, and the whole valley of Manipui* is

much . infested by them. Some of them are

exceedingly active and bold,' as the Tanglei. xt

is fond*of ascending bamboos, along the branches

of which it moves with great velocity, and if

onraged, tiirowfe itself from an extraordinary

height upon the object of its anger. Its bite is

said to be - mortal. ' This, added to its great

activity and fierceness,- makes the Tanglei an
object of dxe9d.'^Dakon'8 fltJinology; McCulloch's

Coords.

MANIS AURITA. Hodgson,
M. Javanioa, Mgth.

[
M. pentadactyla, Hodgson,

The Ling-li of the Chinese is tiie scaly ant-
eater. Th'e^genqs Mauis belongs to the order
Edentata, in which also are classed the Tardigrada
or Sloths and the Effodientia or Borrowers, the
family Manididm being the Pangolins.* This
manis occurs in Sikkim, and extends thence
tlirough tlfe Indo-Chinese countries into China
itself

;
the Chinese name mcjins the jungle carp.

It is sold in the markets of Canton, where its

flesh is considered excellent itnd its scales medi-
cinal. Dr. Gray described this species as Pholi-

dotiis Dalmanni.—Jerdou.

MANIS JAVANICA. Demaresf. '

]V1. Jcucura, Blgth. ' Chum or scaly hill borer.

Oliuii-shau-cap. . (.‘HlX. A’>'^ugoliii, . . *. . JAV.
Liiigli or hill carp, ' „

Inhabits Bui ma, the Malayan l^eninsula, several

parts of China, and islands of the Archipelago.

MANIS PENTADACTYLA. Linn.
M. crassicaiidata, Oriff. M. iiiaiirita, Hodg.
M. iiiacroiira, Dciim. Ihiugolinus typiis, Less.

M. brachyura, Er.cld>. Pholidotus Iiidicus, Orag,
JVr.' laticaiidata, Illeg.

Shalma, . . ... P..\()ia. Aniioi, .... KOL.
Kat poliii, . .- . Beng. Kauli imih, . . . M/Chr.
Bajra kajita, . . ,, Kowli inanjra, .

Kan-rohu, . . , Dei%h. Kassoji maiijur,
Sillu, Sal, Sallu, . .Hind. Koydt-mach, Runghihk.
Sukun-khor, •

. . „ Aluva, Alavi, . . Tkl,
Bajar-kit, . Hind., Sansk. Thirya,*

This mauis, or Indian scaly ant - eater, the

common pangolin, is 26.incbes long, tail 18 inches.

It is nowhere abundant, but is found throughout
the whole of India, and into the Lower Himalayas
and Nepal. It walks with its. fore feet bent over,

and with its back conversely curved.
^
It lives on

insects, the white ant, but cannot be kept alive in

captivity.

The' manis burrows in the ground, in a slanting

direction, to a depth of from 8 to 12 feet from
the surface, at the end of which is a large chamber
about 6 feet in circumference, in which they live

ill pairs,, and where they may bo found with one
or two young ones about the months of January,

February, and March, They close up tlie entrance

of the burrow with, earth when in it, so that it

would be difficult to find them but for the

peculiar . track they leave.. A female that Mr.

Elliot kept alive for some time slept duHng the

day, but was restless all night. It would not eat

the termites or white 'ants put into its box, nor

even* the large black aut (Myrijiica’ indefessa,

though its cxcreuiciit at' first wa& full of

them. But it would lap the water that was

offe^’cd to it, and also conjee or rice water, by

rapidly darting out its long extensile- tongue,

which it Tejieated so quickly as to fill the water

with froth. When it first came it made.a sort of

hissing noise if disturbed, and. rolled itself up, with

the head between the four legs, and the tail

round the .whole. The claws of the fore feet are

very strong, and in walking are bent under, so

that the upper surface is brought in contac;b with

the ground
;

its gait is slow, apd {he back is

curved upwards. After its death a* single young
one was found in it (September 16th), perfectly

formed, and about 2 inches long. The maiks
the. future striated scales were distinotly isible,

and its long tongue was hanging out. .The

tongue of the old one was 12 inches length,
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MANISURIJS GKANULARie?. MANNA.

narrow, flat, fleshy to the tip, the muscle along die should say in the name of (^d, the Prophet,

the lower surface very strong. The length of and the Imams, ‘ I confess that God is my Lord,

the animal was *40 inches; the weight 21 lbs.— and Islam my religion, and Mahomed my prophet,

Jerdon ; EllioU
'

and the Koran my. book, and the Kaoa my kibla,

MANISURUS GRAN-ULARIS. JAan. Pelto- and Ali my Imam, and also that the twelve Imaoi^

phorus granularisj Beam. A plant of the south are my guides. 0 merciful Gdd, this confession

of India used in medicine. Roxburgh notices also I deliver to thee, the Prophet, and the twelve

M. myurus, Linn., the Nalla puiiuku of the Teling. Imams
;
release me in the grave when Maukir and

MANJARABAD, a taluk ill. the Hasan district Nakir come, O most merciful.*
'

of Mysore. The lulls of Manjarabad afford some MANKUHA. Arab.*" A marr.ied woman;
of the most beautiful scenery in India. Forests amongst Indian Muhammadans, a womat\ married

of magnificent timber are broken by green glades, by the simple marriage Nikkah ritual. They take a

and overhung by precipitous rocks. The soil is lower, social place than the wives married by the

fertile, and rice is grown in abundance on the Shadi ceremony the one is called *a Nikkah wife,

terraced slopes of tire valleys. Coffee was intro- the other a Shadi wife.

duced about the middle of the 19th century. By MANMATHA, a name of Kama, the Indian

tlie latter quarter there were 155 estates in tbe Cupid. He was burnt to afehes and revived by

taluk owned by Europeans, occupying 21,000 Iswara. He has various names. Manmatba batia

acres, and 9500 native holdings, covering 9000 chettu, Jel.,
.
Ixora bhanduca, It

;

also Jas-

acres.

—

Imp. Gaz. miniim sambac. Its literal -meaning is Cupid’s

MANJERA, ^n affluent of the Godavery, rises arrow tree. •
'

in lat. 18® 44' N., long. 75® 30' E., runs S.E.,

S.W., into Godavery. ^ Length, 330 miles. It

receives, the -Thairnya, 95 miles; Narinja, 75
miles

;
Munnada, 100 miles. About ! 1,000 square

ntijes are drained. AVhile flowing througli arid

granitic plains,* it obtains but a scanty addition

of water, except during the rainy season. •

MANJ’H or Munjlui, the circle of village land

beyond* the bara or goind lands. Alanjha also

means alluvial land.

MANJHA, or the middle land, is the country

and people around Lahore. It is a term applied

to the southern part of the Bari Doab, near

MANNA.
Mun, Turanjabin, . Arab. ’ Tsau-mih, . Chis.

Kiulrat-ul-halwassi, ,, j
Mfinne, ..... 1'r.

Ching-ju, . . . Chin. I Mannaescho, . . Ger.

Kan-kau, Kan-lii, .

’
I Gambing, •. . . Jav.

Kan-lii-mih, . . I Kapur-rimbn,^ , Malay.
Tse-mih, .... ,, |

fc>liir i-khist, '
. . Peus.

I'he manna of the south ‘of Europe is thf

concrete exudation from a species of ash, the

Fraxinus- onius, IJnn., bjjt sweetish secretions are

cxudcil by some other plants of. those regions, and

are usually considered to be kinds of manna. F.

gargavica and F. rotundifolia, Lam., are also said

Lahore and Amritsar, but vaguely includes all the to yield it. F. floi ifora, the Oriius florifera or

Sikh district and. people north of the Sutlej, flowering ash tree, grows in the mountaras of the

Ganj-i-bar is a bald tract in the central dorsal south of France, and F. rotundifolia, the Ornus

plateau in the Manjha or. middle part of the Bari rotundifolia or round-leaved manna ash tree, is a

Hoab. The. soil of the Gaiij-i-nar is intensely native of Calabria and Sicily. Of the. inamia

arid, often saline, and produces only sal uifd some obtainable in Central Asia, several kinds arc used

salsolaceous plants, with a few bushes of jhand. in native medicine. One of. these, in the form of

The men in the Manjha or Bari Doab, between small dark grains, is the turaiijabin, said to be

the Ravi and Beas, are reputed to be the bravest derived from the Alhagi mauroriun ;
aiiotliM’,

and most warlike of the Panjabis. The Sikhs somewhat whiter, is the shirkhist or shaUu,

who inhabit the country between the Sutlej and which is believed to be produced in Kabul hy a

Jumn^ arc called Malawa Singh, a title conferred species- of Fraxinus, but Bellew says it is hoiii

upon them for their extraordinary gallantry, the Siah chob or blackwood tree. The shirkliist

under their leader Banda, the successor of Guru is the best kind ki\own in India.

Govind, the founder of the Sikh nation. The The shakr-ul-ashar or shakar tagbar is a round

Malawi Sikhs are almost all converts .from the- cell resembling in shape a small gall, and is said

Hindu tribes qf Jats and Gujars.— of the to be. produced by the punctiiro of an insect on

Panjnh. * the Calotropis procera, the akh or mudar; it lias

MANJHI, a boatman^ master of a traffic or a sweet taste. A fifth* kind is mentioned as being

cargo •boat dii rthe Ganges, the steersman of a obtained on an umbelliferous plant. Manna of

boat. Also the title of the headmen of the Santal tbe tamarisk, in China is called Ching-ju, Chin.

villages. . Turanjabin, in the Kabul bhzars, is in small round

MANJOOSER, the patron deity of Wpotai-in tears, while shirkhist is in large grains,' irregular

China. At tbe monastery of Shoo-siarig-si, S.W. masses, or Hat cakes.

from Poo-sa-ting, he is represented by a large The manna of ancient Assyria (Exodus xvi.

gilt fi^re seated on an immense lion. 15, 31, 33, and 35
;
Numbers xi. 7), in Turkiali

MANKA. In the 8th century, a Hindu physi- called Kudrat-ul-balwassi, or the divine sweet-

cian who went to Baghdad and practised at the meat, is found on the leaves of the dwarf owe,

hospitals. Manka and Saleb were the physicians and also, though less plentifully, and ^
of Harun^ur-Rashid. good, on those of the ta^iarisk (the 'I^arfa ot tn^

MANKAH,,pl. Manke. Hind*. Beads or cut Arabs), and on several other plants. B
agates, -pebbles for signet rings. collect^ ii:\ the early part of spring, and

MANkARI, nobles, persons .entitled to honour towards’ the end of autumn
;
in either eywe

or distinction. qiuintity depends upon the rain that

MANKIR, according to Muhammadanisni, an fallen, at least on the abundance of toe a i

angel who, with another named Nakir, questions for in the seasons Which happen to be
J*

tiie dead as to their past life.
.
A fe'hiaii about to little or none iat obtained. People go out d
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lUnrUe, faaTing placed cloths undet the oak',

arch, tamarisk, and other shrubs, the manna is

lhld^;en dowp from the branches. The Kurds eat

fc in its natural state as they do bread or dates,

ind their, women make it into a kind of paste,

)eiDg in this state like honey, and it is added to

)th6r ingredients used in preparing sweetmeats,

)f which all oriental nations are fond. The
nanna is partially cleaned, and carried to the

aarket at Mosul in goat-skins, and there sold in

umps, at the rate of ’4J lbs. for about 2Jd. But,

)efore using it, it is thoroughly cleaned from the

Sents of leaves and other foreign matter by

g. In the natural state, it is of a delicate

ivhite. colour, or, as in the time of the Israelites,

ike coriander seed (Numbers xi. 7), and of a

noderate ,but i^greeable sweetness, and Cfilmet

•ompares it to condensed honey. Burkhardt,

lowever, ^sa^s it is of a flirty yellow colour,

ilightly aromatic, of- an agreeable taste, sweet as

lioney. and, when eaten in any quantity, it is

purgative
;
he adds that the time of collecting it

lasts six weeks. Under the Persian names gaz or

^azu (Gaz, Pki?s., tamarisk),* a glutinous sub-

itance like hon^y, deposited by a small green

nsect upon the leaves of the oak tree, is inuoh

ised foi: making sweetmeats in I’ersia. It is a

manna of the chemist. Gazanjabin is a manna
produced on branches of tlie Tamarix Indicus by
the punctures of the Coccus manniferu. This is

often called Arabian in»una,- to distinguish it

From turanjabin, Persian manna, and from the

sliirkhist or Khorasan manna, and from Sicilian

manna.

Manna of Australia . is obtained from the

FiUcalyptus virninalis, Labill.^ the Yarra yarra

of the natives. It exudes from the places bored

by the Australian TettigOnia. It differs from the

Kuropean mannas, and is a kind of sugar. Another
saccharine secretion occurs in Australia and

Tasmania, principally on the leaves of the Eucalyp-

tus dumosa or mallec tree. It is the Loup of

the natives, and forms- on the loaves small conical

cups of gum coveretl with white sugary hairs. It

is a secretion from an insect of the genus Psylla,

and is very nutritive. It assumes a crystalline

structure when dried. Dr. T. L. Phipson says

[p. 89) a sort of manna is produced in Australia

and Tasmania bn the Eucalyptus resinifera. A.
iiweet substance exudes from the leaves, and dries

in the sun’s rays, and a strong wind shakes it

flown like a snowfall.

MAN OF WAR BIRD; species of the genUd
Phaeton, Ph. rubicauda, Ph. candidus.

MANOONGAN, Manoonganputih, andManoon-
gan manga are three plants of Borneo yield^g

.

caoutchouc. * Their stems are 60 to 100 feet in
length, and rarely more than G inches in diameter.
The fruit is yellov» the size of an* orange, apd
containing seeds as large as beans, each enclosed
in a section of apricot-colblired pulp, highly
valued by the natives. Other plants of Borneo
yielding the gutta of commerce, besides the
Isonandra, are species of Ficus and Willughbeia,

that of the latter being the gutta soosoo.

—

Burhkifie.

MANOTIDAR, in the Bombay Presidency, a
money-lender, a money‘broker. *

•
‘ '

-

MANPAN. Mahr. Honorary and prescriptive

rights claimed by the hereditary patel and othei;

village.olfice-bearers. at weddings, and the right

of precedence at processions; the rights and
privileges enjoyed by the patels of Mahrattar
villages at the three Hindu festivals of the Pqla,

the Dasara, and the Holi. The Pola is held on
the day of tlie new moon of the month Srawan or

Bhadrapad. The bullocks of the whole village move
in procession under the ‘torau’ or sacred arch
dedicated to Maroti, which is made of twisted
‘ mol ’ grass, and covered with mango leaves.. The
gurhi, or sacred pole of the patel, is borne aloft to

the front
;
the patel gives the order to advance,

and all tlie bullocks, his own leading the way,

file under the toran, according to the respective’

rank of their owners. The villagers vie with each

other in having the best painted and decorated
bullocks, and large sums are often expended in

this way.
.

*

At the Dasara, a male buffalo (hela) is.protided

at the village expense for a solemn sacrifice "to

the goddess Diirga. The buffalo is taken up to
the flagstaff (jhenda) in front of the village town
hall (chouri), where it is slaughtered by the pateTs

own hand, and.then carried away .by the Mhars
to bo eaten.

At the Holi, the patel and astrologer (joshi)

meet and invoke the demons (rakshas) in whose
honour it is held. The patel then lights, the •

sacred fire. He provides the red powder (gulal)

and other accessaries of the festival.

MANSA, a Native State of Mahikanta*, in the

province of Guj.erat,' Bombay. It is situated in

the Sabarkaiita subdivision, and surrounded by
the Gaekwar’s territory. Tlie chief is descended

A manna from’ the Plnlis cedrus of Lebanon from the Chaura dynasty, one of whom, founded

?ell8 for 20 to 80 shillings an ounce. Anhilwara Patau in 74G.—-/m;?. Gaz.

,

•

A manna sugar is obtained from Channerops • MANSAB. AiiAno-HiNDi. An offiefe or dig-

humiliB, also frota Pinus Lfimbertiana, and from nity, a military title of rank conferred by the

the Quercus mannifera of Kurdistan.— GVSVi. ;
Moghul government. Mansab-dar, the holder of

Powell; WelUted; Royle.Jll; Ferrier, Joimial; a mansab.; at Muhammadan courts, a military or

MacGreqor: G. Bennett, Gatherings; Dr, T. L. civil oflicer.— W.

Phipson, MANSAROVARA LAKE or Mansaraur or

MANNA-NIR, in Malabar, from Manna, a Manasa-Saras, a lake in Hundes, is in Tibetan
Phipson* MANSAROVARA LAKE or Mansaraur or

MANNA-NIR, in Malabar, from Manna, a Manasa-Saras, a lake in Hundes, is in ^betan

seat, and Nir, a waterpot, alluding to the right of called Tsho-ma-ph'an. It is the same with the

carrying the bridegroom through the street on the Binda Sarovara of Hindu mythology, produced

marriage day. ^vom the heart of Brahma.
.

It is called Anandat.

MANNARGUDI, a small town sitfiated in lat. Four rivers are supposed to. spring from it, and
10° 40' 10" N., and long. 79? 29' 30" E., 24 miles that it is near Su-meru, the abode Of gods,

south-east of Tanjore.* There is a fine “pagoda' the Vindhyasaras -of the Puranas. It is aj^oe
^th a popular car festival. of Hindu nilgnmage of peculiar sanctity. There

MAISNO-DHARA. ‘ Karn. Labourers who are several Buddhist monasteries on its banks.—
execute heavy wbrk, such .as heaving blocks of 1816, xii.

stones, constructing earthen walls, etc. MAN SINGH, a ruler of Jeypore, who ascended
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MANSUR,
_

.
^

. . MANU.

the throne a.d. 1592. -He commenced a palace at .ssuvJlhii, O’m ! Tatsa vit^hru var6nnyfim
; B*harg

Amber, which Siwai Jye Singh finished. He devftsayii dhimahi dhiyo yonaha pr^ho dayath,-

alBo erected an observatory at Benares, and. a the translation of this prayer oeing. O^m! Aii

.temple at Bindraban.
. He was one of Akbar’s Earth, Sky. O’m 1 let us meditate on the rftipren:

generals. His sis^r was married to Jahangir, and splendour of the divine Sun : may he illuminal

was the mother of prince Khusru .—CaL Rev.^ our minds. That of the Snsampradaya or Rainar

January 1871., uja sect of Vaishnava is said to be ‘O’mT Rama>
MANSUR.of Hallaj, a religious reformer of the uamah,^ O’m! salutation to Rama. A inanti

Shiah sect, who constantly repeated the Arabic generally consists of the name of. some deity <

a^ertion Anal Hakk,—I am the Truth; He was a short address to him
;

it differs with varioi

executed for his temerity, a.h. 306, a.d. 919. sects, forms the chief ceremony of initiation <

MANSUR, a khalif Avho built Baghdad,. A.‘b. the Hindus of all sects, and is communicated b

763, out of the ruins of Ctesiphon. the teacher to the disciple in a whisper
;
and man

MANSURA. Brahmanabad was the capital of mantra, or formulm of prayer, are supposed t

Lower Sind in the time of tlic dynasties that pre- have a magic power. Six descriptions of charms c

ceded *the Arabs, and is supposed to be the modern mantras are known in Gujerat, which are describe

Hyderabad
;
but it seems to have intermediately in a series of works forming the scriptures on tli

borne the name of. Maosura after the Arab con- subject, or the Mantra.Shastra. A charm callo

^est. Mansura, Alor, and Multan are places of Marun Mantra has tlie power of taking 'awa

note in the valley of the Indus, noticed by early life
;
Mohun Mantra produces ocular or auricula

travellers to India.— illusions
;
Sthambhun Alantra stops what is i

MANSURCOTTAH and Calingapatam, in Telin- motion
;
Akurshun Mantra calls or makes piHJser

gana or the Northern Gircars, are increasing sea- anything
;
Wusheokurun Mantra has the powi

ports. Aska is a large sugar manufacturing place, of enthralling
;
and Oochatun Mantra of causin

MANTAKHAH-ut-TAAV AKIKll,abookfinished bodily injury short of death. Mantra drooina i

in the end of the fortieth year of Akbar s reign, from Mauan, to meditate, and Drooraa, a tree.-

It was written by Abdul Kadar of Badayun, and Rasatnala^ lUwhi AminU^ ii. p. 403. "See Gayatri

is a history of the Muhammadan kings of India. Hindu. .

.
MANTAPA, the ‘porch in front of a Hindu MANU, from the Sanskrit root Mann, to thinli

temple, the part of the building known in archi- in Hindu mythology is a titular name ‘applied t

tectural nomenclature as the ‘ pronaos.’ The fourteen progenitors of mankind, each of whoi;

^ord is alsq; written Miuidnf, also Mantapain. ruled the earth for a iiianwaiitara or period equa

The.mindra or cclla, in Hindu temples, contains to 4,320,000 years. The names of the fourteei

the statue- of the god. The Mindra, dedicated were Swayam-bhuva, Bwarochisha, Auttami

to the linga, is a double-roofed Gothic building, Taniasa, Raivata, (’l)akshn8ha, Vaivasvata o

the body square, but the upper j){ivt short and
j

Satyayrata, Savarna, Daksha-Savama, Brahma

tapering to a point. ’ It contains cnie, two, three, Savarna, Savarna or Rudra-Savarna, Raucliya

or \nore rooms, about three cubits by four, with and Bhautya. Mann Vaivasvata of the presen

a porch in front for spectators. 'I'hc centre room period, the seventh Mann, is represented as con

contains the lingam. Mindra, says Ward, means ciliating the favour of the Supreme Being b]

any edifice of brick or stone
;
but custom has his piety in an age of universal depravity. H(

appropriated it almost exclusively, to the temples is noticed in the SatapatHa Brahmana, which con

of the lingam.’ Figures of the deities are placed tains an important legend of the deluge, of wliicl

there on being brought from thetnindra on days of he was warned by a fish, and told to build a ship

festivals for worship.— Ward's Hindoos, ii. p; 1 ;
which the fish guided. Manu alone was saved

mCole. Myth. Hind, p, 390. but Ida was produced from his side, arid the t a'c

MANTIS. Several species of this genus of were the parents of a new race of men. Ho i

insects occur in India, superstitiosa, M. aridi- the Noah of the Hebrews.— Warren, Kola Sffnhita

•folia, and M. extensicollis. M. tricolor, Nietncr,
,
MANU is the name given to lh6 author of thi

the mautis of the coffee tree, is green, lower wings Manava Dharma Sastra, comprising the Hindi

reddish, with large blackish spot at the posterior system- of duties, religious and civil. It is callw

margin. The female is 1 inch long, with H inch the Institutes. Mr. Hunter fixes the date o

of an expanse of wings. The male is consider- Mann’s Code as b.c. 500; B.C. 900 used to b<

ably smaller. The eggs arc deposited upon coffee assigned to this ancient work, and some hav<

leaves, in xjocoon-like masses of g of an inch in- recently brought it down to a.d. 1200. It relatei

length, but drawn out further at each end. The to Hinduism and tho. laws and*custoin8 of tbi

Mantis religiosa, amongst the peasants of Languc- various races following some form of Hinduism

doc; is held almost sacred ; they call it tho Prega and therefore seemed to. Chevalier Bunsen to be J

Deori or Prie Uieii. patchwork. It undoubtedly preceded, or was a

The Mantidic arc usually of the colour of the least contemporary with. Buddhism. But it

leaves or foliage amongst w^hich they dwell. They posterior to Kapila, for the philosopliy is that o

are all predatory. See Insects. the Sankhya to a certain, extent, and it is probahli

* mantra. Sansk. Counsel
;
hence Mautri, that the Gtli century b.c., the date given by I/®

a counsellor. In Hinduism, a prayer, an iuvoca- fessor Wilson as that of parts of tjiis conjpila^^°“

tion, a charm. .Mantra is from Matr, to repeat in is the correclT one, and the book as it has com<

the mind-, and is applied to a formula or litany in down to us seems merely an abbreviation of a

use in invocations of the Hindus.- There are many farger and more ancient one,—Elphinstone say

of these. The great inantra of the Brahmans is B.c. 900. It opens with aaaccount of the

styled the Gayatri, and is deemed the holiest verse and goes .through the category of every
of the Vedas; it is an invocation to the. sum Its in* which a man, a stete, or **

words are in Sanskrit, and. are O’m i’ BhurfchuvS possibly be found. It embraces.the whole
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of man and of men, religious, political, social,

domestic, and private.. The duties of monarchs

are laid down with as little ceremony as those of

the humblest .panchala. It was .verbally trans-

lated from the, original, with a preface by Sir

William Jones, about a.d. 1770, and this, with

the subsequent Sanskrit text by Professor

Haughton, and the translations of llaughton and
Loiseleur Deslpngchamps, made this book known
in Europe. Professor Wilson is of opinion that

the Institutes of Manu, though disfigiyed by inter-

polations, and only cast into their present form in

about B.C. 200, are still entitled to date many
authentic portions of their text from b.c. 800, which

was the estimate of Sir William Jones. In fact,

the Institutes are a compilation of the laws of

very different ages, races, and states of society.

Many are word for word the same as the Sutra

of some of the .oldest risln,* and ther<y are other

unquestionable proofs of high anticpiity. The
*l)eople of Bengal, Orissa, and the Dravira race of

the south were not Hindus wlien one passage was
written, and Dr. Caldwell jJaces Dravira civilisa-

tion throngli the Brahmans six or seven centuries

after Christ. There is no mention of, or allusion

to, Siva or Krishna, which places parts of the

work before the Mahabharataj there is evi<ient

familiarity with the Vedas, persons and legends

being alluded to not found aiiywlievc else. All

such passages we’ could consent to consider at

.least as old as n.c. 800. On the other hand, there

are many references to the merit of Ahinsa, ‘ non-

injury of animal Hfo,’ and these arc probably later

than Buddhism
;
and there is mention of the I

China race, a uamfc that siijologncs say is not older

than two centuries n.O. It is therefore believed

tliat the work may have been put togctlier about

that time, though very mucli of it is a great deal

older. The present cstiitiation of the laws of

Manu is somewhat different from that of 8ir

William Jones. -Many of the laws are doubtless

extremely ancient, in the stiine way that the

laws ‘ Thou shalt not steal ^ and ‘ Thou shalt not

kill ’ date back in all probability to the primeval

period when man first became a living being. It

thoroughly recognises caste. It inculcates the

worship of inferior gods and goddesses, of the

elements, and of the lieaveuly bodies, and the'

caste of Brahmans is to be held in great reverence.
;

It is not included amonpt the Sutra or sacred !

revelations, but amongst the Smriti-or traditions.
:

Indeed, the term Smriti implies recollections, a
'

name which seems to indicate pretty precisely

the character of the -code of Manu. There is- a
form and complelencss about the work which
indicates that.it was compiled Jong after the ago

which produced the Pentateuch
; ,

and, judging
from its' intensely Brahmanical character, we
should place it nearer to the Puranic age than to

the period when the elemental worship, as exhi-

bited in the Vedas, was the religion of the people
of India. ' In a word, the laws of Menu are not
to be illustrated by the Vedas, but by the Puran.is;

they belong not to Hio religion of the patriarchs,

but to that of the priests and kings. The Vedas
exhibit the oldest form .of the Hindu religion

with which we are familiar, and that was nothing

more than the worship of the elements, of Agni
or fire^ of' India or the rain-giving firmament,

of Varuna or the waters, of- Vayu or thp

^ind, and of some mino deities. Amongst the

first items of information we receive on Hindu
history is in a passage in Manu which gives us to
infer that the residence of the Aryan 'raee was at

one time between the rivers Saraswati (Sersoty)
and Drishadwati (Kaggai^, a tract 'about 100
miles to the north-west of DeHli, and in extent
about 65 miles long, and from 20 to 40 broad.

—

Prin, Ind, hit. p. 223; Elphinstone^ liktdry' of
India, i. p. 388.

MANUEL FARIA DE SOUZA, author of

Asia Portugiiesa, etc,, Lisbon 1666.

MANUFACTURES’ of the south and east of

Asia, are largely articles for personal or domestic
use.* Compared with the industries of Europe and
America, there are uo great shipbuilding estab-

lishmcuts, or metal foundries, or glass-works.- The
peojJe of India make .excellent glass, but they
turn out only prettily-tinted bangles for women’s
bracelets. Candles, clocks, watches, machinery,
and mill-work arc all * imported from foreign

countries, as also arc much of their cotton and
silk and woollen goods, porcelain, Imrdware, malt
liquor, and paper.

In 1882-83, the Britisli India total imports from
and exports to foreign countries were respectively

to the value of 65 and 84 kror, as under :

—

Imports, Rh. 65,55,20,362, viz*

Merchandise, Rs. 52,01), 86,720
[
Treasure, Rs. 13,45,33,642

..Exports, Rs. 84,52,67,860, viz.

Merchandise-
Foreign goods, . , . , Rs. 2,80,24,163

,

Indian i)roduce and maiiufactures, 80,50,82,631

. Ciovernment stores, . . . 8,42,578
Trcasim*, , , , . , , 1,04,18,488

The following arc the details of the imports and
exports -of man 11factures :— ’ •

British India Imports, 1882-83™ ,

Api>arol, . . Rs. 7<>,07,371 i Malt liquor, beer,

(Jabiiietware porter, . Rs. 1,33,46,108
furniture,. . 5,07,736 Machinery, mill-

•

Caoutchouc miiiui- work, . . 1,34,23,985

factures, . . 2,11,010 Matches, lucifers, 17,44,301

Candles, . . 8, 80, 74'.) Mats, .... 1,25,631
(iarnage.s, carts, 5,12,134 Metals, brass, cop-
t'locks and per, iron, lead,

watclies, , , 0,23J.137 mercury, steel.

Corks, . 2,35,707 tin, zinc, .. 4,61,38,588

Cotton goods, twist Oil-cloth, floor-

and yarn, 24,81,00,61 cloth, . . . 1,68,625

Karthcinvarc, ’ Paints, colours,

poreelaii), 17,<M),022 materials, . . 23,44,50^
Fireworks, . 5,61,183 Paper, paste*

Flax maiiufac- .
board, . , , 33,42,989

tiires, . . 14,00,023 Perfumery, . . 0,33,356'

(jllass, . . . 36,8 15 Printingraaterials,3,46,063

Hardware, Railway plant,* 1,11,04,342

cutlery, . 70,17,012 Silk and mami-
Instruniciits, ’

factur<^fe, . . 97,77,693

apparatus, 15,03,645 Soap, .. ... . 6,04,117

Ivory mairtifac-
,

Stationery, . . 14,75,814

tures, . . . 20,50,477 Sugar, » . 1,08,69,610

Jcwtdlcry, plate, ;
Tea, .... 19,30,515

.

iwccioiis stones, 30,<>0,858 Tobacco, . . 8,36,087

Jute manufnc- i
Toys, . . . *. 10,68,167

turcs, . . . 3,07,038
|

Unibrellas, . 23,28,292 .

Leather and manu- i "Wool maniifac- .

factures of, .10,58,873' tures, . .*.98,48,286

British India Exports, 1882-83

—

Apparel, Rs. 5,79,148 Hemp manufac-
Books,. . . . '2,12,343 tures, . . 3^176
Cabinetware, , 2,01,872 Ivory manufacture*,

,
16

Coir manu- Jute manufiic-
factures, . . 14,20,884 tures, . ; 1,48,78,804

Cordage, , . , 2,84,106 Oils, . . . , 42,62,768
Cotton goods, Opium, . . 11,48,13,764

twist, yarn, 2,57,20,616 Perfumery, . . , 67,7^9
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Silk manofac- Wool manufac*
tujres, • Ra, 27»G5,754 tares, shawls,Ka.7»71)718

Sugar, . • • . 80,87,761 Wool manufac-
Tea, . • • 3,69,95,085 tures, others, 8,11,776

Tobacco, , , ,* IjCCjOt^

The people of several of the races iu the south*

and east of Asia are skilled in many of the

indusfaal arts, and they are diligent in tl^ir

respective callings, but they are not producing

the maniifactures needed by foreign hations. In

field and garden cultivation, in the economy of

water, and the utilisation of manures, no nation

excels the Chinese, and they are stimulated by

tjie exaniple of the imperial funiily, the head

officials annually ploughing the first field, and

the empress and her attendants taking an rnterest

in the silk-worms and their produce. In spinning,

in the weaving of shawls and carjn^ts, and dyeing

of cotton and silk stuffs, of such kinds as are

suitable for the clothing 'that they wear and to

their habits, the weavers and dyei-s in South-

Eastern Asia are not approached by any Euro-

pean race. Nevertheless, as will be seen by the

above lists, India has to import Rs. 21,81,00,025

worth of cotton goods
;
but yet holds its own

in the finer artistic work of its.mushroo and kim-

khab, its satins and brocades of Ahmadabad and

Benares, and its delicate muslins of Dacca and

North Arcot. *Th(.‘ shawls of Kashmir and the

Panjab have no rival ; .
the carpets of Persia,

Kirman, and Turkestan are readily bqiight by the

wealthy of Europe, and the Rampur chadars

from^ the Himalaya arc to be purchased in tjic

fashionable shops of London; It is the highly-

finished, machine-made articles of Europe and
America that are imported into India. The
manufactures of Europe have a mechanical per-

fection of finish, which is quite out of place in

the bold free-hand composition of colour and
form characteristic of tlie best native work. The

datri, ar6 Usually white, striped with* blue,

or .chocolate, and sometimes ornamented with

squares and - diamonds. Their woollen or pile

carpets, known askalih and kalicha,have attained

so much popularity in Great Britain by reason

of the.low price at which they can be placed on

the market.

Europe and America recognise the artistic skill

of the goldsmiths and silversmiths of.fndia; also

I

that of ivory earvers of Travancore and Cliina,

and that of the lacquer workers among the Shans

of Burma, China, and Japan
;
the enamellers of

Jeyporp, the koftgari inlayers of the Panjab, and
the tntanagqe inlayers of Jleder. The pith*models
of Madura are imich admired, as likewise have

been the horn and woodwork iijmour, horse and
elephant trappings of India. These and much of

til loom-work liold their own among the people.

In the N.W.' of India, in' the vicinity of the

Himalaya, blanketing, called' loee, is made of

red and white patterns at Bulnimporc, Muzaffar-*

nagar, Rampur, and Gujerat. The Rampur chadar

is well known in Britain for the remarkable

warmth, lightness, and softness of its texture. It

is said to be madi' of pashm wool.

The namad or namda felts are largely made in

all th(* western parts of India, also in Sind and

Baluchistan. 'I’hroughout the greater part nl

India, every agricultural labourer has a euinbli

or coarse blanket. The usual mode of wearing

them is to bring the tw'O corners together, one.

()verla]>]>ing the other,. and the end being tucked

under, thus forming a hood wdiich is placed ovei’

the licad, and ])rotects the slioulders and the body

in the day, and at uiglil; • they are converted into

bedding, one-half doing duty as a mattress, the

other as a blanket or covering.’ The puttoo, a

woollen fabric of Kabul, is made from tiie under

hair of goats, and when old is re-made into malidu,

a mixed w^oollen fabric.

barbaric splendour of Indian jewellers’’ work, in

jewellery proper and as seen on arms and armour,
IS due to the lavish use they make in it of diamonds,
rubies, emeralds, and other gems. Their work
being manual, they need use only flat diamonds,

mere scales so light that they will float on winter,

and rubies and emeralds full of flaws,—stones, in

fact, which have no value as gems. But European
^jewellers’ work necessitates the use of gems only

of the puresj water, and far too costly to be used
as inere decoration, or except for their own effect

solely.

Cotton-weaving is a very ancient imlustry of

India. Cotton cloth has always been the single

material ofIndi^ clothing forboth men andwomen,
except in Assam, Burma, and China, where silk is

• preferred. The author of tlui Periplus enumerates
a great variety of cotton fabric^ among Indian ex-

ports. Marco Polo, tlio first Christian traveller,

dwells upon the cotton and buokram of Cambay.

, But the productions of the handlooms of to-day

are undersold by the . machine-made fabrics of

Europe; and without foundries and mill-works
* the cost of erecting even a spinning mill in India

is treble what would be required for one in Great
Britain, and the erection of weaving mills has
been almwt avoided. The people of India are
importing twist and yam, and are weaving these
into the fabrics they require. These are chiefly

the stout cloths used by the' labouring classes.

The cotton carpets of India; called shatranji and

The refined art of India is to be seen in its

silver work, filigree or gilt,* chased or ongrave‘1.

Its koftgari work of iron or steid, inlaid or other-

wise ormunented with gold, is mostly prudiiced

in the Panjab
;

also .the Dekhan,, Beder, au<l

other work inlaid with silver.

Mr. Pollen describes tlie goldsmiths-’ work as

precisely similar,
.
in many forms, to the old

Etruscan goldsmiths’ work as it has been recovered

for 118 from tombs in Italy and elsewhere.
' Tlu*

methods of working gold, now lost in Europe,

arc still in full use in jiarts of India
;
particularly

that of fretting gold by soldering fine spines or

hairs of gold wire as delicate in fact as thistle-

down, yet done by unscientilic workmen pos-

sessed of certain chemical secrets, which they

pntdnto practice by traditional usages. Koftgari

work is iron chased with a tool, into which soft

gold, very pure, is afterwards hammered, the

rough iron taking,* by this means, permanent

hold on the softer metal, which gets beaten into

tlie fine scratches and hollows. The most impos-

ing use of this material is in the decoration of

arms and armour. It is also used to decorate

buckles, clasps,* work-boxes, caskets, ahns, head-

pieces, sword - blades, sword-hilts, and various

small objects for European use.
j I

Baroda artisans also ornament irdn end steei

by hammering in gold, not as in the ko^ari

but in dises or mfteses, polishing afterwards m
the lathe.
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Outoh and Abiuadabad is famed for its repotna^'l amo&gflt all the Hindu women of the south of
work.

,
]

India show ‘great skill in dyeing.. The loongis of
The inlaid work of Beder is usually silver,

|

Sind have also attnrtjted much praise. Bedcovers,,
sometimes gold, inlaid on a black amalgam in called paleinpores (palang-posh), were at one time
bold, 'flat patterns; sometimes seomirtgly it is of. very largely exported from the east coast of the
pure tin, which has all the display of silver. Peninsula, and are again making their way in the
The work of Beder is applied largely to fashionable shops of London,
the domestic utensils in use by the people, except In their ivory carvings, lacquer work, and
where Europeans give special orders. It is of dyeing, China* and Japan are in advance of all

black metol (an amalgam), inlaid with silver and other races. The Chinese and Japanese excel in

gold, in bold, flat patterns. It is made by casting ceramic manufacture, which the caste rules pre-

the vases; the core is first formed, then a vase vailing in India utterly debar tlK3 Hindus ^om
of wax is forpiod round it, and a mould over that, attaining to anything beyond the cheapest un-
The wax is melted out through holes made on glazed earthenware, and Muhammadans of India

’ purpose, and this leaves a mould for the vase, have accepted this position. They are restricted

When the vessel -jis- cold, it is chased or roughed to unglazed earthen pots fox holding water, pot®

out in designs, and the soft silver or gold gently for cooking, pans for frying or baking,

liamihered into it.» . The stone vessels of Carwar are made by turning
The goldsmiths’ and jewelled productions of on a lathe their indurated talc or talcose slates,

India are minute in an extraordinary degree, of sometimes light grey, sotnetiines darker
;

it is an
’ elaborate handiwork, obtainable only where labour object of great curiosity. Representations of

is cheap. In the enamels of Jcypore, for example, mosques, goblets, etc., are cut from it, but it is

gold itself is comidetely invested with enamel also much prized for its intrinsiemerits. Pickles,

colours, some of them encrusted with precious milk, and other substances -likely to suffer in

stones. For translucent enamels, that is, enamel contact with copper vessels, or to be absorbed in

colours painted on gold (generally), or gold-leaf, cotnmon pottery, are kept by cardful housekeepers

which gives light and splendour to the .coloui-s, in these pots.

Jeypoic is the finest school. A shield of rhino- M(‘tal workers in gold, silver, copper, brass,

ceros hide; ‘decorated with a border and bosses tin, zinc, iron, and steel, and for all articles of

of this translucent cnaim*!, was st^H from Culch jewellery and articles used' in Hindu work, are

to the Exhibition of 1851. very numerous, and weapons of all kinds, daggers,

Brass and gilt basins are covered with a diaper swords, and matcblock barrels, are largely made,

of ornament. Brass work of Moradabad, Jeypore, The larger articles being theabkhora or drinking-

and Nagpur lias the body of the work in brass, cup, attardan or perfume, box, gulab pash, rose-

and pure tin- is hammered over it, leaving spaces water sprinkler, gulal) dan or rose-water liolder,

of the ground as ornament. The [)olislied surface the hookah, the kuminul or pedestal, the pandau
of the tin is so whito and bright as to have the or betel-loaf liolder, the piiliye or lustral spoon,

appearance of silver of plain manufacture. and the various kinds of lamps. The ruder wares
Silver filigree work, gilt, chased, and engrave<i, are the gella and chiimboo, water-pots, -the hookah

is profluced rn many '[larts of India and of Burma
;

bowl, and the chillum for the fire; the handi,

the koftgari work of iron and steel, inlaid or ghagar, or chatty for carrying water in
;
the

otherwise ornamented with gold, is chiefly an art niudka, topee, and towlec, cooking pots
;

the

of the Paiijab, employed' on shields, sword-Iiiils, parrel, baking put
;
the tawa, frying pan, and the

necklaces, bracelets. In all these, fineness and thali dish.

elaboration, both in design and workmanship, The embroidery of Asia has been famed through

are held in the highest esteem, and secondary ages, and still takes a high place, The chogha,

qualities; -of this kind produce good results in made of the coarser wool of the goat and
small articles of luxury. It represents the earliest caiiiel, is embroidered in Kashmir and the Panjab.,

metallic traditions with which we are ac<piaintcd. The shawls of Kashmir and thePaujab are beauti-^

• In- the decorative manufactures of Kashmir, fully embroidered. -

*

designs in outline and colours arc prepared for Muslin is embroidered with silk and goldthread

their shawl manufacturer^^, and in si vcral parts at Daccii, Patna, Dehli, and Madras. Sind and
of India blocks are used for printing on calicoes Cutcli (Kaehclih) have special embroideries of

and on the borders of silks. cotloured silk and gold. • Leather Work is em-
Thn'chidree is a form of printing in Bombay, broidered in (Jujerat. At Gulbftrgah and Aiirang-

which -consists in tying .up the design previous to abad, velvet (makhmal>is gorgeously embroidered

dyeing the cloth. . with gold, to make canopies, umbrellas, and

Braihs stencil plates are used for the decoration housings for elephants and horses, for use on
of floors during festivals. The workman produces state occasions. A chadar or shawl iilade^ by
these 8tam*pB without drawing any preliminary order of a late Gaekwar, was composed entirely

outline. In one hand he holds the punch and’ in of inwrought pearls and precious stones, disposed

"the other the hammer, and punches the metal rs in an arabesque fashion, ajid was said^ to have cost

it rests on a piece of flat boartl until’ the design a kror of rupees. Although the richest- stones

Is -completed. In use, powdered marble is passed, were worked in it, the effect was most harmonious,

^y a gentle tap, through the perforated plate. When spread out
.
in the sun, it seemed suffused

and. leaves a white dotted outline on the floor, with an iridescent bloom, as grateful to the eye
the design .being afterwards filled in with powders as were the exquisite forms of its arabesques,—
of various (solours. The Dewali is* the best time Sit’ Gcovc/e Birdwood,

to see these kunna drawings, but they are ateo -MANUK-DEVATA or Burung-devata. Mal.,
much used on other festivals and weddings. Jay. Lit. bird of the gods, pr bird of paradise.

The colours of the cotton and silk sareed in use The high value set upon them aWakehed them
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. cuptdify and the fraud df the Chinese, who made 4he^utckest way to utilize animal substances is to

up from parrots, parrakeets, and others, artificial throw them into a stone-lined tank, with water,

birds of paradise. Tteir Tarious names are quidclkne, and wood-ashes
;
the tank should be

Mahuk-devata, Mal., lit. God’s birds; Burong kept covered, and the liquid- parts may be run

mati, Mal., dead birds; Passaros de Sol, Portu- off from below. Weeds, green, dry, and burnt,

guese sun birds; and the English name is birds branches and leaves of trees both fresli and dry,

of paradise. They are unknown in Ternate, the leaves of oil-producing plants and those that

Banda,^ or Amrboyna. 'Fhe Paradiseidae are a contain milky juices being the best, as tj^ey yield

group of moderate-sized birds, idlicxl in structure nitrogt'n, ammonia, and carbonic acid
; rotten

and habits to crows^ starlings, and to the Australian wood,, tan-bark
;

straw, stubble, .roots, etc.;

honey-suckers, but they are characterized by ex- lime, burnt shells, old mortar, gypsqin, rduse of

traordinary developments of j)luinage, which are soda water, sulphuric and nitric acid, manu-
unequalled in any other family of birds, ^fany factures, broken' bricks and tiles, sjlt and sand

naturalists aVraiigc them into two families, Para- from tank and river beds, marls, soda, potash, and

diseidae and Epimachida;. I^aradisea apoda, Zi;?/?., magnesian earth, road-dust, house-sweepings,

tjjic great bird of paradise, has a dense tuft of woo<l-ashes, coal-ashes, burnt co^dung, muriates,

long and delicate plumage, which conies out from carbonates, sulphates, nitrates *and acetates
. of

each side of the body, from beneath the wing, potash and soda, soot, gas, liquor and sulphate of

sometimes two feet long, very glossy, and of an ammonia, phosphate and superphosphate of lime,

intense golden-orange colour.— iVallace^ ii. 2(>7. tartrates and acetates of iron, refuse from dye-

MANURfcJ. Zibl, Aiuu. works, leaf:moul(J
;
leaves both green and dry, if

Khad, Khau, Eru, Baus, . . Hind. steeped for a week in water, decay afterwards

The productiveness of any soil depends princi- much more rapidly, and the brown liquor that

pally on its natural or artificial capability of comes from them is good liquid manure
; the

retainingor transmitting its moisture, the vehicle, leaves should then be laid in alternate layers

at least, by* which the nourishment is conveyed to with earth and half-burnt weeds, and the heap

plants. The soil whose constituent parts are best should bo covered witli matting to prevent the

adapted for retaining a • sufficient supply, and escjqje of the moisture and gases. If watered

transmitting a proper portion in very dry weather and turned once in ten days, the leaf^mould will

to the plants growing in it, without holding it in be fit for use in tliree months. Keep dung-heaps

•injurious quantities in the time of very -wet covered, and dilute liquid manure in them with

weather, is possessed of the. principle of vegeta- one or two waters, by which the escape of

tion, and will be found to be of the most ammonia will be. in a great rneasufe prevented,

productive nature.' The too tenacious clay soik Liebig says a soil will reach .its point of ex-

innst Ije made artificially friable, by drainage ami haustion sooner the less rich it is iu tlio mineral

the admixture of marls, sands, etc., and kept .so, ingredients necessary as food for plants. But we

and be pulverized and mechanically altered, before cnii restore soil to its original state of fertility by

they can become productive. Until this is done, bringing it back to its former com'position, i.c. by

such soils resist effectually the enriching influence restoring to it the constituents removed by the

of rains and dCws, which’ merely fall on their various crops of plants. A fertile soil must con-

surface, and either run off or lie there without tain in siifticient quantity, and in a form adapted

penetrating into them. The 'sun and wind also fo,r assimilation, all the iiiorganit; materials iiidis-

may beat on them and blow over them, but tliey pensablo for the growth of plants. It is obvious,

can never waken up the dormant energy that lies he remarks, that we furnish the conditions

within
;
they only by their repeated attacks dry essential to the formation of starch or of stigar.

and harden the surface, crack it into irregular when w’o supply to the plants* their necessaiv

portions, and more firmly Hock up any languid constituents, /.c. such as we find' always present in

and dormant principles of vegetal)le life that may them. Tlie sap of such plants as are rich in sugar

be within the mass, AVhen clay is in excess, it is or in staroh contains much potash and soda, or

remedied by the application, of .sand, chalk, marl, alkaline earth. As experience proves tljftt a

or burned clay, light unfermented manures, and deficiency of alkalies causes a deficient formation

perfect pulverization, to make the soil friable, of woody fibre, sugar, and starch, and that, on

There are in soil eleven substances necessary for the contrary, a luxuriant growth is the conse-

the . growth • of vegetables, viz. potash, Bod;i, quence of their abundant supply, it is obvious

lime, magnesia, jilumiiia, silica, iron, manganese,- that the object of culture, viz. a maxim’ufn of

sulphur, phosphorus, and chlorine
;
and soil is crops, cannot be obtaii\ed unless the alkalies

compost of two classes of ingredients,—one, the (necessary for the transformation of the carbonic

inorganic (it ipiueral
;
the other, the organic, or acid into starch or sugar) be supplied in abundant

such as have at some, time formed parts of indi- quantity, and in a form fit for assimilation by

viduals of the animal or. vcgehalfie- kingdoms, plants. In fact, the principal object df scientific

Certain phosphates, though present in soil in the agriculture is to restore to land, in whateveV
smallest quantity, are ite most important mineral the restoration may be most convenient, the sub-

constituents, arid are derived principally from the stances removed from it, and which the atmospliere

animal, kingdom
;
and the following substances, cannot yield. Professor Johnston says linie is

procurable in considerable quantities in India, may indispensable to the .land; every. 1000 of

be employed as manures iT-Animal nuanure, stable fertile soil contains 66 lbs. of lime; -every IQOO

manure, both fresh 'and old, dung of all animals
;

lbs. vi less fertile, 18 Iba^
;
and of the barren soil,

guano, pouvre, night-soil, bones of all animals, only 4 1^. Vegetable matter, i.e* woody fib^

fyesh, calcined, or merely crushed, burnt earth, in ‘the state technically called humus, accormng

dead animals’ blood, andanimals’ hair, hoofs, horns, to Liebig, does not anprd nourishment to plants

)paiU)gs.*6f fekins, -offal, urine, feathers, fish
;
and in the form In which .we. see it in soils, being, m
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fact; very nearly insoluble^ and therefow incapabl# in some ijarts of the country.* The high manurial
of being taken up by the roots, which cannot take value* of indigo water is well known, and largely
up any solid matter, but only as the carbom A used wherever available. ' The sonai or jujbe

mixture of two or three earths, such as lime, water, in which jute has been steeped, is equally
silica, and klumina, is better fitted to absorb valuable. 3fany of the plants, Janjh, Hind.,
moisture and gaseous matter than either of the growing in jhiJs, tanks, and other standing
earths taken singly. . . water, are useful. ‘Water impregnated with the
The Cihinese. are successful gardeners, and ufee decomposed plants of the. genera Ceratophj^lum

the night-soil largely diluted without decomposing verticilJatum, Ilydrilla' verticillata, Vallisneria,

it. In India, cattle manure from the denudation Lemnia, Pistia, Marsillea quadrifolia,. Azolla bin^
of forests is too often made into fuel. The scanty nata, Salvinia verticillata, and Salvinia cucull^ta,

manure heaps, with the exception of those rare may be applied with great advantage to the soih

instances where sheep can be hired to fold on the The spocioa of Chara (C. vulgaris) in Europe,
land, form the main rosource of the country, and JOOO ll)s. Of green chara were found to consist of
they consist almost entirely of the dung of lean l.OH lbs. of carbonate of lime, mostly deposited bu
cattle, and of the -ashes of that which has been the plant itself, 8 lbs. of chlorine, 12 lbs. of soda,

iis^d as fuel
;
ami the soil never can be kept in and 51)G lbs. of water. Nitrate of soda and super-r

any other than In a very low and exhausted con- pho.«;phatcs (viz. dissolved bones, bone-ash, and
dition. It is robbed of its vegetable matter, rock ])hosphate), with potash, magnesia, eW., are
because this is wanted to feed cattle, and, from the fertilizers of the day.

the absence, of trees, there is no means, of The Calotropis gigantea is valued as a m&mire,
procuring leaf manure. It is deprived of its and is ploughed into the ground, as also are the
phosphate of lime, which is very partially replaced, leaves of the cjissia. In Afghanistan the dung
and of its potash, which can liardly be said to be of camels is carefully avoided, from a belief that
replaced at all. A Madura native district otticci\ it impregnates the soil with saltpetre. •

writing of the subject, says :
‘ 1 have not known a In Kangpur, refuse indigo wCed, which is

ca^e iu which, even with the greatest care, a ryot thrown out of the vats, is used cither fresh or

would have been able to secure, by collecting after rotting like dung. Water from indigo vats

the dung of his own cattle, sweepings, etc., of his is also used on poor lands. Oil-cake frbiu mustard
house, a quantity of manure sidlicient for his field

;
seed is a]']>lied both before and after sowing or.

nor can any be purchased at any reasonable price, planting in the cultivation <7f sugar-cane, wheat,'

since every one is careful to collect .as much b.arley, oil -seeds, etc. Oil-cake soaked in water and
manure as he can.’ In Kuniool, in dry cultivation, applied to the sngjir-cane to})8 previous to planting

manure is never used, .as it is .all re(iuired for the ))revent8 white arits’ attacks. Weeds, straw, husks

irrig«ate.d lands. No village in the Panjab has are burnt and strewed on the field. But throughout

enough manure for more than its best lands.. But India, the country is for the most part destitute

in many instances the (uiltivator has not, in con- of wood, and firewood, having to be brought from
sequence of the scarceness of pasture, -even full groat ilistances. is so scarce and dear that dried

cobinjaiid of his paltry manurial resources. In cattle dung is the usual fuel; the grass is short

parts of the country the cattle are brought home .and scanty
;

the straw of the various crops is

every night to the sheds, but the bulk of the entirely consumed by cattle, which, with the
cattle have to be driven off to distant pastures, exception of the liner kinds of draught breeds, are

and do not return till the end of Jamiary, or necesScarily lean
;
the proportion of cattle, too, to

early in February.. In Beng.al, even with suclmii the cultiv.ated area is small, and as the food is

exhausting crop as jute, no manure in many extremely deficient, the manure is not only poor

instances is used. in quality, but small in quantity.

—

Ben. As, Soc,

The native cultivators at FarrakhabiOd forages Journ,, April 1848
;

p. 811.

have used the night-soil for manure. As much as MANWAR PIALA, amongst the Rajput races

Rs; 15,000 to Rs. 20,000 are paid there by the a f.avourite expression, and a mode of Indicating

cultivators to the sweepers, and their lauds yield gwvat friendship; ‘to eat off the same, platter

a triple crop of maizCj potatoes, and tobacco. At (thali), and drink of the same cup (piala).’ Tod
Dinapur, a cultivator who used some poudrettc for (Raj.asthan, i. p. 188) relates how a l^jput

his field was, for so doing, fined five rupees by pledged another’s health and forgiveness in the

his caste men. At Farrakhabad, caiafful inquiry maiiwar pi,ala, on which they m.ade merry, and in

showed that a household of five persons furnish the cup agreed to extinguish the remembrance of

enough manure to fertilize 12720ths of a bigha
;

their feud. .

and a plough .witli its usual coniplemcnt of seven MANVAM, Kaun., from the Sanskrit Manya,

head of cattle did the like for one bigha and or from the Arabic Jn.am, ix'spectable, In the

12-20ths of land. south of India, land held free or*at a low assess-

In^0 qountry in the world is the necessity for ment in consideration of services done to the

mam^ing the land more appreciated than in state or the community. The tenures are of many
India, and in few is the supply more wasted. It kinds, as Tarapadi Manyam, DumbaTa or *Saiiad.

is carelessly collecteii and stored, and for the Manyam, Sarya ^^auyam, and Ardha Manyam.
eight dry months of the year the 'sw'cepings of the The Manyam, in the Tamil country, is an alj^enatiOQ

stable and 'cQW-hpuse are used as fuel. The of state demands.— IF.

bones*of dead animals are lost. . I

MANYARG, Bir.ar, and golon are three tiibea

The practice of sowing the sfinp plant for the
j

of Tungiis, thyelling on the Nonni, who oocupy
purpose of a green manure proves that the natives

!
the vast prairies above the Bureya motmtains^

W^feciatethe effect ‘df manures decomposing in 1 and keep large herds* of horses. They numbet
soil. The use. of liquid manure, specially ’ 20,000 souls. See Tungus.

^

*

carted for the purpose of mstribution, is common MANZAL. Arab. A ha&ing-ffface^ a stage of
’ '
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MAOUTIA PUYA. MABAKAL,

ajoumey, a dwelling-house,a storey of a dwelling-
1

Bundelkhabtl the term designates a rich black

house
;
a stage in the spiritual development of the

j

loam, also called Moti. Maiadi in Bombay is an

Muhammadans in the tarihat or way of salvation, inferior red soil.

MAOUTIA PUYA. Weddell . A nettle of
,
MAR Arab, A saint

;
Mar Yuhanna, St.

India, growing up to 4000 feet It is* tiller than
|
John

;
Mar Jurjios \va Tannin, St George and the

Boehmeria nivea, but furnishes a similar fibre. .
' dragon, the name of a place about seven miles

MAPILDA, in the plural Mapillamar, a Male- from Beirout, to the east, where St George
alain,word, commonly written Moplah or Moplay, destroyed the dragon. A small chapel, now a

a native of Malabar, a descendant of the Arabs mqsque; was erected to ‘mark the spot near the

who first settled in Malabar, lit. the son (pilla) of bridge of the river of Beirout. St. Gedrge, Mar
his mother (ma), or .sprung from' the intercourse Jurjioft, is said to have been martyred at the town

of foreign colonists, who were persons unknown, of Lydda, now a heap of ruins, the most remarkable
with Malabar women. The term is also applied of which are the remains of a very handsome

to the descendants- of the Nestorian Christians,
!

church built by Richard Gcetir de Lion, in honour

but is in that case usually distinguished by the •of 8t. George. He is lield in great veneration by
prefix Nasrani, while Jortakan from Yavana is ! Syrian Christians. In every church is to be seen

prefixed to Muhaininadan 3fa])illa, whose usual a representation of his combat with the di^on,
title is Maraikaii or Marakan. Tin* Mapilla of both with the inscription. Mar Jurjios iil Aitibic, or

classed are numerous in Malabar. Ay/o.c Yioipyios in Greek.— Ca/f//opo.

MAPLE. Several of tliis family of trees, the MARA or Manh, an evil nat, who subjected

Acer genua, occur in the Archipelago, Himalaya, Sakya to vai*ied forms of allurcmcBts- whilst at

Kashmir, and Japan. -Tliey are trees principally Buddha Gya. Mara', the tempter, was the name
of temperate Europe, Asia, and America, having given by the ancient Buddhists to the essence of

opposite and mostly lobed leaves, with the veins the evil spirits.

radiating* from the leaf-stalk. The sycamore MARA, Sansk., from Mri, to die. From this,

(Acer pseudo^latanus, /..) is extensively planted avoids have been derived- in many tongujjs,—mori-

iu Britain. Its white, soft wood was much used bund, mortal, mortality in English
;
mort, deatli,

for making trenchei‘3, bowls, platters, etc. There in Freneli
;

morire, to die, in Italian
;

mout,

might be inlroduced into Imlia from the United mama, niarana, in Hindi., Main, S'ANSK.
;
Marq-

States and Canada the sugar maple (Acer bliinni, dry, sterile land
;
Maru - des or Maru-

aaccharinum, L.), the sweet sap of wdiieli is sthala, the sandy deserts between' Rajputana and

collected ill spring by tapping the tree to the the Indus.— Wthon.
depth of about half an inch with an auger, and MARABOUT is a name applied to feathers of

inserting a spout. The juice is boiled down to a certain birds, and also to 'the birds themselves,

syrup, clarified, drained, and- crystallized. Good Leptoptilns ernmeniferus belongs .to a group of

sugar maples yield each about an average of four storks,, distinguished by the head and neck being

pounds of sugp in the season. The w'ood of this naked or only covered with small hair-like

species sometimes exhibits beautiful curled and feathers, the strong cuneato bill, and the large

spotted markings (bird's-eye ma[)lo) ; such is much external pmich in front of tlie throat. It is found

valued for inlaying and cabiiiet-w'ork. Acer earn- dispersed over the tropical portions of Africa,

pestre, Linn., is the common maple of Europe, and is said to frequent the negro villages, and

There arc about 14 Indian spt'cies in the N.W. to assist the vultures in clearing off garbage of all

Himalaya, Assam, Burma, Bhutan, viz.
.
A. sorts. Ujider its wings grow tlie beautiful plumes

Campbelli, cajsia, cuudatuin, Hookeri, isolobum, known as marabout feathers. Nearly allied to the

Ijevigatum, niveum, oblonguin, pentapomicuin, marabout is the adjutant (l!. argala), so. well

pictum, Sikkimeiise, stachyophylluin, Tliomsoni, known in British India from its extreme voracity,

villosum. * In Pegu the name is given to' the under tail-

MAPPIA FOETIDA. W. Ic. Gandapaana, coverts of a species smaller than the common
Singh. A‘ good-sized and very common tree in adjutant, and Avithout a pouch, found all over

’

the moist forests of the western side of the Madras Pegu,, but not so numerous as they were, owing
Presidency, and in Ceylon, from no great elevation to their being* so constantly disturbed and fired

up to 7000 or 8000 feet. It is very abundant on at. The beautiful dorsal plumes of the white

the Neilgberries.

—

IJeddome^ FI. ^yli\ paddy birds during the breeding season, arc

MAR Amongst the broken tribes in Palamau ' objc'cts of commerce, and pass by the name of

and SirgUja are a few Mar families, who say that
!
egret feathers.

they came fron) Malwa. They live in good housu.s, MAiiAE, in the Society Islands, the temples

and are careful cultivators. Some in Sirgiija are at which human b.eings Avere offer(^ to idols.—

of a yellow.or tawny complexion, with handsome Montgomery^ p. 113.

features, eyes well protected by prominent brow MARAH of Scripture, supposed to be the

and nose, with' good teeth and well-formed modern -Ilowara, witli its bitter pools^ 3k|[arah

mouths, and of average height. Some have the (bitterness). This name, in the form of Araarah,

same light domplexions, wjth very flat features, is now borne by the bed of a winter torrent,’* ft

and some are very dark. Mar or Mala is a name little beyond which is a well called Howara, the

applied, to or assumed by several, people in
, water of which ift bitter. The well rises within

different parts of India, but it may be that there
j

an elevated mound, surrounded by'8and;hillsj

is irome affinity between all the tribes who bear it.
j
and a few date trees grow near it. • Camels when

It is the name assuihed by tbe 'Rajmabal hillmen,
j

thirsty will drink'sparingly of this water, but the

who, from their language, are one of the Southern Arabs never attemt)t it.— Welhtedy'^ p. 48.

Dravidian nations.— EfAno/. o/J5en^ra/. MARAKAL, Marakkal, or Mercal, a' Madras

MAR or Maar. Hind. A stiff clay or loamy measure of capacity of 8 padi. A padi contains

soil, with some sand and vegetable mould. In 100 cubic inches. A marital of rice or salt
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MARAKAR, MARAVA.

weighs 960 rupees=24 lbs. 41 oz. avoir,, or 12 seetn. i although the plant from which they are made, or
This standard was fixed, 20th October* 1846, at 'an allied species,’ is abundant in Tenasserlm
28 lbs. 12 oz. 18 dr. 22 gh, or 2

t*\j
the imperial forests.—2)r.y. hoxh., VoUjt, 0\Sk., Mason.

gallon.

—

W. MARASCHINO, a liqueur, chiefly manufactured
MARAKAR, a titular appellation t)f the Moplah in Venice, Trieste, and Zara, in Dalmatia, from a

Muhammadans op the S.W. coast of the Peninsula variety of cherry, named the Griot marasquin.
of India. The fruit and seed are crushed together, one part
MARAMMAT, Arab., Hind., from Imarat, a to the hundred of honey added, and the whole

dwelling; qt Muhammadan courts, equivalent to mass subjected to fermentation
;
during this pro-

the Public Works Department. cess it is distilled, and the. product is rcctitied.

MARANTACEiE, the arrowroot tribe of plants, To the rectified spirit, sugar and water are added,
includek the genera Phryhiuin, Maranta, Calathea. in proportions guided by the taste of the manu-
In the West Indies, arrowroot is obtained from facturiT, and the resiilting liqueur *is stored for
the

^

Maranta arundinacca, M. allongia, and M. some months before use, to free it of empyreu-
nobilis, but also from the Canna glauca and C.' matic flavour. The fruit tree is the ^rasiis
coccinea, ta both of which the local name of tons caproniana.

—

o'Sh. p. 328.
les mois is applied. In the E. Indies, arrowroot MAKA81I-WAKALIGA, a cultivating race of
is prepared from M. arundinacea, also from M. Mysore. Up till the year 1873, the women on
ramosisskna, a Sylhet species. ^lahabaleswar marriage made a vow that on .the birth of their
arjrowroot is- obtained from Curcuma cauliua. first child they would offer as a sacrifice tjie joints
(Jmhanu ' Travancore arrowroot is obtained of their fing{*rs to the goddess Kali. In some
mostly from the Maranta liruiulinacea^ but the instances where the family was well-to-do, gold or
fecula of Curcuma angiistifolia and of the cassava silver finger-joints were substituted for human
meal from the manihot is likewise sold under that ones. This barbarous rite, it appears, had existed
name. Curcuma angiistifolia is also the source of for years in many parts of the Mysore province,
an arrowroot prepared at Benares, Bengal, and and was not dfscovered till lately. It is performed
Chittagong. A wild arrowroot plant grows in on the third or fourth day after accouchement, and
Cuttack, and arrowroot made of it is not distin- in many cases death has ensued. On discovery of

guishable from that of Maranta arundinacea, the existence of the rite, the district magistrate

except, perhaps, by a slightly earthy taste and immediately sent for the leading men of the class,

smell observable in the wild arrowroot, which is and asked them whether they would like the rite

easily accounted for by its imperfect manufacture, abolished, and why they observed it. They arc

GenuineManintaarrowroot, when pressed, crackles reported to have said that they simply observed

^
beneath the fingers. Maranta ramosissima, it becaUvSe all the class observed it, and that it •

'Wall.y a plant of 8ylhet
;

its roots yield arrow- was a very old custom amongst them. They said

root. Maranta virgata, Wall. (Phrynium virgatum, that if the order extended to the whole class, they

Jioxh.)^ grows ill the* mountains betweiui Travan- would be very glad to give up so barbarous a
core and Courtailum. The Curciinia or p]ast India rite, but that as long as some of them observed
arroiyroot, as exported to England, principally it, they could not fly in the face t)f their ancient

from Calcutta, has a wliiti* and a brown variety, traditionary customs. The Chief Commissioner of
— Voujt; Roxb.; O'Sh.; Cat. Ex.., 18(12. Mysore and Coorg, by public proclamation in the

MARANTA ARUNDlNA(d^iA, Linu, Pen- Mysore (lazette, prohibited the practice. *
.

bwa, Bukm. a native of the W. Indies, but now MAKATHALl, the goddess of smallpox,

grown in many parts of the E. Indies. This MAH.vV A, a race in tlie extreme south of

produces the. best W, India arrowroot, which is India, in the 3fadura, Tinncvcily, Ramnad, and
prepared by maceration of the roots in water, and Siv.aganga districts, who differ from other neigh-

conducting the further processes similarly to the bouring races in personal appearance, and tlieir
'

mode of manufacturing starch from wheat, languages and customs also differ. . They worship

potatoes, .or other farinaceous substances. The local deities, to whom they offer liquor, flesh, and
’Maranta arundinacea was' introduced in 1840- fruits, and they practise'divination. The men do
1841 into l^tnagherry, where it throve extremely not wear turbands. They jiossess lands,- They
well, though it is not grown'to any extent. It are a robust, hardy, dark-skinned, stalwart race,

was also introduced into theTeiiasserim Provinces, athletic, with well-developed mu.scles,* active, of

and the arrowroot made from It was not inferior moderate height, the cnlnium rounded, pariww in

in quality to any. Maranta ariimlinacca is largely front, forehead low, eyes large and full. They

grown in Travancore, at Ohittur near Arcot, in arv enqdoycd as village watchmen, and are honest

the Tenasscriin Provinces, and at the Andaman to their employers, but have been largely given to

Islands. thieving and gan^ robbery. They use as fpod the

MARANTA DICHOTOMA. Wall. .
« Hesh of all animals except that of the cow. They

I^hryijittm dichotomum, I Donax arundastriim, wear their hair long, and arranged like the women
1
Thalia canii*formi8,>/or«/. of the Dckhan. In Uieir marriftges, dispanty of age

Mukto-pati, . . , Drno*. Sital-pati, . . . Bex i. is not considofcd, nor is the presence or assent of
Pati-pati, . , . . ,

,

Then, ... . . Buum. the bridegroom necessary,’—a blade of wood, in
Madar-pati, . . .

, jjjg absence, serving as proxy. They worship evil

This straight-stemmed Maranta grows in Coro- spirits, to \frhom they sacrifice, and, on the occu^-

niandel, Bengal, Sylhet, Apsam, Tenasserim, Siam, rence of a smallpox or cholera epidemic, the whole

Cochin-China, Molucoas, and New Hebrides; tjie village is excited, and devil danyes are common,
stems are split and woven into-Bmooth and parti- The -Maravar women of R^nad^and Sivaganga
culariy cool and rdr^ing mats. Tenasserim wear cloths of 25 or 30 cubits in lengthi^folded in

®sats are aiso'made from the split stems of a plaits, which they fwten behind. This is unlike

speoica of Maranta import^ from Rangoon, other women of S’. India, whose cloths do not
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exceed 20 cubits, and are fastened >on the right the year 1729, the power of the Maravws began

side in front. They yitermarrV, some of the' sub- rapidly to decline. The oivaganga zainindari

divisions not marrying into the Jather’s family
;

was then formed out of two-fifths of the Ramnad
but Hindus in general intermarry with the mother’s, territory, .and made over to one Seshayarna Dover.

• relations. Maravar means a warrior. In Kainnad Ramnad, *Dn its occupation in 1772 by the

and Tinnevelly, the. titular surname of all the British under General Joseph Smith, became an

Maravar is Dever, also Thavan, which means God. integral portion pf the British Indian empire.

The.Ramayana describes the forest or' wilder- There are at present only two Marava zamin-

ness of Dandaoa as covering the wliolc extremity dans in ‘ Madura, viz. Itanniad and. Sivaganga,

of the Southern Peninsula, and the rude inhabit- but Tinnevelly contains more th(vn a ddfcen, of

ants are designated Rakslnisa (monsters) or which Nellitungavale, Chokkampatty, Utumalei,

Vanara (monkeys), the former term meaning Kadambiir, and Tirukanaiigudi are the chief,

races or tribes hostile to the Aryan race. But Almost all the other polygars arc of the Totia

Vanafea is from Vana, a wilderness, and Kara, a cjiste, and the descendants of th*e Telpgu cliief-

man, that is a wild or uneivilised in*an, and to this tainS that came with tlie Nayakkans from Vijaya-

aense, as -to the wild races in the extreme south, nagar. The
.
Madura Chronicle tells us that

the fable of Hanuinan, the chief monkey, and that Viswauatha, the first of the Nayakkan dynasty,

of his’ army, Mr. Taylor thinks may be reduced, distributed the country amongst his adherents, to

He says that those who haye seen the Collcri and the number of seventy-two, for the better defence .

Marava. will readily consider them to differ from of the kingdom. The Maravaris names occur in that

all family likeness of the Aryan Hindus, and as list. Professor Wilson says:.‘Upon the' occupation

• their visages often resemble baboons more than of Madura by the first Nayak, five rajas are said

men, it would require even less than the ardent to have combined to revenge the wrongs of the

poetical imagination pf a Valmiki to induce the ancient dynasty of Madura. These petty chiefs

employment of an equivalent word which would were the ancestors of some of the polygars of the.

BO aptly seem to convey the idea imparted by south, who gave so much trouble to the British

their appearauce. forces in the middle of the 1 81 h century.^ This

During the wars of the 18th century, the was not Cataboma Naick, zomindar of Panchalaii-

CoUeri and Maravar adhered to the British or to iiritchy, for he was a Totiaii, and consequently a

the French standards, and evinced fidelity and Teliigu
; the chiids s])okeirof being*no other than

devotion to the cause of the party they cs]>ouse(l. Thilee Taleivar and his confederates, who with-

Ormo, the historian, relates that the Maj*avar stood the British forces in 1755. Being all of the

• chief of the Colleri race in 1752 sent 4000 peons Maravar caste, they refused to pay tribute to the

• and Colleri to aid Chanda Sahib. Like the nawab. Tliey were literally swept from off the.

Ramuai of Sholapiir and Bojubay, the Marava face of the earth; for nothing remains of their

are subsidized by being employed as watchmen of old grandeur and state except the debris of their

houses. The zamindar of Ramnad is a Marava, iapitalK. Puloe Taleivar was hanged, and his

Maravar marriages arc sometimes of an incom- zarnindari of Nellitungavale now consists* of a

pleto character," and they have, a second and more few wretched villages in the possession of a branch

complete one. of the Maniatchy family. Chokkampatty has been

Marawar or* Marava is perhaps the Manillo of sold off to meet the claims of a Nattiikotei

Cosmas Indicopleustes, whicli was.on the continent Chetty. Kadambiir, Utumalei, Nalantbila, and

adjoining Ceylon, and prod uefed conch -shells. The Sirukanangudi drag on a miserable existonco

history of the race is obscure. Two centuries compared with their wealth of former tiinofs;

before the Christian era, we find Kirata, its reign- while Maniatchy is split up into three or four

ing sovereign, making war with Kiila Bhnshana parts.—Fide, Cathmj; Jiej). Mr. Taylor. iuMadrm
Pandiyan, and reducing him to sad straits. The Government Records, I'SG'Z, p. 4 ;

As. Soc, Junni.

;

invader overran the whole country, but the Orme^s Uindnstan.

Marava host and its cojnraander were afterwards MARBAU, Malay. The Metrosideros Am-

destroyed. The invasion of the country by the boinensis, of Sumatra, grows to a large size,

Muhammadans terminated the Pandiyan dymisty, and is used for beams both in ship and house

and the Setupathi threw off his allegiance to the building, as well as for other purposes to which

ruler of Madura, and' during the administration oak is applied in Europe.'

of the Neyakkans, the Marava sovereign.s continued MAKBI.E.
raactically iudcjpendent. Professor Wilson says

: Tau-wha-shih, . . Chin. Pualain, Mannar, Malay.
. ‘A few years after the irruption of Mujapid Shah Manner,... . . Dot, Sung-i-marrnar, . Pkh®*

(?Mnzaffar)f or about 1J80, the governor of Marbre, Fk. Marmore, . . .

Ramnad tlirew off his dependence on Madura, • • • • •' i f’. Mramor, . . . .
Ers.

and his successors ex^nded their authority to the
. . . , Lat, Marmol, . * . . •

neighbouring provinces, since called the Great
j

Marble is the granular limestone or carbonate

. and Little Maravas.’ of lime of mineralogists. It is hard, <Jompact, of

The title Setupathi.was conferred upon Wodeya a fine texture, and readily takes a fine polish.

Deva, the ruler of Ramnad, by Mutu Krishnapa In colour, Some marbles are 'quite black, others

Nayakkar, as an acknowledgment of the former’s again are of a snowy white
;
others are gfeenish,

services in escorting a holy guru to and from the greyish, reddish, bluish, or yellowish, and some

shrine at Ramisseram. areb variegated and spotted. In Europe, the finest

In the reign jof Timmalei Nayakkar, the Setu- solid marbles are those of Italy, Blackenburg,

pathi distinguiabedhimself by repelling a MySorian France, and Flanders. • .

mvasionowith an army of 6000 men, for which he The marbles of Tabreez and Khorasan ar

* #80 reward^ with a lion-headed palanquin and transported to* the. most, remote quarters of t

.(Oilier Insignia by the sovereij^ of.Madura. From Persian empire, and marUe is imund m naW
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]iart0 of British Indiii, in Burma, and in China, from which the marble ha^been extracted. Wie
It is obtained in Ho-nan, Shen-si, Yun-nan, and limestone rests upon hornblendic gneissose rocks,
Canton. -The blue»-clouded marble slabs of China

J which form the *lower portion of the hills, and is

are about a foot Square, and are exported to India,* for the most part tolerably"pure and massive, but
Sydney, §outh America, etc., for pavement or occasionally has an imperfect lamination, gi?en*by
floors. It is obtained to the north-we^t of Canton, flaky plates of mica arranged in lines of the mass.
There is also a red breccia marble brought to It is, in . the mass, of nearly a pure white, and is

Canton, which is employed in tables, stone stools, largely .and finely crystal! iz(‘(l. Portions of it

.etc., and is, seldom sent abroad. The marbles of have a delicately blue tint, while others are stained
the Madras Presidency are of rare (;oIour ainl by fernigiiioiis spots. A b.lock suitable for a
fine, quality. .The specimens sent to the Great figure fl feet high can be had at Amarapura for
Exhibition of 1851 were favourably reported about 50 tikals, or about £(i, and a figure of these
upon as indicative of a valuable nuiteriar, well dimensions may cost about 150 tikals, or about
adapted .to sculptural <ind ornamental purposes. 180 rupees 18. Large blocks can now yarely
At present the Indiaii manufacture of this article be had, tlic largest obtainable do not now average
is comparatively insignificant, and chielly^confined more than 4 or 5 feet long by 2 or 3 feet thick,

to sniall miscellaneous articles for domestic use. but even tlioso are not frequently obtained, and
Marble is found in considerable quantities in are expensive. For smaller blocks there is a con-

the Coimbatore" district, tlnrough a tract of 7 or 8 slant demand. The marble workers are settled
miles, extending to the AVhlior jungle. Its at Amarapura and Tsagaing. AVith a hammer
colours -are white, grey, and pink, compact, dense and chisel the workiqan rapidly gives a rough
in structure, with veins of other colours. A green outline to the mass, and by occasionally, with a
marble is found in 'rinnevelly. few lines, of cliarcoal, marking out the drapery
The pure white marble of Tinnevelly is in large and limbs, lie rapidly .completes the figure,

crystals like that of Burma. The mar.bles of tlie Partly owing to the delicate tinge of blue, and to

(hiddapah district , are of greenish colours, from the generaHy largo .crystallizalion of the mass,

I
»alc* apple-green to deep leek-green, and beauti- there is a peculiar Rcmi-transpareiit look about
fully shaded; they attracted attention in the the finished sculptures, wliieli has most probably
Exhibition of 1851. At Bhera Glmt, on the Mer- given rise to the gener.al notion that these images-

badda, 10 miles from .lubbulpur, on the line of are of alaUuster. I’allagoix speaks of the beautiful

the railway to Bombay, a white sacchaiiue marble marble he found in the island of Si-IIang, on the

is ))leutiful and ciisily accessililo. It Inis been coast of Siam,- polished as brightly by* the waves
used in a limited degree at Jubl)ul])ur, sometimes of the sea as it could have been by the hand of

to make lime, and other times for metalling roads., Balfour on the Marbles'of Southern India;
It is made up into images by natives, who do not ("enfral I*rovinces Gazetteer; Madras Ex, Jur,

give it a good polish. A block which was sent Reports; Powell; Oldham in Yule's Embassy^ p.

to the Paris Exhibition of 1855 was jjronounced 327 ;
MCulloch's Commercial Dictionary^ p. 787

;

to bo equal to Italian marble for statuary juir- Jlowriiofs Siam^ 1. p. 30.

poses;* very large slabs can be easily quarried. MAUCHANTl ACE/E. TAndl. The liverwort

The marble rocks at the Bljeta Ghat, on the Ner- tribe of plants, including the genera marchanfia,

badda, -about 10. miles from Jubbulpur, narrow (5rimaldia, plagiochasniii, fimbriaria, dumortiera,

the stream there to 20 yards, and the shining riccia, jungermaunia, and blaiidovia. Dr. Griffiths

cliffs of white marble, a dolomite or magnesian collected 48 species in Assam; they grow in the

limestone, rise there to 80 or 120 feet. The earth or on trees, and arc unimportant,

granular white marble of Korbadi, 3 feet by MAIU^HES of soldiers in India, from their

2, and 9 inches thick, is . sold at Ks. 2. Tins prolonged character, require to be performed in a

marble and the sandstone nnd coal of tlie s.amo manner as if permanently in the field. Sir John
locality, with the alabaster, gypsum, and dolomite Malcolm inentioTis (ii. p. 158) that Aga Muhammad
of Jubbulpur, will probably become articles of Khan reached Isfalian on the third day, travelling

export. At Tinnevelly, also, there is an excellent 250 miles. Captain. Cunningham mentions (His-

white marble, but considered rather too hard foj' tory of the Eikhs, p. 22.5) that Colonel Stoinbach

statuary purposes ; and Guntur and the Ceded witlT his vSikh regiment marched 200 niiles in

.
Districts abound with marbles of great variety of twelve days, which was equal to 16*6 miles daily,

colours, being tints of grey, yellow, and red. When General bir hrederick .Roberts ^marched

Marble occurs at Attock. ‘Both white and grey from Kiubul-to Kandahar against Ayub Khan, tho

occur at -Nooshky. The inarblcs and building distance of 318 miles ivas accomplished in twenty-

stones, and the red sandstone so commonly seen three days, including two halts. Thus the average

in all ancient b.uilding8 from Benares up to distanco per marching day was 15 l-7th miles, or,

Lahore, were formerly imported from these f)art8, including the days of halt, 13 19-28ds per day*

magnificent mosques, tombs, and shrines yet buch a feat, considoiiiig the nature of the countiry,

remain to tell ua of that trade. and that the force “moved m a smgle column, has-

Marble in' the Panjab is found in the Deh'h never been exceeded. .Tiie great difficulty
j as

tlistrict, at Sahi Bullubghur,. Hissar, and Jheluin. usual, was the. transport; but the Afghan war has

The marble used by the Burmese in the iiiaiiu- .initiated a reform of a most important natqre, by
facture of their numerous figures of Gautama, for largely cutting down the amount of -baggi^^

the pagodas, etc., is obtained from the quarries in without which it has been hitherto thought that
the small steen ridee of the Tsagyen Hills, near an Anglo4ndian army could not take the field,

the village of Mowe in. the district of Madeya, a The- march commenced on August 9, Ghasmi,
little N. of Mandalay. The great mass of the a distance of 97J miles, in* vffiich Zamburak
hmestohe forms the summit and eastern face of pass (7000 feet) and the Sher-i-Daban pass
the halt, aud here are situated all the quarries (9000 feet) were crossed, was reached on August

^ m



MARCHES, MARCO POLO.

15. For this part pf the march, an average in all a weight of between 50 and 60 lbs. pei

distancQ of 13 13-14th miles waa covered daily, man. In the Franco-Geiman war, Dr. Roth,

The remaining distance of 134J miles was covered who servijd as chief medical officer* with the

in eight days, or 16 18-16th miles daily. 10,148 Saxon army, mentions, that the 18th division

tippps, 8143 native followers, and 11^224 animate, tnnrched, from October 29th to Noveyiber 17th,

including cavalry horses, composed the column
; 55J German miles, which is equal to 260 English

the daily supplies for all these were drawn from miles,^ in nine days, nearly 18 miles a day; while

the country after arrival in camp. Food was on Deceuiber 16th and 17th, in the various

distributed and cooked with fuel (difficultly pro- manoeuvres about Orleans, they marcl^ed 54 Eng-
curable, jind brought in from a distance) during lish miles. They were very heavily accoutred, and
the eight days* march from Ghazni to Kalat-i- the -roads were bad. A. company of a regiment

Ghilzai. The longest marches on any one day of Chasseurs of MacMahon’s anny, after- being on

were 20 miles, from Ghazni to* Zerghalta, and 21 grand guard, without shelter or fire, during the

mileq, from Mukiir to Panjak. rainy night of August otlwGth, started at three in

During the Indian Mutiny, the average number the morning to rejoin its regiment in retreat on

of camels, including those for tlio mess, was Neiderbronn, after the battle of Weissenbur^ It

certainly iiot less than 2A per officer; for the arrived at. tins village at 3.30 in the afternoon,

march from Kabul to Kandahar tlie fillowance and started again for Phalsbotirg at six o’clock,

was one mule per officer, and one for mess pur- The road was across the hills rtnd along forest

poses for every eight officers. To each European tracks, which wer6 very difficult* for troops. It

soldier W£^s allowed 34 lbs. of kit, and to each arrived ai Phalsbourg at- 8.30 in the ev-ening of

sepoy 20 lbs., including camp equipage. The the next day. The men had therefore inarchod

tent accommodation was also raucli restricted; part of the night of August 5th-6th, the day of

yet to carry baggage and food there were required the 6th, the night of the 6th-7th, and the day of

1589 yaboos (large Kiibul ponies), 1244 Indian the 7th tjll 8.30 p.m. The halts were eiglit

ponic8l4510 mules, and donkeys. Moreover, minutes every hour, from 3.30 to 6, one hour in

on the road there were purebasod 35 yaboo.s, 1 the night of the r)th-7th, and 24 hours on the' 7tli;

mule, 208 donk-eys, and 171 camels. Of these altogether, incliicUng the lialts, the march lasted

there perished before the arrival at Kandahar, 410 41 J hours, and the men inust have been actually

yaboo^ 106 Indian ponies, and 217 mules. on their feet about 30 hours, in addition to tin*

In the Kabul and Kandahar march, in addition guard duty on tlie night before the march. The

to the daily ration, a tin of pearsoiip was issued exact disbance is not known, but, considering

to every two British soldiers daily, from August the extreme dillimilty of that rugg(Ml moniitahi

18, which was commonly taken before the march country and the bad weather, this is perhaps the

commenced
;

lime-jujee was regularly issued, most toilsome march on record.

—

llombay Times.

Extra mm was issued three times during the MARCO POT.O wa.s of a nolle Venetian fain

march to all British and native spirit-drinkers, Nieolo and Matthew, two brothers, had ’mercantilis

and an extfa ration of meat to those who did not establishments at Constantinople and in the

drink mm, with a meat ration for all followers (.Vimea. They quitted Venice for the east in

wlienever sheep could be obtained. 1254, left Constantinople in 12()0, and passed

In the beginning of the 19th century, General through Bokhara to the court of the Kablai Kfian,

Doveton left Jauluah with a rissala of cavalry, a who sent tliem back as ambassadors to the

wingofa-European regiment, 4 companies of rifles, and they reached Acre in 1269, Vhen Nicolo

an infantry corps, and in two days ami one night found liis wife long dead, but his son Murco

reached Bassein, 60 co.s distant, having allowed grown to' 15 years of age. After two yeiii}

three baits for refreMiments. delay, the two Polo, Nicolo and Maffei, in 1271,

During tlu? campaign against the ^fahrattas in taking with them Marco, the young son of the

the year 1804, the army, under General Ijake, former, stit out on their return along witli

made, a tremendous forced march of 51 miles in priest,- who, however, soon left them, delivering

30 hours, surprised Holkar
.
and his cavalry at the Pope’s letters into tlieir hands. Starting from

Farrakhabad, and routed tliem with great Acre, on the coast of Syria, the Polo were three

ftlauglitcr. The British had jjiarched 250 miles in years and a half upon tliis journey. They moved

13 days.* by Mosul, Baghdad, Hormuz, they traversed Ker-

During the Sikh war in 1843, when the Gover- man and Kliorasan, Balkh and Badakhshan, in

.nor-General was pushing on by forced marches wfiich last country they seem to have been long

with the grand army, with the view of relieving tletained by the illness of young Marco. Fioin

Ferozpur, oh the 16th he a^^lvanced 30 miles, Biidakhshan they ascended the Oxus to the lake

the train of camels extending in a line abnost of Sirikol, and the plateau pf Pamir. They

from the point of departure to that of arrival, crossed the stcp])e of Pamir, and descended into

On the following day 10 miles more were traversed, Kashgar, whence they proceeded by Yarkand and

the troops suffering from want'of water. Betwixt Khoten, and across the great desert of Gobi to

th6.11th -and 18th, in the course of six days, they the Tangut province on the Ottreme N.W. of

had marched over a distance of 160 miles, along China, partly witliiu, partly without, the wall-

roads of heavy sand, the incessant toil scarce. Here they were met by a deputation sent by the

leaving them leisure to cook their food. Kablai Khan, who was at tne time residing af

It may be interesting to refer here to other Shang-Tu, about 50 miles north of the wall,

marches. General Crawford marched, with the Their journey had occupied 3J years. Upon their

43d, 52d, and 95th Regiments of Foot to rein- arrival at Fekin, which they call by the Tartar

force Sir A. Wellesley, at the battle of Talavera, naiiie Cambala or Khadbalig, young Marco, then

in July 1809; the brigade march^ 62 miles in
,

21 years of age, % was taken immediately <nt

^ hours, carding arms, ammunition, and pack,
i favour; he learned the langua^, and for 26 years
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MAItD KttOK. ilARGOSA.

afterwaida was a no^leman of the Great Khan’s 1 for (Jiem into gardens produeing bitter fruit,-and
court, employ^ m several nussions, and in other I tamarisks, and some little fruit Of the lote' tree.’
high offices of state. Ho came away at last, in Heservoirs in which to store rain-water in Arabia
a.d. 1294, in ch^ge of a princess who was to be are generally found in localities devoid of springs,
married tQ the Tartar sovereign of Persia. He and dependent on the winter rains for a supply
was sent on a mission through Yun-nan to the of water during the summer months. The most
fron^ess of Ava, and successively to Kara-kormn, remarkable instance on record is this great dam
to Chan^ia or oouthern Cochin-China, and to the of Harcb. All the travellers who have penetrate
•Indian Seas, and afterwards by sea via Sumatra Yemen describe many tanks in the mountainous
and India through Cambay to the Mongol tribe of districts

;
and others exist in the islands of Saad-

Bayaut, to select a lady for the Kablai’s great ed-Din, near Zailah, in Kutto, in the Bay of
nephew, Arghiin Khan of Persia, winch he did, Ainphila, and in Dhalak, near Masspwah.
handing t)ver the lady in. 1294. He is the first MAR ELIAS, a monastery 64 miles ‘E. of
European who speaks of Sumatra. He returned Mosul. Near it is a sulphurous spring much
to Venice a.d. 1295. • Marco was subsequently resorted to. It is called by the Muhammadans
taken prisoner at. the battle of Curzola (near Dcir-el-Munkoosh, the ornamented or painted
Lissa), on the 8th September 1298. On his monastery, and is the remains of a Nestorian
return to his native country, he circulated his monastery. Asseinanni does not give the date of
travels, in manuscript, amongst his friends. The it.s foundcition, but it is mentioned incidentally by
oarrative W’as in 1298 transcribed by a Cenoese him tlms: Joshua Bar-nuin of Bath.Gabar, a vil-
named Kustigielo, four years after the death of lage on the Tigris, between Nineveh and Mosul,
kablai Khan. They were first published in lived thirty years in the monastery of St. Elias
Latin in 1320. A copy had been presented by before he was elected primate of the east, which
the government of V enice to the Infante Don happened a.d. 824. Abu Saed was Archimandrite
Heiirique in 1428, from which an edition was of Mar Elitis in a.d. 1028. — Kurdistan,
published at Lisbon in 1502. The earliest edition ii. p. 113

;
MacGrc[jo)\

published in France bears date 1550. His book MAUCALI. 1'am. The 9th month of the
was entitled \ iaggi <U Messer Marco Polo (lentil- Hindu year (November—December), when the
huomo Venetiano. There are two translations of -moon is in the asterism Mriga-sirsha.— W,
it into Latin. Ho treats in his book De Region- MARGARINE. Most fats and fixed oils,

ibus Orientis. Kablai Khan was the conqueror of vegetable and animal, are mixtures, generally of

Southern China, - which the Arabs call Machin, three* distinct compounds, each of ^vhich taken
and which Chengiz Khan, his grandfather, had singly has all the properties of fat. The first of
charged hia children to coiKpiei’, after he himself these substances, called stearinC (from arUp,
had gotten the Northern ('hina called Khatai. fallow or stiet), is solid at common temperatures

;

Marco Polo Sojourned in the hills of Badakhshan it constitutes the solid fatty ingredient in inutton-
for the sake of his health, and he describes the fidlow. The secofid is oleine (from ‘iT^ottov, oleum,
countries of Wakan, Pamir, Bolor, and Kashmir, oil); and is liquid at ordinary temperatures,
His hook and life have .been repeate<lly published, ami down to the temperature of freezing- water,

and in most of .the European languages. It was The third substance is named margarine (from
translated in 1818 by Sir William Marsden, and ^xpyxpou, a pearl), on account of its mother-of-
Colonel Yule has since largely contributed to j)earl lustre ; it is solid at oMlnary temperatures,
make the travels known.

—

Alarsden's Sunuitra, All fats may therefore be regjirded as mixtures of

p. 4; History of Genyhiz Can, p. 443; Prinsep's the fiuhl oieine with the solid stearinc of mar-
Tiht, Tartary, Mongolia, p. 8; Ynk's Cathay, garinc. If the solid be in larger proportion than

MARD KH()K. Pr.KS. Man-eaters, the Aghora the fluid, as in various kinds of tallow, it requires

ascetics of the iieiglibourhood of Mount Abu. a greater degree of lieat to melt it. If the fluid

said to have resided there from the most ancient portion prevails, as in the oils, the melting point

times, and formerly to have been cannibals
;
hence is lowered.

their name, mcdning man-eater. MARGARY, AUGUSTUS RAYMOND, born

MARDUM SIah. Pkiis. Atropa acuminata, a.d. 1846. He left Shanghai on the 23d August
also A. mandragora, mandrake

;
literally black 1873, ascended the Yang-tso to Hankow, and

manikin. • crossed to Hhamo, ^yhich he reached on the 17th

MAIiEB,

‘

a dam which formed a celebrated January 1874. He returned alone in advance of

reservoir above tlu3 city of Saba in Yemen, be- Colonel Brown, and . was killed on the 21st or

tween two hills of Balak. It burst about a.d. 22d February at Manwyne.
120, and deluged the country far ainl wdde. The .MAR(jGA KARAN. Malkal. In Malabar,

bursting of Mareb lake is iiientioned in chapter a designation of Roman Catholics
;

qu. Marya
^4 of the Koran as the* Sail-ul-Arem, or rush of Karan?
water from the reservoir, and its bursting is there MAR-GIIAT. Hind. A place of cremation,

attributed to a punishment sent from God for The place for tlie cremation of the Hindu de^.
the impiety, priue, and insolence of the city of MARGIANA. The second settlement of the

Saba. ‘ The descendanta of Saba had heretofore a Aryans was in lAfouru, Merv, or Margiana. This

in their dwellings, jiamely, two gardens, one is Margiana (from the river Margus), now Mar-
On the rigfit Band and one on the left

;
and it ghab (Margiis-water), Margush in the cuneiform

^as said unto them, Eat ye of the provisions of inscriptions ;
a ‘fruitful province o^ Khorasan

your Lord, and give thanks ‘unto him
;
ye have surrounded by deserts. In the Record (iii. verse

J
good country and a gracious I..ord.

* But they 6) it is described as * t^e third best land, the
himed aside from what he had commanded them, mighty and pious Mouru (Marw).. . , . Ahriman
therefore he. sent against them the inundation created there wars and marauding expeditions.*
0* El Arena, and he changed their two gardens MARGOSA, the Portuguese name of the
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MAR OREGORIUS ABU-l-FARAJ. MARIJv

Azadinichta Indica^ which gh>w8 to feet in Mari Amma seems to be from Mari, d^th, an

diameten In appearance the wood is much* like Ammun, mother, mother-d^th. Amongst th

mahogany, and is used by the natives for general Tamil people, Mari-Ammiih is a new goddess wh
purposes. Its bark, sends • smallpox. She is said to scatteir pearls

Bewa, €an. I Tel-kohumba, . Singh, to propitiate her, sacrifices^ offered ^and ho'oli

Nim>^-«hal, * . Hind, r Vaypum puttay, .' Tam. swinging practised. She is a mixture of th

Nimba, . , . ^ansk.
|
Vaypa putta, . . Tel. village goddess and Kali, the sakti of Siva,

is.bitter, is.considei'ed a valuable tonic, and has MAUICHI, a Hindu author of a law treatise

been tried by European physicians with a success and of one on religious services. The Kapiltu

nearly equivalent to what might have been Purana describes him as an old man in the habil

expected irom cinchona bark. Oil is obtained of a mendicant, and states that "he lived as an

from the seeds by either expression or boiling, and anchorite at Bhadrashwa Yaralia.— Ward, iv. 17.

is much used medicinally. The fruit is not unlike MAUIETTE BEY, .a distinguished -Egypto-

a small French olive in size and appearance. TliC legist, died ISHl. In 1848 he was attached tf

oil is of a deep yellow colour, has a strong smell the Egyptian Museum at the Louvre
;
in 185(1

and an unpleasant bitter bustc
;

is'much esteemed he was sent to Egypt to search for Coptic manu-

by native^ doctom as a warm medicine, as an scripts. He discovered the site of the Serapeum,

external application in foul ulcers, and as a the temple •and enclosure dedicated in* ancient

liniment m rJieumatic and spasmodic affections, times to the worship and custody of the sacred

etc. It is frequently burnt in lamps, and is sold bull Apis, as well as the long range .of tombs in

in the bazar’ under the name of .bitter oil, also which the bulls were buried.’ The tombs, dated

black oil. Dr. Maxwell found this oil equally and inscribed, furnish a check and a verification of

efficacious to cod-liver oil in cases of consumption Egyptian chronology derived from • independent

and* scrofula. He began with half-ounce doses, sources, while the actual remains discovered in

morning and evening, which wore giadually re- situ arc invaluable as illustrations of the ritual

lluced. Margosa, as well as illipoo oil, mixed and worship of ancient Egypt. His explorations

with an equal- quantity of cold drawn eastor-oil, at Memphis were continued for four years. During

produces a hard vegetable wax of an agreeable his first visit to Egypt, Mariette* had excavato(l

roseate colour. • tlie buried part of the Sphinx, and demonstrated

The leaves of the genera Melia and Azadirachta, anew the fact that that stupendous monument is

dried and kept in books, are much used by the hewn from the solid rock,

people of India to preserve furs, feathers, books, MARIGNOLLl, JOHN dk, .a Minorite friar

apers, and clothes’ that are lodged in trunks, of the Franciscan moiiaslery of Santa Croce

ook-cases, etc., from the attacks of insect.s. It is • at Florence, was sent by Tope Benedict

useful to place along witli them small packets of mission to Cathay in 1JJ8. He sailed from

camphor, or little cups of camphor dissolved in Avignon to Naples, and thence to Constantinople,

alcohol.—ili. E. y. R,; Simmomh ,• /trWyf
; EouWucr, and on to Caffa (I’hcodosia) in the Crimea, whoiice

MAR GREGORIUS ABU-l-FARAJ, also ctillcd he progeeded to the court of the khan of Kip-

Gregorius bar Hebrseus, ‘also Abul Farag, aJso chak at Sarai, on tlie Volga, who forwarded Inni

GregoriusAbu-l-Fara^us, was a Jacobite Chri.stian on to Armalec (Almalik),’ the. capital of the

of the city of Malatia, in (jappadocia, of tlie Anne- Chaghtai khans of the Middle Tartar empire,

nian race^ bom a.d..1220 at Malatia or Melite, a He arrived at (kunbalec (Pekin) in May or .lunc

town near the western bank of the Euphrates in l.‘M2, and, after remaining there thyee or four

Lesser Asia. His father, the Hakim Hariin-ul- ycar.s, sailed from Zayton for India, the I’t'tli

Malati, was a physician. Abul Farag studied December 1847, and arrived at Golumbum ((Juilon

theology, philosopny, and medicine, <41^1 pa.ssed the following Easter. In llMO he made apilgriu.-

the greater part of his life in Syria, He became age to the shrine of St. Thomas on the Coro-

a Christian, and rose successively to be bishop of mandel coast, and thence proceeded to Saha,

Gaba, then of Aleppo, and in a.d, 126(> primate which he piously itlentificd with the Sheba of the

of all the Jacobite Christians in the cast. Tie Bible, but which was probably -Java. Sailing

was the author of a great number of books back to Malabar, ho was driven to Ceylon, tvlieiict

written in Arabic and Syriac, but the best known he sailed to (Jrmuz, and afterwards travelled bj

is his History of the Dynasties from the Hebrew the ruins of Babylon to Baghdad, Mosul, Edcssa,

Patriarchs to the Moghuls, which Dr. Pococke Aleppo, and thence to Damascus, -Galile’e, aiu

published in 1663, with a Latin translation and a Jerusalem, inakiiTg- his way back to Italy h}

supplement He died in a.d. 1286 at Meragba, Cyprus. He recognised as tie Tower of Babe

in Azerbijan. He wrote the Book of Dynasties the mins called by Rich, Mujalibe, and by Layard

in Arabic, in the reign of Arghuii Khan, the hist Babel. TIiq.sc are about half a mile from th(

of Chengiz Khan’s grandsons. It was arranged present channol of the river. The excavations ai

in ten chapters,—!. On the Saints since Adam
;

tlie Mujalibe or Babel show that the structure

2. The Judges of Israel
;

3. The Kings of Israel
;

was^ much as Marignolli describes, viz, an cxterioi

4. The ChaldsSan Kings
;

5. The Kings called the of burnt bricks laid in bitumen enclosing th(

Magi; 6. TheAncient Greek Kings; 7. Latin Roman unhurnt bricks which form the interior mass.-

Kings; §. Christian Greek Emperors
;

9. Muham- Yule's Cathay^ ii. p. 386; Sir George Birdwood.

madan Arabic Ki^
;

10. The Moghul Kings. MARIGOLD. Km-tsien-kiueh,. Chin.

MARI-AMMUNT Ammun or Amma, literally Chinese force it successfully in the early spring,

mother, in the south of India is the honorific when it is a commpp ornament. Tagetes patiiw

suffix of various local deities, as Miyri Amma, and T. erecta grow well oh the plains of Inoia.

yag^th Amma. Professor Wilson thinks, that /affrey. ..

Mari Amma comes from the Virgin Mary, and MARIJ. Ara&i Lit. flame withput smoke,

that Yagath Amma is from St. Agatha. But wind, the genii are formed of it.
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MARINO SANUTOi MAR-KHOR.

MARINO SANUTO, a Venetian nobleman who
.ravelled in the eaet ^out a.d. lBOO-1306. Hie

}ook^ entitled Liber S^firetprum fidelinm CruciS)

uper Terrse Sanotie recuperatione, presented to

^pe John XXII. at Avignon, iifitiatee us into all

he details of the course of the Venetian commerce
\rith India at this period. Down to his own
ime, it used to take the route by the Persian

lulf. The merchandise of Malabar and Cambay
^as first conveyed' to Ormuz and Kish in the
^ersian Gulf, and was thpnce transported to Bus-
ora on the Euphrates; whence it passed up.the

iMgris to Baldac (Baghdad), and across the Syrian
lesert to Antioch' and Cilicia, where it was
embarked for Europe on board the ships of Genoa
ind Venice. latterly, however, the merchants
>f Southern Arabia had gradually recovered their

>ld commerce^ and part of the merchandise of

•ndia and the east now came into Europe l>y way
)f Ahaden (Aden) and Chu8 (Goptos) on the Nile,

lud Alexandria. The rarer commodities, sucli os'

jloves, nutmegs, mace, gems, and ppaiis, w^ere

jtill conveyed up the Persian Gulf to Bussora,

ind thence to llaghdad, from which tliey were
carried .to some port on tlie Syrian or Arabian
joast of the Mediterranean

;
but all the more

aulky goods, such as pepper, ginger, cinnamon,
together with a portion of the more valuable

uticles, were now conveyed by the ancient route

to tlje Red Sea, and thence across the Libyan
desert and down the Nile to Alexandria.

—

Georye Birdwood.,

MARJORANA HOPwTENSIS. Afamch.

Drigan^rn iiiarjorana, L. O. oiiftos, Lttm.
1 ). marjoranoi(le.s, Willd. O. aoinacifolium, IPa/?.

0. Wallichianum, Bcnih. Ainaracns vulgatior, Loh.

Mir-ziin-jush, . • Ahah. Murwa, . . C5r.T., Hind.
Marjoram, . Eno., tiKS. Man u, .... Tam.
Marjolaiuo, . . . Fn. iMaruvainu, ‘

. . . Tel.

Sweet marjoram i.s a culinary herb cultivated

in most parts ’of Lo'wer India, It is used for

flavouring wiuces and roast meats. The llowers

are considered by Hindu doctors jui possessing

cephalic' qualities, and the j)lant i.s knoum to

possess tonic virtue.s. It is easily reared in beds
or pota,.eithi*r by slips from the roots or seed.

Hindus offer it at the shrines of Visluiu and Siva.

It is a shrub in its native country, but an annual
in gardens of p]urope. It i.s a native of the north
of Africa near Mascar, on hills, and of Asia, on
tlio mountains of Kamaon. AVheii in blosssoin,

the plant is cut and dried for winter use as a
savoury ingredient in cookery.

—

Faulkvcr; Juf-
frey; Voigt,

MARKAN. Hind. A Panjab grass, eaten in

famine
;
such a’ faimue is recollected in tlio Panjab

hy the name Markanwalli sal.

MARKANDA, a valley in the ^iwalik branch
of the sub-Himalayan mountains, where a fossil

ruminant was discovered by Dr. Faulkner, and
J^amed by him Sevathcrium gigaijteum.

MARKANDEVA, one of the Ihirana religious
hooks of the Hindus, an uninterrupted succession
of legends. ‘ It is supposed of date the 8th to 10th
century a,d. Markandeya, in Hindu mythology,
a being who lived through several kalpas.—y>.

. MABkhAM, CLEMENTS R., C.B., F.K.S.,
ui early life was a midshipman in the British

served in the Arctic ^Jxpedition

Jf 1860-6L He was for twenty years in the
^^uia Home Ofiflee, serving in the Geographical

Department from 1867 to 1877, where he had
opportunities for promoting the well-being of the
people of the East Indies, devoting himself from
1859 to the introduction there qf species of
cinchona. He had previously travelled in 8.

America, and had become acquainted with the
people and their languages, the Spanish and
Quichua; and in ‘I860 he proceeded to the
cinchona regions, accompanied by. Mrs'. Markf
ham, who, at Arequipa, directed the work of the
other collectors whilst her husband was in the
forests of tlie Andes

;
and he twice proceeded to

India to secure the suitable treatment of the
plants and seeds which he had collected. He
was ably assisted by Mr. John iV'eir, Dr. Spruce,
M V. Jiobcrfc Cross, Mr. Pritchett, and Mr. Ledger,
and, in India, by Mr. M‘Ivor.
By the year 1880 there w.ere 12,667 acres

iiiHler cinchona cultivation on the hills of S..

India and Ceylon, and, in Sikkim
;
and the bark

from British India sold in London in 1879-80
was 1,172,060 lbs., selling at from 9s. Id. to
1 5s. 8d. per lb. .

The introduction of the cinchona liad cost

X129J>28 up to 1876, and £173,046 had been
realized. Considei ing the value to the people of
the febrifuge, and to the planters as an agricul-

tural product, it is one of the largest 'boons
bestowed on India.

In 1875 he selected Mr. Robert Cross to pro-

ceed to Central America to collect India rubber
plants of the genus Castilloa

;
and in the following

year a supply of those obtained was forwarded
to India. Again, in I87t), Mr. Cross was sent to

South America, this time to collect plants of the
genera Munihot and llevea, supplies of which
also were >sent to India, Ceylon, and Bimna.
• India is also indebted to Mr. Markham for the
Cuzco variety of maize, for the quinua, and for

the true Peruvian cotton, a perennial species

which takes a high place, as a cotton-yielding

plant.

He published (18G2) his Travels in Pctu and
India, wliile .superintending the collection of

chinchona ])lants and seeds; in 1880, Peruvian

B.ark, a Popular Account of the IfHroduction of

Chinchona Cultivation into British India. He
publi.shod a .Memoir on the Indian S^urvays

;
a

Memoir on the Irrigation Works of Eastern Spain;

(ho Narratives of Bogle’s Mission to Tibet, and of

Mannings .Journey to Lliassa, with an Introduc-

tion and Biogra])liical Notices; also a History of

the Abys.siiiian Expedition
; a History of Persia ;

a Life of iiord Fairfax. And among other works,

etc., of public importance he was secretary to the

Royal Geographical Society and to the Hakluyt

Society; bo wrote, for 1871-72 and, 1872-73, tho

Moral and Material Reports op India, and edited,

.

for the Hakluyt Society, a translation of the

Em\)assy of Clavijo to the Court of Timur.

MAR-KIIOR. Hind.
Kawacheh of Little Tin. 1 Kass of the . . , Oxus
Tsura or water-goat, „ |

Capra megaceros.

Capra megaceros of Hutton, the wild goat of

Hazara and the N.W. Himalaya, etc., is called

mai’-khor, because fabled by the mountaineers to

kill snakes by looking at them
;
'and in Yaghistdn

and Ciiilas they say that when its foam falls on
certain stones it turns them to zahr-mo^. The
ibex and niar-khor often dispute eacn other’s

footing. It is found on the mountain? of Persia
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and Afghanistan, and is plentiful on the ranges in Bombay having refused to give up the island

around the Khaibar pass.’ From Torbela and Marlborough landed the 40P soldiers under Si

Little Tibet it wanders down the Suliniaii Range Abraham *Shipman oji tRe small island of Anji

as far as Mitenhote on ttie Indus,, at'the junction deva,*12 leagues to the south of Goa, where, having

of the latter and the Sutlej. It is common, on left them, he saildd away to England. The con

the north-western ranges of Kashmir, including sequence was that Sir Abraham Shipman and 30(

Dardu
;
from thence a few herds arc to be met of his men miserably perished on this unhealtlr

with all “ along the southern or Futi Pinjal as spot, of exposure during the rains of 1662. Th(

far as Kishtewar on.the Chenab. The northern survivors formed the ‘cadre of the Hon. Company'

rangesofKaslimir and Ladakh arc apparently with- 1st European .regiment, ojr ' Bombay Fusiliers

out a single individual, perhaps on account of the since the 103d Foot. The other regiment raUe<

ibex and wild sheep frequenting these mountains, at the same time became kftown as Kirke’s Lambs
Mr. Blyth and Dr. J. K. Gray consider this species since the 2d or. Queen’s Regiment. Under dat

as most lik^y a variety of the ’domestic goat
;
but the 1.5th May 1063, Pepys writes: ‘The Portugall

from all Dr. Adams could learn of its habits and have choused us, it s6eins, in'tlie island of Bomba;

appearance, there is perhaps more cause to con- in thcEastIndys,forafter agreatchargeof ourfleet

aider it the progenitor of the domestic animal being sent thither witli full commission from th

than even the ibex. The mar-khor is usually king of I’ortugall to receive it, the Qovernour b;

found in small herds. Like the ibex, it deliglits some pretemee or qtlier will not deliver it to Si

to browke on steep and rocky mountains, ascend- Abraham Shipman, sent from thd king, nor to nr

ing and descending with the seasons. In ‘winter, Lord of Marlborough.’ And under date of Septein

in common with other alpine species, the fur her 5, he speaks of ‘ the disappointment of the kin<

becomes dense from the woolly pileage, which by the knavery of the Portugall Viceroy, and IIk

gives a lighter colour to the coat than during inconsiilerableness of the place of Bombairn evci

midsummer and autumn, when it disappears, and if we })ad liad it.’—Sir Gairye Jiirdwoud.

.

the fur is short and bro.wn. Hunters have M.MIT.EA -BEGONIFOLIA. /?oah. ii. p. 261.

strange stories of the serpent-eating disposition B«Mlara, INJaudra of Bkah. l‘rot of . . . Kangka
of the* mar-khor. Ajiz Khan assured Dr. Adams Sisilu of . . (’hknag. • J*:uUu of . . *. . Kav:

tliat an ammonite he picked up on the inoiintains Marlea of . . »Svlukt,

had become petrified from having passed through
of „ .

the intestines of a tnar-khor.—vbVowi.s ;
Jmloiu A small but baiMlsomc timber tree, with maple-

MARKING NUT, or Malacca bean.
'A*-'

Boladur, , . Auah, iShayrang cottay, Tam, H-bb to (lOOO feet; wood used for houac-build-

Gheru, .... Qah. Nelajitli, .... „ ing. Its leaves are eaten by sheep.— J.

Bellawan, Blicla, IIlvj). Jidiglienzalo, . . Tj*;l. Stewdrt, 3/. />.

The Semecarpus anacardium tree is a native of .MARMAl^.V WATER, a fragrant perfume

all India. Its nuts are black, smooth, shining, .distilled in (.’eylon from the flowers of the /Fglu

and flattened on both sides. The nut rests upon marmelos, and used in the cercn\oni.al sprinkling

a thickened stalk (peduncle). The pericarp or visitors.

shell of the nut is composed of two lainimc
;
be- MAR-MATTEI, a monastery .30 miles N.b. <>f

tween them are cells wliich contain the black, Mo.sul, louiuled A.D. 331 by Mar Mattel, companion

corrosive, resinous juice, which is employed to of St. George.

mark cotton cloth. I’he colour is improved and MARMOT, a genus of mammalia of the sub-

prevented from running by a little mixture of family Arctomydiiue; one species occurs in Eurone

quicklime and water,.whence its name of marking and two species in the region arpund the Fan-

nut. The tribe of plants to which it belongs l»amisus.

abounds in plants yielding a blackish, acrid, and Aretomys heinachalanus, red marmot,

resinous juice, used for varnishing and other such Chipi, .... IjuoT. I IS.'unniiong, . . bEi’cu.

purposes. The oil is acrid and vesicating; it is found, Fhcca, . , ;. IIcnma.
|

Drun, .... 'Jimr.

as related above, between the two laminae of the Occurs at 8000 to 10,000 feet in Kaslmiir and the

pericarp, and is used ^ a preventive against the N.W. Himalaya. The total length of an adult is

attacks of white ants, and by native practitioners from 2| to 3 feet
;
the colour cliestnut, with black

as an escharotic in aches, pains, sprains, and in spl.ashes on the back and hip. It is-seldoiu met

rheumatic and leprous affections. It is obtained with undiT 8000 feet ab.oVe the level of the sea.

by boiling the \vhole nut not divested of its peri- Aretomys bobac, Schreber^>m the Tibet and

carp. The preparation or collection cither of the Russian marmot or white marmot. Dr. Adams,

oil or acrid juice is liable to cause mucli irritation .when crossing tlie Tang Lang pass, came on a

and inflammation of, the hands and face, etc., of colony of white marmot, distinguished at once

those engaged in the work. -The oil obtained from- the red species by its lighter colour, bein,^ a

from the kernel of the nut is of a different pha- ycUbwisH-wtute, but also by its call, which more

racter
;
aeems to resemble the mild oil of cashew- resembles a whistle than a scream. One side of a

nut kernels.

—

ISi.EJ.H.; Roxl,’ spur was riddled by their burrows. The wlph’

MARLBOROUGH. James Ley, Third Earl seems to take the place of the red marmot on the

of Marlborough, an eminent mathematician and more barren and higher ranges above 10;000 am

navigator, was slain in the great sea-figlit with 12,000 feet. The bearded vulture and larger

the Dutch, June 3, 1665. His body lies, in eagles arc among their chief enemies. He saw

Westminster Abbey. He had arrived in Bombay the former bear off a marmot with great easi^

on the 18th of September 1661, with a fleet of The marmots are generally supposed to he t

five shi^^B, to take posgeBsion of the island of animals aljuded to by Herodotus as gigantic an ,

Bombay as part of the Infanta Catherina’s dower which dug up gold. They form a
on her marriage with Charles ii. The Portuguese rodents allied to the squirrels, but strictly terr
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rial in their habits. They are found in the MARRIAGE CUSTOMS,
orthern portions of ^th hemispheres, and live Zijah, . . Arab. Muta (temporary), Hind.
cnerally in societies in mountainous districts. Nikah, Shadi, DekUan. Laggan, . .• .* Mahr.
hey excavate extensive galleries, in which they Akd, . : Hind. I Tazawaj, . . . Pers.
3Side, passing the winter months in a state of ^atkhudai,

, . ,, |
Kalyanam, . .

*
. Tam.

>rpidityt The alpine marmot is the commonest In the E. Indies, amongst its various races,
luropean species. forms of marriage are to be seen from the simplest
MARMUT, a lichen abundant in the crevices modes of mutual consent, through all the various

f the rocks of Baluchistan, used medicinally by known procedures of marriage * by'capture, com-
lindus ini diseases of languor and oppression of iimnity of right, polygamy, polyandry, temporary
le vis vit®. The plant, replete witli juice, and marriages, permanent,lifelong marriages, endoga-
ictremely bitter and nauseous, is dried, and a mous marriage within the tribe or race, exO^mous
iiantity of the powder swallowed, after which marriage out of the, tribe or race; and there arc
ater is directed to be drunk. The same, or an sects of men and women who never marry, and
iialogous plant, abounds in the Khaibar Hills, and men and women who marry only once.
, carried to Peshawur, where it is largely used as Mr. M‘Leniian and Sir John Lubbock have
D article of food by Hindus.

—

Masso7}\s Journeys, exainihed, at length, the subject of* primitive
• P-

^

* marriage, iind various writers on -the tribes and
MARONITOS are the most numerous of the races in the south and east of Asia have furnished
icbanon tribes,’ numbering - about 200,000, of notices of the prevailing marriage customs. A
hoin 35,000 were reckoned capable of bearing popular theory is that marriage sprang from the
I’lns. Maronites, along with the Druse, occupy family, which developed into tlie clan

;
but accord-

ic most central valleys and the highest ridges, ing to Mr. Mdieniian, observation among the
'oni the neighbourhood of Tripoli to the south .savage races still existing in the world always
f Beyrout. The Kcshrouaii, in the neighbourhood leads back to groups of naked savages living by
f D’Jounio ‘Bay, is exclusively occupied by this the capture of wild beasts or upon the more
'hristiaii sect, sai<l to have been founded in the easily caught shell-fish. These groups, he con-
th century by a certain St. Maroniu.s, and which, tends, only very slowly developed the idea of*
1 religious jnatters, acknowlcilges the* supr(‘macy kin.ship, the primary one being that as they held
f Rome, though its clergy maintain the right of their women in common they were never certain

Iccting their own l)isho[)3 or patriarchs, of <lis- of relationship, exce[>t through the mother’s
ensing witl> a state of celibacy, and of entering side.

)io the marriage State. Maronites liv(^ in dis- Sir John Lubbock })oints out that in some cases

qrsed hamlets and homesteads, engaged in cult i- the exclusive common possession of a wife could
ation. The head of their religion lias the title

j

only bo legally acquired by a temporary recog-
f Batntk or Patriarch of Antioch. They do not

j

nitipnof the pre-existing communal rights. Thus,
How re-marriage of widows. They are governed in Babylonia, according to Herodotus (Olio, p.

y a Kaim Makam
;
their monastery of Kizhaia is 190), every woman was compelled to offer herself

0 miles E. of Tripoli
;
they exorcise* demons.— once in the temple of Venus, and only after doing

Uitafago. so was she considered free to marry; the same,

MAKOO. Hind. Two antelope horns joined .according to Strabo (lib. 2), .was the law in

a opposite directions at their bases’ carried by Armenia. In some parts of Cyprus, also among
akirs. . . the Nasamones (Melpomene, p. 172) and other

MAROOST’HAId, the desert 'of Rajputana
;

/Ethiopian tribes, he tells us there was a very
lie word means the abode of death, and is a similar custom

;
and Dulaure asserts that it*existed

cry emphatic itppcllation of this sterile region, also at Carthage and in parts of Greece. The
Tough all these ‘ regions collectively bear the account wliich Herodotus gives of flio Lydia.ns;

erm Maroost’hali, or region of death (the em- though not so clear, seems to indicate a similar

iliatic*and figurative phrase for the desert), the law. The Rev. Joseph Roberts relates (p. 9)

estrictivc definition applies to a part only, that that in Madura, Balane, and other places, beautiful

inder the dominion of the Kahtor race.

—

Rajas- virgins u.sed to go to the temple efnee in their

'laii, i. p. 18. • lives to offer themselves in honour of the goddess,

MARRI or Murree, a sanatorium town, in lat. the story being that a god. had converse with
3“’ 54' 30" N., and long. 73° 26' 30" E., and 32 them. That the special marriage Avas an infringe-

Qiles N. of liawal Pindi. The 8(-utherii side of ment of tlu'se communal rights, for which ‘some

He station of Marri is 6963 feet above the sea. compensation was due, seems to Sir John laibbtwk

Wal Pindi, to the west of the Jhelum, is 1737 the true explanation of the offerings which virgins

eet above the sea. The range of hills on the Tight were compelled to make before being permitted

>aiik of the Jhelum overhang the platform of to marry. Among the Siuital, one of the ab-

Wal Pindi. It is a narrow ridge separating two original Indian tribes, marriages take place once

leep river valleys, whose vegetation is quite a year, mostly in January. For six days, all the

r^ical.—.//,/ 7’. p. 218* Schl. caudidat.es for matrimony live in promiscuous

MARRI or Murree, a race or tribe occupying concubinage; after which only are ^e separate

>art of Baluchistan. Kahan town, in Kach couples regarded as having established their nght

Jandava, is in4ihe hill ranges east of the plain of to marry. In the patriarchal history of beripture,

^ach. It belongs to the Dodar Marri, a division and in the early accounts of the manners of

if the great and widely-dispersed Marri tribe, who ancient nations, the daughter was always con-

cave been located in the nefchbourhood for several sidered the property of the parent, the wife as

Jehturies. The Marri are a brave race, and had the purchase of the husbAnd, and the marriage-

been distinguished as daring depredators.— contract as the deed of transfer. This iiS still the

Journeys • • foundation of the Hindu marriage ceremony, and
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the Muhammadan bridegroom by the dower pur> from amongst the labourers, though a defeat and
chase# his wife of herself, rescue are not uncommon. Kurku girls in Centra

ArriafI xhentions (Indica, cap. xvii.) an ancient India go through the form of {preventing th(

Hindu practice of giving their daughters to the removiu of a bride. When they get near enougl

victor in prescribed trials of force*and skill
;
and a to the cavaliers, they pelt them with bans of boiler

memorable instant of this is related in the Maha- rice, then coyly retreat, followed, of course, b)

bhafata, of Arjuna, one of the Panda, by his skill the young men
;
but the girls make a stand al

in archery winning Draupadi at her Swayamvara the door of the bride's house, and suffer none t(

tournament.
* *

•
. enter till they have paid toll in presents ta thi

Capture,—Among the Khand, the boy’s father brklesmaids. •

*

pays a price for the girl, 4Jid usually chooses a The Gohd of Nimar serve for a wife, but prac-

strong *one, several years older than liis son, Use forcible abduction of the bride, with a mod
usual^ about 14 years old, the boy about 10.* A fight. They arc polygamic.' Mandia Qond hav(

feast is held, and the girl is forcibly carried off. the Ijamjana Shadi, in which the betrothed lac

The primeval custom of capture of wives con- serves an apprenticeship for his future wife. A
tinues to Ijave symbolic representations. The old Goiid girl, however, may exercise her^ own wil

Norse for marriage is quan-fangor wife-catching; and run off with a man, but it is quite*allowable

the German is brut loufti or bridc-racing.. for her first cousin, or the man wjiom' she has

In Circassia, weddings are accompanied by a deserted, to abduct her from the man whom she

feast, in the midst of which the bridegroom hjw has chosen. Their -Shadi Bandhoiie is a com-

to rush In, and, with the help of a few daring pulsory marriage. In their Shadi Baitho, a woman
young men, carry off the lady by force, and by goes to a .man’s house. . Widows re-marry either

this process she becomes his lawful wife. Accord- to a younger brother of the deceased husband, or

ing to Spencer, another important part of the to some other man. The men and women of the

ceremony consists in the bridegroom drawing ‘his Gond along the ba»iks of the Wardha river are

dagger and cutting open the bride’s corset. Mr. never associated in their labour, but work at a

Lecky .tells us (i. p. 388) that amongst the Greeks distance apart. A Gond having ascertained that

and thie Romans, the bride was girt with a girdle, an adjacent village has a girl whom he wouU
which the bridegroom unloosed in the nuptial bed, like, goes with some friends to the place whero

and hence zonanx solvere became- a proverbial she is working, and rushes to seize her. His

'expression for pudicitiam mulieris immiuuere. companions will not aid him to carry her away

Among the Kalmuk, Dr. Hell tells *im that, by force, unless .he, unaided, succeefk in touching

after the price of the girl has been duly agree(i her hand before she reach the -shelter of her

on, when the bridegroom comes with his friends village. - The wonlfcn often contest every inch pi

to carry .off his bride, a sham resistance is always the ground with their -pursuers, inflict very

made by the people of her camp, in spite of wliich serious hurt, and often sharnefiil defeats. • The

she fails not to be borne away on a richly-capar- touching by the bridegroom once effected, the

isoned horse, with loud shouts and feu-dc.-joie. marriage contract is complete, and cannot be

Amongst some of the Mongol tribes, the girl l»roken. tliif the. contest continues even after

mounts on horseback and flees, pui-sued by the the bridegr*oom has touched the bride’s haivl

:

lover, who only detains her as a wife if he over-, and if the fight has drawn to the skirts of the

take her. The girl is first mounted, and rides off village, the men join the women, and pursue the

at full speed. Her lover pursues
;

if he overtake runners back to their own village,

her, she becomes his. wife; after this she returns Writing Of the KhaUd race of Orissa, Majop

with him to his tent. But it sometimes happens General (Sir ,Iohn) Campbell says that on ono

’ that the woman does not wish to marry the occiision he heard loud cries proceeding from a

person by who*m she is pursued
;
in which case village close at hand. Fearing some quarrel, he

Dr. Clark was assured that no instance occurs of rode to the 8]>ot, and there he saw. a man beciring

a Kalmuk girl being
,
thus caught, unless she away upon his back something envelopecf in an

have a partiality to the pursuer. Among the ample covering of scarlet cloth
;
he wfis surrounded

Tongus and'Kamtskadale, says Ernan, a matri- by 20 or 30 young fellows, and by them protected

montal engagement is not definitely arranged and from the desperate attack made *upon him by a

concluded until the suitor has got the better of party of young women. On seeking an explana-

his beloved by force, and has torn her clothes, tion of this novel scene, he was told that the man

Attadks on women are not allowed to be had just been married, and his precious burden

avenged by blood, unless they take place within was his blooming bride, whom he was conveying

the court or house.
.
The man is not regarded as to his own villagi*. Her youthful friends were

to blamej if the woman have ventured to leave seeking to regain ijossession of her, and hurled

her hatural place, the sacred and iirotecting stones and bamboos aftho head of the devoted

hearth. Pallas observes that in his time, marriage bridegroom, until he reached the confines of lus

by capture prevailed also among the Saraoyede. own village.

Major Dalton, mentions (p. 233) that among the Dulha Deo is a favourite deity in Bundelkhand

.Kol of Central India, when the price of a girl h^ and. amongst the Gond of Central India. I* ^

been arranged, the bridegroom and a large party of the apotheosis of a bridegroom (diiUia),

his friends of both sexes enter with much singing died in the marriage procession, and whose deatn

and dancing, and seeming fighting, fti the Village of so affected the people that they paid him divice

the bride, where they meet the bride’s party, and honours. The worship of Adonis is similar,

are"hospitably entertained. Occasionally, a few of also that of Thammiiz, whose annual
the young man’s friends assemble outside the fields Lebanon still allures the Syrian damsels to lameu

where thewomen are at work, and rush on them to his fate. ,

tAptate the girl he has fixed on^ carrying her off The custom of capture is also to be traced
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the rite of lifting the bride over the doorstep,

which has prevailed in such different and distant

races as the^Romans, Redskins of Canada, the

Chinese, and the AbySsinians. Hence, also,

perhaps the honeymoon of England, during which

the bridegroom keeps his bride away froih her

relatives and friends
;

hence even, perhaps, as

Mr. M‘Lennan supposes; the slipper is in mock
angjr thrown after the departing bride and bride-

groom. 'Amongst the people of Tucupoia, the

man has to gam the affections of his intended
bride,. but that s£ep having.been acconiplislied, ho
sends three or four of Ids friends to carry her off

by force.

The marriages of the Jakun of the Malay Penin-
sula are ordinarily celebrated about the months of

July and*August, when fruits, are plcntifiTl. The
bridegroom frequents for some time the house of

his intended, and when he has obtained her con-

sent, he makes a formal* demand to the father.

On the appointed day an enterttiinmont is pre-

pared, the bridegroom repairs to the house of the

bride’s father, tvhero the whole tribe is assembled.

The dowry given by the man to his intended is

delivered, and must consist at least of a silver or

copper ring,.a few cubits of clotli
;
perhaps a pair

of bracelets or -other ornaments and furniture

are added. Amongst some Jakun tribes there is

a dance, in the midst of wliich the bride-elect

• darts off into the forest, followed by the bride-

groom
;
a chase ensues, during which, should the

youth fall down, or return unsuccessful, he is met
with the jeers and merriment of the whole party,

and the match is declared off.* Or if the tribe be

on the bank -of a lake or stream, the damsel is

given a Cfiuoe and a double-bladed paddle, and

allowed a start of some distance
;

the suitor,

America, marriages take place between persons of
different tribes. All Brahmans mkrry with women
who have, not, the -shme pravara, Le. wbp do not
invoke the same Rishi * as their ancestor (Asvala-
pna, xii. p, 15). Apastamba says, ‘Thou shalt

not give thy daughter, to a man belonging to t£e
same gotra'or family.! Yajnawalkya says, ‘Let
a man marry a woman who is free from disease,

who lias-brothprs, and who is not the daughter of

a man having the same ancestors, and belonging
to the same gotra as himself.’

Burton says that some clan^ of the Somali will

not marry one of the same, or even of a con-
sjuiguineous family; and the Bakalari have the
same rule. In India, the Warali tribes arc divided
into sections, and no man may marry a woman
belonging to his own section. In 'tlie Magar
tribes the same rule prevails. * Col. Daltou tells

us that the Ho, Mundali, and Oraon are divided
into clans or kecli, and may not take to wife a
girl of the same keeli.

.
The Garo are divided

into mahari, ainl a man may not marry a girl of

liis own mahari. Mr. •M*Culloch tells us that

the Manipur aiid other tribes inhabiting the hills

round Manipur, the Koupui, Mow, Maram, and
Murring, are divideil into four families,—Kumrul,
Luang, Angorn, and Ningthaja. A member of

any of these families may marry a member of any
other, but the intermai’riago of members of the
same family is strictly prohibited. General
(.’ainpbell and Major Maepherson nlcntion that

the Kluuid regard it as degrading to*be8tow their

daughters in marriage on men of their own tribe;

consider it tnore manly to seek •their wives in a
distant country

;
and' regard niarriage between

people of the same tribe as^ wicked, and punish-

able with death. The Kalinuk, according to Dr.

similarly equipped, starts off in chase. If he Hell, are divided into hordes, Jind no mail can

succeed in overtaking her, she bocomos Ills wife
;

marry a woman of the same horde
;
the bride,

if not, the marriage is broken off. But the chase says Bergman, is alway*s chosen from another

is generally a short one, for though the maiden’s 1 stock, among the Diibet, for instance, from the

arms are strong, her heart is soft and her nature
i

Torgol stock, and among the Torgot from the

warm, and she becomes a willing captive. Or if ' Dubet stock. The same custom' prevails among
the marriage take place where no stream is near, the Circassian and the Samoyede. ^Thc.Ostiak

«'i round cjrcle of a certain size is formed. The regard it as a crime to marry a ivoman of the

damsel is stripped of all but a w\aist-baiid, given same family, or even of the same name. Amongst
half the circle’s start in advance, and if she

i

the Chinese, exogamy is so severely adhered to,

succeed in running three times round before the that a man must not marry into a family with

suitor come up with her, she is entitled to remain the same family name.

a virgin, as in the other case, but few outstrip It had long been known, from the researches

their lovers. of Sir George Crey and Mr. Gideon Scott I^mg,

Among the Aheta of the Philipiiiue Islands, I
that marriage laws like those of the Red Indians,

when a man wishes to inarfy a girl, her parents tjie people of Ashantoe, and many other backward

send her before sunrise into the woods. Shu has t races, prevailed among most, tribes of tlie Austra-

an hour’s start, after which the lover goes to seek lian bkicks. They ^vere divided into stocks, eachan hour’s start, after which the lover goes to seek

her.
, If he find her and bring her back before of which was named after some animal or plant.

sunset, the nlarriage' is- acknowledged
5

if not, he
1

man might marry a woman who bore the

must abandon all claim to lier. same stock name and the same cognmnee. A
Kxogamy and Endogamy both prevail in the man of the Kangaroo stock might not niarry a

Indies. Some races .through all ages liave been woman of the Kangaroo stock, but he might

carefully abstaining from marrying in their own
j

marry an Emu woman, oT a \S ombat woman,

tribe, while others take their wives from amongs*" and so forth. Children, took the stock name and

their own people. The instance may be mentioned cognisance of the mother. These cognis^c^^
of Abraham sending his servant to obtain for his now u.sually called totems, from their Red Indian

son Isaac a 'wife of his own people ;
and about name. -xt* auu

year 1860, a Kayasth Hip/u family in Madras Among the anient JeVs, Abra^m mamed
sent. the son for a wife to Benares, 1000 miles his half-sister,. Nahor mamed his brothert

away. At the present day, amongst the Brahmans daughter, and Amram his fathers sister this

,

and Rajputs of British* India, throughout Western was permitted because they were not re^rded

Eartern Africa, in Circa^a, Tartary, Siberia, as relations. Tamar ^ eYiden£ly mwht tova

Cbina, and Australia ab weU as in North and Soujh married Amnon, though they were both children
-
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of David, ‘ Speak ‘unto the king,’ she said, ‘ for he
will not witnhoW me from thee;’ for as their

mothers jrere not the same, they were np relations

in the eye of the law.

Some of the Bedouin, also another Semite race,

uiimistakeably follow the .rttc of marriage by
capture

; and yet* a man can claim to marry his

cousin, if only he be willing to give the price

demanded for her, and amongst the Muhammadans
of Arab* origin, in the Peninsula of India, to wed
the maternal uncle’s daughter is a recognised right.

The Koch’h and the Ho are forbidden to marry
excepting within the tribe. But the latter are not

thoroughly endoganious, for they are divided into

keeli or clans, and may not take to wife a girl of

their own keeli. Tims they are in fact exogaraous.
|

The Toda race, according to Metz, are divided •

into five distinct . classes, known by the names!
Peiky, Pekkan, Kuttan, Kennae, and Tody

;
of

which the first is regarded as the most aristocratic.
:

These classes do not intermarry with each other, 1

and can therefore never lose their distinctive

characteristics.

Among the Yerkala of Southern India, the first
,

two daughters of a family may be claimed by the .

maternal uncle as wives for his sons. With them
j

the value of a wife is fixed at twenty pagodas.

The maternal uncle’s right to the first two ’

daughters is valued at eight, out of twenty
pagodas, and is carried out thus : if he urge his

preferential ^laiip, and marry his own sons to his

nieces, he pays for each only twelve pagodas;
and similarly, if he, from not having sons or any
other cause, forego his claim, he receives eight

pagodas of the twenty paid to the girls’ p.'irents

by anybody else M'ho may marry them.

The Doingnak of ’the Arakan Hill tracts, a
branch of the Chuk-ma, appear to ‘have lieen

endogamous. Captain Lewin mentions that during
the chiefship of Janbut Khan, about 1782, the

chief passed an order that the Doiugnak should

intermarry with the tribe in general. This was

and fidelity. Yet, at the outset, the right* of

woman to choose her lot seems to have been

wholly disregarded, as Abraham twice permitted

Pharaoh to have Sarah, Judah condemned his

daughter-in-law to be burned
;
a thousand years

afterguards, God threatened to give David’s wives

to his neighbours or to his soij
;
Michal was

transferred to Phalti from David by Saul; who
had quarrelled with David

;
and at that era kings

of David’s tribe habitually succeeded -to their

predecessors’ wives. Polygamy -was not pro-

hibited amongst the Hebrews, bu^ there is nothing

to warrant the terrible seraglio customs depicted

in Judges, and. instituted by David and Solomon
as regal.

In later Jewush history, the idea came to bo
that it was better for a won>an to be a transferable

concubine than to die an old maid, and virginity

and childlessness were the only lots bewailed

under the later Old Testament regime. A writer

in the AVestrainster Review observes that wher-
ever the regime has bepn theocratic, a^ in the

Jewish aiid T^apal theocracies, there woman lias

fare<l the worst
;
and her position has been most

favourable wherever a strong, rough, moral sense

of individual right, as in pagan Greece and Rome,
ha.s In^cn dominant. In pagan Rome, seckisioii

was not known, but on its change to Christianity

this became prevalent, divorce, became impractic-

I

able
;
and while woman, theologically, w'lis pro-

nounced to be (pieen of heaven and mother of

God, she becamt* a mere chattel of her husband.

Polygamy has prevailed in Asia generally from

the most ancient tiiyes, but as a rule it has be(*u

practised only amongst the rich and luxurious,

or by those whose first ivives gave no children,

or amongst tribes whose traditions and customs

compelled them to raise up seed to their deceased

brethren. The .Vedas, however, recognise mono-

gamic marriages, tin' union of one man and one

woman, as the natural state : husbands and wives

are described in the Rig Veda (Mand. i. Hymn
contrary to ancient custom, and caused discontent

and eventually a break in the tribe.

The Kalang of Java, who liave some claim to

be regarded the aborigu’nes of the island, are

endogamous, and when' a man asks a girl in

marriage he must prove descent from their

peculiar stock.

The Manchu Tartar race forbid rnarrifiges be-
tween those whose family names are diilercnt.

In Guam, brothers and sisters used to intermarry,
and it is even stated that such unions were pre-
ferred as being most natural and proper.

With the royal family of Burma, tlic custom is

continued -of half-brothers and half-sisters ihany-
ing. The king’s eldest daughter remains unmarried.
The Siamese rulers also marry their half-sisters.

Endogamy would secih to have prevailed in the

Sandtvich Islands and in New Zealand, where, fis

Yate mentions, ‘ great opposition is made to any
one taking, except* for some political purpose,

a wife from another tribe
;

so that such, inter-

marriages seldom occur.’

Polygamy.-^The Hebrew Bible shows a pro-,

gressive change in Jewish views on women. The
elevated conception of marriage,presented in the
record of the creation, testifies to a most profound

of the sacredness of monogamy as the most,
mtiinate possible union of two persons

;
and the

Canticle of later times is a song of wedded love

1,31, V. 3; also Hymn 43) as presenting tluir

oblations t>vo an<l two together, and at another

place (Aland, ii. Hymn 39) a. husband and a wife

are given amongst’ other illustrations’ of pairs.

Qn the other hand (Mand. i. Hymn 12G), a young

rishi named Kakshivat celebrates the generosity

of a raja who had given him his ten, daughters

in marriage. Amongst ancient mountain tribes on

the ’weRtern parts of the Himalaya, known as

(iandharva, and supposed to be the modern Kau-

<lahar, the practice 'was at onC time prevalent

amongst the Kshatriya tribes of forming a union

by mutual consent, and associating together

without any preliminary ceremonies. The Brah-

maiiical legislator Maim (6li. iii. v. 2C-32-41)

recognises tlie legality of such marriages, hut

declares none but the Kshatriya race may contract

them
;
he denounces them (is base unions, the

offspring of which will act cruelly, speak un-

truthfully, and abhor the Vedas. Such pairings,

in the present day, are not known to occur.

Manu says there are eight forins of the UUptjM

ceremony used by the four classes, some good

and some bad in tbig world and in the next. They

are termed— ’
»

Brahma, the gift of a daughter to a Rrtfhman learnoJ

in tho Vedai,*voluntanly invited.
. ^

Dcm, the gift of a daughter to tlje ofl|ointing pnest ai

a saermoe,
’
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or that of the . Rishis, in which* the father I

receives from the bridegroom the gift of one or
^

two pair of kine.

Prajapatya, the Oppu of the Tamils, that of the Praja-

J

mti or patriarchs, in which the father gives away
lis daughter with due reverence.

Asumt that of the Asura, tlio Anunponi Vinai of the
Tamils, in .which the bridegroom makes valuable
presents to the father and relatives of the bride.

Gandharvay in which the parties are mutually* agreed.
This is considered to inclutle the Swayanivara, in
which a princess voluntarily chooses a husband.

Bakskasa, .the violent abduction of a maiden after
defeating or sljaying her relations.

PaiifC^ha, the violation of a girl when asleep, or in
liquor, or of weak intellect.

Mann says, ‘ THe first six ceremonies in direct

order atre by some held as valid in the case of a
priest,’ etc. Mann utterly reprobates the idea of
Gandharva marriage. In cliap. iii. para. lie

says that by the Brahma, Diiva, Kishi, and Praja-
pati marriages only are born sons illumined by ,

the Veda, learned men, beloved by the learned,]
adorned with beauty and with the quality of

|

goodness, wealthy, etc., pc'rformiiig all duties,

and living a hundred years
;
while from the other

four marriages are produced sorts acting cruelly,

speaking falsely, abhorring the Veda and the
duties prescribed in it. And further, he de'clares

that the son of a Brahma marriage, or wife by *

the first certiuony, redeems from sin if ho j)erform

virtuous acts, ten ancestors, ten desceiulants, and
himself the twenty-first person. A son born’ of

a wife by the 'Deva nuptials, redeems seven and
seven in higher and lower degrees

;
of a wife by

the Arsha, three and three; of a wife by the Praja-

patya, six and six. ‘ From the blameless nuptial

rites of men ^rings a blameless progeny
;
from

the reprehensible, a reprcliensible offspring. T.et

mankind, therefore, studiously avoid tbe culpable

forms of marriage.’ ‘ By culpable maiTiage, etc.,

great families are sunk tp a low state.’

Adi Stir, the. founder of the dynasty,

brought from Kanouj five Sagnic Brahmans of

the tribes or gotra Sanhila, Kashyapa, Vatsa,

Saverna, and liliarudwaja. Sudra families, Gliose,

Bhose, Dutt, Mittra, and others, accompanied
tliem,and these take the positionof Kulin Kayiisths,

In' the xeign of Bullal iSen, about 2H4 years

before the Muhammadan invasion, all these Kulih
Brahmans and Kulin Sudras had greatly increased,

and though degenerated in learning, they arro-

gated to ‘ themselves a position above all the

Sapta-sali or aboriginal Brabnians. Bullal Sen
ennobled thp Brahmans by giving to them the

title of Kulin. The Kulin ih’ahman suhsequeiitly

consented to marry thq daughters of the aboriginal

Brahman
;
these eagerly seek alliances with the

Kulin, who have established a scale of fees for

condescending to.accept a daughter of an inferior.

They marry for gold. Of the Kayasths wIk) came
from Kanottj, Bhose, Ghose, and Mittra were

. ennobled by Bullal Sen with the title of Kulin
Kayasths. Dass, Day, Dutt, Guha, Kar Paulit.

Sen, and Singh hold a second rank.
Kulin Brahman women are married with diffi-

culty, and generally to aged men. In 1868, there
were 11 Kulins

.
in Hoogly and 1 in Bardwan,

each of whom had contracted 50 to 80 marriages

;

24 *in. Hoogly and 12 in Bardwan, who had
^ntracted from 20 to. 60 marriages ;

and 48 in

{foogly and 20 in Bardwan, who had contracted |

I^tween 10 and 2Q marriages. Kulinism is thus !

a great polygamic institution, and a few women
have become prostitutes. In 1867 the abolition

of this polygamy was contemplated, and will

doubtless be carried out. Kulin marriages are

sought after by the relations of the females, to

keep up the honour of their families
;
and the

chfldren of these marriages invariably remain
with their mothers, and are maintained by the

relations of the females. In some ‘cases a Kulin
father does* not know his own children.

IPomen unmarried.—It is not possible to learn

from the legends of India all the marriage

customs formerly prevailing in it. Several of its

nunierouH races, from the most ancient times, have
kept thems(‘lves distinct from each other, and the

evidence of the Mahabhapata, of the Ramayaiia,

the Institutes of Manu, the Puranas, and the Vedas
Cfiii only be accepted as relating to portions ‘of

the inhabitants. When we read that in the famous
Indian city of V\‘sali, ‘ marriage was forbidden,

and high rank attached to the lady who held

office- as chief of the courtesans,’ such must bo
regarded as an exceptional or local condition, of

which, even yet, in British India, there is an
instance in a town in North Caiiara,

.
in the

Peninsula. It is stated that when Silkya Muni in

his old age visited Vesali, he was hedged in a garden
belonging to tlie-cbief of the comtesjins, who drove
out to visit him, attended by her suite in stately

carriages. Having approjichcd amj bowed down,
she took her se.at on one side of him, and listened

to a discourse on Dharma. ... On re-entering

the town she met the rulers of Vesali, gorgeously

apparelUnl, but their equipages made way for her,

Tliey aske<l lier to resign to them the honour bf
entertaining Sakya Muni, but she refused, and
the great man. himself, when solicited by the.

rulers in person, also refused to break his en-

gagements with the lady. This custom, of the

temple dancing-girls advancing to meet a great

man, is still prevalent, and they show this honour
alike to a governor or a bishop. Until recently,

the Deva-dasa, oy slaves of the idols, were the only

educated Hindu women in India. All the gi*eat

Hindu temples have bands of the Deva-dasa,

who follow their trade without public shame
;
and

a woman born of, or adopted by, one of the temple

slave ii'bmen is not held to pursue -a shameless

vocation, though other women w)io have fallen

from good repute are esteemed disgraceful. The

explanation of this is that every Hindu, according

to the Institutes of Manu, is pure in his or her

own vocation, and the Deva-dasa continue the

old custom of the country, under solemn religious

sanction. Caste women, on the contrary, who
have given way to lawless inclinations, have out-

raged public feelings, have ])robably broken their

marriage vows, and brought disgrace on their

families. At the present day, the Hindu weaver

races near Chingleput, 35 miles from Madras,

devote the eldest daughter to the temple,’ and all

classes of Hindus, in time of trouble or in hope

of offspring, vow their girls to the temples.

Polyandr}f
now prevails in Tibet, is common

in the Himalayan and sub-Himalayan regions

adjoining Tibet
;

in the valley of Kashmir, in

Spiti, in Ladakh, in Kishtwar, in Sirmor, in the

Siwalik range, in Khassya
;
there are unmistakeable

traces of its existence, till recently, in Garhwal,
Sylhet, and Cachar; and it is still prevalent

among the Toda* of the Neilgbeiry Hills, the
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Coorgf the Maleala. Sudra^ and other castes of sembled for the purpose at a Swayamvara or

Malabar, Canara, and TraVaucore
;
also in Ceylon [ tournament. ’ In the Institutes of Manu (book

amongst the Kaiidyan race, and farther east, is iii. ver. 27), -eight different foriris of marriage
an ancient though now almost superseded custom; are mentioned, but this right of selection is not
in New Zealand, in one or two of. the Pacific one of them. In. the 9th book, ver. 9, there is

Islands, and in the Aleutian Islands
;
also to the an allusion to it, but it is doubtful whether this

west and north of the Aleutian, among* the has reference to any but the* commercial and
Koryak to the north of the Okotsk Sea

;
and, servile -classes :

‘ Three years let a damsel wait

crossing the Russian empire to the west side, wq though she be mamageable. After that time

’find polyandry among the Saporogian Kazak, let her choose for herself a bridegroom of equal

It is also found in several parts of Africa, and, rank.* In Kalidasa’s celebrated poem, the Raghu-
according to Humboldt, it is prevalent in America vansa, there is a beautiful description Of the

among the tribes on the Orinoco, aiwl he vouched Swayamvara of Indiimati, sister of the k\ng of

for its former prevalence in Lancerota, one of the Vidarbha, in which she' choosey Aja, the son of

Canary Islands. But the forms in which it has Kaghu, out of a large assemblage of royal suitors,

been followed have varied. Cjesar found it in In the Mahabharata wo have an account*of the

Britain; as it exists in Tibet and in the Western Swayamvara of Draupadi, the daughtcr.of Dru-
Hiinalaya, and Coorg and Kandy, it is limited to pada, king of Panchala, and afterwards the wife

brothers. The restricted- form known to- the of the five Pandu princes.

Jews and, early Hindus, as noticed in Kuth and Fronl the fact of her marrying the five Pandu
Manu, in which only the childless widow fell to .brothers, we learn that polyandry must have

the brother, is now not heard of. prevailed amongst sorne races of that period
;
and

In the Panjab, among Jat families too poor to (hirao was no doubt not uncommon; indeed,

bear the marriage expenses of all the males, the the compiler of the Maliabharata, Vyasa, was
wife of the eldest sou has sonu times to accept himself appointed to raise up offspring to his

her brothers-iii-law, as joint husbands. The deceased brother. Herodotus tells us that poly-

Ghakkar, the brave people of iiawal Piiidi dis- andry' prevailed among the nomadic Scythians,

trict, are now Muhammadans, but their polyandry ‘as it does at present among the Bhoteah. The
was one of the characteristics which specially practice* is adopted also by races ib Malabar,

struck the arlvancing^ Muhammadans in 1008, between whom and the people of the Himalaya

The Karakaf Vellalar of Madura, at the opposite Wilson t races the obscure vestiges of a connection,

extremity of the Peninsula, no longer, practise It prevails in a household form amongst the

polyandry
;
but they preserve a trace of it in people of (’oorg, as also amongst the Toda of the

their condonement of cohabitation wjth the hus- Noilghorry, amongst the Kapilli tribe on the

bflCtid’s kindred, while adultery outside the hus- Dindigul valley, and amongst the I’otti, ^ Pariah

band’s family entails expulaion from caste. The mce in Mysore. The Coorg believe* themselves to

.Keddi race of agriculturists in, the southern be descendaufs of tl>e daughters of ChandraVarma,
Tamil provinces have a similar custom, in order king of MatSa Deslia, obtained by the intercession

to preserve their family lands
;
and the Nnpiburi of Parvati. Chandra Varma is said to have come

Brahmans of Travancorc, to preserve their family originally to (’oorg. Tlmy marry at a ripe age,

property, allow only the eldest son to marry. but the wives of brotlnus are in common. ' They
In Ceylon there were two kinds of polyandric are a compact body of mountaineers, who have

marriage, the Diga marriage and the Dina. In been lords of the soil from time immemorial, nud

the former the woman went to her husband’s hut, live in farm-houses far apart. The Amma Coorg

in the latter the man transferred himself to. that take among the Coorgs a place similar to that

of the woman.. Moreover, according to Davy (p. of the Brahmans among Hindus.

286), marriages in Ceylon were provisional for 'I’he Knnmcur neople may be found as petty

the first foebnight, at the expiration of’ which traders between Tibet and Hindustan, in almost

they were either pnullcd or. confirmed. every lull state between Nepal and Kashmir. The

In most countries, man has arrogated to himself custom of several brothers having but one* wife

a superiority over woman, and has regarded her amongst them is universal. The women of the

duty to be to submit to man’s decisions. . But Himalaya really marry a plurality of husbands,

the ancient Britons, as also some of tluj Median usmilly brothers. • ;

Cantons, the Piet, and the Cete, were polyandrous, •

•I’he Nair woman has only one married husband,

and the cuStom is traceable among the ancient with whom, however, she never associates, but at

Germans/ The origin of polyandric- cu.stoms has will receives any other men of her own race. The

been referred to the communist practice still in most recent writer on the Nair customs, the Kev.

force amongst Hindus with respect to all property Mr. Matcer, tells us that the .object in going

and earnings, for where small parcels .of land were through a marriage ceremony has never been

to be subdivided amoiogst families,- it was of coiise- surmised. These Maleala Sudra or ^^air customs

quence that the members should continue limited, admit of no real nuptials.

The scarcity of women amongst a military class The females of a wealthy Nair family, especi-

of foreign immigrants, and the absence of brothers ally where there is but one sister, are visited

on pasturing or commercial expeditions, whilst their own homes by Brahmans, or by persons of

others stayed at home, have also been pointed to: their own caste
;
and their children are reared

The Mahabharata relates that Paijdu, with up in ^e same house, and inherit from tb«r

money aud jewels, purchased Madri from her mothers’ brotherB. ’ Females oi poorer familms

brother Salya, king of Madra. But in former go to reside with partners of their own caste, so

times the prmcesses of some parts of India appear long as they a^ee together, and the averagt'

to have enjoyed the
.
privilege of selecting a duration of such unions hapi^y is increasing

litksbiuul from amongst a number of suitors as- There is, indeed, a marriage ceremony performed
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in the childhood of every Sudra girl
;
but it is The reigning family has often died out from lack

never consummated as a marriage; coniferring hb of direct heirs, and* has been* recruited by
connubial claftns or obligations on the nominal adoption^. • There are seveial families of petty
bridegroom, who has thenceforth no further com- rajas in Travancore allied to the maharajas, the
rounication with the girl, and it rather serves to principal of whom is the Mavolikara family, from
set the gml at liberty, as soon as she arrives at whom adoptio'n of princesses is usually made, and
maturity, to form temporary associations, or to with whom, therefore, close relations of friendship
change them as .she' pleases. At any time sub- subsist. The present ranis wore selected from
se(juently, the girl may ‘ receive cloth ’ from any tliis family in 1858. It is said that the Maveli-
suitable nian, and consort with him. The subse- kara line Was itself perpetuated in ancient times
quent^ trivial bond, signified by giving ami from Travancore, mutual adoptions*thus producing
receiving a cloth, is dissolvable with a word at intimate union between the two bouses. •

the will and pleasure of either partner. With the The twelve ylw^am/a, intermediate castes bc-
Nair there is no fixed rule that the person who tween Brahmans and Sud/as, generally called

married her must not give cloth. . Ambalavasi, temple dwellers, officiate^ as temple
The ceremony called giving ‘a cloth, or agree- servants. They mostly follow the nepotistic law. •

inent for concubinage, is performed in the presence Sudras or Kshatriyas have sometimes to pay
of relatives and neighbours, usually at njght. heavily for engagements with men of higher caste

The girl is placed with the man on a mat on to consort witlrtheir families. The nieces of the

the ground, the emblems called Hngam and yoiii Cochin rajas, whose male children succeed to the

being marked in front. .A valuable cloth being throne, form- alliances with the Namburis, who,
offered by the youth, the* girl asks her uncle, however; lose to some extent in caste, forfeit all

‘ Shall I receive it'C ‘Yes.’ The' same question ancestral privileges, and, becoming dependent on*
is put to die mother, who gives her consent. A their new connections, receive in compensation
cheaper cloth is given to the woman’s father, large marriage })ortions and separate establish-

inother, sister, brother, and other near relatives, ments at the palace. The nieces or sisters of the

As the .succession to the Travancore throne is Travancore royal family intermarry with Kshat-
continued through sister’s sons, tlie unions of the riyas only, and this seems to. be the sole reason

ruling family are those coinniou to the Nairs, ex- why the Cochin rajas are admitted to be of

cept that an Arninachi, or associate of a raja, if biglier caste to those of Travancore : the former

put away or widowed, is not allowed to marry any manage to pro'cure Nainbiiri Brahmans as consorts

;

other man. The Ammachi has no coimmiufcation the latter only Kshatriyas of the Coil Tambiiran

with the reigning ranis. She is not a member class. Polyandry is iio.t rare among Sudras,

of the royal household, has neither official nor carpenters, Ilavars, and other Marumakkal castes,

social position at court, and cannot even be seen llavar girls, Mr. Mateer further tells us, arc all

in public with the ruler whose associate she is. married- in infancy as a mere form, at various

Her issue occupy the same position as herself, ages, from one to nine. The person who marries

and the law of Malabar excludes them from all a girl in infancy does not afterwards live with

claiiuB to public recognition. her. To save expense, several ^rls are usually

Nairs either go to the woman chosen, give the married at one time. A pandal is erected. They,

cloth,* and take her home, or reside with her at are taken to the viv('r to bathe, dress, and put on
Jier brother’s house. In the case of the royal their ornaments. Oir returning, they arc accom-

family, ar number of splendid cloths are^ont, and jmnied by the barber-women of their caste, who
she is brought to .the palace of her consort. But, sing marriage songs, and by men, women, and
unlike other Sudra unions, tlic Ammachi, having children of their own people, shouting, blowing

once been taken -by a i-aja, is required to remain snake-horns, and the ‘live kinds’ of music. At
apart from all other men all the rcinainder of her the entrance of the

2
)aiidal the noisy display is

days, and is guarded in her own residence. It stoji^K'd, and the eldest of the brides is prepared

is not all parents that are willing to give their for marriage; her face is veiled, and ^he is carried

daughters on these terms. The Tangachis, or by one of her cousins and seated on a decorated

daughters of the raja, who, like sons, have no platform, wliilc the other brides Are seated upon
titles of rank, are first married in childhood by the boards, having their heads covered with white
a Tinnulpad. When one attains to maturity, and red cloths. On the left side of each girl is

cloth is given by some one who takes her to wife, laid a plantain leaf, and on this a nari measure, an
The nieces, however, the raja’s sister’s daughters, edungaly measure made of the wood of Alstonia

who, like nephews, have the titles of highness scholaris, and filled with paddy, a lirass vessel

and rani, are married when young to Coil containing an edungaly of rice, and a clean cloth

Tamburans, who afterwards live with them^ so folded, on which half a cocoanut.contairiing a little

' long as both parties are mutually content It oil and a wick is placed. A brass lamp is also

is not necessary that the same person who iiomin- lit, and laid close to eacli leaf, in addition to silver

ally married the lady in childhood should actually rings (worth one faiuvm each) tied with thread,

consort with her in maturity. The princess can After other of their customary marriage cere-

c^oose for herself, and if one consort dies, monies, on the seventh day the ring tied up by
another is called in. The Coil Tamburans, or the barber*-woman is taken off, the wedding iij

Lords of the Temple^ are usually regarded as over, and the bride’s party give to the mock
Kshatriyas, and §x)m Iheir rank are chosen the* bridegroom 23 fauams a-nd a bunch of plantain

consorts of 'the princesses of the realm. Several fruit, with five ediingalies of rice and a suit of

families of - this caste reside in the northern cloth, and conduct him back to his home,
part of the Travancore dominions. The Coil The PanaA^? of Travancore are a strongly.built

Taxnburan men ^ve cloth to Sudra females, while and bold race. They live in separate hamlets,
the Women associate with Namburi Brahmans, and cat the flesh of dead cattlei tigens, etc. As
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wiih the Sudras, nephews are the heirs. Their all efforts, fails to secure a human husband. The
girls are marfied when wery young—^as a mere iHisan goldsmith race deem it so sacred a corn-

form—^by their cousins, but when.grown up they mand to marry their ’daughters iif infancy, that

are selected by others, who give cloth. Tfnstances if permitted to grow up unmarried, the families

occur among them both of polygamy and poly- say that it would be a duty to drown themselves,

andry. .
* * And all Bralimaii girls ought to be married and

A native writer, G. E. Varminan, says, ‘The taken to their husbands’ homes before they leave

Muttathu marry females of their own caste; but girlhood.
.

they only perform a ceremony, while Brahmans In all’ classes of the community there is a

cohabit with them, and beget children. Should general predilection in favour of early marriages

men of their own caste dare to approach them, both of sons and daughters. Hindu mothers

it is like incest with a' mother,—there is no wish to see their sous married soon. If a son of

atoneiitent possible for them,—and such progeny a well-to-do Hindu grow up unmarried, the .fact

are sacrilegious.’ . is considered as a stigma on the family, and
Among these poTyaiidrie races, property is rumaurs begin to be circulated against the healtii

. by the vTomen. ‘Colonel Yule says that this or constitution of the boy. A man of good
remarkable custom of inheritance exists, or has family is showered with olfers of a bride for his

existed, among the aborigines of Hispaniola and son
;
but the age for lads has been increasing in

tribes of New • Granada and Bogota
;
among the Presidency towns since the British introduced

Negro tribes of the Niger; among certain sections the education tests for employment, and fathers

of the Malays of Sumatra
;
in the royal family of of girls strive to obtain educated husbands for

Tiperah, and* among the Kasiaa of the Sylhetj their daughters. At’ the 1881 census of British

# mountains (both east* of Bengal)
;
in a district of India, out of a total of 123,949,,070 females,

Ceylon adjoining Bintenne
;

in Madagascar; in there were of married, 2,325,688 under 9,

the Fiji Islands; and among the Hurons and >,616,460 from 10 to 14 years old; and of these

Natchez of North America. respective periods of life, 78,976 and 207,388

In ancient India, the position of the Hindu were already widows. The widows between 15

wife *wa8 far more honourable than it is in the and 24 years of ago numbered 1,134,705.

India of the ’present day; and against this dc- According to Dr. Buhlej*, Maim, Gautama, and

gradation of the sex, the Hindu marriage cere- Baudhayaiia, though they recommend early mar-

monies, which have descended from bygone ages, riages, allow the father to keep his daughter at

make their constant protest, for in them the home up to the age of thirteen, after which apje

woman is recognised as the first and greatest daughters were permil tod to choose husbands for

blessing the gods granted to man. A Hindu poet themselves. The Smartta Brahmans admit that

has said— this is the more ancient ’rule, and Borac.of the

‘ Woman is man ’.s hotter half ;
(irihya Sutra show that marriages with women

Woman is man’s bosom friend
; as well under as of inofc than full age were nor-

Woman is redemption’s spuice.’
,fitted i,y law, ariil, indeed, that infant marriages

Hindus of Bengal say that the good fortune were not in force during the Vrdic age^ of the

of a husband depends on that of the wife, hence Aryans. It is in tlie Smriti Shastrns .that infant

woman is an emblem of Lakshmi or Liickee. marriages are enjoined, and one class of* these

Girls are tauglit to offer prayers to all the gods works, to which the Sanivarta, Aiigirasa, and

for the gift of a good husband; but in Bengal, Farasara belong, limit the marriage ago murii

Siva and his wife Durga receive the cliief iuvo- more than Manu. The liig Veda seems opposed

cations, because of Siva’s fidelity to his spouse, to infant marriage. Amongst the Riks which

Krishna being avoided because of his association are recited at the marriage ceremony, there arc

with the Gopin milkmaids of Bindraban. .some which express the belief that the bride

The whole. spirit of the Hindu ritual is opposed belongs to the three gods of the Vedic times.—
to polygamy, but inculcates firm and undeviating Soma, the moon

;
Gandharva

;
and Agni, the lire-

allegiance to each other oii -the part of- both god,—before she jiassi's into tlie possession of

husband and wi(e. mortal man’. The bridegroom prays to Agni and

A Brahman girl who grows up without Gandharva to cede the bride to him, and after-

being married, loses her caste. The duty of choosing wards proclaims aloud that Agni has freed her,

a husband belongs to the girl’s father; but should —Agni has given up his right of possession. A
he be dead, it devolves in succession upon the Hindu author, Gobhila-putra, asserts this to be

paternal grandfather, brother, paternal Uncle, an allegory, and that a girl falls into the power

male paternal cousins, and lastly upon her mother, of Soma when inguen pube coiitcgitiir
;
into the

If these omit to perform their duty till after the power of Gandharva when mammae ejus intu-

girl has reached the age of eight, she may choose incscunt
;
and into that of Agni on the occurrence

*

for herself. She can only marry with those of of the KxTXf^mecro 'Trparoi^.^ But Gobhila-putra’fi

her own caste, and the preference should be suggestion is not reconcilable with the fact of

given to the sons of her mother’s brother or of the existing ceremonial at marriage, also that,

her father’s sister. It would be considered a amongst the present Hihdus, married women can

dreadful sin to marry the sons of the father’s always be pointed out, fair and comely, but

brother or of the mother’s sister. ’ childless, who are supposed never to have been

It is a duty imperatively enjoined by the Shas- released from the deity, and others whose offspring

trf« imon the parents or other relatives, and even are supposed to have been begotten under celesta*

‘frienas, to* see that ^ girl does not remain un- influence. These are current beliefs. In Vedic

married. In extreme cases people have to obey times, then, every bride must have been grown

the letter of the law, by fprmally marrying to an up. With the bridegroom, thouJh they too^nt

Airiivattba tree (^Ficus rcligiosa), a girl who, after' not so invariably, are married while etill boysj
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the existing laws, though now wholly neglected^

plainly preclude marriage till maturity; for a
Hindu*can only enter on his student life when
seven or eight years of age, and as this term lasts

nine years at the shortest, a Hindu lad ciinnot by
law marry till 17 years of age at least, which is

absolute manhood. With the’ Dravida races,

though the bride is almost invariably under age,

often a mere child, and may reside from time to
time with her husband’s parents, there is no
association till she have been a second time unwell.

Ritual,—The minute ceremonials of marriage
considerably vary. The Brahman and the live

artisan classes are not permitted by the social

customs to ride on horseback when in procession,

Sudra Hindus and the non-Aryans asserting their

exclusive right to that honour. The artisan races

do not acknowledge Brahmans, do not permit
them to perform their marriage ceremonies, but
they -are not allowed to use the plantain ’for

ornament. ,

When seated, the girl is formally given to the
husband (Kania-daiiam), literally spinster-giving.

A priest blesses some water in a small vessel, and
the father of the girl, taking this and his daughter’s

right hand, places them together in tlie bride-

groom’s right hand, saying, I do this that my
father, grandfathers, and great-grandfathers may
attain Swafga. The bridegroom tlien ri.sing, and
standing lAifore the bride, amidst the dejifening

dill of tom-toms, ti(?8 round her neck the maiigala

sutram, a tlirdad coloured with turmeric, to which
a golden jewel, called bottu or talai, is attached,

Sandal-wood paste, perfume, and llowcrs arc pre-

sented to the guests
;
betel-nut is offered to all

relatives and- friends, and money presents are

made. The married couple receive Asir-vadam,

benedictions and exmgratulations from tiie tus-

seinbiy, and as they prostrate themselves at their

parents’ feet their parents bless them. In

iNorthern India part of the inarriagc ceremony
consists in tying a string or thread round the'

wrist of the bride
;
and with many of the races in

India, whether of Aryan or Turanian descent,

part of, the marriage ceremonial consists in tying

the corners of the bride and bridegroonrs cloths

together (Phylii bandhna), and causing them to

circumambulate the village deity. There is also

the ceremony of Sat-phdri, or seven turns round
the sacrificial fire.

A marriage procession in tlie north-west of

India has many elements different from those in

Bengal. The Basanti, spring mo!iths (ff April and
being considered as the most auspicioiis

soaBon, hymeneal processions n ay then be daily

witnessed in any of the great cities. In thp north-
west,, the bridegroom, instead of being carried in a
palanquin, and followed quietly by a crowd of

guests, proceeds on horseback, with musicians
playing right and left, and a band of female
songstresses singing songs suited to the occasion.

The married Hindiiani of Bengal during their

husbands’ lifetime wear an iron bracelet or a bit
of iron twined round with a piece of gold wire.

The wives of the ‘agncultural Od-chasa race in

Hrissa wear bracelets so long as their husbands
^ive

; but the Mahinti and other Uriya trib'es

Ihfow off their brass kharu or bracelets as soon as
they can afford to‘purchase ornaments of the more
precious metals.' The pote.or bead necklwe is

tied on the Hindu and Muhammadan bride of

s;
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Northern India. Wedding rings of stones are

erected by Baluch nomades as a memorial.

Sakhisungbad and Biraha are love songs sung
by Brahman women on the first occasion of a

‘

bridegroom and bride beii\g left together.

Marriage in Hindu law 4 indissoltible, and it is

to be of one w'ife
;
except that if ja wife be barren

for eight years, or for eleven years have no male
offspring, Or be drunken, or immoral, or extrava-

gant, or bear malice to their husbands, a seednd
wife may bo taken

;
but the first wife is always the

head of the house. A wife who quits her husband’s

house, or neglects him for a twelvemonth, may be
deserted altogether.

There are five th inga considered essential to the

Hindu marriage ceremony, viz. the betrothal, the

gift of the virgin, the acceptance, the seizure of

the hand, and tli(‘ seven steps or Sapta-padi. In

giving away the virgin, tlie girl’s father or guardian
must say, in the presence. of the Brahmans, to

the father of the bridegroom: ‘I give. you, for

*your son, my beautiful virgin daughter
;
accept

her therefore.’ The father of the youth- replies :

*

‘With my mind, -with my voice, and w’ith my
I

body I joyfully accc])t thy daughter for my son,

I

and religiously receive her among myown kindred.’

I

The girl’s father then declares his gotram (tribe),

1 ami gives grains of rice tinged with red and betel

leaves to the hii(l(‘groom, declaring again that he
gives him liis daughter, and promises to defray all

the expenses of the i\iarriage. With the girl there

should bo given one or more cows, ‘soine laud, and
a salagram stone.

I’he girl’s father next makes a solemn declara-

tion in tlie presence of tin; assembled Brahmans,
tlms : ‘t) Brahmans ! to this youth M., lefU’ned in

the Vedas, the. sou of N., to him I give ray

daughter, dressed in gay apparel, and adorned
with gems.’ The Brahmans answer: ‘Xatha astu,’

ISo let it be. The father-in-law^ having taken thc^

hand of his daughter, now puts it into the hand of

the bridegroom, and pours ov:er them water sacred

to Vishnu. The pouring of water, according to

eastern custom, makes a gift irrevocable, and
the im\rriage sliould be now complete. * The
Sapta-padi, and tlie ceremony of tyhig on the Tali,

have, iiowever, ))een superadiled. The wooden
yoke of a bullock used to the plough is brought,

and lightly laid upon the head of the bride. A
veil is then held up between her and the.bridc-

grpom, and the mangala ashtaka or eight auspicious

verses are recited. Tliey form a canticle calling

upon the gods, the saints, the trees, the hills, and

the rivers to witness and to’ be auspicious to the

union. The veil then falls, and thebridegroom binds

a golden orUament, called the Tali, around the neck

of the bride. This can never be removed except

in the imliappy event of her becoming a widow.

Then follow .the homam or sacrifice to Agni, the

god of fire, in which the bride and* bridegroom

take together the Sapta-padi, or seven steps,

ainidst the loud chanting of the Vedas. From
this observance the term Sapta-padinam has

become synonymous with friendship
;
and *it is

Goimnon for two persons to swear eternal friend-

ship by taking seven ’ste^s together. Next
comes the ceremony of eating, what is called

Madhu parkam, literally inesA mixture. Grains
of parched rice are now substituted, Imt the name
of the ceremony is still allowed to prpetuate the

memory of the fact, that in tunes past the
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BrAhmans did not scruple to drink fermented
liquors, although they now strictly prohibit their

use. On the third day alter marriage, the atten-

tion of the bride is directed to a small sbir named
Arundhatf,; near the constellation of the Great

Bear, and, she is exhorted to follow the chaste
* example of* Arvindhati, the wife of tlic rishi

Yasishta, who, on account of her conjugal fidelity,

was deified and placed among the stars. On the

fourth night a torch-light procession sets out, and

the bride and bridegroom arc carried round and
round the village in a palanquin, with music and

dancing. This goes on till sunrise. They are then

conducted home, and arc received at the threshold

by soma married women, whose husbands are still

living, ’for the sight of a widow at such a time is

considered most inauspicious. They are then

seated, and a lamp is waved round their heads to

avert the ill effects of the evil eye
;
and for the

same purpose the bride soinetimes wears a coral

bead with tho jewel of her Tali. Somewhat in

the same way as the Englisli send round wedding-

1

' cake and cards, the Hindus distribute betel

'

leaves with the nut of the areca palm, and grains

of rice coloured red. The friends of the bride

now come to offer their' congiatulations, and a

common wish at this time is :
‘ May you live longl

and bear sixteen.’

Expenses at the inarriages of several of the

races of India are very. heavy. Among Shrimali

Vania and’ Oswal Vania it is difficult to secure

a bride unless the bridegroom spend between
2000 and *3000- rupees for her. The number
of Shrimali and Oswal Vania among the Jains

is no less than 32,280, or more than two-thirds

of the q^itire Jain population of Baroda. Besides

this, their commercial and trading tendencies

oblige many of them to leave their homes, and
thus they aye obliged to remain single. Moreover,

the daughters of Shrimali \'ariia arc returned

*as Hindus wh(^i they are married to Meshri or

Vaishnava Vania. The Shrawaks often give their

daughters to the Vaishnava, while the latter but
rarely give their daughters to Shrawaks.

The ruling family of Kewah have been dominant
in that state for many generations. They are

much respected by the people and neighbonriug
chiefs, taking daughters in marriage from the

very highest and proudest houses in Hindustan.
About the year 1874 one bride was said to have

taken with her a dower of live lakhs of rupees.

. The dowry in Tamilmarriages is regulated accord-

ing to a fixed scale, the highest caste being rated

lowest. * That of a maiden of the Vellalar, the first

in rank of the Tamilian agricultural castes, was
formerly 11, and is now 21 pon, which in every-

day usage are represented by 38J and 73J rupees,

—a pon being equal to a pagoda. In addition to

the dowry, the bridegroom’s parents give another

pon tied up in a piece of cloth, under the name of

Mulei pal mudichi, or Mnlei pal kuli, literally

breast-milk packet, or breast-milk hire, typifying

that the expenses of the bride’s rearing are thereby
discharged, and that she has become thenceforth

the purchased property of her husband.
The passages in Manu as to the purchasing

a bride by a dower are contradictory
;
possibly the

prMtice varied, as now, with the different races.

With the agricultural classesbf the N. W. Provinces,
the bride’s father purchases the bridegroom by
gifts of money and household utensils. When

Prithi-laj carried off the daughte Of JyerohaBd,

her father .nevertheless sent to w richest

gems, the fruit of the victory of Biji.PalyJneetiin-

hble wealth, pearls, elephants, and dyes.. And
when Prithi-raj marripd the daughter of Dahima
qf.Biana, her father gave him 8 beauteous damsels,

63 female slaves, 100 Irak horses, 2 elephants, 10
shields, a pallet of silvpr for the bride, 100 wooden
images, 100 chariots, and 1000 pieces of gold.

This costly system has its origin in the desire to

marry a .daughter into a higher family. The
dread of these marriage expenses and pride of

race led to infanticide. They chiefly went in

presents to Bards, CImrans, and Brahmans. If

tho legend can be trusted, when Sita was
marrietl to liarna the palace of Janaka was full of •

Brahmans

—

‘ How mtiny thousand Rraliraans hero,
From every region far and near,

* Well versctl in holy lore appear.’

But Muhammadans of India also have a profuse

expenditure. In the year 1850, when the foster-

brother of the nawab of the Carnatic was married,

about £10,000 were expended in idle ceremonial.

More recently, a Gackwar of Baroda, on the

demise of his first wife, married a second time.

The procession passed on its way, winding through

the city till it arrived at the bridal abode, whiph

was very tastefully ornamented and ’fitted up.

The bpi<k‘ was modestly and thickly veiled.’ The

bands played, the guns thundered a royal salute,

the soldiers fired a feu-de-joic

—

* 'Twas not the air, ’twas not the guns,
’Twas not the fcu-<lc-joic that runs .

Fair up and down tlic double rank.

But one glad shout that softly sank,
At once a thousand voices saicl

“ It is the veiled Marathi maid.”

’

Tho bride, as is customary, sat on a basket, her

royal lover sat 'in front of. her, and fine cords

were then wound round the two contracting

'parties to betoken the indissoluble nature of tho

bond between them.
Wealthy Hindu -families often marry

!
daughters into poor families 4n order to keep

their son-in-law under their own roofs. Those*

are called Ghar-jainai, or home-bred son-in-Ia>v.

A son-in-law of the Kulin race is particularly

desired, but the position is deemed degrading.

In some cases In Baroda the father of a Hindu

girl retains a lad in his house, and the girl and

the lad live as man and wife without being united

in marriage. In such cases the lad is willed

Ahariyo or Asariyb. In other instances tho

bridegroorn-cloct has to serve his father-in-law

for five years before ho is entitled to take away

his bride. He is then called Bandadiyo.
TF/domv.—With the Koupoi tribe of the Nagas^

of the N.E. frontier, on the death of a man’s wife,
’

her father or next-of-kin detnaiick the price of

her bones (Miindoo) from the widower-husband.

Their widows are taken by the deceai^ed husband’s

brother. It was a custom amongst several Scythic

races for widows to burn themselves, or be’buned

aliv<e, or to bo destroyed by the sword or dagger,

and interred along with their husband’s Temams.

This practice prevailed in the East Indies up to

the middle, of the 19tfi century, when it was pro-

hibited by the British^ but it iiT still followed m
the. island of Bali, ip the Eastern Archipelago.

In a Government notification . in the Foreig
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Simla, the 7th April 1847, the

Governor - General expressed much satisfaction

in republishing a proclamation by the Gwalior
(Inrbar, prohibiting the practice of sati within the*

territories of maharaja Sinjlia, The Governdr-
' General also, in 1847, republished documents
prohibiting female infanticide in Jeypore, and
limiting the demands of the religious Bhat, Cliaran,

Dholi, and Merasi sects on occasions of marriages

ill Rajput families.

Ite-vmrriage of Braliman and Rajput widows
is never permitted; and though re-marriage is

lawful by the Muhammadan law, the followers

in India of that r(»ligion luive largely adopted the
Hindu practice. Iri- some of the other Hindu
castes a woman may re-marry more than once.

Much attention is at the present time directed

towards^ tJiis portion of the Hindu code. An
influential sect of theists, .the. Brahmo Somaj,
followers of Ram Mohiiii Hoy, use a revised ritual,

in w.hich, while idolatrous invocations of the

Vedic and Puranic deities are suppressed, and
the One without a Second is (uitreated to sanctify

the union, the ceremonies whicli are not idolatrous,

and which have been consecrated by the use of

ages, are preserved with a* view to the relief of

the members of the Bralimo Somaj. Marriages

between natives of India not professing Christianity

must be solemnized in the presence of a registrar,

^ and of at least three credible witnesses, in whose
hearing each of the parties makes the following

declaration:—‘I, A. B., am a native of British

India, I do not })rofoss tlie Christian religion, and
t object to be married in accordance with the

rites of the Hindu, Muhammadan, Buddhist.

Parsec, or Jewish religion. ^ 'I’lie bride and bride-

groom are then to repeat words to the

following effect:
—

‘I, A. B., declare, in the

presenge of the Almighty God, that I take thee,

i-U)., to be my’ lawful wedded wife (or husband).^

The husband must have completed the age of

18, and the wife must not \w under 14. If she

be under 14, the consent of her father or guardian

is necessary.

The Hindu law dues not recognise the second

marriage of widows, though seven forms of

cohabitation are observed with certain ceremonial-

rites. The mere act of being Betrothed disqualifies

from a second marriage. The affianced becomes
a widow, though a komari or maid. T^atterly,

however, re-marriago of females. left widows before

attaining a really marriageable age, is being less

objected to amongst respectable Hindus. Nothing
can be crueller ot more unwise than to condemn
girls to a life of celibacy. Tlu seven forms of

cohabitation are,—^wheu the first marriage has not

been consummated; when a girl has been unchaste,
and is married to*.another than the gallant

;
when

a widow ia allotted to a kinsman to raise issue- for

her deceased hqsband. In these three tlio woman
is Punar-bhu, she who is wedded again. In the

other four she is termed -Swaireni, independent,

uncontrolled,

Cnrao is the Urdu or Hindi term given among
the Jat, Gujar, Ahir, and other races and tribes

lu North - Western Hindustan, to concubinage

generally, but more especially to marriages of

widowq with the brother of a deceased husband,
fhe practice jb known to the eastward by the

uame of Urhuri, in the Dekhan as BuPhee, an(l in

other provinces by the name of Dhureccha. It is

followed among these classes, but is not fety
openly confessed even among them, as some
degree of discredit is supposed to attach to it.

It is only younger brothers .who form these con-
nections, elder brothers being prohibited from
marrying their younger brothers’ widows, but
among the Jat of Dehli even this is not prohilyted*

The practice has been common among several

nations of the east. The Jews followed this

custom, and in Egypt it was permitted for a chiM-
leas widow to cohabit; with a brother of the
deceased husband. When the laws in Manu were
collected, Curao appears to have been a recognised
institution; l)ut, as is not unusual with the
Institutes, there is much contradiction between
the enactments relating to it.- From a considera-
tion of all the iiassages on the subject, it appears
tliat* failure of issue was the point on which the
legality turned. He wljo w-as begotten according
to law on the wife of a man deceased, or'impotent,

or disonlercd, after the due authority given to

her, is called the lawful son of the wife (chap.,

ix. ver. 170). When the two younger sq;i8 of
king Santanii Vichitrii Virya died childless, the
Mahabharata mentions that Vichitvif Virya’s widow
first asked Bhishiiia, saying, * Take the raja’s

widows, I pray yon, and raise up song that shall

be to him a.s his own sons
;

’ and being refused, in

consequence {>f bis \t)w, How can 1 da this thing?
have I not vowed a vow that I would never
become the father of children by any womhn? she
sent for her ow-n kinsman, Vyasa, to whom w^is

born the blind Dlnitarashtra, Fapilu, andVidura.
This practice is identical with that of the Jews^ as
de.scnbed in Kuth. There is i)erhap8 no circum-
stance which so strongly shows the northern descent
of the deified heroes as this marriage. Amongst
the Jat, Gujiu-, and Ahir, children born in Cui-ao

are considered legitimate, and are entitled to
inheritance accordingly. Children begotten by
the woman previous to Curao, except in the case
of fraternal Cnrao, are known by the name of

Kudhelura, and do not inherit the property of the
father-in-law.

In Berar, most Hindu women are allowed to

make a second mairiage, but a widow is married

there by the ‘ pat ’ form, an inferior ceremony.
The groom is not married to the woman, but to

the swallow-wort plant, or to a ring, or a pitcher.

The twigs -of five plants ai-e used,—the mango,
the shaini, jambiil, apata, and swallow-wort. T|ie

trees are worshipped, a twig is cut from each
;

iit

the bride’s house they are placed '.in an earthen

pot, around the mouth of ’ which is bound a strip

of yellow cloth torn from a*womau’s bodice. They

are subsequently worshipped at the Deokundi

ceremony.
JVant Morriaf/e.—hi Chiitia Nagpur amongst

agriculturists, and in Singlibiim amongst all classes

of Kol, girls.liave a fixed price, sometimes up to

40 head of cattle; and girls often long remain

unmarried, even to be old maids. • IVhen such

arft married, the bride clasps a mahwa tree, the

groom a mango tree, and at the close of the
ccreraoiiies the bridesmaids pour a jar of water
over the heads of each of the couple, who. thou
retire to change their wet clothes. The next
juorning the bridesmaids burst into the* nuptial
chamber and bring forth the bride and groom.
The marrying with plants is not; restricted to

human beings. Banotsarg is the Hindu ceremony
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of marrying a newly-planted orchard to its neigh-
j

the Palli race of the Tamil-speaking people, also

boiiring well, without which it would be held the Hala-Paik and the Bilwara pf Canara; also

miproper to partake. of the fruit. Brikhotsarg the Kansa Wakkala, the Upara or builders, the

is the marriage ceremony performed by Hindus *Bqdar, the Lala Gundara, and the Soligara. A
when liberating a bull. Hindus, in sickness, at literary race called^ Kayastha, or Kayat, or

marriag^ and other ceremonial occasions, loose a Kayasth, who claim origin from a deified mortal
bull^wnich thenceforward rambles at will witliout called Chatrgoputr, also many of the Pariah

an owner. These haunt the market-places and tribes, allow their girls to grow up and remain
landing-places, and in large towns such as in their father’s Imuse without any feeling of

Benares, the Ranh, Sanrh, and Sirlii or widow’s impropriety being associated with the practice,

bulls arc numerous. Tlie bulls are generally in The llcddl of the south of India are divided

good condition, are often in the way, but rarely into 24 clans, who marry in fheir own clans,

mischievous, though very cunijiiiig. . They profess to bo Vaishnava. Asa law, the

The Matsya Parana and other books denounce men marry their sister’s dauglfter, but an aunt

marriage to a third wife under the penalty of early does not marry her nephew. Sometimes the

death, but incurrence of the penalty is evjided bride is a mere child of five or six years old

;

by the man himself being married -to a plant, sometimes the bridegroom’s ago is no more,

On a day when the sun, is in the lunar asterism while the wife to whom he is married' is a -full-

called Hasta, the resolve, to marry is expressed, grown young woman,- who, by the. time her hus-

tlio manes*of the deceased ancestors worshipped, band has grown up, has a young family of fojir

and then the priest has to worship the Rui plant, or five children. Property descends through the

a kind of swallow-wort which is considered to issue of a son and granddaughter, uncle and
represent the sun in union with his wife Chhaya niece. If a man refuse to marry his own sister’s

(.shadow), raw sugar and rice offered, and the daughter, his father’s property descends not to

sun is thus iilvok^'d :
‘ 0 thou who dwellest in him, hut to the man wlio marries the rejected

tlie three worlds, do thou, along with tliy wife woman. When a young Reddi woman of sixteen

Chliaya, obviate the dangers that attend a third or twenty years of age is married to a boy

marriage, and confer on me felicity.’ In the of five or six years, she lives with some other

further ceremony, the man, placing his hand on adult male, perhaps a maternal uncle or cousin,

the biish/says, ‘ Mercifully preserve me now that hut is not allowed to form a connection with the

thou art come to be my wife
;

’ and after other father’s relations
;
occasionally it may be the boy-

cereinonits, a veil is drawn between the pai'ties, husbaml’s father himself, that is, the woman’s

a benediction given, and the veil removed. father-in-law ! Should there be cliildren, tliey

Seasonal,—With the KadaVa Kunbi of Gujerat, are fathered on the boy-huj^band. When the boy

an interval of twelve years elapses bet\yeeii one grows up, the wife is either old or past child-

mairiage season and another. After the lapse of bearing, and he in his turn takes up with sumo

nine yeare from one marriage season, thc^ Ka<lava other boy’s wife in a manner precisely similar to

patels of Ahmadahad and Uiijha, and the priests his own case, and begets children for tlui boy-*

or Pujari of the goddess Umia Devi, the husband,

tiitelai:y goddess of the Kadava Kunbi, whose The Konlnti or Hindu shopkeepers of Madras,

temple is at^Unjlia in the Kadi division of befon; contracting marriage, send an offering of

Baroda, consult tlie goddess as to tlic marriage betel to the (Aiakili or shoemakers, and in Viza-

Beason. Two bits of paper, one containing the gapatam, Brahmans go through the ceremony of

word yes, and another the word no, are thrown asking the Mala s consent to their marriage,

before the goddess, and a virgin is asked to take With the Mamrcir of Ramnad and Sivagmngr

up one of them. If the hit selected by the virgin disparity of ages is not considered, nor is the

contains tlie word yes, it is construed into a per- presence or assent of the bridegroom' necessiiry,

—

mis.sion on the part of the goddess for celebration a blade of wood in his absence serving as pro.xy.

of marriages that season. If, on tlie other hand. Some of their subdivisions do not marry into the

the bit containing tlie word fio is taken np by father's family
;
but Hindus in general intermarry

tlie virgin, it is construed vls a prohibition, in with the mother’s relations.
’

which case the bits of jiaper are again thrown The monkey-faced ludhir in the south of Inflia

befoi^e the goddess after a lapse of tw'o years. If area brave and martial people, with much phy“

at that time also the bit Uikeii up contains no, sical power and endurance. Their habits and

the experiment is tried again and again until customs are entirely aboriginal. Nominally of

the bit with yes is obtained. the Saiva sect, tliey are mostly devil-worshippers.

The Kadava Kunbi are also very particular as They liavc a first and second marriage, like the

to their intermarriages. But when a suitable Maiavar of Ramnad. The titular surname of all

match for a girl cannot be found, she is married Kallar is Ambalakaren, and they numbered

to a bunch of flowers, which • are afterwards 1.5.5,637 in 1881. Divorce and j*e-marriagc of

thrown into a well. She is then a widow, and widows are* allowed.. Marriage of near relafivcs

can be married with the iiatra rites. Or she is is usual. The Western Kallar of Madura are

married ‘to a mkrried man, on the agreement that polyandrisis. It constantly happens that a woman

he divorce her on completion, of the ceremony, is the wife of either ten, eight, six, or two hus-

and die can then, as a divorced woman, be re- bands, who are held to be fathers jointly and

married by the natra ceremony, severally of any children that may "be born

With non-Aryan aborigines^ both partied are her body. And when the children grow up they

ov,er 16 or 16 years old. I’he Kurumbkr, for style themselves the children not of ten,

instance, marry after a girl is grown up, as also six fathers, as the case may be, but of eight an

do the Betta Kurumba, the Teling Balja Vadu, two, or six and two, or four and two -fathers,

the Devanga, Jadar, and Kaikalar weavers, also The Palli race of the* Cuddapah districts pleag

880
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their wives as security for loans of money, and vara) live in -hamlets or ‘ round ’ on the Neilgherry
if not repaid; the woman is re-married to another platep. They never could have exceeded a few
man. A cmo of this bigamy was *tried in 1876 thouimnd, but they have diminished-through opium-
at the Session of Cuddapah, and all the parties eating and polyandria, and, at a former period,
were lined.* The husband had borrowed some the prevalence among them of female infanticide,

money from his mother-in-law, awl left his wife It is said that no girl has been destroyed- since
with her till he could repay. Having faileil to 1819, but their present numbers do not support
pay within the prescribed period,^ tlie wife was this. Before marriage, young people associate,

re-married to another man. The twice-married After marriage, tlie'Toda wife, or if there be more
wife, her mother, and a third jiarty who was than one, all the wives, in a family of brothers
present at the second marriage, werc^ held to be are common to all the brothers,
equally punishable as principals, all having been According to Colonel Dalton (Tran. Ethn. Soc.
present at the re-marriage. vi. [>. 25), the Kliariah of Central India have no
The Kqrahatan Vellalqr of the Madura Hills wonl for marriage in their own language, and the

occupied their present locality before the N'ellalai* jiairiiig appears to be little more than a sort of

of tho^plaiiis adopted the customs of pie Aryan public recognipoa of the fact. The Badaga can
iimnignints^ And now, amongst them, when an scarcely be said to have any marriage ceremony,
estate is likely to descend to a female in default The Kurmnbar tribe of the Neilgherry Hills

of male issue, she is forbitldcn to marry an adult, have no marriage ceremonies
;
tut occasionally,

bqt goes through the ceroiuony of mari iage 'with when- two have been living together for some
some male child, or, in some cases, with a portion time, they will enter into an agreement, in the
of her father’s dwelling-house, on the under- jirescnce of friends, 'to- remain united for life

;
and

standing that she may n3ceiVe any iiiTiii of the in a family where a succesaion of siich unions has
caste. Iler chihlren inherit the propiTt}^ whieh taken place, they will, once in two or three

is thus retained in the w'om;ni’s family, the child- generations, piTform a ceremony, and hold a
husband being the supposititious father. festival iu‘ ceh^bration of them. This is done, by
The Khond are faithful and brave, boundlessly pouring pots of water over one another, the pairs

hospitable, ami a guest’s safety and care arc para- seating tliemselves- together for this purpose
;
the

mount duties. Agricultuvo and wav are deemed ablution eoinn\oncing with the seniors. They
the sole' honourable avocations. A boy is marrio<l then put on new clothes, and end the day in

in his tenth year to a girl four or tivc years oldey feasting and merriment.

than
.

himself. In (ho middle of tljc maiTiago Tlie /Mor, leather-workers of the Dekhan, marry
feast, at night, while the dancing goes on, the in their own tribe, making the marriage procession

girl’s uncle lifts her bn his sliuidder, while one of on a bullock
;
they are not entitled to proceed oii

the boy’s uncles does the same with the bride- a horse. The (’hainar in Aurangabad worship
groom. Suddenly the uncles e.xchango burdens, Mariamnia and ^Sitla. Tlicy marry when under
and the boy’s uncle makes off with the bride, age, proceeding on foot to the goddess Sitla, whose
.In a moment the festivities* cease, .the kinsmen shrine tluiy circumambulate* five times. The
range themselves into two hostile tribes, the girl’s 1

expense is about 100 rupees. Kol girls, till they
friends trying to recapture tl\e bride, the boy’s to i are married, ’occupy at night the san\e house as

cover her flight. The two parties carry tlie their fathers and mothers. Boys ajid young men
light to great lengths, and the conflict exhibits sleep in the Morang or town hall, and when a man
an ancient custom of luarrying by caj)ture. ’ marries, he and liis bride leave the j^aternal roof,

The Yerkal^ Koraivu, or Kunchi Kori are and form a se[)arate home. The Kharriah bride

• wanderers, of whose original country they them- and bridt'groom, as part of tlio ceremony, are

selves * retain no knowledge. Tlicy are <larker carried through the dances seated on the hips of

than the usiral tinge of Hindus around them. In two of their companions.

their oWn communities they style theinselve;3 Snutal are shy and superstitions. To obviate

Verkal, and they give the same appellation to disjmtcs between them and the lowlanders, the

the language in which dhey hold coinmUiuciition Government, in 18d2, erected a boundary line of

with each other. "With the exception of the cow, stone, pillars
;
Imt they feJl into debt, and in 1855

alu\p8t all animals are used by tliem as food. j.a body of ffUdUK) men, armed with their bows and
They worship a goddess called Pnler Amina, arrows, started to walk to Calcutta, to lay their

i’olygamy is epmmon; and if a man owe money grievances before the (jovernor-Geueral. But
to his neighbour, lie pledges his wdfo or daughter they began to plundeV. amb when checked, they
to his creditor, wlio may eitlier live with them or

,

went into open rebellion, and in putting it

transfer them to iuiotlier person. On the release down many Avere, slain. A simple form of govern-

of the debtor, he reclaims his wife and any. chil-
j

nicnt wjis then introduced among them
;
neverthe-

ffren that may have been born in the interval.
|

less, again, in 1881, a few of them took up arms
In N. Arcot, Chiugleput, and Tanjore, the Korawa to resist the censns-taking. They dwell in villages

mortgage their unmarried daughters, who become
j

of their own, apart from other inhabitants,^ and
tlie absolute property ’of the mortgagee until the

;

each hamlet is governed by a head-man, assisted

debt is discharged. In Madras, th„ Korawa,
|

by a deputy and a watchman. The Santal bachelors
'vhen in want of money, sell their wives outright ‘ are undi’r a separate head. The young people
lor about 50 rupees. ln*Nellore, they aU pur- select their own partners, and at the- marriage
chase their wives at from 80 to '70 rupees, ceremony the girl’s rolatiyes pound burning char-
making payment in asses or cattle. Their various coal with the household pestle, and extinguish it

clans do not intermarry. They bury their dead, with water, in token of the breaking up of h5r
In Travancore there are 66,274 Korawa; and there former family ties. The dead are burned, and
a race of this name in Dutch of similar habits, they float three portions of the skull down the
The Toia or Toda^r (properly Tuda or Tuda- Damuda river, the sacred stream of their race.
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* In Sumatra there were formerly three perfectly
* distinct kin^^ of marriagey—the. Jugor, in w.hich
the purchased the woman

;
^e ^nbelanak,

in which‘the woman purchased the man ;
and the

Temando, in which they joined on terms, of
equality. In marriage by Ambelanak, says Mars-
den, p. 262, ‘ the father of a virgin makes choice
of some young man for her husband, generally
from an

^
inferior family, which renounces all

further right to, or interest in him, and he is

taken into the house of his father-in -Jaw, who kills

a buffalo on. the occasion, and receives twenty
dollars from his son’^ relations. After this, the
buruk baik’nia (tJie good and bad of him) is

invested in the wife’s fainily. If ho murder or
rob, they. pay the bangiin, or the* fine. If he be
murdered, • they receive the bangun. They arc
liable for any debts he may contract in marriage,
those prior to it remaining with his jiarents. He
lives in the family in a state between that of a
son and a debtor. He partakes as a son of wJiat
the house affords, but has no pro])erty iii himself.
His rice plantation, the produce of his pepper,
garden,' with everything that he can gain or earn,
belongs to the family. He is liable to be divwced
at their pleasure, and though lie lias children,
must leave all and return naked ns he came. The
Temando is a regular treaty lietwoen the parties
on the footing of equality. The adat paid to the
girl’s friends has usually bemi twelve dollars.

In Bali Island girls are stolen away by their
lovers, who sometimes, surprise them alone, or
overpower them by the way, and .carry them off

with dishevelled hair and tattered garments to the
woods. ' When brought back frc«n thence, recon-
ciliation is effected with enrag(?d friends by a
certain compensation price being paid to her
relatives.

In the Korea^ when a man marries, he mounts
on horseback, attended by his IPriends’ and, having
ridden about the town, stops at the bride’s door,
where he is received by her relations, who then
carry her to his house, and the ceremony is

complete. ^

Amongst the Ansfrnlians, the bride is carried
off by force.

Japanese^ of all classes, look upon their wives
as upon a faithful servant. A Japanese is never
known to beat his wife. It is a custom amongst
some Japanese to take a woman a few weeks on
trial before deciding upon whether to marry Iter
or not. The Japanese inarriagc ceremony is vc^
simple. The bride and bridegroom drink wine
with each other three times, exchanging cups with
each other every time, in tte presence of a f<‘w

select friends, after which the young lady gets her
teeth blackened, and she is married for better and
for worse. Amongst'tho Muhammadan women of
India, also, the custom is followed of blackening
the bride’s teeth with missoe on marriage

;
women

never use it »bofore their wedding-day, and it is

by the black. mark in the crevices between the
teeth, occasioned by the application of the missee,
that a Muhammadan woman can be observed to
be married or not. • With the same object, Malay
women have their front teeth -filed down.
.Amongst the Siah-Posh Kafr', the marrisme

ceremonies consist merely of procuring two twi^
or rods of the respective height of the bride and
bridegroom, and tying them together. These are
preBented to the couple, who preserve them so

MARRIAGE CUSTOMS.

•long as they live together. If desirous to sepa-

rate, the twigs are Wkefi, and tjie* marriage is

dissolved.

. With the Buddhist races of Tibet apd JBurma,
marriage is readily contracted, and the tie as easily

broken. In Hurma, marriage and concubinage
are regarded as civil contracts, and all breaches
are punished by fines

;
seduction is also punishable

by a fine. Girl marriages, as in India, are
unknown in •puriha, and a Burmese girl is

courted and won. The period of the day be-
tween eight in the evening and midnight
called courting-time, during which ’ the girls

receive five or six bachelor admirers, who act as

a check to each other. Tliis courting-time is

called Lootbyo-lai-thce-kala in Burmese. A lamp
placed in their casement intimates that they are

at home. An old bachelor (loo-byo-hoing) or
bid maM (apyo-hoing) is unknown out of the
ascetics of the monasteries. Burmese womgi
wear as a lower garment a gay-coloured clotli,

which just wraps the lower part of the body, an<l

opens at every step, disclosing the left tliigh.

In China marriage is universal, and such a being
as an old maid or an old bachelor is unknown.
AVith the Hindus, MiUiammadans, and Chinese,’

parents choose wives for their sons, as was cus-

tomary with the early Hebrews. (Genesis xxi.

-21, xxxviii. ()
;
and Deuteronomy xxii. 16.) A

Chinaman cannot take as a. wife, a woman who
bears the same family or clan name as him-
self. If he do so, the marriage is null; neitlii'i*

can he marry his cousin on hi*s mother’s side, nor

his ste})-daughter, nor his mother’s sister. Xo
lady can maiTy until she is fourteen years of ago.

T’Jay-actors, policemen, boatmen, and slaves must
marry into their own respective • chisses. Tlie

Chinese attach great importance to marriage.

It is not considered respectable for a widow to

marry again. AVlicre a betrothed girl }ob(‘.s her

affianced husband, public opinion regards it ns

.

meritorious for her to abstain from marriage'.

Te.stiinonials are often voted by the people b

commemorate such instances of fidelity; and wild f

a widowed betrothed girl Chooses to die yolun*
*

tarily, her memory is held in the .highest honour.

Nevertheless, women, even as first wives, do not

take a high place in families, although as rootheis

their condition is vastly improved. They are in

theory monogamists, but 'polygamy is common
amongst the well-to-do, though rather in the

I

for^n of. concul)inage. Nunneries of Buddlusts

are formed in (Jhina, but the inmates are not

respected
;

they are admitted after 16 years of

age, and their heads arc shaven.;

. .
In the marriage ceremony, the Chinese bride

and bridegroom,' after the worship of tlic tablets,

rise to their feet, and remain' standing in silence.

One of the fi'male attendiiHis takes two goblets

from the tabic, and, having partially fillecl

with a mixture of wine and.honey, she pours paH

of the contents from one to the other several

times
;
she then holds one to tho mout> of the

grpom, the other to the mouth of the bride,

sip a Iktlo of the wedding wine, aild, continuing

to face eajch other, she then changes the gobletSt

•and the bride sips out of the one the -groom na^

used’, the groom out of thp-t of the bride, and tins

completes the marriage. . ...
AVith the Chinese, the; dosing act .of tn

ceremony lor a female attendant to present i
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the bridegroom a Braall
* linen sheet, which he other wives were chosen, and these were to form

spreads on the nuptial couch, and on the folfowing the commencement of the imperial haram,
rooming it is presented to -his parents. This rite Silyer and golden wedding days are almost as
is adhered to in a modified form hj the Jews inuch observed by the Chinese as by the Germans,
throughout the world. It lingers among some On these festivals children present parents with
races professing Christianity. About the year magnificently embroidered • banner^, which mq
1882, a. trial took place before the Coifrt of hung up in the ancestral hall, a large room so
Assize at Naples, terminating with the con- appropriated iii the* house of every wealthy roan,
demnation of Vincenzo and Carolina Garguillo, In this a

2
)artnient', besides these tokens of filial

son and mother, the former to haiVl labour for affection, are kept boards, on which are paihted,

life, the latter to seclusion for three years. The in gold on a scarlet gronnd, the names And titles

daughter of Carolina, one* of the beauties of of the families with which the family has inter-

Sorrento, was married to a sailor called (luisoppe marrie<l. When a woman marries, all the boards
Esposito. . The usage of the lower classes of the from her fatlier’s aiiccsfral liall arc carried in

caurftry, which efforts have been made in vain to procession before lier.

suppress, is for the bridegroom to visit his mother- Soyie peculmr in various races may
ill-law on the morning following the marriage, be noticed. There is occasionally practised
and Esposito was reminded of it. The visit was amongst Hindus of the Komati caste, the marriage
not, however, paid, nor was it after waiting a of the living and the dead, the principals bcfing a
fortnight The mother-in-law then becoming living woman and a dead man. *In one case the
furious, complained to lier son, urging him to living woman and the dead man had lived to-
avenge the honour of his sister and of the family, gether for many long years as man and wife,
Vincenzo Garguillo tliercmpon went to his sister’s when^ after suffering from a febrile attack for
house and waited for the husband, who on his only four short days, the, man died. Agreeably
arrival welcomed him, and begged him to stay to the peculiar custom of their caste, it was im-
and dine. The answer was that Vincenzo, perative, ere the corpse could be ‘ removed for
drawing a 'knife and tlirowing himself on his interment, that the sacred rites of matrimony
brother .- in - law, stabbed him and laid him

|

should .be performed. The sad intelligence was
dead at his feet. In the Samoan group, the soon communicated to the neighbouring residents,

Jewish ceremony customary oh such occasions is .and to a host of friends and acquaintances, and a
adhered to.' fluctuating stream of passers-by. A guru or

There are difliculties in the way of the Maiichii priest being siimmorted, and the necessary pre-

emperor obtaining a bride. He acknowledges no parations for the celebration of the nuptials being
other king or rank of his own kind, hence there hurriedly completed, the ceremony commenced,
is no prince’s daughter who can bi? asked for his The inanimate form was placed against the outer
wife. There are princes in Cliina, but they are wall of the. verandah of* the house in a sitting

of the imperial family, and cannot intermarry, posture, attired like a bridegroom, and tiip face

lie must take his wife from the pc()ple, and she and hands besmeared with turmeric. The woman
must' belong to one of the eight banners. In a also was clothed like a bride, and adorned with
recent case there were, two empreeses, the one was the usual tinsel ornament over the face, which,

'

called the Eastern Empress and the other the as well as the arms and the drapery, .was daubed
Western. When the selection of a bride Jiad to over with yellow. She sat opposite the dead,

bo made, riiese two ladies issued orders to all the now addressing it with .liglit and unmeaning
chiefs who had daughters of the desired age to words,—as is customarily' done upon such occa-

’ scud th^m the palace. But' families do not sioiis,—and then chewing hits of dry coojanuf,
like their.daughters to become the wife of an and squirting it on the face. And thus the cere-

ernperor, not oven to be his empress. A girl is nioiiy contiiHied for three or four hours. At
in a sense lost to the family, for she is kept so length, as the sun was nearing the horizon, the

secluded in the palace that the relatives seldom or nuptial ceremony -was V)roiight to a close, and the

never see her, and it brings the parents and preparation for the interment commenced. The
family into a position and prominence which is lieari was divested of its bridal attire, then bathed,

dangerous in a country like China. So i>areuta nm^fiuallyUiid upon a bier, and covered with’a cloth

allege that they are cripple, or deaf, or blind, 'and ofsilk. The face was next nibbed over with some
in some cases lameness is imitated, and deform- red powder, and in the mouth were placed some
ities ore artifichllly • produced. To such an betel leaves. The widowed bride then looked her

extent had this been carried, that orders, it is said, last at the shrouded form of him whom never
were issued that blind,' lame, and deaf were all to more she would behold, when, amitl agonizing
Ije sent to the palace. Somewhere about 600 or shrieks and deafening tom-toTmmiiig, the bier was
700 girls • appeared on the day fixed, and about lifted up, and the fuiieral cortege proceeded in

»)0 or 60 young ladies wore selected as a result of the direction of Sion; one man preceded the
the first inspection. ‘ Their names were taken, ard corpse, throwing at intervals a handful of pie to
•the character and position* of their families were the right and left, which were eagerly picked,up.

Inquired into; their horoscopes also would be A Hindu mother,-iu-laW is not permitted to
^^Ia^efully calculated. After this had been done, appear before lier. son-in-Jaw

;
to do «o would be

another inspection was gone through, and 80 deemed scandalous.

were separated fr6m the batch
;
these were then In China, Borneo, and the Fiji Islands, a fath«r-

in the palace, so that their merits and de- in-law after his son’s marriage never again Yi»tB
^nerits could fe more accurately ascertained. After his daughter-in-law, and if they chance to meet,
^ short stay, the number was- reduced to*20, then -he hides himself. In Australia, a man must not

10, aud,at last becaftie a tie of two
;
and thus pronounce th^ name of his father-in-law, molher-

empress was selected. At the same time four, in-law,* or son-in-law. The Muhammadans .ofm
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Western Asia indicate their wives as the mothers may, and often does, interfere with the rights of
' of their sons. NcTHindu or Malay woman can the ordinary heirs. Dower Js held to be the price

be induced to pronounce her husband’s name.
.

promised or paid, by the husband for* possession

The Aleutian islander, says Mr. Farrer, quoting of the wife’s person. If unpaid, it is a debt on

Dali, knows nothing of what civilised nations call the husband^s estate. It takes precedence of all

modesty, yet he blushes when he is obliged to claims by inheritance, and descends by inheritance

speak ‘to his wife, or to ask her for anything in to the'wife’s heirs. The amount of dower is entirely

the presence of others. CustoUi compels them to arbitrary, and varies according to the position in

assume the attitude .of perfect strangers. The life, and the youth, beauty, and Jicoomplishments

Hottentot woman may never enter her husband’s of the bride. It is settled by the relatives of the

room in the hut, and the husband, as among the contracting pai ties; but if a marriage has been

Spartans, must never be seen in the neighbour- agreed upmi and the amount of dower is disputed,

hood of the wife. Among the Yoruba, an African the raagisfrate has authority to determine the just

tribe, a woman is forbidden to speak to her hiis- amount. Divorce under the Muhammadan law

band, and may not even see him if it can possibly may be effected at the mere will of the liusband;

be avoided. AppArently a similar custom ej^isted but a man cannot repudiate his wife without

among the early Sanskrit-speaking 2)eo23les, for jiaying her dower
;
so it, frequently happens that

the wife, in the famous story of Urvasi and Fiinu a very ardent lover, or one willing to divest

ravas,* says to hqr lord, ‘Never let me see thee himself of the power of divorce', will agree to an

without thy royal garments, for ‘such is the amount of dower which it is quite impossible for

manner of women.’ And when this rule is him to discharge.' From this there is ho escape

accidentally .broken, Urvasi must softly and but payment, or remission bn the ptart of the wile,

suddenly vanish away. A free man may rmt have more than four wivi's at

A Circassian bridegropm must not see his wife the same time
;
a slave may not have more than

nor live with her without the greatest mystery ;
two. There is a long .and well-detincd table of Pro-

and Fiji islanders display the utmost distress of hibited Degrees, and this includes not only relation,

s

mind when adventurous missionaries suggest that by blood, but, generally s])eaking, those also who
there is no real harm in a man’s living under the stand in the Siiiiie relation by fostcr.igc, Five

same roof with his wife. The young Kaneka bolts persons cannot marry their ow'n slaves, because

with a wild scream into the bush if you even, parents have by law* an equal right in their off-

mention the name of his sister
;
while in Fiji not S

2
)ring, and this right is incompatible with tlu*

only brothers and sisters, but first cousins of iiositiou of owner and slave.’

opposite sexes, may neither eat together nor The marriage of 11indiMvomon by Muhammachm
speak to each other. emperors coninu iiced w’ith the father of Fiiw.

Among Muhimmadans there is only one legal 81iah, wlio.se motliei* Naila w\as the daughter «'t'

ceremony, the Nikkah, by the kazi or his deputy, raja Mai la Bhalti. Ho^vell states that when the

but th^re are several deviations from it. In T’ersia Hindu rajas submitted to Timur, it was stipulated

and India their Nikkah ccreihony is with rejoicings that the emperor should marry a daughter of Jet

or Shadi, if tho bride be a spinster and of equal Singlf.s house, and that tlie head of the housi-

rank with the bridegroom
;

their Mutai marriage should be governor of Bengal,

is for a limited time in consideration of a present, About .\,D. UlOO, Kaiila Devi, wife of tlio raja

and the Nikkah«-i-Muwakkat is a temporary mar- of Gujerat, had been captured in Baglana during,'

riage. According to tjie Sunni ruling, the off- her husband’s lligbt, and was carried to Ala-iid-

spring of the Mutai and the Nikkah-i-Muwakkat Din’s haram. She had great influence over liii'',

are illegitiniate; The Sunni say u usufructuary- and indiiceil him to make efforts t(\capture h r

marriage, i.e. where a man says to a W'oman, ‘ I daughter Dewala Devi, ’fhis was accqm])lislK:d.

will take the use of you for such a time for so land her beauty made such an inii)res8ion on thi*

much,’ is void; so also is a temjiorary mamage king’s ehkst son, Khizr Khan, that he .s<'>on aftif

(e.g. a marriage for ten days), whether for a short married her. Their love.s ari‘ the subject of a

or for a long time; but it is one of the jioints on celebrated Persian poem by Amir Kliusru.

which the Shiahs differ from tliem. A ver.se of Jodh Bui, daughter of Bahiira Mai, raja of

the Kotan has-been inter^^reted by tlie Shi^s Amber (now Jeypore), was tlie emperor Akbar’s

as warranting <iuch a temjjprary marriage
;

tne wife, and she was the mother of Salim, who

Sunnis have come to a different and certainly became tlic emperor Jahangir. The marriage

a more moral interpretation.' Kings and great Salim with the daughter of raja Bhagwan Doss,

men have occasionally availed themselves of the .sou of Bahara Mai, was performed according to

diverse views of the different schools to obtain Hindu form at the raja’s house, and in the

legal sanction for irregular practices. A king of pn-sence of Akbar. Other Muhammadan emperors

Beder in the 15th century is described as com- had Hindu wives, but no Hindu Avas permitted to

plainiUg to his Sunni lawyers of being limited to marry a Muhammadan girl. 'Jahangir said,

four wives, and desired to knpw how he might ‘ Marrying a Hindwani is not ko bad, but togi'^‘

inarjy more. They pointed out that, although one’s daugliter to a •Hindu! Lord Protect ns

he could have only fcnir at a time, he might against the machinations of tlie evil one!’ Ihc

divorce one -wife and marry another as often as practice of the Muliaimnadan emperors marrying,

he pleased. TMs was not what he wanted
;
so he Hindu women was a matter of policy, calculate

adaressed himself to a learned Shiah, who was to preserve a good understaiiding.
, .,|^

present at his court. From him he obtained the In Egypt, girls are prepared for marriage wi^

opinion that a- Mutai or temporary marriage was a very great deal 6l cerefnony.
.
There are tir

legal, and had been practised, in the time of the women who make the beautifying of bnd(« t

prophet. Marriage carries with it. rights of in- special profession. On the wedding mpmwg
-hefitanee, and the dower settled upon the wife bride is dressed in her bridal Yoh^S) 1'^*^
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plaited with the Grecian plait, small pieces of of at least ten witnesses, the contracting parties

gold-leaf are stuck on her forehead and on her having io partake of a cake made of salt, water,
breast; care is taken not to conceal any of the and flour, called far. Of thafpanis farreus, the
stars or spots tattooed on her face and chest in- wedding cake of the British is the relic, and their
infancy; a line of blue dots encircling the lips is bridesmaids and groomsmen have their-origin' in
sometimes seen, and a Spot on the chin is.very the ten witnesses. Amongst the Ronmns, special
common. A little rouge is added to heighten the honour was given to the chUdren of such marriages
Colour of the cheeks wliere necessary. and from amongst them were chosen the flamens •

In ‘British. India, ^the descendants of all the of Jupiter and the vestfil virgins.

Musalman races—Arab, Iranian, Turanian, Mon- The bride’s cfdcc which so invariably accom-
gol, and Hindu converts—intcT-marry. Ihireljra panics an English weddiiig, and which should
Ubristiaii man and a Muhammadan woman. jdways be cut by the bride, may be traced back
The Koran of the Muhammadans enjoins the to the old Roman form of marriage by confar-

strictest seclusion of women. They are prohibitc<l reatio or eating together. The Fiji islanders have
from appearing unveiled before .any but very a very similar custom. The act of eating together
near relations, children, or eunuchs. But elderly is, amongst the Burmese, the ceremony of union,
women, of the poorer •classes, married or widows, Among the Tiperali race of the hill tribes of
appear abroad, do all the marketing an<l other Chittagong, the bride prepares some drink, sits

out-of-door domestic work, and without veils of on her lover’s knee, chinks half and gives him the
any kind. This, practitc of seclusion is followed other half

;
they afterwanls efook together their

also by the Rajputs of rank and the Namburi lingers. But marriage amongst the Romans was •

Brahmans. But with the mass of the Hindu of throe kinds,—the confarreatio, which was ac-
people, the women attend all ordinary in-door compatiied with the most awful religious rites, was
and out-of-door duties, drawing wat('r at the i)ractically .indissoluble, and was jealously re-

well, obtaining the daily ba/.ar supplies, and the stricted to patricians
;
the Coemptio, which was

women of the agricultural and gardening and jmrely civil, and which derived its name from a
labouring races of the Aryans and non-Aryans symbolical sale, and which, like the confafreatio,
share their husband’s toils. gave the husband complete authority over the

Erroneous physiohjgicul notions of the races in i)erson and property of his wife
;
and* the Usus,

Central Asia and China had some husbands to which was clTected by a simple declaration of a
marry more than one wife, or to have haram or slave determination to cohabit. The Usus became
womc nil! their homes, and it is this whicli keeps up general in the Roman empire, and in it the
slavery there. The Muhtumuadan haram custom married woman remained in her father’s house
*is given in 4ho rule for the*Jews, Judges v. 2<S- and under his guardianship. Her dowry passed
JO

;
Deuteronomy xxi. - 10-13 :

‘ B’heii thou goest into the husband’s kands, but, with that exception,

forth to war against thine enemies, and the Lord she held her proju'rty in her own right; she
thy God hath dolivt'red them intdtliine hands, and inherited her share of her father’s wealth, and she
thou hast taken tluMu captive, and seest among retained it altogether independent of her husband

;

the captives a beautiful womau, and hast a desire —and thus a very considerable ^lortion of Roman
unto her, that thou wonld(‘St have her to thy wife

;
wealth passed into the uncontrolled possession of

then thoii shalt bring her home to thine house
;

women. During the ascetic sta^ of morals in

and she shall shave her head, and pare her nails
;

Europe, many Romans and Christiana regarded a
and she shMl ]>ut the rainiaiit of her captivity second marriage as improper.

—

American Expedi*
from off her, and shall remain in thine house, and tion

;
Bowrinr/'s Ethnol. of [ndia; Burton's ScindCj

bewail her father and her mother a full month: Mecca
,
and Citij of the Sahfts; Major Bi{shhj in

and after^ that thou shalt go in unto her, and be Berar Gazetteer ; Balfour on Tribes, In Jameson's

her.hiisband, ami she shall be tliy wdfe.’ Ed. Journ. ; Cameron s Eastern Possemons ; Mr.
Ill British India, tlie rule which Europeans (Sir George) Campbetrs Ethnol. of India ;

Dalton's

affects tlu European community is the resolution. Ethnol. of Bengal; Davy's Ceylon; Doolittie's

of the Governor-General in (’ouncil, dated the 8th Chimi ;
Elliot's Glossary and India ; Fraser's

October 1852, which ju-escribes that certiliciites Jlinialayn Mountains ; Frcrc's Antipodes ; Forbes'

of marriage should be transmitted to England in l^sainala ; Graham's Khandesh Bhil Tribes;

every case when either party to the marriage is mays China
;

Hodgson's- Aborigines of India ;

what is commonly called a British .subject, or tlie Ilistoire Ahixgce dcs Cnltes ; Jmmis. Beng. As.

legitimate offspring of such a person; and in Soc., Ethnol. Soc., Indian Archipelago, Royal A.v.

other cases, whenever either party to the marriage Soc.; Imperial Gazetteer; Kearns' TrilK^s of S.

desires ‘it to be so transmitted. Subjects of India ; Layard's Nineveh ; Lecky's European

foreign European stales were provided for in Alorals ; Lubbock, Civilisation ; Lewin s Chitta-

1854, when ‘returns of births, deaths, and gong Hill Tracts ;
Mahabharata Selections ;

marriages of European Christians, of all denomina- Maicer's Travancore ;
ALLehnati's Primitive

tions, throughout British India, were prescribed by Alarrioge; Marsden's Sumatra; Me'tz, Ncilgherry

the Governor-General in Council. Every marriage Tribes; Menu, -Institutes; Perry's Bird's-eye

between British people, or in. which one of the View of India; Newholds Malacca; Baj^eSy

contracting parties is of legitimate extraction from Java ;
Ramayana ;

Recherches Phil, sur les

English parents, has beeoine capable of proof by CJiinois; Calcutta,^ Westminster Reviews; Robert's

simply referring .to* the Registrar - General in Oriental Illustrations; Rogers' Dojnestic Life in

London. * Palestine ;
Shortt's Hill Ranges, and in Ethnol.

In the old Roman forms of marriage, con- Soc. Joum, ;
Mrs. Spiers, Ancient India

; Tod's

farreatio was the most sacred, and the bride and Rajasthan ; Vishnu Purana ; Ward's Hindoos

;

hridegroom were joined together by the Pontlf9x Watson and Kaye's People of India; Weber's

Maximus in a set form of words, in the presence Literature; WiUianis'' Nala and Damayanti; II.
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H. Wilson's Hindu Theatre^ Glossary^ and Sects

f

Dr, Wilson's India 8000 Years Ago.

MARRI AI, literally the Hieath-mother, the

goddess worshipped by the Beldar race of Berar.

MARROW, %getable. Cucurbita ovifei^, one
of the most nourishing and wholesome of the
gourds.

. MARRUBIUM VULGAKE. Lwi
M. hamatum, H.Ji.

I
M. Germanicum, Schr.

Horehound is a plant of Europe and Mid Asia,

near Ka^ihmir, on the Chenab,- in the Salt Range
and Trans - Indus, at elevations varying from

2000 to 7000 feet.— />r. J. L. Stewart, M.D.
MARSDEN, Siii WILLIAM, a,medibal officer

of the E. I. Company, author of History of

Sumatra, its Government, Laws, Customs, and
Manners

;
Numismata Orientalia Illustrata, I.ond.

1823-25’; Bibliotheca Philologica ct Orientalis.

A Catalogue was printed of. the Books and Manu-
scripts collected ty him on the Chronology of

the Hindoos, Lond. 1790.

MARSDENIA ROYLII. Wight.

Pathor of . .. ( ^hknab. I Tar of . Ravi and Sutlej.
Veri of Ravi aiid Sutlej.

|

A climbing plant, growing up to 8000 feet ui

the Oi^ter Himalayi^ hills and in the Salt Range.

Its fibres are made into fishing-lines, and the

powdered unripe fruit is given as a cooling medi-

cine.

—

Dr'J. L. Stewart.

MARSDENIA TENACISSIMA. W. and A.
* Asclepias tcna'cissknu, I A. tomentosa, Herb.

Moxb.
I
Gymiiema tenac., Spr.

Tongas, .... HiiJn.
I
Chittee, Jeii, . . 'J’am.

The Rajinahal bowstring creeper grows in the

Peninsula of India, in the Rajmahal Hills, Pah^-

inau, Nepal, and Chittagong. It has small

greenish-yellow flowers; from wounds in it a

milk-like juice issue.s, which hardens into an

elastic subs.tance, with properties like ciCoutchouc,

and from the bark, beautifully line silky fibres are

obtained, of which the Rajmahal mountaineers make
their bowstrings. These are said to last for live

years, though in constant use and exposed to all

sorts of weather. In preparing the fibres of this

plant, the hill people do not put the stems in

water, but let them stand in the sui^i for a day till

drier
;
from the- ends, when cut, there exudes a

milky juice, which thickens into an elastic sub-

stance, like, indeed forming one kind of, caout-

chouc, acting in the same way in removing black-

lead marks.- The fibres are beautiful, durable,

and strong; some twine made with it bearing

248 and 343 lbs. in the dry and wetted states,

when hemp twine boro only 158 abd ,190 lbs. in

the -same state. The stems are cut into lengths,

and then slit down the middle
;
then dried, and

afterwards steeped in water for about an hour or

more, when the fine silky filaments, are separated.

A IJ-inch rope in Calcutta was found to

break with 903 lbs., when Europe rope broke

with 1293 lbs., and others with greater weights.

It stood ninth in strength, but second in elasticity.

Mr. Taylor states it hiight be .easily cultivated.

—Joum, Agn-Hortic. Soc.^ 1844, p. 22; Hoyle
Fib. PI ; Roxh. ii. p, 51 ;

Voigt, p. 537. .

MARSDENIA TINCTORIA. R. Brown.
Asolepias tinctoria, Jtoxb,

|

Oynanchum tlnjeria, //cr6.

Perguiada tinctoria, Spr.
|

Hajii.

This creeper grows in both the Peninsulas of’

Inc(i<^) Assam, Sylhet, Pegu, Tenasserim, and

Sumatra; and Dr. Roxburgh recommended its

extepsive cultivation. The Burmese obtain from
it quite a good indigo b^e, though not equal to

L the dye from the Ruellia.

liTARSHALL, THOMAS, a surgeon of the

Bombay or Bengal Army, who was Statistical

Reporter in the S. Mahratta country.- His reports

on the parganas of Padshapur; Belgaudi, Kala*

niddee, Chandgarh, Khanapur, Baguleot, Badaini,

and Hoondgoond were printed in Bombay in

1822. He died between the 29th July and 6th

September 1821.
' '

MARSH DATE or Ground Rattan is the Cala-

mus rotang or common cane plant. Its leaves arc

used at Cuddalore for making ropes and mats.

Marsh date palm is the Pheenix paludosa.

MARSH MALLOW, Althma officinalis A
syrup of this is a mucilaginous demulcent

;
syrups

for the same purposes may be prepared of Bombax
Malabaricum root, of dried Abelmpschus escu-

lentus capsules, of Asparagus sarmentosus, (jf

ABglc marmalos.

—

Beng. Phar. p. 407.

MARSHMAN, JOSHUA, colleague of Carey

and Ward, born iiu 1708 at Westbury Leigh,

the son of a .weaver and Baptist minister.’ He
arrived in IndiA in 1799. John Clark Marsh-

man, his eldest ‘son, was born August 1794,

accompanied Ids father to Serampur in 1800,

and from 1812, for nearly 20 years, living like

his colleagues on £200 a year, conducted an

enormous correspondence, and bptobk himself to

secular work, though never abandoning his

projects for the cvangelizatioii of Bengal. Hi*

started a paper mill, founded the. first

paper ill Bengali, the Sumachar Diirpun; estah-

lishcd the first English weekly, the Friend of

India, which iii his liands speedily became a

power
;

published series of law books, one of

which, the Guide to the Civil Law, was for years

the civil code of India
;
and .started a Clnisliaii

colony on a krge tract of land purchased in the

Sunderbans. All his undertakings except the

last succeeded, and the profits and influenet*

acquired through all were devoted in great

measure to his favourite idea; that education

must in India precede Christianity. While still a

stiTiggling. business man, he expended £30,000

on building and maintaining a college for the

higher education of natives, a college still worked

with the greatest success. Knowing Bengali as

only skilled native pandits know it, and law like

a trained lawyer, he was asked by Government to

become Official Translator. The salary was £1000

a year, and for ten years he paid away the whole

salary, every month in furthering . the cause of

education, and this in silence so* complete that

his own family probably only after his death

learned the fact for the first time* He wrote the

first, and for years the only. History of Bengal,

and published a History, of India.after his return

to England in 1852.

MARSIAH. Arab. An elegy, a dirge, read

during the Maharram on the deaths ofAli, Hasan,

and Husain.

MARSILEA QUADRIFJOLIA. Linn.

3oo8ni-sh»k, Bbno. Ari k^y, . . . •

Chuppati ke baji, DUKH. Ara kura, . . • .
•

Godhi (the bulbs), Hind. Mudugu tamara, .

Chittur dulla, . 8ANBK. Munugu tamava, •

A plant of -Europe, N. Africa, India, and

Australia. Its bulbs are eaten either raw
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boiled. M. ^gyptiaca, Willd.^ is found iu Egypt i of which C. riparia, C. subsoccafca, C. Siuensis, and
and in the Peninsula. of India, and M. Coro- 0. concolor, also Clielidon urbica, 0. Cashmirien-
inandoliana, N, L, Burm.,m the sdulhern part sis, and 0. Nepalensis, occur in India, Dr. Adams
of the Peninsula of India.—

;

Powell; Ains. thinks that the common house martin of the Neil-
MAKSUPIALS, an order of mammals found only gherries and Southern India is identical with

inAustralia and America. They bring forth their Chelidoii urbica of Europe. On the Lower
young in an incomplete state. After tlieir birth, Himalayas and Kashmir ranges, a bird appears in
•the young become attached to the teats of their spring, very closely allied to the above. Gould
mother placed inside a pouch situated beneath named it the Ghelidon Cashmiriensis. This martin
the abdomen, and are there retained until suffi- migrates to the' Pahj>b during winter,
ciently adult to be able to shift for themselves, M-ARTINE, Majok-General CLAUDE, was
as in the’opossums and kangaroos. ‘ private soldier from. France, who rose to the
MARTA, in Malabar, a Pariah aboriginal rank of General in Oudh. He founded the Mar-

• race who personate demons.' tinicre. Tlie sum he set apart for .endowing the
MARTABAN, a province and small town in noble charity called I.a Martipiere, was lakhs

British Burma.. The town is at tlie junction of of Sicca rupees
;
but bv the interest up to October

the (Jwyne and Salwin rivers opposite Moiilmein, 1832, this had increased to 0,62,825 Sicca rupees,
in lat. 10° 82' N., and long. 07^ 87A' E. Tlie or nearly £1UO,000 sterling. Sir Edward Ryan,
rise pf the tide is 21 feet, the di.strict is occupied Chief Justice of Calcutta, drew up a decree on
by the Mon or Talaing racc. The town was taken the 22d October 1832, regulating its internal

by the British 30th October 1824, and again on economy, and the building was completed on the
'the 2d April 1851. The district is bounded on 3 1 st December 1S35, and opened for the reception
the west by the Bay of Bengal, and is traversed of (he wards on the 1st March 1836. It provides
from s(Juth-east to north -ejist and then north by for fifty Christian children, irrespective of sect, on
a range of hills culminating in the. Zmig-gyaik thefoimd,ati()n,andcducatesboarder8,daylx)ard-
peak, 3500* feet above sea-level. 'lowards the ers or day sell olars. llis house and tomb arc at
end of the 16th century, Martaban was' taken .by Oastalia, about three miles from Lucknow. Ho
the king pf Siam, who appointed a governor over died a.d. 1800.

it and the surrounding country. Tii Martaban MARTYN, HENRY, a missionary clergyman .of

the amount of silver was found to vary in different the Protestant sect, who laboured iu India and
portions, from about 70 ounces to the ton’ of then proceeded to Persia, where l^e died. His zeal

the ore
;
but in a second assay to 300 ounces was beyond the strengtli of .a naturally delicate

in the ton, or a little less than 1 per cent, constitution, and he expired at Tokiit on the 16tli

Martaban jars are jars of glazed earthenware. October 1812. He had been Senior Wrangler at

Dulaurier quotes from Father Azar, a Maronite, Cambridge in 1801. From*Shiraz to Isfahan, from
that Martaban means a oasket or vase for keeping Isfahan to Teheran, from 'reheran to Tokat, he
medicines andxjomfits, etc. But the word is useil struggled onwards, hoping . to reach his home.

—

for the.great vessels of glazed pottery, called Pegu Porter'

a

ii. p. 703; Kat/e's Christianity.

or Martaban jars from the places where they were ^lARTYR, iu Arabic shahid; this term is

purchased, and wliich retained a wide renown up applied by Muhaimnadaus to the professors of

to the present century.— F?de, ii. p. 476
;

Islam who fall iu battle in a religious war.
Imp. Oaz. * Twenty descriptions of persons become so!

MARTEN. 'Fhc martens of the genus Martes MARU, Sansk. from Mi’i, to kill. Maru is

chiefly belong to the northern parts of the world, also a contracted form of Marusthala, a dry, sandy,
• but three species occur in the south and cast of sterile tract, a desert. Maru-des or Marusthala, a

Asia. The Indian marten, Martes. llavigula, is desert country, is apj)liod to tlie sandy tracts

found up to 7000 and 8000 feet throughout the between Rajputana and the Indus.— W.
whole of the Himalaya,: south and cjist lo China MARULA MATANGI, orTal Noppi, orMarulu
and Malayana, and on the Ncilgherry Hills and in Jada Chctlii; Xanthium orientale^ L. The prickly

.Ceylon. .M. tufoeus, llodqson^ is found in the involucre is applied to the ear to cure headache,

villages of Tibet and I.adakh at 11,000 feet, also MARUMAKKATi. In Travaucore the law by
in Afghanistan, and its skin is sold in the Pesha- which property descends to heirs, pf the body is

wur bazars. Dr. Adams seems to recognise this dfcled Makkatayam, or ‘children’s inheritance.’

as identical with the M. abietum or pine marten That law by. which the nephews 'of Nairs are

of Europe, .and he says that the skins of the pine their heirs is called Marumakkatayam
;
the term

marten (M. abietum) are imported from Afgflaii- Mavumakkal being used for nephews, or some-

istan and sold in the bazars of the city, where also times for sons-in-Jaw, from Maru, to dwell, or

.those of the ermine are ojccjisionally observed, fondle,—^those who reside with one, and are

zibellina, the sable marten, is obtained in affectionately treated as one’s awn children.

Tibet.—Arfaw#; Jerdon\^ Mammalia, pp. 81, 82. MARUMAKKA'l’AYAM. Maleal. The law

MARTIN. Sir James Ranald Martin, a medical of succession by sisters’ sons, m the female line,

ofiicer of the Bengal anuy, author of Brief ol)served in Malabar by the Nair race, by some of

Topographical and Historiwil Notice of Calcutta^ the Brahman and Mapilla. families, and some oj

London 1817
;
Memoir on the Advantages of the the servile tribes*there.— W* . .

Re-occtmation of Neg^is Island, iu-Bl. As. Trans., • MARUT and Harut, according to the Koran,

1884
; Johnston and Martin on Tropical. Climates, two angels who visited Babyldn.

.
When the an^ls

martin, MONTGOMERY, wrote on the His- in heaven expressed surprise at the wickednei# of

tory, Ahtiquities, Topography, and Statistics of the sons of Adam; God let them selefet two of

Eastern India, Loudon 1838, 8 vols. themselves to be sent down to earth. Marut and
MARTIN. -This name is given to several Harut were chosen, and they exercised their office

genera of birdsy the genua Cotyle or sand martins, with integrity, until Zohrah, the planet Venus.
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descended in the shape of a womau, who enticed

them to love her, and then flew to lioaven. She
was followed by Marut and Harut, but Ridwau,
the guaVdian of paradise, refused them admission.

As a punishment, they were confined at Babylon
until the day oi judgment.
MARUT, in the mythology of the Hindus, a

personification of the wind.
.
The Marut deities

are the forty-nine winds 2>‘^rsohified. Jn tlie

Vishnu Purana they are described as the children

of Diti by Kasyapa, or rather as liie cliihl dlvide<l

by Indra into forty-nine portions, and afterwards

addressed by him in the words ‘ma rodih,’ weed
not, whence the name ^farud. Tiie Marut hold tlio

first place amongst the inferior deities. Marut is one

of the most prolific roots in Aryan speech. 'Phis

root is mar or mal, to crush or ^jound, ami hence

either to destroy or to soften^ and by softening

Bometiines to .sweeten. The Maruts are'lliereforc

emphatically the crushing, grinding, or jiounding

storm-winds, who overturn .everything in their

path, and set forests on* fire by the friction of

boughs. The Greeks also had their grimlers and
pounders in the !Moliones.and tlie Aloadai, ns they

had both Aleuron and Maleiiron as words for

ground corn; while another crusher, . Ares, re-

appears in the Latin Mars. and in the Teutonic

Thor Miolnir.— Williams' Sti>nj of XaLi^ p. 2o7
;

Vishnu Purana^ lb\.

*MARUTHA, in Travalicore, the spirit, shade,

or ghost of a woman who has died of fever
;
they

are buried inside* the house, mantrnms being said

over them to hinder their attacking the survivors.

The graves of virgins dying young are used as

places for w^orship, some tree, such as pala

(Alstonia scholaris), being planted over the

grave, ami a lanip kept burning. Pregnant
women dying are 8np])osed to become demons,
and are therefore taken for burial to some
distant and Jouely jungle, and man trams rejieated

over- the grave to prevent their sjiirits from
returning to injure people.

—

Maker,
MARVES, a race inthe Ncilgherry Hills, known

as the Badaga, corruptly Burgher.

MARWAR ranks among the states of Rajput-

'

ana next in importance to ^fewar and Jeypore.

Tradition ascrib(?.s its foundation to Jodhn, a de-

scendant of the Rahtor Itajput kings of JCammj,
who is said to have founded its capital, the city of

Jodhpur, about A*.i). l loO.

Marwar ts bounded on the N.W. ami N. by Jey-
Ruimir, Bikanir^ and Sliokawati; f)n the K. Iw
Jeypore,*KiBlienga»h, Ajmlr, and Mewar; on tm
S. by Udaipur and 8irohi

;
and on the W. by the

Runn of Cutch and Sind. It lies' between lat.

36' and 27° 42' N., iiml long. 70° G' and 7o°
24' E., and has an area of 35,G72 square miles, i

Revenue, 17J lakhs, with a pojnilation about

2,850,000. Its capital is Jodlipur, iu lat. 2G°
' 19' N., long. 73° 8' E., au^l is a walled city

;
the

buildings within are all of stone, Avith terraced

roofs. The palace is built on an abrupt sandstone'

ridge, commanding the town.
j

* Marwar is a corruption of Maroo-war, classic-

• ally MaroosVhali or Mooroost’han, the region of i

death. It is also called Maroo-desa, whence the
Mardes of the early Muhammadan writers. The
bards frequently style- it Mard’hur, which is syri-

^onymouB with Maroo-desa, or, when it suits their
rhytoie, simply Maroo. Though now restricted to
the country subject to the liahtor race, its ancient

ajjplication comprehended the entire desert, from

the Sutlej to the ocean. The sac’-has or branches

of the llalitOr early spread over the desert. The

fabulous genealogy of the Rahtor deduces their

origin from the ralit or spine of Indra, their

nominal father being Yavan-aswa, prince of Paili-

pur, Avliich they say was somewhere in the north.

This indicates their Scytbic origin!

The river* Looni, rising on the eastern frontier

at rosbkur, and pursuing a westerly course, nearly

bisects the country, ami forma the boundary be-

tween the fertile and sterile lands of Maroo.

The districts of Deedwanoh, Nagore, Mairta,

Jodhpur, I’alli, Sojut, (jlodwar, Sewanoh, Jhalore,*

Beenmahal, and vSancliore, are the more fertile ami

pojnilous, with a population of eighty souls to the

square mile. The 'N.lik poKion includes a portion

of I^agore, the large towns of Filodi, Pokurn, etc.,

ami may bo calculated at thirty
;
the remajnii)g

space to the 8.W., as (jO<ladeo-ka-thul or desert

of Goga, Slieb, Barmair, Kotra,'and Chotun, (‘an

scarcely be allowed ten.

Th(^ Jat constitute five-eighths, the Rajputs two.

eighths of the i^opulation, while the reriiaining

classes, Bishnavi, Mena, Bhil, Bhnt, Charan, with

a few Mulinmmadans, sacei’dotal, commercial, and

seryile, make? up the integral number. 'I’he Jat

are the industrious class. The Rahtor character

stantls deservedly high in the scale of the thirty-

six royal Rajput tribes, but is debased by the abuse

of o})ium, The Rahtor cavalty was formerly the

best in Iiidia. At one time there were several

horse; - fairs,* especially those of Bhalotra mid

Poshkur, where the horses of Gutch and Kattya-

Avar, the jungle, and Multan avitc brought in

groat numbers. I'aluable horses Avere also bred

on the Avestern frontier, on the Looni, those of

Knydurro b(‘ing iu high estimation.*

the family gave several daughters in. marriage

to- the imperial family of Dejili, and furnished

some distinguished generals to the imperial arniy.

By the 8tl» Article of the Treaty of 181 8 with Maun

Singh, the Jotlhpur State Avas hound to furi.hh

a contingent of 1500 horse. Under this article- a

(hunand Avas made in 1832 for a force to co-operat

'

against freebooters who occupied Niiggur Parkai.

The contingent proved peifectly iiselesS, and in

1835 the obligatipn to furnish the contingent was

commuted to an annual payment of Rs. 1,15,000

tOAvards the Jodhpur Legion, Avhich was then .

raised. This legion mutinied in 1857. Maharaja

Takht Singh did g(.;o(l sei vice during the mutinies,

n'ceived the right of adoption, and is entitled to a

salute of seventeen gums. 'The troojis kept uj) hy

the stiite do not (jxceed GOOD men. 'fbe Political

Ag(^ht i.s also President of the Marwar Intcrjuris-

dictional Court of Vak(‘cls, Avhich decides all

^

border disputes arising ’between Bikanir, Jeysul-,

mir, Kishengarh, Sirohi, Pahlunpore, and Jodh-

pur. The court is composed of vakeels from these

states and from Udaipur, Jeypore, and Seekur. R

I

meets once -a year at Ajmir, Balmir, Nagore, and

i

Mount Abu. At .the commencement of 1869 the

Political Superintendent of Sirohi discovered that

- both in that state and in Marwar the practice ot

I

Samadh, pr burying alive, prevailed to a con-

I

siderable extent, though confined almost entirely

^to persons in the last stage of leprosy, by whom-

it was practised to put an end tp their suffering-

*As it was thought probable that in some

priestly influence, and in others the desire Q* yh
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other members of the family to rid themselves of there are twelve great tribes, of whom are . the
’ the presence of a nuisance, might have induced Oswa, Messar, Agarwala, Bijabargi, Sarogi,
the self-sacrifice,.the Political Agent considered Neddatwar, Parwiir, and five others. These all

it jidvisable to bring to the notice of.thc darbar of subdivide into numerous kap or clans; in the
His Highness the Kao of Sirolii, that Government Messar tribe alone are seventy - two, amongst
regarded the commission of. a Samadh in the same whom are the Rathi and Dhaga. All the Marwari
light as a.sati, and that they. would expect His of Rajputana adhere to the principle of reckoning*
Highness to use his best endeavours to j^ut a stop their descent frojrn a foumhT, and in jtheir marriage
to it. It was also “notified that in case of 'his ceremonies they abstain from blood relationship,

not doing so, ho would incur the displeasure* of never marrying into their own gutra. Their
Government, and the niUnber of guns with" which widows never ro-marry. The mercantile tribes of
he was saluted would bo reduced. His Highness Western India, of' l{ajputy origin, sank the name
at once issued a proclamation declaring that and profession of ai'ins’ when they became pro-
Samadh was forbidden, and that any one assisting selytes to dainism, in the reign of Raja Bhecin
at any case in future would be liable to imju-ison- Pramar. 'J'he Chiltiir inscription of this prince
.ment extending to ten years

;
that the jaghirdar (he was ancestor of Raja .Maun, whose date, S. 770,

on whose estate it took place wouhl be liable to a..i>. 711) allows us to place this grand conver-
the same punishment and the forfeiture of bis sion jnior to a.d. 050. The Banya or Komati
estate; and any raj official, through whose culpable inorcbants and bankers are generally of tlie Vaish-
neglectaca»e might occur, would jdso incur the navasectof Hindus, though some of them worship
same liability. The maharaja of Marwar .was also Siva. They are most numerous in Telingana and
addressed on the Kime subject, although the in Madras. In the north and cast of Dekhan proper
Political Agent of that province could not Ifear there is not one of tliom in twenty villages, their •

of any cases having oceurred.— places there being taken *by the Mar^vari- race.

Tod's There are, however, many in Piinderpiir and
ii. pp. 9, 162-61, Shola])ur. Those of the Komati who die un-
MAR^VARI, from Marwar, a country in Raj- maiTie<l arc biirit!d, all others ate burned, whether

putana. In India, generally applied to a Rajput belonging to the Saiva or Vaishnava sects. Their
engaged* in banking or trade. There are, how^- language in their families is lelugn,. and it is

ever, various financing tribes, Saukar, Sarraff or spoken by them as far as Bombay. But, as tlie

Hhroff, as the Marwari, the Hhatya, the Vaisya west is approached, Mahrati becomes mixed with it.

Komati, the Modi grain-.seller, aiid the Banya, Komati Jlanya aie essentially shopkeepers, sellers

The Marwari arrange ilieiui^elves into twelve tribes, of dry grains, doing a little in mercantile business,

The Mestri, the Uiwar, Bijahargi, Kaiidalwal, and and cultivate, but do not hold the plough. They
Porwal are of the Vaishnava sect of Hindus; the are Jiiostly dyuk men, of short statura In their

Agarwala are partly Vaishnava and partly Jahi
;

marriages the In idcgrooin may or may not be before

but ‘the Sarogi and the Oswal arc wholly Jain, or after puberty, but girls are under age, and the
and it is frOm amongst the Ossi tribes of Oswal eeremoniul is pcrfornmil at the house by a Brah-
that'lhe Jain priests of Abu arc chosen. These man. The death srad'ha rituals arc conducted
Jaina never use animal food, their ofTerings are by Brahmans. Their Janawi or zonar is put on
fruits and sugar

;
and the Oswal and v^arogi never and the mantra taught when mairieil. ITie M’’ani

eat the prasadh or meat offered to the idols, of the western coast will only marry with the

Marwari are less frequently of the SaiVa sect. Komati Jkuiya. They are in considerable numbers
The Marwaii mercantile iijeii and bankers hohl in the nortliern part of Hyderabad, adjoining

almost exclusively the entire banking business of Berar.— 7W’.v Ihijasthau^ ii. pj). l.-U, 234.

India, and regulate the exchangi? operations of MARWAT and Bannu are on the same plain,

almost airthe nations of India. The Oswal is the The people of Marwat are larger in stature than

richest and most numerous of the eighty-four those of Bannu, and are usually clad hi qoarse

mercantile tribes of India, and is said to amount white linen, like the Afghan on the banks of the

to 100,000 families. They are calle<l Oswal from river Indus.

their first settlement, the town of Ossi. They are ^MAlilVAT. Him>. A i)ensionary provision *in

all of pure Rajput birth, of no single tribe, but land for the heirs of one \yho. has been killed in

chiefly Pura, Solaiiki, and Bhalti. .Many profess bfitle.
' *

the Jain tenets, and the ponHfts of. that faith MARI, the mother of Jesus, the Messiah. The
must be selected from the yout h of Ossi. 4’hese Koran says, ‘ 0 thou mother of Jesus and sister

*

wealthy bankers and merchants, scattered through- of Aaron,’ thus confusing the two. The Anaariah

out India, arc’ all known under the denomimi- hold that the planet I'euus or Zuhra, Isis, of the

tion of Marwari, which means belonging to Maru Egyptians, ^fary the sister of J^loses; Mary the

or Maruftt’ban,'the ‘desert. It is singular. Colonel, mother of Jesus, and Fatima - uz - Zuhra the

Tod adds (Rajasthan, ii. p. 234), that the wealth of daughter of Mahomed (their goddess), is the Sfime

India should centre in this region of comparative j>ersoii
;

the Minerva of Atlieiis, Cybele of tile

sterility. The Marwari is essentially following Phrygians, the Ceres of Eleuses, the Proserpine of

similar jnercantile pursuits to the Vaisya Komati Sicily, the Diana of Crete, and Bellona*of the
of Peninsular India, and those of the Wani or IJani Romans, the Kime and identical deity.—

or Banya, viz, banker and merchant, to which, MARYUL, or Lowland, from Mar, Tib., low,

however, the Komati add, that of retail shop- and Yul, laud, the non-Chinese* portions of the
l^eeping. If a Marwari be asked as to his caste, BHot territories. These are arranged by Colonel
he replies that he is a Mahajan; a Banya, a Bais or Strachey as-^(l) that of Bulti, which is the Mu-
Vais, meaning that his profession is -that. of the haminadan name, and includes Haaora, Rongdo or

commercial people. But, on further questioning, Rongyul, Shigar, Skardo or Bulti proper, Parkuta,

explains that the ‘Marwfri is a Rajput, that Tolti, Khartaksho, Kiris, Khaypalu, and Ghorbat

;
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and (5J) the. Buddhist Ladakh, in which we have Wahsha, and with the «atne weapon that had
Spiti, Zangskar, Punk, guni, Hembaks (Dras), despatched Hamza, the uncle of Mahomed.
Ladakh Proper or Leh, Nubra, Janksti, Rong, MASALA. Hind. Properlji -spices or com-
Kupshu, ana Hanle. In this list of* Colonel pounds of spices, also used to mean any compoipid

Strachey, Lahul, Hungrung, and Kanawiir are or substance used in any manufacture or operation,

omitted as Indian; whilst Hasora is treated as MASAN. Hind. .A place of cremation, u

- Bhot.

—

Latham^ Ethnology. *
• cemetery. Sanskrit, Samasdn; and Uriya, Masani-

MASAH. ^Aiun., Heb. ' Anointing/ a form of hura.

installatiop practised in Eurojic, but which seems to jMASCARENHAS. George Mascarenhas accoiu-

have been of eastern origin. Masih of the Arabs patiied Fernao Peres de Andrade in 1517 to Chinn

forms the Hebrew Messiah, meaning the anointed ports, ‘and paved the way to commercial inter-

one, In'Rajputana, anointing appears to have course with that nation.

been, in all ages the mode Of installation. The MASIIA. Hind. A weight in India varying

unguent on this occasion is of sandal-wood and from 14*687 to 18’6 grains troy, the average being

atar of ros(?s made into* a paste or very thick 154 grains.- The rupee of Akbar, which was bascjcl

ointment, of which a little is placed upon the upon that of Slier Shah, weighed llj inashas.

forehead with the middle finger of the right hand, The masha or masa is.a gohkmiih’s weight. It is

and then the jewels, the aigrette, and necklace reckoned as 5, 8, or 10 rati or seeds of the Abrus

are tied 5n. Amongst the earliest notices of this precatorius, which usually weigh about 2 grains

ceremonial is that in Genesis xxviii., when Jacob troy. As an elemeiitary weight, it Avas the basis

rose up early in the morning, and took the stone of the weight of the current silver coin of India,

that he had put for his pillow, and set it up for a It is the 12th part of a tola.

.
pillar, and poured oil upon the top of it. The MAS’HAB. Abab. Also call Mahgin, a light,

Brahmans and Hindusr anoint their stone images crooked stick about two feet and a half long, used

with oil before bathing, and some anoint them in Arabia for guiding camels. The inas’bab is of

with sweet-scented oil. This practice probably almond, generally brought from Syria. At thi*

arises out of the customs of the Hindus, and is thick end is a kind of crook, formed by cuttir»<r

not necessarily to be referred to their idolatry., off a bit of larger branch from- Avhich the stick

Anointing .persons as an. act of homage has been groAvs. This crook is afterwanls cut into the

transferred to their idols. There are resemblances shape useful to seize? a camel’s nose-ring, or n

betAvixt^the Jewish and Hindu methods of, and horse’s bridle. Arabs- of all degrees are fond of

times for, anointing. Oil is- applied to. the croAvn carrying these’sticks.

of the -head till it- reaches all the limbs; it is MASIIAD, tlu' capiUU of Khorasan, is in lat.

called abhyanga, which is noticed in Psalm cxxxiii.
,

.‘16° 17' 40" N.; and long. 52° 85' 29" E., 472 lailcs

2, ‘It is l^e the precious ointment., upon the from Teheran. It is a place of‘ pilgrimage froi

head, that went doAvn to the skirts of his garment.’
'

possessing the shrine of Imam Raza, from Avhicli

Again, we are tpld in Mark xiv. 3 that there came it is a place of sanctuary (Bast) even for ifiur-

a woman, having an alabaster box of ointment of dcrci-s, and some stay there for ybars. TIk^

spikenard, very precious
;
and she biake the box, mosque ennd its minarets are very line. Tlie

and poured it on his head
;
and pouring sAveet- population has been estimated at from 45,d00 to

scented oil on i-he head is common amongst the 100,000. The Muhammadans bring their (lend

Hindus. ’ At the close of the festival in honour of from great distances to be interred at this lioly

Durga, tUe Hindu races worship tln^ unmarried place. There are 100 families of Jews engage I

daughters of Brahmans, and amongst other cerc- in petty traffic. Th^ manufactures arc shawls

monies pour .sweet-scented oil on their heads. A^elvets, steel for Aveapons, ’silks.—
Amongst the Hindus the ceremonial is attended to iv. p. 311.

after sickness, which in Psalm xlv. 7- is mentioned MASHAD ALI, a tpwii of Turkish Arahia, .‘5‘J

thus :
* Thy (jod hath anointed thee with the oil miles from the ruins of Babylon. Ali. son-iii-law

of gladness.’ And Hindus, when fasting, or in and cousin of Mahomed, is buried here. B Avas

sickness or sorrow, abstain from the daily anoint- taken by the Saracens in the 7th century. This

ing of th^ body with oil, and again anoint on city, according . to Kinneir, was founded by

recovery, as in 2 Samuel xii. 20, Avlierc ‘ David Alexander the Great, and Avas for' a considerable

arose from the* earth, and Avashed, and anointed time called Alexandria. It is’ 30 miles from

himself, and changed his apparel, and came into Hillah, and 4 from Kufa, a town founded by

the house of the Lord, and worshipped.’ Bathing, khajif Umar.
anointing the body Avith oil, and changing the Mashad llnsaiii or Kerbela is situated a short

appareL are, among the Hindus, the first'outward distance from the Avest bank of *thc Euphrates,

signs of coming out of a state of mourning or sick- and not very far from Hillah, the supposed site ot

ness.—^ard, Hindoos ; Tod's Rajasthan^ ii. 568. -Babylon. It is 1*6 farsaiigAvestAvardfrom
MASAILMA and El Aswad, in Muhammadan is a place of pilgrimage to Shiah Muhammadans,

history called the liars, lived in a.d. 632, in the and is surrounded by gardens and groves of p«'din

time of Mahomed. The fir^t was of the tribe of trees, which are watered by a canal from the river.

Hanifa,* of the Yemama province, and a man of The chief object of irrterest is themoBqu9,hniBia

consideration. He at first embraced Muhain- the.reign of Shah Abbas* the Great, on the spc>^

ihadbrnism, and then for a time set up as a prophet where Husain, spn of Ali, was mmrdered. R is

on his own accefunt as a rival to Mahomed, and sacred place of pilgrimage and burialtothe Persian

near the close of the latter’s career. He after- whoare Shiah Muhjunmadans. Kerbela fell into

wailds was slain at Akraba, in a ’ battle near power of the Turks Avhen Sultan Murad iv. to

Yepuna with Khelid-ibn-Walid, whom Abu- Baghdad, a.d. 1636, Tha Persians frequently

bak^., Mahomed’s successor, sent against him. send their dead to be buried at Kerbela from

He [fell by the hands of a Negro slave named interior of the country. Qh leaving Kerbcm
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traveller met nine mules laden with coffins, and
while at Baghdad he often saw others passing to

their last resting-place, near the honoured remains

of 'the gi:^ndson of the prophet. The revenue

arising to the hierarchy of Kerbola from the

drains on the purses of its visitors, are enormous,

and must more than sufficiently pay for all. the

expenses of the state. The city is large, .iind

crowded with inhabitants, being respected as a

bast or place of refuge. lu India, Kcrbela is the

name given to a plain near a sea, river, or tank,

wliither the Muhammadans at the close of tlie

Maharram festival annually carry tlieir tabut.

—

Herklotif; Porter*s 'Ih-avch^ ii. p. ii81
;
Mifjnan's-

Tr. p. 112 ;
Catafago.

MASHAIKH, amongst Muhammadans, elders,

lioly persons, heads of religion.

MASHAJU’ Hind., properly Mushajjar,

flowered, applied to silk and satin, also to damask
table-linen.

MASHAK. Arab. A leather bucket
;
leathern

bag for. carrying water, used by travellers all over

the east. •

MASHAL. Arab., Hind. A lamp, a torch.

Mashal-chi, a torch-bearer, a larnp-lighter.

MASHALT. Arab. At Mecca, in most Arab
families, male* children, when 40 days old, are

taken to the Kaba, prayed over, and taken back

to their homes, where the barber draws with a

razor three parallel gashes down the fleshy portion

of each cheek, from, the exterior angles of the

eyes almost to the corners of tiic mouth. The
cicatrices are called mashali.

MASHOBRA, near Simla. An annual fair is

lield here, at which women are sold.

MASHRABIYAH; Arab. A projecting lat-

ticed window, made of wood richly carved.

Cairo was 'once famous for these, but they are

growing out of fashion with young Bgypt, dis-

appearing before glass and green blinds. Lane
says Moshan, or more commonly ^lashrabiyah,

are windows of the upper apartments, generally

projecting a foot and a half or more, and are

mostly formed of turned ,wooden lattice-work,

which shut out- the light and sun, while they

admit the air..

—

Burton's Mccca^ i. p. 51.

MASHRU, a mixed’fabric of silk and cotton
;

striped satin, partly .made of silk and partly

cotton. Mashru badshahi and Mashru solclii are

kinds of satin.

MASJID. Arab. A mos(pie, the sanctuary
of the Muhammadans for public prayer. From
masjid is derived the word me sque, changed by
the Egyptian Arabs, who pronounce the letter

j

UiS a hard g, so that jab’l, a mountain, jamT, a
camel, and masjid, a mosque, become, gab’l, gam’l,

masgid. Outside Egypt, as for instance at

Aleppo, jara’l becomes softened into jiinmaek, and
masjid into misjeidc.

—

Burton's Mecca^ i. p. 141.

MASKABAT or. Masakkarat, Arab. A col-

lective name for intoxicating drugs on which
excise is laid,—opium, bhang, oliarras.

MASKAT, the capital of Oman, in lat. 28° 38'

N., and long. 58® 85' 50'' E. Including the

adja^eijt vill^es, it has about -60,000 inhabitants.

Until the demise of Syud Said, the Oman
lerritpries aud African districts of . Zanzibar
Were under one dominion. On, that event

son took the- Oman principality, the other
son took Zanzibar. Maskat is bldlt on a plope,

rising with a gradual ascent from the sea, where

the water nearly washes the bases of the houses.

The inhabitants are descendants of Arabs, Persians,
Indians, Syrians, by the way of Baghdad and
Basarah, Kurds, Afghans, Baluchis, -etc. The
Persiaji^ at Maskat are mostly merchants, who
deal ill Indian piece-goods, coffee, hookahs or
kaleans, and rose-water. Others, from Bandar-
Abbas, Lar, and Menpn, manufacture swords and
matchlocks, for which, there is a 'great demand in

the interior. Banyas constitute a body of the
principal merchants. There are a few Jews, who
mostly arrived there in 1828, being driven from
Baglidad by the cruelties and extortions of Daoud
Pacha, when nearly the whole of this race were
compelled to fly. Soifle took 'refuge in Persia,

while others, in their passiigc ‘towards India,

remained here. The same toleration exercised
towards all other persuasions is extended to the
Beni Israel, no badge or mark, as in Egypt or
Syria, being insisted on. AVheh Wellsted wrote,
early in the 19th century, about 4(1<[)0 slaves,

of both sexes and all .ages, were disposed of
annually. The Tow.ayli, from the Zanzibar coast, •

formed one class, 'fliey were known by having
their teeth filed, sometimes to a point, and'some-
times in notches like those, of a saw, ilso with
some perpendicular incisions on either cheek,
made with a penknife when the children are five

or six years of age, and the scars which remain
denote the tribe to .which they belong. The*
price of a 'Towayti was from 40 to*60 dollars.

'The Nabi, another race from the interior of
Africa, were said to be vindictive and treacherous.
The Bedowi here, as in the Hejaz, were the only
purchasers. The Galla brought from Abyssinia
w'ero highly valued. They fetched from 100 to

150 dollars, the ])riee of the women being about
the same as that: of the males; and strength,

health, and good temper in the latter were con-
sidered as a set-off against the comeliness of the

former. They brought euiiuchs occasionally from
Darfur, who fetched from -200 to 300 dollars,

and • were mostly purchased by the Persians.

—

Finillaji ; Wiilstcd, i. pp. 13-388. •

MASN^M). Arab., Pers.- The throne of

iMiihammadan rulers
;
the embroidered carpet on

which dignitaries sit.

MASNAVT. Arab. A form of poetry where
the second line of every distich rhymes with the

same letter. •

MASNAYI-i-8IlAKIF, or sacred Masuavi, a
book of moral doctrine by Maulana, .Jalal-ud-Din

^fuhainmad, Rulni, the founder of the sect to

which Europeans give the name of danoiiig or

whirling darveshes, the most important of all

the orders of oriental illuminati, and known as

the Maulaviah, from the ’founder. Jalal^d-Din

was descended from Abubakr, father-in-law of the

reformer Mahomed, and was himself a grand-

son gf the actual Kliareziiiiaii ruler of B.alkb. He
settled at Icojiium, 'where he founded a college,

and enjoyed a wide reputation as a saiut, a worker
of miracles, and an inspired poet. The jj^culiar

philosophical and religious tenets which ne pro-
fessed are better known under the name of Sunum,
and consist chiefly in the assumjStion that Qod is.

the only actual and real existence, everything else
being merely hypothetical

;
and that man’s highest

and ultimate aim is reabsorption into the mvine
principle from which he has sprung. ThisMmdrvi

IB a complete exposition of Sufi jjioctarines, illus-
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MASNAVI-i-SHARIF. MASSOBA.

trated with numberlefis tales, apologues, and
scraps of history, ahd is the work of Jalal-ud-Din

himself. Next to the Koran, it is more highly

esteemed by the Shiah secfc than perhaps any

other work. The complete work consists of six

books, containing* 26,660 couplets, to which some
authorities add a seventh book, to make up the

number of the seven planets, the seven zones, and

the seven heavens. It hfis been partly translated

by Mr. James W. Redhouse. Jalal-ud-l)in speaks

in the highest terms of his teacher and spiritual

guide, Shams-i-'rabriz, whose arrogance am'

violence led to a tumult, his arrest, and disappear-

ance. The anecdotes in the Masnavi are remark-

able, and embody such legeiuls as the following :

Solomon, who was king, not only of men, but of

the angels, genii, elements, beasts, and birds, wjw
one day holding a court, when a ))oor fellow who
was present suddenly exhibited signs of the most
extreme terror, and. declaring, that it was the

Angel of f)eath who had frightened him, begged
Solomon to command the wind to convey him far

away to HiriduatAn, whigh was accordingly done.

Another day, when the Angel of ‘Death attendcrl

the monarch’s levee, the latter asked him how it

was that he had driven the poor fellow forth from
his home to wander lik'e a waif throughout the

world. The angel answered that God had com-
manded him to

... ‘(Jo this very day
And take his soul in Hindustan, hi.s debt to i)ay.

In wonder then I said within myself :
“ Had he

A hundred wings, in Hindustan lie could not
But going still to Hiiulustaii, liy Hod’s command,
Tliero I found him, and took liis soul with my own

hand.’ *

Jalal-ud-J)in revived the use of music and
dancing as aids to devotional* ecstasy, and Iiis

great pofim commences with a few stanzas in

which the reed-flute is made to complain of its

separation from its native reed-bod by the river

side, and to declare the harmony of its own
musical lament with the. varying moods of man,
whose soul is likewise ever sigliing at its separation

from the.divine source from wdiicli it sprang. This

is the key-note of the mystic pliilosophy, and
forms an appropriate introduction both to the

poem and the religious exercises of the sect, the

members of which always preface their evolutions

by chanting tlie*se very verses. The jdaintive and
traditional melody to which they are sung is given

in Carl Engel’s wmrk on tlu^ music of all nations.

Starting from this point, tin* poet presently leads

on to .the next gi-eat doctrine of Sufiism, and,

indeed, of every other form of mysticism, particu-

larly the Christian, namely, that God is every-

where ^nd everything "is God; that God Ls the

only legitimate object of man’s love and aspira-

tion, but that the veil of matter and of sense pre-

vents the union of the two. As the Masnavi. i>ut8

it— ’
.

templation of the Infinite, is the object of tho

darv^hes’ dance and of other ecstatic perform-

ances. The**incidental stories scattered through

the poem*are all interesting. But it is. the quaint

wisdom, the cheerful, though transcendental,

philosophy, and the really elevated thoughts,

wluch foriii the chief charm of the Masnavi.

MASON, Kkv. S., wrote on the Fauna, Florn,

and Minerals of Temisserim,* of British' Burmah,

and Pegu, liond. 1852
;
also author of Burma.

MASON WASP, of Ceylon, is the Pelopmus
spinola, St. lAmjeau, one of the Spliegidae. The

• Ampuhix compressM, which drags abouftbe larvaj

of cockroaches into which it has implanted its

eggs, -belongs to the same family. The male of

tiie mason wasp of India is about 1 J inch long, of

a bright brown-yellow. Thfe femalejs about ^ of

an inch long, of a briglit bottlc-gVeen. The mule

makes a rouiul house of inud, in compartments,

into each of which the femialq drops a few eggs,

aiid the male thrusts iu large green caterpillars

for the subsistence of the young.

—

Temient.

MASSAGETiE. According to Strabo (lib. xi.),

all tho tribo.s east of the Caspian were ctilletl

Se.ythic. The Dahie w(*re next the sea; tliL*

Massage!m and Saca) more eastward, but every

tribe Inul a particular name. All were nomadic,

but the best knowm are tbe Asi, the Pasiani,

'I'achari, Saccarandi, who took Ikictria from tliij

.Greeks, ’flu; Sacie made irruptions into Asia

similar to thos(' of the CiinmeViaiis, and possessed

them.Holves of Ihu^tria and the best district »'f

Armenia, cjdled after them Saca-scniv. Of llu;

first migrations into India of the Indo-Scytliic

. Gete, Takshak, and Asi, tliat of Seliesnag from

v^ehesnagiles (Taksliak fronr Tacharist’han), six

centuries before (’hrist, is the first noticed by the

Pnianas. About the same period a grand irrup-

tion of the same races conquered Af^ia Minor, and

eventually Scandinavia, and not 'long after the

Asi and Tacliari overturm'd the Greek kingdom of

Bactria. Tin; Itomans felt the power of the Asi,

the Cf\tti, and Gimlni from the Baltic siior*.

Colonel Tod (i. p. 49) supposes the Asi ami

Taohari to be the Aswa aild Takshak or Tiirshlvn.

races of the Purans of Sakadwdpa
;
the llahuj to

be tho D/iliya, now extinct, one of the .86 royal

Rajput tribes, and lie supiposes thorn to he tlic

descendants of Baldcva and Yudishthra, returned

under different appellations, 'ihe country ou the

e;xst is still occu])ied by the Turkoman raw.

Herodotus (Clio, i. c. 216) meutious that they

were sai<l to eat tlioir aged relatives. When any

one was far advanced in yi'ars, they called togolher

their immediate- friends and
.
neighbours, and,

liaving sacrifice<l him, made a coimqon feast upon

his dca<l body.

—

Chatfiekl^ llindttMav^ p. 1^^ >

Ilerod. lib. i.. sect. 216. See Gele.

MASISEH ISJ.ANDS, in the Bay of Tajiira,

near Arabia, were purchased by the British in

1840, but never occupied.

—

Horsburgh.
* Nature’s great secret let me now rehearse :

Long have I irondcred o’er the wondrous tale

• How Love immortal fills the universe,

Tarrying till mortals shall his presence hail

;

But man, alas^! hath inteiposed a veil.

And Love behind the lovers self doth hide.
Shall Love’s great kindness prove of none avail ?

When will ye cost the veil of sense aside,
Content in finding Love to lose all else beside ?

*

To arrive at this state of emancipation from the
trammels of eehse, and lose themselves in the con-

MA8SICOT.
yuen-tan, . .

Hwang-tan, .

CuiN. Yellow monoxide of

lead,Lwaiig-ian, ... ,, |

It is an oxide of dead obtained by heating lea<

,

or by adding sulphur, nitre,* ana vinegar «

melted lead. It is often prepared from the.dros

of the melted metal. It is of a pale

colour, and is used as a pigment.—

’

qmtiid by Faulkner. '
, m

MASBOBA, a celebrated idol. In the ChatiKi
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MAjSSON, CHARLES.
*

MASTODON.

pass, in the Latenwara range, which forms the

watershed between the Godavery and the Tapti,

about 10 miles north of Aurangabiid, there is a
shrine of this deity to which, from a circle of a

hundred miles, people of all castes resort,—Brah-

man, Sudra, and Dher, but chiefly the Mahratta

Kunbi. The Jatra is held in the month .Cheita,

and lasts for four days, during which many sheep

are offered in sacrifice. It is in the northern side

of the pass,, a mere block- of stone, with smaller

stonesnt its foot all smeared with red lead. Tlie

objects of their pilgrimage are wholly personal,

beseeching the deity to give them, or preserve

their children, their flocks, and their food.

MASSON; CHARLES, a traveller and numis-
matologist, author of Journeys in Baluchistan,

Afghanistan, and the Panjab, ‘Lorn 1. 1812, J vols.

;

Notice of the Countries West of the Indus, in

Born. Geo. Trans.,
;

Narrative of a
Journey to Kalat, including an Account of the
Insurrection in that Place dn 1840, and a Memoir
on Eastern Baluchistan, London 184:1.

MASSOW All ISLAND, in the Bay of Arkeeko,
on tlie west coast of the Riid Sea, about half a
mile long, is about ‘4: miles N. pf Arkeeko, at the

N. extremity of Abyssinia. Half of t lie island is

occupierr by tanks and a bni ial-ground, and on
the inner half is the town, whieli is crowded with

habitations to the water’s edge. Eight or ten

large ships, with double the number of smaller

ones, could be securely moored iP the harbour.

There is also a good harbour called Daha-leah,

larger than.Massowall, about a mile to tlic north.

Fresh water is not abundant eitlier here or in any
other part of tlie Rod Sea, Imt thc.8U])ply at

Massowall could probably be increased by digging

wells on the mainland. 4’hc rainy season is from
November tp Mm’cli. There is no other spot but
Massowah and its immediate neiglibourhood when;
ships could 'lie safely for any time, and where
troops and munitions of war could be disembarked
with celerity and safety.— Fln'dlay

;
Lieut.-Col.

11. Jayies, 11. E.^ in Par. Paper.
MASSUKI, . a sanatorium on the Himalaya.

The following hviglits of mountains and points in

the environs o'f ^lassuri were determined by the
great Trigonometrical Survey of Imlia, under
General Sir Andrew Waugh :

—

Hatipam, 7100 feet. HimaDya Dlub, G840 feet
Edge Hill, 7070 ("amel’s Back, . TH.'J ,,

tireeu Mount, 7002 ,, Massuri Bazjir, 0710 ,,

haltipa, . , 7002 ,, ,, (.diureh, 7.‘»0»0
,,

Eagle’s Nest, 7041 „ Landour „ 7300 „
BcUoyue, 7125 ,, „ Bazar, 0808 „
waverley, 7057 ,,

MAST. Pkhs. Coagulated millc or clotted
cream, sliglifly sour,- wdiich, when diluted with
water, .forms ab-i-dugh, a beverage in warm
weather equally grateful and salubrious .—Ousch ji’.s'

'Ir. i. p. 208.

MASTAKA,* als6 Chiiina Mastaka, in IIin<lu

idolatry, is a form of Parvati tis Kali, and
possibly is the sakti of Siva, in the form of
Kapali. She is described as ' a naked woman,
with a ‘necklace of skulls. * Her head is almost
severed from her body, and her blood is spouting
into her mouth. In two of her hands she- holds a
sword and a skull. In a note in Ward’s v^ork on
fhe Hindus, it is stated that this goddess .wa^ so
insatiate of blood that, not being able at one time
to obtain enough of that of giants, she cut herown

throat to supply herself therewith. Ward derives

the name from Ghinna, cut off, and Mastaka^ a
head.

—

Cole. Myth. Hind. p. 94 ;
WanFe Hindoos,

MASTAKANAGRAHA or -Mastan. Uriya.
A Brahman race of Orissa following agriculture.

MASTAKAVAGRAHNA. MaiiR. • A cere-

hmony in the rite of adoption of smelling the
head of the adopted child.— W.

MASTIC, Mastik.

Mastaka, . . . Arab. Kiimoli, Kinneh, . Pers.
Mastix, Dan., (4fr., Sw, Masti<iue, , . . Port.
Rurni inustaki, . Hind. 8akes, .. . . . Turk.
l^Iastico, . . . i It.

Mastic n sin is produced in Scio, from an in-

cision in tin; bark of the Fistacia lentiscus, the

mastic or lentish tree. -That which collects on
the branches of the trees is called magtic in the

tear, and fetches the highest price, while tliat

which falls to the ground constitutes the common
mastic. Mastic vajmish is well known from its

transparency and peculiar tongli ness and tenacity,

even when spread in the thinnest coat on wood
or on canvas. Tiiis is due to the presence of a
peculiar resin, which doi's not possess any acid
properties, and wiiich has a composition C. 40
11. 81 (). 2. Dissolved in spirits of wine or oil of

turpentine, it makes a very pale • yarnish
;

it is

brilliant, works (uisily, and flows better on the
surface than most othen* varnishes. It can also

be removed by friction with the hand; hence its

use as a picture varnish and for other delicate

works. It is importeil into India from the
P(;rjsian Gulf, also from Kribul, and is used by
the natives as an astringent in diarrhoea, which
property it owes to the volatile oil contained in

it; also in. all diseases depending on an -undue
accumulation of phlegm. Price, one shilling per
pound.— J/‘C. Diet. p. 790.

MA8TISA, from the Portuguese Mestico,

person of mixed Indiau an.d European descent.

MASTIXIA ARBOHEA. Wight.

Bur.‘*iiioi>et:ilumarborcinn, B. tetran<li'iim, Wiuht,
W. /(•.

A large tree of Ceylon, very abundant in the

dense moist forests of the AVestern Ghats, from
Canara southwards to Cape Comorin, at elevations

from 2900 to 7000 feet. It. is abundant in the

Bolamputty forests at 2500 feet elevation, and is

common on the Ncilgherries at OOUO to 7000 feet.

At the higher elevation it is not nearly such a

large tree, but its leaves are much larger and
more coriaceous, and its flowers are larger.

—

Beddome, FI. Sglr.

M.VSTODON, a genus of extinct mammals of

great size, of several species, of wliich remains

have been found in the ISiwalik Hills, in Perim

Island, in Burma, viz. M. angustidAis, M.-arver-

nensis, M. latidons, M. longirostris, M. Perini-

cnsls, M. Sivalcnsis. Mastodcin hitideiis and M.

Sivalcnsc have been found fossil both in Av’a and

the Siwalik Hills. They are found in the upper

mioceiie strata. Dr.. Faulkner considered tho

Siwalik deposit to be synchronous with that from
wliich Mr, Crawfurd obtained the remains near

Prome, on the banks of tho Irawadi. Camain
Cautley found jaws in which the front teeth are

not to be distinguished from the, teeth of M.
latidens, and those in the rear from the teeth of

M. elephantoides
;
he conceived'that the distinction

which was established on detached teeth will be
found to be erroneous.

—

Eng. Cyc,
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. - MASUyi. MATA KOOUR-.
*

MASUDI, the literary title of Abu-l-Hasan, Nizam, 6th April 1769. During the cyclone of
Abi, A.D. 890-966, author of Meadows of Gold 1864, a storin-wave swept over the land. The
and Mines of Gems. He met Abu Zaid at wholecountry in the,vicinity of Masulipatam was
Basra, a.d. 916 (a.h. 803).* Masudi mentions submerged; and 60,000 men* and ahknals de-

tbat, at the time *of the Muhammadan con- stroyed. There are two large mountains in the

quest, the ‘country about Basm was called Arz- district, one at Bezoara, on the bank of the

ul-Hind, the Land of India. The Meadows of Kistna,. and the other at Condapilly
;
the fqrmer

Gold, Kitab Mirooj-u-Dhhab, treats of all things is called Indrakaladry, and the latter Condapilly

in nature and history, and of China. He tmvelled Diirgum.

far and wide, and from a very early age, visiting MASUM A LI SHAH, a Syud of the 12th

Sind in a.d. 912, and afterwards, according to his century, who went about calling Ana’l-Ha<J, I am
own account, Zanzibar and the island of Kanbalii, the true God ! Ho was put to death.

Champa, China, and the country of Zabaj, besides MAT, Bimim., 'in the weights of Burma, is

travellinjc a long waV into Turkestan..
,
He men- the one-fourth part of a kyat or tikul.

tions thS in his time, A.ii. oHices in India MATA, or mother, is a term applied to the

were hereditary. His is a historiwil and coin- sakti of tlia god Siva. It is ‘said that Mylitta of

mcrcial cyclopaidia. He mentions nutmegs, the' Babylonians, a name of Succoth-Bcnoth, also

clones, cubebs, camphor, arcca nuts, sandal-wood, meant mother. The sakti of Siva is also called

and aloes-wood as productions of the Indian Vali or Bali, under which appellation she assumed

Arcfiipelago. ‘ It was translated by Dr. Aloys the form of a girl twelve years of age. In Madura,

Sprenger.

—

Ind. in Yhtli Century; Prairies iPO)\ at Balano, and other pla'ces; virgins iised to go to

iv. p. 225, in Yjde, Cathay^ i. pp. -110, 218. See the temple once in their lives to offer themselves in

Literature. honour of the goddess. The story was that a

MASULA BOAT, a boat built Avithout knee.s, god had intercourse with them.. In all the temples

used on the Madras* coast for crossing, the surf, of Siva and his consort,-women are kept to dance

The planks are seAved together oA’er AA'ithes of and sing before the idols. ,

straw, and the boat has no tliAvarts. They arc Mata is the Hindu goddess who presides ovcm

used* in landing and discharging cargoes, ;uh1 smallpox, also styled Sitla.

carrying passengers to and from ships in the Mata Janavi, the mother • of births, is the

roaefi. -They arc sometimes broken to pieces analogue of the Juno Lucina of the Bajpiits.

from the heavy, surf, Avhich at times runs as high Mata-ji is the universal mother, • worshipped in

as from ^ to 10 feet. A catamaran can bo kept • India from the most ancient times. In a temple

.in attendance as a life-preserver, in the event of to Mata-ji, the imiversal mother, in Kajputana, is

any accident to the masula boat by upsetting, br an inscription to the purport that Komarpiil

ill case of any of the occupants being Avashed Solanki and his son Sohunpal, in the month at'

out bylhe surf. The masula boats. receive their Pos (the precise day illegible), (S. 1207, winter of

cargoes and passengers from the ships outside a.d. 11.51),. came to worship the universal mother

the 'surf. They are rowed by twelve men, Avith in her slirine at Palode.

bamboo or caSuarina paddles, that is, a boar<l About the beginning o{ August 1882, a terrible

about 10 inches broad and 14 inches long, fixed tragedy occurred in the village of Kheni,

at the -end of a bamboo or young casuarina tree, close to IVudliAvan. The corpses of five Koli—

They are steered by one or tAyo tindals (coxwains), father, mother, and three grown-up sons—yvcrc

and two men are constantly kept -to bale out the discovered, in each cjise the head being nearly

water; from' which employment they are 2>ro-‘ severed from the body by a sword-cut at th'

moted to the paddle or bow* oar; after Avhich back of the neck. The fourth lin cl oldest son

they. fall aft in rotation, to he a tindal or steers- Avas missing. .On search being made, .his dead

man. The steersman gives time, by a song, wliicli body Avas found in a neighbouring avcU.

is sung by all the boatmen
;
and according as its Avhole family was thus accounted for. The bodies

‘ modulations are slow, or quick, the oars are plied, of the parents and one sou Avere fouiici in tlicir.

These modulations are regulated by the Avaves, as own house, those of two. olher sons laid out on

they may be slow or rapid, in succession. On one either side of the entrance of the temple of

'occasion, when a pnissenger of rank shoAved im- Khodiar Mata close by. It is supposed that the

patience at this noisy song, the boatmen were whole family devoted thenisclvcjs as-Avilling victims

desired to cease, but the steersman refused com- in sacrifice to the Khodiar Mata, an incarnation

pliance.with the order, saying that without his of the bloodthh-sty Kali, and that the eldest son,

^ song he would not be answerable for the safety of after slaying his parents and brothers with tin*

the passenger.* The dimensions of the masula boat swprd, threw himself into the well where hm

are from 30 to 35 feet in length, 10 to 11 feet in corpse Avas fouiici.— Vbr/’.v Rajasthan, i. p. 1^57, in

breadth, and 7 to 8 feet in depth.—Note hy Sir p. 618 ;
Roherts, Or. I ll. p. ix.

J. Malcolm; Edye; Orme. MATABHANGA,, or Hauli, one of the three

MASULIPATAM, Jn lat. 16" 9' N., and long, great rivers of Nadiya, the otlier Iavo being the

81° 13' E., *a large town on .the Coromandel coast. Bhagiratlii and Jalangi. All three rivers are

Masulipatam is supppsed to be the ancient Mesolia. offshoots of the Padma, the main channel of the

Eve^ village has a tutelary* goddess, Avhoin the Ganges.—Imp. Gaz, . . xin

aboriginal races worship. The Kistna, the MATADAR, the ‘Jieadman of a village in tu

chief river, is a “sacred, stream. The harbour Kaira and Ahmadabad colleCtorates, from ,

of Masulipatam is an open roadstead, and large a signature.
,

* j ra.
ships lie two or three, miles off. It was the MATA-GL'AP. * Malay. The diseased or n *

earliest British settlement on th*e continent of tempered condition of a Malay, when he r

India, a factory having been opened there in demented or amok; , .,

1622. It was acquired by a treaty with the MATA KOOUR, a colossal alto-relievo, sitna
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near Kussia Tanna, 'ia pargana Sidowa, eastern mahant or superior and his permanent pupils
;
a

division of the Gorakhpur district. • • temple i^red to the deity whom they, worship,
MA TAMPI, Karta, and- Kaymal are titles or the .^madh or shrine of the founder of the

added to .the names of remote descendants of sect, .or some eminent teacher
;
and a dharm-

zamindJirs and petty princes of Travancore. sjila, one 'or more sheds or buildings for the
MATAWLAII. Arab. A Shiah sect of accommodation of the medicants or travellers,

Muhammadans -in Syria. Their i)rincipal posses- -who are constantly visiting the mat’h. Most,
sionaareirithe Anti-Libanus, and in BiladBishara maFhs have endowments of land, generally of
in Palestine, Balbec being their chief station. small extent, but as the mat’hs are numerous, the
MATCHLOCKS or tOradar-banduq of a peculiar quantity of land in' a district, pertaining to a

make were manufactiircd in the Shorapur district, mat’ll is extensive. But besides lands, they
as also jumbea, knives, daggers, etc., etc. The receive presents from lay votaries, ask alms daily

price of a good matchlock without ornament is in their neighbourhoods, and sometimes traffic,

from Rs.'10 to 12. A superior matchlock is made The mat/h is under the entire 'control of a mahant
at Koteli

;
the barrel is filed smooth (in tliC outer or superior,, witli a certain number of resident

surface, and, being carefully cleansed from grease chela or disciples, with a large number of vagrant
by scouring with wood-ashes, is set upright in a or out-members. The mat’lis of -the various dis-

liollow cylinder of brass, which is filled witJi a ti icts look up to some of their own order as chfef,

solution of white vitriol in water. The cylinder and, under the presidonce of this chief mahant, on
is placed upon a. slow fire, and in two days the the demise of any of their brethren, they elect a
veins of the damask are developed in high relief, successor from amongst the chela or disciples, the
Nothing can be imagined more . (dcgaiit than the new mahant being regularly installed at the hands
twisted damask of Koteli-. It surpasses that of of the president of the .‘issombly, by investment
Herat. The -straight damask being less tenacious with the cap, the rosary, the frontal mark or tika or
than the twisted v^vriety, sliould be made of greater other monastic insignia. In these matters the British
solidity. Matclilocks are' usually constnietcd Government never int(‘rfere. Amongst the Hindus,
with an oviform cliamlK'r, which is )iarmless there is a lay and a priesthood class, the latter being,
enough with the weak gunpowiler of the bazars, sometimes hionastic and sometimes secular, and the

but dangerous when English gunpowder is em-
|

Vaislmava sect leave this a matter of choice- The
ployed. It no doubt econonuzes th« charge,

j

Yallabhacharya sect, indeed,' give, the preference

The barrel is made to swell abruptly at the breech, ' to married teachers, and all tlieir gosahis are men
to accord with the shape of. the chamber. The

|

.of business and family
;
the -preference, diowever,

matchlock of Herat is generally rifled, a process
j

is usually assigned to tcachei’s* of an ascetic or

unknown at Koteli, where, however, flint and
;

c«nobitic life. The camobftic members of the

detonator locks are made superior to those of different communities, at one period or other of

most Indian fabrics. Tlio rifling jirocess is very ’ their lives, have juirsuod an emitic mendicant
rudely contrived at Herat. In a cylinder of hard life, travelling over India singly or in bodies,

wood corresponding in length with a gun-barrel, .subsisting liy alms or merchandise, or edme of

two pjfrallel and spiral grooves are rudely cliiselled; them, as must bo the case amongst such large

a collar of wood is formed in an upright post, bodies of men, by less unexceptionajlile means, like

Opposite to another post, into which t he barrel is the Sarabaites of the oast, or the mendicant friars

to be jammed, and within this collar are two short of the Latin .Church. The doctrine that intro-

iroii pegs, fitting into the grooves gf the (yliiider. duced similar unsocial institutions into the

A boring -rod is then firmly attached to the Christian church in -the 4th century, is still

cylinder, the cylinder forming. both handle and most triumphantly prevalent amongst Hindus
guide. The boring-bit -is a cylindric rod rather and Buddhists in the cast, the land of its nativity,

thicker towards the extremity than elsewhere. Monastic establisbments aiid solitary inortifica-

Its thickest portion exactly fits the muzzle of the tion originated in the specious appearance ami
l‘iece. Tt has a groove at thO extreiiiify, into pompous sound of that maxim of the ancient

wliich fits a small sharp wedge of liardcned steel. philo.sophy, that in order to the attainment of

When first inserted into the barred, this wedge true felicity and commuiiion with God, it was.

.

scarcely projects above tlic surface of the boring- necessary tliat the soul should be separated from
lOd. It is now introduced into tlic muzzle, and tlw body hero below, and that the body was to

the wooden cylinder is pushed forward by the be macerated and mortified for that purpose.

—

workman, who leans his weight against it. Of Wi/so/t in .l.s-. Sac. Proceedings. See Monastery,

course, as it enters the barrel, the spiral grooves >IAT11A. -Hind. The .forehead, the. brow of

of the wooden cylinder, being guided by the fixed the head. Matha Din, a name ap*plied. by the

pegs in the collar, give the rod and bit a corre- Siklis to the Hindus, because of -the scctarial

apoiiding spiral motion,*by which a spiral scratch marks which tlie latter iilace on tlieir foreheads,

is made in the interior.of the barrel. The wedge MATHANI. Arab. A term employed by
18 then slightly heightened and the scratch is thu" Mahomed to designate certain reitercOted passages

deepened, until the workman considers it sufficient, in the Koran.

Hiis process is repeated until six or seven grooves MATHERAN, a hill in the neighbourhood of

«ave been formed. The Herat rifle- being care- Bombay, witli lovely scenery, wooded lanes, ^nd
loaded with balkwrapped in leather or cloth, tlic air fragrant With wild flowers. The beat views

>8 tolerably true. * from .Garbut Point in tlfe morning, and
MAT’H, Ast’hol, or Akora, also Matham in from Panorama Point in the evening, from the

the Tamil language, are the residences of the latter looking down on Bombay with its broken
Qionastic communities of the Hindus, and are coast and harbour, on Malabar Hill, by Maaa^n
scattered over the whole oi India. They generally and Mahim, a scene rarely equalle'd. It is in lat.

comprehend a set of huts or chaifibers for the 18° 56' 50" -N., and long. 78° 18' 20" E., 24G0
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feet above sea-level, and is within four hours of

Bombay by rail.

MATHUKA, in lat. 27*^ 30' 2" N.; and Tong. 77°
40' 3" E., in Hindustan, on the right side of the

Jumna, 35 miles N.W. of Agra. Mean ’height of

the cantonment, 665 feet. It was founded by
Satriighna, the younger brother of Kama. It has
been a place of ^ote from remote antiquity, and
iii Buddhist times it was one of the. centres of

that religion. At h’a Ilian’s visit it had 20
Buddhist monasteries, and about .‘JOOO monks.
Its western half is now the homo of Vaishnava
Hinduism. The river Jumna runs through the

district. -On tlie right bank are the Kosi ami
Ch’hata’parganas, and on the left those of Noh-jhi,

Mat, and half of Mahaban as far east as the town
of Baldeva. This extent is almost identical Avith

Brijmandal of Hindu topography, the circuit' of

84: cos in the lieiglibourhood* of (jokal and
Brindaban, where the brothers Krislina ami Bala

Kama grazed their herds. On the Baibhar Hill

are sacred temples and wells, the wells at the

fuot being clustered around the largo Brahina-

kund. The Ganga-.Iumna-kund has warm water.

The tract of country around Agra, and principally

the plhins of Mathura, is that famed in Hindu
legend where Krishna and the nine Gopia usually

spent the night in dancing.

Mathum is oile. of the five districts,—Agra,

Mathura, Eta, Aligarh, and Manipuri,—which

together make up the Agra division of the X.W.
Provinces. Its area Ls lido square miles, with a

population of nearly a million of Hindus, of Jat,

Brahman, 'fhakur, and Banya races.

—

(Jnnr.se.

MATHUKA NATH, a librarian of the Hindu
college, author of History of the various Jlijidu

ISects.

MAT! of Tahiti, Ficus prolixa. Mati fruit is

u.sed for dyeing cloth of a red colour. 'Phe bark of

the tree is made into cordage.

MATICO (Artaiitlie elongata), the leaves used

as a styptic in Peru, a powerful vojjctable astrin-

gent, first made known to the im‘dical profession

by ])r. Jeffreys of Liver]ujol. The leaves are

covered with a liiie hair.

—

Lanat, January IB.d!).

MATIYA cultivators of .Teypore say their

ancestor, sprang from the soil, jind they point to

an opening from whii.*h lie c.ame.

MATKl.. §ANST\. Aniotlier; in Hinduism, a

class of female divinities of a mystical character,

the mothers of the gods, also their personilied

sakti oi' energies.— 1

MATKICAKIACEiE, an order of plants sprc.ad

all over the globe, including about DbO gmicra.

About 1.32 genera and 700 species occur in the

E. Indies. Thf medicinal, eeomiiniQ, or food

plants are of the genera—

Vernonia. Eclipta.'’ * Myriogyne.

Elephantopns.
.

Blainvilleu. S])lin*rom()rpliiua.

Ageratum. Xanthium. IMachlis.

Adenostemma. Mooiiia. Helichrysum.
Eupatorium. Wcdelia. Giaiphaliimi.

TuBsilago. Wollastonia. Anteniiaria.

Aster. Guizotia. Leontopodiuni.

SphseranthuB. Sclcrocarims.
,

Carposiuin,

Grangea. HclianthuM. Ligularia.

Bertlielotia. •Verb^sina. Gacalia.
Conyza. Spilanthes. • Senecio.
Blumca. Matricaria. Saussurea.
Ephaltes. Pyrethrum. - Aplotaxis, •

Inula. ChryBanthemum. Dolomiasa.
Vicoa.

^
^Artemisia. Amberboa.

PuUcarla. Tanacotum. Centaurea,

Cartliamtis. Ciohorium. Lactuca.

CarduuB.
.

• , Tragopogon. Taraxioum.
Scrratula. Scorzonera. Sohohus.
Oreoscria. Pierris. *

Species of Aster, Calliopsis, Beilin, Zinnia,

Ileliaiithus, Tagetes, Clirysanthemum, Artemisia,

Oentaurea, are ornamental or fragrant flowering

I

plants. Vernonia jintheliniiitica, the Som-raj of

! Bengal, is used medicinally. The leaves of. Eupa-

j

tori urn triplinerve, VaJd^ were formerly employed
' in India and America in snake-bitcs, arid are still

used in the Mauritius as a substitute for tea.

Splucranthus mollis ami species of Blumea are

fragrant plants. Guizotia Abyssinica is a.va-luablc

oil plant, Cynara scolynius is the edible artichoke,

(hcliorium intyhus, tlie chicory or succeryj etc.

Emlivia, the endive, and Taraxicuin dens leonis is

employe<l iu ald-standiiig ailmetits.

M ATKICAKIA CHAMOMILA. Lhni,
INI. sirscifonnls, 1).(\

\

M. prehox, H.G.

Yc-kiiih-hwa, . CuiN.
]

Babuna, Sutci-gul; Hixn.

This occurs wild iu China and in the plains of

the Eastern Panjab, but is also cilltivateo. Might
be used as a substitute for Aiitheuiis, chamomile
flowers, in ilyspepsia, flatulency,.and intermittemts,

a.s an aromatic tonic *and carminative. It was

formerly used for chinchona.—71/;. J. L. Stewart.

MATJHCAKIA SLIAVE()T.EN8. Linn. M.

chamomila, Wall. This chaimnnilc plant grows in

Persia, Kashmir, 'and India.— iii. p. l;!?;

AIAT8.
Mattfii, Dut. (ir.u Galeraii, Klasa, Mai^v.
Nattes, . . Fu. Ibirya, ... . . p£iis.

!

('hattai, IIiND. Esteira.s, . . Poin’., hlr.

.Stuoje, Stojo, . It. Progoshki, . . Kl's.

'J’ikar, Bogor, Malay. ITassir, .... Ti rk,

Mats are formed of rushes, of the bark of trcc.«,

Or of the leaves of different species of palm trei*!^,

interwoven, and are made in all countries. In

Ku.s.sia, bitsf mats are manufactured fiom tlin

inner bark of the lime tree, and China mats are

in general use iu India for covering floors and

lining staircases. In India, in places wdure

bamboo.s or canes grow readily, mats are inadi of

these materials, ])Ut.also of

—

Audropogon nuiricatus. Ihuidaniis odorati.ssiiiuis.

Arumlinavia faluata. P. furcatus.

Aruiido doiiax. Papyrus paugorci.

A. tibialis'. • Pliuniix tlactylifcra,

P.«»rassu8 llabcdlifornii.s. ' P. sylvestris.
( ‘alainus rotaiig. PhVyiiiuni llichotoiminL

(Miam.'uropK Hitchiaiia.- Saccliaruiu sarn.

Cocos iiiicifora. S. fuBguni.
( 'ypcru.s inundatiis. . S. spoil taneiim.

llcdychiuiii Kpicatuiri. Thalia dichotoina.

Malococli.oto peutinata. Typha angiistifolia.

Maranta dichotoina. T. elephantiiia.

Saccharum fusenm, the Khari of Bengal, is made

into the mat called Chaiich. Cyperus inuiicratus,

the Mcliya of Bengal, is made into the Jhentala

mat. Palghat mats, made of the split stems m
sjiecics of Cyperus, are very strong and

pleasant and cool to lie on, and remarkab

their quiet colours and peculiar patterns, t

J

Darinas mat of Bengal, used to sleep on, is nia

from the Arundo tibialis. ‘The Moula mat, <

Kachkachya, the Valaiwliya, the Kati
. u

Pati grass, and the Hogala, are other mats,

mats in use by the people of India are ofte** S

embroidered.
, .

The leaves of the Pandanus
a very fine matting, largely employed by ca
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makers as a packing material, . The leaves of the those* made with the shining outside stlripa are
palmyra are largely used for the palm-leaf books used for matting of rooms where the rattan is not
m use by Hindu and Buddhist sects. The stalks procurable. Common bamboo mats are used for
of Androwgon muricatus are us^^ as a thatch lining vessels previous to-receiving cargo, and for
grass, ana its roots are woven into screens, called covjering bullock carts. Rattan mats are generally
tatti, which are wetted to cool the atmosphere. preferred for rooms; Tonga mats, similar to those

In Arakan there are six kinds of bast, called of Bepgal, are prepared in many parts of Southern
SHk, which might be successfully fabricated into India; date -leaf and imlmyra- leaf mats' are
mats. • The Sital Pati mats of Bengal arc made generally used by natives for sleeping on, and are
from jihe Phrynium dichotomum. Several species very useful.- Paighat mats and those from Cochin
of Typha, Juncus, and Saccharum, in the Madnis are considered the finest in Southern India. Mats
Presidency, are applied to useful purposes. Many of TrJivancore are made from the grass Gyperus’
of the mats exported from Calcutta arc made from textilis. and another grass called Cooray.

th(f Papyrus pangorei. Some of the Burmese Tlic mate of Sylhet are famed. Hindus sit on
roat^are made from the s])lit stems of tlio Maranta mats, and have large pillows at*their backs, upon
dichotoma, called Then, which grows abundantly whicli they rest their arms. Europeans use only
in the forests of Burma and the Tciiasserim Pro-- the bettor kind of mats, and almost exclusively
vinces, but the large coarse rnats in general use for the covering of floors in their houses, but
in Burma arc made from the leaf of the Pandanus natives employ them to sit and sleep upon. Every
furcatus? Tha-ban, Bukm., known as the lowland Muhammadan, liowever poor, after having per-
screw pine, in distinction to the highland species formed the prescribed ablutions, spreads a small
of Pancbinus, which grows on the high hinds above mat before him while saying his prayers. The
tide waters, from- which the smaller and finer Hindu uses it as a sort of table-cloth; in many a
mats are fabricated. Chinese table niats are ex- poor hut it constitutes the only piece of furniture

ported to all parts of the world, bloor mats of perceptible. The finest kinds of the Bengal
China are* made of a rush cultivated for the matting arc manufactured at Midnapur, near
purpose; the best are tlie Lien-tan mate, plain Calcutta. The inice varies according to the .size

white or plahi red and white. The maiiufacturi‘ of the border, which is coloured either red or
of malting for sails of^Chinese boats and junks, black

;
and one large mat, 2t) feet square, cost at

for floors, for bedding, and envelopes of boxes Mulnapur £o0. But besides these extremely fine

and Ciises, employs thousands of workmen.' TTu> mats, a cheaper description is manufactured, of

exportation is to the United States, India, South which considerable numbers are* exported to

America,- Sydney, etc. Besides mats made of ' Madva.s, Bombay, Mauritius, and Australia. These
rattan for table-furniture, grass mats for floors arc much cheaper

;
and a good strong mat, about

are largely exported from China. The latter is "20 feet square, may be had for £4, if plain, and
inanufiujtured of different widths and patterns, and £o, 10s., with a black or red border. The naats

though the amount annually sent abroad is large, it next in point of fineness arc those from Jessore,

forms a very small proportion to the home con- also in the vicinity of Calcutta, and called Sital

sumption, A sail containing nearly 400 square Rati
;
these, however, are never made, for India,

feet caii^be obtamed for ten dollars. The rolls of the size of an entire room lloor, but only in tho

are largely exporteii and still more ext?ensively shape of rligs, and have invariably a red border,

used in the country for covering packages for sometimes also a red-flowereel centre. They -are

shipment A stouter kind made of Simboo generally made about 1 to 5 feet long and 2 broad,

splints serves as a material for Imts, and many At Hoog-ly, near Calcutta, an inferior kind of small

other purposes that are elsewhere attained by mat is made, of which very large quantities are

boards or canvas. ' exported to Mauri tru.s, Demerara, and New South
The manufacture of mattings froin coloured IVales. T'lie small mats made in the Madras

grass has long been carried on successfully in the Presidency, Nortli ArcOt, and the wliole of tho

Madras Pj*esidency, and those fioin Cociiiu, Pal- Malabar coast, are celebrated.— Williams' Middle

ghat, TinneveUy, and Wandiwash are in consider- Kintjdom; tlvhde^^ MSS. ;
McCulloch, Cat. Ex. 1862.

able demand, oh account of their brilliance of MATSA KANDA. Tel. Ptcrospermum aceri-
• colours, fine quality, and extreme cheapness, folium, 11 V/A/e. The in tals bruised in lioney are

Several grasses apjiear to be employed, some being reckone<l a cure for stomacli-ache.

broad, .flat, and soft, while others are round, fine, MA-T8OB00. Buum. A sliout of the Bur-
andwiry; the mats of Cochin. Paighat, «‘i:nd the inesc maidens at their water festival. On tho

western coast are of the latter desci iption, and first day of tho New Year, this festival beghis, ami
are the more durable. lasts for four days. At daybreak, they sprinkle

Tke plain coir mattings of Malabar, and the the pagodtis witli water, and present jars of water

coloured* red and’ black matting -of Camera, arc to the juiests, ami ask forgiveness ‘for any wicked
>vell known. The local names of the Paighat thought, word, or deed of the bygone year. The
mats are— Manha Poo Paya, Cooroo Nare Vir- carnival then begins.. The' fronts of the houses
allee, Anjee Pooketty Mookeya Vclle, yiiooya- ate decorated with green leaves and ‘flowers

;
and

kunden Virallee, Kella Mooka Virallee, and
i

all, but particularly the young men and maidens,

Ketta Mookya Virella, Excellent mats are made ' send , showers of water on all they meet, loudly
in the Laccadive Islands, from, the cocoanut leaf

j

shouting Ma-tso-boo ! Ma-tso-boo 1 not wet. It
cut out of the heart of the tree just before it is a joyous time, in which the young rush aboiit,

nnfolds. These are employed in the islands as their light divesses all wet,' clinging to their Uthe

,
they are of fine quality, and much figures.

—

Briggs.

esteemed when exported. In the Peninsula of MATSYA, the fish avatara of the Hindu god
Jiulia, however, the most pommon and most Visimu, has been demonstrated to haVe immediate
generally useful.mats are formed of the bamboo,

j
reference to the general deluge, and to be the

vot. II.
*

.
.* • 897
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saiiie history, disguised in oriental fiction, of that of the world. It is found in the district? of

event, as is related in the- Hebrew Scriptures. Sir Matitpa and. Saffragam, and is most abundant in

W. Jones assents to the opinion of Bochart, that .the former. Matura-diamond is the name applied

the fable of Saturn was’raised on the true history to its finest , varieties by the dealers in gems,
of Noah. He shows that the seventh Menu, Besides the two well-established species, common
Satyavrata, corresponds in station and character, zircon and hyacinth, there is a third, massive,

In his reign, the Hindus believe the whole, earth opjiqne, and uncrystallized, and of a ^rk-brown
to have been deslH*oyed by a flood, including all colour. Specimens of it from Saffragam weigh
mankind, who had become corrupt, except the two or three ounces. The yellow varieties are

pious prince himself, the seven rishi> and their sold by the natives as a peculiai^ kind of topaz,

^
several wives, who, by command of Vishnu, the green as tourmalines, the hyacinth red as

* entered a’ bahitra, or spacious vessel, accompanied inferior rubies, and the. very light grey as imper-

by pairs of all animals. Vishnu, assuming the feet diamonds. All the varieties are found in^the

form of a fish, commanded the ark to be fastened* beds of rivers, or in alluvial ground, which, lioth

by a cable, formed of a vast serpent, to his stu- in Saffragam and Matura, is of the same kind.—

pendcrus horn, secured thereby until tluj flood sub- Horsbnrgh ; Thinherg's Travels^ iv. p. 219.

bided
;
when he aiid Brahma slew a monster nam(‘d MAT-WAN-LIN, a Chinese editor of a Chinese

Hyagriva, who, while Brahma was rc^josing at cyclopredia. It gives an account of India, trans-

the eijd of a kalpa, stole the Vedjis, and mankind lated fronwthe Wan-heen-t-hung-Kaow, or deep

had consequently fallen into the dcptljs of igno- researches into ancient documents,

ranee and impiety. This mighty demon ife called MATY, in the Madras Presidency, a house

the prince, of Danava, a name which means horse- serviiui who cleans up, supposed to be from the

necked. The Vedas having been recovered, the English mate, or from the Malealam Metti, an

world was progressively repeopled with pious inferior servant, an nnder.-servant who cleans

inhabitants, descendants of the devout Satyavrata dishes, shoes, etc.

and his favoured companions. Tim history of MALJLA. Auau. A Muhammadah judge, a

this avatara is the subject of the first Piirana or learned or venerable pprson. Maulana, a person

sacred poem, consisting of 14,000 stanzas, and is of learning or respectability, a doetdr, a teacher,

concisely told in the eighth book of the 8ri Bha- Tn the Glabra! ta countries, Muhammadan school-

gavata, or life of Krislina.

—

Sir \V, Jouoi' Asiatic master. Maulavi, Maulvi, or Afiilla, pronounced

Researches.
^

.
'Mulvi, is a learned man of the Muhammadans

;
a

MATSYA, *a country which produced tish, teacher of, or learnc* I in, Arabic
;
an expounder of

sometimes said to be Bengal, sometimes* (riijenit. Muhammadan law, a doctor of divinity, a teacher

The Hindu races who worship, in addition to the of the Muhammadan religion. Maulavi, Alim

works of their own liands, so many varied j)ro- (pi. IJlaina), ami Miijtahid (pi. Mujtahidin) are

ducts, and so Ikrge a number of mainmals and tlu^ three gra(h‘S of doctors of divinity,

reptiles, do not, seeiningly, worsliip fish. .A tank MAULMAIN or Moiilmein, town and head-

or pond with all its contents ibay, however, with quarters of Ainh«u*st district, and of the Tena.s-

the Hindus be devoted to a deity; and Colonel serim division, British Burma, situated on the

Tod mentions 'that, when one day h<‘ liad thrown left bank of the Salwin, at i^s junction .with the

his net into a lake wliich aboundod with a variety Cwyncand Attaran rivers, in lat. 16° 30' N., an
’

of* fish, his pastime was interrupted by a me.ssage long*. 97° 38' E. ‘ The 'town, is built around the

from the regent, Zalim Singh, to tell Captain Tod base of a hill, and the houses .of Europeans arc

that Kotah and all around it were at' his disi)osal, on the slopes and summits of the hill. From the

but these fish belong to ’Kaniya. On which top of the hill, on which arc several Buddhist

Colonel Tod immediately desisted, and the fish pagodas, the eye ranges over a grand prospect,—

Were returned to the safeguard of the deity. . In the Gwyne, the Salwin, and the Maulmaiii river

such a sacred tank, fish w'ill feed from the hand
;

lie below. The Maulmain river lias a ridgo of

and in the Mahanadi, where it is three miles broad, rock running across its mouth, endangering

he tells us 'fish will follow for miles for a little navigation. .

*

burnt rice.—Torts Travels^ ]}. 'd. MAULOOl). Auab. Poetry chanted .
before

MATSYA PURANA, a religious book of the the bier of a deceased person when carried out.

Hindus, narrated to Menu by Vishnu in the form MAULUDJ, Arab., Hind., applied to a foreign

of a fish. Many of its cliapters are the same as race born in India.

parts of the Vishnu Purana, Padrna Puraua.

—

I).
^

MAUND or Miln, a measure of weight of India,

. MATTAN. Rind. The ground, field, or
|

which varies from 25 to 82^ lbs., according to tbe

plain-coloured centre of a shawl. ' substance weighed. The Bengal bazar niaima is

MATURA, on the. cast coast of Ceylon, in lat. 5' 82 lbs. 2 oz. avoirdupois.
.
Goods

68 ' N., and lon^. 80^37' E., is a considerable town • passed by vissr are converted at the rate of ooo

with a fort. Many ^eros have been from ancient
j

lbs. avoirdupois per 100 viss. -Grain

times exported from Ceylon, where the ruby, I declaa’c their own weight. At Isfahan, the Sna ii

.amethyst,’ topaz, . sapphire, spinel, chrysoberyf, or royal man is always used, instead /

.

corundnm, and cinnamon stone arc found in great Tabreez man employed at Shiraz. One Nifti

abundance, but not emeralds. The sfippWres, man is equal to two Tabreez man. A khurwa

which are red, purple, yellow, blue, white, and or ass’s load is estimated at 100 Tabreez man,

star-stone, are met with at Matura and Saffra- about 725 lbs. English. . 95
gam, and ri^bies and sapphires at Badulla and • In the Persian Gulf at Muscat, the maunci '

Saffragam. The white toumaline or Maturese lbs.; atAbu Shahr, 7Jlbs.; and a Hashim ma »

diamond, called in Singhalese Suda Juremali, is 116 lbs. Every town has .a different* maun .

a topaz of a pale-yellow colour. The’ zircon Fraser''s Khofasm^ p. 869. ; . q :«

family is richer in Ceylon than in any other part
.

^AUNDRELL, HENRY, travelled m

;
’
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MAUNL MAYA.

and’ the country of .the Euphrates. In a.d.

1699 he visited Kala Jerablus, the ancient

Carchemish.

MAUN I, the last day of the month of Phalgun,

when bathing in- silence is to be practised by
Hindus. •

. Mauni, a Hindu, ascetic who has taken a vow
of perpetual silence, like Paul the.silentary. They
are ajso called Matini-dasi. They are devotees

under *a vow of silence, generally for a terni of

years, and there arc said to be many in Benares.

They are regarded as possessing extreme, sanctity,

and. are even worshipped by otlier Hindus.

—

Slierring^s Tribes; Wilsov.

MAURICE, . THOMA^g, author of Ancient
History of Hindustan, its Arts and Sciences,

liOndbn 1795-98
;
Modern History of IIin<lustan,

London 1802 ; on the Ruins of Babylo'n, 1820

;

Ancient Egyptian Grandeur, 1818. * *

MAURI CONWAT, a great I’cscrvoir in Mysore.
MAURITLA CA KANA, the Carana palm. The

leaves are used as houso-thalcli. .Mauritia lloxu-

osais the most largely distributed ])alm tlirongbout

the bflsins of the Amazon and Orinoco, or from
the Andes of Peru and New Grenada to the

,

shores of the AtJanlic. Tlie .earliest American
voyagers and missionaries noted its abundance in

the delta of thp Orinoco, and how, iii the season

of inundations, the natives dwelt on stages sup-

ported by the growing trunks of the Mauritia. Tln.‘

edible part of the fruit is tlie rather thin orange

])ulp, winch easily set)arates from the endocarp
whcfti ripe, but is’ clad witli cartilaginous scales

that it requires pi’actice to get ild of. It might

be introduced into India.

—

Dr. Spruce; Seeman.
‘ MAURITIUS, or Isle of Franco, a mountainous
island about 8(F) miles west of Rodrigues. Its

S.W. point is in bit. 20*^ 2H' S., and long. hV
‘ 17' 80" E., and the N.E. point in hit lO*" 58' S., and
long. 57°.86' E. It .was discovered by the Portu-
guese Mascanheiias in the early part of the 1 Gth

century, aiid .has been in their possession, in that
of Spain, and of Belgium, France, 1721, and
Hritain in 1810. Coral reefs nearly encircle Hie

island. The lighthouse bn Caiionier Point is in

lat. 20** 0' 35" S., and long. 57° 35' 21" E. Poucc,
the highest mountain, is 2847 feet, and Pieter
Botte, 2530 feet.—Fhid/o//.
MAURYA, a dynasty of Magadha, founded by

thandragupta, the Sandracottus of the Greeks,

Ohandragiipta was the illegitimate soil of the last I

Naiida by the beautiful but low caste Mura, from
whom he obtained the designation of Maurya.
In the Mudra Rakshasa, a Sanskrit drama detail-
ing his elevation, Chaudragupta is .frequently
named Vrishala, a term said to be equivalent fo
Siidra; and as Nanda himself was the sou of
a Sudra womah, there can b(‘ little doubt that
the celebrated Maurya family Avere of Siidra

extraction.. They ruled from *Palibotlira (Patali-

pwtra), the modern Patna. Ciiandragupti’’s
grandson, the great Asoka, raised this dynasty
to the highest fame by his conversion to the
Buddhist /aith, and his eager promulgation, of
it. It was the first dynasty in historical times
who seem to have yinited all India into one great
kingdom.

. .

‘

.

'file Mudra Rakshasa, a Hindu drama, gives the
history of the cfiuses of the revolution 'which
placed the Maurya dynasty on the throne. The
Maurya dynasty tested ISO years.

Ohandragupta, . B.C. 325 Sangata, . . .B.c. 220t
Bimbasara or Bin- Indra Palita, , ,, 212
du Sara, . i „ 301 Somasarman,

. ,, 210
'Asoka, ,276 SasadlJarman,

. „ 203
Suyasas’ . . . • „ 240 . Vrihadratha,

. „ 195
*

Dasaratna, . . ,, -230?

The names- of the sovereigns vary in the several
‘Puraiias. In the Vishnu Purana they are given
as Chaudragupta, Bindu Sara, Asoka, Vardhana,
Sii-yasas, Dasaratha, Sangata, Salisuka, Soma- *

sarnian, Sasadhannan, and Brihadrathn;

MAUSOLEUM. Most of the Milhammadan
rulers of India bury their great men under a mau-
soleum. The mausoleum tomb of Huraayun, with
its white marble dom’e,- is a conspicuous object

for miles around. It* 'cost 15 lakhs of rupees,

and w’as eriictcd by his widow Hamida Banu
Begum, wlio is also interred near. There are

magnilicent structures over members of the
Kiitiib Sbabi dynasty at Golconda, and over the*

Adal Shall i at Gogi and Bijapur; and large

tombs at Abinadnaggur over the Nizam Sbabi,
and over the BHlirnani at Bcder and Kulburga.
14iat over Tl)rahim Adal Shah is very grand, and
those at Gogi are in excellent preservation.

MAUZA. Arab., Hind., Pers. A village, a
parcel or paretds of land, a cluster or clusters of

habitations, a settlement, an estate.

MAWA. Hind. A glutinous preparation of

Avheat, used in glazing pottery.

^lAAYAL. Mahr. Fertile -vallbys of Maha-
rashtra, the mountain valleys .of,.the Syhadri
range.

—

Wils. Gloss.*

MAWALl, a Bedouin tribe between Aleppo
and Damascus.
MA \VAl\Vii-XAHR is the geographical term in

use by Arab geographers to designate the vast

plains extending \V(‘stward from the Pamir steppe,

watei'cd by the ’Oxus and Jaxartes (the Amu
Darya and Syi- Darya). It is the Scythia intra-

Tmaum of ancient classical geography, and the

Transoxiana of modern geographers. Beyond
this region Asia (Scythia extra-Imaiun) was*

occupied by the races known as Turks and
'rartars, ^laAvar-u-Nahr is bounded on the noHli

by the Ja.vartos (Syr Darya), on the west by the

Caspian Sea, and on the east by Alount Imaus.

JiJU’ge portions of it are <lesert, but others are

susceptible of high cultivation. Most of the

fixed inhabitants lire Persians, and all the moving
shepherds Uzbak. .

MAYA, an ancient author on Hindu architec-

ture. Ill* \ras a Danava, aigl built the palace of

Yudisblhva.

MAA^A. The A^c;laiitist' school of Hindu

I

philosophy aftirm that matter exists not inde-

pendent of perception, and that substances are

indebted for their seeming reality, to the ideas of

the mind. All that we see is Afaya,’ deception

and illusion. There are no two things in exist-

ence, there is but one in all. There is no second,

no matter, there is spirit alone.. The world is

not God,* blit there is nothing but God in the*

world. In this view, Maya morally means no-

thing more than the nothingness of this’world;*

poetically, the inability of man to appreciate the
world .in which he lives, and, philosophically, it

is identical with the idealism of Bentley. .iSrahnia

says, ill this life, man, as in a dioam, finds delight

in eating, drinljing, and-other enjoyments, but as

spon as he awakes, they yield no longer pleasure,

for the joys and pleasures Of his life are as unreal
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MAYA AH. MAZANDERAN,

as dreimiB. By devout abstraction (that is, by times standing out in the form of solid salt cliffs,

meditating on God) man awakes tp a knowledge tgs at Kalabagh on the Indus.

—

Imp, Gaz,

of.divine truths, ^nd 'finds his former enjoyments. MA YO. Chin. Local antesthetica The
jDo^ing' but illusion. Thus, a supreme eternal flowers of a species of Cannabis, called Ho-ma,
Spirit, the Creator of* all, pervades all, and will and those of the Datura (Man-tou-lo) were
finally, destroy all

;
in fine, all things are Maya formerly in China infused in wine and drunk, as

which do not proceed from the light of divine a stupefying medicine preparatory to aoupunctimi,
knowledge. By the Vaishnava, Ijakshmi is called the opening of abscesses, or the application of the

. Maya or Ada Maya, by the Saiva it is Durgar. actual cautery. A solanaccons plant called Yah-
MAYA, AH. ' Bhkm. A tree said to grow in puh-lu, probably identical with the Atropa inan-

the celesti^ regions, and to be a favourite food of dragora, is said to be capable of causing a trance

the nat. of three days’ duration. Aconite root, the tubers

May-byoung, a hard, tough, knotty wood, of Pincllia . tuberifciu, long pepper, the root pf

which the • Tavoyers select for anchors to their Hetcrotropa asaroides, the flowers pf Hyosciaraiis,

large boats, woodon anchors loaded with stones Azalea, Andromeda, and Rhododcndrofi, tin*

constituting the greater part in use. tubers of Arismina and of Arum pentaphyllum, a
* May-gyce, tamarind tree. gum-resin called Mwan-liiang, are all reputed

May-klin,.a timber used for rudders and anchors.
J
anaesthetics. Robbers use the last substance to

* May-maka, a timber used in ship-building lull their Victims to sleep.

—

Smith.

May-rang, a timber said to be very durable. MAY-POI.E. These arh erected at the entrance

May-to-bek, in- Tavoy, a wood used for the of every Hindu village in the happy vassant or

bottoms of ships; preferred to teak. spring time, whose concluding festival is tin* Holi

May-yam, a Tavoy timber
;
an indestructible, Saturnalia. Every pole has a bundle of hay or

strong, heavy, dark-red wood. straw tied at the top, and senne have a cross stick

Maza-neng, in Amherst; a close-grained wood, like amis and a flag tlyirtg; but in many parts of

nearly allied to teak. It is used for house-posts, the Pat'har, the inore symbolic, plough is sub-

carts, boats, paddles, oars, etc. stituted, dedicated to the goddess of fruition,

MAYA SHUTR ARABI.- Auab. ? Rennet and serving the double purpose of a spriug-polc,

from stomahh of camels. The genuine article is and frightening tlu5 deer from nibbling the young

brought from*Arabia, and sells at about 4 oz. for corn .— Tuiltt ii. p. GG2.

8 mpees. MAYT. Dead, a dead body. Bulir-

MAYFLOWER. a ship ‘sent from Gombroon to ul-Mayt, the Dead Sea, or I^ake Asphaltitos —
Masulipatam by the English East India Company Catafd(jo. •

•

*
.

about 6th May 1G59. It has been supposed to' bo MAYlJRU-PIXCll’HA. Sansk. The peacock

the same ship which landed with the Pilgrim fan, which formeil oiio of tlm insignia of royalty

Fathers from Plymouth, in America, 22d December of the Chalukya dynasty when ruling at Kalian.

1620. MAYWAY-ka-TABAK. Hind. The fairy

MAY-KUANG, a deep, broad river of Cambodia, fruit tray.

It takes its rise in Tibet, and flows through Laos, MAZAEFAR JUNG, the title of the favourite*

Cambodm, and Cochin-China, forming a delU grandson of Nfzain - ul - Mulk, his name being

at its entering the China Sea by numerous
j

Hadayat Mohi-ud-Diu.
,
After the death of Nizaui-

channels. ul-Mulk, he strove to attain the sovereignty uf

MAYO, Earl of, K.P., was Viceroy and Goverr the Dekhaii against his uncle Nasir Jung, and

nop-General of India from the 12th January 18G9 entered into agreemanls with Chanda Saliib mid

till his death at Port Blair, where he was avssassiii- the French. He was present with Chanda ''aldb

a^d, on the '8th February 1872, by a Pathan at the battle of Ambur, where Anwar-iul-Ibu

convict. The two great adiiiinistrative measures fell. He gave Masulipatam to Dupleix, hut was

of hfe nile were the institution of a Department seized and imprisoned by Nasir Jung. His uncli'

of .Agriculture, Revenue, and Commerce,- and a Nasir Jung was assassinated by a conspiiacy, and

Statistical Survey of India. A Memorial Hall ultimately, after a varying contest, Mazaffar Jaiig

was erected to his • memoiy ah Allahabad,— fell at Cuddapah, during the revolt of the Patlian

* Dedicated to the memory of Richard South- chiefs, by the arm. of the. nawab of Kuriiool.—

well Bourke, Earl of Mayo, K.P., M.A., P.C., Onne.

LL.D., some time Viceroy and Governor-General MAZAGON, northern suburb of Bombay city,

of British India, who, after three years of bene- noteworthy as containing the docks and work-

fleent rule, during which he inaugurated many shops of the J’eninsular and. Oriental St^nn

wise measures, and won the regard pf all classes, Navigation Ojinpany. Lat. 18° 5G' N., Jong.

fell beneath th6 hand of an assassin at Port Blair, 53' E.

—

Imp. Gaz. vi.
*

Andaman Islands, on the 8th of February 1872.’ MAZANDERAN, a province of Persia, in l^-

This tablet is set in the centre of a frame, of 35° 45' to 57° N.,- and long. 50* 15'. to 54

which the late Earl’s coat of arms, with the motto, lying between the S. coast of the Caspian and tljc

*A cruce salus/ artisticiilly done in marble, in Elburz mountains. The inhabitants aix)

relief, forms a conspicuous feature. He did much Lek and partly Turk, in number ,

of
|

to dev^W the extensive salt mines in .Jlielum tribes and clans. The khalif Harun-u-Kas^J^^

district, Panjab; lat. 32° 39' 30" N., long. 73°. interred here. It was for some years th<) real'

3' E. The mineral occurs in the chain. of hills dence of the court of Nadir Shah.
knowir as the Salt Range, the beds cropping out mountainous and rich, and *the mountains ’

from the red marls and sandstones of the Devonian with the exception .of those in Georgia,
^

group, on tlie southern escarpment of the hills, ones in Persia covered with
*

They run throughout tfie whole ‘length of the pally composed of.the Azad-darakht,
system in layers of considerable thickness, 'some- adapted for ship-building. • Thii^ fact made
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MAZAKI. MEANGIS.

the Great and Catherino ii. so anxious to obtain Bahadur from Dehli. -Many of that des|Tised,

possession of Mazanderan and the neighbouring though not -oppressed, race have adopted the
province of Ghilau

;
and indeed they we^e ceded Sikh faith in the Panjab, and they arc ^commonly

to Peter by treaty at one moment, although he known as. RungrePha Sikhs, Shiafi Mu^m-.
was.afterwards obliged to relinquish them. Down madans are also called Mazhabi.

to the middle of .the lOth century, the Russians MA2llNAH, a site on a minar 6f*a mosque;
never ce^ed their* efforts to gain, even a small from which the Muazzan gives forth the Azan or
footing in this neighbourhood; and in 1881 summons to prayers.

Mazanderan was ceded do them, and they sue- MAZRA or Majra. Hind. A tilled field

ceeded in obtaining and fortifying the small ready for sowing also a hamlet,

island of •Ashounada, close to the shore, in the MEAD or Mctheglin.
neighbourhood of Astcrabad. ^lazaiideran is Mcede, Meedrank, Dut. Idromele, .... It.

said to have bee;i conquered in pre-historic times llydromel, Fu. Lipez, Kus,

by Rqstum^ Who is said .to have killed there a Meht, Meth, Gkr.

number of elephants, un animal now unknown in An intoxicating drink made, of honey. See
Persia. Mazanderan and Ghilan may be divided Madhu.
into two distinct cliinatej;, the mountainous MEADOAV FOXTAIL GRASS, Alopecurus
region, and the flat country along the shore of pratensis, IP., grows in Sind. It is much relished

the Caspian Sea. The small province of Aster- by cattle. Meadow grass, in Tenasserim, has one
abad is sometimes included in Mazanderan, which or two representatives among the species of Poa.
it resembles in appearance, climate, and produc- —.7. A. Murray ; Mason.
tions. This is the ancient Hyrcania, and the MEADOW SAFFRON, Colchicum autumhale.
paternal -estate of the king of Persia, as chief of Sorinjan, Arab. A bulbous plant, the roots and
the Kajar tribe, who have entire possession of the seeds of which are employed in .medicine.

—

Hogy^
province. It extends to the east as far as long. p.’737. •

E., and is divided from pahestan by the river MEAL, Farina.
Ashor. Astcrabad is situated near the mouth of Mil, Dut. Tapung, Pulur, . Mal.
the river Easter, on a bay of the Caspian Sea. Farinc, . Fh., It. Lumat, , . . „
From Astcrabad it is eighteen days’ journey to Mehl, . . Ge«. Muka, ..... Rus.

Herat, and from thence, passing through the hilly The edible parts of wheat, oats, rye, barley, and
•country of the Hazara people, you arrive at Kabul puls5C of different kinds, ground into a coarse flour,

oil the eleveoth.

—

Malcohi's Persia^ ii. p. 126; —Faulkner; M^ihilloch.

MoJiun Lai’s Travels^ p. 320; Kinneir\<i Memoir^ MEALY BUG or White Bug of Ceylon coffee

p. 166
;
7mw\s' p. 70

;
MacGregor/vf, plantem is the Pseiidococcus adonidiira. The

pp. 318, 327. • male insect is of a dirty brownish colour, and
MAZAKI, a tribe atill to a great extent pre- slightly hairy. It is very minute (very much

(latory. They continually plundered the river smaller than the females
;
only about half a lino

boat^, and made freqmmt incursions into the long), and resembles ceitain small Ephemeridac or
Bahawulpur territory on the left bank of the May flies. The female is oval, brownish-purple,
Indus. They were often at war with the Bugti covered with a white mealy powder, which forms
and Mari, and did not hesitate to attack the a stiff fringe at tlie margin and at the extremity
Dumbki ami Jakrani at Pulaji, Chatiir, etc., of the abdomen two setie; The larvae and pupa)
from whom they occasionally succeeded in driving are active and move about. Tlie insects in. all

off much cattle. The Maairi were the most stages of development are found in Ceylon all the
expert cattle-stealers in the border country, and year round, chiefly in dry and hot localities, on
have the reputation of being brave warriors. the brandies of trees, and on the roots to one foot

MAZAR-i-SIIARIF, a town said to bo the under ground. Mr. Nietncr says it is identical

burial-place of Ah, and pilgrims visit the tomb, with the species naturalized in the conservatories

Tile legend the ITzbaks tell is that when Ali fell of Europe. It is preyed upon by the Scymnus
his body .was placed upon a milk-white she-camel, rotuudatus, a minute beetle of the lady-bird

wliich was then let; loose to go wherever she tribe, of the size of a pin’s head, black and
liked. They had decided to bury the bo<ly imbcsccnt ;

also the yellow-coloured and common
wherever she first stopped. Far and wide she Eucyrtus Niotiieri and the black-coloured scarce

wandered, all over the yirorld
;

at la.st, coming to Chartococcus musciformis, two minute Hymcn-
Mazar-i-Sharif, she stopped and died, and on that optera (wasps), only long, and the minute
same spot Ali was buried by his followers. The whitish mite Acarus translucens. Of the mem-
Bersians dispute the legend, and firmly believe bers of this family of insects, the Coccidae, some,
Ihat Ali is buried at Kerbala. as the cochineal and lac insects, are of groat

MAZDAC, a reli^ous enthusiast of Istakhr economicalimportaiice;butothers,asthe sugar-
who flourishedtn the reign of the Sassauian king cane blight of the Mauritius, the aspidiotus,

Kobad, in the 6th century of the Christian eia. and the coffee bug, arc excessively baneful to the
He set up the ^doctrine of the community of gardener and agriculturist.

—

Nietner,

women.
^ ... MEANGIS or Menangus, a group of islands on

MAZHAB. Arab.* Religion. See Diii. . the S. coast of Mindanao, in about lat. 5® N., and

^
MAZHABI. The Rungret’ha Sikhs are some- long. 127° 45’ E. There are three islands of •

times styled Mazhabi, or of the religion. The moderote size, with some Smaller ones adjoining

;

Dame may also he applied from the circumstance they lie about 36 or 42 miles N.E. of the Talour
that the converts from Islam, are so called, and Islands. Sangir and the numerous islands of this
^at many sweepers throughout India have group, in the Celebes; occupy a supeffides of 13
become Muhammadans; Chflras, a man of the square leagues; the Tolaut and the Meangis
®weeper caste, bought away the remains of Tcgh Islands united «irp Jd sejuare • leagues. These



MEAOU. • MECCA.

archipelagoeBy formerly sabjeot to the authority is the well of Zarazam. * Hagat, .when banished by
of the «ultaii8 of Ternate, now make part of the her master, set little Ishmael down here while she.

larger Dutch Residency of Meriado. Several should find some water to quench his thirst,

extinct volcanoes, and some still in full action, Another'ornanient of the Ka’ba is a row^of metal

are found in the Sangir group
;
the devastations pillars surrounding it • The bjack stone has

^hich they*c6minit from time to time have often suffered from the iconoclastic principle of Muhani-
t)een fatal to the inhabitants. The eruption of madanism, having once naiTOwdy escaped destruc-

Duwana, in 1808, completely annihilated the tion by order of the ruler of Egypt In thes«

village of Tagalando, destroyed all the feurround-. <lay8 the metal rim serves as a protection as well

ing forests, and suddenly deprived the inhabitants as an ornament Its height from the ground is

of all -means of livelihood by the destruction of 4 feet 9 inches
;
Ali Bey places it 42 inches above

their fields. The Gunong Api oiiuses numerous the pavement. .

*
'

. ravages in the island of Sian
;

its peak, 6000 Mcccii territory is reputed sacred to a certain

feet above the level of the sea, forms the culmin- distance round, which is indicated by marks set

ating point of this group. Guiiopg Api covers for this purpose. Every person, it is assumed,

with its base all the northern part of Sangir-besar. should perforih the pilgrimage to Mecca who hag a

In 1812 torrents of lava from it destroyed the beast to ride upon, ipid who can supply himself

exteasive forests of cocoamit trees with which this with provisions for the journey. Ul-Shaffei says,

part of the island was covered, and caused the Those who have money, if they cannot go, should

death of many of the inhabitants. These islands perform this journey.by deputy. Malik; thinks all

furnish more than kinds of wood suited for who have strength sufficient sliould go to ^fecca

;

building and furniture. Two liarbours, slieltered
|

but Ul-IIanifa deems both money «*ind health of

from all winds, exist in the larger Saiigir, one in body requisit(' before this duty can be deemed

the Bay of Taruna, the other, called Midelu, 0]i obligatory. During the • pilgrimage, the city

the eastern side.

—

Journ. Iml Arch., 1850, p. becomes an immense fair, in which products of

764 ;
Horshurffh. . Arabia are exchanged for the richest and most

MEAOU. Chin. A funereal temple. valuable commodities of Persica, India, and Euro])e,

MEASLES, in pork, is a tainted form caused by to the amoniit of several millions of dollars,

the introduction of the eggs of . the Taenia solium There are few klians, baths, serais, or even

into the intestines. See Cysticereus. mosques, and there are few cisterns for co)loctin<(

MEASURES. See Weights and Measures. rain; the well-water is brackish, and during the*

MECCA, Medina,’ Aden, Sana the capital of pilgrimage sweet water becomes an absolute

l^men, and Daraieh, are the chief towns of scarcity. At other times- the city is chiefly

Arabia. Mecca is a holy city of the Muham- supplied “by a conduit coming from the vicinity of

madans. It is situated iii an arid and barren tract Arafat, a distance of six hours’ journey. This

of country, a full ‘day’s journey from the seaport oxteusivc woi k was constructed by Zobeida, wife

town of Jedda. In the summer months the heat of Harun-ur-Kashid. Year after year thousanrls
’ is excessiv-e. There are several structures in it of of unfortunate and improvident pilgrims crowd

historical interest, one of them, the Ka’ba, so called these places, and are left to look after themsidves

from its form being nearly a cube (kaab). It* is a as they pleiise, without the slightest regard being

massive structure of grey Mecca stone, nearly 44 had to sanitation. In 1881 cholera broke out

feet long by 35 feet wide, and from 35 to 40 feet with great severity at Mecca. On .the day of

.high, with a flat roof, supported by two columns, pilgrimage the preacher sits on a Camel, Ijecuibo
.

between which are hundreds of lamps hung in the prophet, during Ins last pilgrimage, Vriug

festoons. The Ea’ba is encircled by an immense sick, made the tour of the Ka’ba on his c uiit),

curtain (kessoua) of rich Jdack stuff, on which and remained on it while he preached. Jlouiit

appears in-large Arabic cliar«acters the essence of Arafat (recognition) is so called because Abraham

the Muhammadan creed, ‘ There is no other deity the patriarch, after the vision jn which he v/as

ljut God, and Mahomed is the prophet of God,’ commanded to sacrifice his son Ishmael, wandered

also some prayers worked in gold thread. Beyond about for a day in perplexity as to whether lli^'

these are wie mambar .(jjulpit), A1 Bab-us-Salain, order came from God. On the second day, being

and, the buildings enclosing the well of Zamzam. at Arafat, he had a second vision, and he .then

Serving. as an upper chamber to this structure is recognised, i.c. arafa, its truth. In Mccc<a nn-

‘the Makam-us-Shafiah, and opposite to the re- -mondity is conspicuous, and the pilgrim mny

maining three sides of tlie Ka’ba arc the makam often apply to himself the words of Umr-ibn-Ali

of the other orthodox sects, viz: the Hanefi, the Rabiah on Ids return from Mecca— ‘ I set out.in

Hanbali, and Maleki. There are arcades around hope of lightening the* burdeti of my sins, and

the equare in which the Ka’ba stands. Built into returned bringing with me a fresh load of traus-

the ^’ba wall is the black stone, Hajar-us-Siah, gressions.’ *

• f th
said to have been brought by the angel Gabriel in The city is chiefly situated .in «flie wadi of tno

<^der to the construction of that edifice. The same name, which is also called Mekka, a-narrow

stone, according to the legend, was at* first of a sandy valley which runs .north and south, bu

bright white colour, but is absolutely black or deep inclines towards the N.W. aj the latter extrcmi
J

reddish-brown. This stone every Muhammadan of the town. The city, with the exception

pilgrim must kfss, or at least touch, every time thret) castellated buildings and a* few

he goes -round the Ka'ba. Neither the stone of towers, is defenceless. Around are several sa y

Abraham* nor that of Ishmael receives the same wadi, which are- separated frpm fho

honours
; pilgrims are not oblii^d either to visit oj low bajjren chain of.hiUs .from 200 to 600 re

to kiss them. The Arabs venerate the Ka’ba as height, the most elevated part of which is o

having been built by Abraham, and having been eastern side. Mecca houses are built or ’

his house of prayer. Within the sdme enclosure usually three storeys high, wifii terracea
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surrounded by open parapet walls, and having the but offensive .to Muslim ears'. A kind hint from
unusual addition x>f numerous windows, shaded by a travelling ^mpanion, a young Indian noblemjin
lightly-formed reed blinds; the aspect is more to whose suite he attached himself, induced him'
European than oriental, especially as the streets to exchange his preposterous appellation for the

are very wide, in order to afford the necessjiry more reasonable one of Muhammad Amin,
ppace for’anadSition of about 50,000 to *100,000 MECH and* Kachari, according * to Colonel
to the permanent in^bitants, who are between Dalton, are considered to be the same people, or

18,000 and 30,000 souls. Ali Bey (a.d. 1807) at least of coinmoii origin. Buchanan calls theiu

calculates 83,000 pilgrims
;
Burckhardt (1814), a tribe of Kamrup, who appeared to have under-

70,000. Burton reduced it, in 1853, to 50,00U. gone great changes. The large tract of country
’ In A.D. 1854, owing to political causes, it fell called Meclipara, in the Gowalpara district, no
to abDut 25,000. Of those at least 10,000 are doubt tookits name from them; and its proprietor,

Meccans, as every one that can leave the city does Colonel Dalton says, is a Mecli
;
but he and most

so at pilgrimage time. A,visit to the Masjid-un- of his people repudiate this origin, and call them-'
Nabawi, and the holy {^ots within it, is technically selves Kajbansi. The Mech are to’ be found in

callfei Ziyarat or Xleitation. The visitor, who the Bhutan Dwars, and they extend from thence in

approaches the sanctuary as a matter of religious a westerly <lirt‘ction into the Nepal Terai, far

ceremony, is called Zair, his conductor MuzaAv- as the Konki river, subject respectively to the Ne-
wir, whereas the pilgrim at Mecca becomes a palese, Sikkim, Bhutan, and British Governments.
Haji. The Masjid-un-Nabawi, or the Brophet’s Their habits and customs are found-much niodi-

Mosque, is one of the Ilaramaiii, or the Two lied by the people with* whom they come in

Siinctuaries of El Islam, and is tlie second of their contact, viz. the Bani' Kocehi, Rajbansi, Dhimal,
three most venerable places of worship in the ThaAva, hud Garo on one side, and the Liinbu,*
world, the other two .being the Masjid-ul-llarain Keranli, Lepclia,' Miirmi, and Bhutia on the other. •

in the centre of the toAvn of Mecca (Mecca con- They are faire^' tlian the Kocchi, and have more
iicctod with Abrahmn) aaul tlie Masjid-uI-Aksa markedly the M ongolian characteristics,but accorn-

of .Jerusalem (the peculiar place of Solomon), panied by a softness of outline Avhich distinguishes

Muhammadans have the largest cathedral in the them readily from fhe Mongoloid Lepcha, Limbu,
world, St. Sophia’s at Constantinople. Next to and Bhutia. They are saul also to resemble the*'

this ranks St. Beter’s at Rome
;
thirdly tlie Jamma Mug and Burmese, and to be, like them and like

Miisjid, or Cathedral of the old Muhammadan city the Khasiya, greatly addicted to drinking spirits,

of Bijapur in India; the fourth is St. Baul’s, smoking, and eating the betel leaf. It is. said

London. It is to Walid Ihe First (a.h. 88) that
j

’that Avhen living beyond the pale of Hindi; influ-

tho Saracenic mosque-arclntocturo mainly owes its ence they are as omnivorous a race as any in the

present form. He had every advantage of borroAv- Avorld, but they Avill not eat the flesh of the

ing from Christian, Bersian, and even Indian art. elephant. They are very migratory, continually

From the first he took the <lonie, froiti the second shifting their cultivation ami abodes that they

the cloistei',—it may have been naturalized in m.ay have th(‘ full benefit of the Aurgin forests to

•Arabia before his time,—and possibly from the Avhich theycling^ It is their love for such forests

third the minaret and the prayer-niche. The that retains them under Nepnlest* or Bhutan rule,

last appears to be a peculiarly Hindu feature in Tin; Mechs are possessed of a jihysical ccaistitution

sacred buildings, intended to contain the idol, and tliat enables them to live and flourish all the year .

to support tlie lamps, flowers, and other offerings through in a ^nalarious tract which is absolutely

placed before it. Mecca luis as many as 29 desig- fatal lo strangers, and (Jieir rude methods of

nations, such as Om-el-Kora (Mother of Toavus), agriculture arc gradually rendering tlie country

Balad-el-Amiu (Region of the Faithful). habitable for successors of a superior race.

Six Christians V)f Europe arc kiioAvn to have Tlic Jhijbansi tribe is identical Avith the Kocch
visited Mecca-. Lodovica Bartema, a gentleman of Assam and of Koch-Behar.
of Rome, visited Mecca A.D. 1503; Joseph Bitts, of -The Mech language is not Avritten, and is ap-

Kxeter, a.d.. 1678
;
John Lewis Burckhardt, a.d. parently of Bengali origin. They never live at

1814; Lieuteiiffnt Richard Burton, of the Bombay elevations higher than from 800 to 1000 feet .above

Army, a.d. 1853
;
Herman BicknCll, ihe translator the sea, and i>refer cultiv.ation in the clearances. of

of
;
and T. F. Keane, aa'Iio resided there six the Terai. 'I'lie Bhutan Mech are a quiet, inoffen-

months, and afterwards went on' to Medina, and sive, Aveak race; they are precisely the same class

published bis pilgrimages. It reads like one of as the men inhabiting the British Terai
;

like them

those stories which are to be. found in the pages they appeifr to enjoy perfect iumiunity from the

of juvefiile magazines.,-During the pilgrim season ill effects of malaria. They are, however, a fi.ner

1877-1878, the author, apparently a liglit-bearted .and less sickly and salloAV-looking set than the

young sailor, found himself at Jedda, and con- Mech of the Darjiling Terai, probably because the

ceived the^^acious idea of making a pilgrimage Bhutan Terai is more healthy and drier than the

to the holy shryic.. Unlike his great predecessors, British Terai. They worslfip the Sij (Euphorbia)

BurckhardtandRiebardBurtoh, he did not prepare as the emblem 6f the supremo deity, like the

himself for the task by long study and experience Kachari, and they call themselves Bodo or Boro, *

of eaijbem tongues and manners
;

still less did which means a great people, and R^gta, a
he take the preliminary precautions adopted by. heavenly, and other designations in which, the-

Herman Bicknell, who qualified as a Muslim at Kachari rejoice..

Cairo hefore^setting out for Mecca. On the con- In the census report of 1881 ijhe jpajbansi.are

trary, so slight was his acquaintaue'e with-oricntal returned as 106,376*; the* Kachari, 281,611 , and
languages, that he seems at first to have.adopted the Kocch, 1,878,804, The numb^ ot Bodo or
the name of Abdur Muhammad^ a title that is not Boro, Bhutia, IQiasiya, Lepcha, Lunbu, Mech,
^®ly impossible, grammaticftily ond philologically. Mug, and. Pani Kocch, and Hangta* are not
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MEDA.MECONOPSIS ACULEATA.

given.

—

Mr. (Sir) George Cam|)5eW,p.58,; Dalton time of Virgil, or B.C.- 40-30* Shortly thereafter,

EtLnol gf Bengal; Imperial Gazetteer; •Census^ about B.C, 30-20, the Med seem to ha^e been
Report. * . . forced southwards into Sind, where the Jat long

MECONOPSIS ACULEATA, Prickly poppy, resented their intriisioiu The Erythnean Periplus

Guddikum, Gudia, Hind.
|
Kanta, ... Panjab. mentions that about A.P. 100, the rulers of

•Mecollopais is -from a poppy, and Minnegara were rival Parthians, who were,

o^/j, a resemblance, a genus of plants belonging mutually expelling each other. When the Muham-

to the natural order Papavcracejc, and fofmorly madaus arrived in Sind, they, found the Med or

referred to Papavor. This species is found at Maud firmly establislied there along with their

Kagban, in the Sutlej valley, between Rampur former rivals the Jat. Ibii Haukal describes the

and Sungnam, at an elevation of 10,000 to 12,000 Mand of bis time, about a.d. 977, as occupying

feet ; also in Nepal, Chur, Kedarkanta, and Pir the banks of the Indus from Multan to the sea,

panjal. Flowers blue-purple, showy. The roots *'^*^d to the desert between Makran and Famhal.

are reputed to be exceedingly narcotic, but an Miisudi, who visited India A.D. 915-10, calls them

alcohonc extract of one drachm of the root given residing in Sind. During; the period of the

to a small dog produced no perceptible effect. Arab occupation of Sind, Muhammad Kasim is

Meconopsis Ncpalcnsis is a Nepal plant, and is cic- represented as making peace with the Med of

scribed as being extremely poisonous, especially Saiirashtra, seafarers and pirates; with whom tljo

its roots. Meconopsis Wallichii, Honker^ is the men of Rasra wort) then at war. In the Muhani-

blue poppy of Mount Tonglo, on the Sikkim madan period, Amran, the Barmekide governor of

. Himalaya at 12,000 Cyc.; O'Sh.; i^iud, directed an exjmditipn against the Med,

Ckghorn; Boyle's Him. advancing from several directions, aind reduced

• MED or Medi, a Scythic tribe that colonized the them to great (‘xtremities. Nevertheless, in tlie

'Panjab. General C.unmngham says tlic Med or time of Masudi, the inhabitants of Mansura were

Mand are almost certainly the representatives of obliged continually to protect themselves against

the Mandrieni, who lived near the Mandrus river, *^fcd aggressions. They havn remained in tins

to the south of thc Oxns; and as their name is. locality over since, for there can be no doubt hut

found in the Panjab from tha beginning of the that they are now reprc'sentcd by the Mer of the

Christian era downwards, he concludes that tliey Aravalli range to the east'of the Indus, of Katty-

milst have accompanied their neighbours the awar to the south, and of Baluchistan to the west.

Jatii or Jat cfn their forced migrations to Ariana The name of Mer or ^land is still found in many

and India. In the classical writings the name is parts of the Panjab, as in Meror of the Bari and

* found as Medi and Manduevi, and in the Muham- J Jcchna Doabs, in Mera, Mandra, and Mandan[)!ir

madan writers as Med and Mand. The tribe may 8in(l-Sagar Doab, and in Mandali of

have been transplanted to the banks of the Indus, Multan, offering strong evidence that the Med or

when the Medo-Persiari empire extende<l that far were the first Indo-Scythic conquerors of,

cast; or they may have been pressed south- and once the dominant race in, the Panjab. Meris

easterly by intruding Scythians, or have left or Mcni is was I lie king of Pattala who, on the

during the persecution of the Magi, who con- a[)proacli of Alo.xander, abandoned his capital and

stituted one of thc.six tribes of Modes. Admitting to tln^ mountains
;
he was possibly a Mer. The

* that the Jartaka.of the Mahalihamla and the ^lor of the Aravalli are but little advanced

• Puranas represent the Jat, the Madra also men- beyond the tract where the Med, a thousand

tioned there must be regarded as* representing years ago, were a numerous and thriving popn la-

the Med, Confirming thereby the antiquity and tion. Their brethren the ^feua can be traced in

synchronisms of these two races on the banks of their original seats to the bank of the lmlus, and

the Indus. The Med devoted themselves to a Mer still reside in Kattyawar, the Saurashtriaii

pastoral life, repeatedly invaded the territories of peninsula, which was the iniraery of the piratical

the Jat, putting them to great distress, and com- expeditions; and the Mer, Mena, and Med seem

pelling them to cross the river; but subsequently idciiticid. Afcd still .exist both to the E. ami b.

the Jat, being accustomed to the use of- boats, n*- of the Indus, and those on tlie coast, unable to

crossed and defeated the Med, whose country practise piracy, after the inamier of their ancestors,

they plundered. They made, up their differences, follow the occupation of .fishermen. To the cast

and asked Daryodhana, kiiig of Hastinapnr, to* they are found roving on the borders of Smd ap

send them a king, and he seiit liis sister Dassal Jodhpur, the si‘ats of their occupation during the

(Dahsalu), wife of Jayadratha, who made Aska-* Arab perioil
;
and to the west they are found jn

landha her capitalf perhaps the Uch of later times, the little ports of Mekran, from Sanmiani m
Afta*areign of more than 20 years, Jayadratha Charbar, divided into the^ylans of Gazbin*, Hor-

was killed on the fatal field of Thanesar, and his Jnari, Jollarwii, and Chelmarzai. When the

widow burned herself on his funeral pile. On the Muhammadans fir^t ap{)earcd in Sind, . towards

same field the Bharata dynasty was extinguished, the end of the 7th century, Zath (JatJ and Med

The earliest historical notice of the Med race is by were the chief population of the country. .

Virgil, who calls the Jhelum, Medus Hydaspes. the original scat of the Med or Medi was m

‘This epithet is. explained by a statement of Vibius the Panjab proper, from which
' Sequester, which makes the Hydaspes flow past concludes that the original seat of th^

^

the city of Media. This is the same place as or Jat colony was in Sin^-r-Blliot\^ History j

Ptolemy’s Euthymedia, which w.as either on o*r India. •

near the same river, and above Bukephala. Also MEDA. • Tel.
.
Tetranthera

jg
- in the Peutiugeriati tables, Which are not later

j

monopetala, Nees, T. apetala, R. .Meaa

than A.D. 250, the country on the Hydaspes is one of the ashta varga or eight medicinal r
,

called Media. From this evidence, the Medi or the Hindus
;
Meda-chob is the wood, an

Med were in the Panjab as early at least as the saq the bark.

—

As. JUs. xiu. p. 410,
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MEDA. Karn. Medaravan, Tam.
;

Medara;

Tkl. a helot race occupied in cutting and

selling* bambooSf or making and vending bainbpo

baskets. In Coorg they are umbrella and basket

makers and drummers
;

they dress like Coorgs,

but eat bebf. Medara, a worker in bamboo.

MEDE. The ancient territory of Medea is now
included iii inoden^ Persia. The rise of the

Median nation is wrapped in. profound obscurity.

They first, appear about n.c. 850. The word
Madai occurs in* Genesis x. 2, along with Goiner,

Javan,' Magog, Meshech, and TiibaL Herosus

mentions the* Medes as having conquered liahylon

})rior to B.c. 2000, and held it for 224 years.

History first notices the. Medes in the latter half

of the .9th century n.c. -Shalmaneser ii. led an
expedition into Medea. Cjaxares, li.c. GJ2, led

an invading host of Modes against Nineveh, but

was met and defeated by Assur-Bani-pid at

iWiabene, and the father of Cyaxar68 was among
the slain. Cyaxares again, led an army, and this

time was victorious, but was prevented following

up his victory by a Scythian inroad on Iiis own
dominions.

The Mede were a dominant race dwelling in

part of modern Persia, and w^re classed as

Arii. The Mede luuT many colonies. Herodotus
iiientions the Sigynnm, a colony settled beyond
the Danube. Medians arc also said by Sallust to

have accoinpaiiied the expedition of Hercules

when he .crossed over from Spain .into Africa.

The Sauromatm were M(Mlian (ailonists beyond
the Tanais or Don, and the Maticnoi, Matiencs,

Kharimatai, and jmssibly the Mares, were (hiucasian

colonists from Medea, preserving in their names
the national appellation of Mada or Ma<ba.

The Mede occupied the western part of the

table-land of Iran and the bordering mountains
of Kurdistan, from the frontier of I’ersis to the

Jiiountains of Armenia and the range of Elburz,

which skirts the southern shores of the Caspian.

The monarchy, as conquered by Cyrus and
recovered by Darius, extended over the t-asterii

part of the table-huhl us. flir as the Suliinau

inotmtcains, which divide it from the liidus valley,

and alsp the strip of coast between Mount Elburz
and the Caspian and the other northern slopes

which descend to the valley of the Oxus. 'fhese

may be called the natural limits of the .Medo-

Persian-empirc, and they corresponil to the extent
of modern Persia, expept that the eastern part of

the table*land has beefi lost to IVrsia by the

Uiciirsions of the Turkomans, and the Afghans,
and the Baluch. But beyond Iran, the groat

Achaenifd kings extended- their pow'i'r westwanl
' over the forriicf dominions of Assyria, Babylon,
' and Syria, over Egypt and the region of Cyrene,
and to tlie N.W. over Asia Afinor «md its adjacent

islands, and beyond the Hellespont over Thrace.
This wide epipire was the Persia known to the
Greeks from tue reign of Darius to the conquest
of Alexander, by whom 'the monarchy was over-
thrown in B.C. 33Q. This was the empire ruled
over by Ahasuerus or Xerxes, noticed in Esther
1. l,*an hundred and seven and twenty provinces.
In Africa th#furthe8t western boundary was at
the bottom di the Great ‘Syrtis. Modern Persia
has only eleven, of those provinces. The Nations
of Iran proper, or the Aryan stock of languages,

comprise those of Me'dea and Persia. It includes
the Zend of the cuneiform inscriptions and

the . Zendavesta ; the younger Pehlavi of the
Sassanians and the Pazend, the mother of the pre-
sent or modern Persian tongue. The Pushtu or
language of the Afghans belongs to the same
branch. The Iranian languages of British India
are represented by the Sanskrit and herdaughters.—Uawl. ii. 385; Elliot, p. 525

;
Bunsen; Cal. Rev.

MEDIIA. Sansk. Apprehension or conception,
from Medh, to be'apt to learn.

• MEDHI, in Assam, a inember of a monastery
;

Mcdhi raj is the chief Medhi;

MEDHUHST, a Britisli consul in China, author
of the Chinese and their Kcbellion

;
also of Ancient

China, the Sim King, or the Historical Classic, and
A Glance at the Jnterior of China, London 1850.
MEDI A-BHUMI. Mo.st nations have indulged

in the desire of fixing the source whence they
issued, .and few spots possess more interest than
the elevated Media-Bhunri or central region of

A.sia, where tho Amu, Oxus' or Jihun, and other
rivers have their rise, and in which both the
Surya and liulu races (Saca) claim the hill of
Sumcru as sacred to a great patriarchal ancestor,
whence they migrated eastward. The Hindus do
not make India within the Indus the cradle of
their race

;
but west, amidst the hills of Caucasus,

whence the sons of V'aiva.swata, or the sun-born,
migrated eastward to the Indus and Ganges, and
founded their first establishment in Kosulya, the
capital of Ayodhya or Oiidh .— ToePs Jlajasthan/
i. p. 24.

•
...»

MEDTCAGO AKBOREA, Linn., is the shrubby
yellow lucerne of S. Euroiie.

Mtalicago liipulina, tlie black* mcdich of Europe,
Asia, and North America, useful as juisturo grass.

.

Medicago radiata, SinilL

Muh-.suh, ....
I
Herdsman’s root, . Eng.

This leguminous forage plant was introduced
from Ferghana into China by Chang-k’icn of the
Han dynasty. Chinese farmers use the legumes
as food and. as forage for cattle, and get three
mowings in a year.

—

Swif/i.

Medicago sativa, X., purple lucerne.
Al-falf.a, . . . . Akab?

I

Valaiti gawufch,* . Matih.
Hoi, Afeli, . . L.vj)AKH.

|
Rislika, DuroBlibi, PusHT.

Lucerne grow s w ild in Kashmir, in liadakh^iu
the Pir Panjal range, and in the N.W. Himalaya,
from 5000 to 12,UU0 feet. It is 'cultivated ex-
tensively .in Afghanistan, "where it is used as
fodder for horses, etc., and Moorcroft says al.so in

J.adakh, and that fields of it continue to be
regularly cut for '.50 or 60 years. This is the
MyiOikt} of Tlicophrastus (Plant, de Cans. lib. 2,

cap, 20) and the Mcdica of Pliuy (lib. 2, cap. 20

;

also 18, cap. 20). It is cultivated in the Dekhan
for feeding horses; also in Gujerat, w^here it is

coming into use among the natives. as green food

for cattle. It is propagated by seed, and may
be sown at any seasou, in bed or rows. It

requires much water, and each plant should have
five or six inches of space allowed to it. Cultivators

generally cut it as it begins to blosso’m, when fresh

shoots spring up, and by manuring it occasionally

a succession of crops is continued in this way for

. several months.

—

Stewart; Riddell.

MEDICINE. The /medical art, amongst the
natives of the south and east of Asia, has had the
knowledge of western JSurope added to it during
the 16th and up to the l^th centuries, and from
Europe to the Pacific Ocean. In Egypt;in Africa
in Turkey, and Persia, and in the British, French’
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Sanskrit medical sbasWto of Charaka and Susruta. tbousand tears before the Christian era.. They
Thus, in teaching medicine to the Hindus and have also Sasruta’s book, called after its author,
Muhammadans, Europeans are literally

.
merely whose era was seemingly between the 9th and 5th

repaying what, for at least seventeen centuries, centuries before Christ. The Drcbyaguna^Piidar-
they owed to India. The first establishment tha, a translation from the Sanskrit, purports to

which British enterprise obtained in India,was won give a philosophical account of the physical,

by the science and the npble disinterested patriot-' natuml, medicinal, and dietetic uses of the
ism of two British surgeons,—Gabriel Broughton, different objects in nature. Nidaiui, still in San-
who cured Shah Jahan’s daughter of a frightful skrit, is the title of their works on nosology

;
and

burn, And William Hamilton, who cured ah ailment the ftara Korimudi and Lekshyana (I)eepa) arc
of Feroz Shalu Several of the medical officers of

!
their standard works on the theory and practice

the E. I. Company’s Service have .been dis- 1 of medicine.

tinguished as authors, as. botanists, as zoologists, I Burma.—There are no medical schools in Native
as philologists,' as statisticians, as liistorians, and Ikirina. The majority of tlio students are trained

ns physicians. Amongst them may be nametl Sir
|
as private pupils or disciples by the ’older and

Whitelaw Ainslie, James Anderson, Sir James i more experienced physicians-, Wlrp teach, feed, and
Annesley, Sir George Birdwood, Biichaiian

;

clothe them, receiving in return -only respect and
Hamilton, Cantor, Crawfurd, Francis Day, Sir

j

obedience. A few of. the. future physicians arc
Joseph Fayrer, John Borthwick Gilchrist, William

j

taught the elements of their art in the ky-oung or
Griffiths, William Hamilton, .Terdon, Sir William

|

monasteries of. the H’poongyoes. There are three
Marsden, M‘Clelland, Sir William O’Shauglinessy, djisses of physicians,—the Bein-dau-Saya (Bein-

.

Bichardson, Kbxburgh, Johii Forbes Boyle, <lau, medicine, and Saya, teacher), the Dat-Saya
Thomson, Nathanael Wallich, Edward Waring, (Dait, element), and the Payoga-Saya or Seh-Gzan
Bobert Wight, Horace Haynuin Wilson. On (Sob, a form of nuHlicino, and Gziin, harsh or

the 10th January 18J6, pandit Mudiisudui
|

rough). The Bein-dau are the most numerous
Gupta, a medical teacher of the Baid or physician

|

class, and in their pnictice rely ‘entirely on the
caste, began to teach the Hindus the study of

|

(‘xhibiiion of drugs obtained from* the vegetable
practical anatomy by dissecting a human body

|

or niinerar kingdoms. They have- adopted the
with his own hand. And by 1872, about 1200 1 theory of the five elements,—earth, water, fire, air,

native students in the medical colleges of India ' and ether. Amongst the Burmese,- the surgeoi^

were following his example. Also Hindu gentle- even in the oldest and lowest acceptation of the

men, who, haying pfissed through , a course of
|. title, does’ not exist, and there is not the faintest

study as complete as any school in Europe can knowledge o*f anatomy amongst those who in any
afford, have lately receive(.l in the • Calcutta way practise the healing art. They use no knife

University that high degree of doctor, which or instrument of any kind
;

all congenital and
in Salamanca of old gave the humblest scholar acquired deformities are left to nature, and even
right of place among the superb Hidalgos of abscesses are never opened. They enforce a rigid

Sp^in, which in. England ranks the ])hysician abstention from all animal food during sickness

.

and his brother doctor graduates Only a few
|

and convalescence
;

and the foreign Chinese,

degrees below nobility. Doctor Chuckerbu tty, a ' Moghuls, and Armenians- living amongst them
native of Bengal, and the first of his nation who Imve all uiloptcd this, injurious practice.’ The
achieved the honour of becoming, a medical officer after-treatment of their parturient women is bar-

in Her Majesty’s Indian army, first jnojocted the ’barons jn the extreme. As if the hot, humid
Bengal Medical Association. About Oic year 1840, climate of that region is not more than enough to

theplanofaMedical-Mission was first recommended depress the woman, immediately, after delivery,

for China,—that is, of a Christian missioiij—one for the Si)ace of nine days, the room she occupies

main object of. which was the conversion of the is- fumigated with heated bricks jJaced in water,
• natives, the missionaries being medical men, charcoal fires are kept constantly burning, she is

.securing an introduction through the lu'actice of made to sit on warm bricks, and her body is

their pl'ofession. The arrangement seemed to be, smeared witli turmeric and sfif^'Oii water. The
* for China, one of the best that could be conceiv-ed. ^^iamese also follow this exhausting practice.

A^d a similar plan has been adopted in India, in The Dat-iSaya arc less numerous than the Bein-

which Christian missionaries practise medicine, dau-Saya, and, like the latter, hold to the ele-

whilst instructing in. their own doctrines. The mental theory.; they are more frequently called in

Bev. brs. Scudder, Strachaii, Carslaw, Elder, to pre.scribe in the advanced stages of disease,

Elmslie, Valentine, Parker, Green, Williams, when the patients are too weak to bear the effects

CKester, Palmer, and Paterson have taught a of drugs, or when the Bciii-dau-Saya. give up a11

pure faith tOj and cured the bodily ailments of, hopes of the patient’s recovery.

the people, and their nafiics will long be remcm- The Payoga-Sayfi are sorcerers or witch doctors,*

berecL ’
. who resort to charms ‘and incantations.

. Asia^—The books in use in Asia amengst In Chinese 2
)hilosophy, also, the five elements

the Buddhist religionists, the Hindus, the Chinese,, or factors enter into the compefeition of all things,

und the Muhammadans, are all of ancient date, and this theory guides their medical men* The
The Burmese obtained from India their theory of old medical writers of China were the naturalists

ui^dical smeace, and most of th6 medical writings of their times, aud that country had.a long line of
' in the hancifof their practitioners are translations imperial, princely, and magisterial observers, who
from the Sanskrit into the Pali, Burmese, or Shan directed their attention to medical mattefs,—the
languid. The principal of them are the Ayur ancient Shin-nung, Hwang-ti, Ohi-peh, Lu-pien,
Veda kiua Bhanwantan of Benares, ef which Li-tang-chi, Hw^-to, Wang-shuh, and Li-shi-chin.

au epitome has. been framed called after thal The good sense of Li-shi-chin to a gte&t extent

sovereign, who seems to have lived upwards of a purged the pages of his cyclopaedia, the Pcii-
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tsau, of nonsensical or disgusting things
;
but in

the present day, as a rule, Chinese doctors em-
ploy few mineral or metallic sutetances in the

treatment of internal diseases
;
and to instruct all

of them in the rational uses of mercurial and
ferruginous pr^arationsi would be to confer on
their country a great boon. Tlio first edition of

the Pen-ts’-ajj-kang-muh was -published by the.

emperor Wan-leh about a.d. 1597, and the last

regular reprint appeared in a.d. 1826, tlie. sixth

year of the reign of the emperor Tau-fang. In

1884, Surgeon-General C. A. Gordon added largely

to our knowledge of Chinese medicine.

Ceylon. — The medical books of the native

practitioners of Ceylon are mostly in Sanskrit or

in Pali, but written ‘in the Singhalese character,

and some of them have been' translated into

• Singhalese; They are . in verses and stanzas, and
may be arranged in five classes, according to

their subject, viz. :

—

On medicinal plants

—

WasudevaNegundo, 938v. I Namawali Negundo, 290 v.

Saswati „ 336 „ |
Sara „ 112 st.

On the nature and symptoms of diseases, and on
|

the anatomy of the human body

—

Arishta Sataka,
,

. 100 st. I Sariru - shana, ? Sutras-

Madhaiva Nidana, 1375 v.
|

thana, ? llupa Lakshana, ?

• On the qualities and properties of medicinal

piants, drugs, etc.

—

Guna-patha, 700 stanzas. I Sicldhanshudda Negundo,

I
331 verses.

On the nature and cure of diseases—

Manjusa, . 4770 stanzas. Sara sangsepa, ?

Yogar-nawa, ? • Chintamani, ?

Wara-sura Sangraha, ? Vydia-lunkara, 278 stanzas.

Commentaries, on the ^lanjusa

—

,
Yogo-pitake. Kola-wid’lm, 400 sentences

*Bhaisajja-kalpa,- AYara-yoga-sara, ,5000 „
Lakshana Jaya-deva. Katna-kana, 4000 „

The'//mdM physicians in British India are desig-

nated Baid or Vydian, and there are also many
learned pandits practising medicine. The Mu-
liammadan physician is styled Hakim or Tabib

;

and both of these religious sects have surgical

practitioners, who occupy a humble position, as

also oculists, cuppers, bleeders, bone-setters. The
elemental philosophy is adopted alike by Muham-
madans and Hindus ;

but the former recognise only

the four element? of Hippocrates, fire, air, earth,

and water, whilst the Hindus have the fifth ele-

ment in akasa or ether, as adopted by Pythagoras.

In the central parts of British India, as in the

Central Provinces and at Benares, the medical

books in the jwssession of the Vydians are either

in Sa^nskrit or in translations from that tongue.

Their names arc

—

Koshmabati and Nidan Gudnrogdur in Sanskrit.

Barangdhar-Aihrit-Sagar in Sanskrit and Nagari.

Vydia Chintamani, by Dhanwantari ? on fevers, nervous
affections, and derangements of the urinary system.

Roga Nidhanam^ by ,Dhanwantari ? on constitutions,

temperaments, and their peculiar diseases.

Vydia Sastram, by Dhanwantari ?'^materia medica.

Dhanwantari Negundo, author unknown, a work on
medicine, of great antiquity ; very scarce.

Benaree, built on the bank of the sacred Ganges,
is a holy city of the* Hindus, to which many
pilp^ijms resort, and with many wealthy 'residents.

It IS a great seat of Hindu learning
;
but neither

there nor in any other part of what is now British

India, has there been, for unknown centuries, any 1

Hindu or Muhammadan public school for teaching

the 'theory and practice of medicine. The estab-

lishment of such institutions at Calcutta, Madras,

Bombay; Ntagpur, Lahore, Agra, Dacca, and other

places, has been the act of the British, imitated at

Hyderabad in the Dekhan by the Nizam, and at

Trevandrum by the maharaja of Travancore.

At Benares, as elsewhere in India, those who
wish to follow the healing art, whether according

to the* doctrines of the Hindu's or Muhaminadans,
place themselves under some well-known Vydian
or hakim, -as pupils or disciples; and throughout

that extensive country, the learned men willingly

impart ‘ instruction gratuitously. . The Vydian
practitioners of Benares are well supplied with

books, some of them in Sanskrit, some in Bengali,

some. in Hindi, translations from the Sanskrit, but

a mention of the names liere- will suffice

—

Anjan Niilhan. Hriday-dipak Sarangdhar.
Madlio Nidhaii. . Negundo. Salihotra.

Ajorna. Gandak-rasayan. Shata-sloki.

Ang-prakasham. lA)li!T)braj. * Siddha-mantra.
Bhava-prakash. Manjari. Susruta.
Bal-chikitsa. Madanpal. Todaraksh.
Oaj-chikitsa. Nari Pariksha. Taila-lep.

liangsen. Nigliant. Vishna-nidlii.

Charaka. Pathya-Pathya. Vivish-chaya.

Chikitsarjun. R a h - It a t n a - Vai<lya-Kahasyii.

Clmkratta. Samuch-Chaya. Vaed-jivan.
(vhikttsa Kalika. Ras-Kriya.

j
,, iiiohotsar.

Dhatrimanjari. JIas-Manjari.
|

. dar]>nii.

Dhanwantari Ratna-Mala.
j

Yog-chandrika.

Negundo.

In the Tvdi'ancore country throe schools of

medicine are known. The most generally accepted

theory, however, is that taught' in the Ashtariga-

hirudayam, and its disciples call themselves Ash-

tanga-hirudaya Vydians. Their therapeutic agents

are chiefly vegetable substances, but with a few

drugs of mineral origin, of a mild nature. This

school prevails throughout North Travancorc,

Cochin, and Malabar, and seems peculiar to 'those

districts. In South Travancorc, whfcrc I’amil is

largely spoken, the medical practitioners style

themselves Chintamani Vydians. They follow the

writings of Agastya. In the capital, Trevandrum,

also, tlicre was, in 1870, one Muhammadan hnkiiii

or physician practising according to the Yun.ini

or Grecian school. He was resorted to by persons
^

wi.shing aphrodisiac drugs
;
and the books in his

‘

possession are sucli. as are known to other Yunaiu

hakims. The bulk of the Muhammadans m that

part of India, however, * avail themselves of a

physician of one or other of the Hindu schools,

which explains why there arc so few of the Mu-

hammadan religionists engaged in medical practice.

In the capital,. whOre there are many I’amil immi-

grants from British territory, both of the Hindu

systems ar6 in operation. The Ashtanga-hiriidaya

.Vydians are of all classes of the coiqmunity, from

the highest Namburi Brjihman to the humblest

Chova and Thien. Among Chintamani Vydians,

also, there are some high-caate people, but,

ally speaking, the barber caste form the bulk ot

these practitioners*. The Chintamani Vydians use

chiefly the writings of Agastya. A large

of his books, printed in Madras in the laim

language, are sold in Travancorc; but his boo

arc also, obtainable in manuscript on palm
J

There are also on palm leaves the books in oa '

skrit of Charaka apd SusrutJ^, and oho ca e

iJelam ^ but they are*very scarce, and few

tioners are acquainted with them.
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The Ashtanga-hirudayUm is said to have been written

by Bagada^Chariar, a Brahman convert to Buddh-
ism; and, the Travancpre people suppose that he

,
obtained his knowledge, of medicine .from the
Buddhists. The book is in Sanskrit, in the Male-
alalu character, Written on palm leaves ; but few of

the practitioners possess a full copy of it. Thirteen
of its chapters, with a Maloalam exidailationy were
printed at the Government Press, Oalicut, by Mr.
Ooi>oti Ctfnnen, deputy-collector, Malabar. The
complete book, however, has 120 chapters, and
treats on hygiene, gives the outlines of anatomy
and physiology, practice of. medicine, surgery,

ophthalmic medicine and surgery, obstetric medi-
cine and surgery, and the uianufacture and use of
various obstetric and surgical medicines.

Kairava-gramam is an epitome of the Ashtanga-hiru-
dayam. It Is on palm leaves, in the MalcahW
language and character.

Satha-yogam, or the Hundred Modes of Administration,

,

and Sahasra-yogam, or the Tliousand Modes of Ad-
ministration, are partly Sanskrit and partly in San-
skrit mixed with Malealam, u dialect known as the
Mani-prasalam. They are palm-leaf books, in the
Malealam character, and treat on the preparation
of medicines, such as electuaries, decoctions, etc.,

the modes of administering them, and their iisc.4.

Priiyoga saram describes diseases and their treatment.
It is a palm-leaf book, in the Malealam language.

Yoga ratna-samcliayam is a palm-loaf book, in tlie Male-
alam language. It is descrii>tivu of disoasea and
their treatment

;
but also indicates necMled incan-

tations and ‘danam,’ or cbaritahle gifts distributed

for the relief of the patients' ailineuts.

Yoga Mirtham is in print, also on palm leaves, in the
Malealarii language. It ilescribes the treatment of

disease.

Manhali, a*palm-loaf book, in tin? Malealam language,

on the treatment of disease.

*A few other medical books are still on palm
leaves, but have also beeu printed in Malealam

;

they are Sjj,id to be selections from larger works.

Kanintica.—The race who speak the Canarese
tongue have been partitioned by several states,

part of them under the Mysore kingd(Hn, part of

them under the British Presidencies of Madias and
Bombay, and a part in the Hyderabad Govern-
inent dominions. Tiieir medical practitioners are

usually known as Vyda and na Chekiebika. Tlie

Vyda claim to be leiirned men who havt; derived

their knowledge from the study of books. The
latter believe tliat expm ieiice is the great teacher

;

hut on the western side of the ('anarose country,

pandits also engage in the practice- of medicine,
riiough acknoAvlcdging that surgery and mid-
wifery. were formerly regarded as branches of the

medical art, and in the possession of books on
those two subjects, they arc all now-a-day.s
plijsician purists,. Tiiey posses.s printed and
written and also palm- leaf books. Those of

Charaka, Susruta, the Agni besa, Bhillii Taiitra,

Barasara Sanhita,' JatuktTiia Tantra, Atrya San-
hita, Yagbhata,' Neghutra Naker, Chekechasura-
snngraha, Vidyamruta, Loluniburaja, ISahrung-
dhara, Madliava Nidana are in Sanskrit, printed
in the Nagari character, with a Muhrati com-
mentary. But they are costly, and the people
arer poor, and parts only of most of them are

purchased by. the physicians, relating chielly
to internal diseases, or what may be terme«l

medical ailments. Others, Vidyarnava,* Bhasaja
Culpa,* Rasaratnakerra,* .

Shadrasa Negundo,*
Bhanwantari Negundo,* Kasava Nidana,* Raja
Neguhdo,* Sata-sloki> Bhoom ^ Amruta, Jaga-
choondari, Sarvangasoondari, are also in Sanskrit,
in metre, but are all on palm leaves, and the
seven marked with an asterisk are incomplete.

: MEDICINE.

The last two of ^his series, the Jaga and Sarvan*
gasoondari, are on the treatment of Venereal
complaints.

,
Their remaining works* are on

surgery and midwifery, and are Salaya, Salakaya,
Aupadhanaha, Aurbhura.

*
111 the Madras Presukney^ where the spoken

cultivated Hindu languages are Tamil, Telugu,
Canarese, Uriya, Malealam, and Tulu (the people
numbering in all about 30,000,000), we find

amongst Hindu practitioners medical books in all

the languages, but* with the exception of many of

the Tamil works, the ' writers in which seem to

have been original authors, most of the treatises

appear to have* been translations or compilations

fioiii the San.skrit. The first of these to be
mentioned are the medical books by unknown
Authors in Sanskrit :

—
Silp(ey Sastrum, on tlio arts and manufactures of the

Hindus, in Sanskrit, Tamil, and Tulugu.
Blisushiijah Sarwaswain, on the medicines applicable to

a number of diseases.

Vydia Haravali, Sidayoga Ratnavali, Sara£|,ungrabani,
Shatashuloki, on the medicines applicable to a
number of diseases.

Basliajah Sungraham, sometimes called Shatasiiloky, a
medical work by an ancient iloctor. The Bavardah'
Hauyekah and the Cliendra Caleb are coinmentarics
on it.

Chuniiypatarn Aviini, on thirteen kinds of delirium.
Hhanwantari Negundo, a very ancient work medicine.
Abhidana Katnainala, also called Shadrasa Negundij^

on several medicines not in commpn Xise, also on
various minerals and metals.

Siddayoga
,
Ratnavali, ' a desultory work on various

diseases, by an ancient author.
Kalpastainum, partly translated by Dr, Heyne.
Agni Parana, an epitome of Hindu learning, one

treatise being on the healing art, ai>plicable to man
and beast.

Simskrit Books hy known Authors,

Dhanwaiitari

—

Vydia Chinta'mani, oii the pulse, fevers, spasmodic
and nervous affections, derangements of the
urinary organs, etc.

Vydia Shattusloki, on materia medica.
Gouda Paduin, on natural history and the nature

of dilforent ailments.

Kurma Kandum, on the causes of disease.

Roga Nidaiuim, on jteculiar constitutions and
temperaments, and diseases arisiiig.therefrom.

Vydia Sastrum, on materia mcdica.
Susrutum, by Husruta, on terms anti definitions, on the

dilfereut parts ()f the body, the nature of (liseasoM,

remedies, diet, and general management.
Ashtanga Hirudayam, by Vagabutti Vydia, on general

jtrinciples, or theory of medicine, t»n the human
frame ; tlie nature of fever and other disoaisos,

remedies for them, pharmacy, diseases of children.

HiriidayaDijiika Negundo, by Boslm-deva, is atlictionary

or book of reference to the last.

Rasaratna Samuchayam, by Vagabutti, on pharmaceut-
ical preparations, in which mercury, arsenic, and
nine other metals are combined, sulphur an'd gems,

also formuhe for diseases.

Padardha Chandrakah, also called Ayur Veda Rasa-

yanum, by Hamadri, is a part of tlie Ayur Veda.
Servangasceiidary Tika, by Aruna Datta, is a comment-

• ary on the Aslitanga Hirudayam and the Padardha
Chandrakah.

Sckitcha Sara Sungraliam, by Vungasha, on fever and
other diseases, with their remedies.

Sckitcha Meruta Sagarum, hy Devi-Dwi, on diseases
resulting fi^m vicious habits.

Rasa-Ratnacaram, by Nityananda Siddah, on pharma-
ceutical preparations, in which metals enter. *

Rasa Saram, hy Govind Achari, oh metf^^ gems, phar-
macy, and mysteries.

Vydia Chintamani, by Yalla-bendra, on diseases and
their remedies.
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i^uga Muni) ObintamaAij .700 verses, on chemistry and

y the science of medicine.
fioraker Vyp4, 100 verses, similar to last. •

idmttfk Muniar Ganam^ 200 Versed*, partly theological,

thiihP^^y medical.
*Mwiar Kalpam, -100 verses,, on the art of

preparing strengthening medicines from various
plants.

Slamadever, 600 -verses, and Kamadavcr, 200 verses,

C. both books treat on corrosive and soluble drugs,
ahio of chemistry and general medicine.

Kamalamuni S-iitrum, 77 verses, on chemistry and
physics. •*. •

;

Eda-kattu Sidder-pandel, 35 verses, similar to last.

l*ali-kani, author of several medical works.

Mtihamrriadan practitioners arc known
by the designations Hakim and Tabib.^ The.

former means a soientific or learned man, the

latter a physician purist. The Jarah is a surgeon.
Muhammadanism, known to its followers as Islam

or Din - i - Islam,, has been adopted by many
nations, but the Arabic and the Persian are tlui

languages chiefly employed l>y learifcd men when
writing on- any. scientific subject. Most of tlu'

medical books of the old physicians of Turkish
Arabia, Syria, Spain, and Northern Persia were
in Arabic, some of -which have been translated,

and a notice of the books in these two languages
may now bo given.

Arabic, Medical Books.

(^amin-fi’t-Tibb, the ennons of Avicenna, Abu Ali
Husaiurbin-Ahid Allali-biw-8ina, born at liokhara
A.l). 980, died at Hamadan in Persia a.d. 1030.

It contains five books *

On the theory and practice of physic.

. On simple or uiicompounded medicines, with a
description of their qualities and virtues.

On anatomy and complaints affecting particular

parts of the body.
On diseases in general.
On coinpound mcdicine.s.

Afn Arabic edition wa-s printe«l at Horne A.d. 1595,

and'a Latiii edition at Venice A.D.

Hal-o-MujiZ'Ul-Qanun, annotations by Nafiz-bin-Iwaz
on the Mujiz-ul-C^anun-irt-Tibb, an epitome or com-
mentary, by Ala-ud-Din-AU-nl-Koreshi-ibu-Nafiz,

. of the Qanuii of Avicenna. Natiz-bin-rwaz resided
at the court of Ulugh Beg about a.d. 1450,

Sliarah-iin-Nafisi, same author, a connnentary on the
above work.

Al-Mughani-fi-Sh.arli-il-Mujiz, by Sadid-ud-l)in Gaza-

,
rilni, a commentary on the Mujiz of Ala-ud-Din-
Ali-bin-AbU'l-Hazirn-ul-Koreshi, being a com-
pendium of the science of physic, compiled from
the works* of Hippocrates, Galen, Avicenna,
Honain-ur-Razi, and otliers. It is arranged into
four chapters-—
On the laws of nature, also on’ the Inunan

constitution, and the means of preserving
.health.

On the ‘strength of different kinds of food, and
of simple and compound medicines.

On complaints which affect particuKr parts of
the body. T

On diseases • in general and their
.
proper

remedies.
bharh-ul-Asbab-wal Ilamat, by Nafiz-bin-Iwaz, dedi-

cated to Sultan JfJlugh Beg Gurjani, a commentary
on th6 Asbab-wu-Ilamat of Najab-ud-Din Muh‘*m-
madUmar-UB-Salnarkandi, avei’y celebrated treatise
on the causes, signs, and remedies of diseases,

lazkarah Taswidi, by Muhammad Ishacf, a general
treatise on mfe^ioine, *

«
• • •

llawi-ns-Saghir, by HafizMuhammad, a general treatise
on medicine.

^^^hr^Juahar^an ocean of gems, by Muhammad-biiv
Ymiuf, a dmuse treatise on general medicine.

jalwa-ul-MuBtaham, same author, and similar subject.

Bur-ul.jyiantakhab, the pearl of epitome, ap abndg-
ment of the Bahr and Salwa; author not known, .

K»«a»h-l.Tib, .. 'do. .lo.

T»qwim-ul-Adwiah, by Abnl Fazal-bin-IbnAiin of
Tabreez, the physician, and apothecaries^ tables
(descriptive of the disorders to which each part of
the human frame is particularly subject, and the

• proper medicines detailed.

Makhtasar-u-JalinuSj an abridgment of the woifk of
• Galen ; same author.

Zabdat-ul-Hikm, by Ahmad-bin-Muhammad, dedicated
to Sikander Pasha, rules for the preservation of
health, by attention to food, dress, cleanliness* etc.

;

also a treatise, on farriery.

Rhoas-ul-Fuakah, same author, an essays on fruits,

describing their good and bad properties, particu-
larly. tliose species wliich are wholesome -to he
eaten at meals for prdmoting digestion.

Persian Books.

Zakhirali-i-Kharnzam Shahi, by Ismail-bin-Husain-
bin-Muhammad Jnrjani, a to|x>graphicaI account

, of Kharazain, its climate, diseased, in ten chapters,
.A.D. 1110. . •

^
Khif-i-Alai, by same Jiutlior, a treatise on the pre-

servation of health.

Tibb-i-Yadgar, by same author,-on medicine, an exten-
sive pharniacopd'ia, in fourteen chapters.

Aghraz-ul-'lHbb, j^y same author, the whole science
* of i)liysic, uniting -the theory of the ancients witli
the practice of the moclents.

Ivafayat-i-Mujabiilin, by Munsur Muhammad, dedicated
to Sikandar Sliab li. of Dehli, A.D. 1.300, on the .

diseases of women aml Children, and their treat-
ment.

Dastur-ul-Iliij, by Sultan <?f Xhorasan A.D. 1334,
(ledicattMl to Abu Said iJabadur Khan, emperor of

* the IMoghiils
;
a ditfnso work on the whole practice

of physic.

Madan i-Shifa, by Ali-bin-Husain of Bokhara, A.D.
1303, the Mine of Health, an alphabetical list of
all diseases, with the proper method of cure.

Kaliat-iil-Insan, by Abd-ubQawi-bin-Shehfid, A.D,
1370, a general ti-catise on medicine, with prayers
and charms for averting sicktioss.

Tuhfa-i-Khani, by Mahmud-bin*Miihammad, . a phy-
sician of Shiraz, A,]>. 1490; the whole science of
medicine,On five clmi>tej's.

Madan-ns-Shifaii-Sikaudiiv Shahi, the Mine of
Hemedies, by Beva-bin-Kbas Khan, A.D. 1512,
dedicated to Sikandar Shah ll., king of Dehli.

Tuhfat-ul-!Muininin, by Muhammad Momin, son of

Muhammad Dilimi, a compilation from various-

Arabic and Sanskrit authorities, on the whole
s(;ience of medicine ; Persian

;
written A.D. ?

Mantakhahi-Tuhfat-ul-Muminin, by Hasan Nnsir
Allah, A.D. 1587, an' abridgment of tlio Tuhfat-
nl-Miiminin

;
much esteemed.

Takwim-ul-Adwiali, jiutlior unknown, an extensive list

of medicines, with a descrijition of their* various

(lualities ami uses, arranged in regular tables.

Qarabidin Masumi, 'by ^diisiim-bin-Ibrahim Shirazi,

A.D. 1049, a complete dispensatory, with the
qualities of medicines and.modes of compounding.

Ikhitiarat-i-Badi, by Ali-bin-Husain of Baghdad, a list

of medicines, simple anti compound, with their

uses; written A.i). ?

Tashrih, by ]\Iansur-bin-Muliamimid,A.D.130G, dedicated

to Pir Muhammad Jahangir, grandson of Tipiur,

who conmuinded the advanced guard of the Tartar

army wlien it invaded Hindustan. It is a general

treatise on the anatomy of the htiman body, yith
* plates of the veins, arteries, bones,

^

intestines, etoi
' Considering its age, it is of cohsiderable merit,

ami is in great estimation amongst Muhammadans.
Taqwim-ul-Abdan, by Yahia-bin-Isa Ali Jazar, A.D,

1(J77, a tabular analysis of the human* frame, with
a jlesQi’iption of the various complaints to which
each member is separately liable, and (th explana-

tion of the proper remedies for evciy disease.

Tibb-i-Akbari, by Muhammad Akbar Arzani, physician
to the emperor •Aurangzeb, a.d. 167.8. It is a
translation of the Arabic Sharh-ul-Asbab.

Tajribkt-i-Akbari, by 8.ame author, ia a general treatise

on physic, explained on the author’s own expert*

.
cnees. '

.

Qarabidin-i-Kadari, by same author) an eiftensive
pharmacopoeia of medicines used in Hindustan.
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Hiaz-i'AlamgiH/ by Muhammad Rnza, a treatise 6n
medicine, food, clothing, etc., dedicated to ^he
em^ror Aurangaeb.,

Sih’at-iu-Amraz, by Pir Muhammad Gujerati, a.d.

1726, prescriptions for the cure of all diseases. •

Qan^idiU'i-Shifai, by Mazaflfar
^
Shafa, a complete

dispensatory, .alphabetically arranged.

Qanim-i-Sikandari, by Sikan<lar-bin-Ismail of Constan-
tinople, physician to Nawab Walaja Muhammad
Ali Khan of Arcot, to whom this is dedicated,
A.U. 1747 ; a.very diffuse treatise on all the dis-

orders to which mankind is subject.

Sloalijab-i-Sikandari, same author, an appendix to tlic

Qanuh.
Qarabidin-i-Sikandari, same* author, a.u. 1751, a com*

•plete x>hannacoi)uiia- of the medicines used in the
Carnatic.

Madan-i-Tajrihat, a mine of experience, by Muhammad
Mahdi, a.l>. 1756, au‘ esteemed treatise of medi-

' cine, alphabetically arranged, in whifcli tlie virtue^

.
or qualities of each drug arc particularly exjilaineil.

Farhangi Tabiban, Euro])ean Physicians, a medical
dictionary, an alphabetical list of medicines, with

a description of tludr qualities. Author unknown.
Mizan-ut-lHbb, several well-written treatises on heat,

cold, drought, moisture, and pregnancy. Author
unknown.

Mizan-ut-Tibb, by Mulrammad Akbar, styled Muham-
mad Arzani ; MSH.

Mufarrih-ul-Kulub, do. do.

Nuskhah-i-Adwiah, a cidlection of medical prescrip-

tions. Author unknown.
. Tajriba-i-Hakim Ali* Akbur, by Ali Akbar, a diffuse

treatise on medicine, bascil 011 the author’s

practice.

Rasalah-i-Tibb,. by Muhammad Masum, a treatise on
medicine, and containing injunctions for care in

4omi>ounding prescriptions.

Fan-i-duam-dar-Tibb, by Ali Yar Khan, is a general
treatise on disordorij to which mankind are liable.

TVIajmu-i-Kasail, by Ahul Fazl llusaiii, an essay on
medicine, one on astrology, and one on interpre-

tation of dreams.
Jami-ul‘Fuaid, by Yusuf-bin-Muhammad, a collection

from the most esteemed bpoks on physic.

Faidat-ul-Akbar, same author, similar subject.

Khulassut-ut-Tajribat, by Muhammud-bin-Musaudj a.

short treati.se on medicine, one on the art of dye-

ing, and a third on making paper.

Rasalah-i-Chob-Cliini, same author, on the virtues of

China root.

Asrar-i-Atibba (Secrets of Physicians), by Shahab-ud-
Din, essays on the virtues of amulets, medicines,

and charms for averting and removing diseases.

Shifa-ur-Kajal, the cure of mankind, same author, ’a

poetical treatise on medicine.
Tajriba-i-Jamasp Hakim, by Jamasp, a general treatise

on medicine.
Bahr-ul-Manafia, an Ocean of* Benefit, by Maulud

Muhammad, A.D. 1794, dedicated to Tipu Sultan,
a diffuse treatise on- midwifery, diseases of chil-

dren, enchantments, exorcising devils, etc,

Tuhfa-i-Muhammadi, by Muhammad Nas^ir Afshar
Turk, a general treatise on medicine, dedicated to

Tipu Sultan.

Qanun dar Ilm-i-Tibb, a translation, by order of Tipu
*Sultan, of the complete London pharmacopieia.

Tarjumah-i-Kitab-i-Angriz, a translation of an English

treatise on electrical and medical experiments.

iTaflumah-i-Kitab-i-Farang, a translation of Dr. Cock-

bume’s treatise on the twist of the intestines.

'

Tuhfa Kan-i-llaj, translated from the Hindi by Mu-
hammad Kasim-bih-Sharif Khan, the whole system

' of fasriery.

Hasalah-i-l'ibb-i-A^pan, translated from tlio Sanskrit

by Zain-ul-Amin, a.p. 1519, and dedicated to

Bhams-ud-Din Muzaffar Shah,* on farriery.

Mufradat-i-Sikandri, originally written in Syrian by
Yahia Kurb, and translatedrinto Persian by Sikaii-

dar, a work on materia mcdica of the Arabian
physicians, i^lso of the.later views' of the medical
men of Europe. ’

,

Mufradat-i-Mumina, on th^ materia me,dica, originally
in Arabic, but-translated by Mumina into Persian.

Kitab-ul'Adwiah-wa’l-i-Agbziat, by Abu Yakub Ishaq-

ibn-Suliman-uMsraili, a ^ork on medicine
regimen. •

.

Kitab-ul-Adwiah, by Bin Baitar, an Arabic book

,

- simple* medicines.

j

Kitab-uI-Judri-wa-Hasbab, by Abu Jafar Ahmadtjs-
Muhamma(][, an Arabic work on, smallpox
measles.

.

'

Kitab-i-Sirsam-wa-Barsam, same author, in Arabic,

.

phrensy and nmdness.
Kitab-us-Sumum, originally written by Bhanak (Qu

.

»Sharaka) of India, translated into Persian by Abu
Hatiin; and afterwards into Arabicby Abbas Saeil-

ul-Jauhari. .
*

! Kitab i-Shasliard-ul-Hindi, originally written by Sha-

I

shai- of India, but translated into'Arabid. It is a
• work on the materia medica, with rules for identi-

fying the articles.

Kitab-.ul-Gliiza-wa’l-Mughtazi, by Abu Jafar, theTabib,
in Arabic, on diets and on. the sick who require

them.
Kitab-un-Nabz-il-Aristu, a work by Aristotle on the

l)ulse, first rendered into the Syrian language,
then into Arabic.

Mufradat-i-Ghani Muliammad, an Arabic work on the

materia medica.
Alfaz-ul-Adwiali, the materia medicain Hindi, Persian,

*

and Arabic, by Niir-ud-Din Muhammad Abdullah,
Shirazi, ]>hysician to the emperor Shah Jahan.

Mufradat-dsir-llin-i-Til)b, oil botany and natural liis-

tory, translated into Persian by or^er of Tipu

Sultan, from French and English.

Hiaz-i-Alaingki, by Muhammad Raz, an esteemed
treatise on medicines, food, and clothing, in

Persian, iledicated to the emperor Aurangzeb.
Sharh-i-Hadaet-ul-IIikmat, an Arabic comiuentary

on the Hadayet ul-IIikmat. It is by Muhaimnatl
biii-Ibrahim, chief jiulgo of Shiraz, and contains

the whole course of the sciences read in schools.

It is much esteemed amongst the Muhammadans
of India;.

Kitab-us-Shifa, by Abu Ali-bin-Siiia (Avicenna), a cele-

brated system of natural jihilusophy, in Arabic

(21 chapters), on theology, metaiihysics, logic,

rhetoric, aritlnuctic, mathematiiss, geometry, .astro-

logy, anatomy, i>oetry, and music.
Kifaya INIansuri, by Mansur - bin - Ahmad

;
Persian

;

printed.

Khulasat-ul-Hikmat, by Hakim Muhammad Husain

Kliaii ; Persian
;
printed.

Nafisi, by Mulla Nafis, Kashafi ; Arabic ; written.

Risala-i-Nahz o-Karota-o-Byhran, by Hakim Ahm.ad-

ullah-Khaii
;
Persian ; written.

Makhzari-ul-Adwiali, by Hakim Muhammad J^u-aain

Khan
;
I’ersian

;
])rinted.

Alfaz-ul-Adwiah,- by Muhammad Yakub ;
Persian.

^

T:izkirah-ul-Hind, by Kaza Ali Khan, a hakim, is a

materia meilica- in Persian, written in the eilrly

part of the 19th century, and lithographed in IHWi

at Hyderabad. It is an interesting volume.

MEDINA, a snuill city miles from Mecca,

vliere Mabomofl died and was buried, a.d.

ind the succeedini^ khalifs, Abubakr and Unnir,

ire interred ifct his side. I’iie building aVliich en-

5I0SC.S. the tombs is hung with silk. It has 500

louses, w-ith about 8000 population.

Medina, is about a day’s journey distant from

the port of Jambo, in lat. 24° N., and long.

10° 10' E., with, indifferent walls, and situate

in a siindy plain. Before the days of Maliomca

t was called Yathreb, but it was re-named Medina -

in-Nabi, tlie City of the Prophet. TJic tomb 0

Hahoined is in the corner of a Iqrgc moscpic,

incl is held in respect by the' Muhammadans,

ilicyare not obliged- to visit it

mctity derivable irom,.Duriai in
to

bough the notion appears so entirely cont^J

be spirit of. their religion. Great
-gia

ead are sent continuallt from 9II
^
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or interment, at the sepulchre of Ali oi> the

Tontier of the Arabian desert. The prevailing

dea is that, by being buried near a holy saint,

hoy will be raised along with him at the resur-

rection, and receive hisr protection' and couixten-

ince; butthe opinion is certainly heterodox, A
dmilar idea seejms to have been received in Israel

yi yore ;
the bid prophet 'of Bethel desired to be

juried beside the man of God that came from

Judah, whom he had f|eceived into his destruction,

ind Acts vii. 15, 16 is to the same effect. One

[.raveller. relates that he met a caravan of dead.

Each mule bore two. dead bodies slung like port
,
J

inantcaus Qais,otp;(j state. A few of the friends and
pould reach q£ 1-}^^ deceased were accompany-
'*^.^ifii'mournful caravan, but by far the greater
mu. corpses luid been consigned to the
muletfev.< without any one else to look after

thorn. Mr. John F. Xocne, of whose visit to Mecca
mention was made under that name, sliortly after-

wards visited Medina, and liis account of his

journey was supposed to be authentic..—
Travels^ ii. pp. 39, *40.

MEDITEKBANEAN SEA, an inland sea that
extends between Asia, Africa, and Europe, com-
municating with the Atlantic by the Strait of
Gibraltar, and with tiro Black Sea by the Strait
of Galipoli,. the Sea of Marmora, and the Strait of

Constantinojffc. It is above 2200 miles in length,
but has little or no tide, and a constant upper
current sets in from tile' Atlantic, through the
vStrait of Gibraltar. By way of eminence, it is

called the great sea in Niimbci“s xxxiv. 6 and
elsewhere, lii FiXodus xxiii. 31 it was called the
Sea of th(} Philistines, because their country, Pales-
tine; bordered on its shores.

MEDLAR. Mespilus Germanica, Linn.
Tnlift of . Dioscouidks. I Keel, Pers.
T9

. . . Gu.
I
Setania, MeBpilusof Pliny.

Common in many parte of ..Europe, and grows
in the hedgerows of England.
MEDUSA, a group of the Acalephje. Aurelia,

Pelagra, Chiysaora, and Chrysopora aro the more
comrtion genera, lire Medusai and the Actiniae
are known as sea-nettles, because of their sting-
ing powers. Cyanea caliparea of .Pondicherry
(Medusa caliparea, Jleiin.) secretes an extremely
acrid and irritating fluid. The Portuguese maii-

,
MEENA.

of Shekhawatti is the chief home of the Mecna,
and it is a region politically as well as naturally

favourable to the dacoit’and the thief. Wild
hills and ravines abound in parts of 'it. Within a

radius of 25 miles is comprised a territory subject

to no less than nine governments, namely, a part

of Shekhawatti and Jourawatteii in the dominions

of the maharaja of Jeypore, Kol-Puti belonging

to the raja of Khetri, but held direct from the ^

British Government, Dadree to JhcecloiV of Glwar,
Pattiala, Kante to Nahha..uabjahanpur, where lie

Loharoo, 'Bikanwments of the district of Gurgaon.
Aifcse tracts are superintended by several oflicers.
The Purihar branch of the MecUa occupy the

Kherar, to the sputh of. Deofee in Haraoti. They
arc said to be descended from the Purihar
Bajput of Mimdore, claiming from the celebrated
Nahar Rao, king df Mimdore, in Marwar, whose
son Shoma inarried a Afeena woman. The Meena
were the prior occupants of Mewar and Jjeypore,
till driven out by the Jtajputs. The most power-

'

fill clans of the Marwar Meenafound shelter in the
strip of country at the junction of Boonda, Mowar,
Jeypore, and Ajmir, called the Kherar. They are
a very brave, bold race. The' Jeypore Meena in
like.manner have their stronghold at the junction
of the Ulwar, Jeypore, and British districts. In
Scrohi, the Meena arc still the aborigines.
The Chceta Meena js a branch of,the Mecna

race, from whom sprang the Mair or Mora race,
whose country is styled Mairwara, or region of
hills.

The Mair branch of the Chceta Meena is also
called Abiirote and Afairawufc. Mera is a moun-*
tain in Sanskrit

;
Mairawiit and Mairote; of or

belonging to the mountains
;

the name of the
Allranian mountaineer Mairotc has the same sigui-
fleation. Mairwara is that portion of the AravalU
chain between Komulmir and Ajmir, a space of
al)out 9d miles in length, and varying in breadth
from 6 to 20. The Cheeta Meena. claim descent
from a grandson of the last Chauhan emperor of
Dehli. Uuail and Anoop were the sons of Lakha,
the nephew of the Chauhan king. The cocoanut
was sent .from Jeysulmir, offering princesses of
that house in marriage, but an investigation into
their maternal ancestry disclosed that they ^'^re

the issue of a Aleena kept w<^man
being thus revival lusignilgfciiit. SftI t^ir bin

^

north of the town of Hyderabad. Meeaiice is the ! the founder of the race, was created J

Meuuiecisuu Athoonwas his

hanCs Sikhs, p. 67. , x

ME^JNA, an active, energetic race, whosehistory

illustrates several points. They constitute a por-

tion of the population of Rajputftna, especimly m
the Jeypore country between Ajmir and Denli.

In Northern Rajputana the country to the east

Bafrawarn, Mundilla, etc. The Meena vere

always notorious for their fitwless habits, and

importence has been attached to them so far

back as the period of Beesildeo, the oelebtatcd

prince of Ajmir, whom the bard Chand states to

VOL, n.
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defence, incendiarigm, self-immolation, gr aban
donment of the lands in a body.- Throughout
India, he adds, where traces of originality yet
cxtefc, it will invariably appear that the right in
the soil IS in the cultivator, who maintains, even
in exile; the huk bapota-ca-bhom in as decided s

MEENA.

have reduced them to s^hmission, making them
carry water m the streets of Ajmir. Like all
inountaineers, they broke out whenever the handfe
of power were feeble. A thousand years ago,
Meena chiws r^ed much of the territory now hold

J®ypore. A clan of them are
stiU the Hereditary guards of the city gates, and of

fort which holds the treasures of the state. The
'* situated but a very few miles west i

standing their vicinity to the occasiona*>i^,.^m^;^iv Tt rlnll whu., ,

’ «*^eece, ana the Lriinoa.
®

• 1 f r 17- 1 X
' r IS uuu-wnite.' onaoue. and finrfKv «/xq».i». i;i.

for a long period, of the emperors of llmdustan.

In later times the. Muir wert* the terror of their

lowland neighbours
;
and even the Rajjnits, per-

haps with the sole exception of the Rohilla, the

bravest men in India, dreaded tlieir approach.
The Mair of the Mairwara Hills occupy the
’Aravalli range running towards Ajmir. ' The Koli

assert their relationship to them, and they admit
having intermarried with the Bhil and Meena

;

and Colonel Dixon says that for hundreds of years

they have been recruited by refugees and all sorts

of rascals from Hindustan, and they are probably
a very mixed race.

Sir W. Sleemau pronounced the Meena irre-

claimable
; ^

but Colonel .Younghusband, about

1864, toot the Kherar police in hand, and began
operations which resulted in complete success. The
Meena from the north were the most formidable

class with who’in he had to deal. Tlie 'I’huggee

and Dacoity Department had been bringing the

Meena to justice ever since its operations began,
but special efforts and systematic proceedings
against them in their homes had never been piuv
sued so persistently and vigorously as tin; matter

required. An ofticer was then appointed to con-

duct, under Colonel Harvey’s direction, opemtions
for the suppression of dacoity throughout Northern
Rajputana, amongst the Meena, who, in conse-

quence of a famine, had been doubly active in
robbing the Government mail, and committing
other depredations. They made free use of the
railway, and had, it is said, resolved iu council
asarmyed to continue their mo<lo of life and resist

31

^^ryrer^nm and reform. The mode

w to contwl their movemeXa^ ^

ne^men wsponsible for the presence of the Meenam them villages. None could absent themselves
their respective vdlages without a leave-

1

certificate, or if any did so, they were liable to be ^

and punished. The Meena are not of low '

Si.gM£ ®““' “> »«“'i
Colonel Tod, writing in the early paft of the i

excellent

!
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H is dull-white,' opaque, and earthy, nearly like

MagnUi;/!’ SP- gr- 2-6 to 3-4.

IVlieii heated, it gives out water le* 20

smell, and becomes hard and perfectly .white.

When first dug up it has a greasy feel, like soap,

and pn this account is used by the Tartars in

w^ashing their lineni In Europe it is made into

bowls of tobacco pipes, -which are hence called

meerschaum. The magnetite of the Peninsula of

India might be utilized as mcerechaum.'-—Dana.
MEEKUT, a town and military cantonment,

which gives its name to a revenue district of the

N.W. Provinces of India, lying between lat. 28^^

18' 15' and 29" 18' N^., and betwefen long. 77^' lU'

1>0" and 78° 14' E. Meerut town is almost iu the

centre of Meerut district, nearly midway between

the Ganges on the east and Jumna on the west,

alx)ut 8 miles west of thr. TCsdi Nuddi. It is in lat.

29° O' 41" N., and long. 77° 45' 5" E., 850 feet above

the sea. Thc.Suraj Kuncl, constructed in 1714,

is surrounded by numerous small temples, sanc-

tuaries, and sail pillars
;
the Dargah of Shah I'ir,

of red sandstone, was erected about 1620 by Nur

Jaban, wife of the -emperor Jahangir
;
the Jama

Masjid, built iu 1019 by Hasan Mahdi, wazir of

Mahmud of Ghazni, was repaired by llumayun :

near arc the remains of a Jbiddhist tcuiplc. It

ha.s also mausoleums of Abu Muhammad Kainboh

(1658), Salar Masaiid Ghazi (1194)^ and Aim Vnr

Khan (1577)*

—

fmp. (iaz.

MEGACElTIAlxON KUBUIPES, the Maloo

bird. It deposits its eggs in the loose sand of tlio sca-

bcach, in holes just above high-water mark; the

female lays one large egg, which she covers over, i

and returns to the forest
;
but many birds lay

the same hole. A dozen (;ggB are often found t(

One egg filk an ordinary tea-enp, froi

ana w^as' Tk

iong,'"ai^
arc vei7 go^ to cat, aiid much ghusik afte? fac'
Ueu-bird takw no further, care of the eggs, which
the young bird breaksCthrough .about the 13th
day, and runs at once to the forest. Each lion

ays six or eight eggs in the season of two or
.1 - o -- “06” *** vuo ooewsuu ui
three mmiU,^Bikmore\ Travels, pp. 101-M8;
Wallaces ^

^
^

i. p. 175.

MEGACHILE, the leaf - cutter bee*. Their

I »» thousands in the cliffs of

tne nills of the Sone valley, with May'-flies, caddis*

wornis, spiders, -and many predaceous beetles.-^
lioQfcer, Him» Jour. i. “p. 62
MEGADERMOTINiE, -a sub-family of

mals qf the family Vampyridee. Its genera
India are the Me^^erma Hotsfieldii, of Tenas*

scrim; M, lyra; of ‘all India; M. .spasma, of

C^lon and Malayana
; and M. spcctnim, of Kasb'

tm: Megaderma lyra bat is the M. Camatica of



MEGALAIMA INDICA. MEGA8THENES.

Mr. (Sir Walter^ Elliot, and seems to be very i whose capital was Palibothra, identified with the
genemlly diffuseathroughout India, being rej^aced ' Sanskrit Pataliputra and the modern Patna,
in the Malay countries by M. spasma, and further Megaathenes tells us that the Indians of liis time
east by M. Philippinensis, Waterhouse^ P. Z. S., did not communicate their metaphysical doctrines

1843, p. 69, while in Africa it is tepresented by to women, thinking, as he says, that if their wives
the M. frous.

—

Blyih. •
• - understood their doctrines and learned to be in-

MEGALAl^fA INDICA. Latham, MI Philip- different to .pleasure and pain, and to consider
pensis, var., Latham, The incessant call of the life and death as the same, they would no longer
greater red-headed barbet resembles the blows of continue to be the slaves of others. We find^

a smith hammering a caldron, hence its name of from the later ceremonial Sutras (Srauta and*
coppersmith. There arc several species of this Grihya Sutra) that women were not allowed to
genus, viz. M. flavifrons, M. rubricapilla, .and. M. learn the sacred songs of the Vedas, the know-
Zeylanica.' The Megalamidse f.amily of birds com- ledge of which constituted one of the principal

prise the genera Meg<alaima and Megalorhynchus. acquirements of a Brahman before he wivs ad-

MEGAPODIDiE, a family of gallinaceous birds, mitted to the performance of the sacrifices. Menu
found in Australia and its surrounding islands, ix. 18 says, \Vomen luive no business with, the

as far west as the Nicobars, also the Philippines text of the Vedas, thus is the law fully settled;

and the N.W. cd Borneo. They bury their eggs having therefore no evidence of law, .and no
in sand, earth, or rubbish, and leave them to knowledge of expiatory texts, sinful women must
be hatched by the sun or by fermentation. They be' as foul as falsehood itself, and this is a fixed

have large feet and loiig curVod'claws, and most rule. Me.gasthenes was perhaps the first European
of them rake together rubbish, de<ad leaves, sticks who had ever belj eld the Gauges. He dwelt for

.'\nd stones, earth and rotten wood, until they several years in Palibothra, .and wrote an account
form a mound often 6 feet higli and 12 feet of the country, which, though now lost, has pro-

jicross, in the middle of which they bury their b.ably been transmitted to us pretty closely in the
eggs. The eggs are .as barge .as those of a sw.an, narratives of Diodorus iSiculus, Stnibo, ^Elian,

.“^nd of a brick-red colour, ami are considered a and Arrian. His liidika, written about i;.C. 30Q,
great delicacy. The natives nrc able to say has been translated by Mr. M‘Crindle in the Indian
whether eggs lie in the mounds, ami they rob tliem |-

Antiquary. Describing the races, hes.ays :
‘ Next

eagerly. It is said' that a number of tliesc birds follow the Narece, enclosed by the loftiest of Indian
unite to make a mound, ami lay tlieir eggs in it, mountains, C.apitalia; The inhabitants on the
and 40 or 50 are found in one heaj). The mounds otlier side of this mountain work extensive mines
are found in dense thickets. The species of the of gold and silver. Next arc the Oraturoe, wliosc

Megapodidac in Ijoiubok is as large as <a lien, and king luts only ten elephants, though he has a
entirely of* a dark hue with brown tints. It eats very strong force of infantry. Next again are

fallen fruits, earth-worms, snails, and centipedes, tlie Varetatoe, subject to ,a Mug who keeps no
but the flesh is white, and, when properly cooked, elephants, but trusts entirely to his horse and
.well flavoured. The young birds when they come, foot. Then the Odombcerce, the Salabastroe, the
out of the egg arc sufficiently developed to do Ilorata*, who have a fine city defended *by marshes,

without a mother’s care, and provide for their which serve as a ditch, wherein crocodiles are

own wants. Talegalla is. the Australian name, kept, which, Iiaving a great avidity for hTunan
The Megapodius or I..eipoa is called by the natives flesh, prevent all' access to the' city except by a

of Borneo Menambun (from Tambun, to pile, to bridge; .a'ndanother city of theirs is much admired,
heap up). One nest or heap was found close to Automela, which, being seated on the co.ast at

the edge of the,sea-sand, and w.as formed over a the confluence of five rivers; is a noble emporium
fallen Am or Casuarina tree, and covered, but not of trade. The king is master of 1600 elephants,,

densely, with shrubs.- The pile was GO feet in 150,000 foot, ami oOU cavalry. The poorer king

cu’cumference. These birds- lay most dispropor- of the Cluirmce has but 60 eleihants, and his

tionately 'largo and thin -shelled eggs, and the force is otherwise insignificant. Next comes the

young comes fortli from them welT plumed, and Fandoe, the only race in India ruled by \yomen.

sufficiently advanced to make their way in -the They say th.at Hercules having but one daughter,

world. The Megapodius Nicoburensis ha.s not who was on that account all the more beloved,

hitherto been met with excepting in the Nicobars, endowed her with a noble kingdom. Her de-

but would appear to be common on all the isl.ands scendauts rule over 300 cities, .and command an
of that group, according to the personal observa- army.of 150,000 foot, and 500 elephants.’

tion of the Rev. J. Barbe, p. 351. M. Cumingii It is to Onesicritus, one of the’ companions of

occurs in Labuan .—KeppeVs Ind. Arch. ii. p. l^O. Megasthenes, that we are indebted for the earliest

MEGAPTERA KUZJRA, a finner whale of account of Ceylon or Taprobane. From him we
the Japanese seas. Other finiiers are— first hoar of its trained elephants, its pearls, and

Physalis iwasi, the Japan finner. It is very its gold. Megasthenes maintained friendly’ rela-

rare.. In 1760, one 26 feet long was cast ashcre I tions at the court of Palibothra between Syria
at Kii. .

I

and India, and effected a matrimonial allumoe.

P.antaroticus, Gray, inhabits the NewZeahmd His journal names as rivers Cainos, the Cane
;

seas. Cossoanus, Cosa or Coss; Sonus, the Sqne

;

F. Braziliensis, the Bahia finner. Condochates, Gunduk;. Sambus, Sumbul or
F. Australis, the southern finner, inhabits thej Chambal; Agoramis, Gogra; Oommenftes, Caram-

sew of. the Fal^nd Islands. See Mammalia; nassa, etc.

Whales. * M^asthenes went oh his embassy at a very in’*

megasthenes, B.C. 306-298, was sent by terosting period. The old line of the Nandas had
Seleucus Kicator on an embassy to Sandracottus been overthrown, and Chapdragupta had won tihe

or Chandragupta, ruler of the Prasii or Prachya, crown. Brahmanism was the prevaUiiig religion,
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risen till it blew a gale. Suddenly at about mid-

night* in some places, and nearer dawn in others,

the roar* of the wave was heard, drowning tho

noises of the storm. Two or three waves came
on in successron, .flooding in one moment the

ntirc Cpuntry,* and sweeping before them every

living thing. The destruction of humaii life on

that night is estimated at 100,000 souls in the

mainland portion of Noaklnali district, anfd the

two islands of Saiidwip and Hattia, or about 19

per cent, of the total population. The mortality

subsequently caused by cholera, and a train of

dependent disciiscs, equalled that due directly to

drowning:
Over all these islands,- flat as a table, and with-

out any shelter, the hurricane blew.; while the

wretched people cowered behind their crashing

huts and falling groves
;
but the first blast was

only the eastern periphery of the circular stoim,

w'hich tlius swept up the Megna, meeting the

current, and partly conquered by it. The boat-

men of the Sunderhans do not so much fear tlio

cyclone upon the water when it thus lights the

tide. But on this occasion the islands of tlio

Megna and its brcuid channel seem to have be<‘n

the very centre of the circular storm, wliicli

accordingly, aftir thus with ils upward -sweep

scourging the land and piling np the- water,

turned almost like a wheel oyer Lakhipur, and,

whirling downward again, drove with its western

segment the heaped-iip waters of the two great

rivers in a wall of death thrice as high as tlie

‘ bore,* washing clean over the rich and poj)uloiirf

islands. They stand some '20 feet above mid-

tide, yet this wav(‘ of tho (^clom* ran at least

another feet high over thy dry land, submerg-

ing every hamlet and erttUe-shed, drowning men,

women, and children in their sleep, biii-sting.

over tank, garden,, and temple. From the

moment when the first .howl of the cyclom‘

was heard hearing ni)w.'ird .from the ocean, to

,

the awful return -stroke of the teinj)est, herding

embouchure into the Bay of Bengal, and closely
|

before t the dark waves of water, haidly

adjacent to the delta of the Ganges, with which thirty minutes had elapsed. Tens of thous; mis

it forins numerous interlacements. The muddy of Imman beings were by tliat time caughr n]>

•waters of these great rivers form nunuTons I and Avaslied like drift - wood into the .boilmg
banks and islands, the principal of which are bay

;
tens of thousands more were choked

Dekhan Shahbazpur, IJattia, and Sandwip, and in their beds by whelming waves and mined

between these the tides run with great rapidity. buildipgs; and all the works of their hands, all

The regular rise of the tide is from TO to 18 their possessions, all their cattle, were similarly

feet, and at every full and new moon tin* sea seized in the black flooU and destroyed. A few

rushes up in a single wave, known as the ‘bore.’ es<*aped, for these poor natives arc the nio.'^t

The bore is heavier at the time of the* biennial dexterous climbers. Thanks to this habitude,

equinoxes, when navigation is*sometimes impeded some, on being dashed agaijist the trunks of the

for days together, especially when the wind blows palms and areca trees, managed to clitnb out

from the south.' Before anything can be scon, a the ilood, and cling ujsm the bending stems

noise like thunder is heard in the far distance until the waters subsided
;
others, clambering <>»

seawards. Then the tidal wave is suddenly the chuppor-roofs of tlnur huts, were washed out

beteld, advancing like a wall topped with foam, to sea, and driven upon the opposite bank of tlie

of tho height of nearly 20 feet, and moving at Megna. By noon next day thesq miserable

the rate of 15 miles an hour. Jn a few minutes
1
survivors saw the dry land again, and wore

the wall rushes by, and the brimming river has saved; Imt 100,000 had perishetl ^mt of an

at once changed from ebb tp flood tide. A greater ami* shore population of about a million, and soin^

danger than the bore are the cyclone storm- villages lost as many as 70 per cent of t lo

waves, which, occasionally sweep up the Megna. inhabitants. Sir Richard Temple visited the

These are most liable to recur at the break of the merged district, and* reported 3000 square n

monsoons in May aild October. In the cyplone desolated, and the whole area of i®*8.nas ^
of May 1867, tne island of Hattia was entirely shores lying like the corpse of a Ajn
submerged by a wave, which is estimated to have drowned, bare, and ‘ghastly. One of jh®

nimals
reached a heightof 40 feet Again, towardsevening effects of this cyclone-wave was that **1® ^

of Slat Octomer 1876, the wind had gradually of the jungle were all drowned; the carrion-
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but Megasthenes refers distinctly to Boiirflt, or

Buddha. The caste system was in full vogue, so

Brahmanism must have been in the ascendant;

but the fact that Chandragupta married a daughter
of Seleucus Nicator, shows tliat the monarch
favoured the rising faith of Buddha. • Megasthenes

makes the number of castes seven, and hie divisions

seem to be of* a professional character. His de-

.scriptiou of the life ami manners of the Hindus
applies in many respects to the j)Cople of the

present day
;
in their simple food they continue

unchanged. Chandragupta is represented as living

in a large palace, with a body-guard of women fully

accoutred, who accompanied him in his hunting

expeditions. His camp, when he took the field

for -war, contained 400,000 men. The capital,

Palibothra, stretched 10 miles along the bank of

the Ganges, and was 2 miles wide. Diamachus
was the next Greek ambassador after Megasthenes.—Cal, Rev,

^

1868; RcnvelVs Memoir, p. 80;
Straho's, India, p. 80.

MEGHADUTA, an ancient Sanskrit drama,' an
excellent example of purely descriptive poetry. A
yaksha or spirit banished from heaven charges a

cloud with a message to liis celestial mate, and de-

scribes the countries over wdiich it will have to });iss.

MEGNA, a rivqr running through the eastern

part of the province of Bengal. It is formed by
the junction df the Surma and the Barak, which
have their sources in the mountains running along

the N. and E. frontiers of th^ Sylhet district. The
uiflted stream, after a course of about 80 miles,

i

'oins the Brahmaputra, in lat. 24° 0' N., and the

Irahmaputra tlieuce takes the name of. the latter.

Thus augmented, the Megna swells into an expanse

resembling an inland^^ea, studded with islands.

About 10 miles further dowui it receives another

branch of the Ganges, and in tlie remainder of

its course is separated from the latter river only

by a .narrow strip of land. In lat. 28'^ N. it

takes a S. direction, and, after a general southerly

course of 120 miles, discharges itself by a w-ide
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creatnreS) the snakes, the insects, the rats, all

had shared the comHion fatei. Even’ the. birds

were surprised by the deluge, and died in vast

numbers. There had been nothing so awful since

the similar catastrophe in 1822 in the sanxe dis-*

trict, *when 100,000 people *are said to have

perished.* On that occasion no fewer than 40
children were brought to birth by the frightened

mothers while taking refuge in the tree-tops, a
circumstance Which sufliciehtly depicts the terror

and helplessness of such a visitation. It may bo

possible in future to protect the Megiia villages

against such calamities, by the old Assyrian device

of erecting nigh' at hand a spacious and lofty

mound of clay. Such artiticial eminences would

have saved 100,000 lives on that frightful Ijist

night of October, when the pent-up tide of two
enormous rivers rolled over every home and every

refuge.

The tract between the Megna and the Hoogly

is often devastated. It is hardly accurate to call

it land. Some name should be found for the

marshes, chars, khals, doncs, and islands of Ihikar-

ganj, and the Sunderhans. Every acre in this

vast watery wilderness has been brt)uglrt down
from countries humlreds of miles away, and piled

up*in the sea until the i*cstless rivi'is have con-

quered league after league from the deop water,

and built a district there. Two of tlie mightiest

streams of earth, the (langcs and the Hrahiuaputra,

.are for over at this silent w(»rk, and their dis-

coloured waves roll perpetually down from the

mountains of Tibet and the plains of the North-

West that red.arid yellow mud which has formed

a province. Tlie larger part of their labours is

still hidden under the Bengal Sea, and silt which

tlie leadsman brings up off Saugor Island has

come as likely as not some 20(H) miles, fi-om (lan-

gotriorthe Jumna. The tw'o great, rivers unite

ill the Megna estuary, sending out a labyrinth of

arms' and branches whicli interlace the alluvial

soil with a thousand channels, and turn into im
'archipelago the provin(!e wdiicli the Brahmaputra
and its Indian, sister liave created. The inter-

vening islands and islets are like nothing in the

world beside themselves, hdat as the Essex

and Kentish nuushes, monotonous in feature as

are the universal vehicle ; and Hsb of a thousand

kinds, some parti-coloured, some monstrpus in

size, some poisonous, some delicious^

—

the hilsa,

the silon, the koral, and the pangas,-^f^ed beast

and ‘man alike in the aquatic desert. The very
leopards devour linny food, and even swim the

khals, while huge crocodiles crawl forth into

the orchards, and watch for the children fetching

water and the herdsmen at tlie ferries. It iS a
land of strange swooning sounds, of sweeping

tempests, and sudden dislocations of earth under-

mined and carried off by the rushing rivers. There
is an occiisional thundering noise heard here called

the BarLsal guns, And* to. this day nobody knows
its origin. A w^ell- to-do landowner will wake up
tp find his property wafted away by the Megna
or the Madhumati to the other, side of the creek ;

•

and otliers, who have painfully constructed

valuable tanks for- fresh water, see a single wave
of the dreaded ‘ bore ’ sweep into the hollpw and
spoil it for ever. Such victims of nature in the

S Linderbans arc styled nadi-bhan'ga log, or ‘ river-

broken pi^ojile
;

’ but for the niost part the enor-

mous po])ulatioii of tlicse Indian swamjrs fares

prosperously, growing betel-nuts for half Asia,

catching tisli for Calcutta, weaving reed-mats and
covers for the boatmen of .the Ganges, and pro-

ducing vAst crops of paddy and sugar-cane.- They
are, on the whole, a gentle and simple people,

largely Muluiinmadan in creed. At new and full

moon the ‘ bore ’ comes up the Megna in a wall

of wliite water 15 feet high, crushing every boat
not drawn up,—a terrible rolling bank of foam,

which on account of its speed tlie people call the

sliar or ari-ow.

In this great estuary of the Megna, Shahabaz-

piir, llattia, and Sandwip- are the greatest and
the most fertile islands, full of rice grounds and
cocoa, groves, witlia population of nearly 500,000

souls. These are not unfamiliar with the dangers

of their marshy home, for there' have been at

least seven cyclones since 1822
;
but the islands

stand fairly high above the water, and hitherto

it is the storm-wind which has wrouglit most

damage, though it generally gives notice of its

approach long beforeliand by the unnatural hush

in the air and the 'livid colour of the sky. But

Bower Egypt, they.are yet the most fertile and occjisionally tliere is no warning,

the greenest country to be seen. Tlie soil, level MEHIDPLK, a town in one of the outlying

and clean as a 'lawn, is riclier than even the portions of the territories of the Maharaja llolkar,

alluvium of the Nile
;
not a square inch of it is in lat. 2.'P 0' JO' N., and long. 75 4G HO E., on

bare; if man does not plant it, the slimy man- the right bank ot the Seepra river, in an »m&l®

groves fringe every bank, caius aiul I'cerhs cover foiined by the continence of a small feeder. Hie

every shoal; and the drier parts, or kholas, are oirpo.sito Ijaiik of the river was. the scene of a

dressed in waving jungle full of kerua, goma, and
!
decisive victory gained on 21st Uecember 1817

gab trees. But the population of Bengal has ’ by the British under Sir Thomas Hislop over the

pushed into .this iiiofst and* steaming corner of ^lahrattas under llolkar. The British, crossing

the earth, and nowhere are there such vast rice the river by a ford just above the towii, routed

gardens, such feathery palm* groves, and such the enemy at the point or the bayonet,

verdurous orchards . of plantain and jack, mango I their camp, ^

and tamarind, betel, cocoa, and sugar-cane. iHie i
ammunition. 4 ho

j

Hugh, Muhammadans, and Hindus who people
I
and 604 wounded; that of t^* Mahrattas was

this countless host of marshy islet's, dispute pos- estimated at 30(H) iiien.—
.

session with crocodiles, tigeY^, and snakes.' The MEHINTELAI, ‘ the mountam without fear,»

Sunderbans and the Megna 'Mats team witli these; is a precipitous rock m Ceylon, aboiU 7 or 8 mil^

and the wood-cutters never return from their to the north-east of Ananqapura, but connect^

yearly expeditions without having paid a tribute with the ancient city m the time of the kings by

of life to the savage animals.* Everything and one continuous street, along which were conducted

everybody in this watery world know how to fish the solemn processions of the Buddhist priests*

and .to swim. Almost at every mile of travel The ascent to the summit is effected by a senes

you come Upon a broad waterway, so that boats of stone steps, about 2000 m number, winding
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pafit the rdns of former buildings, templed,

dagobas, and shrines*; and on the loftiest peak,

which compaands a* view over the forest ‘country

beneath to the very verge of the liorizon, there

exists one of those prodigious structures of brick-

work, under which is deposited a sainted relic of

Buddha,—a hair which grew on a mole, between
his eyebrows. With such veneration have the

SingKalese been accustomed to regard this sacred

mountain, that every crag has some tradition, and
every rock has been scarped into sites for religious

buildings, amidst the ruins of which arc to bo

traced the fragments of broken statues and in-

scriptions in the Nagari oliaracter, the most ancient

in which the dialect of Pali has been written.

The ruins of Anaraja})ura form one of the most
conspicuous objects in the grand panorama which
IS beheld from Mehintelai. They cover an extent

of ground equal to 16 square miles, once, sur-

routided by a wall 64 miles in; circumference.

The city is to be found on the map of Ptolemy
in its proper site and ancient name, Anurogram-
mum.

—

TmnenVa (liristkiniUj in Ceijbnn, p. 636.

MEHKAR, a small .town of the Buldana district

of Berar, in lat. 20° 9' 30" N., and long. 76® 37'

E. It gives its name to a rcvcmie district. It is

said to take its name from Meghan Kara, a demon
who, fCfter a combat„was pultodeath by Bharang-
dhar, an incarnation of Vishnu.

—

[mp. Gaz,

^MEHMAN, a Muhainmadan sect-, iiumerons

about Hyderabad, Behwan, and Kurachee, in Sind.

They are a quiet race, largely engaged in trade.

Their name is a corruption of tlie Arabic word
Momin, a true believer, and was given to the

nlo when they were converted from Hinduism
B Muhammadans. The word, in its fullest

signification, is applied to two distiiiot races of

pepple,—to the Khwaja tribe, and to the Mehinan
Sayyat {ie. green, from, the Sindi sawo) or

Achhra (white), who are followers of Abu Hanifeli.

Numbers of them are found in Cutch. In Sind
they are employed chiefly in agriculture and breeds
ing camels. Their dress is that of the common
Sindi, except ,that they frequently shave the

head, especially when old, and wear the iur-

band
;
sometimes, though rarely, they adopt the

peculiar Sind hat. They have produced many
very learned men, and have done much to intro-

duce the religious sciences into Sind. The tribe

merits some notice, as it has either abandoned or

never adopted the practice common among tlieir

brethren in Bombay, viz. that of depriving the

females ‘of their pecuniary rights in. wills and
inheritances. Among the Mehrnan, the widow
and daughter are provided for according to the

Koran. Their Pir, -ot holy men, are the family

called Rashid Shahi (descended from one Mu-
hammad Rashid Shah), or the Ilohri-wara Sayyids,

remarkable for nothing but excessive polygamy.

Rashid, the founder of the house, took unto

himself thirty-two wives (instead of four), and
justified the p*ractice by the usual sophistical

arguments of the Safi order to which he belonged.

The Smdi/divines pronounced his tenets to be
heretical, and his conduct damnable. The Mdinian,
however, did not object to it,, and still reverence
his descendants. The Mehrnan in Sind has his own
handwriting character *; in Cutch he uses the
Gujerati. Altogether the Mehrnan are a respectable
race, though they have acquired a bad name by
their rapatfity in dealing with strangers

;
and

Khebrana.
Khwaja.
Surha.

Wadho.Mehrnan (a great Mehrnan) in Sindi means
a miserly usurer. .

*
.

• * ^

In the Kurachee district they take their tribal

pames as given below, principally from their

original places of abode. The iKhwaia ar®
the Shiah sect, anS call themselves followers of

Khwaja Suliman, Farisi. Their tribal names aro>

Akhooiid. Hudokut. Khebrana.
Handroo. Katijrar. Khwaja.
Kussabi. * Patoli. Surha.
Loosi. Puggir. .

Miizai)ori. Qazi,

^BurtoiCs ScindBy p. 247.

MEHMANDAR, from the Persian word Meh-
man, a guest, means a host, but is the term

applied to a person appointed on the part of a

government to attend upon, and supply the wants

of strangers while travelling through the country.

This custom is most particularly observed towards

all ambassadors from foreign powers. The pro-

vision thus furnished is called Soorsat; and in

Persia it forms one of. the most grievous parts of

the saderat, or irregular taxes
;
for it is claimed

not only by strangers, but by all great mcM, or

messengers travelling on the part of the king, and

is levied with extreme severity. Usually on liis

arrival at a town or village, the mehmaudar sends

for the mayor, the Ket-Kliuda, to whom ho briefly

gives his orders to furnish the articles required,

and, by way of commencement, installs himself in

the best house iu the place.

—

Feirier^ Jovrn, p..

•47
; Fraser\^ Khurasan^ p. 88.

MKHMASANI, a Haluch tribe who have

branches in Seistan and the hills ofJjuristan.

MKHNDI. • Lawsonia alba, the henna

of the Persians, an important dye-stuff, and tiic

distilled water of its flowers is used as a perfnine.

The Muliammadan women in Asia use the shoots

I

for dyeing their nails red, and the manes and tails

of hoi’ses are also stained red iif the same manner.

The soles of the feet also sire stained witlv the red

juice of the Melindi. Mehndi is also a teriu.

applied to Elsholtzia polystachya. Jangli mehndi

is Aminannia auriculata, Vilayati mehndi is Myrtus

communis.
’ ’

MEHNDI, or Jahez. Hind. A Muhammadan
bride’s trousseau. ’

,
.

MEHJvA, a forest in Hazara which has as its

timber trees juglans, ccdrela, Finns longifolifi,

fraxiiius, (piercus, yew, ccrasus, olive, huroongi,

umloke, mulberry, pyrus, Ccdi’us deodara.

MEHKAM^AN, a brother of Ravan, who, in the

war of Lanka, by a surprise, took Kama and Ins

1.brother Lakslimana prisoners, and carried them to

' l^atala (or hell), from wl\ence they were released

by Ilanuman as they.weve i^out to be sacrificed.

MEHR GYA, a product imported from China

into India through. Tibet, and sold *in liUcknow,

Nagpur, and Hyderabad at /roi» Rfe. -1/^ ^
150 per tola. It is supposed to be the Ginseng

dru^, called by the Chinese Jin-safi,* Liau-sjin,

Hwang-san, Shin-tsaii, Kwan-tung-jin-san, am

Kwan-siTjin-san. • * 1
MEHTAR. Hind, ^-hereditary village officer; a

man whofolldws the lowestmeuial offices,a sweeper,

a scavenger. The term originally means a P””®. ’

and is used ironically. In Cuttack, the mentar

sometimes a sldve. x

MEI-JIN. Chin. A matchmaker, a go-between,

a middleman; . .

MEI-KONO, a ri^r, flows through the eastern

A Muhainnifldan
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side of Laos and Caifiibodia. It is called by the
Chinese Lan>tsang or Lan>chiang. It rises about
lat. 33° or 34° N., in tlie Kouen Lun' range, near
Koko Nor. Its two branches have their confluence
about lat. 30° north of Ch{i-mon-to or Kiara-do,'
and .it then traverses the. provincjes of Chra-ya
aiid Riang-ka before entering Yun-nan. ’It is

the longest of all the Indo-Chiiuise rivers. Its

course has been traced from its source- in Eiistern

Tibet, where but a single narrow ridge separates
it from that of the Kinsha-kiang .or Yang-tze-

i

kiang, the two streams flowing for a long <listance

in parallel .meridional valleys along tlm ejustern

range of the Tibetan plateau. In this pecniliar

feature of long parallel •trenches and mountain
ranges is to be sought the key to the little tinder-

stood geography of the great Siamese Peninsula
system. It is'Siiid to be more than 2200 miles
long. The Lusiad says

—

‘ 8ee thro’ Cambodia Meikon’a river goes,
AVell named the Oiiptain of the waters, while*
many a summer tributary tiows
To spread its floods upon the winds, as Kile

Inundrites its'grcen banks.’

In the Irawadi and Mei-kong basins there are

remnants pf tril)es strongly distinguished from
tlie dominant races, and. tending, with the evi-

dence of language, to show that the ethnic histoby

of Ultra-Inclia is very ancient, and has undergone
repeated revolutions. One of the most remark-

. able is the Ka-Kyen. They arc described as

being in their a])peaiance not Mongolian, and
totally different from the surroundiiig Shan,
llurmeso, and Chinese races. The Moi or Ka-
moi, on the opposite side of the Mei-kong, are said

to be black savages, witli Negro fealiiix'i}; they

.
occupy the bjpad expansion of tlie Aiinani chain

towards -Kamboja,, and appear to extend north-
,

wards 'along th^se mountams, inareliing with the
|

‘ Lau on the westward. The Kambojans style

tliem Kha-men. They arc the Ko-men of Leyden
and the Kha-men of Gutzlaff. On th(‘ same side

of the' Mei-kong basin, but towards the sea,

between .lat. 11° and 12° N., a hill tribe, calleil

.Chong, preserve more pf the ancient Australo-

Tainiliau character than the surrounding tribes.

In the Chong, the hair, instead of being stiff or

liarsh as in the Mongolian, Tibetan, and prevalenl

Ultra-Indian and Malaya-Polynesian races, is com-
paratively soft, the features are hiucli more pro-

minent, and the beard is. fuller.

—

Howriuy's Si(nn,

ii. p. 28 ;
Lotjnn^ Journ. Jml. Arph.

MEI-THpi-LEI, the valley orMunipur; Bur-
mese call it Ka-tlie, the Bengalis Moglai, and
Assamese Mei-tliei-lei.

MEKHITAR, born at Sebaste in Cappadocia
A.i». 167C, was the founder of the order of the

MechitaristSf and reviver of Armenian literature.

• In 1691 he enjbered an Armenian convent at

Sebaste, and subsequently became secretary to

ArchbishopMichael. He secretly became a proselyte
to the Romish Church, and in 1700 openly preached
submission to the Pope. To escape .the anger of
the people, he fled to Smyrna, and to the Morea,
then under the dominion* of Venice. On the
conquest of the Morea by the Turks, he went to
Venice, where he‘founded a.convent, set up a
printing press, and published numerous Armenian
translations of the best European works, an
Armenian grammar and dictionary, and in 1733
an Armenian Bible. He died 1749.

MEKRAN, sometimes called also Kej Mekran,
a province of * Baluchistan .which extends from
near Cap Jashk, in lat. 25° S8' 3" N., long. 67°

j

46' 13" E.,*tQ the Hingol river, and ’the river,of

I

Las, reachii^ to Cape Maize, in lat. 24° 51' ^I.,

L and long. 6^ 35' E., a distance of 480 miles.

Mekran has Persia oii the west, the 'provinces
of Las and Jhalawan on the east, Persia, Afghanis-
tan, and the Kharan district on the north, and the
Arabian Sea.on its south. Its western portion is

under Persian rule, and its
* eastern under the

Kluiu of Kalat; the boundary being at long. 62°

E. Its nann* is supposed to be the. combination
of two Persian words, Mahi-khoran, Ichthyo-
phagi. It was also known to tlie ancients as

Karmania altera. •From Cape Jashk on the
Piirali river, a distanee of 500 miles, the shores

of the coast of Mekran are washed by the Arabian
Sea. The count ry is one vast arid and sterile waste,

with high mountains rising at the back wholly
destitute of both trees and vegetalion.

It is a district of hills and valleys, in* parallel

rairges running east and west, but almost rainless..

On many of tlie hills are beds of clay, 50 to 100
feet tbick^ containing fossil shells of the miocene
formation. Between (Lvadur and Ras Kuch are

manj of tlie mud volcanoes called Chandr-kup, and
near Has Jaslik is a hot spring with temperature
of 1 28°, One group of thi‘ Cfiandr-kup, consisting

of three cones, is a mile to the W. of Hiiki and about
G( J miles from Sainniani. I'he other group, consistibg

of two cones, is about 10 miles N. of Ormara.
Alexander tlie Great, after his conquests in

N.W. India, returned through. this province
;
and

the sufferings of his army from want of w'ater and
provisions were intense. There are, in Mekran,
cyidopcan ' structures raised by some unknown
prior race. They are called Ghorbasta or Ghor-
band, and bear a resemblance .to the cyclopean

remains of Kurope. They are built across ravines

to form tanks, and on the 'declivities of mountains
to distribute the water. They *have been con-

structed by an agricultural race, who on entering

it had foreseen that the country would not other-

wise support them. 'Lie race is supposed' by Dr.

Cook to have been a people with kindred habits

to tlie Pelasgi. Arrian says that the fishermen on

•the coast of Gedrosia lived in small huts, whose

walls were composed of sea-shells piled upon each

btherj and their roofs of fish bones, the back-

bones servin^j Instead of rafters. But the present

population ‘o? Mekran is formed of inany different

tribes, and’ inde])en(lent chiefs, of whom the

Balucli arc tin* most numerous : a middle-sized

race of men, spare, muscular, and active, and

armed with a matchlock, sword, shield, and

dagger. The common. language of the country is

a cdTupt l^ersian, mixed with Sindi, and the

generality of the Baluch are Muhammadans of

Jtbe Sunni persuasion. Those of the^ centre

countries reside mostly in towns
;
those df the

lower countries are scattered over the plains, in

liamlets of eight or ten huts, built of the branches

of tlic palm, and ^covered with mats; 'tut ihe

Narhui race of Bunpur live in tents of black hair,

and remove from place to place Jis their flocks or

agriculture .require their attention. The women
of Mekran appear freely in public.

*

The Gitchki is the most numerous tribe.

About hsilf the ^pulation js of a fiect of Muham-
madans called Ziggar. The maritime and fishing
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popula'jion of the little "ports on the coast of collected on a warm, dry ‘day in autumn, and
Mekran, from Sanmiani to Charhai, are denomin- placed in dry sacks, in which they become heated

ated Med,and comprise fourdivisions,—theGuzbur, and moist. ‘ They are then cut in pieces, macerated

Hprmari, Jellarzai, and Chelmarzai. * in nvater for a night, and then distilled. Two
Its natives on tlie sea-coast are of larger pro- sackfuls of the loaves, yield only about 8 drachms

•portions and blacker complexioiis than the- of the oil. This is clear and limpid, of adiglit

northern ‘ones, probably owing to their frequent green colour, very volatile, diffusing a powerf*!

intermarriages with the Negroes of Muscat and odour, having a warm aromatic taste, something

Arabia. The Mekrani • are a puny and delicate resembling that of camphor, followed by a sense

race when compared to the Baluchi or Braliui, of coolness. Sp.' gr. 0*914 to 0*927
;
soluble in

owing perhaps to £he climate, and their Sensual alcohol. AV.hen the leaves arc distilled with

lives, for which both sexes arc notorious
;
they water, a light and Colourless oil first comes over,

likewise drink great quantities of an intoxicating and' then a green -coloured and denser oil, which,

beverage made from fermented dati\s. The with less odour, is more acrid. It is sometimes

women of Mekran arc usually very ugly, and adulterated with the oils of rosemary and of

proverbially unfaithful
;
they set no bounds to camphor

;
it is diffusible, stimulant, antispasmodic

;

the gratification of their passions; at an early and is used cxtermilly in rheumatisur.

—

Royk;
period of their lives they are tottering under Crawfurd; Morrison; (Jom, Dese, y. 9; O'Sh.;

decrepitude and premature old age,
’

* Hoxh. ; Moson ; Voigt.

.
The Biriivi tribe dwell near Bela

;
they sell their MELALEUCA' LEUCADENDRON. Linn.^

children when fn want. They are better looking Roxh. A tree of the Moluccas, of Malacca,

tluyi the Sidi, and, as they speak Siiidi, Hindus and of the N.and E. of Australia, as far as lat. .‘H"

prefer them as domestic servants. — KinniiVs S., where it attains a height of. 80 feet, with a

Geog. Memoir^ p. 202
;
Poitinger^s Travels. stem up to 4 feet pi diauieter on tidal ground.

MELA. Hind. A fair; gatherijig of the It can be utilized for such areas with great

Hindus partly for business, partly for religions advantage, for subduing malarian vapours in

purposes. At sbme places the visitors number salt swamps where no Eucalyptus will live. I(s

hundreds of thousands. A great religious gather- bark protects it against conflagrations. 'I'lio

ing known as Magh*Mela is held at the junction wood is fissile, hard, and close-grained
;

is well

of the Ganges and the Jumna at Allahabad. It is suited for posts,* ship-building, various artisans’

particularly crowded m the Khumb.or twelfth work, resists the attacks of termites, and is

year. The number of visitors is estimated at almost imperishable under ground.— VonMndhr.
from 1,000,000 to 2,000,000. MELANESIAN, a race with frizzled hair

;
the

MELALEUCA (from black, and AgexoVi Malaysians havx‘ straight hair. The Melanesian

white), a genus of plants belonging to* the natural
|
languages resemble Hebrew, Arabic, etc., in tln‘ii’

order Myrtaceae. M. ericifolia, S?nit/iy is a tall
!

power
.
to form a causal vttrb. In Maori, tin*,

shrub of S.E. Australia, yields a- comparatively
|

prefix ‘ whaka ’ give’s to any word .this ciiusative

large quantity of cajaput oil, and is of import- sense, viz. ako, learn, wliaka ako, tcacfh. In

ance for consolklating muddy shores. M. genisti- Nengone, ‘ a’ is the prefix, as puja, rise
;

apujaiii,

folia and M. linarifolia cjin be grown in swamps; elevate or raise. In Bauro, ha, liai, hau are pri‘-

M. parviflora, Lnidhy, is valuable for fixing cojist fixes, as surutai, rise; luusurutai, raise. In the

sands
;
M. styphclioides, Smith, yields a hard. New Hebrides there are several langujiges,—the

close-grained timber; ^I. squarroaa and M. tri- Mai, the Api with two dialects, the Ambryin.

chostachya, Lindley, are valued for growth in Paina, Vun-Marama. The Mota is si})oken i i

swamps. M. styphclioides, Smith, a tree 60 feet Banks Islands
;
in the 'Solomon Fslands are the

high, and 2^ feet in diameter, of E. Australia. Bauro, Ulana, Mara-masiki, Mahaga, and Auudha;

Its timber hard, close-grained, and stands well in and in New Caledonia, the Yehen.— Jiikmovc;

damp situations. It is adapted for .swamps, and Bishop Pattvson.

timber never known to decay. All these might MELANOlHHIiEA USITATISSIMA. W(di
be introduced into India, the tea tree of the I'lieet-see, . . .

'

. Burm. I Kheu of . . .
MANirtii.

Australian colonists is a species of Melaleuca
;
and Thuet soo-yaing, . ,, [ Lignum vibe of .

M. leucadendron, Xmn., is the paper bark tree of This black Vm'nish tree or Burmese variusli

N. S. Wales.— \ on Mueller.
' '

tree grows from Manipur southward to Tavoy,

MELALEUCA CAJAUPUTI. Roxh. thus extending from lat. 14° to 25° N. At

M, minor. Smith, D.C, Kubbu, an extensive valley elevated about 500

Thit-tha hpu tshi, Burn. Kayu-puteh, Malay.
f^J^;t above the plains of Bengal, and 200 inilt’s

Cajaput tree, from the nearest seashore, it attains its

Kayu-puteh-ka-tel, E[ind. Kayii-puteh-tailam, .’Tam. size, some of the trees having clear- steins o
^

Kayu-puteh-miniak, Mal.
.

feet to the first branch, with .a circumiercnct

The Malays give the name of .Kayu-puteh both near the ground of 18 feet. It forms extensive

to MT. cajaputi and M. leucadendron. ‘ It is a forests, and is associated with teak .

small tree with an, erect but crooked stem, covered also with. the gigantic wood-oil tpee> a species o

with thick, rather soft, light - coloured bark; Hipteroearpys. It is in full foliage during tie

branches scattered, with slender . twigs, which rainy season, which lasts from the middle oi

droop like those of the weeping, willow. It is a until the end of October. It is rare m
native of the Molucca Islands, especially of Bperoe, Irawadi valley, but* common in the forests

Manipe, and of the S. of Borneo. According to Dr. the Sitang river, particularly south-east of bj

Mason, is indigenous in the Karen forests of the town. It is very common above the para

southern provinces of Tenasseriip, but Dr. Mason Tounghoo, and grows there to a girth ’

has not observed it north of valley of the and it is plentiful in the Tounghoo .

Palouk river, about lat. 13° N. The leaves are forests. Its wood is the lignum vit» oi >
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and is of a dark red'colour, or a dark brown,* of

deose structure, and *of particularly iiue close

^rrain. It is very strong, durable, hard, aud
tough, and -is used by the Burmese for tool-

helves and the stocks of their wooden anchors,

etc., for
^
the anchors of the Burmese boats are

always of wood to which stones are hished, the

flakes being of Pyeng Khado, and the stocks of

Theet-see or of some other heavy wood. Its great

hardness ‘and weight prevent its being employed
in house-building, but it would answer for sheaves

or block-pulleys, for railway sleepers, gun-stoefles,

rammer heads, and helves. It exudes a black oil,

which is used by the Burmese as a varnish. The
collecting season laste from January to April.

I’he oil is obtained by cutting a hole in the tree,

about 8 feet from the ground, the cut being about
4 or 5 indies deep into the trunk of the tree.

The base is hollowed out to retain the oil. The
whole of the hollow is cleared with lire, after which
the oil exudes, and is collected in the hollow at.

the base, and removed at intervals. I'he oil is

thus extracted year after year, and some.times

there are two or tljree lioles in the same tree. The
oil is allowed to settle, on which the clear part

separates from a thick portion, which is called

the ‘ gaud.’ If a growing tree is cut down, aud
cut tO'pieces, the oil exudes and con(;retes on the

stem and end of the pieces, vtay miieh resembling

camphor, with an aromatic smell also. It is said

that a tVee fields from J .to b nuiunds yearly,- i.c.

lMO lo 400 lbs., value Us. 10 per maund, and the

same tree will yield oil for several years. It is a

good balsamic medicine, and very generally used

as a substitute for copaiba. As a varnish it is a

preservative to wood, to which it gives, with little

trouble of application, a line surface polish; it

becomes, however, white and' milky if exposed to

wet. In Manipur it is used for paying river craft’

and for varnishing vesseds designed to contain

liquids. In Burma, almost every article of housc;-

hold furniture intended to contain either solid or

liquid foofl is lacquered by meaus of it. The
process consists in lirst coating the article with a
layer ot pounded calcined bones, after which the

vaiuish is laid on thinly, either in its pure state

or variously coloured. The most difficult part

consists in the drying. It is also much employed
in. the process of gilding

;
the surface, being first

besmeared with this varnish, has then the gold

,
leafi immediately applied to it. Finally, the

beautiful^ Pali writing .of the Burmese on ivory,

palm leaves,^ or metal, is entirely done with this

varnish in its pure state. — Artillerif Records;
Voiijt; Drs, Wallich, PI. As. har., AVClelland,

Royle^ Brandis; Cal. Cat. Ex., 1862.

MELANTHESA KHAMNOIDES. Retz.

Thyllanthus vitis lda3a, E.
|

Ph. rhamnoides, Eetz.

Surasarupi)
. . Hind.

1
Pavalaqiula, . . T.\m.

A shrub of the Coromandel coast. It has an
attractive appeai:ancG from its bright red fruits,

which are used medicinally.— Wiyht. *

MELANTHESA TURBINATA. E. W.
Ph. turbinatus, Eoxb.

|

Ph. simsianus, Wall.

A shrub of the Peninsula of India, where it is

t*mployed in medicine.~IF/o^<.
MELaNTHIUM COCHIN-OHINENSE. Smith.

Tien-men-tung, Chin. A trailing plant of Cochim
China and China. The tul^rs have the properties
of Bquillg.— M. M. C.

.
• MELASTOMA MALABATHKICUM.. L.
Buro-phutika, . . Beno. I Kadali, .... Mal.
Myeet-pyaij . . Bukm.

| ^

•

The Melastomads are an extensive natural order
of polypetalous exogenous, plants nearly related

to Myrtacere. This shrub grows in the Moluccas,

Sumatra, CochinfChina, Malay Islands, in both
Peninsulas of India, in Orissa, Jellasore, Khassya
mountains, and Nepal. Its flowers are large and
red, and it fruits the whole year. Its fruit is

edible, and is also employed for a purple dye to

cotton cloths. Ifisoneof the black-dye plants

of S.E. Asia. Its calyx opens like a lid, aud
bears a fruit which in biste and flavour strongly

resembles tlu^ bbu^kberry of temperate regions.

The blossoms of the -shoe-flower plant are used
by the Chinese to dye leather black

;
the juice of

the cashew tree gives a black to linen, and the

fruit of this melastoma affords a- black dye. Tn
the Tenasserim Provinces, .this 'species is a com-
mon weed. In Bengal the same plant is culti-

vated as a garden flower, but it docs not compare
with the wild plant of Tciifisserim: Other species

—aiiKjennm, decemtidum, and glaucum—grow in

Tenasseriin, Penang, and Singtapore. — Roxh.

;

Mason ; Voi(ff : W. III.

MULEAGUINA M A KGAKITIFERA. Lam.
The pearl oyster, which furnishes the finest pearls

and tincst nacre. When secreted in the globular

form, it is the pearl
;
when on the inner walls of

the shell, the nacre. The pearl oyster is met
with in the Persian Gulf, Arabian coast, in ,the

Japanese and American seas, on the shores of

(,Tdifornia, and near the islands of the South Seas,

Bay of .Bengal, Gulf of Manaar, Ceylon, and qear
the mouth of the Indus. • Pearls are artificially

produced by the Chinese, introducing beneath the

mantle a grain of sand, around whicli the nacrous
substance is thrown. Pearl mussel, spat or

spawn is thrown out in some years in great

quantities, perhaps similar to the .edible oyster of

Britain, which threw much spat in 1849, aud not
again until 186<l. The spat floats in and on the

water, an<l atbiches it.self to anything with which
it comes in contact, attaining, it is said, the* size of

a shilling in six mouths. In its seventh year the

pearl mollusc attains its maturity as a pearl pro-

ducer, pearls obtained from a heven-year oyster

being of double the value of those from one of

six years of age. In oysters under four years

the pearls aro^not.of any mercantile value, and
after seven years the pearls deteriorate. Those

' from mussels of about four years old have a yellow

.tinge, and the older kinds a pinky hue, but pearls

of a red and even black, as also with other colours,

are also met with. Baghdad dealers prefer the

round white pearl; those of Bombay esteem

pearls of a yellow hue aiid perfect sphericity
;
while

other nations choose the gems with a rich pink

colour. There seem reasons to believe that pearl

mussel spat is migratory, forming, colonies at

places remote from Jhe parent bed.. Between the

years 1782 and 1746, there was little pearl fishing

at Ceylon, and there were long suspensions

between 1768 and 1796, between 1820 and 1828,
and between 1837 and 1854, aud during the last

period the expenses, wore covered. The late Dr.
Kelaart is stated to have been of opinion that the
molluscs are capable of leaving their shells. In
the Persian Gulf the pearl banks extend 800 miles
in a straight line, and the best beds are level and
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of white ^iid, orerlyinff the coral in clear watef,. of 'hills, and valleys; the main ridge rising to

and any mixture of mud or earthy substance with 3987 feet above sea-level at Bairat. The tea

the sand is considered to be detrimental to the plant thrives in Melghat. In this tract are situated

pearl mollusc. In. the Persian Gulf there is both the forts of Gawilgarh and Namala,'and the hill

a spring and a summer fishery, and as many as station of Chikalda, 8777 feet above the sea-level.

5000 b^ts .will assemble from Bahrein and the MELIACEiE. Jnss. The bead tree tribe of

islands, and- continue fishing, from April to plants, with the genera munronia, melia, azadi-

Septeniber. The* net revenue fronr that of rachta, mallea, amoora, milnea, walsura, mono-revenue
Ceylon, from 1828 to 1837, was £227,131. Each
boat is manned with a crew of twenty-three

persons, ten of whom are divers, two divers to

each stone, of which there are five in the boat.

When fishing for Government or for a speculator,

those receive three - fourths of all the produce.

Pearls ^re obtained also from the Avicula mar-
garitifera, the Uiiio margaritiferus, the common

cyclis, sphserosacme, dysoxylum^ cpicharis, san-

doricum, lansium, licynea, xylocarpus, and aglaia,

in the E. Indies, Java, the Moluccas, Assam, the

KKassya, Nepal, the* two Peninsulas, Ceylon,

Sumatra, and Bengal. Species of the order have

bitter, tonic, and astringent qualities, and in some
noii-Indian species so strongly developed as to he

dangerous. Azadirachta Iiulica bark is used in

oyster, Anodonta cygnea, Pinna nobilis, Mytelus fever, and the bitter oil of its seeds externally; the

edulis, and S|X)iKlylus ga*deropus. Pearls . found pulpy fruit of the Lanseh is esteemed in the

Indiiiiu Area iioae dre viotpt, and in Auomiacepic purj^le.

—Cornhill Mat/azine^ August 1866.

MELEAGldS MEXIC4NA is the wild turkey

of Mexico.- It had been domesticated bv the

people of AmcHca before the discovery of that

continent; and from it the domestic breeds have

been derived. But the other wild species of

America crosses with it. English turkeys are

smaller tlian either wild species. The better

known breeds are the Norfolks, Suffolks, white

and copper-colouied, or Cambridge. In India

the breed of turkeys has greatly degenerated in

ndian Archipelago, and that of Milnea edulis is

eaten in Sylhet, wliere it seems to resemble tlie

leechee and longan of China.— Vou^t ; Crawfurd.

MELIA AZADIKACHTA.
;

Lhm., Boxh.
Arra bepoii, Bheede.

|

Azadirachta Indica,

Koliombaiii . Ckvlon. I Margosa tree, . , .Enc.
Lieii-tsze,

Ku-lien-tszo,

Kin-ling-tszo,
,

Chin.
|
Nim, .

. „
I

Voyparn,

. „ 1
Yepa, .

Hind.
. Tam.
. Tki.,

11ted niAll ornamental tree, very much plai

avenues and gi'ovoe, common throughout Indui,

Burma, in Hu-peh in China, and in Ceylon, geiier-

size, is wholly incapable of yising on. the wing, is ally in a planted state, though occasionally in the

of 8. black colour, and its long pendulous append-

ages on the beak are enormously develpped.

—

Darwin, Species, See Pavo.

^fELEGUETA PEPPER, Guinea grains, grains

of paradise. Tliis pc23pcr is the seed of Ainoinum
grana-parAdisi, 41 native of the coast of Guinea, but

cultivated in the West Indies.

MECETTA VENENOSA. Cnv, et Vul Some
specimens of Clupeonia perforata, procured by

W. T. Lewis,* Esq., Assist.' Resid. Councillor,

Penang, were accompanied by the following

account of a phenomenon witnessed by that gentle-

man .during his official residence at Beucooien :

—

In 1822, great numbers of what was supposed to

be an edible species presented' the unusual

forests; it grows well in almost any soil in the

plains, and occasionally attains very large girth.

The wood -is very like mahogany, boautifnlly

mottled, hard, and heavy
;

it is much userl for

cart-wheels and ordinary building purposes, {Uicl

old trees yield a first-rate furniture wood, and

which is much Used in Bengal in the manufactilre

of idols, as it 4 so bitter that no insect will attack

it. The bark is veiy bitter
;
the leaves beaten into

a pulp arc externally apjdied with great efficacy

in cases of pustular eruptions, in rheumatism, and

for bruises and sprains
;
and the leaves are useful

in keeping away the boring-worrn from books.

The dricil leaves are often added to common
j)Oultices by the natives, and are said to act in

appearance of.hping red eyes. Many natives, preventing glandular tumours from coming fo

after having eaten these fishes, were suddenly
^

maturity. The fruit yields an acrid- bitter oil,

attacked with violent vomiting, which, in cases j which is exjiorted from the Madras Presidency;

where remedies were not immediately applied,
|

it is said to have valuable antispasmodic properties,

was known within .an hour to terminate fatally,
j

and is anthelmintic and stimulanL U is used by

At the same time, such of these fishes with thej

ordinary silvery eyes were, as formerly, eaten

with impunity. This phenomenon recurred at

Bencoolen during the seasons of 1823 and 1825,

but not of' 1824. It was surmised that the

poisonous fishes had fed op a gelatinous substance

which at that season exiuies from the beautifully-

coloured coral reefs on that part of the coast of

Sumatra. It is, however, more probable that the

poisonous fishes were shoals of Meletta venenosa,

an inhabitant of the Seychelles and the neigh-

bouring seas, which happened in those seasons to

visit Sumatra. ‘ M. Valenciennes describes this

fish as being poisonous, and producing effects as

i a remedy in leprosy, and. as a lim-

umatic affectioirs : it is obtained by
the natives as i

ment for rheumatic _ ,

boiling or expression, is’ of a deep yellow colour,

and is used for burning in lamps. The bark yields

a gum’ which is said to be a stimulant. A toddy

called veypam .khalloo is obtained from young

trees.

—

Ikddome, FI. Sylv,

Both.,

Singh.
MELIA AZEDARACH. Linn., D.C.,

Tam.

. Tkl.

Kachen ? or Jck of BfiAs, Luna-midella,
Baveiia or Bayvena, Can. Male vembu,
Zonzalaciit, ... . EOYrT. Vepa rhanu,

Lilac or bead tree, Eno. Turka vepa, »

Nim, . .. . . . Hind. Sced-^Hab-al*ban,

This species grows in Syria, the north of

•noted abover. In the Straits bf Malacca, Clupeonia I and in Cliina. It is a handsome ornamental tr »

perforata has never been known to produce bad
|

attaining a height of about 40 feet, and a T'j

effects. grower
;

it produces its sweet-scented, nlac-

MELGHAT, a hill tract in the Ellicbpur.district Sowers in the. hot jseason. It is found

of Berar. It is a section of the Satpura range, as a planted tree throughout the Madras rr

extremely rugged, and broken into a succession ency, Bengal, Mysore, Bombay^ Africa, an
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MELIA BUKAYUN. MELLIV08A INDICA.

been naturalized in the south of Europe
;
the wood

of older trees is handsomely marked, rather dur-

able, and in use fpr furniture, but is apt to split.

The seeds arc often strung as beads, and a valu-

able oil is produced from them. The root is

nauseous and bitter, and in use as. an anthelmintic.

—BeddomCj FL Sylv.'; T,hvnh. iii. p. 228
;
Moxb.

MELIA BUKAYUN. Foyle.

M. sempervirens’, Eoxb.

Ban, ..... Arab. Persian lilac, . • . . Kng.
'Ka-ma-kha, .• .»• Burm. Maha-iiimba; . Ilinn.

Evergreen bead tree, Eng. Bakayun, ..... Pers.
Pride of China, India, ,, Parakht-i-azad, . , „

A tree of Sepal, Kamaon, and Persia, with small,

fragrant, lilac-coloured flowers. It fruits .all the

year, being very ornamental when in blossom, and
odoriferous. It is conlmon in the Panjab and in

the less elevated villages of Afghanistan, and up
to 5000 and 6000 feet on the Himalaya. Below
Chamba, uj) to 2800 feet, trees with 12 or 14 feet

of girth may bo obtained. The wood is yellowish,

soft, brittle, and weak, but is bitter and not
subject to the attacks of insects. It is a smaller

tree than the M. azedaraeh.

—

J)rs. Steicart^ O'Sh.:,

Jtoxh^y Voigt; Gen. Med. Top.

MELIA COMPOSITA. IP/Z/r/., W. and A.
M. robusta, Roxh.

\
M. superba, JRoxh.

Nimba^a, . . . Mahr. I Mailay vembuo, . Tam.
Jiuuu midella, .• . Stngii.

|

Avery large, quick-growing, oriiaineiital tree, w.ith

smooth dark-brown Imrk. CoiAmon in Ceylon, in

Malabar, Wynad, Coorg,* MysoiVi South. Canara,

and other parts of the Madras Presidency. Its

timber is very light and cedar-like, ami in Ceylon
is ill use for outriggers of boats and for ceilings

;

and it is said white ants will not attack it.

—

Dr. Gibson ;' Beddome, FI. Si/Iv.

•MELIANTHUS MAJUJi,* frequent at the Cape
of Godd Hope. I'he genus derives its name from
the copious secretion of nectar in the little, de-

pression at the base of the llower. To the natives

this juice is a well-known dainty. It should be
introduced into India.

MELICA. Koxburgh (i. p. 327) describes four

species of this genus of plants,—diandra, digitata,

latifoUa, and refracta. M. nutans, L., is the pearl

grass of North and Mid Asia.

MELIC.OCCA BIJUG A, Linn., has been in-

troduced into India. It grows on the inoiintains

of Central America, and in Jamaica
;
the pulp of

the fruit is of grape taste; the ‘seeds can be used
like sweet chestnuts.— Voigt ; Von Mnllcr.

MELICYTUS RAMIFLORUS, the Myhoc tree

of New Zealand. ! Grow^ to the elevation of 25 to

30 feet, but is of small circuinfcrcncb. Its wood
is heavy, and is only used for obtaining fire by
friction .—BeipietVs Gatherings.

^

MELIDID.(E, a family of badger-like animals.
l*he following occur in N.E. Asia, viz. :

—

Arctonyx collaris, Cuv., Blyth. •

Mydaps, Gray, Jffardio.
|

A. isonyx, Hodgson.
Hog, Hog-badger, . Eno.

1
Bbalu-siir, , . . Hind.

Nepal, Sikkim, E. Bengal, Assam, .Sylhet,

Arakan. •

. .

Arctonyx taxoides of Sylhet, Assam.

Mellivora Indica, Jerdon.
iJrsitaxug inaurttus, Hodg. 1 Mellivora ratel, Blyth.

«atelusIndiou8, iSfcAm..
|

"hajrubhal,
. , , Bbnq. j

Tavakaradi,* . . . Tam.

. HiK». 1
Biyu-khawar, . , Tkl.

Indian badger, all India.

•.Meles albo-gularis, Blyth, Taxidea, leucura,

Blyth, or Tum-pha, and Meles albo-gularis, are

three mammals of Tibet.

Helictis Nepalensis, Jerdon (Gulo, Hodg., Blyth).

Okef, Nepal. Nepal wolverine, Nepal. Helictis

orieiitalis is of Malayana.

MELILOTUS, the Trifqliuin of Linnaeus, a
genus of the Fabaceao, plants of Europe and
Asia. M. Italica is cultivated in the *north of

India, M. leucantha in Bengal, Assam, and tKe
Peninsula, (^ows fed on it are* said to yield an
abundance of milk. M. officinalrs of Europe is

uised for flavouring Gruyero cheese. It is- the

l*ai Of the Burmese, the Asperueje of Hindustan,
and the Zirecr of Persia. M. parviflora is of

Europe and Asia, and M. sulcata of N. ‘Africa.

Mclilotiis alba, Desrousseaux, Kabul clover or

Bokhara clover. A fragrant biennial herb of

S. Europe, N. Africa, and Central Asia. This

plant attracted notice in Ireland. It is nearly

allied to M. leucantha, and therefore* not a true

clover. It grows so freely as to yield in the

scjisoii five or six cuttings of green herbage, from
which, it is said, a considerable proportion of

strong fibre may be obtained
;
but the committee

of the Irisli Flax Society stated that, the trials

made in the steepiilg this plant were unsuccessful

with them. Griffith saw large fields of mel\Jot in

the neighbourliood of Ava. Several native and
foreign species are grown in India,—M. arvensis,

Italica, leucantlius, ofiicinalis, parviflora, and sul-

catiX.

—

Gri(/ith ;
Mason

;
Hoyle, Fib. PI: p. 298

;

Murray.

MELTpSMA AKNOTTTANA. Wight’.

MillingtoiiiaArnottiana, W.
|

Sapindus microcarpus, IF,

A very common large tree in S. India and Ceylon
at 4000 feet and upwards

;
very abundant* at

Ooonoor on the Neilghcrries, where it is known as

the Huli-makay (tiger-like?)
;
grows in the sholas

of the Animallays, and is* a most beautiful sight

in JuiKT when in full blossom, its whitish panicles

forming a perfect sheet of flowers over -the top of

the tree. The li cart-wood of very old trees is

striped reddish and white, tigei>like
;
the timber

is spongy and light, but is occasionally used for'

rafters and as firewood. M. dillenimfolia, Wallich,

grows in Simla, and M. Wallichii,* PUmch., in tho

Darjiling Hills.

—

Jkddome, Ft. iSylv.
; Brandis;

Par. Ex., 1878.

MELISSA OFFICINALIS.. Ltnn.

M. gravcolens, Host.
_

j

M. poholusa, Opiz.

M. Corsica, IIo,><t. M. oQcidentalis, JRaJin.

Buklut-ul-faristimi, Arab.' Mountain balm, . . Eng.

„ utrujyoh, ,,
Kam tulsi, .*

. . Hind.

,

Mekka sab/,a, . . Drkh. lladrunjbuyeb, . Pers.

; Common balm, Eng. Parsi cunjankoray, Tam.

The balm plant of Europe and Central Asia. It

is sol<l in all tlie Indijin bazars, and used medicin-

ally.

MELITHREPTUS PACIFICUS, or honey

seeker of the South Sea Islands and Sandwich

Islands. A diadem of its feathers cost £150.

MELLIVORA INDICA. Jerdon.

UrBus Iiidicus, Katelus Indicus, Schinz.

Ursitaxus inauritus, J/orfr/. Mcllivpra ratel, Blyth,

Batru blial, . . . Beno. Tava karadi, . , , TAli%
hidian badger, . . Eng, Biyu khawar, , , Thl,
Biju, Hind, -

- The Indian badger is found throughout the
whole of India, from the extreme south to tho
foot of the Himalaya.

—

Jerdon.
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MELLOON. MELON.

MELipON, Burmese defeated here by t^e two years', between.8000 and 10,000 trees of fine

British Indian army, 19th Jaimry 1826. old coffee. Mr.* Gordon used to dig up the soil

MELOCANNA BAMBUSOIDES.* Drinius, The at the foot of the trees, and take out such grubs
berry-bearing thornless bamboo of Chittagong and as he could find.

*

the E. Archipelago. It is the Beesha Travancorica, The larvae of the moth called Agrostis segetiun

Betldome. It grows beautifully erect on dry slopes is the very destructive hldck grub of the Ceylon
of hills, height up to 70 feet, circumference to- coffee-planters. This pest is about an inch long,

wai'ds’ the base one foot. The fruit is very and is most abundant from August to October,

large, fleshy like ah apple, and contains aii edible . The caterpillar lives in the ground, but comes out

seed. M. humilis, Jtoepei\ is a more slender and at night to feed, and is very common and injuri-

smaller species
;
M. Travancorica, Von Mueller, is ous. Tliey athick not only coffee trees, but all-

the Beesha Travancorica of Beddoine. — Yon sorts of vegetables and flowers, and are very de-

Mugller,
.

. striictive to gardens and in the field^^ as they eat

MELOCHIA COBCHORIFOLIA. Lhm: everything that is artiflcially raised, despising gi-ass

Poonnacoo keera,’ . Tam. I Tsjero\i, .... Uriya. and weeds. ' They generally appear only on certain

Ganuka peindi koora, Tkl.
|

fields, and will not go over an estate. The insect

• The whole of this plant, with the exception of not confined to Ceyloif
;

its ravages are well

the root, boiled in oil, is supposed on the Malabar known in India, at the Cape of Good Hope, and

caast to be an efficacious remedy for preventing Europe, where it injures the grain and beet-root

bad consequences from the bite of a water-snake, t'rops. In Ceylon it attacks young coffee trees,

’-ITorlua Miilabaricus, in Aiius. Mat. ^fed. gnawing off the bark round the stem just above

MELODINUS MONOGYNUS. Itojb. Shan^ the ground.- Where the trees are very small, they

cli’ang, Chin. A plant of India and China, one right off, and the tops sometimes par-

of the Apocynacem, said to yield an edible fruit.— tially dragged under tlie ground, wliere the-grubs

iSmith, M.M.C.; noxb.ii. p.
easily be discovered and dislodged. The

AiELOE, a genus of the -order of Colcoptera, damage which they inflict on plantations maybe
class Insecta.* The species ar6 beetles with large estimated, when it Is mentioned tliat Mr. Nietner

and swollen bodies, and short oval clytm, lapping ^^st through them in one season, in certaiikfieJd.%

. over each -other at tbe-base of the suture. They are many i\s 25 per cent, of the young trees lie liad

sluggish creatures, and feed on various plants, P'tt down.

especially the* species of ranunculus. When MELON. Under this name several vegetables

alarmed, they emit from the articulations of their Citrullus cucui:bita,^ Linn., water-

legs an oily, yellow or reddish liquid. Latreillc Juelon
;
hi-kwa, Han-kwa, Guin., Turbuza, Hind.

maintained that one insect was. the Buprestis of "t’be water-melon is to be had at the same time

the ancients, to which noxious qualities were as, and grown in a similar manner to, the Cucumis

attributed. The females lay their eggs near the laelo. The seed, should always be preserved

ranunculus and other plants whose flowei-s are the finest and richest-flavoured fruit, and is

regularly vi8ite‘d by Ih^cs. After these are hatched, better for being three, or four years yld. The

the larvae ascend into the flowers, ami, attaching green melon is tlie finest flavoured, ‘althongli

themselves to the back -of a bee, are carrie<l into many of ’the others are very good. The cause of

the hive. Dr. C. V. Riley mentions that the young melons growing finer in tlie sandy beds of rivers

of all vesicants belonging 'to the Meloidae develop is. attributed to the temperature being luore

in the cells of lioney-tnaking bees, first devouring equal about the roots tliau it is in beds in the

the. egg of the . bee, and then the honey and garden, especially during the night. Cucuii'is

bee-bread. Tlidy are all remaikable for passing dudaim, Queen Anne’s pocket melon, is a native ot

tlirough several larval stages. The young Meloidm Rersia, and produces a fruit variegated with

are at first simple larvae, called Iriuiiguliiis, running green and orange, and oblong, unequal green

actively about, climbing to flowers visited by bees, spots; when full ripe, it becomes yellow and

to which they attach themselves. They have stout fhen whitish. It.luis a very fragrant, vinous,

thighs and claws, but feeble jaws. Only a few get .

musky smell, and a whitish, flaccid, insipd

attached to the proper bees, the other-s perish. Once polp.- Cucumis nielo, Z-bm., musk melon, melon

,

in the cell, the creature eats the bees’ egg, and then Kharbuj, Kharbuza, Hind., Sarda, Paliz,

moults and assumes the second larval condition. Native of Jamaica, Persia? and KiibuL'' bu

In this state it is clumsy and little locomotive, and cultivated throughout hidia. [The .rock, green,

feeds on the honey store. It then becomes a aod musk mefons are all sown iu the Dekhan at

pseudo-pupa, and later a third larva within the the same time,—generally in beds of rivers, where

partially rent skin, the true pupa sttigc being still the soil is light and sandy. They are very seldom

Jvter. soNvn in gardens. The seed is put down in Novem-

MELOLONTHIDyE, the chafer group of beetles; her, three or four seeda together, with ***

J

they are large
;
their larvfe feed on grass, the beetles manure as can be procured. The plants inusyior

on the leaves of trees, round which they fly in the be close together,—a distance of from six to eig

evening. Under the name of white grub, one of feet is generally allowef They come m aDou

the insects injurious to coffee plants, are included March, and continue until the rains. In,
^

*

the larvte of various Melolonthidie, the cockchafers
j

they are in season at the same time, an

of Ceylon, which. do much harm to coffee planta- second crop ia grown during the rams; -j

^ions, young and old, by eating the roots of the not the ewe in the Deklmu. In
|

.trees. -Mr. J. L. Gordon of Kambodde considered night -soilis largely used in the, cultlva

the white grub to be M far the greatest enemy of melons.
Tam.

the coffee trees which the planter has'to contend Melon seed oil, Pitcha pusjhum j^n Kr

with, as he never knew a single tree recover after *s obtained from the Cucumis melo,—

’

their attack; and they destroyed at Rambodde, in Roxh.^ Riddell^
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. MEMBU. MENADO..

MEMBU, the capital of the Abor p.eople, on tlic

borders of Assam,
MEMECYLOlI,- agcnus of plants,shrubs, or small

trees of the E. Indies. M. cimeatum is of the Central

Province of Ceylon, at elevation of 8000 feet ,31.

ellipticum, in the forest between Gallc and Ratoa-

piira; at no gyeat elevation
;
M. Gardncri an<l M.

leucanthum grow at a lieight of 2000 to bOOO
feet in .the Central Province

;
M. ovoideum, in

Ambagamowa; M. obiculare at Hiniduu Qorle;

M. parviflorum, in the Central Province, at 7000
feet; M. rhinophyllutn and M. rostratiim at 80t)0,

aud 'M. sylvaticum is common in forests at an
elevation of 4000 feet. M. aiigiistifolium, 11'. /e.,

is common on the banks of Ceylon rivers, up to an
elevation of 2000. feet; M. * fuscescens, 77/ <r.,

occurs in Ceylon at Kokool Corle, at no great ele-

vation.; M. macrocarpum, 77///’., occurs in Ceylon
at Ambagamowa, at an elevation of about 8000
feet; M. revolutuin, Thw., foliis-coriaceis, has!
leathery leaves, and occupies Itambodde, 6000 feet

;
i

M. umbellatum, Bnrm., calle<l Coracaha by the
Singhalese, is very abundant, up to an elevation

if 2000 feet. M. varians, 77///’., of the Ceylon
•Central Province, at an elevation of 2000 to 6000
feet. There are two varieties,—M. Wiglitii, 77///.’.,

M. amplexicaule, also a small trc.c of the Central

Province, at an elevation of 3000 to 4000 feet,

—

77///'.
;
Wight

y
Ic,

MEMECYLON AMPEEXU^AUl.E. It.

M. corilatum, Walt.
1
IM. depressnin, Bcntk.^ Ithmie.

A flowering shrub in (be forests of the -W. coast

of India, used iu medicine. It is the Nidam shetti

of tlie M/ileali.

—

Itorb. ii. p. 260.

MEMECYLON CAPITEJJ.ATUM. * Lhm.
Wclli-kaha, . . Sin/ju.

]

Alli-chottu, . . . Tki..

A plant of Ceylon and Coromandel, with small

blue flowers. Its ripe bi’rries, Aali pumlu, Tkj,.,

are eaten by tlie natives. It is a small bush,

common in most jungles on the Ch/roniaudel coast;

it has much -pulp of a bluish, colour and of an
astringent quality. It is M. edule, Jioxh.—Ain4ie;
Thw.

; Votgi.

MEMECYLON R^’MIFLORLLAf. Lam.

M. tinctoriiiin, Ka u., Iron-wood tree.

Mycn-kh<'«-tanyet, PuiiM. Doidi guha, , .• Sin(UI.

Anjuna, Kurpa, . Maiiu. Kasha marani, , . 1’am.

Surpa, .... ,, Kayaln ]»uvii cheddi, ,,

Kana-yavu, . Malkal. Alaika, Alii chettu, Tkl.

This occurs in Sylliet, the ^lalay Peninsula,

Teiiasseyiin, Coroyiandeh Maluibaleswar, Kaii-

dalla, along the Western Ghats, in the woods
about Cochin, common in junglof-' in the Carnatic.
The flowers are small, blue; its leaves are used in

flyeing yellow. The wood is brought into Madras
for firewood, and a large quantity of the leaves
are imported daily for dyeing purposes. Cold
nifusion of the Jeaves imparts a yellow dye. A
crimson dyft is also said to be obtained from them.
It is a highly ornamental tree, with deep-green
shining leaves

;
flowers in February and March,

of a purple colour, with the calyx beautifully

streaked on the inside. It bears its flowers in

compound corymbs, which contrast favourably
with its shining green leaves. Wood is very

’

’Strong and tough. Does not yield readily to Wet.
I? much employed, when procurable of sufficient
size, for agricultural implements, cart

.
furnish-.

etc.~2j|i. c. C.: M. E. J R.; Drs. Mason

,

MEMECYLON UMBELLATUM. Burnt.
M. amplexicaulo, TP. A A. M. sessile, Benth., W. d'A.
M. col'datum, jCam. M. tinctonum, Wights III,

M. ramiflorum, Z^am. Kora-kaha, . . Singh.

Under these names Colonel Reddojnc* unites
several of the above species. He says the middluig-
sized tree occurs in all parts of the Madras Presi-

dency and Ceylon, and bn the mountains is often

a tree of considerable size. Grows in the Kodin
Karnal shola, on the Pulneys, at 7000 feet

elevation,* and the same form ocem's on the Neil-

gherries. The wood* is very hard and close

grained, and might answer as ‘a substitute for box.
In (Ceylon the leaves are used in conjunction with
the wood of Morinda citrifolia and Caesalpinia

sappan for producing a permanent red dye.

—

BedUomes Fl. Sgh\
MEMNON, according to IJesiod and Pindar,

was king of Ethiopia. ^Eschylus said he was son
of a Cissian woman, and Herodotus and others
say he founded Susa, and led a combined army of

Susanians and Etliiopians to the assistance of

Priam, his father’s brother, and perished in one
of the battles before Troy. The Egyptians claim
him to be their king Amnnoph in., whose statue

became kn/iwn as tlie vocal Meiunou. Memuonia
was the name of several .towns in Egypt and at

.Susii, supposed to have been built by Memnon,
jind there was a tribe of Memnones lu'ar Meroo.
Memnon has a statue of a highly crystallized

sandstone or granular (piartz. — Jameson^ Ed.
Journ.., 1819.

MEMPHIS,- a city of the Pharaohs'. Misr, the

town of oU Cairo, near Cairo, was built out of

the ruins of Memphis.
MEM-SAlllHA. Axglo-Hindi. An English

woman, a mistress of a house.

MEN. Bukm. a Burmese title bearing an
ambiguous meaning, applied equally to a king
of England,, the Governor-General of India, to

the king of Burma, and to all the high dignitaries

of bis provinces.

MEN. Cum. Literally gate, is often used iu

Chinese to designate a religion. Thus King-Men,
the Jamiinous Gate, is the synonym of Luminous
Religion, and in the monument of Si-ugan-fou is

used for Christianity .—Hues Christianitif^ i. p. 52.

MENADO. The tongue of land iu the north of

Celebes, known administratively under the name
of the Dutch Residoiicjy of Meuado, comprehends

all the northern extent of the island, from tlie

bay of Palos in the west to the Cape of Taliabo

in the east, and comprises the great bay or arm of

the sea of Gimong.-tello, which stretches in a

westerly direction bct\yeeu the two peninsulas.

The Residency includes under its jurisdiction the

: whole federative states of Miriahasa, the small
' kingdoms of the nortliern coast, tl;c very ex-

tensive districts in the wesii p/irt of the Peniijsula,

where Government exercises sway, besides the

islands of Saiigir and Talaut to the north, as

well as the lesser islands of the west coast and the

large gulf of Tomini. In 1882, Menado, MinAhasa;

and Gorontalo had an area of 1267*2 jDutch geo-*

graphical square miles, with 776 Europeans,

281,357 Indigenes, 2366 Chinese, and 52 others*

The Alfoura population are in the elevated and
woody parts of Kayeli, Toradja, and Tomeiku.
Near Meuado is a race called Biutek, strong but
intractable, who have hitherto resisted lUl efforts

to improve them. Some of the less civilised trills*
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MENAM. MENDICANTS.

have seuii-Papuan features and hair, while in

some villages the true Celebes 'or Bugt physiog-

nomy prevails. The plateau of Tondano is chiefly

inhabited by people nearly as white Jis the Chinese,

and with yery pleasing semi-European features.

The people of Siao and Sangir much resemble

these, and Mr. Wallace believes them probably to

be immigrants from some of the islands of North
Polynesia. The -Papuan type will represent the

remnant of the aborigines." The languages coiir

tain a Celebes- Malay element and a Papuan
element, along with somfe radical peculiarities

derived from the Siao and Sangir Islands farther

north, and therefore probably derived from the

Philippine Islands.

—

J, I. ArcJi. ; Wallace; Hnrsh.

ME-NAM, a river of Cochin - China, has its

source in the.mountains of Yun-nan in China.' It

receives many tributaries in its course,- divides

itself after receiving the waters of the Phitsalok

branch, and again unites above Bankok, where,

with a depth of from G to 8 fathoms, it rolls its

magnificent tide into the Gulf of Siam. Me-nam
in Siamese means mother of waters. The old

name is Me-nam Chan Phya. It is only navigable

to a distance of about 30 leagues. It rises and

falls like the Nile, the Indus, the Ganges, the

Brahmaputra,- and the Jrawadi. Inhere are 20

waterfalls between Zimmay and Bankok. It has

a course of 453 miles, or 800* miles including its

windings. The town of Bankok is 27 miles from

its mouth, on an islet, in lat. 13° 68' N., and long.

100° 34' E.

—

Botvrmq\s Slam.

MENANDER. About the 1st century n.c., a

Scythian race swept southwards from the frontier

of China, and submerged Bactria. The jMace-

donians were driven from Kabul into the Panjab.
The Greek captain Menander, and afterwards

Apolloddtus, passing through the Khaibar, overran

the valley of the Indus, and reduced Gujerat and

Kashmir. The Greeks were afterwards crushed

between the advancing Scythians and the great

Indian empire of Magadha. Of all the kings who
followed Eukratides, Menander and Ai^ollodotus

alone are mentioned by clas.sical authorities.

MENANGKABAU, a state in {Sumatra, the

original country of the Malay race. . .

MENAVAN, Malkal., pronounced also

Menon, corruptly Menewar. The village or dis-

trict accountant in 'Malabar
;
according to some,

the appropriate designation of a Malcala Sudra,

Nair writer or accountant * same as the Karnam
of the Tamil race.—r lV?7.so74?.*f Glossary.

MENCIUS, known in Europe, is -the Chinese

hilosopher .Meng-tsze, who died about n.c. 317.

ee Meng-tsze.

MEND. Hind. A dam, a dyke, the boundary

of the village lands or of the lands of a village.

MENDHJ or Henna. Hind. Lawsonia ihermis,

Its l^ves are used as a dye for the beard and hair,

and for fingers and for homes’ tails ^ they arc also

given to goats and sheep, etc., when attacked by
itch.

—

Powell, i. p. 452.

MENItHI. Hind. A Muhammadan bride’s

'paraphernqjia.

MENDICANTS. Mendicancy in India, Burma,
and Tibet, amongi^t Jiuhammadans and Hindus and
Buddhists, is largely associated with their religious

views, and begging is suppe^d in a great measure
to be honourable, a ‘ of religion, and the
honoured occupation of (3d age. Some of these

• religionists are professed ascetics; those of the

Hindu faith wander about in the scantiest of

garbs, with f)rofusion of ashes on their forehead,

beads round their necks, and dcfVotional phrases

and verses in their mouths. They yisit tjie most
pious of their respective castes and sects, and
extqrt money. The fact that'soJarge a number are

professed mendicants is an important one, both
from a social and political point pf vi6w. Poverty
is an -evil in any land; but when a large portiou

of the populace of any country try to remedy the

evil by systematic begging, then the evil to the

whole land is rendered tenfold worse. Hand iii

hand with vagrancy go half the crimes that sully

humaii nature.

Amongst Hindu mendicants. are the Vaislinava

Bpagi, Saiva JSanyasi, Kamanaya or worshippers
of Kama

;
• Nanik Panthi, followers of Naiiik

;

Kabir Paidlii, Sukhoe Bhava, Khelanta Jogi,

Kanuphatii Jogi, Shurevuri, ‘Aghora* Pantlii,-

Brahmachari, etc. Tliey have their various forms of

austerities... Mr. Ward was informed that in his day

scarcely less than an eighth part of the whole popu-

lation abandoned their proper employments, and
lived as religious mendicants by begging. Many
of the more enlightened Hindus and Brahmans
hold these mendicants in the. utmost contempt,

and would consider their being compelled to work
as a great blessing conferred upon the country.

'fhe zVbdhut is a Hindu mendicant of the Vaish-

nava or Saiva sect. The term is from the Sanskrit

iVvadliuta, and ibis (jhtss are supposed to have

shaken off the trammels of humanity.
The Akcus-mukhi, from Akas, the sky, and

Mukha, the face, are religions ascetic mendicants

among.thc.Hindus, who hold up their faces to the

sky till the muscles of the back of the neck

become contracted and retain position.

The Atit religious mendicant is usually a Vaish-

nava.

Gosain mendicants worship Siv^i in the form of

the lingam, • Sanyasi worship Vishnu
;

Haiiyasi

mendicants and' the ancient ascetic Viragi are

followers pf Ramanuj. Mendicants carry'water

from the Ganges to a great distance. The

four orders of Hindu life arfi not now given efiect

to. The Bhikshuna, the meftdicant’of the fourth

order, may now have a wife and family.

.Jogi, ascetic religious mendicants, are followers

of the Saiva doctrines taught by Gorakhnath. They

have several sections. But, in popular acceptance,

Jogi is a terra pf almost as genei'al application as

those of Sauyasi and Bairagi, and the vagrant

mendicants who so style themselves usually

follow the dictates of their own caprice as to

worship and behef, often assuming the character

as a Hiiere cloak for obtaining a lazy livelihood-

Indeed, the Jogi, .more than other religious

ineiKlicants, add to their religious personification

more of the mountebank character. Most of the

religious mendicants deal in fortune-telling, ui-

terpretation of dreams, and palmistry
j

they arc

also often empirics, profess to cure -diseases wita

specific drugs or with charms and spells ;
oo

besides these, the Jogi is usually musical, an

plays and sings. * He often travms with a smaj

bullock, a goat, or a monkey, whom he h^ taug

to ’exhibit tricks. .The ^ess of the Jogi is

ally a cap and coat or frock of many ’

.They profess to worship Siva^ and often cam

the lingam, like the Jangan^p, in their oa^

classes and se’ets assume the character, ana ev
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MENTHA KOYLEANA, MEK.

in wet ditches m most Mrts of Europe, also in

the Caucasus, Chili, and Teneriffe.

MENTHA ROYLEANA. Dentk
Kiishma, . . . . Bkas. Koshu, . ... Sutlej.
Yura, Pudna, . Chrnab. Vcl.‘«me, • Trans-Indus.
Vien, . .' . Kangra. Mushk tara, . „
Baburi, . . . Jhelum.

Grows common in the .plains, Trans-Iiulus, and
eitlier *M. incana or M. lioyleana grow in the

Himalaya *suid Tibet to .11,000 or 12,000 feet.

M. incana is alsQ occjisioiiaily cultivated in gardens,

and its leaves are otticiruil its an astringent. .M.

Royleana is much used by tlie liill people of dhe
Himalaya.

—

AinsUe; Hoyle ;
CfSli, ; Stetcai't.

MENTHA SATIYA, lloxk^

M. arveiisis, Lint}.
|

Mursli wlmrlcd mint.

Nana, Hlibbuk, . Arab. Pu<Uiia, Hind.
Bu-ditia, . . . Burm. Widda, . Tam.

. This is found wild in Kashmir at elevations of

5000 to 9000 feet, and it is grown in gardens

throughout India. H is officinal at I^ahorc, and
is prescribed by the Muhammadans in dyspeptic

complaints, and to stop vomiting.

—

Drs. 0\Sh.,

Ilonig.^ Steirart.

MENTHA VIRIDIS. Linn. Spear-mint.

Pahari podina, . Hind.
,| Podina kolii, Hind., Pers.

Found in the milder parts of Europe, the Canaries,

Cape of Good Hope, and America, both North
and South. It is a native of Kjishinir, and is

cultivated throughout the K. Indies for its essential

oil and its distilled water
;
greatly resembles M.

piiierita. The colour, however, is of a deep green.

It is given as a stimulant in cholera.

—

Dr. Sfewarf.

MENTIKO, a gay festival of the Kanawnri.

MENU. The Menu of the Hindus are seven,

—

Swayambhuvil (who by some is termed an incarna-

tion of Brahma), Swarochesa, Uttoina, Tamasa^
Kaivata, Chaishusha, and yatyavrata. Sir William

Jones has considered Swayambluiva to have been
Adam, and Satyavrata, Noali.

Menu, the name of the author of a book called

the Institutes of Menu, compos.cd at least 800
but probably 1200 years before Christ. Menu’s

Institutes are later than the Vedas, and show the

legal, social, and political rather than the poetical

and religious aspects of Brahnianisui. But it is a
compilation of Hie customs current among the

various mces in India, and therefore contains

many contradictory passages. Many of his di<!ta

by no means tend to elevate the condition

of women. In his lengthened catalogue of

thiilgs pure and impure, lie, however, says the

mouth of a woman is constantly pure, and he

ranks it with the running waters and the sun-

beam
;
he suggests that their names should be

agreeable, soft, clear, captivating the fancy,

auspicious, .
ending in long vowels, resembling

words of benediction.* Where females are

honoured, he says, there the deities arc pleased

;

but where dishonoured, there all religious rites

become useless
;
and he declares, tliat in what-

ever house a womarf not duly honoured pro-

nounces an imprecation,' that house, with all

that belongs to it, shall. utterly perish. Strike

not, even with a blossom, a wife guilty of a
hundred faults, says another sage,—a sentiment so

delicate, that Reginald} de Bom, the prince of

troubadours, never uttered any more refined.

Menu lays down some plain and wholesome rules

foi^the domestic .conduct of the wife
;
above aU,

he recommends her to preserve a cheerful tempur,

and frugality in domestic expenses. Some of hits

texts savour, however, more of the anchorite than

of. a person conversant with mankind
;
and when

he commands the husband jbo be reverenced as a

god by the Virtuous wife, even though enamoured
of another woman, it may bo justly doubted if

ever he found obedience thereto
;
or the scarcely

less difficult ordinance, for a whole year let a

husband bear with his wife who treats him with

aversion, after which probation he is permitted. to

separate.

Menu has imposed obligations towards the

Brahman little short of adoration, but these arc

limited to the learned- in the Vedas; and he

elas’ses the unlearned Brahman with an elephant

made of wood, Or- an antelope of leather, nullities

save in name. And he adds further, that as

liberality to a fool is useless, so is a Brahman use-

less if he read not the lioly texts, comparing the

person who gives to .such an one to a husband-
man who, sowing seed in- a barren soil, reaps

no gain
;

so the Brahman obtains no reward
in heaven. These sentiments arc repeated in

numerous texts, holding .out the most powerful

inducements to the Brahmanicjd class to cultivate

their minds, since their power consi^^ts solely in

their wisdom. For such there are no privileges

too extensive, no liomage too great. A king, even

though dying with want, must not receive any

tax from a Brahman learned in the Vejas. His

person is sacred. N-cver shall the king slay a

Brahman, though convicted of all possible criine.^i.

Banishment, with person and property untouched,

is the declared punishment for even tfic niORt
‘

heinous crimes. A Brahman may seize without

hesitation, if ho be distressed for subsistence,

the goods of his Sudra slave.. What prince conld

I gain wealth by oppressing these (Brahmans*), who,

j

if angry, coiikl frame other worlds and regents of

worlds, and could give birth to new gods and

mortals ?

The code of Menu is still the basis of the Hindu

civil jurisprudence, but is received according to

the interpretations and mOfrifications of approved

commentatorB. Since his time the Sudra races of

Hindus have ceased to be slaves, but until the

early part of the lOtli Gentury widows continued

to immolate themselves on the funeral pyre of

their husbands; intermarriages between castes,

have become jn'olubited
;
Brahmans have taken

to soldiering, and to live apart in separate villages,

or ill a secluded part of the village ;
cfush?

distinctions have become more ‘rigid, except

ip
.
the interested, relaxation of the Brahmans

;

animal food'has become prohibited to large classes

of Hindus, the avowed imposts on the land

doubled, anddlio law^s less liberal towards women.

—Tod'a Hajastkan,; Elph, ; Cole. Myth, //mw.

,

Menu by Jlanghtoru See Manu.
.

*

MEO, a tribe of cultivators in the Dehli province,

inhabiting the low hills about Gurgaon. •

MER signifies a hill in Sapskrit, hence

mer, or primerly Kumbhomer, is the hih o

mountam of Kumbho ;
Ajmir is the hill ’

the invincible hill. M6r is pronounced with t

long 6 like m6re in French.

—

Hajasthan.

MER, a race of the Aravalli^ possibly noti^d

the code of Menu’ as the Meaa who

without the town, and maintain themselves pr

slaying the beasts of the forest; the Med or
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.MERCAL. MEKOai.

race are possibly meant.’ General X)iinningham

thinks the Moy of the Anivalli are the same race.

MERCAL, Marakal, or Markat
;
Tamil Marakkal,

ii grain measure in use at Madras, containing 8
padi or measures, and being l-12th of a kalam.

It formerly contained 750 cubic inches, but is

now fixed at 800 cubic inches; 400 niarkal =
1 garce or garisa. •

MERCANDE.YA, one of the Puranas
;

a
Hindu sacred book. See Ijakshmi.

MERCHANT. A great ]iait of tlie Ilirfdus of

Rritish India follow mercantile pursuits.
. Many

Muhammadans, of Arab and Hindu
.
<lcscent, as

the Moplah, the fjabbai, the Hora, the Mehman, are

active nierchants. The Parsec race are extensively

cngagfii'd in commerce. The Baboo of Calcutta,

cliiefly of Sudra origin, are also great merchants.
Tiic Ohettyar of Madras, all of them Vuisya
ilinduR, arc also largely ciigagcd

;
and there are

So clans of Rtijpiits engaged in commercial
transactions. I'hes^c Rajput trila-s aie known as I

the. Mar^vari. Many of the Hindus of Cutch and
Ciujerat are largely engaged in foreign trade Avitli

the west coast of Africa, and have been great
slave-dealers, occupying the coast from Zanzibar
to Mozambique. Tin* Parsecs have spread from
Gujerat and Bombay into Madras, Calcutta,

Rangoon, Singapore, (djina, and liOinloii, and tlie

chief towns on the coasts of the south and east of

Asia have traders from most ]m.rts of Wi?stern

Asia, from Eur<;pe, and from America.

MERCURY.
Abuk, Zibakli, . . Arai^. Hydraigynun, . . Lat.
Sliwnyyiu, Hung, . CiiiN^ Siin-ab, .... PKas.
3\rercurc, Vif-argent, FU. J’arada, Rasa, . . Sansk.
Quicksilver, Oku. Kasani, . . Tam.,-Tkl.
Para, ....

l^Iercury or quicksilver was known to the

aneiolits. The Romans and Arabs seem to have
employed -it as a niedioim' externally, and the

Hindus* prescribed it intornally. It is found in

(diina, at Aliuadcn in Spain, at Idria in Carniola,

and likewise in S. America. Mercury was found
by Dr: J. P. Islalcolmsoii in the lava of Aden and
in the laterite on the w(\stern coast of t he Penin-
sula of India. It occurs usually as the native

hisulphurct or ciinlabar, combined with silver,

forming a native amalganr; or with chlorine, as
ill horn mercury. It is cliielly obbiincd from the

siilphuret by distillation with lime or with iron,

which, combining with, the sulphur, the metal
distils over and is condensed. Quicksilver is sanl

to he brought to Ava from China.

Bichloride of Mercury, coiTosivyi sublimate.

Hydrargyri bichlCridum. I Bus-capoor, (Ju.T., IliM>.,

I

Ta.m.

This is white, with an acrid, mebillic, and per-
sistent take, without smell. It is met with in
small crystals, or in semi-transparent nuisses. It
IS made in many parts of British India, and seems
to have been long known to and prepared by the
natives of India. It is much used as a preservative
of timber, canvas, etc., fr’om the ravages of
rnildew, the dry rot, and of white ants. A solu.-

tion is made in the proportion of one pound to
four gallons of water, and in this the article to be
protected is steepjed a variable time, according to
Rs nature.

Chloride of Mercury. .

Rydrargyri ohloridum.
1
Calomel, Eng.

Several preparations of mercury are described

VOL. 11. 9:

by the Sanskrit and Tamil writers. Dr; O’Shaugh-
nessy examined the prodesses, and found that they
generally led to the production of a mixture of
ciilomcl and corrosive sublimate. Tlie ras-karpur
is usually calomej. Once, however, he met a
specimen which was corrosive sublimate of the
finest kind.

• Russapuspum, in great repute amongst the
Tamil people, appears to be administered by them
in lai’gcr doses than any other preparations of
this metal. But it generally happens that through
defective manipiihitioii a mixture of calojnel and
•bichloride is formed.

Shaviriiin is a strange compound, administered
by the Tamils iii very small quantities

;
is a harsh,*

uncertain, and dangerous preparation. In the
mode of preparing it, 'tlie vapours of. calomel
simultaneously rising and meeting the chlorine

are converted into the bichloride of mercury.-

Nitrate of Mercury, Hwang shing-yoh, CiHN.
Ma<le in China by heating and subliming alnixture
of red lc<l, mercury, sulphate of iron, and nitre.

Nitric Oxide of Mercury.

Hung-sbiug-yoh, . Chin.
1
Hung-sbing-taii, . Chin.

This is a mixture of peroxide of mercury and a
little nitrate of mercury, made by fusing cinnabar,
nitre, alimi, realgar, and sulphate of iron.

Red (.)xide of Mercury.

Hung-fci), . . . Chin.
|
San-sien*tiin, . . CiiiN.

It is prepared in Hankow : nitre is melted in

a small boiler, alum is added, and mercury is

put into the rniddle of the mass. The red oxide
is obtained as suldimated scales of a brick-red
colour.

—

StnitJi; OAV/. />«/?//. P/tar.; Maso)i; Royle.

MEIIDIN, a city in Diarbekir, Asiatic Turtey,
lat. 37° 26' N., and long. 3D° 69' E. It is situated

on the slope of the Karajadagh or ancient Mount
Masius

;
population about 11,000, of whoin 1500

are Armenians and 200 Jews. Merdiil Rocks are

at the l^tighdad frontier towards Coustantinople.

'riic pashalik of Baghdad extends from the Merdiii

Rocks to the mouth of the Shatt-nl-Arah.

MFIKDUI, a Bralmi tribe of shepherds living

near Kliozdar, w ho obtain antimony and lead from
the hills of ICapper. Writing of Jlialawan, Dr.

Cook says the mountain range of Baluchistan is

tile great natural boundary of Western India, and
may be described, liguratively, as composed of a
vast under stmeturl*, surmounted by parallel rows-

of walls, (represented by mountain ’ ranges) cut

through here and there by long and meandering
passages. Amongst tliese mountain's the Merdui

tribe of the Braliui obtain lead ore, and reduce it.

A place called ,Scmaii is situated amon'gst low

sandstone hills, black externally, with fragments

andboulders of dark blue limestone, and arenaceous

miminulitic rock scattered around. Beneath the

sandstone is a red sandy clay, and fti this is

found red-ore, carbonate of lead in thin, flat,

tabular masses, looking like a bruken-up veii^,

which are covered externally with a layer of

calcareous earth that jjrevents thorn from being

easily detected. The shepherds poke about with

a stick, pick up any promising pieces, roughly

estimate the specific gravity by the hand, and if

theydiave not the proper weight, reject them. At
Khozdaf the implements for reducing the lead

ore are very rude : a rough furnace, wi^ four
upright square stones and a hole below to insert

the nozzle of a pair of bellows.

19
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MEREL MERKARA.

MEREL ; Tam. A cm paid by mirasidars for

the communal expenses. •
- .

MERGELLUS ALBELLUS, also Mergus
albellus, the smew, has the circuit of northern

* regions, W. Asia, Sind, Panjah, Oudh, and is not

rare along the Panjab rivers.

MERGUI, Myo of the Burinose, is in lat.

12® 27' N., and long. 98° 38' E., on an island at

the entrance of the principal branch of the Tenas-

scrim river. High water at the springs occurs

about llj or 12 houi's, when the rise is from 18

to 22 f(^t. The harbour admits ships of 18 feet

draught of water. Population about 12,000..

Mergui possesses coal. The beds are extensive,

•from 9 to 18 feet thick, and about 16 feet from the

surface. The principal mine is about 90 miles up
the great Tenasserim river. ‘ Mergui wa.s taken 16th

September. 1824. ' The Tenasserim, the Legnya,
* the Pak-chan, and the Pa-look are the rivers, and

the passes into Siam are the Tsa-raw, the Maw-
doung, and the-Khow Maun.
MERGUI ARCHIPEIAGO is called by the

people Myut Myo. The innumerable islands

fronting the coast of the Malay Peninsula extend

to the distance of 70 miles from it, and form the

Mergui Archipelago. They exhibit a great variety

of picturesque and wild scenery, the larger islands

rising in successive ranges of hills thickly wooded
at their tops with trees of a rich and varied

foliage. The small rocky islands with their

rugged sides rise in contrast. There *are few

settled inhabitants on the archipelago,. but roving

seafaring tribes pass from island to-isljind, living

partly in their boats and partly in temporary

huts, collecting shell-fish, turtle, trepang, beche-

de-mer, and edible birds’ nests, which they barter

for rice and cloth. .Seyer Islands and King Island

are the principal islands. Maingy (Maingay)

Island, in lat. 12° 32' N., and long,* 98° 7' E., can

be se&n for 11 miles, and. the S. peak of St.

Matthew’s, in lat. 10°- 52'’ N., and long, 98° E., foi-

ls miles.

An almost uninterrupted belt of islands extends

along all the western side of the isthmus, and is

continued as far as Penang, although an interval

between it and the Lankawi group contains only

a few. The rest of th.e western coast, and the

grCatet part of the eastern, are more thinly

sprinkled with islands. • But there are several

.extensive groups of islands, sonic of them remark-

ably bold and imposing, along the latter coasts,

such as the Eastern Johore .^hipelago and the

Redang Idands. * The concave southern coast

half embraces the island of vSin^apore, and an

archipelago of several hu'ndreds’of islets stretching

to the S.E. by S. from the termination of the

continent to Banca and Billiton, marks that the

peninsular zone has not yet wholly sunk beneath

the sea, and, expanding as it does to the west, and

blocking the extremity of the straits,' attests how
nearly a junction with Sumartra has been accom-

plished. The chain of high islands fronting the

coast of Tenasserim, extend from Tavoy. Island,

in la^. 18® 13' N., to the Seyer Islands, in lat.

8® 30' N. The number of the Selong or wander-,

ing fishermen of the Malay Archipelago amounts
to^bout 1000 souls.

—

Journ, Ind, An^.
MERGUS MERGANSER, the Goosander (M.

orUntalis of Gotdd), has the circuit of northern
regions

;
not rare in the Himalaya

;
rare in

Central India.

MBRIAH, the name given to the victims of

sacrifice ui the Khond tracts near Orissa, where
young persons were sacrificed to 'propitiate the

divinity supposed to preside oyer the soil. The
Meriah sacrifices to the earth goddess were ‘made

amongst the'Khond until the close of the Gumsur
war in 1836. In Boad and Gumsur, the form
under which the goddess was worshipped is as

a bird, but in Chinna Kimmedy that •of an
elephant. In one place there was a pit dug, over

which a hog is killed, and the Meriah’s face then
forced into the bloody mire until suffocated.

Pieces of the flesh were then cut off and buried

beneath the village idol and ia the fields of the

villagers. Tn Boad, great value was attached to

the saliva of the Meriah. A Meriah Agency was
instituted for the purpose of suppressing the

human Stacriftces, and dt has nearly attained that

object. The Meriah victims were natives of the

low countries bordering on the Khond mountainsi
They were procured- for the purpose by the Khond
from the Pano by a regular system of qrimping
and kidnapping. All were acceptable, from the

Brahman or Muhammadan to the Pariah, without

distinction of ago or ^ex. The greater number
were very young children, who were purchased
or stolen, carried to the hills, and allowed to

live till-some occasion called for a sacrifice. Th(‘

rescued Meriah were placed in villages of their

own, on land granted them by Government, and

they made considerable* progress in acquiring

settled and industrious habits. The .Khond in-

habit an immense tract of mountainous* country,

covered with dense jungle,. 'Fhey are a hardy and

independent race, who looked on human sacrifice

a.s the only means of averting’ the anger of

heaven. Meriah sacrifices in the hill tracts of

Orissa have much decreased, and the Khond
have been sacrificing buffaloes, instead. The

establishment has> not succeeded in entirely

preventing Meriah sacrifices even on shote, and

on board the country ^hips plying in the neigh-

bourhood of the districts where the pract-co

jjrevails, they were rather the’ rule than ilie

exception.

The Digalo is found iir Khond communities

occupying the position of servant and counsellor

to the Khond headman or Moliko : he is of the

Pano caste, a race possessing more* cunning than

the Khond, and exerci8ing.much mdircct influence

in consequence, 'fhey are thieves and kidnappers,

and officiate as priests at Meriah rites. Their

influence is exercised usually for evil.

MERIANDRA BENGALENSIS.. BeniL

Kafur ka patta, . Hind.
|
Sima karpttram, . • Tkl.

A plant 6i the family of Labiata), with a

camphor-like smell and taste, in use amongst the

people of India as a medicine. Its leaves are

stomachic, equal to Salvia officinalis. M. stro-

bilifera, Amurtoo, Hind., liaa a strong camphor-

Itke fragrance.

—

O'Sh, p. 492. ,

MERISTA L^VIGATA, theTipautreeof New

Zealand, grows straight, 16 to 20 feet high, its

wood is Jiard, heavy, and durable, and is use

for poles.

—

G. Bennett. •
. ,

,

MERKARA or.Madhukeri .or Mahadevapet,

the chief town of Coorg, i^.in lat. 12° 26 ^
and long. 75® 46' 56"- E., on a table-land 88^
feet above the sea, 130 miles south-west tro

Bandore. The fort is situated on an emmenct



MERODACH. MERV

cff considerable natural stren^h, but commanded another designation of the snowy chain; and
by neighbouring hills. Merkara is said to have hence naountain streams arc -called in Sanskrit
been founded in 1681 by Muddu Raja

; the sillptee. Syeela bears the same attributes with
original seat of the family had been at Habri. the Phrygian Cybele, who was also the daughter
Merkara was captured by the Madras army on of a mountain of the same name; the one is

the 6th April 1884. The raja’s palace, a spacious parried, the other drawn, by lions,

building, is supposed tO have been built by an Meru mountain is famed in the* traditions of
Italian, who is said to have been bricked up in a the ancient Hindus. Pamir is the country about
wall aa soon as the building was finished. Vera- Meru (upa-meru). Meru seems to mean strictly

jenderpet is 20 miles on the road leading to the terrestrial orb. The Greeks also metamor-
Cannanore from Merkara. ’ phosed Parvat Pamir, or ‘the mountain Pamir,’

Fraserpet is 20 miles from Merkara. The river into Paropamisan, applied to the Hindu Koh west
Cauvery runs past it, and forms the ’boundary of Bamiaii; but the Parvat put Pamir, or ‘Pamir
between. Coorg and Mysore. The S.W. mon- chief of hills,’ is mentioned by the bard Chand as
soon, which always rages throughout Coorg from being far east of that tract, and under it resided
June to November, is scarcely felt at Fraserpet. Knmira, one of the great feudatories of Prithivi

Coorg became one vast coffet^ plantation, and raja of Dehli.

estates were vigorously, cleared wherever they - Until the middle of the 19th century, the
abutted on the road, by whicli produce could Hindus at Hikauir, Rajputrtna, taught that the
alone be carried off. ’ mountain Meru is in the centre, surrounded by
MERODACH was a favourite Babylonian god. concentric circles of land and sea. The Brahmans

From the earliest times the Babylonian monarchs supposed that, as there is sea at the coasts, there
placed him in the liighest rank of deities, wor- must be aiternate circles of land and sea. Sciine

shipping him in .conjunction with Ann, Bel, and Hindus regard Mount Mern as the North Pole.

Ilea, the three gods of the first triad.

—

Jiawlin,'<on\'i 'IMie astronomical views in the Puranas make the .

Religions^ p. 68. heavenly bodies turn around it.

—

Cole. Mj/fh. Hirul.

AlEROE, in Ethiopia, a country mentioned in p. 2,')3; 71/oer, p. 270; Hindu Theatre, \. p. 241

;

the Scriptures, corresponding to the present Jhniscn, i, p. 481; Tod's Rajasthan, i. p. *24;

kingdoms of Nubia and Abyssinia. It was also AVowc/ynuu, lib..i. p. 286.

called Seba, as also Meroc. It is named in Milton’s MERUTUNGA, a learned man of the Jaina

Paradise Lost, when dfcacribing the inhabitants sect, who flourished in the 15th century, and wrote
of the world,— .several historical books.

. ,
‘ some from farthest south, * MERV is situated in an oasis of the same

Syono, and where the shadow both way falls, name. It was the capital of the ancient Mar-
Meroe, Nilotic isle.’

. giana, is said to have been founded by. Alexander
It was at one time occupied by Arabs under a the Great, and became the residence of one of

settled form of government, who conquered Nubia his succes.sor8, Antiochus Nicator, who called it

and harassed, the Thebans. Buring the earlier Antiocha Margiana. In more modern days it was
centuries, all these Arabs were easily conquered one of the four imperial cities of Khorato, and
by the Egyptians.

—

Sharpe's Egypt, i. p. 104. was long a seat of many of the sultansr of Persia,

MEROOT,- also called Idaan, a race in Borneo but in particular of those of the Jr^eljuk dynasty,

who inhabit the more billy districts towards the Alp Arslan, the most powerful prince of his time,

north, in the vicinity of Kina-Balou. They are reignc<l here for a number of years in all the

said to sacrifice* hirtnaii. victims like the Kyan. pomp and S
2
>londoiir of oriental magnificence.

The Idfian, of different jflaces, go under different The Merv of to-day is a cluster of Turkoman
denominations, and have different languages, but in cncanqiinents. ’Fhe old city of Merv (the Mar-
their manners and customs they seem to be nearly giana Antiocha of the ancients) is 12 miles away,

alike. The name Idaan is, in some measure, and consists of merely a number of ruins imbedded
peculiar to 4hose of the north part of Borneo- in the sands. The river Murghab, which runs

the' inland people of Passir are called Darat
;

tlnough Merv, is deep and rapid, and affords a

those of Benjar, Biajoos
;
the Subano of Magin- ijleiitiful supply of water for the numerous canals

danao appear to be the same people. The Idajui that branch off and irrigate the oasis. The number
arc reckoned fairer than the inhabitants of the of I’ekke Turkomans living in the oasis itself may
coast. The custom obtains of arranging human bo roughly reckoned at 100,000. The country is

skulls about ther houses of the Idaan as a mark famed throughout Central Asia for its fertility

;

of affluence'.

—

J, Ind. Arch.^ 1849, p. 557. and if peace and security prevailed in the region,

MERtJ, a mythological mountain of the Hindu the surplus of the crops would be sufficient for

religionists, also called Sumeru and Jleinadri. It ' 50,000 troops. . Caravans from Khiva, Bokhara,
is the Mien-mo of the Burmese, and the Siincru and other provinces of Central Asia pass through
of the Siamese. If is termed by the Hindus in it on their way to ]\‘i‘sia, Afghanistan, and India,

their theogony; tjic n^vel of the world,* aud is tlij Most of the people pos.se8.s large flocks of sheep,

fabled residence of their deities. Hindus, Siamese, and herds of camels and horses. Their bravery
and Burmese describe this mountain differently, had passed into a i^roverb

;
and it was said that the

On one of its three peaks is Kailasa, the heaven clSms,* if united, could put forth a fighting strength
of Siva; and. on another is Swarga, or paradise of i00,00().sabres. But Russia overcame them in

Pf Indra. In the‘*Ramayana (book i. p. 236), 1888, after a few years of fighting.

Mera is the mountain nymph, the daughter of In 1786 it was sacked by the ysbak Amir of
^eru and spouse of Himavat, from whom sprang Bokhara,* and it dwindled to an assemblage of
two daughters, the river goddess Ganga, and the about a hundred mnd huts, surrounded by a small

j^ountain nymph Parvati: She is-, in the Maha- mud wall. It is on the right bhnk-of the Murghab,
oharata, also termed Syeela, the daughter of Syeel, 200 miles from Bokhara, 216 from Meshed, and
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MESAKHEE. .MESOPOTAfllA.

482 inilcs S.B. of Khiva. The atea of the plain MESONA WALLICHIANA, a labiate plant

of Merv is about 2400 square miles.. Four cities that .grows on the* ascent of the Jaintia Hills,

of Merv have bee^ in existence, and their ruins whose bruised leaves smell as strongly of patchouli’,

are still visible.- One was built by Shah Abbasj, as do those of the plant producing that perfume’

another was destroyed by'Murad Heg of Bokham. to which it is closely allied. Pogostemon pat-

The Russian Government have occupied.the Merv ohouli has been sfCid to occur in the Khassya Hill«.

oasis. The occupation is extremely important, 1 It Ls a native of the Mday Peninsula, whence the
not only from a strategical, l)ut from a coinmorcial loaves arc imported into Bengal, and so to Europe,
point* of view. The city of Herat is only some ^Hooker, Him. Joiirn. ii. p. 814-
200 miles to the south of it. Merv AVas regarded by MKSOl^lTAM IA is. the name by whicii Baby-
the Persians as the spot wlicre Adam received Ionia was designated after the Macedonian coii-

from the angel the first lesson in agriculture.— quest. . t^trictly,* it comprises all the country
Malcolm^s Persia^ \

M. Vaiinkof; Collett's between tlie Euphrates and the Tigris, but the

Khiva; KinncJr's Ceon. Memoir. name is usually r(‘3tricted to the part of it S. and
MESAKHEE, a shrubby plant of Assam, very E. of Orfa and >[ardin. The most of it is withiu

abundant. Its young bi’a.nchof5, wiiich are tender the province of Baghdad. The upper part of it is

and red-colourcd, as well as its leaves, are edible, called al-Jazirah, and the lower part Irak-Arahi.

Its fibre is well adapted for cordage, liurge Its limits were somewhat dilTercntly defined ])y

quantities grow wild in Upper Miittiik, and else- ancient writers.

where in the district. - ' Strabo says that the 'rigris ^vashes the eastern

MESEMBRYANTIIEMACEyE or ^loscmbry- side of Mesopotamia, and the river Euphrates its

acem, Liodl.^a natural order of plants, comprising soutliern and western
;
whilst the Taurus sepur-

tho genera Mesembryanthemnm, Glinus. M. cry- ates it from’ Armenia on the' nortli. Pliny, who
stfillinmn is the ice plant. The principal specres is still more distinct, 'says that Mesopotamia hns

• seem admirably adapted for fixing loose, shifting the Tigris to tin* east, the Euphrates west, the

sand. Its thick bark enables it to boar without Persian Gulf sontli, and the Taitrus north, witli a

shrinking a long privation of moisture, at the lengtJi of <Si)0 miles and a breadth of 8()() milesi

sairie time that it gives shelter to tlie lui-scent shoots the city of (’Imrax being at the extremity of the

of other plants. The mucilaginous capsules of M. gulf (lib. vi. c. xwii.). Meso])otamia extends above

edule or TIottentot fig are the chief material of 10^ in longitude, from Balis, in long. 88" T 10" E.,

an agreeable preserve. Mcsembryanthemiim nodi- to the e.stuary of the old Karun, in hit. 7" 81' 5"

llorum, at the Cape, is used in niaking^ morocco N., and long. l.S lo' 10" E.; from the shores of

leather. They are mostly Cape phiuts. ‘ the Persian Gulf, in lat. 80", to Sumoisat, in hit.

MESIIA’AB. Akah, There are throe kind.s 87"8l'.0"N. ; ils greatest width being about 170

of sticks u6cd for driving camels. The mesha’nl), miles, from Jaber Castle to Ilisn Kt'ifa on tlie

which is a branch of almond wood cut out of the Tigris, and its extreme length, nearly 785 miles,

bough so -as to h^avc an obliquely-inclined head. 'I’lic irregular tri.uigle thus formed lias a snpei’-

This is chiefly but not exclusively used by the ticie.s of nearly 70. J 17 square miles,•including llir

shcrif, and in the prince of Mecca’s hand is the shores of the gulf from the Pallacopas to the old

.symbol of. sovereignty
;

the bark is left on it Karun. .'rrufiles and wild capers, peas,, spinach,

entire. The ‘matrak’ is a longer and perfectly and the oarob, (a-ratonia siliqiia, are found in

straight peeled wand’; and the ‘ bakur,’ shorter Mt-sojjotamia. A ]k‘u called Arab addis is- ))ai‘-

.
and heavier than the last, is bent round at the ticularly good. The i)rilicipal towns of .Mvw-po-

end; both the bakur and meslia’ab are held by tamia are' Diyar Bekr, llisn Ivcifaj Jezireh, M- snl,

the straight part. -Tlie mc.slia’a.b is of immemorial Tekrit, Sain mara, and Kut-cd-Amarah alon^ rln*

use in Arabia, and is historically interesting. A Tigris; Er/.ingan,' Kiinakh, Egin, Kcbban Madcn,

mesha’ab is mentioned as ' foriuiiig part of the Malaliyah, Ibun, Kal’ali, Jbr, Rakkah, l)cir, lhi\v(l,

scanty succession of Mahomed.—JJaini/tony ^Inai. Anah, Ha<lisali, El’ Uzz, JibbUh, Diwaniyah, Lani-

AJIESIIED is in lat. 30" 15' 41" N., and long. Inn, SJieik)i-el-Shuyukli, and Knrnah along tlie

57° E. It is the ancient Tus. It i.s in Khorasan, Eu])!irates
;

in addition to Suverek, O’fah, Haran,

and is famed for tlie tomb or mausoleum of Imam Soroug, Jhis-i l-ain, Mardin, Nisibis, Siujar, Kl

Raza, in which the remains of Ilarun-ur-Rashid Hadhr, Kerboltih, Meshed Ali, Satnawah, Zobeida,

are placed. and many other villages, both in the molmtains

Nadir Shah entered Dehli on the Dth March and along the streams, lietween the two great rivers.

1789, and, in returning from India, retained all Grane or Quado, Mohammarali, alid Biisrali arcthc

west of the Indus at Attoek. He wa.s assas- ports; and the last, .being the principal, is eext

sinated in his tent at Meshed jn Khorasan, by in importance to Baghdad, the ciipital.

three of his officers, on 8tli Juno a.d. 1747. The inhabitants consist of Arabs, Osmanli Turks, Kurd,

fate.of Nadir Shah has been tlms recorded, doubt- Turkoman, Syrians, Je.ws, and Christians. Amwe
less by some mullah :

‘ Nadir baditzakh raftj is the general langmige, Turkish, .Kurdish, Chal-

Nadir is gone to the abyss of hell. Those letters dee, Syriac, and Syro-Chaldsean' dialects being

give 1161, the year of the Hijira which corresponds the exceptions. The Sunni Muhammadan religmn

with A.D. 1747.—Fraser's Journey. is prevalent
;

biit in Upper Mesopotamia there are

MESHED ALI, a town of Turkish Arabia,, 80 many Christians of the creed of Nestorius (somn

miles from the ruins of Babylon. It contains the of whom have become Roman Catholics),

tomb and mosque of Ali. ' li was the capital of Jacobite as well as Roman Catholic Syrians,

the Arab and Christian dynasties till taken by the The races that have ruled here have been

Saracens in the 7tb century. *
•

* *
•

.
and from the most remote times, and remiiaa

JiIESMERISM is largely practised by the are still to be traced of former dominant
.

Chinese, especially m the Toong Koon district of in the varied languages still spoken. The prese

Kwang-tung.—Groy, i, p. 265. rulers are the Turks of Constantinople.*
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MESFILUS GEKMANICA- METALJS.

MESPILUS GERMANICA. L.

lTkuj,Shaj«rat-ul-dub,*AR.
1
LarCosi Keel, . . Hind.

Common edible medlar
;
common in many parts

of Europe, and occurring in English hedgerows.

MESSIAH, a title 'of Jesus, born of Alary.

Jt is from* the Masah of the ArAbs, and is the

Christos of the Greeks. Anointed' is an epithet.

St. Peter (Acts x. 38) tells us that God had
anointed 'Jesus of Nazareth to be the Christ.

This is held to mean specially set apart for God’s
service—whether perscjjis or things, required

anointing; juid the anointing of di.'sus was tlic

work of tiie Holy Glujst (Acts x. 38), lirst, at

liis conception (liUke i. 3.')), second, at his bap-

tism (Matthew iii. 13). Thus the term, as applied

to Jesus, is not a name, but the expression of his

office^ a title, whether exprcssefl l^y a Greek,

1 lebrew, or English >v6rd, (Jhrist, Messiah,A noi ntod.

MESTRI or Mistri, a carpenter, mechanic,
mason, artiheer, a chief builder, a master mason.
MESUA,*a genus of plants of the order Gar-

ciuiacea) or Glusiaceje. All the species have a
very hard, heavy, rcddish-eolourtsl timber, known
as iron-tvood, and pcrliaps the luirdcst and heaviest

timber in India. Axemen dislike very much to

fell them, as they turn the edge of their axes. Theii-

\YO()(l is most valiial)le for engineering purposes,

and is largely used in Ceylon.

Amongst tlio described speeies are M. Coro-

inandelina, Ik. /«., Jif. feiaea, Ik. /c., M. pedun-
eulata, Ik. A*., M. pulcliella, Planch^ of Ceylon,
M. Uoxburglni, Ik., andM. speciosa, Choistf. It

is relating to one of them thfit the Runnese
siiy that ‘their next Buddha, Afee-ina-taya, will

enter the divine, life while musing ])eneaili its

liallowed shades, hence it is a favourite ti*ee with
the Buddhist priests of Burma, who’ plant it

around their momvsteries.' In Sanskrit it is called

nagakesara.

MESUA’ COROMANDEIJNA. Ik.

•M.feia-ea, W. and A. Prod.
|

:\[. pnlchclla, Phva'h. 'i

^^ag’ha,N^lg;l'champa, kti). I Niingal, .... Tam.
Miillay nangal, . . Tam.

|
Nir-naug, ... „

This is a very handsome tree, common in most
of the mountain forests on the western side of
the Madras Presidency, growing with its coiigciier

M. speciosa, from wdiich it is readily known by
its -inuch. smaller leaves and llowers. On the

Hnnevelly ghats it is very abundant, and. its

timber much in use
;

it is there called Nir-Naiig,
to distinguish it from Mesua speciosa, wliicji is

called Nang. This species is much iu use w'ith

the natives in Tihncvelly,'aud is looked upon as
one of the best timbers

;
but iu the Wynad and

other parts, where it is also abundant, it is not
utilized, and seems* hardly to be known.

—

Thw,
PI, Zeylan.

; Beddome^ PI. Stflr,

mesua KOXBUKGHIL Ik i//. Iron-wood.

M. ferrea, It. n. i). 005.

Buum. Naga-keaara, . Sansk.
Hind. Tnil maram, . .Tam,
Mahr. Qhikati inanu, . Tkl.

Mal. Naga-kesiira chettu,

_ , Sans. ,

Suvarnain,

.

I'he blossoms arc remai'kable for their fragrance,
‘'^nd are sold in the bazars of India under the name

Nagkesar. Sir 'VVilliam Jones says that the
uehciouB odour of its blossoms justly gives them
^ place in the quiver pf Kama t)eva, the- Hindu
g<>^ioflove. ,,*.

Aen-gau, Gungau,
^agkesar,.

heluta-champagam,

. . .
‘ with foot as light

As tho young musk roe’s, out she flow,

To cull each shining loaf that grew
Beneath the moonlight’s hallowing beams,
For this enchanted wreath of dreams ;

Anemones, and 8c.as of gold,

And new-blown lilies of the river,

And those sweet flowerets that unfold
Tlieir buds on Cama-deva’s (juiycr.’

It flowers in the beginning of the warm sfeasoii.

The wood is very strong' and tough. The seeds
arc contained in a strong brown skin,—ono, tw'o,

I

or ihret; in each. AVTien riiiue, the skin bursts,

!
and th seeds drop out. The oil is an excellent

remedy for cutaneous diseases; dried buds, con-
sidered a teiuperate remedy, used in coughs,

I

especially while attended with much cxpectora-

j
tioii .— Ji 1).

MESUA SPECIOSA. Chmy.
Mesua ferrea, Linn.

|
Deya-na-gass, , . SiNOH.

A tree of Nepal, and growing on the banks of

streams in the liatnapura district of Ceylon.

—

Thr.
‘ ME8UE. • Two of this name, both of Ihem Nes-

torian Christians, were iu medii;al practice at

Baglidad,—.lohn, the elder, in the 8th and 9th,

and the younger in the IbUi century. John of

Damascus was president of the college at Baghdad
fouii(le<l by the khalif. Mamoon, A.I>. 813. He
wrote severaLworks, which have disappeared, but
he w'.as the lirst who ma<le correct translations

into Arabic from tlie works of the Greek physi-
cians, especially of Hippocrates and Galen.

The jMjunger Mesne wrote a treatise on Materia
Medica and Pharmacy, Yvhicli for a long time was
held ill great e^stimation, and w'us rcpublfshcd and
commented upon so late as the Kith century. He

' mentioned several new, remedies, and was doubt-
less in advance of tin* knowledge of thi* day.

^lET. 8 int). a clay quarried near Hyderabad
and other places. The Persian name is Gil-i-sar

shui, ‘the. liead-washiiig clay.* Wheiianixed up
with rost* leaves, it makes anything .but a Vxid

wash-ball.

—

Ihirton\s Srindcyi. p. 31.

METAL8 imported into India consist of wrought
brass, cojiper imw rought and wroiiglit, cast.or 2>ig

iron and wrought iron, lead ore, f^ig lead, wrought
lead ill sheets, pities, and tubes, quicksilver and
steel, tin uiiwroughb and wrought, zinc. These

Avill be found noticed under their individual

names, but the total quantities and value imported

were as under :

—

1874-75, .... 94,375 tons. Rs. 2,00,71,224

1870-77, . . . ’140,937 „ 3,50,20,494

1882-83, . . . 203,938 „ 4,01,38,588

The metallic products of the East Indies coiii-

pris(' antimony, ars(‘nic, chromium, cobalt, copper,

gold, iron, lead, , manganese, mercniy, nickel,

jilatiiiunq silver, tin, titanium, and zinc.

Metal casting in India is very Jargely practised,

and the processes are of great siiiqilicity. The

natives generally preimrc a model in wax, and

imbed itrin moist clays, which, after being dried

in the sun; is heated iuMhe Are, the wax run oUt,

and the metal run in. A better plan, where

accuracy is required, is to cut the model in lead,

and, having bedded it in clayj it may, when tho

mould is diy, be melted and run out, and the
metal rim in. In Manbhum, a core is made of

plastic clay, all carefully shaped to*the internal

form of the fish or other object to be imitated.

This core is then baked and indurated. On this.
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the pattern designed to be represented is formed
with clean beeswax. This done, and the wax
having cooled, it becomes tolerably hard. Soft
clay is moulded over all. -The whole is then baked,

the heat indurating the outer coating of clay, but
softening the wax, which all runs out of the mould,
leaving empty the space' occupied by it. The
mould beidg‘sufficiently dried, the molten brass .is

' poured into the empty space, and, when cool, .the

clay is broken away, when the figured casting is

seen. These are* untouched after the casting,

excepting on. the smooth and flat surfaces, whicli

are roughly filed. The Chinese excel in all work-
ing in metals; in ordinary blacksmith work, metal

and yet which we are impelled to seek after, in

order to explain thieflife. All guilt must be expi-

ated
;
but tuQ final issue, though reached only after

the lapse of unnumbered ages, wUl be the. triumpii

of the good, the general reconciliation, and a life

in God will be* the eternal heritage of the soul.

Thousands of years before Christianity annoimced
the certainty of immortality, the thre^ civilisations

of the Egyptians, the Brahmans, and the Druids

believed that the human soul died not after death.

Abu Zaid, the historian, writing in a.d. 916,

mentions that in Balhara and other parts of India,

men burned themselves on a pile, influenced by
their belief in a metempsychosis; and he adds that

smelting, alloys, particularly their white metal of
|
when a man or woman became old, he or she

copper, zinc, iron, silver, and nickel, their sonorous

gongs -and bells, one a*t Pekin being 14J feet by
13 feet, and their ingenious metallic mirrors, some
with engravings. The Burmese, also, arc skilled.

Indian metal ware, is of several descriptions,

some of it being much admired by Eurq^eans.

The black, engraved w*ork of* Moradabad, N.W.

begged that they might be thrown into the fire

or into water. The Tibetan Buddhists count six

classes of existence, viz! four bad, those in hell, the

brute, asur, and yidag
;
and two good, those as

man abd God.

—

Fraser's 1868
;
Bimsm

;

Elliofs Histilry^ pp. 1-9
;
Haughton's Menu^ p. 406.

METEORIC P'lRES. The shahaba or wandering
Provinces, is Well known, and so is ’the Tanjofe

j

meteoric fires, on fields of battle and in the places

brass ware. Madura men also manufacture brass
j

of great sacrifice, produce a pleasing yet melau-

. vessels, to sell to the pilgrims.

—

Messrs. Morrison^

Rohde^ Cal. Cat. Ex. 1862.

METARI. Tel. A headman amon|y the lower
castes, as palanquin-bearers, washermen, cow-
herds, etc. Qii. Mehtari.

METAIYALT, a Shiah Muhammadan sect in

Palestine, 'supposed to be ancient Syrians.

METCALFE, CHARLES. THEOPHILUS, a
• Baronet of Great Britain, afterwards created a

Baron of the Empire, a civil servant of the E.I.

Company in Bengal. Before he wivs twenty yearn

of age, he served at the court of Siiidia, under the

Resident, Colpnel Collios. When only tvventy-ihree

years old, ho was sent by Lord Minto on a mission

to Ranjit Singh at Lahore. He met the maharaja

at KuBBOor on the 11th September 1 808, On the

25th AprH 1809 he concluded a treaty stipulating

that the maharaja should retain possession of the

territories to the north of the Sutlej, but refrain

from all encroachments on the possessions of the

chiefs on the left bank of the river, who were now

choly effect, and are the source of superstitious

dread and reverence to the Hiiidu, having their

origin in the same natural cause as the wandering

;
fires of Odin, the phoephorcscence produced from

; animal decomposition.

—

Tod's Rajasthan.

METEORIC IRON. A mass, 15 inches long and

12J inches broad, was found imbedded in the .soil

on the top of the forest-clad Kurruckpur Hills,

' near Monghir. The liilbnen exhumed it, and for

I

many years woi*«hipped it. It was sent to the

: museum of the Bong. As. Sac.

METEORITES. Till the beginning of the 19tli

century, the fall of stones from the sky, aeroskler-

ites, aerosiderolites, and aerolites, seemed an evi*nt

! Bo‘ strange, that neither •scientific men nor. the

mass of the people could be brought to credit, its

possibility. Such falls are, indeed,* recorded by

the early writers of many nations, Hebrew, Chiii( .so,.

Greek, and Roman
;
but the witnesses of these

I

events li;id been in general laughed at for their

! delusions. The oldest undoubted sky-stone at

taken imder British protection. He rose to be •
present kno^yn is that which, though after the

Governor-General of India, was afterwards Gover-
nor of Jamaica, and subsequently Governor-Gene-
ral of Canada. He was Covernov-General of India

from the 20th March 1836 *to the 4th March 1836,
and during his administration a free press was
given to that country.

METEMPSYCHOSIS, or transmigration of tlie

soul, is believed in by the Hindus and Buddhists

of Ashi) aibl by all the pre-Aryan aboriginal races

in British India. The metempsychosis doctrine

seems to haye been held coeval amongst the

Brahman^ and Egyptians. The Pythagorean sect

Revolution in France removed for a time to the

library at Colmar, is once more suspended by a

chain from the vault of the choir of the parish

church of Ensishoim in Elsass.

'Phe famous mass known as the Pallas-iron,

w^eighiiig 1500 lbs., of which the greater part is

now in the museum at St. Petersburg, was met

witli at Krasnojarsk by the traveller Pallas in

the year 1772, and had been found on the surface

of Mount Kemirs, between Krasnojarsk and

Abekansk in Siberia, in ther midst of schistose

mountiiiiis : it was regarded by .the Tartars as a

I !• ji • i* 11 <• 1 IS
of Magna Grecia.seem to hare, derived it from holy, thing fallen from heaven. The interior is

Egypt. In the Institutes of Menu, at Tea.st thirty

different creatures are named into whose bodies

malefactors arc imj)risoned, according to their

crimes, the scale descendiftg .down to such parti-

culars as that he who stole perfumes should be
chauged^into a mui^-rat. Meteffipsychosis is the

idea that a human* being guilty of sensual sins

should bo changed into an animal that is gnly
cotascious of the senses. But metempsychosis,
aOiwrding to Bunsen, is the recognition that there
iiSf d solution of ‘the enigma of existence, which is

not to be found in the term of a single life on earth,

934

composed of a ductile iron, whibli, though brittle

at high temperature, can be forged either cold or

at a moderate heat.
* ‘ ’.10

At 8 o’clock on the .evening of December 1

1798, many stones fell at Krakhut, 14 miles froui

Benares, in India (S. 160) ;
the sky was Pf”

W
serene, not a cloud having been seen since Deco

her 11, and none being seen for many days m •

Accoiraing to the observations of severe Europe
>

as well as natives, in different parts of the ^
‘

th*e fall bf the stones was preceded by ^e ®p^a

ance of a ball of fire, lasting for onlya few instants,
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and accompanied by an explosion resembling

thunder. After an explosion are generally heard
sounds which have been variously likened to the

flapping of* the wings of wild-geese, to the

bellowing, of oaCen, to the roaring of a fire in a
chimney, to the noise of a carriage on the pave-
ment, and to* the tearing of calico

;
these -Hounds

are probably due to the rush of the .fragments

througli. the air in the neighbourhood of the
T)bservers. Sometimes the fragments reach the

ground before the sound of explosion is heard,

.proving that the break-up has taken place while

the velocity of tlie . meteorite was considerably

higher than that of the sound vibrations (1100
feet a second).

As to the nature of the matter of which these

meteorites, are composed, about 24, and those the

most common, of the 04 elements at present recog-

.ufeed as constituents of the earth’s crust, have
been met with, while no new element lias been dis-

.
covered. The most frequent are iron, magnesium,
silicon, oxygen, and ,sulphur

;
next follow alii-

ininiuin, calcium, nickel, carbon, and phosphorus;
while in smaller quantity occur hy<lrogen,

nitrogen, lithium, sodium, potassium, titanium,

chromium, manganese, cobalt, coppiu*, arsenic,

antimony, tin, and chlorine. All of these are

met with in the combined state, but some, among
which may bo mentioned iron, carbon, and sulphur,

are present also in the elementary condition.

There ig no record as to where all that have
1‘allcii in India have been placed. The stones

which fell at Paruallee in 1857 were lodged in

the Government Central Museum, ^ladras, and
the Muddoor stone of 1865 was placed in. the

Mysore Museum.

Name of Fell aad Locality.

Mouza. Khoorna, Sidowra,
Gorakhi)ur District, ,

Bubuowly tndigo Factory, 19, .1805

Siipuhee, Gorakhpur,
Gojialpur, Jessore, , . . May 23, 1865
Sherghotty, near Gya, Bcrar, Aug. 25, 1865
Muddoor, Mysore, . . . 8ci)t. 21, 1865
Udipi, South Canara, April 18^
I’okhra, near Biistee, Gorakh- May* 27, 1866

pur, •

Jamkheir, Ahmadiiaggnr, . Oct. 5, 1866
Khetric (Saiikhoo, Phulee, to. 19,1867

etc.), Kejputana, .

Ooali>ara, Assam, .... Found,
liodran, Multan, .... Oct. 1, 1868
Motecka Nugla hamlet, Dec. 22, 1868

Glioordha, Bliurtpur,
Tjabe, Padangan, Java, . . Sept. 19, 1869
Bandong, .Java, .... Dec. 10, 1871
Dyali)ur, Siiltanpur, Oudh, May 8, 1872
Jhiing, Panjab, • . . . June 1873
Kliairpur, 35 miles K. of liaha- Sept. 23, 1873

willpur,
Sitathali, Baepur, Bajputana, Mar. 4, 1875
Nageria, Fathabad, Agra, .' April 24, 1875
Judesogeri,' Kadaba Taluk, Feb. 16j 1876

Mysoi'e,

I^amlapur, (Toraklqmr, . . Sept. 5, 1878

4,050-6

200*0

147*0

.
126*8
407*3

3,306*0
45*9

18*8

.13*1

1,187*0

.
’ 66*5

407-9

13*8

14*0

269*8

1,984-0

2,991*0

600*0
8-5

136*1

2,245*0

METEOROLOGY, in its coimection* with the

East Indies, the people and their industries, has to

be notice<l with reference to its rainfall and its

winds. For the latter, the articles Cyclones,

Famines, Monsoon, Storms and Winds may be seen.

All the dearths and famines of India and* the

south . of Asia have be’en the couscqucuco of

iusuflicient rainfall and droughts in particular

districts, and in some of them millions have
])erished for want of food.

Nuiiic of Full end Locality.
Oalf (»f Fall I W» iglit in

or Find.
|

(lianiB.
AVKJIAGE ANNUAL KAINFALL AND TEMPERATURE. •

Panimbauam, Socrakarta; .

Nedagolla, Mirangi, Vizagapa
tarn,

Krakhut, Benares, . . .

Uloradabad, Bengal, . . .

Near GuiTamkonda, between
Punganur and Kadapa,

Kaee, Sandee District, Oudh,|
Akbarpur, Saliarimpur, . .

Chandakapur, Berar, . .

Maiiegaum, near EidUlabad,
Kandesb, .

Agra (Kadonah), ....
Futtehpur, N.E. of Allah-
abad, *

Bithur and Shahpur, N.W.
of Allahabad,

Ambala,
Mhow, Ghazipur, ....
Durala, Paty.ala, . . .

•

.

Charwallas, near Hissar, .

Assam,
Shalka-,.Bancooi-a, Bengal,
Busteo, between Gorakhpur
and Fyzabad,

Seggrowleej Bengal, .

lamallee, Madras, .

Begu (Quenggouk), .

Panj^nga, Philippines, . .

S.E. of Bhurtpur,
Kusiali, Kamaon, . : .

Dhtfhnsala, N.E. of Panjab,

( (Qatahar.bazar),)

rrfeofRutlam, .

40 miles N..of«Dacca,
^lAu’bhum, Bengal, . . .

1866
Jan. 23, 1870l

Dec. 19, 1798
1808
1811

Ijaii. 29, 1838
April 18, 1838
June 6, 1838

June 29, 1843

Aug.' 7, 1822

Nov. 30, 1822,

1822 23i

Feb. 16,1827
Feb. 18, 1815
June 12, 1834
Found 1846
Nov. 30,1850;
Dec. 2, 1852;

Mar. 6, 1853

Feb. 28, 18571

Dec. 27,1867
1859

Mar. 28, 1860

June 16, 18C0
July 14,1860

May , 12, 1861

Mar. 16, 1863
Aug. 11,186S

Dec, 22, 1803

20*6

163-5

12,588-0
37-8

538-7

.1,404-0

1,000-0

'l,205-7

61,361 -0

654-0
1-8

• 353-3
4-1

12,407**()

13,071-5
843-0

5,0^-0
158-5
48-0

462*7
122*9

93

Abu, . .

Ajmir, . .

Akola, , .

Akyab, , .

Allahabad,.
Bangalore,,
Bellary, ,

Bombay, .

Oalcutta, .

(Jiakrata, .

Clierrapunji,

Cliikalda, .

(ddttagong,
Cuttack, .

Darjiling, .

Deesa, . .

Delili, . .

Goalpai a, .

Hazaribagh,
Jacobaba’d,

Jubbulpur,
Kjindy, . .

Kurachec,

.

Lahore,. .

Lucknow, .

Madras, .

Malegaon,

.

Moulmcin,
Multan,
Murree, .

Nagpur, .

NeweFa Elia,,

Pacbmarhi,
Pf^^na, . .

Poona, . .

Rainfall.
M can
TTiio4 Max. Min. Altde

Indies.
ilP'AI

,

Fahr.
Tern]!.* Temp. Fcet.‘

(;2-36 68*1 97*2 32*8 4000
23-34 77*3 118*0 48*8 1800.

27*05 78*7 113-7 .36-7 929
'

196-63 78-9 100-5 47*3 21
35-92 77*6 119*0* 36-0 298
35-38 73-6 98*3 48*9 3131
17-33 81-1 108 *,‘1 53-0 1500
74-20 78-9 .94*9 68*0 14
65-80 79:3 106-0 51*4 18
59-96 56*1 91-0 18*7 706(5

350-615 4460
58-13 71*1 103-0 44*7 3773

103-73 77*7 99-0 45*4 90
55-60 80*7 118*0 48*8

118-24 54-0 84-2 26*0 6886

23-75 '79*7 111-2 39:2 474

27*30 77*2 121-2 hi *8
. 716

93*34 75*0 99-7 42*0 120
18*52 74*4 110-0 37*3 2010
4-86 77 ‘5 119-5 31*6 213

.52-32 75-3 114-5 32*3 1306

81-27 76*4 88-2 61*4

7*61 77*6 110-4 41*6 36
21-48 75*0. 127*0 27*0 1000
41*69 78*0 119*0 30*0 364

. 48-51 82*4 109*6 61*4 58
23-52 78*6 108*3 39*3 1480

180*39 79-6 101*6 66*2 87
7*52 76-0 127*8 26*0 408

58-44 56*8 103*0 18-0 7618
43-43 78*8 117*1 43*2 1025
99*45 59*1 79*0 23*0 ...‘

80-9^ 69*0 1070 30*0 3688
30*00

*

- 172
30*41 77*6 ioi-2 66*1 1800
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Station.
Rainfall.

Inches.

Mean
Heat.
Fahr.

Max.
Tom If.

Min.
Temp.

Altile.

Feet,

Port Blair, . 117-39 80-6 99-0 67-0

Jilangoon, . . .
• 99-69* 79-6 106-7 67-4 41

Rawal Pindi,

.

33-89 69*2 124-0 20-0 1709
Robrkep, . . 40-92 74-0 11 0-0 29-7 905
Sambalpur, „ 54-18 79-2 114-5 30-5. 4.59

Saugor, . . 47-23 75-8 hl4'0 40-3 1944
Seoul, . .

•

.

.49-02 74-4 112-0 37-4 2043
Shillong, . . 80-93 ' 02-2 84-0 32-5 4951
Sibsagor, . . 93-98 73-0 99-5 39:1 400
Silcliar,. . . U7-^l 75-5 99 0 42 0 87

Simla, . . . 70-20 .54-5
.

90-0 20 0
1

7159
Sirsa^ . . .

15-17 757 110-S 29-9
1

702
Trichnjopoly,. 88-70 82-9 107-0 .59-0

1

275
Wellington, . 40 01 -2 1 83-4 37-4

1
0100

METHIN, the wild cow of the liills near

Cachar. It is the Cavfeiis frontalis, a large,

unwieldy animal, growing to a ahe beyond that

of the buffalo, and is reared by*the Kuki and
hill tribes for slaughter.

METHONICA SUPERIIA. Linn.

Gloriosa superba, Linn. •

Eesha-nungula, . Bencj. Kookora-neja, Kknc.
Ulatchandul, Longool, ,,

Cariart, . . Hinj).

A pretty flowering plant of India.

METROSIDEHOS (from the heart of a

tree, and ailyipocy iron), a genus of.plants belonging

tp the natural order ^lyrtacea), so named because

of the hardness of their inner woods. M. lucida,

a beautiful tree, occurs as far south as Auckland

Islands, in lat. oOi" S. M. ludyniorpha, a tree of

the Sandwich Islands, is said to be the plant from

which arc .made the clubs and other Aveapons

employed in warfare by the South Sea Islanders.

M. vera, of China ? Juva, and' Amboyna, is Vaid

*to furnish the iron-Avood of China. It grows

among racks. M. ditfusa is a tree of New
Zealand. Tjie Aki or lignum vitro of Ncav

Zealand, the Rata and the Pohhrucawa of

the same country, all belong to this genus.

M. buxifolia, Allan CunnitKjhai'n^ is the Aki,

•a rambling shrub adhering to trees, and

climbing -by means of its laterar roots to the

summits of the loftiest trees in the forests of

\Vangaroa and the Ray of Islands. Dr. Roxburgh
described (ii. p. 477) M. comosa, linearis, M.

sessile, and M. vCra.

Metrosideros tomeutosa. A, Ciiunimjham^ is the

Pohurucawa. of New Zealand, a timber tree of

the rocky shores of Ncav Zealaml and North

Island, growing tO 80 feet in height, with a

stout, short trunk; timber, suitable for fraineAAmrk

in ship-building, for jetties, docks, sills.

Metrpsi(leros vera, Humph., a tree of Ara-

boyna and Java. Flower small, Avliite. The.

Chinese and Japanese value the wmod of tliis tree,

which they apply to many purposes, as tlie inakin,

of rudders, anchors, etc., for their ships and bipats.

The bark is used in Japan as a remedy in mucous

discharges, diarrhoea^ and dysentery. It is usually

mixed with some aromatic, as Penang cloves

or nutmeg.

—

Roxb. Voajt ;
Von Mueller ; Ho(j()

/

Eng. Cyc.

MEWA. Hind. Fruit. Kala fneAva is Solanum

verbascifolium. Mewa farosi), a‘ fruit-seller,

usually of the Mali caste, but in the Mahratta

country Brahmans and Kalawant or singers

follow the business in towfls. Hie fruit-sellers in

the villages are sometimesMuhammadan gardeners.

MEWAR, an independent princij^lity in Raj-
putana, often called by the name of its present

capital, Udaipur. It is ruled by a maharana, in

alliance with .the British Governhient. The
capital is in lat. 24° 87' N., and long. 87° 49' E.,

and is 2064 feet above the sea. The territory lies*

betAveen lat. 2.8° 46' and 25° 56' N., and long.

72° 50' and 75° 88' E., Avith a population of

1,448,141 souls. ^Icwaristhe inCist ancient but
not the most powerful state of Rajputana. Tlie*

Mewjir ruler is the elder branch of the Suryavaiisi,

or children of the sun. Another patronymic is

Raghiivansi, derived from a predecessor of Rama

;

but Riuna is the focal point of each scion of the

Solar race. To him, the conqueror of Lanka,,

the genealogists endeavour to trace the Solar

lines.

The ruling chief. is cdusulerod by•Hindus to be

the direct representative of Ramay from wlioiu

Avas desceiuled Kanak Sen, avIio was the fountlor

of the Udaipur family about A.D. 144. Tlu*

families of Dnngavpiir, Sirohi, and Paitabgarli

arc offshoots from .the same line. Tlie titles of

several Rajput claimants are disputed
;
but tin;

Hindu races yield unanimous suffrage to tlie

prince of Mewar as the legitimate ligir to the

throne of Rama,- and style him Hindiia Siiraj, di

Sun of the Hindus, llindu-pati, clii(d“ of tla-

Hindu race, is a title appertairdng to the ranas of

McAvar, but w'as assiiiued by Sivaji and many vassal

Raj[)nts.

Tlie Mew’ar ruler is universally alloAvcd to bo the

first of the 86 royal tribes, nor lias a doubt ever hern

raiscil respecting liis purity of descent. *Many of

the royal tribes have', been swept aAvay by time,

but the genealogist has tilled u)) tlicir place with

others, mere scions of some ancaent but foi-.gotten

stem. With the excejition of J(‘ysubnir, Mow.'u
is the only dynasty of tjiese races Avliich has

outlived eight ccntiirii'S of lurcign dominatii)U in

the same lands Avhere c«>n(|U(.'sb placet} tliem. 'Ihe

ruler still possesses neaiiy the same extent of

ierriiory Avhicli his ancestors held Avhen Mahiiunl

of Ghazni first crossed the Indus to invade India ;

Avhilc the other families noAv ruling in the north

Avest of Ibrjastlian are* the relii!s. of ancient

dynastie.s driven from the pristine seats of power,

or their junior branches, Avlio have erected their

own fortunes. This eii’cum.stance adds to the

dignity of the maharana of Mewar, and is the

cau.se of the general homage AvIiich the maha-

ranas receive, notwithstanding diminution of their

power. The capitals of ^IcAvar have been Chitore

and Udaipur. After tlie destruction of the

Balhara monarcliyof-Saiirashtra, and two centuries’

sojourn of the family in tlie Bhandor desert, B}i]>h

orBappa conquered Chitoro, and founded a<lynasty

in A.D. 727. The hereditary. title Avas changed

from (Jehlot to Aclitya. Thp title of the family

I

has, JiOwever, undergone many diauges. It was

first • Smyavahsa, then Grahilot or Gehlot, thei

Aliarya, and uoav Sesodia. These changes arise

from revolutions and locjil circumstances.

It vi^as by Bappa Rawal tb at Muhammad Kasim,

the lieutenant of the khalif AValid, is suppQScu

to have, been defeated' upon his advance to

Chitore after Ihe conquest of Sind. Bctwceii

Bappa and the accession of Samarsi to ti^ throne

of .Udaipur a period somewhat exceeding four

centuriesJutervened. In 1193, the sovereignty ot

Chitore was given * to the younger branch ;• the
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elder having been expelled, ded to the wilds,
|

ductive, and yielded no jnconsiderable portion of

founded the city of Dungarpur, and became the silver and gold
;
but the caste of miners is extinct,

ancestor of the ruling family of that state. In and ppktical reasons during theMoghul domination
1201, Rahup .was in possession of Chitore. ’Re led to the concealment of such sources of wealth,

changed the title of his family and tribe from the The most celebrated of tliese mines are undoubt-
clan name of- Gehlot to the subdivisional name of ediy those of Jawar, where the ore. is found in

Sesodia, and.^hat of its princ6 from Kawal to veins 3 or 6 inches thick, and sometimes in

Rana. From Rahup to Ijakuinsi nine jirinces bunches in quartz rock, ‘and mixed with other

of Chitore were instaHod. In the rule of this stone. Tlie })icccs are broken with a hammer,
last-named prince (a.d. 1275-129.0), Ala-ud-Din and freed from the quartz rock with which it is

besieged Chitore; and in a.d. 1303 the impori.al mixed. The pure ore, being very friable, is then

forces captured and sacked it. It was, however, pounded and freed from quartz, and placed in

almost immediately afterwards recovean'd l)y crucibles some 8 or 9 'inches high and 3.inches

Haniir, who then ruled in Mewar. On tin? loth diameter, witli necks 6 inches long and half an*

of March 1527, Baber drew up liis army in inch in diameter. The month being fastened up,

front of the entrenchments. A desperate conilict the crucibles are inverted and placed in rows on a

ensued for several hours, in which Baber ultimately charcoal furnace, when the Ore is fused in about
obtained a decisive victory, and Rana iSanga retired three, or four hours. If pieces of the quartz are

•with the wreck of his gallant army towards the allowed to rmnain with the ore, ^the crucibles

hills, resolved never to enter liis cjq>ital (*xcept in break. From x?ach crucible the <[uantity of metal

triumph. collected does not vary much, l/opper of a very
• . Rana Udai Singh was the youngest son of Rana line descrijition is likewise abundant, and supplies

8anga. During bis rule in 1508, Chitore was the currency. I8urma, or the oxide of antimony,

tiikeiiby the emperor Akbar, with great slaughter, is found on the western frontier. The garnet,

On the loss of liis capital, the rana retired to the aniethystine quartz, rock-crystal, the chfysolite,

.

valley of the Girwa, in the AravalU Hills, where and inferior kinds of the emerald family, arc

he founded the city of Udaipur, henceforth all to be found within Mewar. Iron is abundant
the cajlital of Mewar. But Akbar’s successor, I on the now alienated <lomain on the Chambal,
.lahiingir, Avhile striving for the entire subjuga-

|

but lead least of all. Marble quarries also

tion of Mewar, was twice; defeated by Kami
I

added to the revenue. The rich mineral pro-

.

Umra. *
.

' duets enabled ‘the Mewar family long to struggle.

A section of the AravalU range of mountains
|

against superior power, and to raise those

extends over the south-western portion of the
j

magniUeent structures which ornament their

stat(;, from the city of Udaipur to the frontier of i kingdom. In Mewar An was the oath of ullegi-

Sirohi, whence it stretches nortliwards through ance
;
in Col. Tod’s time three things in Mewar

Kumaimir totvards Ajmir,. sejmrating Udaipur were royalties,—a subject could not meddle with

from Jodhpur. Northward of Kimialmir, this the An or oatli of allegiance, the Dan or transit

mountain tract is called ^lliairwara
;

its breadth dues on conimevee, and the Kan of mines of

here varies from 6 to 15 miles, and itsdeejiand the precious metals. The rana of Mewar
rugged valleys and gorges have in all ages is the <lowan or vicx'gerent of kSiva, and when
afforded Iuiui4s ta the Bhils, .Minas, and .Mhaiijs, he visits the temple of Kklinga he supersedes

and other aboriginal or half-blood tribes. Soiitli- the high ])riest in his duties, and performs the

ward of* Kumaltnir the range is inhabited by. ceremonies.

communities of the aboriginal raises acknow- The shrine of Kklinga is endowed with 24

leilging no paramount jiower, and paying no large villages fioin the lisc, besides parcels of

tribute. Aborigines occupy the several hill ranges, land from the cliieftains.

—

Tod; Cojituin Jlrooke

;

viz.‘ the Mhairs on tiie north-west, tlie Bhils on Aitcheson. *

the south, and the Minas on the north-east. The aMKWASI, a predatory, turbulent, tribe in

Mhiiirs and Minas live in villages; but Bhils North Gujerat. They Occupy several villages in

generally occupy a pal, tliat is a number of the ravines in tlie Nariad jiargana, north* of the

houses, each built upon a hillock at some little Mahi river. They are settling. to agricultural

distance from Its neighbour. A
.
pal, therefore, pursuits.

may cover scvin-al square miles of ground. Tiie MJ'AVAT, a tract lying* south of Dehli, and

object of the Bhils in tlms building their dwellings including parts of thojiritish districts of Muttra
i« to -render it impossible to surprise a whole and Gurgaon, a coiisideralile portion of Ulwar,

village at once. A single individual may be and some of Bhiirtpur. For many centuries its

arrested, but the warning cry which he will utter !
people were predatory, and gave great trouble

gives the alarm to the whole community, and in to the Dehli rulers. They are now inostly all

a few minutes, the war-cry being ttikeii up from ' Muhammadans, but an; (»f ancieii-t Hineju race

;

hill to hill, the country seems suddenly to sw<irm and in the time of Prilhi-raj, the chief of Mewat
with semi-naked savages, armed and prepare I to was one of his vassals. Raja Mangal, of Mewat,
attack the intruder. Tlie Bhils are under the a Jadun Rajput, married a sister of a wife of

partial control of their own. chiefs, but rarely Pr^hi-raj. In 1205, about 100,000 were put to

I

• acknowledge any other power. And it is generally tlie sword, and* a line of fortg was drawn along
difficult for the Udaipur' darbar to coerce them, the foot of their hills. The whole of its towns
lor the climate is unhealthy, supplies are acarcc, were levelled to the ground by Jess-raj. The
and the country is extremely difficult. There- ruling race are calliJd Mewati or Khanzada. They
are few wilder or more lawless tracts through- are famous in the history of the Dehli

out tKe length and breadth of the Indian under which they were distinguished soldiers.

I*oninsula. ‘ Since the close of the 18th century the territory.

The zinc mines of Mewar were once very pro- has merged into Ulwar ‘and Bhurtpur,

937
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The mass of the population are the Meo. For the^i, and gradually they became attached to

many centuries they were highly predatory, and industrial pursuits. He built a new town, strong

they are still noted cattle-lifters. Th«y are and well fanned, with two miles of 'wcil as a

different from the dominant Mowati race, who, defence, and encouraged strangers, particularly

however, are also Iduhammadans, but are of the shopkeepers arid banias, to settle in it. Civil-

Jadu race. .The Meo of Mewat are in fifty-two isation dawned on the face of those long-troubled

clans, of which the twelve larger^ are called Pal, hills in some of Its most benignant, forms, ^hc
and the smaller Got. * Others of them are in Mhairwara Battalion transformed the wild moun-
Muttra, Bhurtpur,' and Gurgaon.- They claim to tainecra into brave and disciplined soldiers, whose
be Rajputs, but many of them are supposed to be influence on the pacification of the country ’cannot

of Meena descent.* Though Muhammadans, they be overvalued. Mhairwara rapidly underwent a

keep feeveral Hindu festivals,—the Holi, Jan’in- great social change.

—

Cole,; Campbell^ ib,

ashtmi, Dassera, and Diwali
;
and on the Amavas, MHANG or Mang are scattered through all

or monthly conjunction of the sun and moon, the northern parts of the Indian Peninsula, in

Mpo, the Ahir, the Gujar, etc., cease from labour, the Bombay Presidency, Giijerat, Kandesh, the

They do not marry in tlieir own clan or pal. Konkan, and Kolhapur. Tliey dwell outside the

They sometimes sell their daughters.

—

Malcolm's walls of the villages. They are tanners, workers

Central India ; RennelVs Memoir ;
• of //. ; in raw hides aiid leather, shoe and harness makers,

Camphellf p. 103 ;
T'od's Rajasthan: messengers, scavenges, and executioners. They

MEYA or *^Iya, a mai-tial race* of Kattyawar are never horee-keepers. Their avocations are

and about Junagarh. In the year 1872, when the most abject, and only a veiy few have ever

the nawab of Junagarh was at Bombay, a Cbarun
i
been known to have the ability to read or write,

girl named Nagbai pretended to be an incarnation They claim the right to have for food all cattl(‘

of aCharuni Nagbai.who flourished some centuries and camels and liorses that die of disease, but in

ago. She -soon got a gathering of many persons, some villages this is disputed by the Drier; and in

chiefly Meyas, with also some remnants of trie trie village of Dangopura, in 1 866 .and 1867, this

CriuTtiSoma dynasty that preceded trie present
;

point was for twenty months* under litigation, the

Baba rulem of Junagarh. They strove for the ‘ultimate decision being in favour of the. Drier,

ousting of trie nawab, and restoration of the In the Northern Dekhan are the sections Mining

Hindu dynasty, which had been driven out about Garoro, Hollar Mhaiig, Dekhan MJiang. The Mining

A.D. 1714- IVitli the consent of trie Agency, the Garoro are also styled Pharasti or migrants, as

Meyas were disarmed, and some • arrests were they have no settled abode, but move from place

made, among them* the son of Omra Meya. He to place bogging, liieir men and women assinue

was released, and a general rising occurred of the other clothes, and smear their foreheads with

Meyas, who proceeded to the Camera Hill in tlio the red kiikii, a mixture of turmeric and safflower.

Ghocr in a body, under Omra’s leadership.. The They are also conjuror;} and sleight-df-hand adepts,

Meya arc almost as bold and resolute as the from which 'they have their name Garori. The

Waghir. • men also beat the dholak when practising their

MEYKANDA TEVAR is said to have beem conjuring tricks,

born at Vennai-nullur, on the river Peunai. His The Hollar Mhang are village musicians; at

teacher*was' Paranjoti Tambiran. The Sivagnana iqarriages, play on the sannai, a w.ooden musical

Potam, his principal work, translated into English instrument, aud beat the dafra; they ani also

by the Rev. H. R. Hoisington, is considered of labourers, and go iricssagcs.

great authority.*
.

The Dekhan Mhang make brooms and imits

MEYT AIS, or Burnt Island, called also Bird from the date palm
;

are also labourers, bring

or White Island, lies in lat. 11“ 13' N., and long, wood, marry girls under agp, fall at the foot of

.47° 1,6' 30" E.,, is a barren rock 430 feet high, 04 the god Haiiumaii, but worship at a distance,

miles from Has Hambats, the nearest point on the not being allowed to approach the idol. They,

mainland. Many of the aged iiien, natives of the like the Dhcr and trie humble native Christian,

place, fetuni to Meyt to die.* are also prohibited approaching the house of any

MEZEREON, the Mazreoou of Persian writers,, Hindu, but ijtand.some yards off* and intiinate

is the Daphne mezereum. It is employed in their presence by calling out baba, or maharaj, or

medicine.' D. gnidiiim, D. laureola, spurge ayer, father, great chief, lord, and, as with the

laurel, and. other species, are also employed in Dlier, everything they have . brought aud every-

Europe. The bark of the latter forms much of thing they touch, as also the place they touch, is

what is used, even in- England, for Mezercon. unclean. If it be a metal dish it is passed through

MEZZALE. Burm. A tree gf Amherst, Tavoy, fire, and if cloth oi other material, it is washed,

and Mergui. Its wood is used for rulers, mallets, or sprinkled with water, .or placed on trie grouud

and walking-sticks
;

is of very liaudsome streaked for earth purification. They mount on riorseb^k

grain, lite palmyra wood.-^Capidin Dance. in proce^ion to their marriage, a privilege which

MHAIRWARA, a hill tract in the British they prohibit to the Drier, and to.the Teli or oilruau.

district of Ajmir-Mhairwara, Rajputana, bounded The Mhang worship the leather ropes whicli

on the north and west by Marwar and Ajmir, they make. Thcy.ajso make cakes, which tiiey

east arid south bx Mewar and Ajmir. It com- place in the ground, and over it five stones anti

prises a narrow strip of territory, 70 miles in lamp, and worship these. Thejf worship general y

length, varying in bret^th from 1 to 15 miles, all the local deities or village gods, the Aniniun,

composed of suocessive rarigerfof huge rocky hills, Ai, Mata; Musoba, Man Ai, Devi*, Kandoba, eta,

the only level country being .the vdleys running and the* Mangir or ghosts of deceased r^lativ •

between them. It w*as inhabited the Mhair or Their Manglp is the form of a hu^an ben ©

Mer. (see Mer), a predatory race of aborigines, engraved on silver or copper, intended to rep

‘Colonel DixQn's efforts welrc directed to civilisiiig sent a deceased father or mother
j
sometimes i
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casket of copper, containing a silver figure of a generally-applies it to a pedagogue or .to a son.

man. The Mangir is worshipped at the dewali The village schoolmaster has always the honour-
and dassara, and at amas or nioonleS& nights,,and ‘able epithet of Mean-ji. This word lor Sir is

full moon and aAniversaries. • The figure is wor'- knpwn to the Bedouins all over El-Hejaz
;
they

shipped .by washing and burning frankincense, always address Indian Muhammadans with this

They bury or burn their dead. They place- the word,* which has become contemptuous, on
corpse in the ground, then bring a potful of water account of the low esteem in which the race is

from the river, pour it on the body, and cover the* held.

—

Burton^s Mecca ; To(Vs JlajasthaiK

dead witli earth
;
after three days they take food MIAN, a branch of the Kaka Khcl Khatak, in

and place it over the dead. the Ilashtnagar division of the Peshawur district.

MHLECHCHA, a term applied by the Aryan They are carriers.
' '

immigrants to the peoples whom they found MTANA. Hind. A palanquin, a sword sheath,

occupying India. This name long continued to MTANA, a predatory race in Kattyawar. The
be applied to all the unsubdued tribes in India. Miana of Mallia in Mucha-Kant^i, on the banks of

The aboriginal inhabitants of India seem to have Mucha river, liave a thakur, biit own allegiance

been subdued and transformed from Mhlechcha.s only to their own cliowhattia or heads of tribes,

into Sudras by slow degrees. In the age of Menu MIANA, also called Mai, Afiani, or Moana, a tribe

they retained their independence, under the appel- in Sind, fishermen and boatmen. The Miana form
lation of Mhlechcha in *Bengal, Orissa, and the a large tribe, apart from eitlier the Jat cultivator

Dekhan; but in the earlier period whicli is referred or the Baluchi. They are the most active and^
to in the historic legends of the .AIahabhar.H.ta, the ‘ athletic race iii'Sind, with a buoyancy of spirits and
Mhlechcha and Dasya are mentioned as disputing general frank bearing unknown to the other classes,

the possession of Upper India itself with the All have villages immediately on the banks of

Arya, and, in conjunction with certain tribes con- the river, their boats and nets furnishing all

nected with the Lunar line, tluiy succeeded in that is re([uired for their maintenantie. In many
overrunning the territories of Sagara, the thirty- parts of the stream, especially near lake Manchur,
fifth king of the Solar dynasty. The Mhlechch|i whole families live entirely after the Ohineso
are alluded to in the Miidra Kakshasa, a fact fashion in their boats, having no other habitation.

coiToborative of that drama’s being written in the The women share the labour equally with the

11th or 12th century a.d., when the Pathan men, and a sturdy lass is generally seen steering

princes were* pressing upon the Hindu sovereign- or paddling tlie boat whilst the man works at the

ties. To the Hindu, every man not twice born nets, a child being often suspended in a network
is a Mhlechcha.

—

Hind. Theat. ii. p. 251. cot between the mast and rigging-, of the craft,

MHOW, a town and British cantonment in wlii'ch is always very sninll and light for the

Holkar’s dominions, 14 miles S.W. of the Indore advantagt' of easier navigation amongst the shoals

liesidency. The town is built on tlie Gumbef and creeks. Tfie Miana is the only pilot to be
river, in lat. '22® d5' N., and long. 48' K. trusted in its intricate channels. The pulla

The cantonment is miles to the S.E.,.2010 feet fishery, for wiiich the Indus is so celebrated, is

above the sea.^ conducted by this people. J^lacing on the water a

MHUD, a beer, made by the Abor. It is large earthen vessel, and commending, it to the

palatable when fresh brewed. care of Allah, the fisherman casts himself on it iu

MHYE rises in ^ small plain five miles west of such a manner that the mouth of the vessel is

Amjherra, and shortly after passing Bhopawur completely closed by the pressure of hisr stomach
;

pursues a northerly course till it reaches the he then paddles himself by means of the action of

upper confines of Bagur, where the boundary his hands and feet into the centre of the stream,

hijls give it a sudden turn westward past Mon- holding deep in the water a forked pole about 15

gaiia. Soon, however, the high mountains of feet in length, to which is attached a large net
;

Mewar bend it south, and this course it pursues, in his girdle he carries a small spear, and a check

with little deviation, till it falls into the sea in the string attached to the net indicates the moment
Gulf of Cambay, near the town of that name. It Avlien a fish is entangled. The spear is used to

is not navigable above 12 or 15 miles from its kill the fisli when drawn up after capture, and the

mouth, owing to its numerous shallows. jar receives the spoil, 'fhe Miana arc dissipated.

. MIA. Hind. The temple oC the Sintu creed of and a large proportion of the courtesans and

Japan. *
. dancing women of the country aue from this

MIAKO, a town in Japan. Fudsiyama is a tribe : they arc of very dark complexion, but

high volcanic mountain of Japan, which tradition possess regular features, and some of the women
reports to have risen in one night, and as it rose would be considered remarkably handsome. The
there occurred a depression in the earth near ' Miaiia are also poted for the manufacture of mats

Miako, which now forms the lake of Mit-su-no-
j

and baskets, which are beautifully woven from

luni. In A.D. 864 the mountain burst asunder' the* high reeds and strong grasses growing on the

from its ’base upwards, and at its last eruption in
;

edge of the rivor. Tlie Miana, when found near

1707 it covered Yedo with- ashes. It is a sacred
[

towns .and villages, occupy a distinct quarter,

ttioulitain. It is crested with snow, and presents generally outside or apart from the other inhabit-

the appearancoof a truncated cone
;
the gathering I ants. Here they sell spirits, the men beat drums

of a white cloud around its summit is a sign of :
ami sing, and the women dance and perform all

bad weather. It is *occa8ionally' ascended by I
the usual acts of courtesans calculated to allure

Japanese pilgrims for the worehip of the god of the passing stranger.— 'JPevsondtl Ohaerva-
the winds. .

*

* PP- ^8-60.

MIAN. Hind., Pers. Sir, master ;
an honorific MIANEE, a sm^ll village in Sind, 6 miles north

title appUed to holy men
;
a respectful term used of Hyderabad city. ‘Here Sir Qharles Napier, on the

h a Hindu to a Muhammadan,- who himself 17.th of February 1843, with a force of 2800 men
93d
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and 12 pieces of artillery^ encountered -a Baluch

army numbering 22,000, strongly posted on the

banks of the Fulali. The enemy were totally

routed, 5000 men being killed and wounded.
,

MIAS. Jav. The orang-utan of the Malay,

species of Pithecus. One kind, -called* Mias

cnappan or Mias pappan, has the skin of- the face

broadened out to a ridge or fold at each side.

One killed by Mr. Wallace was 7 feet 3 inches

across the arms, and 4 feet 2 inches from head

to heel. Tlie snSall mias is called by the Dyak

race Mias kassir. They live in the low swamp in

forests. - Their food consists of fruit, Avith leaves,

buds, and young shoots.* They rtirely descend to

the ground. Tlic Dyaks say that only the cioco-

dile and python will attack the orang-utan ; that

when fruit is scarce it goes for food to the banks

of rivers and to the sea, and the crocodile tries to

seize it, but it g(‘ts oh the crocodile, beats liim

with its hands and feet, teai-s him and kills him by

main strength, tearing open his jaws and throat.

The python it seizes and bites and kills. The

orang-utan is confined to Borneo and .lava. A
full-grown mias is quite a match for a naked man,

and generally before he can he killed contrives to

bite off two or tlnee fingers, or otherwise maim
the individual. Many -Dyaks are to be seen thus

mutilated by theuv.

Miiis chapin is Pithecus ciirtus. Mias pappan,

a species of orang-utan of Borneo. 3U?us raiidji,

Pithecus Brookei of Borneo.--^ i. .^)l, (>0.

MIAU-TSZK or Miao-tzu and Mau-tzu, are i

aboriginal tribes in the various liighlands iji the '

S. and W. Provinces of China proper. They are

regarded by the Chinese as barbarians, and arc
|

designated by derogatory and; contemptuous

appellations. Recent travellers,* and particularly

Mr. Colquhoun, in his'JVavols across CInjse, hav

given notices of them : the more important are its

follows :

—

notches on sticks as memoranda. On New Year’s
day they make offerings -of fish, flesh, rice, ami
spirits. ,

Kiu-ining and Ku-sing, cultivators in Fuh'Shan-chau,
"**

arc violent, qimi’felsome, treacherous, and given

,
to drink, readily seizing weapons in their drunken
bouts.

Maii-tau-miau, fanners in the Hia-yu and Ku-ohau
• districts. The women dress and ‘ornament their

hair with fan-shaped garlands of silver thread,
fastening it witli a .long skewer

; they wear two
ear-rings in each ear, and a necklace. The cuffs and
edging arc worked with figured silk. Paternnl
aunts^ daughters must marry their cousins.

Tsing-kiarig-hoh, or black tribe of Tsing-kiang, wear
.silver ornaments, and the young folk select their
own partners.

Lu-ku-lieh, or Llack Miaii of Pa-chai and Tsing-kiang,
arc pastoral

,
but <1 Well in houses, tlieir cattle below.

Tliey are diligent farmeu-s. Their dead "are kept
‘in collins fora piTiod,' and all the accumulated
dead -Jire then interred.

Pa-kchai-hoh, or the black tribes of the eight can-
tonments of the Ta-yun-fu district, are violent.
They fringe tlieir sleeves with llowereil cloth.' They
erect a ‘iMalaiig’ or hall, at which the un-
married assemble and pair off.

Heh shall, or tribes of the black hills of Tai-kung in

Tsing-kiang, live in the recesses of the mountains,
and are predatory.

Ifeh-saiig-miau, black subdued tribes of Tsing-kiang,
are liigbly predatory.

Kaii-po-miau, or (Jrown Hoard Mian, arc usually black.

. They cultivate on the bigher plateaux.
Yu-fab-iniaii of Sien-tien in ICwei-ting, at marriages

and solemn periods sacrifice dogs. The men wear
short pettico.ats, the w'omcn short bodices and
long petticoats, and fasten their hair with a long
bodkin.

'rsing-chung-miau live in Tai-kung-tiiig. The men are

notoriously predatory, and ransom their .captives

;

their women jdoiigh and weave,
Li-min tsze of Ta-ting-fu, Kien-si-chau, Kwei-yaiig-fu,

Ngan-slmn-fu, etc., are traders, and rear cattlq and
sheep, spin and weave. They arc the mpst civil-

ised of all the Miiiu tribes.

Peli’rh-tsze, or the AVJiites, live in Wei-jiing-chan, rear
" eattlo and hors(>.s. . * •

Yuh-lun follow agricultuiHJ, and weave cloths. They
are skilled arch'ers, and excel’in the use of spears

and javelins. .

Yang-lung-lo-han arc farmers, tiadeii^; their women
rear silk-worms.

Kili-mang-ku-yang live in excavations in high cliff.s,

.some reached by ladders. Their district is in

Kwang-shun chau.

Tung-miaii ciiltiATitc cotton, and enter China as

labourers. They dwell in Tion-chu, near Kin ping.

Shwui-kia-miau, i.e. the water-family I\[i:iu of the

Li-po district. Tlie men are fishers and hiiiiter.s,

and the women spin and weave.

Kiag'kia of Li-po-hien liave a festival'on the last day

of the 10th mouth, and sacrifice to demons. In the

11th monjh, the unmarried folk dfince and sing in

the fields, and choose life partners for themsclveN.

This is called marrying at sight. P.otli men and

women wear blue-flowered liandkeichiefs on tlieir

heads. *

Tsing-miaii dwell in the Ping-yiien-chau. Tliey are

farmers, but not skilful ;
they weave clothes for

themselves.
. r

Luh-iigeh-tsze of the 'Wei-iiing district in Ta-ting-fu,

are both black and white; the 'women wear long

petticoats. They bury their dead in coftiqs
;
and,

after a year, they sacrifice, and reopen the graves,

brush and wjish the bones clean, wrap them in

clotbSy and reinter thorn, and tlius clean them
annually for seven successive years. The men
wear a slender head-dress.

Peh-ngeli-ts'ze, or the Whtte Foreheads, dress in white

;

men with short, and women in long petticoats.

Yen-kia-man dwell in 8z‘-nan-fu, and are fishermen.

Tung-kia-miau inhabit Li-po-hieir. They wear blue-

dyed cloths which reach to the knees. They grow
cotton and weave v they are illiterate, and put

040

l‘eli lung-kia, or AVhite Dragon families, live in Ibo
district of I’ing-yueii in Ta-ting-fu. They dress in

white, and collect lac and forest produce. They
are a moral race.

Peli-cliung-kia live in Li-po-ting, and arc agrlcultunl.

The men wear a fox-tail on their lieads. Tlie

women are small but fair juid well made, and wear
))lue-tlyod clothes.

Tu-kih-lau live in Ka-niiig-chau, and jfiait grass into

clothing. Tlicy are labourei’s to the Ko-lo people.

Che-chai-niiau, or fiOO wild Miau fainiKes. in Ku-chan-
ting, are descendants of (JOO soldiers of the army
of ^la-san-l*aii, who took refuge there in the time
of Tai'tsuiig of the Tang dynasty. The men are

variously occupied. U'lie unmarried arrange their

own weddings.
,Si-ki-nijau live in the Tiun-chu district. Tlie women

have, green cloth wound round their thighs, with

pettict>ats reaching to the knees. The young

l>eople select tlieii own partners, and after the

birth of a cliild a marriage present of a cow is

given.

Ha-lu of Lo-kuk, in the Ting-pwan- chau district, arc

violent and predatory, despising agriculture.,

Huiig-chau-miau of Li-ping-iu are agricultural, anil

the women spin aud weave cotton cloths and

grass-cloth. The Hung grass-cloth is farfieti. .

Hch-lau-miau of Tsin-kiang-ting dwell on the plateau.

They have a town hall wlmrc public matters

ciiscitsHod

Hch-kioh, or Black-leg Miaii of Tsin-kiang-ting,

predatory, carrying spears and knives.

expedition, they draw omens from the fighting o

two crabs. A peaceful man could not get a wife.

Twan-kwau-miau, dwelling in Ta-yan-fu*. The m
have short drosses and brood trousers. The wonae

wear petticoats, and have their body exposed fro
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the waist upwards. They are very intemperate.

They collect and sell a retl grass.

Narrow'headed Miau of Yang are agricultural,' •the

women taking their share in the field ^ork. Both
men and women dress thcir'hair into a peak. The
first day of the 11th month is lield as a festival.

Lang - tsze - miau of AYei-ning .follow tlic couv?ide

practice, (in the* birth of a child, -tlio husband
takes to bed, and the wife cooks food’ for the

husband, and goes to^vork in the field, and suckles

the child. Only after a month the husband goes

abroad. AYhen a i)}ir(^^it dies, .^o soon as life is

extinct, they twist the head round backwards, so

that, as they say, ho eaii see wlio is Indiind him. .

Lo-han-miau live in Tau-kiang and Pa chai-tiiig, and
are Buddhists, making olferings on the tliinl day
of the third month. The men let their hair fall

, loose behind, and* wear a fox-tail on their heads.

Luh-tung-i, or the Six-valley Barbarians, live in Li-

ping-fu, and are able to read and write. The
womcii * spill and weave, wear many-coloured
clothes, and bind their legs with cloths in lieu of

buskins. Unmarried persons exchange portions of

their dresses, and, on a fortunate day, the spinsters,

each carrying* a blue umbrella, convey the bride to

her father’s home, whm’c the hridcigroom juivately

visits nightly, until the first child is born, on which
the bride is taken to lu'i* liusband’s honie.

(VoW'iniau live in Kwei-yaug-; they fringe the e4lges

of their clotlies and sle.cves with wldte cloth. They
dwell on the liiglier hills, and cultivate niillei.s,

and Vnu'y their dea<l on the summits of the hills.

Other tribes mentioned by Mr. (bih^uhoun are

the Ohing-pao or Kn-Khy(*ii, the Lao, Laos,

l^^i, Thai or Shan, I’o-Iioung, IMii-La, and

Yeou.—yl. /f. Coltiu/wiiK ; Cooper. See China.

MICA.
Kobuleul-arz, . Arab.' (dimmer, Da., l)L;T.,(d:u.

Kin-sTng-sIiih, . (Jni.v. Talk, . . Dik., Bkks.

Vin-sing-sliih, , ,,
Abraka, . . . Sansk.

Mica is 0116 of the constituents of granite,

gneik, and mica-slate, and give.s to the latter its*

laminated structure. It also occurs in granular

limestone.^ It is found abundantly in India ami

other parts of the woi^d. The ])rincipal mica

mines of'Behar are on the noi thcrn face of the

A^iiidliya Hills, wUcre the three districts (»f B(‘liar,

Monghii; and.Ramgarb meet. The m(>st westerly

mine is situated d7 miles in a S.K. dire(;tion from

Cya, and is in tjie <listrict of Behar; the .most

easterly njine is about (10 mile.s distant in Zillali
j

Monghir, the whole of the intermediate ()o miles

being more or less produclivo of the mineral.

The mica reaches the surface in three different

states, viz. .the good, bard, and serviceable
i

mineral
; the soft, wet, ami, llinisy luiiieral ; and

the chipped and powdered mineral. The tests

as to whether the mica is good for anything,

or whether, as the natives say, ‘it is alive,’ are its

tirnmess, specific gravity, and the power of re-

liccting the countenance free of contortions
;
the

latter test showing th*e perfect parallelism of its

individual plates, and consequent, likelihood to

split well
;
the heavier the mineral and the more

perfect the reflectign, the more valuable is the.

mineral considered; all the plates not standing
the necessary test, or of a soft and flimsy nature

without any of the brilliant sparkle of the better

sort, the natives call ‘dead mica,^ and it appears to

be in a state of decay. The plates of the superior

kind are used in all the large Gangetic cities and
•towns by the native draftsmen, whose beautiful

productions in body colours must be familiar to

moat people; by the lamp and toy-makers; by

luhamttfadans for ornameuting their tazia

or tabut, as well as for ornamenting umbrellas
and boats, ami for making artificial- flowers. The
second and third sorts are pounded and used for

ornamenting toys, pottery, the inside of houses,

for sprinkling over clgthes and turbands nit feasts,

the sparkle from which by torch -light resembles
diamonds

;
but the great consumption of the in-

ferior mineral tidies place (hiring- the Hob festival,

during whicli period the abir of pounded mica,

mixe(i with the flour of the small grain Kodu,
Paspaliini stoloiiifcrnm, Luin., and coloured with
solnc red-colouring matter, is freely sprinkled over
the votaries of those bacchanalian orgies. Mica is

the soft shining scaly part of granite, and is very
liable to decay from constant damp; it passes

intf) a gre.Tsy or so.ajiy earth or lo<ani. Mica is

mixed with lime to form a beautiful glistening

plaster for native buildings.

In Ivussia it is used as a substitute for glass,

and hence it is called Mu.scovy glass. The very
thin laniiuai arc employed for examihing objects

under the micr()scoj)e. Slips of
.
mica affi^rd a

convenient substitute for pla^num foil in chemical
ex])eriinents on the effect of heat on organic
])odi(^s, and tlu*y arc useful for covering photo-
graphs. It readily splits into ti’anspareiit, elastic

flakes. It consists of nearly equal parts of silica

and magnesia, and about G per lOU of lime. Mica
has been used as a substitute for glass; in the
taking of collodion pictures, the collodion film

adheres to it very lirinly. Gn it m^gatives can be
as easily carricc}, without injury, in a jicrtfolio,

as on paper, and j).ositives baiiked with colour

and a plain varnish can bo past(‘d, without' risk of

deterioratioii, in a book. Tiic mica being attached
to a piece of gla.ss by it.s back being moistened,
may be then coated, exposed, and developed, after

whicl) it may he (lefcached and fixed. Upwards of

1 000 inaunds, or nearly 40 tons, are sent to Calcutta

annually, of the value of Tis. 7500 at Rs. *7^ per
inaimd.—

(

Shenvtll' lienf/. /l.s*. Soc. Jour.^ 1851

;

(*at. /4r., 18G2; (ys/iftugfiuess}/.'

MK’HAUL or Mikail, according to Muham-
madan belief, the angel who has charge of

h(\avenly bodii'S, of breathing creatures, and of

the angels tenaiib'd in the seventh paradise.

MICHKLBORXK, Sir EDWARD, obtained.

fr(^m .James i. of Kngland, in,ll!(')(3, a lidenco

to trade to (.’athay, China, Japan, and Caiii-

haya. On arrival in the east, he plundered

the; native traders among the islands of the

Archi])c1ago. • lie obtained considerable booty,

Init brought great disgraia* on tlic Knglisli name,

which interfered with the ’ English Company’s
tr;vde at Bantam. .

MICHELIA, a genus of plants of the order

Magiioliaceie, some of which furnish useful woods.

M. kisopa, Buch.y is a ti ce of the forests of Nepal.

M. auniritiaca, Wall., Sa-ga, BcRM., of Pegu, has

large orange - coloured, fragnink flowers. M.

doltsopa, Jkch., of the forests of Nepal
;
wood

fragrant, excellent, used for house-building. M.
cxcelsa, Bl., Magnolia excelsa, Wall., is a Nepal
and Darjiling tree; yields valuable timber, of a
•line texture, at first greenish, but soon ghanging*

into a pale yellow. M. lanuginosa, a Magnolia of

the Himalayas. M. oblonga, WalLj a tree of
Khassya. M. feuaveolens, the Champaca of Java;
its small flowers are hi much esteem by the
Chinese women. Mr. Gamble notices M.,Cath-
cartii, Nilagirica, and Pimduana. M. fuscata, ///.,
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the Magnolia fuecata^ Andr, B, Repos.^ a tr^e of

China. Flowers largish, cream-colour^, purple-

edged, dark, and fragrant. Flowers in March and
April, and fruits in October.— ,* VoigL

MIOHELIA CHAMPACA. * Unn,
Champaka, . . Beng.

\ Bongas jg-mpacca, Malay.
Champa, ..... „

j

ISappoo, . . . Sinoii.

Sa-ga, . .
•

, . Burm. I Shemb^ha, . . . Tam.
. Sumpaghy, . , Can. ' Chainplfkaiini, . . Tel.
Ohen-poo-kia, . . Chin. Kanchanamu, . T-Triya.

A large tree of most parts of the E. Indies and
China. It grows in the Panjab at Kalka and
Kangra, and at .Chamha at 2000 to 8000 feet.

Those at Chaniba attain to 7 or 8 feet in girth,

and are 60 or 70 feet liigh. Plouglisharos are

occasionally made of the wood. In Ceylon it is

used for drums, carriages, palanquins, and in

buildings; it is prized for well-works, verandah

posts, and also for furniture, as it polishes well,

though it is apt to warp. It flowers and fruits

nearly .all the' year, and has large, deep yellow,

intensely fragrant flowers. In China, its bark is

used with that of other Magnoliaceje to adulterate

cinnamon.

The beautiful golden-coloured flower is held in

high estimation by the Hindus, by whom it is

dedicated to Krishna, and is one of five with

which the Hindu Kama, god of love, ornaments
his arrow. When Vasant’ha, the personified,

spring time, !s preparing the bow and shafts for

his friend,— • •

‘ He bends the luscious cane, and twists the string

With bees, how sweet ! but oh ! how kooii their sting

!

He with fine flowerets tii»s tlie ruthless <larts,

Which through five senses strike enraptured hearts

:

Strong Ghumpa, rich in odorous gold
;

Warm Amer, nursed in heavenly mould ;

Dry Nag-Kesur, in silver smiling

Hot Kittikum, our sense beguiling

;

And last, to kindle fierce the scorching flame,

, Love-shaft which gods bright Bela name.’

Sir ‘Willianr Jones' says its aromatic scent is

so strong as to be offensive to bees, which never
• alight upon it.

* Rheede informs ns that the

powder of the bark of the root of this tree is

given to excite the flow of the menses. The
aromatic Sumpungheo oil of Madras is obtained

from this tree. It is one of the few Indian tiTcs

- embalmed in English song,— '

‘ Tho maid of India, blest again to hold

pin her full lap, the Champac’.s leaves of gold,
’ Thinks of the time when, by the Ganges’ flood,

Her little playmates scattered many a bud
Upon her long dark hair,’

Its rich orange, exquisitely fragrant blossoms

are used by Burmese maidens to adorn tlieir long

black hair. The bark is bitter and aromatic, and
appeared to Dr. O’Shaughnessy to possess the

properties attributed to the Magnolia glauca. It

may be given in powder in intermittent fevers, in

doses of from 10 to 30 grains:

MIOHELIA .NILAGIRICA. W, Ic., Zenk,
M. Pulneyensis, Wi<jht.

Pila champa, . Hind. I Shombugha maram, Tam.
Walsa-pu, . . Singh.

|
Sampanghy. maram, „

Far, a. Ovalifolia, Wight petalis cum sepalis

ssBpissuije 9.

Far. K Walken, H, f. et T. (M. Walken and M.
glauca, Wight)

;

petalis cum sepalis saepissime 12.

This large tree grows in the Cehtral Province

of Ceylon up to elevations of 3000 to 8000 feet.

It is care in the WaUiar foresjis, being alpine in

its tendencies, and is common on the Heilghcrries.

Its wood is strong, close, fine-grained, and
straight;- a pretty olive-coloured mottled wood,
not'heavy^ but too highly hygrometrical to be

useful in other form than rafters or beams, it

could be turned to account in house-building, and
might with advantage bo* creosoted. In Ceylon,
the most typical 'form of this’ plant' is that called

M..Walkeri by Dr. .Wight. Its beautiful golden-

coloured flowers are held in high estimation by
the Hindus

;
the bark oi the root of the tree is

used medicinally in- some female complaints. At
the Madras Exhibition of 1855, a plank from this

tree, contributed by Captain Cunningham of the

Mysore Commission, had -the extraordinary dimen-
sions,—length 11i feet, breadth 4J foot, thickness

8 inches. . The specimen was apparently froiA a

tree of very great age.

—

Thivaites; Wight;
B€ddome; ‘M.E.J.H. .

MICO, a vegetable butter prepared in Japan
from the Dolichos bean.

—

Simmonds.
MICROLtENA SPECTABILIS ? a tree growing

at the foot of the Himalaya, which yields fibres

for rope-njakiiig. It is one of the most numerous
timber trees of Pegu, but the Burmese do not

make use of iL-^Royle; J\i'‘Clellakd.

MICROLONOHUS DIVARICATA. —V
KiraimUndi, . Panjar.

|
Uathomandi, . Panjab.

Used ill special diseases to purify tho blood.—
Powell^ i. ]). 857.

MICKOMRLI7M IXTEGEKRIMUM. IK. and
A. Bergera integerriina, Jiiwh.^ a shrub which

grows on tho banks of the Mcgna river. It has*

.small greenisji-white, fragrant flowers. M. hir-

sutum and M. pUlH’sccns are also known.

—

Roxh,

ii. p. 376
;

Voigty p. 149.

M1CR()MER1A MALCOLMIANA, Dalz., used

as a carminative, equal to peppermint.

—

JJahell.

MICRONESIA, a desigimtion proposed by Mr.

Logan for. part of the Iiido - Pacific islands,

peopled by the Negrito. The Indo-Pacitic islands

he names Oceaiiica,

MICRORHYNCHUS SARMENTOSUS ? n

siiiid-binding plant, growing on'thc shores of the

Bay of Bengal.

MIDDLETON, Siu HENRY, an oflicer in

the Maritime Service of the Eiiglish E. I. Com-
pany, who commanded in their sixth .voyage in

1610. Sent out for the sixth voyage to carry on

a legitimate trade, he converted the expedition

into a marauding one
;
in short, turned pirate.

By plundering the trading vessels passing to and

from the Red Sea, he obtained large quantities

of goods, with which ho proceeded to the Moluccas,

where lie died, fciee Lancaster.

MIDNAPUR, a town and a district in the Rard-

waii division of Jlengal. The district lies between lat.

21^’ 87' and 22° 57' N., and long. 86° 45' and 8H"

14' E, It is one of the most important districts

of Bengal. Its chief rivers are tho Hoogly and its

tliree tributaries, fhe Rupnarayan, the Haldi, and

tlie Rasulpur. The aboriginal^tribes belong chiefly

to the hills of Chutia Nagpur aiid Bankura, ana

dwell for the most part in the west and south-west

of the district ; the most numerous of . them are

Santals and Bhumij.

—

Imp, Gaz,

MIDSUMMER BOOT. .

Sang-pwan-hia, . Chin.
1
Fa-pwan-hia, . .

In China, PilielUa tuberifera, Arisawna ter^.

natum. Arum macrorum, and other

gathered in the middle of summer, and nav

received this ni^me. Their poisonous propertie
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are exhausted by frequent soaking and drying, and niarshes of the north-west come from the

and are thep powdered and used as sulphate of Tartarian lakes, where they breed,

pcftash.—-SintVA. ^ • • • The numerous wild -fowl of Tibet, swimmers
MIGJ, a tribe dwelling to the north of the Aka, and waders, .migrate from India in March and

north of the Assam valley. They and the Aka April, and return in October and No^mber.
intermarry

;
they are the inore powerful

;
they They all bre(5d on the lakes and rivers of the

rarely visit the plains* except to support the Aka country, and are very numerous
; the eggs are •

in-mischief.

—

Dalton^ p; 37. .
found in^reat qi^tities

;
the jieople who live by

MIGNAN, Captain R., author of a Winter gathering and selling these eggs never rob a nest *

Journey through Russia, the Caucasian Alps,* and of all its contents, but ttike about half the number.
Georgia, and thence into Kurdistan. After a sultry day it is usual to see the wire-
MIGNONETTE, Reseda odorata, is a general, tailed swallow skimming. over the plains, and by

favourite in all countries, and grows in great the side of pools and streams a solitary green
luxurhtiiQe on the plains of India (luring the cold sandpiper, Totanus pchropus, is not rare. The
months. . brown-backed heron, Ardeola leucoptera, also

MIGRATION of birds to and from Southern occurs in such 'situations. The black ibis (G.
Asia, says Mr. Hodgson, seems to take place papillosiis), with its red crown, is seen during
across the rabiintains of. Nepal. The wading and the cold months flying along with the rooks and
natatorial birds, generally, make a mere Mage of European jackdaws

;
and besides, on the iliarshes

the valley on their way to and from the vast about, the great and little bitterqs, with the

plains of India .and Tibet, the valley being too spotted tail, are not uncommon. .Of the other
small, dry, open, and populous for their taste,— Pluropeaii birds may be notice(l*the short-eared

especially that of the larger ones. Some, liow- owl, moor buzzard, the pale harrier. Circus Swain-
ever, stay for a longer or shorter tiim? in their sonii, the cormorant, ruff, and smew, all coming
vernal and autumnal migrjitions

;
and some., again, and departing with the winter months.,

remain throughout that large portion of the year Miffrntion of Fiffhes.— The fishes inhabiting

ill which the climate is congenial to their habits, the fresh waters of India, Burma, and Ceylon
Of all of them, the seasons of arrival both from may be divid(‘d into those which enter from
the north and from the south arc marked with the sea for breeding or predaceous purposes,

precision. They all arrive in the valley of Nepal, and such as more or less pass their lives without

from the north, towards and at the close of th(3 descending to the salt water. Of the spiny-rayed

rains; and all as reghlarly reappear from the or Acaiithopterygian order, we have nineteen

south upon, or soon after, the cessation of the genera, the members of which are most luimcrous

liot weather.
’

in the maritime districts and deltiis of large riVers,

The* jackdaw, Corvus monedula, of Plurope, while their numbers decrease as- we proceed

Siberia, Rarbary, West Asia, Poshawur valley, aixl inland. Few are of much economic inqwrfcance,

Kashmir, may be seen in flocks in winter iit the if we except the common goby, spined-eels (Mas-
northern frontier of the Panjab,, associated with ta(\emb(di(iaO, the snake-headed walking-fishes

the Cornish chough and the rook. The llrst t.wo (Ophiocephalidjc), and the labyrinthicifonn climb-

come from Kashmir, where they are found in ing-percli and tts allies.

great abundance during* the summer; but the The anndromons fishes, as the salmon and
rook, if ever seen in Kashmir, is only a cold- shad of Europe, and the hilsa fish, the Clupea
weath?!r visitor., and seems to come from the west, pa.ia.sah of India, migrate from th(3 sea to-tho fresh

inasmuch as it is said to be common in Afghan- waters to deposit their eggs in suitable localities,

istan. It appears at Rawal Piiidi in flocks alM>iit • The migratory hill fishes comprise various

tlie beginning of September; it is found in winter species- of largo barbels (Barbus), termed maha-
as far south as Eahoi'c, and disappears entirely in seer or big-heads of India. In the Himalaya
Marcli. Tlie hooded crow has been brought from they ascend the main rivcivs; but turn into the

Northern Afghanistan, and is mentioned by IJeu- side streams to breed. On the less elevated Ncil-

tenant Wood in his travels as common in Kunduz, gherry mountains, they deposit their ova in the maiu
but it is not found in Kashmir or in the Panjab. streams, because su'ch are small. Occasionally the

The chin^iey swallow makes its appearance in fish are too large to ascend these mountain rivers,

October, and leaves again for the straw-built sheds and such bribed at the base of the hills, but they

of Kashmir, wheiQ it breeds, and spends the ascend to other feeiling grounds when the rivers are

summer mopths. The white-ruinpcd martin and in flood, and after spawning, as the water of the

sand martin are both likewise migratory, and river diniiiiishes, they keep dropping gently down
repair to Kashmir and I.adakh in summer. The stream. They are thus separated from and are

black and alpine swifts remain longer, and may prevente(] eating tlu^ .young fish. In the follow-

be seen careering about during the summer iiig season the fry descend to the larger rivers,

evenings, especially after a shower of rain. The Many of the carjis of tlie plains arc migratory,

ringdove is a resident on the Sub-Himalaya. TheJ and make great efforts to reach the heads of the

common starling is plentiful in the north as else- rivers, leaping weirs and other obstructions raiked

where in Hindustan. The lapwing, Vanellus to catch them.

cristatus, arrives in flocks in the beginning of The Ophiocephalidic of India are known as

November, and departs for the west early in walking or the snake-headed fishes. Tl^ey and
spring

;
its summer reiSidence has. not been found other amphibious types are' monogamous. Some

out, but it mui(b be common in certain parts of of them reside* in ponds
;

others prefer rivers,

Persia and Afghanistan. The common and jack where they take up their residence in deserted
snipe, with a few painted snipe, appear in the Rawal holes which crabs have excavated in tha banks.
Pindi district it, FeVtiary and March. Tjhe pond species delight in lying at the passy

Nearly all the water-fowl met with in the rivers margins, where they respire atmospheric air
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direct. The striped Ophiocephalua constructa a
nest with its tail aifiong the vegetation, and bites

off the ends of the* water-weeds. Here the ova
are deposited, the .male keeping- guard; but
should^ he, be killed or captured, the vacant poiit

is filled by his partner.
• '

Tlie hissar, Callichthys, of S. America, is like-

wise monogamous, coustrucliiif a nest,- which .it

* also defends. It is migratory.

Fishes which uiigratc in slioals for breeding

purposes, as the mackerel, herrings, and some
species of carp, are all polygamous.

The salmon, the shad, and. tho siluroid Ariime
do not appear to feed during the period c»f

depositing their spawn. Tlie Olupca palasali is

an anadromoua shad of Indio. It* is known to

the English as tlie jmllahand hilsa or ilislia sable-

fish, to the Tamil as the uluni, and to the Tiding

race as the palasah, while the Burmese call it

nga-tha-louk. In Sind they ascend the Indus in

February to .spawn, descending in September.
In the Cauvery Viver, when the first burst of tho

June inonsoon fills the river, they pass uji and
continue to do so for the next four months. The
Kistna river also fillfj in June, but it is a more
rapid river, and the hilsa defers making tlio ascent

until September pr beginning of Oc/tobor, when
the waters arc subsiding. In the Godavery, a

less rapid river, tliey ascend most numerously
from July to September, and in the Hoogly and
Irt^wadi they continue ascending tbrougbout tli()

June monsoon. Tho .main bodies of these fish

jiscend the large rivers of Iiwlia and Burma
generally when the S.IV. monsoon begins in June,

but not always at tho same period, dependent
apparently on tlie rapidity of the current and
other causes. That it is not solely due to the

presence of rain - water flooding the rivers, is

evident, because those of tlie Indus and Irawadi
are mainly caused by melting knows at this

period, and likewise in tho latter river those

fishes push on to Upper Burma, to which country
the' monsoon scarcely extends, but where tlie

inundations are due to snow Hoods. Sliad are

excellent eating up to tho peijiod wlien they have
deposited their eggs, subsequent to which they
become thin, flabby, * and positively unwhole-
some. P>c.sli-watoi* fishes do not appear to be
so deleteriously affe.cted by breeding. Dr. Day
counted 1,023,045 eggs in an Indian slmd, and
410,500 in a barliel (Barbus saraiia), and in a
walking-fish (Ophiocephalus) 4700.

Tho gar fish (Belone) and the flying-fish

(Exocetus) have filaments springing from their

eggs for the purpose of attachment to contiguous

objects. Among some of the marine siluroidf^

(Ariinaj) the male carries about the larger eggs

in its mouth until hatched, or it may be Only

removes them in that manner from one place to

another. Dr. Day netted many .along the sea-

coast of India with from 10 to 12 eggs in their
i

mouths, and in *one. there were ybung fry just

hatched.

The Sind fishermen float down the Indus resting

upon gourd or hollow earthen pot, while the

net is let down beneath them;- as a' hilsa fish

ascends up the ninddy and rapid stream, it strikes

against the dependent net, which is made to con-
tract like a purse by means of a string thai the
fisherman holds in his hand.—Z)ay.
'Migration of liaces,—Besides the instances of

the Samaritans and Jews transplanted under tli

Assyrians and Babylonians, historjt shows th

deportation of ‘whole tribes, expressly term'e

xuecavatetroi by Horodotiis. The Pfleoniaps wei

removed to Phrygia, the Baremans from Afric

to Bactria,' the Mik-siaus to Ampc near tho Tigrii

Egyptians to Susa, Kretrhins from Euboea t

Ardericca and to Gordeyn, .and Antiochians 1

Mahiiza.

Pastoral iioinadt* tribes compose the great bill

of the inhabitants of Turkish Arabia, of'Persi<

Baluchistan, and they migrate, twice a year t

their summer and winter pastures.

Muhammad Taghalaq (luring his reign* (a, i

1325 to 1351) removed the whole of the inhabii

|.ants of Delili to Deogiri, td wliicli he gave tl

name it still rctiins of Dowlatabad. After tlii,

the peo})le were twice •permitted to return 1

Delili, and twice compcdlod, on pain of death, t

leave it. These movements were attended wit

ruin and distress tC thousands, but one of them i

particular was made during a famine, and cause

a prodigious loss of life.

When Ahmad, the grandson of- the. apostat

•Taka, better known in liistory under his Muhau
madan name of Wujeh-ul-.Mulk,

.
determined t

immortalize himself by a new capital, the site li

chose was the rcsidcmai of a Bhil commuiiib
whoSe marauding exploits were the- terror of th

country. In order to commemorate its extirpatioi

he disregarded its local disadvantages, and th

(dty rose upon an uninteresting, unhealthy, hv

1 Hat, on the banks of the J:^abannati. Not centcj

v*dtU transporting the materials of Cdiandravat

he resolved that its soul as well as body shonl

migrate, that ilm population should follow th

spoils of the teinph^s and the dwellings. Aiiotlii.

general migration was once attempted by Mahmu<
the Gliilji, who resrdved that Dehli should tak

root on the Viiidya llills^ but Mandoo and Alim.ul

abad shared the like fate.

Bokhara lias a considerable 'number of Persiam

and Persian captives were fm'inerly brougld t > i

in small parties. But the majority of this rac

were transplanted from Merv in the reign o

Amir Said, when that city fell under his swa>

With a view of weakening it, he ordcired 40,()(>(

families to 1)0 transported from .Merv to th

neighbourhood of Samarcand. They, are (^asil;

distinguished by their regular featured and thei

bushy black hair.

. When Nadir Shah overran Herat and Kandahar

he is said to have deported 18,000' Ghilzai witl

their families to Ttdieran, and to have distribute

the lands of Kamhdiar amongst his Persia

i

followers.

Shah Ab'bas established in Audkhui the PtM sian

tribe* of Afshar., who form three-fourths of

population,
’

*

After the British mission had left Herat, tin

.yizir Yar Muhammad pressed Ibrahim Khan o!

Gour, who had 7000 families of Taemuni undei

his rule, and, after having completely devastated

the country which they occupied, Yar Muhanunf^t

removed them .to Herat, where, he estaWisheo

some in the city and tho remainder in the subnrDS.

Subsequently to this, in the beginbin^ of lo^y^

when Yar Muhammad marched with his array i

the direction of the Mu^hab, on the banks

which river some Hazara Zeidnat y^ere encanipeo

they decamped into the Persian territory, aa
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Asof-ud-Do.wla gave them the village of Karez

oiv the frontaer of Herat. After the removal of

Asof-ud-Dowla, however, at the close of 1846,

Var Muhammad marched against the small Uzbak
khanates in the north of Khorasan, and attacked

and defeated the Hazara chief Karim Dad Khan,
in the open countrjr of Killah-nun. Yar Muham-
mad encamped upon the field of battle, and in

the space of eight days collected 10,000 families

of the Hazara Zcidnat, whom he removed front

their native soil to that* part of the district of

Herat' reaching from Obeh to Goian, wliere ho
settled them on the banks of the Ilari-Rud. By
these forced migrations of the Taemuni and
Hazara, the Herat principality became more
populous than it had been prt^vioiisly to the siege

of Herat in 1838, and Yar Muhammad obtiiined

the further advantage of keeping under his eye
the most turbulent inhabitants of his dominions.

He made excellent soldiers of these Eimak, and by
their amalgamation with the Afghans it became
almost impossibfe for the former to* betray him.
Baron d^e Bode met an Iliyat tribe belonging to

i\. Lur stem, Which bad been transplanted into

Fars from Luristan Kuchuk by Aga Muhaininad
Khaii^' uncle of Fat’h Ali Khan. After bis death
many returned to their prior cncanii^ments in the

Zagros chain.

A memorable instance of voluntary migration-

occurred at the dose of the 18th century, when
100,000 families of a Knlmiik tribe left the Black
Sca^ and, forcing their way through all opposition

to the Dasht-i-Kipchak, north of the daxartes

(8yr Darya), at length reached the original seat

of their ancestors at Yarkand and Ecla. They
advanced with their herds and flocks, occupying
in the breadth of the advancing column a distance

of no less than three days’ journey.

About the year 1880, the Government of Russia

resolved to transfer 25,000 families of Cossacks
to the Amur territory, in the district lying between
Vladivostock and the Chinese frontier, to check
the colonizing 'efforts* of the Chinese. But the

curious spectacle has been witnessed of Chinese
immigrants appearing in such numbei'S as often

to defeat the Cossacks, .to march into Russian
territory, and settle down upon it, whether
Russia liked it or not. A large proportion of the

populatiqn* gf the Aniur is composed of Chinese.

About the year 1860, the exodus from the

independent Shan States to British Burma of a
large body of Shans- was brought to public notice.

Quarrelling among themselves, and oppressed by
the Burmese, they fled for protection and peace
to British territories. Several thousands formed
a settlement a few milps from Tounghoo, where
they built themselvps housqs and commenced
agriculture. They were mostly all of the Saga
^be, the Tsau-bwa ,Qf whom, or chieftain,

Kwoon Nay, arrived in Rangoon in the train of
the Deputy-Commissioner. Some of the very
imperfectly described tribes on the eastern side of
tho Irawadi, to the north of the Karen-ni, viz.

1 ?
Za-baing, Ka-Kdiyen, etc., may belong to the

older imxmmtion; but the Mon is the. only
fomnant witnin the ancient Karen province.

In the winter of 1868:64, .when the Circassians,
hnally overcome, resolved lo quit their county,
^oy moTed in. great bodies into, the Turkish
dbmmions, and*it was supposed that above 300,000
^ould so arrive^.

Perhaps all Imown instances of migration iu

ancient or modern times, voluntary or other-
wise, have been thrown into the shade by the
•voluntary departures from Ireland ta America,
from among the races, largely Celtic, occupying
that country.

MIHRAB. . Arab.. The raised^ steps in a
mosque from .whidb the sermon is spoken.

MIHTAR. Hind. A sweeper.

MIH-TSZE, a Chinese' philosopher who lived in

the interval between Confucius and Mencius, and
wrote oil ethics. Seun-tsze and Han-yii also

wrote on ethics. Seun-tsze held that the nature

of man is bad, but Mencius held, jin-che-choo-

sing-puh-shen, tliat man has originally a good
moral '

-ICdkins.

MIKADO, a title of the emperor of Japan.
The first historic emperor, Jhninu, succeeded to

the throne of Japan about B.c. 660. His father

was reputed to be a god.. Hence his descendants
the Mikados trace their descent from the gods,

and have a sanctity attached to them. Books
describe the Mikado as tluj sacred, and the Tycoon
as the secular king. Such was indeed the result

of what was really a usurpation, the Tycoon being
nominally only the Mikado’s chief executive officer.

During a period of 1000 years, successive Mikados
were reduced to a state of insignificance, while

the history of the country is made up -of bloody
contests of powerful houses for the office of

Thognn or commander-in-ebief, afterwards stylpd

Taikun or Tycoon. After the ascent, of the

Tokugawa dynasty to power in the beginning of

the 17th century, there was not a battle on
Japanese soil for 260 years. The intervention of

the European powers in the affairs of Japan

I

led to the reigning Mikado (instigated by the

I

enemies of the predominant Thogun dynasty)

denouncing the concessions made to the foreigner.

Internecine troubles further weakened the power
of the Thogunato, until Kieki, who succeeded to

that office in 1866, resigned, and fcstorod the

,;ovcTnment into the hands of the Mikado. He
repented of his decision, and inarched to remove

from the emperor his bad counsellors
;
but Keiki

was overthrown, and finally, in 1868, he submitted

to tlie imperial power. Since that time the Mikado’s

Government has been re-establishing itself on a

European basis. A cabinet of ministers formed*

upon European models, the abolition of torture,

the reform of the coinage, tlie introduction of

railways, telegraphs, the postal system, and of

Government schools, both male and- female, arc

among the most remarkable innovations adopted

by this, formerly most conservative, now most

receptive, nation.

MIKIR, a hill race in the Nowgong district of .

Assam, at the foot of the Naga Hills. • Thoir

clans extend across the Naga Hills from Nowgong

into Cachar. • According to their own legend,

they were driven by the Cachari from what is

called Tolarain or Seiiapatis country, between

Nowgong and Cachar, and sought refuge in

.Jajntia ;
biit, riot being satisfied with their recep-

tion, they ‘placed themselves under the rajas of

Assam, and have ever since peaceably ocenpied

the hill country in which they are now settled.

The houses vary in size according to the number
of families residing under ‘one* roof. Some are

30, soqie 40 feet long, and ,20 feet wide, with the

grass roof brought down almost to the platform.
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The whole building .consists of one largo room

;

they .keep*their grain in baskets in the room, and
up to 30 families of men, womeq, and children

all lie down together on their respective mats in*

their allotted places. Unlike most hill tribes, the
Mikir seem devoid of anything .approaching to a
martial spirit.. They are a quiet, industrious race

of cultivators, and the only weapons used by them
are the spear and dao hand-bill for cutting down
jungle. The Mikir bike up fresh land every two
or three years, and remove their dwellings to

different phrts of the hills, cultivating in the

jhum or kumari manner.
They are very like the Khasiya race in counten-

ance,. but .inferior to them in physique.* They
will eat of almost any animal food except the cow,
which they affect to reverence

;
they . havti a

dislike to milk. Marriages are not cpntracted till'

the parties are adult. There is no ceremony, but

a feast id given in honour of the event
;
also when

a child is borji. Polygamy is discountenanced,

and widows are allowed to re-inarry. They
worship a being whom, they call Hempatim.

—

Butler ; Lath(un ; Dalian.

MIL, a sharp Jaiicet-shaped surgical instrument,

which is used for blinding a person
;

it is run red-

hot into the eyes. The small lance used by
orientals for dyeing their eyelashes with kohl (the

dust of .black ironstone) is also called mil.

—

Vamhery, Bokhara^ p.

MILCH BUFFALOES are fed in the Panjab
with mala patra, the dried and bruised leaves of

the wild ber, which much iucretiaes tlie quantity

of ghi green wheat and musbird and maize,

green with the ears on, and joar, also increase the

quantity of milk. Cows tliat have lately calved,

and whose .milk is deficient, get milk mixed with

gur (molasses)
;
and* also wheat and barley made

by boiling into a kind of caudle, called kunji.

—

Powell's Panj. p. 151.

MILDEW, Puccinia graminis, a fungus attack-

ing corn in Europe,-.the spores of which appear to

enter the grass, not by the roots, but by the

stomata.

—

Hassal.

MILIUSA VELUTINA.. Roxb.
Uvaria velutina, 1 U. villosa, Roxh.

Tha-boo-kyee, . Buim.
(
Pedda chilka dudagu, Teu

This tree grows in the Godavery forests, on the

Circar mountains, in Bengal and Behar, at the

foot of the Uimalayas, and in Burma. It yields a
strong yellow wood., which is said not to warp

;

unseasoned, it weighs 62 to 65 lbs. the cubic foot,

and 60 lbs.*when seasoned
;

sp. gr. *^500. In the

Godavery districts it is used for house-building,

for poles of carts, barrows, yokes, spear-shafts,

and oars. Other known species are M. Iiidica,

maorocarpa, Nilagirica, Roxburgh iana, and sclero-

carpa.~i?eddowe, FL Sylv.

MILK. Arab. Possession,’ property. Malik,

owner, king
;
Malikah, queen.; Marnluk, possessed.

MILK.
Halih, . . Arab., Heb. Musu, .

Niu-ju, Niu-nai, .Chin. Shir, .

Lait, . : . * •*
. . Fr. Leite» .

MUch, Ger. Moloko,
Dud^h, .... Hind. Ellakerric,
Latte, . . . . . . It. Leche, . ,

Lac, . . . .*• . Lat. Mjolk, . .

Siwu, Ayar susu, Maiat. .
Pal, Palir,

. Maleal.
. . Pees.
. % PojiT..

. . Kkjs.

Singh.
. , . . . Sp.

..... Sw.
. Tam.,’ Tel.’

,
Except among the Hindus, the fresh milk of

cows, goats, etc., is little used as an dfticla of diet

in Southern and Eastern Asia. It may even be

said that aversion to fresh milk as an article of

food obtains among nearly all the Chinese, Tndo-

Chinese, and Malay races, including speclficaliy

the Khasiya, Mikir, etc., of the eastem frontier of

British India, the Garo and Naga, the Burmese, the

Sumatran races, the Javanese, and Chinese. The
Brahui and Balnch nomades in the Peshin valley,

though they will give milk- in'exchange for other

commodities, yet they consider it a disgrace to

make money by it. With the Arabs the teim
labban (milk- seller) is dii opprobrium alid a dis-

grace. They, too, will give or exchange, but not

sell milk. Possibly the origin of the sentiment

may be the recognising of a traveller’s guest-right

to call for milk gratis. No one will sell milk even

at Mecca, except Egyptians, a people supposed to

be utterly without honour. Camel’s milk is con-

sumed by millions -in. Asia to this day, as it has

been from tiiiK;' iuiinernorial, — milk and it8

products forming, indeed, the. main means of

subsistence of various tribes. The Jews probably

used it from their earliest times, as 30 milch

camels were amongst the cattle Jacob presented

to his brotlier Esau (Genesis xxxii. 16). Milk is

not used fresh by the Chinese of Cantoji, but is

curdled and eateJi at night with sugar and vinegar.

In the northern parts of China, and especially in

Mongolia, milch cows arc in great numbers, and

inilk is used there fresh, also made into butter and

cheese. Milk of mares is largely* used by the

Mongol. They extract from it-a spirituous liquor,

which they c/ill koumiss. Mare’s milk used by

the Tartars for . making koumiss has 17 per cent,

of solid matter, and 8 j^er cent, of sugar of iniJk,

which renders it very liable to undergo alcoholic

fermentation. It was in use in China during tlie

Han dynasty. The Tartars make other drinks

from whey and butter-milk. Mare’s milk and

cow’s milk are used by. the Kalmuk Tartars.

They boll it on being drawn, and let it sour, ainl

make it> undergo various fermentations, and use

it largely in summer for. inebriation. All their

preparations of. milk are called Tchigan. The

drinks prepared from pure milk of mares (the

koumiss of tlie Tartars) are.iiamcd Gunna Tdagaa

or Horse Tchigan
;

thpse in which mare’s and

cow’s milk enter are called Besiek
;
some cow’s

milk is named Airek, and all kinds of .fresh milk

Ussoun. The milk intended for distillation is

only allowed to remain 24 hours in summer in the

skin bottles to sour, but in .the cold weather of

winter it is left for 2 or 3 days. The spirit is

several times distilled; it is drank warm, hnt

before drinking, libations are poured out to the

spirit of the air.

Milk of tlie domesticated buffalo is richer than

that of the cow, apd is supposed to yield more

butter. • In Britisli India a mixture of buffalo s aiid

cow’s milk is often used in- ngiking butter.

fluid refuse of armck distilleries is largely drank
by

horned cattle, and is supposed to increase their

milk. In Tibet, Mongolia, and parts of tbP

Chinese empire, the* zebu (Bos Indicup)

yak (Bos grunniens) supply milk. The AWi

used,by the Arabs as a refreshing drink, is

by the name of Ma^r, as well as lot (a

of Akit). When very 'spur it is call^

and when dried without boiling, Jaqudah.

Arabs hiake it by evaporating the .

the milk
;
the remainder is then formed into c

or lumps with the hands, and spread upon n
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MILK-BUSH. MILLER’S JltBUST.

ploth to dry. They eat it with clarified butter, Condamine directed attention to the caoutchouc
and drink it dissolved in water. It is con- from the Siplionia elastica. Freineau discovered

sidered by the Arab a cooling and refreshing the Hcvea at Cayenne,, and mentioned that longi-

beverage, b«t boasts few attractions to the tudinal or oblique incisions wejo made through
stranger. The Baluchi and wild Sindian tribes the bark, and the fluid, white-coloured siip directed

call this preparation of milk Krut or Kurut, and by an inserted lehf to an earthen pot below.

—

make it in the same way as the Bedouins. It is Marion^ pp. 49, 138.'
. .

.

perhaps the source of the English word curds. WAY of the heavens is the Suraj-ul-

The Negroes of Abcokuta, on the W: coast of asnia of the Arabs.

Africa, ab^ain from it, and the Portuguese on MILL, JAMES, a political- economist and
both coasts of Africa avoid it. Milk is frequently historian. In 1818, he published a History of

mentioned in Scripture. Milk of goats. Proverbs Britisli India, in G vols. 8vo, which led to his

xxvii. 27; of cows, Deuteronomy xxxii. 11, appointment in the correspondence department of

f Samuel vi. 7 milk clotted, Genesis xviii. 8.. the East India House of the. revenue branch. He
The following analyses of several kinds of milk died in 183(). His work wa^ continued by Pro-

is by MM. 0. Henry and Clievallier, iir 10() fessor Horace Hayman Wilson, in vols. '7 and 8,

parts:— .
London 1808.

MILL. The cereal grains, millets, and pulses
arc. usually ground by hand-mills and by women

;

.sometimes a single woman, sometimes’ two sit

opfMLsite. 1liis has been the eastern custom from
ancient times. Isaiah xlvii. 2, Matthew xxiv. 41,
make meiitioii of ‘ two women grinding at the
mill.’ The Hindus grim] their flour by .turning
one stone round upon another wijji the hand. It

—G'Sli.; Moor ; Yule\s Mimov.; Burton's Mecca
,

is not imconimoii to sc(' two women engaged in

i. p. 362; Wall. i. p. 42; Graij; Jam. EH. ./., this work.

1830, p. 360. A form of mill frequently to be seen is that of

MILK-BUSH, milk-hedge, Soir, Teg, Mahr.,
|

the pestle and mortar, the latter sometimes of

is the Euphorbia tirucalli, Lhin. ' wood, sometimes of stone, and used. for expressing

MILK .OF PALM NUTS is a, j)opular term 1
oil from oil-seeds. Wooden mills for j)ressing •

for the albumen 6f the seed when in a liquid ' sugar-cane,consistiugof woodenrollers, aregencr-

statc; and which, when the fruit is quite ripe, ally used in 1 lie Hardwan district, and also in the

appears as a solid white or yellowish mass, and is Hoogly, " Kishengarh, -and Baraset districts, and
then termed the kernel. This albumino.ns fluid

j

around Calcutta. In Furridpur a kind of mill is

or water, when the nut is taken from ilic tree
|

used, made with rollers on the endless screw
*

early in the morning, and whilst 'the dew is still principle, ,which is very effcistive. A mill on the

upon it,' is a cool and delicious draught. It is, same principle is used in Cuttack, and also in
’

however, very seldom used in this fluid condition. Gaiijam and various other parts of the Madras

—Seeman. See Copra. Pr(‘sidency. In Ganjam tire rollers are made of

MILK TREES, Arbol do leche, I’alo do vaca, wood of the toughest and hardest kind obtainable, •

Arbro de la vache. Milk - yielding plants ‘occur and which will not impart any bad taste to th^.

chiefly amongst the Euphorbiaceae, Urticacem, and juice. The. wood of /Vlbizzia odoratissima is pre-

Apocynea3
,
but .nearly all their milky secretions ferred, being remarkably hard, tough, and durable,

contain acrid and deleterious principles.- The The wood of the •Schleicbera trijuga is largely

genera Euphorbia and Asclepias, however, con- useiL
^

.

tain species said to yield a mild and innocuous MILLANOWE, a race on the N.Pl. of the

milky juice. Amongst these are the EiqJiorbia Sarawak territory. They are of a fail* complexion,

bcilsamica-of the Canaries. ,In Ceylon is found and are -occupied with agriculture, trade, and
the Gyinnema lactifera. .

* peaceful pursuits.

The Tabayla dolce or Euphorbia balsamifera of MILLEPORA, a genus of the coral reef build-

iSouth America should be introduced into India, ing polypifer. The coiiil they construct is in

It grows chiefly. in the valley of Caucagua in the thick vertical plates, intersecting each other at

neighbourhood of Valencia. It was seen by Hum- various angh’s, and forming an exceedingly strong

boldtandBonpland on the Ist March 1800, during honeycombed mass, wbicli generally assiAnes a

their expedition to the valley of Aragua, and circular form, the marginal plates alone being

these authors describe the niilk as usotl fretdy by alive. Between these plates, and in the protected

the Negroes.’ On. 'making an incision into the devices in the reef, a multitude of branching

bark of the ‘Palo de vaca, there issues a glutinous zoophytes and other productions flourish, but the

and somewhat thick milk, free from all acridness, porites and millepora alone seem able to resist

and possessiug a balsamic odour. The travellers the fury of the breakers on ite upper and outer

partook of it freely at bed-time, and found no ill edge
;

at,‘ the deptJi of a- few fathoms, other ••

effects from it in the morning, and they were kinds of stony corals live. The corals of the

assured that the Negro slaves and the freemen porites andmillepora invariably compose the outer

^ed it abundantly, and fattened on it. . margin. :M. alcicornis,' M. complanata, M. corym-

Oaoutohouc is the dried juice ol several plants,— bosa are known species
;
M. ppcillifera at the

the Hevea Guyanensis, Vahea gummifCTa of Mada- Mauritius. .See Coral; Madrepose*

giscar, Siphonia cahuchu, Siphonia elastica, -the MILLER’S TRUSl’, a Fersiap proverb, ori^n-

Haucorniaipeciosa of Brazil, the Jatropha elastica, ating in the treacherous slaughter of Yezdejird,
the Urceola els^tioa of Sumatra, the Willughbeia in a.d, 661,'by a miller to’ whom his secret had
edulis gf the East In^es. In a.d. 1736, La been confided.

’
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Constituents. Cow.
j

A.SS.’ Woman. Coat. Ewe.

Caseum, . . 4-41
1

1-82 i-r)2 4'02 4*50

liiittcr, . . .

Sugar of milk,
3-l.S

1
i

Olli 3-52 3'32 *4 '20

.4-77 1; 6-b8 ()-.50 r>-28 G'OO

Various, salts,

.

o'Go

;

0-34 0-45 0'.58 0-G8

AV’^atcr, .
"

. . 87 -02
,

91-55 87-98 ‘86-80 85'G2

Solid matter, . 12-98 8 -.34 13 '00 13 '20 14'.38
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MILLET.
Dukhn, . . JkUAB, l^avaria, Maleal.
Navoni^,. Can. Ai'zuii, . Pers.
Liang, Kau-liang, , Chin. Milho, Hindoo, Port.
Caykhe, .

‘ Coch.-Chin. Prosso Rus.
Hirse, . . . Dan., Ger. Kaiigu, Priyangu, Sansk.
Ral, Bala, . . . Dukh. Tana-hal, . . . Singh.
Oierst, . . . • . . . . Dut. Mijo Sp.
Kang, , . GUJ., Hind. Tcnny, .... Tam.
Miglio, It. Koraloo, . . . . Tel.‘

The millets belong to the natural order Pani-

caceae.' Various kinds are met with in the hottest

parts of Africa, in the south of Europe, in. Asia

Minor, and in the East Indies. In India they
. hold a rank second to rice alone, and those chiefly

cultivated for food are as follows :

—

Eleusine coracana, OiTrtmr^ Marwa.
, K. stricta, Boxh. ,

Kagi.

,
Oplismenus frumentacciiB, Moxh. ,

Damra Shaina.
Panicum Italicum,.L., Katlgoo.

P. miliac^um, little millet, Sawee Oheena.
Paspalum stoloniferum, Linn.^ Kodu.
Penicillaria spicata, WiUd.^ Kajra.

Poa Abyssinica, Ait.^ toff bread plant.

Setana Germanica, Jieauv.t German millet.

Sorghum bicolor, Willde,^ Kala Deb-dhan.
S. cernuum, Wilkie.

S. saocharatum^ Pers.
,
Sada Deb-dhan.

S. vulgare, Pers.y Jowari, great millet.

Millets are known as petit mais, or tropical

crops. In India, they form a great part of the

food of the labouring people everywhere but on
sea-board, in the valleys, and on the Irnnks of

rivers; perhaps as much as rice, and more than

wheat, and in Egypt, perhaps, surpass all other

crops in importance. In ‘Western Africa, they arc

the staff of life. In China, the Setaria Italica,

the S. glauca, the Panicum iniliaceum, Horghum
vulgare, and S. saccharatum are all cultivated.

Turkey abounds in small grains.
, Panicum

miliaceum, P. frumentaccum, and P. glaucum

are all grown in the East Indies and China. The*

Setaria Germanica, .German millet plants, are

. readily increased by division of the roots or by
seed, and- will grow in any common soil. The
West Indian species are C<auicura fascrcuratiim

and P. oryzoides.

In Southern India, there are- three kinds of

soi^huni, white, green, and red
;
their straw. is of

great bulk and goodness, and furnishes good pro-

vender for cattle, being preferable to that of rice.

It is, however, given dried, as the. green plant is

injurious. Among culmiferous plants and legumes

used’ in the east are the Panicum Italicum,

Eleusine coracana (the meal of which is baked

and ea,ten in India and Ceylon under the name of

Corakan flour), and Paspalum of several varieties.

Sorghum vulgare, a principal grain of Southern

Asia, is cultivated throughout Western Hindustan,

and in most parts of the Western Dekhan, between

the Nerbadda and the Godavery.

In the United States, Setaria Germanica is

grown for hay, being found a good substitute for

clover and the
^
ordinary grasses. The plant

flourishes well on* rather thin soils, and it grows

80 fast that when it is up and well set it is seldom

much affected by drought. Half bushel or

more of seed to the acre is the usual quantity

sown, broadcast and harrowed in. The ordinary

yield of crops piay be put at from a ton to. a ton

and a half of hay to the acre. It should be cut'

as soon as it is out of blossom
;

if it stand later,

the stems are liable td become too hflrd to make
good hay. It grows ordinarily to the height of

about 3 feet, with compact beads from 6 to Q
inchesin length, bearing yellow seed. The sub-

varieties of this are the white aud purple-seeded.*

The Italian millet, Panicum Italicum,^s larger than

German' millet, reaching the height of 4 feet in

tolerable soil, and its leaves are correspondingly
larger and thicker. The heads are sometimes a

foot or more in length, ’and are less compact than

the German, -being composed of several spikeg

slightly branching from the main stem.

Sorghum vulgare, great Indian millet, is the

Andropogon sorghum of Roxburgh. It is grown
in most tropical countries. In the West Indies

it is chiefly raised for feeding, poultry, and is

called Guinea corn. Iii Egypt it is known as

Dharra, in Hindustan and Bengal as tTovrari, in the

Tamil country as .Choluin. It is harvested in

December and January, requires a light soil, and

is usually grown after Eleusine coracana. The
red kind ripens a month earlier than the rest, or

about four months from the time of sowing, at the

close of May or early’ in June. A gallon and a

third of see.d is* sown per acre, and the produce

averages 16 bushels. Eor the great bulk and

goodness of its straw, which grows usually to the

height of 8 or IQ feet, it is sometimes sown for

fodder in tl\o beginning of Apyil, and isTeady to

cut in July. This grain is frequently fermented

to form the basis, in combination with gur or

half-made sugar, of arrack, and in the hills is

fermentc<l into a kind of beer or sweet wort,

and drank warm.
Pcmcilluria spicata is cultivated throughout

India. From one to four seers are sowui on a

bighaof land, and the yield is about four rnaunds

per acre. It is sown after the heavy rains com-

mence, and the* plough serves to cover the seed.

The crop is ripe in three months, and the ears

only are taken off at first. Afterwards the straw

is cut down close to the surface of the soil, to bo

used for thatching, for it is not much in request

jis fodder. Being a- grain of small price, it is a

common food of the poorer class of natives, and

really yields a sweet palatable flour. It is also

excellent as a fattening grain for poultry.

Poa Abgs.s‘i?/ica is one of the bread corns of

Abyssinia, llie bread made from it is called teff,

and is the ordinary food of the country, that made

from wheat being only used by the ridler classes.

The way of manufacturing it is by allowing the

dough to become sour, when, generating carbonic

acid gas, this serves instead of yeast. It is then

baked in circular cakes, which are white, spoiigyi

and .of a hot acid taste, but easy of digestion.

This bread, carefully toasted, and left in water for

•three or four days, furnishes the boza’or common

beer of the country, similar to the quas of Russia.

MILLINGTONIA, a genus of plants of the

sub-order Millingtoniea). Drs. Roxburgh, Wallicn,

Royle, and Wight liave described several species.

M. pinnata, Boxb., a tree of Sylhet,-M. pungens,

IValL, a tree of the Neagherries, Khassya, ana

Nepal, and M. slmplicifolia, Itoxh., are the geae •

ally recognised species. ’

^
M. simpHcifolia grows in Madura, Nepal,

Khassya j&ills, and is found in the forests of

Pegu valley, but scarce. Its properties

timlier are valuable from its weight and ’

Wood white colour, and adapted

pose of hou8e-building.-:^/2or&. ;
Royle;

McClelland.
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MILUM, a glacier- in the W. Himalaya, 8 to

10 miles in length, and 30004feet broad.

MILVUS, a* genus of birds of the sub-family

Milvinm or. kites. The common European kite

(Milvus regalis)' was numerous in England in the

days of the Tudors, and was protected by law, as

it formerly performed the duties of scavenger in

London and other cities, as indeed M. atA does
pow ip Constantinople pnd in Egypt. M. mela-

notis is of China, and M. affiqis and M. parasiticus

are of Australia and Africa respectively.

Milvus govinda, Sykes.

M, cheele, Jerdon. I Hal. lineatus, Gray.
. M. IndiouiT, Hodgs..

|

Pariah kite, . « Eng. Paria* prandu, . . Tam.
Chil, Hind.

|
IMalla gedda, . ,

Tkl.

This is the scavenger kite, and is seen tliroiigli-

out India up to 8000 feet. They pick up garbage
of all kinds, along with crows and dogs. When
gorged, this bird delights to sit on the entabla-

ture of buildings, exposing its back to the hottest

rays of the sun, placing* its breast against the

wall, and stretching out its wings exactly as the
Egyptian*hawk is represented on monuments.

—

Jerdon; Tennent's Ceylon.

MIMANSA, a school of philosophy which in-

vestigates the doctrine and practices of the A^edas.

The Hindus have six dilforent schools or systems
of metaphysical philosophy. They arc called the

Purva Miinansa, Uttara Aliinansa or A'odanta, the

Sankhya, the Pataujala, the Nyayika, and the

Vaishcbhika. These, although some of them offer

irreconcilable contradictions to essential doctrines

of their religious belief, are recognised by the

Hrahmans.as orthodox,' and attributed to authors
of saintly reputation

;
while the Charvaka’,

Buddhist, and Jain schools, although * in some
respects not more at variance with received

opinions than the preceding, are stigmatized

with the reproach of infidelity and atheism. The
cause of this distinction, is that the orthodox;

schools of philosophy do not disparage the author-
ity of the Vedas, and they do not dissuade the
celebration of the acts of formal devotion which
the Vedas or Puraiias enjoin^ although they argue
their utter inefficacy as nieuns of final' and pornui-
uent felicity. They reconuuend their perform-
ance, however, as conducive to that frame of
mind in which abstract contemplation may be
safely substituted for devotional rites, and even
admit of external observances after the mind is

in pursuit of true knoAvledge, so long as such
ceremonies ^are practised from no interested
motive,^ so long as they are obse^’ved because they
are enjoined, and not because any benefit is

eitheh to be. expected or desired from their jirac-
tice. Again, the writings of the orthodox philo-
sophers do not meddle with existing institutions,
and least of all do they urge or insinuate any
consideration to detract from the veneration, or
^espass upon the* privileges, of the Brahmans,
bo long as these precautions were observed, the
Bralimans did not, nor would they now, object to
any form of doctrine having in view the establisk-
ment of merely abstract propositions. The case

y®® '^ery different with the heterodox* schools.
Ihey went from abstractions to things. The
tharvaka condemned all ceremonial rites, ridiculed
even the Srad’ha, and called the authors of- the
Vedak fools, knaves, and buffoons. The Buddh-
wts and Jains denied the inspiration of the

A^edas and the sanctity of the Brahmanical
character, abrogated tile distinction of caste, in-

vented a set of deities for themselves, whom they
placed above those of the Hindu pantheon, and
organized a regular hierarchy, a priesthood, and a
pontiff,—an institution still subsisting in the
trans-Indian countries, of which the Grand Lama
of Tibet is the head

;
and Burma and Siam have

their respective pontiffs, presiding over tho

'

Buddhist hierarchy. It is a remarkable historical

fact that this organization was found too feeble to
oppose, in India, tlie apparently loose and in-

coherent, the unrlisciplinea, the anarchical author-
ity of the Brahmans. It had, howeverj the

effect of exciting their apprehensions and their

hatre<l to such an extent that it became pro-

verbial with them to say, ‘ If your only alternative

be to encounter a heretic or a tiger, throw your-
self before tho latter

;
better be devoured by the

animal than contannnated by the man.’ There
may be a few of the Charvaka sect in India, but
their opinions are uiiavowed. The Jains have
numbers and influence in the west of India, but
Buddhists are little heard of in India, though
numerous in Ceylon, Tibet, Burma, Siam, Cam-
bodia, Cochin-China, China, and Japan.*

Besides tho above acknowledged schools or

systems of philosophy, there is the Pauranik. It

is not considered one of the number of regular

schools, and does not ‘ claim the character of a
system, but it presents a peculiar scheme of

doctrine on metaphysical subjects, and exercises

more influence over popular opinioq than any of

the rest. It may also be termed the Eclectic

school, as it has evidently derived its principles

from different systems, and formed them into a
miscellaneous combination of, its owii contrivance.

It is not put forward as a new scheme, but is

subsidiary to the popularization of particular

objects of worship for which the Puranas seem to

have been composed. I’he Vedas are authority

for the existence of a Divine Being, supreme over
the univeree, and existing before all worlds. ‘ In

the beginning,’ it is said, ‘ this all (this universe)
*

was in darkness, He (tlie supreme) was alone

without a second. He reflected, I am one, I will

become, many.’ AVill was conceived in divine

mind, and creation ensued. This being the

doctrine of the A'edas, is also that of the Vedautas,

the purport of which school is declared to be the

same as that of the A^edas, their end (anta) or

aim. The A'edanta is called also. the Uttara

Mimansu,—subsequent or supplementary investi-

gation. There is also, however, a Purva Mimansa,

or prior school of investigation, tlie object. of

which is to teach the art of reasoning, with the

express purpose of aiding the interpretation of

the Vedas not only in the speculative but the

practical portion. . As far as concerns the former,

it of course adopts the same monotheistic prin-

ciples. . The Patanjala school teaches also the

being of a God, the Nyayika and Vaisheehika

teach the
* existence of one Supreme Soul,—^the

seat of knowledge, and the maker of all things,

and the Pauranik 5r Eclectic school maintam
same doctrine. The Sankhya denies the existence

of a Supreme Being, although it recognises a two-
fold distribution of the universe as matter and
spirit. Of these six ancient schools of phUoBophy
recognised among the Hindus, some are avowedly
inconsistent with the religious

, doctrines of the
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MIMOSA. minagarA.

Brahmans, and others,- though deemed perfectly

orthodox, advance ‘opinions not stated in the

Vedas. The six- schools were enumerated in the

following order by Mr. Oolebrookc :

—

The prior Mimansa, founded by Jaiinani.

The latter Mimansa or Vedanta, attributed to Vyasa.
The Nyaya, or logical school of Gautama.
The Atomic school of. Kaiiada.

* The Atheistical school of Kapila.
The Theistical school of JPataiijali.

The two last schools agree in many points, and
are included in the common name of Sankhya.
Mimansa-darsana arid Mimansa-Vartikka are works
on the Miniansa philosophy, the latter by Kumarila
Bhatta.— Wilson^s Opinions of the Hindus^ p. 44;
Elphmstonei

MIMOSA, a genus of plants of the natural

order Fabticepe. The leaves of some of the

species are remarkable for being sensitive to the

touch. The pink and yellow flowers of one of

the small shrubby kinds are particularly beautiful

in the rains
;
they readily grow from seed in any

soil. Many plants formerly placed by botanists

in this genus have been referred to other genera,

chiefly to the acaCia, albizzia, caillea, dichrostachys,

entada, inga, and vachellia.

MIMOSA PUDICA. Linn. Sensitive jdaut.

Najuk, . . . Beng. Tota vadi, Tam.
Hte-ka-jrung, . BuaM. Attapatti, T«l.
Lajufc, Lajwaiiti, Hind. Pedda iiidra kauti,

This plant has small purple or pale pink flowers,

and its leaves fall on the slightest touch. It is

purpose,* serviceable for houses, but not used in

ships or boats. •The* berries are eaten sometimeg

by the poor. The seeds yield air abundance of

oil, which is used by painters. Burmese ladie.^

value its small, delicate, sweet-scented blossoms,

which they string in chapl^s for the head. A
cubic foot weighs 61 lb8»

MIMUSOPS. INDICA. A. D. C\ W, Ic.

Paloo-gass, . . . Singh. i.Palava maraxn, . , Tam.

This valuable tree grows very abundantly in

the hot, drier parts of the island of Ceylon. .* The
timber is extremely hard and strong, and very

durable. It grows in Tinnevelly. It is in largi;

demand by the Madras Ordnance Department for

making gun-stocks.’ ‘
•

MIMU80PS LITTORALIS. Kurz, A timber

tree of the Andamans.
MINA. An Assyrian weight =.7*747 grains.

The average man of Baghdad and Shiraz is 14*U,

that of 'rabreez and Bushire, 6-986.

MINA. Hind. Knamel; rods of coloured

glass used in ornamenting glass bracelets. Mina-

kari, the process of enamelling. Vitreous masses

of colours for enamels are employed by the miiia-

kar, enameller on silver, etc. The colours, used

are principally green and blue, salts of iron and

copper- diffused through vitreous matter
;

a

yellowish colour also is produced by litharge.

The manufacture consists in taking -a silver or

metal vase, having the pattern of leaves or flowers

worked on it in relipf, and filling the hollows

with enamel in a melted state. The colours

common in gardens, and grows readily from seed.

MIMOSA RUBICAULIS. Lam.
Arlu,*ICikri of . , Beas. I Didriar of . . . Bavu.
Kochee-kanta, . . Bxng. Alla, .... Sutlej.
Kal, Biaul, . . J^anjab. Uiulra, Veiitra, . Tkl.
Deo-khadir, . - I .

exliibit(‘d arc blue, green, and red. The art of

making this material Is known at Lahore, Multan,

Jeyjioro, and other places.

Mina, • in Persian means a glass vase, a blue

glass
;

it is also applied, to the deep blue sky,

and hence to tln^ blue vitreous enamel which is tl>e

A very prickly shrub (M. octandra, lioxl).)^ with commoner sort. . ^lina bazar amongst the Mahratta

small purple flowers, gradually becoming whitish, race is any exhibition. The enamels of Jeyporc

It grows over India, and is a valuable hedge plant, rank before all’ others, and three forjiis of enniiii?!-

MIMOSA SENSITIVA. Linn. Pfa-yangdiwa, ling are- followed there. Two of these are com

-

Chin. A native of' Brazil, has small purple paratively modern. The third (by incrustation)

lowers. The leaflets are sensitive to touch. It is very ancient. The Japanese practise a fourtii

will grow in almost any situation and .soil, raised form of enamelling. The art is probably

easily frOin seeds. It is cultivated by the Turanian
;
it is practised everywhere in India, It

Burmese, and is quite naturalized.— il/u.srjy
; Hoxb. was, according to the Chinese, introduced into

MIMULUS CARDINALIS, Monkey flower. China by the Yueche, and was carried as early,

Thubbse, Burm. Ornamental plants, well suited if nbt* earlier, into India. From Assyria it

for flower borders
;
the colours are chiefly blue, probably passed into Fgypt, and thence to

red, and yellow. It takes its name from Mimo, an Europe .—LomdCs Jlandhook.

ape, the seed bearing some resemblaiLce to tiie face MINABAN, Burm., the Moulmein lancewood,

of a monkey.

—

Riddell. is useful for handles of tools, but . it is not cqunl

MIMUSOPS ET.ENGI. Linn. Bakula tree. to lancewood in elasticity. It is liable to the

Kya-ya, ..... Burm.
j

Kosura, .... Sansk.* attacks of insects. .

Mugalimara, . , Can. Moone mal-gass, .Singh. MINAGARA, a historical city on the Indus

Taindu, , • . . . Dbkh.^ Maghadam rnaram, Tam. river, the chief site of the dominions of the

Bakula, . Hind. Pogada nianu, , . Tkl.
parthiaii kings of the Panjab; Captain Balfeur?

Eleug,, . . . Maieal.
,

.J
the

This ornamental flowering tree grows in Ceylon, Baggaur branch of the Indus, which flows from

India, Burma, and the Moluccas.. It has dark, the main stream a few miles south of Tatta, am

evergreen, oblong, alternate leaves, ^nd small -disembogues through the Gharra near Kurachec,

pale brown or white, sweet-smelling, fragrant and at some remote period had been the mam

flowers, of moderate size, from which an oil is dis- stream of the river, but is now open oiily during

tilled.
^

Its fragrant aromatic’ flowers aro cele- the inundation period. On Sind being conqueie

brated in the Puranas, and even placed amongst by Omaf, general of the khalif Al-Mausur, 1 1

the* flowers of the Hindu paradise. Krishna is name of. Minagara was changed to

said to have fascinated the milkmaids of Brinda- ‘ une ville celebre sur le rivage droit an o

ban, on the banks of the Jumna, by playing on ou Mehran, Ptolemee fait aussi mention dc

his flute beneath a bakula tree. The wood is ville
;
mais en la deplacant,* etc. PSL

strong, very haiA and durable for any ordinary it about 26°, but .not so high as Ulng
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illNAHASSA. MINERAIXMJY.

whose tables mahe it 26“ 40'. General Cunning- intent. They, are small in stature, seldom rising
ham has little doubt that Minagaja, handed down in height over 5 feet. The height of the men was
to us by the author of the Periplus, was the found to average 4 feet 11 inches, and that of the
Sami Nagara of the Yadu Jhareja, whose chronicles women 4 feet 7 J inches. The minima and maxima
claim Seistan as their ancient possesion, and observed were, of the men 4 feet inches and
ill all probability was the stronghold (nagara) of 6 feet ‘inches, and of; the women 4 feet 4
Sambus, the opponent of Alexander, and ho is inches and 4 feet Ilf indies, but these maxima
inclined to ‘place it on the site of Seiiwan. were quite exceptional. They are of a squat,-
Vincent, in bis translation of the Periplus, enters thick-set figure, skin intensely black and-glossy

;

fully ujtbn this point, citing Arrian, Ptolemy, Al- that of the men has deep scars on it, produced
Biruni, Ed;:isi, D’Anvillo, and De .la Koclmtte. by cuts of flint or glass chips, this form of

Hq has a note (2G,- p. 386, i.) which is conclusive, tattooing being performed by the women. The
could, he have applied it,

—‘Al-Biriin (equi- head is round, smaller than neighbouring Asiatics,

distant) between Debcil and Mansiira.’ D’Anville and eyes prominent, even' projecting. Depres-
alsosays^ ‘DeMansoraa la ville nommec Biruti, sions exist in the temporal region or the head,

la- distance cst iiidiquee de (piinze pariisaVgcs 'I’he teeth are nearly white, but often so irregular

dans Abulfeda,’ who fixes it, on the authority of as to seem in double rows.’ They are muscular,
Abu-Rehiin (surnamed Al-Biriini from Iris birth- and arc deficient in the roundness and fullness

place), at 26° 40'.

—

Cunninrfham^ Anc. (Jemj. p. 288. which give such symmetry of form to other races.

MINAHASSA. ^[cmido and Kama, in the Tlicir aspect iincoutli, their limbs are Ul-formed
povince of Miiiaha.ssa, lie directly oirposite each and slender-, their bellies prominent, and, like the
other on the W. and K. sides of the N.E. perrin- Africans, they have woolly heads, thick lips, and
sula of the island of Celebes, and are ojx-n to flat noses. They may be called hunters and
foreign trade. Menado is the capital of Aliira- lisherrnen, hunting game in their own wilds and
hassa, and is situated on a large and beautiful jungles, using the bow and arrow, with which
bay on .the W. side of the northerly promontory tirey are export, and employing, the .'bark of a
of Celebes, in lat. 1° 30' N., and long. 12P’ 66' E. tr-eo for fishing-lines. Trr disposition they are
'rhe people of Minahassa difler much from all shy, nnsocird, and mischievous. They -are skilful

the other*people in tlie. Archipelago, with the in shooting fish, manage their canoes well, and
usual long, straight, jet-black hair of tin' Mahrys. are fond of singing and dancing. They'* take

They arc of a light brown or yellow tint, often little pains to cultivate the soil, arid are ignorant

approachirrg the fairiress of a European, of a of the art of working in metals. They make their

.

rather short stiitilre, stout, and >\ell ma<lc, of an canoes by hollowing out the trunks of trees by
open and pleasing countenance, but disfigured means of tire.

as age advances Avitb projecting cheek-bones. 'I'lie area of the Andaman Islands *18.1746

The coast people, where there has ))Oon inter- .square miles, that of tlie Croat Coco 11 square
mixture, are c.mirsc

;
hut in inland villages, where miles, the 1 attic Coco 2 square miles, the three

Ihe race is. pure, both men and women are re- main Andaman Islands 1363 square miles, and
niarkably handsome. They are quiet and goitle, others smaller 380 square miles,

submissive to authority, and easily adopt the MINDANAO is in lat. 5° 39'. N., long. 125° 18'

habits of civilised life. 'Ihey seem Capable of E. Mindanao, Palwang, and the Sulu gl*oup of

acquiring a consi’derable amount of intellectual islets, forming the southern limits of the Philip-

educatiou, and they are clever ineehanics. pine Archipelago, contain many nations and
MINAR. Pers. A minaret of a mosque or tribes speaking many languages. The interior ig •

other building. Char-mimir, a building inside said to be inhabited by many smtiU tribes of

Hyderabad city. Minara, boundary pillars. I’apnans, but tho^e only who reside near the

MINBASlIl. Turk-. A commander of lOUO north-east, whore there are several Spanish

horsemen. ‘ settlements, art* known to Europeans. 'The chief

. MINBOO; near here, opposite ;^fagway in tribes of the north arc called respectively Dumaga,
Burraai fi^ud volcanoes. . 'ragabaloy, Malano, und Maiiabo, and, in common
MINOOPI occupy the Andaman Islands, and wdth the other mountain Papuans of Mindanao,

are perhaps the least civilised race in the Avorld, they are cobipiiratively inoffensive,

being nearer to a state of nature than nny people MIN DO KO, an islniid lying immecli9,tely adjacent

we read of.
' They are in tlio very lowest and to the S.WI coast of i^u(;.on, being separated only

most abject state of humah society’ without fixcti by a narrow strait. The Mindoro Sea is bounded
dwellings, unclad, and unacquainted with the on the S.W. side by the N.E. coast of Borneo,

meanest of tlm useful arts. They have been is much resorted to by British sixjrm whalers, who
isolated from unknown times

;
and when tlie obtiiin entire cargoes there. Mindoro Strait is 27

British settled on their islands in 1858, they were to-33 inile.s wide. Tlie sea is so clear and trans-

found in the lowest condition in which human parent that -the spotted corals arc plainly visible

hein^ can exist. They go quite naked, the women under 26 fathoms water.

wearing only at times a kind of ta.ssel or fringe The Negrito race in this island are congregated
^

round the middle, which is intended merely as in. a mountainous district called Bengan, where
ornament, as they do not betray ariy signs of they live on friendly terms with the Manguianes

bashfulness when seen without it. The men are or wild tribes of. the brown race, by whonx they
cimning, crafty, and revengeful, and •frequently .arc surrounded^ although very little intercourse

express their aversion to strangers in a loud and subsists between, them. The Maixguianes are a
threatening tone of voice, exhibiting various signs mild people, little advanced in civilisation.-—

of defiance, and expressing their contempt by the more ; Crawford ;
Earl ; WaUace.

oaost indecent gestures. At other .times they MINDRA, in a Hindu temple, is the cella.

•J^ppeared quiet and docile, with the most insidious MINERAIXXIY is a science which deals with
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mineralogy. mineral springs.

the deacription md clarification of the chem- marble in the mountains to ]the westward o
icallj^ distinct substances,which form the material Nooshky, but it does not seem to be. at all prizec

of the globe. Mineral substances, useful in the by the Baluch. Marbles abound in'S.E. Asia,

arts, and aj^plicable for personal ornament, are very Chinese authors assert that there are betweei

numerous in South-Eastern Asia, and under their four and five hundred mountains in the, empiri

respective headings wilj be found noticed,'—agate, which produce copper, and that there are upwardi
alum, amber, sjpethyst, antimony, arsenic, of three thousand which produce iron. Gold anc

asbestos*, avanturine, barytes, beryl, bismuth, silver mines abound, but the policy of tha

bloodstone, building stones, cairngorm, calce- Government discourages their beifig worked
dony, cat’s - eye, cinnamon stone, clays, coal, The mines of the province of Kwei-chii* supplj

copper ores, coral, cornelian, corundum, diamond, all the mercury used .for the manufacture o:

earths, emerald, fire-clay, fuller’s earth, galena, vermilion, and there are mines producing lead, tin

garnet, gold, graphite, gypsum, iron, iacynth, and calamine scattered all over the country. Coa
jade, kankar, kaolin, kyanitc, lapis -lazuli, lead, wasused very early in China fuel; it is mentione<

lime, limestones, lithographic stone, manganese,, by Du Halde as black, stones dug out of thi

marbles, meerschaum, mercury, mica, millstones, mountains, which stones burn when kindled, aiu

inolybdeiuim,. mother - of - pearl, ochres, onyx, are used by many persons in preference to wood
pearls, peat, petroleum, plaster of Paris, jdatinuiii, of which there is abundance. It is fqund in th

prase, plumbago, pumice, red earth, rock-crystal, north and in the south, and probably might b
ruby, salt, saltpetre, sappliire, selenite, serpentine, had in nearly every province in the empire. A
silver, slate, soda, spinel, sulphur, talc, tin, topaz, Shanghai it has been used on board Governmen
tourmaline, turquoise, zinc, zircon. steamers

;
in tliis district it resembles caunel coal

Mineralogists arrange these substances accord- It is to be had also at Canton. Le Compt'
ing to their chemical composition, as those con- assures us that there is not any country bette

sisting exclusively of native elements; also the supplied with coal than Chins, and he jmrticn

compounds of arsenoid metals, the compounds of larizes the provinces of Shan - si, Shen^si, am
metals with halogen elements, compounds of Chi-li.

—

Chiua^ i. 424
;
M. K. J. 11.

elements with oxygen, and organic compounds. MINERAL SPRINGS exist in many parts o

The result of the study of rocks and of their the south and east of Asia. The districts riches

component minerals has been to show that the in mineral waters appear to be the Tcnasseriii

great mass of the earth’s crust is formed of Provinces
;
a district around Hazaribagh, stretch

.aggregations of minerals belonging to a ‘very ing in almost every direction for about 180 miles

small number of the types that have been deter- in many places Ijtcrally teeming’ with hot springs

mined by the mineralogist. Tlie ores furnish the upper part of the Jalandhar Doab, or ratlie

metals essential to the heeds and happiness of the hills beyond its northern boundiuy, the Sal

man. Numerous minerals furnish products.ini- Range, and Northern and Western Sind
;
next h

portant in daily life. Materials for construe- these is the Koiikan, and, though not to be com
tion and architectural ornamentation, for pig- pared with any of the foregoing, th6 springs in tbi

ments, mordants, and bleaching processes, the peninsula of Guierat. The known springs ar

phosphates for manures, the alkalies, and the found at every elevation from within high-wate

materials for the manufacturing of acids, are all mark to a height of 12,000 feet,

dependent on the mineral resources of the eartli. ’I'he most frequent of all appear to be the bo

Of the above, the coal seams, the salt mines, springs without any very stiong mineral inipr

ther ores of iron, tin, galena, gold, antimony, and nation, which are so abundant in the Tenassoriii

salt are the most valuable. Provinces, aJiJ in the. Ilazaribagh districts, ii

.Valuable tin ores exist in the Tenasserim Pro- some parts of the Himalaya, in the Konkau, {ils(

vinces, and still more valuable beds of salt in the in Sind, where, as in many other places, an im

Punjab. Coal abouuds, and in several parts of pregiuitioii, with carbonate’ of lime is common
Britisli India iron ores occur plentifully, but arc One or two such have been found in Rajputau;

worked chiefly by the natives in the rudest and and the Dekhan.
most unthrifty maimer. Galena and copper ores Sulphurous springs appear to be pretty equally

occur, but not in Targe* quantities, and gold is diffused: several in Hazaribagh, some in the Nei-

found in many places, but has not been to any badda, some in the Konkan and Gujerat, some u.

extent worked with scientific skill. Of the pre- Sind and the Salt Ihiiige, many at the biise of tla

cious stones, rubies, sapphires, emeralds, and Himalaya, and in tlie upper part of the Jalaudbai

others arc found in Ceylon, Independent Burma, Doab. The great majority of them aro thermal.

Siam, and in countries N.W. of the Himalay«a. In The saline springs aro chiefly found in Sind ant

British India the. other stones now procured for , in the higher portion of the Panjab
;
they usuall)

jewellery are diamonds, garnets, agates, corncluuis, |' contain common salt with some sulphate of somi

and other forms of quartz. The coarse sapphire and small quantities of other salts, when they

of corundum is found in some places associated not simply bsine. Traces of iodine are founts

with jade. Mewar is rich in metals. Mysore.has near Kaiigra. Throughout Rajputana and u

iron ore ^nd corunduYn in abundance. some parts of the Panjab, the wells are abundantlj

Baluchistan is rich in mineral productions ;• impregnated with soda. Some of the ^rings u

copper, lead, iron, antimony, sulphur, and ^lum . Kamaon contain mineral impregnatitms,

abound in various parts, while common salt is too.J scarcely to an extent to be considered saim

plentiful to be. advantageous to vegetation. On Scarcely any strong saline ones are thermal,

the high road from Kalat to Cutch Gandava is a few thermal salines are chiefly calcareous,

range of hills from which red salt is extracted, one or two silicious. .

Sulphur and alum are* to be had at the same There appears to be a general

place, Feirier sn-w quantities of white and grey chalybeates, and there is no one district ^



• JtmERAL SPRINGS^ MINERAL SPRINGS. •

they have been found more frequently than hottest water, 162^, a green shining conferva

another, unless in the outer* rlmges of the Him^ thrives. Another spring is 128°, and the coolest

alaya. Wells in the Neilgherries are said often to 83°« Some 800 or 400 feet*from the baitk of the

have a trace of iron. None of the Indian* chaly- river, among the dilapidated temples, there is a
l^ates are thermal, and none of those known, large tank which is supplied by two springs, one
except that at the beautiful spot Nagcopda, appear hot and the other cold; so that.a't one end the

to be strong ones.' Some of the thermal springs, water is.warm, at the other cold, and in the centre

as the Seeta Kund at Monghir, the water of which tepid. The stream of the nullah is about 50 yards
is highly prifed, and often carried on long voyages, across, with a brisk current, and it retains its heat

are probably slightly carbonated. ' below the springs for a considerable distance^ its

Dr. Buiat, in Trans. Bombay Geogr. ‘Society, temperature was 83° in the month of December,
collected a large list of thermal springs. In the when the temperature of the air was in the shade

great majority of instances they have only been 77°. The sand of the stream some little Way
regarded by the natives of the country as emana- from the spring, siid at the depth of six inches,

tions of the deity, and as objects of worship, is intolerably hot to the hand. Extending for

Wherever there is a hot spring, there is pretty about 200 yards alpng the right bank of the

sure to be a temple, visited by pilgrims. Many stream, are 320 small brick and mortar vihara or

have been used medicinally
;
and those which temples, built by various pilgrims, each containing

appear ta be most resorted to for their healing a lingani emblem of Siva MahadeO. Numerous
virtues are the springs at Malacca, also at Sona, attendant ‘Brahmans loiter about the temples,

near Dehli, where coiisidciable buildings have engaged in bathing in the hqt stream, or watching
been erected for the convenience of bathers, at the cremation of dead bodies, which is constantly

Munnikarn, and at the lAikki pass. All of being carried on.

them are thermal, and except Munnikarn are The Panjeth mineral springs are either in the

sulphuretted. Natives have undoubtedly faith in hills or iu submontane districts. There «ire hot
them in.certaiii cases, and they might easily at a springs, also saline and sulphurous waters, and
small expense be made more extensively useful, iu limeSitoiie districts petrifying streams are not
Mr.* Ludlow in 1820 suggested that. the wells at uncommon. Kangra district has four mineral

Sona should be made use of for European soldiers, waters,—at Kohalla, Beshisht Kooloo, Munnikarn
Dr. Murray attempted in 1843-44 to employ the Kooloo, and the Jowallaji, Amte, and Bassa

sulphuretted and chalybeate springs in the yalley ! springs, also at Bohun.
below' Jiandour for the benefit of the invalids at

;
The higher portion of the Jalandhar ik a tiiict

that sanatorium, but the situation of the springs, abounding in mineral wells of all descriptions,

at the bottom of a hot and confined though
|

where the icy stream of the Parbati, close to the

picturesque valley, was an obstacle to success.
[

boiling fountain of Munnikarn, ivhich rises in a jet

The absence, at most seasons of the year, of a at an elevation of bf)87 feet, could furnish Bussiau
bracing climate, at the generality of the thermal baths, if. they were desired, and where the imme-
springs in India, diminishes the chance of their diate vicinity of a chalybeate is not to be for-

ever proving of utility to Europeans, Perhaps gotten; where some arii reported to contain

the climate of Hazaribagh, which is 1500 feet iodine or bromine, and possess the advantage of

above the level of the sea, alone offers something an almost European climate. In this district, on
of an exception to this remark. the banks of the Beas, is Beshisht, at an elevatipn

The sulphuretted spring at Chauncli is prettily of 6681 feet, with an ample thermal sulphuretted

situated, not . far 'from the Pachete Hills. But
|

source. (J’erard says there are a few mineral

there is a much more abundant and' hotter one,
|

springs impregnated with salt, iron, and alum,
culled Taiiloie, on the bunks of the Daniuda, two ' and at the famous wells of Zungsum, at the

or three miles off. Those at Bum Buklesir, about meeting of the Spiti and Parati rivers, four miles

lifteen miles from Mungulpur and Suri, are more
|

north of iShealkhur, inscriptions in the Tartar

powerful and abundant. liie hot spring at , language on tablets of stone describe the p.articu-

I^karakunda is not far off, and there is Siiid to be ! lar virtues of each spring. . .
•

another near at'Kisshun. The elevation of all' The Jawala Mukhi spripgs are situated all within

of them may be about 300 feet above the sea-level,
j

a distance of about 30 miles near the base of the

Bum Buklesir is a pretty spot situated iu a i hills, on their south-westerly face, looking towards

well-cultivated country. It is one mile from the the Beas
;
all contain chloride of sodium, common

large town of Tantipara, on the banks of a small salt, and iodide of potassium in considerable

nullah called the Buklesir. 'riierc are five oi* feix quantity. In the Jawala Mukhi valley, natui-ally

hot springs, the whole group called Bum Buklesir. formed by an elbow of the Beas near Nadauij, the

The hot wells that have been surrounded with salt ioduretted springs are placed in the following

masonry walls are immediately on the nortli or oYder :
— Koopera, Jawala (two si^rings), Jawala

right bank of the nullah. There are numerous Mukhi, Nagcah, and Kanga Bassa. All the water
hot spings in the bed of the nujlah, only t( be from these five springs, after having undergone
seen in the dry season, giving out sulphuretted slight concentration by being exposed only for a
hydrogen, with which the air is tainted. Near few hours to the open air, is purchased by the
the hot springs there are several cold ones, all Banyas at one aiina per seer, or exchanged for

flowing from a tough gneiss rock. The hot and the same value in flour, etc. The livelihood of
cold springs are only separated by a few feet from .the natives living in the vicinity of these springs
each other. The body of water ejected from the is chiefly earned by this trade. They are con-
hottest well is about 120 cubit feet per minute; vinced, and tell all who question •them, that the
it rung from innumerable small orifices in an water contains an efficacious principle which pro-
accumulation of mud, the rock being nowhere motes the cure of the goitre. The sulphuretted
visible within the masonry of the tank. In the hydrogen spring at Danera is considered sacred
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by the natives, who resort to it for cure in goitre

and other diseases. T^e spring is not a. thermal
one. A*small wayside spring in the hills near
Dalhouaie has a strong chalybeate taste, and
deposits the reddish precipitate indicative of iron.

The temperature, of Beshisht spring is 102° Fahr.,

that -of the principal spring ut Munniliarn 202°

Fahr. • *

Mineral waters occur at Doori and Kosunghat
and«Surar and Kudra near Jubbulpur

;
their

waters bubble up, and are drank ‘ during con-

valescence to restore the appetite.
' The mineral water of Sonachur does not bubble
up, but produces a good deal gf water

;
the vil-

lagers drink it daily. Comes out of black earth.

Mineral watera * occur at
.
Kooslco, Churgaon,

Bumhcc Beoinba, and Nurgur Moha.
Mineral water of a spring walled in at Kud-

jora in Jessote is a carbonated, calcareous, and
magnesian water, with- a slight proportion of iron

in the state of carbonate, and hold in solution in

the water.

Mineral water of Sosonoa, north of Hazaribagli,

is a carbonated and slightly chalybeate spring,

with a little muriate and carbonate of soda, also

in solution.

Sind abounds in mineral waters.

There is a‘ mineral spring in the Singplio

country at Khouang in Assam.
In China the springs of ‘mineral waters are

generally thermal or solfataras, yielding sulphur-

ous gases, steaui, and warm water, and their warm
character gives them their Chinese names Wau-
ts'iuen, Wau-t’ang, and Fuh*(s*iueii. Tlie hot

sulphur mines of Tung-t’ang, about bO miles from
Qhefoo, resemble those of Atami in Japdn, and
are useful in skin diseases and the contractions

and pains of ' rheumatism and other diseases.

Twenty miles.N.-N.W. from Macao is the island of

Hiang-shau, in which the hot springs Yung-mah
occur, with a temperature of 170°. The waters

coptain salt, sulphate of soda, chloride of calcium,

and are useful in skin diseases. In the gypsuin

districts of the division of Yiiig-cbiiigi in Hii-peii,

are several warm medicinal springs, reported to

by the sick. Jjarge quantities of salt and iibrous

gypsum come from these places in Yiiig-cliing.
]

Hwang-shan, a hill to the west of JIwui-chau-fu

city, in Ngan-hwui, has cinnabar springs which
are reddened at times, and are hot enough to

make lea. A clear, hot ,spring, Yuh-sliih-ts’iuen

,

is met witli;at Li-shan, near Si-ngau-fu (Slien-si).

At the Lu-shan,’ near Kiu-kiang (Kiang-si),

are warm springs, once iiuich vaunted ft>r

their efficacy in syphilitic, leprous, and exanthem-
atous disorders. .At Li-hieii, in Shen-si, is a

carbgnated-spring called Li-ts’iuen or Kau^-tshuen,

whose sweet waters were <]eemed to encourage

vegetation and to prolong life, and to be cooling,

stomachic, and corrective. To the S.E. of the

city of Hoh-king-chau, in Li-kiang-fu (Yim-nan),

are warm mineral springs, esteemed in the treat-

ment of abdominal tumours. There is the cele-

brated well of A-yih, at a place abput (iO H to the

N.E. of the district city of Yang-kii, in Kwan-
chau-fu (Shan-tiing), anciently* called 0-yih or

A-yih. The well is 70 Chinese feet deep, and its

waters have a gelatinous principle like the waters
of Bareges in France. The water is evaporated,
and produces a gelatine calledX)’kiau,or asses* glue.

In Formosa, at its northern end, 1750 feet

above the sea, are sulphur pits, in the rocky gorge
of a moiintaui, and* 85 miles east of Tamsui, aud
clouds of steam and sulphureous vapour issue

from rents in the rocks. There are several hot

springs and pools, and a miniature geyser, throws

intermitting jets of boiling^water to a height of

50 or 60 feet.’ Another solfatara is near the

village of Kim-pao-li, some seven- or eight miles

to the N.IV. of Kelung. In Japan similar* solfu-

taras occur, in the department of- Satsuma, in the

I

island of Riu-siu. The ground is volcanic and
impregnated with sulphur. .At* the southern on ^

of (Satsuma is the burning sulphur island of Ivo(

sima.

Sulphuretted Mineral Spririgs.

^^^llacca, thermal.
27 miles N. from Hazaribagli', thermal.
l>uni Buklesir, thermal, 16 miles W. and S, of Sm-

in Jiirblium.
.

‘ *

Jorya Biiri, not hir from Ohaunch, near meeting (

JiaiaKur and Damuda rivers, thermal.
'J’aiitloic, on other side Damuda, thermal.
Tata l*ani, 8iiguja, Ohutia Nagpur, thermal.

,

N. base of Malia-deu niountains, Nerbadda, thermal.
Well at Gwalior.

At 8ona, .30 miles from Dehli, thermal.

At Lousa, in Nurpur.
At Beshisht, in Kullu, tliermal.

In tlic Bukh Itavine, Salt Range, thermal.
At ihibba, in Kagge, 10 miles E. of Indus.

Chihalcc, W. bank of Indus, below’ Kalibagh.

Mitta, near Ksa Xbail, W. bank of Indus.

i‘ir Mangal and Gbazi 1‘ir, in Sind, thermal.
AVitbm liigh-watei* niiirk in Kattyawar.
Temple of .Somnatb, in Gujerat,
Arowlee, in the Konkan, thermal,
Bhadracliellum, on tlie (Jodiivery, thermal.

At Ohittur, slightly thermal.

2 . Saline.

Several springs at Surujkund, near Belcuppco an

Burkutta, Grand Trunk Road.
Teva, in Kangra district.

Mukiidur Rasliid, in Multan.
Shalipur, near Jhung.
T^ihard Khad, on Siitlej, above Rupur.
Universal throughout Salt Range.
Sumundur ami Kullur Khar lakcs^ in Salt Range V

Duzikustuck, Sind, thermal.
.

.

Ooch, Sind. .

Hyderabad, Dekhan.
Saline and sulphurous springs in Lukki pa.ss.

a. Brine.
Sambhar lake.

,

’
.

Brine springs in liijkanir and Jeysulmir.

Cacliar Hills.

h. Alkaline.

Lunar lake, .50 miles from Jaulna.
At Mian IMir, and other places in Panjab.
Kairi .soda water wells in Ajinir,

Well at .Tawala Muklii ?

c. Ahunhwus,
Well below at Landour, thermal.

d\ IwilnQ.
\ A 1 'i

Traces of iodine in well at ‘Jawala Mukhi, at Arluii i

Kangra .and Thiinga Bara near Hurripur ;
thoug

bronchocMe is very common in the district, '

inhabitants of Jawala are exempt from*it.

€. Jjilfie.

Many in Murree Hills’, above Rawal Pindi.
'

Peeth, in* Hala mountains, thermal.

Kyc, in Kala mountains, tliprmal, / i

Near Sunjabuiidia, Kurnoor, thermal, tempe/atu

crea^ng.

"f, Silidous, .
.

Burrare and Bhim Bhand, Kurruckpur Hills, tUerma

3. Chalybeate.^

At D.alhousie, Chamba.
Bhotas, near Jhelum,
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Bakh Ravine, in Salt Range.
At Nagconda, Simla -Hills.*

Below Landour.
On Ranjit river, Darjiling.

.
_

' ’

Rungnu river, 4 miles E. by N. of Darjiling.

.

Kamandrug Hill, liear Bellary ?

Near old town of Attaran, Moulmcin, thermal ?

A:.-Thermai Springs with' no important ingredients, r

Hot springs atCannea, in Ceylon, temperature variable?
I

Hot water fountains at Tavoy ami JiUnkyen and Sicnli,

and near Kalibe Aurig, Martaban.
On Attaran river, Teiiasserirn.

On the Palouk river and at Pee,- between Idergui and
Tavoy, some sulphuretted. .

•

Springs at- Nnmyan, near ]*romc.

Between Meeaday and the Arakan Hills.

Seeta Kund, near Chittagong.
Uttir, 30 miles from Purie. *

. I

Kaljhurnee, Maharu,* Hatbullea, Noiibhil, between '

Kajamahal and Suri.

Saugur taluk, .Nuggur division of Myfloro.

.At Darjiling, the water of the Minchu .spring is a
' carbonated and sulphurctteil chalybeate, contain-

ing its iron in the state in which it is found in the
Bath waters.

AtKudjora, in Jcasorc, is a* carbunated, caIcarcou.s, and
magnesian water, with a sliglit proportion of car-

bonate of iron, held in solution in the water.

At Sosonea, N. of Hazurihagh, is a slightly chalybeate
.spring, with a little muriate and carbonate of soda
also in solution.

At Mujoolee, 30 miles 8.E. of KlK>iiis.

Lacarakunda, 21 miles S.W. of Suri in Birbhurn.

At Katkamsandi, old Benares road,

rinarkoori,- Kamgur.
Sitakund, Monghir.
1‘aliarpur, Kurruckpore Hilli

Kajeor aiid Guriuk, N. by E. of Gya.

On Ranjit riv.cr,

Near Bagin river, in Pana district, Bundelkhand.

Alwar country*, one 15 miles AV. by S. from Alwar, one

.20 miles N,E. of Jeypore.

Mineral springs at Machery.?
At 8itabari, in Harowtee, also cold springs.

Jumnotri, Gungootri, Kcdarnath, and Badrinath, in

Garhwal.
Near Nutpa, Bukti, and.Jauri, valley of Sutlej.

Oi)posite Soni, banks of Sutlej.

Hot spring at Silol, Kangra.
Mnimikarn, inr Kullu,. and hot- spring farther up the

Parbati. fho Water where it issues from its sourciT

is 207’ Falir.,—one of the hottest known springs,

Gej’sers, 180’; Suraikund, 100”; the Pctersquelle,

in the Caucasus, 105’^
;
spring on l*aluk river, 100°

;

and Guanaxuata, in ^IcxicOj 207“. The boiling

point of Water at the elevation of JMunnikarn is

much below that point. Rice is cooked in tln^

spring at Jumnotri 104°, at about 11 ,000 feet above

.the sea, and in many others of inferior temperature.

Kulat, in Kullu.
fiuliman mountains. , ,

Pir Muggen, AJlifeator Tank, 13 miles from Kurachee.
Juggen and Deyra, N.. Siml. . ,

At the base of thej Hala mountains, 8ind.

Ooiioe, central range of Kattyawar, varial]lc.

Gonopdeen and Sunupdeen, in Satpura Range.
From near Surat to Rajapur many hot springs, at

Mahar, Ratnagheiry, Mat, etc., more than 12 in

number.
At Byora, Kair, and-Urjunria, Deklian. *

^ 5. Petroleum. -
^

Arakan, Paidong, .5 miles from Ramri.
Island of Cheduba.
Assam, at Jeypore and five other plapes.

Sylhet.

Kafir Kot, Algud. ravine, AV. hank of Indus,
dubba, N. side of Salt Range, 10 miles K. of the Indus.

Jawala Mukhi.
Three springs in Dulu, eastward of Gogra.

MINERY, an artifidaPlakQ in Ceylon, 20 mile's

in circumference. A charming sylvan spot.

MINGj a dynasty of China of a.d. 1870-1650.

9i

Choc Yuen-chang, the first of the dynasty, was
the son .of a labouring man. fd his yotlth he had
been a servant in a monastery, but joined the
insurgents who overthrew the Mongols. He
speedily obtained tlie leadership of a large army,
with which* he lestablished a new Chinese dynasty,
over thn thirteen provinces of the empire.* His
military genius was as undoubted as his political

sagacity was great. No sooner had he reached
jtlio throne than one of his first acts was to issue

an edict in which he justified liisf recent rebellion,

by claiming a heavenly mission, in strict imitation

of the usurper Tang (n.c. 176G), Ayho published
a like manifesto in explanation of hrs having over-

thrown the last emperor of the Hea dynasty. He
fiir.therfollowed.tlie example of preceding founders
of dyrrastios, in Iciiving at their post»all officials

w'ho were willing to Acknowledge his sovereignty,
and ill giving every encouragement to the national

literature, and thus succeeded in establishing his

rule in. the alYections of tlie people. During Ming
mb' tlierc was groat literary activity, considerable •

retinement in manners, and material civilisation
;

the exquisite blue pottery was brought to great per-
fection. Tlie Portuguosc obtained Macao', the Jesuit
fathers cam(‘ from Boiiie, and but for the quarrels
between tbe-.)esuits, Franciscans,* and the Donii-
nicans, Jbuldhisin, Taoism, and Confucianism
would have disappeared. The Jesuit missionary
Matteo Ricci acquired an unrivalled knowledge
of the book language, and the style of his m.eta-

])hysical and theological and scientific treatises

commands the admiration of the Chinese. Hsii
i Kuang-ch’-i, a scholar and statesman, was h’is

i intimate friend, and wrote a defence of the
Jesuits. About this time tliere .appeared the

. Encyclopa'dia of 22,000 books, with aboijt

1,100,000 pages; also the Chinese Herbal, and

i

the imperial library had 1,000,000 books.- The
, dynasty was overthrown by a popular rising, and
I
a Mauclu'i leader selected.

' AllNGAL, a tribe of rude and predatory liabits,

wlro occupy the southern hills of Jhalawan, from
! Khozdar to Bela in Jjas. • They have two great

'j
divisions, the Shahi-zai and Phailwan-zai. The

' Bizimjii, of which are two gr eat divisions, the

;

Amalari alid Tanbarari, are west, but on the same
hills as the Miiigal. They are a violent people,

,

apd much addicted to rapine. The Zrgger Mingal •

and RakshaniJ who inhabit Nushki, have no
i proper towns or villages, but reside in tents, and
' are not migratory. Their river, the Kaisar, is

j

useless for irrigation, arid is lost amongst the

sands. They cultivate wheat at tlie skirt of the hill

rairges supporting the plateau of Saharawan.

Snow seldom falls. The Zigger Mingal at one
time occupied tlie Dasht-i-Gnran near Kalat, but
their increasing numbers compelled them to

migrate into Nushki; dispossessing the Rakshani,

of wliom two tomans or clans still reside .at

Nushki. They have a good breed of horses, called

'i’arji. Their jlocks are very numerous.* ^iliara-

wan and I.fus are on a great mountain range or

,

table-land that runs'N. and S. Jhalawan, with

!
less elevation than Saharawan, is held by Brahui

I

tribes, amongst whom are the Mingal, Bizunju,
’ and Samalari in the hills. The fixed population
in their little towns does not exceed 10,000, and
are greatly .exceeded by the pastoral tribes, the
great tribes of Miagal and Bizunju giving them
the preponderance. *
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MINGULA-THOOT of the Burmese is sup-

posed to be the'Mau^a Sutra, meaning the

auspicious or.fortunate discourse. It is a beatitude

sermon of Gautama, containing 38 rules of life or

a summary of beatitude. It is 6ne of the first

lessons taught to a Burmese youths

—

YuU^ p. 96.

See Maiigala. .
*

MINIIAJ-ud-DIN, author of Tabakat-i-Nasiri,

a general history from fhe earliest times up to

A.H, 658, A.i). 1259. His name was Abu-Umat
Minhaj -ud - Din ' Usman - bin - Siraj -ud- Din al-

Jurjani.* In a.d. 624, a.d. 1227, lie came from
Ghor to Sind, Uchh, and Multmi, and served under
Sultan Shams*-ud-Diri Altainsh, the Sultana Razia,

Bahram Shah. After the last was slain (a.h. 639),

Minhaj-us- Siraj wisited Lakhnauti, and in 642

returned to Dehli, where In* was ai>pbintcd

president of the Nasiriya College. Honours were
heaped upon him, and he was entitled Sadr-i-

Jahan. The date of his death is not known.—

'

•//. Elliot,

MINIUM, Red oxide of lead.

Suranj of . . Avicknna. Menning rothea

Ywen-tan, Tan-fen, Chin. * bleioxyd, . . . Gkk.
Chu-fen, Hnng-tan, „ Suiuloor, . . . Hind.
Oxide rou^e de plomb, Fa. Minio, It.

Mining,. . . Geh.

Red lead is a brilliant red-coloured tri-plumbic

oxide of lead. Massicot and minium may be pro-

duced £\t pleasure, by continuing*the calcination of

the metal first into litharge or .massicot, the

monoxide, and.then into the red tri-plumbic tetr-

oxide. It is largely prepared by Hindu chemists.

It* is used for purifying concentrated acetic acid,

also to adulterate, or in lieu of, vermilion, and by

glass-makers and painters, Tlie Hindus smear it

largely on their idols, or on stones to convert

them into a deity.

—

SmiiTi ; Roijk,

MINT, Mentha sativa.

Hibbuk, . . . . Arab. Pudina, Nana, . . Hind.
Pa-ho, , 1 . . . CmN. Menta romanna, . . It.

Bautne verte, . ... Fr. Menta, Sp.

Frauehmurze, .
.* Ger. Widda, '.

. . . Tam.

Dried mint is esteemed as a medicine by the

natives of India, and is prescribed by Muham-
madan practitioners in dyspeptic complaints, and

to stop vomiting. The common sorts are three,

—

spear-inint, pepper-mint, and penny-royal, also

Mentha birsuta, M. crispa, and M. Canadensip.

The first is generally used for culinary purposes.

It may be propagated by layers or cuttings or

parting of the roots
;

it requires a moderate pro-

•jKjrtion of water. In the rains a small black

caterpillar attacks the leaves, and will destroy the

whole bed ii not removed by hand or by flooding

the beds, when the insect becomes dctiiched from

. the leaves, and is easily destroyed. Tlie mints

are domestic* medicjnes, carminative, antispas-

inodic, stomachic, astringent; sudorific, and alexi-

pharmic. Dogs refuse to Sleep bn rugs beneath

which mint hsw been placed, and this simple plant

thus affoAs a good means of ensuring cleanliness.

•^Riddell) Powell; Smith.

MINTO, Eakl of, watf Governor - General

of India from *the Slst July 1807 to 4th October

181B. lu that time he prohibited the three

eminent missionaries, Marshman, Ward, ' and
Carey, from circulating .tracts against Muham-
madanism or Hinduism, and prohibited pteaebidg

in bazars. A sepoy mutiny eccurred at Vellore

in 1809, which was put down. The European

officers of the Madras army mutinied, and the Earl
of Minto went there to support the locfid govern-
ment, of which Sir George Barlow was the
president. He sent an expedition to capture
Bourbon and the Mauritius, and he accompanied
the expedition whi*ch conquered Java. He sent
Sir Oharies Metcalfe to Ranjit Singh, i^ith whom
a treaty was concluded. He returned to England,
hut died at Stevenage on the 21 st June 1814.
Hi^ Indian career was written by his grand-niece
the Countess of Minto, 1880.

MINTRA, a wild tribe in the Malay Peninsula,
with numerous , superstitions. They clear a
small piece of ground in March, in July they set

fire to the trees, which are then sufficiently dried,

and at the beginning *of September t^ey plant
paddy, cludy, etc. They are- very partial to the
flesh of monkeys. They use the suinpitan, which
is a bamboo from 6 to 8 feet long

;
tlw arrows are

slips of bamboo 10 inches long, with , a* piece of

light wood at the bottom, shaped to the bore of

the tube, which they propel by blowing hard, the

point of the arrow being anointed with a prepared
poison called tlipoh. After two or three minutes
the smaller animals vomit and fall dead. Large
animals are generally able to run, after having
been wounded, to a distance. These savages
seldom miss their aim, but will shoot witli their

arrows monkeys seated on trees 70 or 80 feet high.—J<mr. hid. Arcli.^ 1851.

MIR. Hind., Peus. A chief, a president of

I
an assembly, a title ‘of .‘any Syud, as Mir Akbar

I All, Mir Kasim Ali, Mir Mobil) Ali; largely

employed in compounding titular words, as Mir-

munshi, head munshi
;
Mir-sarnan, head steward

;

Mir - Akhor, master of the horse
;

Mir - Bahr,

harbour - master, a fisher tribe of Sind
;

Mir-

Bakshi, paymaster
;

Mir-dah, head peou, head

of ten,

MIKA BAT, wife of Lakha, the rana of Udaipur,

capital of Mewar. She was a daughter of the

Rahtor of Mairtd, the first of the clans of Marwar,
and was celebrated fonhdr beauty and her romantic

piety. She was a poetess, and some of. her odes and

hymns to Krishna are yet admired, and supposed

to equal in merit those of Jayadeva. She visited all

the shrines of Krishna from the Jumna to Gujorat.

There' was a difference between her and her

mother-in-law on some religious matters, and she

therefore separated from her husband, and led a

religious life. She left the effusions of her piety

in the poems and odes which constitute the ritual

of the theistic sects, especially thofle pf Naiiak aud

Kabir. '
.

MIKABAU, a Penang wood -of a light red

colour; much used for ship-building, furniture,

! etc.

I

MIRABILIS JALAPA. L. Marvel of Peru.

Zahr-iil-ajl, ... , Arab. Rambiit-polu-

I

Krishna keli, . . Beng. kampat, . .
Mala).

' Zjibb-ul-ajl, .
*. Egypt. Sandal mulam, f Maleal,

* Gul baji, . . ‘ Hind. Sendrikka, . .

Gul abbas, ... „ _
Badraksha, . Tam., Tel,

Cultivated as an ornament in most gardens,

root considered as an aperient^by the

doctors, etc. Its roots were long considered

the source of the true jalap ;
their taste is acri

and nauseous, and they abound in

seeds also contain this principle.^ M.
;i_„

and M. longifiora are reputea to possess

properties. The .flowers are of various colours,
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MIRAGE. MlKArf.

red, white, and yellow, also variegated red and with salts, had filled this great hollow, and when
white, yellow and white. It becomes in a short dried up by evaporation had left a white saline
time quite a weed in a garden. deposit that .exactly marked the space which the

MIRAGE. waters 'had covered, and thus sketched a true
Bahr-bi la*ma, . . Au. I Namaish-i-ah, . . Pers. shore-line. The minute crystals of the salt
Si-kot, Chitram, . Hind.

|
Sahr-ab, .... „ sparkled in tlie sun, and so looked like the face of

This phenomenon is th^ unreal waters alluded a lake that is calm and smooth.’

to in Jeremiah xv. 18 ;
the parched ground of ' The refraction of the atmosphere in the Eastern

I^iah XXXV. 7. It is i^id -that beasts are never Archipelago is often marked. Dr. Bennett relates

deceived by the mirage. But, to man, the distress (ii. p. 72) that the ship’s boats, while floating on a
occasioned in Arabia by a deficiency of water is calm sea, at a distance from the ship, were magnified
frequently increased by the tantalizing appearance to a great size. The crew, standing up in them,
presented by the mirage. The light refracted in appeared as masts or trees, and their arms in

the rarefied air immediately above the heated motion as the wings of windmills
;

while the
ground gives rise to the resemblance of an cx- neighbouring islands (especially at their low and
tensive lake, and the thirsty traveller advancing tapered extremities) seemed to be suspended- in

towards it finds the flattering delusion recede the air some feet above the ocean-level. On
before him. In the early part of the morning, another occasion the setting sun assumed the
while some dew remains on ihe ground, the per-' form of the hull of a ship, and in a few moments
ception is remarkably strong

;
every object is then changed to a perfectly square shape.

—

Bennett's

also magnified, so that shrubs appear as trees, Wha tin ff Voyage; Bothen; Bnrto7i's Mecca^m.23]
and under them frequently appear their images TofCi^ Bajasthan,

;
Col. Chesney^i. 572.

inverted, as if reflected. from the surface of water. MIRAJ-i-MAHOMED, or Laddu-i-Mahomed, is

On the west of Jacobabad, in the Kalat terri- a Muhammadan festival held on the 27th Rajab,
tory, is a plac^ famed for this deceitful appeanince. in commemoration of the ascent to heaven of
It is there called the Lurnpani Ab, or the shining Mahomed. It is alluded to jn the 17th chapter of

of the minstrel’s water. Dr. Bellevv on the 8th the Koran, and Katib al-\Vakidi says it occurred
January 1872 sighted two lofty mounds set on the 17th Ramzan. On the occasion the angel
together in the midst of the hard, dry clay desert, Qabriel mounted Mahomed on the horse Burak,
with shrubby bushes at their bases fringing pools and conveyed him to heaven. Mira] is from the

of water, all reniarkably clear and distinct. But root Urj.

US he approached near, the illusion disap^Kjared, MIR ALAM, the prime minister . of the Nizam
and the semblance dissolved to the reality,—two of Hyderabad. He died 1808.

heaps of clay on the sides of a dry well-shaft, a MIRANZAI. In continuation of the Kohat
few scattered salt-worts, and a patch of soda valley, there runs the valley of Hungu or Hangu,
efflorescence,

.
The tradition which gives this par- 20 milas long by 2 or broad, which opens into

ticular place its name is that a Liim or travelling the plain of Miranzai. This latter plain, about
minstrel, when crossing this desert, deceived by 9 miles square, and bounded on the south-west
the appearance of so much water, emptied the by the iGiram river, scarcely 20 miles distant

cruse under whose weight he was toiling, and from where it emerges into the Bannu .plain, is

perished in the desert from thirst. held by 7 fortified villages. The Zymosht Afghan
In the desert of Dhat and Urnra-Sumra, where are a small but brave tribe, numbering about

the shephertld pasture flocks, and especially where 5000 fighting men, some of whom are well

the alkaline plant is produced, the stratification mounted. They inhabit a valley leading from
is very horizontal, and produces much of the Western Miranzai onward towards tha crest of

mirage. It is this, illusion to which .the inspired a range called the Pc’war Kothul, over which
writer refers, when he says, ‘ The mock pool of General Roberts led a British Indian * army in

the desert shall become real water.’ The inhabit- his advance on Kabul.

ants .of the desert term It Chitram, literally the MIRAS. Arab., Tam.’ Inlieritance
;
any in-

picturc, by no' means au unhappy designation, herited property, patrimony. Mirasidar, the holder

This optical deception is well- kno\^n to the of a hereditary estate. In Benares the Mirasi is a

Rajputs; is called See-kot or winter castles, class of Muhammadans who teach girls singing

because chiefly* visible in the cold season
;
hence and dancing. Their women are also employed as

possibly originated the cqual’y illusory and de- jesters in the presence of native ladies, in zananas

,
lightful Chateau en Espagne, so well known in or female apartments of large houses. In Sind

Europe. the Mirasi is a bard, who accompanied his chief to

It rs to be seen in every part of British India; the field, and sang the • Shair or war-song during

just as Eothen describes (p. 271) the likeness of a the combat. In India he is often the*same as the

fresh-water lake, ‘ like a broad sheet of calm water Nai, a musician, barber,, and astrologer combined,

that stretches far towards *the .south, stretching Usually it means any hereditary right or office,

deep intef winding creeks, and hemmed in by Mirasi is a revenue term introduced into India

jutting promontories, and shelving smooth off by the Muhammadans. It means that .which is

towards the* shallow side. On its bosom the inherited, and seems to have been substitute

reflected fire of the sun lay playing, and seeming for the Tamil term Kaniachi, or rjght of ownership

. to float upon waters deep and still.’ by inheritance. The term Mirasidar correspopds

‘Though,’ says he, ‘ I knew of the cheat, it was to that of the Tamil Kaniachi-karan, and'mens
not till the spongy foot of my camel had almost a person exercising mirasi rights.

^

In the mirasi

trodden in the seeming waters that I could tenure of lands of the S. of‘India villages a certain

undeceive my eyes, for the shore-line was q,uite number shared the land, demomtic republicans
true and natural. I soon saw the causie of the among themselves, *and regarding all others as

phantasm. A sheet of water, heavily impregnated servants.
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MIRA SALICIPOLIA.
*•

Mirasidar is a revenue term in use in Bom-
bay, si^ifying a hereditary, occupant of land,

whom Government cannot displace go long as he
pays the appointed assessment on his field. The
emperor Akbar, hbwever, claiiricd all land as the

property of the state.—Cainphell; Sherrimj.

MIIIA' SALICIFOLIA is the Maire or -sandal-

wood timber tree of New Zealand.

MIRDA, migratory shepherds in the south of

India.

MIR-DAH. Pers. Literally a master of ten,

the chief of peons
;
also a land measurer, who

must measure with a standard yard or gaz, with

the j^al of the principal town of the district

aiOBxed to it. The Illahi gaz, as fixed by Akbar, is

the one used,

—

Malcolm\ Central [ndia, ii. p. 30.

MIRDUNG. Hind. A drum which is an
accompaniment to the kunchuee ka taefa.

MIRGIA, a variety of the elephant in Oachar.

MIRI, of the Assam borders, occupy the country
from the Sisi district to the Dihaiig river, S. and E.

'of the Dophla, and on lower land, stretching to the

cast, all along tlie north bank of the Brahmaputra,
up to the Dihang river

;
they also settle at times

on the south bank of the Brahmaputra river. The
Miri and Abor tribes ^re expert bowmen, and use

poisoned arrows.

The Tanae Miri dwell in a fertile valley of the

Sundri river, N.W. of the hill Mirk They haye

fifteen large villages, and cultivate rice. They
tattoo their faces, from which the Assam people

call them Auka-Miri.
The Ghy-ghasi Miri dwell west of the Dirjiud;

the Sarak Miri are ou both banks of the Subansiri

in its hill course
;
and the Pani-botia Miri and

Tar-botia Miri arp near.

Miri of the plains .are offshoots . from Abor, and
are' claimed by that people as runaway slaves.

But there are various clans of them, differing in

external^appearance. ’ The Saiengya and Arengya
clans crop their hair like the Abor.

MIR TZZAT ALLAH,” author of Tnwels in

Central Asia in the years 1812-13, translated by
Captain Henderson, 1872.

MIR JAFAR, a nawab of Bengal, whom the

English East India Company’s Council raised to

that office after the defeat at Plassey of 8uraj-ud-

Dowla. On the outbreak of war between Great

Britain and France, Clive took possession of the

French factory of Chanderiiagflr on the’ Hoogly,

which Suraj-ud-Dowla resented as an aggression.

Clive with 1000 Europeans and 2000 sepoys met
Suraj-ud-Dowla’s army at Plassey, 70 miles from

Calcutta, overthrew Suraj-ud-Dowla there on

the 23d June 1757, and put aside Suraj-ud-

Dowla in favour of Mir Jafar, for whom authority

was obtained front the Moghul court. Mir Jafar,

as the reward, was asked to pay a kror of rupees

to the E, .1. Company, and 85 lakhs to the naval

squadron^ and the inliabitants* of Calcutta, and
12,80,000* to -Mr. Drake, the Governor, to Colonel

Clive, Mr. Becker, Mr. Walls, and Major Kilpatrick

;

the total amount demanded being Rs. 2,60,77,500.

But the nawab cciuld,only provide one-half of tlie

asked amount, and even of the reduced amount
one-third had td be accepted in jewels and plate.

But, at the same' time, Mir Jafar granted to the

Company the zamindafi of the Twenty - four

Ftoganas around Calcutta, an area of 882 square

miles, and in 1769 the Dehli emperor bestowed

on Olive the right to receive the land, tax. Clive

. MIR-KHOND.

was raised to the rank of mansabdar of 6000 fout
and 5000 horse, and received as jaghir a large

allotment of land near Calcutta. Subsequently,
: after a ten years’ tenure, Olive’s jaghir reverted

‘to the E. I. Company. In 1761 Mir Jafar was .set

aside, and replaced by his son-in-law Mir Kasim.
Suraj-ud-Dowla’s forces at the battle of Plassey

numbered. 36,000 infantry*, 16,000 cavalry, anil

50 cannon.
MIR JUMLA, fninister of AbduUah Kutub Shah

of Hyderabad during the 17th century. He was
originally a diamond, merchant, and was known
and respected throughout the Dekhaii fpr his

wealth and respectability before he was made
minister. His sou Muhammad Amiu was a

dissolute and violent young man, who involv(*d

hi.s father in a dispute ‘'vyith the court, and Mir
Jumla applied to Shah Jahan. and Aurangzeb.
Siiah Jahan haughtily ordered Abdullah Kutub
Shah to redress Mir Jiimla’s grievances, wliicli

interference was resented, and Aurangzeb treaclu'r-

ously seized Hyderabad, reduced the fortress of

Golconda, and rendered Abdullah tributary. Mir
Jumla took service with the Moghul, attaifled the

highest offices at the capitjil, and afterwards

became the chosen counsellor of Aurangzeb, and
one of the most useful instruments of his ambitious

designs. He was imprisorted (supposed to be a

retence) iu Dowlatabad by Aurangzeb, for a

rief period, but joined Aurangzeb a day or two

before his defeat of Bhuja, on the 15th January
1 659, and was second in command on that occasion,

lie drove Shuja into Arakaii, whore that prince

disappeared. Mir Jumla was afterwards employed
iu the coiKpicst of Koch-Bahar and Assam, but

was forced by the rains to withdraw, aiubho died

at Dacca ou the 6th January 1663 (a.ii. 6 Jainadi-

us-Sani 1073), worn out by the fatigues wliich,

though far in years, ho had encountered equally

with the humblest soldier. Aurangzeb immediately

raised his son Muhammad Amin to the rank and

to all the honours his father had held.

—

EUi. pi>.

519-541.
.

* * '

MIR-KHOND was tlie literary title of Miihrun-

mad-biu-Khavand Shah-bin-Mahmud. He was

bom in 1432, nourished at the- court of Husain

Mirza at Herat. After many years of disappoint-

ment from want of patronage, he was at length

befriended by the munificent iniiiistor Ali.Biiir

Beg, who obtainetl him a suitable dwelling near

Herat, and assisted him in collecting materials for

his History of the Early Kings of Persia, from

Kaiomai's to the Conquest of Iran by Alexander

the Great, and down to a.d. 1471.' Mir-Khond

died in 1498, and his son Khoiidamir Wrote an .

abridgment of his father’s work, .which he called

Klialusat - ill - Akhbar. Texeira, a Portuguese

trcavcller, published a -translated -abstract of M/t*-

Khond’s book, and- there is an English translation

of I'exeira by Stephens
;
but the best translation^

of that portion of Mir-Khond^s work which relates

to the history of Timur’s conquests, was published

in Major David Price’s Muhammadan History, in

1821. There is also a translation of Mir-Khouo s

History of the Early Kings of Iran, published ny

David Shea in 1882. He wrote lus book m tae

cancahalo-culasya caravansary built by the vizi

Mir Ali Shir, to whom he dedicated his 'worx,

whipH ho entitled Rauzat-U8-Saf#fi sirat

o ul mtjuc, o ul kulafa; which signifies

Garden of Pleasure, touching the lives of t



•MIR MOHANNA, MISR.

prophets, kings, and khalifsi The preface treats

of the science or art of chronological history.

—

History of Oenghiz Can^ p. 429.; Otiseley's Tr, ii. p,

392
;
Markham*s Embassy, p. 33,

MIR MOHANNA, a celebrated pirate who
ravaged the Persian Gulf. His stronghold was
Bandar Reg, which the Persians and English took

and razed.
'

MIR MUHAMMAD MAS.UM, author of Tarikh-

iis-Sind, a history of tlie conquest of Sind by the

Arabs, and down to the time of Akbar. He took

the takhallus of Nami. He was born at Bhakkar
in Sind, and wrote a.d. 1600.

—

Ellint's Indhu
MIRPUR. Eastward of Hyderabad ‘in Sind is

Mirpur, the stronghold of a former chieftain of tlic

Talpur house
;

still fartlier towardg the desert was
Oinarkot, noted as the birthplace of, the illiiatrions

Akbar. This was long looked ujjon a.s the de])osi-

tory of the accumulated wealth of the Kalora and
Talpur rulers, and the point in whicli the chiefs

would make a stand in case of an invasion of tlieir

country.

MIRRORS ari' in urq in every liousehold of the

Muhammadan and Hindu races, also amongst the

Chinese, Japanese, and Malay. They are some-
times of polished metal. With the Japanese^ the

bronze mirror with itvS stand holds a prominent
])Osition. This mirror • is usually circular, from
3 to 12 inches in diameter, made of bronze, and
with a bronze handle covered with bamboo. The
reflecting face is generally more or less convex,

polished with a mercury amalgam, and the back

is.beautifully ornamented with a gracefully-exe-

cuted raised design. Some for the rustic popula-

tion have also polished letters. Japan belief is,

that as the sword was ‘the, soul of the Samouri,’

so is the mirror the ‘ soul of woman It therefore

constitutes the most valuable of all her possessions,

• and two mirrors form •])art of the trousseau of

e very Jajmneso bride, 'rhe characteristic qualities

of the mirror must, it is believed, be in accord-

ance with the constitution of the ywssessor, and
second sight IS rtjsortcd to in the selection of a

mirror.* The fortune-teller, instead of looking at

a girl’s paim, regards the reflection in a mirror.

Instead of referring’ to the book of the recording

angel, the Japanese Plato brings before the boat-

man his evil deeds reflected in a mirror.
• MIR. TAHIR MUHAMMAD, NASYANI, son

.of Syed Hasan of Tatta, is the author of the

historical work Tarikh-i-Tahiri. He- left Kanda-
har when it was beleaguered by the Persians, for

Tatta, A.D. 1606, a.h. 1015, and he wrote his book

MIRWAHI,’‘a Brahui t^ibo located in Musbki,
Jhow, and Kojwah. The Bral’iui entered from
the west, and point to Khozdat* as the capital prior
to occupying Kalat. See Kalat.

MIRZA. *Per§. An honorary title, from two
Persian words,* Amir-zadah, nobly, born;, when
prefixed to a name,* as Mirzf^’Abdul Baki Khan, it

means a secretary, a munshi; when suffixed, as
Abbas Mirza, it means prince Abbas.
‘MIRZA KHAN, styled Khan Khanau, son of

Bahrain Khan, was the second of Akbar’s generals.

He made tlie Persian translation now extant of

Baber’s Memoirs, from the Turki, in whicli Baber
wrote.— p. 466.
MIRZAPUR, 9 town and district in the N.W.

provinces of British India, the district lying be-
tween lat. 23* 61' 30" and 25° 31' N., and between

long. 82° 9' 16" and 88° 36' E. Area, 6217 sqtiaro

miles. It has grown and prospered under the
British rule since the latter part of the 18th
century, and, as a mart of trade, ranks nCxt to
Calcutta and Bombay. .'Ulie grains, cotton, and the
dyes of one-sixth of India are sold here. Mirza-
pur lia» risen purely from commercial causes,

*

unconnected with religion or the auspices of
royalty. In Mirzapur is seen the most oeautiful

market-place or chauk of all India. Four miles
from Mirzapur is the temple' of Bindachul.

MIRZA SAEIM,*the Jahangir of Indian History,

was son of the emperor Akbar.. He was born
near the abode of Moin-ud-Din, Chisti. '[hey

show to this (lay the little roof of tiles, close

to the original little dingy mosque of the old

hermit, where the empress gave birth tO Jahangir.

I’herc^ is not a greater among Muhammadan saints

than the wall Moiu-ud-Din, ^yho was a Persian of

Chist, but whose holy dust remains m'Ajmir. 'Fhe

empress happened to be pregnant albout the time,
and remained in the vicinity of tho old man’s*
hermitage till the promised boy was born. He
reigned A.D. 1605-1627.— 7V. liimL ii. p. 4.

MISCHODON ZEyLANICUS. Thw.
Tliis is the Tamana of the Singhalese. It is a fine

large tree, common in Ceylon, near Colombo and
Kandy. 'I’he young leaves are of a beautiful red
colour. Tho timber is excellent. It seeds abund-
antly; is most readily propagated from seed.

—

Beddome.
MISHMI, of the Assam borders, dwell between

tlie nortli and the cfist branches of the Brahma-
putra river. They have several subdivisions, of
which tlie Chul-katfa or crop-haired are the chief.

Some, of the Abor and some Ror Khamti are
mixed with th6in.. Their colonies sweep round
to the casl of the Dapha BImm mountain, and
then up the valley of the Brahmaputra proper to
the confines of Tibet. They externd west to tho
Digaru river (lat. 27° 40' to 28° 40' N., and long.
96° to 97° 30' E.). They are a short, sturdy race,

of fin'r complexion for Asiatics; welb-knit figures,

and active as monkeys
;
they vary much in feature.

The clans best known in the plains are the Tain
;

the Maro are to the south of the Brahmaputra. Tho
most eastern known to the British are tin* Mizha

;

they are perhaps connected with the Miautze, the
aboriginesof -Yun-nanand other provincesof China.

MISH'IT KHEL, a dependent section of the
Orakzai clan, with about 3000 fighting men. They
occupy the hills from tlie exit of the Kohat river

to Kaslia.

—

iV.lK. Frontier.

MISKAL. Arab., Hind. A measure of weight

of 63J troy grains.— W.
MISKAT-ul-MUSABIH, literally tlie niche for

lamps
;
a collection of the most reliable of Muham-

madan traditions, according to Sunni views. It

was translated in 1809 by Captain A. N. Mathews,
'Calcutta.

MISR. In the districts of Gorakhpur, Azimgath.

ivud Benares is. an agricultural tribfe who call

themselves Bhiiin-har or Bhun-har. They claim

to be Brahmans, ^and take the titles of Tbakur,
Misr, and Tewari * the raja of Benares belongs to
them. Misr or Misra is also a surname given to
a Brahman of the Kanoujia tribe, afid eepeoially

to the members of two of the subdivisions, got,
or families belonging to it, those of the Sandal and
Katyayaiia or Viswamitra got: The term Misr has
been conjectiired to have been connected with the



MISSL aMIgSIONARIES.

ancient name of Egypt Misr, as if some of the ancestor, Tfiecolleclions containing the candhical

Brahmans had come from that country
;
it is more boofc* of the southern Buddhists are called the

probably of affinity to Misra, -mixed, indicating Tripitaka, and the Udanavarga is the northern

some mixture of r^ce or family, the tradition of Buddhist version of Bhammapada.
which has perished.

—

Wilson, Buddhisift prevailed in parts of India from ij.c.

MISSI. Auab., Hind. . A powder made from 350 to the close of the 12th century a.d. It was
* gall-nuts, sulphate of copper, steel jilings, miro- prevalent along with, and intervened between, two
balans, and the pods or gum of' the kikur acacia, forms of religion which the Aryan Hindus have
Hindu and Muhammadan women use it as a practised, those of the ancient Vedic creed and
vitriolic dentifrich to dye the teeth black. It is the Puranic polytheism of the moderns. Since the

rubbed into the.roots'of the teeth. The colour js latter form has been current, the Aryan Hindus,

between nipt and verdigris, a*nd the appearance believers in Siva, or in Vishnu, or in any of the

unnatural and .offensive
;
and it "is probably a many incarnations of the latter deity, and of

custpm resembling that of Japan, and, like that of their sakti or female energies,, have striven* to

the Kyan of Promc, adopted to destroy tlie natural bring over to their views the aboriginal Turanian

attractiveness of the married woman, for it is only races whom they found preoccupying the country,

applied to married women’s teeth. and their conversions of the hill and forest indi-

Safed-missi is an oxide of zinc
;
to make white genes is by whole tribes. Their mi.ssionaries arc

inissi, take safaid siiruin (crystallized carbonate continuously converting them.
.
From about a.T).

of lime, double refracting spar) and cinnamon; 700 an almost unbroken succession of gifted men
pound together. It is used as tooth-powder. ha.ve been proclaiming modern Hinduism. There

Kala-imissi or Missi-siah is an oxide of mangan- will be found notices of their lives under their

ese. re.spectivc names, — Sankaracharya, Kumarila

Hira-kassis is a dry* persulphate of iron, used in Hhatta, Madhavaeharya, Chaitanya, and Valabha

dyeing, in making ink, blackening leather, used in Swami
;
with Kabir, the weaver

;
Nara Deo, the

medicine, and made into missi to apply to the tailor
;
Ram Das, the tiinner

;
Diidii, the cotton

teeth. . To make black missi, take of hira-kassis, cleaner
;

Krishna, the founder of thfe Manbhow
chaipal harra, chuni-goiid, lila tutiya, iron filings, sect

;
and Tuka Ram, the cultivator;

kuth, equal parts, pound and mix- It has been the polfey of the P^ast Aryan

Sada-kassis is an -impure sulphate of iron, the Brahmans to regard all who do not follow their

.

refuse from the manufactory of the sulphate of teachings as immeasurably their inferiors in the

opper.

—

Hurklols; (Sen. Med. Top.; BurtoiCsScinde. social scale. Even those who follow caste rules, if

MISSIONARIES. The south and east of Asia of other than Brahmanical descent, arc deemed to

has been a scene of proselytizing labour from
j

be greatly their inforiorR. Repeated efforts to

remote, times. The earliest recorded missions in throw down this caste barrier have been made by

India wei*e of the Buddliisls, who sent agents to reformers, both of Aryan and non-Aryan descent,

every country around, and formS of their faith but the learning, ability, knowledge of official

still prevail in Tibet, in Ceylon, Burma, Siam, business, and unanimity of the Brahnian race,

Cochin-China, Java, China, and Japan. No have enabled them to hold their undoubtedly

sooner had Sakya left the scene of his labours in high position, and many of the non-Aryan tribcis

Northern India than councils were held; and welcome the Hindu missionaries, influenced by the

while members of it were sent into Bactria, others desire of being nearer the high-caste Bivdiman.

advocated tljeir faith by their writings. The i
But the craving of the Hindu faces for a mono

intercourse between China and India was. kept theistic creed is incessant, and many reformerK

up by missionaries, two of whom, wid have appeared who gained converts. The Sikh

Hiwen Thsang, of the 5th and 7th centuries, have religionists are ' one of these, the are

left behind them histories of their travels. Pil- another, as also in a Hindu form arc the Liu-

griins from China to the present day continue .to gaet, the Baishnab, and the Satani. Ram Singh,

visit India
;
Banyiu Nanjio and Kasawara, monks the Kiika, carpenter, in the space- of ten years

from Japafa, have soiightfor information as to I
counted his followers by hundreds of thousands,

their religion in the library of Oxford University;
|

Dudii Mehan, a Bengali Musalman, was a weaver,

and the monasteries in Ceylon, aided from Siam, ' and his followers may still be counted by thou^nds.

are nutting forth violent polemical tracts in support The sects who accept Siva or Vishnu strive to

of Iheir own faith, and attacking Christianity, inculcate the view that the object worshipped by

Ancient Buddhist writings are in two forms, them is the one true Gdd. In the' carly years of

—^the Pali canon as preserved in Ceylon, Burma, the 19th century, a great monotheistic movement

and Siam, and the* Sanskrit canon, preserved was effected by Ram Mphun Roy, a Brahman of

partially in the libraries of Nepal, but far more Bengal. Under the name of Brahmbism, it has

fully represented in Chinese, Tibetan, and Mon- become a theistic system, solely based on natural

goHan .translations. The Yueh-chi, Parthia, religion, exhibiting all the characteristics of a

Khoten, Kabul, Bukhara, and Tibet all drew on practical cultus, with its temples, priests, and

India for their sacred literature. In a.d. 65, the worshippers. They have unpaid missionaries

Chinese emperor Ming-ti sent eighteen com- throughout the whole of India. They are seeking

miflsioners to India, and they returned to China to fuse all the creeds of .the world in a religious

to preach Buddhism, a.d. 67.* The names are synthesis resting on the nniversal revelations oi

now known of forty missionaries who have been the conscience and reason. The views of

engaged-in tlunsla^ng from Sanskrit into Chinese. -Mohun Roy have been expanded by

In the early part of the 4tli century, a descendant eminent men,—Dwarkanath * Tagore,

of Sakya’s family, named Budhabhadra, settled in Nath Tagore, and Keshub Ohun^r Sen. *
,

China to help in the translation of the sacred Ram Mohun Roy who founded the i> V

canon which contained *the teaching of his great Somaj or Society of God, which wus nasea o
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unity of God as revealed in the Vedas. He was Pore Ricci, have made great progress
;
and since

succeeded as a leader by Dcbendra Nath Tagore, the middle of the 19th century the Protestant
who had previously founded the Tattva Bodhini

|

missionanes of Great Britain and America have
Sabha, wl)ieh merged in the Brahmo Somaj

;
and extended it. Many of the Chinese have become

later on, Keshub Chundor Sen .claimed for the imbued with a knowledge of the Christian doc-
sect tlio position of followers of a revealed, in trines. Tae-ping-Waug, an unsuccessful leader
eontradistinqtion to philosophical, deism. ‘Before of a great rebellion in China, with many of his
bis death in 1884 he became a visionary. * followers, were believers in the Old and New

Since the beginning* of the Christian era, Testaments. It was a great movement of fanatic
Christian missionaries of every sect have striven Christians from near Canton.

.

to win the many races to a belief ill Jesus. There In the north of Asia, the Greek Church is

are at present in British India, Burma, Cochin- making great efforts in Irkutsk, the Trans-Baikal
China, and China, inissiomirics from many of the province, and tho^ Altai. In 1879, the great
numierous sects of Cliristiaiis in Great Britain, Maiichu I^ania, Tapcliin-Nag-bu-Mangolaicv, at
Germany, France, Portugal, S])ain, America, and Chita and at A’^erniudiusk, was present in 1878
Italy

;
but in British India, in 1881, the nujnbers at episcopal celebrations, which produced upon

of Christians were under two millions; him a profound impression, and in the waters of

American Church, . r;H7 Tmthcrana, . . ,577
j

I-ake Ifeikal he received baptism

Armenian, . .. . 1,308 , Otlusr I'rotcatantH, 107,886
|

J^ws seem to • have been in Chuia B.C. 258.

Churcliof Knglarul*3.53,713 Koinan Catholics, 963,058
|

They call themselves the Tiau-kin-Kiaii, ‘ the sect
Church of Scotland, 20,031 Syrians, 304,410

j

which plucks out the sinew/ alluded to in Genesis
Kpiscopalians, 00,833 xxxii. 32, ‘ the children of Israel ate not of the

sinew which shrank.’ The .lewish monuments of

Ever since the Portuguese came to India, China are at Kai-fung-foo. About 200 is the

missionaries have been labouring in the soutiiern remnant of all the colonies.

districts of the Peninsula, ’flie earliest were of The Muliammadan faith was propagated partly

the Romish persuasion,—St. Francis Xavier (1512), by forcible conversion, but largely in Persia,

Robert de Nobilibiis (160G-in(;0), John do Britto, Sind, British India, Ceylon, Sumatra, and the

who was martyred in Madiira by the Senapati in Archipelago, by zealous, devout men. Their

1093
;
Father Boschi, tlie eminent Tamil scholar numbers in ihcKe countries may be about three

(1746)
;
and the Abbe Dubois of the closing years

!

hundred millions, principally converts from the

of the iSth century. Of Protestant missionaries West Aryans or Iianians in .Persia, and from
in the south of India there have been ^^iegenbaJg

,

Turanian and Mongolian races in the East Indies,

am! Plutshau (1705), followed by Schultze
j

Comparatively few of the East Aryans have

(1725), Schwartz (1750-1798), Kieriiandcr( 1758), accepted Islam. The conversious among the

followed by Fabricius, Klein, Jaenicke, Pottler, Rajputs of Northern India, among the Jat of

Kohloff, Rlnniins (1820), Schmid (1820), Sargent Hindustan, Sind, and the Panjab, liave been in

and Caldwell still (1884) w'orking. Bombay had whole tribes
;
in J^ovver Bengal and amongst the

John Wilson, Two Christiati missionaries named MalaysofAcheen, inwhole nations. Muhammadans
Joseph Taylor, father and son, OQCupied districts largely use the Arabic Koran, and that language
of the Bombay Presidency. The son founded the is taught in the schools attached to the mosques.

Christian village community T)f Borsad in Gujerat. Great conversions have also been effected amongst
Bengal has. had Carey, Marshman, Ward, and the racc.s in Northern Africa.

Alexander Duff. In Burma, Judson, Bennet,*
j

Muliammadaiis in China are supposed by Mr.

Wade, Boardmaii,' Alason, Abbot, and Bishop
j

Edkins (p. 178) to be of the Persian and Turk
Bigandet have made many converts. These l

races. They entered China between tlie 11th

missionaries have offered education and equality,
\

and 17th centuries, but principally in the time of

and have established schools open to all. the Sung and Ming dynasties. They are most

The number of Christians in CJiina is estimated numerous in N. China, where in some parts they

at 800,000. It seems to have been early preached form a third of the population. Their mosques
in China. Arnobiiis, writing about a.d. 300, makes are called TsingTchin-sze, pure and true temple,

mention of the Christian deeds done in India, and The name of their sect is Ilwei Hwei, which is

among the Seres, Persians, and Medes. There derived from Uigur. 1’hey call God Choo, Lord,

were Christian monks in China ii tlie time of the or Chinchoo, true Lord. In some northern cities

emperor Justinian, and two of them brought the they place over their doors the words Hwei Hwei,

eggs of the silK-worm in a hollow cane to Con- Muhammadan, or Kiau-muu, religious sect,

stantinople, a.d. 552. Salibaz-aeha, a Nestorian MISTLETOE. Lih-huh, Chin.
;

Tung-tsing,

patriarch, created the metropolitan sees of Sina Manchu. Viscum album.
•

_ , j- u
and Samarcand, a.d. 714-727. * A monument with MISWAK. Hind. A substitute in India for a

a Syriac inscription of the Nestorian missionaries tooth-brusK made from a twig of the margosa,

was discovered at Singan Fu, in the N.W. of the rough Acliyraiites, Careya arborea, Ph'yllan-

China, in a.d. 1625, and seems to have been thus multiflorus, and the palmyra, or any soft

erected A.D. 635. Native scholars regard it as a wood chewed at one end.
, , , -

most valuable specimen of the caligraphy and MITAKSHARA. Ihis is a book by Vijnanes-

eomposition of the age of the Tang dynasty. In wara Bhatta, wlio flourished in the 10th centu^
the days of Marco •Polo there were in Yuii-nan of the Christian era. It is* a commentary on the

many Nestorian Christians, none of which sect law book of Yajnavalkya, which agmn is an
now remain. abbreviation of Menu, composed in tlie 4th or 5th

The Romish fonn of Christianity is called by century, and more suited to uiod^ require-

^-he Chinese Teen-Choo - Keaou. Their- mis- ments than the older work. The Mitakshara is

Rionaries, one*o£ the most famed of whom was still the’ chief authority in* all parts of India on
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civil contracts and the law of inheritance, and a in Maheswar. The rivalry between the Lunar
good edition and translation are much to be ’ race and that of the Surya race of Ayodhya, in

desired. Thedittle work of Stenzler (Berlin 1849) whose aid the .priesthood armed and expollorl

contains a clear edition of the text and faithful Schesra Arjuna from Mahesvati, has been mon-
translation of YajAavalkya’s couplets. •

:
tioned. A small branch of these ancient Hihya.

MITANLI, in Persia, a sect of freethinkers, until the early years of the 10th century, wlt(

who deny everything they cannot prove by still existing in the line of the Nerbadda, near tli(

reason.

—

Chesney ; MacGreyor^ iv. p. 134. very tbp of the valley at Sohagpnr, in Bagholcund
MITE, a species of Acarus. The Acarus co/fem aware of their ancient Itneagc, and, though fev

or coffee mite is sq small as to be hardly per- in number, were still celebrated for their valour

ceptible to the naked eye. It is closely allied to Kusiist'hulli Dwaraka, the capital of Krishna, wai

the fed spider of the liotbouses of Europe, founded prior to Purag, to Surpur^ or Mathura
Nearly all the year, round,, but chiolly from The Bhagavat attributes the foundation of the citj

November to April, it feeds on the ii])per side of
j

to Anirt, the brother of Icshwaca, of the Sola

the coffee leaves, giving them a brownish sun-
;

race, but states not how or Avhen the Yaduraci

burnt appearance. Individual trees suffer from became possessed thereof. The ancient annals o

its attacks, but the aggregate damage from it is the .Jeysnlmir family of "the Yadu stock give th(

not great. Scarlet mite or red spicier, tho Aoarus priority of foundation to Purag, next to Matliura

telarius or Gamasus telariiis insect, envelops the and last to Dwaraka.

—

7\)d's Rajasthan^ i. p. IIO

leaves of a plant in a delicate, closely-woven ,
TF/Lyjw’.s- Hindu Theatre^ i. p. 298 ;

Elphinstonc.

web, which so checks, the respiration that the MITHRA or Mithras, the sun, the object o,

plant becomes dry and withered. See Insects. *
; worship of the ancient- Aryans, the Bactrian sun

MITIIAI. Hind. Sweetmeats of India are of god. Mithra is not mentioned in the Gatha o

many kinds, but tliey are chiefly formed of sugar, : Zoroaster. In the Vedas ho is rarely invoker

clarified butter (ghi), and wheat flour, or milk alone, but generally along with (Ourano8)VaruTiH

and sugar, or with various pulps of fruits and . the heavenly vault. Jn the later Iranian religion,

sugar. The bazar sweetmeats are not- palatable to
j

Mithra is included as one of the Yayafa, and ii;

Europeans. - the Mithra ]>rayer8 he addresses Ahura-muz'lu

MITHA-LONARI. ^Iaiir. A caste who make It appears that there were two forms of woibIuj

salt from inland saline deposits or marshes. in Vedic India,—the one domestic, universal,

MITHA-NIRAKEI. Mahh. SaltheitiiS. After ; celebrated three times a day, the other' rare and

manufacture, salt is heaped. Earth mounds 2 to
j

exceptional,* but both blended by a comi)r()nii,'?c

3 feet high are made, on whic;h, after manufacture, I into one incongruous whole. The worshij) of Uie

salt is heaped, and protected from the rain by a elements was clearly the national faith, witJi its

thatch or mud cover. If left uncovered, some of offerings of the fruits of the earth, soma jiiiii',

the salt melts, but a thick hard coating is soon barley, inilk,^and buttec Animal sacrilicc camo

formed which protects the remainder of the heap, from 'without, corrupted more* and more, and at

MITHANKOT, a municipal town in Debra last losing sight altogether of its original import,

Ghazi Khan/iisirict, Panjab, once situated on the Indra and fire-wor^iip was the later form ok

high bank of the Indus a sliort distance below Indian ground.. The aboriginal tribes to tlu

its confluence with the Paiijniid,, 12 miles south present day sacrifice buffaloes and .other aniinals,

of Rajanpflr, and 86 from Dehra Ghazi Khan. ami there is no trace*of fire-worship among them.

MITHILA, a historical country north of the On the ollu^r hand, the Viswamitra .or AjuOiisava

Ganges, between the Gandak and Kosi rivers, con\- cldim the honour of having been the first te

prehending the incidcrii provinces of Puraniya and introduce the worship both of ’Agni and Indra in

Tirhut. The remains of the capital founded by various sakta of the Veda. Viswat Mithra, how-

Janaka, and thence termed Janakapnr, according ever, was the name of a body of immigrants;

to Buchanan., are still to be seen on the northern Viswamitra, tlie men or people of Mithra.

frontier, at the Janickpur of the maps. Nearly Agastya, a native of Tibet, is a Mata Muni, of

coeval in point of time witli’Ayodhya was Mithila, great celebrity in the legends of Southern India,

founded by Mithila, grandson of. Icshwaca. The He methodized the Tamil language, and is

name of Janika, son of ]\lithila, eclipsed that of the chief Tamil medical authority. Ho is estimated

founder, and became the patronymic of this branch to have lived in the Gth century B.C. .According

of the Solar race. These are the two chief capitals to Hindu- legend, Agastya was the son of

of the kingdoms of the Solar line described in Mitlira and Vanina conjointly, and born in a

the early ages, though there 'were others of a water-jar along with Vasisht’ha^. Having coni-

minor order, such as Rotas, Champapur, etc., all manded the Vindhya mountain to lie prostrate

founded previously- to Rama. . till his return, he repaired to the south of India,

But Mithila, according to Elphinstone (p. 216), to Kolhapur, where he continued to reside, and

seems to have been the capital of a sovereignty in appears to have been mainly instrumental m

Rama’s time, and to have endured till a.d. 1326. introducing the Hindu religion into the Peninsula,

li was the capital of the father of Sita, wife of — Wilson's Hvid. i. p. 318 ;
Rev, W. Taylor,

Rama. It is Kttle mentioned in history, but it Dr. Caldwell; As. Soc. Trans, iii. p. 213.

was famous for a school of law,^ and has given its MITHRIDATES. The disruption

name to one of the Indian languages. By the of Eucratides enabled Mithridates i., a

numerous dynasties of the Lunar race of Budha monarch, to seize upon a large part of his ter

many Jdngdoms were founded. Much has been tories
;
and he * made a successftll invasion

said of the antiouiiy of Pun^, yet the first capital India about b.c. 140, and there is

of the Induor Lunar race appears to have been believe that satraps (chatrapati)

founded by Sehe.sra Arjuna of the • Hihya tribe: were deft by him in possession of we
^

j’

This was Mahesvati on the Nerbadda, still existing where coins of Parthian prince^ Bate been *
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the dates of which are placed between the years about a.d. 14J50, by tlie people flocking around
90 and 60 History of'the. Panjah^ i. p. 67. the learned Shaikh Ali Shadnli-ibn-Oman. About
MITHRIDATUM, the Theriaca Andromachi or the beginning of the 17th century, the English

T.Damocratis of the ancients, represented in India and Dutch E. 1. Companies established factories
by*the Tariak fariik of tlie bazars. there, and carried on a lucrative commerce with
MITKA. Sansk. * A friend, from ]Mid, love, the Indian ports. At this time the revenues

Mitra-caca, a crow, so named from her friendly amounted to Rs. 75,000 per aiiimm
;
ships from

disposition. Mitra-vinda, from Mitra, a friend, all jDarts of the east anchored in its roadstead, and
ana Vid, to obtain. caravans from Egypt and Syria, and from the
MITRAGUPTA, son of Chandragupta, was eastern nations of Europe, liocked to its markets,

known to* the Greeks by the name of Allitro. In the beginning of the 18th century the French
Diaraachus was an ambassador from the Creeks established a factory at Mocha, which was then
of Babylon to Mitragupta. * at the height of its prosperity. In the early years
MITRA-MISRA, author of tlm law book Vira of the 19th century its condition had cl>anged.

Mitrodaya.
|

Tu .18^16 it was half in ruin, and the trade had
MITRA-VARUNA, a name of the

,
Hindu god ' been decreasing for many years, the result of mis-

Ila, the ailalogue of Neptune. governmeiit by the Turks or Arabs (it was
MITREPHORA GRANDIFIiORA/ A pluMdeivd by tJie latter • twice). The .country

large and very handsome tree in the South Canara around Mocha is a barren plain.—rPZay/ub*, Aden,
ghat forests, growing at an elevation of about 2000 MOD. M.viin. The broken or cursive or
feet. When in full flower it is very beautiful, its running handwriting used by the. Mahrattas ou
largo flowers giving it at the distanc;e more the ordinary occasions.

appearance of a magnoliacoous than an anonaceous MODFHA is about 25 miles in length, lying to
tree. The three inner petals are mitriform, are the N.N.E. of the Great Ki, distant about 60
early deciduous, but the three outer ones subse- miles, and is tl»e south-wesL<‘rnmost of a group, of
(plenty increase in size, and turn from pure white liigh islands which, until lately, were considered
to yellow

;
the timber' is very tough.

—

/Jiddome, as forming a part of New Guinea. The in-

Fl. Sylv. p. 75.
^

• habitants ai‘(i Papuans. The sea is unfathomable
‘MITREPHORA HEYNEANA. Blame, at a short distaiuie from the island, but there are

Orophea Jleyneana, 11. f. et 2'. A middle-sized several indifferent anchorages on the north side,

tree, growing at llaragilin and other places on the MODI. Hind. A chandler, a grocer. Modi
lower Badulla road from Kandy, up to an elevation kliana, the shop

;
amojigst the Abihratba lUce,

,of 1500 feet.

—

2^hv. Zeyl. p. 8. the Army k^iipply Department, the commissariat.

MI-YO-PIIA-LA. J3ur,>r. Hereditary descent .MODI, Mora, or Mudi, in the Bombay Presi-
roni father tp son. deucy, a land measure of 45 gunta of 38 feet

MIZZ, Akab., ill colloquial Arabic Misd, are S(piare each = 4900:5 square feet, oV of an
iglit - fitting inner slip[)eis of soft Cordovan acre. In Mercaira and the Padinalkanad ‘taluks

eathcr, worn as stockings inside the slipper. They of Mysore, it contains 30 linga raja poles in

ire always clean, so they may be retained in the length, and 1 in breadth — 3414 square yai’ds.

aosqiie or on the divan .—Bvrtofs Meccafn. MOFUSSIL. PKiis. In Ibitish •India, any
MOALLAKAT. Ahab. -Poetic compositions, district outside of Calcutta, Madras; or Bombay,

^'hicli tho ancient Arabs we're .
accustomed to MOGGILANA and Sariputra, the most dis-

uspend in competition with other* poets
;
the tinguished of tho earlier converts by Buddha and

vord means suspended. Several of them continue his companions; relics of them were found in the»

0 be iQuch admired. Of tliesc may be mentioned Bhilsa topes.

he two poems of tlie Mantle,—one recited by MOGH I, Jkigri, Hhil, Sondi, and Bhilala, in the
^aab, son of Zoheyr,‘in the presence and in praise 18th century had been for many years the worst
the projfliet Mahomed in the ninth year of the enemies to the prosperity of Central India. The

h'jira; and the other written 600 years later ])y Bagri and Moghi came to (\mtr.al India*originally

^l-Busiri, and still, after six centift-ies more, re- from the western parts of India, chiefly from the

lowned through all the kingdoms of Islam, in- neiglibourluxjd of Cliitore. The Moghi liardly

crihed on amulets, and chanted, in sickness and passed the (!hambal, but the Bagri settled in tho
>ver the dead. • eastern parts of Malwa in coiisiilerable numbers

;

MOASHUR. Hind. A variety of magic and about the beginniug of the 19th century the

quares. Solunki -Rajputs introduced 400 of them to

HOAWIYAKPibn-ABI SOFIAN was governoii garrison the small fort of Sattainbari in Bersia, in

Syria, but renounced allegiance to Ali, and which district,, and others in its vicinity, there

reclaimed himself khalif of the AVestern Pro- had been for a long period many settlers of this

mices. Moawiyah (a.d. 671-678) for seven tribe. The Bagri are a very brave race. Their

luccessive summers renewed thp endeavour m favourite pursuits were thieving and plundering,

ake Oonstentinople, at length felt himself under They were also mercenary soldiers. They were
he necessity of sending envoys to sue for peace foot soldiera, but jiimadars or leaders were
rom the emperor Constantine Pogonatus. The usually .mounted. AVhenever they settled they
atter agreed, and sent the patrician Joannes remained in colonies, and even when three or four
;^etzigaudius (the STen-yo of the Chinese) to families fixed on a small village, they lived dia-

Damascus to conduct the negotiation with the tinct from the other inhabitants. There were
^rabs, (The result was that the latter plet^ged not. more than 1200 in the countries of Barar
nenwelves to K 30 years’ peace, and to pay to the and KantuI, and their immediate vicihity. The

eveiyyw 3000 meces of gold, 50 slaves, Meena and Gujar who settled in Central India
''*»a 60 hoiws.— JTttfe, Cathay^ i. p. 60. also distinguished themselves ^as expert thieves

wCHAjh town In Arabia. It bad -its origin and robbers.

—

Malcolm's Central India^ ii. p. 186.
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MOGHUL, a term derived from .Mongol As disputes arc settled by the headmen, who are
a title it ^as especially applied to the sovereign^ called Chaiiga Mursa; -and mvested with full

of Dehli of the house of* Timur, although they powers to administer justice to those who con-
were equally at least of Turk descent, and pre- suit them.

sented in their appearance entirely Turkish cha- MOHANI, in Hinduism, a celestial songstress;

racteristics. But Hindus apply this term, as also 10 in heaven and 34 on eartli.*
’

Turk, to all Muhammadans except the Afghans, MOHARI. Hind. A cornelian or agate point
whom they designate Pathans

;
and Moghulai is mounted on an iron handle, for polishing work,

used to distinguish Muhammadan laws and terri- MOHINI. Sansk. From Mooli, to be infatu-

tories from those of thp Hindus and the British, ated. In Hindu mythology, the female form of

Each of the successive emperors of Hindustan Vishnu with whom Siva associated, and Mohini
was known to Europe as the Grand Moghul

;
brought forth Aycnnr.

nevertheless the father of Baber, the fouiKlor of M()HMAND, a tribe of Pathans inhabiting tlic

th^ dynasty, was a Chaghtai Turk, who spoke hilly country to the N.W. of Peshawur, between
and wrote in Chaghtai Turki, and never alluded the Kabul and Swat rivers. Their clans are the

to the Moghuls but with contempt and aversion. Tarhkzai, Alamzai, Baizai, Khwaizai, Utmanzai,
His mother is said to have been a Moghulani. and Dawezai. They could turn out *16,000 or

He said, the horde of ‘Moghuls have uniformly 17,000 fighting men. Their country is rugged
been the authors of every kind of mischief and and unfruitful. In 1873, about 272 were in the

devastation. With the l^ortiiguese, the northern British Native army. In 1851, a force under Sir

part of Hindusten, held by the Moghul sovereigns, Colin Campbell was moved against them; in

was styled Mogor, and Goa and the western coast 1854, anotluT force was sent against them under
of the Peninsula was to them India, just as the Colonel Boilcau, and in 1864 one under Colonel

British, now designate as India all their possessions Macdonald. The Pendiali Mohmand worried the

in Hindustan and the two Peninsulas, and as with border for the first eleven years of British rule,

the Dutch, India means Java, Sumatra, and the The Mohmand subdivision of the Peshawur
Netherland possessions in the Archipelago. district is immediately south of Peshawur, and

Moghul, in India, is at present applietl to, and contained in 1808 a population of 40,443, 8yud,

is indifferently used by, persons of Persian or Turk Mohmand, Kashmiri, and Khatri. The chief (5f

descent, though the former race assume also the i all the Moliinands has the title of Arhab.—
title of Mirza, while the descendants of tha 11. A.^ N.]V.J\

;
MacGreyor, in. 4. SeeMomund.

civilians and soldiery frpm High Asia, whoqi MOHKCIIAL. Hind. A fly-flapper of pea-

Baber and othem brought into India, have the cocks’ feathers.

tribal title of Beg, also that of Agha or Aka. MOHSIN FAXf, author of the Dabistan.

Moghulani, a female attendant on a lady, a lady's- MOHTUK or Fat, the Mahratta custom of

maid. * widow rc-maniage.
MOUAMMERA, a town in the Persian Gulf, MOIIUR or Ashruffi, a gold coin of India, now

at which the British Indian army landed in 1855, rarely seen, of 15 rupees value, so called from

when attacking Persia. having had the sun’s image.’

MOHANA, a tisbennan race in Sind, who MOI, Di-ditish, Ngiion, Ro-rnoi, and Ke-moi

appear to be converted Hindus, but they claim to are rude tribes occupying the mountain ranges

be of Arab descent from the town of Arlitah. between Tonkin and ("ochin-China, and betwCM u

They have five clans,—the Bundri, Karacha, I^ina, Cochin-Chiifa and Cambodia. The Moi or Ka-

Jhabar, and Wungara. They fish in the creeks moi, on the opposite side of the Mei-kong, occiipy

and channels. They profess Muhamfnadanism. the broad expansion of the Annam chain towarils

The Jhabar eat the porpoise and crocodile, and Cambodia, and appear to extend northwards

are deemed unclean. The Mohana features are along these mountains, marching with the liSii on

peculiar, and the complexion very dark
;
some of the w'cstward. They are said to be blmik savages,

the women are handsome when young, but hard- with Negro features. Tlie Cambodians style

ship, exposure, and other causes soon deprive them Kha-meit
;
they are the Kho-men of Leyden

them of their charm.s. They are to be found 'ami the Kha-men of Gutzlaff.

chiefly about the lakes of Manehar, Maniyar, and MOINEK, an . order of Hindu devotees who

Kiujur. At the last place arc some ruins of a vow perpetual silence. They go almost naked,

palacO' built by Jam Tamaclii, one of the rulers and smear their bodies with cow-dung.— Co/r.

of Sind, who married Nuren, the beautiful Myth. Hind. p. 380.

daughter of a fisherman. The event is celebrated
,
MOIRA, Earl, afterwards Marquis of Hastings,

in the legends of the country, and the poet Shah Governor-General of India from 1813 to 18-L

Bhetao has given it a Sindi immortality in one of During his incumbency, the third Mahratta war

his Sufi effusions. The Mohana are not a moral occurred, in which the British were successful,

I^ople. Their language is gross in the extreme, and the power of the Peshwas finally overthrown,

and chastity seems to be unknown to them. The MOLl’AL, or Ka-the, a tribe in lat. 21° 15

men are hardy and industrious, but addicted to and long. 94° E., south of Munip’iir,, with the Kom-

bhang, opium, and other kinds of intoxication, naga in the S.W., the Lahooppa naga in the N-r^.,

They are admirable* swimmers
;

children begin and the Cachari on the west. u r# f

that exerdse almost as soon as they can walk. They • MOIZ-ud-DIN ALLAH, fourth

keep up regular mosques and places of worship, Barbary, and the fijrst king of
ij

with Pir, Mullah, and all the appurtenances of Fatimate dynasty, a.d. 962-976. He subduea a

devotion. ' The river Indus is adored by them Northern Africa, and built Cairo. *
,

.

under the name of Khajah Khizr, and is period- MOKANNA. Hashim-bin-Hekiam wM
ically propitiated by a caste offering of rice, in proper name. He was a native of 5*^

ir

earthen piots covered with red cloth. Their caste district ot Merv. He early distinguish^ hi®
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by the keennefis of his intellect, and enjoyed the

reputation of .being acquainted with secret arts.

His father had filled the post of a sarhang or

general under Abu Jafar Revaiieki Balkhi, and
Mokanna at first served in the same capeity under

Abu Muslim. But on Abu Muslim’s death,

Mokanna openly proclaimed his religious views.

Ho was seized and sent as a prisoner to Baghdad.
How long he remained there is uncertain, but he
came back from Baghdad, as did Biib in more
modern days, strengthened in his delusions of a
prophetic mission. • In Merv he collected the

remains of his former secret adherents, and pro-

claimed his doctrines with all the greater zeal.

—

Vamhtrji, Bokhara.

MOKSH or Moksha, in Buddhism, final anni-

hilation, equivalent to the Buddhist and Hindu
Nirvana. See Nirvana.

.MOLAVE, a valuable wood of the Philipjunes,

equal to teak. It is largely exported to China.

MOLLUGO CERVIANA. W. ami A.
Phamaceuni cerviana, Linn.

|

Parpiulagum, . Tam.
Ghimshak, .... ]iKN(j.

|
Parputaka, . . Tkl.

This plant grows in reniiisular India, wlicre it

is employed in medicine. M. spergula, Linn., is

Gycii-ga of the Burmese.

MOLLUSCA or Molluscs.

Sadaf, .... Arab. Sipi, . . . • . Hi no.
J'ils assamak, . . ,, Conca, . It.

Peace dc nicchio,
.

. I'U. Couchudo, X -oncha, Sp.

Pescado, .... Geu. Kilinjil, Matti, . . Tam.
lilalakiH, . . . . Or, Silakalu, .... Tel.

.Mollusc is a term derived from the ( Jreek word
soft; and molluscs are animals whose

bodies arc soft, but are mostly protected by an

external shdl.
' The mollusca are related to the zoophytes by
the affinity of their sini[»ler forms, and the

higher classes of them to the fishes.

Dhtribuiion .—The ocean mollusca of the East

Indies have an uninterrupted area from the J^ed

Sea and east coast of Africa to Easter Island in

the Pacific, and from Au-stralia to Japan, 'fhey

have 8om3 peculiar shells, but the genera through-;

out are in many instances identical
;
even a con-

siderable number of tlie same species have been
found throughout the region, and their general

character is the same. Mr. Cuming obtained more
than 100* species from the east coast of Africa

identical with those collected by himself at the

Philippines, Of the numerous mollusca of the
Jted Sea, only a very few are common to the

*Moditerranean, from whicli it would semn that
these seas have communicated since the first

appearance of some existing shells. Meleagriua

inargaritifera, or the pearl oyster, Avicula, occurs
in the Persian Gulf, on the Madagascar coast, in

the Straits of Menaar, Torres Straits, at the
Society Islands and Philippines.

Surgeon-General Balfour, when forming the

Government Central Museum at Madras, aiul the
Mysore Museum at Bangalore, arranged the

mollusca and the catalogue of- them in accordance
with Mr. S. P. Woodward’s Manual, a fourth

edition of which was published by Mr. Tate in

1880. The shells in the Madras Museum were
collected from every part of the Indian Ocean,
the Arabian Archipelago, and Australasian -seas,

llr. Traill in Journal Indian Archipelago, and

Jr, Cuthbert CoUingwood in l^p.inble8 of a
Nftturaligt, have furnished useful information;

Mr. Benson of the Bengal Civil Service has been
a large contributor to scientific journals, and he
described Dr. Cantor’s Chusan shells. Since then
the mollusca oPthe East Indies has been, treated
in Lieut-Coloiiel H. II. Godwin-Austen’s Land
and Fresh -water Mollusca of India; Geoffrey
Nevill gave, a Hand last of the Mollusca in the
Calcutta Museum

;

* Mr. Theobald printed a
Catalogue of the Recent Shells in the Bengal
Asiatic Society’s Museum

j

Mr. Theobald and
Mr. Hanley’s Conchologia Indica, and Mr.
Theobald’s Catalogue of the Land and Fresh-
water Shells of British India, have been the most
important works for the Indian area. Lovell
Reeve’s work on the Mollusca extended to twenty
volumes

;
and as a recent general work, Mr. S. P,

Woodward’s Manual of the Mollusca is of great
value.

AVritiiig in 1850, Mr. Woodward said that at

least 15,000 fossil species of molluscous animals
and 12,000 recent were then known. The num-
bers of living species liave since been estimated
at 16,792, viz. Cephalopoda, 190 ;

Gasteropoda,
R5,146; Pteropoda, 79; Bracliiopoda, 75; Conchi-
fera, 3150; Tunicata^ 150. Of these 5200 are
animal feeders, 3255 vegetable feeders, 3376 in-

fusorial feeders, and 4960 pulmonifera.

Propaf/atiou .—For the continuance of these

creatures, the sexes are distinct in the most bighly-

organized (or dioecious) mollusca; 'they are united
in the (moncecious) land-snails, pteropods, opistho-

branclis, and in some of the conchifers. The
monoecious land- snails require reciprocal union

;

the liraneidie unite in succession, forming floating

chains. In a few species of gasteropoda, a kind
of viviparous reproduction happens through the

retention of the eggs iii the oviduct until the
young attain a consiilerable growth.

.

The egg clusters of the Teiithidse, calaraaries,

or squids, have been estimated to cpntain 40,000
eggs. Tlie lanthiua ocean-snail secretes a raft

from its foot, which serves to floutits egg-capsules.

The spawn of some si^ecics consists of large num-
bers of (*ggs julliering together in masses, or spread

out in the shape of a strap or ribbon, upon whiyh
the eggs are arranged in rows. This ribbon is

sometimes coiled up like a watch - spring, and
attached by one of its edges. The lanthinse are

I

gregarious in the open sea, and feed on the small

i
blue acalepbse (Velella). lu rough weather, their

floats are lirokeii and detached, and tho beach is

then strewed with the shells. When handled, a

violet fluid exudes from beneath Uie margin of

the mantle. The egg-raft is too large to be with-

drawn Avithin the shell, and their eggs are attached

to its under-surface.

Little is known as to the longevity of molluscs,

but from the size of some of the bivalves, and

from the partitions in the shell of the large

nautilus, some of them must have many years of

life. An Oyster Culture Company in England
have verified oysters up to twenty years. At the

age of two years oysters begin to give out spat,

which assumes a calcareous covering in about a
fortnight, and by the. time they are a year old, the
shells are about. U inches /icross. Neither has it

been ascertained for how long the oyster continues
to produce. Semicircular rings on the convex
back of the oyster shell indicate repetitions of
growth, but seemingly -not annual growth. On
one occasion the spat of one^ oyster was counted,
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and found to number 1,740,000, but the quan- Ampullaria glauca, X., Planorbia Indicus, P. Coro-
tities of spat are not continuous. In 1857, mandelicus, and-Paludina Bengalensis.

1858, and 1859, the oysters on the British coast Ominastrophes sagittatus is the principal

produced spat in great abundance, and it is food of the dolphin and cachalots, as well as of

supposed that this was in some relation with the tiie albatross and larger petrels, and is exten-
warmer temperature of the water. The great sively used in the cod fishery off Newfoundland,
enemy of the 'oyster is the star-fish. It spreads Sailors call them sea arrows, also dying squids,

itself over the convex surface of the shell, and by from their habit of leaping out of the water,

some mechanical process or chemical action bores often to fall on the ship’s, deck. The. pteropodg

through to the animal within. The dog-whelk, swarm in all seas. In high latitudes they are the

and also Murex eriiiaceus or sting-winkle, also principal food of the whale, and also*'of many sea

destroy many by boring through the shell; and birds. Tlie mussel, the limpet, the whelk, and
barnacles likewise destroy much of the young the calamary arc all used as bait in the fisheries,

spat. The starfish swallow the smaller bivalve Economy . shells consist of two layers,

entire, and dissolve the animal out of its shell. an ujqjer or outer, which is rough, and more or

Defence.—To protect themselves from enemies, less developed, and an inner layer, called nacre,

many gasteropods withdraw within their covering which is smooth. The nacre consists of a series

shell, and close the opening by a horny or shelly of delicate layers one over the other in an imbri-

lid. Most spiral shells arc provided with this means cated'manner, with their edges presenting a series

of sheltering themselves. Bivalve shells,^ as the of lines with waved margins. The brilliancy of

oyster and mussel, close their valves. The ccphalo- the colours reflected from tliis iridescent surface

pods are provided with an ink-bag, from wdiicli depends on the thinness of the lamiiflae or layers

it ejects a black pigment to cloud the water and of the nacre
;

Avliere the layers are thick, like

facilitate its escape. This was formerly used for those in the oyster, only a dull white appearance

writing, and in the preparation of sepia, but is presented, but, as in the ear-shell and rnother-

Indian ink and sepia are now made of lamp-smoke of-pearl shell, the iridescent colours reflected from

or of prepared charcoal. In cold and temperate the thin layers are beautiful
;
they aje used for the

climates, the mollusca are subject to hybernation
;

ornamentation of papier-maclic work, and for other

also festivation when the ‘heat is - great. In these ornamental purposes. As seen in cabinets, ths

changes they cover themselves with leaves, or hide outer rough layer is always removed, and the

in the mud; the limneidffi frequently glide beneath hard layer below polished. The beautiful pearl,

the surface of the water, and hybernato or aestivate so largely used for ornament, the name of which is

in the mud- There are various otlior defences, synonymous with purity, is the produce of various

The olivbs or rice-shell molluscs are very active species of molluscs. Tlie nacre is secreted by a

animals, and can turn over when l«aid on their j)nrt of the mollusc known as the mantle, .and a

back
;

as the tide retires, they may be seen pearl is the result of the nacreous matter being

gliding about or burrowing in the sands. Conu-s set;reted by the mantle around some nucleus lying •

aulicus, one. of the cones (Couidio), sometimes • loose in the body of the shell, generally a grain of

bites when handled. The soleii or razor-fish, if i sand or some loose particle of nacre. The largest

taken from its burrow, can quickly re-bury itself,
j
pearls are obtained near Ceylon in the Persian

Alimentary .—Molluscs are eaten by most races. ! Gulf, and iu the Persian Gulf on the coast of

Amongst these are. the loligo, the oyster, imissel, 1 Arabia, from the pearl oyster, the Avicula mar-

cockle, periwinkle, the lialiotis, scallops, and
j

garitifera, in eastern se.as from A. fimbriata of

wjielks; the arms of the cuttle-fish are eaten by ! California. The shells are opened, and the pearls

tlje Neapolitans and Chinese. ' picked out, .and the shells are used for their nacre,

Helix pomatia, the grand escargot or apple- which is called mother-of-pearl, almost as valuable

snail, is eaten in France during Lent, 'bbey are as the pearl, being, with that of the Haliotis spleii-

reared and fattened in snail gardens. This was a dens, extensively employed in onicamenting papier-

culture of the ancient Romans. in.ache work.

Fusus antiquus (Chrysodoinus antiquus), the . Smaller-sized, pearls are obtained from the

red whelk, is largely dredged in Britairi for food, common oyster, the British river mussel (Mar-

Applied to the ear, a sound as of the sea may garitana margaritifera), also in the Anodonta

always be heard in it, from which it is named the cygnea, the Pinna nobilis, the Mytilus eduli^

roaring buckie. The common whelk of Britain, or common European mussel, in the Perua and

Buccinum undatum, is eaten by the people, and Spondylus go^deropus. In these they are generally

used as baft by fisheimen. It is dredged for, ajid of a green or rose colour
;

the pearls found in

is also taken in baskets, baited with dead fish. Area nose arc violet, and Anomia cepa

Another edible mollusc is the common peri- I’hey are similar in structure to the shell, and hke

winkle, Littorinalittorea. Besides these, the mussel it consist of three layers; what is the innermost

scallop, Pecteii maximus, which is served up layer in the shell is placed on the outside in the

broil^, and the razor-fish (Solen maximus), the pearl. The mother-of-pearl shell is extensively

cockle (Cardium edule), the limpet (Patella fislied for in the stmits and seas south of bmga-

vulgataj, are all eaten. The mussels are full pore
;
the diving-bell is utilized, and the divers arc

grown in a year, and from some unascertained natives of the Pacific islands,

cause they are* at times extremely deleterious. Cameo ornaments are obtained by

They are largely used for bait. . shells. The inner strata of porcellanous shells a
^

The poor of India use as food species of Cyclas, differently coloured from the exterior, anc

Gerithium, Nerita, and Corbicula, one species makers of shell cameos avail themselves or

found within tidal infiuence, and two others in difference *to produce white or rose-coio

fresh water. Also Velerita cyprinoides, Gray, figures on a.dark ground.

of the family Cyrenidae, Unio, Limnca stagnalw, brooches, pins, bracelets, etc., wd the
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leautiful are cut on a large species of Cassis (C.

ufa), known as the bull’s-mouth, and found in the
lediterranean

;
but any shell can be made info a

ameo, the term meaning any small carving on a

olid object. The queen-conch or helmet-shell,

lassis Madagascariensis, and other large species of

Jassis, also species of Chama, are used in the
lanufacture o| the shell cameos. Strombus
igas, i., the fountain-shell, is imported in

nmense quantities into Europe from the Bahamas,
or the manufacture of shell cameos. Stone
ameos are cut from the onyx, agate, and jaspers,

nd cost up to £40
;
a shell cameo, £2 to £4.

The shells of nearly all the Tiirbinidm arc

rilliantly pearly when the epidermis and outer

lyer of shell are removed. Many of them are

sed in this state for ornamental purposes. The
Ihinese carve a variety of patterns in (he outer

paqUe layer of the nautilus shell, relievt.'d by the

early ground beneath. Species of the genera
'rochus and Phasianella arc used as bea<ls.

lypraea tigris, which is prettily spotted with
ilack, is frequently made into snuff-boxes in

England. The mantle is so large as to cover all

lie shell, on the back of which there is often a
jijgitudinal line which marks where its two folds

leet. This ipembran'e coil tinually secretes an
bundance of viscid fluid which lubricates the

hell, and preserves the bcniutifnl polish which
as procured for them the name of porcelain shcdls.

The shells of species of Nautilus and Carinaria

,rc prized for ornamental purposes. The beautiful

laper Nautilus, Argonautta argo, is admired by all

dio see it for its graceful form, delicate structure,

nd pure colour. The argonaut or paper sailor

i tliin and translucent. A, hyaiia, Solander^ is

till living in the China seas, and fos.sil in the

ub-Apenninc tertiaries of Piedmont. The car-

hells, species of Haliotis, are largely used for

»rnatnent and inlaying. \Vheu polished, they

ireaent varied and beautiful tints, with mother-
•f-pearl lustre. Cone-shells arc also ornamental,

iS also are species of Tellina,Murex, and Bucciuum.
The money powrie, (.lyprjea moneta, of eastern

eas, is used as small change throughout British

udia, and on the east coast of tropical Africa. It

3 also largely utilized in the ornamentation of

lorse and elephant trappings. C. annulus is used

>y the Asiatic islanders to adorn their dress, to

i^eight their fishing-lines, and for barter. The
lAaller cypraia are made into clasps, buttons, car-

ings, bracelets^ etc. The larger species were
onsecrated by the Greeks at Cnidos in the temple
f Venus. At the present ddy Miihainiuadans of

ndia suffering from guinea-worm make as a
barm a string of human hair, to which they
ttach the eye of a peacock’s feather, a piece of

he root of Amomum zerumbet, and a cowrie.

’he.cypr«a, cones, olives, and ovulus are called

ove-shells.

Many species of Purpura secrete a fluid which
jives a dull crimson dye

;
it may be obtained by

>re8sing ou the operculum.
Murex brandaris and M. trunculus are supposed

0 be the species of the* Gasteropoda from* which
he Tyrian purple dye was obtained, but Purpura
>atula and others have also b*een indicated. The
®Jithina also yields a colour.
The calcareous internal shell (Sepiostaire) of

he Sepiidse is the cuttle-bbne in use by painters

pounce, also in casting counterfeits. It was

MOLLUSCA.

formerly used in medicine as an antacid. That
of a Chinese species of sepia attains 14 .feet in
length.

Potamides telescopium (Terebralia telescopium).
is so abundant near Calcutta as to be made into
lime after exposure to the sun to kill the animals.
The dead and living shells of species of the
Conchifera) are largely converted into lime at
Madras, for the beautiful plaster called chunam.
The great Tridacna gigas of the Indian Ocean,

China seas, and Pacific is a marvel to behold,
A pair of valves may weigh 500 lbs., And the
animal, about 20 lbs. in weiglit, is good to eat.

Some Cliristiaii churches, as in St. Sulspice in
Paris, use them as beiietiers. If a man were to
put his hand inside and the animal shut its valves,

h(i wouM be unable to withdraw it.

Tlic cluink-shell of the Infiian Ocean and Bay of

Bengal, Turbinella pyrum, long the war trumpet
of the ancient Hindu races, is still represented in

the hand of their deity Vishnu and other of their

gods, aiul it is used us a trumpet in the Hindu
temples and iix their funeral processions. The
Australasian and Polynesian islanders utilize the
Triton tritonis similarly. The Biiccinum whelk,
employed similarly, h{is its Latin name from
Buccina, a trumpet or triton’s shell. At Dacca,
in Bengal, chanks are cut into necklaces, bracelets,

armlets, and anklets, often of several hundred
rupees value. Veneration is paid all over India
to the large chanks, but especially those with the
spiral line and mo\itlt turned to the left. Chanks
are used for beetling fine cloths

;
also as oil

lamps in Hindu temples. In some years, above
four millions of chank-shells are obtained in the
Gulf of Ma?iaar, of the value of £10,000.
Some shells arc frequently found reversed,

among others, Pyrula perversa, many species of

pupa, and the entire genera elausilia, pjiysa, and
triphoris

;
also the whelk and the garden snail are

sometimes reversed, and Biiliinus citrinus is as

often .sinistral as dextral.

Injurious .—There arc several boring-shells; the

ship-worm or teredo and somo allfbd genera per-

forate timber, whilst the pholas bores into stones,

chalk, clay. A piece of serpentine foqnd on the
Madras beach was bored with the pholas. The
pholas shell is rough like a file. Other boring
.shells are lithodomus, gastrocliacria, saxicava, and
ungulina.

The Teredo navali.s is ordinarily a foot long,

sometimes 24 feet. It destroys soft wood rapidly,

and teak and oak do not escape.

Teredo corniformis, Lam., is found burrowing
in the husks of cocoanuts aud other woody fruits

floating in tropical seas.

The bivalves obtain tJieir food by filtering water

through their gills. They do not feed upon prey

caught between their valves. Whatever particles

the current brings are collected on the surface of

the breathing organ and conveyed to the mouth.

It is in this manner that they liclp to remove the

impurities of turbid water.

Some of tire gasteropoda, attach themselves by
glutinous threads

;
litiopa and rissoa parva anchor

themselves to seaweeds, and cerithidea and Indian
land-snail, Cyclostoma suspensum, suspend them*
selves. The mussel, pearl oyster, and olher of
the bivalves habitually spin a byssus, by which
they attach themselves to objects. This they can
detach and renew, and the mussel is essentially
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acmea.
anatina.

anatinella.

ancillaria.

anoniia.

artemia.

aspei^illum.
baiikivia.

migratory. The bysaus of the pinna of the Mediter-
ranean attains to feet in length, and at Palermo
has been woven into gloves and stockings as a
fancy work.

The injury'caused by the teredo has been noticed

above. Nearly all the land molluscs are vegetable

feeders. They commit great ravages on the crops
. , , . .

of the farmers, particularly on the pea tribe and
' buccinurrT’

cabbage tribe
; but they hold wlpte mustard in

abhorrence, and they fast or shift their , quarters

while that crop is on the ground: Snails arc

destroyed by salt, but"dilute lime-water and very

weak alkaline solutions are still more fatal to

them. Slugs feed chiefly on decaying vegetable

and animal matter. One of them, the Liinax
’ noctilucus, Fer.^ of Teneriffe, has a luminous pore
in the posterior border of the mantle.

The mouth of the cephalopoda has two strong

horny mandibles, something like the beak of a
parrot, and it is surrounded by long fleshy arms,

called tentacles, provided with .numerous suckers,

by means of which the animal grasps tightly wliat-

ever comes in its way. In some jof the cephalo-

pods the tentacles are long and powerful. Banks
and Solander, in Cook’s first voyage, met with a i

dead cephalopod in the Pacific, which was esti-
‘

mated to have been G feet long when perfect. It
j

was the EnoploteuUiis unguiculata; an arm of it i.^
;

in the London College of Surgeons Musenin.
Sortie species of loligo or pen-fish have been

seen to leap out of the sea like the flying fish.

.Fossils.—The window-shell, Placuna placenta,

is at present living in the China seas, but is found
fossil in abundance all round the coasts of India,

from Sind to Singapore, and in the I*eninsula of

India and in China is largely used as a substitute

for window glass. Of the genera and species of

shells discovered in the black clay underlying
Madras, the chief arc :

—

Kotella.

Kanella tubercu-'

lata.

Cerithium microp
tera. ^

0. palustre.

C. telescopium.
Turritella.

Eburna spirata.

BuUia vittata.

Ainpullaria
globosa.

Sularium.
Area disparilis.

A. granosa.. Cardita.

Placuna.
Venus.
)Tapes ramosa.
{Donax scortum.

Anomia.
Natica helvacea.

N. maculosa.
N. inamilla.

Puqnira carinifera'AIactra.

|01iva utriculus. jMcroe.

O. irisans. ICythorca.

Nassa crenulata. ISauguinolaria
N. clathrafii.

j
<Hphos.

N. JacLsoiiianum. ;Ttllina.

N. thiraites INucula.
Ostrea. 'Pullastra.

Artemis. Jjahuius.

ilocardift.

louannetia.

Umax.
limopsis.*

linteria.

liotia.

littorina.

lucina.

lutraria.

macroschisma.

plicatula.

psammobia.
pteroceras.

purpura.

. pyramidella.
pyrula.

I^ythina.

qubyia.

radius,

ranella.

bulla. mactra. ricinuhi.

bullia. magiluB. rimella.

cancellaria. malleus. rimula.

cardilia. inangolia. ringicula.

cardita. inargarita. risella.

cardium. martesia. rostcllaria.

cassis. meleagrina. rotclla.

cerithium. mclo. sanguinolari

ebiena. mcroc. saxidomus.
cliama. mesodesma. scalaria.

cbainostrea. mitra. Bcutcllina.

circe.

•

monodonta. semele.

cithura. monoptygma. sepia.

clavelln. muiHix. sepiola.

clavigella.

,

myadora. septifer.

clementiu. inyochaina. seraphs.

columbella. . iiiytilua. sigaietua.

eon us. natica. siliquaria.

corbula. nautilus. sipbonaria.

crassatella. nerita. solecurtus.

crenella. neriiopsis. siden.

crepidulu. liucuta. suleiiella.

cucukea. octopus. spirula.

cultellua. oilostoinia, . spondyluB.

oyclena. oliva. stoinatella.

cylindra. onycliotcuthis. stonuitiii.

cyllene. ovulum. strombuB.

.
The Pecten Jacobsons or St. James’ shell was

worn by the former pilgrims to the Holy I.and,
| aphatina’

and became the badge of several orders of kniglit- ' acicula.^’
liood.

Amiiesium Japonicum is a large scallop of Japan.

The Japanese call it Tsuki-hi-kai, and the sun and
moon shell, from its presenting a yellow disc on
one side and a white one on the other.

The genus Pecten or scollop shell possesses

greater power of locomotion than most bivalves.

The movements of the lima or file shell, when in

. the water, are graceful, the two valves being used
as fins, by means of which it swims with consider-

able rapidity; the shell is less curved than the
scallop, and generally white

;
the valves do not

entirely close.

Living, — The following are genera of the
salt-water mollusca living in all the eastern
seas;—

cypraia. paludinella. struthiolaiia.

cypricardia. ])jindora. syndosmya.
cytlierea. panopsca. tapes,

delphinula. parmophoriis. tectarius.

dentaliuim patella. tellina.

diplodonta. pecten. terebra.

dolabella. Itoctunculus. terebratclla.

dolium. ])L‘<hiin. terebratuliua.

donax. perna, • tricotroiiis.

eburna. peronia. tridaciia.

elenchus. l)ctricola. trigonia.

fasciolaria. phasianclla. triphoris,

fispurclla. l)horu8. triton,

fusus. phoa. troebua.

gena. pileopsia. turbineila.

haliotls. l)ilidiuin. turritL'lla.

harpa. jdnnoctoims. velutina,

heinicardiurn. pisania. venerupis.

hemipcctcii. idacuna. Venus,
hippopus. placunomia. verticordia.

irabricaria. plaimxis. voluta.

iniperator. pleurotoma. vulsella.

The following are the genera of the laud and

fresh-water molluscs of Eastern and Sonthern

Asia
;
a few of them arc; peculiar to the region

al:i.sfno<lon.

allisa.

ainnicola.

amphibola.
ampullaria,
nncylu.s.

amnion.
area.

ariophanta.
aBsiniiiica.

aiilopoma.
auricula.

balca.

bithyiiia.

buUmuIus.
bulimus.
camptoceras!
catauluB.

cerithidium*

clausilia.

Coiif)vulus.

corbicula.

cyclas.

cyclophorus.
cycl'jstoina.

cyclotus.

cyrena.

diplomatina.
electrina.

Oibbus.
glaucoinya.
hclicarion.

helicina.

helix.

heirfimitra.

bypostoma.
incilaria.

janella.

lampania,
latiar.

leptopoHia.

limnx.
liniinea.

megalomaatonfia.

ineghimatiuiu.

mclainpuH.
melanatria.

melaiiia.

mogatina.
iianiiia.

naviceUa.
neniatura.

neritijia; .•

npvaculina.
omphalotropis.

oncidium.
otopoma.
paludina.
paludomus.
parmaoella,

paxiiluB.
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peronia. potaniides. symphynota.
phoUfi. pterocyclof. tanaiia.

phyea. pupa. . terebralia.

pireuiai pyrazus. toriiatellina.

pisidium. quoyia. unio.

planorbis. realia.
^ ,

vaginulus.

platydoster. strejptaxis. * vitiina.

polydonta. succinea.

— Balfour^s Qat. Mad. Mhs. ; Phipsou'a Minute

Life; Dr. 7 mill in Jdurn. Ind. Arckip.; Wood-
loard's Manual.^ Mollusca.

MOLOSSUS TIBETANUS, the Tibetan mas-
tiffs, lierce-looking animals.

MOLUCCAS, or Spice* Islands, are terms often

applied to all the groups of islands lying between
Celebes and New Guinea, although i)olitieally

this nanla is restricted to the Dutch Spice Islands.

The groups are under three Dutch Kcsidencies,

viz.— 1. The Ternate Islands, including the

Moluccas proper, comprising Ternate, Gilohx,

Batchian, Obi, Mortui, and the Kaiva Islands;

2. The Amboyna Islands, including Amboyna,

Ceram, Bouru, Gorirm, Amblau, and some smaller

islands
;
and .‘3. The Handa Ishinds, IQ in number,

including Great Handa or Lonthoir, Banda
Neira, Pulo Run, Pulo Ai, Guiiong Api, Rosengyn,
Kapal, Pisiing Sjethan, and NT’Oiimeii. Rearrange-

jmuits of the groups are made from time to time

to meet altering conditions of the administra-

tion. The islands are mostly small, volcanic, nn-
j)roductive in grain, but fertile in line spices.

Ternate, Tidore, Motir, and Makiau are only

trachytic Qoues standing on the same great

fissure of the earth. The clove tree grows spon-

taneously on Ternate, Tidore, Motir, Makian, and
Bachian. It begins to bear at lb years, and is in

full perfection at 20, and the average yield is b

lbs. 'remote is the most northerly of a chain of

islands off the W, coast of Gilolo, in lat. 0“ 48' N.,

and long. 127® 10' K. 'rernate is merely a high

volcano, with its base beneath the ocean. Its

circumference around its shore is 0 miles, and
its height is 5480 feet. ' Severe and destructive

eruptions took place in 1008, lOIlb, 10b3, 167:3,

and next on the 20th February 1838, then on the

25th March 1839, and on 2(1 February 1810. In

that of 1673 a considerable quantity of ashes was
carried to Amboyna. In that of 2d February
1840, for 15 hour.s the solid ground rolled- like

the sea
;
but the heaviest ground wave was at 10

A.M. of the Ibth February, and the people then
took to -their boats. In tliis interval were great

eruptions of ashes and hot stones, which fell like

hail. Lava poured from the crater into the sea.

For ten day^ .cloilds of black smoke poured out.

ALboufc midnight of the 14tii tlu^ shocks were m<u-c

violent, and before half-past throe a.m. every
house was levelled. Fissures formed in the eartli,

out of which hot water rose for a moment, and
then the earth closed again to rc-opeii at another
place^ The lower part of the- mountain behind
the town is coverjed with fruit trees,—the dorian
and mango, lansat, mangosteeu. When Drake
visited Ternate in a.d. 1679, the Portuguese had
been driven out of the island by the sultan. It

was taken* by the Dutch in 1^607. The people are
of three well-marked races,—the Ternate Malay,
the Orang Sirani, and the Dutch. The first are
the descendants of the intruding Malay, who
drove out ibe indigenes (who were no doubt the

^e as those of the adjacent inaintod of Gilolo),

and established a monarchy. The Sirani are -the

Christian descendants of Portuguese. Ternate
town is at the foot of the mountains. .

Makian Island is 60 miles from Ternate, and
consists of a single grand volcano. In 1646 there
was a violent eruption,.which blew up the whole
top of the mountain, leaving a truncated jagged
summit, and vast gloomy crater valley. It was
said to have been as lofty as Tidore before this

calamity. On the 29th December 18Q2 another
eruption of the vast mountain took place, in which
all the villages and crops were destroyed, and
many of the inhabitants killed. The sand and
ashes fell so far that crops at Ternate were
destroyed, and it was so dark at Ternate that

lamps had to be lighted at noon.
Gilolo north end is in about lat. 2° 23'*N. It

has a long mountainous coafit, high bold laud,

with three remarkable, peaks. The northern
p(*ninsula of (Blolo and the great island of
Ceram are inhabited by the Alfura.

The Galela race are natives of a district in the
extreme north of Gilolo, but they are great
wanderers over the archipelago. They are re-

markably energetic and industrious, of light

complexion, tall, and with Papuan features,

coming near to the drawings and descriptions of

the true Polynesians of 'rahiti and Owyhee. They
build large and roomy prahus with outriggers,
and settle on any coast or island they take a fancy
for. They are an industrious and enterprising
rac(*

;
cultivating rice and vegetables, and inde-

fatigable in their search after giime, fish, trepang,,

pearls, and tortoise-shell. Professor Bikinore,
however, states that they are strictly of tlie

Malay type, and liave not
.
the dark skin and

frizzly liair of the Alfura of Ceram and Buru,
thoiigli representatives of that people may exist

in Gilolo.

'I'idore^ on the west coast of Gilolo, is about 6
miles long. A inountHiii oii the N.E. end of the
island is in lat. 0® 40' N., and long. 127° 22' 30"

E. Tidore is over 4000 feet high. ’

Tidore, like

Ternate,—from which it is two or three leagues
distant,—is formed in its southern part of lofty

hills. The soil' is of great fecundity, and plenti-

fully watered by streams from the peaks. The
people have an aptitude for agricultural occupa-
tion.

Batchian is about 52 miles long by 20, and is

separated from (Blolo only by a narrow strait. It

is the largest of the chaplet of Isles surrounding

Gilolo, and is as fertile as Tidore, but with a
sparse, poor, indolent population. The soil is

volcanic, and below the active crater sprin'gs of

sulphureous water break from the ground in the

most picturesqpe situation’s. Here, as in Am-
boyna, the Christian converts are* the most inert.

The situation and aspect of the island are beautiful.

Monkeys are to be found nowhere else in the

Molucca Archipelago.

Amboyna is about 32 miles long by 10 in

breadth. Amboyna and ‘Banda are supposed to

have been discovered 'by Antonio d’Abreu, a
Portuguese captain, who left Malacca in 1511

;

but Ludovica Bartherna (Vartoma) of Bologna
claims to have been there in 1606. The Am-
boyuese are of a middling height, and well
formed. They make good mounted and foot
soldiers, are gentle, brave, very sober, and easily
managed. A considerable number have embraced
Christianity.
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Ceram,—The cluster of islets lying at the S.E.

extremity of the island of Seran as it is called by
the natives, or Ceram as it is laid down in the

maps, are situated in lat. 80° 55' S., and in

long. 133° E. Ceram is the second in size of the
Moluccas, having an estimated area of about
10,000 square miles. It is 162 miles long, but its

greatest breadth is only 42 miles. The island is

one long mountain chain that sets off transverse

spurs, and some of the peak's are 5000 .or 6000
feet in height, sending down innumerable streams

to the sea. The vegetation is everywhere
luxuriant, and the trees gigantic. The several

islets which compose the Ceraiu group produce
fruit trees in considerable abundance,—the dorian,

mangosteen, the wild -nutmeg, and the cocoanut
and sago palm, the* latter supplying to the natives

the chief article of subsistence. Cloves and nut-
megs grow wild. The Alfura of Papuan race are

the predominant type in the island of Ceram.
The people qf Ceram approach nearer to the

Papuan type than those of Gilolo. They arc

darker in colour, and a number of them have the

frizzly Papuan hair
;
their features arc harsh and

prominent, and the women are far less engaging
than those of the Malay race. * The Papua or

Alfura man of Ceram gathers his frizzly hair into

a flat circular knot over the left temple, and
places cylinders of wood, as thick as one’s fingers

and coloured red at the ends, in the lobes of the

ears. 'They are very nearly in a state of nature,

/ind go almost Jiaked
;
but armlets and anklets of

woven grass or of silver, with necklaces of beads

or small fruit, complete their attire. The women
have similar ornaments, but wear their hair loose.

Ceram has on its western side the three islands,

Bonoa, Kelang, and Manipa. The coiiiinercial

products from these islands consist of tortoise-

shell, mother-o’-pearl shell, beche-de-mer, wild

cinnamon, wild nutmegs, and birds of paradise.

The Greater and the liCSser Keffing, however, S.K.

of Ceram, are well peopled by Muhaininfidan

Malays, and sprinkled with houses of traders

engaged in traffic with the Nassau, the fCi, and
the Tenimber Isles, whore they sell the produce
of their fishery, tortoise and trepaiig. The isles

are low, but remarkably picturesque.

Bonro IslCind is one of the Moluccas, and
is about 200 miles in circumference. The island

is high, and has a semicircular mountain on its

N.W, part. Bonro has two races; the larger

number are Malays of the Celebes type, often

exactly similar to the Toinore people of E. Celebes,

who &re settled in Batehian, but the other race

resemble the Alfura of Ceram. The bulk of the

inhabitants are a comparatively fair people, very

closely resembliilg the native of Amboyna.
Banda belongs to a group of ten small but high

volcanic islands, situated between lat. 3° 50' and
4° 40' S. ‘The largest is Lontar or Great Banda,

—

it is crescent-shaped
;
and Piilo Pisang, Banana

Island, and Puio Kapal, Ship Island, lie in the

hollow of the crescent, and form the arc of a

circle. Within this arc are three other islands,

the highest of which is Gunong Api, next Banda,

Neira, N.E. of which is Pulo Krakka or Old
Woman’s Island. The nutmeg, the excellent

maritime position, the superb roadstead, and the

fertile soil q| Banda, render it conspicuous among
the .Spice Islands; but, unlike Amboyna, it is

unhealthy, and exposed to constant danger from

MOMBAZA.

the Gunong Api volcano, which has many times
burst in eruption, devastating the neighbouring
region, and blasting it with showers of scorching
ashes. The base of this volcano, called by the
French the Grenade of Banda, occupies the whole
surface of the islet. Its-height is about .2000JPeet,

covered with- magnificent vegetation, commencing
at the line where the waves ce(isq to beat, and
continuing upwards to the point where the lava
ceases to flow. The isle is inhabited only by a
few emigrants from Timor. For nearly 100 years
the Portuguese monopolized the trade. In 1609
the Dutch attempted to* take these islands, but
the war lasted 18 years, and the natives fled to

the neighbouring islands. The Dutch had to culti-

vate the islands with slaves, and when slavery was
abolished, with convicts. The water is so trans-

parent that living corals and minute objects are

seen below. Almost all Banda Island is covered
with nutmeg trees, grown under the shade of the
Canarium commune. About three-fourths of the

inhabitants are mixed race^,—Malay, Papuan,
Arab, Portuguese, and Dutch. When first dis-

covered by Europeans, the inhabitants had made
considerable advance in civilisation, but one still

much inferior to that of the Malays and Javanese.

liosivfjain^ near Banda, was almost abandoned
after-the extirpation of its spice trees, its people
emigrating to the neighbouring islands in search

of a livelihood. The .people are of the Malayan
face, short, squat, and darker in complexion than

the Malays or Javanese.

Land mammals are few in number. The only

one of the quadnimana is Cynopithecus nigrescens,

at Batchian
;
the Viverra taiigalunga, Kusa hippela-

phuB, var, babirusa, Sorex myosui'us
;
the flying

opossum, Belideus ariel, a beautiful little mar-
supial animal like a flying squirrel

;
and three

species of Cuscus, opossum-like animals, with long

prehensile tails, small heads,- large eyes, with a

covering of woolly fur
;
their llesh is everywhere

eaten. There are, howeVer, 265 species of birds

known. Amongst them the large rod-crested

cockatoo, 2 specie.s of the Eclectus parrot, and 5

of the beautiful crimson lories, 21 species of

pigeons, 16 species of kingfishers, and the moimd-
inaking raegapodii, for M. Wallacei inhabits

Gilolo, Ternate, and Bouro.
The insects are very numerous and very beauti-

ful,—Pieridae, Danaidse, Ornithoptera priamus,

heleiia, and remiis, Papilio ulysses, deiphobus, and

gambrisius ; Iphias loucippe, one of the Picridsc
;

also Hestra idea of the llanaidaj; two large

Nymphalidai, Diadema pandariis ajid Charaxus

eiiryahis; and amongst the beetles Enchirus

loiigimanus and Xenocerns semiluctuosus.

—

Bik-

more; Crawfnrd; Hoyendorp; Jlorshnrgh; Keppel;

f
Bogan

;
St. John

; Tcmminck
;

Wallace.

MOLUNGHI. Beng., Uiuya. A salt manu-

facturer.

MOMBAZA, Mombassa, or Mombas, a small

island on the E. coast of Africa. Castle in lat.

4° 4' S., and long. 89° 43' 9" E. The Indian

colony here comprises. Bolira, Sindi, Khojah, and

Hindus. Of these, . the Bohra are ‘the most

numerous, as well as the longest established;

they came from Surat and Cambay. The Sindi,

who arrived much later, numbered 8Q houses m
1873, and holding, as they do, the Sunni doctrin^r

are stated to have fewer sympathies with the

British Government than either of the other
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Indian Muslim sects. The Hindus are the least

numerous of the Mombaesa Iraders, and while

scattered eveiywhere at the ports, are only largely

represented, like the rest of the Indian races, at

Zanzibar alone. The trade of Mombassa is in-

creasing, and none but free men of the place are
engaged on the caravans sent into the interior in

quest of ivory and. other produce: The annual
export of ivory, much of which is shipped direct

to Bombay, does not exceed 70,000 dollars. The
tax levied by the Sultan on this article amounts
at Mombassa to 3 dollars per 35 lbs. Copal pays
the heavy tax of 15 per cent, on «'irrival at

Zanzibar. Khinoceros horns and wax pay each

1 dollar per 35 lbs. Only grain and oil-seeds are
j

allowed to pass free.

MOMIAI. Pers.
Hajar-ul-musa, . . Auab^

|

Shili ts’ib, . . . tJiiiN.

Shih-lan-yu, . . Ojiin.
|

This name is applied in Persia and Central Asia
to several forms of asplialtc, mineral pitch, Jew’s
pitcli, maltha. Near the Straits of ’lang-i-Teko,

from whence tlie Kurdistan river issues into the

plaiu, and not far from the village of l*eshker, is

a fissure high up in the mountains, out of which-

runs a black substance resembling ])itcli, which is

gathered by the natives, and is much esteemed in

Persia for its hccaling qualities,, especially for

bruises and fractures. It is called Mumia or

Miimia-i-Nai, from the village Nai-deli at its

bottom. Shiraz sustained tlie shock of an earth-

quake about the year 1810, when this fissure was
enlarged, and the momiai has since flowed out
more copiously. The excessive esteem in which
it was hold by the Persians may be judged by
mentioning that Ali .Murad Khan sent about an
ounce of momiai enclosed in a gold box to the

empress of Kiissia. It is alluded to also in the

Ajaib-ul-Makhlukat and the Jahaii Nuina. Baron
(Ic Bode surmises that this is the Sarcocolla of

Dioscorides, iii. p. 99, which is described asobtained
from Persia, and to possess wonderfully healing

properties.. Sir Williain Ouseley states that the
momiai of parabjird is alone reckoned genuine.
The Pei*gian momiai is deemed a certain specific

in fractured bones. It is a solid, hard, heavy,
black, glistening mass, witliout any ])articular

odour, in all eastern bazars may be found, under
the name of Persian nuimiai, a compound re-

sembling the genuine in appearance. According
to Dr. Seliginaiin, Mum in Persia signifies wax;

or Ayu is the name of the- village in the
vicinity of which the spring of water containing
inumiai or mupiiajih is found.
MOMIN, a town 90 miles from Bamo. It

seems to be under the Pan-thay Muhammadans.
Krom Momin to Bamo the road runs through
bhan and Chinese territory.

MOMIN. Arab. A Muhammadan believer.
In Berar, weavers and sellers- of native cloths, the
saree, susi, rarban, khodi. They profess Muhain-
m^anism. Amir-ul-Mominin, commander of the
faithful, a title of the early khalifs.

MOMINABAD, also known as Amba Jogi, a
walled towii in the Hyderabad territory. It has
some Brahmanical and Jaiiia • caves. It • is a
military cantonment of the Hyderabad contin-

—Pkrgr. and Burg, p. 425.
MOMIRA, or Manuran, or Mamiran, small

oylindri<^ roots, brown externally, with a yellow

meditullittin
;
very much valued by natives as an

9
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astringent application to the eyes in chronic
ophthalmia. One kind, Momira Chini, is said to

come from Yarkand. The Makhsan-ul-Adwiya
says there are three kinds,—Hindi, Khorasani,
and Chini. Hindi is blackish-yellow in colour:
Chini is dull yellow; Khorasani is dark ana
greenish.

—

Pou^elL

MOMORDICA, a genus of plants belonging to
the natural order Cucurbitaceae. The best known
species are M. balsamina, M. charantia, M.
charantia, v(i7\ muricata, M. Cochin-Chinensis, M.
dioeca, M. ovifera.

MOMORDICA BALSAMINA. Linn.
Mokah, Arab. Balaam apple, Eng.
Kii-kwa, . . C'hin. Karelo-jungro, , Sind.
Lai-pu-t’aii, .

This bears a bitter oblong fruit. When ripe, of

a beautiful red colour, and eventually* bnrats.

When green, it is carefully washed in warm water,
and cookctl and eaten by the •Chinese, but has
purgative pro]a*rties. In Sind used in pickles.

—

Smithy Ch. M. M. ; Miirnui.

MOMOliDIGA charantia. Linn. Tar.
M. muricata, WiUde.., Roxh.^ IP. and A.

Kyet-lion-kba, . . BuRSi. Karawila, . . .SiNOH.
Karola, . . HiND., I’KUS. I'oJalang kai, Pavai, Tam.
Pandi pavcl, . Markal. Kakara, .... Tel.

This vegetable is very commonly cultivated, in

India .and Burma at the commencement of the
rains. The fruit is from 10 to 14 inches long, and
from 2 to 4 in diameter

;
the edges are curiously

notched and ridged
;
the flavour is bitter. AVheu

ripe, it is of a beautiful deep red and yellow. The
natives fry and eat them, but they are principally

used in curries. They require to be soaked in

salt and water before dressing.

A variety, with oblong fruit,

Laniba k.arela, . Dukh. Comboo pagulkai, . Tam.
Pundypavt‘1, Hort., Mal. Commoo kakakaia, . Tel,
Deerga karavulli, Sanhk.

i.s a very valuable^ pleasant-tasted, and wholesome
vegetable, though perhaps a little too bitter. It

is about 4 or 5 indies long, and of a wrinkled and
scabrous appearance outside. The natives some-
times make curry of it, but prefer it fried. In

some parts of the country the Tamjl name is pro-

nounced Kombu-pawa-kai. Another fruit, called

Nerreo pavay-kai, belonging to the Cucurbitaccm,

is sold in the bazars.

—

Roxb.
;

Voigt
; Jafpriy.

MOMORDICA COCHIN-CHINENSIS. Spr.

Muricia Codiin-Cliiiicusis, I M. mixtJ, Roxh.

Lour.
1
Gt)l-kakra, . . . Beng.

'Pin’s is grown in Bengal. Has large cream-

coloured flowers. The fruit is large, rCd, aiid^

thorny, contains a yellow insipid pulp, is totally

inert as a medieine, and is indeed occasionally

used for food in Bengal.

—

O'Sh.

MOMORDICA DIOKCA. Roxb.

Sa-byet, . . . P>i:rm. Palu paghel, . . , Tam,
Dliar-karcla, . . lIiNO. ]*otu-agakara, . . TeL.

Kirara Kavi. kakara, . . . „
Tumba karawilla, SlNGH.

A small round-fruited species of Momordica,
much cultivated by the natives for their curries.

The powder or the infusion of the fruit, when
introduced into the nostrils, produces a powerful
errhine effect.

MOMUND, an Afghan tribe, partly in British

territory, partly semi-independent. The Upper
or Hill Moinund country stretches from the south*

western districts of Swat to the hills north of the

1
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Khaibat, and Includea both batiks of the river

Kabul, Lalpura, the capital town, being situated

on ite left bank, just beyond the north-western

extremity of the Khaibar, The Doaba between
the Kabul and Lundi rivers overlooks British

territory, and at one point is only 25 miles distant

from Peshawur. The TiOwer ^[omnnds inhabit

lands within the British frontier, although doubt-

less of the same family originally. Four clans of

this tribe at the least have come into collision

with the British Government. These are the

Pindi Ali Momuiids, whose country extends

westwards from the right bank of tire Lundi, and
in naturally a very strong position

;
the AlaniKii

Momunds, to the south of the former, who are

also ill possession of estates in British Doaba,
which are let out for the most- part to tenants;

the Lal{)ura Momunds on the Kiibiil river; and
the Michni Momunds, a portion of whose terri-

tory is attached to the Peshawur district. They
hold a jaghir at the junction of th‘e Kilbul and
Lyndi rivers, a fertile tract, partly cultivated by
themselves, and partly by members of various

tribes on the plains, who are tenants. This

jaghir was once more extensive than it is now,
but was considerably diminished by reason of

their murder. of Lieutenant Bullenois, of the

Engineers, at tlie end of 1852. That olliccr had,
|

for the sake of amusement, ridden to a very short

distance into tl»e lower hills among their lainls,

when he wus seized and killed, and his head was
sent as a trophy to Lul

2
)ura. Also they withheld

the payment of two years’ tribute. At last

retribution was dealt out. In the autumn of 1851
a force was sent against them, which destroyed

some of their villages, and brought the refractory

Michiiis to order. 'I'hey have a few large villages,

such as Lalpura, Kaumeh, and Goshteh, but the

people generally live in very small hamlets. They
originally acquired their present possession by

Mon is now left ajong the. Vuma range,—tribe*

of the Karen family being the exclusive holders oj

ita inner valleys. Some of the very imperfectly,

described tribes on the eastern side of the Irawadi,

to the north of the Karen-ni, viz. the Za-baing,

Ka-Khyen, etc., may belong to the older imnii.

gration. But the Mon is the only remnant within

the ancient Karen province, 4ind its earlier pre-

servation is doubtless owing to the same causes
its arts, civilis4ition, and wealth, which havt

I

enabled it to hold its own against the Tibeto-

I

Burman horde of the Irawadi. The Mon oi

I

Teling language has the intonations characteristic

of the Chinese family, but to a much less extent

th.**!! the Chinese itself, the Tai, or the Karen. The
roots arc ju iucipally monosyllabic

;
but thif

I

language is remarkable for its numerous compound
, consonants. Like all other Indo-Chinese lan-

guages, grammatical distinctions are made bjf

:

particles prefixed or suffixed. In its* vocables, it

is the most isolated language in Further India,

but it has a radical affinity with the language of

the Ho or Kol. This is the view of Mr. J. It.

Logan jLs quoted by Colonel Phayi’e, in his paper

on the History of the Burma race. He considers

the radical identity of the relative pronouns,

definitives, and numerals of the Kol with those of

the Mon-Annam group as established. Both groups

I

in their glossafial basis arc branches of one

!
formation much more akin to d’ibetan-Burman than

‘ to Dravidiaii.

—

Dalton^ Kthnol of Bengal^ p. 111).

;

MONAL, a pheasant of the Himalaya, Lopho-

phorns in)f)eyamis.

MOXAS, a tributary to the Brahma
2
)utra. ft

rises in the HimaJaya range, in lat. 28° 20' N., and

long. 1)1° IK' K.
;

runs S. 40 miles, S.W. 110

miles, 8.W. inter Brahma2)utra. Length, 180 miles.

It receives the Dimri, of greater length than itself.

The Monas is the largest river of Bhutan, whieli

state is almost drained by it.

conquest from the Delazaks on Occasion of the

Afghans from the west invading this part of the

country. See Mohmuiid.
MON is the native; name of tlie 25eople of Pegn.

The Burmese call them Talaing. The Siamese
appellation is Ming-mon. Part of tins 2302)uIatioii

dwell on the delta of the Irawadi, in Mouliiieiii,

Amherst, and Martaban. Their al
2
diabet, like that

of the Thay and Burmese, is of Indian origin,

being essentially that of the Pali form of speech,

and, like all al23habets of thi.s kind, it embodies a
Buddhist literature. The Mon huigiiage is quite

unintelligible to a Burmese or Siames(‘. 'I'lie Mon
long successfully contested with the Burmans
'the sway over the ba.siii of the Irawadi. They
W(‘re annexed to Burma in the middle of the Ifith

century,but again threw off the yoke i n-t he beginning

of the 18th century, and subjugated all Burma.
Their range embraces the delta of the Sa-liien, where
Moutama or Martaban was their chief port. They
long preceded the Siamese in the Tenas.serim Pro-

vinces, and the languages of the Seinaug and
Biaua“of the Malay Peninsula retain deep traces

of their ancient influence to the south. A colony

is also found in the basin of the Meiiara. Before
the great southern movement of the Lau, the Mon
appear to have occujned that basin also, and to

have inarched and intermixed with the closely-

allied Cambodians of the Lower Mei-kong. They
aeem to have been at ©ne time the chief traders

eastward of the Bay of Bengal. No trace of the

MONASTERY.
Kyoung, , . . BuRM. ! Terah, . . . . , Jap.

Ast’hol, . ...
J

AVat, .
*

. . .Siam,
Akora, Mut’h, . . 1 Mattaiii, .... '.rAM.

Monasticisin is an essential feature in Buddhism,

j

In tlie Brahmanicul religion, it is only so far’ con-

nected witli the popular worshqi that several of

j

the sects aie a.scetics, and the chiefs or gimis of

most of the Hindu temples are also ascetics.

Christianity also Ii.ts several sects whose 23rie8t8 ,

;is in the Boniish monks.

'I'lic Burmest* monk is termed Phouiigye. Their

ranks eoiiq^risc; — (1) the Shin, a novice or

pio.stnlaiit
; (2 ) the Pyit-Sliin or Pjin-Siit, a fall

member of the order; (8) the Sayah, always a

Plioungye, the head of a kyoung; (4) the Geing-

oke, the
2
>*‘ovincial over the monasteries of a

district; and (5) the Sadaw or royal teacher or

vicar -general of the order, who manages the

affairs of all Burma, British and Inde23
endeiit.

The most learned and most famous Sadaw must

go forth every morning to beg his daily food,

even when tottering, old, and decrepit. In every

monastery of Bunna, the Kappee-dayaka a

stock of money, which is given in charity to the

pooiv

In Burma, the Shin or Shin-pyoo,

in a Buddhist monastery or kyoung, is admitte

by baptism, Shin-pyoo-tnee, to become

usually from 12 years of age. The head a
and washed, and the yellow robe assumed, sonie-
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hospital. It was founded in tKe early part of the currency, and on this a<wount Sulla visited him
19th century by the E. I. Company, the nawab with crueF retribution. • .

of the Carnatic, and the general public, and in 1808 The Csesarean despotism restored for a time
Surgeon Underwood was the original founder of the public credit by issuing good money

; but
the infirmary. Since then, Mr. John de Monte, Augustus and his successors had absolute control
Lord William Bentinck, Aniachellum Chetty, over the gold and silver coinage, and before many
the maharaja of Yizianagram, Gajapati Rao, Sir years adulteration commenced, and went on
Albert David Sassoon, the rajas of Pittapur.and growing until the systematic alterations in the
Colastry, have largely aided it. Lord Na[)ier and coinage by imperial orders produced such con-
Mr. R. EUia.sub8cribed for the erection of a school fusion as was scarcely equalled in the most
for the children of the paupers, foundlings, and ! disastrous years of the 14th century,

of those in the neighbourhood. In 1856 the
|

Ever since Alexander visited Western India,

average cost of maintenaiico of ea^jlf pauper was
j

all dynasties have coined money as a royal right.

1 anna 4^^- pice per diem
;

in 1863 the rate was But the current and convenient principal coin

1 anna 5^ pies in the idiot asylum, and a little of the Malay and Philippine Archipelago has long
higher in the hospital; in 1871 the cost in the been the hard Spanish dollar, the peso duro of

pauper choultry was 1 anna 5 jnes. the Spaniards
;
and that witli globes and pillars,

MONEY. • containing 3709 grains of pure silver, and worth

Naqd, Tank.'ih, .Arab. Moneta,, Danaro, . It. in sterling money about 51-79 pence, has a

Monnaie, .... Fii. Zar-o sini, . . . Pers. universal preference. The British rupee and
Geld, . . . . . Gkr. Moneila, . . Pout., 8 r. Dutch guilder are but of local currency ttoe, and
Rupai, Paise, . . Hind. Para, Akclia, . . Turk, always more or le*ss at a discount. The dollar,'

The Greeks, the inventors of the use of money, the Malays usually call a real, which is no doubt

were imbued with the only true theory as to its an abbreviation of the Spanish real de a oclio, or

character of real merchandise, and in no one of a piecc-of-eight. The conirnon name with the

the Greek writers of the autonomous period is Javanese is ring git,- which literally means scenic

there any trace of the theory which treats gold figure. A great variety of small coins of brass,

and silver coins merely as conventional signs of copper, tin, and zinc fire in circulation throughout

value, subject to the will of the sovereign or of :dl the islands. The most frequent of these is

the state. The Greek coinage was, as a rule, excel-
;

the Dutch -doit, of which about 300 ought to

lent. Its metal was pure, its weight exact, and its to a Spanish dollar. The intrinsic values of all

real value corre8pond(?d to its nominal value, except such coins, however, liavc. no relation to their

in the case of the small cliange, which was every- assunual o]u\ and being usually over-issued, they

'where more or less fiduciary. .All the members arc generally at a lieavy discount. The Rinull

of the community excrciso^l a constant super- coins of Palembang, A cheen. Bantam, and Queda
vision over the operations of the mint. arc of tin. Those of the latter place go under

The magistfates to whom was confided the ditby tlic name (rf tra, whicii is, however, only the word

of supervising the currency at Athens, were three stamp or impression. Of these 160 are filed on a

in number, two being annual, the third changed filament of rattan, of which 8 strings or l^^O.

about every month. The signatures of aH three (joins are considered equivalent to a hard dollai’.

upon the Athenian tetradrachms warraiited the In Bali and Lombok, the currency consists of

excellence of tlie coin. In some otlier cities the ('hinese zinc coins, with a hole in the middle for

chief political magistrate signed the coins, as the filing them on a string, each string having 200.

Piytanis at Smyrna, the Archon at Taba in Caria, and five of these are (jailed a siali, that is one

the priest of Actian Apollo at Leucas, etc. At thousand, being the highest denomination of

Rome in republican times the regular magistrates money in the rcjckoning of the inhabitants of tliese

appointed to look after the coinage were called i.slan(lH. Their value rises and falls in the market

tresviri raonetales. * They were not finally according to tlie supply, like any ordinary article

abolished until the time of Aurelian, although •f merchandise
;

so that a Spanish dollar will

from the commencement of the empire only the sometimes buy 800 of them, but often as few as

copper money remained under their administra- 500 only. All these small coins arc generally

tion. In ancient as in medigeval times, ejj. known by the Javanese name of pichis, corrupted

Venice and Florence, republics were - by the very pitis by the Malays, a name which haci extended

principles of their constitution far better secured to the Philippines. The only native country of

thaiimonarchies against the adulteratioji of money, the Archipelago in which a coin of the precious

In the Hellenic world there is liardly any bad metals seems ever to have been coined, is Acheen.

money to be found which does* not, bear the stamp This is of gold, of the weight of nine grains, and

of a king or a tyrant. The Flamiiiian law, passed of about the value of 14d. sterling
;

to which

when Hannibal was at the gates of Rome, was the European traders have given the name of a mace,

first which gave to money a conventional value a corruption of the Malay mas, itself a corruption

which it could* not command as merchandise, of the Sanskrit masha, the name of an Indian

This temporary measure, adopted in a time of weight. All the coins of this description that

pressure to recruit an exliausted treasury, was the have been seen are inscribed wijth Arabic (]ha-

latal precedent upon which was based the false racters, and bear the names of the sovereigns

theory that .a*legislative decision was sufficient to under whom they were struck, so that they are

fix the value of the metallic specie. This theory comparatively, modern. The Javanese appear to

henceforth became one of the dogmas of the new have coined some of their own* money, as we find

aristocratic party, and against it the democrats from many examples excavated from old temples

protested* in vain, Marius Gratidianus,- in the and other places. . .

dyes of this party, committed a heinous crime in Money seems to have been coined in China,

aimling the right of the state to depreciate the in gold and silver and lead, so darly as the time
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of Confucius, but money pnyigaent^ are still made
I 1885 supplied the best criterion. The amount

in kind or by pieces of silver. Most of their coined during that period gave an average of about
calculations are made by a .reckoning board. 6 1-3 millions annually. In quiet years the amount
There is no coined money in China, except the coined varied from t\Vo to three millions, and in

brass pieces with a hole in the centre. Silver is brisk years from 10 to 15 millions,

sold by the weight, and an ounce is the equivalent There are at* present two mints in British India,

of from 1700 to 1800 of these brass coins, which one at Calcutta, the other at Bombay
;
and in the

are called sapek by Europeans
;
they have some ton, years 18?4 to 1883, the amounts coined

pieces of brass called tsian, and in Mongol tchos, yearly have ranged between £2,229,241 in 1882
of which the inhabitants of Siberia make Tcliok and £10,.‘144,553 in 1878,—in gold, mostly all in

and Tchek; they are of less value than a copec. Calcutta, averaging £14,195; in silver, largely in

A’kind of notes are in circulation among private Bombay, £0,208,070 ;
and ip copper, £77,583,

persons. • about tlie samt' in the two mints. The average

In British India, it was enacted that from the value of the British Indian currency notes, in

1st September 1835 there should l)e coined a the ten years, in circulation, has ranged from
rupee (with doubles. Halves, and quarters) to l)c £10,070,407 in 1S75 to £15,180,711 in 1883.

called the Company’s rupee, wliich should contain Persian coins are. of golrl, silver, and copper,

165 grains (11-1 2ths) pure silvei-, and 15 grains each metal being struck in almost its pure state.

(1 -12th) alloy. This new rupee, which was made The gold coins are called toman; one of which
a legal tender in all payments, is nearly equal it) in intrinsic value may now bo equal to lOs.

the former Farrakhabad, Madras, and Bombay EnglLsb. They were worth more formerly
; but

rupees, and is received as an ecpiivalent bythem during the last fifty years their size and weight
and for the Sonat rupee, and for 15-16thB of the have gradually decreased. There are two sorts

Calcutta .Sicca rupee. It is worth, reckoning of silver money
;
the highest in value is the real]^

silver at 56d. an ounce. Is. 1 Id. and 2s. O^d. stg., eight of which amount to a toman. The smaller

its nominal value being 2s. This current rupee silver coin is called the wliite; eight of these

bore on the one side the licad of the i\'igniug being equal to a real. The copper money has the
sovereign of Great Britain, and on the obverse name of black, siahi

;
and twenty-four of them

the words E. I. Co., and the designation of the amount, to one, veal. Tomans are coined in

coin ip English and Persian. It was also enacted almost every gix'at province
;
but they differ much

,
that from the Ifet September 1835, no gold coins in actual value, though all pass current for the

shall bo coined at any mint in India, except gold same number of . real.

inohurs or 15 rupee pieces (with the subdivisions), PaymentQare made in the Turkish dominions iu

containing each 165 grains (ll-12ths) pure gold, piastres and Spanish dollars, fifteen of the former
and 15 grains (l-12th) alloy. Such inohurs W(‘re i)eing equal to one of the latter, Tljo piastre is

consequently yorth 29s. 2<1. each. Tlicse coins divided iuto forty para. A pound sterling is worth
were marked in tho-same way as the new rupees, seventy to one hundred piastres.

—

Prinnep's Tibet;

])ut tliey were not a legal tender. ('raicfurd's Did. ;
La Monnaie dam l^Antiquitey

About the year 1882, Sir Richard Temple, at a par F. Lenormant ; Stati.^tical Abstract.

meeting of the Institute of Hankers in the Loudon MONG.or Mnng, a village in Bie Gujerat

Institution, Finsbury Circus, gave a short account district of tlie Panjab, identified by General

of the varied native coinages of • India before the Ciuiningham with the city of Niksea, built by
regulatioji of 1793. ITo pointed out that up to Alexander the Great upon' the sijeofdiis battle

1835 India had in effect a double standard or a with Porus, after the i)assage of the liver

system of bi-metallism. Referring to the prac- Jhelum. It stands in lat. 32*^ 39' N., and long,

tice of hoarding on the part of the natives, he 73 ’ 33' E., on' an old ruined mound, the modern
stated that in addition to silver, gold, and precious houses b(*ing built of large ancient bricks. Greek
stones, they now held notes to the extent of several and Indo-Hcythian coins occur among the ruins,

millions sterling and Governineiit securities to the^ .many of them bearing the monogram NIK,
value of about 20 millions, and both notes and Tradition assigns the origin of the mound to raja

scrip were to some extent hoarded, lie said the Moga, wdiom General Cunningham identifies with

best opinions put the amount of silver coin in the Moa or Manas of the coins.

—

Imp, Gaz.

actual circulation iu 1850 at 150 millions sterling ;
MONGHIR, a town in. Bengal on the S. bank

the best opinions would put it now at 200 of the Ganges, in laf. 25'^ 22' 32" N., long. 86®

millions. The coins issued from the Indian mints 30^ 21" E. It is a pretty town in a charming
during a period of 35 years' aveniged 11 rupees green valley, with the broad rivt'r wasliing it on
per head of the whole population. That would two sides and hills in the background. Monghir
amount to 220’millions sterling, but a deduction was captured on the 10th October 1763. The town
of 20 millions was to be made for the money is celebrated for its iron manufactures. The entire

withdrawn from circulation for hoarding. The process of iron manufacture, from smelting the

total amount of the precious metals in India he ore to hammering out delicate ornaments, is

put at 333 millions sterling in. silver and 122 carried on in the district. I^ ire-arms, swords, and
millions, in gold, or 4^5 millions sterling. Of this, iron articles of every kind are produced in

^55 millions of silver and three millions of gold abundance. A serviceable double-barrel gun can
had been coined by the British mints

;
but this be obtained for £2, and a large double-barrel

total, while exceeding by 58 millions the highest pistol for £1. The art of inlaying sword-hilta

estimate of the amount in circulation, was 197 and other articles with gold or silver affords em-
millious less than the quantity of the precious ployment to about twenty families. The popula-
metals possessed by the people of India. In esti- tion, chiefly Hindus, is above 50,000. There are
mating the probable absorption of silver as coin aboriginal and hill tribes, and semi * Hinduized
*u India, an analysis of the mint returns iSnee aborigines inhabit the jungles in the southern
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E of the districts. Among high castes are the

ans, who follow Rajput and Brahmau customs.

In the Begu Sarai subdivision, to the north of the

Ganges, they are twice as numerous as the whole
Muhammadan community, and form a fifth part

of the entire population. Among the lower
castes, the Goala are cattle -breeilers, lierdsmen,

and dairymen. It has a inonuineivt to Fir Shah
Lohouni, a Muhammadan saint of gr(‘at* repute.

The hot spring called Sifcakund, the well of Sita,

wife of Rama, is five miles distant.

—

Ilookrr^ Him.

Jour. p. 87; Tr. ofJIimL i. p. 107 ;
Imp. (laz.

MONGOLIA, in the east of Asia, stretches

from Siberia in the north, towards the Great
Wall of China in the aohth, and from Duuria and
Manchuria in the east, to the Altai and the sources

of the Irtish, Tian Shan, and Kastern Turkestan

in* the west. In the centre of this region is the

desert of Gobi, called Sha-ino or Sand Sea by the

Chinese. The country north of the Gobi, from
the Altai, Tungnu, and the Saian mountains in the

west, to Manchuria in the east, is called Kalka,
' comprising as its chief districts, Urga (Kurd),
Uliasutai, and Kobdo. In a N.W. direction from
Gobi, between Tian Shan and the Altai, is

Sungana. Population, 2,000,000
;
area, 1,400,000

square miles. Mongolia populations extend in the

south over the Great Wall, to the basin of the

KokoNor or Blue liake, and thence range due
west over Tangut and the northern l)ordcr of

Tibet. There are Mongol likewise in 'rurkestan,

in the territories (rf Seineryetshensk, Alataii, and
Semi-palatihsk, in the south of the province of

* Tomsk, with a more populous r(*gioii due north to

Siberia, round the Baikal lake.

This is a prolific region, and has given forth

the wtirriors who extinguished Christianity in Asia

and Africa, and nearly also in Europe, who con-

quered China and India, and held Russia for nigh

two hundred years. They liavo been known to

Europe as the Hfin, Turk, Tartar or Tata, Kitan,

Mongol, and Manchu. As known in Asia, the

branches of the race comprise the Buriat, Char
Aimak, Hazara, Kahnuk, Kazak, Kcrait, Kip-

chak, Koshod or Eleuth. But, as a whole, the

race may be classed as East and West Mongols

and Buriat.

The East Mongols are divided into the Kalka,

also the Shara Mongols, south of tlie Gobi, along

the Great Wall north-eastward to Manchuria; and
lastly, the Shiraigol in Tangut and Northern

Tibet.

The West Mongol clans are the Kalinuk, Oelod,

Oirad or Dorbon Oirad,

The Dorbon Oirad clans are the Sungar,

Torgod, Khoshod, and Dorbod.

The ruthless conqueror Temuchin, afterwards

known as Chengiz Khan, was a Mongol, born on
the banks of the Onon, a.d. 1162.

The Mongol are called Kalmuk in Herat and

Afghanistan. Those of Kabul and Persia are the

Char Aimak and the Hazara. Aimak is a Mon-
golian, Manchu, and Turk word, meaning tribe.

They dwell to the north of Herat and Kabul,

in a country which in some places assumes a

mountainous, in others a hilly character, and in

some parts is well watered, in others bleak and
rough, forming a watershed of two natural divi-

sions, from the west of which flow the Murghab,
the Tajend, and the Farrah-Rud, and from the

east, the Helmand, the south-eastern feeders of

the Oxus, and ‘the north-western feeders of tlie

Kabul river.

The Tibetan an^ Nepalese are a Mongol race.

The Dharma race, occupying the Dharrna pass lead-

ing into Garhwal, are said to be the descendants
of a body of Mongol whom Timur left behind him
in Kamaon. They ])ractisc divination, taking

their omens from the warm liver of the sacrificed

sheep. They eat the yak and the cow, inter their

dead for a time, and then, in the month Kartik,

they exhume and burn them.
The great aboriginal stock of the inhabitants *of

the mountains, east of the riveV Kali, as in Nepal,

is Mongol. The fact is inscribed in plain charac-

ters upon their faces, forma, and languages.

Ethnologists give to the race very extended
possessions. Alongol is said to be from Miing,

brave. It was softened by the Persians into

Moghul, under which term, as known to Europe,
Timur’s descendants ruled in Northern India

from the 16th to the 18th centuries.

Dr. Ijatham regards the iudigonous Americans
as Mongolswho have emigrated direct from Eastern
Asia. ^

About two or three millions of the population

of Mongolia are directly under Chinese rule, but

among Mongoloid races under that (‘inpirc ethno-

logists inelmle also the people of Formosa, tlie

(yhinese, the Manchu, Tibetans, Tungus, an!
Uzbak.

Alexander Castren arranges them into Mongol

.

proper, Tungus, Turk, Finn, and Sainoyed.

Peschel, adojiting the opinions of Moritz

IVagner, i)r. .Latham, and
.
Mr. A. K. IVallacc,

designates the following nations as Mongoloid,

viz. :

—

A . Malay laccK, viz.

rolyiie.sian Malays. Micronesiana.
Asiatic Malays, viz. : Madagascar.

Siiiula. Biitta. Formosa,
Tagala. Dyak.
Ifisaya. Macassar.
True Malays. I’ugis.

.) aviine.se. i

Ji. S. Asiatics, with monosyllabic language.^ -

llace.H in Tibet and Laos.

Himalayas. . Annamitc.
Burmese, Oiiiiic.se.

Siamese,

O. ('oroauK, .Tapanesc.

D. Old World, Northern IMongoloid nations.

Ural Altaic race, viz.

«. Tungus branch. *
rf. Finnish branch,

6, Mongolian branch, viz. 1. Ugrian division, viz.

Eastern Mongolian, Magyar, Ostiak,

Kalinuk, Buriat, and Voguls.
Hazara. 2. Bulgarian division,

c. Turkish branch, viz. 3* Permian division.

Basian, Karakulpak, 4. True^ Finnish

Kirghiz, Kumuk, No- division,

gay, Osnianli, Turko- e. SamoyeJ branch,

man, Uigur, iTzbak,

and Yakrit.

K Northern Asiatics, doubtful. ,

F. Behring’s Straits tribes.

G, American Aborigines.

Thei Aleutian Islands are a volcanic band

running in a regular course between Alaska an

Kamtschatka. Their inhabitants are a Mongoloid

race, and their children are married in their tent

yeaf.
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MONGOOS, written also Mungooser is an Anglo-
Indian name applied to species of Herpestcs, viz. :

—

H. brachyurus of Java.

H. exiliB of Archipelago.

H. fuBcas, Neilghorry broWn mongoos.
H. griseus,. ,

Madras jnongoos.

II. JavanicusI Gcoffr.^ of Java, Sumatra. ^
H. Jerdoni. •

• ;
H. Malacoenais, Cuv,^ Bcrtgarmongoos.
H. moBticollis, W. Ellioty long-tailed mongoos.,

II. Ncpalensis, Gray^ gold-spotted mongoos, Nopal.
K. nyula, Hodgs,^ nyul or ncyool of the Terai.

H. Smithii, Gray^ ruddy mongoos.
il. vitticollis, Bennety stripe-necked moiigoo.s of S.

* India and Ceylon.*

sula. The Neilghorry brown mongoos is restricted

to the Neilgherries. H. vitticollis occurs along
the western side of India from Dharwar through
Travancore to Ceylon. H. nyula, Hodgs,^ in Nepal,
lives in burrows .of its own making.

—

Horsjield;

Tennent; Blyth; JerdQn.

MONITOR. This name, is given to a family of
reptiles, the Monitoridre of naturalists, comprising
the genera Empagusia, .Monitor, Odatria, and
Varanus, some transferred to the Varauidse.

Monitor dracflona^ Gray.

J.acci-ta dracajna, Linn. T. cepidianus, Baud.
Stellio salveguardia, 2>ia7’. T. Bengalensis, Band.
TapinambiH rndicus,7>//<d. Viirajuis draciena, L.

One species, called by the' Singhalese hotam-
beya, is believed- by them not to prey upon
serpents, but to live near rivers and mud brooks,

the adjacent thickets affording them shelter, and
iquatic reptiles, . crabs, and. mollusca their food.

The ichneumon of the Egyptians is the llcrpestes

ichneumon, a quadruped celebrated for destroying

serpents and crocodiles. It was also called Ich-

neumon pharaonis. The tnongoos arc all of active

habits, and of bold and sangiiiimry dispositions,

Tlie Madrlia mongoos is spread through most
parts of India up to the Eaiijal). It hunts for

and eats the eggs of birds. that lay on the- ground,
kills lizards, rats, and small snakes, and is very
destructive to poultry.

The prevailing notion in India is tliat the cobra

poison makes no inipression on. it. In the year

18611, at Triebinopoly, Major Macauly repeatedly

placed cobras and tln.^ mongoos in the. same
room, and was, satisfied* t]iat the cobra poison is

innocuous to the. mongoos. On one occasion,

in the presence of himself and two brother

olficers, the mongoos was fairly struck at least

once
;
this was distiiictly seen i)y the three

;
the

cobra fixed on* the inougoos, then they grappled
and rolled ovey and over together. On that

occasion, the mongoos never showed the least

fear during the whole contest; he would some-
tinies brush by the cobra within easy distance
of being struek,.but.on those; occasions the cobra
simply remained on the defensive, erect and
watchful; it was only wdien the mongoos advanced
with the intention of fixing on him that the cobra
struck at him. When the mongoos got the cobra’s

lu'ad fairly iu his jaw^s, and gave it a good crunch,
he quickly let it go again and foamed at the mouth
considerably, and went running round shaking out
the froth from his mouth as a dog eloes when he

A'aranus guttatus, Indian monitor.

Varanus argos, Mcrrem. I V. gemmatus, Gmrin.
V. pimct.itiiH.

I
Talla-goya, . . SlNGH.

Brown,- black-spotted, or yellow-eyed when
young. . Nostrils c(‘ntral, scales over the eyes
llat, small, sub-equal

;
of the bead rather large.

It is a native of India.

Kabara goya, SiNou., is a larger species than
M. dracaena, partial to marshy ground, and when
disturbed U[)on land . will take refuge in the
nearest w'ator.

Monitor (louldii, Scldegd. Ilydrosaurus Gouldii,

(tvtty. Neek wdtli two yellow streaks on the side
;

scales over the eyes small, granular
;
of forehead

larger. V^eutral shields small, longer than broad.
N.W. Australia. See Rcptile.s

;
Varanida3 .

.MONKEV, Ape, Baboon, Giblx)n.

Kird, Maiiufm, . AR.\n. i Ceplius, .... Lat.
Badan, .... ,, TCeibi, Kubbi, . . I^ers.

(.k*ph; .... Ktiiiop. Kaki, Si.vgw.
Ke])lio.s, }v(.q>os, . . (tK, Mono, • . ,

.
' . . BP.

Ko[»li, ITer. Koraiigu, . . . Tam.
Bamlr, . . . .Bind. Kothi, .... Tel.
Sciiiiia, Bertuccia, . Jt. Maymun, .. . . Turk.

The monkt'ys are arranged by zoologists into

two great groups, which are as distinct in their

anatomical characters as they are in their geo-

graphicjd distribution

:

1, The monkeys of the eastern hemisi>herc (Cafcar-

rhime), inluibitii ^ Africa, Arabia, Imlia, Japan,
(diina, Ceylon, ind thu isbiiids of the Indian
Arcbij)elago,

2. The inonkey.s of the western licniispliero (Platyr-

rhime), inhabiting the warmer portions of' Central
and Southern America;

The (kiarrliime are characterized by nostrils

whicli converge at their lower extremity, and are

there only s(q)arated by a very narrow cartilage.

Their dcjititioii is the same as in man, consisting

has bitten a frog
;
nevertheless it did not deter him of eight incisor teeth, four Ciiuiiies, and twenty

from going in at him again and, again till ho had molars. * .•

fairly munched the head and killed his enemy. Monkeys of the Old World may also be divided

He had the mongoos tied up immediately after into—(1) A))e8, without a tail, to •which the

the contest, to prevent him from obtaining that orangs and gibbons’ belong
; (2) Monkeys pro-

wonderful herb which he is said to eat. lie perly so called
;
and (3) Baboons,

examined the jaws of the cobra after death, one The apes, sub-fam. Simianae, comprise the
fang was plainly visible

;
the head was consider- chimpanzee and gorilla of Africa, and the orangs

ably sinasned, which accounted* for the other one of Borneo and Sumatra. The gibbons are pecu-
not being detected. The cobra measured 3 feet liar to the Indo-Chinese countries, and Malayana,

inches, spectacles beautifully marked
;
he was Sylhet, Cachar, Assam, Khassya, Tenasserini,

^ particularly lively snake. * Malay Peninsula, and xArchipclago.

The Bengal mongoos is of similar habits to that The various kinds of ape seem to have been
of Madras, and is found in Bengal, Assam, Burma, made linown to the Hebrews, Greeks, and Romans
and Malay Peninsula. The long-tailed ipongoos -by specimens brought from Africa and India;
18 found in the Eastern Ghats of the Peninsula of those of the Hebrews probably from India, the
^udia, as also is the ruddy mongoos. The gold- Hebrew name Koph being almost the same as the
spotted mongoos occurs from the Paniab, along Sanskrit Kapi. Apes, gold, and ivory could,
the Himalaya, though Bepgal to the Malay Penin- * however, have beeu'got from many parts of Africa,
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m well HS from the south and east of Asia, and their

Sanskrit, Ethiopian, Hebrew, Greek, and Persian

names,-—Kapi,. Ceph, Koph, Kephos or Kepos,

Keibi, and Kubbi,—are .identical, and show, that

the apes may have been brought from any of

those regions
; the Singhalese, Tamil, and Telugu

names, Kaki, Korangu, and Kothi, are less similar.

Had the Hebrew ships visited the isles in the

Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java, or Borneo, they

would have kipwn of the Simia satyrus, the

orang-utang of Iifalacca and Sumatra, the Mia of

Borneo, or liave . seen • the Siamanga syndactyla,

the long arms of which measure 5 feet 6 inches

across in an adult* about 3 feet high. Mr. A.
Russell Wallace has given the names for monkey
in thirty-three languages of the Eastern Archi-

pelago, none of which .'have any resemblance to

the Kapi, Kubbi, or Koph of the Sanskrit, Egyp-
tian, and Hebrew, but one of them, the Kiyango
of Balanghitam in N. Celebes, is almost identical

with the Tamil Korangu. The names are :

—

Aruka of Morelia, Amboyna.
Babah of Sanguir, .Siau. ^

Balanghitam of N. Celebes.

Jiohen of JMenado.
Budess, Javanese.
Dare of Bouton.
Kesi of Oamarian, and Teluti in Oram.
Kess of Amblaw, and of Oajeli, Wayapo, and Massa-

ratty in Boiiro and Batumcrah.
Kessi of Cajeli.

Knrango in N. Celebes.

Lebi of Matabello*.

Lek of Teor, and Gah in Coi’am.

Luka and Lukar of Teluti,'Ahtiago, and Tobo of Ceram.
Meiram of the Alfura, Ahtiago in CJoram, .

,

Mia of the Sidu Islands, Tidore and Galela of Gilolo.

Miimyect, Malay.
Hondo of the Baju.
Nok of Gani, Gilolo.

Boke of Bouton, Celebes.

Kua of Larike and Saparua.
Salayer of S. Celebes.

Sia of Liang in Amboyna. .
' •

Yakiss of Wahai in Ceram.

The ancient Egyptians* arc Siiid to have W’or-

shipped monkeys. Some of them in India arc

still worshipped, and where thus protected, they
are very troublesome, often even dangerous.

Raja'Krishna Chunder Roy is said- to have pro-

cured monkeys from Gooptiparah, and to have
married them at Krishnugg^ir, and on the occasion

to have invited pandits from Naddya, Goopti-

parah, Ula, and Santinur. The expenses of the

nuptials cost about half a lakh of rupees.

Monkeys appear to freqfuent regions exceeding

11,000 feet in height,'the Presbytis schistaceus,

Hodgs,, ascending higher than others. These
langur have been frequently seen, more especially

in Garilwal and Simla, at the height of 11,000

feet, * leaping and playing about at this elevation,’

as Captain Hutton says, ‘ while the fir trees among
which they sported wore leaded with snow-

wreaths.’ The Macacus rhesus, Audeb., is met
with as well in India (particularly in Bengal and
Assam) as in the Himalaya, where it frequents

heights of about* 8000 feet. Turner mentions

having seen a large troop of these animals in

Bhutan, which are in Ceylon held in 'great

venei^tion ^ but jn Western Tibet, and farther to*

the north, no monkeys have yet been found.

Cynopitecus nigrescens is the black baboon
monk^« of Celebes.

In Ceylon there are five species of monkeys,

four of which belong to one group, the Wanderooi
and the other is the little graceful, grimacing rilaw

(Macacus pilehtus, Shaw and J^emarest)^ which
the universal pet and favourite of both natives an
Europeans. The Tamil conjurors teach it t

dapee.—TV. of a Hind. y. i. p. 19. Sej Maramalij

p. 836.

MONOGAMY, amongst the Hebrew people, a

far back as the time of Abraham, ^yas recognise
.as the only legitimate state of tilings. The elevate

conception of marriage presented in the record c

the creation testifies to a most profound sense c

the sacredness of monogamy the most intimat

possible union of two persons. The Canticle is

song of wedded love and fidelity. Polygamy w,'

not prohibited amongst the Hebrews, but there

nothing to warrant the horrible seraglio custoir

depicted in Judges,' and instituted by David an
Solomon as regal. -The great bulk of the Hind
races are moiioganiic, and their laws and practic

are in accordance with their belief.

—

Bumeii.

p. 177.

MONOTHEISM is the primary doctrine of th

Vedas, and the great craving of the Hindu niiu

is to turn to the worship of one God. Mos
perhaps believe that the idol or deity whom tlio

worship is the one dread Being.

MONRO, Sir THQMAS, K.C.B., born in 170^

a Madras infantry officer, who -rose to the rank o

Major-General. He was Collector of the Cede*

Districts and of tlie Bara Mahal, and cominandtM

a division of the Madras, army in the thir(

Mahratta war. He took Sholapur, and settled ihi

whole of the country between the Ceded District,

and the Southern Mahratta. country. Whil
Governor of Madras, he di.ed of cholera nea

Ghooty, at Puttecoiidah, Cth July 1827, aged 6.1

He was an able administrator. A statue bi

Chantrey, in which ho is seated -op a horse ii

still life, has been erected in Madras to hi

luemory. He entered the Madras army in 1770

His successful occupation of aJl the sbutheri

country, about 700 miles long, belonging to th

Mahrattas, has been famed in history. otariiii|

.with 500 or 600 soldiers, amongst whoni were ;

few Europeans, he took possession of the coinitr;

which had been ceded by tl>e treaty of Poona

Niue forts were surrendered ' to him or taken b;

assault on the way, and at the end Of a silent am
scarcely observed progress, he emerged from dia

tricts hitherto ruled by the hostile Mahratta raci

with an acccssioii instead of a diminution of forces

Under British rule three land tenures are known
the zamindari or permanent settlement, made ii

1792 by Lord Cornwallis^ of Bengal proper, juk

since then extended to Beliar and Orissa, in wliicli

the lands are divided amongst middlemen, wlu

pay a quit-rent to Government.
Under the ryotwari tenure in Madras, recogniset

by Sir T. Monro, the cultivators are the co-owucr

of th(j soil, and pay* direct to Government. ^

modification of this has been introduped int<

Bombay. • *
,

*

' The pattadari tenure was established by Mr. R-

Martiiis Bird in. the North-West Provinces, aim

it has since beefi extended to the Panjab. bi

this, Gpvernment deal direct with village com-

munities, who are jointly responsible for

assessment.

In Bombay and Madras, Government transacu

its revenue business direct with the cultivating
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rfarmer,who is regarded as the feuarorproprietor, above the sea-level. It reaches quite up to the
aying a feu-duty

;
and so long as that is paid he cloud region, and receives a precipitation of 537i

inuot be dispossessed. Neither in Bombay nor inches during the south-west monsoon, from May
Tadras is there any middleman. In Bengal, how- to August inclusive. Colonel Sykes reported to
v-er, the British took up theiamindar system, who, the British Association, at its meeting in 1852, the
nder Muhammadan rule, had been partly a rent rainfall at 127 places, between the parallels of 20®
ollector and partly a lauded proprietor, and and 34° in India; and according to this report
lected him to be owner, to the exclusion in many the south-west monsoons pour down during the
ises of the rights of the cultivators. Subse- three summer months upon this area 29| inches
uently the Government, to the exclusion of the of rain.

jal owner, elected the tenjtnt or the village cbm- The south-west monsoon generally commences
lunity.^ In Bengal and Oiiclh the land tax is in the China Sea about the middle or end of
ill levied on estates

;
in Northern India, on April, .and continues to the beginning or middle

illages and .proprietary holdings, and on indi- of October. It sets in rathef sooner about the
iJual fields. But in Madras and Bombay the tax Guff of Siam and Tonquin, and along the western
levied on the blocks of 10 or 12 acres, accord- coasts, than over to the eastward in the open sea,

ig to the convenience of the occupiers. Sir near the coast of China, or near the coasts of
bomas Monro was the strongest advocate of the Palawan and Luconia. It also continues ‘longer
rotwari tenure. • to the* south of Cape Padamn and Pulo Sapata,
MONSOON. ‘ along the const of Palawan, in the southern
ausain, .... Arab.

|

Eteaia*, (Jreek, from V«f. part of the China Sea, than it does more to the
In Hindustan the people usually arrange the northward, for southerly winds frequently prevail
3arinto three periods,—;theChoumasa or Burk’ha, botw^een the Straits of Singapore and Pulo
hich is the rainy season of four months’ duration

;
Sapata until the 8th or 15th of October, when the

ftcr which is the Siala or Jara or Mohasa, the north-east and easterly winds are blowing in the
)ld season

;
followed by the Dhup-kala or K'hursa, northei n part of that sea. Between Acheen Head

[• hot season. This division indicates generally and the Nicobar Islands the south-west monsoon
10 course of the seasons in British India, though generallj’ begins about the end of April or
i one locality the rains or tiic hut or the cold rather early in May, and abates in October. In
‘asoiis may be somewhat more prolonged than in September, and in the greater part of October,
lother. In the Indian Ocean, amt generally the winds 6ff the north extremity of Borneo and
iroughout India, the winds blow from certain the west end of Palawan generally blow strong
iiartera periodically, and are known as the south- from the S.\V., with dark, cloudy weather and
estand north-east inoliaooiis, these being their much rain.’ In tlnit region the ihonsoou is

ivections at sek. These monsoons prevail in the strongest and least variable in .June, July, and
idiaii Ocean, between .Sumatra and the African August

;
but from May to August sudden hard

last, and between lat, 3° S.- to the Asiatic coast, squalls blow sometimes out of the Gulf of Siam,
icliuling the Arabian Sea, the Gulf of Bengal, as far ns Pulo Condore and Pulo Sapatrf. From
id between the island of Ma<lagascar and coast the Gulf of Siam to Capo Padaran the S.W. nion-

: Africa. Both of them bring rain, and that soon blows along the coast nearly parallel to it,

oiri the south-west prevails from the latter part though land and sea hrci'zes jrre felt close to the .

: May till the middle of September, and is chiefly land on the coast of Cochin-China, from Capo
It on the west coasts of India and Burma, 'and Padaran northward to the Tonquin Gulf. liI

jrthwards towards the Himalaya. The north-east June, July, and part of August there is in general

orisoon nrevails from about the middle of October much rain and cloudy weather* all over the China
11 the middle of December, and in British India Sea. Oh the 8. coast of China the winds during •

3 force is chiefly fel.t on the eastewi coast of the the S.W, monsoon prevail frequently at S. and
eiiinsula. I,t gathers .up its waters in the S.S.K. At the autumnal equinox, storms and
ustralian seas and the Archipelago, where the typhoons are very liable to occur. The N.E.

m in its southern course increases tlie evapora- monsoon, in the northern part of the China Sea,

on. . . opens about the end. of September or beginning

The* north-east monsoon mostly prevails in the of October. In the southern part of this sea it

itrance of Malacca Strait, between Acheen Head usually does not set* in steacbly until November,
id the Nicobar Islands, from November to May, In h’ebruary the strength of the N.E. monsoon

October and November winds 'being variable, abates
;
during this month and in March it blows

n the Coromandel coast it sets in, on the average, moderately, with steady weather all over the

I the 19th October, being very rarely ten days China Sea.

irlier or later. Its foree lasts till the 10th The countries and islands of
^

South-Eastern

ecember, and milder until the middle of Asia have thus a wet and a dry side. The S.W^
ebruary. When the north-east monsbon sets in, monsooji drops much of its rain on the Western

current flows from the north, and by the 1st Ghats of the Peninsula of India, and moisture

ovembar it runs past Madras at the rat(? of three brought by the N.E. inoi>soon is deposited prin-

ileS an hour, • From that date it decreases till cipally on the eastern side of the Peninsula.
^

The
G 10th December, when it amounts to a small south side* of an island in the S.W. thonsoon has

a>ction of a inile. . one continuous shower, but as the clouds spend

The south-west monsoons, coming from the sea, their rain on the. central mountakis, the N. coast

^i*ry into the interior rains for the great water- is quite dry. In the N.E. monsooii this is

»ed of India. They bear with them an immense reversed.

^lume of vapour, as is shown by the rivers, and
,

In British India the S.W. monsoons commence
»nfirmed by the rtofall of Cherrapunji, and at

j

at the -north, and. back down, or work their way
'6 other stations/ Cherrapunji is 4500 feet I towards the south. Thus they set* in earlier at
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*

Calcutta than they do at Ceylon, and earlier in

Ceylon than they do at the eqfUator.
' The average

rate of travel, bt backing down to the south, as

seamen express it, is from 15 to* 20 miles a day.

It takes the S.W. monsoons 6 or 8 weeks to back
down from the tropic of Cancer to the equator.

During this period- there i^ a sort of barometric

ridge in the air over this region, which may be
called the monsoon-wave. In this time it })asses

from the northern to the southern edge of the

monsoon belt, and as it rolls along in its invisible

but ‘stately march, the air beneath its pressure

flows out from under it both ways, on tho polar

side as* the S.W. monsoon, on tho equatorial as

the N.E.
^As the vernal equinox approaches, the heat of

the sun begins to play upon the steppes and
deserts of Asia, with power enough to. rarefy the

air, and cause *an uprising sufficient to proilucc

an indrought thitherward from the 'surrounding

region. The air that is now about to set off to

the south as the N.E. monsoon is thus arrested,

turned back, and drawn into this place of low
barometer as the S.AV. monsoon. These plains

become daily more and more heated, the sun
more and more powerful, and the ascending

columns more and more active
;
the arc of innish-

ing air, like a circle on the water, is winded, and
thus the S.W. monsoons, backing down towards
the equator, drive the N.E.- monsoons from the

land, replace them, and gradually cxfhnd them-
selves out to sea.

The S.W. monsoon aommences to change at Cal-

cutta, in lat, 22° 34' N., in February, and extends

thence out to sea at the rate of 1 5 or 20 miles a
day; yet these winds do not gather vapour
enough for the rainy season of Cherrapuuji, in lat,

25® !()' N., to commence with until tlie middle or

last of April, though this station, of all others in

the Bengal Presidency, seems to be most favour-

ably situated for wringing the clouds. Selecting

from Colonel Sykes’ Peport of the Painfall of

fndia, those places which happen to be nearest

the same meridian, and about 2"^ of latitude apart,

the following statement is made, with the view
•of showing, as far as .such data can show, the

time at which the rainy season commences in the

interior :

—

Purie, .

Baitui, .

Saugor, .

Humirpur,
Bareilly,

Ferozpur,
Simla, .

Oherrapunji,

19 48 85 49i

21 51|77 58!

23 50 78 47l

26 7

28 12
;30 37
31 6
25 16

79 17;

79 34!

74 41

77 11
91 43|

1

;28|lir.|

ill.

5| 14 .7
4! 1.5| 9
2. 15; 12
7 13 11

3| 17 8
19 ...!

18 12:

99101 72|40

2 29|l20il73l210]l63 100l45

The course of the local monsoons is determined
by the existence of alternately high and low
atmospheric pres^re over the country. This

centre of minimum pressure is, ‘as it were, a point
upon which the wind turns, or it. is the goal

towards which the wind blows, while the place of
greatest pressure is the point from which the
winds diverge. As the determination of these

points gives the general character to tho monsoon

in each locality, so the irregularities^ the excep-
tions to the rule, give a distinctive character tc

each season. For example, in 1868, a local

depression in the north-west of the Bay of Bengal
diverted tho moistur5-1aden winds from Centra]

and Northern India, and attracted an excessive

raiilfall towards Bengal, west of the delta, and
the northern part of Drissa. In 1869 the frontiore

of Bengal were surrounded by a belt of low
atmospheric pressure which shut in the rainfall,

threatening to afllict the north-west with a second
drought, until an egress was found for the

imprisoned clouds during September and Octohei
in a rise of pressure about Ilazaribagh. Sucli

.local atmospheric irregularities throw out calcu-

lation. FrobaVdy the most striking evidence ol

this is their misleading effects upon the deter-

mination of heights by the barometer. Thus the

diffcrcMice of Cuttack* and Saiigor Islands, whioli

is known to he only 74 feet, appeared from tlic

barometric readings of 1868 to be 205 feet, and

from those of another year 166 feet. The traclv

of cyclones also, thougli. not they: occurrence,

influenced in a considerable degree by local

depressions.

MONTKITH, Colon 1 : 1 . .
W., of* the

Engineers, author of Description of the Tribes

and States on the Frontier of, Persia and Kiissia;

on the Boundary between l*oraia and Bussia;

latitude and liOngitude and Bevomies of Azrr-

bijan-; Jioiites from Biisluihr to Shiraz.

MOXl'tjOMFHY, a town which gives its Tiaiini

to the iiorth-('astern district of the Multan division

•of tho Punjab. It was namt:d after Sir Kolioit

Montgomery, K.C.B., a <liHtiriguishcd civil dlHcor

of the Bengal Government. Thi' district ocenpi

a wide extent of, the Bari Doab, and stretchc;-

across the Bavi Into the Bechna Doab. From

time immemorial, the Bechna DOab has fnruKMl

the home of a wihl race of pastoral Jat. At t

time of Alexander’s invasion, the Katha^ans luld

the northern portion of the modern district, while

tlie Malli, with their capital at Multan, had posses-

sion of the southern tract. The population 4 the

district consists largely of the Jat, witli theii

.subdivisions Khattia, the turbulent Kharral,

togetlier witli.tlie Falohana,
,

Murdana. Vainiwal,

Baghela, AVattu, ami J.ohea, and Hindus of tlie

Arora, Bajput, Jh\alirnan, K.shatriya, and G:ijar,

with Syml, Moghul, Pathaii, Baluch Miihiuii-

madans. Many of the Jat, Gujar, and Bajput

have adopted the Sikh and the Muhaminad.in

religions. Sir Bobert Montgomery distinguished

himself during the Indian revolt of 1857, •‘Uid

afterwkrdR served as Ueutenant-Governor of the

Panjab. During his administration, there Avere

steady and progressive measures, of improveincut.

He subsequently became a member of the ln<ha

Council to Assist the- Secretary of State for India.

MONTH.
Shahr, Arab.. Mali,

.

Tingalir, Can. Masa,
Mois Fti. Mes, .

Monat, ..... Ger. Masuiu,
Mahaina, . . . Hind. Nel4,
Mese, ...... It. Ay, .

Mensis, Lat.

.
Feus.

* •.* Sansk.

.
Sp.

! .
Tam.

.
Tel.

*
*

TiJitK.

In the south and east of Asia, the races

ing tho various countries divide the year m
monthsj but some reckon by the lunar P®**

,

and some by the solar changes. The Biu
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further divide the month into two portion^, called

pukh, or fortnights. The first is termed badi,

reckoning from the 1st to the 15th, which day of

partition is called amavus, answering to the ides

of the Romans, and held by the Hindus, as it

was by the Jews, in ‘great sanctity. The last

division is termed Sudi, • the bright half of the

month from new to full moon, and they recom-
mence with the initial numeral, thence to the :iOtii

or completion, called poonum
;

thus, instead of

the 16th, 17th, etc., of the month, they say

Sudi ekum (1st), Sudi doag (2d)» The Muham-
madans of Arabia, Persia, and India, following

the lunar changes, divide their year into twelve
mouths, viz. :

—

Malarram. Jamadi-ul-awal.
}
Ramazan.

Safar. Jamadi-ul-akliir
j

Shawal.
Eabi-ul-awal. or.]arnadi-us-sani.! Zu-ul-kaida.
llabi-ul-akhir or Rajab.

i

Zu-ul-liajja.
Rabi-us-sani. Shaban. •

i

• MOON.
* ‘

. The Muhammadans, like most others, have
weeks of seven dajs, called shambaL The follow-
ing are the Persian names of the days

Fk-»hambah, ‘. Sunday. Panj-shambah, . Thurs.
Do-sharnbah, . Monday. Adiina orJummah,Friday.
Si-shambah,* . Tuesday. Sliambali^ . . . Satur.
OJiar-shambah, Wediies.

The Arabs distinguish their days or yorn as
first, second, third*, etc., and the’MuhammadtOns
in British India use terms partly of Arabic, partly
of Persian, and partly of Sanskrit origin :

—

Aitawar, .
'

. . Sunday. Jumarat, . . Thursday.
Pir, .... Monday. .Tuma, , , , Friday.
JMaiigal, . . . 'J’uosday. IIaffc.ah or Awal
(^har-shambah, Wednes. Haftah, . Saturday.

Several of the Ilimlii races designate the
months of the year by terms derived ft*6m. one
source :— '

Kiiglish. Siiiglialcsc. SiiitskriL Ciijg-ati.
1

llimli.
j

Telugu.
j

Tamjl.

April.
‘

Bak-rnasso. J-'liaitra. (Uiitra. jt'liaitr. jCliait. Chaitr. Chytram.
May. Wosak-rnjfsse. iBaisakh.

!•

Vaishkha. V’aisak’li or

Vaisliak’h.

iJ.y.shakh

1

Vaishakh. jVyasei.

June. Peson-masse. Jycst’h. Jeslita. IJet’h. iJ util. Jyesth. Ani.
July. Kssele -masse. Asar'h. lAslidadha. 'Ashad or Asad. iAsar'h. Ashad’h. Adi.
August. iNikini-masse. Sliraban. Shrawaiia. ,8hrawan. ‘

;Bawan. Sluawan. Avani.
September. Binnere-inaSse. liliadra. Bhadrapada lihadariso. lihaeun.

j

Bhadrapad
.

jParatasi

.

October. AV^ak-inasse. Ashwin. Ashvina. jAi^bwan, Aslio,

Aaliwin.
i
jAsan. .

1

Ashwin. lArpasi.

November. Il-ma.sBe. Kartik. iKartika. jKartik, Kartak Kartik. dvartik. Kartiga.*

December. Oondoowak-massc L\grahayan or

Maraga-sirslia,

jMargashira. Magashar,
M.^rgiishirsh,

Aghan. Magasliirsh. Margali.

[paush. ,Tye.January.
’

Doorootoo-masse. iPansh. Pualiya. 'Posh. 'Pas.

February. Navan-masse. jAfagh. iMagha. Magh, lAIalia. Magh. jMagb. iMausi.

March. Mcthliu-diimc. :l*halguna. l‘halguna. Fagan. 'Phagan. Plialgun. tPufiguni.

MONTIFITSH, a Bedouin tribe in Irak or

Turkish Arabk. They are lisheniicii, and breed

horses.

MOON, Luna.

Kami- Arad. , Chandra, Sansk.
Mond, Monat, . . Oeu. I Nellah, . Tam.
Chand, .... Hind.

i
Vennil, Tia.

Rulau, . . : Malay,
i

Aii, . . . Turk.

In Hindu mythology, Cliaiidra, tlie moon, is

fabled to have been married to the twenty-seven
(laughters of the patriarcli Dakslia, who are in

fact personificatjon.s of tlie lunar astcrisms. Hi.s

fiivouritc amongst them was Hohini, to whom he
so wholly devoted himself as to neglect tlie rest.

They complained to tlieir father, and Daksha
repeatedly interposed, till, fijiding liis remon-
strances vain, he denounced a curse upon his son-

iu-law, in consequence of •which he became
affected by consumption, and remained childless.

The wives of Chandra having interceded in his

behalf with their father, Daksha modified an im-
precation W'hich he could not recall, and pro-
iiounc<>d that the decay should be periodical only,

and tlmt it should* alternate with periods .of

recovery. Hence the successive wane and increuso
of the moon. Rohini, in Hindu astronomy, is the

fourth lunar mansion, containing five stars*, the

pincipal of which is Aldebaran. Hindus have
long been aware of the astronomical fcacts of the
nmou’s deriving its light from the sun, and by
fis positions foridi^g the days of the lunar month
on which particular ceremonies are to be observed,
la the latter caso it is supposed to move in the

Mandala, tjje sphere or orbit of the sun, and

when in conjunction, as at the new moon or
I* Amavasya, funeral obsequies are especially to be

I

celebrated. According to tlieir mytliological

notions, also, the moon is the grand receptacle

and storeliouse of .amrit or ambrosia, which it

supplies during tlio fortnight of its wane to the

gods, and on the last day to the Pitri or deified

progenitors. Also as personified, in Hinduism, the

moon is the father of Budha and grandfather of

Purnravas. The lialf-moon is worn by Siva upon
his forehead. AVith the Rajputs, aS with the

Scandinavians, the moon is a male divinity. The •

Tatar nation also considered him a male divinity,

like Adonis. The moon has, in many nations,

I

been considered to exercise an. influence on the

boily, producing and modifying diseases, cand has

played an important part in the developineiit of

the character of nations, and in determining tlie

destinies of the human race.. ‘The siin shall not

smite thee by day, nor the moon by night ’ fPsalm

vxxi..G). Eastern races believe firmly ii\ the- evil

effects of moonlight upon the human frame. • New
moons, and full moons, and moonless heavens at

the conjunction, have been kept with ceremonies

or fastings. Eclipses, wliether of the sun or

moon, Iiave been, looked on as evidences of divine

,

displeasure
;
the iidliience of the moon on marriage

! and child-bearing w^iia considered great. Accord

-

I

ing to Egedc, the Greenlanders believe that the

moon visits their ^vives now and then ; and that

staring long at it when at its full wiirmake a
maid pregnant. Amongst the Jews, according to

Rabbi Abravauel, the full moon was believed to

be lucky, and the other phases disastrous, and the

belief of the Greeks tind Romans was similar.
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The day of the full moon was by the Greeks the

best for marriage,^ Hesiod, Aristotle, Lucilius,

Horace, Pliny, Galen, Lord Bacon, and others

have all made similar notices.

—

Winslow on Light;

Hindu Theatre ; Tod^s Rajasthan.

MOON. Jap. • A crest or arms, of which the

Japanese are as proud as any European noble. It

is worn on their dresses, on their armour, before

. their gateways, and wherever it can be seen.

Before the Gof^ernment House there is generally

spread a grass tree or linen cloth, whiqh means
‘No admittance except on business.’ The crest

on it has much the appearance of a* clover leaf,

and is the * moon ’ of government.

—

Hodgsoiis

Nagasaki
j pp. 16, 22.

MOON, ALEXANDER, author of a Catalogue
of Indigenous . and Exotic Plants growing in

Ceylon. . It is a bare list of names. Colombo
1824.

MOON -FLOWER, Calonyction grandiflorum..

It is

•
.

‘ the white moon-flower, such asfsliQws

On Serendib'^ high crags to those' .

Who near the isle at evening sail,

Scenting her clove trees in the gale.’

—

Mason.

MOONSTONE, a felspathic mineral, is a
partially decomposed orthoclase of little value.

Some of the cat’s-eyes that are brought for sale by
the Ceylonese are made of moonstone^ and in

Europe moonstone is often sold for opal.

Adularia is very abundant in some parts of the

interior of Ceylon, particularly in the neighbour-

hood of Kandy, where it is occasiouiTlly the pre-

dominating ingredient of the rock.

—

Mason.
MOOR, a term by which the Muhammadans of

the south of India were known all through the

18th and to the middle of the 19th century. In,

the Hindustani dictionary by Captain Roebuck in

1813, that language was styled the jargon of the

Moors. It is still used in Ceylon to designate
i

the Muhammadans there. The Tamil and Teling

people of the Peninsula call them Turk, Turka-
kara, Turka-vadu. The term Moor •seems to have

been handed down from the early Portuguese. •

Moor-man is the designation in Ceylon for a

race believed to be of Arab descent. The
establishment of a Muhammadan colony before

the close of the 7th century is alluded to by
the author Beladeri in a (chronicle of the Arab
Conquests in Europe and Asia. In their funerals,

the corpse, after being washed and sprinkled with

powder of sandal-wood, is borne in a cofFm with-

out a bottom (its place being supplied by plaited

tapes), and. carried on a bier decorated with

flowers, which are -afterwards planted On the

grave. The procession is accompanied by riiourners.

The Moor-man of Ceylon seem of similar oiigin'

He lies interred outsitje the walls of-Balkh. Author
of Journey to Lake Manasarovara, in Little

Tibet. His first attempt was made by way <3f

Chinese Tartary, and was described in the Asiatic

Researches. • In this journey he made his way to

the great plain between that and the Koueu Lun
chain, the situation of the Sources of the Indus
and the Sutlej, and of the two remarkable lakes

of Ravan and ManasarOvai^.
After traversing the mountains, Moorcroft and

his party arrived safely at Leh, by a route on
which no European had preceded them, and on
his way he first determined the direction of the

upper parts and the sources of two of the three

great rivers of the Pahjab,—the Beyah, Vipasa
or Ilyphasis, and the Chandrabhaga or Ghenab,
also the Acesines or Ab-i-sin. A very small

portion of this ti-act, or the southern part of the

hill states of Kahalur, Sukhet, and Kotoch, were
crossed by Forster, but in a condition of personal

restraint and danger which left him little leisure

for observation. . About two centuries earlier

(1G24), the .Jesuit missionary Andrada appears

to have made his way from Srinuggur to the north

of the Himalaya into either Ladakh, and in the

beginning of- the 18th -century (1715) the mis-

sionary Dosideri entered KaslMiiir by the Pir

I’anjai pass, and thence
.

proceeded 'to Lhassa

through Ladakh: The route from Kabul to

Bokhara was, at the time when It was travelled

by Moorcroft, new to European investigation.

Goez, who travelled from Kabul to Kashgar, and

thence to China, iu lOOIJ, passed over a portion

of it, but liis account is concise and impeifocl.
‘ Before I quit Turk(?stan,’ Moorcroft writes from

Bokhara, ‘I mean to penetrate into that traci

which contains probably the best hprses in Asia

but with which all intercourse has been suspends
during the last five yeai*8. The .experiment is fill

of lazard, but le jeu vaut bien la chanclelle.

His life fell a sacrifice to his zeal. At Andkhui,

where lie spent'some days iu effecting purchases,

he wits taken ill wdth fever, and died.

Mr. Trebeck, the last of Moorcroft’s unfortuiiiiti

party, expired at Mazar. A Haji attended hiiu oi;

his death-hed, and he is laid in a small burying*

ground westward of the town, under a mulberrj

tree.

—

1 ravels in the Himalayan Provinces.

MOORIES are blue cloths, principally manu-

factured in the districts-of Ncllore and at Cunatui

in the Chingleput collectorate of Madras. The)'

arc 2 cubits in breadth and 28 long, and sold at

from Rs. 2 to 7 .each, according to 'their sizes.

They are largely exported to the Straits ofMalacca.

MOPEN, a chief of the Kardar race of the

Aniinallay Hills.

^ MOP-GHA, a tribe wlio occupy the range of

with the Moplah of Malabar and the Labbai of the hills between Thouk-ye-khat asid Kajinie creeks,

south of the Peninsula.
.
Throughout the Penin-

sula, the uneducated of the European community
continue to designate, every Muhammadan as a

Moor-man.

—

Tennent's Christianity p. 36.

MOOR, Major, an oflficer of the Bombay army,

who was present at Seringapatam. He wrote

Oriental JWgments, Hindu Pantheon, Hindu they are also numerous in Travancore and Canara.

Infanticide, Narrative of the Operations of Capt. They are a good-looking race, sturdy, ’

Little’s Detachment and of the Mahratta Armiy and educated. They are perhaps, in ^ ^
against Tipu Sultan Ro-Wfa tn a.nTr Ttnrkii}Af>ioii to be lou

MOORGROFT,.WILLIAM, a Veterinary Sur-

skirting the Bghai race on the west. • See Karen.

MOPIvA, an energetic and prosperous race m
considerable numbers in the south of lo^ia i

“J
a large portion. of Malabar they form half the

populations, and in the Malabar district their total

number by census is not short of ‘half a million

,

and educated. ^ ^ ^ ,

habits, net second to any population to be i

anywheitJ in India. They have comfortable, n

geon of the Bengal army^ who travelled in Central two-storeyed' houses and homesteads ;
th®y n

Asia, and after some days’ itlness died at Andkhui. most of tPe trade of the western ^
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hands, and are rapidly acquiring a larger and
laiger share in the land. They do not often .seek

public service. The name is supposed to be
derived from the Maleal^'word Mapilla, liter-

ally mother’s • son. The intercourse with the

Muhammadan merchants and seamen and Arab
women of Western India seems to have been
from the most ancient times. .Abuzaid, writing

a.d. 916, mentions that the more devout merchants

of Siraf, when young men were on board,

avoided sending their ships to Ceylon, as the

women were very licentious; and merchants
would, when newly arrived, make advances to

the daughter of a king, and she, with the know-
ledge of her father, would go to meet him in some
woody place.

The Mopla of North Malabar follow the rule,

as to property, of thd Maruipakkatayam, having
in this respect conformed to Hindu usage in the

times of the ascendency of the Hindus. • The
Mopla also take the wife of a deceased brother.

The Mopla are sometimes called Jonakan Mapilla

(from Xavana, Greek), to distinguish them from
the Nasrani (Nazareiie) Mapilla, the Nestoriaii

Christians of Malabar. On Uie south-east parts

of the Peninsula tliey receive and accept the

honorary designaJtion of Tiabbai, from their habit

of using in conversation the Arabic word Labek,
‘May it ptease you,’ ‘I beg your pardon,’ when
not apprehending a rcmai k.

Other titular names of tlie Moj)la of Travancore

are Gurukal, ^larakar, and Kowtan. The Chulia

Mopla or Labbai of the south’- east of the Peninsula

are called by the Teling, Jonangi, Jonagar, Jona-

kari. The .MopU wear a board and moustache,

cut tolerably close, and little or no* hair on the

head. A lii^n skull-cap, .covered by a varied-

coloured topi, protects tne crown
;
and with the

richer members of the sect, a white and gold

pagri is womid around the head also. A loose

flowing chemise, witli gold or coloured threads

worked round the borders, and a jacket of pink,

blue, or elaborately-embroidered cloth of gold,

with an under garment of jscarlet or blue cloth,

loose and short white cotton trousers, and wooden
sandals, more or less handsomely decorated, com-
plete the Mopla’s costume. He invariably carries

a China folding ’umbrella, and wears a bunch of

keys suspended by a string from his ijeck. In

his hand, iiung over his shoulder, or lied ro"und

his waist, a smart Madras cotton handkerchief is

always to be seen. ..The Mopla are generally
cleanly and 'well attired when they appear out of

their houses and bazars. Their women dress in

blue and white cotton cloths, uid on feast days
are sometimes gorgeous to behold, with rings of
brass, silver, and copper, bracelets of blue, red,
and black glass, tinselled wood and white
metal, ear-ringff of lead, silver, and i)inchbeck,
and necklaces of a variety of materials.
The ^opla in N. Malabar wTite Malcalam

with the Arabic character, but .with additional
vowel marks for e, o, di, and some of the conso-
nants have additional dots. In S. Malabar they
use the old Tamil character called vattezhuttu.

On several occai^onB since the west part of
India came into the possession of Great Britain,
I'he Mopla have required to be coerced. They
are known to* possess niuch religious zeal

;
but

agrarian disputes have been a prominent cause of
their outbursts, Hindu landlords kept the land

in their own hands, t>r leased it out to the Mopla*
at high rents, and then took advantage of- legal

rights to turq them out.

Small numbers of them with agrarian griev-

ances, and sustained by religious fanaticism, have
taken up arms, their favourite weapon being a
knife, fn 1849, after a series of oppressions
inflicted on Hindus, the Mopljis seized the pagoda
of Miinjefry, near Calicut, and slew a Brahman
priest at the very altar itself. Madras infantry

were sent to dislodge them. Mr, W^se and others

who kept close to him were killed, and the 94th
Queen’s came from Cannanore. The Moplas, 64
in number, fought with the greatest fury, leaving

their bodies on the field, for notf one man
escaped.

In 185
1 ,

at Kallatur, a burst of religious zeal led

to the murder of Hindus, and they were attacked
in their stronghold by Madiiis sepoys. The 94th
had to be again summoned. But outrages took
place ill several other places at thfe same time,

and a wealthy Hindu and a Nair fell victims to

Mopla attacks. They have had an Arab, called

Tangul, as their religious leader. .

MOJi. Hind. A coronet. On two occasions

the Rajput chieftain wears the mor or coronet,

—

on his marriage, and when going to die in battle,

symbolic of his nuptials with the Apsara, or ‘fair,

of heaven.’—7b J’.s* Edjdsfhan.

MORADABAD, a town in the N.W. Provinces
of British India, the headquarters of a revenue
district, lying between lat. 28° 13' 45" and 29°

45' 45" N., and long. 78° 7' and 79° 2' 45" E. It

is on the great Gangetic plain. Gold is obtained
in the sands of the river Beas, in those of the

Gumti river, at Joinpole, and in sand in the
Moradabad district. Moradabad was founded by
Rusluin Klian, who governed Sumbul under
Shah Jahan. He named it Rustumnuggur, but
this offending the emperor, he altered it to

Moradabad, after prince Morad, to whom, how-
ever, he was opposed in the famous action on the

Chambal in A.i). }(i58, in which he lost his life.

—

Eiliot,

MORANG, a largo building in which the un-

married hillmen of Assam reside. Amongst the

I
Abor, that at Meinbu was 200 feet long, and had

I

16 or 17 fireplaces. It is occupied nightly by all

bachelors in the village, both frecmeiv and slaves,

and with them a certain proportion of the married

men are nightly on duty, so as to constitute

together a sufficient available force for any con-

tingency of attack, fire, or other public emergency.

MORAR, headquarters of the Gwalior division

of the Bengal army, situi^cd in the state of

Gwalior, Central India, in lat. 26° 13' 40" N.,

and long. 78° 16' 30" E., on an affluent of the

Chambal river. The battlefield of Panniar is to

the south of Gwalior, and that of Maluorajpur to

the north.

MORARI KAO, a Mahratta commander of

6000 soldiers, who camg to the assistance of

Clive when besieged in Arcot.

MORCHELLA, the Morel.

Ti-rh,Mu-rh, Chin. Khat-karwa, . HiND.
Sama-rogh, . Hxnd* Kanha-bichu,

.

Kaiia-kachu, _ _ Girchhatra, . .

”

Kan-jach, ... „ 1 Khumb,.... „ .

One of the fungi or mushrooms, some of which,
belonging to the genera Agaricus, Morchella, and
Tuber, are edible. 'P. cbbarium is the truffle.
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U'he morel plants of the N.W. Himalaya are *Ui

esculenta, Likn.^ and the M. pemilibera: Morels

are abundant in and near Kashmir^ from which
considerable quantities are, after drying, exported

to the plains. Dr. Stewart noticed the morel

growing fresh, at 6000 feet, near Chainba. It

is much eaten by natives, both fresh and dry, and
is said to be preferred by them to the mushroom.

Dried, it is a not unsatisfactory addition*to a stew

even for a European taste. A morel is found

abundantly in the desert about Jhang, etc., and

is said to be got near Hoshiarpur, etc., but the

name of the species is not.known. It is considered

a great dainty by natives, and relishctl by Euro-

peans. The morels wliich arc brought from the

Hazara country are large. The wliolcsonie sort.s

of mushroom are said to be readily distinguished

by being of a pink or -flesh colour ‘in the gills,

changing to darker colour as they get older
;
tliey

have also peculiar sweet smell
;
and another

criterion of their being edible is the outer skin

peeling off easily.^ With sor»ie temperaments,

however, muahrooiiis are always poisonous. M.

deliciosa, Fr., is the ]M. gigaspora, Cooke. In the

N.W,. Provinces it is called Kharaira, Khooma,
Khumba, Khumbur, Gumbir.

—

Powell ; Jnjfn t/

;

Hogg ; Voigt ; Steicart.

MORDECAI. llamadaii, a town iji Persia, is

Ihe ancient Ecbatana. It is impossible to couceivt*

a more charming situation, a country better suited

ta live happily in, than Hamadan an<l its neigh-

bourhood. The country is undulating, the soil

rich, the water good, the climate singularly clear,

healthy, and bracing
;
with picturesque mountains

at hand for retirement durii]g the heats of sununer.

In the centre of Hamadan is the tomb of Hu.Ali

Bin Sina, and not far from it arc those of Esther

and Mordecai, which are held in great veneratioii

by the Jews of the town, and kept' in a perfect

state of repair. *On the dome over those tombs

is an inscription to the effect that Elias and
Samuel, sons of Kachan, finished building this

temple over the tombs of Mordecai and Esther

on the 16th of the month Adhar 4174. The
tombs are made of haril black wood, wliigh lias

suffered little from the effect.s of time during the

11 i centuries they have existed. Tliey arc covered

w'ith Hebrew in.scriptioiis, still very legilile, of

which Sir John Malcolm has given the following

translation :

*
‘ At that time there was in the

palace of Suzii a certain Jew of the name of

Mordecai
;
he was the son of .fair of Shimei, who

was the son of Kish, n Henjumito, for Mordecai

the Jew was th(> second of that name under the

king Ahasuerus, a man nUich distinguished among
the Jews, and enjoying great consecration, among
his- own people, anxious for their w'elfare, ami

seeking to proiiiote the peace of all Asia.’ The
traveller, unless told, would

^
never recognise

them as tombs. Tlie entry is by a low door, and

the tombs occupy the wh6le of the internal space

to the ceiling, ieaving only a very narrow passage

for walking round the hilge stone-like construction

in the middle. Literally not an inch is left on

the whitewashed wall on which the Jewish pil-

grims of a thousand years have .not inscribed’

their names.

—

Malcolm's Persia ;
FerrkPs Journ,

;

Porter's Tr,

MOKE or Mudi. Karn. A lahd measure, said

to be of 45 gant'ha, each of 38 feet square, or

about of an acre.

MdRJEA CHINENSia Linn., Thunh.

Ixla (^iiiensis, L,
|
Pardanthus Ohinensis, JTer.

Dusbaha, . . . BElfO. I Belameanda sholarmani,
‘

Dusbichundi, . . •. „*^| Tam.

A native of India and Chinar. • The. root w
ground and applied to any part bitten by a cobni,

and believed by the people Of Southern India t(

prevent fatal consequences. The leaves are.givei

to cattle that have eaten poisonous vegetables.—

Hortiis Mnlahancus. •

MORESBY, Captain R., of the Indian niivy

between 1828 and 1840 surveyed many islands ii

the Arabian Sea, and drew up ajsplendid scriei

.of charts of the ^faldive Islands.
" Between 1830

34 he made an admirable survey of the Red Sea
assisted by Captain EUvon, with their officers

Haines, Carlcss,- Grieves, Jones, Barker, aiu

others, who subsequently silrvcyed other parts o

the coasts of India.

MORETON ISLAND is 19 miles in. length

and 4Cin greatest breadth
;

its timber consists o

Eucalypti, Banksue, etc., with abundance of tin

cypress-pine (Callitris arenaria), a >voo(l mud
prized for ornamental work.** Moreton Bay chest

nut .is the Castanospenniim Australc. Aiuoni

its other plants are three which merit notice

from their efficacy in binding down the drift-sanr

by their long trailing stems, viz. Ischtemum itott

brellioide
;
a handsome pink-flowered cDnvolviilu!

(Ipomiva maritima), one stem of which* measurci

15 yards in length; and Hibbertia volubilis, ;

plant with largo yellow blossoms. Among tlj»

marine animals of Moreton Bay. are two cetaof!

of great interest. One of these is the xYustraliai

diigong (IJalicoro australis), which was at om
time tlie object of a regular fishery, on accouu
of its valuable oil. It frequents f,he Brisbain

river and the mud flats of tlie harbour, ant

is haiqjooned by the natives, who know i

under the name of Yung-un. Tire other is ai

undescri bed.porpoise.

—

MueijilUvraij.

MORIER, JAMES, author of a Journey tliroiigl

Persia, Armenia, and Asia Minor to Couslaiiti

nople in.l!S()8-9; also. of a Second Joinne\

between 1810 and 1816; and an Accauni ol tli'

lliyats of Persia.

MORINDA, a genus of plants of t,he naliini

order Cinchouaceac, section Guettardeiie. Th'

following specie’s arc the princi
2
:)al known tooceii

in the East Indies:

—

Muriiula augiistifolia, A‘o.r/>., CMttagong.
M.! bracteata, lioxh.^ liaiijain, Andaman,E. Arcliipelagti

M. citrifolia, Yv., rcuin«Lila, Pegu, Moluccas, Cocliin

(Jhiua.

M. ex.surta, Jioxb.y ]?un, Ucli, Bengal.
M. multiflora, Jtoxh.^ Bcrar.
M-. perHiciefolia, Jiueh., IVgu.
JVI. xuiboscena, British India, Mauritius.
M. scpmiTosa, Kiimrup.
M. tinctoria, Roxh., Ucli, all India.
M. tornentosa, Ueiine„ Dekhnn.
M. unihellata, A., Gourtalluin, 8. KonTcan.
M. Vagans, Wnll.^ China.

•. The bark and root of M. tinctoria and M. citrifoli

in India, and M. exserta in Burma, ahd the roo

of M..ternifoJia in Mysore, are employed to foru

a very valuable red dye, which is fixed with alum

Most of the red turbands of Madras are dyed witl

the root of the*M. umbellata. The Karen prepar

their red dyes most usually from the roots of w
or three species. M. citrifolia is cultivated by tn

Burmese for a dye, but the Karen mor^ comnioni
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use M. exserta, the indigenous species. The
colour, though not brilliant, is far inorQ permanent

than many other colours. «
In many parts the roots of the M. umbcllatsf

are employed instesld of.chay-root in dyeing

cotton yarn red, but the colour is neither so

bright nor so durable. T)r. Heynellius <leRcribe8

the process: Take 8^ lbs. of white cotton yarn,

and soak it in IJ lbs. of giiigelly oil, a strong lye

made of the ashes' of the milk-hedge, and the yarn

steeped in it for four nights being dried in the

sun during the day, it is then washed in brackish

water and dried in the snn.

Five seers (kuteba, 1.8^ lbs.?) of togara root

finely powdered are put into a pot of water

together with the yarn, and kept <all night over a

fire of cow-dung. In the morning it is taken

out and dried in the suii ; the same process is

repeated for two successive days and* nights,

which completes the process. It is probable tjiut

a superior dye might be obtainc'd if the sanu*

niceties were observed as in dyeing with cliay-

root. In Sumatra, the outward parts of the rout,

being dried, pounclccl, a\id boiled in . water, afford

a red dye, for fixing wliicb the aslu's procured
j

from the stalks of the fruit and midribs of 'the

loaves of the cocoaiiut are employed. Sometimes

the bark or wood of tlie saliang tree is jnixe<l

with these roots. Marsdoii says that a species

with \)roa<ler leaves does not yield any colouring

matter, but is (•ommonly jtlanted in the Malayan

Peninsula and in Pulo Penang as a sujiporfc to

tlie pepper vine.

—

lioxh. ; Ifnjue; UoyU-

;

den; ]VUUnms; Vre; TiiiniuiiiOu.

MORINDA BK.VP'rPATA. IM, i. p. r)44.

ffouch, .... l>KN(k
j

Yaiyoe? Mlum-bin, Jil’KM.

A small tiM'c with large shilling leaves, native

of Oanjnin, the Andamans, tlie Philippines,

Moluccas, common throughout Pegu, and culti-

vated about Phoungye bouses. Its wood, of a

bright yellow colour, is found in the Bengal bazars

under the name of roncli, and- is valuable as aff'onl-

iiig a bright yellow dye.— //uwd

;

Vuiyt.

MORINDA CITRIFOUA. Lnin,

YsibyoCj'M hall bin, PitiM. Ahu-guha, .
.’

. 8inoh.
Nie-pa hsa;, Nyaligyeo, ,, , Maiija pavattay, . Tam.
Al, Ach, Ak, . . Hind.

|

Nuiia marani, . . „
Bciigailo, . . . .Jap.

'

]\ra<kli, Mulugu, . Tp.l.

Bartoiuli, . . . IVIahu.
j

',f’ogurii,

Kailapilva, . . Malkal.
,

‘

This small tree grows in many i)aits of Britisli

India, an<I in the ishimls of the Ai-ehijielago, both

wild and cultivated, and its
,

bark and root bark

are used to dye red. It is grown in the N.\Y.

Provinces only in the black soils (;alled Kalw and
Mar. Jt‘is not •productive till the tliird year of

its growth. When ripe, the roots are dug out of

the ground with narfow pickaxes, every care

being taken to save from injury the snuill roots,

tlie bark or skiu of which yields the most valuable

portion of tbe dye
;
the roots wlien dug up are

sorted into three kinds, according to the fineness

of the fibres.

The colouring matter resides principally in tlie

bark of the roots, which arc long and slender,

and the small pieces are the best, fetching. 8s. to

10s. a mauiidt It is exported in large quantities

from Malabar to Gujerat ajid the northern parts

of Hindustan, but seldom finds its way to Europe.

Most of the Madras red turbands are dyed with

this substance.

The produce of tjie Mysore country and Bundel-
fchand are most prized. It is employed also to

assist more expensive dyes in giving a red colour
to yarn and cloth

;
the red thread used in carpet-

making is entirely dyed with it. It is not an
exhausting crop, and isbsually followed by grain,

'riic small white flowers have a very sweet scent,

and the tree would thrive well and be ornamental
in compounds. It is usually grown as a prop and
shade for the pepper vine and coffee tree. The
wood is of a deep brownish-yellow, is easily

worked, is common, and little, if at all, inferior to

Xauclea eordifolia. It, makes tolerable planks,

l)ut appears never to be so used on the Bombay
side, except for door-shutters and such like. U
must be borne in mind that the use of mineral

mordant in'^thi* native process is unknown, and,
with the exception of weak lye made from the
ashes of some of the plants of the jungles, no
other application is made beyond the simple solu-

tion of the extract from the wood itself.

—

Drs.
Wiifhl^ lloxh,, Vuujt, (jihson; Mr. Rohde.

MORINDA KX8ERTA. Roxb.

lUin-ucli, . . . J5ex(s. Mogilli, . . . Tel.
Mhaii-hiu? . . . livKM. 'J inogilli, .

Myall, Nyu? . .

A small tre(‘ of the Circars, of Bengal, Berar,
and Burma

;
its yellow^ wood, hard and useful, is

fit for fancy work, and doc« not'warp. M. brac-
tcata an<I tliis are only found about Phoungye
houses in a cultivated state. — Roxb.; V(d(jt

;

Beddomc.

MORINDA MUr.TIFI.ORA. ^ Roxb.

Achnial of . . Berar.
|
Al of . . Nagpur.

Mucli cultivated for its dye about Nagpur,
through Kaj}>iitana, jirincii^ally near Kofcih, and
all over Harowtec. Tlie plant is allowed to

remain three years in the ground, ^nd then the
roots are taken up and dried. •Tlie dye is a fine

turkey red. It is very plentiful. One inaund
costs 10 rupees.

—

Roxb. ;' Mr. Rojide; Irvine.

MORIND.V TINCTORIA. Roxb.

Al, l.^cli, Acli, . , Hind. Mulugu chettu, Tel.
rdivutu, . . . San.sk. Luagru, Tagaru,
MaiMi du'ttu,. . Tel.

A .small tree, .supposed by Colonel Beddome to

be the same as M. citrifolia in its wild state.

Extreme lioiglit 80 feet, circumference 24 feet.

Height from ground to the intersection of the

first branch, 1(1 feet. Its green fruit is pickled or

eaten in curries. It is in flower and fruit the

greater part, if not the whole, of the year. It i.s

pretty common in every part of India, is largely

cultivated at Ganjam, Gumsur, Bundi, Kotah,

Gurgaon, Philibeer, and Miwvar. Its root-bark is

used luj a red dye, and its w'ood for glin-stocks. In

the Cirews the dyers use th(‘ liark of tlie fresh roots

bruised and gently boiled in water for a short

lime. The clotli or yarn is prepared in a cpld

infusion of the powdered gall of Terniinalia

chebula in milk and water. It is then dried and
moistened with alum water, and again dried, and
receives from the above decoction a pretty bright

but fugitive red. The woods of all the species of

morinda arc -beautiful, liard, and durable, and
excellent for gun-stocks. That of this species

possesses all these * qualities, is variegated and
white, and is employed for gun-stocks in prefer-

ence to all other kinds. The flowers are very
fragrant,

—

Drs. Roxb.., Irvine^ Voigt.
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MORINDA TOMENTOSA. MORRHUA VULGARIS,

MORINDA TOMENTOSA. M. mudia,
Ham, Manjanati, Maleal. A yery common
Travancore tree, attaining a height of to 80
feet, Ite timber is of a yellow colour, and is used
for various economical ^purposes. The inner

wood of the older trees furnishes a dye.

—

Useful

Plants. •
*

MORINDA UMBELLATA. *

Linn.
M. padavara, Juss,

|
M. BcandenH, Roxh.

Nya, .... Borm. Kliba, . . . \.Sansk.^
Patangi vriksha, Can. Nuna inaram; . . Tam.*
Chota- al, . . Dukh. Mulu-guilu, . . . Tel.

Mang'kudu, . Malay. .

A trailing creeping plant which grojvs in the

western parts of the Peninsula of India, at Court-

allum, in Malabar, and in the S. Konkan.
MOKINGA APTERA. USh. The Yessur of

the Arabs, a native of Sennaar, Cairo, and Pales-

tine. The seed yields the oil of ben, much used

Ijy perfumers and by watchtnakers, as.it neither

grows rancid nor freezes readily
;
seeds acrid, and

used as a rubefacient. They are also said to

be purgative and emetic in small quantities.

—

O'Shaugh.

MQRINGA PTERYGOSPERMA. Gmrtn.
Hyperanthera moriiiga, Vahl.

Moriaben, Ban^ . Arab. Sainga, Saigut^ . Mahr.
Hub-ul-bah (seed), Murimia, Maleal.
Sohanjana, . . Bkng. Sajna,. . . . Pkus.
Da-tha-lwon, . , BURsi. Sigru, .... Sansk.
Dha-iie eha, . . „ i

San murangay, SiNCSH.

Nugga, Nugge-gida, Can. Murungai mnram,. Ta.m.

Munga^-ki-jhar, . Dukh. Munaga chottu, , Tel.

TJiis is the horse-radish tree, very abundant all

over British India, Burma, and the Malay Penin-

sula. The leaves, flowfers, and seed - vessels are

used in curries. The roots have precisely the

flavour of horse-radish, and in India are sub-

stituted for it. The gum an.d bark are used in

native medicine
;
j/he oil is aperient, and is much

used by the native doctors ingout and rheumatism

;

And they prescribe the green root as a stimulant

in paralysis and fn intcrniitterits, in scruple doses,

and use it also in epilepsy and hysteria. The
seeds ai;p also used iiitenially for their puugent
and stimulating virtues. In Jamaica the wood is

used for dyeing a blue colour. An oil is obtained

from the seeds, possessed of the -same qualities as

the oil of ben, the product of the M. aptera. The
• delicate perfumes of flowers are often retained by
the ben oil, by pouring it over the flowers, or

strewing layers of the flowers for about four

hours over cotton soaked in the oil. In the West
Indies it is used as a salad Cil. A .compound
infusion of Sohanjana represents a similar infusion

of horee-radish. A compouqd spirit of Sohan-

jana is stimulant in a dose of from two to four

fluid dracbms in water. Its gum is obtained in

large quantity, •does. not dissolve in watqr, re-

sembles- in some respects gum - tragacantb, for

which it.may probably be substituted. It exudes

freely whenever an irfeision is made in the bark.

It i used by the natives in headache,' mixed' with

milk and rubbed on the temples, and is also em-
ployed as a local application for pains in the

limbB.-7-Roy/c ; Ainslie ;
Roxb.; Mapn ;

Stetoart.

MOR-MORAH, a religious sect located in Siam.
-^Captain Uannay. • .

’

MOROCAl^US LONGIFOLIUS. Blume.
Debregeasia veiutina, O,

|

Urtica verrucosa, Moon,
Oonbeephalus niveus, W,

| U. longifolia, Burm.
Class>dooI, . . , • SiNOH.

Common in the Central Province of Ceylon,
at an elevation of 1000 to 8000 feet^ and called

gass-.dool. The Singkalese make fishing-lines of
Its bark.

—

Thw. p. 261.

MOROOARPUS WALLICHIANUS. nw.
Debregeasia Wallichiana,

1
Urtica leucophylla, Wall.

A tree of 15 to 20 feet high, grows at Hantani,
in the Central Province.

—

Thw. En. PI. Zeyl.

MOROCCO or Marocca, the .Marakash of the
Arabs, a country of 300,000 square miles, at the'

N.W. extremity of Africa. The dominant race
are Moors. Berber, Shellok,* Arab, Negro,
Christians, and Jews are numerous. All the
mercantile and artisan transactions are carried on
by Jews. These reside in the Meflah quarter,

and are obliged to wear black clothes. It is the
ancient Mauritania, and has been successively

under the sway of the Romans, Vandals, Greeks,
and Arabs. In the 11th century it -fell under the

Fakiniite khalifs, and in- the 16th century under
the sherifs, descendants of Mahomed, who are

still reigning. It has a population of about eight

millions, but Behin and Wagner only estimate

6,140,000,-^-

Berber, . . . 2,300,000 Jew, .... 340,000
Shcllok, . . . 1,4.50,000 Negro and Abid, 120,000
Moor, .

•
. . . 3, .550,000 ChristianR, .... 300

Arab, . . ... 740,000 J Renegades, . . . .200

The Arabs of Morocco arc the Moors of Spain,

the Saracens of Prance, tall graceful sons of the

Arabian desert, courteous, brave, hospitable, and

confiding,—descendants of the conquerors who,

in tlie lirst ages of the Hijira, propagated the

rtdigion of Malioined, crossed the Straits of

Gibraltar, destroyed the Gothic chivalr-y, reigned

in Spaiu for 700 years, invaded France, devas-

tated Italy, -and pillaged the Suburbs of imperial

Rome. When the last Arab king submitted to

Ferdinand and Isabella, and the Moorish palaces

of Grenada were surrendered to the Christian.s,

the old conquerers . went back to Africa ainl

resumed their nomade life. In Tripoli,’ the Arab
has monopolized the country. In Tunis the

native reappears in a smaller proportion, and in

Morocco he is very scarce- The BerW and

Shellok are untamed warlike tribes dwelling in

I

the mountains; when po.ssible, rovers of 'the

sea, claiming fanciful origins, but iinpatient of

any. subjection. They ’.are the .same race whom
the French call Kabyle and ZCuave. The Moor

are little idle men, who grow, fat from indolence.

They are lowlanders, trad e*rs, dwellers in cities,

avaricious, perfidious, cowardly, cringing, and

insolent. The Riff dwellers of Kalhya, Cape Tres

Forcas', correspond to the Arab Sahali on tktJ

Red Sea coast, tlie name Riff being evidently

from Ripa, a bank. The towns of Meqyen(‘Z on

I

the north, and Morocco on*the south, are the chief

: cities.

—

Caiafaqo.
'

MOROCCO LEATHER.
lilaroquin, . . . Fr. Saflan, . . •

Saffiam, , . Ger. Marroqui, • •

Marrocchino, . . . It.
[

.A fine kind of leather prepared of skins of

goats in the Levant, Barbary, Spain, etc. It is

various colours, and is used for lining carriageSj

chairs; in the'binding of books, QiQ.^M^Cullochs

Diet. p. 809.
'

• * ,

MORRHUA VULGARIS, the common cod*

In New England fhe intestines are cut into ribboi

isinglass. *111 Iceland also the cod is said to yioi
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isinglass, so also the ling (Lota molva)
;
but Mr.

Yarrell informed Mr. Royle that he had no reason

to believe that isinglass is so prepared. See Air-

bladder; Fish; Isinglass; Sounds.

MORRIESON. In the years 1812-1818, that

portion of the Sunderbans lying between the

Hoogly river and. the Bara Punga was surveyed

by two young brothers, lieutenants in the

Honourable Company’s army. Their names were
.Hugh Morrieson, of the 4th Regiment Native

Infantry, who is supposed to have die<l of jungle

fever at Jessore, contracted whilst surveying in

this unhealthy tract, and W. E. Morrieson, of the

Bengal Engineers, who was killed by a grape shot

upon the 8d of January .1815, at a place called

Jitghur, in ah unsuccessful attack upon' the

Gurkhas.

—

Cal. Review., p. 15.

MORRISON, father and son, eminent Chinese

scholars. Tho, father wrote a Chinese Dictionary,

the son a Compendious Description of Chinese

Products. The .father, Robert Morrison, was
born at Morpeth on the 5th January 1782, and up
to 1798 was a boot-tree maker with his father.

Ill 1801 he began to learn I;atin, in 180J he com-
menced the study of theology, and the following

year he joined the London Missionary Society.

In January 1807 he was ordained a missionary to

(Ellina, for which he embarked on the 31st of that

month W way. of America. lie dressed and. ate

like the dhinese, andiii 1809 was appointed (’hinese

translator tp the E. I. Company, His Anglo-Chinese

Dictionary was published by the E. 1. Company
at an expense of £12,000. He died at Canton .on

the Ist August 1834, in his 53d year. He com-
pleted a Dictionary and a Grainniar of the Chinese

lauguage, and a version oithe Bible in the Chinese

tongue. He was buried at Mac^o. ’His son

succeeded him as interpreter to tlie British, and
did not long survive his father.

MORTY ISLAND, close 'to the N.E. point of

Gilolo, has about 56 species of land birds, among
which are the kingfisher, Tauysiptera' doris

;
the

lioiieysiicker, Tropidorrhyncug fuscicapillus
;
and

Lycocorax ifiorotensrs, a large crow-like starling,

not yet foun’d oh Gilolo, only 25 miles distant.—

Wall. ii. p. 5 ;
Horslmrgh ; Bihnore,

MORUNG, the Nepal name for the Terai; west
of the Mcchi river.

MORUS, a genus of plants belonging to the

•naturtvl order Urticaceaj. .The chief E, Indian

species known :— *•
'

thin rind which liei between the coarse bark and
the wood of the tree. This being steeped, and
afterwards pounded in a mortar until reduced to

a pulp, is made into paper, resembling that which
is made from cotton.’ The bush cultivation of

the mulberry in Bengal, for feeding silk-worms,
consists in planting cuttings, which, as they
grow, arc cut down about four times in the year,

in order to produce young leaves for the success-

ive broods of silk - worms. The bark separates

when the cut stems are steeped in water, and
when pounded up, the greater part of the muci-
laginous matter passes off, leaving a mass having
much of the good qualities bf linen rag half-stuff.

In Cliina, although the leaf of the common mul-
berry is the principal object of its culture, the

fruit is eaten, and the wood burned for the

lamp-black used in making ink. Morns alba and
M. nigia grow* equally well in the DekhaU;
the white, growing to' a very large tree, shedding
its leaves before the hot season. The red mul-
berry bears fruit in the rains, as well as the black.

Silk-worms may be fed on its young fresh leaves,

*ftl though the leaves of thc*wliite are.preferred. It

grows from §eed or cuttings. M. alba, atropur-
purea, liidica, nigra, rubra, and tatarica are all

grown in China, but M. alba and M. nigra are
the general favourites, and many varieties have
been obtained by cultivation

;
the shan-sang or

bill mulbeiTy, the kin-sang or -golden mulberry,

I

the ki-saug or fowl mulberry, and. the i-sang or

I

Morns tatarica, are all grown. The white species

:

produces little fruit. An epiphyte grows on tlio

mulberry tree in China. It is called sang-shaiig-

l^i-sang, and its woody branches are highly prized

as a medicine in the. pregnant and puerperal
states. 3f. alba, Cashmeriaim, Indica, laevigata,

and tatarica grow in the hill§ up to Kashmir,
5000 feet, where they abound, and to 7000 feet

on the Clienab.. Thomson mentiora it in parts of

I
Tibet at over 9000 feet. • From the accounts by

' Dr. Bellew and others, nine or ten kinds w'ould

appear to abound in parts of Afghanistan. Some
of the trees attain to large size; specimens of 10
and 12. feet girth aro not very uncommon, and
Dr. Stewart noted one of 16 feet in the Salt

llange. The wood of old trees is strong and
useful, and is much employed for construction,

implements, etc., in parts where the tree is

common. About Feshawur it is the sbiple ordi-

nary timber.- The fresh twigs arc in Kashmir used

Morus alba, X., all Southern Asia.
M. atropurpiirea, Raxb., China, India.
M. bifaria, Wall. ?

M. Cashmeriana, Boyle, Kashmir.
• M. Indica, L., Bengal. .

M. Isevigata, Wall., Nepal, Sahai unpur.
M. multicaulis, Berottet, China.
M. nigra, L,, Persia, Egypt.
M. paniculata, Roxh., Moluccas. ,

M. rubra, L,, introduced into India, Bengal.
M. Bcandeus, Wall.^ China.
M. serrata, China.
M. tatarica, Pall., cultivated in British India.

M. viridis, Buck., Patna.

Several species are cultivated . on account of

their fruit, but still -more for their leaves as food
for the silk-worm. The bark of the white mulberry
Beams frotn very early times to have .been made
into paper in China. Marco Polo informs us that
^ the Grand Khan causes the bark to be stripped

from these mulberry trees, the leaves of which are

U8©4 for feeding silk-womip, and takes from it that

98

for tying loads.

The Japanese make abundance of a paper as

well for writing and printing as for tapestry,

handkerchiefs, packing clotlis for goads, etci It

is of different qualities, and some of it is as soft

and flexible as our cotton cloth. Indeed, that

used for handkerchiefs might be mistaken for

clotli, so far as toughness and flexibility are con-

cerned. The matei ials of w^hich it is made is the

bark of Morus .papyrifera, now transferred to the
genus. Broussonetia. fn December, after the tree

has slied its leaves, they cutoff the branches abouk
three feet in length, and tie them up in buhdles.

They aro then boiled in a lye of ashes in a Ysovered

kettle, till the bark is so shrunk* that half an inch
of the wood may be seen projecting at either end
of the branch. When they have become cool,

the bark is stripped off and soakisd in water
three or four lioui-s until it becomes soft, when
the flue black skin is scraped off with a knife.
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Tiie coarse bark is then sepai^ated from the fine.

Jhe new branches make the finest paper. The
bark is then boiled again in fresh lye, continually

stirred with a'htick, and fresh water from time to
time is added, ft is then put in a sieve ‘and
taken to a brook,* and here the barjc is incessantly

stirred until it becomes a fine pulp. It is then
thrown into water, and separates in the form of

meal. This is put into a small vessel with a
decoction of rice and a species of Hibiscus, and
stirred until it has attained a tolerable consist-

ence. It is then poured into a large vessel, from
whence it. is taken out and put in the form of

sheets on mats or layers of grass straw. Those
sheets are laid one U].oii another with straw
between, and pressed to force the water out.

After this they arc spread upon boards in the
sun, dried, cut, and gathered into bundles for

sale. This paper will better endure folding, and
last longer than tliat of - Europe. — American
Expedition; O'Sh. ; Hoyle.; WiUiams

; Hklddl

;

Smith ; Stewat't
;
Thomson ; J3ellew.

MORUS ALBA. JAnn.
Safed-tut, . Hind.' I Tukhlu, . . Kashmir.
Tut, yhahtut, ,, ,, 1

Cultivated in Europe, and in all the south and
east of Asia, for its leaves, wdiich arc plucked to

feed the silk-worm. M. alba has many forms,

which have received specific names, viz.

—

Byzaiitina, fiicl. IMorcttiaiia, Jacqnin.
(liinensiB, B(rt. multicaulis, Perot,

Indiuti, Ia/ui. icrvosa/JJet.

Italica, Poir. " labularia, Jacqnhi.-
Japonica, Nois. ^ uinila, Noitt,

latifolia, Poir. tatarica, Linn.
iJiacrophylla, Morett. jrtuosa, Andih.

M. 'Indica yields .a blajek fruit. It has been

very extensively planted in California
;
an acre

supporting 700 tft 1000 trees, producing, wdiei

five years old,^000 lbs. ol leaves lit for food. Oi

.

.this quantity 140,000 worms can *be raised, from

which ova, at a iiet profit ranging from .£80 to

£240 per acre, will be obtained by the work of

one person.

—

Rnxh. ; Voigt

;

1 o/i Mueller.

MOKUS ATROPUKFUREA. Roxb.

.
M. rubra, Linn.

|
Sliatoot, . . . Dukh.

This species of mulberry from China produces

a very agreeable and valuable black berry, 2 inches

long, in great quantities.

—

Roxb. ; Mason.

MORUS INDICA. Linn.
.

.

Po sa, . . Burm. Toota, .... 8ansk.
Toot, . . Dukh., Hind. Rata-ombilla, . Singh.
BabiHanini, . . Malay. Cumble-pulliim, . Tam.

A. small tree with long tapering leaves some-
timoQ lobed

;
fruit dark-red, used for making tarts

;

is found in Southern India; is largely cultivated

in Bengal to feed silk-worms
;
has a delightful

fruit, considered by the natives as cooling and
aperient.

—

Roxb.; Riddell; Ainslie.

AfORUS LJEVIGATA. . Wall Tut, Hind.

Grows in Nepal and Saharunpur.- Attains a, large

size; wood excellent.— Wall
MORUS MULTICAULIS. Perottel M.cucul-

lata, Bonafons. Grows in China, the Philippine

Archipelago, and> in India, to which it has been

introduced. It will probably soon displace the

white mulberry for feeding silk-worms. . The
cultivation of M. multic'aulis and M. Sinensis has

been largely extended in the. Panjab.

—

Voigt;

jSUwart

MORUS NIGRA. Linn. The black mulberry
I

tree of S. Russia and Persia, yields a pleasant fruit
and leaves for silk-worms. M. atropurpurea, Roxb.,

\

is an allied variety.— Von,Mueller.
’ '

MORUS PARVIFOLIA. Ro?/le.

Ful, Kurun, . . . Panj.
\
Tut, Tutri, . . , Panj.

.
Tliis small tree is found in the Sutlej valley

between Rampur and Suiignaui at an elvatioii of
4000 to 7000 feet

;
it occurs-wild in the plains of

the Eastern Panjab, and grows up to 6000 feet in

Kashmir, etc. Its fruit does not appear to he
valued. AVood highly esteemed. It is cultivated •

foliage prized for cattle.

—

Stewart
; Cleghorn.

M()UUS SEKRATA. Roxb., Wall
Kruu, Kruni, Chun, Hind.*

[
('hirnUjKimu, Soa, Si/tlej.

This tree is common in many parts of tlie

Punjab, Darjiling, Himalaya, from 2500 to 9000
feet. It grows to a large size, trees of 10 and 12

feet girth being not uncommon. “ Dr. Stewart
bad* seen several over 20 feet

;
and at Barmoor, in

Chamba, he saw a rnagnificeiit* specimen of 28

feet girth. Its fruit is not much valued. Its

wood IS yellow and strong, but is subject to the

attacks of worms. It is used in construction, and
for ploughs, troughs, toys, etc. . The twigs are in

some parts largely lopped for fodder.

—

Stewart;

Brandis.

MOSCHIDyE, a genus of mammals of the ordci

Ungiilata. Moschus meinirnua is the musk deer

of Ceylon.
'

•

MOSCHUS MOSCHIFERUS. Lim.
M. siituDitus, Ilodi/tfon. M. leucogastor, Hodgson,
M. ' chrysogas tor, 11otbjs.

Ifondo, ItAiKAL-Ti’Nijus. Saiga, , . Uake Baikal.
IXsehija, CKrTA-l’lNGUs. Bjos Ostiak.
Xe, Che hiang, . . Chin, (dfar, Toorgo, . Taktak.

j

Kastura, . . . Hind. Lag, Lawa, . . . Tin.

I
Kiulari, . . Kal.muk. (Oao, Altah, Tik.-Tancit.
Bona, , Kanaw’AU. Kabovga, VENlsEl-iUsd.
Rouz,. . Kashmir. Tsanja, Yeniski-Tuncis.
Ribjo, . Ladakh.

The musk deer is found from Siberia through

Central Asia to tlie Himalaya. In these nionn-

taiiis it is found at great elevations, ip simmicr

rarely below' 8U00 feet, and as high iis the Innits

of the forest. It is solitary, living in rotind

spots* near rocks, or in- the depths of the forest.

It is easily traced by the heaps of dung on

its riiiLs, for it is partial to localities, and both

in habits and general appearance has a great

atfinity to the hare. 'Adams sometimes found it

by following nj) its trail through the copse across

the grassy glade into a little dell, where the in-

different creature might have been seen feeding

within a few yards. The mode of its progression

•is remarkable, and compVises a series of spasmodic

lea[>s, while now and then it stops to reconnoitre,

or, walking a few feet, reBumes these fantastic

movements. The musk is most sought after

during the rutting season in aututiin. Adanjs

repeatedly examined the ccJnteijts of .the glamls

at other seasons, but jyxeept a rank, offensive

odour from the dark pigmentary substance con-

tained in them., He could not discover a trace oi

musk.
Moquin Tandon describes the glands as com

sisting of two oval pyriform sacs of unequal size,

which open into the preputial groove by two large

orifices. Those of the adult male are from 3 to

inches in length
;
those of the female are so®®'

what less developed. In the living animal tn
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castoreum is an almost fluid substance of a strong,

penetrating, and nearly fetid odour. When dried,

the sacs have a dark-brown colour ttiid wrinkled

appearance. Tiio market value of each bag is

from £1 to £l, 10s.»~-ylf/a7/t.9’ NaOmdiitt in India;

Jerdon'a Mammals.
MOSEILAMA, ah opponent of Maliomed. He

wrote suggesting a combined' action and division

of the conquests :
‘ Mdgeilama tho apostle of God,

to Mahomed the apostle of God — Now let the

earth be half mine and half thine?’ The reply

was: ‘Mahomed the apostle of God, to Moseilama
the. liar — The earth’ is God’s, lie givctli it to

such of his servants .as he pleasotii, and they

who fear him shall prosper.’ He was killed at-|

the battle of Yemama.
MOSES, a leader of the Hebrew rac(‘, known

amongst Muhammadans as the propliet Musa or

Hazrat Musa, also as the Kalam-Allah or inoifth-

piece of God, and as the author of the live books
which they style Tuurait. His Egyptian name
moans Son of the Watc'r. He was brought up in

the neighbourhood of Heli()])olis, the chief seat of

Egyptian philosophy. On leaving the city of the

Sun, called in Coptic Hameses, in Greek Helio-

polis, he fled to Jthe desert. Moses subsequently
led the Israelites out of Egypt. — Sharpe's

luijint.

MOSES OF. CdlOKENE wrote a little after*

A.D. 440, and’ probably drt*AV from earlier authors.

He,speaks of Jenasdan (<.<'. Chinistan or China

land) as a great plain country east of Scythia, at

the extremity of the known world, and oecnpied

by a wealthy and civilised people of character so

eminently pacific as to deserve to be called not

merely friends of peace, but friends of life. Their

country then furnished an abundance of silk, in-

somuch that silk dresses, so rare and costly in

Armenia, were there common to all classes.

—

Yule, Caihaj/^ i. ]). <Sd.

MGSLIM, properly ^fuslim, .a term by which
Muhammadans in Asia designate themselves

;
it is

derived from the Arabig word Jr'alam, he gave
safety, pracjc and hence Muslim, a person who is

saved, the plural of which is Musliinin, ordinarily

written Musalman, .and for the feminine Miisal-

inani.

^lOSQUE, the place of public worship amongst
Muhammadan.^.’ Tho .lama Masjid is the chief

mosque of the city, wlicro general servLco is lield
j

every Friday. The word is derived from the
!

Arabic Masjid or Masgid. It is generally a square, !

with three walls so built that looking to the back
j

Wall the worshipper faces Mecca. The Kazi or
|

other .preacher stands on a n.iimbrir, a small dais

with thre^ steps built against tlie back wall. The. I

flrst mosque of the Muhammadans was erecti’d by
Mahomed at Medina; shortly afterwards, wheji !

he entered Mecca’ as a conqueror, he destroyed
the idols of the Arab pantheoh, and purified that

venerable building of its- abominations. He had
probably observed in Syria the two forms a]*pra-

priated by .the Christians to their places of wor-
ship, the cross and the basilica

;
he therefore

preferred a sqqarp to a-parallelogram, some authors
j

say with, others without, a cloister, for the prayers
of the saving faith. At length, in the reign of El
Walid (about a.h. 90), the cupola, the. niche, and-
the minaret made their appearance, and what is

called the Saracenic style became the order of the

Muhammadan world.

Several of the mosques of India are of large
dimensions.

. One in Bombay would hold 4-000

worshippers. The mosque at Constantinople was
originally the St. Sophia Church of tlie Chrisfians.

It is the largest building in the world. One in

|he Ahmadabad colloctorate was built by Balol
Khan Kazi at an expense of 1 Jakh 'of rupees,
about the 13th century. The Khan Masjid, built

about the 12th century, and the Jama Masjid, each •

cost about 2 lakhs. The Jama Mtisjid at Cham-
paiiir, in Gujerat, is said to have been built by
Muhammad Shah A.D. 1484. It is of white .sand-

stone, beautifully cut and set.

The mosque at Ajmir was commenced a.d.

1200, nnd completed by Altamsh 1210-rl23fi, and
is called the Arhai din ka jhojnpra. It was eon-
stnicted from a Jaiua temple. Its courtyard has
a screen of seven inches, on which Cufic and
Togra inscrij)tioDs are interwoven with archi-

tectural decorations. A mere mention must be
made of tlu* tomb at Sipri near Gwalior; and
that of Sher Shah noaV Sasseraii in Shahabad

;
at

Jaunpore (Jonpur), the .Jama Masjid and I.al

Darwaza Masjid
;

at Ahmadabad, the Jama
Masjid and other mosques'; and tombs and
mos(pn*s at Sirk(

j
and Butwa; the Jama Masjid

at Cambay, .erected a.d. 1325, in the time of
Mahmud Shah Ghori

;
the tomb of Mahmud

Begiirra near Kaira
;
at Mandii, the great mosque,

the Dharinsala, the Jahaz Mahal; in Bengal, tho
Kadam ilasiil mosque, the Mihar at Gaur, and
the Adina mosque at Malda.

In Egypt, mos(iues are matted or car]>eted, and
'over is spread the chandni, a carpet of white cotton
cloth, in India, tlio ordinary flooring is of stone
slabs, an<l usually the sole object to be seen is a
small pulpit niche, the niihrab, and near to It the
inimbar or three stops built on the wall next to

Mecca, on or near which the Kazi, Mulvi, or
Imam stand. There is nothing to distract tho

worshipper’s irttcntion, and every one
. seems

absorbed in (U'votion. The Rev. Norman M‘Leod,
p.D. (Eastward, p. 37), alludes* to this,- and s<vys

tliat the whole service imparts the impression of

worsliip to an unseen Gocl. It is perhaps some-
thing in their eharaclev, either original or ac-

quired, or in their faith, or perhaps to ’ their

being. accustomed to a more out-of-door life, that

enables them so entirely to fibstract themselves

from their ordinary avocations, and to engage
with such revcu’cnt (‘arnestness in prayer. But
every traveller in the east will sec Muhammadans
sju'ead their carpets on the ground, or place their

.staff or sword in front of them, and bend their

knee ni lowly homage to their Maker, and, in all

the buetlo of a crowded bazar, or on ship board,

remain ap})arently as much abstracted as if in a
dt‘sert. Muhammadani.sin, adds the reverend

author, owes its origin to J udaisni and Christianity:

like them is derived from Abraham, and .is the

worship of the one God
;
and Christians, he thinks,

are apt to undervalue the good obtained from its

divinely-reflected beams,* which in* some degree
irradiate spots that would otherwise be in .outer

darkness. Muhammadanism was perhaps, seen in

its brighter aspects at Baghdad during the khalifat,

and at Cordova, to which Christians repaired for

a liberal education. But, in India, it has ever
been* a mere ritualistic worship, with certain
dogmatic formulse in Arabic words, the meanings

I of which are known to very few even of those
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acquainted with the words themselves. Umar
Khayyam says,

—

* Pagodas are like mosques, true houses of prayer,
T^is prayer that church bells waft upon the air

;

Kaaba and temple, rosaiy and cross,

Are but divers tongues pf world-wide prayer.’

There is a curious resemblance in this verse to

the words of Abul Fazl, the minister of the
emperor Akbar, words in 'which the poet is sup-

posed to represent his royal master’s views as well

as his own,

—

‘ If it be a mosque, people murmur the holy prayer

;

If it be a Christian church, people ring the bell from
love to thee.’

MOSQUITO.
Machi’, .... ^iND. Kosi, Taw.
Namuk, Agas, . JMala\'. Doma, ..... Tel,
Agih, .... „ • Sivri-sinek, . . . Tuiik.

Species known are C illex laniger, C. fuscanus, C.

eircumvolenS, and C. regius. These insects chiefly

abound near stagnant water and near the great

rivers. Along the banks of the Irawadi, ev^ry

Burraan sleeps under a mosquito curtain, the

insects are so numerous. Their passage from a

river or tank is intercepted by trees, and at-Ivim-

mendyne myriads hang about the trees. The
mosquito has three stages of existence, in two of

which it is a water insect, iti the third the well-

known winged one. On a Gth May, at 6 a.m.,

Dr. AV. Oilchrist observe<l several mosquitoes ou
the surface of some stagnant water, each in close

proximity to a yellowish substance, which, when
viewed through a microscope, proved to be a
collection of eggs that tlie mosquitoes were d(*-’

positing; each colfection, thougli ‘consisting of

not fewer tjian 100 eggs, did not exceed 3-20tIis

of an inch in length,, and about l-20th of an inch

in breadth. These eggs were arrimged in lines,

standing on. end, and were each about 1 -40tli of

an inch long , the lower end ’being larger than

the upper, so that the upper surface of the col-

lection was somewhat concave. A few of these

collections of ova Vere carefully introduced, witir

some of the water on which they floated, into a
tumbler, and placed under a glass shade. Ex-
cepting a change of colour, from a* yellow to a

dark Tbrownish-grey, which occurred within six

hours after being put into the tumbler, no visible
|

alteration took place till two days and a half,

when the water was found to swarm with animal-

culae. The shells of the ova were still adherent,

as when -first observed. On examining one
minutely, the larger or under end was found to

have ope;ied, like a lid, to allow the insect to

escape into the water. A lady’s thimble, furnished

with a lid, would resemble exactly tlic appearance

of what is being described. The design of having

the lids placed at the bottom i.s evidently .to

allow the newly-hatched animalculae immediate

exit fr.om the shell into the water
;
and the con-

cavity of the whole collection, above alluded to,

effectually tends to retain the large .ends under-

most. Had tlSe ova been arranged promiscifously,

as to the large and small ends being upwards and
downwards, it is evident that the newly-hatched

insects, under the former arrangement, would
have some difficulty in reaching the trater, a'

difficulty that most probably would amount to an
im^ssibility,—one which, at dfll events, is elTect-

Ul^fly prevented by the concave form of the

collection. In the newly-hatched insect, the

chest or thorax (the heart, is seen, obscurely
however, the body being only semi-transparent)
is furnished with four projections

;
from this organ

two blood-vessels proceed down the centre of the
body, to the end of the elongation, the exti;eme

termination of which is to be seen just above the
surface of the water, wher^ the insect lives for
the most part

;
the body being suspended, as it

were, from this, head lowermost. Between the
heart, in the thorax; and* the. extremity of this

singular elongation, an active sanguiferous circu-

lation is to be observed
;
in all probability, there-

fore, it is the seat of the lungs or gills, and it

woukl appear that a comparatively large supply
of air is essential to the existence of the insect, as

it lives as much as possible in this pendulous
position at the surface, with the extremity of the

elongation rising just above. Its motion* which
is quick, is effected by a rapid bending of its

whole body, so that the liead and tiiil (the latter

CDiisisting of a bundle of (lelicaj;e filaments) aj)-

proximate alternately on either side of the body.

It always goes tail foremost, so that the head is

dragged along behind. AVhen in search of food,

it throws out, in advance of its mouth, a couple

of clelicate brushes, the individual filaments of

which are of microscopic size. Each of these is

put in rapid circular motion, ‘whereby a double

kind of whirlpool is occasioned. Whatever food

comes within the* sphere of these vortices is

speedily devoured. The food appears to, be

principally decomposing vegetable matter, some
of which lie 25^it'into the tumbler, as .tin? vessel

ill which the ova were discovered contained it;

on this they fed voraciously. They did not, how-*

ever, entirely confine themselves to a vegetable

diet. He ‘was much amused with one, when in a

drop of water, under the microscope; in these

confined limits, its appetite did not forsake it, and

the only article of food it found was the head of

oiie of its own species. So soon as this came

witlrin the \ortex, it was ravenously seized, but,

being apjLirontly too lai;ge a morceau, it was let

go, after sundry futile attempts at swallowing.

It frequently came 'within the whirlpool again,

and was as often seized, but wijth no better sucoess.

They, however, eat the shells they had recently

quitted. Some that were kept clean water,

without food, died on the third day. In this shtge

of their existence the insects were lively, and

grew apace. At tliO- termination of 21 days,

during whi’ch the water was thrice changed, they

had.attaincMl three or four twentieths of an inch

in length. On attaining this size or ago, they

underwent a second metamorphosis. Most. likely

.they cast their former envelope, for th^ hairs, so

con.spicuous on the former insect, were n6t to be

seen on the present. The shape, it will be re-

marked, has materially altered, but the most

remarkable change is that -which occurs with

respect to the seat of the lungs or gills. These

organs are now situate in the thorax, their former

seat has disappeared, and the channel of communi-

cation now between them and the air are two

small tubes on the top of the chest, In this stage

of their existence the insects are much less active

than during the former one. A still greatei: con-

trast, however, is that now they do not require

food, and have no mouth
;
in this respwt resem-

bling the chrysalis stage of the butterfly tn •

But the demand for air appears increased ;
tney
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'rarely leave the surface of the water, and when
tliey do descend, they take down a* supply of air,

small globules of which are distinctly to be ob-

served at the end of the tube. Their descent is

accomplished by striking the ‘water with their

body, but, being specifically lighter tluiu that

fluid, they rise without any effiort to the surface,

though in case of despatch* can impel themselves

upwards by the same means as they descended.

However, as has been remarked, they' seldom
leave the surface, andi having done so, speedily

return to it. The. insects remain about 18 hours

in this stage, towards the termination of wliich

the legs and proboscis of the winged mosquito
can be distinctly seen through the thin membrane
that surrounds it. This in due course bursts,

when the winged mosquito draws itself out,- stands

on the surface of the water a few minutes tadry
and expand its wings, on which it presently juo-

ceeds to a dry situation. If the mosquito, wlnui

in either of the first two stages, be taken out of

the water, it* speedily dies, and it is as speedily

deprived of life if immersed in that fluid Imme-
diately after becoming the winged insect. We
learn from the above that the mosquito is a most
prolific insect, and that, as sUignant water, such

as that of tanks, etc;, is necessary to its propaga*

tiob, all such ouglit to be kept as distant as

possible; Next to the torture which Culex laniger

inflicts, its most annoying peculiarities are thi‘

booming hum of its approach, its cunning, its

audacity, and the perseverance with which it

renews ^its. attacks, however frequently repulsed.

Various substances are employed l)y the Chinese

to drive them away. In India they are smoked
out of a room by bimihig chips. A few sprigs of

wormwood placed about the pillow will generally

protect the sleepej from their attacks
;
or rub the

wormwood gently over the forehead and wrists

the last thing at night, and neither mosquitoes

nor other noxious insects will give annoyance. •

Captain Elphinstone Erskiiie also mentions that

wheneverthe mosquitoeswqre uncommonly numer-
ous in Rewa (which Avas five miles from Niuque),

he always/uSed to be told tliat tlio boys had been
disturbing the akau ni namu. This tree Avas

completely covered with mosquitoes, and so thick

were they, that one could easily iiave taken a

capful from any branch at one scoop. Every
part of the tree, from the very top to the root,

and in the same manner the branches, appeared to
• he one solid trunk, composed of mosquitoes. He
was told by Thakonau that it had been so since

he was a boy’; that it was the proiierty of the

tree to attract the mosquitoes
,
and that, if never

disturbed, the country would be entirely free

from the8e*troubleso'me insects. See Insects.

MOSQUITO BLIGHT, or Teii Bug, the llelo-

peltis-Antonii,* Wood-Mason^ injures the tea-leaf.

Other known specie^ are H. braconiformis and
nigra from Waigiou; theiovora of-Assam, Collaws

pellucida, and podagrica. The tea mite or j*ed

spider of the planter is the Tetranychus buculatus,

Wood-Mason. It lives in societies, and -punctures
the leaves.

MOSQUITO TOBACCO of China are pastilles

made of the sawdust of juniper and other

resinous woods. The mixture is of juniper or

pine-tree sawings (pih‘ heang fun or sung shoo),

artemisia leaves reanced to powder (nai-hai),

tobacco leaves (can fun), a small portiofl of

arsenic (pe-za), and a mineral called nu-wang.
To thirty pounds of the pine or jumper sawings,
about twenty of artemisia, five of tobacco, and a
small quantity of arsenic Avere added. Each
article was well beaten up with water, then the whole
mixed together,' and in the form of a thick paste
rolled on a slip of bamboo, and dried. The ‘sticks

are somewhat like the common joss-*sticks of the
country, or about the thickness and length of a
light walking-cane. Another substance is in long
narrow ..bags of paper, -—say half an inch in

diameter, and two feet long,—which are filled

Avith the following substances, namely,.the sawings
of pine or juniper mixed with a small portion of

nu-Avang ajid arsenic. The proportions are thirty

pounds of sawings, tAvo ounces of nu-wang, and
one ounce of arsenic. This mixture is not made
up in the form of a paste like the latter, but
simply Avail mixed, and then run into the bags in

a dry state. Each' bag being filled, is closed al*

the moutli, and then coiled up like a rope, and
fastened in 'this position with a bit of thread.

Various species- of AvormwoOd are likewise em-
ployed for the same purpose. The' stems and
leaves of these plants are twisted and dried, and
probably dipped iq some preparation to make
them burn. The mosquito has a mortal aversion
to all these substances, and wherever they are
burning, there the little tormentors will not come.
'MOSS.
Mousse, . . . .. Fji. 1 Musco, Muscliio, , It,

IMoos, Siimpf, . . Gku.
I
Moho o musgo, . , Sr,

The order Musci of botanists, small plants Avith

very deliciitc trii)Ied roots and a simple branched
stern. I’hc mused' are arranged ii’ito two tribes,

A'iz. tlic Androae, Avhich coniprisos the genera
Andraw, and Acroschlsma, and the Bryem, with
the genera Bryum, Mnium, Polytrichum, and
Splragnnm. Chib-moss belongs to the order
Ijycopodiacea?, Avith the.gciiara liycopodium, Sela-

ginella. The Axry fine pow^der discharged from
the spore oases of lycopadiiim,. called vegetable

brimstone, is highly inflammable, but burns Avith

Such rapidity that it does not set fire to bodies

Avith which it is in contact. Iceland moss is the

Cetrariii Icelandica, and a decoction of it forms,

Avheii cold, a thick jolly. On the Upper Chenab
a beverage is prepared from the thick rhizomoid

roots and loA\H'r loaves (mingled Avith moss, Ac.)’

of a small herbaceous plant, Avith scabrous leaves.

This plant, in Tibetan, is crdled Sbaugja. In com-
merce several useful food plants are called moss,

—

Australian iuobs, Euclieuma speciosuin.

( Vylon moss, Plocaria Candida.^

Chinese moss, Plocaria tenax.
*

Corsican moss, Gracillaria helminthocorton and Laur-

encia obtusa.

-Irish moss, Chondrus crisjnis and Gigartina mamillosa.

—Hof/(j ; Powell. See Algse ; Sbangja.

MOSUTi, a walled city of Asiatic Turkey, in

the paslralik of Baghdad, lat. 36° 51' N., long. 43°

5' E., situated on the west bank of the Tigris,

opposite to the spot where Nineveh stood
;
popu-

lation 35,000, of Avliom'9000 are Christians, 1500
Jews, and the rest Arabs, Turk, and Kurd. The
city is so close to the river as to be often flooded.

Near there are beds of granular gypsum, and of
sulphuretted springs. On. the left bank, both
above and below Mosul, arc the ruins of Nineveh,
the Avails of. which! city extended al^ut 8100
yards along the river, and nearly the same dis-

tance towards the interior. At sflbont 28 miles
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by the river, and 20 miles in direct distance south,

long. 12° E., below Nineveh, is the celebrated

bund OP dyke of solid masonry, called Zikr-ul-

Awaz or Nimrud, which crosses the bed of the

river ; and at 7 miles lower there is a dyke, called

Zikr Ismail, similar to the former,.but in a more
dilapidated ^tate, Mosul is the Mcs-Plyai of

Xenophon. Here the Tigris rarely excoeiis 250
yards, and its population and trade have greatly

diminished since the time, prior to the discovery

of the Cape passage, when it wjw the thorough-

fare for the caravans between Europe and India.

It formerly enjoyed a high reputation ‘ for the

manufacture which derives its name from the

town, and is known in France as nioiissiline, and
in English as mnslin. At a short distance is the

mound and village of Nebbi Yunus, in which is

a mosque which covers the supposed tomb of the

prophet Jonah .—Coh Chcancij's EupJn'otes mid

MOT. HiJirD. A leathern bucket Open at both

ends, used with thepe-cottah lever for raising water.

MOTHER.
Am, \Validah, . Arab. Ai, . . . . Maiiu.
M6re, , . . . . Fr. IMadar, . . 1*ERS.

Mutter, . . . . Ger. Ainrna, Si*., I’AM.

Mater, . . . Gr., Lat. I’yer, . . . . Tam.
Ma . Hi.nd. Tilli, . . . . Tel.
Madre, . . . . It., 8i’. Ana, Nine, , . Turk.

The ancients loved to personify nature, as dis-

tinct from the world, ^and Universal Mother w^as a

tehn by which it was* often styled. Eastern

nations deem the term mother to be one of the

most reverential that can be used, towards a

woman; and *the expressions big mother, little

mother, are acceptable to all, aged 'women or

spinsters. Genesis xxiy.. relates how, in blessing

Kebekah, they said unto her, ‘ Thou art our sistei';

be thou the mother Of thousands of millions,’ etc.

Similar addresses to a daughter, when she is going

from her father’s house to live with her husband,

are very common among the Hindus
;
such as,

* Be thou the' mother of a son
;

’
‘ Ihj thou the

w’ife of a king,’ etc. ‘I remember,’ says Colonel

Tod, ‘in my subaltern days and wanderings
through countries then little known, one of iny

Jiajpiit soldiers at the well, impatient for water,

asked a w'oman for the rope and bucket by the

'uncivil term of Rand, meaning wddow. Myn
Kajputni che,” “ I am a Rajputni,” she replied in

|

the Hara dialect, to •which tribe she belonged,

“am* Rajput ki ma cho,” “and *tbe mother of

Rajputs.” At the indignant reply the hands !

of the.brave Kuliaii.WTre folded, and ho asked-

her forgiveness by The endearing and respectful

epithet of mother. It was soon granted, and,

filling his brass vessel, she dismissed him with

the epithet of son, ‘and a gentle reproof. Kulian

was himself a liajput, and a bolder lived not.’

This was in 1807, and in 1817 he gained his

sergeant’s knot as one of the thirty-two firelocks

of Colonel Tod’s guard*, who led t}ie attack, and
defeated a camp of 1500*Pindara8.

—

Tod's Rajas-

ihan^ i. pp. 641, 642.

MOTHER OF CITIES, or Amii-balad, a name
of Balkh. The river-Oxus is known as the Amu
Darya,

MOTHER OF HEAVEN, a goddess known as

Mylitta, Astartc, Aphrodite, MBf MaU, and Venus.
Tb*6 eminences consecrated to her w'orsbip were
of a conical or pyramidal shape.

MOTHER-OF-PEARL, Nacre.

Perlemoor, .
*.

. Dan. Madre perla, . It., Sp.
Parolmoer, . , . Dut. Indung mutigara, Mai^ay.
Perlen'mutter, . . Ger. Madre-perola, . . Port.
Chip, Guj. Perlo-mwtr, , . . Ri;s.

Sipi chip, .. . . ItiND. Pcrlemor, .... Hw.

Mother: of-pearl,. or nacre, is the bard, silvery,

internal layer of sevelal kinds of shells; and the

large varieties in the Indian seas secrete this coat

of sutlicient thickness to render the shell an object

of commerce. Pearls are found in the shells round
Hie coasts of Ceylon, near Ormus, in the Persian
Gulf, at Cape Comorin, and in some of the Archi-
pelagic and Australian seas.' Fine large shells of

a dead wdiite arc supplied by Singapore
; varieties

come from Valparaiso with jet-black edges.

South ‘ Sea pearl-shdls are common with white
edge's. The beautiful dark-green pearl-shells,

called ear-shells or sea-eai's, lire more concave
than the others, and have small holes round the

margin
;
they arc the coverings of the 'haliolis,

which occurs in tlui Californian, South African,

and East Indian seas. In the Indian collection

of the Groat Ibxhibition, specimens of the finest

mother-of-i)eail shells wu*re sliowm, such as the

McU.-agrina margaritifera, Haliotis gigas, H. iris,

and a large.specics of Turbo, wdiich shells are known

'

in commerce as flat-shells, caifc-shells, green snail-

sliejls, buflalo-shells, Tluc beautiful tints of

niother-of-poarl depend upon its structure, tlit*

surface being covered wdth a multitude of miiuitu

gi'ooves wbicli decompose the reflected light. It

is in consecpionce of this lamellar structure Hint

mother-of-pearl shells admit of being split into

laminm for the handles of knives, for counters

and for inlaying. Splitting;* however, is liabl(3 1^

spoil the shell, and dilTerent parts are selected ai

nearly as possible to suit the required purposes,

the excess of thickness bein’g got rid of at Liu

grindstone. Mother-of-pearl shell is obtained or

the Australian bank. The inotlier-of-pearl shcllf

of the Arn Islands .and Sulu sell M. Xo, 2s. Od,

])er 13.’)^- lbs. avoirdupois. I'he mother-of-}>car

from the Red Sea is taken to Jerusalem, and

there made into chaplets, saints’ figmes. and

crucifixes for Clirfstian pilgrims. At Mecca it i^

WMjrked into rosaries for the pilgrims. In Kur
and China it is made into buttons, in oriiAniciita-

tioii of the pii])ier-maclie work, cabinet jukI

ornamental work, which cause a' considerabK!

demand for it. Mother-of-pearl sliLdls and tortoise-

shell are. brought to Cliina from the Archipelago

and the islands of the Pacific, but a large part is

re-exported in the shape of buttoils, combs, and

other productions of Chinese skill. The shells of

the pearl-oyster are of almost as much value as tlio

pearls, the nacre of these shells being extensively

employed in nianufacturps for useful a^id orna-

mental purposes. Other shells, however, luye a

large nacreous surface. One kind, called silver-

lipped, is imported to Liverpool
;
another kind,

caUed black-lipped, is brought from Manilla, and

a smaller shell from Panama. Coral and mother-

of-pearl in India, and all the quartzose gems,

are held in b\it little esteem by the jieople,

value a stone for its intrinsic price, not for tn<3

workman’s skill expended in shaping it, in whicii

the chief value of all the inferior gems consists.

^Ouseley's Tr., 1868 ;
Tomlinson's Cat Ex. ;

Burton's Mecca ,* Williams. * See Mollusca.

MOTI-TALAO, or Lake of Pearls, is a larg‘
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tank in Mysore district, Mysore, .formed by a The Altai Mountains divide the Chinese and
3am carried across the gorge where several hill Russian empires. This series is connected with
jtreams unite, in lat. 13® 10' N., and long, 78® 25' the Ilimala-Tibctan mountains by the Pamir on
E. The tank, if full, would contain two years’ the west and the Yunling-Irshan chains on the
supply, for this area; but in recent years, the level cast. The whole*forms a mountain girdle enclosing
)f the water has rarely risen as high as the mouth Central Asia or Mongolia and Tibet.

)f the channel.

—

Imp. Gaz. The mountain mass of Asia sinks to the west-
MOUAT, FREDERIC JOHN, a medical officer ward of Afghanistan, rising again only in isolated

)f the Bengal army, to which he was appointed peaks
;
and hence the Himalaya is rather ideally

n 1839. lie published a paper on the Noso- than really connected with the mountains south
ogical Arrangements of the Bengal Medical of the Casjiian

;
and so with the Caucasian Alps

leturns
;
an Atlas of Anatomy in folio, with on the one hand, and those of Asia Elinor on the

lesdViptive letterpress in Hindustani and English, other. The Afghan motudains form a meridional
Vuthor of Rough Notes of a Trip to Reunion, and^ chain from the western extremity of the Himalaya,
Vccount of the Andamans. .

* descending parallel to the Indus, with a gradually
MOULMEIN, a large town, in hit. 16® 30' N., decreasing elevation from above 15,000 feet, to

nd long. 97® 38' E., built on the left bank of the level of the ocean, at the Arabian.Sca. The
ho Moulmein river, immediately below the junc- Ava and Malayan mountain chain is given off

from the snow-clad moun^iins of East Tibet,,

and is continued uninterruptedly almost to the

equator. The Vindhya chain crosses the Penin-
sula from the Cidf of Cambay to the Ganges.
The Aravalli mountains extend from Han si and
Dehli to Gujerat. In the Peninsula of British

India the Sahyadri or Western Ghats extend from
nt. The adjacent country consists of alluvial the Tapti river to Cape Comorin. This peninsular

ins, through which flow the Salwin, Gyne, and I chain forms a continuous watershed throughout

lOJi of the Gyne and the Attaran, on a small

leninsula formed by the Salwin and Attaran. It

3 the chief town of the Tenassorim division of

British Burma. Tlie Moulmein river is also called

he Martaban river, and is the Salwin river in its

mer couise. The entrance is 9 miles broad from
he end of Pelcw Gewen Island and Amherst
loint.

ittiiran, with sevei’al abrupt cnigs, that at Trouha
fsiiig 260P feet, 'rhe population in 1881 was
3,11)7 souls, cliiefly Bunneso, Arakanese, Talaing,

ihfin, Chinese, Hindus, Euroi)oan8, natives of

ladraa and Bengal, with a few Jews and Parsecs,

Laren, and Khyeng.
MOUND BIRD, Meg«tpodus tumulus of Aiis-

calia.

MOUNG-KIIUNG, tlic Ku-du, a race scattered

ver the country between Kyun- Dung and Moung-
diuug, a space of nearly two degrees. Tlicy are

lid to be a race of difTerent origin from the

;qrmans. See Indfa.

MOUNTAINS,
abl, GabI, . .

[out, Montague^
«rg, ... *

ahar, ,

Akab.
. Fa.
CtEH.

Hinp.
tonte, Montagna, . . It.

tons, .
*

. ... . Lat.
unong, •.

. . Malay.

Koh, Pkr.s.

Hob, .... Pushtu.
Khaa, 8iam.
Monte, Montana, . Sr.

Droog, . . , Tam,, Tel.
Kig, Tib.

Dagh, . . . .Tuuk.

its length of upwards of 900 miles,

deviating from a straight line, which is parallel

and close to the west coast the Peninsula, and
perpendicular to the direction of the monsoon.
'rhi.s chain divides the Peninsula of India un-
equally into two portions, marked by. different

climates, — a narrow we.stern one, including.

Malabar, Travancore, and the Konkan
;
and a

broad castiTa on(\ traversed- by several great

rivers, aiid including the Caiaiatic, Mysore, apd
the Dekhan.

Between India and 'I’artary, tlio'broad mountain
range has the Himalaya forming the southern

crest, and tlie Koiien Lun the northern. 'Fho

interior has some lovely valleys, among which
Kashmir is pre-eminent, but it is more usually

broken into rocky ravines, through which the

Indus, Ganges, and their affluents force their

way towards tlie plains
;
or else stretches away

in those vast treeless uplands which are one of

the chief characteristics of the range through
The epntinent of Asia is crossed by a great its whole extent. .The ascent from Yarkand and

esert, extending from the Caspian almost to the Kasligar, westward to the table-land of Pamir,

fites of Pekin and the Yellow Sea. To the
|

is almost imjxTceptiblc
;
and when that lofty

)uth of this wilderness lies a region divided into. I position is gained, where the. average elevation

orthern and southern parts by the great chain is probably as much as 15,000 feet above the sea,

f the Himalj^a and the lofty Nanling mountains,
j

a lofty plateau stretches across 'the head-streams

liich run from its western extremity to the shores
|

of the Oxus tp the top of the Chitral valley,

f the Pacific, •opposite, tl^c island of Formosa. This plateau may be 700 or 800 miles in extent.

0 the north of this mountain wall are Tibet and It is varied by lakes, and from ’it descend great

hina, separated by the Yunling mountains; to river systems. The Naryn and Syr (Jaxartes)

le SQuth of the same barrier are the plains of belong to the Altai mountains. Only the Oxus

flndustan and the valleys of the Indo-Chinese and the Tarim come from Pamir. The Naryn,

cuntries, these two geographical areas being which is the main stream of the Jaxartes, runs

iparated by the hills of Arakan. Beyond the through a long^ luxuriant valley, between the

raus-Gangetic Peninsula there is a third region, culminating ridge and outer range .of the Tiau

Malay Archipelago. Tibet is a vast expanse Shan, and drains all the northern ra^e of the
f plains, hills, and valleys, rising from a table- plateau. The Oxus, rising in the Sir-i-Kul or
ind of 15,000 feet in elevation. Its lowest ele- Yellow Lake of Pamir, at least 300 miles to the

ation seems to be at its south-eastern corner, south of the Jaxartes, 'receives from its right

'here it joins the Indo-Chinese countries, and bank* a multitude of ” streams, which run to

hence they expand in long mountain ranges, the south through ruj^ valleys, on, the western
'hich spread out like the ribs of a fan as they face of the Pamir uplands. The western face

pproacn the Pacific. ,
Pamir between the Jaxartes and the Oxus
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Is far more precipitous than th*e eastern. Ridges the source of the Nubra river. The Bolor monn-
run out as far as Samarcand and Karshi, and the tains are called Altai by the Andijans. They are
streams* from the upland which twine amongst precipitous ’and inaccessible on their western face,

these ridges form the Zar-afshan and Karshi part and form on the east a high, cold plateau, visited

of the water system of the Oxus, though before only in the summer by the Kirghiz. There is only
they re&ch that river they are entirely consumed one caravan road over the Bolor, which 'passes
in irrigation. . tlirough Badakhshan. The road through Badakli-

The Konen Lun n\ountaiii chain, as seen fl*om shan to Yarkand leads to Khulm, thence to

Sumgal in Turkestan,, is hi lat. 8j6° 8' N., and Bokhara, Balkh, and Kabul
;
caravans requiring

long. 78® 5' E., and 18,215 feet above the sea. sixty-five days to reach Bokhara by .this route.

The Kouen Lun is the northern crest of the great The is intersected by roads well trodden

range whicli bounds the high table-land of Tibet, by the Kirghiz, all of which Wad to the khanate*

This range has been siippo.sod by some writm-s to of Kokan, or to Karatagio. •

be the true waterslied between India and Central Kaxfcrn Turkestan is enclosed by mountains on
Asia, the JMurus Ussu or Yang-tze absorbing ‘three; skies: by the Tian Shan on the northern,

all .the streams which flow from tho southern the Pamir on the^ western, and Kouen Lun on iIk;

slopes of the range, while the northern rivers .southern. These mountains belong to the highest

which form the Kara Kush force their way ranges of Central Asia, and form the natural

through or round the outer barrier of the Kouen limits of the western portion of the Chinese

Ijun, and wend northward to -the Gobi or Sandy empke. The actual boundary, however, runs

Desert. ‘ The Kouen Lun is unknown bet^yeen along the lino of pickets stretching through
Khoten and Chardain. In thn Kouen Lun*. all I outlying lower ranges on the Chinese side

;
beyoii

passes above 15,000 feet are closed in winter by
j

this frontier tho territory is occupied by roaming
the heavy snowfall. Kirghiz. I'b the eastward, Eastern Tiirkivstaii is

The most ivesterhj of the passes belongs to the boundo'd ])j the uninhabited sandy deserts of (he

Kara-korUin mountains
;

it is called in Balti the Makhai and Haini Gobi. Tt occupies coiisr-

pass of the Mustagh, and lies at the source of the quently a plain betweiui lat. 86* and 43° N., ami

right branch of the Shigar river, a stream whicdi long. 70° and 1)0® E. from tho meridian of J^'1 ris.

joins the Indus opposite' the town of Iskardo. The Eastern Turkestan occupies the centre of the

road over this, past^ to Yarkand was frequented lablc-land of‘EuBtt*rn Asia,

by merchants, but for many years was disused, (Umtinental primary divisions are

the reason assigned being the danger of plunder four,—///?n/a.s7qn, in the widest sense of that term,

by the hordes of robbens. As described by including the whole Western reiiinsula and the

.persons who iia^ve crossed it, tlie snow is reached (iangetic plain to the l)ase of the Himalaya: t*

after ten days’ •jonniey from Iskardo, and eon- The* Tlimalaija^ wliieli rises . abiamtly from the

tinues during three marches. Gangctic * plain, and i.s connected with tlm

The Second pass^ also over Kara-korum, is at the mountain mass of Tibet to the north, and la'yoad

head of a considerable tributary wliich joins the Tmlia; ' India ultra (lauf/es^ including British

Shayuk river opposite Kliapalu. irhe. enormous Bprma, the kingdoms of Burma and Simn.

glacier over wbicli this road runs was described Cambodia, Annam, tlu* French acquisitions, anil

.byVigne. Dr. Thomson did not, while in Tiljct, the Malayan Peninkulaj 4. Af(j\anist<w, Thfso

meet with any one who had crossed it, and he divisions are mafked out by great mountain

was assured by the inhabitants of Nubra tb.at barrieis and by tlio’ocean.

they were not acquainted with any road from the HimnUnia.—I’he two. sections of the [Pmalaya

upper part of their valley, either towards Khn[mlu preseiit almost insurmountable physical obstacles

or towards Yarkand. '

•. to cornnmnieation b(dween the countries whieh

The thirdpass^ and the only one now frequented, they divide, thereby separating the Bhoti or people

is also' over the Kara-kornnv,' an extremely easy of Tibet from'the Hindu family of India. Thodis-

though very elevated gne. It is by this pass that tinctioii of climate is not less positively niarkcd

Eastern Turkestan communicates With Tib('t and by the lines of demarcation between the cold and

India. - dry climate of Tibet with its dearth of trees, ami,

The mosi easterly pass of whicli there is any the warm and Immid climate of India with

notice, occurs on the road between Ruduk and luxuriance of vegetable productions.

Khoten. It was visited by Mr. Johnson, and a To the north of the Eastern Himalaya, in Tibet,

native explorer traversed another route farther east, lies a vast little known .tract, in A^hich rise the

The TianShaji^ 6r Celestial Mountain chain, lias head-waters of the. Yang-tze-kian^ the Laiitsnn

three characteristic divisions, from the merklian or Cambodia river, and tlie Nu or Salwin, which

oPKucha, long. 82° 48' E., to its intersection with is identified by Chinese geographers with tiie

the Bolor. To the east, from the transverse course Nu-king. .

’

of the Aksu to Kucha, the Celestial Mountains Westef'n Tibet is a highly mountainous region

rise in a towering ridge, covered with perpefciial lying on both sides of -the river Indus, witli us

snows, which feed enormous • glaciers, and are longer axis directed, like that river,* from soutn-

therefore* called the Miizart or Icy Mountains, east to north-west, it bounded on the nort i-

There is olily*one pass through the Muzart moun- cast by the Kouen Lnn chain of mountains, ly

^ins, ’which is called by the Chinese ‘ the pass of which it is sepstf'ated from the plains of '
,

‘

Glaciers,’ and by Humboldt Djeparle. Through On the south-east its ^boundary is forniea ny

this pass there is a road leading from Kuldja, in ridge which separates the waters of the me

lat. 45°*54' N., and long.
* ’* 68' E., to Aksir. from those of the San-pu. To thenorth-wes *

Bolor Mgnutains.— mountains of Balti 80U'th-w6st its boundaries include the

extend for 300 miles, from the sources of the the valley of the Indus and its tributaries

Gilgit and Yasin rivers, from long.* 73° to 77° E,, to about 6000 feet above, the level of tne

D94*
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\ considerable portion of the upper course' of the extend westward between Swat and Chitral. At
Sutlej d6wi| to between 9000 and 10^000 feet, and this point also the two ranges which enclose the

small portions of the upper course of the Chenab, Kaghan
,
valley (traversed down the centre by

f the Ganges (Jahnavi), and of the Gogra. the Nainsukh river) strike off in a S.E. direction.

Every jpart of Tibet is traversed by ranges of Tlie southern range of the West Himalaya runs
mountains which have their origin either in the nearly -parallel to the Indus, and some distance

Kouen Lun on the north, or in the Trans-Siitlej south of it. • The provinces which it bounds are

Himalaya on the south..^
.

‘ Kanawar and Spiti, Lahoul, Kishtwar, Kashmir,
’ The Himalaya mountains aie nowhere under and near the Indus the tract of hill ‘country

15,000 feet, usuaUy cxcee<liug 17,000 and 18,000 represcsitcd by Hazara and Marri. The most
?eet, and rise in isolated peaks or groups of peaks remarkable pendant to this central chain is the

rrom 21,000 to 29^00 feet. The naine in San- vast chain of mountains which, starting off near
ikrit signifies the* abode of snow

;
and PJtny the 70th parallel of longitude at the Sheshanag

[Hist. Nat. vi. p. 17) was aware of the significfi- peak,* runs round, enclosing an irregular elliptical

:ion of the name, for he says, Iniaus ineolarum space, and rejoins the original • range midway
ingua nivorum signilicans. To the south of the between the 76t]i and 7Gth parallels. The amphi-
^reat Kashmir valley are a Varied series of hills theatre thus formed is the -Kashmir valley; the

•unning off from the Panjal mounUins, and form- mountain ranges enclosing it, which form as it

iig the elevated country between the Chenab and were a lobp 'depending from the iflain line, are

Ihclum, including Kajauri. The Panjal mounlains known by the name of the Panjal, or the Pir

ire the continuation of the culminating summits Panjal, the Snowy Panjal, the Panjal of Hanihal.

iuit form the Southern I [iinalaya. Beyond the This chain of hills separates Kashmir from Kisht-

Uielum we have a continuation southward of tiiat Avar on the east, and 'from Hazara' on the West,

oug mountain series which foriiis the Himalayan The eastern portion of the central range has

tvall of the Kaghan valley. On this is situated the another range parallel to it on the south, enclosing

lill station of Murree
;

tjiis range may be taken as tlie Chandra Bliaga or Chenab, and forming the

ilmost the limit of the Himalaya. Beyond tliis valley of that river which runs among them,

ive have the whole hill country of Hazara up to First, then, there is tlie. Cis-Siitlef Himalaya,
;ho Indus.^ Besides these ranges, there are endless Avhich r.iins downward towards the plains separating
uibordinate thougli iurportant divisions. the ‘Ganges basin from the valley of the Beas, iii-

lu the Western Himalaya, the average elevation eluding the Siiket and ^Ifindi territory. Beyond
3f Kashmir valley is between 5000 and 6000 feet this comes the Dhauladhar range (in which are

ihovo the seiv Iluramuk Moiuit, 18,000; I*ir, Dharmsala and other well-known places), separat-

Paujal, 15,000 ;
average of tlie valley of Indus Ing the valley of the Boas from Chamba and the

[N. of Kashmir vale.)', 6000 to 7000 feet. Mouii- valley of the Pavi
;
and then a system*, rather

•ains on each ^ide rising from 6000 to 8000 feet than a <letinite chain, of hills separating the liavi

lighcr. .
from the Chenab.

The Bara Larha range is a part of the.Northerii The SiwaJik' is a Sub-Ilimalayaii range of the-

llimalaya; it was regarded by Alexander Cunning- later or tertiary formation, named from Siya, a
ham as the western continuation of the. Himalaya. Hindu deity. What is strictly called the Siwalik

The Bara Lacha, separates tlie Indus river from its extends in a north-western direction from the

first aflluents, as the Eastern Himalaya separates right hank of tlie Ganges, ajid runs parallel to the

the Tshang-po from the Ganges.
.

Himalayan range, forming the boundary of the

The Ffiatal: range contiiUK'S the boundary Hoab between the Ganges and Jumna
;
beyond

-0 the Indus, maintaining an average height of this it skirts the Ambala and laidhiana districts,

’rom 3000 to 5000 feet. and comes to its termination in the Hoshiarpur

The Salt ‘Ranye is a well-defined group of district. Though . this portion alone, restricteclly,

fills, varying from 2000 to 5000 feet at exln^me receives the. name. of. Siwalik, Dr. Roylo had showu
fievations

;
it is remarkably scant of vegetation, that hills of a precisely similar nature can be

Hie name has been given by geographers from its traced all along below the Himalaya from the

productiveness of rock-salt at the mines of Kheiira Indus, as far jis the foot of the Sikkim Hills. The
md other places. But the range is known to Siwaliksiire merely the detritus of the Himalaya,

iatives by a variety of names. There are peaks aiubseldom reach 3000 feet, while the Himalaya
Jailed Karuli, Kundal, Sardi, Tilla, Bhillla, Kheura, rise nearly to 30,000 feet. At Hardwar the Siwalik

K^as Gabhir, Kas Soj, Sangli ^ind Chitta Hills, Hills form the gorge, at wifieh the Ganges issues

kvith many others both of tlie Shalipur and. into the plains of Ilindustau. The breadth of

Ihelura districts. The Salt Kange generally is this range is at its widest pm-t about ten miles

Jailed Khawa. ' The range runs across the Sind- when it .approaches tlie Sutlej riveV, and towards

5agur Doab between the Jhelum and the Indus, its .tc’rmi»ation beyond that river the range

crossing it from east to west, between the parallels assumes the form of little more than sandhills.

3f lat. 32° 22' and 33° N., and long. 71° 30' and The highest part of tlie range is about.Hardwar

;

73° 30' E. It. starts with three spurs or prongi, and to the south of Garhwal, beyond Sirmur, some
m on the eastbank of the Jhelum, and two on the. of the peaks are as high as 3000 or 3500 feet above
fight

; both continue separate as far as the Buna the sea-level lalconer, on hia first visit to

^alla, which jdms the Jhelum river, at Darapur the Siwalik Hills, inferred that they were of a

Rasul^ and then unite into one laiige, which .tertiary age, and -analogous to the molasse of

continues up to Kalabagh on the Indus. . Switzerland. Subsequent research by^ other

.
The main range the Western Himalayji geologists has not ^red that determination,

‘^icludes the great peak (20,000 feet) of Dayamar 1
although the exact klRwledge of the formation

or Nanga Parbat.
*

Here the range is intersected has been greatly extended. About the -end of

the Indus river, beyond which the snowy peaks- 1834, Lieutenants Baker and Durand discovered
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the great /ossiliferous deposit of the Siwalik, near garb yields white and red sandstones, and the
the valley of Mkrkahda, westward of the Jumna, mottled red -and white and bl^ickish ?of the new
and below Nalmn. The range is all alluvial, in red group.

many places consisting of ocdS of gravel and Mount says Mr. Fergusson (p..234), rises

rolled stones, fragments of • the older formations from the desert as abruptly as an island from the

of the Himalayan range above, consisting of ocean up to 5G50 feet high, and presents on almost

granites, limestone, clayslate, gneiss, mica- schists, every side inaccessible scarps, the summit being

etc. Besides these there are beds of loose -graini‘d reached only by ravines iiiat cut into 4ts sides,

sandstone, with much mica interposing. There are VV'^heii the siiimnit is reached, it opens out into a
also beds of calcareous conglomerate and sub- lovely valley six or seven miles long by two or

ordinate beds of clay. It is the clay and sand-be<ls three miles iu width, with the little Nakhi Talao

of these ranges that are fossiliferous. Shells of the or Pearl Lake, and near to ijb, at Delwara, the

tertiary miocenc period abound, but the chief Jains selected a site for their pilgrimage or tirth.

characteristic fossils are the remains of gigantic During Jaina supremacy it was adorned witii

mammalia, among which may he mentioned the several temples, two of which are of white marble.

Sivathcrium, a huge creature someAvhat similar to The more modern of these was built by the two
the tapir of modern days. bVotliers Tojpala and A'^nstupala, who erected a

. Two ranges cross the base of the. Peninsula triple temple at Giniar (a.d. 1197-1247), and for

from cast tb west, the Vindhya north of the minute delicacy of carving and beauty of dehiils

Nerbadda, the Satpura to the south- of that river, it stands* almost unrivalled. The other, built also

The Vindhya rise abruptly from the Nerbadda, by a merchant, Virnala Sah, about A.D. 1032, is

and the Saluipb.er ranges on the slopes from the simpler and bolder, and is the oldest and most

Malwa plateau connect .the Vindhya- with the complete example of a Jaina temple. It is dedi-

Aravalli. • cated to Parsvvanatha, who is seated within.

The Satpura range runs hetweoYi the Nerbadda The .term Sahjindri is applied to the entire

and the Tapti, and on its eastern edge is the system of the Western Ghats (7 . y.) from the Tapti

Amarkantak plateau, rising 4500 feet. A moun-. river to Cai)e Comorin. The range consists to

tainous plateau, in continuation of the Satpura, the northward of nearly horizontal strata of basalt

extends as far as the Ganges, terminating there in and similar rocks steeply scarped on the western

the Kajmcahal Hills. This high land is bounded side. The highest summits, such as Mahahalcs-

by the Sono on its N.W. face, and is divided by war, 4717 feet, are perfectly tlat-toppcd, and are

the river from the Kymore range. The S.E. undonuded remnants of a g?*eat elevated plain,

slope of the plateau is towards the Bay of Bengal, The southern portion of the. Sahyadri range is

and it is drained by the Mahanadi, Brahmany, entirely separati'd by a broad gap (the Palgliat,

•Byturui, Sabunreka, and Damuda rivers. tiirough wliich the railway f^oiii Madras to

The Aravalli chain of hills is connected by lower Beypur passes,

ranges with the ^vestern extremity of the ^'indhya Tlie iScilyherrics, a mountain offshoot from the

mountains on the borders of Gujerat, and stretches Western Gliats, are situated between lat. 10" and

from.S.VV. to N.E. np), to a consideniblc distance 12*' N., and long. 70" and 77‘' E. The base of
I

beyond Ajmir, in the direction, of Deldi. The these mount’iins, including that of the Kur i*

range divides Kajputaiia into two nearly ecpial Hills, covers a circumference of 200 miles. Tli

parts, forming the division between the desert on greatest huigtli is from E. to W. 4G miles, a

the west and the Malwa table-land. It wbuld be ine<lium breadth 15 miles. The surface is co

more correct to say the level of the desert, for tire pjosed of ridges of different elevations. The eouii

south-eastern portion, including Jodhpur, is a is divided into three Naad, viz. Heringa, Mai

fertile country. The Aravalli chain divides the and Todawar Naad. The first two arc nioi

tributaries of the Indus from those of the Ganges, tainous, but the third is of sloping hills, am

and may hence be regarded as a continuation of gt'ntly undulating surface of table-land.^ Do(

the Cis-Sutlej chain of the Himalaya, which betta is 8700 feet above the level of the sea.
'1

terminates to all ap{)earance iu the plains near people oecujiying these Naad are the Tockiw

Nahun iu Sirmur. In like manner, the peninsula Badligar, Kotar, and Kurambar. The Neilgherri

of Kattyawar may be considered as the southern
|

and its various branches of the Kunda, Sispa

termination of the Amvalli, though separated from and Kotagherry, are the mountain system

it by an alluvial plain, being the continuation of greatest absolute elevation iu India proper, a

the watershed, and dividing the streams flowing exceed at several points 8000 feet.
. .

to the Gulf oi Cutch or the delta of the Indus • The Travancore mountains present a striki

from those that flow into the Gulf of Cambay. analogy to the island of Ceylon. They are lofti

The Dehliy Shekhawatij and Kalayana series of at the extreme north of the district, where tl

low hills furnish the mirieral wealth of - Dehli, stretch east and west for 60 or 70 iniles, scparati

Gurgaou, and Hissar; they appear to be spurs the districts of Dindigul and Madura,

and offshoots* of the extremity of the Aravalli The Pnlney or Palnai mountains are west

range. The principal hills are the Dehli Hills, in Dindigul. .

the south-west of the district of the same name, - The A w/ma/ifl?/, south of Coimbatore; the

and the Shefchawati Hills in Gprgaon, etc., and mountains, south-west of Madura ;
and ran^

the Kalayana Hill at Dadri, which yields the are near Courtallum. ’

.
.

flexible sandstone and the grey Narnaul marble.* The mountain syst

Among the hills in the Dehli district, a white clay, may be compared to an open -fan or to an 0

supposed to be kaolin, is ^
need. In Gufgaon, stretched hand, of ’which the thumb

j

several clays—white, red^lind yellow—and mica the hills of Arakau, the fore-finge**

occur
;
'.also hematite and ironstone,

.
and also which terminates in Malacca, the little •

copper, both at Si^gbana and in Hissar. Balia- Nanling chain, running through Southern
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north of Canton; and the wrist the depressed

edge of the table-lan'd of Tibet, from which its

waters are poured down into the Pacific, through

valleys corresponding to the openings of the out-

stretched palm. One range prolonged through

Arakati halts at Point -Negrais, to reappear through

the Andamans and Nicobars, and, after exteiiding

along the S.W. coast of- Sumatra, passes eastward

through Java and the Lesser Sunda Islands,

terminating at its S.E. point. Another runs alpng

the Malay Peninsula, is lost for a tiihe, but appears

igain in the high peak of Lingin,.ahd tenninaU's

in Banca. and Billiton, and a branch from this

separates at Pulp Tiinoan, on the east coast of

the Peninsula, and ends at Caritfiata, in the strait

between Billiton and Borneo. Two parallel

ranges traverse Cambodia and Cochin-China m
:he same direction. Between the Cambodian
range and the mountains at Sarawak, on the

lorth-wesf extremity of Borneo, the Natunas
[slands and Pulo Condor form tbe connecting
[ink* This range, after traversing the western
part of Borneo, terminates on the soutli coast a
little to the ea8t>vard of Kotiiringip. The Aimfim
Dr Cochin-Chinese range can be traced most
iistinctly across the Archipelago to Australia.

The Youia Mountain,^ are the central chain of

Burma proper. Yoma means a chain of mountains,

as the parallel ranges of Arakan Yoma and the

Pegu Yoma. They extend into Pegu, and form
the spine, .as it were, of the province, with

the valley of the Irawadi on the east, and the

several minor valleys lying between the offshoots

by which the chain is terniiiialed on the south, as

tlie valley of the >^amayoe or Pegu river, tin' valley

of the Hlaine river, together with the intermediate

valley of the Phoungyo river or Paizuiuloung

creek, lying between the lllaine and Pegu rivers.

One of the most southern points of the Yoma
lies between the Hlaine and Paizundoung, of

which the Pagoda Hill at Kaiigoon may bo coiir

sideredthe last elevation, marking the direction of

the chain or line of local disturbance. The most
elevated portion of the Yoma chain appears to

be that from whence these southern branches

radiate, where the Oakkan and Thoun-zai Choungs
derive their soiu’cc, falling into the Hlaine river

on the east and soutli. This part of tlu; chain
Hr. M‘Clelland estimates at about !?0()0 feet above
the sea on the west, and the Zamayee and the

Phamgye rivers presenting steep and inacce.ssiblo

declivities.

The produotiveness of the tin mines of the
Malay Peninsula and of Banca is well known.
The Cambodian range is also rich in minerals,

especially the Borneon part of it. Iron, coal,

Rold, and diamonds are obtained. The volcanic
islands of tlie Archipelago also contain metals,

gold-dust being found at ^ the botfqiiis of many of
the mountain streams.

Snow,—^.In the Himalaya the lowest height at
jvhich snow, has fallen in winter is about 2500 feet

but such cases q,re extremely rare, having occurrccl
in Kamaon* and Garhwal ouly twice (in 1817
and 1849) since the British took possession of the
country. At an devation of '.6000 feet scarcely
one year in ten passes by without snowfall

;
but

at this height .the snow disappears after a few
nays, and sometimes even hours. ‘ It snows, but

does net see it,* said the natives of Khat-
inandu (4954 feet), meaning that the rare nightly

hoar-frosts are melted away by the earliest rays of

the sun.’ 6000 feet may be assi^ed as the limit

where*snow regularly falls in winter with a pro-
bability of remaining some time upon the ground.

In Western Tibet and in the Kara-korum the

general elevation of the country is so great even
in its lowest regions, that no part lies below the
limit of hibernal snowfall.

In the Kouen Luii, even on its southern slope,

a greater amount of snow is precipitated than on
the northern side of the Kara-korum, while its

Turkestan (northern) sieves differ still more from
the Kora-korum in this respect.

TJic values obtained for the height of the snow
line on the three mountain chains of High Asia

are

—

a, Himalaya—-
Sontlicrn (Indian) slopes, . ,

10,200 feet.

Northern (Tibetan) slopcfT, . . 17,400 „
h, Kara-korum

—

Southern (Tibetan) slopes, . .. 19,400 „
Northern (along the Turkestani •

ph^teau), . . . . . IS,000 ,,

c, Kouen Lun —
Southern (facing mountaiiiQUs

ramifications), -. . . . 15,8(X) ,,

Northern (facing the Turkestani plain), 15,100 ,,

In the Himalaya the truly temperate vegetation
siipei-aedea the subtropical above 4600 feet, and
the elevation at which this change takes place
corresponds roughly with that at \yhich the

winter is marked by an annual fall of snow.
'Phis phenomenon varies extremely with the

latitude, longitude, humidity, and many local

circumstances. In Ceylon and the Madras Penin-

sula, whose mountnins attain 8000 feet, and where*

considerable tracts are elevated above 6000 to

8000 feet, snow has never been known to fall. On
'the Khas.sya mountain, which attains 7000 feet,

and where a great extent of surface is above 5000
feet, snow seems to be unknown, fn Sikkim
snow annually falls at about 6000 feet elevation

;

in Nepal at 5000 feet, in Kamaon and Garhwal
ut 4000, and in the extreme West Himalaya lower
still. In the mountains* of Ceyloib on the Neil-

ghcrrics, and on the Khassya 41ills, the temperate

forms of' plants are more numerous than upon the

Himalaya. Adolent winds sweep over the broad
gras.sy undulating to^is of^ the Khassya HiUs, and
hundreds of species common to the Sikkim Him-
alaya and to tbe Khassya ascend higher in the warm,,

forest-clad, and sheltered Himalayan valleys at

5700 fc'et in Sikkim, than they do in the Khassya.

Hills.

Height^,—

Y

\\q following heights of well-known

places may be interesting :

—

In the Himalai/a. * •

(jAiuisankur, 29,002 feet. Sihgoleclah, 12,329 feet.

JSihsur, . . . 27,799 Tendon, . 8,662* „
Dhoulagiri, '. 2(5,826 Tonglu, , , 10,079 „
Yassa, . . . 2(5,680 Darjiling, . , 7,165 ,,

Jib-jibia, . .26,306 .lulla Paliar, . 7,452* „
Massuri Bazar, 6,71'.) liarathor, . . 26,069 ,,

. „ Church, 7,3(^9 Yangma, . . 26,000 „
Landour „ 7,369 Naiida Devi, . 25,749 „

,,
Bazar, (5,808 Ibi Garnin, . 25,550

Kanchinjiuga, 28,156 Narayani, . . 25,456

Jumruj .
'5,311 Jannoo, dt . 25,304

Kabroo, 24,00-1 Lebong. . . 6,039
Pandim, 22,015 Scnchal, . . 8,606
Narsing,* 19,139 Punkabarry, . 4,600?

|

In the Kam-korum,

Dapsang, . 28,278 feet. Masheribrum, 25,626 feet.

Dimmer, . 26,629 „
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In tiie Kouen Lim the peaks seem not to exceed

22,000 feet.

.* Neilgkerries,
.

Dodabetta, . 8,760 feet. Kundamoga, . 7,816 foot.

Bovoibetta, . 8,488 „ Tambarbetta, 7,202*

Makurti, .’8,402 „ Koktibetta, , 7,267
Daversoiabetta, 8,380 ‘ „ Urbetta, 6,915
Kiinda, 8,303 ,,

Daverbetta, (>,.571

* Ceylon.

Peduru talla Samanala or

Galla, . , 8,305 feet. Adam’s Peak, 7,385 feet.

KirigaljMtta, . 7,-810 ,, Narmina Kuli, 0,7(>0 „
Totapella, . . 7,720 „

Cetdral India.
'

•

Parasuatli, . 4,469^eet. Kalsubai, . . .5,410 feet.

Abu,. . . . 5,C’.50 „ Dliorup, . . 4,745 „
Rajmirgarh, . 3,753 ,, Varada, . . 4, (>55 ,,

Bubul, . . . 3,353 „ Torna, . . 4,619 „
Dckhan,

Putta, ... 4,569 feet. I Aiinda, . . . 4,339 feet.

Ikhara, •. . 4,482 „ |
Mandvi, . . 4,123 ,,

The heights of the following localities have hetm
ascertained :

—

Aksae Chin, ' . 16,620 feet. Upper Tsomo-
Tso Gyagar, . 15,693 •,, giv.ilari, « . 14,050 feet.

• „ KarorKhauri Lower Tsonio-
Talau, . . 15,684 ,, gnalari, . . 14,010 „

Mure Tso, . -.1.5,517 ,, Jurnnotra,
KiukKiol, .15,460 „ Nepal, .. .25,500 „
Mansaraur or Dhailun, do., 24,740 ,,

-

To Mapan, . 15,250 ,,
Peak in Nopal

EakusTalor • Valley,*. . 24,(>25 ,,

Tso Lanag, . 15,250 „ Petcha in

Tsomoriri, ^.15,130*,, Tartary, . 1.5;000 „
Nima Kar, '.15,100 ,, Sumimaug, .14,000 ,,

Hanle, . .
*. 14,600 ,, Oliassa, . . 13,080 ,,

Tso Gam, . : 14,580 ,,
' Ophir, Suin-

„ Rul, . , 14,400 ,, atra, . . 13,810
Mitleal, .14,167

The inhabitants of the Himalaya occupy the

valleys of its rivers, and carry on tratHc and
intercourse over the passes of the jnouhtains, of

which the following heights above the sea may be
mentioned :

—

Nurpur, . . 1,665 feet. Zoji, . . . 11,300 feet.

•Kotila, . . 1,370 ,,
Rotang, . . 13,200 ,,

Kangra, . . .2,647 ,, Werang, . . 13,200 „
JoalaMukhi, 1,805« „ Runang, . . 14,500 „
Tira, . . . 2,470 „ Hangrang, . 14,800’ ,,

Mundi, , . 2,6.37 ,,' Kulzunj, . . 14,850 y,

Snltanpur, . 4,.584 ,, {^batul, .
.’ 15,,560 ,,

Nari Ghat, . 2,009 ,, . Baralacha, . 16,500 ,,

Rajapur do., . 2,600 ,, i.Niti, . , . 16,800 „
^ekunderdo., 5,430*,, f Baleb, . . . 17,70(1 ,,

Jaintri do., . Jjj6S2 „ , Umasi, . . 18,000 „
Gogarpass, . 4,900 „ Lankpya, . . 18,000 ,,

*Tiri do., . , (>,484 ,,
^ K-uibrang, . . 18,300 ,,

Bhamtal, . . 4,000 ,, ;

Lakhur, . . 18,400 ,,

Lake NainiTal, 6,500 „ I
Maiia, . . . 18,760 ,,

The Himalaya population comprise numerous
tribes,* mostly of the Bhot race. The names of

the chief of their clans are as follows :

—

Aboi? Dogra. Koli. Murini or

Awalia. Dunghar. .
Kumba. * Tamar.

Awan. Gaddi. Kus, Khas, Newar.
Bahoa. Gakkar. or Ivhasi. Pallas.

Bamba. Garhwali. . Kusund. Palpa.

Bhutia. ' Gurung. Kuswar. Pa-lu-^aon'.

BhramU) Hayu. Lahuli. Kajivaru.

Bodo. Janjoh, Lepcha or RajpUt,

Boksa* Kahka. . Deun jong- Kawat.
Bor. Kanait. maro. . Rongbo.
Chepang. Kanet. Lhppa. Serpa.
Chibh. Khatir. Limbu. Sunwar.
Dafla. Khombo. Magar. Thaksya.
DahiorDm. Kichak. Mewar. Thani.
Dardu. Kiranti. Miri. Thumba...
Dhtenwar, Koch’h. Mlshmi. Yakbu.
Dhimal.

MOUNTAINS.

In the Himalaya, the jiumber of inhabitei

places is comparatively insignificant; while thi

population reaches its maximum. in ^the richbel
of life rising from 3000 to 8000 feet, the trace
of man and liis dwelliug-place begin rapidly t(

disappear at 11,000 feet, and even before.

In spine provinces, especially in Nepal, JKamaoii
and Garhwal, many villages are deserte(Lin winter
though; as far as regards their elevation and th(

solid construction of the houses, they might ver

I

well be inhabited throlighout the year. ‘ Th
liatives, however, prefer removing to villages les

j

elevated, where they spend the coldef months
Chalets (Alpeiih\itten) iiro as little used in tin

Himalaya as tents in the Alps.- The .pastur

grounds, Karik, for sheep and bovine cattle ar

for the most part in low elevations, and at

great distance from the village. In the frontie

country bordering Tibet, herds of sheep and goat
are used for the transport of merchandise. The^

are driven over the passes to Tibet, laden witl

grain (a full-grown sheep carrying about sevei

pounds), and return at the end of the sunuiie

with salt and borax.
* ' •

'

Of the sanatoria^ Simla is 7166 feet, Darjiliijt

6906, Mussoori 6849 feet, etc. They are at ple^5ulli

confined to .the outer ranges, at a distance of 4(1

or 50 miles from the foot of the' mouiitMinf.

Chini, a most salubrious place in Kanaw’ar (l)09(i

feet). Brinuggiir, the capital of the valley ot

Kashmir (6146 feet).
.

Tigers ascend to 11,000 feet in the Himalaya;

they arc not, liowever, seen in Western Tibet, oi

the Kpuen fiUn. Leopards may be met witli in

tlic Himalaya and in Western Tibet even at

13.000 or 14,000 feet; on the Kedar-kaiibi

(12,430 feet). TJie domestic cat is common ii

Tibet. Domestic animals, s^ich as sheep, goats,

tanie yaks, horses, and dogs, follo'w man acros;

the highest passes. (18,000 feet), between Turkes-

tan and Tibet the tivo-humped Bactrian oainc

even being used as a beast of burden. Wlui

without a load, no diliiculty is experienced ii

bringing these camels even over the steepei

passes of the Himalaya.

.Jackals arc found in the Kara-korum, betwcei

16.000 and 17,000 feet. Hodgson mentions twi

species of foxes in Eastotn Tibet. Wolves an

not known to frequent the Himalaya piopcv, bii

they arc found in Western Tibet, and close to tin

Kara-korum pass (18,346 feet).

The wild yak and the kiang, several species ol

wild, sheep and goats, hares .and mice, are fount]

as high as 16,000 to 17,*000 feet. The numbci

of species of snakes and frogs rapidly decrcast

with height, but lizards remain nearly the saint

between 1000 to 15,000 feet.

Butterflies ary found in the Himalaya to

feet, in Western Tibet Mid Turkestan even

feet, as localities of permanent habitation, "he

upper limit of mosquitoes is at about *8600 feet,

and with the peepsa mak*e* themselves very

troublesome in the Eastern Himalaya during

the rainy season as high as 18,000 leet. As ir

the Alps; the new fields of the glaciers are o*teij

covered with the remains of insects

the ascending current to 18,000 and even 19,0

' Mountains are famed in the mytholbgies of many

races. Mount Olympus was the fabled seat o

epic deities of Greece and Rome. Mount o
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MOUNT ABV.
«

was the mountain of legislation for the Hebrews.
Govardhan is the mountain where the scenes of

Krishna’s reforming efforts are painted. The
Ik'douin;Arabs take off their shoes’ when they

enter the stone circle ou.the'heights of Serbals,

and*the adjacent Jabal Munadshat is called by
the Arabs the Hill of 'the Dialogue, viz. of Moses
and Jehovah. Mount Meru, a fabulous Himalayan
mountain, is supposed by Hindus to be the centre

of the earth and tlie heaven of their A^edic god
Iiidra. Mount Kailasa, or Gana Parvata, in tlio

Himalaya, north of Lake Manasa, is tlie paiadisi*

of Siva and the abode of- Kuvera. Vaikiintha’

•or Vaibhra is the paradise ’

of A^ishini, and is

sometimes supposed to be on JMount Meru.

Five nioiintains are coiisidered sacred' by the

JainS, viz. Girnar, Palitana^ and Talijah in Sjiilr-

ashtra, near Doesa, and Sakar, about wliose

locality there’ exists much doubt
;

the Jains

themselves speak of it as to the westward.

—

Trelaumcy Satuidei't: in Gio<j. July 1877

;

also Afouniains and Hivn' Jiasiha^ Jicinj. d.v. Soc.

Journ. See Passes.

MOUNT AliU. The .peaks which crown this

mountain, according to Toil, arc six. The most
elevated is that of Gorakhnatli, having on its

summit an area of only ten feet in diameter, and
surrounded by a shrine dedicated to Gorakhnatli;

each of the other peaks has its shrine. On a

small table-land on the mountain, about (iOO feet

below its suinmit^ is the ancient palace of Khengiir

and numerous Jain temples.

MOUNT AKAFAT, near Aleeca, is visited by
the pilgrims, as Muhammadans luive a tradition

that Adam, conducted by tlie angel Gabriel, hero

rejoined Eve, after a separation of iiOO years, in

consequence of tlieir disobc<lieiico in Paradise,

and from ficre he carried lur to Ceylon.

—

Catafaqo.

MOUNT ARARAT. In tlie last volume of

Cosmos, Humboldt records the heiglit of Dema-
vend at 19,715 feet, which is 1785 feet under

the height attributed to it, and Ararat 17,112

feet high. The Ararat of modern geographers,

in the province of Erivan, is the Mons Macis of

the ancients. At a distance, it has' a resemblance

to a ship, and is calleil by the Persijuis, Mountain

of Nfiah, Aghri-dagli .being the name given to it

by the Turks. Arabs call it Jabl-ul-Judi, and tlie

Armenians Massis Sinsar, or Mouniain of the Ark.

All unite in revering it as the haven .of the great

ship which preserved Noah from the wati*rs of

the deluge. It was reported that some planks of

the ark remained on this hill, at the date of the.

accession of the^ Abbasside k’lalifs, A.n. 749, and
the people still assert their presence.

MOUNT DILLI, a hill on the Malabar coast,

a coflSpicuou£^ headland, visible 24 to 27 miles at.

sea. The small fort on its outer extreme hcad-

l^lnd is in lat. 12° 2'^^., and long. 75° 0' 30" E.

The hill jises 850 feet above the sea.
’ It is also

called Yelli-pand. It was styled by Ptolemy
Purrhus Mpns, or Mountain-of Parasa Kama.

MOUNT EVEREST, 29,003 feet in height,

lies to the wesf of Kanchinjinga, and is the highest

mountain of the world at^ present kiwwn. Ac-

cording'to the brothers Sefilagentweit, the Nepal-

ese call it Gaurisankar, but the Tibetans to the

north call it Chingopanmari.

MOUNT GOVARDHAN, the Hindu jPamassus,

,

is famed in the legends relating to Krishna. At
i

MOUNT MAHABAN.

the age of seven, he upliftted Govardhan on the
tip of his little finger, to shelter the Gc^ and
Gopi from the wrath of Indra, the Jupiter rluvius
of the Hinda pantheon, who, enraged witli

jealousy at the diminution of his votaries and
sacrifices, consequent on the adoration of Krishna,
attempted to destroy them by a paiiial deluge.

This story is represented in’ the Matsya Parana,
whence &ir AV. Jones introduced it in his hymn
to Indra. The bard .

... * warbling in a softer mode,
Sang the red lightning, hail, an<l whelming rain,

O’er Gokal green, and Vraja’s nymph'-lov’d plain,

I5y Indra hurl’d, whose altars ne’er had flow’d
Since intjint Krishna rul’d tho rustic train

Now thrill’d with terror. • Them, the heavenly child

Call’d, ainl with looks ambrosial smil’d :

Then, witli one linger rear’d the vast Goverdhan,
lieiicath whose rocky burden.
On pastures dry, maids and hertlhincn trod :

The lord of tliunder felt a mightier god.’

In pictures of this miracle, Krishna is always

represented as a man,' attended by liis favourite

mistress Radha, and sometimes by a multitude

of sliepherds and shepherdesses
;
the former with

poles, steadying the uplifted sheltering mountain,

a sliower of rain and lire falling vainly on its

summit. . Tlu; legend seelns to mean that Krishna

.

laid departed from the Anodic worship of Indra,

from which persecutions arose.

MOUKl’ TIERMON, the modern Jabl-us-Shaikh,

.

the southern parts of Anti-Libaniis.

MOUNT IMA US, the Kqli-i-Kaf of the Per-

sians, according to oriental cdsmographers, sur-

rounded the world
;
but .since geography has

made some j^rogress in the cast, the name has

been confined to Mount Iinaus to the east, and
Mount Atlas to the west. • Jan or genii, a race

intermediate between angels and- men, produced
of lire,' arc supposed to have inhabited the earth

for several ages .before tlio. birth of Adam, and
to have been governed by kings, iill of whom
were -called Suleiman (Solomon). Tjiey fell into

a geneial state of depravity, and were driven ipto

remote places by Eblis (the fallen angel), and
such as remained in the time of.Kaiuuieras, the

first of' the Pesdadian dynasty of Persia, were by
him driven to Mount Kaf.

—

Journ. Ind. Arch.

v. p. 548,

MOUNT KAILAS. Here, according to Hindu
mythology, lies the city of Kuvera, the Indian

Plutus
;
also the habitation of the god Siva. Tt

is tlu* Kailas range or Gaiigri range of mounbuns
in the N.AN''. Himalaya. The range has six passes,

at heights from 15,000 to 18,105 feet. Kailas

means crystalline or .icy, and is possibly the

source of the Latin, French, German, and Danish

words for ice* ami glass,—glesum, glace, gler, gla8,
•

glass,—and is itself a compound term^ derived,

from Ke, water, and Las, to shine.

MOUNT LEBANON; a mountain in Palestine,

occupied by the Druse race, who are likewise

spread * over the Hauran, S.E. of
,
Damascus,

Zahle, seven hours from Balbec, belouis to the

Druse territory. Half an- hour from Z^le, on
the south side of the village of Kerak, tomb
shown as that of Noah. In Lebanon, a'bout 18
miles east- of Tripoli, is the Maronite convent of
Kozhaia, in which the monks exorcise demons.
MOUNT MAHABAN, or the Black Mot^tain,

is supposed by some to be the Aomos of the

Greeks. It is in the Pir Paujal, and is 40 miles



.MOUNT MANUAH* MRITTIKA.

up the Indus from Attack. It is at least 50 miles Central and Eastern Provinces of China it is largeh
in circuit, and from 7000 to 10,000 feet high, cultivated, particularly on the sides of mountain*
Aornos was fabled in the Greek camp to havejbhrice where the soil is rich, and in thb vicinity o
defied Heracles himself. See Khaibar

;
Mahaban. temples and other monastic buildings. Its stem

MOUNT MANDAR, .an isolated hill, visible are straight, smooth,* and clean
;
the joints an

from Bhagulpur on the Ganges, famed as a place small. It grows to the height of from GO to 8(

of Hindu pilgrimage. feet. 20 to 30 feet of the lower part of its steri

MOUNT MERU, in Hindu legends, a sacred are generally free from branches. These ari

• mountain, supposed to have been in the N.AV. produced on the upper portion of the tre’e. Tlu*^

Himalaya. are so light and feathery that they do not affee

MOUNT NEBO. From the top of this, on the cleanness of the main stem. It is therefore o
their return from Egypt, the Israelites first beheld great' value in the arts, owing to the smootlincsi

the land of promise, and there their illustrious and fineness of its structure, and is used in Hk
leader breathed his hst-^Jiohuison's Tr. making of sieves for the rolling manipulation o

MOUNT OF OlitVES", a hill on the east of tea, biiskets of all kinds, ornamental inlnic

Jerusalem
;

its highest summit is 2400 feet above works, and other purposes for which tlKS bamboo
the level of the sea. of - India are unsuitable.’ It perfects iis growtl
MOUNT OHOD, the biinal-place of Aaron, is in a few months. A hcaltliy plant gciterall;

shown overthe siftnmit of Mount Hor. grows about 2 or 2J feet in the 24 hours, and thi

MOtJNT OPHIK, in lat. 0° 5' N., long. 100° greatest rate of growth is during the night. Thi

E., on the west cOast of iSumatra, 9459 febt above young shoots, just as they peep out of the ground
the sea. It is 24 miles inland, appears by itself are esteemed fis food, split, up, boiled, dislied b;

like jin obtuse cone separated from life chain of themselves, used in soup like cabbage, and forii

other mountains, and may be seen from a distance an ingredient of an exceljent omelette,

of 110 miles in clear weather. M()ZAMBIQUE is a coral island, very low am
MOUNT SINAI, on the eastern shore of the narrow, and 1.} miles long, first seen by Vasa

.
Gulf of Suez, 150 miles south of Suez, is famed da Gama on the 1st March 1498. Alvares Cahra
in the history of the Hebrew nation as the district visited it in 1500, and Vasco da Gama returned

whence laws for their guidance were-coimnunicatcd to it in 1502, and in 1505 it was declared ;

.
to Moses, their leader. It is surrounded by desert, Portuguese province.

which the wandering Bedouins occupy. At the MOZDAK, a pretended prophqt in the time ol

^ foot of the mountain is the Greek convent of St. J\obad of Persia, who preach(,'d the docti'iiie of j

Catherine, founded *in. 1.331 by IVilliam Bowl- community of women and possessions,

desell, the monks of which ‘ are kept almost MOZOME ANGAMI, a rude pagan tribe on tin

prisoners by the Bedouins. The ‘Arabs call hills of Assam, on the eastern frontier of tlu

Sinai, Jabl-U7Tur. Dr. Beke supposes Mount Mikir and Oachar. See Nuga.

Sinai to be the mountain called Barghir, which is MRICH’CHIIA-KATI, or the Toy CWt, o

also called Jabal-un-Nur or Mountain of laght, drama in ten acts, by king Siidraka, 8up])osi‘d tf

and that whereon the Almighty spoke with.Moses, have, been written in the 1st or 2d century a.d.—Burkhardt's Tr. and to be the oldest Sanskrit drama extiint

MOUSTACHE. ‘In British* India, amongst There are several editions of the text, and transla

Hindus and Muhammadans, passing the .hand tions into French.

—

JJowt<(ni.

over the mdUstache is a signal both of defiance MRIG-SAL or Mirg-sal, the husbaiuiman oi

and self-gratulation.— /?q/a.s«/n(n, i. p. 353. cultivator’s year. It commences at the end ot

MOU-TAN.
.
Chin. The mou-taii' or tree Vaisakh or beginning of Jyesakh (May—June)

peony, Poe'oijia. moutan, is abundant in China, when the grain is sown.

and bears the title of hwawang, or king of flowers. MRIGUENA, ortho Fawn-Eyed, a Gujaian

The skill of the Chinese gardeners luis made many princess wjio was married to Maun Singli^ tlu

varieties. Tree peonies are brought in large great Tamara ra;ja of Gwalior, in the beginning oi

quantities about the month of January from the the IGth century. The raja w.as fond of music

ndrthem provinces. They flower soon after they especially of the sankirna rag or mixed modes, oi

arrive, and are. rapidly bought up by the Chinese Avhich Mriguena avjis a great genius. -Four speci-

to ornament their houses, after which they are mens of her composition are yet extant, ami

thrown away, as they do not thrive well so far called after her name, Gujari, Babul Gujari, Mai

south as Canton or Macao, and will not flower a Gujari, and Mangal Gujari. It Avas siij^jnsed

second season.. . They are sold according to the that the Hindu musician Tan Sen, attracted hy

number of flower-buds they may have iq^ou them, her songs, went to Gwalior, where he is buried,

many of them* fetching rather high prices.— MRITTIKA, the earth deity of t^^e Hindis,

Williams^MiddleJCiv<jdom; ForUme\s Wf/tnderi?igs. worshipped in several forms. One of these is in

MOUZAH. Arab. A village. Mouzadar^ in the l^agapanchami festival, tluring which a snake

Bengal, one of the village authorities. • of clay is worshipped; a second form is as

MOWALI, a Bedouin tribe of the northern Gokul-ashtaml, when a clay image of the imam

desert. Thby camo from Hejaz, and their shaikh Krishna is Avorshipped and a third f^^rin is m

claims descent from the Abbassi khalifa. For the earth or clay figure of Gaiiesa, on ’tne fouitn

60 years the Shammar and the Mowali fought for of the month Bhadrapad, about tho beginning o

the present Mowali district. September, during which Ganesa is brought c

MOWAMARIA, Muttuck, or Moran, a tribe of the homes ^ with much ceremony, and. nniu >

Assam, subject to one chief, called Bar Senapati. throAvn into the sea or into water. Also,
‘

They are Vaishnava Hindus. ous temples are erected on the banks oi

.MOW CHOK. Chin.
.
The ’ most beautiful Ganges, in honour of the goddess

bainb<^ in the world, says Fortune. In the which clay images are ^et up and worsnippc •

JOOO



MRITTYU. MUCtINA.

MRITTYU. Sansk. Death, from Mri, to die.

Mrityunjava, vanquisher of death, a name of Siva,

from Mrittyu, death, and Jee, to overcome.
Mrita-sanjivini, to restore to life.

—

Dowson,

MRU or Tung Mru, a tribe in the Koladyn

valley. The number of the Mru in Arakan is

about 2800. .At one time a -Mru' chief was
chosen king of Arakan, and the dominion was Mru
when the Rakhcng conqueror inVaded the country.

They seem of the same lineage as the Myamma.
The Mru dwelt on the Koladyn river and its

feeders, but, having been driven out by the Kami,
now occupy hills on the border between Arakan
and Chittagong, at the source of tlie Morec river,

which disembogues in lat. 21°^d0' N., south of

Kiitabudea Island.

—

Dr, L(itham'‘s EtUnolotjy.

MRU, an arm of the sea in Arakan, from 3 to*

4 miles broad at its mouth, and runuiiig inland

more than 50 milcs.-r-/wi/>. Ga;:.

MRUNG of•Arakan dwell with the Doing-Nuk
in the upper basin of the Mayu, and also, it is

Siiid, amongst ’the hills on the eastern border of

the Chittagong district. They are said to be .the

descendants of a race whom, several generations

back, Arakan kings carried away from Tiperah, but
also a colony imported from the llodo country by
the kings of Arakan, at the peiiod when their

conquests extended far up Eastern Ih-ngid.

M'TEPE. Arah. a sailing ship of Zanzibar.

MU, in the weighs of Ikiriiia, is the one-timth

part of a kyat or tikaU

MUALLAKAT. ^Arar. Poetic pieces of the

Arabs about the time of Mahomed, which they

were accustomed to string togetlier and suspend
on the wall at the entrance of tlie Kaba. . Those
approved of were written in letters of gold.

MUANG, a race who inhabit the moulitains on
the west of theTonquinese province of Than-Hoa-
noi,* and stretch into China. They are an exten-

sion of the aboriginal or uncivilised Laii of

Yun-nan. The iiame is the Burmese and Laii term
for town or village which is scattered over so

large a portion df.the Ciunesemaps of Yun-nan,
‘indicating -the present limits of Lau in that

province.

MUANG THAI is the kingdom of Siam, /.e.

the land Thai. In their hooks it is found with

this epithet, Kroin Thep Pramina haa Ikoon
(Circuitus visitatioiiis Deoruin), tlie circuit of the

.
visitation of the gods. Malay and Peguaiis call

it tziam, from whence comes the European name
Siam.

—

Thun. Japan^ i, p. 25.

MUASI, a tribe of the Central Provinces of

British India. Thcdr chief objects of worship are

the sun and the moon. • They also worship at the

shrine pf Sultan Sakada, whom they -suppose to

have been a king among them in .former times.

The*Muasi of Barar and in the western tributary

estates of Chutia Nagpur worship Bhavani, a
nama of Durga, and Gaiisam or Ghanasyama,

—

Dallmis Bengal.

MUAWIYA, governor of Syria, was proclaimed
khalif of Damascus, pn which Ali declared war.

MUAZiZAN, the- servant of the Muhammadan
mosques who calls the Azan or summons to

prayers* The words of his summons are

—

i, Allahu Akbar, Allahii Akbar 1 God is most ^eat

!

God is most great.

ii. Ashhaduan la ilaha il AUaho/Ashhaduan la ilaha

il Allaho { 1 bear witness there is no deity but

p-od, I bear witness there is no deity but God.

1001

iii. - O ashaduanna Mahomed-ur-Rasnl AJlahe, 0 asha-
du’anna Mahomcd-ur-Hasul Allahe

; and I bear
witness that Mahomed is the apostle of God,
and I bear witness that Mahomed is the apostle
of God. •

iv. Hy-ul-us-salwat, Hy-ul-us-salwat
; come to prayers.*

v. Hy-ul-aL-fallah, Hy-ul-al-fallah
; come to ‘security.

vi. Us-sallato-khair-un-min-mm-nown), Us-sallato-
kliair-un-min-nun-nown

;
prayer is better than

sleep. . .

.vii. Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar ! God is most great,

viii. La ilaha il Allahu, there is no deity but- God.

MUBARAK. Arab. Blessed. Mubarak bad,
May it be blessed, a congratulatory salutation.

MUBARAK, father of Abul Fazl and Faizi.

He is supposed to have been a native of Nagor,
and .had* at one time taught a college or school

of law and divinity at Agra. He was at first a
Sunni, but turned Shiah, aiid afterwards took to

reading the philosophical works of the ancients,

^•ind became a freethinker, or, according to his

(‘uemies, an ‘atheist. So great a persecution was
raised against him on this account, that he was
constraiin^d to give up his school, and fly with his

family from Agra. . Ilis sons Alfbl Fazl and
Faizi conformed in all rc.spects to the Muham-
madan religion.

—

Elph. p. 408.

MUCHALKA. Arab. A bond, a deed, a
written obligation or agreement, a penal recognis-

ance.

MUCH!, a Hindu ciiste, shoemakers, painters,

bookbiiuh-TS, saddlers, etc.

MUCHI - RAS. Hind. Gum from
,
several

plants,—Salmalia Malabarica and Moringa ptery-

go.spenna, al.so a gall from the Areca catechu.

MUCUNA, a genus of plants belonging to the

order Fabaceic," climbing herbs or shrubs, with
pinnat(*ly-trif()liat>e leaves and axillary racemes,
wliich hang down when bearing fruit. Species of
Miicmia produce the cowliage. In the Elist Indies

are—
Mucuna atropurpurea, D.C., CQurtallum, Konkan,

Travancore.
M. bractoata, D.C.^ Chittagong.
M. capitata, W. ami A., cultivated.

M. gigaiilea, Z>. C. , Penin.sula of India, Sunderbans.
M. hirsuta, IF. and A., Pen. of India, Sunderbans.
M. hnbricata, Sylhet.

M; iriono.sperma, B.C., all British India.
M. iiovoa, Jiurh.

,

Bengal. .
.

M. i)ruritas, Hook., S.B. Asia, Archipelago.
M. utiliS, Wall., Australia, Mauritius.

Cowhage consists of the hairs found upon the

pods of (liffereiit species, 'riiey are excoedin^y
slender, brittle, and easily detached, and the

fragments readily stick into the skin, and produce
an intolerable itching; hence they are at tim^
employed for mischievous purposes. Cow-itch ik

also used medicinally as a vermifuge, by being

mixed witli syrup till of the consistence of honey,

and given in doses of two or three teaspoonfuls.

The species arc found in hedges, thickets, on the

banks of fivers, and about watercourses, in the

East and West Tudies, and in America within the

tropics. M. urens and M. pruriens. usually furnish

the substance
;
but that from M. monosperma is

said to exceed the others in the irritating burning
property of its hairs. Dr. Roxburgh states that

M. pruriens was one of the plants formerly used
in India to poison wells

;
but it is less hurtful than

was supposed. M. imbricata, D.C., a climber of
Ditrjiliiig, Terai, and Chanda'. M. utilip, the
Mauritius black bean, is cultivated in India and
Ceylon.—

;

Vmgt
; Br. Par. Ex, 1878.



MUCUNA ATROPURPUREA. MUDHOL.

MUCUNA ATROPURPUREA. D.a
Carpopo^oij atropurmreiim, Roxh.

.Gede dulagoudi^ . Tsl.
|
T^a kada, . . Tel. *

It has large dark purple flowers.

• MUQUNA COOHIN-CHINENSIS. Bentham.

Macranthiis Coch., Loureiro^ vl climbing plant;

pods cookdd as vegetables, like kidney beans.

—

Johnson, . .

MUCUNA GIGANTEA. D,C, .

Golicliosgiganteum, WiJld. I Stizolobiiim giganteum,
Oarpopogon giganteimi, R,

|
Sprintf.

Kakavalli, . , Malkal. I Pedda dulagondi, . Tel.
Enuga-dulagondi, . Tel.

|

This climbing plant grows on tho coasts of

Peninsular India. It is employed in medicine.

MUCUNA PRURITA. Hook, W. ami A.
Caii)opogonprurieiis,i?oj;&. Doliclios pruriena, Roxh. ?

Mucuna pruriens, Wall. /
(

• •

Alkushi, .... Beng. Gunch-gaji, . . . Panj.*
Khw80-la), . . . Burm. Copikachu, . . . Sansk.
Kanoh kuri, . . Dukh. Atmagapta, ... „
Kiwach, . . .

.’ Hind. Puna-kali, . . ; Tam.
Nai karana, . • . Mai.eal. Pillia-dughu-kaia, . Tel.
Kanauoha, , . . Panj. Duliigoudi, ... „

Grows all over British India i^nd in the ^loluccas.

It has. large purple flowers. Sir W. Hooker dis-

tinguished the E, IiKlian plant M. priirita from
M. pruriens, which is indigenous iii the West
Indies. The pods w.hen ripe arc of a.brownish
colour, and covered with innumerable sharp prickle-

like hairs, which penetrate into and irritate the

skin. The strigose hairs, as well as those of

Rottlera tinctoria, ave used in India as an anthel-.

mintic. They dispel Kimbrici and aacarides by
sticking into their bodies, when* pressed against

the intestines, and thus irritatiiig and dislodging

them. The pods being dipped into, treacle or

honey, have the hairs scraped off until they have

the consistency of an electuary, wheu a table-

spoonful niay. be given to adults, and a tea-

spoonful to children, followed by a purgative of

castor'-oil, etc. They have been applied exter-

nally for paralysis, and produce- much itching.

—

lioxl).; Voi(it; Poioell; Royle; O'Sh.; Ains.

MUCUNDA. During the lifetime of -the

emileror Akbar, many Hindus believed' him to

have been a Hindu in a former birth
;

that he
enclosed in his body the soul of a devout B^ahmau,
who had in a past age borne the name of Mucunda,
a]jd had taken a fancy to become the emperor of

India. In nine months after Mucunda’s death, he
was permitted to generate in the womb of sultana

Ilamida Banu, and to take his liirth at Amerkot
iti the character of Akbar. Indeed, there were
some grounds for the Hindus to claim Akbar as a

prince of their race. That emperor had a Hindu
wife, the princess Jodh Bai

;
had a Hindu daughtcr-

ifl-law, t^e 'Marwari wife of Jahangir
;
had a

Hindu general, the raja Man Singh
;
had a Hindu

financier, the raja Todar Mull; had a Hindu
favourite, the raja Beerbul

;
had a Hindu songster-,

Tansen; had many Hindu officers and Hindu
pandits always About him

;
much in his court

savoured of the Hindu, and be had in a manner
Hinduized himself by his ardent devotediiess to

the cause of Hindu welfare.

—

Tr. of Hind, i.

p. 311.

MUDALI. Tam. Mudliar, plural. Literally,

first man, first men, honorific terms applied usuv.

ally te the men of the Vallalaf or agricultural race

Umongst the 'Tamil people. The term Pillai is

similarly applied to the Idayan or shepherd race

dwelling in the Tamil country. It is generally

used ill the plural form of Mudliar
;

it is also

conceded tp the Kucheler, a weaver race of the

Madras Presidency. It is an official designation
in Ceylon, seemingly similar to the Mandal, village

headman of Bengal.

MUDANT, a Muhammadan sect- founded • by
Mudan, a' Sufi. They admit the divine mission of

Mahomed, but disclaiinr his title to particular

veneration. The Mudani go nearly naked, braid-

ing the hair and smearing the body with ashes,

ana wearing iron chains round their waists and
necks.

MUDAR. Hind. Calot-ropis gigantea, the

gigantic swallow-wort, a plant which is widely
diffused .throughout the Southern Provinces of the

Peninsula of India, where it grows wild, preferring

poor soil near the 'sea. It is replaced in the

Bellary district by C. prociTa, wlfich is equally

common, and in Northern India by C. Hamiltonii.

To obtain the fibre, the branches are gathered and
dried in the sun from twenty-four to thirty-.six

hours, then they arc taken up, the bark'peelod
from the woody parts, and the fibres gatliered.

If placed out in the dew for a night, they lose

their greenish tint, and become white. Tho sup

of the Mudar plant is applied externally as a

rubefacient
;
dried, it is mixed with caoutchouc.

See Madar.

MUDAKI, an order of the fakirs or darvc'.sh of

India. .

'

MUDAWIR. Aiiar. A ciivde, implying re-

petition, from the Arabic word Daur.
31 Ul) BAY or Muddy Bay is the ccnmnercial

port of Alleppie, in 'fravancore, 30 miles >>. of

Cocirin, remarkable for the singular natural break-

water .formed in the otjoii sea, consisting of a

long and wide bank of mud, the effect of whieli

is so completely to break the wayes, that ships of

i

all sizes can securely anchor even at the stormiest

season of the year in the open ;'oads, where tlu;

water is perfectly calm.* The ‘origin of this de-

positiou of mud has never beori satisfachaily

accounted for. It imparts a dirty colour tc the

water, --and makes it thick 'and slimy. It lias

shifted within the last century, but not to any

great extent. A similar deposit exists at Nnr-

rakul, about 29 miles north of- Cochin, and the

I

advantage of this latter place, as a natural open

harbour for shipping, has been brouglit to the

notice of the British Government.—7/. 7>.

MUDDIKPOR, Kili-katr,. or Kotaboo, are

wandering minstrels. Otlier- flames ’ have been

given to this* people who dwell in the Southeni

Mahratta country. Kablgira or ferryman, Koli

and Barkur, arc the terms most itsually employed,

but Muddikpor is tho designation they apply

themselves. They arc generally tall and powerful

men, ivith an olive-yellow complexion, and are

numerous throughout that part of India ;' they say

thattheir original locality was the village ot Talicot,

near tho town of Shora*pur,.iand that all clas.ses

speak tho Mahratta tongue.

MUDHOL, a Native State in tlie Southern

Mahratta country, lying between lat. 16° 6 off

and 16° 26' 46" N., and between long. 76° 4 21

And 76° 31' 66" E. The Miidbol chiefs were ot

the Ghor|)ara faiflily
;
they were the most de-

termined opponents of Sivaji during hJS ca^ y

conquests, but on the overthrow of the Miuiam-
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madan power, they joined the, Mahrattas, and '

accepted military command from the Peshwa. The
chief enjoys &n estimated gross yearly revenue
of £l4,o47, and pays a tribute of £217 to the
Briti&h Government.

—

Imp. Gaz.

MUDKI or Moodkee, a village in the Feroz-

pur district, Panjab, memorable for a battle

fohght on 18th December 1845, between the

Sikhs and the British. It is in hit. 30° 47' N.,

and long. ’74® 55' 15" E., on a plain 26 miles

south of the Sutlej. 'Pwo days before the battle,

which inaugurated the first Sikh war, the enemy
crossed the boundary river at Ferozpiir. Tliey

were met by a much smaller British force at

Mudki, and driven from their position, with the

loss of .17 guns, after a hard contest, in which
the British lost a large proportion of officers.

Monuments have been erected on the battlefield

in honour of those who Gaz.
• MUDKA. Hind. A round prickly seed worn
by the^ Hindu ascetics in ear-rings. The Kan
Phatta 'Jogi wear a. large metal ear-ring.

MUDKA. Sansic. A position of the hands
amongst Buddhists and Hindus in attitudes of

teaching. . Ait-raudra is the attitude of bestowing
a blessing. BhUmisparsa-mudra is tlie attitude of

the hand pointing to the eartli
;
Jnana imidra,

the attitude of abstraction
;
Dharma chakra

iniidra, the attitude of teaching.

MUDKA KAKSflASA, or J^ignet of the Mini-

ster, a Sanskrit drama by Visaklia ))atta, perhaps
of the lllh or 12th century a.d. 'I'he events drama-
tized relate to the history of Chandragu}>ta, the

Sandracottus of the Greeks. Kakshasa was the

minister of Nanda, .and afterwards of Ohandra-
gupta. In one scene Viradha Gupta visits liakr*

8hasa,.and a conversation ensues which relates to

historical events

—

‘ Rak, What news from Paslipiipur?

Vir. I have not much to tell, sir
;
where shall I

commeiioc ? .

Ritk. ..With Chandragupta’s entry in the city

Whato’er my agents since have done, inform
'ine:

Vir. You will remember, sir, when in close league,

United by Chanakya, Parvateswara
AndV^han<]ragiipta in alliance, led

Their force against our city,—a wild nmlti-

tudo
Of fSakas, Yavanas, and mountaineers,

.

The fierce Kambojas, with th.e tribes who
dwell

Beyond the western streams, and Persia’s

hosts
Poured on us like a delude . . .

’
.

In the.* Mudra Raksliasa, Chandragupta is

frequently named Vrishal:i, a term said to be

equivalent to Sudra
;
and Nanda himself was the

son of a Budra woman. There cart be little doubt

that the celebrated Maurya family were of Sudra
extraction.

MUI^ASSAL. Aiiah., IIinj). In Hindustan, a

subordinate or separate district, the provinces or

stations in the interior of the country, in contra-

distinction to the * sadr or principal • station or

tosivn. All outside of Calcutta, Madras, or Bom-
bay is mufassal.

—

W,
MUFTI. In British India, an officer of a law

court, from Fatwa, Arab., a sentence.*

MUGA, ^IND. One of the silk-worm moths
of British India. The two principal indigenous*

varieties of silk arc tlie miiga and the eri. A
dress made of miiga silk is prized beyond all

others by the Assamese. A plant 'grows wild in

the southern part of, the Chittagong district, on
which the moth lives.

MUGGAR-TALAO, crocodile ponds, lie to the
north-^est qf Kurachee, also, known as Magar
Pir and Pir Mangho. The greater pond is about
300 yards in circumference, and contains many
little grassy islands, on which the majority of

the crocodiles (Crbcodilus palustris) bask; some
are seen asleep on* its slimy sides, other half-

submerged in the muddy water, while now and
then a

.
huge monster, raises himself upon his

diniiiuitive legs, and, waddling for a few paces,

falls flat on his belly. 'Phe water in the pool

feels cold, although fed from two hot^ springs,

one of which has too high a temperature to retiiiii

the liaiid iu it
;
yet animal life exists

;
for where

the water bubbles up from its sandy bottom, and
in the little lake running to the tank, is an
al)undauco of a small blac.k spiral shell, very like

Melania pyramis, an allied -species of which fre-

quents the liver Jordan. The crocodiles dig deep
in the sand under the neighbouring date trees aud
there deposit their eggs. Quantities of deciduous

teeth of* various sizes are strewn along the slimy

sides of the pond. A guide, taking piece after

piece of tlcsh, dashed it on the bank, uttering a
low growling sound, at which the whole tank
becaniQ in motion, and crocodiles splashed through
the shallow water, struggling which should seize

the prize. The shore was literally covered with
scaly monsters, snapping their jaws at one another.

They seize tUeii* food with the side of the mouth,
and toss the head backward, iu order that it may
fall into the throat.

—

Adams.
MUGH. Picks. A follower of Zoroaster, a

fire-worsiripper, applied by the Arabs and Muham-
madans similarly to Gabr ‘(Guebre) 'and Kafir.

The term is applied by the 'people of Bengal to
all the Arakanese, and to a race iu the Chittagong
district, who call themselves Kajbausi in Bengali,

and Myaui-ma-gyee or Great Myam-ma in Bur-
mese, doubtless offspring of Bengali women by
Burmese

;
their dress and language is Bengali,

but some are of Buddhist faith. This race form
six-tenths of the native population of Arakan,
one-tenth being Burmese, and the reniainder

Hindu. Profc.ssor H. H. tViIson says the term
Mugh, which the British have given to the Ara-
kanese, by that people is restricted to the descend-

ants of Arakauese by Bengali mothers. 'Colmiel

Dalton says that in personal appearance the Mugli
resemble the Ghiiiese

;
the cheeK-bone is high and

broad, the nose flat,* and the eyes oblique.

Though short, they are a well-made people, hardy,

muscular, and athletic. Tlie hair both of men
and women is generally very beautiful, and of a

glossy black
;
both sexes pride themselves on its

fine quality. The dr(‘f*s of the women consists of

a bloth tightly bound round tlie bosom, and
flowing to the feet, and a large outer dress thrown
over the whole person, and reaching to the
knees. 'The unmarried women wear a jacket,

which is assumed by girls when marriageable, and
abandoned when they become wives. It is again
adopted upon widowhood. The dress of the men
IS composed of a cloth round the middle, and one
thrown over the shoulders. Although somewhat
slothful in disposition, they are very fdnd of

hunting, and delight in manly exercises, such ns

wrestling and boxing, and a game peculiar to
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the country called Kilomo, which is somewhat
similar to battledore and shuttlecock, only instead

of the hands, the feet are employed. They are

very partial to boat-racing,

—

Wils()7i's Glossary;

Dalton's Ethnol. of Bengal^ p. 111.

.MUGHSI or Maghazzi have been noticed under
the latter spelling at p. 7G7yq.v. The Kind are

settled in Cutch Gandava, to which fertile plain

they have emigrated at different periods from the

^

.province of Mekran, and have become incorporated

with the Jat or cultivators of the soil, as. the

subjects of the Khan of Kalat
;

a fe\v likewise

reside in the hills to the N.K. of Ciitch Gandava
and skirts of the deserts north of Kalat. The
subdivision of the Brahiii tribes amount to about
ten, and* those, of the Kind and ^lughsi each
amount to double that number.
MUGTTi, the mullet genus of lish, belonging to

the Mugilida} of the order Acanthoi3terygii
;
about

84 species are known in the seas of the south

and east of Asia. A species of mullet is very
common in. Tenasserim, and is often seen on
the tables of Europeans, by wdiom it is highly

esteemed.

Mugil cephalotus, Chv. and VaL
Mugil our, ForskaL

'

Sole hhauggan, linn

M. cephalus, Bussell. Jumpul, Malay.
Koutali, Tam., Bussell.

Total length, 2 feet. It inhabits I\‘nang,

Malayan Peninsula, Singapore, Macao, Lancavy,

Chusan, Madura, Coromandel, Bay of Bengal,

Gangetic .estuaties, Malabar. * The air -ve.ssel is

large, elongated
;

its purietes very thin, pearl-

coloured. M, corsula is a fish of the Bay of Bengal.

It is a surface swimmer. See Mullet.

MUGUT, also Kirita, also Toop. Sansk.

Terms for the liigh cap figured on tlie head of

Vishnu as Narayami. •

MUHAMMEKAII is situated near the junction

of the Jerahi or Tab with the Kariiii river. It

affords vessels sailing up the Persian Gulf facilities

for lauding goods without going on to Ihisra,

which lies liigher up the stream of the Shatt-ul-

Arab. See Mahainra.

MUHAQQIQ. Auab. A very learned doctor

in one or.two sciences.

MUHAR or Muhr. Hind., Peks. * A seal, a

gold cbin of value IG rupees.— IP.

MUHARRAM. Akab. Sacred, unlawful,

prohibited. The first month of the Muhammadan
year, in* which it was held unlawful to make war.

Among the Shiah Muhammadans thi.s month is

held in peculiar veneration, as l^eing the month in

which Hasan and Husain, the sons of Ali, were

killed. Xlieir deaths are .the .subject of public

mourning duVing tho first ten days, when fasting

and self-denial are also eryoined. The educated

of the Sunni Muhammadans also regard these

(lays as days for solemn thoughts. The unedu-

cated regard the period as a time for a carnival.

See Ali.

MUHTAJ. In the Parsee religion, on the 2Cth

day of the 12th month, the Muhtaj commences

;

.the souls of. deceased relatives revisit the houses

of their descendants. Four or five days before, all

the house is cleaned with water arid whitewashed,

and on the 26th day one room is purified and set-

apart, a white sheet is put on the coiling, flowers

and fruits are put in pure water in vessels, prayers

offered, and a fire lit there by the Mobeds. This

is continued for ten days, after which the room

is closed for fgur days and re-opened for a two
days’ repetition of the cleaning till the Khordad
sal, at the dawn of which tlie souls of the departed
take flight to their original dvrelling-place.

.
MUIN - ud . DIN, CHISHTI, who is buried at

Ajinir, was born a.d. 1142, died A.D. 1236, aged
97 lunar years. The inside of his mausoleum is

magnificent yet solemn.

MUIR, JOHN, C.I.E., D.C.L., LL.D., Ph.D.,
a Bengal Civil Servant, an eminent Sanskrit
scholar, author and translator of many Sanskrit
\yritings. In 1879 he published Metrical Transla-
tions from Sanskrit Writers, with an introduction,

ProseVereions, and Parallel Passages from Classical

Author
;
and he had previously published a small

volume of Religious and Moral Sentiments metri-
cally rendered from Sanskrit. In 188 1 he put forth
tlu* firstpart of his Christa Sangita or Life of Christ,

in Sanskrit verse. After completing* this work,
Avhich excited jniich curiosity and*. gained coiir

siderable favour among learned Hindus, he fol-

lowed it up with a Tiife of St. Paul. Then he
published the Mata Pariksha or Examination of

Religions, which set forth a sketch of the argu-
ment for Christianity, and combated some of tlie

leading points of Hinduism. These were all com-
posed in verse,—in the form most familiar to Brah-
mans. The last of them excited so much interest

as to call forth some replies. All of these have
been reproduced ' in the vernacular languages.

Amongst liis other works may be inentione<l

Arguments for Christianity, 1889
;

Missionary

()j)erations in Northern India, 1852
;
Reasotis for

a Sanskrit Chair, 18G0; Original Sanskrit Texts,

1858, 18G8. In 18G2, .he founded the Chair of

Sanskrit and Comparative* Philology ’
in the

Edinburgh University, * and lie instituted the

Muir lifctiires on Comparative Religion. .* •

MUJK, Siu WILLIAM, K.C.S.I., LL.D. of the

Universities of Edinburgh and Glasgow, and
D.C.L. of Oxford, born 27th April 1819, a Bengal
Civil Servant of the middle of the 19th (X'ntury,

1887-187G, who held the high offices of Foreign
Secretary to Government, Member of the Council

of the Governor-General, Lieutenant-Governor
N.W. Provinces, and Financial Minister of India,

and afterwards a member of the! Council of II.M.

Secrehiry of State for India. Author of Life of

Mahomed and History of Islam, 1858 and 1877 ;

The Early Caliphate and Rise of Islam, 1881

;

The Koran, its Composition and Tc'aching, and

I

the Testimony it bears to the Holy Scriptures

3877 ;
J'lxtracts from the Koriin, with English

Keiideririgs, 1880; Rise and Decline. of Islam,

1882-1888. In 1882, he translated •from the

Arabic, the Apology for Christianity by Abd-ul-

Ma.sih ihii Ishaq-al-Kindi
;
Annals of the Early

Caliphate from Original Sources, 1883.

MUJALJJBAH, also called Maklouba, ruins

on tlie east or left bank of the Euphmtes, 4^ miles

N.N.W.'from tlie bridge of Hillah, and 1 J N. of the

Ainmm Hill. Maklouba means overturned. The

Mujallibah is .a solid quadrangular mound, the

sides of which face the cardinal points. Its height

is not more than 90 or 100 feet in the loftiest

part; but Sir R. Porter assigns to It that of 140

feet. It is. called by the natives El-MujalHbah,

the overturned; also Haroot and MarooL ^

tradition handed down, with little deviation, from

time immemorial. This solid raoun4 is regaroea

as the remains of the tower of Babel, an opinion
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adopted by Major Rennell. Near the Mujallibah, of Krishna in Mewar. Tod relatQp that in his time

and to the south of it, are remains of the Kasr, as the spices of the isles of the Indian A.rchipelago

;

well as those of the hanging gardens
;
and at the balmy spoils of Araby the Blest

;
the nard or

rather morfe than six miles from Hillah, standing frankincense of Tartly ; the raisins and pistachios

amidst and crowning the summit of extensive of Persia; every variety of saccharine preparation,

masses of ruin, is the Birs or Bars Nimrud. This from the sacarcand (sugar-candy) of liie Celestuil

has been considered by Niebuhr, Rich, and others Empire, with which the god sweetens his evening
tobethec^lebratedtempleof Bel uS, and,* according repast, to that more common sort which enters

to Herodotus, it was separated from the palace by into the*pcra of Mathura, the food of his infancy;

the river (lib. i. clxjyc.) : T/im (dos quart iers) est the shawls of Kashmir, tlie silks of Bengal, the.

rcmarquable par Ic palais du roi, ct rautre par le scarfs of Benares, the brocades of Gujerat,

lieu consacre h Jupiter Belus. The .Kasr ruins ‘ the flower and choice*

near Hill^i are 7/)0 yards from Amram Hill. Still Of many i)rovinces from bound to bound,’

farther south is the hill of Amram; a more ex- —all contribute to enrich the shrine of^Cat’hdwara

tensive, though less lofty mass than the last, in Mewar. Ihit it is with the votaries of the

which must comprise the relics of many ami maritime provinces of. India that he has most
important edifices. To the E.N.E.,' at the distance reason to be satisfied

;
in the commercial cities of

of six miles from the Mujallibah, is an insulated and Surat, Cambay, Muscat, Mandavij etc. etc., the

lofty conical mound, named Al-lleimer; and, lastly, Mnkhia or comptrollers deputed by the high

a considerable conical mound, called the Tuebo, ])riest reside to collect the benefactions, and
and by some considered to be the N.E. angle of transmit them as occasion requires. A deputy
the ancient city, stands about 15 miles to the resides on the part of the high priest at Multan,

north of those just enumerated. There are, wlio invests the distant worshippers with the

besides, a vast number of inferior heaps, some of initiative cordon and necklace. Even from
which indicate the coin:seR of canals tliat irrigated Sainarcand the pilgrims repair with their ^^ffer-

the country, or supplied distant qinarters of the ings; and a sum, seldom less than 10,000 rupees,

city with water, and some* are the remains of is annually transmitted by the votaries from the

ramparts which probably enclosed* and defended Arabian ports of Muscat, xMocha, and Jedda,

the principal edifices.

—

JicniKll ;
Miyuau's Tr.

;

which contribution is probably augmented not only

Herodotus. by the votaries who dwell at the mouths of the

MUJAIVAR, a servant who attends the tomb, Volga, but by the Samoyede of Siberia. There

hermitage, or spot consecrated to ‘a Muhammadan is not a petty retailer professing the Vishnu creed

saint or person of rank, who docs not carry a tithe of his trade to the

MUJMIL, a Persian version of an Arabic stores
;

and thus caravans of JO and 40 cars,

translation from Sanskrit, written in the year double-yoked, pass twice or .thrice annually by

1026 A.l).,* by Abul Hasan of Jorjan, near the the upper road to Nat’hchvara. These pious

Caspian. It gives a description of the Maldives, bounties are pot allow.ed to moulder in the

MUJOUS. Peks.’ Tlie priests of the Persians, bindar:-the apparel is clLstributetk with a ‘liberal

from Mugh, an infl*del priest
;
generally applied to hand as the gift of the deity to those who evince

the priests of the Zoroastriau Guebres, but some- their devotion; and the edibles enter daily into

times to Christians. This word is sometimes usyd the various food prepared at the shrine.

—

Tod's

in Persian poetry to signify a tavern-keeper. Ilajasthan^ i. p. 527. .

This is* however, only a metaphorical application MUKHTAK. Akau. An agent, an attorney,

of the i\irm.^M(dcobn'^ Persia, i. j). 200. Mukhlar naina, a power of attorney.

MIJJZUB orMajzub. Auau. Lit. abstracted, MUKKAIVA, a race in Travancore, sujDposed

a class of fakirs. to havi* immigrated from Ceylon.* A tribe of ftshcr-

MUKADDAM. Arau. A chief, a leader, the men in Malabar; those of North Malabar Tollow

headman of a village, the superintendent of ii the rule of descent a matrice, bqt .those in the

gang. south permit of deswnt of property to sons.

MUKAT, a tinsel crown worn at weddings. MUKNA. Hind. An elephant without tusks.

SeeMor; M-ugut. MUKSHA, iSANSK., from Mooch, to liberate.

MUKAVAN. Mat.. A tribe of fishermen in The Hiifdu thoologic opinion, known as nirvana,

Malabar. See Mukkawa. is one species of miiksha or liberation, as koivulya

MUKBSH. Hind. Gold wire flattened for is another
;
they both mcAn absorption, excluding

embroidery of a heavy kind. Mukesh bati-hiii, every idea of separate identity.— Ward's Hindoos,

twisted tinsel. Mukesh gokru, waved mukesh, iv, p. 361.

made by crimping mukesh bati-hui with iron tongsx MUKTAD, a Parsec ceremony in honour of

Mukesh-ki-tand,^ wire for niaking mukesh. the dead, performed at the end of thcr Parsee

. MUKHASA, a portion of land or a village year, before a i)ilo of metal vessels filled with

assigned to an individual, cither rent-free or at a water, and raised from the ground on iron stools.'

low quit-rent, oft condition of service, or for MULA, in Mysore, a rain commencing between

service rendered. Mukhasadar, one holding a 12th-25th December. Cumin, coriandar-) tobacco,

inukhasa. and other seeds are sown at this time.

MUKHIA, in Bengal, one of the village author- MULA, a river of Baluchistan, about 150 miles

ities
;

also a comptroller, appointed to collect long, rises a few miles south of Kalat, runs south-

tribute to Hindu idols. Such sacred offerings easterly about 80 miles, north - ^terly, and
were held in high estimation by the nations of easterly, and is ultimately absorbed in the desert

antiquity. Herodotus observes that these were* of Shikarpur. Along its course winds the Mula
transmitted from the remotest nations of Scythia imss or Gandava pass of Cutch Gandava, from lat.

to Delos in Greece ;
but that range is far less ex- 28° 10' to 28? 24' N., and long. 66° 12' to 67° 27'

tensive than the offerings to the dewal or temple E. It is about* 100 miles long
;

it has open spaces
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connected by defiles. Bapow is 5260 feet
;
Peesee

Bhent, 4600; Nurd,‘2860; Bent-i-Jah,‘ 1850;
Kiillar, 750 feet. Descent, 4650 feet; average, 46
feet per mile. Water abundant. It is practicable

for artillery. In 1839, a BrHish-tndiaii detachment
marched though it.. It is preferable ta the

Bolan pass in* a military .point of view, and it is.

the southern pass by which accc'ss is gained from
Cutch Gandava to the table-land of Jhalawan.
It has three entrances—(1) at Pir Cliatta, 0 miles

‘from Kotri
; (2) tlie Taphoi entrance leading from

Jlial, 9 ililes south of Kotri
;
and (3) the Gatti

entrance, a very difficult road.

MULA,•pronounced properly ^faula, a judge, the

magistrate of a large city, hence the word Maulawi
or Maulvi, judicial, belonging to a judge or magis-

trate, but applied in India to a Muhammadan
learned in Arabic. It takes the place of Alim,
plural Ulema, of the- Turks. In Egj^pt, tlie

Ulema and men of religion and letters in general

wear a turband particularly wide and formal, Called

.‘i.mukleh. El-Melik-el-Asliraf-Shaaban, a sultan

of Egypt (a.d. 1362 - 1376), was the lii*st who
ordered the sherifs (or descendants of the prophet)

to distinguish themselves by the green turband and
dress.* In Egypt these descendants are addressed

as Sherif, noble, and Seyd or 8eyyid (master or

lord), whatever be his station. Anotlier word is

Maulana, Maulana as Sultan, our lord the ^^ultan.

Maulana Jalal-ud-Din-er Kuttii, foundci* of the

into tloul
;
the br^ad from it is nutritious and

fattening. The hUl mulberry, or Idmu, is the
Morus serrata.

Tut or karun is the Merus Indica, a tree of

fast growth, attaining its full size in 20 years,

when it becomes useful.

The leaves of the red and white mulberry trees

form the food of the Bombyx mori, yielding the
silk of commerce. The Philippine mulberry is

the Moms multiciiulis of botanists. In Birbhum,
mulberry gardens are- innumerable, dotting, the
country ii\ patches of a dark-green colour.

The white species in’. China bears but little fruit.

The. Chinese recommend the dung of fowls and
<hicks as* a manure to produce abundant foliage

for silk-worms. Species of mulberry have . been
cultivated for kmg ages in China. Morns Indica,

M. atropurpurea, M. rubra, M. alba, M. tartarica,

and M. nigra are all grown, and many varieties

have been produced by cultivation, such as the

hill mulberry, the golden mulberry, and the fowl

mulberry.

Mulberry trees^ constitute the wealth of tlie.

Druse, Maronitc,* ^lutawali, Ansari, and other

tribes of Syria.

• In the United States of America it is con-

sidered that an aeite should support 700 to 1000
trees, producing when four years old, *5000
lbs. of leav(‘S lit for silk-wonu food. On this

quantity of loaves, 140,000 worms can bo reared,

Mawlavi darveshes.

MULA ABDUL KADIR, RADAUNI, also

called Kadiri, was the author of the Muntakhab- .

uf-Tawarikh, also known as the Tarikh-i-Ikidauni. I

It is a general history of India from the tinn3. of
j

the Ghaznivides to the fortieth year of Akbar’s
|

reign, and notices Akbar in a prevalent tone of
'

censurp and disparagement. He was .born at

Badaun A.ii. 9J7 or 949. He was an eminently

pious man, and excelled in music, history, aiul*

astronomy.
' .

MULA KHEC, a section of the Orakzai clan

on the outer spurs of the f^ainanagaih, 8.W. of

Hangu. They could muster 700 fighting men.

—

AT. yL, iV. IK F. p. 496. .
'

/MULANA AllMAD, with other writers, were

authors of the Tarikh - i - Alfi. He was also

authoi; of the Khulasat-ul-Hayat, the. Essence of

Life (a.h. 99t)), and was son .of the Knzi of Tatta.

It was finished A.H. 1000
;
hence its name Alfi.

MULA ZAKKl, the founder of a school of

philosophy whose followers, in the early, part of

the 19th century, when Mountstuart Elpbinstone

visited Kabul, were saldr to take the full advantage

of their release from the fear of hell and the awe i

of a Supreme Being, and to bo dissolute and un-

principled profligates.

—

Elphinstone's Cmihnl \

MULBERRY.
Mure Er. 1 Tut, Hind.

Maul-beero, . . . Ger. \
Mora, . . . It., Sr.

Species of the -Morus or mulberry trees and

their frujt In the ' Panjab there are red and

white mulberries, and two sorts of each colour

;

one is a small oval, being rather sweet, but a most

miserable fruit. The other, called shahtut, is a

very long, narrow fruit, looking almost like a

caterpillar, either ^eenish-yellow or red-black in

colour; this fruit i& somewhat better than Hie
,

first kind ;
it is very sweet, but has no flavour.

The sdahtut, or - royal mulberry of Kashmir, is a

fine large subacid fruit
;

it is dvied and made

•from which eggs at a net profit ranging from

to £240 ]:>er acre will be obtained by the

,
work of one person. Mulberry trees have boen

j
largely cultivated in (California

;
in 1870, to 7 or 8

j

millions, and in one year £700 were cleared .from

I
3| acres, the working expenses haying been £90.

Mulberry bark, the Sang - ken -peh - p’ of the

(yhinesi!
;
a silky fibre is extracted from the bark.

Mulberry epijihyte. • iSang* - shang - ki - sang.

Chin. An epiphyte .so called grows on the mul-

berry trees of (3hina, the woody branches of which

afl) highly prized by the Chinese, and liighly

adulterated in eonscfiuence. •

Mulberry [)aper. Pi-chi, CiriN.

—

Smith, M. M.
Ch.; Von Mnelkr.

MULE. The Chinese possess a handsome and

docile race, mostly like the mule of Egypt, but

some resembling the dira-coloured breed of the

Tolt(‘rra. Mjiles seldom go so few as 30 miles in

a day. They will cairy a load of about 3 cwt., •

passing over such kotals or passes as would appal

even a Simnish muleteer.

MUIil or Moola. Hind.. A radish, Raphanus

sativus; any root. To. call a Muhammadan a

garden root, as Turn kon si bagh ki mooli ho? What

garden root are you ? is very offensive.
* MULK. Arab. A kingdom, the third title

amongst Indian Muhainmadans, as Saraj-ul-Mulk,

Shatf-ul-Mulk, Mukhtar-iil-Mulk.*

. MULLA I. Mahr. Rich ground along the.

banks of some rivers, formed by- alluvial deposits

a field of garden or meadow land.

MULLAVELLY, a town in the Masulipatam

collectorate. It is a diamond locality, aijd the

Hyderabad Government reserved it when cedmg

the Northern Circars. Sandstone conglomerate

extends from Banaganapilly to Condapilly- ana

^Mullavelly, in all which localities diamonds are

found. See Diamonds.
. „

•MULLER; Frederick Max -Muller, Member

of the Institute of France, Ejught of the Ordr
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MULLET FISH. MUI.TAN.

pour le Merite, Member of the Reale Accademia numbers ip the river near Moulmein
;
many of the

del Lincei of Rome, and JjL.D. of Cambridge Burmese regard it as the young of M. cepsalotiis,

and Edinburgh, is a learned German who settled but it is . a distinct species.

—

Ainslk
;

Mason ;

in England. . He was born on the 6th. December Thomas. See Mugil.

1823 at Dessau, the capital of the small Duchy MULTAN, p, city in. the Panjab, which gives

of Anhalt Dessau. His father was AVilhelm its name to a revenue division and district. The
Muller, a celebrated poet of Germany. In 1813

|

city is in Tat.. 30*^ 12' N., and long. 71° 30' 45" E.,

lie took the degree of Ph.D. at the University o*f
j

and is now 4 miles from tiio present left bank of

T/eipzig, after wliich, in 1845, he went to Paris,
|

the Chenab. Cunningham thinks 4t is the Kas-
and in 1846 to England. He undertook to

!
yapapura .of .Ptolemy, and that it was situated

superintend the printing of the Rig Veda at the
j

on the bank of the Ravi in tlie 2d century a.d.

charge of the E. I. Company, at Oxford, where he At the capture of Multan by Chach, in the

held the Chairs of Taylorian Profi'sHor of Euro- ' middle of the 7th century, the waters of the Ravi'

pcan Languages (1850 and 1854'), Comparative
i
were still ilowing under the walls of the fortress

;

Philology (1868). In 1841 In; translated the ' but in a.d. 713, when the citadel was liesieged by
liitopadesa into Gorman, and printed it at Muhafnmad-bin-Kasiin, it is stated by Biladuri

Leipzig, which lie tmnslated and republished in that the city was supplied with water by a stream

London. In 1817 ho translated Kalidasa’s poem, Ilowing from the river. Muhammad cut off tlie

the Megha-duta, from the German into English. waf.(‘r, and the inhabitants, pressed by thirst,

In 1847 ho read an essay .on the Relations of the surrendered at discretion.

Bengali tg the Aryan and Aboriginal Languages . The population in 1881 was 68,674. 3fultau

of India, ki 1853 he wrote to Chevalier Bunsen division lies between lat. 29° 1' and 32° 4' N., and
a letter on the Classification of the Turanian Lan- between long. 70° 33' and 74° 10' 30" E., and
guages. In 1854 he •submitted proposals for a comprises the four districts of Multan, Jliaug,

missionary alphabet; in 1859 the History of Montgomery, an<l Muzaffargurh. The Multan
Ancient Sanskrit Literature; in 1861, 1864, and. district is, on the Whole, an arid, sandy country,

1873, Lectures on the Science of T^angnage, about 110 miles in length, and 70 in its greatest

wliich-up to 1878 liad gone through nine editions, breadth. Multan town lias had its namc repeatedly

.

and have been tcan slated into French, German, elmuged. It is supposed to be the. capital of the

Italian, and Russian
;
and his Science of Religion, ^falli of ?\lexander’s his.torians, the place where

False Analogies in Comparative Philology, ami Alexander was wounded. At an interval of 1300

thePhiloRopliy of Mythology, have also been trans- years, two conquerors, Alexander and Mahmud,
latcd into the ])rinci]>al Continental •languages, were opposed by a race Of this name. In A.D.

His Chips from a Geianan Workshop, and Bayana- 1000, Mahmud (mten.al Hindustan, but in the

charya’s Commentary on the Rig V^eda, JiCetures course of eight years he made no farther progress

on Missions, have also been translated
;
and he than Multan. The Malli and Catheri (that is the

undertook to c»lit The Sacred Rooks of llio East, Khatry or JL'ijpiit tril>e) of Alexander must have

of which, up to the end of 1884, 24 volumes have preserved their ancient spirit, to be able to oppose,

appeared. In 1873 ho delivered, in Westminster for so long a lime, such formidable armies, headed

Abbey, a lecture on the Religions of the World
;
in by so furious an enthusiast as Mahmud.

1878, in the Chapter. ITouse of Westminster, he Multan city was conquered by Shahab-ud-Din

gave a course of lectures on the Origin and Growth in.ll7L After the invasion of 'rimnr, it fell into

of Religion, as illustrated by tlio Religions of the liands successively of an Afghan, of the

India
;
in 1882 he lectured on India, at Cambridge Arghuns of Bind, of the Moghnl emperors df India,

College. In 1880 and 1881, with the help of of Nadir Shali, of the Bikhs, and now of tlic

Sanskrit manuscripts from Japan, he published British. Its local name is still Mallithaii. Multan

the .Sanskrit text of several Buddhist texts; his fortress, with Millraj aiid garrison, after a pro-

principal essays have been collected in bis four longed siege, surrendered unconditionally to the

volumes of Chips from a German Workshop ami investing Indian army on the 22d January 1849.

two volumes of Selected Essays. His published Mnlban ami Tatta were the ancient seats of

works have been numerous beyond those of any the Balia or Balli-ka-putra race, and to tho

.writer of his time, ami have cliicfly relation to j^resent the blessing or byrd of the bards is Tatta-

the races and literature of India and Bouthern Mnltan-ka-liao.

and Eastern Asia.— 77/c Ldsi^rc Hour, July 1878. There are in.tln^ Mullau and Dehrajat divisions

MULUhlT FISH, Mindl, 5//. 42 castes returned as Jat, in number about 100,000

Arabi mutchi,* . Dukh.” Piithiii, . . ; . Hind. , souls, engaged in gardening ami other trades,—

The mullets spawn largely -in estuaries, and
i
Araiu, bazige^, bhaiiara, Baluch, charhoa, Cliuhra,

appapently nowhere else. Tlie seer, Cybrium
j

darzi, dhobi, Duim fakir, Gujar, julaha, j*ogi,

Cfommersonii, seoihs to spawn very near the kallal, kaimlngaT, Kahar,“kutana, khoja, kumhar,
^

mouths of thC’ estuaries, while others appear to Labana, lobar, machhi, mali, mahar, modhi,

ascend nearly as high as the tidal influence for nuijawar, Moghnl, mallah, mirasi, Pathan, p^mli,

the purpose^ The jn'iH^t lives largely on shnmps puugar, qassab, ‘ qazi, Qiireshi,. Rajput, fehaikh,

and sand-worms. A small plot of some 4 or 5
|

saiklgar, Tarkhan, teli, zjirgar. Multan town in

acres jn the Mangalore backwaters was therefore 1881 had Hindus, 29,962; Muhammadans, 86,294;

buoyed off to be left undisturbed for shVimps to Sikh, 661
;
Jain, 46

;
unspl'cilied, 174. The city

breed in. The Tenasserim seas have large-eyed of Multan forms the great commercial centre of

mullet, valuable for tho table, and common in the district, but. there arc also bazars at Shuj-

Calcutta, but distinguished by its small head, abad, Kahriir, Sarai Sidhu, Tulamba, Lodhran^

smaller scales, and goggle eyes, which appear -to Jalalpur, and other smaller towns.
*

be starting but of its head. Mugil subviridis, Turke8.tan, and especially the city of Bokhara,

VakneiemM, a mullet ofteft found in great supplies Multan with silk of three kinds, namely,
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MULTANIA THUG. MUMTAZ MAHAL.

Lab-i-abi, Charkhi, and Hosbkari. These are

purchased in Bokhara from 7, 9, to 12 rupees per
seer, and sold in Multan from 10, 12, to 15
rupees. One camel-load of the first kind of silk,

l^fhich is equal to maonds in weight, costs at

Bokhara 440 tila, or 2837 rupees 8 annas. Each
tila makes 6 Nanakshai rupees and 6 or 7 annas.

The trade of Bokhara tO Multan is generally con-

ducted by the* Lohani and Shikarpuri on camels.

Multan indigo is of good colour.

In the citadel is the shrine of Baha-u-Din,
Hiikn-i-Alam. North of the city is the shrine of

the martyr Shams Tabreezi. Burton states that

the people of Multan murdered Shams of Tabreez,

a celebrated Murshid*or spiritual teacher, in order

to bury him in their town. The Afghan Hazara, he
says, made a point of killing and burying in their

own country, any stranget who is indiscreet

enough to commit a miracle or show any particular

sign of sanctity,

MULTANIA THUG, a class of Thugs who were
all Muhammadans, and assumed the character

of Banjaras, trading in grain, and travelling with
their families, but putting most of their female

children to death. They strangled tra\:cllers with

their bullock ropes
;
they were coiii^dered among

the ancient Thugs.

MULVT, in India the pronunciation of the
Arabic Mula or Mania, a learned Muhammadan,
one learned in the Muhammadan law. formerly,

in British India, a mulvi was attached to each

court of justice, but. latterly learned Muham-
madan and other subordinate judges .have been
styled Amin and 8adr-Amin. See Mula.

MUMMUBTl, the Hindu triad, Brahma, Vishnu,

and Siva, literally three forms, from .Mur, three,

and Mur’t, forms.
• MUMMY, the Egyptians believed in the re-

occupation of the body by the soul, and their

object in so preserving the body was to have it

ready for the re-entry of the soul after completing

its period of migrations. The mummy cases- of

Egypt were made of the wood of Cordia myxa.
In 1831, 39 mummies of royal and priestly

persons were discovered at Deir-el-Baliaii near

Thebes. They were iqostly found wrapped in

shrouds of fine linen, enclosed in three wooden
mummy cases, each disclosing the form of the

body, and fitting in one another like a nest of

boxes, the arms crossed upon the breast, the right

hand grasping the crux ansata, the tiran serpents

gilt, the head-dress exquisitely carved; written

texts on the mummy cases, in yellow, orange, and
green, festoons and wreaths of flowers in marvel-

lous preservation, and papyri of value.

Kamses II. is the.Pharaoh of Jewish history.

King Raskenen, 17th dynasty.

King Aahmes I. (Ainosis), founder of 18th <lynasty.

Queen Aithmes Nofert Ari, wife of Aahmes i.

Qi^en Ar*hotep, daughter of Aahmes l.
' '*

•

Prince Sa Ammon, son of ,,

Princess Sat Ammon; daughter of ,,

King Amenhotep i.. (Amenopliis), 2d of 18th dynasty.

King Thotmes l., second king of 18th dynasty.

King Thotmes li., third „
’

King Thotmes ill. the. Great, fourth • king of 18th

dynasty.
Queens Hont-ta-me-hou, Au, and Sclka of the 18tli

dynasty.
‘

•

King Ramses i., founder of the 19th dynasty.
King Seti i., second of „
King Ramses ii., third of „
Queen Noutient, of 21st dynasty.
High priest IMnotem, of ,,

Queen Ra-ma-ka, ef 2lBt dynasty,
fong Pinotem, of • ,, .

Queen Hon-ta-taoui, daughter of king Pinotcui.

High priest Ma-sahata, relative df „
Queen Ast-em-jeb, daughter of „
Princess Nessi Kon sou, daughter of „

—Times^ 28th August 1881

MUMTAZ ^lAHAL, the title of Arjamanr
Banu Begum, queen of Shah Jahan, emperor o:

Dchli. She was the daughter of Abul Hasan,
son of Itiinad-ud-I)6wla, prime minister of the

emperor Jahangir. She was twenty years marriec

to Shah Jahaij, and bore him a child almosi

every year. Bernier says the emperor lovec

her so pnssionately that his conjugal, fidelity was

never impeached while she lived. The dealli

of the Begum on the 18th 'July 1631 was occa-

sioned by her giving birth to a daughter, who is

fabulously said to liavo^ been heard crying in the

womb by herself and her other daughters. The
sultana died in two hours after the birth of the

princess. . Her Imsband, Shah Jahan, erected over

her remains a magniticeiit tomb, known to Euro-

peans as the Taj Mahal, a corruption of Muintaz
Mahal. Travernier says tluit in building the Taj

20,000 workmen were employed for 22 years

in its erection, and'ljo states it was erected by a

Frenchman of the name of Austin de Bordeaux.

The brick scaffolding h said to have cost as much
as the building itself. The marble had been pre-

sented by the raja of Jeypore, and was brought

from its qiparries, a distance of 140 miles, upon

wheeled climagcs. The mausoleum stands on

I

a marble terrace over the Jumna, is flanked at

a moderate distance by two mosques, and ‘is

surrounded by extensive gardens. The building

itself on the outside is of white marble, with a

high cupola and' four minarets. In the centre (4

the int^’ior is a lofty hall of a circular form

under a dome, in the middle of which is the

tomb, enclosed within an open screen of elaborate

tracery formed of marble and mosaics. The

walls are of white' marble, with borders of a

running pattern of flowers in mosaic. The grace-

ful flow, the harmonious colours, and, above fJl,

th(? sparing use of this rich ornament, with tlio

mild lustre of the marble on which it is displayed,

form the peculiar charm of the building, and <lis-

tinguish it from any other in the world. Tlic

materials arc the inferior gems, lapis-lazuli, jasper,

heliotrope or bloodstone, a sort of golden stone

(not well understood), with calcedony, agates,

jade, and various stofles of the same description.

Voysey (As. Kes. v. p. 434) says a single floAver

in the screen conhiinsYOO stones, ea.ch cut to the

exact shape necessary, and highly polished ;
and

yet, says Bisho}! Hebei*, though everything is

finished like an ornament for a drawing*rooin

criiinney-picce, the general effect produced is

rather solemn tind impressive than gaudy, bi

the minute beauties of execution, however, these

flowers are by no means equal to those on tables

and other small works in PietraDura at Florence.

It is the taste displayed in the outline and

tion of this ornament, combined with the light-

ness and simplicity of the building, which gives it

so prodigious an advantage over, the gloomy

panels of the chapel of the Medici, The mosaics

of- the Taj are said, with great probability? to have

l^een the workmanship of Italians. Her husbam

died in a.d. 1666. In the middle of the apart-
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MUND. MUNDEE.

mettt, underneath the great cujjbla, are the ceno- The Mundah are less truthful and open, less
taphs of the royal pair. They lie side by side, manly and hohcst, than the Ho.
the empress to the left. Her name, Mumtaz In 'the Mundah marriages the bride is always
Mahal, Banii Begum, and the date of her deatli, adult, and 5 or 7 rupees are paid for her. The
1681, are read on the slaib. lliat of her. husband, couple are first niarried to two trees, the bride to
and the date of his death, 1666, are also inscribed the mahwa tree (Bassia latifolia), and the groom •

upon the other tomb.— Tr. flind i! p. 413; to the mango (Mangifera Indica), which they
Elphinstone^ p. 631. * touch with sandur (red lead), and then clasp in
MUNH. Mahh. a lot of land. Mundwahik, tlicir arms. They then stand on a curry-stone

the cultivator of a mund or lot; from Mund. together, touch each other’s forehead with sandur,
head, principal, stipulated feum or quantity,* ana when water is'po'ured over them. This necessi-
IVahik, to cultivate. Munda, a licadinan.-*-ir. tales a change of clothes, for which they retire to
MUNDA. Maleal.- In Malabar, a cloth worn a hut, and do not emerge until morning,

by both sexes around the waist. Mundasa, a The dead of the Mundah and Ho are placed iii

cloth worn by the poorer classes iu Dharwar, a coffin along with all the clothes aiid ornaments
costs Rs. 1^. See Mundoo. used, and all the money the deceased had, and all

MUNDAH, a ‘race occupying the eastern and burned. The larger bones arc preserved till a
southern parts of Chutia Nagpur. The Mundah, large monumental stone can be obtained, and. the
Ho, and.Oraon are all divided into families, bones interred below it,—the Ho near the houses,
called khel or clan, and may not take to wife a girl the Oraon separate from the village. They arc

'

of their own khel.- Mauki is the name applied to taken to the tomb in a procession, with young
the Mundah chiefs in the southern parts of Cliiitia girl.s iKuring empty and partly broken pitchers,

Nagpur. The Manki have acquired considerable which they reverse from time to time to show that
estates. The Mundah and Ho houses are more tlicy are empty. The collection of these massive*
isolated, with better accommodation than those grave-stones under the fine old tamarind trees is

of the Onvon, with verandahs, 'and separate a remarkable feature .in ICol villages. The stones
apartmejits for the married and unmarried nicni- are sometimes so large that the men of several

hers. Every Mumlah village has its own dancing- villages are required to move them. The bones
place. The Mundah comprise about two-thirds are put with some rice into a new earthen vessel,

of the population of the five pargYinas of Silli, deposited into the cavity prepared for them, and
Tamar, Baranda,* Kabey\ and Ibnulii, all others covered with the big stone. The Mundah and
being recent settlors. But many of the Mundah Oraon races are fond of field sports, and all game,
Kol have been dispossessed of their ancestral largo and small, disappear from near them. Tliey

lands by middlemen, Brahmans and itajputs. form groat hunting parties. Fishing and cock-
The Mundah settlements are chiefly in the eastern fighting are also resorted to. The Mimdah and
and southern ’parts of Chutia Nagpur, ^fimdali Ho have a shamauite religion. They have no
features are flat and broad. The extreme features worship of material idols, but Singbongu, the sun,

of this race arc high cheek-bones, small eye orbits, is the supreme being, the creator and preserver, a
often with an oblique setting, fiat faces, without beneficent deity. • They have secondary “gods, all

Jiiuch beard or whisker, and in colour from brown invisil)le, and generally malevolent. Sacrifices to

to tawny-yellow. The richer people of the Singbongu are made of fowls, pigs, white goat,

Mundah wear the poita, reverence Brahmjwis, and ram, and buffalo.

worship Kali, but the mass continue in their The Oraon worship the sun under the name of

original faith. The great i)ropitiatory sacrifices Dharmi, as the creator and the preserver, and
to thp local deities are carou.sals, at which they offer white animals to him in sacrifice,

eat, drink, sing, dance, and make love, and the Manki is the iiamc applied to. tfie Mundah
Hindus settled ' in the province propitiate the chiefs on the southern parts of Chutia Nagpur,
local deities’.. The’ Mundah country is arranged Every Mundah village has its own dancing-

into phrha or divisions, each consisting of twelve place. General Cunningham suggests, pp. 605,

or more villages under a chief, and the chiefs 507, that the Mundah are the ancient Murunda.

—

meet’at times f6r consultation. Major Dalton^ pp. 7G-196;.il/r. (*Sir) G. Camphell.

Many of the Oraon, and some of the Mundah MUNDA-FHORA. Guj. A Muhammadan
clans or khel, are called after animals,—the eel, mendicant in the west of India, who, to extort,

hawk, crow, heron, etc.
;
and the clans do not eat charity, draws blood from his own head or other

the animal whose name they bear. parts of his body ;* from Moonda, the head, Phorna,

Mundah wrere estimated by Colonel Dalton as to break,

under half a million.
' MUNDAVER. In the Animallay Hills are the

The Ho or Larka of Singbhum, and the Mundah Kadcr, .Afundaver, and Pullai\ The latter are

of the Southern parganas, arc finer as races than i wild-looking men, with long hair. They live on
the Bhumij or the Santal. *

. I
jungle products, mice, and other small animals.

The Munijah and the Ho keep the Magh Parab The Mundaver have no fixed dwellings, .but

or Desauli Bonga festival, a period of licentious i wander over the innermost hills with their cattle,

debapehery
; but while with the Ho it lasts for a‘l sheltering themselves in caves, or under little ledf

month, the Mundah restrict it to’ the full of the ’ sheds, and seldom remaining in one spot more
moon in Magh. At this tiie Mundah dance the than a year.

Jadura dance—it is like the Hoja 6f Chutia Nag- The Kader, Lords of the Hills, are a thick-

pur—round a Jbranch of the Karam tree planted lipped, small-bodied race, who live by the chase,

^n the Akhra or dancing-place. The licentious- and wield some influence over the ruder forest folk,

ness thc^e two indulge in at their great fe^jval is These hills have many kistvaens and dolmens.

5
great defect in their character, and the ciders MUNDEE. This ancient Rajput principality

drink heavily of their illi or beer.
* came into the control of the Bntish Government
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MUNDEL. . MtJNKrR.

by- the Lahore Treaty of the 9th Marph 1846. MUNGY PATTUN, a town in the Dckhanj

Area, 1080 square miles \ population, 189,269 ; anciently called Dhank.

revehue, Rs. 3,00,000 ;
tribute, Rs. 1,00,000.' Full MUNH-BOLA-BHAL Hind. An adopted

sovereignty was conceded to the raja Bulbeer brother
;
a custom amongst Muhammadan womer

Sein, hisJieirs, and those of his'brothers, accord- of adopting a person as a brother
;
the Hindu

.ing to seniority, unless specially set aside by men have it in the Bel-Bandhar, and the liaj-

Government for .incapacity or misconduct. The put wom6n in tjie Rakhi. . See Bel-Bandhar:

right of adoption has been conferred on the mja Brother-making
;
Kakhi.

by sunnud. It furnishes rockTsalt.

—

y[itc7iesoH\^ MUNI, in Hinduism, a sage, ancient, holy, oi

Treaties^ etc, p. 374. learned men, styled also Rishi, to whom grea

MUNDEL, a cloth’ of cotton'aiid gold, obtain- Heeds and the sacred books are ascribed. Th(

able in Cutch, costs Rs. 8.4.11. An article of dress, siccation or drying up of the vale of Kashmir am
MUNDHATA, an island in the Ncrbadda, famed of the Nepal valley are ascribed to two Muni

for its Saiva, Hindu, and Jaina temples. Between See Bralimadica
;
Hindu

;
Ijords of Createc

it and ther south bank is a deep-, silent pool, with. Beings
;
Prajapati.

many crocodiles and large fisln On the south MUNI BEGUM-, a European lady of Akbar’

. bank, the shrine of Amareswara has one of the 12 harem. The emperor survived his Lusitaniai

lingams which existed in India at the time of mistress, and sliowed his affection for her memory
Mahmud’s invasion. Up to the year 1824 wor- by erecting over her remains a handsome tomb a

shippera sacrificed themselves to Kal Bhairava Secimdra. In this tomb was located for man;

and his consort Kal Devi by precipitating them- years the Press of the -Church Mission Society

selves over the Birkhala rocks, at the eastern end and its premises afforded shelter to.300 orphan!

of* the island, at the rocks of tlie river’s brink, in the famine of 1838.— T/*. of Hind. ii. p. 17.

• where tlie terrible deity presided. The- statues * MUNJ. Hind. Saccharum sara and S. raiinja

and figures of the deities have all been mutilated also Eriophoriim comoSnm, very useful grasscvs

by the Muhammadan rulers.

—

P. and I. vii. common in many parts* of N. India, and khowi

MUND-MALA. Hind. A necklace of human under several.names. The boatmen of the Inclm

heads which- is suspended from the necks of iSiva employ the man
j

as a towing rope, and for tin

and^ some of his avatars, as Bhairava, and of rigging of their vessels, in all places above

Parvati as Kal and Kali. Sukkur. It is possessed of great tenacity, two-

MUNDOO. Maleal. A cloth given to a inch ropes, often 50 fathoms in length, piade of iU

Niiir woman betrothed to a single man.
.

filires, being sufficient for dragging the largest (a

MtJNDUM or Muiidwa, a temporary open shed 1200-maiin(l boats up the Indus, The rope isalsc

of haU, adorned with flowers, and erected on possessed of lightness, so advantageous forTiggia^^,

festive oo'casions, as at marriages, etc. .Also an and is capable also of bearing, without iiijur.v,

open temple c^nsocrated to a Hindu deity. altomate exposure to wet and to subsequent dr)-

MUNDuN. Hind. ‘ A Muhammadan rite of ing. Plants growing be.yond the range of the

shaving the child’s head on the 6th or 40th day ' overflowings of the river, or of the influence oi

after birth.

—

Herklois. •
\

the tides, arc possessed of the greatest strength,

MUNG. Hind. • Phaseolus mungo, green ; The upper leaves, about a foot or so in length, an

gram. This is grown throughout British India, preferred and collected.
’ When required foi

but more in the upper part of Hindustan
5

it is twisting into rope, they are first moistened ii

eaten by the natives dressed in various ways. It water
;
two men then, sitting opposite to eacl,

is used as Dal,, and considered the third best other, take one of those nioist bundles and boat il

among Dais. The dry leaves are given to cattle, alternately, with mallets, until the loose ceduhir

—Ja^ey. .

'

are sejmrated from the fibrops parts. These aro

MUNGALA, or Kartikeya, in Hinduism, the then ready for twisting into, ropes. It wouW
leader of the celestial armies,, is the Mars of the form an ample supply of half-stuff for papei

Hindus. Ho is one of the planets, and is of the makers.

—

Poyle.

Khettri caste. He was jproduced from the swept MUNJA BYTHNA, sitting in stat(‘, a Mubam-

of Siva’s brow
;
and' is painted of a red or flame inadan marriage ciTcmony. •

colour, with four arms, holding in his’ hands a MUNJAN. Hind. A tooth-powder made oi

trident, a club, a lotus, and a spear. Ilis vahaii burnt almond shells, common charcoal, or

is a ram. coal made from myrobalans or betel-nuts, or of

MUNGNEE. Tel. A chlorite V slate
;
when frankincense and alum; -any tooth-powder.—

freshly quarribd, it is corapvatively soft, and Ilerklots.

easily woi;kable, but by long weathering becomes MUNJIRA, or Jhanjh. Hind. Small cymbals

highly indurated, black, and bright. It
’ comes in the shape of cups, struck against each other,

from the hill state of NiJgiri, in Orissa, where and accompanying most bands.

extensive quarries are said to exist. This stone is MUNJITII. Guj., Hind. Riibia cordifojia,

use^i principally for the manufacture of various Indian madder, grows in various parts of India,

nteusils. Idols are also made of it ;
and the Aroon Central Asia^ Persia, etc. It is applied to the

Khumba, a ‘polygonal column of considerable same purposes in dyeing as Europe madder. . 1^
grace and beauty, now standing before the roots arc long, about the thickness of ’ a ,

principal -entrance of the Puri temple,’ also the with a smell somewhat resembling liquorice-roo^

elaborately carved and figured slabs that adorned Munjith is largely imported into Bombay from

the top and sides of the doorways of the old Persian Gulf and Kurachee. Th§ imports vau?''

temple of the Luwat-Kanarac (temple of the sun) 1881-82, . .
.* 8,241 cwt.

in. tne same district, and the gigantic figures of 1882-83, . . 17,096 „
natiye deities of Jeypore, in the Cuttack district, 1^88-84, . .

• 30,776 „

arfe of this stone.—C«Z. Cat. Ex. 1862, 1872. MUNKIR (Mankar) and Nhkir," according
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MURILLO TBLARDE.MUNRO, Sir HECTOR.- .

Muhammadan belief, two angels who examine the

spirits of the departed in the tomb. See Jibril.

MUNRO, Sir HECTOR, an officer serving the

East Indian Company, wiio tooh Mahe in 1761.

On the 23d October 1764 he defeated the wazir

of Oudh at Buxar. This victory broke the

forces of Shuja-ud-Dowla,/ and placed the

emperor, of Dphli under the protection of tlie

East Indian Company.
MUNRO, Sir THOMAS, Baronkt, K.C.B.,

entered the service of the East Indian Company
as a cadet of infantry in 1780, and rose to be
Governor of Madras. Ho died of cliolera at

Putticondah, near Ghooty, on the evening of .

6th July 1827; Ho was long employed in the
j

revenue dopartinent, and it was chiefly his
'

influence that obtained the establishment in th(^

Madras Presidency of the ryotwari systtan. In

the ‘last Mahratta war he rejoined the military,

department, took command of his owji regiment,

and added a handful of half-armed and half-

disciplined men. Ho moved with these to the-

west, settling the region in his ])rogrcss, and by
his influence aud promises iiuhicing the Ghorpara
chiefs of Sandur and Akalkot to remain quiet.

He was simple and straightforward in his habits,

capable of severe labour, j)0(lily and mental. His
life was written by Mr. Gloig. See Uyotwari.

MUNSHI, in Persia, a secretary; in India, a

Muhammadan tfiichor of
^
languages, usually the

Urdu or Hindustani and the Persian.

MUNSIF. Ahaij. An ofliccr of a law court,,

a judge with limited jurisdiction.

MTJNZEKABAD, a district of Mysore, in which
coffee-planting by Europeans is largcdy carried on.'

MURA, a small fly iji Garhwal', the Sarju

valley, and Kamaon, wliich liovers a while in the

air before alighting on . the skin, to which it

remains attached a considerable time. Its bite is

at first iminless, but after a short time a trouble-

some itching is felt, and a small round black spot

of effused blood appears on the place where it has

inflicted its' bite. TJie black spot coiitiiiucs dis-

tinct for about a fortnight, aud a traveller’s hands,

if unprotected, are very soon spotted all over. It

is supposed to be the pipsa of llarjiling. .

MURABBA.
.
Arab. A kind of magic square.

MURAJAT. Arab. Conducting a distin-

guished guest on his return road. In all countries

it is customary for a host to advance to receive

a guest or visitor, and to accompany the visitor
|

a short way on leaving. With Muhammadans,
|

Istc^bal is the adTancing to receive a guest or

visitor, and Murajat is the conveying a visitor to

the door or on his road.

MURALI,-a name of Krishna in his Apollonic

character. By the soitnds.of his pipe (Murali) lie

captivated the shepherdesses as ho attended the

kine in the pastoral Surasen. . See Krishna; Murli.

MURARI MISRA, author of the Anargha
Raghava, a drama in seven acts, of little merit,

written in the, 13th or 14th century. Raghava or

Rama is the hero of the piece.-*- lEord, iv/ p. 376

;

T)owson»

• MURASAKAR. . Hind. A jeweller working
gold apd geme.
MURCH’HUii. ' Hind. A fan for driving

away flies, especially of peacocks’ feathers. A
club-like fan, made of peacocks^ feathers, used by
the great.—

•

.*

MURCHUNG, '

' Hind. Jew’s-harp.

MURDAH. Hind. A dead body.' Murdah;
faresh, a person who removes the dead. Murdar-
gosht, flesh of animals that havd died. Murdah-
sho or Ghassala, Hind., 'persons who wash Uie
bodies of the’dead.

—

W,
MURDANNIA SCAPIFLORA. Royk.

Aneilema tuberosa,, iZVtw.
|
Commelyna scapiflora. iZ.

Grows in the Panjab and in the Sontl^rn
Konkans. Its tubers are used medicinally.

—

Powell ; Drury.

,

MURFA, a drum like a d’hol, covered at both
cuds with -leather, but played -upon only on one
side with a ^tick.

MURGHAB, a river of Afghanistan, which rises

in the Koh-i-Baba mountains and Western Safed
Koli, about lat. 35° N., and long. 66° E., and,

flowing \V. and N.AV^ past Merv, is lost in a ’lake

or swamp in the sands of th'e Kara Kum desert,

50 miles N.W. of Merv, after running 450lniles.

It is the Margus or Epardus of the Greeks.

—

Ferrier's .7o?n-wcy, p. 195
;
ColktCs Khiva,

MURIATIC ACID.
‘

ITydrocliloric acid, . Kxes.
|

Luna rasa, . . . iSlNGH.
(Jldorwas.scr, . , , Gek. Ooi)pu dravagam, . Tam.
Stoffsaiire, . . Lavana dravakum, . Tel.-
Namak ka-tozab, IIlND.

This acid is a solution of the gas in water. The
Hindus know it Viy a name equivalent to spirit or
sluu’p water of salt. Tlie commercial acid is

always of a yellow colour. It is prepared by
pouring the oil of vitriol of commerce on common
salt in earthen or iron Vessels.

MUKICIA COCHIN-CHINKNSE. Lindky.
Muh-pieh-tszo, CiiiN. ’

A. cucurbitaceous plant of
China and Cocliin -China, with a fruit containing

30 .to 40 flat seeds. Berry large, feddish-purple,
scentless, insipid. Seeds and leaves aperient, and
used by the^ Chinese in obstructions of the liver,

tumours, nmlignaut ulcerations, etc.
;
-externally

employed in fractures and in. dislocation^.

—

Lindky ; i/Sh. ; Smith.

•MUiUD or Murccd. Arab. Amongst Muham-
madans, a disciple, a pupil, particularly a -pupil of

a murshid or head of an order ©f the darvesh.

Those who cra\’o for aids to salvation seek the

spiritual advice of a holy man, who is reck.oncd sf

pir or religious teacher, and by certam secret

words and signs' are initiated as his murid or

disciples. Others, even men of rank, adopt the

darvesh or fakir life of, the religious mendicant
devotee, often attended with solemn .rites of

investiture, and followed by the severest’ of

ascetic rites
;
but the bulk of these mendicants

are, in India, idle, dissipated men, luld a few are

of very degraded habits. They arrange them-

selves into the folloiVers of certain pir or spiritual

guides, and those usually met with in India are

the Kadria or Banawa, Chastia, Shutaria, Tabqatia

or Madaria, Mallaug, Rafai or Gurz-mar, Jalaliai

Sohagia, Naksh-baudia, and Bawa Pirayt All

these have tiieir own rules and customs
;
some of

them arc ascetic devotees, eating if given to eat,

but never begging
;
some largely use intoxicating

fluids and vegetable substances ; some, as' the

Salik, have wives
;
the Majzub and Azad have no

wives
;
and some of the Calandars marry, and some

do not. .The Muliammadan rite of making a
murid is performed in the presence. of others, or
alone in a* closet by the murshid or religious

teacher. • •

MURILLO .VELARDE, P. P., author of a
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MUKKI KHEL. MURRAIN.

History of the Philippines from A.D. 1616 to 1716,

printed at Manilla, 1749.

MURK! KHBL.
.
In former times fire-worship

prevailed in Afghanistan, pyrothrje or fire-altars

still crowning the crests of hills at Gard-defc, at

Bamian, at ^ghan, and at other places. Near
Bamian is a cavern tontaining enormous quan-
tities of human bones, apparently a common
receptacle of the remains of Gabar corpses. At
Murki Khel, also ki the valley of Jalalabad, and
under the SafedKoh, human bonefe are so abundant
on the soil that walls are made of them. There
is every reason to suppose it a scpulohral locality

of • the ancient Gabar. Coins are found in some
number there.

MURLI. Maiir. a girl devoted to the Hindu
gods, being married to some idol, to a knife, a
dagger, a tree, and who may remain a virgin, but
is usually common in India. Hereditary pro-
stitutes* are married to the plants togore, kuiid,

goluncha or kulka, and sephalika, .which are

male. All other plants are female. The Murli of

the Mahratta people is identical in character with

the Jogini and the*Basavi of the Teling people.

Basava is a name of the vahan bull or conveyance
of the god- Siva. The Linga Basavi are women
•who have been dedicated to the lingarn. The
Gariida Basavi have been dedicated to Garuda; the

eagle vahan of Vishnu, but they are alike common.
There are few instances of the Brahman, the

Kshatriya, Vaisya, or Sudra races so devoting their

children, but amongst tliemoii-Aryan races in the

large towns it is coiimionly done as a means of

prostitution without shame* 'Hie Dhangar, Mliar,

Dher or Pariah, Mang or Chakili, Koli, and
Manurwara, and occasionally even the higher

Hindu castes, under various vows, devote th(?ir

girls to the gods. The deity to wliom the girl

is more frequently vowed is Some iucanialion of

Siva aud his consorts. On the westei-n side of

India, Kandoba is the usual Siva avatar to whom
the girls are devoted, and his chief shrines are at

Jejuri, Khanapur, near Beder, and at Malligaon.

The ordinary people believe tliat from time to

time the shadow of the god comes on the devotee
/deo ]« chaya ati ang par),* and possesses the

devotee’s person (Murli ki ang ko bhar deta).

These devotees are called Murli in Mahratta,

Jogni or Jognidani in Caiiarcse, and Basava in

Telugu. . They at times affect to be possessed,

perhaps are really hysterical, during which they
rock the body, and people occjxsionally . make
offerings to them as to . an oracle or sootlisayer,

laying money at their feet, and await tlie pos-

sessing, to hear a decision' enunciated, 'fhe

female deity to whom those near the Bhima river

are devoted is Yellamah
;

the Bhiii-koli race

devote their Murli to Mata
;
boys also are devoted,

^nd styled Waghia, from Wag, a tiger. Near
Amrapti k is to Ainba and to Kandoba that the

Murli and the Waghia are devoted. The Waghia
does not associate with the Murli. Occasionally

the girl is taken to thc^ idol, in some parts to a
dagger, to whom she is* married by a ceremony,
.and the deity is supposed to take possession of

her. . In Berar, at Amraoti, the people say that

IJ^andoba particularly moves on Sunday, and
selects a clean tree {clean Murli), whose body he
fills. This idea of the visits of the gods pervades
Hindp apeiety. It is not the belief that their

visits are reste’icted to these devoted women, but

that All women' are liable.to be selected by the

deity, the visitor assuming the appearance of tlu*

husband. A comely Hindu woman is married,

but without offspring, Is supposed to*be the'eubject

of such supernatural visitation. So of old, when
Demaratus, says Herodotus, had spoken to his

mother, the mother answered him in this manner

:

‘ Son, because you so earnestly desire me to

speak the truth, T shall conceal notliing from you.

The third night after Ariston had conducted me
home to his house, a phantom’, entirely like him
in shape, entered my chamber, and, having lain

with me, put a crown on iny licad, and went out
again.’ Similarly in the Bacchm of Euripides, tlio

hero says,

—

‘ For that the sisters of iny mother (least

IJecoiiK^s it them) declared that* not from Jove
I sjmuiif, but pregnant by some mortars love ;

That Hemelc on Jove liacl falsely charged
Her fault, the poor device of Cadmus.*

In British history, Merlin and Arthur liiinself

were both the sons of bhoots (Vide Geoffrey’s

History, book vi. chap, xviii., and book viii. cluip.

xix.), to the former of which cases Spenser thus

alludes,

—

‘ And soothe men §ay that ho was not the sonno
Of mortal sire or other living wighte,
liut wondroiisly lu'gotten and begonne,
By false illusion of a guileful sprite

On a faire ladye nun.’

Ill Scotland, the story of tho»'Lady of Drum-
mclziar and the Spirit of the 'Ivvced is 'related in

Note M., Lay of the Last Minstrel. In India, the

cases of Shcedaditya, of Usa and Anirud, and of

Kamala Kunwari are similar
;
and Captain West-

inacott relates another in an article on Chardwai
in Assam, jn the Journal Bengal Asiatic Society,

iv. p. 187 et seq. Ihitler thus satirically alludes

to these storics,---

‘ Not as the ancient heroes did,

AVhdj.that tlioir base births might be hid
(Knowing that they were of doubtful gender,
And that they came in at a windore),
Made .Jupiter liimself, and others
O’ th’ gods, galljuils to their own motliers,
To get on them a race of champions,
Of which old Homer first made lampoons.’

But this satirist’s scornfur remarks, ho-wover

applicable to a civilised people, are not so to races

like tliose of India, whose ]>olief in spirits is their

Cliicf cult.

—

llm/ihras^ v. 211-218;
MUHIdDAR, or the Tuneful, a name of Krishna

represented playing oh liis flute.

MUKMAUI, a village 10 miles from Bandara

;

its villagers worship at the. tomb of au English

lady. Similarly, at Assayc, the villagers worship

at the grave of a French artillery officer who was

killed during the battlQ. •

MUliMI, a Buddhist tribe bordering bet^v<ien

Nepal and Sikkim. They appear to be a piwtoral

branch of the Bhutia. They arc Mongolian m
a2>pearance, Buddhist in religion, and sjicak a

language whicli Colonel Dalton supposed to he

a Bhutia dialect.* They live in houses built ot

stone, ou mountain tops at an elevation of

4000 to 6000 feet. They are .found in all parts eg

Nepal, from the Gandak river to the

ill smaller numbers in the Sikkim country. Ihey

are divided into several families or clans, t

Murmi, like the Bhutia, burn their dead.

—

Dalton i>

Ethnol of Bengal, p. 106. .

MURRAIN. From their conetapt eKpdsure
at an
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MURRAYA EXOTICA. MURSHIDABAD.

seasons/ the cattle of the E. Indies, both those

emplvyed in agriculture and for carriage, are

subject to devastating murrains that sweep them
away* by thousands. So frequent is the recur-

rence of these calamities, and so extended their

ravages, that they reduce the fficilities of agri-

culture at critical periods of harvest. A disorder,

probably peripneumonia, frequently ‘carries off

the cattle in Assam and other hill countries on
the continent of India; and there, as also* in

Ceylon, the inflammatory symptoms in the lungs

and throat, and the internal derangement and
external eruptive appearances, seem to indicate

that the disease is attributable to neglect aiid

exposure in a moist and variable climate, and
that its prevehtion iniglit be hoped for, and the

cattle preserved, by the simple expedient of more'
humane and considerate treatment, especially

by affording them cover at night.

—

l^HhcnCa
Ceylon

i p. 50.

MURRAYA EXOTICA. Linn. China box.

Chalcas panicidata, Mant. ‘

Oamminiim 8incu.se, Kinnpfi.
^

Marsana biixifolia, Sannmit.

Kamini, . . Bkno. liib/.ar, Koontie, . ITini).

Tlm-nat kha, liUKM. Murchob of . Kamaon.
IMay kay, .

.*

,, Attaircya gass, . 8in(;h.
Oosmetic box, . Exo. Nnga golunga, Tkl.

to the'Indus for 300 miles, approaches its termin-
ation and joins the Mara Mount, which leads on
to the Murree Hills, behind which lies the table-
land, where Kahun, the capital of the Murree
tribe; is situated. But in front of these Murree
ranges there rises a aeries of sterile rocky hills,

.which run towards the Indus, and form themselves
into an apex near the Gundheree peak, approach-
ing to \yithin a few miles of the river bjank. It is

at this point (Shawulla) that the conterminous
boundary of Sind and the Panjab has been,
marked off. These last-nain.cd hills, projecting
into the Lower Dehrajat, opposite Asnec, are
crossed by passes leading towards the Murree
Hills, and are claimed partly by the Murree and
partly by the Bugti, whose bills lie farther to

the south. A part of the Murree in Cutch
Gaiidava were notorious for their lawless habits,

and made frequent inroads on the plains. They
and the Magbzi seem to have emigrated from
Mekran tg Cutcli Gandava at different periods,

and to have, become incorporated with the Jat
cultivators. A peaceful and obedient portion of

the tribe arc in the bills west of the province
below Jell. A large portion are at Ada Murree,
on the south-eastern frontier of Sind. The Doda
Murree occupy Kahun. The Murree are a brave
race.

A bush of all India, Ceylon, the Andamans, MURREL. Hind. Species of the Ophio-
and China. The delightful fragrance of its deli- ccphalidse or snake-headed fish.

(;ate white flowers has procured for it the name CUP. The fragmepts of a mur-
of the honey-bush. M. exotica, .M. paniculata, rhine cup, the little Cambay Stone cup still made
g,nd the Aglaia odorata, are cultivated in China in Cambay, were exhibited in the theatre of Nero,
as very fragrant shrubs, A variety grows . in as if,- adds Pliny, tliey had been the ashes of ‘ no
Ceylon in gardens, and another variety is coinmoh less than Alexander the Great himself !

’ Seventy
in the warmer parts of the island, and up to an thousand sesterces was the price of one of these

elevation of 3000 feet. M. exotica is an orna- little Cambay cups in Rome in the days of Potnpey.
mental shrub, with l)eautifnl dark green leaves

;
The price in. Bombay ranges from 18 to 36 and

flowers avhite, and fragrant in the' evening, and is 75 rupees. Nero paid 1,000,000 sesterces for a
easily grown by layers or cuttings. cup, a fact, remarks Pliny, ‘ well worthy of re-

Murraya paniculata, indigenous in Burma above membrance, that tlio father of bis country should
Rangoon. It is a small, ornamental, fragnint have drunk from a vessel of such a costly price.’

flowering shrub, with pinnate leaves; flowers MUitSHID. Arab. A religious teacher of

Avhite and fragrant, ai)i)car in December and the Muhammadans of India and Persia, a guide tfi

January
;
fruit reddish. Its fragrant 1 nark is more the right patli. Amongst the Sunni Mubam-

used for a cosmetic than sandal- wood.

—

Mason. imidans, this person js a religious instructor iu a
MURREE, a sanatorium situated on the family. Amongst the Sliiah sect there aro

summit of a ridge at tiie western extremity of the reckoned 12 imams, Ali and his eleven dcscend-

Hiinalaya, overhanging the plateau of Rawal ants. The Murshid or Pir of the Sunni Muhaih-
•l^ndqfrom which it is 40 miles distant. Its posi- madaiis initiates disciples, styled Murid, into his

tion is lat. 33° 64' 30" N., and long. 73° 26' 30" sect, after repeating the astiifghar or renuncia-

E. On the southern slope the vegetation pro- tiou and tjie flvo sections of the Muhammadan
sents the ordinary features of the Western Him- creed. «

alaya. The fgrest-clad range of hills on which * MURSHIDABAD, a city in Bengal, in lat. 24°

the sanatorium is built consist ^ of a series of sjind- 11' 5" N., and long. 88° 18' 50". E., situated on
stone spurs, culminating in peaks some 8000 feet the left bank of the Bhagirathi river, and gives

above sea-lcvel, and stretching onward into Hazara, -its name to a revenue district lying between lat.

till they finally blend with the snowy ranges 23° 43' 15" and 24® 52' N., and long. 87° 43' and
whiph enclose the Kashmir valley. .They form 88'’ 47' E., which is divided into two parts by the.

a series of lateral spurs of the Himalayan system, Bhagirathi, It was originally called Maksud-
running down from the main Kashmir and Hazara abad, and is said by Tieffenth^er to have been
chain at right angles towards the plains, wiJi a founded by Akbar. Murshidabad was 6 miles

general direction from nortli-east to south-west, long and 2^ miles broad in 1769, only tw^o years

Thence they stretch down to the Murree ri^e after the battle of Plassey, when it had already

itself, whose highest portion, the Kashmir Pohit, attained its greatest magnitude,

has an “elevation of 7507 feet above sea-level. Murshidabad was ruled by a dynasty founded
Pindi Point is 7266 feet in height.—/wjt?. Gaz. by Murshid Kuli Khan, a converted Brahmam
murree and Bugti tribes -dwell in the hills and is still the residence of the -titular nawaft

forming a conterminous boundary of Sind and The area of the district is 2462 square miles,

the Panjab. Near Harrund, .the great Sulimani The Mai, Kaibartha, and Goala are numerous, and
range having run in almost a str?iight line paralkl there are many Nat vagrants, A Taft festival is
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MURUKEA. MUSA. ;

celebrated at Murshidabad iu bonour of Khwajal
Khizr. *

The Moti Jhil, or Pearl Ijako, is about two
miles south of Mursbtdabad. A palace was built

by Suraj-ud-Dowla of materials brought from the

ruins of Gaur, and a few arches arc still left. It

was from Moti jhil that Suraj-ud-Dowla, in 1757,
|

marched out for the battle of Plassey ;
it was in’

the palace here that Colonel Clive placed Mir
Jafar on the musnud; J^^d at Moti jhil, Lord Clive,

.in 1766, as dewanof Bengal, Behar, and Orissa,

held the first British Piinya. Mir Jafar fixed*

his residence on the farther side of the river. To
the north-east of Moti jhil, and immediately out-

side the city- of Murshidabad, is the Kuttara,

containing the tomb of Murshid Kuli Khan.

—

Tr.

of Hind. :

MURUKEA, formerly one of the many kinds

of slaves in .Assam, distinguished by distinct

appellations. The Murukea is a kind of Chapunea,
neither servant, klave, nor equal, but ^partaking

of all. The master provides the Murukea with

a pair of bullocks and a plough, and he tills liis

master’s land for two days. On the third, day
the Murukea may plough his own ground with

his master’s bullocks and plough.

—

Ihtkr's Assam,

p. 228.

MURUT, a race occupying the inland parts of

Borneo. Tlie Murut aive the only existing race

of head-hunters north ’of the capital, but this

savagery is disappcjaring. The Uusun and Kadyan,
although formerly head-hunters, have now taken

to' agncultural pureuits, and are well fed and
prosperous compared to the Muruts, who, although

they clear and plant the lapd around their

immensely long pile dwellings, still depend much
on their skill in hunting wild pig, deer, and other

game for food. The Dyaks of Sarawak arc now
peaceful and industriously engaged in seafaring

or agricultural pursuits. The Kayan arc still

warl&e, and are a fine race of straight-limbed,
|

powerful people. They formerly inhabited the

country inland near the Limbaug, and used to

plunder the villages of the Muruts and Sabayans,

killing the men and taking the women and chil-

dren into slavery. Of late years, liow'ever,. they

have migrated farther south, and their Iiead-

quarters are noiy on the Baram river.

Borneo population is J to 4 million. The
languages of the interior are Murut, Uusun, and

Brunei. The chief -tribes are the Dyak, Kayan,

Murut, Kadyan, Dusun, Lanun, Baju, BaJ^ig-

nini, and Sulu. The last-named four inhabit the

northern part of Borneo and the islands to the

N.E. . The Murut highly prize old skulls as

trophies. They are expert with the sumpitan.

—

Burhidge^ p. 148. ;

MUKVI. The thakur of Murvi is a Jhareja,

was the first in Colonel Walker’s time to abandon

infanticide. He has possessions in Cutch. He
visited England ip 1884. •

MURWUT, an agricultural and pastoral race

within the British territories, stout, active men.
Their country is sandy and arid, divided by
ranges of hills. It depends entirely on rain for

cultivation, and in many parts the inhabitants

arc even obliged to carry water for several miles

ft supply their families. Their country is about

35 miles square, stretching from Banuu to

Mackelwand, and from near the foot of the

Sttlimani mountains to the short range of hills

which separates Saugor from the Indus. ‘ Daman
proper, which lies to the south of the Murwut,
and extends along the foot of the Sulimani moun-
tains, is inhabited by the Waziri, Sheorau^ and
Zimurree, and is of equal length with Muckelwand,
but of various breadth, from 8 or 10 miles to

30* and upwards. It is inhabited by the Dowlut-
khail and Gimdehpuray; tho*Mean-khail, Babur,
and Sturiauni tribes, with the exception of the

Gundehpiir, are included in the general desig-

nation of Lohani.- Tho Esau-khail, Murwut, and
Khyssore, also, are comprehended under this

demmmmtioi).^EIpliiustojie\^ Cauhul; Reamls of
the Gorernment of India,

MURWy KOLI, one of the Balotta, and found
ill every village in the Northern ’Koiikan. In

Bombay families they are employed as palanquin
bearers. Some Koli are settled in Angriah Kolaba,

at Bombay, Kolaba, andBassein, employing tiiein-

selves as lishenneii and seamen. At their meetings,

whether for congratulation or condolence, they

consume large quantities ot’.spirits.
*

MUSA. Auau. Moses, tho prophet, to whom
Mulianimaclans apply the epithet Kalam-ullah, ho

who spoke with God, or the mouthpiece of God.

The Wells of Moses, the Ayiin Musa, are eight

miles down the Ked Sea from Suez on the eastern

shore. • Ain (Ayun, •plural) is a natural spring,

and diffci*s from tlu; Bor or Bir, a cistern to hold

rain-water. Jacob’s WelJ, Bir Yakub, orBir-iis-

Samaria, is 9 feet broad, and more than 70 foot

deep. In 1855,jt still had a stone over its mouth.

MUSA, a genus of the Miisacem, the banana
or plantain tribe of i)lants. Natives of Soulli

America, Cliiiia, .Madagascar, Mauritius, and tho

East Indies, about 20 species.

a. Helicon ioa;, A. Rich.

Iloliconia, Imccinata, Ruxb., Moluccas.

b. Kavenalcai,

Musa paradisiaca, L., all the tropics.

M. rotacea, Jaeq., Chittagong, Mauritius.
• 1^1. superba, Dindigul.

INI. Nepalensis^ Wall., lS7'i>al.

M. glauca, lloxh., l*cgu.

]M. textilis, Nees, Philippines.

M. Cavendisliii, Lamb, Cliimi.

M. coccinoa, Andr,, China.
IM. cornicuhita, Bamidi., Archipelago.
M. ensetc, (hiwlin, Abyssinia.

. M. siiniaruin, liiimph., ^lalacca.

M. rubra, Wall., Irawad.i.

A!. Chinensis, China.
M. niaculata, Javq., Mauritius.
M. balbisiana, Cidla, Ainboyna.

‘ M. acuminata, Gulla, Amboyna.
• M. verteroniana, <J^ill.a., Moluccas.
M. textilis, Nees, Manilla. .

M. ornata, itoxh., Chittagong.

The fruits of several species of musa, the plan-

t«ain or banana, are used as food and for dessert,

but the most esteemed is M. paradisiaca, L. .The

plantain is the muz or inauz of the. Arabian

writers, whence the Latin, term musa. Th^

plantain was known by description both to the

Greeks and Romans, * Theophrastus,' among the

plants of India, describes one as having ’ fr^R

which serves as food for the wise n\en, and wlncli

was remarkable both for its sweetness •and tor

it^ size, as one-would suffice for four merf,

—

remr-

ring. most probably to a bunob of plantaiUP*

Pliny, evidently describing . the same plan ,

informs us thajb its name was Pala, and

akm it is Vella, and .(n Tamil Yalle. In ^
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MUSA PARADISUCA.

Thefirm, dry, sweet, excellent for cooking.
Uubang variety Is of enormous size.

—

Krirz,

MUSA ENSETE, Gnieliv, is a magnificent
plant of . Abyssinia,* attaining to 30 feet in height,
with leaves 20 feet long and 8 feet .broad. The

MUSA-OAVENDISHII.

Indian Archipelago, the edible species extend
northwards as far as Japan

;
in China are found

M. coccinea tftid M. Cavendishii
;
also along the

Malayan Peninsula to Chittagong,—M. glauca^
being indigenous in the former, and 31. ornata _ „ „
in the latter locality. In the valleys of the South .body of the stem for °severar feerilighTs escu-
of the Peninsula of India and of the Dindigul lent. But *so soon as the stalk appears perfect
mountains, M. superba is found.

.
and full of leaves, it turns hard and fibrous, and

No Burma or Karen house is to bo found is no longer eatable
;
before, it is the best of

without a plantation of plantains. As the Karen vegetables. .When boiled it has the taste of the
leave their abodfes, at least every tliree years, in best new wheat-bread not perfectly baked. The
order to migrate to fresh localities, they leave their fruit is not eatable.— Abymnia.
plantain gardens beliind them, aiid thcisc may be iMUSA FEIHI, the Fei or mountain plantain
found growing luxuriantly in many uninhabited tree of Tahiti. It? fruit is cooked and mixed
places, until , they become choked up by the with arrow-root.

• growth of the* more vigorous jungle. Natives

of Bengal generally prefer the large and coarse-

fruited kinds, wljjle the smaller and more deli-

cately-tasted fruit is alone esteemed by Europeans.
All of that growing in Nepal has bceu.called M.
Nepalensis, and a similar wild species i;iay be
seen growing below the Mussoo'ri’ range, as avcH

as near Nabu. The fruit, however, in all tliese

MUSA PAUADISIACA. Linn.
3Iu8a sapientum, Eoxb.

Afaoz, . . Arab., Hind Kadali, . . .

Kach-kula liKNc. Anawalu-kesul,
Huget-pyau, he KM. Khol-khang,
Jianana, Plantain, En(;. Viili pallum,
Kela, . . . Hind. Arifi pandu,
(Jodang, . . . Jav. Allanti, Anati,
Pesang, .

.
^
Malay. Anti chettu, .

MAiiKAL. Konimu ariti,

Sansk.
Singh.

Tam.
Tel.

situatiQns consists of little else than the liar<b dry
‘ Valati,

seeds
;
a variety having seeds surrounded wiCIi a There is a great variety of tliis delicious fruit

gummy substance, instead of fruit-like pulp, was in the East Indies, wdicre this species is largely,
found by Dr. Finlayeoh, on Pnlo Ubi, near the jullivated for its fruit. The natives cat them with
southern extremity of Cambodia. In Batavia,
also, th^re is stated to be a variety full of seeds,

which is called Pisang batu, or Ihsaug bidju,—
that is, seed plantain. In Kamaoii and Carhwal
the plantain is cultivated at an elevation of 4000
and 6000 feet above the sea, and luis been seen

as far north as the Charnba range at an ccpial

elevation.* 3Iajor Munro has scon a wild plaii-

. tain at 7000 feet above the sea, in tlie Konda
slo*pes of. the Neilgherries.

Mr. .R. Brown thinks that nothing has been
advanced to prevent all the cultiva'ted varieties

being derived frc)ni one species. Pliuitains and
bananas are extensively cultivateil in various parts

of S. America, and at an elevation of 8000 feet

in the Ca-raccas, and they are abundant in the W.
India Islands, as well as at considerable elevations

in Mexico. To the Negroes in the TV'est Indies the

plantain is invaluable
;
and in Guiana, Demerara,

Jamaica, Trinidad, and other principal colonit s,

many thousand acres are planted with the plantain.

Dr. Roxburgh described the small-sized 31.

.ornata, the On-ang-chok-cliee of the Chinese,
and iiamanigi-kula of Bengal. It resembles
the banana «,nd plantain • In habit and in its

perennial root. It was introduced into Imlia.

His description of the M. giauca, lloxh.'y is that
it is a very stately, elegant, perfectly-distinct,

strongly-marked species, a native of Pegu, and
from thence introduced by the discoverer, 3Ir.

F. Carey, into the Botanic Garden at Calcutta.

—

Itoyle^ Hot and Fib. Plants; Roxb.; llelfer

;

Mason; Voigt; Hogg; Drury.

MUSA CAVENDISHII. Lambert.
. M. Rmvph. I M. nana, Lourcir.

.
31, Ohinensia, Sweet

|

The Chinese banana stem attains 6 or 6 feet,

nilk and sugar, as Europeans. do strawberries.
Europcn,ns also fry the frrtit with butter, and eat
it dusted with sugar. A dye is obtainable from
the skill of the fruit. Its stem and leaves afford
a fibre suited for certain purposes, but inferior

ill point of strength to 3fanilla hemp, the fibre of
tlie Musa textilis. The stem is placed on a board,
alul the pulpy mass scraped out with a blunt
knife^ whilst clean water is poured on to wash
away the remains of the jiulp

;
tlie fibres are then,

dried in the sun. Each stem will give about
1 lbs. of raw fibre and 50 lbs. of fruit yearly.
The fibre is- line, white,-and silky, long, light, and
strong. The quality depends on the mode of
cultivation and treatment, but it is not so valuable
as 3Ianilla hemp. The stem. seldom exceeds 7
or 8 inches in diameter and 12 feet in height,

bears but one bunch of fruit, and dies, but it

throws off new plants. The leaves, when young,
arc beautiful, expanding, with a smooth surface
and vivid green, to (j feet in length, and 2 or
more in breadth, but, soon after attaining full

size, the edges become torn by the wind.’ The
flower is very large,- purple, and shaped like an
car of Indian corn. At’ the root of .thd outer
lealF, a double row of the fruit comes out half

round the stalk or cob. The stalk then elongates

a few inches, and another leaf js deflected,* re-

vealing another double row. Thus the stalk

grows on, leaving a leaf of the flower and a
bunch of the fruit every few inches, till there

come to be 25 or 30 bunches, containing about
150 or 180 plantains, and weighing from 60 to

80 lbs. The weight bends over the end of

the stalk, and when ripe it hangs within reach.

Like -the palms, it has no b;*anchcs. In the East
Indies, it' is for the fruit, as a dessert, that this
-.1 TT,, 'i-x- .ihas a ppoiuse yield of fruit, 200-1^ 300 fruits in plantain is cultivated; but Humboldt calculated

a spike
;
ripens in Madeira and Florida. that 33 lbs. of wheat and 99 lbs. of potatoes

MUSA COCG4NEA. Ait A dwarf ornamental require the same surface of ground that will
species of China.—Fo7i Muellev- produce *4000 lbs. of ripe plantains, which is .to
MUSA CORNIOULATA. Humph. A plant potatoes as 44 to 1, and to wheat as 138 to 1;

of the Archipelago
;

fruits as large as a good- Banana is a West Indian and tropical American
sized cucumber

; skin
;
pulp reddish-white, term. In India the term plantain alone is given.
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MUSA SIMIARUM. MUSA RIVER.

The edible varieties extend through tlie Indian
Archi^ago, northwards as far as Japan, while

in China are found M. coccinea and M*Caven-
dishii. M. glauca is.indigenous along the Malayan
Peninsula. Dr. Heifer mentions that 20 varieties

are -found in the Tenasserim Provinces, and M..

ornata grows in Chittagong. The Malays reckon
40 varieties of the cultivated banana, and the

Philippine Islanders carry thorn to 57, both
people having a distinctive •epithet for each
variety. The qualities are as various as those

of apples and pears in Europe, the ordinary
sorts being-very indifferent fruit. In Khassya the

name of the wild plantain js Kairem, and the

cultivated Kakesh.

—

AhiHlie ; Malcom'a Travels

;

*Hooker\s Him. Jour.; Royle's Fih. PI.

;

(V«u*-

furd^s Diet.

. MUSA SIMIARUM. Humph.
M. acuminata, jChtlf.

| M- corniculata, Lour.

Grows from Malacca to the Sunda Islands. It

has about 60 varieties. It has fruit soinetimes

two feet long.

—

Jvurz ; Von Mueller,

MUSA TEXTILIS. Nces.

Pissang-utan, MALAy. Abaca brava, . Tag.
Koffo, ... . ,, Bandala (fibre),

Xola-abbal, . Tag.

A plant of the Philippines, said also to grow
wild on the Western Ghats of the Peninsula of

India, from Cape Coifforin northward. In the

northern slopes of the ghats, the plant does not
reach a height fitted to afford a fibre of more
than two feet in length. Its strength is well

known to the ghat people, who employ it occa-

sionally for domestic purposes, in rope-making,
as well as the stem for food. ]*rofessor Rikmore
states (p. 840) that in ^finahassa this plant is

raised from seed, and in the Philippines its fibre

is called Bandala, the plant itself receiving the

name of -Abaca. The plant grow^ freely at

Singapore, from which it was introduc(‘(l into

Madras by Colonel (Sir George) Balfour, C.B.,

of the Madras Artillery, but seems to liave suc-

ceeded only in the Wynad, where it lias been
grown since 1864,' and its value is fully recog-

nised. Its fibre is largely imported from Manilla

into Great Britain. See Manilla Hemp.
1877, 332,304 cwt.

,
£488>0G0 1881

, 770cw t. , 1 80
1878,421,100 „* 551,8.00 11882,37.3,231 „ 830,033

1879,337,087 434,0.37 1883,330,132 7-17,031

1880,407,431 622,770-

and is there made into -ropes for yacht rigging and
clothes-lines. It is. a native of the Philippines,

also of some of the-more northerly of the Molucca
Islands. On account of its fibres, it is exten.sively

cultivated in the first of thesGj particularly in the

provinces of Gamarines, and Albay in the great

island of Lu<jon, and in several of the Bisaya

Islands, a range lying south and east of it; It

is grown extensively in Manilla, where 250,000

acres are planted with this staple
;

it hasJiitherto

been treated only by hand, the natives preparing

about 12 lbs. weight of fibre per day, and receiving

one-half its value for, the work, the waste being

so great that only about 1 lb. of fibre is obtained

from ^ach ’tree. Yet, notwithstanding this, the

exports kave amounted to 35,000 tons annually.

Manilla hemp is imported into Europe and
Anierica for rope-making only, and is worth £20
to £60 per ton, accormng to quality

;
the crop

may be taken at from 10 cwt. to 2 tons per
acre) according to successful treatment.

MUSA TROGLODYTARUM. 'Linn. The M.
uranoscopos of Rumph. A plant of the Fiji

Islands, has an upright fruit-stalk, aS also has the
dwarf Chinese M. coccinea, Ail.— V. Mueller.

MUSA - bin - MAIMUN, known to. Western
Europe as Maimonides, was called by the Jews
the Eagle of the Doctors. He was born A.n.

1131 or 1133, Cordova in Spain, of an illustri-

ous family, lie studied philosophy and medicine
under Averrlioes, and ho was learned in Arabic,

Hebrew, Chaldee, and Turkish. He was a

voluminous writer on theology. Ho settletl at

Cairo, where lie opened a school, to ’

which
numerous pupils came from Greece aud Alex-
andria.

MUSAFAHAH. Auab. The Arab fashion of

joining hands. They apply the palms of the right

hands flat to each other, without squeezing the

fingers, and then raise the hand to the forehead.

Among polite people the right hand is placed

on the breast, or the lips and forehead or

turband tpuclnJd by the same hand. This action

I

is calle<l Tcymccneb.
MU8AHIR, in the Terai, an aborigintj race.

They are employed as woodmen
;
they eat the. flesh

of the lesser civet-cat, Viverra Malaccensis.

MjJSA-ibn-NASlK, a ’ celebrated Arab con-

queror, who, A. I). 707, was Governor of Mauri-

tania, and overran all the north of Africa. In

710 he crossed* into Spaiiiy and returned with

much plunder. In 711 he despatched his general

Tarik into Spain,- who defeated and kilh'll

Roderick^ the (iothic king, took Toledo and other,

cities. Ill 712 Musa landed at Algesjras, and

reduced Seville, Beja, and .Alorida, and advanced

on Toledo, where he displaced Tarik, and even

Hogged' him; hut Tarik was replaced by .tlic

khalif Walid, who ordered both Musa and Tarik

to Syria. 'Farik at once obeyed, but Musa iv-

qiiircd a reiterated order, and then, A.D. 715,

took with him tliousaiids of captives, among
W’hom Avere 400 of the S[)anish nobility, and

a long train of camels laden Avitli spoil. Tiie

khalif received Musa coldly, and the succeeding

khalif, Suliman* cast Musa into prison, and lined

him 200,000 pieces of gold, put one of his son.s to

death, and his -head was brought- ’to Musii by

Sulimaii liiinself, Avho asked him if her knew it.

The alilicted parent replied, ‘ Cursed, be he who

lias slain a better man than himself.’ Musa died

in poverty, a.d. 717
;
horn 640.— CataJhfjo.

MUSA-KllEL, lat; 82° 43' N.,long. 71°39'K.,

in the Banjab, Avesteni part of the Salt Itange,

S.E. of Kalabagh. Mean height of the plain, 706

feet.

—

Flem.

MUSAL, in hit. 36° 21' N., a town on the right

bank of the Tigris, in the province of Musal, sur-

rounded by a stone Avail. Its population, esti-

mated at from 20,000 to 45,000 souls, Turks,

Kurds, Jews, Armenians, Nestorians, and Arabs,

the Christians being 6000.^ It was form^iidy

famed for its muslins. Near it are several warm

Sulphurous springs. The plague has repeatedly

devasted it.

—

MacGregor. See Mosul. -

MUSAMMAT. Aiub,, Hind., PfiRS.

honorific prefix to the names of women of rank,

equivalent to lady.

—

W. •
,

MUSAN. Hind.. The plaee where Hindus

bum their dead
;

it is called in Tamil Soodoo-

kadoo, aud in Telugu Pinigalloo-kalsi-tagaloo.

MUSA river at Hyderabad is a tributary oi
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MU.SA SOHAG. \ • MUSEUM.

the Kistna river. It skirts the city wall on its of various kinds, and his museum constituted the
northern face.

^
nucleus or foundation of the Ashraolean Museum

MUSA SOHAG, the founder of a sect of Hindu at Oxford. James Petiver, a London apothecary,
devotees. *

^ ^

formed a cabinet of natural history
;
in Holland, •

MUSCARDINE, *a disease which in Europe Albert Seba distinguished himself an K collector of
attacks silk-worms; it is from the ‘ fungus similar curiosities

;
and John Swammerdan de- .

Botrytis 'baasiana, the spores of wliich enter the votied much time* and labour to the study of the
bodies of the caterpillars aild destroy them. The natural history of the insect tribes, and to the
still more fatal pebrine disease is produced by a formation of a valuable imiseinn. Tlie Ashmolcau
minute vibrio-like organism.— V. Mndhr. Miiseiiui was presented in ISoG to the University
MUSCAT, in lat. 28” 28' N., long. 59° 19' E., is of Oxford by -Elias Ashmole, an eminent herald

surrounded by bare rugged rocks, 'flui town is and antiquary. It comprised origimilly specimens
built close to the water’s edge, hut its sup])ly of to illustrate natural Iiistory, and various artificial

water is brought by an aqueduct from a well lialf curiosities, especially Roman antiquities
; and

a mile distant. The arid hills protect, by almost since its establishment numerous additions have
encircling, a cove at the extremity of which is a been made to it. Among the most celebrated

small plain crowded witli high houses, which form collectors in England during the 18th century

, the town of Muscat. Tliis emporium to the trade may bo reckoned Richard Mead, an eminent
^

of the Persian Gulf is defended by batteries, physician, who accumulated a valuable cabinet
which command the narrow entrance, as w(‘ll 43 of coins and medals, besides other interest-

by fortifications that cover every part of the un- ing objects
;
Dr John Woodward, who applied

even and misshapen hills and crags around it. himself cBpeeially, but not exclusively, to* the
In summer the heat is intolerable. Sliut but by

.

collection and illustration of British .minerals and
the hills from every breeze exeejit that which fossil remains

;
aiid Sir Hans Sloane bequeathed

blows direct into the narrow entrance of the cove,* to Government a magnificent innsuem and library,

there is seldom a breath of air, and the reliectiou in the formation of which he had expended np-
of tlx; sim from the bare rocks and white fortifica- wards of fifty thousand pounds. This formed the
tioiis which overhang the town and harbour, pro- foundation of the British^Museum, ta which has
(luce a temperature which is described by a since been added the donations of many eminent
Persian poet as giving a panting sinner a lively men, and has been aided by large annual grants

anticipation of his future destiny. from the Imperial Parliament. “ There are in Lon-
Tho Governor - General of India in Council don, Edinburgh, and Dublin, indeed in nearly

claims power and jurisdiction over native Indian every large town in Bribaiii, otli/;r musenms which
subjects of Her Majesty within the coast-line from have attained a considerable size. On the conti-

Gwadur westward to the Persian. Gulf, all the
j

neiit of Europe, picture galleries, sculpturo

shores of the Persian Gulf and tlio Gulf/jf Oman, galleries, and collections of natural* liistory are to

with the islands situated in tlieso gulfs and the be met with in all the principal towns
;
and in the

territories of the Sultan of Muscat in Arabia. United States of AiiKjrica the (‘-ollections that

MUSEUM is derived from a Greek terra have boon made rival those of the Old World,

signifying a temple 6f the muses, but, as used in The oldest museum in India was that of the

Groat Britain and in British India, it designates an Asiatic Society of Bengal, winch included a

iustitutiou in which are arranged specimens of the Museum of Natural History and a Museum of

animal, vegetable, ami mineral kijigdoms, and Economic Geology, of which Mr. Blyth and Mr.

those illustrative of economic geology. The pro- Piddington for many years had been.the respect-

babijity is that there, were many students of ive curators.

natural history in ancient times
;

for in ]\)ini)cii. The Asiatic Society of Bombay possessed a

destroyed in a.d. 79 by lava, in the room of a musenm to which Dr. Carter, Dr. Buist, .and Dr.

painter, a iarge collection of shells was found, Impey contributed-; and the ^Madras Literary

comprising .a‘ great variety of Mediterranean Society had a small collection of interest, lii

species, in as gooci a state o*f preservation as if 1851, Surgeon (Surgeon-General) Edward Bal-

they had remained for the same number of years four fonned the Government. Central Museum at

in a museum. Wc know, moreover, that on the Madras, and in 1865 he founded the Mysore

revival of science in Western, Europe, after the Museum at Baugalorii
;
and in *1855, to tliat at

fajjof tho Constantiiiopolitan empire, the princes Madras he added a zoological collection, whicli

and nobles formed collections of relics of art, of was subsequeiitly transferred to the People’s Park,

specimens of natural objects, and other prodiic; The Madras Museum is free to the public, who
tions, constituting cabinets and rauscnnis. The formed it by their liberal donations

;
the number

discovery of busts, statues, bas-reliefs, inscrip- of visitors amounted in the .year 1855 to 201,987,

tioais, and other antiquities of various kinds, led and in the year 1856, 542,866; and the highest,

to the formation of many museums in Italy earlier number since then was 709,009 in 1876. The
thsm in other countries ; 'the Medici, Dukes of visitors to the British Museum in 1878 were only

•Florence, particularly signalizing themselves by 611,612. 'I’lie Madras Museum embraces economic

the liberality and magnificence they displayed in geology, all the brandies p£ natural history, a

procuring relics of antiquities and valuable public library, and collections of coins and anti-

Mianuscripta and works of art. In Europe, in the quities. -Calcutta got since an Imperial Musepm.
nth and 18th centuries, numerous museums, The East Indian Company, from an ^rt
some exclusively appropriated to objects relating of their career, had a museum in the India Oince,
to one science only, and others of a more miscel- at Leadenhall Street, and afterwards in West-
laneous nature, were formed

;
not by kings and minster, which was transferred to the South

princes only, but by numbers of private petsons. Kensington Museum, of which it became a
In England, John Tradescant collected curiosities section. There is now a museum at Agra, one
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at Nagpur, another at Calcutta, one at Bombay, when touches, it is regarded as pisonous. But

and one at Trevandruni, . - they^are so careless or ignorant, that sickness and

MUSHAFI, whose name was Shaikh Ghulam deaths c^ten ensue after eating them. A new

. Hamadani, was. born at Amroha, in the Morad- mushroom, collected from the stumps of trees,

abad district, 'Rohilkhand. He lived for a time ‘Agaricus (Pleurotus) suboercatus, is a dendro-

dii Agra, then in Lucknow, where he closed his pliytal ripecies, drying readily, is employed in the

.life about a.d. 1830. He wrotd six diwans and* Straits Settlements as an article of .food, and is

two lives of the poets. nearly allied to the ‘British Agaricus ulmarius,

MUSHAIKH. Arab. Properly written from which it is separated by the volva, remains

Masbaikh. A patriarch or devout maiif a of which may be traced at the base of the steni.

religion^ teacher. Shaikh is applied to a learned Hydlium coralloides, Scop.^, the Koho khur

mail or a reputed saint. Shaikh .is also a religious

chief
;
also the shaikh of an ordoi* of darveslies is

called the occupant of the sajjadeh, or prayer

carpet, of the founder of the -order. Candidates

for ndmissioii into it vow that they take the shaikh

as their shaikh and guide unto God. Shaikli-ul-

Islam, the dignity of shaikh of Muhainmadanisin.
^ Mashyakhat, seniors, princes, presidents.

MUSHATA. Hind. A female jester.

MUSHKl, a western division of Baluchistan.

Miishki has several towns and castles, and is oc-

mushroom of Kashmir, where it is cooked and

eaten, its taste being excellent. It grows^ in' the

hollow trunks of the Pinus Webbiana tree. Mr.

Powell says there are three edible kinds of fungi

in the Punjab, viz. the musliroonl (Agaricus

campestris, the Samaruk
.
or Samarngh of the

Panjab), also the morel, Morchella esculenta

(P.hallusesc\ilentus),andthe truffle,Tuber cihariuiM,

or allie<l species, called khumba aijd kharabiir.

T^xe Agaricus campestris is usually called pad

hahera; and the morel, giichi or kama-giichn.

cupied by thp* Mehmasani, the Nushirwani and Dr. HCnderson mentions that in Shahjjur and othoi-

Merwari tribes.* The Merwari Brahui arc located districts, where- there is kalr in the soil, the morel

mu8hiT)oni are both almndant, the former in

August and September, the latter in the end of

the cold season, after heavy falls of rain. Mubaiu-

ill Mushk, Jhow, and Kolwah. The Brahui

entered from the west, and point to Khozdar as

the capital prior to occupying Kalat. Sec Kalat.

MUSHRJK. Arab. One who gives a com-

panion to the Almighty; a term used by Mahomed
in the Koran to designate Christians.

MUSHROOM. ‘

.

Kamat, . .

Hiang-kwaiig,
Champignons,
Schwammo, .

Guchf, . . ,

Kama-guchu,

Akau. Kamba, Mok«ha, Hind.
.//HIN. Kukur-mutt.-i, . . ,,

. Fh. Kudrati, Pad-behera, „

. Ger. Funghi, .... Ir.

Hind. Kharero, . . . Pushtu.

. „ Samarogh, . . • „

The Agaricacem or mushroom tribe 6f plants

madans eat oply the mort*!, and consider the

mushroom as liaiiim or unlawful food. Tho

Hindus there say that every mushroom having a

pleasant smell and taste is wholesome. In the

dhang district, an underground morel, called

phahor, is found in fields of Sorglium vulganj
;
and

Kdgeworth, in the Florula Mallica, mentions an

esculent morel, which ho calls banphill, literally

wild fruit. Quantities of the unircl arc hiouglit.

from Kashmir to Amritsar. The klmmha of

Muzaffargarh is’ of a’ pure white colour, with a

puff-balls, and mildews,
j

powdery surface, «and destitute of gills; it is very

differ from lichens, which commonly grow on the

living bark of trees.- Dr. Roylc’s collections in

the Himalaya amounted to about 40 specimens.

There are 5000 recognised species of mushroom,

General MacGregor says (p. 42) that naiialirooms

j

are largely used by the Afghan nomados and

I poorer classes to supply the place of meat. The

Chinese in every province eat hirgc quantitiLs

of - which only a few can be safely eaten. The of fungi, but prefer the polypon or boleti to t ii

poisonous properties vary with climate and the agarics. The Ti-kai are edible agarics
;

it

season of the year and locality, and some indi- Muh-rh are parasitic fungi growing on trees, anu

viduals, byjdiosyiicriisy, are liable to be affecte<l much eaten.
n i u. fn

even bv species which other people cat with im- In Japan the best edible species are callen a
^

purity. . .
- shake and 8hu-take. The latter are largely cultu

^ Agaricus carntfestris, the common mushroom, Vated
;
they are almost tasteless when

various species of the Helvella or. morel, and of when dried have an extremely fine flavour. 1

the tuber or truffle are useful as food, but there grow on tho decayed trunk of the fehu tree, incy

is great difficulty experienced in distinguishing ar® k'^rgely exported. In ^'rance, in
^ ,

the poisonous from the edible kinds. Such as are especially in Russia, a useful 'aliment is a

poisonous or suspicious have a cap very thin in by a great variety bf species which, althougn v^
.proportion to the gills; hi\ve' the stalk growing common in Britain, it would be extremel^yaan^^^^
.pivpurwvu VU —o —

'
, . -'.a mils-

from one .side. of t|je cap; have the gills aU of ous to eat; even the dangerous ^gwicus mu

equal len^ ;
have a milky juice

;
.deliquesce, cariuS is used in Kamtsohatka. ine

.1 . .
K >

^ pi,ygigjj„g gtai employ the A. musoanus m thom

medicinal practice, long discarded
, ,,

.

European pharqiacopceias. — Hoyle ;
HuM >

lln-iiin • l^^nsun • O^Sh. .* PotVCll ! MuTTOyA

that is, run speedily into a dark watery liquhl
;
or

the collar that surrQuiuls the stalk resembles a

spider’s web. The Kudrati mushroom is foiyid ---- r-
‘r> 7 / Murrnv

throughout the Dekhan in the rainy season.

Musbrooms are often seen in the Tenasserim MUSHRU. Hind. ^ of

bazar, and the Karens have names for 64 different satins, the baok or warp of which cons

species of mushrooms and the allied fungi. They cotton. Value, 2 to 4 rupees per y •

(mtinguish the edible from the poisonous kinds, khab, hemru, luppa, tas are ^ of

they say, by touching them witlv the lime that of manufacture, gold, or F®"!

»

Jhereas
they eat with the betel. If the fungus turn red In the kimkhab, metal predominates, whereas in
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the hemru the silk predominates. Another of

the latter’s characteristics is that the d^ign is

generally a diaper or buto. Affixes of single and
double are also made use of to* designate one
colour or several, such as ekowdu hemru and
bewdu hemru. In Surat it is known as kam-
jurno aleeacha, which means that there is only

a small quantity of gold thread -used in it. Luppa
is. all gold or silver, that is,,, the metal only is

visible. Tas is much tbinner, but manufactured

in the same manner. Muslim and hohini are not
used for tunics, but for the trousers of men and
women^^ and for women’s skirts.; as also for

covering bedding and pillows
;

they are very
strong and durable* fabrics, wasii well, and pre-

• serve their dolour, however long worn or roughly

used
;

but they can hardly bo compared with
English* satins, which, however, if more delicate

in colour and texture, are unfitted for tlu* purposes

to which the Indian fabrics arc applied. For
example, a labjida or dressing-gown was worn for

years, was washed over and over again, and
subjected to all kinds of rough usage, yet the

satin •contmued unfrayed, and the colour and
gloss as bright as ever.

MUSIC. Amongst the Hindus of early ages
. music appears to have attained a theoretical pre-

cision at a pefiod when even Greece was little

removed from barbarism. The Arab sysfem of music
is derived partly from Greek, PiTsian, and Imliau

trejitises,—^fiisika, thew* general name for music,

and the names of .several musical iiistruments,

being from the Greek
;
while most of tlio technical

terms used by the Arab musicians are l)orrowe<l

from the Persiali and Indian languages. The in-

spirations of the bards of tlie Vedic Aryans of tlic

first ages were all set to music
;
the children of

the most powerful potentates sang the episodes

of the great epics of Valmiki and Yyasa.

Music appears to have been cultivated largely

by the Hindus, even after Vedic times, and the

writings of many ancient authors are still extant.
,

They fixed all their svara or notes within the*

I

compass of octaves. I.eaving the eightli note, '

they called the diapason a saplaka or lieptachord,
|

the seven notes being sh'arja, rishabha, gandliara,
'

madhyama, panchama, dhaibhata, and nishuda.
1

Hindu music lias 84 modes, of which 36 are in

general use. They are named from the seasons

of the year and tliQ hours of the day and night,

and are each considered to possess some quality
,

appropriate to the time, and each is p})posed to’

'

have a peculiar expression and the power of

;

moving some particul&r sentiment or affection.
|

The Hindu modes arc formed partly by giving
j

the lead to one or other of the twelve sounds
recognised in Europe, and varying seven different

ways the position of the semitones. This gives
the numb* 84 .

In Sanskrit, harmony is* termed Sruti, and
melody Raga. While the reading of the Vbdas,
Pumna8, and other religious books was mono-
polized by the Vydika, religious men, and jioetry,

rhetoric, and kindred branches of learning'became
the hobby of the Lokika, or men of the world,
music,* left withdjut any place and protection, took
refuge in Hindu ' brothels. Tho religious Brah-
inans went so far as to hurl their thunders against
those, who practised it, and said ‘Gayata na
thayam* (that we should not give them any-
thing). Much fivttention has not, however, been

pjiid to this injunction', and it haEf* often been
violated.

’ •
'

In British India, instrumental music is chiefly

cultivated by professionals, and while it is com»
,

mon for men to perform on instruments, and those

I

ill a great variety, women do so comparatively to
a small extent, and only use few.anS simplo
instruments.* Amongst the Hindus, professional
musicians form a distinct 'tribe or caste called
Kathaks, antlT with these the gift or inspiration of
music is supposed to be hereditary. The sitar is

a favourite with amateurs. It is made from a
hollow gourd. Usually it has three wire strings,

whence its name,* but sometimes ‘it has six, Or
even nine, and is played with the first finger of

the right hand alone, on which* is placed a little

steel wire frame, called a misrab,'.with which the
strings are struck

;
the left hand stops the notes-

in the frets, but only thosi^ of the fir.^t. string,

while the other note.s in the manner in which
they are tuned produce a sort of pedal sound.
Tlie saringi is in appearance somewhat like a
violin, and is played with a bow; the. tabla is a
small <1rum with only onp opening, the part
opposite to this being coTicave and made of wood.
The drum rests upon the ground, the covered
opening being uppermost, and is struck rapidly
and shar[>ly by the lingers. Sometimes two such
drums are ]>layed by tlie right and left hand
togellier. The dhol is more like an English
drum

;
it is usually 1 foot 2 inches long, and 8

inches in diameter, but sometimes larger, with
both ends covered will) leather, and is played on
with the hands. The tanpopra is another kind of

drum, wliile the turri and sunkh two varieties

of trumpets.

The Muhammaflans of Iiidja have the following

instruments, viz. :

—

Algoa, a small flagealeb a span long;

ll:inka is the M'lirri, with tlie upper piece turned
from the performer, forming it into the shape of
the letter. 8.

Banslc’o, or lluto.

Been or Vina, a sort of sitar, ibiit having two dried
hollow pu)nj)kins (Uucurbita nielopepo, Ifilltl.j

fixed to tlie emi of it, with five or seven steel

strings.

Chukara,.a kind of- violin.

Daoera, a tambourine, played upon '^itli a stick.

Dhof, a largo drum, l)()ih sides covered- with Icatiicr,

and played upoiif with the hands. D’holuk, smifllcr,

and only one side covered with leather.

Doroo, a small double-headed hand-drum.
Duff or Dulfra, the tambour do basque ; tympanum,

according to Gen’tiua, SjmU Hesar. Polit. ]). 303.

A sort of bass tambourine, played upon with a stick.

Dimka, a bass kettle-drum, middle size, between the
nugara and tukkoray.

Ghugrec, one or two hollow rings with pebbles in them,
worn on one or bbth thumbs.

Goonghroo, little bells fastened round the wrists and
ankles.

Keenggreo has three or four pumpkins, and only two
steel strings, generally used by Hindus.

Khunjui:ee, a small tambourine, pUyed upon with* the
fingers. .

•

Moerdung, a kind of drum which is an accompaniment
to the kunchnee ka taefa. ’

,

Munjeora or Jhanjh, a kind of small cymbals in the
shape of cups, struck against each other, and
accompanying most bands.

Murchung, or Jew’s-harp.

Murfa, a drum like a dnol, covered at both ends with
• leather, but played upon only on one side with a
stick.

Nugara or NakarS, a kettle-drum.

Pu^awaj, a kind of drum, a timbrel.
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Qanooii) a of dulcimer or harp.
Qurna, a straight or curved horn, twelve feet long,

llagmala, a piano.

Knbab, a kind of violin, a rebec.

^aringi, Uke a fiddle, play.ed l^1on with a bow.
Shuhnaee, a clarionet, a cubit long, and having a leaf

* mouthpiece, commonly called Sooriiaee.

• Sitara, sometimes it has nine or eleven steel wires,

but generally three ; whence its name, Si, three,

and Tara, string or wire.
Sunkh, the chank shell, is the trumpet,of the Hihdu

temples, frc(|uently used by devotees, also as an
accompaniment to the tuinkee. Sometimes they
play trios and quartettes on the chunk shells alone.”

Sur, a bass or drone to tlie shuhnaoo.
Surod, guitar (or situr) having- catgut or silk strings.

Tabla, a couple ofdrums, played up'on at the same time,
^ono with each liynd. .

*

Tabid, an enormously large drum, used in the field of

battle.

Tal, cymbals used ‘by devotees, and frequently as an
Accompaniment to the laefa.

Tasa or Tasha-murfa, a drum of a semicircular shape,
played upon with two sticks, and invariably ac-

companied by the inurfa.

Taus or lilayuri, a modern instrument formed out of

the sitar and saringi, derives its name from the
figure of a x^eacock at its base. It is generally
used to accompany the female voice.

Tukkoray, kettle-drums; one is called zayr, the other

bum.
Tumboora, a sitar having catgut strings instead of

jvire.

Tumkee, a small circular brass plate, played on with a
])iecc of .wood, having a knob at the end.

Turri or Turturi, commonly denominated by Eilro-

p'eans collery horn, -consists of three pieces fixed

into one another, of a sernicircidur shape. ‘

Those in use by the TtimU musicians arc drunis,

one of them called malum murathangarri or

inathaluma; large and small flageolets; the mogo-
veni cymbals

;
and the tlioothe, somewhat like a

bagpipe—this comprises the entire skin of a sheep

or goat, freed ‘of hair, and having all the openings

closed, excepting* two pipes of reed, one of which

is inserted in the neck, and the other at one of

the extremities, one to blow with, and the- other

through which the air issues, proddeing a. low,

moaning sound. The^ sometimes have a clarionet,

violin^ tambourine, and guitar, but tliese are in-

novations of late introduction.

frame about 4 feet in diameter, and 14 inchc
high. JThe player sits vfithin the inner circle, am
strikes the gongs with small drum-sticks. Thi
instrument is one of singular sweetness and melody
The harp of Burma is held across the lap whoi

played, the curved horn being to the left, and thi

right hand passed round and over the strings

instead of being kept upright like the Welsh harp
Taaselled cords attached to the ends of the stringii

and twisted round the curved head, serve fo

tuuing. This is done by pushing them up o

down, so that the curvature of the h^ad increase

or diminishes tlic tension. These cords ai;p at th

same time ornamorflal appendages to the harp
This harp is a pleasing instrument by itself, bu
it is usually only an accom])animeiitto nnmelodiou;

chants of intolerable x^rolixity.

Other musical instruments are the patbtla bar

monicon, the meegyoung harps, the puloay o

I

pynay flutes, the patma drum, the seing-weiiq

drum* harmonicon, the Soung harp,- the Wah-le-
kroht castanets, and the ya-gwin and than-

Iwin cymbals.
*

The bamboo harmonicon or staccato is use(

throughout Burma and the Eastern Archij)elag()

In Java they have a number of such instruments,

made in wood and metal, and only slightly differ-

ing from one. another, though dfstinguished by

different names. In that of Burma, 18 to l^U

slips of bamboo, about an inch and a half broad,

and of graduated length, ave strung upon a double

string, and suspondod in a catenary over tlio

mouth of a trough-liko sounding box. Tim

rouiKlish side of the bamboo is ux^permost, airl

whilst the extremities of the slips are left of their

original thickness, the middle part of. each is

thinned and hollowed out below. The tuning is

accomplished ])artly by the ngulating of tiii.s

thinnjing of the middle part. The scale s’o fonneil

is played with one or .two drum-sticks, aud the

instrument is one of very mellow and pleasing

tone. Though th(} materials are' of no value, a

gootl old harmonicon is x>rized by the owner like

a good old cremoiia, and he can rarely be induced

to i)art with it Other musical instruiiionts of

. With the Burmese, i\\^ tunes Tay-dat, A-poo-
deik, Lon-gyin^ etc., arc as* familiar as ‘ Go<l

save the Queen,’ to an Englishman, -Tlie

Kayak-than is of modein origin. In their

acknowledged national airs it is difficult to get a

definite rhythm, the music being almost invari-

ably a mere succession of recitative.

Of the Burmese musical instruments, the cliief

in size and power is the patshaing, a drum har-

monicon. It consists of a circular tub -like

frame, about' 30 inches high, and 4^ feet in

diameter. This frame is formed Of separate

wooden staves fancifully carved, and fitting by

tenon into a hoop, which keeps them in place.

Round* the interior of the frame are suspended

vertically some 18 or 20 drums, or tom-toms,

• graduated in tone, and' in ske from about 2^

inches diameter up to 10. In tuning, the tone

of each drum is modified, as required, by the

application of a little moist clay with a sweep of

^e* thumb in the centre of the parchment. ‘The
whole system then forms a sort of harmonicon,

on which the* performer, squatted in the midffie,

plays with the natural plectra of his fingers and

palms, and with great dexterity and musical effect.

Another romeiyhat similar instrument • has a

Java are the bonang, krohio, and garabang.

Chinese musical instruments,

—

The. great bell, with tlie Chinese the regulator of the

harmonic scale and giver of the fund.'imental note,

was*used in the adjustment of .weights and inea

sures. In size it did not surpass the keun or

standard of measure, in weight the shih oi

standard’ of weight
;

the concert pitch, the

measuring rod, tlie standard of cai>acity, were all

derived from this.

Cha - keo or horn consists of a stem and a crook

exxjanding into a bell. There arc two kinds, a

larger and smaller
; both utter grave sounds,

(fliih-teih, or in tho Canton dialect teem-tek, often

called sew, is the flute or vocal reed in its most

primitive form. It Is pierced with.five holes.

Haou-tung, sometimes called hcang - teik, on the

principle of the trombone. It is madp of tliin

copxier, a conical bell with a ball at the top.

Kin-chin, the scholar’s lute, was the instrument luavcu

upon by Confucius and ancient schelars, an«

held sacred by men of letters. It is made rmm

the woo-tung wood, Dryandriq cordifolia,

strings are of silk. . , , ^ „

Koo or drum, th© ta-koo or big ‘drum, \
kettle-drum. The King-foo or pillar-drum.

Yung, a smaller kind of pillar-drum. j

low drum, with its yoke-fellow in a chorus cal

Lo, the gong^of tho Javanese, of two kinds, both round.
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one large«and flat, used on shipboard at eventide
. in place of prayer and praise.

!lPepa, the balloon-shaped guitar, made of woo tung.
It corresponds exactly to the. harp of Pythagoras
in the outline.

Sang, a collection of tubes of varied length* so as to
utter sounds at harmonic intervals with each other.

There are two kinds, one called chaou or bird’s

nest, the other ho -or sweet concord.

San-hccn, three-stringed guitar, is made of the swan-
che wood, covered with tlie skin of the' tan-snake.

It is played as an aecompaninient to the pepa.
Urh-hoen, the two-stringed ‘fiddle, the rebec x»f the

Chinese, a very cheap instrujnont, on tlie principle

of the violin, but consists of a stick of bamboo
pasSing thi'ough a hollow cylinder of the* same
material.

Yue-kin, or Full Moon guitJir, with four strings, is

made 'of the swan-cho wood, aiid has a perfectly
circular body ; it is never varnished.

Japanese musical instruments are tlie.ko-to,

ko-yu, and sa-mi-sen.-^*SVr W. Jones^ As. Res.

. MUSICAL FISH, or Drum Fish, a sea fish

near the Pearl Kiver near Afacao. Every evening
they assemble around a ship and continue their

musical humming till about midnight. Tin; noise

rises and falls, or suddenly ceases lit times, as they
i^int the ship in search of food.

,
Dr. Buist, writing in tlie Bombay Times of

January 1817, mentidiied tliat a party, while
crossing from the promontory in t^alsotte called

the Nesit’s Tongue to ^near Sewree, about' sunset,

lieard long distinct sounds like a long-drawn-out
musical note, and the boatmen intimated that

the sounds were produced by fish abounding in

the muddy crecks'and shoals around Bombay and
Salsctte. The boatmen next day produced
specimens of tlie fish, a creature cIo.sely resem-
bling in size ‘and shape the fresh-water perch of

the north of Europe. It is supposed that the-

fish are confined to particular localities,—shallows,

estuaries, and muddy creeks. ’I'he Bombay Times
dT 13th Febi;uary 1811) contained, a connimnica-
tion from Vizaga])atain relative to ‘ musical sounds
like the prolonged notes on the hai’p ’ having been
heard to jirocced from under water at tliat

station. Several fish utter sounds.

—

Adams, p. (53.

MUSIlilS, a port known to the (jieeks on the

coast of Malabar, probably Mangalore. It .is

alluded to in the I’eriplus of the Erythraean iSea

(supposed to have been written by Arrian, to

whom wo are indebted for the earliest mention of

globular, about 1J inches in diameter, and hairy,

with a hole in the centre- about the size of a lead
pencil, from which the secretion can be squeezed.
The orifice of the urethia lies near this, a little

posteriorly. Round the margin of the opening of
the gland is a circle of small glandular-looking
bodies. In the living mnsk-deen the musk has
the consistence of honey, i.s of a brownish-red
colour, and has a strong odour. When dry, this

musk is almost solid, granular, and of a dark-
brown colour. It feels unctuous and fatty, has a
bitter aromatic taste, and its smell is powerful.
(Idod inurfk is in irregular, unctuous, light, dry,

re(ldisii-black, or dark-purple grains, CQiicrcted in

a slightly oval bag, about IJ inches in diameter,

hairy on one side and not on flic other. They
weigh, from 200 to 250 grains a-piece. The small
dark hags with the greyish hairs Jirraiiged evenly
around the centre are the best.. * ‘

.

I’ln; trace when rubbed on paper is a lively

yellow, and no grittiness is felt or, residue left.

It is sometimes adulterated with dried blood or
cateebii. If the former be present, agitation

with distilled water .will often form a solution,

coagulated by heat. The latter is detected by
adding a solution of muriate of iron to the water
in which the musk was diffused. A deep black
colour is produced if catechu be present. Glob-
ules of lead are often fraudulently introduced

into the sacs
;
the best test. is the strength of the

alcoholic solution.

Three other deer are said to yhsld musk, viz. the

Napii or Moschus Javaniciis, Raffles, found in the

woods of .lava aiid Sumatra
;

the Kranchil or

M. Kranchil, Raffles; and the . Chevrotain of the

Altai, the -M. Altaicus, Ksch.—Smith's M. M. C.

MUSK-MELON, Cuciiinis m’elo; Musk-okro or
Musk-hibisens

;
Abelmoschus nio^chatu»; Musk

shrew, Sorex cairulescens, Sham.
MUSK-RAT of Canada is- the Ondatra Ameri-

cana, Tiedcmann

;

('astor Zibethicus, Linn.

;

Fiber

Zitbicus, Cue.; Ondatra, Zocc/;.*,* the musquash of

the Cree Indians, little beaver. The tails of the

ondatra form a considerable article of import
into India, being regarded by some races as

aphrodisiac. 'I’he tails are covered with a thin

sleek coat of - short hairs, have a pleasing odour of

musk, and are greatly prized in Russia aiid the

Maidive Islands. The musquash is ea.sily tamed,

•the peninsula of the Dekhan); and we -are in- soon becoines.attached, and is cleanly and playful,

formed of llippalus, the commamler of a vessel There are three varieties, the black, the pied, and
in the Indian trade, having the hardihood to the,white.

—

JCiuj. Cyc.

stretch out to seln.from the inouth of the Arabian . MUSK-ROOT is the root of the Euryangiuin

Gulf, and practically test the more theoretical suyibal, Kaufman, a plant of Central Asia, and

observations of his predecessors. This experi- brought to England from Russia and Persia. The

ment was successful,* and he found liimself carried root exhales a powerful smell of musk, and has

by the south-west monsoon to Musi ris. This bold been used in medicine as a substitute for that

adventpre gained for him the ‘honour of having substance. Its tissues are full of starch.

—

Bng.

his name attached to the wind by which ho was Cyc.
. i r.

enabled to perform this novel voyage.

—

Ind. in MUSK-.WOOD of Tasmania and New South

Ibth CerUury, .
Wales (Eurybia argophylla, CrtN.v.) is close-grained,

j^USlC. ^ polish
;

it is useful in cabinet-

Burm. D’ed'esj-Rasi, Malay, work._ irv-i ux
S:lhie-luaiig,

' Chin. Jabafc, ... MUSLI. IIiND. Medicinal substances in use
Kasturi, . -Hind. Rutta, Ooruhi, Sinou. among tlie Indian practitioners. They are roots,

Musk of commerce is a -secretion of the musk- and supposed of several plants. There were threo

<Iecr, the Moschus moschiferus of the Himalaya, sorts represented in the Panjab Exhibition. Musli

Siberia, Tonquin, and Cochin-China. In - the sembal froip Bombax hcptaphyllum, Musli saEaid,

.
year 1879-80, India* exported 3224 ounces, value apparently an immature specimen of satawar

90,089 rupees. (Asparagus adscendens), and Musli siah. Musli

Jhe ;ttiUBk-b^isatthecndof the penis. It is sembal was a light, woody, .fibrous root of a
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MUSLIM. MUSSiENDA CORYMBOSA.

brownish colour,, with thin epidermis, easily

detached, and a very fibrous thick tuber. It acts

as a stimulant and tonic, and some consider it

in large doses emetic..
^

White miislL

Safedmusli, . . Hind. 1 Taimir-vittang
Tsullaghedalu, .*

, Tel.
1 ,

kalangu, . . . Tam.

The root is long, fleshy, and whitish
;
js used

powdered in the form of a thick mucilage with

water, and answers admirably as a nutritious

demulcent for convalescents. It is supposed,
when taken in this form, to have the effect- of

filling the small-pox, and preventing the con-

fluent disease. Aspaiagus sarmentosus root is

offered for sale as the white niusli, which. is said

to.be the rootlets of Salinalia Malabarica. It was
supposed by Ainslie to be from Curculigo orchi-

oides. Birdwood
.
thinks it is from Murdannia

scapiflora, Iloyle, or from a species of Trade-

scantia. The Asparagus filicinus and Aneilema
tuberosa are also named.

Black musli

Tal muli, . . •
. Beng. AVjirahi muaali, . Sansk.

Kali musli, . . Hind. Nclepannx kalangu, 'J'am.

Siah musli, . . Pers. Nalljj. taty gudda, . Tel.

is a tuberous and wrinkled root about four

inches long, slightly bitter and mucilaginous to

the taste, and reckoned among those .medicines

which purify the' blood it also posse.sses bmic
properties

;
is considered stimulant, and used as

an aphrodisiac. It is procurable in most bazars

throughout India.' Musli siaji is supposed to

be the product of Gurculigo brevifolia and 0.

Ainslie ; Jioijle; Irvine; BirdwooH; Powell.

MUSLIM. Arab. A follower of the Islam

faith, a Muhammadiin. Its plural form is Musli-

inin. Muslim* and Nao-Muslini are ap[)lied in

India to a convert to that faith.

MUSLIN.
‘ '

Neteldoiek, .... Dot. ISIouHsolina, . ... It.

Mousselinc, .... Fr. Sana Bella, . . , Pol.
Mtisselin, . . . Gcr. Kis.sea, .... Kus.
Nesseltuch, ... ,, l^loselina, .... Sr.

Alalmal, Saila, . . Hind.

A fine cotton fabric, extensively manufactured

in India, in Europe, and America. ‘There are in

commerce a great variety of kinds and qualities,

as book -muslin, cambric - muslin, mull -muslin,

etc. Until the middle of the 19th-century, from
the earliest times India w as famed 'for the delicacy

of its cotton fabrics. The work of its looms was
of a splendour unknown to European weavers.

The gold and white, gold and purple, white and
silver muslins, for colour, taste, and delicacy of

arrangement, were artistic triumphs. Some of

them, of gossamer transparency, were used for

the dresses of the Indian princes, and of their

families.

way in* which men as well as womenwdopted such

transparent draperies in open day became a thenk
•for the jitrictures of moral writers of thotime.

. The muslins made 'in Dacca in Bengal, and
Amec 'in Chingleput, were, long celebrated,

Dacca especially), for its webs of woven wind
employed thousands of hands; but it was with
great difficulty that the specimens of the fabrics

sent to the Great Exhibition of 1851 were pro-

cured. The kind of cotton (which is very short

in the staple) employed was little gTOwn, and
scarcely a loom tlien existed which was fit for the

finest fabrics. Dacca muslin was made from
cotton grown in the vicinity, the thmad from
whidi does not swell.

'

. Chicacole and Upada, a few miles ‘north of

Cocanada, formerly produced fine* muslins.

At Maderpak in N. Arcot, the thread used in

weaving muslin of the* finest kind is spun
from a peculiar kind of cotton, known by the

vernacular name *of Pu Parthi. The weavers
purchase this thread ready spun from a colony of

Paiiahs who have settled in the neighbourhood,
and who have ‘ the speciality of -its preparation.

After the cotton is carefully cleaned and picked,

it is laid by in cloth bundles for two or three

years, when it is rolled in plantain bark and then

wound off.

For the exceedingly fiqe Dacca muslins, tlio

Ab-rawan or running water, and Shab-nani or

night-dew, there is now no demand. The native

nobility of India do not patronize the finest sort,

and there* is no Uuirket for thlun elsewhere. In

1802 (here was only a single family of weaveis

in Dacca who could inaniifacturo the very fimst

quality; and it took them six months tomake up

one piece, but even for. ibis piece tliey- got no

orders. Ik'sides, the particular kind of cotton,

supposed to be liner than the finest Now Orleans
,

staple, from which alone the tlirelnl was spun,*s

now never grown. The principal Varieties of

muslins manufactured at Dacca auc Malmal Khaa,

Ab-rawan, Shab-nam, Khasa, Jlmna Circar Ali,

Taii-zeb, Alabullco; Nynsook, ' Biiddun Kht^s,

Turandaiq, 8arl)uti, and Sarbimd,—nafnes which

denote fineness, beauty, or transparency of tex-

ture, ©f the uses t-o which they are put. There

were exhibited also—

Charkhana. ‘ Chunderkoora Malnial,

.Junglekhaasa, Kurnopl muslin.

Striped or Dodiia, Maderpak muslin from N.

Spotted or Bootee. Arcot.

Jamdance, figured

muslin.

The famous Arnee muslins, of wliich book-

muslins are an imitation, are prepared at Arnee

in the Chingleput district. They sell according

to quality. At tile 1861 and 1862 Exhibitions,

Dacca muslins stood successful- in compari^ioii

After .the conquests of Alexander, -Greek art with those of Europe, and the Industrial Museinn

undoubtedly exercised ^an' influence on oriental at London had a piece 20 yards 'k 1 yard, weigh-

architeetdre, and sculpture, * pethapa on oriental ing only 7i oz. An excellent specimen of Dacca

imagery generally, more particularly that of manufacture, shown in 1861, proved tp be oi iNo.

Persia. But* the Indian textile splendours are of 367s. yarn, and that of 1862, 38()s. Some

oriental origin, and the ’Greeks adppted the made muslin in the 1861 and 1862

beautiful combinations and fabrics after they got was superior in point of fineness, according to i

a hold on Asia Minor; and as imperial . Rome mode of computation adopted.
‘

^opted the arts of Greece, and absorbed eVery MUSS.^NDA CORYmBOSA.
element of luxury that the world could offer, the tree of Sylhet, Malabar, and Ceylon,

light-and transparent textiles of India found their sized bright orange flowers. Its white

way"to the wardrobes of the patricians, and the leaves are sometimes eaten.

—

Rosib. ;
Votgt>
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MUSSJlNDA FRONDOSA. • MUSTARD SEED.

MUSSJJNDA FRONDOSA. Linn,

M. flavesoens, Boxh,
^

Sarwad, . . « Bombay. Bo^Dina,. ! . . . Hind.
Bhootoasse, , . „ Bolila, . . . Maleal.
Sanohout, . . . „ .yella-ellay, . ... Tam.

Grows in .most parts of* British India, Nepal,

and Ceylon. Its white* leaf contrasts with itff

deep golden-coloured flower. There are many
varieties of it. Its root and the juice of its

leaves and fruit are used in native medicine.

—

Itoxh.

MUSSiBNDA MACROPHYULA. Wall. A
plant of Nepal with deep orange flowers. Dr.

Mason notices, under the name of M. Wallichii, a

species with corymbs of orange-coloured flowers,

and a single sepal -expanded into a large white

leaf. It is abundant in Tenasseriin foroSts. In

Calcutta an allied species is cultivated in the

gardens.-^iiOaA i. pi 656
;
Alamn; Voujt.

MUSSELS are molluscous animals, of the

family Mytilidse. Mussels are caught in small

cylindrical basket traps, attached to a single

rope, and floated with the tide near the bottom.

MUSSOI, a medicinal bark of tlie Archipelago,

largely an article of trade.

MtfSSOOlil or Masuri,*a town and sanatoriiim

in the Debra Doon district of.the N.W. Provinces

ghanistan- are largely Sunni. In. European
Turkey the Muhammadans form about a sixth

paft of the popilation. The Afghans are Mussul-
mans chiefly of the Sunrfi sect. The Parsivan and
Aimak, who are subject to the Afghans, profess
the Shiali form of Islam, hut some of them are
Ali-Illahi. Mussulman sects arc numerous, one
of them is the Wahabee. The'^VAhabee calls him-
self a«Mu\valihid or Unitarian, in opposition to

Muslirik—Polytheist*,—any other sect but his own.
Tlic founder of this sect was Abdul Wahab, a
hativc of Aijaene, a town in the district of El-
Arcd. This man in his youth first studied at

home those sciences which are chiefly cultivated

in Arabia, lie afterwards spent some time at

Biisra, and made several journeys to Baghdad
and through Persia. After liis return to his

native place, he propagated his o’pinions among
his countrymen, and succeeded in* converting
several independent Shaikhs, whose subjects con-
sequently l)ecamc followers of this leader.

—

Ferricp's Ajj/lnufs; Jahau. Numa^ 523
;

WellsteiVs

Tr. ; Bi(rtun\s Mecca ; Nichyhr\s Tr. ; Palgrave.

MUST. Hind. Mudda, Singh. A period of

great excitement to. which male elephants are

subject in the ‘.rutting sejison, and during which
it is not safe even for the mahout or driver to

of India, in lat. 27' 30" N., long. 78'" G' 30"

E. It stands on the crest of .a Himalayan peak,

among beautiful and varied mountain scenery,

and forms practically one station with Landaur.

Elevation above sea-level, 7433 feet. It lias

many visitors during the summer months, but
contains a large number' of permanent residents.

The thermometer has a range from 27° to 80°.

Banog, a hill to the west, has been ascertained

to be 7jj45 feet above the sea. 'riic river Jumna
flows around the uortherii face of Banog, and
Badray bounds Mussoori on the west. Mussoori

houses are built upon heights varying fr-om 6400
to 7200 feet. The view of the Snowy Mountains
to the north, and of 'the valley of the Dhoon,
spread out like a painted mat) at the foot of the

hilt to the south, is greatly admired. The rains

set in in June, cease on or before the 18tli of

September, and are succeeded by an agreeable

season, which lasts till Christmas, and sometimes
till the middle or end of January. 'Hie tempera-

ture gradually sinks from 64° in the shade, in the

beginning of October, into that of sharp winter,

the frost becoming strong in the course of Novem-
ber. In January and February the weather is

wintry, always with frost more or less intense,

and occasional falls of snow.
MUSSULMAN. Akab. Properly Musalmin,

a person of' .the Muhammadan religion
;

it is the

plural form of th-e Arabic Muslim. A woman is

called Mussulmani, and the creed Islam. There
are in British India, about 50,121,585 of this

faith, many of Arab, Persian, and Moghul de-

scent, with many converts from Hinduism, how-
ever, particularly in Lower and Eastern Bengal.
A large portion of the people of Turkey in Europe,
most of the people of Northern Africa, the majority
of those gf Turkey in Asia, Arabia, Central and
Southern Asia up to the. Indus river, a fourth

part of the population of British India and Ceylon,
with a sprinkling in » Sumatra, the Archipel^o.
and China, are of this faith. They are chiofljr

of two sects, Sunni and Shiah. Arabia, Syria)

Asiatic Turkey, Central Asia^ Egypt, and Af-

approach them.

MUS'rAGH, ;i name of the Kouen Luji moun-
tain chain. Aksu, a city of Chinese Tartary, lies

to the south of the glacier pass over the Mustagh,
ill lat. 78" 58' N., long. 41°^ D' E. It contiuned
1200 liouses. It stamls at the confluence of the
rivers Aksu. (white water) and Kokslial. It is

the central point of the Chinese trade, and from
it divergti all the great routes towards China, the
Hi country, and the cities both of Eastern and
AYestern Turkestan.

—

Yule., Catligg, ii. p. 572.

MUSTARD SEED.
Khardal, . . . Akai^. Sirsliaff, . , Pers.
Kung-nyen, . . Buii.M. Sirsun, Rajtka, , Sansk.
KiKli-tsai, . . Chin, (lau-aba, .... Singh.
'Sar.soii, Hai, . . Hixi). Kailughu, . . . Tam.
Sawi, Sasavi, . Malay. Avalu Tbl.

Mustard is from the two liatin words, Mustum
and Ardens, and is hi varied forms in Euro-
pean tongues. Black mustard is indigenous
in almost every part of Europe and S. Asia

;
its

seeds arc small and roundish. A mustard seed

was the Buddhist unit of long m.easu;*c. Mustard
seed is used as a condiineiit. Tiie seeds are

crushed between rollers, and then pounded in

mortars and sifted. The residue in the sieve is.

called dressings or siftings
;
what passes through

by a second sifting yields pui*e flour of mustard

;

by pressure, the dressings yield a fixed oil, which
is used for mixing with rape and other oils.

Immense quantities of wheaten flour are employed
ill the adulteration of mustard.

Mustard oil is expressed in various parts of

India -from the seeds of different species of

Sinapis, especially from the black musfard* seed.

S. glauca, S. bichotoma, S. toria, S. racemosa, and
S. juncea are also extensively cultivated in the
cast for their oil,’ and S. alba, S. arvensis, S. nigra
are also grown. The oil is used in most parts of
India in cookery, and is considered superior to all

other oils .for anointing the body, which it is

supiiosed to invigorate. The seeds of the S.

alba yield by expression 36 per cent, of a bright
yellow, pleasant-tasted,.edible oil, having a strong
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s^cll and. Blight taste of mustard. The seeds

of S. nigra yield only 28 per cent, of an oil in all

respects similar to the above. •

MUSTARD TREE of •Scripture, according to

Dr. Royle, is the Salvadora Persica, a native of the

East Indies. But this is not generally accepted.
’ MUSTELIDiE, a family of mammals belonging

to the tribe Semv-plantigrada. They iiiclude the

weasels and martens
;
and in S.E. Asia there are

about five known specicsbf the former, and twelve

of the latter. See Mammals, p. 828.

MUSTER. Anglo-Indian. A pattern, from*

Portuguese Mostro.

MUSTIKA, an amulet, which amongst the

Malays of Java is always some very scarce sub-

stance, and is worn* about the person to act as a

talisman and ward off evil. The Mustika Kerbo
or buffalo amiJlct is quite white, and round like

marble, nearly an inch in diameter, and semi-

Iransparent
;

it is stated to be found at Panggul.

The Mustika Waringin, a ailcareous concretion, is

found at Ngadi Rejo
;

it is quite black, and a

little smaller tlnan the Mustika Kerbo. Amulets

are, however, worn by almost all eastern nations.

They are especially prized by Muluimmadans, and

both young and oldwear them. They are usually

put on the young to ward off disease and . to

protect from the evil eye, and consist of figures

with numbers on pieces of j)aper, or Arabic words,

often extracts' frqiii the Koran, engraved on pot-

stone or silver or goldj and worn from the neck.

Thej are also put over the door porch, or on the

house wall.

—

Jour. Jntl. Archip.y 185*3.

MUSTtJNG^ an extensive valley of Baluchistan,

to the south of the valleys of Quetta and Kanhee.

It extends from about lat. 29° 30' to near 30° N.,

and its eastern boundary is nearly defined by the

G7° of E. long. It is therefore about 40 miles in

length, and variik in breadth from .5 to 8 mjlcs,

spreading out towards its upper end, and being

gradually constricted towards Its lower or southern

extremity. * It is bounded by parallel ranges

rnnning K.N.K. by S.S.W., of height from 600 to

800 feet. Tlie range to tlie eastward is pierced

by a pass leading to the Uaslit-i-be-DauIat.

Mustimg has a healthy climate and fertile soil. It

contains no Afghans; the- fixed inhabitants are

Dehwar, mixed with the Kaisani, Sherwani,

Muhammad Sliahi, Baugulzai, T^ri, and Sir-

pherra tribes of Brahui. The Bangulzai exclus-

ively occupy, Isprinji, but reside also at Shal

and Mustung, and in winter repair to Talli near

Lehri.

MU-SUII or Muk-suk. Pkhs. Sweet clover or

lucerne, ujjon which the horses of Farghana were

pastured.

MUT, also Muter, Hind., Carex Indica, grows

at a great altitude
;

is used to form those parts of

the snow-shoes in Pangi and Lahoul which are

most liable to.be torn.

—

Povjell^ llamihook, i. 621.

MUTA. Hind. Muhammadans of the- Shiah

sect.marty by the Muta form. This maybe for

a mutually recognised temporary period, or a

permanent mariiage with a person of inferior rank

in life.
‘ ’

MUTAREA. Arab. A tax in the Madras
Presidency on- houses, trades, and profeBsiojiB.

It ‘was abolished 5th November 1856, In 1848,

discriminating duties on goods carried in foreign

vessels were abolished, and in 1850 the coasting

trade was thrown open to all nations.

MUTAWALI. Arab. The trustee of any
religious building, a trustee of a mosque.

MUTHI. hind, a handful, alright granted

to religieuses to take a handful atr harvest.

MUTHIA THUU, a class of Thugs who resided

cliiefiy in Rajpur and Dinajpur, usually following

the business of weavers*, said to be so termed
from giying their leaders a handful (Muthi) of

rupees from each man’s share, in addition to their

own.
‘ MUTH-THU or Mut’ha, Tam., Tel., incorrectly

written Miitali and Mootah, the subdivision of a

district; in the Northern Circars, a large estate,

including several villages, and corresponding with

a zamiiidari in Bengal.

MUTHUNKA PJLLOO. Tam. Grass corn.

It grows wiki, but was first cultivated in Chittur

by Miss l*ercira. It produces abundantly, and
tlie grain is cooked in the san*o way as paddy and
ragi.~J/. K ./. JL

MUTHYAN-jo-ZOR, a popular exercise in

Sind, of placing the fists on* the ground, niul

raising up a boy or a man who stands upon them.

Chambo Wathan, another feat, consists of inter-

lacing the fingers, and trying to Vliscngage them

from the grasp of the adversary. Pera to Uthaii,

squatting on the hams, lifting one leg off tlie

ground, and then slowly rising up by means of

the other; no easy task. Kakk Khankn, hero the

gymnast, in the squatting position with both

arms behind the back, picks up with the lips a

bit of straw placed on the ground before him.—
JJurton\<< ]). 290.

MUTIALAMMA, one of the non - Hindu

goddesses of the Peninsula of India. See Aminiiii

;

I

liindu.

j

METILLA ANTIGUENSIS. Linn. Mutilla

occidcntalis, the Beer buti, is a beautiful scarli4

velvet coloured insect, about the size of a large

pea, commonly found in rainy weather through-

out British India. These insects are kept by the

druggists, and native doctors use them against

•siiak.e-bitcs, and in colic of liorses. The family

Mutillidae is a genus of insects of the order

Hymenoptera, comprising two genera, Mutilla

and Tiphia.

—

HonUjherpcr. See Insects.

MUTINY lias occurred amongst the British

Indian army on several occasions. In January

1766, doubfe batta was abolished. It had

been granted to the E. I. Company’s army by

Mir Jafar, in gratitude for their services. But

on its abolition both officers and men mutinied,

and if was only put down in fifteen days by tlic

severe measures which Clive adopted.

Ill May 1764, Major .(afterwards Sir Hector)

Munro, pii joining the army at Patna, found the

European and Native soldiers extremely mutinous,

and, on part of them deserting to the enemy, they

were overtaken and brought back, and 24 of

them blown away from ^ns. On that occasion

four of the grenadiers stepped forward, and begged,

as they had always had the post of honour, to be

allowed to be first blown away. n i

In 1795, the European officers of the Beiiga

army broke out into open rebellion. .Its cause

was Ijord Cornwallis’ /ibolition of all

gain in the military branch Of the service. Ah

revolt was settled by the concession whicii si

John Shore made to them.
' Disaffection sprang up amongst the

,

pean officers of the Madras army, m the e» y
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part of the 19tli century, witk whom a few regi-

ments of sepoys sympathized; but it was quickly
^ubdued.

In 1806, £he ‘native soldiers in the garrison of
V'eHore mutinied and massacred all tlipir officers

and the other Europeans, but in the early part

of the same day, Colohel Gillespie galloped from
Arcot and suppressed- the rising. After the fall

of Serin^apatam in 1799, the family of Tipu
Sultan were detained at Vellore, but, as they

were* supposed to have instigated the revolt,

they were removed* to Bengal.

On* the l8.t November 1824, a mutiny oc-

curred, at BarrAckpur in the 47th Begimcnt
Bengal Native Infantry, part of the 2Gth
and r)2d Regiments, when pwlered.to Burma.
The coinmander-in -chief ordered them to be
fired upon by artillery, atlacked by the cavalry of

the body-guard and Bjitish troops, and 440 of

them were destroyed. Their ostensible grievance

was that they could not obtain cattle for carriage,

and that they ought to receive double batta when
proceeding to Burma.

In 1857 the greater part of tlie native jumy of

Bengal, and several reginumts of the Bombay
atmy revolted. The first signs occurretl near
(\a!ciitta,‘ but the revolt continued by tliQ out-

break of the native cavalry at Meerut on the 10th

M<<;j'-1857, and before the cud of 1H58 nearly all

the Bengal army w^Jis swept away
;
but before

this could be done, inany. of the predatory tribes

and numbers of the civil population engaged in

the rising, and a rebellion of nearly all Upper
India was the result.

.. This revolt lias been deseribe(l by many writers,

but chiefly by v^iv John Kaye, who Wrote a History

of the Sepoy War, also ]»y Colonel Malle.son hi bis

History of the Indian Mutiny, and by Mr. T. K. C.

Holmes in his History of the Indian Mutiny, and
of the disturbances which accompanied it among
the 'civil population. The first overt acts were
shown at Barrackpur, where the native soldiery

planned to burn the houses, and then proceed
to Calcutta 'to seize the fortress there, and take

possession of the treasury.

The 19th Regiment sepoys, refused -to take the

percussion-caps that were served out to them, and
they were at once disbanded. The disgraced

soldiers brought their colours to the front, piled

•their anus, stripped off their accoutrements, and,

retaining their uniforms and taking their pay,

marched off under an escort to Chinsimali, cheer-
ing as they went. A few <liys after, a sepoy
of the 34th Bengal Native auiiy, named Mungal
Bandy, cut down his officer in the jiresonce

of {he guaVd, without a finger being uplifted to

prevent him.
• At Meerut, on the lOtJi May,' the sepoys broke
into open mutiny. They • threw open the jail,

rushed through the cantonment, cutting down
every European whom they met, and streanicd off

to stir up the native soldiery at Dehli. A rallying

centre was given to the revolt by the possession
of this historical city, and all that tJie Europeans
could d6 before leaving Dehli was to blow up the
^enal. Throughput the cantonments of the
N.W. Provinces of. British India the sepoys
revolted, usually without warning, sometimes
after protestations of fidelity. The Europeans
^ere massacred, occasionally also the women and
children. The jails were broken open, and the
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mutineers marched to the centres of. the revolt.

In the Panjab, Sir John (Lord) Lawrence and his

civil and military officers, Montgomery, Maclcod,
E(\wards, Nicholson, repressed and disarmed the
sepoys serving there, but the Sikhs and Afghans
remained loyal,- and furnished an army .for the
recovery of Uehli.

The population of Oudh and Rohilkhand rose
en masse, and with the soldiery occupied Sir
Colin Campbell, through two campaigns. The
liawab of Bareilly and the begum of Oudh joined
the mutineers. The crisis hero .was prolonged.
But the centres of the conflict were at Dehli, Cawn-
pur, and 1 aicknow. The Cawnpur troops mutinied
on the Gth June, mid Dandhu Punt, the adopted
son of 'I’eshwa Baji Rao, styled Nana Rao^and
Nana Sahib, was proclaimed Peshwa of the
Mahrattas. The bmropeaus, trusting a safe con-
duct from Dandlm Punt as far as Allahabad,
evacuated Cawn pur, but all but a single boat’s

crew were destroyed
;
and on the 15th July, when

General Havelock’s army was near, 125 women
and children were cruelly massacred.

Th(i siege of Dehli began on the 8th Juue 1857.

The 1*05018 were 80,()00 strong, and the British

army never exceeded 8000 men. On the 14th
September tlie’ assanl t was delivered. A little party
of 2 lieutenants, 2 st^rgeants, a corporal, a bugler,

14 native and 10 Panjab sappers and miners, in

broa<l daylight, under a shower of bullets from
every loop-hole and froip the wicket-gate in

front of them, went -forward witli powder'bags to

blow up the Kashmir gate. • Their destruction

seemed certain, hut with tlie loss of two, who
were killed, and four wounded, one mortally, they’

acconqdishcd their obj(‘ct, which is one of the
noblest deeds on reconl in military history.

Dehli was then entered in four columns of assault,

but not until five days were the whole of the

defences taken.

From the 14th to the 17th. of September, the

dmreh, the cittchcrry, the college, the kotwalli,

the magazine, and the Dehli Bank-liouse were one
after the. other carried and recovered. On the

18th the line of communication between the

magazine and the Kabul gate was completed. On
the 19th the Burn bastion, near the Lahore gate,

was taken possession (if by a surprise.

The old king of Dehli, Suraj-iid-Din llydcr

Shah, Ghftzi, and two of his sous, were captured,

and the two latter shot by Captain Hodsou of the

Bengal army
j
while the king, who on the 11th

May 1857 had proclaimetl himself emperor of

India, was sent prisoner to Rangoon, where he

died in 1862. The mutineers who fled from
Dehli moved upon Agra in a formidable mass,

followed by a flying column under Colonel

Greathcd, Avho defeated a body of theiu at

Buluudshahr, destroyed the fort of Malagarh,

and scattered a body at Aligarh. Finally,

Lucknow wiw relieved', and its garrison strength-

ened by Sir James Outram and General Havelock,

until, in the month of March 1858, Sir Colin

Campbell advanced on that city, after severe

fighting,- and made himself master of the south-

eastern suburbs, inflicting great loss on the
mutineers, 2000 of them having fallen at the fight

at the .walled garden called the Sekundigir Bagh.
On the 2d July, Sir Henry I^wrence, Commis-
sioner of Oudh, had occupied the Residency at

Lucknow, and two days later he was mortally
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wounded Ijya sboll. The garrison was relieved Mandal. It is one pf the mo*st sacred spots in the*

on the 25th September by Havelock and Outram, mythology of the Hindus of the earliest Aryan
but'it was re-invested by fresh swarms of rebels, times, connected with the toVns of Govardhan,
till ^ir Colin Campbell (Lord Clyde) withdrew Go.kal, Mahaban, and Brindabah. it was hero

the garrison, 16th November 1857, and Lucknow that Krishna and Bala Rama pastured their herds,

was again re-occupied in March 1858. - It is famous in the legendary history of Krishna
Sir Hugh Rose * (Lord Strathnairn), with an as the stronghold of his eBCiny raja Kansa

; and
army from Bombay,* fought his way from the it is noticed by Arrian, on the authority of Megas-
Southern Mahratta country to Central India, thenes, as the capital of the Suraseni, Surasena
Among his .opponents* were the rani of Jhansi was the grandfather of Krishna, and from him
and Tantia topi

;
the former died fighting at the Krishna and his descendants, who held M£^^ihu^a

head of her troops in June 1858. after the death of Kansa, were ealled the Suraseni.

When the rebellion in Central India was ex- Arrian says the Suraseni possessed two greatxitios,

tinguished, .when J^augor was rclievod,* and Rjit- Methora and* Kllsbhora, and the liaVigable river

garh as well as Shahgarh captured, and when Jobarcs flowed througli their territories. Pliny

Chanderee, Kalpee, and Jhansi liad fallen, and names this river Jomaiies, that is, the Jumna, anil

Gwalior re-occupied by . its chief, the maharaja says that it passed between the* towns of Methora
Sinrlia restoreej to his capital, ami with the final and Klisoboi a. Ptolemy mentions only Mathura,
relief of Lucknow, the nrutiny may be said to have under the form of Modura, to which ho

been extinguished. On the.fiOth November 1858 adds h ruv h&)v, that is, the city of the gods, or

the last body of rebels surrendered or passed the holy city.

Nepal frontier. The last who made a stand was The Greeks are said to have, seep the Hindus
Dandhu Punt, Nana Rao. He was .‘iiirprisofl and worship Bacchus -in ancient Metliora. This may
attacked in the vicinity of Bankee,'and was driven possibjy refer to a Greek- chpl* statue, which, with

through a jungle, which he tricep to defend, and his ])ortly carcase, drunken lassitude, and viiu;-

finall;^mto and across the Rapti, from which date w'reathed forehead, is considered to be thc ’well-

ho has not been heard of. • •* known* wine-bibbing Silenus. The statue Avas

The Indian Mutiny is one of the greatest dramas discovered along with a Bacchic altar in

in the history of th<5 'world. Rome in all her Any Buddhist or Greek god has long ceased to lui

might never contended with a greater peril, nor worshipped in Muttra.. The. most favourite local

was ever arrayed against ft mightier host. The deity now is Krishna, who is ndftrod in nearly all

successful manner in which .the British met and ihc tein|)lo8, abounding in the town which owhh
sustained it will over be qaiotc^l to •the renown his exclusive jurisdiction. Taking Muttra as a

and glory of the military successes of Great centre, tin* circle doscrihed by a radius of 81

Britain. The contest fpr supremacy was severe miles Avuuld give the exteiit of ancient A'rij, the

and long CoiTtinued. •
• seat of all that was*r(‘fincd in Hinduism, and thii

In May 1857 there were in India 45,000 language of. which, A>ij-boli, was the purest and

European .soldiers, 241,000 native soldiers, and the most melodious dialect of India.* In all Vrij

80,000 semi-military police. * the most classic spot is.Brindaban. As the birth

-

About 250,000 native soldiery were arrayed place of Krishna, Muttra is as sacred to tlio

against the British .power in 1857. Of the British yis.hnavit(‘s as Bethlehem is t.o the ChristiHiis.

forces were 45,000 Europeans, and about 60d)U0 The most sacred spot in all Milttra fs the Bisrain-

reliable native iioldiery^ These last were, before ghat, where Krisluia apd Baldoo rested from their

the end of 1857, increased to about 150,000 native laboiir.s of slaying Kansa, arrd dragging hia corj).«c

soldiers,' by the addition of tlfe Sikh army from to tlio river side. At the Bisrainghat is JiiiHiically

the Panjab, and before* July 1858 there were over* held a great bathing mela or assembly, called

80,000 British soldiers in India. After that .himna-ki-Burki,' oii which occasion the gathering

revolt the native army began to be reduced, and. of men from near and remote parts of India

byNovemberlSGO it fell to lJ5,000mcii, Avitii only exceeds more than 100,000. To the (3howbay

12 guns, against 150 .in 1857. ,
‘

- race the occasion proves a great harvest of gain.

.Claims were advanced by Xhe European sohliers The pittances offered to chc images of .

Krishna

of the E. I. Company’s array on the 2<1 May 1850, and Baldeo at the ghat sopictimos amount to

which resulted iu about 1.0,000 soldiers taking 30,000 or ^0,000 rupees. - ,

their discharge. .They had been enlisted to serve During the Biiddhisf period Muttra boaiine a

the E. I. Company, and when, in 1858, India was centre of that faith. In Hiwen Thsang’s time

attached to the British sovereign, they claimed there were only five Brahmanical •temples m
that the agreement was annulled, and this view Muttra; in the middle of the 19th century there'

waa iidmitted to be correct .—Oriental Herald, was only one Jain temple in Brindabau. ha

1825. • Hian and liis companions halted at Muttra for a

MUTLAH RIVER is a branch of the Ganges whole month, . during Avhich time the Buddlust

next to the eastward, and second iu importance Clergy held a great assembly, aild discourse^ upoo

to .the Hoogly branch.
.
Canning town was the law. After the meeting they proceeded to

attempted to be bufit there.
,
the stupa of Sariputra, to whiph they made m

MUtTRA or Mathura, in lat. 27° 80' 18" N.,* offering of all sorts of petfumes,’ and before wuicii

and long. 77° 43' 45" E., the headquarters town they kept lamps burning, the whole night, n

of a district in the N.W. Provinces of British’ Hiweu Tlisang^a time the number qf towers am

India. The town is on the right or western bank monasteries was the same, but that of •

of the Jumna. The district comprises an irre^ilar had been reduced to 2000. The king

strip of territory lying on either side of the river, ministers were all zealous Buddhists. In
^

The central portion of the district for 84 cos century , Muttwi was the capital of.a 8

around Gokal and Brindaban is called Brij kingdom, which is said to have been oUU >
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833 miles, in circuit. After the invasion of this marshy tract stretches the. Khadar or low-
Mahmud of Ghazni, Muttra city fell into insigni- lying valley of the Ganges, over which the
hcance. During the 18th century the district stream runs freely, frefiueiitly*changing its course,
was held by the Jat.of Bhur^ur, but in 1757, and rendering cultivation hazardous or impractic?
during Ahmad Shah^s invasion, Sirdar Jahan able. The greater part is densely covered by
Khan^ plundered the fcity, and massacred all the coarse grasses, interspersed with occasional clumps
inhabitants.* The principal surviving edifices of tamarisk.

—

Imp. Gaz.
include the Sati-burj (or Tower of the Faithful MUZARI, a tribe bf Baliudi, on the western
Widow), built by raja Bhagwan Das in 1.570. bank of. the Indus, near Shikarpur. They were
The city is surrounded * by numbers of high formerly predatory, and rode mares in their

mounds,^ the remains of extensive buildings, chupaos or forays. They formerly dwelt in the
which, having been dug over for. ages in search hills, but migrated to the plains, where they have
of bricks, aro^now nujre heaps of blick-dust and since remained. .Their headquarters are at liojha,

broken bricks. Contiguous to Muttra ’are those })clow Mi tliunkote, find near the cotifines of Sind,

great sandstone quarries, which t(yr ages iiave When* Mitbunkotc Was Qoiiquered by the Sikhs,

furnished materials, to the architects of Upper they harassed the newcomers, and laid waste the

India for building the. houses, shops, temples, and acquisition. A strgng Sikh force fnoved against

gliats of its principal cities. In M iittra the ghats them,and thus the lower extremity of the Dehraja.t,

are light and graceful
;

in Biuiares they are down t<) Shawullee, was then added to the Sikh
severe and simple.*

—

CuiniiiKjJiam's Ancient Geo- doniinions, and at annexation became included in

(jraphj of ludih^ p. 373-; Tr. of llind.Ai. p. S2. liritish territory.

MUTTUK, also, called Moran, also Mowa Moria, MUZIRIS. (h'anganore, on the Malabar cojist,

are tribes in Upper Assam,, subject to a chief in lat. 10° 12' N., is built on the Cranganore or

styleil Bar Sen^pati. 'riie Muttiik (hvell X.F. of. .Aycofcta river. (>anganore sccnis to have been
the Singpho, to the. S. .of the Lohit or Brahma- one of the mostancient capitals of Malabar, and
putra. They .are a branch of tlie Sirigplio group, in soiiu^ of the ancient cop[)er deeds appears to be
the others being .the Singpho and Khamti. The called Muyiri-ICodn, which a writer in the Madras
Bar Senapati in May .1820 acknowledged the Journal indicates as perhaps-identifying it with the
supremacy of the British, and bound himself to <0a.ssical Muziris? Gibbon says every year about
supply 300 soldiers in time of war. 'Ihe manage- the Summer solstice a fleet' of 120 vessels sailed,

ment of the country was left in his owm hands, from Myas Ilormus, a port of Fgypt on the Red
except as regards capitaF offences. In January Sea. The coast of Malabar or the 'island of

1835 the obligation to supply troops Avas com- Ceylon was tlie usual limit T)f tlieir navigation,

muted to a money payment of Rs. 1800 a year, and it was in those markets that the merchants
lu 1826 similar agreenH‘ut.s were nuadc with the from (he more remote parts .of Asia expected their

Khamti chief of Suddeya, but in IHfiO fht^y arrival. In classical days the e.Klremity of the

attacked the town of Suddeya, and.many persons, Feninsula was the entrepot of^ commerce.between
* as also Colonel White, the Political Ag(‘nt, were the east and the west. During the reign of

slain. Agreemeiiis were also made in Alay 1836 Claudius, a iKet of shi})s left Myas Ilormus -for.

with the Singpho tribes who were implicated in India, to the .Malabar ^loast or Ceylon. They
the Khamti rising, in 1830, but they w'ere jvdowed saile<l about the time of the summhr solstice, and
to surrender under conditions^ Many of the returned the following December or January,
Singpho clans have becoim*. extinct, and the main Bringing silk, pearls, and spiges.

—

Cunninglmin s

body have left. Assam for Ilukong in Upper Sikhs; Hor.dmrgh
; Yule^ Cathay, See Musiris.

Burma.

—

Aitcheson’s Treaties, etc.' MYAL trees of Australia arc species of Acacia,

MUTUWAKKAL is the title of the tenth viz. A. acuminata, pendula, and stenophylla.

—

khalif of tlie house of Abbas. His mime was A. ('unn.; Ton Mueller, * •

Abu-1-Fazal Jafar. Ho -became khalif a.d. 847, MYAM-MA. Biji:m. The Burnmn race. -This

A.n. 232. Mutuwakkar was very intolerant, word is the source of the European name.

especially towards Jews and Cliristians,’ but he MYEN-MO. Buiim. In Burmese cosmology,

also forbade the pilgrimage to Karbala, and razed the great- moimtain Maha-Meru,. surrounded by
the graves there of 'Husain and the other martyi’s. its seven conoontric and graduated ranges, in the

MuZAFFARGHAR, a small town in the centre of this Sakivala or mundane system, which
Multan division of the' f’anjab, built on the again is encompassed by a circular wall of rock

right bank of the Chenab, in hit. 30° 4' 30" N., and called the Sakwalagala. One of the Burmese
long. 71® 14' Kt The district occupies the extreme feasts, at the termination of their Wa or Lent, is

southern aspect of the Sagor Doab, and has an calhal Tsee-me'c-myen-mo, or Myen-mo, lamp’

area of 2954 square miles, and a population of lights. The streets are illuminated, and in them
295,547 souls, mostly Muhammadans, with Arora, are exhibited high round structures, to represent

Brahmans, Baluch,Jat, Pathaii, Rajput, and Sikhs. Mount Myen-mo, covered with little figures of its

MUZAFFAR^AGAR, in the Meerut division of spiritual inhabitants. This mythical central moun
the North-West Provinces, is builfon the left tain is several millions of miles high, around
bank of the West Kali Nadi, in lat. 29° 18' KPN., which, according to the Burmese theory of the
and long. 77® 44' E., and 900 feet above the sea. solaa system, are firmly fixed four great islands,.

The central portion of the district consists of an on the southern of*^hi.ch Asia and Europe are
elevated plateau, cut into three portions by the situated, the suii which lights them revolving
Hindan and Kali Nadi. The division lying, close round the central mountain. Myen-mo mountain
along the. bank of the Ganges is covered in its. •forms the centre ofthe Sakwara or Sekhya system
northern part by one continuous swamp, caused of cosmogony. One of the four great islands
oy the overflow of the little river Solani and which slirround it is Jambu-dipa, the world we
percolation from the Ganges Canal.* South of live in.— Fi/te, p. 172.
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MYGALE, Mason Spiders, Crab Spiders. M. I was applied by the Greeks to a Species of

aviciularia builds a strong white web, and Mr. ' coleopterous insect which possessed the properties

Bates found two finches involved in it, on6 dead, of the ofhcinal blistering beetle, but it was dis-

the other dying. -Madame Merian, in a work on the tinguished by yoWbw transverse bands. This is

insects of Surinam, published in 1705, figured the the characteristic of species of Mylabfis, one of

M; avicularia in the act of devouring a humming- which, M. Fusseleni, occurs in tli^ south of

bird. M. fasciata is a well-known Ceylon spider. Europe, and another, M. Cichorii, throughout the

By day, it remains conci'aleil in its den, whence east. • In Fiidia it is called Telco Dr Telini, and
it issues at night to feed on tarvjo and worms, Teli maklii, or the oily fly, from, the oil-like

cockroaches and their pupa, its food consisting .exudation which the insects of this genus give out

of soft insects and annelids. It makes its nest from the articulations of their legs when seized,

in walls, trees, or sheltered by stones. It is lined • MyLABRllS CICIIORIL- Liim,
throughout with a tubular silk -tapestry, so fine Pan man, . . . Chin. I Telmi, , . . Hind.
and closely woven as to be watei'-tight, and at its Teli inaklii, . . Hind. jMeloe telini, . . liAi.

mouth is a little platform stayed by braces. In Blistering' beetle of Southern Europe, Egypt,

the rainy season the platform is cxtemlcd so as to Southern and Eastern Asia, is obtainable from

form tin awning. Mygalc fasciata is slnggi.sh in .funo till. December hi the granite district of tlm

its habits, and disgusting in its forih and dimen- Nizam's territories, and call be gathered for :i

eijons. Its colour is a gloomy brown,, interrupted rupee a pound. Abounds in Bengal, Bchar,

by irregular blotches and faint hands (whence its Hyderabad, and.Oudh, particularly in the rainy

name)
; it is sparingly sprinkled with hairs, and season, during which perihd, almost everywhere,

its limbs, when expanded, stretch over an area of it is seen feeding on the, flowers of cucnrhitjiceoiis

6 to 8 inches m diameter. Europeans in Ceylon plants. Tn China they are'met with on species of

have* given it the name, and ascribed to H the faba, dolichos, cuonymus, silem^, * and other

fabulous propensities, ''of the tarantula. This plants. It is considered in China useful in

hideous creature does not weave a broad web or scrofula, renal ailments,” syphilis,- and hydro-

skin or net, like other spiders, but nevertlndess it phobia.— N'm/VA ; H<mi)/heiyj( r ; Ains^

forms a comfortable ’ mansion in the wall. of a MYJjABRIS SC1I()NHERII. — ? Tsau-in.iii,

neglected building, the hollow of a treej or under Chin. Deems in China, and is found on the

the eavc of an overhanging stone.— ziZyphus.

—

Smith.

Ceijlpn I Bates" Nat. on the Amazons. MVLABRIS TRIANTHEMA is frequently

MYHERE, a Feudatory State, originally a do- found in fields overrun w'ith the Triantlimn.i

pendency of Rcwaji. Cn the occupation of decandra, WitHi. It is now much used as a side

Buiiddkhand, thakurDurjiin Singh was confirmed and ellicacioiH i*pis)iastic. Its peculiar qualitiis

in his possession on- his executing a deed of w.ero discovered by Dr. Adam Hurt, SuperinttMid-

allegidlicc; * The area of Myhero is al)out 400 ing Surgeon uf the Bengal Establishment, in ISOlt

square miles, the ^lopulation 70,000, and the He first noticed the insect in fields around Muttra,

revenue Rs. 74,200. • It, how^ever, abounds in every part of the Boah,
' MYLABUIS,‘.a genus of insects of the order and in' the di.strict8 oii the right bank of the

Coleoptera, possessing ptoperties -identical with J\mmi\.~-Ainslie"s Mat. .Med. p. 2d7.

those of the blistering beetle Cantharis vesicatoria. MYLAPUR, or Saint Thome; a suburb cf tiic

The ancients chiefly employed two species of city of Madras. A legend relates that Myla])m’

Mylabris, one of which, the M. Cichorii, the Telini formed t lie scene of the labours of the Apu.stic

of the Hindus, has been used for ages, and is so at St. I'liomas. The shrine, regar<teil as the tomb

present by the European and native physicians of the apostle, was vi.sitc(i by various Iravclicrt? in

of India and Cl?ina. The blistering flics of India the RUh and Mth centuries. It* attracte d the

are chiefly the M. Cichorii, the Cantharis gigas, Portuguese to this spot, and gave the Portiigne.se

and “the C. violacea. M. (heborii is about an name to it. A relic stated’ to be that of the apobtlc

inch long, and one-third broad; the elytraj or is sliown in tlio cathedral.

—

Imji-. C'raz.

wing coverts are marked with six cross stripes of MYI^AY. a word prelix(*d to the names of coiim

deep blue and russet brown. The Buprestis of in the.'^onlM of India, as Mylay fafiam.

ancient writers is met with, in the bazars under AlYJdTTA, the goddess of the Babyloniams at

the name of the golden fly (sona-makhi). The whoso temple every woman had once in her lift' to

’ Cantharis violacea is often mixed with specunens sacrifice, as the necessary preliminary to marriage,

of Mylabris in the*lmzars. The Telini fly, if pro- MYGITTA AUSTRALIS, of Tasmania, one of

.cured before the mites have commenced its the Panicacca3 .* Its root is called native broad,

destruction, yields on an average on’e^ third more weighs from 1 to 11 lbs.

of cantharidine than the Spanish fly of the Euro- . MYTdTTA LAHDESCENS: Smith. Lui-hwan,

pean shops. The blue fly is of uncertain strength. Fuh-ling, CiiiN. This fungus of.China reBemhles

M. trianthema, so called from its being* usually the trufllo and the fruit of the Gynocardijt

found on the plant named Triaiitlnmia decandra odorata. They are dug up from the grouiKt*

(Biscopra, Hind.), was described by Dr. Fleming. They arc similar to the vegetable substance dug

Some prmudice exists against the . article on up out of the chalk beds in the

account ox its alleged excessiye severity of action, ing Tnivancore from Tinnevelly*.

—

Smithy
j'

.*

' nn
Mylabris piistiilata and- M.'^punctum are found MYMENSING, a district in the

in large quantities at certain seasons all over of Bengal, between lat, 23° 66'

Southern India. The officinal blistering fly has and long. 89° 43' and 91° 18' E. The

had a variety of names. It was called Mcloe* furnishes the best sunn (Crotalaria luncea;,

vesicatorius by Linnaeus, Isytta vesicatoria by the best pat or jute (Corchorus
,,^1

Fabricius, and Cantharis vesicatoria by GeqffFoy, maestce pat(HibiMus caniiabinu8)grownm .r
^

and nova by the Pharmacopoeias. The name ’ The most numerous race are the sCmi-niiu
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Cliandal, who' are fishermen, cultivators, day.

labourers;’ they are greatly despised. Their

touch of food or drinking water is deemed to

remler it impure.. The Hajanj!; and the tlaro-arc

also in .the district. The- JCaibartta are agricul-

turists, and Brahmans- and Kayastha make up the

population.
. , ,

MYNA, a name given by the Muhammadans of

India to the species of several genera of birds of

the Sturnidse (or starling fainily). Thcgrackles

(commonly known as hill inaiuas) arc very dif-

ferent from the saliks (or common house inaina

and its congeners, genus Acridothci'es)
;
and botJi

again from the Gulabi inaina of the Bengalis
J

(Pastor roseus)^ or the starling -like ablaka i

(Sturnopastor contra),- • the true .starlings^

(Sturnus), the Pawes (Temenuchus), and otliers. ;

Telia maino, Sturniis vulgaris.

Ablak niaiiia, Sturnopastor contra.

Common maina, Acridothoros trisiis.

Java rnainn, A. Javanicus.

Oingi inaina, A. giuginianuf^

Tabari maina, A. fuscus.

,, . A. cristatcllus of ‘China.

liahmani maina, Tenu'niichus pagodarun.
Grey-headed maina, T. iMalabaricus.

AVhite-headed maina, T. lUythil
(xulabl maina, l*a8tor.ro.soua. •

Konkani or soutlicrn hill jiiaina, Knlabcs ndigiosa.

Nepal or southerirhill inaina, K. iiitoniiedia.

Acridothen^s tristis is often domesticated, and
will follow its master -about the house like a dog.

It soon learns to pick np words and sentences. A.

fuscus has similar habits.

MYNPAT, a table-land about oO luih-s 8.E.

from Sirguja town, and about ilUGO or SoOG feet,

above the sea. On the S.W. frontier of Bengal

are Chutia Nag[»ur, Sirguja, J^alemovv, Bain-

gaih, Hazaribagh, Mynpat, and Amarkantak.

The elevatibn of Chutia Nagpur is oO(Vj feet, with

lulls running E. and W., i)ut of little heigdit.

Sirguja is inoiintainous, rising 000* to 700. feet
,

.above the level of Chutia Nagiiur. Paleinow dis-
j

trict \z very mountainous, Hazaribagh town, I

lat. 24" N., long. 85" 54' E., 1750 feet. Slope of
'

country to S. tow.ards Sumbulpur
;
N. and E.

j

ptirt^ of district very mountainous, luit level aiid
|

even depi'esscd tow.ards tlie Mah.anadi. »Suin-

bulpiir town only 400 feet. Orissa table-land
j

then rises on the soutliern side of tlie Mahan.adi, !

in some places to 1700 feet, backed by the chain I

of Ij. Ghats. ” Amarkaiitak, jungly table-land,!

lat. ‘22° 40' N., long. 81°.5' E., .‘loOO feel. The soil

in the plains is generally fertile, producing abiimf-

aut crops of wheat, barley, rice, pulse, excellent

vegetiibles, cotton, .and sugar-cane. The uncul-

tivated ports are oyerrun with a coarse grass.

MYNPURY, a town and district in tlie Agra
division of the N.W. Provinces.* The flistvict.lii s.

between lat. 26*52' .SO" .and 27° oO' N., and long.

V8° 27' .45" and Z0-° 28' ?0" E.
;
area, 1696 square

miles.’ 'I'he town is qn the banks of the E ;uti,

111 miles N.W. from Cawnpur, In- lat. 27° 14'

N., and .long, 79° 4' E., 620* feet .above the sea;

population, 21,177. Of the Hindu religionists,

the ‘Rajput thakur land proprietors are a very
important race

;
besides -these arc Brahman .and

Banya and Jain religionists
;
the Ahir, Chamar,

Kachhi, Lodha, Gadarya, Kahar, and some Mu-
hammadans*, mostly poor. 'Idie Chauhan Rajputs,
Rud the Phatta, Ahir, and otherraces, were largely

guilty of infanticide. .In 1843 tfcerc was not a

single female child .amongst the Chauhan. The
Infanticide Act of 1870 was introduced, and in
1876, 276 villages were under it. *

,

MYO. BiiiiM. A district, a town, a township.
Myo-obe, a native <)fficer, head of a township
possessing civil, criminal, and revenue jurisdiction.

MYOPORACE.fE. • LindL An order of plants
comprising two species of Myoporum. Myoporum
tcniuforuiih is the Naiho tree of the Sandwich
Islands; -the heart-wood is flagrant, but less so
than .sandal-wood, and is less esteemed in the
(Miina market.

—

Bennett.

MYOSOTIS ARVExNSIS. Sihthorpe. A plant,
of the borage tribe, of Europe, Asia, Africa, and

*

N. Aihcricii. M. paliistris, great water scorpion-

grass, or forget-nu'-not, is a native throughout
Europe, and also of Asia .and North America. In

Great Britain it is found in humid meadows, bogs,
lianks of rivers, livulets, and ditches. This plant

has a large bright blue corolla, with, a yellow
eye. It is a beautiful jdant, and when once seen
will be seldom forgotten. Its common name is

forget-me-not. Amongst the young it is regarded
as emblematical of true affection.

—

•Eiuj. Cyc.

MYRICACH^yE. Lindl. 'fhe Gale tribe of

plants, compi'ising in India the genera Myrica
aii<l Putranjiva. Dr. Wight gives Myrica integri-

[

folia and 5l. Nilagirica, and Fortune says the
I yaiig-mao of China appears to 130 a spe’eies of

Myrica, allied to. the liimalayau M. sapula. He-

believes tlie Chinese have both varieties, but use
tliv Imliau ono-.as a stock for grafting upon. The
line variety of yaug-mae is gj'afted upon the
wild kind, wliieh the Chinese call the sail or hill,

variety ’of AL sapida. The fruits of M, integri-

foJia and M. sapida are eaten. M. cerifora, the
wax myrtle, abounds in the Bahama Islamls, and
might be introducial, into India, 'llie shrub
produci‘s a small grccui berry, which, like the

hog j)lum, puts out from the trunk and larger

limbs. Much patient labour is required in gatlier-
*

ing these berries, and from them is obtained a
beautiful green w'ax,*whicli burns very nearly, if

not fully, as well as the spermaceti or compo-
sition caudles. The method ’ of

.
procuring this

wax is by boiling the berries in a copper or br^
vessel for some time. Iron' pots are found to

darken- and cloud tlie wax. • The vessel after a
sufficient time is take from the fir«, and when
cool, -tin* lairdened wax, floating oii the top of the

w-ati-r, is skimmed off. M. cordifolia, tlie wax tree

of Louisiaua, contains iimneiise quantities of wax.
^Fortune

;
Wlyht.

MYRICA GERMANIC A. Desf.

K.atlii, . . . .thiKNAB.
j

HambuTch, . Kanqra,
r.is, Jhklu.\!. ‘ Jojiraktse, Ladakh.
Shidakal, Kanoka. Hiunbu, . Sutlkj,

Not micomiiion in various parts of the basins

of the Jhelmn, Chenab, and Sutlej, and in.Spiti

and Ladakh, from 0000 tb over 16^000 feet.

—

./. L. Stewart., M.h.
MYRICA INTEGRIFOLIA, lioxhurgh, FL

Ind. iii. p. • 765, - from the N.E. frontier
. And

Khassya mountain
;
seems to be different from M.

sapida
;

its fruit, kai-phal, is acid, and used for
pickling.

—

O'Sh.

MYRICA SAPIDA. Wall. Box-myrtle.

Kai-phal, . . . Hind,
1
Kai-daryamu, , , Tkl.

• This tree occurs in different parts of Abe Him-
alaya, from the Sutlej to Nepal and Sylhet. The
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same, or a nearly allied spepies, is found in China
Japan. The fruit- is edible, with a sweetish-

bitter taste
;
it tipens in June. In the Himalaya

it is generally fhet with at an altitude of from
4000 to 6000 feet. . On’ the Lower Sutlej it is

common* and a few trees may be seen at from
3200 to 6000 feot up to the Ravi. Its bark is

exported to the plains as a dye and as medicine.

It is aromatic apd stiniblant, and a favourite

native medicine. The fruit has not much flesh,

but is a pleasant sour- sweet, and is mostly used

in sherbets.

.• MYRICARIA ELEGANS. Hoyle.

Humbu, Umbu, of . .
* Ladakh, SuTLisy.

. This is one of the Tainaricacoa). Dr. Stewart

found it at 9000 feet sparingly on tlie Sutlej, and
it grows from 10,000 - feet on the Upper Chenab
to* 15,000 in Ladakh. Thp leaves are often covered

with a saline efflorescence
;
in Lahoul its leaves

are applied to brfliscs, ‘ etc. The twigs are in

Ijadakh browsed by sheep and goats.

MYRIOGYNE lillNUTA: Less.

Cotiil’a niinuta, WiUde.
C. GunoifoUa, WUlde.
Orangea cuneifolin, Poir.

G. minuta, Poir.

G. (leciimbens, Desf.'

Artemisia minima, Thiinh.

Dicrocebala minuta, VII.
Nak-cliikni, . . Hind.

India, Madagascar,* Japan, New Holland.

.Considered by natives a hot and dry. medicine,

useful jn .paralysis, pains in joints, and special

diseases, also as a vermifuge. It promotes
sneezing

;
hence its vernacular name.

—

Hoxb.

;

Powell ; Voiqt, •

MYRIOPHYLLUM VEKITCILLATUM. L.

Water-milfoil, . , Eng.
|
riinatsu, Tki..

A small aquatic, plant, the flowers of which
become detached- and swim on the surface of the

water. Sugar-refiners’ cover their moist sugar
with the plant*, as clay was used in the-West Indies.

Willdenow describes M. Indicum, and Roxburgh
.notices M..tetrandrum and M. tuberculatum ;• the

latter gi’ows on tjie borders of lakes and other

moist places near Calcutta^ and is in blossom
most part of the year. *

MYRISTICACEiE, Lindl., the nutmeg tribe

of plants, are trees of the Moluccas, Cochin-China,

Java, Ceylon, the .ultra-Gangc tic Peninsula of

India, the intra-Gangetic Peninsula of lydia, S.

Americiij.Madagascfir, Aleppo, .Afauritius, Chitta-

gong, the Khassya mountains, and New Ilolland.

The nutmeg of the shops is the seed of Myristica

officinalis. Other species bear fruit that may be
employeci as a substitute, but they arc all hiferior

#to the real oriental myristica. The better Jciiown

species of the E. Indies are

—

Myristica moscliftta, Thunh.y ]Molncca.s.

Ak Rors^cldiiy Sprc?i{;er, Ceylon, Java.

M. tomentosa, Tkonh., Moluccas, Malabar.

M. peltata, Rokh.^ Moluccas.*

M. Amygdaliha, Mjfall.i Moulmein.
•M. spicata, i2ojc6., -Moluccas.

M. parviflora, iZom, Moluccas.

M, 8phi)erocari)a, Wall.j Martaban.
M, gylvestris, Telf., Mauritius.

M. irya, Qrniner^ Andamans.

— PoiV/f, p. 10.’

MYRISTICA AMYGDALINA. .mi//. Toung-
sa-ga, Burm. A Teiiaaserim tree. . The fruit has
none of tho aroma 6f the nutmeg ;

.
Jhe timber is

large, and is used by the native in house-carpeutrv.

MYRISTICA CINEREA. . Gilson,
Iten Jtti-tohal. Mahr, I Jadakaia chettu, Tbl.
Sandikai maram, Tam.

|
Tadikaia cbettu,

. A tall find straight tree, usually with a clean

bole, found in.the Bombay green-wood jungles

or raees, above and below the ghats. It is not

sufficiently common, nor found generally in situ-

ations easy of access, so as. to allow of its being

used for household or agricliltural purposes.

MYRISTICA CORTICOSA. Lour,

M. glcljularia, Lam. -

M. glauca, Bl.

M. l.-incoolana. Wall, .

M. misetionis’, Wall.
M. angustifolia, Roxh.
‘Knema corticosa, Low'

A lofty, very large, erect, and handsome tree*,

common in all the western moist forests of the

Peninsula of India, up to 3000 feet elevation,

from South Canara down to South Travancore,

very abundant about the foot of ‘the* Neilgherries

west side (near Nellicuta), and about the’Tinne-

velly ghats. It grows also in the easf part of

Bengal, Burma, tlie Malay Peninsula, Java,

Borneo, and Cochin-China.

—

Beddo^e^ FI. Stjlc.

•MYRISTICA EARQUHARTANA. Wall
Pindee, Can. Is a very .abundant tree in the

dense- moist forests in ’the plains and. ghats of S.

Canara and Coorg, up to an elevation of 150(i

or 2000 feet. It is also found on the Tamlur-

cherry ghat in the.Wynad.

—

Beddonie, FI Sijlc.

MYRISTICA hWTUA. Ilout. . The wild imt-

meg tree of commerce, a, native ‘of Banda. It^i

nuts are often substituted foi^'the true nutmeg.

M. fatua, Swz.j is a native of Guiana, W. Indies,

ami Surinam.

MYRISTICA 'L.'VURIFOLIA. H. F,

M. Geyloiiica, IK G. M. laurifolia, Z>. C.

. (Uospyri folia, JK C.

This is a veiy handsome tree. It is the com-

inDhost wild nutmeg tree in the Madras Preaidelicy,

and is to bo found in all the western forests of

the Peninsula up -to 5000 feet, and it is common
in Ceylon. Its nutmeg and mace are of no value.

—Beddome^ FI. Sylv.

MYRISTICA MAGNIFICA, Bedd., is a coii-

spicuouH tree, with a lofty, straight trunk, and u

one of the most magnificent* trees in the sou hern

parts of tlie Mmlras Presidency. In Travaneoiv

it is abundant in. the dense moist forefets. quite

in- the plains not far from tlie foot of the ghaG

round about Miiniiti, near Colatoorpalay. Every

sapling is furnished with largo roots, proceeding

from tlifc base of the trunk up to G or 3 feet from

the ground, and these form immense buttresses

in the old trees, many of which 'are much over

100 feet high, with a perfectly erect trunk of

dr 90 feet in length, and of great girth.

—

Bead.

MYIiISTICAMA].ABARICA. Hoxh. Kanagi,

Can. A rather small but very elegant tree,

very common in the dense moist forests in tin'

plains of S. Canara and N. -Malabar, not far from

the ghats.

—

Beddome
;
Brandis,

MYRISTICA MOSCHATA.- Xhuu. Nutmeg.

M. fragrans, Hout,
M. aromatica, Lam.

Jowz-ut-teib, , *. Auab.
Za-te-pho BuijM.
Jaeplial, , . . HiND.
Pala, Buwahpala, Malay.

M. officinalis, Xrimi.

Jowz-bowa, . •

Jatapala,
Jaditaia,

Jadikala, Ja]i kani,

The J!da/ce.

Arab. Bunga pala,

Bkno. Jatiputri, .

Dukh.
I

.
Malav.

.
Sanhk.Buzbas, Bisbaseh,

Jytreo, ....
Jae-imtri, , . . x/un.**. i

-

A tree with small, paie yellow, and ino

flowers, successfully emtivated in

coolen, and PeSang- The-girth is 6 to 10 mcbi
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ft foot above the ground. It branches like the

laurel, and its loftiest sprays are .frequently 60
feet high. The fruit .whea ripening resembles a
peach, and on removing the epicarp or fleshy

outer rind is seen a spherical -nut, black, clasped

by a fine branching aril,* of a vermilion colour,'

which is the mace of commerce. When ripe, the

fruit is pickqd, the outer part removed, the mace
taken off and dried in shallow baskets in the suh.

The 'nut contains a volatile as vvell as a fi?:cd oil.

Nutmeg butter is prepared by beating up the

nutmegs,.enclosing, the pastedn a bag, and ex-

posing it to the vapour of .water, and afterwards

expressing the fat by means of lioated plates.

The nutmeg tree is moncecious as well as* dioe-

cious, .but no means is known of discovering the

sexes before. the period of, inflorescence. IJpon
• an average, the nutmeg tree fmits at the age of

’ 7 years, increases -in produce till the 15th year,

and is said ter continue prolific for flO or 80 years.

Seven months in general elapse between the

appearance of the blossom and the ripening of

the fruit; and the i)roduce of one bearing tree

with another, under good cultivation, iii the 15th

year, may be calculated at 5 lbs. of nutmegs and

1j lbs. of mace. It bears all the year round, but
more plentifully in' some months tiian others, and
generally yields more abundantly every other year.

It is necessary that the roots of the trees during
their growtli should be k^^pt well covered vvith

mould, for they have a tendency to seek the

surface. Tlie growth of the .lateral branches is

to bo^alone encouraged, and all suckers, or ’d«id

and unproductive branches, are to be rcmove<l

with the pruning knife, and the lower shoots

lopped off, with the view of establishing an
unimpeded circulation of air.

The aril, arillus, or mace, is thick, between
horny and fleshy. The smell and taste of the

arillus are peculiarly fragrant ni\d agreeable. It

softens, but does not dissolve in the mouth.
Beneath the arillus.' is found ft bony shell, which
covers the alinond or kernel

;
this shell encloses

the.nutmeg of commerce.
The odour of the nutmeg is most agreeably

aromatic'; its taste hot, and analogous to the

smell. The nut readily divides under the teeth,

and is partially soluble in the saliva.

. MYRISTICA TOMENTOSA. Thunh.
M. Malabarica,* Lam.

|

Male nutmeg tree,
,
Eno.

A tree, of the Moluccas, Malabar, S. Koukan,
with small yellowish flowiers. The fruit is downy,
its substance fleshy, solid, and finu. The kernel

is covered by a hard shell provided with a pale

arillus; the kernel is to 2 inches long, elliptical;

the parenchyme devoid- of marbling. Its odour
is weak, flavour disagreeable- • Its mace is dis-

tinguished from the true mace by being foi*med of

three or four regitiar band^ united at the summit.
The oils are so inferior that the male nutmeg is

hut of little commercial Value.

—

O'^h.

MYRMECODIA, a parasitic plant on low
jungle trees of Borneo. The young seedlings

when about ait inch in height are punctured by
an ant, from which the stem enlarges .and event-
nally becomes hollow, and the ants tlien shelter

themselves within, but rush out and resent any
attack on 4;heir nest.

—

Burhklge^ p. 11.
‘

MYJIMBLEON,* a genus of the ftnt-liona of
India. Ceylon seemfs to - have four species

peculiar to the island, viz. Palpares contrarius,

Walker., Myrmelcon gravis, Walker^ M. dims.
Walker^ M. barbarus, 'Walker. The form the

,

jarvffi at the lower part resembles that of a spider,

I

but the head is armed with a.sharp, strong pair

j

of claws.. They form, in fields, gardens, and
roadways, small cup-shaped cavities, with ex-
quisitely smooth edges and sides,* at the bottom
of which the/ lurk, so that any insect approaching
ite.ar immediately falls below to the ambush, and
is seized and destroyed. Tlieiv excavations are
usually, carried on at night,* and in the process
they throw up the sand and gravel to a consider-

able height and distance, .tlie soil around their

cups being very level. They often throw up a’

particTle of sand towards any adhering insect,

which, by moving the mass, liyings down the

insect with it. One of the. large bhick ants* was
seen to fall into one of the cups, and was seized

by the ant-lion, but its comrades adhered to the

captive to release it.— Walker., pi Tennent's Ceylon.

MYROBALANS of commerce, yielded by the

Tormiiialia cliebulaand T. bellerica, are called alsd

gjill-iiuts. hey are oval fruits of a dingy yellow
colour, containing much tannin; hence they are use-

ful to the tanner as well as to the dycr^ With alum,
this fruit yields a good durable yellow^

;
and with

salts of iron, a black colour, little inferior to

that produced. by oak-galls. The trees grow
throughout India, Further India, and in parts of

the Archipelago. Their ‘dried fruits, the myro-
balans, arc largely exported from India, bfit in

varying quantities,

—

Cwt. Rs. - Cwt. Rs.

1875-7<), 280,;i50 10,64,013 1881-S2, 391,666 14,44,925

1878-79, 541,346 23,45,740 1883-84, 447,719 18,41,059

When ripe, tlie fruit is pear-shaped, deeply

w.rinkjed, of u biownish - yellow colour, and
weighs from. 7,0 to 100 grains. The husk contains

the whole of the astriugemt matter, some muci-
lage, gind a brownish-yellow colouring substance,

which is used in India for dyeing yellow. The
husk’ is usually separated by bruising the nut,

which it encloses. ‘Tiie tannin of myrobalans
differs slightly from that of galls. Gallic acid is

present in rather large [)roportion.

Belleric .myrobalan

.

lluleyluj, . . . Akab. Kadondong, . . Malay.
A-mo-loli-kia-kwo, Chin. Belelah, Belcylah, . Phks. .

BcHa, .... Dukh.
I

Behira, Vibitaica, Sansk.
Behcyra, Bida, . Hind.

!

Booloo, Bulu, . Singh.
Malaka, .... ,, Tunikai, ..... Tam.

The bcllcric myrobalan is the fruit of the Ter- -

minklia bellerica
;
in its dried state, is little larger

than a gall-nut, but not.so regular in shape, of ft

dirty- brown colour and astringent taste. It is

supposed to be similar in its properties to the

chebulic myrobalan, but in a much weaker degree.

It is much used in India as the basis of several

colours, and also in mediejike. It is sometimes

used by the natives, in its dried state, in cases

requiring slight astringents.

Chebulic myrobalan.

Ileliluj kabuli, . Arab. Helihvh, . . . Pers*
A-ino-loh-kia-kwo, Chin. Haritaka, . . . SANsk.
Hiildah, . . . Dukh. ^alu, SlNGH.
Humbether, GtJJ., Hind. Kadukai,* .... Tam.
Hurda, Har, .

•
.

,

Hind,.

This is the fruit qf the Terminalia chebula. In.

its flried state it is about the size of a large

Spanish olive, of an oblong ovftto shape, yellow-*

brown colour) and is marked with edges and
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furrows alternateW. The tree is common in the

Mysore country, ‘Bengal, and in some parts of the
Boml)ay,Presidency. T*his frdit is very astringent,

^
and is extensively used by the natives of India in*

their arts and manufactures. It is more astringent

than the Aleppo gtdls. This myrobalan, well

rubbed in conjunction with galls and catechu, is

considered by th^ Vyteans as an excellent ex-
ternal application in th§ apthous .affections of

children and adults.

Six kinds of chebulic myrobalans, all known as

Helileh, arc used in India,

—

Helilah'Zira, the fruit is dried wlien just formed, and

^

the size of a cumin seed or zira.

H.-i-Jawi, the ffuit dried* when tlic size of a jao or
barley-corn. , .

'

H.-i‘Zingi, the fruit dried when of a larger size, ami !

Mack like a negro.
H.-i-Chini, larger than H.-i-Zin^i, and greenish.
H. -i-Asfar, the fruit nfcar maturity, and j'ellow (Asfar).

H.-i-Kftbuli, the fruit at full maturity.

Mature Kabul m'yrpbiilans sell for a rupee a
• piece in the Bombay market, under the name of

Sarwar-i-Hindi. .

. MYROSPERMUM, a genus of plants belonging
’ to the -natural order Amyridaccfc. I'liis species

are trees with dotted leaves. M. Peruiferum, the

Myroxylon Peruiferum, Lhm., is a tree of Central
America, and supposed to yield, the balsam of

Peru. The article known in commerce as white
bal^m, or myrrh seed orquiuiquiuo, is made from
this tree and from M. pubescens. The stem has

a thick, smooth, straight trunk with a grey, coarse

bark, which iS
.
filled with resin. This, by <lis-

tillation with water, yields a volatile oil
;
hy

exposure to the air it hardens, and it is then

termed Opobalsamum sicciim. The true balsam
of Tolu is also sometimes called opobalsamum. It

is the M. Toluiferum.
*

•
*

MYRRH.

having been imported there from the Arabian and
Persian Gulftf. It nsed formerly to be obtained

also from Turkey. ,Ehrenberg ahd Hemrich
found' a small tree in Arabia near Gison, on the

borders of Arabia. Felix, from off which they

collected some very fine .myrrh. The resin of

Balsamodendron mukul,' Zfoolrcr, of India, is the

bdellium of commerce
;

B. pubescens, Stocks^

yields the googul resin
;

B. Gileadense, Kuut/i^

furnishes the balm Of • Gijead
;

and’ Boswellu
papyrifera, Ifock.^ the frankincense and olibanum.

MYRSINACE.^, Lindl An order of plants

comprising species of Ailgicoras, ^Myrsiiie*, Badnhi,

Ardisia, Embelift, Ohorepeialuiu, Reptoiiia, Sam-
ara, Micsa, Oncimis. ^losb of them inhabit the

Himalaya, the mountains of Assam, the Khassya,

Oircars, Neilgherries, Malayana, and Javjv.

MYRSINFr AFirrCANA.
l»ui-baring, . . Auah. 1 Jiirnnk-kahuli, . Hixn.
JWing, . . . . ,, [’Bahi-iing, ... .

. „

A plant of Kaghan, one of the Myrsinacc.x*. Its

gum is considerecl hy Hindu pmcti’tioners to he a

warm remedy, used for dysmen'orrhiea.

—

(Jleiihn'n;

Powell, i. p. ilGO. .
•

MY^RSINE CAPITELLATA. Wall., RoxK ii.

p. 295.
.
A very common tree on the Neilgherries,

particularly about (•otaeamund, also* thronghoiu

the western mountains of the Peninsula, an<l in

Ceylon up to the highest altitudes. Its timber is

hard and <lurabl(‘, and used for various purposes.

The fruit is eat(‘n.

—

Jkddom, Fl. Si/U\

^
MYliTACKdO, the myrtle tyibe of plants or

myrtle blooms, cohij)i‘ises 45 genera, with about

1800 species, principally belonging to S. America.

Australia, the South Sea Islamls, and the E. Indios

The more important species of llte S. and E. of

Asia ami Australasia plajits arc species of the

genera baekia, Barringtonia, careya, (h^casper-

mum, eucalyptus, eiigenia, melalcuca, myrtiis,

Murr, ... 1 AuAir. Bol, Hirabol, . . Hind.
Madu, . . Bali, Jav. Mirra, . It., Pout., Sr.

Mahm-nin-dza, . Burm. Mur, . . Malay. Peus.
Mu-yoh, Chin. Mani.san lebah, . „
Yang-mu-yoh, . . ,, Valati polam, . Tam.
IVKrihe, . . Dut., Fk, Palendra boJ^luin, ,,

Myrrhen, ..... Ger. Villey-boluin, . ,,

Emurna, Murra, . Gr. Bolintra-bohun, Tkl.

The* myrrh of oommerce is believed to be one
produced from the Balsamodendroi) luyiTha, Neex
ah tree of Abyssinia, and it is -said also

of Arabia. Myrrh is mentioned in Gtmesis xxxvii.

25, and in Exodus xxx. 28-, .by the name of

Mor or Mur. In the Periplus of the Red Sea,

Arrian mentions myrrh with olibanum as -ex-

ported from* the coast of ’Barbaria, that is, the

modem B^rbera. Bruce Ictarned that it as well as

frankincense was produced in the country Wiind
Azab, or in that of the Dankali. The embassy t..

Abyssinia under M.ajor * Harris met with it on

planchoiiia, psidium, rhodamnia, ihodomyrtiis,

i tristania.

MYimiS COMMUNIS. Z., D,C., finch.
•

Ass, Asbiri, 3Iuhi(l, Arab. : Burg i-inux’iul

. Isbar, Ismar, Isfercin, ,, • (leaves), . . .

Mursine, (lU. ! Hub’hul; Hab’-ul-as

Vilaiti inciuli, . Hind, 1 (fruit), . , .

Sat’jr-Kowa, ... ,, |

The myrtle is a native of Asia Minor and S. of

I

Eiii-ope
;

it assumes the shrubby or arliorcscu

i

fonh according to the latitude. TJie plant in nil

I its parts is most ’agreeably perfumed; 10 lbs. yt

the leaves afford about a drachm of yellow essential

oil of most delightful fragrance. The berries were

employed by the Romans as a spice. The Tuscans

still use them, and they also prepare ' from tin*

berries a kind of wine called Myrtidanum. A

_

distilled water priq)are(l from ' Jill parts of tno

j

plant is employed a cosmetic, and called Eau

Thft lr>jive.s are

p. mec wii-n ic m iieany uie saiue iiiynie, appears ai nines vo ub.hjc

locality. Both authors describe the mynji as some other plants not yet identified-with certain y.

exuding from wounds made in the bark, and say The ‘ myrtle grows well . by -layert, and oven

that it is* collected ift January and March, but cutting, but requires careful pruning, and

chiefly in July and August, and in email quantities the rains all tlM3 leaves - on which
^

®

at other times of the-year,and exchanged for tobacco deposited larv® must be removed, *

*with the merchants who proceed to Berbera, etc., "will lose its verdure and beauty by the
, .

• whence it is exported to the coast of Arabia.. tiven^ss of the young .caterpillars. ^ »

Myrfh reaches Europe chiefly from Bombay, Lindtey; Riddell; Jaffrey; Stewart,
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MYRTUS TOMRNTOSA. MYSORE.

MYRTUS TOMENTOSA. Ait'on, M. canescens, through which their waters are detained and con-

Lour, A showy plant of China, Cochin-China, verged into cliains of tanks. The Sharavatty, on
Neilgherries; Penang, Singapore. Flowers large., the N.W., runs to the west, and hurls itself, by a

rose-coloured, with crimson filaments. Berries sheer dei^Cnt of 900 feet, down the ghats in the

edible.— ii. p. 498 ;
Voigt; Eng, Cyc. magnificent falls of Gersoppa.' None of these

MYSORE, a city in .the south of the Peninsula rivers are* suitable for navigation; ‘ There are no
• of India, in lat. 12° 18* 24" N., and long. 7G° 41' natural lakes in ^lysbre

;
but there are 37;682

4§" E., 10 voiles S. by of Seringapatnm. This artificial reservoirs, some of which are of con*-

.city gives its name to a principality lying be- sidciable magnitude
;
that of Sulekere is 40 *mileg

tween lat. 11° 38' and 15°’ 2' N., and long. 74° in circumfcrcnco.

.

42' and 78° 36' E., -surrounded on all sides by The principal forests are foiinii clothing the*

British territory. The state* has an area of 24,72*3 sides of the western mountains. They abound
square miles,, and in 1881 had a population of in teak, black-wood, and qtlier valuable kinds of

.4,18(),188, thd- census of 1871 having shown timber.

6,0fi5,412.. It is an undulating and.much broken The cUmatc, though pleasiint, is not generally

table-land, elevated from 1800 to 3000 feet abov(.‘ salubrious. That of Bangalore i.s favourable to

th4 8ea,-aud the general elevation of the country FiUropeans. The thermometer rarely rises above

increases from about 2000. feet above sea-level, 90 degrees, and the nights all the year round are

along the nortlicrn and southern frontiers, to cool and refreshing. The elevation of the Chittul-

'

about .3000 feet at the central water-parting drug or N.E. division is somewhat less than that

which separates the basin of the Krishna from of Bangalore. In climate it is" similar, but its hills

that of the .Cauvery. The hill country called ;
are feverish. The S.E. division, called Astagram,

the Malnad is confined to the tracts border- in its southern and western parts is covered with

ing or resting on the Western Ghats. The fine jungle ex tendilig to the slopes of the Western

Nuggur division to the’ N. of Astagratn possesses Ghats on the one side, and to the base of the Neil-

an elevation geherally from 2000 to 2400 feet gherry Hills on the other. Fever prevails during

above the level of the si‘a. A marked feature of some seasons of the y^'ar, but on the whole the

the country is Uie number of isolated liills Ciilled climate is generally a healthy one.
* *

Drug, on the most inaccessible of whicJi former The earliest historical dynasty of Mysore was the

chiefs built forts, afterwards in many instances Kadamba, whose capital, Banaw.^isi, is 'mentioned

strengthened and improved by llydef and Tipn, by. Ptolemy. The dynasty, after 14 ceniuries of

4ind still in goo(L preservation, but now without rule, fell to the Chalukya, and thcCliera or Kongu
guns. The most remarkable arc Shivaganga, seized tin* sbuthern districts. The Ballala fell to

Savandrug (4024 feet), Nnndidrug ( tSlo'fect), the A'ijayanagar rulers, who again yielded to the

and Chit tuldrug, Coalidrug, and- Karbaldrug, the Adal Hhahi kings of Bijflpur. For a time it

last of which obtained an evil fame as a state formed part of thcMJominioiis of the AdalShahi.

prison. 'The.eight highest peaks in Mysore are— .

dynasty of Bijapur, and the year ‘after the fall of

Mulaina Giri (0317 feet), Kuduri-mukha (021.5
|

Hiat dynasty it was taken by A urangzeb’.s general,

feet), .Baba Hooden Giri (()214 feet-), Kalhatti
j

Kasim Khan, and the city of Mysore sold to Chik

(0155 feet), Kudra Girl (.5092 feet), Pushpa Giri Deo Raj for 3 lakhs of rupees.^ But several

(5626 feet), Merti Gudda (5451 feet), Woddiu polygar chiefs continued almost if not wholly

Gudda (5000 feet). Five of these hills are in independent. The most' important of these were

the Baba, Booden or Chandradrona range', a the.Wodeyar of Mysore in the south, the Nayak
magrificent cluster in the shape of a horse-shoe, of Keladi in the nortb, the Nayak of Balam (.Man-

in U\e centre of which is a rich but pestiferous jarubad) in the west, and the Be'der chiefs of

Valley’ called Jagar.
’

Chittuldrug and Tarikere. In lOlO^theRajWode-
• The gtohgical structure of Mysore is mainly yar of Mysore seized the fortress of SeriiigiKpatam,

hypogeiie schists, penetrated and broken up by and thus laitl thii foundation of the present Mysore

pliitoiiic and trappeaii roCks in every form of
j

statCi Wodeyar is a plural or honorific form of

intrusion, and. overlaid with occasional patclics of
|

Odeya, a Canarese word meaning lord or master,

laterite and the kankar calcareous (hqwsit. 'Fhe Ilyder Ali, in the middle of Ihc 18th century,

gneissic rock about Bangalore jtossesses great brought Mysore projier, Ooorg, with the Carnatic

economic valilc, being easily qiiai’ried from the
|

and much of the Dekhan, uncler subjection, and

surface. Gold m 'found betwixt Anicul and h.e was at the height of his successes when Ciium

Punganiir, near Baitmaiigalam and Ooscotta, and Raj, the titular ruler, died. 1)11 then Ilyder Ali

near tho Batterine Hills, but not in remunerative
|

had professed to rule Mysore in behalf of the

quantities. ‘ Hindu raja, a‘nd, every Diissara, Chum Raj appeared

The TungaandBhudrarispintheN.W. before the people in the state balcony, seated on

of Mysore, and, uniting, form the Tumbudra, cUi ivory throne, Ilyder Ali being present as his

which flows northwards and westwards till it joins comraander-in-chief and minister, and he selected

the Krishna below Kurnool. The banks of the a successor, also named Chum Raj, from amongst

Tumbudra are too. high for irrigation purposes, the collateral relations, but Ryder continued to

The Cauvei^ rises in Coorg, and passes througli and rule in reality until his death on the 7th December
out of Mysore in a south-easterly direction, after 1782. The (variiatic rulers, aided latterly by the

receiving thh Hemawati, the Lokani, the Shimsha, Britisli, the Mahrattas, and Hie Hyderabad state,

and the Arkavati from the north, and the Rach- were frequently at war with Hyder Ali and his

mantirth and the Kabbani from the south.. The son Tipu Sultan. Whe\i Hyder died in 1782,

Cauvery and its tributaries supply ifiimcrouB irrigft,- peace was finally concluded with Tipu in 1784, on
tion channels and tanks. The Peunar or Pennef, the ba^is of a mutual restitution of all conquests.

tliePalar, and.^uthern Pennaror Poniar, rise in But in seven years war was again declared^ and
the eastern part of Mysore, in their short course I^ord Cornwallis in 1791 took Command; and on
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tbe 2iBt March captured Bangalore. On 13th
May^ Tipu opposed him at Arikera, .and Avas

completely routed, but Lord Cornwallis was
obliged to retreat. In August, however, Lord
Cornwallis captured several difficult forts, and
on the 5th February 1792 he encamped before
Seringapatam, and. drove the enemy into the

fort, on which -Tipu came to terms, delivering

up -half his kingdom, and three kror of rupees,

with two of his sons as hostages.

The taking of dlangalore from Tipu Sultan, on
the 21st March 1791, gave.the British a perma-
nent position in Mysore

;
but eight .years later,

on the 4th May 1799, when Seringapatam was
stormed, the whole' country came uuder Britisli

supremacy, by the' replacement on the throne.‘of

the descendant of former Hindu rulers. The
.genealogy of tins family is traced from the Yadu
line of Chandravansa, but the first in authentic

history was Timma.Raja Wodoyar, son of Betta,

A.D. 1530, arid the dynasty ruled until a-D- 1767,

when Hyder Ali put aside the raja Cliama Raja
odeyar. Krishna RajaWodeyar was restored by

the British in 1799, on the fall of Tipu at the storm

of Seringapatam, and, after he came of age, ruledthe

country till 1831, but during Lord W. Bentinck’s

administration^ owing to frequent insurrections,

commissioners were appointed for its manage-
ment. The raja died childless in ‘the. beginning

of 1808, but had adopted as his successor the third

child of Chikka Krislma Arasu of the Bcttada
Kote branch of the royal house, the new sovereign

being- installed under the title of Cliama R;ijen(ira

“Wodeyar. The date pf the rendition w^s 25th

.
March 1881. The British Government conferred

the country on the miiharaja And his heirs for ever,

' prohibited building or repairing of forts, increase

of military beyond a fixed maximum, the intro-

duction of separate coinage, and the employment
of Europeans without the previous sanction of

the Indian Government,-. Provision was made for

establishing British cantonments in Mysore wher-

ever and whenever required, the constructing and
working of cailways and telegraphs,* respecting

and continuing thp existing laws, the revenue

settlement and the existing system of ‘ admini-

stration* and prohibiting or limiting the manufac-
ture of salt or opium. The inaliaraja renounced

his jurisdiction over the Bangalore caiitbmnerit,

and surrendered his jurisdiction; over European
British subjects. , The present annual .tribute,

amounting to 24 lakhs, gr about Jth of the gross

revenue, is to be increased by 10 lakhs
;
but this

clause was not to qome into operatio.n without the

mature consideration of the maharaja. An infant

princess, bom a few days before the installation,

was named JayaLukshmi,-Jaya, in compliment to

the Queen-Empress Victoria.

liain,—The soil is tolerably fertile, but the rain-

fall is scaiit and imcertain
;

it ranges from 29'22 to

47*65 in the different parts of the country.. This

is often a cause of dearth, at times of famine.

There was scarcity in 1824, 1831, 1833, and 1865;

there was also scant, rain in 1851 and 1860.

The drought which affected all Southern India in

1876-78, fell with especial severity upon Mysore.

From October 1875 to* October 1877, four suc-

ijesinve monsoons failed to bring their full supply

of rain. The harvest of 1875 was generally'below

the average, and n^emissions of revenue were found

necessary ;
but it.was not till towards the close of

1876 that famine was recognised to be abroad in

the land. The crops of that year, in some parts,

had yielded only Jth
;

and even in the less

stricken dictricts of Hasan and Shimoga, Under
the Western Ghats; only half of a fair harvest was
gathered. On tlie other hand, grain was poured into

Bangalore by the’ Madras railway; but the means
for bringing the. food toHhe hungry mauths wore
inadequate. During the whole twelve months of

1877, famine was at work. In October of that

year, the S.W. monsoon broke with a fair rainfall,

and eultivation* at last became possible. It is

calculated that the loss of population in 1876-7«S

must have been in excess of the number as esti-

mated by the Famine Commissioners, namely,

1,172,548; for .tlie total population in 4871 was
5,055,412, that of'1881 was 4,186,188, or'8G9,fct
less than tha total in 1871. The area under
cultivation in 1880-81 was 4,280,674 acres, against

3,996,206 in the previous year.

. From 1831 the British authorities had con-

ducted the^idministration to 1880-81, the last year
of the Government administration previous to its

being haiuled -over to. the present maharaja.

Large reductions had been madp since 1878-79.

The civil charges had been reduced by if1,423,000;
the expenditure on the local fund by £31,000.;
public works by £775,000. The condition of tlie

state funds at the period of rendition was as

follows:— prdiiiary expenditure, £8,585,000;
civil expenditure, £754,000

;
local military forces,

£1,070,000 • in all, £1.0,409,000. Nearly all the'

European civil and military .officers had been dis-

placed by native's of India on smaller salaries. The
great bulk of thd population follow some form of

Hin(inism, but the aborigines are numerous; there

are 200,484 Muhammadans, and a considerable

number of Christians. Tlie village officers arc the

Gowda, the Talawar or watchman, the Madiga, the.

Baraka or Kalawadi, whose office is that of the Totti

of the Tamil villages
;
the Shambogue or account-

ant, Badcga or carpenter.

The majority of Mysore Brahmans belong

to one or other of the Pancha Dravida or

fivj3 southern tribes, vfz.—(1) Karnataka; *('2)

Telinga or Andhra; (3) Dravida or Tamil; (4)

Mahratta; and (5) Gujerati. These names in-

dicate the countries from, which the various sects

originally came
;
and they still use their native

languages as their house-tongue. The Brahmans

are of three sects, the Smartta, Madhava, ami Sri

Vaishnava. The first of these hold Jo the Adwaita

(non-dual) pliilosophy
;
the .Madhava are of the

dwaita (dual) school
;
abd the Sri Vaishnava

enterCain the Vasisht-adwaita belief.

The most numerous-.cultivators are the Waka-

liga; they numbered 695,215 at the census of

1881. They are divided into more than 50 suh-

classes
;
tliey form the backbone of the population,

and for skill and industry arer unsurpassetl by any

agriculturists of India. Other cultivators are

the Reddi (64,593), and soiire of tl^p Gaiulatu.

The more prominent castes are as under
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Kunchiga, 82,474[Marwan, . 235 Rangar'e, 3,493

Kurubar, 291,965 Mndali and Reddi, . 54,593

Ladar, 1,415 Pilli, 10,062^aligeya, . 430

Llngaet, 470,209 Muhammadans, Satani, . 10,873

Lulnbani, 31,442
,

‘ 200,484|Soliga, . . 1,590

Madiga, 174,824 Multani, OTiglani, 44,283

Mahrati,. 41,239 Nagarjaru,, 7,943: Ur [)aru, • 22,144.

Mala, . 66,866 Naidu, . . 893 Wti kaliga,

Maleali,, .*
. 2rranchala, 91,4231 859,363

The right-hand castes of Mysore arc

—

The Banajiga, trader. Kuruba or alieidierd.

Wskaliga, farmer. Kumbara, potter.

Ganiga, oilman, who yokes JVgasa, washonnan.

only-one bullock to the Besta, fisher, palki-bearer.

roill„ .
Padmasale, weaver.

Rangari, dyer. * Naiiida, barber.

Lada, Mahrfvtta trader. * Uppura, saltmakcr.

Gujer.ati, merchant. * Cliitriga, painter.

Kamati, labourer. (toIIji, eowhcrd. *

Jaina. Holaya.

Bud<lhi8t.

The tradition is that the goddess Kali at Coh-
jeveram placed certain castes on her right hand,

and others on her loft, (iiid ever since these have
contended for precedence.

The left-hand castes are Panchala, five artisans;

Bheri, traders of the Nagarat caste
;
Devanga,

weavers; Hegganiga, oilmen using two bullocks

at tlie mill
;
Golla.or Dhanapala

;
J^eda, hunters

;

Wakalu, farmer; I’alli or Tiglar; Madiga, leather

workers. •

Betta or Hill Kurubar live? in tlie woods in

small commnnitie's called liadis; in sbeds made of

branches of trees.
.
d'hoy arc credited with pos-

SQSsing magical powers.* They are dark in colour,

and short in stiiture. The women are rarely seen,

and do not work with the men. The Jenu (Jfoney)

Kurubar subsist almost entirely on forest pro-

duefs, and occupy themselves in collecting honey
in the jungle. Tiioir features are coarse 'and

irregular, and their liair hanging in a dishevelled

mass. The other Kurubar named are the Kada
or wild

;
the Halu or milk

;
tlie Haildi or swine-

herd'; and.Kamli Kuruba or weaver. In the Mal-

nad, the aboriginal Holayaru (from .the (^anarese

word Hola, a field) arc rural serfs, attached to the

farms of the feudal lieadmen. The M unnnlu (from

Munna, land^ and Alu, a sla-ve) used to be sold

with the land, and were specified in tlie leases.'

Honnalu (from Ilona, gold) were transferable

with or without the soil. .Tlie price of a man and

woman was from £4 to £5
;
and it was calculated

that these, with a pair of bullocks, coifid cultivate

10 acres of land. Their owiier maintained them,

giving them ^ lbs. of rice daily, with double this

amount on feast-days, ‘and an .annual supply of

clothes and blankets, to whicli wer.e added presents

on mtoiage. (children belonged to the lord of

the soil. The Holayaru live in huts in the neigh-

bqnrhood of the farms, and geilcvally possess

small gardens for Jcitchen produce. They arc a

stout and healthy race, with'‘broad features and
flat faces, and generally carry about with t!.em a

wood knife.

The Koracha (16,591) have piat huts, and are

notorious thieves, .They associate wdth the Luin-

bani, whom they 'join in dacoity and burglary.

They know Tamil and Telugu, but have also their

own langtiage. Their.women hang round their

necks, and -falling over their bosoms, numerous
of slfiall vmlte and red beads.

The Sbliga (1696 in number) live in the dense
forests of the Bilikalrangam Hills, where there are

besides themselves only wild animals. They are
in small communities of six or seven huts,'and
cultivate with the hoe small patches of ground,
with plantain, vegetables, and a little ragi, which
with forest produce and wild animajs fortn their

food. They avoid civilised men.*
The Holeya (225,348) are regarded by the

Hindus as unclean. They are in the Canarese-
speaking countryin the same position as the Dher
of the Dekhan, the Mhar of the Mahratta country,

the Mala of Teljngana, and the Parayan 6f the

Tamil provinces. .A Holeya having to deliver

•anything to a Brahmaii, places it on the ground,
and retires to a disfiinco. When mcGting in a
street or road, ‘the Holeya moves as far as possible

away from the path of his superior.

The Madaga are leather dressers like the Tamil
Ghakili, the Mahratta Mhar, and Northern Chamar.

Reliffioi}.—681,745 of the*aboriginal population

have, not yet accepted Hinduism. They comprise
the Doomar, Holeya, Iriilar, Jogi, Koracha, Kuru-
bar, Jiumbani, Madaga, Mala, and Soliga. Besides
these arc the non-Hindu Muhammadans, 200,48-4;

Christians, 30,249
;

Jains, 10,760. Buddhist
emissaries appear to have visited the countryin
the 3d century B.c.

;
while the Jains established

their supremacy here, and nMiintained it during
many successive ages, leaving behind them several

richly-WTonghf temples, and other memorials.

The laihjiuKje spoken throughout Mysore, except

in Kolar and the eastern side of Chittuldriig, is

Canarese, which is the vernacular of 9 millions

of people (8,335,869) in different pgrts of India.

Tliere are three dialects of Canarese—(1) Piirvada

Hale Kannada, or the archaic Canarese of inscrip- .

tions earlier than the end of the 7th centiiiy

;

(2) Hale Kannada, or old Canarese, up to the
end of the 14th century, in which were written
the ohler sacred books of the Jains and the

majority of^ the Mysore stone inscriptions
;
and

(3) Hosa Kannada, the existing language. The
Kannada speakers, 3,095,647

;
Telugu, 637,230

;

Tamil, 130,569; Tulu, -8941
;

Maleali, 332; and
Kodaga, 21.

mythology. Aryan races have a compli-
cated mythology. Tlie Semitic races had El,

strong; Bel or Baal,, lord; Adonis, lord*; Shet,
master

;
Moloch, king

;
Kam and Rimnion, the-

exalted
;
and other similar terms for their 'deities,

Vedic Aryans, .oil the contrary, had 'Zeus, the
sky

;
PlKebus, Apollo, the sun

;
Neptune, the

Qea
;
Mars, war; Venus,, beauty

;
etc.

Aryans of India are woi'shipping deified heroes,

nou-Aryans have numerous fetish, and both races

havo many elemental deities. The Chinese, too,

have many of flic latter, and have also deified

many of .their illustrious .inen and women, and
all Hindus and Chinese are essentially spirif-

w(Jrsliippers. The Muhammadans, the Ali Ilahi

sect, credit continuous incarnations from Ali,

whom they believe to be deity. Hindus of the

Saiva sect have Mount Kailasa as the paradise .of

Siva, and those of the Vaishnava sect liave Vai-
kuntha, on Mount Meru, for their supreme god
Vishnu. . Swarga is the heaven of Indra, and the
Vishnu Purana (ii. p..214) enumerates twenty-one
hells. ‘

.

Hindu mythology accords prcciseljt with the

Greek in sending the ^ouls of the deaa to deceive
judgment, and, according to the sentence of
their judge, they are thence conveyed to Naraka
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or Swarjja, each according to their evil or good
deeds. The Jaiha sect also have their temples on
Abu, Govardban, and other hills, and Hindus and

* Jains make pilgrimages there.

But in modern Hindu mythology, the guardians
• of the world Ure .eight deities, who no\^ rank next
below the Hindu triad. They are—ludra

;
Agni,

or fire
;
Surya, the sun

;
Chandra, -the moon

;

Pavana, the wind
; Yama, the god of justice and

lord of the infernal regions
;
Varuna, the god of

watei*; and Kuvera, the god of wealth. The
. eight regents of Hie winds of the Hindus corre-

spond with those on the temple of winds at.

Athens.
^

.

Amongst the Hindus, mythology is all-per-

vadi’ng. Their history, legends, science, litera-

ture, arts, customs, and conversation arc replete

witli mythological allusions. A respectiible know-
ledge of their pantheon is consequentlyan almost
indispensable preparatory acquirement to the

study and corapsehensioii of nearly everything

which relates to them. The subject of the
original home of the Aryans has been engaging
the attention of the most eminent philologists

ever since Bopp published his Comparative
Grammar. Latham, Ben fey, Lazar Geiger, Fr.

Miillcr, Cuno, Pescjicl, Pdsehe, Dr. Schrader, and
Karl Penka all have discussed the hypothesis thiit

their early home was in Northern Europe, and the

last-named writer points to Scandinavia as their

original dwelling-place. The mythology of India

has done much to explain that of ancient Greece
and Scandinavia. This will be seen by tlio fol-

lowing list of ‘the principal of the Hindu deities

of the present day; and their principal analogues.

It is taken from the Fanlheura Jlysticum of

Pomeg, which formerly belonged to Sir William

Jones, and is referred to by him in his Disserta-

tion on the Gods of Greece, Italy, and India :

—

Agni = Vulcan, fire, ignis.
.

Ahi, the Greek Echklna.

. Anna Puma = Anna Perenna. .

*

Aruna = Aurora.
Aswiculajia = yEsculapius = Genii.

Aswini-Kumara = Castor and Pollux.,

Ata-Devi or Atava-Devi •= Diana,

liala Rama = Bacchus as the inventor of the u.S'

t»f wine.

Bhawani = Vebus.
Brijima == Saturnus.

’ Chandra = Lunus, the moon,
• Durga 18 the analogue of .Tuno.

Dyaus = Zeus, Dyaushpitar, Diospitcr.

Dyava-Prithivi, a dual god = Guranos and Gaia.

Oanesa = a male IVlincrva, Janus.
(.iopyah-Vidyah = Musa*.

Ilanuman, the monkey god, son of Pavana = Pan.
JIarit = the Charites.

llcracula, an Indian deity = Hercules.

Inilra = Jupiter, god of the firinameiit.

. Kali or Durga = Proserpine.

Kama Cupid, Eros, god of love.

Kartikeyn or Skanda = Mars, the god of war.

Krishna•= Apollo.

Kuvera = Plutus, god of riches.

Laksfimi or Sri = Ceres.
’ Narada, god of music = Mercury.

Pavana = Pan.
Prithivi = Cybele, goddess of eartli.

* Kama, god of wine = Bacchus, the Grecian
Dionysius. *

.

Bemb*tia = Venus.*
Sabala= Kerberos.
Saratneya = Ermeias.,

' •
*

Saraawati s=: Minerva. .

SiVa ss indra, Jupiter.

Bkaada^^Mars.

Sri = Ceres.
’

Surya or Ayka = Sol, the sun.

Swaha, wife of Agni = Vesta.
Ushasa = Aurora.
Varuna = Neptune, god of the water, the Greek

Guranos.
Viraja or Vaitarini = the river Styx.
Viswakarma = Vulcftn, architect of the gods.
Yama or Dharma'raja= Minos, the Grecian Pluto.

Many of the Hindu deities, however, belong
to a bygone age, and ceased to be worshipped
more than 2000 years ago. Perhaps Agni, Chandra,
Indra, Saraswati, Surjdi, and Yama, among the

the old myths, are all that are now renowned

;

the other Vedic deities have yjelded to Bhawani,
Durga, Gaiiesa, Hanurnah, Kali, Krishna, liakshmi,

Prithivi, Kama, Siva, and Vishnu, with'nmny gods
of local fame.

The deities of the ancient Greeks were exceed-
ingly numerous and dissimilar iir their character.

In Greece and Asia Minor, each of the deities was
the paternal god of’ some city or race, having
not only separate rites, but a form of worship
widely different. Each deity had his favourite

abode and local 'attacluyent : to some valley, or

grove, or town, the power aiul presence of the

divinity especially belonged*;' and hence in Ihoo-

tiaii Thrace we trace llie orgies of Bacchus
; in

N')rthern d'hessaly, the worship of Apollo
;
on the

Corinthian shores, the rites of Neptune; in

Argos, ‘the teinples of .Juno
;
and in Ephesus, the

worship, of Diana.* Though acknowledged to be

divine out of tlieir own peculiar domains, yet

their worshippers were rather averse to proselyt-

ism, f(*arijig lest, .by an exkM)di|d eoininuuica-

tioii, the local influence of the deity should he?

weakeiH'd. The Sacred object of Epheisian wor-

ship was carefully preserved, from the period of

its first formation, through the ages which inter-

vened, till the demolition of pagan temples, which

followed upon the rise of Cltfistjanity. The

image consisted of a large block of wood of beech

or elm, but, according .to some, of ebony or viiu*,

shajx'd into fv likeness of the goddess* and evi-

dencing its remote antiquky l)y the rpdencs^s of

its workmanship. The first statues were unsiiiij)ed

blocks and stones; and hence the .word col urnii

was generally used by the Creeks to denote a

statue. The Creeks identified Bafil with- Zeus as

they did Astarte with Venus. The heaven-fallen

idol of Ephesus was not a representation of the

elegant huntress of classic fable, but an Egyptian

liieroglyj)hic, a personification of nature. In tliis

character she was pictured as a woman having a

nuijiber of breasts,, to denote, according to Jerome,

that,’as nature, she was the nurse, the supporter

and. life of all living creatures.

Similarly, at the jiresent* day, amongst the

Hindus and other idol-worshippers of British

Indiii, shapeless Stones and pieces of wood arc

w"oi;.slnp43ed in every village. The three famed

idols at Jaganath are three shapeless masses or

wood, and similar pieces of wood are used ^
deities on the left bank of the Bhima river. Also

every village has its own local deity, and the

i<lol' worshipped at Tripati is quite dissimilar from

that at Srirangain.
• The t>ro gods Indra and Agni, rain and fire, were

the chief deities worshipped by the Vedic Aryans^

The sovereign of the ftods, Fndra, the most

fnl of the
.

Vedic deities, was the gad of the

firmament, the h’urler of the thunderbolt, w
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smote the rain-cloud, and brought down waters, brated in the Vedas in connection with the soma
who delighted in the soma juice, in eating,, plant; but in the Mahabharata, Sgma is the
drinking, and war, strong and drunk with wine, 'mythical progenitor of the great Lunar race of

Indra, according^ to Bunsen (iii. 587, iv. 459) Bharata.

is .the prototype of Zeus, and was a personi- The jUwini^‘ apparently a personification of
fication of ether*; soma was offered to him in light and moisture as sons of the sun, also as the

sacrifice as the* regent of the east, idemtical with sun’s rays, and notic(‘d as the physicians of tfie

. Devandra, tlie king of the Devas. The Krythrina gods. They are described as young and hand-
fulgens, the Pari-jata, or fairy Idcks^ is sup- some', and riding on horses,

posed to bloom in I ndra’s 'gardens, and an cjnsode TV/yw, or the air, and*llu‘ Maruts as winds, are

in the Puranas relates the quarrelling of link- pei'soiiified and invoked. The Maruts are depicted

mini and Satyabhaina, the two wives of Krishna, as roaring amongst the forests, and compared to

as to the exclusive possession of this flower which youthful warriorsbearing lances on their shoulders,

Krishna had stolen from* the garden. The Gan- delighting in tl\e sorna juice, like Indra, and, like

dharva, in Hindu mythology, a shade, a spirit, him, the bestowers of benefits on their worshippers,

a ghost, p celestial npisician, are demigods or Usha.% or the dawn, the early morning,* the

angels who inhabit Indra’s heayen, and form the fii'st pale flush of. light. Ushas is coirjpared. to a

orchestra at the banquets of the gods. They are mother awakening her children; to a lovely maiden
described as witnesses of the actions of men, and awakening a sleeping world ; to a young married

are 60 millions in number. maiden, ‘like a youthful bride before her husband,
Agni^ the personification of Tiro, was worshipped thou iincoverest thy bosom wiUi a smile.’ As a

as tlic destroyer of forests, as useful in tfic sacri- goddess, she is styled (Pig Veda, i. v. 2) the

ficc and in the household. mighty, the giver of light
;

‘ from on high she
‘When generated from the rubbing of sticks, beholds all things; ever youthful, ever reviving,

the radiant Agni bursts forth from the wood like she comes first to the invocation.’

a fleet courser. • Perhaps the most wonderful circumstance of all

• ‘ When excited.by the wind, he rushes amongst conneeted with the ancient Hindu literature, is the

the trees like a bull, an<l.consuines the forest as a completeness with which its effects have passed

raja destroys his enemies. away from the people of the land. The Veda, in

• ‘ Such as thou, art, Agni, men preserve thee moalcrn Hinduism, is a more name,—a name of

constantly kindled in tlnnr (Iwellipgs, and offer high authority, ami highly reverenced,—but its

upon thee abundant food.’ (liig Veila, i. 7fi.) langiuige is unintelligible, and its gods and rites

Varumi was "the Vcdic god of the watei-s, and an* things of the past. The modern system is

god of the 'ocean* but the name was sometimes quite at variaiuK^ with the Vedic writings out. of

applied to the sun and sometftiics us.ed as a per- which it grew, and the descendant beai'S but few
sonification of day. As with other gods, when, marks of resemblance to .its remote..ance8tor. The
addressed, he was regarded as supreme, and key to this modern Hinduism is to be found in the

capable oLforgiving sin,— literature of the Puranas
;
but before this litcra-*

‘ Let me not yet, 0 A^aruna, enter the house of ture began to assume a definite shape, the point

eJay
;
have mercy, Almighty, have iilorcy! had been already reached which iharkcd the com-

‘.If I go along trembling, like a cloud driven plete divergence of Hindu from Kuropcan thought,

by the wind; have mercy, Almighty, have- \Vc have to ga back to the genuine Vcdic ages

mercy!
,

for conceptions of visible and invisible things

‘Thirst came upon the worshipper, though analogous to those which determined the course of

he stood in the midst of waters; have mercy, Greek-tiiought, and, through this, of the thought of

Almighty, have mercy.’ the wliolc western world. Of history, in the true

Surya, or the sun, called also Savitra, Mitra, sense, it possesses next to nothing. Of the old

Aryaman, and other names, was a Vedic god, poets, philosophers, gramniarians, and astronomere,

who continues to be worshipped down to tlie many , were beyond doubt inen of great geiiius,

present day, by Brahmans and Zo^()ast^'ian8. The and some were possessed of powers as reniadt-

iSolar race of Kshatriya, who appear in tluj J^ima- able as any which the world has seen in her most
yana, deriv(f their origin from the sun

;
but, in the gifted chiidfen

;
but the incidents of their lives

higher spirit, the sun is regarded as divine, as Ctin b(? related gem‘rally in a few lines, and not

'pervading all things, as the soul of the world and nmch space is lu'ccled to give a tolerably aderjuate

supporter of the universe. In a verse of the Kig outline of their philosophical systems.— Williams'

Veda (iii. 62’, v. 10) (Ids idea is supposed to. Story of Xalc( ;
Cole. Myth.- lliml. ; Calcutta Re-

be indicated. It is O’m! Bhurbluivaasuvidnl, mew ;
Ins. of Menu ; WiUon'a Hhuhk Theatre ; Rig

O’ra ! Tatsa vit’hriv, varennyum, B’hargo devassya Veda^ v. 10; Bunsen; Sir W. Jones; Moores

dhimahi dhiyo yonahapracho dayath; O’m! earth', Pantheon; Hymn tofudra; Jctcoh Grimm^Myilio-

air, heaven, O’m !
’ Let us meditate on the supreme logy ;

Doivsm's Classical ‘Dictionary
; Ltthhock\s

splendour^ of the divine Sun
;
may he jlluihinate Origin of Civil. ; Milner's Seven Churches of Asia.

our minds.’ And, at the present day, the en- MYTIIATS, the mussel genus of mpHusca, of

lightened Brahmans regard this verse as an the family Mytilidse. - The mussel is abundantjon
invocation to tie several deities who are implored most rocky coasts, where the species are to be
by the worahipper to aid his intellect in the appre- found moored by their coarse filamentous byssus,

hension and adoration of God. generally to such rocks or other submarine bodies

In connection with the sun are the 12 Aditya, as are exposed at some periods of the tide where
•sons of Aditi, the universe. In the latter Vedic tides exist, and covered by the sea at high water,

age, they were identified witli the 12 signs of the the species arc numerous, and most of them are

zodiac, or the sun in its 12 successive signs/ used as food
;
but illness and ev\jn death have

Soma^ (iUio Chandra, the moon, is chiefly cele- issued from a meal made on some of them. The
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byssus, or beard, as it is popularly called, should by the two other chiefs and the representative

bo carefully cleared away, and fiiey should be of the British Government. The family behaved
particularly avoided when cholera is about, or ill in the Sikh war of 1846-46*, but did well iii

even when diarrhoea is prevalent. The common the revolt of 1867, and were rewarded by a grant
edible mussel, M. edulis, is found in extensive of land out of the Jhujjur territory. The trooi)s

bods below low-^ater mark, and also at a greater formed part of tlip Native Contipgents which held
depth. Rocks and stones between high - water the Hhaibar and Kuram country during- the
marks a're also covered with them. When freed, operations in Afghanistan in 1879,

front the epidermis and -polished, the under- NABHAGADISHTA, a sou of Menu wlio,

surface of the external • parts of the shell is whilst a Student, was deprivetl of his, inheritance.

exiK)8ed, and is of a deep blue. . Sec Molliisca. He subsequently became wealthy by teaching
MYXA, or Egyptian pluiii of Pliny, is supposed spiritual knowledge.—DowsOiu

to be Ihe Cordia latifolia.
*

- NABHAJI, a disciple of Ramanand, author of

the Bhaktamala.—yl.s’. Jl^s. p.* 8.

NABI. Arab., Pkus. A prophet, but pariicu*

N larly applied to Mahomed.
NABLUS, 'a corruption of Neapolis o^; New

Town, the ShocKcm of the Old Testament, and
N, the fourteenth letter of the English alphabet, the Syohar of the New, one of the oldest cities of

is a nasal consonant, and its sound is'pbtaiiial by Palestine, and at one time the capital of Samaria,
placing tlie ton^e. against the palate, with d the imperial city of the ten tribes. It is Situated

vocalized expulsiob of the breath* Its principal in a narrow valley between Mount Ebal and
sound is that heard in bun, clone, moon

;
but when Mount Gerizim. The present village, called

followed by g or k, it -takes other sounds, as in Sabouste, is small, and its inhabitants poor.'

singer, finger, brink. When final after m, it is NABONASSAU or Nabu-Natsir, a king of

silent, . condemn. In the Nagari alphabet there Babylon, under whose reign astronomical studies

are four symbols for ii, the sounds of all of which were much advanced in Chaldea. He is known to.

occur in the English; although not represented the Arabs and in Miihamraadan literature

in it by separate letters, chietly ciuis(ul by the Baklit-un-Nasr. The first day of the era which

preceding or following letter. There is an n. in he established was Wednesday the 2Gth February,

the Tamil tongue with a dental nasaj' sound
;
and 717 b.c. Its year was of d()6 days, without any

in Hindustani, Gujerati, and Mahrati, there is a intercalary day on the fourth year. Oriental .

nasal, usually a finsj, although sometimes a hi.storiaris, ami particularly tlie Persians, also

medial, which is scarcely .sounded, although it style him llaham, also Gudara

—

B’Merhchlj iii.

gives a nasal sound to. the preceding vow'cl.- p. 1 ;
Mi</na7i's Tr,* p. (r, Smitfi,

N amongst the Baluch becomes in, so that Nila, NABOPOLASSAR or Nabu * pal - Uzur, the

blue, is made into Miloh. * father of Nebuchadnezzar, tlie Nabu-kndiir-Uziir,

. NA, also Sna. Tib. A wild sheep of Ladakh, of the Babylonians. • Nabopolassar became the

Vigne Ciills it of the size of an ordinary sheep; of Assyrian satrap of Babylon B.c. 620. Heinade hiiu-

a dull brownish-grey colour, witli curvod, smooth, self iiidopendent; and in 'alliance with the Medv^

and four-sided horns. It is c^led by De Koros cliecked the career of. empire of the Assyrians,

a large sheep-like deer. Major Cunningham sup- and raised Babylon into the scat of empire of

poses it the same as the Nahur of Nepal, the Ovis Western Asia. The Modes had revolted, and

nahur. ‘ l^ardanapalus, king of Assyria, commanded
NAAF, the Anouk-ngay of the BurinC'.sc, lat. Nabopolassar to march against them, but iin^tead

20^^ 45' N., long. 92° 30' E., an arm of the Bay of doing so, ho made an alliance with Cyaxaivs,

of Bengal, forming a portion of the western and marched with Ijim against Nineveh, which,

boundary of -Akyab district, ft is about 31 miles was destroyed b.o. COfi. . Sardanapalus burned

long, and 3 miles broad at its mouth. The himself in his palace, and ended the Assyrian

island. of Shahpuri protects its entrance to some empire; and from' that* time Babylon becanie

extent from the S.W/ monsoon. In September independent.

—

G. Smith; Btinsetu

1823, a sipall Britisli detachment, then occupying NACHIKETAS, in Hindu mythology, sou of

the island, was attacked by the Arakanesc troops ’ iVruni or Vaja-sravasa, who, having angered Ins

under the raja of Ramri, which led to the fj;:st father, departed to .the abodes of death, and, after,

war with Burma.

—

Imp. Gaz. -staying there three nights, Yama granted hiin

NABHA, one of the Gis-Sutlej States under the permission to see his father again, and instructed

political control of the Government of the Panjab, him in a true knowledge'of the soul.

—

Dowami.

lying between lat, 30° 17' and 30° 40' N., and NACHRAVALI, Tam., Asees, Hind., is a

between long. 75° 50' and 76° 20' E. Area, 863 form of Hindu benediction, ' only bestowed by

square- miles; estimated population in 1876, wom^ and priests. It is performed by clasping

226,155. The ruling family is descended from both hands over the person’s head, and waving

Tiloka, the. eldest son of Thul, a Sidhu Jat, who over him a piece of silver or other valuable, which

founded a village' in the Nabha territory. The is bestowed in charity. The Tamil people similarly

raja of Jhind is
‘ descended from the same wave a fo^^l or sheep’s head arOund a sl^k umn.

branch, and the yaja of Patiala is descended from 'Ihis is a very ancient ceremony* .
Colonel loa

Rama, second son of Phul. These three families frequently had a largo salver filled' with silver

are accordin^y known as the Phulkian houses, coin waved over his head, which was handeq lo

a sunnud of May 5, 1860, it was provided distribution amongst his.attendants. It is most

tliat, in a case of failuraiof mal^ heirs to apy onC appropriate from.thf ladiesj from whom also

of the three Phulkian houses, a successor should had tnis .performed by their proxi^^ the la^ j

1^ chosen from among the descendants of Phul, priest or female attendants. It is also a Mtin
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*

NADIR SHAH.

madan rite.—rod’j Eajasihan^ 'i. .p. 6^^8. See Turks, recovered the whole of tho territories

Bulain Lena
;

Sacrifice. which that nation and the Russians had seized,
' NACRE. Fii. .Mother-of-pfearl or mother-o’- and made peace with -both powers, tliat he

pearl. •The nacre in shell is more especially formally assumed the title of king of. Persia. He
observed in their interior, and is distinguished by repaired- with his army to the plain of Moghan,
the iridescehce produced by the- action of light, to which place* he summoned the civil and military

It consists of layere or fblds of membranous functionaries.* They assembled to the* number of
shell substance. This lustre has been successfully 100,000 persons, and unanimously offered him
imitated on engraved steel buttons, . the crown (a.d. 1736), which ho accepted on the
NAD,

^
also written Nmid or Nadu, Kaun.,

,

condition that tho Suiuii religion should be*

Maleal.,* Tej^., and Nat, Maleal., Tam., a pro- established throughout I*ersia. He was crowmed
vince, a distriet of a country, as Mulnad, Wynad. at 20 ininutes past 8‘ a.m., 26111 February 1736
The plateau of -the Neilgherry Hills is* arranged a.d.., or Siiawal 1148 a.h. His next military

into three naad, thp'Peringa-naad, Maika-naad,
|

effort was to seize Kandahar from the Hhilji, and
and Thodawar-naad. Mulnad means a hilly restore it tp the Pemian monarchy. He set out

country.
^

with an army of 80,000 nien, but, though aided by
NADI or Nari. Reng. A caste who make the Abdali, it was* not till after a close investment

ornaments of lac for Muhammadan women., for nearly a twidvemontli that Nadir ventured an
NADIR. AiiAB. Wonderful, an epithet to assault, and even then he was more than once

describe the Almighty.* Nadir Kuli, the slave
|

repulsed before Kandahar fell into his liands

of the wonderful (i.e. God). •
.

;

(March 1738). Wliile carrying on tlie*siege, ho
NADIR SHAH, a native of Khorasan, was one

,

si-ttlcd tlie greater part of ^ the surrounding
of the greatest warriors whom. Persia has ever ! country, ami at the same time his son Razza Kuli
produced. His name was .Nadir Kuli, but he Mirza,. who had marched from Mcshec^ against

has also been known as Tahmasp Kuli. Accord- the itzbaks, not only conquered the province of

ing to Mirza Mahdi, his historiographer,' Nadir Halkh, but gained a victory on the ()xu8.(Amu
was descended from the Karakli branch of the Darya) over tlie king of Bokhara, in person (Mal-
iribe ofAfshar, or Aiishar, according to the pro- colm's Hist, of Persia, ii. p. 68; Hanway, ii. p.

rmnciatioii of the Turkomans, moaning one who Jilo
;
Sir W. .Toms, Nadir Nainah). Ills treat-

holds together. The Afsliar was one of the seven meyt of the Ghilji was moderate; Ije regarded

Turkish iribes that had attached themselves to the them like his other .subjects, and admitted many
family of the, Suffavoan dynasty, moved from of them into his army, b.iit he removed a portion

Turkestan into Iran (luring the douiiiiiou of the Mon- of them from their lamls around Kandahar, which
gols, and settled in Azorbijan. In the time of Shah he inside over to the Abdali, suid particularly to

Ismail Sati, they emigrated to Khorasan, when; thsit part of them which had been settled about

they dwelt in Yap Kopken, whicli belonged to Nishapiir in tlie west of Khorai«aD.

Abiverd, and is situated twenty fsirssikhs to the After a little he advanced and occupied ‘Ghazni

north-west of fleshed. Here, on the border of and Kiibul (May a.d. .1738, A.ii. Safr 11<)1).

tho steppe, Nsidir wsis born, a.d. 1687. The court of Debli being at this time occupied

At seventeen he was taken prisoner by the by the Malirattas, his messages .to the Indian

Uzbak, but four years afterwards he escaped and Government were neglected, ilnd one of his

rotmiied to his native country, and subsequently messengers was cqt off by the Afghans (October

accepteiLservice Avith the king of Khorasan. Ho a.d. 1738, a.ii. Sliabau 1151). lie therefore

successfully commanded an army against the advanced thrmigli the mountains (.November A.D.

Tartars, but, being ill rewarded, he left and 1738, a.h. Rau»zan 1151), defcatcii a small force

became predatory. . under one of their governors, threw a bridge

After the abdication of )^hali Husain in favour across the Indus, advanced through ‘the Panjab,
of Mahmud, chief of the Ghilji, a.d. 1722, Avhen and met Avith no real liindrance till hq approaclieii

Isfahan yielded to that Ghilji chief, Tahmasp, tin; Jumna, Avitliiii 100 niiles of Dehli, when he

son of Shah Husain, escaped.- Jle liad lied from found iiimself in the neighbourhood of the Indian

IsfaJian, and had remained under the protection army. The armies closed at Karniil, and the

of the Kajar tril>ie on the shore of the Casjiiaii, battle (12t.h February 1731), 15th Zikaida 1151)

where ho was joined by Nadir- Kuli.
{
ended in the complete rout of the Indian army.

He captured Meshed, and recovered Khorasan Ivhaii-i - Daonin, the . commander -in -chief, Avas

from the Abdali aii<l Muhammad Klian . of
;

kjlle*d. Sailat Khan, viceroy of Oudli, was taken

Seifitan, and iu-a successipn of battles broke doAvn ' prisonei*, and l^luhamnlad Sliaii, the emperor, .

and dispersed the Ghilji, most of whom Avere ! sent Asof.Jah to tender his submission, aud him-
kHled or perisheci in the desert on their attempt- ' self repiiired with a few attendants to the Persian

ing to return home. Ashraf, son of Mahmud, camp. The two kings marched towards Dehli,

w£i murdered by a Baliich chief (January >729) which they reached iu tlie beginning of •March

between* Kirman and Kandahar,. -Nailir next 1739, and took up their residence in. the palace,

inarched against the Turks, from whom ’le re-' Nadir stationed his troops, about the town, to

C9vered Tabreez, opposed. a rising of tlvB Abdali, preserve order and protect the pegple.
^
But, on

took Herat, and gained over the Abdali to his the second day of the occypation, a report spread

views. Shortly after this* he adopted the Sunni that Nadir was dead,^ on which the Indians fell

religion, and the Abdali became the most devoted on all the Persians within their reach, and from
of his followers. Shah Tahmasp had begun to their isolated pcisitions about 700 were sacrificed,

exercise the prerogatives of royalty, but Nadir Nadir exerted himself personally to* suppress the
replaced him by his infant son. ijiis was virtually insurrection, but he ,spon assailed.with stones,

the commencement *‘of Nadir’s own reign, tut it arrows, and firearms from the houses, and one of

was not till he gained many victories over the his chiefs was killed at his side by a shot aimed at
*
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himself. On this he ordered a ireneral massacre These osders became known, and his death
- ... * 1 ^ A

\VU8

of the Indians (Fraser’s Nadir Nainali, p. 18.S),

The slaughter ^aged from sunrise until the day

was far advaaiced. It was attended with all tho

horrors that could be inspired by rjjpine, tuat» and

thirst of vengeance. The city was set on fire in

resolved on. , A number of conspirators, among
whom were the captain of his guard and the

chief of his own tribe of Afshar, entered "his tent

at mjdnight. They involuntarily drew baek

when challenged by^ that .deep voice at which

several places, and was soon involved in one they had so often trembled, but they soon re-

"scene of destruction, ‘ blood, and terror. At coveredtheir courage. One of them made a blow

length Nadir ordered it to be .stopped, and his at the king with a sabre, and brought' him to the

•order was at once obeyed. 30,000 are stated by ground; he endeavoured to raise himself, and

• the author of the Nadir Nainah' to have be.n attempted to beg his life, hut the conspirators

slam, but the numbers killed have been given at redoubled, their .blows until he exjitred. He had

120,000 to 150,000. Nadir afterwards seized the been the boast, the terror, and the execratujii of liig

imperial treasures, also the celebrated 'peacock country (a.d. bunday, lOth May 1747, A.ii. 10th

throne; and every inhabitant was forced to dis- Jamadi-ul-Awal 1100). The Afghans, about 4000

close the amount of his property, and pay accord- in number, led by Ahmad Khan Abdali, unaware

inglj. Torture and murder were, employed to of their master’s death, on the next morning made

enforce payment. Nadir concluded a treaty

with Muhammad Shah, by which all the. country

west of j;he Indus was ceded to* Persia, his son

was married to a daughter of the house of Timur,

and he reseated *Muhainmad on the throne, in-

vested him with the ornaments and crown with

his. own, hands, and commanded all the nobles to

obey him, on pain of his future vengeance. At

length he marched from Delili, after a residence

an attack on .
the Persians, .in the hope of being

still in time to rescue the Shah. In this Ahmad
Khan Abdali was joined by the Uzbaks, but they

were worsted and compelled to retreat to their

own country, which they di<l in good order.

Nadir Shali‘s plunder destroyed the Moghul

empire. The Mahrattas, the nawab of the* Car-

natic, tho Asof Jalii family of Hyiierabad, the

subahdars of Pengal and Oiidh, and the Jat of

valuable furniture, and rich stuffs of every

description, and jewels of inestimable price. Tie

• also carried off many elephants, horscs; camels,

and led away several hundred of the most skilful

workmen aiid artisans.

Up to tho taking of Delili, he was perhaps less

. sanguinary than the generalityof Asiatic monarchs.

He had been a rigorous Hiough not unjust master;

but after the sack of Dehli he gradually became

. a cruel and' capricious tyrant. The first years

after his return from India were occupied in the

conquest of the kingdoms of • Khorasan-, Khiva,

and .Bokhara, which he subdued and evacuated.

He attempted ‘to reduce tlip hill tribe of Lezgi,

and Jed three campaigns against the Turks
;
but

he became doubtful of tlic Persians, all of whom
continued Shiahs at .heart, and was especially

.jealous of his eldest son, Kazza Kuli. In the

belief that a wound he had received in a forest

when hunting had been inflicted by an emissary,

he put out his son^s eyes.
;
His remorse, instead of

softening Kis heart, exaspenitcd his fury, and he

taunted all who entreated him for mercy with

their failure to intercede when his oavii son. was

in danger. His cruelties and extortions led to
v,- u k

revolts, which drew on fresh enormities; whole flows the wide stream •of the Padma, wnicn ^

cities were depopulated, and piles of heads raised now the main channel ''of the Ganges; anu an

to consummate their ruin
;
.eyes 'were- torn out, the remaining rivers of the distnct are olisno^s

tortures inflicted, and no man*could count for a of the great river. Tim Bhagirathi on tne

moment on his exemption from death in torments., eastdhi border, and the Ja angi ^nd tfto

During the tot two years of his life, liis rage was- bhanga meandering through the centre oi
_

increased by bodily sickness, until it partook of district, are the chief of these offshoots, ana »

•frenw. .On -the day before his death,- while called distinctively the Nadiya ?ver^-
„

labouring under a feeling of impending evil, he whole surface of the country is

})ursuance thereof he encouraged settlement in

Afghanistan by tlie various tribes of the vast

Persian empire. At the time of his death, numbers,

iimler such iiUention, had reached Meshed, and

were subsequently invited to come by Almind

Shah. Hence at Kabul, at this day, are found

.luanshir, Kurd, Kika, Afshar, Hakhtiari,* Shah

Sewan, Talish, Baiyat, in short, representatives

of every Persian tribe. Under Alimad Shah and

his successors they. formed the principal portion

of the ghulam khaiia, or household troops.

OuR^ey mentions that one of .the attendants,

w4io at a Icvec presented to him pipes and coffee,

was a gramlsbn or great-grandson of the mighty

Nadir- Shah.— Elphinstone's India; Tr. of a

Hindu ; llcnneirs MeMoir; Onscleifs Tr.
;
Cmi-

ninfjhain'.s Sikhs; Pcre» Bazin^ Lettres Bdifinntes;

Balfour's Memoirs of Hazin; Elliot's India ;

Sair-i-3lutaakhiri>i.; Vamheri/; Baillie; Eraser In

Tr. R, Hev(j. Soc.
;
Oriental Biography.

NADIYA, a small town on the west bank of

the Bhagirathi, in lat. 23° 24' -55" N., long. 33

25' 3" K., which gives its name to a district of

Bengal. Nadiya is at the heail of the Gangetic

delta. Along the entire nortli-castcrn boiimlary

feeling of impending evil, he whole surface of the country is incermctu

leaped on his horse in the midst of his camp, and network of minor • streams, communicatm?

was on the point of flying from his own army, to one another by side channels. The Jaiang

take refuge m a forl^ss. But he calmed down, jtot the

and sent for the Afghan chiefs in his service, the Bhagirathi opposite
“^.’J.^victory

appealed to their fidelity for the preservation ^f Hussey, thememorablewneofClnre
^

of his life, and ordered them to displace his over fe«»J-“d-powla, on the 28d June

Persian guardS) and seize on the principal nobles, small fragment,now remains, zne g •
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• whose left, or cast, bank the battle of PIast<cy was the Sabdasaktiprakasika, by Ja^^adis Tarkalaii-

fought, has eaten away the scene of the strife, as kar
;

the Saktipad and Muktipad, by Gadadhar
the Jalangi river, in the same district, has eaten BhattJichariya

;
and the annotations on Siromani,

away the city of Nadiya» As early as 1 801, thp by Jagadis and by Gadndhar
;
and the Siddhanta

river had eaten away the actual held of battle Muktabali of Viswanatha Nyayapanchanan.
and a traveller recorded in that year that ‘ a f(;w The decadence of learning in Nadiya attracted

miserable huts, literally overhanging the water, the attention of the British Government as early

arc the only remains of the celebrated Plassey.’ as 1811. On the IGtli March of that year, Lordh
The neighbourhood relapsed into jungle, and was Minto recorded a minute* advocating the establish-

long a favourite haunt of river dacoits. Part of ment of Hanskrit'oolIegeSiiii Nadiya and Tirliut.

—

the site is now covered by the waters of the Caicnttn lledew^ No. 109, p. 07.

Bhagirathi, the rest stretches out as a richly cul- NADOL, a town in the Jodhpur State in Uaj-

tivated plain, and the solitary surviving tree of puhiiia. Its raja, Ihxo Lakha, a Chauhan, was
the historic mango grove is held sacred by the om* of the ])rinccs who o[)posed Mahmud when
Muhamniadaiis. • . advancing against SoJiinath. It has a temple of

It was the capita] of Lakshmaii Sen, the last Mahavira, the lastof the 24Jain apostles, a fine piece

independent Hindu king of Bengal. It is the of architecture, with vaulted roof, in the most
birthplace of Cliaitaiiya, a great Hindu religious ancient style of dome in the east. The stones arc

reformer in the cntl of the loti) century. Tlie placed by a gradual projection one over the other,

descendant of the rajas of Na<liya resides at the apex being closed by a circular keystone.

Krishnagar. The family is of great antiquity and The toran. in front of tlie altar is exquisitely

sanctity. They trace descent in direct line from sculptured, as well as several statues of marble,

Bhattanarayan, the cluef of the five Brahmans discovered about A.i>. 1700 . in the bed of the

imported from Kanouj by Adisur, king of Bengal, l ivei
,
when it changed its course. It is famed also

The aboriginal races are Chamar, Bagdi, for its Channa Baoli, an immense reservoir.

Chandal, and Mucin. Wlien Clive, in 1757, dc- NADllBI. Hind. A stone engraved with a

feated tlie nawab Siiraj-iid-Dowla, Maharaja verse of the Koran, and suspended as a charm
Krishna Chandra Ihvya ai<le<l the British. He was round the necks of children.—iicr/r/e/.v.

the Alecienas of his ago.
.

XA-DOUNG. Bi um. Kar ornaments, car

Nadir’ll is famous for its Sanskrit schools or tubes, cyliinhTs of gold IJ inehes long, J inch

tol. Nyaya Sastru or logic, and. Smriti or juris- diameter, introduced into the lobe of the car of

liradcnce, have been • always sedulously and the Buiiuese men aud women. The image of

succeivsfully cAiltivated here. Soon after the Gantjuiia is always found with long pendent car

foundation of Nadiya, Abdihodli Yogi migrat(*d lobes, reaching to his shoulders,

there from the Upper Province's. He was NA'F, tlu' navel. Naf-talna or Naf-ukharna,

the first to set np a school of logic, for the meaning a disease claused by the shifting of the

cultivation of which the city has since been navel, by Muhammadans an imaginary removal

hiiiious. His principal disciples were Saiikar from its place of the navel cord, umbilical vein

Tarkabagis and Baypti Siromani, both of whom or ccoliac artery.

—

(tloxs.

wrote several works on logic. NA-FABMAXX Hind. Delphinium ajacis.

Vasu Deva Sarhwahhanma was the founder of Na-farmaui, a bine, lilac, or mauve col6ur from the

another chatuspati, or regular school for logic, iu flower of Cheiranthus annuum.

the village of Vidyanagara, in the vicinity of NAFIS-biu-IWAS, author of an Arabic com-

Nadiva. Of the numerous students who matricu- mentary on Ala-iul-Diii Ali’s commentary on

latod at the chatuspati, the most distinguished Aristotle’s book on the Piinciples of Medicine,

were Raghu Raina and Raghunatha Siromani. He styleil it Hiill-i-Miijiz-ul-Qanun.

Raghu Rama’s commentaries have earned for NAFR. Pj:iis., Hi.nd. A servant, a man, an

him a conspicuous place among Hindu juriscon- individual. In the west of Bengal the Nafr and^

suits. Raghunatha Siromani has left a commeii- his offspring w^ere slaves, transferable and sale-*

tary..ou the Gautama Sutra, which, for profound able, lu Purneya the Nafr was sometimes a

knowledge of Nyaya and the subtlety of xlialectics, domestic slave, sometimes an agricultural slave,

and for felicity of illustration, challenges the In tlu* native cavalry of India Hie term is applied

admiration of the oriental world. to a horse-keeper or groom, also, though rarely,

Raghunatha was the author of another work to a person who is hired to ride a horse, equivalent

exposing the errors of the ( hintamani, a standard to assaini.
•

treatise on the Nyaya Sastras, written hy Ganges
|

NAG A, in Hindu mythology, a demigod, with

Hpadhyaya. The work is entitled UidiiiH, or a i-
the face of a man, the tail of a serpent, and the

• Ray of Lfght. Professing to be a critiqiu? and a ' expanded hood* of the cobra di capcllo, created

commentary on Chintamani, it is one of the most by Kadra, wife of Kasyapa, to people Patala,

exhaustive treatises on the Nyaya Siistras. Raghu- where they reign in great splendour. Hence

natha proceeded to Mithila, and held a literary their other name Kada-veya. The suake-gods

controversy with the pandits there. He carried were worshipped in Kashmir, and the cobra snakes

away the palm, .and his intellectual victory con- continue, to be worshipped throughout India by

ferred on Nadiya* the power of bestowing degrees all Hindus. yl.s*. Res, xv. 10, 94.

on successful students. It gave an unprecedented NAGA, a Scythic race who appear to have

impetus to the*progress of philosophical studies, occupied part of India prior to the appearance of

Students flocked there from all parts of the the Aryans. In the mythology of India they are

country. Several of them ripened into profound described as true snakes. In the Persepolitan

and distinguished pandits, and the works pro- inscription, Xerxes calls himself Nagua or Nuka,

duced by them are considered of the highest the Greek Anax, and some writers have surmised

auXhprity. Among these works may be mentioned that this may be the true meaning of the Naga
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dynasties of Kashmir and Magadha. A Naga race

seem to have niled in Magadha until dispossessed

by the Aryan Pandava. Whether they came from
the N.E., whilst the Aryan race advanced from
the N.W., is not known. But the races seem to

have come in contact in the lands where the

Jumna joins the Ganges, at a time when the

•Aryans were divided as to the object of their

worship between Indra, Siva, and Vishnu. One
of the opening scenes of the *Mahabharata de-

scribes the destruction of the forest of Kliandiiva,

and a great sacrifice of serpents ;
and though llie

application of the term Nag or Naga has come to

be taken literally, there can bo no doubt that

£he descriptions in the Mahabharata, and as to

Krishna’s exploits against snakes, relate to the

opposing Naga race. In India the term Nag or

Naga is applied to the cobra serpent, and the race

who were so designated are believed to have paid

their devotions to that reptile, or took it as their

emblem. They are mentioned in the Mahabharata
(b.C. 1200) as causing the death of Farikshit, which
led to their great slaughter by .Taiieinajaya. But a
Naga dynasty was still dominant n.c. 691, like-

wise when (b.C. 626) Sakya, a prince of the Solar

race, was born, and it was tiiis race who placed

. Buddhism on a secure basis in India, and led to

its adoption by Asoka as the state religion.

A Naga dynasty ruled over Magadha at the

date of Alexander’s invasion, and the reigning

prince bore the name of Nauda. His minister

Chandragupta, the Sandracottus of the Greeks,
assassinated the Naga prince, and seized upon
the throne for himself

;
and a Naga dynasty,

tributary to the Gupta, were ruling to the 'south

of the Jumna during the first three centuries of

the Christian era. A Naga race are said also to

have occupied Ceylon, on the northeni and
westc^rn coasts, before the Christian era.

Colonel Tod shows, in the annals of ^larwar,

that the Rahtor race conquered Nagore, or Naga-
dnig (the Serpent’s Castle), from ‘the Mobil, who
held 1440 villages so late as the fifteenth conlury.

So many of the colonies of Agnicula bestowc<l the

name oi serpent on their settlements, that he was
convinced all were of the Tak, Takshak, or

Nagvansa race from Sakadwipa, who, six cen-
.turies anterior to Vikrarnaditya, under tlieir leader

Sehesnaga, conquered Indki, and whose era must,

he thinks, be the limit of Agnicula antiquity.

The Nagbansi chieftains of Kamgarh Sirguja

have the lunettes of their serpent ancestor en-

graved on their signets in token of their lineage.

The Manipur rulers were also Scythic, and most
of the Manipur people continued to worship snakes
till the beginning of the 19th century, as indeed

is still the custom aniongst all Aryan and non-
Aryan tribes throughout the Peninsula of India.

Naga and Takshak are Sanskrit names for a

snake or serpent, the emblem •©£ Budha or Mer-
cury. The races who dwelt in India prior to the

advent of the Aryans are alluded to in ancient

books as Naga, Rakshasa, Dasya, Asura. The
whole of the Scythian race arc myfhically de-

scended from a being half-snake and half-woman,
who bore three sons to Heracles (Herod, iv. 9,

10), the meaning of which probably is that the

ancestral pair were of two races, and the offspring

took the snake as their emblem, similarly to the

Nuniri or Lumri Baluch of the present day, who
are foxes, and the Cuch'hwaba Rajputs, who are

tortoises. The snake w^ce seem to have spread •

into North America. Abb(i Domenech mentioufj

an Indian race there who traced their origin from
the snakes of Scythia. The serpents who invaded

the kingdom of the Lydians just before the down-
fall of Creesus, were probably the Scythian Nagu
(Herod.) race.

The Naga race were so numerous in Ceylon
that it was called Nagadwipo, as Rhodes and
Cyprus received the’ designation of Ophiusa, from
their being the residence of the Ophites, who in-

troduced snakc-Worship into Greece. According

to Byrant, Eub(ea is from Oubaia, and meuns
serpent island. Strabo calls the people of

Phrygia and the Hellespont the Ophio or, serpciit

races.— ToiCs Bajasthau.

NAGA. All Hindu sects have followers to whom
tliis designation was applied. The Naga in all

essential points were of the same description as

the Viragi or Sanyasi, but in their zeal they used

to leave olf every kind of covering and go naked,

and were the most worthless and profligate

members of the Hindu religion. They always

travelled with* weapons, usually a matcMock, a

sword, and shield, and sanguinary conflicts liave

occurred between Naga mendicants of opposite

sects. The Saiva Naga were the leading actors in

the bloody fray at llardwar in 1790, which ox-

cludod_ the Vaishnava from the great fair tlierc

until the country came. under the sway of tlio

Britisli. On that occasion 1«S,0()0 Viragi won* h fl

dead on the fudd. A party of them attaclvcd

Colonel Goddard’s troo|)S in their march bctw('i'ii

Dorawal and llerapur, and on a critical oi*-casioii

6000 of them aided Sindia. The Saiva Saiiyssi

smear tlieir bodies witli ashes, allow their hair,

beards, and whiskers to grow, and wear the pro-

jcctiiig braid of hair called the jata
;

like the

Viragi Naga, they used to carry arms, and wander

about in bodies soliciting alms or levying contribu-

tions. The Saiva Naga were generally the refiisr

of the Dandi and Atit orders, or men who. have no

inclination for a life of study or business. Wlioii

weary of the vagrant and violent liabits of tlin

Naga, th(‘y re-entered one of the better-dispobcd

I

classes whicli they had originally quitted.

Naga is also applied to a class of the Dadn

Panthi’Hindu sect, who carried arms and served

Hindu i>rincos, making good soldiers. A sect of

the Gosain* are liki'.wise tiTmcd Naga, because they

perform their ablutions (Sth’nanain) in a state of

I

nudity. These Gosain profess asceticism, but well-

j

informed Hindus believe that almost all of them

I

originally adopt the tenets of the sect with tlie

I object of securing a living without labour, and

that few, not more than one in a hundred, live as

celibates
;
and the personal appearance of these

men, sleek, with well-covered muscles, suppoi ts

this view. They wander to ' very distant places,

begging for their mat’h or monastery, and have

very scanty clothing, only a small strip of clotn

between their thighs. Immoralities, when dc;

tected, are punished by fine. The ascetic Gosaiu

can witlidraw from the monastery on payment o

a fine, can marry and engage in business. Gn y

the Brahman, Kshatriya, and Vaisya are \
as Gosains. The head of the mat’h is sty e

mahant. In the 19th century, under the settito

rule of the British Government, the Nagamigran

have greatly disappeared, especially from

towns, seats of busy commerce, .

*
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NAGA, also Nag. HiND. The term by which, leggings, wear the war sword, spear, shield, and
in the Hindi tongue, theNaia snake is designated, choonga or tube for carrying panjies. They also
known to Europeans as the cobra, also cobra di attach to the top of the siiieldWo pieces of wood
capello, the Naia genus of venomous colubrine in the shape of buffalo horns, with locks of hair
snakes of the family Elapidje. There is only one of human beings killed in action hanging from the
species, the Naia tripudians, ii/e/r., which luis a centre.-

moderate body, with rather short tail. There are Colonel Dalton says (p. 89) it was the custonf
several varieties. It has a small or moderate eye, of some of the Naga clans to allow matrimony
with a round pupil, a poison fang in front of tlio to those only who had tlieir faces elaborately
maxillary, which is but little moveable or erectile^ tattooiid. To tliis rite of disHguration they are
and only one tooth behind. Tho anterior ribs are not admitted till they have taken a human scalp
elongate and erectile, and the skin of the neck is or a skull, or shared in some of tlieir expeditions.

.
diliitable. . Scalps need not be trophies of honourable war-
NAGA HILLS arc in the S.E. corner of Assam, fare, nor oven bo taken from-the bodies of declared

between Jat. 25° 18' and 20° 82' N., and enemies. A skull may be aGf^uired by the blackest

long. 93° and 94° 13' E. It is a mountainous tiencliery, but so long as the victim was not a
border-land between the settled district of Now- member of the clan, it is accepted,

gong, in the Brahmaputra valley, and the Foil- The Naga do not consume milk, and cattle are
(latory State of Munipiu*. It is inhabited by not used for tilling the ground, but are kept
tribes termed Najga, who, iu 1875," treaclierously cliicily for sacrilices ami feasts. ^Fhey eat every
murdered Lieutenant Holcombe and liis followers, kind of llosh. That of the elephant is highly
and in 1879 killed Mr. Daman t, the depiity-com- esteemed

;
they are not averse to tiger s flesh,

missioner. . •
;

Thdr liouses are gal)I(!-ended, and about 30 or 40
Iir 1870 the numbers of the races in the hills feet long by 12 or 10 feet wide. Each house is

were estimated at 82,414, viz. Assamese, 705; divided off into one or two rooms; the pigs,

Aitaiiya, 855 ;
Cachari, .‘r505; Mikir, 90; Kuki, fowls, wife, and children are all huddled together

2524
;

and Naga, ' 06,585. The several Naga with the grain in large bamboo baskets five feet

families dwell iu one house. • high, ami four feet in diameter, in the same room.
They are a large number of virlmilly indepeiid- In a largo building called llangkee, or the Dcika-

ent tribes of t.he Indo-Chinese race, and speaking chaiig, all the boys of the village reside until they
different dialects, who occupy the hill country are married, 'fho building is about 00 feet long,

from the northern boundary of (lachar tti the and 20 hij^h, witli gablc-emls. The inside of the
banks of tjie Dihang river, in the extreme cast of house consists of one large room, in the centre of

Assam. The Britisli portion is occupied by the
!
whicli a wood tin* is kept burning on the ground,

Aiigami Naga, the Kacha, and the Kongma Naga. ' and wooden stools are arranged in rows- for the

The last are a small ami inoffensive clan, engaged boys to shujp upon. At one end a small room is

in trattic. The other Nagas are brave and martial,
|

jiartitioncd oft for the accommodation of an
but vindictive and treacherous. The Angami,

|

elderly man, wlio is superintendent of the estab-

from 1851- to 1865, made 19 raids into the plains, lishment. 'fho llilokee (a building of similar

and killed 236 people. dimensions and construction with the Kangkee)
The dress of the Angami Naga consists of a is devoted entirely to the use or residence of.

blue or ’black kilt, prettily oniamente<l with the girls of tlu? village, who live in it altogether,

cowrie shells; and a coarse brown cloth ma<le of in the same manner as the boys, until the day of

the bark of the nettle plant is loosely thrown over their marriage. The damsels are all decently attired,

the slioiilders. The warrior wx^ars'a collar round A large sheet with coloured ^stripes is worn round
the neck, reaching to the waist, made of goats the Avaist, extending to the knees; a blue cloth is

hair, d)red red, iutermixed with long tloAving locks folded over the breast under the anns
;

n pro-
of hair’ of the persons he has killed, and orna- fusion of glass bead necklaces adori^ their necks,,

niented with cowrie shells. The relations of a Avith a number of brass car-rings of all sizes. An
murdered person instantly, if possible, spear the old Avoman superintends the estalffishment, and
murderer, without reference to the council of the utmost order prcA^ails in both the Kangkee
elders, unless the delinquent’ take refuge in another and the Hilokee. The boys and girls take their

village, when he may escape for years
;
but years meals Avith their parents, work for them during

after ho may be surprised ai d killed. If a man’s the- day, and at night retire to their respective

wife is seduced, the husband Avill surely spear the asylums. AH the youths see the girls during the

seducer on the first opportunity. The Angami day without the smallest restraint, and they select

Naga imagine there are good and evil spirits their oavii wives, and are married by the consent
residing in their hills. To one they offer up of their parents. The Naga of Cachar have several

sacrifices of cows and njithun
;
to another, dogs

;
graceful dances, In Avhich the sexes mingle,

and ibo a third, cocks and spirituous liquor. -At The Tuu-khul or Luhupa, a Naga tribe of the
sixteen years of age a youth •puts on ivo*y or N.E. froutieT’, shave the sides of their heads,

wooden armlets or red-coloured cane collars leaving only a ridge of hair on. the top about
i*ound his neck, puts brass ear-rings in his ears, five indies broad, Avith a small knotted pig-tail

and wears the black kilt. If a man has killed b(;hind On the eldest son of a family marrying,

‘another in war, he vVears three or four rows of he takes possession of the entire property, houses,

cowries round the kilt, and ties up his hair with a fields, etc., of his parents, who quit their home,
cotton band. He is entitled, also, to wear one and they are thus displaced by successive sons’
feather of the dhune bird stuck in his hair, one !

settlements. The men have only a narrow piece
feather being added for every man he has killed,

j
of cloth round the waist, one end of which hangs

and these feathers are also fastened to their in front, and they dispense with it when engaged,
shields. They also use coloured plaited cane in any hard work. The men also put the prepuce
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and gland in a ring of djgr horn or ivory. It is

removed for micturition Tind at night, but worn
from puberty till death, and thery appear and work
and sit in women’s presence with this sole

covering.— Dr. Brown
; Fiftche, ii. p. 350

;

Butler's Assam; Wilson; Mr. Jlodtison; B. yU-.

S. J., 1865 ;
Latham's JCihn. ; Rep. Bril. ;

Dalton's Ethn.

NAGA-LEKA-BALJIWANr.U, or the Chip-

pegiree, arc worshippers of biva, in the form of a

cobra. The Siva Chippaga waiilu are woi*shippers

of Siva
;

tliey are found in tin; Bellary collectoratc

of the Madras Ceded Districts.

NAGA-IiOKA. Sansk. l*atala, the residence

of the Naga.

—

Dowson.

NAGA-NANDAVA, a Buddhist drama in five

acts, by Sri Harsha Deva. Mr. Boyd translated it.

NAGA-PANCHAMl is a festival held on the

fifth day of thg first or bright half of the lunar

month S’ravana, which generally corresponds with

August of the Chi-istian year. S’ravana is a month
in which the Hindus generally have some vrata or

ceremony to perform every day, and sometimes
more than one festival occui*s on one and the same
day. The fifth day of thi^ month is considered

sticred to the Naga or serpent. On this day, early

in the morning, each family brings an earthen or

clay representation of a serpent, or j^aiuts a family

of five, 'Seven, or nine serpents with rubbed
sandal-wood' or turmeric. If there be a Naga
temple in the village, every one goes there to

erfortn Nvorship. d’lic women ]»rocce<l to snakes’

oles, circle round hand in hand, prostrate tliem-

selves, and pray for blessings. Offerings arc then

made to snakes of milk, grain, ai;d other articles

poured into holes. Battisa-S.’iralen is a town in

tSatara collectoratc, in lat. 57' N., and long.

74° 15' E., famous as a place of 8er])ent- worship.

Here, at the present day, tiie snakes called

Nagakuli, said to be not very poisonous, are

actually caught on the day of the Naga-panchami,
and kept either in earthen pots or covered bamboo
baskets. They arc fed with milk and edibles, ami
worshipped in other respects like tliii snake

images and drawings of snakes. The day after

the Naga-panchami they are taken back to the

jungles find set free. There is at this town a
curious tradition in conn{?ction with the Gorakha-
chincha tree (Adansonia digitata) or the bimariiifl

of Gorakha. Tradition ascribes this tree to be
the result of a miracle piirformcd by a saint (uillcd

Gorakhanatha or Gorakshanatha. A Naga temple,

dedicated to the goddess Nfiga 'rambiran, exists

in the island of Nainatavoc, S.W. of Jaffna; in

which consecrated serpents are reared by the

pandarams, aud daily fed at the expense of the

worshippers. Such temples are to be seen in

many places in the south of India. There are

several in the town of Madnus, and one of great

extent at Vasarapad, a suburban village on its

north, where crowds of Brahman women come
every Sunday morning to worship. The priests

are the wild Yenadi.

NAGAPATaNA, a town in the district of

Tanjore, with a celebrated temple of Naga-na-
tha. Inside the temple, near the idol of Naga-
ndtha, there is a white ant hill, to which large '

offerings arc made in honour of the serpejit-god.

NAQAR, Hind., from Nagara, a town, any
.town, as Nagar, Ahmaduagar, Vizianagram.

Hindus have seven sacred nagara, viz. Ayodhya,

Mathura, Maya (Gaya), Kasi or Benares, Kanchi
or Conjeveram, Avanti or Avantika, the modem
Ujjaini, and Dwaraka or Dwaravati.

—

Dotesnn.

See Kapilavastu.

I

NAGAU, or Bodiuir, a town which gives its

I

name to a division of Mysore, comprising tin;

i
districts of Shimoga, Kadur, and Chittuldrug.

The Nagar district is -to the north of Coorg. I t

consists of table-topped hills, 4000 to 5000 foet

in mean elevation
;
the Baba Booden Hills arc

5700 feet, and some parts are 6000 feet. Cofi’cc

is largely grown
;

its climate and vegetation

appear to be identical with that of Malabar. As
.

with all other parts of the western cliain, the

climate of the western parts is excessively humid.

TJie rains at the towji of Nagar or Bednur,

elcvfited 4000 feet on a spur to the westward of

the chain, are said to last for nine months, during

six of which they arc heavy. It belonged to llu-

ancient Chalukya dynasty. 4 was taken by

Ilyder Ali, and he found in it many kror of

rupees.

—

Hooker and Thomson.
NAGAJi or Nagore, a sfiiall town on the Coro-

mandel coast, in lat. 10’ 49' 30" N., and Miiff.

79° 53' 24" Fk, three miles N. from Negapatnu).

It is a sea])ort town' in the Taujorc distiict,

chielly inhabited by Muhammadans of the lialbai

ra(X‘. It is the ancient d'liellyr. It has a celebrated

mo.s(pie,*with a beautiful minaret 90 feet high,

more resembling a Chinese pagoda.than theniiuar

of 1 iidiji. 1 1 is an excellent landmark.

—

Ilorshunjli.

\AGAJb\II AKA, or Jalalabatl, is the Nang-

go-lo-ho-lo of the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim Iliwi n

Thsaiig of the 7th (xntiiry A.D. Its capital was

at llidfla, the Ili-lo of the ( Jiiiiese, aud it was tlie

Nagara or Dionysopolis of Ptolemy. The natural

boundaries of the distriet ar(f the Jagdalak [las^s

on the west, and the Khaibar pass on th(3 cast, with

the Kabul river to the north, and the Safed Keh

or Snowy Mountains to tlie south. Within tlii^^(‘

limits the direct' measmannents on the map aro

aboiit 75 by 30 miles, which in actual foml «lis-

tanco would be about the same as the numbers

stated by Hiwen Thsang. The posiiion of the

capital would appear to have been at Begnuii,

about two miles to tlie west of Jalalabad, and

five oi'six miles to the W.N.W. of Hidda,, which

every inquirer has identified with the Ili-lo j)f the

Chinese Pilgrims, 'riie town of Hi-lo was only fenr

orfiveli, or about three-quarters of a mile, in circuit;

but it wascehdmated for its possession of theshuH-

j

bone of Buddha, whicli was deposiO'd in a

or solid round tower, and was only exhibited

to pilgrims on payment of apiece of gold. Hidda

is a small village five miles to the south of Jalal-

abad, but it is well known for its large collection

of Buddhist stupas, tumuli, and caves, which were

expl<ir{‘d by Mjisson.

—

Cunninyham's Ancient Geo-

fjraphy, p. 44. . -

i'.
NAGAKCOir., a slnall town in the State ot

Travaiicore, near ’Cape Comorin, in lat. 8° H
and long. 77° 28' 41" E. Its name

,

means snaliD-

temple, and it is one of the centres of this worship*

I

The principal image of Naga Amman or 1 1

I

Snake Mother, of copper-gilt, and in the

i a serpent, is, like other idws, carried in

in a car once a year. Inside the temple ^

lg

out are numerous stone images of snakes. Peop

assemble op Sundays and other special days i

many quarters, bringing milk, sugar, atm ^
nuts to worship the serpent-goddess, ana i
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living cobras. The priests keep up. the report
,

is low, scarcely rising at all between the eye,
that within a circuit of a mile fi'om the temple no very broad across the rfhstrils, aiul looks jis if it

snake-bite will be mortal
;
and daily some sand had been there sliced off. ^’he lips are very hill

from the seashore is distributed from the temple and prominent, and the chin receding. Their
as a charm. The principa,! seat of the serpent-

j

faces generally present a Chinese flatness of
worship in Travancorc is at Manarcliala in surface

;
eyes on a level with the cheeks and

Kartigapalli district. The Rev. Mr. Mateer. frontal bones, but straight
;
complexion tawny to

mentions that a family in- the Cochin country brown. Tlxe term is also applied to a* race of
made a household god of a cobra. It dwelt cultivators known as the Kisan, but who do not
on their premises, and was served with daily claim to be clansmen of the Chulia Nagpur rajas,

offerings of food by each member of the family, who are the head of the Nagbansi or Nags. These
A girl about ten years of age was bitten by it, Kisan cultivate on the skirts of the forest.

—

and Dr. Doran approached tluj house just as Dalton's Kthn. p.

she had .breathed her last, and ho asked them if NACTNA, a town in the Bijnor district of the
they had killed the snake, but the child’s mol her N.IV. Pnjvinces, celebrated for its manufacture of

replied, ‘ Sir, if we were to kill the cobia all the gun-barrels, ebony carvings,. glassware, ropes, and
other members of the family would die likewise.’ matchlocks.— Gaz.
At Warkkala several members of a family of NAGKESUR. IliXD. hdower-buds *of Caly-
llavars havifig been attacked one after another saccioii longifoliuni, also’ of Mesua ferrea; The
with leprosy, a sorcerer tokl them tliat they had root of the Mesua ferrea^ tree is considered
failed to pay due liomnge to Naga Raja, and astringent and refrigerant. One tola is taken
should erect a domieile for him to reside in, and internally, and it is applied externally in

make special offerings to pacify Ins wrath. A cynanehe. Tim flower-buds of C. longifolium are
large quantity of rice, coeoanuts, and other pro- used for dyeing silk. They have the fragrance of

visions was accordingly oiTered.

—

Mateer'sTravan- violets.-^ OV///. Mvd. Top. p. 147.

con\ p. .32I).* NAGODE, or Pcheyra, a State in Baghcleund.
NAGARl. Hind. Ib'lating to a town or city. Like Kuli, the stale of Ucheyra was originally

aj^plicd especially lo the alphabet of the Sanskrit includ<*d as one of the feudatories of Punnah in

language, and its inodilieations in llindr, Mahrati, the suninid granted to raja Kishore Singh. The
etc., sometiines with deva (divine) prenxe<l, as raja rendered good service during the mutinies,

‘Deva Nagari, At the present day the Hindi and ami was rewarded with the grant of a jaghir

Mahrati tongues arc written in Deva Nagari from the confiscated estate of Bijiragogarh. He
character, the Burniesi^ in the Pali; the Tamil, also' received tin* right of adoption. The area of

Telugu, Canarese, Maloalain, Hengali, Gujerati, this petty state is JoO square
.

miles, and the
Uriya, and others liave each their ow4i separate population 70,000. The revenues are Rs. 72,400.

character. Tlie four varieties of the Nagari Nagodo State is ruled by a Parihar Rajput,

character are the Giirnuikhi, that used by the NAGPORE or Nagpur is the name of a town
Dogra Rajputs, the Lumli used by mercantile and- a district in the Central Provinces. The
linns, and the Thakuri of tlie Kangra district. Nagpur district is between lat. 20° oO' and 21° 43'

In 1881 the numbers speaking Mali rati were N., and long. 78° 17' and 70° 42' E., and lies

16,9C(),665
;
Panjabi, 1 t,21G,<S.S4.

—

(/nst. immeiliately below the great table-land of the
• NAGARI NOSE, a peak of the Nagari Hills, in Satpura range. The province lapsed to the
the North Arcot district, Madras, in lat. 13° 22' 53" British in 1853, through the death of the raja,

N., and long. 70° 39' 22" E., 2824 feet above the Raghoji Hhonsla in., without lieir.s. Its area is

sea, and 50 miles inland. It is visible from the 378G square miles, comprising the districts of

sea in line weather, and is a recogni.se<I landmark. Nag[)ur, Bhandala, Chanda, AVardha, Balaghat,

NAGARJUNA, a Buddhist innovatoV, founder and Ujiper Godavery. 'I'he aboriginal population

of the Mahayana school. were Gond, but many Hindu castes have settled

NAGARJUNA CAVE, one of the Behar caves, in it for centuries, largely Mahratta Kunbi
in the neighbourhood of Rajagrilia. The Nagar- and their cognates, with the Dher, Chamar,
juna cave and Haft Kluineh or Satgarh group are and M hang, and .other seini-IIinduized races,

situated in the southern arm of the hill at some 'TIu- liist rulers arc said to have been Gauli or

little distance from the Brahinaii Girl and Milk- Ahir chieftains, whose exploits yet live in the

maid’s Cave.. Another gro ip is the neighbouring songs of tlie villagers. The historical knowledge,

Kama Chapara and LomaS Rishi caves. See however, begins with the IGth century, when the

Architecture. district foiincd part of the Gond kingdom of

NAGAR KOT, aii ancient town in the Kangra Deogarh. The Bhonsla rajas of Nagpur coin-

district. Near it is the temple of Jwala Mukhi. menced in 1734, when Raghoji Bhonsla was
NAGASAKI, a chief seaport town- in Japan, noiniuated Sena Sahib Suba, or general of the

Porcelain made at Nagasaki is solid, and at the Mahratta confederacy. Jhighoji Bhonsla was the

'Same time elegant. Exquisitely-worked basket son of Biinbaji, tlm third son of Bapnji, the

cups of the thin porcelain arc bound,by a fine net- brother of Parsoji. In 1739 and again in* 1743
work of cane or young bamboo, so neatly woven

|

he was called in to aid the Gond family, and on
that the meshes are imperceptible. The origin of

\

the latter occasion he remained, taking advantage
this beautiful texture was, no doubt, a protection of the difficulties in which the Peshwa found
to the fingers of tea-drinkers; and many arc so himself placed

;
in 1744 Raghoji obtained for him-

well done that they appear to have been painted self a sunnud, conferring upon him the right of

on the cup.

—

Frere^ Antipodes, collecting all revenue and contributions from
JSTAGBaNSI, a ruling race in Chutia Nagpur Lucknow, Patna, and Lower Bengal, including

and in Jashpur, also styled Nagesar. Their faces
j

Behar, and vesting him with the sole authority to

are of an exaggerated Turanian type. The nose I
levy tribute from the whole territory from Berar
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to Cuttack. Bold and decisive in action, He was the rajas of Kharond and Kakair, were 27 in

the perfect type of a Mahtatta leader. He saw in number, and paid an annual tribute of Rs.

the troubles of other ^states only an opening for 1,28,082. In Chanda there were 18 petty Gond
his own ambition; he did not wait even for a zamindars, paying altogether a tribute of only

pretext for plunder and invasion. Though he Rs. 420. The Gond zamindars of Deogarh were

was unscrupulous in his dealings with his neigh- 14 in number, wlio usually paid only a trifling

hours, yet he was liked and admired by his quit-rent. Besides these there were 32 zamindars

countryihen. With him occurred the great influx in tlie Waingahga districts, who paid a total

of Mahrattas, which resulted in the spread of the trihuto of Rs. 1,41,594, but with whom no written

Kunbi and cognate Mahratta tribes over the entire engagements were formed,

district. And in this there was deep policy, as The Nagpur territory and the Saugor and
the Bhonslas would be seen holding the Nagpur Nerbadda territory have since been formed into a

territory from tlie Gonds, and not subject to the separate administration under a Chief Cominis-

paramount power at I’oona, and thus deriving a sioner, to which have been added Sumbulpur aiul

position superior to that pf other military cliiefs its dependencies. The territories under the juiis-

of the 3fahratta empire, who owed their elevation diction of the Chief Commissioner are now known
tothePeshwii, and held their flefs by his favour, as the Central Provinces, The principal chiefs

Raghoji,*as a leader of predatoiy expeditions, had, in the Central Provinces are the rajas of Bustar,

at the* time of his death in 1755, established the Kharond, and Mukrai, to all of Whom the right of

Mahratta supremacy over the country between the adoption has been conceded. The raja of Bustar

Nerbadda and the Godavery, from the Adjunta pays an annual tribute of Rs. 4000. The Kharond
Hills eastward to the sea. He was succeeded chief pays Rs. 4500. The revenues of Bustar and

by his eldest son Janoji, wdio adopted as his Kharond are respectively Ks. 25,870 and K's.

heir his nephew Kaglioji ii., but wjis j>ut aside by 29,878, and the population about 80,000 in each

Madhoji, a brother of Janoji". Madhoji died 1788. state.

Raghoji TT. then resumed, and lived till 1810. Nagpur town is large and straggling, about 7

During his reign he joined' with Sindia
;

their miles in circuit
;

it is 85 miles to the north of

united armies were overthrown at Assaye and Chanda. It is the headquartei’S of the Chief

Argaum, and Raghoji lost nearly a third of his Commissioner. The British military cantonnu-nt

dominions. Raghoji was succeeded by his only of Kamptee is in its neighbourhood. Nagpur is

son, Pursoji. This prince being incapacitflted situated in an extensive plain, and is, stiictly

for governinent by a complication of diseases, speaking, an open city. A rampart in the usual

a regency w;as formed under Madhoji Bhohsla, native style, with occasional round towers, had

better known as Appa Sahib, l^irsoji’s cousin, on some former occasion been commenced, but

In 1817 Pursoji died suddenly, having been had in no*place been carried to a greater height •

murdered, as was afterwards discovered,' by than 8 feet, and is in general less. 'Ihe extent of

Appa Sahib. Soon after his succession, Appa the city, as defimMl by this unfinished rampart, is

Sahib had made common cause with the Peshwa, scarcely 8 miles, but the suburbs, which run close

who was then inciting all. the Mahrattas to unite uj» to the city wall, are not. loss than 7 miles in

against the British. After an uiusiiccessful circumference, extending cliiefly on the north and

attempt to regain his hohl of Nagpur, ho fled to east sides, and not exceeding 400 yards in depth

^Hindustan in February 1819, and. he died at on the west and south. The language is a niixturi!

Jodhpur in 1840. On the deposition of Appa of Hindi and Mahrati. The bulk of the popula-

Sahib, a grandson of Raghoji by Jiis (laughter was tion worship Siva as Mahadeva. The agriculturists

placed in power on 26th June 1818, and in 1826 are chiefly the Kunbi, Mahratta, Pardesi, Toli,

he attained his majority, and was entrusted with I^odhi, Mali, Barhai, and T^ardhan, of wltoin the

the administratiour. A treaty was made with liiin, Kunbi is the best and the most numerous,
by which he ceded for ever territories to pay the NAGUNI, in the Hinduism of Rajputana,

cost of the subsidiary force, and assigned lauds as figures half-serpent, half-woman. The gras is

a guarantee for the payment of the troops which the griflin of Kajputana. At Barolli, the gras

he was bound to maintain, and which were and naguiii are h'prcsented in. a liighly-finishcd

thenceforth to be under British control. Itagboji sculpture.

—

liajaHhan^ ii. p. 716.

retained the administration of affairs till liis NAIIAR, Arab. A river, a canal. Nahri,

death, 11th December 1858. He died without a .watered land. Naliaraiiia*or Nahrain, the Nchara-

aon, without any heir whatever, and without any jim of the Scriptures. In Syriac, Nahriin is a

adopted child, and it was determined to.incor- pure Smnitic word, signifying the country be-

porate Nagpur State with the British territories.
,

tween the two jlvers, the Mesopotamia of the

In 1855 the surviving widows of the lati^ raja ! Greeks, the Jazirah or island of the Arabs, and the

Jidopted as their son and heir Janoji Bhonsla, a Doab of India. Mawar-iyi-Nahr is the corfntiy

collateral relation of the raja in the female Iin(\
,
between the Oxus and-Jaxartes. ».

In consideration of. the loyalty of the family NAIIUSHA, son of Ayus, the eldest s()n ot

during the rebellion of 1857, the title of Raja Pururavas, father of Yagati. In Hindu mythology?

Bahadur of Deor, and the lands of Deor in the it is said by austerity he acquired the dominion

district of Satara, were conferred in perpi*tuity over three worlds, but lost it again through *

on Janoji- and his heirs, whether by blood or want of virtuous humility. Hetouch^with u

by adoption. The family received pensions. The feet the great Agastya, who cursed him, ana i

zamindars with whom written engagements were became a serpent, but was. subsequently restor

contracted were those of Chatisgarb, ‘Chanda, by the influence of Yudishthra.

—

Dowaon.

and Deogarh or Chindwara. The Ch^hattisgarh NAJ, Hind., signifies a reed, pipe, ef®., *

zamindars, including the raja of Bustar, with Anban or Anbana, a bag made of the wcin ta

whom a separate treaty^ had been concluded, and entire off a she^p. It is a musical instru
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not often seen h\ Persia beyond the Garm-sair, In Telingana the titles more frequently met
about Bushahr. In sound, as in make, it re-, with are Nayakan, Nayaka, Naik, Naeker, Naidu,
sembles the bagpipe

;
which is expressed by its' and Reddi, applied to the Balaja and the Kamavar

name, Nai ambana, or, according to the usual tribes. These eat together, but do not intermarry,
pronunciation here, Nai amboouali. — Ouseley's They are classed as Sudra Hindus originally.

Travel^ L p. 241. In the beginning of the 16th century, a.d. 1532,
NAI. Hind. Also called Napit, a barber who the gretit Hindu state of Vijayanagar established

combines also surgical practice, and is a genea- a Naik dynasty, in the person of Viswanatha
legist. The Nai are pure in Bengal, impure in Naik, under its protection, at Madura. When the

Behar. In some places they have certain priestly Vijayanagar sovereignty fell, the Naik dynasty of

funotioiis assigned to them (originating probably Madura continued to be dominant. The founder

in the importance attached “to tin; operation of of this dynasty, Viswanatha, was the son of an
shaving on some occasions), and are

.
respected oflicer of the king of Vijayaiiapr. He established

accordingly.

—

Dalton^ EllinoL ; Hindu Casks. himself as king of Madura in ’

1559, atid sub-

NAIA TRIPUDIANS. Merr. The cobra di jngated Trichinopoly soon afterwards. The greater

capello snake, common in all ])arts of British portion of the fort of Trichinopoly, and most of

India, Ceylon, the Malay ]\']iinsa]a. It is the city itself, were built in his reign. The Naiks

a genus of the Elapida^. Tlier(‘ are two va- ruled Trichinopoly and Madura from 1559 to

riefies, and its synonyms are X. atra, Cantor, 1740. Tlie' greatest of them was the famous

N. Kaonthia, Less., N. larvata, Cantor, N. lut- Tiruinala Nayakkau, who died in 1659. His

escens, Lour., and X. sputatrix, Rein. When grandson, Choka Nayakkan, removed the capital

the cobra rises in play or for amusement, of the kingdom from Madura to Trichinopoly,

it spreads out the skin of the neck, from which where he raised the building known as the Nawab’s
it gets the Spanisli name of cobra (li ciipello, in' Palace. Its last ruler, a queen, Wcas first aided

English .the hooded-siiake. The spectacled or and then^ betrayed by Chanda Sahib of Tanjore.

bin-ocellate variety of tlio cobra has its neck, on NAIK ASHPjVA or Xikashatmaja, in Hindu
the steel-browm skin, marked with a white, black- mythology, carnivorous imps descended from
edged cl or enclosing at either (‘xtremity a Nikasha, mother of Havana.

—

Doicson.

black ocellus, which is only seen when the hood NAl-KUDE, a Goiid tribe inhabiting the

is expanded. It is found in Soutlieni India and jungles on both banks of the Pain Ganga,
‘

in Burma? It grows to 54 feet. The mono- especially in the tract between Digaras and
collate, or one-marked cobra, has a plain white ITiuarkher, and found ‘about Aparawapet and as

ocellus, with black centre and margin, and grows far ns Nirmnl. 4'hoy have adoj^ted the Hindu
to feet in length. * It is the colua of Central dres.s, and will not eat beef

;
but they live by the

India and Burma. The cobra is worship
2
ied by chase, cut wood and grass, and are a terror to their

all the races following Hinduism, and by nearly tieigJibodrhood by their depri'dations.

all the non-Aryan races in British India, and its NAIMISIJA, an aranya or forest near the river

form, as an idol, with one, throe, or nine heads, Gnmti, in wliich the Mahabharata was rehearsed

in stone or brass, may be everywhere seen. It by Sauti to the assembled Rishi.

—

Dowson.

is ^^eneraily rei^rcsented bending over the Uol of XAINI TAL, a sanatorium iii Kamaoii, in the

the lingam. The cobra sometimes swims ont to outer ranges of the Hipialaya, and 6409 feet

sea. It is said that tlie 2
)oison can be combated above the sea, in lat. 29° 22' N., and long,

by injecting potash into the veins, but, owing to 79° 29' 35" E. It has a ^ucturesque lake, and the

the #apidity of the poison’s action, this, even if houses of the Euroj)eaiKS were placed on tliQ, slope

true, is valueless. Notwithstanding this, the of tlie moujj tain
;
but on the 18th September 1881,

natives of Ceylon do not kill the cobra when two landslips overwhelmed several houses, and
caught, but enclose it in a mat bag with some about thirty-eight Euroi)eans, civil and military

. boiled rice for food, and place it thus in a flowing oflicers, and soldiers. The lake is a mile long

stream. In Gujerat the Hindus do not kill this and 400 yards wide, between the points Sherkii

or Any other snake. See Cobra
;
Naga

;
Rejitiles ; Danda and lairia Kanta. . It Las good fish. The

Serpent. • Naini Tal valley is in the heart of -the nioun-

NAIB. Akab., Hind., Pens. A deputy, a tains, two miles long by one broad, all but

representative. Its Arabic plural is nawab, a. enclosed, and mostly occupied by the beautiful

title given to thy viceroys of the Dehli empire
;

lake, 6350 feet above the level of the sea. The
corruptly nabob of Europeans. mbuuUxins, composed of igneou^ rocks, covered

^

NAICHA or Neclia. Hind. The mouthpiece with slate, limestone, ami shale, with a light friable
’

and drawing tube of a hookah. surface soil, are well wooded with ilex, pine,

NAIDU, a division of the Teling Sudra race, rhododendra,’ cypress, and ash
;

iit certain times

the plural of Naik, an honorific term aiJiflied to luxuriantly carjicted with andromedas, poten-

masters, or chiefs of tribes. tillas, violets, aucmoiiies, and rare orchids
;
and

• NAIK, a chief, a military leader, a head of tower majestically 2000 feet over the head of the

police under the Vijayanagar dynasty. A division lake, but gradually taper away where the* water
of the Teling Sudras, commonly styled Naidu, as debouches into th6 plains. Geologically, the

Lutchmaua Naidu. Also the titulary distinction mountains differ, one side made up of argillaceous

of the Bhil chieftains. In Cuttack this title was schists, the other of black limestone. Free per-

applied to the headman of a village. In the flation of air is always maintained throughout t^e
south of India, gome of those known as Polygars valley. The greatest length of the lake is 4702
were so called, and many of the Naiks held lands feet

;
its width, at the narrowest part 792, to 1518

on military tenure. The. leader of a tanda of at the broi^est
;

its depth ranges from 20 to 93
Binjaras takes the title of Nai, in the British feet ;

the circumference 2 miles
; superficial area

Indian army a rank equivalent*to a corporal. 120 acres.

—

Schlagent. Macnamara.
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NAIN SINGH. NAIK.

NAIN SINGH, known to geographers as NATNSUKH, also written Nainsook and Naimi,
the Pandit, lie was employed with Robert .sprigged muslin or other fabric.

Schlagentweit, under Major Montgomerio and NAINSUKII, a- valley in Kaghan famous for

others, in the middle of the 19th century, in ghi, which is quite solid, and cuts like cheese.—
exploring the Himalaya. He was born about Cleifliorn^ Pan. Hep. p. 178.

the year 1825, and was Robert ScHlagentweit’s NAIQUE, a .non-commissioned rank in the

assistant. After the murder of his master, he native army equal to a corporal. See Naik.

settled down as a schoolmaster in his native NAIR, a race on the Malabar coast, following

village. From this retirement he was called in the Hindu religion, and claiming to be of tlie

the year 1868 to become one of the staff of Siulra caste. Tlicy arc designated Maleala Sudiu^.

trained njitive explorers under tlie orders of The royal family of Travancore are of this race.

Colonel Montgomerie of tlie Trigonometrical The whole of the Nair race and other races theru

Survey. In 1866 he determined the true jiosition follow tliQ nde of female descent, and from this

of Lhassh; in 1867 he visited the celebrated goM custom results the practice that a man’s heirs aiv

mines of Thok Jailing
;
and seven years later lie not liis own, but liis sister’s, cliildren. The Kasin,

began his most celebrated tour of all, that through the Koc’ch, and the Nair races, as also the artisans,

Tibet from west to east. During this he visited the Tcer or Tceyeer race, and some of the.Moplah

the capital of tlie Dalai .Lama, took numerous Muhammadans of Malabar, have this custom,

observations, and threw much fresh light on the Among Hie Hnntar in Tulava, also, a man’s [uo-

qiiestion of the Saiipu river, and whether its jierty does not descend to his own children, hut to

lower course is the Brahmaputra or not. He those of his sister. Most of the people of Malii-

left Leh in July 1874, and succeeded in crossing bar, notwithstanding the same diversity of casto

the Tibetan frontier, in the disguise of a Lama as in other provinces, agree in the usage of trans-

or Buddhist priest. Passing about 15 miles to the mitting property through females only. Itislho

north of Kudokli, he travelled nearly due east for custom in Travancore among all tlie ia(U‘S except

a distance of more that 800 miles, over a new l^nan 'and tln^ Namhuri Brahiimns. The Nair

line of country, separated from the valley of marry before they are ten yeai:s of age, hut I Ik*

the Tsainpo* or Groat River of Tibet, by an hiisbaml never associates with liis wife. Such a

almost continuous range of spur mountains, circumstance, indeed, would be*considei’od as very

which trends eastwards from the Gangri iieaks, imh'cent. 8hc lives in lier mother’s Iioiibc, oi-,

in long. 81° E., up to the Thangla peaks, south after Imt parents’ death, with lier hrotlnus, ami

of the great Tengri Nur lake, in long. 90° 30' E. cohabits with any jierson that she chooses, of an

His road lay, throughout, over an extensive equal or liiglnu' rank than her own. If deti-ctc^I

table-land ranging in height from 13,900 to I in associating with any low 'man, she'becoii ms an

nearly 16,000 feet above the sea-level, a region ! outcasle. It is no kind of relicction on a woiiiiin's.

containing some gold tiekls, and numerous lakes i character to say tliat she has formed the drKi sr

and streams, and almost covered, with rich intimacy with many persons
;
on the eontmrv,

pastures. The inhabitants are bands of nomadcs,
!

Nair women are iiroud of reckoning among their

who dwell in tents, and regulate their movements favoured levels many Brahmans, rajas, or other

by the supply of grass and water available for iiersous of higli birth. In consequence of this

their flockf? and herds.. The Pandit struck the maiiiKT of propagating the species, no Nair knows

Tengri Nur lake at its N.W. corner, and travelled his father, no father knows liis son, and every man

along the nortbeni coast of the lake—a distance looks upon his sister’s children as his heirs. He.

of nearly 50 miles—to - the ojiposite corner, indeed, looks upon them with the same foisliKss

whence he tuVned southwards to Lhassa, He that fathers in other parts of the w'orld have for

had spent three months at l.hassa on the occasion their own cliildren
;
and lie would bo considered

of his first visit,' without being discovered to be; a as an unnatural monster were lie to show such

British employe. On the present occasion, one of signs of grief at the death of a child, which, from

the first men he met was a Muhamniadaii merchant, long cohabitation and love with its niotlicr, lie

W'hosc acquaintance he had made at J^'h. Fear- might suppose to be his own, as lie did ut tlu'

ing that he might be betrayed, he hurried away at death of a child of his sister. A man's imdlier

once. He followed the Tsainpo (or Brabmapiitra) manages his family, and after her death his eldest

river for a distance of 30 miles, in a portion of sister assumes the direction. Brothers almost

its course through Tibet about 50 miles lower alwa.ys live under the same ro.of
;
but if one of

down than the fewest which had been reached by the family .separate from the rest, he is alvvuvH

previous explorers, and his observations enabled accompanied by bis favourito sister. Evencoimni^,

the course of the river lobe laid down approxi- to the most remote degree of kindrod, in the temal<‘

mately for a, farther distance of about 100 line, generally live together in great harmony ;

miles, so that the part which still remains un- in tlii.spait of the country, love, jealousy, ordj^'

known is now materially reduced. lie* crossed trust never can disturb the peace of a Nair family.

the Bhutan Hills by the route from Chetang via A man’s moveable property, after bis death,

Tawang into Assam, which lies nearly north and divided equally among the spns and daughters i>

south on the meridian of 92°. And finally he all his sisters, liis land estate is managed by t a

brought his work to a close at the town of eldest male of the family, but each ntidivklual

Odalguri in British territory, and, going down the a right to a share of the income. In case oi

Brahmaputra river by steamer, reached Calcutta eldest male being unable, from infirmity or mCj

on the 11th March 1875. This exploit closed Nain pacity, to manage the affairs oj the family, i

Singh’s public career. He was awarded the Royal next in rank does it in the name of his

medal by the Royal Geographical Society, and Under these social rules rit is not

the Indian Government granted him a small estate, inducement to the Nair to marry.
tral

where he died towards the end of January 1880. family is undivided, and by theory the anc
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NAfUiTTI. N’AKATIYA;

property is impartible, though
.
it feometimes ia i been worshipped by the Sakse. In Hindu mytho-

divhled by consent. The Nair people of the Malaya logy, Nairitta is the regent of the south quarter

;

and Tulava countries are frequently educated, and
|

a goblin
;
a rakshasa.

are good accountants. They held many public NAISHADHA-CHIAllITA or Naishadhya, a
offices, and compete for olfice employments With history written by Sri Harsha, of the life of Nala,

the Brahmans. The Nairs arc a good-sized, well- king of Nishadha. It is one of the six Maha-
featured racer, but ratt)er dark. The Nairs of Kavya of the Hindu litoniture. See Sri Ilarsha.

Malabar were formerly accustomed to duelling. NAT VEDYA. Ihxi). Food offered to a
The practice was called Ankain, but hired chain- Hindu god; a meat-offering, belonging to the puja
pious were often substituted. or worship of a Hindu deity or idol. It is offered

Nair or Nayar is a title added to nearly all the and distrilnited.

uAmes of the race, and it is, like Mister and Esquire, NAJAB-ud-l)lN MUHAMMAD IJMAB was a

assumed as a birthright by any respectable mem- native of Samarcand, but his era is not precisely

ber of the race who has no otluir. The Kiriyathil, known. He wrote the Asbab-wa-Ilamatin Arabic,

Yalta-Kaden, and At’hi-Kuriithi also assnnu! the on the Causes, Signs, and Jiemedies of Disease,

title. The Kiriyathil Nair, called also Kuruppu, A commentary of it, also in Arabic, entitled

Keimmal, and Menon, are the offspring of tcmjde Sharh-ul-Asbab-wa-llarnat, was wiitten by Nalis-

women by Bralimans. Men are not accustomed bin-Iwaz, and dedicated to Timur’s grandson,

to cover the body above th(‘ waist
;
so also females Sultan Ulugh Beg, who ruled at Samarcand from

when in the house, but when going out they cover his early youth up to 1447, when he succeeded to

the bosbm with a piece of light white cloth, which the throjie of his father Shah liukh. A trans-

is sometimes a costly article, having a border of lation into Fersian of the Sharh-ul-Asbab was
goldthread. They wear many ornaments, and tl. made by Muhammad Akbar Arzaiii, physician to

liair done up in a kin of chignon on tlic left side
|

the eiiqxiror Aai jingzeb (a.d. 1608-17(57), to wliom
of the head.

*

it wiis dedicated, and named the Tibb-i-Akbari.

Picart quotes Oviedo as stating ihat the Nair NAJAFOAIHI, a village in Cawnpiir district,

women regard association with men to be an North-Western Provinces, in lat. 18' N., ami
insliluiion so holy that they believe virgins to be long. HO''*’ 116' E.- The Najafgarh jhil is a large

sccludci from paradise
;

blit this seems merely an straggling lake or marsh in the Gurgaon and
excuse put forward by soimi one of the ra«e who Deh 11 districts, lying \)i'tween hit. 28° 20' 00" and

has been ashamed of 4his social custom. A Nair 01' N., ami* betwi'cn long. 70° 50' and 77° 4'

writer observes that the 'IVyet tee or 'roeyeer women 00" E.‘ Its various branches measure in all 40

are notorious Imrlots, and become tlu^ concubimvs miles, and when full in October it submerges

of strangers of any caste or religion, and this about 27,(.K)0 acres,

without the least jirejudice to their own c.'iste or NAJD, a province of Arabia,

any loss of esteem in society
;
on the other hand, NAJIiAN, a town in the north of Yemen. It

any such act j)roved ogaiust any females of tlie was once tilled with Christians. Dzu Newas
other castes, subjccis the person to cxcommuni- obtained possession of it by ireaclicry, and gave

cation horn caste, banishment from society, and it up to plunder. Jxrgo jhts were dug in the

all religious advantages. The Teeyeer females of neighboiuhood, and tilled with burning fuel, and
South Malabar, hovixwer, do not, so readily as all who refused to abjure their faith; amounting

those of the North, yield themselves to this j)ractice. to many tliousands, were committed to the flames.

N.iir women of Malabar are said ])y Pietro NAKAKAH. Hino. A drum, a kettle-drum.

Pelleriuo (II. letter vii.) ‘ De ^lalavaro solo Nakaiah khaiiah, from ’Nakaralv, a small brazeii-

seiitii de iiotabile die lo hno donne uegli atti bodied drum, and Khanah, a hoirse, is jienerally

veiierei per iisanza far loro reccviita, wl uni- used to express an assemblage of military or field

versale, non vogliouo maisoggiacere ugli nomiiii.’ musicians, whose instruments are loud, harsh, and

These Ishiir customs are alluded to by Van disagreeable
;
lung brazen trumpets, called Kar-

l.inschoten in the 16th, Fryei* in the 17tli, and rmia, the sounds of which may be compared to

Buchanan and Day in the PJth century. The the braying of asses, and two Surna, in appear-

Zamoiin of Calicut is a Nair. Among the Dim- ance not unlike clarionets, but sending forth

boo irll)e ill N. E. India, near Darjiling, the boys notes such as might be. expected from two dis-

beeoine the property of the father on Ins paying eordant l)ag})ipes without a drone. The Sitarjq

the mother a small sum of, money when the child the Kamanelich, and other string-instruments,

is named, and enters his father's tribe; girls produce with good Voices in chamber concerts

remain witli the mother, and belong to their very soft an(l pleasing mcdody.--()a.sc;c</’A’ 7Vo.vc/.v.

mother’s tribe. Among tlie Batta of Sumatra, NAKA'in A. Sinoh. An astrologer. 'I’he

the succession (.o the chiefships does not go, in the prartice of astrology at the prc.sent day in Ceylon,

first instance, to the son of the deceased, but to and the preparation of the ephemeris predicting

the nephew, by a- sister. The same rule, with the weather and other particidara of the forth-

respect to the property in general, previdls also coming year, appears to have undergone little or

amongst the Malays of that part of the island, no change since this custom of the inhabitants of

and even in the neighbourhood of Padang.-^ India was described by Arrian and Strabo. But
"Jhinent'a Ceylon; yh*. Ilcmirches; Mateer's fra- in latter times the Brahmans and the Buddhists

vancore
; Buchanan, Mysore. have superadded to that, occupation the ciisting of

NAIRITTI or Niritti, the dread earth-goddess, nativities and the composition of horoscopes for

of whom’ terror and deprecation were the only individuals, from which the Sophistse described by
worship. She seems thrust by fear, rather than Arrian abstained. It is practised alike by the

adopted, into the Vcdic pantheon, the gopin of highest and most humble castes of Singhalese and
the Kali goddesses and Bhawaui. A gc5 named Buddhist, from the Vellala or agricultural aris-

Nairitta, of a fierce and evil nature, is said to have tocracy to the beaters of tom-toms, who have
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NAKD. •
. NAKSH-i-KUSTUM.

thus acquired the title of Nakatiya or astrologers, mansions of 'the
.
moon, formerly 27 in number.

The attendance on particular ceremonies, liow- In Hindu mythology, they are fabled to be
ever, called Bali, which are connected with divin- daughters of Daksha, a son of Brahma. In Hindu
ation, belongs exclusively to the latter class, astrology, Sherring says the Nakshatra are re--

Amongst the- Muhammadans of British India, garded as heavenly bodies, which have great influ-

astrology is almost unheard of, though they keep ence on mankind, not onlyat the time of their birth,

their calendar or Jantri, and the Hindu Joslii but during the whole course of their life on earth,

calculates the ephemeris. The Hijidus also have In astrology, that portion of a Nakshatra which is

their calendar or Panjangam, but they all practise deemed unlucky is' called Varjya, and the period

divination from books, of which the Chiiitamini of its duration is the Tyajya (wrongly^ spelt

pastakam is in use in the south of India. Thyajuin and Thyagmtn). It is called Devi when
NAKD. AUiVB., Hind. Coin. Nakdi, ready it occurs at day time, and Ravi when at night,

moneys It has various combinations. It is therefore an astrological element, but is

NAKED. The practice of appearing naked is nevertheless registered every day in the Hindu
alluded to in Deut. xxviii. 48, in Job xxii. 6, and ephemerideSy where the instant of its commence-
xxiv. 7, in Ezekiel xviii. 7 and Ki, Matthew xxv. inent is registered. Its mean duration is about 4

36 and 44, 2 Corinthians xi. 27, and James ii. 15. guddia (Ih. 36' European time), so that tlie

The word Arorn, rendered naked in the English beginning being known, the end may be supported,

Bible, in many places has the meaning in Job i. with sufficient accuracy for practical purpose^,

21, Ecclesiastes v. 15, Micah i. 8, Amos ii. 16. In without actual computation. Nakshatra-Mala, a

other places it means one who is ragged or poorly garland of 27 pearlsj the njiinber of the Ntlkshatra

clad (John xxi. 7, Isaiah Iviii. 7), which does or lunar mansions.— Warren
;
Hind. Thmt. \\.

not indeed differ from the familiar application of NAKSH-BANDI. Hind. A sect of the

the word. • . Muhammadan fakirs, or darvesh, cliaracterized by
NAKHIS, religious ascetic mendicants amongst carrying a “lighted lamp in one hand, and going

the Hindus, who live by begging. They resemble about singing verses in honour of the prophet,

the Urddha-bahu and Akas-niuklii. . etc.- They derive their institution and name from

NAKHODA, from Nao, a vessel, and Khoda, Khaja Halia-iid-Din of Naksh-band. See Khaja.

lord and master, a ship capbiin. NAKSll-i-RUSTUM.- On cliffs near Persepolis

NAKHONG-VAT or Nakon-Wat and Kakon- are the sculptured tombs of the Achsemenids and

Hluang, two famous Buddliist temples in Cam- the monuments of the Sassanians, the latter being

bodia. In Cninbodia serpent - worship by the carved lower down on the same rocks. The rocks

Bujidhists reached its utmost splendour. The on which the bsis-reliefs of Naksh-i-Rustum are

great temple of Nakhon-Vat, wholly devoted to sculptured bear the name of K©h-i-Husain.

this cultiis, is oven in its ruins one of tlic noblest
|

They form the ooiitinuation of the ridge lyii

buildings in the world. First discovered in 1858 south of the valley of Kamin, and serve for a

and 1860 by M. Moiihot, they have since been northern boundary to the district of Hafrek.

photographed by Mr, J. Thomson. It exhibits They arc rugged cliffs of wliite and yellowish

arcliitecture of the utmost splendour, and of a marble, with hardly any slope towards the plain,

stylo curiously resembling the Roman form of The more ancient sculptures are known iis royal

Doric. Six hundred feet square at the base, the tombs. I’hese are seven in number, of which four

building rises in the centre to the height of 180 are at Naksli-i-Rustum, and tlirce in the rocks of

feet, while every part is covered with carvings in Italunat, at Takht-i-Jamshid. The former nre

stone, genemlly Jt)6autiful in design, and always supposed to contain the four Persian moiuirchs

admirably adapted to their situation. Every angle who immediately followed Cyrus, namely, Cam-
of the roof, every coniice, every entablature, bears byses,* Darius i., Xerxes, and Artaxerxos i. The

the seven-headed serpent and instead of the remaining three kings of the Achicmenid race are

Greek cella, with the statue of the genius loci, supposed to have been interred in the three other

there are courts containing tanks in which (wc are tombs in the rock of Rahmat, at Takht-i-Jamshicl.

compelled to infer) the living serpents dwelt and Ardeshir (Artaxerxos), a grandson of Sassan, in

were adored. The date of this marvellous struc- three great biittle.s overthrew the Parthian king

ture must be somewhere about the teiitli century Artabanus. Artabanus was slain, and the Arsacid

of our era, at all events before the fourteenth, empire, which had lasted 476 years, replaced by

When the Siamese conquered Cambodia, the cities tJie Sassanide. Ardeshir caused a bas-relief to be

of the serpent-worshippers were deserted, and sculptured ou the rock at Naksh-i-Rustura, repre-

Buddhism was established. senting 'himself on liorseback trampling on the

NAKIR and Munkir, according to Muhamma- prostrate figure of AT’tabauus, close to the portrait

dan belief, are two angels who question the ‘dead of Darius, his reputed ancestor. . The inscription

on their interment as to their good and bad is triliteral, in the Pahlavi of E. and W. Iran, with

actions in life. a Greek translation. His son, Shahpur i. (a.d.

NAKL-us-SHAITAN, Arab., or Devil’s Date 241-272), recorded his victory over tne Romans

Palm, a dwarf-giant of palms, grows near Zanzi- on the same rock,~Shahpur on horseback, and

bar. It has no trunk, but the midrib of each Valerian kneeling* before him as .a sappliant.

branch is as thick as a man’s thigh. Eccentric in Shahpur i. has also left his effigy on the rock at

foliage and frondage, it .projects over the waves Naksh-i-Rajab, near Persepolis, and in the cave at

its gracefully-cuiTed aims, sometimes thirty and Haji-abad. Some of the monuments of ,Persepolis

forty feet long.— Black. Mag., March 1858. and other ancient sites in Persia were erected by

NAKSHA-i-DILKHUSHA, by Bhbu Janme- the Achsemenian princes,—Darids, the son ot

java Mitra, father of Babu Rajendralala Mitra
;
a Hystaspes, and his successors,—and the inscnp-

iiet of Muhammadan poetesses. tions on them were in three different systems oi

NAKSHATRA; Sansk. Lunar asterisms, cuneiform writing. These were placed side oy
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NAKUH.
.
NALLA MALLA.

side, and were addressed to the three chief popula- from whom he recovered all he liad lost, and Nala
tions of the Persian empire. One of them is in wafi restored to his kingdom.

—

Dowson.
the ancient Persian, language, and has 40 distinct * NALA, a monkey chief in the service of Rama,
characters. Ho built the stone bridge called Rama or Nala-
The clue to the successful decipherment of the setu, from the Peninsula to Ceylon.—

cuneiform inscriptions was discovered by Grote, NALANDA, a celebrated Buddhist vihara or

.

and Rawlinson followed.
^

Naksh-i-Hustum has an monastery, 7 miles ^N. of the old capital of Raja-
inscription by Darius giving a list of Persian griha, und 34 miles S. of Patna. During the first

satrapies. There is a long inscription of Darius 500 years of the Christian era it was to Central
on the rock of Behistun, which was discovered by India the depository of all true learning, from
Sir Henry Rawlinson.-—Rnrow C. A. De Bode's which it spread over all the other Buddhist lands.

Travels in Luristav and'Arahistnn^ p. 97. Iliweii Thsang was a student here for five years.

.
NAKUH. Auab. a steep acclivity on a low Religion and philosophy were taught from 100

sauHstone hill, facing the coast of the Gulf of chairs, and in his time there were 10,000 priests

Suez. It is about 10 miles from Tor in Sinai, and and neophytes. It was the most famous Buddhist
is covered with coarse sand, the’ mdvemoiit of monastery in all India.

—

Cnnninriham-s Ancient
which produces a hollow sound, at first like that (Jeofj. of India, p. 15; Fergussou, *pp. 136, 137.

of an ADolian harp; probably Nakus, in Arabic, a: NALAVIRA I'lRAPANTAM, 4000 stanzas by
bell.

—

Jam. Ed. Jotnu.^ 1830, p. 74. 7 Vaishnava Alvars, or chief devotees. The last

NAKULA; the fourth of .the Pandu princes, part, lyarpa, is said to have been written before
was the twin son of Madri, the second wife of the. commencement of the Kali Yugam

;
the third

Pandu. He was taught by Drona to train and part, 4900 years ago
;
the other two portions at a

manage horses, ami became Master of the Horse later period. No part is probably older than the
of Virata. By his wife Karenu-mati, a princess 12th century. It is sometimes called the Tamil
of Chedi, he had a son named Nir-Araitla. He is Vi‘da. The work is divided into four books.. Part
fabled to have been begotten by the elder of tlie i., Sacred Words, relat<'.s tlie story of Krishna’s

Aswini.

—

Dawson. childhood, and contains hymns in praise of temples.

NAL. Hind. Arundo donax
;

also Ainplii- Part ii., called the Great Sacred Words, is chiefly

donaxkarka; also a hollow reed or cane, a tube, about Vaishnava temples. Part. iii. is termed
a pipe. The reeds used as pens or kalm,.for Words of the bacred Mouth. The divinity of

writing in the Persian character. The best are Vishnu, howto meditate on him, a message sent to

red without, white within, and hard as stone. God by a bird, duty of m*en to God. are some of

Nal also means a tube, whence the nal-gola, a kind the subjects. In ])art iii. is* an invocation .to

of arquebusc
;
a ball propelled by whatever force Vishnu :

‘ Why dost thou not Iielp me, thou, the

from a tube; a term used by the old martial jmets Great One, my Lord, my Ambrosia, my Father,

of. India for a warlike engine long before gun- and my Ruler.’ Part iv. contains prayers to

powder was known in Europe. A single-barrelled Vishnu, meditations, etc.

gun is ek-nalU-ka-bandiiq, and do-nali-ka-bliiiduq NALDRUG, a fortress in the western part of

is a double-barrel. It also means a blow-pipe and the Hy<lerabad dominions, 27 miles E. from

a weaver’s shuttle.

—

'fad's 'fravids, p. 25. Sholapur. It is built on a bare knoll of green-

NALA, Hind., is a term applied to a mountain stone rock, overlookingthc ravine inwhich the river

stream, from Nal, a defile,' indicating that the Bori runs southwanls, and across which a bridge

course of a stream always presents some mo<le of is thrown. It is supposed to have been built prior

penetrating into mountainous regions. Vulg. a to the Chalukya *rule, and to have belonged suc-

nullah. a watercourse or stream
;

often a long cessivcly at times to the Bahinani, the Adal
inlet from one of the great rivers, and receiving Shahi, and the NizamjShahi dynasties, as now to

the drainage of the country, but not having any the Asof ,Jahi. In 1853 it was assigned for a short

* origin in a spring or snow bed, as rivers and time to the British with the Raichore Doab.

streams have; usually a rivulet, a channel cut NALTjA. Anolo-Hind. Abed of a rivulet,

in the soil by rain - water or Avaterooui-se
;
an or the rivulet itself, the nala of the Urdu tongue,

aqueduct. The Arabo-Spanish arroya, a word almost natural-

NALA and Damayanti, a story of amdeiit Hindu ized by the Anglo-Americans, exactly corresponds

life, in the later Vcilic perivxl preceding Brah- with the Italian liumara and the Indian nullah,

manism. Nala inhabited Nshada, in the Bhil NALLA MALIKA, a chain of mountains,

country, and Damayanti was the only daughter of bet\veen lat. LP 43' and 15*^ 14' N., long. 78° 43'

the Vidarbha, in the modern Berar. The raja of and 78° 58' E., 16 miles broad, which separate

Jeypore claims to have sprung from the ancient the Ceded Districts from the littoral tracis.border-

raja Nala of romantic memory. The story is told ing the Bay of Bengal. Twelve passes lead across

as an episode in the Mahabhariita, and also iu the them. 'Their highest points (^re situated between

Nalodaya, said to be by Kalidasa. Being a Cummum, in the Cuddapah district, and Amrabad,

domestic story, it is better fitted than battIe^^ to a Hyderabad town iiorth of the Kistna, and vary

the Hindu genius, and is a model of beautiful in height from 2000 to 3055 feet above the level

simplicity. Damayanti chose Nala at her Swayam* of the sea. Sandstone breccia is skm in all parts

vara, and they lived happily for some time, a of the Nalla Malla mountains at various denths

son and daughter being born to them. But Nala from the surface. In one instance, at a depth of

was lured on to gamble with Pushkara, who use<l 50 feet, the upper strata being sandstone, clay-

charmed dice, and Nala lost kingdom, wife, ami slate, and slaty limestone. A stratum of breccia

children,’ and he wandered off in want, and at is 2 feet in thickness, and immediately above it

length forsook his wife. After various fortunes, lies a stratum of pudding-stone, composed of

he and D^ayanti again met. He bad learned quartz and hornstone pebbles, ceihented by cal-

how to play with dice, arid challenged Pushkara, careous clay and grains of sand. It is thought
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likely that this stratum would be found product-

ive in diamonds, and that the gems found* at

present in the bed of the Kistna are washc<l down*
from these, their native beds, during the miny
season. .

At Banaganapilly, about 12 miles west of Nan-
dial the breccia is found under a compact sand-

stone rock, differing in no respect from that

which is found in other parts of the main range.

It is composed of a beautiful mixture of red and
yellow jasper, quartz, chalceilony, and hornstone
of various colours, cemented together by. a quartz

paste. It passes ip to a pudding-stone composed
of rounded pebbles of (piartz hornstone, etc.

The miners sift and examine the old rubbish of

the mines, from an opinion which prevails among
them, and which is also common to the searcdiers

for diamonds in Hindustan, and to tliose on the

banks of tlie Kistna, at Partcala, Malavelly, etc.,

viz. tliat the, diamond is always growing, and
tliat the chips and small pieces rejected by former
searchers actually increase in size, and in process

of time become large diamonds. The only rock of

this formation in which the diamond is found is

the sandstone breccia.

The wild races occupying the hills are the

Chenchnar and Yanadi, but tlie ruins of extensive

fortifications, stone wells, pagodas, tlu' Fnrviit

jjagoda called Sri Sailam, willi tanks and small

fortresses, show that the range was formerly

largely occupied. It is now very sickly, ami wild

beasts infest the jungles.- The inner valleys contain

a Jarge number of lak(‘S, or, as th(‘y are termed,
|

Lanlais. All these lankas or lakes are connectecl

with fabulous tales. There are five plateaux on

these Iiills. The highest peak is Guiidia Jhah-

meshwarain, 8055 feet above sea-level, said to

have been the seat of the great Muni (Saint)

Jamadagni. The four principal passes are the

Nandikanaraa, J otikanaina, Mantralamakaiiania,

and Kortikanama.
NALODAYA, the rise of Nala, a ])oem sup-

posed to be by Kalidasa
;

it relates the story of

king iNala and iiis wife Damayaiiti.

—

1>,

NAL-SAIIIB. IIiND. (Lit. Mr. Horse-shoe.)

An iilain or standard of Muhammadans; a man
who, in the Maharram festival, runs as fast as he

can, carrying a horse-shoe standard, typical of

the horse of Husain.

NAMA. Hind. A name; applied to the

marks which the. sects of Hindus place on their

foreheads. Tht; term is usually applied to the

trident-shaped mark which the Vaishnava sect

place on their foreheads. The Vaishnava sect

have perpendicular lines, with or witlioiit a dot

or circle between them, or have a chakra or discus,

or a triangle, shield cone, heart-shaped, or any

similar fonn Jiaving its apex pointed downwards.

It is called Tiruuama or holy name. It is a

representation of tfie trident of Vishnu, closely

resembling the Hebrew character Shin. It con-

sists of three perpendicular lines, the central one

red, the other two white. The name is given

also to the white clay used for making the mluks.

The namam mark of the Jhimanuja sect consists

of two perpendicular white lines, drawn from

each root of the hair to the commencement of the

eyebrow, and connected by a transverse streak

across the root of the nose. In the centre is a

perpendicular • streak of red, made with red .

Sanders or with roli, a preparation of turmeric I

and lime. They have also patches ofGopi chandana,

with a central red streak on the breast and eacli

upper ann. The marks are supposed to represent

the Sankh (shell), Chakra (discus), Gada (club),

and Padma (lotus).

The Saiva sectiuian marks are white horizontal

lines, two or more, with or without a dot4)elo\v

or above the lines, or oii the middle line, or willi

or without the oval or half oval, also by a triangle

or any other pointed or arched form having its

apex or convex ends upward.

—

BirdwooiVs Arts-^

NAMADllS, of Ptolemy, the Nerbadda river.

NAMAKAKANA, Sansk., from Naina* a

name, and Kreo, to make, a Hindu ceremony of

naming a child. On the 11th day, Punyaha-
vachanam, or the purification rite for the mothcM’

and house, is performejl. It is then that the diild

receives its name,—that of some one of its grand
or great-grand parents,—by the father writing it

tliree times, with a golden ring, in unhusked ric(‘,

spread on a plate. This is the Narnakaranain,

and is followed by the guests bestowing blessings

on tlie young one as liiey scatter rice, coloured

with turnlerie, over it and the mother, who are

seated in the midst of the assembly. Tlie father

then distributes money to the poor, and enteVtains

relatives afid friends. On tliis night, for the first

time, the child is put into tlie cradle, by the

female guests, some of whom sing religious songs,

while otheis rock the little one, and at the close

the ass(*inbly are dismissed, after being presented

with betel-nnt, jilantains, and boiled j>igeon-pi‘a,

Cajanus Tndicus. The Naniakarana may be on tlie

loth, 11th, 12lh, or lOIstday.
\AMAK DAJiLA. Hind. A salt of soda, a

natron salt from tin* waters of the lake of Lonar.
It k used in ilyeing, in medicine, and the arts.

I

NAMA, KIJ^TANA. In the Hindu religion,

!
the constant repetition of any of the names of

the deity.

NAMA SIYAYA; Sansk. Salutation to

Siva ! is the five-lettered mantra or mystic prayer

of tlie Saiva sect of Hindus. Ntamaskara is a

resjiectful Hindu salutation to an idol or r.

Brahman. See Salutation.

NAMAZ. Hind., Pehs. J^ayer. The Muhani-

madaii prayer time occurs five times daily. The <

Koran mentions four periods of prayer in Surat-

ur-ivum (xxx. .17), viz. glorify God when it is

evening (niasa), and at morning (subh), and to

him be praise in the heavens and in the earth;

and at afternoon (ashr), and at noontide (zuhr) ;

but hiasa is recognised as including sunset and

after sunset. It is preceded by ablution (wazu),

and summoned to by the Aziin and Iqamat.

Amongst tlie Muhammadans in India there arc

recognised

—

Fajar-ki-namaz, morning prayer.
Ziihar-ki-niimaz, mid-day prayer.
Asaf-ki namaz, afternoon prayer.
]\rag}irib-ki-narnaz, sunset prayer.
Aysiia-ki-na’maz, evening prayer.
Namaz ishraq, at 7.30 a.m.
Namaz chasht, at 9 A.M.
Namaz tahajjoor, after 12 P.M.
Namaz taraweeh, after 8 A.M., a particular form of

prayer not of divine command.
Namaz-i-janaza, the funeral service.

Namaz gah or Eedgah, place of public prayer.

In order to catch a blessing from heaven, at

the close of the whole set of their prayers, they
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raise their hands, offer up their (maimjTit) sup-

plications, and draw the hands over tlieir face in

order to transfer it to every part of their body.

The prayers of Muhammadans are a ritual that

must be said in the Arabic, and admit of no
change or variety,

‘Ta dll ba'mihnat {Ifidiin,

Dar balir-i-fikr uftildim,

Chun dar namaz istrulun,

•Kiiwafc Timad rinderim.’

— Fm/c, Cdthnij^ ii. p. 100.

NAMBUDARI, commonly pronounced and
written Namburi. Mai.kal., Tam. A Brahman
tribe of Malabar who make Ids'll claims to siinc-

tity, look down on all other Brahmans, and are

regarded by the otlier castes almost as sacred.

They are said, however, to bo descendants from a
fisher race. According to the legend of the Hindus,

the country of Kerala, which includes Malabar
and .Canara, was (together Avith the Konkan)
miraculously gained from the sea by Parasu Kama,
the conqueror of the Kshatriya, and as- miracul-

ously peopled by him Avith Brahmans who emi-

grated into this i)roviiice, and intioducoAl their

religion amongst the inhabitants. The ])rovinc(‘

Avas dividc'd by them into (\i districts, which Avert*

goveiMicd by an ecclesiastical senate presided over
i)y a Brahman every throe years. But on the

arrival of the Porlnguese- in 1408, they fgund a

Hindu ruler, desigmiteil Zamorin, ruling over one
of the most inijiortant of tlie principalities into

which the country had be(‘n divided in the 0th

century. Kerala is also called Parasu Ram
Kshetrom, and is a long narrow strip of country

stret filing from Cape Comorin to Gokuriiom.

Of this, the tract of country below the ghats,

from* the river Canjarote pooya, the original

southern boundary of Canara, to 4'raya.ncore,

inclusive, is^ now called Malealain or the ^lalabar

coast. Kerala, from about u.O. 08 to a.d.

Avas ruled by il7 Perumal or viceroys from the

Chera or Salem rulers, and after them by the

ancestors oi the present nominal raja.

None of them reside in South Travaiicore,

Avhich is only visited by them from time to time,

for the celebration of religions festivals and cere-

monies for the kings and temples. They are

large landed proprietors, and to preserve their

properties intact, it is usual only for tlu; eldest

son of a family to marry
;

the younger sons
|

associate Avith theNair Avomeii, and their daiightei’s
;

often remain iimnarried. Tlic • landlords are

designated Janami in the Malealam ‘country, and
their numbers are greatest iii the fastnesses of the

mouiitains.

A Namburi Brahman of Malabar is always tlui

Itawal or chief priest of the temple of Badarinath
in the Mana pass of the Himalaya. When the

Namburi Brahman women are guilty of connec-
tion with inferior castes, they are often sold by^

their relatives, and chiefly to the Muhammadan’
Mapilla. Under the terms head-price and breast-

price, the princes of Malabar, in granting certjiin

lands to the, Christians in a.d. 31G, allowed them
the revenues derived from the sale of males, and.
females for serious caste offences, a practice which
the Namburi continue.—Matter's Travancore.

NAMCUL, near Salem, a fortified detached
hill with a pretty largo town at the foot. The
hill is steep but not^high

;
its rocks are syenitic, in

which white quartz and felspar prevail. In some

places it contains garnets in hornblende, and a
greenstone Avbich possesses the characters of

felspar, and is composed of the same constituents

;

.the latter compound seemed to prevail particu-

larly ill the lower country. The sand in the

uullas and in some part of the road was mostly au
aggregate of small garnets and hornblende.
NAMDAH. Him])., Rkus. A thick felt used

by the iipmade races of Persia and Afghanistan

for tlieir tents
;
hence the term nomade. The

Numdah and the Pankhi felts are also largely

used as a sleeping Vug, blankets, and for ciirpeting.

8ee Xammad.
NAM ES of European Christians, of the Rajputs,

Mahratbvs, and Brahmans of India, and of the

Cliinese, are hereditary. Those of the Rajputs
are, lioAvcvcr, so diffused as to be almost imposs-

ibh* to a^qily cxciqit in the most general way, for

every one of this race knows whether ho is of a
Puar, a Chauhan, a Ralitor, Gr^ihilot, Kachwaha,
Yadu, Prainara, Ptirihara, or (^haliikya family.

Tn the soiitli of India, Brsdnnans have confined

themselves to intellectual employiueuts, and every

one knows the got or family to which he belongs
;

and among the Mahrattas, the Bhonsla, Gackwar,
Holkar, and Sindia are well-known patronymics.
In China, the family’ names are only a little over

100, but they are carefully remembered, because
that nice arc strictly exogamic, and do not marry
women witli their oAvn family nami;s. In all

races, Avbether or nob possessing family names,
there are personal names’ applieablc to the in-

dividual. Captain R. C. Tt*]iq)lc has given notices

of over 4000 names of the people of India, and
they are largely those of their deities, and animals
and ])lants familial* to them.

The liabit of distinguishing families by epithets

derived from objects in the animal or vegetable
creation, has prevailed in every land, and many a
name, Avhich rcceivi'S our liomage from blending
plionctic dignity Avith liistorical recollections,

traces its origin to some bumble and often ludi-

crous incident, as that AvatcliAvord of .chivalry,

Plantagcnet, derived from the lowly broom. The
names of animals, plants, and things inanimate
all furnish symbolic .appellations. In Scripture

Avc have the fly, the bee, the ram, to describe the
])rinces of •. Egypt, Assyria, and Macedonia.
Amongst the ancient ns well as the present races

ill India, avc have tin* sniike, the horse, the

monkey, the fex, the tortoise, the Avolf, the boar, •

the nag or snake race being the Takshak, the

rhinoceros, the tiger.

Before Islamism had thoroughly taken root

amongst the Turks, it Avas by no means uncommon
to designate grave and distinguislied jiorsonages

by the names of animals. Boghra, or more
properly Bokra or Bokhra, means in Eastern

Turkish a male camel. The.Gurgiani tribe of the

Brahui take their title from Gurg, the Persian for

a Avolf
;
the Numri or Lumri tribe from the fox

;

and Landglia, Avolf, also gives iU name. Among
the Rajput clans are the JJahtor or the spine, the

Kachwaha and iSessodia from the tortoise and
hare. In India, the names of Muhammadan men
are usually associated with some attribute of the
Almighty, or with the name of some reverenced
person.

Among Muhammadan men’s names are Abbas,
stern of countenance

; Abd-ii-Raliinaii, servant of

:
the merciful

;
Abubakr, father of the maiden
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(Ayasha)
;

Chengiz, from Zin in Moghul, great,

gis or ghis', the superlative—Zingis is applied to
the ocean; Eldoz means star; Fazil, excellent;

Ghalib, Qvercoftiing
;
Haidar, Ilirsuma, Asad, and

Lais, all mean lion; Harnd, part of an Arabic
verb, meaning he did praise—froin this all the
names Ahmad and Hamid, the most praised, the
same, Mahmud and Muhammad, j^raised

;
J-hishiin,

a breaker, from Hashm, he broke
;
Hasan, beauti-

ful
;
Husain, a little beauty

;
Jafar, a little stream

;

Kasim, divided; Malik, master; Obeid is the

diminutive of Abd, servant. The titles Sultan,

Khan, and Agba Sultan are of frequent occur-

rence. Taliir, Arau., pure. The Tahir dynasty

became independent in the 3d century of the

Hijira. The founder was ambidexter, and styled

Zu-l-yamanin, possessor of two right hands.

Takin or Taquin in Turki, a warrior, as Alpetgin,

whose slave Sabakbagin was father of Mahmud

;

Tayib, good, delicate; Togrul, Turki, u falcon.

Among Muhammadan ladies’ names are Ak Be-
gum,white lady; Amina, motherof Mahomed, means
tranquillity

;
Fakhr-un->Nissa, glory of women.

Akbar’s mother’s titular namewas Ilazrat- Mariam-
^Makaiii, Hamida Bana Begum. Khanum for a
Moghul lady, and Begum, a Turki lady, are the

feminines of Khan and Beg; Mahomed’s wives

were Khadija, Fatima, Ayasha, Asya, Miriam or

Mary, Hind or Hinda, Zaiiiab, ^laiinana, Safiya.

Nur Banu, lady of light
;
Niir Mahal, light of the

palace
;

Mihr, the sun
;

Rakyfi, enchantment

;

Shahar, the moon; Zifinab, ornament, the Zen-
obia of the ^luropeans

;
Zobeida, wife of llarun-u-

liasliid
;
Zohra, the blooming, a name of Venus.

Timur got his name in an unusual manner. Tie

was born 26th Shaban A.ii. 736 (7tli May a.d.

1336), at a small village 40 miles to the south of

Samarcand in* Kesh, a province of Independent
Tartary. He says that his father related to him
the following circumshances connected with his

name. ‘Soon after your birth, I took your
virtuous mother to pay our respects to the cele-

brated sgiint, Shaikh Sbams-iid-Din. When we
entered his apartment he was reading aloud the

67th chapter of the Koran, and was repeating

this verse, “ Arc you sure that He wliodwelleth in

heaven will not cause the earth to swallow you
up, and behold it shall shake (tamuru). ” The
Shaikh then stopped, and said. We*, have named
your son Timur.’ There is a legend that his

mother was with child before her marriage,

and that she said to her father that while she

was lying on her couch, a sunbeam covered her

with a mantle of light, and at the same time

seemed affectionately to caress her.

Amongst the servant and haram women of the

Muhammadans^ the usual names relate to some
personal or mental peculiarity, as Jamila, Kali,

Nek-Kadam, Kahat Afza, Dil Aram
;
or the name

of some flower is given, as Chambeli, Nargis,

Gulab, Yasmin.
Names of Hindus of the present day in the

south of India are often those of some deity, of

some beast, of some devout man, or relate to the

complexion. Those of their wives are of some
goddess, or of some flowering plant.

Amongst the Hindus of Madras, names common
to men and women are Adakalam, Arokeum,
Ohintadri, Chittaray, Kasi, K^pu, Manikum,
Parenjody, Pollyam, Ruthaum, Tiilsi, Tunyasam.

Miuiy of the ^du men’s names are those of

Hindu deities, as Rama, Kistna, Ranga, Naraiu,

with the added title Swami.
Muhammadan ladies have evinced a wish to

associate their names with inhabited places, and
there is many a Begum Pet in Indja. The names
also of distinguished officers of the Indian Govern-

ment have been given to towns and hamlets.

Malcolm Pet, a small village on the Mahabales-

war Hills, recalls the Sir John 'Malcolm who was
Governor of Bombay in 1828. Another Pet or

Petta or town is named in Mysore after Mr. L. B.

Bowring, a former Chief Commissioner. Colonel

Jhilton, almost a model commissioner amongst
wild tribes, gave his name to the headquarters of

Palamau, a subdivision in the chief district of tlie

S.W. Agency. Sir Herbert Edwardes, as well as

that of the heir of Ranjit Singh, survive in the

district of Banmi, at a place known variously as

Edwardesabad and Dhulip-nagar. The fort there

is associated with the maharaja, and the bazar

with the acoomplished soldier-civilian, who could

win a battle with' raw levies, write a good
despatch, and sketch an oriental landscape. The
market-place at Etah, N.W. Provinces, com-
memorates the name and service.s of, Mr. F. 0.

Mayne. ’riie first Political Agent in Coorg

changed the name of a place from Kushali^igara

to Fraser Pet. Some enterprising gentlemen,

named the four Morell brothers, converted a

jungly tract on the edge of the Sunderbans into

a rice-growing plain, dotted with thriving villages,

on the bank of a noble river, and the port is now
known, locally and officially, as Morellganj. Sir

If. Montgomery, Lieutenant - Governor of tlu*

Panjab and a member of the Indian Council, has

a district named after him, with its administrative'

headquarters. It is usual with Muhammadaais to

apply some rhyming alliteration to their famous

cities, and they add the words Dar-ul-Karar to

Kandahar, and Farkhuiida banyad to Hyderabad.
A tribe in India give daily names. If born on

Sunday, the child is called Adya
;
on Monday,

Somburu; on' Tuesday, Mangada; on Wcdnesrliy,

Biidu; on I’liursday, Lakya; on Friday, Sukku;
and on Saturday, Sanya. These names of the

days of the week are the same as those among t he

Telugu and Uriya people,—Telugu Adivarani,

Soniavaram, Mangalavaram, Buduvaram, Laks-

manavararn*, Sukravaram, and Sanivaram. Hindu

women will not pronounce their liusband’s names,

and a Muhammadan will not summon his wife

by her name. . The Japanese wife calls her hus-

band Tei-shiu (Tci-shi), meaning master.

In Behar, amongst all castes of Hindus, wdieii a

man’s elder children die, he gives to sub8C(luent

offspring names signifying something unpleasant,

and bores the septa of their noses.

la Sumatra, the father in many parts of the

couutjy, particularly in Passumma, is diitinguished

by the name of his first child, as. Pa-Ladin, Pa-

Hiindu (Pa forbapoa, signifying the father of), and

loses, in this acquired, his own proper name.

They have, adopted this from the Arabs, who

speak of a man and wife as the father, and mother.

,

—

Dows(j7t'f} Ancient India; Elphinstone^s Bistovjf

of India ; Captain Temple.

NAMI, a root of the form of a large potato,

which grows in Mindoro, cultivated also in Thaor

and in the Moluccas. It is said to be the manioc

or cassava of South America.
^ ..

NAM-NAM. Mawy. Aii acid apple-like fruit
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of the Malay Peninsula, growing on a small tree, ‘verts continued to lead a peaceful meditative life,

—M‘iVutr, p. 63. . absorbed in the study of their sacred book, the
NAMO-NAMA. Sansk. ? Mahr. A respectful Grant’h, which contained all the recorded dogmas

salutation to Brahmans. * of their founder. T^ey gradually spread over
NAMOONE-KULE, a mountain near Badulla in ‘other parts of India, and a college of them ex-

Ceylon, nearly 7000 feet high.
,

isted so far south as Ritna. But in the beginning
NAM-PHRIK, a sauce used by all classes in i of the 17th century, Goviiul Singh, the tenth

Siam ;
it m prepared by bruising a quantity of guru, gave a new character to this religious coin-

red pepper in a mortar, to which arci added kapi munity. He was a man of a naturally warlike
(paste of shrimps or prawns), black pep

2)er, spirit and ambitious views, and,, thirsting to be
garlic, and onions. Those being thoroughly revenged for domestic wiongs, soon converted
mixed, a small quantity of brine and citron juice the hitherto contemplative Sikhs into a band of
is added. Ginger, taUiarinds, and gourd seeds warriors. These were the men who a century after-

aro also employed. The nam - plirik is a most wards formed the flower of Ranjit Singh’s army,
appetite-exciting condiment .—Boivrinrfs Siam, i. and who presented so formidable an array against

p. 108.^
• * the British on the different battlefields during

NAMRUD. 9 miles from Baghdad is the small the Sutlej and Panjab camj)aign8. Nanak’s bio-

Akarkouf
;
the ground around the ruined pile is graphical history is contained in the Janam-Sakhi.

called Tall Namrud by tlie Arabs, and by tlio Stories of hip miraculous gifts arc still current

;

1’urks Namrud Tapassi. Both these terms mean the tree where he lay concealed, the shops where
the hill, not the tower, of Nimriid

;
and the term he used to trade, the weights which he used, are

Akarkouf or Agargouf, given by the Arabs, is still shown
;
travellers at Hasan Abdul may look

intended to signify the ground only around it. on the impression of a hand in marble religiously

NAMSANG, a rude pagan tribe on the hills of believed .to be his. Of his real goodness, of the
Assam, on the eastern ffoiiticu* of the Mikir and purity of his motives, of the excellence of his life,

Cachar. See Naga. and of the moral effect of his teaching, there can
NAMZAD BAZI. Pers., Pushtu. An Afghan be no question. Nanak’s view of the oinni-

custoib of allowing an engaged couple to see each presence of the Deity has been tohl in pointed

other.
!
terms. The Sikh reformer was reprovcul at

NAN, a dependency of Siam, N.E. of Bankok. Meccii by zealous Muhammadans for daring to

Its capital is in a fertile valley. lai, one of the turn his feet towards the Kaba or sanctuary

Jaos tribes, were often at war with Nan, . where God is. ‘Turn them if you can’,’ was tlio

NANA FARNAVIS, a distinguished civil immediate answer, ‘ where God is not.’ He died

sidininistrator of the Mahrattas, as Karkun of the a.d. 1539.

Peshwa Madhu Rao, from 1769 till his death.on Of the distinguishing features of their respective

13tli March 1800. He was present at the battle teachers; it may be said that Nanak disengaged
of Paniput, but was amongst the first of tJio his little society of worshii^pers from llindu

fugitives from the field. See Haji Rao. idolatry and Miiliaminadan superstition, and
NANA. ISIITAR of the. Clialdces, the planet placed them free on a broad basis of religious and

Venus, the Phoenician Astarto, 'the Hebrew moral J)urity. Umar Das preservu'd ' the infant

Ashtoreth
;
in Babylonia, called Nana. She had community from declining into a sect of quietists

many appellations, was seemingly the Nanina of and ascetics. Arjun gave his increasing followers

Maccabees, i. 13-15, and the Nani of the. modern a written rule of comliict and a civil organization.

Syrians. liar Goyind added the use of arms and a military

NANAK, the founder of tlu) Sikh rcligioiv is system, and Govind Singh bestowed upon them
often styled Nanak Shah by the Sikh historians, a distinct political existence, and inspired them
who likewise designate him Baba Nanak, also Nanak with the desire of being socially free and uatioii-

Narinkar, or Nanak the Omnipotent. Nanak ally independent.

was a Hindu of the Kshatriya caste and Bedi Angad, the’ second guru, wrote some
.

of tlie

tribe.* He w\as born a.d. MOO, at the small village sacred books. He died a.d. 1552, followed by
of Talwandi (since become a town, and now called Umar Das, wlio died 1574.

Rayapnr), on the banks of the Bojis, in the dis- The fourth guru, Ram Das, founded Amritsar,

trict of Bhatti and province of Lahore. He was A piece of land was presented by Akbar to Raui

son of a grain factor at Talwandi, but in early Das, Within Which a pool or reservoir was dug,

life he deserted the humble shop of his father te since well known as Amritsar, or the Pool of

seek, ill study and retirement, a more genial I Immortality; but the temples and the surrounding

occupation for a naturally reflective mind. The huts* were at first named Kam-Das-|>ur, from its

tenets of the Hindu and Muhammadan of that founder. Arjun, his son and successor, was the

day alike dissatisfied him
;
and, after prolonged first wlio really understood the pure doctrines of

travel in search of truth, he rctunied to his family Nanak, and made Amritsar the seat of his followers,

and passed his life in calling upon men to.woisldp -This Arjun was the fifth guru, of the Sikhs, was
the one invisible God, to live virtuously, and to born a.d. 1553. He compiled the Adi Grant’ll

be tolerant to the failings of otlicrs. po began in the Giirmukln dialect. He died a prisoner at

to teach a.d. 1490. For the gross polytheism of Lahore, 1600.

Hindu mythology, he substitul;ed what may bo Har Govind, son of Arjun, the sixth guru of

defined a high philosophic deism, and succeeded the Sikhs, was the first of them who became a
in collecting together a large body of followers, military leader, as well as spiritual teacher. This
whom he called Sikh or disciples

;
and these he impulse effectually removed the Sikhs from the

organized^ under a theocratic form of polity, being possibility of becoming ascetic monks or mendi-
himself recognised as their guru or teacher. For cants. He became a follower of the emperor
many years tii rapidly-increasing body of con- Jahangir. After a tumultuous life, during whicli.
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he was often engaged in repulsing attacks made* the Khutra had not bid them to turn back sooner,

upon him, he died at Keritpur on the Sutlej in The boys said ‘ No
;

’ and it was then that the old
A.D. 1645. man, indignant at all the insults which the bridal

The ninth gliru, Tegh Bahadur, was beheaded of Ifis daughter had brought down upon him from
at Dehli in 1 675. • an inferior class, laid the inliuman injunction on liis

Govind, son of Tegh Bahadur, was the tenth descendants that in future ‘no Bedi sho^ild let a
guru of the Sikhs. He introduced the Khalsa. daughter live.’ I’hc boys were horror-stricken at

lie was born a.d. 1062, and was killed in his 48th so unnatural a law, and with clasped hands repre-

year by two Pathans, in 1708, at Narider, on the sented to their father that to take the life of a
. left bank of the Godavery. A Sikh college is child was one of the greatest sins in tlm Shastras.

still kept up there. Ho remodelled the Sikh But Dharin Chand rejjied, ‘that if the Bedi

government. He composed the Grant’ll in the remained true to th('ir faith, and abstained from
Gurmukhi dialect, instituted the Singh initiations, lies and strong drink, Providence would reward
and took service with the imperialists. . them with none but male children, but at any

Banda, a Byragi ascetic, succeeded Govind rate let the burden of the crime be upon his neck,

as the guru of the Sikhs; he was a. gloomy and nb one else’s.’ And from that time forth

mail, and iu 1715 was tortured to death at Dharm Chand’s head fell forward upon his* chest,

Dehli, in the reign of Ferokhsir, son of Bahadur and he evermore walked as one who bore an
Shah. After which the direction pf the Sikhs awful weight upon lijs shoulders. AVith con-

passed to the Akali and the confederate Jat
;

sciences thus relieved, the race of Bedi continued

sirdars. In 1764, they occupied Lahore, and . for 300 years to murder t heir infant daughters

;

from 1797 to 1839 were ruled by Kanjit Singh, and if any Bedi, out of -natural feeling, preserved

Between 1708 and 1774, the country became in- a girl, he was excommunicated by the rest, and
fested by predatory bands, when Nan Singh treated as a common sweeper,

extended his rule, and died in 1792. The most In 1794, a religious w'ar was proclaimed against

famed of the Sikhs, however, was Kanjit Singh, the Muhammadans of Maler Kutla by the Bedi

born 1780, who in 1805 established the Lahore I Sahib Singh, the lineal descendant of Naiuik. This

independency; but the Sikh ’govormnent, after
|

man, who was lialf-fanatic and half-impostoi‘,

his death, became torn by internal convulsions,
j

inliani(‘d the Sikhs against the cow-killers uf

was chocked by Lord Hardinge, and finally closed
|

Maler Kotla, and a great many Sikh .sirdars joincil

in the time of TiOrd Dalhousie. him. The nawab and his troops w’en* defeat'd

Of tlic*Sikh religionists, the highest class are. in a pitclu‘d battle, and compelled to flee to ili(i

the Bedi. Like tiie Syud race, who claim a capital, wIuuhj they were closely b(‘.sieg(;d by the

priority over all Muliainmadans as being lineal fanatical Ih'di. His ally of Patiala sent troops

descendant.s of Mahomed, a section of the Bedi to help him, and the Bedi wa,s i minced to withdraw

rank first among the Sikh as being descended
;

across the Sutlej by the oft'er of a sum of money
from Nanak, the founder of their sect They arc by the Patiala raja.—il/c/cGVfr/o/’V i. j). 41

;

to bo found in all parts of the Panjab : in the
,

Major IL EiUrarites' Jalandhar Report
; Browne's

districts lying at the base of the Kangra Hills, at Induni Infanticide^ p. 115; JUst. of the Punjab,

Gujranwalla in the middle of the Keclma Doab, i. p. 79.

at Gogaira on the Kavi, an<l at Shahpur on the NANAK SIIATII, a sect of religious devotee.^,

Jhelum, and a few at Kawal Pindi. They are also followers of Nanak. The Nanak Shahi arc classed

occasionally to be met with to the south of the under seven distinctions, all recognising Nanak as

Sutlej. But their home and stronghold is at a their primitive instructor, and all professing Ic

town named after their founder, Derail Balea^ follow liis doctrines, but separated from eacli

Nanak, on the Kavi, near Buttalla. other by variations of i)ractice, or by a distinct

But there are Bedi still of that original tribe and peculiar teacher. In the west of the Pcniii-

wdio are not descendants of the Guru, nor, indeed, sula, they are a low order of mendicants. About

Sikhs at all. Tl»e crime of infanticide among the Benares they wear llu? ochrey red or gorua vjistra

descendants of Nanak has been so notorious, that cloth
;
they do not marry, but have no Naga or

a Bedi was generally known by the opprobrious naked mendicants like the Udasi
;
their sacred

title of Kori Mar, or daughter-slayer. AVith these book is the Grant’ll of Nanak, but they will ])!U-

incn, pride, and pride alone, prompted to the take of food in the houses of all Hindus. Other

crime. The fear of poverty arising from marriage followers of Nanak are the Udasi, the Nirmali,

expenditure would have little weight with them, the Naga, Ganj Bakhshi, Kam Kayi, Sutra Shahi,

as, unlike tfie impoverished Kajputs, they were And Govind Singhi.

generally r»en of wealth and affluence. They NANAK-SHAHI, a rupee coin of the Sikh

held fertile jaghirs, and their priestly coffers were State
;

it had a pipal leaf on one side,

well filled with the offerings and dues of their NANA KAO, or the Nana Sahib of Bithur,

race. But in defence of the unnatural custom, an adopted son of Baji Kao, the last Mahratta

which they did not attempt to deny, they, like Peshwa.. His name was Dandhu Punt. He was

the Rajput races, were ready with a traditionary infamous for his cruel outrages at Cawnpur iu

obligation laid upon them by an indignant ances- 1857 against helpless men, w.ornen, and children,

tor. The story given by Major Herbert Edwardes He joined early in the revolt 5f 1867-58. The

is that when a bridegroom and his party were three most notorious and distinguished characters

departing, the two sons oT Dharm Chand accom- among the rebels in 1857 were Tantia Topi, ouce

panied them to give them rooksat. The weather a shroff in the Oudh bazar, and subsequent^

was hot, the party out of temper, and they^ok servant of Nana Kao at Bithur; Jwalla Pershua»

a malicious pleasure in taking the young Bedi the Kotwal of Cawnpur, subsequently commandei-

farther than etiquette reqiiired. When the lads in-chief of Nana Rao^s army
;
and Khan^

returned home footsore, Dharm Chand asked if Khan of Bareilly, an old servant and pensioner p
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the British Government, and long the successful crouching, in front of Saiva temples, the head
leader of revolt in his district,—all three were turned towards the small door of the shrine, or
hanged. Mummu Khan, a low menial whom the

;

towards a lingam. Nandi is also called Salanka-
})as8ions of the Begum of Lucknow raised from

j

yana
;
also Nandi-deha and Tandava-talika

;
also

the kennel to power, was transported to the'l Basavi andKishaba. The sacred bull of Mahadeva
Andamans. His paramour aj^d her son Brijis or Siva by some is described as tlio emblem of

Kadr, who claimed the throne of Oudh, went to justice. In the Institutes of Menu, ch. 8, vol. 16r
Katmandu under the care of the Nepalese, where the divine form of justice is represented as

the Rani Chanda of Lahore, a Messidina of Indian V^risha, or a bull
;
and tile gods consider him

history, had long found an asylum. Bala Rao, who violates justice as a Vrishala, or one who
brother of Nana Rao

;
Azecmullali, whom, once a slays a bull.

*

khidinatgar, he sent to liondon as his agent, and NANDIAL, a town in the Kiiriiool district, in

who was his confidant throughout the revolt, and lat. 15° 29' .30" N., and long. 78° 31' 4a" E. There .

Nana Rao himself^ are said to have died in the is a forest race in the district called Chenchwar.
Dookurh valley of fevgr. Firoz Shah, the aspirant They speak Teliigu, with a harsh and peculiar

to the succession of*Dehli, and the companion of proimnciation. Brahmans s.iy they formerly w^ere

'lantia Topi, was never captured, 'fhe three shepherds of the Yerra Golla caste. They have
claimants for power in India were Nana Rao, large dogs, and a few are employed as hill police

Brijis Kadr, and Eiroz ^hah. The claim of the in the pass from the Giunbum to Badwail. The
first was as Peshwa of the Mahrattas, that of the Xandial Chenchwar have no images. They are
second was to Oudh, and of the third to Dehli. polygamists

;
they bury their dead, but soine-

NANA^YATJ, amongst the Afridi, an assembly times burn, and carry the deceased’s weapons to

to discuss public affairs. the grave. They have tlie spear, hatchet, the
NANCOWRY, one of the Nicobar Islands, in matchlock, and a bamboo bow and reed arrow

lat. 8° N. tipped with iron. They look on weaving and
NANDA, a person not* of princely extraction, other manufacturing arts with contempt, and they

who successfully rebelled against Pinga-inakli.a, have in general only a rag for covering. They
the last of the Sisunaga kings of Magadha, arc patient and docile. It is suggested by Mr.
captured Patalipura, and ascended the throne Logan that the Chenchwar are a continuation of

n.(;. 378. His younger brother? was dethroned the wild forest Surah of the mountainous tracts

and killed by Chandragupta, B.c. 313. Nanda farther north in the line of the Eastern Ghats,

and his sons ruled from b.c. 378 to 313.—/L iii. Vocabularies of six of the non-Aryan^tongues

—

p. 541. the JCond, Savara, Gadaba, Yerukala, Chentsu,
NANDA, the cow-keeper foster-father of and another—are given at p. 39 of 1856 vol. of

Krishna, in whose house Krishna grew up. Sec Bengal As. Spc. Jour.

—

NcwOold in R. As. Xoc.

(tokul. 1845 ;
Logan in J. Ind. Arch.

NANDA DEVI, a snow-clad mountain peak in NANDIDRUG, a fortilie.d hill with precipitous

the Kamaon district of the N.W. Provinces, lat. sides in the Kolar district of Mysore, 31 miles
30° 22' N., and long. 80° 1' E. (Thornton) ele- north of Bangalore, in lat. 13° 22' 17" N., and
vation above sea-level, 25,661 feet. It is one of long. 77° 43' 38" E., with an elevation of 4810
the higher Himalayan summits. Almost conical feet above the sea. The plateau on the summit
in shape, the summit is iniiccessible but a reli- is extensive, and has a tank fed by perennial

gious fair isJreld every twelfth year at the highest springs. A forest with an area of 7 t^quare miles

point to which pilgrims c-an climb. The Hindus surrounds the mountains. It was taken by storm

regard the cloud Avhich usually I’csts on the peak by the British army under Lord Cornwallis in

as smoke from the kitchen of the goddess Nanda. 1791. At its N.E. base is the village of Nandi,
—Imp. Gaz. where an annual cattle fair is held during the

NANDAIRj lat. 19° 9' N., and long, 77° 20' E., Siva ratri festival, and the best bullocks bred in

.in the Dekhan, on the left bank of the Godavery. the country are brought here for sale, to the

Level’ of the Godavery .here is 1152 feet. The number of 10,000. As much as £100 is some-

mean height of the village, 1276 feet. There is a times offered for a pair of draught bullocks. The
college of the Sikhs here.— Cfd/. See Nanak. earliest fortifications were ere<?ted by the Chik-

NANDAN SAR, in Kashmir, a small lake on ballahpur chiefs
;
but the extensive works whose

the north side of the Pir Panjal range. The ruins now crown the summit, were constructed by

source of the Haripur river, it is a place of Hindu Hyder Ali and Tipu Sultan. A cliff is still

pilgriinage, and is in lat. 32° 37' N., and long, pointed out as TipiEs Drop, from which prisoners

74° 40' E. There aro four other small lakes near, are said to have been hurled. ,

NANDAVANAM. Sansk. The groye of Indra
;

NANDINA DOMESTICA. Thbg. A tree of

in S. India, any garden.— W. Japan, with red berries. It is called by the

NANDGAON, a small Feudatory State in the Chinese the Tein-chok or sacred bamboo. ’Large

Raipur district, of the Central Provinces, with a quantities of its branches are brought in from the

population of 148,454. The chief is an ascetic country, and hawked about the streets. Each of

Ryrhgi, and the succession is by adoption. In these branches is crowned with a large bunch of

1877, the mahant had a supposed gross revenue red berries, not very unlike those of the holly,

of £9874, and paid tribute of £4600. His mili- aii4, when contrasted with the dark shining leaves,

tary force consisted of 7 elephants, 100 horses, 5 are singularly ornamental. It is used chiefly in

camels, and >500 infantry.—/mp. Gaz. the decoration of altars, not only iu the temples,

NANDI, a snow-white bull, the attendant and but'also in private dwellings and in boats,—for
favourite vehicle (Vahan) of Siva. The Hindus here every house and boat has its altar,—and
make stone images of Nandi, some of them of hence the name of sacred bamboo which it bears,

huge size. The bull is represented on a pedestal, —Fortune, p. 122 ;
Eoxh. ii. p. 184 ;

Voigt, p. 27.
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NANDINI, in Hindu legend, a cow of plenty, the works of Chuang-tsze, a Chinese philosopher

belonging to the sage Vasishtha, said to have been of the Taoist sect. Tsze means a venerable teacher,

bom of Surabhi, the cow of plenty produced at and Chuang-tsze was a follower of Laou-tsze, the

the churning of the ocean.

—

Dowson. founder of Taoism. He lived about 200 years

NAND KUMAR, a wealthy banker of Calcutta, after Laou-tszc.

who held the office of foujdar of Hoogly in the NANING, an iyland territory in the Malay
reign of the Nawab Jafar Ali Khan. He was Peninsula, in length about 40, and in breadth

convicted of forgery by the British Court of about 10 miles, to the north of the old Portuguese
Justice, and hanged at Calcutta 5tli August 1775. capital. It is an undulating district, composed of

His execution caused great grief to the Hindus. jungly knolls and round valleys, inhabited chiefly

NANDUS MARMORANT 11US and N. Mala- by Malays. They dwell in rudely built villages,

baricus are fish of the rivers of Malabar, which Naning has a hot sulphur spring near Sabang, and
build nests among the rushes at the margin of the yields tin.

—

St, John\s' Archipelago^ ii. p. 91.

water, deposit their eggs therein, aud keep guard NANJA. Tam. Soil suited for rice cultiva-

over them like the stickleback. Similarly the tion, admitting of artificial, irrigation, in contra-

Ophiocephalus striatus, O. inarubus, and 0. distinction to punja.— W.
diplogramme exhibit parental affection, swimming NANJANGUD, a town in Mysore, in. kt.

always close below their offspring, and attacking 12° 7' 20" N., and long. 76° 44' E., celebrated for

everything that comes near tliem. This they do the temple of Siva, undpr his name of Nanjand-
till the fry are about three inches long, when they eswara. .It is 385 feet long by 160 feet broad,

turn on and eat them tliernselves if they do not and supported by 147 columns. A car festival,

disperse. Some fish spawn in the sand, in the held at the end of March, is attended by thousands,

gravel, and even on rock. Others prey Qii their The name means the town of the swallows.-^

brethren, and otheis again arc omnivorous, and Imp. Gnz.

none more so than the mahseer. Some fish seem NANKA, a silk fabi ic worn by people of

to be almost entirely herbivorous, and they find Kabul, etc.

an ample supply of fresh-water weeds on all the NANKA ISLANDS are three in number, and

rocks in the rivers. Six different sorts of Podo- are situated about four or five miles from tliii

stemacese have been gathered in flower and seed, Banca shore, in the Straits of Baiica. The tidid

but the names of only two of them have been waves from the China aud Java seas meet neai'

ascertained
;
these are Moriopsis Hookeriana and these islands.

—

llorshurgh.

Dalzellia pedunculosa.

—

Mr. Thomas.
'

NANKAR. There were two kinds of recoj.^-

NANEH GHAT, in the Dekhan, lias a cave nised pertpiisites which landholders enjoyed in

chamber with an inscription in old Pali of date Oudh, and in most other parts of India, the nankiir

B.C. in the old Lat character. The inscription.is and the seer land. The nankar was a portion of

in a chamber cut in the rock overlooking the the recognised rent-roll, acknowledged by the

Konkan in a pass which was evidently the high- ruler to lie duo to .the landhplder for the risk,

road from Ajiinta, Ellora, Junir to Kalian, and cost, and trouble of management, and for his

the cave temples ' in Salsette. The inscription perquisite as hereditary proprietor of the soil whoa
relates to the Buddhist religion, and has the the management is confided to another. It may

words Glory to Dharma, Indra, the Lords of bo 10, 20, or 100 per cent, upon the rent-roll of

Sakra, sun and moOn, sanctified saints, Yama, the estate, -which is recognised in the public

Varuna, and spirits of the air, and Lokapala, or accounts, as the holder happens to be an object of

upholders of the world. It mentions the young fear or of favour, or otherwise
;
and the real rent-

prince Rakesa, the great warrior Tunakayiko, roll may be more or less than that which is recog-

prince Hakusaro, connected with the house of nised in the public accounts. The seer lands arc

Amara Pala. those which the landholders and their families till

NANESHWER, a subordinate incarnation of themselves, or by means of their servants or hired

Vishnu, described by Major Moor as haying taken cultivators. Generally they are not* entered at all

place at Alundy, near Poona, about, as some in the rent-rolls, and when they are entered it is

state, 700, or, according to others, 1200 yeai*s ago. at less rates than are paid for the other lands.

He is stated to have been a religious asc.etic, and The difference between the no rent, or less rates,

to have been buried alive at Alundy, where his and the full rates, is part of their perquisites,

tomb is seen under a splendid temple, and where Those lands were generally shared out among the

he yet appears (for, although buried, he is not members of the family as hereditary possessions. i

dead) to pious, if at the same 4ime wealthy, Nankar is a compound Persian phrase of Nan,

visitors.

—

Cole. Myth. Hind. p. 390. bread, and Kar, work, meaning support for service.

NANG. Pers. Shame, honour. NangPukhtana, Qu. Nankhwah, gratuity.

—

Sleeman^s Journey

honour of a Pathan. • pp. 23, 26
;
Malcolm's Central India^ i. p. S.

NANGAL, a village, generally inhabited by NANKEEIN, also Nankin,
the Hindu Sad’h sect. Their body is left naked, Nankings linnen, . Dut. Nanquine, . •

If-

except the lower part, which is covered by a Toile-de-nankin, . .Fr. Langking, Malay.

piece of coarse cloth. They wear wooden shoes, Nanking, .... Gn'. Nanquina, • •

and commonly do penance in the Himalaya A Chinese cotton cloth, either of white, blue,

mountains. Their hair is exceedingly long, and or brownish-yellow colour. In point* of strength

made brown by ashes.

—

Mohun LaVs Travels., 19. and durability, it was unrivalled by any of the

NANGA PAREAT, a peak of a mountain in cotton fabrics of Europe. In some of*the southern

the W. Himalaya in Kashmir, rising 26,629 feet parts of Europe, the warmer parts of Amorica-»

above the sea. It has a glacier on ite lower slope, and the British settlements in Africa, it

—Drew., The Northern Barrier. formerly worn all the year round. This cloth

NAN-HUA, Chin., also called Nan-hwa-king, was named from Nanking, where the reddisn
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threads were originally made. Nankins were also plexions as fair jis tliose of Englishmen. * They
manufactured in Canton and other parts of the were famed, at the Muhammadan courts of the
empire, but of an inferior quality. Carnatic, for uniting the qualities of the soldier
NANKING, or, according to the court pro- and the gentleman. In the present day the

nunciation, Nan-chang, is the Chinese name of the Nao-ait are a class engaged in civil life. The Nao-
old metropolis of the empire, and means southern ait, the Labbai, the Moplah of Southern India,

capital, just as Pekin (in the court pronuncia- the Moormen of Ceylon, and the Arab settlers of

tion Pei-ching) means northern capital. King, in Sumatra,- are direct from Arabia and Persia.

Chinese, means an imperial capital, as in tekiu, NAOBAT. PIind., Peus. A martial drum, on
Nanking

;
Tu, in Chinese, is a court or imperial which the watches of the day arc sounded. At

residence, as Taitu, Shangtii
;
Fu, in Chinese, is native courts the use of it is a royal prerogative, .

a city of the first class, or rather the department and can only be assumed by permission of the

of which it is the head
;
Cheu is a city of the sovereign. Rulers have a Naobaf - khana, or

second claaef or the district* of which it is* the guard - room, where the beaters stay and the

head. The great porcelain tower at Nanking, in drums are kept. See Nakarah.
the province of Kiang-uan, Avas built by the NAO-ROZ. The Parsees of India have a New
emperor Yong-lo, and is called by tlie Chinese Year’s day in March. The Muhammadans of

the temple of gratitude. ‘ The tower is erected Persia reckon the year from their Nao-roz or New
upon a pile of bricks, and ’is formed upon a most Year’s day, the day on which the sun enters

substantial timber f^amew'ork. It stands about Aries; but the Muluimniadans of India follow the

200 feet high, and is of an octanguFar shape.— lunar months, and have no intercalary periods,

Meadow's Desultory Notes, p. 10
;

Yule's Cathay, so that their anniversaries and festivals make,
ii. p. 2G2

;
Sirr's China and the Chinese, ii. p. 12G. continuously, circuits of the seasons. The Hindus

NANNAYA BHATTA or Nanappa, a Brahman, of India follow the lunar months, but every
v^hose book is the oldest extant work on the* twenty-fifth year insert an intercalary month to

I Telugu grammar. He lived about the 12th adjust,

ceptury, in the reign of Vishnu Vardhana, a king NAPHTHA.
I

of the Kalinga branch of tlie Chalukya family, Aiiaii. I Kckoso uo abra, . Jav.

I

who reigned at Rajamundry. Maug-ho-yu, . . Chin.
\

Minak tanah, . Malay.
NAN-NUL, a High Tamil grammar of great

excellence by Pavananti, There hav(' been sev(u*al

editions printed, and it h.ns been partly translated

into English. The poetical voeahularies of the

Tiiinil were all written by Jaiua scholars, ainl The term naphtha is usually limited to the thinner

must be placed a little later than the Chintamaiii, and purer A'aiitdies of rock oil, and petroloiun to

but yet anterior to the Chola conquest of the the darker and more viscid liquids. Naphtha, rock

Pandiya country, witich took place in the 11th oil, or ])etroleum, arc mixtures of various hydro-

i
century. carbons

;
but in its purest form- naphtha may be

NAN-SIIOK-THEE. Burm. • To sniff up a said to consist of C.-. and yielding a vapour of

1
scent. See Kissing. tlic density of 2*«k Such a hydrocarbon is

NAO. IHni). a ship, a boat. Nao-khuda, a obtained as a natural prodiiot at Baku* on the

shipmaster; written Nakhuda and Nacoda. shores of the Caspian, where the soil is a clayey

NAO-AIT, a smjjll unwarlikc race, who, but for marl impregnated with naphtha. The pits arc

a slightly zanthous tinge, would have an almost generally from 210 to 190 feet deep. The first

English tairnCss. They are called Nao-ait, new- 2 id feet covst about £2. a foot to sink the tubes,

comers, and are said to have emigrated from Refiners buy crude oil at 2 copecs per 36 lbs.

Arabia about 300 years ago,- aud are now to be 1 vocally refined oil or kerosene is sold at from 27

found in considerable numbers ill Southern India, to 30 copecs per 30 lbs. At St. Petersburg it

They are slender, fair men, with very fair, hand- fetches from 1 rouble 80 copecs to 2 roubles the

some women, and are engaged in civil avocations, 36 Ihs. The flaming soil or cverhisting (as it is

never becoming soldiers. Their history is vari- called) fire of Baku is the attraction to pilgrims,

ously given. But the term is literally new-comers, and is not less famous than its naphtha springs.

They are supposed to be of Persian origin.' But When mixed with earth or ashes as fuel, naphtha
in the beginuing of the 8th century, the governor is used both for fuel aud light by the inhabitants

of Siak drove some inembci*8 of the house of of Baku, on the Caspian. The vapour is made
Hashim into exile. They eml»arke(l with their to pass through earthen tubes, and is inflamed

families and effects, in the Persian Gulf, and .
as it passes out, and used in cooking. Naphtha

landed some on the west side of the Peninsula of
|

springs and rich mineral deposits have been dis-

India, in the Konkan, and others to the eastward covered in the Tekke oasis, and the land is being
of Cape Comorin. . The desceRdants of the former rapidly purchased by mining speculators,

are the Nao-aits, and those of the latter the In the peninsula of Abcheran, on the western

Labbai. The Labbai thus claim a common shore of the Caspian, naphtha rises through a marly
origin with the Nao-aits, though their colour und soil in vapour, and is collected by sinking pite

other physical features are not Persian but several yards in depth, intowhich the naphthaflows.

Assyrian. This supports the account of the Nao- Aftei> the Tigris has succeeded in forcing its

aits, who maintain that the Labbai are descend- way through the Hamrin Hills, at a spot called

ants of their domestic slaves. Byavoiding marriages El-Fattha, on the left bank, there is an abundant
with the Indians, and even with the highest supply of sulphur, and, directly opposite, naphtha
Muhammadan families, the Nao-aits have pre- rises in great quantities from the bed of the river,

served the original purity of their blood, and Naphtha is obtained in the Bakhtiari mountains,
there are still some amongst them with com- between Shuster and Ram Hormuz

;
also near the
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NARA.NAPIER, Lord FRANCIS.

village t)f Dilalci iii Fare. Major Porter saw a an officer of tire Bengal Engineers, who rose to the
fountain of white naphtha at the foot of the rank of General, was engaged in the wars against

mountains of Bakhtiari, half-way between the tlio Sikhs, and was styled the Bayard of the

city of Shuster and the. valley of Ram Hormuz. Panjab. Subsequently he was engaged in the

In Irak Arabi and the Lower Kurdistan, the most wars of the inutifty in 1857-68, in the second
productive arc in the vicinity of Kirkook, Men- China war, was a anember of the Viceroy’s Coun-
dali, and Hit, on the banks of tlic FiUphrates. cil, was Commandor-in-Chief of Bombay, and
The naphtha pits near Kifri, in the province commanded the expedition to Abyssinia, into

of Baghdad, five or six in number, arc in the which he led successfully a mixed army of natives

pass through which the Ak - sii penetrates to of India and Europeans through the mountains of

the plains. The* hills are about a mile S.E. of Abyssinia to the storm of Magdala, the capital of

the town of Tuzkurmatti, close to the gypseous the emperor Theodore of Abyssinia. Theodore
hills of Kifrr, and the pit, being in the bod of destroyed himsidf at the gateway. The march to

the torrent, is sometimes overflowed by it, and and from Magdala has not been surpassed siuoi)

for ca time, spoilt. The pit is about lo feet Hannibal crossed the Alps. Officiated as Viceroy

deep, and, to the Jieight of 10 feet, filled with and Governor-General from the 21st November
water, on the surface of which black oil of to the 2d December 1863. As Military Engineer

naphtha floats, small air-bubbles continually rising to the Board of Administration, Colonel Napier

to the surface. They skim off the naphtlia, and planned the defences of the Pahjab frontier, and
ladle out the water into a channel, which dis- drew up schemes for bridging the Indus. Colonel

tributes it into a set of oblong, shallow compart- Napier joined in more than one expedition against

ments, made in the gravel, where they allow it to the border tribes. He was subsequently Governo
crystallize, when it becomes very good salt, of a of Gibraltar.

fine, white, brilliant grain, without any intermix- NAPIER, Sir CHARLES, an officer of th

ture of bitterness. The Kifri naphtha supplies British army, who served in India luider the E. :

Baghdad; the Kirkook naphtha supplies Kurdistan. Company. He commanded at the battles c

Naphthasprings occur at Ayer-i-Nosh. Naphtha Meance and Dubbee and Hyderabad, agains

holding in solution a bituminous matter was ob- great odds, and conquered Sind. His march I

tained by Vigue jiear Deraband in the Sulifnan Imam - Ghar was one of the most remarkabl

mountains. In Burma, on one of the branches of military feats ever known to be performed. Hi

the Irawadi, there are upwards of .500 naphtha an victories added to British India the territory o

petroleum wells, whicli afford annually 412,000 both banks of the Indus river, from Sukkiir t

hogsheads. The Burma* petroleum contains the the sea, whurli was annexed on the 24th Maivl

compound paraffine. Petroleum is used as lamp- 1H4.3. He was a liumorist, and it has been san

oil in Burma. reported his conquest of Sind with the

Naphtha may be obtained by the distillation of Latin word ‘ pcccavi.^ He was afterwards Com
petroleum; it is also one of the results of the mander-in-Chief of India, which office he resigned

destructive distillation of coal; it often passes in consequence of differences with Lord Dalhousu

with the gas to ilie distant parts of the apparatus, He died 29th August 1853. A statue has bee

and may be found in gas-meters and gas-meter erected at Trafalgar S(piare, London,
tanks, ayd even in the mains. Carefully-rectified NAJHT. Hind. A barber, a shaver, win

naphtha, whether from natural or artificial sources, usually acts also as a surgeon
;
the village barbi'

appears to possess similar properties. The sp. and barber-surgeon. Along with the origina

gr. of the purest Persian and Italian naphtha is term, the dialects liave varioife modifications o

said to vary from *750 to *760, wliile that of the word, as nai. Hind.; naida, nainda, napig

coal naphtha may be *820, or higher. The odour Karn. ;
nan and nhawi, Mahr.

of the natural naphtha is bituminous but, not NAR. Tam. Nara, Malead. xYny fibre,

unpleasant; that of coal is penetrating and dis- NARA, man; the original eternal man.

agreeable. It does not congeal at zero. It ignites ami Niimyana, in Hindu legend, sons of Dharin;

readily, and burns with a voluminous sooty flame, and Ahinsa, wlio devoted themselves to ascetii

It is not soluble in water, although it cominuni- exercises which alarmed the gods, and Indra sen

cates its odour to that fluid. It dissolves in Kama and Vasanta, or love and spring, witli tla

absolute alcohol, in ether and the oils. The nymphs of heaven, to inflame the sages witl

boiling-point varies in different specimens from passion, and thus end their penance. Narayaiu

320° to 865°. Naphtha is employed for preserving observing the gambols of the party, suspecte(

the metals of tbe alkalies, potassium and sodium, their purpose. He invited them to approach

which cannot be kept in contact with any sub- and treated them with so much civility, that thej

stance containing oxygen. It is used for the thought their object was attained. The sage

purpose of diminishing the. friction of machinery however,* taking up a flower-stalk, placed it or

as a substitute for sperm oil. It .dissolves the his thigh, when a beau^ful nymph appeared, th<

greater number of the essential oils and the superiority of whose charms covered the iwmphf

resins, and is extensively used for dissolving of heaven with shame. Narayana then told then

caoutchouc to render cloth waterproof; with to return to Indra, and bear him a proof hr

certain vegetable oils, it forms a good varnish, needed not the company of beauty, in the presenl

and for this purpose is sometimes substituted for he made him of the new - bom nymph, wnc

turpentine. accompanied tFe Apsarasas to Swar^, and wai

NAPIER, Lord FRANCIS, of Merchistoun called Urvasi, from Urn, a thigh (\ainaaa

and Ettrick, was Governor of Madras from 1866 to Parana). A commentator on the drama sayf

1871. He was Viceroy and Governor-General of Nara and Narayana were avataras, descente, oi

India from the 23d February to the 3d May 1872. .incarnations of Arjuna and Krishna.—- IF*woa-

NAPIER, ROBERT, Lord Napier of Magdala, Hindu Theatre; Th^ Hero and the JSymph,
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NASA. nauaVani.

NARA. Hind. The tape or band for the

trousers
;
a rope used by tight-rope dancers.

—

W.
NARA, or Kim-purusha. Sansk. In Hindu

mythology, iDeings with human bodies and the

limbs of horses, created by Brahma,—the analogue

of the Greek Centaur.

NARA. Hind. A sliding cord bridge in

Kashmir.

NARA. In Sind, the Eastern Nara and the
Western Nara are two large and important water
channels. The former rises in the Bahawulpur
State, and runs southwards through the Kohri,

tlie Khairpur, and the Thar and Parkar districts. It
|

has been improved by a channel from the Indus.

The Western Nara has its rise from the Indus,

and, after a course of 138 miles to the south, falls

into Lake Manchhar. In the valleys of the Eastern
Nara are 400 lakes and several canals. After the

opening of the supply channel at Rohri, much of

the flood-water was cxpend(‘d in tilling ii}) the

numerous depressions called dandhs or kolabs,

which line the eaat(‘rn bank of the Nara through-
out the greater part of its course. They are

very deep, and extend soim' miles into the desert.

To prevent this supply from being lost, strong
embankments were thrown across the feeding
channels leading to the dandhs, and the water
was thus forced into the plain. It was, however,
in a few years found that this annual flooding

caused great damage, by converting the country
into a jungly swamp

;
and, to correct this,

excavations were made in the bed of the NTira

itself, so as to facilitat(j the ilow of the water
southwards
NARADA PANCHA RUTH A, a ritualistic book

of the Vaishnava sect.

NARADA PURANA’ and Hrihau Xaradiya,

sectarian Vaishnava books, enjoining the doctrine

of Bhakti or faith in Vishnu. -- Doiemu.
NARAINA, 40 miles from Jcyporc, the chief

site of the Dadu Paiithi sect.

NARAIN RAO, Peshwa of the Mahrattas, was
the third son of Balaji Rao Peshwa, and in

November 1770 succeeded his brother Madlm
Rao. Oil' the afternoon of the 30tb August
1773, Somcr Singh and Miihamnunl Yusuf led a

band of mutinous soldiers to the palace, and, aided

by Truleea Powar, a domestic, gained admission
to the private apartments, where Somer Singh and
Truleea Powar assassinated Narain Rao. Several

years afterwards, Truleea Powar was beheaded
for the murder, by order of Nana Fariiavis.

NARAKA, the Hindu Tartiirus, the hell of the

Hindus, the abode of the wicked. Menu omunerates
21 divisions or abodes, and the Vishnu Ihirana

28. They are said to bo situated beneath the

earth and beneath the waters. Below Naraka is

Patala, a terrific region of deep gloom, fear, and
great terror. Below Pattila are Krimbhojaua and
Kriiuisa.

NARAKAL, a small seaport town in the state

of Cochin, in lat. 10° 2' 30^ N., and long. 76® 12'

E. It is sheltered by a mud bank, 2^ miles sea-

ward, and 4 miles long, within which vessels can
run in the worst weather.
NAKAKARU, part of the inferior village

servants of India
;
they are similar to the menials

of the ballota. system.

NARA-PARAMATMA.
.
Sansk. The waters

of the world were the first productions of God in

creation.

NARAPATI, the Chola dynhsty of Karnata,
Dravira, and the southern portion of the Peiiin-

Bula of India, embraced a period of 534 years,

during which 27 rajas reigned, from A.D. 266 to
A.D. 800.' After the overthrow of the Narapati
dynasty, Karnata and Dravira seem to have been
separated from the southern districts, in which

^

the Chera, Chola, and Pandava lines were at first
'

united under one sovereignty. Thereafter, 13
maharajas of * Madura, Tanjore, and Coimbatore
reigne<l 239 years, after which follow^ the Belal

rajas of 'the Karnata, and the petty polygar
dynasties of Madura, etc .—Prinsepy jJ. 275.

NARA-SINGHA, efr Man-lion avatar of Vishnu,
ill which he took the form of a monster to punish
the wickedness of lliranya-kasipa, a profane and
unbelieving monarcJi, the brother of the gigantic

demon mentioned in the third avatar, and his

successor on the throne, who also refused to do
homage to Vishnu. Quarrelling with his son
Pralhaud, the king boasted that he himself was
Lord of tlie Universe, and asked wherein Vishnu
was greater than himself. Pralhaud replied that

Vishnu was supreme over all, and was everywhere,
is he, cried Hirnnya-kasiiia, in this pillar? striking

it at the same moment with his sceptre
;

if he be,

let him appear. In an instant the magnificent
column was rent in twain, and Vishnu, in the form
of a man with the head of a lion, issued from it,

and tore lliranya-kasipa in pieces. Nara-singhi
is a name of Lakshmi, as the sakti of Vishnu
in the Nara-singli avatar.

—

Coleman^ Mijth. Hind,

p. 390.

NAHAVANA, tlic son of Nara, the original

man, ami often i(lcijtilio(l.or coupled with Nara

;

also the creator Brahma
;

also, in Hindu belief,

the Spirit of God, Brahm. By the Vaishnava
sect, Narayana is identified with Vishnu, but in

the* Saiva theogony, Narayana and Siva coalesce.

In the Ins. of Menu, c. .1. v. 10, the waters are

called Nara, because they were the first produc-

tion of Nara, or the Supreme Spirit; and since

they were his first ayana, or place of motioh, he
is theue(‘ named Narayana, or Moving on the

AYators. The name is found for the first time in

the Satapatha Ih-alimana. As commonly used in

SqjLitheni Imlia, it applies to Vishnu, and is that

under which ho was lirst worshippc<i. In Hindu
mythology, the beverage of immortality drank by
the gods, \arayaii\s gem and otlier gifts to man,

are fabled to have been produced by churiiiug the

ocean. Chitra-ratha describes in song how

‘AVhilom from the troubled main
The so

V
’reign elephant Airavan sprang

;

The breathing sliell, tliat i)eals of conquest rang

;

The patient cow, wliom none implores in vain
;

The milk-white steed
;
the bow with deaf’ning clang

;

The goddesses of beauty, wealth, and wine ;

Flow’rs, that unfading shine ;

Narayan’s gem ;
the moonlight’s tender languish ;

IJlue venom, source of anguish
;

The solemn leech, slow moving o’er the strand,

A vase of long'-souglit Amrit in his hand.*—
To soften human ills, dread Siva drank
Thu pois’llous food that stain’d hi.s azure neck

;

The rest, thy mansions deck,

|. High Swerga, stor’d in many a blazing rank.*

pp. 79, 399; /Is*. A*e,s*. vii., Arts. viii.

and ix., hy Mr. Colehrooke ; Dowson,
NARAYaNI, a name usually applied to Lak-

shmi as the sakti of Vishnu, but may also be
applied to Parvati and Saraswati. See Lakshmi

;

Sakti.
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NARBADA. NARDOSTAOHYS JATAMANSI.

NARBADA, a river of India, which rises on the In Broach ‘ district the most sacred spots are-
plateau of Amarkantak, and- disembogues in the Sukaltirth, with its ancient banian tree

;
the site

Gulf of Cambay. It is also written Nerbadda, n^ Broach city where Raja Bali performed the

and is the Namadus of Ptolemy and- Namnadius ten-horse sacrifice
;
and the temples at Karod and

of the Periplus. It rises *on the Amarkantak Hill, Bhadbat. The coal-measures extend along the

lat. 22° 41' N., long. 81° 49' E., and, after a west- southern side of the valley, with some interrup-

ward course of 800 miles, falls into the sea below tions, from Baitul and Sewne to the neighbour-
• Broach, in lat. 21° 38' N., long. 72° 30' E. hood of Jubbiilpur. They consist of a series of

Amarkantak is a massive flat-topped hill. All slightly micaceous sandstones, shales, and coal-

round lies a wild and desolate country
;
but Hindus seams, and are quite destitute of iron ore. They

have reared their temples jn the middle of these form a long narrow strip resembling an. old sea-

solitudes, to guard the sources of the saci-ed river, beach, extending along the base of the Puchmuriy
The Narbadfv bubbles up gently in a small tank Hills, which consist of a grejit thickness of con-

in one of the undulating-gkdes on the summit of glomerates and sandstones, overlaid by an uncon-

the mountain. Then, for about three miles, it formable series of rocks. Limestone occurs every-

meanders through green meadows, receiving the where, .much of it crystalline. The iron ores of

waters of countless spririgs, till it reaches the edge Bang -and Ladgaon are brown iron ore and
of the Amarkantak plateau, where it falls over the limonite

;
Biirwa and the Muchuk river, brown

black basaltic cliff in a glistening cascade of 78 iron ore and compact hematite
;

Chaiighur and
feet, called Kapila-Dhara. the Powah river, compact hematite

;
'rendukora,

From Haran Pal, or tlie Deer’s Leap gorge, to calcareous hematite
;
Ilutnapur, silicious hydrate,

the temple of Siilpani Hahadeva, a (lisiance of and micac.eous specular ore occurs in Dhuruiii-

somc 70 miles, there occurs the main barrier of pura, Agaria, Partabgarh, and Jowli. In some
the Narbafla. Here the Narbada displays all her of these sites, as in 'rendukera, the or(? has been

terrors. Thereafter the Narbada enters on the worked for ages.

—

Imp. Gaz. ; J. H. Blackwell,

rich plains of Broach, which border on the sea, Report to Government, No. xliv., 1857.

and in this section it is navigated by country NARCISSUS. From the habit of planting the

craft. Rising in the highest land of Central India, narcissus upon tombs and shrines, it has acquired

5000 feet above the sea, and pursuing a serpentine a certain sacredness of character. The Hindus
westerly course for 750 miles through a hilly tract, have few • tombs. . They have shrines, however,

which runs parallel to and borders closely both its luany of which have been occupied by iheMuliam-
banks, this river may bo said to flow through a niadans. 'I’ho narcissus is common in the Panjab.

longitudinal cleft rather than a distinct valley, The narcissus flowers are of easy culture in a light

and to present the general characters of a niouii- soil
j
though they throw out a profusion of leaves,

tain stream more than anything else. No great they rarely blossom.

—

Ben. /J.s\ Soc. Jour., 1854;
depth of water -can ever .be expected in it, from Riddell.

. the nature of its tributaries, except jn the mon- NARCOTICS in use among easteni nations

soon
;
neither could it be retained, owing to the are opium, bhang, madad, niajum, ganja, charas.

great declivity of the river bed, which from Jh«ansi The use of these by orientals can be traced to

Ghat, near Jubbulpur, to the sea, falls 1200 feet in timc.s of liigh antiquity. Almost every race has its

500 miles. The falls of Kupiladhara and Dudli- own peculiar intoxicant,

dhara are near its source, the former of 78 feet. NAKDOSTACHYS GRANDIFLORA has a

The iiext is at Fmaria, in the Narsingpur dis- glabrous stem, oblong glabrous leaves, with soli-

trict, and is about 10 feet. At Mandhar, 90 miles tary terminal flowers. The capsule is downy, and

below Hoshaiigabad, and about 25 below Haiidia, the lobes of the calyx evidently denticulated. It

there is a fall of 40 feet
;
at Dadri, near Punasa, is a native of Nepal and Kamaon.

—

Lindlen, FL
25 miles below Mandhar, there is another fall of ^fed. • En(j. Cyc.

40 feet. The aboriginal races which prevail in5st NAKDOSTACHYS JATAMANSI. W.
among the agricultural population of the Narbada Valeriana

|
Nardiis Indiko, Bioir.

valley are the Gujar, the .lat, the Kaomii, the Am-ul-tibi, . . . Arak. Bekh-i-sumbul,
Kirar; the Kurmi are numerous

;
then follow the Humbul, . Arab., Hind. Mu-i-giah, . .

Lodhi, Chamar, Good, Brahman, Ahir, Banya,Raj- Balchari, Jatam.-msi, ,,

put, etc. A dwarf herbaceous plant of Bengal, W. India,

Asa sacred river, tlic Narbada., in Hindu esti- Nepal, the Panjab, Himalaya, up to 10,000 feet,

mation, is only inferior to the Ganges. According Dr. Koyle says that its hairy top-root is the spike-

to the Rewa Purana, the sanctity of the Ganges nard of the ancients, mentioned in the Song of

will cease in the Sainvat year 1951 (a. i). 1895), Solomon (Cant. i. 12) and iq Saint Mark, ch. xiy. 3,

while the purifying virtue of tlie Narbada will and John, ch. xiii. 3, Horace promised Virgil a
.

continue the same throughout all the ages of the whole cadus, about thirty quarts of wine, for a

world. So holy is the water, that the very pebbles small onyx box of spikenard. Dioscorides says

in its bed arc worn into the shape of the emblem the ointment was a compound of amomum, balstV

of Siva. Pew Hindus would dare to forswear mum, costus, niyrrha; nardus, and schcenus,

themselves, standing in the Narbada with a gtirland nut oil. Other narda, Celtic,. Mountain, and

of red flowers round the neck and some water in Syriac, are mentioned. The term nard was iinise

the right hand. The most meritorious act that a amongst the ancients to designate any Indian

pilgrim can peifforra is to walk from the s^’a up to essence, as attar (otto) is now used. Dicwcorides

the source at Amarkantak, and then back along (I. i. c. 6) describes three kinds of nard, of

the opposite bank. 'ITiis pilgrimage, called parik- first and principal of which there are twe varieties,

ram or pradakshana, . is chiefly undertaken by Syrian and Indian; the latter was also calle<

devotees from Gujerat and the Dekhan, and takes Gaii^tes, from the fiver Ganges, “mi:’

from one year to two years in accomplishment, flowing by a mountain, it is produced. lue
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NARBDA. NASIRABAD.

second kind is called Celtic, cmd the third is

Mountain nard.—Murray,
NAREDA, in Hindu mythology, is a son of

Brahma and Saraswati, usually regarded as one of

the ten Rishi or Prajaprati, first created by Brahma,

and called his sons. . He is described as a cele-

brated lawgiver, and as the inventor of the viua

or lute, and is mentioned in Menu i. 34, 35, as

one of the ten lords of created beings, eminent
in holiness. In the Hindu plays Nareda usually

acts as » kind of messenger of the gods, frequently

going on errands. See Vikramorvasi, end 6f Act
v.; and Sakuntala, end of Act vi. He is constantly

employed in giving good counsel. It was Nareda
who declares to king Harischandra the bonelit of

having a son. He is the analogue of the Grecian
Orpheus. His musical talents were so great that

he became presumptuous, and, emulating the- divine

strains of Krishna, he was punish(*d by having his

vina placed in the paws of a bear, whence it

emitted sounds far sweeter than the minstrelsy of

the mortified musician. Jn a picture of this joke,

Krishna ^is’ forcing his relucUnt friend to attend

to his rough-visaged rival, who is ridiculously

touching the chords of poor Nareda’s vina, accom-
panied by a brother Bruin on the cymbals. To
this day Nareda is represented in the Hindu Jatra

under a long grizzled beard.— WilUams' i^tory of
Nakiy p. 167

;
Cole's Myth. Hind. p. 7 ;

Tr. of
Rind. i. p. 269.

NAREGAMIA AT-AITA. W. and A.
Turroea alata, Wight.

|
Nela*iiar«^gailJ, Maleal.

A petty garden plant of the Travancore forests,

used in medicine.

NARGIS. Hind. Narcissus tazetta, Honig-
berger states that the roots of this are otlicinal,

being brought *from Kashinir. Nargis, also Gool-
Nargis, is the llemerocallis fulva.

—

Steicartj Pan-
job Jh’ants^ p. 235.

NART, Nari-Khorsum, Gnari, or Mnah-vis, the

Tibetan names for the north-western part of Tibet,

a Tibethn Chinese province connected with British

India by the five Bhot passes jn Garhwal and
Kamaon. The Chinese viceroys are Tibetans, with

Mangol or Turk troops, or perhaps Manchu Tar-

tars, as they are said to use horsellesii, which no
Tibetan and no Chinese would do. It is enormously
lofty, utterly barren, and almost uninhabited, ex-

cept on the lowest part of the ravine of the Indus.—11. f, et T. p. 225.

NAKRI - KOMBOO. SiNon. A projecting

process on the frontal bone of the jackal. It is

called the jackal’s horn, which Hindus say only

grows on the head of the leader of the pack. The
Singhalese and the Tamil races regard it as a talis-

man, and believe that its fertunate; possessor ctin

command by its instrumentality the realization of

every wish, and that, if stolen or lost by him, it

will invariably return of its own accord. It is the
ppular belief that the fortunate discoverer of a
jackal’s horn becomes thereby invincible in every
law-suit, and must irresistibly triuinph over every
opponent. In the Museum of the Cfollege of Sur-
geop, London, is a cranium of a jackal which
exhibits an osseous process on the sup*er-occipital

bone, and Sir J. E. Tennent placed along with it a
specimen of the homy sheath, which was presented
to him by Mr. Lavalliere, District Judge of Kandy.—Tennent^s Ceylon^ p. 86.

NARSAPUR, a seaport town at the extreme
south of the Godavery district, situated on the

Vashista brancTi of the Godavery, about 6 miles
from its mouth, in lat. 16® 26' 20"' N., long. 81®

•44'80"E.
^

NARSIA, a Hindu deity, a contraction of Nara-
singha, the man-lion or fourth avatar of Vishnu.
NARSIPUR (known as Tiruma-Kadalu, or ‘ The

most Holy Union ’), a municipal village in Mysore
district, Mysore, in lat. 12° 12' 40" N., and long.
76° 57' 21" E, A sacred spot, containing two
ancient temples, one dedicated to Vishnu, under
his name of Gunja Narasinha

;
the other situated

between the junction of the two rivers, and dedi-

cated to Agasteswara.

—

Imp. Gaz.

NASAFl, the surname of Najin-ud-Din Abu
llafs Umar-bin-Muhammad, died a.d. 1142, a
celebrated doctor, and authorof the Akaid-al-Nasifi,
in Arabic, containpig Ihe fundamental principles

of the Muhammadan religion. It is greatly

esteemed by Muhammadans.
NA8AKT or Al-Nasati, commonly called

Hafiz-ud-Din al-Nasafi, author of a law-book
called Wafi, and of its commentary called Kafi.

He is also the author of Kanz-ul-Dakaik. Obiit

A.D. 1310.
* X.VSALIS LARVATUS.
Kalian of . . Borneo.

|

Bangkatan of . Labuan.

'The proboscis monkey of Labuan and Borneo.
Its glossy coat is richly coloured. It is shy. .

NASA8ALAR, Parsee corpse-bearers who can
enter ihe ’Power of Silence. They are unedean.

Kluinclhia, also, are corpse-bearers.

NASfK, a town near the source of the Goda-
very, supposed the ancient Panchavati. It is in

lat. 19° 59' 45'" N., long. 73° 49' 50" E. It gives
its name to a revenue district of the Bombay Presi-

dency of 81 1 6 fecpiarc miles, and in 1871 it had hear

a million souls, chiefly Hindus
;
the hill tribes

being Bhil, Koli, Kathodi, Thakur, and Warli,

mostly poor cultivators. Nasik is considered by
Hindus a very holy town. It is built on the right

bank of thc*Godavery, with about 27,070 inhabit-

ants.

Nasik has a chaitya cave.. An inscription oVer its

gateway stjites it to have been tlie gift of a citizen.

Another inscription on the pillars sbites it to have
been excavated in honour of Badrakaraka, who was
a king of the Sunga dynasty.

Nasik lies for tlie most part on a table-land, and
for administrative purposes it is divided into 12
districts, while two great natural divisions mark
off the cultivable from the uncultivable region.

These latter arc called Dang and Desh
;
and

while the former is a bare and barren expanse

of country, with tracts of absolute desert, the

latter is thickly woodfed in parts, and cultivated

throughout by an industrious population. 'The

Koli arc more generally engaged in agriculture

than the • rest
;

the Bhil subsist chiefly by
gathering and selling forest produce

;
the Thakur

and Warli cultivate a little by the hoc. The

Kathodi, or catechu makers, arc the poorest.

Nasik diamond, taken in the Dekhan war, origin-

ally valued at .1^3(),000, was sold to Lord West-
minster for £7000.

—

Feryusson.

NASIKH, whose name'wasShaikhImam Bakhsh,

was the son of a tent-maker, ahd was bom at

Faizabad. He never had a teacher, but was a

genius, and wrote several books. Dila ! Sbair

goi uthi Lucknow s<$, gives the date of his death.-

NASIRABAD, a cantonment in Ajmir-Mhair-

wara district, Kajputana, situated in lat. 26° 18' 45"
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N., and long. 74® 47' E., on a bleak, open plain. KAT. Burm. Spirit. The Burmese
. and—Imp. Gaz. Kahhyeos have many of these, all requiring to be

NASIRI, nomade Afghans, who occupy the propitiated on commencing or carrying on any
Tohki and Hotuki countries in summer, and the bndertivking or war, with offerings of animals,

Daman of skirts of the Suliman range in winter, articles of food and clothiu'g. The Nat are sup-

In their migrations they appoint a<Jhahlwasti or posed to have been objects of Burmese worship in

captain of forty, and a Khan or director-general. pre-Buddhistic times.* They correspond to the

NASIR JUNG was the second son of Nizam- devata 'of the Hindus, whose place they take in

ul-Mulk, on whose death, in 1748, the son assumed the Burman Buddhist system. The Burmese
the subahship of the Dekhan. He took part with kings on dying are said to ascend to the Nat’s

Muhammad Ali and the British against Ohamia village, Nat-yua-tsan-thee. Nat-tha-nay, fairy

Sahib and the 'French. After varied fortunes, he children. Nat-pan, a devil dance, literally possess-

dwelt at Arcot in an indolent and voluptuous ing spirit. Nat-womhippers in Burma number
manner. In 1750, however, he again took the 143,581.— } w/e, p. 17.

field against the French, but was killed by the NAT or Nut, in Bengal, a wandering tribe, who
Pathan nawab of Cuddapah, and three of the are dancers, actors, athletic. They are called also

conspirators to his death felL in one day. His Nut Sitki bash (dwellers under mats)
;
those in

death gave great relief, to Diipleix, Chanda the Dekhan are not distinguishable from Dher.

ISahib, and Pondicherry.

—

Onne. NATA. Mal., Taxi., Tel. A country, relating

NASIR-ud-DIN-ABDALLAH-bin -OMAR-al- to the country; used to form many compound
BAIZAVI. Baizavi was the literary takhalliis. words.— Wils.

He died in the year 1286, Hijira 685, at Tabreez, NATA-KOTHIAK, a jrace in the south of tlie

but the date is disputed. His book is in Persian, Peninsula who speak Tamil and follow liinduism.

entitled Nizam - ut- Tuarikh, which signifies the They are large merchants, and all of them have

Order of Chronological Histories. He was a kazi the marked African protruding lips, and poses

or judge. He has treated of most of the Asian sharply cut at the forehead,

monarchs, au(l particularly of the ancient Moghuls. NATAL, on the coast of Africii, extends 125
— Jlistot'y of Oenfihiz Cau^ p. 413. See Baizawi. miles between the Umsimkiilu and the Tugela

NASIK-ud-DIN MAHMUD, emperor -of India rivers. It was discovered and named by \^asco

from A.D. 1246 till February 1266. He fo]lowe<l da Gama on Christmas day 1407. It has about

Rcizia Begum, the daughter of Altamsh. . His 200 miles of sea-coast, and* became a British

private life was that of a darvcsli. He defrayed colony on 12th May 1843.

—

Findlay.

all his personal expenses by copying books; his NATH or Nat’lia. Sansk. Lord; henci!

fare was of the humblest description, ami was Jagajiatha, vernacularly Jagannath or Juggernath,

cooked by the queen, to whom he allowed no lord of the world, a name especially a2)plied to

female servant, and he had no concubines.

—

Elph. Krishna in the form in which lie is wor8bij)ped in

p. 327.
.

the temple of Jaganatli at Puri ‘in Orissa. A
NASIR-ud-DlN, TAUSI, a famed phik).sopher nariie borne by some classes' of religion^ mciuli-

and astronomer, who was employed l)y Hulakii, cants. See Kala-Priya-Nath.

grandson of Chengiz Khan, to form the II Khaiii NATHDWAKA, a town in the -Rajput State of

tables; born at Taus a.d. 1201, died 1274, He Mew'ar. It is the most celebrated of the fanes of

was one of the best and certainly the most Krishna. Its etymology is the portal (l)wara) of

universal scholar that Persia ever produced. He the god (Natli),.of the same import as l»is moiv

was a voluminous writer. It was he who advised ancient shrine of Dwaraka at the woild's end.

Hulaku to march against Baghdad. Nathdvvara is 22 miles N.N.K. of Udaipur, or tin-

NASR. Arail An eagle
;

an idol of the right bank of the Baiias. If owes its celei>r'tv

ancient Arabs. An nasr-u-tayir, the soaring eagle, entirely to an image of Krishna, said to be the

a mysfieal name of the religion of the Ansariah, same that had been worshipped at Matiiura ever

signifying mystically the sun, as the eagle is an since his <leiticatiou, between 1 lOM and 1200 years

emblem of the sun and light. The principal re- before Christ. When Aurangzel* (Alamgir i.)

maining part of the temple of the sun at Balbec endeavoured to root out tin? worship of Krislma

contains tablets in the form of lozenges, on which at Mathura, rana Kaj SSingli of Udaipur obtained

is represented Jupiter sitting on liis ejigle. There permission to bring the idol to Mewar, and it was

is also the figure of a soaring bird sculptured on escorted with vast pomp by the route of Kotali

both the gates of the temple of the sun at Halbcc I
and Uampura

;
but in Mewar, at a place called

and Palmyra, and its crooked beak, large claws, ' ISiarh in Delwara, the chariot wheel stuck fast, on

and the caducous it bears, seem to represent an which the rao of Delwara, one of the 16 great nobles

eagle, the soaring eagle consecrated to- the sun.— of Mewar, declared it an omen of the god’s wish

Catafago. to remain there, and confened on Nath-ji all the

NASRANI, a term applied to the Christians of lands of the village. A temple was erected for'

India and Persia, and used by the Muhammadans the idol, and around it has grown the present
*

in a derogatory sense. It plural is Nassara, i.e. Nathdwara. Rich offerings are sent here from all

Nazarencs. It is prefixed to the names of the parts of India. From the little ridgo on the cast,

Nestoriaii Christians of Malabar. to tlie banks of the Banas on the west, precincts

NASTIKA. Sansk. An atheist, one who of the god; has always been a sanctuary, within

denies the authority of the Vedas. which no blood can be shed, no arrest made, aim

NASTURTIUM, the water-cress genus of the criminal is free from ipursuit. Nathdwara is

plants, of the order Brassicaceae. N. officinale, one of the most frequented places of pilgrimage,

the Lutputiah of India, is cultivated in gardens, though it must want that attraction to thedafflical

It has Deen found at various elevations in the Hindu which the caves of Gaya, the shores of the

Paujab, Himalaya, and Afghanistan. distant Dwaraka, or the pastoral Vrij, the place
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of the nativity of Krishna, present to his imagina-

tion.

—

Tod's Rajasthan^ i. p. 521.

NATIVE is the ordinary term by which the idol-

worshipping people and Muhammadans of British

India are at present known. The peoples to whom
it is applied are only now fusing, under the

firm sway of the British rule, and never before

had, nor* could have had, one common designation.

*Natives of India first sat on the petty jury on the

25th July 1828.

NATIVE BREAD of Australia, used by the

aborigines, is Mylitta Australis. Native cat of

Australia is the Dasyurus viverrinus. Native

companion, the egret.

NATIVE STATES is a term in general use for

designating the dominions ruled by princes in

alliance with the British, and the term occasionally

is loosely applied to the frontier states of Kashmir,

Nepal, aiid Bhutan, as well as to the territories of

the king of Burma. The principalities of all

grades have already been detailed under the head-

ing British India, and the following is a mere
summary of the "Britisli Indian Provinces and of

the states under Native rule :

—

British Provinces.

S(i, Miles, ropulation.

Ajinir, .

*

. . . 2,711 400,722
AHsaii),.... 40,341 4,881,42r»

Bengal, . . . 103,128 GU,530,801

Bombay, . . . 124,122 . 10,454,414

Burma,.... 87,220 3,730,771

Central Provinces, . 84,445 0,838,721

Ooorg, .... 1,583 178,302

Madras, . . . 141,001 31,170,031

N.W. J*rovinccs, . . 100,111 44,107,802

Panjub,. . . . 100,032 18,850,4.37

823,304 122,210,224

•. Native States.

Bombay Feudatory Slates, 73,753 0,241^240

(^mtral Provinces do. do., 28,834 1,702,720

N.AV. Provinces do. do., 5,125 741,750

Panjab do. do., . . 35,817 3,801,683

Baroda, .
*

. . 8,570 2,185,005

Central India, . . 75,072 2,201,207

Cochin,. . . . 1,301 (500,278

Hyderabad, . . 81,807 2,845,524

Berar,^.... 17,711 2,072,(573

Mysore, . . . 24,723 4,18(5,188

Kajputana, . . . 122,750 10,2(58,322

Travaiicore, . . . (5,730 2,401,158

482,2(50 .54,(575,527

The more important States of Central India are

Bhopal, Dewas, Dhar, Gwalior, Indore, and

Bewail. Those of RajiiiUana are Bliurtpur,

Bikanir, JIundi, l)hol[)ur, Jeypore, Kerruwlce,

Kishengarh, Kotah, Marwar, Mewar, Tonk’, and

IJlwar. In the Panjab ari' Busahir, Bahawulpur,

Bilaspur, Kasliinir, Jheend, Kapurthala, Keon-
thal, Maler Kotla, Nabha, Patiala, and Sirmnr.

In Bombay the more important arc Buroda,

Cambay, Cutch, Junjira, Khairpiir, Kolhapur,

Mahikanta, Rewakanta, and Sawuntwari.

In the Madras side, Banaganapilly, Cochin,

Hyderabad, Mysore, Puducottah, Sundur, Travan-,

core. .

The Kashmir ruler by treaty annually contri-

butes six male and six female shawl goats, and
three pairs of Kashmir shawls.

The maharaja maintains an Jirmy of 25,000
infantry, 1400 cavalry, and 160 guns. His

dominions comprise the Kashmir valley, also

Ladakh, and lead in the Gilgit valley towards

the Hindu Kush. The army is recruited among
Dogra Rajputs and hillmen, and the artillery guns
are of excellent native manufacture. It holds the
salient angle of the British position with regard

to Afghanistan and Central Asia.

The subjects of the Mahratta States of Baroda,
Gwalior, and Indore are largely of the aboriginal

non-Aryan races, who, at most, have only become
semi - liinduized. Their poj^mlations number
6,250,000; their State revenues, £3,300,000; and
they maintain standing armies of a total of 59,000
men, and 115 guns.

The Hindu States, chiefly of Rajputana, Cen-
tral India, with populations of 27,000,000, and
revenue of £8,000,000, have armies with a total

of 188,476 men, and 3096 guns.

Kasliinir, with a population of 1,500,000, aqd a

revenue of £000,000, has 27,000 men, and 160guns.
The Muhammadan States of Hyderabad,

Jlhopal, etc., have a population of 14,300,000, a
revenue of £5, 240,000, and standing armies of

74,700 men, with 805- pieces of artillery.

Tims Peud.'vtoiy Jiuiia, with a total population

of 54,075,527, with a revenue of £17,140,000, is

inaintaining armies of 349,885 men, and an
artillery of 4237 guns.

N.W. Frontier.—Between British Indian terri-

tory and Afghanistan in the north, and British

India and Baluchistan in the south, independent
Pathan tribes hold the Sulaiinan range from Abbot-
•abad to Kach’hi, and they number their fighting

men at 150,000. But they have no cohesion
;
their

government is essentially democratic.
Baluchistan has an estimated area of 80,000

square miles, and a population of 350,000, with
an annual revenue of 6 lakhs of rupees, or
£5O,0O(). With this income, the Khan maintains
3000 armed men

;
and his principal dependent* the

Jam oi Las, has about lOtJOmore. Two regiments
of the British Indian army have been raised from
the Baluchi3tan tribes, and they make excellent
soldiers.

Nepal is an Independent State ruling over
numerous tribes, the more powerful being the
dominant Gurkha, who in 1707 succeeded the
Newar. At the close of a war with the British in

1814-15, -Sir David Ochterlony made a treaty in

which most of the Gurkha, conquests and the
Terai were ceded to the British. Since then
there liavc been great dynastic convulsions, which
ended in the minister Jung Bahadur becoming
the ruler. Ills family are. still dominant. The
population is about 3 millions. Its army is aboiC

100,000 strong, well armed, raised amongst the

Gurkha tribes, with whom also the British India

Government has formed a brigade of 5000 men.
. Bhutan^ geographically,’ is within the area of

British India. It is an Independent Shite, under
a ruler styleil the Deb Jhija, and in 177^ and
1806 has been at war with the Indian Govern-

ment. On the first occasion, the plains of Koch-
Bahar were successfully defended; and on the

second, the fertile Dwar districts were ceded to

the British, and the Bhutanese subjects are now
restricted to the remote recesses of their moun-
tainous region, where their immoral system, based

on their practice of polyandry, has effectually

prevented all national development. The Bhutan
country is a fertile region in one-hall of it, and
in the other half contaiqs some of the grandest

scenery along the Himalaya.
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Mmipur^ a Hill State on the north-east frontier

of British India, lying south of Assam, and

touching on its southern side territory, which,

though nominally Burmese, is really inhabited by
independent tribes. The maharaja rules from his

capital of Imphal, 125,000 subjects, who occupy

territory described as being 12,600 square miles.

His revenue does not exceed 6 lakhs annually, but

the people also give military service, .and his

army consists of 500 artillery, 400 ciivalry, and

4400 infantry. On several occasions this force,

has co-operated with the British troops in repress-

ing tlie turljulent tribes on the south, and the

maharaja has been uniformly friendly.

NATRON, Kien, Chin., a native carbonate

of soda, is brought into China from Tibet and

Mongolia by way of Kalgan. ‘ The Chinese con-

fuse natron and nitre, as other nations have often

done. Natron is abundant in the vicinity of Ava,

where it is used by Ihe Burmese instead of soap^

and they call it earth-soap. It occurs in the lake

of Lunar.

—

Smith ;
Mamn.

NATTAM, as in Alada-Nattam, is a Tamil

term to designate a village inhabited by Siidra

Hindus. It is also employed to denote the village

lands on which the houses of the proprietors

(mirasdar) are erected. It is distinguished from

a Brahman village or Agraharii.

NATTAMAKAN, also Nattamakkal and Nat-

tamar. Tam. A subdivision of the Vallala tribe,

husbandmen, farmers.

NATURAL HISTORY is a description of the

earth and of the plants and animals that have

inhabited the earth, or are still dwellers therein.

Its br-anches are geology, mineralogy, zoology,

and botany. It is the province of geology to

trace and correlate in • historical sequence the

physical changes that the earth’s crust has under-

gone under the influence of volcanic forces, and

the strains resulting from the contraction of the

globe, as well as of the not less potent agency of ;

water in its various pha.ses of rain and river, sea
|

and ice. Mineralogy deals with the nature and

characteristics of the materials that undergo these

changes. It classifies the separate substances

that are mingled and massed together to form a

rock, or that may be met with in an isolated

condition in cavitie? or veins^ or as transported

bodies. Substances of this Jiind, which, when

isolated, are homogeneous and definite in their

composition and character, are minerals, and

when submitted to analysis are shown by the

chemist to be composed of elements, not mingled

as are the minerals in a rock, but united accord-

ing to the laws of chemical combination. The

result of the study of rocks, and of their com-

ponent minerals, has been to shoW that the great

mass of the earth’s crust is formed of aggregations

of minerals belonging to a very small number of

the types tliat have been determined by the

mineralogist. . . , t t
The geological formations in Peninsular India

are arranged as

—

Kecent and post-tertiary.

Civnozoic—
Tertiary.

Memme—
Dekhan trap scries.

Marine cretaceous rocks.

Marine jurassic rocks.

Gondwana system.

Palceozoic,

Azoic—

Vindhyan series.

Transition or sub-metamorphic rocks.

Motamorphic or gneissic.

Minerals of the British Museum are arranged

in five principal divisions :

—

I. Native elements.

II. Compounds of metals, with
(i.) Elements of the arsenic group (the arse-

noids, viz. bismuth, antimony, and
arsenic).

(ii.) Elements of the sulphur group (the

thionids, viz, tellurium, selenium, and
sulphur).

(iji.) and (iv.) Elements of both the arsenic

and sulphur groups.

III. Compounds of metals with elements of the chlo-

rine group (the halogen elements—iodine,

bromine, chlorine, and fluorine).

IV. Compounds ofjelements with oxygen.

V, Organic compounds. .

The biological sciences deal with the forms of

life that have existed or still exist on the globe.

As a whole, tliey are designated the Animal King-

dom. Its primary divisions, according to Huxley

(1869), Ilerr Cams and Cerstaeker (1868), and

British Museum (1886), have been given as

under
Cams and

Britisli Musfeuin
Gerstacker.

1. Protozoa. 1. l’n)tozoa.

2. Ccelenterata. 2. Ccolenterata.

3. Kchinodermata, 3. Kchinodermata.

Vermes. 4. Annulosa.

Ilnxley.

1. Protozoa. >

)ria. )

5. Artbropoda.

6. Mollusca.

7. Vertebrata.

2. Infusoria.

3. Ccelenterata.

4. Annuloida.

5. Annulosa.
j^rthropo.la.

6. Molluscoida. .6, Molluscoida.

7. Mollusca. 7. Mollusca.

8. Vertebrata. tS. Vertebrata.

The science of botany treats of everything

relating, to plants whether in a living or* a fossil

stated Since the 17th century, there have been

several classifications proposed by eminent men,

prominent among whom are Linnjeus, who died 8th,

January 1778, whose arrangement was basedon the

seyes of plants. Subsequently, Antoine Laurent de

Jussieu put forward a system, which is known iis

the natural classification; he died in 1866, hut

his son Adrian adopted his father’s views. The

next great botanist was De Candolle, whose system

is a modification of that of Jussieu
;
and at the

present day, De Candolle’s rrodromus and Liiul-

ley’s Vegetable Kingdom are largely accepted

as" guides in systematic botany, according to tlio

natural system. The names of the classes, such

as acrogen, ondogen, exogen, are derived from

Greek words.

Neither the Buddhist nor the Brahmanical nor

tlie non-Aryan races of India have ever directed

their attention to these sciences. The two known

works of Arabia, Persia, and India are the

Ajaib-ul-Makhlu-qat wa Ghraib-ul-Mauj.udat, the

TVonders of Creation and the Marvels of Things

Existing, written in Arabic by Zakariya - hiu-

Muhammad-bin-Mahmud, and which he completed

A.D. 1363. In A.D. 1535-1557, in the reign ot

Ibrahim Adal Shah, it was translated into Persian,

and' in 1865 this was printed in lithograph.

was subsequently translated into Urdu, and printe<

by Maulana Muhammad Husain, and again m

Persian in 1869. All the editions are illustrated,

but the figures of monsters are imaginary. It

however, a work of great merit for the l

century. The other work is the Jahftn Numa.
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That the Hindus have no work on natural

history is remarkable, seeing that they have

before their eyes much to excite their curiosity,

their wonder, and their fear
;
and while the strati-

fied rocks of their country contain the remains

of many huge extinct creatures of bygone ages,

• the elephant yet roams wild in the forest tracts,

crocodiles infest the river banks, the lion, tiger,

panther, leopard, wolf, and wild dog destroy
great numbers of other creatures, and many
human beings fall victims to the bites of poisonous

snakes.

There are 13 known species of fossil elephants,

9 of which occur in India. The Elcphas ganesa
of the Siwalik Hills has tusks 10.^ feet long.

It is one of the largest of the fossil elephants.

The great sabre - toothed tiger, Machairodus
latidens, which has been found in Europe and
S. America, occurs also in the Upper Miocene
fresh-water liijiestones of the Siwalik Hills of

India. The Mastodon Perimensis and extinct

Dinotherium have been found in Europe and in

Perim Island in the Gulf of Cambay. The three-

toed iniocene ancestor of the horse, one of the
Ungulabi or hoofed animals, Hipparion or

Hippotherium, occurs fossil in the Siwalik Hills,

and also extinct species of hippopotamus. Two
species of pigs, now extinct, the Susgiganteus and
Sus hysudricus, have been found in India; and
extinct camels in tin* Siwalik.

. The Siwalik Hills of India and the rooks of

China have also furnished the lingo Sivatherium
;

and from there also have been obtain ed two species

of Chalicotherium, also fossil oxen and antelopes

;

while of fossil birds the Siwalik have furnished

the Struthio Asiaticus and Argula Palconcri.

Remains of many sjiecies of alligators, crocodiles,

and gavials liaye boon found in the tertiary rocks

of India. The extinct Colossocbelys atlas, from
the Siwalik. Hills, is one of several gigantic land

tortoises which still inhabit islands of the Indian

and Pacific Oceans. Of all these, Hindu litera-

ture makes no mention, though these religionists

utiliae, medicinally and in the arts, many minerals

and plants and animals; and they reverence thC

cow, and even worship the Haiiumaii monkey,
Presbytis entellus, the cobra snake, and the tiilsi

plant.

The Chinese students of natural history have
been fairly successful in their botanical writings.

They can show the Nanfaiig-tsao-mu-(duiaiig, by
Ki-han, so early as the time of the Tsin dynasty,

A.D. 2G5-410
;
and since then, the Pun-tsjio of Li

Shi Chiu, A.D. 1590, and many others, have

appeared. But in other branches of natural

science they entertain very childish notions.

Remusat, writing- in 1828, mentioned that one of

the strangest errors .among them relates to the

transformation of beings into each other. This

delusion has arisen from their following poplilur

fallacies, and learned absurdities have been added
to puerile prejudices. That which the vulgar
have believed, the learned have attempted to

explain. They point to fossils as proving thjit

animate beings can become inanimate
;
theybe-

liove that ice, if kept long in the earth, becomes
rock-crystal

j
that lead, in time, becomes cinnabar,

tin, and silver
;
that in spring the rat changes to

ft quail, and in the eighth month ^
from a quail to

a rat.

Even, however, to those who make natural

history a life’s study, the multitude of current
synonyms offer hincfrances to the acquisition of

all branches of this science. The Bengal leopard
cat, for instance, has been called the Felis Ben-
^lensis by Desmoulins, F. Suraatrana by Hors-
field, the F. Javanensis by Jerdon and Horsfield,

F. minuta by Temminck, F. undulata by Schinz,

F. Nepalensis and F. pardichrous by Hodgson
;

and Dr^ Gray gav.e it four names, Leopardus
Chinensis, L. Reevesii, L. Elliotti, and Chaus
serv.*ilinus.

Another instance, amongst birds, the bearded
e.agle, Gypaetos barbatus, has had twelve names
given to it, in the genera falco, gypaetos, phene,
and vultur. The Scops aldrovandi, Hay^ has eleven

synonyms, of the genera ephialtes, otus, scops, and
strix. Horodias biibiilcus has twelve specific syno-

nyms. 1 iOptoptilos argala, the great adjutant bird

of Europeans, has six synonyms, of the genera
ardea, argala, ciconea, and Icptoptilos.
' Among reptiles, the CrOcodilus palustris has

five synonyms. Euprepes rufescens, the common
Indi.an skink, has nine .synonyms of the genera
euprei>es, lacerta, pleslrodon, scincus, and tiliqua.

Bungarus cjerulius has eight.

In Pfeiffer’s monograph of the Ilelicidm, a
family containing 17 genera, no less than 330
generic synonyms are enumerated. One very
common estuary shell of Europe has been named
Arcnaria plana by Megerle, Lutraria compressa
by liamarck, Mactra Listeri by many authors, Mya
liispanica by (’hemnitz, Scrobicularia piperata by
Gmelin, Trigonella plana by Da Costa, and Venus
borealis by J^eimant.

Similarly with most fishes. The small barbel

of India has 11 synonyms,—Barbus caudimar-
ginatus, deliciosus, Dnvaucelli, gardonides, saraua,

and Russcllii, Cypriims kunnamoo, M‘Clellandi,

and sarana, Systomus chrysostomus and iinmacu-

latus
;
and to curtail this part of the subject, it

must suffice to say that the synonyms of plants

arc even more numerous.
This multiplication of names has often resulted

from a genus or species being described by more
than one person, in ignorance of each other’s

labours
;
but occasionally has occurred from the

desire of giving new designations to old and
familiar objects, and from fresh views as to

cliissification. In botany, with the knowledge
of new lands and Iheir varied flora, the numbers
of names may be expected to grow indefinitely.

At the present time it may be thought a safe

estimate to say thiit there are probably not less

than half a million distinct species of vegetable

organisms on land and in ’the water dispersed

over the globe. The plants of India alone are

reckoned at 12^000 to 13,000.

The oriental
.
region, for its fauna, L.as been

arranged into four sub-regions, viz. Hindustan,

Ceylon and South India, the Himalayan or Indo-

Chinese sub-region, and Indo-Malaya.

Mr. W. T. Blanford, in the* Bengal Asiatic

Society’s Journal for 1881, has given the follow-

ing estimate of the land and fresh-water animals iu

British India, Baluchistan, and the Mergui Archi-

pelago :

—

a. Vartehrata, Carnivora, .... 76
t05 Mammals, viz.— . Cetacea, , , , ,

23
Quadrumaiia, ... 23 Kodentia, .... 95
Lemures, .... 3 Ungulata, .... 47
Cheiroptera, ... 80 Sirenia, 1

Inseotivora, . . .55 Edentata, .... 3
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1681 Birds, viz.—

•

149 Kaptores

—

Tortricidse, . , . 2
Xenopeltidse, . . . 1

Accipitres, . . . . 97 UropeltidsK, . . . 41
Strigides, . . . . 62 . Calamarido), . . . 11
1182 Insessofes, viz. — Oligodontidk', . 27
Psittaci, . . . . 18 Colubridae, . . , . 57
Picarife, . . . 212 Homalopsidse, . 10
Passeres, . . . 952 Acontiopliid.'e, . 1

72 Rasores, viz,— Psammophidaj, . .
3‘

rteroclidsu, . . . 8 Deiidrophidiv, . 5
Grallajj .... . 04 Di-yiophida‘, .* . . 8

135 Grallatores, viz.-— Dipsadida?, . . . . 12
Otidiclai, . . . . 0 liycoilontidai, . . . 10
Liuiicola}, . . . . 07 Amblycephalid», . 5
Gruidae, .... . 4 Pythonidse, . . . 2
Ballidie, . . .

Ciconidae, . . .

. 22 Erycidai, . . . . 2

. 0 Acrochordidfe, , . 1

Ardeidce, . . . . 23 Elaphl.'ej . . . . 15
Tantalid:^, . . . . 1 Hydrid.T, . . . .

Plataleidie, . . . 1 *Crotalida>, . . . . 17
Ibidida;, . . .

97 Natatorcs, viz. -

rincnicopteridae, .

. 5 Viporid.'e, . . .

100? Arnplnbia.
. 4

2 1357 Fishes, viz.

—

Anscres, . . . . #31) Ac!inthoi)terygii,

.

705,

Podicipidjie, . .

Procellaridac, . .

. 3 Acaiithini, . . . . 43

. 0 Physostomi, . . 485
Lnrid;«, .... . 34 1 Lophobranebii, . 15
Phatitonidau, . . .

3^ Plectognathi, . . .
‘44

Sulidte, .... . 3 ! Chondropteiygii,

.

. 05
Attageiiidac, . .

rdacanidie, ‘
. .

. 2

. 4
h. invertehmta.

Graculidie, . . . . 4 1000 Molhisca, viz.—
514 Reptiles, viz.—

-

Gasteropoila, . . 900
Cheluiilu, . . . . ,54 Laiuellibrancheata, 100
Oocodilia, . . . .

-4 12,370 Arthropoda, viz.

—

182 Lacei tilia, viz.— Insccta.

Varanidaj, . . . . 5 (Joleoptcra, . . 4780
Lacertidae, . . . . 11 Hymenoptcra, 850
Zonuridie, . . . . 1 Lepidoptera, . . 4(>20

Sciiicidie, . . . . 48 l.)il»tcra, . . . .500

Geckotid^e, . . . 59 1 Khynchota, . , ? 050
Agamidrti, . . . . 54 Ncuroptera, . . 350
Ohanuuleontidte, . . 1 Myiiopodii, . . . 50

274 Ophidia, viz.— Arachnida, . . 120
Typlilopida?, . , . 10 Crustacea, . . . 100

-A. JVa l/ace; W. T. Blanford.

NATURE-AVORSHIP or Toteinisin m a cult in

which natural objects, trees, lakes, stones, animals,

etc., are worshipped. According to Bunsen, the

earliest Bactrian faith was a pure nature-worship,

as recorded in the Vedas. That was superseded

by an ethical faith, when light and darkness,

sunshine and storm, became represented by good
and evil; but in the change, Zoroaster denotes

the spirits of evil by the term Deva, common to

the old Aryan divinities. The Bactrian religion

efontinned unchanged amongst th(3 Aryan emi-
grants until they reached the J ’anjab. Amongst
Aryan Hindus, non-Aryans, and the Parsecs,

spirit-worship has almost displaced the nature-

worship of the Vedas. But Hindus recognise in

Prithivi, an earth-goddess, the mother of all

beings. Her worship among tin; Asiatic races

has been associated with sanguinary and licentious

rites. It was to her that to the [)rcseiit day the

Kandhs of the Orissa mountains have been sjicri-
|

licing the Meriah victims. In Phoenicia and the i

adjacent parts of Syria, the worship of Ashtoreth ’

was from the first accompanied witli licentious

rites. As at Babylon, so in Phoenicia and Syria,

—at Byblus, at Ascalon, at Aphaca, at Hierapolis,

—the cult of the ^reat nature-goddess tended to

encourage dissoluteness in the relations between
the sexes, and even to sanctify impurities of the

most abominable description. Even in Africa,

where an ori^nal severity of morals had pre-

vailed, and Tauith had been worshipped as a
virgin with martial attributes, and with severe,

not licentious, rites, corruption giadually crept in

;

and by the time of Augustine the Carthaginian

worship of the celestial goddess was characterized

by the same impurity as that of Ashtoreth in

Phoenicia and Syria. The Babylonian Anat or
Nana, the Assyrian I star, the Phoenician Astarte,

the Cypriote Venus, and the Ephesian Artemis,

are all developments of the Asiatic mother-
goddess, whose worship spread from Babylon to

Asia Minor and Greece. A bas-relief in a corridor

at the ancient Carchemish, the capital of the

Hittites, repres'ents her worship. The figure is

nude, full face, aud winged, the feet close together,

and the slender curves of the figure recall the

terra-cotta votive figures of Anat found in the

temples in Chaldaia. The hands support the

breasts, as the nutrice of all created nature. The
Ephesian Artemis represented the goddess many-
breasted, as the mother of nature. Nannoea or

Bibi Nani, the Babylonian VCiiug, has a statue

shrine in the Hazara country on the top of a

gigantic scarped rock, from the base of which
flows the source of the Kuril uk. Her worship
was introduced into Bactria from Syria, and is

frequently indicated on Indo - Scythic coins.

—

llairlinson's BeligionSy p. 175.

NAU. Hind., Sansk. Nine. Nau-naga, nine-

headed snake. Nau, Naua, in Persian and Hindi,

also mean ‘ new.’

NAU-ATT, in the south of India, a class of

Muhammadans engaged in civil life, who came
from Persia to Gnjerat. The words mean new-
comers. They are fair men.
NAUBAT, Hind., Pj:ns. A drum, a kettle-

drum.

NAUCLEA CADAMBA. Itoxh.

Kaddam, . Beno., Hind. Halamba-gass, . Singh.
Maoo-ka-doon, . JiciiM. Kadamba, . . ; Tam.
Kudda-vailoo, . . ('an. Kudapa, . .

. ^
. Tkl.

This is a noble ornamental tree of Biitish India

and Jiurma. It is common in Ceylon up to an

elevation of 2000 feet
;

it is found in Travancore

and in the Dekhan. It lias orange-coloured flowers,

collected into heads tlie size of a sinall apple.

Makaranda says,

—

‘ Thick on the hill’s broad bosom the Kadamba
.Shows briglit with countless blossoms.’

It attains a height of 70 to 80 feet, with a girth

of from 6 to 15 feet, and a stem of 32 feet to tiie

nearest bmncli. It is made into boats
;

its flowers

are offered to the Hindu deities
;

it is used for

various kinds of furniture. The wood is of a

deep yellow colour, but loose-grained. A cubic

foot weighs 37 lbs. It sells in Burma at 8 aniuw

per cubic foot, is suitable for furniture, and is

used for building purposes. A spirit was forinerly

distilled from its fruit. According to Hindu

mythology, this is one of the four shady trees

that grow on Mount Meru, the others being the

Eugenia, the Ficus Indica, and religiosa. The

corollets of the flower are numerous, forming a

large, perfectly globular, beautiful orange-coloured

head, with the Large white clubbed stigmas pro-

jecting. Delight, according to the Hindus, gives

a bristly elevation to the down of thh body, and

is thus alluded to in the Hindu Theatre :

—

, ‘How chances it

Tliat one so free from passion should betray,

Without apparent cause, this agitation,

And blossom like the round Kadamba flower

,

^Roxh.; TJiu\; Hindu Theatre; Beddome.
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NAUCLBA COABUNATA. lioxh. Bakmee-

frass, SiKGU. Common in the warmer parts of

Ceylon.

—

Thw.

NAUCI.EA CORDIFOLIA. Roxh.

Kcli kadam, . . Beng. i Adumbay, . . . Tag.

H’naii, . . . Burm. Manja kadamba, . Tam.
Hedde, Ye‘tay-ga, Can. Bandani, Daduga, . Tkl.

Hurdu, Haldu, . Hinu. Paspii karami, . . Tib.

Kolong, . . . Singh. Ilolondho, . . Uriva.

This large tree grows in the hot, drier parts of

Ceylon, and abundantly in the inonntainous dis-

tricts of the Peninsula of India
;

it is a common
tree in the coast forests of the Bombay Presidency,

but never found inland. Its wood is light chestnut-

coloured, firm, closc-gRiined, and much in use for

building, gun-stocks, and vfirious other purposes;

it requires to be kept dry, as it soon rots if ex-

posed to wet. ’ The Iciives are used as fodder. * At
one time there were great forests of tins tree in

Karnaon, but these have been thinned. The tree

rises with a clear stem of vU) to dO feet, and has a

girth of 6 to 12 feet. AVlien growing singly it

throws out branches close to the ground, and
gives support to itself by proj<H‘iing large but-

tresses from the bole.

—

Drs. Roxh.^ Steivart, Cleg-

horn^ Thw.^ Wiqht^ Gih.^on.

NAUCLEA PATtVIFLOBA. Roxh.

N. oriontalis, Gterh}.
|
Ccphalanthus pilulifer, X.

Kalliam, . liKAs, R vvi. Kudduiii, . . Mahh.
Il'teiu, .... Burm. Kalam, Karam, Pan.tar.

Hedu, Kongu, > . Can. Jlelcmbo, . . Singh.
Yetega, Yetegal, . „ Nir kiubbunbay, . Tam.
Kyen, .... Hind. Botta kadapa uhettii, ,,

Haldu, . . . Kamaon. JUita kariunfo, . . Tel.

This large' tree is found in the West<*ri and
Northern Provinces of C(;yloii, in the hot, IruT

parts of the island, where its close-grained hard

timber is used for common honse-buikling pur-

poses. Dr. Wight says in Coimbatore it has a

strong fine-grained timber, sustaining 400 lbs.,

and yielding considerable beams, dark-coloured,

but that it soon rots if exposed to wet. From
the fineness of its grain it sooms well fitted for

cabinet purposes, and has the advantage of'being

easily worked. On the western coast it is valued

for yielding flooring planks, packing-boxes, etc.

It is worshipped by the Oraons. In the Bombay
Presidency the Wood is valuable for gun-stocks,

for flooring of houses, and house beams. It is

found in the Nullamallay, and a cubic foot weighs

43 lbs. The leaves are given as fodder.

—

pr,s.

Roxh.^ Wight, Gilhsotij A^tewayt, Ckghorn, Thw.,

Powell.

NAUCLEA PEDUNCULAKIS. Wall. Cat.

N. triflora, Moon's Cat.
1
N. purpurea, Jloxh., var.

A moderate-sized tree of Ceylon in tlic Saffra-

gam and contiguous distr cts, up to an elevation

of 1000 feet, not uncommon in the Central Pro-

vince.

—

Thit\ ii. p. 137.

NAUCLEA BOTUNDIFOLIA. Roxh. A
tree of Burma and the Andamans, the Bin-gah

of the Burmese; its wood is close and even grained,

moderately hard, and of a yellowish-brown colour.

'—iGamhle,

NAUCLEA TUBULOSA. Thw. A small

tree of Ceylon
;
one variety very abundant in the

Kokulcorle., Another variety in the hot, drier

parts o! the island.

—

7'hw. Envm. PI. Zeyl
NAUCLEA UNDULATA. Wall Ma-u

lettan, Bukm. A soft, useless wood in British

•Burma, decays in less than a year. Breaking

weight, 80 to 120 lbs. A cubic foot weighs 22 to

34 lbs. lu a full-grown tree on good soil the
average length of the trunk to the first branch is

100 feet, and average girth measured at 6 feet
irom the ground is 15 feet. It sells at 2 annas
per cubic foot.-—7;r. Brandis, Cal. Cat. Ex. o/1862.
NA[JCRATES, the pilot-fish genus of fishes,

belonging to the family Scombridm. The species

Naucrates diictor usually accompanies the shark
;

its ordinary length is from 4 to 8 inches.

NAURATN. Hind. Nino gems
;
an ornament

worn on the arm, which indicates the only jewels
tliat arc esteemed iis precious

;
they are, diamond,

ruby, emerald, sapphire, topaz, pearls, coral,

hyacinth, carbuncle. The others, and also the
inferior gmns, agates, bloodstone, etc., are mostly
ill use for signet rings, in the art of engraving
which natives of -India are extremely skilful.

Triratna, or triple gems, in the Buddliist religion

are Buddha, Dharma, arnl the Church.
NAU RATN, nine learned men at the court of

Vikrama, supiiosed to have been Vikramaditya,
iu;\ 5G

;
their names were Amara Sinlia, Dhan-

wantari, Chata - karpara, Kalidasa, Kshapaiiaka,
Sanku, Varaha - mihim, Vararuchi, and Vetala-
bhatta.

—

Don'son.

NAU RATRI, a Hindu festival lasting nine
days, three of them in honour of Saraswati, and
six for Siva’s consort.

NAUTCII. Hind. A dance; a Hindustani
nautch-girl does not dance like Taglioiu and
Cerito, but by a movement of her feet to music.

The dancing of nautch-girls on public occasions

is always decorous. The dances are, to a Euro-
pean, dreary; not only not graceful, but monoton-
ous, wearisome.

—

Kaye's Christianity in /«(//«, 309.
NAUTILI!)JC, a family of cephalopoilous

molluscs. The genus Nautilus is the type of this

family. There are three or four species in the
seas of warm climates, especially those of Asia
and Africa, and their islands, Amboyna, Zanzibar,

and New Guinea, and the Pacific and Australian
Oceans. G. Jhmnett mentions (pp. 374, 385)
N. macroinphalus, N. pompiliiis, and N. umbilicus
ill the seas of the I^asteni Archipelago and S.

Pacific. The shell of the pearly nautilus, N.
pompilius, is heavy, dense, and chambered. It

is made into cups and vases, and the natives of

the New Hebrides and other groups cat the animal.

Montgomery tells liow,

‘Light as a flake of foam.upon the wind,
Keel upward, from the deep emerged a shell

;

The native pilot of this little barque
Buts out a tier pf oars on either side,

Spreads to the wafting breeze a two-fold sail,

And mounted up and glided down tlie billow.

'

NAVA-KHANDA, or Nine-divisions, is the title

of an account of India, which was first described

by the astronomers Parasara and Varaha-Mihira,

although it was probably older than their time,

and was afterwards adopted by the authors of

several of the Puranas. According to this

arrangement, Panchala was the chief district of

the central division, Magadha of the east, Kalinga

of the south-east, Avanta of the south, Anarta of

the south-west, Sindhu-Sauvira of the west,

Harahaura of the north-west, Madra of the north,

and Kauninda of the north-east. The division of

India into five great provinces would appear to

have been the most popular one during the early

centuries of the Christian era, as it was adopted

by the Chinese Pilgrims, and from 'them by all
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Chinese writers. .According to the Vishnu Purana, NAVY. During the rule of the English East
the centre was occupied by the Kuru and Pan- India Company, the first application of ships in

chala
;
in the east was Kamarupa or Assam ;

in war was to suppress piracy along the coast of
thesouth were the Pandua,Kalinga, and Magadha; Malabar. The fleet was named the Bombay
in the west were the SJturashtra, Sura, Abhira, Marine, but about 1833 was changed to the Indian
Arbuda, Karusha, Malava, Sauvira, and -Sain- Navy. In 1850 the fleet consisted of 32 steam
dhava; and in the north the Huna, Salwa, Sakala, vessels, with 72 guns; also of 14 sailing vessels,

Rama, Ambaahta, and Parasika.

—

Cumihighum'it with crews numbering 737, and 89 guns. This
• Ancient India, p. 5, navy was abolished about the year 1860, but was

NAVAKIRE, near Putoor, 21 miles from Jaffna, re-established in 1884 in a modified form,
in Ceylon, has a remarkable well, which rises and NAWAB. Arab. Plural of Naib, a sovereign,

falls once every twelve hours, and retains the a viceroy, corruptly Nabob
;

also the highest
same quantity of water however drawn. It is lionorary title under a Muhammadan sovereign in

alluded to in Sinbad’s travels. India. • The Muhammadan. titular distinctions arc

NAVANDCARll or Naondgarh is a ruinod fort Bahadur, Khan, Dowla, Umra, Jah, Nawab. The
from 250 to 300 feet square at top, and 80 feet emperors of Delili granted this title to the viceroys

in height. It is situated close to the large village of the empire, these viceroys again to their

of liauriya, 15 miles to the N.N.IV. of Bettia, Muhammadan officers. It was a prefix to the

and 10 miles from the nearest point of the Candak names or other titles. The nawabs of the

river. The ancient remains consist of a handsome Carnatic granted the title to the "fomalc members
stone pillar, surmounted by a lion, an<l inscribed of their families, and the successive Begums
with Asoka’s edicts, and of three row's of earthen ruling at Bhopal have assumed it.

barrows or conical mounds of earth, of which two NAWAB-NAZIM, flie title of the descendant
rows lie from north to south, and the third from of Mir Jafar, held in succession until Syud
east to west. The stupas usually met with are Mansur Ali retired from the position in 1883, and
built either of stone or of brick

;
but the earliest renounced all rights in consideration of an annual

stupas were mere mounds of earth, of which these stq^end of £10,000, the payment to him of 10
are the most remarkakle specimens that General lakhs of rupees in settlement of various claims,

Cunningham had seen. He believes that they are and a suitable provision for his four children born
the sepulchral monuments of the early kings of in England. 'I'he title of nawab of Murshidabad
the country prior to the rise of Buddhism, and was conferred on the eldest son, and the title of

that their date may be asstimed as ranging from Nawab-Nazim became extinct.

600 to 1500 B.c. Every one of these barrowjs is NAWANAGAR, a Native State on.the southern

called simply ‘bhisa’ or mound, but the whole ar shore of the Gulf of Cutch, with an area of 3395
said to have been the kots or fortified dwellings square miles. Its ruler, the Jam, is a Jharoja

of the ministers and nobles of Raja Ut taiipat, Rajput. Until the year 1812 the Jhareja race

while the fort of Navandgarh was the king’s own were notoriously addicted to killing their female

residence.

—

Cnnnxngham^s An. Geog. p. 448. children. Nawanagar is a flourishing town, in lat.

NAVARATN, a nine-pinnacled Hindu temple. 22^^ 26' 30" N., and long. 70° 16' 30" E. North of the

NAVARETTE. Father Navarette, a Spanish town are .some beds of pearl oy.st(‘rs. The Jharejas

Dominican, who visited the east about the middle entered Kattyawar from Cutch, nnd dispossessed

of the 17th centiuy, and left an elaborate account the ancient family of Jetwas (Parbandar) then

of his pilgrimage. He was sent out by his order established at Ghurnli. It is said that Nawanagar
in 1646 to control its missions, which were then was founded in 1442. The Muhainma<lajis called

very extensive in China and Manilla, He taught it Islamnagar, bht the Jams have restored llto

for some time in the College of St. Thomas at original name. The Jams are of the same fairuly

Manilla, but, finding that the field was too limited as the Raos of Cutch. The chief of Dhrol State

for his missionary zeal, ho passed over to the main- claims to be descended from a brother of Jam
land, and apifiied hrraself with great success to the Rawal, founder of the Nawanagar line; and

study of Chinese, and to the mastery of the Con- Rajkot is also an offshoot from this state.

—

Imp.

fucian religion. His Account of CJiiiia, Historical, Gaz.

Political, Moral, and Religious, which was trans- NAWARA, written Nowarrah, a large boat, a

lated into English in the beginning of the 18th barge, a flotilla.— IV.

century, displays a surprising mastery of the NAWERA ELUIA, in lat.’ 7° 3' N., and long,

history and religion of the Chinese. An im- 81® 62' E., a sanatorium in the interior of.Ceylon,

portant part of tho volume is devoted to the NAYADI, corruptly Naiade. Mal. A low

discussion of the controversial j^oints debated by caste tribe, found only in the northern parts of

the Catholic missionaries and the Chinese literati. Cochin. Thby are the most degraded of all the

On his return to Europe in 1673, Navarette was low tribes. The many low castes of Travaiicore

well received at- Rome, and his views of the are Parayan or Pariah, labourers and basket-

Chinese disputes were adopted by the Pope. On makers
;

the Pulayan, slave labourers
;

the.

his way to Europe he landed at Madras, about the Nayadi, beggars
;
Ulladan, woodcutters ;

and, of

year 1669-70, and visited the shrines at the little, the hills, the Vedan
;
Kaniyan, hunters

;
Kuruban

Mount and St. Thomas Mount, the Luz and St. or Kuravan or Kurumban
;
and Mala Arayan,

Thomd. lull cultivators.

—

Mateer^s Travancore, p. 82.

NAVASHT. Pers. Writing. Navasht-wa- NAYAKA. Tel. This is an hononno appelhv

Khand, reading and writing. Khush Navis, an tion used variously amongst some of the races m
eluant writer. the south of India, under thp pronunciations Naik,

NAVNE. Hind. A jar in which rose-water Naikan, and in the plural Naiau. It is in use in the
^

• is held. The rose oil or atr (otto) rises to the nativearmy of British India as the designation of a

top, and is stimmed^ off. • non-commissioned officer, equivalent to a corporal.
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Amongst the people speaking Telugu it is a title under the amani or trust system, or he was a farmer
of several hill chiefs, and is applied to a militia or contractor or ijaradar, taking a lease of the
holding lands on military tenure. A Naik dynasty revenue of the district at so nmch per annum. It

ruled in Tanjore immediately prior to the Maha- is also* a Muhammadan official name for a eunuch,
rattas. The Bhil chieftains have tliis title. • NAZM. Arab. Ordet, arrangement

;
poetry,

NAYUTA, or Munja, ie. presents carried in as distinguished from Nasr, prose.— Will
state, a Muhammadan ceremony.

. NAZK. Arab. A present, a fine or fee paid
NAZARETH, a small village of Palestine, 50 to the state. An offering from an. inferior to a

miles from Jerusalem, in a ^valley of the same superior. Nuzzerana, a fee for investiture, a suc-
uame. Its population is about 8000.

—

Catafago. cession fee
;
Nuzzerana, or relief, marks tlie original

NAZARITE. Numbers vi. 18 :
‘ The Nazarite emanation of a grant, and in Mewar was fixed at

shall shave the head.' The Hindus, .after avow, one year’s revenue oif the state. Nuzzur-o-Niaz,
cease to cut their hair during tlie term of the vow ; vows and oblations.

at the expiration of which time they shave it off Nazi or Nazzr is an offering from an inferior

at the place whore the vow, was made. It is a to a superior, a present. It is the present sent
very ancient form of votive offering. It is before, as in the time of (Genesis xxxii. 18)
uncertain (Acts xviii. 18; Romans xvi. 1) whether Jacob and Esau, when the servants said it is a
Paul or Aquila, or both, shaved their heads at present sent unto my lord Esau. Also 1 Samuel
Cenchrea. It is probable that Paul had become ix. 7: ‘ Then said Saul to bis servant, Hut, behold,

a Nazarmus votivua, and consequently had bound if we go, what shall wo bring the man ? for the
himself to serve the law of the Nazarites for a bread is S

2
)ent in our vessels, and there is not a

certain time. The Nazaraci votivi (Numbers vi.) pre'feent to bring to the man of God : what have
were required to abstain from wine, grapes, and weV’ When Xenophon uii his rfctreat reached
all inebriating liquors during the time of their the country of Senthes, and agreed to attach his

separation. They were also to let their hair grow corps to the service of the Thracian, his officers,

without cutting till the days of their vow- were on introduction, presented their gifts of homage
;

fulfilled
;
then, it was to be shaved off, and the but Xenophon presented his sword. This eastern

appointed sacrifice to be offered in the temple, custom is continued. Up to the present day, the
Consecrating the hair, in times of danger, etc., native officers of the Indian army, on introduction

to the heathen divinities, Lucian represents ivs of to a superior, present to him their swords, and, in

frequent occurrence, and ho hintself had coin- taking leave, a drop of rose essence is allowed to

plied with the custom. The emperor Nero is said, fall on the half-drawn blade. It is a very effective,

by Suetonius, to have cut off his first beard, and interesting rite. The Viceroy and Governor-
to have devoted it to Jupiter Capitolinas, placing General of India at his receptions receives the

it in a golden box, set with jewels. Nazaritism was nazrs of all the princes in the form of coins. It

partly a religious institution, and partly civil and is very common in British India for a person, who
prudential. Itslaws were promotive of the strictest is desirous of asking a favour from a superior, to

sanctity, and calculated
.
to preserve the health, take a prestuit of fruits or sweetmeats in liis hand,

sobriety, ai.d temperance o*f the community. If not accepted, the feelings of the offeror are

Hence we read, ‘ Her Nazafrites were purer than greatly wounded. There are periodical occasions

snow, they were whiter than milk.’ (Lamentations in Feraia at wliich all who arc admitted to stand

iv. 7.) Samson, Samuel, John the Baptist, and, in the presence. of its monarch are expected to

according to the rabbins, Absalom,.were Nazarites, appear before him with, a present. Of these, the

and Joseph is said to have been Nazir echaiv, chief is the Nao-Roz or new year, which occurs

which we translate ‘ separated from his brethren,’ about the end of March or beginning of April.

—

but which the Vulgate renders ‘ Nazaraai inter Fra.s'er^s Khom.mn^ p. 214
;

IPod's 7'raveb, p. 486.

fratres 8U08.’ Persons recovering frOm sickness, NAZUL. Hind. Property belonging to Govern-

or preserved from daiiger, frequently took upon ment, usually in charge of district local fund
them the vow. At the present time in Persia, if committees

;
the property is cliiefly houses,

a Muhammadan child be sick, the mother fre- gardens, or plots of land in cities. lu the Panjab

qucntly makes a vow that the razor shall not tlie various nazul gardens (i.e. Government pro-

come upon his head for a certain time, and some-
|

perty) are generally planted with mangoes, as

times for life, as in 1 Samuel i. 11. Wien the ' well as other trees
;
and the right to the fruit

time that is limited expires, the child’s head is is sold on contract by auction at the beginning of

shaved, .money is collected . from the relatives, the season. The property of a largo garden, like

and sent as nazr or offerings to the mosque, and that of Slialimar at Lahore, is something very

consecrated. Homer speaks of parents dedicating considerable.

—

Powell, p. 279.

to some deity the hair of their children which was NBAN MAT. This seed is made into oil for

cut off when they came to manhood, and consc- lamp and other household use. One basket will

crated to the gods. Achilles cut off his golden give 65 viss of oil .—Local Cominittee^ Moulniein,

locks at the funeral of Patroclus, and tllrew them NEARCHUS, a general whom Alexander

into the river, his father having dedicated them the Great commissioned to survey the Southern

to the river-god Sperchius. In the south of India, Asiatic coast, from the mouth of the Indus to

at the sacred hill of Triputty, thousands of both that of the Tigris. He sailed along the coast,

sexes annually cut off their hair, and leave it as a His journal is incorporated in Arrian’s History of

votive offering.—Miner’s Ncren Churches;^. 110; Alexander.—

/

tk/. in Ibth Century.

. xxfii. 149, etc.
;
jEneid, NEBO, Pisgah, and Peer are parts of the

NAZIM, under the native rulers of India, the Abarim (Afiaptffi) mountains, to the east of the

chief local revenue and executive officer of a Jordan. Here was the 4l8t halt of the Israelites,

<livi8ion or nizamat. ‘He was either a salaried and Moses died here.

—

Catafago,

officer collecting the revenue for the Government NEBONG or Nibong. Malay. The Onoo-
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NEBUCHADNEi^ZAR. NEEDLES.

spermafilimentoBum, a tall, thin, but straight tree; other buildings, he constructed and beautified,

wood used for railings. Its cabbage is edible. He formed the celebrated hanging gardens, con-
NEBUCHADNEZZAR, king of Babylon, b.c. sisting of arched terraces covered with earth,

598-562. He was the son of NabopolassUr, who had which was planted with trees and • flowering

combined with Oyaxares, king of Media, and a shrubs. Ho rebuilt the great walls of Babylon

;

king of Egypt, for the overthrow of Nineveh, on the other side of the Euphrates he rebuilt the

After the fall of Assyria, the Median provinces temple of Nebo, and some smaller shrines. Here
and the north of Assyria, as far as Cilicia, fell to was a celebrated ruined temple in the form of a

Cyaxares of Media, the south of Assyria and part truncated pyramid or ziggiirrat, 70 feet (42
of Arabia fell to Babylon, the western boundary cubits) high, and this Nebuchadnezzar rebuilt in

of Nabopolassar being the Upper Euphrates. All the form of a temple of seven stages, each stage

west oi Carchemish and south of Cilicia was being, dedicated to one of the planetary bodies,

joined to Egypt. Babylon, by- the successes of He rebuih the principal temples at all the cities

Nabopolassar and his son Nebuchadnezzar, became of Babylonia, but in Babylon he lavished his

for a brief period mistress of Western Asia. b.c. wealth, and the jicher classes followed his

605, Nabopolassar sent his son Nebuchadnezzar example, and the noblest youths from conquered

against Necho if., king of Egypt, who was provinces served in the presence of the king and

defeated near Carchemish, and all Syria fell to courtiers. According to the writings of l)anicl,

him. Palestine revolted about b.c. 602, he swept during the latter part of. his reign the king

down on it, attacking Tyro on the way, and over- became insane. He died B.c. .562, and was suc-

ran Judah, deposed Jehoiachin, and raised his ceeded by his son Amil-Maruduk, the Evil Mero-

micle Zedekiah t-o the throne, carrying Jehoiachin dach of the Hebrew Scriptures. The name
to Babylon. But Zedekiah also revolted, and, Nebuchadnezzar is written in many ways in the

B.c. 589, Nebuchadnezzar sent an army to Pales- Hisutun inscription,—^we have Nabokliodrossor,

tine under his general Nebnzaradan, and B.c. Nahukhadrachar, and Nabukhudrachar. In purr*

587 Jerusalem fell. The city was destroyed, the Babylonian inscriptions it undergoes even more

temple burned, its sacred vessels and treasures numerous changes. In Daniel he is called

carried off, Zedekiah’s sons put to death, and Nebuchadnezzar or Nabuchodonosor, in Ezekiel

then Zedekiah’s ’eyes put out, plundering other (xxvi. 7) the name is written Nebuchadrezzar,

cities of Judah, and carrying their people into The first component of the word, Nebo, was ilic

captivity. He followed, this up, b.c. 586, by the name of a Babylonian divinity (Isaiah xlvi. 1).

siege of Tyre, which is said to have been taken
|
The Muhamma<lans call him -Bakht-un-Njisr.—

B.C. 573. The Jews again revolted, and murdered Smith's Hahyloiiia; IAiyard's Nineveh^ i\. Vu
\

Gedaliab, the Chaldaean governor, which led in Btinseu. See Babylon.

682 to Judah being again ravaged, and the last NECHO H., a king of Egypt who reigned

of its captives sent to Babylon. About this time
i

about 600 years b.c. Ho was clesirous of joining

Nebuchadnezzar repressed the tribes on the the Red Sea with the Nile. He is also said by

borders of the desert east of Palestine, and his Herodotus to have sent a fleet of trirefnes under

army penetrated far into AraWa. Phoenicians from the Red Sea, round the Cape of

In B.c. 572, Nebuchadnezzar, in personal com- Good Hope, to the Mediterranean, a voyage which

mand of his army, invaded Egypt, defeated the they accomplished in two years. Necho (like his

army of Hophra, overran the country, and plun- predecessor Raineses Sesostris) and his successors

dered it of all its wealth. Hophra was deposed, Darius (son of Hystaspes) and Ptolemy Philadel-

and was replaced by a general named Ahnies or phus, had in view the* diversion of the Red Sea

Amasis. Tlie Babylonian empire was at this time trade exclusively to Egypt, and. for that acco'unt

at its greatest. It seems to have comprised Elam the canal wliich they endeavoured to construct

or Khuzistan on the east, and parts north of this, was cut, not from the Mediterranean, but from

including Zimri and tlie region as far as the the Nile, between Memphis and the Red Sea.

Zagros mountains, taking in all the best parts of NECKLACE.
Assyria, and probably all the districts south of (jollier, Fit. Moiiile, It.

the Merdin Rocks, south to the shores of the Nal«banJ, Oku. Collai Sr.

Persian Gulf, and westwards to Cilicia, wliere the Kanthi, J^ula, . Hind.

boundary touched the Mediterranean
;

all Syria, Necklaces of precious stones, of the precious

as far as the Mediterranean, was included
;

all the ! metals, of shells, seeds, etc., are worn by all

northern parts of Arabia and Egypt, with part of races of British India, by men and. women
Lybia, southwards to the Lybian desert, the amongst Hindus, by women amongst Muhain-

cataracts of the Nile. madans. A string of beads, usually of the qiiariz-

In Nebuchadnezzar’s reign a great commerce ose minerals, is w'orn by Muhammadan fakirs;

was carried on with India. The great temple of also head-necklaces of seeds by the heads of

Babylon, called Seggal, which was dedicated to Hindu religious establishments, as a mark of

Bel-Merodach, he rebuilt, and richly adorned with dignity
;
&nd wood and seed necklaces by Hindu

gold, silver, and precious stones, and here he mendicants and ascetics,

once more raised the hewi of the Ziggurrat or NEDDIAVATTAM, a hamlet on the Neilghcrry

tower called Temin-sami-irtsiti, the foundation of Hills, at 6800 feet elevation,

heaven and earth. The sanctuary of Bel he NEEDLES.
roofed with cedar brought from the mountains of Aiguille,* Fh. Jarum, . .

Ma^al-

Lebanon, and overlaid with gold
;
the temples of Nadel, -IGIeb. Wusigal, . . •

Birbir and Ziru, dedicated to Bel and Rubat, the Sui, . Hind. Sudulu, . . •
'

temple of the Sun, the temple of the Moon-god,
*

thetempleofVul, the atmospheric god, the temple The ancient E^ptians tvere skilled in neeaie-

of the goddess Giila, the temple of Venus, and work. Joseph’s <iyed coat of many colours is,
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NEGAPATAM. • NEGPO RACES.

liowever, the first mention (b.c. 1706) of this art been known to Ptolemy the geographer, who
amongst the Hebrews, and the only elaborate flourished soon after the commencem^t of the
description of needle-wonk in the Bible is of that Christian era. In the last map of his volume,
made by the Hebrew ' women to decorate* the that which contains the Anrea Chersonesus apd
tabernacle and the priests’ dresses. At the the Jabados Insulfc, supposed to have* meant
period of the building, of the tabernacle, the respectively the Malayan Peninsula and Sumatra
priests’ ephods were to be made of ‘ gold, of blue, and Java Islands, he places a country far to the
and of purple, of scarlet, and fine twined linen, eastward of the Aurea Chersonesus, under the
with cunning worlc.’ ‘ And beneath upon the equinoctial line, which he ’states to be occupied by
hem of it, thou shalb make pomegranates of blue, ^Ethiopes Icthyophagi. The country alluded to .

and of purple, and of scarlet, round about the was apparently Now Guinea, and iEthiopes was
hem thereof; and bells of gold between them the appellation by the Romans for the black,
round about. . . . And thou shalt cmbVoider the woolly-haired Africans, to distinguish tjiem from
coat of fine linen, and thou shaft make the mitre Mauritani- and other races on the coast. •

of fine linen, and thou shalt make the girdle of Ethnologists arc of opinion that Africa has hacl

needle-work. And for Aaron’s sons thou shalt an important influence in the colonization of

make ^coafs, and thou shalb make for them Southern Asia, of India, and of the Eastern
girdles, and bonnets shalt thou make for them, Islands, in times prior to authentic history or
for glory and for beauty ’ (Exodus xxviii. traditions. 'Fhe marked African features of some
3o, 39, 40). ‘ Moreover, thou shalt make* the of the people in the extreme south of the Penin-
tabernacle with ten curtains of fine twined linen, sula of India, the Negro and Negrito races of the

and blue, and'purplc, and scarlet : with clierubiiii Andamans and Great Nicobar, the Seinang, Bila,

of cunning work shalt thou make them ’ (Exodus and Jakiin of the Malay Peninsiihi, and the

xxvi. 1). This curtain is elsewhere more particu- Negrito and Negro, Papuan and Malagjisi races of

larly clescribed as being of linen entirely, on the islands of the Indian Archipelago, Australia,

which the most skilful of the' Hebrew ladies and Polynesia, indicate the extent which charac-

embroidered chenibims with scarlet, purple, light terizes their colonization.

blue, and gold thread, which was solid bullion, A ‘Negro race occupies the liiljs in* the Dandilli

be«iteii out so fine that it could bo even woven, district of N. Canara. Their origin has not been
The women had devoted their bracelets and other traced; but since the Muha\iimmadaus of Arab,

gold oriiamcnts.to the puipose, and every one who Afghan, Moghul, and Turk origin have been
had cloth of the beautiful dyes named also made invading India, almost all* the dynasties have
an offering of it. Besides this, ‘all the women retained large bodies of Africans, either of the

tiiat were wise hearted ilid s])in with their hands, large-lipped, curly-haired Negro type, or of the

and brought that which they had spun, both of softer-featured Abyssinian, and one ruling family

blue, and of purpTo, and of scarlet, an<l of fine of Abyssinians wjis the Ilabshi or Sidi ofMaujirah

liueu. And all the women wliosc hearts stirred near Bombay. The Negro sailors of the Sidi con-

them up ifi wisdom spun goat’s hair,.’ The linen tinned up to the 18th century the most ruthless

embroidered made the inner covering of the pirates on the west coast of India. The Achil

temple. The spun goat’s hair wjvs the second Shahi and Niwiin Shah Bhairi dynasties, who ruled

covering, aiid above were skins, such as the in Bijapur and Ahmadiiaggur in the i5th and
Arabs still use for tbeir tents. Embroidered Ifith centuries, had considerable bodies of Negro
work was executed in India, and ex|3orted from it soldiers as their liousehold troops. The’Talpuv

in very remote hges, and the use of lu'odles is Amirs of Sind had, till the latest hour of their

very. frequently referred to.—Leisure Hour, See rule, bodies of African Negroes around them

;

Embroidery. the nawabs of the Carnatic had a small body of

NEGAPATAM, a seaport towil on tlie Coro- the Negro race as their household slaves. The

nuiiidelxoast, in lat. 10'’ 45' 30" N., long. 79° 53' 30" Negro race are numerous in Las and Mckran, and
E., in the Taujore district. The town has a con- they still form part both of the regular and

siderable coasting trade
;

is near one of the mouths irregular troops of the iiiziim' of the Dckhan.

of the Cauvery. It was tciken from the Fortu- Mr. J.ogan thinks that Southern Asia has always

guese by the Dutch in 1060, and became the been occupied as at present with several races,

headquarters of tlic Dutch trade on tlui Coro- tribes, and languages, and that S.W. Asia and

mandei coast. It was taken by the British in Asianesia have been contemporaneously occupied

1781. It hiis an ancient brick tower 70 feet high, by—*1. Archaic I ndo-Australian
;

2. Papuan
;

3.

supposed of Buddhist or Jaina origin
;

it is called Tibeto-Chinese or Ultra-Indian
;

4. Dravidian;

Gangondram. 20 per cent, of the population 5. Bcythic; 6. Iranian
;

7. Semitic races
;
and' the

consist of Labbai Muhammadan's. Negapatam is spiral-haired Negro race seems to have preceded

the terminus of the. Great S. of India Ihiilway. the lauk-haired brown race. But, according to

It has a Jesuit college, a Wesleyan mission Mr. Logari, the oldest races of India, Ultra-India,

establishment, and .two large Hindu • temples.— tind Asianesia were of a variable African type,^

Cal. liev. • the two principal forms being Australo-Tamilian

NEGRAIS; an island, a river, and a cape of or quasi-Semitic aud Negrito, followed in Asia-

this name. The cape is in lat. 16° 2' 30" N., long, nesia by the Malagasi. He is of opinion that tho
94° 13' E.

;
is the south-west land of the coast of present prevalent Ultra-Indian races entered the

Ava, A river of the same name is na?vigablo region from the north-east, and at a very remote
inland by a channel on each side of the island. period spread, on the one side, over Ultra-India

.NEGRITO, a short-statured race of Negroes in and the basins of the Brahmaputra and Ganges,

several islands of the Eastern Archipelago. and partly into Southern India
;

and, on the

NEGRO RACES. The existence of a Negro other, were diffused by a long succession of

lace in tihe Indian Archipelago seems to have movements all over Asianesia# • Throughout these
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NEGRO RACES. NEGRO RACES.

regions they came in contact with more ancient has done the Bengali. The languages are still

races, and have in some places variously blended essentially distinct, and the non-Aryan physical

with them, and in some dislodged or exterminated element remains strong.^ In. Southern India are

them, while in others the old tribes have been languages of one formation, which is broadly

abfe to maintain .a certain degree of independence distinguished from the Aryan or Sanskrit^n the

and purity. In Southern India, the ancient one side, and from Tibeton and Ultra-Indian on
element was preserved in some degree, owing the other. Physically, the population of Southern
apparently to a civilisation early received from India is one of the most variable and mixed
partially allied Semitico - African and Semitic which any ancient archaic province displays, the

nations. In the Andamans, the interior of the number of varieties amon^t the people being too

Great Nicobar, the jungles of the Malay Penin- great to allow of their being referred to a single

sula, in Australia, and in tlie various Papuan aiiTl race of pure blood. Some are exceedingly

partially Papuan islands, the African element has Iranian, more are Semitico-Iranian, some arc

been nmintained from the comparative isolation of Semitic, others Australian
;
some remind us of

tlic tribes. In the Gangetic province, as in the Egyptians, while others again have MaJayo-Poly-

greater portion of Ultra-India, including the nesian and even Semang and Papuan features.

Malay Peninsula, the intrusive race appears to The strong Africanism of some of ‘the lower

have been recruited by the entrance of new tribes South Indian cjistiis is believed to be the remnant
from tjie north-east, and to have ultimately of an archaic formation of a more decided African

assimilated the native race, although the influence character. In certain of the classes of Southern
of the latter is still slightly perceptible. He India in which the complexion is fairer, an

remarks that when we consider the position .of Egyptian style of features is not unfrcquently

India, between the two great Negro proviUces, observable. • In this, the nose is hot indented at

that on the west being still maiiily Negro, even in the root. It is long and slightly curved
;
the eyes

most ojf its improved races; and* that on the east almond-shaped aiu I slightly oblique, and the chin

preserving the ancient Negro basis in points so is short. In general, the physiognomy is more
near India as the Andamans and Kedah, it becomes the Iranian than the East African and Egyptian,

highly probable that the African element iif the Where the Aryan or* Semitic crossing is not

population of the Peninsula has been transmitted striking, the person is ‘generally rather small and

from jin archaic peribd before the Semitic, Tura- slender, the legs in particular bekig very thin,

Ilian, and Iranian races entered India, ami when compared with those of' the Gangptic race. The

the Indian Ocean h‘ad Negro tribes along its colour varies from black to different degrees of

northern as well as its eastern and western shores, brown and yellowish-brown, in general contrast-

The basis of the present population of the Dekhaii, iiig strongly with the Ultra-Indian and Indonesian

he says, was of an African character, which was races. There is a tendency to certain peculiar

partially*improved by Turauians or Irauo-Tura-. physioiil traits, neither .UltiA- Indian, Tibetan,

nians and Semitico-Turanians from Uie N.W., and nor Aryan, but seem to be East African. Tlje

afterwards by more advanced ancient N.E. African typical. East African head is removed both from

aqd Semitic settlers. Perhaps all the original the exaggerated prognathous form, prevalent

population of Southern Arabia, and even of the amongst the Guinear Negroes, and the highly

Semitic fanfls generally, was once* African
;
and Semitic form characteristic of tribes that have

the. Semitic race had descended on them from a been deeply crossed by Arab blood, and is in

tribe lo'cated in the mountains at the head of the some respeets- intermediate between the Iranian

Euphrates. and Turanian, while it has specfhlities of its own.

Proin^the time when the adjacent shores of the The cheek-bones are often much more prominent

Indian Ocean began be the seats of general than in the Iranian, and less feo than in ilio

commercial and maritime nations, the Peninsula typical Turanian, the projection being frequently

must have been exposed to the regular influx of anterior mote than lateral. The lips ara full or

foreign traders and adventurers. From the turgid, and turned out, frequently with sliaip

antiquity of the Egyptian civilisation, it is pro- edges. Slightly prognathous heads arc not

bable that the earliest commercial visitora were infrequent. In the South Indian population as

Africans from Eastern Africa or Southern Arabia.' a whole, the bridge of the nose is generally less

It Is certain that the. sul)sequent Semitic navi- prominent than in the Iranian, and much more so

gators of Arabia at an early date established that than in the Turanian. Even where the root of

intercourse with India which they have main- .the nose, between the eyes, sinks in, the upp(jr

tained to the present day. The trade between -I line as a whole is much more thrown out from

India and the west appears to have been entirely the face than in the Turanian head, so as to

in their hands for about 3000 years. During that render the point' comparatively sharp and pro-

period, the Arab ilavigators not only remained for minent. The alaj have an upward expansion,

some months in the Indian ports between the leaving the upper part of the septum exposed,

outward and home voyages, but many settled iir and the elongated nares open and conspicuous,

them as merchants; and, under the name of This is a Semitico-African trait. The Africo-

Moormen in Ceylon, and as Moplali and l^ibliai I’apuan pyramidal nose, with a deep and sharp

in the Peninsula, their descendants are active, sinking in at the root, is common, particularly

thriving members of the communities. in- some of the lower castes, in which the

Mr. Logan thinks that the influence of African is nearly black. Mr. Logali thinks it probable

and Arabic blood must have preceded that of tlm that at one period this lower and apparently* the

Aryan in the southern part of the Peninsula. In more normal southenx type chai’acterized the

after ages, the Aryan ingredient in the Peninsular whole population of India. Even yet amongs

population became wnsiderable, but it has not the Vindhyans, some tribes are found who seem

modified tbte native races in the same degree as it to approximate to it,'such as the little ilj-favoure
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Tamariah, the neighbours of the'Ho, and the short
and jet-black Saura, who are spread for 200 miles
from the hilly southern ^ide of the basin of the
Ganges along the eastern face of the ghats to the
Godarery, who arc much in person, in civilisation,

akin to the Gangetic population. The Chensuar,
who occupy the western portions of the continua-

tion of the ghats between the Pennar and the
Kistjia, arc described by Captain Newbold as

being between a Tcling and .Takun of tlie Malay
Peninsula,’ and the Jakun of the Malay Peninsula

is the most African and progiiathoim of the lank-

liaired Indiancsian tribes. The Ohensuar live in

beehive-shaped huts kkc the African, Nicobarian,

and many of the ruder Asianesian tribes. .

The sequestered tribes of Soutliern India in

some cases approximate to tlie more Turaiiian-

Africau type, in which the nose is flatter, the

beard scanty, and the jku’son shorter. 'I'liere is

so considerable a difference belAveeii this type and
the more Semitic, that, whatever may be the

original relationship of the two, it is necessary to

recognise both* as existing in India at tlic earliest

era which ethnology can descry. A similar

Jkienomenon presents itself on the western side of

the Indian Ocean, and, what is still more import-

ant with refert'iice to India, it is foinul also in the

Negro population of the eastern siile. Many of

the East African tribes arc*very short and slender,

sinall-eyed, flat-faced, and beardless, while others

are middle-sized, and even tall and robust, with

the Semitico-African beards, aquiline or pyramidal

noseSj raised naros, and large eyes of the other

archaic types of Southern India. Both types

prjjservc a black complexion, alike in Africa,

India, the Andamans, the Malay Peninsula, the

Malayo-Polynesiaii Islands, and Australia, al-

thouglnnodiCcutions of colour also occur through-

out this area. Mr. Logan tliinks that little weight

is to be attached to the present absence of spiral

hair in S. India, for some of tlic spiral-haired

Papuan tribes of Now Guinea and Torres Straits arc

often more Africo-Seinitic and' S. Indian in their

j)hysioguoiuy, than the Australians, while the latter

have the fine hair of S. Indians and some Mid-

African nations, and a linguistic formation which

rescinblcfithe S- Indian more than any in t he world.

In Eurther India, in the cxtrcino S.E. of Asia,

are two marked types of the human family.

These are the lank-haired Malay and brown races,

and the curly-haired races to whom the terms

Negro, Negrito, Papuan, Alfiira, etc., have been

applied. The Ultra-Indian races in their funda-

mental characters, physical and mental, and in

{^11 their social and national dcvelopinenls, from
the lowest or most barbarous stage in which any
of their tribes now exist, to the* highest civilisa-

tion which they have attained in Burma, Pegu,
Siam, and Cambodia, are intimately connected
^vitli the predominant Oceanic races. The tribes

the Niha Polynesian family, who appear to

have preceded those of the Malayan, resemblo
the finer type of the Mon, Burman, and the

allied Indian and Hiipalayan tribes. The Malayan
family, according to Mr. Logan, approximates
closely to the rud^r or more purely Mongolian
type of Ultra-India, and the identity in person
and character is accompanied by a close agree-
ment in habits, customs, institutions, and arts,

so as to place beyond doubt that the lank-bairOd

populations ' of the islands have been received

from the Gangetic and Ultra-Indian races. The
influx of this population closed the long era of
Papuan predominance, and gave rise to the new
or modifled forms of’language which now prevail.

The opinions of other enrinejit writte merit
notice. * In the Archipelago, there seemed to
Mr. Crawfurd to be four races of man, the .

JSfalays proper, the ISeinang or dwarf Negro of
the Malay Peninsula, the Negrito or Acta of the
Philippines, the -larger Negro race or Papua of
New Guinea^ and a race whom Crawfurd styles

ttio Negro - Malay, intermediaUi between the
’

Papuan and^ Malay.

Both Mr. Earl 'and Mr. Alfred AVallace have
sliown that the Arcliipelagd is divisible into an
Asiatic and an Australian portion, that the flora

and fauna differ, and tliat all the peoples of the'

various islands can be grouped either with the

Malay or the Papuan, two radically distinct

races, who differ in every jffiysical, mental, and
moral charact(‘r

;
and Mr. Wallace stiites his be-

lief that under these two forms, as types, the
whole of* the .peoples of tlie Malay Archipelago
and Polynesia can bo classed, lie considers that

a Ime can be drawn which shall so divide the
islands as to indicate the one-half ‘which truly

belongs to Asia, while the other no less certainly

is allied to Australia.; and he designates these

respectively the Indo-Malayan and the Austro-
Malayau divisions. Mr. Wallace gives to Mr.
Earl th(i credit of having been the first to indicate

the division of the Archipelago into an Australian

and Asuitic region. u\\\ the wide expanse of sea

which divides Java, Sumatra, and Borneo from
each other, and from Malacca and Siam, rarely

exceeds dO fatlionis in depth, and the seiis north
to 'the Philippine Islands and Bali, east of "Java,

arc not 100 fatlioms deep ;* and he is of opinion
*

tliat these islanils Iiavc been separated from the

continent and from each other by subsidence of

the intervening tracts of land. In* the- Indo-

Malayan Islands of Siiffiatra and Borneo are. the

elephant and tapir; and the rhinoceros of Sumatra
and the allied species of Java, the wild cattle’ of

•Borneo, and the sjjccies long Buppos(;ji to bo
peculiar to Java, all inhabit some part or other of

Southern Asia. Of the birds and insects, every

family, and almost every genus, of the groups

found in any of ’ the islands, occur also on the

Asiatic continent, and in a great number of cases

the species are exactly identical. The resemblance

in the natural productions of Java, ‘Sumatra, and
Borneo with those of the adjacent parts of the

continent, lead to the conclusion that at a very

recent geological epoch the continent of Aisia ex-

tended far bey<md its present limits in a south-

easterly direction, including the islands of Java,

Sumatra, and Borneo, and probably reaching as

far as the present 100 fathom line of soundings.

The Philippine Islands agree in some respect with

jVsia and the other islands, but present some

anomalies which seem to 'indicate that they were

separated at an earlier period, and have since been

subject to maiiy revolutions in their physical

geography.

On tlie other hand, all the islands from Celebes,

and Lombok eastward exhibit almost as dose a

resemblance to Australia and New Guinea as the

western islands do to Asia. Australia in its

natunil productions differs from Asift morq than

any of the four ancient quarters of the world differ

lorri.
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eax:h other, and all its striking peculiarities

are found also in those islands whicn fonn the

AustrO-Mulayah division of the Archipelago.

The contrast between the AsMc or Indo-Malayan
forms and those of the Austro - Malayan is

abruptly exhibited in passing from the island of

Bola to that of Lombok, though the strait is only

1.5 miles wide; and in travelling from Java or

Borneo to Celebes or the Moluccas the difference

is still more striking, leaving the only inference

that the whole of the islands eastwards beyond
Java and Borneo do essentially,form a part of .1

former Australian or Pacific continent, although

it may never have actually been" joine<l to it, and
it may have been broken up before the western
islands were separated from -Asia, and probably

before the extreme south-eastern part of Asia was
raised above the waters of the ocean.

The ntimhers of Negroes in Africa are vaguely-

estimated at 20 millions, including the Hottentot

and Kafir offshoots from the great family. The
race on the American continent are now fewer than
the whites. But they are prolific

;
and Professor

Gilliam estimates that by the year 1984 the black

population, df the Southern States will be 192

millions, while the wdiite will be only 96 millions.

Their numbers on the Asiatic continent, on the

shores of the Red Sea and Persian Gulf, and
in the Malay Peninsula, may not exceed half a
million

;
but from the Andaman Islands east-

wards to the races in the Pacific, of the people

generally classed as Negroes there al’e at least 1

2

varieties, differing from each other in physical aj)-

pearance, some being pigmies under five feet, and
‘ others large and powerful men of near six feet.

Some of these will now be noticed.

Mincoin Negroes of the Andamans arc in

“the very lowest and most abject state of human
society, without fixed dwellings, unclad, and un-

acquainted with the meanest of the useful arts of

life. In disposition they are unsocial and mis-

chievous. They seem to have been isolated for an
unknown period

;
and wljen the British last settled

on their islands, in 1 858, they were found in the

lowest condition to which human beings can fall.

They are not cannibals, as was long supposed, but

live on pork, fish, grains, roots, cocoanut, and
other fruits, and broil the fiesh of their animals

before eating it. TheyUiaybe called liunters and
fishermen, hunting game in their own wilds and
jungles, using the bow and arrow, with which they

are expert, and employ the bark of a tree for fish-

ing-lines. They have no clothing, hut go entirely

naked, and seem unconscious of that feeling of.

shame which guides the other races* in the world

to cover their persons. They construct huts, but

of the rudest character. They were intensely

averse to the iptrusion of strangers. They are

Binalf in stature, seldom rising in height over live

feet. The head is small, and depressions exist in

the temporal region: The teeth are nearly white,

but often so irregular as to seem in double rows.

They are muscular. Their bodies are scarified all

over with broken glass, which gives the skin a

bead-like appearance, the lines running longitu-

dinally down the arms and bust. * When pleased

with anything to which their attention is drawn,

they gently bite with their teeth the lower edge of

the paUn of the right hand, and then smartly strike

the Iqft shotllder. They also contract the lips as

In kissing, and make a hissing noise like that of

grooms in cleaning horses. When they speak to
one another their pronunciation is so indistinct as
to resemble a chatter, butthey are sharp in catch-

ing words and sounds. In dancing, they hop on
one foot,’ beating it down smartly in regular time,

keeping both hands raised above the head. They
change feet, keeping cadence with the ^ong, work
the head, bow the body, and thus spring and jump
till' the dance is closed. •

'Seinang^ Bila, — Further eastward, in the

northern portion of the Malay Peninsula, within
theKedah, Perak, Pahang, andTringanu territories,

is a Negro race known to tlie Malays under the

names of Semaiig and Bila. • Their complexion h
black or . sooty, the hair woolly, the features ap-

proaching to the African, and the stature dwarfish.

An adult Sernang male, of the mean height of this

people, was found to be only four feet nine inches

high. Some of the Seinang or Bila have fixed

liabitations, and practise a rude agriculture, but
the majority lead an erratic life, gathering the

rude products of the forest to exchange with the

Malays for the necessaries of life, or substituting

those of the chase.

The average height of the adults of a party of’

Seinang Biitit on the Jjan, a feeder of the Krian,

wjis four feet eight inches, the highest four feet

ten inches. He«id small, ridged, that is, rising

above the forehead in an obtuse wedge shape, the

back rounded and markedly narrower than tlie

zygomatic or middle zone
;
the face generally nar-

rower and smaller than the ’Malay
;
eyebrows vciy

prominent, standing out from the forehead and

projecting over tho ocular furrow which extends

across the face, tho root of the nose sinking into.it

and forming a deep angle with tlio base of the

sui^erciliary ridge, ^fhe nose short and somewhat
sharp at the point, and often turned up, but the

fihe spreading; eyes lino, middle-sized, and

straight
;

iris large, piercing
;
conjunctiva mem-

brane yellow
;
the upper eyelashes, owing to the

deep ocular depression or prominent ridges, arc

compressed or folded, the roots of the hair being

hidden. The cheek-bones generally broad, but in

some cases not remarkably prominent, save with

reference to the narrow forehead. Mouth large

or wide, but lips not thick or projecting
;

the

lower part of tho face oval or round, but not

square. The deep depression at the eyes, and

sinking in at the root of the nose, give a very

remarkable character to the head, compared ^yitll

the Malay. The projecting brow is in a vertical

line with the nose, mouth, and chin, and the upper

jaw is not projecting or prognathous. The person

is slender, the belly protuberant, owing to their

animal life in the jungle and precarious food.

This induces them to cram -themselves whenever

they can, and the skin of the abdomen thus be-

comes flaccid and expansible like that of an ape.

The skin generally is liiie and soft, although often

disfigured by seurf, and the colour is a dark

brbvvii, but in some cases lighter and 'approaching

to the Malay. The more exposed hordes are black.

The Sernang of Tringanu are not of such a jet

black glossy colour Jis the Kedah tribe. The hair

is spiral, not woolly, and grows thickly on the

hefiu in tufts. They have .thick moustaches, the

growth being much stronger than in the Malay

race. The head is neither Mongolian nor ^egro

Qf'the Guinea type; it is Papua-Tamuliam

expression of the face is mild, simple, xind stupiu.
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The voice is soft, low, nasal, and hollow or cere-
j

Malayans whenever the two races are brought
bral. A lino of tattooing extends from the fore- into contact.

head to the cheek-bones. The right ear is pierced, Within the geographical limits of the Indian
the orifice being large. The hair is cropped, Archipelago, the Papuans only appear, as inhabit-
Bavo a ring Or fringe round the forehead. ants of the sca-coast, fti New Guinea and the
Scmangs arc found in all the rivers of Perak, and islands immediately adjacent. In other parts of

are classed #s the Semang Paya, who frequent the this region they are found only among the inomi-
Jow and marshy alluvium between the sea and ^lie tain fastnesses, maintaining an unequal struggle
hill,‘the Semang Rukit, who wander in the forests with the brown races by whom they are sur-
of the hills, and the Saki, who are confined to the rounded. In some of the Spice Fslands, the group
mountains of the interior. ^J’here are said to be nearest to New Guinea, their extirpation is matter
11 limbers of Semangs in tTie interior of Patani, of history, as observed by Mr. Crawfurd (His-
Triugaiiu,Kedah, and Perak, wherever the country tory of the Indian Archipelago, i. p. 18). In
is covered with forest, and there are few or no Ceram and Gilolo a few scattered remnants of the
Malays. Semang tribes of Kedah and I\*rak have r^ce still exist

;
but they hold little or no inter-

a language mainly dissyllabic like other Asiancsian course with their more civilised neighbours, flying
onc.s. The people of Kedah more often approxi- into the thickets, whicli afford them shelter and
mate to the eastern Negro type than in Southern concealment, on the first appearance of a stranger,
Malaya, and Mr. Logan was particularly struck experience having taught them that death or
with the repeated occurrence of the deep nasal captivity will be their fate if they fall into the
depression of the Semangs, tlic Australians, and hands of their natural enemies. The character-
Papuans. Small heads, with all the features as istics of the mountain Papuans must therefore bo
it were contracted or coinpressod, were common, sought in those islands where their numerical
The Papuan race are tO be found in the islands strength permits them to lead a life more fitted

of Floris, Sumba or Handana,. Adenara, Solor, for human beings than that of their hunted*
Lombata, Hutar, Ombay, AVetter, Potto, Servatty, brethren. It is au error to suppose that these
Babbar, Timor, Timor Laut, i/arat, Tcncmber, poor creatures disappear before civilisation. Their
part of Bourou, part of Tcniate, the Ki I.slands, cliief destroyers arc the wild and warlike hunting
L’eram, Ceram liaut, Banda, AmlDoyna, Batchiaii,

|

tribes of the brown race; and, excepting the case
(3by, Gilolo, ^forty', Aru, Y'orkai,- New Guinea, ‘ of the Moluccas, wherever European civilisation

Alyforc, Join, Mysol, Waigiou, Salwatty, Ansus, has been introduced, the Papuans are more numer-
Bo, Geby, Gormn, lloek, Iakjoii, Mindanao, Min- ous tluut elsewhere. In .th§ Philippines, for

(loro, Moluccas, Mysol, Negros, New .Guinea, example, according • to an intelligent modern
Bataqi, Pi^ppo, Sumba Islands, New Caledonia, traveller, their niimlier in the year 1842 amounted
New Ireland, Otalieite, Polynesia, and P'iji. Tana to 25,1)00 souls (M. Mallat, Les Philippines,

Papua, or land of the Papua, is a term applied etc., i. p. 97, Paris 1846). The large island of

by the Malays not only to* New Guinea, but to all Mysol, or Mcesual, whicli lies nearly midway
the adjacent islands which are occupied by the between the north-western extreme of New
frizzly-haired race. Guinea and Ceram, is said to have been occupied

The Malayan term for crisped or woolly hair is exclusively by Papuans when this region was first

ranibut pua-pua. Hence the term pna-pua, or visited by Europeans, and they stilk form the bulk

papim (crisped), lias come to be applied to the of the inland population, but the villages of the

entini race, and expresses their most striking coast arc occujiied by a mixed race, in which, how-

peculiarity. ever, the Papuan element jrrevails. Tlio islands

The foirtures of the Papuans have a decided of Goram, Ceram Laut, Bo, Poppo, Geby, Patani,

Negro character : broad nose, thick and prominent' Hoek, and the south-eastern extremity of Gilolo,

lips, receding forehead and chin, and that turbid are also occupied by people of the mixed race,

colour of what should be the white of the eye, * who are remarkable for their
,

maritime activity,

which is apt to give the countenance a sinister and for their friendly disposition towards Eurepcan

expression. Their natural* complexion is almost strangei's. The woolly-haired tribes are more
pniyersallya chocolate colour, sometimes closely numerous in the Philippines than in any other

approaching to black, but certainly some shades grouj) of the Indian Arcliipelago, with the excep-

lighter than the deep black which is often met tion of New Guinea. The island on y^hich they

with among the Negro tribes of Africa. Tlic were first* seen was named by Alagellan, Isla dos

Papuans, when placed in circumstances favourable Negros, to distinguish it from the adjacent island

for the development of their powers, are physic- Zebu, where his ships remained for some months,

ally superior to other races of South-Eastern Asia. Negros Island still contains a large population of

Some of the New Guinea tribes would bear a com-
j
Papuans, while Zebu is altogethei; free from them,

parisoD, in point of stature and proportions, with and no record exists of their having ever been

the races oi Europe, were it not for a deficiency found there. Samar and Leyte are similarly

about the lower extremities. Even the more situated with Zebii.

diminutive mountain tribes are remarkable for Mr.AVallace(ii.p. 280)believ;esthatthenumetoii8

energy and agility, qualities which had led to intermediate forms which occur among the count-

theip being in great demand as slaves among their less islands of the Pacific are not merely the result

more civilised neighbours. With regard to mental of an intermijfture of these races, but are to-some
capacity, also,* they are certainly not inferior to extent truly intermediate or transitional, and that,

the brown races
;
but their impatience of control the brown and the black, the Papuan, the natives

while in an independent state, utterly precludes of Gilolo and Ceram, the hijian, the native iu-

that
- organization which would enable them to habitants of the Sandwich Islands, and those of

stand their ground against encroachment, and New Zealand, are all varying forms of one great

tbey invariably fall pnder tlic influence of the Oceanic or Polynesian race. Professor Huxley,
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however, is of opinion that the Papuans arc more their being found in the interior of islands where
nearly allied to the Negroes of Africa than to mountains exist, and their utter extermination in

any other race. The whole of the great island all the islands where there are no fastnesses to

of New Guinea, the Ki and Am Islands, with which they could retire.

Mysol, Salwatty, and •Waigiou, arc inhabited Papuans never tattoo their skins, but they m,ise

almost exclusively by the typical Papuan, and the skin over the shoulders, breast, thighs, and
the same. Papuan race extends over the islands buttocks into cicatrices, often as large a(p the finger,

east of New Guinea as far as the Fiji Islands. A Negro race occui^j in the island of Flores,

The people on tho coast of New Guinea are in ana in the'grcat island of New Guinea they form
some places miiJcd with the browner races of the whole native or aboriginal population, as tliey

the Moluccas. In the typical Papuan, the colour also do of the islets-near its coasts. In New Guinea
of the body somewhat varies; generally it is a the many.Papnaii tribes arc generally in a state of

deep sooty-brown or black, somewhat ajiproach- warfare with each other, and return from tlieir

ing, but never quite equalling, the jet black of warlike expeditions with heads. The New Guinea
some Negro races, but it is occasionally a dusky people worship a wooden deity called Karwar, 18

brown. The hair is harsh, dry, and frizzly, inches high, whom they consult on all occasions,

growing in little tufts .or .curls, whjeh in youtli A widow remains in the family of her deceased

are very short and compact, but afterwards grow husband. The Negroes of New Guinea are in

out to a considerable length, forming tlic coin- various stat(3S of civilisation. Some of the rudest

pact frizzled mop which is the' Papuan’s pride dwell in miserable huts, and seek a bare sub-

and glory. The face has a beard of the same sisicnco by the chase, or the spontaneous produc-

frizzly hair, and the arms, legs, and breast arc tions of tlie forest. There are, -however, other

also more or less clothed with hair of a similar Negro, tribes living on the coast who have made
kind. In stature, the Papuan is superior to the some advance in civilisation. These dwell by
•Malay, and the equal or snpi-rior of the average whole tribes in huge barn-like houses raised on
European. The legs are long and thin, and the posts, like those of the wild inhabitants of Borneo,

hands .and feet larger than those of tj e. Malay,
j

but ruder.
'

The face is somewhat elongated
;
the forehead

i
In Dori the Papuans are called Myforc. They

.flattish, the brows very prominent; the nose is afe about 5 feet inches higli,- few attain 5‘ feet

large, -rather arched and high, the base tliick,
i

(I inches. They wcai* their crisped liair its full*

the moatrils broad, and the aperture hidden,
|

length, and generally iin cared for, which gives

owing to the tip^of the nose being clongnte<l; them a wild, scared appearance. The men, not the

the mouth is large, the lips-tluck and protulier- women, wear a comb*. The beard is crisp. The

ant. He is impulsive and demonstrative in speecli forehead is high and narrow; eyes large,, dark

and action
;

his emotions and passions express brown or black
;

nose Hat and broad
;
mouth

themselves in shouts and laughter, in yells large, lips thick, and teeth good
;
few have

and frantic leapings; women and children take regular fciitures, and most are apathetic. The

their share in every discussion. The Papuan has ordinary men. wear a waist-cloth made of the

much vital energy, in the Moluccas, Papuan bark of a tree, called mar, which is wrapped
slaves were often promoted to places of consider- round the waist, and passed between the

able trust. He decorates his canoe, his house, his legs. Women wear a short sarong to the knee,

domestic utensils, with elaborate carving. Th^y generally of bine cloth. Men and wornmi tattoo

are often violent and cruel towards their children, their bodies -on occasions, by. pricking the skin

The Dutch, since the early years of the 19th witli a fish-bone, and rubbing in lamp-black,

century, have formed settlements on New Guinoji, The Dori people are a seafaring people, and an*

and on the 6th November 1884, Great Britain expert swimmers and divers. Their prahjis have

proclaimed its protection east of long. 141°. If outriggers, and are excavated from the trunk of a

the tide of Europeon civilisation turn towards I’single tree. Tlieir food consists of millet', obi.

New; *Guinoa, the Papuan, like * the true Poly- m.aize, a little rice, fish and hog’s fiesli, and fruits,

nesian of the farthest isles of the Pacific, will no Sago is imported in squall quantities. Theft is

doubt become extinct. A warlike and energetic considered a grave offence. 1’hey are chaste, and

people, who will not submit to national dependence marry one wife.

or to dom^tic servitude, must disappear before the TJio yii'n Islmifls extend 100 miles from noiih

white man. A
^
race identical in all its ‘chief fea-' to south. Inland are ‘many fresh-water swainjis,

tures with the Papuan, is found in all the islands with thick, impenetrable jungle in other places,

as far east as the Fiji. Tlieir produce is pearls, mother-of-pearl, tortoisc-

Mysol and Waigiou are Papuan, mixed, partly shell, bifds of .paradise, and trepang. The timber

from Gilolo, partly from New Guinea. - of the islands is much praised. Aru islanders

The larger Papuans are more remarkable for have much intercourse with strangers. .They arc

their strength than for their symmetry. They fond of arrack, and purchase from the Bugis the

have brojuf shoulders aiid^ deep chests, but a Papuan slaves brought from New Guinea, who arc

defidiency is generally found about their lower then employed in diving for pearls and in the

extremities, the splay feet and curved shins of beche-de-mer fishery. TKb Arn islanders are im-

Western Africa being equally or even more com- poverished by their excessive use of intoxicating

inon among those whom Mr. Earl caTls the gigantic liquors, imported from Java and Macassar. In

Papuiws. The independent Papuans are invariably personal appearance the people are between the

tre^herous and. revengeful. The tribe* on tho Malayan and Polynesian Negro. They arc not

N.E. coast of New Guinea, for instance, arc never many degrees further-advanced in civilisation than

to be depended on. They retain an imextinguish- the natives of tho north coast of Australia, to

able hatred towards all who attempt to settle in whom many of them bear considerable persona

their territory, and this is probably the cause of resemblance. In stature they surpass the civilised
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natives of Celebes. The dress of the men is a in nose, eye, and colour. Celebes is intersected by
piece of matting or cloth girded round the loins, the equator, leaving a small portion of it in the
and drawn tight between the thighs, and a salen- northern and the mass in the southern hemi-
dan: or shawl. No fillet is worn round the head, sphere. Its greatest length is about 500 miles, but
The hair is woolly, and frizzled out like that of the its greatest breadth does ^ot exceed 100

j
and in

Papua. The men are of a jealous disposition, and some places it is hardly one-third of this width,
easily rous^ to anger by abuse of their women or Celebes may be considered to bo the focus of an
ancestors

;
otherwise they arc mild of disposition, original and independent civilisation, which pro-

The women wear a mat in front and (me behiftd. bably sprang up amongst tlie most advanced of
Some-arc Muhammadans. Christianity was intro- the nations which occupy it, called by themselves
duced many years ago by the Dutch of Amboyna, AVugi, and by the Malays, and after them by
and nearly all the principal ))oople profess tlii.s Eurojieans, Bugi. In material civilisation the
creed. The Am Papuan oniament tlieir houses Bugi are equal to the Malays.

y/iili brazen trays, dulain: or talani, and elephants’ Philippines^—The woolly-haired tribes are more
teeth, which are broken up when the owner dies, numerous in the Philippines than in any other
The Kei group of ten islands adjoin the Am group of ‘the Indian Archipelago. They arc

Islands. Ke, Kei, or Ki is prefixed to the names smaller, more slightly built, and less dark in

of all their villages. The Great Kei is about the colour, than* the Negroes of Africa, and have
size of Tanakeka, an island near Macassar. TJio features less marked by the Negro characteristics,

moil profess Muhammadanism, but cat hog’s flesh, but have woolly.iiist(iad of lank hair. Tlie name
The Papuan women of Ki arc not seclinled

;
the bestowed on them by the Spaniards is Negritos,

children are merry, noisy, and have the nigg(;r or little Negroes, but that of Ita or Ahcta, so
gtin, and amongst the men is a noisy confusion of pronounced but written Ajeta, seems to be their

tongues and excitement on every occasion. 'Fhc usual appellation among the planters and villagers

Ki group form the northern of the south-easterly of the plains. They-are ebony black, well-formed,
ishiuiTs. The Islands are covered with luxuriant and sprightly, but rarely ex(.*eed feet in height,

forests. Maratigo and Hiinyaro woods are avcH Of the central group of the Philippines, con-
adapted for masts. The islands are occupied by si.stii]g of Panag, Negros, Samflr, Ijcyte, Masbate,
two "races, one of them the Pai)uan, who make Bohol, and Zebu, the two former are the only
eocoaiiut oil, build boats, and make .wooden i

islands in wliich Negrito tribes exist to the. present
bowls. .Tlieir boats are from small ])lanked I day

;
and even as regards Panag, the fact must

canoOa to prahus of ^0 to ilO tons burden. They be considered (louhtfnl. Negros Island, however,
build the skiu first, and fit on the kne.es and

j

contains a considerable Negrito pT)pulation,thccreRt

bends and ril)S. Money is not used, but every of the inountaiii range, which extends throughout
transaction is in kind. The Pajnian wear a-wnist- the hmgth of the island, a di.staiicc of 120 miles,

cloth of cotton or bark. The other rac(‘ arc being almost exclusively occupied by scattered

Muhammadans, who were driven out of Banda, tribes.

They wear cotton clothing. They are probably a WaiijloiL—Tho inhabitants of the’ islands of

brown race, more allied to Malays, but tlu'ir Waigiou, lyiiig between New Guinea and Gilolo,

mixed descendants have great varieties of hair, one of the Moluccas, are Negroes. M. Du Perry
colour, and feature.s, graduating between the represents them iis having more regular features.

Malay and Papuan trilies. . Oebhc.-r-^{, Frcycinet has described tho Negroes
Ceram is tlie largest- island of the. Moluccas. t)f Gebbe, an island also between New Guinea

It is 162 miles long, but its grealest breadth is and Gilolo, and not far from the latter. Tlieno.se

only 12 miles. The island is one long mountain is Hat, the lips
,
thick and projecting, the coin-

chain that sets off transverse spurs, and some of plexion a dark olive, the eyes deep-seated, and on
the peaks are bObO or 6000 feet in height. The average the facial angle but as high as 8P.
people of Ceram approach nearer to tho Papuan In Gelibc, Waigiou, and some parts also of tho

type than those of Gilolo. Tlii\y are darker in coast of New Guinea, the Malayan race may have
colour, and a number of them have tlu^ frizzly become intermixed with the N(igro, as the com-
Pfipuan hair

;
their features are hjv’sh and pro- plexion is lighter, and tho peculiar texture of tho

miuent, and the women are far less engaging than Negro hair altered or obliterated,

those* of the Malay race. The Papua or Alfuro All the islands extending from New Guinea
man of Ceram- gathers his frizzly hair into a fiat uj) to the Fiji group appear to be inhabited by
circular knot over the left temple, and places Negroes. But they differ greatly in physical

cylindets of wood as thick as one’s fingers, and appearance in New Ireland, Miilicollo, one of the

coloured red at the ends,* in tho lobes of tho ears, great Cyclades, Tanna and New Caledonia in the

They are very nearly in a state of nature, and go New Hebrides. A Papuan or Timorese is darker,

almost naked, but armlets and anklets of woven .and with more frizzly ^hair than the Polynesian,

grass or' of silver, with * necklaces of* beads or New Zealander, or (Haheitan, but their features

small fruits, complete their attire. The wonwin are almost identical.

have similar ornaments, but wear their hair loose. Aiislralian Papuans is a term employed by
All are tall, with a dark brown skin, and well- Pcschel (p. 388) to designate the inhabitants of

marked Papuan physiognomy. . The Alfuro or New Guinea, the Pclew Islands, Tombara (New
Papuan race are the predominant type in the island. Ireland), Birara, the Solomon group, the

^

New
In CeUhefi, the Trans-Javan or Tiinorian baud, Hebrides, New Caledonia, with the adjacent

and the Moluccas, is a large and important class Loyalty Islands, and, ‘lastly, those of the Fiji

of Indon^ians, who graduatc between tho Annam Archipelago. The distinctive characters of the

type, the Burman, and the Negtito. Tho most race* are preserved in greatest purity in New
prevalent head, or that of the predominant, is Guinea, although even thei^e, especially in tho

ovoid, but it is somewhat Burman or Indo-Burman western half, intermixtures with the Asiatic
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Malays have recently taken place. In the other Nejd Arad as a separate province, for Nejd has
islands mentioned, the Polynesians have intruded been defined by various writers in various ways,
themselves among the older populations, and have The* Turks, in their official documents^ include,

materially influenced the language and manners, for political reasons, all the former territories of

but their influence upon the physical charactera the Wahabec empire in that*name, giving.to their

has been much less, so that the inhabittints of new conquest on ‘the seaboard of El-Hassa the

the Pelew and Fiji groups, as well as of New title of ‘ Our Vilayet of Nejd.’ The fact is that

Caledonia, maybe unhesitatingly reckoned among Nejd is a purely geographical . expression, in no
the Papuan race. In the Carolines and Mariannes seilsc political, and in Arabia means all the high*

or Ladrones, Polynesian and J^ipiian blood is lying district included withia the Nefuds.

intermingled, but the former predominates, so Theexistesjiceof a fresh-water lake at El-IIassa,

that, as hybrids, these so-called ^licronesians are and of several in Nejd, as ascertained by Captain
more con^ectly placed in the Polynesian group of Sadlcir, has established the fidelity of Strabo in

Mongoloid races.- this particular. There are others, but of small

Fiji,—The Papuan race improves as it recedes size, in Arabia Felix, in Tehamch, and in Oman,
from the continent of Asia and advances into the and one called Salome in Ahkaf. The Anezi, in the

Pacific. The people of Fiji are the aristocracy of time of Burkhardt, were the most powerful Arab
their race, arc polite and polished in Conversation, nation in the vicinity of Syria, and if their

and have a strong feeling of national pride. But brcthrcui in ‘Nejd be added, they arc the most
the Papuans of New Guinea, New Caledonia, and considerable body of Bedouins in the Arabian
the Fiji Islands were addicted to cannibalism. deserts.— 7V. Horn, Lit. Soc.

;
Niehuhr\*i Tr,

;
dhfs.

The Papuan of Fiji have a tufted matting of NELLORE, a town on the right bank of the

the hair like the Koin Kpin or Hottentots and the Pennar river, in lat. 14° 2G' 158" N., and long. 80°

San or Bushman of S. Africa, and the narrow shape 1' 27" E., on the eastern side of the Peninsula of

of the skull common to both. Also among the India, which gives its name to a revenue district

Papuan women dwelling on the shores of the of 8462 square miles, and in 1871, 1,376,811
Utenata river in New Guinea, there is the same inhabitants. The name^ is from the nelli .plant,

tendency to fatty cushions as the women of the Phyllautlms emblica, and Ur, a town. It is

Hottentot and Bushman. The Papuans of surrounded by North Arcot, W. and
New Guinea and the smaller islands are praised N.W. by Ouddapah, and N. by Guntur. It lies

for their chastity and morality, for their respect partly in Central Carnatic, and partly , in the

to parents, and their brotherly affection.

—

Craw- Northern Carnatic
;
was acquired by treaty in

fnr(Vs Malay Grammar and Dictionary^ and in 1801, and includes Ongole, and part of the

Jo, Tnd, Arch.; Loyan in Jonrn. Ind. Arch.^ Western Pollams or zarnindaries, viz. Venka-
1848-1860; Newhold in Jonrn. It. /!<•?. Soc. and in '.tagiri.-Choondy, Mootialpad, and Kallistry. The
Madras Lit. Soc.; KarCs Papuans; Spreewenhery chief towns are Doorgaraz-Patnam, or Armegoh,
in Jonrn, Ind. Arch.; Wallace's Archipelayh

;

in lat*. 13° 50' N., 55 miles north of Madnis. It

Peschel. was the site of the first settlement of the E. I.

NEIBUIIR, M. CARSTEN. In a.d. 1762, an Co. on the Coromandel coast. Its rivers are the

expedition w;as organized by king Frederick V. of Pennar, Suvarnamiikhi, and Guiullakania, and a

Denmark, for the cxjfforation of Arabia, but more salt-water creek runs several miles inland near

particularly of the province of Yemen. It was Joo-yl-Dimia. Copper ore occurs in tlie Kallistry

under the charge of the learned M. Carsten Net- zamiiidari, ami one block .of 20 cwt. yielded D

buhr, with whom were associated Professor Von« cwt. of copper.* Red, yellow, purple, brown, and

H«inen as liuguist
;
Professor Forskal and Dr. grey sjiudstones occur in the Podclay, Panoor, and

Cramer as naturalists; and ^1. Baureiifcinll as Pedda Rcddapully taluks, and aj; Pulhybootoo,

draughtsman. They arrived in Yemen in the fine-grained sandstones.

emi of December 1762. A^on Hanen died at The Nellorc horned cattle arc celebrated, and

Mokha on tlio 25th May 1763, l^'orskal died at are largely exported. Bos Indicus is there in a

Yereem on- the 17th July following, M. Bauren- wild state. Tlioro arc two uncivilised hornc-

feind expired at sea, near the island of Socotra, less races, the Yenadi and Yerkala, but the bulk

on the 29th August, and Dr. Cramer at Bombay of the people are Hindu Sudvas, speaking Tclugu.

on the 11th February 1764.

—

Playfair's Aden. The Yenadi race in the Nelloro district arecsli-

NEILL, GenkkalSirJAMES, K.C.B., an ofliecr mated to nuinber 20,000.

of the Madras Fusiliers, who served in the second NELLY of sailors, or Green Bill, is the Dio-

Burmese war, and distinguished himself during niedea spadicea. ’ •

the mutiny, where he commanded liis regiment. NELU. Singh. Thb honey plant of
.

tbe

He took possession of the railway to reach and Horton plains, Ceylon. The flowers emit a

save fenares, and he then advanced to'AllaTiabad. fragrant perfume resembling that of new honey.

He was the first to stem the rebellion. It flowers once in eight years, and bees then

NEJD or Najd occupies nearly the centre of, cl&ster on the blossoms.

—

Sirr's Ceylon.

and is the largest province in, Arabia, being in its NELUMBIUM SPECIOSUxVf. Willde,

greatest limits 640 miles from north to south, The-kyah, . . Burm.
|

Bakla kubti, . .

and 760 miles from east to west. On the east is Kamala, Padma, Hind. Pubbun, ; . . Sind.

the long strip of El-Hassa, or Hajar, on. the north Nilofar, . . . . Pers.
|
Tamara, . Tam., Tei..

that part of Arabia Deserta called Tauf, the Tlie lotus, sacred, Egyptian, or Pythagorean

Hijaz on the west, with a-part of Yemen on the bean, has two varieties—(«) rubrum, the Rakto-

south, and the desert of Ahkaf on the south-east, padmo of Bengal, with, rose-coloured flowers, and

The surface, as the name implies, is elevated, -but (/3) album, the Shwet-padmo, with wliite flowers,

itisdiversifledwith mountoins, valleys, and plains. It grows throughout the East Indies, also- m
Some writers consider the mountainous district of Persia, Tibet, China, North Australia, and* Japail*
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The leaves and flowers of the plants spring from the Jains of Western India set up their imago of
beneath the waters, and. in Kashmir the broad Neminath, a fact coihmunicated in confidence to
leaves form a verdant carpet, over which the Colonel .Tod by one of the sect.— T?*. «/ 7/. ii. 45.
water-hen runs. In the hot weatlier, the stalks NEMI-TIRTHA, a ghat, sacred to the memory
are very commonly eaten by tho poorer classes* of Chaitanya for his having halted and bathed
and boiled in their curries. The flowers are a favour- here in the course of his wanderings.*—• !JV. of
ite offering at the Hindu and Burmese pagodas, llhkd- i. p. 8.

The fruit is believed to have been the Egyptian NEMNOOK. Mahu. Vilhigo fees, in which
bean of Pythagoras, and the flower tliat mystic all the commune officers share,

lotus which so often occurs on the momiraents NEMOOKA ROOT. Hind. Roots of several

of Egypt and India. The stalk.s are, in Hindi, species of Cissampelos, efficient substitutes for

called Kanwal kukri, Kanwal gatha, and Nairn Pareira .—(JSh
bheng. The long fine filaments contained within NEMORHCEDUS, a genus of mammals of the
the cells of the stem are drawn out, and the sub-family CaprinSc, q.v. N. bubalina, Jm/., tlio

thread spun from the filament is used as the Sarao, Serou, or Sarrowa is of the Himalaya central

wicks of the lamps in pagodas. The lotus is ranges, from Kashmir to Sikkim, at GUOO to 12,000
highly venerated by the Hindus, but it is the feet. It is the serow or forest goat of sportsmeu.
more immediate attribute of Vishnu from being Its appearance is. between an ass and the tahir

the prime of aquatic vegetables, and he a person!- (Hemitragus jemlaica), with lo;ig, stout legs and
licaiion of water. It is also peculiarly sacred to a strong neck. It is very bold, and will keep the
Lakshrni, the wife of Vishnu, wlio is sometimes wild dog at bay. •

called Kamahi, or lotus-likc; it is, moreover, an N. goral, ./e/v/., the gural or Himalayan
emblem of female beauty. The new-blown flowers chamois of sportsmen, inhabits the whole range of

of the rose-coloured lotus have an agre(‘able fra- the Himalaya, from Kashmir to Sikkim, at from
graiice; those of the white and’ y(dlow have loss 3000 to SOOO feet.* Its horns arb from 6 to 9
odour. Ill China, the nelumbium covers exteii- inches long, and have 20 to 25 annuli,

sive marshes in the Eastern and Northern Pro- N, rnbida, Bhjth^ inhabits the mountains of

vinces,. otherwise unsightly and barren. The Arakan. N. Sninatronsis, in the Malay Penin-
rootistwo or three feet long, and pierced longi; siila and Sumatra, and N. Swinhoii, is of

tudinally with several holes; when boiled, it is Oliina.- Jerdonn ^Uimhiah,

of a yellowish colour and sweetish taste, not un- NEGKRA LAPIDA. Cramer. TheLimacodcs
like turnip. Its boiled roots are (‘atcu in Kashmir graciosa, Werter. A moth common on the

.‘IS a pot-herb by the natives; in Lahore tliey are western side of Ceylon, with dark brown wings,

called Pc, in Kashmir Nadru. Taro is there us<‘(l It is produced from a caterpillar that feeds on
less than the ucluinbium, and so arc the water- the carissa, and stings with virulence,

caltrops and water-chestnuts
;
the broad leaves are NEOPHRON PERCNOPTERIIS. TAnn.

used as dishes to .eat from, and the flowers as Vultur gingianua, i>f/. //(-/. Percnoptcrus ^gyptiacus,
offerings. V. stercorarius, Lapci/. Steph.

N. ca3ruleum, Fisch.^ the blue-flowcit?d sacred Kal-miirgh, . . . Hind. Manjii tiridi, , . Tam.
bean, grows in Lower Egypt and in Sind. It 8imgra., Sunda, . Sind. Telia horawa, . . Tel.

was held siicred in Egypt.' It is a variety of I'itn-geddu, . . . Tam. Sind’ho of tlio Wagkke,

Nelumbium speciosuin.

—

Mnrraif. • This bird, the Egyptian \hilture, dung bird,

{lEMI, a name of Krishna; ho is called Arishta Pharaoh’s chicken, scavenger vulture, one of the

Nemi, the black Nemi, from his complexion. Ncophronina^, inhabits Iihiropc, Africa, and Asia,

Krishna w'orshipped his great ancestor Budha, I is coinmou in the Piminsula and in Central and
and his temple at Dwaraka rose over the anch'iit Northern India, but is not known in Bengal. A
shrine of the latter, wliich yet stands. In an single pair lias been known to stray beyond its

inscription from the cave of Gaya, their characters ordinary liannt so far as Britain. Its chibf food

arc conjoined,—Ileri, who is Budha. According is refuse of. all kinds. A second species of this

to western mythology, Aiiollo and ^lercury ex- geiuis, the N. pileaius, inhabits Africa only.

ch.anged symbols, the caducous for the lyre; so NEPAL. The southern escarpment of the

likewise in India, their characters intermingle
;

plateau of Central Asia is divided into two
and even the Saiva sectarian propitiates Heri as mountoiu' ranges, the Himalaya on the cast and
the mediator and disposer of the divine spark the Hindu Kush on the west, and the valleys in

(jote) to iti| reunion with the parent flame
;

this escarpment arc occupied, in succession from

thus, like Mercury, he may be said to be the con- west to east, by the alpine states and districts of

veyer of the souls of the dead. Accordingly, in Afghanistan, Kjishmir, Garhwal, Kamaou, Nepal,

funeral lamentation, his name only is invoked, Sikkim, and Bhutan. The. Nepal State, between

and Heri-bol I Heri-bol ! is emphatically pro- Kamaou on the west and Sikkim in the east, is

nounced by those conveying the corpse to its made up of t-Uc valhsys of the head-waters of three

final abode. The vahan (qu. the Saxon van ?) or tributaries of the Ganges, the Gogra, Gandak,

celestial car of Krishna, in which the souls (ansa) and Kosi, and of a corresponding portion of the

of the just are 'conveyed to Surya-MainUl, the Terai.
*

mansion of the sun, is painted like himself, blue Between the valleys of the. Gogra and the

(indicative of space)
;
Nem-nath and Sham-nath Kosi flows the Bhagamuttcyj, past the capital

have the same personal epithets derived from their Khatmandu^ through the beautiful central valley,

dark complexions, the first bemg familiarly called 4200 to 4700 feet above the sea. In^ sumnier tne

Arishta Nemi, the black Nemi, the other Sham thermometer seldom rises over 80° in the shade,

and Krishna, both also meaning dark-coloured. in winter it docs not fall below 20°, and at the

NEMINATH^ a deified saint of the Jains. It latter season the air is ^lear and bracing. The
was to countei^ct a fervour towards women that views of the Snowy Range obtainable from the
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valley and from the lulls are unrivalled in extent British Government as raja of Nepal, For several

and magnificence. •

' years previous to .1792, the Gurkha power had
Nepal is au Independent State in tro^ity with been extending their conquests in the direction

British India. . •It is between British India and of Tibet. They had advanced as far as Digarchi,

Tibet on the north, with Sikkim and Darjiling on the Lama of which place was spiritual father to

its ca^ ; on its south, Purniah, Bhagulpur, Sarun, the emperor of China. Incensed by the plunder
Tlrhut, Gorakhpur, and Busti

;
on its south-west, of the sacred temples of Digarchi, the emperor

Oiidh and Bareilly
;
and Kamaon on its west. It of China despatched an army to punish the Nepal

extends from hit. 26” 25' to lid” 17' N., and long, raja, and when within a few miles of their capitiil the
80° 15' to 88° 15' E., is 500 miles long from 'east Gurkha submitted unconditionally to the Chinese
to west, and 16 iuiles in breadth: • Area, 54,500 commander, who imposed a tribute and triennial

square miles. I’opulatioii variously estimated at mission to Pekin, besides restitution of all the booty
2,000,000 to .8,000,000. taken at Teeshu laimbii, and Jie took hostages for

The surface of Nepal generally consists of valleys the performance of these stipulations. The raja of

varying from 3000 to 6000 feet above the Bengal Sikkim was at tlic same time taken under Chinese

,
plains. The capital of Khatmandu is in an oval- * protection. Checked’ towards the east by these

shaped valley, 12miles longfrom north to ^outh, and events, the Gurkha extended their dominion west-

fromeasttowestlOmiles, hit. 27°42'N., andloTig. ward, subjugating Kamaon, Srinuggur, and all

86° 18' E., and 4628 feet above the sea. A the hill country to the Sutlej., When Ijord

tradition is current that tlic valley of Khatmandu Hastings cominenccd Iris administration, yieir

w,as at some former period a hike
;

- it is no.w dominion ext(‘nded as far as the river Tista to

throughout its whole extent well Avatcred, and is the east, and westward to the Sutlej, thus occu-

almost unrivalled in fertility. To* the extreme pying Uie whole of the strong country in the

Avest of Nepal lies Alinora, a hill station wrested mountainous tract AvKich stretches on the northcni

from the Nopalbse in the Avars' of 1814-15
;
to tlie borders of India, BetAveen that and the highlands

extreme east is Darjiling, another hill station, used of Tartary. They luid acquired t hese territories,

as a sanatorium.
'

'Ihc breadth of the mountainous during the preceding 60 years, from many dis-

belt imn>ediately north and cast of Khatmandu uiut(;<l hill chiefs Avliom they dispossessed, exter-

is estimated at from 30 to 40 inilos, and its higher ipinating the families as each raja fell before them,

parts rise to the level of perpetual snow. Among Muhammadan invaders began the conquest ot

its lofty summits is Mount Everest, the highest Hindustan in the 11th century, from Avhich date

knoAvn peak in the Avorld (29,002 feet). On the up to the middle of the 18lh century many Hindu
south is ’the Tomi bolt of Ioav level land. The chiefs Avith t heir foIloAvors sought refuge in Nepal,

word signifies marshy lands, anil is sometimes and intermarried Avith the Newar, Gurung, aial

applied to the flats lying beloAv the hills in the Magar. 'Ihc descendants of thes(i marriages are

interior of Nepal, as well as to the level tract styled the Khas; they 'claim to be considered of

bordenng immediately on the British frontier. tlie Kshatriya caste
;
they are the military nobility

The legendary history of Nepal, like that of of Nopal. 'The Gurkha had a small Hindu State,

Kashmir, commences Avith the desiccation of the existing from the 10th or 12tli centuries, to the

valley, for ages full of Avater, by Naia Muni, Avcstw.ard of Khatmandu, and claiming descentfrom
whence the name of the country Naipala, whose the maharana of Udaipur. Tn 1708, Jye Kiish,

descendants SAvayed’the country 500 years. The the Gth king of the.Mall dynasty of Nepal, during

first authentic history is n.c. 844. Then the troubles in -his kingdom, called in the aid^of

Kerrat tribe of eastern* mountaineers, b.c. 646. Prithi Narain, the Gurkha chief, Avho conquered

Then the Suryavansa race of rulers n.c. J178., the throe kings of Bhatgaoii, .Klmimandn, and

The Ahir began in a.d. 43. The NcA'erit dynasty Tialita Patan. From that fime up to tho year

was restored in a.d. 470, and one of this dymisty, 1814, tho Gnrkha continued aggressive, ’annexii'g

Kaghoba deva, in a.d. 880, introdncod the use of all the siftToiindiiig states
;
and in consequence* of

the Samvat era into Nepal. In tho NeAvar y.ear 731, inroads on British territory, war betjvoen the

A.D. 1600, .Taya Eksha Mall (or Jye Kush Mull) Gurkha and the British was formally declared on

divided Patan, Khatmandu, Banepa, and Bhatgaon l.st November 1814. In an arduous campaign, in

between his daughter and three sons, and Kanjit Avhich the Gurkhas fought most bravely, the

Malla, one of the Bhatgaon dynasty, in -a.d. 1721 British Averc unsuccossfnl, and General Gillospic

fonned an alliance with the Gurkha, which ended fell at a hill fort; but the Nepalese were subsc-

in his own 'subversion, and finally in that of all quently defeated by Sir David Ocliterlony, and

Nepal. The Gurkhali, descended from the Udai- by the convention of Almora Nepal ceded all the

pur Rajputs, had occupied Kamaon and Noa kot conquests they had made to the west of the Kali

for six or eight centuries prior to their conquest of branch of the Gogra. Previous to this war the

Nepal in a.d. 1768. Gurkhas had extended their conquests westwards

British political relations with it elate from the
,
as far as the Sutlej. By the 5th article of the

invasion- of the valley by the Gurkha race, under
j

treaty of 1815, the Nepalese renounced all claim

Raja Prithi Narain.’ In, 1767, the Newar raja of i to the countries west of the Kali, and the British

Khatmandu, being hard pressed by the Gurkha,
|

were left in possession of the whole tract of hills

applied for assistance to the British G(wremment. from the Gogra to the Sutlej. Kamaon and tho

Aid was granted,^ and Captain Kinloch was Dehra Doon were annexed to tho British dominions,

despatched with a small force in the middle of and the rest of the territory, with the exception ot

the rainy season. He was, however, compelled Subathu, Raengarh, Sundoch, and a few other

by the deadly climate of the Terai to retire. The military posts, was restored to the hill rajas from

Gurkha chief, meeting but a feeble resistance, whom it had been conquered by the Nepalese,

overran Nepal, and ^tinguished the Newar Towards the close of the 18th century the kings

dynasty, and was eventually recognised by the of Nepal* had fallen into a titul^ position, tne
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government being carried on by the ministers, Ambala, and Mr. Hodgson at Khatmandu. But
who had assumed the character of the Maire on Sir Jung Bahadur succeeding to power, lio

dll Palais. Towards the middle of the 19th ruled Nqpal with great ability and success, until

century, Jung Bahadur rose to power. On the his death, suddenly, in the Terai ii^ the spring of
18th of May 1845, Mataber Singli, the minister, 1877. During the mutiny of 1857, and the sub-
was summoned to an audience witli the king at sequent campaigns,- Jung Bahadur assisted the
the palace. On entering the room where he British in the re-occupation of Gorakhpur, the
expected to find the king, he was killed by a rifle re-capture of liUcknow, and the subsequent
shot fired from the zanrina gallery at the eiid of the capture of the rebels who infested the Terai. In
room. His bodywas then thrown out of the window, consideration of these serviees he was created a
and dragged away by an elephant to the banks

j

Knight of the Gran Cross of the Bath, and under
of the Bhagmuttco at Pashupati. Next morning ! a treaty (No. LV.), concluded on the 1st November
Jung Bahadur reported the Circumstance officially • 1860, the tract of territory on the Oudh frontier,

to the Resident. Subsequently it appeared that
i
which liad been ceded to the British Government

Mataber Singh -had been killed by Jung Bahadur in 1816, was restored to Nepal,

at the instigation of the queen. The population consists of Mongoloid tribes

Oii the loth of September 1840, the Resident who have immigrated from the Tibetan border,

(Mr. Colvin) was surprised by a visit at midniglit and of Aryan refugees from the plains of India,

from the king, wlio informed him that a fear- .IVest of the Kali river, almost all the inhabitants

fill tragedy had been enacte<l in the city. Tlie claim a descent from Hindu colonists. They
fani, after the murder of ^lataber Singh, may be accordingly consist principally of Brahmans and
siiid to have been the actual ruler of the country. Kshatriyas, with their various subdivisions. East
In the coalition ministry she had one especial of the Kali, the Magar occupied the lower hills hi

friend, Guggun Singh. This noble, on the night of the western parts, and are at present enlisted by
(he 14th of September, ivas shot in his own house; the Gurkha, sovereigns, composing a 'grccat majority

while he was in the act of performing his devotions of their troops; the Gurung, a pastoral tribe
;

in a private room. The rani then insisted on the the Jariyas; the Ncwars,.an industrious people,

king assembling all tlio ministers and nobles in following agriculture niid commerce, and more
council to fin<l out the assassin. Fatli .lung and advanced in the mechanical arts than the* other

his colleagues huiTiod to the place of meeting at the
|

mountain tribes
;
the Dhenwars and Mhanjis, the

kot near the palace. Here were assemlilcd the rani, husbamlmon and fishers of the western districts;

Jung Bahadur, his band of brothers, and his body- the Bhutias; the Bhiuiras, which branched off

guard, armed with rides. The (pieeiFs party was from the * NeWars
;
<iiid to the eastward, some

carefully arranged and heavily armed, wliereasthc districts of the Nopal dominions are inhabited by
members of council capic as they were summoned, the Limbuas and Nacarkuti tribes,

in a hurry, each from his Own house, and with no Mr. Hunter gives the Nepal races as under:

—

weapons but their swords. In a few minutes Nepal, East to West.—Serpa, Sunwar, Guning,
J2 of the noble§ and upw'ards of 100 of the loiver Murmi, Magar, Khaksya, Fakhya, Newar, Ijimbu.

ranks were shot down. The king, alarmed by the The language of tin; Magar, Gurung, and Newar
noise of tbo struggle, mounted his horse and rode is chiofiy Tibetan.

'off to the Residency. On his return, within an Kiranli Group, fCast Nepal.—Kiranti, Rodong,
hour, he found the gutters aiwmd the kot filh'd Rungchenlmng, Clihingtangya, Nach-hcreng, Wa-
with the blood of his ministers, and what little ling, Yakua, Chourasya, Kulungya, Thulungya,

power he possessed m the state was gone for ever. Babingya, liohorong, Limbichhoiig, Balali, Sang-
On trie 2dr of November, IJ more of the sirdars pang, l)umi, Khaling, Dungmali.

were put to death, and in December the king lied Broken tribes of NepaL~-l)fivhi, Dhenwar, Pahri,

,froiu the country to Benares. Jung Baiiadur Chepang, Brahmu, Yayii, Kuswar, Kusunda,
became virtually ruler of the country,* and he Tharoo.

visited England in 1850. The assassination of The martial classes are the Khas, !Magar, and
Guggun Singh, and the massacre of the inllueniial Gurung, each comprising a very numerous clan

chiefs, ‘in 1846, had paved the way for the rise of or race variously subdivided.

Jung Bahadur to the office of prime minister; Khas, Khus,- or Kus is the usual title of the

he was created maharaja of Nepal, and invested dominant race, and 8ah or Sahi, the tribal title

with the perpetual sovereignty of two provinces, of the royal family. They •arc descendants of

He effected the marriage of a son and two immigrant Hindu Rajputs with Nepal women,
daughters into the royal family of Nopal. The Khas possess a pre - eminently rnasculino

By the treaty of 1815, a British officer was to energy of character and love of enterprise, and
reside at the capital, and some of the ablest and liavc a free, sometimes a noble carriage. The
most conciliatory servants of the Indian Gdverii- Khas form one of tlie martial classes, and hold

ment have since been there. Mr. Gardener, jaghir lands on jnilitary tenure. This and other

1816-1829*; Brian Hodgson, 1881-1848
;

Sir two tribes take tbo name of Gurkha, which the

Henry Lawrence, 1848-1847
;
Mr. J. R. Colvin, Chinese pronounce Ku^ru Ka-li. It is derived

Major Ramsay, 1849-1863
;
and Drs. AVrigat and from the eponymous deity of the royal family,

. Oldfield have been Residency surgeons.' .
Gorakhshnnath or Gorkhanaih,..whom Brahmans

All through the Afghan war of 1838-43, the claim to be a form of Siva.
^
Gorkha town, the

(larbar at Khatmandu was in constant communi- original seat of the Khas, is 60 miles W.N.W. of

cation with that of .Lahore, and with the Sind Khatmandu. They have 13 divisions, and 116 clans,

sirdars and Mahfatta chiefs. Between 1838 and In the west of Nepal dwell the Gurung and
1840, 23 secret missions from Khatmandu to Magar tribes, small, with features of an extreme
Lahore and other parts of India were intercepted, Mongolian type, fulb of ’martial ardour and energy,

through the exertions of Sir George Clerk at In feature and figure, the true Gurkha are always
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remarkable, fr9m their broad Chinese or Tartar-

like physiognoiny, the small eyes, flat nose, and
meagre whiskers, as well as the stout, square make
and sturdy lirabs. The Magar have peopled the

lower Gogra valley. The men are of great bodily

and mental vigour. The Gurung are an energetic

and pastoral race. It has been calculated that

there are in Nepal no less than 30,000 Dakhriah,
or soldiers off the roll by rotation, belonging

to the Khas, Magar, and Gurung tribes. Tlieir

energy of character, k)ve of enterprise, and
freedom froni the sliackles of caste, are con-
spicuous, and, in the opinion of competent judges,

* they are by far the best soldiers of India. The
Government of British India since 1840 has

• been employing them in their native army.
The Newa?' belong to the Incfo-Tibehin stock,,

and profess Buddhism. They are confined almost
to the valley of Nepal. They are divided into-

several orders, according to trades and occupations.

They are peaceable agriculturists, and skilful

workers in iron, copper, brass, and bell-metal

;

the chief seats of industry being Lalita' Patan
and Bhatgaoiv Their copper, brass, and bell-

metal vessels* are exported to Tibet. ‘ Newar
women, as well as the men of the hill tribe of

Magars, weave two sorts of cotton clotli, partly

for l\ome use and partly for exportation. Those
who are not very poor wear woollen blankets,

which are manufactured by the Bhutias, who wear
nothing else.

. The Bhama arc a sort of separatists from the

Newar, supposed to amount <o 5001). They shave
their heads like the Bliutia, observe many of the
religious rites as* well as civil customs of the

latter, in a dialect of whq^e language they are

said to preserve their sacred writings. The lauds

of Nepal proper are cultivated almost without
exception by Newars. The Parbatya tribe, called

Dherwara, cultivates the westc^rn lands at Nur-
kale, etc. The Dherwar and Margi are the hus-

bandmen of the western districts. Parbatya is a
general name given in India to tlie mounfciin
Hindus of N,e|xii, and to their language.

The Elthariah are the descendants, more or

less pure, of Rajputs and oth(*r Kshatriyas of the

»Iain.s, who sought refuge in these mountains
rom the Muslim, .or merely .military service, as

adventurers. The Elthariah speak only the Khas
language.

The Murmi or Tamar are a vyry numerous tribe

of Tibetan origin, dwelling in all parts of the

Nepal mountains, from the Gamlak river,

miles W. of Khatmamlu, to the ]Mechi river. When
in smaller numbers they are to be met with in the

Sikkim country aa^ far cast as the Tista. The
great bulk of the tribe, however, is to be found
between the valley of Nepal and the Dood Kosi.

Murrai are taller, coarser in their feature, and more
Tibetan in their temperament, than the remaining

tribes, and appear to be Tibetan, or more Tibetan

than Gaugetic. Mr. Hodgson thinks that they

do not notably exceed the Gangetic stature. Of
all the tribes on the.S. side of Himalaya^they have
least changed in habits. They settle on the moun-
tains at elevations of 4000 to 6000 feet, living in

cottages made of stone and thatched with grass.

They are altogether a pastoral and agricultural

people, rearing flocks of sheep and goats near the

snows, and cultivating Indian corn and inurwa
(Eleusine coracana) at the greatest elevations

capable of producing them. They arc Buddhists
of the Bliutia and I^epcha Lama sect. Their
priests are not. restricted to celibacy. They have
several families or clans. They bury their dead
on the tops of- mountains, and raise tombs of

earth and stones, covered by a slab of stone, on
which the naino is engraved.

The Kiranti and TAmlm occupy the Nepalese
districts of the great valley (the btisin of the Kosi).

The Kii-auti, Kirata, or Kichak are the classical

Cirrhatao. They are said to be also called Khombo.
The Kiranti are often included in the Limbu, whom
they-much resemble in appc’arance.

The Janja tribe are south of the Gurung, with
whom they intermarry. TJiey are* Hindu in creed

and manners.
The llaifju, the Chcpaiuj^ and the Kumndii arc

.three Bliot tribes who dwell amid the dense forests

of the central region of Nepal, to the westward
of the groat valley. I’hey have no apparent
aflinity with the civilised races of that country^

but live in huts made of the branches of trees,

subsisting on wild fruits and the produce of tlie

chase, snaring wild animals. They are constantly

migratory. They are all darker and more slender

than the tribes around them, and in form and
colour greatly resemble; some of the races -in tliu

plains, particularly the Kol.

In Central Nepal also arc the Pnhri, the Darahi
or Dorhi, JJnnr(U\ and
. The Thukuri arc descendants from former

princes.,

Sood^ in Nepal, along the northent frontier of

Brithsh India, aiid in the l^injab, are a mercfuitile

body, dry grocers. They dp not eat beef, but use

other animal food, game, and fish.

Snnwar or Sanirar^ a tribe in Nei‘)al, dwelling

below the mountain peaks of ‘Gosainthnn, to the

north of the Magar and Gurung, and near and
among the cis-nivean Bliutia race, dwelling iit

the central and temjierati* parts of the mounbiins.

They are among the principal alpine tribes of the

Siib-lliinalayas, between the Kali, where the abori-

ginal tongues are merged into the rrakrit, and

the Dhausri, wliere tliey begin to pass into luouo-

syllabic'tongued races of Indo-Chinese origin.

• Thnrno^ a migi*atory forest race in Nepal and,

along thc*basc of the Himalitya mountains, between

Chumparun and Khatmandu, as far west as the

river Gandak, which they occupy along witli the

Bnksa at the foot of, but quite external to, the

Himalaya. They cultivate a little, and live and

thrive in the most malarious situations, and arc

invaluable in effecting forest clearances.

J list {IS the Tharoo inhabit the Terai, the Kii.s-

war and Bhutia, called the Manjhi, the Kuniha,

Bhrainu, Denwar, and Durre, inhabit with im-

punity tlie lowest and hottest and most malarious

valleys of Nepal, dwelling in small villages or in

scattered cottages, following the avocation of

potters, agriculturists, fishermen, and ferrymen.

They have dark-coloured skins, slender forms,

oval faces, elevated features, and peculiar dialects.

The Dharmi^ a dancer caste of Nepal, attend at

.

the annual festival at which buffaloed arc sacri-

ficed, and drink copious draughts of the warm

blood of the victims. ,

The Dherwar oxidi Margin the'husbaudmen and

fishermen in the western districts. The Dherwar

cqltivate the western lands at Nurkalc, etc.

Yakha, Mqngar, Brahman, Khumbu, Nimhu,
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chiefly cultivators. The Gallia rear buffaloes sidered to be a hollow state of the apex of the

chiefly; the Kami, blacksmiths; the Sarki, tanners
;

petiole of a leaf, while the lid that closes them is

and the Domai, tailors (Dome). regarded as the blade. The inner surface of the
The Brahmans of Nepal have 94 tribes. East- pitcher is glandular, and, during active vegetation,

ward of Nepal, some districts are occupied by the secretes the fluid, in which insects arc frequently

Limbu, the Naggankot, and others. The Limbu drowned. Some species of Borneo boar pitchers

are also called Yakthumba.
,

12 inches long, and G inches in diameter, large

About four-fifths of the people are professing enough to hold two quarts of water (N. Ilajah,

Buddhists, and the remainder, Hindus
;
but Ilin- Hooker^ of Borneo)

;
Nepenthes Edwardsiana is

diiisni has succeeded in materially corrupting the 18 inches long, and 2 to 3 inches in diameter,

purity of the numerically predominant creed. Other known species are N. Northiana, Hooker,
Nepal presents the curious spectacle of Buddhism, of Borneo, N. distillatoria, X., N. laivis, N. phyl-
witii castes, distinctly polytheistic, addicted to lamphbni, N. gyinnamphora, of .lava, gracilis,

bloody sacrifices, and, in part at least, practising hirsuta, Lowii, Veitchii, and villosa. N. ampul-
the obscenities of the Tantrika system. . There lacea, Jack., and N. Kafflosiana, Jack,, grow in

arc about 2000 Buddhist temples in Nepal.' Singapore. One species grows in Ceylon. The
Languages.—About 40 tribes, with as many Dutch call this “plant Kannekens kruyd, or the

different languages, inhabit Nepal, Sikkini, and *ciin-friiit, from its singular form. They are in-

Bhutan. In Nepal is a perfect maze of dialects, gectivorous plants. The urns of due species are

Beginning from the Singhalecla range, wc find arme<l with two sharp and strong spines. Its

Limbu or’Kiranta, which goes west as far as the pitchers always contain insects of various kinds,

Dood Kosi river, in long. 80° 44' E. Shcrwill and tlie spines prevent birds and insect-hunting

found the Gurung in the higher parts of Singha- .animals, such as the. tarsicr, from removing these
Icela, closely connected witli whom are the Murini. insects fwnn the urns.

Along the lower hills are the Magar, who extend NEDEKTHKS of Homer (Odyss. iv. 1. 221),
•to flic west as fjir as Palpa. In Central Nepal supposed by some* to have been hemp, .Cannabis

are the Newar, Paliri, and Brahmo, a dialect of sativa. Opium has also been supposed.

—

Ppwcll,

iAfagar,. also the Darahi or Dorhi, Denwar, and i. p. 32L
i'aksya. The, Parbatya or Paharia dialect of Hindi NKPETA CITilARIS. Bcnth.

is spoken all over Nepal, and is the court language. N. loucophylla,

1

Zufa vaGis, . . . Panj.

IVest of this again comes the Palpa, then the It occurs in the Panjab Himalaya at froni 4000
TJiaksya^ ^unwar, and Sarpa, the dialects of to 80()() feet, and is given in sherbet for fovej*

Karnaon and Garhwal, wliich carry ms on to the and congh.-=-/>/’. J. L. Stewart,

Milchan of Kanawat; the Hundisi and Tibarskad, NEPH, the divine spirit, a god of tjae Egyp-
north of it, speak the ]\has language. The tians. Bee Osiris.

language of the Magar, Gurung, and Newar is NEPH K LI IJxM, a genus of plants of the natural

chiefly Tibetan. • * order Sapindacem. Under the Ca^areso and
The Gurkha had a language of their own until Mahratta names Andgerce and Yaroo, Dr. Gibson

they adopted IlrahmaiiiHin, when they iiarlially mentions a nepliclium trije growing in Canara and
adopted the Hindi, with which their .own lun- Sunda, above the ghat, cliicfly at the Nilcoond and
gimge became inixt^l. southern jungles. Wood said to be serviceable in

.
Produce,—The mountainous parts of Nepjd are house-building. Mr. Thwaites notices in Ceylon

rich in mines of iron and copper. The copper is N. bifoliatnm, Thn\, a moderate-sized tree on the

of a superior kind. Lead mines, yielding a pro- J^ower Badulla road from Kandy, at no great

])ortion oL silver, are in Moulk. Small quantities elevation, which flowers in April. N. eximium, a
of gold-dust are found in the (iaudak. In addition large tree of the Central Province, at an elevation

to the sal timber trees and Bechiacouri }>iue, are of 1000 to 2000 feet, flowers in May and fruits in

the sissoo, the Setit-so/l, the Phullaniical,-an iron- July; and N. ercctum, Thw,, also of the Central

wood, the KalikseL a black wood, the Sajk, Burra, Province, up to an elevation of 3000 feet. N.

Sunni, Moolta, and a small quantity of ebony, hypoleucuin, Kurz, and N. rubescens, Iliern., are

'Ihcse woo<ls constitute iu a great measure the trees of Burma. Three species are celebrated for

commercial wealth of Nepal. Wood merchants their fruits, viz. N. liichi, Don, the litchi of S.E.

congregate* at the southernmost point of the forest* Asia
;
N. longannm, the longan of China

;
and N.

near the river Gandak, because of the facility lappacenm, the rambulau of the Malay Peninsula,

pres'ented by that river of floating the timber to Dr. Mason mentions a small inferior Tenasscrim

Calcutta. The bark of PhO'tinadubiaor Mespilus fruit as the red iiephdiiun, eaten by the natives

Bengalensis is used for dyeing scarlet.

—

London only, though bearing its fruit in bunches like the

Times; SmitPs Nepal; KirkpatriePs Nepal; lichi. One of .the indigenous nephelium trees of

Bogle's Tibet ; Oldfield's SketoJus of Nepal

;

Tenasscrim bears a fruit whose subacid is very

Munshi Shew Shunker Sing Pandit Shri-Unn- agi-eeable to the palate, and much resembles that

dnand's History; Dr, A, Campbell in J, A, Soc.

;

of the ramlnitan so famous at Malacca. Malays

Thomas' Prinsep.. say it Is the wild rambutan. Other species known
NEPENTHACEiE. Lmdl, The pitcher plant are N. rimosuin, rqbrum, verticillatum, and varia-

tribe, a natural order of exogenous plants inhabit- bile. N. stipulaceum, Bcdd., a handsome middling-
ing the damper an‘d warmer parts of S.E. Asia, sized tree, rather rare in the moist forests in

and having, in the place of leaves, large hollow Malabar’ and on the Animallays
; the wood is

bodies furnished with a lid, aud contivining water strong and serviceable.

—

Mason; Thw. i. p. 57;
secreted from a peculiar glandular apparatus with Voigt ; Gibson.

which they are lined. These bodies, or pitchers, NEPHELIUM LAPPACEUM. Linn,
.
The

as they are called, appear at the end of a leafy rambutan fruit is produced in bunches termi-

tendril-like expansion of the bark, and are con- nally. The pulp, which surrounds a seed of the
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size and flavour of a cob-nut, is transparent, and
of a delicate sweetish-acid flavour. It is in

appearance not much unlike the fruit of tbe
arbutus, but larger, of a brighter red, and
covered with coarser hair or soft spines, from
whence it derives its name. The part eaten is a
gelatinous afid almost transparent pulp surround-
ing the kernel, of rich and pleasant acid.

—

Low's
Sarawak^ p. 73 ;

Marsdeii's Stimatray p. 101.

NEPHELIUM LITOHT. W. ami /I.

Dimocarpus lichi, Lour. I
‘ Euphoria liclii, Dcnf.

Scytalia lichi, Eoxb.
|

Kayet mouk, . . Euum. I Kaleng ken, Lichi, Malay.
Tan-li, Lichi, . . Ciiix.

|

This native of- China is an evergreen, and grows
to a large size. The. fruit is of a dark brown
colout, and contains a glutinous, yCllow, sweet sort

of pulp. In British India it is not much prized,

perhaps from its inferior quality to the Cliiiicse

fruit, which is much esteemed. The fruit ripens

in March and April. The sun-dried fruits are

largely exported from Foh-kien and Canton pro-
vinces, being in demand as a marriage present or
dessert at feasts.

—

Jlidddl; Smith.

NEPHELIUM I.ONGANA. Camk
Dimocarpus longaii, lioxh. Scytalia longana, Jtoxh.

^
Euphoria longana, Lamk,
Ashjihal, .

'.
. . Bkncj. liongan, . . . Malay.

Kayet piouk, . . Blum. Tuna,. . . . Maleal.
Mai ahcola, .... Cax. Morre, .... Hinoh.
Lung yen, . . . Chin. Tuvati, .... Tam.
Wumb, . > . . Mauu.

, A moderate -sized tree of the Peninsula of

India, tlie Khassya Hills, the Afalay' Peninsula,

Cochin-China, and China, having a straight trunk
and flue globular Jiead. It occurs in Coimbatore,

is rare in the Bombay Presidency, being confined

to their rae^ or greenwood jungles. In China it

grows in Foh-kien, Kwang-tung, and Kwang-si.
It is more easily, grown than the litchi. The
fruit is globular; it is not equal to the litchi.

The wood is white, hard, and close-grained.-^

Wight; Gibson; Voigt; Smith; Gamble.

NEPHRITE, jade, or axe-stone, the Yashin
or Sang-i-yashm, so much valued in China, is

found in Central Asia, New Zealand, Western
.America, Corsica, the

.
Hartz mountain, and

Egypt. It is the yu of the Chinese. It is highly

prized by the Maori race, whose choicest weapons
and ornaments are carved out of it by means of

* friction of Hint and wet sand, while the holes are

generally pierced by a drill of a pointed piece of

hard wood. The following is an analysis by
Kastner:—Silica, .50*50; alumina, 10*00; mag-,
nesia, 31*00

;
oxide of iron, .5*50

;
oxide of

chromium, 0*06
;

water, 2*75. In China it' is

carved into images, and wofti as a charm. It was
supposed to be good in diseases of the kidney

;

hence its Chinese name.

—

Smith.
' NEREOCYSTIS LUTKEANA, one of the algm,

forms dense marine forests in Norfolk Bay and

all about Bitcha. Its stem resembles whipcord,

and is often 300 feet long, and terminates in a

large air-vessel 6 or 7 feet long, and crowned
with a bunch of dichotqmous leaves, each 30 or

40 feet in length. The sea-otter when fishing rests

on the colossal air-vessels of this giant seaweed,

and its stems furnish fishing-tackle.

—

Hartwig.

NERIUM (from vyipog^ humid, the habitat nf
the species), a genus of plants belonging to the

natural order Apocynaceas or dogbanes. The
whole family are poisonous.

NERIUM ODORUM. Solamler. Oleander.

Kan(S!^r, Kharuba, . HiNrr. Arali, Tam.
Jovana arali, . Maleal. Ghenneru kusturi-

Khar-zahra, . . . Pers. patte, .... Tel.
Ktiravera, , . Sanbk. Gandera, . Trans-Induh!

A sweet-scented oleander, grows throughout
India, Sind, Baluchistan, Afghanistan, Siwalik
Hills, and the' Himalaya, and is often confounded
with the N. oleander. Its varieties have flowers

of a red, crimson, aiid rose colour, and are double
and single. The root and root-bark are used
medicinally^ but need great care, as they arc

virulently poisonous. The leaves also are used.

In the Dckhan the double red and white grow
wild 04 the banks of rivers, bearing both*white
and red flowers

;
and by budding the red colour

on the opposite one in several parts of the same
stalk, li very pretty appearance may be given to

the shrub. . Amongst Hindus its flowers are

sacred to Siva. The single white is called in

Hindi safaid-kurpud, the single rose-coloured lal-

kurpud, and the beautiful large double rose

variety is called padma-kurpiid. The yellow,

congener is called the exile, and was introduced

froni America. The root contains a yellow

poisonous resin, tannic acid, wax, and sugar, ‘but.

no alcolioloid or volatile poison. The bark and
flowers contain the same poisonous resin, which is

most abundant in the liber or inner bark
;

it is

very soluble in carbonate of soda, aii5, .though not

volatile, is carried over mechanically when tljc.

plant is distilled with water. Tlie root is s;o*

frequently resorted to for the purpose of self-

destruction by the women of India when tormented

with jealousy, that it is ju’overbial among the

females of the hills, when quarrelling, ta bid their

opponent- go and eat of the root of Kanev. A
mail about 35 years old swallowed au ounce of the

expressed juice, and immediately fell senseless on

the floor. Ho did not recover, even by vigorous

treatment, from a state of collapse, under 40 hours,

and (luring that time had constant spasmodic

seizures of the whole body. Camels ^at it, but

nearly all die. The stalks ard said to be used as

hookah tubes. The powder of the dried leaves is

given in colic, and used as an errhine. A wash is

made from the bark, which is used in itch and for

destroying vermin. Externally the leaves and

.bark have been used (and* sometimes even inter-

nally) as .a remedy in herpes and itch. The rasped

wood is employed as ratsbane. The wood itself

is used by some eastern nations as a material for

jAinpowder charcoal.

—

Iloxb.
;
Pou'dl

;
Eng. Cye. ,*

iiiddell; Irvine^; Ainslie ; Ilonig.
;
O'Sh.; Mason.

NERIUM OLEANDER. Linn. Kiah-chuh-

t’-au. Chin.
;
Nyipios/ Vo^ohuopov : ;

Khar-

zahra. Oleander, rose bay, spurge laurel, a plant

of the Levant, is etpially poisonous with N.

odorum.
NEBA KULA. Kahn. A

.
caste of fowlers,

bird-catchers.

NEST.
Chonnala, Char, •. Hind.. Nido, . . . •

Nido, Nidio, Nidlata, It. Yiwah, ,
TEL., auuK.

The nests of birds greatly vary. Those of the

weaver bird, tailor bird, lionoy-sucker, and oruMO

are made with much ^rt. The edible nest ()f the

colocalia swallow is formed of inspissated saliva m
caverns; swallows, swifts, bee-eaters, and weaver-

birds build in companies
;
certain ducks breed on

cliffs or trees, and they must carry their young to
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the water, though this has not been observed, that their name is derived from Nassara (Nazareno)

The Megapodidm gallinaceous birds, found in or Nazareth. Turks and other orientals call them
Australia, its surrounding islands, and as far as Nasrani.

the Philippines and the N.W. of Romeo, bury Colonel Yule, in Cathay and the Way Thither,

their eggs in sand, earth, or rubbish, and leave says that so late as the 14th century a Npstorian
them to be hatched by the sun or by fermentation, bishopric existed in the neighbourhood of the
They have large feet and long curved claws, and modern Hazrati Turkestan, nortli of Samarcand,
most of them rake together rubbish, dead leaves, and that the sect had been established in that
sticks, and stones, earth and rotten wood, until district since the 4th century. In Persia the sect

they form a mound often 6 feet high and 12 feet inhabit the district of Uruinia, in Azc^bijanj'and

across, in the middle of which they bury their the mountains to the south, occupying the Ilakkian

eggs. The eggs are as large as those of a swan, chain in Kurdistan. In Upper Mesopotamia there

and of a brick-fed colour, and are considered a are many Neslorians, some of whom have become
great delicacy. The natives arc able to say Roman Catholics, and Jacobite as well as Roman
whether eggs be in the mound, and they rob Catholic Syrians. Their priests are styled Kieshish

them eagerly. It is said that a nui'nber of thehe and Abuna, and are hereditary office-holders,

birds unite to make a mound, and lay their eggs
^
Their patriarch is designated, he says (p. 272),

in it, and 40 or 50 are found in one heap. The Mar Shiimiin? He dwelt at Kojaniis, near

mounds are found in dense thickets. The species .lulamcrk, in the heart of the Kurd mountains,

of the Megapodidae in Lombok is as large as a hen, They live amongst the Kurds, and are wild, bravo,

and entirely of a dark hue, with brown tints. It and grasping. The* Kurds, about the year 1870,

eats fallen fruits, earth-worms, snails, and centi- attacked and massacred a large body of the

•pedes, but the flesh is white, and when properly Christians. Nestorian Tiyari -women and girls

cooked well flavoured. * bathe unrestrained in the presence of men in the

Mr.’ Allan Hume says the nests of the white streams that pass their doors,

scavenger vulture (Nooijhron ginginianus). of Nestorius was patriarch of Constantinople, and
India are clumsy, ragged stick structures,—plat- in 4J1 was expelled mid denounced as a heretic

forms slightly depressed towards the centre, by the Council of Ephesus, for refusing to call the

loosely put together, and lined with any soft Virgin Mother of God, and sundry other so-called

substance they can most readily iiieot with. Old heresies. Nestorian doctrines arc more like those

•rags are a great stand-by. In* many jiarts of the
,

of the Protestant Church than other Eastern

country, w^ayfarers as they pass particular trees Christian systems. They have no image or relics,

liav*c a semi-religious custom of t(’aiing a strip off no convents dr nunneries
;
they acknowledge no

their clothes to hang thereon. The tree .(usually purgatory, no transubstantiation, no auricular

a babul) soon becomes loadi'd with rags and confession
;
and their notions of the divinity of

tatters. 'These are a perfect godsend to the the Saviour are scriptural and accurate.

Neoplirons of the neighbourhood, wlio rob those The Nestorian faith, after being condemned in

rural shrines of their trophies by the score. Some- the wes’t during the first half of th<> 5th century,

times the rags Of various colours arc laid out neatly spread rapidly in the east, and prevailed in Persia

in ^he neat, as if an attempt had been made to and Asia Minor. American missionaries have
please the eye

;
sometimes tiny arc irrogularly established themselves at Urumia on the frontier

jumbled up with tlie materials of the nest. Cotton- of that region, and are now zealously employed in

wool, old and dirty,—stolen perhaps from the old educating and instructing many of the younger
rizais, or padded coverlids, .thrown with half- members of this Christian sect.

—

Colonel Chesney ;

burnt dead bodies into the river,—occurs occa- Wagner; Yule; Layai'il, i. p. 19G
;
^JacGregor,

s*ionally in great lumps in the nest. And he hiid
j

iv. p. 843
; .] p. 01; Grant,

several times found nests lined entirely Avith
j

NET.
masses of hiunan hair, which, in a country ’

pets, Vilcts, . . . Fk.
j

Fukat, Panauk, Malay.
where near relatives* shave their heads as a Nt-fcz, Uku.

j

lied, ...... Bp.

part of the funeral ceremonies, often lies thick -Jhnl, Jala, . . . Hind. Agh, Tukk.

in the environs of villages and towns. Some- Reto, lieticella,llagnia,lT.

tinies the birds line their nests Avitli green Net-making is the art in which the fabric is

l(mve|i, much as Eutolmactus Ronelli and many required to bo transparent, but in which the fibres

other eagles do. In size thenestsvary from 2 feet are decussated and retained in their places by
to 3 feet in diameter, and from 4 inches to 10 kiIots,that the interstices may retain their form and
inches in depth. Nominally they lay two eggs, size, and prevent obje*cts 'from escaping

;
it seems

but he liad repeatedly found tirds incubating a to have been known in -the earliest ages in Egypt,

single egg
;
twice he found three eggs in the same and is practised with the greatest skill throughout

nest,- but in each of these latter cases one. of the the East Indies in great variety, their nets being

three eggs was much smaller and feebler-coloured from a few to 50 fathoms iu length. Those of

than the other two.— TPuZ/a’ce, pp. 154, 156. Singapore are made with cotton, and osiers with

NESTORIUS. A Christian sect in Kurdistan the fibre, Avhicli is vciy similar to, if not identical

and Mesopotamia is said to bo called from with, that forming the so-called China grass

;

Nestorius, who was Bishop of Constantinople in rami fibre, trap fibre, cotton, and hemp being all

the 6th century, and whose doctrines were spread employed in net-making. Nets are woven also of

with mich zeal through SyriA, Egypt, Persia, hempen thread, and boiled in a solution of gambier
India, Tartary, and China. They number about (Uncaria gambier) to preserve them from rottfng.

200,000 in Persia, Turkey, and Kurdistan. They Tlie fishing-smacks which swarm along the Malay
* do not accept the view that describes them to be coast go out in jiairs, partly that the crews may

followers of the creed of Nestorius, and claim to afford mutual relief and protection, but chiefly to

be Kaldi, descendants of the ChaWajans, and slate join iu dragging the net fastened to their boats.
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In thd*sballows of rivers, rows of heavy poles are coast of the Indian Peninsula; in 1661 they
driven down, aiid nets secured to them, which are* founded a colony at the Capg of Goojl Hope

;
in

examined and changed at every tide. Those who 1652 they built a factory at Palakollu, on the
attend these nets, moreover, attach to their boats Madras coast; in 1658 they captured Jaffnapatani
scoops pr drag-nets, so loaded that they will sink from tha Portuguese in Ceylon

;
in 1664 they

and gather the sole, ray, and other fish feeding wrested from the Portuguese all their earlier,

near the bottom. Lifting nets, 20 feet square, are settlements on the pepper-bearing coast of Mala-
suspended from poles elevated and depressed by a bar; and in 1669 they expelled the Portuguese
hawser worked by a windlass on shore

;
the nets from St. Thome and Macassar. In 1749 the

are baited With the whites of eggs spread on the reigning prince abdicated in favour of the Dutch
meshes. There arc also casting-nets and sieve- East Indian Company. Seven years prior to that

nets! In hunting and fowling, also, nets are in use event the sovereignty had been divided into a
to a considerable extent, and the clap-net seen in spiritual head, the Susunan or object of adoration,

use in Sind and elsewhere is identical with that whose descendants now reside at Surakarta, near
depicted on the Egyptian monuments for catch- Solo, and a second prince who was styled Sultan,

ing wild-fowl. Job xix. 6; Psalm cxl. 6; Isaiah and whose descendants reside at Jokyokarta, all

li. 20.
^

of them highly pensioned. Clive, in 1758, attacked

For sea-fishing in Sind a suitable net costs £40 the Dutch at Chiiisura both by land and water,

or £50, and docs not last above a year. A sea- In 1811, when France overran Holland, the flag-

going fishing-boat costs about £100, and ought to of France was hoisted at Batavia, but in the sauu^

be serviceable for several seasons. Stake-nets arc year the British captured ifc, only to restore, it on
extensively constructed off the coasts of Sind, tlic 19th August 1816, and exchanged Sumatra
Bombay, and tlie iMalay Peninsula. In Sind and for Malacca in 1824. From this time the Dutch
Bombay the stakes arc usually the trunks of some ceased to have territory on the continent of

species of palm trees, and by joining are made up Asia, and have been extending their great 'island

to 100 feet in length. Those near land arc placed empire.

—

Imp, (Haz. ; Bikmore^ pp. 22, 26. See
at right angles to the shore,* and pressed perpen- Dutcli

;
Holland.

dicularly into# the mud to a depth of 12 feet or NK’TSIJKE. Japan. Curiosities, trinkets,

more, and 25 foot apart. Nets of a bag or funnel charms, attached to the silken cord by wliich tJic

shape, often 40 yards long, are attached to them, .Japanese fasten their tobacco pouch or tiny

and the currents sweep the fish into the bag. But medieiue-box to them girdles.

—

Galatea,

the banks far out at sea are siinilarly utilized, the JNIJTTA1*U8 COKOxMANDELIANUS. Gmdin.
fishermen attending at each change of the tide to The whitc-bodied goose teal, or cotton tealj of

empty the capture, and reverse the funnel-net, TJic British India, Ceylon, Burma, and Malayana. It

dip-iict is worked from a framework fixed on the is a jiretty little goslet, it is imwary and familiar,

bank of a tidal river, or from a boat or platform, frequents weedy and grassy tanks, flics with

The purso-net, lave-net, and bag-net are fixed on rapidity, and utters a cackling call. It breeds in

b;^mboo frames, and dragged up narrow or liok's of old trees, ruined houses, temples, chim-

shallow pieces of, water. The cast-net is easily neys, and lays eight or ten small white eggs. It is

carried from place to place, and, being thro-wn the -Berniclea girra of Cray and Dendrocy^mis
horizontally with a centrifugal motion, it sprmis atlinis of Jerdou, and is 15 or 14 inches long. See

out over a considerable surface. Several of these Birds. .

'
•

are occasionally joined together to form a drag- NETTLE is a name applied to plants whieli,

net. Cones and traps made of bamboo are in when touched, impai-t a stinging sensation They
much request. The Chinese nets are the bag, are classed by botanists under the natui‘al order

casting, flat sluice, trawl, and stake nets, and the Urticaceie of Endlichcr. (3f the species of the

sieve
;
also nets for shrimps and shell-fish.

—

lioylc, genus Urtica, of which there arc known about 20,

ArtSy etc.y of Indldy p. 505. many sting, as also do those of Boehmeria. The

NETHERLAND INDIA. Netlicrland is a name Urticacem arc w idely diffused throughout both

in use for the European country called Holland^ tropical and temperate climates. They grow to a

occupied by the Dutch people, who have large gigantic size in the hot mofst parts of Asia, and

possessions in the Eastern Archipelago, which are extend from its warm tropical islands all along the

the empire of Netherhind India, In 1.596 the Malayan Peninsula to the foot of
.
the Hmmlay.'W,

Dutch, under Houtnianii, first arrived off Bantam, along which, anti in its valleys, they flourish cveu

and found the native king at war with the Portu-
\
near to the banks of the Sutlej. Species arc also

gucse. They lent him aid, cfn cbiidi lion of having found around the Neilgherrics, and along the

land allotted for a factory. In 1610 the Dutch Malabar coast to the Konkan. Though the flowers

fortified the village of Jakatra, which they named of all arc inconspicuous, some of the species (as

Batavia. In 1619 this was destroyed, but it was Urtica .pulcherrim?*) arc remarkable for the beauty

then rebuilt by Mr. Bolt, the Dutch Governor- of their folifigc. One of them (U. tuberosa) is

General, and this was the beginning of the present distinguished by its tuberous root-stock, which is

town of TBatavia. Java up to the 13th Century eaten by some of the mitivcs of India, either m its

wiis partly Hindu, partly BuddhiH, partly Muham- raw or cooked -state. The great characteristic,

inadan
;
but in the 15th century ^luhammadauism however, of the nettles is their sting. Some ol

took the lead, and in 1475 a Muliammadaii the Indian species are remarkable, even among

prince took the throne on the overthrow^ of the nettles, for this* quality
;

as, for instance, b.

great kingdom of Majapahit, which had dominion crcnulata and U. heterophylla.^ The latter is

over the whole of Java and the eastern parte of the Neilgherry nettle
;

it is the most wide y

Sumatra. In 1635 they occupied Formosa
;

in diffused of the large Indian nettles, being loun

1640 they took Malacca from the Portuguese
;
in in South Konkan, along the Malabar mBt, ’

1647 they were trading at Sadras, on the cast the Neilgherrics, the vallays of the flmimaya,
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Assam, and Burma. It is an annual plant,* tie residence, ami Elia, light. It was first visited by
sting of it produces intense pain, the bark abounds British officers in 1826, and in 1829 Sir Edward
in fine white glossy silk-like fibres

;
but these Barnes opened it as a sanatorium. It is 6222 feet

probably differ with the locality in which the about the sea, and, on its nortli, mountains rise
plant is grown. Dr. Wight describes those of the 2000 feet higher still. Its temperature ranges
Neilgherries as a fine soft flax-like fibre, and fitted from 86” to 81°, with a mean daily variance of
to compete with flax in the manufacture of even 11°, the average at noon being 02°, and the
very fine textile fabrics. The Toda extract it by

|

highest observation of the unexposed thermometer
boiling the plant, and use it as a material for I

70°. The quantity of rain falling has perceptibly
making thread. Mr. Dickson passed it through ' decreased of late years, probably owing to' the
his machine and liquid, which rendered it like a extensive clearing of the surrounding forests to
ficautiful, soft, silky kind of flax. Tie calls it prepare them for coffee-planting.

. Its highest peak
a wonderful fibre, of which the tow would be useful is Pcdurn-talla-galla, 8280 feet in elevation,

for mixing with wool, as has been done witk China which derives its name from the plants which
grass. It is very like fine wool, brings £45 to £50 grow tliere amongst the rocks (galla), and are

a ton in the rough state, and prime warp £100 substituted for the (talla) leaves in making mats
a ton. It^rows wild all over the Ncilgherry Hills, (peduru). It is a favourite place of resort from
The fibre irom the hark of old wood is steeped in the commencement of January to the middle of

cold water for about six days. For the bark of Afay. At that time the rainy season commences,
the young wood 24 hours suffice for the fibre to ami visitors rapidly disappear.

—

IViJie, p.

separate readily from the pulp. The fibre bleaches 82; Tenneut's Cnjlon.

readily, is of great length and good quality and NEUROPTERA (from vtvprju, a nerve, and
colour, the plant attaining a height of 8 to 12 yrnpotf, a wing), one of the orders into which the

feet; length of staple, however, is of very little insect class is divided. It may be illustrated by
consequence in jute, lieinp, or flax plants, as om* the Idbellula or dragon -lly. Ephemera or May-
of the first parts of the {process of applying them fly, .and Tfliryganea or alder-fly.

to manufacturing puiposi'S is to cut them into N' EW BOLD, Captain T. J., an infantry officer

lengths of 12 or 15 inches, to prevent them from of the 12th Regiment of the Madrid Presidency,

getting entangled in the machinery. The Neil- a voluminons and accurate writer on varied

gherry nettle grows very abundant as a weed, brandies of science. Ob. 1850. He wrote on
yields a largo percentage of flbre, and its the Beryl Mine in Coimbatore, in Edin. New
cultivation could very easily be extended. By Phil. Jl. xx. 241

;
Valley of Sondoor, Mad. Lit,

h(/iling for a short while, the stinging property of Trans., 1888
;
Temperature of the Springs, Wells,

the nettle is destroyed. *
• and Rivers in India and Egypt, Ifliil. Trans., and

The great shrubby nettle (IFrtica creimlata) is republished Edin. New Phil. Jl., 1845-46; Geo-
commoii at Chakung in Sikkim. This plant, logical Notes on the Southern Mahratta Country,
called Mealum-ma, attains 15 feet in height; it in HI. As. Trans., 1845; Osseous Breccia and
has broad glos.sy leaves, and, though apparently Dcpo.sits in the Caves of Billa Soorgiim, Southern
without stings, is h(‘ld in so great dread, that Dr. India, ibid., 1844; Visit to the Bitter Lakes,

Hooker had difficulty in getting help to cut it Isthmus of Suez, in Loud. As. Trans., 1845 ;
Geo-

down. He gathered many specimens without logical Notes from Masulipatam to Goa
;
on the

allowing any part to touch liis skin; still 'the Alpine Glacier, Iceberg^ Diluvial, and Wave
scentless effluvium was so powerful, that mucous Translation Theories, with reference to the De-
matter poured from his eyes and nose all the rest po.sit.s of Southern India, in Bl. As. Trans., ibid,

of the afternoon ill such abundance, that he had to .
v., xiv, part 1, 217

;
Geological Note.s across the

hold his head over a basin for an hour. The sting Peninsula of Southern India, from Kistapatain,

is very virulent, producing inflammation; and to ibid., 898; History of the Persian Poets, in Mad.
punish a child with Mcaliim-ma is the severest Lit. Trans, ii. 245 ;

Summary of the Geology of

Lepcha threat. Violent fevers and death have Southern India, in I iOnd. As. Trans., 1845 ;
Essays

been said to ensile from its sting
;
but this he very on the Metrical Compositions of the Persian Poets,

much doubts. The stinging hairs are inicro.scopic, with a Notice of their Poetry, Mad. Lit. Trans,

and confined to the young shoots, leaf, and flower- iii. 118,282; on the Code, and Historical MSS.
stalks. Lesehenault do la Tour describes being of the Siamese

;
on the Progre.ss of Buddhism to

stung by this nettle, on three fingers of his hand the Eastward, ibid. vi. 117
;

Recent Fresh-water

only, at the Calcutta Botanical Gardens, and the Deposits near Kiiinool, in Bl. As. Trans^, 1844,

subsequent sneezing and luniiing at the nose, xiii. 213 ;
Account of the Muhammadan Kings of

followedby tetanic symptoms and two days’ suffer- Acheen, ibid. iv. 117; Notice of Malayan Code,

ing, nor did the effects disappear for nine days. ibid. 390 ;
Political and Statistical Account of

It is, says Dr. Hooker, a remarkable fact that the the British Settlements in the Straits of Malacca,

plant stings violently only at this season. I fre- 2 vols. 8vo
;

Site of Hai or Ai, Royal City of

quently gathered it with impunity on subsequent the Canaanites,'in Bom. Geo. Trans, viii. 335.

—

occasions, and suspected some inaccuracy in my Bomhny Times, May 1850; Dr. Buist's Catalogue.

observations
;
but in Sylliet both Dr. Thomson NEW BRITAIN, a chain of large islands which

and I experienced th4 same effects in autumn stretch between the parallels of 4° and 6 S. from
Endlicher (Lindley’s Vegetable Kingdom) attri- near the N.E. part of New Guinea and the S.W.
biites the causticity of nettle-juice to bicarbonates part of New Ireland, and having Dampin Channel
of ammonia, which Dr. Thomson and I ascertained to their westward, and St. George’s Channel to

Was certainly not present in this species.

—

Royle ; the eastward of them. In the New Britain group
Jiool er, Him. Jour. ii. p. 188. the Papuan girls of six or eight years old are shut

NEUERA ELIA, a mountain summit in Ceylon, up for some five pars in cages made of palm-
taking its name from Nuwam, Singh., an imperial leaves, out of which they are never allowed to
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come till they are to be married. The cages are
placed inside large houses, with pld women to

watch them. The girls are taken out once a day
to w^h, ‘but they never leave the house. Mr.
Wallace says that they do not seem to suffer in

health.

NEW CALEDONIA is surrounded by a great
reef. It was colonized by the French in 1855:
Its southern extremity is in lat. 22“ 24' S., and
long. 166° 55' E. The Isle of Pines lies to the
east, in lat. 22° 42' S,, and long. 167° :UJ' K.
Port St. Vincent, a boautiful and extensive har-

bour, is formed by islands, three miles within the
coral reef that extends, with a few breaks, along
the whole S. W. co^ist of New Caledonia. It fronts

the shore at the distance of four to eight miles.

It is steep to seaward, level with the water’s edge.
Loyalty Islands form a large range to the eastward
of New Caledonia. Its soil is of volcanic origin,

and its flora almost exclusively arborescent, Pro-
teacem, gigantic ferns, and easuavincie.

NEW GUINEA, or Tana Papua, is an island on
the eastern border of the Eastern Archipelago.
Its north coast is generally high

;
towards the

sea there low land, but a little way inland a
chain of mountains extemls parallel to the coast,

and elevated in some places 4000 or 5000 feet

above the scc^ and there are said to bo mountains
17.000 feet high, covered with snow; Mount Owen
Stanley being El,000 feet. Near Dori the loftier

mountains retire a little backward, and seem to

reach their greatest altitude in the Arfak range,
which the officers of the Coqiiille ascertained to

have an elevation of 9500 feet. It is 1500 miles
long, and 410 in breadth, with an ar(‘a of

224.000 square miles. It may said to con-
sist of a great central ma'sS about the size of the

Austrian empire, and two tapering peninsulas,

—

one at the north-west, or Dutch, the other at the
soutli-eiist, or British end. Mountain ranges exist

in these peninsulas, but little is known of the

country inland. Signor D’Albertis, who ascended
the Fly river for about 500 miles into tlic interior,

alone has seen anything of it.

The Portuguese (Jorge dc Meneses) stumbled
on it in 152G, and the Spaniard (Luiz Vaez de
Torres), in 1606, formally took possession of it

in the name of the king of Spain, and with it 20
natives, so that, to use his owui words, ‘ with
them we might be able to give a better account
to your Majesty.’ The Dutch (Commissioner Van
Delden, in a proclamation dated August 21, 182S,

annexed to tlie crown of Holland that portion of

New Guinea and the lands lying therein, begin-
ning with tile 141st degree of longitude castrof

Greenwich on the S. coast, and from thence
W.N.W. and N. as far as the Capo of Good Hope,
situated on the north coast. 'I’he climate was
found to be too unhealthy, and in 1835 the settle-

ment was abandoned. But in 1848, by resolution

of the Governor-General (dated the 30th July), the

Netherlands territory was determined to extend
from the Cape Bonplanc in 140° 17' E. on the N.
coast, along the shores of Geelvinks Bay to the
Cape of Good Hope, and, further, towards the
W., S.) and S.E. as far as 140° E. on the S. coast.

On this portion, posts, provided with the Nether-
land arms, and with the inscription New Guinea,
were set up in 1850. The surface thus under
Netherlands rule, together with that of the island

iuclttded, amounts to 3210 square geographical

mileg (Dutch), with a population estimated at

about 200,000 souls.

The British connection with it began with Cap-
tain Bligh, of Bounty fame, who sighted Now
Guinea in 1792, and he took possession in the

King’s name of ‘everything he saw’ on his voyage
through Torres Straits. According to a despatch

from the Admiralty to the Colonial Office, dated
14th October 1873, New Guinea was formally

taken* possession of by Lieutenant Yule, of Her
Majesty’s ship Bramble, in 1846, at a point named
by liim Capo Possession, about 300 miles west,

ward of Captain ^Moresby’s subsequent discoveries.

Captain Moresby, in the Basilisk, in 1874 circum-

navigafod the island, and found an archipelago of

about ()0 islands, with many line harbours. On
the 24th April 1874, he landed liis ship’s com-
pany on llayter Island, and, in the Queen’s name,
took possession of it, as well as of Moresby and

Basilisk Islands, together with various groups of

detached islets, (in the 6th November 1884,

Great Britain proclaimed the British Protectorate

over all the soulhern coasts to tlie eastward of

the M ist meridian of cast longitude. Tlie area

of annexed territory is about 175,000 squarr

miles. The races are untouched by civilisation,

and for the most part are perfect strangers to

(he white man.
* The villages are small and scattered, bqt all are

independent, and recognise no central authority.

A large an<l poweifnl village is feared by the

smalliT ones, and will plunder and oppress them,

but there is no chieftainship over an entire dis-

trict. 'rh(‘.proninlga,tion of laws and the exercise

of justice art; alike unknown. 'Hiey are all pre-

datory, and given to thieving, 'riio men, when
they have killed an enemy, are tattooed. The

women wear a kilt, and arc all tattooed.

Tlie London ]\Iissionary Society have established

a mission at Port Moresby, Boera, Samoa, and

other places
;
but the climate of New Guinea is

such as to rtmder European colonization hazardous.

Experience scarcely warrants the hope that healthy

districts will be found.

Tiie rainfall in the wet season averages 34 inches,

whilst the heat at Port Moresby i ifnges from 73 r/’,

tlie average minimum •night temperature, to

90-43° ill the shade during February, which is the

hottest month.
New Guinea has several varieties of th-c Negro

race, the tall Papuan, the small Negrito, and the

Maori form, and the people on the coast are in

some places mixed witli the browner races of the

Moluccas. TJio darker type of Papuans struck

I)’Albertis as identical with the true Negro of

Africa, insomuch that on his return home lie

felt sure that were some of the Somali nicn,

among whom he was shipwrecked in the Re<l

Sea, transported to New Guinea, they might be

mistaken tor natives of that island, having the

same receding forehead, aquiline nose, .and

moderately thick lips, with curly but not woolly

hair. 'Phis is what ho called the Arab type

when speaking of Moatta and Tawan, distinct m
many respects from the Negroes of Central and

Southern Africa. The skulls collected by him

exhibit specimens both of the extreme prognath-

ous type, and of the round or brachycephalic

generally identified with the Polynesian race. Ih^

skin is black in the natives of the west, while

from Redscar Bay eastward it is light brown.
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In the interior, again, the people in the moun-
tains are intermediate in colour, and arc quite

distinct in habits.

It is the great seat of the Papuan race. The
names winch the island is known to EuropeaTis

and Asiatics, New Guinea and Tanna Papua,

both distinctly refer to the leading pcciiliarity of

the race by which the coasts are inhabited.

This island, and also the Ki and Am Islands,

with Mysol, Salwatty, and Waigion, arc ocfcupicd

almost exclusively by varieties of the Papuan, and
a Negro variety extends over the islands east of

Now Guinea as far as tlie Fiji group, though they

differ greatly in physical appearance in New Ire-

land, Malicollo, one of tlic great Cyclades, I’anna

and New Caledonia in the New Hebrides.

The Papuan variety about the Fly river in New
Guinea has an intensely dark brown skin, but not

nearly black, are taller .and more warlike, C;iptain

Moresby says, th.an those of the Fi. Peninsula,

also less intelligent, but better wood -carvers.

Tlu^y are said to be cannibals. On the 7th of

March 1879, the missionaries Were .attacked by
the natives .at Kato, in _t1ie distriei. of Port
Moresby, lliilii, and four of them, with two of

their wives, four children, and two servants,

were killed.

The tribes on its E. Peninsula vary in colour

from light yellowish-brown to rich colToe-brown.

They have many tribes, and seem to 1)0 of Papna-
Malay descent.

The Rev. \V. G. Lawes descril)cd the villages

round Hood Hay as inhabited by a fine iiidnstri-

ous race, but they h^ve martial proclivities, and
('.any on hostilities against each other. Their

women seem to.bo better treated than with most

savages, d'hey are excellent siiilors, make capital

pottery, are bold hunbas, and skilful fishermen,

'rhe Kqitapu and Koiari aborigines of the part of

New Guinea about Port Moresby (lat. 9'^ oO' S.,

long. 147° 10' E.) differ in pbysiipie, laiigimge,

ornaments, modes of cooking, weaj^ons, and nianu-

factnres from the coast tri])es or Mo(n. Tliey have

frizzy, not woolly hair, and arc rather small in
|

stature. The number of separate triljos and races

on the S.E. coast of New Guinea is very great,

25 different dialects and languages having come
under notice in ^100 miles of coast. Tts S.AV. part

is knowui to native traders as Papuii-kowiyoe and
Papua-Onen; it is inhabited by the most treacher-

ous,and bloodthirsty tribes, and up to the pre-

sent time traders continue to be murdered there.

The P.apuans of Mysol, Salwatty, Waigion, and
BOiffe parts of the adjacent coast, have become
peaceable. On the S.W. co.ast of New Guinea,

however, and in the large island of Join, tlie

Papuan race are in a very barbarous condition,*

and take every opportunity to rob and murder.
The tribe in the interior of Dori are called Arfak.

They are savages. Not a single ^fal.ay, or Hngis,

or Ceramese settlement exists on New Guinea,

though several are scattered over the outlying

islands, the principal being at Salwatty, a large

island forming the apparent N.W. extremity of

New Guinea, from which it is separated by a very

narrow strait.

The flora and fauna are to a great extent Aus-
tralian. Some districts are liungry and barren,

while in others food is plentiful Arcca palm, bread-

fruit, wild mango, and chestnut, pandaiius, crotons
of variegated leaf, crimson dracaen.o), orchids,

creepers, and ferns flourish near watercourses and
rivers, or in gorges .and wavines of the hills.

Bananas are plentiful, and a few yams are grown.
Taro is abundant in some, places

;
and sugar-cane,

pumpkins, melons, wild mango, and cucumber
•are found to flourish in others. A great deal of
sago, too, is made from the sago-palm, and the
native dietary is eked out not only by cocoanuts,
but by shell-fish, lizards, beetles, and, writes Mr,
W.allace, almost ev(‘ry kind of large insect, eaten
either raw or cooked, so that the people are never
half-starved like the Austr.ali.ans. The co.asts are
rich in mother-of-pearl shell, tortoise-shell, pearl •

oysters, trepaug, .and fish.

fhii flora is^ rich in Filices, Scitaminejc, Aroidete
with edible -roots, Coiivolvulacote .and Solanaceae.

The Graihine<a> furnish saccharum, milium, oryza,
zea, tlie beautiful Ph.alaris arundinacca. Amongst
the fruit trees are soon the Cariea papaya, Musa
par.adisiac.a, liroinelia ananas, Citrus aurantiurn
in gre.at qu.antifcy, Canarium commune, Terminalia
nat.apj)a .and Myristica inoscliata. Along the shore
there an* Rhizophora, Myrohalanus, M.angiuin,
Avioennia, Jiarringtonia, Elfcoc.arpns, Xanthoxy-
bim, Cclastrinea), Ficus, Riciniis, Artocarpus,
C.alamus, Flagellaria, l^amluisa, Acacia, and
Casuarina. than 150 kinds of insects,

Scarabei, Biiprestfdea, Ciirculionidea, and also

beautiful Lepidoptere^ and HemipterCs. This
country is also rich in beautiful coloured Arach-
nide.s. Amongst tlie birds there are found
Psittacus galeritus, Phlycto4aphiis siilplnireus,

Psittacus aterrimus, and species of Biiceros. Of
the birds of par,adisc arc the brown-feathered
with beautiful white and orange-coloured feathers

on tlu‘ sides; the wholly black with long tail and
large bent lie.ak

;
a small yellow kind with

oraiigo-coloiired breast
;

another kind, red with
two pens projecting from the bail, with a small
green-coloured curled bunch of feathers .at the
ends. Epiinaclius magnus, a bird of the coasts of

New Guinea, is the Upupa magna, trwn, and U.
superba, Lath, Its tail is three feet long, and its

he.ad-feathers are lustrous steel-blue. Tlie mam-
liferous animals are few in number. Some

wild hogs, and a species of rajirsupial, Perameles
doryamis, about the size of a rat, with scanty red-
dish liair like bristles, an extended pointed snout,

short tail, and a pocket on the belly in which it

c.arriesits young ones
;
the cusens, flyjngpbalanger,

and the echidna oi; prickly ant-eater. There is

no elephant, leopard, or tiger.

—

Saturday Remew;
Moresl)if in J, II. (Lny. Soc.; lyAlbertis' New

I Guinea ; Voijaqe n/'thc Triton., 1828
;
Bikmore^ p.

' 204; A. R. Wallace; Mr, IF. G, Latves,

NEW IIEHRTDE.^, islands in the Pacific Ocean,

lying between lat. 14° 29' and 20° 4' S., and long.

160° 41' and 170° 21' E. In Tana,, the colour of-

the n.ativc skins is a shiny black, .and their bodies

covered thinly with hair, or a kind of down.
Some h.ave black or brown crisp hair

;
and that of

the greater number is twisted and tied up into an
immense number of thin cords, the ends being
frizzled out about two inches from the extremity,

where the colour is a sandy red. The nose is

generally rather flat, and the eyes of a chocolate

colour
;
the ears of ahnost all being pierced, and

flat rings of tortoise-shell and other tnnkete hang-
ing from them. The men wear the wrapper, the

end of it being, in many [cases, tied up by a
marrow band of some kind of plait, passing round
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the hips, and producing a much stronger effect of lish language appeared in Bengal on the $9th
indecency, according to European notions, than January 1780. It assumed a great latitude of ex-

the total absence of clothing would do, tlie more pression, and tlie Government of India established

so that this scant garment servos as a pocket a censorship, supported by penalties, wjiich was
wherein to deposit a pipe, piece of tobacco, or any continued for nearly 30 years, and at times great

such article that they may obtain by traffic.* restrictions were put upon it. Comments were for-

Women dress in a petticoat reaching to the knees, bidden on the acts of the higher authorities, and
Some skulls exhibited dn 187G at the Anthropo- the press for a long time was a mere receptacle

logical Society from Malicollo had tlieir forehead for advertisements. About the year 1820, how-
artificially <leprcssed. The Conus toxtilis, Lhiif., ever, Mr. James Silk Buckingham commenced to

found at Anoityum, bites and injects a poisonous write freely, and as the Marquis of Hastings, then

^
acrid fluid into the wound, occasioning the part Governor-General, avowed that good government

* to swell, and often midangering life .—(Captain had nothing to fear from the light, Mr. Bucking-

Kllthniatone Jirsl ine ; Western ham conunented freely on the acts of the Govern-

NEW IREfiAND is a narrow island upwards ment
;
but succeeding (Jovernor-Generals skin-

of 200 miles long. Its southern part and the east gently applied the existing penal rules, and.

^

end of New Britain form the east side of St. deported Mr. Buckingham. Subsequently Lord
’ George’s Channel. Its Cape St. George is in lat. Amherst and Lord Willism Bentinck again pci-

4° 51' S., and long. 152'' 48' E. Captain Keppel milted freedom of discussion
;
and during Sir

mentions that the water whore ho anchored was Charles Metcalfe’s administration, supported by

so beautifully clear that in forty fathoms deep the Mr. Thomas Babington Macaulay, the press was

coral shells and seaweed growing at the bottom declared fn>e, and it continued so until the begin-

could be distinctly seen, and gave it all the appear- iiing of 1 878, when a censorship of the native pres^

ance of a beautiful submarine garden .—KeppeVs Avas re-(‘stablishcd.

Ind. Arch. ii. p. 208. The Vernacular Press Act (Act 9 of 1878) cni-

NEWSPAPER. The oldest newspaper in the powered the provincial Governments to tak(‘

world is the King-Pau, or Capital-Sheet, published repressive mctisures against such vernacular

in Pekin, and, since the 4tli of June, issued in a journals as might transgress certain very wide'

new form prescribed by special edict of the reign- canons of loyal conduct and of political criti-

ing emperor Quang-soo. It first appeared a.d. cism
;
but the onlers of the Supreme Goveiii-

911, but came out only at irregular iiiterA^als; ment of Iiidia, approved by the Secretary of

since the year 13Jl, however, it has been pub- State, further required tliat no repressive inea-

lisbed Aveekly, and of uniform size. Until its re- suies should be instituteil under the Act without

organization by Imperial decree, it contained the previous sanction of the Supreme Government
nothing but Orders in Council and Court news, in each case. In 1872 there were in Inditi about

was published about midday, and cost two cash, 300 newspapers published in the various vernacular

or something less than a halfpenny. Noaa', how- languages,—chiefly in* Bengali, Urdu, Mahrati,

ever, it aj^pears in three editions da'ily. The first,
' Gnjerati, Tamil, and 'felugii

;
in English 142, ver-

issued early in the morning, and printed on yellow
j

murukir 223, in English and vernacular
;

total,

paper,, is called Hsing-Pau (Business-Sheet), and 431. There are also nearly 20 journals publisht'd

contains trade prices, exchange quotations, and all in English, of which the chief are those of Cul-

manner of commercial intelligence. Its circulation cutta, Bombay, Madras, Allahabad, and I.ahore.

is a little over 8000. Tlie second edition, which NEW TESTAMENT, a sacred book of the

comes out during the forenoon, also printed upon Christians, calhMl Anjil by MMhain!nadan.s.

yellow paper, is devoted to official announcements, NEW YEAR of the Cliinese falls on the lirst

fashionable intelligence, and general ncAvs. Be- day of the new moon after the sun enters Aquarius,

sides its ancient title of King-Pau it own.s another The Muhainniadans of India have a year of lunar

designation, that of Slmcn-Pau, or Official- Sheet, mouths, ami tludr New Year’s day is the first of the

The third edition tappears late in the afternoon, is month of Mahnrrnni.* See Nao-roz.

printed on ised paper, and bears the name of NEW ZEALAND, in the South Pacific Ocean,

Tilani-Pau (Country-Sheet).- It consists of ex- between Australia and North America, consists cf

tracts from the earlier editions, and is largely two large and several small islands, lying between

subscribed for in the provinces. All three issues lat. 344" and 474° S., ami long. 16G.||° and
of the King-Pau are editcfl by .six members of the E., 80(5 miles long from north to south, and L'O

Haii-Lin Academy of Sciences, appointed and miles broad, with an area of 99,969 English square

salaried by the Chinese State. The total number miles. It was discovered in 1642 by the Duteli

of copies printed daily varies between 13,000 and seaman Abel Tasman, four of whose crew wen?

•14,000. About the year 1880, the Chinese at killed and.eaten, .and on the 6th October 1769 hy

Shanghai had three daily papers, and the Shuen- Captain Cook, a British navigator, Avho haid with

Pau circulation was 16,t)00 daily. Jajmii has him Solamler and Jo.seph JBanks as naturalists,

several newspapers. and in his sc'coml voyage the Forsters.

The Hindu* and Muhammadan courts of India, The Middle ishind is the largest, and has fewer

from the most ancient times, kept ncAVS-writei-s at tribesof aborigines than the north. The South island

towns of importance, but in British India the first is very small, and not fit for agriculture or grazing,

vernacular newspaper of the kind familiar to owing to the severe cold and thick bush. R
Europeans was the Sumjachar Durpim, issued by but thinly populated, and tlije chief occupation ot

Mr. Marshmaii, who Avas also for many years the its inhabitants is turning to account the whales

editor of The Friend of India. The next news- and seals which abound on its coast. Down tlio

E was the Cowmoody,* of which Raja Ram middle of the North island runs a high range o

n Roy was one of the editors. mountains, of which Kuapahu, 9000 feet above

The first ncAvspaper of British India in the Eng- the sea, is the highest. From the mam range
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some high spurs run clown to the sea, but most mark of rank to have the streaks of a fish care-
of the range finishes off in low hills, valleys, and fully cut on tlicir bodies.
plains, highly in* reciuest for agricultural and When first discovered, New Zealand possessed,
grazing purposes. of mammalia, -only dogs and rats. The islands
Amongst these hills arc several active volcanoes, had 15 species of the wingless apteryx birds;

with many that have become extinct. In the the Dinornis giganteua, now extinct, was about
higher miges are many fresh-water lakes. The feet high, and the D. elephautoJ)Us

;
the

hot springs on Lake Taupo are one of the great Palapteryx iiij^ens, 0^ feet high. While left to
sights of this colony. From those lakes and this themselves,* the Maori became skilful hunters and
mountain tract spring many streams and rivers, fishermen, and good agriculturists. They learned
some of which are navigable for some distance to carve, to weave, and to tan. They built up
inland. The rivers of New Zealand are all subject an elaborate mythology. Their cannibalism was
to sudden rises, from the molting of tlio snow, or associated with a belief that the better qualities

fi’om heavy falls of rain
;

the mountains from of* the victim were transferred to his devourer.
tlieir abrupt formation rapidly throwing off the Captain Elpliiiistone Erskiiie heard it asserted
surplus waters. In Mid<He island the main that there did not exist in 1845 many New
range of mountains runs chiefly down the west Zealand males of twenty years of age wdio had
coast, and on that side thCre is little land suitable not, in their childhood, tasted of human flesh,

for agricultural .or grazing })nrposes; but on the The race is fast disappearing. In 1840 their

eastern coast this formation gives room for large number was 100,000; in 1856, 65,000; in 1874,
plains and fertile valleys. Of this range, called 45,000; and in 1882, only 40,000 in M^orth Island,

the Southern Alps, Mount Cook attains an eleva- and 200 in South Island. The Maoris themselves
lion of IvljOOO feet; and from it to the sea runs scent tlnn'r approaching fate :

‘ As the white
the largest glacier in New Zealand. Tliere are man'.s rat has extirpated our rat, as the European
many other glacieis in the region of perpetual lly is driving out our fly, as the foreign clover is

snow, but this one is of great extent. killing our ferns, so the Maori himself will dis-

On the 6ast coast of both islands there are some aj)pear before the white man.’ Everywhere,
s))lendid harbours, especially tlie Lay of Islands, from the Australian aborigines to the New
Auckland, and Akarva. The principal towns, Zealand Maori, the native races arc depicted as

IVellington, Christ Church, Dunedin, and the fading away before the white man, like the

Bluff, have harbours. Some other towns on both native rat and even the native grasses. Its prin-

coasts have open roadsteads safe only with off- cipal timber trees are species of dacrydium, metro-

bliore winds. sideros, and podocarpus.

Wellington is now the* capital of New Zealand. NCARI or Gnari, a territory which embraces
The great gold-digging towns Ancklapd and the whole of the upper valley of the ^utlej, from
Dunedin have the largest ]Kj[)nlation. the Maiiasarowara lake to the crest of the Porgyal

The aboiigines are the Maori. In stature they mountain,

are almost equal to Englishmen, the average NG TSOCK, in China, undress and wash and
height jof the men being 5 feet 6^ inches. The re-clothe the dead. They are deemed unclean,

females are less handsome than the men, altliough arc not permitted to worship in the temples, their

the young are invariably pleasing. 87 per cent, sons are not allowed to become candidates for

have brown skins, with black, straight, and literary degrees; they resemble the pollinctores

waving hair ; 10 per cent, have reddish-brown of the ancient Romans.

—

Gray^ p. 280.

skins, with short frizzly or long straight liair, NHARIJI. The races occupyhig Baluchistan

having a rusty-red tinge in it; and ;> per cent, arc divided into two great classes, severally known
have black skins, 'with dark frizzly hair, which by the appellation of Balncli and Brahui, and

does not, however, spread over the head as in these again are subdivided into a number of

Negroes,-but grows in tufts wliich, if allowed to tribes, who take their names from tlie chief under

join, twist round each other and form spiral whom they serve, the district or country to which

ringlets.
^
Among some tribes the black and they belong, or the traditions whence they derive

reddish inen arc more iiiunerous than among their descent. The contonr of the people of the

others. Chiefs are generally brown -coloured, two classes is as unlike, in most instiinces, as their

occasionally reddisli, rarely black. Every tiibe, languages, provided they be jlcscendants of a

however, comprises the tlu’cc varieties; all speak regular succession of ancestor^jof either; but the

the same language. frequent intermarriages which take place amongst

Tattooing is a Polyn(*siaii word .signifying a them have tended in some degree so to blend to-

repetitiou of taps. In the language of the Mew gether the peculiar characteristics of both, that in

Zealanders, moko is the general terui for the many families,aiid even whole tribes,they lw.veceascd

tattooing on the face, and whakairo for that on to exist. The Baluch branch, in the first instance,

the body. Dampicii in 1661 brought to England form the original class of that name, subdivided

the first tattooed South Sea islander, a man who into three principal tribes, called Nharui, Hindi,

was w'cll known in London as the painted prince, and Mughsi. The Nharui principally inhabit that

at which place he died of small-pox. New portion of Baluchistan which lies to the W. of the.

Zealand men tattoo tlieir faces, hips, and thighs; <lesert, and there are like\^se khels of them at

and the wonien their lips, chins, eyelids
;
and Nooshky and in Seistan. The Baluchi partakes

occasionally straight lines, the offspring of eacli considerably of the idiom (A the Persian, and at

woman’s fancy, are driuvn on their bodies. Every least one - half of its Words are borrowed from

line ha*s a name, and among distant tribes the that language, but greatly dbguised under a

tattoo marks are alike, although the figures corrupt and unaccountable pronunciation. The

tattooed are not made up of the same number of Brahuiki is dissimilar m sound and formation,

lines. And among the New Zealanders it is a not in any way approacliiug to the idiom of the
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PerBiun. It contains a portion of ancient Hindu subordinates than perhaps any native of Great
words. • Britain in the cast has ever had. One class of
NIAMAT-XJTJiA—author of the >fakhzan-i- natives actually termed themselves ‘ The Nichol-

Afghani and of the Tarikh-i-Khan-Jahan Lodi, sani or Nikar Singhi Fakirs.’ A native speaking
essentially the same books. He was the Wakia of him said, ‘ The sounds of his horse’s hoofs were
navis or news-writer at the court of the emperor heard from Attock to the Khaibar.’ In an official

Jahangir.

—

Elliot report of the Panjab Government, this sentence
NIAN. Bhot. Ovis ammon, tlie wild sheep occurs, ‘Nature makes but few such men, and

of I^adakh. It is fleet and agile and graceful. the Panjab is happy to have had one.’ He was
NIAKIYA, a Hindu caste about Benares who employed in the Afghan war of 18.3b to 1842, and

purchase and sift the sweepings of goldsmiths’ fell at the rc-taking of Dohli.

—

Tr. ofHind. ii. SGS.

shops. NICKEIj, a brilliant white metal resembling

NIAZI, a tribe of Afghans, British subjects, silver; ductile and* malleable, and capable of

who are settled in the Bannu district. They are n'ciuving a liigh polish. It is usually procured
descended from Niaz Khan, second son of TiOdi, from speise, a compound of the metal with

king of Ghor, by his .second wife Takia. Lodi arsenic, found associated with cobalt in Germany,
w'as the Lbhani cliief who in A.ii. 9.o5 invaded Alloyed with copper, it forms argentan or Ger-

Hindustan, and, conquering the Daman, .appor- man silver, and is besides used in making mariners’

tioned the lands amongst lii.s .sons. The fertile compasses, and for other purposes. Nickel and
districts of Isa Khel fell to the lot of Niaz Khan, cobalt obciir near Saffragam, in Ceylon.— WnUr-
whose descendants are settled there to this day. stone; Faulkner.

Their four agricultural sections are about H),0()0 NICOBAR, Sambalang, or Nino Islands, in the

souls, tlie great majority being sidtlod in the Bay of Bengal, between lat. 6° 40' and 9° 20' N.,

Bannu and in tlio Trans-Indus districts. The have an area of 735 sipiare miles. 'I’lic Danes
Povindah subdivision trade only between Khora- formed a settlement on this group in 17.56, but

san and the Dehrajat, encamping in the cold abandoned it twelve yt'ars* after. In 1864, Cap-
'Nveather on the west of the Indus, and, when in tain Stoem Bille, the commander of a Danish
Khorasan, wander in the Paiia tlistrict. 'I’liey corvette, reported to his Government their un-
have five (dans, with about 1000 fighting men. healthy charaettu*, ;ind that Gov(‘rnment finally

The route they follow is the Ghwalarai, though abandoned them, 'fho Indian Government, on

they sometimes go to Kabul by Dawar and the 15th July 1872, annexed the Andamans, the

Khost, but this route is seldom followed on Great and Little Cocos, and the Nicobar Islands,

account of tlie difficulties of tramsit tlirough the tlio islands of Car Nicobar and Great Nicobar,

Turni country. with those lying betwecli them, iucliuling Tillau-

NIBONG* AIalay. A palm of the ^Malacca
|

chong. . Tlie Nieobars are not more than 120 miles

districts, said to bo the Oncospernia filamen- ! distant from the west end of iSumatra. Thepopula-
(osiim?- Its stem is split into lathes, and used fur ' lion is about 6000. Those of Malay origin arc of

flooring and other house-building purposes. a sallow copper colour, with small oblique eyes,

NIBUTTI of the Buddhists is identical with the
|

the whites of which have a yellowish tinge
;

their

iiivertti or mokshamof the Brahmans, and possibly
.
mjses are flat, their mouths large, their lips thick;

analogous to the apolutro.sis and exanastasis of their persons are well ]>rop()rtioned but short,

St. Paul. Nibutti or nirvana means the release tludr hair coarse aiuP black, and little or no

from rc-appoarance in a material body.

—

2\ujlor. beard, 'the back of their heads is extrcmi ly

NICANDKA INDICA. Kaknaj, Hind. Winter flat, it being made so by (ionqiression in infamy,
cherry. Said to be diuretic ami purgative, useful They are lazy, cowardly, drunken, indolent, and

in ulcerations of the bladder.

—

Powell, i. p. 364. ajiathetic
;

in a rude state of society, and nnac-

NICANDRA PHYSALODES. Giertn. Atropa (juainted with any of the ordinary arts. AgrieflUiire

physalodos, Linn. It is said to be diuretic.—O’A/n is unknown, their industry beingconfliiedtotisliingj

p. 460. raising a few roots, fruits, and palms; and rearing

NICANOK, a lieutenant of Antig^iniis (n.c. the hog, dog, and common fowl. The people are

305), who -seized the whole of Media, P’arthia, supposed to have cut off many sailing ships. Tliere

Asia, and all the countries as far as the Indus. are many wild cattle from a breed introduced by

NICARAGUA WOOD, or I’cach w-ood.’ the Danes. Tlie many dialects of the Nicobars have

Bloed-haut, . . . *Di:t. Blutholtz, . . ! Gm been supposed to be allied to those of the brown-

Bois de sang, . . . Fh. Legno aanguigno, . . It. complexioned people of the Archipelago. 'I'hey

Bois de Nicaragiie, . Palo de .sangre, . . 8i’. suppose that the soul of the dead stays for a time

Nicaragaholz, . . (^ek. Pao sanguinlio, . Port, neighbourhood in which it lived. Burials

• —M^C. Com. Diet. p. 851. arc conducted with great solemnity, and over

NICHOLSON. A medical officer of the Bombay each body a post is erected, on which are placed

service, who wrote an Account of the Kooree, or tlu* utensils daily used by th« deceased. Calanias

casteni branch of the Indus, showing the pro* Nicobaricus, the Nicobar pigeon, is of great size

bable changes of its course, and the manner in and splendour
;

its appearance and habits exhibit

.which the old channels have been blocked up, in a near approach to the gallinaceous birds. R

Bom. Geo. IVans. vi. p. Ill; Account of the lives chiefly on the ground, runs with great

Island of Perim, in Bom. As. Trans, i. p. 10 ;
of swiftness, and flies up into a tree when disturbed,

the Submerged City of Balabhipura, in Lond. As. Its ‘neBt is of the rude platform construction

Trans., 1852. usual among the pigeon, family; one of them

NICHOIjSON, JOHN, a Bengal military officer found was built in a tree about ten feet from the

who rose to the rank of lieutenant-colonel. He ground, and contained a single white egg*

was a Deputy-Commissioner in the Panjab Civil Crawfurd ; As. Res. / J, Ind. Arch , ;
B^c. Gov *

Commission. Ho had more influence with his Jnd. ; MacGillivray; Horsburgh.
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NlCOLO-Di-CONTl. NICOTIANA.

NICOLO-di-CONTI, or in Latin Dc Comitibus,

a Venetian of noble family, who resided as a

merchant in the' city of Damascus about a.d.

1419. He passed through Persia, sailed along

the coast 0/ Malabar, visited llengul, Cambay,
Vizianagar, Palcouda, St. Thome, Ceylon, Su-

matra, Tenasserim, Ava, Java, thence returned

to Quilon, Cochin, Calicut, Socotra, and home-
ward. On his return passed along the coasts of

Ethiopia, sailed up the Ked Sea, crossed the

desert, and reached Cairo, where he lost liis wife

and two children, and returned to Venice in

1444, after twenty-five years’ absence. As a

j)enance for having apostatized to the Muhain-

inadau religion, the l*o]30 Eugene iv. required

liiin to relate his adventures to Poggio Eraceio-

lini, the Pope’s secretary, and the original Jiatin

appeared in the fourth book of I’oggio’s treatise,

dt; Varietate Fortuni, libri quatuor, l*aris 17'2o.

lie speaks highly of what he saw about Gujerat.

lie found the banks of the Gauges (or perhaps

the Megna) covered with towns amidst beautiful

gardens and orchards, and he passed four cities

before lie re<achcd Maarazia, which lie described

as a powerful city filled with gold, silver, ami
precious stones.

—

Ind. in Ibth Ceutnnj
;
Itainnsh^

i. ]\ 359 ;
Elph. p. 427.

NICOTIANA, the tobacco genus of plants,

belonging to the order Solanaceje, mostly herbs.

The following arc the better known species:

—

Nicotiana angustifolia, Mniz and Pur., Chili.

N. Bonariensis, Lekm.^ Bueiioa Ayres.

N. fniticosa, Z/., the N. frute.sceus, Cur., India.

N. glutinosa, L., of Peru. It is the N. niilitaris, L.;
Tabaciw viridis, Monrh

;

Sairaiithiis glutino.sus,

G. Don.
N. latissima, Miller (N. inucrophylla, Ulnn.), yi(!l(liiig

largely the Chinese, Orinoco, and Maryl.ind tobacco.

-N. inultivalvis, Undkii^ Columbia river.

N. naiia, --'I Rocky IMountains.

N. paniculata, Linn.^ N. viridiHoiu, Cai'., Peru.

NVl’er.sica, Lind.^ Perjiiii, Shira/. tobacco.

N. plnnibaginifolia, F?r., the N. ccrinthoidos, Vitim.,

Rio Grande.
N. quadrivalvis, Parnh., N. Ameiica, IMissouii.

N. repanda, WiUdv., Cuba, Havjuinali tobacco.

N. rocmirlifolia, Lindlctj, Hwau riyt'r. I

N. luiitica, Linn., Europe, Asia, Africa, America,

English tobacco, (xodavi'ry tobacco, Syrian tobacco.

N, tabacum, Linn., the N. Havanensi.s, T/UU. ,
America.

Most of these yield tobacco leaves for smoking,

and many of them are cultivated in the gardens

of Europe. The mime Nicotiana was given to

these plants after Jean Nicot of Nimes, in 1 Lan-

guedoc, who was an agent of the king of France

at Portugal, and in 15G0 procured tlic seeds of

the tobacco from a Dutchman who had obtained

smoked by the Indians. N. repaiida, a native of
Cuba, is said to furnish the tobacco for making
the small cigars known as Queen’s. The Macuba
tobacco, whicli grows in Martinique, is deemed the
finest, and next to it in esteem is the Cuba
tobacco. N. macr(q)hylla, or Ojiiioco tobacco, is

a herbaceous plant with ovate-acute loaves clasp-
ing the stefn

;
throat of corolla inflated, segments

short - pointed
;

’ the stem i-ising from 5 to 7
feet high. It is a native of America, and is

frequently used for smoking; the milder Havannah
cigars are sjiid to be made from it. Tlie 1 lavannah,
Persian, ^lanilla, and Maryland tobaccos have
been cxten-sively introduced into the Peninsula of
India. The British smoko more of the strongest
tobacco than any nation in the world.

Nicotiana Pcrsica, Shiraz tobacco, is A herbace-
OU.S plant, clothed with clammy dow*n, with the
leavi's of the root oblong, tliose of the stem
acuminate and sessile

;
corolla salver - sh.aped,

with a long tube, and rather unequal segments.
This tobacco is milder than that produced by the
X. taljaciim.

Nicotiana ruslica, Linn.

Kukkar-tamaku, Che.vah. Buuerm-tabak, . Cku.
Tseaiig, .... Ghi.v. Tabac-comaroso, . . Sp.
Talwc-paius-se, . . . Fa.

This plant is grown *in Europe, Asia, Africa,

and America, and in India is highly valiieil. It is

the English, Syrian, Salonica, Codavery, Turkish,

Latalda, 'ianiaku, Kandaliaii tamaku, Kalkatti

tamakii. It has a herbaceous square stem, with
petiolate-ovato quite entire leaves

;
tube of corolla

I

eylindricaJ, longer tlian the calyx; segments of the

i
limKs roundish, obtuse. If was the first species

that was introduced into Brifain for growth from
America. 1

1
grows very well in that climate, and

I

ill some places i.s almost naturalized. From the
! extensive range of climate and difference of

I

situation which this plant occupies, its characters

,

suffer considerable change
;
hence a number of

I

varieties have been described. The yellow
Oliiuese Ts(?ang tobacco is cultivated in East
Tibet and in We.st China. It resembles in flavour

the flnest Syrian tobacco, and is most figreeable

when the smoke is passed through the nose.

Under various names, it is cultivated at many
,

places in Hriti.sh India.

Nicotiana tabacum, Lin}i. N. llavaneusis, La<j.

Biijjir bhang, . . Arab.
|

Dhuiura-pafcra, . Sansk.
,
Tsh:« Bukm. Doon-kola, . . ^INGU.

i
Tamakhu, . . . IIiND. Poghei, Tam.

' Tiimbakii, . . IVIalfal. Pogluiku, Tkl.

I

Sahastra-patra, . Sansk. : . •

them in Florida. Tobacco was tlio name usi'd by ! This ^lecies is the common tobuceo, Virginian

the Caribbees for the pipe in which it was slnoked, : tobacco, Herb(‘ di-la-rcine, sweet-scented tobacco,

and this word was transferred by tlie Spaniards; Orinoco and Maryland; it is herbaceous, with

to the herb itself. Tobacco leaves when properly
j

acuminated oblong-lanceolate sessile leaves, lower

dried have a greenish-yellow colour, a strong, ' ones <lecurrent; throat of corolla inflated, segments

pleasant smell, and acrid taste
;
taken into the ' of the limb pointed. This plant is % native of the

stomach by persons not habituated to its effects, West Indies, where it first became known to the

violent vomiting, diarrhoea, and collapse are Spaniards, and of Virginia, where the English

occfisioned, N. quadrivalvis has capsules with first became acquainted with its properties. Qf
four valves

;
it grows near the Missouri river, tlie various species, it is that which ris most com-

and is there smoked by the natives. N. multi- monly cultivated in gardens as an ornament. It

valvis has capsules with many valves
;

it is is largely cultivated in Europe for the purpose of

cultivated by the Indians on the Columbia river smoking. It is grown over all the plains of the

for smoking. It is a fetid plant, and the calyx, E. Indies, on the Himalaya up to 7400 feet at

the most fetid part, is selected by the Indians for least, on the Chenab to 11,000 feet. This species

smoking. nana, a small species, a native is the one most commonly employed for making
.among the Rocky Mountains of North America, is tobacco -and cigars. Dr. Royle mentions that, it
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NICOTRIS. MIKARI.

was^ iiitroduced into India in a.h. 1014 (a.d. Gups of carbolic acid are useful. The oil from
1605), towards the end of the reign of Akbar. N. sativa seeds is clear and colourless, but rather
He quotes the authority of Pallas, Loureiro, and viscid. It is employed principally as a medicine.
Rumphius, who think tobacco was used in Clnna It is called jungle jira oil in Mysore.

—

lioxh. ii.

at a i)eriod anterior to the discovery of the New p. G4G
;

0’5/?.

World.
^

N. tabacum is much imported into Tibet, NIGHASAN, a pargana.in the Khefi district of

where it is called Tuinma (probably a corruption Oudh. Rounded on the north by Khairigarli,

of the Persian Tamakhu).

—

Eng. Cga. ;
Mason ; from which it is separated*by the river Sarju, the

Hooker^ Ilinu Jmir. ; Von Mueller; O'Sh.; Dr.J. Ohauka river marking the south boundary. The
L. Stewart. See Tobacco. banks of these rivers have a broad fringe of khair,

NICOTRIS, the. queen-mother of the king of shisham, and gular trees, and the forests along the
Babylon. She is said to have counselled resist- Sarju swarm with wild hog, deer, nil-gai, and
ence against Cyrus, but after a siege of two years, antelopes, which do great injury to the crops.

Cyrus drained the Eujdiratos into the trenches Tigers are seldom found, but leopards are numer-
which he had dug aTound the city, and liis ous.

—

Imp. Gaz.
soldiers entered it through the bed of the river, NIGHTINGALE is the bulbul of the Peraians,

and opened the gates for the rest of his army, in whose country it occurs. It is a species of

A.D. 539. Belshazzar was killed in the attack. Luscinia or Sylvia, and is the true nightingale.

NIDANA, Sansk., Nosology, also Nidana The bulbuls of the Muhammadans of British

Sthana, medical treatises of the Ilindiia. 'Some 1 ndia are short-leggc<l thrushes, the Brachypodidjc,

of these, along with the writings of Charaka and and sub-families I^ycnonotina) and Phyllornithinae.

Susriita, were translated and studied by the Arabs See Birds
;
Bulbul.

in the times of Harun-ur-Rashid and ^lansur. NIGHT OF POWER. Amongst Hindus, the

Nidana, in Buddhism, indicates twelve conditions seventh night of the seventh month of the seveiity-

of existence,—ignorance,- karrnam or acts, con- scventli year of a man s age is termed Bhima Ratri,

sciousness, individuality, sensibility, objects of or Night of Power ! and is considered the end of

sense, sensation, desire or thirst, clinging to exist- his natural life. After that a Hindu is considered

ence, birth, old age, and death or suffering.— exempt from all instituted observances.

—

Wils.

Barth^ p. 110. Gbms. See Lailat-id-Kadr.

NIEBUHR, a Danish traveller on the shores of NIHANG, a Sikh sect who believe in Nanak,

the Red Sea, and between Bombay and Abu- but tli(‘ir maimers and dress are quite different

shahr. Niebuhria linifolia, Liun., and N. oblongi- from those of other Sikhs. The Nihang sect

folia, 7),C., of tlie natural order Capparidacea^, were careless of their own lives, .and eoii-

l)ear his name. They are of the Peninsula of sequently of those of others .—Mohun TmI's Jour-

India.— Vog. en A rah. ( Amst. 1780). Sec Neibuhr. ncy.s', p. 9.

NIGELLA SATIUA. Liun. IV/r. Iiidica, 7).C, NIKAOA, on the Hydaspes, a city mentioned

ghoonez, Hub-sindi, Auau. Siah-dana, . . . Perh. % Alexander, supiwsed to be the present Moiie

Sa-mung-net, . . Buhm. Krishna jiraka3, . S'ansk. or filing. Mong is six miles to the oast of Jahil-.

Small fennel flower, Kn(;. Kaloo-dooroo, . . Singh, pur, ami the same distance to the soiU-h of Dilii-

Kala-jira, . . . IIiND. Karin siraKum, . 'Evm. It Iuwq been founded by Raja
M.agnlsi, .... ,, I

Nalla jila ara, . . Tel.
.^so called Raja Sankhar, meaiiiTig

This is the small fennel flower of the south of king of the Sakas or Saca\—Cunninghamy India,

Europe, Egypt, Barbary, and the Caucasus, and p. 178.

extensively cultivated in India. It is the AhAav- NIKAH.. Auah. Marriage, amongst Muhnm-
of Hippocrates, Steril, 675, and of Dioscorides, madans

;
Nikah munah, the marriage cerfificate.

and the Githox of Pliny. The seeds, resembling In Arabia, Egypt, and Persia, the nikah is tliu

coarse gunpowder, are triangular, black exter- principal part of the marriage ceremony. In

nally, internally of a greenish-white line. They India, a marriage confined to the nikah is deeiiK'd

have a strong aromatic odour, and a flavour disreputable, or it is with some person of iufeii'»r

resembling sassafras or cubeb.«, due to an essential rank. In the case of a spinster of equal rank,

oil, of which the seeds yield from 5 to 10 per the shadi or rejoicings lasting for five days, put

cent. They are chiefly employed by the Indian all the religious ceremonial of the nikah into the

hakim and baid, as aromatic adjuncts to purgat- shade. The nikah engagement, though inferior

ive or bitter remqilics. In eruptions of the skin, to tlie shadi form of maniage, is still respectable,

the seeds, reduced to powder and mixed with It is common where the condition of tlie parties

sesamum oil, are much used as an exterualapplica- is too unequal to admit of one more public,

tion. The tincture is a useful, warm stimulant. Nikah and shadi are often in India used syiiony-

In Bengal they are given to nurses, in the belief mously, as meaning the marriage or the marriage

that they increase the secretion of milk
;
mixing cereinonial of the Muhammadans. The nikalb

the powdered seed with curry, to which, however, liowever, is the form of words used by the Kazi

it coramuniclites a very heavy and disagreeable in uniting the couple, and the shadi or rejoicings

flavour. To prevent injury to furs, feathers, are all additional, and may be lengthened or cur-

books, papers, and clothes that are lodged in tailed at the will of the relatives. About

frunks, bookcases, etc., it is useful to place the ceremony of nikah would appear to be styled

along with them small packets of camphor, or Burat. The shadi ceremonial in India is gene-

little cups of camphor dissolved in alcohol, and rally used only where the bride is a spinster ana

packets of Nigclla sativa. Pieces of the roots of of equal rank with the bridegroom,

the Aconitum ferox, Ati Singeea bish, or bishnak NIKARI. Bp:ng. A fish-dealer, a fi^erinan

,

of the bazars, may also be used, but its highly in Behar is a inullan or machua. Anikariisnottne

poisonous effects on animal life require its use to class which catches fish, but the cast^ which takes

be had recourse to with the greatest precaution, it from the flshprman and seUs it in the market.
^
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NIKUMBHA. NILGllil.

NIKUMBHA, ill Hindu mythology, a rakshasa between high banks, must necessarily rise to a
who fought against Kama. Also an Asura king much greater height than nearer the sea, where it

of Shatpuri, who carried off the daughters of is divided into two streams, after running over so
Brahinadutta, the friend of Krishna. Krishna much barren ground, and forming so many lakes,

slew him, and gave Shatpura to Brahmadatta.— The branch upon which Rosetta stands is only 650
Vov'son.

^
' feet broad; and .that by Damietta, not more than

NlUAKANTHA, a name of Siva, from his 100*. Between the dyke of the canal of Cairo
having a blue throat, in consequence of having and the Nile, a pillar of earth is raised, nearly of
drank the poison produced at the churning of the the height to which the waters of the rivers arc
ocean.— p. J190. expected to rise. This jallar is called Ahis, or
NILA KANTIIA BHATTA, author of the the bride, and serves as a sort of Nilomcter, for

Mabratta law-book Vyavaluira Mayukha. the use of the common peojdo. ^Ybcn the waters
NIL DAKPAN, a Bengali play

;
it moans the enter the canal, this bride is carried away by the

Mirror of Indigo, Indigo Factory, and became current. A like custom, wliicli prt'vaile^l among
the subject of a trial in Oalcirtta.—Imjt. Gaz. the ancient Egyptians, Inu subjected them to the

NILE, the great river of Eg^pt, is formed by imputation of sacrificing every year a virgin to

the Bahr-ul-Abiad or White River, and Bahr-iil- the Nile. Nukta signifies, in Arabic, both a drop
Azrak or Blue River, and flowing northwards, it and the time of tlie sun’s entering the sign of

disembogues into the Med it (‘Irancan Sea. In 1846, Cancer, at wliieh season the great rains fall in

the brothers Abbadie bidievetl tlu;y had discovered Abyssinia, which occasion the sw^elling of the Nile,

its sources south of Abyssinia, in lat. 7“ 49' N., Tlie rise of tlie Nile, as shown by the Roda Island

and long. 34° 38' E., but subsequent travellers Nilomcter, is daily proclaimed ifi the streets of the

have shown that tlie brothers had given this title metropolis, from its coiimieMcement, about the

to the Uma^one of its aflluents
;
that the true beginning of July (the Coptic month Baooneh),

‘sources were greatly farther south, and the great until it has attained the sixteenth cubit of the

lake TJkerevc or Nyanza, which Captains Sjieke Nilomcter. Tlu^ Wifa-un-Nil (the completion or

and Gmnt explored in 1802. is undoubtedly one abundance of the Nile) is then proclaimed, gen-
source of the sn})ply of the Nile waters. The orally between the Oth and IGth of August (or 1st

Nile traverses Nubia, fertilizing Halfay, Cliendy, and lltli of the Coptic month Mesra). On the

Darner (where it receives on its right bank the day following, the Nile is admitted into the canal

Takazza or Athara), Cliakye, Dongola, Mahas, which traverses the city, and thereafter only the

Sukhot, Hajar, and Barabras. It enters Egypt increase of tlie river above 16 cubits is notified,

at Assouan, in lat. 24° N., -and runs almo.st On the date the river reaches its greatest height,

directly from S. to N. to lat. 30° 12' N., where it usually on the last days of September, the public

divides into two bramthes, that of Rostdta on the cry of the river's state ceases, and the shaikh of

west near Alexandria, and that of Damietta on the Nilomcter becomes entitled to a fee from
the east, and both of which have seven distinct the Covernment for every digit of the river’s

mouths. It has six cataracts in its course, but increase.

the only one of consequence is tliat of the ancient
|

NIL-GAI or Nil-gao. Portax pictus, J.

Philoe, the modern El-Birhc near Assouan, at the aiainalis rizia, H. Smith. Antilope pictus, PaUas.
boundary of Egypt and Nubia. About the summer Tragelaphua hippelaplius, A. tragocamelus,

solstice the 4’ise of the Nile is observed to com-
|

thjiiby. Blt/th.

inence above the last cataract. This rise becomes i

Maruvi, .... (Jan. Koz, llogh, Nil, Lil^ Hind.

apparent at Cairo in the first days of July, and ' Gnn^yh duriya, . Gond. Manu potu, . . . Tei..

its progFessive increase there is indicated by the Is one of the largest and most magnificent of

Nilomcter, which lias been established at the known antelopes, being iijiwards of four feet high at

extremity of the isle of Roda. For the first six the shoulder. It is found tlirougliout India, from
or eight days its rise is almost insensible. Soon, tlie Panjab and foot of the Himalaya to the south of

however, its daily increase becomes more ra])id. Mysore, being most abundant in Central India,

Towards the 15th August it has atUiiued to lialf frequenting thin forests, low jungles, and bushy,

its. highest rise, which it usually attains about the open plains. The male is about 6J to 7 feet long,

20th or 30th Septeinku’. Wheii it has reacheil this and height at the shoulder 4| to U feet. Its

stage, it remains nearlystationary for about todays, horns 8 to 10 inches long, and tail 18 to 21 inches;

after which it begins to, fall, but much more car 7 inches, and very broad. lUis of a grey slaty-

gently than it rose. By the 10th November it blue with a white abdomen, and gives the name
has fallen to half the height to which it had risen, Nil-gao or blue bull. The cow is smaller, and of a

and it continues to subside till the 20th of May of dun colour. They rove in small herds of half-a-

the following year, from which date there arc no dozen or thereabouts, and sometimos the bull is

sensible changes until its rise recommences at found alone, and is occasionally ridden down and
the ordinary time of the year.. Tlio causes of its speared by British sportsmen. The skin of the

rise are now well known. During tlio hot months bull is very thick and tough, and in.demand as

of the*year, rain falls every day in Habbesh or furnishing, from the neck and chest, an excellent

Abyssinia, and all that rain-water is collected material for the manufacture of native shields,

into the Nile, which, from its entrance into Egypt It runs with a lumbering, ungainly p^e. It is

till it reaches the sea, runs through a wide vale, supposed to be the hippelaphus of Aristotle. * It

It does not rise alike high through all Egypt, breeds in the Zoological Gardens of London, the

In Upper Egypt the rise is about 30 feet, and at female producing two calves at a birth,

the Nilomcter on Roda* Island, at Cairo, the full NILGIRI or Ncilgherry, a Native State in

height is 24 feet above its ordinary level. At the Bengal Province of Orissa, lying between

Rosetta and Damietta it is only four feet. At lat. 21° 18' 50' and 21° 37' N., and between

Cairo, the Nile being 'confined to one channel, long. 86° 29' and 86° 51' 30" E. Area, 278
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NILGIRI HILLS. NILGIRI HILLS.

square miles, and a population in 1872 of 33,944. and not so picturesque, is the Segur ghat, whicli

It has valuable quarries of a black stone, ifroin gives access to the hills from Mysore and the north,

which are made cups, bowls, platters, etc. The After crossing the Dodabet range, the country
aboriginal population is mainly composed of the sinks considerably, and is covered with Badaga
Bhuraij race. villages and cultivation for some miles, when it

NILGIRI or Neilgherry Hills .arc a mountain again rises into long grassy ranges like the

mass in the S. of the Peninsula of India, ^ladras Kundas, but without the lofty peaks which dis-

Presidency. The district comprises two distinct tinguish the latter. At the commencement of

tracts of mountainous country, between lat. 1 1° the rise is situated Kotagherry, and a little to
12' audit® 37' N., and long. 7h° and 77° hi' the north a deep valley running east and west
E, One of these tracts is the Neilghcrries proper, descends abruptly into the low country, and is

and the otlier the Kundas. 'I'he total area of known as the Orange Valley, from containing a

the Neilgherry district is 907 square miles. The
|

number of wild orange trees. It also contains a

surface of the Neilghcrries proper is undulating,
!

picturesque waterfall of some height. The descent

and not much wooded, and the fall to the plains from the table-land' of Kotagherry, though less

sudden and abrupt. 'The Kundas are in the abriq)t than that of the Kundas, is sufficiently

south-west angle of the Neilgherrics. They are sudden to present a bold and imposing aspect

a mass of mountains, w'hicli throw off spui-s to wdien viewed from below. About the middle of

the south almost as far as the Ponany river, the east face, nearly opposite the Guzzelliutty

and the innumerable valleys between the a])urs pass, which ascends into Mysore, is the old

have a rich, fertile .soil, in the elevated land to Jackanairy pass (56^0 feet), which for many
the N. and of Ihe Pykara river, on the whole year.s was the only practicable access to any part

of the Kundas, and theN.L. portion of the plateau of them. The views on the Kundas are boM and
called Kodanaad, arc extensive forests. The magnillcent. 'Those towards and nearXIotacAinund,

highest mountain on the Neilghcrries is Doda- more pastoral
;
and in the vicinity of Kotagherry,

betta, and from it to the E. foot of the Kundas richer and more agricultural. Several consider-

the laud falls continuously. The liighest peaks are able streams unite to form the Bowani river,

—Dodabetta, 87(]0 feet
;
Kudiakad, 8502

;
Bevo- which, descending by a succession of beautiful

betta or Beroyabettu, 81SS
;

Makurti, 8402
;

fulls into a moat romantic gorge, forces its w;iy

Davarsolabetta, 8380; Kunda, 8353; Kundamoge, through the southern edge (jf the table -laiui,

7816 ;
Ootacamuiid, 7361

;
'Tambrabetta, 7292

;
where it makes an abrupt turn to the east, and

Ilokabbetta, 7267
;

Urbetta, 6915
;

Kodauad, flows along the whole southern aspect of the hills

6815; Davebetta, 6571; Kotagherry, 0571; Kunda- till it meets tho'Moyar, do.scendiiig in a similar

betta, 6555
;

Dimhatti, 6330
;

Coonoor, 5880
;

manner, and with similar accornpauirnents of

and Rangasawini peak, 5948. 'i'ho area of the sceiiery, from the northern face,

district is 078 square miles. The ghats or passes The mean annual tcmipcrature of Ootacamuiid is

leading up to the plateau arc the Coonoor, &gur, 58° to 08°. The annual range is con8i(leml)lc,

Gudalur, Sispara, Kotagherry, and Smidapatti. being equal in .some years to 38^^, the highest

The g^jiieral edevation of the table-land differs a observed temperature in the shade being 77°, and

little in ihe three principal divisions. 'That of the the lowest 39°. The mean daily range is 17°.

Kunda range may be estimated at 7000 feet, ''riie The hygrometrical state of the atmosphere varies

central portion at 7100 or 7200, and the Kota- from intense dryness (from JanuaryHo May) b)

ghcrry.divisiou at 6000. The Kunda range formsthe saturation, with moisture, during the monsoon,

seaward bank of the Neilgherrics with a very steep and evaporation is in almost direct ratio with the

slope towards the Malabar coast. It attains at its dryness of the air. January, February, and the

higher parts an elevation of 7500 to 8000 feet lialf of March are uniformly fair, clear, and dry.

above the sea. The Kunda or JSispara gliat or Tlie nights are very cold, and hoar-frost is almost

pass which leads to Calicut is 6742 feet above always to be found in valleys and sheltered sitaa-

the sea. The Kundas rise abruptly from the tjoiis towards morning, disappearing as the sun

plain, bordered by several precipices of great acquires power. The air in the shade is always

height, and accessible only at one or two points, cold, but the rays of the sun are very powerful.

The upper surface is intersected by narrow, deep Rain seldom occurs before the end of March, when

valleys, thickly dotted with wood, and presenting the air becomes milder, and there are generally a

some most pictui’csque scenery. A prolongation few heavy showers. April and May arc mild,

of the Kundas to the north is called the Neddi- pleasant months, with frequent heavy showers

miilla range, and forms a narrow ridge, shooting and thunderstorms. In June the S.W. monsoon

up into sharp peaks, and bordered by lofty preci- sets in
;
in general 10 or 14 days later than on the

pices on the west. On the inner side, the Kundas . Malabar coast. At first the rain is pretty con-

sink into a lower range of table-land, formed by
j

stant and heavy, but during the whole contiiiu-

a succession of low, rounded hills and valleys, i ance of the monsoon, that is, till the middle or

less richly/wcoded, and bounded to the east by
|

end of September, there are frequent intervals of

the great central range of Dodabet, running com-
|

most delightful weather. October is an uScertam

pletely across from north to south. Ttiis is the i month, being occasionally blustery and showery,

highest point of the hills, being 8730 feet above I
occasionally very fine and dry, according as the

the' sea. On the west side qf the Dodabet range,
|

N.E. monsoon occurs, early or late. November

immediately below the highest summit, is Ootaca-
|

is showery and unpleasant, but after the

mund, situated in a basin surrounded on all sides rence of some heavy fogs in the early ^

by high hills. At the northern extremity of the December, the frost sets in, and the weatne

range is Coonoor, from which a magnificent gorge becomes dry, cold, and bracing. The

descends to the plain of Coimbatore. A corre- subject to great fluctuations, almost as muc

sponding fissure ou the north, but much less deep as in Europe. The climates of Kotagherry a
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Coonoor aro considerably milder than that of

Ootacamund, and there is also some difference in

the seasons, the S.W. monsoon being com-
paratively light at both these' stations, while the

N.E. is heavier.

The Neilgherries liad been traversed by a party

of pioneers under Captain B.evan and Dr.. Ford in

1801), and were partially surveyed under the

direction of Colonel Morrison in 1812. About
the year 1819, they were ascended by Messrs.

AVliish and Kindersley in pursuit of a band of

smugglers, and tlieir report led to Mr. Sullivan

establishing himself there, and ultimately to their

being selected as a convalescent station. The
remains of two forts are ntill to be seen, each of

which Wiis used as a state prison, and was occu-

pied by a small garrison in the time of Hyder Ali

and Tipu Sultan. The Neilgherries have been
occupied since 1826, and European settlers arti

now established in some nunibers. In 1881 tlie

population was 91,031:. Tiio mountain rae(‘s,

Badaga, Irular, Kotar, Kurunibar, and Todavvar

have hamlets and villages in <litforent parts of the

hills, but the European stations arc Ootacamund,
AVellington or Jackatalla, (Joonoor, ami Kota-
gherry. Ootacamund has no accoiinnodation for

troops. Wellington is almost exclusively a
military station. Kotagherry is 16 miles and
Coonoor 1 0 miles distant from Ootacamund. Dim-
liati is between Kotagherry and the Orang(‘ Valley.

Ootacamund is picturt'squely situated in the

basin formed l)y the central chain of Dodabet,

from which two considerable spurs run in a semi-

circular direction .to the west, and completely

enclose it on all sides except tlie W.N.W. On
the subordinate hills and interjacent valleys,

liouse's are perched at the siiimnit or sheltered in

the nooks, and the torre-plaino of the valley is

advantageously occupied by a long narrow lake,

formed by an artificial dam, whi(.*h closes it to the

west, and retains all the waters of the basin.

Kotagherry is ])refeiTed by those who, from long

residence in India or natural delicacy of cousti-

iutior, aro ,unpleasantly affected by the suddenness

of the transition from the low country. This

remark applies still more strongly to Coonoor,

the climate of which is a shade milder than

Kotagherry.

The rani fall^ which is excessive to the westward^
is much diminished before reaching the axis of

the chain
;
at Dodabetta it is lUO inches, and at

Ootacamund only 64 inches.

European settlers are chiefly engaged in cofpee-

planting, tea-planting, and cinchona-planting.

The Toda are the oldest of the inhabitants. Their

language is partly derived from the 1 1 ala or ancient

Canaresc. Each mund or village has a separate

and somewhat larger house set apart, and sacred,

as a dairy, into which women are not allowed to

enter. They subsist by the produce of their

herds, receiving also a ground-rent in kind froln

the Badaga and Kota, who acknowledge them as

the lords of the soil. They are polyandric, the

brothers of the family having only one wife in

common
;
female infanticide long prevailed. They

slaughter buffaloes at funerals, attended with
some ceremonies. They appear to be decreasing
in number. Females number about 3 to every 6

males. Their sole occupation is cattle-herding

and dairy work. The Toda worship their dairy

buffaloes, the buffalo bell, and several deities.

The Badaga or Vadaga, by far the most numer-
ous race on the hills, some time in the middle of
the 16th century quitted their original location
in Mysore to escape from oppression. They aro
almost entirely employed in cultivation, but they
keep large flocks and lierds of cattle, and readily
act as labourers, etc. They arc' industrious; their
numbers are increasing, and fheir villages aro
populous and thriving.

Iho Kota race have habits like the Cliucklers
below. They arc looked down upon by th(^ Badaga
from their eating offal, but they are industrious, and
are the artisaii.s of the hills, making and repairing
ploughshares and other ngricultural implements,
as also the silver ornaments worn by the Toda
and Badaga women and children.

Kota (properly Gauhataa, from the Sanskrit
Can, a cow, and Hata, slaying, i.e. cow-killers),

are well made. They worsliip two silveu’ plates,

which they regard as luisbaiid and wife
;
they

have no oilier deity.

The Irular (or benighted ones, from the Tamil
word Iral, darkness) live on the lowest slopes and
forests extending from the base of the Neilgherries
to the lilains, and are not, strictly speaking,
inhabitants of the hills.

The Irular and the Miila-Kurumbar inhabit the
wildest recesses of the jungles on the skirts of
the hills, where they erect wretched Imts, Siir-

roundtMl by a little wretched cultivation. The
other inhabitants attribute to the Kurunibar
every ])iece of ill-luck that befalls their cattle or

themselves. In the year 1835, after a severe mur-
rain had. prevailed amoftg the cattle, the Kurum-
bar to the number of 50 or 60 were assembled
to a feast, and in the height of their merriment
were cruelly massacred by the Toda^race, scarcely

one escaping. Massacres have since then re-

peatedly occurred, and in 1882 a whole- family
were destroyi-d. The Irular arc fowlers, and
subsist on forest produce. I'ho Kunimbar are
hiking to labour on the estates.

Dr. .Jordon records 118 species of birds, resi-

dents of or visitors to the hills, mostly of tropical

genera.

A large number of rude stone monuments
—cairns, barrows, kistvaens, and cromlechs—are
found all over the plateau. The cairns consist of
circles of stones, some of them in their inside

faced with slabs, others outside surrounded by
heaped stones. The kistvaens are found below
Kotagherry. They contain pottery widi a rich red
glaze, and clay figures with a high Tartar head-

dress. These remains are not claimed by any
race now on the hills. I^he most numerous aro

the cairns and barrows, whiidi resemble each

other, and which arc found most often in groups

and on the to])8 of 'hills and ridges,— /zap. Gnz.

;

Dr. Benia in M. L. S,J.; Ifarkness' Nciltjherries

;

BtiTh\s Neilyhernes ;
BaiJeiei's Neilghcri'ies.

NILIIO. SiNGir. A Ceylon plant. When its

blossom fades, the seed forms a sweet little kernel,

with the flavour of a nut. The bees now leave

the country, and the jungles suddenly swarm, as

though by magic, with pigeons, jungle-fowl, and
rats. At length the seed is shed, and the nilho

dies.

—

Baker's Rijle^ p. 305.

NIL-KHENT, a small village of Nepal,
situated at the base of • Mount Sheopuri. Its

inhabitants aro liable to be attacked with a pen-
dulous tumour of the ear.
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KILOMETER, Mikyas.

Nilometre, . . . Fii. I Neilometrion, . . Gr.
Niloscopc. ... ,, I

Neiloscopion, . . „

Apparatus for measuring tlie rise of the Kilo

has been in use from the most ancient times;

the portable instruments were entrusted to the
priests of the god Serapis, who alone were per-

mitted to use them, and who kept them religiously

in their temjJe
;
but the kings of Egypt created

fixed instruments at different parts of the river,

and are noticed by Herodotus, who travelled through
Egypt, and resided at Thebes, Heliopolis, Mem-
phis. 8trabo travelled in Egypt in the early

years of the Christian era, and, when speaking of

the island of Elej)h!intina, he says that it had a
town with a teinide to Cneph and a Kilometer.

—

Millet, p. 21; Sharpe's lupjpt ; Niebuhr's Travels.

KIMACH or Keemuch, a village and Rritish

cantonment in the Gwalior territory, part of the

possessions of the Maharaja Sindia, in lat. 24'^

27' 38" N., and long. 74° 54' 15" E., and 147G
feet above the sea. It is near the western bound-
ary of Malwa, adjoining the Mewar territory.

—

Imp. Gaj:.

KIMA QUASSIOIDES. Hamilton.

Simaruba quassioides, J)on.

llera, Puthorin, Chknab. I Pcslio, Pirju, . Sutlej.
Mathii, Mont, . . Khashbur, . . .

IJcrnvng, .... Kavi.
j

A tall, straggling plant, common in places in

the Panjab Himalaya from the Sutlej to the

Chenab, at from 300U to 9000 feet. It it browsed

by goats and slieep, ami in Chainba the leaves are

applied to itcli. In some parts the rod fruit is

eaten. The wood is light-coloured and very

bitter, and has long been used for killing insects
;

latterly recommended in fever by M. Macardieu.
—Stewart.

KIMAR is the most westerly district in the

Central Provinces of British India, between lat.

21° 4' and 22° 26' N., and long. 75° 50' and 77° 1'

E., with an area of 3340 square miles, and a

population in 1872 of 211,176. Its average

elevation is about 1000 feet. It consists of the

valleys of the Tapti and Kerbaflda, separated by
a range of mountains, it has often changed
hands since the 10th century a.d., and is still a

border-land. It has had successively as rulers,

the Tak, the Asir, Chauhan, the Muhammadans,
the Mahrattaa, the Hyderabad dynasty, ami now
the British; The poet Chand mentions the Ahir

as leaders in the Hindu* armies, battling in

Korthern India against the Muhaintnadan invjvders.

Between the 9th and the 12th centuries, the Jain

religion was paramount, and numerous remains

of their finely-carved temples, etc., yet remain

at Wun, Barwani, and other places in Prant

Kimar, and at Khandwa, and near Mandhata.

Tigers, leopards, bears, wolves, sambur (Rusa

Aristotelis), spotted deer, bison (Bos frontalis),

nil-gai (Portax pictus), and wild hog abound in the

district and in the upper part of the valley of

the Tapti.

KIMBU. Hind. Citrus acida, C. bergamia,

llmo. Bajanri nimbu. Citrus inedica. Mitha

nimbu is Citnis liraetta. AVard says (ii. p. 12)

the nimbu tree supplies the images of Vishnu in

his different forms, also of Durga, liadha, Lak-

fibmi, Siva, Garuda, Chaitanya, etc. Wooden
images are not kept in private houses, but in

separate temples. They are generally from one
to three cubits in hi‘ight.

KIMBUS, or gloire, or. circular disc, is sculp,

tured at the back Of the heads of the figures on
the Jamalgiri and Amraoti sculptures. The
glory surrounding the heads of Tibetan deities is

alluded to by Ermann, who recognises in it the
Nimbus of the anciciits, usckI to protect the heads
of statues from the weather, and from being
soiled by birds

;
and adds that the glory of tho

ancient masters in painting was no doubt intro-

duced into the Byzantine school from the Buddhist.

NlM-CIIAH, a half-breed race, on the southeiu
slope of the Indian Caucasus, between the Afghans
and the higher })eaks. 'They speak a language
related to the Indian tongues, but possessing a

curious aflinity to Latin. In the lower country,

the people near the debouchure of the Kashgar
river speak a mixed tongue called Lughinani.—
Campbell, p. 116.

NIMCHAK. Hind. A well-curb
; cuivcil

pieces of wood used as the foundation of the

circular masonry of a W'cl}.

NIMI, son of Ikshwaku, and founder of the

dynasty of Mithila.

—

Dnwsnn.
NlMKllARor Kimsar, a town in the Sitapur

district of Oudh, situated on the left bank of th(‘

Gumti. It is a place of great sanctity, with

numerous tanks and temples. A legend relales

that it was in one of these holy tanks that Hama
washed away his sin of having slain a Brahman
in the person of Havana, the demon king of

Ceylon, who had carried off his wife SiVd.—lmp.
(Jaz.

,

NIMROD or Kimrud, a chief mentioned in

Genesis x. 8-12, as a mighty hunter ruling in

Babel, Erech, Accad, and Calneh, in the land of

8hinar, and Keseu between Nineveh and Calah.

George Smith supposed him to be Izdhubar, a

local Babylonian cliief, ruling at Erech, the modern
Warka, over the country from the Armenian
mountains to the Persian Gulf. Professor Sayce

says (Fresh Light, p. 51 ) that his name has not yet

been discovered in the cuneiform records. A
mound about 9 miles from Baghdad, a ponderous
mass of ruin, is culle*! by the Arabs Tull Aker-
kouf, and by tlie 'I'nrks KiimTid 'lapasi, both

which appellations signify the mound of Kimrud.

JThc ruined city near the mouth of tlieUp}>er Zab,

now usually knowm by tlui name of Kirinod, is

called Aslnir by the Arabic gcogrAphers, and in

Athur w'c recognise the old name'of Assyria, which

Dio Ciissius w'rites Atyrfa, remarking that the bar-

barians changed the 8igma into 'Tan. Xenophon,
in his account of the Retreat of the 10,000, makes

mention of a pyramid in a town called by him

Larissa. It is probable that the mound marks

the site of that place, which the 'ITirks generally

believe to liave bi.en Nimrod’s own city ;
and one

or two of the better informed with whom Rich

conversed at Mosul, siiidit was Al-Athur or Ashur,

from Avhich the whole country was denOtninated.

Assyriologists, however, mention Calah as a large

city about 20 miles south of Nineveh, now repre-

sented by the mounds of Nininid Resen, a city

lying between Calah and Nineveh, supposed to be

represented by the modern Salamiyah. Profi'ssor

Sayce says (Fresh IJght, p. 50) a few miles to

the south of Nineveh, on the site now known as

Kimrud, was Calah, a town built by Shalmaneser i.,

who lived b.c. 130U. Calah subsequently fell into
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ruins, but was rebuilt in the 9th century b.c.—
|

extensive river and canal system, and occupies a
—il/?/;wnn’5 2V. p. 102. ’

^

' commanding position with reference to the Chusan
NIM-SIM. Hind. Boundaries of lands; a Archipelago.

—

Sirr's China,

grant on copper-plate enumerating revenues nIPA FRUTICANS. Roxh
(hasil), contributions (burar), taxes, dues (lagiit Cocos nypa, Lour. I Do-ni,* .... Bubm.
be lagut), trees, shrubs^ foundations, and bound- Gahra, Gulga, . Bexo. I Atap, Malay!
aries (nim-sim) : the sovereign can only alienate A sternicss palm, very abundant in the tidal

the revenues (hasil), and not the soil. The nim- waters of the Sunderbans, in Tenasseriin, the
sini is almost as powerful an expression as the old Malay Poninsiria, and Kastern Archipelago, throw-
grant to the Kawdons:— ‘ From earth to heaven, ing up pale yellow-green tufts of feathery leaves
from heaven to hell, for thee and thine therein from a short, thick, creeping stem, and bearing at
to dwell.’

—

Tod's Rajasthan., p. 5G4. the base of the leaves its great head of nuts, which
NTINFiVEH, an ancient historical city, frefiuently float on the waters and vegetate in the mud.

mentioned in the Hebrew Hibl(‘. It was built on Nuts of a similar plant abound in the tertiary

the eastern bjink of the 'rigris, opposite tln^ formations at the mouth of the Thames, buried
modern town of Mosul. It was 8 jniles round, deep in the salt and mud that now forms the

was well fortified, and contained a large popula- island of Sheppey. I.ikc other palms, it yields a
•tion and numerous merchants (Nahum iii. IG). wine by the usual process, and in some parts of

It was long the ca[)ital of the Assy rian.s, a Semitic the Archipelago,
2>articularly in the Philippines,

race, and seems to iiavc l)(‘eii a populous city in it is cultivated for its wine. Its principal use,

the 19th century n.c. it was finally overtiirown, however, is for the leaf, iisii.ally called Atap, the
15. c. GOG, by tlie confederate armies of Nabo- common term for thatch among the Malays, but
j)()lassar of Babylon, Necho of Egypt

,
Cyaxares sjiecially ai)plied to the loaves of this palm, because

of Media, and the king of Armenia, an<l in the among that i)0()j>le it is almost the only material
assault its monareh Assur Fbil-lli set fire to used h)r that purpose. But the iiipa leaf is also

liis jjaliice, and ptuished in the llamt'S. The used for the fabrication of coarse mats. The
Assyrians worshipped A.ssur, Nebo and his small, insipid, pulpy kernels (buah atop) arc

consort iJrmitu, Merodacdi and his wife Zirrat- sometimes pr(\served as sweetmeats. The tuba,

baiiit, Ishtar (Astarte), Xirgal, Ninij), Yul, Ami, or juice, is extracted from the tree whilst in its

jiiid Ilea. They had many libraries of clay flowering state, in the same way as that of the

tablets in cuneiform clmracters, 'fheii* religion, cocoanut tree, and afterwards distilled by a similar

science, literature, and meth I of writing were
;

jirocess : but it is more sjnrituous, from six to six

derived from Babylon. i and a half jars being sullicient to yield one of

Mr. (jk»orge Smith estimated that there were
j

wine. It is convertible into syrup, sugar, vinegar,

over 10,000 inscribed* tablets in tlie royal library yeast, and a strong spirit,

at Nineveh. By far the greater number of the NIPl.M^, or (.lalneh of Hebrew Scripture, is the

tablets brought to Fan)pe from there belong to modern Niffer. It was founded under the second

the age of Sardanapakis, who reigned over Assyria ruling dynasty of Berosus, to which is assigned

15. c. G70. the date of n.c. 2280.

When visited by Jonas, who was sent thither NIHADI-MOOTOO, Tam., of Ainslie, is the

by Jeroboam, king of Israel, it was three days’ seed of Hydnocarpus inebrians, W.andA. The
journey in circumference. Diodorus Siculus, oil was sent to the Madras Exhibition under the

who lias given the dimensions, of Nineveh, says various names of Niradi-rnootoo, jungle“ almond,

that it was 480 stadia, or 47 miles, in circuit; Maroty, Tamana, Maravetti, Nirvetti, and Soorty.

tliat it was surrounded by a wall ami towers, It is in great repute as a medicine amongst native
,

the former 100 feet in height, and so broad that practitioners, and the kernel enters largely into

three chariots mi gilt drive on it abreast; and the their iirescriptioiis. It much resembles almond oil,

towers 200 feet high, and amounting in number but is rather thicker.

to 1500. Tlie numerous mounds indicate great. NlUANO. Hind. I'lie liquid excreta of the

vicissiiudes; and so utter was its destruction, cow; largely used by the Hindus in their purifica-

that- though in B.C. 400 Xenojihon must have tory rites, and in lioiises, and taken internally,

passed within a few miles^of its site, he makes no NIK-ANJAN. Bexo. The Hindu rite of cast-

mention of it; and Jaiciaii, a native of Sainasata, ing an imago into tin* water after a fe.slival dedi-

iicar the Euphrates, living OctM cch A.i>. 90 .and cated to its worship.

180, states th.at its site could not then be pointed NIRBISI, Hind., is sometimes said to be the

out. Mr. Rich, however, in 1820, detected it in root of a species of aconite, but is generally

the mounds opjwsite Mosul
;
and M. Botta in siipj^oscd identical with jadwar or zadwar, the

1843, and Mr. Layardiii 1845, obtained numerous zedoaria of old writers. Curcuma ze(h>ari}i, Roa-5.

,

sculptures from it. Sir Henry Rawlinson and also Kyllingia monocephala. B.ara nirbisi ia the

Georgft Smith have also been discoverers.

—

Klu- Scirpus glorneratus. In i^irinur the root of

verTs Geoffraphical Memoir; Layard's Nineirh
;

Delphinium pauciflonim is also c.alled Nirbisi.

Bunsen; Chesney. • NIRGUNA. In Hindu metaidiysics there are

NINGPO lies in lat. 29'’ 4,5' N., and long, three Guna,—Satya-gunn, or property of truth,

121° 22' E.
;

is situated on the banks of the river the source of purity and wisdom
;
the liajo-guna,

Yung or Tae-hac, and in the province of Che- or property of foulness, the source of passion and
l^iang. Ningpo is about 12 miles distant from error

;
and tltfe Tamo-guna, or property of dark-

the sea, being in a westward direction from the iie.sa, the source of inertness and ignorance,

cluster of the Chusan islands. Over tlie river is Deity, abstractedly, is Nirguna, or without any of

a bridge constructed in a most ingenious manner, the tliree properties.— Wilson,

Ningpo was taken 13th October 1841 by the NIRIICH. Hind. A price list, a fixed rate for

British. It is the point of convergence of an labour or produce supplies. It was in operation
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in British India until the early part of the 19th

century, but has been steadily put down.
NIRMALI, nude ascetics of the Sikh sect, who

dedicate themselves exclusively to a religious life.

They are nearly naked. Sherring describes tlic

Nirmali as of a Vaishnava sect of Benares, who
devote all their time to the one purpose of keep-
ing themselves clean. They bathe many times,

and wash their hands 108 times daily. They do
not separate themselves from their families, but
they refrain from touching even their children,

lest they should be defiled. 'Diey arc very care-

ful not to take the life of any creature. Women
as well as men belong to this sect.

—

Sherring^s

Hindu Tribes^ p. 2013.

NIR-MASOK, an antidote for opium, sent from
the Panjab to the Exhibition in London in 1862.

NIRRITI. Sansk. Death, decay
;
death per-

sonified as a goddess, the wife or the daughter
of Adharma. Tiie Hindus of Shikarpur, on the

Indus, in August 1884 prepared a huge hideous

image of -an earthen deity representing fear. The
image wore a dreadful appearance. About 7000
people celebrated the death of this god. An old

woman sat by the image, Tepresenting the mother
of the dreaded deity. A circle about 50 feet in

diameter was formed round the image, in the

midst of which moved hundreds of spectators,

men and women,. crying at the top of their voice,-

‘ Fear is dead 1
’

‘ Fear is dead !
’ The old woman

near the image, on hearing of the death of her son,

broke out into lamentable strains, mourning the

loss of. her beloved son, the god of fear. • Some
women, again, reverently approaclied the idol,

kissed its feet, and scattered fullahs upon it to

propitiate its anger.

—

])owson.

NIHUKTA, in Sanskrit grammar, etymology.

That of Yaska is a model of method and concise-

ness, but it is far surpassed by that of Panini,

which was compiled in the 4th century n.c., about

4000 short rules in eight books. Panini also com-
piled a list of 1700 roots (dhatu) or elements.

—

Saijce^ i. p. 42.

NIRVANA or Nigbau is the Tibetan Nyangan
;

in Buddhism, final emancipation, a Buddhist idea

•of annihilation, or the spirit’s absorption. Bunsen
asserts it to ineau tlie absence of desire in this

life, inward jieace
;
but M. St. Hilaire, M. Eugene

Buriiouf, and Prof. Max Muller identify Nirvana
with absolute annihilation, the pure noL-being, in

which there is no absorption in the higher life of

the uncreated essence, no consciousiu'ss of peace

and freedom, from evil, but the loss of being and
consciousness at once,—a blown-out candle. This

doctrine is shadowed forth in the despair of Job
and Jeremiah, in the deep melancholy of Eccle-

siastes, in tlie choruses of Sophocles, the Apologia

of Plato, and in the soliloquy of Hamlet; yet this

has nowhere led to suicide as the path to Nirvana,

but to fasting, prayer, almsgiving, and self-sacri-

fice. But the doctrine* was offered to people who
held to the belief of a natural immortality and
metempsychosis, to whom death brought no sure

deliverance, but might lead to ills greater than in

this world, new forms of human or brute life more
miserable than what they had passed through.

The life of self-sacrifice of Buddha, his voluntary
acceptance of poverty, his proclamation of a uni-

versal brotherhood, and his making war on the

caste system, are remarkable features of his career, i

But after him Brahmanism rose triumphant, and

drove Buddhism into other lands, and the region
of Sakya Munirs birth and labours became a place

of pilgrimage to peoples from distant countries.

The Nirvana of Sakya Muni, according to the Raj

-

guru of Assam, occurred in the 18th year of Ajatra
Satru, and 196 years before Chandragupta, the

contemporary of Alexander, which may agree thus

:

J48-f-196= 544.

—

Bunsm^ God in Hist. i. p. 6.

NIRWA. GuJ. Lands held in commimo in

the Kaira and Ahmadabad districts.

NISAilA, thcNisaia of Ptolemy, called alsoKisa
and Nisffia, a city on the Upper Oxus, was the

chief town of the district in Northern Parthia

famous for its breed of horses, bordering on
Hyrkania and Margiana. The fourth settlement

of the Aryans. -Bunsen.

NISAETUS BONELLL Tenwi.
Aquila intermedia,

|
Nisactus niveus, t/m/.

M’hor-angah, . , Hind. I Rajali, Ta:>i.

M’lior-angi, . , ,, |
Kundeli, small, , . Tke..

This crestless hawk eagle is about 27 inches long,

and is found throughout India, in the hilly aii(l

jungly districts. It preys on game birds and pea-

fowl, ducks, herons, and water-fowl.
’ NISARNA. Hind. To blossom; the blossom-

ing of sugar-cane is thought very unlucky.

NISHADA of the Sanskrit writers, a race who
seem to have been occupants of part of India prior

to, and opponents of, the Aryans
;
wild, barbar-

ous forest and mountain tribes. It is applied

in the Vedas to the ancient aborigines of India,

and lYofessor ilax Muller proposed to use the

words Nisbada languages to all the non-Aryan
tongues.— JVi/s.

NISHAPI! H, a district of Khorasan, in Persia,

to the west of Mephid. Xishapur town is in lat.

36° 12' 20" N., and long. 58° 49' 27" E. It was

built by Tapamiir or 'Tjiimpras, a prince of the

Peshdadian dynasty, who called it* Abarshahi*. It

was taken and destroyed by Alexander, was again .

taken by the Arabs, the Turkomans took it; and in

1220, Kuli Khan, son of Chengiz Khan, took it

and massacred about two millions of peopfe of tlie

adjoining territory
;

since which date, Mongol,

Turkoman, and Uzbak have repeatedly plundered

it. .A glen 40 miles west of Nishapur is celebrated

for its turquoise mines. The hill.s are of porphy-

ritic conglomerates, claystonc porphyry, and other

jiorphyritic rocks of various colours. There arc

six mines from which the turquoise is obtained.

Some of the mines are in the centre hill of the

range, another near the summit, and the Kamari

mines are pits sunk in a^similur rock.

NISllKKAM ANAM, a domestic ceremony of

the Hindus, at which the child, when three inoiitlis

old, is taken out of doors and shown the moon in

the third light fortnight.

NISHNl-NOVGOKOD, a Russian town on the

Volga, 250 miles from Moscow, celebrated for the

large concourse of people resorting to its fair.

The Asiatics at the Nishni market are mostly Rus-

sian subjects
;
(Jaucasians, Armenians, Tartars,

and inhabitants of Tashkend are numerous.

Among the Asiatics not subject to Russia, Per-

sians and Bokharians are most frequent. A fe'v

Chinese are sometimes seen. Of the few visitors

from Western Europe, 95 per cent, at least arc

Germans. Mixed with them are Polish Jews,

among-them many wealthy dealers in costly for®*

NlblBIS, a fort situated between the Tigris and

Euphrates, the possesaion of which was contested
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NISUNG. NIZAM SHAHI.

by the Romans and Persians. It was taken after

Shabpur had subdued Armenia; Persian authors

term this fort Nisibyn and Nisibi. It has long

been celebrated for its white roses.

—

MalcobrCs

Persia ; Catafago,

NISUNG. Scotch farmers plait the first corn

cut threefold, and fix it over the chimney-piece

till next harvest, wh'en it is renewed. The Tartars

• of Nisung use three ears of barley, which they

])astc outside above the door. At Nisung there

was not a house in the village but was ornamented

in this way. The Tartars are called by the Kana-

war inhabitants of the lowest parts, Zhad, Photia

or Bootuntee, and their country is often named
Bhot and Bootunt.

NITI, a pass in Garliwal district, in lat. 30^ 4G'

10" N., long. 79° 51' 50" K.
;
the crest is 1G,570

feet
;
village of Niti, 11,404 feet. It is open from

the end of June to October. Niti is considered

the best pass between Kamaon and Tibet, and is

one of the principal channels of trade between

Chinese Tartarv and Hindustan.

NITIKIN, ATHANASICS, a Russian traveller

who visited India in the 15th century. He started

from Twer in 1468, and descended the Volga to

Astracaii, and on to Baku, theftee toBokliara?

He then returned to Masandaran and southwards

to Hormuz, from which he crossed the Arabian

Sea to Muscat, sailing from thence to Gujerat

and Cambay. Ho seems to have visited .lunir,

Beder, Kulburga. He re-embarked from Dabyl

(Dabiil) for Hormuz, from wdiicb he |•^rocccded

through Shiraz, Isfahan, Tabreez, to Trebizond,

crossed tlie Black Sea to Caffa or Theodosia in

1474. He describes the comiiierce and products

of Hormuz, Cambay, Dabyl,
^
Calicut, Ceylon,

Beder, and Bijanagar.

MTI-SASTUA. Sansk. AVorks on momls
aild polity.

—

Dtiwson.

NITKAKIA TRIDENTA, a plant of Tunis, the

true lotus of the lotophagi; this and Niiraria

scoberi, the berry of which is the chief luxury of

the tribes of the Caspian desert, might be intro-

duced into India.

NITRAI’E of soda, or cubic nitre, is being

imported into Great Britain in increasing quant-

ities.

1881, . .
• 1,080,512 cw’t. £789,940

1882, . . 1,91.5,138 „ 1,270,352

1883, . . 2,049,270 „ 1,108,088

NITRIC ACID, Aquafortis.

Maulabker, , , Auab. I Arak-i-shora, , . . Pkrs.
Acide mtri(iiic, . . Fii. Aqua forte, . . . Port.
Salpetcr saure, . . Gek. Vt didunu-rasa, . 8iNtiH.

Shore ka tezab, , Hind, I’ettluppu dravaguin,TAM.

AVhen pure it is colourless, but as met wdth in

commerce it is yellowish, owing to its containing

nitrous acid in solution
;
besides which it is often

highly diluted, and mixed with sulphuric and
muriatic acids. It is exceedingly corrosive, and
its taste is sour and acid. It is employed in metal-
lurgy and assaying, for etching on iron and copper,

in dyeing and in medicine. It is made in Lahore,
by acting on pure nitrate of soda with a quantity
of sulphuric acid. This sort is used.for the purifi-

cation of silver, and the formation of the nitrate.

^

A less pure kind is made by the action of Kalii

(impure sulphate of iron) on nitre, but this is

f rather a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acids,

and will disablve gold-leaf.

—

Hoyle; Faulkner;
Powell,

NITRO-MURJATIC ACID, Aqua regia.
£au regale, . , , . Fr.

|
Konigswasser, . , Ger.

The Acidum nitro-muriaticum, Acidum nitro-
hydrochloricum, is of a golden-yellow colour, with
the suffocating odour of chlorine, and the irritant

corrosive properties of the strong acids. The
manufacturers mix gradually in a cooled vessel,

and where the fumes can easily escape, nitric acid

1 part, muriatic acid 2 parts (both by measure),

They keep the mixture in a well-closed bottle in

a cool, dark place. The I'esulting acid is not a
mere mixture of the tw'O acids, for both become
decomposed. It is distinguished by the property
of dissolving gold.

—

Hoyle.

NITYANAND, a disciple of Chaitanya, who
resided at Kliardali, in Bengal, on the left bank of

the Hoogly river. His descendants are regarded

as gurus. It is a place of Vaishnava pilgrimage.

The name is from Nitya, constant, and Ananda, joy.

NI-WO-SON, Jap. (lit. two honoured kings),

are two figures placed under the Niomon or gate-

way of Buddhist temples in Japan, the guardians

of the. right and left. They are erect figures, with
flowing robes on. Yo, on the right, represents the

male principle of Chinese philosophy
;

it is rod,

and its mouth is open. Tliat on the left is green,

with mouth closed, and is Tn, the female principle.

Small prints of these arc pasted on the beams over

the entrances of houses to protect them from
thieves. The Chinese names are Yin-Yang.

—

Sir.

J. K Pnd.
NIZAM, an Arabic word meaning o^der, dis-

position, arrangement, constitution, and variously

applied. Alzam-i-jadid, the new system of govern-
ment introduced into Turkey by Sultan Mahmud
II. in 182G, particularly the employment of regu-

larly disciplined troops. Nizam has become, in

common parlance, a title of the sovereign of

Hyderabad in the Deklian, being part of the

original title, Nizam-ul-Mulk, bestowed on the

founder of the Asof Jahi dynasty now ruling there.

NIZAMANI, a Baluch tribe in Sind, following

settled pursuits. They take their name from
Nizam, a common ancestor, though now sub-

divided into separate clans or houses.* They arc

well educated in Persian, Sindi, and Arabic.

NIZAMI, the literary title of Nizam-iul-Din,

Ganjawi, a celebrated Persian poet who rcside<l

at the court of Bahrain, a distinguished patron of

letters. He died in A.ii. 576 or a.I). 1180, but

1 194 and 1209 are also stated. He compiled his

Sikandar Nanmh, or History of Alexander, from
Jewish, Christian, and Pcblavi records, by which

we may suppose liiiii to mean Hebrew, Greek or

Latin, and old Persian manuscripts. It is one of

the most celebrated romances of the east. Ho

i

also is the author of the Makhsan-ul-Asrar,

I

Laili-wa-Majiiun, Kluisru-wa-Shirin, and the Haft
Paikar.

—

Ousetey's Trurcls.i ii. p. 3G2.

: N ! ZAM SH AH I
,
a Muhammadan dynasty that

ruled at Ahmadnaggur A.D. 1490-1607. Ahmad
Nizam Shah, the founder, was a Brahman of Bija-

j

pur, who was taken prisoner and sold as a slave to

the Bahmani king of the Dekhan, where he became
a convert to the Muhammadan faith. At ita

greatest extent, the kingdom of Ahmadnaggur
comprehended all the subah of Aurangabad, all

the west of that of Berar, and a portion of the sea-

coast in the Konkan between the tyicte belonging

to Gujerat and Bijupur. Duels were common
under this dynasty. In one invasion of Bijapur,
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NOAll.xNIZAM-ud-DIN AHMAD, HAKHSHl.

COO guns >vere lost, nmougst them a brass gun. died violent deaths. Nazir Jung was shot by a
now on tlie ^-amparts there. It is the largest brass rebellious noble. Within a year Muzaffar Jung
gun in the world. ‘ shared his fate. Salabat Jung ruled the Dekhan

1
A.D.

Ahmad, . . 149o! 896| Tsmail, .
|l588

Burhan, . .1508 914|Burhan ii. 1590
Husain, . . 1553 901Jibrahim, 1594 -

Murtazza, . . 1565 972lAhraaa ir. , . 11594 1004 I" reiich interest from the Dekhan, and laid Salabat
Minm Husain, . 1588

,

996[Baha(lur, .1159511004 Jung open to the intrigues of his brother Nizam—Elph. p. 673. Ali, to which he fell a victim about 1762. Nizam
NIZAM-ud-DIN AHMAD, BAKHSHI, author Ali, in the beginning of his reign, came into con-

of the Ta])akat-i-Akbar Shahi. His father lived flict with the British respecting the Northern
under the emperors Huniayun and Akbar, and (hrears. The emperor at that time was Shah
Nizam-ud-Din under Akbar. His book is also Alam ii., who bad already become little more than
known as the Tarikh-i-Niziinii. It was completed a pensioner of the British. Clive obtained from
A.D^ 1500. It is one of the most celebrated him a grant of the Northern Circars, which then
histories of India, and was abridged by Badanni formed part of the territories of the Nizam. In

under the name of Maiitakhab-ut-Tawnrikli. return the Nizam invaded the Carnatic, and in a
Nizain-U(l-I)iii was eminently upright, and at one treaty the British agreed to pay a rent for the

time was Bakhshi or coinmander-in-chief of the l)ossession of the coveted territory
;
but for many

army in Gujerat. It contains a short account of years afterwards the British occupation of tlie

the independent kings of Bengal from A.n. 1338 Northern Circars was a sore point with the Nizau).

to 1538. He died 28th October 1594.

—

Elliot. The two great events which brought Nizam Ali

NIZAM-ud-DlN, AULIA, a very celebrated and the British into contact and collision wen*
Muhammadan saint of India, styled Sultan-iil- tliewarsagainst Mysore and against the Mahrattas.

Mushaikh. He <lied at Delili, 3d April 1325, and NIZAM-ut-TlJAKlKH, a historical work by
his tomb at Ghayas})ur i.s a place of ])ilgrimage. Baizavi on the Asian monarchies, a general

NIZAM-ul-MULK, an otlicer of the emperor history of the Ghaziiivide rulers. Two authors

of Dehli, who iissuuicd indopemlence as a ruler ai*e known us Baizavi, to each of whom this book

in the Dekhan. He was of a Turk family.
. His attributed. One of them, Nasir-ud-Diii, died

name was Chin Kilich Khan, .son of Ghazi- at Tabreez, A.D. 1286 or 1292, wrote the Wsir
ud-Din, ‘an officer of Aurangzeb, under Avhom Baizavi, a commentary on the Koran

;
the other,

both father and son served. Chiu Kilich Khan
,

Abu Said Abdulla, Jived about the year 1275.

maintained his dignity during the depression of N’MO-N'MA, a salutation in Western India

the nobility by the mistress of Jahandur Shah, between Brahmans.

•He was made viceroy of Malwa, but during NOACOLLY oi> Noakhilli or Sudharm, a town
the rule of the Syuds he revolted, and marched which gives its name to the district in Bengal lying

to the Dekhan. Dilaw^ar Khan, a Syud of Bara, between lat. 20° 22' and 23° 17' 30" N., aivl

was sent ill pursuit, but was defeated and slain at between long. 90° 43' and 91° 4t)' K.,‘with an

Burhanpur; and at Halapur in Berar, (.4iin Kilich area of 1852 square miles, and about a million of

Khan defeated Alam Ali, a.d. 1720, 'fhe follow- inhabitants, chieliy the Kaibartta and Kayastli,

ing year (1721) he was raised to the dignity of Hindus and Miihainina<lans. It is an alluvial

wazir of the empire, and took possession of tlie tract, broken up into several islands, Sandwip,

oflice at D®hli. He was sent against Hyder Kuli, Hatia, Sibiiath, and otlicrs, at the mouth of the

governor of Gujerat, which lie recovered, and Megna. The Portuguese occupied the idaiids

returned to Dehli; but, dissatisfied with liis in the 16th century, but were addicted to piracy,

position at court, he again, in 1723, marched off to and the Miiliammadan population also continued

the Dekhan, where he defeated and slew Miiharaz l>irate.s down to a compjirativdy recent date. ‘ The

Khan (1726), ami fixc<l his residence at Hyder- 15n'tngucsc lemler in the beginning of the 17th

aba<l. His title liad been Nizam- ul-Mulk, but that !

century was Gonzalez, who was defeated in 1616

of Asof Jail was now given to liiiu, from which by the raja, of Arakan, and Sandwip taken. In

bis family, still ruling at Hyderabad, are known 1064, Shaista Khan, Govjeruor of Bengal, induced

as the Asof Jahi. the l*ortuguese to aid him in a war against the

In 1737 and 1738 he was employed by tlie Arakan raja. Cliittagong was taken in 1660,

Dehli emperor against the Pesliwa, Baji Hao, and the Portuguese settled at Dacca; but the

.but was unsuccessful. He was at Delilf in 1739 f^ortuguese were subsequently reduced to a

when Nadir Shah arrived, and was employed to dependent position, and their descendants in

negotiate terms of peace. He was recalled to the dress and customs have sunk to -the level of

Dekhan in 1741 by the rebellion of his son Nazir natives, though retaining their Christianity and the

Jung, and while there he died (1748), at the age oM Portuguese names.

—

Imp. Gaz, See Megna;

of 77. He was the Pagri Baddal Bhai or turband- NOAH. His tomb is shown by the people of

exchanged brother of the Hara prince. He left Balbec in the plain of Bekaa, or Coelo-Syria, two

6 VC sons,-—Ghazi-iid-Din, Nazir Jung, Salabat miles from Zable, on the south side of the village

Jung, Nizam Ali, and Basalat Jung, of whom the of Kerak. It is a tombstone about ton feet long,

second son, Nazir Jung, succeeded. His successors three broad, and two high, plastered all over,

down to 1884 have been— Over this is a long structure, measuring nearly

Nazir Jung, . . ob. 1750 Secmuler Jah, . ob. 1829 00 feet. It is a place of pilgrimag§. Four miles

Muzaffar .lung, . „ 1751 . Nasir-u-Dowla, . „ 1857 from Noah’a tomb is the ruined temple of Hermes

Salabat Jung, .. ,, 1762 Afzal-u-Dowla, . „ 1868 Nicha, the Mercury of the Greeks and Romans.

Nizam Ali, . . „ 1803
|
Mtfhbub Ali Khan,reigning The Noah of Bible history is known to Muhain-

The three immediate successors of Asof Jah madans as Nuh. The Babylonian or Ohaldsean
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ten years, during the greater part of which he
had a French army near his capital, nominally as
his allip. The overthrow of the French in the

o Carnatic was accompanieil by .the withdrawal of all
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Xisuthrus or Sisuthros of Berosus lias the liistory The summer station is also called Eilaiik, aiidtlie
of Ih'e Biblical Noah, the Jiydiaii Maues, the winter station Kishlauk, words which the Afghans
Bhrygian Noe, and the Greek Deucalion, In the and Persians haj^e borrowed from the Tartars.
Chaldsean account of ^tho deluge, discovered by Itesidents of British India who have witnessed ii

Mr. George Smith, as in Genesis of the Hebrew large Banjara camp migrating, will have seen a
Bible, Sisuthros, the Accadian Noah, is saved true picture of the nomadc life of Central Asia,
from destruction on account of his piety, the rest The principal feature ifi which the Western
of mankind being drowned as a punishment for Afghans differ from the Eastern, is foripcd by" the
their sins. The land of Nizir, in wdiich the vessel numerous pastoral tribes. The tent used among
of •Sisuthros rested, was among the mountains of the Afghans and Persians is of coarse black cam-
Pir. Mam, to the ^Mj. of B.abylonia. llowandiz, let.' It is called Kizhdi in the Afghan language,
the highest peak in tliis part of Asia, rises a little Siah-chadar in Persian, and Karra-ooee in Turkish,
‘to the north of the I^tr Mam .—Vatiifaijo

; Sayct\ meaning black tent. • The tents of the tribes that
Frosli Lif/htj pp. o2-40. move little are larger and better than those of the
NOBILI. Kobert de Nobili or De Nubilibus, very migratory. The latter have often fine tents,

a Portuguese missionary of the Society of Jesifk, which they leave at the stations where the climate
who founded a. mission at Madura a.i>. 1G24, is most severe, carrying lighter ones on their
during the reign of Tirumala Xaik. lie was journeys to tlic ijlaces where shelter is less

supported by the College of Ixoine de propaganda required. Much land is wasted in this 'mode of
lido, founded in by Pope Gregory xv. lie life. A nomadic family of Upper Asia* requires
Avas called by the Hindus, Tatwa Bodiuigar.

—

yKv. for its support lJUU head of cattle, for which not
7iV.s‘. xiv. 30, 59. less is necessary than one-sixth of a geographical
NOBUT. Hind. A kettle-drum. The use of ^uare mile of pasture. A tribe of 10,000 requires

lliis amongst the Malays is confined to royalty, 200 or .300 square miles of pasture land,

and even then they arc used only on occasions The nomado 3\irk6man tribes are the rCpre-

of state. Ill the regulations for the government sentatives of a family which has existed from
of Malacca, in the 11th Aniial, it is laid down that

j

times anterior to history, and arc occupying af
when it is necessary for the 1 jaksinana to be in the present day the immense steppes of Tartary.,

attendance, the nobuts ought to be present
;
the

|

The Turkoman, out of whom the Turks of 4he
term, to confer noliuts, means to give one the towns aiul cities of Southern and Western Asia
goverwmeiit of a country with the l ights of royalty. I sprung, were apparently tliose of the Persian

'I’he iiohut-khanah or saloon for the martial or
j

frontier, the ancestors of the present Yainud,
royal band is usually jilaced over an arched gate-

|

Goklan, Tekke, and Ersaii tribes, who^lie along
way. Amongst the Muhaniinadan rulers of British

|

the frontier of Persia, from the Cfispian to the

India the right to Hio.nobut is granted to their ,, south-western feeders of the Oxns. Except on
nobles.—.An/r. A/r/i,, ISol. the valley of the AttrnJk, where they have ^le-

NOCTUA. A species of this insect attacks the velopcd an imperfect agriculture more akin to

iiiaturing c<»ffee-plaiit in Eebruaryand March in gardening than to farming, they are nomades,
Lower Bengal. • with no towns, with more tents than houses, and
NODDY, a soa-liird, ^i^terna stolida. The sooty vvitli •prc-ciniiicntly predatory habits, as the

tern is hJt. tenuirostris, Temm. Tin? small grey Persians of Khoras.an and Astcrabad know to

noddy is the Anoiis cinereiis of Norfolk and their cost. Unrivalled riders, with a breed of

Nepean Islands. horses that will endure any hardship, they have

NOGAI, a Tartar race settled in the city of been infamous for their forays
;
and as they have

Bokhara, who migrated from Bussian territory. a great robbing-ground to the south, where the

NOLE-COLE or Knot Khol, a vegetable sown occupants are other than Turk, they are more
exactly aa cabbage, broccoli, etc. It comes in incorrigible plunderers than even the central

early, and remains in season until April. If lOrghiz and Uzbak. When settled in more
watered during the hot weather and taken care favourable localities, they arc slow to lay aside

of, it will, when the rains commence, throw out their original habits. So far as they arc mixed

s])rout3 on the old stalk, whicli may eitlier be in blood, it is the Persian element that'has mixed,

used or slipped off and ]jlantcd. They will not be Such are the Turkomans. A true picture • of

so fine as those raisc<l from seed, yet arc lit for lliyat nomado life is expressed in Isaiah xl. 11 :

use.

—

Jdffrcy. * Ho shall feed his flock like a shepherd : he shall

NOMADE. The pastoral tribes of Central and
|

gather the lambs with his .arm, and carry them in

Southern Asia migrate from place to place at ' his bosom, and shall gently lead those that arc

seasons of the year, to obtain forage for their with young.’ As the lliyat move along, tho

flocks. The. Persian word lumiiid or felt, of women are seen with their spinning-wheels on
which the tents of the wandering tribes of Centi'al their shouldera, some twisting woollen yarn,

Asia are composed, has supplied the root to the otliers bent forward, and advancing slowly with

Avord vof<.uliKos, In British India there arc many Ihcir children astride on their backs, • clasping

small migratory tribes living in tents of mats or their little arms around their mother’s neck, and
cloth, encamping in the outskirts of toavns, all of twisting their little legs round her waist. The
them poor and mostly predatory

;
and there arc smaller ones arc^ usually tied up in a bag behind

fowler, hunter, and forest races wlio move from the back, w3ule infant babies, together with their

place to place within a recognised area
;
and the clumsy cradles, .are lioisted on the heads or

inoyements of the more settled, Dhangar and shoulders of their fond mothers, sinking uiider

Ahir or cowherd races of the-Peninsula ©f Indi.a, the weight. The word lliyat or Hat is derived

are restricted to the forest mid open tracts. •But from Eel, a tribe. It is ,also expre^ed by Zem or

the nomades of S. Asia inove for some hundred Zim, which Ibn Haukal explains by the cqiriva-

miles to their Garm-sair and Sard-sair lands, i lent Arabic, Kabilah. The whole of the Turk
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NOMEN HAN. NORTHERN CIRCARS.

races, the Iliyats of Persia, and the great bulk of inhabitants have remained in the plains as village
the Afghan races, and of the independent nations watchmen, hunters^ and other trades suited to
between Afghanistan and British India, are their habits. In a few places their devastations
migratory at seasons. An Iliyat .tribe whom have restored the clear country to the forest, and
Baron de Bode met belonged to a Lur stem, the remains of villages are seen among the haunts
which had. been transplanted into Pars by Aga of wild beasts. There are other tribes of moun>
Muhammad Khan, the uncle of Fat’h Ali Shah, taineers in the north-eastern hills and the lower
from Luristan Kiighuk. After his death, many branches of the Himalaya, who partake more of
of them returned to their primitive encampments the features and appearance of the nations be-
in the Zagros chain. When Nadir Shah overran tween them and China. No separate mention is

Herat and Kandahar, he is said to have deported made of the mountain tribes by tlie Greeks, but
18,000 Ghilzai with their families to Teheran, and l^liny more than once speaks of such communities,
to have distributed the lands’of Kandahar amongst NORFOLK ISTiAND PINE, Araucaria excelsn.*

his Persian followers. Many nomades met with Norfolk Island grass tree, Freycinetia bauorianu.

by Vigne were of -a sickly complexion, attributed NORIMON, an oblong box, used in Japan as.

to the pernicious alkaline quality of the water, the palanquins in India, carried by means of poles

The** diseases to which they were most subject passed through iron loops on either side.- There
were fevers, cutaneous and nervous disorders, and are many kinds of jicfimpn, with decisive marks
especially blindness. It is the peculiar character which distinguish the norimoii of the gi-oat from
of the seasons that compels tlicse distant inigra- the* kako of tlie humble. The norimon in .Jaj)aii.

tions of Asiatic tribes in the lands they occupy, if for a big man, is covered with curtains. A
as in the Eastern Archipelago tribes of sea; common hack norimon is left in its naked ugliness

^farers, the Ryot Laut or people of the S(‘a, shift and discomfort.. The occupant must sit cross-

from the weather to the leeward sides of the legged, and even then can liardly raise his head.

—

islands with the changes of the monsoons.— Ihulfjson^s Naijasciki ;
Fren'^ii Antipode,^.

Lieut.-Col. MacGmj()}\ p. 61
;
Ik Hode's Tmvth^ NORMAN, Lieutenant-Gf-Nkral Sir HENRY

*pp. 118; 255 ;
OuseleifsTrA,ip.iS01\ p. Kl. K.C.B., (M.E., an officer, of the Bengal army,

NOMEN HAN. Tib. A prince of the religious While still an ensign, he was Brigade - Majoi

law, an equivalent of the Sanskrit Dharma raja. to the expeditionary forces in the PeshaVm
NON-AHYAN, a term in use in India, to v.alley, and as a lieutenant was Adjutant-Genevji

designate the races wboni the Aryans found in to the troops in the field under Lord €Iyd(

the country. Some of the Dravidian non-Aryans, While Acting Adjutant-General of the Beng.i

as the Tamil, Teling, Canarosei and Gond, are in army, before Oehli, both pen and sword were ovei

great nationalities and civilised
;
but the hills and in his hand

;
and to those who knew him tfien, ami

forests of Central India are occu])ied by tribes, fought beside liiin. Ids naine* will 1)0 inseparably

'rn%ny of whom differ wdclely from those of the connected with Metcalfe’s mined iionm, and tliiit

plains. They are small, black, and slender, but intrenched position on the heights commandinjj

active, with peculiar features and a c^^iick and Dchli where Hindu Rao once lived. Sir Jelin

restless eye. They wear few clothes, in the cas(‘ (Lord) Lawrence writing of him said, ‘ There is ;

of the wilder Bhils are armed with bows and young officer now at headquarters, who, thougl:

arrows, and, unless the government, is strong, are young in years, lias seen mucli service, ami

always at war with their neighbours. They live proved himself an excellent soldier. I allude (ti

in scattered and sometimes movojible hamlets, arc (’aptain Nonnan, of the Adjutant-Generars office,

divided into small communities, and allow great Sir Coliii (hunpbell (Lord Clyde) had the higlu si

power 'to their chiefs. They subsist on the pro- opinion of his judgment, and when he left

duce of their own imperfect cultivation, and oji Peshawur, it was considered a public loss.’ Afh i

what they obtain by exchanges. Besides one or the mutiny of 1857-58, the Indian GovcrnineiU

two of the Hindu gods, tliey Imve many of tlieir I reorganized its native army. His plan of estiiblish-

own, who di.spense particular blessings or calam-
!

ing a Staff Corps was partially followed, and the

ities. Thy one who presides over the small-pox iimnediatc ])res8iire was removed, but the real

is, iu most places, looked on with particular awe. difficulties of tlie situation were increased tenfold,

The early history of all these tribes is uncertain,
j

and after many years of, for an army,‘dcmorali/.a-

In the Dekhaii they were in their present state at fjoii and anxiety, only in 1867 was some con-

the time of the Hindu invasion. The great tract elusion come to. In 1885 he was appointed to he

of forest' called Gondwana, lying between the Governor of Jamaica.

—

Thurlow^ p. 26
;
S7nit}i y

rich countries of Berar and Cuttack, and occasion-
j

Lord Lawrence^ ii. p. 31.

ally broken in upon by patches of cultivfition, NORTHBROOK, LoRp, G.C.S.I.,. was

gives a clear idea of the original state of the roy and Governor-General of India-from the 3d

Bekhan and the progress of its improvement. May 1872 to the 12th April 1876. He resigned

They sacrifice fowls, pour libations before office on the ground that the British minisii.v

eating, are guided by inspired magicians, .and not resolved on waging war with the Amir ot

by priests, and bury their dead. They are all Afghanistan.

,much addicted to spirituous liquors, and most of NORTIItJOTE, !8iR STAFFORD H., aif on-

them kill and eat- oxen. Their great abode is the lightened statesman of Great Britain, for many

Vindhya mountains, which run east and west from years Secretary of State for India. Ho
.the Ganfj^es to Gujerat, and also the broad tract every support to the progress of railways, canals,

of forest which extends north and south, from channels of irrigation, and sanitation,

the neighbourhood of Allahabad to the latitude NORTHERN CIRCARS, a designation of fom

of Masulipatam, and with interruptions almost to districts of the Madras presidency, on the eastern

Oa{% Comorin. In some places the forest has side of the Peninsula of India. These comprise

been encroached on by cultivation, -and their, a narrow tract of land elrtending between la

.
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NORTH-WESTER. NORTH-WEST PROVINCES.

1G° and 20°. N., and from the sea-coast to the

Eastern Ghats, by which it is separated from the

great table-land. It 'is a tolerably level region,

with occasional spurs from the ghats approaching
the sea-coast

;
has little or no natural wood,

except towards the ghats. On the dissolution of

the Moghul empire, the Northern Circars passed
into the possession of the Nizam of Hyderabad.
During the disputed succession which ensued on
the death of the first Nizam, the Eronch rendered
such essential services in placing Salabat Jung on
the throne, that ho presented .to them the four
Circars of Mustafanagar, Elloro, Kajamundry,
and Chicacole. M. Hussy hims(!lf assumed the
government and during one of his campaigns,
besieged and took Bobbili,^in event which has been
commeniorated in ballads that ai'e sung to this

day. The Gajapati Vijiaram lhaju of Viziaii-

agram, at feud with Raja Rao, raja of Bobbili,

induced M. Bussy to attack Rolibili. When Raja
Rao and his followers perceived that resistance

was vain, they put to death all the women and
children in the fprt, and then died figliling sword
in hand, refusing every offer of quarter. An
infant son of Raja Rao was alone rescued from
Biis scene of slaughter, l^biir of his retainers,

seeing their chief fall, -vowed to avenge his death.

Having secreted themselves in the jungle for some
time, they penetrated to Vijiaram Raju’s tent by
night, and assaswnated him.

—

Imp. (laz.

NORTH-WESTER, a term applied to sudden
temjiestuous squalls in the lower part of Bengal

and ill the Straits of Malacca. In the latter

locality they occur shoi-tly after the N.E. mon-
soon sets in, and whirlwinds and waterspouts are

not rare, but they occui; in JiOwer llengal, in

March and April, accompanying most refreshing

falls of rain, 'fhe season of llu- north-westers is,

above all othprs, that which reipiires the most
attention and care by voyagers on the Ganges.

The north-westerly squalls in the Straits of Malacca
do not prevail so much as the Sunmtras. Tliey

arc most common in tlie northern part of . the

•strait between A*cheen Head and the. Arroa
Islamls

;
they sometimes blow through it to the

Carimons or ^ven through Singapore Strait to

Pedro Branco.

—

Horsh. • Acirhold, i. p. J
;

AV?/-

neWs ^Temoir, p. IlGl.

NORTH-WEST PROVINCES, an administrat-

ive province of British India, 'lying between lat.

2:r 51' 30" and 31° 5' N., 'and long. 77° 3' and
'^4° 43' 30" E. Area, 1 1 1,236 square miles. Be-
tween the census of 1872 and 1882, Oudh and
the N.W. Provinces were placed under one Lieu-

tenant-Governor
;

and the 1881 figures show
11,407,625 souls ‘for Oudh, and 32,699,436 for

the N.W. Provinces, giving a total of 44,849,611
souls. These provinces me bounded on the north
by the Chinese empire, on the north-east by Nepal,
on the east by Bengal, on the south by Chutia

Nagpur, Rewa, the Bundclkhand States, and th(3

Central Provinces, and on the west by Si.idia’s

dominions, Rajputana, afid the Panjab. Its

revenue divisions are—Agra, Allahabad, Benares,

Jhansi, Kamaon, Meerut, Rohilkhaiid. Tlie Native!

States are—Garhwal or Tehri, with 4180 square '

miles, and 150,000 people; and Rampur, 945
square . miles,* ’and 507,013 inhabitants. The
family domains of the maharaja of Benares are of

986 Square miles, and 392,415 inhabitants. Its

physical character is seen in the N.W. Himalayas,

in Garhwal, the Siwalik oil the south of the Him-
alayas, the Doab df the Ganges andJumna, the poor
tract of Bundclkhand, and the triangular plain of
Rohilkhand. ,

Its rivers arc the Gauges, the Jumna, and fjj^e

Gogra, two Kali Naddi, Hindan, Cliambal, Betwa,
Ken, Ramgauga, Gumti, and Rapti. The ancient
historical 'cities were Ilastimapur and. Ayodhya.
In 1881, the prominent castes in the population
were :

—

Christians, . , . 47,673 liohiir, 497,242
Muhamraadans 6,232,000 C4ujar, 269,838
Sikhs, .... 3,6-14 Mali, . 257,234
Buddhists, , . 103 LMallah, 613,016
Chainars, . 5,413,067 Babhan, . 250,9.52
Brahmans, . 4,711,890 Gadaria, 866,91K)
Rajputs, . 3,157,190 Kori, . . 843,422
Ahir, . . . 3,584,572 Dom, . 205,424
Kurini, . . 2,110,345 Kahvar, . , 345,751
Banya, . . 1,213,471 Bhangi, . *, 435,633
Jat, ... . 674,547 Lonia, . . 378,019
Teli, ... . 687,672 Bhurji, . . 364,844
Kachhi, . . 1,959, .51 4 Ahar, . , 272,863
K-ayasth, . . . 519,982 Bhuiuhar, , 188,151
Pasi, . , . 1,034,602 Khatak, . . 152,030
Kahar, . . 1,225,420 Bhat, . , 130,402
Kumhar, , 639,380 Gosain, . , 120,641
•Nai, 644,142

Its modern cities are—Agra* Aligarh, Allahabad,
Bareilly, Benares, Cawnpiir, Farrakhabad, Gorakh-
pur, llardwar, Mirzapur, -Moradabad, Muttra,
with the hill sanatoria of F.andaur, Mussoori, aiut

Naiui Tab'

Places of iiitorcst in the
.
provinces’* are the

sacred Hindu town of Hardwar
;
the ruined sites of

Kanouj and Hastinapiir
;

the deserted Moghul
ea|)ital of Futtelqmr Sikri; and the ancient temples
nnd fortresses of Mahoba and Kolinjai"

;
andJ’or

in igafion tlu; British liave formed the Ganges, the

Eastern Ganges, the Jumna, the Dun, and the
Agra canals; also the Bijuour canals and the

BiuKhdkhand lakes.

TJie region of the N.W. Provinces and Oudh
is that in which alj invaders from the N.W. have'

formed governments. That portion of the Panjab
which surrounds the iqiper waters of the Saras.wati

river is still regarded by the Aryan Hindus as one
of the most sacred spots' of Hindu pilgrimage

;

and their earliest traditions of the N.W. ft'ovinces

cluster round the city of Hastinapiir, the ancient

metropolis of the I’andava. But the earliest

empire in this portion of Upper dndia of which
any certain inomimcnts remain, was that of the

Buddhist.dynasty of Magadha. It was at Kapila,

n.C. 598, that 8akya, the founder of the Buddliist

creed, was born, and be dicil at Kassia, in the

Gorakhpur district, in 543. When Alexander the

Great iiivadi'd the Panjab in B.c. 327, ho heard

‘of the great Naga empire of Magadha, whose
capital lay at Palibothra, the modern Patna.

.

The reigning prince at the date of Alexander’s

invasion bore the name of Naiida. His minister

Cliandragupia, the Sandracottus of the Greeks,

assassinated the Naga prince, and seized upon
the throne for himself. Seleucu^, the successor

of Arlcxandcr in his easternmost dominions,

marched with a large army into the Ganges
basin, and endeavoured to annex the provinces to

his own kingdom, but Chandragupta succeeded
in BO far as to preserve hiS territory intact,

and received the Greek philosopher Megasthenes

as ambassador from Scleuciis at his court in

Palibothra, Under his grandson Asoka, ii.c. 260,
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the whole of Hindustan and the Panjab, together the rivers of the S.E. of Asia. * It is ugly iu

with portions of the Bekhan' and the north- appearance, but good eating,

western mountain country, foimed parts of the NOTT, Siu WILLIAM, a*gencral of the Bengal
•Magadlia empire. The pillar and rock edicts Jiriny who conducted an army against Kabul,
(^ntaining the inscriptions of Asoka, arc still to NOURATBI, a Hindu festival occupying the*

be seen at Peshawur, at Allahabad, at Dehli, in period from the /irst to the ninth of the moon-
the Dehra Boon, also on the shores of the Bay light half of' Asoj, consecrated to the family

of Bengal and in Gujerat
;
and he established goddess, or to Burga, the consort of Siva. Colonel

Buddhism as the State religion throughout his Tod gives an interesting account of the Mewav
wide doininions. • manner of celebrating this annual festival. On

Little is known of the history of this region the 1st of Asoj, the rana of Mewar, after fasting,

for the next 1500 years, dining which it w^as ablution, and jirayer on tlie part of the prince aial

overrun by Tartar, Kajjmt, and Jat elans, whose his household, has the double-edged khanda
last, effort agjiinst the advancing Muhammadans removed from fhc hall of arms (awad-sala), and
failed under the leadership of Prithi-mj. Mu- having received the homage (puja) 'of the court,

hammad Ghori, who overtlirew the. Ghaznivide it is carried in procession to the Kishenpol (gate

dynasty, was the founder of the Musalman power of Kishen), wliere it is delivered to the Kaj-Jogi,

iu Hindustan. Subsequently, iu 1.11)8, Timur, the mahants, and band of Jogi assembled in front

crossing the Indus at Attbck, marched through of the temple of Bevi, tlic goddess, adjoining the

the Punjab to Dehli, under the walls of whicli h(‘ ])ortal<)f Kislien. By these, the monastic militant

defeated Muhammad Taglialaq, and then entered adorers of Heri, tlic god of battle, the brand,

the im])erial capital in .state. emblematic of the divinity, is placed on the altar

NORTON, JOHN BRUCE, born 1815, a bar- before tlu* image of his divine consort. At three*

rister practising in ^ladras from 1842 to 1871, in the afternoon, tlie nakarra, or grand kettle-

and who held the ofHco of Advocate-General,^ drums, proclaim from the tripolia the signal for

and was a membey of the Legislative Council.’ the assemblage of lbc‘ chiefs with their retainers';

He wrote on all the events of the jieriod. His ami the rana and his cavalcade proceed direct to

chief literary works were entitled tJie Admiiiis-' the stables, when a hiiffalo is sacrificed in honour
tratiou of Justice iu 'BritislL India, ami the Law of the war-liorse. TJience tlio procession movis
of Evidence. He died iu London in 1883. to the temph* of Bovi, whore the Raja Krislieii

NOSE-RUBBING is a salutation in China, (Godi) has prccodi'd. Uiion this, fhe rana seats

New Zealand, and amongst the I.apland Alps, himself close to the Raj-dogi, presents two jiioces

As a parting salutation, it is practised among the of silver' and a cocoaimt, perfornis homage to tlm

Macassars, the Papuans of New Caledonia, the sword (kharga), and returns. On the' 2d of Asoj,

Australians, the New Zealanders, and the Mar- in similar state, Jh* proceeds to the Cliougnu,

quesas islanders,—^fax MnlU rs ( 'hips:
^

their Champ tie Mars, wherea buffalo is sacrificed ;

NO§n ERA, a town on the left bank of tlie and on the same day another buffalo victim is felled

iKabul river, the scene of a great battle between by the nervous arm of a Rajput, near the Toiun-

the Sikhs under Ranjit Singh ami the Afghans pol, or triumphal gate. In the evQiiing, the rana

under Azim Khan, ^yllO, however, liimself held goes to the temple of Amba Mata, the univorisal

back from the battle, and ultimately lied, ami mother, when several gjiats and buffaloes bleed

the Afghans were defeated with great slaugliter, to the goddess. On the 3d, fivi* buffaloes and

NOSH-i-JAN. Pkhs. A Persian congratulal- two rams .are sacrificed to llarsid Mata,

ory salutation, meaning, May it bo a drink of On tlie 4th, as on every one’ of the nine day.

life to you. the lirst visit is to tluj Champ <lc Mars: the day

NOSTOE (edule? eolleiium V), a shower of opens with the sacrifice of a buffalo. The rana

this fell iu Boomlika, a little beyond the Begari proceeds to the temple of Devi, where he worshi]».s

canal, in the Shikarpur collectorate. It is u.sed the sword and tlu^ standard of the Raj-Jogi, to

in China as food. whom, us the high priest of Siva, flu^ god of

NOTATION'.- The decimal system of notation war, he jjays homage and makes offering of sugar

has been shown by Woepeke to have entered and a garland of ro^es. A buffalo having been

Europe from India through the Ar.*\hs. Mr. previously fixed to a stake near the temple, the

Burnell supposes the cypher represents the large rana sacrifices him with his own hand, by piercing

cowrie used by Indian astronomers in the decimal him from Ins travelling throne (raised on mens
places in the very ancient methml of calculation shoulders, and surrounded by bis vassals) with an

by cowries. -
^

arrow. On the 5th, after the usual sacrifice at

NOTEL^EA LONGIFOIilA, one of the iron- the Chougaii, and an elephant fight, the pro-

woods of Norfolk Island
;

is used -in all wheel- cession marclies to the temple of A sapunia( Hope);

wrighPs work, and is very luird and durable. It a buffalo and a ram arc offered to this goddess,

is also used for cabinet work, and wlieii Frcncli adored by all the Rajputsand the tutelary divinity

polished it is not excelled by any of the fancy of the Chaulian tribe. On this day, the lives of

woods.

—

Keppd's ImL Arrh. ii. p. 283' some victims an*, spareil, at the intercession of the

NOTONIA GRANBIFLORA, 7>.U., the Ca- Nuggur-Set’h, or chief magistrate, and those ot

calia grandifolia, IKa//., one of the Matricariacea), his faith, the Jains, On the 6ih, the rana visits

is a shrub of Travancore and the Neilglierries. the Chdugan, but makes no sacrifice. In Ip'

Its flower-heads are largisli. It was supposed by 'afternoon, prayers and victims to Devi, and in the

BrA Alexander Gibson to be specific in hydro- evening tlie rana visits BikhiariNat’h, the chief ot

phobia. N. crasSessinia is a shrub of Burma, the Kanphata Jogi, or split-eai' -ascetics. I‘‘^'

N. corymbosa, 74. C., was also recommended by 7tli, after the daily routine at the Chougan, aii<

Dr. Gibson in hydrophobia. 'sacrifices to Devi (the goddess of destruction^

NOTOPTERUS KAPIRAT, an edible fish of the chief equerry is commanded to adorn tuc

• iioS
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steeds with their new captirisons, and load, them tised by Alaric and his Goths, centuries afterwards,
to be bathed in the lake. At night, the sacred in the Acropolis of Athens. If wt transport
fire (horn) is kindled, and a buffalo and a ram arc ourselves to the shores of Scandinavia, amongst
sacrificed to Devi

;
the Jogi are called up, and th.e Oirabri and Getos of Jutland, to the Ultima

feasted on boiled rice anti sweetmeats. On. the Thule, wher(‘ver tlie name of Goto prevails, w.e
conclusion of this day, the rana aiul his chieftains shall find the same adoration was paid by ^

the
visited the hermitage of Sukria Baba, an anchorite Getic warrior to his swoid. — T’od’.v Rajasthan^ i.

of the Jogi sect. 8th, there is the Homa, or p. 582
;
Forhes^ Rnsamahi

; Hindu Annah. .

’

fire-sacrifice in the palace. 9th, at tliree in the NOUKOZ, Ncav Year’s day. This celebrated
afternoon, the nakarras having thrice sounded, fc'Stival of the ancient and modern Persians'
the whole, state insignia, under a select band, originated in the time of Jjimshid. It falls -gene-
procoed to mount Matachil, and bring home the rally on *tlie 21st of March, is coeval with the
sword. When its arrival in the court of the vernal ecpiinox, and with the Makar Sakarant of
palace is announced, the rana advances and the Hindus, 'riiis day is observed by tlie modern
receives it Avith due homage from the hands of Persian, Arab, Turk, Parsec, ai!d sevcual other
the Kaj-Jogi, who is presented Avith a kelat

;
Asiatic ‘nations, for the fconipiitiition of the solan

while the mahant Avho^ has performed all the year, and for state juirposes, such as the collcc-
nusterities during the nine days, lias his patera, tion of the revenue and tlie arrangement of the
filled with gold and silver coin. The Avhole of agricultural ojierations of the year. In Persia,
the Jogi are regaled, and jiresents are made to the festival is kept np for several days with, nn-
tJieii* chiefs. The elepliaiits and Jiorses again usual pomp by all the inhabitants, but in India,
receive homage, and the sword, tlio shield, and among the J’arsees, it is siin])ly.a day of rejoicing,
spearare Avorshipped Avithin the palace. The lO.th, On the Nouroza festival tlie Great Moghul used to
or Dussera, is a festival resjx'cted in India by all slay a camel Avith his oAvn hand, Avhich Avas ‘dis-

I'husses, although entirely military. Being com- tributed and eaten by the‘court favourites. Akba»
memorative of the day oii Avhicli the deified Rama nained it Khoo>h roz.

—

Tod^ Rajaathan, i. p. 72.

commenced his expedition to. Lanka for the NOU^IIMRWAX, surnamed Adil or the Just,

recovery of Sita, the tenth of Asoj is consc- is the Chosroes of the Greeks. He Avas the -son
<jiiently deemed by the RaJinit a fortunate day of Kuba<l, king of Persia, at Avhoso death, A.n.

for AA'nrlikc enterprise. The day comineiujcs Avith o:’)!, he ascended the throne of that kingdom,
a visit from the prince or chieftain to his spiritual The accounts given by eastern and western
guide. Tents and carpets are ])repared at the authors of the successes of this king in his m\a-
Chougan or Matachil mount, Avhere the artillery sions of the Roman empire, differ but very little,

is sent; and in the afternoon, the rana, his- Some eastern historians * have asserted that he
chiefs and their retaiiu'rs, r(‘pair to the field of took an emiieror of the Romans prisoner; and
Mars, Avorship the kaijri tree, liberate the niltach they have all pjissed over the fcAV reverses Avhich

or jay, as saored to Rair.n, aiid return amidst a his arms sustained. Bub the disgraceful; peace
discharge of guns. On the 11th, in the morning, Avhich the emperor Justinian purchased at the

tho rana, with all the state insignia, the kettle- coniiuencenient of the ruigii of Nouslierwan, the

drums sounding in the rear, iiroceeds towards the subsecpient Avar, the reduclion of a 1 1. Syria, the

Matachil mount, and takes the muster of his capture of Antioch, the unopposed jirogress of the

troops, amidst discharges of eannuii, tilting, and Persian monarch to the slioresof the Mediterranean,

display of horsemanship. And Avhile every chief ins conrpiestof Iberia, Calchos, and the temporary
or vas.«al Is at liberty to leave liis ranks, and establishnuMit of his poAver on the banks of the
‘ Witcii the world with noble horsemanship,’ there Rhasis, and on the shores of the Euxine, are fhets

is nothing tumnltnons in their inirth. TIh' steeds Hot questioned* by l)is opponents. They, hoAV-

purchased since the last festival are named, and ever, assert that his success as a military leader,

as the cavalcade returns, their grooms repeat the even Avlieu his fortune Avas at the higliest, Avas

appellation of each as the Avord is passeil by tho checked by Bclisarius, who Avas twice sent to

master of tlie horse, as Baj Raj, the royal stee<l
;

oppose his progress, and whose success, consider-

Hyiiior, the chief of horses; Maiiikn, the geii\; ing his Avant of means, and the character of the

Bajra, jthe thunderbolt, etc. On returning to tlnj (;ourt ho served, was certainly Avonderful. In all

palace, gifts are preseiite<l hy the rana to his tho lu'gotiations Avhich took place betAveen the

chiefs. The Chauhan chief vff kotario cilaims the’ emperor Justinian and Nouahorwan, the latter

apparel Avhich his prince v ears on tliis day, in assumed tho tone of a superior. His lowest

token of tho fidelity of his ancestor to the minor servants Avero treated, at tlie imperial court, in a

Oody Singh in Akbar’s Avars. To others, a fillet manniT calculated to inflame the pride of an
or balaband for the turband is jirescnted

;
but all arrogcint nation, and tlie agreement of tho

such compliments arc rcgulatetl by precedent or Roman emperor to pay JO,000 pieces of^ gold

iinniediate merit. Thus terminates the nouratri showed the monarch of the western Avorld in the

festival, sacred to the god of Avar, Avhich in every rank of one of Nousherwan s tributaries. In

point of vicAv is analogous to the autumnal a second Avar with the Roman emperors Justin

festival of the Scythig warlike nations, when and Tiberius, NousherAvan, who, though 80 years

these princes took the muster of their armies, of age, still led Ins armies, experienced some

performed the same rites to the great celestial reverses of fortune
;
but the perseveraiice of the

luminary. If Ave look vlrestward from the central aged sovereign were ultimately rewarded by the

land of earliest civilisation to Dacia, Thracia, conquest of Dara and the plunder of Syria, A.D.

Pannonia, the seats, of the Thyssagetae or the 572. He died, after a prosperous reign of *48

Western Getes, we find*the same form of adora- years, about tho year 579 a. 1)., and was succeeded

tion addressed to tho emblem of Mars, as mentioned by his son, linrmiiz iv.

by Xenophon in his memorable Retreat, and prac- Mahomed, Avho was born during the reign of
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NOUSHERWANr. xVULLIPORIDA^J.
•

Nousherwaii, a.d. 571, used to boast of his fortune
in being born when so just a king reigned. This

is great praise, and from a source that cannot be
suspected of flattery. Various Persian authors,

quoted by Sir^ John Malcolm, assert that this

monarch carried his arms into Ferghana on the

north, and Sind and India on the east
;

i^ind as

•they are supported in the first assertion by Chinese
records, there seems no reason to distrust them in

the second. Sir Henry Pottinger (though with-
out stating his authority) gives a iiiiijute and
probable account of Nousherwan "s march along

the sea-coast of Mekran to Sind, and, as Vallabi

was close to Sind, wo may easily believe him to

have destroyed tflat city.

The Vallabhi prince Goha was married to the

(laughter of Nousherwan. She was grand-
daughter of Maurice, emperor of Constantinople,

and from her are descended the present maha-
ranas of Udaipur, capital of Mewar, wlio thus

represent Kama of the Solar race, the Sassanian

kings of Persia, and the Caisars of Rome. The
maharanas of Udaipur are always represented in

their portraits with an aureole round their heads.

Perhaps the .current story of tlie descent claimed
for the maharanas of Mewar from Noushcr-
wan may have some connection with their being
driven into their present seats ])y that monarch.
Nousherwan was surnamed ‘the Just,’ and was
distinguished for equity, wisdom, and munific-

ence. He erected many colleges, caravansaries,

and . other buildings of public benefit, and gave
great encouragement to learning and philosophy.

In his time the fables of Birlpai were trans-

lated into Pehlavi. — Poftiugo'^s Iklnchistan^

p. 386 ;
Elplmiiftouc^s Hiftt. of ImJiHy i. p. 401

;

Beak's Bioijraphtcal Dktionavif.

NOUSHERWANI. Malay.* A tribe in Baluch-
istan.

•NOWBUT. Hind. An instrument of music

sounded at the gate of a groat man at certain

intervals. Se^ Nobut.

NOWGONG or Naogaoii, a British cantonment
in Bundelkhand, in Central India, situated be-

tween the British district of Hamirpur and the

native state of (Jh’hatcarpur. The Rajkumar
College, opened at Nowgong in 1875-76, was
estabUshecf by the native chiefs' of Bundelkhand
in memory of Lord Mayo.
NOWGONG, a revenue district of Assam, lying

between lat. 25° 45' and 26° 40' N., and long. 0.2°

and 96° 50' E., with an area of 3415 square miles.

It presents the appearance of a wide plain, inter-

sected by numerous rivers and streams, and
dotted with shallow marshes, and with the Kama-
khya Hills, 1500 fecit high, near tlic Brahmaputra.

On the hills is a temple to Durga, which is asso-

ciated with' the founder of the Koch-Bahar
dynasty. The most munerous tribe is the Koch,

descendants of a people once dominant through-

out the country, and identical with the Rajbansis

of Bengarl. In Assam, the appellation of Koch
is held in comparative honour. The Dorns in

Assam lay claim to exclusive purity of caste, but

accept KoUtas'ad their spiritual guides in prefer-

ence to Brahmans. The Mikir, Lalang, and
Cachari are other tribes.

—

Imp. Gaz.

NOWSARI, in Gujerat, the city of the Parsec

E
ricsts, whence numbers are sent every year to

ombay to minister to the Parsec population of

that city.—

NRI. Sansk. a mail. Nri-medlia, a humaiT
sacrifice

;
Nri-singba, the man-lion avatar.

NUBIA, betw('en lat. 11° and 24° N., and
long. 28° and 2i)° E., a -country of East Africa,

enclosed between Egypt* the Nile, Abyssinia, aiul

the Red Sea
; area with Kordofan, 300,000 square

miles. The Nile runs through it, on the banks of

which it* is fruitful, but in other places barren,

sandy, and. destitute of water. It derives its

name from Ncub, gold. The immediate banks of

the Nile arc rendered fertile by laborious irriga-

tion by wheels, but all the rest of Nubia consists

of sandy and roeky deserts, as the Nile here

seldom overjlows its banks. The population is

estimated at 400,000, and up to 1821, wIhmi

it wtis conquered by Ibrahim Pasha, it was
under a number of chiefs. It is covered with

many magnificent remains of awti(iuity.-Hr-CV(^(/-

NUBIUV, tlu^ north-western district of Ladakh,
oil the Shayuk river, in the North-west Himalaya,

is in lat. 35° to 36° N., and long. 77° to 78° E.

The Sassar pass is 17,751] feet above the sea. The

Nubra, Pangong, and Rodok districts, in tlie

basin of the Shayuk river and its aflluents, lie on

the S. flank of the Konen Lun, from Balti toNari,

and have T^adakli as their Bouthern boundary.

With the exception of Nari, this is the most lofty

and sterile part of Tibet, the axis of the Konen
Lun being probably upwards of 18,500 fe(^t, the

valleys l.(),00() or 17,000 feet, and numerous

peaks rise 20,000 or 23,000 feet. The Kara-

korum pass is 18.300 feet, the salt Pangong lak(‘S

13,400 feet. The villages of Lower Nubra aro

not numerous, but some of them possess very

extensive cultivation. From Kashmir eastwards,

all the easily aceessiblo portions of the .Himalaya

aro occnjiiod by Aryan Hindus as far as tlu'

eastern border of Kamaon and the Kali river

sej)arating Kamaon from Ncj>al, the Tibetans

being here confined to the valleys about and

beyond the snow. People of Tibelaii blood liave

migrated into Nepal, throughout its whole length,

and have formi’d mixed tribes, wiio.se appoavance

and language is mere Tibetan than Indian, ‘bilf

whoso religion and manners are Hindu. East <'f

Nepal, in Sikkim and’ Bhutan, the Hindu elenunit

almost disappears, and the Tibetans are altogetlior

I
dominant. Eastward of Kashmir arc the Jflmt

I

race in Balti and Ladakh. Balti includes IlaBOra,

i Uongdo, Uong-yul, Shagai', Skardo, Balti, Par-

I kiita, Tolti, Kartaksho, Kiris, Khaybali*, iind

.Chorbat. ,
fauTakh or the Botpa inciiidls 8piti,

Zangskar, Pnrik, Siiru, Hembako (Dras), Jitidnkh

])roper or Loll, Nubra, Pong, Riipshu, and Hanlo.

The language of the Bhotias of 'fibet, the Bluilia

or 'ribetan, is also that of Bhutan, and is a con-

necting link between the polysyllabic and mono-

syllabic languages. Garhwal is to a large extent

Bhot.

—

Thomson's Tr. p. 199
;
Hooker and Thom-

son
^ p. 22.

NUKA. Hind. Land on -the ridges or banks

left by the dry course of a running river.

NUL, Nulkhagra. Beng. Arnphidonax karka,

the grass of which the Diirma mats are. made,

fonne(i of the stalks split open.

NUr.LTPORIDiE of the Corallinacese belong

to one of the lowest classcB of the vegetable

kingdom. One species fb of a beautiful bngnt

peach-blossom colour
;

its branches as

crow quills, slightly flattened and knobbed at t e
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NULU-OUAMPOO, NUN.

"extremities. The extremities only are alive and

brightly coloured; Other two- species are of a

dirty purplish-white, and one of them is extremely

hard and cylindrical.

—

Darwin,
NULU-CHAMPOO. Sansk. From Nulu, the

name of a king, and Champoo, a particular

kind of composition, in which the same subject

is maintained in all the varieties of prose and
verse.

NUMBER. This English word has been added
to all the languages of British India. Tlie number
seven is used fr(ifluently in Scripture, not to Signify

a definite, but a large and sutiicient* quantity

;

hence Daubuz states its Hebrew etymology to

signify fuliiess and perfection, and Philo and
Cyprian call it the completing number. ‘Tlie

barren hath borne seven,’ said Hannah in her song,

meaning a greait number. The victims under the

Jewish law bled by sevens; the golden candlestick

h id seven branches,' bearing seven golden lamps
;

the mercy-seat was sprinkled seven times with

the blood of the atonement
;
and to sacrifice by

sevens was a characteristic of great solemnity in

pitriarchal times. The key to this rite, says

Jlorsley, is the institution of the Sabbath, the

observance of the scventli day being the sacra-

ment of the ancient church. The numbering by
seven was doubtless taken from the phases of the

moon. AV^ith the Indian Muliammadans, siit-at,

7, 8 represent a small number. The miinbev

ten also ‘is often iised in Scripture to denote

frequency and abundance, and is evidently taken

from tlk"! ten fingers on the liands. ‘ Thou hast

changed my wages ten times,’ Genesis xxxi. 7, 41

;

‘ Those men have tempted mo now these ten

times,’ Numbers xiv. '22
;

‘ TJiese ten times have

ye reproached me,’ Job xi;f. 3 ;
‘Ho found them

ton times better than all the magicians,’ Daniel i.

20. The ten days arc again interpreted as indi-

cating the shortness of the perseciitioH, in the same
sense as they are- employed by Terence :

‘ Decern

dierum vix mild est familia,’ I have enjoyed my
family but a short time. There is in India a very

reniafkabKj use of seventy-four, in epistolary

correspondence. It is an almost universal practico

in India to write this number on the outside of

letters, it being intended to convey the meaning
that nobody is to rtad the letter but the person

to whom it is addressed. The practice was origin-

ally Hindu, but has been adopted by the IMuhaiu-

.madans.

The Roman system of using letters to indicate

figures is followed by all Muhammadans. The
deailr of Karim Khan, Zend, is commemorated in

the sentence

—

‘ Ai va’e Karim Khan murd.’
‘ Woe and alas ! Karim Khan is dead.’

The numeral values of the letters composing
these few words, being added up, give TI93, the

year of the Hijira, corresponding with a.i).1779,

in which this good king died.

Nadir Shah was assassinated in his tent at

Meshed in Khorasan,lDn the 8th June 1747, and
his fate was thus recorded— .

‘ Nsdk b’ duzakh raft.’

‘ Nadir to hell has gone.’

These letters give a.h. 1161, which corresponds

wjth A.D. 1747.

A famous glee-maiden of Hyderabad, at the

cloMng years of the 18th century, built a mosque

n8ar Maul Ali Hill, and, seeking a date .*for it, a
learned man proposed the satirical couplet—

.
‘ Pesh-i*In raihrab sajud-i-khas-o-am ast,
Falk guft in bait-ul-Haram ast,*

s Dxjjastkan
; EllioVs Supp,; Milner's Seven

Churches^ pp. 23, 20,=).

NUMIDA PTILORHYNA. The guinea-fowl is

believed to be descended froiii the^uiiiida ptilo-
rhyna of the hot arid ])arts of East Africa, bu<f it

has become wild in Jamaica and St. Doming^,
and is small with black legs. The guiuea-fowl is

the Bohemian of the barn-yard. They are hardy
an<l prolific, and are valuable in gardens, as they
rarely scratch the ground, are eager in their

search for insects, and, with a scraping motion of

their bill, gather the seeds of. grasses. Their
value in India in checking the increase *of snakes
cannot be too highly praised.

—

Darwin.
NUMMULITE, the Shudnaj iidsee of the

Arabs, oHicinal with the natives of India. They
are lentil-shaped greyish pebbles of various sizes,

consisting of carbonate of lime and iron, with a
nucleus of calcareous crystals. The hakims
administer them in eye diseasca and ulcers.

The rocks around Cairo are a soft fmc-graineil

miimnulite, abounding in many sorts of marine,
with some land, remains. The most abundant is

the multilocular shell which gives them their

name, and believed by the Egyptians to be the
money of the Jews cursed and turned into stone.

A similar tradition to this, in reference to num-
miilites, prevails in Cutch. A holy man who had
been refused charity by a miser, cursed his mo’hey,

and it became stone at once, so that it ‘is now
Joiirid in the rocks. A transverse section of this

little shell very closely resembles a coin.

—

Royle

;

Honigheryer.

NUMHIor Lumri, a people of Lu^ a •depend-
ency of Kalat, witli about 1600 fighting men,
Tliey are Muhammadans. Nuinri of the Kuracliee

collectorate claim descent from a Rajputni who
had nine, sous, from which the tribe are named
Nao Mardi, and the twenty-four brjinches in

which the tribe arc now divided have all spfung
from these suuh. ,

•
*

NUN. Buddhism assumed a distinct form in

the middle of the 3d century ii.c.j»and became
powerful during the Greek connection with India.

\Vomefi embrjiciiig Buddhism became prominent.

They not only began to frequent places of public

worship, but came forward to join the clerical

body, and were admitted as nuns. Maha Praja-

pati was tlie first female adixl^t’ted to the order.

I’he daughtiT of Asoka, Sanghamitta, also entered

Uic church, taking the usual vow of celibacy.

She went to Ceylon to ordain the princesses, in

compliance with the request • of her brother

Mahendra, who had been sent there to propagate

the religion, he being of opiiiioii that a male

priest could not ordain a female. Gautama had

500 women admitted into the order. The nuns
were, however, restricted in their liberty in

holding communication with 'priests. Women of

rank, such as the Maha Maya, the mother of

Gautama and Misaka, were moving freely

society, while other classes of female* not only
moved from place to place, but carried on diicus-

sions with men, and took part in seoeasions.

There are several notice* of educated female*.

Yisakha, a most celebrated Buddhist lady, resided

in Sakita or Ayodhya. Nevertheless Buddha’s
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NUN. NUJi JAHAN.

personal* opinion as to females leading the reli|^- perjury, and the blameless Sir Robert Chambers,
OU8 life was: ‘Be careful; do not permit females the friend of Johnson, Gibbon, and Burke, was
to enter upon my law and become Sramans.’ He one of the full bench that rejected a legal plea iu

said, ‘What is named woman is siu,’ and ‘it bar of punishment, on full deliberation, after

is better for a priest to embrace the flame than to sentence had been pronounced,
approach a woman, however exalted her rank.’ NUR. Arab. I^ight, splendour. Nur-ul-
Mendicants and novices were not permitted to Jman, Light of the faith. Kitab Nur-ul-Anwar-
look at a woinan. Priests were not allowed to an>Nuraniyah, or Book of the brilliant and lumin-
mit widows, grown-up virgifis, or women wliose oiis lights, is a religious book of the Shaiiisia

husbands were abroad. If a woman had a fall, worshippers of the sun. It asserts that the sun is

and required to be lifted up by the hand, no God tjie creator, has been from all eternity, is

Buddha would help her, because it wiis considered the true God of nature. The autl^r puts forth as

sinful to touch a woman, whether she lived or a creed, La illaha illulaho wa as Shams arnsli

died. The Patimokhan forbids not only ‘the illahi, Kadus! Kadus! Kadus! There is no deity

contact with the pei*sou of a woman,’ hut ‘ impure bnt God, and the sim is the throne of-God, holy!

conversation witli a woman,’ sitting on the same lioly ! holy I The book is in* elegant language,

seat with* her, reclining with lier on the same and contains many beautiful liymiis in honour of

place, being alone with *a woman, accompanying the sun.

—

(hilafario.

her oil a journey, and preaching move than live NUREH. Arab., Pkrs. Quicklime, also a

or six sentences to, a woman, except in the depilatory made of yellow^ arsenic (1 oz-.), pounded
presence of a man wdio understood w’hatwas sa.i«l. and mixed with quicklime (4 oz.) till the coni-

And. yet, according .to llinao, Buddha accepted
2
^<^uiid assumes a unifonn yellowish tinge. It is

the invitation of Ambnsali, the celebrated coin- aiijdied to the skin in a jiasto- made with wann
tesan of Vaisali, ‘who took her .seat on one side water, and must bo washed off after a minute or

of him.* The Buddhist women of that day were two, as .it burns aswidl as stains. This admit able

clad in robes. The king of Ko^la presented to invention is ascribed by eastern authors to tin*

each of his 500 wives ‘a splendid robe.’ The ingenious Soliman, who could not endure to see

Bhilsa monument shCiws the Buddhist -female Uie state of Bilkis of Sheba’s bare legs.

—

Burlou's

drapery,—‘a long flowing vest resembling that Schule, i. p. 27S; Jjutc.

which is seen in Grecian sculpture. Fa Ilian, NUR J.MIAN was first the wife of She;* Afghan

who came hare in a.p. 3U0, says that ‘ the females Khan, aiul was afterwards married by the emperor

were kept down, and ordered to follow certain Jahangir. Her name w'as Mihr-nn-Nissa. Her

precepts.’ ‘He cites the instance of brothers grandfather W'as a native of Teheran, and held a

marrying non-uterino sisters, in the case of the high civil oilice under the Govt*rnmoiit of Persia;

sons of one of the kings of Patala settled near the* but his sou Hirza Ghiiiaswas reduced to poverty,

hermitage of Kapila.* As to caste, he says that and emigrated to India with his Vjfc, tw’O sons,

although the priiKuidc in the selection of the and a .daughter. At Is^ndahar his wifi.' gave birtli

chief of religion was the moral merits inasmuch to NurJahan, but the family were in such
2
‘>ovuity

as Sakya was a Kshatriya, and his successor a that they cxpo.sed tin* new-born idiild on the road.

Vaisya, and his successor a Sudra, yet the son of A merchant 'in the caravan, liuwcviT, fouinl the

the king of Kapila, by the daughter of a slave, infant, and adopted her, and Jier mother ^vas orn-

waa not admitted into the church. When he ^doyed as its nurse. The merchant took an interest

entered, the cry \vas, ‘ The son of a slave dares to in the family, gave them cinjiloymeut, and iutro-

entdr and he seated here.’ In the drawings of the duced them to the emperor Akbar, who gave the

excavated temples of Ajunta ‘ there are groups of husband employment. Nur Jahan and her mother

women in various attitudes, particularly in the often visited AkbsFs Intram, niid Akbar recoin-

one of performing tapasya on the Asan siddha
;

’ mended that she should he married, in order to

and also ‘ of a female worship^x^r of Buddha ’ w ithdraw lier from the notice of his son Salim,

surrounded by a group, and a Bralunan'among She was accoLilinglv weildcd to Slier Afghan, a

them whom she is teacliing. Then; are, at young Persian, to whom Akbar gave a jaghir in

present, in Buddhist Tibet, many luins, and tlie Bengal.’ When Kutub-ud-Din, Salim’s foster-

Buddbist.s and Tao.sts of China have nuns, but they brother, w'ont’therc as viceroy, Slier Afghan took

are not much respected. Christians, Jains, and alarm, and threw iqjhks employ under the ein2
)cror.

Manbhaos also have nuhs.—(V//.. No. 1011. The vi(X‘roy visited the j)art of the. country in

NUN, also Nuna. Hind. Salt. Nunia, a salt- which Slier Afghan lived, and invited his attcncl-

makfer. Nun-dub, from Nun or l^oon, salt, and ance. At the interview’', Sher Afghan, insulted

Dabna, to dip, bespatter, or sprinkle, a custom by the proposals, killed the viceroy with his

among theliajput races of dipping the hand in dagger, was himself immediately despatched by the

the salt, the Nun-diib is the most sacred pledge attendaiits, and Nur Jahan was sent prisoner to

of good faith. It is had recourse to, to incrcaso the Dehli. For some time she refused Jahangirs

solemnity of an occasion, and to banish all sus- offers of marriage, but at length yielded, and under

picion of treachery, as well as to extinguish ancient her influence his conduct improved, his baibarous

feuds, and reconcile chiefs who had never met cruelties ceased, and he dvank only at night, and

but in hostility.

—

Tod's Jiajasthdv^ ii. p. 409. ISee in his private apartments.
.

She .increased the

Manwar Piala# magnificence of his court, yet lessened the ex-

NUNDO KUMAR, commonly written Nund- pcnscs. She was facile in composing extempore

cohiar, a Hindu who was condemned to dcatK and verses, and is said to have taught the manufacture

executed for forgery. The trial at Calcutta, of otto of roses. Her niece, daughter of Asot

before Sir Elijah Irapey, lasted more than two Khan, was married to Prince Kurram, afterwards

da^s. The accused was defended by able cdunsel. Shah Jahan, and hei* own daughter by Sher Afghaj'

His original offence was backed up on his trial by was married to Prince Shabriar, the emperors
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youngOBt son. She remained witli her husband

when he was made prisoner by Muhabbat Khan,

on the banks of the Hydaspes, while on his way
to Kabul, in March a.d. 1626 (Jamadi-ul-Akhir

lOiio), and procured her liusband’s and her

brother’s release. She used all her powers to

prevent Shah Jahan succeeding his father, and to

secure the throne for her son-in-law. Prince Shah-
riar, but on the 28th October 1627 (a.h. 28th Safar

1037) her husband, in the GOth year of his age,

died of asthma while on his way for change of air

from Kashmir to Lahore, and all her influence

expired with^ her husband’s life*. Shahriar was
absent in Lahore, her brother Asof Khan took

the side eff Shah .lahan, put Nur Jahan under
restraint, and .mai^ihod against and defeated

Sliahriar. Shah Jahan arrived at Agra, and was
proclaimed emperor on tlie 26th January 1628
(a.ii. 7th Jamadi-ul-Akhir 1037). From that tiim*,

although slu; lived till a.d. 1G4G (a.ii. 1055), her

name is never again mentioned in history. She
was treated with respect, and allowed a yearly

Htij)cnd of £250,000. She wore no colour but
wliito after Jahangir’s death, abstained from all

entertaimnonts, and appeared to devote her life to

liis memory. She was buried at Lahore in a tomb
she herself had erected close to that of Jahangir.
—Jyfia/i Khan ; FAph'ut. p. 483.

NURMA and Nustoo, a male and a female deity

of the Garo race.

NUKPIJR. This town derives its name from
the celebrated Nur Jahan, the wife of the emperor
Jahangir. Its original name was Dahmari, or

Uahmala, or, as Abul Fa/A writes, Dahmahr’i. The
people pronounce the name as if written Dahm’eri.

It is also called Pat’haniya. Nurpur is at the

enlrance of the U^'esterji Himalaya, where they

jiso from the plain of the Panjab, and contains

about 15,000 people, jjrincipally Kashmirians

ongagcul ill tliiJ shawl trade, ft is on the great

road tiirough which Kashmir, Chenab, and Ladakh
are attainable ,— Cunnlufjhains Indian p. 143.

NURTIUNG, a town in the Jaintia Hills. Its

people 'erect stone pillars, which Lieutenant

(Colonel) Yule supposed to be connected with

tlieir religion. He says that in the Kluissya up-

right stones are raised as memorials of great

events, or of men, whose ashes are not necessarily,

though frequently, buried or deposited in hollow

siono sarcophagi near them, and sometimes in an

urn placed inside a sai’cophagns, or under hori-

zontal slabs. The usual arrangement is a row of

fiv(*, seven, or more, erect, oblong blocks with

round heads (the highest being placed in tlie

middle), on which are often wooden discs and
cones; more rarely pyramids are built. Broad
slabs for seats are also common by the w^ayside.

Lieutenant ((’olonel) Yule mentions one 32 feet

by 1 5, and 2 feet in thickness
;
and states that

the sjy:cophagi (which, however, arc rare) formed
of four slabs resemble a drawing in Bell’s Cir-

cassia and descriptions in Irby and Mangles’

Travels in Syria. .He adds that many villages

derive their names from these stones, man signify-

ing stone : thus mausmai is the stone of oath,

bbcause, as his native informant said, ‘ there was

war between Churra and Mausmai, and when they
* made peace, they swore to it, and jilaccd a stone

as a witness.’ Mamloo is the stone of salt, eating

.
salt from a sword’s point being the Khassya form

of oath
; mauflong is the grassy stone, etc. In the

south of England, maen, man, or men is the
Drui(lical name for a stone, whence penmaon-
mawr, for the hill of the big stone

;
maen-liayr,

for the standing stones of Brittany, and dolmen,
the table stone of a cromlech.

—

Hooh'e7'\s Him,
Jour.; The Klumtjn Monuiains^bifLicnL H, Yule,
NUR-ud-DlN LUTF-ULLAH, better known

as Hafiz Abru, was born in the town of Herat, but
wns edneated at Jlainadaii, and travelled exten-
sively in Asia. He was much esteemed by Timlr,
and after Timur’s death he attended the court of
Shah Riikh, to whom he dedicated his great work
Zabdat-ut-Tawarikh Baisanghari, which contains
a com])lcte history of the world, and an account
of the institutions and religions of different people
down to A.Ji. 820 (a.d. 1425). His work is gener-
ally known as the A’arikli-i-Hafiz Abru. A large

part of the work is copied from older historians,

Tabari, Ibishid-ud-Din, and the Zafar Nama
Klliot’s Hist, of India.

NUR-ul-HAQQ, styled A1 Mashrahi, Al Deh-
lini, Al Bokhari, son of Abd-ul-Ilaqq, author of

the Zabdat-ut-Tawarikh. His father had written’

a literary history, whicJi Niir-iil-IIaqq continued
to the close of Akbar’s reign. He gives a history

of the kings of Bengal, the Dekhan, Dehli, Guje-
rat, Juanpur, Kashmir, Malwa, SSind, and Tatta.—Elliot.

NUSllKI, a western subdivision of Baluchistan.

The Zigger Minghal and Raksbaui, who inhabit

Nushki, have no proper towns or villages, but
reside in' tents, though not migratory. Tlieir

river, the Kassar, is useless for irrigation, and is lost

amongst the sands. 4'hey cultivate wheat at the
skirts of the liill ranges supporting the plateaii of

Saharawan. Snow seldom falls. The Zigger Min-
ghal at one time occupied the l)asht-i-Gii‘an, neaf
Kalat, but their increasing numbers compelled
them to’ migrate into Nushki, dispossessing 'the

J^akshani, of whom two tomans or clans still reside

at Nushki. ’ They have a much-valued breed of

horses, called Tarji. Their flocks arc very numer-
ous. The original seats of the Yusufzai were about.

Garra and Nushki, the last of which places is on tlie

borders of Daslit-i-Loot, or Great Salt Desert, find

now held by the Balucli under Kalat-i-Niissccr.

NUvSSUL or Nasi, an elephant variety in

Cachar, between the Kumirah and the Mirgia.

NUT, in India, a wandering tribe, who are

dancers, actors, athleta3, called also Sirki bash

(dwellers under mats). Those inet with in the

Deklian arc not distingnisliable from Dhcr. The
Bazigup and Nut have each a language under-

stood only by themselves. They live principally

by fortune-tolling (by palmistry and other means),

and are alike addicted tef thieving. The Nut leader

is the nardar bouthah. They appear to be equally

indifferent on the subject of religion, and in no
respect particular in their food. The Bazigur are

subdivided into seven clans, viz. the Clharce,

.

At’bhyce’a, Bynsa, Pnrbuttee, Kalkoor, Dorkince,

and Gungwar
;
but they live together and inter-

marry. They practise the* Muhammadan rite of

circumcision. They regard Tan-Sin as their tutelar

deity. They play on various instruments, sing,

dance, and are athletes
;

the two latter accom-
plishments arc peculiar to the women.. Their songs

are beautifully,simple.

—

Cole. Myth, Hind. p. 313.

NUTCRACKER, a genus of birds, comprising

Nucifraga caryocatactes and N. hemispila from

the Himalayan mountains. N. caryocatjictes of



NUT GRA.SS. NUTMEG.

the pine forests of Europe and Siberia, is replaced enclosed in a -shell, which is made of two coats

;

by N.bemispilaiiv those of the Himalaya generally, the outer is hard and smooth, the inner, thin,
and by N. multimaculata about Kashmir.

—

Eng. closely invests the seed, sending off prolongations
which enter the substance of the seed, and which,

NUT GRASS, Agrostiff linearis.* being coloured, impart the marbled or mottled
NUT*H, the ^lose-jewel worn by Hindu women ; appearance characteristic of nutmeg,

even to mention this is considered a breach of The mace amounts to about one-fifth part of

delicacy. But Colonel Tod states that, as a token the weight of the whole dried fruit. These two
of the. full confidence reposed in him, he was told articles, the nut and mace, constitute the spices

tlftt, ‘ Should you even send to the queen’s apart- which for so many ages have been in revest
ment and demand her necklace or nutiia, it shall be among the nations of Europe and Asia, although
gninted .’— ToeVs Rajastlum^ i. p. 43d. never used as a condiment by the inhabitants of

NUTMEG countries that produce it. It is a dioecious

Wul-teib,'. . A..An.i.Tnw.bcwn, . . P^:b.s.
having the male palo yellowr’flowers upon

Zatepha, . . . Br iiM.
I

Jati-phnla, . . . Sansk. fertile • flowers upon

Juh-tau“k’au, . . Chin. Jatipullum, . . Sinoh. another.

Juh-kwo, Yiili-kwo, „
|

Jadikai, . . . . Tam. In the Banda Islands the principal gathering is

Jaiphul,. . . . liiNj). Jajikaia, . . . Tki.. jn July or August, tlie second in November, and
]3uah ]>ala, . . . JMala^. Jevjzi, .... J l'rk. the third in March or April. The fruit is gathered

The nutmeg of commerce isfroin theMyrislica by means of a barb attached to a long stick
;
the

inoRchata, a tree from 20 to 2o feet high, but other mace is separated from the nut, and separately

^species produce aromatic fruits, suj){)0sed to be cured. On account of their liability to the attacks

*raixed with the true nutmeg
;
amongst which may of the nutmeg insect, they should be dried in their

be named the M. tomentosa, aM. parviflora, shells, as they are then secure from the insect.

^1% peltata, and M. spicata, linj'l). M. moschata is They are placed on hurdles, and smoke-dried over

the only one of which the nut or inacc is of any a slow wood fire for about two months. In the

value, and its geographical -limits are compre- Banda Islamls they are iii-st dried in the sun for a

bonded between long. 120'’ and 136^’ Fi, and lat. few days. When the operation of drying is ccyp-
3‘' N. and 7° S. It is, or has been, found wild in plete, the nuts rattle in their shells

;
these are

the proper Moluccas, iT\ Gilolo, Ceram, Amboyna, cracked with mallets, and the damaged, shrivelled,

Boeroe, Damma, the N. and sides of the Western or worm-eaten nuts removed. To prevent the

Peninsula of New Guinea, <nid in all its adjacent attacks of the insect, the nuts arc frequently

islands. Itcertainly does not exist in its wild state limed. The Dutch lime them by dipping them
in any of the islands W. of these, nor in any of the into ’a thick mixture of lime and water, but this

Philippines. M'lierever the soil and climate are I process i» considered to injure their flavom*.

suitable for its growth, the aromatic nutmeg is
[
Others lime them by rubbing them with recently

raised with great facility. It is even transported prepared, well-sifted lime. This process is some-

to remote pai’ts, and two species of pigeon, Coluinba times practised in London. For the British mar-i

pcrspicillata and 0.*a3nea, which prey on the nut- ket, however, the brown or unlimed nutmegs are

meg (as the wood-pigeons on the acorn), feed on preferred.- ,

the mace, and drop the nut, have spread it from the
’ The extremely limited consumption of nutmegs

Moluccas to New Guinea. ’ and mace, and of the latter especially, over the

The clove plant has been spread over Asia, world, perlmps ever will check any permanently

Africa, and tlie West Indies, but the nutmeg tree
|

large progressive increase of these spices. The

rarely flourishes out of the Malay Archipelago,
j

Dutch confined, the cultivation of the nutmeg,

excerpt as an exotic, all attempts to introduce it when they got possession of the Moluccas from

largely into other tropical countries having de- ‘ the Portuguese in the end of 1598, to Lonthoir or

cidedly failed. The island of Ternatc, which is in Great Banda, Banda Neira, and Pulo Aye. The

about the same latitude as Siugapore, is said to produce has ever been subject to great iluctua-

bave been the spot where it was truly indigenous, tions, owing to various causes, the most prominent

but no doubt the tree is to be found on most of of which were the eruptions of volcanoes and

the Moluccas. The Dutch, in 1032, removed the earthquakes. In 1772 a hurricane nearly annihi-

plantations from Terpate to -the Banda Isles for lated the plantations, and in 1811 a severe storm

better surveillance, where they still remain and destroyed much fruit. High winds frequently

flourish. * It was cultivated In Penang with i diminish the crops greatly, and sulphureous

little success, and is to *be found in Ceylon an
’

' vapours sometimes bla«t the trees,

the west coast of India. In the Banda Isles no The wild nutmeg from* the M. tomentosa has

further attention is paid to its cultivation than scarcely any flavour or odour. The seeds of M.

setting out the plants iii parks, uiuler the shade fatua are about half as long again as the true or

of large forest trees, with long horizontal branches, round nutmeg
;
they are paler, and less aromatic,

called Canari by tlie natives. There it attains a At the Madras Exhibition of 1855 fine samples

height of 50 feet and upwards. of nutmegs were sent by General Cullen from his

In its native country the nutmeg liree comes gardens, Velley Malay, near Oodagherry, south of

into full bearing in its ninth year, and lives to 75. Travancore, 1890 feet a-bovc the sea. Two sorts

In shape and Eiize, the ripe fruit resembles a of nutmegs were exhibited by O.S.Vernede, Esq.-,

nectarine. It ednsists, first, of an outer fleshy commercial agent to the Cochin Government. A
covering called the pericarp, which, when mature, wild or spurious nutmeg wfM also forwarded from

separates into nearly equal longitudinal parts or the ^aba Booden Hills, Mysore, and from Canam;

valves; secondly, of the aril or mace, Mrhich, it is much used as a substitute for the true spice,

when recent, is of a bright scarlet colour
;
and, but is almost wholly devoid of aroma, and of no

thirdly, of the seed proper or nutmeg. This is interest. A wild nutmeg grows in Damma, Am-
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NUTMEG BUTTER. NYAYA.

boyna, Ceram, Obi, New Guinea, Gilolo, of an
elliptical ahape, 1 inch or H inch long. Aefodi-

.clidium camara, ScJiomb.^ yields a fruit known as

the Camara, also Ackani nutmeg of Guiana

;

tlie clove nutmeg and the Brazil nutmeg. The
calabash nutmeg is from the Moreodora my-
ristica. Pyrrhosia Horsfieldii, Blume, also yields

a wild nutmeg.

NUTMEG.BUTTER
.Taphurka tel, . , Htnh. I Jadipootrio tailum, Tam.
Adepa myristiew, , Lat.

|
.Tajikana noona, . . Tkl.

is obtained by expression from the nutmeg. It

has an aronmtic smell from the volatile oil it

contains. The nutmegs are beaten into a- paste,

which is enclosed in a bag, steamed,, and pressed

between hot jdates. It is imported in oblong

cakes, wrapped in flag-leaves or leaves of the

banana, and 'weighing about three-quarters of a

pound.. Tt is of an orange or reddish-brown

colour, and of a fragrant odour. It is liable to

much adulteration, and so also is the volatile oil,

with which turpentine is frequently mixed. The
article called expressed oil of mace is obtained

fnjin the nutmeg, and sliOiild bear its name.-

Nutmeg butter, according to Playfair, consists of

three fatty substances, two of which are soluble

ill alcohol, and tlie third almost insolulde in that

IluiJ. The third substance has been termed
myristinc, and from this myritic aci<l is prepared.

NUTMEG, MALE, a native of the Moluc-

cas, is covered with a hard shell, and provided

witli a pale arillus. It is H- to 2 inches long,

elliptical, the parencliyma devoid of marbling.

Its odonr is weak, and flavour disagreeable. Its

properties arc analogous to that of the true niit-

HK'g, but the oil is so inferior in proportion,' that

it is but of little commercial value. It is thought

tliat it might, however, lie greatly improved by

cultivation. Tlicy arc procurable in most Indian

I'azars.

—

Faulkner,-

NUTS, ACllEEN, arc the betel -nut, boiled, of

\ (Ty‘ inferior quality, cliiotly used by tlie lower

chnscs iji the south of Indhl, and are in no

dc'uuuul at Madras
;
sold fromdio to 50 rupees a

candy,

NUTS, Cqi.UMBO, are raw betel-nuts, chiefly

. used by the Kayala Mubainmadans.

NUX VOMICA, Stryclinos nux vomica.

K.ihis Mahi, . , Akau, Izaraki, .... Pkks.

Krianak-ul-k.alb, . . (^dilka, K.atakn, . Sansk.

r)uoz-ul-kai ? . . . ^''c.shanio.sti Eijiim, ,,

Pan-muh'i)ich, . Chin. Kodakaddiiruatta, Sin<;h.

iMii-taien-tszo, . . . ‘‘’'etti uoitay, . . . 'i’A.>i.

Poison nut, Dogbane, r.lustigbc'iiza musadi
>ioix voniique, , . Fa. vittu, .... Tel.

Kuchla, , . . Hind.

The nux vomica is the nut of Stryclinos nux
vomica, a moderate-sized tree of Southern India,

1 hiriha,. Siam, and China, also Australia. The pulp

has a bitter taste, and acts as a poison to man,

from the strychnine and brucine it coiitaiiLs, but

l\oxburgh mentions that it is eaten by some birds,

'riio seeds of the fruit contain two alkalies,

strychnia and brucia, united with igasuric acid.

Strychnine also occurs in the bark of the tree

and in the bark arid root of several other species

of the genus. Nux vomica w.as early used as a

medicine by the Hindus, by whom its properties,

must have been investigated long before it c6iild

be known to foreign nations.-ril^«frrfly.

NYAD. Hind. A term applied to converts*to

Muhammadanism.* The western Nyad from the
Rajput or other Hindu tribes are Zjhut, Rajur,
Umra, Sumra, Mair or Mer,. Mor or Mohor,
Baluch, Lumria or Looka, Suiriaicha, Mangulia,
Baggreah, Dabya, Jobya, Kairooee, Jangurea,
Undur, Beromee, Bawuri, Tawuri, Chreudea,
Khossa, Sudani, Lohaiia. These converts are
ferocious and intolerant. The word means new-
comers.

NYA'.PEE or Gna-pee. Burm. The Balac^-
ang of the Malays, a compound of several kinds

.

of small fish. Putrescent fish, in some shape or
other, is a condiment among all the races from
the mountains of Sylliet to the isles of the Archi-
pehigo.

•NYASA, in Hindu worship, a form of ejacula-

tion, made with a short and mystic prayer, to the
lieart, the hearl, the crown of the head, and the
ey<‘, as Oin ! Siraso Namah ! Om! salutation to
tin; head, wdtli the addition of the Kavacha, the
armour, or syllable Phat, and the Astra, the
weapon, or syllable Hum. The entjre mantra, the
prayer or incantation, is then, Om ! Sirase Namah,
Hum, Phai. The Nyasa is performed at the time-
of worship (puja), and consists of a number of
curious, minute, and almost undelinable motions
of the hands and ringers (while tli« person repeats
prayers), such as touching the eyes, ears, shoulders,

mouth, nose, head, breast, etc., doubling and
twisting tile hands, ringers, etc.

—

Uin. Th. ii. 53.

NYAYA, asystem.of philosophy of the Hindus,
a syllogism

;
Nyaya means going into, or analysis.

This school of philosophy, or logical system of

Gautama, considers, by means of subtle and
logical argument, the true mo<le of inquiring

after truth
;
and it lias surveyed the whole lield of

this argument moie exactly and completely than
any other of the Hindu systems.

The first inquiry of this system is what is the

way to attain perfect beatitude ? and the answer
given is, that deliverance is only to.be secured

by a knawlcdgc of the truth.

U then proceeds to examine what instruments

arc best a<la])tcd .for the acquisition of that de-
liverance, and comes to the conclusion that they

are four in number, namely, perception, inference,

com])arison, and testimony.

It then minutely examines the various objects

of knowledge which are required to be proved
and known, which objects arc twelve in number,

—

soul, body, sense, object, knowledge, the mind,
activity, fault, transmigration, fruit, pain, and
beatitude.

The Nyaya systiun is one of six orthodox
philosophical schools of the Hindus. Of the^e philo-

sophical schools, the Nyaya seems analogous to the

U(;ripatetic of Greece, or to the dialectal school of

Xenophanes
;

tin* second, sometimes called Vaisi-

shica or Vaiseshka, to the Ionic; the two Mimansa
—the Mimansa of Jaimini and the Mimansa or

A'Vlant of Vyasa (the second of which being
often distinguished by the name of Vedanta)—to

the Platonic
;
the first Sanchya to ,the Italic, and

the second, or Patanjala, to the Stoic philosophy.

So' that Gautama corresponds with Aristotle,

Kanada with Thales, Jaimini * with Socrates,

Vyasa with Plato, Kapila with Pythagoras,* and
Patanjali with Zeno

;
but an accurate comparison

between the Grecian and Indian schools would
require a considerable volume. The original

^orks of those philosophers are very succinct; but,
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NYCTANTHES ARBOR-TRISTIS. NYMPHiEA STELLATA.

like all the other shastras, they are explained or European bate. Joinvillc fimircd one which ho
obscured by UpadarsJina, or commentaries, with
out end. The Veda, UpaVcda, Vedanga, Parana,
•pharma, and DarSana are their six great shastras,

in which all knowledge, divine and huinan» is

supposed to be comprehended. The word shastra,

derived from a root signifying to ordain, means

found on the large rousette or flying-^.x, and
says he had seen another on a bat of the same
family. Dr. Templeton observed them in Ceylon
in great abundance on the body of the Scoto-
philus Ooromandclicus.—TenmnVs Ceylon^ p. 20.
NYMPHACE./l!i, or Water-lily tribb, arc all

j.* 1 r 1generally an ordinance, and particularly a sacred floating plants, dispersed through most warm
ordinance, delivcral by inspiration; properly, there- parts of the world. Their stems” are bitter and
fore, the word is applied only to sacred literature, astringent, and contain a considerablb quantity of
The Siidras, or fourth class of Hindus, are not ^ ' -v? i , , • ,

permitted to study the six proper shastms before
mentioned

;
but an ample field remains for them

in the study of profane literature, comprisoil in a
multitude' of popular books, which correspond
with the several shastras. All the tracts on
medicine must, indeed, be studied by the Vaidyas,
or hereditary physicians, who have often more
learning, with far less pride, than any of the
Brahmans

;
they are usually poets, grammarians,

rhetoricians, moralists, and may be esteemed, in

general, the most virtuous and amiable of the
Hindus. See Oarsana

;
V(‘da

;
Vidya.

• NYCTANTHES AHHOR-TKTS ITS. . Lhw,
Scabrita scabra, Vakl. I rarilium arbor-tristis,

S. triflora, A., Mart,
1

(/artn.

Kuri of . . . M Bkas.
|

Pahar-butti,.. . Mahu. _ ^ ^ ,

Sliioh, Singahar, , Beno. Maiijapu-inaraTH, Malkal. abundance of starch, and they are consequently
Hseik-ba-k,

;. . Buhm. Pakuia, . . . . Ravi, used as articles of diet.

—

RoxU, ; Voint.
Hursing, HuT8inghar,(jAN. Scphalica, . . Sanhk. nm a xi'pl'' ^ t i/ * i

Laduri, Ludika, Ciienab. Sopala, . . . SiNon.
^ -CKtAN lEA, of 1 -(astern and

Ilung-moh'li, . . Chi.v. Pagbalamalli, . . Tam. ^^<^r'hern Australia, has large blue flowei*s, which
Keysur, . . . Dokh. roghadamullay, . Tel. uicasurc 12 inches across. The rhizome and seeds
Birjat, Sital, , ,. Hind. are eaten by the aborigines

;
the flower-stalks of

The sorrowful nyctaiithes, tree of mourning, is tbe unexpanded flowers, deprived of their fibre,

a chaniiing little -tree, with rough scabrous leaves, ‘^re also eatable,

well known for the delicious though evanescent NYMPH/EA P
perfume of its flowers. The tubes of their

corollas, called in Hindi Kesru Dundee, ai*c of

a fine rich yellow colour, an<l are employed alone
or in conjunction with the Parasam flowers

fsBcula, which may be used as food. The genera
and species are as under :

—

Earyale ferox, North .India, Bengal.
Nynipli.-ea pubescciis, L., British India.
N. rubra, Roxh.^ British India.
N. rubra, var. rosea, Roxh.^ Jicngal.

. N. rubra, var. major, the N. cyanoa, if., Bengal.
N. versicolor, RoxL, Bengal,
N. edulis, D.C., Bengal.
N. stellata, Willd.y Penimsula of’India.

NYMPHA^IA EDULIS. J).C.

Nympli.'oa esculenta,ifojr6.
|
Castalia edulis, Sah'ab.

Ohoto suiulhi, . Beno. Kotika, Tkl.
Edible lotu.s, . . Eng. Kalliaramu, ..

The edible water-lily, n native of the P^ast

Iiidie.s, in wet, fenny districts. Like all the specie.s,

it has large pear-shaped coots, which contain an

rnihi

p. 577.

IjOtllS."UBESCENS.
N. lotus, Bnrm.y Roxh. ii,

Kyrob, .... Assam. I Kooni,
Buro-shaluV, . . Beng. Juda-tel-olu,
Kya-phyu, . . . Burm. I Tella-kaluva,
Koi, Kiimul, . . Hinn, Kaki-kaluva,
Nilofar, .... Peus. Alli-kalung, . . . „

A native of Afripa, of all the E. Indies, and of
Java. It was venerated by the Egyptians, and is

SlNO.

, .SiN(?n.

. . Tel.

(Butea frondosa) in preparing a beautiful tliough

transient bright yellow dye,.much sought after by
the Muhammadans for dyeing their turbands,

and used for dyeing silks especially
;

it produces
a good yellow colour, and compounds with reds held sacred by the Hinflus" being regarded as an

r. 1
011)1)10111 of fcitility. It has large white flower.'?,

with sepals, The root is large, tuberous, and
eatable.

NYMPH/PIA I^YGMIA, a flimimitive water-
lily. Its flowed i.s no larger than a half-crown

;

grows on the Khassya Hills, in China and Siberia.—Hooker's Jonrn, ii. p. 312.

NYMI*HyPiA BUBBA. lloxh. Water-lily.

Kya-nee, . ,

Kukta kamala,
Rakto-sanduka,

Burm.
Hind.

San.sij.

Ruta'-tel-olu,

Erra kaluwa,
Smon.
. Tel.

into a pleasing series of flame, ealmou, and orange
colours. The flowers, Dunda poo, Tel., are used
for giving a scent'to cloths. Buchanan mentions
the product as the powder scattered at the Holi
feast. Iii Ajinir, the tubes of the corolla are

iLsed under the name of Kesru, to dye buff or
orange colour. This plant is very abundant,
wild, at the foot of the Vindhya range, where the

green tough stalks are used to malce large gniin

baskets of. Jt is as great a favourite in India a.s

in South America. Its delicate orange and white

blossoms pour the most delicious fragrance on the

evening air, and then fall in showers, bedewing
the earth’s cold bosom with sweetueH.s, Its flower

is held sacred to Siva.

NYCITHHBIA, a genus of insects, large para-

sites, found only on bats, and qften associated

on these animals with fleas and mites. It has

long claws likb a spider, and insinuates itself

among the fur. It is a singular parasitic creature,

which appears to have neither liead, antennse,

eyes,- nor mouth. It moves by rolling itself

rapidly along, rotating like a wheel on the extrem-
ities of its spokes, or like the clown in 'a panto- Kahkira, Indevara,SAN’sK,

mime, hurling himself forward on hands and feet Nilumbo-janma, . ,,

{vlternately. It was first discovered only on a few Grows common ’in ponds and tanks in the
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This water-lily grows in tanks iu the PoninsiilaR

of India and in Beiigal. Its flowers appear nt

the close of the rains, arc of an intense rod or

dark crimson colour.

Var. Nynipha;a rosea.

Ch’hoto-rukto kumiil, Ben.
I
Uakta kamala, . Hind.

This hag large rose-coloured flowers. It is

cultivated in tanks, but grows wild.

—

lioxh.

NYMPHifilA STELLATA. IVilUi. Blue lotus.

Nal-tel-olu, , ,
,
Singh.Ch’lioto nil-padma, Bkno,

^Joondi, Indivara,

Ni^lla-kaluwa,’

Tel.



NYMPHi^CA VERSICOLOK.
’

NYSA.

Peninsulas of India and in Bengal
;

it has small

blue flowers.

Var, Nymphiea cyanea, Roxb.

liuro nil-padma, , Beno. I Nil-padma, . . . Hind.
Blue water-lily, , Eng.

j
Lila phool, ... . . „

Grows in Bengal, is common in the Ajmir and
Pashkur lake; has iargish, bluish flowers. They
arc used rae(Ji<iinally, being considered astringent

and refrigerant.

NYMJ’HiEA VERSICOLOR. JRoxh Buro-
sundhi, Beno. A native of Bengal, has large

rose-coloured or bluish-white flowers, the var. /3,

N. alba, a native of Bengal, lias wliito flowers.

NVMPIIONE, sea-spiders, crawl out from
under stones, and, having no body to speak of,

carry their stomach, for economy of space, packed
in long branches up the inside of each leg

;
they

are found in the depths of the Arctic ISea and
Southern Seas..

,NYOLBA or Nyallia. Tin. Tlic Naraka,
Sansk., or hell of the Hindus.

NYOUN-GOO aud Pagau-Myo, Biikm., towns
three miles apart, are both embraced in the space
thickly spotted with the ruined temples of the
ancient Burmese capital Pagan. T^ey are the
cliief seat in Burma proper of the manufacture
of the boxes and cups made of the varnished
basket - work commonly called lacquered ware.
See Pagan.

NYSA, a town occupied by the Greek colonics

of th‘c Panjab, regarding the positidn of which
much doubt is entcrtanied. It is said to have
been the native placi* of the Indian Bacchus

;
and

again, the Nysiei, a colony settled by liim in

India. It lias been supposed to have been tlic

station of Raja Rajeswara and his consort,

and to bo the same with the city of Deva-
Nahusha-nagari

;
also .a town extending around

the mount Mem of the Hihdus.

—

/Ks*. licft. v.

iii. p. .‘)8G
;

vi.’ pp.. 4!)7, 501
;

ix. p. 48
;

xvii.

1). Oil.
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Abdul Maliki . 1(50, 172
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Abdur Rashid 189
Abcyd . 103
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Abiverd • . . , 167
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Abor . . . 250
Aborigines 241, 242, 243,

24t*», 252, 205
Abra . . 229
Abu Ghesli , 108
Abul Hassani . 108
Abu Muhammad 162
Abu Said'Mirza 174
Abu Sin . . 151
Abyssinia . 150
Achi . . , 317
Adal Shahi , 257
Adal tribe , 156
Adamani . , 223
Adami , . 172

j

PACK

I

Adam Khol At'rbli . 20

1

Adoil . . . m
Aden '

. , . 104

Adhumian . .172
Adian . . . 109

1
Adigho . . . BK)

I
Adingzai . . . 217

1 Aditea . . . 101

Ad nail . . . 101

Adonis . ... 245

Adu . . . •

Adygive . . .175
Afghans 105, 172, 179, 183,

190, 232
Atghaii-Tiirkoatau 18^, 183

Africa, races , 352, 150

African slaves . . 153

Afridi . 182, 183, 187, 205
Afsliar 106, 107, 108, 109,

171, 172-190

Aga-Ali Shah ' . . 253

Agambadyar . . 279

Aga IMuhaminad Khan 174

Agari . . 229, 271

Aghajiri . . . 171

Aghori , , . 244

Agnicula . . . 239

Agow’ . . .150
Agricultural races 252, 270
Agror . # . 214

Ahalya Bai . • 253
Ahmadabad . . 251

Ahmadawand . . . 172

Ahmad Shall 155; 181, 185.

187

Ahmadiai 194, 210

Aluda
Ahrirnan
Aihik
Ailina

P.\f!K

. 258

. 153

. 10()

271
Aimak KiO, 171, 174, 182,

185, 190
Aiou, or Yowl
Aiou Baba
Ajmir
Ajuniian
Aka .

Aka Khcl
Akali
Akbah
Akbar *

,

Akclieh
Akozai
Akrabi
Alaki
Alamut .

Alamzai Mohmand,
Alao

.

Ala-tagh .

Ala-ud-Din
Alaung'phra
Alawi
Alazan
Al-Biikr .

Al Beyath
Al-bu Ali

.

Al-bu-Asi
Al-bu-Dera
Al-bu-Hamad
Al-bu-Sakr
Al-bu-Sahnan
Al-bu-Sehnan

324
325

. 240
. 172

. 250

188, 204

. 231

. 158

. 238

. 183

207, 217

. 104
1(58

172
204
322
175

. 174

. 153

104, 220
, 100

11^, 163

162, 163
168
162
162
163
163
103
102

Al Doiiya’ .

Alcknanda
Alokozai .

Aleppo
Alexander
Algiers . ,

Al llamid
Ali ali '

.

Ali Arus .

Ali liakard
Ali-bu-Nasir
Alighar .

Ali llabi 127, lOOj

Ali Katliir

Ali Khainis ^
Alishaiig . .

Alitta
Aliya
Alizai

Al-Jazira

Al Jebur . ,

Al Kerwiyeh .

Al Kherkhiyeh
Al Kuuiferah .

Allah Koh
A I Mashahideh
Al Mukadam .

Al Tai .

Altamsh .

Altun

I

Amadia .

Amareh .

I

Amazai .

i Amba .

'

I

Ambala .

I Ainbalavasi

181,

PAGE
. 102
. 299

181, 185

. 191

. 154

. 150

. 102
. 174
. 109

. 108

. 168

. 180
107, 171

, 1()8

. 108

. 180
. 172
. 200

185, 189
, 162

103
. 163
, 103
. 108
. 180

. 163
. 168
, 162

, 105
. 185
, 109
; 103

206, 217
. 266

, . 206
. 260
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182
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Anderson .

Andh
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,
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Araba
Arab-el-Aribah
Arab-el-Muta Aribah
Arabet
Arabia, . . 158, 161
Arabia Khel . .189
Arabian Sea , . 164
Arabic . . 157, 165
Arabs 156, 1(54, 16(5, 1(58,

188, 190
Arakancse •

. .• 291

Arakh . ^ 236, 258
Arambagarii , , 263
Ararat . . . 159
Arasar, Malai Ara^^an 283
Araxes i . , . 159

Archipelagoes . . 315
Architectural remains 243

. 168

. 260

. 168

257, 275
. 170
. 159

158, 150

152, 306
. 270

259

174, 175,‘ 183
• 162, 163

. .
250

153, 2S2
. 152
. 180
. 163

309, 311

. 1(53

. 220

. 323

. 199
161
162

174

Astrology

.

Aswad book
Atabeg
Atchakzai
Atith
Atolls . .

Atrak
Attila

Aulaki
Aurangzeb
Australasia

^Aiiviar

Avar
Awalia
Awaii
Azcrbijiyi

Azrail *
.

Aziin
jVzzoba

PAGE
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. 159

. 170

. 185

235, 2.37

. 305

. 174
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164
. 165
: 328
. 277
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. 295
. 215
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. 174
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PAGE
Bangalzai . . 192
Banganapillay . . 257
Bangash . 182, 183, 220
Bangi Khel , .219

PAGE
Bliagadatta . . 154
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’
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Banjar
Banjara
Banpiir
Bant
Bantu •

Banu
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lianya
Baori
Bapota

327

. 258, 259

, . 200
. 267, 289

156, 157, 158

. 221

. . 218

. 158, 254

. 239, 247
238

Bhandara
Bhaori
Bhar
Bharata
Bhatoo
Bhatti

241

.. . 254
. 236, 247

151, 154, 247
254

• 158, 228, 254

Ardelan
Arfiyd • .

Arghandab
Arghesan .

Arghuni .

AiTncniau

168, 1(59

. m
. 181, 183

. 185

. 225

158, 159; 109
. 172, 186

298

Bab .

B!d)a Adam
Baba Yadgar
Baber 155, 17<

Babliaii* .

Babi
Babra
Jiabuzai .

Bacti’ia .

Badaga
‘Badakhshaii
Badawi
Badhail .

i Badin .

!
Badi-ud-Din

: Badiya, .

: Badozai
,

.

Baghdad ,

Bnglnd .

Baharlu .

Balidinan
Bahi
BaJimani
lialio

Bahrein .

Baij

Baisnab .

Bais Rajputs
Baitul
Ikiizai

Bajawar .

Bajihan

172
239
172

0, 212, 220
. 247

172, 191

. 229

. 217
153, 154

2(52, 285

173, 180, 182
156
955

188
I

23(5
i

. 241

. 192

162, 1(53

. 241
167, 190
Kill, 170j

. 257

. 1(59

. 1(55

. 1(53

. 247
; 154
. 241

207, 217
188
1(5(5

ISaraich Afghans, 183
Barak . . 184, 309
Baraki . . . 189
Barakzai . 181, 182, 185
Barar . , . 240
Barat Kind . . 217
Ikmlurani . 181, 187
Bardwan . . . 245
liarechi . . . 202
Bari. *

. . . 192
Ihirji Hatkar . , 258

Bhil 1.52,154, 239, 241,251,
258

Bhima . . . 257
Bhim Son
Bhoi
lihopal (begum) . I!l0

Bhot295,297,299, 301, 302
Bhuiher

. ,

Bliuksa ,

Bliumpen
Bhutan • .

Biadliiah .

Bibi of Uananorc
Bidabad

'288

254
l!lO

153

296
288

295, SOI

201

liar Muliainniad Khel 209
Bar Nairiui Kakar . 18!)

Baroucli
Barozai
Barozhi .

•

Bfisava

Basbkurd
Basiaii .

liasim .

Basinoyo .

Bast
Bastar
Batanes Island
Batani
Batehiaii

liatmaii Su Bitlis (filial 1(58

Baju 318, 319, 326, 328
Bakadara; Betadara 2(57

Arniya
Arora
Arrian
Arroe^ or Islands

Arsan
Aryan
Aryavarta
Arzrum f
Asar Kirah
Ashagabash
Aahair Beni Laam
Ashcrcli • kut-al-Ajna

rob ,

Ashi l^hel

Ash-Shawaii
Asi, Aswa
Asia J^Iinor

Asianesia .

Asir . ,

Asof Jahi

.

Asoka’s edicts

Assam
Assassin .

As Seraj .

Asterabad
Asthss
Astola Island

Astor. '

,

228
199
326
174

152, 158
. ir>4

. 168
. 168

1(56

. 1(52

Bakhtiari
Bakbsbi .

Bakwji
Balabhi .

Balagbat *.

Balagnini

.

Balai
iialawaiul

lialel

Bali

.

BaJijavadu
Baliki

166, 222
. 175
. .1<SI

. 251

. 241

318, 319
. 2.58

. 172

. 189

. 317
. 271

Batta . 309,31
Jiatu Khan . . 174
liawi . , 1(58, 171

liayat , , . 1(56

Rayazid . . ,168
Jia'/iirak . . . 180
Bazoti . . 208, 20!)

lieas , , , 298
Bebbeli . . 1(59, 170
H(*der 254, 257, 275
Bedcr or Xayik . 262
Bedi . . 234, 245
Bedouin . . IGl
Bcbarlu . . . HI
Behbcban . .171
Beh-mabi . ,171
Beil.a . . . 244
Bella Dila llillfc . 259
Being , . . 304
Jieiranawand . . 166
Jiekesb , , .170
Beleru 2(51

Bcli^ri-rangam Hills 262
Bclot 222
Belus . . . 191

170
1
Belut Tagil . . 173

160 Bengali 215, 247, 295

251
‘

. 196

. 192

256, 2(52

. 192
. 173
. 258
.

15',

. 173

. 258

. 320
211
319

261

•H3
241

Id!)

171

27;i

IGs

fisliiii

21

2(H)

247

177

199
31S

157

23(1

187

195

260

205

15!)

162 Jialkasb . 176 Beni Amer . 157

207, 217 Balkh 180 183 Beni Jemim 163, 1G8

162 Balti . . 300 Ben-i-Kalb . 161

152 lial-tite , 306 Beni Lam . 159
158 Balnch 105, 172, 181, 191, Beni,Teraim . . 163
314 221, 225 Beni Zid . . 1(52

161 Bamba 295 Berabra or Berber 167
257 Bambar . I 215 Bera-Dust . . 169

253 Bame'zai . 181 Berar . . . 258

246, 249 Bamian . 180 Berbari Hazara . 181

230 Banca Island . • 318 Berber . 166

163 Banda . • • 319 Berekidc • . 161

107 Bandar Dilam . • 170 Bertha . . 167
199 Bandar Keg 170 Besebi 270, 289

199 Bandlu . 166 Betta Kuruba 262, 263

297 Bangidore 260 Bgbai or Bwo *. 292

Bilaspur .

Bilba tribe

Bilclilu .

'Billava

Biuduni .

Birbhau .

liirdi

Birlior

liirjan

Binivi
Bijfliya

I

liisbai’in .

‘ liisiioi

Bisut . .

Bizanju ,

Black cotton soil

Black Mountain
Blade Sea
^Joating ‘and

castes

Bobbili .

Jiodo tribes

]*ud-pa

3b>gu

Bobarzai .

Bolira

Boll tan
Boi race ,

Bo Island

Bokhara .

liokbariot

Boksa
Bolaii pas.^

Bolcdi
Boleti

Bolor Mountains
Bombay . . •

,

liongo

Bor-Abor

.

Bora or lioborab
Borneo ,

Boro
Boyerr .

*

.

Boyancso .

Bozdar . .
‘

.

Brabmaiiic Indians .

Brahmans 247, 253, 261,

. 265,270

Brahmaputra , .
2T.)

Brahui . 165, 191, 225

British , 165, 181, 214

Britto . . 270, 28.)

.

B’r-Pushtun^ . ‘ VJi
Brumor . •

*

Brydon, William, . I8(>

Bu Ali Kalandar .

Buddhists . 155, ^41

• B
Baglas luland . •

"f'
Bulti . 193, 197, 2W
Buftassi . • .

21(5

. 271

. 250

. 2! 1

8

. 175

. 11»5

158, 25;;

. 169

s
27(5*

. 321

152, 189

. 373

. 2:i(5

. -191

192, 200

. 1(57

17:;

250 •

157

250

2;J()

318

250

171

307

2f2
153
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Buldana . »

Bundela tribe ,

Bundelkhiyid .

Buner
Bunter ,

Bura Doo
Burdi
Burgari .

Burgher ,

Burials .

Buriat, .

Burmese .

Buro
Buruki .

Burut
Biishahr .

Bushman

.

Butani
Butia or Bliotca

ButkaCk .

Buzachi .

Bwo. . .

Byngrin .

Byatash .

Bygiih
Jiyltie

Byragi

Cachak .

Cairns
Calairiiaiiiis

Calcutta .

Caldwell . •

Calicoil .

Cambay , ,

Canara
C-anarose .

Cape J.)rlgado .

(]!apo Trcs Foroas
Carduolii .

PAGE
. 258
. 241
. 241
. 209
. 267
. 245

192, 198
. 227
. 305

173, 176
176, 330

290, 153
. 319
. 188

160, 175
166, 170

. 158

193, 222
. 247

186, 188
*

: 174
. 292
. 174
. 174

. 245

.
• 300

. 2(J0

. 249

. 290-

. 326

. 249
. 270
. 274
. 250

250, 251
• . 269

. 157
156
159

Chandal .

Chandel; Charal
Ohandernuggur
Ohandia .

Ohandor .

Chandora

,

Chandra .

Chandravansa
Chandnka
^angia .

Changpa ..

Chang-Thang
Chaobar ,

iikler

.

Carpets . . 172, 181

Carpophaga concimia 326

Caspian . . . 150
Caste names *. . 2(j9

Castes 154, 155*, 247, 249
Casting out devils , 176
OatuliWiiha . . 152

Catherine of Briganza 251
Caucasus . . 159, 160
Cavare Amina . . 263
Celebes Island .

‘

, 319
Central Asia . 173,179
Central India . 240, 241

Central Provinces . 241
Ceram Island . . 321
Ceylon . . .304
Cha'ab Arabs . 167, 168
(.diaclnl .

' . . 192
Ckagaiai . 154, 174, 181

Cliagharzai . 205, 217
Cliaitanya . . 247
Chakili . . 267, 278
Chakpa

;
Jagpa . 300

Clialiikya Rajputs . 268
Chamar 241, 254, 255, 278
Chamardee . . 251
Chamkani^ .

'

: 211
Chamla ! ,

•
. 209

Chamlu . . 167, 190
Champa . . . 312
Chanda . . 241, 242

Chapi danoo
Chaprung

.

Char Aimak
Oharan
Ohardaoria
Chardar .

Charikar ,

Chariot .

Oharjui .

Char Lang
Charm
Charsanglii

Char Yilayat
Charwar .

Chaudria ,

Chain-
Chaura .

Chauramei Scytha?
Che-cheiiz

Oiiego
Cheiromancy
Chemman

;
Cli:

Chenchi .

Chengiz Khan
Chepang .

Chera
Cherik .

Olicrkiss .

Cher.son(‘.se

Cherii

Cherumar
Chetty
Chilas

. .

Chiljuyut

.

China
Chinelior ,

Oliiiidwara

Cdiinose Frontier
(Jhinesc Turkesta
Chiragh-Kushan
Cdiita

Chitela .

t.'hitpawan

Chitral 170, 180, 182, 183,

296
Cdiittagoiig

Chola .

Chung
Clioomoor
Choriik river

CJiouiig-tha

Christianity

Christians. 155, 158, 160,

186, 270

Christians of Africa . 158

Christian sects 172, 2r»2

Christie . . . 171

ciuilia . . 307

Chuinang, Chamar,
Kindi . • . . 296

Churaba-gaddi ,
• . 296

Clmta . . .199
C'uitia Nagpur 15.3,245,253

256
247
155
192
175'

174
198
239
22f
192
300
300
200

Chutiya
Circassia .

Cismoiitaiie

Cochin
Cochin-China .

Coins
Colleri

Comoro Islands

Coorg, Kodaga

.

Copts
Corea .

Cush
Cutch .

• .

Ciltch Gandava
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, 167 Dabahi . . .171
. 298 Dacca , , .245
. 177 Dadar . . 196,241
, 269 Dadu Panthi . . 239

167, 170 Dai, Malali . 201, 253
. ’• 180 Daingnet, Dinet . 294
..‘180 Dajil . . . 191

, 154 Dakshina . . .. 260
. 174 Dalzak . . 215

. 167 Daman . . . 210

, 171 Danian-i-koli , . 222

. 181 Damaun . . . 15i>

. 182 Damgan . , . 171

. 174 Danakil 156, 157

251, 255 Dancing .
'

, 241, 262

. 293 Dandilli Hills . . 153
251 Danes . , .155
300 Dangs , . 250, 251

KK) Dankali . . 156, 157

274 Daotani . , 187,. 188

176 Daomlputra . 227, 234
267 Daour . . .

1‘62

244 Dapher . . . 229
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.

•
. 180

295, 303 Daranibab , . 199

, 268 Dat a JVIir . . . 188

. 175 Dardu . . 295,298
160 Darfur . . .157

. 304 Darius . . . 151

236,247 Darjiling*. . . 302

-267, 278 Dar-us-Salilm -. . 157

. 267 Darvesli . . 172, 235
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2.53 Dasht . . . 201
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240 Dasseiii . ,

’ ,159
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Date . . . 200

245, 246 Daiilat Khel . . 188

268, 304 Daulat Pah . . 185

311, 313 Daulatzai . 209, 217

. 174 Daurani . . ,185
, 159 Dawari , . . 182

, 291 Dearbakr . , . 168

. 292 Dcdan . . .187
Deglioni . . . 260

Dell Cliopan . . 184

Dell Kundi . . 184

Deh Parian . . 180

Delira Din Panali i 222
DcliraOliazi Kh:iii 202, 214

Dehra Ismail Khan 188,

202, 214

Dohrajat .

Dehwar .

Deh Zangi
Deified persons

Dokhan .

Dellim
Demavend
Democracies
Deogarli .

Deori
_

.

Deoshi
Derombosa

250

. .160

. 167
. 268

. 309

. 264

. 274

. 157

. 262

. 157

. 330

. 151

. 250

169, 191,
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Outchi .. 191, 192, 2.11

Oyphogastra , • , 32G

.
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Cyrus . . • 154

Czar Michael Feodoro-

vitch' . . . 176

PAGE
Dhiffyr . . 162, 163

Dhimal . . . 303
Dholi . . ..244
Dhor .

• / 255, 279
Dhote or jDhatti , 227
Dhund , . . 215
DUla . ... 168
Digambara , . 240
Dijeil Canal’ . . 162
Diko-ka-mennyi . 175
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. 156
. 281
. 156
. 164

. 314

. 154

. :m
, 181

. 183

174, 175
152, 154

1.53, 290, 29.3

312
182

160, 171, 172
. 188
. 227
. 195
. 1.56

. 165

. 304

. 304
. 153

214, 215
. 166
. 188

. 324

. 304

. 251

. 331

185, 196
187

PAGE
IGO, 170, 177

. 330

318
170
175
301
156
166
240

iir, or Tiar 267
. 168

. 185

271, 272
. 269

Tungistan
Tiingstar .

Tiingus .

'Fura

'Furan

. 189

. 186

. 160

. 319

. 186

. 162

. 180

. 245

. 224
. 237
. 293
. 176
. 186
. 214

267, 273
. 225
. 159

.. 177

. 156

295, 298
. 319

. 156

159, 168
171
323

Timur 154, 1.55, 165, 173,

183, 18.5

Tiperah Hills .

Tipu Sultan

Tak, Tak-pa
Takch
Taklit-i'Suliman

Takke
Takshak
3’alaing

Talai)oin

'Falikhan

Tali.sh

Talor
Talpiir

Tamarui .

Taniashigt
Tamasp .

Tamil
Tamra-pami
Tamnlian .

Tanaoli .

Tangistaiii

Tank
Tanna Papua
Taprobane
Tapti
Tarakai .

Tarin
Tarsbish .

Tartars 160, 173, 174„17b,

187

Tashkand . . . 154

PAGE
’

. 167

. 175

176, 330
: 174

173
Turanian immiijranta 152
Turanian races . 1.53, 241
Turbat llaidari . 171
Turbot . . 176, 201
Turgct • •

. - 176*

Turi 182, 183, 208* 210
Txirk 158, 160, 168, 170,

173, 189, 298
Turkey in Asia
Turkhani .

Turki
Turkish carpel s

Turkish Kurdistan

246
. 260
. 180

. 203

. 253

. 302

. 184

267, 273
1.57

Tirah
Tirai

Tilthankara
Tista river

Titles

7Hyar
Tohedanic
Tochari . • . . 224

Toda . , . 283

Toddy-drawers . . 262

Togarraah . .187
Tokabi . . .102
Tomyiis ... . 154

Tondaman . .274
Tor ... . 221

Tori . . . .188
Torsang-raj . .

. 299

Tor Tarin. . .186
Totti . . 264, 279

Toung-tbii . . 293

Towki Paluch . .181
Trading castes . 24.5, 252

Trans-India . . 1.51

Trans-montane . 167

Travaiicore . 263, 205

Trebizond 159

Trees . . . 200

Tring.'inu . . . 307

Tscbiblc deity . . 160

Tsha-podgir . . 170

Tsian-Lung . . 176

Tuareg . . . 156

Tubal . . .187
Tuda or Tudavara . 283

Tulsi Bai . . . 260

TuUiDas. . . 235

Tulu, Tuju, or Tulava 264,

267

Tumak cap of fur . 176

Tumbudra . . 257

Tung • . . ,
329

Turk Karae
Turkijilani . .

Turkoman 158, 160, 166,

173, 178, 181, 185, 187

158
225
165
167
168,
16!)

171
187

Turks
Turnak
Tursbez .

Tutamdarra
Tutimg
Tuyuj
Tyalii

Tyre
Tzu .

1.55

. 181

. 171

. 180

. 318

. 168

. 171
151, 187

. 329

Ubul Khair Kuan 174
Udai
Uigur
Ujong
Ulatan

.

Ultra-India
Tilu

Ulus
Umar, Khalif
Umarari
Uraas
Umra
Urnrani
Ung.
Ungacliit
Ungiijo
Upper Sind
Ural

.

Ural Altaic .

Ur-bhoi-wanlu
Urd . .

Ui-ganj

Urghun
Uriya
Uruinia
Usanlu
Usbnai
Usbtarana
Usman
Usmanli
Usmanzai
Ustajulii

Utaiizai

308
173, 174

. 307

. 176
151, 209

. 307

. 190

. 155

. 195

. 189

. 228

. 192

. 174
. 174
. 167
. 224

174, 176
. 158
. 271
. 184
. 174
. 189
. 247
. 169

168, 172
109, 170

. 212

. 174
173, 174-78

188
167
192

Utmaii Khel 187, 189, 209
Utmanzai . 182, 211, 216,

217
Uttara . . .154
Uzbak 166, 173, 181, 182,

183, 184, 187, 189
Uzoi. . . .174

Vaden, Oolladcn
Vaisya
Vakhan .

Valabbi .

Valluvar .

Van .

Vanara '.

Vanicha .

Vaiinian .

Varaba

267
154
182
152
.277

108
274
189
273
152

1125
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Varraa
Varuna .

Vaziri ,

'

.

Vedan, Vedar, Bo(

Vcddab .

Vulama .•

Vellalar .

Vellanatti

•Venkoba .

Verihezgar
Versukh .

Vidiir
Vihowa .

Vikrumaditya .

Village deities .

Village staff

Villi. . .

Vira Saiva
Vittoba . . :

Vizeram Kauze
Volcanic outburst

PAGK
. . 2f>:i

. 21)0

. 210
Bodan 282

. 304

. 271
‘2(;r>, 270

. 271

. 253

. 172

. 189

258, 200
. J89
. 152

253, 288

. . 252

. 28G

. 289
253, 260

. 271
irst i 200

Waddaka . 2(>2

Wailhel . • "55

VVaghcr . . 255

Waghia . • 25G

Waish '

. . 225

VVajeya . . 154

AVakhi . . 178

Wa-Kilema . 175

Wakkali . • 2G1

Wakkaii . 173, 178

Wa-Kuafi . 157

Walayat, Vilayat . 1 80

Walleh . . . 251
Wallubhi. . . 251

Wana . . .188
Wanparti . . . • *89

Warangal . . . 243

Wardha . . . 241

Warrior Island . 324

Washermen . . 202

Waziri 182, 185, 187, 210,

219

Weavers . . . 270

Wei-ning . . • 329

IVest Aryans . . 153

Wetter . . . 322

Widow . . 247, 200

Women 164, 107, 175, 184,

186, 187, 193, 239

Women priestesses . 330

W^un . . 258, 259

Wurdak . . . 187

270, 270, 289

YA'BEIN .

Yabu
Yadava .

Yadu
Yaffai .

Yakha
Yakthumba
Yakut .

Yalava
Yanaon .

Yarava .

Yarkand Daria

Yar Khan
Yar Muhammad
Yau. . .

Yavana .

Yedenalknad .

Yeghani .

Yeh . .

Yellama .

YeW
Yenadi .

Yengi
Yerava ^
Yerkal .

Yerra Walleroo
Yeutland

.

. 291

. 174

. 272
. 188
. 104
. 295
. 295

. 173

. 200
. 155
. 263
. 180
. 213
. 184

291, 329
. 289
. 203
. 188
. 329

. 256

. 271

. 286

. 174

262, 271

. 287

. 271
. 152

Yezd
Yezdikhaneh Su
Yokaribash
Yoktaii .

Yoinut
Yora
Yu-chi 15i

Yuikhun
Yunnan .

Yuruk nomadcs
V iisufi

Yiisufzai 179

PAGE
171, 172 Amphiganidas .

Su . 168 Ancylonycha pinguis 3()4

. . 166 Auiroscelidse . . 356

. . 16 1 Antliicidic . . 353

. 174, 175 Anthomyia brassica . 360

. . 160 Anthophilidm . . 355

152, 173, 224 Antbrenus vorax . 366

174 Ant-lions . . , 360

. 329 Ants . . . 359

Ics 160 Apamidie . . . 355

171 Aphides . . . 300

179, 182, 183, Aphis !anigera .

1.S7, 210 Aphodiida^

Zab .

Zabalistan
Zabiyah-ul-lMolili

Zagros
Zahri
Zaidiya .

Zaimukht
Zaindenid
Zaitim Hills .

Zakha
Zali .

Zand
Zanganali

.

Zangaria . 100,

Zangi
Zanskar .

Zanzibar .

Zar Afshan
Zardab
Zargwal .

Zarkani ,

Zar Kharidi
Zaza
Ze-baing .

Zebu
Zeidnat .

Zeleh
Zend
Zertusht .

Zerza
Zetuuabad
Zezdi
Ziadoglu .*

Ziari

ZiegenbaM
Zimmay .

Zindah
Zirak
Zniara
Zobeid
Zohinawand
Zoi .

^{orapur .

Zoroaster .

Zouano ' .

Zulu .

Zuri .

’
.

Zunnat .

Zu-ul-Kadar

Apidaj

,
108 Aradid.x* .

180 ‘Asilidie .

305 Asopidse .

10 Atcuchus

.

. 355

. 300
'

. 360

. 359
. 355
. 300

302,. 305
. 353
. 354

. 350

. 356

. 356

. 359

253 Bactkria sakmentosa 358

208, 209 Badhiya 366

. 171 Bakoli 305

100, 173, 176,

168 Bala
204 Bangka
170 Barar
100 Batocora

172 Bees

170, Beet-fly

178 Beetles

184 Bendidae

301 Bhungo .

157 Blattidau .

305
302
306
302

. a57

. 300

358, 359, 305
.355

302
354

301 Bhungo . . 302

157 Blattidau . . 354

175
I

Iflistering-llies . . 358

172 Boarniia leucostigrnaria

189 365

188 Boarmidie 355

109 Bombycidie 355

158 Bombycoidiu 355

310 Borabyx . 305.

320 Bostrichidse 302, 303

184 Botydie , . . 356

172 Bracliinidcs . . 358

153 Bracunida) . . 354

172 Br.arrah . . 364

100 Bi uchus . 304, 305

109 Bugs 358, 301, 303

159 Bujek 350

ItIO Buprestidiu 353, 358, 359,

170 360

Cicadidio .

CicendelidiB

Cynicidse .

Cistelidae .

Cixiida? .

Cleridae, .

Onetbocampa
CoccidiB .

Cocciuellidae

Coccus lacca

Cochineal
Coffee tree

Coleoptera
Colydiadae

Coniopteryx
Copridae .

Cordylia .

Coreidae .

Cossidau .

Crabronidic

Crane-fly .

Crickets .

Cryptocephalid
Cryptogamic p
Cucujidaj .

Culex laniger

Culicidaj .

Curculio .

Curculionidau

Curuminga bee
Cymatophorida

CALANDR

A

Callidea .

Calpidce .

Zniara . . .222 Caiitharis

Zobeid ... . 1(»2 Cautuo .

Zohinawand . . 172 (Jarabida;

.

Zoi . . . . 170 Caradriniela* .

JJorapur . . . 254 (yassidkhe

Zoroaster . . .172 Castniidie

Zouano' . . . 156 Catephiida*

Zulu . .
.‘158 Caterpillars .

Zuri.... 183 Catocalidau .

Zunnat . . 186, 189 Cebrionidai

Zu-ul-Kadar . 167, 190 Cecidomyidiu .

Ccntii)cdc8

Cophahomia
INSECTS, • Cerambycidae .

Cerambyx vatica

From page 3.50 to 306, Ccrcopidie

302, 364, 305

. 358

. . 355
. 358
. ;.158

. ,353

. 355
. 354, 36.5

. 355

. 3.55

. m

. 3.55

. 353

. 350, 305

. 360

. 361
I . 3o4, 3i^9

tica 363
356

vol. ii. The figures Cerosterna gladiator 362

refer to the pages of the Ceteniza , . . 300

article ‘Insects.*

Acarus tklarius , 5

Acheta campestris
. |

Acidalid.x* .

Acrydium migratoriuin

Adolia . . 31

./Ecidium Thomsoni
Agia
A^estis segetum
Alope
Alydid» .

Cetoniadse . 353, 300

(!eutho-rUynchu8 con-

, 361 tractus

I . 365 Chafer . .

. 355 Chalcididfc •

iriuin Chelifer .

366 Ch’heda, Hind
358, 365 Chinese insects

li 365 Chironomida)

. 362 Chloephoridse

. 360 Chofoniida)

. 355 Chrysidw

.

. 366 Chrysomelida)

1126

Daddy longlkijs . 360

Docticiis . . . 3.59

Deiopeia piilchella . 359

Deprescaria . 362, 364

Derbidre . . . 356

Disrmestid.'e . . 353

l.)iaprida‘ . . . 354

Dipsas isocratijs , 359

Diptcrli . .
351, 356, 36()

Dolichopidic . . 35()

Donacidie . . 3.54

Diagon-flius , . 361

Drepana . . . 36.5

Drepanognathus saltator

. 356

. 353

. 356

. 353

. 350

. 353

. 365

. 350

354, 365

. 357

. 357

. 364

353, 361

. 353

. 354

353, 358

. 357

. 356

. 355

. 354

. 365

. 365-

. 354

its. 360

. 353

. 366

. 356

302, 364

. 353

! . 362
. 355

.

Drepanulidie
Durkhi .

Dynastidaj
Dyticidfo .

. 3f)5

. 306

;i53, 358

. 3.53

EDEWRTD/I'I . .

Elateridaj . 3.53, 359

Einbidie . . •

Kndomychiihv . . 3.5*1
*

Ennomidiii . •

Ennychidie . •
3oN

Eiiuira . .

Ephemerida! . • 3. >4

Ephyriclaj . •

Erebidae . . •
3i>.o

Eriopidau . . • 35.^

Erotylidie . . • 3o4

Euacanthus interruptuft

Euchirus . . . 361

Euclidida) . . ‘3.25

Eumonid® . • 354

Eumeta . . • 359

Eumolpidie . •
‘ 3S4

Eupiioli . .
.

• 3o9

Eupithecia coffearia . 36.5

Euproctis virguncula 1^5
Burhipidae . .

Eurygasteridac . . 356

FAOILLTDiK
FlattidsB .

Fly .

Forfioulidae

Formicidse
Fulgoridw

.
’

. 3.55

. 356

. . 360

. . 35

354, 359, 362

. 856, 359
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PAGE
CALERUCID.E . 354
Galls . . 357

i Oelichiclae . 356
GreometridsB •

. . 355
Oeotrupulae . . 353
Ghoon, Ghun . 362, 364
Ghiidya . . 36.5,366
Gindar . . . 365
Girinidce . .

’
. 353

Girwa or Girwi . 365
Glotfculidas . . 355
Glyphypterigidra . 356
-<Tonoptt*rid.*e . . 355
C^orghooryah . . 366
Gracillaria coifeifoliella364
Gram-beotlo . . 364

•• Grasshopper . 3.59, 361
Gryllidie , . . 354
Gryllotali)a vulgaris 365 6
Giyllua 365, 3i{)6

HADENllXli . . 355
Hieinerosiilre . . 3.55

Iliilticida} . . 354
Halydi<lie . . . 35(i

Heliocu|)i8 ciipido 362, 364
Hclhitliidie . . 3.55

lleliotliis arrnigera 364 5
Hcinietiiidje . . J455

Homiloia vastatrix . 364
Horniptera 351, 356, .361,

363
nermiiiidse .

•
. 3,56

Hespc'i'idLe . . ,355

Ifetirojitera . . ,351

HLspidn.! . . . 354
llisterid.'o . . 353
Homopterid.'v 351, 355, 356
Honuy-dow . 362
llyblieidio . . 3.55

Hydrocami)id{e . 3.56

Hydrointjtridaj . . 356
Hydropllilida! . 353, 359
ITydrophilus . . 359
Hydiojjsychidiu . 354
Hylesimis . . 362

ll^peiiidaj

Itypocaliil®
. .355

. ;355

Hypograminid® . ;i55

HypopyridiP . ;}55

I\b.-iinA5 . . 356
Ichneumonid®

.

. 354
Issid®

. :15()

Itch insect . :i6i

[Kara kert . 358
IfCatua
w. .

. 362

^/Lady-birds
. 365

I^Lamiid® . . 354
Lampyrid® 353, 359

^^Lareutid®
. 355

-^arrida? . . . ,354

*^;lLarvPB . 361, 363
g|jif-.athridiadae

. . 353
(%%J‘‘*'^^odcctcs lugubris 358
- 'Lecaiiiuin

. . 364
.Lcpidista pingnis . 364
;Xepidoptera 364, 357, 359
Lepisma . . .360
Leptocerid®

. . 354
;ilXepto8eelia.

. . 358
yleptum

. . 363,364
' Leucanid®

, . 355
, Libellulid®

. . 354
Limacodid® 356, 358, 365

;^Xiparid®
. . .355

• ^Lithoaiid®
. . 355

. . . 364
Xocust

. . act, .365

aiongicornes
. . 36.1

J<ucanid» . . , 353

..PAGE

Lucanus . . . 361
Luciola . . . 359
Luminous insects

. ^
359

Lyc®nid® , .

* 355
I<yg®id® ... . 3.56

Lyonetid® . . 356

Ma(3ARId.e . 355
Maggot . . 360
Makora . . 363
Mantidie . 354, 3.57, 358
Margarodid® . 356
MoUidai . 353, 358
!BIelolonthid.® 3.53, 362,

364, 3()5

Molyrid® . . . 353
Meinbracid® . . 356
Micronid® . , 355
Mictid® . . . 3.56

Midas . . . 360
Miimda xantborliina 3(J4‘

Monochanius soongna 3()3

Mordellid® . . 3.53

IMosquitoa . . 36)6

Mnscida^ . . . 351)

Mushi-ooms . . 360
Mutillid® . . 354
Mycutoi»hilid® . . 35«)

Mylabris* . . . 358
Myimclcoiiid® . . 354
Alyrmicid® . 359

Narosa (.'oxspersa 365
i\c‘cr<»pliaga 3.58

-Ne<.».!ra . , 3.58, 365
Nepitla.^ . . . 356
Mouroptera 351, 354, 361,

303
Nitidulidje . . 3.53

Ndctiluca . . . 359
Noctui<l® . 35.5, 364, .36.

Notodoiitida . . .355

Notonectida) .
’

, 3;

N utmcg insect , 306
Nyctcribidiu . 3.56

Nyini>halid® . 354

(KcoPllYLLA SMARAGDINA
359

(Kstrua ovis . . 361
Oiceoptonia . . 358
()iiiuiato]diorid;v , 355

Ophiderid.® . . 35:5

Opliiusiil® . . 355

Gpuntia . . . 357
Or(dicstcs fiigi . . 360
Orgyia Cuylahica . .365

Grthoptera . , 354
Oryctes . . . 362

Pacii^;(’orti).e .

I’achyrhyncbi .

Palm -weevil

I’alolo viriilis .

I’alyad® .

Papilioiiid®
.

.

Passalida;

Paussid® .

Pentotoniid.® .

Perlid® .

Phalacrid.®

Phasmid.®
Pkeidole .

Phungii .

Phyllium .

Phyllocephalid®
Physapoda
Plant lice

.

Platasi)id®

Platydid®
Plusiid® .

Polydesmid® .

]*ompilid®

Ponerid®

356
359
357
357
355
.354

353
353
.356

;i54

3.53

.351, 3.58

359

365, 366.

.358

356
354
.363

.356

355
.3<55

.355

:i54

a54, 359

Prie Dieu

.

Prionid® .

Psclaphid®
Psocid® .

Paychid® .

Psychomid®
Payllid® .

Pterophorid®
Pyralid® .

REnGVTTDiE
Rcmigid®
Rhyacophili<l.®

Rhynchophora

Sitona
.Sitoi)hilys oryz;

Skip-jack .

Sphauiophorus
pennis .

S]iha‘ridiad®

Si)hegid® .

Sphingid®
Spilomelid®
Stag-beetles

Staiihilinhhv

Stciiocephalid®

Stratiomidi®

Sursuri

Tabanid.e .

Telej)horida*

3'euthredo

Tennitida.-

'reilunychns j);!

35*ttigoniid;e

'rhcla

'I'liermisida!

I'liyku eiicharis

3’iiu‘id®

'i’iiigida?

'ri])uli<l®

Tumici<l;e

Tortoise, beetles

Tortricidaj

3'oxocami)idi

Trap-<loor spider

Trichiad®
Trichoj)terygidi

Trogid® .

Trogositid®

PAGE
. 357 Xylotrechus

PAGE
. 362

354, 363

. 353 yPONOMEDTlJ)A5 . 356

. 354

. 355 ZYGAilNIDiK . 355
.354

8.5()

356

356

.356

355
354

362, 364'

MAMMALIA,

From page 810 to 38.5, vol.

ii. The figures refer to
the pages of the article
‘ Mammalia.’

Rhyncceniis . 364 tElian 834
Rice-weevil . 366 Ailurus fulgens 828
Rig .

*
. . 362 Ant-eater 835

Rottlera . . 363 Antelopes 834
Rutelid® . . . 353 Apes 826

Arctomyjlin® . 831
8a(W1D.e . . 354 Artictis binturoiig . 8.30

Sajiorda . . 363 Artiodactyla . 833
Satiiriniid® 355, 357 Am Islanrls 822
Saw-flies . :i60, 363 Arvicola Roylei 8:12

Scjirabieus • 358, 359 Ass, wild 83;i

Scarid,® . . .3.56 Aiherura fasciculata 8:12

Scarlet mite . 361 Australia . 822
Scoloi»endra )ho.s- Axis maculatus 834
phorea . . . 359

Scolylus .
•

. «62 Baboonh . 826
Scoparid® , :i56 Badgers . . . 828
Scorpions . . 360 liahenoidea 830
Scydmmnid® . 353 Bara singha 833
Sericostomid® . 354 Ravbastellus com-
Siliadfe . 3.54 munis . 827
Silpha .. :i5H Rats.... 820
Simulid® . , 356 Rears 828

plaui-

365
.36()

359

362

353
.351

355
356
361
353

.356

356
362

. 3,56

. 3.53

. 363
.351, .3.57

avora.' .‘1()5

. .356

. .362

. 355

. 3r.5

. 3.56

35(», 363

356, 365

3.53, 362
. 365

. 356

. 355

. .360

353, .36.5

. 353

. 353

. 353

Rerardius Arnouxi
Rison
Roar .

Rovid®
Ruffalo .

Rurhel •
,

830
S.3.5

828.

834
8.34

835

U;IAPTERIG 1 1 )j: . 3.55

Oamelopardid.e . .8.33

Canid® . . , S30
(^iiprin® . . . 8.34

(aniivora . . 828
Cats . . . .828
(battle . . . 834
( 'Cik'bes . . . 822
Cervid.® . . . 833
(^rivulus aurcu.s . 834
(Jetacea . . . 8.30

<.’li®rotlia . . . 8,33

I'hamois . . , 834
(Jlioota •

. . . 829
(3j)ir(»ptera . . 826
Cliikara . . . 8.34

Civets . . . 829
(V)elo[»s Fiithii . 827
(V>rsiia Alpina , . 828
Crossopus Hiinalaicus 828
Cinui nitilans . . 830
Cynogalo ReniiefctU . 830
Cynopterns margi-
natus . . , 820

Deer . . .834
Delphinapterus leucas 830
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